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How Christian Prudes and Hypocrites Hate the Image of. God. 

400 Years of Freethough t. 
From Columbus to lqgersoU ~ B~ Samuel Porter Putqam 

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt .Sides and Back, Marbled Edges. Price, $5; "W'ith The 
Truth Seeker One Year. $6.so. 

141 FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living q;nd Dead, of the Past :Four Hundred Years. 

t:t:' HE ~ R U7 R SEEKER OOMP ANY has pleasure in announcing 
1.v that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for 
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready 
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF 
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally de
signed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated 
all along that th9 book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter, 
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of 
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine 
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty. 
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove 
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together 
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much 
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as 
well .. s a Jiisto17; for what ~e c..Ued "half-tov.e" piotures, like tbose iD 

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the 
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and the~efore equal 
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this 
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FBEETHOUGHT, 
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents 
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human 
ev(.'lution. In Part First we hav Freethought ·as a manifestation and infiu-

. ence; in Part Second, as an orga$ed force. With this history are given 
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the paat and th~ present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent 
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress. 

Price, SS. With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THB TB'UTB SEEKER 00., 28 ~AFAUTTB PLAo:m, N:a:w Yoax. 
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When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we ~ill send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. · 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). · Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radios! Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
rsoe. It reveals Freethuught ·as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, lll!ld with what promise we oan hail its future triumph. 11 FouR 
HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rioh with the greatest inventwns and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing osn he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal osn afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the grest0st deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's subltmest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric ohuroh 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
. eat Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 

Picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has ·over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can .. help but be wel1-i~formed in .all scientific matters. 

For. $4.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book-'' in cloth ($2.50). 

.For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of "Old 
Testament Stories Comic'llly lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " ora Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 
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Eight Copies of Paine's "Age of Reason " to separate addresses 
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To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents. 
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SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 
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A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining 
this at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes 

will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do 
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THE 

Truth Seeker Annual for 1895 
CoNTAINS A OoNTBIBUTION BY 

]AS. B. ALEXANDER 
ON 

''THE PROGRESS 01!, SCIENCE." 

.Announcement. 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 12th FBANKLIN 

STEINER will answer the question, "DOES CHRIS

TIANITY PREVENT CRIME T" 

The Campaign in This State. 
We hope our readers will giv us what moral and 

financial aid they can in circulating the petition to 
the legislature for the repeal of the Sunday laws in 
this state. It is particularly the fight of the citizens 
of New York, but as every struggle of this kind any
where in the country helps in all states, aid from 
outsiders interested in the attempt to realize the 
Nine Demands will not be refused. 

The time is particularly opportune this winter, as 
there is to be a general discussion of the Sunday 
issue at Albany. The liquor dealers of the state seem 
to hav been promised by both parties-and very 

:, strongly by the party which won in the late election 

j -that their interests shall be considered, and 
legislation in their inte. rests ena~ted. This is gen
erally understood to mean openmg the saloons for 

~a portion of each Sunday. Of course such legisla-
~ tion will be strenuously resisted by the ecclesiastics, 

who see in this another chance for the people to 

j 
slip away from them. ·The matter will be argued 
pro and con, and the church will show her hand, 
and the clergy are sure to expose the real animus of 
their protests against the proposed law, which is to 
save to themselvs the day on which they earn their 

;;: living. 
- This will giv the Freethinkers their opportunity, 
g and they will miss it sadly if they do not jump in 

and see that the legislators hav the true doctrin on 
the Sunday question presented to them. 

We propose to send the petitions out all through 
the state, together with printed arguments against 
any Sunday legislation ; to get the petitions signed 
numerously and presented to every member of the 

Senate and Assembly; and when the Sunday legis
lation is referred to the proper committee for con
sideration and recommendation thereon, it is our 
intention to hav s_me good inen represent the 
Freethinkers and make some speeches to that 
committee. 

This will cost money-a good deal of it. We 
ought to hav five hundred dollars at least. The 
clerical forces will spend thousands of dollars. The 
Freethinkers cannot do that, but we believe they 
can raise enough to do what we hav so briefly out
lined. THE TBUTH SEEKEB is bound to do something 
to start the thing going, and how vigorous we can 
make the fight will depend upon how much we are 
aided. A ten dollar bill will do a great deal, and 
we would like to hav every New Yorker who can 
afford it send us one of. them to push this along. If 
you cannot send ten, send five, or four, or whatever 
you can spare for this work. 

Let us hear from you at once, friends, so we can 
know what to depend upon. The more you send 
the hotter will we make the fight. 

.A Distinction Without a Difference. 
We are sorry to see that Dr. Buckley, of the Chris

tian Advocate, is inclined to split hairs. Some 
time ago he censured the mayor of Waterbury, Conn., 
for publicly receiving Monsignor Satolli. The re
buke was timely and pertinent. A few weeks later 
there was unveiled at Batavia, in this sts.te, a tablet 
to the memory of Robert Morris, the financier of 
the Revolution. At this function Bishop Ryan, 
Catholic, Bishop Coxe, Episcopalian, and another 
Protestant minister of Buffalo, offered prayers. 
Se'cretary Carlisle delivered a historical address. 
In condemning this mingling of religion and public 
affairs, we called the attention of the Christian 
Advocate to its former utterances and asked if it 
would speak with an equal clearness of condemna
tion concerning the Batavia affair. To this Dr. 
Buckley replies: 

"First, the unveiling of this statue to Robert Morris 
was not an set of the government. Seoond, the function 
performed by Secretary Carlisle was not an sot of an 
o:ffioer. Third, therefore the prayers of these persons 
bad nothing to do with the relations of ohuroh and state. 
Fourth, the mayor of Waterbury was receiving Mon. 
signor Satolli, the sblegste of the pope. The pope is not 
merely a spiritual head, but olsims the right to maintain 
a temporsi government. The mayor of Waterbury re
ceived Sstolli in his o:ffioisl ospaoity of papal sblegste, in 
his own o:ffioisl ospaoity as mayor of Waterbury." 

Technically and narrowly the act of Secretary 
Carlise was not official; in a broader, truer sense it 
was. Nearly all the members of the cabinet and 
several state officers were present. They were not 
there as private citizens, but because they were 
officials. Mr. Carlisle delivered an address, not be
cause he was John G. Carlisle, of Kentucky, but 
because he was Secretary-of-the-Treasury Carlisle. 
So far as we are aware, the dedication of a monu
ment or tablet could not be, strictly speaking, a.n 
act of the government, for its officers are not elected 
or appointed for any such purpose, but it . is also 
true that Grover Cleveland was not elected for th ~ 
purpose of issuing thanksgiving proclamations, and 
yet he issues them and his act is official and serves 
to help unite church and state. The ministers who 
were present and prayed were there by invitation 
as ministers and not as. citizens, and they prayed 
in their capacity as ministers and not as citizens. 
The man who was honored by the exercises was 
honored not as a private citizen but as a man of 
public affairs who as such had rendered his country 
illustrious service. The difference between the act 
of the mayor of Waterbury and the acts of the na
tional and state officials at Batavia was one of the 
letter merely; in spirit they were identical. 

' 

When Dr. Buckley called attention to the fact 
that Monsignor S~tolli represented the Pope, who 
claims the right to maintain a temporal govern
ment, he probably had for a m0ment forgotten that 
Bishop Ryan, who prayed at the Batavia unveiling, 
is also a representativ of this Pope who claims the 
right to maintain a temporal government. If we 
remember aright, Monsignor Satolli was not called 
upon by the mayor of Waterbury to exercise any of 
his priestly offices, but Bishop Ryan was asked to 
do so at Batavia and he there exercised the priestly 
office of prayer, for it would be foolish to suppose 
that he prayed merely as a lay Christian, or that 
those who invited him to pray did so for any other 
reason th!\n that he was a distinguished priest. 
And, as before said, the same is true of the Prot
estant ministers who said prayers at the unveiling. 

Dr. Buckley says that he understands the separa
tion of church and state to be this: 

"No one shall be compelled to profess or support are
ligion in whioh he does not believe, or any religion, and 
that no money shall be allowed by the state for the sup
port of any religious institution as snob." 

Further along, however, he declares that the ser
vice of chaplains in the national Senate and House 
and in the legislatures of the states is simply a form 
"pleasing to many and pernicious to none." Is it 
possible that Dr. Buckley does not know that a 
chaplaincy is a "religious institution as such," and 
that the taxpayers are compelled to pay therefor? 
He has placed himself on record as opposed to the 
union of church and state, and has defined said 
union as consisting in the enforced profession or 
support of religion, and yet the editor of the Chris
tian Advocate says that the employment of chap
lains in public institutions is a form " pleasing to 
many and pernicious to none," which is equivalent 
to saying that the union of church and state is 
pleasing to many and harmless to none. We are 
glad to hav been able to discover Dr. Buckley's real 
sentiments. 

"Whether a minister, Catholic, Protestant, or a Jewish 
rabbi, shall be invited to offdr prayer at the unveiling of 
a tablet is a matter of taste sncl propriety. If all citize1s 
are interested in the unveiling, the plsoing of represent· 
stivs of the diffdrent religions on the program is in bet 
ter taste than limiting it exolusivly to one." 

If all citizens are interestel in such ceremony it 
will require the services of one hundred and forty
two ministers and priests and a Freethought lect
urer to satisfy them all, if we proceed in the. way 
recommended by Dr. Buckley. How much easier 
and more sensible it would be to dispense wibh all 
kinds of religious and anti-religious exercises, as 
the Liberals demand! Robert Morris was a man 
who served the state; the tablet to his memory was 
not the gift of a sect nor of a number of sects; it 
was patriotism, not religion, that honored him, and 
patriotism is not limited by the boundaries of sects. 
The presence of clergymen, as clergymen, at the B:~.
tavia unveiling was an intrusion, j ast as the postpon
ing of Fourth of July celebrations a~d Decoration 
Day services when the Fourth of July and the thirtieth 
of May come on Sunday is an insult to the people 
as citizens; just as the saying of prayers and the 
singing of religious songs on those occasions are 
entirely out of place and should be sternly forbid· 
den by those who hav the exercises in charge. To 
the religionist the fullest liberty; to the citizen 
freedom from invasion. 

For the past two months Colonel Ingersoll's new 
lecture, "About the Holy Bible," has been the mo.8t 
popular book on the list. It still sells by the hun
dred~ but THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895 is 
at present cutting out the work and giving it a 
lively race. 
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What Is this About A.ntlwny Comstock? 
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE LE:s:Gw CoM~HTTEE. 

F•·om the Netn Yo1·k Sun. 

tery is fertilized with the compost of ignorance. 
Comstock is the chief promoter, officially, of that 
"Movement in favor of Ignorance," of which C. L. 
James wrote so tersely when he gave it its very apt 
and expressiv name. 

--------~----------

The War Between -Light and Darkness~ 

Mr. Goff then called Louis S. Streep, who told 
this story without question: In 1889 he wag ar
rested by Anthony Comstock for printing green 
goods circulars. At that time, he said, he had 
rented his printing-office to a man named Bechtold, The clericals did not hav everything their own 

· while he, the witness, was in the country. While way last year. They did not succeed in closing the 
he was in the Tombs Bechtold gave Streep's wife Mid-winter Fair at San Francisco on Sunday, nor 
$5,000 in cash to deposit for hflr husband's bail. the Cotton Palace at Waco, Texas. They did get a 
Before she deposited it, Bechtold returned and got favorable decision from the Supreme Court of Mich
$2,000, saying that he had to giv 81,500 to Anthony igan and from several inferior courts, and they won 
Comstock to prevent S~reep's being indicted by the some of their fights against the Adventists. They 
United States Grand Jury. Streep's bail was re- also secured muQh local legislation, although they 
duced at the same time to $3,000, and the cash was were beaten in Chicago. They greatly extended 
deposited. Streep jumped his bail and went to and strengthened their organization. As a general 
Europe. In July, 1890, he returned; went to the thing, they won when they appealed to judges and 
district attorney of the county and confessed all legislators, and were defeated when they came into 
that he knew about the green goods circular busi- conflict with men of business. 
ness, and under ·the direction of the district at- Mr. J. :;)_ Shaw wisely devotes considerable space 
torney made a search of the city with three head- in his Independent Pulpit for December to the 
quarters detectivs for the men implicated by his Sunday issue, giving, among the rest, an account of 
confession. One day, after being out for many the struggle over the Sunday opening of the Cotton 
hours with Detectiv Reilly, he called on Mr. Com- Palace in Waco. When the question was first 
stock, and said that now that he had arranged raised the directors of the Palace voted to keep it 
things honorably with the state officigls he would open on Sunday. ·The ministerial contingent at 
like to get the indictment against him in the state once raised such a clamor that the directors were 
courts dismissed. frightened and rescinded their opening vote. This 

"Comstock said to me, ·• I am the only man who determination aroused those who were opposed to 
can get that indictment dismissed.' He said it the closing of the gates and before the first San
could be done if I would giv him one thousand day arrived it had become manifest that there was 
dollars. In August I called on Mr. Comstock with a strong sentiment antagonistic to the Sabbatarians, 
my brother and said to him, 'You said you could but the directors still feared the boycott threat
hav that indictment in the state court dismissed. 1 ened by the preachers and so the Palace was closed. 
Here is a thousand dollars.' I had seven hundred About the locked gates thronged an insistent mul
dollars which my wife had realized from the sale of titude who very freely expressed their opinion of 
my printing-office, and I borrowed three hundred the Puritans, and that opinion was the reverse of 
dollars in three bills from my brother Robert, who complimentary. These dissatisfied people did not 
was with me. Comstock took the money, saying, :flock to the open churches, as the preachers had 
'I am not accepting this as a bribe, but as a dona- evidently expected they would, but wandered up 
tion to the society_•" and down the streets, necessarily not contributing 

Q.: And was the indictment dismissed? anything to the "Sabbath quiet" of the town, and 
A.: Yes, sir; two of them. the directors soon saw that they had made a serious 
Q.: And you g~ve him that money to procure mistake. On the Monday following the first Sun-

their dismissal T day the board convened in special meeting and 
A.: Yes, sir. adopted a motion for Sunday opening. It had been 
Mr. Goff: Here are indictments indorsed ''dis- urged by the Sabbatarians that the women were 

missed" at the time stated by the witness. opposed to Sunday opening, and as they had ran-
Senator Bradley: Who was the district attorney dered substantial assistance to the enterprise the 

then? directors did not wish to offend them. One of the 
Mr. Goff: Colonel Fellows. directors who was a Sunday closer said that he had 
Q.: Fully realizing your responsibility and the promised the women that if they would assist in 

meaning of your answer, do you swear that you the work of decoration he would vote against open
gave Anthony Comstock $1,000 for his influence in ing. But when one of the city papers interviewed 
having these indictments dismissed~ thirty-two of the women managers it was found 

A.: I swear before God and man I paid Anthony that twenty-six favored Sunday opening, five op-
Comstock $1,000 to buy my liberty. posed it, and one was undecided. 

Senator Lexow: How do you bring this within After the directors had taken their last vote in 
the scope of our work, Mr. Goff! favor of opening, some of the preachers issued a 

Mr. Goff: I will explain in a moment, Senator. call for a mass meeting in the Baptist church. Of 
Q.: Since then you've been indicted? the twenty-five hundred Christians in the city one 
A.: Since then Anthony Comstock had me in- hundred and seventeen, old and young, composed 

dieted on the same charge in the United States the "mass" meeting. After the usual talk about 
court. I was convicted, and am out pending an the "Holy Sabbath" and the sin of" desecrating" it, 
appeal. a committee, consisting of three preachers and two 

Senator Lexow: How is this within our scope! lawyers, was appointed to draw up resolutions in 
Mr. Goff: In a minute, Senator. which the directors were condemned for opening on 
Then Robert Streep was called and swore that Sunday, Christian people were urged to stay away 

he was with his brother, and that he paid $1,000 to from the Exposition on all days of the week, and to 
Anthony Comstock under the circumstances related. withdraw their exhibits. Of course the later action 

Senator Lexow: How is this within our scope~ would hav been a violation of their contracts with 
Mr. Goff: A failure to enforce the criminal laws the managers. The resolutions were adopted with 

is a neglect of duty by the police department. but one dissenting vote. 
Also, we hav shown that the police hav protected But the boycott-or proposed boycott-was a 
the green goods men, and it is only fair to the fiat failure. The next Sunday the gates were open 
police that we should show, if we can, that others and the attendance was phenomenally large. 
hav done the same. Everything went smoothly and providence did not 

Senator Lexow: It is a very serious charge even frown, nor were the boycotters missed. Waco 
against Mr. Comstock. is considered the most religious city in Texas, but 

Anthony Comstock says that "imaginationalism" 
is corrupting the youth of the land. Yes, that is 
so; it is the imaginationalism of Anthony Com
stock and the other anti-naturaliste-, who find im
purity where a healthy mind would never think of 
looking for it. This imaginationalism of which he 
talks grows in the hotbeds of mystery, and· mys-

the victory over the Sabbatarians appears to be 
complete. As the leaders of the Sunday law move
ment declare that Christianity must stand or fall 
with the" Sabbath" we wonder what they will think 
of the outcome of the fight at Waco, where, with 
the advantage of an overwhelmingly Christian pub
lic as the environment, the Sabbatarians were un
able to rally more than a corporal's guard in. favor 

of a closed Fair on Sunday. The Christians were 
divided regarding the desirability of Sunday closing 
and still more divided when it came to the question 
of the boycott. Some of the ministers did not at
tend the indignation meeting and only a few of the 
laity joined in the boycott. The real effects of our 
Liberal propagandism, as Mr. Shaw says, are as 
clearly seen on the inside of the churches as on the 
outside. In vain hav the preachers and editors of 
the religious papers sought to rally .their followers 
for a crusade against the desecrating Exposition. 
The denunciations of the preachers are laughed at 
by their own congregations. 

Mr. Shaw is quite right in considering the defeat 
of the Texas Sabbatarians significant and encour
aging, but he is mistaken in calling it a "local 
matter.'' It is no more local than a fight between 
two divisions of opposing armies. Those divisions 
may be widely separated from the larger parts of 
their ·respectiv hosts, but that does not make the 
battle a local one. The issue is not a local dispute, 
and that is the one thing that determins the char
acter of the conflict. Every triumph won by the 
Sabbataria.ns, no matter where, counts as a moral 
force in the tremendous struggle, as does every 
victory achieved by the defenders of the free Sun
day. This is a conflict between light and darkness, 
between education and ignorance, between rational
ism and superstition, between liberty and despot
ism, between civiliz!l.tion aud the church. The 
principles involved are of world-wide interest and 
every skirmish and every b!l.ttle over them is an 
episode in a struggle upon the outcome of which 
depends the religious free.dom of the people of 
every nation. The issue is, Sunday for the whole 
people or for the preachers exclusivly. The latter 
hav just as much right to claim any other day. 
The political church must be made to understand 
and to admit that it has no bill of sale of any day 
of the week. 

The way "Four Hundred Years of Freethqught" 
is going it will not be long before we shall hav to 
get out a new edition. With such a constituency 
as THE TRUTH SEEKER has the eagerness with which 
it is taking this great work is the best possible 
answer to the very few criticisms bestowed upon 
Mr. Putnam's method. As a sample of what com
petent critics think of "Four Hundred Years," we 
are proud to show our readers the following note 
from the gifted daughter of the ever-lamented 
Theron C. Leland : 

"The 'Four Hundred Years of Freethought' arrived 
on my birthday. I am very much pleased with the book, 
particularly Mr. Putnam's opening exposition of the 
meaning of Freethought, I shall hand the book to peo
ple who ask me what Freethought means and what Free-
thinkers lll'e after for the future. LILIAN LELAND," 

A football game at Grand Rapids, Mich., on No
vember 29th, compelled the Park Congregational 
church to postpone its annual Thanksgiving service 
to the evening, as the Sunday-school leader and 
many other backers of the local team wanted to see 
the game more than they did to participate in the 
Thanksgiving exercises. We hav not heard that 
the local team won ; if it did not it is quite likely 
that the Sunday-school leader and the others did 
not feel very thankful in the evening, particularly if 
they lost much on the game. It would not be sur
prising if Judge Montgomery and his associates on 
the Michigan woolsack should now want the Sunday 
1aw stretched so as to cover Thanksgiving day. It 
is a shame that there is no law to prevent the men 
of God from being subjected to an ignominious 
competition from two football elevens. By all 
means let us hav a Thanksgiving closing law. 

We hav received the National Secular Society's 
Almanac for 1895. It is got out in new and at
tractiv shape, with a cover especially designed for 
it, and the contents are varied, interesting, and in
structiv. We notice, however, that there are many 
mistakes in the addresses of American lecturers. 
Several of these mistakes occurred in the Almanac 
for 1894 and one of the victims wrote to the pub
lisher pointing out some of the errors and offering 
to revise the list for the next number, but the 
friendly offer was evidently not considered. The 
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addresses of at least six of the lecturers are given 
in wrong cities or states or both. Unquestionably 
there has been no late revision of the list. The 
leading contributors to the Secular Almanac 
this year are George W. Foote, J. M. Wheeler, and 
Charles Watts. There are a number of good se
lected poems, including Putnam's "Why Don't 
He Lend a Hand?" J ereruy Bentham's preface 
to his translation of Voltaire's comic romance 
"The White Bull," is liberally quoted. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a re

newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor 
to us if they will forward it at their earliest conven-
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various 
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears 

at present, and thiB embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 

for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our 

dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there

upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 

and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

terred, by his special request, on his farm. The 
funeral services were entirely non-religious, as he 
had wished, and w·ere conducted by Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, of Chicago. Leroy Dutton was · one of the 
best-known of the Freethinkers of Iowa, and he 
was loved and respected by all who had the honor 
of his acquaintance. By industry and wise manage
ment he was in possession of a competence, and he 
never failed to giv generously to the cause with 
which he had for so many years been openly iden
tified. His home was always the Freethought pil
grim's resting place, and it was a delightful oasis 
in the desert of hard work and Christian hatred. 
This home was filled with Liberal literature, with 
the pictures of the champions of human liberty, and 
the very atmosphere breathed of tha grand new 
world that is slowly dawning. Mr. Dutton was one 
of the stanchest friends that D. M. Bennett had in 
the years when the foes of freedom and light were 
striving to crush him, and the name of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER's founder was a household word with all the 
Duttons, and particularly with Leroy Dutton and 
Flora, his wife, now many years in the embrace of 
the universal mother. Who ever was D. M. Ben
nett's enemy or lukewarm friend could not be the 
friend of the loyal Duttons. Of the four Dutton 
brothers, all Freethinkers, the genial Jerome died 
last year and now the second follows him, leaving 
Lorenzo and Charles to fight yet many years, let 
us hope, for the disenthrallment and enlightenment 
of man. Leroy Dutton lived as became a true man 
and he died without fear. May we all do as well. 

transmission. .Do not assume that the Editor will 
find out all about these things through the daily 
papers; there are hundreds of those journals, and 
there are only seven days in the week; something 
of vital importance to our cause may escape his eye 
and yours may catch it in the nick of time; it will 
be better for him to hav his attention called to it 
repeatedly than not to see it at all. So send along 
the items. In this connection we will request all the 
members of the Freethought Letter-Writing Corps 
and all others who will now engage to write one 
letter each week to the target selected by the 
Captain to send us their names and addresses, not 
for publication, but that we may know how many 
there are, and so be better enabled to direct their 
_activities. Let us make the coming year memorable 
in the annals of Secularism. 

Comparisons based upon statistics are proverb
ially misleading, for it is very difficult to ascertain 
with any considerable degree of accuracy the rela
tion which two sets of figures bear to each other. 
It is not improbable, however, that an increase of 
educ<~.tion conterminous with a decrease uf crime 
indicates that the two facts hav the connection of 
cause and effect. In 1870 the number of children 
in English schools was 1,500,000. At present the 
number is 5,000,000. The average number of per
sons in prisons and undergoing penal servitude has 
fallen from 12,000 to 5,000. As regards the worst 
crimes, the yearly average of persons sentenced to 
penal servitude has fallen from 3,000 to 800. In 
juvenil crime the number of young persons com
mitted has fallen from 14,000 to 5,000. The num
ber of paupers has decreased from forty-seven per 
thousand to twenty-two per thousand. Doubtless 
other factors than that of primary education hav 
aided to produce this marked decrease of crime
as registered in conviction~-but its part is no 
doubt a very important one, and the general result 
is decidedly gratifying, whatever the causes. 

Friends far and near appreciate the importance 
of the campaign inaugurated in this state for the 
repeal of the Sunday laws which disgrace our stat
ute books. They see that it is of vital importance 
that, above the half-hearted pleadings for the modi
fication of those laws in the interest of this or that 
class, there shall ring out a clear and unmistakable 
demand for their unconditional abrogation. It is 
not a question of expediency or of private privileges, 
but one of equal liberty and impartial justice. Among 
the others who hav promptly reached us helping 
hands is Mr. W. L. Taylor, of Hartford, Connecti
cut, who writes: 

"Although not a resident of New York, my practical 
sympathy is with you in your legislativ campaign, and ~ 
inclose my contribution, $10. Letthe good work go on, 

Our old friend, D. 1\I. Worley, of Lebanon, Ohio, 
sends one dollar for the same work, and Mrs. Mary 
D~nham, of New London, Connecticut, contributes 
seventy-five cents, while Captain Silas Latham puts 
his hand in his pocket and hands over twenty-five 
dollars. This is encouraging and we heartily 
thank these comrades for their timely co-operation 
and hope that they will find many imitators. The 
petitions are being rushed out, and the state will 
be flooded with explanatory and argumentativ docu
ments if the funds come in to cover the expense of 
.printing and to pay the postage. Let us make it 
uncomfortably hot for bigotry this winter. 

It is with deep regret that welearn of the death 
of Leroy Dutton, of Grand Mound, Clinton county, 

. Iowa. He. died on December 20th, and was in-

Lectures and Meetings. 
CoLONEL INGERSOLL'S lecture appointments: 

January 3 ........ Canton, 0. January 12 .. St. Paul, Minn. 
January 4 ........... Lima, 0. January13 ... Duluth, Minn. 
January 5, Valp~raiso, Ind. January 14, EauClaire,Wis. 
January 6 ...•.. Chicago. Ill. January 15, LaCrosse, Wis. 
January7,Milwaukee,Mich January 16 .... Dubnque, Ia. 

The fall and winter being inore particularly the 
reading season, and naturally the renewing of 

subscription season, we hope that our friends will 
make a little effort to send TEE TRUTH SEEKER some 
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones 
hav had to drop off during the past eighteen 
months of panic and dullness in the business world, 

and we need some more to take their places and push 
on the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an 
emergen(}y, and we again venture to ask them to do 
something to help by inducing new subscriptions. 
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium 

offers printed on the second page of this paper, 
and we think considerable can be done by our 
friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good 
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances. 

To those who feel like presenting THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our 

Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small 
cost. A great many of_ the Liberals to whom THE 

TRUTH SEEKER is first sent this way become perma
nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause 

of mental liberty. 
And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaint

ance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER 
three months to some friend, send us the names of 
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them 
sample copies, and see if they, too, 

scribe. We need them all. 

will not sub-

The legislativ season is here. Congress is 
already at work, and many of the state legis
latures are also in session. Soon all will be, and 
this is the opportunity for the political Chris
tians. During the next six months these meddlers 
will be more activ than ever before. We want 
each of our readers to constitute him- or herself 
a committee of one to keep watch of the enemies 
of the secular state. Report to us immediately 
every movement of the theocrats. Look out for 
new Sunday laws and attempts to more rigor
ously enforce old ones; watch for appropriations 
to the church and to institutions under the con
trol of the church; gather all the facts that you 
can in relation to the exemption of church prop
erty from taxation ; be vigilant in regard to relig
ious teaching in the schools ; note what is said 
and done about the employment and payment of 
chaplains; do not fail to keep informed and to in
form us as to the attacks which the anti-naturali~ts 
are sure to make on the agencies of expression and 

January 8 .... Oshkosh, Wis. Jan. 17 ... Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
January 9 .... Madison, Wis. January 18, Davenport, Ia. 
January lO.Wiuona, Minn. ,January l!l, DesMoine~ Ia. 
Jan. 11, Minneapolis, Minn. January 27, New York uity. 

J. E. REMSBURG's appointments: 
.Tan. 3, 4 ....... Ashland, Ky. Jan. 8 ........ Louisville, Ky. 
Jan. 5 ....... Lexington, Ky. Jan. 9, lOMadisonville, Ky. 
Jan. 6 ....... Covington, Ky. .Tan. 11. ... Wadesville, Ind. 
Jan. 6 ......... Cincinnati, 0. Jan. 12, 13 ... Petersbnrg, " 
Jan. 7 ....•.• Carrollton, Ind. 

S. P. PuTNAM'S lecture appointments: 
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January 

at Prescott, Arizona. It is hoped that friends in the 
vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangements 
for lectures at this time, and push tLe Freethought work. 
Mr. Putnam will a!s0 arrange to lecture in New Mex
ico, Colorado, and Kansas O![ his return from Arizona. 
Those wishing lectures in any of these states will commu
nicate with S. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, Chi
cago. 

MRs. FREEMAN's lecture appointments: Philadelphia,. 
Pa., Jan. ·13th; Northpurt, L. I., Jau. 14th, 15th, and 
16th; Liberal Club, New "fork, Jau. 18th; Newark, N.J., 
JaB. 20th; Boston, Mass., Jan. 27th, Feb. 3d. and lOth .. 
Mrs. Freeman desires to lecture during the months of 
January and February along or near the above route. 
Those desiring to setJure dates not taken please write her 
at once, 1037 West Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for January: 
January 4th-" Banking and Currency Problems." 

Whidden Graham. . 
Januarv 11th-" The- Evolution and Use of the Bible." 

T. B. Wakeman. 
January 18th-" The Ideal of '76." Mrs. M. A. Free

man, of Chicago. 
January 26th-"The Third Consciousness or Sixth 

Sense." Prof. A. L. Rawson. 

THE Obio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
December 30tb, 1894-"Why I am not a Christian." 

Rabbi lsaao M. Wise. 
Jan nary 6t.h, 1895-' 'False Claims of the Church." Prof. 

John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan. 
Janu~try 13th, 18!l5-"Christian Civilization or Civil 

Christianity, Which?" Mrs. M. P. Krekel, of Kan
sas City, Mo. 

January 20th, 1895-"If Christ Came to Christianity." 
Dr. G. Gordon Sattler. 

January 27th, 1895-"The Bible in the Light of Higher 
Criticism." Franklin Steiner, of Des Moines, Ia. • 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or (1ualifications are attached to mem
ber8hip. Biscussions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE Firat Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. ' 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, mf'ets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, ·Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evenin;:(" at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William 
Watkins. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tue~day evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

'rHE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues.: 
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The Sermon on the Mount. 
T. 

Mat. vi, 5: "And when thou prayest, thou sholt 
not be as the hypocrits are ; for they love to pray 
standing in the synagogs and in the corners of the 
streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I 
say unto you, They hav their reward." 6. "But 
thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and 
when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy father 
which is in secret ; and thy father which seeth in 
secret shall reward thee openly." All the way 
through Jesus's teaching, you see, everything is to 
be done for a reward. Any one would think that 
Jesus's idea was that no action could be good unless 
there were some external profit in it. It makes one 
think of wise old Mencius a<sain, and his rebuke to 
the king who presumed that Mencius had come 
"provided with counsels to profit my kingdom." 
" Why must your majesty use that word 'profit T' 
What I am provided with are counsels to benevo
lence and righteousness, and these are my only· 
topics. Let also your majesty say, Benevolence 
and Righteousness, and these shall be the only 
themes. Why must you use that word ' profit T' " 

As I do not believe in prayer, I am of course una
ble to see any sublime morality in this injunction. 
God is said to be all-wise and unchangeable. Why 
pray to him for anything T He knows your want be
fore you do. Why pray to him to do anything T 
What he will do he knew before you existed ; if it is 
what you want, it must be done whether you pray or 
not; if it is not what you want done, he is unchange
able, and your prayer that he shall change his de
cree, ordered from all eternity, is an impious attempt 
to make the unchangeable mind change itself and 
destroy its attribute of unchangeableness. 

If it is right that your prayer should. be in secret, 
as Jesus says, why is it that Christians still do most 
of their praying in public, and that principally on 
one day in the week only T The main use of this 
ceremony nowadays seems to be to pray and wor
ship in public in order to obtain a reputation for 
piety and sanctimonious life, under cover of which 
it is found much easier to rob banks and other pub
lic and private institutions. Prayer must be im
pious in theory; in practice, hypocrisy. All the 
great bank thieves, wreckers, and financial swindlers 
hav previously gained a great reputation for piety 
and prayerfulness. Don't pray; it takes you into 
bad company. 

The Lord's prayer (Mat. vi, 7-13): In his previous 
remarks Jesus has been telling you not to pray in 
the manner that the hypocrite (by which he gener. 
ally means scribes and pharisees) pray, but pray in 
secret. Now he adds, "But when ye pray, use not 
vain repetitions, as the heathen do ; for they think 
that they shall be heard for their much speaking. 
Be ye not, therefore, like unto them ; for your 
heavenly father knoweth what things ye hav need 
of, before you ask him. After this manner, there
fore, pray ye." Then follows the well-known Lord's 
Prayer, beginning, "Our father which art in 
heaven," etc. 

Jesus intimates that he will giv you a new and 
original form of prayer ; it has always passed for 
his own, and has been called the Lord's Prayer in 
consequence. There is nothing original about it. 
It is a mere" vain repetition" of the prayers of these 
same hypocrite and heathens that he is denouncing, 
and is made up of fragments of the prayers then 
current amongst the very people he is warning you 
not to imitate. Wetstein says: "It is a curious 
fact that the Lord's Prayer may be reconstructed 
almost verbatim out of the Talmud" (quoted by 
Greg, 321, out of Mackay's" Progress of Intellect," 
ii, 379). Janes ("Study of Primitiv Christianity," 
p. 36) says: "Some of the prayers in use in the 
synagogs in these early periods hav been preserved 
to us in the writings of the rabbis. They contain 
such familiar expressions as these-as familiar 
doubtless to the ears of the youthful Jesus as to 
our own : "Our father, who art in heaven, proclaim 
the unity of thy name, and establish thy kingdom 
perpetually." "Let us not fall into the power of 
sin, transgression, or iniquity, and lead us not into 
temptation." "Thine,_ 0 Lord, is the greatness, the 
power, the glory, and the majesty." "Our father 
who art in heaven, thy will be done on high ; do 
whatsoever seemeth good in thy sight. Giv mA 
only bread to eat, and raiment to put on. Forgiv, 
0 Lord, those who hav this day offended thee." 

Not only is· the prayer itself a "vain repetition'' 
of that of these very hypocrite, but when he tells 
you not to " use vain repetitions as the heathens 
do, for they think that they shall be heard for their 
much speaking," he is not even here teaching any 
new thought. He is only re-echoing the preacher 
in Ecclesiastes (v, 1-3) : "Keep thy foot when thou. 
goest to the home of God, and be more ready to 
hear thP.n to giv the sacrifice of fools ; for they con-

aider not that they do evil. Be not rash with thy 
mouth, and let not thine heart be hasty to utter 
anything before God ; for God is in heaven, and 
thou upon earth; therefore let thy words be few. 
A fool's voice is known by a multitude of words." 

Mat. vi, '14, 15: "For if ye forgiv men their 
trespasses, your heavenly father will also forgiv _you; 
but if you forgiv not men their trespasses, neither 
will your father forgiv your trespasses." 

Peter asked (Mat. xiii, 21, 22) : "Lord, how oft 
shall my brother sin against me, and I forgiv him? 
till seven times T" Jesus replied, "I say not unto 
you, until seven times; but until seventy times 
seven." 

As far as forgivness goes, it is right for men to 
forgiv, just as it is right not to bear hatred to ene
mies, because unforgivness and hatred, carried be
yond ju t resentment, simply soil men's characters, 
both with the hater and the hated. The real truth 
is well expressed by Edgar Fawcett thus: 

I envy not the ethic range 
Of him whose virtues would require 

That wrong and right should interchange 
For so much heaven like so much hire. 

Nor deem philanthrophy hath laws 
To dole thee pay like sordid pelf; 

Love thou thy fellowman because 
To hate him were to soil thyself I 

Jesus teaches that we are to forgiv in order that 
God may forgiv us, a most immoral doctrin, becaus.e 
if God exists he cannot forgiv. It does not matter 
whether your conception of the ultimate cause of 
things is a God, or whether you disbelieve in God 
and in his place put the universal Cosmos, the sum 
of all nature. The result, as far as the conse
quences of actions go, is identical in each case. 
Cause producing effect, and effect again becoming 
cause, as inexorably as the grinding of the fabled 
mills of the gods, that must be the logical concep
tion. As Greg (p. 337) says, "the punishment of 
sin consists in the consequences of sin." Neither 
God, nor nature, can avert the consequences of any 
act once done ; and most of all the idea that God 
could forgiv sin is monstrous and immoral, especially 
so when taken in conjunction with the Christian 
doctrin of forgivness following on repentance for 
sin. The last thing that God could forgiv, the 
thing that he positivly could not forgiv, is implied 
in the idea that his eternal laws could be broken 
and man not suffer the consequences, more or less, 
according to the degree of his misdoing. 

When Jesus represents (Luke xv, 7) more joy in 
heaven over the repentance of one sinner than over 
ninety-nine just persons that need no repentance, 
he is describing a very just human feeling; because 
the fewer sinners there are on earth, the less evil 
and bad results there will be to mankind. Men are 
justified by the nature of their surroundings in for
giving, in giving merit to repentance, and in saying 
"go and sin no more," and in letting the matter 
rest there. But to ascribe any such power to God 
is merely to clothe him with one more human and 
impossible attribute, and to make your conception 
of him the more that of a man-God; and the more 
man-like your conception of God is, the more con· 
tradictory it becomes. 

Mat. vi, 16-18. This saying applies to fasting, 
so we need not notice it at length, except to say 
that the only possible connection between fasting 
and morality is, tl!at a man with an empty stomach 
is much less likely to be inclined to morality than a 
man with a full one. It was probably fasting, inter
larded with a diet of such generous richness as 
locusts and wild honey, that made all these old 
prophets so fanatical, impractical, and visionary. 
Probably very few of them, Jesus included, would 
hav had any of their visions if they had been prop
erly fed. A man living on a healthy diet would not 
hav been very likely to invite people "to eat of his 
:flesh, and drink of his blood " (John vi, 53, et seq.). 
The day before Jesus issued this invitation he had 
performed the feat of feeding five thousand men on 
five loaves and two small fishes. So his share of 
the feast was probably a very tiny one, and it is 
understandable that he should hav been delirious 
the next day, and hav mistaken himself for bread 
and meat and drink. Even a cat fed on :flies is 
said to grow thin and poor, though tbey relish 
such food ; but I never heard that cats became 
visionary or· inspired on it. Of nearly all of these 
inspired prophets it is related that they were on 
the verge of starvation or lived on such food as the 
juicy and succulent locust and wild honey. John 
the Baptist lost his head on this diet long before 
Herod had it cut off for him. 

CHAB. B. CoOPER. 
TO BE CONTINUED, 

When renewing for THE TRUTH SEEKER add 
twenty-five cente for a copy of the Almv.u.. It is 
great. 

Freetbougbt and ·the Bible. 
Freethought and investigation, and the exercise 

and cultivation of the judgment unbiased by preju
dice and uninfluenced by self-aggrandizement or 
popularity, is the right and duty of all. Allowing 
others to think for us and adopting their views, 
without consulting our own reason, has led the 
masses in all ages into error and ignorance. 

All great reforms and achievements that contrib
ute to the welfare of the human race, are the fruits 
of Freethought. Civilization and the emancipation 
of the human race from the oppression of the dark 
ages, when human life was of as little consequence 
as that of a goat or sheep, has been accomplished 
by the genius and independence of men without re
gard to what others might say, do, or believe. 
Creeds hav fought them at every step, and many of 
the brightest intellects and noblest benefactors hav 
been imprisoned, tortured, or slain by the decrees 
of pontifical courts and ecclesiastical tribunals, and 
by priests and potentates claiming to be agents of 
God. 

Creeds, dogmas, and isms, the phantoms of the 
imagination of man in his crude state, dwindle into 
mere falsehoods when reason and common sense 
turn their microscopic eyes upon them, yet they still 
liv, a curse to the world. 

The Mosaic account of the creation bears upon 
its every page the stamp of ignorance. The whole 
story of the making of Adam and the subsequent 
method resorted to to produce Eve ; the garden 
with its tempting but forbidden fruit; the intro
duction of the serpent by God himself to lead his 
only son and daughter to transgression, thus be
coming aider and abbettor in the crime; the curse 
pronounced upon the whole unborn human race in 
consequence of their first parents falling victims to 
God's own cunning scheme of deception and seduc
tion, and the curse pronounced upon the serpent 
for faithfully performing the part set him in the 
great drama or tragedy, that he should go upon his 
belly ever after when he never went otherwise, is 
the simplest and most detestable nonsense that ever 
emanated from the brains of man, and is a scan
dalous libel on the God they profess to love and 
worship. 

Also the tragic account of Cain and Abel and the 
failure of God's design that Cain should be a fngi
tiv and vagabond in the earth, and the marking or 
branding him (as Western ranchmen do their cattle), 
,, lest any finding him might kill him," when the 
human race composed only himself, father, and 
mother; then, when we take into account how Cain 
played a lone hand and euchred the Lord, by going 
to dwell in the land of Nod, knew his wife, and 
built up a city, we hav reached a point of simplicity 
or duplicity that has no parallel outside the Bible. 

And, again, the fabulous story of the flood, the 
Lord choosing Noah as his right bower, the collec
tion of male aiLd female of all animals and creeping 
things from the whole world's surface, their jour
neying thousands and thousands of miles over seas 
and sandy deserts, across rivers, lofty mountains, 
and extensiv plains ; from the frigid and the torrid 
zone, from the land of ever-blooming :flowers and 
from the perpetual snows and icebergs of the polar 
regions, to take passage in a rude craft that afforded 
less than three square feet per capita, by modern 
measurement, with no ventilation, save one hole of 
less dimension than the hatchway of an ocean 
steamer, shows the prevailing ignorance of the 
vastness of the universe at that epoch of the world's 
history. · 

The total destruction of the whole human race, 
save Noah and his family, to restore the races yet 
unborn to the perfect goodness of their first parents 
when first from the hands of the Lord, proved also 
a failure, for men soon became ''wicked and evil 
continually," and after two disastrous failures the 
Lord made use of Moses and the sword to reclaim 
fallen man. 

Moses' education had been somewhat neglected, 
for with no less a personage to assist him than the 
Lord, he was forty days on the mount to formulate 
the Ten Commandments, that . any country justice 
or town clerk could compile in as many minutes. 
Neverthelese, Moses is represented as being the 
best man, for when the Lord's wrath waxed hot 
against his chosen people, "Moses besought the 
Lord, and he repented the evil he had thought to do 
them." 

But the most diabolical destructiv butchery dic
tated by licentious lust and filthy lucre, wus the de
struction of the Midianites and the confiscation of 
their vast possessions, the burning of all their cities, 
and the putting to death all the men and women, 
and all the males among the little ones, and saving 
32,000 virgins for Moses and Eleazar the priest's 
use. The Lord was said, to hav a share of the booty 
and beauty, but failing to put in an appearance, his 
portion went to other :participants ill the outrage. 
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Who can believe that such an unprovoked massacre 
of innocence was the fulfillment of a commll.nd from 
the Lord as recorded in the "book of books!" 

-The Manl1attan Libflral Clnb.-Celt>bration of 
Its Twenty-fifth· Anniversary. 

proper limitations are occasionally over-stepped it 
is better so than that too little truth be told be
cause of an oppressive sense of restraint such as 
pervades some more elite societies. Furthermore, 
if the tender svmpathies of spectators. with a fellow 
feeling for a fellow creature, sometimes suffer shock, 
they will please remember that the sensibilities of 
the victim are so often anresthetized by his own 
self-satiPfied state of mind that the vivisection is 
not so cruel as it seems. 

And, again, Joshua commanding t.he sun to st.a.nd 
still.that he might annihilate the defeated, :fleeing 
people; and the Lord, knowing what Josh wanted. 
stopped the earth in its accustomed revolution. 
Samson and the three hundred foxes with firebrands 
tied to the tails; Jonah taking passage in the 
stomach of the big fish; the Lord sending two she
bears to destroy, tear limb from limb and joint from 
joint, forty thoughtless children for telling a bald
headed old tramp to,go up. where God subsequently 
took him bodily without change of raimPnt. Also 
the colloquy between the Lord and Satan the devil, 
resulting in the most inhuman affliction of God's 
faithful servant to convince his satanic majesty that 
Job was the best horse in the race, dog in the ring, 
or cock in the pit ! • 

These and many others might be mentioned as 
the Mother Goose stories of the ignorant ages of 
the past, and should never be allowed in any house
hold in the land. They rob their God of all the at
tributes of love, justice, mercy, power, and good
ness, and reduce him to a level with man in the 
earliest ages of his existence, when the masses were 
ruled by brute force, regardless of ag-e, condition, 
or sex. L. DAWLEY. 

Cuttingsville, Vt. 

On the evening of December 28th the oldest Lib
eral organization in New York, and probably the 
oldest in the United States, celebrated its twenty
fifth anniversay in German .Masonic hall, where its 
regular meetings have been held for the past four
teen years, many of which have been reported for 
these columns at more or less length by the " Man 
with the Badgepin,'' There was a full house soon 
after eight o'clock, and late comers found standing 
room only. A few seats had been reserved for 
present and former members; but only a few of the 
latter could be rallied ; many have moved far away, 
and many are too far along in years to risk night 
meetings in winter, After the usual preliminaries 
the regular program began with an address by the 
president, Dr. K B. Foote, Jr. Then came a brief 
historical review of the club by one of its organizers. 
Mr, T. B. Wakeman, who was followed in some 
reminiscences by Mr, Wilson. MacDonald. These 
two are the onlv members whose certificates date 
back to 1869 and who have contin~ed as regular at
tendants. Others have come and gone, and some 
return occasionally, but these fonts of wisdom and 
humor have never ceased to be a source of instruc
tion 9Dd amusement. Therefore their devotion was 
on this occasion rewarded . by the presentation of 
elegant gifts provided by their friends in the club 
and eudience. 

The Liberal Club has kept well in the middle of 
the road; it has not been lured into any narrow 
path of one-ideaism, nor has it adopted any set of 
principles. articles of faith, creed or platform except 
the one broad plank of truth for its own sake ; we 
seek truth that makes us free and freedom that 
makes for truth, and if an:v point of view or set of 
ideas has not received fair attention the fault lies 
with the advocates of such views who have failed to 
uphold them here. Orthodoxy of the old s~yle had 
for a long time among us a worthy champwn, but 
it is many years since Her-man Shook the dust of 
our platform from his fAet, and no ot.her has come 
to fill his place and hold thefort for salvation by 
blood and faith. In many other respects we are 
unfortunately lacking in the ellilment of diversity 
which gives zest to debates, and it should be our 
effort to encourage bright men of diverse opmwns 
to our meetings and our platform. They need us 
and we need them. The amendment to the con
stitution just adopted will probably improve, diver
sify. and enliven the debRt~s, asit ~ill enable us to 
make associate members with the right to take part 
in debate of those who have lectured for us ac
ceptably. 

Salvation by Mflanness. 
And another thing I would do if I were a Chri~

tian. I should respect Jesus too much to permit 
him to pay the whole of my indebtedn_ess. ~ 
think it the meanest and most sycophantish atti
tude possible to go about singing : 

" Nothing in my hands I bring; 
Simply to thy cross I cling." 

A man who could submit to be "saved" by such a 
passive process is certainly not wort-h the "saving." 
Man is simplv what he can do. If he can do noth
ing, he is nothing. Man may yet be "saved" by 
self-respect, but certainly never by self-abasement. 
The nailing of all the rest of creation up to trees 
would not help you one iota. Salvation-ani! dam
nation, too-is personal, not vicarious. When I 
hear of saints mean enough to try, in their own self
ish interest, to ignore the law of inexorable des 
tiny by which every physical, mental, and moral tub 
must stand on its own bottom, I am reminded of 
the following incident : 

The famous surgAon, Velpeau, was. visited one 
day at his house, during t_he consultation hour, ~y 
a marquis renowned for his meanness. Velpeau m
formed the marquis that an operation was urgent 
and that the fee would amount to 4,000 franc'!. · At 
this the marquis made a wry face, and left. A fort
night later Dr. Velpeau, W:h!le maki~g his ro~nds in 
the Hospital de Ia Cbarite, had _h_Is atten~wn at
tracted by a face that seemed famihar to him. In 
answer to his inquiry, it was stated that the pa
tient was a footman of a nobleman in the Faubourg 
Saint Germain. The surgeon found that his case 
resembled in every particular the somewhat un
usual one for which the marquis had consulted him 

. THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS. 

, It is generally wise not to talk too much about 
oneself, but that is what' the Liberal Club meets for 
this evening, and as its friends have been invited to 
rejoice with us on this occasion of the twenty-fifth 
anni"ersary, we assume that they wil~ ex:pect to 

Another clRBB to whom we owe much I must 
speak of as friends, since for reasons best known to 
themselves they have preferred not to be enrolled on 
the members'.· list Many familiar faces have been 

_ a fortnight previously. He refrained, however, from 
making any comment. 

hear us talk of its history, work; objects, and hopes. 
Social and political organizations, nations, empires, 
and states come and go in the course of events, 
their origin and existence depending on the needr,1 
·and forces which call them into being and maintain 
them. The Liberal Club was orgAnized to fill a Ion~ 
felt want, and will continue so long as there is need 
for it. Times change, and with them the require
ments of men and the means for satisfying them. 
There has been great change in the habitat of the 
Liberal Club in twenty-five years. New York city 
has expanded wonderfully, and very many of our 
old-time members have been drawn to far-away dis
tricts, to the suburbs, or to other states. But per
haps no less rem.arkable has been the increase of 
opportunities to satisfy the demand of progressive 
people for means of thought exchange. Those who 
will speak after me know better than I the condi
tions of twenty-five years ago, but my belief is that 
the Liberal Club then stood alone in affording a 
platfcrm for the exposition of new ideas in this 
city, and that its birth was a sort of spontaneous 
generation growing o.ut of the need of a Free
thought exchange. Now there are many other out
lets for the activity of liberal, progres11ive thought 
and the comparison ·of ideas. Ampng social organ
izations there is the Nineteenth CF-ntury Club for 
those who prefer to handle knotty problems with 
gloved hands ; the Twilight Club for those who 
feel safer to temper the acerbity of debate with the 
feeling of good fellowship conferred by dining well; 
the Sunrise Club, on similar lines, but somewhat 
more bohemian and democratic; besides many 
other societies for special study or propaganda. such 
as those of the Socialists,· Anllrchists, Spiritualists. 
Theosophists, Single Taxers, Woman SuffragistR, 
and others for the study cf social economics, poli-

seen here oftener than our regular members, and 
vflry likely some of them have contributed ~B much 
in nickels at the door as members have m dues. 
Their interest and support on this basis is of course 
appreciated, but their enrollment as members would 
add to our importance and strength. Our actual 
membership looks 11mall in view of the a.-erage at
tendance of about two hundred-souls, some would 
say; Solons, say I. All in sympathy with our pur
poses are desired as members, whatever their creed 
or sex. We would exclude only professional bores, 
boors. scurrilous and turbulent fellows, and Jesuits, 
or thdse who would assume the garb of liberty in 
order the more easilv to destroy it. One of the 
first mottoes of the Liberal Club, printed on its 
early certificAtes of membership, was from Thomas 
Jffferson-" Error of opinion may be safely toler
ated when truth is left free to combat it"-and we 
hold out the right hand of fellowship to al~ -who 
will accept it on that basis. It has been and IB the 
real home of "the party of progress," which has 
been defined as" the one most capable of appreciat
ing and acting on the foremost !.deas of this .affe
which are toleration, respect for work and opmwns 
which differ from one's own, and united action upon 
a common platform of humanity, irrespective of in
dividual diversity." We can tolerate anyone exc~pt 
the man or party that would scheme to undermme 
the liberty under which we enjoy existence. We 
abhor the vacuum which would be left if we were 
smothered to death b:v tyrannous creeds. 

The Liberal Club has IDi>.de no alliance except 
with the AmArican Secular Union. by which we are 
committed to the nine demands. for entire separa-. 
tion of church and state, in accord with the original 

Three weeks after the operation, when the pa
tient was about to be discharged, Dr. Velpeau 
called him aside, and exclaimed: "Monsieur, I am 
extremely :flattered and pleased to hav been able 
to cure·you. There is, 1->owever, a small formality 
with which you will hav to comply before I can 
sign your exPat, that is, you will hav to write .a 
cheque for 10.000 francs on ?ehalf. of . the ,,Pubhc 
charity bureau of our metropohtan districts. The 
patient's face became livid. "You can do wh~t you 
like about it," continued the doctor, "but If you 
refu11e all Paris will know to-morrow that the Mar
quis d~ D-- adopted the disguise of a footman in 
order to secure free treatment at t.his hospital, and 
to usurp the place which belongs by _right to .a 
pauper." To be cured on the cheap, this marqms 
assumed the guise of a footman. To be "saved" 
on the cheap. the orthodox betakes himself to the 
attitude of a louse.-Saladin. 

tics, government, municipal reform, etc. While not 
in direct competition with the Liberal Club, it must 
be that such societies draw away from it and serve 
the intellectual and benevolent needs of many act
ive, earnest, and able workers who und13r the condi~ 
tions of twenty-five years ago would have found 
here the best opportunity for advancing their ideas 
and particular interests. No doubt they are right 
in thinking they can do more effective work for 
their chosen causes in the various clubs organized 
for special work. 

plans of the fathers of t~e repn blic. Ac~epta~ce 
of this principle al'd contmued effort for Its mam
tenance are necessary for self-protection-it is, in 
fact, our fight f~r life, for. the conditio~s e_ssential 
to existence. With God m the Constitution and 
the agents of the pope or the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union and the National." Reform" As
sociation piloting or scuttling the ship of state, the 
political atmosphere would become lethal to the 
Liberal Club. Nothing just like it ever took root 
and found suitable soil and favorable air in king
and-priest ridden countries, while here t~ ~limate 
is so favorable that many other such someties are 
:flourishing in large cities. In Mr. Putnam's late 
book. "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," he 
has given quite a long account of all the Liberal 
organizations in this country, in_clud~ng. some that 
have died out. The first noted m th1s mty was the 
Free Inquirers' Association, which met at Military 
hall in the Bowery, in 1845-fifty years ago. Peter 
Eclrler still lives to tell of it. How long it lived is 
not reported, and no other is mentioned until the 
New York Liberal Club was formed in 1869, of 
which this club is the surviving heir or partner. 
When a one-celled organism takes up too much ~ew 
material it is apt to split, or, by a process of ~BBion, 
become twg l?imilp,r or~aui~:~m~;~1 ea.c:J;t partaking of 

It still remains, however, the function of the 
Liberal Club to afford a free platform and open 
arena for debating all isms, ologies, and reforms, 
and those who derive most satisfaction froin more 
practical ~ork in their favorite lines may still find it 
gr~atly to their advantage to bring their hobbies 
here for inspection and criticism, lest they, like 

An Hour's Reflection. 
Ten minutes I've thought o~ the tim~ I hay wasted

How sad the reflection, pmgnant with pam! 
Ten minutes I've thought on the pleasures I've tasted, 

On the vortex of folly fallacious and vain. 

Ten minutes I've pondered my present· conditiOn
Life's glorious meridian clouded al}d past; .. 

Ten minutes I've sighed that in hope s full frmt10n, 
My span of existence ever was cast. 

Ten minutes I've given the dark, dreary fut~re, 
Which still is impending to mark my declme; 

Ten minutes I've wept and devoted to nature.
Oh1 wlll\t 1\ Bl\d POlll' 9f retleQtios Wl'!il wjl).el 

blind lovers, fail to discover the defects or unsound
ness of their pet fancies. The poet Hurns thought 
it would be a great.boon to tis if we could see our
selves as others see us. The Liberal Club generally 
affords the means to that end, though it does not 
always unhorse the hobby rider or save him from 
his delusions. It still continues to offer the most 
free platform or greatest latitude for discussion 
co~p~tibl~ with <>rd.~r- ~md dec~JJ.oy. l1 thtJ!l~ 
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the substance and character of the parent, and thus 
exhibiting, as Weissman claims, a sort of immortal
ity in the flesh ; but, like the two workers in the 
field, "one may be taken and the other left." All 
this is typical of what happened to the Liberal 
Club in 1877, owing to too rapid absorption of in
compatible elements. There wa.s a fission into two 
halves. The other half, long since defunct, took 
the name, but. as is in evidence this evening, the 
vital spark and energy, and the nucleus, remained 
with this branch; so that we are proud to be able 
to exhibit some of the original substance or several 
molecules that helped to shape the original body. 
Of the real active early members, I find that about 
twenty are still living in this city, and they, together 
with later comers, have been especially invited to 
attend this evening. 

Club has been a little wiser and has managed things keeps thou.e-ht in action as to what then "could or 
a little better than Socrates. His way was to prac- shall I say." No such impulse to thought or equca
tically commit intellectual murder by running his tion can exist under any other mode of thought ex
interrogation dagger right into a man and make change. 
him cry out and show up his ignorance, stupidity, Nor less has this club been an outlet and a safety 
and lying on the spot. Think of this, and it is a valve, and thus a great benefit, to the community. 
wonder that Socrates lived as long as he he did. More than once has a noble and devoted soul, pos
The Liberal Club does its better work in a better sassed, as Heine says, by "an idea" too big for him 
and a wiser way. It asks no questions, but invites or out of all possible practicality, had the saving 
"the inquirers after Truth" (and who is not such?) truth of that state of things revealed to him from 
to come upon its platform and show what of it they this platform. No wonder that the superabundant 
have or by failure to commit hari kari. This he is police force of our great city has reached its present 
willing to try by way of exoneration and proof of idleness and consequent corruption. They have had 
the fact that he is a real live Truth Seeker-a real little to do. The Nihilists, the Anarchists, and the 
live man, and not the dummy or automaton of some too bumptious Socialiets have really been quelled by 
fosRil creed or custom. the many discussions their representatives and ideas 

Now nothing is better for the speaker's health or have had at the Liberal Club. Their eye-teeth were 
the growth of the audience, or the welfare and so effectually drawn here that no serious biting, in 
heaJth of the community, than this method of ex- America, could be done afterwards. So that the 
hibiting live men in action in the pursuit of truth. great wave of real reform should be to extend the 
Nothing tends so forcefully toward real education Liberal clubs and cut down the police; for, as J ef
as this individual and public revelation of what the fer son said, "Error may be safely tolerated when 
thinker really is, and what he really stands for. truth is left free to combat it." 

Mr. Putnam's book shows that more than one 
hundred societies have been started iargely after 
the plan of this, with similar aims and methods, but 
he remarks that most of them have adopted Free
thought as the sole issue, giving but little attention 
to social and economic questions. I think, how
ever, that the more successful and promising ones 
are like ours in being unlimited in scope and inter
ests. We claim that "the boundless universe is 
ours" to study and discuss, including all human in
terests, and no pent-up policy can satisfy our insa
tiable appetite for new worlds to conquer. Anyone 
who can aid us to comprehend our relations to the 
world, or instruct us how to improve our relations 
to one another, is welcome as speaker, member, or 
visitor. Like the patent office, we accept the new 
and useful from whatHer source. If we are not 
easily convinced, we are at least attentive listeners, 
and that is all the advocate of a new thought can 
ask for. Our aim is to insure the continuance of 
this free platform, and our hope that every city and 
town in the United States shall become liberal and 
wise enough to establish one like it. 

After the president's address Mr. T. B. Wake
man gave a brief outline sketch of the formation of 
the Club, and showed the certificate signed by 
Horace Greeley as president and D. T. Gardener 
as secretary, of membership of one of the oldest 
members, this certificate and other documents hav
ing been preRented for the occasion by Professor 
Bibikof, who was present, as also were Messrs. 
M. R. Leverson, W. L. Ormsby, Dr. C. S. Weeks, 
and other pioneers. Mr. Wakeman continued as 
follows: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : I am ordered to say 
something about "Philosophy of, and at, the Lib
eral Club." The philosophy of the Liberal Club 
may be summed up as an interrogation point (?). 
In that respect the club seems to be unprecedented. 
Our president, Dr. Foote, has been rummaging an
cient and modern times to find its like, but so far 
in vain, for in the fact that it has no limitation this 
club may have had no predecessor. Many, indeed, 
and various have been the societies for debating or 
discussion for the sake of the exercise or for the 
amusement to be obtained thereby or for the fur
therance of some particular or general views. But 
the fact of an unlimited thought exchange, per se, 
on the basis of the furtherance of the truth only, 
and in which every '• transaction shall be a reality," 
the highest reality the speaker can reach-of that, 
when a'nd where shall we find the example? The 
nearest to it our doctor can find seems to be old 
Socrates himself, who, unluckily for himself, started 
out in old Athens, some four hundred years before 
our so called Christ, to knock the nonsense out of 
people with an interrogation point, or rather by 
sticking it into them so as to let the stupidity run 
out as a natural consequence of their efforts to re
cover from the thrust. But Socrates never lived to 
celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of his method, 
because the recoil of it gave him too severe an inti
mation of how the vested interests of religion and 
politics appreciated the unbiased inquiry after 
truth for truth's sake even in enlightened Greece. 
Still that effort, though rough on Socrates, was not 
a failure, as far as Truth was concerned; for he 
was ever after hailed as the Father of Philosophy 
and of Philosophers, as thus we read in the lovely 
words of Milton about Athens : 

Of Socrates-see there his tenement-
Whom, well inspired, the oracle pronounced 
Wisest of Men; from whose mouth issued forth 
Melhfl.uous streams that watered all the schools 
Of Academies, old and new. 

But then you may sharply ask, If Socrates could 
not but fail to reach twenty-five years of inquiry 
after 'fruth in Athens, "the eye of Greece," how 
has the Liberal Club, his last and perhaps now his 
only successor, done that very thing in New York, 
the mouth of the great American Republic, without 
being snapped up between its two ponderous jaws 
of Church and State. We reply that the Liberal 

The situation convinces all at once of Goethe's solid That freedom of combat is the real protection of 
maxim, ''There is no wisdom save in Truth." Here every Republic. And that Protection is one of the 
no other test or criterion but the Truth can be of greatest blessings of the Liberal Club to the Pub
any possible avail. The speaker, by his position, lie. Truth, or even the search for it, is the great 
becomes at once an apostle, and therefore a Seeker Savior, reconciler, pacificator. That this is its 
after Truth, and a proclaimer of the highest truth blessing is seen in the general harmony of our 
he can attain to. Socrates drove and ridiculed people Club's history. The qualifications sought for its 
toward the truth; with us they are delighted to members and participators have been Love of 
seize upon the Truth in self defense, and thus of Truth, ability, order, and decency. These four-no 
their own accord become its worshipers. Yet, at· more! Pretty generally have these great indis
the same time, they do not become fanatics or big- pensables been found constant among us. · During 
ots, but rather reconcilers, for the highest· truths its quarter of a century, the Club has black-balled 
they can grasp are held up for comparison with the no one, and expelled no one-but one-and he was 
highest that others can reach, and the contrast a Protestant Minister, who could not be convinced 
soon shows that while all may have some, no one can by precept or example that "Order is Nature's first 
grasp all of the truth at once, and that co-operation Law," to which even the Ministers of Jehovah must 
in truth seeking is as much a necessity of intellect- submit. So with all that tenderness, with which 
uaJ, as it is of political and economic progress. the good old Angler, Isaac Walton, used to put a 
Our discussions are not, therefore, ordinary nor worm on his hook, "as though he loved him," 
technical debates following hair-splitting distinc- this Club was constrained to drop this "child of 
tiona, or sticking close to a speaker's set of defini- God " over the breastworks, and we fear that he 
tiona. We enjoy on the contrary a new and broader landed in Hell, .for the next thing we heard of him 
statement of higher views of truths, and of their he was furiously agitating for the abolition of that, 
relations, that will knock the debating hair-splitter theologically speaking, most useful institution. 
end wise and. make rubbish of his limitations. This Thus even he afterwards continued good Liberal 
contrast with higher views is what sets him free Club-work. But otherwise, there has been needed 
and gets him out of his fencings-out into the among us only the gentle intimation of audience 
glorious clear !-far more than College Education or officer that Truth, ability, order, and de:Jency 
could possibly do. We have heard it said more than were the real comer-stones of the Club to insure 
once that to stand fight, or even to listen for one for them the hearty co-operative respect of all. If 
year at the Liberal Club, is worth far more than a some things too fresh or broad have sometimes as
year at college. And why not, for at most all of caped a speaker, the general sense of all have raised 
the colleges the student is simply intellectually cas- the discussion to the higher considerations of that 
trated and fenced in under the pretense of being Pure Humanity which covers, absorbs, purifies, 
educated. Unless he escapes from college as a and atones for all individual failings and limita.
rebel he is ruined as far as truth is concerned. At tiona, and thus makes even them the means of our 
this club you have no fences;. you are challenged to elevation. 
use every faculty in its pursuit, and to acquire Thus our club has done its work, ·without money 
every truthful means possible to sustain the very or pretense, or patronage or patronizing. It has 
jewel of your soal, the highest Truth, Faith, and helped to enlighten, educate, and encourage thou
Ideal you have or can acquire 1 But why, we re- sands who have left its walls, and who now repre
peat, are people ready and even longing to take sent it in nearly every part of the world. Sister 
part in these earnest Contrasts of Views? Let the Societies have grown out of its influence and exam
Liberal Poet Heine answer: ple-and many more should thus grow, until in 

We do not take possession of our ideas, but are possessed 
by them, 

They master us and force ns into the arena, where, like 
gladiators, we must fight for them. 

But it is only the nobler souls who feel that must, 
and have ideas, who are thus forced! The second
hand souls, the echoes, the stupids, the parrots, the 
automatons have no call to the arena of this plat
form. But to the men and women of ideas, this 
club is the only great opportunity they have to find 
out what those ideas which possess them are really 
worth in the great market of thought, the progress 
of the world. And that worth more than anything 
else do they really need and want to know. 

But it is not only those who speak for their ideas 
in these discussions who are educated by others and 
thus made charitable towards them. Knowledge, 
with enlargement of head and heart, like Shakspere · s 
mercy, is twice blessed. "It blesseth him who gives 
and him who takes." The audience are also made to 
see and to feel a world of sincerity of thought, of_ 
inquiry, and of research which they can never else
where find or enjoy. There is no stimulus to solid 
and informing reading and study equal to the im
pulses that go out from the contests of living souls 
for what they believe to be the highest and the'best. 
Not mere prize-fights, but Cromwell battles for the 
soul's final hope and trust, make everyone see that 
his own soul is also upon trial. Then, too, he must 
be prepared to defend this his highest conviction, 
for the exigencies of the contest may require him 
at the front. This feeling that he may be called to 
speak a.t any time is a. constant mainspring that 

every city and even village of our Great Republic, 
there should be a Liberal Club of men and women, 
inspiring, enlightening, and educating each other. 
Such clubs may well have the Socratic motto 
"Know thyself," but also the motto of Diderot., 
the French Socrates, 

Know the True in order to do the Good, 
let us add-to thyself, and to others! for both in 
the end are one. 

Wilson McDonald followed with one of his lively 
speeches, v.hich he began with a castigation of the 
lecturer at the previous session of the Club, and 
ended with an onslaught on the Lexow Committee, 
the latter part calling out most decided expressions 
both of approval and disapproval. He gave several 
reminiscences of the early days and of the old
timers who ornamented them, contributing, as 
ever, greatly to the merriment of the meeting. 

The president, in a neat and taking speech fairly 
bubbling over with wit and humor, and actually 
bristling with puns of excellent quality, sentenced 
the two charter members, who have continued to 
take an active interest in the club, to undergo cer
tain punishments which their peculiar and often
repeated offenses seemed to merit. The ofl"enders 
were Thaddeus B. Wakeman and Wilson McDonald. 
The former wa"s presented with the Irving edition 
of Shakspere, in eight volumes, finest leather and 
gilt binding, and enjoined to carefully read the 
same and give the club the benefit of his studies. 
Mr. McDonald received a large recent work on 
Greek sculpture, and the "Standard " Dictionary. 
The commands laid upon him were numerous, and 
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their ~ffect upon the subject will be salutary if he 
c·m d1sentangle them from the puns wi~h which Dr. 
Foote harnessed them, and render loving obedience 
thereto. Later in the evening the recipients of 
these testimonials from their associates gave thanks 
in speeches which, together with the picture they 
presented as they stood together on the platform 
and exchanged the tender compliments with which 
they are accustomed to deluge each other, added 
immensely to the hilarity of the occasion and the 
good nature of the audience. But some allusions 
to the LeJ~;ow Committee by these and another 
speaker again called out emphatic expressions of 
dissent, which, however, was not weighted with 
malice. 

The other parts of the entertainment consisted 
of a soprano solo by Miss Bessie Beckwith, a dialect 
recitation by Mr. C. Betts, songR bv the Kelley 
Quartette, and juggling by Mr. 'K. Kalkasa. En
cores were in order for all the singers, while the 
reception accorded to the efforts of Mr. Kalkasa 
was flattering indeed, especially when the lateness 
of t.te hour when he took the floor is considered. 
It was after eleven o'clock when the audience was 
dismissed. 

Miss S. Levin, of 823 Broadway, took a flash
light picture of the assembled Clubbers. 

News and Notes. 
. Fargo presents a lively array as it makes prepa

ration for Christmas. There are manifold attrac
tions. The streets are filled; the stores are packed 
with new and splendid articles; the nights are 
adorned with entertainments, and so the Free
thought lectures hav to enter upon a kind of 
"struggle for existence." But I hav no reason to 
complain of my Fargo welcome. The Unitarian 
church was filled each evening. At the first lect
ure three clergymen were present, and I guess they 
took it all in, to judge by appearances. 'fhey did not 
look very gloomy or very orthodox, and it may be 
they will giv a reflex of Freethought in their fu
ture sermons. It is a fact that the clergymen are 
learning something, and catch now and then a whiff 
of progress. They realize that the world is bound 
to move on. 

l'he U oit,<tthn church of Fargo is now waving its 
e l •f8 triumphantly. It is in the front rank. It 
has caugUL 0..1. You might say "it takes the cake;" 
and to the ladies of this heretical parish belongs 
the credit of this brilliant victory, for better· than 
the most orthodox creed is it to be "in the swim," 
and every Christian soul desires the same delightful 
experience. As the Unitarian society is radical to 
the core and broad as the universa, I am glad of its 
renown and honor. I wish I had been there at the 
"innings," but it was the Friday before I arrived. 
The reverberations, however, of the great event 
were still in the air, and I could imagin something 
of what the enchantment might hav been. It was 
a "cake-walk." This was something new to me, 
and perhaps to my re1-tders; but whatever a cake-walk 
is it was a "blooming success.'' There wasn't room 
in the large hall for the half that desired to attend. 
Those who couldn't get in and wanted to see 
had to climb on step-ladders to catch a glimpse 
of the bewildering magnificence of that checkered 
scene. There were the mingling flashes of Ethi
opian splendors; there was the gorgeous dance, the 
enlivening melodies and the delicacies that charm 
the taste. It was a picture of oriental pomp that 
was certainly worthy of the Western ~;pirit and 
energy that distinguishes Fargo. The shekels 
rolled in, of course, and the treasury of the Liberal 
church glitters with delight-an omen of future 
progress. 

It is pleasant to be among such a live people who 
hav so much courage and invention, who with the 
polish of Eastern life hav the dash and glory of 
frontier romance. There is nothing dead about 
Fargo. It pushes through the hard times with a 
determination to win the" jewel of adversity," and 
judging by present appearances I guess Fargo will 
lead the column with colors flying. . 

I missed the "cake-walk," but as a "thing of 
beauty is a joy forever," I can still in imagination 
picture its glowing festivity; but the New England 
dinner was an intense and glorious reality. I was 
present at that, which was on Thursday evening, 
Dec. 20th. I gave my lecture first on "The Relig
ious Conspiracy," and after that sat down to the 
elegant tables where about two hundred New 
Englanders g~thered and celebrated the virtues of 
the past and forgot its crimes. I am indebted to 
Rev. Helen G. Putnam for an invitation to this de
lightful banquet, by which my labors at Far~o wer~ 
closed with a "feast of reason and a flow of soul. 
Miss Putnam herself read an original poem in honor 
of the historic Putnam, which was received with great 
applause; and it was indeed a sparkling delineation 
of old Connecticut," Old Put," and the Rev->lutiOn-

ary days. All the speeches made on this occasion 
were worthy of the "Hub" itself. I don't believe 
that Boston could hav had anything better for the 
occasion. ·There was wit and wisdom, epigram and 
humorous story. The songs and the recitations 
were of the first excellence; and New England cer
tainly can hold her own even upon the plains of 
Dakota or the golden coast of the Pacific. Well, it 
does one good to go back to these ancient days, to 
gather up their precious memories, to recur to the 
dreams of boyhood, to see in the mind's eye the 
grand old hills, the beautiful fields, the shining 
rivers, the rock-bound coast, the glorious ocean. 
It knits together the ties of comradeship. It makes 
humanity, all humanity, of every race and clime ap 
near nobler, grander, and fills the heart with hope. 
Jt is not only the celebration of New England, but 
of every native land which is dear to every wan
derer, and which can never be forgotten wherever 
we go, over land and sea; for we are born of this 
earth, and we shall never find anything more beau
tiful than its hearthstones and its homes. 

So, every way, Fargo was a rich experience in the 
Secular journey; and my trip into D.akota has been 
altogether delightful.. There was not a storm 
during the whole time, and nothing to prevent 
good attendance at the .lectures. It is fortunate 
that winter has opened so mildly and brilliantly. It 
will do much to ease up the hard times. Some of 
the days hav been so sunshiny and beautiful that 
hardly any fire was needed. Certainly winter has 
never presented a panorama more gorgeous, with 
more varied beauty of sun and stars and moon, 
and golden dawn and evening and brilliant azure ; 
and nature and humanity hav mingled in animated 
forms. The hundred friends and more that I hav 
met hav given a zest iQ the work which words can 
not define. Broader and nobler than ever outrays 
the path of human effort. 

Just as I left Fargo a bit of storm and blizzard 
did come and I had a taste of what might be. But 
it was too late to do any damage to the Pilgrim. 
He was safe on the cars and could watch the roar
ing elements as he could a caged wild beast. Soon, 
however, the golden sunlight came again ; the dark 
clouds rolled off, and a serene and resplendent day 
attended my journey to the East. 

If I should mention all the good friends of Free
thought at Fargo, I should not know where to stop. 
There are many of them. It is not the name, but 
the reality that I will celebrate now-the genuin 
hospitality which makes Fargo not only to myself, 
but to every stranger, a very attractiv rendezvous, as 
I hav noted in my former letters, and I must ex
press my thanks to those who hav so brightened 
my labors. Freethought does hav its reward in 
this world when it meets with such splendid fellow
ship. 

I leave Fargo Friday morning, December 21st, 
and not until Saturday noon do I arrive at my next 
point, St. Charles, Minn. Of course the moment I 
see my stalwart friend Mr. B. Peabody, I know 
that I am in for a good campaign at this phce. 
St. Charles is, indeed, a notable battle ground. Our 
flag has floated here for many a day. Reynolds, 
Remsberg, Bell, Walker, Mrs. Krekel, an~ lastly 
Steiner, hav been here, and the commumty has 
been pretty well educated in Freethought. I giv 
my lecture Saturday evening in the Opera House. 
The clergymen are not present, as I hoped they 
would be, to enter the lists. Only one man ven
tured to make any opposition to my discourse on 
the "Rights of Man." He admitted that I was 
about correct; and he was in favor of a free Sun
day. They can play baseball, if they want to, he 
said, only they must not make s~ much noi~e a.s to 
disturb religious worship. I rephed, "That lB nght 
for your side, and we only insist that the churches 
also shall not make so much racket on Sunday as to 
disturb baseball playing. What ia fair for church, 
is f~tir for baseball." 

He said also that when a Freethinker dies he 
must not sneak around and ask an orthodox clergy
man to preach his funeral sermon. I perfectly 
agreed with him. We don't need a clergyman to 
bury us, and the true Freethinker wil.l never 
"sneak" in order to get the orthodox blessmg over 
his grave. He knows it will do him no good. ~e 
will sleep just as well, and hav no trouble or pam 
without prayers and sermons, as with them. But 
the fact IB that the orthodox force themselvs in and 
insist upon conducting the funerals of Freethinke~s. 
It givs them a chance to scl.l.tter the good old doctrm 
of hell fire. And furthermore, when Freethinkers 
do insist upon their rights, .and bur! a friend i~ a 
simple and beautiful manner,. meetmg death. W:Ith 
courage, covering the gr~tve w1Lh flowers, avOidiDg 
the horror, and remembering the virtues of the 
dead as an inspiration to the living, then orthodox 
bigotry is sure to insult us by saying that our 
friend is "buried like a. dog," when, in truth, we 

hav given the sweetest tokens of affection of which 
the human heart is .capable. 

On Sunday morning I went to hear the Rev. Mr. 
Smith, a quite Liberal Methndist clergyman ; in 
fact, I think he is almost too Liberal for his cloth. 
He is not at all dogmatic; is an Agnostic about 
many things; didn't insist upon the historic truth 
of Christianity-on the contrary sai.d that the only 
true religion was the "religion of good will;" that 
the only way to giv glory to God was to love and 
help our· fellowmen. In short, he gave a right 
good Freethought discourse, only it was a little bit 
too sentimental. He rather mq,de the heart the 
guide of the reason. Dreams are good things, he 
said; they make us happy whether true or false. 
If they are beautiful dreams, rejoice in them; only 
reject the bad dreams. Mr. Smith is of an imagi
nativ and poetic temperament and takes religion in 
the soft colors of fancy rather than in the rigid 
lines of dogma. It was quite a pleasure to listen 
to him. He likes :Plato about as well as he likes 
Jesus, and revels in the "divine philoqophy" of the 
old Greek. He also has a touch of Emerson. and 
he finds refuge from the harsh problems of life in 
the transcendental school, where the perplexities of 
theology dissolve in the rosy colors of philosophic<tl 
romance. He is too much of a poet to be a dogma
tist, and his imagination is so vivid that I guess it 
gets the better of his reasqn, and he forgebs facts 
and indulges in visions .. I am sorry he didn't come 
to my lectures. I think I could hav straightened 
him out and given him some solid stuff to mingle 
with his fantasies. But he was on the sick lisb and 
the weather was somewhat uncertain, so he is ex
cusable. I think he will get on our side one of 
these days, for he is evidently a man of convictions 
and not afraid to speak his honest thought. 

I lectured Sunday afternoon and evening to good 
audiences. The ~>kies were lowering, but no storm 
appeared. St. Charles has been all that I could ex
pect. Mr. B. Peabody has labored here for ye~trs. 
He has a large familv, three boys and three girli!, 
aU Freethinkers. Now he has a grandchild. and 
~hat is a Freethinker, I linow. I don't see a bit of 
orthodoxy about the shining face. I enjoy the hos
pitality of Mr. Peabody's delightful home. Music 
fills the intervals of labor. I also enjoy the fireside 
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Knapp, Sunday evening and 
Monday, where I am writing these News and Notes, 
while the grs1y mists stretch away over the fields 
and woods, attd the wind whistles; but Christmas 
is coming, the> good old pagan festival; the sun is 
beginning to turn on his mighty course, and even 
amidst wintry desolation we can hear the songs of 
birds far aw~ty in the blooming of the springtime. 
No wonder Ollr lo\ncestors hailed with joy the glori
ous and golden Apollo. as he wheeled northward on 
his effulgent path. No wonder tbe flames burned 
high af3 they filled the Christmas tree with happy 
owens and' the Yule log sparkled like gold. 

Among the many irtends at St. Charles be~ides 
those already mentioned are John H. Davis, Wm. 
Thomas, George Smith, Everett Jonnson and S. 
A. Johnson, George Wheelock, Fred Lynstead, Sol 
Southwick, George James, R. A. Battis; Ammon 
Oleson, Wm. Hesselgrave, Lymat;J. Cox, Jas. Holt. 
Eric Erickson, L. J. Patterson, J. E. Scott, and 
others. Mr. Gwin, of Byron, from a distance of 
twenty-seven miles, was also present-a stanch 
comrade, and standing on the picket line. I can 
not mention all that belong to the grand army of 
Freethought at St. Charles. It is in fact one of the 
best places I hav visited, and a large number of 
names hav been added to the Freethought Federa
ti~. • 

I am glad that THE TRUTH SEEKER is pushing the 
work of seculariztttion in New York, and preparing 
for a .big fight on the Sunday question. I hopa it 
will be am ply supported in this rally for Free
thought. Our campaign pamphlet, "Federation 
and Union," is about ready. Send in the orders; 
circulate widely. 

My next letter will be from New Mexico. 
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

The Campaign Book. 
I ha.v the pleasure to acknowledge the following 

contributions for "Federation and Union," the re
port of our last congress: B. A. Shaw, 25 cents; 
K. T. Gryte, $1. I hope that others will senri in 
their names and subscriptions. The book will soon 
be out, and should be handed to thousands to read. 
It will surely result in great good, ancl. help our 
cause immensely. But we must urge our friends 
to help circulate it. It contains the names of all 
the donors to the last congress, as well as the re
ports of secretary and treasurer, all the speeches of 
our leading lecturers, and other valuable matter. 
Subscriptions will be reported weekly. 

E. C. R.EICHWALD, 234 So. Water st., Chicago. 
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We Are Simply Defending Ourseln. 
ST. JoSEPH, Mo., Dec. 11, 294. 

MR. EDIToR: Herewith I hand $1.50 to 
apply on my subscription to the fearle's 
champion of jnst.ioe and human liberty. 
Go on in your glorious fight. Yours is 
true courage. Yon deserve all the reward 
that ORn be given to the true humanitarian 
and patriot. 

I regret that I cannot send yon more 
money, bnt t.he ~old bugs and tariff re· 
formers hav killed all kinds of business in 
Missouri. P. Y. WisE. 

Is there Liberty Under Christianity 1 
Dec. 9, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find list of forty 
names. Please send to each one copy of 
Paine's "Age of Reason," as per offer in 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. Inclosed is $5 to 
pay for same. Hope it will do some good, 
and if yon continue your missionary 
scheme with other Liberal literature I will 
probably send yon other orders this 
winter. Please acknowledge receipt of 
this order through THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
only leave ont the address and my name. 
I am not in a position to hav it known, bnt 
hope to see the day '\\'hen an Infidel's 
opinion will be respected the same as the 
Christian's. We liv in a town where 
ninety-nine ont of·the hundred· are God's 
people and, being in business, cannot 
afford to make enemies. 

Yours for liberty, 

Only One Chance for the Clergy. 
NEw HARTFORD, Ia., Dec. 17, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav my copy of the 
colonel's new lecture started on its mission 
of humanity. When it is worn ont I will 
do as I hav done with "Men, Women, 
and Gods." "Is This Your Son, My 
Lord?" "John's Way," "Age of Reason," 
and others-send and get more. I huv 
caused to be worn ont two copies of the 
first, three of the third, and the third 
copy of "Age of Reason" is now pretty 
well fingered. A man brought the "Age 
of Reason " home last night, remarking 
that it was the worst dose the Bible had 
ever got, and wanted to know if the clergy 
had ever answered it? I told him attempts 
had been made in that direction, bnt never 
an answer that was satisfactory even to the 
clergy themselvs. 

If the world continues in progre~sion 
the sky pilots will anchor, as a last resort, 
to the "Age of Reason's"" One God and no 
more," and a ''hope for happiness beyond 
this life." If they don't want that "one 
God " to raise '' hell," progress will not be 
impeded. MEL. PIERCE. 

Lecturing and Organizing in Kansas. 
DAY, KAN., Dec. 15, 1894. 
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should wear a badge, and as many others 
as can afford to do so, in order to show 
their colors. When my school is ont I 
shall try to get sn bsoribers for your paper. 

Yours, in the oanse of right, 
JAMES PoNTIUS. 

The Sabbath of Constantine, Not of Jesus. 
VINELAND, N. J., Dec. 16, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I am very glad to see that 
the common-sense people of New York 
hav petitioned the legislature for the repeal 
of the Snndav law of the state, bnt if the 
professed Christians followed Jesus, as 
they profess to do, there would be. no need 
for snoh petitions, for there never would 
hav been any Sunday Law!! in New York. 
There is nothing plainer in the New Testa
ment than that Jesus abolished the Jewish 
Sabbath eighteen" hundred years ago, call
ing it a Jewish wine-bottle. The Jews 
had two kinds of wine-bottles, material 
and spiritual, The material wine-bottles, 
in which old Noah and other Bible topers 
pnt the wine on which they got drunk, 
were made of the skins of animals. A new 
bottle or skin being filled with new wine 
and tied np tight, the wine bel!an to work 
and the skin stretched and gave it room to 
work. If that wine, after it had worked. 
was poured ont and the bottle was filled 
BIZ&in with new wine and tied np tight, 
when the wine. began to work the bottle 
would not stretch any more to giv it room, 
bnt would burst and the w;ine would be 
spilt, and the bottle perish. The Sabbath 
was one of their epiritnal wine-bottles, and 
Jesus, by comparing it to the old skin 
bottles that would burst if used the second 
time, showed that the Sabbath had 
stretched down through the J ewi~h dis
pensation and we had no nse for it in this 
new age of the world. I hav worked as 
much on Sunday, all my life, as on other 
days; during the six:teen years that I pub
lished my Pl<msnre Bnat I wrote as much 
for it, and corrected proof as mnoh as on 
any other day, and my printers worked on 
Sunday. J esns said the dav was made for 
man and not man for the day. And now 
let all Sunday laws be abolished, and let 
every man work as he pleases if he does 
others no harm. Read the first part of 
Mark, and if I mistake not there is another 
place in the Testament where Jesus re
proves his disciples for observing Sunday, 
and worshiping new moons, which worship 
was another of their spiritual wine-bottl~s 
that had stretched enough. J. HACKER. 

A Hard Task for the Gods. 
NEw YoRK, Dec. 10, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: I take for my text a clause 
of a truism from the writings or sayings of 
Colonel Ingersoll to the effect that man 
can never settle the problems of origin 
and destiny. What l write will pertain 
principally to the subject of origin. 

had previously existed nothing bnt sp"oe, 
snoh appearance would be impossible. To 
theol'iZe in snoh a way would be an ab
surdity. It would be still more impossible 
for nothing to b~gin with to create itself 
ont of nothing. And right here is the 
perplexity with which the apologists of 
the creation theory for the existence of 
things must contend. If the above queries 
cannot be answered-and they cannot be 
answered within the range of material 
things and human thought and experience 
-then the religionists hav succeeded in 
duping their fellow beings ever since the 
creation theory was promulgated. I fear
lessly lay this down as a rule: There never 
was and never can be anything created. 
Place a whole tribe of gods.iu the midst 
of a perfect V>&onnm and tell them to create 
an atom, and if they continued to remain 
in snoh vaonnm throughout time, they 
would st.ill hav their task to perform. 
Say nothing about one God creating many 
millions of worlds, a myriad of gods could 
not create one infinitesimal part of an 
atom. I repeat: .If created, they would 
hav to make it ont of absolutely nothing; 
if made from something else, it would be 
mannfaotnred, not created. 

The so-called new " Fretankare Forbnn
det," in Stockholm, livs still, but it can do 
nothing for want of a capable leader u.nd 
for lack of pecuniary assistance. They hav 

·no one capable of carrying on an interest
ing propaganda, and must accordingly 
sooner or later dissolve. Unpromising as 
the present state of Freethonght is in 
Sweden, it is far from dead. I am con
vinced it will revive with redoubled force 
and energy when the present unhappy ob
stacles are removed. I am ·certain that 
whenever the field is cleared of old en
cumbrances a new leader will appear, per
haps when least expected, and display the 
Freethought banner anew, and former 
interested and worthy Freethonght cham
pions will hasten under its folds again and 
renew the battle and regain the place the 
Swedish Freethonght movement once had 
in the international army of Freethonght. 
To be boycotted as I was by former friends, 
and brought to my present unhappy and 
suffering situation, and coldly ignored by 
my countrymen as I hav been, has grieved 
me very much. The only one who stood 
by me was a very poor friend, Mr. E. P. 
Yanson; he did what he oonld, and tried 
to interest more afll.uent persons, bnt his 
endeavors· were frustrated by those who 
ought to hav been foremost in procuring 
me help. There is another friend, a young 
Swedish-American with whom I corre
sponded when he was a resident of Moline, 
Ill. He returned to Sweden a year and 
a half ago and livs in the country at 
his mother's. His name is K. Y. Elling
ton, and perhaps yon remember his name, 
for he has had sundry articles published in 
THE TRUTH SEt!:KE~ and the Investigator. 
He is a self-instructed young thinker, and 
what yon Americans call a thorough Lib
eral, not, as I believe, a bnatio Socialist. 
He wrote several articles and sent to the 
FrWinkaren, bnt Mr. Lennstrand did not 
publish all, as Ellington told me; those 
published I considered very good, and I 
heard others found them so. We hav cor
responded all the time, and at midsummer 
this year became personally acquainted 
when he made a recreation trip to Stock
holm and called on me in my ignoble resi
dence. We became very intimate, and onr 

One thought further. There are sixtv
fonr ohemical elements, or different kinds 
of substances, snoh as iron, gold, and hy
drogen, which hav never been separated 
into two or more different kinds of sub
stances. Now, it is the study of the lead
ers in the science of chemistry to try to 
separate these sixty-four elements, so as 
to reduce them all to one common origin. 
It .mav be possible for this to be done. 
We will suppose it can be done. Then there 
would be bnt one basic element, possibly 
ether, a~ B'lme scientists think may be the 
case. We will suppose to create a particle 
of ether (or the basic element) to be the 
task set before the gods in the midst of a 
pure vaonnm. They hav got to create it 
from space, minus everythin~ material 
or immaterial. Could it be done? The 
only answer iR " No," unless it is possible 
for an impossibility to be performed; and 
if. performed it would not be an impossi
bility. To illn11trate: It is impossible to 
make the snm of on3 plus one equal any
thing bnt two. Snoh snm nonld not be 
made to equal three nor anv number bnt 
two without performing an imposliible sot 
or operation. Consequently the only 
logical conclusion is that all existing mat
ter was never created and has always ex
isted; not a particle of matter can be de
stroyed and not a new particle of basic 
matter can be added to the present mass. 

MR. EDITOR: As one of the lecturers of 
the Kansas Free thought Association I wish 
to say to Freethinkers that I shall devote 
the most of my time during the next year 
to lecturing and distributing Freethonght 
literature. My teaching keeps me at pres
ent within fifty miles of home. I hav 
quite a number of lectures to deliver dur
ing holidays. Alexander Rose, of Law
rence, one of the Kansas Freethonght 
Association lecturers, was here a short 
time ago and delivered several lectnres 
which made the pions pour ont their 
slanders on all who dare to think for them
selva. Yet they dare not debate the qnes. 
tion with a FrePthinker, although I hav 
debated with them, bnt one dose is all they 
can stand; they will never attempt it the 
second time. 

It is impossible that anything ever was 
or ever can be created. Let ns imagin a 
certain extent of space, as a cnbio foot, 
cnbio rod, a cnbio mile-or even infinit 
space with nothing whatever in it-merely 
pure space in utter darkness and nothing 
anywhere to cause motion or to obstruct a 
body moving in any direction. Now, if 
we accept the creation theory, we must 
suppose the above described condition at 
one time existed, and the closing or ter· 
mination of that condition or period was 
the beginning of material things. 

By some means which we cannot under
stand or explain, and which a God himself 
could not understand or explain, we must 
suppose that he himself, without being 
created by anybody or anything, and 
without being made ont of anything, ap· 
peared; he simply appeared suddenly 
within the vacuum, without home or conn
try and with nothing upon which to rest. 
Now, with no material whatever to work 
with, nothing to create anything ont of, 
how would it be possible for snoh a being 
to make something ont of nothing, nnle•s 
he n6ed the material out of which he him
self was made, and if he did that, then it 
was not creation, but a process of manu
facturing? For, in order that anything 
can be created, it must be made ont of 
nothing. When something is made ont of 
other material, the new formation becomes 
merely a manufactured article, in which 
case it is not created. 

Scientists can reduce chemical elements 
to a common origin, and there all knowl
edge must end jn the direction of origin, 
and we must content onrselvs with the un
satisfactory consolation that the mystery 
of the true origin of one particle of ethe
real entity can never be explained, unless 
the basic .entity can be still further re
duced until it becomes nothing, the 
demonstration of which would prove that 
we, onrselvs, are nothing and do not exist. 

And as to the destiny of a particle of 
ethereal entity, since it cannot be de
stroyed, it is consequently destined to 
exist throughout all time. 

Hence, the truthfulness of my text. 
L. D. CRINE. 

From Captain Otto Thomson. 
STOCKHOLM, SwEDEN,' Dec. 7, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: This year is now almost 
gone. It has been a very stirring one for 
Freethonght abroad. In particular in 
America and England the movement has 
been very energetic and bids fair for the 
future. Discouraging as is the present 
state of 'F'reethonght in Sweden, and sor
rowful and suffering as is my own sitiJ.a
tion, it has }?een very cheering to read THE 
rRUTH SEEKER and the London Free
f.hinker, kindly forwarded to me in my 
loneliness by my foreign Freethonght 
friends. Yon may be sure that the most 
lively interest follows your Freethonght 
movement abroad, and I hardly believe 
there is any other one of my countrymen 
who cares so mnoh about it as I do. By a 
great many unhappy circumstances and 
inconsiderate actions the Freethonght 
movement in Sweden came to discredit, 
and most of its reliable and respectable 
members were forced to absent themselvs 
and keep aloof awaiting better times, and 
this hilts broug4t the movemeut to Ptl!. end. 

correspondence becoming now more un
reserved, he has shown me mnoh kindness 
and sympathy. He has endeavored to 
cheer me, and in every possible manner to 
revive hope for the fntnre. Mentally he 
has to a great extent snooe&ded in getting 
me to look on the dark and gloomy present 
with oomparativ equanimity. He is one 
who will join a new Freethonght move
ment in the beginning, and take the lead 
if no other one dares to do it, when he can 
oonnt upon reliable co-operation and sup
port. He says of himself to me: "I am 
no sohol11r. I hav no so-called scholastic 
training, bntl hav gone through some very 
hard classes in the school of practical life, 
and from a mere boy I hav been a book~ 
worm and studied the works of the most 
renowned English and American thinkers 
and philosophers, and am known in several. 
of the Liberal associations in the States." 
I do not know if he is as good an orator as 
writer. In any case he will be a good 
assistant or editor when a new Free-
thought paper can be started in Sweden. 

I hav no news to forward. I tried to in
struct my fellow· sufferer, the old crippled 
sailor, Mr. Ullstrim, who went to America,. 
to Staten Island, to call upon yon. I told 
him to tell yon all I knew about the Swed
ish Freethonght movement and its leading 
men. By letter he informed me that he 
was very kindly received by yon, and that 
he had a long talk with yon. 

In September a notice appeared in a 
St~okholm paper that Mr. Lennstrand was 
very ill and was at the "·Serafiner Lazar
etto" in Stockholm, and it was feared he 
oonld scarcely liv a month longer. I went 
to the Lazaretto and called upon the doc
tor to assure me of the real state of my 
former friend and found, as I suspected, 
the notice was by far too exaggerated. 
The doctor told me he is sick, bnt not at 
present alarmingly. His sickness is of the 
kind that reappears at intervals, and how 
it will at last turn ont I cannot now fore· 
tell. A fortnight afterwards I heard he 
had left the infirmary as incurable, and 
that he had taken private lodging some
where in Stockholm, and had not been 
heard of after that. 

We ortzanized a Freethonght society at 
Ballard Falls, this county, the 1st of last 
February with fourteen members; we now 
hav some fifty. Since then we issued a 
small leaflet entitled "LeBBon Leaves, or 
the Bible in a Nutshell," which contains 
more than one hundred absurd and tyran
nical verses from the Bible, and shows 
where in that book may be found four 
hundred indecent and silly passages. The 
leaflets will be sent to any address for five 
cents a dozen. 

Yon·will please find inclosed $5 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER another year; it is the best 
church killer in existence-! cannot do 
without it. Also send me the $2.75 Free
tbou~ht b!ld~e pill. l t!liult lecturerij 

Now, in regard to the supposition of a 
miraculous and sudden appearance of a 
Qod witbil!. tJle pnre space, wl!.el!. tbe~e I hav eee:q il!. T~lll T~vt'H SDEPn tuat 
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Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght "has left the press and is very 
much admired by Ingersoll, Charles Watts, 
and others. I hav not given up my hope 
to get my translation of Mr. Putnam's 
" Religion a Lie," etc., published, and I 
hope then to gain enough so that I can get 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," 
else I do not know how to get it. 

contain saloons." Comment is unneces
sary. Official reogrds of the chief of po
lice and excise commissioners of New 
York in 1878 show that the houses of Trin
ity Church contained 96 places of prosti
tntion-92 white and 4 colored. Yet 
Trinity Church is exempted from taxation 
because it is a "bulwark of morality." The 
social evil, it seems, had pre-empted the 
city before living pictures were born. Let 
us see how Christianity in India has tended 
to elevate woman and the purity of social 
relations. I condense from "Woman: 

My best wishes to yourself, and a happy 
Yule. Please forward these well-wishings 
to Mr. Putnam and those other American 
friends who still remember their unhappy 
friend and disabled fellow Freet.honght 
champion. Do not consider me forward 
in asking yon to continue to send me your 
much cherished and admired paper, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, if yon can do it wUhont 
inconvenience. 

Yours sincerely and gratefully, 
OTTO THOMSON. 

Christianity nnd the Social EviJ. 

MILFoRD, MAss , Dec. 9, 1894. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $9 to pay for 

THE TRUTH BEEKER for myself and Henry 
Willard, and twelve copies of Ingersoll on 
the "Bible" to me. It is snowing fast 
as I sit and watch the devotees going to 
church; seven out of ten are women. All 
religions hav agreed in making woman in
ferior, and yet she has cheerfully ac
knowledged her submission to the priest. 
As I see them paddling through the 
snow can I do less than think of what 
the pions fathers said of woman? What 
more can I do ? I can tell of a few 
oases. St. Bernard said: "Woman is the 
organ of the devil;" St. John Damascene: 
" Woman is a daughter of falsehood, a 
sentinel of hell, the enemy of peace; 
through her, Adam lost paradise." There 
is no :qeed to multiply-they were nearly 
all of the same ilk. Saladin in summing up 
as to woman says: "She is the nearest to 
an angel we are ever likely to see; but in 
believing that the Bible and Christianity 
hav been her friend, she is the nearest to 
a fool that it is possible for the mind of 
man to conceive." The Jewish Ritual
Benediction said: "Blessed art thou, 0 
eternal our God, that thou has not made 
me a woman." What said Paul, 1 Cor. 
vii, 34, 36: "But if any man think that he 
behaveth himself uncomely toward his 
virgin, if she pass the flower of her age 
and need .so require, let him do what he 
will, he sinneth not; let them marry." If 
he had gone to the bottom of that bottom
less pit, once believed in, -he could not 
hav found a worse doctrin; and yet there 
are (I had almostsl.idmen) priests so devoid 
of aJtsense of decency and equality as be
tween man and woman, that they hold up 
Paul as a paragon of virtue and moral
ity to woman, whom he has so shame
fully maligned. The fact that woman will 
work to uphold his memory, or even listen 
to fulsome praise of him, only shows what 
centuries of degradation in the name of 
the Lord hav accomplished. Very likely 
Frances Willard has read the above injunc
tion from Paul to the unmarried. She is 
one of them. What thoughts did she hav 
after reading it? Any reading that is 
no~ supplemented by thought has been 
to little purpose. It shows what thought 
she had, if any, after such filthy stuff had 
been read, by her afforts to hav the book 
that contains i~, and worse, read in the 
public schools to help the young out of 
troubles for which that Paul had a rem
edy. Miss Willard thinks the living pict
ures are doing a great-deal to continue the 
social evil I Mrs. Grannis, head of the 
Social Purity League of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union, thinks that 
the living pictures are not immodest. 
Grammarians differ, and why not Willard 

Her Glory, Her Shame, and Her God,"· 
by. Saladin : " Ia the Indian regiments 
every soldier must be permitted to marry, 
and to hav his wife with him. In the 
Christian regiments in India very few are 
permitted to hav a wife. A Christian regi
ment marches from one station to another, 
accompanied by say two dozen wives and300 
harlots, paid for by the Christian rate-pay
ers inEnglandhere-paidfor by men who 
go to church to thank God that they are not 
as. other men. The Queen's printer has a 
license to print the Bible and he has a con
tract from her majesty's stationery office 
to print for the horse guards certain sched
ules. When a British regiment in India 
moves from one station to another, these 
schedules are in use. This schedule leaves 
spaces in which the different require
ments of the regiments are to be filled in; 
for instance, at the top of one column is 
' provisions ;' another, 'horses ;' an
other, 'fodder;' another, 'prostitutes;' all 
printed by the Qneen's printer, 'b.v her 
majesty's most gracious command.' The 
number of prostitutes the regiment re
quires is filled in by the surgeon; and if 
the specified number be not readily ob
tained, procuresses are sent out to recruit 
for heathen victims to Christian lust, and 
to lure from the daughters of the Orient 
that which is above all price, with the 
glitter of English gold. In a Christian 
regiment the prostitute is as indispensable 
as the chaplain, and the brothel as essen
tial as the church." Every woman-Wil
lard, Grannis, and Somerset not excepted 
-ought to read "Woman: Her Glory, 
Her Shame, and Her God." Sold by the 
Truth Seeker Comp!l.ny. 

CHARLES C. JOHNSON. 

[We presume that friend Johnson per
ceives that this "doctrin" of Paul's which 
he condemns is the dootrin that marriage 
is an evil in itself, but it is preferable to 
relations outside of marriage. In the 
passage quoted Paul simply says that he 
who marries does not sin if necessity re
quires the marriage, but that it is better 
that both the man and woman remain 
single and serve the Lord, which he as
sumes they can do better if they do not 
marry. The entire chapter is an earnest 
entreaty for the brethren not to marry if 
they can possibly " contain." Verses 32, 
33, and 34 show with perfect clearness 
that Paul was not advocating prostitu
tion, but advising his brethren to marry 
only when they felt that they could 
not remain away from women. He 
thought that marriage would distract their 
attention from heavenly things, and the 
feeling of Paul has animated Christians in 
all ages of the world since his time. " He 
that is unmarried oareth for the things of 
the Lord, how he may please the Lord; 
but he that is married oareth for the 
things of the world, how he may please his 
wife. There is difference also between a 
wife and a virgin. The unmarried woman 
careth for the things of the Lord, that she 
may be holy both in body and in spirit; 
but she that is married oareth for the 
things of the world, how she may please 
her husband. "-ED. T. S.] 

Hagner and others " as mentioning him 
alone? 

But further on he calls it "my bill." 
He says: "I sent men to do the work, 
furnished provisions for the same, the 
nails and other things needed; to do this, 
I advanced the money out ef my own 
pocket, part of which I had to borrow. 
· · And when I brought in my bill 
($72) before the convention," etc. So it 
was his bill al\d he was the party who oon
tr~~ooted it. Again he says: " So far the ex. 
eontiv committee has not turned over one 
dollar to me on account of the bill." 

If it was not his bill, what right has he 
to .complaiu that not a dollar has been 
turned over to him? If it was his bill, 
why does he complain because other names 
are not mentioned? Any person who un
derstands the use of our language would 
naturally inquire, Wh~~ot does Charles Hag
ner want, anyway? It is difficult to find 
< nt from what he has written. Again, he 
says that " truth and justice are two of the 
fundamental principles of Freethought," 
then he writes with the object of making 
Oregon Secularists believe that he is truth
ful and just, but that W. W. Jesse, presi
dent of the Union; Katie Kehm Smith, 
secretary; D. W. Smith and the exeontiv 
committee are not. He says: "I had four 
of said committee with me all the time.'' 

Why does he suppress the name of the 
fourth one? Does that one indorse his 
censure of the rest? Has he that one with 
him now? 

Let me oross-examin Charles Hagner a 
little and see how truthful and just he 
really is: 

"Mr. Hagner, yon w.ere at the conven
tion?" "I was." 

"Is not the following a full and true 
copy, verbatim et literatim, of the paper 
presented by yon t'> the oonv<Jntion, and 
which yon call "my bill"? 

EXPENSES. 
Boat ............................................ $100 00 
Lockage...................................... 10 20 
Music:......................................... 18 00 
Advertising................................. 8 00 
Tickets...... . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3 00 
Nails........................................... 14 00 
Lunch......................................... 28 25 
Expenses of men fixing up grounds. 47 85 

Total, ........................ $229 30 
RECEIPTS. 

Tickets ......................................... $77 35 
Donations on ground ............. ~....... 9 25 
Lunch .......................................... 40 05 
Provisions sold and returned.......... 3 15 
Donation Mr. Hicketheir ............... 1 00 

" Mr. Jagger, 0. C............ 5 00 
" Dr. Pefferle, Bal!:er City. 2 00 
" R. S Roberts, North Y... 1 00 
" B. H. Scott, Woodburn... 5 00 
" Ben. Forstner, Salem ...... 10 00 
'' Beaty............................ 2 90 

"It is." 

$156 70 
Difference.................. 72 60 

$229 30 

"Did ·any vouchers accompany this pa
per?" "No." 

"What is the deficit shown, which yon 
asked the convention to assume?" 
"72.60." 

[The paper shows two items chargeable 
to the grounds-nails !!nd expenses of 
men, $61.85. It also shows he receiveS. in 
donations $36.15, so that instead of $72.60 
his bill should not hav been more than 
$25.70, and before he wrote to Tnn TRUTH 
BEEKER he had received $10 more, five 
from Hon. J. H. Schroeder and five from 
himself.] _ 

"Now state ·how much money was raised 
at the convention.'' '' $90.08." 

"How much of this sum was subscribed 
and paid to applv on Wheeler's lumber 
bill?" " $40.50." 

and Grannis? Lady Somerset is in line "An Explanation " Explained. 
with Miss Willard as to the effects of the To THE SECULARISTS oF OREGON: In THE 
living piotnref! as to increasing the social TRUTH OEEKER of November 24th Charles 
evil. I think of what another English Hagner, of Portland, asks "space to cor
woman, Lady Montagne, said: "It goes reot a statement made by Katie Kehm 
far toward reconciling me to being a Smith, secretary of the Oregon S~ate Sec. 
woman, when I reflect that I am thus in nlar Union, in her report of the .last con
no danger of marrying one." vention." He says: "I refer to the fol-

"Was any more subscribed for that 
purpose?" ."Yes; I subscribed $5,. but 
I never paid it. I paid it to myself on 'my 
bill.'" 

''Did any one authorize you to do this?" 
"No." 

1.1. 

estimates for necessary supplies for the 
ensuing year $84 20; $50 to the secretary 
for services during the last· year, and esti
mates for inclosing the Park building and 
fixing grounds, to be paid out of any funds 
not otherwise appropriated." 
. "What was the last allowance made by 

the convention?" " It accepted 'my bill.' 
and ordered it paid by the secretary as 
soon as funds are collected, unless other
wise appropriated." 

"How much of the $90.08 was left un
appropriated to pay it?" "Nothing." 

" How much has come into the treasury 
since that time?" "I do not know, if 
anything." 

"Since yon had full knowledge of how 
the money was appropriated-knew that 
there was none left to apply on ' my bill,' 
and do not know if any has come into the 
hands of the secretary since to apply on 
it-how can yon be truthful or just, and 
publish to the world that 'so far the ex
eontiv committee has not turned over one 
dollar to me on account of the bill,' 
plainly insinuating that they, or some of 
them, had misapplied the money of the 
Union, and done yon an injustice?" 

Now that Oregon Seonlarfsts may know 
more about this steamboat-excursion 
claim, permit me to say: The excursion 
was not the result of a desire to improve 
the park, but the improvements of the 
park were the result of a desire to hav the 
excursion to that place. The deed to the 
park was executed June 9th. The excur
sion took place J nly 4th. 

The park was unimproved, and every
body who could volunteered to help put 
it in shape for the excursion, whiohwas 
gotten up solely for the recreation of the 
members of the First Secular Church of 
Portland, and for the benefit of that 
church, it being its second annual excur
sion. 

Mr. Hagner was very enthusiastic about 
making enough money out of the excur
sion to more than meet expenses, and if 
he had the Portland Secular Church 
would hav received the surplus, not the 
Oregon State· Secular Union, There was 
no thought at this time of holding the 
Oregon State Secular Union responsible 
for a possible deficit, and there was a def
icit according to Mr. Hagner's bJok
keeping. This greatly worried him, and 
he sent out a circular letter to the Secular
ists of Oregon for help-either money or 
produce; the result w~~os, according to his 
showing, $21.90. Evidently the Secttlar
ists of Oregon thought that if the Secu
larists of Portland wanted a steamboat 
excursion, they better pay f·1r it. 

Finally he thought the Oregon State 
Secular Union might assume the debt, be
cause some work had been done on the 
park, and it good-natnredly did so-steam
boat and all. As soon as the convention 
assumed the indebtedness Mr. Hagner 
came to me and wanted part of the monev 
subscribed to pay Wheeler's bill. I would 
not consent to this, and he has been show
ing- his teeth at me ever since. 

The exeontiv committee rEquested Mr. 
Hagner to furnish the secretary with a 
complete statement of money received and 
paid out, names of persons having unpaid 
claims, the amount due each and what for, 
so as to enable her to know what bills to 
pay. To this he replied, October 27tlil, 
refusing "to make out any further state
ment," adding that he "may as well ex
plaiP. to those to whom we are indebted 
that there was only enough money raised 
at the convention to pay the salarv of the 
secretary, and what we owed her from 
last year," etc. And there is where the 
matter stands now. 

I wish to add that Mr. Hagner did not 
"send the men;" they came voluntarily; 
donat~d their work, with exception of car
penters paid by Mr. Hioketheir; and fur
tiler, tbat nearly all the provisions were 
donated by friends, through the personal 
efforts of 1v1rs. Smith and Miss Olds. 

Respeotfnllv, D. W:-SMITH, 
Third Vice- Pres. 0. S. S. U. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING . Lady Somerset can say: It goes far to- lowing sentence: 'The convention assumed 

ward reconciling me to the living pictures the indebtedness incurred by Charles 
when I reflect that I am in no " danger '' Hagner and others.'" Then he says: 
of being one, thereby increasing the social "The injustice consists in mentioning my 
evil. A Bristol (England) daily sayli: name alone as the party who ~ontraoted 
"Lady Somerset the English head of thj the bill." Is it possible thtJre Is another 
Women's Christian Temperance Union 1 scholar (besides Charles Hagner) in Oregon 
owii.s many housCils1 ~nd twelve of the~ who woul<l oo~etrue the phr~l!e "Oh1ule5 

"How much of the $90.08 was paid in 
specially for Liberal papers for the secre
tary's office?" "$8. 50." 

"What bill was first ordered paid by 
the convention?" "The secretary's bill 
for money advanced by her for postage 
for the Union, amounting to $19.70." 

A Discovery of 1be Origin, Evidenees, 
and E ... rJy Hhtory of Cl.lris ianity. 

"How much was left of the $90.08 after 
deducting these three items?" "$2l.38.'' 1 

1 'Wlu~t WM ue~t orqered paid?" '"l'll<J i 

Nover Before or El'ewbere 'o Fully and faith 
fully t:let Fortu. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, 0.0; 
PRICE, $2. 

4ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO , 
· ~ !il}f~vett~ vl~otl. New Yt r\i. 
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e hiZaren' s eornsr. 
Rdited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 

Ri>·er, .Mass., to whom all Communica
fiM." for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

C<>mes a panse in the da:r's occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Merry Jack Frost. 
Jack Frost m>tne a picture fair and bright 
'There were castles and towers dazzling w bite, 
And People and h·ecs as plain as plain. 
All spread on tl: e nursery window pane. 

Jack Frost 'tood bv and langheil to Eee 
How the chililrPn clapped their hands in glee, 
And he cried. "Yes, look at it while yon may, 
Lest it should not be here another day" 

A Liberal Young People's Paper. 
Now 'ti!< the spring and weeds are shallow 

rooted; 
Suffer them now and they'll outgrow the 
gsrd~n. 

And rhoke the herbs for want of hus-
bandry. -Bhakspere. 
I hav just finished reading- Mrs. John

Fiton's well-written letter to the Children's 
Corner, December 22d. And observing 
her praiseworthy interest in the children's 
oause, I was particularly attracted by the 
following lines: "I think there ought to 
be not only a Children's Corner, but a 
paper for children. As we hav no such 
paper, I want to see parents and children 
take hold and at least show that they are 
interested and consequently write to ask 
if there is snvthin~ I C!l.n do to assist in 
that line." That is the right kind of senti
ment. Just what we ought to hear from' 
every intelligent parent to whom the wel
fare of his or her children is of prime im
portance. We want to see the future gen
eration liberal-minded, well educated, fear
less, and Freethinkers. And now is our 
time for action. Human advancement 
was never gained through passivity. Hap
piness was never found in stagnation. 
Teach the children truth and impress 
upon them the meaning of those grand 
words, so fraught with earnest signifi
cance: "Libertv, equality, and fraternity;;' 
never neglecting Thoma~ Paine's splendid 
sentiment, "Universal mental liberty~" 
J,et us not negolect the opportunities so 
si~nificsntly indicated in Mrs. Johnston's 
words: "Children brought up to think 
will ·think, and there is little danger of 
'Christians etealina- our children ' if we do 
not put our children under their in
fluence." 

There could be no better way of safe
guarding them than by placing literature 
in their hands encouraging Freethought. 
There are plentywho are able, willing, and 
ready to fill such waiting minds with gems 
of intellectual wisdom, and who could 
make a Liberal paper bright with contri
butions. So, sure of our writers, we lack 
only sufficient support. What! this in a 
country where St. Nicholas, Youth's 
Companion, and other secular literature 
for young people find such ready en
couragfment? Let us patronize comrades 
and "home industries." If necessary 
drop your subscription to the above maga
zines, and take our Liberal Young People's 
Paper. Because our readers of the Corner 
appreciate the significance of divesting 
the church of authority and promoting 
freedom, I can, even now, hear their ready 
acquiescence. Therefore, let Miss Wixon 
prepare a blank for subscriptions to the 
Young People's Paper, after announcing 
its subscription rates through her familiar 
oolumns of the Corner, and see how many 
Freethinkers are on hand to strike one 
last decisiv blow against superstition and 
bigotry, enabling the Liberal Young 
People's Paper to be a thing of the pres
mt and not of the future. Yes, Mrs. 
Johnson, you may help in "booming the 
:Jhildren's Corner." Let us hear from you 
~gain. In sympathy of thought, 

Dec. 23, 1894. IDA BALLOU. 

Correspondence. 
BFLLll.VUE, KY., Dec. 9, 1894. 

DEAR 1\:hss WixoN: I hav been readin~? 
thA Children's Corner, and thought I 
would write you a lPtter My name is 
Nellie Held. I am ten years old. I hav 
one brother. We both ~o to school. I 
am in the third reader. I got a certificate 
of honor last year and I am trying to get 

, another this year. My papa is a Free-,. 

THlii 'l.'RU'.I:'H SEEKER, JANUARY 5, 1895· 

thinker and takes THill TRUTH SF.RKER. 
We hsv a large picture of Thomas Paine. 
If yon think mv letter is good enough. I 
would feel very proud to see it in the 
Children's Corner. NELLIE J. HELD. 

[It is a good letter, Nellie. Next time 
tell us in what respect a .l!'reethinker is 
superior to R believer in church dogmas. 
-Ed. C. C.] 

AsHLAND, PA., Djlc. 9, 1894. 
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I often see THE 

TRUTH SEEKEn, and find it very nice to 
read thE~ Children's Corner. I am eleven 
years old and go to school every day. I 
hav a brother who ~?oes to Kut.ytown street 
Normal school, and he must depend on sn 
education for a living because he bas only 
one hand. I think thel'e are some awfal 
pictures in THE TRUTH SREKER, but they 
must be true, because our neighbor, Mr. 
Theobald, who gets it. and others hsv 
some great arguments about it. I think 
THE TRUTH SEEKER has the best of the 
argument. Yonr friend. 

KATIE TREON. 
[Dear Katie: Read, listen, study, and 

learn all you can; u!!e your reasoning fac
ulties. Think, reflect, meditate. Be 
faithful and truthful, and you will always 
come out rig-ht. Kind regards to your 
brother. He may yet do more good with 
his one hand than fifty men with one 
hundred hsnds.-ED. C. C.] 

ANDovER, KAN., Dec. 8, 1894. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: This is my first let

ter to the Corner. I read the Corner 
every week. I think THE TRUTH SEEKER 
is the best paper I ever read. We liv two 
miles from AndovN·. I hav one brother 
and two sisters. My brother's name is 
Frank, and my eldest sister's name is 
Lo"ttie, and my other sister's name is 
Chloe. I am eleven years of sa-e. 1 study 
geography, spelling, grammar, history, 
writing, and physiology at school. Our 
school-house is about two miles from 
our house. I belong to a socief.v, the 
name of which is Social Science Union. 
We meet every two weeks. We hsv a 
meeting to-night. I get pieces fur .the so· 
ciety out of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would 
like to correspond witb. some of the little 
Freethinkers. Your Liberal friend, 

SADIE WoLF. 
[Social Science Union-an excellent so· 

ciety it must be. Science is the real 
savior of the world, Ssdie.-ED. C. C.] 

The ;Food Exposition 
is an Pdncator for housekeepers. You are not 
obliged to attend it to appreciate the valoe of 
Borden 11 Peerless Evaporated Cream. Your Gro
cer can supply you; always real!l ~: uniform re
sults assured. Insist on having Borden's. 

A Chance to Make Money ! 
The times are hard, but there always seem to 

be op~ortunities for thos" who are willing to 
work. In the past month I bav8 mail~ $175 above 
all expenses, selling ()Jimax Dish W I'ShArs, and 
have attendeil to my regular business besides. 
I never saw •nything that gave as general sat.is
faction. One sr onlJ not complain wherA they 
can make over $6 a day, right at home. I have 
not canvasseil ~ny, so anxion• are people for 
Climax Dieh Wa•hers. that tht;Y send at'ter tbem; 
any lady or gEntlem. n can do as well a• I am do
ing, for anyone can sell what everyone wants to 
buy. I think we should inform each other 
through the newspapers rf opportunitirs like 
thi•, a• there are manv willinl{ to work if they 
knew of an opening. For full particulars. ad
d.ess the Climax Mfg. Co., Columbo•, Ohio Af
ter yon have tried the bu- iness & week, publish 
the resruts for the benefit of othera. 

How's This! 
We offer One Hundred Dollar• Reward for any 

case ol Catarrh t11at cannot be cured by Hall' a 
Uatarrh Cure. 

M •• T. CHENEY & CO, Props. '{'(lledo, 0. 
WA the nnderaigne..t bave known W. F. Cheney 

for the last 15 vears. and believe him p-rfectly 
honorahle in all bu>iness tran,acti•·ns and finan
cially able to carry out any ob!ig .. tion made by 
tbrir firm. 

WES'l' & TnnAx, Whflle•ale Drug"i~ts, Toledo.O. 
WALDING, KINNAN & liiARVIN, Whole> ale Drug-

gi •ts 't'oled o. 0. . 
Hail'o Oatarrh Cure is tlllren internally. &c .ing 

directly upon the b 1ood and 'llu ~ons su•fa.'e3 of 
the s1 stern. Price, 7oc. oer bottle. So~d by •ll 
Druggists. Testimonials. 

Is Suicide 
A Sin? 

Colonel Ingersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlinll 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers, • Price 25 Cents 

'rhe 'rruth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYET1E PLACE. New York. 

A WONDERFUL OFFER. 
Our grand catalogue, over 850 illustrations, 

o.11:ent's latest goods and nov~>lties. 1 writing pen, 
fountain attachment, 1 elegant gent.leman's 
watch oba.in and oba•m, guaran'eed 20 yflard. 
Yonr name in agent'• directory 1 yea•, all sent for 
10 cents. Postage 2 oent.s. EMrmm NovEL'l'Y Co., 
4teow49 1~71'nmont St., lloston, Mass. 

ALL styles of watches from $US up. Ha,.,d
some catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray 
street. New York. 52tl9 

GET THE WONDERFUL NEW BOOK I 

SGienGe of Life and Power of our Mind; 
OR, 

UNIVERSAL HEALTH RES'rOilED. 
PRICE. >lt2.00. 

R. C. HANNON, C.S.B. 
S09 Linden St., Scranton, Pa. 

4t51 

A Rare Chance to get first-cla~s 
Freethnurht Story Books of sixty pages or over 
each. FREE Senil 3 cent.• to no.y rostae-e on 
sampl£1s. Address THE LIBERAL PlJR. CO., 

42tf Portland. Kan 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

~RUITS an~ VEGETABLES 
and 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY. 

SPECIALTIES: 
Florida and California Proilucts-B&nanas, Or

anges, Lemons, Cranberries. Pme_npnles, 
Grape~, Peache•, Pears, Plums, Mel-

ons, Apnles, Berries. 
Potatoes, Onions, CabbagA•, Cncnmber~, Toma

toes, C~lery, Beets. Carrots, Turmps, 
Popcorn, Squash. Crab Ap-

ples, Egg Plant. 

Special attentlou paid to filling order• for 
Poultry, Eggs. Cheese. and all kinds of Frmts 
and Vegetables in their season. 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHlGAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
see, 

Saw the Vision of thP world, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land rit!lout a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

THE •rHE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE· , 
'on 

THE OONFLim' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

.B. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of Justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1, ,Ad dress · 
. '!'HE TBUTH SEEKER. 

Rv the c~>nsns of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our pamphlPt with t.hia title contains an Argu. 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Fttot.s, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Vttlne. by Denominations, of Church Proner
ty in the United States and in the se•eral States 
and l'en·itories an<i in all Cities ha.ving 25.000 or 
more inbabitan•e: ~o o.rl'Rnged a• to show at 
a glance the relative standing ns to Wealth of the 
Leading Donomination• and Denominntiona. 
Groups. Also, mnnh other matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all 
c<>mpari•ons being based upon offidnl figures. 

This pomphlet ia the only one of the kii1<1 pub
lished. In no other work are *he 1 acts, tl.gures, 
and aro:umenta to be found. The fignrAs. being 
derived·from the Gonrnment Oe"sus of 1890. will 
not bA superseded until the cen•ns of 1900 shall 
have been completed- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
tmd will hav the Clew of morning on them so long 
as t.he injustice of church exemption is suffered 
to exi~t. 

BY single copies the pri~e is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distributiOn by 
tho•e who favor justice in taxation the following 
reilnctions are made: 

Ten copie•. $1.00 
J<'iftv copies. - 4.50 
One hundred co pie• - 8 00 
Laro:er qnan titie• a.t s~<-ial ro.tes. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH. New York. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

I LLUSTAATED 

By Carey K. Jurist;. 
The text is poetical and the Illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages &D d the price is only 

50 GENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address TBE TRUTH SEEKER, 

~8 Lafayette 1"1, 1- ew Yo•k. 

Trttth Seeke-r Rutde·J'S ! 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book? 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tennvson. Whittier. Longfellow. 11ndotherpoets 
and sing them in your homes, waking them hal;'· 
py and bright ?-SEND FOR A COPY.-Green clotu, 
gilt title, 4u cents; balf bound, 25 cents. 

Uarwin an~ After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEORGE J. ROMANEllo 
A systematicF.:ocposition of whnt ms.y be termed 

the Darwinism of llarwin, and Intended to be of 
service to the !(Pneral reader rather than to pro-

fel\f;_dJ~u~~~~~a~!"{~" well !mown as one of the ll)Ost 
int,ere"ting of 1•~11/{lish writer• npon eyolutJOn, 
beeidee romlung wit.h l'rotessn.r Hn)\ley Ill smen
tific knowledsw and ability. Aurl th1s IS a part of 
hi8 ~ondn,ion rtgtH ''"g the great s~bJect of 
Design, to which th!J "i•nrch 80 often refers: 

"Thu" whether we look to thA facts of adapta
tion or to tho"" of he"nty, everywhere through. 
nut organic ""~ur<• we ,meet 'Yith abundant 
evidence of natural causatlnn, while n~where do 
we meet with any independent eV!d~nce of 
•nporntttnral <ksis:m. . . . .Adapt.at.lol) and 
l>enntv 11r" nlil<l; '~'''"'·iving thmr e,xplnnnt10n at 
t.he hnnds of n. pnrelynl<'l'hanicnlplnlo-.,phy .. · 
All nu.ture htts thns Lern t.rnnsformed l>efore t.he 
view of the present J;;PB<oratinn Ill tt manner.nnd 
to nn extent that has never hcfore ~>ren llOS"ll>le: 
nn<l inttsnmch as the cho.nge whtch has tkl<en 
pl!tce ha• tn.l<en pla,,e in the direction of l_ID.t ural
Ism. and this to t.he extent of rend~rnur th.e 
mechanical in,t.~rpretat.io.u of na,ture umversal, 1t 
i• no wonder 1f the rel!g10us mJ.nci has au<:Idenly 
awn.kenerl to a nH:W. and a ternble force 1n ths 
worile of its traditiOnal enemy-Where is now 
thy God?" 

1Uustrated. Price, olothJ..$2. ~~ <l'f<'T<'ll"r.'n 
;\(liJrARA.. 'rTf~: 'J'R• I I 1"'11 ~ 1 1 

The Dible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable l:>ook the Lo;udon " Free
thinker" says: "It is by far the best product10n 
of 1\ir. l\Ioss'R pen, and we heart•ly re!Jomm,e,nd 
it a• an excellent text-boflk l'f th~ ~n~Ject. I he 
manner i• good. and the st:vle JR br]ght. The 
reader is carnod along on an eMy-fioW1nR streem 
of scienc~. history, ethics, and common-sense.'' 

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH S~EKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 
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~r~~ A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. ~.2i'r 

Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects-

I_ntroduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil. III. Is the Bible Con
tradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fnifillmeat of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jeans 
the •.re~cher of .RbrhteousneRB. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate "esurrection? VII. 
'Yhat Does .the Bible •.reach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Christ f!pirit Out
stde the Btble. IX IVhat Is the oible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Chug to the 
Bible? XII. Belief.._ Unbelief, Faith. Reason, and Pr .. yer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment. X v. Lmmortahty. XVI. Conclusion. · 
A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the LiQ:ht. 

Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

RIGHT LIVING. 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows: 

Right Living, What is Hypocrisy? In Re!l"ard to Concealed Vice, 
W llat is 1\Iorality? Conscience or J'rloral Sense, Beautiful Charity, 
What is Ignorauce? Selfishness, the J'rlenace of l:locie:Fidelity. the Giver of Strength 
Knowledge the Great Treasure, ty, and Honor, 
Concerning Education, Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower Value of Wealth, 
Conduct· or Right Doing ot Life, Avarice, Not a J'rleans to Life's 
Virtue, the Illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty? .Best End, 
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reltance, Good Nature, one of Life's Best 
What Know Ye of Justice? Self-Control, Blossoms, 
Fortitude a Noble i'ossess10n, Self-Res~ect Reason and Free Inquiry 
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preju. Free Speech, 
ls the Use of Tobacco Danger- dice, A Free l'ress, · 

ous? Anger, the Distorter, Rights of Animals, 
Onltivation of Individuality, The Angel of Forgiveness Rights of Children, 
Character, &Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Faculty, Human Rights: or the Equality 
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man, of 1\'Ian. 
Industry, the Staff of Life, Punctuality, a Promoter of Snc· Moral Cieanlines~ 
Value of a Trade, cess, Politenes•. The ~.:tentlemaR, 
Recreation a Necessity, The Difficulties of Life, Politeness.- Continued.- '.rhe 
Games of Chance, '.remotation, the Demon on the Gentlewoman, 
'l'ruth a nil F•.l•ehood, H12:hway, Best Society, 
What i' a • 0 ct.h? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature, Progress; or Enlightenment: 

of a t'rombe. Power of Will, Wisdout. 
Fraud a Crime, Courage, a Necessity to Right 
'l'he Poison of Slander, Living, 

"Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper. 

PRICE. $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS. 
A Re:tuta"tion o:t "the Argu:rn.en"t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts 

Marks .o:t Having Been Designed by 

an Intelligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. The D<l3ig!l Argume:Bt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Design~rs 
II. If '.rhere Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent. 

III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for 
His Processes Are .r;gregiou•l;y Slow, 
They Are Egregioosl:LWasteful, 
They Often 8erve No Use, 
They Have Produoed FaultY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimaob. 
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 

VL Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of aFust Cause. 

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution &nd a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Prioel5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COM:PANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y. 

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives 
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is, 
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen. 

ILLUSTRATED. 
A M&.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around, 

and the stay-at-home to see where he went. 
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a 

glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time. 

Bingle copy, 2Fi cents Five covies for $1. ad.d:ress THE TRUTF SEEKER. 

The Bible Inquirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

cr'ITAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

:With Reference~ to the most 2lain and Striking .Self-Contradicti<ms of the So-caJ!ed Inspired 
PQnPtures. Includmg Qnestions Answered Affirmat1vely and Negatively by QuotatiOns from the 
B1ble. Also, Other Bible References of Importance. · 

Fonrth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.---Price, 26 Cents. 
Address THE 'r.ll.UTH SEEKER, 28 r>-.f&yette Place, New York Oit;r. 

1 In the nature of things, 
BAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
111spiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSoLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An inteUectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSoLL,- with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

SCIENTIFIC BOOK$CHEAP 
Out of various importations and pur· 

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we ~all atten· 
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

With a survey of .Medimval Educavon. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

The Dawn of Histncy; An· Introduction to Pre
Historic Study. Edited by C. F. Keary, J'rl.A., 
of the British J'rluseum. Cloth, 75 cents. 

On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix 
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 ctnts. 

Fetichism.: A Contribn~iqn to Anthr~pology an 
the History of Religwn. By Fr1tz behultz 
7o cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

J'rlodern Science and J'rlodern Thought. By S. 
Laing. 75 cents, 

Formation or Vegetable J'rlould through the ac. 
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts 
Science and Crime..._and Science and Poe~ry..l. with 

other. essays. .15y Andrew Wilson, F . .l:f..S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in .England, by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, J'rl.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tilence of the fourteenth century, and the 
Dancing J'rlania of the J'rliddle Ages. BY" J. F. 
C. Hecker, .M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents. 

Glimoses of Nature. J!y: Andrew Wilson, F R 
S.E., F.L S., with 35 Illnstratioos. $1. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., J'rl.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discnssio)l in Science, and Scientific As
~ect of some Familiar 'l'hings. By W. J\'1. 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume. 
75 cents. 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
Allen. 75 cents. 

SELEOT WOBKB OF RIOHAR"O A, I'ROOTOB, 
Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
Familiar Essays on l:lcientiflc Subjects. 
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays. 
Mi•cellaneous Essays. 
illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane 

ous Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50 

Travels in Faith. 
Br OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Betna the story of his mental iotll'Del' from 
orthodoxy to Ration&llsm. 

Pnoe. paper, 25 oenta; olotll, '15 oenta. 
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Scientific Works 
Three Introductory Lectures on the 

Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil
ler. ~· The Simplicity of La,ngnage; 2. The 
Iden~1ty qf. Language and 1'honght, and a. 
Th~ l:\,mphc~ty of Thought. With an ajlpendix 
whiCh contams a correspondence on "Thought 
Witho.ut Words," between F. Max J'rlnller and 
FranCis Galton, the duke "' Argyll, George J. 
Ro.manes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth. 
Price, 75c. 

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan
guage. By Prof. F. M.ax Muller. The 
Oxford Unive~sity Extanaion Lectures. With 
a snpJ?lement, · 1\'ly Predecessors." an essay on 
genesis of "Th~ Science of Thought." 112 
pages; cloth. Pnce, 75c. 

Th~ Psychology of Attention. By Th. 
R1bot, l)l"ofessor of Comparative and Experi
mental Psychology at .tue College de France 
and .editor of t!).e Revue PhtlosoPhique. Au~ 
th.op.zed translatiOn. 1'reating- or the following 
top10s: 1. .Spontaneous, or Natural, Atteution. 
-;-a. EmotiOnal. states; b, Physical manifesta
twns; .c.l:lurprlse. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial, 
,A-ttentw.n.-a, Its mechaniRm; b, Inhibition; c, 
.rhe feelmg of ~:ffort. 8. The Morbid States of 
Att~ntiop..-a, Distmction; b, Hypochondria; 
c, FIJ!'ed Ideas and ecsta~y; a, Iiliocy; e, Atten· 
t10n m sleep and hypnosiS. Cloth, 75c. 

Fundamental Problems. The Method of 
Philosoohy a'l a Hystematic Arrang-ement of 
Knowledge. By D1·. Paul Carns. Price, $1. 

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms 
A Stu~y in ,Experim.ental Psychology. By AI: 
fred Bmet. TranslatiOn from the French with 
the ,'lanctiop. of the author. Treating of the fol
lowmg subJects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell 
-Introductory. 2. The Structtr. a.! and Psycho. 
logical Chara~ter of Proto-Organisms: 11-Iotory 
and t:lensorx Organs. a. '.rho Psychology of 
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophyt1c, and Ani
ma~ Nutrition; l'redatory Habits or Certain 
j\mmalcula. 4. Colonies. of Unicellular Organ
ISms. 5. :fecu'\datwn of Proto-Organisms. 6. 
Fecundat!on ot Hi!? her Animals and Plants. 7, 
The Physwlogrcal Function of the Nucleus. 8. 
C9rrespoud~nce between. Alfred Binet and Ch. 
R1chet (profeRsor of physiOlogy in the Faculty of 
J'rledicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychol
ogy. 10mo,135 pages; clotb, 75c.; paper, 50c. 

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions 
on the Labor Question, Including the 
Con~rov~rsy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the 
Ethtcs of the Board of Trade,;, and also the Con
troversy w1th J'rlr. HJ!gh u. Pentecost, and 
other~ •. on. the Single Tax Question. Elegant 
cloth bmdmg,portrait of the author, and auto
graph letter. Pnce, $1. 

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. 
Beil}g a disquisition en the development of 
the Ide~ of God m human thoug-ht and histo!Y; 
dtscns,mg; 1. The Nature ofldeas. 2. The Et
ymology of 'Jlhe Word God. 3. God an Abstract 
Idea. 4 .. The Concep.tions of f}od (Polytheism, 
J'rlonoth~1~m, PantheiRm, Theism, and Atheism). 
5. DefinitiOns of the Idea of God. 6. En theism 
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c. ' 

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com
parative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By 
Prof. H. 01!1-enoerg, of the University of Kiel. 
~. Sanscnt J;tesearch; b, From Jones to La~
sen; a, TJ;le Discovery of the Veda; a, The In
terp.retatiOn of the Veda; e, The History of the 
Vedic J_!;poch. 2. Experimental Psychology 
:fur Prof, Joseph Jastrow, of the University of 
Wisconsm.-a, Aspects of J'rlodern Psychology· 
b. Psychology in Germany; c, ·Psychology in 
E:rance and Itab:; a. Psychology in Great l3rit 
am and the Umted States. a. Old Testament 
History: or, The Rise of the peQPle of Israel. 
By Prof. 0. H. Cornell, .of the University of 
Konigsberg.~. The Traditions of the People of 
Israel; b, The llfigrations of the Tribes of 
Israel; c, The Con<l"llilst of Palestine and the 
Ki~dom oflsrael. With es12ecial introductions 
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and pref
atory remarks by the editor of the Open 
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c. 

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul 
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the 
~oc~et:y: for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the 
1mp:~atwn of the Bnard of Trustees: 1. Ethics, 
a :;;·mence; ~· The Data of Ethics; a. The The· 
ones of Ethws. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c. 

On Double Consciousness. Experimental 
P~ychological Studtes. By Alfred Binet. Table 
of contents: 1. Introductory; Experimental 
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Con
sciou~ne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 3. 1'he 
Relat1o.us betw!Je.n the Two Consciousnesses of 
Hystencal ~ndiVIduals. 4. The Hysterical E:xe. 
5. 1\'Ieghamsm or Subconscio:n,ness? 6. The 
Graphic 1\'Iethod and the Doubling of Conscious
ness. 7. The Intens1ty of Suhconscious StMes. 
8. The Role ~r l:luggestion in Phenomena of 
Double ConsciOusness. 9. Double Conscious
ness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c. 

The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By 
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantiy 
bound edition of this famous and popular Ger
man romance. The author writes a• a motto 
for the American edition: "A noble human 
U,fe do~s not en.d on earth with death. It cofl
tmJ?,es m the nund8 and deeds of friends, as well 
as 1n the thoughts and the activitv of the na
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4. 

Di~eases of Personality. By Th. Ribot. 
j\uthoriJ!ed translation. Treating of tho follow
mg subJects: 1. Nature of Personality aml 
C!JUSciou~ness. 2. Organic Diso, ders. 3. Emo
tl~nal J?1sor<1:ers. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5. 
D1ssolutwn of the Person!tl.ity. Cloth, 75c. 

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of 
the Fact• of Phxsiological and Experimental 
Psyghology. By Dr. Pan! Carns. With 152IIJn,
tro,tive Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480. 
fnnted on extra flnlil paper, handsomely bound 
m cloth. The subJect-matter of the work is 
divided into the followin~ sections: 1. The 
PhiloS!>Ph!cal Problem of Mind. 2. Tho Hisc of 
Org;al).lC L1fe. 3. Physiological Facts of Brain
Act! v1ty. 4. The Immortality of the Race aml 
the Data of Propagation. 5. '.l'he Investiga
~ions of ExP.e~mental P•ychology. 6. Tho Eth
Ical and ReligiOns Aspects of Soul-Life. 
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At the Book Table. 
Until the appearance of Mr. Vickers's 

book* the English speaking peoples hsv 
been without any adequate history of that 
connt.ry of Middle Europe which, prob
ably more than any other of equal ares 
slid population, deserves their gratitude 
for the great sacrifices it has made in be
half of the cause of civil and religions 
liberty, and for the share it had in keeping 
slight the flame of. hope through the dark 
night of oppression. The land of John 
Hns, it was ravaged by the ruthless de
stroyers who slaughtered under the black 
flag of the church, and tyrannized over 
by the princes and kings of alien races. 
We hsv in the United States many tens of 
thousands of the children of Bohemia, and 
among them are hundreds, thousands, who 
are of the Freethonght army, ever at the 
front in defense of the liberties for which 
their forefathers fought so gallantly. 

It must hsv been a herculean labor to 
gather the materials for this History. The 
sad land of which it tells had for ages been 
almost lost to view; the national spirit 
seemed to hsv been extinguished in the 
seething waters of despotism, and the very 
name had come to be understood more as 
a metonym for literary vagabondage than 
as designating the dwelling place of s 
great nation. But the connection of sev
eral members of that nation with the foun
dation of the American colonies, the 
presence of so large a body of their coun
trymen in the United States, and the ex
periences of the patriots of Bohemia in 
Europe-experiences so similar to those of 
the founders of thie republic-render the 
history of Bohemia's career essential to 
the education of every American. To one 
who has the pleasure and honor to know 
the edncatrd, progressiv Bohemian-Amer
ican, and who is somewhat familiar with 
the tragic events which make up the his
tory ofhls fatherland, the mere name of 
Bohemia is a word to thrill and inspire. 
It is a difficnlt task to be judicial in the 
pre~ence of the heroes and martyrs of such 
a country, as they are made to liv again by 
the pen of the sympathetic historian. 
But, fortunately, enthusiasm and truth do 
not conflict, in this instance, and so the 
reader can abandon himself with no mis
givings to the sad pleasure which the 
perusal of Mr. Vickers's book is sure to giv 
him. · 

The civil constitution of Bohemia is the 
parent of that of England and our own. 
It is well for us to study the history of 
centuries' struggle "to maintain and trans
mit an institutional system, almost ident
ical with that of the United States, during 
those dark ages when almost all semblance 
of a recognition of popular institutions 
had elsewhere disappeared. To the many 
struggles of Bohemia we owe the perpet 
nation of our boasted freedom in an era 
when only the Bohemian arm was raised 
in its defense." Seven centuries before 
the Mayflower landed this struggle was in 
progress, and though during the six suc
ceeding centuries the spirit that waged it 
sometimes nearly died out, it was never 
subdued, though often beaten, and almost 
crushed into obliteration for two hundred 
and seventy years. The struggle for s free 
mind, for a free body, for popular self
government, and national indep~ndence
in a word, for liberty-was persistent and 
blood flowed in rivers. "Bohemia's early 
enlightenment and free civil policy in one 

*History of Bohemia. By Robert H. 
Vickers. Chicago: Charles H. Sergei 
Company. Cloth, octavo, 763 pp. Price, 
$3.50. For sale at this office. 
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sense proved its misfortune, inasmuch as precise military arrangements ought to 
the rest of the world was then too bsrbsr- hsv been." 
ous and too cruel either to understand or Referring to the wholesale expulsion of 
to tolerate it." To understand the extreme various dissenting elements of the populs
difficulty attendant upon the effort to j tion of Bohemi_s ~nd Moravia, ~r. Vickers 
gather the materials for an accurate his· 1 observes that It Is thus _that bigot~y and 
tory of this devoted country, the resiler i tyranny robbed t!Ie nsti~ns of the~r best 
must understand that the enemies of Bo-~ characters, denudmg their populatiOns of 
hemis hsv ever striven to destroy its liter- hereditary gifts and graces, and steriliz
stnre. "Only by remnants discovered at . ing th~ Ct?ming ages. "'.rh:e effect ofsuc~ 
intervals outside its borders, from Italy to I prosonpti~ns ~as appe~r~d I_n the predomi
Sweden and from Silesis to Scotland hsv nsnce of mferwr qualities m several cen
chroniciers and scholsrR been sbl'e to trsl European countries, and accounts for 
secure the memorials sufficient for a his- much of the degradation and viciousness 
tory." "Again and again has the work of of c~srsoter t~st still defiles Eurol?esn 
centuries been effaced by the fury of the provmces and IS the curse of American 
devastator and as late as 1849 there were cities and industrial centers. It is difficult 
those who' traversed the land destroying to. feel sympathy for populations that hav 
Bohemia's books with as much vindictiv- Wilfully wasted themselvs by the destruc
ness as of old." tion of_ ~heir own most inquiring and 

Five principal periods constitute the enterprist~g. members." If one would 
story of Bohemia: hsv a reslizmg sens~ of wha~ the church 

I. From the foundation of the nation to has done for the Impoverishment and 
the death of Otsksr, 1278. poisoning of the blood of the race let him 

II. From 1278 to the close of the Hnss- carefully study the history of ?De sm~ll 
ite wars. 1435. · country of Europe and he wtll see m 

III. From the Hnssite wars to the miniature s picture of the devastation 
Reformation period and the calamities of wrought in them all by the same malign 
1545. power. 

IV. From 1545 to the dreadful disasters The ''History of Bohemia" should be 
and cruel sufferings, 1620-1635. r.e~d by everyo_ne who_ J?BY think ~hat re-

V. From that period to.the revival of hgwn vested With political power IS not s 
BohemisnJangusge and life, 1848-1870. curse to all who come under its sway. If 

In Chapter X Mr. Vickers tells of the the!e are thos_e who favor the cessatiOn of 
conflict that was precipitated in Bohemia sctiv sntsgon~sm to the encroachments of 
by the determination of Rome to root the the Sfl:bbstans_n~ and otJ;ler·theocrsts and 
married clergy out and substitute there- champiOns of InJected _righteousness, on 
for the celibate priesthood. In this con- the ground that the libertie~ of ~ free 
nection, he says: "In imitation of the people c~nnot be overthrown m this day 
more logical Oriental religions mendicants of mtelligence, let. those per~ons follow 
and fakirs, with whom dirt was equivalent carefully the nsrrstiv of Mr. _VI_c~ers, and 
to holiness who smeared ashes and other there learn how many and InsidiOus are 
viler thing~. on t·heir faces, and defiled thE! devices of ec.clesiastics for the extin
themselvs with all uncleanness in demon- gmshment of enlightenment and the con
stration of their subjugation of the sensei!, sequent destruction of all that s free peo
the Christian ascetics perverted the very ple hold des:.:. . 
institution of their own existence by en- The work I_s Illnstr~ted ~y s map 0:nd s 
desvors to root out the faculties and in- number of piCtures, mcludmg portrstts of 
stincts that render man capable of virtue Jt?hn Hns, Cosmos, Dean of Prague, John 
and love and fill him with the warm feel- Z1zks, John Amos Komensky, Charles 
ings of kindly zeal in tender sympathy B;sr.rlice~, Francis Pslack~, and o~her 
with social and domestic loves and duties. ~Ist~ngmshed sons of Bohemia. The bmd
The body came to be regarded most mg Is good, the paper and letter-press are 
illogically and stupidly, as an enemy to be e:x:oellent and the illustrations wep de
crushed by e':'ery severity, and when it sis-ned and ~xecnted .. ~he volnm~ Is c':r
becsme like charcoal as to all fee lin as tsm!y s desirable additiOn to our libraries 
when it was no longer a body but a sha"p~ of. history, a~d we h_ope _th_st the publishers 
with every human attribute burned out of will succeed In putti_ng It mto the hands of 
it, it was supposed to hsv attained perfec- s _great many Americans who sr~ _such by 
tion. · • · Rome adopted the principle buth,_ as well as those who are Citizens by 
of converting the clergy of every country sdoptwn. . 
into an ecclesiastical police as far removed In the Bohemwn Voice of Omaha of 
as possible from the laity in social symps- Nove~ber 1, we finds portrait and bio
thies. Everywhere the married priests grsphwsl sketch of the author of the 
were denounced. Synods decreed and "History of Boh~mis. ". Fro~ it we les~n 
pulpits thundered. In Spain, France, that Mr R. H. VIckers IS a nstiv~f. Dublin 
Italy, England, Germany the ban of the and s_gradnste _of the famous Trimty_ Col
church was hurled against married priests l~ge m that City. In 1891 he published 
and their families. Preferments were de- his great work, "The Martyrdoms of 
nied to the sons of the clergy." At a Literature." He is s member _of the Ch~
conncil held in Rome in 1051 the wives of csgo bar. By the way, the ChiCago bar IS 
priests "who ssw their own sons priests contributing considerable very valuable 
found.' themselvs suddenly made helot~ literature _to the world. It was a member 
and criminals cast out from all society of that gmld, Mr. Brons'm C Keeler, who 
degraded, and scorned, and declared gave us. that splendid. litt!,e book, ''A 
Slaves to the Cathedral church of Lst- Short Histl)ry of the Btble, and another 
eran; while all the bishops in Europe member, Judge C~srles B. ~aite, w~o · 
were directed to apply the same awful wrote the mnc~-~r1zed ~o!k, The His
scourge within thei1' jurisdiction and tory of the Christian ReligiOn to the Year 
make the wives of the clergy slaves to the Two Hundred." 
churches in every diocese." 

Of course it is well known that Rome 
had ample Bible authority for its prefer
ence for the celibate priesthood. Paul de
votes an entire chapter to a laudation of 
the virgin devotee and says that marriage 
is to be contracted only as the lesser of 
two evils. 

During the nontinnsnce of this war 
against the married clergy "the whole of 
Europe was deafened by s shriek for an
other crusade " against the Saracen. The 
tornado of excitement swept over Bo
hemia as well as the rest of Western 
Europe. Thousands rallied to the stand
ards of Louis VII. and Conrad. The cru
sade was a failure and the few who re
turned had learned "that the mundane 
blessings of order, foresight, disciplin, 
and a commissariat, as well as the philos
ophy of worldly wisdom necessary for the 
command of an army, cannot he supplied 
by empty fanaticism and ignorance, how
ever fervid in devotions. The cry, ' The 
army of the Lord,' creates neither bread 
nor strategy. Rarely had an overthrow 
been more dreadful. ' The Bohemians re
turned in deep disgn!lt at the blind infatu
ation that set conceited fanaticism where 

THE TRUTH SE:t<:KER ANNUAL for 1895 is 
the best issued. Its articles are in a 
high degree entertaining and instrnctiv. 
Colonel Ingersoll givs us "The Old and 
the New." The clergy are fond of telling 
ns what the chn1'l.lh has done for woman. 
Matilda Joslyn Gage tells us "What the 
Church Has Not Done for Woman." 
"What are Women Here For?" ssks 
Helen H. Gardener. We know what one 
woman, Helen H. Gardener, is here for. 
She is here to write good, reformatory 
books and essays, and the article contrib
uted to the ANNUAL is bright and interest
ing. Mr. Putnam reviews the work of 
the Freethonght Federation of America; 
James B. Alexander recounts the "Pro
gress of Science;" A. H. Hamilton cOli
tributes an article on "Freethonght in tbe 
Church and in the Higher Literature;" 
Henry Rowley, the gallant captain of the 
Brooklyn Freethinkers, tells "What We 
Stand For," while the Editor givs an in
teresting historical skl'tch of' 'Freethonght 
in the United States" for the last three or 
four years. Susan H. Wixon and Katie 
Kehm Smith giv valuable advice rel!:srd
ing the instruction of children. John 
Peck's friends will all desire to read his 
account of "A Qneer God and his Queer 

FREE 
A Valuable Book on Nervous Book." George Macdonald supplies the 
Diseases to any •<irlreRR by the poetry, and givs us a story about "The 
REV. E. KONIG, One-Horned Ox," in his own inimitable 

13t5o -FOK'I'WAVNE, rND.- style. N(,glect to send for the ANNUAL, 
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and yon will miss one of the best things of 
FREE HEAT! ~son. J. E. REMSBURG. 

The Lnmlt_thnt Lights your ltvom 
will HEAT it If you use a ., 

FALLS HEATER. 
Takes the place of stoves In medium-sized 
rooms. In successful useJn New England 
8 years. Highest awards. Best of refer• 
ences. Sample Heater$1. Agent1wanua. 

&!llii&W=.,BOSTON ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. 
- 1'1 Milk St., Boston, Masso 

Gems of ~Aoug'h,t. 
WHAT has ecclesiasticism to do with 

moral laws? It puts them all aside and 
puts its own creed and catechism in their 
place.-J. A. F1·oude. 

MEN partially adapted to the social state 
retrograde on being placed in circum
stances which call forth the old propensi
ties.-Herbert Spencer. 

FAITH in the solidarity and fraternity of 
the nations is becoming universal. Nei
ther milliards of rubles, nor millions of 
soldiers, nor wars, nor revolutions, can 
accomplish what one free man can do.-
1 olstoi. 

WE are all tattooed in our cradles with the 
beliefs of our tribe; the record may seem 
superficial, but it is indelible. Yon can 
not educate a man wholly out of the su
perstitions fears which were early im
planted in his imagination, no matter how 
utterly his reason· may reject them.
Oliver Wendell Holmes. 

THE story of freedom proceeds, Each 
day givs its chapter. The interest never 
lessens. There seem defeats, victories; 
there seem negstiv results, that mean 
neither success nor failure; there seem in
terruptions to the plot, episodes, digres
sions, that turn laugh upon philosophers 
and chagrin upon priests. But the placid 
tenor of event, every item of phenomena 
at peace with its neighbor, opens its book 
daily to a fresh-written psge.-Horace L. 
Traubel. 

THERE cannot be the slightest doubt in 
the world that the argument which applies 
to the improvement of the horse from an 
earlier stock, or of ape from ape, applies 
to the improvement of man from some 
simpler and lower stock than man. There 
is not a single faculty-functional oT 
structural, moral, intellectual, or instinctiv 
-there is no faculty whatever that is 
not capable of inlprovement; there is no 
faculty whatever which does not depend 
upon structure, and, as structure tends to 
vary. it is capable of being inlproved.-
1. H. Huxley. 

THE fact that climatic and other mate
rial necessities, partly originating from 
national habits, partly from the demands 
of labor, cause the modern world to cover 
itself at nearly all times with garments 
has no rel&tion to this question [nude in 
art] and does not account for the attitude 
of those who find nude art objectionable. 
It is notable that this feeling toward the 
body, proclaimed from the desert cells of 
Lybra, the ruins of Syria, from the cats
combs of Rome, and emphasized by the 
fierce cutthroat secretaries of Greece 
Alexandria, and Asia Minor, was followed 
by a thousand years of moral as well as 
intellectual degradation. Not ass conse
quence, but coincidently. The modern 
objection to the nude in art is not openly 
and distinctly on religions grounds, but 
on tbe score of morality, an approach by 
indirection. - Roger Cunningham, in 
Ame1·ican Art Printer. 

PoLITICS rest on necessary foundations, 
and cannot be treated with levity. Re
publics abound in young civilians, who 
believe that the laws make the city, that 
grave modifications of the policy and 
modes of living, and employments of the 
population, that commerce, education, and 
religion, may be voted in or out; and that · 
any measure, though it were absurd, may 
be imposed on s people, if only yon get 
sufficient voices to make it s law. But the 
wise know that foolish legislation is a rope 
of sand which perishes in the twisting· 
that the state must follow, and not lead 
the character and progress of the citizen; 
the strongest usurper is quickly got rid of, 
and they only who build on Ideas build 
for eternity; and that the form of govern
ment which prevails is the expression of 
what cultivation exists in the population 
which permits it. The law is only a mem
orsndnm.-Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

TtiiNK of the fanaticism, of the endless 
persecutions! First of all think of there
ligious wars, this atrocious madness, of 
which the ancients had no conception ; 
then of the Crusades, which were an ut
terly unjustifiable massacre with the war
cry, "God wills it," in order to gain pos
session of the grave of him who preached 
love and tolerance. Think of the cruel 
expulsion and extermination of the Moors 
and Jews from Spain. Think of the mas
sacres, the slaughters, and inquisitions; 
think of the great and blood-shedding 
conquests of the Mohammedans in three 
continents ; think of the Christians in 
America, where they exterminated the 
nativs to a great extent-in Cuba, where 
they exterminated them altogether, and 
where, according to Las Casas, they mur
dered within forty years twelve million 
men-all, of course, ad majorem Dei 
,qloriam, and for the sake of spreading 
the gospel, and also because all those who 
were not Christians were not regarded as 
human beings.-,Schopenhauer, 



Jf ot for- ])ar-sons. 
IF we voted as we pray it wouldn't take 

long to get the returns.-Puck. 
WHEN people are prosperous they go to 

the theater; and when they are not, they 
go to the c.nurch.-Investigator. 

AT a recent wedding in Ohio, the minis
ter was about to salute the bride, when 
she stopped him with, "No, mister, I giv 
up them vanities now." 

"Do You like Zoroaster, Mr. Cahokia?" 
she asked, ''Why, Miss Ticklowell," an
swered the young man somewhat vaguely, 
"I don't object to it, you know, but I al
ways preferred the yeller kind," 

SomNE: Camp-meeting; young man com
ing down from the mourner's bench. 
Anxious Friend (grasping him by the 
hand): "Is it well with your soul, brother?" 
Young Man (ruefully): "Yes, but I've lost 
my hat. "-Life. 

A OURATE, who was reproached by his 
bishop for not believing as much as him
self, replied: "Consider the difference of 
remuneration. I am sure that, pound for 
pound, I believe as much as your lord
ship."-Freethinker. 

"WHY, Tom, they ain't nothink in his 
pockets but a Bible an' a quarter of a dol
lar!" "Put the Bible back, Jim, put it 
back. The money we kin keep, but do 
not let us .aink so low as to forgit that the 
book is sacredi"-Life. 

OvER the · portal of a magnificent villa 
near Dresden, Saxony, is written: "Come 
unto me; all ye that are weary and heavy
laden, and I will giv you rest." But at 
the back entrance to the garden is a sign 
that reads: "No beggars admitted. The 
dog bites." 

FATHER O'RoURKE: "Michael, my son, 
I hope you vote as I do." Mik~ Finni
gan: "An' how does your rivirince vote?" 
Father O'Rourke: "Oh, I vote as I pray." 
Mike Finnigan: "Och, it's for money, 
thin. Yis, your reverence, Oi am wid 
yez. "-Life. 

FLoSsY is' a little girl whose ideas of 
creation are yet crude, but she is very 
curious. "Is all of us made out of dust, 
mamma?" she asked the other day. 
"Yes, Flossie." "Little babies, too?" 
"Yes." The child was silent for a mo
ment. " Mamma," she said, "Heaven 
must be a drefful dusty place." 

SUNDAY SOHOOL SUPERINTENDENT: .. I 
am glad to see quite a number of new 
faces with us to-day-bright, eager faces, 
full of interest in the Sunday school, and 
rejoicing to be here. And now, before 
we close this little talk about the lesson 
and listen to the report of the secretary, I 
will wait a moment to see if there are any 
points that hav been overlooked. Has 
anyone a question to ask?" Several of 
the New Boys: "Goin' to hav a Chris'mus 
tree this year?"-Ohicago Tribune. 

IT was only the other Sunday some 
tourists from Manchester were tramping 
about the highlands in search of the 
beautiful, when, becoming thirsty, they 
made their way to a farm, and asked the 
old lady to sell them some milk. But 
Mrs. McGregor, deeply religious, felt 
shocked, and exclaimed: "Whit did ye 
say? Sell mulk on the Saubath day? Na, 
nal I couldna dae that; but ye talk so de
cent I'll just gae ye thripence worth for 
naething, an' ye can jist make me a pres
ent o' a shullin'. "-.Spo1'ting Oh1·onicle. 

DANOIN' DAVID. 
There was a lad was born lang syne; 
The first of ancient kingly line-
A 11aintly loon to God's ain min'~ 

The name he bore was David. 

David was a da:ffin' * lad, 
Dancin', da:ffin'; dancin', da:ffin'; 
David was a daffin' lad, 

Dancin', da:ffin' David. 

His first exploit whan but a loon; 
And ere he wore the re_gal gown, 
Was when he cracked Goliath's croon, 

An' proved the worth o' David. 

An' syne as king o' Jewish race, 
He focht so hard to keep his place, 
That bluid was spilt without surcease, 

In aid o' saintly David. 

Afore the ark he jigged sae weel, 
An' hoched and blew in holy reel, 
That his guid wife turned on her heel 

An' tlyted t saintly David. 

But a'e guid wife was far ower-few 
Whan fair Bathsheba cam' in view; 
But that bit daffin' made him rue, 

An' wrocht foul shame on David. 

This auld-time saint gaed t thro' the mill, 
An' whan o' life he had his fill 
He dee'd as kings and commons will, 

An' God was proud o' David. 
-'lhe Gaberlunzie, in London Free

thinker. 
* Love-making. t Scolded. t Went. 
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THE reports of the atrocities in Armenia 
still grow worse. 

THE famous <'>ld Delavan Hom1e at Al· 
bany was burned on the night of Dec. 30. 

· TALMAGE is to prPach regularly in New 
York at the Academy of Music, beginning 
on January 6th. 
lllriTHE Briti~h bark Osseo was wrecked on 
Holyrood Breakwater on Dec. 30, and all 
on board-twenty-four-perished. 

DBBS and his assooiQtes hav decid~d. it 
is reported, not to appeal their case to the 
Supreme Court, but go to jail at once. 

ON December 26th Sicily suffered from 
seven more earthquake shooks. Other 
parts of Italy were shaken on the 27th. 

MAYOR HoPKINS threatens to raid several 
of the rich and powerful social clubs of 
Chicago if gambling in them is not stopped. 

GovERNoR MITCHELL of Florida honored 
the requisition of Governor Hogg- of 
Texas for M. Flagler, the Standard Oil 
magnate. 

THE recent European storm did great 
damage in Holland. The water in the 
streets of Rotterdam was higher than it 
has been before in seventy years. 

THE ooldeet weather in the South for 
years, prevailed during the past week. 
The Florida orange crop is reported dam
aged to the extent of millions of dollars. 

THE town council of Abingdon, Ill., 
passed, at the recommendation of the 
mayor, an ordinance prohibiting the prac
tice of hypnotism, on penalty of $25 fine. 

THE reorganization of the New York 
post office force drops forty employees 
from the rolls, raises the salaries of about 
600 and reduces those of 125, or there
abouts. 

Ex-SENAToR JAMRS G. FAIR of Cali
fornia, the bonanza millionaire, died in 
San FranciEoo on Dec. 28. He wa~ horn 
in Clonger, county Tyrone, Ireland, Dec. 
3, 1831. 

CHINA )Jas chosen ex-Secretary of State 
John W. Foster as its counsel in the peace 
negotiations with Japan. l\fr. Foster left 
for the East, via Vancouver, on Decem
ber 29th. 

TnE investigations of the Lexow com
mittee show that members of Tammany, 
of the Republican party, and of the State 
Democracy are involved in the rascalities 
unearthed. 

THE Rev. N. D. HilliP, of the Presbyte
rian church of Evanston, Ill., will take 
the place of the late Professor Swing as 
pastor of the Central Music Hall church 
of Chicago. 

ON Dec. 29th Battalion-Chief Bresnan 
and Assistant-Chief Rooney of the New 
York fire department were killed at a fire 
on 23d street, and several other firemen 
were injured. 

GoVERNoR FLoWER said on December 
28th that he would under no circumstances 
pardon any person convicted of election 
frauds. He would ·not even listen to argu
ments for pardon. 

CAPT. JOHN T. STEPHENSON, the first of 
the New York police "pantatas" to be 
convicted of bribery, was sentenced to 
serve three years and nine months in Sing 
Sing and to pay a fine of $1,000. 

SAMUEL C. SEELY, the defaulting book
keeper of the National Shoe and Leather 
Bank of this city, whose robberies 
amounted to $354,000, has been sentenced 
to the Kings County penitentiary for 
eight years. 

BY the overturning of a lamp at a 
Christmas-Eve gathering at Silver Lake, 
Lake county, Or., forty-one persons were 
burned or smothered to death and sixteen 
were badly injured, five of whom will 
probably die. 

THERE is great. destitution in New
foundland as the result of the late financial 
smash there and the outlook is very dark 
for ~he winter and even after that, for 
years. Many consider that emigration iE 
the only way of relief. 

ON December 25th the famous "Clifl 
House," the propert.y of Adolph Sutro 
the millionaire reform mayor-Plect of Sa~ 
Fran~isoo, was destroyed by fire. Upon 
the site Mr. Sutro will build a million· 
dollar structure of steel and stone. 

NF.W YoRK was visited by a severe 
northeaster on December 26th and 27th. 
Nine inches of snow fell and a rain at the 
close made the snow-burdened streets 
almost impassable. It turned very cold 
and the frigid wave has swept over a con: 
siderable part of the country. 

~HE Weke~le minist;ry of Hungary has 
resigned, owmg to d1fierences with the 
emperor. It will not affect the progress 
of the liberal movement, so far as appear-
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SIGNS OF TROUBLE. 

And he Ehowed me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of the Lord, and Satan standing at his ri"'ht; 
lard to a~~ist bim.-,.Zech. iii, l. "' 

·~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

To the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of th a State of New YorK: 
We citizens of the State of New York, respectfully request yon to repeal the Snnday bw of this Sr:1t,c. 

We ask this because, 

First, Sunday being a period of time of precisely the same nature as Satnrdn.:- or l\Ionday, there JR no 

natural reason for its being elevated above or depressed below the other tbys of the week. 

Second, Said Sunday law is, in the best possible view of it, lBele,;;s; it is wholly inopera,tlYe a-; :t 

conserver of the rights of any inhabitant of the State. 

Third, It is invasive of the ~qual Tights of the citizens of the State, an impertinent meddling with their 

private affairs, and its effect is to'clist~rb their peace and rob them of their earning<;. 

Fonrth, In making or amending our laws, common sense and experience shonltl be the guides, instead of 

sentiment-religions or otherwise. Experience has demonstrated that Sunday la"·s a.re not observed by the 

people, and common sense teaches that, in the natme of things, they never will be, for it cannot be wrong to 

do on one clay what it is right to do on another. The people, feeling this and knowing this, will not be gov

erned by the dead churchmen who made these laws, which are anacln·onistic and h:we been perpetuated by 

hypocrisy. Here we will call your attention to tl1e words of l\Ltrtin Luther, a churchman we are willing to 

put against the ecclesiastics of to-day : "As rega1·cls the Sabbath, or Sunday, there iR no necessity of keeping 

it. If anywhere the clay is made holy for the mere day's sn.ke-if n.uywhere anyone sets up its 

observance upon a Jewish foundation-then I order you to work on it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast 

on it-to do anything that shall reprove this encroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty." 

Fifth, Sunday laws are vicious, for they are used as instruments of blackmail and of cruel oppression 

by the police of the cities, as the revelations of the Lexow Committee abunt1antly show. They produce 

more crime than they could possibly prevent, for blackmail is more immoral than chinking. 

Sixth, All such laws are ~ssentially religious in their intent and effect and as such they are opposed to 

the spirit of our institutions, which do not favor the union of church and state. The Sunday law of the 
State of New York is no exception to the rule, and it should be immediately repealed in the interest of relig

ious liberty, if for no other reason. This law is a survival from the time when there was a state church and 

the civil power enforced the Sunday law of the state church, just as it euforcecl that church's blasphemy 

and heresy statutes. But where there is no state church the state has nothing to do with the enforcement 

of the domestic rules of any church or those of Christianity in its entirety. 

For these and other reasons we ask the entire repeal of the Snnclay laws rather than a patching which 

shall discriminate against one business and foster another. We ask that the liquor trade be subject to the 

same rules on Sunda.y that it is on other clays. and the sa"lle with all other kinr1s of business. It is not 

proper for the state to legi~late in the interests of any legitimate trade as against any other legitimate trade, 

and we"> ask your careful attention to this admitted fact and particularly ask you to bear in mind the also 

admitted fact that Sunday laws are a fruitul source and an adequate mea.ns of blackmail. 

ances now indicate, although serious and 
continued opposition at Vienna might 
transform the liberal into a radical move-
ment. · 

IN their testimony before the Lexow 
Committee Police Commissioner Martin 
and Superintendent Byrnes said that it 
waR impossible to keep the force up to a 
high standard, owing to the political influ
ences brought to bear to secure positions 
for "workers." Byrnes reflected severely 
on the commissioners. 

TilE legislature of Georgia takes the 
"high moral ground" that woman should 
not earn her own living in occupations 
which will permit her to handle her 
wages, and so it has defeated a resolution 
authorizing the governor to oany out his 
desire to appoint a woman to the office of 
assistant librarian. 

IT is reported that a hospital at San 
Gabriel, in which were 120 rebel wounded, 
was burned by Brazilian troops, the vic
tims whe tried to escape being driven 

b•ck !llto the flames. It is about an even 
thing whether the story is true or false, 
as dtspatohes from that part of the world 
are not the most reliable. 

CHARLES W. MowBRAY, the English 
Revolutionary Communist, was arrested 
in Philadelphia on December 28th on the 
charge of having said in a speech that the 
flag was fit only to wipe one's nose on and 
that the police should be wiped off the 
face of the earth. He was sent to jail to. 
await trial in default of bail for $1,200, 
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TRYING TO DAM (DAMN) THE FREETHOUGHT TORRENT. 

400 Years of Freethought. 
From Columbus to I11gersoU ~ B~ Samuel Porter Putqam 
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Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges. Price, $5; -with The 
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.so. 

141 FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS 
Of the Most Emi'fltent Free'thinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past Four Hundred Years. 

~HE ~ R U7 H SEEKER OOMP ANY has pleasure in announcing 
1.v that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for 
which nearly 1~100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready 
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF 
Fli.EETHoUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally de
signed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated 
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter, 
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of 
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine 
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty. 
As the portraits hav proved the most. expensiv-as they will no doubt prove 
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together 
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much 
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as 
well as • History ; for what are called "half-toDe" pictures, like those iJl 

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the 
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal 
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this 
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to thein. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT, 
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents 
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human 
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influ
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given 
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent 
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress. 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THEl TBUTH SEEKEB 00., 28 LAFAYETTB PLAOlll, Nlllw YoBK. 
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The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It showt what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDBJID YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBB. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a. barbaric church. 
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THE 

Truth Seeker Annual for 1895 
CONTAINS A OONTBIBUTION BY 

SUSAN H. WIXON 
ON 

"THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN." 

A. Contribution to Science. 
In THE TBUTH SEEKEB of January 19 (next week) 

JoHN P. WHIPPLE will explain the CAUSE OF THE 

GULF STREAM AND ALL SIMILAR OCEAN 

CURRENTS. 

The Campaign in This State. 
We hope our readers will giv us what moral and 

.:financial aid they can in circulating the petition to 
the legislature for the repeal of the Sunday laws in 
this state. It is particularly the fight of the citizens 
of New York, but as every struggle of this kind any
where in the country helps in all states, aid from 
outsiders interested in the attempt to realize the 
Nine Demands will not be refused. 

The time is particularly opportune this winter, as 
there is to be a general discussion of the Sunday 
issue at Albany. The liquor dealers of the state seem 
to hav been promised by both parties-and very 
strongly by the party which won in the late election 

that their interests shall be considered, and 
legislation in their interests enacted. This is gen
erally understood to mean opening the saloons for 
a portion of each Sunday. Of course such legisla
tion will be strenuously resisted by the ecclesiastics, 
who .see in this another chance for the plilople to 
slip away from them. The matter will be argued 
pro and con, and the church will show her hand, 
and the clergy are sure to expose the real animus of 
their protests against the proposed law, which is to 
save to themselvs the day on which they earn their 
living. 

This willgiv the Freethinkers their opportunity, 
and they will miss it sadly if they do not jump in 
and see that the legislators hav the true doctrin on 
the Sunday question presented to them. 

We propose to send the petitions out all through 
the state, togother with printed arguments against 

any Sunday legislation; to get the petitions signed 
numerously and presented to every member of the 
Senate and Assembly ; and when the Sunday legis
lation is referred to the proper committee for con
sideration and recommendation thereon, it is our 
intention to hav scme good men represent the 
Freethinkers and make some speeches to that 
committee. 

This will cost money-a good deal of it. We 
ought to hav five hundred dollars at least. The 
clerical forces will spend thousands of dollars. The 
Freethinkers cannot do that, but we believe they 
can raise enough to do what we hav so brie:6.y out
lined. THE TBUTH SEEKEB is bound to do something 
to start the thing g<>ing, and how vigorous we can 
make the fight will depend upon how much we are 
aided. A ten dollar bill will do a great deal; and 
we would like to hav every New Yorker who can 
afford it send us one of them to push this along. If 
you cannot send ten, send five, or four, or whatever 
you can spare for this work. 

Let us hear from you at once, friends, so we can 
know .what to depend upon. The more you send 
the hotter will we make the fight. 

The " Sabbath" Campaign. 
Following the "Sabbath" convention at Williams

port, came that at Greensburg, Pa:, on Dea. 12 and 
13. The Covenanter papers report that it was a 
"decided success." We are informed that "Greens
burg and viainity was thoroughly aroused to a sense 
of the peril in which the _Sabbath law is placed and 
of the importance of earnest, united work for its 
maintenance." Still more significant is this state
ment: 

"All the speakers laid the chief stress, not on the hn· 
manitarian side of the Sabbath law, but on the fact that 
it is of divine appointment." 

We are pleased to see that the Sabbatarians hav 
lately been inclined to make comparativly little of 
the pretension that they are working primarily for 
the betterment of the material condition of the 
"laborer." It is more than probable that our dem
onstration of the fact that all classes can get the 
rest they need without the intervention of special 
laws for Sunday has convinced the day-worshipers 
that it will be best for them to stick to their relig
ious argument for Sunday legislation, and not at
tempt to handle secular firebrands with bare hands. 
But to return to the Greensburg convention pro
ceedings: Rev. W. W. Moorehead deplored the fact 
that" after all that the Sabbath had done for Penn
sylvania and the nation" it should be necessary to 
meet together to defend it. He conveniently for
gets that the convention was called to defend Sun
day laws, not the religious institution of a Sabbath. 
If the rite of baptism had heretofore been compul
sory in Pennsylvania, attempts to modify or repeal 
the law enforcing it would not be attack on the rite 
itself, but on the state-enforced observance of a re
ligious ceremony. The distinction is clear, and it 
is vital. Mr. Moorehead also remarked that "espe
cially since the Sabbath is a divine institution, it is 
both strange and humiliating that there should be 
found in our land those who oppose it." Here again 
we hav the same attempt to obscure the issue. No 
one objects to the observance of the day as a divine 
institution by those who think it is such. Their 
tyrannous endeavors to compel those to reverence 
it who do not believe in the institution, is what has 
caused all the trouble. These Christian gentlemen 
of the Sabbath associations claim that they are unal
terably oppo~;~ed to the union of church and state, 
and yet they declare that it is strange and humilia
ting that there are those who are not willing that 
the state should compel obedience to what they call 

' 

a divine institution. Is it possible that they are so 
bigotry-blinded that they cannot see that when the 
civil power undertakes the enforcement of religious 
law, church and state are united in the most direct 
and effectiv way ! Mr. Moorehead declares that 
Sunday is a divine institution, and he demands that 
the state enforce its observance as such, and yet in 
the face of this claim, coupled in the relation of 
cause to this demand as effect, he and his confreres 
assert persistently and vociferously that they stand 
for religious liberty, for the total ·and perpetual 
separation of state and church. Could self-stultifi
cation further go ? 

Dr. Moorehead expressed the hope that the new 
governor of Pennsylvania will be" like his predeces
sor, who bravely stood between the legislature and 
the Sabbath law." This time it is the Sa.bbath law 
that is in jeopardy, instead of the divine institution 
of the Sabbath. Did the reverend gentleman for
get the part he was apparently playing l Or does 
he, like some of his brethren, think that the divine 
institution of the Sabbath will go down in ruin 
without the sustaining arm of human law, and that 
it will carry Christianity with it in its fall? To re
cur to the comments on ex-Governor Pattison and 
Governor Hastings: "The two governors differ a 
little in politics, but they are both Methodists, and 
if we can't rely on their politics perhaps we can on 
their religion." It is a very pertinent question 
that this suggests-Should there be any laws on 
the statute books of such a character that the re
ligious opinions of the chief officer of the state 
would in any way affect their retention or enforce· 
ment? The reply cannot be categorical ; certainly 
there should be no such statutes as the present 
Sunday laws, but it is easily conceivable that a nar
row religionist might be elected who would not 
wish to see a law for the equal taxation of all kinds 
of property, including that owned by the churches, 
strictly enforced. 

Rev. J. A. Marquiss assailed the Seventh-Day Ad
ventists, calling attention to the great amount of 
literature they distributed, and insinuating that, as 
they are so few in number, it is doubtful if they are 
able to bear the financial burdens of this work, and 
as they are ln. " close alliance with Infidels" a sus
picion is raised. This is rich indeed I Mr. Mar
quiss attempted to break the force of our contention 
that the state has no more ri~ht to enforce the ob
servance of Sunday than it has the various rit!'ls and 
ceremonies of baptism, the Lord's supper, circumci
sion, the passover and the like. He said that it dif .. 
fared in character from thos~ rites, and to prove it he 
appealed to the Bible. But he should know that in 
this republic, where the organic law forbids the 
union of religion and the state, no political question 
can be authoritativly settled by the Bible. 

Rev. W. A. Edie thought that "wages for work 
on the Sabbath are ill-gotten and a curse rests upon 
them." How little hold this superstitious delusion 
has on his mind is shown by the fact that he works 
in the pulpit every Sunday for wages. Rev. A. L. 
Yount, pastor of the Lutheran church of Greens
burg, endeavored to prove that Luther was in favor 
of Sunday laws. He said that Luther made a dis
tinction between " the law as a moral precept and 
the law with its ceremonial accompaniments." Lu
ther, according to Mr. Yount, "maintained that 
Christians should rise above and be free from that 
slavish feeling which keeps the law merely as a legal 
enactment; · · · but if men will not rise to this 
sphere, if they persist in disregarding the Sabbath 
law, they should be restrained from its public des
ecration by the civil power." But this does not 
explain away Luther's explicit declaration that 
" there is no necessity for its [Sunday's] observ-
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ance," especially as he immediately adds that if we 
do observe the day it should be, "not because 
Moses commanded it," but because nature indicates 
that we should rest at certain times. This shows 
that Luther did not regard the law of the Sabbath 
as of divine origin, further than that God speaks 
through nature. But the modern Sabbatarian is 
not content with this, for he maintains that God 
directly ordered the observance, through all time, 
of a Sabbath, and that his orders are registered in 
the Bible. Inasmuch as Luther says that there is 
no necessity for the observance of the Sabbath nor 
of Sunday, as quoted by Michelet, it is perfectly 
clear that he repudiated the claims of both the first 
and the seventh days of the week; and if he could 
thus l:old that there is no moral obligation resting 
on the Christian to voluntarily observe either day, 
how could he logically and fairly contend that the 
non-believer should be made to do outward rever
ence to the day, or to one of the two days, as Mr. 
Yount says he did? Will the reverend gentleman 
produce his proofs, if he has anyT 

Paul S. Gaither, a lawyer, maintained that the 
laws of a people are always founded on their relig
ion, and insisted upon the religious element in our 
Sunday legislation. It is to be hoped that Mr. 
Gaither will never occupy a place on the bench. 
Evidently he is not aware that the founders of this 
republic discarded the notion that religion and pol
itics could be safely joined, and that they framed 
the Constitution on the broad basis of religious 
freedom, realizing that there never could be justice 
for the minorHy if the majority were permitted to 
vote dogma into law. The theocrat holds that the 
state can-and must-officially recognize and foster 
religion. The Freethinker maintains that the state 
has no positiv relation to religion, that all it can 
rightfully do is to protect all citizens equally in 
their right to worahip or not to worship. This is 
the line of cleavage, sharp and unmistakable, and 
when Sabbatarian speakers and writers argue for 
"the religious element in legislation," they are 
pleading for the subversion of the civil republic and 
the establishment of a theological despotism on its 
ruins. This is the self-confessed design of the 
Sabbatarians. 

Following the Greensburg meeting came aNa
tional Reform Convention at New Castle, December 
18- to 20, inclusiv. The Christian .Reformer reports 
that it was a "fine meeting," nearly two hundred 
delegates being enrolled at the opening session, and 
the addresses showing a " clear view of the situa
tion, and the necessity of the faithful application of 
Bible principles to the political and social problems 
of our times." On December 25 and 26 a similar 
convention was held at Morning Sun, Iowa. It is 
the intention of the reactionists to hold many more 
such conventions in Pennsylvania and other states 
during the winter. The crusade for the Chriotian
ization of the Constitution and statutes is being 
pushed with fanatic zeal and directed with splendid 
strategic talent, and it will succeed if not antago
nized with equal zeal and as consummate general
ship-nay, it is succeeding, as the nexh paragraphs 
will show. 

Vermont has had a Sunday law which recognized 
the "Sabbath" as ending at sunset, but this did not 
satisfy the day-worshipers, and so they prevailed on 
the last legislature, of odorous memory, to extend 
the legal Sunday to midnight. We learn from the 
Brattleboro Pheni[£ that four weeks ago the "Law 
and Order League" of that city commanded all bar
ber shops, news stands, fruit stores, and meat 
markets to close at twelve o'clock Saturday night 
and not open until the same hour Sunday night. 
Three weeks later the livery stable keepers were 
notified that they must let no horses Sunday, un
less for funerals or in case of urgent necessity. 
With one exception the stables were all closed the 
next Sunday. The fruit stores, news stands, mar
kets, restaurants, and other places usually, in most 
cities, open on Sunday were orderEld not to open at 
sundown. Some ~f them did, and the proprietors, 
with the one recusant livery man, were arrested. 
Those who indulge in any recreation or play any 
game in the twenty-four hours that are taboo are 
liable to be fined, the same as are those who labor. 

The reason of this is the desire of the ministers to hav all church property taxed. Charles Redler, 
provide the "laboring" people with a day of "rest"! pastor of the German M. E. church, would not ob
What a transparent humbug! ject to the taxation of churches and other church 

The Phenire says it was expected that the sale of property used for other purposes than worship, bnt 
all Sunday papers will be forbidden hereafter; on thinks that the taxation of the houses dedicated to 
Sunday, December 28, the Boston papers arri;-ed the "worship of God '' would be sacrilege. He 
and were sold as usual. It is also probable that would also exempt parochial schools. I. L. Cory, 
the delivery of milk and the pleasure riding of those pastor of the Pilgrim Congregational church, wants 
who own the rigs they use will be prevented if pos- the state to at once cease all appropriations to 
sible. Among the other places ordered closed was churches and schools, but is unalterably opposed 
the office of the electric light company, in which is to the taxation of church property. Is it possible 
the public telephone station. Just think of the an- that he does not see that exemption of churches from 
aohronism of Sunday laws surviving and actually taxation is itself an appropriation from the state T 
being made more rigorous in an age of electric light He says that if the state taxes a church which was 
and telephones and telegraphs! Why, if the Sab- built and is sustained by fifty families, those fifty 
batarian spirit could hav always dominated the families will hav "to go a little deeper into their 
world there would not be an electric light plant or pockets and help carry the burdens of the state." 
a railroad on the surface of the earth. Well, they should; the only possible alternativ is 

A.t Williamsburg, New York, eight men were that other families who do not want the church 
recently found guilty of working on Sunday and must put their hands in their pockets a little deeper 
were sent to jail. The law that permits the com- to pay these fifty church families' taxes, to help bear 
mission of such a monstrous crime is infamous and the state's burden for them. Has Mr. Cory never 
is possible of enforcement only because justices and looked at this side of the question? August Pieper, 
judges think more of their paltry salaries than they pastor of St. Marcus Lutheran church, declares 
do of equity and human rights We need a thou- that the state is amply repaid for the protection it 
sand Gaynors on the bench-men who know that accords to the church, and therefore should not 
the office of judge is prostituted when injustice is tax its property; but Theodore Jaekel, pastor of 
aone in the name of law. The justice who will send Lutheran Grace church, says that "it is only in ac
a man to jail for working on the priest's day to get cordance with the fundamental principles of jus
breaq for his children, when he can avoid the in- tice and right that all property should be taxed 
famy by resigning his little trumpery office, is as according to its valuation," and George Kuechle, of 
much less than a man as are the legislators who the Immanuel Lutheran church, agrees with Mr. 
put the miserable law on the statute books. Jaekel. 

Repeal the Sunday laws. They are impertinent, W. K. Frick, of the Church of the Redeemer, is 
they are oppressiv, they are criminal. Down with in favor of exemption on the "moral influence" 
the Sunday laws. pretext. William J. Corr, of the Epworth M. E. 

Ministers on Church Exemption. 
The question of church taxation is to the front 

in Milwaukee. Everybody is discussing it; even 
the ministers hav been forced to appear in print in 
defense or condemnation of the exemption of the 
enormous wealth of the ecclesiastical bodies. A 
copy of the Sentinel of December 24: is before us 
as we write, and in it we find more than four col
umns of letters from ministers of the city, printed 
in fine type, and this installment is but the contin
uation of a discussion that appears to hav been in 
progress for some time. H. F. Fairbanks, pastor 
of St. Patrick's church, declares that taxation of 
churches is "wholly non-American," which is one 
of the most peculiar " non-American" or "un-Amer
ican" things of which we hav ever heard, and this 
is saying a good deal, for there is scarcely any law, 
custom, or belief to which some one has not applied 
this very handy epithet. Sigmund Hecht, rabbi of 
Emanu-El temple, says that if churches are taxed 
you "overburden those least able to bear the load, 
thereby violating the fundamental principle of tax
a-tion." It has always seemed to us that the funda
mental principle of taxation is-or should be-that 
those should pay the taxes who own the property. 
We are very sorry thah R::t.bbi Hecht does not 
agree with us, but we are pleased to find imme
diately below his, a letter from Rabbi V. Caro, of 
B'ne J eshurn church, from which we can· cull 
this gem: "As a check upon ecclesiasticism, I am 
for the taxation of all church property. The state 
has no right to tax one man for the purpose of 
propagating another man's religion." 

James Slidell, pastor of St. John's Episcopal 
chureh, remarks that one of the principal reasons 
why he is opposed to church taxation is the fact that 
legislators, as a rule, are "men who are not relig
ious, and so incapable of viewing the subject in the 
abstract." So, presumably, we are to continue to 
permit the churches to abstract their taxes from the 
pockets of non-church members. The same gentle
man affirms that " it seems almost an insult to Al
mighty God to even talk about taxing churches." 
By the way, did not one Jesus, reputed to be the 
only son of God, say that it was the duty of his fol
lowers to render unto Cresar-the state-what was 
due thereto! At least, the Bible makes that state
ment. Rev. E. D. Huntly places himself on record 
as heartily in favor of the taxation of all church 
property except hospitals. James Churro, pastor of 
the Sherman Street Methodist church, is willing to 

church, would exempt property used for religious 
and educational purposes, but tax that from which 
a revenue is derived. T. B. Snow, ·elder of the 
Seventh-Day Adventists, would, of course, tax all 
kinds of property, holding that all that the church 
can equitably ask of the state is freedom of wor
ship. Herman Burns, pastor of the Fifth Baptist 
church, has for years advocated the taxation of. all 
church property. He says : "The ablest and most 
unselfish of our statesmen for the last twenty-five 
years hav all seen the necessity and advocated this 
reform." G. L. Limper, pastor of the Immanuel 
German M. E. church, is against taxation. He 
thinks that the people are educated and moralized 
by the spectacle of wealthy corporations demand
ing the protection of the state and refusing to pay 
for it, as ordinary men and associations do. Fred
erick Huelster, of the Bethel church, says: "I am 
of the conviction that all church property should 
be taxed to do justice to- the citizen who does not 
belong to any church organization, and to lessen 
the burden of taxation in general." C. S. Haack, 
pastor of the German Evangelical Friedens Congre
gation, writes that years ago he presented to his 
people a resolution in favor of the taxation of all 
church property, and they said " yes" to it. 

The leaven of justice is working, ev.en in the 
most orthodox churches, and we may well feel en
couraged. On with the educational campaign. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethonght 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, wit-h the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol
lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many different addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents·; cloth, 50 cents. 
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RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
Svo, 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4 50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE1S POLI'riCAL WORKS. One vrlume 
containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, .$1. . 

We hope all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

Paine and Franklin. 
We shall print in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 

26, 1895, an article by W. H. BuBR on 

"THE SEGRET THRIFT OF THOMAS PAINE." 

This Mr. Burr regards as a very important con
tribution to the literature on Paine, as being some
thing new for the biographers to consider on the 
approaching Paine Anniversary. 

In THE TRUTH SEEK11R of Febru 1ry 2 we shall 
hav a long article by J OBN E. REMSBURG on 

"BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: WAS HE A CHRIS
TIAN!" 

Everyone who has read Mr. Remsburg's works 
knows the thoroughness with which he will de~l 
with this subject, and also knows that when he has 
read this paper he will know more about Franklin 
than the average man·-does at present. 

Single copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 7 cents. In 
quantities of five and over, 5 cents each. Now is 
the time to subscribe. 

The Boston board of aldermen, by a vote of 7 to 
4, finally decided to continue the licenses of the 
Sunday concert houses. So one more Sabbatic 
crusade has failed. We judge that the literature 
sent from this office to the aldermen helped them 
to reach their common sense conclusion. 

Lemuel K: Washburn, editor of the Boston In. 
vestigator from the death of Horace Seaver until a 
few months ago, is now in the Infidel lecture field. 
He is anxious to be kept constantly employed in 
that department 0f the work, and those who secure 
his services will find him to be an excellent speaker. 
His residence is, Revere, Massachusetts. Ask him 
for dates. 

Rabbi Wise, of Cincinnati, will hav to disciplin 
Rabbi Danziger of San Jose, who says through the 
Mercury of that city that he "would a thousand 
times rather listen to Colonel Ingersoll than to 
Moody, Sam Jones, Sankey, and the rest, whose 
preaching has driven more people into insan·J asy
lums than into the fold of free, reasonable, rational, 
and tolerant citizenship " 

They hav one minister in Brooklyn--Dr. A. P 
McDiarmid, Baptist-who sees clearly where the 
exempliion of church property from taxation logi
cally leads. In his pamphlet, " Should Church 
Property be Taxed?" he says: "Accepting the sup
port of the state, we must logically accept the au
thority of the state over the church. It is practi
cally the argument by which the state-church has 
always been defendld." 

merely talking to amuse himself or frighten his 
,• children 1" 

The New York Herald has investigated the 
charge of one Louis S. Streep, an alleged green 
goods man, that he paid Anthony Comstock $1000 
to hav an indictment against him withdrawn. The 
further testimony secured by the Herald is of the 
same purport as that brought out before the 
Lexow committee and published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER last week. 

----------~----------

Trinity Church Corporation has bean quite se-
verely handled by the press of this city for its neg
lect of its tenements. Even so conservativ a paper 
as the Times does not hesitate to say that " the 
riches and fashionableness of Trinity do not pro
tect it against an exposure of the horrors of its ill
managed tenement system. They make it all the 
more vulnerable. They make it all the more the 
duty of a newspaper to call attention to the· short
comings of this favored corporation." 

It is evident that Professor Huxley h&s recon
sidered his formerly expressed opinion, made so 
much of by the Bible-in-the-schools people, that the 
state should teach religion in the schools which it. 
supports. We glean from the Freethinker that in 
"The Report upon State Education," drawn up by 
R Laishly for the New Zealand government, he 
says: " Professor Huxley givs me leave to state his 
opinion to be 'that the principle of strict secular
ity in state education is sound, and must eventually 
·prevail.' " 

Our good friend, Dr. Jacob Hartman, author of 
"The C:reation of God," gave away again this New 
Year's Day one thousand dinners to the poor. 
Three hundred of his tickets were sent to Joseph 
Barondess for the striking cloakmakers and they 
were all used. One thousand loaves, one thousand 
pints of milk, fourteen large cheeses, and five bar
rels of apples were consumed. Dr. Hartmann says 
that while he is not a millionaire he hopes to leave 
enough when he dies to establish a fund that will 
supply a thousand dinners every New Year's Day to 
those who call for them. 

-------------------
Mr. J. Spencer Ellis of Secular Thought sends 

to the Woodstock Times a capita} examination of 
some of the wild claims of a Woodstock clergyman 
made in behalf of the Bible, and in the course of 
his arguments he makes a very neat and effectiv use 
of the" Wise case." But he is somewhat mistaken 
in regard to facts. Mr. Wise is not an editor; he 
has not had his trial, and, consequently, he is not 
now "serving a term in prison " for sending an ex
cerpt from the Bible through the mails. His trial 
is set for April. He did lie in jail for a few weeks 
some months ago when first arrested; while he was 
waiting for bail and upon the dilatory action of the 
United States marshal. 

Speaking of THE ANNUAL, we do not at this mo
ment think of any better testimonial to its merits 
than the following note from our wide-awake South 
Carolina friend : 

"MY DEAR MR. MAODONALD: I hav just reoeived ten 
oopies of your ANNUAL FOR 1895, and as I look over the 
well-filled one hundred and odd pages, it ooours to me to 
~ay if any of your readers delays in ordering this good 
twenty-five oents' worth, he will regret it when he learns 
that the edition has been exhausted. To snob I would 
say, Write at onoe for a oopy, or two, if you ha.v a good 
friend who is not likely to know of this edition, and you 
want to giv him this pleasure. What more need be said? 
Send for THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL FOR 1895, and 
save disappointment. Sincerely, Lours LEVINE." 

Kaiser William has recently had another attack "The Unlicensed Preacher" in the Denver Field 
of the divine assumptions. He said to the Guard's and Farm says : 
recruits : "Religion is not a noise, nor a howl, nor singing in the 

"Do not forget that your ooat is that of your king. ohuroh ohoir, nor demanding blessings of God, nor a 
Da not forget that, Think of your oath. My oommands, reiteration of pardon from Christ. Religion is a work
no matter whether they oall upon you to defend the a labor of love and oharity and meroy among your 
fatherland or to maintain order or religion, you hav to fellowmen." · 
obey to the death." Religion is belief in and worship of su:Jernatural 

To defend religion! Is there danger of an armed powers. It has been manifested by noises, howls, 
attack being made on religion in Germany T If so, dancings, singing in church choirs, demanding 
by whom ! The Higher CrHics T The Freethink- blessings of God, asking pardon through Christa 
ere? The J ewe? Or is his Majesly contemplating of various names and times. Love, charity, and 
a crusade of extermination against some one or all mercy are associated with religions, bn.t were not 
of these or against the Mohammedans 1 Or is he born of religion and are not the special expression 

of any religion to-day. Before God was Humanity 
was, to paraphrase a sentiment of Kingdon Clif
ford's, and in humanity and its antetypes were 
germinated all the virtues as well as all the vices of 
humanity. Let us be done with the childish work 
of putting the strong wine of truth into the rotten 
bottles of religion. Don't try to crowd modern 
meanings into words that express nothing but an
cient ideas. It is a waste of precious time and 
energy. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a re
newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor 
to us if they will forwa1·d it at their earliest conven
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various 
causes, more than the usual _number are in arrears 
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our 
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there
upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

It is not necessary b be a faith cure disciple or 
a Christian Scientist. in order to perceive the un
reasonable nature of the demand for the legal sup
pression of their dactors and the inhibition of their 
methods of treatment. Of course the patient 
should be given full. freedom of choice in nominat
ing his physician, but beyond this the law cannot go. 
It is urged that many dill under the faith cure treat
ment, which is true, but what of itT Has it never 
occurred to those who clamor for repressiv meas
ures against the "irregulars" that people also die 
under orthodox medical treatment T In fact, do 
not the vast m-ajority of those who pass away from 
other causes than old age hav the as.,istance of 
physicians of the various schools during their ill
ness? If we are to punish a faith cure doctor when 
he fails to save the sick person ander his care, why 
should we not punish the regular physician who 
fails to save his patient T Let us be fair. It_ is 
much to be feared that Christian prejudice against 
those who try to apply the medical system of Jesus 
is at the bottom of this demand for the suppression 
of the people who eschew drugs and put their trust 
in prayer and faith. In this connection it might be 
profitable unto instruction to read the leading arti
cle in Foote's Health Monthly for December. 

The fall and winter being more particularly the 
reading season, and naturally the renewing of 
subscription season, we hope that our friends will 
make a little effort to send TEE TRUTH SEEKER some 
new subscribers. A good many of onr old ones 
hav had to drop off during the past eighteen 
months of panic and dullness in the business world, 
and we need some more to take their places and push 
on the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an 
emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do 
something to help by inducing new subscriptions. 
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium 
offers printed on the second page of this paper, 
and we think considerable can be done by our 
friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good 
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances. ' 

To those who feel like presenting THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our 
Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small 
cost. A great many of the Liberals to whom THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is first sent this way become perma
nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause 
of mental liberty. 

And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaint
ance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKE:B 
three months to some friend, send us the names of 
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them 
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not sub
scribe. We need them all. 
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Does Christianity Prevent Crime! 
Of the many arguments used in defense of Chris

tianity none is more strongly or frequently brought 
into action than the assertion that Christianity pro
motes morality. It is thundered from every pulpit 
and urged in all orthodox papers and tracts. With
out Christianity we would hav moral chaos; unless 
children go to Sunday-school, we are told, they :wm 
get into bad company, and without the B1ble 
and the church virtue could not be maintained. Ap
palling descriptions of people who hav no.t the 
influence of this blessed religion, or who hav reJected 
it, are given to the world. Probably no Christian 
assertion has as much influence as this one. We 
find many Liberal-minded people who think that 
faith in Christianity should not be disturbed, be
cause, as they allege, it would deprive the masses 
of moral restraint. That these ideas are false, and 
that Christianity does not prevent crime, our every
day experience will prove. That most murderers 
profess Christianity on the scaffold is well known. 
Here is one case which is an illustration of nine out 
of ten: George Weems, lately sentenced to be 
hanged in Des Moines, Iowa, for murder, wrote the 
following in a letter to a friend just after his trial: 

If I ever hav to hang, I will hang an innocent man; for 
as true as there is a God above, I am innocent, and will 
claim my innocence to the grave. Then I won't hav to 
claim it, for I will stand an innocent man in the books of 
God. I havn't got the least bit of fear, for I know I will 
pass into eternal life, and will meet those who hav gone 
before me, 

Fortunately, we hav definit data to test the truth 
of this oft-made Christian claim. Figures are gen
erally reliable, and figures prove that the great 
mass of criminals are either Christian believers to
day, or received a Christian training in youth. This 
is true the world over, so true that in most of our 
state's prison reports, while the nativity, crime, per
sonal habits, etc., of the inmates are given, the re
ligious officials are ashamed to giv their religious 
belief. A comparison of the reports of sixteen or 
seventeen states will tear the Christian religion 
from its imaginary high pedestal, and show that as 
a preventiv of crime it is a failure, and on this 
score no apology can be made for its existence. 

In aU cases the latest reports hav been used when 
attainable. Some states reported the religious 
standing of criminals several years ago, but do so 
no longer, and here the last one issued has been 
used .. 

MAINE, 1889. 
Methodist ....................... 50 Disciple ........................... 2 
Catholic ......................... 39 Adventist ......................... 2 
Free Baptist ................... 15 Presbyterian ................... ! 
Baptist ........................... 12 Lutheran ......................... ! 
Congregationalist.. ......... 10 No Preference .................. 6 
Universalist. .. .... .. . .. .. .. ... 3 

VERMONT, 1892. 
Number confined 88. 

Protestants ..................... 63 Catholics ........................ 25 
NEW HAMPSHlBE. 

Number confined 115. 
Protestants .................... 64 Catholics ........................ 51 

NEW YORK. 
About two years ago the Christian Advocate, 

Methodist organ, made this admission : 

In Sing Sing there are fifteen hundred and fifteen men. 
There are among them about one hundred men who, in 
the past, hav been connected with Protestant churches as 
members. There are at least fifty who hav confessed 
their sinfulness and hav professed to find God's favor. 
Of all those fifteen hundred and fifteen men fifty-five per 
cent are nominally Roman Catholics, and forty-five per 
cent nominally Protestants. Of the whole number ninety 
per cent went to f,undag-school when boys, 

PENNSYLVANIA, 1888. 
During this year there were received into the 

state penitentiary of the Eastern district of Penn
sylvania, 402 white males, 12 white females, 69 ne
gro males, 7 negro females-a total of 490. One 
hundred and fifteen of these were under 21 years 
old, and all but nine had been Sunday-school pu
pils. Of the entire 490, only 44 had not been 
attendants at Sunday-school. (See TRUTH SEEKER, 
April18, 285.) 

ILLINOIS. 
Prisoners received in Joliet: 

WASHINGTON, 1892, 
Catholic ....................... 178 Baptist......................... 7 
Protestant .................... 84 Methodist .................... 14 

1883 1834 1883 
Catholic ................. 208 246 Protestant .............. 12 

1884 Lutheran..... ............... 6 Congregationalist.......... 1 
Methodist ............... 111 106 Quaker.................. 1 Presbyterian ................ 20 Buddhist...................... 3 

Episcopalian ................ 9 No church ........... , ........ 125 Lutheran ............... 88 37 United Brethren........ 1 
J4 piscopalian ............ 20 7 Congregationalist...... 1 2 Jews............................ 2 

ONTARio, 1891. 
There were committed to the prisons of Ontario, 

Baptist .................. 39 35 Universalist........... .. 1 
Presbyterian ............ 28 41 Carmelite............... 3 
Christian ............... 10 7 Joss (China)............ 1 

25~ Canada, in 1891: Reformed............... 3 3 Jewish .................. 10 
Dnnkard .... .. .... .. .. .. 1 No church .............. 146 

Penitentiary at Chester: 
1883 1884 1883 

Baptist.................. 6 88 Evange'ical............. 1 
Baptist (FreeWill) .... 3 1 Methodist ............... 16 
Bapti~t (Missionary)... 2 2 Presbyterian............ 6 
Catholic ................. 41 51 Protestant............ . 1 
Christian., .............. 3 4 Reformed Church ...... -
Church of EngJand .... - 1 Swedish................. 1 
Congregationalist...... 1 1 United Brethren....... 1 

1884 
3 

88 
9 

Episoopalian............ 2 3 Universalist ............. -
Lutheran............... 5 5 No church .......... · .... 214 20! 

Although in this last report the majority had not 
been trained in any particular church, the chaplain 
states expressly that just one expressed disbelief in 
the doctrins of Christianity. 

IOWA, 1891. 
Prison at Anamosa: 

Adventist ......... ,......... 1 
Baptist ........................ 22 
Catholic....................... 62 
Congregationalist .. .. .. .. . 4 
Christian .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 6 
Disciple........................ 1 
Evang-elical .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2 
Episcopalian .. .... .. .. .... .. 8 
Holland Church........... 2 
Jews ............................ 2 

Lutheran ..................... 21 
Methodist..................... 67 
Presbyterian ................ 21 
Quaker ........................ 1 
lJuitarian ...... ............... 1 
United Brethren.......... 5 
Universalist.................. 1 
Infidel......................... 1 
No Religion .................. 41 

The Infidel who appears in this list was released 
during the year, his case being reversed by the 
Supreme Court. 

FORT MADISON. 
Number confined, 440: 

Baptist.. ....................... 12 United Presbyterian...... 1 
Christian...................... 7 Congregationalist......... 3 
Catholic .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. 88 Mormon .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 1 
Presbyterian. .. .... .. .. .. .. . 8 United Brethren .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Methodist.. ................... 54 Unitarien ...... .............. 1 
Episcopal ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9 Dunkard. .. ... .. .... .... .... .. 1 
Lutheran ..................... 15 No Church ................... 238 

MISSOURI, 1892. 
Baptist.. ....................... 41 Methodist.. ................... 71 
Catholic ....................... 155 Presbyterian ............... 14 
Christian ...................... 16 Adventist ..................... 1 
Episcopalian ................ 16 Mormon...................... 1 
Hebrew........................ 1 United Brethren. ......... 2 
Congregationalist......... 1 No church .................. 1086 
Lutheran ..................... 19 

It may seem strange to see so great a number 
professing no church. That they cannot be classed 
with unbelievers is shown from the Inventory, 
where 1,194 Bibles, 500 Testaments, and 850 song
books are in use among the prisoners. We also 
find three preachers among the convicts, and but 
one other professional man. 

KANSAS, 1892. 
Parents were as follows: 

Catholics ...................... 80 Christian ...................... 40 
Methodist ..................... 21 0 United Brethren.......... 4 
Baptist, ........................ 178 Lutheran .. . .... .. .. .. ...... .. 32 
Presbyterian ................ 45 Episcopalian ................ 10 
United Presbyterian ... . 1 Conli:regationalist ......... 11 
CumberlandPresbyterian13 Don t know .................. 20 

MINNESOTA, 1892, 
Protestants ................... 133 Congregationalist......... 1 
Catholic ..................... 110 German Lutheran......... 4 
Hebrew......................... 3 Baptist......................... 3 
Methodist .............. ;...... 9 Church of England....... 1 
Lutheran..................... 6 Episcopalian................ 4 
Lutheran Swede........... 7 No religion .................. 35 
Presbyterian ...... ._ ........ 13 

Warden Hatch, of the Michigan state prison, in 
his report for 1890, makes this remarkable state
ment: "In the shadow of your Christian churches, 
the criminal has deliberately chosen his profession. 
· · · How bad must he be that the religion of 
Jesus Christ is a failure when applied to him!" 

NEBBASKA1 1892. 
Baptist......................... 1 Lutheran .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .. . 8 
Catholic ....................... 29 Methodist .................... 21 
Christian...................... 2 Presbyterian................ 9 
Epiacopali11n . ...... .... ..... 3 Not given..................... 93 
German Reformed .. ..... 1 

· NORTH DAKOTA, 1892. 

Catholic ...................... 3744 Methodist .................... 1413 
Episcopalian ............... 3134 Other Denominations .. 770 
Presbyterian ............... 1368 Infidel.......................... 0 

ONTARIO 1892, 
Roman Catholic .......... 4359 Presbyterian ............... l498 
Church of England ...... 3631 Other Denominations •. 698 
Methodist ................... 1624 Infidel........................ 0 

RECAPITULATION, 

Wh 1 b I Ch · t' 1 Jews, I Non-church o e num er. rxs lana. etc. people. 
lVI ine .................... 141 ............ 185 .......................... 6 
Vermont ................. 88 ............ sq 
New Hampshire ......... 115 ............ 115 
New York ............... 1~15 ........... 186J.5 ....................... 151.5 
Pennsylvania ........... 490 ............ 476 ......................... 44. 
Ohio ...................... 899 ............ "<75 ............ 8 ............ llll 
Kentuaky ............... 1214 ............ 814 ......................... h70 
illinois .................. 214~ ........... 1806 ........... 15 ............ 821 
Iowa ..................... 70~ ............ 424 ............ 8 ............ 1179 
Missouri ................ 1428 ............ 887 .......... .'.1 ........... 1006 
Kansas ................... 641 ............ 624 .......................... 20 
Minnesota ............... 829 ............ 29L ......................... 85 
Nebraska ................ 167 ............. 93 ......................... 74 
North Dakota ............ 89 ............. 77 ............ 2 ............. 10 
Wisconsin., .............. 517 ............ 427 ............ 8 ............. 87 
Washington ............. 449 ........... 319 ............ 5 ............ 125.5 
Ontario .............. 22,239 .......... 22 289 

88,168 29006.5 8ll 8,229.5 

We hav here the records of of sixteen states, and 
one province of Canada. No one can say that we 
hav taken an unfair basis for an estimate. The sta
tistics are all official, and all prepared by persons 
whose interests or prejudices would lead them to 
favor Christianity. No more hav been given because 
they were not to be obtained. With the exception 
of two or three states, all reports were made within 
the last five years. We find the number of convicts 
in all of these prisons to be 88,168. This is quite 
a class. Those whose early training included the 
Christian religion, either bjr' parental instruction or 
by attendance at Sunday-school, and those who 
were members of the church in later ytlars number 
29,906. Among the others, 3 are recorded as Infi
dels, 29 as Jews, Buddhists, and other non Chris
tians, and 8,229 as having been directly under the 
influence of no religion. That is to say, there are 
as many preachers in prison in one state as there 
are Infidels in seventeen states I Although the 
church membership of the United States is less than 
one-third of the total population, fully seven-eighths 
of the criminal population hav had the direct influ
ence of Christianity in the molding of their charac
ters. This ought to silence forever those who say 
that the church is the preserver of morality, peace, 
and good order. 

MISSIONARIES. 
Millions of dollars are annually raised to send the 

gospel of Christ to the heathen. The pulpiteer 
shouts himself hoarse and sheds rivers of tears for 
the "poor pagan " in darkness, ignorant of salva
tion. For the last hundred years missionaries hav 
been at work, and not more than four million con
verts hav been made. Yet Christian manners and 
customs hav been introduced into heathen lands, 
and what is the result? Are the heathens any bet
ter than they were before! 'rhe archdeacon of 
Bombay says that for every Christian made in India 
they hav made one hundred drunkards. Here, as 
in the United States, statistics come to our aid. 
The Tablet, a Roman Catholic organ published in 
London, Eng., throws this light upon the subject: 

The newly published official reports about the mll.terial 
and moral conditions of nativs in India giv a very inter
esting contribution to the now-discussed mission question. 
It appears from the figures that not alone do we, by 
converting the nativs to our belief, decidedly lower their 
moral status, but the standpoint of their natural morality 
is so high that although they become Christians, we can 
not make them so immoral as we ourselvs are. The 
figures, which show the comparativ moral status among 
the different classes, are as follows: European, 1 out of 
274; Nativ Christian, 1 out of 709; Hindoos, 1 out of 
1361; Eurasian, 1 out of 509; Mohammedans, 1 out of 856; 

OHIO, 1891. 
The prisoners in the Ohio penitentiary gave the ~~~~~~~~iii:·:::::::::.::::::::: !! ~th~~s~~~~:.".".".".".".:'.".".".".".".".".".".: 

religion of their parents as below : 

Buddhists, 1 out of 3787. The last figure is a tribute to the 
noble purity of Buddhism, but the statistics impart to us 

10 here at home another teaching, that as regards our social 
2 life, we would do better if we, for a generation or two, 

Baptist, ........................ 131 
Catholic ....................... 200 
Congregational............. 11 
Christian ...................... 17 
Church of England....... 5 

" " Wales.......... 1 
Dunkard ................ _.. ... 1 
Disciple........................ 11 
Evangelical................... 2 
Episcopal .. .... .. .... .. .. ..... 23 
Friends ........................ 4 

German Lutheran......... 1 
" Reformed........ 4 

Jew.............................. 3 
Lutheran...................... 44 
Methodist.. ................... 238 
Presbyterian ................. 59 
Protestant.................... 12 
Universalist.................. 3 
United Presbyterian..... 4 

" Brethren.......... · 4 
No church .................... 121 

KENTUCKY. 
Of prisoners recaived in 1890 : Attended Sunday

flchool, 878. Did not1 185. 1891, attended, 471. 
Pid not, 185. 

WISCONSIN. 
1891 

Protestant .......... 116 
Catholic....... . ...... 98 
Quaker............... 1 

1892 1891 1892 
95 Jew ..................... 1 2 

117 No religion ......... 52 35 

NEVADA. 
In the report of this state nothing is said of the 

prisoners' religion, though in the chaplain's report 
1t says: 

The teachings of Christianity hav been advanced and 
enforced at the Sunday services, held between the hours 
of 1 _and 2 P.M., a.nd addresses of a scriptural and 
pract1~al nature by the pastors hav stirred the consciences 
and stimulated the minds of t4e prisoners, who hav {?ee~ 
attentiv hearers. · · 

contributed our superfluous pennies and· our energies to 
the moral improvement of our own countrymen, in place 
of trying to destroy the morality and religion of other 
people, people who, in truth, could send us their 
missionaries to convert us. 

Here we see that the Europeans, who represent 
Christianity, are the most criminal portion of the 
population. The nativ Christians, the fruit of the 
missions, are the most criminal of the nativs of the 
country (the Eurasians being the descendants of 
Europeans and nativ mothers). Is it not time that 
people realized the fraud and folly of Christian 
missions T 

CONCLUSION. 
We h.~v ~ot t~kel). the ~round thq.t the Ohr~s~~a~$ 

• 
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who appear on these criminal calendars were driven 
to crime by their religion. It is not necessary to 
do this. It might be that many of·them who com
mitted offenses were in their practical life indiffer
ent to religion. This, however, does not alter the 
case in the least. The fact still remains that the 
Christianity which was given them for their guide 
in life was insufficient and failed to appeal to their 
higher natures. Christian morality is not founded 
on a solid basis. It rests upon a superstition, a de
lusion, a falsehood. It is not based upon what we 
know, or what can be proven, but upon the un
known. True morality must be founded upon the 
reason, the facts and experiences of life. Chris
tianity says we should do right because God tells 
us to, when neither the word of God nor the word 
of man can make an action right or wron~. Neither 
does anyone know what God's word is. It says, Do 
right that you may attain eternal life, whereas, if 
there be a future state, it must be a fact of nature, 
and our existence in this life is positiv proof that if 
there be another we will exist there, independently 
of our conduct here. Christianity tells us to do 
right for the sake of reward in heaven, but it places 
the reward and punishment so far away that their 
influence is not felt in this world. It teaches that 
the effects of a cause can be abolished, and all the 
penitent will be forgiven. In addition to this, it 
tells us to renounce this world for the sake of an
other; to resist not evil, encourage poverty, glorify 
sorrow and pain, and abjure reason. This being 
true, we are compelled to admit that if a Christian 
does act morally he does so, not because of his re
ligion, but in spite of it. The advancement of 
knowledge and the cultivation of science hav non
plused theology, and are to-day the only forces that 
work for the elevation of man. These forces hav 
so civilized Christianity that it can liv in the pres
ent although advancing thought has left it far in 
the distant past. FRANKLIN STEINER. 

Progress and Regress. 
It may seem at times as if we were not making 

much {lrogress ; but once in a while a sign of the 
times flashes out, and we see the fruit of long years 
of work. The following from the Chicago Times 
shows a great progress in the public mind, which 
would not be but for the strenuous labors of organ
ized Freethought. The action of the school board 
in the state of the famous "blue laws " and the 
comments of the press thereon are really surprising 
and significant : 

THE LORD1B PRAYER IN PUBLIO SOHOOLS, 
One need not question either the beauty or the uni

versality of the Lord's prayer and still be convinced that 
the school board of Ansonia, Conn., did the proper thing 
in ordering that the practice of recitin~ it in the schools 
be discontinued. Religious exercises of any' kind are out 
of place in ·public schools. Many may deplore the relig
ious indifference of our schools as detrimental to the 
proper spirit in which educational work should be carried 
on. This is their private privilege to believe. But our 
schools are supported by taxation. They, the religiously 
minded, as weB as the irreligiously disposed, are made by 
law to contribute to the maintenance of these schools. 
Moreover, the pupils come from homes of all sorts of re
ligious and non·religious sympathies and affiliations. 
Parents may ba Protestants or pagans, Jews or Catholics, 
Turks or Buddhists, Theists or Agnostics; and though one 
or the other class may represent the numerical majority, 
the -rights of never so small a minority cannot be invaded. 
Religion is out of place in our common schools. 

It is contended that the Lord's prayer is of such tran
scending sublimity that those cannot be many who would 
object to its use. This argument fails to grasp the prin
ciple involved. The Lord's prayer, an anthology of the 
best and noblest aspiration of the old Jewish ritual, has, 
indeed, come to be the most touching expression of the 
deepest and most sacred yearnings of the hearts of those 
that pray. It is true it is the universal prayer. Chris
tians of all denominations use it, and the Jews of the lib
eral school who remember that it is the echo of their own 
liturgy, will not object on religious grounds to its 
recital wherever it is in place. But Agnostics do not 
pray, and Atheists cannot consistently pray. They hav a 
right to ask that their children. shall not .b~ b~ought un
der reli.,.ious influences which they hold lDJUrlOus, or be 
made t; participate in exercises which they deem, even if 
harmless, a sheer waste of time. Religion .and state are 
divorced in our political system. Hence, as a matter of 
religious exercise, even the Lord's prayer is out of place 
in our schools. 

On the other hand the danger still to be met, and 
the necessity of eternal vigilance is seen in this 
declaration of the pope. I :find this in the Chicago 
Tribune: 

POPE LEO BAYS A WORD TO RULERS. 
RoME Dec. 24.-The pope has decided to receive the 

officers ~f the United States cruiser Detroit at noon Wed
nesday. The American officers will be introdu!Jed by 
Mgr. O'Connell, and will be afterwards entertame~ at 
an official dinner, which will be given at the Ame~tcan 
College. His holiness, in a speech to the ponttfl.cal 
household yesterday, said: "Th!l faith is re;vivi;!lg among 
nations who hav come to recogmze that civ10 l'trtues and 
laws are not sufficient to restrain the masses. It is there
fore of great importance that all should work to11;ether for 
the purpose of making religion a. force in pubhc as we~l 
as in private life. It is the <htt;y 9f ;rulers to lend thetr 
~llppof~ tg ~eligious ~~~~d!!1 '' s. :r, r. 

The Sermon on the Mount. 
n. 

Mat. vi, 19-34: "Lay not up for yourself treasures 
upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, 
and where thieves break through and steal; but 
lay up for yourselvs treasures in heaven, where 
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where 
thieves do not break through nor steal. For where 
thy treasure it there will thy heart be also. 
Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought [New 
Version, ."Be not anxious"] for your life, what ye 
shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your 
body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more 
than the meat, and the body than the raiment 1 
Behold the fowls of the air; for they sow not, 
neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet 
your heavenly father feedeth them. Are ye not 
much better than they T · And why take ye 
thought for [or, "Are ye anxious concerning," 
N. V.] raiment? Consider the lilies of the :field, 
how they grow; they toil not; neither do they 
spin ; and yet I say unto you, That even Solomon 
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 
· · · Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of 
the :field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into 
the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye 
of little faith 7 Therefore take no thought ["Be 
not anxious," N. V.] saying, What shall we eat, or 
what shall we drink, or wherewithal shall we be 
clothed? (For after all these things do the Gentiles 
seek:) for your heavenly father knoweth that ye 
hav need of all these things. But seek ye :first the 
kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all 
these things shall be added unto you. Take there
fore no thought [''Be not anxious," N. V.] for the 
morrow ; for the morrow shall take thought for the 
things of itself.· Sufficient unto the day is the evil 
thereof.·~ Also, to the young man, Jesus said : " If 
thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, 
and giv to the poor, and thou shalt hav treasure in 
heaven ; and come and follow me " (Mat. x, 21). 

All the injunctions in these quotations hav the 
same bearing as "Blessed are ye poor," etc., and 
are equally mischievous. If followed, there would 
be an end to thrift ai).d industry ; civilization would 
cease, and the whole world be reduced to the con
dition of shiftless beggary peculiar to the oriental 
nations which hav become degraded into a state lit
tle better than that of human cattle by their equally 
impractical ideas. Such teaching serves to show 
how narrow and limited were Jesus's ideas of life, 
and how hopelessly the " poor in spirit " giv way to 
despair. Possibly the condition of Galilee was 
then such that small harm could be done there by 
such advice. But when the person giving it is ele
vated upon a pedestal and made to giv counsel for 
all times and places, the effect is mischievous in the 
extreme. If Jesus were a god his folly was extreme ; 
and whether God or man he was lacking in common 
sense and knowledge of the world. He may be 
said to hav been extremely original and " unique " 
in the intensity with which he discouraged thrift, 
industry, and enterprise; here again his "original
ity," his "uniqueness," is most immoral. 

Many of the remarks already made with regard 
to his glorification of poverty of spirit and purse in 
the so-called "Beatitudes" will apply here. As 
Greg (p. 51) says, "In spite of this emphatic warn
ing, riches hav been the most general pursuit of 
Christians in all ages, and among all classes, with 
rare exceptions in the monkish ages. Nay more, 
the most really Christian nations hav been and still 
are the most devoted to the pursuit of gain ; the 
most rigidly and ostentatiously Christian sections 
of those nations-shall we say the Quakers and the 
Scotch T-hav been among ·the steadiest and most 
quietly successful in the search. Nor do they even 
affect to fancy that t-hey are wrong or disobedient 
in thus eagerly striving for that wealth which their 
master so distinctly ordered them to eschew ; they 
put aside or pass by his teaching with a sort of 
staring unconsciousness, as if it in no way concerned 
them; with a curious unanimity they vote his ex
hortations obsolete, abstract, or inapplicable ; the 
most respectable of the religious world giv one day 
to their savior, and six days to their ledger." 

Confucius, born 551 B o., said, " If a man take no 
thought about what is distant, he will :find sorrow 
near at hand." Mencius, born about 371 B.a., said: 
" The way of the people is this-if they hav a cer
tain livelihood they will hav a :fixed heart. If they 
hav not a certain livelihood, they hav not a :fixed 
heart. And if they hav not a :fixed heart, there is 
nothing which they will not do in the way of self
abandonment, of moral deflection, of depravity, of 
wild license." 

There is no result of human experience so certain 
as that if men will not make provision for some
thing more than their daily needs they will, as Con
fucius says, " :find sorrow near at hand." Sickness, 
accidents, many occasions will arise when, if no 

provision has been put by for such times, want and 
misery must follow. Jesus is not content with. 
telling you not to lay up treasures on earth, but you 
are not to toil or spin at all ; you are not to sow· or 
reap, or to gather into barns. " The lilies of the 
:field toil not, ·'lleither do they spin." Yet they are 
arrayed ; the fowls of the air do not sow, reap, or 
gather into barns, yet God feeds them; and are you 
not better than they ? God knows that you need 
these things, and if you rely on him :first you will 
hav these things from him. Nothing was ever more 
untrue-and the pretended Christian follower of 
Jesus knows it as well as any one-than that God 
will provide for you if you do not do it yourself. 
The most believing and confiding missionary, the 
one the most ardent in his faith, would not go out 
to his work without making full provision for all 
the future possibilities that he could conceive of, 
nor in everyday life does any sane person do so. 
There hav been ages in the history of the Christians 
when somE) men hav done so, and the experiment 
was so fruitful in disastrous and frightful results 
that the idea has long since been abandoned by the 
most ardent believers. There was a time when 
these precepts of Jesus were carried to their legit
imate conclusions, amazing as it may seem, and a 
number of men in Mesopotamia, doing no work, 
lived and died, grazing in the :field with the com
mon herd, and earned the name of Boskoi, or graz
ing monks (Gibbon, Hist. Christ., p. 580). 

The doctrin of Jesus on these points is nothing 
but the inauguration of an organized system of men
dicancy, and Judas was his treasurer. He is per
petually bidding those he comes across to giv all 
they hav to the poor ; and in the parable of the 
unjust steward (Luke xvi) who swindled his master, 
Jesus justifies the steward for making friends of the 
master's debtors by reducing their debts before he 
was discharged, and sa.ys, "I say unt-o you, Make 
to yourselvs friends by means of the mammon of 
unrighteousness ; that when it shall fail, they may 
receive you into everla.sting habitations" (Luke xvi, 
4, 5). What lofty moral teachings! Mendicancy, 
unfaithfulness to trusts ; and then remember that 
with all his .preaching against thrift, he and his dis
ciples had a purse for Judas the treasurer to take 
care of, and that Jesus had made " friends" with 
the mammon of unrighteousness sufficiently to be 
laid, at the end, in a rich man's tomb (Mat. xxvii, 
57-60). 

In this instance, as in most others, Jesus has bor
rowed the ground-work from the Old Testament, 
and then perverted it. The preacher, in Ecclesias
tes {chapter ii), does lament that the result of all 
his labor and riches is vanity, vanity, but all through 
it he makes the distinction that though all is vanity 
it is in that he is a sinner because he used his riches 
with folly (ii, 7), used them without satisfaction, or 
joy of his heart, and to no good end; and to sum 
up, the preacher, while not seeing any difference in 
the :final result between the rich and the poor, still 
counsels us to make the best of things as they are, 
but Jesus takes his ideas in mental reservation and 
from them counsels us to make the worst of things. 

In the sense that Jesus meant it is not true that 
the lilies toil not; they toil incessantly; their roots 
are sent down into the ground and through them 
they gather the nourishment that is needed. It is 
not even true that they take no thought for the 
morrow. They hav a period in which, owing to 
changes in the season, such as cold and drouth, 
they cannot any longer gather nourishment from 
the soil; but during th(lir growin~ season taey hav 
been storing up starch within their bulbs for sus
tenance in time of need and when they hav no 
means of obtaining it otherwise. What is that but 
taking thought for the morrow? The vegetable 
world is full of such instances of "gathering into 
barns." The "fowls of the air," too, toil inces
santly in search of food, and if they do not gather 
into barns it is b!'cause they do what is the same 
thing, they seek "fresh :fields and pastures new." 
If they remained where food had given out, and 
relied on God to feed them, they would soon starve. 

CaAs. B. CooPER. 
TO BE OONTINUED. 

Putnam in North Dakota. 
A Fargo, N. D., paper has this to say of S. P. 

Putnam's lecture on "The Great Religious Con
spiracy ": " Tbe speaker, in his usual forcible man
ner, illustrated clearly that the aims and objects of 
the Christian associations are a union of the church 
and state. He said that while, perhaps, it was done 
unconsciously by many of the adherents of these 
various asaociations, their own declarations and 
resolutions in convention assembled proved it to be 
a fact. Mr. Putnam scored the Roman church for 
its attempt to accomplish this purpose, and also 
severely arraigned the Woman's Christian Temper
ance Union, the n~~otionru I»rohibition pa,rty, and the 
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White Caps for being guilty of the same thing; 
and he was even suspicious of the Populist party 
for having a little religion in its platform. Mr. 
Putnam's series of lectures this week has been of 
great interest to all investigators for religious truth, 
and they much regret that he can be no longer with 
them." 

News and Notes. 
I hav to travel nearly two thousand miles from 

one lecture appointment to another-from Minne
sota to New Mexico. On Wednesday night, Dec. 
26, I left Chicago. Passing through Kansas, the 
thermometer was 5 degrees below zero, and a snow
storm was driving, but by the time we got to Colo
rado the sun was out again, and warm weather 
greeted me in New Mexico. It seems like a differ
ent world, the scenery, people, etc., are so unlike 
what we experience in Dakota; and it impresses 
the imagination with the wonderful variety of our 
country. 

I arrive at San Marcial Saturday morning, and 
receive a cordial welcome from the few stalwart 
Liberals here. I lecture the same evening to a 
small audience, which increases somewhat on the 
following Sunday. 

San Marcial is a railroad town. The shops of 
the Santa Fe are located here. It is the end of a 
division. The working people are mostly of a lib
eral mind. The Mexicans are not open to new 
ideas. They are in the fold of the church of Rome. 
Besides this ancient church, there are an Episco
palian and a Methodist church here in a population 
of less than one thousand. 

On Sunday morning, with my friend W. J. Rib
ley, I attend the Methodist services in a little adobe 
building-for most of the houses here are of adobe, 
which affords a cheap and strong material for shel
ter, giving warmth in winter and coolness in sum
mer. The only objection is that if a big rain comes 
up-a waterspout, for instance-it is likely to dis
solve the adobe, and the dwelling returns to its 
original mud. This sometimes happens, but usually 
there are only gentle showers, and the sun shines 
more or less every day in the year. · 

The Methodist preacher here is a young man and 
is just entering upon his career. They call him the 
Cowboy Preacher. He is a Texan and has the ex
uberance of the Southern temperament. He is very 
impetuous in his delivery ; his gestures are truly 
extraordinary, and his whole body is on the move. 
He is dramatic in his oratory, and his voice is like 
the voice of the whirlwind. But it was really re
freshing to hear one who evidently bfllieved every 
word that he said. He has not yet acquired the 
polish of hypocrisy. He has a rude, wild eloquence, 
as if he saw the very :fi!l,mes of hell and the glories 
of heaven. There is good raw material in him, I 
should judge. He is a child of nature, has the po
etic disposition, and this great Western country has 
penetrated him with its sublimity of scenery and its 
untamed beauty. I guess his conversion was a gen
uin a:ffair, and that floods of divine grace hav been 
poured in upon his soul, and he revels in the heav
enly effulgence. He certainly would not please an 
orthodox audience down East. He would scare 
them out of their wits. It was quite a study of 
primitiv Christianity, this burning faith, founded 
upon pure ignorance, which utterly disdains science. 
It requires a picture of this sort to realize how vast 
even now are the superstitions of humanity. It was 
as if, in attending this little church on the banks of 
the Rio Grande, I had been transported back eigh
teen centuries, to the fervors of the first disciples. 
There was not a hint of modern science or modern 
thought. It is one of the remarkable phenomena 
of human history that this blind faith still exists, 
notwithstanding the power of civilization. It is 
useless to say that we hav no longer a dark theol
ogy to oppose-that it is of the dead past. We hav 
but to attend our churches to note that the belief 
of the Dark Ages is still an enormous living force. 
With educated people to-day Christianity is a glit
tering humbug, but with the unthinking masses it 
is an awful reality. Here is a young man who evi
dently has some natural brightness, who has been 
a workingman, he says, who has had experience of 
the world, and yet like a very child he is completEly 
bound in the chains of faith and fear. His very 
sincerity is a vivid illustration of the depths of hu
man ignorance, which must be constantly ·guarded 
against; for as occasionally over this fair and sunny 
landscape, which day after day presents so beauti
ful an appearance, breaks the waterspout with tre
mendous desolations, so in the very face of our 
civilization heaves at times the ignorance·and super
stition of humanity, and infinit ruin is the result. 
It won't do to say that the cruel and barbarous 
theology of the past is no more. Among millions 
of people in our land it rules as with a rod of iron. 

These are the first lectures I hav ever given in 

New Mexico. I suppose that many think that this 
is a savage country and that Freethought can find 
but little encouragement. But New Mexico has a 
bright future before it. The railroads are opening 
up the country Its resources are being developed. 
It is a good place for farming. Alfalfa can be 
produced in almost any quantity. Among the foot
hills fruit can be easily cultivated. There are 
extensiv and fertil ranges for cattle. Judging by 
my friend Ribley's backyard, it is favorable for 
chickens and eggs. The climate is generally free 
from malaria. Whole sections of the territory are 
underlaid with coal. In gold, silver, copper, and 
lead it equals any state. There are excellent mar
ble quarries. There are manufactures, especially 
of rope from the wonderful yucca plant. The pop
ulation is upwards of 165,000 besides the Indians. 
It has a prosperous school system, the value of its 
school buildings being over $500,000. These few 
facts show that Rreethought also can flourish in 
New Mexico, for it has the elements of a high civili
zation, since material wealth is necessary to intel
lectual wealth, and New Mexico is oertainly not 
lacking in the facilities for good living. 

Those who come in with the railroads are gen-
1lrally men of a progressiv character, who are fond 
of adventure, change, and who hav .pluck and en
ergy and inventiv skill. They say that all the 
Mexican wants is a cigaret, sunshine, and plenty 
of pepper. The American, however, who comes in 
here wants everything. He is an all-round m q n, 
and he proposes to hav the best that is going. I 
should say he was a "rustler,'' only that word does 
not mean what it does down East. It means in 
this country a cattle thief. I reckon the word 
"hustler" will do, as I do not understand that term 
to be used in any bad signification. . 

I find a sturdy Freethought element at San Mar
cial, although there are many who are afraid to say 
exactly what they think. In New Mexico, as else
where, there is the " fence " and many people are 
on it. I hope to do something on this campaign, 
and leave the way open for future work. At pres
ent it is a "struggle for existence." We are not by 
any means in the "swim." I couldn't, however, 
find a better companionship for pioneer effort. 

I am staying at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. 
Ribley, and enjoy their generous hospitality. On 
this" Happy New Year" I am writing these notes 
on the first day of 1895, and certainly the auspices 
are bright, for the sun is shining over the broad 
plains and making all the clouds silvery, and the 
mesa stretches away into the blue distance,. and the 
vast mountains encircle the horizon with resplend
ent crowns of snow. 

My jovial host, Mr. W. J. Ribley, is a railroad 
man, an old-time subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
an Infidel from away back, a traveler and a citizen 
of the world. From the Atlantic to the Pacific he 
has had varied experiences of human life. He has 
always put his shoulder to the wheel. He has 
bought and distributed large quantWes of Free
thought literature, and added materially to the list 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mrs. Ribley is equally earn
est in her Liberal convictions, and Clyde, the little 
boy, is a Freethinker by inheritance, and holds his 
own with the natural logic of childhood. So I pass 
my days pleasantly in this Freethought home, and 
I can take the ups and downs of the campaign with 
a cheerful spirit, and hav faith in human progress. 

Mr. A. B. Ely is another stanch supporter of the 
cause. He generously grants the use of his hall 
for all the six lectures here. Without this cordial 
co-operation it would be impossible to carry on my 
labors. But as long as Mr. Ely furnishes a free 
hall, and friend Ribley a place to sleep and support 
for the inner man, I can stick to the post without 
any faith at all, for I hav the substance. 

I feel quite well acquainted with comrade Joseph 
McQuillin, since he came from Pawtucket, Mass., 
only a few miles from where I used to liv. Out in 
this big Western country we feel as if we were 
neighbors if we come from the same state back 
East. 

Mr. and Mrs Geo. W. Tibbitts, Isaac Holloway, 
formerly from Salem, Ohio, the old camping-ground 
of antislavery Freethought; Fred Horn, Burt Hic
ock, Fred Griffith, and Leo Lowenstein, are on the 
roll of THE TRUTH SEEKER and stand by their colors. 
I do not know that I could find more loyal friends 
among which to begin tbe new year's work than at 
San Marcial. 

I received a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
at Chicago. This is an elegant book: full of good 
things from a variety of sources. It has the poetry, 
facts, and eloquence of Freethought in its splendid 
pages. It came upon my pilgrim journey like an 
inspiration. I am sure that every Freethinker needs 
possess this b3autifullandmark of the world's prog-
ress. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

January 1, 295. 

Observations. 
The People, a Socialist paper published in this 

city, is guilty of fraudulent practices. '.rhe editot 
clips a sentence from an Observation printed over 
my name, omits the " I " belonging to it, and then 
charges my errors to TaE TRUTH SEEKlllR. Here is 
what I said: 

I conceive that with nine-tenths of our people owning 
a few acres of land, producing what they consume and 
something more, and reading Tam TRUTH SEEKER every 
week, we should hav a nation which few foreigners wouli.l 
care to tackle in debate. 

Whereat the editor of the People exclaims ~ 

"A few acres of land," on which to produce what one 
••consumes and something more,"and that in the United 
States in the year of grace 1894; is a good joke I None of 
the clergymen whom Tam TRUTH SmmKER is habitually 
going for could get off a better; seeing that we hav arrive1l 
at such a period of our industrial development when it is 
established that 260 acres are the minimum needed by a 
farmer to keep his head above water. 

I yield those remarks to the tender consideration 
of my agricultural friends, with the inquiry whether 
or not they are true. At the same time I would throw 
out the suggestion, tentativly, that a man who can 
not get a living off less than 260 acres of land which 
he owns unencumbered will not be benefited by 
keeping his head above water. He needs to soak it. 

Ah, there! Anthony Comstock. So you belong 
to the gang of blackmailers, too, do you? You 
would dismiss a case against a "green goods" dealer 
for and in consideration of a "donation" of $1,000. 
I am not at all surprised to hear that you took the 
money; the astonishing part of the story is that 
you kept your promis and stopped the action 
against Streep. Perhaps your man Britton was 
acting under your orders when he approached one 
of D. M. Bennett's printers with a proposition to 
fix the case of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
a moderate compensation. If Bennett had not been 
a good fighter, and if he had allowed you to black
mail him, I do not imagin that you would hav pur
sued him any farther. I suppose you thought that 
under your pious mask, and with the Young Men's 
Christian Association to hold it on, you could pros
ecute your work of extortion until you were rich 
enough to retire. You ought to retire now-to the 
penitentiary. By the way, what an Rrtful old 
dodger was your president, the pious W m. E. 
:2odge. How neatly l:!e defrauded the custom-house 
by importing block tin in the form of works of art! 
Then how slyly Colgate advertised his vaseline and 
salicylic acid combination as a preventiv in cases for 
which there is no cure ! They were peaches that 
ripened and rotted. You are a daisy that has been 
struck by a late frost. 

Discussing protection and the tariff, in Chicago, 
the other day, Colonel Ingersoll is reported to hav 
spoken in this way: 

What are the markets of the world? We manufacture 
absolutely nothing that we can sell at a profit in England, 
France, or any other country in Europe. 

The surface showing of this statement is that 
Colonel Ingersoll has been misreported, as during 
the year ending June 30, 1894, our exports of man
ufactured articles, according to figures published in 
the New York Times, amounted to almost or quite 
two hundred millions of dollars. That was 15 per 
cent of the total exportation, and 15 to 85 may be 
about the proportion of our manufactures to our 
production of raw material. Not all of these ex
ports went to Europe, but some of them did, while 
all of them must hav been sold in competition with 
European goods, and that is the same thing when 
the cheapness of production is the question discus
sing. Somebody ought to tell the truth about the 
tariff. 

When Mowbray, the bumptious revolutionist 
from England, made a wild speech in Philadelphia, 
the police arrested him. The Friendship Liberal 
League, on the contrary, appointed a speaker to 
answer the statements and arguments of Mowbray; 
and I will bet a dozen bombs that the address 
before the Liberal League did more than the ar
rest to discourage the "propaganda by deed " 
among·those who heard it. Mr. T. B. Wakeman's 
remarks published in THE TnUTH SEEKER last week 
contain the true doctrin and go to the root of the 
matter: The country needs more Liberal clubs and 
Leagues. 

J. Wm. Lloyd, the philosophical poet, who has 
written a whole lot of good truck, contemplates 
bunching his scattered poems and publishing them 
in a book. For a title to the volume he has chosen 
"Wind-Harp Songs,"which isopen to the objection 
that songs cannot be sung to a wind-harp ac
companiment, but still it has the merit of suggest-
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ing the proper a:fflatus. Mr. Lloyd's volume will 
appear when two hundred persons hav agreed to take 
it at $1 per copy. He resides at Westfield, N. J. 

---·-
The book reviewer of the Evening Wisconsin, a 

paper published in some jay town in the Northwest, 
assaults my reputation as a religious poet by saying 
that Tam TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL "also contains so
called verse of a blasphemous character." That the 
verse is blasphemous I am pleased to be assured, 
but I must point out that the reviewer errs in qual
ifying it as "so-called.'' It has not baen so denom
inate<l. :Elvery journalist knows that verse is just 
"Verse, the same as a line is a line. It may not be 
po~t:ry, nor even rhyme, but it is never prose. The 
Wisconsin reviewer does not know why he uses 
the term "so-called," and ! shall hav to enlighten 
him. It is for the same reason, or want of reason, 
that the editor of a paper somewhere in his vicinity 
alluded to Putnam as a "so-called Freethinker," 
thereby obversely implying, I suppose, that he 
might be a Methodist in disguise. The word has 
the same poverty of significance as the parenthe
sized interrogation point (!) of the rural scribe, 
merely indicating, when employed as in the cases 
noted, that the bosom of the writer is agitated 
by emotions which he has not self-control enough 
to conceal, and which he does not know enough to 
express. 

Mr. Charles C. Johnson, of Massachusetts, and 
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, in 
discussing 1 Oor. vii, 36, missed certain beauties of 
the passage unrevealed to Bible students who re
tain the old version. In the new version of our 
lord and savior's last will and testament the verse 
is as follows : " But if any man thinketh that he 
behaveth himself unseemly toward his virgin 
daughter, if she be past the flower of her age, and 
if need so requireth, let him do what he will; he 
sinneth not; let them marry." The revisers, who 
are responsible for the introduction of the daughter 
in the case, say in a marginal note: " Or, virgin 
(omitting daughter)." This matter needs further 
elucidation. In the :first place, what sort of a piece 
of property is a man's virgin unless it is his daugh
ter T Could it mean his servant girl, his sister, or 
his aunt! What kind of sense does the annotator 
make of Paul's words if he omits daughter ? and if 
he retains the word, what sort of morals do they 
inculcate 1 While the Christian citizen might 
thank Paul for the liberty of the household so 
kindly accorded him, he owes the annotator some
thing for permitting him to omit or include his 
daughter when behaving himself unseemly. 

The onus frumenti is on Brother Green of the 
Freethinke1·s' Magazine. Mr. Green's complaint 
against the Liberal press in general is that it does 
not giv the purity issue sufficient protuberance: 
He thinks that unless Infidels can see the Comstock 
law and go it one better, they might as well remain 
in the church. He lately heard that C. C. Moore, 
of the ,Blue Grass Blade, was making a specialty 
of morals, and at once wrote a letter in which he 
extended the right hand and handwriting of fellow
ship and indorsement to Mr. Moore. It gratified 
Mr. Green to find a brother moralist, and besides 
requesting an exchange of journals, he asked per
mission to print Mr. Moore's likeness, whiskers and 
all, in the February number of his magazine. The 
letter pleased Mr. Moore so well that he printed 
it, but in the same number of the Blade he gave 
his readers about two columns of red-hot freelove 
doctrin, while right next to Mr. Green's communi
cation appeared a logical and well-agued defense of 
Mr. J. B. Wise, now under indictment for violating 
the postal laws. Mr. Green can now say with the 
poet: 

'Twas ever this way up to date, 
I've seen my fondest hopes decay; 

I never found congenial mate 
But he was first to break away. 

The Lexow investigating committee has rested 
from its labors and its works do follow it. The at
mosphere is full of charges against all whom it may 
concern. Boss Platt has withdrawn from the Rev. 
Dr. Parkhurst's church, with the stinging remark 
that the pastor's head hath grown too great for his 
bat. The Rev. Dr. Parkhurst avers in an open letter 
that Goff made a corrupt deal with Police Superin
tendent Byrnes, and that the said Byrnes is a public 
liar. He also charges that Mr. Byrnes has held a 
mortgage on the investigating committee. Chair
man Lexow contributes an item of intelligence to 
the effect that Parkhurst dodged the issue when it 
came to facing the music of Byrnes's voice, and art
fully feigned illness for that purpose. The record 
off Recorder Goff as district attorney is being over
hauled with a view to making trouble for him; and 

taking everything into consideration, the condition I ha.v lately taken to the tarf. I fear I frequently bias
of affairs approaches that state when honest men are Ph:eme. But I ha.v never distribute~ religious ~racts. ;All 
su d t t h t · · this wa.s known to you and your somety, notwithstanding 
pp~se o ge w a Is commg to them. which you think me a fit person to be your president. 
It IS proposed to make the investigating com- God forgiv your hypocrisy. I would rather liv in the 

mit tee a permanent American institution. This may land . of sinners than with such saint.s." ·. ·: · Equally 
be done. It would be merely adding to the politi- candid was t~e answer of the . Ma.rqms de ~Iddle Cops 

1 h . . . when asked m a. very flattering letter written by the 
ca. mac me one more wheel, whwh, bemg properly Duke of Norfolk, president of the Catholic Union, to be-
greased, would run as slick as the old ones. come a member of that influential body. Here is the 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. reply: "Broad ward Hall, Aston-on-Clun, Shropshire, 

Freethought Progress. 
The German Freethinkers are at present having a rest 

from persecution. 

Bishop Gillaspie, of the Episcopal church, is greatly 
alarmed by the growth of what he calls "Unitarianism" 
in the Episcopal body, particularly among the clergy. 
When the shepherds go astray into the fields of heresy, 
what is to become of the sheep? 

Mr . .Leon Furnemont, editor of La Raison, and Prof. 
Hector Denill, of the University of Brussels, both prom
inent Freethinkers, hav been elected to the Belgian 
Chamber of Deputies. ·. ·. · The National Congress held 
at Rrusaels, September 12th, was a great success. Our 
Belgian brethren show as much activity and enthusiasm 
as ever. 

October 15th was the anniversary of the death of Ra· 
mon Chies, the great Spanish Freethinker. Memorial 
services hav been held by all Spanish Freethought socie
ties and several Masonic lodges. ·. ·. · .A copy of Et Libre 
Examen, one of our Spanish contemporaries, lies before 
us. This journal, which is not yet a year old, has under 
the management of Carlos Chiea succeeded in ~aining a 
place among the foremost European Freethoughtjournals. 
It is spicy and uncompromisingly anti-Christian. 

The two hundredth anniversary of the birth of Voltaire 
was the 21st of November last. To commemorate the 
event and help on the cause of mental liberty for which 
the great Frenchman did so much, Mr. J. M. Wheeler, 
of the London Freethinker, wrote a popular account of 
the emancipator's career, accompanied by telling excerpts 
froms his writings, the opinions entertained of him by 
many writers, and other matter of interest. ·. ·. · During 
the month of Septem her two new societies joined the 
French Freethought Federation. This Federation held 
its annual congress Nov. 1st in Paris. 

The contents of Dm· Lichtfreund, which since the death 
of Dr. E Schwelle, May 18, 1894, has been edited by Mr. 
D. Panth' l. are interesting and iilstructiv as ever. 
'lheologisho· Nonsensometer is a very able transla
tion by Mr. Wolfgang Schaumburg, of Vienna, Austria, 
of Col. R. G. Ingersoll's " Talmagian Catechism." Mr. 
W. Schaumburg deserves the appreciation and thanks of 
all Freethinkers for his translations of American Free
thought literature into the German language. Besides 
the one noticed above he has translated the " Mistakes 
of Moses," "Men, Women, and Gods," John Peck's 
"Miracles and Miracle Workers," and others. 

A collected edition of the works of James Thomson (B. 
V.) was issued in London by Bertram Dobell in Novem
ber. ·. ·. · Fisher Urwin of London publishes in two vol
umes the life of Charles Bndlaugh bv his daughter, Hy
patia Bradlaugh Bonner. ($5.) ·. ·. · The edition of the 
Agnostic Annual for 1895 was exhausted almost imme
diately and now Watts & Co. bav issued in pamphlet 
form the symposium on " Why Liv a Moral Life ?" ·. ·. · 
Robert Forder issued a subscribers' edition of J. M. 
Wheeler's "Voltaire: His Life and ·work." It was lim
ited to 250 copies. ·. ·. · The late Prof. G. J. Romanes 
left behind him the manuscript of a work styled 
"Thoughts on Religious Problems." The work is being 
edited, and will hav a preface supplied, by the Rev. 
Charles Gore, of "Lux: Mundi " fame. ·. ·. · The Lon
don Freethinker says: "An excited appellant stood before 
Lord Justice Lopes, the Master of the Rolls, and de
manded ' in the name of God who reigned over earth, 
heaven, and hell, over angels, men, and devils,' that his 
case should be investigated. The Master of the Rolls 
dismissed the application and censured the appellant for 
uttering 'nonsense' in 'a loud voice.' That little trick 
doesn't impose on the authorities as it used to in the old 
'Thus saith the Lord' days." Think of a judge telling a 
man in court that the latter's appeal to "God " wss "non
sense" l ·. ·. · THE TBUTHSREKER's "Missionary Scheme" 
has already found wise imitators. Messrs. Watts & Co., 
publishers of the excellent Literary Guide, London, 
read of the success of our movement and at once 
offered to send to different addresses eight copies 
of F. J. Gould's novel, "The Agnostic Island," for 
$1.25. ·. ·. · Slowly but surely the practice of crema
tion is spreading. In England crematoriums hav been 
proposed in Liverpool, Southampton, and Paddington. 
·. ·. · At last a minister has ventured to do justice to the 
memory of George Eliot and George HenrY Lewes. 
Rev. W. Mottram writes to the Revi'lW of Reviews in 
their vindication. He avers that "there was no injured 
wife in the background." The Freethinker thus sum
marizes a portion of his article: "It was Mr. Lewes who 
would, by our law, be entitled ~o a divorce. But divorce 
then was not only costly and most troublesome, but a 
special act of Parliament had to be obtained and paid for. 
George Henry Lewes was then poor. George Eliot re~ 
belled against a law like that, and felt her union with 
Lewes strictly moral. She considered it one of the chief. 
blessings of her life, and the source of inspiration w?ic~, 
in all likelihood, we should never hav had otherwiBe m 
George Eliot at all. Mr. Cross, her second husband, 
thought her union with Lewes ' the noblest act of a very 
noble life.'" ·. ·. · ·A contributor to the Toronto Mail. 
quotes from Lady Dorothy Orford~s biography of her 
father a letter written by Lord Orford refusing to be 
come president of the Norwich Bible Society. The letter 
is refreshingly candid, and reads as follows: "Sir: I am 
surprised and annoyed bv the contents of your letter. 
Surprised because my well-known obaraoter should hav 
exempted'me from such an application, and annoyed, be
cause it compels me to hav even this communication with 
you. I ha.v"long been addicted to the gaming-table. I 

·November 13,1894. My Dear Lord Duke: I hav pleasure 
in acknowled~ing receip~ of your letter of October 31st, 
postmarked November 6th. I embrace the opportunity 
thus offered to mention that I am unable to reconcile 
belief in supernatural agencies with the credence of facts 
now ascertained by scientific researllh. On this ground 
I decline with many thanks your polite offer to promote 
my enrollment in the Catholic Union. I think it a duty 
of courtesy to mention at the same time that I hav ceased 
to use the title of Marquis granted by the Sovereign 
Pontiff. To prevent possible misapprehensions, I pro
pose to publish this correspondence.-Very truly yours, 
CYPRIAN DE BIDDLE CoPE." 

.Lectures and M.eetings. 
CoLONEL INGERSOLL's lecture appointments: 

.January 12 .. St. Paul, Minn. .Jan. 17 ... C~dar Rapids, Ia. 

.January 13 ... Duluth, Minn. January 18, Davenport, Ia. 
January 14, EauOlaire,Wis. January 19, DesMoines, Ia. 
January 15, LaCrosse, Wis. January 27, New York City. 
January 16 .... Dubuque, Ia. 

FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 
arranged are: 
Jan. 7 ..... West Liberty, Ia.. 
Jan. 8, ll ......... Moline, Ill. 
.Jan. 13 ............ Clinton, Ia. 
Jan .. 18, 20 ... New Ross, Ind. 
Jan. 21, 22 ...... Muncie, Ind. 
Jan. 23 .... Greensburg, Ind. 
.Jan. 24, 25, Petersburg, Ind. 
Jan. 27 ......... Cincinnati, 0. 
.Jan. 29 ..... Grafton, W. Va. 
Feb. 3 ..... Philadelphia, Pa. 
Feb. 7 ....... Meriden, Conn. 

Feb. 10, East Dennis, Mass. 
Feb. 12 ...... Harwich, Mass. 
Feb. 17 ......... Boston, Mass . 
Feb. 17 ...... Brockton, Mass. 
Feb. 24 .... Haverhill, Mass. 
Feb. 27 ...... Booth Bay. Me. 
Mar. 3 .......... Boston, Mass . 
Mar. 8 ...... New York, N.Y. 
Mar.10 ...... Brooklyn, N.Y . 
Mar. 10 ........ Newark, N.J. 

Address Mr. Steiner for lectures iu the vicinity of these 
pl!J,ces, or in Northern New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana., Illinois, and Missouri, in care of this. office.· 

MRs. FREEMAN's lecture appointments: Philadelphia, 
Pa., .Jan. 13th; Northport, L. I., .Jan. 14th, 15th, and 
16th; Liberal Club, New York, Jan. 18th; Newark, N.J., 
Ja:ra. 20th; Boston, Mass., Jan. 2nh, Feb. 3d. and lOth. 
Mrs. Freeman desires to lecture during the months of 
January and February along or near the above route. 
Those desiring to seoure dates not taken please write her 
at once, 1037 West Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for Januar.v: 
January t3th-" Increased Production the only Hope for 

Mankind." Mr. S. H. Nichols . 
.January 20~h-" The Right to Judge." Mr. C . .J. Rose. 
.January 27th-" What we Owe to Thomas Paine." Mr. 

T. B. Wakeman. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 Ea.at 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for January: 
.Januar.v llth-"The Evolution and Use of the Bible." 

T. B. Wakeman. 
January 18th-" The Ideal of '76." Mrs. M .. A. Free

man, of Chicago. 
January 26th-" The Third Consciousness or Sixth 

Sense." Prof. A. L. Rawson. 
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 

in G. A.. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
January 13hh, 1895-"Christia.n Civilization or Civil 

Christianity, Which?" Mrs. M. P. Krekel. 
January 20hh,1895-"If Christ Came to Christianity." 

Dr. G. Gordon Sattler. 
January 27th, 1895-"The Bible in the Light.of Higher 

Criticism." Franklin Steiner, of Des Moines, Ia. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Qhestnut st:..-eet, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
bership. Biscuasions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE First Secular Chu;:ch of PorUand meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford • 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War· 
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia· 
Freethought publications are on. sale at the meeting. 

THE Scrant~n Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at421 Lackawana av~n~e. Our motto: Fre.ec!om 
and Kindness. Everybody InVIted. Secretary, William 
Watkins. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meels at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. -----------------------

Mr. 1'homas Ou.pek. of Pittsburg, formerly editor 
of the Bohemian Voice, and Miss Anna Vostrovsky, 
daughter of our long-t.ima subscriber, Mr. Jaroslav 
Vostrovsky, of San Jose, Cal., hav embarked to
gether upon ihe sea of matrimony. May their co
voyage be long, happy, and prosperous. 
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Ohio to New York. 
L:r.BANoN, 0., Dec. 23, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.25; $1 to 
assist in yonr Snnday campaign, and for 
the rest send me the ANNUAL, 

Yonrs trnly, D. M. WoRLEY. 

Poverty Cannot Deprive Him of It. 
VILLA GRoVE, Dec. 8, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3 for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, the best PBJ]er in the world. The 
paper is getting better all the time. I wiH 
not be without THE TRUTH SEEKER, as 
poor as I am, while I liv. 
Yours for liberty, DuGALD McDoNALD. 

.All to Do Their Duty. 
ST. PAUL, MINN., Dec. 20, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I inclose yon $5 in pay
ment for the grand old TRUTH SEEKER for 
a year, and Paine's "Great Works Oom
plete." I see ever so many books that I 
wonld like to hav, bnt can't afford to. 

Hoping that all will do their dnty, and 
send in their mite, B. K. FoRTHUN. 

Good Reports from the Pilgrim. 
HooPLE, N. D., Dec. 19, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Pntnam has aroused things 
here and at Park River in good shape. I 
hav had daily calls for books and papers 
ever since, and am well repaid for getting 
him here last snmmer. I want the list for 
missionarypnrposes; jnstsend the money's 
worth of the list inclosed. 

M. A. HEWITT. 

Is Well Pleased. 
PERRYSVILLE, P A., Dec. 8, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER; two of Inge;rsoll's "Holy 
Bible;" one each "Shakapeare," "Lin
coln," and " Suicide," and two AN
NUALS. The other twenty-five cents to 
go for any other purpose where it is most 
needed. We received S. P. Putnam's 
"Fonr Hundred Years of Freethonght," 
and we are well pleased with onr book. 

ANDREW BEVERIDGE, 

Recommends It To the Men of God. 
HARwooD MINE~;~, PA., Dec. 23, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find seventy-five 
cents for three·copies of the ANNUAL. 

I like yonr paper very well. I am a 
Hungarian by birth, and came to this 
conn try twelve years ago. I was always 
a so-called Infidel or Atheist. I read the 
" Age of Reason " some seven years ago; 
it is a very good book. I recommend it to 
everY priest or preacher. I am 

Yours for trnth M. J. PALINKAS, 

Doing Good to His Enemies. 
MoNTREAL, Dec. 19, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Yonr paper is always a 
welcome visitor. I hav been circulating 
it amongst my enemies, and ulthongh 
many don't like it I am snre the trnth will 
eventually prevail. I hope yon will be 
long spared to hold np the banner of Free
thought against the intolerance of Ohris
tian bigotry, hypocrisy, and ignorance. 

Wishing yon a happy and prosperous 
New Year, I remain, 

Yours fraternally, A. 0HISHOLM, 

He Deserves a Forlune. 
KNIGHT's FERRY, Dec. 10, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for THE TnUTH 
SEEKER, eight copies of Paine's " Age of 
Reason," and the "Story Honr." I hav 
received and read "Fonr Hundred Years 
of Freethonght," and I think it one of the 
best books I ever read. 

Friend Pntnam is deserving of great 
credit, and I hope be will make a fortune 
ont of it. There are other books I wonld 
like to hav, bnt money is too scarce at the 
present time. 

Down with superstition, and success to 
Freethonght. A. M. HILTS. 

be kept in bonnds. I am 70 years old 
with fair prospects of living long enongh 
to read the books ordered herewith, " The 
Better World,"" Abont the Holy Bible," 
" For Her Daily Bread," "Secular Mar
raige and Funeral Ritnal," "Ohnroh 
Property," ''Reynolds's Blasphemy Trial." 

J. w. M. HAMPTON. 

Pleased With His Present• 
DEEP RivER, OoNN., Dec. 23, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: "Fonr Hundred Years 
of Freethonght," which my wife ordered 
a week ago as a Obristmas present, I 
received Ohristmas Eve, and was very 
mnoh surprised as well as pleased. I wish 
that some more Freethinkers' wives wonld 
do the same. I hav looked it through and 
am satisfied that it is more than all yon 
say it is. I hope that all of the good and 
trne men and women who are working for 
trnth and Freethonght may liv long to see 
a great deal of their work accomplished. 

0ASPER LIGBTSINGER. 

.A SeculAr Funeral in .Arkansas. 
RoGERS, ARK., Dec. 4, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3.25 
for a year's subscription and Ingersoll's 
leotnre on the Bible. I hav been slow to 
pay subscription, bnt feel snre yon will 
pardon me when yon know the oanse; my 
husband was taken sick last January and 
was not able to be np any more; he was 
helpless seven months; died the 6th of 
September. We hav always been bold and 
outspoken Freethinkers. We had a Secu
lar funeral at my husband's grave, con
ducted by 0. W. Stewart, of Rogers, Ark.; 
he is an able speaker and a faithful worker 
for the oanse. If we only had more snob 
men we wonld hav better times. There 
hav been many remarks made abont onr 
funeral. I am, with good wishes to the 
Freethonght canse, 

MRs. J. E. LoVELACE. 

Mortunry-Walter J. Chipman. 
OLYMPIA, WASH., Dec. 19, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Walter J. Ohipman died 
Dec. 14, 1894. He was born Feb. 2, 1858, 
making him nearly thirty-seven years of 
age at the time of his death. Stricken 
down in the prime of manhood, he met 
death bravely and added one more to the 
many proofs that an honest Freethinker is 
not afraid to die, The Ohristian's fnture 
had no horror for him. He snffered for 
over a year, and the last few months en
dured terrible agony, for which he oonld 
get no relief, the doctors all diff'ering as to 
the disease, bnt when an examination was 
made it was fonnd to be an internal cancer. 
He wanted no preacher to pray over him, 
and as there was no Freethonght speaker 
available we had no services. The large 
nnmber of friends who gathered on the 
sad o:~casion showed that he had the 
respect of the community in which he 
lived and died. 0. 

Progress, Even in Pennsylvania. 
AROH SPRING, PA., Dec. 19, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: The people here are awfnl 
religions; they do not like me for taking 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Bnt I giv a few 
copies away when I can get anyone to 
read them. I hav sent some to Tyrone 
Oity; there are some people there who 
will read them. There are men here who 
will not giv me any work on that aooonnt, 
and others who will get work done and 
beat me ont of the pay if they can, and 
think it no harm. I bav been told that I 
shonld not serve as a juryman. I came to 
this valley in 1857 and the people in this 
township hav spent seventy-five thousand 
dollars for ohnrohes and preachers since I 
came here, and they glory in it. 

I send yon $3 for my subscription. 
I see that Ingersoll lectured to a 

crowded honse in Altoona a short time ago; 
he conld not hav done that ten years ago, 
so the people are gettin~ their eyes open. 

Respectfully, Louis EDMISTON. 

Good Use of the Day. .A Comrade's Fitting Praise. 
HAMBURGH, 0AL., Nov. 29, 1894. 0LINTON, IA., Dec. 22, 1894, 

MR. EDIToB: This being the day set MR. EDITOR: I feel it_ to be my place to 
apart by the president as a da.v of hnmilia- let yon know that a stanch friend and ad
tion and prayer, amen, I take the liberty mirer of TaE TRUTH SEEKER bas left ns. 
of acknowledging receipt of "Fonr Hnn- One of the noblest of nature's noblemen 
dred Years of Freetbonght," which I bav bas retired after the battle of life. Yes
read twice through, and pronounce it terday, in company with about three hun
grand, snperb, magnificent. As the dred of his neighbors, I had the mournful 
Frenchman says, Oreedal cussedness must 

1 
satisfaction of following to his last resting-

place the remains of onr esteemed brother 
Leroy Dntton, of Grand Monnd, Is. He 
lived a nseful life till seventy-nine years 
old, and left the world better for having 
lived in it. His ideal of a good life was to 
liv from day to day in doing what seemed 
to him to be for the best to those aronnd 
him in setting an example of honesty and 
sobriety, and by his daily life showing the 
foolishness of superstition. We laid him 
to rest on his farm abont two hundred 
yards from his late home, between his two 
wives who had preceded him across the 
line which divides the known from the 
unknown. May they sleep nndistnrbed. 
The simple bnt impressiv services were 
conducted by Brother Randall from Ohi-
oago. JAMES A. GREENHILL. 

The Wiokedest of Books. 

ONSET, MAss., Dec. 28, 1894. 
MB. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $3. I 

received" Fonr Hundred Years of Free
thought" all right, and hav had a real 
feast for the mind reading it. It is in Mr. 
Putnam's best style, and that is saying a 
great deal, when everything he writes is 
so grand. The portraits are good of all 
those that I know, and I hav no donbt that 
those I do not know are jnst as good. I 
was glad to see a portrait of . Voltaire. 
What a grand face it is! Also good Mr. 
Seaver and Mendnm. It seems good to 
see them as they nsed to ·look in Paine 
Hall, Boston. I also received Ingersoll's 
leotnre on the "Wiokedest Book that ever 
was Printed." How long wonld a oom
panyof men whowonldgetnp snob a book 
now remain ont of jail, with Oomstook 
aronnd? How time and distance lend en
chantment to that old book! Will inclose 
stamps for the ANNuAL FOR 1895. 

MRS. s. D. FRANOIS, 

Insists on Having Questions .Answered. 

OrnoiNNATI, 0., Dec. 19, 1894. 
MR. EDIToR: I herewith hand yon $3 to 

pay my subscription for another year to 
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. 

I hav from time to time ordered a good 
many books from yon, and after reading 
them I loan them to those who can be in
duced to read them; and in many oases 
a Ohristian, after reading one, will ask me 
if I hav any more similar works? In or
der to get the best of a Ohristian I think 
it is only necessary to ask a few questions, 
and insist on his answering them. There 
are many things jn the Bible that the 
weakness of my mind prevents me from 
understanding, and I consider it the 
Obristian's dnty to enlighten me, and in 
his attempts to do so he always makes mat-
ters worse. · 

With best wishes for the snocess of 
your paper and a hnrrah for Heston, I re
main yonrs for common sense, 

M. J, OUNNING. 

W onderl! Why They are Fooled. 

LEWisToWN, MoNT , Dec. 3, 1894. 
MR. EDIToR: Now that winter has set in 

my little family and myself mnst hav some
thing to read. I hav read yonr valuable 
paper for a good many years and I cannot 
get along without it. There are many 
Freethinkers here, bnt there is no one to 
stir them np, There are three churches 
here, and when a man and woman gets so 
down at the heel that he or she cannot do 
anything else the ohnroh gets a new mem
ber. I make it a point to go to ohnroh 
once every six years, and the time came 
dne abont three week's ago, and the talk 
the preacher gave ns was the thinnest 
trnok that I hav seen taken in a long 
while; the only change that I can see is 
that instead of a hat to gather the Lord's 
share in they hav a dipper. Snob a hnm
bng, snch a frandl I cannot see why peo
ple cannot see the game; they appear to 
be smart enongh on other points. Well, 
as I said before, I want something to read. 
Inclosed find $1.50 for "Orimes of Prea~h
ers," "Sister Lnoy and Her Awful Dis
closures," "Thumbscrew and Rack, '• 
"Self-contradictions of the Bible," "My 
Religions Experience," "A Olergyman's 
Victims;" and "Rights of Man." 

Yonrs for Freethought and liberty, 
0HARLES BROWN, 

this place, and wish to enlist all Liberal 
and advanced people ont of employment. 
Oan yon, and will yon, help the oanse by 
giving this notice to yonr many advanced 
readers in THE TRUTH SEEKER? I mail 
yon to-day, nnder a separate cover, the 
Co-operativ Commnnwealth, in which you 
will see what property I hav to offer. If 
sixty-four members can pay $125 each 
($8,000), I tnrn all my stock, machinery, 
implements, etc., over to them. Then I 
will deposit the land with warranty deed 
with the Labor Exchange (the members), 
and take Labor Exchange checks for same 
redeemable in sheep, wool, cattle, horses, 
and all kinds of prodnoe, all without in
terest. 

As a reformer, I suppose yon are in 
favor of the oo-operativ move, and wonld 
call yonr particular attention to the Labor 
Exchange, the only trne oo-operativ sys
tem in existence. It does away with all 
middle-men and bankers, and givs to eaoh 
individual fnll valne for his prodnoe. 

For information apply to the Progressiv 
Thought Oompany, Olathe, Kan. 

If yon can help the oanse and the op- · 
pressed, yon will bestow a blessing npon 
all mankind, and greatly oblige yonrs in 
the oanse. Fraternally, 

PETER SwENsoN. 
N.B.-I think we will be ready for an 

organization abont Jan-:.._ 15th. 

Mortuary-Leroy Dutton. 
OmoAGo, ILL .• Dec. 28, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Leroy Dntton, who was 
born April 20, 1816, in Ohenango oonnty1 

N. ~ .• passed to death, after a short sick
ness, on the morning of Dec. 20, 1894, 
aged seventy-eight years and eight months, 

He was highly respected by all who 
knew him for his exceptional int&lligenoe 
and many superior qualities of character. 
He came West in 1839 with his parents 
and located in Olive, Olinton oonnty, Is., 
where be has resided ever since, steadily 
engaged in the occupation of farming. 

Although his parents were strict Pres
byterians their ideas of religion, life, and 
death never fonnd root in his mind. For 
many years he bas been widely known as 
a Freethinker, and defined himself as a 
Materialistic philosopher. For some years 
past he has frequently been heard to ex
press himself that he was satisfied with life 
and ready to die whenever nature was 
ready for him. It was his special request 
that neither priest nor minister shonld of
ficiate at his funeral; he wished to be laid 
away in the earth on his farm with as little 
ceremony as possible, and if any speaker 
was called by his friends that it wonld be 
one whose words wonld be in harmony 
with the ideas of life and death which he 
had lived and believed were in accord with 
great nature's laws. 

The writer was called by the friends to 
oondnot the funeral, which was attended 
by a large number of people, many of whom 
for the first time witnessed exercises for 
snob an occasion in which prayers, psalm
singing, nor Bible-reading occurred. 

For many years Mr. Dntton has been a 
generous contributor of means to aid in 
the propagation of snob ideas in relation to 
life, death, religion, and politics as he 
thonght wonld destroy superstition and 
ignorance, and thqs help all mankind to 
larger freedom and to greater enjoyment 
of the frnits of their toil and their natural 
rights. 

He was a kind neighbor, a loving and 
tender husband, father, and brother, and 
an exceptionally nsefnl citizen, 

DR. J. H. RANDALL. 

Thinks Paine Was a Medium. 
BuFFALO, N.Y., Dec. 15, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $4 for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Paine's "Age of 
Reason " to be sent to the addresses of the 
persons named. I approve highly of yonr 
plan of sending Paine's "Age of Reason " 
to Ohristians, as from my past experience 
I am satisfied that there is not another 
book in existence that will hav so much 
infinenoe to set the average Ohristian to 
thinking as will that book. The majority 
of Ohristians know little or nothing of 
what the religious views of Paine were, as 
they hav heard so many slanderous lies 

The Labor Exchange. from their priests that they consider him 
0ADDO, TEX., Dec. 18, 18!!4. next in vileness to his satanic majesty 

MB. EDIToR: I am about to organize a himself. I hav spoilt more than one 
Labor E~ohan~e Oo-operativ Oolony at . OlnisUau's faith by giving him the "AgQ 



of Reason" to read. I hav wondered 
sometimes why so many Freethinkers ad
mired Paine when he was a believer in a 
future life, as they seem to think that snob 
belief savors of the grossest superstition, 
and it appears to ~e as though they could 
hardly find language strong enough to 
condemn that belief. I am satisfied that 
Paine was very mediumistic, jndgisg from 
his writings. He was what now would be 
called an impressible medium. He says 
in the " Age of Reason " that thoughts 
came to him unawares, and that he found 
it to his advantage to treat snob visitors 
with civility, as it was from snob that he 
had learned all that he knew, or words to 
that effect. I may not quote verbatim, as 
it has been years since I read it. Though 
a crazy Spiritualist, I am doing all that I 
can to spread Liberal views. I ha.v paid 
but little attention to Spiritualism for 
many years, as I commenced its investig-a· 
tion over forty years ago and satisfied my
self beyond a doubt. My main hobby of 
late years is Vegetarianism. Everything 
in existence partakes of the nature of that 
of which it is made and men are no excep
tion to the rule. One who livs on the 
grains, fruits, and nuts will be a very dif
ferent person from one who eats much 
animal food, the worst of which is the hog. 

Respectfully, A. H. FRANK. 

A Clergyman Called Down. 
DHs MoiNES, IA., Dec. 11, 1894. 

To REv. H. A. PRITOHARD, D.D., In· 
dianapolis, Ind.-Rev. ,Sir: During your 
recent course of lectures in Des Moines, 
Ia., yon are reported to hav made snb· 
stantially these statemen'ts regarding the 
morality of Infidelity : At one time a 
certain Infidel started an Infidel town 
somewhere in Indiana. The inhabitants 
were all unbelievers. Their moral state 
was so low that the founder of the place 
himself left, saying even the devil could 
not liv there. Then, according to the 
report, you yourself went through the 
town on a Sunday morning and found all 
the women out on the streets playing mar
bles. Now, as you seem to ·be a leading 
light in your church, yon can possibly giv 
some evidence to substantiate the story. 
As a public man, the public bav a right to 
demand it of you. I hereby ask yon the 
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116 THIS WORLD. Harp That once through Tara's Halls. 

in the light, The birds that car - ol free, Are 
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ob - jects bean · ti 
~ 

11 The fairy spell that childhood wears, 
Its artlessness and truth; 

The light that lives within the eye, 
And in the smile of youth; 

The impress on the manly brow, 
Wrought with a shade of care, 

That tells of high and noble thoughts
Row beautiful they are. 
) 

~ ====1"---=:E:i =n ' 19==cpc..- :::u 

ev - ery-where we sec. 

~ 
It 

3 .And life- how much is shed around 
To bless and cheer us here, 

When energy and strengtl1 are fotmd 
Its lesser ills to bear ! 

Although a cloud may sometimes rise, 
A shadow sometimes rest 

Upon our earthly pathway, still 
'T is beautiful and blest. 

... 
From the "00SMIA.N HYMN BOOK." Compiled ·by L. K. WASHBURN. 
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From a Systematic Worker. 
BREATHEDsvn:.LE, MD., Dec. 24, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: The Freethinkers here are 
'In organized, but several of the leaders last 
fall discussed the feasibility of having a 
l eotnre delivered this season, pledging 
t hemselvs to giv certain stated sums toward 
defraying the expense thereof. Prooras
•ination, however, let matters _hang in this 
chaotic state until Mr. Remsburg pushed 
the matter to a climax by writing one of 
the members with whom he had been cor
responding that he would be here to lect
ure seven days later, and requesting an 
answer. 

Owing to his inability to meet and con
sult the other leaders, who all lived in the 
country districts, this letter was left nn. 
•tnswered until just three days before the 
,fate on which Mr. Remsbnrgoonld lecture. 
Then, having met, a telegram was hastily 
sent telling him to come on without fail, 
and work began in earnest. Fearing that 
mr delayed answer might reach him too 
!ate to accept, we nevertheless resolved, in 
that case, to address the meeting ourselvs. 
Advertisments were inserted in each of 
Hagerstown's four daily papers, and snb
lcriptions solicited from known Liberals 
to defray the expenses of the meeting. 
Two days later we had two thousand hand
bills struck, which I personally distributed 
in every business place in town, and to 
pedestrians and residences as far as they 
would reach, always saying a few words to 
the recipient thereof that would arouse his 
interest in the circular and insure its being 
read. As a result the hall, one of the 
largest in Hagerstown, was so well filled 
that some remained standing. 

And this occurred in spite of the warn
ing of Reverend Walton, an itinerant 
street-preacher, gave all Ohristians to 
evade snob ".damn~tble" and "blasphe
mous" doctrine as lay concealed behind 
our fair advertisments. 

Sold at The Truth Seeker office. Price, $1.50. 
following questions: 1. Hav yon been cor- ----------------------------------

::' Having printed his "warning," the 
Hagerstown Mail was fair enough to print 
my reply; wherein I said: "For one pro
fessing to possess the 'charity' that 
'thinketh no evil,' Reverend Walton's 
advance criticism of a lecture he never yet 
heard, seemed ' rather previous.' The 
'charity' that lacks the intellectual hos· 
pitality to 'hear the other side' condemns 
itself." 

reotly reported? If incorrectly, what is 
your version of the matter? 2. If your 
statements hav been correctly reported 
tell us the name of the Infidel who estab
lished the town in question. 3. When was 
it established? 4. In what county of In
diana? 5. Is the town in existence to-day? 
6. If not, when did it go out of existence? 
7. Hav yon any evidence to prove its exist
ence yourself, religions papers and tracts 
excepted? If so, please refer them to 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEJrnR. The 
Infidels of this country would be pleased 
to obtain some knowledge of this wonder
ful town, a knowledge which at the present 
time seems to be treasured in your brain. 
I hav directed a registered copy of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER containing this letter to be 
sent to yon. Make your reply to the 
editor of that journal, who will publish it. 
Hoping to hear from yon at an early date, 
I am, yours respectfully, 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

Believes in Aggressiv Work. 
OooK, NEB., Dec. 15, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I herewith inclose two 
-leaflets and suggest, in connection with 
other propagandistic work, that should 
the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER put a 

· few dimes each into a fund for the purpose 
of scattering some hundreds in each neigh
borhood the effect produced would be sur
prising. I hav, for several years, sent out 
similar slips, and as a consequence the 
efforts of the church availeth not very 
much. A year ago the United Brethren 
church labored hard in a six week's · re. 
vival, and succeeded in increasing their 
membership only three~ The Methodist 
Episcopal church started np soon after the 
closing of the United Brethren, and ran 
at red heat for nine weeks, and added only 
fl.ve to their membership roll. The Metho
dist Episcopal& are now in the fifth week
running at full blast-four or five preach
ers almost every night and through the 
day visiting at the houses, and as yet hav 
three or four only who hav expressed any 
desire to seek the Lord. If the Liberals 

would be more aggressiv it would be but I that is cruel, inhuman, and barbarous in 
a few years until the influence of the the "Holy Bible.~o 
ohnroh would scarcely be felt. Many of Those readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
their houses of superstition would be who hav either heard or read his new 
thrown open to the light of reason, and lecture "About the Holy Bible " need not 
they would be converted into halls of be told how unassailable are the argn
soienoe and humanitarianism; all their menta contained therein. 
scarecrows would be relegated· to the Oi all Oolonellngersoll's lectures I hav 
rear, never again to com-e to the front to had the pleasure of listening to, oro! all 
frighten weak-minded people out of their his works I hav had the pleasure of read
wits. People would be taught how to liv, ing, I think this one is the most replete 
instead of being taught how to die. In- with sound reasoning and logic. 
stead of building huge stone walls with No wonder the clergy are dazed, and 
dark and gloomy cells to hold in solitary judging fr_om the numerous '' replies" in 
confinement those who hav given their the various pulpits the Sunday following, 
hearts to God until the court fixes upon they are utterly routed and demoralized. 
the time and the executioner gets ready It remind's one of the effect of throwing a. 
the scaffold which hurls its victim into stone into a hornet's nest. Snob buzzing, 
eternity, we will teach them that they had such fury ~un m~d with impotent rage, 
better keep their hearts, as they oan in no and snob w1ld ravmgs are enough to make 
possible way be of any use to God-as the gods weep. 
well giv God your liver or kidney-and One enterprising individual whose or
yon can in no way get along without it. thodoxy need not be questioned wanted 
We will crush the rooks and use them in the district commissioners (corresponding 
the building of our public roads and mak- to mayor in your city) to find some law 
ing them passable. I will urge in closing, by whio~ to. stop. "t·his blatant. !~fidel" 
Let every Liberal who reads this buckle from dehvermg h1s lecture .. This IS_ what 
on his armor and throw off his timidity he said : " All right-minded clergymen 
and boldly, though courteously, show up and Ohristians, both Protestant and Oath-
the Ohristian's absurdities. olio, do most emphatically and earnestly 

Yours truly, W. P. BRooKs. protest against this blatant Infidel deliver
ing his blasphemous lecture in Washington 
or elsewhere. Amen." 

Then follows a long tirade of abuse and 
Washington Preachers Greatly Excited. insolence characteristic of those who love 

WASHINGToN, D. 0., Dec. 27, 1894. 
MR. EDITOR: When Oolonel Ingersoll 

stepped before the footlights at the 
National Theater Sunday evening, Decem
ber 16th, and said that "somebody ought 
to tell the truth about the Bible," he faced 
an audience that occupied every seat from 
pit to dome, while a large number had to 
content themselvs with standing in a semi
circle all around the back row of seats. 
The Oolonel seemed to be in his happiest 
mood and for nearly two hours he kept 
the audience either convulsed with laugh
ter at his witty sallies or else held in rapt 
attention at his fiery denunciation of all 

their enemies and who turn the left cheek 
when the right is smitten. This was 
before the lecture was delivered. Yon can 
imagin what it was afterwards. 

Of course none of those reverend gentle
men who nnder+.ook to "answer " the 
Oolonel's lecture, as they very modestly 
advertised they would, indulged in any
thing but denunciations, wild statements, 
insults, and abuse. 

There is need not only of one but a 
thousand Ingersolls to teaoh and civilize 
the orthodox clergy of our land, for I take 
it they are no better elsewhere than they 
are here. J. J, SHIRLEY, M.D. 

Mr. Remsburg's musical delivery, flow
ing eloquence, and scholarly address so 
entranced his intelligent hearers. as to 
make it what our advertisments promised 
-truly "an intellectual treat." That his 
telling points struck the ignorant and su
perstitions with consternation was evident 
from the hasty retreat they several times 
beat from the hall, just after his reaching 
a climax. Bnt their places were quickly 
taken by others, eager to hear what they 
could not stand. Altogether it was a grand 
success. Three of the daily papers gave 
comparativly good reports of the lecture
the fourth and poorest ignoring ns en
tirely. In a three-quarter-column report, 
the Herald and Torch said "tha audience 
was made up of quite respectable people," 
and that "the lecturer is a good-looking 
man," and rehearsed a number of the 
points made by the speaker. 

Under double-column headlines, the 
Mail reported the lecture of Rev. Dr. 
Thomas Marshall, field secretary of the 
Board of Foreign Missions, and that @f 
Mr. J. E. Remsburg in adjoining columns, 
heading it, "Two Lectures of Widely 
Different Kinds." It said he "lectured 
before a large crowd,'' and " if all the 
people in there believe as he dc;es, there is 
room for a lot of church missionary work 
here." It then gave an excellent three
quarter-column report of what he said, 
pithily selecting his most telling points. ~ 

With the prestige of having drawn snob 
a large and intelligent audience, given 
them such an intdleotnal treat, and re
ceived snob recognition by the press, the 
noble cause of Freethotight has, in Hag
erstown, taken a giant stride forward. 
For, as onr handbills stated, this was" the 
first gennin Freethonght lecture here in 
forty years." After the lecture quite a 
number of parsons gave Mr. Remsburg 
orders for THE TRUTH BEEKER and other 
Freethonght literature. 

To hav a successful lecture we would 
say, Decide on it ~nffioiently early to hav 
plenty of time for advertising it, collect 
all subscriptions before the time of the 
lecture, hire a hall, advertise tboron~rhly
espeoially by handbills-and Mr. Rems
burg will do the rest. 

D. WEBSTER G.RoH. 
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Remorse. 
BY THE AUTHOR OF "A TALE OF A HALO," 

Once upon a midnight dreary, 
As I pondered, weak and weary, 
On the pattern of the pinions 

That my sinful soul should wear, 
Felt I then a nervous shrinking, 
.All my sense within me sinking, 
And next moment I was blinking 

In the Po:rtal's blinding glare ; 
And 1 knew by angel voices 
That came floating on the air, 

I had climbed the golden stair. 

But a.quaking fear came o'er me, 
.As I saw, direct before me, 
Like a vision of Nemesis, 

One I'd written of before. 
Not a moment stopped or stsyed he, 
But in my direction made he, 
And my crouching figure laid he, 

With a blow, upon the floor. 
Then he sat himself upon me, 
.As I lay upon the floor, 

.Just without the shining door. 

'Twas the glorified St. Peter, 
And he spake: "Ye wretched creatnr', 
Ye composed in vilest meter, 

And ye printed o'er and o'er, 
That unholy, lying story 
Of the saints and hosts of glory, 
Where ye told of combats gory 

On this peaceful, shining shore; 
Where ye said I robbed a soldier 
Of his monetary £1tore, 

In the martyr days of yore." 

And with every word came tapping, 
Oft increased to fiercest rapping, 
Peter's key upon my forehead, 

Till my very brain was sore. 
And continued thus the porter : 

" 0 young man, ye shouldn't orter ! 
Ye are truly a distorter 

Of the truth, which I deplore. 
For your fate is long decided ; 
Ye shall roast forevermore 

Where the devils howl and roar. 

"Cease this awful tapping! Cease it! 
Let me up, St. Peter! Cheese it!" 
Loud I howled in helpleEs horror; 
"Cease this torture, I implore!" 
Yet but faster came the horrid 
Rain of blows upon my forehead 
Till I doubted that my torrid 

Fate could hold, of anguish, more, 
And commingling with the pleadings 
That my frenzied accents bore, 

Came this answer: "Nevermore." 

Did ye plan to pass this portal? 
Did ye hope for life immortal? 
Did ye think I had forgotten 

All ye said ef me before? 
Never hope, unhappy liar, 
To escape the brimstone fire. 
Ye shall suffer torments dire 

From the devils, evermore; 
Ye shall broil, and fry, and sizzle 
On that terror-haunted shore 

And be heard from "nevermore." 

Then he ceased his harsh upbraiding 
And my aching figure, aiding 
To assume an upright posture, 

Quickly siezed me by the hir, 
And in swift contortions, curled me, 
As around his head he whirled me, 
Then with frightful speed he hurled me 

Down the shining Golden Stair. 
.And a host of howling devils 
Who were waiting for me there, 

Swiftly b~re me through the air. 

And the loud, triumphant shrieking, 
And the harsh, discordant squeaking 
Of the black and horny pinions 

Filled my ears with horrid roar. 
Soon I heard the frightful booming; 
Soon I saw the sulph'rous spuming 
And with desperation. fuming-, 

I awoke. upon the floor, 
With my heels upon the table 
And my head upon the floor, 

'Twas a dream and nothing more. 

But St. Peter, never flitting, 
On my stomach still is sitting, 
In these nightly visitations, 

As I writhe upon the floor. 
.And his eyes hav all the seeming 
Of a demon that is dreaming, 
.And I fear their awful gleaming, 

Through my reason yet will bore. 
For my soul from out the horror 
Of these dreams upon the floor 

Shall be lifted, nevermore. 
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excusable. 
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A Paper rear\ at the International Freethought 
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Is Suicide 
A Sin? 

Colonel InQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin!l 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
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THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
. see, 

Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telliDg us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlastiDg spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons 
go in bathing together, and are "nS: 
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with iDterest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 
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ons, A poles, Berries. 

Potatoes, Onions, Cabbageo, Cucumbers, Toma
toes, Cdlery, Beets. Carrots, Tm·nips, 

Popcorn, Sgua.sb.,_ Crab AP· 
ples, l!lgg rlant. 

Special attention paid to filling orders for 
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese. and all kinds of Fruits 
and Vegetables in their season. 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

Books by SALAD IN. 
(W. STEW ART ROSS), 

Editor of the London Agnostic Jcunw 

GOD .AND HIS BOOK. 
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll 

wrote to the author: "You have earned the 
thanks of all who real.y think.' It i' a work of 
vast resea·ch, of sound criticism, of caustic hu
mor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing 
satire, of pathos and e·oqnence. It is one of the 
heaviest iconoclasti' broadsides ever fired at 
the Jewish God and the Btble Cloth, gold lee 
te, s. ll<l.25. 

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, 
.AND HER GOD. 

The Rev. Archdeacon Far; ar s•id that' Chris
tianity ele1 ated th; woman; it shrouded as 
with a halo of sacred innocence ohe tender 
years of the child." The object of Saladin's 
work i§ to show the archdeacon his error, and 
he has eucceeded. An English writer said of it: 
"Tt.is certainly is one of the most marvPlons 
books ever issued from the press. The an. hori
ties ctted are unquestionable. and the result is 
convincing." In two volumes, cloth, gih-let
tered. $2-50. 

CHRISTIANITY and the SLAVE TRADE. 
A condensation of the known fa~ts upon this 

subject, proving that Christianity did not abol
ish but aided this infamous traffic in human 
beings. To which are added such comments as 
only Raladin can make. In paper, 30 cents. 

THE TRANSITION. 
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bi

ble and t;cience, and of the question whether 
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Chris. 
tiqn BibJe can be interpreted by modern 
~mence. In paper. 20 cents. 

ROSES .ANn RUE. 
Being Random Notes aud Sketches. Some of 

its .ubjeots are: A Last Interview with a Man 
of Gen·.us; An Essay on Stirricultnre: Asceti
cism and Superstition; Capttal Punishment; 
Poverty; God in the Cnnstitntion; Bruno; 
Gods: Witchcraft. etc. This may oe calleu 
Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, 
and is one of the books that lovers of strong 
literature like to read again and again. In 
cloth, golf!- and silver-lettered, $1.50-

LA.YS OF ROMA.NCE. 
This books reminds one of Sir Walter Scott. 

being romantic, historic verse. aglow in every 
page with the energy of a true and high poetic 
geoins. · Cloth, gold lettered. 75 cen·s. 

ISA.URE .AND OTHER POEMS, 
The.title poem lS a story of intense passion, 

touchmgly told. The other twenty Poems are 
fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse 
reveals tha thinker, observer, and reformer. 
Cloth. gold-lettered, 75 cents. 

A FEA.RFUL FLOGGING. 
B_v one whoendure.d it Based upon a manu

scnpt m the possession of Saladin. Paper, IOc. 
THE .AGONIES OF HANGING. 

Studies in Psychology. B,v one who was cut 
down from the gn.llows Pnnted !rom manu
script in the hands of Saladin. Pa,Qer. 10 cents. 

WHIRL WIND SOWN AND R.t;APED. 
A short story of c'erical crime and villainy 

founded on fact. Of this book the Open Grmrt 
said: "This novel will command the same or 
morehinterest than Helen Gardener's story 
'Is T is Your Son. My Lord?'" PaQer. 25 cents 

Address THE TIWTH SEEKER. CO. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.

OomPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN, 
Price. $1.110, For sale at THIS OFFIOE 

$67g,6g4,439· 
BY the oensuB of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

ShouJd It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our pamphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Valut> by Denominations, of Church ProPer
ty in the United States and in tha several States 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; 80 arranged a• to show at 
a glance the relative Rtanding as to Wealth of the 
Leading D,·nominations and Denominationa.. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest t.o oertam Cities. States. and Sections, all 
oomparifons being based upon official ft~ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub
lished. In no othar work are <he 1aots, figures, 
and arguments to be found. The fignr~s. being 
derived from the Government Ce~sus of 1890. will 
not be superseded until the oen•us of 1900 shall 
ha:ve been completed- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
and will hav ihe dew of morning ou them so long 
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered 
to exist. 

B:r single copies the price is II> cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distribution by 
those who favor justice in taxation the followin~r 
reflnctions are made: 

Ten copie•. • $1.00 
Fiftv copies, - 4.50 
One hundred copies - · - 8.00 
La.rger quantitie• at s~oial rates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. New York. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

:Z LLUSTRATED 

By Carey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical aud the Illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold 
There are 70 broad pages a.r d the price is only 

50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

£8 Lafayette 1:'1, !Sew York. 

T1"ttth Seekm· Rectdet·s I 
HAVE YOU TBE 

Liberal H)lmn Book~ 
Do your childrEn lParn these beautiful songs of 

Tenn> son. Whittier. Longfellow, and other t: oet s 
and sing them in_:yonr homes, making them h&tJ· 
PY. and bright ?-8END FOR A COPY,- Green cloth, 
grlt title, 4.0 cents; half bound, 25 cents. 

·Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEB. 
A systematicExJ2oAition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intenned to be of 
service to the grneral reader rather than to pro· 
fe,se<l nJttnrah"t" 

l\1r. HomlLDe" i" well known as ono of the roost 
interesting of F.n)l'li"h writere upon evolution, 
beside• r>tnkmg w1th Professo.r Huxley in scien
tific lmowledgo and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his POnclusion r~gur;:ng' the great subJect of 
Design, to which tbe r,l,url'h so often refers: 

"Thus whether wo loolt to the fncts of adapta
tion or to thosn of hennt.y, ('\"errwhere through
out organic naluru we meet with abundant 
evidence of n~tt.nral canHRtinn, while nowhere flo 
we meet with any iiHlependent evidence of 
"upenmtnrul clesir.m. . . . Adaptat.ion and 
bcantv 1\l'H nlihc f~C<•iving their explanation at 
the hnnds ofn. pnndymechn.nicalphilo~ophy ... 
All nature has thns hePn trnnHfonne.t before the 
:view of th!' preeent I'(NJ<-ra.tion JU a mnnuer n.nd 
to nn extent that ba.i never bcforo \wen J>osHihle; 
auf! inltHll>Uch as the change which has tal<en 
place hae t!tlten pla.~.e in the direction of uatural
Jsm. Ancl this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical int.Prpretation of nature universal, it 
iR no wonder if thE' religious mind has sudden] y 
awakened to a n&W and a terrible force in thll 
worcls of its trn.ditional enemy-Where is now 
thY. God?" 
"llustrs'-~ '"'"''e ·'-''· ~" • "A:~ctre's8: ',.'J'Hl·1 'l'Hirl'R F<I~FRJ<:ll. 

The Hible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" say•: "It is by Jar the best prodnct.ion 
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a• an excellent text-book nf the ~ubjeot. 'J'he 
manner is ~:ood. and the style is bright. T.lle 
reader is cn.rrred along on an easy-flowing stre&m 
of science, history, ethioA, and common-sense." 

Price, Pt~oper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
Ar.l<;lrf)s" TR:!l) TRUTH SEEKER, 

~ Laby~Jtta Pl., New York. 



Jt e'W ]}u"bZioQ;tions. 
Unless otherwise 8pecitied, all publica

tions noticed here can be had oj THE 
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

RELIGioN AND THE BIBLE. By F. D. Cum
mings. 
A. common-sense examination of the 

Bible, by a common-sense man. He takes 
the Bible as it is in the English version, 
and by comparison of different books and 
passages demonstrates the inconsistencies 
and contradictions therein. A.t the same 
time he seenis to be willing to accept all 
that appears to be true and good in it. 
He shows that the religions cult of Moses 
was at least largely derived from the older 
cult of the Egyptians, and displays the 
similarity of many great points in the 
Christian system to the older systems of 
India. His idea is that "the Bible is the 
emanation from the minds of many men, 
containing statements true and statements 
false; ideas great and ideas small; sayings 
wise and saying~ foolish; a mixture of fact 
and fiction, and the philosophy and con
ceptions of many ancient minds: Hebrews, 
Persians, and Egyptians." 

Tmi BxTTER WoRLD. By E. B. South
wick, M.D. 
This is not, as one might suppose from 

its title, a book relating to another and 
future world of existence beyond this 
mortal life; but the author has followed 
the plan of other authors of Utopias, of 
imagining a world and people, in describ
ing· whom he sets forth his own notions of 
a more perfect state and condition than he 
finds on earth to-day. More, Bellamy, 
and others hav been his forerunners in ·the 
same highways and byways of an ideal 
human social state wherein the evils of the 
present conditions should be avoided and 
the best good and happiness of all should 
be secured. Such writings are valuable, 
as serving to aBBist toiling humanity to 
seek to realize the better ideals of the hu
man mind in this present life and world. 
Readers will find the book very interest
ing.-Progressiv Thinker. 

A. TALE oF A HALo. By Morgan A.. Rob
ertson. Paper, 50 cents. The Truth 
Seeker Company, New York. 
This story is told in rhyming verse and 

pictorials by A.. Carey K. J nrist who evi
dently must hav been on very familiar 
terms with St. Peter and other higher 
realm celebrities. 
RELIGioN AND THE BIBLE. By F. D. Cum

mings. Paper, 50 cents. The Truth 
Seeker Company, New York. 
This book is a conservativ inquiry into 

the relation of the Bible to religion. It is 
more modern in tone than customary in 
similar works, if anything leading to a 
broader conception and higher reverence 
for the gospel.-Omaha Bee. 

[The "broader conception " is all right, 
but if we had supposed that the reading of 
the book would lead to " a higher rever
ence" for the Bible we do not think we 
should hav published it. We do not be
lieve that reverence for a particular book 
is a sign of mental health, especially rev
erence for as faulty a work as the Bible. 
We want people to get a solid grasp on the 
facts in connection with the origin, history,· 
and teachings of the Bible, and we opine 
that Mr. Cummings's liUle book will help 
giv them that grasp.-ED. T. S.] 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNuAL, published 
by the Truth Seeker Publishing Company, 
New York city, for 1895 has been received. 
This is the ninth of the series, and fully 
maintains th'e high standard of excellence 
which characterized the preceding llnm
bers. In addition to tne usual calendar, 
the 127 large pages present the following 
interesting articles: "Freethought in the 
United States," a carefully prepared re
view of the progress made in the past four 
years, by the Editor; "The Old and the 
New," a contribution by Col. R. G. Inger
soll, which everybody will want to read; 
" What the Ohnrch Has Not Done for 
Woman," by Matilda Joslyn Gage. We 
especially refer this article to the consid
eration of the ladies of the Women's Chris
tian Temperance Union, who are begin
ning to yearn for those rights which were 
the theme of Mrs. Gage and her few asso
ciates half a century ago, when every 
orthodox church was closed against thel;ll 
and the pulpits of the land echoed with 
the bitterest denunciations of these brave 
and talented women. "Progress of 
Science," by J as. B. Alexander is another 
able paper. "What A.re Women Here 
For?" by Helen H. Gardener, every 
woman ought to :read. Helen Gardener is 
one of the foremost lady writers of tlJ.is 
country, and this lecture on woman's 
rights condenses in a few pages enough 
arguments to knock a mail off his pins in 
five minutes, if he attempts the role of a 
St. Paul with the aspiring women of to-
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day. Johu Peck furnishes a well written 
article entitled, "A. Queer God and his 
Queer Book." "What We Stand For" 
is a digest of a lecture delivered by Henry 
Rowley before the Brooklyn Philosophical 
Association. Those who want to know 
what a Freethinker seeks to accomplish 
should read this. Then we hav "Free
thought in the Church and in the Higher 
Literature" by A.. H. Hamilton; "Ed
ucation for Children," by that popular 
author, Susan H. Wixon; " Secular 
Sunday-schools," by Katie Kehm Smith; 
and an amusing story, by that incom
parable wit, George E. Macdonald, en
titled, "Tbe One-Horned Ox." This 
is not the entire contents, but enough 
to show the scope of the ANNUAL, which is 
neatly bound in a handsome cover. Price, 
25 cents.-Denison (Tex.) Gazetteer. 

A TALE OF A HALO 
Will afford many hearty laughs to every 
reader. It is a poem by Morgan A.. Robert· 
son, illustrated by A. Cary K. Jurist, and 
relates the incidents attending a visit of 
Beelzebub to heaven, sent there by Satan 
to '' make things lively " for a time. Many 
of the ideas are very amusing, and are 
told with considerable poetical ability. 
The book is one of the latest additions to 
the Truth Seeker Library, and is printed 
on fine heavy paper, in square 16mo, 70 
pages, 50 cents.-.Secular 7.hought. 

Books New or Old Recently Mentioned. 
The Evolution of Woman. A.n Inquiry 

into the Dogma of her Inferiority to Man. 
By Eliza Burt Gamble. Cloth, 12mo , 356 
pp. Price, $1.50. 

The Nature of the State. By Panl Ca
rns. Paper, 54 pp. Price, 15 cents. 

On Double Consciousness. By Alfred 
Binet. Paper 93 pp. Price, 15 cents. 

Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan. By Laf
cadio Hearn. Cloth, 2 vols., Svo., 699 pp. 
Price, $4. 

An Introduction to the Philoshphy of 
Herbert Spencer. By William Henry 
Hudson. Cloth, 234 pp. Price, $1. 25. 

History of Boh!'mia. By Robert H. 
Vickers. Cloth, Svo., 763 pp. P.rice, $3. 50. 

A. Short History of the Bible. By Bron
son C. Keeler. 126 pp, Paper, 50 cents; 
flexible cloth, 75 cents. · · 

Animals' Rights, Considered in Relation 
to Social Progress. By Henry S. Salt 
Also an Essay on Vivisection in America. 
By Albert Leffingwell, M.D. Cloth, 
12mo., 17ti pp. Price, 75 cents. . 

For a'1y of tli.ese books, address this 
office. 

In the nature of things, 
SAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
'rhis is Colonel INGERBO;r..L's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury' s 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

~ A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. -

Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects-

Introduction. J. The God and Man of the Bible. II. Gad and tha Devil. III. Ii the Bible Con
tradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy aud ExpectancY? V. Jesus 
the Teacher of RighteousneRs. VI Did the Disciples .Look for an Immediate ''esurrect'on? VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coning of Christ? VII The Christ Spirit Out
side the Bible. IX What Is the dible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Chug to the 
Bible? Xll. BeliefiUnbelief1 Faith. Reason, and Prwer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment, X'l. mmortality. XVI. Conclusion. 

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Li!!ht. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 11. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

RIGHT LIVING. 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows: 

Rillht Living, What is Hypocrisy? In Re~ard to Concealed Vice, 
What is Morality? Conscience or Moral Sense Beautiful Charity, 
What is Ignorance? Selfishness, the Menace of Socie-Fidelity, the Giver of Strength 
Knowledge the Great Treasure, t:y, and Honor, 

C
Concerning Education, Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower Value of Wealth, 

onduct· or Right Doing of Life, Avarice, Not a Means to Life's 
Virtue, the Illuminator o~ Life, Is Reverence a Duty? Best End, 
PWrudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance, Good Nature, one of Life's Best 
ha~ Know Ye of Justice1 Self-Control, . Blossoms, · 

Fort1t ude a Noble PossessiOn, Self-Resll_ect Reason and Free Inquiry 
Tlsemperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preju- Free Speech, 

the Use of Tobacco Danger- dice, · A Free Press, . 
qus ?. Anger, the Distorter, Rights of Animals, 

Cnlt1vat10n of Individualit:~e,. The Angel of Forgiveness, Rights of Children, 

I
Cdlharacter, a. Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Faculty, Human Rights; or the Equality 

eness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man. of Man. 
Industry, the Staff of Life, Punctuality, & Promoter of .:!uc- Moral CleanlinesA 
Value of a Trade, cess Politenes1. The uentlemaH, 
Recreation a Necessity, The Difficulties of Life, Politeness. -Continued.- 'l'he 
GTrnames of Chance, Temutation, the Demon on the Gentlewoman, · 

th and Falsehood, Htghway, Best Society, 
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature, Progress; or Enlightenment: 

of a Promise. Power of Will,· Wisdo .n. 
Fraud a Crime. Courage, a Necessity to Right 
'!'he Poison of Slander, Living. 

"Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good-paPer. 

PRICE, $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OfSIGN ARGUMENT fALLACI[S. 
A. Re:tutation o:t the .A.rg-u:o~.ent That Nature Exhibits 

Marks o:t Having Been Designed by 

an Intelligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. The D<ldi@ Argnmeat Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of DesignE<rs 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent. · 

HI. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Are Egregiou~l;v Slow, 
They Are Egregiousll'_Wastefnl, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Fau!t:v Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Wat·ch Argument Is IllegitimaUb. 
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 

VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of &First Cause. 

Embracing & Succinct Exposition of Evolution a.nd a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Price 15 cents Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y. 

The· Bible Inquirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

crVTAIN/NG 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With References to the most ..:'luin and Striking ;Self-Contradiction• of the So-ca,lled Inspirea 
cr,ptures. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Ne;rat1vely by QuotatiOns from the 

Bible. Also, Other Bible "References of Impcrtance. 

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 
A.d<lra•• THE 'J'llUTH SEEKER. 28 J·".favette Pla.ce, New York City. 

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

It is, besides being a complete Gnide-~ook, the !>est desc~iption of tht~ . .Fair _Yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the man_gnratwn ceremomest gives 
the director-general's address, the effor~s to cl<?se.the Farr.Sundays and th!l trmm~h 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va~Ione buildings a!ld wha~ they con tam, and Is, 
all in all, the very best picture of the Fall' that can be pamted With a pen. 

ILLUSTRATED. 
A )U.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around, 

and the stay-at-home to see where he went. 
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehen!l at a 

glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest eve.r known to the present time. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL Siagle copy, 116 eenu. Five oopies tor $1, 
Price, 25 cents. 

A.dilress THE TBUTF SEEKEB, 
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so 

Jf ot fo'1' .1}a'1'sons. 
WILLis: "Deacon Sniffies says he votes 

as he prays." Wallace: "Very likely: 
they say he prays three times a day, and 
I've heard it intimated that he votes fully 
as often. "-Life., 

SHE: "Why didn't yon come to our 
church hazar?" He: "Well, I'm strictl:r, 
business. I buy in the lowest market. ' 
She: "What, yon never carry religion 
into your business!" He: "No. I always 
giv change. "-Life. 

MoTHER: "What's the matter, Sammy?" 
SamiDy: "Why pop's in the next room 
praying for rain, and to-morrow's our 
Sunday-school picnic." Mother: "Oh, 
well, stop crying; it won't make any dif
that is-oh, shut up, and go out and 
play." 

"HuH," exclaimed the first little girl, 
after she heard the story of the fall of 
man, "the serpent couldn't tempt me with 
an apple. I don't like apples." ''But," 
argued the second girl, "s'pose some
body'd told yon not to eat apples?"-In
quirer. 

AN exchange tells it this way: "The 
priest saves the man who helps support 
him, and damns the man who does not. 
The doctrin of the church is, ' God will 
damn the man who does not pay the 
priest.'" The editor of that sheet is evi 
denly beyond the saving grace of the holy 
ghost.-Freethinker. 

INvENToR: "I've hit a money.making 
thing at last. The preachers will go crazl 
over it, and it will sell like hot cakes. It s 
a church contribution box." Friend: 
"What good is that?" Inventor: "It's a 
triumph. The coins fall through slots of 
different sizes, and all dollars, halves, 
quarters, and dimes on velvet; but the 
nickles and pennies drop on a Chinese 
gong."-N. Y. Weekly. 

HERE is a curious advertisment, copied 
by the Sporting Magazine from an En
glish country paper: "Wanted-For a 
sober family, a man of light weight, who 
fears the Lord, and can drive a pair of 
horses. He must occasionally wait at ta
ble, join in household prayer, look after 
the horses, and read a chapter in the Bi
ble. He must, God willing, rise at 7 in the 
morning, and obey his master and mistress 
in all lawful commands; if he can dress 
hair, sing psalms and play at cribbage, the 
more agreeable. N.B.-He must not be 
familiar with the maid-servants, lest the 
flesh should rebel against the spirit, and 
he should be induced to walk in the 
thorny paths of the wicked. Wages, fifteen 
guineas a year." 

NEARLY all the principal characters in 
the Old Testament hav been accredited 
with coats-of-arms. These are, as a rule, 
highly appropriate, except in the case of 
Joseph's heraldic coat, which was merely 
black, tinctured with white-" cheqny 
sable and argent"- whereas something 
after the pattern of Adam's second coat 
would surely hav been more in keeping 
"With the youthful Joseph's favorit attire. 
Gideon bore arms, sable, a fleece argent, 
ac hief azure gntte d'ean; David, a harp 
or in a field argent; and Samson, gules, 
a lion couchant or, within an orle argent, 
semee of bees sable. Armorial ensigns 
are supposed to hav received divine sanc
tion, for God, when prescribing unto Mo
ses the form of conducting the Israelites in 
their journey through the wilderness, ex-

i'Pond's 

Extract 
cures Cuts, Burns. 

Catarrh, Sore Throa1 

and ALL PAIN .. 

.A. good thing is always i>nitated; poo'¥ 
ones neve'J'. The,,.e are many worthless 
imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If 
you wont to be CURED 

BEWARE oF SUBSTITUTES 
WHICH DO NOT CURE. 
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pressly commanded the use of armorial 
signs, saying, "The children of Israel 
shall pitch their tents every man by his 
own camp, and every msn by his own 
standard."- Oornhill Magazine. 

THE hands of the clock pointed to 3:45, 
and school would not be dismissed until 4. 
So the school-ma'am, who was a strict 
moralist, thought she would giv the young 
ide.as a short lecture on goodness and mo
rahty. After explaining to the little folks 
the various grades of punishment for in
fractions on the law, she resolved to ask a 
few questions to ascertain if her words 
had been comprehended. 

" Now children," she said, " I've told 
yon what becomes of bad men, and how 
good men get bad by loitering about sa
loons and associating with bad men. Now 
let me see how many of yon hav profited 
by my talk. I wish some of yon to tell 
me where your papas go. 

Nobody answered. It was plain the 
sohoolma'm was in too deep water for the 
yonngste;rs. She seemed to think so, too, 
so she siUd: 

"I'll make that a little easier. Tell me 
where Y:Our papas don't want to go to." 
(ExJ?ectmg sncp. answers as prison, peni
tentiary, and Jail.) There was a painful 
wait, but finally a little fellow in one of 
the rear seats slowly raised his hand 
"Ah, there's one bo:v that can answer that 
question. Tell us, Tommy, where your 
papa doesn't want to go." 

"To church," replied Tommy. "He 
says so every Sunday morning." Where
upon school was dismissed.-'lruth. 
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Gems of ~'hought. 
GREATNESS once and forever has done 

with opinion.- Walt Whitman . . 

WHAT has ecclesiasticism to do with 
moral laws? It puts them all aside and 
puts its own creed and catechism in their 
plaDe. -J. A. Froude. 

SoME men work directly in freedom's 
interest. Other men work for freedom by 
opposing it. The ebb and flow adjusts all 
values.-Horace L. Traubel. 

HERoiSM works in contradiction to the 
voice of mankind, and in contradiction, 
for a time, to the voice of the great and 
good.-Ralph Waldo Emerson. 

ANY human being, however humble or 
liable to error, may render an essential 
service to society by making, through a 
whole lifetime, a steady, uncompromising, 
dispassionate declaration of his convictions 
as they are matured.-Harriet Ma1·tineau. 

TAKE your statute books, and you will 
find ten, yea, twenty, laws to coerce the 
people, to strip them, to impoverish them; 
where you will find one to protect or help 
them. And the people like it. They 
smack their lips, shut their eyes, and say, 
"That's good! Giv me some morel"-Ig
natius Donnelly. 

IT has often and confidently been as· 
serted that man's origin can never be 
known; but ignorance more frequently 
begets confidence than does knowledge; it 
is those who know little, and not those 
who know much, who so positivly assert 
that this or that problem will never be 
solved by science.-Cha1·les Darwin. 

JrrsT as bodily development and struct
ure aud function, furnish subject-matter 
for biological science, though the events 
set forth by the biographer go beyond its 
range; so social growth, and the rise of 
structures and functions accompanying it, 
furnish subject-matter for a SDience of 
SoDiety, though the facts with which his
torians fill their pages mostly yield no 
material for science.-Herbert ~pencer. 

THE man who, on account of another's 
religious views, opposes him in politics, is 
strangely out of touch with the spirit and 
genius of American institutions. He is a 
bigot, and, no matter by what manner of 
title he may be known, is an enemy of free 
institutions, free speech, and free govern
ment. Beware of such a man. Take no 
counsel from him. Whatever, and how· 
ever exalted, may be his motive, his lack 
of vision, his fanatical instincts, make him 
your enemy and the enemy of mankind.
Progressiv Age. 

THOSE who believe that science can go 
on making progress, and spreading itself 
more and more without impeding the life 
and vigor of religion, are making a great 
mistake. Physics and metaphysics are the 
natural enemies of religion,. and therefore 
she is the enemy of those sciences, always 
trying to suppress them, as they are ever 
trying to undermine her. It is ridiculous 
to talk of peaDe and concord between 
them; it is a bellum ad internecionem. 
Religions are children of ignorance, and 
do nof long survive their mother.-8cho
penhau,er. 

THE moral law is not a collection of 
petty rule~, but a philosophy of the ends 
of life. The happiness of humanity is its 
end, and if too much self-sacrifice en
danger that, we shall come to condemn 
self-sacrifice and extol self-interest. Mo
rality is not" Nature's trick" to delude us 
into altruism. Rather is supernaturalism 
"Nature's trick "-the attempt of man be· 
fore he became scientific to justify the 
morality within him. Supernatural sanc· 
tions hav not proved adequate. The driv
ing force in man is nothing but the love 
of righteousness, and that will be the 
eternal motiv.-8tanton Ooit . . · 

IT is hard for a poet to use his inspira
tion in the interest of narrowness and 
timidity. When the dainty skill of Aldrich 
would sing plaintivly instead of joyfully 
of the unguarded gates of America, he 
loses his insight, and when he would hav 
America take warning from trampled 
Rome into which GOth and Vandal 
thronged, leaving the temples of the 
Coosars for ''the lean wolf unmolested," 
he forgets that the Goth and Vandal made 
better use of Europe than did the Oooaa.rs. 
.It was the survival of the fittest. So far 
as Rome decayed, it was for the upbuild
ing of Paris, Berlin, London. It may be 
so here. Let them come. If the Saxon 
pluck and Keltic fire, fused in Yankee grit 
and ingenuity, are not equal to the situa
tion and cannot utilize the splendid raw 
material offered us, the fate of the Coosars 
is our merit. We shall go down, that bet· 
ter forces may take our place,- Unity. 
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7 jeweled Boz. screw open f&ce silverine case, $4,75 
7 " Boz. " " silver " 9711 
7 " 15 year " " gold-filled " 10 00 
7 20 u .. u u 18 00 
7 15 " hunting " " 14 DO 
7 ~0 .. .. .. 17 00 
7 liO " hunt., Louis xiv. gold-filled 20 00 
7 14kt. solid gold open face case 28 00 
7 14kt. " hunting " 85 00 
11 " $1 more; 15 jeweled, $2.50 more. 
15 ·• adj., $4 more; 17 jeweled, adj, $6 more. 

Ladies' American Gold Hunting 
Watches. Including movements of 
Rockford, Hampden, Elgin, Waltham, 
Springfield, etc., and cases of Boss, 
Fahys, Dauber, Crown, etc. 

PRICES. 
7 jeweled in 20 year~ plain or engrave<;J.J $111!0 
7 " 20 " rUll eng'd and scauoped. 15 00 
7 " 20 " 14k t. solid gold, • • 20 00 
7 " 20 " 14kt. " heavy, 80 00 
11 " $1 more. 
15 " 4more. 
15 " adj. 6 more. 

In tine Pl'U8h cases per ezpresa Prll:Pata. 

CHAINS. 
Latest styles in ladies' and gentle

men's chains in best gold-filled, $2, 
$2.50, $3.50, $4,and $5. 

Watch Work.-Our repair depart
ment is one of the largest in the coun
try. Overhauling, $1. Jewels, $1. 
Springs, $1. Warranted one year and 
returned, charges prepaid. 

The Freethought Badge and Charms. 
Large Size Badge: 10kt. $3; 14kt. 

$4. Wit\1, genuine chip diamonds; $8. 
Genuine full cut diamond, $12. 

Oharms.-10kt. $5, 14kt. $6. With 
genuine chip diamond in sun, $9. 
With fine cut genuine diamond, $10. 

Small J)ize Badge.-
10kt. $2, 14kt. $2.75. 
With genuine chip dia
mond; l!l6. With full cut 
genuine diamond, $10. 

. Oharms.-10kt. $3, 14kt. $4. With 
genuine chip diamond, $7. With gen
uine full cut diamond, $15. 

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon. 
REDUOED PBIOE· LIST.- 'I ea Spoo-n,s, 

$2; extra heavy, $3; gold-bowl, $2.50. 
Orange Spoons, $2.50; gold bowl, $3. 
Sugar Spoons, $3 ; gold bowl, 2.50. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
funded or goods exchanged. 

I can save you money in anything in 
my line. 

Orders filled same day received. 
Send for price-list, cards in colors, of 
badge, etc. Address 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
The Liberal Je~eler, 

Rochelle, Illinois. 
Elltabllaked 1S:J7. 
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BY the burning of a laundry in London 
eight persons lost their lives. 

THE New York Central and Hudson 
River Railroad has abolished all stop-over 
privileges on its tickets. 

THE Gerry society in this city recently 
imprisoned a mother for '' abducting " her 
daughter, a girl in her teens. 

JOSEPH BARONDESS was re-elected presi
dent of the Cloakmakers' Union, although 
vigorously opposed by the Socialists. 

THERE were earthquake shocks in the 
City of Mexico and in Rome on December 
31st. In South Hungary also recently. 

AT the fire in the Delevan Honse at Al
bany fifteen lives were lost, nearly all of 
those burned being employees of the hotel. 

THE Sm:qnehanna river is to be utilized 
to generate electricity for the cities of 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Wilmington. 

TWENTY-SEVEN Anarchists who were im
prisoned at Barcelona during the anti
dynamite campaign hav lately been re
leased, 

THE priests who hav been fighting 
Bishop Bonacnm of the Lincoln, Nebraska, 
diocese, hav at last surrendered and moved 
into other dioceses. 

THE report from the county elections in 
Georgia last week is that heavy Demo
cratic gains and corresponding Populist 
losses are apparent. 

IT is reported that the Anneke Jans 
heirs are about to make one more attempt 
to secure the property now held by the 
Trinity Church Corporation. 

OwiNG largely, it is said, to the new law 
forbidding the employment of aliens in 
city or state work, the streets of New York 
are in the worst possible condition. 

GREAT BRITAIN assures the United States 
that she claims no right of sovereignty 
over the Mosquito territory, but acknowl
edges the sovereignty of Nicaragua. 

THE Philadelphia grand jury indicted 
Charles W. Mowbray, the Revolutionary 
Communist, whose arrest for a speech 
made in that city was chronicled last week. 

IN this city, in one block bounded by 
Avenues Band C, Second and Third streets, 
there are 3,532 people, and in seven 
squares in the tenement district there is a 
total of 22,970. 

SENATOR HILL visited President Cleve
land at the White Honse on January 3d 
and dined there, the first time he has 
called for thirteen months. It has set all 
the politicans to talking. 

' IT is reported that Tahsin Pasha, who 
commanded the military operations in the 
Sassonn district of Armenian Turkey, 
where the outrages were committed, has 
been assassinated by an Armenian who 
afterward committed suicide. 

THE Judicial Committee of the British 
Privy Council reverses the decision of the 
Canadian Supreme Court in the Manitol:)a 
school case, and givs the Dominion gov
ernment power to grant relief to the Cath
olics in the matter of separate schools. 

THE New York Civil Service Commission 
ha~, after investigation, decided-to strikE 
the names of ten policemen from the eli
gible list because they procured their places 
by fraud, and the report of the investiga
tion was forwarded to the Police Board. 

OUR exports of manufactured goods fm 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, 
amounted to $158,023,118, and for th~ 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, to $183,· 
910,547. There might fairly be added tc 
the government's list such products al 
wheat flour ($75,000,000), refined oils 
($42,000,000), etc. 

THE inhabitants of this country one 01 

both of whose parents were born in foreign 
lands equal 33 per cent of the iotal popn 
lation. But they are distributed very nn· 
evenly. For instance, North Carolina 
has only seven-tenths of one per cent, 
while North Dakota has 77.98 per cent: 
The percentage does not reach 3 per cent 
in Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, 
Mississippi, or Alabama. Minnesota has 
78.42 per cent. The South is emphatically 
the " na_tiv A~eri!'an" stronghold, and, 
by a cnrwns commdence, Freethonght is 
weaker there than in any other part of the 
country. 

THE destitution in Newfoundland has 
tended to produce riotous demonstrations 
in St. John's and other places. On De
cember 31st two hundred mariners from 
the warship Tourmaline paraded the streets 
of St. John's in heavy marching order 
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YAHWEH REBUKETH SATAN. 
Is -not this a brand pln_cked out of the fire ?-Zech. iii, 2, 3. 

To the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of the State of New -Yo~k~ 
We citizens of the State of New York, respectfully request you to repeal the Sunday law of this State. 

We ask this because, 

First, Sunday being a period of time of precisely the same nature as Saturday or Monday, there IS no 

natural reason for its being elevated above or depressed below the other clays of the week. 

Second, Said Sunday law is, in the best possible view of it, useless; it is wholly inoperat1ve as n. 

conserver of the rights of any inhabitant of the State. 

Third, It is invasive of the equal rights of the citizens of the State, an impertinent meddling with theh 

private affairs, and its effect is to disturb their peace and rob them of their earnings. 

Fourth, In making or amending our laws, common sense ancl experience should be the guides, instead of 
sentiment-religious or otherwise. Experience has demonstrated that Sunday laws are not observed by the 
people, and common sense teaches that, in the nature of things, they never will be, fo1· it cannot be wrong to 
do on one clay what it is right to do on another. The people, feeling this and knowing this, will not be gov
erned by the dead churchmen who made these laws, which are anachronistic and have been perpetuated by 
hypocrisy. Here we will call your attention to the words of Martin Luther, a churchman we are willing to 

put against the ecclesiastics of to-day: "As regards the Sabbath, or Sunday, there is no necessity of keeping 
it. If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's sake-if anywhere anyone sets up its 

observance upon a Jewish foundation-then I order you to work on it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast 
on it-to do anything that shall reprove this encroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty." 

Fifth, Sunday laws are vicious, for they are used as instruments of blackmail and of cruel oppression 

by the police of the cities, as the revelations of the Lexow Committee abundantly show. They produce 

more crime than they could possibly prevent, for blackmail is more immoral than drinking. 

Sixth, All such laws are essentially religious in their intent and effect and as such they are opposed to 

the spirit of our institutions, which do not favor the union of church and state. The Sunday law of the 
State of New York is no exception to the rule, and it should be immediately repealed in the interest of relig

ions liberty, if for no other reason. This law is a survival from the time when there was a state church and 
the civil power enforced the Sunday law of the state church, just as it enforced that church's blasphemy 

and heresy statutes. But where there is no state church the state has nothing to do with the enforcement 

of the domestic rules of any church or those of Christianity in its entirety. 

For these and other reasons we ask the entire repeal of the Sunday laws rather than a patching which 

shall discriminate against one business and foster another. We ask that the liquor trade be subject to the 
same rules on Sunda.y that it is on other days, and the same with all other kinds of business. It is not 
proper for the state to legislate in the interests of any legitimate trade as against any other legitimate trade, 

and we "ask your careful attention to this admitted fact and particularly ask you to bear in mind the also 

admitted fact that Sunday laws are a fruitul source and an adequate means of blackmail. 

• ;.;_, Gatling and field gunH. '1 he ve,1p!o 
believe that they hav been swindled by a 
combination of speculators who are favored 
by the government. The government is 
accused of discriminating between the two 
banks, one the poor man's and the other 
the rich man's, in guaranteeing their 
notes. 

GovERNOR MITCHELL, of Florida has 
revoked the requisition he granted f~r the 
extradition of Henry M. Flagler of the 
Standard Oil Company, wanted in. Texas 

-icr alleged violation of the anti-trust Jaw 
of that stale. The revocation is based on 
the fact tha.t Mr. Flagler is not a fugitiv 
from justice from Texas. 

TrrE Belgian government has closed the 
port of Antwerp against American meat 
and live stock; Spain-has imposed a prac
ticably pr0hibitory duty on flour; France 
refuses to consider the bids of American 
canned goods firms for her army supplies; 
Germany and Denmark hav shut out our 
meat products, and Sweden has heavily 

increased the duty on corn and wheat. 
Belgium alleges that pleuro-pneumonia 
prevails in the Umted States, but it is 
generally understood that the action 
taken against American goods by Euro
pean governments is partly in retaliation 
for our duty on beet sugar and partly 
for the purpose of securing a better home 
mrket for their own produce. Germany 
and Austria-Hungary btw formally pro• 
tested agamst our 1-10 Plr cent duty on 
sugar, as being in violation of treaty obli• 
gations. 
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WHAT THE FANATICS MAY TRY TO DO NEXT. 

TO OUR FRIENDS: 

Don't you know some Freethinker who does not 

now, but who would subscribe to THE TRUTH 

SEEKER if YOU called his attention to the Paper? 
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~S: PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-tho most magnificent work ever 
ssued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ce:m.turies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to. day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the add 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric churc 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• l<'OU.K HUNDRi<jD YE~RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.IJ .F l!R:IHE.R-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the :New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boargs of 

THE GREAOOT BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bli:S~.:~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT. 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker .. 

For $6 we will send 'l'mll TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete"($8). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $1) we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($8). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 
· For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SunR one year ($8) and " The 

Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one yeaJ.' ($8) and " The Free

thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in bo!U'ds (12). 
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one ye!U' ($8) and a copy of " Old 

Testament Stories Comic!Uly lliustre.ted," in cloth covers ($1.50). 
For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and " Old Tes

tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 
--- -----------

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin &nd THE TRUTH 
BEEKER one ye&r for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sng&r Spoons a.nd TRuTH S1ZJ[ER, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sng&r) Spoon 
gilt bowl. 50o. more, AddresR THE TRUTH l:!EEK.EJB. 

<9E~Ms AND SUBSG~IPJI1ION BuANf\ 
-OF-

aft ';D-z;a.ft~, ~fl-evfM a.nb ~Jfto»C!-1J' e)zbe~, to f,e, 111abe 'f'O.IJa-&fe (o 

Eo M. MACDONALD. 

~TE:R.:r:vfS ~~ 
MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION. 
SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 

'rllree months, (trial subscribers,) In advance, $0.75 Oue "ubscription with t\Vo r.ew subscribers, in 

..,... Fill out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and jorwa1·d to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, :New York. 

Six 
11 

" " 1.~0 one remittance, $7.00 
Single subscription, one year, 3.00 _One subscripawn with three new subscribers, in 
One subscrivtion two years, 5.00 one remittance, 8.50 
Two new subscribers, 5.00 One snb~cripdon with four new subscribers, in 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one one remllta.nce, 10.00 

remittance~ 5.00 
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably w_ith one remittance • 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3) 
will get his own for ,$2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his papt'r for $I; by getting three new subscribers 
he will not only get his own [t-ee, but will have fifty cents beside i by getting four new subscribers he witl have his own 
ft-pe anrl e:aln $2 • If anyone chooses. or if by so doing he can easier set:ure partner.:; in taking the paper, he can share 
with them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any othe1· Liheral paper. 

------------------------------18 
In connection with our "Missionary Scheme " of sending 9;:h.c ~Xttt!t .§.c.ck.cx C!r.o., 

Eight Copies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate add:reases 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

for $1, we think that further good can be done by letting Please send 'fhe Truth Seeker to the following address ..... for .. ___ .. _.year 
people read THE TRUTH SEEKEB for awhile. To this end we Inclosed find $. ___ in payment of the same. 
make the following offer : 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents. 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TBUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers 

to bear this offer in mind when Bending their renewals, and te 

make an effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining 

this at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the pape(comes 

will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do 

not feel like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if 

they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address TIIE TRUTH SEEKER, 

~8 La.1:ayet1:e Pl., Ne-w- York. 

NAMES. 
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FOUNDED BY D. !tlo BENNETT. 
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES~ 
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One subscription two years, in advance ............... ~........ 5 00 
Two new subscribers ............................................. 5 00 
One subscription with one new sl!bscriber, in one remittance. 5 oo 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit· 

tanc& .. · ..................................................... ~ 'f 00 
One subscription with three Rew subscribers, in one remit-

tance ....................................................... s :JO 
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit-

tance •••• " .. "" ••• """ .. " .... ' ..... "' .................. 10 eo 
Any number over flve at the s.xne ra.te. inv&riably with one 

remittance. 

Mcmev 1houla b8 1ent l1ll Bil:j)f'BBB companfi'B monev oraer, 
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his younger days, as you must admit when you re
call the fact that he set up in bu.Siness long after 
several of the other gods did, and so must hav been 
regarded by the priests of those other gods as an 
interloper and a rebel. · He must hav possessed a 
certain amount of originality and courage to strike 
out in that way for himself. He may not hate men 
who think quite so fiercely as you imagin he does. 
As to Julian, it is true that he is dead, but he 
would hav been dead just the same if he had been 
the most devQted of Christians, while as to his 
being damned-except by a superstitious church
that is all a matter of guess-work with you. He 
livs in history· and in fame, and it is certain that a 
large number of the "Ingersollian tribe" ~ill share 
his earthly glory in centuries to come. There does 
not seem to be anything miraculous in the survival 
among the millions of the belief in Christianity; 
evolution is a slow and painful process; religions 
thousands of years older than that dominant in 
this country are yet alive and vigorous ; Christian
ity is a minority faith, and will be a minority faith 
after every present accepter of it is dead, if not 
damned. While it is true that Christianity is yet 
much more powerful than it should be, it is com
forting to reflect that it has lost a great deal of 
prestige and authority since the days when it 
silenced Ga.lileo and burned Bruno. That THE 
TBUTH SEEKER can be published and that Colonel 
Ingersoll can talk to the immense audiences that 
greet him is pretty good proof that Christianity has 

HAS A CONTRffiUTION BY 

HENRY ROWLEY 
(President Brooklyn Philosophical Association) 

ON 

. failed to keep the world in the depths of ignorance 
and the shadows of fear in which it was plunged 
when Catholicism's chief priest gave the law to the 
monarchs of Europe. 

"WHAT WE STAND FOR." 

Paine and Franklin. 
We shall print in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 

26, 1895, an article by W. H. BuBR on 

"THE SECRET THRIFT OF THOMAS PAINE." 

This Mr. Burr regards as a very important con
tributic~m to the literature on Paine, as being some
thing new for the biographers to consider on the 
approaching Paine Anniversary. 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Febru 'lry 2 we shall 
hav along article by JoHN E. REMSBURG on 

"BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: WAS HE A CHRIS
TIAN T" 

Everyone who has read Mr. Remsburg's works 
knows the thoroughness with which he will deal 
with this subject, and also knows that when he has 
read this paper he will know more a!>out Franklin 
than the average man does at present. 

Single copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 7 cents. In 
quantities of five and over, 5 cents each. Now is 

the time to subscribe. -------------------As to Who Is Damned. 
"Eloquent sermons were preached, the bells rang out 

the first glad old welcome, and the churches were filled 
with the honest, devoted Christian people all day yester· 
day, notwithstanding the tirade of the eloquent Ingersoll 
against the Bible the night before."-Buffalo 1.'imes. 

" It was ever thus even from the days of that other 
anti-Christian sneerer, Julian, the apostate. And it will 
lio continue when all the little tngersollian tribe shall be 
dead and damned."-Oatholio Union and Times. 

Don't be too sure about the damnation, Father 
Cronin; .perhaps your God is not so intolerant of 
differences of opinion as you are pleased to think he 
is. Possibly he is an admirer of independent peo
ple ; he was something of a " reformer " himself in 

For Repeal of New York's Sunday Laws. 
The legislature of this state is now in session, 

and the hour is come when we must go to work in 
earnest for the r!lpeal of the odious Sunday laws 
which hav too long disgraced the statute books of 
a great commonwealth. No doubt many of our 
New York readers hav cut the petition heading 
from THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav already procured 
long lists of names of those who do not want to be 
ruled by the church or hav their private affairs spied 
into by meddling prEachers and their agents. It 
will be very easy to ·get hundreds of thousands of 
signatures to that petition. All who want extra 
blanks should at once notify us, and we will for
ward them. Do not wait for some one else in your 
neighborhood to do the work. Take right hold 
yourself. It is no task whatever to answer objec
tions. The petition heading is itself an unanswer
able argument. 

This is a fight in self-defense. The Sunday laws, 
tyrannous enough in themselvs, are but the begin
ning. A Revival of Puritanism is sweeping over the 
land-and Puritanism is despotism. If it succeeds 
it will suppress free speech; it will not permit us 
to discuss the Sunday question, to agitate for the 
repeal of Sunday laws. At the recent Sabbatarian 
convention in Greensburg, Pa., Rev. Dr. McAllister; 
editor of the Christian Statesman, was asked if 
Seventh-Day Adventists should be permitted to 
teach their doctrins. He answered: " No / not if 
they are opposed to Christian laws. We must not 
permit any man on the plea of consciet:.ce to put 
himself in antagonism to the laws of the govern· 
ment." Subsequently he said: "We must get our 
civil officers to hunt down "the violators of Sunday 
laws where there is a suspicion." Another speaker 
said: "To try to get Sunday laws obliterated from 
our statute books is treason." How do you, as free 
Americans, like this! Do you want it to go any 
farther? 

Here is what one of our New York Liberals has· 
to say about the matter now in hand : 

"I am glad to see petitions are to be sent to our legis
lature asking it to abolish all Sunday laws. It ought to 
hav been done years ago. Such laws should never hav 
been enacted. Every member of the legislature should 
be furnished with the reasons why Sunday laws, unjust 
taxation laws, and many other privileges granted to re
ligious organizations-privileges that benefit them at the 
expense of others-should be swept away. And another 
thing is that many legislators will not vote their senti
ments for fear they will offend their religious constitu
ents and thereby lose their political support in future 
elections. Now I think that any member of the legisla· 
ture who votes for the continuance of Sunday laws, or 
who favors their continuance, or fails to vote when his 
name is called, should be listed by all Liberal people as 
unworthy the support of Freethinkers if he is ever again 
a candidate for any public office." 

The suggestion of our friend, Carlton Rice, is wor
thy of much more than a passing thought. At pres
ent the thing to be done is to giv the members of 
the legislature a chance to put themselvs on record 
on this issue. To this end we shall provide them 
with anti-Sabbatarian literature and roll in upDn 
them the petitions that come to THE TBUTH SEEKER 
office. All that we can do we will do to help on 
the repeal movement, and the more generously 
Freethinkers hold up our hands the more we can 
accomplish. Since our last acknowledgment we 
hav received fifty cents from H. Merrick, one dollar 
from Stephen Brewer, and ten dollars from Dr. E. 
B. Foote, Jr. These sums, added to those previ
ously received, will send a good many pamphlets to 
the legislators and to the newspapers, but not a 
tithe that should be put into missionary service. 
Then we should also be in a position to send a man 
to Albany to present our facts and arguments to 
the proper committee. To do this we must hav a 
fund out of which to pay his expenses. The strug
gle is one for the rights of all the people; hence all 
are interested, _and they cannot feel that it is an 
imposition to ask them to help provide the sinews 
of war, if they recognize the iniquity of the laws 
against which we are protesting and the graver 
dangers that threaten. 

Undoubtedly it would be well for all of our read
ers to send their petitions directly to the assembly
men and senators representing their own districts. 
In many cases their influence would unquestionably 
be greater if so brought to the immediate attention 
of the individual lawmaker .. We shall be glad if all 
who send petitions to Albany will notify us of the 
fact, and tell us how many names they secured. 
Repeal the Sunday laws. 

Zion's Herald does not look with favor on the 
present movement for individual communion cups 
in lieu of the time-honored common cup. It . says 
that the change would emphasize the " too preva
lent tendency toward cleavage on personal or clasli 
lines"; it would destroy the idea of Christian 
brotherhood, and erect caste barriers. This· is a 
quarrel within the church, but we cannot forbear 
saying that the objections of Zion's Herald are ab
surd to a degree. If it is scientifically assured that 
the common cup is a possible source of contagion, 
why would there be an establishment of caste dis
tinctions in providing individual cups T Cannot 
one guard himself against disease without making 
an attack on the brotherhood of man! Would the 
editor of the Boston paper be willing to use at the 
dinner table the dishes and knives and forks just 
used by a person suffering with an infectious . dis
ease! And does he think that his refusal to do so 
would be a stab at the " Christian brotherhood " of 
the human race? Is it not possible to be religious 
without being at the same time ridiculous ! 
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Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol

lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many different addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4:.50. This book and THE TBUTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vcl
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We hope all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

The Perils of One-Ideaism. 
Hobby-riding is a pleasant and healthful exercise 

if not indulged in to excess, but that is a risk the 
hobby-rider always runs; he doesn't know when to 
dismount. He sticks to the saddle so continuously 
that he and his mount become one, as it were, a sort 
of modern centaur, and he is thus led to actually 
believe that if he should attempt to get off for a mo
ment it would be the death of him, and it might 
also stop all the machinery of the universe. This 
was the unhappy and unsteady state of mind our 
friend, the editor of the New York People, was in 
when he penned this remarkable paragraph : 

'' THE TRUTH SEmrnB has long been tangled in the 
comequences of confounding canse and effect. It sees 
wrong on earth, and it sees priestcraft. Whereupon it 
concludes that priestcraft is the cause of the existing 
wrong, instead of, as is really the case, priestcraft .being 
a result of wrongful conditions. If THE TRUTH BEEKER 
proceeded upon facts, it would know that priestcraft, 
together with all that thereby hangs, is but a reflex of 
economic conditions, and, consequently, that, in order 
to abolillh priestcraft, the thing to do is to endeavor to 
alter wrongful economic conditions, instead of tugging 
at the clergy." 

THE TRUTH SEBKEB has never said or thought 
that priestcraft is the cause of "the existing wrong '• 
on earth. It has merely maintained that it is the 
cause of a great part of it. Neither does it believe 
that wrongful economic conditions are the causes of 
priestcraft. No doubt those conditions contribute to 
the perpetuation of priestcraft, but he who asserts 
that they are the sole source thereof does not under
stand the relation that man's fear of the Unknown 
bears to the institutional church. It is not poverty 
that makes men the slaves of the priest. The late 
Alexander of Russia was as abject a devotee as the 
most destitute moujik in the empire. The mere 
possession of wealth is not a guarantee of intelli
gence, nor do . the miseries of the poor suffice 
to wean them from the delusion that they are 
in the care of a good and merciful providence. 
Education and evolution are the emancipators, and 
in so far as the improvement of economic condi
tions helps to truly educate the people, to that ex
tent it is true that industrial reform will weaken 
the power of the priesthood. But it is equally true 
that so long as men believe that this world is only 
a preparatory school for an eternal life in another 

world, and that in that other world they will be 
compensated for the sufferings they endure in this, 
there is precious little chance to get any rational 
reform work out of them in the here and now. If 
the People would stop theorizing long enough to 
acquaint itself with some of the facts of American 
life it would not make such a spectacle of itself so 
frequently. It should know that the stronghold of 
the minister is and has been the rural districts of 
the country, and that it is the vote of the farmers 
that he wields as a club to strike down the religious 
and social liberties of all the people. This is the 
general truth ; of course there are exceptions, but 
they are exceptions. Yet the farmers are the very 
ones who, until very recently, were the most inde
pendent class of American citizens; they did not 
feel under any obligation to any "boss," financial 
or factory, and the only man whom they respected 
above his just deserts as a fellow-being was the 
" minister of God." He alone was clothed in their 
eyes with an extra-human sanctity. No, something 
more is needed than economic independence to 
break the power of the church. The freedom of 
man will never come until men hav learned to think 
and act for themselvs, both in concerns religious 
and in concerns industrial. One people may be 
poor and yet be free, and another may be rich and 
still be the slaves of the priest. 

The Christian Advocate of Nashville remarks 
that " a merely naturalistic religion is not worth 
preserving. The ethical elements of our creed 
draw their life and power from association with the 
idea of a personal God." If this is so, how do you 
account for the indisputable fact that in Christian 
countries the safeguards of the liberty and life of 
man were weakest when faith in that personal God 
was strongest! 

--------~--------~ 

Some of the special Sunday papers of London 
hav enormous circulations. The People goes to 
300,000 l ubscribers and purchasers; Reynolds's 
issues 360 000 copies, and Lloyd's 710,000. There 
are nine or ten of these special Sunday papers, ac
cording to William Clarke, who writes about them 
in the New England Magazine. We doubt if our 
Sunday worshipers would prefer these papers to 
the Sunday issues of the American dailies. 

Thomas S. Charity, of New Haven, 0., was a sol
dier in the Civil conflict, and consequently he is not 
very young at the present time. While he receives 
but a small pension, he has a family dependent on 
him and can do no work, as he has heart disease. 
He is a Freethinker and delights to read the Lib
eral papers, but is wholly unable to subscribe for 
them. Can any of our readers help him in this direc
tion! He would greatly appreciate the kindness of 
those who will send him their papers, after reading, 
if they do not desire to preserve them. Or perhaps 
some prosperous comrade will .settle the matter off
hand by making him a present of a year's subscrip· 
tion. 

A New: Zealand correspondent of the Christian 
Commonwealth, after enumerating the demands of 
the Young Women's Christian Temperance Union 
of that country-demands at once intolerant, med

·dlesome, invasiv, persecuting, and potentially dis
astrous-says: "These planks in the platform of 
this society show the stuff that our women are made 
of." Yes, they do, and they foretell the gehenna 
that New Zealand will be if a party. dominated by 
these women succeed in seizing the reins of power. 
And a like fate will be ours if theW. C. T. U. of 
America, with such allies as the National Reform 
Association and the Sabbath Union, get hold of the 
government. Miss Willard's Secretary of Amuse
ments will then be the least of our tyrants. 

The late Constitutional Convention of this state 
does not appear to hav exactly straightened out the 
charities tangle which has for so long been a sub
ject of contention. According to the World, the 
county of New York pays about $2,000,000 annually 
to charitable institutions for the care of persons 
who otherwise would be a charge upon the public. 
" The new constitution forbids such payments to 

any institution which has not complied with rules 
established by the state board of charities. But 
the state board of charities has not established any 
rules, and it is even a question whether or not 
there is any state board of charities under the new 
constitution." And this is the best fruit of the 
great compromise with the church ! 

We hav just completed the mailing of the new 
edition of our Catalog to our readers, and to those 
who ha.v favored us with orders for books. In so 
large a list it is unavoidable that errors occur, and 
if any reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER has not re
ceived a copy the omission will be cheerfully sup
plied upon notice to this office. If any one has 
received two copies we shall esteem it a favor if 
the extra one be handed to some friend who will be 
likely to purchase books. 

In this case the minister was more honest than 
the deacons or the deacons more dishonest than the 
minister, whichever way you choose to put it. We 
learn by a press dispatch that the Park Congrega
tional church of Springfield, Mass., had an indebt. 
edness of $23,000 which it tried to pay by declar
ing itself insolvent and getting back its notes at a 
low per cent of their face value. The pastor, Rev. 
William H. Dexter, opposed this as dishonest and 
resigned. However, the comparison is hardly a 
fair one between the minister and the church 
members, as it is not probable that any part of the 
debt would hav been paid by Mr. Dexter under any 
conditions of settlement, and .so he was not sub
jected to the same temptation to scale the debt that 
his parishioners were. 

--------~~--------

How much good does the revival do? That is a 
question that has been asked a great many thou_ 
sand timelil. A Toronto clergyman givs us a little 
light on the subject. Moody was in that city a 
short time ago and "converted" fifteen hundred 
persons. The clergymen referred to received the 
names of fifteen of these for membership in his 
church, bat he reports that- upon examining them 
he finds but two who appear to be at all genuin, 
and he is at his wits' end t.o knew what to do with 
the others. Let them go, we suggest, and then 
when Mr. Mills or some other evangelist stops at 
Toronto they can easily be " converted " again and 
thus giv Chaplain McCabe or Brother Talmage 
another opportunity to boast of the " marvelous 
gains that the church is making." 

A Kentucky official has recently tried to effect an 
extra-statutory union of church and state in that 
commonwealth. A dispatch from Louisville says 
that on January 5th a recount of the vote cast for 
senral candidates in that city was taken. Com
plaint of the methods of counting having been 
made, Bishop Dlldley of the Episcopal church ac
cepted an invitation to assist. The next day it de
veloped that the county clerk had no authority to 
call in Bishop Dudley, and all of the five or six 
hundred ballots counted by the clergyman must be 
thrown out as worthless. This may change the 
result on the vote for judge of the court of 
appeals. If it would hav the effect of ousting the 
incompetent clerk the foolish performance would 
not be without substantial value. The mental pro
cesses of an official who could be guilty of such a 
prostitution of his office would furnish a unique 
psychological study for Tb. Ribot or Alfred Binet. 

There are indications that the ministers must 
hereafter depend more on their own exertions than 
they hav done heretofore. They will soon hav to 
pay full fare on many of the railroads. The Trunk 
Line Association will on and after March 31 with
draw all privileges accorded to preachers until this 
time. The New York Central has already done so, 
the principal reason for the action being that the 
ministers hav abused the privileges granted them, 
and hav loaned their half-fare permits, some going 
so far as to sell them. This profitable little specu~ 
lation will no longer be one of the allurements 
beckoning the ambitious young man into the min
istry. Take away the special personal privileges of 
the ministers, tax the churches, abrogate the Sun
day laws, abolish chaplaincies, and banish religious 

;I 
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teachings from the common schools, and Christian
ity will hav to fight for its life in a fair field with 
no favors. This is as it should be, and this is just 
what separation of church and state means. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a re
newal. If they find they do, it will be a gre'at favor 
to us if they will forward it at their earliest conven
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various 
causes, niore than the usual number are in arrears 
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get_ behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting .our 
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there
upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

A " Purity" committee is endeavoring to close the 
Sunday theaters of Chicago, being stimulated, 
probably, by the attempts of their fellow-fossils 
to shut up the music halls and theaters of Boston 
on that day. The resulting " purity" will be wholly 
of a negativ kind if the Chicago bigots accomplish 
their purpose. The young men who hav been at
tending the theaters Sunday nights will be started 
on the way to worse places, the young women will 
seek other ways of enjoying themselvs, and the 
employees of the theaters will hav to find, if they 
can, other means of adding to their scanty revenues. 
Of course many of these employees are women and 
girls. As the Progre88ive Thinker says, most of 
the Sunday night attendants of the theaters are 
working people who hav no time during week-day 
evenings or are too tired at the day's end to dress 
for the purpose. But what does the coalition of 
religious intolerants and artificial morality faddists 
care for the convenien,ce or rights of the people so 
only that it has its way and gets an opportunity to 
try some disastrous experiments T 

evil, and that continually. He brings to the con
sideration of public affairs a mind devoted to a 
system of ethics which he claims is directly from 
the hand of an infinitly wise god, and hence cannot 
be amended or improved. It is self. evident that a 
mind so dominated will not examin contemporary 
problems in the light of present-day facts and 
knowledge, and will not respect the rights of those 
who are unable to accept his conclusions, for he 
speaks not as an ordinary man but as an ambassador 
of God, as one who has been "called" to interpret 
the will of the Supreme for the guidance of common 
mortals. That this is no fanciful Infidel theory is 
shown by the words of Mr. Wake's which we hav 
cited. He says distinctly that if the preacher is not 
recognized as a ruling force or influence in politics 
they are given over to Satan, that is, to evil. This 
amounts to an assertion that the preacher is the 
only saving moral force in society, that from the 
priesthood proceed all the influences that hav 
power to lift man out of and hold him above the 
mire of vice and crime. This, of course, is the real 
thought, not so often expressed now as formerly, of 
the religious leaders. I~ is this thought that im
pels the theocrats to strive so desperately to secure 
the recognition of their creeds in the laws and 
usages of the country. In order to force their self
claimed superior morality on their fellow-citizens 
they would, if need be, deny and trample the rights 
and liberties of all who do not agree with them. 
This is why they are so anxious to make themselvs 
felt in politics, for as men and teachers they can 
instruct and help their neighbors better outside 
than in the political arena. But they-most of them 
-are far more eager to compel than to instruct.· 

children to hear such a lecture, and it is sincerely to be 
hoped that no such lecture will take place. If it does, it 
is sincerely hoped none will attend." 

Note the attempt to prejudice the pious against 
such parents as might permit their children to hear 
Mr. Remsburg speak. How well the writer knows 
how to invoke the odium theologicum I And what 
a free and happy nation we shall be when this man 
and his associated and affiliated "patriots" get a 
good grip on the tiller of state ! 

The American Eagle, the American Protectiv 
Associatio~ paper of Kansas City, Kansas, makes a· 
remarkable statement in a late issue. It seems that 
the Catholics of Missouri hav been trying to get a 
law to prohibit the reading of the Bible in the com
mon schools. They should hav no difliculty in 
securing the co-operation of the Freethinkers of 
the state in this laudable undertaking. But the 
Eagle declares that the movement for seculariza
tion " should be vigorously fought." It says that 
the Catholics hav no more right to crowd the Bible 
out of the schools than the A. P. A's hav to crowd 
.it in, and it remarks that " the latter in spirit is con
trary to the principles of the American Protectiv 
Association." But immediately after this saving ex
pression it significantly adds : 

" It is our duty, however, as members of the order to 
see that there is no legislation effected in opposition to 
Bible reading; this is a question for communities to settle. 
When Bible reading in the public school is desired i\ 
should be permitted; where it is not de!lired it should not 
be forced upon them." 

The fall and winter being more particularly the 
reading season, and naturally the renewing of 
subscription season, we hope that our friends will 
make a little effort to send TEE TRUTH SEEDB some 
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones 
hav had to drop off during the past eighteen 
months of panic and dullness in the business world, 
and we need some more to take their places and push 
on the ·work. Our friends hav never failed us in an 
emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do 
something to help by inducing new subscriptions. 
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium 
offers printed on the second page of this paper, 
and we think considerable can be done by our 
friends if they will take the trouble to spea.K a good 
word fcir us to their Liberal acquaintances. 

There are several kinds of "patriots " in this land 
besides the ordinary patriot who does· not need 
quotation marks or from three to seven capital let
ters to properly designate him and measure his love 
of country and freedom. Mr. Remsburg found 
some of the capitalized "patriots" in the little town 
of Benton, Pa., the other day. He was announced 
to lecture there, and it was supposed that the hall 
of the Patriotic Order of the Sons of America could 
be secured for the occasia'n, but the Liberals soon 
learned that they did not know the "patriots." A 
member of the "order" wrote to a local paper, in a 
strain worthy of the witch-hunting days. Here is 
a characteristic paragraph: 

"Kind readers of the Argus and citizens of Benton, 
such a lecture will never be delivered in this or any other 
town in a hall owned or controled by the Patriotic Sons 
of A:rp.erice.. They are true Americans, sworn to be loyal 
and true to patriotic principles, and true believers in 
God, his divine work, and acknowledge him as the creator 
and ruler of the universe. That order will never know· 
ingly permit an Infidel to step inside of its dool's on any 
occe.sion for such a purpose." 

From which it appears that these very patriotic 
gentlemen do not hav sufficient faith in their God to 
permit one of his children to question the beliefs 
of others of his creatures. The scribe also says 
that he does not believe that the Infidels can get 
either of the hotel halls, for the proprietors are 
"firm believers in a supreme being" and therefore 
"will refuse admission to such a lecturer." It 
would seem to follow that, in the view of this 
"patriot," belief in God necessarily implies perfect 
willingness to deny liberty of utterance. The his
tory of the world does not, unfortunately for the 
reputation of Theism, furnish much evidence to dis
prove the truth of this ass·umption. The lover of 
his country proceeds : 

What do you mean when you say that this "is a 
question for communities to settle "T Do you mean 
that the majority in a school district or township, if 
Protestant, may rightfully force the Bible upon the 
Freethought or Catholic minority, or that the ma
jority, if Freethought or Catholic, may rightfully 
shut the Bible out of the school despite the pro
tests of the Protestant minority T You hav com
mitted yourself to the principle of local option-are 
you prepared to stand by it honestly and logically 
to the end ! Are you willing that tha Catholics, 
where they are in the majority, shall substitute the 
Doua.y for the King James version T ATe you 
willing that they shall introduce nuns as .teachers 
-as they certainly would hav a right to do if your 
principle is sound-and are you willing that they 
shall employ other Catholic teachers T If so, why 
did your people make such a fuss in the Gallitzin 
school case, and why has the Eagle so frequently 
and intolerantly sworn that the Catholic teachers 
must get out of the public schools T If the com~ 
munities may say whether they will hav the Bible 
in their common schools, why may they not say if 
they will hav Catholic or Protestant or Freethought 
teachers, as the case may be, to the exclusion of all 
others, or that they will employ teachers regardless 
of their religious views, as you say they shall not 
do if the teachers they choose happen to be Catho
lics T More than this-are you willing that the 
majority shall, if so disposed, substitute the "Age 
of Reason" or Ingersoll's" Gods" for the Bible? 
You must be if you aTe in earnest in your statement 
that you favor local option in this matter. But we 
tell you frankly that we do not believe that you 
saw to the end of the lane when you turned into it 
for the purpose· of making a flank movement on the 
Catholics of Missouri. It seems perf~ctly clear to 
us that this was only an attempt to dodge the real 
question at issue, the total separation of church and 
state as regards primary education. You say that 
where it is not desired Bible reading " should not 
be forced upon " the people of the school distriet. 
But how are you going to avoid it if you leave the 
decision of the question to local option T Do you 
expect that the people of the district will always, or 
even frequently, be a unit either for or against Bible 
reading T Are there never to be protesting and 
outraged minorities T What is the difference, in 
principle, between the state voting sectarian in
struction into the common schools and the town
ship or district voting it into those schools T There 
is none, and hence the only remedy is the complete 
secularization of the schools, which involves the 
banishment of the Bible from the desk of every 
teacher and pupil. This will place lloll :relisions on 
lit pllltlle of eauality. 

To those who feel like presenting THE TRuTH 
SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our 
Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small 
cost. A great mapy of the Liberals to whom THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is first sent this way become perma
nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause 

of mental liberty. 
And lastly, after you hav induced some' acquaint

ance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER 
three months to some friend, send us the names of 
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them 

sample copies, and see if they, too, will not sub

scribe. We need them all. 

· Rev. Richard Wake, of Topeka, says that to shut 
the preacher out of the political arena is to giv 
politics over ·to Satan. By "Satan" he probably 
means evil. No rational man wants to shut the 
minister as a citizen out of the field of politics, but 
as a preacher be meddles with state affairs only to 
mar. In the halls of legislatiou. he is the parent of 

" Citizens of Benton, we cannot afford to permit Infi
delity to invade our little tow:a to rail against Christian
ity. We hav enough to contend with already in battling 
for the cause of God and right." 

How weak the Christianity of your ''little town" 
must be if it cannot run the risk entailed by the 
lecture of a Freethinker. You assume that God is 
on your side, that you are his earthly champions 
and defenders and he your heavenly father, and yet 
you are in mortal fear of a single Infidel. 0 ye of 
little faith ! Once more the gallant "Christian par 
triot'': 

"We hav reason to believe that few, if any, of our peo
ple would stoop so low as to go and listen to an Infidel 
railing against God and the Bible. I do not believe there 
ia a fatber or mother in our ,town who would wilh tbeir 
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Cause of the Gulf Stream and Similar Ocean 
Currents. 

These are produced by the rotation of the earth, 
by the land with its peculiar formation, and by the 
tidal wave with the trade winds. If the earth were a 
true sphere and evenly covered with a layer of water 
the tides would follow the moon around the earth 
like a broad but gentle swell, and not exceed five 
feet in hight directly under the moon, and there 
would be no gulf stream or any other ocean currents. 
If there was a narrow belt of land reaching from 
pole to pole it would act on the principle of a dam 
and would stop the natural course of the tide, and 
would raise it from five to twenty-five feet at least. 
To cause a very high tide, form a bay one hundred 
miles long and fifty miles wide at the mouth and 
gradually coming to a point at the extreme end ; 
locate it in the belt of land that reaches from pole 
to pole, directly under the moon. The tide would 
rise at the extreme end of the bay one hundred 
feet at least. This formation givs the tide a very 
good opportunity to enter the bay and force the 
water upward. To make this better understood I 
call your attention to the Bay of Fundy ; it is this 
principle that causes the tide to rise sixty feet or 
more at the head of that bay-it is the form of the 
bay that causes the tide to rise so high. Now let 
us change ends of the bay and see what the e:ffect 
will be, the location being the same and the mouth 
of the bay only fifty feet wide and one hundred 
miles long and fifty miles wide at the extreme end 
or head ; there would be no tide at the extreme end, 
the opening being so small at the mouth and the 
demand for the water so large as it made its way 
up the bay, that it would lose its force long before 
it reached the head. But every tide would make a 
fall into the bay, and every ebb tide a fall into the 
ocean. There would be no possible chance for a 
sufficient quantity of water to get into this bay to 
make a tide at the extreme end. The gulf of Mex
ico is a representation in part of this formation, so 
much so that the tide is quite small on the west 
shore. To produce a mill-privilege, therefore, it 
would only be necessary to cut, at the head of your 
artificial bay, a channel to the ocean on the other 
side of the belt of land described as reaching from 
pole to pole. The ocean would then become your 
millpond. 

The course of the Gulf Stream could be changed 
by cutting across the isthmus of Panama a channel 
of sufficient size to admit the passage of the water 
forming it. The stream would then flow into the 
Pacific ocean and no longer cross the Atlantic to 
warm the shores of Europe as it now does. Ocean 
currents are all equalizers of water. If the water 
remained equally distributed there would be no 
ocean currents. The land with its varied formation, 
together with wind and tide, the two great forces 
which move or displace the waters of the sea, is con
tinually causing inequalities of water. The moon 
and sun by attraction draw the water from the poles 
to the center directly under the moon at the trop
ics, and it is brought by the tide waves from the 
east to the west shore, where it is held by moon, 
sun, and trade winds and forced along the shores 
north and south. The islands forming the Caribbean 
sea act on the principle of a breakwater-they change 
the course of the current and turn it into the gulf 
of Mexico, which becomes the reservoir or fountain 
head, and whence the Gulf Stream flows like a river 
from a lake. It is the equalizer of water as well as 
heat, and makes its way in the direction of the great
est deficiency of that element. 

The warmth of the Gulf Steam is accounted for 
by the fact that its waters are supplied from the 
tropics, being brought thither by the tide waves. 
Acting on the principle of an eddy, water is forced 
from the poles, and thus the cold. currents also are 
formed. 

This theory rests upon the assumption that 
the water is higher on the east than on the west 
side of the isthmus of Panama. If the opposit is 
the fact, then this explanation is incorrect. It must 
stand or fall when a true survey across the isthmus 
is made. The continent of America is the great 
dam in the ocean ; it changes the courses of tides 
and changes tides into currents. Place the conti
nent of America so it will lie east and west, and it 
will change the ocean currents, destroying some 
and creating others. If there were no other land 
on the globe than America, there would be no ocean 
current except those connected with America. But 
such not being the case, Africa has her nose in the 
way, Australia and New Zealand intervene, and 
Asia is there to stop tide!! and make ocean currents 
up the Pacific ocean; so that when we find large 
bodies of land directly in the path of the tide wave 
we find ocean currents also. All large oceans hav 
their counter currents or eddies, the water that has 
been carried west by the tide returning as currents 
to su:p:p~;r t4tJ defici_ency, t:md thus impRrting the 

eddy motion. The tide, with the land and its forma
tion, will produce every circumstance connected 
with the ocean currents. 

Some of the trade winds are caused by the rotary 
motion of the earth. The sun, cons~antly warming 
the air at the surface of the earth, making it lighter 
by day while the night cools it and makes it heavier, 
the cool air follows the sun around the earth ; and 
that is the cause of its keeping one direction. Tide 
on the side of the earth opposit to the moon is the 
result of reacting force.· Every child who has 
swung by a suspended rope or otherwise has learned 
the operation of this law, and anyone who moves 
water in a wide vessel must pay due regard to this 
principle or he will be likely to let some of the con
tents slop out. 

It will not be wholly foreign to the subject now 
in hand to explain the phenomena of the earth's 
rotation. The sun is continually expanding, by 
heat, the side of the earth turned towards it, there
by making that side lighter. Night meanwhile 
condenses and makes heavy the opposit side of the 
globe. This, with its motion around the sun, forces 
the planet to revolve. If it should turn back upon 
it<.~ course around the sun, its· rotation would be in 
an opposit direction also. JoHN P. WHIPPLE. 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
[The foregoing article was copyrighted and pub

lished by Mr. Whipple in 1878. The re{lort 'of the 
United States Coast Survey having verified his the
ory the.. treatis acquires additional interest. Speak
ing of the report he says: "Perhaps the moilt val
uable item is the discovery that the stream changes 
in velocity daily and monthly and that predictions 
can be made of the time of these changes. It will 
be remembered that the tides rise and fall daily, 
their motion depending chiefly upon the position 
of the moon in its revolution around the earth, and 
in the same manner the current varies in velocity 
daily. During the month another change takes 
place which follows the moon in its journey north 
and south of the equator." The following state
ment is from the Chicago 1: ribune: "When it was 
first proposed to open the Panama canal the scheme 
was strongly opposed on the ground that it would 
endanger millions of lives. It was asserted that 
the waters of the Pacific were more than one hun
dred feet higher than those of the Atlantic, and 
that if they got headway in the ditch they would 
drown the country all around on the Atlantic side. 
It now turns out, after careful survey, that the 
Atlantic is the higher of the two, and that the dif
ference is about six and a. half feet." Mr. Whipple 
invites criticism and discussion.] 

The Sermon on the Mount. 
'911. 

We now come to about the last part of the Ser
mon on the Mount that we need consider. I mean 
the so-called Golden Rule. 

Mat. vii, 12, givs it as, "All things whatsoever ye 
would that men should do to you, do yon even so 
to them; for this is the law and the prophets."• 

Luke vi, 81, givs it as, " As ye would that men 
should do to you, do ye also to men likewise." 

For this maxim of the highest degree of morality 
we are in no way indebted to Jesus, as it was cur
rent all over the world centuries before he lived. 
He mentions it only on this one occasion, and if he 
believed it true, why did he not observe it himself T 
At the. marriage feast at Cana, when his mother 
made a simple remark to him to the effect that they 
had no wine, he turned on her with, "Woman, 
what hav I to do with thee T (John ii, 1 et seq.) Is 
that the way he would hav had his mother do unto 
him ! In the very next chapter following the one 
in which he uttered the Golden Rule one of his dis
ciples asked him to let him go and bury his father, 
and Jesus replied; " Follow me ; let the dead bury 
their dead (Mat. viii, 21, 22). Is that as he would 
hav had others do to him T Surely it is doing as 
you would be done by to "forgiv your enemies." 
But Jesus tells us at the end of the very chapter 
that contains the Golden Rule and elsewhere (Mat. 
xxv, 41) that in the last day he will disown and cast 
out his enemies without forgivness, and that the 
king will say (Mat. xxv, 41), "Depart from me, ye 
cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil 
and his angels." The divine way of doing unto 
others as ye would be done by is certainly contra
dictory. When men would not believe in J esns, or 
receive his teachings, he assailed them with abusiv 
names and threats. Is that as he would hav had 
others do to him T Take what Professor Huxley 
calls the Gadarene pig affair, in which Jesus drove 
a legion of devils into a herd of swine that belonged 
to some one else, and so they rushed into the sea 
and were destroyed (Mat. viii, 28 et seq.). Is that 
as he would hav been done by? No wonder the 
Gadarenes requested him to leave the country. 

Co!lfucius, born 551 ll.o., ta.ught this mRxim be-

fore J esns, and repeatedly called attention to it, 
thus: 

" What I do not wish men to do to me, I also 
do not wish to do to men." 

Perfect virtue is, " not to do to others as you 
would not wish done to yourself." 

Asked, "Is there one word· which may serve as a 
rule of practice for all one's life T" Confucius an
swered, ''Is not Reciprocity such a word T" 

" Wha'li yon do not want done to yourself, do not 
to others." 

" What yon do not like, when done to yourself, 
do not do to others." 

One of the ways of the superior man ia " to set 
the example in behaving to a friend as I would re
quire him to behave to me." 

!socrates (four hundred years before the publica
tion of the gospels) said, "Do not to others that 
which would offend yon if they should do it to you" 
(Gnizot's translation in note to Gibbon's History of 
Christianity, p. 77). 

Diogenes Laertins relates that Aristotle (died 
after 822 B c.), being asked how we ought to conduct 
ourselvs toward our friends, answered, " As we 
would wish they would carry themselvs toward us" 
(Pick's "Talmud-What is it 1" p. 130). 

Many others said the same thing, and the teach
ing is one of human experience that must go baQk 
far into the mists of time. 

Dr. Pick (ibid. 129) referring to Hillel's version 
of the Golden Rule, which is negativ after the man
ner of Confucius, says: " We must bear in mind 
the wide interval between the merely negativ rule 
of the Jewish president and the positiv precE!pt of 
the divine master." This objection is not valid, as 
though negativ in form, it is still a positiv command ; 
but as a matter of fact Confucius givs it in both 
forms, and others in the positiv form before Jesus. 
As a matter of fact again, in the " Teachings of the 
Twelve Apostles," discovered some years back, 
Jesus's teaching is actuallv given in the negativ 
form of Confucius, thus: "Whatsoever thou wouldst 
not hav befall thee, do not thou to another." Many 
Christian authorities believe the " Teachings of the 
Twelve Apostles " to be older than any of the four 
gospels. If so, here is a dilemma for such as Dr. 
Pick. 

In our examination we hav found nothing to ad
mire in the Sermon on the Mount except a few 
teachings that J er,ms has borrowed from other men ; 
and he has generally perverted even these in re
echoing them. In practical and religious life Chris
tians themselvs disclaim or ignore the teachings 
almost from start to finish. None of them believes 
in the so-called blessedness of poverty, either of 
purse or spirit; in weeping or mourning ; in hunger 
or thirst;· they are not "beatitudes" even to Chris
tians. All t.he essential precepts, those with regard to 
divorce and the relations of the sexes ; to swearing; 
to mutilation of the body and throwing parts of it 
away ; to alms-giving, love to enemies, non-resist
ance to evil or violence ; his ideas about idleness, 
thrift, wealth, meekness, humility-all are rejected, 
in practice, by Christians, as impractical; and the 
ages in which some attempt was made to carry them 
out were ages called "dark," and are denounced by 
Christians as vehemently as by believers. 

It will also be seen that our analysis of the 
alleged moral teachings of Jesus has shown that 
they cannot be applied to human life without dis
astrous consequences. We hav seen that professing 
Christians, alleged followers of Jesus, one and all, 
put his asserted moral teaching on one side as im
practical, and that the principles which regulate 
so-called Christian life are contrary to them. 

There is but one explanation of all this : These 
teachings are impractical because Jesus (or who
ever wrote his sayings if he was a myth) believed 
that the end of the world was so near at hand 
that practical teaching about life was out of place ; 
it was not needed. He borrowed this idea, as well 
as many others. Before Jesus, John the Baptist, 
under Zoroastrian influences, had called on men: 
" Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand " 
(Mat. iii, 2). As soon as Jesus began to preach he 
copied John, " Repent ; for the king of heaven is at 
hand." Whoever formulated this teaching did it 
under the impression that in that very generation 
Jesus would return, and the kingdom of heaven 
be established; as in Mat. xvi, 28, where Jesus is 
represented as saying : "Verily I say unto you, 
There be some standing here which shall not taste 
of death, till they see the Son of Man coming in 
his kingdom." (Refer also to Mark i, 15; ix, 1; 
xiii, SO; Luke ix, 27; xxi, 82; John xxi, 21 et seq.). 
It is not necessary to show how firm . the belief of 
Jesus's followers was then that he would come again 
for the last day. Outside of the four gospels the 
New Testament is full of it. It is enough to un
dersto.:nd the foolish and doubtleas ins&ule delusion 
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about the coming end of the world under which 
Jesus and his followers spoke and taught. As the 
end of the world was at hand, qutstions of how to 
lead a proper worldly life did not concern Jesus, 
_an_d ~is whole teaching is that men should disregard 
this hfe and spend what little time is left in getting 
ready for the end so near. Bearing these facts in 
mind, and they are notorious, it is easy to under
stand how it came about that the teachings of 
Jesus, in the Sermon on the Mount and elsewhere, 
were so useless and impractical. They were uttered 
under one of the grossest of delusions ; were for
mutated for a supposed very short period of time, 
and for supposed conditions that never did exist. 
As the end of the world did not come when Jesus 
predicted it, he is thus himself convicted of being 
what he called others-a false prophet. As the end 
did not come, and we know cannot come in the way 
he predicted, the system of alleged moral teachings 
which he devised to meet the circumstances falls 
to the ground, as utterly useless and unsuited to 
any age or time · that ever did or ever will exist. 
And the knowledge of the false idea under which 
the teaching was uttered explains why it is itself 
false and useless. 

. Dr. J. W. McClure! whose keen ~ogic and exten- 11 .Only a few ;days ago I met one of our best friends, . 
s1v kn~wledge ?f h1story make _h1m a power for who, u~on being told of the financial condition of 
~eculansm, pres1ded at both meetmgs. The doctor the Umon, handed me a dollar, saying, "We ought 
IS one of our _most fearless champions and I was to hav sent in some money long ago, but hav been 
glad to meet h1m. L. Ames, who arranged for the neglecting to do so." How many more are there 
lectures, is one of our friends who shows his "faith like this T Do you realize that a few of us are 
b~ his works;" he is not an enthusiast, but, like M. :working all the time and making sacrifices every 
Fll:zgerell, is always ready when there is work day to do what is being done! Are you not willing 
needed for the cause. I was delighted to grasp to make some sacrifices too?' 
the hands of so many o"f our· old friends. What Since last report the following contributions hav 
Secularist who is at all acquainted with the history been received: 0. Nelson, Joseph Rich, B. F. Linn, 
of Oregon Secularism does not remember Wright each $1; ·Mrs. A. De Peatt, F. S. and Ruth Brettel, 
Forshay, the Aliens, Downs, Geers, Mounts, and each 50 cents; R. H. Scott, $5.00. 
WolfardsT It was inspiring to meet them all. KATIE KEHM SMITH, 
Among the younger element I was pleased to meet Sec. Oregon State Secular Union. 
Mr. Geer, about twenty years old, exceptionally 
bright and earnest with the enthusiasm of youth. 

It is not necessary to suppose that at first Jesus 
was dishonest. He was led on to further complica
tions of perplexity by his self-delusions. But in 
view of the absurd pretensions that he made and 
that his followers still make for him, it is necessary 
to point out that, while at first not claiming to be 
the messiah, he did afterwards dishonestly waver, 
then secretly encourage the claim, and that after he 
had become fully committed to the entanglements 
of the situation he probably went insane or was on 
the verge of insanity. The belief in the nearness 
of the end of the world was, however, one of his 

. strongest convictions ; consequently his teachings 
hav no sort of value for us, except to be studied as 
curiosities of delusion and fanaticism. We know 
that he did not know what he was talking about 
when he spoke of these "earthly things," and we 
hav no reason to suppose that he had any better in
formation about "heavenly: things." 

CaAs. B. CooPER. 

The Cause in Oregon. 
It is not because we are not making progress that 

I hav not written "The Cause in Oregon" for so 
long a time. We are making that kind of progress 
which is substantial, in that the work goes on from 
week to week with ever-increasing interest. 

Interest in our work is not confined to this state, 
as each week brings letters of inquiry for sugges
tions, etc., for Secular Sunday-schools, and if all to 
whom we hav sent constitution and by-laws, leaf
lets, etc., with suggestions "how to organize," are 
going ahead with the work, many children are be
ing taken away from the Christian strongholds, 
the Christian Sunday-schools. 

The Forest Gr.ove circuit, Mrs. A. E. Barker, 
lecturer, is not only flourishing finely, with its large 
Secular Sunday-school, its Young People's Ethical 
Society, its Free Reading Room, of which Mrs. 
Barker is librarian, but this noble worker has ex
tended. her circuit to include McMinnville, so that 
now she speaks in Forest Grove the first and third 
Sundays, and in McMinnville the second and last 
Sundays of each month, lecturing at neighboring 
places during the week. 

Since my resignation as lecturer of the First 
Secular church of Portland, this circuit has been in 
charge of Nettie A: Olds, who lectures twice a 
month, is leader of the choir, and superintendent of 
the Secular Sunday-school. 
· The Sunday-school is now in better condition 

that it ever was. It is the regular meetings, and 
regular lecturers, which keep up the interest and 
which will make our cause popular and influential 
for good. 

I feel greatly indebted to Miss Wolff, who added 
much to the evening enter~ainment by playing sev
eral fi~e selections on the piano. Miss Wolff is a 
thorough Secularist, and she is proud of it. Oh, if 
we only had more such brave young women, not 
afraid to publicly identify themselvs with what is 
sometimes called "our unpopular cause." If all 
were brave and outspoken as our Silverton friends, 
if there were fewer " policy " Liberals, Secularism 
would long ago hav ceased to be unpopular in other 
localities. Miss Wolff will make a splendid super~ 
intendant of the Secular Sunday-school, and the 
presence at the meetings of so many bright-looking 
children and young mEJn and women, givs shining 
hopes for a large Sunday-school at Silverton. 
While here I enjoyed the hospitality of Mrs. Wol
fard, at the Wolfard Hotel. No one would tbink 
that this sweet-faced, young-looking woman is 
"grandma," but she is, and all the children and 
grandchildren seem to hav inherited her smiles. In 
this home are music and flowers and everything 
which tends to make "paradise on earth." 

Among those who became members of the Oregon 
State Secular Union are Edward Meyers, F. H. 
Downing, P. J. Dickerson, John Hicks, H. S. Von 
Volkenburg, Hallie Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Guiss, 
C. W. Turner, Mrs. James Downs, J. H. Marsh
banks, W. C. and H. S. Mount, H. L. Eisenhart, 
W. R. Smith, T. D. Allen, and Pearl W. Geer. 

Woodburn is the home of our third vice-president, 
R. H. Scott, and his family, and on my return from 
Silverton I had the pleasure of enjoying the hospi
tality of these splendid people. Mr. Scott is one of 
our well-to-do Secularists, and stands ·by the cause 
with his money as well as his work ; and what a 
charming family he has ! The gentle wife and 
mother is idolized, and· everywhere is seen that ten
der regard, that sweet affection one for the other, 
which makes this home a happy one and its example 
a power for good. No family in Marion county is 
held in higher esteem. After I had visited their 
comfortable home, seen their bright daughters and 
stalwart sons, I was proud indeed that the Secular
ists of Oregon had chosen R. H. Scott as one of the 
executiv committee of the Oregon State Secular 
Union. Prof. W. J. Wirtz, of Forest Grove, has 
been licensed by the executiv committee and will 
be put in charge of the new circuit to be organized 
in Tillamook county. Professor Wirtz is a phre
nologist and will be indulgent and generous towards 
his opponents, for he realizes that people cannot do 
as they wish, but as they must, and he will be able to 
scientifically demonstrate to others why this is true. 

And speaking of phrenology, let me ask your 
readers if they all know the merits of that splendid 
publication written by Edgar C. Beall entitled" The 
Brain and the Bible," with a preface by Colonel 
Ingersoll. In my opinion this is one of the finest 
books written. and ought to be in every home. 
. Those living in or near Portland can obtain the 
book of W. E. Jones, 291 Alder street, who, with 
his wife, is doing so much to make people think for 
themselvs. 

I would prefer to stop with this item, but, friends 
of Secularism, we need your help and we want you 
to know it. This is the third year we hav tried to 
carry on this regular work with never enough money 
contributed to pay even running expenses. Those 
of yoiJ. who are not helping to pay a regular lecturer 
and maintaining a Secular Sunday-school, and even 
if you are, will you not come to the rescue and help 
us out financially T 

Two Clergymen Want a Guardian. 
We are sorry to see that two real good ministers 

of Newark were wickedly persecuted a few days ago 
by a heartless lawyer. These ministers hav a mis. 
sion to supervise the art and literature of the New
arkers, and in the course of their laudable labors 
they swore out a warrant for thlil arrest of Russell 
Brant, a newsdealer of that city. The pictures. 
were in a New York illustrated weekly, and the one 
which most seriously perturbed the dominies was 
that of a young woman in a college dormitory kick
ing a football. She was dressed in short skirts 
and corsets. A jury of six was impaneled and the 
pictures were closely examined. Assistant City 
Attorney Cross called one of the complainants; 
Rev. F. C. S. Jones, as the first witness, and he told 
how he and the other preacher had determined 
upon a crusade against such publications. He said 
that these pictures had a tendency to arouse im
proper thoughts in certain minds and should be 
suppressed . 

"Did it tu-ouse such thoughts in your mind?" asked 
William B. Guild, counsel for Brant. · 

"No, sir. Being a servant of the Lord, it would not 
do so now, but there was a time when it might hav done 
~, . 

"When was that?" 
''I should judge that it was when I was between fifteen 

and nineteen years old," the clergyman said. 
After a fruitless discus1ion as to what constituted an 

indecent picture, Lawyer Guild produced a handsome 
edition of the Bible in which the principal illustration 
was a representation of Adam and Eve without any cover
ing on them. 

"Would that excite improper thoughts?" asked the 
lawyer. 

"In some minds it might," replied the clergyman. 
"What do you think of it?" 
"Well, I wouldn't care to hav such a work in my 

family." 
Lawyer Guild next exhibited an artistic copy of Mil

ton's "Paradise Lost," illustrated by Dore. Mr. Jones 
thought even less of it than of the Bible. 

" How comes it that these works are found in the edu
cated families of the country?" asked the lawyer. 

''It is simply an exhibition of the low moral state of 
the American public," was the clergyman's explanation. 

Rev. Mr. Millington said emphatically that the pictures 
complained of were designed and calculated to breed im
pure thoughts. 

''Did they hav that effect upon you?" Lawyer Gnild 
asked. . 

" I had to be on my guard to see that they did no\." 
replied Mr. Millington. _ · 

"Now, let's understand this thing clearly," remarked 
the lawyer. "Do you wish to be understood as saying 
that you felt a temptation as a result of looking at the 
pictures?'' 

"That is the truth, and I wish to be so understood. 
The pictures were drawn for snch a purpose and they are 
calculated to hav that efl:ect, and do hav it." 

"Speak for yourself." . 
" They arouse a temptation in the mind of any person 

looking at them," Mr. Millington said with measured 
emphasis. 

"Hear me out," said Lawyer Guild. 
" I decline," retorted the 11lergyman. 
"You mnst, for more reasons than one," the lawyer 

said, and the spectators giggled . 
The lawyer talked for a long while. Then the jury 

went into a room for half an hour, and when they came 
back it was with the report that Newsdealer Brant was 
not guilty. An appeal was taken. 

From which it appears that the "certain minds'' 
which the ministers were afraid would be corrupted 
were their own. But was there anything bad in 
the picture that was not first in their own minds ? 

Mrs. Stanton's Opinion as to Living Pictures. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton has not the slight

est sympathy with the crusade against the living 
pictures, either here or in England, and deprecates 
the mock modesty of those women who frown upon 
all public exhibitions of the nude, whether in art or 
in assisting in the study of medicin.-Rochester 
Union and Advertiser. 

Last Sunday I made my first visit to the birth
place of the Oregon State Secular Union, Silverton, 
lecturing in the afternoon and evening. In the 
afternoon my text was : "And if Christ be not 
risen, then is our preaching vain,_ and. your faith is 
also vain" (1 Cor. xv, 14), and ]Udgmg from the 
applause of the audience, it was proven to its satis
faction that the story of the resurrection is a most 
absurd one, viewed from the Christian standpoint, 
but a pretty figure of speech when unlocked by the 
astronomical key which reveals the origin of Easter. 
In the evening my subject was " Special Provi
dence." We hav a host of good friends in Silverton 
and, I might add, most of them were as discouraged 
as most of the Secularists of Oregon had become 
before the incorporation of the Union and adoption 
of its present methods ; but the outlook now for 
arousing new interest in the Union, and establishing 
a Secular Sunday-school, is bright indeed, and we 
soon hope to hl\v B!DOt)Wf circuit with SUveftQD as 
tbe center. 

The building erected in the Oregon Secular Park 
is still without a roof, and the rain is ruining the 
floor ; there is no money in the treas'uy to buy 
shingles, or properly inclose the building, or to 
build the necessary steps from the railroad and 
river, and it il!l very important that these improve-
ments should be made right away. We want to 
send delegates to our legislature to work for the re
peal of laws that exempt church property from tax
ation, but we lack the money to do it ; we even lack 
funds to C!l!."!T'f OD 9Ul" Segu!M" §«B~~1·~{l};&gg! W9rlt 
properly. . 

The largest diamond in the world was found 
June 30th, 1893, in the Cape Colony mines by the 
inspector, Ed J organ sen. It weighs 971! carat>', 
and is valued at $5,000,000. This is of little interest 
to Freethinkerfil, w}Jg !!~!d9m md~lg~ ill (lj~Q!!QS 
of tilt\t Yt!!lue, 
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News and Notes. 
While the storms were raging in other parts of 

the country and the snow was falling fast, in San 
Marcial the weather was like paradise. Warm.and 
golden sunshine fell on the wide plains and lofty 
mountains. The blue dome shone with delightful 
effulgence, and made the desert sand glitter almost 
like a marble floor. My friend Tibbetts owns a 
gallant team, and with this I had several drives 
over the sparsely inhabited country. For miles not 
a house could be seen, only rocks and rocks and 
sands and sands, with now and then a wandering 
herd or a coyote or wildcat. I do not see how these 
lands can ever be cultivated or be used for anything_ 
else than extensiv pastures. Among the foothills, 
however, many fruits can be abundantly produced, 
and with irrigation alfalfa can grow in vast quanti
ties. The river, Rio Grande, is almost dry at sorne 
seasons of the year, but when the snows melt it 
spreads miles in width and the tributary streams 
roll and roar like cataracts. It is an interesting 
country to traverse, for at times you might imagin 
you were in hades, there is such a perfect desolation. 
in the aspect. You might easily imagin that one 
could dry up and blow away in these arid regions. 
Far around the horizon stretch the mountains in 
every variety of form and n'ake a grotesque frame 
for the level mesas and winding canons through 
whose rocky pathways one must slowly travel. 
Once in a while a ranch strikes upon the view, with 
green trees, orchards, and evidences of comfort and 
growth. I visited Fort Craig, an abandoned gov
ernment post. It was built, I believe, during the 
Mexican war, and round about some straggling bat
tles hav been fought. This is the home of Captain 
Jack Crawford. It is a lonely-looking place, and 
you wouldn't think as you came toward it from the 
almost untraveled plains that any human being was 
to be seen. It was quite a surprise to be ushered 
into a pleasant room, to view literary and art treas
ures, curios, and many relics of Indian life mingling 
with the pictures of civilization. Our party received 
a warm welcome from Mrs. Crawford and her 
daughters ; and it . was quite a romantic contrast 
amidst such barren surroundings where you might 
think you were millions of years behind the times 
in the first formations of geological eras, when the 
world was in the making, to be all at once at the 
hearthstone of civilized life, and witness the grace 
and ornament of the nineteenth century. This is 
one of the surprises of this enormous Western 
country, that when you think you are outside the 
bounds of human existence, where even vegetation 
can scarcely flourish, in a moment at some turn of 
the road you catch a vision of our foremost progress. 
Oftentimes in the loneliest places, with the most 
uncouth habiliments, I meet college educated men. 
I meet scholars and poets, and those who dress in 
rags will haul out a bag full of twenty-dollar gold 
pieces with the nonchalance of a millionaire. It is 
a wonderful panorama of nature and of man in 
in:fi.nit variety that unfolds in this country which 
still has before it such boundless possibilities .. 

• I gave six lectures in all at San Marcial, and the 
audiences increased each evening. Of course in a 
place of this kind great results cannot be accom
plished. It is on the frontier. Outside of it is. a 
territory comparativly unoccupied. The railroad is 
what givs it the breath of civilization. But there 
are stanch comrades here. The railroad men read 
and think. There is a fine reading-room connected 
with the station, and first-class papers and periodi
cals are at hand. This community will compare 
favorably with any other community for information 
and enterprise. Considering all the circum
stances of the case, I am well satisfied with the pio
neer work accomplished. A foundation has been 
laid for future progress, and a comradeship estab
lished. 

I am under many obligations to Mr. Howard, 
editor of the San Marcial Bee, who has been fair
minded in all his notices of the lectures. He is 
willing to giv both sides a. hearing, and shows· a 
true newspaper ability in keeping up with the times. 

Dr. Cruiks4anks returned in season for the last 
lecture. I was glad to meet with this genuin Lib
eral. He was unavoidably absent at the beginning 
of the campaign, but he is always ready to. stand by 
the colors. He is a Freethinker to the core. 

On Friday evening I leave San Marcial and the 
home of the Ribleys, where the Secular Pilgrim has 
generous entertainment, and take my way to Ari
zona. No finer sky ever spread over the earth than 
the sky of that lovely golden evening. The river 
glistened in its beams, and as the soft darkness 
mingled with the illuminations of the departing 
day, and the moon rode aloft in gorgeous splendor, 
it seemed as if I was in one of the mighty palaces 
of nature's original regime, where gentle fairies flit 
and 1lash in the glorious luster. But when I went 

forth from Albuquerque the heavy clouds rolled 
over the moon ; by midnight a great wind was 
blowing. It howled and thundered as if trying to 
overthrow the train. When I arrived at Flagstaff 
the next day noon, among the primeval forests, it 
was raining and snowing. At Ash Fork I change 
cars for Prescott, and the outlook is by no means 
promising for fair weather. It was quite a change 
from the almost tropical splendor of New Mexico. 
I receive a warm welcome ·at my point of destina
tion from Dr. Miller, J. Rosenbury, and others. 
Sunday morning dawned with a cloudy sky, but 
with great patches of blue, which indicated that the 
storm was about over. I lectured on Sunday after
noon and evening to fair audiences. I hav made a 
good beginning, I think, for the month's campaign, 
seeing that the churches hav joined forces for a big 
revival. There is a large Liberal element in this 
community, and I believe it can be brought to the 
front and organized for effectiv service. Now that 
Arizona is about to become a state, the Freethought 
forces must be organized in order to bring it into 
the union on a purely secular basis. This is the 
object of the work now opened at Prescott. I shall 
be here for a month, lecturing week-days and Sun
days. I expect also to lecture in some of the 
neighboring mining camps and at Phoanix and 
Tempe. I shall also giv five lectures at Tucson. I 
believe that Arizona is one of the best places on the 
continent for the Liberal advance. The present 
campaign is under the management of Dr. J. 
Miller, of Prescott, well known throughout the 
territory, one of its foremost citizens, who has 
the courage and determination to make success, if 
possible. I hope that all Freethinkers throughout 
Arizona will join in this great undertaking and com
municate with Dr. Miller. Let us organize to put 
Arizona in the shining ranks of progress. It needs 
but a few bold leaders to win a decisiv victory. 

Arizona is a wonderful country. I believe the 
evidences go to show that this is the first spot on 
this planet where man appeared. There are relics 
of humanity which go back undoubtedly ten thou
sand years. There are the remains of the Cliff-dwel
lers, mummies, hieroglyphics, etc. Dr. Miller and 
others of my Freethought friends hav made a great 
study of these things, and I expect to giv some 
interesting information to the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER from these enthusiastic investigators. 
I expect to plunge back into the farthest centuries 
of h.uman history, through the dim corridors of 
time, amidst these marvelous regions. Arizona is 
packed with ancient treasures, and the mind can 
revel in untrodden paths of discovery. I shall hav 
a month of delightful labors, seeing humanity in 
its present most vivid and unique aspects-civiliza
tion on the frontier. I shall also behold some of 
tne grandest scenery in the world. I shall look 
upon volcanic spaces of desolation, and travel along 
the highway of primeval man, and from these 
glimpses of the immeasurable past find inspiration 
for the glorious future. To-day is a beautiful day, 
soft and splendid as the springtime of the East, 
and I anticipate a whole month of such gorgeous 
weather. Pioneer work has its zest and beauty, 
and even if we do hav to work hard and meet all 
sorts of bad luck, and push through mud and snow 
and rain, and sleep on the soft side of a board, still 
there is a freshness and glory connected with this 
life that one can't find in all the luxury of wealth 
and ease, and we are amply repaid for the aches 
and pains we suffer. 

After I finish in Arizona I shall be at Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, and Trinidad, Colorado, and I hope 
that friends in the latter state will open up some 
other places for work. Keep on the move. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. . 

The Campaign Book. 
The following hav contributed for the books of 

our joint Congress: Jerry C. Brown, 50 copies ; 
John Dietmeyer, 18 copies ; Stephen Brewer, 8 
copies; Willett Phillips, 8 copies; P. F. Spencer, 
1 copy. I should like to hav many more friends 
help us to get this book into the hands of thou
sands that are not with us, but soon will be. It 
will giv all the addresses delivered by our leading 
lecturers in the Freethought field, well as the 
report of the treasurer how, and for what, the 
money has been expended (every contributor should 
know that); the names of all donors to the Con
gress, as well as the fight in Washington and Al
bany; and the book will show how little money we 
hav had, and the great work that has been accom
plished. It will giv encouragement to those who 
stand for human emancipation. I consi~er it a 
greb.t wrong to compel us to respect and help main
tain an institution (the church) in which we do not 
believe. We demand that church property be no 
longer exempt from taxation. We want to push 

those ideas to the front and vote for the legislators 
who will help us. We are strongly opposed. to 
contributing to the churches, and want them to pay 
their own wav as we pay ours. 

E. C. REIOHWALD, Treasurer F. F. of A., 
234 South Water st., Chicago. 

Freethought and Secular Notes from England. 
"A HAPPY NEW YEAR." 

The above is my hearty greeting to the thousands 
of Freethinkers who reside in the United States and 
Canada. True happiness should be the aim of all; 
but with our Stlcular friends its realization ought to 
be deemed of the first importance. Many Chris
tians seek to console themselvs for the lack of human 
sunshine on earth by indulging in hopes of a better 
state of things in a place they term heaven. Secu
larists, on the contrary, believing that "now is the 
accepted time, now is the day of salvation," strive 
to experience as much as possible that happiness 
which is based upon freedom, justice, and honor, 
and which sheds a halo of comfort and joy upon 
mundane existence. From a Freethinker's point 
of view the only compensation that lies in the future 
for all the drawbacks of the past and the present is 
an improvement in this world, which is the only one 
of which we hav any knowledge. The surest plan 
to secure such an improvement is united action in 
continuing the warfare against ignorance and super
stition-the legacies of a domineering church and 
of a usurping aristocracy. The fact that the suc
cess which has hitherto been won in this direction 
is the result of secular effort should inspire the 
friends of progress in every clime to endeavor to make 
the new year more prolific for good than any of its 
predecessors hav been. Such useful conduct will 
be the best contribution that can be given to the 
promotion of personal happiness and to the aug
mentation of national greatness. 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN ENGLAND. 
Despite the advancement that has been made of 

late on this side of the Atlantic our present social 
relations are still in a most appalling condition. 
Poverty with its innumerable and heart-rending 
evils extensivly abounds ; men, women, and children 
are enduring the most intense suffering through 
the want of food, clothing, and shelter, while 
many die from the bitter pangs of starvation ; 
thousands of men who are able and willing to work 
can obtain no employment, and money which is 
neeessary to the efficient use of labor is monopolized 
by the few. Now it appears to me that whatever 
the immediate causes of this sad state of affairs may 
be, the original cause was the impotency of theology 
to produce a justly arranged condition of society. 
Things are as they are as the result of centuries of 
misrule. And it must be remembered that it was 
during these very centuries that the church held 
absolute sway. It controled the state, the schools, 
and the masses. Every policy not in favor of the 
church was bitterly opposed. For ages the people 
were deprived of all means of self-help, science was 
condemned, and true education was entirely ignored. 
It was a period of theological supremacy and priestly 
government. "By their fruits ye shall know them." 
The objectionable fruits we hav in our midst are 
inequalities, injustice, and direful misery ; the trees 
that bore these fruits were theology and superstition; 
therefore our business as real reformers is to do our 
best to destroy what remains of these poisonous in
fluences and thereby clear the way for the cultivation 
of those agencies that will improve the social status 
of the general community. 

PROGRESS IN 1894. 
Fortunately, theology having been deprived of 

the supremacy it once commanded, we are progress
ing, slowly though it be, from the degradation of 
the past. Politically but little reform has been ac
complished during the year 1894. This has not 
been because no attempts hav been made in that 
direction, for many u8eful measures hav been intro
duced and passed in the House of Commons, but 
because the House of Lords, true to its traditions, 
has destroyed the useful work of the representative 
of the people. There are, however, strong indica
tions that this upper chamber, composed as it is of 
what John Bright termed "moral invalids and in
tellectual imbecils," will shortly be deprived of 
much of its power for evil. In social and Secular 
matters, decided advancement of which we may be 
justly proud has been made in the year just de
parted. For instance, the rural population has been 
rescued from the merciless grasp of the parson and 
squire; the sons of toil in our towns and cities hav 
had some useful legislativ reforms in their favor 
whereby shorter hours, better wages, and healthier 
conditions in their workshops hav -been secured ; 
orthodoxy has received some powerful ehocks; 

, 
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criticism upon the Bible by Christians has been 
more outspoken than ever, and purely Secular ·edu
cation has won a higher position than it ever pre
viously occupied in this country. 

A SOOIAL REVOLUTION. 

The passing through Parliament of the great 
measure known as the "Pariah Councils bill" was 
the prelude to the greatest social revolution that 
has ever taken place in England. In spite of the 
persistent opposition of the clergy the bill became 
law and its results up to the present hav been most 
satisfactory. Lord Rosebery in a recent speech 
spoke thus of the charter of the agricultural popu
lation: 

"Think, gentlemen, what that means. Twenty-four 
thousand elections where elections were never held be
fore; ninety· thousand men, probably most of them for 
the first time, given a share in the responsibilities of their 
rural localities. Think of the new upheaval and waken
ing .into life that this bill, by one magic touch, has called 
into being right through the rural districts of England 
and W"les. I think if you can measure that fact-and 
those can measure it wh(i) are conversant with rural 
.localities-yon will admit that no greater boon has ever 
been given to the peasantry of England than the right 
and the power to take an interest in their own immedi
ate affairs. 

It may be truly said that if this measure stood 
alone as the one accomplishment of the year it 
would mark a great stride onward, inasmuch as its 
effect for good has been felt in those places where 
the ideal of social equality and political rights has 
been the weakest. The artisans of our towns hav 
.to a large extent learned the lesson of self
government, and the new law has given to the 
rural population a good start in the same direction. 
It has brought to their doors the possibilities of 
citizenship. In many places where the year 1894 
dawned upon villages plunged in profound apathy, 
crushed under the heel of landlordism, submiasiv 
to a degree but one remove from slavery and with 
but the feeblest hope of rising above it, it has 
closed upon a scene of manly awakening, of social 
aspirations, of upper-class rage and defeat, and 
working-class exhilaration at the possession of new 
powers. This may be fairly claimed as being an 
advance in the direction of a true ideal that will 
mark 1894 as a historic year in the story of the 
progress of the English people. 

CHARLES wATTS. 

London, England, Jan. 2, 1895. 
[OONOLUDED NEXT WEEK.] 

Observations. 
The following remarks by "Antichrist" throw 

light upon a topic mentioned in this column last 
week : " The recent revisers of the English transla
tion of the New Testament are not the first to in
terpolate ' daughter' after 'virgin ' in 1 Cor. vii, 
36. In Dr. Murdock's 'literal· translation from 
the Syriac Peshito version,' published in 1851, the 
passage reads as follows : ' But if any one thinketh 
that there is reproach, on account of his maiden 
[daughter], because she hath passed her time, and 
he hath not presented her to a husband, [and] it be 
fitting that he present her ; let him do what he de
aireth, he ainneth not; let her be married.' The 
word ' daughter ' is bracketed by Dr. Murdock, and 
js interpolated because of what follows in the text, 
especially by the words we hav italicized, which are 
wanting in the Greek and Latin codices. Those 
words clearly imply that by 'maiden' or 'virgin' 
i.he writer of the epistle meant daughter." With 
a uniformity quite unusual to inspired writings, all 
the versions of Paul's epistle represent the author 
as addressing his advice about the disposition of 
the virgin to the old man instead of the girl-a's 
though the maiden herself had no voice in the mat
ter. Contemporary discussion of an allied subject 
will hit off my point. The Goshen. Ind., Netos has 
this item: "Being informed that Kendal ville is to 
hav a baby show in a few weeks, the editor of the 
Kenda.lville Sun (a family man) says it strikes him 
that more time should be given to prepare for it." 
Commenting upon which another editor suggests: 
''We think this is a matter that might be left to 
the ladies." Thus should the editor of the Corin
thian Oapital hav rebuked the interference of Paul 
the tenderfoot in the family affairs of his subscribers. 

Events of great moment are occurring in Spirit
ualistic circles. In the Banner of Light is to be 
found an article under the head of "Disappearance 
of Medial Limbs," wherein some most star~ling 
things are set forth. The account states nothing 
less than this: At a seance given by Mme. Esperance, 
the visitors noted that the medium showed symp
toms of excitement and appeared to be in pain. A 
few moments later she asked a neighbor to let her 
take his hand, which he did, whereupon she said 
~'~eel here," a.nd put his hand where her person 

should hav come in contact with her seat, but he 
felt only the chair. Another gentleman joined the 
first in a search for the lower parts of the medium 
without success, and then it dawned on the medium 
and the visitors that she had become dematerialized 
from the waist downward. This fact was held to 
account for Mme. Esperance's excitement, as it well 
might, especially as she expressed a fear that per
haps the parts would not return. That thought, 
she said, made her nervous. The affair occurred in 
-Helsingfora, Finland, and the account is related by 
a nativ, which shows that we of America, though 
talented; are not in all respects superior to the in
habitants of the Old World. Such local demate
realization, unless brought under control, would 
seriously interfere, I should surmise, with ordinary 
feminin activities. 

Long distance telephone connection with the rest 
of the world was lately opened up at Lafayette, 
Indiana. 'l'he mayor of that burg presided over 
the ceremonies incident to the great event, and 
startled the mayor of New York with the following 
language over the wires : 

God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform. 
We dedicate this great improvement to the labor of 
Christian civilization. 

I suppose. that the mayor of Lafayette, Indiana, 
swallows the story of Balaam's jackass addressing 
a short-distance comruunication to its owner, and 
imagins that his own ability to converse with 
Mayor Gilroy, much farther away, tastes like the 
same kind of a miracle. 

A few days ago a number of distinguished func
tionaries and rambunctionariea of the Roman Cath
olic church in this city held a meeting, and among 
other routine work turned out a handsome job of 
excommunicating. The first to suffer this process 
were the members of Masonic lodges, who hav been 
excommunicated so often that by this time they 
should take such a thing as a matter of course. I 
never heard of a Freemason who was or desired to 
be a Catholic. The church's grievance against that 
order is ·that many Catholics want to be Masons, 
and it is to head off these straying lambs that action 
is taken by the priests, bishops, archbishops, and 
cardinals. There are about three quarters of a 
million of Masons in the United States and British 
Columbia, so that the Roman hierarchy must know 
that in their cutting off a good many citizens are 
not only alienated trom the church but practically 
damned. 

Other orders were similarly treated. By some 
papers it is reported that the Odd Fellows were 
condemned ; also the Knights of Pythias and Sons 
of Temperance. The Odd Fellows hav an even 
larger membership than the Masons, while the Sir 
Knights are not far behind. The Sons of Temper
ance number perhaps one hundred thousand, 
hence the four bodies taken together hav at least two 
million members. Now, if we exercise our memory 
to the extent of recollecting that the Catholic 
church is the recruiting office for the king of heav
en's army, and that none may otherwise enlist, the 
seriousness of the measure which forever disqualifies 
these two millions, and presumably their posterity, 
must burst upon us with great force. 

The point I wish to get at in calling attention to 
this matter has reference to the organization best 
known as the A. P. A., whose members, I under
stand, swear a mighty oath that they will not employ 
Roman Catholics or vote for them. The Catholic 
press, priests, and politicians call members of the 
A. P. A. a bigoted lot of people, and perhaps they 
are, the great majority of them being Protestant 
Christians; but just now I would adopt the you're
another method and inquire how a church which 
incontinently cuts off two millions of people from 
the hope of salvation can hav any complaint against 
a rival organization that denies to members of said 
church only temporal jobs and political offices. 
Would the Catholic maintain that the boycott is a 
more serious matter than the curse of Rome~ 
Does he desire to illustrate to the A. P. A. the 
golden rule of Jehovah!-" You love your enemies 
and elect them; I will damn mine." 

When the editor of the Freethought Magazine 
said that in his opinion the most diabolical crime a 
person could commit was a violation of the Com
stock law, I endeavored to spow him that he could 
not mean what he said. Mr. Green assures the 
public that he spoke advisedly, and that while the 
circulation of obscene literature is not the "great
est" of crimea, it is the most "diabolical." That 
which is diabolical is of the devil, I believe, though 
the word has been secularized to mean atrocious, 
nefarious, or outrageously wicked; and Mr. Green 
asks of me, "Will you please tell us what is more 
diabolical, infernal, a.nd nefarious than to mail to 

young people lewd pictures-real obscene litera
ture !" To which I reply that I will name three 
things-to wit : religious persecution, rape, and 
arson. I mention these for the purpose of impress
ing Mr. Green, though assault and battery, slander, 
or sheep stealing would be sufficient for the purpose. 
But I desire to add that whatever degree of crime 
there may be in the circulation of obscene litera
ture, it is a virtue in comparison with the outrages 
committed under the law designed for its suppres
sion. 

People are given to suffer the loss of their heads 
-on the two kindred subjects of blasphemy and ob
scenity. That this is true as to blasphemy Mr. 
Green will agree with me, and it will be further 
demonstrated by a letter which appeared in a Minne
apolis paper just before Colonel Ingersoll's lecture 
in that city. The writer, like Mr. Green, seeks to 
clinch his argument with an unanswerable question. 
He says: 

History tells us that Tsmerlsne, an oriental conqueror, 
at one of his carnivals, built ten thousand of the inhab
itants, alive, on'e upon the other until they formed a tower 
of human beings, and cemented each layer to the next by 
mortar, as if they were bricks instead of men. At another 
scene of convivislty he built a pyramid composed entirelv 
of the heads of ninety thousand of his captiva, and yet 
which is the greater human monster, or guilty of the 
blacker crime, Tsmerlsne, the barbarian of the dark 
ages, or this carping impostor of the nineteenth century 
[Ingersoll], seeking to misguide his fellow-mortals to their 
utter destruction and eternal ruin? 

So much for the distracting influence of religious 
fanaticism; and I maintain that the extravagance of 
the language would not be diminished if the violator 
of the Comstock postal law were substituted for the 
blasphemer, as Mr. Green would do. Neither is it 
more extravagant than his own; for Tamerlane's 
crime, though a diabolical one, would, according to 
the meaning of Mr. Green's statement, fall below 
that of the circulator of lewd pictures in atrocity ; 
and this shows the distracting influence of unnatural 
views of morality. The other day Judge C. L. 
Benedict sentenced Seeley, the thieving bank cashier, 
to eight and one-half years' imprisonment. Seeley 
stole $350,000, so that his expiation will be at the 
rate of $41,000 or so per year. In 1879 the same 
Judge Benedict sentenced D. M. Bennett to the 
penitentiary for thirteen months for mailing 
"Cupid's Yokes," showing that he deemed that 
offense equal to the theft of between $40,000 and 
$50,000. Had the charge been blasphemy the sen
tence would hav been equally just, and I hav no 
doubt it would hav been pronounced. 

Mr. Green advises me to stick to my jokes, which 
I should be quite reconciled to do if I could depend 
on him to pay proper attention to the facts. 

GEo. E. MACDONALD. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
CoLoNEL INGERSOLL's lecture appointments: January 

19th, DesMoines, Is.; 27th, New York City. 
MRs. FREEMAN'S lecture appointments: Liberal Club, 

New York, Jan. 18th; Newark, N.J., JiW. 20th; Boston, 
Mass., Jan. 27th, Feb. 3d. and lOth. Mrs. Freeman 
desires to lecture during the months of January and 
February along or near the above route. Those desir
ing to secure dates not taken please write her at once, 
1037 West Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs· 
avenues. Program for Jsnnsrv: 
January 20th-" The Right to Judge." Mr. C. J. Rose. 
Jsnnsrv 27th-" What we Owe to Thomas Paine." Mr. 

T. B. Wakeman. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for January: 
January 18th-"The Ideal of '76." Mrs. M. A. Free

man, of Chicago. 
January 26th-" The Third Consciousness or Sixth 

Sense." Prof. A. L. Rawson. 
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 

in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
January 20th, 1895-"If Christ Came to Christianity." 

Dr. G. Gordon Sattler. 
January 27th, 1895-" The Bible in tbe Light of Higher 
· Criticism." Franklin Steiner, of Des Moines, Is. 

J. E. REMSBURG spoke in Cincinnati, Sunday nig_ht, 
January 6th. The rain came down in torrents, but he 
had a large audience-larger, it is claimed, than any 
church in Cincinnati had. 

MRs. MATTIE P. KREKEL opened her campaign in Ohio 
with an address in Cincinnati on Jsnuery 13th. Her 
subsequent engagements are: January 18th, Irwin, 0.; 
19th, Randall. 0.; 20th to 24th, Mechanicsburg and 
Delphos. Mrs. Krekel desires to continue her trip East 
and will be glad of engagement!!. For dates write to 
her at 802 East Eleventh street, Kansas City, Mo. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War 
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia 
Freethonght publications are on sale at the meeting. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every' Friday 
evening at 421 Lsckswsns avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William 
Watkins, 
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With Us While Light Lasts. 
KEwANEE, ILL., Dec. 29, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $10-
two years' subscription, renewal for my 
ohnm and myself. Happy New Yefll'l 

A. W. WooD. 
N.B.-I am seventy-nine years old, and 

may not hav to renew subscription again, 
bnt will do so as long as I can read your 
TRUTH SEEKRR. 

We Wish Yon had the Million. 
UNION, OR., Dec. 25, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: All I can send yon to-day 
is $3, bnt I will send some more soon. 
How I wish I hl\d a million; I would send 
yon $10,000. 
If yon ever see the gentlemen Putnam 

and Bell giv them my kind regards. They 
will remember me as county judge, when 
they lectured here in early times. 

E. c. BRAINARD. 

It is Shield and Bnckler and Sword. 
PREsOoTT, A. T., Dec. 2:1, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6. Please 
continue the good old paper, for it is my 
bosom companion, and also a weapon 
against Christian lies. It has been a help 
to me in the hour of sadness. May the 
good .work go on until this world shall be 
banded together in true brotherhood and 
fellowship. Yonrs for truth and justice, 

J •. W. RoBERTS. 

Fnll of Information. 
LoDI, Wis., Dec. 18, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I will now acknowledge 
the receipt of "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght," although I received it some 
time ago. I hav read it carefully through 
and am nearly through it ags.in, and find 
it one of the grandest and noblest works I 
ever saw; so full of knowledge and so 
plain and easy to understand. 

Friend Putnam has done a good work, 
sme, for mankind. N. C. SKELTON, 

What One-eighth of a Dollar Did. 
ToWNVILLE, S. C., Dec. 25, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav recently had my 
".eyes opened" by reading the "Age of 
Reason " by Thomas Paine, and want 
further information. Yon advertise "full 
list of publications free;" please send me 
the same. My heavens ! what a dupe I 
hav been regarding Christianity! I am 
anxious to see the truth; am willing to pay 
for the same as soon as I sell my cotton. 

Very respectfully, F. A. DANIELS. 

Ignorant of Their Own Bible. 
WALLA WALLA, WASH., Dec. 28, 1894. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to 

pay my subscription, and for books as per 
inclosed list. Money is very scarce, but I 
don't see how I could do without the paper. 
I hav quite a lot of TRUTH SEEKER books 
and loan them when I can find anyone 
who will read them, and I know they hav 
done some good. It is surprising how 
little some good Christians know even of 
their own so-called " Holy Bible." 

w. A. SHELTON, 

Dare Not Practice Jesns's Precepts. 
0Rr.GoN, ARK., Dec. 25, 294. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 to extend 
my subscription. This is all I can do at 
present. I am making arrangements for 
Mr. S. P. Putnam to lecture in Harrison, 
Ark., on his return from Kansas; I think 
he could come down through southwest 
Missouri and northwest Arkansas. This, I· 
think, is a good field in which to work. I 
broke the ice here years ago, and there are 

great many Liberal-minded people here. 
I keep it warm here for the Christians; I 
tell them they cannot do what the Bible 
God and Jesus Christ tell them to do, and 
keep ont of the penitentiary. 

W. B. BRUOE. 

Prayers Probably Misdirected. 
ANsELM, N. D., Dec. 30, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1. Please 
send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for four 
months. I am lonesome without it. "It is 
a shining light for the nineteenth century. 
Times are hard in some parts of tb:e state; 
the Bible God did not favor us all with rain. 
I suppose somebody has been praying to 
the wro:og God, aud he hae pou;red out hie 
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wrath on some of the worst of ns. The 
Christians are holding prayer-meetings 
here now, and I suppose we will be favored 
with better times soon. We hav a few 
Liberals ont hereabouts and can hold onr 
own. I will try to get you some sub-
scribers this winter. ANDY CARR. 

A. Pertinent Qnery. 
FAIRFAX, MINN., Dec. 24, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Where were the Christians' 
chief God-the Lord God Almighty, 
maker and ruler of the heavens and the 
earth-and God the Son and God the 
holy ghost at the time of the bloody theo
logical difficulty in Armenia between the 
Turks and Armenians? Can yon inform 
ns? Did they sit listlessly by and permit 
the followers of the Turk's God to india· 
oriminately shed the blood of their de
voted followers, including innocent women 
and children? Did they desert them? Or 
had they gone off on a distant journey be
yond hearing. No evidence appears that 
they did so mnoh at the time as to issue a 
protest, or even to lift a finger to arrest or 
stop the bloody carnage waged against 
the followers of Christ. GEo. DAVIS. 

An Afternoon's Good Work. 
GRoVE CITY; 0., Dec. 18, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: My books came in good 
shape. That big book, "Four Hundred 
Years of Freethonght," I like very mnoh. 
I hav read it two-thirds through, and 
the more I read the better I like it. I 
lent those eight copies of the "Age of 
Reason," some of them the second time. 
So far as I hav heard, they gave satis
faction. Now I want the ANNuAL FoR 
1895, Ingersoll's " Holy. Bible," "Shak
spere," "Tale of a Halo," and "Right 
Living." 

My TRUTH SEEKER comes regularly. I 
am so well pleased with it that I started 
out yesterday afternoon to get a few snb
BC>'ibers. I got six trial subscriptions; 
that is the best I oonld do. I made 
Christmas presents of part of them. I 
send you $5 for papers and books. 

WM. NEISWENDER. 

The Laborers Are l'ew. 
FREEPORT, ILL., Dec. 26, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Please send me the ANNUAL 
for 1895. Send "Prof. Ernst Haeckel: 
His Life, Work, Career, and Prophecy," 
by Thaddeus B. Wakeman. I think I can 
sell a half dozen or dozen of the ANNUAL. 
I hav been taking THE TRUTH SMEKER for 
a year and a half, and I think it one of the 
best of papers. I deeply regret the fact that 
the Freethinkers are not more thoroughly 
organized, especially in this large city. 

I am an enthusiast, and hav been so 
since a boy; read the "Age of Reason" at 
the age of fifteen, and am now (at thirty
five) an outspoken Infidel. I work at the 
harness trade. Just think of it; this city 
of fifteen thousand intelligent people has 
never been visited by a Freethonght 
lecturer, bnt we hav thirty-five to forty 
churches, and the woods are full of Free
thinkers unorganized. 

FRED E. WEISSER. 

Was Adam to. Blame~ 
NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Dec. 29, 294. 

MR. EDIToR: I wrote yesterday, telling 
yon not to send my paper because I could 
not pay for it in advance, and I did not 
want credit when I oonld not tell when and 
how I could pay if trusted. Bnt since 
then things hav changed, and now I send 
yon an order for THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
the ANNUAL, with money for the same. I 
don't need these or any other Freethonght 
writings to convince me that the funda
mental teachings of the Christian religion 
are wrong, and the only wonder to me is 
how any one can believe that the whole 
human race, and snakes, were cursed be
cause one pair of human beings ate some 
fruit, less than six thousand years ago, 
and that all men and women can be for
given because another man was cruelly 
killed. Now how anyone can be justly 
condemned· for a crime that he never 
committed is beyond my comprehension. 
Nay more, how could Adam be justly 
condemned if a God perfect in power, 
wisdom, and foreknowledge mad!) him? 
Did not God design it to be as it was? 
Did Adam hav the choice of his nature? 
Did not God foreknow the result, or had 
he not eufiioieat wisdom or powe;r to pre-

vent it? And yet Christians say that they 
hav advanced, and Colonel Ingersoll is 
fighting dead creeds, while they stick to 
the whole Bible and its God and end 
every prayer with "these things we ask 
through the merits of our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ." GEo. F. ELLIOTT. 

He Admires the Gems. 
IPAVA, ILL., Dec. 27, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.62 for 
books received. I shall write for more 
soon; am too busy just now to make ont 
the list desired. I spend my Sundays 
reading the Gems of Thought out and 
polished by the intellectual giants dead 
and living. There is no other one thing 
that tempers the mind, harmonizes the 
spirit, dispels lassitude, and awakens 
thought in the ordinary mind so mnoh as 
reading and reaping the intellectual glean
ings from THE TRUTH SEEKER, which givs 
its readers the best clippings from Voltaire, 
Paine, Darwin, Bennett, Ingersoll, Lin
coln, Putnam, Remsburg, Gibson, Gar
dener, Wixon, and thousands of others 
whose names do not ooonr to me just now. 
The man or woman who can break the 
ol.lain of superl!tition and breathe the pure 
air in freedom's mental field is like the 
eagle enjoying her fligllt around the snn, 
bnt the man or woman who is bound or 
oircnmsoribeo by superstition is like the 
eaglet that oonld not break the shell, alive 
bnt in eternal darkness. Wishing yon a 
Happy New Year, and hoping the number 
of TRUTH SEEKER subscribers will be 
trebled before 1900, I am, 

Yonts truly, C. S. RANDOLPH. 

A. Mini3ter Who Is Fresh. 
BARNESVILLE, 0., Jan. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I am not a snbsoriber to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, bnt I often get sam
ple copies, and I read them with great de
light and profit. I shall subscribe for 
your paper ere long, for I cannot do with
out it. 

I wish to say that I am a Freethinker, 
and I long for the complete secularization 
of the state. 

I will not join the A. P. A., because it is 
too Protesttmt. It is too much of a relig
ions affair. 

I hav refused to join the Jr. 0. U. A. M., 
because the order compels its members to 
attend church once a year, and because 
the order strongly advocates religions in! 
struetion and the reading of the Bible in 
the public school. 

The M. E. preacher here in his Thanks
giving sermon said that religions instruc
tion and the reading of the Bible in the 
pnblic school shall never be prohibited 
and that the church would never snhmit 
to the Bible and religion being excluded 

. from the school. He also said that ohnroh 
property shall never be taxed, and that 
the churches will not submit to taxation. 

Respectfully, WM. W. SoHoLES. 

We Explained, Not Apologized. 
CLINT, TEx., Dec. 23, 1.894. 

MR. EDIToR: I don't know how to write 
or edit a news or other paper, bnt think I 
know the difference between the song of a 
lark and the hoot of an owl or the howl of 
a coyote. The letter of one M. M. Heigh
ton in your issue of the 8th inst. contains 
much more of the mnsio of the latter than 
of the former. 

The almost insolent writer accuses THE 
TRUTH SEEKER Editor of having purposely 
uttered a "half truth," and yet the Editor in 
a supplementary note partly apologizes to 
the "red-hot Republican" for not having 
published the result of the elections in a 
way to snit him. Had it not been for the 
explanatory note of the Editor I should 
hav concluded that the " devil" in your 
printing room had slipped that letter in 
when the Editor's back was turned. 

This gentleman from Kent, 0., seems to 
wholly ignore the high mission and work 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to regard it as 
a kind of outlet for the conveyance of par
tisan and sectional hate. What does the 
poor man mean by the expression: "Hell 
and Texas, or perfidy and dishonor?" 

Now, there is no one who more enjoys 
rational and truthful criticism and excori
ation of the recreant, demoralized Demo
cratic party than I do; but please deliver 
your readers from the spntterings of a 
bigoted and fanatical partisan. 

I do uot subscribe for 11Jnd ;reo,d THill 

TRUTH SEEKIIIR as a political or partisan 
sheet. I hav regarded it as working on a 
higher plane, and value it for its able 
advocacy of Freethought, civil liberty, 
good morals, and a brond humanity, as a 
substitute for the prevailing Christian su
perstition and a remedy for the evils of 
cant, hypocrisy, hatred, sectarianism, 
mental slavery-all growing ont of that 
hoary establishment, '' onr most holy re
ligion," and its priestoraft. 

Yours truly> S. G. ETHERIDGE. 

Knows Now it's Full as Wellns Big. 
GREENHILL, 0., Dec. 25, E.M. 294.

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3. 75, 
as renewal, and for ANNUAL, "A Tale of a 
Halo," and " About the Bible." 

I hav just finished reading "Four Hun
dred Years of Freethought," and am 
well pleased with it. Everybody ought 
to read it, for it is a daisy. I did not 
know there was so mnoh in the Pilgrim. 
I was aware he had a large head, bnt did 
not know that it was so well filled. 

I will say that every Liberal who has not 
got a copy should procure one as soon as 
convenient. One word for THE TRUTH 
SmmKER: It is doing splendidly. The cor
ner that belongs to the man with the badge 
pin is all right; he gets there every time. 
And then that Heston, what object lessons 
he givs ns every week, particularly 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. They speak 
volumes. I am pleased to see that some · 
are beginning to turn their attention to 
finance, and that yon permit it. I think 
that it needs ventilating. We must be
come Freethinkers in politics as well as in 
religion. Why is it that the Freethinkers 
still cling to the old style of A.D. 1894 in
stead of E.M. 294? Come, boys, let's crowd 
it to the front; that is the way to get there. 
I would like to see your paper set the ex-
ample. ENoOH WIOKERSHAM, 

Worse than Sco1ch Presbyterianism! 

KAYES PARK, Wis., Dec. 15, 1894. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed pllilase find $1, for 

which send Colonel Ingersoll's four new 
pamphlets, "The Holy Bible," " Is Sui
cide a Sin," "Shakspeie," and "Lincoln." 
I agree with Mr. Ingersoll in a good many 
things, bnt I differ a little from him as far 
as he regards Scotch Presbyterianism 
as the worst religion. I think Danish 
Lutheranism a few points worse.. As a 
child I was compelled to learn and believe 
its terrible dogmas; the teacher (receiving 
his salary from the state of Denmark) used 
to follow Solomon's advice about the chil
dren and the rod, and applied them both 
(the advice and the rod) quite freely in 
explaining his mysterious dootrins. Of 
course, as soon as I was of age to com
mence thinking, I began to disbelieve, and 
my mind was soon freed from the chains 
of a superstitions faith. One of the Lord's 
servants (who are very willing to take care 
of onr souls, if we will take O!U'e of their 
bodies and let the ohnroh take care of onr 
money) gave me a little talk last winter. 
He felt especially shocked that one brought 
np in the most holy Danish ohnroh should 
havwandered so far from the fold. "Well, 
sir," I answered, "even if I am a Dane 
that is no reason why I ought to be an in
fernal fool, though, if yon judge by the 
Danish members of your congregation, 
I will allow yon hav oanse to think so." 

Yours for liberty, EMIL JoHNSON. 

All but Two on the Lord's Side. 
RwHwooD, GA., Dec. 24, 1894. 

Ma. EDIToR: Please send me "All About 
the Holy Bible," ANNUAL for 1895, "Jin
gles of Humor," and "A Tale of a Halo." 

I send you $4 40 to pay for above, and 
also to renew E. R. Teal's snblioription for 
one year with ~·Old Testament Stories 
Comically Illustrated." I would be pleased 
to send yon a list of subscribers from here, 
bnt there are only two people here who 
are ont of the ark of safety, and they are 
E. R. Teal and myself. We liv between 
the Holy Sanctified ohnroh and a Baptist _ 
church, and I expect we derive as much 
benefit from them as most of the members. 
This is a fine country if there was a little 
freedom of speech, bnt an Infidel has a 
very poor show. I am not in any land 
scheme, and hav no land to sell, bnt will 
be glad to hav any Liberals anywhere who 
want to find a mild climate, with cheap 
produotiv land, fwrite to me and I will 
giv; ~hem 11111 the information I o&n, 



I think this is a fine country, and any 
one oan do well here if he has some means 
to start with, but would not advise anyone 
to oome hel'e without means. I would like 
to see a good many Liberal families settle 
here, as it would get these people to think· 
ing, as they imagin now there are only a 
very few people who do not believe in the 
holy humbug, 

A part of the state penitentiary is located 
here I notice the prisoners are all Ohris
tians in belief, and a good many of them hav 
been baptized sino e oomipg here. They 
hav a sermon every Sunday. The oonviots 
work in a saw mill. One of the largest in 
this state islooated here. 

H. R. TEAL. 

Just a Few Easy Questions. 
LAWRENOlll, KAN,, Deo. 28, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: I will giv $1,000 to the 
person who will answer oorreotly the fol
lowing questions: 

1. What is God, and where is God? 
2. What is an angel? 
8. What is the Holy Ghost? 
4. Where is heaven, and how far is it 

from here? 
5. How long was the tail of the dragon 

that w~'l oast out of heaven, and drew 
one-third pal't of the stars and oast them 
to the earth? 

6. What became of the child that was 
caught up into heaven and was to rule all 
nations with a rod of iron? 

7. Did Elij~h go to heaven with his nat
ural body? if not, where did he leave his 
body? 

8. Where was Melohizedek oorn, and how 
old was he when he died? 

9. Was Solomon drunk when he wrote 
his seven songs? 

1(f Where is that lake that burns with 
fire and brimstone? 

11. Are the devil and his angels in that 
lake that burns with fire and brimstone? 

12. If I was to meet an angel how oou:ld 
I tell whether it was one of God's or the 
devil's angels? 

13, How many sons did God hav? 
14. Does God hear and answer prayer? 
15. When God made coats of skin and 

clothed Adam and Eve, what kind of skin 
was it? was it tanned or dressed, or was it 
rawhide? ALEXANDER RosE. 

Charles Robinson, Freethinker and True 
Patriot. 

A To RISoN, KAN., Deo. 30, 1894. 
MR. EDIToR: I see that the late Charles 

Robinson, the first governor of Kansas, 
and the pioneer Freethinker, has been 
honored at ·a meeting of the Associated 
Historians of America, held in the lecture 
hall of the National Museum in Washing
ton. Prof. Frank W. Blaokmar, of the 
University of Kansas, read an able and in
teresting paper entitled "A Chapter in the 
Life of Charles Robinson, the First Gov
ernor of Kansas." He referred to Robin
son as the most important oharaoter in the 
building of the commonwealth of Kansa~. 
"He was, on the whole," said Professor 
Blaokmar, "the greatest leader of the free 
state cause." Professor Blaokmar gave 
some interesting facts oonneoted with the 
lives of John Brown and "Jim" Lane and 
drew a strong contrast between them and 
Robinson, muoh to the credit of the latter. 

Every Freethinker in America should 
honor the brave old war-governor-the 
pioneer Freethinker of Kansas, He helped 
to plant the seeds of mental liberty on 
Kansas soil, and was one of the first to 
raise his voice in behalf of Freethought. 
At the Freethought encampments at Ot
tawa, Bismarck Grove, and other places, 
some years ago, he was a conspicuous fig
ure, and then and there he showed that he 
had the courage of his convictions. The 
Freethinkers should erect a monument to 
his memory and inscribe,.. thereon, "He 
fought for .a free state, for free speech, 
and for Freethought." 

Yours, GEo. J, REMSBURG. 

Follow Their Blind Guides. 
CENTERVILLE, CAL., Deo. 21, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Please send me Ingersoll's 
"About the Holy Bible,"" Lincoln," and 
" Shakspere." Also a oopy of the ANNUAL 
and "God and His Book," You will find 
inclosed $2.25. As fast as my oiroum
stanoes permit I am collecting literature 
on Freethought. My education is very 
limited so far as scholarship is ooDoerned 
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but I hav been a oloae student of the Bible, 
and cannot make it harmonize with my 
own reason, Some thirty-five years ago I 
purchased Thomas Paine's theological 
works, which opened up a new field of 
lhonght to me. Before that time I dared 
not question the truthfulness of the Bible; 
it was the word of God, too sacred to be 
questioned, but reading Paine's works 
created a buoyancy of mind that I had 
never experienced before. Since then I 
hav carried within me a light heart as to 
the future, or the· present either, oaring 
nothing for the yarns spun by the preach
ers who claim to be God's servants here 
on earth. I hav now a number of Free
thought books, ~uoh aa J. S. Hittell's 
"Evidences Against Christianity," also 
Volney's "Ruins," and "No Beginning; 
or, the Fundamental Fallacy;" also Bell's 
'' Hand· Book of Free thought," and ''Four 
Hundred Years of Freethought," and 
"History of the Bible " by Bronson C. 
Keeler, and" Old Testament Stol'ies Com
ically Illustrated," I hav lent all this lit
erature, but few people oan be induced 
to even examin, say nothing about reading 
it. They appear to be willing to believe 
the Bible with its lids closed, and let the 
preachers do the thinkin~ and show them 
the way that leads to the golden stairs to 
the New Jerusalem. 

Yours truly, a co-worker in Freethought, 
JOHN J, RISER, 

God With Them When in Power. 
PAULINE, ARK., Deo. 20, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: It seems that that ques
tion, "Doth Job serve God for nought?" 
is pertinent at all times. The clergy pr a
tend to serve him for money, but when 
they get into trouble oall on the people for 
help. · 

" Whatsoever ye shall ask • • • shall 
be given you." "Behold I am with you 
alway, even to the end." Under these as
surances missionaries go to preach to the 
heathen, expecting a nation to be born in 
a day. 

Armenians ar.e now asking the nations 
for help. Where is their God? Has he 
not said, "No weapon formed against 
thee shall prosper?" Who is running the 
world, anyhow? Somebody has lied. Oh, 
yes, I see now. When Christians are in 
the maj :>rity wreaking vengeance with fire 
and sword, God is with them. And the 
more he is with them the more cruel they: 
are. But when in the minority, God is 
never with them; then they piteouiily oall 
even on their Infidel friends for help. 
They say it takes monev to convert. the 
world; why not "ask "God for it? They 
say he givs everything and does every
thing. 

I see one Rev. Mr. Blagden frantically 
exclaims regarding Colonel Ingersoll, 
"Stop him for Christ's dear sake." That 
is unalloyed Christianity. Soratoh a Rus
sian and you'll find a Tartar. Rub the 
varnish oft' a Christian and you'll find, •' I 
oome to bring fire." "I come not to 
bring peace but a sword." Suppose they 
were in the majority now, and God 
in the Constitution, where would Free
thinkers be? On the raok and in prison. 

DR. BAOHELOR. 

Our Christian Slav~s. 
Jan. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR! ·Thel'e are perhaps no 
greater mental slaves on earth at the pres
ent time than the so-called followers of 
Jesus, for it is nearly impossible to induce 
one to read, reason, or think for himself, 
as he would do in almost every business 
enterprise. This does not apply to the 
"ignorant Catholic " alone, but to all 
orthodox denominations. 

Faith alone is based upon the utter 
ignorance of the real, and in its stead, a 
belief in the supernatural. Investigation 
is the water of truth that quenches the fire 
of ignorance; causes the oollaps of the 
olerioal purse and drives the divine teaober 
from his vocation. It is certain death to 
the cause of all religions for the followers 
to bask in the sunlight of truth or to know 
the real instead of speculating on the 
metaphysical. 

Religion appeals to the emotional in man, 
and not to human reason. Song and 
solemn pleadings oonstitute the harpsi
chord of the evangelist to play· upon the 
weakness of his congregation, and no 
others ~~ore eo weak 1\11 the believing womeD, 

The flattering name of " sister " and a 
few· prayers for her welfare are enough to 
draw one of them into the ''fold of Jesus." 
Yet for suoh doth not her spiritual master 
expect remuneration from the contribu
tion box? 

Yes, and my children must seek the 
Lord early; they must jDin the Endeavor 
society and endeavor to believe every 
word the clergyman says, for hath not 
Jesus said "Believe, be baptized, and be 
saved," and "Suffer little children to 
oome unto me"? Also, he hath pro
claimed that "those that would not 
that I should reign over them. bring 
hither and slay them before me." 

It matters not what the truth may be, 
the Christian woman revels in the realms 
of her delusion and trains in the ranks 
of the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union and is "seen of all men." S:>on 
her. footsteps will be heard in seeking the 
voting preoinot in obedience to her 
savior's demand to "slay them before 
me." The ohnroh will then rule supreme. 
Bible gems (Gen. xxxviii, 19, 39; Lev. xv, 
16-33; Nom. xxxi; Dent. xxiii, eto.) will 
be read in our public schools and Jehovah 
will breathe forth his foul decrees and 
Congress be made to pay tribute by ap
propriations to further his divine persecu
tions. 

Dear neighbor and Christian friend, 
and all you who would do unto others as 
you would that they should do unto you, 
and follow the laws of humanity and com
mon sensE>, remember, the truth seeker 
has the right to acorn "Jehovah's awful 
ways " and look to a. higher god of nobler 
attributes and "saintly worth" for guid. 
ing inspiration to feed his soul with love 
and charity for his fellowman. 

A. D. SwA.N. 

Patronize the Freethought Press and 
Literature. 

OMAHA, NER., Deo. 15, 1894. 
MR. EDIToR: The manner in which THE 

TRUTH SEEKER disposed of the Chicago 
Inter-Ocean's oritioism of Colonel's Inger
soll's lecture on the Bible is alone worth the 
price of a year's subscription. It is a pleas
ure to every Freethinker who reads THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to know that it oan de
fend Freethought and its lecturers against 
suoh attacks, no matter from what source 
they oome. Thus do we see the necessity 
of supporting to the full extent of our 
ability the Freethought journals. No 
aotiv and earnest F£eethinker oan afford 
to be without a paper representing our 
ideas, Freethought books and works on 
soienoe are also very essential. The cost 
is little, the information is valuable, 
Through our press an~ literature the un
informed may learn what Freethought 
and science hav donG f()r the human raoe 
in the past, and what they are doing at the 
present time. And this literature should 
not be stowed away in book-oases while 
there oan be found anyon.e who is willing 
and anxious t 1 read it. The request of 
THE TBUTH SEli:KER that eaoh subscriber 
who feels so disposed make one of his 
friends a present of three months' subscrip
tion is a most excellent idea, After reading 
it three months they will, as the paper 
says, "want to take it rhtht along." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER is doing splendid 
missionary work with Paine's "Age of 
Reason." As the irresistible forces of 
nature grind down great hills and moun
tains, whose matter is deposited on ocean's 
bed, so will Paine's great flow of reason's 
argument crush to atoms every supersti
tion, and bury lifeless dogmas in the sea 
of common sense. Preachers and others 
may indulge in the dishonorable (yet 
purely orthodox) warfare of slandering 
and vilifying the author of this work, yet 
his argument stands like Gibraltar, un
shaken and unshattered; an impregnable 
defense of intellectual liberty-a death
dealing battery against hypocrisy and su
perstition. 

Let Freethinkers therefore stand by it, 
and aBSist THE TPUTH i::!EEKEB in placing 
it in the hand!! of all who are in search of 
truth. Let us giv the people all the light 
we oan; one little Freethought book cost
ing ten cents, or even less, might be the 
means of lighting from dark superstition 
a mind w.hioh in return might some day 
illumin the world, If the Christian ohuroh 
is the "divine" institution which its fol
lowers olllrim, with heaven's oode of laws, 

its rule and guide, and heaven's wisdam 
pouring in its lap, why is it that it loses in 
power and influence as people become ed
ucated? Wh"ln this ohuroh held the scep
ter of power, it sought to strangle soienoe 
while struggling in its cradle. Now, that 
~~e ohuroh, in order to entertain its con
gregation"!, is freq'l"lntly compelled to 
teach soienoe itself, in the faoe of the faot 
that it formerly treated suoh an aot as a 
crime punishable by imprisonment, tor
ture, and wmetimes death. When did 
this "divine" ohuroh disaover that the 
soienoe of G!!.lileo, C )perniou~. Bruno, 
and others, might with safety be' taught in 
its " divine " pulpits? 

In the "blessed age" of the Thumb
screw and Raok, eminent philosophers, 
scientists, and Freethinkers were thrown 
to the hogs. as it were, while illiterate 
and cruel Christians were molded into 
saints. A few years ago the great Evolu
tionist and Agnostic, Dal'win, died in Eng
land. What did the Church of England 
do? did it refuse the "hated A~nostio" 
the same sepulture as Christians? No; it 
clasped his remains to its bosom and, with 
imposing ceremonies, ·laid them to rest 
among its "saints" in the saared vaults of 
Westminster Abbey. Of oonrse this wag 
not· done. from any love that ohuroh hai 
for the great evolutionist; it simply wanted 
some good company. 

While this stupendous fal'09 was being 
played, hundreds of England's p!moer 
Chl'istians were being muted to the pot
ter's field. The ohuroh has been trying 
hard to become "well oonneoted" in this 
country also. Christian historie.ns hav 
claimed ever since the death of Abraham 
Li.nooln, that he was a Christian; vet there 
is snbstg.ntiafproof that he was not. 

Preachers are now claiming that Thomas 
Jefferson was also a. Christian, when every
one knows(even those who m<~.kethe claim) 
that Jefferson was an "Infidel." If the 
ohuroh cannot hav the support of a cele
brated mau while living, it O'lmes in and 
claims him after he his dead. Like the 
pirate that it is, it wants to adi ohal'aoter 
and standing to itself by plundering the 
treasure vaults of Freethought and soierioe. 
The Christiana hav always had a monopoly 
of saints, while theil' philosophers and 
scientists were few; still they tell us thg.t 
to Christianitv is du9 the credit of our 
splendid civilization. This modest ola.im 
sounds well, when it is known to all who 
read history that had it not been for the 
do~-in-the-manger policy of the Christig.n~ 
the world would hav passed eight hundred 
years ago or more the milestone of prog
ress it has reached to day. Preachers now 
tell us from their pulpits that the ohnroh 
and soienoe are going "hand in baud." 
This is very kind on the pg.rt of Christian
ity; it always was kind, especially t() 
soienoe, nevertheless, soienoe refuses to 
go hand in hg.nd with the ohuroh, and not 
without good reasons. It refuses to extend 
its stainles3 hand to its lifelong persecutor. 
It positivly declines the oomuany of a 
ohuroh, the very tolling of whose bells 
awakens in the heart of every friend of lib
erty, shuddering memories of commingled 
blood and tears. 

While muoh remains to be aaoomplished, 
we hav reasons for believing that our work 
is, at least, und'3r good headway. The 
darkestoloudshavpassed from the horizon 
of our hope, and the Stat' of Liberty, our 
beacon light, is seen bayond the mist. 
The earth is carpeted with "holy litera
ture," but myth and fable, even clothed in 
heavenly garb, must p9rish at the hands 
of Truth and Soienoe. The siege guns of 
heaven (the throne and pulpit) are being 
stripped by man of power which thev at 
one time claimed to oome direct from God. 
The march of truth and soienoe is irresist- ~ 
ible. The foe has been driven from his 
strongest works, and one by one the cita
dels of superstition crumble. An anxious 
and admiring world awaits with radiant 
hope the future fruits of soienoe, whose 
search-lights girdle earth from sea to sea; 
in stellar space they leap from sun to 
sun, and read the 'story of the peaceful 
stars. J. M. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Eumin&tion of the Mor&ls a.nd History 

of the New Test&ment. 
:Qy faor. 1!'. w. NIIWHA'If. Priae !iii oents. 

A.dl!reaa 'l'lllll 'l'BU'l'BiSEEUB,. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion~< for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Kenilworth. 
When memory's veil is thrown aside, 

And we reca.ll old things anew, 
Fate'• changeful wheel doth backward glide 

To bring past visions to our view; 
And Kenilworth's old lofty pile 

Presents again the scenes of yore, 
When England's Queen in royal style 

Reigned over Britain's fateful shore, 
And banquets held in halls of state 

For revelers mid follies vain, 
Pursued the mirage, which grim fate 

Could turn from joy to moans of pain, 
As pleasure; built upon the sa.nds, 
Are razed by heart-inflaming brands. 

The Inquirendo Club. 
IX.-CONTINUED. 

'' Whs t is the term ' fairy,' signifying a 
sprite, derived from?" asked Lillie. " It 
owes its origin to ancient traditions re
garding fays, derived from Fate, the god 
dess of destiny. Fairies, or elves, were 
supposed to be supernatural beings, gener
ally of human form, but diminntiv size." 

"Hans Christian Andersen wrote about 
them, did he not?" asked R!Uph. 

"His tales were fantastic," was the an
swer. "But he dwelt more upon allego
ries than superstitious lore. His work 
upon 'The Dying Child' is widely circu
lated, and translated into various la:J. 
gnsges; a sweet romance where tend9r
ness and pathos is strangely mingled with 
the weird and supernatural." 

117 THE BLESSING OF TO-DAY. In the Gloaming. 

HE~!$~ z~~M~~ft¥.1~~, 
I 

1. Strange we nev - er prize the mu-sic Till the sweet-voiced birds lmve flown; 

''"""" I --- _._ ' r-. --- 1:-----:-fl- ,__~ --- 1~-· 
±;;-n=5~~ b~_,__E~=~tt=r=~ r=~~:~ . [___u':_~_c___!~=--.Lr----''--- v E:= __ 11 -r--

Strange that we should slight the vio-lets Till the love - ly flowers are gone; 
I'"""' I 
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Strange that summer skies and sun-shine N ev- er seem one half so fair, 

"Goethe's 'Faust' is written after that 2 Let us gather up the slmbeams 
style, is it not?" was the next question. Lying all around our path; 

"Yes, Goethe's Mephistopheles or devil Let us keep the wheat and roses, 
is borrowed from the German legends. Casting out the thorns and cha:t'f; 
It is a masterly work, and is read in all Let us find our sweetest comfort 
the countries on the globe. Dr. Faustus In the blessings of to-day; 
was a traditional being, celebrated in With a patient hand removing 
powers of black art, and had the ability to All the briars from our way. 
raise or conjure up the devil, with whom 79 
he entered into a contract for twenty-four ~. . .. 
years, obtaining during that time his fill From the "COSMIA.N HYMN BOOK." Compiled by L. K. WASHBURN. 
of earthly pleasure, but forced to sur- Sold at The Truth Seeker office. Price, $1.50. 
render up at-the end of that time his soul -----------------------------------
to the great enemy. Goethe only illus
trated tbe legends of his country, but he 
did so in such a masterly dramatic manner 
as to make his name famous in all the 
world's history." 

"Who was Guy Fawkes?" asked Arthur. 
"Guy Fawkes, properly Guido, was a 

Catholic and a victim of the Reformed 1 

Catholic church. He attempted to blow I 
up the king and his parliament, but was 
caught, tried, and sentenced. Public 
opinion was bitterly against him, and thev 
burned him in effigy in several large cities, 
in London, particularly, where they car
ried a grotesque figure stuffed With straw 
through the streets, finally committing it 
to the flames. In 1600 they were scarcely 
more barbarous than in 1800, when a sov
ereign's ssssBBinstion thrilled the country 
with horror, and in vengeance they 
seized upon the hapless murderer, tortur
ing him as they tortured Guy Fawkes." 

"What is meant by the Black Rood of 
Scotland?" asked Ernestine. 

"It was an ancient relic belonging to 
the Scottish kings. Princess Margaret 
was the one who intr~dnced the emblem, 
and the Scotch came to regard it with rev
erence and awe. Many stories were circu
lated concerning it, and many supersti
tions originated from it. After the 
Reformation, however, it disappeared, 
and the Scotch lost trace of it altogether. 
It consisted of a cross and chain, the 
former supposed to hsv been part of the 
cross of Calvary's crucified savior." 

"Can anyone tell me what was the 
fsvorit expressiOn of Hans Christian An
dersen?" and before anyone could reply 
she volunteered the information herself, 
"Auj Wiedersehn, We hope to meet 
again. Listen: . 

0 crimson mist of morning sweet! 
0 beauteous blossoms 'neath our f11et! 
0 light of hope, so deified, 
The crown of beauty, glorified! 
Sounds so glorious and sublime, 
Mingle with the rhythmic chime; 
And nature, glorious, serene, 
Fulfill the mandate of her queen: 

There brightest days unknown to pain, 
Will crown our life, auf wiedersehn. 

0 golden days with shadows fleet! 
0 promised bliss in colors sweet! 
0 glorious beauty still denied, 
The path of rapture far descried! 
Oh, patience, calm, unmoved, alone, 
Still waits upon her barren throne; 
Still waits that blithesome, happy day, 
When that bleak stone be rolled away; 
And the glsd'ning sun shines forth again 
In our happy dawn, auf wiedersehn. 

Whether upon his barren breast, 
Grewsome winter has sunk to rest; 
Or June's sweet odorous colors rolled 
On earth's green garments manifold, 
Has granted autumn's winds of cold, 
Freedom to sweep across the wold; 
Or timid spring's aweet gentle reign, 
Is herald of pleasure's wanton train, 
Still will we smile, despite of pain, 
And cherish still, avj wiedersehn." 
"Did yon write that yourself, Ernie?" 

asked Florence, and when abe laughingly 
replied in the sffirmstiv, Florence seemed 
about to speak, when the musical clock 
softly tolled the hour of four, and the 
meeting was broken up. IDA BALLOU. 

Correspondence. 
Mmw AY, KY .. Dec. 8, 1894. 

MY DEAR Miss WixoN: It is such a 
pleasure to be able to express one's opin
ions freely and without fear. For unless 
we are perfectly sincere and honest in 
what we profess to believe, we take 
from character its very foundation stone; 
and under such circumstances we cannot 
expect to make any marked progress in 
moral attainment or intellectual worth. 

Truth is a thing to be sought; falsehood 
a thing to he scorned. 

George Eliot was once asked her res
sons for not accepting Christianitv, and 
she gave what she thon~ht was sufficient 
answer to cover every mental, moral, and 
physical ground. The reply was, " Be
cause it is not true." 

The wrong that lies in allowing the ten
derest, sweetest hopes of the human heart 
to cluster around a falsehood should be 
impressed npon the minds of children 
when they first begin to think, and they 
will respect their parents all the more 
when they grow old. Children hav the 

right to know the truth, and it is their 
parents' duty to tell them the truth. 
Nothing is so injurious as a lie, no matter 
how divine it may claim to be. It wounds 
a child's moral conscience at the very 
outset. 

And what is learnt in childish years 
Deep graven on the mind appears 
Our whole life•s journey through. 

The destruction of falflehood is the first 
step toward ethical culture. 

I think that the young boys, readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, who are growing to 
manhood, and are soon to take their places 
in the Freethought ranks, should become 
advocates of woman suffrage, and never for
sake the cause until mascnlin domination 
has ceased to be, for not only will equality 
make homes happier, but the dire'ltion of 
female energy toward government affairs, 
instead of missionary meetings, will little 
by little lower the mercury of church 
power and hasten the advent of that glori
ous day when humanity will be the only 
religion, and prayer and creed a thing of 
the past. 

Yon asked me to tell yon about Free
thought in the Blue Grass, but I fear my 
information on that score would not be 
very edifying, for few rays of light pene
trate the darkness and gloom of orthodox 
Kentucky; besides, our country is noted 
for its gambling, horse-racing, and the 
manufacture of whisky. It has been only 
a very few months since an Infidel was in
dicted for "blasphemy." 

The one to whom I refer is Mr. C. C. 
Moore. known as the Infidel editor of the 
Blue Grass Blade and author of the "Ra
tional View." Mr.Moore is certain of doing 
his duty, not alone in destroying relig
ions fanaticism, but in contributing what 
he can toward the construction of a sys
tem of ethics and reform that is to wipe 
out the vice and vanity of modern society, 
and finally awaken and regenerate all the 
sons and daughters of men. He is work
ing for those of whom the Nazarene said: 
"Pray, yon who hav not sinned, first cast 
the stone." 

The opposition he has encountered in 
movements of reform only shows how an 
unbeliever is held in our country; the 
hatred and contumely dealt out to one who 
bravely refuses to submit to church au
thority and knows no guide save the royal 
banner of truth. Persecution for relig· 

ion's sake still hardens and deforms the 
minds of men. 

Our minds revert with terror to those 
poor wretches whom our forefathers tor
tured with thumbscrew, rack,- and J?in
cers; to the brave. the noble, and the Just 
who perished in dungeons and burned at 
stake because they were brave enough to 
giv their honest thonehts. It was not 
until science began to creep slowly in that 
perecution grew less intense. ·for the more 
secure the foundation of religion, the less 
brotherly feeling there exists in the hearts 
of men; and Christendom would do the 
same to-day if she only had the chance, 
for she has never ceased to pour out the 
venom of her tongue against nn believers 
ever since Mag-ellan made that magnificent 
voyage around the world. If I remember 
Sl'ight, it was he who said: "The church 
savs that the earth is fist, but I hsv 
seen its shadow on the moon, and I hsv 
more confidence in a shadow than in the 
church." 

I wiflb there were more such spirits to
day. But my letter grows Ion~. With 
best love for yourself and the childrt~n of 
the Corner, I am sincerely, 

MAY L. CoLLINS. 
[My dear May, your thoughtful com

munications are interesting and sttrsctiT. 
We shall always be pleased to hear from 
yon.-ED. C. C.] 

-------------------
Merit is Essential. 

Consumers bav a habit of dPtermining bY ex
periment whether an article of food is pure, 
wholesome, convenient, and economical. Bor
den's Peerless Brand Evaporated Cream pos
'esses intrinsic merit. Will stand every test. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Re:i'chwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

Fruits an~ Vegetable&. 
and 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY. 

SPECIAL TIES t 

Florida and California Products-Bananas, Or
anges, Lemons, Cranberries! PmP_a_pfles, 

Grapes, Peaches, Pears, P ums, llle -
ons, Aputes, Berries. 

Potatoes, Onions, Cabbage., Cucumbers, Toma
toes, Celery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips, 

Popcorn, Sg_uasb-.1. Crab Ap-
ples, Egg rlant. 

Special attention paid to filling orders for 
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese. and all kinds of Fruits 
and Vegetables in their season. 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B_. SOUTHWICK. 
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 

Saw the Vision of thA ;~~ld, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land wit~out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger .sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, 'and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

ALL styles of watches from $1.38 up. Hand
some catalogue free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Murray 
street, New York. 52tl9 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 25 oeDta,. 
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400 Years of Freeth ought. 
From Columbus to Jqgersoll B~ Samuel .Porter Puttlam 

Large Octavo, 1165 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges. Price, $5 ; -with The 
Truth Seeker One Year. $6.50. 

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinke'J"s and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past :Jl'our Hundred Years. 

~HE ~RU7H SEEKER COMPANY has pleasure in announcing 
. that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for 

whlCh nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready 
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HUNDRED YEARS oF 
FBEETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally de
signed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated 
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter, 
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of 
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine 
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty. 
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove 
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, togethe 
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much 
for . his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as 
well as a History ; for what are called "half~tone" picture!!, like those in 

A.t the Book Table. 
" The object of the following essay is to 

set tbe principle of animals' rights on a 
consistent and intelligible footing, to 
show that this principle underlies the va
rious efforts of humanitarian reformers, 
and to make a clearance of the comfort
able fallacies which the apologists of the 
present system hav industriously accumu
lated. While not hesitating to speak 
strongly when occasion demanded, I hav 
tried to avoid the tone of irrelevant re
crimination so common in these oontro
"Yersies, and thus to giv more unmistakable 
emphasis to the vital point at issue. We 
hav to decide, not whether the practice of 
fox-hunting, for example, is more, or less, 
cruel than vivisection, but whether all 
practices which inflict unnecessary pain 
on sentient beings are not incompatible 
with the higher instincts of humanity." 
So writes the Freethinker, HenryS. Salt, 
in the preface to the excellent little work* 
which we are examining. The author 
asks-" Hav the lower animals 'rights'?" 
and he answers-"Undoubtedly-if men 
hav." This last is the point he willhes to 
make e'Vident in his first chapter. He does 
not discuss the abstract theory of natural 
rights, which is at present looked upon 
with suspicion and disfavor by many so
cial reformers, since it is often made to 
cover extravagant and contradictory as
sertions, but while its phraseology is con
fessedly "vague and perilous, there is 
nevertheless a solid truth underlying it
a truth which has always been clearly ap
prehended by the moral faculty, however 
difficult it may be to establish it on an un
assailable logical basis. If men hav not 
• rights '-well, they hav an unmistakable 
intimation of l!omething very similar; a 
sense of justice which marks the boundary
line where acquiescence ceases and resist
ance begins; a demand for freedom to liv 
'Gheir own life, subject to the necessity of 
respecting the equal freedom of other 
people." Herbert Spencer says: "Every 
man is free to do that which he wills, 
pro'Vided he infringes not the equal lib· 
erty of any other man. · · · Whoever 
admits that each man must hav a certain 
restricted freedom, asserts that it is right 
that he should hav this restricted freedom, 

and hence the several particular 
freedoms deducible may fitly be called, 
as they commonly are called, his rights." 
Mr. Salt is aware that the fitness of this 
nomenclature is disputed, but until some
thing better is found he will hold, with 
the author of the Synthetic Philosophy, 
that men hav " rights," and will contend 
that the controversy over the term is 
"little else than an academic battle over 
words/' and we heartily agree with him. 
This <teoision reached, Mr. Salt asks-" If 
men hav rights, hav animals their rights 
also?" 

The Buddhist and Pythagorean canons, 

" Animals' Right, Considered in Rela
tion to Social Progress. With a Bio
graphical Appendix. By Henry S. Salt. 
Also an Essay on Vivisection in America. 
By Albert Leffingwell, M.D. New York 
and London: ,Macmillan & Oo. Cloth, 
12mo., 176 pp. Price, 75 cents. For sale 
here, 

"dominated perhaps by the creed of rein
carnation," included the injunction " not 
to kill or injure any innocent animal." 
But Rome also pleaded for mercy and 
justice. Its humanitarian philosophers~ 
" among whom Seneca and Plutarch ana 
Porphyry were the most conspicuous, took 
still higher ground in preaching humanity 
on the broadest principle of universal be
nevolence. 'Since justice is due to ra
tional beings,' wrote Porphyry, 'how is it 
possible to evade the admission that we 
are bound also to act justly towards the 
raoesbelow us?'" But during the suprem
acy of the ohurob, from the fourth to the 
sixteenth centuries, little attention was 
paid to the question of the rights and 
wrongs of the animal tribes. With . the 
Reformation and the revival of learning, 
came also a revival of humanitarian feel
ing, as is indicated by passages in Erasmus 
and More, Sbakspere and Bacon, "but it 
was not until the eighteenth century,. the 
age of enlightenment and 'sensibility,' of 
wbioh Voltaire and Rousseau were the 
spokesmen, that the rights of animals ob
tained more deliberate recognition. From 
the great revolution of 1789 dates the 
period when the world-wide spirit of hu
manitarianism, which had hitherto been 
felt by but one man in a million-the thesis 
of the philosopher or the vision of the 
poet-began to disolose itself, gradually 
and dimly at first, as an essential feature 
of demooraoy." In England a gre!lt and 
far-reaching effact was produced by the 
publication of Paine's "Rights of Man" 
and Mary W ollstoneoraft's ''Vindication 
of the Rights of Woman." "Looking 
back now, after the lapse of a hundred 
years, we OIJ.n see th!J.t a still wider exten
sion of the theory of rights was thenceforth 
inevitable. In fact, such a claim was an
ticipated-if only in bitter jest -by a con
temporary writer, who furnishes us with a 
notable instance of how the mockery of 
one generation may become the reality of 
the next. There was published anony
mously in 1792 a little volume entitled "A 
Vindication of the Rights of Brutes," a 
reductio ad absurdum of Mary W ollstone
oraft's essay, written, as the author informs 
us, ' to evince by demonstrativ arguments 
the perfect equality of what is called the 
irrational species to the human.' The 
further opinion is expressed that, 'after 
these wonderful productions of Mr. Paine 
and Mrs; Wollstoneoraft such a theory 
as the present seems to be necessary.' 
It was necessary ; and a very short 
term of years suffioed to bring it into 
effect." Among those who had already 
spoken for the rights of animals was 
the Freethinking jurist, Jere my Ben
tham. The effect of the works of 'fhomas 
Paine and Mary W ollstoneoraft forcibly 
illustrates the truth of Mr. Tucker's aph
orism that "all the tyrannies. like all the 
liberties, stand or fall together." 

Mr. Salt finds that most of the excuses 
for the cruel treatment of the lower forms 
of life can be traced back to one of two 
sources. The first is the religious notion 
which predicates immortality for man but 
denies it to other animals. This give the 
cruel believer a obanoe to plead in justifi
cation of his atrocities that his victims 
• • hav no souls," a plea often heard in Italy 
and other countries where cruelty to ani-

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the 
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal 
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this 
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF FaEETHOUGHT, 
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents 
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human 
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influ
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given 
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent 
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress. 

Price, $5, With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. . 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 LAFAYETTE PLA.Olil, NEw YoR 

male has reached its greatest depth of cal
lousness and gleeful depravity. It is this 
country-Italy-so long ohurah-oursed
that has given to the world the most cold
blooded of the vivisectors. Of this relig
ious excuse for cruelty, Mrs. Jameson 
says: "It should seem as if the primitiv 
Christians, by laying so much stress upon 
a future life, in contradistinction to this 
life, and placing the lower creatures out of 
the pale of hope, placed them at the same 
time out of the pale of sympathy, and thus 
laid the foundation for this utter disregard 
of animals in the light of our fellow·oreat
ures." The other cause of the indiffarenoe 
of the Western peoples to the sufferings of 
the animals, is the theory of Descartes and 
his followers that the lower forms of life 
are devoid of oonsoiousness and feeling. 
Animals were declared to be mere " ani
mated machines,'' which in no real sense 
could be said to live at all. Voltaire ridi
culed the absurd Cartesian dogma; Sohop· 
enhauer characterized it as " a dootrin re
volting, gross, and barbarous, peculiar to 
the West, and having its root in Judaism," 
while the scientist George J. Romanes de
clares that" the theory of animal automat
ism, which is usually attributed to Des
cartes, can never be accepted by common 
sense." Upon this Mr. Salt comments: 
"Yet it is to be fearetl that it has done 
much, in its time, to harden 'soientifio' 
sense against the just complaints of the 
victims of human arrogance and oppres
sion." Leoky is quoted as saying that the 
benevolent affectiOns which emt:>raoed at 
first only the family were gradually ex
tended to include the class, the nation, a 

. coalition of nations, all humanity, and 
finally its influence is felt in man's dealings 
with the lower animals. The course of 
evolution has been from a vague sympatby 
to a definit recognition of "r1gbts." "Op· 
pression and cruelty are invariably founded 
on a laok of imaginativ sympathy; · · · 
when once the sense of affinity is awalrened, 
the knell of tyranny is sounded and the 
ultim'tte concession of 'rights' is simply a 
matter of time." Even such a thinker as 
Ari~totle seriously pondered the question 
whether a slave could in any sense be con
sidered a man. 

Referring to the common plea that suf
fering is necessary as a " disoiplin," our 
author observes with justifiable causticity 
that "it is, perhaps, a mere coincidence, 
but it has been observed that those who 
are most forward to disallow the rights of 
others, and to argue that suffaring and 
subjection are the natural lot of all living 
things, are usually themselvs exempt from 
the operation of this beneficent law, and 
that the beauty of self.saorifi<le is most 
loudly belauded by those who profit most 
largely at the expense of their fellow
creatures." In this class are necessarily 
included the sportsmen and vivisectors. 
In answer to the l.'harge of "sentimental
ity " made against the friends of animals, 
Mr. Salt pithily and justly remarks that 
the only way to avoid the false sentimen
tality of the philanthropists on the one 
hand and the equally false sentimentality 
of the "men of the world," whose only 
regard is for themselvs, on the other; is 
"to take up a consistent position towards 
the rights of men and of the lower animals 
alike and to cultivate a broad sense of uni-

versal justice (not 'mercy') for all living 
things. Herein, and herein alone, is to 
be sought the true sanity of temperament." 
The rights of animals are not antagonistic 
to the rights of men. It is a fallaoy to 
suppose that we must study human rights 
first and leave the other question to be 
solved hereafter. It is only by a wide and 
disinterested study of both subj9ots that a 
solution of either is possible. 

So much in examination of the general 
law of "rights" in its application to men 
and to the iower animals. The remaining 
chapters of the book take up in order the 
particular applications of the law in a num
ber of oases hereinafter mentioned. Chap
ter H. deals with the case of the domestic 
anim'1ls; Chapter In. with the case of wild 
animals; Chapter IV. treats of the slaugh
ter of animals for food; Chapter V. ex
poses the horrors of sport or amateur 
butchery; here Mr. Salt aptly says, refer
ring to the "sporUng instinct," .that "the 
sp:>J"tsman, by force of habit, or by foroe 
of hereditary influence, cannot understand 
or symp!J.thize with the suffaring he causes, 
and being, in the great majority of in
stances, a man of slow perception, he nat
urally finds it much easier to follow the 
hounds than to follow an argument." 
Chapter VI. has to do with murderous mil
linery; Chapter VII. exposes the torture 
chambers of the soientifio experimentalist. 
In this connection Mr. Salt quotes Miohe
let as follows: "The child disports him
self, shatters, and destroys; he finds his 
happiness in undoinq. And science, in its 
childhood, does the same. It cannot study 
unless it kills. The sole use which it m\lokes 
of a living mind is, in the first place, to 
dissect it. None OIJ.rry into scientific pur
suits that tender reverenae for life which 
nature rewards by unveiling to us her 
mysteries." Chapter V err. lays down the 
lines of reform, and in the Appendix we 
hav the bibliography of the rights of ani
mals. In the Second Part of the volume 
-"Vivisection in Amerioa"-Dr. Albert 
L9ffingwell give the status of the Soientifio 
Inquisition in the United States and tells 
what our colleges are doing for the hu
manization of the youth of tb.e land. He 
also quotes Lawson Tait, one of the most 
eminent surgeons of Great Britain, as fol
lows: "Like every member of my profes
sion I was brought up in the belief that 
many of oar most valued means of saving 
life and diminishing suffering had resulted 
from experiments on the lower animals. I 
now know that nothing of the sort is trne 
concerning surgery; I do not believe vivi-' 
section has helped the surgeon one bit; 
and I know it often !ed me astray." Dr. 
Leffingwell wields a forceful pen and he 
does not indulge in hap·hazard statement 
or useless denunciations. He says that 
frightful crimes are committed in the name 
of science, and he amply proves . all that 
he asserts. 

Every father and mother, every young 
man .and woman, should carefully read 
"Animals' Rights." The questions dis
cussed are among the gravest that con
front this and coming generations. 
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v'1'fot for '!)arsons. 
NoT long- ago, the Rev. Dr. MacGregor, 

of St. Cuthbert's, Edinburgh, desiring to 
prsy· for the miners, added to the petition 
in the Litany for "those who travel bv 
land and sea," the words '' and for all 
those whose labor is underground." The 
good doctor, remembering that the miners 
were on a strike, after some hesitation, 
added, "when at work." 

AN 0RTIIoDoxrsT's PRAYER. - 0 sin· 
tormented King of Souls, who hung aban 
doned on the Holy Cross, whose dying 
semblance hangs before my eyes, eternal 
Victor and Redeemer, merciful Omnipo
tence, save me, Thy worm, from tolerance! 
Make me irt·'i"''' rt, 0 Lord, of what is 
contrary to Thy Church's law. Make me 
intolerant of Thy enemies, 0 sorrow
crowned, abandoned Kin~. crowned now 
with power! Lord, make me narrow. 
Narrow my heart that I may wish for 
nothing outside of my narrow love for 
Thee. Narrow my thoughts that they may 
never stray outside Thy narrow truth. 
Narrow my rule of life that I mav never 
violate Thy narrow ordinance. Narrow 
my hearing that I may hear nought but 
Thy still small voice in the narrow search 
ing of my soul. Narrow my sight that I 
may never see outside Thy narrow way 
which leadeth unto everlasting life.-0. 
de Biddle Cope, in "At Century's Ebb." 

A GoOD-HEARTED curate, who firmly be
lieved that God was continually working 
miracles to enable him to help the needy, 
and who seldom had a coin in his pocket, 
though he was never devoid of the fire of 
charity in his heart, was accosted one day 
by a beggar woman. He pleaded utter 
lack of money, and sadly turned aside; 
but on the mendicant beseeching him to 
search his pockets, he hopelessly put his 
hand in one and to his amazement and joy, 
found a five-shilling piece there. "Another 
of God's miracles!" he exclaimed; and 
then, addressing the woman, " This coin 
belongs to you, of right. Take it, and go 
in peace." ~ving told the story a few 
hours later to his worldly-minded parish 
priest, and suggested that they should 
both go down on their knees and render 
thanks to God, a strange, unpleasant light 
suddenly broke on the mind of the shrewd 
pastor, who exclaimed in accents not sug
gestiv of thanksgiving: "Good God! Are 
those my breeches that yon've on you?"
Oontemporary Review. 

MAX O'RELL tells this story about him
self. I had just returned to the hotel 
after having given a lPoture on the Scotch 
at the town hall. I was half undressed 
when there came a knock at my bedroom 
door. It was a waiter bearing a card. The 
Presbyterian minister of the town wished 
to see me at once on a very urgent matter. 
I bid the waiter show the reverend gentle
man np. A man of about fifty, in the 
usual black ecclesiastical coat and white 
cravat, and holding a soft felt hat, ap
peared in the doorway, wearing a sad face. 
I recognized him as one of my audience 
that evening. "Excuse my costume," I 
began, "but you wished to speak to me 
on urgent business and I thought best not 
to make yon wait." "There is nothing 
the matter with your dress," he broke in. 
" This is not an affair of the body but of 
the soul. I hav come to pray for you." 
I was taken a little by surprise and felt a 
trifle discountenanced, but I quickly re
gained my composure. "Why, certainly," 
I said, "with the greatest pleasure if it 
can make you happy." He knelt, put his 
elbows on the bed, buried his head in his 
bands and began: "Lord, this man whom 
thou seest near me is not a sinful man; he 
is suffering from the evil of the century; 
he has not been touched by thy grace; he 
is a stranger, come from a country where 
religion is turned to ridicule. Grant that 
his travel through our godly lands may 
bring him into the narrow way that leads 
to everlasting life." The prayer, most of 
which I spare you, lasted at least ten min
utes. When he had finished, my visitor 
rose and held out his hand. I shook it. 
".And now,'' said I, "allow me to pray for 
you." He signified consent by a move· 
ment of the hand. I did not go on my 
knees, but with all the fervor that is in me 
I cried: "Lord, this man whom thou seest 
beside me is not a sinful man. Hav mercy 
upon him, for he is a Pharisee, who doubts 
not for one moment, and that without 
knowing me, that he is better than I. 
Thou who hast sent in vain thy son on 
earth to cast out the Pharisee, let thy 
grace descend upon this one; teach him 
that the foremost Christian virtue is char
ity, and that the greatest charity is that 
which teaches us that we are no better 
than our brethren. This man is blinded 
b;y pr!de; convinc~ h~m, open hi~ eyes, 
pity him, and forg1v h1m, as I forgiv him. 
Amen." I looked at my good Presbyte
rian. He was rooted to the floor, amaze
ment written on his face. I once more 
took hill hand and shook it. "And now," 
said I, '' we are quits. Good-night." He 
went o.wa.y somewhat abashed, pocketing 
the mild reproof.-&change, 
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Gems of ~!ought. 
H:m who loves truth hates the gods, in 

the singular as well as in the plursl.
Schopenhauer, 

IT is idle to attribute the destruction of 
superstition to the Reformation. Protest
ants were as superstitious as Catholics.
H. T. Buckle. 

THoUGH pure rectitude may be at pres
ent impracticable, it is requisit to know 
where the right lies, in order that the 
changes we make may be toward8 the 
right instead of away from it.-Herbert 
,Spencer. 

OuR moral world is dragged by oxen; it 
has no railroad speed. The railway 
carries men's bodies rapidly, but it never 
interferes with: the old slow speed of in
tellect. The intellect of the church always 
travels in the oxen's oart.-David Swing. 

WHEN a certain quality of religion and 
a. certain quality of law are conjointly 
utilized in elevating the morals and anni
hilating the evils of any community, hu
man lives are as bits of chaff between the 
upper and nether millstones of expedi
ency.-Edgar L. Wakeman. 

THEB:m is something pathetic in the sim
plicity with which a narrow slt!.dent will 
indge the doctrins of a foreign religion by 
their antagonism or conformity to his own 
orthodoxy on points where utter differ
ence of opinion exists among the most 
learned and enlightened scliolsrs.-7ylor. 

NATUB:m knows no anniversaries. Her 
calendar is not marked with saints' days 
and her chronology does not date from 
the birthtime of kings and of saviors. 
Humanity is a part of nature. Its mem
bers are children of the benignant mother. 
We swing with nature's planets through 
in:finit space, and our origin and destiny, 
like hers, are rooted not in time but in 
eternity. In:finity is our present home; 
eternal is our present life.- Unity. 

IT would be in:finitly better, therefore, 
if, instead of cramming little brains with 
" mysteries " which are incomprehensible, 
and dogmas which are absurd, the child 
were inspired with a love and a trust in 
truth, with an enthusiasm for what is 
good and noble and great. Far better 
than teaching him aright the details of the 
"Trinity puzzle " would it be to teach 
him that no harm can ever come from 
truth, and no good can ever come from 
falsehood. If a child be taught thus, he 
will require no obscurantist theology to 
make him a good and worthy citizen.
Frederick .Ryan. 

LuciFER began, mythologically, as a 
heavenly detectiv. He was the lawyer 
retained by the gods for the suppression 
of vice; and, from long engaging in that 
business, he came to love it. When he 
had nobody to accuse, he was in distress, 
and went about scousing innocent people. 
So he was called the accuser. And then 
he fell lower still, and went about tempt
ing people to sin, in order that he might 
prosecute them; and then he was called 
Satan. That was the course of the :first 
Vice Society, and the end of its attorney. 
-Moncure D. Conway. [And Anthony 
Comstock began where Satan left off.] I 

ONlll can say without exaggeration that 
the most religious times sud the most re
ligions peoples, or those in which or among 
whom the power of the church has been 
the strongest, hsv, generally speaking, 
been the most immoral. One has evidenoe 
enough in the horrors of the Middle Ages, 
and if to-day it be otherwise, it is not to 
religion that we owe the change, but to 
the spread of education and the progress 1 
of intelligence. Experience teaches us that 1 
at all times the blackest crimes and tue I 
most degraded criminals hsv been asso· 
cisted with excess of sanctity, and this 
among peoples generally, as in individ · / 
usls.-Ludwig Buchner. 1 

TH:m world is opening both eyes. What , 
does it see? Not only the paltry in:fiuence~ 

1

1 
that parade among schoolmen, but great 
broad streams upon ·which common men 
and women are hastened to their enlarging , 
destiny. The church contributes some-~ 
thing-as much sa could be expected 
through the th!ck crust which. has. nigh , 
crushed out its life. The state, ID sp1te of I 

Deafness Cannot Be Cured 
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tional remedies. Dearness is. caused. by an In
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and when it is entirelv closAd deafness 18 there
sult, anti unless the inflama~•on can be take!J.pnt 
and this tube restored to 1ts normal cond1t10n, 
hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out 
of ten are cau•ed by catarrh, which is nothing 
but an inflamed condition of themucvns surfaces. 

We will giv One Hundred Dollars for any case 
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canno~ be 
oured by Hall's Catarrh Oure. Send for circu-
la!!!.Jree. F. J. OHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. 

_. · Bold by Druggists, 7oc. 
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its err~rs and crime'!t throws its pebble in 
the csun. But outside all formal institu
tions, however categoried, the thinking 
masses, the sincere and wholesome protest 
~f the vast body who hav suffered the ills 
Inherent to present conditions, provide the 
real assurances of development and safety. 
-Horace L. Traubel. 

l'Pond's 

Extract 
IS WORTH ITS· 

WEIGHT IN COLD 
Cures Female Complaints, 

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores, 

Bruises and ALL PAIN. 

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

DO NOT CURE. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A. Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees, 
and Early Hiootory of Cnristianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere 80 Fully and Faith 
fully Bet Fortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, 0.02 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28Lafavette nlace. New York. 

The Glory of Infidelity 
WI rH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one nf the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
s.nd no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

THE COLUMBIA 
PAP CALEBDAR 

@ 

@ 

@ 

A Desk Calendar is a necessity
most convenient kind of storehouse 
for memoranda. The Columbia Desk 
Calendar is brightest and handsomest 
of all- full of dainty silhouettes 
and pen sketches and entertaining 
thoughts on outdoor exercise and 
sport. Occasionally remind~you of 
the superb quality of Columbia Bi
cycles and of your need of one. 
Yon won't object to that, of course. 
The Calendar will be mailed for five 
2-cent stamps. 
Address Calendar Department, 

POPE MFO. CO,, 
Mention this paper. Hartford, Ct;mn, 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a pnrpose." 
Price,~ cents. 

Truth Seeker Library. Besear&hes. in Oriental History, 
Published Monthly at $3 per Year. 

IssUEs oF 1891. -$3. 
Price. 

Truth Beeker AnnualJ)891 ..................... $0 25 
Men, Women, and u-ods. Helen H. Gar-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Beason. Thomas Paine. illus-

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ...................................... . 
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 

25 
20 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D1 
Fourth Eattton. 

Victor Hugo's Oration on Volt:tire ........•.•. 
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 

1
4° Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
~ ters. Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remabnrg ...... . 

Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-
25 Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. son. RobertO. Adams.................. 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller. . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
My Religious Experience .. Samuel P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 

Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Ca'Ile the Aryans? Five chap
ters. The Higher Criticism in Theology and Re

ligion. •.r. E. Longshore ....•.......•... 
IssUEs oF 1892.-$3. 

50 Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote ............ . 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustra-

ted........................................ 40 

25 Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity. 

Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, anii Cradle. Helen H. Gar- C } R G 1 }}' 

dener..................................... 10 0 • • • ngerso s 
Bible Morals. John E. Remsbnrg.. .. .. . . . . . . 25 
AwfnlDisclosuresofMariaMonk............ 5

2
0
5 

ARGUMENT 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. . 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

cock,...................................... 15 
Liberjy m Literature. Testimonial to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll......... . . . . . 25 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Holy Bible Abridged ......... ,............ 80 
False Olaims of the Church. John E. 

Bemsbnrg ............................... .. 
IssUEs oF 1893.-$3. 

Thomas Paine Vindicated. Ool. Robert 
G.Ingersoll... .................. .... .. .... 15 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
mann..................................... 50 

Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 
M. E. Billings............................ 25 

Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 
Handbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Curse; Religion a. Disease; Re-

ligion a Lie. S.P.Putnam.. ............ 25 
Des1gn Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of 

THE TRUTH SEEKER.................... 15 
Abraham 'Lincoln: Was He a Christian? 

John E. Bemabur_g........... ........... 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. illus-

trated. B.P. Putnam................... 25 
CommonSense. ThomasPaine.............. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 
Pleasure and l:'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B..................................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newhiill Convent........................ 10 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon................................ 10 
Issu:ms oF 1894.-$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Gao. E. Macdonald 10 
Relf-Oontradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propertr: Sbould It be Exempt 

from Taxatlon? Reasons Why It Should 
Not........................................ 15 

Congress and Sunday La.ws ........ .. ........ 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick...................................... 50 

Church and Fraethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~u~~iW~~: .. :Mbi-'gS.ii·x:·:R~iliii-"isoD.: "0 

Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 
Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L. G. Reed............................... 15 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Ohr.ist Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durm~ the year oth~r standard Freethought 
works Wlll be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. · 

Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please say 
which year is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

The Biblt': What Is Itt A pamphlet con 
taining eight chapters in refutation of tht 
assumption that the Bible is a divine book ot 
nure thought, and correct in all its utter»nceP 
Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear expositior:; 
of the biblical storY of man's "creation," ana 
"C)ll'Se," theologicilly denominated "the fall.· 
Pnce, 10 cents. 

The Bible Against Itself. Containing 
one hunclred and fitty plain self-contradiction~ 
of the Biblehinvolving questions of theologY 
morals, and istory '· Price, l.O cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption that he was a divine 
person and that he was the fulfillment of Olu 
•.restan{ent prophecies. Price, lO cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negative and affirmative standpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 L&fa.yette plaoe. New Yor£ 

IN TB:E 

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial, 
At Morristown, N. J. 

This is the greatestargumentevermadein a case 
of this kind, and :will be a model for the Bar so 
long as the Christians use force to repress free 
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian per
secution is going on this argument should be 
rreely circulated, read to the Christians, and. ex
Pounded on every occasion. 

' In pa,per, 25 cents: in cloth. 50 llent8. 
a.<l.tPA•• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. P~j,J>er,10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal. Romance. 

12lno, 300 pp"' $1. 
Apples of twold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. ·12mo, 388 pp., ~1.25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES 
A new edition of that splendid prose J:>.Oem, 

"Life," by "the prince of orators," Ool. B. G. 
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
,llrrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J?Oethwho now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m t e living world." It will 
make a deli&"htful present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of art1etic 
workmanshiP. It is printed on heavy boartl, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the 
Price onl:v~5 cents, post-paid. 

'.rHE T!WTH SEEKER, 
2.V La.fav,rt:t.~ Tiltt~~. Now Vnrlr 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The ll;volut10n 
of the Christian Trinity. uriginal Sin and the 
Atonement. A l\iedley of Gospels. Wanted 
ContemporarY Evidence. Paley's "Evidence• of 
Ohristiani•:v " Examined. '.rhe TestimllnY of 
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? 'l'he First l''our Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cloth, S1o 
Address THE TRt'TH REEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 
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JOSHUA GETS SOME CLEAN DUDS. 

And I said, Let them set a fair mitre upon his head. So they set a fair mitre upon his head, and clothed him with 
garments. And the angel of the Lord stood by.-Zech. iii, 5. · 

GoDARD, the composer, died at Cannes 
on January 11th. 

JoHN M. THURSTON goes to the United 
States Senate from Nebraska. 

M. BRISSON was re-elected president of 
the French Chamber of Deputies, 

THE American Railway Union asks for 
financial aid to appeal the Debs case. 

LEE MANTLE will be the new United 
States Senator (short term) from Montana. 

EMPEROR WILLIAM declared on New 
Year's day that "the army is the fonda
mental basis of the empire." 

ON January 5th a fishing schooner sunk 
the Boston pilot boat D. J. Lawler, and 
four of the latter's crew perished. 

ON Jan nary 9th the Japanese capiored 
Kaiping. They are slowly pushing on 
through the heavy snow toward Peking. 

AT Cold Spring, L. I., scarlet fever is 
epidemic and the schools are closed. On 
Jan nary 6th ten families were quarantined. 

BREAD is now sold in Philadelphia and 
Cincinnati at three cents per standard loaf, 
and Brooklyn bakers hav also reduced 
their prices. 

SENATOR IsHAllr G. HARRIS of Tennessee, 
Democrat, and Senator R. F. Pettigrew, 
of Sooth Dakota, Republican, will be their 
own successors. 

AuGusTo CEsAR, prominent Portogese 
Freethinker and republican, and editor of 
F.l Transmontano, Villa Real, Portugal, 
died last month. 

FRANCIS E. WARREN was re-elected sen
ator from Wyoming, and Clarence D. 
Clark succeeds Senator Carey for the short 
(four years') term. 

MISS KATHERINE DREXEL has taken her 
final vows of retirement from the world, 
at the convent of the Blessed Sacrament, 
near Torresdale, Md. 

THE debate in the German Reichstag 
over the pending anti-revolutionary bill is 
very warm, and the opposition seems to be 
developing strength. 

THE contract for armor for the Russian 
navy secured by the Bethlehem (Pa.) Iron 
Works is worth $1,250,000, and will keep 
the plant employed for a year. 

WILLIAM E. CHANDLER will sncceed him
self as Senator from New Hampshire. In 
the Republican canons he received 224 
votes to 55 for Henry W. Blair. 

L'OssERVATORE RoMANo says officially 
that the Pope's income for 1893 was $2,000,-
000, and his expenses $885,000. Half of 
the income was from Peter's Pence. 

IT is alleged that there exists in Chicago THE governor of Alaska said before the 
a combination of police court officials and I Honse Committee on Territories that there 
hangers-on who divide among themselvs were last year found on St. George and St. 
the "stayed" or remitted fines. It is said Paul islands alone 30,000 dead seal pops. 
that these fines hav been paid on the quiet Their deaths were caused by the slaughter 
te the ringsters and the books falsified, of their mothers by poachers. 

STEPHEN B. ELKINS will be the new Sen
ator from West Virginia. He is the first 
Republican to be elected to that office 
from that state in twenty-five years. 

AARoN L. DENNISON, "father of Amer
ican watchmaking," died in Birmingham, 
Ene:land, on January lOth. He was born 
in Freeport, Maine, on March 12, 1812. 

GEoRGIA was the first state to respond 
to the call for aid for the people of western 
Nebraska. Georgia railroads deliver sop
plies contributed free of charge for trans
portatien, 

THERE was a bread riot in St. Johns, 
Newfoundland, on January 8th. Stores 
and warehouses of the bankrupt firms were 
broken into and provisions seized. Arrests 
were made. · 

MINERS at Shawnee, Ohio, hav leased 
the coal mines called the Gosly and Barber 
and will operate them, paying the owners 
seven cents a ton royalty and ten cents a 
ton commission for selling. 

THE tax payers of Germany support 
15,050 Protestant ministers and 15,200 
Catholic priests. Among these are, of 
course, included the bishops and other 
higher church functionaries. 

A BLIZZARD raged in Iowa and portions 
of Illinois the latter part of the week end
ing January 12th, On January 11th the 
mercury fell at Des Moines, Ia., and 
Galesburg, Ill., to fifteen degrees below 
zero at 9 P.M. 

AT the late elections in Belgium 5,363,-
133 Catholic votes elected 103 representa
tivs; 2,256,802 Socialistic voteR elected 28 
representative, and 3, 712,885 Liberal votes 

elected 20 representative. There was a 
gain in the Socialistic: and Liberal vote. 
Many electors hav two votes each, and 
many others three each, in the latter class 
being 10,000 priests. 

BLANCHE LEoN, wife of the famous 
clown, is living in destitution in this city. 
She is forty-seven, and the mother of 
thirty-three children. She was married at 
thirteen in Madrid. Many of the children 
are dead, and the four that came last are 
with her. 

Reports to the Farmers' Review of Chi
cago show that farmers in Illinois, In
diana, Ohio, 1\fichigan, Kentucky, Mis
souri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Wiscon
sin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas hav fed 
wheat to cattle. 

ELBRIDGE T. GERRY, president of the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children, has secured the introduction in 
the New York legislature of a bill estab
lishing the whipping-post for the punish
ment of wife and children whippers and 
other offenders. 

A FRENCH newspaper says there are in 
the French Academy three Protestants, 
Victor Cherbnliez. Leon Say, and M. de 
Freycinet; one Freethinker, Alexander 
Domas; one Atheist, 1\f. ChallemelLaconr, 
while nearly every one of the rest is a 
nominal Catholic. 

THE great papyrus of the year 27 of the 
second Ptolemy (258 B.C.) will be pub
lished in the course of next year. The 
papyrus give many details about the 
taxation of Egypt generally, the monopoly 
of oil, and the tax on wine given to Queen 
Arsinoe Philadelphos. 

GRIP is now epidemic in this city, and 
the mortality is severe. The atmosphere 
was damp, foggy, and oppressivly heavy 
for more than two weeks before January 
12th, while the snow that fell three weeks 
preceding that date was not cleaned off, 
and so the streets became horribly filthy. 

THE Court of Appeals of the District of ' 
Colombia has affirmed the decision of the 
District Supreme Court that the sugar 
bounty section of the McKinley act has 
been repealed, and it goes a step further 
and declares that the law was always in
valid, Congress having no power to 
enact it. 

THE alleged appearance of the Virgin in 
the Dorengrond forest near Brannan, Bo
hemia, caused a great multitude of peas
ants to assemble. Riots between the 
peasants and scoffers resulted and the gen
darmes were called out bot were unable to 
disperse the crowds. Although many were 
wounded the gendarmes were finally driven 
away and then troops were ordered to 
the scene. 

OscAR BECK, Belgian Freethinker, born 
at Mons in 1852, founder of the Free
thought society at Liege, snccessivly 
principal of the state orphan asylum at 
Liege and the normal school at Brnges, 
died November 12th. The secular funeral 
was attended by more than two thousand 
persons, including deputations from thirty 
or more Freethonght and democratic so
cieties and Masonic lodges. Members of 
the city council of Liege, prominent Free
thinkers, delivered addresses at the funeral. 

A WONDERFUL OFFER. 
Onr grand catalogue over 850 illustrations, 

agent's latest goods and novelties, 1 writing pen, 
fountain attachment, 1 elegant gentleman's 
watch chain and charm, guaranteed 20 years. 
Yonr name in agent's directory 1 year, all sent for 
10 cents. Postage 2 cents. EMPIRli: NovELTY Co., 
4teow49 157 'l'rtmont St., Boston, Mass. 

.A. Missionary Scheme. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with 

the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of po
Utical missionary work. We hav given away thou
sands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it 
is doing ita work. We hav also given away thou
sands C>f arguments against the proposed national 
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of 
TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over 
the land. 

arguments in the mouths of the .people ; it puts the 
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in 
every village to corner the parson. It has never 
been " answered " and never can be. 

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy 
of Paine's ".A.GE OF REASON." 

With the advent of the reading season, when the 
summer's work is done and the people hav time to 
think, we want to do a great deal of religious mis
sionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme, 
which has already received cordial indorsement: 

Probably no one book h1.s made more converts 
to common sense and won more people away from 
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is 
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an 
immense amount of food for thought. It is written 
for the average mind, and is a straightforward, 
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris-

sytianstem. It has liberalized us all. It puts 

What ought to be done, and what we propose to 
do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to 
·hav given away thousands of them among the peo
ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker 
knows ought to hav one. It will do that church
member good, even if his wife burns it. He will 
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold 
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book 
in a family is bound to do good-an immense 
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will 
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, for from read,ing it D. I\I. Bennett, 
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory 
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he 
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in 
the country, and it is they we ought to reach. 

Our proposition is for every reader of this 
paper to send us the names and addresses of 
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE 

If you don't know eight Christians you care 
enough about to convert, name those whom you do 
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the 
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher 
worth saving. 

In this way public opinion can be made and 
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers 
inr41. community can club together and convert a 
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and 
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds 
and we will make the sele.ction of the target and 
take the responsibility of the work .. What we want is 
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read, 

Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the 
names and addresses and means to mail the book. 
Surely everybody can help in this and make thou
sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names 
of indifferentists, but those of good church people, 
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to 
think if they only are steered in the right direo
tion. 
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IS THE TURK MUCH WORSE THAN ·THE CHRISTIAN? 

TO OUR FRIENDS: 

Don't you know some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who would subscribe to THE 

TRUTH SEEKER if YOU called his attention to 

the Paper? 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, ·nso 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
ssued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half .Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freetb,ought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDBED YEARS oF FREETHoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREEl 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
., .t'OUB HUNDRED YE&RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

.AN.IJ .F UR~HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will· offer To the New Subscribers as a Premiu1n, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GJWTFEI BOOK OF I'm KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated BI.::S~1',~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT •. 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker. 

• 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete "($8). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH S:mEKER one year ($8) and" The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($8). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but }?e well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH· SEEKER one year ($8) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards (12). 

For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one yeiU' ( $8) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comic!Uly illustrated," in cloth co:vers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one year ($8) and " Old Tes · 
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THE 

Truth Seeker· Annual for 1895 
HAS A OONTBIBUTION BY 

KATIE KEHM SMITH 
ON 

''SECULAR SUNDAY SCHOOLS." 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 2 we shall 
hav a long article by JoHN E. REMS;BURG on 

·~BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: WAS HE A CHRIS
TIAN!" 

Everyone who has read Mr. Remsburg's works 
knows the thoroughness with which he will deal 
with this subject, and also knows that when he has 
read this paper he will know more about Franklin 
than the average man does at present. 

SiJi.gle copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 7 cents. In 
quantities of five and over, 5 cents each. Now is 
the time to subscribe. 

The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps. 
Mr. D. Web3ter Groh, who suggested the forma

tion of the Free thought Letter-Writing Corps, has 
recently been doing some excellent independent work 
through the Hagerstown (Md.) papers. In New 
Orleans Erwin Auffurth and S. S. Bryan hav made 
themselvs heard to the advantage of the cause 
through the 'l'imes - .Democrat, Picayune, and 
States. Why cannot equally timely and good work 

• be done by local Freethinkers in every city in the 
Union T The principles of Liberalism could thus 
be brought to the attention of millions who never 
see the distinctivly Freethought papers. While the 
clergy and their lay allies are permitted to misrep
resent the truth of history and malign the friends 
of progress in their pulpits and through the press, 
without contradiction and refutation, we cannot 
expect that our views will be respected or that they 
will gain new converts, as they would if we were 
all vigilant in defense and activ in the propagation 
of what we believe to be true and for the benefit of 
the world. Would that every reader of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER could and would follow the splendid exam
ple of Messrs. Groh, Auffurth, and Bryan. 

0£ course there are some difficulties in the way of 
such a program, as there are obstacles to the prac
ticalization of the Letter-Writing Corps scheme. 
Mr. Groh perceives this, and in a late letter to the 
Captain of the Corps he says: "At the outset I 
pledged myself to the F. L. W. C., and I find that 
without the pledge I could hardly compel myself to 
write as often as I ought. So I think all should 
be urged to join the F. L. W. C. and pledge them
selva both to write to the target and to send in tar
gets whenever they notice a case which would. make 
one, leaving it to you, of course, to decide whether 
to turn the corps on them or not." Our friend 
suggests tha~ each Freethinker who approves of 
this method of work and is willing to help should 
sign and send to us a pledge something like this : 

I hereby pledge myself to write at least one 
.Freethought letter weekly to the target assigned to 
me in the current issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Name .................................... . 

.Date . . . . . . . . Residence . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -.... . 

This pledge would be at once the application for 
membership in the Freethought Letter-Writing 
Corps, the promia to write a letter each week, and 
the certificate of membership. 

We here renew our request that all members of 
the Corps, and all who wish to become such, at 
once send us their names, with post-office address. 
To know the size of the Corps is a matter of impor
tance, for it may be necessary to divide it into 
detachments for work in different places at the 
same time: This week all members will write to 
the Atlanta (Georgia) Constitution or the Atlanta 
Journal in commendation of the stand taken by 
Rev. Dr. Hawthorne in favor of the taxation of 
church prop~rty and the abolition of chaplaincies, 
and against the Christianization of the federal Con
stitution. Let the people of Georgia know that the 
eyes of the country are upon them and that every 
step they take in the direction of complete religious 
liberty will receive the warm applause of freedom
loving men and women in all their sister states. 
All letters should be brief, clear, to the point, and 
courteous. 

Bible in the Schools in Minnesota. 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 3, 1894:, we 

called attention to the fight being made by our sub
scriber, Mr. S. J. Fleckten, of Kandiyohi, Minnesota, 
against the reading of the Bible in the public 
school of his district, No. 61, Kandiyohi county. 
We quoted from a letter written by the state super
intendent of instruction, W. W. Pendergast, to Mr. 
Flickten, and also a part of a paragraph from the 
constitution of the state of Minnesota. Our re'ad
ers will remember that the superintendent, after 
stating that his reply to the letter written to him 
by Mr. Fleckten would follow the lines suggested 
by the present attorney- general, went on to say 
that the Bible having been honored by "all intelli
gent people as a work of the highest literary merit," 
it would scarcely be improper for the teacher to 
read selections therefrom to the assembled pupils, 
and that even children whose parents or guardians 
do not subscribe to th~ teachings of the Bible 
" would hardly receive any harm from such a proced
ure." He thought that the exercise of common 
sense and the " toleration for which the United 
States is noted ought to lead to an amicable under
standing among the people of the district, the 
board of trustees, and the teacher." He suggested 
that should a patron of the school hav conscientious 
scruples against his childr~n listening to such read-

ing, the trustees and the teacher would perhaps 
excuse those children from attending the opening 
ex-ercises. As to the law in the case, he quoted 
from the opinion of ex-Attorney-General Cole to the 
effect that, regardless of the character of any book 
used in the school, the legislature had vested the 
control of the school in the trustees, and it was en
tirely within their power to exclude the Bible or to 
prescribe it as a text-book ; there was " no author
ity competent to revise their action." We disposed 
of the trivialities of the superintendent, and showed 
by our quotation from the fundamental law of the 
state that the reading of the Bible in the public 
schools is, under any fair and legitimate interpreta
tion of that law, indisputably unconstitutional. 

Since the date above mentioned Mr. Fleckten 
has not let pass an opportunity to manifest his 
patriotic and just determination to expel the Bible 
from the school to which he must send his children. 
He called a meeting of the school board for Novem
ber 15, and he then read to the board the provisions 
of the state constitution and explained his position. 
Thereupon the other patrons of the school called a. 
special meeting of the district electors ·for Decem
ber 7, and at that meeting it was resolved that they 
would sustain the board in the stand it had taken 
for the reading of the Bible. Thirty members voted 
to hav the Bible read every morning and at least the 
Lord's Prayer repeated. The meeting unanimously 
resolved: "This question is hereby settled for the 
future." Perhaps. Mr. Fleckten was formally re
quested to desist from his attacks upon Bible read
ing in the school. We notice in the report of the 
meeting, which we find in the Willmar Argus, that 
at least two ministers were activ in its proceedings, 
and that a special vote of thanks was tendered to one 
of them for the "valuable assistance" he had given 
on that occasion. Comment does not seem to be 
necessary. 

At this meeting a letter from the state superin
tendent, in reply to some inquiries from a resident 
of the district, was read. Mr. Pendergast wrote 
that he would answer the question as to whether 
Bible reading, without note or comment, ought to 
be forbidden in the public schools, in case the 
board._ and a majority of the patrons want such 
reading, by inclosing the opinions given on the sub
ject by two former attorney-generals. Inasmuch as 
these two opinions are ilatly contradictory, it looks 
as though the superintendent realized that he was 
between two fires and so took the (apparently) 
easier way out of the difficulty. Gordon E. Cole, 
who was attorney- general from 1860 to 1866, 
tries to frighten some one who had objected to 
Bible reading in the schools by saying that " no 
man has a right to utter and publish a libel upon 
the Christian religion (3 Greenleaf on Evidence, 
Sec. 164:), and an officer who should sanction it 
officially would be guilty not only of moral but of 
legal crime." We never before saw that " argu
ment" in favor of a sectarian school system. It was 
in all likelihood original with Mr. Cole, and he 
should hav had it copyrighted. He must hav been 
what our English friends call a "cad." He drags 
in the French Revolution and talks aimlessly about 
the" Goddess of Reason," who was said to hav been 
worshiped by some of the revolutionists. The 
question at issue was not touched by Mr. Cole until 
near the en~ of his rambling opinion, where be 
makes the statement concerning the powers with 
which the legislature invested the board of truster~ 
which we quoted and commented upon in our N.•· 
vember article. Attorney- General Colville, wh,, 
was Mr. Cole's immediate successor, appears to hav 
read the constitution of his state and, wbab is more 
important, to hav understood it, for he says: 

' 
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" When the use of the scriptures in the common school 
is objected to by the parents or guardians of pupils on 
account of religions or conscientious scruples, their adop
tion ass text book is improper and the pupils may decline 
to use them without being liable to be deprived of the 
privileges of the school." 

This opinion in effect is that the constitution is 
paramo~t to the statute and that the board may 
not force the reading of the Bible in the schools if 
there is objection on the part of parents or guar
dians to that reading. This will commend itself 

'to good lawyers as an eminently sound opinion, for 
only shysters would try to make it appear that the 
legislature can do what the constitution definitly 
forbids. That Mr. Colville had the constitution of 
the state behind him is certain, and that all may 
understand the status of the question of education 
in Minnesota, we shall quote here Section 16 of 
Article 1 of the Bill of Rights. We giv it in full 
that there may be no chance for a quibble embodied 
in the charge of garbling: 

"The enumeration of rights in this constitntio.n shall 
not be construed to deny or impair others retained by 
and inherent in the people. The right of every man to 
worship God according to the dictates of his own con
science shall never be infringed, nor shall any man be 
compelled to attend, erect, or support any place of wor
ship, or to maintain any religi(lUB or ecclesiastical minis
try against his consent, nor shall any control of or inter
ferenee with the rights of conscience be permitted, or any 
preference be given by law to any religions e!ltsblishment 
or mode of worship; but liberty of conscience hereby 
secured shall not be so construed as to excuse sets of 
licentiousness or justify practices inconsistent with the 
peace or safety of the state; nor shall any money be drawn 
from the treasury for the benefit of any religions societies 
or religions or theological seminaries." 

Section 8 of Article 8 (relating to school funds, 
education, and science) says, in part: 

"But in no case shall the moneys derived as aforesaid 
or any portion thereof, or any public moneys or prop
erty, be appropriated or used for the support of schools 
wherein the distinctiv doctrine, creeds, or tenets of any 
piU'ticular Christian or other religions sect are promul
gated or taught." 

The last-quoted inhibition was meant to shut out 
denominational teachings, presumably, but when 
interpreted in harmony with Section 16 of the Bill 
of Rights it will permit of no religious instruction 
whatever in the public schools. For it is self-evi
dent that it is practically impossible to prevent de
nominational teachings if the Bible is read in the 
school, as each teacher will be tempted to read such 
passages only as appear to sanction the particular 
dogmas which his denomination accepts. But the 
inhibitions of the Bill of Rights are amply sufficient 
to keep the Bible out of the schools of Minnesota if 
the constitution has any authority with the super
intendent and the courts. If the former will not 
order the trustees to remove the Bible from the 
school in District 61 of Kandiyohi county ; if he 
insists that the statute compels him to respect the 
decision of the local board of trustees, then no time 
should be lost in taking a test case to the supreme 
court of the state. Look at this matter just a 
moment in the light of the constitution and of 
common sense : When the teacher reads the Bible 
in the morning and repeats the "Lord's Prayer," 
the schoolhouse, by virtue of that act and that 
invocation alone, becomes a place of worship, and 
it is a place of worship for which the Free
thinker, S. J. Fleckten, is compelled to help pay
a place of worship which he, as a taxpayer, is 
forced to support. And yet the Constitution says 
explicitly that no man shall " be compelled to 
attend, erect, or support any place of worship." 
Not only is Mr. Fleckten, in defiance of the funda
mental law of the state which he must defend as a 
loyal citizen, compelled to support a place of wor
ship, but, if there is a compulsory attendance law 
in Minnesota, his children are actually forced to 
'' attend" a place of religious worship. Still we 
call this a land of religious liberty ! The Bill of 
Rights also declares that there shall be no interfer
ence with the rights of conscience. Mr. Fleckten 
has conscientious scruples against his children re
ceiving religious instruction in the school which 
they attend. The board of trustees, the state su
perintendent of instruction, and the legislature all 
with one voice tell him that the Constitution's 
guarantee of liberty of conscience is not worth the 
paper upon which it is printed. That same Bill of 

Rights solemnly affirms that no preference shall be 
"given to any religious establishment or mode of 
worship," but the legislature has deliberately pro
ceeded to invest every school board in the state 
with full power to giv official preference to Chris
tian. modes of worship and sacred books. 

Now we come to the question, What is to be done 
by the Freethinkers of the country and especially 
by the Freethinkers of Minnesota to help Mr. S. J. 
Fleckten in this struggle with the powers of sectari
anism and theocracy? Is he, a poor man, to be left 
to fight alone the battle which is the concern of 
every one of us T We assuredly hope not, but first 
our comrade should be given an opportunity to 
speak for himself. He says : 

" The fight is growing bigger than I had at first thought 
that it would, but I am going to fight it out to the end. 
However, I think that I should hsv some help. If the 
Freethinkers in the state of Minnesota would help me to 
hire s good lawyer and take the esse into the courts it 
would be well. I will donate five dollars and will send 
yon the money when it is decided to take hold of the 
affair in earnest. If yon will act as treasurer and the 
Freethinkers in the state will send yon their contribu
tions, yon can employ s lawyer to conduct the snit and 
CIU'ry it to the highest courts if need be. This thing 
must be nipped in the bud. The longer the Bible-read
ing practice is continued the harder it will be to break it 
up, and the more the struggle will cost. I hope yori will 
take this question under consideration. I hsv notified 
the school board that I will not send my children to the 
school so long as it is run as s Christian, sectarian institu
tion. When it again becomes s state, s public, school, 
they can resume attendance. I told the board that I did 
not want to pay any more taxes for the support of s sec
tarian school." 

That is a brave stand to take, but it is a perilous 
one unless he has the united support of the Liberal 
people of the state of Minnesota, and not of Min
nesota alone, but of the whole country. Now that 
the . issue has been sprung there should be no re
cession. If the Kandiyohi board attempts to pun
ish Mr. Fleckten for his refusal and failure to send 
his children to school it will at once take the matter 
into the courts and put us in the way of getting a 
decision from the highest tribunal of the state. 
The educational work must be begun immediately. 
The press and the people of Minnesota must be 
reached with anti-Bible-in-the-schools arguments 
and facts. We shall send copies of this number of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER to the lea~ing journals of the 
state. That will be merely the initial blow in the 
preparatory skirmish. Who will be first to add 
something handsome to Mr. Fleckten's $5! 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethonght 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol

lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many different addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4 50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
one year,$5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, ;Essay 

on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We hope all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

A political party in Philadelphia has nominated 
Ex-Governor Robert E. Pattison for mayor. This 
man is recognized by Freethinkers and Christians 
alike as one of the most bigoted Sabbatarians in 
Pennsylvania, which is saying a great deal. While 
he was governor he stood like a rock in opposition 
to any reform of the exceptionally severe Sunday 
laws of that state. The Liberals of Philadelphia 
can find no better man to vote against than Robert 
E. Pattison. He is hand and glove with the Na
tional Reformers and the Sabbath Unions of the 
state and can, if he is elected mayor, be depended 
upon to do all that lies within his power to giv the 
city a Puritan government. Forewarned is fore
armed. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrapper.s and see if they do not owe us a re
newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor 
to us if they will forward it at their earliest conven
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various 
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears 
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention. it. We like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our 
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there
upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

Rev. Fr. Stick, of Pana, Illinois, is, according to 
a summary of a sermon of his which we find in the 
Detroit News, a gentleman of almost boundless 
charity of thought and inexpressible tenderness of 
heart, and he clothes his profound ideas in lan
guage of the most exquisit delicacy. For instance, 
he said that he wished that those who spent their 
money for drink, instead of taking pews in his 
church, would get drunk, lie outdoors all night, and 
freeze to death. He hoped that the girls who went 
to balls and dances, no matter how high-toned, 
would be ruined, and every boy and young man 
would become diseased and rot. As the News re. 
marks, "there is nothing halfway about these peo
ple who, whether lay or clerical, express their good 
wishes toward their fellow men. They evidently do 
not wish to be misunderstood, either." If Mr. 
Stick has been correctly reported we should imagin 
that he has very poor-spirited parishioners if he 
does not soon get his dismissal. " Moral " ortho
doxy is fully as savage and intolerant as religious 
orthodoxy, and it is rapidly taking the place of the 
latter as the dominant force in government. 

The Christian Statesman, speaking of the intro
duction or automatic voting machines to prevent 
fraud at elections, observes that since there does 
not seem to be any other way to secure an honest 
vote and fair count, it may be well to giv the ma
chines a trial. But it points out that the innova
tion does not go very far as a reformatory device. 
"It does not introduce morals into politics. It will 
not secure the nomination of good men." This is 
precisely the trouble with the scheme for the Chris-:, 
tianization of the Constitution. Instead of making 
politics less immoral it would increase the immoral
ity by putting a premium on hypocrisy, and thus 
instead of securing the nomination of better men 
than at present head the various parties it would 
inevitably lower the moral standard of our politi
cians by giving all the best places either to sincere 
fanatics of the narrowest type or to unscrupulous 
unbelievers and indifferents posing as fanatics. 
Men are made moral neither by voting machines 
nor Christian amendments to the Constitution. 
But while voting machines would hav a certain 
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value in that they would take away from the tricky 
voter and ward-heeler some of their opportunities 
to cheat, the Christianization of the Constitution 
and laws would immeasurably increase the desire 
and the chances to deceive and rob the people. The 
Statesman adds : · 

Martins, and the rest of that genus, and there is 
serious danger that they will fail to perceive that 
such sickening adulation is proof positiv that they, 
the " reformers," are on the inclined plane of reac
tion that leads Avernusward. The descent is very 
easy, and it is also swift and fatal. 

thought to neglect the communion cup and permit 
the deadly bacteria to find lodgment therein. 

" He cannot force himself to admit, no matter what 
science may tell him, that the liquor that give him spirit
ual health may also giv him physical disease. He has 
faith that God will protect him from the microbes while 
he is at God's table," 

"If men ha.v no consceince in political matters it may 
be well, while the work of true reform· is incomplete, to 
introduce some kind of machinery to take the place of 
conscience." 

That, presumably, is the purpose of Sunday laws 
-they are designed to take the place of a conscien
tious conviction that Sunday should be observed as 
a day of rest and worship-the only object of th~ 
rest being to giv an opportunity for worship. The 
Sunday law is a legal machine designed· to act as a 
substitute for character. 

The fall and winter being more particularly the 
reading season, and naturally the renewing of 
subscription season, we hope that our friends will 
make a little effort to send T:s:E TRUTH SEEKER some 
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones 
hav had to drop off during the past eighteen 
months of panic and dullness in the business world, 
and we need some more to take their places and push 
on the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an 
emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do 
something to help by inducing new subscriptions. 
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium 
offers printed on the second page of this paper, 
and we think considerable can be done by our 
friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good 
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances. 

Josiah W. Leeds, the Quaker National Reformer 
of Philadelphia, has lately been trying to induce 
the bill-posters of Pennsylvania, in state convention 
assembled, to take a stand against what f:te is pleased 
to call indecent show bills. He and the secretary 
of the association had considerable correspondence 
on the subject, in which Mr. Leeds indulged in the 
customary cant concerning. the exposure of the un
clothed human body. He threatened that if the 
bill-posters did not voluntarily refuse to do the 
work assigned to them by the theaters and other 
houses of entertainment · the law-making power 
would be invoked to compel them to bow to the 
will of the anti-naturalists. But it is with an ad
mission of the advocate of suppression that we are 
at this moment concerned. Replying to some of 
the semi-defensiv arguments of the secretary of the 
bill-posters' association, Mr. Leeds says: 

This childish faith is likely to be chilled, Mr. 
Slason H. Thompson thinks, if the preachers do 
not quit throwing doubts on the goodness or power 
of God by taking purely human precautions against 
microbes at the communion table. These preach
ers seem, to " the devout Christian," " to hav lost 
their faith and cut away from all their anchors. It 
is all very bewildering." But the closing paragraph 
of the editorial under review is the climax of theo
logical absurdity and immoral cant : 

"If disease lurks in the communion cup, the Infidels 
will argue, that is Bllfficieut proof that the ceremony is a 
meaningless form which might just as well be abandoned. 
This argument, the ministers must see, would be a very 
serious thing for Christianity, for, though it prove noth
ing, it yet would ha.v a powerful effect upon the unthink
ing. It is better that a thousand communicants should 
get diphtheria (say) than that a hundred thousand should 
be forced into incredulity." 

This is an echo from the ages of darkness, when 
the Inquisitors argued that it were better that mill
ions should die under torture, on the rack and at 
the stake, than that the safety of the souls of hun
dreds of millions should be imperiled by the teach
ing of heresies. Mr. Thompson would hav been a 
model Torquemada had he lived a few centuries 
ago. He would cheerfully hav sacrificed men's 
bodies that he might save their souls. The doc
trin of exclusiv salvation is an exalted " ideal " in
deed! 

To those who feel like presenting THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our 
Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small 
cost. A great many of the Liberals· to whom THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is first sent this way become perma
nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause 
of mental liberty. 

And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaint
ance . to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER 
three months to some friend, send us the na~es of 
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them 
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not sub
scribe. We need them all. 

How completely New York is under the thumb 
of the various amateur semi-ecclesiastical, semi
spoils societies was shown again last week by a 
little incident in connection with the regular nightly 
entertainment of the new Manhattan Athletic 
Club. The performance is a private one for the 
amusement of the members of the Club and invited 
guests. Others hav no more right to intrude there 
than they would hav to enter a man's residence 
without his permission. But such a trifling thing 
as that is no obstacle to the volunteer governors of 
th'e city. So, on the evening of January 16, one 
Gormley, an agent of the Gerry society, forced his 
way in by the protesting doorkeepers and took a 
seat. It seems that four girls, the Goldsmith sis
ters, hav sometimes appeared in the performance. 
They are under sixteen years of age, and do a song 
and dance. They were the persons that Gormley 
went t.here to "protect" I Manager Genslinger of 
the Club asked the interloper to leave. He re
fused. Then a policeman was sent for and he was 
arrested. The next day Ex-Postmaster VanCott, 
president of the Club, appeared in Yorkville police 
court to prosecute him, but when he learned who 
the meddler was he got down in the dust of apology 
and withdrew the charge, and. Gormley went his 
way triumphant, having evidently exacted a promis 
from Mr. VanCott that the orders of the Gerry 
combination should in future be obeyed, for the 
Goldsmith sisters did not appear that night. 
There are a large number of super-serviceable " re
formers" who want the laws of the entire country 
to partake of the spirit and be framed on the model 
of those of the Gerry society and its congeners. 
These people are being flattered and fawned upon 
by the Comstocks, .McAfees, Gerrys, Brittons, Mrs. 

"As to the third point, that a boy may become so a.c. 
customed to seeing nude pictures around him as to think 
no evil upon the matter unless it be pointed out to him, 
such agrees to a certain extent with my own sentiment 
and observation of the subject." 

If this is so-and it undoubtedly is-does it not 
follow that the crusaders against the nude in art, 
by calling the attention of the young to the alleged 
evil in the pictorial representations of the human 
form, directly and inevitably plant unhealthful 
thoughts in the receptiv minds of the children? 
Every person of culture who has thought seriously 
on this subject in the light of the experience of the 
peoples who hav been free from the absurd Chris
tian fear of the nude must admit that sexual im
purity is not, to put it very mildly, any greater in 
those countries where partial or complete nudity is 
customary than in Christian nations and among 
other peoples who insist upon the essential vicious
ness of the unclothed figure. As a matter of fact, 
the teaching of the church regarding the human 
body has been productiv of a phenomenal amount 
of vice and disease. . Christians, like Mr. Leeds, 
under the influence of the debauched and poisonous 
fancies of the desert mystics and ascetics, are con
tinually " pointing out " to our children "indecency 
and obscenity " where none exist, and they are re
sponsible for a large part of the real indecency and 
vice that curse the people. It would be just as ra
tional to "point out" to boys and girls the nudity 
of animals and flowers and insist that these should 
be clothed as it is to pursue the course regarding 
human nudity that they seem to think it their ·duty 
to do, and which makes them a nuisance to all right
thinking men and women and the propagators of 
the very evils they are trying to eliminate. 

The Chicago Journal, which many years ago re
ceived and merited the title of "The Old Reliable," 
because of its chronic habit of repeating its Mun
chausenisms, is very much worried about the intro
duction of individual communion cups. Its present 
editor is a patriot imported from Nova Scotia. He 
made a failure of his attempt to run the American 
in Chicago, but subsequently obtained control of 
the Journal. His professions of devotion to the 
institutions of this country are numerous and fer
vid, but w.e are credibly informed that he nevertha. 
less has strong monarchical "leanings," and favors 
a union of church and state, provided that the 
church is of the "Established" persuasion. To 
come directly to the question of individual com
munion cups, it appears that Mr. Thompson is 
afraid that their introduction into the churches will 
fan the flame of Infidelity. He says that the talk 
concerning the advisability of providing them is "a 
severe shock to the devout Christian who still be
lieves- that the bread and wine are the body and 
blood of the Savior and who eats and drinks in re
membrance that Christ died for him." This devout 
Christian does not understand, we are gravely in
formed, why it is that the God who, he has been 
taught, keeps watch over the sparrows should be 

Justice to Paine. 
The publication of Conway's "Life of Paine" and 

the new edition of Paine's works is calling out en
comiums on the great antagonist of priestcraft from 
the most unexpected quarters. The Rev. Samuel 
M. Jackson, editor-in-chief of the "Concise Diction
ary of Relig-ious Knowledge," says:/ 

" The time has come for just.ice to be done to 
Thomas Paine. That he has been dreadfully slan· 
dered should be frankly admitted. The religious 
public, which has hounded his memory and racks 
its brains to find epithets picturesque enough to 
describe his alleged fate, should make confession 
that it did these things ignorantly. Mr. Conway 
has done much to hasten the revolution of senti
ment which has been silently taking place for some 
time back. Witness Mr. John Habberton's article 
upon Thomas Paine in Appleton's 'Dictionary of 
American Biography.' Ten years ago I wrote the 
article upon him in the 'Schaff-Herzog Encyclope
dia,' after reading all the biographies of Paine men
tioned in the literature appended to the article. 
· · · Paine was through life singularly generous, 
unselfish, and affectionate. He held his views 
tenaciously and defended them valiantly; but he 
treated his enemies mercifully when he had it in his 
power to injure them, and he won golden opinions 
from the many whom he had befriended. His 
splendid courage in trying to save the life of Louis 
XVI. was only a specimen of what he could do, and 
his prior services in the cause of American freedom 
entitle him to deathless fame. It is plain as any
thing could be that if he had not published the 
' Age of Reason,' he would to-df.y be in the National 
Walhalla by the side of Washington; and yet that 
book in its audacity and its bravery was evidence 
of the devotion he all along evinced to what he 
considered the best interests of man. It was 
Paine's greatest achievement. It is a masterpiece. 
Strange that he should hav been called an Atheist. 
Why, his theology is the most naive Deism; and 
the book has outlived all its attacks and is still cir
culated as unanswerable."-Independent Pulpit. 

THE Women'sLibera.l League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend thes1 meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

Tnm First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
bership. Biscussions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following# Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 
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The Secret Thrift of Thomas Paine. support him those three years, and yet he was able 1 with candor ~nd judgme?t. The effect of t~ese ~eflections 
to subscribe $500 for the relief of General Washing- was that I dtd not hes1tate to alter .the sttuatwn of my 

In the second part of the "Rights of Man,'' , . property. I owe my thanks to that wr1ter that I am safely 
p · tons dtstressed army. landed from a troubled ocean of fear and anxiety on 

rune says : By what means he supported himself during the which I think I never will venture my fortunes and' my 
At an early period, little more than sixteen years of age, unemployed years from 1760 to 1787-sixteen or happiness again. 

raw and adventurous, and heated with the false heroism 
of a master whe had served in a man-of-war, I began the seventeen out of the twenty-seven-we do not The next letter signed "Atticus'' is No. XLV., 
carver of my own fortune, and entered on ~>Oard the know. But we do know that he was never a beg- dated Oct. 6, 1768. From it I quote the following: 
Terrible, privateer, Captain Death. From th1s advent- gar; never even a beneficiary, never unable to pay 
ure I was happily prevented by the affectionate and f h t h t, · 1 d · d bt ft 
moral remonstrance of a good father, who, from his own or w a e go never lDVO ve lD e ' o en a 
habits of life, being of the Qnabr profesRiol!, must .hav helper of others in distress, and that he always de
begun to look upon me as lost. But the 1mpresswn, clined to receive the profits on his literary work. 
much as it effected at the time, began to wear away, and Before his departure from America, in 1787, he 
I entered afterwards in the King of Prussia, privateer, received from the state of Pennsylvania £500 as 
Captain Mendez, and went with him to sea. 

t compensation for his services during the war. 
Why did Paine say he w~s "happily preven ed" C 1 $8 OOO 

from the first adventure 1 J he Terrible was cap- The ontinenta Congress also voted him ' 
for the same services ; but the resolution did not tured in less than four years. Did Paine serve at 

all on that privateer? Sherwin, one of his best carry an appropriation, nor was there any way to 
biographers, supposes that he did a short time. pay the money without calling on the states for it. 
And Paine, in "Common Sense,'' tells us that the And even if it could hav been paid by Congress 
Terrible, with upwards of two hundred men and Paine could not hav accepted it, because the reso· 

lution was so worded as to make the award for his less than twenty sailors, stood the hottest engage-
ment of any ship during the war with France. "ingenious and timely publications," and Paine in 

All we know of Paine's life from the age of six· his petition to Congress in 1808 says in regard to 
teen to twenty years is that he was at sea and prob- those publications, "as they were works done from 

In my last letter I foretold the great fall of the stocks 
which has since happened, and I now do not scruple to 
foretell that they must and will fall much lower. 

The chief reasons given by the writer for a fur
ther depression of the funds were a prospectiv war 
with France, the hostil temper of the Colonies, the 
oppressiv debt, and, above all, the misery, weakness, 
and distraction of the interior government. In re
gard to the Colonies, Atticus feared that they might 
become "an independent people,'t opening trade 
with the rest of the world, in which case England 
would be undone. To avoid this he hoped the ad
ministration would yield some ground to the pre
tensions of the Colonies and agree upon certain 
conditions which would be acceptable to the rea
sonable part of the American people. In conclusion 
the writer says : 

if b. h Old principle, I cannot dishonor that principle by ask-
ably became a captain ; for, his 10grap er Y8 · d f th " And · 1 tt t p · But it is impossible for an honest man to behold the 

d mg a rewar or em. m a e er o rest-is to be believed, Paine looke " a dozen years older circumstances to which a weak, aistracted administration 
than he was,'' and" such was his enterprise on the dent Jefferson in 1805 he says: has reduced us, without feeling a pang at least for the 
water, and his intrepidity on the ice, that he be- I hav been a volunteer to the world for thirty years approaching ruin of Great Britain. 
came known by the appellation of commodore." without taking profits from anything I hav published in For two years before the first of the Junius series 

America or Europe. 
But whether he became a captain of a privateer or of letters appeared, the same writer, under various 
served only as a subordinate, he probably quit the This was written at a time when Paine was sup- other signatures in the Public .Advertiser, had 
service with a considerable share of prize-money. porting Madam Bonneville and her two sons, which caused much sensation. And if there could be any 

Now, secretivness was excessiv in Paine, and he was a heavy tax on his limited means. In his peti- doubt that Atticus was Junius, it is now entirely 
tells us that his religion was to do good. Indeed, tion to Congress in 1808 he says he has found it dispelled by the publication of several private letters 
"the Religion of Humanity" was first enunciated by necessary to sell a part of his farm, and that none addressed to ex-Premier Grenville in 1768, in one 
him. What would such a man do with a small for- of the states but New York and Pennsylvania ever of which the writer inclosed a reprint of a letter by 
tune obtained by piracy' His secretivness would made him the least acknowledgment for his services Atticus avowing himself to be the author. And 
forbid him to let it be known that he had it, and during the war, a part of which was going to France those private letters to Grenville 'Were signed "C," 
his philanthropy would cause him to do good with it. in 1781 and helping to obtain six million livres as a which was the constant signature of Junius in his 

Quitting the sea, Paine goes to work in London present and ten million as a loan. "As I hav never private letters to the printer of the Public Adver-
t t ak. d th b'd 1 t had a cent for this service," says he, "I feel myself · a s aym mg, an ere a 1 es near y wo years. . t . . tzser. 

But his spare time is spent in study; he purchases ent~tled, as the coun ry 18 now m a ~.tate of. pros- There are no land records kept in England where-
a pair of globes and attends philosophical lectures. penty, to. s~ate th~ case to c.ongress. And m the by it would appear that in the summer of 1768 
Then he goes to Dover, then to Sandwich, where he same petttlOn Pame says wtth regard to the old Thomas Paine became the owner of real estate. 
marries an o:t:phan waiting-woman. She livs only a resolution to pay him $8,000: "~ongress could do I Nor can the records of the transfer of con sols be 
year. Then Paine quits staymaking and prepares no more than reco~m~nd, of whtch the states fre- procured without an order of a court of law. 
himself for the office of exciseman. He is 28 years quently took no notiCe. . , . Was that real estate located in London? Prob
of age. He spends some months in London, and For the nex~ fift~en years of ~ame 8 hfe, 1787 to ably it was. In 1766 and 1767 Paine resided there. 
goes thence to his birthplace, Thetford, all the time 1802, spent chtefl.y lD France, hts only appa:r;ent re- Early in 1768 he became an exciseman at Lewes, 
continuing his studies. sources were whateve~ pay he may ?av recetved a.s but spent much of his time in London. Mrs. Olivia 

Four years after quitting staymaking he is ap- a member of the ~a~lOnal ConventiOn, and as prl- Wilmot Serres, in her attempt to prove that her 
pointed exciseman. He is set to watch smugglers vate.secretary to Mtntster Monroe for about a year. uncle, Dr. Wilmot, was Junius, says that in 1769 
at Alford. His salary is only £50 a year, and when Hts farm at New Rochelle, donated as a confis- he frequently resided at the house of his brother
he pounces upon a party of smugglers it is at the cated estate by th~ state o_f Ne": York, became val- in-law Captain Payne, with whom an American 
risk of his life. uable, .but ~ever ytelded.htm a~ m.come. . named Fretland was on terms of intimacy. Fret-

After one year's service he is dismissed. A year Durm~ hts last years. lD Parts hts abode was \Vlth land had concern'3 in the West Indies and frequently 
later he applies for reinstatement and is ordered to the f~md_Y of Bonneville. When he returned ~0 sent Dr. Wilmot various productions of that eli
be restored on a proper vacancy. But that does Amenca m 1802 he sent for them ~0 come to thts mate. Her uncle Wilmot had a servant named 
not come until nearly two years hav elapsed. Mean- country. The ~ather could not. qmt France, but Middleton, and Captain Payne had a wife, spoken 
while he finds employment for a few months in Ma~am. Bo_nneville and her. two htt~e sons accep~ed of indifferently by the name of Olivia and Olive, 
London as an assistant teacher, at a small salary. the lDVttatwn. They were lmpovenshe~, ~nd Pame suggestiv of Miss Ollive, who was married to Paine 

In the spring of 1768, at the age of 31, he is an ex- not only 8~PP?rted them for the remammg seven in 1771. Now Junius, in a private letter to the 
ciseman at Lewes, forty-five miles south of London .. Y?ars of hts hfe, but bequeathed to them most t. f printer, dated July 15, 1769, says: "Direct a letter 
His abode is with Samuel 'Ollive, a tobacconist. hts estate, valued at abo~t $80,000. . , . to Mr. Middleton, to be left at the bar of the New 
The best room in the house is assigned to him and From all I can gather m regard to Pame 8 condt- Exchange Coffee-house." And in another private 
as late as 1840 on the walls of that room w~s to tiou from 1760 until he received the £500 from the letter, Jan. 2, 1771, he says: "Change the direction 
be seen the ins~ription, "Tom Paine's Study." state of Pennsylvania, his known or appar~nt re- to Mr. John J:iretley." 

His service at Lewes lasted six years. It did not sour~es were not half enough to support htm ec?- Mrs. Serres wrote her book in 1818, forty-four 
require half his time; the other half was spent in n?miCally. 1 do not wonder, th~refore, ~hat all hts years after the events she recorded. If her state
London. Two years before quitting Lewes he wrote biographers hav represent~d htm as dtstressedly ment be true, that her uncle was a brother-in-law 
a petition to Parliament on behalf of the poorly poor. But they were a~l m~o,taken. None of them of Captain Payne, I infer that it was by marrying 
paid excisemen. The writer's name did not appear, has undertaken to expl.am the paradox of a very poor either Paine's sister or a sister of his deceased wife. 
and four thousand copies were printed for the use ~an. steadfastly refusmg to accept the pro~ts on For Paine was a ·widower in 1769, and did not 
of the officers. I call particular attention to the hts hterary :ork Wh;r should t~e author of Com- marry again until March, 1771. 
following passage in that paper: mon Sense, the copyrtght of whtch was donated to Is not this fragment of external evidence, coupled 

Poverty, in defiance of principle, begets a degree of the Colonies and yietlded great lprofit,f htav sRufferled with the internal proof thn.t Paine was Junius, suf. 
meanness that will stoop to almost anything. A thousand abject poverty as la e as the c ose 0 he evo u- ficient to cause the belief that in August, 1768, 
refinements of argument may be brought to prove that tionary war? Mr. Conway tells us thn.t while Gen- Paine became the owner of a house in London, 
the practice of honesty will be the same in the most try- eral Washington, in September, 1788, the month of where he spent a portion of his time while writing 
ing and necessitous circumstances. He who was never fi 1 h · g t' t Prt'nneton na peace, was av1n a merry Jme a ' • the letters of Jun1'us '1, an hungered may argue finely on the subjection of his C h bl d 
appetite, and he who was never distressed may harang as dining with members of ongress t ere assem e ' And now, having demonstrated the secret thrift 
beautifully on the power of principle. But poverty, like all drinking wine out of silver cups, "Paine sat in of Thomas Paine, who can fail to appreciate the 
grief, has an incurable deafness; the oration loses its his little home at Bordentown living on his crust" nobility of character displayed by Junius in declin-
edge and the " To be or not to be" becomes the only I d th t h · th t question. eny a e was ever 80 poor as a · ing the offer of the publisher, Woodfall, to share 

And now to support my postulate, that from the Vl'ith him the profits on the authorized edition T 
Now I deny, a priori and a posteriori, that the t' h •t th t'l th 1 f th A · 1me e qUI e sea un 1 e c ose 0 e mertcan "As for myself," said Junius, "be assured that I 

anonymous writer of that passage was describing h 'th t d te t h' war e was never Wl ou means a equa 0 18 am far above all pecuniary views, and no other per-
his own case. wants, I adduce the case of Junius, .who, beyond son, I think, has a claim to share with you. Make 

It is true that his known resources were not f d bt Th p th I I the shadow o a ou , was omas ame, e ow Y the most of it, therefore, and let all your views in 
enough to support him economically. From the · 
time he quit staymaking until his last discharge exCiseman. J . " N life be directed to a solid, however moderate, inde-

I turn to "Miscellaneous Letters of umus, 0· pendence. Without it no man can be happy, nor 
fro.m the excise office, a period of fourteen years, his XXXII d t d A 19 1768 It · th fi t f ., a e ug. • · 18 e rs 0 even honest." W. H. Bunn. 
apparent resources were his meager salary as excise- three signed "Atticus." The writer says: 
man for seven years and as assistant teacher for a 
f th t . t th £400 The greatest part of my property having been invested If you suffer your people to be ill educated, and 
ew .mon s, aggrega mg no more an · in the funds, I could not help paying some attention to 

Without considerable further means he must bav rumors or events by which my fortune may be affected; their manners to be corrupted from their infancy, 
been distressedly poor. yet I never lay in wait to take advantage of sudden fluct- and then punish them for those crimes to which their 

Again for the thirteen succeeding years, from nation, much less would I make .m_Yself a bubble to bulls first educa•.ion disposed them, what else is to be con-
' 1787 h h b k d f F h' and bears, or a dupe to the permcwus arts practiced in I eluded from this but that you first make thieves 

1774 to . ' w en e em. ar e or' ran.ce, lB I the alley .... A letter which appeared some days ago in . 
compensatwn for less than three years pubhc ser- : the Public Advertiser revived many serious reflections and th_en pumsh them 1-Sir '1 homas More in 
vice was certainly not more than barely enough to of this sort in my mind, because it seemed to be written " Utopza." 
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.F'reethought and Secular Notes from England. 
WOMEN GUARDIANS. 

Personally I am delighted at every advance woman 
makes towards securing her proper share in local 
government. It is, therefore, a pleasure to me to 
see from the current number of the Co-operativ 
News that the Women's Co-operativ Guild hav 
played their part right well in the recent elections 
for guardians. The guild, it must be premised, con
sists almost entirely of working women who are 
associated for various purposes, industrial, social, 
and civic, and it is one of the most strenuous 
and democratic of organizations. Out of thirteen 
members who stood as candidates for the guardians 
and who were supported in their respectiv localities 
by the full strength of the district branch, eight 
were returned, three at the head of the poll and 
three second on the list for their parishes. 

Among the towns in England which can now 
boast of- co-operativ women guardians are Burnley, 
Darwen, Derby, Leeds, Lincoln, and Nelson. These 
results are encouraging, and they show what can 
be done where there is the right spirit and a 
vigorous organization to giv women a voice in civic 
aft'airs. 

THE NEW SCHOOL BGARD. 
The theological status of the new School 

Board differs very little from the old one. The 
~hrical party has still a small majority; and no 
dJubt there will be again much time wasted and ill 
feeling manifested in discussing the religious diffi
culty. Lord George Hamilton has succeeded Mr. 
Diggle as chairman of the Board. This change, 
however, in niy opinion, .will not, to any great ex
tent, affect the decision of the Board upon the 
question of the religious instruction that will be 
forced upon the children. The readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER hav been already informed that I 
failed at the recent election to win a seat. The 
odds against me were too great, but the cause of 
secular education was certainly benefited by my 
candidature. The absurdity of people calling 
themae1vs '' Progressivs" who wished to adhere to 
a sham compromise made in 1871 was clearly 
shown. And the fact that I received in the division 
of Fins bury, which is the very hotbed of orthodoxy, 
7,642 votes, and this in the face of the determined 
silence of the press as to my candidature, shows 
that the principle of secular education is gaining in 
public favor. ~oreover, not only had I the opin
ion of Mr. Gladstone and the Rev. Dr. Parker on 
my side upon this question, but the general secular 
vote has increased in three years from 21,352 to 
72 07 4. Like all great reforms the exclusion of the 
Bible and theology from our public schools must 
be the work of time. The battle for the emanci
pation of the young from the snares of priestcraft 
has begun, and it shall be fought out to the end. 
Three more years of earnest propagandist work will 
doubtless produce further marvelous results. 

SECULAR PROGRESS. 
Christians are not only rapidly giving up the 

belief in doctrins that were once regarded as 
essential to their faith, but now they are withdraw
ing their _opposition to secular amusements. In 
the Christian World of the 27th of last month, 
the editor bolrUy defends card-playing, dancing, and 
attendance at theaters. He says: 

It is discovered that the hard and fast lines of the old 
days were very blunderingly drawn, and are really use
less and mischievous as boundaries of conduct. And this 
because they represented no rational principles. It is 
seen for instance, that to taboo cards as a source of end
less ~nnocent games because they hav been abused as in
struments of gambling is about as logical as to suppress 
the printing press because it is sometimes used. t~ dissem
inate bettmg intelligence. In hke manner It Is recog
nized that no moral difference exists per se between 
people dancing together, and their walking, ?r riding, 
or running together. Any one of these pnrsmts_ ma! be 
turned to evil purposes if evil thoughts are carried mto 
it. As to the theater, the dra~atic instinct ~as at la~t 
fairly established its ~ight to extst _and to play Its part m 
promoting human enJoyment and mstructwn. 

The chains of orthodoxy are indeed falling fast 
from professed Christians of the present genera
tion. 

RELTGIOUS IMl\WRALI'rY. 
In the same issue of this Christian paper the 

editor writes an articlCJ under the above heading 
which is anything but complimentary to the church. 

. He says: 
· Every one will, we suppose, admit that truthfuln~ss, 
sinoerity., intellectual honesty are among t~e f?u~datwn 
elements of morality. Yet not. less ce_rtn.m Is It th!'n 
humiliating that one of t!J.e actn: functwns o_f the chief 
religious institution of th1~ land IS the holdmg ?ut to 
various classes of men of mdncements of every kmd to 
intellectual dishonesty. 

Then. after indicating wherein certain professors 
of Christianity are insincere and open to various 
kinds of bribery, the writer concludes as follows: 

The condition of things we hav thus sketched is not 
pleasant to contemplate, bnt it is time the English people 
fairly faced it. It is time they asked themselvs how long 
the representativ religious system of the country shall 
continue to be one which offers bribes to intellectual in
sincerity. Meanwhile the- Nemesis which in human affairs 
judges and condemns all deviation from the true and the 
right, is visibly at work in this region of things. Its pres
encA is shown in the fact that the best mind of the coun
try is refusing the church's bribe, dazzling though it be. 
Here are some elcquent figures: Whereas fifty years ago 
at Cambridge only five out of twenty-four professors 
were laymen, there are now, outside the divinity profes
sorships, forty professors at Cambridge and forty-eight 
at O;dord, only three of whom in each case are clergy. 
And whereas in 1843 ninety Fellows of the Royal Society 
were in Orders there are now only sixteen. In other 
words, the intellect of- the country, its leaders in science, 
learning, and literature, are no longer in the clerical 
ranks. 

These facts hav long been known to Freethinkers, 
but their corroboration, coming direct from a Chris
tian source, is of significant importance. 

THE NATIONAL SECULAR SOCIETY. 
Under the able directorship of its president, Mr. 

G. W. Foote, the National Secular Society is still 
making marked progress. During the past years 
its membership has considerably increased and its 
propaganda has extended. My audiences and those 
of Mr.· Foote. both in London and throughout the 
provinces, are all that could be desired, alike in 
numbers and in enthusiasm. Mr. A. B. Moss, Mr. 
Heafold, C. Cohen, and others, are also activly en

. gaged in the lecturing field, and a large and effectiv 
staff of open-air speakers are doing good work in 
the advocacy of Freethought principles. The ex
ecutiv of the National Secular Society are occupied 
at present in making extensiv and important im
provements at our headquarters in London. Our 
Freethought friends on the American continent 
may be pleased to know that the Secular movement 
in England is still in the progressiv stage. 

INTERESTING ITEMS. 
The Rationalist Press Committee continues its 

free circulation of Agnostic literature, an<). The 
Truth Seeker, published in Bradford, Yorkshire, 
maintains its reputation and circulation. 

Our friend Putnam's admirable book, "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethought," is much appreci
ated by those who hav seen it. Unfortunately its 
price will limit its sale here, for but few men in 
England at the present time hav $5 to spare for 
anything but absolute necessities. Colonel Inger
soll's new lecture on the Bible, which Mr. Foote 
has published, is selling rapidly. · 

CHARLES w ATTB. 
London, England, Jan. 2, 1895. 

How the Sun Stood Still the Second Time. 
It is not, I think, generally known that Joshua's 

miracle was repeated at the capture of Oran by the 
Spaniards under Cardinal Ximenes, May 17, 1509. 
,, To accommodate the Christians, as the day was 
far advanced when the action began, the sun was 
permitted to stand still for several hours-most au
thorities make it four. There is no miracle in the 
whole (Roman Catholic) budget better vouched than 
this. It is recorded by four eye-witnesses-men of 
learning and character. It is attested, moreover, 
by a cloud of witnesses, who depose to hav received 
it, some from tradition, others from direct commu
nication with their ancestors present in the action, 
and who all agree that it was a matter of public 
notoriety and belief at the time " (Prescott, " Fer
di.land, and Isabella," vol. iii., p. 272). The shallow 
objection not.iced by Prescott that "so astounding 
a miracle could not hav escaped the notice of all 
Europe, where it must hav been as apparent as at 
Oran," might equally be alleged against the miracu
lous darkness during Christ's passion, which, though 
it extended "over all the earth " (Luke xxiii, 44, 45), 
is mentioned only by the evangelists. If we believe 
that the sun stood still at Gibeon on the authority 
of Jasher, who lived at least five hundred years 
later (2 Sam. i, 18), surely we must believe that the 
sun stood still -q.pon Oran on the evidence of four 
eye-witnesses, etc. 

A further proof of the second miracle having 
been wrought by the same divine au~hor is that. the 
object of both was. the. same-that h1s people might 
be "avenged upon their enemies." The Israelites 
spent the prolonged daylight in butchering the 
Canaanites The Spaniards did likewise when they 
stormed Oran by the light of the stationary sun. 
" Most of the Moors fled into the houses and 
mosques for protection ; but resistance and flight 
were alike unavailing. No mercy was shown-no 
respect for age or sex ; and the soldiery abandoned 
themselvs to all the brutal license and ferocity which 
seem to stain religious wars above every other. It 
was in vain Navarro [Ximenes's lieutenant, more 

merciful than Joshua] called them off. They re
turned like bloodhounds to the slaughter, till at 
last, wearied with butchery, and gorged with the 
food and wine fouJ!d in the houses, they sunk down 
to sleep promiscuously in the streets and public 
squares. The sun [it at length "moved on"], 
which on the preceding morning had shed its rays 
on Oran, flourishing in all the pride of commercial 
opulence, and teeming with a free and industrious 
population/ next rose on a captiv city, with its fero
cious conquerors stretched in slumber on the heaps 
of slaughtered victims " (Prescott). 

Let the Infidel tremble. God's wonders and 
God's people are the same in every age and land. 

JAMES A. RICHARDSON, in the Freethinker. 

A. Freethinker's Benefactions. 
It will be noticed that James Lick gave nothing 

for mere charity. He did not believe. in relieving 
any human being able to work from the necessity of 
earning his bread. Lick gave to science and edu
cational improvement,· to public necessity, and to 
art. He did not seek to set up a rival to any exist
ing state institution. He did not duplicate any
thing. What.he sought were new avenues by which 
mankind might be benefited without injury to 
themselvs or posterity. The only eleemosynary 
institution which he founded was the Home for Old 
Ladies. For that, blessings will be showered on his 
name through the long centuries. His great tele
scope on Mount Hamilton has already made there
tiring miller of the early days a name and fame as 
wide as the civilized world. The human sentiment 
appeared in honor of his liberal endowment of the 
Pioneers. The Academy of Natural Sciences early 
attracted his attention as an institution from which 
great things might be expected, and it shared liber
ally in his benefactions. 

The School of Mechanic Arts just opened cannot 
fail to do a great deal of good in its time. This 
simple patriotism of the man found expression in 
the statue of Key in the park ; his love of the state 
in the historic group which has recently been set 
up in front of the City Hall. One other institution 
he founded, and that is the free baths on Tenth 
street, for some time in operation. No man could
hav given more liberally, for he gave all that he had. 
The deep love of humanity which is apparent in all 
secures for him a place among the benefactors of 
mankind second to none.-San Francisco Bulletin. 

[The Bulletin should not hav omitted James 
Lick's noble gift to Paine Memorial Building, 
Boston.] 

How "Sabbath" Laws Make Liars. 
From Tiberias to the hot baths on the shore south

ward ia farther than it is permitted to the pious 
Jew to walk from his house on the Sabbath. One 
Sabbath I found an old man who had just returned 
from the baths, and asked him how he had ventured 
to break the Sabbath law. He replied, triumph
antly, that he had not broken it, and pointed out 
that a man's "house" is defined as the place where 
he has eaten bread. Now it would be a breach of 
the law to carry bread on the Sabbath. To get 
over this difficulty, on the previous evening, when 
going to the baths, he concealed a piece of bread 
among the ruins about half-way. Returning, he 
unearthed it, thankfully ate it, and then, from this 
artificial "house," it was an easy Sabbath-day's 
journey into the town. Not long ago, in Safed, 
the Jewish leaders seriously discussed a proposal 
for shifting the marks to the limits of the city, and 
putting them about midway between Safed and 
Ja'meh, so that the Jews might be able to go out 
on the Sabbath day to meet a benefactor who was 
expected thence.-.Rev. William Ewing, in ~he 
Sunday-School Times. 

---------~---------
The ancient Syriac version of the gospels is 

claimed to be older than the Greek, and to be 
preserved in the verY. vernacular of the writers of 
the New Testament. But after all let us be not 
too sure of its antiquity. Prof. Edwin John
son, in his "Rise of Christendom," endeavors to 
prove that the whole Bible is of modern origin, , 
having been fabricated by Benedictine and Ba
silian monks since the revival of learning. He 
maintains that the Hebrew Bible is a hundred years 
younger than the Moslem scriptures, embodied in 
the chronicle of Al Tabari and the Koran ; and that 
the New Testament is two hundred :years younger 
still. In other words, that the chronicle of Al Tabari 
was composed or redacted about A.D. 900, the He
brew Bible about A.D. 1000, and the Greek or Latin 
Testament about A.D. 1200. This would make 
Christianity only about seven hundred years old.
Antichrist. 

---------~----------

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895 is great. 
Price, 25 cents. 
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News and Notes. 8. "Is the A. P. A. indorsed by Liberals,,. I 
answered," Not as a body. · Some Liberals favor it, 

The Arizona campaign rolls on in lively style. and some do not. It is a matter purely of personal 
Even the Arizona Kicker has put in an appearance, opinion." 
only he is all the way from London, a wandering It is surmised that the Catholic priest was the 
Bib1e pedler dispatched from the old world to con· author of these ques~ions. 
vert the heathen of" the wild and woolly West." This is the only artillery that the Christians so 
He is a nondescript-looking individual, like one of far hav been able to furnish; a "lame and impotent 
Dickens's caricatures, a cockney of the cockneys, conch1sion" to their proud boast.inga before the 
thoroughly evangelized, and pervaded by a general Freethought movement began. We hav invited 
air of almightiness, as if he had come direct from them to speak-offer them half the time ; but they 
the throne of g-race. He ventilated the-stock argu- deelare that they will answer only in their own pul
ments of the Christian and dealt mainly in abuse pits. They started a revival meeting to offset our 

-and exhortation. He mounted the platform on work, but it wound up on Friday night last, and on 
Thursday last after my lecture on "What is Liber- Sunday evening an honest Christian who came to 
alism '" with the vim of a young David determined my lecture after going to church made the assertion 
to destroy the Goliah of Infidelity. He declared that my audience was larger than the attendance of 
that he had gone all throug:h the slums of London, all the churches put together. So it seems that we 
and had met with any quantity of "Secularists," all are gett.ing in the swim. Indeed three-fourths of 
of whom were afraid to die. His idea of a Secular- the people here are Liberals, and they are begin
ist was certainly as clear as mud. In evangelical ing to find out that Liberalism is a great and 
parl'lnce, the Secularist is a "bloated sinner." The splendid movement the world over. We hav 
Bible defender said that my face had a look of started a local organization and nearly one hun
" dark despair," while his was all bright and shin- dred names are on the list, and the same number 
ing with the grace of God. "Look at my counte- hav united with the national organization. Dr. 
nance," he shouted, "is it not beaming with beauty Miller is a royal worker. He has wonderful per
and happiness'" At which the audience shouted sistrnce. He is not daunted by any difficulties, 
uproariously, for a more cadaverous face was never and he has the enthusiasm of humanity. A thou
presented to human vision. Turning to me he ex- sand like him would make a magnificent army of 
ploited, "You were once a Christian minister· Were progress. He is determined that Arizona shall 
you a fraud then, or are you a fraud now T" What a come into the Union as a Secular state, and be 
truly Christian argument that was. I replied to foremost in the march of human freedom. I hav 
him that I was as honest then as now; only then I high hopes of this territory, which is so wonderful 
was in the same state of ignorance in which he at in its history, so wonderful in its wealth, so splen
present rejoiced. He stated that Christian's had did in itR attractions, and on the verge of such vast 
faith in God, and always died with blissful anticipa- improvements. Arizona will one day be the land to 
tion. I quoted to him the last words of Jesus, which every traveler will resort, for it surpasses the 
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" world in the grandeur and magnificence of its 
This made him mad, ·and he had the appearance of scenery. The great canon of the Colorado, wild 
a bulldog who would like to throttle me then and and wonderful as a dream, two hundred miles in 
there. We gave him another chance on Saturday length, is without doubt the most amazing realm of 
night, when be displayed all the venom of orthodox picturesque and sublime panoramas which physical 
polemics. WheJ! some of the audience began to go nature can unfold, and the mind is lost amidst its 
out he vomited forth, "Go to the saloons where. immense and gigantic form 11• My pilgrim's jour
you belong." When I quoted the text, "Except ney will never be ended until it has traversed these 

baugh, 8 copies; Henry M. Taber, 8 copies; Mazo 
Manie (no name signed to letter), 18 copies; J. H. 
Hunt, 50 copies; Jas. M. Lydon, 18 copies; A. 
Chapman, 8 copies. 

I hope it will keep on improving this way, so we 
can send this book all over America. It will be a 
book to hand out for others to read, and to set them 
thinking for themselves. 

E. C. REIOHWALD, Tress. F. F. of A. 
284 South Water Street, Chicago. 

Observations. 
It is recorded in the newspapers that a mass 

meeting was recently held in Tacoma, Wash., to 
protest against the edict of the pope placing Odd 
Fellows, Knights of Pythias, and Sons of Temper
ance under the ban of the Catholic church. The 
meeting was attended by two thousand persons, 
which two thousand persons, I should say, would hav 
done well if they had remained to rejoice; for any
thing that will keep people out of the Catholic 
church is worth celebrating. To show how little 
these protesters thought about what they were doing 
it is only needful to observe that the meeting was 
held under the auspices of the American Protectiv 
Association, an order that excludes Roman Catho
lics from membership. And then, again, some of 
the secret societies banished by the pope impose 
conditions upon their members which would make 
it impossible for a Freethinker to join them with
out misrepresenting his conscience. But member
ship in either the church or the secret orders is not 
compulsory, and such being the fact, I do not see 
how the situation as regards them or their regula
tions could be any more delightful than it now is. 

Helen Gardener delivered an address in the Park 
Street church, Boston, the other night, on "Woman 
as an Annex." The church has always been known 
as "Brimstone Corner," which, considering the 
speaker's well-known sentiments on the subject of 
brimstone, givs the event a peculiar interest. I get 
this item from Col. C. S. Smart, who entertains 
great admiration and respect for Helen, although 
she is his wife . 

• one come unto me and hate not his father," etc., vast and radiant solitudes where it seems as if 
he gesticulated wildlv with his arm and fiercely anciAnt eons had piled their most marvelous exhi- My attention has been called to an important 
screamed, "You lie." On Sunday evening the bitions. subject by the receipt of some copies of the daily 
chairman was obliged to call him to order, since he The San Francisco mountains are a lofty· andre- papers from Oshkosh, Wis., in which the morality of 
would not observe parliamentary rules and resorted splendent landmark all over th;s wide country. dancing is discussed by representative of the three 
to abuse both of the audience and the spea.ker, and One day last week I mounted a neighboring hill sexes-men, women, and clergymen. Not long ago 
gave no arguments, and represented nothing and and beheld their white and brillil!ollt peaks, and the Ladies' Benevolent Society of Oshkosh an
nobody, and time was too precious to be wasted in other mount.ains with their glittering banners nounced a series of dancing parties in the interest 
any "bear fight" in which only the Bible exponent stretching afar off into Utah. of charity. The ministerial association of the city, 
could show his capacity. The audience, which filled I think my friends in the blustering East would members of which were not invited, held a meeting 
the house, unanimously approved the decision envy me if they could realize what lovely weather and passed resolutions condemning the scheme ; 
Freethinkers desire all the counter arguments pos- we hav had here during the past week. It is like and then, as the ladies persisted in carrying out 
sible, and welcome gentlemen of every shade of paradise. We hav scarcely needed a fire. Beauti- their program, the ministers preached sermons in 
opinion to their platform, but patience and courtesy ful blue skie!!, warm golden sunshine over hill and denunciation of dancing. They said that it was an 
cease to be virtues when the only result is billings- dale, marvelous sunsets with gates of glory to the unwholesome amusement, especially dangerous to 
gate and the fanatical fury of the wild beast of sparkling immensity of night, with its unclouded girls wearing corsets ; that it was opposed to 
orthodoxy. Our work is for something else than a stars and round, full moon majestically sailing on Christian sentiment, and that, above all, it was im
" monkey and a parrot" exhibition, since Christian- -these are tbe jewels which Arizona sets in the moral. It takes a minister or priest to plow the 
ity is the only participant that can furnish the pathway of the pioneer, and I can rejoice in nat- subsoil of baseness, and the way these fellows dis
monkey and the parrot. ure's sweetest smiles and loveliest adornments cussed the night side of human nature was calcu-

On Sunday afternoon, a series of "posers" in while knocking old superstition in the head. I lated to make the innocent vile. One of them 
writing was presented; the following questions I couldn't find a more exhilarating battlefield for quoted from Christ the statement that for a man to 
was asked to publicly answer, which I did : Freethought. There is nothing " cabined, cribbed, look upon a woman with a desire, as it were, to be-

l. "Did not the word 'God' appear in the Decla- confined." It is all open and vast, with infinit va- come more intimately acquainted with her, was tanta
ration of Independence!" I answered, "Yes." riety, and it makes one feel strong to fight tyranny mount to breaking the seventh commandment; and 
The fathers of the republic were Deists, but not when he touches earth even amidst desert sands he maintained that when two people of opposing 
Christians. There is no Christ in the Declaration, with such surroundings of shining sky, snow-capped sexes were partners in a dance both of them com
and no God in the Constitution. mountains, and va1leys bathed in silver and gold as mitted this offense. Summed up, the argument of 

2. "Were not Washington, Jefferson, etc., Chris- morning and evening pursue their entrancing flight. the elegy was that dancing flourishes because the 
tians!" I answered, "No." Dr. Miller has some stanch co-workers here, and sexes unite in it. Otherwise, they ask, why do not 

3. "Did not Voltaire recant !" I answered in future pages I shall set down the roll of honor. women dance with women, and men with men? 
"No," and referred the questioner to "Four Hun- It is impossible to mention all, for the list is con- The ladies of Oshkosh exclaim, "The idea!' and 
dred Years of Freethought," which givs a true ac- stantly increasing. Of course there is plenty of neither admit nor deny the clerical theory; but the 
count of the matter. Voltaire went through a cer- hard work before us-Freethought doesn't grow in editor of the Morning 1'imes published in that city 
tain religious ceremony in order to insure a decent a night. It isn't merely a wave of excitement. It repudiates · it with scorn, and delivers him
burial. This was to the disgrace of the church, but is a long and laborious pathway, up hill and stormy self of the opinion that when a minister charges 
not of Voltaire. at times. But it has its compensations. If we that "the pleasure of dancing consists in sensual 

4. ''Do you believe in the materialization of climb we see vast extended prospects. If the suggestions, he gratuitously slurs the women of 
spirits!" I answered, "No." storm comes its music is like a trumpet. Then Oshkosh, and deliberately makes an accusstion of 

The fifth question was a rattler. "Is not Spirit- there are golden days, hospitable homes, glowing the vilest nature against every one of them." Still 
ualism the very acme of blind, abominable, jugger- firesides, fountains of song, and treasures of knowl- the editor does not answer the clergymen's ques
nautical fetichism-in other words, the most gigan- edge which never could come except to one who is tion why men and women dance with each other 
tic farce of the nineteenth century?" I answered, always on the march. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. inste9.d of with persons of their own sex. I would 
"No," and referred the questioner to my lecture on January 14, 295. like to hav him do that. I hav laid the matter be-
" Modern Spiritualiiiim and Freethought." fore Mrs: M., who is a dancer, and she says the 

6. "Are not all or nearly all mediums frauds, The Campaign Book. ministers are real mean to talk that way. I inquire 
impostors, and empirics !" I answered, "No." I hav the pleasure to acknowledge the following if it is a fact that ladies enjoy dancing with gentle-
Some of them, perhaps about the same per cent contributions for the books of our joint Congress: men more than with other ladies, and she replies 
that preachers are frauds, a larger per cent of whom · B. Doscher, 18 copies; L.A. Griswold, 18 copies; F. that she sees no harm in it if they do. Mrs. M. 
are criminals than of any other class in the com- D. Rixford, 8 copies ; B. Anderson, 50 copies ; R. does not set herself up for a thinkess, and has not 
munity. L. Taylor, 8 copies; Dan. & C. H. & C. W. & revised her language for publication, but the de-

7. "Do you consider the A. P. A. a true American Wilton Crosby, 8 copies each ; Copley Cottrell, murrer suggests that perhaps there is nothing 
society?" I answered that I was not in favor of 8 copies; Jos. Wenzell, 8 copies; G. Lincoln, 8 inherently wicked in the fact that the human race 
secret political societies; and would not vote against copies; L. Fowler, 50 copies; Lawrence Hofma, is divided into branches differing somewhat as to 
any man simply on account of his religion. It is 18 copies; Thos. Tripp, 50 copies; S. F. Benson, sex, and that this divergence is productiv of felici
the church system I combat. 18 copies; W. C. Sturoc, 18 copies; F. B. Wam- . tous results. By failing to recognize the salient facts 
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in the case the editor of the Oshkosh Morning 
Times has missed a valuable opportunity for ethical 
disquisition. As for the clergymen concerned in 
the discussion, they are pigs rooting in a flower 
garden. 

The gold reserve in the United States treasury 
is falling, as usual. It is thirty millions below the 
minimum prescribed· by lawyers, and is more like a 
remnant than a reserve. About this time look out 
for another issue of bonds, for the gentlemen who 
cooperate with the administration in this matter are 
still sucking hard at the treasury tap, and bonds 
are the only known thing that will induce them even 
momentarily to let up. The system is run like a 
hydraulic ram, and the money engineers at Wash
ington seem to be surprised that the ram does not 
throw back into the reservoir all the water it takes 
out; hence the demand for a currency bill to reverse 
the order of nature. A bill to cover the necessities 
of the case and preserve the system would be enti
tled, "An aot providing that all streams shall run 
uphill, and declaring that an emergency exists." If 
the scheme can be ~pplied to currency, why not to 
currents? 

The truth becomes apparent that when. these 
financial engineers diverted into the commercial sea 
that stream of silver which flowed from the mount
ains to the mint, they turned their reservoir into a 
stagnant pool, the little yellow rill trickling into 
it barely compensating for leakage and evaporation. 
It is a good enough watering-trough for the syndi
cate camel of many stomachs, and its outlet into the 
sacks of the bond-owners is a shining river; never
theless those who carry water to replenish it would 
most gladly see it dammed. 

Mr. J.D. Shaw of the Independent Pulpit deems 
it necessary to repel the charge of Mr. C. C. Moore 
of the Blue Grass Blade that he does not advocate 
"moral reforms." A little reflection will show Mr. 
Shaw that what he mistakes for an accusation is in 
a high sense a testimonial. It means that he has 
the habit of minding his own business and respect
ing the right of others to do the same, and that his 
merits hav compelled recognition. Few rewards 
are greater than that. . 

As a rule which knows no exception, the moral 
reformer is a nuisance to the extent that he devotes 
himself to the business. I hav to use the word "re
former," because that is what he thinks he is and 
what general consent admits him to be, but when 
you get at his doctrin you will find he is no rfeformer 
at all, but an imprisoner; and that is not reform
it is reversion. His goal is not reformation but the 
penitentiary, and he measures his success by the 
number of persons he has thrown into jail. When 
he reports his arrests and spoliations, the fools gape 
and gurgle, "What a monstrous sight of good that 
man is doing!" Does the good actualize! Devil a 
bit. How, then, do they know that any good has 
been done I They don't; but they hear the bazoo 
of the reformer, and they bee-honk iii unison. Be
sides, they believe in moral reform and don't see 
how the doors of a jail can close on any man and 
not hav a moralizing influence on those outside. 
Let them draw the inference and it is immaterial 
who furnishes the facts. 

The friendless, the unpopular, and the unlucky 
are meat for the moral reformer. The liquor seller 
with small means is unpopular, and one moral 
reformer pounces upon him. The street-walker is 
friendless, and another moral reformer gets his 
claws upon her: The advocate of unfamiliar views 
about social relations is an outcast, and a third 
moral reformer leaps astride of his neck. The un
happily married being out of luck, other moral 
reformers look to it that laws are passed to keep 
them so; while the whole brood sleep with an eye 
open to catch an Infidel off his guard. The moral 
reformer knows no distinctian between a guilty act 
and a wrong one, between a crime and a mistake. A 
malicious, vindictiv hater of mankind, he is a pesti
lence to himself and the world he live in. 

The moral reformer-that is, the moral impris
oner-to wit, the Sundayite, the theocrat, the 
divorce tinkerer, the purity pander, the literary cen
sor-! regard as a good deal less desirable citizens 
than our open enemies, those revolutionary individ
uals called propagandists by deed; for when one of 
these last gets in his work, we are permitted sum
marily to hang him, while as to the others, though 
they are the more dangerous in the proportion that 
the power they invoke for evil is greater, yet we 
must protect them out of respect for that liberty 
which they design to destroy. I should make a 
very indifferent judge under present laws and prec
edents, being firmly convinced that if a pe~son were 
to come before me and demand that a netghbor be 
fined or imprisoned for violation of one of these 
"moral," sumptuary, or religious statutes, I should 

inflict upon him, for the safety of society, the pen- course. Moline contains about fifteen thousand 
al~y prescribed for the accused. inhabitants, and is a manufacturing town on a 

Let Mr. Shaw cherish the words of Mr. Moore. large scale It has, I believe, the larges~ plow 
Let him paste them in his hat, and they shall be as works in the world. Orthodoxy. however, Is also 
a chaplet upon his brow. strong, yet I found many stanch Liberals. It was 

. a pleasure for me to visit Mr. Orlando Child, who 
The religious organizations of New York, through has lived here shice 1856. Mr. Child is also in the 

their charitable institutions, are getting a flavor or evening of life, being eighty-three, and may he yet 
what they hav to admit is a union of church and reach the hundredth milestone. Messrs. Hemin way 
state. A majority of clergymen deny that public and Woodworth, officers of the church, also gave 
appropriations for the support of religion consti- us assistance. Mr. H. F. Wehrend and his mother 
tute in any sense such a union. So long as the are substantial Freethinkers. Sunday morning I 
churches can get exemption, protection, and appro- attended Miss Houltin's lecture on the " Origin of 
priations from the state, and use those privileges as Man," the ninth in a series. It was scientific, elo
they see fit, there is no union according to the quent, and so plain that all could understand this, 
preachers; but when the officers of state begin to to many, unfamiliar subject. If the one hun
overlook the affairs of the church and to inquire dred thousand preachers in this country would 
what use it is making of its subsidies, then the union preach such B"'rmons as this one, ignorance would 
is acknowledged and the church protests. Now soon vanish. The orthodox pulpit has told the 
the fact is that the charitable institutions of this world that Freethought throws no light upon the 
state are nought else but annexes to the cliurches great problem of human existence. While the 
they are run by. They are sectarian, or at least mystery is not yet wholly solved, Infidels. haT dis
denominational. They are used by the various covered more truth regarding it than the Christian 
ecclesiastical bodies as an excuse for soliciting con- church, with all its pretense. It has only dogma
tributions, as a beggar exhibits his self-raised sores tized principally by saying that man arose from a 
for the purpose of exciting sympathy and procuring mud 'puddle. Among the attendants at my Moline 
alms. A dollar appropriated for their support is a lectures was Mr. Scharfenburg, of Davenport, Ia., 
gift to the churches. Heretofore the managers hav a man who is not only a true-blue Liberal, but a 
had but to walk up to the comptroller's window and lecturer himself of much ability, speaking both in 
get their coin, but under the new constitution of the English and the German languages. He in
New York money is to be paid to them only upon vi ted me to giv a lecture in Davenport. Though we 
recommendation of the state board of charities. had short notice, a good audi"nce greeted me in the 
Here we hav state surveillance of religious institu- Unitarian church. The Rev. Arthur Judy, who 
tiona, which in the eyes of an American churchman preaches in this church, is a splendid man, and it is 
is nothing less than Satanic. The minister knows largely due to his efforts that my lecture was a sue
it is his province to dictate to the politician, and he cess. He made an appropriate speech in introduc
has his nose in all public concerns as far as he can ing me, and closed the meeting by another one. 
thrust it, but when, in consideration of favors Mr. Judy's church, I believe, is the most pl'osp9r
granted, the politician takes a look behind the altar, ous (\f the Unitarian denomination in Iowa. He 
that is quite a different proposition. This state of said that no man with honest opinions, properly 
affairs is one that has arisen necessarily out of the expressed should be refused a hearing in his pul
nature of the parties concerned. For if the clergy- pit. Mr. Bean came over from Rock Island. After 
man knows that he is commissioned by the almighty the lecture we repaired to Mr. Scharfenburg's house. 
God to run the earth, the politician is equally sure where I was entertained for an houl! by himself and 
that he is authorized by the ~~ighty Mob to dis- family. All are Liberals to the core. After a short 
charge the same office. No wmster ever for a mo- visit again with Mr. Bean, I left for other fields of 
ment entertains a suspicion that his functions are labor. 
limited, and from what I hav read of congressional While I am in the East. I hope my Liberal 
and legislativ debates, I conclude that it is the same friends in Iowa, and the adjoining states, will ar
with the politician-a measure may be for or against' range for many lectures during the spring and 
his interests, but it is never outside his "scope." summer. I will then be with them, and hope to be 
The ministers up to the present thne hav been call- kept busy. FRANKLIN STEINER. 
ing on the politician for favors, and getting them. 
Now the politician is looking after his investments. 
He suspects that there must be something in this 
charity racket, or the priests and clergy would not 
work it so industriously. 

Up to this point my sympathies are with the poli
tician. He has made sundry laws and ordinances 
at the request of the church, and he has given it 
money and land-not his own, of course, but he has 
given them ; and so, as a patron of the institution, 
he is, I think, entitled to his squawk. Let the good 
work go on. GEo. E. MAODONALD. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
CoLoNEL INGERSoLL's lecture appointments: January 

27th, New York Oity. 
THE Friendship Libsre.l L9agne, Gaorge L)ngfo~d 

secretarybmeets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Snnday in War 
ner's Ha , Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

MRS. FREEMAN'S lecture appointments: Boston, Mass., 
Jan. 27th Feb. 3d. and lOth. Mrs. Freeman desires 
to Iectur~ during February Those wishing to se
cure dates not taken please write Mrs. Freeman at once, 
1037West Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 

Lecture Notes. THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island BusineEs 

On the 8th of January I arrived at my first ap- College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
· t t E t t · M 1' Ill Th avenues. Program for Januarv: pom men on my as ern np, 0 me, · 9 January 27th-" What W\l Owe to Thomas Paine." Mr. 

Januarv snow storms, which are so well known on T. B. Wakeman. 
the Iowa prairies, were in full force, and, outwardly, THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even-
the scene was not very inviting. My correspondent, ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
Mr. John L. Bean, of Rock Island, met me at the York, at 8 o'clock. Program for January: 
depot and conducted me to his glowing fil'eside. January 26th-"The Third Consciousn':lss or Sixth 
Mr. Bean is just eighty-one years old-hale, hearty, Sense." Prof. A. L. Rawson. 
and yet full of the fire of youth. He made all a.r- THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
rangements for my lectures. The Unitarian church in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 

for December: 
had been secured, and there I gave my first lecture January 27th, 1895_"T!J.e Bi~le in the Light ,of Higher 
on the "Great Religious Conspiracy." Some of our Criticism." Frankhn Stamer, of Des Momes, Ia. 
Unitarian friends objected to my use of the term FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so .far as now 
"religious." They interpret religion to mean "right arranged are: 
living." To this definition no Liberal will take ex- Jan. 27 ......... Cincinnati, 0. Feb. 17 ...... Brockton, Mass. 
caption. Yet the fact remains that the word as Jan. 29 ..... Grafton, W. Va. Feb. 24 .... Haverbill, Mass. 
used .in the literature of the present time: and as Feb. s ..... Philadelphia, Po.. Feb. 27 ...... BoothBay, Me. 

b h · •t h 1 Feb 7 Meriden Conn. Mar. 3 .......... Boston, Mass. understood y t e maJOrl y of t e peop e, refers to · .. ..... ' k N y Feb. 10, East Dennis, Mass. Mar. 8 ...... New Yor , . . 
God, heaven, hell, a future life, and our relations to Feb. 12 ...... Harwich, Mass. Mar. lO ...... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
the supernatural. In the progress of thought old Feb. 17 ......... Boston, Mass. Mar. lO ........ Newark, N.J. 
words will change their meanings, but to avoid mis- Address Mr. Steiner for lectures in the vicinitY: of th~se 
understanding a word must be used as the maJ'ority places, or i~ ~orthern ~ew ~o~k, Pennsyl!ama, OhiO .. 

Indiana, Ilhn01s, and Mtssourt, In care of this office. 
accept it. The word Christian is understood to MR. REMSBURG did not hav a \ery larg~ audience at 
mean one who believes in the divinity l:lf Christ and Lexington, Ky., but his address ":as ~ppreotate~ by those 
the inspiration of the Bible, even though many call" who were wise enough to hear It, If we mav Jndge. by 
themselvs Christians who do not accept these things. these warm words of praise from the Press-1ranscnpt: 
S 'th li · A 1 · 1 · t d d "Mr. J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan., one of the o WI re giOn. s ogtca reasonmg mus epen most eminent Freethought lecturers on the American 
on correct definitions and clear understanding, it is Liberal platform, delivered an eloquent lecture in the 
necessary to cultivate both. The minister of the Court House last night to about sixty men. His subject 
church, Rev. Ida C. Houltin, honored me by her was 'False Claims of the Church,' and was a masterly 
Presence the first evening. Wednesday evening I effort in every sense of the word_. He is a c_lear, l?~ical 

writer a powerful and a ready thtnker, and IS a brtlltant 
spoke on "The Bible in the Light of Modern Criti- and phngent satirist. His smooth, even sentences, 
cism." The Friday night lecture was postponed splendid rhetoric, and grand reach of thought ma~e ~im 
on account of a snow storm until Sunday; after- I one of th~ greatest ~s w~ll. as one of t~e most co.pttvo.tmg 
noon, when we had the largest audience dunng the speakers m the antt-reh.gious world. 
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~etters of (_JCrisnds. 
"They Say" that It Deserves the Praise. 

NAPLES, N.Y., Jan. 7, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the much

bragged-up TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL that 
I may get a little more "hell fire and 
brimstone," etc., into my head. Twenty-
five cents inclosed. GEo. L. SMITH. 

:Makes Himself a New Year's Present. 
RUSHMORE, 0., Jan. 1, 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.50, for 
which send me "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethought," and renew my subscription 
to the grand old paper. I hsv been want
ing "Four Hundred Years" for a long 
time, so I thought I would purchase it on 
New Year's Day. 

N. B. s. HEIDLEBAUGH. 

Irradiating tbe Fogs. 
ALLISoN, Mo., Jan. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find 50 cents for 
three months' trial subscription to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for a friend. 

We are doing what lies in our power for 
Freethought and hav met with good suo
cess so far. We propose to keep pounding 
sway until the light of reason illumins the 
fog of superstition in this locality. 

Wishing you success, I remain, 
Yours truly, LUTE JERSI!Y. 

Cheerfully Hopeful at' Eighty. 
LEBURG, On., Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $6 to be placed to 
my credit for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I hsv taken the paper ever since Mr. 
Bennett moved his press to New York and 
am in hopes that I may liv to take it 
twenty years more. Th~n I can count my 
one hundred, as I am eighty past now and 
am in hopes THE TRUTH SEEKER may liv 
as long as I do. JoHN CoGSWELL. 

Superior to What Was Expected. 
MANOHESTER, Mo., Jan. 7, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclo~ed find $5 25 to re
new my subscription to the paper, and for 
"Darwin and After Darwin," also the 
ANNuAL for 1895. I am reading " Four 
Hundred Years of Freethought" with the 
greatest interest, and consider it one of 
the most valuable books that I hsv ever 
perused. It merits a large circulation, and 
I hope that you will soon hsv to issue a 
second edition. The portraits alone are 
worth the price of the book, and are much 
superior to what I expected to get when I 
subscribed for the volume. 

c. w. CAINES. 

Slaves of the Church-State. 
SANTA Cnuz, CAL., Jan. 1, 295. 

MR. EDIToB: Inclosed please find $1, for 
which aend me Colonel Ingersoll's "Holy 
Bible," ''Lincoln," and '' Shakspere," also 
the ANNUAL. A. correspondent from Fin
land writes: "Qneer things are happening 
here; citizens are now made by force to 
mourn in black for the late czar, and men 
and women pray long in the churches, and 
their eyes become black-ringed from sad
ness. If you ask them why this grief and 
sorrow, they fear to even answer. Tho3y 
fear to speak the truth, or to talk at all of 
Freethought. They know the sun shuns 
Siberia; the knout cuts the flesh into 
mince; it withers many; it kills many, and 
many it turns int::> beasts; and Katorga is 
as the blight of God, bnt Christ said, 
' Blessed are they that mourn, for they 
shall be comforted' (Mat. v, 4)." Is the 
Gad-in-the-Constitution party in favor of 
such a barbarous government? I cannot 
believe in the Russian naga.ika, and if told 
by some God-pu.rty man that "I must be
lieve or go to hell," then I'll go to hell; 
that's all! Vrcron LAINE. 

New Soil Turned. 
ORANGEVILLE, PA., Dec. 28, 1894. 

Mn. EDITOR: On the 26th I had the 
pleasure of listening to a lecture by J. E. 
Remsburg, at Benton, Pa., on "False 
Claims." Mr. Remsburg lectured at Glen 
City in the southern end of this county on 
the 24th, which, with the lecture at Ben
ton, are the only lectures on Freethought 
in this county, so far as I know. The 
local press at Benton gave us the usual 
free sdvertisment by calling names, etc., 
but they did us more service than they 
intended; but for them we would not hsv 

THE T.RUT.H. ~Jii..E..K...t!lH, JANUARY 26. 1~'=*o 

I been well advertised. We had a good 
meeting; qnite a success, considering all 
the opposition. The audience was not 
largA, but there were several ladies pres
ent, although we were right in one of the 
worst blizzards we hav had for years. 
Most of those present were young men, 
and a quiet~>r, more orderly meeting no 
church in our country could boast. The 
expens€S were all paid by voluntary con
tributions from friends; there was no 
admission charged, nor collection taken 
up among the audience. Now that the ice 
is broken, I think there should be no 
difficulty in having many more such 
meetings. There are enough of us, if we 
can get together; we are unfortunately 
too poor to drive ahead as I would like. 

Yours for liberty, M.S. HAYHURST. 

Now. 
They've been singing sweet songs of the 

''Long Ago," 
And the beautiful" By-and-By," 

With never a strain for the passing time 
We are living in, you and I. 

The long ago is an old, old time, 
And a trying one when it was here; 

Only the enchantment that distance lends 
Makes it now seem so dear. 

The sweet by-and-by is a radiant time 
When seen through the coming years; 

Say, will it ever come to be now 
And chase away all our fears? 

When the sweet by-and-by comes to be 
now, 

And the now is the long ago, 
Will hands grow weary and hearts 

ache, 
As now, I would like to know? 

still 

Hearts grow wearied with waiting in vain 
For the sweet by-and by to come. 

The now slips into the long ago, 
Yet 'tis now, and 'tis wearisome. 

And now is the time we must do our work; 
We may dream of the long ago, 

And wistfully hope for the sweet by-and-by 
But now is all that we know. 

0 sing us a song for the present time 
That shall keep up our waning faith, 

While the sweet by-and-by is coming to us, 
And the long ago seems but a myth. 

NETTIE OvERTON. 

Would Go to tbe Top ~f the Grade. 

THoRNBURG, lA., Dec. 30, 1894. 
MR. EDITOR: The tab on THE TBUTH 

SEFKER wrapper warns me that we hsv 
about come to the station to which my 
passage is paid, and I must either renew 
or get off. But we are only half way up 
the mountain of "universal mental lib
erty," and as I wish to be among the crew 
when the summit is reached, I shall keep 
on paying my fare as long as I can scrape 

·up the shekels. 
I hsv been studying my bible, "Four 

Hundred Years of Freethought," some 
la.tsly, and find it a great improvement 
over the old Jewish production of several 
thousand years ago. Brother Putnam has 
done us a valuable service in writing it. 
It should be translated into the leading 
languages of the world and widely cirou· 
late d. 

It is wonderful how many of the great 
newspapers of our land are making false 
and bitter attacks on leading Freethinkers, 
especially Ingersoll, of late. I believe it 
is a good sign. These articles are no 
doubt prompted by the preachers, who are 
not so anxious to save people's souls as 
they are to obtain their money. It makes 
one think of Heston's cartoon in which the 
Freethought press makes the animals hiss. 
Every Freethinker who emerges from one 
of Ingersoll's lecture halls means less pelf 
for the preacher. 

Inclosed you will find $4.50, for which 
please send THE TRUTH SEEKFlR and "The 
Dynamic Theory," by J. B. Alexander. 

Yours for mental liberty, 
E. D. NAUMAN. 

The Loving Charity of Religion. 
PoRTLAND, ME., Jan. 8, 1895. 

MR. EmToR: For the inclosed $1 please 
send to my friend Thompson Bronson C. 
Keeler's "Short History of the Bible;" 
also the ANNUAL for 1895 The Rev. H. L. 
Hastings, of Boston, lectured here last 
week and utterly annihilated Colonel In
gersol; that is, most of his hearers thought 
so. I hsv waited for some one to call atten
tion to his illogical arguments; shall do 

so myself, but it is doubtful if I can get 
such an article inserted in any of our pa
pers. 

The following, which I handed to one of 
the evening papers, did not appear. A 
similar article appeared in one of the Sun
day pa.pers, but it did niDt record all of the 
horrible speech: "While returning from 
the lecture of the Rev. Mr. Hastings last 
evening, I overheard a remark, inspired 
by religious bigotry, that would make a 
devil blush. A woman was· telling her 
companion of two little girls who were go
ing to attend some theatrical performance, 
but before the time arrived they were 
stricken with diphtheria and, she added, 
'In my heart I thanked God for the 
diphtheria that kept those children from 
attending the theater.' The worship of a 
wooden idol is a better religion than the 
creed that inspired such a hellish senti
ment." It wouldn't do to show how a be
lief in the Bible stifles the instincts of 
humanity. H. Q. NoRTON. 

Discovery of an Anonymous Author. 
BANGOR, MroH., Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: John S. Patterson, who 
died October 31st, at his home, Berlin 
Rights, Erie county, 0., in his seventy
third year, is the author of " Conflict in 
Nature and Life," an anonymous publica
tion issued some years sinoe by D. Apple
ton & Co. It produced a profound sensa
tion among the forty or more reviewers 
who notioPd it at the time. Most of them 
spoke well of it. Many marveled that a 
work of such evident merit should be pub
lished anonymously. 

One of these reviewers, in a Boston 
paper, ssicl: "In trying to conjecture who 
the author could be I hav thought over all 
the college professors of New England and 
I do not find one capable of producing 
such a book." The author was self-taught, 
never having had the advantage of a 
collegiate education or university exten
sion. 

This work of five hundred pages, as set 
forth on the title pa.ge, " is a study of the 
antagonism in the constitution of things 
for the elucidation of the problem of good 
and evil and the reconciliation of optimism 
and pessimism," and WRS the res•lt of 
twenty years of patient study and research 
amid the labors of a farm and providing 
for the needs of a family. He learned 
both German and French that he might go 
to the fountainhead of the knowledge he 
sought. He aimed not for fame, but 
labored for the love of knowledge and 
truth and the hope of benefiting others, 
together with the joy of literary work; 
consequently this, with several lesser 
works, was published without his name, 
made known for the first through friends 
since his death. 

By nature a reformer, with an early 
inclination for the acquirement of knowl
edge, he was already deep in the studies 
of "Conflict in Nature and Life" when 
Joseph Trest established a Socialistic 
community at Berlin Rights, 0., nearly 
forty years ago. The reformatory ten
dencies of this community- a sort of 
Buckeye Brook Farm-with its crude 
embodiment of more modern altruism, 
attracted him and he settled with his wife 
and four children on a fruit farm one mile 
east of the community, in an atmosphere 
of culture, refinement, and progress, as he 
believed, though distant from the large 
centers of intellectual culture. Here he 
labored with brain and brawn. At one 
time he was closely connected with the 
Social RevfJlutirmist, a social reform 
journal published weekly by the commu
nity. 

One edition of this journal, like many 
another· reformer of old, was burned to 
appease the indignation of oonservativ 
citizens. A delegation of women uf the 
Presbyterian church waylaid and over: 
powered one of the publishers, Francis 
Barry, on his way to the post-office with 
the weekly edition for subscribers, seized 
and burned them in front of their church. 

The student-author did not realize his 
exprotations in this community, and came 
to feel a measure of unhappiness in the 
social ostracism of his children, when they 
came to maturity, that he bad never felt 
for himself, knowing it to be part of a 
reformer's portion. Finding parental 
instinct stronger than reformatory prin--

oipleR, he withdrew to himseU and his 
studies, seeking companionship onlv in 
his b.mily, his farm, and a few choice 
friends; striving to solve the problem of 
good and evil in their relations to human 
destiny, almost until his last breath, being 
sick but eight hours. He made no pro
fession of a religious character. A devoted 
student of nature and life, their relations 
and correlations to the great sum of 
human existence, gave him a faith in 
the ultimate good of his kind that placed 
him beyond the reach of the fear of death 
and its unknown afterwards. 

NETTllll Ov.I!IRTON. 

From a Tireless Worker. 

BREATHEDSVILLE, MD., Jan. 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: In a three quarter-column 

report of Rev. E. H. Delk's sermon criti
cising Mr. Remsburg's recent lecture here, 
the Hagerstown Globe reports Reverend 
Delk as saying that certain persons are 
"not Freethinkers, but loose thinkers and 
fools.'' Yet the Globe returned unpub
lished the following brief and dispassion
ate defense of Freethinkers, and the Mail 
has, for ten days, withheld from publica
tion a somewhat similar defense. We 
might print and circulate this defense on 
handbills, stating as an excuse therefor 
our inability to get access to the columns 
of local papers, but, since those papers 
gave oompsrstivly fair reports of Mr. 
Remsburg's lecture, we prefer not to thus 
cast on them the reflection that Hagers
town's "freedom of the press" lies in 
handbills or circulars only. D. W. G. 

FREETHOUGHT DEFENDED. 
M.a. EDITOR: Christian charity should, in 

justice to Mr. J. E. Remsburg and to Free
thinkers generally, certainly permit the 
correction of some misconceptions regard
ing them, evinced in the kindly criticism 
by Rev. E. H. Delk. Without genuin in
tellectual hospitality in the heart, cold 
alms-giving "charity," merely from the 
pocket, is but a hollow mockery. · 

Like our courts of justice, Freethinkers 
seek truth by equally hearing both sides. 
The conspicuous absence, at Mr. Rems
burg's lecture, of the specially invited 
clergy was unfortunate. 

Mr. Remsburg charitably said: "Chris
tians are better than their creeds." And 
he attacked "Churohisnity" rather than 
Christianity, as any one can see by reading 
his entire lecture which THETRUTHSEBKEB, 
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y., printed verbs
tim. 

Can a just God send murderers to heaven 
and their "unprepared" moral victims to 
hell? Is it wicked to think God more just 
than some Christians think him? Will 
heaven prefer the society of repentant 
murderers to that of lifelong moral men? 
Does such a dootrin. promote morality? 

Reverend Delk thinks that propagating 
Freethought may be a greater crime than 
murder! Would he then inflict a heavier 
penalty on it? Would he resurrect the 
Inquisition and its tools of torture? If 
not, why not? 

Until quite recently, the New York Ob
server claimed that Thomas Paine recanted 
and repented before his. death. Either he 
was a Christian then, or Washington, Lin
coln, and Wendell Phillip!!, who never 
joined the church, were no Christians. As 
the clergy, in Paine's day, freely imbibed 
intoxicants, he may hsv done likewise, 
though it has never been proven that he 
did. Leastwise, his head was clear enough 
to produce arguments so l!ltrong that the 
clergy prefer to attack his habits rather 
than his arguments. And they prefer to. 
day to "answer " Freethinkers by similar 
personalities. 

If, as Reverend Delk avers, "Freethink
ing and loose living are bed- fellows," why 
are there no Freethinkers in our jails and 
penitentiaries? Does he not "throw aside 
fact" here, and become a "loose thinker?" 

In this country church and state are 
practically separate. The church main. 
tsins disoiplin by the fear of punishment 
and hope of reward beyond the grave. 
The state maintains order by jails, peni
tentiaries, and gibbets here. If" secular
ism, as a moral force, is a farce," as R ; v
erend Delk asserts, would he then sboliBh 
the state and its punishments? If not, 
why not? 

]'or slavery, Abolitionists offered nega
tion-no slavery; for witch-burning, re-



formers offered negation-no witch
burning; and for superstition, Freethink
ers offer negation-no superstition. Yet 
Reverend Delk objects to negation. When 
doctors cure their patients of small-pox, 
must they necessarily giv them some other 
disease in it!! stead? Is not truth a suffi
cient substitute lor error? 

Belief results from weighing evidence. 
Sufficient evidence will convince men, even 
against their will. Hence lawyers, poli
ticians, and theologians endeavor to 
exclude adverse evidence. Belief is, 
therefore, as involuntary, .as nncontrolable 
as your heart· beats. Will God bless or 
curse us for that over which we hav no 
control-our belief? Would we not slander 
God to so accuse. him? Men make books, 
but can't make your brains or reason. 
God-made reason is a better guide than 
man-made books. Don't bury your tal
ents in a creed, but use them. Free
thought appeals to man's noblest faculty
the only one that distinguishes him from 
the brute-reason. 

With malice toward none and intellect
ual hospitality toward all, we invite yon 
to reason. PROGRESSIV FREETHINKER. 

Breathedsville, Md., Jan. 4, 1895. 

What Do Yon Believe ~ 
MoNTPELIER, IND., Dao. 15, 1894. 

DEAR READER: Yon profess to be a Chris
tian. Do yon claim to believe the pri
mary dootrins of th~ Christian religion
that the Lord God made Adam and Eve 
and put them in the Garden of Eden and 
forbade them partaking of the fruit of the 
tree of knowledge of good and evil ; but 
that they ate of the forbi<iden fruit, for 
which offense the Lord God pronounced 
the curse on the man and the woman and 
turned them out of the garden, but "unto 
Adam also and to his wife did the Lord 
God ma\e coats of skins and clothed 
them"? This is claimed to be man's fall 
from a state of perfection to that of total 
depravity, and afterward mankind became 
more wicked continually. 

The Lord God tried various methods to· 
appease his anger and to redeem man; 
finally, he sent his only begotten son into 
the world to suffer an ignominious death 
on the cross as a sacrifice aooepl.able to 
God for the redemption of snob as accept 
the terms of salvation, but snob as die 
without accepting such terms must suffer 
the penalty of eternal torment. 

The above I understand to be cardinal 
Christian dootrins, which must include 
the history of creation as hught in the 
first three chapters of Genesis, which con
templates the flat earth theory with the 
firmament that divides the waters below 
the firmament from the waters above the 
firmament and places the sun, moon, and 
stars in the firmament. It also contem
plates a personal God, for Adam and Eve 
"heard the voice of the Lord God walk
ing in the cool of the day, and Adam and 
his wife hid themselvs from the presence 
of the Ll)rd God among the trees < f the 
garden, and the L?rd God called. unto 
Adam and said unto him 'Where art 
thou?' " My Christian friend, if yon ac
cept this creation story, I advise .you to be 
just to yourself, and send twenty· five 
cents to the office of Tam TRUTH BEEKER 
and procure the "Irreconcilable Records; 
or Genesis and Geology," by William 
D~nton, and read it. If you believe the 
Lord God or his voice to be a personal en· 
tity capable of walking in the garden and 

- Adam and Eve capable of hiding from 
him among the trees, please reflect on the 
immensity of the universe; consider the 
littleness and yet the greatness of man, 
who can exert quite a oontroling influence 
on the development of the surface of the 
earth through the labor he bestows upon 
it and then contemplate the magnitude of 
the earth, and that science teaches us that 
the earth is only one of a number of 
planets revolving around our sun, and 
it onlY one of a nnmber of suns with 
their planetary groups revolving around 
them and all revolving around their great 
central sun, which perhf!.PS forms only 
one constellation of' stars. In order that 
we may form a. partial idea of the vastness 
of the universe we will suppose we are in 
the center and we behold the immensity 
of the starry heavens, each body a me teo", 
comet, planet, or sun developing to. more 
refined conditions; some not suffio1ently 
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developed to sustain animal or vegetable 
life, others farther advanced than our 
planet earth; but we will apply the power
ful telescopic lens at the James Lick ob· 
servatory, and find we know very little of 
the sublime immensity. We suppose our· 
selva to be in the center and suppose a 
being on a. planet on the extreme outside 
of our supposed universe making observa
tions and conclusions similar to what we 
hav done, and he imagins himself in the 
center by the same process of reasoning, 
beholds another still farther on who ob· 
serves and reasons in the same way, be
cause he is as near the center as we are, 
because immensity can hav no bounds. 

When we contemplate the im be oil idea 
of the man-made Lord God creating the 
univers11l whole out of nothing, who can 
avoid seeing the inconsistency? The idea 
is contrary to all sound philosophy at b~st. 
and the Lord God is, oomparativly speak· 
ing, as impotent for snob a task as the 
infant sitting on the floor sucking its rattle
box; and yet on these silly claims are 
founded the fall of man, and on that the 
Christian messiah and the absurd doctrin 
of the immaculate conception. 

Sacrifice to appease any angry God or 
secure his favor has always attended the 
religions of the past since we hav had any 
means of knowing 'their history. 

Man was ignorant of the laws of his en
vironment, and mistaking the casualties 
of nature for the vengea'loe of a sn;>posed 
angry God, his fear was exoited and the 
plan was suggested of seeking his forgiv
ness thron ~h prayer or supplication, and 
praises and presents in the form of sacri
fices, and the greater the S!l.crifice of the 
donor tlie greater the worth of the obla
tion. 

A storm may rage or a fl )od may deluge 
a city or an eartl-qnake may rend a conti
nent, regardless of a man or a community 
of human beinga. All these oasnaltiea 
take pla(}e regardless of bnm<tn existence; 
if a city of human beings sin the way, it 
does not oheok the forces of nature
they are propelled by laws foreign to 
man's special welfare and not designed to 
make him snffdr. But man, in hie igno
ran!le, thinks he is of more importance than 
all the remaiod3r of natural things. If a 
ui.'an gets scalded to death by the explosion 
of a steam boiler, or swallowed up by an 
earthquake, it is not a god's wickedness 
but a casualty resulting from the fact of 
the man being in the wily of the impending 
danger. 

Natural mmses must produce their nec
easuy re3ults, and all the prayers an l sup· 
plioations ever uttered will not suspend 
this law of cause and effect-therefore. 
prayers hav no effect excepting on the 

·minds of the audience. We are advised to 
pray, "Giv us thi~ day our daily brea<l "
it says: Giv without any thought of 
compensation-that is, I am to receive 
bread without earning it, although it re
quires lo.bor to produce it; so I am to pray 
for my bread, and some other person is to 
do the work to produce it without remn
nen.tion. "Ask and ye shall receive" is 
another promis that amounts to the same 
thing, to liv on the labor of ot.hers without 
giving a compensation. "Take no thought 
for the morrow " is another theory that is 
even more untenable than the others. 
Forethought is strictly necessary to per
petuate our existence. The person wh J 

takes no thon~ht for the future must hav 
a care-taker or die of want, because 
thou rht must be exerted t) perpetuate anv 
animal existence; the most stupid animal 
must taka thought for its existence, or 
some highflr intelligence must think for it, 
or it must die of want. 

The great redeeming clause of the Ser
mon on the Mount is the command to do 
as you would be done bv, which is merely 
borrowed from a more ancient author
Confucius. 

I would like to show that the relie:ion 
taught by Jesus is obtained from what the 
Parilees taught as the dootrin: relativ to 
their God Vishnu and his son and medi
ator Crishna, and that tl1is was amalgam
ated with Judaism, and known as the 
dootrins of the ERsenes, an<t also that the 
religion we call Christianity is an amal
gamation of Essenism and paganism, but 
lack of space forbids. 

There is nothing miraculous or mysteri
ous about it, but this amalgamated relig
on was forced upon the different states 

of the world by military power and the 
shedding of rivers of blood. 

Such, in brief, is the history of Chris
tianity, which has been and is a hin
drance to the development of man's better 
nature. WILLIAM ALLEN. 

Secular Work in Oregon. 
Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The Liberals of Oregon 
are thoroughly alive. The secret has been 
solved and those who, on'y a few years 
ago, d~>~paired of ever seeing the Free
thought flag firmly planted on the west
ern coast, are now jubilant over the suo
cess under the new modus operandi. 

We hav learned to meet the enemy on 
home ground. So long as Liberalism was 
unorganized and championed by oompar
ativly only a few, and most of them trav
eling lecturers, the Christian chnrohea felt 
no insecurity, but when we place a perma· 
nent lecturer in a town or city, whose 
business it is to organize Secular Sunday
schools, Young People's societies, Free 
Reading clubs, etc., there is ·a decided 
manifestation of nnre@t among the church 
leaders. They know that the success of 
their organization is due to the fact that 
they hav furnished entertainment for the 
young. Secularists acknowledge this fact, 
but hav failed to profit by it. Although 
far from perfection, the progress of the 
cause on this coast during the past two 
years is ample evidenoG that our system is 
not entirely a bad one. 

Christmas, the old pagan holiday in 
honor of the return of the Sun, was ap
propriately observed in Portland. A few 
of the most radical Liberals objected to 
celebrating the day simply because it 
would seem that we were perpetuating 
Christian superstition. Others maintained 
that the most effectual way of destroying 
the superstitions ideas associated with the 
day would be to hold a celebration and ex
plain to the children the true origin of 
Christmas and Santa Clans. Conse· 
qnently, the Portland Secular Sunday
school gave a very pleasiug entertainmont 
at the Secular church on Sunday after· 
noon, December 23d. The stage was 
artistically decorated with evergreens and 
flags, and a ladder, wound with red 
white and· blue bunting, was suspended 
diagonally across the wall just behind the 
speaker's stand. Upon this ladder were 
hung numerous presents for the Sunday
school children. The exercises consisted 
of a portion of the regular Snnday-school 
work, a musical and literary program by 
the children, and a review of the lesson 
upon the Enbjsot of Christmas, by Annie 
E. Barker, of the Forest Grove Secular 
Society, after which she delivered a short 
address upon the origin of the day, ani 
also of Santa Clans, much to the interest 
and instruction of the children and the 
entertainment of tlie audience. She re
ferred in very beautiful and appropriate 
words to the ladder-the emblem of prog
ress -the means by which we mount to the 

·most glorious intellectual and spiritual 
attainments. "We rise only by what we 
put under our feet," said the speaker; a 
tbonght that deeply impressed every 
hearer. 

The unloading of the ladder was a feat
ure of special interest to the little ones, 
and rdpaid them well for the excellent 
program they had so perfectly rendered. 
The officers of the Sunday school were 
remembered with beautiful gifts, as 
were also quite a number of friend~ who 
hav done so much to make the organiza
tion a success. I feel that it is especially 
due to the faithful members of the Port
land Secular ohnroh that I mJntion the 
very handsome and useful gift bestowed 
ty them upon me as lecturer of the 
church. Entirely unforeseen by me, C llas. 
Hagner, treasurer of the organization, 
stepped upon the stage, and with eloquent 
and touching words, in the name of the 

bound under the power of her eloquence 
and logic. She is a faithful worker, and 
the splendid organizations she has built in 
Forest Grove and McMinnville are living 
proofs of her earnestness and ability. At 
both places there is a Secular Sunday
school in flourishing condition. 

On Christmas morning Mrs Barker and 
I went, by rail, to McMinnville, and that 
evening conducted another very success
ful Sunday-school ent"rtainment in the 
Opera House. More than three hundred 
people were pres:mt. The program, con
sisting of declamations, recitations, and· 
songs by the Me Minnville Secular Sunday
school, was well oanied out and refl.ected 
much 01~edit noon Mrs. 'Rarker and Mrs. 
Mary A. B'loth, superintendent and 
assistant-Rnperintendent of the school. 
The prOQ'ram was followed by an address 
by Mrs. Barker nD"n the !lnbjeot "What 
Shall I Gi.v?" It wa!! delivered in her 
usual earnest manner and receivad with 
much interest. After the exercises thl;l 
seats were removed and young and old 
participated in a social dance, for which 
our good friend Mr. Hatch and mysPif 
furnished violin music, with Mrs. Thurber 
at the piano. It was prononnoeil. one of 
the most interesting hnps held in McMinn
ville for years, and from the enthusiasm 
manifested, we hav reasons to believe it 
was. Old people, who had not da11oed for 
yeara, again lost them'!lelves in the ·en
trancing whirL My father, even in the 
decline of his eighty-fourth :vear, amused 
the crowd with his " pigeon-wing " 
dance. This was the first entertainment 
given by the McMinnville Secular Sunday
school. It has been organized only a little 
over two months. 

On the following SundBY Mrs. Barker 
lectured again in Porthnd, while I filled 
her station at Forest Grove. Monday 
evening, New Year's eve, we olos'ld our 
holiday campaign with a grand festival 
and entertainme11t at the Grov11. The 
Secular Snnday·Sllhool there is the best 
in the state, not in n'lmbers, but be
cause in the thirll group there are nearly 
two doz9n youug men and women between 
the ae-es of sixteen and twenty. The 
jnvenile choir, consisting of fourteen little 
girls and boys, furnished excellent mnsio 
for the entertainment. Every piece on 
the program was well rendered, and the 
audience of over two hundred people 
showed tbeir appreciation by loud and 
co ·tinned applause. The festival, under 
the supervision of Mrs. Crow, was a 
splendid feature in itself, and about sixty 
O)nples partook of the feast, after which 
many j 1ined in dancing the old year out 
and the new year in. It was an evening 
long to be remembered by the people of 
Forest Grove. 

Secularism mn~t be built npon tbe 
social plain. The oftener we giv public 
entertainments the more popular we be
come; to be successful we must be in a 
measure popular; so let us organize young 
people's societies of every kind, giv socials 
and hav v11.rions gatherings for entertain
ment, enlist the young in our ranks, and 
the Christian churches will be compelled 
to go out of business for want of converts. 

The new year opens with bright pros
pects. We are filled with oomage,. and 
the support cof every earnest Liberal in the 
state, of which we are assured, will make 
the coming year one of determined and 
effectual work for the cause. May the 
glad new year tidings fill th'l land and 
inspire the weaker and perhaps di@oonra.ged 
brothers and sisters to enter the work with 
new zeal. HopA, labor! 

Yours for the uplifting of humanity, 
NETTIE A. 0LDS, 

Lecturer Portland Secular Church. 

THE '.I'HE, 

BRAI~~ ANO 

Portland Secular church, presented me on 
with six large and handsomely bound vol- THE CONFLJ~'~'~' Bli"''liTVEN lro\llf'IL MfEN(JE 

BIBLE; 
umes of the choicest literary works. We I.! I Dl "11 turu, Ia llV 

were all happy at the close of the exercises AND THEOLOGY. 
and I know the memory of that afternoon M 
WI'Il moke everyone present nobler and By EDCAR C. BEALL, .0., 

w with a preface by 
better. R.. G. INGERSOLL. 

In the evening Mrs. Barker delivered This is the only work of ita kind in the litera-
the regular address. Her subject was, tnre of 'fre~thonght. Its arguments are. based 

. , npon sment1fic phrenology, and appeal d1reotly 
"The Origin of Christmas. Tile church ' to the reader's ser.se of logic. a~d love of Justice. 
was entirely filled, and for fully an hour j It }s.eloqnent as well as convmcmg. 

· J nee. cloth. $1. Address 
she held this splendid audience spell- . THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
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Edited by MIBs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communioa
tionR for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower. 

Comes !1- pause in the day's occnpationg 
That 1s known as the Children's Honr." 

Oh! Why These Salt Tears~ 
Oh! why are these salt tears flowing so 

fast, 
And the pleasures of youth falling thick 

in the blast? 
The crv of the children, the widow's sad 

moan, 
And the tears of old age to a torrent hav 

grown. 

There's many a struggle beneath the blue 
sky, 

Before we lie down on the cold earth to 
die· 

There's ~any a sorrow our hearts to be
reave 

'Twixt the dawning of morn and the dark
ness of eve. 

We should all strive alike to attain a high 
end; 

Our pleasure, alone, on onrselvs will de
pend; 

With courage of soldiers, and hearts that 
will dare, 

We should spurn all the wrinkles and fur
rows of care. 

The laughter that sorrow and trouble doth 
drown 

Is better by far than a tear or a frown; 
This lesson to treasure where'er we may 

go- . 
The way to be blest is to make others so. 

Oh, why should we mourn o'er the dark 
funeral pall ? 

Some day it must be in the presence of all; 
We must list to the tones of the sad fun

eral knell, 
As we gaze the last time on the face we 

loved well. 

Bnt the grave that was covered with flowers 
in the May 

Should not check our pleasure and glad
ness to·day; 

With cheeks that are glowing, and eyes 
that are bright, 

WA should shine in our pain like a star in 
the night. 

For death comes uncalled for, fl8kes all in 
its greed, 

From the sweet blushing rose to the plain 
garden weed; 

And e'en the great monarch who sits on 
his throne 

Must some day repose in the cold tomb 
alone. 

Thus sorrow will meet ns, in childhood she 
speaks, 

With~nt introduction acquaintance she 
seeks; 

She comes and detracts from our joy and 
our rest, 

And appears at our feasts as an unwelcome 
guest. 

Let ns spurn all of sorrow; of anger, be
ware! 

Look np through the dark at the stars 
shining there; 

No heart is so wounded, no life is so sad, 
Bnt nature will bid it rejoice a11d be glad. 

There's plenty to liv for, and nothing to 
fear; 

We can each be a gem in our own little 
sphere; 

We can comfort and cheer those we meet 
all about, 

And make sunshine within when the clouds 
are without. 

We must work our own way; to be true, 
to be good, 

Is nobler by far tha.n salvation through 
blood. 

And the kind h<>art that givs to the mother 
a.hope, 

Is better ten times than a priest or a pope. 

If we wish to be blest, we must do what 
we can 

To lift np the fallen and elevate man, 
To conquer the heart-aches which now are 

so rife, 
And scatter sweet flowers on the pathway 

of lire. 
Let ns dry up the tears that are blinding 

our eyes, 
And tear down th" clo,.,ds that obscure the 

bright skies; 
Shame Sorrow's dark visage and bid her 

to go, 
Dig deep in the past and there bury our 

woe. 

Thrice happy we'll be, if we'll wipe out 
our tears 

And gladden onr lives with the sunshine of 
years; 

227 LAJ30R FAITHFUL, LABOR FEARLESS. 
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From the "COSMIAN HYMN BOOK." Compiled by L. K. WASBBUBN. 
Sold at The Truth Seeker office. Price, $1.50. 

Like the spring-bird so joyous, that soars I v extended out about ninety-four miles 
through the air ' h" h · · 

And sings his gay songs as if heaven were . tg e~ m space than m the present does 
there. tts solid surface. S. H. W. 

Let heaven be always-that gloriorui goal! What the Little Folks Are Saying. 
The god of a man is the gooi i:.2 his soul. "p " "d li tl K · "d 
There is but one h<>aven--the homo bat is ~pa, sat t e atte, o yon know 

glad! -~ how high those clouds are?" '' No, child," 
Let ns :fill it with sunshine. Why should an~wered her fathe~, with .an indulgent 

we be sad? smtl<~. " Well," satd Ratte, regarding 
MAY L. CoLLINS. them with critwal eye, "I do. They're 

----------- cirrus clouds, and they're about three an l 
When the Earth Was Born. a half miles high. Yoil didn't hav v ry 

It might hav been bfrrn a hundred mill
ions of years ago, and it might hav been 
:five hundred millions of years, or more or 
leBS. We hav no means of knowing the 
actual date. It is evident, however, that 
in the long ago the planets, of which our 
earth is one, that now move so beauti
fully around the ann were each at different 
times sent out from the body of the ann, 
or thrown from its molten surface. There
fore, the ann is the parent of the planets 
that move around it. And, since the 
birth of these planets, which occurred at 
various periods, they hav evidently been 
growing colder, or drying, sending their 
heat into space. · 

We would not know our present home 
for the same old earth had it been possi
ble for ns to hav seen it in its infancy. 
Not a tree, not a leaf, not a tiny spot of 
grass even, not a living thing npon it, only 
a great mass of pulsing, puffy, seething 
matter,. rolling, tumbling, hissing, and 
spnttermg around and around, through 
the great pathless area called space. A 
very activ baby was the earth, and as it 
whirled about it gradually grew a colder 
body and assumed, as is natural with in
fants, a different form. Mr. Mallet an 
eminent geologist, has said that the e~rth 
is much smaller now than in its early life 
that is, more compact and closer in it~ 
parts. He believes its diameter is less by 
one hundred and eighty-nine miles than at 
the time when it was a molten body only 
and that its :fiery surface must former!; 

good schonls when yon was little, did yon, 
papa?"--Ohioago 'lribune. 

Whence some of the notions of antiquity 
which children of this generation possess 
are derived may be inferred from a remark 
made by a little girl. In th<~ course of a 
lesson she was told that Egypt was the 
oldest country in the world. "Oh," ex
claimed the little girl in surprise, " I 
thought Ireland .was the really old conn
try."--Boston 1ransoript. 

The little girl had been :fibbing and been 
caught in the act. Disciplin was necessary, 
and her father, a prominent West Side 
politician, took her into the nursery, gave 
her a lecture on the sin of lying and 
scrubbed her month out thoroughly with 
soap and water. "Now, Winifred," he 
said, with a fatherly :firmness, as he wiped 
away her tears, "yon will never do the 
like again, will yon dear?" " No, papa," 
answered Winifred, checking a sob Hav 
y-yon soaped your mouth out since the 
'lection, papa?"--Ohloaqo Tribune. 

Correspondence. 
MILFoRD, MAss., Dec. 9, 1894. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN: Recently I picked 
np an old number of THE '1 RUTH SEEKER 
ANNUAL, dated 1885, which contains an 
article written by yon on "The Relation 
of Children to .l!'reethonght." I want to 
indorse-what you said upon the subject. 

I think that children are born Free
thinxers, and should be taught only what 
they know is the truth. 

Let ns put into the hands of our little 
brothers and sisters instrnctiv books. Let 

ns teach them modern troth instead of 
ancient fables and impossible stories, 
many samples of which are to be found in 
the holy Bible, and to which I do not see 
how anyone with reason and common sense 
can giv credit. 

We should not teach the little ones ideas 
which after they are g-rown to manhood 
and womanhood they will be obliged to 
unlearn and for which they will remember 
ns with .unkind feelings. 

W onld tt not be better to leave the mind 
to develop as best it can until the child is 
old enough to think for itself and thus :find 
out the truth? Then surely it would not 
hav to unlearn the truth. 

My parents are Freethinkers, and I hav 
always been left to think for myself. I 
bow my head to no god about which I 
know nothing, but look np to man and the 
advancement of the human race, and hope 
to be able to help mankind toward liberty 
an~ truth, the two bright guiding stars 
whwh hav been shining down through all 
the ages, and though at times they hav 
b_een nearly hidden by slavery, supersti
twn, a!ld untruth, they still shine out clear 
and brtght and bid all mankind " Hail!" 

Yours for truth, PEARLE P. BuxToN. 
[There's a priceless Pearl, and a sensi

ble girl. It is the wisdom of such brave 
and fear less thinkers that makes this world 
a good place to Iiv in.--Ed. C. C.] 

FT. FAmFIELD, Dec. 13, 1894. 
DEAR MisS WIXoN: I hav not written to 

yon for a long time. We hav a little baby 
at our house; sbe is toon weeks flld next 
rr:nesdQy, and she weighs ten pounds. My 
stater Ad~ has a baby which i" eight months 
old; she JS a pretty baby and her name is 
Helen. On" nnrl!e has gone away. She 
went a"'ay last Monday. 

From yflnr friend, 
ETHEL MAY GRANT. 

[Love and sweet kisses fflr the babies. 
May they grow up to be an bonor and 
blessing to their parents and all their rela
tivs.--En. C. C.] 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a. Student of Science. Clot $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 

By Snsa.n H. Wixon. PI!Jl!lr, !c cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Libe_al Romance. 

12mo, 800 pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo. 888 pp., flo25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti
tion1 for Children and Yont . The Onl~ Free
thinKers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssned 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; la.rge 
tvPe, heavy, toned pa.per, broad ma.rgins, illus
tra.ted covers; 4to, 224 pp., boa.rds, $1. 

Address. THE TRU'l''ff qli!EK'F.R 00. 

T1"ttth Seeke1• Reade1•s ! 
HA.VE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymu Book1 
I Do your children learn these beantifnl songs of 

Tennvson. Whittier. Longfellow, and other, oets 
and sinll' them in your homes, making them ha.p
PY a~<i bright ?-SEND FOR A. OOPY.-Green clotli, 
g1lt t1tle. 4u cents; half bonnd. 25 cents. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free" 
thinker" say•: "It is by 1 a.r the best production 
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a• S.n e,xcellent text-book • f th\) snbject. 'fhe 
manner 1s good. and the style lB bright. The 
reader is c&rned along on an ea.sy-flowing streom 
of science. history. ethics. and common-sense." 

Price, pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's 
ARGUMENT 

11'1 THE 

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial, 
At Morristown, N. J. 

This is the greatestargumen t ever made in a. ca.se 
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so 
long as the Christians nse force to repress free 
speech. Its legal acnmen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never eqna.led. Wherever Christian J)er. 
secution is going on this arg:nment shonld be 
freely circulated, rea.d to the Ohristia.ns, a.ncl ex
pounded on every occa.sion. 

In pa.per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents. 
Addr~a1 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a yonnger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
mnch coura~e. to malj:e t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chwago. '!he author is also 
the heroine. '!'he narrative is, in the main, a hiR
t<JrY of a ~orking-girl's life and EJXperience in the 
c1ty of Ch1cago among bluff busmess-men, kind
hearted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It is 
just such a story of human lifo as we shonld ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admil:es and appreciates ia snre to 
be worth the attent10n of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cenb. Address · 
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JY ew ])u'blio~tions. 
Unless otherwise speci(led all publica

tions noticed here can be i~ad oj THE 
TRUTH BEEKER OoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

FoUR HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT. 
By Samuel P. Putnam. (New York: 
The Truth Seeker Oo.) 874 pp.; 21s. 
The task which Mr. Putnam set himself 

in undertaking to write the history of 
Freethought from the time of Oolnmbns 
to the pr~s~nt age was unquestionably one 
of a prodigiOus character, and its comple
ion speaks well both for the nourag& and 

industry of the author. Mr. Putnam has 
for many years past occupied a prominent 
place in the Popular Freethonght move
ment in the United States, and both as a 
lecturer and a writer he has won for him
self no small measure of praise. This, his 
chef d'muvre, will, if we mistake not, raise 
him to a position of distinction among our 
friends on the other side of the Atlantic 
...-ho are seeking to win a vast continent 
from the toils of priest and parson craft to 
t~e hi~her life and brighter hope of Ra
tiOnahsm. 

To publish a book of this kind was an 
~ndertaking all bold as its literary concep
tiOn was stupendous; and to the enterpris
ng company whose name appears on its 
itle-page every credit is due for the man-

ner in which they hav executed the print
ing and the binding of the book. The 
hundred and forty-one portraits with which 
the work is embellished are, for the most 
part, equal in appearance to the best
executed cabinet photography. We say 
for the most part, because there are one 
or two exceptions-frightful blemishes
which very materially mar the whole col
lection. The portrait of Mr. G. W. Foote 
is the worst in the book; and surely a much 
better portrait of Mr. Bradlaugh could 
hav been found to grace its pages. The 
otbe,. port.raits of Englishmen are ~ood 
in many caseg excellent. The pity IS th~ 
number is so small. Surely it would hav 
added immeasurably to the value and the 
interest of the collection, both to Ameri
cans and Englishmen, to hav presented, in 
a work of this kind, the faces of Bentham, 
Buckle, the Mills, Grote, Olliford,~. Lecky 
Lewes, Lyell, Fronde, Leslie ~::~tephen: 
John Morley, George Eliot, Laing, Ootter 
Morison, and Oloda, ~o mention but a few 
of our great Freetninkers of the nine
teenth century. May we venture to hope 
that, should the book reach a second edi
tion-and we trust it may-something will 
be done to repair these, to us, unfortunate 
omissions? 

To attempt anything like a sketch of the 
contents of this bulky volume is here ob
viously impossible. Mr. Putnam has 
sought to traverse the whole field of 
thought and secular activity from 1492 to 
1892. Only those who stand at the 
end of these crowded centuries, ·says 
he, can realize the advancing greatness of 
humanity. "What lofty intellects adorn 
the way I What inspiring music is poured 
forth! What radiant discoveries on earth 
and in heaven are there! What vast inven
tions! What gigantic powers! It is like 
looking upon the splendors of the dawn, 
ever accumulating as the day advances." 
Mr. Putnam does not, of course, pretend 
to hav done more than touch upon the 
main features of the history of intellectual 
progress. His endeavor has been to inter
pret that history by personalities rather 
than by events, for, as he says, "it is in 
personalities that we see the bights and 
depths of human life, that we witness the 
trend of civilization." He does not at
tempt to giv the daily history of man, but 
simply what may be regarded as the his
tory of man's highest moments. While 
admitting that thore hav been many phi
losophers, poets, heroes, martys, discover
ers, and inventors whose achievements hav 
vastly benefited the world, he finds that it 
would be somewhat out of place to men
tion their names and their works in a book 
of this kind, which is intended to embrace 
only those superior minds who hav been the 
grand interpreters of the age in which 
thev lived. 

Here we hav the story of the long and 
bitter struggle between truth and false
hood, reason and superstition, mental 
freedom and ecclesiastical tyranny; and 
here we hav it told how truth triumphed, 
reason asserted its supremacy, and the 
forces of intellectual liberty routed those 
of priestly despotism. As we turn over 
the pages of this hoek we read the names 
and admire the achievements of those who 
fought with ton'gue and pen, suffered per
secution and sometimes death, that the 
world might be freed of that oppressiv 
weight of superstition and dogma, which, 
under the rule of holy church, was crush
ing the m~ijnhood, brutalizing the nobler 
instincts, and blasting the aspirations of 
nations. The story is one full of encour
agement to those who are fighting against 
error and falsehood in our own day; and 
to the ordinary reader, for whose benefit 
this book has been written and published, 
it 11hould prove not owy a souroe of en-

FR0/1 COLVPlB\JS TO IXGtRSOLL. ........................................................ 

400 Years 
OF 

Frtetl~ough t. 
B~ Samuel Porter Put11am 

Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Side.s and Back, 
Marbled Edges. Price, $5· 

'Vitb The T1·ntb Seeke1• One Year, $6.50. 

• 
141 FULL-PAGE HALFTONE PORTRAITS 
Of the Most Eminent Jl'1•eethinkers, Livvng and Dead, of 

the Past J:!'owr Hundred Years. 

C!:' HE 'l.RUIH SEEKER OOMP.A.NY has pleasure in announcing 
1.v that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for 
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready 
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF 
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally de
signed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated 
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter, 
and .fifty- portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of 
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine 
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty 
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove 
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together 
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much 
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as 
well as a History; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in 
the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the 
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal 
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this 
collection of photographs, and cali especial attention to them. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT, 
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents 
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human 
evolution. ·In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influ
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given 
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent 
work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, S5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 LAFAYETTE PLA.OE, NEw You. 

lightenment, but an incentiv to do what
ever in him lies to combat that unholy 
creed which has, for well nigh twenty 
centuries, sickened and deceived mankind. 
-Literary Guide (London). 

''A Tale of a Halo." By Morgan A. 
Robertson. Illustrated by A. Oary K. 
Jurist, New York: The Truth Seeker Oo. 
50 c. ; cloth, $1. A really clever satire on 
the "Oatholic" doctrin of the supremacy of 
the church, evidently the work of a man of 
considerable literary ability. It is well 
written and vivid; the "Oareykjnrist" has 
done his part with spirit, and, as the press
work is good, the pamphlet is quite a hand
some one. The ridiculous light in which 
heaven, angels, and sain+s are portrayed, 
will, however, alienate the sympathies of 
many who hav no more belief in the sub· 
jects of Mr. Robertson's ridicule, as literal 
realities, than he himself has, but who 
hav retained a reverence for what are 
symbols of religions truth to many of 
their brethren. We should like to see 
some of Mr, Robertson's work on a differ
ent subject.-F. W. 8., in Unity, 

This volume, "Religion and the Bible," 
by F. D. Onmming11, forms No. 43 (price 
fifty cents) of the Truth Seeker Library. 
Mr. Onmmings has devoted his attention 
for many years to an examination of mat
ters pertaining to religion and the Bible, 
and here presents us with the results. 
The author modestly says he does not pre
tend his book will unlock everr, door and 
reveal all truth, but he hope111t may be a 

light on the way-that it may help. We 
believe it will help considerably, and rec
ommend it to every one who can afford the 
necessary fifty cents.-8ecular Thought. 

A Tale of a Halo is a highly flippant piece 
of verse by A. Oary K. Jurist, descriptiv 
of the adventures within the heavenly walls 
of a fiend. It is not good poetry, and its 
tone is in very bad taste. In no way is it 
likely to help on the cause of its author, 
who is apprehensiv of the effect, on our 
institutions, of the machinations of the 
Oatholic church. The Truth Seeker Oom
pany publish it.-Boston Commonwealth. 

"The Better World." By E. B. South
wick, M.D. Truth Seeker Oo., New York, 
28 Lafayette place. This book givs evi
dences of a better mode of living this life, 
and more satisfactorily, both to the world 
and to self. Those who read it will be bene
fited, physically, mentally, and morally. 
Its tendency is to elevate the mind above 
creedism and promote a more independent 
method of reasoning. Not, however, by 
alienating the student from his religions 
convictions. If anything, it will help 
him, but it will clarify his mind as to the 
folly of blind faith without anything to 
bolster him up but faith. It points to a 
higher faith-one accompanied by knowl
edge. 

•' Reli!rlon and the Bible." F. D. Onm
mings, Truth Seeker Oo., New York, 28 
Lafayette place. The aim of this book is 
to study scripture logically. Its intro
ductory speaks for it in saying, " Many 
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men can repeat 'scripture ' by the yard
who do not examin it by the inch;" and,. 
"Theology has become only another name· 
for sophistry." The work does not con
demn the. intent of men, only what rea
son says IS harmfnl. Moreover, it i11 in
strnctiv readin~ for the dogmatist-an 
eye-opener and mteresting for the investi~ 
gator in general.-Light ot Truth. 

FREE A Val Rabie Book on Nervona 
Diseases to any addreRs by the 
REV. E. KONIG, 

llltfiO -FORT W A VNE. IND.-

ALL styles of watches from $1.38 .up. Hand
some catalogue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray 
street, New York. 52tl9 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

Fruits and Vegetables. 
and 

GENERAL COMlllSSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY,] 

SPECIALTIES: 
Florida and California Products-Bananas Or. 

anges, Lemons, Cranberriesl Pineapple;, 
Grapes, Peaches, Pears, P ums, ll1el-

ons, Apples, Berries. 
Potatoes, Onions, Cabbage•, Cucumbers Toma

toes, Celery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips, 
Popcorn, Sg_nash.,_ Crab Ap-

ples, Egg rlant. 

Special attention paid to tiDing orders for 
Potiltry, Eggs, Cheese, and all kinds of Frmts 
and Vegetables in their season. · 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 
For I dipt into the future, far as human eyecotild 

Saw the Vision of the ;~~ld, and all the wonders 
that wotild be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
~he many and s~range adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a, spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTS-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. t riginal Sin and the 
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted 
Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of 
Christianity " Examined. The Testimony of 
?anl. . Did Jesus RiPe From the Dead and Ascend" 
mto Heaven? The First Four Christian Centu
ries. A Thonsand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity en the Wane. 

Price, Cloth, 91. 
Address THE TRUTH REEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES 
A new edition of that splendid nrose poem 

"Life," by "~he prince of orators(' CoL R. a: 
In~llrsoll. It 1s larger and better than the old 
edit1on, and can be framed or placed npon the 
tabla as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby 
oUrrounded by the prose poem, Which has beezi 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and :{loet who now, as far as we 
know, stal!ds alone m the living_world." It will 
make a deh&"htfnl present, and. will be a souvenir 
not only of mtellectnal greatness, bnt of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gil; 
boveled edge. The slZe is 12xl6 inches, and the 
Price only?5 cents, p.ost-~>_aid. 
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Gsms of ~AougAt. 
IT is to be re~retted that the inspiration 

of the inspired authors of the New Testa
ment did not also extend to language and 
style.-Schopenhauer. 

CoNFUTATION by truth is the only sup
pression of error. Persecution only fans 
it into strength by min~ling with its smoke 
the glow of martyrdom. -Moncure D. 
Conway. 

THE great rule of conduct for us in re· 
gard to foreign nations is to hav with them 
as little political connection as possible. 
Why entangle our peace and prosperity in 
the toils of European ambition, rivalship, 
interest, humor, or caprice?- George 
Washington. 

Tms is not the liberty which we can 
hope, that no grievance should ever arise 
in the commonwealth-that let no man in 
this world expect; but when complaints 
are freely heard, deeply considered, and 
speedily reformed, then is the utmost 
bound of civil liberty obtained that wise 
men can look for.-Milton. 

WE hear a great deal about " 'the vile, 
body," and many are encouraged by the 
phrase to transgress the laws of health. 
But nature quietly suppresses those who 
treat thus disrespectfully one of her high
est products, and leaves the world to ;,e 
peopled by the desce~dants of those who 
are not so foolish.-He''"Tt E,pencer. 

THAT, without religion, the fabric of 
society will hold together, and that a 
morality of a certain k•nd will be sustained 
by those daily relations of men which are 
necessary to their subsistence, is proved 
by the very instances cited from history 
of the passage of humanity through 
periods of skepticism.-Goldwin Smith. 

THE men in cities who are the centers of 
energy, the driving-wheels of trade, poli
tics, or practical arts, and the women of 
beauty and genius, are the children or 
grandchildren of farmers, and are spend
ing the energies which their fathers' hardy, 
silent life accumulated in frosty furrows, 
in poverty, necessity, and darkness.-R. 
W. Emerson. 

IF any human soul at all 
Must die the second death, must fall 
Into that gulf of quenchless flame 
Which keeps its victims still the same, 

- U npnrified as unconsumed, 
To everlasting torments doomed; 
Then I giv God my scorn and hate, 
And, turning back from heaven's gate 
(Suppose me got there!), bow Adieu! 
Almighty Devil, damn me too. 

-James 'lhomson. 

IT is only the fact that the Bible and 
religion are spoken of with awe and rev· 
erence in our early days which stands in 
the way of our regarding them in a com
mon-senee light. If any one were to 
propose, as part of education, any other 
subject about which there were di~putes 
and no means of settling them-such, for 
instance, as the existence of Mahatmas in 
Tibet-all reasonable people would agree 
that such were not the subjects which 
should occupy children's minds to the 
exclusion of matters upon which all are 
agreed.-J. M. Wheeler. 

WE hav just ended our celebraticn of 
the discovery of America, the end of the 
Dark Ages, the birth of individual free
dom and of proper government. We 
celebrated at the same time the beginning 
of a new epoch. The Medireval Rena
scence was limited to Europe; ours will 
embrace all the nations of the earth. It 
may be that this should be considered the 
outgrowth and fulfillment of that which 
marked the end of the Middle Ages, but 
whether we are at the beginning of a new 
movement, or at the culmination of an old 
one, the last forty years hav undoubtedly 
witnessed greater changes in the spirit of 
men's thoughts than the four centuries 
which had gone before.-G. Brown Goode, 
n .Science. 

How hard it is to realize the truth we 
often utter so lightly, that all men are 
brothers! The arcbre:>logical research of 
to-day is helping us to see that this is true 
of the men of all times as well as of the 
men of all conditions. The arcbreology of 
to-day differs from that of an earlier gen
eration in its larger unfolding of the com
mon life of the men of old. We are learn
ing that the difference in culture between 
ourselvs and the ancient Egyptians and 
Assyrians is not so great but that mtich of 
the thought and feeling of their every-day 
life was very similar to our own. It is 
this fact that makes the seemingly dry and 
musty Science of the Past so fascinating 
to the activ and eminently human spirit of 
the time. We are entering upon a new 
renaissance-a renaissance not of the cul
ture of Greece and Rome, but of that 
elder culture which had its seat in the Nile 
valley and in Mesopotamia and in the 
highlands and the valleys of the far East. 
-Unitg. 
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A Voice Walketh1 Gitl Agriculture, The Decease 
of Adam, Adams Sons. Cain Ab~conrleth · 'l'he 
Heart of Man Groweth Wicked, The ]'lood EPi
sode, Man anrl. Bea•t; Deism and Atheism, by 
Robert C Adams; Life in a Trappist Monastery, 
KJ. Bowt•ll; On Religion, Extract from Shelley; 
The American Secnlq,r Union, by Samuel t'. Put
nam; International Freeth ought C'1ngress; Sun
day Amusements, b:v F. M. Holland; The Blas
phemv Case; How the Layman i• Deceived, by 
111. M. Macdonald: A Horrible Man, by L. "· 
Washburn; The Hindoo 'l'hAologian (Poem); The 
Prnt<st. (Poe'll); When Did J~ho~haph&t Die 1 by 
J. E. Remsburg; Subjects of Illustration; Por
traits. 
With Twenty-four Portraits af Distinguished: 
American Freethinker~<, Scientists, and: Philos

ophers, and: ~'\umerous Other Inustrattons. 

1889-CONTENTS: 
Calendar for 1889· Freethought in the United 

St•tes for 889'\ Liberalism: A SymPosium-Col. 
R, G. lngerso l. James Parton, Helen H. Gar· 
rlener, ~ P Putnam, Charles Watts, E. A. Stevens, 
Seo. A. ~. U., Parker Pilsbnry, Robert C. Adams, 
J. D. Sha~ F. M. Holl&nd, E. B. Jt'oote, Jr. MD., 
Lucy N. uolman, J. H. Bornham, L. K Wash
burn, F.lla Gibson, Susan H. Wixo~ John Peck, 
W S. Bell E. C. Walker, Mrs. M.A •. !freeman,. Dr. 
Juliet R Severence, Mrs. E. D. Blenker, CoL ,J R. 
Kelso, G. H, Dawes; The Nine Demands of Liber
alism; Ingersoll and Shakspere. 

Wttl! Illustrations. 

1890-0UT OF PRINT. 

1891-CONTENTS: 
Calendar for 1891; Freeth ought in the United 

States, 1890; Story of the Year Abroad; Some 
Alaskan Myths. by Ida 0. Craddock, Correspond
ing Secretary of the A S. U. (Illustrated); Anent 
Spooks: Where are They? by Thaddeus B. Wake
man; Where the Roman Co.iholios Got a Litany; 
Side J ight.• nn South Sea Missions, by Ada 
Campbell (Illustrated); Disadvantages of' SPec
ialism in the Advoca.cy of Reform, bv A. B. Brad
ford; Shnntin' Joe, hy Watson Heston (Illus
trated); Gaining Ground in England. 

Wtth I!!ustrattons, 

There were no !68'Ues for 1892, 1893, ana 1894. 

Any Annual in Print Sent to Any Address for 25 Cents. 
AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette PI., New York. 

SEND ME YOUR 

ORDERS! 
PRICES .AGAIN REDUCED! 

New Model Otto Wettstein Watch 
has 16 jewels, patent regulator, Bre
quet (non-catchable) hair-spring, beau
tiful double-sunk paneled dial, fully 
adjusted .to heat, cold, and position, 
nickel -finished, and guaranteed a 
Perfect ~ ime Keeper. 

GENTLEMEN'S SIZE. 
Prices.-In 8 oz. screw dust-proof, 

silverine case, $19. In 8 oz. coin sil
ver, $24. In fine screw open-face gold
filled case, warranted 15 years, $25. 
Do. hunting, $29. In 20 year oases, 
screw open face, $28. Hunting, $82. 
In special engraved, scalloped and 
Louis XIV. cases, $2 to $5 more. 
In 14kt. solid gold heavy casea, open 
face or hunting, $45, $50, $60, $70, 
to $200. 

LADIES' SIZE. 
Prices.-In fine gold-filled hunting 

case, warranted 20 years, $80. In 
fine heavy 14kt. solid gold case, $40. 
Extra heavy and scalloped, $50. La
dies' watches shipped in fine plush 
cases. 

Regular Grade American Watches. 
Including movements of Rockford, 

Hampden, Elgin, Waltham, Spring
field, etc., and cases of Boss, Fahys, 
Deuber, Crown, etc. 

PRICES. 
7 jeweled Soz. screw open f&oe silverine case, $4,75 
7 " Soz. ill' " silver " 9 75 
7 " 15 year " " gold-filled " 10 00 
7 20 .. ., " " 18 00 
7 15 " hunting 14 oo 
7 20 •• u " .. 17 00 
7 20 " hunt., Louis xiv. gold-filled 20 00 
7 14kt. solid gold open face case 28 00 
7 14kt. " hunting " 85 00 
11 $1 more; 15 jeweled, $2.50 more. 
15 adj., $4 more; 1!1 jeweled, adj, $6 more. 

Ladies' American Gold Hunting 
Watches. Including .movements of 
Rockford, Hampden, Elgin, Waltham, 
Springfield, etc., and cases of Boss, 
Fahys, Deuber, Crown, etc. 

PRICES. 
7 jeweled in 20 year, plain or engraved, $11 50 
7 " 20 " fUll eng'd and sca.lloped. 15 00 
7 " 20 " 14kt. solid gold, - • 20 oo 
7 " 20 " 14kt. " heavY, 80 00 
l1 $1 more. 
15 4 more. 
15 adj. 6 more. 

In tine plush cases per express prepata. 

CHAINS. 
Latest styles in ladies'.a.nd gentle

men's chains in best gold-filled, $2, 
$2.50, $3.50, $4, and $5. 

Watch Work.-Our repair depart
ment is one of the largest in the coun
try. Overhauling, $1. Jewels, $1. 
Springs, $1. Warranted one year and 
returned, charges prepaid. 

The Friethought Badge and Charms. 
Large Size Badge: 10kt. $8; 14kt. 

$4. With genuine chip diamonds, $8. 
Genuine full cut diamond, $12. 
:1 Oharms.-10kt. $5, 14kt. $6. With 
genuine chip diamond in sun, $9. 
With'fine cut genuine diamond, $10. 

Small 6ize Badge.-
10kt. $2, 14kt. $2. 75. 
With genuine chip dia
mond, :nl6. With full cut 
genuine diamond, $10. 

Oharms.-10kt. $8, 14kt. $4. With 
genuine chip diamond, $7. With gen
uine full cut diamond, $15. 

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon. 
REDUOED PRIOE LIST.- 'I ea spoons, 

$2 ; extra heavy, $8; gold-bowl, $2.50. 
Urange Spoons, $2.50; gold bowl, $3. 
Sugar Spoons, $8; gold bowl, 2.50. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
funded or goods exchanged 

I can save you money in anything in 
my line. 

Orders filled same day received. 
Send for price-list, cards in colors, of 
badge, etc. Address 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
The Liberal J e"""eler, 

Rochelle, lllinois, 
&tabllalled 1S:i7. 
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JYot for 1/arsons. 
VISITOR: "Johnnie, what's that awful 

noise in your back yard?" Rev. Amen's 
Youngest: "That's pa practicing his vaca
tion cough."-Omaha Bee. 

FATHER: "My daughter has mysteri
ously disappeared, and I hav no clue." 
Detectiv: "Havyou reared her carefully?" 
Father: "Oh, yes! She was educated in 
a convent, and never went out without 
her mother." Detectiv: "We'll find her. 
I'll go first and see if she hasn't answered 
a matrimonial advertisment."-Puck. 

IT was at a late quarterly meeting of 
Seventh-day Baptist churches in Wiscon
sin that two ministers were to present 
papers on the same day, and, the question 
of precedence having arisen, Mr. A sprang 
to his feet and said: "I think, Brother B. 
ought to hav the best place on the pro
gram; he is an older man than I am, and, 
besides~ he is full of his subject." When 
the auaience remembered that Brother 
B.'s subject was "The Devil," a cheerful 
smile seemed .to beam around the church. 

A VIRGINIA judge once visited a planta
tion where the dar key who met him at the 
gate asked him which barn he would hav 
his horse put in. " Hav you two barns?" 
inquired the judge. "Yes, sah," replied 
the dar key, "dare de ole barn, and mas'r 
has jes build a new one." "Where do 
you usually put the horses of visitors who 
come to see your master?" "Well, sah, 
if dey's Metodis's or Baptis'st we gen'rally 
puts 'em in de ole barn, out if dey's 
'Piscopal we puts 'em in de new one." 
"Well, Sam, you can put my horse in the 
new barn; I'm a Baptist, but my horse is 
an Episcopalian.''-The Green Bag. 

HERE· is a curious advertisment from 
the Daily Advertiser of December 8, 1797: 
"Wanted-For a wine merchant's house 
in the city, as poder, an athletic man of a 
serious countenance, a good character, and 
the Lady Huntingdon's persuasion. Must 
attend prayers twice a day, and divine 
service four times on Sunday; be able to 
bear confinement; hav the fear of God 
before his eyes; and be able to carry two 
hundredweight. Wages fourteen shillings 
a week and find himself. N.B.~A York
shireman will not be objected to, but·no 
Irishman will be accepted. Apply to
morrow at 1 o'clock, to T. F., at No. 14 
Philpot lane." 

A POPULAR English Nonconformist min
ister was staying with a family in Glasgow 
while on a visit to that city, whither he 
had gone on·a deputation from the Wes
leyan Missionary Society. At dessert, 
when invited to take some fine fruit which 
he declined, he mentioned to the family a 
curious circumstance concerning himself 
-he had never in his life tasted an apple, 
pear, grape, or any other kind of green 
fruit. This fact caused considerable 
amazement to most of the family but a 
cousin who was present-a cautious Scotch
man of a most practical turn of mind
listened to the statement with great un
concern, and when the various exclama
tions which it had aroused, subsided, he 
remarked dryly: "It's a great peety ye 
hadna been in Paradise, and there micht 
na hae been any fa'." 

THE First Corps, comm&nded by Gen. 
Reynolds, was reviewed by the president 
on a beautiful plain at the north of the 
Potomac creek, about eight miles from 
Hooker's headquarters. We rode hither 
in an ambulance over a rough corduroy 
road, and, as we passed over some of tb,e 
more difficult portions of the jolting way, 
the ambulance driver, who sat well in 
front, occasion&lly let fly a volley of sup
pressed oaths at his wild team of six mules . 

. Finally Mr. Lincoln, leaning forward, 
touched the man on the shoulder, and 
said: "Excuse me, my friend, are you an 
Episcopalian?" The man, greatly startled, 
looked round, and replied: "No, Mr. 
President; I am a Methodist.'' "Well, 
said Lincoln, "I thought you must be an 
Episcopalian, because yon swear just like 
Governor Seward, who is a church-war· 
den."-Century. 

IN S. R. Crockett's last book there if 
given a discusAinn by some G<~.lloway 
shepherds on the death of the devll. "Tht: 
minister was sayin'," remarked one, "that 
the new moderates threep that there's nae 
deil at a'. He dee'd some time since!' 

Deafness Cannot Be Cured 
by local ap;Jlioattons, as they cannot reach the 
diseased p rtion of the ear. Th~re i~ only on, 
way to onre :peafness1, and ~hat IB' by canst. tu
tional remedies. Dearne.s Is caused by an m-
1ia.med oonditi'ln of the m)lcoua llnin~:t of the 
li ustaohian Tube. When this tube • et~ mf!a1p.ed 
you have a rumbling sound or imp,erfeot.heanng, 
and when it is entire! v olos•d dea!ness IS the re· 
snit, auri unless the inftama~·on can be takep,ont 
and this tube restored to Its U'rmJl-1 conditiOn, 
hearin't will bs destroyed forAver; nm!J oases ont 
of ten are oan,ed by catarrh, winch l< nothmg 
but &n inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces. 

We will giv One Hundred Dnllars for any case 
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) tbat cannon be 
cured by Hall'• Catarrh Cure. Send Jor oirou-
la!!!...free. F. J. OHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0. 

- Sold by Druggists, 76o. 

"They say," said John Scott, pulling 
~editativly at his cutty, "that the pooer 
Is. ~sted noo. in a kind o' comy tee! ·• " I 
dmna h~ud ~VI: comy-tees mysel'," replied 
Meg, "It's JntBt haein' money maisters, 
ilka yin mair cankereome and thrawn than 
anitherl" "Weel, gin this cegs be true, 
an' the auld deil's deed at l&st, there's a 
heap o' fowk in this parish should be 
menti{)ned in his wull," said Jock Gordon, 
significantly, But the herd was a stanch 
Marrow man. He was not led away by 
any human criticism, nor yet by the new 
theology. •• New Iicht here, new Iicht 
there," he said. "I canna' pairt wi' ma 
deiL Na na, that's ower muckle to expect 
o' a man o' ma age.'' 

§Pond's 

Extract 
-cures Cuts, Burns. 

Catarrh, .Sore Throa1 

and ALL PAIN., 

A good thing is always i>nitated; poo'l 
ones nevet-. Xhere are n~any worthless 
imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If 
you went to be CURED 

B~WARE oF SUBSTITUTES 
WHICH DO NOT CURE. 

A NEW EDiriON 
OF 

THEDIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences, 
and Early Hbtory of Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere EO Fully 11nd Faith
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO , 
98La.fa.vette nla.oe. New York. 

The Glnr~ of lnfl~elit~ 
WI .H A. POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. ~utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious pbi'osophy. 

10 cents a cop:r, 1'' copies for $1. 

Ad 'reo" THF: TRUTH SEER'EH CO. 
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A Desk Calendar is a necessity
most convenient kind of storehouse 
for memoranda. The. Columbia Desk 

- Calendar is brightest and handsomest 
of all- full of dainty silhouettes 
and pen sketches and entertaining 
thoughts on outdoor exercise . and 
sport. Occasionally reminds you of 
the superb quality of Columbia Bi· 
cycles and of your need of one. 
You won't object to that, of course, 
The Calendar will be mailed for five 
2-cent stamps. 

Address Calendar Department, 

POPE MFO. CO., 
Hartford~ Conn, 

The Milliad. $67g,6g4,439· 
(I 000 ST AN.ZAS) By the census of 1893, the 

A Po!~ .~~L.J!~~.!!.~1 }!~rty. Ch U?Chh"P;operty 
Gathering the ethioBl or moral element• from in t.he United States. 

Greek mythology and appl~ing the test of the -
Uolden Rule to the world's hhtory, the an thor Should It Be Exl-mpt from 
has demonstrated that the liberty ann 'ife of' he 
nati •n depend upon a recognition of the princi- Taxati n ? 
ple that 

"Rtght, ana Bif/ht only, Makes Mtqht." 

'Ihe poem is in ten Canto• <ioo stanzas to each 
canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlists the }I use• to Battle for the 
Right. . 

!I.-The Olympian Council. 
IIL-The Goddes~es in Consultation. · 
I\1'.-l'hehus. Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Life _ 
V -Sket h of World's His'oryto 19th Century. 

VI.-History ot the United States. Twofold 
Hectionalism 

VII.-The Theory a"d Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratricidal Wu. 

VIII.-Reconstruction a.nd Subsequent Politi•s. 
A Satire. 

IlL-The Oolumbian Fx]psition. 
X.-The Parliament of Religions and I .B Sub

lime Lessons. 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 
' 

Our pat1!Jlhlt-t with this title ~ontains an Argu
ment for Equa itY of TaxatiO<•, and a Statement 
of FiLOLB, giving; from tb,tl Census of 1890, 
the ValueJ.by Denominations, of Church Prooer
ty in the unittd States and in th ··Be eral States 
and erritories and in all CJtits having 25,000 or 
more iuhabitam.s; •o a.rranged a• to show at 
a glance the re1ative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading D nomination" and . DenominRtiona.. 
Groups. Also, mucb other mat er of especial in
terest to certain Cities, States. and Sections, all 
compari ons being based upon offi, ial fi!i'ures 

This pamphlet t• the only one of the kind pub
lished. In no other work are tlie , acts, figures, 
and arguments to be found. The figures. being 
derived from the Government Cersus of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the cen•us of 1900 shall 

Cl $ d $ · have been completed- probably about eig!Jt 
oth, 400 pp., 1; holi ay edition,. 1.50. years hence. 'l'he arguments are unanswerable 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. and will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered 

G to exist. MOR AN A. ROBERTSON'S By single copies the price is 15 cents, bnt as the 
• work is published specially for distributiOn by 

those who favor justice in taxation the following 
reduct ons are made: 

~IU:.USTAATED 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poetic11l and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages aiJ d the price is only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 

Is 
A 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette PI,JSew Yo1k. 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Essa v " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. - Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYET'l E PLACE. New York 

Darwin an~ Arter Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES, 

A systemat;c F.xi>osition of what may be termed 
the Darwinism of Da•·win, and intended to be of 
service to the !rPneral reader rather than to pro. 
fe· sed n .. turahet· 

Mr. Ito mane' i' well known as one of the most 
interesting of Fuglish writers upon evolution, 
besides r"nkmg with Professor Hnxle;v in scien
tific knowledg., and abilitY. And this IS a part of 
his POD~lueion regar <:ng the great sUbJeCt of 
Desjgn, to whi<lh the <I·. nr<'h so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to tbe facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, pverywhere through
nut organic naiure we ml'et with abundant 
evidence of natural cau"atinn, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
~upcrnatnral design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty ar•' alike receiving the)r explanation at 
the banns of a 1·1Helymeehanical philo~ophy ... 
All nature has thns bePn transformed before thr 
view of tht> pfe•ent l;ll'n<:ration In a manner anfl 
to an rxtent that has never before been poseible; 
and inasn•u~.h as the change which has take-n 
place ha• talren pla<Je in the direction of naturHI
rsm, and this to the extent of rendering tht 
mechanics.! intPrpretation of nature universal, il 
is no wonder if the religions mind has snddenh 
awakened to a new a~d a terrible force in th• 
word• of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th God?" · 

lllustrated. Price, cloth-~, *2. 
Address, TH.!!i TRUTH SEEKER 

Ten copie•. - $1.00 
}<'iftv COpieS, • 4.50 
On~ hundred copies - · - 8.00 
Larger quan•itie~ at Bp!)cial rates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0 ADAMS. 

Being the story of his mental Journey from 
ortho<loxY to R&tiona.lism. 

ward 

A SECULAR M!lllilAGE AND FUNERAL lUTLA! ~of DR. R. P, FELLOWS, 
AND 

COLLFmiON OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
Bv A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpose." 
Prioe, i5 cents. 

j 
~whereyousaw_t.blsa.dver.~ Vineland, N.J. 

NOW l·EA.D TRIS 
Dr. Ji'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL 'n' " v-rv 

su,cessfnluhysician. He has treated DlSFASES 
OF MEN for twentY years, and his reruedie• are 
an outgrowth of this long nractice, which should 
give confidence to those aft!icted. 

file:///Yatoh
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ZECHARIAH SEETH SOME. ROADSTERS. 

And I turned, and lifted np mine eyes, and looked, and, behold, there came four chariots, etc.-Zech. vi, 1 to 6. 

Jfewa of t:Ae Woo!. 
ON Jan. 14 Baron Banffy succeeded in 

forming a new Hungarian cabinet. 

THE United States Supreme Court de
nied the writ of error asked for in the 
Debs case. 

MAcKENzm BoWELt. succeeds Sir John 
Thompson as premier of Canada. He is 
seventy-one years of age. 

THE Victorian cabinet has abandoned 
the Land-tax bill and resolved to submit 
again the Income tax bill. 

THE police board of Denver has for
bidden the living picture exhibitions, both 
in the variety and the stock theaters. 

THE Retail Grocers' Union of New 
York will renew its fight for an ordinance 
compelling the selling of vegetables by 
weight. 

fuRy L. STEVENSON, eldest daughter of 
Vice-President Stevenson, died after a 
lingering illness at Asheville, N. C., on 
Jan. 18, 

THE Third Japanese army has b<>en 
landed in China, disembarking twenty-five 
miles from Weihaiwei. The force is 25,-
000 strong. 

APPOMATToX, Va., finally gets back its 
name, " Surrender " having now been 
definitly abandoned by the posto:ffice 
department. 

RAoUL TocHE, a well-known dramatic 
author and writer for the press, killed 
himself in Paris on Jan. 17. He was forty
four years old. 

GEoRGE 0. JoNES, long head of the 
Greenback party in this state, died of 
paralysis in this city on Jan. 16. He was 
seventy years old. 

THERE has lately been serious fighting 
in Abyssinia between the native and 
Italian troops, with the balance of victory 
in favor of the latter. 

IN New York 334 arrests were made for 
liquor selling on Sunday, Jan. 13, thus 
breaking the record in the number of 
arrests for that offense. 

Two English experts who hav examined 
the product of a woolen mill at Cleveland 
declare that the cloth can be sold at a 
profit in Bradford, England. 

THE Urgent Deficiency Bill, with the 
appropriation to carry out the provisions 
of the Income Tax law, passed the Senate 
on Jan. 16 by a. vote of 40 to '6. 

UNITED STATES customs officers seized 
arms and camp supplies at Fernandina 
Fla., which are supposed to hav bee~ 
intended for Cuban revolutionists. 

A voLCANIC eruption on Amoryn Island, 
New Hebrides, has driven off nearly all 
the inhabitants. A lava stream reaches 
fifteen miles from the volcano to the sea. 

THE value of the provisions (bread
stuft'a not included) exported from the 
VJlited States ill the last oale:udar year WM 

$175,425,118, as against $155,228,215 in 
1893. 

ON Jan 14 the Bie: Lake colliery at 
Andly, Staffordshire, Eng., in which 230 
men aRd boys were at work, was innn· 
dated from the old workings and 20 were 
drowned. 

AN intense beat wave is reported as 
passing over Australia, and crops are 
withering. Grass and bush fires bav 
done much damage. An epidemic of low 
fever prevails in many places. 

Ex-JUDGE GEORGE SHEA died in New 
York on Jan. 15. He was one of the 
counsel of Jefferson Davis. His library 
treasures were widely famous. Judge 
Shea was the son of John Augusta Shea, 
an Irish writer of renown. 

KucH.A.N, Persia, destroyed by the first 
of 160 earthquake shocks on the 17th 
of Nov., 1893, was destroyed again, having 
been rebuilt, on Jan. 17, with large loss 
of life. Fifteen thousand persons and 
50, 000 animals perished in 1893. 

IT seems to be settled on the part of 
Japan that there can ee no peace between 
her and China until Pekin is taken. 
Meanwhile the financial condition of the 
country is not promising, and there is 
furious domestic opposition to the govern
ment. 

W. F. McLEAN, M.P., proprietor of the 
Toronto World, was on Jan. 17 fined $1 
and costs for publishing on Sunday, Jan. 
6, a paper containing an account of the 
fire in the Globe building. Several boys 
charged with selling the paper were dis
charged. 

SURGEON FoRD, of the House of Relief, 
this city, found Theodore Gay on the 
stoop of the United States Hotel, and 
refused to take him to the hospital, on the 
ground that it was an alcoholic case. The 
autopsy the next day showed that Gay had 
died of consumption. 

A TERRIBLE accident happened at Butte, 
Mon., on Jan. 15. By three explosions of 
giant powder stored in a warehouse which 
was burning, 49 persons were killed and 65 
injured, many of the latter being mortally 
hurt. Among the killed were nearly all 
the members of the fire department. 

IN the French Chamber of Deputies, 
Ronanet, Socialist, declared that the ma
jority of the members were- dishonest, 
morally unfit, and hence the Chamber was 
incapacitated to perform its duties to the 
people. It was voted to censure the mem
ber and. exclude him from the next fifteen 
sittings. 

There were also heavy gales and snow 
storms in Europe the same days. Thirteen 
lives were lost bv the foundering of a 
French ship in the Mediterranean. Wrecks 
on the coasts of England and Wales. 

THE General Term of the Supreme 
Court of this state has handed down a 
decision upholding the dismissal of Captain 
Doherty and Ward Men Hock and Meehan 
from the police force of this city for cor
ruption. This is regarded as an ominous 
precedent, so far as the other dismissed or 
incriminated officers are concerned. 

THERE was a Royalist uprising in Hawaii 
on Jan. 6. Carter, one of the Annexation 
commissioners, was killed on the side of 
the government, and several of the Royal
ists,· who were defeated and driven int" 
the mountains or captured. The insur
rection was the result of a search for arms, 
and was led by two whites who had under 
them a force of native and half-whites. 

THREE women representing the W. C. 
T. U. waited on the Colorado senate and 
se<>nred the introduction of a resolution 
demanding that no one should be elected 
to the United States Senate whose private 
life was subject to criticism. Senator 
Felker scored the women and the organi
zation they represented most unmerci
fully. His incisiv remarks hav raised a 
decided storm in Colorado. 

THE world's production of gold in 1891 
was $122,875,236; in 1892 it was $141,419,-
565; in 1893, $155,521,700, and for 1894 it is 
esti.Dlated at $175,000,000. The United 
States is the largest single producer. From 
1887 to 1893 the average_yearly output was 
nearly $33,000,000. The yield is now 
increasing. Our largest production was in 
1853-$65,000,000. The average yearly 
production for twenty years following the 
discovery of gold in California in 1849 was 
$55,000,000. 

WILLIAM J.. SEWELL, Rep., is the new 
Senatorfrom New Jersey. Horace Chilton, 
Dem., will represent Texas. In Illinois, 
Shelby M. Cullom, Rep., will succeed 
himself- The Senators from Montana are 
Thos. H. Carter and Lee Mantle, both 
Repnbs. In Michigan, James McMillan 
will be his own successor, while Julius 
Cresar Burrows will hav the short term, 
Repnbs. Marion Butler, Pop., will succeed 
Ransom, Dem .. in North Carolina, and 
Jeter C. Pritchard, Rep., will hav the 
short term. In Colorado, Edward Wolcott, 
Rep., succeeds himself, as does George F. 
Hear, Rep., in Massachusetts. 

TaE French ministry resigned on Jan. 
14 as the result of a vote adverse to the 
government which followed a discussion 
on the railways' guaranteed interest. The 

THE Amalgamated Association of Street next day Casimer-Perie ... , president of the 
Railway Employees of the United States republic, also resigned. While the resig
and Canada is pushing bills in the legislat- nation provoked much comment nnfavor
nres of Colorado, Indiana, Michigan, and able to the hasty action of the president, 
Wisconsin, the object of which is to compel there was not a great deal of excitement 
the street car companies to provide vesti- among the people. The O,.leanists and 
bnles on all their cars, for the protection Bonapartists tried to create interest in the 
of the motormen pretensions of their respectiv " Kings," 

' but the attempt was abortiv. On Jan. 17 
INTENSE cold high winds, and heavy the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate 

snows prevailed in the eastern, western, l assembled at Versailles 811 a national con
a:ud border statea o:u Ja:uuary 12 a:ud 13. ve:utio:u a:ud eleoted Felix Fra:ufil()is Faure 

president of France. His chief competi
tors were Henri Brisson and Waldeck
Ronsseim. President Faure has asked M. 
Bourgeoise to form a cabinet. 

ON Jan. 14 the employees of the Brook
lyn trolley lines went out on strike. Up to 
this time all attempts to settle the differ
ences between the companies and the men 
by arbitration hav failed, except in the 
case of one system. In some instances 
non-union men were roughly handled and 
the lines were blocked. To preservA order 
Mayor Schieren called out the Second 
Brigade of militia (of Brooklyn) about the 
middle of last week, the police force of the 
city bein~ unable to cope with the crowds 
and ~nard cars manned by new motormen. 
On Sunday, Jan. 20, the mayor, after 
consulting with the labor leaders, who 
were willing to arbitrate, and the officials 
of tbe car lines, who refused to do so, 
wired to the governor for more troops to 
assist in preserving order. The First 
Brigade (this city) was thereupon put un
der arms. making a total of some 7,000 
troops. On Monday, as on the two pre
ceding days, trolley wires were cut all 
over the city faster than the seven hundred 
linemen of the companies could repair 
them, tracks were blocked, car windows 
smashed, and non-union men, policemen, 
and soldier stoned and fired on, while the 
militia also did much shooting. The Board 
of Aldermen voted unanimously that the 
companies must not hire men from outside 
of Brooklyn, and at the same time asked 
the attorney-general to begin action 
against the trolley companies for the 
annulment of their charters, on the ground 
of failure to run their cars. 

In the nature of things, 
SAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphle~. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel !NGEBSO.LL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
EMBRACING THE 

Origin or the Jews, tbe Rise aad Devel .. 
opment or Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 'l 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D, 

Fourth Eattton. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History;, ten chap 

ters. 
Part 11.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap• 

ters. 
Elegantly bonnd in cloth, price, $1.~0. 

Address a.ll orders to THE TRUTH SEEEEB 
OOMF.A.NY, 28 La.fayette J.>l&ee! New Yor~ O~t;y. 
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TO OUR FRIENDS: 
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- does not now, but who would subscribe to THE 

TRUTH SEEKER if YOU called his attention to 

the Paper? 
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Boycotting the Sunday Newspapers. 
The Christian Statesman has entered upon a 

" practical " crusade against the Sunday paper ; it 
is going to crush it by building up the business of 
those publishers who, from conscientious convic· 
tions, refuse to issue Sunday editions of their 
papers, and of those advertisers who decline, be
cause of their religious scruples, to advertise in the 
Sunday papers. This application of the principle 
of the peaceful boycott is perfectly legitimate, what
ever we may think of the narrowness of the minds 
that can suggest and practicalize it, and it is an in
finitly more decent way of combating what the Sab
batarians regard as an evil than is the attempt to 
suppress the Sunday newspaper by law. But we 
apprehend that they will hav their labor for their 
pains. When matters hav reached such a stage 
that with few exceptions the only dailies of impor
tance not issuing Sunday editions are those unable 
to secure the requisit franchises, it is not likely that 
there is a sufficiently strong Sunday sentiment 
among the buyers of daily papers to make the pro
posed boycott of the Sunday newspaper and the 
Sunday advertiser a success. Why we italicize the 
" buyers of daily papers" will appear further along. 
The Statesman mentions the names of two dailies 
in Pittsburg- which do not get out a Sunday issue, 
in spite of '' the strong temptation to increase their 
profits" by joining the ranks of the "Sabbath des
ecrators." If this is the best that can be said for 
·.the strength of the Sunday sentiment in Pittsburg, 
·there certainly does not seem to be much hope for 
·the success of the boycotting scheme fathered by 
·the Christian Statesman. If in Pittsburg and Al
legheny, the headquarters of the Gad-in-the-Consti
tution and Sabbatarian movements, and the hotbeds 
•of theocratic sentiment, there is a ''strong tempta-

ioJl" for the Obristian owners of dailies to " increase 

their profits" by violating their conscientious con
victions and issuing Sunday editions, what must be 
the state of the public mind in those cities! DoPs 
it not appear that even there, where there are al
ready at least five Sunday papers, and where the 
publishers of those papers hav been mulcted in sums 
to the amount of thousands of dollars for their vio
lation of the Sunday law of the state and of Alle
gheny county-we repeat, does it not appear that 
even in those priest ridden cities the demand for 
the Sunday paper is so strong that that kind of a 
journal is a paying investment, despite all the diffi
culties against which those papers are fo:rced to 
contend! Under amch circumstancPs, will a boycott 
avail to stop their presses, and if it will not accom
plish the end sought, in Pittsburg and Allegheny, 
in the state of Pennsylvania, will it do it in the freer 
and more progressiv cities and states of the Union! 
Evidently it will be a failure. 

What, then, is the only hope of the Sabbatarians 
in their fight against the Sunday paper! The law, 
assuredly. But, it will asked, if they cannot boy
cott the Sunday newspaper out of existence, how 
can they vote it out when, as it would seem, the 
buyers are the voters? The answer was indicated 
when we italicized the words, "buyers of daily 
papers," in the preceding paragraph. Only a frac
tion of the voters read the daily papers ; it is in the 
country districts that the Sabbatarian strength is 
found, among the villagers and the farmers. The 
daily bas not become an important element in 
their lives, and they do not see why others should 
hav what th~y hav not felt the need of in their busi
ness. As always, the rural population is the con
servativ and reactionary factor, as compared with 
the urban. It is not its fault, but its misfortune, 
the result of unfavorable environment. It is, to a 
certain extent, cut off from the nerve and brain 
centers of the world. Governor Fishback of Ark
ansas recently told a committee of ministers: " The 
largest amount of enlightenment of the world always 
has been and always will be in it.s cities." But the 
bicycle and the electric railway are rapidly chang
ing all this. Every improvement in country roads, 
every extension of the electric lines, is a blow at the 
priest. The theocrat must get his repressiv meas
ures adopted soon or it will be too late. Civilization 
:flies over the country with the pneumatic tire and 
:B.a,shes its light from the wires of the trolley. 

An Open Letter to the Legislators of New York. 
Gentlemen: There are upon the statute books 

of this state certain laws forbidding work and rec
reation on the first day of the week, usually called 
Sunday. These statutes make occupations and 
amusements that are legitimate on other days of 
the week misdemeanors if engaged in on Sunday. 

These statutes were enacted by or at the behest 
of the adherents of a religious system known as 
Christianity. · · 

They were placed on the statute books in the 
interest of that religious system, that its teachers 
might not be put in competition with secular duties 
and attractions on the day named. This legislation 
is essentially and ineradicably monopolistic and was 
intended to be such by those who secured its adop
tion. It is legislation distinctly and indisputably 
discriminative in favor of those who hold to a. certain 
form of religious belief and was intended by its 
promoters to be that and that only. 

They are in violation of the letter and spirit of 
the Constitution of the state of New York, of the 
spirit of the Constitution of the United States, and 
of the genius of our free institutions. In theory 
there is absolute separation of church and state in 
this country, and there must be absolute separation 

in fact. The time has come to put into universal 
practice the fundainenb.l principles that underlie 
the institutions of this republic and of the states of 
which it is composed. The Constitution of this 
commonwealth declares that " the free exercise of 
religious profession and worship, without discrimi
nation or preference, shall forever be allowed in 
this state to all mankind." It needs no argument 
to show that there can be no real religious freedom 
for all the citizens of the state so long as the free
dom not to worship is denied; and this freedom is 
denied by the Sunday laws of New York. They 
protect the Sabbath-keeper in t:\le exercise of his 
right to make such use of Sunday as he desires to 
make, but they brand as a misdemeanant and punish 
the non-Sabbath-keeper who exercises his right to 
make such use of Sunday as he desires to make. 
What can this truthfully be called but statutory· 
"discrimination" and "preference" in favor .of the 
accepters of a religious dogma T And is it not 
equally statutory discrimination against the reject
ers of that dogma! Certainly it is, and it is, as 
already shown, a discrimination forbidden by the 
basic law of the state. . 

Is the Sunday law needed! Not by the people 
at large. The protection of property, person, lib
erty, and life should be and can be secured by gen
eral laws applicable to all the days of the week 
alike. There is not the slightest ne"essity for spe
cial statutes for Sunday. Wbat is wrong on one 
day is wrong on all- days, and that which is not an 
offense on six days cannot become a crime or misde
meanor on the other day of the week. It is as 
criminal to punish a man for working on Sunday or 
engaging in recreation thereon as it would be to 
punish him for working or amusing himself on the 
Fourth of July or Thanksgiving day. We are not 
unaware of the pretense that Sunday laws are 
needed to prevent the "laborer" from being 9ver
worked, but it has not been observed that he is 
overworked on secular holidays because of the ab
sence of laws making labor and recreation on those 
days misdemeanors. The danger is not that men 
will be_ driven b&yond their strength, but that we 
shall find ourselves under the absolute· dominion 
of a church which will force us to abstain from 
labor on many more holy days than Sunday. In 
other lands and past ages so large a portion of time 
was dedicated to the exclusive use of religion that 
industry was seriou 1ly crippled and the administra
tion of justice made a mockery. In the year 425 
the emperors Theodosius and V alentinianus set 
aside not only Sunday but the days of the nativity 
and Epiphany, and the days of Pentecost and Eas
ter. In the Codex Justin we find that from the 
tenth calends of September to the ides of October 
(the feast of the vintage), Easter, the day of the 
nativity, the day of the Epiphany, the seven days 
preceding and the seven days following each, were 
made dies non. In 858 Pope Nicholas I. instructed 
the Burgundians that they should abstain from all 
except works of necessity on Sunday, the "feasts.. 
of the Virgin, the feasts of the Apostles and Evan
gelists, the birthdays of other saints, and the season 
of lent." The lands m"st backward in civilization 
to-day are those which have the greatest number of 
days devoted to religion and idleness. Leave all 
men free to choose their own rest days in harmoni
ous cooperation with their fellow-laborers. In our 
civilization it is absolutely necessary, if the masses 
of the people are to rest and enjoy themselves in 
amusements on a certain day, that the minority 
work on that day. How can the great body of the 
workers make a rational use of any rest day if the 
libraries and museums and galleries are closed, the 
transit facilities available on other days denied to 
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them in their hours of leisure, and the sale of ne
cessities and luxuries forbidden T Yet the very med
dlers who are trying to justify the exi2tence of 
Sunday laws on the plea of "rest" are the only 
people who want to keep the citizen shut up on 
Sunday, opening the door of his prison just long 
enough· for him to attend their religious services. 
I!! not this fact vastly significant 1 Take down the 
sectarian bars; leave the people iree to work out 
their own worldly and spiritual salvation. They 
know much better what they want than does the 
minister or the legislator. They will settle the 
"rest" question. It will be discovered that it is 
very easy to so arrange the periods of labor and of 
leisure that all will have the opportunity to enjoy 
the latter. There is not the slightest necessity for 
special liberty-denying, constitution-defying legisla
tion in the interest of either barbers or preachers. 
Permit us, in connection with this, to call your at
tention to some excerpts from a decision of the 
Supreme Court of California: 

"Now, when we come to inquire what reason can be 
given for the claim of power to enact a Sunday law, we 
are told, looking at it in its purely civil aspect, that it is 
absolutely necessary for the benefit of his [the individ
ual's] health and the restoration of his powers, and in aid 
of this great social 'necessity, the legislature may, for the 
general convenience, set apart a particular day of rest, 
and require its observanee by all. 

"This argument is founded on the assumption that men 
are in the habit of working too much, and thereby en
tailing evil upon society; and that, without compulsion, 
they will not seek the necel!!sary repose which their ex
hausted natures demand. This to us is a new theory, and 
is contradicted by the history of the past and the obser
vation of the present. We have heard, in all ages, of 
declamations and reproaches against the vice of indolence; 
but we have yet to learn that there has ever been any gen
eral complaint of an intemperate, vicious, unhealthy, or 
morbid industry. On the contrary, we know that men 
seek cessation from toil, from the natural influences of 
self-preservation, in the same manner and as certainly as 
they seek slumber, relief from pain, or food to appease 
their hunger." 

The court might pertinently have said that if 
men need laws to prevent them from working ex
cessively during the day, they, many of them, much 
more need laws to prevent them from working dur
ing the ·night, for there can be no question that 
night labor is more exhausting than is labor per
formed during the hours of natural light. But we 
have not heard that any Sabbatarian proposes to 
forbid night work, solicitous as he claims he is for 
the welfare of the "helpless victim of soulless cap
ital." The plain truth is, he is working, not for the 
people, but for the church, that is, for his own 
guild, and it should always be borne in mind that 
he, if a minister, has no scruples against earning 
his living by Sunday work. A few words more 
from the California decision : 

"It may well be considered that the amonnt of rest 
which would be required by one-half of society may be 
widely disproportionate to that required by the other. It 
is a matter of which each individual must be permitted to 
judge for himself, according to his own instincts and 
necessities." 

This is the terse expression of a bed-roci truth, 
and we ask for it your unprejudiced consideration. 
Right here it may be well to say that all that will 
be necessary in the way of legislation-if anything 
is, which we very much doubt-to prevent employ
ers denying to their employees a day of rest each 
week will be a law making six days constitute a 
week's work, leaving to each workman full liberty 
to arrange with his fellow-workmen and his em
ployer as to what day he will take off, and also 
leaving him free to work more than six days if that 
is his pleasure. Nothing less than this is worthy 
the name of American liberty. Now we will quote 
a few observations on the constitutionality of Sun
day laws, from the opinion rendered in the Califor
nia case: 

"As a general rule, it will be admitted that men have 
s. natural right to do anything which their inclinations 
may suggest, if it be not evil in itself, and in no way im
pairs the rights of others. · · · The right to protect 
and possess property is not more clearly protected by the 
Constitution than the right to acquire. The right to ac
quire must include the right to use the proper means to 
attain the end. The right itself would be impotent with
out the power to use its neceF.sary incidents. The legis
lature, therefore, cannot prohibit the proper use of the 

means of acquiring property, except the peace and safety 
of the state require it." 

It is needless to say that the peace and safety of 
the state do not require that Sunday acquirement 
of property and Sunday recreation be forbidden, as 
they are in many instances by the law of New York. 
All men are supposed to be equal in rights under 
the laws of the United States and of the state whose 
law-making body you are. All men not suffering 
imprisonment for crime have an equal right to make 
use of their time for the acquisition of property. 
You have no more authority to deprive them of the 
use of part of their time than you have to deprive 
them of the use of it altogether. This is self-evident. 

ORIGIN OF THE WEEX AND SABBATHS. 

The week is of lunar origin. Some tribes meas
' ure time only by moons. Others have evolved a 
lunar year composed of a certain number of lunar 
months. The solar yeat' does not appear until some 
advance in civilization has been made. The moon, 
or month, is reckoned from the first appearance of 
the new moon. As the moon is seen only at night, 
generally speaking, so a month was computed by 
nights rather than by days. Hence our" fortnight," 
fourteen nights, and the old name of the week, 
"sen'night," seven nights. The next step was to 
divide the moon into periods corresponding to its 
changes, and the usual subdivisions were halves and 
quarters. We still speak of the "quarters" of the 
moon. But twenty-nine and one-half days will not 
divide exactly by two or by four, and thus ·each 
period would consist of seven days and about nine 
hours. The Tshi tribes of the Gold Coast of Africa 
have such a week, which begins at a different hour 
of the day at each recurrence. The suffix ita, aL 
tached to the names of the days of this tribe, is 
derived from the verb ita, "to sleep," and shows 
that we have here a seven night, instead of a seven 
day, period. The Ga tribes of the Gold Coast have 
the same week, the days differently named, but it is 
derived, like the other, directly from the lunar month. 
The succeeding step in time reckoning is by the year. 
But twelve or thirteen lunar months do not exactly 
correspond in duration with the solar year. This 
leads to compromises which generally result either 
in the dropping of computation by moons or to the 
arbitrary fixing of the moon (month) as composed 
of so many days, regardless of the changes of the 
planet. This is a civil measure of time, having only 
the relation of name to the lunar month. Following 
this comes the application of the same process to 
the subdivisions of the month. As the month be
came a civil period having no relation to the moon, 
so the week became a civil period having no relation 
to the lunar month. The week no longer marks 
the phases of the moon, the odd hours having been 
dropped, and all weeks commencing at the same 
hour. 

We trace the lunar month and week among the 
Aztecs, the Society Islanders, the Sofalese, the Siam
ese, the Javanese, and many other nations and 
tribes, the month being from twenty-eight to thirty 
days in length. All seem to have reckoned by 
nights, as, indeed, was inevitable, the moon being 
a night luminary, and the Italians and Bohemians 
still reckon the day of twenty-four hours from sun
set to sunset. As the Israelites had a seven-day 
week and measured time by moons and nights, it is 
apparent that their week was in the first instance a 
subdivision of the lunar month. A new month be
gan when the ne:w moon appeared, and they reck
oned their day from sunset to sunset. Their lunar 
year was twelve months in length, and every two or 
three years an intercalary month was added to bring 
it into agreement with the solar year. Their pres
ent luni-solar year was not introduced until 360 of 
this era. The Chaldeans had a week which was 
evidently a subdivision originally of the lunar 
month, and they had divided their day into twenty
four hours, and subsequently dedicated each of these 
to one of the seven planets from which some of the 
present names of our days are derived, in the order 
of the magnitude of the orbits of the planets, the 
day receiving its name from the planet to which its 
first hour was sacred. Egypt had a seven-day peribd, 
and the sixth-seventh day was sacred to the moon 
when the Chaldean order was introduced, while with 

the Chaldeans it was the third. The Chaldean seven
day period came into Rome through Egypt early in 
the first century of this era, but does not appear to 
have been adopted by the Romans until nearly the 
beginning of the fifth century. Colonel Ellis thinks 
that it is "fairly clear that in the early days of their 
histo1·y they reckoned time by half-moons and quar
ter-moons or lunar weeks." and it is certain that 
when ''they had invented civil months the calends 
were invariably on the first day of the month, and 
were so named because the priests had been accus
tomed to call the people together on that day and 
announce what days were to be kept sacred during 
the month." Further examining the Roman sys
tem, Colonel Ellis concludes: 

"We think, then, that the system of calends, nones, 
and ides dated from a period when time was reckoned 
from lunar months, and was really s. system of half
moons and quarter-moons, the nones falling on the night 
of the seventh-eighth, and the ides on that of the 
fourteenth-fifteenth, which brings us very near to the 
system of the Tshi and Ga. tribes. The introduction of 
civil months destroyed the connection between the cal
ends, nones, and ides and the phases of the moon; and 
the lunar week became a civil we.ek of seven days, and 
finally the names for the days of the week were adopted 
from Egypt." 

Thus it is shown that the origin of the week 
was purely natural and human. There is nothing 
mir&culous or supernatural about it in any way. 
Neither was one-seventh part of it made a "Sab
bath " because it was thought that man needed just 
that proportion of the week for rest, for some tribes 
divided the lunar month into weeks of seven days, 
some into weeks of five days, while others had a 
four-day week, and still others one of ten days. The 
seven-day week appears to have been the most com
mon, that is all. In connection with the "Sabbath" 
feature of the Sunday question we wish to direct 
your particular attention to the very able article of 
Colonel A. B. Ellis in the Popular Sc1ence Monthly 
for January. You will find some excerpts from it 
on another page of this issue of THE TBUTH SuXEB. 
Don't fail to read them. 

THE SUNDAY LAW BBEEDS OORRUPTI«<N AND BLAOXMAIL. 

The Sunday statutes should be unconditionally 
repealed. They are out of date. They subserve 
no useful purpose. They protect the rights of no 
citizen. They are an insult to every free American, 
implying, as they .do, that he is either an imbecile 
or a blackguard, that he is either incapable of tak
ing care of himself or of respecting the equal rights 
of his neighbors on one day in every seven. They 
directly interfere with the pleasure or the business, 
or both, of hundreds of thousands of the inhab
itants of the state and indirectly with the happiness 
of all its citizens, including that of the preachers 
themselvs, who are working so hard for their reten
tion ; for the wider the liberty, the greater the 
prosperity, the more unqualified the happiness, of 
any class of the people of a state the better it is for 
all the people of that state. Is any church stronger 
to-day because in past ages- she persecuted her op
ponents! No. Will the present Christian church 
gain anything in the long run by her enforce
ment of antiquated Sunday laws' No, she will 
earn only the contempt or hatred of those she per
secutes to-day and of all observers who love fair 
play, and the loathing or, at best, the pity, of the 
enlightened generations to come. Repeal the Sun
day laws, for they unite church and state, they deny 
liberty, they rob the citizen, they make a hollow 
mockery of all our professions of justice. 

Repeal the Sunday laws. They are the source of 
corruption, of police blackmail, of the oppression 
of the weak and the purchased immunity of the 
powerful. Repeal the Sunday laws. "They are not 
enforced, they cannot be enforced, they should not 
be enforced." The people do not want them ; they 
will evade them whenever they can, for, no matter 
what their nominal opinions may be concerning re
ligion and Sabbaths, -t,hey feel instinctively, and 
rightly, that Sunday statutes are an impertinent in
terference with their natural, equal, constitution
guaranteed right to attend to their own affairs in 
their own way at their own cost. It is only the 
distinctively " criminal class " that will deliberately 
violate those social laws which make for the protec
tion of property, person, and life, but about the 
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only persons who at all times willingly obey the 
Sunday laws are those devout people who believe 
that their God will roast them forever in hell if they 
are so wicked as to do a stroke of work (outside the 
church) or engage in innocent secular recreation on 
Sunday. The more enlightened the people become 
the less will they be inclined to obey these sixteenth 
century edicts and, consequently, the more rapidly 
·will the police captains and in11pectors amass for
tunes at the expense of those who rater to the Sun
day wants of their fellow-citizens. Mayor Strong 
told a committee which waited upon him to urge 
the retention Bnd enforcement of the law forbid
ding liquor selling on Sunday that "the investiga
tion by the Lexow Committee revealed that the 
present excise law was the foundation and cause of 
most of the criminality exposed." No C!!i'eful ob
server of current events can doubt that the mayor 
of New York is substantially right, and you will 
bear in mind that the exciPe law is thus productive 
of corruption and criminality because it is a Sunday 
law, a statute drafted for the purpose of prevent.ing 
the sale of articles on Sunday that are allowed to 
be sold on all the other days of the week. How
ever, this is but one of the ftlatures of it which 
condemn it in the eyes of fair-minded men and 
women, The laws against fishing and other forms 
of recreation are violated with almost equal fre
quency, and a surveillance is ~xercised over other 
Sunday amusements that is annoying and costly to 
the victims of it, and degrading to the officers who 
do the. unwholesome work. Besides all this the 
contempt for law which this wholesale violation of 
certain statutes inevitably breeds is destructive of the 
bonds of society; some men who become accus
tomed to trampling under foot or seeing others 
trample under foot needless and invasive statutes 
cannot readily discriminate, and so with them it is an 
easy step to the violation of laws which conserve, 
under healthful social conditions, the most precious 
rights of the individual. The Sunday law is itself 
a crime against th~ citizen and it is the prolific cause 
of other crimes. Repeal it, and at once .. That way 
lies liberty, and therefore justice and safety. 

" Liberty tor Man, Woman and Child," and the 
Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. 

So many hav wanted the lecture on Liberty, and 
also the tribute to Colonel Ingersoll's brother, that 
Mr. Farrell has had them printed in one pamphlet, 
uniform with the other lectures and at the same 
price-25 cents. And he has added as a frontis. 
piece a fine photo·engraving of the Colonel and 
both his grandchildren, Eva and Robert, the little 
fellow upon his knee, and Eva in her high chair. 
It is a pretty picture, and the Colonel's millions of 
friends will take pleasure in it. 

This facture on liberty for the women and children 
has made many converts to rationalism among the 
fairer portion of humanity, and it is the best one to 
giv to the good women who hav a prejudice-fos
tered by the ministers-against the Colonel because 
he has "taken away their savior." When they 
read this they usually revise their opinion of the 
apostle of liberty, and read his other works-which 
they wouldn't look at before. If you know a goo.d 
Christian girl, any age, just giv her a copy of thiS 
lecture. Postpaid, 25 cents. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol

lows: 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MA.N. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 centR. 

permitted to advise how the city government should ' 
be run 1 The evils that flow from the consumption 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
Svo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4:.50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEXER 
one year, $5. 

of intoxicants can all cheerfully be conceded, and 
the wise citizen will still prefer the political saloon 
keeper to the political preacher. We know what 
the church has been, what the saloon is, and what 

. the church wants to be again ; and prevising the 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to. the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

future from the past and present we don't want ihe 
"wise councils of the church" to dictate our legis
lation. The alleged possible alternativ is far less 
terrifying. But we need not be ruled by either 
church or saloon. Away with the Sunday laws and 
let liberty cleanse and uplift. · 

We hope all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

By the death of B. F. Gove, of De Witt, Iowa, 
the Freethinkers of Clinton county lose one of their 
most earnest and reliable comrades, the Liberals of 
th.e state a fellow-worker who was unobtrusivly un
compromiRing in his devotion to principle, and the 
great army of reform a soldier who never shirked a 
duty or deserted a brother who needed help. Tall, 
angular, quaint, he was in appearance a typical New 
Englander, with all the tenacity of purpose of th.at 
people and free from the superstitions and intoler
ance that mar its character. He commanded the 
respect of all who knew him and who can appreciate 
true manhood ; he laid down the burdeBs of exist
ence without fear and in the last hour showed that 
Freethought is a logic alike of life and of death to 
those who intelligently accept it. We grieve that 
he died so early, but we rejoice that he lived so 
nobly. 

How important they think they are in the econ
omy of God, these Christian ministers! Here is 
Rev. C. W. Savidge, of Omaha, who preached a ser
mon the other Sunday which he advertised under 
the title of "God Closed. My Mouth to Open My 
Eyes." The subject related to a debate he had 
with a Mormon elder the week before, in which, as 
he was denying the divinity of the Mormon religion, 
he became speechless. As he had never before had 
any trouble in overcoming an antagonist in the 
forensic arena, as he looks at the outcome of his 
discussions, he is sure that God wants him to quit 
fighting the Mormons and Christian Scientists, an~ 
so he has promised to let them alone hereafter. 
Probably he is afraid that his god will hit him 
harder next time if he does not heed this warning. 
Prudence is a very desirable quality. But what a 
pity it is that God does not send a warning to some 
of the Constitution tinkers of Pennsylvania! 

"' 
The Sunday law issue is one of the chief subjects 

of newspaper discussion in this state at present. 
Now is the opportunity to make the people ac
quainted with sound principles ; let us push the 
fight to the utmost limit possible. Since our last 
acknowledgments were made, the following sums 
hav been received for the work before the legisla
ture and among the people of New York: C. C. de 
Rudio, $1; John J. Riser, $1 ; Dexter K. Cole, $5; 
A. V. Hendricks, $5. 

And here the South extends timely assistance to 
the North: 

KISSIMMEE, FLA., Jan. 25, 1895. 
1\fR. EDITOR : I will giv a dollar toward the expense in 

the Fleckten case in Minnesota-and more if necessary. 
Respectfully, .A.. J. GARDNER. 

That is good, and we hope that now the ball is 
started Mr. Fleckten will receive all that is needed 
to make such a fight as will drive religious teachings 
out of the common schools of Minnesota. 

The Gad-in-the-Constitution schemers are very 
busy this winter. Among the meetings recently 
held by them was one at Superior, Nebraska. 
It is reported to hav been "remarkably successful'' 
and "enthusiasm ran high." The Covenanter 
synod asks for $7,000 for National Reform work, 
and it is expected that the sum will be raised with
out the necessity of sending out a special appeal. 
If one, and that a comparativly small, Christian 
church can raise this amount for the purpose of de
stroying the free iiJ.stitutions of the nation, how· 
much should the Freethinkers of America be able 
to contribute for the preservation of the liberties 
for which the founders of the republic gave all they 
had to offer on the battlefields of freedom? What 
will each Liboral do to help furnish the Federation 
and Union with the imperativly necessary means of 
defense 1 This is no dres~ parade campaign in 
which we are engaged. It is a struggle to the 
death with an enemy of liberty and justice which 
has never been known to giv quarter to a vanquished 
foe or to respect the rights of m~n when it had 
strength to ravish them. 

--------~~--------

In the village of Starai-Moultani, Russia, eleven 
persons known as "V otiaks" were accused of offer
ing up a human sacrifice to their gqd. Kourbane. 
The evidence showed that in order to prevent the 
recurrence of famin they had inveigled a beggar 
into a house and cut his throat. He was then decap
itated; his headless body was hung up and five cuts 
made in it, the blood being caught in dishes. The 
heart and lungs were taken out to be used in the 
" idolatrous" rites. Eight of the accused were 
sentenced to prison for life or deported to Siberia. 
One was seventy years old. Before our Christian 
brethren say too much about this "heathen" perfor
mance it will be well for them to take a careful 
survey of their own doctrins. They should remem
ber that the patriarch Abraham earned his title of 
"The Father of the Faithful," if there is any truth 
in the story, because he was willing to make a human 
sacrifice to his god of his son Isaac. And the whole 
scheme of redemption accepted by the Christian 
rests on the god- premeditated and accomplished 
sacrifice of a being asserted to be half god and half 
man; and to-day the Christian on certain stated 
occasions eats and drinks what are called the flesh 
and blood of this sacrificial ;rictim. The oldest of 
the Christian churches, and the most powerful, 
teaches that the bread and wine so eaten and 
drank are actually the su'bstance of this crucified 
man-god. How far is the enlightened Christian in 
advance of the semi-savage Tartar of the Russian 
steppes? And is there no direct and immediate 
connection between the Christian rite of communion 
and the Votiaks ? Did not the latter borrow some
thing from their Christian neighbors or do the two 
superstitions hark back to a common source T The 
observant reader will hav noticed that five wounds 
were made in the body of the beggar and the blooc1 
drawn therefrom. Who has not heard sung the 
Christian hymn containing this line, 

"Five bleeding wounds he bore," 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many different addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa-

When Mrs. Grannis and her committee visited 
Mayor Strong the other day to try to prevail upon 
him to enforce the existing Sunday excise law and 
promis not to ask for its repeal, she told him that 
he should call in "the wise councils of the church" 
to aid him, and at the same time protes~ed against 
his consulting with the liquor dealers. Now why 
ahould the church ;m.o~e than the liquor qealers b!'l 

and who does not recall the sermons he has heard 
in which it was declared that " the blood, the 
blood," possessed a marvelous and magical potency 
for the washing away of sin and the salvation of 
souls T It is pueril and useless for Christians to 
declaim against the " sacrifice of blood " when their 
entire system is bottomed flatly on that very " sac
rifice of blood." 

per, 15 cents. 
COMMON · SENSE. The argument that did 

more than any other to convince the Re~olutionar.y 
leaders of the necessity of the sepa.ratwn of thiS 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKEB ANNUAL for 1895 is ~req,t. 
Price, 25 cents.. 
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Benjamin Franklin : Was He a Christian 1 
"I soon became a thorough Deist."-Franklin. 
The world has producEd few wiser or better men 

than our American Socrates, Benjamin Franklin. 
While he lived he was loved and honored by all; 
when he died, two continents mourned as a child 
mourns the loss of a beloved father. Eagerly has 
the church striven to place to her credit the pres
tige of this wise and good man's name. But in 
vain; she cannot efface the oft-repeated declarations 
of his disbelief. 

Franklin received a religious training, but his 
good sense and his human nature forced him to 
rebel against the irrational and inhuman tenets of 
his parents' faith, and at an early age a spirit of 
skepticism was developed in him, as the following 
extra~ts from his Autobiography will show: 

"My parents had given me betimes religious im
pressions, and I received from my infancy a pious 
ed~cation in the principles of Calvinism. But 
scarcely was I arrived at fifteen years of age, when, 
after having doubted in turn of different tenets, 
according as I found them combated in the differ
ent books that I read, I began to doubt of revela
tion itself'' (Autobiography, p. 66). 

He read much, and the ambition of his youth, as 
he declares, was to become a decent writer of the 
English language. His favorit exercise was to re
produce, in his own words, the ideas of the authors 
he read. Alluding to this, he says: 

"The time which I devoted to these exercises, and 
to reading, was the evening after my day's labor 
was finished, the morning before it began, and Sun
days when I could escape divine service. While I 
lived with my father, he had insisted on my punc
tual attendance on public worship, and I still in
deed considered it as a duty, but a duty which I 
thought I had no time to practice" (Ibid. p. 16). 

In the course of his mental pursuits he read 
Locke on the "Human Understanding," and care
fully studied some essays which taught the Socratic 
method of disputation, which he immediately put 
to use in combating superstition: 

"Charmed to a degree of enthusiasm with this 
mode of disputing, I adopted it, and renouncing 
olunt contradictions, and direct and positiv argu
ment, I assumed the character of a humble ques
tioner. The perusal of Shaftesbury and Collins had 
made me a skeptic ; and, being previously so as to 
many doctrins of Christianity, I found Socrates' 
method to be both the safest for myself, as well as 
the most embarrassing to those against whom I 
applied it. It soon afforded me singular pleasure ; 
I incessantly practiced it; and became very adroit 
in obtaining, even from persons of superior under
standing, concessions of which they did not foresee 
the consequence " (Ibid, p. 17). 

The result of his many disputes upon the subject 
of religion is easily divined. He says : 

"I began to be regarded, by pious souls, with 
horror, either as an apostate or an Atheist" (Ibid, 
p. 22). 

Being associated with an elder brother in the 
publication of the New England Oourant, young 
Franklin made use of its columns to propagate his 
radical thoughts. From an old edition of Good
rich's Reader (Fifth, pp. 273, 274) I quote the fol
lowing relativ to his adventures in this field of re
ligious criticism: 

"In Boston, in 1721, when the pulpit had mar
shaled Quakers and witches to the gallo_ws, one 
newspaper, the New England Oourant, the fourth 
American periodical, was established as an organ of 
independent opinion, by James Franklin. Its tem
porary success was advanced by Benjamin, his 
brother and apprentice, a boy of fifteen, who wrote 
pieces for its humble columns. 

" The little sheet satirized hypocrisy and spoke 
of religious knaves as of all knaves the worst. 
This was described as tending ' to abuse the minis
ters of religion in a manner which was intolerable.' 
'I can well remember,' writes Increase Mather, then 
more than four score years of age, 'when the civil 
government would hav taken an e:ftectual course to 
suppress such a cursed libel.' 

"The ministers persevered; and, in J a.nuary, 1723, 
a committee of inquiry was raised by the legisla
ture. Benjamin Franklin, being examined, escaped 
with an admonition; James, the publisher, refusing 
to discover the author of the offense, was kept in 
jail for a month ; his paper was censured as reflect
ing injuriously on the reverend ministers of the 
gospel ; and, by a vote of the House and Council, 
he was forbidden to print it, ' except it be first su
pervised.' " 

This young opponent of priestcraft soon after 
left Boston, went to New York, and from thence 
to Philadelphia. In passing through New Jersey 
he stopped at an inn near Burlington, kept by a 
Dr .. Brown. Of_ this Dr. Brown, he writes as fol
lows: 

"This man ent~red into a conversation with me posed to combat the dogmas of the church. Never
while I took some refreshment, and perceiving that theless, his expressed opinions are ample to show 
I had read a little, he expressed toward me consid- that at no time during his career was he a Christian 
erable interest and friendship. Our acquaintance -that he lived and died a. Deist. 
continued during the remainder of his life. I be- In a letter to the Rev. George Whitefield, written 
lieve him to hav been what is called an itinerant in 1753, when he was forty-seven years old, we hav 
doct.or; for there was no town in England, or in- his opinion of Christianity: 
deed in Europe, of which he could not giv a partie- "The faith you mention has doubtless its use in 
ular account. He was neither deficient in under- the world. I do not desire to see it diminished, 
standing nor literature, but he was a sad Infidel; nor would I desire to lessen it in any way; but I 
and, some years after, wickedly undertook to trav- wish it were more productiv of good works than I 
esty the Bible, in burlesque verse, as Cotton has hav generally seen it. I mean real good works, 
travestied Virgil. He exhibited, by this means, works of kindness, charity, mercy, and public spirit, 
many facts in a very ludicrous point of view, which not holy-day keeping, sermon-hearing, and reading, 
would hav given umbrage to weak minds, had this performing church ceremonies, or making long 
work been published, which it never was" (Auto- prayers, filled with flatteries and compliments, de
biography, p. 25). · spised even by wise men, and much less capable of 

I can see the sly twinkle in Benjamin's eye as he pleasing the Deity" (Works, vol. vii, p. 75). 
writes about this_" sad Infidel" who "wickedly un- Writing to his sister, Mrs. Jane Meoom, five years 
dertook to t-ravesty the Bible.'' It was with these later, he• says: 
same " sad Infidels" that he delighted to associate "It is pity that good works, among some sorts 
throughout his life, while many a time he, too, of people, are so little valued, and good words ad
" wickedly undertook to travesty the Bible " by pre- mired in their stead. I meltn seemingly pious dis
tending to read from it, extemporized in a ludicrous courses, instead of humane, benevolent actions. 
manner as he went along. (Parton's Life of Frank- These they almost put out of countenance by call
lin, vol. i, p. 320.) ing morality, rotten morality; righteousness, ragged 

In Philadelphia he was associated with a printer righteousness, and even filthy rags, and when you 
named Keimer. Referring to Keimer, he says: mention virtue, pucker up their noses; at th~ 

"He formed so high an opinion of my talents for same time that they eagerly snuff up an empty, 
refutation that he seriously proposed to me to be- canting harang, as if it were a posy of the choicest 
come his colleague in the establishment of a new flowers" (Works, vol. vii, p. 185). 
religious sect. He was to propagate the doctrin by In the same letter, alluding to faith, hope, and 
preaching, and I to refute every opponent. charity, he says : 

. "When he explained to me his tenets, I found "Improvement in religion is called building up 
many absurdities which I refused to admit. and edification. Faith is then the ground floor, 
Keimer wore his beard long, because Moses had hope is up on9 pair of stairs. My dear beloved 
somewhere said, •Thou shalt not mar the corners of Jenny, don't delight so much to dwell in those 
thy beard.' He likewise observed the Sabbath; and lower rooms, but get as fast as you can into the 
these were with him two very essential points. I garret; for in truth the best room in the house is 
disliked them both" (Autobiography, p. 40). charity. For my part I wish the house was turned 

At a later period, alluding to his religious belief, up-,ide down " (Ibid. p. 184). 
Franklin says: Franklin believed in a future state of existence, 

"Some volumes against Deism fell into my hands. but his conception of immortality was that of the 
They were said to be the substance of sermons Deist, and not of the Christian. In his letter to 
preached at Boyle's Lecture. It happened that Whitefield, previously alluded to, he says: 
they produced on me an effect precisely the reverse " By heaven, we understand a state of happiness, 
of what was intended by the writers ; for the argu- infinit in degree and eternal in duration. I can do 
ments of the Deists, which were cited in order to nothing to deserve such a reward. He that, for 
be refuted, appeared to me much more forcibly than giving a draught of water to a thirsty person, 
the refutation itself. In a word, I soon became a should expect to be paid with a good plantation, 
thorough Deist" (Ibid, p. 66). would be modest in his demands compared with 

In one of his youthful essays he professes a sort those who think they deserve heaven for the little 
of polytheistic belief as shown by the following ex- good they do on earth; · · for my part, I hav 
tracts not the vanity to think I deserve it, the folly to ex

" The Infinit Father expects or requires no wor- pect, or the ambition to desire it" (Works, vol. vii, 
ship or praise from us.'' p. 75). 

"I conceive, then, that the Infinit has created In a letter to Mrs. Elizabeth Partridge, he ob-
many beings or gods vastly superior to man." serv€s: 
, "It may be these created gods are immortal; or "With regard to future bliss, I cannot help im-
It may be that, after many ages, they are changed, agining that multitudes of the zealously orthodox 
and others supply their places. of different sects, who at the last. day may flock 

"Howbeit, I conceive that each of these is ex- together in hopes of seeing each other damned, will 
ceeding good and very powerful; and that each has be disappointed, and obliged to rest content with 
made for himself one glorious sun, attended with a their own salvation'' (Works, vol. x, p. 366). 
beautiful and admirable system of planets. Writing to his sister, Mrs. Mecom, he says: 

"It is that particular wise and good God, who " When religious people quarrel about religion, or 
is the author and owner of our system, that I pro- hungry people about their victuals, it looks as if 
pose for the object of my praise and adoration" they had not much of either about them" (WOJks, 
(Franklin's Works, vol. ii, p. 2). vol. vii, p. 438). 

He subsequently rejected some of his earlier In a letter to "A Friend in England" (supposed 
philosophical and ethical views, particularly those to be Dr. Priestley), Franklin makes some observa
contained in a small pamphlet which he wrote, en- tiona regarding the inspiration of the Bible : 
titled a "Dissertation on Liberty and Necessity, "I agreed with you in sentiments concerning the 
Pleasure and Pain.'' Referring to his arguments Old Testament, and thought the clause in our Con
in· this pamphlet he says: stitution, which required the members of the As-

" The object was to prove, from the attributes of sembly to declare their belief, that the whole o.f it 
God, his goodness, wisdom, and power, that there '!oas given by divine inspiration, had better hav 
could be no such thing as evil in the world; that vice been omitted. That I had opposed the clause; 
and virtue did not in reality exist, and were nothing but, being overpowered by numbers, and fearing 
more than vain distinctions. I no longer regarded more in future might be grafted 0::1 it, I prevailfld 
it as so blameless a work as I had formerly imag- to hav the additional clause, 'that no further or 
ined; and I suspected that some error must hav more extended profession of faith should ever be 
imperceptibly glided into my argument, by which exacted.' I observed to you, too, that the evil of it 
all the inferences I had drawn from it had been was the less, as no inhabitant, nor any officer of 
affected, as frequently happens in metaphysical government, except the members of Assembly, was 
reusonings. In a word, I was at last convinced that obliged to make the declaration. 
truth, probity, and sincerity in transactions be- "So much for that letter; to which I may now 
tween man and man were of the utmost importance add, that ·there are several things in the Old Tes 
to the happiness of life; and I resolved from that tament impossible to be given by divine inspiration; 
moment, and wrote the resolution in my journal, to such aa the approbation ascribed to the angel of the 
practice them as long as I lived" (Autobiography, Lord of that abominably wicked and detestable ac
pp. 66, 67). tion of Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite. If the 

His unbelief in Christianity, however, remained rest of the book were like that, I should rather 
unchanged. He continues: suppose it given by inspiration from another quar-

" Revelation, indeed, as such had no influence on ter, and renounce the whole" (Works, vol. x, p. 134). 
my mind" (Ibid, p. 67). He extolled the character of Jesus, but in regard 

I hav given the theological views of Franklin's to his divinity he declared himself a skeptic. 
youth and early manhood; I shall next present the His opinion of the Fall of Man, the Atonemimt, 
religious opinions of his mature manhood and old and other Christian doctrine, may be inferred from 
age. Less reticent than Washington, he was ut the an anecdote related by him in an essay which he 
same time less radical than Jefferson, and less dis- wrote on the "Savages of North America:" 
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"A Swedish minister hav.ing assembled the chiefs 1 bishops, but fell into the same practice themselvs, 
of the Sasq.ue.hannah Indians, made a sermon to both here [England] and in New England" (Works 
them, acqua~ntmg them with the principal historical vol. ii, p. 112). ' 
facts on which our religion is founded, such as the In a speech which Sparks ascribes to Franklin 
fall of our first parents by eating an apple ; the we find the following hit at religious dogmatism · ' 
coming of Ch~ist to repair the mischief ; ~is mira- " Most sects in religion think themselvs in p~s
cles. and suffermgs, etc. When he had fimshed, an session of all truth, and that whenever others differ 
Indian orator stood up to thank him. 'What you from them it is so far error. Steele a Protestant 
hav told us,' said he, 'is. all very good. It ia indeed in a dedicahon, tells the pope, that 'the only differ: 
?ad t~ eat apples. It IS bet~er to make t~em all ence in our two churches, in their opinions of the 
~nto CI~er. We are much obhged b;r your k?ndness certainty of their doctrine, is, the Romish church is 
m commg so far to tell us those thmgs whiCh you infallible, and the church of England never in the 
hav heard from your mot~ers. In return, I will wrong.'" .. 
tell you some of those which we hav heard from On one occasion when Whitefield visited this 
ours. In ~he beginnin~, our fathe~s ha~ only ~he country, he wrote to Franklin, stating that the 
flesh of ammals to subsist on; an? 1f their huntmg friend with whom he expected to lodge in Philadel
was unsuccessful, t~ey w~re. starvmg. Two of o~r phia had left the city. Franklin very naturally 
young hunters havmg killed a deer, made a fire m tendered him the hospitalities of his home. Refer
the woods to broi~ some .Parts of it. When they ring to Whitefield's acceptance, he writes : 
were .about to satisfy thell' hunger, they beheld a "He replied that, if I made that offer for Christ's 
beautiful young woman descend from the clouds, F.lake, I should not miss of a reward. And I re
and seat herself on that hill which you see yonder turned, ' Don't let me be mistaken ; it was not for 
among the blue mountains. They said to each Christ's sake, but for your sake.' One of our com
oth?r, it is. a spirit ~hat perhaps ~as smelt our mon acquaintance jocosely remarked that, knowing 
brOiled vemson and Wishes to eat of It ; let us offer it to be the custom of the saints, when they re
some to her. The.y presented her. with the. tongue; ceived any favor, to shift the burden of the obliga
s~e was pleased With the taste of 1t, and sa1?, 'Your tion from off their own shoulders and place it in 
kmdness shall be rewarded. Come to this place heaven, I had contrived to fix it on earth." 
after thirteen moons, and you shall find something The following is an extract from a l~tter written 
that will be of great benefit in nourishing you and to Richard Price of England: 
your children to the latest generations.' They did "My nephew, Mr. Williams, will hav the honor of 
so and, to their surprise, f?und plants they ~ad delivering you this line. It is to request from you 
D;ever seen before ; but whiC~, from that anment a list of a few good books, to the value of about 
time, hav been constantly cultiva.ted among us to twenty-five pounds, such as are most proper to in
our great advantage. Where her r1ght hand touched culcate principles of sound religion and just gov
the ground they found maize ; where her left hand ernment. A new town in the state of Massachu
touche~ it. they fo~nd kidney:beans:' . • T~e setts having done me the honor of naming itself 
good miSSionary, disgusted w1th th1s Idle tale, said, after me, and proposing to build a steeple to their 
'What I delivered . to you were sacre.d truths ; but meeting-house if I would giv them a bell, I hav ad
what you tell me IS mere fable, fictiOn, and false· vised the sparing themselvs the expense of a steeple 
~10od.' The Ind.ian, offended, replied, 'M;r br?the.r, for the present, and that they would accept of 
1t seems your fr1ends hav not done you JUStice m books instead of a bell, sense being preferred to 
your education; they hav not well instructed you sound" (Works, vol. x, p. 158). 
in the rules of common civility. You saw that we, The fact that Franklin selected a man who denied 
who understand and practice these rules, believed the infallibility of the Bible and the divinity of 
all your stories, why do you refuse to believe Christ, to make a collection of books " to inculcate 
oursT"' principles of sound religion," to say nothing of his 

The following extract from a letter to Jared In- expressed preference of sense to sound, is of itself 
gersoll, written in 1762, shows how he regarded the sufficient to prove his disbelief in popular Chris
Chrii!tian S~bbatb : "When I traveled in Flanders tianity. 
I thought of your excessivly strict observation of At the age of eighty, in a letter to Benjamin 
Sunday, and that a man could hardly travel on that Vaughn, of England, he paid the following tribute 
day among you upon his lawful occasions without to the character of heretics: 
hazard of punishment, while where I was everyone " Remember me affectionately to good Dr. Price, 
traveled, if he pleased, or diverted himself in any and to the honest heretic, Dr. Priestley. I do not 
other way ; and in the afternoon both high and low call him honest by way of distinction, for I think all 
went to the play or the opera, where there was the heretics I hav known hav been virtuous men. 
plenty of singing, fiddling, and· dancing. I looked They hav the virtue of fortitude, or they could not 
around for God's judgments, but saw no sign of venture to own their heresy ; and they cannot afford 
them. The cities were well built and full of inhab- to be deficient in any of the other virtues, as that 
itants, the markets filled with plenty, the people would giv advantage to their many enemies ; and 
well favored and well clothed, the fields well tilled, they ha.v not, like orthodox sinners, such a number 
the cattle fat and strong, the fences, houses, and of friends to excuse or justify them. Do not, how· 
windows all in repair, and no 'old tenor' anywhere ever, mistake me. It is not to my good friend~s 
in the country; which would make one almost sus- heresy that I impute his honesty. On the contrary, 
pect that the deity was not so angry at that offense 'tis his honesty that brought upon him the charac-
as a New England justice." ter of a heretic" (WorkS; vol. x, p. 365). 

In a letter to Dr. Price he had this to say of re- When interrogated as to why he did not promul-
ligious tests: · gate his rational views on religion he replied: 

"I think they were invented not so much to "'l'he things of this world take up too much of 
secure religion as the emoluments of it. When a my time, of which indeed I hav too little left, to un
religion is good, I conceive that it will support dertake anything like a reformation in religion" 
itself; and when it does not support itself, and God (Ibid, p. 323). 
does not .take care to support it, so that its profes- Franklin was not an Atheist; he did not deny the 
sors are obliged to call for help of the civil power, existence of a God; he believed in a God; but his 
'tis a sign, I apprehend, of its being a bad one" God was the humane conception of Deism and not 
(Works, vol. viii, p. 506). ' the God of Christianity. His biographer, Parton, 

The above was writttf.n in 1780. It is as true says : 
to-day as it was a century ago, and I respectfully "He escaped the theology of terror, and became 
commend it to the prayerful consideration of those forever incapable of worshiping a jealous, revenge
pious fanatics who, under the mask of temperance ful, and vindictiv God" (Life of Franklin, vol. i, 
and other reforms, are endeavoring to hav religious p. 71). 
tests incorporated into our national Constitution. "In conversation with familiar friends he called 

Clerical conceit and arrogance receive the follow- himself a Deist or Theist, and he resented a sen-
ing merited rebuke from his pen: tenee in Mr. Whitefield's journal which seemed to 

"Nowadays we hav scarcely a little parson that imply thah- between a Deist and an Atheist there 
does not think it the duty of every man within his was little or no difference. Whitefield wrote: 'M. 
reach to sit under his petty ministration, and that B. is a Deist ; I had almost said an Atheist.' 'That 
whoever omits this offends God. To such I wish is,' said Franklin, 'chalk, I had almost said char-
more humility" (Works, vol. vii, pp. 76, 77). coal'" (Ibid, vol. i, p. 319). 

In an essay on "Toleration " the intolerant char- At the age of eighty-four, just previous to his 
acter of Christianity is thus presented: death, in reply to inquiries concerning his religious 

"If we look back into history for the character belief from the president of Yale College, he wrote 
of the present sects in Christianity, we shall find as follows~ . . 
few that hav not in their turns been persecutors, "Here 18 my creed : I believe m one God, the 
and complainers of persecution. The primit~v crea~r of the universe. That he gove~s it by his 
Christians thought persecution extremely wrong 1n providence. That he ouf?ht to be worsh~pe?· T?at 
the pagans but practiced it on one another. The -the most acceptable serviCe we render h1m IS domg 
first Prote~tants of the Church of England blamed good to his other children. That the soul of man 
persecution in the Romish ~burch, but practi~ed it is immo~tal, and ~ll .be treated . wit~ j~stice in 
upon the Puritans. These found it wrong m the another life respectmg 1ts conduct m th1s. 

This is pure Deism. Paine and Voltaire would 
hav readily subscribed to every one of the above six 
articles of faith. Compare the· creed of Franklin 
with the creed of Paine. 

It is not improbable that Franklin had much to 
do with shaping the Deistic belief of Paine. Par
ton says: 

"Paine was a resident of Philadelphia, a fre
quenter of Franklin's house, and was as well aware 
as we are of Dr. Franklin's religious opinions. Nor 
is there much in the 'Age of Reason' to which 
Franklin would hav refused to assent" (Life of 
Franklin, vol. ii, p. 553). 

For nearly half a century there has been a story 
afloat to the effect that Franklin attempted to dis
suade Paine from publishing his " Age of Rea
son.'' This canard, under the caption of "Don't 
Unchain the Tiger," was published by the Ameri
can Tract Society, an institution that enjoys the un
enviable reputation of having disseminated more 
unadulterated falsehoods than any other publish
ing house in America. To properly appreciate this 
story it is only necessary to recall the fact that 
Franklin had been dead three years before a page 
of Paine's work was written. Upon this and his 
motion for prayers in the Convention that framed 
our Constitution is based the Christian piety of 
Franklin. Regarding the latter, it is only necessary 
to remark that it was in harmony with the second 
and third articles of his Deistic creed. 

Franklin's motion for prayers in the Constitu
tional Convention has been used as the basis for 
another clerical falsehood that has been presented 
to the eyes or ears of nearly every man, woman, and 
child in the United States. We are told that the 
Convention for a month opened its sessions 'with
out prayer, that at the end of this time nothing 
had been accomplished, it was in a state of confu
sion, and on the point of adjourning, when Frank
lin came forward, proposed that the sessions be 
opened with prayer, which was adopted, after 
which the work of the Convention was speedily and 
successfully performed. This is adduced as a strik
ing proof of the efficacy of prayer. The fact is, 
there was not a prayer offered in the Convention 
from the time it convened' until it closed. So 
nearly unanimous were the members in their oppo
sition to Franklin's proposition that not even a 
vote was taken on it. Franklin himself, referring 
to it, says : " The Convention, except three or four 
persons, thought prayers unnecessary." 

Reference may be made here to the oft-quoted 
Epitaph of Franklin. Regarding this the Globe
.Democrat of May 7, 1893, says: "This was written 
by Franklin simply as 8. jest; it is not and never 
was on his gravestone." 

The "New American Cyclopedia" contains the 
following relativ to Franklin's religion: "Fault has 
been found with his religious character. He con
fesses that during a period of his life, before the 
age of twenty-one, he had been a thorough Deist ; 
and it has been said that five weeks before his death 
he expressed a 'cold approbation ' of the 'system of 
morals' of 'Jesus of Nazareth.' " 

Johnson's "New Universal Cyclopedia" says: "In 
youth he was an avowed skeptic in religious matters 
and of somewhat loose morals, but his practical 
good sense enabled him to correct his way of living, 
and he in later life treated the Christian religion 
with reverence, though never avowing his faith in 
any religious system.'' . 

Sparks, though loth to admit that Franklin was 
not a Christian, says : "It is deeply to be regretted 
that he did not bestow more attention than he 
seems to hav done on the evidences of Christianity" 
(Life of Franklin, p. 517). 

The truth is, Franklin bestowed more attention 
on the evidences of Christianity than his Christian 
biographer is willing to concede. Had he bestowed 
less attention on these evidences Christianity might 
not be compelled to lose the prestige of his illus· 
trious name. 

Dr. Franklin and Dr. Priestley were intimate 
friends. Of Franklin, Priestley writes : 

"It is much to be lamented that a man of Frank
lin's general good character and great influence' 
should hav been an unbeliever in Christianity, and 
also hav done as much as he did to make others 
unbelievers" (Priestley's Autobiography, p. 60). 

This great man was himself denounced as an In
fidel. He was a Unitarian of the most advanced 
type, and was mobbed and driven from England on 
account of his heretical opinions and his sympathy 
with the French Revolution. Franklin's Infidelity 
must hav been of a very radical character to hav 
provoked the censure of D.r. Priestley. 

While in France, Franklin consorted chiefly with 
Freethinkers, among whom were Mirabeau, D'Hol
bach,_ D'Alembert, Buffon, and Condorcet. Re
specting his religious belief, Parton classes him 
with Geethe, Schiller, Voltaire, Hume, and Jeffer-
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son, and says they would all ha.v belonged to the and periodical disappearance and reappearance of 
same church. the moon. 

Dr. Swing, of Chicago, in a. recent sermon, said: • 
"Voltaire, Bolingbroke, Pitt, Burke, Washington, 

Lafayette, J efterson, Paine, and Franklin moved 
along in a. wonderful unity of belief, both political 
and religious, each one wearing some little beauty 
or deformity of disposition, but all marked by one 

When the sabbath recurs every fourth, fifth, or 
seventh day, the day on which it falls naturally 
comes in course of time to be called the fourth, fifth, 
or seventh day, though really properly the first day 
of the week. Thus Ako-ojo is always called the 
fifth day, though the words themselves mean "first 
day." The same change seems to have taken place 
among the Israelites. On the twenty-ninth day of 
the moon they began to watch for the new moon, 
and the day after its a.ppearanc~ was the first day of 
the new moon or month. Supposing them to have 
had a seven-day week and a moon sabbath on the 
day of the new moon, the sabbath would have fallen 
on the first day of the week, but as people would 
naturally count from one sabbath to the next, the 
day after the sabbath would be termed the first day, 
the next, the second, and so on, so that the sabbath 
itself would come to be called the seventh day. 
This is, no doubt, the explanation of the sixth
seventh day being sacred to the new-moon festival, 
as stated in the hymn to Amen-Ra, for the day of 
the new moon must have been the first day of the 
lunar month, and also the first day of the week, or 
subdivision of the lunar month. 

religious rationalism." 
Franklin and Voltaire, a. few months before the 

death of the latter, met for the first time at a. thea
ter in Paris. On being introduced, they cordially 
shook hands. But this was not enough. Each 
then clasped the other in his arms, and for a. mo
ment held him in an sffectionQ.te embrace. It was 
not a. mere formal meeting between two aged phi
losophers ; a. deeper significance attached to the in
teresting scene. It was the spontaneous outburst 
of kindred feelings and a. common faith. It was 
the Deism of the New World, through its most 
illustrious representativ, saluting that of the Old. 

Such were the religious opinions of Franklin. 
The Christian may, with Dr. Priestley, lament that 
this learned man" should hav been an unbeliever 
in Christianity;" but, notwithstanding his lamen
tations, the fact remains. He may distort it, but 
he cannot disprove it. As Dr. Wilson said of Wash
ington, so must it be said of Franklin-" He was a. 
Deist, and nothing more." JoaN E. REMSBURG. 

On the Origin of Sabbaths. 
We may define a sabbath to be a day sacred to a 

god, on which it is unlawful for any worshiper of 
that god to labor. Sabbaths are found everywhere, 
for it appears to be a general rule throughout the 
world that gods should have days consecrated to 
them, and that on those days the followers of those 
gods may do no work, no matter whether the holy 
day recurs weekly, monthly, or yearly. The notion 
appears to be that to refrain from work on a day 
dedicated to a god is a mode of showing respect. 
As soon as this view becomes generally accepted, 
then to work on a holy day is to show want of re
spect ; then as the gods of uncultilred peoples are, 
like uncultured peoples themselves, very sensitive 
to slights of this nature, the god whose dignity or 
vanity has been hurt revenges himself by punishing 
the sabbath-breaker or by punishing his followers 
at large, because they have not vindicated his honor 
by punishing the culprits themselves. Then, since 
to work on the holy day is likely to call down 
punishment on the individual or on the community, 
the axiom that it is unlucky to work on that day be
comes accepted, and people will not labor or trans
act business or journey on it. 

Bna.-da, the second day of the seven·day period 
of the Tshi tribes, is sacred to the gods of the sea, 
and is, in consequence, the sabbath of all those who 
are worshipers of the sea-gods-that is to say, fish
ermen and those whose vocations take them on the 
sea. On Bna.-da propitiatory offerings are made to 
the sea-gods, and no one may catch :fish. It is the 
:fisherman's day of rest, and, before the colonial 
goTernment interfered with native customs, any 
native who violated it by going :fishing was put to 
death, just as was the custom among the Israelites 
with their own sabbath-breakers (Exodus xxxi, 14, 
15; Numbers xv, 32). Similarly, the fifth day, 
Fi-da, is sacred to the gods who preside over agri
culture, and is the holy day or sabbath of all persons 
who cultivate the soil. Here, then, are two cases 
of sabbaths recurring every seventh day, just as 
with the Israelites. 

The Babylonian Assyrians had the seven-day 
wAek and a weekly sabbath. Mr. George Smith 
says : "In the year 1869 I discovered among other 
things a curious religious calendar of the Assyrians, 
in which every month is divided into four weeks, 
and the seventh days or ' sabbaths ' are marked out 
as days on which no work should be undertaken" 
(Assyrian Discoveries, p. 12). Whether the Assy
rian month here referred to was lunar or civil we 
are not told, but the Rev. A. H. Sayee tells us that, 
according to the lunar division of the year, "the 
seventh, fourteenth, nineteenth, twenty-first, and 
twenty-eighth were days of 'rest,' on which certain 
works were forbidden " (Records of the Past, vol. 
i, p. 164), so it seems that the Assyrians had sub
divided the lunar month in much the same way as 
the Tshi tribes have. 

As a rule, the institution of the sabbath appears 
to be primarily due to moon-worship, a form of wor
ship which seems to have been almost universal. With 
all deference to the opinion of that school which fan
cies it can trace a solarrpyth in almost every tradition 
and folklore tale, wethinkthatmoon-worshipwas and 
is much more general than sun-worship, and for the 
simple reason that the regular daily recurrence of 
the sun is far less likely to excite speculation and 
wonder in uncivilized man than the varying phases 

Though it is quite P"BBible that the Israelites may 
have invented a seven-day week and a. weekly sabbath 
spontaneously, like the Tshi and Ga tribes, yet the 
evidence of the books of the Old Testament goes to 
show that they borrowed both these institutions 
from the Babylonian Assyrians during the captivity, 
and that prior to that epoch they had, like the 
Mendis, Bechua.na.s, and Sofalese, only a. monthly 
sabbath, which was the festival of the new moon. No 
mention of a weekly sabbath is to be found in 
Joshua. Judges, the books of Samuel, or the first 
book of Kings. After Deuteronomy v, 15, no men
tion of a weekly sabbath is found till we reach 
2 Kings iv, 23, and the word sabbath does not 
appear either in Psalms or Proverbs; But there is 
more than a mere omission to mention a. weekly 
sabbath in the old historical books ; there is evi
dence that the institution was unknown, for many 
occurrences are described by which the weekly 
sabbath, had it existed, must have been violated. 
Jericho was encompassed for seven days in succes
sion, which must, therefore, have included one 
weekly sabbath (Joshua vi, 13-16). During the 
events narrated in 1 Samuel xxix, xxx, David was 
on the march for twelve days in succession, without 
any day of rest being observed; and since Solomon 
gave a feast to t.be people of Israel which lasted 
fourteen dayf; (1 Kings viii, 65, and 2 Chronicles vii, 
9), and so must have included two sabbaths, he 
could have known nothing of the injunction that on 
the sabbath every man was to abide in his own 
place (Exodus xvi, 29). Elijah must likewise havtl 
broken the rest of several weekly sabbaths (1 Kings 
xix, 7, 8). In the article on Marriage and Kin. 
ship among the Ancient Israelites we gave several 
valid reasons for supposing that the Levitical law 
was not compiled till about the period of the Baby
lonian captivity, and this ignorauce of the institu
tion of the weekly sabbath on the part of those who 
must have known about it, had it existed, is an ad
ditional reason. 

From all this we infer that before coming in con
tact with the Babylonian Assyrians the Israelites 
had no weekly sabbath or day of rest recurring 
every seventh day, but had a festival of the new 
moon on the first day of the lunar month (1 Samuel 
xx, 27), which, as we shall show, was observed by 
them as a day of rest, as it is by other peoples at the 
present day. After they had adopted the weekly 
sabbath from the Babylonians, they endeavored, 
through national vanity, to show that they had 
always observed it, and to account for it they in
serted in their books two traditions of their origin 
whieh are fatally at variance. Exodus xx, 10, 11, 
says : "For in six days J ahveh made heaven and 
earth, the sea, and all that therein is, and l'ested 
the seventh day; wherefore Jahveh blessed the 
sabbath day, and hallowed it"; while in Deuteron
omy v, 15, we read: "And rembember thou wast a 
servant in the land of Egypt, and that J ahvAh, thy 
God, brought thee out thence through a mighty 
hand and a stretched-out arm; therefore Jahveh, 
thy God, commanded thee to keep the sabbath 
day." 

In the later books, written after contact with the 
Babylonians, we :find sabbaths freqpently men
tioned and strongly insisted upon, but nearly 
always in connection with new moons. Thus, in 
Nehemiah x, 33, we read, "For the continual burnt 
offering, of the sabbaths, of the new moons"; in 
Isaiah i, 13, ''The new moons and sabbaths "; in 
Isaiah lxvi, 23, "And it shall come to pass that 
from one new moon to another, and from one sa.b-

bath to another, shall all :flesh come to worship be
fore me, saith Ja.hveh"; in Ezekiel xlv, 17, "In the 
feasts, and in the new moons and in the sabbaths"; 
and in Hosea ii, 11, " Her feasts, her new moons, 
and her sabbaths." New moons and sabbaths are 
also mentioned together in 1 Maccabees x, 24 ; 
1 Esdras v, 32, and in Judith viii, 6. In Ezekiel 
xlvi, i, we read that the gate of the inner court of 
the temple was to "be shut the six working days," 
and opened on the sabbath and the day of the new 
moon, which shows that the latter was a day of rest. 
The offering to be made on the day of the new 
moon was superior to that to made on the sabbath 
(v, 4, 5). In Amos viii, 5, we read : "When will 
the new moon be gone, that we may sell corn, and 
the sabbath, that we may set forth wheat T" which 
again shows that the d.ay of the new moon was a 
day of rest. (New moons are mentioned alone-that 
is, without sabbaths-in Ezra iii, 5. Ezra does not 
anywhere mention the sabbath.) 

In no one of these passages is the new·moon fes
tival spoken of as inferior in importance to the 
sabbath. On the contrary, since the offering was 
superior, it is to be presumed that the festival was 
also superior. Each was a day of rest.-Ool. A. B. 
Ellis, in the Popular Science Monthly. 

News and Notes. 
They say it never rains in Arizona, but it does 

rain, and it rain!! awfully at times. All the last week 
it has been pouring down, and the country is 
:flooded; railroads are torn up and there is but little 
chance of travel at present. One can neither get 
out nor get in to Prescott. They say this is the 
ragged edge of the great California storm which 
has been raging for a. month or so, and which is 
sweeping eastward to the Atlantic, and its battalions 
will race along the prairies of Kansas, Illinois, etc., 
and strike the Atlantic with a roar. So I guess the 
whole country will get the benefit of this enormous 
baptism. It very seldom rains in the month of 
January in Arizona. But this seems to be an exceP
tional year and beats the record. The month of 
December was delightful. Even the blizzards of 
North Dakota hid away as if afraid of the splendors 
of the sun ; but now the elements are let loose, and 
are making up for lost time. However, I think the 
worst is over for this part of the country. The 
shining blue sky is overhead while I write this; and 
everything looks fresh and beautiful, as if n11ture 
had been thoroughly washed; and a. white drapery 
mantles the earth, and the mountains round about 
glitter in silver radiance. The world looks like a 
gorgeous palace. Dame N a.ture is putting on her 
holiday attire after this tremendous cleaning up. 
She looks as spick and span as a. bride, gleaming 
with jewels far as the eye can reach. 

Through rain and shine, however, we hav pro
ceeded with the campaign here. The Prescott 
Freethought Federation has completed its organi
zation, and on Friday night last elected its officers: 
Dr. J. Miller, president; P. A. WilliamR, D. W. 
Pritchett, Sharlot M. Hall, Thomas Roach, J. 
Rodenburg, vice-presidents ; J. W. Roberts, secre
tary; and Mrs. Belle Shull, treasurer. The mem
bership is now nearly one hundred. The main 
object is to establish headquarters with a free 
library and reading-room, and to hold meetings 
during the winter with lectures, essays, etc., by 
home talent, and form the nucleus for a state or
ganization to push the demands of Liberalism. 
The outlook is promising. There is good material 
here for Freethought advance and education. The 
community has been aroused as never before. I 
intended to make a tour throughout the country 
this week, but the storm will prevent my carrying 
out the plans arranged, though I still hope to do 
something in this direcmon. I must wait for the 
streams to return to their natural boundaries. At 
present it is dangerous to cross these swift and thun
dering torrents. Still, it does not take long in this 
country for nature to recover her wonted equa
nimity. In a few days the ravages of the great 
tempest will disappear ; and it will make more 
splendid the harvests of the coming season. 

We are arranging for a big Paine celebration Jan. 
29th, which will close the campaign here with a 
great blaze of enthusiasm, I am sure. Dr. J. Miller, 
Professor Bell, Miss Sharlot M. Hall, and myself 
will make the speeches, and others will furnish the 
music and recitations. Professor Bell has drifted 
to this far-away country, and takes its changing 
fortunes with his usual philosophic placidity. He 
knows what it is to be in the pioneer camp. 

In my lecture on "The Religious Conspiracy" at 
Waco, Texas, and other places, I quoted the follow
ing from an encyclic<~l letter of the pope : 

"I anathematize all who maintain the liberty of 
the press, and advocates of the liberty of speech, 
which is the liberty of perdition. The absurd and 
erroneoulil dootrius7 or ravings, in defense of liberty 
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of conscience are a most pestilential error-a pest 
of all others most to be dreaded in the state. I 
anathematize those who assert the liberty of con
science and of religious worship, and all such as 
maintain that the church may not employ force. 

"Public schools open to all children for the edu
cation of the young should be under the control 
of the Roman church, and should not be subject 
to the civil powers nor made to conform to the 
epinions of the age. The Roman church has a 
right to interfere in the disciplin of public school&, 
and in the arrangement of the studies of public 
schools and in the choice of the teachers of these 
lichools." 

The truthfulness of this extract has been ques
tioned by some members of the church of Rome, 
for many Roman Catholics are not in favor of such 
a declaration, and do not want it put on record. 
Mr. J. D. Shaw, and others, desired my authority. 
Although I was quite sure that I was correct in the 
extract, having quoted it from authentic documents 
before me I was unable to gil•<'ne date of the en
cyclical l~tters containing the extract, and it is 
pretty difficult to ~ret hold of these letters, for the 
Catholics carefully conceal doc11ments when they 
contain such declarations worthy of the dark ages. 
I hav now found my authority, and I desire to put 
it on record for future reference, as I consider the 
extract to express the real spirit of the church of 
Rome to-day, and it is an important record. 

My authority is a book entitled "Our Country," 
by the Rev. Josiah Strong, with an introd!lction by 
Prof. Austin Phelps, of Andover Theolog1cal Sem
inary. It is published by the American Home Mis
sionary Society, Bible House, Astor Place,_ N~;w
York; pages 46 to 59, in chapte~ on ~· Romams~. 

This extract is to be found mamly m an encychcal 
letter of Pope Pius IX, Aug. 15, 1854, and also of 
da.te Dec. 8, 1864. I refer inquirers to this book. 

It may be well to giv some other quotations 
found in this book to show the spirit of the church 
of Rome. 

Says Bishop O'Connor : "~eligious li~ert~ is 
merely endured until the oppos1t can be carr1ed mto 
eff~>ct without peril to the Catholic world." 

The Catholic .Review says : " Protestantism of 
every form, has not, and never can hav, any right 
where Catholicity is triumphant." 

The archbishop of St. Louis once said: "Heresy 
and unbelief are crimes; and in Christian countries, 
as in Italy and Spain, for instance, where. all t~e 
people are Catholics, and where the Catholic reh~r
ion is an essential part of the law of the land, 
the" are punished as other crimes." 

The Boston Pilot says: "No good government 
can exist without religion, and there can be no re
ligion without an InCJ_uisition, whic~ is wisely de
signed for the promotion and protection of the new 
faith." 

Every cardinal archbishop, and bishop in the 
Catholic church takes an oath of allegiance to the 
pope in which occur the following w~rds: "Here
tics, schismatics, and rebels to our sa~d Lord (the 
pope) or his aforesaid successor, I w1ll, to my ut
most,' persecute and oppose" (R. W. Thompson's 
"Tb.e Papacy and the Civil Power," p. 717). . 

Says the Cincinnati Catholic ~eleu_raph_.· "It will 
be a glorious day for the Catholics m th1s country 
when under the blows of justice and morality, our 
scho;l system will be shivered to pieces." 

Bishop Gilmour, in his Lenten Letter,_ March, 
1873 eaid: "Nationalities must be subordmate to 
religion, and we must learn that we are Catholics 
first and citizens nert." 

Cardinal McCloskey says : "They (the Catholics 
of the United States) are as strongly devoted to 
the sustenance and maintainance of the temporal 
power of the pope as Catholics in any part of. the 
world · and if it should be necessary to prove %t by 

' " acts, they are ready to do so. . 
Cardinal Manning puts the followmg sentences 

in the mouth of the pope : " I ack?owledge no ci~il 
power ; I am th~ subject of no pnnce ; and I .cla1m 
more than this, I claim to be the supreme Judge 
and director of the consciences of men ; of the 
peasant that tills the fields, and of the princ~ th~t 
sits upon the throne ; of the hou~ehold that hvs m 
the shade of privacy, and the leg1slator that makes 
laws for the kingdoms; I am the sole last supreme 
judge of what is right and wrong." 

Again he says : "Moreover, we d~clare, affirm, 
define, and pronounce it to be necessa~ to salva
tion for every human creature to be subJect to the 
Roman Pontiff." 

Cardinal Bellarmine declares: "If the_Pope should 
err by enjoining vices or forbidding virtues, the 
church would be obliged to believe vices to be good, 
and virtues bad." 

It is well to know what Rome is from the affir
mations of Rome itself. Comment is unneces.sary. 

From Prescott I shall go to Tucson, Arizona,_ 

where I shall giv five lectures, Feb. 2, 3, 4, 5. 1 

I shall also lecture at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and 
Trinidad, Colorado, from Feb. 13 to March 1. I 
expect to be at Moline, Michigan ; Rising Sun, 
Indiana; Cincinnati, Boston, etc., on my tour East, 
March and April. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Prescott, .Arizona, Jan. 20, EM. 295. 

Paine Anniversary. 
The Brooklyn Philosophical Association held its 

Paine anniversary meflting last Sunday afternoon 
in the big and commodious hall of the Long Island 
Busine"s College. A large and representativ au
dience was present, the ladies being a conspicuous 
portion of it. Mr. Henry Rowley presided and made 
the opening address, dwelling on the clearness of 
construction of Paine's writings and their fulness of 
thought, and saying everyone should study them 
for this reason, irrespectiv of their religious or po
litical beliefs, closing with some of Thomas Paine's 
gems of thought. Mr. T. B. Wakeman was the 
orator of the occasion, his subject being " What 
We Owe to Thomas Paine." To him, the speaker 
said, we owe the initiativ idea and movement of 
this republic as well as the means for perpetuating 
it. No one in the crisis of the Revolution had any 
idea of founding a government such as was founded; 
no one suggested independence from the mother 
country until Paine did in a short article in the 
Pennsylvania Magazine. They wanted only to 
fight the oppression and hoped for a reconciliation 
when the war was over. Therefore, to Thom~s Paine, 
"the first-hand soul," the original thinker, the inde
pendent and earnest man, the friend of humanity, 
the striver for the rights of man, we owe this re
public, where all are free and equal ; from earliest 
times down there was no conception of such a re· 
public. Mr. Wakeman also briefly told of the trials 
of Paine, in his struggle for right and liberty, 
showing that to hiR stormy life we are indebted for 
many blessings. Not only did Paine first suggest 
American Independence; he also advocated the 
emancipation of slaves, the political freedom of 
woman, as well as many other reforms. Mr. Wake
man censured this country for its treatment of 
Paine, and hopedjhat some day, not very far away, 
law and social custom would dedicate the 29th of 
January to Paine's memory as the 22d of February 
is consecrated to Washington, and the 4th of 
July is set aside to commemorate the adoption o_f 
the Declaration of Independence. It was an admi
rable address, to which a synopsis can hardly do 
justiee. Splendid singing and instrumen~al mu
sic made out the excellent program. The riCh, full 
baritone voice of Mr. J. R. Macdonald was heard at 
its best, in a solo, entitled "My Sweetheart, Au 
Revoir," the accompanist being Mr. Van Voo~hees; 
also in a duet with a friend, whose name we d1d not 
get. Five members of the Amaranth Club with 
violins and zithers rendered some popular tunes 
very sweetly. They were liked, and it was a ques
tion whether the players would get tired first or the 
audience in bestowing applause and encores. The 
afternoon was a very enjoyable one. The addres~es 
were excellent, and the music satisfying. In con
nection with this celebration, it is not out of the 
way to say in all probability a Paine celebraLion will 
take place in the coming summer under the aus
pices of the Manhattan Liberal Club or the Liberals 
of New York and Brooklyn. 

One eminent clerical reviewer, in spite of Darwin's 
thirty years of guiet lab_or, and in spite of th~ p~w
erful summing up of h1s book, prefaced a d1atribe 
by saying that Darwin "~ight hav been m_?re m_?d
est had he given some shght reason for d1ssentmg 
from the views generally entertained." Another 
distinguished clergyman, vice-president of a Prot
estant institute to combat "dangerous science," 
declared Darwinism "an attempt to dethrone God." 
Another critic spoke of persons a_cce~ting: th~ Dar
winian views as " under the frenz1ed msp1ratwn of 
the inhaler of mephitic gas," and of Darwin'.s argu
ment as a "jungle of fanc.iful assumption?." An
other spoke of Darwin's v1ews as sugges_ti~g that 
"God is dead " and declared that Darwm s work 
"does open vioience to everything which the Creator 
himself has told us in the scriptures of the methods 
and results of his work." Still another theological 
authority declares: "If the Darwinian theory is 
true Genesis is a lie, the whole framework of the 
book of life falls to pieces, and the revelation of 
God to man as we Christians know it, is a delu
sion and a s~are." Another, who has shown excel
ant qualities as an observing ~aturalist, declared, 
the Darwinian view "a huge 1m posture from the 
beginning."-.Andrew .D. White, in the Popular 

Lectures and Meetings. 
S. P. PUTNAM lectures at Tucson, Arizona, Feb. 2d, 3d, 

4th, and 5th. It is hoped that all friends in the vicinity 
will make an effort to be present. It is important. 

RoBERT G. INGERSOLL leaves New York Sunday, Feb
ruary 3d, for Columbia, S. C., where he inaugurates his 
Southern lecturing tour on the 4th, his subject being 
" Shakspere.'' The colonel will also deliver "Shakspere " 
at Charleston, February 5th; Savannah, the 6th; An,
gusta, the 7th; Macon, the 8th, and at St. Augustine, the 
9th. On Sunday, February lOth, at Jacksonville, Fla., 
Colonel Ingersoll will lecture on the "Liberty of Man, 
Woman, and Child," and at Columbus, Ga., on the 12th, 
he will deliver "Shakspere," which will also be the sub
ject at Atlanta on the 13th. " Liberty" will be the sub
ject at Knoxville, Chattanooga, and, Nashville, on the 
14th, 15th, and 16th respectivly. Colonel Ingersoll is 
in magnificent form and voice, and, of course, will score 
a big triumph in the South. 

J. E. REMSBURG's appointment for February: 
Feb. 2 .......... Virginia, Mo. Feb. 16 .... Midlothian, Tex. 
Feb. 3 ............. Butler, 1\fo. Feb. 17 ...... Corsicana, Tex. 
Feb. 4 ...•...... A.rcadia, Kan, Feb. 17,BloomingG've, TeY. 
Feb. 5 ......... Ft. Scott, Kan. Feb. 18, 19 .... KerenQ, Tex. 
Feb 6 .......... Altoona, Kan. Fe h. 20, 21.. ... Dublin, Tex. 
Feb: 7, 8, 9 ... Watova, I. T. Feb. 22, .Steph~>nville, Tex. 
Feb. 10 ........ Eufaula, I. T. Feb. 23 ..... Ft. Worth, Tex. 
Feb. ll.. .......... Krebs, I. T. Feb. 24 .... Gainesville, Tex. 
Feb. 12 ............ Caddo, I. T .. Feb. 25, 26 ...... Grady, I. T. 
Feb. 13, 14, Royce City, Tex. Feb. 27, 28 .... Duncan, I. T. 
Feb. 15 ............ Dallas, Tex. 

J. E. Remsburg has returned t.o Kan~<aB from his~ Ea~t
ern tour. He delivered seventy-five lectures, speakmg m 
the following cities and towns: Chicag-o, Ill., Marseilles, 
Ill., Ellswo,.th, Til., Martinsville, Ill., Redmon, Ill., Car
bon Ind., New Ross. Ind., Lebanon, Ind., Greentown, 
Ind:, Kalamazoo. Mich .. Mancelona, Mich., Elk Rapids, 
Mich., Hersey, Mich., HubbardRton, Millb., Delphos, 0., 
Lima, 0., Mechanicsburg, 0 .. Newark, 0., Cnrt.land, 0., 
Farmdale, 0 .• Ridgeway, N. Y., Lockport, N. Y., Dun
dee, N. Y., Pultneyville. N. Y., Gouverneur, N. Y., Bos
ton, Mass., Brockton, "MaRs., Southington, Conn, New 
York city. Brooklyn, N.Y., Newark, N.J., Northport, 
N.Y .• Hagerstown. Md., Williamsport, Pa, Glen City, 
Pa., Benton, Pa., Lockhaveu. Pa., Beneze+.te, Pa .• Mc
Donald, Pa., Pittllburgb, !'a., Glouster,. 0._. As~land, 
Ky. Lexington, Kv., Covmgton, K:v, Cmcmnat1, 0., 
Car~ollton, Ind., Louisville, Kv., Madisonville, Ky., 
Wadesville, Ind., Petersburg, Ind., Whitehall, Ill. 

FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 
arranged are: 
Feb. 3 ..... Philadelohia, Pa. Feb. 26 ...... Booth Bay. Me. 
Feb. 6 ....... Norwalk, Conn. Mar. 3 ........ :.Boston, Mass. 
Feb. 7 ....... Meriden. Conn. Mar. 3 ....... Brockton, MaRs. 
Feb. 10, East Dennis, Mass. 
Feb. 12 ...... Harwich, Mass. 
Feb. 17 ......... Boston, Mass. 
Feb. 24 .... Haverhill, Mass. 

Mar. 8 ...... New York, N. Y. 
Mar. lO ...... Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Mar. 10 ....... Newark, N. J. 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements in care of this office. 

. THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, ll20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for February: 
February 1st-" Women as Delineated in Modern Litera

tu.,.e." Sadakichi. 
February .8th-'' Sbakspere and Goethe." Thaddeus B, 

Wakeman. 
February 15th-" Walt Whitman.'' Rev. Merle St. C. 

Wright 
February 22d-"Our Criminal Classes-How Prod11ced 

-The Responsibility-The Remedy." Mrs. Mattie 
P. Krekel. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Bus~ess 
College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for FPbruarv: 
February 3 -"Socialism," Mr. C. H. Matchett. 
February 10-" The Philosophy of Life." Rev. F. E. 

Mason. d , p f E V February 17-" The Mind and Bo y. ro . . . 
Wright. 

February 24-" Old and New Theories.'' Mrs. M. P. 
Krekel. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth sG., Cincinnati. Program 
for February: 
February 3d-" Bible Laws." J. Ross Carpenter. 
February lOth-" T s There a God?" J. Ross Carpenter. 
February 17th-" The Christian Devil: Ought God to 

Kill Him?" Prof. J. Clegg Wright. 
February 24th-" The Ideal of 1776." Mrs. M. A. Free

man. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Lo!lgford, 
secretary meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday m War
ner's Hail, Broad and Wallace streets, Phil~delphia. 
Freethoug-ht publications are on sale at the me_etmg. On, 
February 3d Franklin Steiner lectureR. SubJect at 2.30 
P.M., "Mera'uty Without Religion.'~ 7.30 P.M., ,subject, 
•· Thomas Paine,"-in commemoratiOn of Pame s buth
day. 

MRs. FREEMAN'S lecture appointments: _Boston, Mass., 
Feb. 3d. and lOth. Mrs. Freeman desues to lecture 
during February. Tholle wishing to sACure dates n~t 
taken please write Mrs. Freeman at once 1037 West Madi
son street, Chicago, Ill. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corn!'lr First and Star~ streets, regu
larly every Sunday evemng at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12. 30. 

Science Mon_t_h~lY:._· _______ _ 
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphi~ ~eets at 

. 8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Sk.errett Bmldmg, _N. 
When renewing for THE TRUTH SEEXER add 1 E. corner bf Ridge avenue and Green street. Adm1ss1ou 

25 cents for a copy of the A.lmuAL. It is great. free. All welcome, 
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How Many Veterans There Are! 
0GDE'Iil, UTAH, Jan. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I received and read some 
in" Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" 
and oan indorse all the good things said 
about it. I hav just passed my eighty
third year, and am still aotiv and happy. 
I wish everybody oonld say so in these 
dietressed times of bad government by 
villainous robber rulers. 

As ever yours, JoHN A. J oST. 

Religionist Not in a Normal Condition. 
BusHNlffiL, ILL., Jan. 14, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3.25 for sub
scription, whioh I find, on "looking care
fully on the wrapper," is nearly dead, and 
for the Ingersoll leotnre on the "Holy 
Bible." 

I hav discovered that a man possessed of 
religion is not in his normal state, and oan 
be restored only by careful, patient, and 
persistent treatment. Heston oan't be beat. 

s. L. BABBITT, M.D. 

Will Answer a Christian Question. 
EASToN, WASH., Jan. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav received and read 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." 
It is a fPlendid work, and Mr. Putnam 
deserves the praise of every Freethinker 
in the oonntry. This grand work should 
be in every Liberal's home. "What has 
Freethonght done for civilization and the 
betterment of mankind?" is a question 
often asked by our Christian friends, and 
we oa:c. hand the book to them, and say, 
"Read and investigate for yourself." 

PETER H. Wns. 

A Paper for Our Children~ 
Jan. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Permit me to add a word 
of indorsement of Ida Ballou's artiole in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 5. We need 
snob a paper for our young people the 
very worst way, and I am willing to be
oome a subscriber to a reasonable number 
of oopies, say half a dozen; what I don't 
want for myself I oan giv away. I should 
like to see snob a paper undertaken by 
Miss Wixon, Mrs. Blenker, or any other 
able Liberal, of whom there are many. 

Yours for the rising generation, 
J, 8, pALMER, 

Enthusiastic for Steiner. 
CLARK, PA., Jan. 16, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I send you $1.50 to apply 
on my subscription, Yon don't need to be 
afraid of me, for I am not a believe:r in 
Christianity, but hold it better that the 
millions of dollars annually raised to send 
Christianity among the heathen should re
main here at home, in the United States. 
Civilize our own oountry first. See TH"E 
TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 12, 1895, page 22, 
and that will explain the faots of Christian 
morality. Up wHh the flag of Freethonght 
and wave it over the head of Franklin 
Steiner. G. W. URMSON, 

The Fight is on Now. 
DoLGEVILLE, N. Y., Jan, 12, 1895. 

MR. EoiToR: Inclosed find $7 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and "Four Hundred 
Years of Freeth ought," and one oopy of 
the ANNUAL. The remainder use as yon 
like. 

I hope to hav a leotnre in Dolgeville 
some day. We hav a good Turner Hall 
here. 

The pope made a great assertion when he 
said he wants the rulers to lend their sup
port to religions oreeds. That means to 
ornsh out all Freethonght. The time is 
ooming when the ohnroh and state question 
will hav to be settled. R. McDoUGAL. 

Tolerance and Consistency. 
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 12, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I read your good paper 
weekly. I never kriew its value until I had 
been a Spiritualist for a number of years; 
but I see yon giv ns a rap oooasionally. 
Perhaps it is deserved. Every ism has its 
oddities-people who don't understand 
their own dootrins, and who would help 
their oanse along best by keeping quiet. 
But the ohnroh has its unohriijtian mem
bers, and Liberalism some very illiberal 
advocates-illiberal in denouncing that of 
whioh they are ignorant. To these I would 
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respectfully say: " 'Look before yon 
leap.' No one is so blind as the wilfully 
blind. There is good in everything, but 
good in the searcher is a prereqneit to find-
ing it." ARTHUR F. MILToN. 

It Has a Musical Ring. 
MILFoRD, MAss., Jan. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I inolose $10, for whioh 
please send books and papers as per li"t, 
and use the remainder to cironlate the Chi
cago congress pamphlet. Renew my TRUTH 
SEEKER, The other oopy goes as a New 
Year's gift to a friend. This will be the 
first Freethonght paper to enter his town, 
so far as I know. He told me he would 
read and show the paper, and then oiron
late it where it would do the most good. 
He felt quite sure that he oonld get one or 
two new subscribers, and possibly three, 
before next January oom"s. When there 
arrives an ioy time and horses' shoes need 
sharpening, he opens his shop on Sunday 
(it is looated very near three ohnrches) and 
then the ohnroh people oa.n hear him 
pound the anvil at the same time the min
isters are pounding their pulpits ; and his 
mnsio is much the more agreeable as well 
as useful. Yours truly, C. C. FISK, 

California to New York. 
CENTREVILLR, CAL., Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: As I think it a duty of 
every Liberal-minded man and Free· 
thinker to donate what his oironmstanoes 
will permit, if he wishes to enjoy liberty 
of oonsoienoe during life, to onrtail the 
power of e<>olesia.stioal oppressors who 
would diotate to their fellow men and 
women how to use Sunday or any other 
time. I therefore send yon out of my 
rather limited inoome one dollar to fight 
priestoraft at Albany on the Sunday ques
tion. The donation is small, but if all who 
feel an interest in this would do as mnoh 
yon would be more than able to raise the 
$500 that yon say is needed to make a fight 
for the oanse of free aotion and free 
thought. I am a reader of your valuable 
paper, and the reading of it bas aroused a 
desire in me to do what little I oan to 
maintain our liberty on Sunday as well as 
all other days. We mnst be free from 
priestly interference. JoHN J, RISER. 

This Editcr Has Not "Roasted Governor 
Waite." 

SALIDA, CoL., Jan. 11, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Will ye editor who has 

roasted Governor Waite and the Populist 
party over the Seonlar fire, consider the 
inclosed [Governor Waite's letter in reply 
to petition for re-opening of gambling
houses in Denver], and giv the ex-Colo
rado governor a rebate on this line? And 
as yon set ajar the door of your oharity, 
think of ns poor Western devils, whose 
silver industry b,_as been wiped out, hopes 
blasted, a laudable enterprise prostrated, 
tens of thousands of honest laborers 
turned out of employment, one-half of our 
speoie declared to be dishonest money, 
and nothing in return but an increasing 
bonded indebtedness demanding gold in
terest. This all aooomplished by the Dem
ooratio and Republican parties through 
olass legislation, and in the interest of the 
banking gold sharks, continually de
creasing our oiroulating medium. 

If the Populists as a party oome nearer, 
my God, to thee, in the Constitution, than 
either of the two old parties, I fail to com
prehend the trend of these two political 
fossils; henoe this apology. Come along 
with the Seonlar pioneer; look at the vacat
ed mines, left to be the haunts of bats and 
owls; see the doleful state of affairs, onoe 
prosperous, and people happy; know there 
is no remedy for the oonntry, for the 
crying multitude, under the inflnenoe of 
the two old parties. in power. Investigate, 
realize the serious condition of our conn
try. If yon hav a doubt, giv the weak, 
the poor, the benefit of that doubt. 

H. MURRAY, 

A Laudable AmbHion. 
SouTH AMBoY, N. J., Jan. 10, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find 
$8.25, for whioh please extend my sub
scription to January 1, 1896, and forward 
to me " Four Hundred Years of Free
thought," the ANNUAL, and " Truth 
Seeker Collection of Forms, Hymns," eto. 

There are quite a number of books I 
would like to own, and leave to my ohil-

dren when I giv up the ghost, but think I 
will hav to wait a little while lon~er before 
I am able to buy them. Altbongh I own 
a small collection of Liberal books I am 
anxious to posse~s a good Liberal library, 
If I liv to see my children grow np, I 
shall see that they do not beoome the vic
tims of religions lunaoy. 

My wife is a Lutheran by tradition, but 
neither prays nor goes to obnrch. She 
takes no stook in religious tomfoolery. 

So yon see my obildren will not easily 
beoome religions lnnatios. 

Sincerely yours, AuGUST B!llHN, 

· Common Sense1 from the Pnlpi t. 
GRANGER, MINN., Jan. 1; 1895. 

MR. EDIToR : Will yon allow a little 
spsoe to one who has been a subscriber for 
seventeen years to your gr~nd old paper 
and never troubled you before? 

We hav some very good people in our 
little valley on the Upper Iowa who are 
coming to do a great deal of thinking for 
themselvs. Recently we were oa.lled to 
lay to rest one of our most respected citi
zens, Geo. Damond, who was a pronounced 
Liberal; the remains were taken to the 
M. E. ohnroh, and the pastor, Rev. Hark~ 
ness, gave a disoonrse that was most 
aooeptable to us who deeply feel the loss of 
this good man. · 

We are glad to note that our ohuroh has 
has beoome so that we oan sit and hear a 
little oommon sense ooming from the pul
pit on snob occasions. 

My TRUTH SEEKER is ever cheerfully 
loaned to thQ.Se of my neighbors who oare 
to read it. HENRY ARNoLD. 

Warm Praise for the Pilgrim. 
PULLMAN, WAsH., Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inolose $3.35 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and the A.."'WUAL. I am 
sorry that I oonld not remit sooner, but 
when I tell yon that farmers of Palouse 
oonntry are striving t" liv by raising wheat 
at Demooratio pyioes, from seventeen to 
twenty· five oents per bushel, yon will ad
mit that I hav a reasonable exonse for being 
delinquent. I was hoping to send yon a 
new subscriber this time, but money is too 
hard to get. I find many Liberals here 
who would like to take your paper, and 
wonl!l if times were as good as two years 
ago; and there are many who would order 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought," but oannot afford it at the pres
ent time. I will send yon an order for it 
as soon as I oan. Friend Putnam was here 
some two years ago and gave ns two leot
nres. He aooomplished great good here 
in this oh,.,roh-ridden town. I would like 
to see him again; he is doing a noble work. 
I wi&h yon snooess in spreading the light 
of reason and jnstioe. Long liv THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. M. w. DRINKWATER. 

Of Course She Pleased the Ohioans. 
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan, 19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Mrs. M. P, Krekel, of 
Kansas City, Mo., lectured for this sooiety 
last Sunday evening upon the snbjeot, 
"Christian Civilization or Civil Christian
ity, Whioh?" All those whom we hav 
heard express their opinion, had the high
est admiration and praise for her leotnre. 

We we~e very mnoh surprised by the 
remarkable erudition and intelligence 
manifested throughout this most interest
ing address, in whioh diffionlt definitions 
were formulated with ease and ability, and 
indelicate parts incident to the snbjeot 
were rendered enphemistioally, whioh is a 
quality quite commendable and sometimes 
laoking in a Freethonght leotnrer. In 
faot, we were so captivated by her that, 
before she left, we were fortunate in en
gaging her for the five Sundays in Maroh. 
Snob a leotnrer and person as l'lfrs. Krekel 
is a oredit to the Freethonght platform. 

As she will be in this oity for the month 
of Maroh, and having to leotnre only Sun
day evenings, it would be well for the 
Freethinkers in the oitil's and towns of 
Ohio, Kentnoky, Indiana, and West Vir
ginia, to engage her services for week
day evenings. 

Any oommnnioation addressed her, oare 
of the writer, will reaoh her promptly. 

GEoRGE E. LIGHT, Pres., 
340 Walnut street. 

The Best of Legacies. 
WAsHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 14, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : For inoloaed $3.75 please 

oredit me with one year's subscription and 
send me " Is Snioide a Sin ?" "Linooln," 
and " Shakspere." 

I oannot forbear telling yon how de- _ 
liahted my mother was with the German 
edition of Colonel Ingersoll's "Mistakes 
of Moses," whioh I sent her through the 
Truth Seeker Company for a Christmas 
present. She is in her seventy-ninth year 
and is still vigorous in mind and body. I 
hav not the pleasure of being with her ex· 
oept on my yearly vacation, as she livs in 
Wisconsin, but she writes me that nothing 
oould hav pleased her better than this 
book, and certainly nothing oonld hav 
pleased me better than, to hear this. My 
parents were originally Catholics, but 
aner immigrating to this oountry they re
nounced C11tholioism and embraced the 
rational religion of humanity and Agnosti
cism, in whioh belief my father died, and 
in whioh my mother still happily livs. It 
is t!li1E rioh legaoy of Freethonght they 
hav left their children, for whioh I hav 
ever thanked and blest them. Like Byron 
I hav often said : 

"It may be that in this I am alone, 
But I would not exchange my Freethonght 

for a throne-

Only I know I am not alone. 
Yours truly, J, J. SmRLEY. 

The Effect of Early Training. 
CHAPIN HoME, Deo. 12, 1894. 

MR. EDIToR: Not long sinoe I had oooa
sion to oall on a few friends; among them 
was an elderly religions lady who had 
permanent boarders. She, being full of 
superstition and bigotry, was constantly 
with her Bible, when not engaged with 
household affairs. The family assembled 
every Sunday evening in the drawing
room, where matters of serious character 
were disonssed-oreeds, seots, and relig
ions matters in general. 

A Freethinker boldly ventured to deolare 
his preference for R. G. Irigersoll and his 
sentiments, and opposed the Christian 
religion as being founded on miracles, 
those being based on denial of the laws of 
nature. A deep sensation was oreated in 
the oompany, and a stifled expression of 
horror, with ·a slight moving of ohairs. A 
short silenoe ensued, and then one of the 
party asked the skeptio a q nestion: "You 
don't believe in miracles, and why?" 
"For the reason already m<~ntioned. 
They oontradiot the laws of nature, and 
are opposed to all experience." 

The conversation beoame general. The 
lady said she never heard one talk better. 
"To what ohnroh do yon belong?" "I 
belong to the free ohuroh of reason and 
oommon sense." " I never heard of that 
ohnroh." "It is the ohnroh to whioh 
Ingersoll belonga." "~ me, the Infi
del," exclaimed the pions matron,. with 
uplifted hands and eyes, and left the room 
saying to a friend, "I would not hav be
lieved it of so intelligent a man." 

s. R. THORNE. 

Still it Was a Wrong Use of the Word 
" Religion." 

WATSONTOWN, PA., Jan. 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Your oritioism on page 21 

of THE TRUTH SEEKER oonoerning what 
"The Unlicensed Preacher" wrote in 
Field and Farm, of Denver, will be 
amusing to the author, Mr. Jaoob Huff, of 
Grand Jnnotion, Col., if he sees it. He is 
one of the most olever Infidels I hav ever 
had the plea8nre of meeting, as is also the 
editor of Field and Farm. I doubt 
whether there is another agrioultnral po.per 
in the world that would allow such sermons 
to run in its oolnmns. I believe it would 
be a good thing for Tmn TRUTH Sl!IEKRR 
to reprint these sermons, as they are tough 
on hypocrisy, Mr. Huff, author of these 
sermons, has written for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER on several oooasions and years ago 
he was a regular contributor to the Inves
ti,qator. He has also written for Henry 
George. · 

In the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
Geo. E. Macdonald asks for the opinion of 
some of his agricultural friends oonoern
ing an attack of the editor of the People. 
I was partly raised on a farin and hav 
edited agricultural journals and believe I 
know whereof I speak: In the Eastern 
states you Will not find one farm out of 
every thousand containing as mnoh as 260 
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acres. I know plenty of farmers in Penn
sylvania who hav raised large families on 
less than one hundred acres and as low as 
twenty-five acres, and they hav money 
to loan every year. When the banks 
of the small Pennsylvania towns want to 
borrow money, where do they go ? To the 
large cities? No. They go out among 
the farmers to raise it, and they generally 
get all they want. I wish some one would 
tell me where the farm is located in Central 
or Western Pennsylvania which contains 
260 acres of clear land. Probably at smne 
poorhouse or asylum, but there are very 
few belonging to individuals. One man 
and a family of eight cannot handle a 260 
acre farm here in the Eas~. nor can they 
in the West. Two hundred and sixty 
acres of medium good land will support 
thirty people. Of course there are .fami
lies that a million acres of good land would 
not support. Perhaps there may be 
some preachers that know more than I do 
about farmin~?, but I hav helped farm in 
Pennsylvania, Kansas, and Colorado. 

J. WARD DIEHL. 

Another Splendid Freethinker Gone. 
CLINTON, JA., Jan. 1'7, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: To-day, by reqnest of the 
relative of ihe late B. F. Gove, I send to 
yon a short obituary of the deceased. I 
send it to the Investigator also, for, like 
myself, he was a subscriber to both that 
paper an,d your own. 

Benjamin F. Gove was born in Deering, 
N. H., March 14, 1826, and died at Hah
nemann Hospital, Chicago, Ill., on Tuesday 
morning, Jan. 1, 1895; and on the after
noon of the s~me day his body was crema
ted in Chicago, in accordance with his own 
request. His death was caused by blood 
poisoning, the result of an operation to re
move a tumor from his throat. While in 
health and in possession of his faculties he 
often said that as h& desired to kill no one 
while he lived, so after the animating 
spark had fled he would not like to hav his 
remains, by being buried in the ground, 
contaminate air or water by decomposi
tion to the injury of those who should sur
vive him. He therefore considered cre
mation the better way to di!IPOB<'~ of the 
dead. He often said, also, that when he 
had passed away he wanted no preacher to 
deliver a sermon over his remains. He re
garded life as the proper time to show 
good will; and those he left behind, though 
not exactly coinciding in his religions 
opinions, respected his wishes, and his 
ashes were placed in the grave at De Witt, 
Iowa, without any theological display. 

Mr. Gove had enjoyed good health until 
about four months before his death, when 
he began to be troubled with his throat
At first he thought it was asthma, but after 
a little, and by the advice of a local physi
cian who told him that there was some· 
thing growing in his windpipe, he went to 
Chicago, with the above result. The 
~rrowth proved to be a cancerous tumor. 
Mr. Gove was very radical in his views on 
matters of a so-called religions nature, but 
very mild and undogmatic, and very con
siderate of the feelings of those wHh whom 
he came in contact holding opposit opin
ions. He was in all respects a grand and 
good man. Would to heaven there were 
more of his kind in the world to-day. He 
was a loving husband, a kind and indulg
ent father, always mindful of the welf~re 
and happiness of his family and acqnlmt
anoes. He held many offices of public 
trust in all of which he proved faithful 
and ~orthy. He was school teacher, 
sehool director, justice of the peace, asses
sor trustee and deputy sheriff. He took 

' ' ' . 

He, as the president's away, 
Determine things as best he may, 

Cardinals are the directors' board 
That sanctions the work of their president 

Lord; 
And only elect a pope,. yon know, 
For God presides ex-officio. 

The priests are agents of the church, 
Who gull the sava"'e, and use the birch 
To bind our youth to Peter's rook 
And make them buy the church's stock. 
Certificates are this wise given: 
"So many shares of stock in heaven." 
But what's their value is nngTlessable, 
Although all stock is quite assessable, 

Like other boom-towns, maps are given 
To show yon what a place is heaven. 
Streets are warranted "paved with gold"; 
The choicest town-lots are unsold, 
The finest "mansions are prepared," 
All furnished well and nioPly aired; 
And for those of the corporation, 
They're ready all for occupation. 
And as a further inducement, they 
Hav built a gentle, easy wav, 
That leads straight to this fine possession, 
The only toll is one confession. 
And furthermore to make complete 
The alluring profpeot, still more sweet, 
They o:ffsr, what yon must deRire, 
The very finest band and choir 
Of singers, whose seraphic voices 
Make buyers happy at their choice~; 
And lest yon fail by the way divine, 
They giv yon "angels' food" and "wine;" 
A tempting diet, too, withal, 
Tf it were not so cannibal, 
For, hide the "truth" howe'er they can, 
They know it is both "God " and "man." 

All these are promised to the buyer, 
There's nothing left mind can desire; 
But not till death do they intend 
To e'er declare a dividend; ' 
And though the unknown may conceal 
The pleasure tlle stockholders feel, 
Yet can the church with." honest" pride 
Declare that each one's satisfied. 

Alack! tis sad that 'tis a jest; 
That we can't really invest 
Our money in this oorp"ration, 
And be assured of exaltation 
In that bright after-world to come, 
As set forth bv the churob. of Rome. 
Ala•! that such talk's so much v~pc'r, 
And heaven is but on papal paver, 

And ex-Stockholder, 
VrNOENT C. CosTELLO, 

They Did Not Print It. 
MEADVILLE, Miss., Jan. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I see so many good letters 
and such able articles in the grand old 
TRUTH SEl!lKEfl that I can see no place for 
anything from myself; yet I feel it i:s due 
yon that I aeknowledge the pleasure I feel 
in reaaing it. I cannot say it is the best 
paper on earth, not having 11een them all, 
but I do say it is the best I hay seen. The 
editorials are to me simply grand! I wish 
it was a daily instead of a weekly. Hes
ton's cartoons must prGvoke occasionally 
a smile even from "that ill-humored Old 
Joss." to say. nothing of hilarity from 
saints and angels who hav taken refuge up
stairs. I am sure if he carries the art 
much nearer to perfection, he will burst 
the devil's business, and hell will be for 
·rent in the near future, to be run on extra 
occasions by Jones Bros., Talmage & Co., 
and others of that gentry. Then Free
thinkers may look for the joining of the 
two countries-not, however, to be called 
"greater "heaven or "greater" hell, but 
blended "heav-ell "_ 

I do not see any improvement to be 
made on THE TRUTH·S:mEKER; it is all good 
enough. While I hav no children to read 
the Children's Corner, I read it myself 
with the avidity of a hungry wolf ! A· 
happy and prosperous New Year to Mi"B 
Susan Wixon; in fact, to all of THE TRUTH 
S:mEKER family and friends. For myself I 
wish no greater heaven throughout all 
eternity than to bask in the effulgence of 

a deep interest in the Old Settlers soCie-
ties of Clinton county, and was a promi
nent figure at their annual gatherings. A 
widow, five sons, two daughters, and hun
dreds of friends mourn their loss. 

· the high order of intellectual light that 
shines on me weekly through the columns 
of the loved TRUTH S:m:mKER. 

JAMES A. GREENHILL, 

The lloly Corporation. 
How like a modern corporation 
Is Rome's religions aggregation I 
There's God who is the president, 
And rules the board, to all intent; 
But if the matter's deeply probed, 
You'Jl find the real power robed 
In garments rich and jewels rare, 
The same the present pope doth wear. 

The pope is the vice-president, 
And on all questions pertinent 
That touch the Christian faith or morals, 
Or the ecclesiastic quarrels, 

These people are all church people. 
The Methodist minister who preached on 
this circuit last year became offended with 
some one, or some of his work, and wrote 
a scathing article which was published in 
the Chris~, an Ad·vocate, He termed this 
circuit a cesspool, wherein the filth of sur
rounding communities had been dumped. 
His assault made the people angry. His 
broad and sweeping blow fell heavily upon 
two other denominations. My mother 
being a Baptist, I felt it was right for me to 
pick up the gauntlet and, if possible, to make 
a point for freedom as well as resent a thrust 
at the creed of my sacred mother. For 

fear some would not know my position 
who read what I had to say, I defined it 
thus: "I hav no fight to make f<:>r or 
against these churches for myself; I freely 
concede to each human the right to men
tal freedom and independence, both in re
ligion and politics; I am a stickler for no 
party whose cardinal principles would rob 
the citizen of rights inherent through na
ture; I bend to no creed whose dogmas 
are dripping with the dye of superstition; 
I bow to no precedent by hereditament or 
early environments in life that would sup
press the fullness of thought; I neither 
worship nor acknowledge an infinit God 
as ruling thoughout the cycles of time, 
and who has been unable, or unwilling, to 
remove from his domain conditions that 
hav rendered ninety-nine per cent of his 
subjects unhappy and miserable the most 
of their short lives through evils which 
the most of us hav been taught from in
fancy to believe are the works of the 
oreativ genius of one who is possessed of 
the sublime attributes of infinit wisdom, 
power, and goodness. In the dusts of 
time I can see the footprint of no such 
God. My fight is not for hi:m; if he i:s not 
a myth, the condition of his business on 
earth bespeaks him a weakling unworthy 
of assistance from human source. My fi~ht 
is for the rights of man; to better his con
dition my aim; the truth I would sustain; 
a falsehood I would condemn. 

" When we read an article from the pen 
of a man whose language is vituperativ, 
unkind, and damaging to the community 
in and from which he begs and bilks a 
support for himself and family, we are 
awe-stricken and stand aghast in wonder 
if it be the language of a demon sent from 
the rogue's refuge to harass and torment a 
good people, or if it is an unwelcome truth 
to be made shine in letters of gold. The 
duty of the community is to investigate. 
and if his charge is false, let the courts 
brand the author a liar; if true, let them 
crown him a hero and cleanse it of its 
filth!" These papers would not publish 
what I bad to say, because they were 
afraid their subscribers would hurl anathe
mas on their tender head!. 

Yours for truth, freedom from intel
leotnalserfdom, and for humanity, 

J. E. SOOTT. 

Mount Ingersoll. 
QUINIAULT, WASH., Dec. 16, 1894. 

"0 lead me to the rook. Lead me to 
the rook; lead me to the rook that is higher 
than I." 

MR. EDITOR: Colonel Ingersoll probably 
does not know that away in western Wash
ington, far beyond the sound of human 
voice, covered with snow that is ;nearly 
perpetual, there is a rook that i:s higher 
than himself. 

Snob a rook there is, and it bears his 
name, though, locally, it is known as 
"Colonel Bob." On the 23d d11y of July 
1893, my son Robert and myself started 
for a mountain climb "for fun." We left 
my claim near the head of Lake Quinrrielt 
about seven in the morning, and proceeded 
u.p the river in a canoe. About two miles 
from our starting-point we stopped at Mr. 
Clark Pealer's ranch, thinking to change 
boats, as ours leaked. Mr. Pealer thought 
he would hav some fun too, and went with 
us. Two miles further up we landed and 
banked our boat, and ate a lunch, as it was 
about noon, then turning our backs to the 
river we crossed a wide gravel bar, and 
then about half a mile of bottomland 
densely covered with brush, in which 
huckleberries anli bear-signs were plenty, 
to the foot of a steep bluff hedged about 
with "devil' a club," a sort of vegetable 
covered with sharp spines which lies along 
the ground in a semicircular erection 
waiting to hit yon in the face if yon step 
on it. 

Here the climbing began; first a thirty
foot, perpendicular blnft, soon surmounted 
by the help of the sword-ferns growing in 
the crevicE's; from thence the climb was 
through fairly open woods of fir, spruce, 
cedar, but prinQipally hemlock, up all the 
time at an angle of about forty-five de
grees, until we gained the backbone of 
the ridge, which we did about 3 o'clock 
P.M. Following this ridge we reached 
snow about four, and in a few minutes 
more came to a large field of the same. 
Here, for the first time, I beheld red snow, 
it was in stripes ·of a deep crimson. This 
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field was a small one of not more than an 
acre in extent. Passing a rather ticklish 
place which we named the bridge, and on 
one side of which was certain death, and 
on the other side perdition, we began to 
learn what climbing was. We soon passed 
a small gap where the winter-beaten trees 
were so stunted and thick that my ax was 
in constant use. We came to another larger 
field of snow. Mr. Pealer climbed a small 
peak and, returning, informed us that 
"Baldy," the mountain we intended to 
climb, was not the highest-as it had a!. 
ways been reported to be-of the range 
between the Upper Quinaielt, and th~ 
Humptulips on the south. After a short 
consultation we agreed that our motto 
should. be " Excelsior," and after some 
more argument as to route, in which the 
boys finally yielded to me as the more ex
perienced mountaineer, we proceeded. 
li'ollowing the snow we started a deer, but 
Robert, who had the gun, was not in posi
tion to shoot, and he escaped. We found 
some pretty steep grades; some places 
where claws would hav come in handy, 
and the ax had to be frequently used to 
o..,t away the mountain cedar, The fina1 
sharp climb was over a round, nea.'rly 
smooth, ro<ik, in some places perpendicu
lar, and with few crevices and no vegeta
tion. We left our packs and olimbed the 
last hundred feet in about half an hour. 
Once on the top, "we watched the sun 
sink in the western wave." The boys went 
back and got the packs. I out some wood 
-there was quite a grove down the east 
side of the mountain-we melted snow and 
made oo:ffee, watching the view fast dis
solving in the purple gathering night. To 
the west, the Pacific oosan enveloped in a 
brown coat of fog. South, Gray's harbor 
showed a white coat. North, the moun-. 
tains on Vancouver island were visible; 
the straits and Pnget Sound marked bv 
white ban\:s of fog. Far in the east Mt. 
Ranier glowed pink in the rays of the sun 
already set to us, while the white giants of 
the Olympic range seemed only a gunshot. 
away. A few cedar boughs, and a good 
fire, completed our comfort, albeit we had 
little room; the flat portion of the top was 
surrounded by a rook-parapet, except on 
one side that grew full of mountain cedar. 

Before retiring we noticed one clear 
electric light to the south, probably in one 
of the Grav's harbor towns. We slept 
well, but woke early, being rather short of 
blankets, and while eating breakfast the 
sun came up. Sometime I shall try to 
write up that sunrise; not now. Bnt gray 
blankets of fo~ were slipoing up the val
leys as though alive, and we hurried our 
preparations; taking a sack that had held 
our provisions, we split it to make a flag, 
which we set in a pile of stones. It was 
then that the proposition was made to 
name the mountain. - The boys deferred 
to the old man and, not knowing any 
higher character, I called it Mount Inger
soll, and we drank to him and it in oo:ffee. 
Writin~ an account of our proceedings, 

we placed it in a tin box in the stone hal· 
last of OTlr flag staff, and ber;·an the de
scent. We olimbed.Monnt Baldy, but the 
fog had turned to a drizzle, and though 
we stayed several hours we got no view. 
Going down was easy. You hav only to 
let go, thon~h occasionally it is necessary 
to" grab on." We arrived at home about 
dusk, in this country at th!lt season about 
10 o'clock P.M. It is never dark here in 
midsummer, that is, not in clear weather. 
Subsequently, we took a party of ladies to 
the top of Baldy, the elevation of which, 
by the temperature of boiling water, I 
made to be about 4,500 feet, which nearly 
agrees with an aneroid reading taken by a 
party wbo were up this. summer. Mount , 
Ingersoll isabont five hundred feet higher; 
it is the highest peak in that spur of the 
Olympics between the Qninaielt and 
Humptulips rivers; is situated in Che
halis county, about five miles in an air 
line, a little south of east from Lake 
Qninaielt, from the western portion of 
which the peak is visible. Our flag stood 
the storms of last winter, and was waving 
in August. 

Our man also stood the storms of last 
winter. l\iay he long continue in the land, 
and, as his namesake, the mountain, calmly 
overlooks the storms of the Pacific, so may 
he overlook the storms of life. 

J. N. Loo:s:E 
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251 LAY ME LOW. 8lines, 7s. 
A. J, WADLIA. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
tioni< for this Gomer should be sent. 

l_ ::{--- .i----1~~PQ I i~t -~:±1~: I 
l. Lay I!le low, my work is done; I am wea- ry, lay me low; 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dar's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Honr." rn 1 H m=1 ttr = ¥4===1 

The Shut-Eye Train. 
Come, my little one, with me! 
There are wondrous sights to see 

As the evening shadows fall; 
In yonr pretty cap and gown, 

Don't 'det.ain 
u ~~==1#i±q~-wvt=1==~-=~' 

Where the wild flowers woo the sun, Where the balm - y breez- es blow; 
The Shnt-Eye train-

" Ting-a-ling !" the bell it goeth, 
":Toot-toot!"' the whistle bloweth, 

And WA hear the warning call; 
".All abom·a.ror Shut-Eye Town!" 

Over hill and over plain 
Soon will speed the Shut-Eye train! 

Through the blne where bloom the stars 
And the Mother ll!oon looks down 

We'll swa:r 
To land of Fay-

.. 

Oh, the sights that we shall see there! 
Come, my little one, with me there

'Tis a goodly train of cars- Where the but - ter - fly takes wing, Where the as - pens droop-ing grow; 
All aboara for Shut-Eye Town. 

Swifter than the wild bird's flight, 
Through the realms of fleecy light 

We shall speed and speed a way l 
Let the night in envy frown

What care we 
How wroth she' be! 

'l'o the Balow-land above ns, 
To the Balow folk who'love ns 

Let ns hasten while we may-
Au aboara.tor Shut-Eye Town! 

8hnt-Eye Town is passing'fair
Goli'en dreams await us there; 

We shall dream thos~ dreams. my dear, 
Till the Mother Moon goes down-

See unfold 
Delights untold 

And in those mysterious places 
We shall see beloved faces, 

And beloved vo'ces hear 
In the grace of Sh•.tt-Eye Town! 

Heavy are your eves my sweet, 
WeRry are Your litte feet

Nestle closer np to me 
In your pretty cap and gown; 

Don't detain 
The Sbnt-Eye train! 

Where the young birds chirp and sing, .... 
2 I have striven hard and long 

In the world's unequal fight, 
Always to resist the wrong, 

Always to maintain the right; 
.Alwavs with a stubborn heart 

Takiug, giving blow for blow; 
Brothers, I have played my part-

1 am weary, let me go. ... 
179 

I am wea - ry, let me go. 

3 Shield and buckler, hang them up, 
Drape the standard on the wall; 

I have drained the mortal cup 
To the finish, dregs and all. 

When my work is done, 'tis best 
To let all my troubles go; 

I am weary, let me rest-
! am weary, lay me low. 

"Ting-a-ling !" the bell it goeth, 
"Toot-toot!" the whistle bloweth

Oh, the sights t.hat we shall see! 
.All aboara.ror Shut-Eye Town! 

From the "00SMIAN HYMN BOOK." Compiled by L. K. WAsHBUBN. 
Sold at The Truth Seeker office. Price, $1.50 • 

Babyhood of the Earth. Correspondence. 
It does seem strange to think of the earth D-;L NoRTE, CoL, Jan. 9, 1895. 

as a great, fat, pudgy baby. But so it was. DEAB MISS WIXoN: I wiii now take the 
And it was a long, long time changing, pleasure of writing to the Children's Cor-

ner. I suppose yon hav forgotten me by gro~g, just li~e all babies. It kept this time, but I hav not forgotten yon. It 
rnnnmg around Its mother, the sun, and, has been two years since I last wrote to the 
by and by, the gases that Played about it, I Corner. I hav a little brother eight 
two of them, at least, began to condense, months old; his name is Theodore. I am 
and a ohange appeared on the babv's body. :fifteen years old, and I ride horseback.,_ 
W d 't b T · d and this winter Tam learning to skate. .1 

ater oame, an I oame m_mg ~10t, an do not go to anypnbliosohool, but mamma 
for many hundreds of years It boiled and teaches ""e at home. Well, I will close, 
bubbled from the body of the infant hoping to see this in print. I remain, as 
Earth. After awhile it began to oool, and ever, Your friend, OLIVE L. JEROME. 
produced what we oall the ooean. Like [Do not wait so long before yon write 
all babies, the earth was incessantly in again, Olive. Now is the time to learn, 
motion. It oonld not keep still a minute. and, by and by, yon will hav to teaoh that 

There were little dabs of land, here and little baby brother.-ED. C. C.] 
there, :flats a few feet above the moving, 
restless sea, wbioh made the baby earth 
appear as if it had the measles, or ohioken
pox, or some other baby ailment. 

It was, perhaps, like the ohemioal pow
ders whioh, after boiling a long time, fall 
out of solution, as salts of lime, potash, 
soda, eto. Some think a part of this 
chemical. substance is seen in the very .old
est of known rooks, that is, the Laurentian 
limestone of Canada, whioh is about thirty 
thousand feet in thickness. This is the 
rook in whioh Sir Wm. Logan thought he 
had discovered the remains oi the first life 
on this planet-the Eozoon, whioh means 
the dawn of life. But recently, Eozoon 
has been proved untrue. This matter had 
been in dispute about thirty years, but it 
is now known to be only a :figment of 
imagination. 

The earth was still a restlsss, aotiv thing, 
continually in motion, leaping, rolling, 
tumbling, over and over and over again. 
Its mamma, the great Sun, must hav 
watched it with wonder. But she knew it 
would oome out all right, only giv it time. 
It was assuming shape, growing, changing, 
and it was in its nature to be aotiv. And 
while it grew the years roiled on. 

s. H. w. 
[TO BE CONTINUED,] 

CHILLICOTHE, 0 .. 
Miss S. H. WIXoN· The two cllildish let

ters herein sent to the Corner, are by two 
of. the swAetest little girls in all the country 
side. (They are mine, you know.) I 
looked over . the letters, and dropped a 
oomma here and there; but, otherwise, 
they are just as they oame from the chil
dren's unformed minds. These letters may 
encourage otherR to try in their weak. 
ohililish ways. We sometimes see letters 
in the Corner purporting to hav been 
written by a five-< r a six-year-nld, whioh 
would hav done oredit to a head whitened 
by the fallit~g snows of sixtv winters. To 
say the IAast, snob letters are disoonragin~ 
to little folks, who do not know (as, of 
oonrse, von and I do) that said letters we .. e 
not penned by a five-year-old. This letter 
is not intended for publication, but yon 
may use it if yon wish. It might serve as 
a hint to some. 

Yours for liberty and justice, 
JAMES PoE CRYDER. 

[We are sure they are treasures, and yon 
hav reason to be proud of them. A child, 
unfettered by superstition, cannot help 
being a oredit to its parents.-ED. C. C.] 

DEAR Miss WIXON, AND CoRNER FRIENDS; 
I go to school. Our teacher's name is 
Charles Elmer Stiglar. He is a Christian. 
He will not let anybody speak anything 
but Christian pieces. All of the pupils 
hav leagued together, and there are going 
to be but three to get pieces, and they are 

I Christians. Three out of forty. The 
teacher copied a pieoe for two of my cons
ins, and their mother would not let them 
learn them; she burned them. I am nine 
years old. I hav a brother and sister. My 
sister'fl name is Maud; my brother's name 
is Claud. To· day has been dark and dis
mal; the water oame down and drenched 
everythin~. About evening, the ann oame 
out, and over on France's hill, when the 
ann was shining, it looked very beautiful. 
If any of the ohildre:ra would write to me, 
I wonid answer. 

Your Liberal friand, 
GENRVINR ERMINE CRYDER, 

[The teacher ought to let his pupils ex
ercise their judgment in learning pieces to 
speak. Yon and Maud are lovely girls, 
because somebody has told us so, and we 
want yon to write to the Corner often.
ED. c. C.] 

DEAR Miss WIXoN, AND CoRNER FRIENDS: 
It has been :fifteen months since I last 
wrote. Last summer, during the drouth, 
my cousins came to see me, and we took a 
hymn book or two, and got them and my 
brother and sister to climb up in the hay
mow, and we sang psalms, and had a lot 
'of fun singing, and then (just for fun) we 
prayed for rain. This was Sunday, and 
on Monday we hail a goose "drownder." 
We were playing Sunday-school. I read 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER about tom-toms, 
and thought this would correspond with 
that aooonnt. We take that paper, and 
also Mrs. Waisbrooker's valuable p~por, 
Ma sent for a copy of the Little Free· 
thinker last Saturday, and when abe goes 
to town I expect she will get it. If any
one should wish to write to me, I would 
gladly answer. Please address, Maud 
Ethel Cryder in oare of James Poe Cry
der, Chillicothe, 0. I shaH always be a 
Freethinker. 

Your Freethinking friend, 
MAUD E. CRYDP:R. 

[Maud is not forgotten, although it is a 
long time sinoe she wrote before. She is 
one of our jewels.-ED. C. C.] 

CROSBY, TEx., Jan. 16, 1895, 
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN-Dear Friend: 

I will attempt to write again, as it has 
been a good while since I wrote last. THE 
TRUTH BEEKER failed to hav the Children's 
Corner in it this week. It looks as if the 

children might write a little oftener to the 
Corner than they do. Mv father ha11 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" 
and Colonel Jngersoii's lecture, "About 
the Holy Bible," and THE TRUTH SlllEKER 
ANNUAL. I think they are the best books 
I ever read. I wish we oonld get Colonel 
Ingerson to lecture here, but there are 
not enough people to pay him to come, 
this place is so thinly settled, but I hope 
it will settle up enough for us to hav a 
good school, if nothing else. I hav a good 
laugh, ever} time THE TRUTH SEEKl!IR 
comes, over those cartoons of Watson Hes
ton's. Weii, the pions parson stands a 
poor· show here; he has no plaoe to preach 
unless he preaches in some one's dwelling
house, and I guess he is afraid the Lord 
wouldn't recognize him if he didn't preach 
in a regular ohnroh. 

Your Liberal friend, BELLE HARVEY. 
[Next to listening to Colonel Ingersoll 

is to read his lectures. A town without a 
parson in it must be a good place in which 
to liv. Try and study at home, Belle, if 
there is no school. Yon can learn study
ing by yonrself.-ED. C. C.] 

ZALESKI, 0., Dec. 24, 1894. 
MII!lS SuSAN WIXoN-Dear Friend: Four 

or :five vears a~o I wrote a few letters to 
the Children's Corner, and as I do not 
'lee many letters in the Corner at present 
I hav concluded to write again. 

I liv in a town of about six hundred in
habitants; three or four years ago we had 
fl. population of about eleven hundred. 
Nearly all the men worbd at the B. & 0. 
S. W. R. R. shop11 and at the coal-mines, 
operated by the Zaleski Co. The shops 
hav been moved to Chillicothe, and the 
Zaleski Co. has gone out of business. The 
only industry now carried on is the cut
ting of timber and the making of stavfs 
and hoop-poles. But we still hav our 
usual number of churches-one Catholic, 
one Methodist, and one Baptist. We hsv 
:five stores and four saloons in town. If 
something new does not start up soon, 
some of these wiii hav to close up. 

I am :fifteen years old, and do not go to 
school, but study at home. I study read
ing writing, arithmetic, spelling.' geogra. 
phy, gramm,.r, history, physio101Zy, and 
shorthand. A month or two ago I took a 
trip to Pennsylvania, to visit some of my re
Jativs. I went to Pittsbnrl!', and from there 
about sixty miles up the Monongahela 
river, to Rice's Landing, where my rela
tivs Iiv. I had my :first boat ride on the 
Monongahela river, which was quite a 
treat. I enjoyed my visit very much. 

The weather is very :fine for t.his time of 
the year; we hav not had any cold weather 
yet. Yours for Freethonght, 

CLELIE JAMES. 
[It is gratifying to know that Clelie has 

not forgotten the Corne:~: during the past; 
years. Do write oftener.-ED. C. C.] 

NOW-THE TIME TO MAKE MONEY! 
Last m nth I cleared. after p• • ing aJl expenses, 

$175 45; the month before, $149.93. And have at 
the same time attended to my regular bnsinesp 
I believe anYone, anywbero, can do as well, as I 
have not, a particnlarl:v good loeati~n and no ex
perience. When yon have an article that every 
family w;nt•, it Js very ea~y ~elling it. It seems 
strangA that a gooil, cheap Dish Washer was 
never before plaeed on the marltet. With the 
Climax. which sell• .. t $5. yon can wash and dry 
thA dishes fnr a family in two minutes, without 
putting the hands in water; as •oon as people see 
the Washer work, they want one, and that ts why 
so mnch money can be made so q_11_i•ki:v. For fnll 
n•rticnlars. ad·•rePs the Climax Mfg. Co., Colnm
bns, Ohio. I feel convinced that any ladv or 
gentlFman, in any location, can make from $5 to 
$'0 a ilay, as every fami'y will very soon have a 
Dish Washer. Trv it, and publish your experi
ence for the benefit of others. 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science. Clot $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries • f Progress. 

By Snsan H. Wixon. Paper, cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Libe I Romanoe. 

12mo. 300/P~$1. 
Apples o ttold. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12Jno. 888 pp., fl 25. 
The Story Hour. AnExoept10nally Hand· 

some and Interesting Book\ Without Supersti
tion for Children and Yontn. The Only Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 fnll-page illustrations and 215 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns· 
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

Trruth Seeker Beaderrs I 
HAVE YOU TBE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do yonr children learn these beantifnl songs of 

Tenn:vson. Whittier. Longfellow. and other Poets 
and sin~ them in~vour homes. making them hap· 
py and bright ?-SEND FOR A OOPY,-Green clotll, 
gilt title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 cents. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. 
A Consideration of the Doctrine 

of Personal Immortality. 
By OTTO WETTS TE/N. 

A Paper rearl at the International Freeth ought 
Oongress at Chicago, October 5, 1893. 

Price, 10 (lentil. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 
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A TALlll OF A HALO. 
The Truth Seeker Oompany has pnb

lished a work entitled "A Tale of a Halo " 
whi.oh deserves m_ore than a passing notio~. 
It 1s a poem \VhlOh lovers of Lucille will 
at once recognize as in the meter of their 
favorit. The author, Mr. Morgan A. Rob
ertson, is a new writer, but a courageous 
oh.ampion of Freethonght, a profound ad
muer of tha true, the beautiful, anti the 
sublime, wherever found, and those who 
know him best consider bim one of the 
most promising of our new school of 
writers. 

The artist has dnne his work well and 
has furnished illustrations which are at 
once very explanatory of the text. The 
work shows the absurdity of the whole 
Ohristian hierarchy and angelology of 
heaven. It is high-toned, often sarcastic, 
and, throughout, amusing. 

The stm·y opens with S~. Peter sitting by 
the gate of heaven smoking. It seems 
that somebody had interdicted his smok
ing inside of the gate because 

"The smoke from that pipe had a smell of 
its own, 

Too strong for the incense that hung 
'round the Throne." 

This had disgruntled St. Peter, 
" He picked up his pipe, his tobacco and 

stool 
With a grunt of disgust at the new-fangled 

rule, 
And passed through the portal of jasper 

and gold 
Where smoking was not by the by-law 

oontroled. . 
'Strike<~ me,' quoth the saint, 'snoh a 

rule would work better 
If posted in Hell and ')bserved to the let

ter.' 
And :filling and lighting tilis pipe as he 

spoke 
He seated himself for a good quiet smoke.'' 

While he was thus seated, a very digni
fied person approaches. S€1 digui:fied is 
he that he scarcely condescends to notice 
tile saint, and when the latter asserts him
self and demands his credentials, begins 
an argument which ends in his gaining ad
mittance to heaven. Once inside, tile 
stranger develops a very fastidious taste as 
to his outfit, and tile more trouble is given 
because, ages ago, the mechanics had all 
been banished to hell. 

The author has expressed this in a pecul
iarly happy manner: 

"He needed no hymn-book, but as for tile 
rest 

Of his outfit, he wanted it 'made by the 
best 

Of the workmen and tailors that Heaven 
contained. 

And to order '-but here was a hitch; 
there remained 

Not one of that skillful and dextrous band 
Of angel mechanics whose genius had 

planned, 
And gathered, and built from the chaos of 

Night 
This beautiful, glorious Oity of Light; 
And also had furnished some outfits for 

souls 
Who could capture a place on the heavenly 

rolls. 

For ages ago they had shown their dislike 
Of working so hard and had gone on a 

strike 
Under Satan, but failed in their object, for 

-well, 
They all became devils residing in Hell. 
Since then when the angels or spirits had 

done 
Any damage in Heaven, a cherub would 

run 
With a noiioe to Satan, who'd rout from 

their lairs 
Some devils and send them to make the 

repairs." 

Being finally :fitted out to his taste, he 
sallied forth to join the heavenly choir, 
where he soon found himself the center of 
discord and jealousies equal to anything 
on earth. When he started to sing no one 
would join him, and everybody regartled 
him with unfavorable eyes. 

"If he could hav such a :fine outfit, why 
could not the rest?" 

The archangel Michael was not very 
busy that day and was sauntering around 
the celestial city. He took a good look at 
the new-comer when he at once recognizes 
in him Beelzebub, Satan's lieutenant. 

Realizing that it is all np with him Beel
zebub knocks Michael down with his halo, 
smashes his harp and crown, and amid a 
cloud of sulphurous fumes, changes to the 
shape of a devil and sails aloft with Michael 
and the whole heavenly army in pursuit, 
but no one can oatoh him. The author 
discourses on this point as follows: 
'' How this should so happen, I really can't 

tell; 
But they were ontflown by a devil from 

hell. 
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400 Years 
OF · • I I 

IFreetl1_ough tl 
I 8~ Samu;;; Putllam I 
I Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and I 

i 
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I 

Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 
With The Truth Seeker Cor One Year, $6.50. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Frreethinkerrs, oj the Past 

l!'owr H undrred Yearrs. 

• 

(Z' H.E TRUTH S.E.EKER COMPANY announced in Ooto
le.J her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed I 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not ~~ 

~.· realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay :3 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~~ 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly :3e 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- ~~ 
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~· 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have ~~ 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact I 
that the illustrations are the most costly p"art of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FoUR HUNDRED YEARs oF FREE
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

I unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and, is the most 

I magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With "The Truth . Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 

I~ THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. I 
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The reason may be, tilat the devils had 
worked 

While living in Hell, and the angels had 
~hirked 

And lain around Heaven with nothing to 
do 

But daily to welcome a spirit or two. 
And the watching of :fires and the tossing 

of coals 
With the details attending tile roasting of 

souls 
Will strengthen the muscles, and this may 

explain 
How all of their efforts to oatoh him were 

vain." 

Peter, a passiv, but mnoh interested, spec
tator of the strange drama, and, in spite 
of howls and prayers, carries him high in 
the air. Involuntarily be makes the sign 
of the cross. He is dropped, fortunately, 
in the River of Life, and betakes himself 
to his post at the gate, possessed of the 
secret which will overcome the :fiend, and 
resolved to wait until others had suffered 
from the devilish pranks. Then he would 
drive the iBfernal visitor out and obtain 
the credit. 

Beelzebub, enraged by his experience 
with St. Peter, charges on the oonnoil of 
war which 

'' consisted of Michael and most 
The angel Gabriel gets within reach of Of his angels, and also some saints from 

the powerful :fiend and is hurled, with the host, 
• • a furious flapping of wings, to the Who down on the earth had perfected a 

ground." Plt;ron . ·" 
The chase is given np at thfs stage; Mi- For oastmg out deVIls, 

ohael musters his foroelil and convenes a Scatters it, and then swoops down on the 
oonnoil of war. I legion of glorified so~s, none of whom 

Meanwhile tile :fiend pounces on St. had remembered tile mgn of tile cross, so 

omnipotent on earth. The onslaught is 
graphically described: 
"And on went tile :fiend in his terrible 

might 
Through the ranks of the host. 'Twas a 

sickening sight 
As he felled them by dozens, with brnad 

sweeping blows 
Of his black horny wings, leaving rows 

upon rows 
Of the stricken behind him; they scat

tered and fled 
With loud sareams of terror, and soon 

they were spread 
To the uttermost bounds of the place; still 

pursued · 
By that demon of wrath. Before long he 

had strewed 
The ground with nine-tenths of the glori

fied souls-
The other one-tenth had got into some 

holes." 
St. Peter enjoys this scene hugely, and 

is m"re than pleased when the devil sets 
fire to heaven. The antiquated fire-engin 
is inadequate to meet the emergency, and 
the "mansions in the skies " are soon a 
mass of smoking ruins. At this juncture, 
as the saint resolves to show his power, St. 
Patrick, who has been down on earth cele
brating his birthday, approaches the gate 
in the unsteady, but pugnacious, condition 
of a great many others who celebrate their 
birthdays. St. Peter apprises him of the 
trouble inside, and :finding that St. Pat
rick is also aware of the wonderful power 
of the sign of the cross, tries to keep him 
out. This angers St. Patrick, the argu
ment waxes hot until, at last-

" Biff I 
The stick of St. Patrick descended, and if 
The head that it straok had been softer, 

'tis clear 
The blow would hav :finished St. Peter's 

career. 
But the stick flew in pieces, then hammer 

and tongs 
The saints went to fighting. Such con

duct belongs 
To the regions of hell; I, in fact, do not 

care 
To describe the details of' this shocking 

affair; 
A very disgraceful pro~eeding; forsooth, 
I speak of it only for love of the truth!" 

St. Patrick conquers his colleague, let's 
himself in with th~ key, inoorrnpts a con
versation between the arohangal and 
Beelzebub, and making the puissant sign 
under the nose of tue :fiend causes him to 
sink to the ground in hope1uss terror. 
Then he seizes Gabriel's horn, lifts the 
infernal foe to his feet by his tail, and be
laboring him over the head and back with 
tile horn, chases him toward the gate. 

St. Peter, in a frenzy of ohagrm, slams 
the gate in their faces, and heaven's great 
legion bears down on the discomfited 
enemy, each one making the sign of the 
cross on his breast. 

There is a furious crush, and St. Patrick 
gets most of the blows intended for Beel
zebub. Michael, disgusted at the exhibi
tion, resolves to end it. 
"And spreading his pinions, he soon was 

above 
The struggling exponents of kindness and 

love, 
Where, ganging his distance, he dropped 

to the ground 
And elbowed a circle of space close around 
The meroiltlBB saint and his victim: he held 
His :fist to the nose of St. Patrick, and 

yelled, 
'Let go of that tail and that horn-I 

insist!' 
' Will ye moind ye~ own business?' said 

Patrick. The fist 
Drew back and returned with the sicken

ing crash 
Of a battering ram on the jaw of th<~ rash 
And unhappy St. Patrick, who, dropping 

the horn 
And the tail, by the terrible impulse, was 

borne 
Full forty feet off, where, nnoonsoions, he 

lay 
Along with three others who stood in the 

way." 
Beelzebub escapes to the ramparts, 

beckons Michael up to him, and in a ring
ing speech give him his private opinion of 
the workings of the Ohristian religion as 
exemplified in the Roman Oatholio church 
and tells him to beware of the canonized 
saints who defy his command. 

He is then frightened off into "outer 
darkness" by the indomitable St. Peter, 
who, seeing a lull in the proceedings, has 
approached and made him the sign. 

Heaven is rebuilt and reorganized. 
Michael makes policemen of his angels 
and they keep the glorified souls in their 
seats. The story closes with the following: 
"And the host onnld now sing, and be glad, 

but-alas! 
Saints Peter and Patrick don't speak ·as 

they pass; 
A very unfortunate state of aflairs, 
Increasing a little the Archangel's cares. 
And preventing me too, ere rAsigmng my 

pen, 
From sayine: that peace was in Heaven 

again,.,.' 
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.Jt ot for I} arsons. 

EDITOR IN CBIEF: "Where did you put 
that :parrot of mine?" Office Boy: "I 
hung him in the religions editor's office, 
sir." Editor in Chief: "Didn't I tell you 
I didn't want that bird to learn how to 
swear?"-New Yo1·k Herald. 

REC'IoR: "It is instructiv to note what 
a flood of light one paessge of scripture 
throws nponanother." Ewe Lamb: "Yes. 
I couldn't understand about there being 
no marrying or giving in marriage above 
until I read how hard it was for a. rich man 
to enter the kingdom of hea.ven."-Lije. 

DEACON SASSAFRAS (a Hardshell Baptist): 
"I hav just been reading about a ~an 
who was killed by lightning while playmg 
base-ball on Sunday in Kentucky. There's 
a. jedgment for yon!" Hiram Oatcake: 
" 1 don't know about its bein' a jedg
ment; a church near by was struck and 
destroyed at the same time." Deacon 
Sassafras: "That doesn't cut any figure. 
It was a Presbyterian church."-Puck. 

WESTERNER(in Eastern village): "Sa-ay, 
I want a shave, but I can't find no barber
shop open." Resident: "This is Sunday, 
and all business stops on Sunday." "H nhl 
Don't the barbers do no shaving at all on 
Sunday?" "Only in case of necessity. 
They are allowed to shave dead men." 
"Wall, by gum! This is the fust time I 
ever struck a place wba.r a man. who needed 
a shave on Sunday was expected to kill 
hil!self fust." 

A BUBSCRmER sends us the following, 
which he alleges to be "a fact"within the 
range of his own personal knowledge: 
Christian Lady (to carpenter who had, 
much against his will, allowed discount 
after his bill had been owing over six 
months): "It must be very nice to be a 
carpenter. Do you know our savior, Jesus 
Christ, was a carpenter?" Carpenter: 
"Yea, ma'am; but I do not think he would 
hav-allowed you discount off his bill after 
it had been owing over six months."
London Freethinker. 

THE story is told of a colored preacher, 
who had not shown special aptitude for the 
work, that in a denominational gathering 
he narrated 1iis experiences, including his 
alleged call to the ministry. He said that 
he had a vision and saw on the sky the 
golden letters, "G. P. C.," which he in
terpreted to mean, "Go preach Christ." 
After he had finished his remarks, another 
brother arose and Eaid that he had no 
doubt that his brother had the vision that 
be described, but there might be a ques
tion about the interpretation of those let
ters. "I believe," said he, "that 'G. P. 
C.' meant, 'Go pick cotton.'" 

A WELL-KNOWN family up-town had an 
eight-year·old urchin upon whom a revival 
at one of the churches bas made a deep 

FREE 
A Valuable Book on. Nervous 
Dillleases to any addre•e by the 
REV. E. KONIG, 

18t50 -FORT WAYNE, IND.-

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Onr P&I!!Phlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value by Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the United States and in the several States 
and 'rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&" 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certain Cities, States, and Sections, all 
comparisons being base a upon official fi~;:nres. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub
lished. In no other work are the 1aots, figures, 
and arguments to be found. The figures. being 
deriv.ed from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
have been comJ>leted- probably about eight 
years hence. 'rhe arguments are unanswerable 
and will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered 
to exist. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published s_pecially for distributwn by 
those who favor justlCe in taxation the following 
reductioll8 are made: 

Ten copies. - $1.00 
Fifty copies, . - 4.50 
One hundred cop1es - - - 8.00 
Larger quantities at spJ)cial rates. 
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impression. He astounded his g!lod 
mother the other night by saymg, 
" Mamma, I'm going to church to-night 
to be converted." " Converted, Jimmy? 
Why, :von ifo not underFtand what it 
means." "Yes, I do; and I am going to 
join the church and be a Christian here
after." "If/on do that, you must giv up 
dancing an going to the museum." 
"What is that? Must I quit going to the l 
museum?" " Oh, yes." "Then," after a 
minut£\ or two of earnest reflection, " I 
guess I'll go down and see the four-legged 
woman just once more before I am con
verted." 

CAIN'S WIFE. 

Where did be get her? 
Who was her brother? 

Had she a sister? 
Had she a mother? 

Was she pre-Adamic? 
Born before history? 

With her identity 
Shrouded in mystery? 

Maid of Phenicia 
Egypt. Arabia, 

Africa, India, 
Or sun-kissed Snabia? 

Wbo was bel' father? 
Was he a Viking, 

Cruising about 
J nst to his liking 

Out of the whenceness 
Over the water? 

Into the wh£\re 
Bringing his daughter? 

N ativ of Norway, 
Denmark or Sweden, 

Luted by the charmR 
Of the Garden of Eden? 

Blonde or brunet, 
Rounded or slender; 

Fiery or frigid, 
Haughty or tender? 

Wby are her graces 
Unknown to fame? 

Where did Cain meet her? 
What was her name? 

Whisper it softly. 
Say can it be 

The lady we seek 
Was it R. Haggard's "She?" 

Tell me, ye sages, 
Students of life, 

Answer my quer7.: 
Who was Oain s wife? 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 
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Works of W. H. Burr~ 
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cases. --....... 
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Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
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Gems of qfltought. 
GRATITUDE is the memory of the heart. 

-Massien. 

EvERY philosopher is cousin to an Athe
ist.-A. de Musset. · 

JEALOUSY .is the homage that inferiority 
pays to mer1t.-Mme. de Pusisien. 

EvERY heroic act measures itself by its 
contempt of some external good.-.R. W. 
Emerson. 

DURING a certain period each member 
must receive benefits in proportion to its 
incapacity. After that period, it must re
ceive benefits in proportion toHs capacily. 
-Herbert Spencer. 

DEGRADATION has been thoroughly tried, 
with its maimings and branding-a, and the 
result was that those who inftioted the 
punishments became as degraded as their 
victims.-.Robert G. In,qersoll. 

ONE might as well attempt to calculate 
mathematically the contingent forms of 
the tinkling bits of glass in a kaleidoscope 
as to look through the tube of the future 
and foretell its pattern.-Beecher. 

EnUOATE ; extend the area of mental 
cultivation;,.. broaden your acres of inves
tigation. The harvest is already in the 
hand that plants. The soil cannot be 
cheatfld into productivity.-Horace L. 
Traubel. 

Is it not true that Truth gets well if she 
is run over by a looomotiv, while Error 
dies of lockjaw if she scratches her finger? 
I never heard of a mathematician being 
alarmed for the safety of a demonstrated 
proposition, and I think that the dread 
of discussion generally implies feebleness 
of inward conviction.- Oliver Wendell 
Bolmes, · 

FROM the· orthodox or the semi-orthodox 
come all the querulous misgivings as to 
the natural foundations of duty; all the 
assertions that the reasonableness of selfish 
license and selfish tyranny begin to ap
pear. Orthodoxy it is which in our time 
has reason to feel its own moral ground 
shaking under its feet, and consequently 
orthodoxy it is which, at any critical juno· 
ture, loses alike its faith in principle, and 
its hope in patience, and falls into action 
that is intemperate, irrational, sectarian, 
inhumane.-Miss L. Bevington, in Fort
nightly .Review. 

"LEA. VEB OF GRABS" is a monument to 
the faith of one man in himself, and in his 
essential purity and divinity inside and 
out. And this man's faith in himself is 
his faith in all men. What he claims for 
one he claims for all. " What I assume 
you shall aBBume, for every atom belong
ing to me as good belongs to you." In 
celebrating himself he celebrated human
ity, and in identifying himself with crim
inals and offenders of all sorts he declares 
his universal brotherhood with all men. 
He does not giv us charity, and liberty, 
and fraternity, and equality, as senti
ments; he givs us the reality, and there
ality is more than most people can stand. 
The sentiment of these things is very 
pretty, .and we all love it and admire it, 
but the flesh and blood reality puts ns to 
flight. -John Burroughs. 

THE spirit"of persecution seems not to 
hav thoroughly departed from our coun
try. In Maryland the Seventh-day Ad
ventists are persecuted in a manner that 
ought to arouse the -indignation of every 

l,.Pond's 

Extract 
IS WORTH ITS 

WEIGHT IN COLD' 
Cures Female Complaints, 

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores, 

Bruises and ALL PAIN. 

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

DO NOT CURE. 
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American citizen irrespectiv of his race or 
creed. Why, these poor people are sur
~ounded bv mobs when they are worship. 
mg, pelted and pounded, and in one in
stance the Adventist minister had to fly 
for his life. In other instances arrests of 
Adventists hav been made for working on 
Sunday. This is an outrage upon all 
that our Constitut.ion and our civilization 
guarantee. In all this be it said in honor 
of the Catholics, not a Catholic has been 
known to interfere with tbese honest wor
shiper8. Protestants are the persecutors. 
Shame on Protestantism, that such crimes 
can truthfully be charged up to it.-Pro
gressiv Age. 

Tm~ very common mental confusion 
which regards things evil as only good 
pressed too far, is continually shown in 
the common phrase about "liberty de
generating into license." That is taking 
the name of liberty in vain. Yon cannot 
press a good principle too far. Liberty 
cannot degenerate into licentiousness; not 
any more than a diamond can degenerate 
into glass. Liberty can only be ascribed 
to a man as a member of society, and 
means his right to seek happiness, to de. 
velop his nature, to do his dutv, all to the 
best of his ability-in fact, his right to be 
a man-without hindrance from others or 
from the community, to whose well-being· 
he is loyal. By its very essence, there
fora, liberty can never mean the destruc
tion of others' liherty, the sway of brute 
force, or selfish dPfianoe of the public wel
fare.-Moncure D. Conway. 

Deafness Cannot Be Cured 
by local applications, as they cannot reach the 
diseased p-rtion of the ear. There is only one 
way to cme Deafness~ and that i~ by constitu
tional remedies. Dearne,s i~ caused by an in
flamed conditi<1n of the mucous linin~ of the 
Eustachian Tube. When this tube ~ ets mflamed 
yon have a rnmbling sound or imperfect hearing, 
and when it is entire!~ closPd deafnf'ss is there
sult, ann nnless the inflamation can be taken out 
and this .tube rPstored to its normal condition, 
hearing will be destroyed forAver; nine cases out 
of ten are cau•ed by catarrh, which h nothing 
but aninflameil coniliti!ln of themuoous surfaces. 

We will giv One Hnndred Dnllars for any case 
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be 
cured by Hall'• CataTrh flnre. Bond for circn-
la~s. free. F. J. CHENEY & CO , Toledo, 0. 

rF' Sold by Druggists. 75c. 

The Milliad. 
(1000 STANZAS) 

A Poem of Justice and of Linerty. 
By J. L. TREUTH!.RT, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 
Greek mythology. and applying the tesL of the 
Golden Rule to the world's hi> tory, the author 
has demonst~ated that the liberty and life of the 
nation depend upon a recognition of the princi
ple that 

"Riuht, ana Riuht onl!J, JJialees JJitoht." 

The poem is in ten Cantos (100 stanzas to each 
canto) as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlists the Muses to Battle for the 
llight. -

!I.-The Olympian Council. 
!I(.-The Goddes;es in Consultation. 
H'.-l'hebus, Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Life 
V -Sket.h of Wo~ld's His'ory to 19th Century. 

VI.-History oc the United States. Twofold 
1:-lectionalism. 

VIL-The Theory ard Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratricidal War. 

VIII.-Recon,struction and Subsequent Politics. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Col~mbiun Fx].Josition. 
X.-Tp.e Parliament of Religions and Its Sub

lime Lessons. 

400 pp.,$1; holiday edition, $1.50. 
.i'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Darwin an~ After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEORGE J. ROMANES. 

A ~stematicEx).J9sition of what may be termed 
th(l Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the :n:J.ost 
interesting <;lf En!l'lish writers .!LPOn eyolut~on, 
besides rankmg with Professor Hnxler m scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of 
his conclusion regar;:;;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the ohnroh so often refers: 

"'l'hus whether we look to the facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . .. . • . Adapt.atio~ and 
beauty are alike receivmg thell' explanation at 
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy .•. 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the present generation m a manner. and 
to an extent that has never before peen possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place has taken plalle in the direction of J?.a tural
Ism, and this to the !)xtent of rendermg th.e 
mechanical interpretatiOn of nature universal, It 
is no wonder if the religious m\nd has su9-denly 
awakened .to a ne~. and a ternble force .m th$ 
words of Its traditional enemy-Where 1s now 
th God?" 

rllustrated. Price, clollx~$2. UTH SEEKER. 
Address. T.l:l.l!i TR 

A SECULAR MAWGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

OOLLEIYITON OF SmmLAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpose." 
l'rioe, 1111 oentll. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON's Books by SALADIN. 

·1 LLU STRATED 

By Carey K. Juris-£. 
The text is poetical and the lllmtra.tions are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTS; CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28Lafayette PI, New Yo,k. 

Is Suicide 
A Sin? 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ: 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History.· 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYET'l E: PLACE. New-York. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THEDIEGESIS 
BEING 

A. Discovery of th& Origin, Evidences, 
and Early Hhtory of Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere ~o Fully and Faith
fully Set ~'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
~Lafavette olace. New York. 

The Glory of lnflOeli!~ 
WirH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. l'utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or InfldPl scould be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 1~ copifs for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 
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A Desk Calendar is a necessity
most convenient kind of storehouse 
for memoranda. The Columbia Desk 
Calendar is brightest and handsomest 
of all- full of dainty silhouettes 
and pen sketches and entertaining 
thoughts on outdoor exercise and 
sport. Occasionally reminds you of 
the superb qualitj of Columbia Bi
cycles and of your need of one. 
You won't object to that, of course. 
The Calendar will be mailed for five 
2-cent stamps. 

Address Calendar Department, 

POPE MFG, CO., 
Mention thl• paper. Hartford, Conn., 

(W. STEWART ROSS), 
Editor of the Lonaon .A.unosttc Journal. 

GOD !.ND HIS BOOK. 
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll 

wrote to the author: "You have ea-rned the 
thanks of all who realty think.' It is a work of 
vast resea•ch, of.sound criticism, of caustic hu
mor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing 
satire, of pathos and eloquence. It is one of the 
heaviest IConoclasti~ broadsides ever fired at 
the Jewish God and the Bible. Cloth, gold let
te•s, illl.25. 

WOM!.N: HER GLORY, HER SHlliE, 
!.ND HER GOD. 

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar s&id that "Chris
tianity elevated the woman; it shrouded as 
with a halo of sacred innocence the tender 
years of the child." The obiect of Saladin's 
work is to show the archdeacon his error, and 
he has succeeded. An English writer said of it: 
" This certainly is one of the most marvelous 
books ever issued from the jlress. The au;hori
ties ctted are unquestionable, and the result is 
convincing." In two volumes, cloth, gilt-let
tered $2.50. 

CHRISTIANITY and the SLA. VE TRADE. 
A condensation of the known facts upon this 

subject, proving that Christianity did not abol
ish but aided this infamous traffic in human 
beings. To which are added such comments as 
onlY Saladin can make. In paper, 30 cents. 

THE TR!.NSITION. 
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bi

ble and Hcience, and of the question whether 
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Chris 
tion Bible can be interpreted by modern 
science. In paper, 20 cents. 

ROSES !.ND RUE. . 
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of 

its subjects are: A Last Interview with a Man 
of Genms; An Essay on StirJ?iculture; Asceti
cism and Superstition; Capital Puni.sliment; 
Poverty; God in the Constitutioni Bruno; 
Gods; Witchcraft. etc. This may oe callea 
Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, 
and is one of the books that lovers of strong 
literature like to read again and again. In 
cloth, gold· and silver-lettered, $1.50. 

L!.YS OF ROM!.NCE. 
This books reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, 

being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every 
page with the energy of a true and high poetic 
genius. Cloth, gold·lettered;,. 75 cents. 

IS!.URE !.ND OTHER PuEMS. 
The title poem is a story of intense passion, 

touchingly told. The other twenty ooems are 
freshlsfragrant, thoughtful, and every verse 
revea the thinker, observer, and reformer. 
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents. 

A. FE!.RFUL FLOGGING. 
By one who endured it Based upon a mann· 

script in the possession of Saladin. Paper, lOc. 
THE !.GONIES OF H!.NGING. 

Studies in Psychology. By one whp was cut 
down from the gallows. Printed from mann
scri~ in the hands of Saladin. Py>er, 10 cents. 

WHHtLWIND SOWN !.ND Rt:!.PED. 
A short story of clerical crime and villaioy 

founded on tact. Of this book the Open 09Urt 
said: "This novel will command the same, or 
morehinterest than Helen Gardener's story 
'Is T is Your Son. My Lord?'" Pa:Qer. 25 cents 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Eumin&tion of the Mor&ls and rust( rt 

of the New Testament. 
B:vl'Bol'. Jl'. W. NBWIL\1". Price Ill 'lentil. 

l.ililr••• 'l'l'Jll! 'l'lUT'l'l'J Qll!ll'll'll!ll • 

wnrd·~~\{~t[~~~~tf,~~~1~f~'·~-theont~y edyof ii 
cess. DR. R. P. FELLOWS, 
Sa,y_wbere~~sa.wthllllldver • ..r VlDelaDd, N • .J. 

NOW I EA.D THIS. 
Dr. l!'Hllow• is a st'nch LIBER.!\L an-i aver..

suocessfnl nhysician. He haR treated DISEASFS 
OF i\IEN for twenty years, and his r•medie" are 
an outgrowth of this long_p_ractice, whioh should 1 iiVe oonftdenoe to those &filiated. 
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THE ALMIGHTY LUNATIC G.EfS AFTER THE GOA.'IS. 

Mine anger was kindled against the shepherds, and I punished the goats; for the Lord of hosts hath visited his flock 
the house of Judah, and hath made them as his goodly horse in the bsttle.-Zech. x, 3. 

THE Japanese hav taken the fortress of 
Yung-Chen, 

NEWFOUNDLAND is Peeking for admission 
to the Dominion nf Canada. 

ON Jan. 22 the Greek ministry resigned. 
A new one has since been formed. 

PRoF. AGUSTUS C. MERRIAM, of Colum
bia College, died in Athens on Jan. 19. 

RICHARD F. PETTIGREW, Republican, is 
his own successor as Senator from South 
Dakota. 

J. FRANK VANSANT, a brilliant cartoon
ist of only twenty-three years, d1ed in this 
city on the 26th inst. 

GoVERNOR KNUTE NELSON, Republican, 
succeeds N.D. Washburn, Rep., as Sens· 
tor from Minnesota. 

LucmN BAKER, Republican, of Leaven
worth, succeeds John Martin, Democrat, 
as Senator from Kansas. 

THE New York Herald sends Col. John 
Cockrill to Tokio as its regular correspond
ent. at a salary of $10,000 per year. 

THERE hsv been opened 25,000 new 
schools in the Ottoman empire since the 
accession of the present Sultan in 1876. 

THE Board of Health of Nor walk, Conn., 
condemned eight of the eleven public 
school buildings of that city as unfit for 
use. 

THE treasurer of South Dakota has ab
sconded with about $350,000 belonging to 
the state, leaving it on the verge of bank
ruptcy. 

IN the New York assembly Lawson's bill 
to prevent the display of foreign flags on 
public buildings was adopted by a vote of 
83 to 13. 

Two editions ,of Smollett's writings are 
coming out soon in London, one in the 
Bohn Library and the other edited by 
George Ssintsbury. 

AT the bye-election in the Evesham di
vision of W orcestershire (England), Colo
nel Long, Conservstiv, was elected by a 
largely increased majority. · 

THE Judiciary Committee of the House 
finally decided not to impeach Judge 
Ricks. of Ohio, against whom charges of 
receiving illegal fees had been made. 

M. DE LANTSHEERE, president of the : descendant of a Swedish colonel, had Fin
Belgian House of Representative, resigned [ nish blood in his veins, and entered the 
on Jan. 25 becsuse the majority would not diplomatic service in 1841. He would hav 
render him the aid he wanted in fighting been 75 years old next May. He consum
the obstructiv tactics of the Socialists. mated the Franco-Russian alliance wtri,ch 

THE Senate by a vote of 24 to 22 sus
tained President Cleveland's policy of 
non- interference in foreign affairs, 
Pettigrew, Rep., voting with the Demo
crats and the Populists with the Republi-
cans. 

GoVERNOR NELsoN, of Minnesota, has 
appointed Mrs. L, P. Hunt, of Mankato, 
as woman representstlv from that state to 
the Cotton States and International Expo
sition at Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 18 to Dec. 31, 
1895. 

GEoRGE C. PERKINS, Republican, ap
pointed to fill the unexpired term of 
Senator Leland Stanford, pending the 
election of the latter's successor, was on 
Jan. 20 elected to the position. Term ex
pires in 1897. 

ON J sn.22 PreFiden t Saenz Pens, of Argen
tina, sent in his resignation because of the 
action of the congress in granting amnesty, 
which he declared was a stimulss to mili
tary anarchy and a discredit to the nstio:ra. 
He was in the third year of his second six
year term. 

THE death on Jan. 24 of Lord Randolph 
Henry Spencer Churchill removes from 
the scene one of the men who did much to 
make the pathway of Charles Bradlsugh a 
hard and thorny one. Churchill was of 
the famous Mslboroughs and was born 
Feb. 13, 1849. 

A STRING of five coal barges in tow of 
the tug Sea King foundered in a sudden 
snow storm on Long Island Sound on the 
night of Jan. 25 and thirteen people were 
drowned, including women and children. 
Lives were also lost by the storm on the 
Massachusetts coast. 

THE suit of John G. Moore, of the Dis
trict of Columbia, to restrain the collec
tion of the income tax has been dismissed. 
The president has signed the Urgent De
ficiency bill which contains the appropria
tion for the collection of this impost, 
and so it may·be considered as settled that 
the tax is established for the present. 

has so disturbed Germany during the last 
two years. 

M. BoURGEOIS failed in his stt.,mpt to 
form a new French cabinet, as he had 
failed to form one after the fall of the 
Frevcinet ministry in 1892. M. Ribot has 
succeeded in organizing a new ministry; 
President Faure sent in his first message, 
and the Chamber of Deputies voted by an 
overwhelming majority a general amnesty 
to persons convicted of offenses against 
the state, the Press laws, and for offenses 
connected with strikes. 

THE treasury reserve of gold continues 
to decrease rapidly. Part that is taken out 
is for export, and the rest apparently for 
domestic hoarding. The reserve is lower 
than ever before. President Cleveland 
sends a special message to Congress recom
mending the retirement of legal tenders 
and treasury notes, the issuance of $500,-
000,000, of fifty year, 3 per cent gold bonds, 
the payment of duties in gold alone, per
mission to the banks to issue notes of not 
less than $10 to face value of bonds de
posited except 2 per cents, and the replsce
ing of silver certificates of $10 and over by 
silver certificates of less denominations. 

THE Brooklyn trolley car strike contin
ues. An increasing numli>er of the lines 
hsv been run from day to day, but at no 
time hfJ.V the cars put out equaled half of 
the total usually run. About seven thou
sand soldiers were on guard to Jan. 29, and 
a largely su_g:mented police force. Some of 
lhe linemen hsv gone out to aid the motor
men. It is generally stated that but a 
compsrstivly small portion of the violence 
-of which there has been a great deal
was committed by the strikers. Most of it 
is laid to the charge of the criminal classes 
of the two cities. Two men hav been 
killed, neither of them strik<>rs or rowdies. 
To date the non-union men, soldiers, police
men, and citizens hav been the principal 
sufferers, so far as physical injuries are 
concerned. Judge Gaynor has issued an 
slternstiv mandamus, returnable in twenty 
days, requiring the Brooklyn Heights 
Company to show cause why its charter 
should not be forfeited through its failure 
to maintain its lines in usual running 
order. On the night of Jan. 28 the First 
Brigade was withdrawn. Severe rioting 
insued, and the police had sharp fights 
with rioters. 

A New Book by Huxley. 
EvoLUTION AND ETHICs, AND OTHER Es

SAYS. By Thomas H. Huxley. New 
York: D. Appleton & Co. Cloth, 12mo., 
333 pp. Price, $1.25. 
This volume is No. 9 of the Collected 

Essays of Mr. Huxley, and contains five 
chapters, made up of these papers: "Evo
lution and Ethics. Proleflomens" [1894]; 
''Evolution and Ethics " [1893]; '' Science 
and Morals" [1886]; "Capital-the Mother 
of Labor" [1890]; " Social Diseases and 
Worse Remedies" [1891], consisting of 
" Preface,'' " The Struggle for Existence 
in Human Society," "Letters to the 
Times," '' Legal Opinions," ''The Arti
cles of W sr of the Salvation Army." 

In the first essay of this book Professor 
Huxley remarks that "the greatest re
strainer of the anti-social tendencies of 
men is fear, not of the law, but of the 
opinion of their fellows. The conventions 
of honor bind men who break legal, moral, 
and religious bonds." Every step in ad· 
vance in social growth brings men into 
more close relations with their fellows, 
" and increases the importance of the 
pains and pleasures derived from sympa
thy." The evolution of the feelings here 
indicated (those feelings being the mate
rial out of which the primitiv bonds of so
ciety are so largely forged) " into the or
ganized and personified sympathy we call 
conscience," Mr. Huxley denominates the 
" ethical process." Of it he says: "So 
far as it tends to make any human society 
more efficient in the slruggle for existence 
with the state of nature or with other so
cieties, it works in harmonious contrast 
with the cosmic prooess. But it is none 
the less true that, since law and morals 
are restraints upon the struggle for exist
ence between men in society, the ethical 
process is in opposition to the principle of 
the cosmic process, and tends to the sup
pression of the qualities beat fitted for suc
cess in that struggle." 

In the chapter entitled " Capital-the 
Mother of Labor," the economic problem 
is oonsidered from a physiological point of 
view, and the positions of Henry George 
are attacked in a very sggressiv fashion. 
Altogether, "Evolution and Ethics" is one 
of the most interesting and thought-pro
voking of the series, which is not faint 
praise, for Mr. Huxley is always readable, 
even if one is not in every instance able to 
accept his conclusions. It is a great pity 
that books of this class are not more 
widely read. What Sunday newspaper or 
newspaper syndicate will be the pioneer of 
a movement for the popularization of sci
entific, sociological, and economic litera
ture that is something better than trash? 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as hnma.n eye could 
· see 

Saw the Vision of th" world.,. and all the wonders 
that woula be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
leas remarkable he was on the out

aide of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and. 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

MEXICo and Guatemala are on the verge 
of a war over a boundary dispute. It is 
urged that the United States endeavor to 
secure a pacific settlement of the difficulty. 

THE report of the Bureau of Statistics 
shows that the total volume of our exports 
-including silver bullion-during 1894 
was $872,000,000, as against $922,190,000 
in 1893. Imports in 1894 were worth $690,-
280,000, and in 1893 $794,000,000. Thus 
our exports in 1894 exceeded our imports 
by $181,720,000, and in 1893 by $128,190,-
000. FOR HER DAILY BREAD. WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES 

THE Spanish cabinet has averted a crisis 
by raising the import duty on foreign 
wheat and increasing the railway freight 
charges on grain from the seaboard to the 
interior. · 

IN the German Reichstag last week the 
Secretary of the Imperial Treasury strongly 
urged the increase of duties on American 
cotton seed oil, for the further protection 
of German producers. 

EDWIN 0. QmGLEY, the Wall street 
broker, whose wholesale forgeries of bonds 
was the sensation of the city when dis
covered last week and who confessed at 
once when arrested, was on Jan. 25 sen
tenced by Recorder Goff to imprisonment 
in Sing Sing for fifteen years and six 
months. Quigley was the son of a Metho
dist ministEor. 

NICHOLAS CARLOVlTCH DE GrnRs, Rus
sian Minister of Foreign Affairs, died in 
St. Petersburg on Jan. 26, He was the 

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 

girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much courage, to make t eir way throng the 
world b:y gomg to Ohicago. The author is also 
the herome. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Ohicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world. 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

A new edition of that splendid nrose p_oem, 
"Life," by "the prince of orators;'' Ool. R. G. 
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
editwn, and can be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Oolonel and the baby, 
,mrrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and ~oethwho now, as far as we 
know, stands alone lD t e living world." It will 
make a deli!fhtful present, and will be a !ouvenir 
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12xl6 inches, and the 
price only 75 cents.._post-p_aid. 

T H.E TRUTH BEEKEB, 
U t.l'f"yett\l oi•Qa. New Yo,ll, 
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CHRISTIAN GREED-MONEY FOR HYPOCRISY BUT NONE FOR INNOCENCE. 
I 

TO OUR FRIENDS: 

Don't you . know some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who would subscribe to THE 

TRUTH SEEKER if YOU called his attention to 

the Paper? 

i 
I 
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OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

,... For $6.60 we will send Tn TBUTB SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pagee, gilt aides and back, marbled edges-the moat magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceE.turies. 

~ The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developmflnts of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, lite:tary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold ate 
its in11.uences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouB 
HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled w~th freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YE!.RLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send t.he GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
·' I<'OUR HUNDRJ<.D YEA.RS OF FREETHOt::GD.T" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

.AN.n .F U.RTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for th~maelves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as o Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREA'OOT BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER ·CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bi.::S~'t~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker. 

For $6 we will send TuB TBUTB SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TuB TBUTB SBBXBB one year ($3) and" The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $i.60 we will send THE TBUTB SEBXEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $i.60 we will send THE TBUTB SEBXEB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $i we will send TBB TBUTB Suun one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards (82). 

For $i we will send THE TBUTB SEBXEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomiculy illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send TBB TBUTB SB:U:EB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER· 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50." The 
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTH 
BEEXEB one year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The .Ingersoll .Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent !or $4.75. Sugar Spoons~ and TBuTB S:EE,KER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 500. more, Address THE TRUTH t>EEKEJt~. 

€>E~MS AND SUBSG~IPJ11ION BLANf\ 
-OF-

cut q).zoa.ft~, er~ecfl-:) a»~ ~»eij e:l.zo~~, to t)e ·ma~e -pa.~;ta.Ue to 
E. Me MACDONALD. 

~ TE:R..~S =S::9 
SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION. "i'oree months, (trial subscribers,) In advance, $0.75 One subscription with two new subscribers, Iu 

ew= Fill out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and forwm·d to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New Ym·k. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $r, we think that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer : 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to bear 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

t;ix " 11 
" 1.50 one remittance, $7.00 

~ingle subscription, one year, 3.00 One subscripL!On with three new subscribers, in 
One subscription two years, 5.00 one remittance, 8.50 
~~wo new subscribers. 5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in 
)n.e subscription with one new subscnber, in one one remittance, 10.00 

remittan'2e, 5.00 
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

!tis thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a ·new subscriber at the regular rate (t3) 
wiH get his own for $2; by getting two nt'W subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers 
he will not only get his own f>ee, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, o.r if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share 
with them the advantages of the club rates, 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. 
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~h.e ~:tnth .§.e.eh.e:t (!];.cr., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send 'The 'I ruth Seeker to the followi'ng address ..... for ··---.. - .. year 
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THB 

Truth Seeker Annual for 1895 
HAS A OONTRIBUTION BY 

THE EDITOR 
ON 

'' FREETHOUGHT IN THE UNITED STATES: 
1891-189~." 

Next Week. 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 16 JOHN PEox 

will hav something to say about 

"THE CHURCH AND ITS METHODS- ITS 
POWER AND ITS WEAKNESS." 

A Governor Shocks Some Ministers. 
Governor Fishback of Arkansas recently ex

pressed an opinion as to the proper way to deal 
with certain social wrongs, and for this opinion was 
severely called to account by the Pastoz·s' Associa
tion of Little Rock. He addressed a reply to them 
in the form of an open letter, in which, while claim
ing to be more deeply interested in religion and 
morality than they were, he excorided them very 
deftly ; in effect telling them that they did not 
know anything about the matters concerning which 
they presumed to set themselvs up as authorities, 
and intimating that they could not truthfully giv 
themselvs as good a certificate of c3haracter as he 
therein wrote out for himself. In the course of his 
letter he introduced a bit of history to illustrate his 
central contention. He said: 

" Some years ago, about the middle of the eigh
teenth century, there was some swamp land east of 
Edinburgh, in Scotland, whose miasmas during 
each spring bred diseases and death among 
the farmers. The more sensible peo.ple of the com
munity petitioned the authorities to hav the swamp 
land drained. The pastors of the neighborhood, 
who, we may safely assume, were of a pattern simi
lar to the authors of your resolutions, protested to 
the premier of England against what they termed a 
sacrilegious blasphemy. These diaea.ses and deaths 
said they, are vifiitations of divine providenee upon 
the people for their sins, and for: the state to inter
fere wa1 an insult. •o the deity. !rhe prime minis-

ter, however, was a man. of sense, and he ordered 
the swamp drained. As a natural consequence the 
diseases disappeared and the visitations of the Lord 
ceased." 

Inquiring as to the cause of the slow progress of 
moral reformation, the governor as~ the preachers 
if they know why this is, and he says : . " Intelligent, 
sensible people, who are at all observant of passing 
events, will tell you that the chief obstacle in the 
way of religious and moral progress has been hy
pocrisy and f9lly. A few men who arrogate to 
themselvs leadership in religious and moral reforms 
are constantly bringing both into contempt, either 
through hypocrisy or blind, fanatical, unreasoning 
folly." Then he tells the ministers whom he is ad
dressing that they are of this class, that he appre
ciates the situation fully, did not expect them to 
sanction the views he had expressed, and hence is 
not at all surprised at their resolutions. Following 
this he observes that one of his saddest reflections 
in connection with "our holy religion " is that "in 
too many instances its direction is falling into the 
hands of narrow-minded men. If there is another 
regret, sadder still, it is that the more sensible por
tion of our Christian ministry seems powerless tq 
assume its leadership." And he closes with these 
words : " I am, with all the respect I can enforce 
myself to feel, very truly yours." 

The governor appears to us to be looking at the 
wrong side of the shield ; he fails to see that it is 
himself who has moved, instead of the ministers 
whom he censures. He has gone forward more 
than they hav retrograded. He has to a certain ex
tent freed himself from the dominion of supersti
tion and stepped out beyond the church. He is 
less rather than more Christian than the minister&, 
and when he gets rid, if he should, of the absurd 

. faith he has in a God who does nothing for the re-
lief of those whom Gover:nor Fishback pities he will 
be still better qualified to point out the delinquen
cies of the clergy. After all, it is the creed, a survi
val from ages of appalling darkness, which is the 
stumbling-block in the way to better conceptions 
and conditions. 

Church Taxation Agitation in Wisconsin. 
It is expected that the present legislature of Wis

consin will be called upon to face the question of 
taxation of church property, and the state is ring· 
ing with the discussion of the important subject. 
The papers are talking about it, the ministers are 
giving from their pulpits their opinions pro and 
con, and some of the churches are opening to lay 
debate upon the issues presented. This last feature 
is perhaps the most remarkable of all, for when the 
church becomes the arena of debate, especially on 
such a subject, we may be sure that the leaven of 
free inquiry has worked its way through the whole 
mass of society. 

We learn from the Milwaukee Sentinel that on 
the evening of January 23 there was a discussion of 
this question in the Hanover Street Congregational 
church of that city, participated in by City Clerk 
Anderson and L. W. Halsey, an attorney ; Mr. An
derson arguing for taxation and Mr. Halsey for the 
continuance of exemption. The latter gentleman 
seems to hav been very much confused in his 
thought, as will hereafter appear. He said that the 
constitution forbade an established church and a 
religious test as to citizenship, but " the state con
stitution began by saying that the people were 
'grateful to Almighty God for our freedom,' con
tinuing by according every man the right 'to wor
ship Almighty God. according to the dictates of his 
own conscience,' and assuring every man that he 
should not be compelled to 'attend, erect, or sup-

port any place of worship, or to maintain any min 
istry against his consent.' It provided that ' no 
preference be given by law to any religious estab
lis:Qpi.ents,' nor should 'any money be drawn from 
the treasury for the benefit of religious societies,' 
etc. He said that it would be seen that while the 
church and state were apparently divorced, there 
was nevertheless breathed into the constitution the 
sentiment and purpose of maintaining religion and 
encouraging religious education." Were it not for 
the constitutional acknowledgment of the god 
fetich, that disjunctiv "but" would be entirely out 
of place where used by Mr. Halsey, for all the other 
clauses . quoted by him from the state constitution 
are distinctly inhibitiv of the union of church and 
state, as anyone not religion-blind can see at a 
glance. By what· peculiar process of self-delusion 
can a reputable lawyer gain his own consent to con. 
tend for the exemption of church property from 
taxation in face of the constitution's explicit denial 
of the right of the state to compel any citizen to 
"attend, erect, or support any place of worship, or 
to maintain any ministry," or to permit any money 
to be drawn from the treasury for the benefit of 
religious societies? After reading what he quoted 
from the constitution, by what mental legerdemain 
can he reach the conclusion that in Wisconsin 
church and state are only " apparently divorced" (if 
the constitution is obeyed), and that there is 
"breathed into the constitution the sentiment and 
purpose of maintaining religion and encouraging 
religious education"? Does he indeed know so little 
of law, and is his comprehension of the meaning of 
words so limited, that he cannot realize the differ
ence between protecting the citizen in his right to 
worship or to abstain from worship and maintain
ing religion by the state? Does he think that pro
tection and maintenance (support) are synonymous? 

Mr. Hal!!!ey took occasion to repeat and emphasize 
his assertion that the separation of church and 
state is only apparent, and he added that " there is 
no real severance ; in fact, · there is a charming 
unity." Again we deny that the Constitution of the 
United States or the constitutions of most of the 
states provide for or even tolerate such a union. It 
is readily conceded by well.informed theocrats-of 
whom Mr. Halsey does not apptlar to be one-that 
the principle of secularism is solidly intrenched in 
the organic law, and that therefore the task that is 
imposed upon them is the am.endment of ·the fun
damental instruments of the nation and the states 
so that the theocratic principle may be ingrafted 
thereon and the state and federal statutes which 
are in conflict with the existing prohibitions of these 
instruments may receive ea: post facto legalization. 
There is indeed a " charming unity " between the 
politicians and the preQchers, and they hav con
spired to disregard the constitution and feed the 
churches at the public crib, but all the legislativ 
acts that authorize this diversion of public funds to 
sectarian uses are unconstitutional and void, and 
will be swept away as soon as the people awake to 
the fact that they are the victims of cabals of design
ing ecclesiastics and complaisant. and self-seeking 
legislators. And they are awakening. 

The Milwaukee lawyer instanced the kinds of 
property that are exempt from taxation in his state, 
including in the enumeration the property of the 
state itself. This is another evidence of his inca
pacity to grasp the problem-does he not know 
that for the state to tax its own property would be 
of no possible advantage to the taxpayers, as all 
the property that the state has-save grants from 
the federal government-is the product of the tax
ation of its own people? The man who increased 
his hoard by takini money out of one pocket and 
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putting it into another, was just as wise as would 
be the state which should tax its own property. 
There is no possible parallel between the exemption 
of state property, the possession of all the people, 
and the exemption of the property of the church, 
the possession of private associations of the peo
ple. So long as compulsory contributions to the 
treasury of the state are exacted from the people 
there can be no justice in the ElXemption of churches 
or educational and charitable institutions not owned 
by all the citizens. It is useless to talk of the 
alleged gratuitous nature of the work of the 
churches and their auxiliary institutions. It is a 
matter of common notoriety that they are organized 
on a substantial business basis and that more money 
sticks in the pockets of their managers and em
ployees, in the form of salaries, than goes out to 
relieve distress. This is natural; all complicated 
machinery is costly. It may do good work, or it 
may tend to the increase of dependence and pau
perism and so ultimately result in adding to instead 
of subtracting from the burdens of the· state, but 
there is no valid reason why all these institutions 
should not be placed on an equality before th& law; 
the fittest will survive, and the taxation of all will 
help to determin which are the fittest. There is 
no middle ground between the equal and uniform 
taxation of all private propert;r and the leaving of 
the state to be supported by voluntary contribu
tions, as was once done in the case of the Free 
Cities of Germany. There is neither sense nor 
justice in taxing so-called secular property and ex
empting that of religious corporations. 

Mr. Halsey tries to show that the state will gain 
nothing in a financial way by the taxation of church 
wealth, and in order to carry conviction to the 
minds of his liearers he did not hesitate to use 
statistics in a manner to suit himself first and last. 
He puts the total valuation of church property in 
the United States at $450,000,000, while the United 
States census says that it was $670,000,000 in 1890. 
That he had the true figures at hand is demon
strated by the fact that he givs the value of this 
kind of property in Wisconsin as $14,612,061, which 
is a little more than that given by the census. 
Then he makes his calculations on the basis of a one 
per cent tax, which is only about half the actual 
average- annual rate of assessment. On this. basis 
the receipts from the churches would be annually 
$1,340,000, instead of $450,000 as figured by Mr. 
Halsey, a difference in favor of taxation of almost 
three to one. The advocate of exemption asked 
how far the $450,000 which the states would receive 
according to his calculations would go "in compar
ison with the general work of religious associations'' 
and he added-" Why, the American Board of 
Foreign Missions expended roundly $500,000 the 
past year in carrying our civilization and Christian
izing influences to foreign lands." The gentleman 
is wild. What has the state to do with the expen
ditures of the missionary societies ? Why should 
it order its system of taxation with reference to the 
work those societies are doing in " heathen lands"? 
To do what he implies it should do would be to 
frankly vote a certain sum each year to the churches 
for the " Christianizing " of the Asiatic and African 
worlds. Of course we are voting money into the 
coffers of the church, but we try to disguise the 
fact by the foolish claim that exemption is not 
equivalent to appropriation. n has remained for 
Mr. Halsey to direct the scrutiny of the taxpayer 
to this very point, and he will hav none but himself 
to thank if his· address weakens instead of strength
ens the hold of the church on the purse of the state. 
Every one must now see that the money which the 
churches save by the exemption of their property 
from taxation is really money voted out of the 
pockets of the individual taxpayers into those of 
the treasurers of the religious organizations. In 
the light of this undeniable fact what becomes of 
the guarantee of the constitution that no citizen 
shall be compelled to build or support a place of wor
ship or contribute to the maintenance of a ministry! 
Why, Mr. Halsey even wants him to be forced to 
donate something for the support of foreign mis
sions ! No wonder he thinks that there is a "charm
ing unity" of church and state in this country. 

In conclusion, Mr. Halsey said that "the taxa- in a newspaper for some time. The action of the 
tion of churches would work a revolution of our ministerial Association is indorsed and then this 
social economics and be a menace to our peace, an follows: 
unjust burden to the generous and benevolent, a "There is no reason why the question should be a"t
shock to all the moral sentiments of our citizens." gued. No one should ask for argument on the subject. 
The " revolution in our social economics " cannot The only thing to be done is to revoke the permit unless 
come too soon, but it will be a revolution only in the such occurrences as those of laet Sunday are discontinued." 
sense that it will be a return to the sound principle Of course the Sabbatarians want no argument 
of total separation of the civil and the ecclesiastical argument is fatal to them. How quickly they would 
which was so wisely embodied in the Constitution, muzzle the press as well as stop all amusements on 
and that kind of a revolution will be warmly wei· their collection day I 
comed by all who desire justice and fear the en- "It is an insult to the local clergy; it is an insult to 
croachments of sacerdotalism. The taxation of the Christianity; it is a severe reflection on the city to print 

suoh a communication as that which appeared last night 
in a paper in this city. If the liberty granted to lovers 
of rapid driving by the council is destined to encourage 
the growth of the sentiments expressed in the communi· 
cation referred to the permit should be repealed at once." 

churches will not "be a menace to our peace," un
less they mean to precipitate a rebellion if they are 
taxed. Do they T There would not be any "un
just burden" laid on the •' generous and benevo
lent;" it must always be assumed that he who 
receives a gift is the one to pay for its protection 
rather than those who hav not received it. When 
money or land is given to the churches, their ad
herents and not the non-church members of the 
community ought to pay the taxes that should be 
assessed against it, for they and not the others hav 
the benefit of the property. It is futile to say that 
all share in the benefits which the church is sup
posed to confer. Each must judge for himself as 
to the advantage the church is to him; no one else 
is qualified to decide in the premises. If this plea 
of the exemptionist is sound, the same argument 
could be legitimately used to justify the direct ap
propriation to the church of money from the treas
ury of the state. As to the alleged " shock to the 
moral sentiments of our citizens," that talk is 
nauseating. A man whose "moral sentiments" 
are shocked by the proposal to lay the burdens of 
taxation upon the society that owns a piece of 
property instead of upon somebody who does not 
care for the society or its objects should hasten to 
supply himself with a set of civilized moral senti
ments. The change will add greatly to the sense 
of security in the neighborhood. 

The address of City Clerk Anderson was admi
rable in spirit and matter, and was a complete refu
tation of the arguments of Mr. Halsey and others 
of his school. We much regret that we do not bav 
space for it in the THE TBUTH SEEKER. A good 
abstract of it appears in the Milwaukee Sentinel of 
January 24. 

--------~.---------

late Movements of the Enemy. 
Some little time ago the city council of Niagara 

Falls, New York, in response to a petition, set apart 
a portion of Erie avenue for the use of those citizens 
who wished to speed their horses. On a recent 
Sunday the sleighing was good, and so there were 
a number of the horsemen out enjoying themselvs. 
There was no racing, no boisterousness, no betting. 
Nobody, apparently, had any cause to be disturbed 
by the recreation of the business and professional 
men who thus sought -relaxation from their labors. 
But your average minister is always disturbed when 
he sees people having a good time on Sunday in
stead of listening to his dry sermonizing about 
something of which he knows no more than his un
happy auditors. It happene~ that the Interna
tional Ministerial Association was in session at 
Niagara Falls that day and they could not let pass 
the opportunity to meddle in something which in 
no wise concerned them. They adopted some reso
lutions severely condemning the horsemen and call
ing upon the officials to rigorously enforce the law 
against "Sabbath breaking," quoting for their 
guidance the part of the penal code which we are 
striving to hav repealed. They had the audacity to 
make this demand notwithstanding the fact that 
they were on the same day engaged in their regular 
business. Their resolutions were published and 
commented upon by the local papers. Then one of 
our subscribers, who was a participant in the "dese
cration" of the "Sabbath," sent a ·spirited, well
written, and argumentativ protest to the Cataract. 
It was printed, accompanied by a fair but not par
ticularly clear editorial. The next day the Gazette 
had a short editorial, evidently written by a clergy
man or under the immediate dictation of one, which 
for cool impudence surpasses anything we hav seen 

. It is an insult to the local clergy to differ from 
them, to object to being deprived of the commonest 
rights of the citizen at their dictation! It has come 
to this that the ordinary member of the community 
has no rights that the minister of God is bound to 
respect-he must not even express his opinion in 
the newspaper. It is an insult to Christianity also 
to demand equality before the law I But why was 
the printing of our subscriber's letter a " severe 
reflection on the city "! How is the city responsible 
for his views or the expression of them t Are we 
to understand from this that the city should hav 
forbidden the publication of_ such communications! 
It looks very much that way, especially when we 
read in the same connection the assertion that if 
the permission given to speed horses on Erie 
avenue tends to encourage the growth of the sen
timents expressed by our friend that permission 
should be withdrawn. This is tantamount to the 
assertion that it is proper to prevent the growth of 
certain opinions regarding the observance of Sun
day by punishing a class of citizen which is sup
posed to include those who entertain the obnoxious 
opinions. How free we should be with God in the 
Constitution and only Christian men in office ! 

In Connecticut the Sundayites are just now hav
ing things their own way. Bridgeport and South
ington were first to feel the Puritanic wave, and 
there are not yet any indications of its receding. 
The movement is a concerted one, and is a part of 
a Sabbath crusade which is national in extent and 
is engineered from the headquarters of the Sabbath 
Union. This may not appear on the surface, but 
those who read the organs of the Sabbatarian and 
theocratic organizations are well aware that there 
is p~rfect harmony of purpose from Maine to Cali
fornia. It has been decided in the councils of the 
militant religious party that it will be easier to win 
the. fight in detail than it will be to secure a national 
Sunday law at present. That is to come later. But 
to return to Connecticut: Every barber shop was 
closed in :Bridgeport, and the Heraza· tells how 
those who had not shaved themselvs for years were 
now obliged to do so and came to church with cut 
cheeks, scarred chins, and scratched throats. These 
do not deserve our pity. The man who will sneak 
away to church after it has thus tyrannized over 
him has not the spirit of a fly and deserves all the 
trouble he gets. Were it not for such slaves as 
these the Sunduy laws would not remain on the 
statute books of a single civilized state another 
year. In Southington the raid is led by a Baptist 
minister named John C. Barker. Th~re on a recent 
Sunday everything was closed except one barber 
shop, the proprietor of which, Jacob Heinrich, when 
notified by Barker that his place must be shut up, 
defied the minister to do it, and threatens retalia
tion if he is meddled with by the grand juror to 
whom Barker made a complaint against him. It 
seems that Barker rendered himself liable under 
the law, for after service he went to a livery man, 
hired a rig, and, with two strangers, drove about 
the city to see if anyone was violating the law! It 
is to be hoped that he will be brought up with a 
round turn for this. No Sunday papers were sold, 
to the intense disgust of the lovers of the news
paper. Many of the broader-minded citizens of 
these places threaten to go further than the minis
ters in the enforcement of the law, with the object 
of producing a reaction and securing its repeal. 
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The St. Louis ·Glo7Je-.Demoerat reports that Sen
ator Orchard introduced in the legislature of that 
state a bill to enact a new section making more in
inclusiv and severe the law against Sunday amuse
ments and games, It reads as follows: 

"Every person who shall be convicted of horse-rooing 
cock-fighting, playing cards, playing base-ball, playing 
at foot-ball, or games of any kind, or any person who 
shall manage or aid in the management of any such 
games, or who shall rent, lease, or allow buildings or 
grounds under their control to be used for such purposes, 
or any person who shall keep theaters or playhouses open 
on the first day of the week, commonly called Sunday, 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined not 
lells than $50 nor more than $500." 

lf this bill becomes a law Missouri will hav one 
of the most intolerable Sunday statutes in the 
Union. In regard to its prospects, the Glo7Je
.Demoerat says that members of the assembly who 
liv in cities of any size do not favor it, but in many 
of the rural districts it is quite popular. The au
thor of the measure· is a lawyer, and livs in· the vil
lage of West Plains. It seems to us that every 
interest of civilizat-ion demand<~ that cities should 
hav the right of self-government. Let them hav 
the opportunity to show what greater freedom can 
do for mankind, and their example will ·stimulate 
the lagging outlying districts to push forward in 
the race. As it is now those who would forge ahead 
are held back by the others who will not, and thus 
all are kept down in the valley of darkness. The 
existing system is almost without exception an ad
vantage to the reactionist and bigot and a handicap 
to the progressist and the Liberal. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol

lows: 
AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 

copies sent to as many difterent addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa-
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. · · 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4:, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4:.50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 

P hecies Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
rop ' L'f f P · d on Dreams, Letters, etc. With I e o ame an 

steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

we hope all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

not claim to do more than put into writing what 
had come down by tradition to his generation. 
But more wonderful than Luke's " verbatim re
ports " is Talmage's cool ignoring of the results of 
the researches of the scholars and critics of this age. 

Mr. Farrell took the manuscript of Colonel Inger
soll's lecture on Voltaire to t.he printer last W'lek, 
and that individual asseverated that it would all·be 
in shape for the reader sometime this week. With 
due allowance for the fallibility of printers-whereof 
we know something ourselvs-we believe the pam
phlet will be ready about the time this reaches the 
readers of this paper. It will be in the same hand· 
some style as "Shakspere" and "Lincoln," and the 
price will be the same-25 cents. We shall hav a 
supply at the earliest moment, and hope to hav 
many orders to fill therefrom. 

city council of Williamsport, Pa. (immediately af
ter a convention of the National Reform Associa
tion had been held in that town), passed a new 
ordinance which made it a misdemeanor for a 
tradesman to permit his neighbors to gather in his 
place of business on Sunday. This, understand, 
was mad6. a distinct o:ftense, regardless of whether 
the store or shop was or was not open. for purposes 
of trade. Could bigoted stupidity go further T It 
is because the church, whenever she has had the 
necessary power, has always acted in this blindly 
tyrannical way that we s11.y she has proved herself 
to be the unrelenting enemy of civilization. In this 
age she has for the tiroe being wrecked the temper
ance movement on the rocks of despotic fanaticism. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a re
newal. If they find they do, -it will be a great favor 
to us if they will forwa.rd it at their earliest conven
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various 
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears 
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our 
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there
upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this 
week address their communications to the editor of 
the Penny Press, a daily of Minneapolis, Minn. 
Commenting editorially upon the address of Arch
bishop Ireland in responPe to the recent lecture of 
Colonel Ingersoll in that city, the Minneapolis pa
per says, in part: 

"Ireland may not know any more about God, the Bible 
or its inspired origin, than Ingersoll-and he probably 
does not, for Ingersoll is as great a student as Ireland. 
The difference is, however, that Ireland is willing to take 
some things for granted; and in the absence of all other 
information, in the light of all the research of the litera
ture of the world, is willing to admit that a doctrin which 
tends to elevate mankind, to advance civilization, to 
assist humanity in this world, and to prophesy an eternal 
life of progress hereafter is certainly a much safer per
son to follow, a much more desirable teacher from whom 
to receive instructions, than he who, without offering any 
substitute, undertakes to overthrow the bulwark of our 
civilizations, to destroy every hope of the future, and to 
substitute for a faith in a brighter, better, and more pro
gressiv hereafter, nothing but death, despair, and anni
hilation." 

The fall and winter being more particularly the/ 
reading lileason, and naturally the renewing of 
subscription season, we hope that our friends will 
make a little e:ftort to send To TRUTH SEEKER some 
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones 
hav had to drop off during the past" eighteen 
months of panic and qullness in the business world, 
and we need some more to take their places and push 
oil the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an 
emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do 
something to help by inducing new subscriptions. 
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium 
offers printed on the second page of this paper, 
and we think ·considerable can be done by our 
friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good 
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances. 

To those who feel like presenting To TBUTB 
SEEKER for a short time to some dea.r friend, our 
Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small 
cost. A great many of the Liberals to whom To 
TRUTH SEEKER is first Mnt this way become perma
nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause 
of mental liberty. · 

And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaint
ance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SnUB 
three months to some friend, send us the names of 
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them 
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not sub
scribe. We need them all. 

A minister of Spokane is very much exercised 
about our genial acquaintance, Santa Claus. He 
says that he is an " old Roman Catholic myth of 
past ages," and it is a sin to keep up a pretense of 
his beneficence in Christmas time. We ourself 
think that it is foolish to delude the minds of trust
ing children with this fiction, but the arguments of 
our ministerial friend almost convince us that the 
delusion may bear more good fruit than bad. He 
says that this belief causes many children to be 
thinking of Santa Claus "when they ought to hav 
Christ uppermost in their minds." Furthermore, 
it is urged that when after a while the child finds 
out that there is no such being as Santa Claus he 
may ask, "What of the devil?" adding, "Perhaps he 
too is a myth." The good man cannot bear to giv 
up his dear devil, evidently oblivious of the fact 
that the dark gentleman is as dead as the other old 
gods of "heathendom," so far as the advanced 
Christian world is concerned. But he did not dare 
express all that was quite evidently in his mind. It 
is very probable that he felt that when the hour of 
disillusion came to the child, so far as Santa Claus 
was concerned, the question might be suggested, 

D Talmage is nothing if not outre and sensa-

t . alr. In one of his late sermons in the Academy 

Show that the _prudent. man will not "take for 
granted " that for which there is no analogy in his 
own experience or the authenticated experience of 
the race ; that the Christian doctrin has not, on the 
whole, tended to "elevate mankind, to advance 
civilization, to assist humanity in this world," and 
that its alleged prophecy of '' an eternal life of 
progress hereafter " has been for the few only whose 
minds were capable of accepting as true the ridicu
lous dogmas of the church. In this connection we 
want to say that we are encouraged by the length
ening of the enrollment list of the Corps and hope 
to receive many more names within a very short 
time. 

" What about Jesus-is he a myth, too T" Or even 
the awful thought might come into the youthful , 
mind that perhaps " God " himself is oilly " an old 
Roman Catholic myth of past agea." , Think of the 
predicament of the Christian mother who has just 
told her little daughter that " there isn't any Santa 
Claus; he was only make-believe, you know," hear· 
ing the child a few minutes later confiding the as
tounding information to her younger brother, and 
then adding with fine indignation and disgust, 
"And now I don't believe that there is a God 
either; he was just 'make-believe,' too"! No won
der that the Spokane preacher is in a panic, when 
he conjures up in his fancy the possible horrors 
that attend upo~ t~t:~ fl'ic!Pn« of the Sa~ta. Qla~~ 
bubbl~; _,J......J 

IOn • L k 
f M ·c he said referring to the gospel of u e : 

0 USI ' . • , -
" That was written by a practicing physician and 

· · d reporter named Luke. God bless all an mspue . _ . 
t even though they are not InSpired. God repor era, · d d " 

bl th " What an " anchor to wm war ess em. 
with the reporting fraternity ! Tal~age is a shrewd 
business man even if he did serve his God so una~-

t bl that that choleric gentleman burned his 
cep a y t' d " Wh'l Tabernacle three times. He con mue : I e 
L k was not acquainted with modern stenography, 
hi: :erbatim reports of what Jesus Christ sai~ are 

d f 1 , We should think they were, espeCially won er u · did 
when we take into conside~!\oti9~ t.he f~ct ~P!lo~ Pf,l , . . 

Mr. F; M. Holland (on page 86) referring to the 
statement of the Evening Post that the saloon is 
the only place where the Poor man can meet and 
converse with his fellows on terms of equality, and 
in comfort, cogently argues that if the law per
mitted the small shops where papers, cigars, sta
tionery, groceries and other similar articles are sold, 
to be open on Sunday they would be convenient 
meeting places and would keep large numbers out 
of the saloons. This is very true, but just see the 
attitude toward such common-sense arrangements 
which is taken and doggedly held by the Sabbata
ri!l!ns 1 4s.~o~~<l ill the~e colum~J-S ~~ ~P~ ~ime, the 
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Lecture Notes. 
My next appointment after Davenport, Ia., was 

New Ross, Indiana. It might. be of interest to the 
reade-rs of THE TBUTH SEEXEB to hear something of 
the struggle for Freethought in this village. Last 
April, also, it was my privilege to giv a lecture here. 
The town was savagely orthodox. But two weeks 
beforf' Remsburg gave the :first Liberal lectures 
ever heard in -this place. The people are Meth
odists and Disciples, and the Copernican system of 
astronomy was no greater surprise to the people of 
three centuries ago than were the principles of 
Freetbought to the bigots of New Ross. The 
Bruch brothers, JohB, Philip, and Michael, to
gether with Messrs. W. H. Gott and J. K. Henry, 
were the only Liberals who dared avow thAir prin
ciples. The Christians declared that those Infidel 
lectures must stop. They packed our meetings 
with a Christian mob, and had a preacher by the 
name of Weatherford present to challenge me to a 
debate. They actually thought that the ln:fidelR 
would retreat at the :first opposition. Poor de
luded victims of priestcraft! Little did they think 
that the champions of their religion are on the run 
all over the world. Amid the shouts of the audi
ence, the challenge was made. The sky-pilot de
Glared that the debate must be held in the church. 
He would agree to no rules, except that I was not 
to use the Bible nor refer to ancient or modern his
tory, to prove anything. He is reported to hav 
said that twenty-five preachers would be on hand 
to help him. Of course we could not agree to such 
terms. It was all meant for a bluff. When I went 
away a great meeting was held in the church to 
celebrate the funeral of Infidelity. All were sure 
that we would hav no more lectures. But they were 
disappointed. Mr. Philip Bruch determined to 
secretly undermine the churches. Of the generous 
missionary scheme of the Editor of THE TBUTH 
SEEXER good use was made. Fully fifty copies of 
the "Age of Reason" were circulated. The young 
men of the town began to read it It was not long 
before a change of sentiment was apparent. Those 
who were so arrogant anti boastful became very 
meek. Some of the Christians realized the fact 
that in their attempt to crush us out, they were 
wanting in nothing but the auricular appendages 
to make genuin donkeys of themselvs. One man 
who had said that his savior had died for him, and 
that if necessary he would die for his savior, was 
silent. Christians as a rule became ·respectful,· or 
said nothing. Last November they were surprised 
by the appearance of Remsburg again. They still 
thought that I would not come back. I did, how
ever, and gave three lectures. There was no opposi
tion. The audience was good, attentiv, and respect
ful. The preachers who were so brave last spring 
now devote their time to trying to induce the people 
to stay away. 

Liberals are very foolish when they permit Chris
tians to tyrannize over them. A half-dozen well 
informed Freethinkers in a community can hold the 
churches at bay. Wh•m they :find that we are in 
earnest, they are glad to let us alone. The " Age 
of Reason," as a missionary among the heathen, can 
not be too highly extolled. It is bound to make an 
impression on every man of brains who reads its 
pages. We cannot better advance our grand cause 
than by circulating it by the ten thousand. 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

Oregon Liberals, Attention. 
To the Secularists of Oregon: Your legislature 

is in session. The Oregon State Secular Union is 
doing its best to hav church property taxed. You 
can help. Write to the member from your county 
to work and vote to tax church property. No mat· 
ter whether you know him or not, or whether you 
belong to the same party or not. When he is 
elected he belongs to the people. Request or de
mand what you want if you ever hope to get it. 
You want church property taxed; then say so, and 
say it to your representativ and senator at Salem. 
Say so now, and help out the committee now there 
working for that end. Do not delay. It is only a 
few minutes' work to write a letter or two, and only 
the expense of a few stamps. As a rule, your mem
bers will be glad to hear from you. Anyway, do not 
giv them a chance to say, when they come home, "I 
am so sorry you did not write to me about it." 
Suppose we do fail. If we never try, of course 
we will fail. Agitation is education. When we 
can make a showing of numbers the average legis
lator will respect our wishes ; if we do not, he will 
not. Sometimes, in war, a noisy regiment is mis
taken for an army. Let the letters pour in upon 
the members at Salem by the hundreds, right away. 
Don't send petitions, send letters; and every man 
and woman write for himself or herself. 

KATIE KEHM SMrTH, Sec. Q. S. S. U. 
Oregon Git'!J, Or , J au. 24, 1895. 

Sunday Closing. 
An article with this title in the New York Even

ing Post says that laws which try to close "the 
saloons to the working man on the only idle day he 
has in the week" "hav simply thrown him into the 
arms of Tammany, as a power which will permit 
the law to remain a dead letter," and also that "a 
Sunday law converts every liquor-dealer into an en
emy of the law and a debaucher of the police." I 
should be glad to see the saloons closed on Sunday, 
but the best way to do it is to provide plenty of in
nocent amusement elsewhere. Philanthropists can 
do something for the working man's recreation, but 
what would do him the most good is liberty to :find 
amusement for himself wherever he can do so with
out injuring himself or his neighbors. This teaches 
him enterprise and self-reliance. Let him by all 
means hav a chance to dance, see plays, and hear 
music on Sunday, but let us hav the theaters, con
cert halls, and beer gardens kept pure enough for 
his daughter and sister to be able to accompany 
him and enjoy themselvs without a blush. There is 
no surer way to loosen the hold of the churches on 
the wives and daughters· of the poor. 

The Post says, too, of the working man, that "the 
one place where he can talk or discuss with his fel
lowmen, and under conditions of comfort, is the 
saloon." Better places ought to be open to him on 
Sunday ; and they could be found in the little shops 
which sell candy, newspapers, cigars, groceries, and 
other articles of food to working people, but do not 
sell liquor. If the law were to permit such safe 
and convenient places to be open to visitors at all 
hours on Sunday, there would be mrich less need of 
legislation in favor of temperance. 

F. M. HoLLA.ND. 

The Bible in the Schools. 
John C. Pelton, known as the founder of the 

public schools in San Francisco, was present at the 
meeting of the Presbyterian Ministerial Union in 
that city on December 24th, and read a paper on 
"Religious Instruction in Public Schools." From 
a synopsis thereof in the Gall we quote: 

To bring the schools up to the position which they 
should occupy as agencies for moral training he belie\Tes 
a return should be made to religions teaching through 
the precepts of the Bible. He does not advocate a general 
and indiscriminate use of it, but would hav a copy of it 
lying upon every teacb,er's desk and would hav judicious 
selections ftom it read daily, along with such other de
votional exercises as no reasonable person could object 
to, and which .should be satisfactory to every Christian 
and patriot alike. 

And why not satisfactory as well to every Jew 
and patriot alike? 

And why not also satisfactory to every Infidel 
and patriot alike? 

Are the Christians nf this country the only pa
triots? Are the public schools to be run as an ad
junct to their sectarian prejudices, no matter how 
much they may offend the worshipers at other 
shrines T 

The subject of Pedagog Pelton's paper was 
pretty thoroughly discussed by those present, and 
the Gall's report says : 

The discussion showed quite a general agreement with 
the views expressed in the paper, though there was an 
evident divergence on some points, among others as to 
the proper nPe to be made of the Bible, some believing 
that it should be used as a text-book entire instead of hav
ing garbled extracts taken from it in accordance with the 
judgment or fancy of whoever may happen to be given 
the task to perform. 

Well, well, well! What next T Not content with 
wanting to thrust the Bible down the throats of 
the school children, these ministers would hav it 
used as a text-book; would, in fact, convert the 
common schools into auxiliaries to the churches and 
make of them subsidiary Sunday-schools. And 
what Christianity would they teach-the Christian
ity of Calvin, of Luther, or of Wesley ? That 
would depend, doubtless, on how many School Di
rectors each sect might be able to capture. 

Is it not well to pause now and consider whither 
we are drifting? Is it not a question whether those 
who are charged with abusing the public schools, 
could be-even if the charge were true-any worse 
enemies thereto than are those who are trying to 
use them for their own sectarian purposes T Is it 
not high time for the people to declare that all re
ligions alike must keep their hands off the public 
schools T 

The Bee thinks it is. 'l'he :first step toward that 
end is obedience to the laws of this state. If those 
laws are respected and enforced, there will be no 
Bible reading in the public schools. 

The inevitable trend of Bible reading in the com
mon schools, as shown in the above extracts, is re
spectfully dedicated to the Board of Education of 
the city of Sacram.ento.-Bacramento Be6. 

Lectures and Ieetings. 
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL left New York Sunday, Feb· 

rnary 3d, for Columbia, S. C., where he inaugurated his 
Southern lecturing tour on the 4th, his subject being 
"Shakspere." The colonel also delivered "Shakapere '' 
at Charleston, February 5th; Savannah, the 6th; Au
gusta, the 7th; Macon, the 8th, and at St. Augustine, the 
9th. On Sunday, February lOth, at Jacksonville, Fla., 
Colonel Ingersoll will lecture on the "Liberty of Man, 
Woman, and Child," and at Columbus, Ga., on the 12th, 
he will deliver "Shakspere," which will also be the sub
ject at Atlanta on the 13th. "Liberty" will be the sub
ject at Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Nashville, on the 
14th, loth, and 16th respectivly. Colonel Ingersoll is 
in magnificent form and voice, and, of course, will soora 
a big triumph in the South. 

J. E. REMSBURG's appointment for February: 
Feb. lO ......... Enfanla, I. T. Feb. 18, 19 .... Kerens, Tex. 
Feb. ll.. .......... Krebs, I. T. Feh, 20, 21 ..... Dnblin, Tex. 
Feb. 12 ............ Caddo, I. T. Feb. 22, .Stephenville, Tex. 
Feb.l3,14,RoyceCity,Tex. Feb. 23 ..... Ft. Worth, Tex. 
Feb. 15 ............ Dallas, Tex. Feb. 24 .... Gainesville, Tex. 
Feb. 16 .... Midlothian, Tex. Feb. 25, 26 ...... Grady, I. T. 
Feb. 17 .... :.Corsicana, Tex. Feb. 2~, 28 .... Dnncan, I. T. 
Feb. 17 ,BloomingG've, Te%. 

FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 
arranged are: 
Feb. 10, East Dennis, Mass. Mar. 3 .......... Boston, Mass. 
Feb. 12 ...... Harwich, Mass. Mar. S ....... Brockton, Mass. 
Feb. 17 ......... Boston, Mass. Mar. 8 ...... New York, N.Y. 
Feb. 24 .... Haverhill, Mass. Mar.lO ...... Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Feb. 26 ...... Booth Bay, Me. Mar. lO ........ Newark, N.J. 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements in oare of this offioe. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every l!'ridaf e16fi
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for February: 
February 8th-"Shakspere and Goethe." Thaddeus B. 
- Wakeman. . 
February 15th-" Walt Whitman." Rev. Merle St. C 

Wright. 
February 22d-"0nr Criminal Olasses-How Produced 

-The Responsibility-The Remedy." Mrs. Mattie 
P. Krekel. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long IslaBd Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for FE~brnary: · 
February 10-" The Philosophy of Life." Rev. F. E. 

Mason. 
February 17-"The Mind and Body." Prof. E. V. 

Wright. 
February 24-" Old and New Theories." Mr11. M. P. 

:Krekel. 

THE Ohio Liberal SocietY meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for February: 
February lOth-" Is There a God?" J. Ross Carpenter. 
Febrnaryl7th-"The Christian Devil: Ought God to 

Kill Him?" Prof. J. Clegg Wright. 
February 24th-" The Ideal of 1776." Mrs. M.A. Free

man. 
THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes

days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
bership. Biscnssions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretar_ybmeets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Ha , Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethonght publications are on sale at the meeting. 

MRs. FREEMAN's lecture appointments: Boston, Mass., 
Febrvary lOth. Mrs. Freeman desires to lecture dur
ing February. Those wishing to secure dates not 
t&ken please write Mrs. Freeman at once 1037 West Madi
son street, Chicago, Ill. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regn· 
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

The men of Northampton are proud of Bradlaugh. 
They hav more right to be proud of him than other 
men hav, for they stood by him when all men were 
against him. His statue, unveiled yesterday, is an 
honor alike to the town and to the dead tribune. 
"Thorough" is inscribed on the pedestal, and there 
could be no better epitome of Bradlaugh than that 
famous bit of Saxon. The paralytic radicalism of 
the day stands in need of men like Bradlaugh, and 
of his method of " Thorough." He had his defects 
of vision and sympathy ; he was east in an anti
quated mold; but his slogging vigor of attack and 
defense excites in us in 1894 a sense of despairing 
envy.-London Star. ' 

The second volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now QP sale, fri~e, $2.50. 
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A Missionary Scheme. 
THE TRUTH SEEXER has recently been doing, with 

the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of po
litical missionary work. We hav given away thou
sands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it 
ia doing its work. We hav also given away thou
sands <>f arguments against the proposed national 
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of 
TRUTH SEEXEBS hav been scattered broadcast over 
the land. 

And now, during the reading season, when the 
summer's work is done and the people hav 8ime to 
think, we want to do a great deal of religious mis
sionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme, 
which has already received cordial indorsement: 

Probably no one book hi.s made more converts 
to common ·sense and won more people away from 
su-perstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is 
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an 
immense amount of food for thought. It is written 
for the average mind, and is a straightforward, 
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. It. haA liberalized us Rll. It puts 
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the 
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in 
every village to corner the parson. It has never 
been " answered " and never can be. 

What ought to be done, and what we propose to 
do. iA to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to 
hav given away thousands of them among the peo
-ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker 
knows ought to hav one. It will do that church
member good, even if his wife burns it. He will 
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold 
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book 
in a family is bound to do good-an immense 
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will 
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE 
TRUTH SEEXER, for from reading it D. 1\1. Bennett, 
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory 
we now honor, became a. Liberal. Previously-he 
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in 
the country, and it is they we ought to reach. 

Our proposition is for every reader of this 
· paper to send us the names and addresses of 

RIGHT of hi~:~ Chri~:~tian acQnaintancAR and ONE 
DOLLAR, and wewill mail each of thema copy 
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON." 

If you don't know eight Christians you care 
enough about to convert, name those whom you do 
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the 
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher 
worth saving. 

In this way public opinion can be made and 
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers 
in a community can club together and convert a 
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and 
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds 
and we will make the selection of the target and 
take the responsibility of the :work. What we want is 
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read 

Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the 
names and addresses and means to mail the book 
Surely everybody can help in this and make thou· 
sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names 
of indifferentists, but those of good church people, 
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to 
think if they only are steered in the right dire<'
tion. 

"Liberty for Man, Woman and Child," and the 
Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. 

So many hav wanted the lecture on Liberty, and 
also the tribute to Colonel Ingersoll's brother, that 
Mr. Farrell has· had them printed in one pamphlet, 
uniform with the other lectures and at the same 
price--25 cents. And he has added as a frontis· 
piece a fine photo-engraving of the Colonel and 
both his grandchildren, Eva and Robert, the little 
fellow upon his knee, and Eva in her high chair. 
It is a pretty picture, and the Colonel's millions of 
friends will take pleasure in it. 

This lecture on liberty for the women and children 
has made many converts to rationalism 1\mong the 
fairer portion of humanity, and it is the best one to 
giv to the good women who hav a prejudice-fos
tered by the ministers-against the Colonel because 
he has "taken away their savior." When they 
read this they us~ally revise their opinion of the 
apostle of liberty, and read his other works-which 
they wouldn't look at before. If you know a good 
Christian girl, any age, just giv her a copy of this 
lecture. Postpaid, 25 cents. 

SEND for free catalog of our publications. 

Observations. r construed by translators "a maiden hath borne a 
I hear from Robert Wade of Troy, N.Y., and also son." The difference is intense, but the tense is 

from the newspapers that a revivalist named Sunday indifferent. The words recorded by John, " so must 
has attacked that outpost of Satan. Mr. Sunday the son of m'l.n be lifted up,'' may, for all I know to 
was formerly a member of the Chicago baseball the contrary, refer to the hanging of Haman, who 
team and tells his hearers that there was a time is said to hav beeri lifted up to a considerable alti
when "a man would not trust him even to hold fl. tude; or they may mean that the Brooklyn strikers 
yellow dog." On the strength of this record, which will get a raise the first of next month. Let us 
would disqualify him as pl~yer in any respectable leave the matter to the Pesbito and Colonel Burr, 
ball team, Mr. Sunday feels prepared to enter the and proceed to a consideration of the Golden Text, 
ministry and effulge as a shining light. The Lord "And having spoken, he pursued himself around 
often shows weak discriminating powers in select- the block, to the house of Matthew the publican. 
ing his servants. Any person of good judgment, And he came in at the side door thereof: for it W!\B 

having to choose between Mr. Sunday and the yel- the Sabbath" (Mark 7, cum 11). 
low dog that could not be trusted with him, would 
hav whistled to the dog instead of calling the man. 

The papers report that a gentleman of the name 
of Murphy, son of Francis Murphy, the temperance 
advocate, ]oined the political parsons who held a 
meeting in this city last Sunday for the purpose of 
instructing Mayor Strong in his official duties. 
Mr. Murphy was as ardent as any of them in 
demanding that the Sunday excise law should be 
enforced .. While I was in the Northwest I made 
the acquaintance of a gentleman of the name of 
Murphy, son of Francis Murphy, the temperance 
advocate. He was at that tinie engineering a blue
ribbon boom with a gospel attachment, and de
nounced the prohibitionists who depended upon Jaw 
on the statute books instead of Christ in. men's 
hearts as the way of salvation from the liquor habit. 
I had some edifying speech with lVlr. Murphy, and 
we were in substantial agreement on the subject of 
prohibition, though he held to Christ and I to 
Keeler as the great liberator from the power of the 
demon rum. It was merely a difference of opinion 
as to the relativ merits of mind cure and medicin cure. 
But his opposition to the prohibitory method be 
based on this argument, which he frequently ad
vanced, namely: If the law could save men, Moses 
was sufficient ; there was no need of Christ and he 
was a useless sacrifice. He went on to say that if 
Christ could save men from so powerful an adver
sary as Satan, he certainly must. be able to save 
them from the lesser fiend, whisky; and, he added, 
you might as well pass a law that all men should 
be saved as that all should be sober. To me this 
was cultus wawa, as preaching is called in the ver
nacular of that country, but no Christian prohibi
tionist can answer it. I would like to know if the 
-present Murphy is that Murphy, and if he has lost 
faith in the gospel as a jag-cure, and gone over to 
Keeler and the politicians. 

The success that I hav achieved with the aid of 
Col. William Henry Burr and his copy of the Pe
shito, in throwing the bright light of lucidity upon 
some obscure -passages of scripture, has led Mr. C. 
Severance, of Ler Sangerlus, Cal., to request a drink 
from this fountain of wisdom. To be a light and 
fountain in the same sentence is something, I fancy, 
but seldom accomplished; bnt as a Western editor 
observed when discussing Hawaiian affairs in an 
unbiased way, the apple of discord has sprung up 
in our midst and must be nipped in the bud ere it 
starts a,. conflagration that will deluge the world. As 
a prolusion, Mr. Severance pays me some very hand
some compliments-which, as I am in a position to 
know, ·are not undeserved-and then introduces the 
subject of Moses lifting up a serpent in the wilder
ness. How, inquires Mr. S., did Moses lift up the 
said serpent 1 Anticipating my reply, he "pre
sumes, in the absence of definit information to the 
contrary, that it was after the usual manner of lift
ing reptils-by the tail." But, he adds, we are met 
at once by the language of another part of the word 
of God which provides: "And as Moses lifted up 
the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the son 
of man be lifted up" (John iii, 14). Now, doth this 
imply that the son of man is to be raised as 
happened to Enoch (see 0. T. Stories, Illus., p. 24, 
by W. Heston, D.D., LL.D., P.D.Q.,) or are we war
ranted in concluding that at the time of the quoted 
excerpt going to press, the l!on of man still retained 
that terminal appendage denominated a tail 1 Mr. 
Severance puts his final query as follows: "Which 
way will the son of man be lifted, and when will 
the predicted event take placeT" 

I hav seen snakes lifted by a noose around their 
gills, and am informed that an occasional erring son 
of man gets jerked off his base in the same way. 
The tenses of the Hebrew language are allowed to 
be so vague that when a man was writing in that 
tongue he could not tell, sometimes, whether he was 
talking about what was expected to occur next week 
or was rehearsing ancient history. That is why the 
prophecies, as certain statements attributed to 
Isaiah are called, hav two applications-one as a 
record, the other as a prospectus. Thus the pas
sage rendered " a maiden shall bear a son" is also 

The scope of the legislator continues to widen 
with the process of the suns. On January 19, at 
Austin, the capital of Texas, a bill waA introduced 
in the House by Representativ Seabury providing 
that any person who receives a letter and fails to 
answer it within ten days shall be subject to a fine 
of $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail for 
ene year ; and in aggravated cases both penalties 
shall be enforced. That looks like the initial step 
toward important legislation; for if the people, 
whose servant Representativ Seabury is, can be 
forced to correspond whether they want to or not, 
why should he hesitate to put the same constraint 
on the deity, whose servant, doubtless, he likewise 
professes himself to be, and make prayer-answering 
compulsory ? A citizen might evade the -penalty by 
saying, in the first place, that he never got the 
letter; secondly, that he left it in the pocket of his 
other clothes, and, thirdly, that he answered it the 
day it was received; but no such dodge would be 
available to the All hearing One. The courts would 
hav him dead to rights, and his only way out would 
be the one indicated by the New York Independent, 
an orthodox paper, which solemnly avers that all 
prayers are answered-those that a weak faith might 
think were unattended to being answered in tbe 
negativ. With a thousand-dollar fine or a. year in 
the county jail, or both, for a leverage, I imagin 
that Representativ Seabury would hav the nerve to 
take a rise out of the Great Giascutis. 

I like to report the progress that our Spiritualist 
·allies are making in the way of duplicating ancient 
miracles. The following is from Milwaukee, Wis.: 
Mrs. I sa Wilson Kaynor, a medium, "handled with 
impunity" and without tongs "a very hot cylinder 
direct from over a kerosene lamp; also passing pa
per bank bills, silk and lace handkerchiefs through 
the flame without burning them, although one of 
the committee chosen therefor b:v the audience was 
well blistered for daring to handle the same glass 
cylinder." It was inconsiderate on the part of the 
audience to choose a committee for the purpose of 
being well blistered, but so reads the account in the 
Progressive 'l'hinker, whence my information is 
elicited. 

The original of this miracle is an old acquaintance 
of my readers who hav noted in the book of Daniel 
the account of the three office-holders of the prov
ince of Babylon, who, like the Socialist members of 
the German parliament, declined to "fall down " 
when they heard the "cornet, flute, harp, sack but, 
psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of musick." These 
men, ''in their coats, their hosen, and their hats, 
and their other garments," were remanded to a fiery 
furnace, where they strolled about with impunity 
and an angel, until his nobs the king calltild them 
out and promoted them to still better paid offices 
of public distrust. The sapient monarch saw the 
advantage to his administration ':>f having provincial 
officers that the local papers would not endeavor to 
roast. The higher critics hav set this story down 
for a fragment of oriental imagery, while critics who 
don't get high just disbelieve it, and let it go at 
that. Still, if Mrs. Kaynor is insusceptible of cre
mation, Meshach, Shadrach, and Abed-nego might 
hav been similarly gifted. If paper in her hands 
refuses to ignite, if silk and lace under her touch 
become uninflammable, and if 'she has money to 
burn and can't set it afire, why should not the hats, 
coats, and especially the hosen of those Hebrew 
gentlemen hav survived the heated term l I pause 
for a withering reply. It is not rightly comprehen
sible to the unbeliever why people whose bump of 
marvelousness bulges with these profane miracles 
should reject the sacred ones; and it is simply im
becil for the mongers of sacred miracles to throw 
away those of to-day, when they might subpena the 
performers as expert witnesses. 

One of the Steinway sons, of piano celebrit.y, has 
called upon the other Steinway sons for an account
ing, and the books of the company, which are 
brought into court, furnish some suggestiv items. 
The Charity and Donation account contains more 
than ordinarily stimulating grub for thought. The 
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Stein ways hav been very charitable people, respond
ing to nearly every call for a contribution. The 
Johnstown :flood sufferers got $250 ; the yellow 
fever sufferers got $250 ; several churches got $25 
or $50 each; there is an entry of "jury payment 
for Steinway, $50," suggesting that the firm knew 
how to conduct a case in court; the police received 
sums as "gratification" ranging from $2 upward; 
and to further show·how deeply this wealthycorpo
ration loves its fellow-men, the books divulge the 
payment of $50 for the expenses of a "meeting 
against free silver." 

I understand that the Steinways are reckoned as 
honest people. Years ago a miser named Payne 
deposited with the elder Steinway, for safe keeping, 
a package of valuables. No receipt was given. 
The package remained in the company's safe with 
its seal unbroken until Payne died. The heirs had 
no knowledge of its existence until old man Stein
way delivered it to Payne's executors. It contained 
bonds and bank-notes to the value of $400,000. 
This shows that the integrity which may be safely 
trusted with uncounted money is not incompatible 
with the business enterprise which " gratifies " the 
police with coin, keeps a financial account with a 
jury sworn to decide cases in accordance with evi
dence, and endeavors by the payment of cash to 
contribute toward the settlement of questions that 
should be left to the intelligence of the people. 
The members of the Steinway company may be 
sincere in their piety-their gifts to the churches 
testify to that ; and they may honestly think that 
free silver is dangerous ; but it strikes me that 
police "gratification " and $50 "jury payment'' 
throw a shadow upon their philanthropy and tend 
to discredit their motive. The church, the police, 
"approachable" jurors, and the gold-bugs, are a 
mongrel lot to be feeding together on crumb!! from 
the rich man's table. 

Our great and good friend the president has 
offered Congress a scheme for repairing the treasury 
remnant. It is the issue of a half billion dollars' 
worth of 3 per cent bonds, payable in gold fifty 
years hence. Treasury notes are receivable for said 
bonds, and said notes shall be canceled and with
drawn from circulation. Banks purchasing the 
bonds may issue notes to par value of the bonds. 
The scheme would turn a half billion of assets into 
an interest-bearing debt of equal amount. The in
terest would be fifteen million dollars a year, or 
sevPn hundred and fifty millions in fifty years. Can 
a worse policy be recommended T If not, the de
bate is closed and Congress will proceed to enact 
the measure. Meanwhile, let the middle-aged re· 
joice that they will be dead, though damned, when 
the debt falls due. 

Patience and much strength of purpose are re
quired to read the last encyclical of the pope, for 
his holiness is discursiv and does not wield a very 
facil pen. He is le11s amusing than George Francis 
Train and not so instructiv as Editor Moore of the 
Blue Grass Blade. I would ad visa him to drop 
his distinguishing whine and jerk a little unction 
into his ink. He is nothing that he pretends to be, 
and he knows it; 11.nd he is fatally deficient in his 

. perceptiv powers if he does not know that every 
intelligent person is likewise cognizant of that fact. 
Why does he take himself seriously T 

The encyclical is addressd, in the canting style to 
which popes are addicted, to "our venerable breth
ren, the archbishops and bishops," and touches in 
an admonitory way upon several topics of contem
poraneous human interest-as union of church and 
state, the labor question, and divorce. 

On the condition of Catholic politics in this part 
of the moral vinyard the pope, whoRe name, I be
lieve, is Joachim Pecci, though he makes his mark 
"Leo P. P. XIII.," discourses after the following 
fashion: 

That your republic is progressing and developing by 
giant strides is patent to all; and this holds good in relig
ious matters also. For even as your cities, in the course 
of one century, hav made marvelous increase in wealth 
and power, so do we behold the church, from scant and 
slender beginnings, grown with rapidity to be great and 
exceedingly flourishing. 

You are right as a trivet, Mr. Pecci, though you 
don't stand on three legs. The Catholic church is 
strictly in it. I don't suppose that Christ would 
be able to recognize the fat old damsel as his relict. 

He goes on felicitating the reverend brethren : 

The church among you, unopposed by the Constitution 
and government of lour nation, fettered by no hostil 
legislation, protecte against violence by the common 
laws and the impartiality of the tribunals, is free to liv 
and act without hindrance. 

True. No church with any political influence is 
discriminated against in this country, and as the 
church of the pope does not lack that advantage, no 
o;ne who likes to stand by to S!ile fair play would ex-

pect what follows his acknowledgment of a square 
deal by the honest farmers of this agricultural com
munity. If religion would exercise that liberality 
which it admires when itself is the object of it-if 
Freethought could be said to be " fettered by no 
hostillegislation," "protected by the imparti11.lity of 
tribunals," and "free to liv and act without hin
drance"-Freethinkers could lie abed later and 
Vigilance could take her hair out of curl-papers. 
But religion never stops asking for anything it can 
possibly get, and so we find the pope saying to the 
venerable brethren: 

It would be very erroneous to draw the conclusion 
that in America is to be sought the type of the most 
desirable status of the church, or that it would be uni
versally lawful or expedient for state and church to be, 
as in America, dissevered and divorced. 

That is to say, liberty is insufficient, and equality 
and impartiality are unsatisfactory. Even exemp
tion from taxation, millions in state appropriations 
to church institutions, and a strong polit,cal pull, 
fail to appease the papal appetite. Indeed, they are 
not so much as acknowledged by his holiness with 
thanks; and our state and national governments 
get no credit for the nice, commodious jails and 
penitentiaries they provide for the higher education 
of Catholic protectory and parochial school grad
uates. These do not count. ·The desire of the 
pope's heart, and what he instructs the venerable 
brethren to scheme for, is that the church, "IN AD
DITION TO LIBERTY," shall enjoy" THE FAVOR OF THE 
LAWS AND THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC AUTHOR
ITY." The English of which, in lower-case type, is 
that the Vatican wants Roman Catholicism estab
lished as the official religion of the United States. 

The pope himself is a rather insignificant little 
old man, with diabetes and atrophied functions, but 
his voice is the voice of the college of cardinals, who 
are robust and mean business ; so that if the arch
bishoplil and bishops of America take the necessary 
steps to carry out the recommendations of the en
cyclical, then a long program of interesting pro
ceedings will sqortly be presented to the American 
public. 

The utterance of the encyclical on the subject of 
divorce is what might be expected. Catholicism 
fosters that paralytic-! might almost say legless
species of morality which must use the church and 
state as a pair of crutches. Divorce is therefore 
denied to the cripples. Concerning the labor ques
tion the pope advises strikers "not to touch what 
belongs to another ;" which advice comes with ex
traordinary grace from a college of ecclesiastical 
banditti plotting to steal a continent. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 

News and Notes. 
The campaign at Prescott has closed with every 

indication of future advance. The Opera House 
last evening, January 27th, was crowded to listen 
to the concluding lecture on "Evolution and Crea
tion." To-morrow, Tuesday evening, will be a 
grand Paine celebration, the :first, I guess, ever held 
in the territory, but not by any means the last. 
Great interest has been awakened in the commun
ity, and it needs but vigorous measures to push 
Freethought to the front. The elements are.here. 
The national and local organizations can now count 
over one hundred members, and I feel sure that 
those here on the ground will not let the pr~ent 
golden opportunity .pass by. Hard work and per
sistent courage will be necessary. The Christians 
are bringing all their modern tactics into play; boy
cott, social ostracism, and other exasperating meth
ods of civilized savagery in which the followers of 
Jesus are expert and which oftentimes prove so 
effectual when backbone is lacking, and the mol
lusk prevails. 

The great stor,m is ended ; the greatest "in the 
history of mankind," it is said by the veracious edi
tors, that ever swept over Arizona. The oldest in
habitants don't remember anything quite equal to 
it. It prevented my seeing the cliff-dwellings and 
looking into ~he ancient wonders of Arizona, as I 
expected, so I must adjourn this pleasure for golden 
days to come, as also my visit to the canon of the Col
orado. I cannot therefore write up the curiosities 
of Arizona. I am sure that I could hav made my 
communications to THE TRUTH SEEXER quite inter
est.ing with the record of these underground adven
tures and travels in the bowels of the earth. We 
hav to creep and crawl through all sorts of dark 
and winding ways in the crumbling abodes of the 
cliff-dwellers ; and if I could only picture that 
weird and fascinating journey, it would certainly be 
an instructiv addition to the records of my Secular 
pilgrimage. But when nature gets on one of her 
mad freaks, and piles cloud on cloud, and rolls wind 
on wind until it seems as if the whole universe was 
in a tempest of delirious wrath, it is no use to insist 
upon the rights and privileges of man, who is the 

denizen of her empire. We must simply submit. 
We can do nothing. Nature will hav her own way 
and we must make the best of it. . 

However, the storm was not so severe in Prescott 
but what we could hold our meetings regularly, 
with good attendance from beginning to end. 
Prescott has not suffered nearly so much from the 
storm as otJ:.er places throughout the country, and 
when the weather is fine here it is simply superb. 
It is exuberant with the splendor of shining land
scapes and glittering skies. 

I was desirous, above all, of visiting the ranch of 
Mr. J. K. Hall, who live about fifteen miles distant 
from Prescott, where many good things await the 
Pilgrim. Mr. Hall and his family are stanch Free
thinkers, and not a cloud of superstition :floats over 
his happy fireside. However, his daughter, Shar
lot M. Hall, has been present in Prescott' the whole 
month and has attended every lecture, rain or shine. 
She was born into Freethought with eve'ry fibre of 
her being and has never had to fight any ghosts to 
get rid of them. They do not haunt any portion of 
her intellectual horizon. She is a healthful repre
sentativ of the abounding life of this great Western 
land. She is entering upon a literary career of 
bright promis ; is a contributor to many journals 
east and west on various subjects, especially the 
pre-historic relics of Arizona, of which she is a 
t.horough student. She has recently won a prize 
in competition with some of our best writers, so we 
can be proud of this fearless and gifted exponent 
of Freethought who has such a brilliant future 
in the ranks of our Western authors. 

It has been a great privilege to enjoy the frank 
hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Dr. J. Miller, and the 
toils of the campaign hav been mingled with fire
side delights. Rex Miller, their son, has no use for 
ghosts or gods, so far as I can see. He is left to 
judge for himself. There is no compulsion in this 
Freethought family. 

Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Rodenburg are among my 
old-time allies. When I first came here, about eight 
years ago, Mr. Rodenburg was the mainstay of the 
enterprise, and stood by me through thick and thin. 
I was rather discouraged at the outlook then. We 
had hardly a corporal's guard to attend. But the 
years hav rolled on and now we haT crowded houses, 
and the :flags are :floating over advancing columns. 
Mr. Rodenburg has a delightful family where intel
ligence reigns and the dark shadow of orthodoxy 
vanishes. Freda, the youngest, who was just born 
when I was here last, is especially devoted to the 
colors of Freethought and, like a fairy, would 
charm the way of the Pilgrim with beautiful 
:flowers. 

Mr. W. J. Roberts is one of the old citizens of 
the place. He came here a long time ago, when 
little more than a boy, and has had varied adventures 
with Indians, white men of all sorts, and has seen 
humanity in its roughest exterior. But while he 
has lost faith in God he has not lost faith in man, 
and believes in liberty and progress, and is one of 
our foremost soldiers. Mrs. Roberts is somewhat 
inclined to the Methodist church, and rather lin
gers with its fond associations, but she attended all 
the lectures; gave me a warm welcome, and showed 
the spirit of Freethought even if she didn't exactly 
agree with all that I said. 

Mr. James Brown has been here for many years, 
a sturdy worker. He has battled with nature and 
won a home, much better than any that the New 
Jerusalem can offer. He is a most generous sup
porter of our cause. What a reform we could make 
if we had a regiment like him. 

Mr. P. A. Williams is another of our veteran 
corps, always ready to assist, and not afraid to be 
counted. 

Mr. John Davis, in spite of :floods, came all the 
way from Verde, a distance of over thirty miles, to 
attend the closing lectures and the Paine celebra
tion. He could not come before on account of the 
rains. He is on the frontier line. Whatever for
tune may be, he is ready to do hilil level best for 
humanity. If he has a dollar it is always for some
body else's benefit as well as his own. 

I could mention many otherlil, but space forbids. 
I hav certainly enjoyed this changing aspect of 
Western life. I hav bad plenty ofagitation. Yes
terday a Roman Catholic champion appeared upon 
our platform. He did not like some strictures that 
I made upon the church of Rome and its policy. 
He thought. I was an A. P. A., a "know-nothing,•• 
etc. We gave him full opportunity to set things 
right. He did not, however, rebut my statements, 
but simply showed the good things said and done 
by some Catholics, all of which I cordially accepted. 
As he declared himself in favor of equal rights for 
all, I told him that our difference of opinion should 
not prevent our joining hands for human freedom; 
that, to some exterit, he was drifting out of Rome 
.nto ReasQU i ~~g ~f ht;~ kept on ]le ~o~ld eve:11tm~~1 
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be a Freethinker. I hope so. He did well for his 
side of the question. He showed the bright aspects 
of Rome. I showed the dark which no amount of 
rhetoric can cover up, and in which are the powers 
of destruction. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Pre&cott, Jan. 28, 295. 

When to Laugh. 
When an animal sees or hears something unusual 

it is alarmed and seeks safety. And when, after long 
ages, the ape animal gradually takes on the charac
teristics of man, he is affected in the same manner 
by any strange appearance or sound. Savage man, 
governed only by the family head or chief, as is a 
herd of buffaloes, knowing nothing of natural laws 
!ancies a demon in the flying cloud, in the lightning: 
m the thunder, in the gale. He ascends, through 
the slow steps of evolution, to the grade of barba
rian, gains some knowledge of agriculture and ar
chitecture, improves his language, and adopts a 
more complex government. But here he is just as 
ignorant of the causes of natural phenomena; and 
his superstitious notions, whatever they may be, 
through heredity, hav become stronger and pervade 
his whole being. He acknowledges his own inabil
ity to giv a reason for his beliefs ; but he credu
lously accepts the hit-or-miss dictum of the chief or 
some one bold enough to act the role of teacher. 
The teacher becomes a priest ;_ and his dreams and 
visions, superinduced by efforts of the imagination 
to discover things unknown, are assumed to be rev
elations from demons or gods. 

When man has risen to what we call a state of civ
~ ilization, "be has advanced still more in agriculture, 
' commerce, political economy, art of war, etc., and 

has a stronger and perhaps more oppressiv govern
ment. But in respect to knowledge of nature's laws, 
the majority of persons in the so-called civilized 
states are but in line with the barbarian. They also 
are believers in spirits of the air that visit them in 
dreams. They likewise are unable to giv reasons of 
their own for the theological faith that is in them, 
and as credulously believe that the mystical ordina
tion of a priest enables him to interpret mysteries 
by making them more mysterious. When they sing 
" God moves in a myterious way his wonders to 
perform," they publish the fact that they make little 
use of science. 

Notwithstanding his presence is obnoxious in an 
enlightened community, it may be admitted that 
the priest is of service among barbarians-that he 
is a necessary evil. It is held by some philosophers 
that a priesthood is a natural factor in the process 
of evolution ; that the office of priest operates as a 
spur to investigate, to improve, to guide ; that by 
its influence the cruel passions of the king and the 
license of the people are each restrained. But in 
spite of his virtues, being the sole reservoir of what 
little knowledge there is, the priest becomes arro
gant and exacting, and the people stagnate. War, 
subjugation, even slavery, may also be elements in 
the process of evolution. At any rate, war is about 
the only means of lifting or forcing a people out of 
such stagnation in ignorance and superstition ; for, 
being brought into contact with different customs 
and opinions, their own will be gradually modified. 

But the priest seems to be indigenous to all soils. 
Evolution has not yet reached time nor place for 
his extinction. He may be knocked out in some 
locality to-day; to-morrow, with a little expedient 
modification, he is in alliance with the conqueror. 
He is in alliance with our own governments-fed
eral and state. Though constrained at the time of 
the Revolution to take a back seat, he has since 
then worked his way _to the front. He is in every 
public body, drawing salaries for telling an old 
story, and needs not serve the country in any other 
capacity. He enjoys the fat of the land, while his 
millions of property is exempted from taxation. 
And in spite of all this some folks think we are not 
priestridden. 

The priest is a product of barbarism ; and so far 
as we support him and fear his dogmas we are bar
barians. The barbarian religion of gods and devils, 
and their alleged antics among men and women, is 
not suited to cultured, reasoning minds. 

menta _for savin~ souls are seen only in museums, 
':e _claim and enJOY the right to laugh the laugh of 
ridicule. 

After one has attended an orthodox church for 
twenty years it is high time to begin to laugh. 

When, of all the many gods that hav figured on, 
~mder, and a_bove the earth, our priest claims to be 
m partnership with the only one whose word is 
worth a cent; who can, when he gets ready, flog all 
t~e other gods at_ once.: who _alone directs the light
mng bolt when It strikes his own altar-we smile 
the smile of ridicule. 

'YJ!en his .notions of monogamy and the origin 
of hfe are denved solely from the Bible genesis, and 
he gravely repeats the Arab fable, a contemptuous 
smile is generated. 

. He describes his god as having been confin.ed 
with a band of outlaws in a desert wilderness and 
a barren mountain for forty years ; and we laugh. 

He then pictures him as the instigator of murder
ous and thievish raids on the heathen round about 
-on " a people living in peace and plenty ;" and 
we smile with disgust. 

When he attempts-though he seldom does now
a-~ays-to extract divine lessons from the story of 
Dinah, from the Songs of Solomon and other love 
stories, we think of Comstock and laugh. 

He makes his God, in an unusual but not an 
original method, to become a father· hence the 
~r~nity family. And we laugh the la~gh of- de
risiOn. 
~e falsifies history ; tells of many terrible perse

cutwns suffered by the early Christians from Pa
gans; when we know that most of the persecutions 
were between thernselvs on charges of heresy. And 
we laugh. 

He brazenly asserts that the church never tor
tured for heresy-that the civil power alone did so 
-when the awful instruments of torture were taken 
from her altars. And we laugh at his lies. 

He claims _that all the liberty and civilization we 
possess are due to Christianity; when the fact is 
t?e Dark Ages were due to that religion, and that 
hberty and progress are now increasing in exact 
proportion to the increase of Infidelity. And we 
laugh at his assurance. 

On an anniversary meeting of the Society for 
Prevention of Cruelty to· Animals, the priest ap
pears on the platform and claims for his religion all 
the honor of mercy, in face of the fact that the 
Society was founded by an unbeliever. And we 
laugh at his false claims. 

When his sacred chapel has just been struck by 
lightning, and he dodges a little talk on special 
providence, we laugh the laugh of triumph. 
Ridicnle and laughter are proper means to take 
To cure the sick belief in a :tire-and-brimstone lake. 
The Hestonian pencil sketches truth every time, 
And shows priestcraft to be something else than divine. 

L. G. REED. 

Wise V s. Vennum. 
It matters little if we credit Wise; 
His cloth's enough to tell us Vennum lies. 
These versicles remind me while I pen 'em 
The wise hav everywhere encountered venom, 
The priest, since Socrates :first drank the bowl, 
Has, for the wise, kept venom in his soul, 
But when the venom he some new way tries, 
To think what it may light on would be-wise. 
The wiee hav often call'd ''God's Book" ol9ecene. 
But Vennum, surely, ou~rht to :find it clean. 
Venom, not :tit for Mrs. V. to read, 
To call God's word, is scarcely wise, indeed. 
Oh V~nnum, there is greeness in thine eyes, 
Infallible disproof of being wise. 
Oh Wise I not Venuum you could surel:y think 
Would wish, like J e~us, his own self to drink; 
It was for you he brewed himself; so, Wise, 
Swallow your Vennum in his usual guise, 
In drinking venom, you put.Vennum down; 
Be wise enough to prize the martyr's crown, 
Which Vennum, being venomous, can giv 
But, if not wise, to wear will never liv. 
0 Wise! Oh Yenoml Ancient heirs of fame! 

Oh venom-drinking wise I Oh venomed shame I 
How soon the sacred gown, by venom worn, 
Turns to the pennant sheet de:tiled and torn; 
How soon the felon's stripes, which venom places 
Upon the wise, adorn celestial spaces I 
Since venom made our earliest parents wise 
Venom in vain to outrun wisdom tries; 
But the wise, getting venom for his pains, 
The venom's loss makes his own deathless gains. 

-0. L. James, in Lucije1·. 

The Campaign Book. 

In a few spots only of the world has man risen 
to a degree of knowledge and freedom where he can 
stop and laugh at the priest. Ridicule may be an 
agent in the economy of evol~tion for his d?throne
ment; the wit of many Voltaires may multiply ~nd 
enlarge such happier spot~. But where the priest The book of the joint· Congress of the Ft~dera
has the power and the will to persecute and torture tion and Secular Union is now ready for n-ailing. 
for heresy, not much laughing is done._ Wh~n I hope to hear from more friends to help us circu
feeling the thumbscrew, one do~s not feel_hke BI~nl- late tM"work-8 copies for $1; 18 copies for $2. 
ing. When stretched on the rack, or "!h~le ~avmg Send me the addresses to which you wish them to 
the tongue torn out with red-hot tongs, It IB difficult go and I will mail them from headquarters. The 
to laugh. Many good people still suffer from fear fol~owing are. the names sine? my last. report: John 
of his hellish dogmas ; who enter the sanctuary court Leitch, 8 copi_es ; John Brosi, 16 copies; John Ma
like so many criminals to be prayed for and fined. hara, 18 copies; Robt: Thorne, 8 copies; ~rs. P. 
J3~t as 4is fangs ~re broken, and his sacred instru- ' Van Hoeter, 20 copies; Frederic Dahlstrom, 8 

copies; A. B. Lenox, 4 copies; D. W. ~Worley, 8 
copies; Mrs. Charlotte Palm, 8 copies; H. G. Bas
chard, 2 copies; John Lomax, 8 copies ; E. P. Bos
worth, 8 copies; Geor~e Larson, 8 copies; John P. 
Tharuquest, 1 copy; John A. Calder, 8 copies; E. 
McFadden, 8 copies ; J ohnathan Wells, 8 copies ; 
Miss Lottie Wolf, 8 copies; W. A. Bogard, 8 copies; 
E. W. Bogard, 4 copies; Lewis G. Reed, 8 copies; 
L. W. Lautzenheiser, 8 copies; E. W. Hames, 16 
copies; Lewis Levine, 20 copies; W. Whittick, 16 
copies ; W. H. Pepper, 20 copies ; W. W. Ames, 1 
copy ; C. B. Rouss, 8 copies. 

E. C. REIOHWALD, Treas. F. F. of A. 
234 South Water Street, Chicago. 

Paine's Memory Honored at Louisvilie • 
There was a Paine celebration at Louisville, Ky., 

on Jan. 27 in commemoration of the 158th anniver
sary of his birth, It was called a" Sacred Concert," 
presumably to avoid an encounter with Kentucky:s 
enlightened Sunday law. Turngemeinde Hall was 
well filled, the occasion was in every way an enjoy
able one, and. the addresses were calculated to open 
the eyes of such orthodox people as heard them or 
read the. reports of the meeting as given in the local 
papers. This was the program: 
L Violin and Piano, Duet ...... Louis and Phil. Hollenbach 
2. Chorus ...................................................... Harmonia 
3. Vor~rag ueber Thomas Paine .............. Carl Neumeyer 
4. Ged10ht ............ _ ..................................... Phil. Adams 
5. Lecture .................................................... Dr. Carter 
6. Duet ............................... Louis and Phil. Hollenbach 
7. Recitation .............................................. Miss Carter 
8. Harmonia ............................... _ ................ . 
9. Trompeter von Sackingen-Solo ............. ~.Jos. Simon 

Dancing after the entertainment. 
Mr. Neumeyer's ·address was in German and dealt 

only with the political services of the Hero of Three 
Countries. Dr. Carter spoke in unqualified praise 
of both his political and religious writings. One of 
the most interesting parts of the program was a 
recitation by Miss Lois Bligh Carter, who is but fif
teen, but has recited at Mr. Remsburg's lectures in 
Louisville, and on this last oncasion won the un
stinted praise of the Courier-Journal. 

The legisla.tiv season is here. Congress is 
already at work, and many of the state legis
latures are also in session. Soon all will be, and 
this is the opportunity for the political Chris
tians. During the next six months these meddlers 
will be more activ than ever before. We want 
each of our readers to constitute him- or herself 
a committee of one to keep watch of the enemies 
of the secular state. Report to us immediately 
every moveme~t of the theocrats. Look out for 
new Sunday laws and attempts to more rigor
ously enforce old ones; watch for appropriations 
to the church and to institutions under the con
trol of the church ; gather all the facts that you 
can in relation to the exemption of church prop
erty from taxation ; be vigilant in regard to relig
ious teaching in the schools ; note what is said 
and done about the employment and payment of 
chaplains ; do not fail to keep informed and to in
form us as to the attacks which the anti-naturali~ts 
are sure to make on the agencies of expression and 
transmission. Do not assume that the Editor will 
find out all about these things through the daily 
papers; there are hundreds of those journals, and 
there are only seven days in the week; something 
of vital importance to our cause may escape his eye 
and yours may catch it in the nick of time ; it will 
be better for him to hav his attention called to it 
repeatedly than not· to see it at all. So send along 
the items. In this connection we will request all the 
members of the Freethought Letter-Writing Co_rps 
and all others who will now engage to write one 
letter each week to the target selected by the 
Captain to send us their names and addresses, not 
for publication, but that we may know how many 
there are, and so be better enabled to direct their 
activities. Let us make the coming year memorablE> 
in the annals of Secularism. 

MBs. M. P. KREKEL's lecture dates : 
Feb. 3d ............ Alliance, 0. Feb. 241h ... Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Feb. 10th, Philadelphia, Pa. Feb. 24th ..... Newat·k, N. J. 
Feb. 22d .... New York City. 

The 17th and a few week evenings are still vacant in 
February. Those wanting lectures near the Sunday 
lecture times and places should write at once. March, 
the whole month (Sundays) she is in Cincinnati, and par
ties living near that city in Ohio, Kentucky, and West 
Virginia. who ~ould like to secure week evening engage
ments should apply at once. Permanent. address 802 
East 11th street, Kansas City, Kan. 

THE list of Mr. Remsburg's appointments in Texas, on 
page 86, should be corrected as follows: Clifton, Febru
ary 19th, 20th; Dublin, 21st, 22d; Stephenville, 23d; Ft. 
Worth, 24th; Gainesville, 25th. 
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In the Center of the Thoroughfare. 
HousToN, TEx., Jan. 18, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for back 
pay on my subscription. Times are hard 
and money scare with a laboring man. I 
shall try to do better in the future. Keep 
pounding away ; you are in the middle of 
the road. H. W. NELSON. 

The Right Man in the Right Place. 
WHITE HALL, Wis., Jan. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I want to do a li!tle mis· 
sionary work for the cause of Free· 
thought. Inclosed is $1, for which send 
eight copies of Paine's "Age of Reason." 

I am a. resident in the principal hotel 
here, and hav good opportunity to meet 
many people from all parts of the country; 
bav disposed of five copies within the last 
few months. Paine's works are the best I 
know of to get people to investigate and 
seek the truth. When they hav once read 
Paine's works they are ready to take up 
some other works and investigate further. 

Yours truly, B. F. WING. 

Unlike God's, Natural Laws Are Tmmnt
ablt'. 

CocoANUT GRoVE, FLA., Jan. 4, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me two copies 

of your ANNUAL. I think it must be good. 
If I had been asked to select the writers, 
the very first I should hav named are the 
eight yon hav on your list, viz: R. G. ,In
g-ersoll, S. P. Putnam, Matilda Joslyn 
Gage, Helen H. Gardener, Susan H. Wix
on, Katie Kehm Smith, John Peck (wh"'n 
he writes on Freethonght), and last but 
not least George E. Maodon~ld. I sin
cerely regret the inexorable law that pre
vented me from writing every name first, 
for each deserves first place. I must not 
close with'lnt expressin!5 mv admiration 
and earnest appreciation of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and its brave, effectiv work. 

SAMUF~ RHODES. 

H oosierdom A wakened. 
NEw Ross, IND., .Jan. 22, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: On the 18th, 19th, and 
20th of January, Franklin Steiner deliv
ered a series of lectures here. Despite 
the inclemency of the weather he had very 
attentiv and appreoiativ audiences. 

His actions are filled with grace; his 
speech is vigorous and Effectiv. His argu
ments are strong; his reasoning clear and 
logical; his humor keen, pleasant, and ap
propriate. 

Of his lectures, "Morality without Su
perstition" is one among the best. It was 
permeated throughout with humorous in
fusions, which provoked laughter; it 
sparkled with truth; was supported by 
vastnesa of resource and the soundest of 
reasoning, with no biaa but lihe aim for 
truth. 

The community is aroused; the lectures 
hav had the desired effects ; they hav 
provoked comment, promoted thought, 
and exacted the conclusion that Liberalism 
is growing. LIBEHAu THINKER 

To Bnry the Hatchet. 
KENT, 0., Jan. 22, 295. 

honor" let him read Oleveland's letter to 
Representativ William Wilson, where his 
chief uses said words and from which they 
were quoted. 

In conclusion allow me to say to Bro. S. 
M. Etheridge: Let us bury the hatchet of 
political intolerance along with that of re
ligionsintoleranoe; then our political corns 
will be cured. Let ns devote all our ener
gies to fighting our common enemv, eoole
siastioal domination, lest it shall reduce us 
to mental serfdom. Knowing no section
alism, I am, Yours, M. H. HEIGHTON. 

One Man Among Twenty-five Thousand 
Christians. 

OswxGo, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed my 

dues as a member of your school. Yon, 
with your excellent assistant, Watson Hes
ton, giv your readers a paper excelled by 
none in liberating the beclouded mind 
from bondage. Please tell me if any of 
Mr. Ingersoll's family are members of 
.Christian churches; if so, what ohnroh? 

My "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought" is a volume of rich treasures, 
deserving of all the praise it is reoeivin~r. 

Only for my large amount of Liberal 
literature I should be as isolated as Robert 
Selkirk. I am the only outsPoken Agnos
tic in a city of 25,000 inhabitants, enjoy
ing all the privileges and patronage given 
to a good Christian. The reason is the 
public appreciates an honest, fearless, true 
man. I hav no sympathy or respect for a 
coward. 

They are slaves who dare not speak 
The truth they needs must think; 
They are slaves who dare not be 
In the right with two or three. 

Our actions ahonld be a silent educator 
of the public. We're in the fight to the 
finish. JASPER J. BRoWN 

[No member of Colonel Ingersoll's 
family is a member of aohuroh.-ED. T. S.] 

All Sing! 
DUBUQUE, KAN., Jan. 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: After having my crops on 
six hundred acres almost entirely de
stroyed by drouth two years in snooes
sion, and after reading of the widespread 
destruction of crops throughout the Union 
by the same cause, I composed the follow· 
ing hymn, to be sung by the farmers on 
Thanksgiving days. Sing to the tune of 
"The Kansas Girl." 
God holds the rain within his hand, 
And lets the sun parch up the land. 
We sow the seed, it cannot grow
Praise him from whom all blessings ffow. 

Chorus: 
Come, farmers dear, hurrah, and cheer 
For him who takes away our home, 
And leaves us free this world to roam. 
The mortgage on the team is due, 
On wagon, plow, and harness too. 
"No extension" now, since crops won't 

grow-
Praise him from whom all blessings flow. 

The farm for taxes will be sold, 
And we'll be fired out in the cold; 
No earthly cares then shall we know
Praise him from whom all blessings flow. 
We'll join the tramps and roam the earth 
And bear glad tidings of Christ's birth 
To every heathen here below-
Praise him from whom all blessings flow. 

Yours truly, W. H. KERR. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice in your issue of From a Former Shaker. 
Jan. 19th that a partisan Texan takes THE HAMMONTON, N.J., Jan. 2, 1895. 
TRUTH SEEKER to task for publishing a MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1 to 
card from me in which I, commenting on bring me the best paper I know of for one
the resultA of the election of last Novem- third of another "time." I see Brother 
her, said, "Even the Memphis Appeal Hacker is able still to hit shams a whack 
concedes that there is nothing left to the now and again. I well remember how, 
Democracy but heaven and Mississippi, some s1xty years since, we prized the vis· 
and it might hav added hell and Texas, or its of his paper, the Pleasure Boat, It 
perfidy and dishonor.". The above sen- was radical then, but the Shakers tolerated 
tence seems to hav greatly disturbed him. it and the youths devvnred the contents 
He thinks he sees sectional hate and fanat. eagerly. I prize your paper because it 
icism lurking in it. Not understanding it keeps ns informed of the doings of the 
he asks, "What does the poor man mean would· be tyrants -would be if they could 
by the expression, 'Hell and Texas or secure government help. The editorials, 
perfidy and dishonor?'" Observations, News and Notes, and John 

Lest your corresp·mdent from Clinton, Peck's contributions are all grand, while 
Texas, should nurse his wrath till it de- Heston's fund seems almost inexhaustible. 
velops into section~! hate, allow me to ex- May all liv to do immense good 
plain what was meant in the above quota- .J. P. Cryder admits being a Spiritualist, 
tiona. "Hell," is left to the democracy and even a medium, and yet cannot say he 
in the execration of the people for its be- knows nor that he hnpes. I am not sure 
tra.yal of their confidence. Texas is left, that any of us knows, as positiv knowledge 
for it almost alone by its popular vote ap- comes by actual experience, but to hope 
proved of the record of the recreant Dem- , will harm no one. Mr. Cryder thinks 
0 oratio party. If he wiehes to know what I "there must be there, as here, a perpetual 
is meant by the words "perfidy and dis- , struggle for existence,"· etc. I will hope 

the inoentiv to snob may not exist there. 
Mnoh if not all comes through the ruling 
of designing men and unjust laws on this 
side. D. R. WoLLISON. 

What the Sundayites Want. 
VINELAND, N.J., Dec. 25, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: A few years ago a company 
of bigots in Pennsylvania formed what 
they called the National Reform Associa
tion, and now they and other churches are 
doing the best, or rather the worst, they 
can to get Congress to giv ns more strin. 
gent Sunday laws. If there are cowards 
enough in Congress to grant their request 
-though Jeans in the :first chapter of 
Mark abolished the Sabbath eighteen hun. 
dred years ago-we shall soon hav laws 
requiring every family to attend church 
and pay a regular salary to the minister, 
and fine, or imprison, every one who 
walks or rides anywhere on Sunday except 
to ohnroh and back. Jesus called the 
Jewish Sabbath a winebag that had 
stretched as far as it eonld without burst
ing, and if Congress enacts the above laws 
it will burst at once, or bE! abolished for
ever, for the people are becoming too 
enlightened and intelligent to be driven 
into ohnroh by any laws that Congress can 
make. 

The churches hav had two davs of glut
tony, called Thanksgiving and Christmas, 
and a week of idleness called holidays. 
NC!>w let them take their aged, poor, worn
out and sick members out of the pauper
houses, and provide them with comfortable 
homes, especially in cities where they are 
crowded in with liars, thieves, drunkards, 
and harlots, and -hav no others for com
pany, or to feed or nurse them, if any 
nursing is ever done there, and where 
church people never go to see how their 
poor are treated. I hav never known a 
church to provide a comfortable home for 
a wornont member, but always cart them 
off to a pauper-house and forsake them, 
and it is time for a change. With so mnoh 
profession of godliness there should be a 
little humane action. · J. HACKER. 

An Illustration that Illustrates. 
FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Jan. 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: In my confabs with my 
neighbors on religion they ask me..what I 
propose to giv them in the place of Chris
tianity. 

Now, then, I propose, on this occasion, 
with your permission (and I hope yon will 
grant it), to answer that great and oft
repeated question satisfactorily to myself 
atleast, and in a way that ought, I think, 
to be satisfactory to every sensible person. 

Suppose, for instance, that I hav lived 
in a land of rattlesnakes, and should call 
on my friend Mr. Smith for a sociable 
chat, and we should see a rattlesnake 
come crawling along the road. Mr. Smith 
says to me, "See there, Mr. Gilman, see 
that rattlesnake! Take my gun, and go 
and shoot him." "Well, hand me your 
gnn." So I take the gun and go out and 
shoot the snake. "Now, Mr. Smith, 
what shall I do with this snake?" "Oh, 
throw it over there into the brush out of 
the way, that's all yon need do with it." 
"Now, Mr. Smith, what do you wish me 
to put there in the road in the place of that 
rattlesnake?" "Why, nothing, Mr. Gil
man; of course not. It's enough to get 
rid of that confounded rattlesnake without 
putting anything in its place. And yon 
did well, Henry, to shoot it and kill it as 
quickly as yon did." " Oh, well, I suppose 
I used to shoot rebels when I was o£!:' in 
the war. At any rate, I did the best I 
could at it." 

. "Now, my Christian friend, it is pre
cisely so with regard to religion. Let ns get 
rl.d of that hydra-headed, malign, gigantic, 
all-damnable monster, Christianity; de· 
stroy it entirely; wipe it off the face of 
the earth! And we don't want to replace 
it with anythin~ in particular.· But com· 
mon sense and reason will involuntarily 
insinuate themselvs in where that was, and 
take its place, and before we are aware of 
it that will be an accomplished fact, and 
then the millennium will be near at hand, 
and we shall be living'in a world of happy 
people." 

Many other similar comparisons might 
be drawn, but I think that one is enough 
to- convince any reasonable person that I 
am correct. I am now at work with my 
tongue the same as ever, I am hammer-

ing away at· the old theological fossils 
with all my might. 

Yours for truth against error; victory 
or death, HENRY H. GILMAN. 

A Largo Number of Questions. 
EsKRIDGE, KAN., Dec. 10, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Sometimes I think that 
ignorance is about the onlv thing that has 
been rewarded in this world; at least, in 
every age intelli!5enoe has been regarded 
as crime. 

I was talking- with a Bible believer the 
other day. He said it was not harli to nn- · 
der~tand Revelation-wanted to know if 
I had ~'tudied R9velation, to which I re
plied, "Yes, I will quote from the 12th 
oh!'pter and explain: 'And there ap
paR.red a great wonder in heaven, a woman 
clothed with the sun, and the moon under 
her feet, and upon her head a crown of 
twelve stars,' eto., 'an•l there appeared 
another wonder in heaven, and behold a 
great red dragon, having seven heads, 
and ten horns, and seven crowns upon 
his heads, and his tail drew the third 
part of the stars of heaven, a'ld did oa!it 
them upon the earth.' Let us examin 
this story. Of oonrse the woman was 
rather above the medium size. Noth
ing is said about her husband; perhaps 
she never had one. We don't know where 
heaven is looated, oonseq•1ently .it is hard 
to tell on what planet the dragon was. 
He must hav had a wonderfal tail, mill· 
ions of miles in length, hundreds of miles 
in diam9ter, to say nothin~ about the size 
of his bodv, which mnst hav been almost 
beyond the flight of our imagination to 
calculate. I don't know where he kept 
bis tail coiled. When he cast his tail 
among the stars to encirole a third part of 
them, the force of gravity would hav held 
his tail, while another planet would hav 
held his body, an~ trving to draw the 
other planets with his tail might hav pulled 
his tail off, or drawn his body from the 
planet it was on. Did Go :I make this drag
on? if so, what for? can anyone see thfi 
design? Where are those stars that were 
cast to the earth? What would be the re
sult of snob a oatastrop'>e? What beoame 
of the people, or w1n this earth inhabited 
at that time ? If not, who saw the 
dragon?" He thought I was a blas
phemar. Nothing can be more absurd 
than the claims that tha Bible is a super
human production. Think of a God who 
would inspire the writing of snob a book. 
Why doesn't lie write another Bible, or did 
he do the best he could and quit? Why 
did he not write one that everybody could 
believe? Why does he punish a man be
cause things are not reasonable? Could 
he save all m6n if he wanted to, and, if so, 
why don't he do it? What in the name of 
common sense does he want a Bible for 
anyhow? Cannot infinH wisdom ~et 
along without the Bible? Does reading 
the Bible make people honest, and, if so, 
are then all people honest who believe the 
Bible? Are there any honest people who 
disbelieve the dogma of inspiration? I am 
satisfied that we would be far better off 
to-day if the Bible had never been written. 
or course those who love their enemies 
persecute me, and I am not an enemy; 
for many years I ha.v been an unbeliever 
in the Christian religion. I believe in 
liberty now, always and everywhere. 
I don't like the gods abcmt whom I hav 
heard. C. V. WILLIAMS. 

What Connecticut Liberals Are Doing. 
NoRwALK, CoNN., Jan. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Perhaps the readers of 
THn: TRUTH SEEKER would like to hear 
from Connecticut occasionally. I hav the 
pleasure of writing very gratifying news ; 
in fact, you might call it glad tidings of 
great j"y. 

One year ago I thought I wonld take 
upon myself the responsibility of trying to 
hav church property taxed. I appealed to 
the Freethinkers of the state, and a few of 
them reqponded, but I finally received the 
names of many more and sent them blank 
petition sheets; and what has been there
sult? Every city in Connecticut has 
canvassers, except Waterbury, and the 
subject has caused much discussion and 
argument. Business men and property
holders are approving of it unanimously. 
Next month the petition is to be presented 
to the legislature, and we hav secured twq 
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or three of the members to make a bold 
fight for it. 

When I first came out with my blank 
petitions for signatures, the editor of a. 
paper published in my city called me a. 
genius, others a. crank, and some crazy. 
But what's in a. name ? These very peo
ple, from personal knowledge, I would not 
trust, and furthermore they are densely 
ignorant. Let the exemptionists laugh 
and scoff, but the day is drawing near 
when every dollar of their ohnroh proper
ty will be taxed. It is the duty of every 
Liberal to work for the realization of this 
great reform, and now that we are on the 
eve of the hope of snooess let us deserve 
to win the battle by working hard for it. 

My co-workers are P. B. Mackey, of 
:Bridgeport; C. J. Watson, Mrs. J. E. 
Welch, C. N. Finch, New Haven; N. F. 
Griswold, Mrs. A. M. Curtis, MerMen ; 
W. H. Higgs, Thomas Holester, Hartford; 
P. Dunham, A. P. Tanner, New London; 
Andrew Hoyberg, Norwich; Dr. Knox, 
Danbury; Geo. F. Elliot, New Britain; 
Jame!! R. Larmer, Jr., Norwalk, and W. 
N. Palmer, Willimantic. The pioneer la
bors of these men and women will a.lwavs 
be an honor to their names, whether vic
tory comes soon or late. Equal taxation 
is going to benefit not only the the owner 
of a house but the one who rents, for as 
taxes will be lower, rents will be less. If 
there is any one who desires to contrib
ute toward defraying the expenl!e of this 
undertaking, it will be not only be a. help 
but a worthy aot. 

Every corporation, whether religions or 
otherwise, will abuse exemption privileges. 
Trinity ohnroh corporation proves this as
sertion ; note the recent exposure of its 
flagrant violation of the law. It buildings 
are unsafe, the drainage bad, and water 
on the ground floor only. And the reve-

. nne derived from this property is used to 
embellish its monuments dedicated to lln
perstition and erect new ones. The peo
ple may liv in filth and danger, for the 
glary of God and the benefit of a narrow
minded priesthood which has been a curse 
to the world wherever the dark shadow of 
its cross has fallen. 

This is what the Liberals of Connecticut 
are doing, and I hope the Liberals of other 
states will follow our example, and even if 
they fail at first, lose not hope. 

It would be well for each of us to send 
our representative a copy of the pamphlet 
"Church Property," published by the 
Truth Seeker Company, and also to write 
a personal letter on the subject. 

JAMES E. LARMER, JR. 

Is Not Enamored of God. 
Nmw BRITAIN, CoNN., Jan. 27, 295. 

not made by him, because they were not 
made) it seems to me that all sin committed 
by those beings made by God and oon
troled by natures he had given them and 
laws of nature and external surroundings 
that he foreknew (or elf!e his prophets 
knew more than he) and therefore fore
ordained (or else he had not the power to 
prevent) is not sin, and we are not puppets. 

Now, by the reductio ad absurdum, if 
God is just he is unjust, because he oon· 
trois all and then holds us responsible for 
our aots, and if he is almighty we poor 
little finite beings cannot do anything to 
injure him. And therefore it is more rea
sonable to believe that our first hypothesis 
is false and that there is no personal god 
snob as is alleged. If God hardened the 
heart of Pharaoh, then Pharaoh was not 
responsible, and if God held Pharaoh re
sponsible, God was unjust. If God ac
cepted a gift of the best that Abel had, but 
rejected the best that Cain offered. I would 
rather take up with .Angn!lta Chapman's 
rejected little tin god. If God chose the 
Jews and gave them privileges and a des
tiny not accorded to the rest of the human 
race, beea.nse he had made a covenant with 
Abraham, I hav no use for snob a god. A 
nice little stone god that I oan put on the 
mantel, and will do no one an injustice, is 
better. If God gaveJephthaha battle and 
as payment bad J ephthah murder his lovely 
daughter, I would hate him and not fear 
him. If he smote Uzza dead for trying to 
save the falling ark, he was a tyrant. If 
he killed seventy thousand of Israel be
cause David had taken a census after· he, 
or Satan, had tempted David to do so, 
he was a.s bad as David. A little wooden 
god will do for me as well. 

GEo. F. ELLIOTT. 

They Are Alive Up There. 
CRooKSToN, MINN., Jl\n, 14, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, and send 
me "Force and Matter" and the " Cos
mian Hymn Book." 

Freethonghb makes good progress in 
·this locality. The Freethonght League 
met last Saturday, elected officers, and en
rolled five new member!!. We are away 
up in politics; our state senator, our audi
tor, our !lheriff, one county commissioner, 
and our deputy county treasurer are all 
members of our Lea.e-ne and a.otiv in the 
work. The officers of the League are Elias 
Steenerson, pres.; Ole E. Hagen, seo., 
and Jos Mathews, treas. In addition to 
this, there is another activ Freethonght 
move among the Scandinavians in this 
place. An ex-Methodist minister from Or
egon, John L. Erickson, who has become 
converted to Freethonght, has moved here 
and has organized a Scandinavian Free 
ohnroh. It is called the First Scandinavian 
Free Church of Crookston. All the mem
bers of the League belong to the ohnroh, 
and Mr. Erickson has joined our League. 
The new organization has met with grati
fying snooess; it was organized in the lat
ter part of November, and now has over 
fifty members. It has in connection with 
it a literary society called Menarva num
bering about as many, and also a Women's 
Friendly Society, just organized, called 
Freya. The object of these societies is the 
pursuit of truth by scientific methods, re
gardl.,ss of results; to promote happinesR 
and good will among men -in short, to 
liv for men and not for gods. We expect 
to stBrt 11 Sunday school soon. It is a new 
project and of course its snooess is not yet 
certain, but if it continues as it has begun 
it is sure to prosper. Mr. Erickson is an 
able man and well trained in snob work, 
but it seems to me the Liberals are mnoh 
harder to organize than the orthodox. I 
presume it is because Liberals hav no 
hell to soBre with nor heaven with which 
to oonjme, leaving all the cohesion to be 
supplied by the social qualities they pos
sess, which are not always abundant. 

aga.inst appointing a chaplain for the state 
senate. He was not supported by a single 
vote, but we are not discouraged. We are 
in the right and shall prevail though we 
hav to travel many a roundabout way to 
reach our destination. Public opinion is 
fast being molded into the form of Free-
thought. ELIAS STEENERSON. 

[Unfortunately, we ha.v at present no 
work adapted to the more jnvenil classes 
in Sunday-schools, a!! Katie Kehm Smith 
has often lamented in thsse columns. 
The Oregon Liberals hBv temporarily sup
plied the need with type-written lessons, 
prepared at state headquarters and sent 
by mail to the local societies. See Mrs. 
Smith's article on Sunday schools in Tmn 
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895. No 
doubt that indefatigable worker would giv 
our Minnesota correspondent additional 
information and useful hints if he should 
write to her, stating definitly and sno
oinotly the points noon which they need 
enlightenment. Address, "Katie Kehm 
Smith, Oregon City, Or.," inclosing stamp 
for reply. 

There is a very fine panel picture of 
Colonel Ingersoll, 18 by 24 inches, which 
we send prepaid for $5. It give satisfae
tion to all who procure it. 

In this connection it will be opportune 
to suggest to the wide-awake Freethinkers 
of Crookston and vicinity that they oan 
do excellent work for the common cause 
by taking hold with a will and helping 
Comrade S. J. Fleokten, of :Kandiyohi, in 
his splendidly heroic and so-far single
handed fight against the Bible and relig
ions services in the common sobools.J Re
read the leading editorial in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of January 2~, and then write to 
Mr. Fleokten or to us, and let the friends 
all over the <Qonntry know just how mnoh 
yon want the schools of Minnesota freed 
from the olntoh of priestoraft. · There is 
an opening here for a telling campaign for 
the separation of religion and state educa
tion. Take hold all together.-ED. T. S.] 

:Mortuary-Gen.- I. N. Stiles. 
CmoAGo, ILL., Jan. 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: This well known lawyer and 
Freethinker passed away at his reRidenoe, 
2824 Rosalie Court, Thursday morning. 
Several years ago the deceased was stricken 
with pBralysis, to which he finally sno
onmbed, and for the last four years he 
was totally blind. Falling into a comatose 
condition twenty-four hours before dying, 
he never returned to oonsoionsness, and 
apparently sank away without a struggle 
or-pain. 

Gen. I. N. Stiles waq born sixty-two 
years ago, in 1833, in Suffield, Conn. His 
father, Anson Stiles. was a farmer. He 
attended school during the winters. At 
the age of ni!'leteen he moved to Lafayette, 
Ind., where he reaillawand taught singing
school nt night to support himself. 

He was admitted to the bar in 1854 anfl 
began practice. It was not long before b" 
had acquired quite a reputation as a public 
speaker, a reputation which grew with 
every year until his infirmity came upon 
him. 

He was prosecuting-attorney at Lllfav
ette two yea,.s, and a member of the In
diana legislatul'e in the session of 1857-8. 
At the outbreak of the war '\fr. Stiles had 
a very snooessfnl practice, yet he enlisted 
as a private. 

He was oantnred at Malvern Rill and 
was confined in Libby prison for six weeks, 
when he was exchanged. While in Prison 
he contracted a diRease from which he 
never fully recovered. His services were 
then rewarded with promotion to the rank 
of mBjor of the Sixty-third Indiana. He 
afterwards became lieutenant colonel and 
colonel of his regiment, and was brevetted 
brigadier general for gallantry on the field 
of battle at Franklin, Tenn. 

General Stiles came to Chicago at the 
close of the war and resumed the practice 
of law. He was at first alone, but in 1867 
·he formed a partnership with W. K. Mc
Allister. McAllister was elected to the 
oironit bench. 

MR. EDIToR: I want to tell yon how a 
free Methodist minister (who said he had 
once been an Infidel) explained to me the 
justice of Jesus being killed for the sins 
of all who repented and believed on him. 
He said, "Yon see it required an infinit 
sacrifice to pay the debt, and Jesns, who 
was G'Jd in man, gave himself as a ranRom 
for many to redeem them. If he had not 
been infinit it would not hav been a suf
ficient payment, but now it is more than 
enough." I as'!ted, "Do yon mean to tell 
me that God died when the Jews crucified 
Jesus?" "Why, no," said be, "Jesus was 
God in man, _and of eonrse God could not 
die." "Well, then," said I, "if Jesus the 
God lived and offered J esns the man who 
died, where is the infinit sacrifice? And 
furthermore, it would not require an in
flnit sacrifice unless there had been a 
crime committed of immeasurable magni
tude. But it is assumed that the sin was 
of thBt kind, because was not the punish-· 
ment eternal? and the reward for repent
ing and believing is eternal happiness. 
(Mat. xxv, 46. 'And these shall go away 
into e'1erlasting punishment ; but the 
righteous into life eternal'). Now, while 
I admit that if I owe a debt I should pay 
just the amount owed, and no more; yet 
it is unreasonable to believe that I should 
ask God to forgiv me for what Adam did 
and believe that Jesus was my redeemer 
and mediator for that offense or any 
other against God, or else God will cast 
me into the lake where the beast and. false 
prophet are, in torment day and night for 
ever. If there is a God of justice, who 
'made all things, and ·without him was 
not anything made ' (which would imply 
that there were things in existence that were 

If yon ·oan giv ns some suggestions as to 
making our meetings interesting and at
tnotiv, and especially how to keep a Sun
day-school going, I shall be thankful. Are 
there any text books in existence calculat
ed to fill snob a want ? I should like to 
hav a. good picture of Colonel Ingersoll 
to hang up in our hall. If yon hav one 
yon may send it to me, and I will remit 
by return mail. 

Our state senator, P. M. Renzdal, start
ed the Liberal ball a-rolling in the legis
la.tiv department by entering a protest 

General Stiles was elected city attorney 
in 1867, and was reelected two years later. 
At the close of his second term he entered 
into partnership with M. F. Tuley, the 
flrm· name_ being Tuley, StileR & Lewis, 
and it was considered one of the strongest 
law flrms in the city. Mr. Tuley being 
elected to the circuit bench, dissolved this 

partnership as it had the one with J ndge 
McAllister. 

General Stiles continued the practice 
under the name of Stiles & Lewis. 

Although General Stiles never held or 
eonght public office after his two terms as 
city attornev, he WB'I always a public
spirited citizen. He possesged the spirit 
of a reformer. General Stiles believed 
that no future life wBB to be hoped for; be 
always held that when a man's breath left 
him it was the end of him. He denied the 
separate existence of soul and bodv. He 
was a great friend of Col. Robert G. In
gersoll, whose belief wag his. He was B 
man of positiv views, and bitterly hated 
hypocrisy and rascality. 

For many yeus be~ore he lost his eye
sight, and when he WBS one of the promi
nent figures at the ObioBgo bar, General 
Stiles lived on the west side of Warren 
avenue, right opposit my house. He was, 
perhaps, the most unive,.sally popular man 
in the neighborhood. He was songhtafter 
by young and old alike for his ready 
humor, his all-inolusiv kindliness, and his 
sturdy honestv. He was one of the most 
genial of men in company. A rema ... kable 
trait in his character was his courage in 
his blindness; he made every effort to keep 
up not only his own snirit bnt those of his 
friends. To his musical Mquainta.noes he 
would say, "Why on earth should anyone 
write a. song entitled 'Pull Down the 
Blind,' as if the blind diil. not hav trouble 
enough without there being a popular 
movement to pnU them down?" His 
anecdotes when addressing a. jury hav ac
quired a national reputation. A juryman 
begged to be excused on the plea. that he 
had the itob. " Scratch him," BBid the 
general, and of course the juryman got off. 
His appreciation of humor continued to 
the end. 

An old client, a German, called to pay 
his respects, and inoid11ntallv expressed 
his great regret that he had lost his fav
orit dog. ''I never comas homq," said the 
German, "but that dog chump up nnd 
veloome me more thBn evrr my vife; and 
now that dog is gone." "Perhaps he is 
calling on his girls." the e-eneral said. 
"Dat dog never ·come back," was the 
reply; "he is a gel," 

GenerBl Stiles took his a:ffi.iotion philo
sophically ani!.. f'">r a year two, continued 
his practice; S'"'"' A..,- ~ttended him oon
stantlv. Approaching o•d age and inoreaq
ing infirmity reduced him to a. state where 
he was compelled to giv up all work. 

He was a firm Freethinker. Members 
of his fa.mily sav that he held to the tenets 
of his belief to the end. 

The last time I heard him defending 
Freethought was about Aix or seven years 
ago, or just before his a.:ffi.iotion. It was 
at Thoma.s Paine's AnniversBry o.t Central 
Mneio HalL He was the speaker of the 
avenine:. The lecture he delivered oonld 
be duplicated by only one other in this 
world. 

General Stiles thon~ht this life here was 
the one to enjoy. His aim was to make 
everybody happy, and he pr!lotioed that 
to the full extent of· his ability. 

The funeral took place at his residence 
on the SBtnrday mornin~ at 11 o'clock. 
The ceremonies were in charge of the 
Loyal Legion. M. M. Mang11sariau, lect
urer of the Chicago Society for Ethical 
Culture, and Chapl~in Edw~rds of the 
Loyal Legion oonllnoted the exercises. 
Solos were sung by Miss Eleanor Smith. 
No pravers were offered (that pleased me). 
Mr. MBngasarian referred to Gen~ral 
Stiles's peaceful death, and s<J.id: "He iFI 
now where there is no pain." He also paid 
a tribute to the wife, who had miniRtered 
so nobly to her husband during the long 
period of his helplessness. Chaplain Ed
wards's address was lBrgely biographical; 
he tnoad thll general's career from boy
hood, and told of his aohievemllnts and 
suffering as a sol!lier, and his reo3rd as a 
lawyer. 

Many of the city's representativ profes
sional and business men were present. 
The body WBB taken in the afternoon to 
Loda, III., for bnriBl, where bin first wife, 
who died in 1877, is interred. Her funeral 
ceremonies were conducted by the general 
himself. 

General Stiles took, at times, an aotiv 
part in polities. He was a Democrat but 
never hesitated because of his own ;arty 
affiliation to denounce what wBB wrong. 

E. C. RKIOHWALD, Treas., F. F. of A. 
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Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tiom for this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
\\hen the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Little Brown Hands. 
They drive home the cows from the pasture 

Up through the long shady lane, 
Where the quail whistles loud in the wheatfield, 

All yellow with ripening grain. 
ThPY find in the thick waving gra~ses, 

Where the scarlet-lipped strawberry grows; 
'Thev gather the earliest snowdrops 

-:'l.nd the first crimson buds of the rose. 
-They to>s the hay in the meadow, 

They gather the elder blooms white, 
They find where the dusky grapes purple 

In the soft-tinted autumn light. 
TheY !mow where the apples hang ripest 

And are sweeter than Italy's wines; 
They know where the fruit ;s the thickest 

On the long, thorny blackberry vines. 
They gather the delicate seaweeds 

And build tiny castles of sand; 
They pick up the beautiful ~eashells

Fairy barks that hav drifted to land. 
They wave from the tall, rocking treetops, 

Where the oriole's hammock-nest swings, 
And at night-time are folded in slumber 

By a song that a fond mother sings. 
Those who toil bravely are strongest; 

The humble and poor become great; 
And from those brown-handed children 

Shall grow mighty rulers of state. 
The pen of the autho~ and statesman, 

The noble and wise of our land; 
The sword and the chisel and pa!Pt 

Shall be held in the little brown hand. 
-Pittsburg Bulletin. 

When Science Rules. 
-When Science fair shall bud and flower 

On every land and sea; 
When liberty and mental power 

Shall nni versa! be; 
Then shall the light of love and truth 

On this fair earth abound, 
And in th~ heart of age and youth 

Shall happiness be found. 

The Inquirendo Clnb. 
X,-OONCLUDED. 

.. We hsv called this meeting to order, 
only to dismiss our members at the final 
session," announced Florence. "Aunt 
Margaret must leave this winter for her 
Southern home, and Ernestine, I suppose, 
will hsv to return to school duties, so our 
pleasant little band must break ranks. 
But before we part tell me what you think 
of my venture, now?" "It was a most 
excellent one," they all averred, while 
Aunt Margaret said: "It exceeded even 
my wildest expectations, because I was not 
prepared for the general interest mani
fested. On the whole, I think our summer 
was profitably and pleasantly spent." 

"And I," declared Arthur, "was at first 
skeptical regarding Florence's plan, but 
you know what Goldsmith prophesied: 

'Those who came to scoff, remained to 
pray.'" 

"Listen to Ernestine's poem," com
manded Lillie. On the silence, her clear 
voice rang out: 
November's winds are chill and drear 

And drear its leaden hue; 
Where_ once the bright sun warmly 

gleamed 
In skies of deepest hue. 

'Tis Nature's sad recital 
Of dear dead summer's reign, 

To never view her rosy fields 
Or see her form again. 

Bot the harvest moon gleams golden 
O'er barren fields and glen; 

Sad heart, despond not wholly, 
The sun will shine again. 

What tho' the rain bests ever 
With black clouds bending low, 

Take heart, nor lose the promis 
Of gold beneath the bow. 

The darkest cloud, 'tis tolq us, 
Has brightest beams of light; 

Despair not then, bend bravely 
Thy pinions for fresh flight. 

To strengthen will and venture 
Thy fortune 'gainst the rub, 

Has been the aim and purpose 
Of the Inquirendo Club. 

"That poem, as you will readily per
ceive, was written in extreme haste," 
apologized the young poet, "but if you 
are not too greatly discouraged over that 
attempt, I will repee,t the little poem. I 

wrote for our last meeting, which I trust 
will sound better: 

FRIENDSHIP'S WORTH. 
THE I-- C--, 1, SO, '95. 

When the tired heart seems lonely 
With none to bless or cheer, 

How sweetly gleams the precious boon 
Of friendship's presence near. 

0 sweetly blessed friend of man, 
What comfort thou canst givl 

To make a dull sky lovely, 
And deem it good to liv. 

The brightest, dearest thing on earth, 
Promote its growth, ye sage, 

And herald its dawn, 0 poets gay! 
Proclaim it through the ages. 

Live for its smiles, sweat beauty, 
Adorn it with thy presence; 

Diffuse its blessingf far and wide, 
For cotters, kings-and peasants. 

Without thy beam r; sh, what e life, 
A cold and barren zone, 

Bereft of love and kindred joys 
So sunless, sad, and lone. 

More bright than gold, more rare than 
e-ems. 

The richest land ere brings, 
It shines as fair on cottage 

As on the dome of kings. 

" I do not think that Btll'l;>ssses your 
other production," said Arthur critically, 
when young Ralph interrupted with, "I 
say, what do you think of this for an as
sertion: 'I esteem rather the delusion 
which makes me happy than the truth 
which presses me to the earth.' " 

''I do not ]ike it at all," said Florence, 
"it is too orthodox in sentiment. No one 
should esteem any delusion, knowing it to 
be such, under the pretense thai it con
duces to happiness. The sentiment is 
weak; the author feebly attempting to ex
cuse a falsehood, simply because it over
throws some of her pet idols. Why don't 
those people hsv the same regard for the 
poor heathen? Don't you suppose it 
makes them unhappy to destroy their pet 
idols?" 

Arthur took a philosophical view of the 
question. " It seems to me," he said, 
" that the author displays more knowledge 
of rhetoric than a perception of what 
constituted true happiness. It is impos
sible to preserve illusions knowing them to 
be such. If ' ignorance ;s bliss,' it is no 
argument against knowledge. Truth is 
often unkind, but after all its presence is 
more essential to wholesome gladness than 
a pretty deception." 

" I think we will hsv to adjourn the 
meeting, or rather terminate the sessions 
of the Club," said Aunt Margaret, "as it 
is already past 4. And let me say, my 
dear young people, that your attention 
and quick purposes hsv delighted me very 
much. I am glad that Florence thought 
of such a plan, for I realize now, as never 
before, how well you are prepared for the 
future." And gently, kindly, Aunt Msr
garAt looked into the faces of her hopeful 
charges for the last time that year. 

IDA BALLOU. 

What the Little Folks Are Saying. 
Little Br.other: "What you studyin' so 

hard?" Little Sister: " Synonyms." 
Little Brotner: "What's them?" Little 
Sister: "All sorts o' words that mean the 
same thing." Little Brother: "What 
good is they? One word ought to be 
enough." Litble Sister: "Huh! Wait till 
you get into society. Yesterday )\Irs. 
Newcomer showed me a picture of a baby, 
and I said it was sweet and lovely and 
cunning and cute, and I don'~ know what 
all. After that she said that wasn't her 
baby, but sombody else's. Then she 
showed me a picture of her own baby. 
And then I had to think up a lot more 
nice words so she wouldn't feel 'fended. 
If I hadn't studied synonyms, I'd 'a' jus' 
died.-Good News. 

Miss Kitty: "Mamma, will we know 
folks in heaven same as we do here?" 
Mamma: "I think there is no doubt of 
that, my dear." "Will I know Jane 
Gopplins?" "Who is Jane Gopplins?" 
" She's the big freckled girl that livs over 
the grocery store down the street." "If 
you are both good enough to go to heaven, 
my dear, you will certainly know her." 
(After some momen+s of profound cogita
tion) "I won't hsv to speak to her, will I, 
msmma?"-Chicago 1ribune. 

ExPERIENCE teaches that wrongdoing 
makes UJ].hsppiD.eSS f!on4 pljse-,,. W~ 

therefore do right, or what our conscience 
approves, because such doing produces a 
state of mind that is tranquil and harmo
nious, and brings us into a condition that 
we csll happiness. S. H. W. 

Correspondence. 
WATERLoo, IND., Jan. 19, 1895. 

DEAR MissWr.xoN: As I hsvs little time 
I will write to you. I did not go to schoal 
to-day because it was examination for the 
large pupils, and the first, second, and 
third grades did not hsv to attend. I go 
to school in a little brick school-house in 
the country, and there is just one room 
in it. 

It is good sleighing now, and we hsv lots 
of fun jumping bob-sleds during recess 
and noon. Franklin Steiner and :Mrs. 
Krekel wrote to ns and wanted to come 
here and lecture, but our opera house 
burnt down last summer and we could hav 
no le~ture. My sister Gracie got a letter 
from a little Kansas girl, Miss Gins Wolf, 
and she sent us a paper with Mr. Charles
worth's wedding notice in it. I will cut it 
out and send it to you. It was in the 
Wichita Eagle. From your .little Free-
thinker friend, :B:ATT!E SALTSMAN. 

tThanks for newspaper cutting. Please 
describe Waterloo next time you write.
En. C. C.] 

WALLA WALLA, WASH., Dec. 28, 1894. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hsv been thinking 

about writing to the Children's Corner for 
some time, but was afraid I could not 
write good enough. I am going to school 
and learning to St>ell, read, and write. I 
am seven ye.sr!l old;.! hav one brother and 
one sisier. both older than myself. My 
paps is a Freethinker; he has taken THE 
TRUTH SEl!:KER for a long time. I like to 
look at the pictures and read the children's 
letters. The preacher came to see us last 
week; he so.id he was Bl'ound getting ac
quainted. I don't think he will come to 
see us again, for paps gave him THE TRUTH 
SEEKER to look at, and he was much sur
prised to think snybodv was so wicked as 
to read such a paper; he said he was a 
missionary all the way from Kentucky; 
came to organize Sunday-schools to teach 
us "pool' little heathens" to be good. I 
do not go to Sunday-school, bnt stay at 
home and play with my dolly, or go visit
ing. If I see this in the paper I may write 
again. SusiE SHELTON. 

[You hsv done well, Susie, for the first 
letter. We shall be pleased to hear from 
such a bright girl often.-En. C. C.] 

. CLOVERDALE, VA., Jan. 1, 1895. 
DEAR MISS WIXoN: It is not the January 

winds and rain that hsv caused me to fly 
to your Corner. I was attracted by the 
bright and merry chatter of the boys and 
girls. But why is it that some of the 
young men and women do not join the 
circle? The old year has come and gone, 
and I wonder how many new resolutions 
hsv been made. I know that I should like 
to giv you a short history of onr country 
if I were allowed space, but I fear, should 
I attempt this, Miss Wixon would turn it 
over to the waste-basket. I am an Infidel. 
I hav two brothers and one sister. My 
father and mother are Christians; they 
belong to the German Baptist church. I 
like to read that good paper, THE TRUTH 
SEuKER; I think that it is the best journal 
published. There are not many Free
thinkers down here; everybody seems ~o 
believe in the ghost book. Oh, what a 
glorious thing it would be if we could open 
the eyes of the bli:rad, then the church bell 
w~uld be heard no more, and the preacher 
would hsv to work for his living instead 
of sponging on the poor blind church
members. 

Correspondents wanted; feminin gender 
preferred. 

From your Liberal friend, 
c. E. BROWN. 

[But there's a good time coming, and 
the writer will help to hasten it along.
En. C. C.] 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries 11f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. PI!Jler, 10 cents. 
All In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo. 800jP:,~, $1. 
Apples o b!Old. And Othe Stories foz 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 388 pp.,ljl1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Except10nslly Hand· 

some and Interesting BookhWithont Bnpersti· 
tion for Children and Yout , The Only Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper. broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE READ 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, B, Westbrook, A,M, 
Th.lrd ':J."h,9U~Q.Ud. 

8ooks by Helen H. Gardener. 

Sew Edition, Revised and Iilnl&rged. 

Men, Women and Gods. 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

f'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 
1.'M Trade Supplied at Special Discount.. 

IS THIS YOUR SOB, MY LORD 1 
~ Fll.!lcinat.ing Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
moe. cloth. $1: Daoor. 50 centa, 

An U no:fficial Patriot) 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIVIL WlfR. 

The literary hit of th;;-;;;son.- Chicago Ttmes. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE 
DAUGHTER? 

A NE"W NOVEL. 

Prine, oloth, $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

Price, cloth $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

Thoughtless Yes. 
CONTENTS: 

A Splendid Judge of a Woman -The Lady of the 
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A 

Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse 
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our An

cestors -Florence Cam_pbell's 
Fate-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
CONTENTS: 

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court 
-Throw:a in With the City's Dead-An Irre

sponsible Educated Class-The Moral Re
sponsibility of Woman in Heredity

Woman as an Annex -Sex in Brain
Heredity in lts Relations to a 

Double Standard of Morals-
Divorce and the Pro· 

posed Natiimal Law 
-Lawsuit or Leg. 

acy-Comip.on 
Sense m 
Surgery. 

Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents. 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H, GARDENER. 

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and 
Strongest Lectures .Against 

the Bible, 
Every Woman Should Read It 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her Friend&, 

Price, 10 cents. Address this office. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The 'l'hirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

'fhe Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cent~. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholle 

Churoh. Price, 5 cents. 
Mdress THE TRUTH B~E~E 1!1' 
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Jf ew I)u'OZioations. 
Unless otherwise specified all publica

tions noticed here can be had oj THE 
TRUTH SEEKlilR COMPANY, at the price 
named. 

MARRIAGE AND DIVoROE: The Effect of 
E~ch on ~ersonal Status and Property 
Rights, With a Consideration of Fraud
ulent Divorces and Ethics of Divorce. 
For Popular and Professional Use. By 
Henry C. Whitney, counselor of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 
Phdadelohia: John E. Potter & Com
pany. Cloth, Svo., 377 pp. Price, $3.50. 

_This is a valuable work, in that it fnr-
mshes the student or reasoner the basis of 
facts which he must hav if he would draw 
approximately correct conclusions. It is 
a very full exposition of the nature, his
tory, and legal aspects of the marriage 
contract, and shows the effect of marriage 
and divorce on personal status and prop· 
erty rights, It givs a summary of the di
vorce laws of the various states of the 
Union and of Europe. There is a chapter 
on what the author calls the " evils of 
fraudulent divorce." Simmered down to 
!ts essence of fact and intent, this offense 
1s seen to be purely technical, legal, so far 
as the consenting principals are concerned. 

We find in the volume a mass of accurate 
and well-arran~ed information for the use 
of the general public, and copious refer· 
encea to legal authorities for the profes
sional use of lawyers. The author declares 
that women everywhere are demanding the 
abrogation of laws which are out of har· 
mony with modern conditions, and that 
this growing sentiment of revolt naturally 
leads to the making of extravagant claims. 
What is imperativly needed to-day is a 
sound knowledge of the facts, of the his· 
tory. and development of the marriage 
relatiOn, and of the changed social condi
tions that operate to make reforms in the 
laws of divorce an absolute essential of 
health and growth. It should hav been 
added that the study of positiv science has 
done much and in the near future will do 
immeasurably more to alter our ethical 
standar<ls and thus lead to the liberaliza
tion of the legal conditions that hedge 
about the sexual relations. The publishers 
observe that " Marriage and Divorce" is 
at once "a social study, an essay on morals, 
and a handbook of law." When it is asked 
what the object o.f the writer is, what the 
book advocates, the publishers pt:esent this 
summary of the author'~:~ arguments: 

" 1. The vastly increased demand for 
divorce is the outcome of the chan~:ed 
social and economic conditions of life. 
Where people used to liv simple lives in 
villages and towns they are now thrown 
into crowded cities, with more distractions 
and temptations, from enlarged social 
circles and muoh travel. · 

"2. Though multiplicity of divorce be an 
evil worse evils would ensue if this remedy 
were refused while the causes remain, 

"3. A limited area of divorce is not com
patible with the enfranohisment of 
women. 

"4. Judicious statesmanship, and not 
abstract morality, is the desideratum for 
the wise operation of divorce law. 

" 5. While marriage may be a religions 
saarament, it is practically a legal contract, 
so to be ·dealt with. 

"6. The fi<~ld for reformers is the social 
world; let the causes for divorce be 
abridged, and divorce as an effect will be 
abridged also." 

The gentlemen who, in almost every 
department of human relations, are so 
anxious to save ''society" from dissolution 
by means of more and more restrictiv and 
oppressiv and cruel legislation will find in 
the last preceding paragraph food for 
serious reflection. ''The field for reformers 
is the social world "-that is, instead of 
Puritan statutes what is needed is educa
tion, sympathy, improved economic con· 
ditions. 

ABRAHAM LINOOLN: wAS HE A CHRISTIAN? 
By John E. Remsburg. New York: The 
Truth Seeker Company. 
One of the most noted controversies of 

the century has been Wllged over the ques
tion of Ex-President Lincoln's belief so 
far as religion is concerned. Soon after 
his remains were laid to rest at Spring· 
field, Dr. Holland, one of his biogra· 
phers, put forth the claim that he was a 
Christian. 

This claim was denied, reaffirmed, de· 
nied again-and so the controversy con· 
tinues. Like· a shuttlecock being tossed 
from battledore to battledore was the 
question waged until Mr. Remsburg took 
it up to satisfy himself. For fifteen years 
he collected material, and to his own satis
faction proves that "Honest Old Abe," 
who con troled the destinies of the nation 
during the dark years of the Re hellion, was 
a Freethinker. 

He presents an apparently very strong 
array of testimony in support of his views, 
giving the evidence of at least a hun· 
dred persons-intimate associates-among 
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Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, oj the Past 

Four Hundred Years. 
~~~~~ q; HE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANYannounced in Octo-

ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one / Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-ae 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDBED YEABS OF FREE· 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and intluence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the mov€ment. It 

• unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
\ book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

I magni:fi.centwork ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
f THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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whom is no less a person than Mrs. Lin
coln, the wife of the great man. 

Mr. Remsburg claims that in 1835 Lin
coln wrote a small work on Infidelity, in 
which he contested the idea that Jesus 
Christ was the true and only begotten son 

this book, and believe that the President, 
whose name ranks second to none of those 
who hav reached that high elevatwn, did 
not believe in the existence of a God.
Philadelphia Item. 

of God, as the Christian world believes. CBUROH PROPERTY: SHoULD IT BE Ex-
Later on, when he was a candidate for nMPT FROM TAX&TION. New York: The 

Congress, one of the arguments used Truth Seeker Company. Price, 15 ct~. 
against his election was that he did not Within the one hundred and ten pages 
believe in Christianity, and that he had of this pamphlet are contained all the facts 
openly proclaimed that Jesus was an ille- and figures necessary t" convince any 
gitimate child. . . impartial mind that the churcq, in stealing 

The author also g~vs the testimony of its taxes in the n&me of exemption, is the 
twe:J?-~ witnesses that Li~coln died a 1 enemy of honest government, of good 
ChrlBtlan, ten _of whom. adm1t t~t he ha_d 1 society, and of mankind. 
been an nnbehever durmg a portion of his The work is most admirably constructed, 
life. and is arranged to present the matter 

It is an interesting work on account of bearing upon the subject iu the most 
the object of the author's arguments. forcible way. 
Everything concerning "Old Abe" is It begins with a plain statement of the 
read with interest by the American peo- injustice of exemption from James A. 
ple, but it is a question ~hether they "!e l Garfield, in these words: " If you exempt 
ready to adopt the doctrms put forth m _the property of any church organization, 
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to that extent yon impose a tax upon the 
whole community." · 

Twenty years ago the Republican party 
was alive to the dangers of ecclesiasticism, 
and Grant and Garfield advocated the just 
taxation of all property equally, as the best 
means to disarm a wily foe, that was only 
waiting to strike at the heart of political 
freedom. To-day every political party is 
dumb on the question of church taxation. 
What power has shut the months of the 
two great political parties of this country? 
There is but ~ne answer-ecclesiasticism. 
Ther.e is, however, a revival of interest in 
this question, and the agitation bids fair 
to result in some legislation that will cor-
rect the evil of exemption. . 

This pamphlet discusses the alleged 
reasons fnr exemption, and shows the 
wealth possessed by the different Chris
tian denominations, and arrives at the 
conclusion that "Exemption of church 
property from taxation is dangerous." 

This work should be generally distrib· 
uted. It will do more to open the eyes~of 
the people than legislativ hearings from 
now to the end of time. It is a valuable 
document for Freethonght.-Investigator. 

In the nature of things, 
BA.YS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOl.L's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oent~try's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Sha.kspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE CONFLIL'f BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCR 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D. 
with a. preface by ' 

.R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of :rreE!thought. Its arguments are based 
upon s01ent1fic phrenology, and a.ppea.l directly 
to ~he reader's sense of logic and love of justice 
It ls.eloquent as well as convincing. · 

Pnce, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL. 

.For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
guls a.~d a. YO"t\nger brother who were left parent. 
Jess, Wlth a. httle money fJLir education and 
much coura.~re, to ma.~e theu way throug:h the 
world b~ gomlf to OhlC~go.. ~he author 1s a.Iso 
the herome. ;!.he nJ.Lrf&tive 1s,m the main, a. his
t\)rY of a. ~orkmg-g1rl s hfe and experience in the 
01ty of Oh10a.go among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypoorits It is 
just such a. story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in· and 
whatever he admu:es and appreciates is stire to 
be .worth the a.ttent10n of the rest cf the world. 
Pr1ce, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 25 cents. 
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INGERSOLL is at war with Christian liter
alism. He subjects literalism to literalistic 
logic.-Horace L. Tmubel. 

IT is in the order of nature, however, 
that men's habits and pleasures are not to 
be changed suddenly. For any permanent 
eftoot to be produced it must be produced 
slowly.-Herbert Spencer. 

lT is impossible to say of any false belief 
which mankind hav had, that it has been 
the most pernicious in its effects; but we 
may truly say of the theological notion of 
the relations of mind and body, that it has 
been surpassed by few false doctrine in 
the evil which it has worked.-Dr. Henry 
Maudsley. 

THE good cause never dies, and it is 
never defeated. Its defeats are but the 
recoils of the battering-ram from the wall 
that is fated to crash in; its deaths are like 
those of Italian story, where each man 
cloven in twain by the sword of the slayer 
springs up two men, mailed and armed to 
slay.- William Douglass O'Connor. 

WHITMAN is the founder of a new relig
ion, which accepts and rejoices in the body, 
glorifies it, and consecrates it t,o chastity, 
magnetism, and purity. The mtrench~d 
religion which put him down is ascetic, 
anti-naturalistic, and spurns the body and 

.its thrilling nerves as the work of the devil. 
That is the secret of the Boston suppres
sion, so-called, of " Leaves of Gra!!B." It 
is simply a case of the Thirty-Nine Articles 
versus nineteenth century science-jeal
ousy of the new by the old.- William 
..Sloane Kennedy. 

THE earlier Renascence gave tro man the 
right and liberty to think and act as he, in 
his nwn judgment, saw fit. The Renas
cence of to-day is leading men to think, 
not only with personal freedom, but accu
rately and rightly. Far be it from me to 
say that I believe that mankind in general 
are very much nearer to accurate and jnst 
standards of judgment than they were tour 
hundred years ago, but the spirit of to
day favors untrammeled and searching 
investigation of every question in which 
man is concerned, a critical comparison of 
the results of such investigation, and a 
frank intolerance of all illogical or un
sound theory and application.-G. Brown 
Goode, in Science. 

As for personal morality-this has not 
been affected by religion pure and simple 
in any country. Human nature is every
where the same. If the Christian says 
that the Hindoo religion is bad because, 
for instance, of polygamy, then I say that 
the Christian religion is worse for the same 
or a similar reason. Christian missionaries 
hav carried to India fine reports of the 
Christians they hav left at home; and they 
carry toW estern nations the worst reports 
of the so-called heathen abroad. The 
Hindoos, therefore, think that all the 
Christians in theW estern nations are ~ood 
people, and the Americans think the Hin
doos are all bad. Alas! both are mistaken. 
I found this out after I came and saw the 
Christians at home.-P. R. Telang, in the 
Forum. 

As to the la!lies and gentlemen questions, 
all I can say is, Would that every woman
child born into this world were trained to 
be a lady, and every roan-child a gentle-
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man I But then I do not use those much
abused words by way of distinguishing 
people who wear fine clothes, and liv in 
fine houses, and talk aristocratic slang, 
from those who go about in fustian, and 
liv in back slums, and talk gutter slang. 
Some inborn plebeian blindnesl!!, in fact, 
prevents me from understanding what ad
vantage the former hav over the latter. I 
hav never even been able to understand 
why pigeon-shooting at Hurlingham 
should be refined and polite, while a rat
killing match in Whitechapel is low; or 
why "What a lark!" should be coarse, 
when one hears "How awfully jolly I" drop 
from the most refined lips twenty times in 
an evening.-.1homas Huxley. 

CIVILIZATION, in its best sense of culture 
of the whole man, advances with the growth 
of the imagination. Care for the poor, 
provision for the infirm, humanity toward 
weak races, and aspiration for international 
peace, gain strength with the expansion of 
the imagination ~ift. To know one's 
neighbor-that is, to vividly appreciate the 
likeness of nature between him and our
selva- is to sympathize with him. Just as, 
without artificial excitement or external 
force and apparatus, a mutual understand
ing and fellow-sentiment springs up be
twee~ men of the same profession or tastes 
or political aims, so, quite naturally and 
inevitably, the perception of human kin
~hip in passions, necessities, weaknesses, 
and hopes giv birth to a mutual sympathy. 
By syrnpRtby manners are refined with a 
subtle delicacy which no courtly training 
can impart. Through sympathy the dark 
places of the earth will be enlightened, 
and the solution of social problems be 
rendered clear.-F. J. Gould. 
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,Jfot fott I)arsons. 
"BLESSED is he who" commits murder 

and is hanged, "for be shall see God." 

Dm you ever try the faith cure, Tomp
kins?" ''Yes, it cured me too." ''What 
of?" "Faith in the faith c'ure. "-Ex. 

JAaK: "Did you notice when the plate 
came around whether old Bonder 'let his 
light so shine before men?"' Tom: "He. 
did;-but it was 'a dim religious light."' 
Puck. 

VISITOR : " So you he.v a little baby 
brother?" Little girl: "Yes'm. I prayed 
for a little baby sister; but I suppose the 
angels had run out of girl babies. I forgot 
to tell them there wasn't any hurry." 

MICHAEL: "What is the matter with 
Dr. Thirdly? He looks as thoug-h he 
were panic-stricken." Gabriel: "He is, 
poor soul. He has just met Dr. Speak
peace, whom he knew on earth as a Uni
tarian, and no one can convince him now 
that he is not in the infernal regions."-
Pu.ck. · 

MunsTER (to Rory): "Why weren't you 
at the kirk on Sunday?" Rory: "I was at 
Mr. Dunlop's kirk." Minister: "I don't 
like you running about to strange kirks in· 
that way. Not that I object to you hearing 
Mr. Dunlop, but I'm sure ye widna like 
yer ain sheep straying away into strange 
pastures." Rory: " I widna care a grain, 
sir, if it was better grass." 

THERE is a milk boy in Kelvinside av
enue, Glasgow, who disturbs the neigbor
hood for six days in the week by continu
ally ringing a bell in the early morn. But 
he is a good boy, and has been reared in a 
Sunday-school; he knows it is very wrong 
to ring bells on Sunday except they hap
pen to be church bells, so he compromises 
the matter by industriously rattling a 
stone in a milk-can. 0 blessed Sawbath! 
-Freethinker. 

BOSTON STREETS AND PREACHERS' PATHS. 
One day through the primeval wood 
A calf walked home, as good calves 

should, 
But made a trail all bent askew, 
A crooked trail, as all calves do. 
Since then two hundred years hav fled, 
And, I infer, the calf is dead. 
But still he left behind his trail, 
And thereby hangs my moral tale. 
The trail was taken up next day 
By alone dog that passed that way; 
And then a wise bell- wether sheep 
Pursued the trail o'er vale and steep, 
And drew the flock behind him too, 
As good bell wethers always do. 
And from that day o'er hill and glade 
Through those old woods a path was 

made. 
And many men wound in and out, 
And dodged and turned and bent about. 
And uttered words of righteous wrath 
Because 'twas such a crooked path; 
But still they followed-do not laugh
The first migrations of that calf; 
And thro' this winding wood way stalked, 
Because he wobbled when he walked. 
This forest path became a lane 
That bent and turned and turned again; 
This crooked lane became a road 
Where many a. poor horse with his load 

/Pond's 
Extract 

cures Cuts, Burns. 

Catarrh, Sore Throat 

and .ALL PAIN., 

.d. good thing is always imitate<l; poo1 
ones never. Xltet·e a1·e ntany wo1•thless 
Imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If 
you wcmt to be CURED 

BEWARE oF SUBSTITUTES 
WHICH DO NOT CURE. 

Toiled on beneath the burning sun, 
And traveled some. three miles in one. 
And thus a century and a half 
They trod the footsteps of that calf. 
The years passed on in swiftness fleet, 
The road became a village street, 
And this, before men were aware, 
A city's crowded thoroughfare. 
And soon the central street was this 
Of a renowned metropolis. 
And men two centuries and a half 
Trod in the footsteps of that calf. 
Each day a hundred thousand rout 
Followed this zigzag calf about; 
And o'er his crooked journey went 
The traffic of ii. continent:. 
A hundred thousand men were led 
By one calf near three centu~ies dead. 
They followed still his crooked way 
And lost one hundred years a day. 
.l!'or thus such reverence is lent 
To well-established precedent. 
A moral lesson this might teach 
Were I ordained and called to preach. 
For men are prone to go it blind 
Along the calf-paths of the mind; 
And work away from sun to sun 
To do what other men hav done. 
They follow in the beaten track, 
And out and in, and forth and back. 
And still their devious course pursue 
To keep the path that others do. 
But how the wise old wood-gods laugh, 
Who saw the first.primeval calf. 
Ah, many things tbis tale might teach
But I am not ordained to preach. 

-.'inm W. Foss. 

Deafness Cannot Be Cured 
by local ap~lications, as they cannot reach the 
diseased p:rtion of the ear. There is only one. 
way to cn:re Deafness~ and that is by co.astitu
tional remedies. Dearnees is caused by an in
flamed condition of the mucfius linin~ Qf the 
Emtachian Tube. When this tube !(ets mflamed 
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, 
and when it is entirelY closed deafness is there
sult-, an<i unless the infiamation can be taken out 
and this tube restored to its normal condition 
hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out 
of ten are camed by: catarrh, which is nothing 
t ut an inflamed condition of the muceus surfaces. 

We will giv One Hundred Dollars for any case 
of Deafness {caused by catarrh) that cannot be 
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-
la!!!.tlree. F. J. OHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0 . 

......- Sold by Druggists. 76o. 

The Milliad. 
(1000 STANZAS) 

A Poem of J ustiGe and of Li~erty. 
By J. L. TREUTH!.RT, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 
Greek mythology, and applyinll the test of the 
liolden Rule to the world's history, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty and life of the 
nation depend upon a recognition of the princi
ple that 

"Right, ana Rtght onl!/, Makes Mtqht." 

The poem is in ten Oantos (100 stanzas to each 
canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enliets the Muses to Battle for.the 
Right. 

!I.-The Olympian Oouncil. 
IlL-The Goddesses in Consultation. 
I\'.-1-'hebus, AJ?ollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Life 
V -Sket, h of World's Histoq,.to 19th Oentury. 

VI.-History or the United ctates. Twofold 
t-~ectionalism. 

VIL-The Theory at:d Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratricidal War. 

VIII.-Reconstruction and Subsequent Politics. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Oolumbian Exi!_osition. 
X -The Parliament of Religions and: bsiBub

lime Lessons. 

Cloth, 400 pP.,$1; holiday edition, ~1.50 . 
.i'HE!TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. Ro:r.r.ums. 
A systematicEXI!_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the ~teneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturallsts. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of EnJl'liSh writers JWOD evolut~on, 
besides ranking w1th Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of 
his oonclusion regan:n!l the great subJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of a.dapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independel).t evidence of 
supernatural design. . . • Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands ofa purely mechanical philoRophy .•. 
All nature has thus been trs,nsformed before the 
view of the preRent generatiOn m a manner. and 
to an extent that has never before \leen possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place has taken place in the direction of natural
Ism, and this to the !Jxtent of rendering th,e 
mechanical interpretatiOn of nature universal, It 
is no wonder if the religious ml,nd has su~denly 
awakened to a new and a ternble force 1n th1 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th God!" 
fuustrat~e, o~~·rhUTH BEEKER. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

) LL!JSTRATED 

By Oarey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the Illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold 
There are 70 broad pages au d the price is only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER; 

28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

Is Suicide 
A Sin? 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ: 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide."· 
Paper covers. · Price 2o Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYET'l'l;: PLACE. New York 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEThG 

A. Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees, 
and EArly Hbtory of CJlris iauity. 

Ntver Before or Elsewhere 'o Fully and Faith
. fully Bet }'ortu. 

By REV. ROBERT 7 AYLOR, 0.0. 
PRICE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
'l!ll,a.fa.vette Dl8.09. New York. 

ne Glor~ of lnfl~elit~ 
WirH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 

By SA.J.tllJEL Po PUTNAJ.tlo 

SCIENTIFIC BOOKSCHEAP 
Out of various importations and pur

ohases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediroval Education. By 
B. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Ohene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern '.rhought. By B. 
Laing. 75 cents, 

Formation o' Ve!l'etable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Urime...!Lnd Science and Poetry.,~. with 
other essays. .tlY Andrew Wilson, F . .1:10.B.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in EnglandA by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical tsketch of the Dis
tribution of Laud in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tilence of the fourte .. nth century, and the 
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F. 
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents. 

Glimoses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R. 
S.E .. F.L S., with 35lilustrations. $1. 

lllusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock. Bart.J F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with 
numerous i!lustratwns. 75 cents. 

Geo ogical Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
pect of some Familiar Things. By W. M. 
Williams, F.O.S. Two books 1n one volume. 
75 cents. • 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
Allen. 75 cents. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Morals r.nd Riston 

of the New Testament. 
ByPRo!!'. II'. W.NIIWHAN. Prloe lli'lentl!l. 

AddrB!Ia TRE TRUTH;SEEKEB. 

1 his is one of the best of Mr. Tutnam's works 
ond no Freethinker or Infidel should be withcut 
it o meet the claims of Christians that Infidel 
1ty is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, H copies for $1. 
Ad<'ress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

ill (OLU/t\BIA 
PAP CALEftJ) AR 

@ 
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A Desk Calendar is a necessity
most convenient kind of storehouse 
for memoranda. The Columbia Desk 
Calendar is brightest and handsomest 
of all- full of dainty silhouettes 
and pen sketches and entertaining 
thoughts on outdoor exercise and 

"sport. Occasionally reminds you of 
the superb quality of Columbia Bi
cycles and of your need of one. 
You won't object to that, of course. 
The Calendar will be mailed for five 
2-cent stamps. 

Address Calendar Department, 

POPE MFO, CO,, 

http://TheColumbiaDe.sk
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THE LAST ACT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT DRAMA.-Malachi ii, 3. 

THE Norwegian cabmet resigned on 
Jan. 31. 

CHINA is trying to secure a loan of 
$15,000,000. 

CANROBERT, last " Marshal of France," 
died m Paris last week. 

JAMEs H. BERRY, Dem., is re-elected 
Senator from Arkansas. 

THE Japanese hav captnred!all the main
land forts at Weihaiwei. 

ON the night of Feb. 1 the mercury was 
31 degrees below zero at Omaha. 

BosToN's new $5,000,000 public library 
was opened to the people on Feb. 1. 

IT now seems likely that Guatemala 
and Mexico will settle their difficulties 
peaceably. 

BALTIMORE's belt line [tunnel is com
pleted. Trains in it will be run by electric 
locomotive when the machinery is ready. 

HENRI RocHFoRT returned to Paris on 
Feb. 3, his exile being terminated by the 
amnesty bill passed by the French Parlia
ment. 

THERE has recently been severe fight
ing between the government troops and 
the rebels in the United States of Co
lombia. 

THE Pullman Memorial Church was 
dedicated in Albion, N. Y., on Jan. 31. 
It was a gift to the society from George M. 
Pullman. 

Tm: New York express on the Vandalia 
railroad was wrecked on Jan. 28 at Coates
ville Ind. Two passengers were killed 
and thirty injured. 

THE New York Press has just passed 
into new hands, being purchased by Henry 
L. Einstein. The editor will be Congress
man Lemuel E. Quigg. 

THE Reilly Pacific Railroad Funding 
bill was recommitted oz:: Feb. 2 to the 
Committee on Pacific Rai1ways by the 
vote of 177 to 106. This is equivalant to 
defeat, 

ON Jan. 28 it was reported from London 
that snow was in some places in England 
drifted to the depth of six feet, and that 
persons in Lincolnshire had frozen to 
death. 

THE Japanese House of Representativs 
has unanimously resolved to approve the 
war expenses irrespectiv of time or amount. 
The Chinese peace envoys were received, 
but soon sent home, because lacking au
thority to conclude negotiations. 

WARD McALLISTER, New York's socisty 
director and organizer of the Four Hun
dred, died in this city on Jan. 31. He was 
born in Savannah, Ga., about sixty-four 
years ago. 

ON a division on a motion to table a bill 
to discriminate against Catholic charitable 
institutions in Missouri the House of Repre
sentativs showed up forty A. P. A. mem
bers. The bill was tabled. 

THE anti-Tillman militia of South Caro
lina hav won at last, Adjt.-Gen. Garry 
Watts announcing that all their disabilities 
are removed and they are free to organize 
on the old basis and by re-election fill offi
ces declared vacant. 

EouADoR bought from Chili the cruiser 
Esmeralda and then sold it to Japan. The 
latter transaction was not approved by all 
the people and considerable disorder has 
resulted. Troops fired upon mobs and 
killed several persons. 

AccoRDING to the treasury statement 
issued Feb. 1, the amount of free silver 
held by the government is about $14,000,-
000. The rest of the silver in the treasury 
is kept for the redemption of silver certifi
cates and treasury notes. 

IT is expected that there will be a new 
bond issue in a few days to replenish the 
gold reserve. The Senate is opposed to 
the program outlined by the president in 
his special message, as appears from a 
canvass of it by reporters. 

THERE hav been heavy snows and floods 
in Switzerland, Roumelia, and Bulgaria. 
Snow fell for twenty-two hours in Ger
many. Communication between Eastern 
and Western Europe was cut off for two 
days. Snow lay thick all about Nice. 

BY thlil admission of Pritchard, of North 
Carolina, Mantle, of Montana, Wilson, of 
Washington, and Olark, of Wyoming, all 
elected to fill vacancies, the Democrats 
hav lost control of the Senate and the 
Populists hold the balance of power, 

THE Hawaiian government has arrested 
all the leaders of the late uprising, and 
they will be tried by court martial. Three 
hav pleaded guilty to the charge of high 
treason. Ex-Queen Liliuokalani has been 
arrested for complicity with the insurgents. 

THE House of Representative has passed, 
by a vote of 239 to 31, the bill removing 
the one-tenth of one per cent differential 
duty on sugar coming from bounty-paying 
countries. It was the imposition of this 
duty that was the chief cause of Germany's 
retaliatory measures against American 
products. 

TIIE transatlantic liner Elbe of the North 
German Lloyds, was run into by the 
British boat Crathie in the German North 
Sea on the morning of Jan, 31, and sunk 
in a very few minutes. But twenty of her 
crew and passengers were saved, the num
ber lost being 335. The captain of the 
Crathie has be~n arrested. 

THE ferryboat Terceira, plying between 
Rio Janeiro and Nictheroy, caught fire. 
The ferryboat Quinta went to her rescue 
and her pilot steered close so as to tBke 
off the Terceira'simperiled passengers, but 
the passengers of the Quinta with "drawn 
revolvers compelled him to abandon the 
burning boat, and as a result more than a 
hundred of the Terceira's passengers were 
lost. 

AMBULENCE SuRGEON GARVEY, of Har
lem Hospital, diagnosed the case of 
Thomas W. Gilbert as alcoholism, but 
after he had lain in a police station cell for 
some hours the doorkeeper became alarmed 
and another surgeon was stint for, but 

before he arrived Gilbert was dead. Dr. 
Oswald's examination revealed the fact 
that the victim's skull was fractured, and 
the autopsy showed no indications of alco
holism. 

CZAR NICHOLAS declares that the heads 
of the nobility in the government of Tver 
are unworthy to hold office evermore. 
This is because they supported the aspira
tions of the local assemblies for local 
government. He says that the autocracy 
must be maintained. Whe:a Japan began 
her new life the emperor led the way and 
the nobility surrendered their prerogative 
voluntarily. 

REv. DR, J. H. RYLANcE, of St. Mark's 
Episcopal church of this city, takes his 
stand with Mayor Strong and Rev. Dr. 
Rainsford for a liberalization of the excise 
law, so far as Sunday is concerned. He 
says that the Mosaic Sabbath law is obso
lete, and remarks: "I really wonder that 
we preachers, or priests, can presume to 
show ourselvs in companies of discerning, 
honest men." 

JUDGE E. RocKwooD HoAR, of Mass., 
died in Concord on Jan. 31. He was at 
one time attorney-general of the United 
States and was one of the Joint High Com 
mission that framed the treaty of Washing
ton with Great Britain in 1871. He was a 
brother of Senator Hoar and the father of 
Sherman and Samuel Hoar. On his ma
ternal side he was a grandson of Roger 
Sherman. He was born in 1816. 

THE troops hav been withdrawn from 
Brooklyn, it being supposed that the po
lice would be able to maintain order, but 
so far there has been considerable rioting. 
non-union motormen being the chief 
sufferers. As the result of the failure of 
the police to protect their men, some of 
the car companies hav asked that they be 
permitted to arm them for their own 
defense. There is a demand for the 
forfeiture of the charter of the companies 
and the Board of Aldermen has revoked 
the licenses of two. 

A swEEPING anti-gambling measure has 
been introduced in the New York legisla
ture. Not only does it forbid pool-selling 
and book-making, but it makes it a felony 
for any one to aid or abet the principal~, 
which means that anyone who puts down a 
bet, or offers to do so, is liable to a heavy 
fine or imprisonment for not more than 
two years, or both. Gambling upon the 
future price of stocks is also provided 
against, and almost every form of specula
tiv investment except insurance is forbid
den under very heavy penalties. 

THE amount of savings bank deposits 
varies greatly from year to year. That 
for 1894 shows a decrease of more than 
$46,000,000 from 1893, but it is an increase 
of over $26,000,000 from 1892 and of $214,-
000,000 from 1890. Massachusetts has 
1,214,493 depositors, with $399,995,570 to 
their credit; New York has 1,585,115 de
positors.t. with $617,089,449 credited to 
them. '.L'he two states together hav 2, 799,-
648 depositors, with $1,017,085,019 to their 
credit, while the entire country has only 
4,739,194 depositors, with $1,730,006,705 
on deposit. This is largely due to the fact 
that in the two states named the small 

capitalist invests in the savings bank, real 
estate being practically out of the market 
except for those with large capital, while 
in the other states the small capitalists in
vest in land. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. S 0 U T H WI C K. 
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 

· see 
Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonders 

that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
leas remarkable he was on the out

aide of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a. newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price. cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
BIS 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture 

ByTHADDEUBB.WAKEMAN 

Price, 10 Cents. 
A little book of ~8 pages, full of scientitlo 

thought. The storv of this gre'l.t scientist's life 
and works reads like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, NAw York ffity 

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's 
ARGUMENT 

IN TRE 

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial, 
At Morristown, N. J. 

This is the greatest argument everma.de in a oase 
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so 
long as the Christians use force to repress free 
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian.per
secution is going on this argument should be 
rreely circulated, rea.d to the Christia.ns, anilex
oounded ou every ooca.sion. 

In p&per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents. 
1\ddre•• THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Researches in Oriental History, 
EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise aad Devel• 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS J 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D 

Fourth. Eattton. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0. 

Address all orde.rs to THE TRUTH BEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oit;v. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY CAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Being the story of his mental journer from 
orthodoxy to Rationalism. 

Pr1ce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur p. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" says: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
it as an excellent text-book of the subject. The 
manner is good. and the style is bright. The 
reader is carr1ed along on an easy-flowing stream 
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
!'Hill L'RO!'fi BEEKER, 

u Lafayette ulaae, Ne• ll:orw. 



A Journal of Freethought and Reform .. 

THEOLOGICAL ANTIQUARIANS DIGGING UP DEAD DOGMAS. 
"They are antiquarians, ever digging out of the cemeteries of the p~st, dead and rotten opinions."-Ingersoll, in "Which Way." 

TO OUR FRIENDS: 

Don't you know some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who: would subscribe to· THE 

TRUTH SEEKER if YOU called his attention to 

the Paper'l 
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~~PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of thiB work is to present the Course of Free thought througho~t 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARs oF li'REETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YE!.RLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in a.ll), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• J<'OlJ.K HIJNDRED YE&.RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

ANIJ .F URTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 

For $6 we will send TuB TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TuB TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. . · 

For $4.60 we will send TuE TRUTH SEE:KER · one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4.60 we will send TuE TRUTH SEBKER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send THE T:aUTB SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The ]!'rea
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards (82). 

For $4 we will send TuE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of" Old 
Testament Stories Oomictilly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEUB one year (83) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers (81). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

we will offer To the New Subsm•ibers as a Premiunt, lJOBt FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. The 
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decimation 144,000 are to be translated out of the 
original sin int:> heaven,.without dying. Heaven is 
a lovely crystal city, 1,500 miles square, hanging in 
the air in sight of the earth. Here these translated 
and revised bijou editions of God are to remain in 
a state of perfect happiness for one thousand years 
while the righteous and resurrected one-tenth of 
earth's inhabitants a~e reveling in the millennium 
below. God will send his civil engineers; his pio
neer corps, his sappers and miners, his ditch dig
gers, and his gardeners, who will level down the 
mountains, .clear the swamps and jungles, and make 
the deserts to bourgeon e.nd bloom. He will like
wise clarify the atmosphere, and the sun will shine 
seven times brighter than ever before. Our super
scientific prophets do not condescend to enlighten 
us as to how the righteous will contrive to adapt 
their eyes to this septuple glare, for the one thou
sand years will be but a moment of time as com
pared with the eons it has taken our visual organs 
to become adjusted to the present radiance of the 
sun. Unless there is to be a miracle on tap that 
seven-fold augmentation of the sun's light will in
stantly strike every creature on earth stone-blind. 
Least of all can the followers of the lamb stand 
any increase of effulgence,· for even now they hav 
to shut their eyes when the soft beams of truth 
reflect in their faces. 

The Persistence of Superstition. At the end of the millennium, after the earth has 
We learn from the Spokane Chronicle that Wash- completed its cycle of seven thousand years, it will 

ington is affiicted with a band of so-called prophets return to chaos and be once more "without form 
who are predicting the speedy dissolution of human and void." We don't know why God is going to 
society and the establishment of a heavenly~ earthly drop the curtain just at the moment when the play
kingdom of God which is to endure for a thousand ers hav got their parts tolerably well-learned, but 
years. The prophets are giving the W ashingtoni- we comfort ourself with the reflection that our ig
ans the . genuin old gospel of hell fire as it was norance in regard to. this is no greater than that of 
preached before the· midnight blackness of Chris-' Mr. Price and his fellow soothsayers. For the 
tianity was lightened up a little by the mild rays ·benefit of any Christian who may read this and be 
of Universalism and Unitarianism and shot through unable to see that it has a lesson for bim, we will 
here and there with the electric brilliance of Free- say that the Bible which he accepts as the word of 
thought. They hav been preaching in Tacoma and God is responsible for the direction which· t.he lun
are now planning the invasion of other cities. The acy of the ·washington prophets has taken, and 
leader of the ·crusade appears to be an aged preacher their preaching of " revealed truth " will very prob
named Price. He has a staff of men and women ably upset_other poorly balanced minds-minds bet-

. who are as enthusiastically demented as he is and 'ter equipped with faith and credeilcivness thlln 
• help him exhort and threaten the people. There with common sense and scientific knowledge. 
: are the usual symptoms of religious hysteria
. women jumping on to the benches and shouting 
:incoherent professions of piety, men rolling on the 
floor in paroxysms of happiness, men, women, and 
-children wildly "seeking the Lord and his king-

. . 
-dom." 

The prophets' belief may be briefly summarized 
as follows: The spring of 1892 was the end of the 
5,993d year of Adam ; the spring of 1899 will see 
the completion of the 6,000th, and the end of the 
world. During the four years that intervene be
tween now and the general winding up of things· 
terrestrial nine-tenths of the earth's inhabitants are 
to be cut off by a swiftly recurring series of wars, 
famins, plagues, earthquakes, and hail. Anti
Christ will also put in an appearance in this troub
lous time and lead astray those who are not immune 
against the wiles of confidence men. The prophets 
are not sure that Satan will not come along· and 
help Anti-Christ play for the stake of human souls. 
Sometime during 1899 Christ' will take a hand in: 
the game, and disastrously eucher both his famous 
1but unscrupulous opponents, clli'3ting them into 
~hell, which place we aTe told is a burning lake of 
:sulphur inside the earth, five thousand miles in 
,diameter. The surveyor's name is at· present un
llknown to us. Thus the bad· are all finally disposed 
of and the saints can hav a picnic' without fear of 
interruption. · 

Of the people who are left after this nine-fold 

The Irrepressible Confiict • 
A citizens' ass<>ciation has 'been formed in Racine, 

Wis., for the enforc'ement· of the Sunday statutes 
and ordinances. The intention is to close all thea
ters and other places of amusement as· well as the 
business houses. This shows, as it has been shown 
a thousand times before, how hypocritical is the 
pretense of the· Sundayites that · they wish to giv 
the workman a day of ''rest." · The manager of the 
opera house was acquitted when tried last, and on 
a previous trial the jury failed ·to agree. 

The fact that the enemies of the Free Sunday are 
working for the aggrandizement-of the church in
stead of the lessening of the burdens of labor was 
made very clear by the utterances. of Rev. R. C. 
Wylie, one of "the most prominent leaders in the 
God-in-the-Constitution movement, ·at the recent 
convention at New Castle, Pa. He said: 

"Formerly, the demand for Sabbath laws was based 
largely on humanitarian grounds. It was said t~at we 
should hav such laws because nien needed to r.est one day 
in seven. But some of us said, That will never do;that is 
not the correct basis for such legislation. And now 
Christian people hav come to the conclusion that we must 
·hav a Sabbath law because God has one." 

Which means that ·the day worshipers now per
ceive that it is an abandonment of their position to 
base the demand for Si.m'day statutes on utilitarian 
grounds. That w'ould be fatal to them in the end, 
for if it is onoe admitted that recreation on Sunday 

is needed to giv the people proper rest, then it 
would become simply a question of the amount of 
Sunday " desecration " that would be physiologi
cally· allowable, and the answer to this question 
would open all the libraries, reading-rooms, mu
seums, galleries, parks, and seaside resorts, set the 
excursion trains to running, keep the suburban and 
·city car lines busy, and the news stands, restau
rants, and· other places of entertainment open, as 
well as giv the millions who want their Sunday 
paper the opportunity to get it. No wonder the 
six-day people fall back on their "Thus saith the 
Lord." 

The National Temperance Society appears to hav 
degenerated into a Sunday observance organization. 
Its board of managers has recently issued an appeal 
against the changing of the Excise law of this state, 
on the ground that such change as is contemplated 
would surrender the "Lord's day" t.J the saloon, 
and it wants to know what the Christian men and 
women of the state think of the proposition. Why 
this dragging of religious prejudices and beliefs 
into the controversy over the Sunday opening of 
the saloons T The only question at issue is whether 
we are to continue to hav two sets of laws; one for 
Sunday and the other for the days from Monday to 
Saturday, inclusiv, and this solely in the interest of 
the clerical profession. Temperance is not the is
sue, for if it were the clergy would be. as bitterly 
opposgd to the week-day sale of liquors as they now 
are to the Sunday sale of the same: If temperance 
were the bone of contention the Sabbatarians would 
not antagonize the sale of papers, the running of 
street cars, the opening of museums and galleries, 
and the transportation of the mails on Sunday, as 
they are doing. '!'he National Temperance Society, 
as a temperance organization, has no business to 
appeal to the Sunday superstition ; when it does it 
ceases to be a temperance society and becomes an 
auxiliary of the Sabbath Union. The demand of 
the Freethinkers is that there shall be one law for 
all days alike. Let the opponents of this just prin
ciple meet us frankly instead of trying to throw 
dust in the eyes of the people by obtruding· the 
question of temperance, which properly has no 
place in the discussion of Sunday laws. 

W. T. Gib3on, an Adventist of Everett, Mass., 
was arrested on the charge of violating the statute 
made for the protection of the "Lord's day," by 
selling a half pound of candv to a spy whom the 
mayor had sent to his place of business to purchase 
it. Mr. Gib3on conducted his defense himself. He 
began by proposing to show by the Bible that he 
had riot committed his alleged oft'ense on the said 
.,, Lord's day," but the prosecuting attorney objected 
and Judge Pettengill told the defendant tha't the 
tribunal was a civil, not an ecclesiastical court. The 
humble Adventist very quickly showed his honor 
that he did not know what he was talking about, 
for he promptly said : 

" The summons which brought me before this court is 
by virtue of a law respecting an establishment of religion; 
and the verv wording o'f the summons necessitates a 
religions controversy. The summons doe·s not accuse 
defendant of_ doing work on the first day' of the week, 
commonly called Sunday, but on the 'Loi4's day,' and I 
desire to read from the Lord's bciok a few scriptures, 
which will explain why I plead not guilty of doii:ig bnsi· 
ness on the. Lord's day. The Lord's book is the only 
authority which can decide which is the Lord's day." 

After this absolutely crushing retort poor old 
moribund MasEiachusetts' unhappy judge could only 
feebly murmur, "Go on, Mr. Gibson," while the 
prosecuting attorn:ey was no longer visible to the 
unaidE~d eye, Of course the Adventist had no 
diffi~ulty in proving that the "Lord's day" is not 
Sun.day, the period of time which the bigoted aJld 
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blundering law ciU'penters of Massachusetts thought 
they were hedging about with prohibitiv legisla
tion for the benefit of the Lord's priests. Evidently 
the judge was fully convinced, for, while he assessed 
a fine of fifty dollars and the costs, he was careful 
to say that he would not attempt to defend 
his decision except to cite a precedent of a 
higher court. Mr. Gibson appealed his case, and 
it should hav been tried long ere this, but at our 
latest advices it was still pending, although the de
fendant, who is a man of small means, has tried to 
secure a prompt trial. The outrage is a monstrous 
one, but millions like it are possible under our 
miserable Sunday laws, and the prospect grows 
diU'ker rath<>r than brighter. 

"National Reform," which of course includes as 
one of its principal demands the rigid enforcement 
of existing Sunday laws and the enactment of as 
many more as may be needed to utterly destroy 
what little liberty we still hav on that day, is. un
doubtedly increasing in strength in some parts of 
the country. The Christian Statesman says that 
about twenty yeiU's ago, when Drs. Sloane and A. 
M. Milligan conducted debates in New Castle, Pa., 
not a paper in the city favored National Reform, 
the editor of one taking part in the discussions on 
the negativ side and throwing the influence of his 
journal against the schemes of the theocrats ; '' a 
repreaentativ lawyer and the pastors of two of the 
largest congregations of the town were on the same 
side. Public sentiment was very generally with 
these opponents." About three months ago aNa
tional Reform convention was held in New Castle, 
as has been before stated in these columns. The 
paper from which we hav quoted above says that to 
those who took part in the meetings a score of years 
ago and who also participated in ihe late convention 
" the change was incredible." 

" Every one of four daily papers of the city spoke in 
highest terms of commendation of the National Reform 
cause. Prominent men who had no sympathy whatever 
for that cause much less than twenty years ago came out 
with the most radical and ringing utterances in its favor." 

The enrollment was nearly five hundred and the 
attendance outside of the enrollment was large. 
The enthusiasm was in direct ratio to the radical
ism of the speakers, and the financial responses . 
were very generous considering the prevailing mone
tary stringency. The latest report of the treasurer 
of the National Reform Association shows a fund 
for propagandistic purposes amounting to $1,425, 
besides a special fund for the printing of the pro
ceedings of the New Castle convention. Free
thinkers and all other friends of the free state 
should do some very serious thinking during this 
year and then make up their minds to do at least 
as much for liberty as the theocrats are doing for 
the enslavement of the people of this Union. The 
Covenanters are going to raise thousands of dollars 
to subvert the Constitution and establish a theoc
racy. One synod is pledged to secure $7,000. If 
we resolve to be free we can do as well. 

" Sabbath " conv~ntions not previously noted 
here were held in Oxford and Altoona, Pa., the 
latter on Feb. 14 and 15. There will be a National 
Reform convention in Boston on Feb. 19 and 20. 
In the Christian Statesman we find a paragraph in 
reference to the terms "Sunday laws " and " Sab
bath laws." The writer holds that "Sunday" is 
correctly used only when it refers to the first day 
of the week as a civil division of time, that is, "when 
the idea of the Sabbath as an institution of rest 
and worship is entirely wanting." "Sunday paper" 
is right, because it means a journal printed on the 
first day of the week in violation of the Sabbath. 
"Sabbath school" is the right phrase if a school is 
meant which is "for . the promotion of what is in 
support of the rest and worship of the Sabbath." 

"So a law for the purpose of preventing Sabbath dese· 
oration is properly a Sabbath law. A Snnday law is one 
like that of Louisiana, which simply places the first day 
of the week on a level with suohlegal holidays as the Fourth 
of July and Christmas. It contains no implication of the 
sacredness of a day of rest and worship, or of the institu
tion of the Sabbath. But in our states genel"ally this 
institution of a rest day and a day for worship is most 
clearly kept in view in the laws concerning the first day 
of the week. The proper designation of these laws 
therefore, is Sabbath laws, and not Snnda.y laws. And 

we are snre that it wonld lead to a better regard for these 
laws as based on the divine law itilelf, if they were always 
designated in our statute books and in courts as well as 
general and popnlar usage by their right name." 

We hav quoted this from the organ of the Na
tional Reform Association, the editor of which is 
one of the high priests of Sabbatarianism, because 
·we want each of our readers to cut it out and put 
it in· his note book where it will always be instantly 
accessible should some advocate of Sabbath laws 
try to make him believe that those statutes are 
not in fact religious and intended to be such by 
their authors and defenders. The Sabbata.rian does 
not want a civil rest day ; he will never be con
tented with such a day ; what he wants and means 
to hav is a holy day, a day of worship " based on 
the divine law itself." Sabbath laws are religious 
laws and nothing else. The foregoing quotation is 
from the Christian Statesman of Feb. 2, 1895. 

The Catholic Union and Times very neatly re
torts upon our Protestant n!')ighbor, the Observer. 
The latter journal having declared that "there is 
not in all the word of God a passage that can be 
quoted in support of an early and fasting commun
ion," the Buffalo paper thus counters: 

"Neither is there a single text of scripture to author· 
ize you to change the Lord's day from the seventh to the 
first day of the week. Why hav you done so ? Because 
the Catholic and Apostolic ohuroh from earliest Christian 
days has substituted Snnday for the Jewish Sabbath for 
solid and resplendent reasons." 

Protestant Sabbatarians can look in this mirror 
and see themselvs as others see them. But we 
think it was cruel for the Catholic organ to tell its 
heretical brethren that there is no reason why they 
"should remain fasting to partake of their com
munion, since it is nothing but bread and wine," 
while the children of the Faithful Mother hav a 
genuin cannibal feast on the real blood and por
terhouse of the man-god. With the original Chris
tian, the Catholic, on one side of him and the Atheist 
on the other, the poor Protestant is in a tight 
place, and we need not wonder that he is fearfully 
illogical and continually contradicts himself. 

City Registrar Whitmore, of Boston, is very 
much against permitting Spiritualistic lecturers to 
perform marriage ceremonies, and he contends that 
marriages so solemnized are invalid. This has re
sulted in the presentation of a petition to the legis
lature asking that incorporated bodies of Spiritual
ists may be authorized to empower their lecturers 
to solemnize marriages. Still Mr. Whitmore is 
not satisfied; he seems to think that while it is all 
right for "ministers of the gospel " to be invested 
with this power, it will lead to widespread confu
sion and disaster if the Spiritualist lecturers and 
Salvation Army officials are granted the sa.me privi
lege. We are afraid the registrar is a little preju
diced. If marriage is regarded as a civil contract 
which the state only can authorize, it would appear 
that it may select whom it pleases as its agent, and 
in this view of the matter the Spiritualist lecturer 
or the Salvation Army captain would probably hav 
as good claims as the minister. The state could 
just as legitimately delegate this power to a civil 
engineer or an editor as it could to a preacher. 
State authorization to solemnize marriages makes 
the person so authorized an officer of the state, so 
far as that one function is concerned, and it would 
undoubtedly be less of a menace to the freedom of 
the citizen to delegate the state's power to the civil 
engineer and the editor than it is to permit tbe min
isters to exercise it. 

The Christian Advocate says concerning the case 
of the cashier of the Dover (N. H.) National Bank
also connected with the Five Cent Savings Bank 
and treasurer of the city, a deacon, and the most 
prominent worker in the Free Baptist church, who 
proved a defaulter, and mutilated the books of the 
bank to hide the evidence-that ''if he had been an 
unbeliever in religion, a Spiritualist, an Atheist, 
anything but an evangelical Christian by profes
sion, it would not be mentioned in all the papers 
of the land. It is the inconsistency wit.h the prin
ciples of Christianity that attracts attention to such 
instances of hypocrisy and corruption." This is 

absurd. With the stupidity or dishonesty born of 
faith, Dr. Buckley reads his lesson backwards. The 
frequency of these lapses on the part of good Chris
tians shows, instead of the moral drawn by our dis
tinguished evader of truth, that Christianity has 
no power to restrain men from doing evil. The 
IU'gument that the church is a " moral force," or 
"police force," is knocked galley west by these ex
posures, which hav b£1come so frequent t.hat a repu
tation for piety nowadays is a bad reputation in the 
business world. Only the ignorant and gullible 
trust an offensivly pious ma.n, for it is beyond dis
pute that faith and morals hav no connection with 
each other, and the greatest scoundrel can be as 
sincere a believing Christian as the good woman 
who believes because she has been taught to, and 
never stops to think about the matter. 

A bill has been introduced in the legislature of 
Colorado for the taxation of church property. The 
subject is being discussed in the Denver Times. 
Mrs. Holly, one of the members of the assembly, is 
in favor of this bill, although she is a church mem
ber. A Christian named Mr. Green, who resides in 
the county she represents, very sharply criticises 
her for the attitude she has taken. He asks her 
where and what she would be in any but a Chris
tian country. She would be a beast of burden, an 
animal, nothing else, he tells her. This will giv you 
an excellent opportunity to show what the Bible 
and Christianity hav not done for woman. Mr. 
Green says that Mrs. Holly, as trustee of her school 
district, tried " to prevent the people from holding 
the Sunday-school sessions in the school-house 
which their own money had built." He also asks, 
Why not tax the school-houses in Pueblo, instead 
of paying interest on the bonds voted for their 
construction, if churches are to be taxed. This is a 
splendid opening for making clear the difference 
between public property, like school-houses, and 
private property, such as churches. He observes 
that "only one-fourth of the people pay the whole 
cost of the churches, when in fact, all should pay it. 
Therefore, this fourth carries a heavier burden .in 
church expenses than it should. Yet now it is pro
posed to assess that fourth still more." This 
means that the whole people of the state should be 
taxed to help pay for what only one-fourth of the 
people want. Would that be honest, would that be 
just, would that be keeping church and state sep
arate? Exemption is a lesser evil only than direct 
taxation to build and maintain the churches. The 
difference is one of degree, not of kind. Of course 
:!ill pledged members of the Freethought Letter
Writ.ing Corps will write to this target, and we hope 
that at least a hundred more will do the same. 

Because a man either accepts or rejects certain 
dogmas pertaining to supermundane places, per
sons, and conditions, it does not necessarily follow 
that he is or is not intolerant. Mere belief regard
ing these things does not make one either a bigot 
or a Freethinker. To perceive the truth of this, 
read the two paragraphs which follow. The first is 
from a sermon preached by Rev "Sam " Jones in 
Memphis ; the second was written by an Infidel for 
an Atheist paper: 

"Some of you think if a man's honest in his opinions 
he's all right, but you're wrong. There's many a man 
in hell who believed honestly that there is no such place 
but if you could fish him up, bud, he would say: 'Boys: 
I was mistaken; don't you be fooled, too,' " 

"!think I hear some one say, 'About matters of religion 
every person has a right to his own opinion.' I deny it, 
When a person forms an opinion growing out of emo· 
tional insanity-i. e., Christianity-i. e., X-insanity, 
transmitted ignoranoe-i. e., hereditary fool in the head, 
and such opinion not only makes him unhappy, but 
works an injury upon his fellow man, then he has no 
right to such opinion." 

The spirit of the two teachers is identical, and it 
is needless to say to the readers of THE TBUTB 
SEEKER that that spirit is utterly foreign to the 
spirit of Freethought. The Christian preacher and 
the Infidel writer would both punifh a man for an 
erroneous belief, that is, a belief which they could 
not share. One would punish him for believing 
that there is a hell and the other for rejecting that 
belief. The worst feature of Christianity is its in
tolerance, and when a person who leaves the church 
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retains the desire to persecute he has brought with 
him the worst and most dangerous element of the 
religion that he supposes he has outgrown. This 
is what the early Protestants did when they left the 
fold of Rome, and now such Infidels as the one 
from whom we hav quoted above should read the 
history which those Protestants wrote in blood and 
flame and turn from the error of their ways lest 
some Remsburg of the future shall be forced to 
write an "Image-Breaker," telling the story of 
"Infidel Intolerance." 

Our ·readers will remember that a short time ago, 
in a trial of lynchers at Memphis, Tenn., a witness 
tried to be excused from going on the stand to tes
tify against the accused, who were his friends, on 
the ground that he was an Atheist, as the laws of 
that state at that time forbade the acceptance of 
the testimony of unbelievers. It was very impor
tant that the fellow should be examined, as the 
prosecution had no other witness who could tell 
what he could, and so the presiding judg-e, after 
thinking and praying over the matter one night or 
more; decided that the self-styled Atheist was lying, 
that he was a good Christian after all, and that 
therefore his testimony could be accepted, for, be
ing a Christian, of course the oath would be bind
ing on his conscience ! That is, had he been telling 
the truth when he said he was an Infidel his testi
mony could not hav been accepted in any court in 
Tennessee, but as it was adwitted that he was a 
Christian and a liar he could be a witness in all the 
courts of the state. This performance made Ten
nessee law the butt of ridicule all over the country 
and, as the outcome has shown, shamed the legisla
tors of that belated state into tardy recognition of 
the fact that it was a hundred years behind the age. 
The sitting legislature has enacted that 

11 Hereafter persons who do not believe in God and a 
future state of rewards and punishments may be witnesses 
in any case pending in any of the Qourts of this state. 
Said unbeli&vers may solemnly affirm instead of taking 
an oath, and false testifying by said persons shall be pun
ished as perjury, as now by law under like circumstances. 
Such unbelief in God md a future state of rewards and 
punishments shall go only to the credibility of the wit
ness." 

This is a very long step in advance for Tennessee 
to take, but she is not yet entirely out of the wilder
ness of superstitious injustice. There is no reason 
why the witness's non-belief in any dogma should be 
permitted to a:ftect his credibility. The creed
bound jury should not thus be authorized by the 
law to discredit a man's testimony merely because 
he does not believe as they do, and we hope that the 
statute makers of Tennessee will iiOOn amend the new 
law so that the Freethinker will hav precisely the 
same rights in the courtroom that the Christian 
now enjoys. 

Our genial contemporary, Puck, is usually pretty 
clear-headed, but occasionally its various observa
tions fail to " consist." This was very noticeably 
the case in the editorial department of its issue of 
February 6~h. In one paragraph it speaks in warm 
praise of ex Gov. Robert E. Pattison, candidate of 
the "reformers" for mayor of Philadelphia, saying 
that the " decent voters of all political faiths are 
rallying about him, just as they rallied to the sup
port of Mr. Strong in New York," and it wishes 
Philadelphia as good a start out of thfl swamp of 
corruption by the election of Mr. Pattison as New 
York has out of the same swamp by the election of 
Mr. Strong. Now, if Puck were a Sa.bbatarian 
paper, its support of the theocrat Pattison would 
be rational and consistent, but as it is a friend of 
the free Sunday we are at a loss to understand its 
attitude. In the paragraph immediately following 
the one devoted to the Philadelphia contest it cham
pions Mayor S~rong as against his so-called temper
ance enemies and the other Sabbatarians who are 
so savagely attacking him because he is not willing 
to try to enforce a Sunday law which produces law
breaking ten times worse than the evil it is alleged 
to prevent. Puck finds fault with the spokesmen 
and spokeswomen of the people who are reminding 
Mr. Strong that they worked hard to elect him and 
that therefore he should do as they command. Now 

is it possible that Puck <loes not know that the 
same meddling societies are at work in the Penn
sylvania city in behalf of Pattison, and that if he is 
elected they will make the same demands upon him 
that their New York congeners are making upon 
Mayor Strong, but with a far different result! Is 
it not aware that Pattison as governor was hand. in 
glove with the Sabbatarians and effectually blocked 
all measures intended to modify the antiquated and 
ridiculous Sunday laws of the state! We hav noth
ing whatever to do with the religious opinions of 
Robert Pattison, but we are opposed to the election 
to any office of any man who will use the powers of 
that office to force his religious opinions upon his 
fellow citizens ; and we hav believed that Puck was 
equally opposed to such union· of church and state. 
What, then, does it mean by supporting Robert E. 
Pattison, who has been guilty of this very offense 
against the Constitution of the nation and the lib
erties of his countrymen, and who, if elected to an
other office, will, in all probability, offend in like 
manner again! 

The Woman's National Sabbath Alliance, an aux
iliary of the American Sabbath Union, was organ
ized in this city on February 7th. Its especial 
work just now will be to try to prevent any modifi
cation of the laws relating to liquor selling on Sun
day. The Sabbath Union addressed a memorial to 
the legislature praying that body not to adopt any 
of the bills now before it which would open the 
liquor stores any pad of the first day of the week. 
But Rev. Dr. J. H. Knowles, whq drafted the 
memorial, lifted his priest's robe high enough to 
show the cloven hoof of the " Sabbath " Satan. He 
made it plain that it was not the Sunday sale of 
liquor to which the Sabbath Unionists primarily 
objected, but the Sunday sale of anything except 
sermons and church organ music. He s~id dis
tinctly that they protested, not only against the 
legalizing of Sunday liquor sales, but against the 
legalizing of any traffic, however innocent in itself. 
The memorial is really a sermon, abounding in the 
stock phrases of the theologian. The legislators 
are told that God reigns and that millions of bis 
people would be grieved if they, the legislators, 
should do anything to weaken the hold of the Lord's 
day on the public conscience. It is said "with rev
erence " that God himself entreats the legislature 
not to do anything the Sabbatarians do not like, 
and it is covertly threatened that he will " some
where, at some time, and in some way " get even 
with the legislators if they disobey the ministerial 
mandates. There was an amusing incident in con
nection with the formation of the Woman's Alliance. 
The members were asked to take this pledge : 

"We, the· women of America, recognizing the Ameri
can Ohristian Sabbath as our rightful inheritance, be
queathed to us by our forefathers, as ihe foundation of 
our national prosperity and safeguard of our social, civil, 
and religious blessings; as the conservator of the rights 
of the wage-earner, do hereby pledge ourselvs to resist, 
by precept and example, whatever tends to undermine 
the Sabbath as a day of rest and worship, such as the 
Sunday secular newspaper, social Sunday entertainments, 
and Sunday driving and traveling for personal conven
ience, gain, or pleasure, and we further pledge ourselvs 
to exert our influence to create a right sentiment on all 
asp"ots of the Sunday question, especially in reference to 
traffic of every kind on that day." 

Inasmuch as most of these pious women are 
merely dress-parade Sabbatarians, organized for the 
purpose of making other people go in the direction 
they point, they were amazed when one of the 
women present was found to be possessed of an 
old-fashioned conscience. She said that she ap
proved of the objects of the society, but could not 
conscientiously take the pledge. "I would like to 
visit a friend on Sunday and would want to take a 
street car, but could not if I signed the pledge." 
The real good women were too astonished to say 
anything for some minutes-such a tender con
s\lience was a marvel to them. Finally several 
managed to suggest to her that she "seek light in 
prayer' ! What frauds these" Christian reformers" 
are! 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
seoretary1.meets at 2:80 and 7:80, every Sunday in War
ner's Hau Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

Observations. 
That fiscal remnant., sarcastically alluded to as 

the gold "reserve" in the United States treasury, 
got down to forty-one millions the other day, and 
the crisis was deemed sufficiently grave to justify 
our always . great and good friend, Mr. Grover 
Cleveland, in running the country deeper into debt. 
He therefore announces a new set of bonds for his 
constituents, the idea being that when people are 
tied so tightly as to be unable to free themselvs 
their condition may be ameliorated by new ropes to 
draw blood. The syndicate of speculators who hav 
been doing what they could to reduce the treasury 
remnant so that the issue of bonds must cover the 
hundred millions presaribed by law, are much dis
appointed, not to say injured in their finer sensibil
ties, to learn that the issue is but sixty-five millions. 
It is said there is murmuring among them, as 

, among a pack of philanthropic wolves that do not 
realize as much gore as they smelled. Mr. Abra
ham Lincoln had views about those who fatten on 
the necessities of a government or a people in dis
tress. He was once discussing the subject with 
Governor Curtin of Pennsylvania, and inquired: 
"Curtin, what do you think of those fellows in Wall 
street who are gambling in gold at such a time as 
this!" Mr. Curtin mildly replied that he thought 
they were shark<!. "For my par~," continued Mr. 
Lincoln, as he smote the table a great thump with 
his fist, "I wisb. every one of them had his devilish 
head shot off." 

Mr. Rem~burg, in his book on Lincoln, quotes 
some of the war preside~t's most lurid profanity 
to show that he could not hav been called eminent 
for piety under a rigid construction of that term. 
The foregoing language, to be found in Carpenter's 
"Six Months at the White House," might hav been 
cited by Mr. Remsburg as tending to establish two 
propo!!!itions-first, that Mr. Lincoln was not emi
nent for piety; second, that he was something of a 
humanitarian. 

The anniversary of the birth of George Washing
ton, esqr.-accredited by his friends as the father 
of his country, and accused by his enemies of being 
the father of persons to the affiant unknown-recurs 
on the 22d day of this month. It will come again 
next year at the same time. If living he would now 
be one hundred and sixty-three years of age, but he 
was not spared. It is not eaey to present anything 
fresh and actually dewy about the subject of this 
memoir, but I believe that I shall hit him off under 
a new heading when I speak of him as 

THE MAN WHO COULD Lll:T GO. 

You must know, then, dear reader, that Washing
ton was one of those rare individuals among office 
holders who realized that there was such a thing as 
enough. He occupied numerous military positions 
from the lowest to the highest, besides the offiDe of 
president, in all of which he displayed the virtue of 
resignation. From 1755 to 1759 he was com
mander in-chief of the forces (two thousand men) 
which the assembly of Virginia ordered to be raised 
for the defense of the province. This office he va
cated by resigning. 

In 1775 he was unanimously elected by the Con
tinental CongrAss commander-in-chief of the Conti
nental army. Having discharged his duty for eight 
and one-half years, he resigned. 

At the successful close of the Revolutionary war 
there were those who, being blind to the purpose 
of the rebellious colonies, favored crowning him 
king of America. The notion met with popular in
dorsement, but Washington declined. 

In 1789 he was elected president of the United 
States without opposition. Near the expiration of 
his second term a demand was made that he serve 
a third time. But W aehington declined. 

At other critical · periods of his life, also, he 
evinced a clear perception of what constitutes a 
suffiGiency. While with General Braddock, in 1754, 
on the expedition against Fort Duquesne, four bul
lets passed in succession through his clothing, and , 
he retired. 

In after years, when he attended a church in· 
Philadelphia, the pastor took occasion to animad
vert upon his custom of leaving the sanctuary before· 
the sacrament had been administered. Washington 
thereupon remarked that henceforth he would 
trouble neither the clergyman nor his congregation 
on such occasions. "And ever after that," writes 
a biographer, "upon communion days he absented 
himself from chureh." In the mind of him of whom 
I speak, enough was as good as a communion feast. 

Finally, on December 14, 1799, the last month of 
the last year of the century, he sank under an acute 
disease, and died. A few hours before his death, 
being asked with what feelings he contemplated his 
approaching dissolution, he replied: "I look u-pon 
this event with perfect resignation." G. E. M. 
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The Church and Its :Methods, Its Power and Its 
Weakness. 

Christ told the Christian to sell what he had and the camels and oxen and asses, and spare nothing 
giv to the poor. ·rhat is a kind of medi~in whi13h alive to breathe; to burn and destroy and lay a 
he takes in homeopathic doses. !nstead he hires whole country waste-is it safe to trust such men 
the poor at starvation wages; he .tries to keep the to guide the ship of state T A book which turns 
Bible in the schools, and works :in the interest of out such lunatics has no place in the schools. 

Once the church was a tower of strength. When 
it trained its artillery on a man it could make him 
comply with its requisitions, or destroy his influ
ence, ruin his character, break up his business, and 
drive him out of the country like a whipped spaniel. 

To-day its fortunes are crumbling, its walls are 
breached, and the people are laughing at its Qua
ker guns. Once it was imperious and dictated the 
legislation and ruled the courts and had power over 
the liberty and lives of men. 

the church in order to turn out more such Chris- A belief in an unerring God lies at the root of 
tians. These pious snobs lay great stress on a day the evil. When men rise above the god-idea they 
of rest; but many will work their old horses all the will no longer ask for Sunday laws, or the Bible in 
week, until their heads droop and their ambition is the schools, or exemption of church property. Chap
gone, and then they will drive them a half dozen lains will be dismissed. Gods will find no place in 
miles to church, so that they can hav a rest. The the Constitution, and man will no longer persecute 
Christian's God has no sympathy for old horses. his brother for God's sake. As long as a nl.an He-

To-day it crawls in the dust and plays the whin
ing sycophant and invokes the aid of law to accom
plish what it once was able to accomplish by brute 
force. And instead of saying to the public, "Stand 
and deliver," like a blind beggar it holds out its 
hand and humbly asks for penny gifts. What sums 
it cannot raise in this way it obtains by fairs and 
shows and sneak tricks and gambling. 

A burnt-cork troupe gave a series of entertain
ments in our village, and drew larger audiences 
than usually assemble at the churches. Of course 
this burnt-cork entertainment could be approved of 
only by the split-foot fraternity, so the manager of 
the M. E. Theater made up his mind to giv an en
tertainment where the lambs of God could play 
together in such a caressing manner as to be ap
proved of by those who inhabit the upper country. 
After the burnt-cork troupe had departed, the fol
lowing announcement, which I giv verbatim, was 
conspicuously displayed through the village : 

POVERTY PARTY 
AT THE 

PARLORS OF THE M. E. CHURCH. 
ON FRIDAY NITE, mea. 14TH. 

Rools and Re,qulashuns.-1. Every woman what kuma 
must wear a kal1ker dress or sumthin ekerly aproprate. 
2. Kno gent with a biled shirt and dood koller will be 
aloud to kum unles he pays a fine of five sents. 3. A vot 
of thanks will be giv to the man and woman havin the 
wust rig in the rume. 4. A komPetent komitee will in
terduoe strangers, look after bashful fallers, and koileot 
fines. 

Fines for Ladies. Wool dress, 5 sents. Kno apron, 
1 sent. Trimmed apron, 2 sents. Jewelry, 2 sents. Bangs, 
2 sents.· 

Fines {flr Men. Biled Shirt and Dood Collars, 5 sents. 
Silk Necktie, 1 sent. Blaked Boots, 1 sent. Perfume, 2 
sents. Jewelry, 2 sents. 

Vittels, 10 Cts. 
Th!!tt must hav been a great "nite" for old Joss. 

No doubt he opened the big book and gave the 
M. E. Theater a long credit mark and then sent 
down the Holy Ghost to spoon around among them 
and inspire them with a "feller feelin'." Kaliker 
must hav been in great demand that "nite" even if 
badly soiled. Probably the performance was opened 
with prayer, and then they sang : 

How happy are they 
Who their Savior obey. 

This made old Joss feel so good that he took a 
fresh chew of Cavendish, laid back in his old arm
chair, crossed his legs, and made the heavenly arches 
ring by singing : 

My pets are all happy and jolly and frisky, 
Let joy be in heaven, so pass round the whisky, 

No doubt there was a great deal of work done in 
the Lord's vinyard that "nite." As on other sim
ilar occasions, probably there was a pretty Miss 
Tiptoe so nearly sanctified that she would let the 
saintly young bucks kiss her for ten "sents" apiece 
"for the glory of the Lord." If any of my Chris
tian friends are shocked at the idea that God chews 
tobacco and drinks whisky, I would like to ask them 
if they don't believe that he had been taking a 
" horn" when he revealed himself to Moses T We 
sent a man to jail for that very offense, and he was 
drunk and chewed tobacco; and any god that has 
no higher sense of propriety than to display himself 
in that manner will chew tobacco and drink whisky. 

At these pious entertainments; after a blessing 
has been invoked by the Rev. Mr. Topcrust, the 
regular business of the evening begins. It is a ver
itable penny-in-the-slot game. Grab bags, lottery 
chances, and low gambling that would shame a 
common gamester, are the order of the evening. 
God's gambler's are supposed to enjoy privileges 
which the ordinary gamblers never claim. In the 
name of him who commanded them not to covet 
what belongs to another, and not to lay up treas
ures on earth, they bake a valuable gold ring in a 
big cake and sell the pieces at two shillings each, 
with the understanding that everyone who buys a 
piece ha1 a fair chance of getting the ring. But 
Mrs. Thoroughgrace marks the place in the · cake 
where the ring is located, and Deacon Lovejust 
draws the prize. Thus the ring is saved to the 
church, and yet in the name of God they scoop the 
boodle. One or all of these low-down snap tricks 
and gambling devices hav been practiced in the dif
ferent~ churches; and no doubt God has beEm glori-
fied and humanity uplifted · · '.-

The Christian says you must love your enemies, lieves in God and the Bible he cannot be trusted, 
and then he shows his love for his enemies by lock- for passages of scripture can be found which will 
ing them up because they do not spend the Sabbat.h turn a man of humane instincts into a monster, and 
as he savs they must. A man who has been con- all the time he will think that he is an instrument 
fined to the office or store all the week mounts his in the hands of God to execute his will. 
bike Sunday morning to take a turn through the I do not ask the Christian to do as I say. If he 
country, to hav a change and enjoy the open. Dea- wants to pray, let him pray. If he wants to go to 
con Longface says he is a child of the devil; but if church on Sunday and hear the Rev. Mr. Baldybeat 
he runs his wheel a dozen miles to church, then he Munchausen telling snake and fish stories, that is 
is a child of the savior partner. To skate on Sun- his privilege, and he must be defended iil the exet
day for diversion is to incur the wrath of God, but cise of his rights. 1f he wants to wear out the knees 
a lot of good Christians can skate down the river to of his trousers in praying, and the seat in back
church, and it is all right. Come on bikes, come sliding, let him slide backward or forward, it is no 
on skates; God will throw up his hat and shout, concern of mine so long as he does not interfere 
"Bully for you!" when you come to church, no with my rights. 
matter how you get there. Before the Christian tells me that it is my duty 

If there is a heaven for hypocrite, what a vast to pray, let him show that a single prayer was ever 
crowd will be gathered into the inclosure! All of answered. What right has he to compel me to ob
this pretended anxiety about a day of rest is just serve Sunday as he says! If I offend his heavenly 
Christian rot. When they claim that they want the Mikado by writing this article on Sunday, why not 
parks and the museums, the libraries, the art gal- trust him to come down on me with his almighty 
Jeries, and all places of instruction and amusement whang-doodle as he thinks I deserve. The trouble 
closed on Sunday in the interest of good morals, is the Christian is all the time trying to do some
they lie, and, what is more, they know they lie. thing to please his God before he knows whether 
Christians are well aware that these places hav he has an existence. Then guided by his old Jew
greater attractions for the people than long prayers book he will outrage humanity and believes that his 
and the Rev.·Flamdoodle's sermons, and they think great holy Jumbo screams with delight at the infa
that if these places are closed up the people will my. What right has the Christian to infer that I 
come to church. But the people are no longflr would testify falsely because 1 believe in neither his 
afraid of the devil, and Heston has got all the hell lying old scrapbook nor his silly old imaginary 
there was in a big pot; in short, the masses no dummy! What right has h~ to make me pay taxes 
longer pay attention to the old theological racket, on his gospel theater, wheil I am interested in nei
and the church seeks to ma~ntain by compulsion ther his crucifixion plays nor their actors? It is 
the position it can no longer hold by deception. high tiine for intelligent men to take a firm stand 

Some years ago we suffered the misfortune of and expose the tricks of these holy thimbleriggers, 
having an evangelist visit our town. The first move and break up the game entirely. The spirit of our 
he made was to extort a promis from every business government is that every man shall do as he pleases 
man in the place that he would close his establish- so long as he does not infringe the rights of others. 
ment every night during the meetings. His policy The trouble is, the Christian is not satisfied when 
was to shut up every other place so that the people his natural rights are secured to him, but he wants 
could go nowhere except to church. Here is the everyone to bend to what he conceiv6s to be the 
secret of the whole Sunday-closing business ; the will of his great celestial boss. 
object is to force men to attend places where the Years ago, when people could be scared by the 
proceedings can only fill the intelligent with disgust, torments of hell, and fooled with promises of eter
as starving men are sometimes reduced to the ex- nal bliss in an imaginary heav~>n, a church could 
tremity of eating food that nauseates the stomach. hold a protracted meeting every winter and rope 

The teaching of the great necromancer of Galilee in a couple of hundreds, who were as completely 
has so far perverted human nature that Christians under the control of designing ecclesiastics as an 
believe that it is pleasing to God for them to walk army is under the control of a general. But the 
backward and to stand upon their heads. After a people begin to understand the tricks of these 
slugger has battered one cheek, it is as unnatural heavenly shysters. When a minister stirs up hell 
to turn the other also as it is for a man to stand and talks about the undying worm and the smoke 
upon his head. The fool Christian preaches peace of their torment that ascendeth up for ever, the 
on earth and good will to men, and then wants to people think, if they do not say, "Let the undying 
put the thumbscrews on all who do not believe it worm -wriggle;" and of the smoke of their torment, 
natural fol.' men to stand with heels in the air "Let 'er smoke;" well knowing that hell is an ex
Right here in the great Empire state only a week or ploded myth. And as for the bliss of heaven, a 
two ago some pious grannies found what they called title deed of a plot in the New Jerusalem isn't 
a "witch mark" on a child less than a week old. worth as much as a patch of huckleberries. Con
This wonderful find was reported, and sorue Chris- earning God, the more intelligent hav about as 
tian ruffians assembled and stripped the father of much confidence in him as they hav in the mud 
the child naked, rolled him in the snow, daubed him: gods of the Dyaks. The ordinary minister 'no Ion
with tar, then ripped open a featherbed and decked ger counts when they want to raise the holy wind; 
him out with a coat of feathers. And then they they hav to send off for an expert-one who has 
took the mother who had given birth to the child reduced deception to a fine art. He must himself 
only a week before and treated her in like manner. be very dishonest in order to make his gospel racket 

What would be the consequence if the govern- a success. He must know how to manage an audi
ment should be surrendered into the bandA of such ence, just as an old salt knows how to manage a 
pious thugs! All Freethought literature would be vessel. 
blotted out and the authors imprisoned or burnt. · The room must be kept at just such a temperature. 
The children of tbose who were believed to be ene- If a current of cold air should be let in, the jig 
mies of God would be murdered as of old and their .would be up. An outdoor camp-meeting in winter 
mothers ripped up alive. Such men as Ingersoll would be a dead failure. No shivering saints ever 
and Wakeman, Putnam and many others would be approach the anxious seat. God loses his power 
instructed by these holy pollywogs as to the duty just as quick as the frost strikes him. Care must 
they owe to God and the obligations they are under be taken not to let in ' any dogs. A dog fight just 
to the church. at the critical moment would scare the Holy Ghost 

I knew a man who was ~onstantlyunder the iii- out of his wits, and he could not be induced to 
:lluence of the "power." He did so and so, aad hover around again until the next session. 
thus and thus, because the "power,. told him to. Then the proper ones must be put into the 
He was hopelessly insane. The men who commit- "amen corner," and the responses must be given 
ted the outrage on the father and· mother of the "just in the nick of time." Then there must be 
child mentioned above had read in an old book that singers and shouters and groaners and whippers-in, 
they must not suffer a witch to liv. Now, I ask, and each must be drilled down to the nicest point 
what is the difference between these two cases of of exactness. Every part of the machinery must 
insanity? When .the minds of -men become so dis- work like a ch~;~.rm or no grist will be ground for 
torted that they believe ev~ry word in the .. Bii;Jle :the church .. Then the minister must be .full of 
emana.t~d- from an all:wis.e God,. and· then r~ad hi!'! magne~ic i!lfi:ue:r;tc~. U~d~rt;~tand, -ladies!_ . With all. 
co.Dlmand tef utterly slay old_ and. y()nng, to ·kill- a.ll_ 'o( these appliances .. brought to bear it would . be 
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wo~derful if some Simple Simon did not get hyp
nottze_d and stand up with a face as long as a 
kneadmg-trough and say, "1 want to find Jesus." 
Promptly the ~men corner must be heard from. 
Some shouter smgs out, "Glory to God." Another 
shouts, " Let God be praised." Then the minister 
tells the driveling idiot that he has been a great sin
ner from away back, then the groaners take a turn, 
bul; he_ says_ ~ plan of salvation has been opened. 
Jesus 1s wa1tmg to be gracious. You must lean on 
the arm of Je"us. Then the singers come in play. 
At the word of command they sing : 

Alas, and did my Savior bleed 
And did my Sovereign die, ' 

Would he devote that sacred head 
For such a fool as I? 

Was it for crimes that I hav done 
He groaned upon the tree? 

Old Clootie smiled to see the fun 
And had a jamboree. ' 

As this is th~ season of protracted meetings, and 
as they hav begun to stir up the monkeys in our 
town, I thought I would let the people into the se
cret of making a Christian. God has just as much 
to do with the process as he has with a lot of fel
lows ~h~ get hilario~s over their" Tom and Jerry." 

Christtans may say that I ridicule Christ on the 
cross: H is not a man that I ridicule, but a system. 
And 1~ they would rid their minds of superstition 
and gtv the matter an impartial examination they 
would see that the whole scheme is too ridiculous 
for serio?s consideration. Think of it-a great 
God gettmg mad because a woman ate some per
simmons. God made the woman and gave her the 
appetite-planted the persimmons, and made a 
snake to entice her, and then raises "I" because 
matters turned out just as he knew they would. 
He came int~ the garden in the cool of the day, but 
what good d1d that do! Eve had gobbled the fruit. 
'Yhy did he not put in an appearance earlier, in 
t1me to prevent the mischief ! he knew what was 
going on. Then to reconcile himself to this Hudi
brastic transaction he nailed his boy to a tree. 
Wasn't he a smart God! He ought to hav nailed 
the snake to the tree, and not his son, who was such 
a promising young mechanic. Inasmuch ·as the 
snake had the power of speech it could hav re
torted, " Why do you nail me to a tree for doing 
just what you designed me to doT" 0 think of it, 
my Christian friend, a man crucified to keep you 
from going to hell because a woman ate some per
simmons six thousand years ago! 

You say I treat a serious subject with levity. It 
is not serious, it is simply ridiculous. 

The time was when a certificate of membership 
from an orthodox church would be considered 
a guarantee of good character. And there lay 
the great power of the church. It was regarded 
as a great moral element. It had the power to 
elevate men to positions which they were not 
entitled to either by intellectual attainment or 
moral worth. 

To-day no business firm that has places of trust 
and responsibility to fill is inquiring for church
members or Sunday-school superintendents or 
members of the Young Men's Christian Associa
tion. Confidence men, defaulters, and bank wreck
ers hav been largely drawn from that source, and 
are no longer in demand. Receivers of bribes
those who pile up fortunes through blackmail-are 
notoriously supporters of the church. If the cloak 
of Elijah did not fall upon the great St. Anthony, 
many believe that he is clothed in saintly robes. 
Yet even he, according to report, has been levying 
blackmail, and his saintly robes hav bel'ln worn to 
hide a black heart. 

The idea of this great moral force which has at
tached to the church and held her in respected 
position, has nearly died out. The people are find
ing out that nearly all the great criminals are be
lievers in the great Christian humbug. 

Scientific men repudiate the whole supernatural 
delusion. What scientific mind .believes that all 
the gods ever pictured in the human mind could 
take a cubic mile of nothing and make even a grain· 
of sand out of itT Or, that they could reduce a 
grain of sand to nothing T . . 

Who that has studied the law of graVItatiOn can 
be made to believe that men ever ascended from 
the earth bodily! Once the church trampled science 
iri the dust. To-day science is putting the church 
to the tout with all its miracles and gods and 
ghosts. . 

Christianity has cursed the world lang enough. 
It has dried up the sweet juices of humanity and 
turned men into monsters. It has set back the 
progress of all Europe more than a thousand years. 
It has filled the minds of men with phantoms and 
myths. It has waged wars between those who 
thought only of the hereafter, and those who were 
laboring for better conditions here. The great 
necromancer impressed the belief upon the minds 

of his deluded followers that business would not 
be continued at the "old stand "-that the world 
would soon be side-tracked-that there were those 
living who would see the son of man coming in the 
clouds, and therefore, that the things of this world 
were of no consequence. But the old world is still 
turning on its axletrees without squeaking, and 
doesn't show any signs of getting phthisicky, and 
from present indications I am inclined to believe that 
she will stand the racket a year or two longer. 

':l'he great necromancer got ditched in his calcu
lation, and the driveling im becils hav not seen him 
in the clouds or anywhere else up to date. 

Christians hav been led to ignore all thab per
tains to the well-being of this world, and to turn 
their attention to a world that never had an exist
ence. 

They hav been living only for robes and harps 
and crowns and wings. And if I had to dwell 
eternally with sniveling Christians I would rather 
hav a pair of horns than a pair of wings. 

The whole system was founded on dreams 
prophecy, miracles, fraud, and foolery. ' 

From start to finish-from tap-root to topmost 
branch-Christianity is the most stupendous cheat 
and fraud that the human mind ever conceived. 

Naples,. N. Y. J oBN PEcK. 

A.t the Book Table. 
WOMEN IN THE BustNRss WoRLD, or Hints and Helps 

to Prosperity. By One of Them. Boston : 
Arena Publishing Co. 12mo., 322 pp. Price, 
cloth, $1.75; paper, 50 cents. 

This book preaches the doctrin of self-help for 
women. The spirit that animated the author is re
vealed in these two mottoes: 

Out of the night. that covers me, 
Black as the pit from pole to pole, 
I thank whatever gods may be 
For my unconquerable soul. 

It matters not how strait the gate, 
How charged with punishments the scroll; 
I am the master of my fate, 
I am the captain of my soul. 

"Self-support is as much the duty of a woman as 
of a man. The time is past for dividing the vir
tues. Servil dependence in money matters is no 
longer deemed honorable." 

We find also this quotation from Margaret Fuller; 
"No woman can giv her hand with dignity, or her 
heart with loyalty, until she has learned to stand 
alone." Of the purpose of her book, the author 
says in the introduction: "Its object is to help 
women to help themselvs, which is the only kind of 
assistance that is of permanent value. It tries to 
point out the stumbling blocks in the path of the 
business woman, and attempts to show her how to 
avoid or overcome them. It endeavors to make it 
clear to her that her place in the Business World 
is not a corner fenced off by prejudices based on 
the time-worn idea of sex limitations; but that she 
is free to work in any part of it that she chooses, 
and is bound by no bonds save those which exist in 
her own mind. She has only her own permission 
to gain to do what she will. Less than half a cent
ury ago, the only occupations in which she could 
engage, with her own and the public's consent, were 
teaching, housework, sewing, and nursing. Now 
she may be anything from a lecturer to a steam
boat captain, and the public respect her and giv 
her its patronage if her work deserves it. The 
word business is used in this book in its most un
limited sense. It represents all the occupations 
in which people engage-agriculture, mechanics, 
the arts and sciences, and the work within the 
home. The Business World includes all the indus
trial affairs of life. No attempt has been made to 
giv a list of occupations for women. That would 
necessitate mentioning all the industries known. 
Those spoken of are such as admit of greater de
velopmel).t or are new to many readers." 

The author has a saving message for all women, 
and that message is self-dependence. Unless they 
are self-dependent they can never accomplish any
thing, and must always remain feeble, undeveloped 
creatures, mentally, physically, socially, and finan
cially. She well says that use, action, are the only 
means by which all growth is attained, and that it 
is the disuse of their faculties which hav made women 
a weak and dependent class. It is as an individual, 
not as a woman, that she must shape her C!estiny. 
As an individual, her first duty is self-development. 
Grant Allen has expressed the same thought, apply
ing it to the entire race, as does our author, but he 
has been wiser than she in that he has omitted 
unmeaning reference to "God." The struggle 
for existence strengthens, and the woman who has 
been sheltered and protected from all knowledge of 
this struggle has missed something which would be 
of inestiminable value to her if she could know it. 

The woman who has pushed out into the fierce 
battle for bread has been more favored than her 
hot.housA sister if it has taught her to stand alone. 
" The ability to stand alone, without fear, no matter 
how empty the purse or how hard the winds of ad
versity blow, is the most precious possession a hu
man being can hav." 

Among the many subjects treated are these: Self
salvation; women's greatest need; finding one's 
tr~e calling; training and efficiency ; perverted -
prtde ; the road to success ; business philosophy ; 
condensed commercial wisdom ; little keys to for
tune ; things necessary to know; important points; 
helpers and hinderers; the seed of wealth; eco
nomic blunders and benefits; a story and a sermon; 
saying and doing; the allurements of science; the 
liberal arts; the written word; where there is room 
for more; some new and old occupations; caring 
for others ; behind the counter; examples of suc
cess in horticulture; country home industries; 
breaking rough ground; daily bread; woman's his
toric weapon-the needle ; within the home ; cheer
ing facts ; the fatherhood of employers ; women are 
the masters of their own fate. Of course this givs 
no adequate idea of the variety of facts presented 
and information imparted by this work, but the 
table of contents is too copious to reproduce in the 
limited space available. The topics treated herein 
are handled in a common sense, practical manner, 
and this is what givs the work its e ceptional value. 
We should like to make many quotations from it 
for the pleasure of our readers, but must content 
ourself with what follows : 

"If the word 'servant' could be abolished the 
class it describes would also vanish with it, and the 
home be cleared of the worst of all features of our 
domestic economy, the presence of inferiors, which 
is destructiv to a wholesome mental atmosphere. 
The home is intended as a place of ease, complete re
laxation when relaxation is needed, and the enjoyment 
of the society of members composing the family. 
All these are disturbed by the presence of inferiors 
-that is, beings of a lower class intellectually, hav
ing nothing in common with those they serve. The 
principles of co-operation applied more extensivly 
to the management of the home would solve the 
problem of domestic service satisfactorily. Wher
ever it has been tried understandingly it has not 
been found intfl:ectual. Take your social equals, 
not your inferiors, into the home. That will abol
ish bad service and unpieasant influences, besides 
ennobling household labor, and thereby benefiting 
all civilization." 

THOMAS PAINE, THE AUTHOR-SOLDIER OF THE AMEBI
ICAN REVOLUTION: The Good and Evil of His Life 
and Writings. By George Lippard. With Por
trait of the Author: Philadelphia: J. B. Elliott, 
3515 Wallace st. Paper, 16 pp. Price, 20 cts. 
This pamphlet is the report of a lecture delivered 

in Philadelphia on Jan. 25, 1852. It was never be
fore printed as a whole except in the New Era, a 
weekly newspaper printed in Philadelphia in the 
year named. The author had a very great admira
tion for the political works of Thomas Paine, and 
he possessed the courage to publicly express that 
admiration in a time when Paine was even less pop
ular than he was, say, twenty years ago. But Mr. 
Lippard defended the memory of Paine in spite of 
the further fact that he was. himself an earnest 
Christian and reprobated the sentiments expressed 
in the "Age of Beason." For this he is certainly 
deserving of honor, as well as for the services in 
behalf of humanity which he rendered in many 
another unpopular cause. He was a prolific con
tributor to the magazines of his day and was an 
editor himself at one time. He counted among his 
acquaintances most of the literary celebrities of the 
time, and Edgar Allen Poe was a personal friend. 
Among his labo:rs are to be reckoned his experi
ments in cooperativ work, his endeavors to hav a 
portrait of Paine placed in Independence Hall, and 
his efforts in favor of free land, and against slavery 
and the unequal position of woman. He early , 
called attention to the imprisonment for debt of 
Robert Morris, the financier of the Revolution. 
His tribute to Stephen Girard was a valuable testi
monial to the strict integrity of that famous Infidel 
and philanthropist. 

Lippard was savagely severe in his denunciations 
of the "Age of Reason," and Mr. Elliott intimates 
that he had not read it, being acquainted with only 
the descriptions of it and disconnected extracts 
found in the religious press. His present biogra
pher hopes that the Freethinker of to-day will be 
lenient in judging him, and take into consideration 
the fact that it was then impossible to obtain 
Paine's heretical work." except under cover of the 
greatest secrecy, and he who was known to hav 
read it was shunned as a dangerous person." 
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News and Notes. 
I did not know that I would hav to come down 

to a freight car and be transported like live-stock 
or baggage; but I had to pile into a box-car, or it 
was no go from Prescott to Phrnnix. The rains 
had so demoralized the embankments alongside the 
railroad that there was not room for a passenger 
coach to pass by ; and I had to take the aforesaid 
method of travel, and recline the best way I could 
on boxes and baggage for the repose of my weary 
bones. There were about a dozen passengers with 
me, and we all took it good naturedly and enjoyed 
ourselvs as best we could in the crisp morning 
air, as we went winding about the lofty mountains, 
where the carpets of snow glittered, soon to be 
succeeded, however, by tropical colors. It was 
a beautiful journey. Varying and vast prospects 
appeared before the view ; huge rocks, tremen
dous precipices, granit hills, luminous valleys, im
mense peaks, canons and defiles mingling in splen
did and wild confusion. 'l'humb Butte, which 
towers over Prescott like an enormous thumb, 
tranfjforms itself into a stupendous crouching lion 
as we sweep by, with an appearance of awful 
strength and ferocity, as if it were ready to leap 
upon the great world beneath. We mount several 
thousand feet, and then begin our descent into 
Skull valley, where a few tents of pioneers greet the 
eye, and wide desolation spreads on every side, 
hemmed in with lustrous walls of mountain. But 
the snows hav disappeared, and the sky hangs soft 
and bright. There is ethereal mildness in the air; 
and as we proceed southward the warmth and brill
iance increase. At about the middle of the after
noon we arrive at the end of the track ; and here 
we take a stage for Phrnnix, forty miles away. I 
mount the front seat of the somewhat forlorn vehi
cle, and we proceed at a fair pace over the rough 
ways; and though we get a considerable shaking 
up, the views are so magnificent in the evening sun 
that I take no note of weariness. The golden sun
set falls radiantly over the vast expanse, and for a 
hundred miles away we see the beaming bights. 
The pathway of the glorious sun, as it disappears, 
is followed by a lovely moon, which transforms the 
scene into a picture of strange and haunting 
beauty. The dusty plain seems like a jeweled 
floor, and the mighty hills are lost in the twinkling 
darkness. By and by the moon drops below the 
horizon, and we .travel by the light of the innumer
able stars. At midnight the electric radiance of 
Phrnnix bursts upon the sight, and in the early 
morn I find myself comfortably in bed at the Cen
tral Hotel, where the light of Freethought shines 
in the face of the genial landlord, Joe Thalheimer. 
At 9 o'clock I awake in the beauty of the summer's 
day and find Phrnnix alive with all sorts of people 
from all parta of the world. I enjoy the delicious 
sunshine and the green landscapes that spread 
around, and the flowers that bloom. I find old 
comrades, J. B. Lacy, J. H. W. Jensen, and others, 
and arrangements are made for lectures, Feb. 6th 
snd 7th. The legislature is now in session, and I 
hope to hav a chance to talk to them, and keep them 
up to the mark of secular politics. The governor, 
under the sway of the Methodist church, has recom
mended the passage of a Sabbath law, and we may 
expect a fight on that point, and also on church 
taxation. A copy of " Church Property" has been 
given to each member of the legislature, and I hope 
they will profit by the reading of it. I am looking 
forward to good work. 

The campaign at Prescott closed in a blaze of 
glory with the Paine Celebration on Tuesday even
ing, January 29hh. The Opera House was crowded 
to its utmost capacity. The music was furnished 
by the Prescott orchestra, the members of which 
are Jules Baumann, S. Slessenger, an old time 
friend of Phrnnix, C. Wilbanks, and Carl Miller, 
and we are under obligation for the excellent ser
vice which they rendered out of pure love to 
Thomas Paine and the great cause which he so 
nobly represented. Jules Baumann sang the" Star 
Spangled Banner," and aroused the patriotic en
thusiasm of the audience. The opening address of 
Dr. Miller was a fine delineation of the work of 
Thomas Paine in the American Revolution. Shar
lot :M. Hall eloquently portrayed the career of 
Thomas Paine in England and France. This was 
her first appearance before an audience, and &he 
was applauded to the echo. I am sure that our 
young friend will be one of our most brilliant rep
resentativs upon the Freethought platform, and 
will carry our :flag to victory when we older heads 
hav made our pillow in the dust. It is inspiring to 
look forward to these workers of the future. 
George E. Macdonald's poem, "Paine: The Knight 
Errant of Freedom," was finely rendered in its 
melody and strength of thought and ringing hope 
by Mrs. M. E. Miller, and the poet and his fair in
terpreter and the" Knight Errant" himself received 

the ovation of the listeners. Mr. Jules Baumann 
sketched a life-like portrait of Thomas Paine which 
ornamented the center of the stage, wreathed with 
flowers and evergreens, and when Mrs. Miller 
pointed to this. noble presentment, the cheers of 
the audience were unbounded. Mrs. Lizzie Jacks, 
formerly of Denver, where she assisted the Free
thought work, fairly captured her hearers with her 
lovely songs. She closed with singing " John 
Brown" to words written by her husband for the 
occasion, and these martial strains swept along as 
in the years gone by they rang at the head of our 
marching columns. Prof. W. S. Bell mingled phi
losophy and comedy as he depicted the "Age of 
Reason " and the closing scenes of the life of 
Thomas Paine. J n every respect the occasion was 
a memorable one for Prescott. It has stirred the 
people, and enlightened them with the great ideas 
of Freethought and American history. 

Comrade Upton {?ivs me a delightful drive Thurs
day afternoon from Pbrnnix to Tempe. As the Salt 
River is still impassable, I was obliged to walk 
over the railroad bridge which stood the brunt of 
the tempest without flinching. At Tempe i find a 
warm welcome. I giv a lecture in the evening to 
a full house, although a revival is going on at the 
same hour with considerable excitement. But the 
Freethought wave keeps tnoving on. i ~hould hav 
had, without doubt, the largest audience of all if I 
could ha.v stayed another evening, but the railroad 
trains run in such a way that I must leave without 
continuing the work, in order to meet my appoint
ment at Tucson. 

Old friends are still at the post at Tempe. Mr. 
and Mrs. Chas. T. Hayden and Carl Hayden are 
among our most generous allies. I always find a 
welcome at their beautiful home-all the good 
things that make a Pilgrim rejoice, with art, philos
ophy, poetry, and the amenities of life. I wish I 
could linger longer in this happy retreat. With 
Mr. Hayden, I visit the Normal school, where I 
find that the methods of modern education prevail 
under its able and cultured teachers. I also drive 
over to Mesa, and visit a notable Mormon settle
ment. · I especially enjoy a visit with Uncle Ben 
Johnson, a leader in the church, who had seven 
wives in good scriptural fashion and about forty 
children. He js hale and hearty at seventy-seven 
years of age, has had a great experience all over 
this western countrv, in Mexico and the isles of 
the Pacific. He says he is ready to listen to any 
truth, and he has a great admiration for Ingeroll. 
I hav no doubt he will improve as he grows older. 
He has a ohance yet to become a pioneer Free
thinker. Lik~> the rest of the "Saints" he is drop
ping many of the old habits and customs of the 
church, and is in the line of modern progress. The 
Mormons of this section are generally of good 
stock. They are taking hold and developing the 
resources of the country. 

I meet some Oregonian friends here, Mrs. Kee
nan and Mrs. Patterson from Portland. Mrs. 
Keenan is well known for her devotion to humanity 
and is always ready to lend a hand to the sick and 
suffering. Our Liberal friend, Mrs. Atkinson, has a 
severe trial. Her son was recently shot by an in
sane man. It is hoped that he will recover, but he 
requires constant attendance. All our sympathies 
are with our comrade thus laid low. R. M. Robert
son is still on duty. I met many new friends here; 
and so Tempe is becoming more attractiv as one of 
the advance lines of Freethought. I am sorry I 
did not hav time to organize the forces, but this 
will come in the future. Mr. Hayden is a host in 
himself. He has been in this territory from the be
ginning, and knows it by heart. No man has done 
mor6 to develop the country. He has been en
gaged in great business transactions, and mills and 
stores and fruitful lands are the result of his per
sistent industry. He has traveled extensivly from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific. He is from Connecti
cut, and the spirit of that Yankee land is in his la
borious and daring undertakings. Mrs. Sallie D. 
Hayden has the glorious hospitality of the frontier, 
and there is no lack of vivacity in her elegant home. 
She was the first white woman to locate in this ter
ritory, and she has had a varied experience of its 
wonderful fortunes ; has seen it grow from a desert 
to a land :flowing with milk and honey and radiant 
with the fruits of the tropics. In Arizona at this 
time we find culture, refinement, wealth, and splen
dor equal to that of the East; and Mrs. Hayden 
represents the pioneer woman and also the woman 
of to-day. 

Carl Hayden, now in attendance at the Normal 
school, promises to be at the front rank with the 
banner of "Excelsior." 

I cannot mention all the names of old and new 
friends at Tempe, but I feel that this will always be 
a place of charming repose and fruitful toil in the 
"bivouac of life." 

I leave Tempe Friday evening at nine o'clock, 
about, and arrive at Tucson at three o'clock in the 
morning of Saturday ; a tedious midnight journey 
it is. Isaac E. Crum, who mainly organizes our 
work at Tucson, is at the station to receive me, and 
provides good quarters where I am soon sound 
asleep, and do not awake until the sun is high in 
the cloudless heavens. I find things in pretty good 
condition at Tucson. I hav larg~ audiences both 
Saturday and Sunday evenings. I was to lecture 
on Sunday afternoon, but two horse races and bicy
cle races were going on, and everybody went to 
them, for the people are fond of amusements in this 
country, and Sunday is about the only time they 
hav, and so I didn't object to the recreation, as 
probably the ministers do. At present there is no 
Sabbath law in Arizona. Sunday is an all-'round 
holiday. 

I giv two more lectures here, and 1 will write up 
Tucson in my next "News and Notes.'' This is a 
quaint and curious place. 'Fhe old Sp,anish atinos
phere pervades it. lt h$B a Mexican flavor and as
pect. Most of the houses are built of adobe and 
are one-story. The cathedral towers . in religious 
gloom, and the Protestant churches :flash with or
thodox brimstone. On the whole there is an abun
dance of ancient theology in Tucson. It is, I be
lieve, the oldest city in the United States, and that 
perhaps accounts for its strata of remote ages. 
But there is a live American population here, full 
of progress and ideas, and they are working and 
building for the future; and they will succeed, and 
this will one day be a beautiful city, with a beautiful 
country around it, with extensiv harvest fields and 
gleaming canals, so that to the blue mountains that 
edge the glowing horizon there shall be golden 
fruit, green grasses, wandering herds, and :flowery 
paths, with homes embowered in the splendor of 
tropical luxuriance. Don't think that Arizona is li. 
desert. When science comes and religion disap
pears untold wealth will :flash to view. 

Tucson, Feb. 4, 295. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Lecture Notes. 
Muncie, Indiana, is a. town of about twenty thou

sand, and one of the prettiest villages I ever s"W; 
Here I was booked for two lectures. The leadiilg 
spirit of our movement in this vicinity is lJr. T. F. 
Bowles, an outspoken Infidel, but the tnost popUlar 
physician in Muncie. The Spiritualists are strong, 
and are doing a grand work for Freethought as well 
as for their own peculiar views. The second :floor 
of a planing-mill owned by Mr. Mang, one of their 
number, has been plastered, painted, and remodeled 
into a beautiful hall for lectures, where I had two 
fine audiences. The churches are numerous and 
powerful. The papers would hardly· announce our 
meetings. They rely upon the "conspiracy of 
silence" to defeat us, but the success of our meet
ings prove~ it a failure. The " dignified silence'1 

of the church when criticised is the silence of guilt, 
and shows it to be a cowardly as well as a hypocrit
ical institution. Pulpiteers hav many times adtnit
ted that they hav no resources adequate to convert 
the Infidel whose mind is independent and who 
reads and thinks for himself. Their sermons are 
only to "confirm the faith" of those already in the 
fold of Christ. Their business is to produce a per
petual eclips, blinding their dupes to the fact that 
they are the slaves of priestcraft. I cannot remem
ber the names of one-third of the Liberals whose 
acquaintance I made in Muncie, so I will not try to 
mention them. To the efforts of Dr. Bowles and 
several others is due the fact that we had good
sized houses. It was a pleasure for me to visit the 
doctor· in his office, where I fuund in abundance the 
works of the best authors. Huxley, Haeckel, Dar
win, and particularly Herbert Spencer, are his 
favorits. He has delved deep into these great mas
ters and is thoroughly familiar with their works. 

Leaving Muncie with pleasant memories, on Sun
day I find myself in Cincinnati. As on my two 
previous visits, the Ohio Liberal Society :flourishes, 
and the welcome of Light, Hogg, and Allen was as 
cordial as ever. The cultured and attentiv audi
ence of Cincinnati Liberals again gre~>ted me. The 
society is strong and is doing, good work, and for 
this reason the church hates it. The program, both 
for the future and in the past, includes some of the 
best and most prominent speakers. Probably no 
Freethought society in the United States has had so 
many paid lecturers since its organization. Geo. E. 
Light is president and James R. Allen secretary. 
Andrew Hogg, the ex-secretary, is as activ as ever 
in the ranks. Mr. Wilm, Dr. Wilson, Mr. Patrick, 
and Dr. McLeod are strong supporters. Dr. Wil
son is a thorough believer that Christianity and all 
other religions arose from symbolism and phallic 
worship. He understands this subject thoroughly 
and has given several lectures dealing with it. The 
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Ohio Liberal Society has the support of both brains 
and money. Those who work also pay, and none is 
to be foun~ ac.tuated by selfishness. The fact that 
such orgamza.t10ns are sustained proves that more 
could be. Why, then, are they not ? 

upwards of 17 5 were present. Canby is a live town. 
We hav Severa~ stanch Liberals, but none more 
earnest than Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Lee and their 
bright family. Little Ora 1s a born Freethinker,. 
a~d .one .of the J?Ost J?leasant recollections of my 
trip Is this charmmg child, who looks forw'ard to the 
coming of THE TRUTH SEEKER each week ; though 
but five .years old she "likes to read the pictures." 

WANTS NO SUNDAY LAWS. 

EDITOR MACDONALD'S PLAN. 

Quotes Martin Luther in Support of His l>roject-Peti· 
tion to the Leghlature, 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

The Cause in Oregon. 
We hav. accomplished a great deal of work in 

Oregon th.e p~st two years, but I feel better ol'er 
the organiz.atiOn of the Silverton Secular circuit, 
than anythmg else. Christian ministers all over 
the. sta,~e hav talked of the " dead Silverton Secular 
Um~>n., Oould they hav been present at the or
gamzatiOn_ ~f the Silverton Se~ular Sunday-school, 
J~nuary .27th, and at the celebration of Paine's 
bitthday In the evening1 they would hav been cotil-
1Hllled to admit that Secularism in Silverton is a 
very "lively corpse.'' 

'J;'he Silverton Seculf!or Sunday-school starts out 
u~der the most !avorable ausp~ces, with an attend
~iice of .eighty-eight; and the deinand for extra ies• 
sons indicates a larger il.ttimdance at future meet
ings. The following are the officers of the Silver
~on Secular Sunday-school : Pearl W. Geer, super
mtenden.t; C: W. Y~>unggren, secretary; M. Fitz
gerell, hbrarian; Miss Sophie Wolf, musical di
rector, and John Hicks, treasurer. 
. The groups were conducted as follows : IDnder~ 
garte:a group, Miss Wolf; Wixon group, Mrs. 
Langley; Pame group, Dr. L. D. Guiss, and I had 
charge of the Progressiv Bible class. These are 
?nly temporary le.aders and by next Sunday, Super
Intendent Geer wlll hav selected all assistants, lead
ers, and guards, ready for next report. Here, as in 
the rest of the Secular Sunday-schools in the state 
-~f Orego!l; w~ celeb.rated Paine:a birthday, all the 
literary exermses bemg on his life and work. We 
are very fortunate in having the captain of the 
Sons of Veterans, Lewis Aldridge, one of our mem
bers,. and he will take charge of the marching. 

lt Is pretty generally known that the Secularists of 
Silverton own a fine, large hall, and on this occa
sion it was beautifully deMrated with mottoes 
t~rns; ivy; and :llags. On the stage, in front of a~ 
e~ghteen-fo~t ~ag, a_rtistically draped, was a large 
plilture of Pame; stirtoundM by ferns and potted 
jj~~Iits i m fact, tiie ladies and gentiemen who 
arranged the decoratio:tis paid~- handsoiiie tribute 
to the originator of our country's Mme. 

The Silverton orchestra, compO!led of Messrs. 
Roy Russell, H. G. Allen, Neal Cooley, John Hurst, 
and Oarl and John Steelhammer, played several 
fine selections in the evening. The members are 
very bright young men, and with one exception are 
Secmlarists. They donated their services, and vol
unteered to furnish instrumental music for our 
futttre meetings. Miss Myrtle Buff, a talented elo
l:lutioiiist; delighted the audience b~ her renditit>n 
of a. cdmical selection and it would not be satisfied 
uiiti1 she responded td an encore. The most tak
ing part of the program was "Sweet Little Butter
cup," sung by little Dell J?avenport, June Bu:ft, 
Lena Slater, and Ethel Smtth. They are bright 
children and reflected credit on their teacher, Miss 
Wolf. 

At this home, I meet Mr. Clyde Phillips, the 
grandsen of that good Secularist, Wm. Phillips, of 
Clackamas, and it is refreshing to note his enthusi
asm for Freethought. 

The following joined the Union at Canby : H. A. 
and Mrs. Eda :El. Milo, Geo~ge and Elvira Lee 
G~orge Mayer, William and Emil Krueger, H. d 
Gillmore, L. P. Howard, Clyde Phillips, and J. T. 
Hensley. · · 

In response to the appeal for funds to pay ex
penses of legislativ committee, the following hav 
been received: Mr. and Mrs. W. W. West, $5; Mrs. 
Eva West and John Price, each $1. 

- KATIE KEHM SMITll, 
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union. 

Ceiebrations of Paine's .!nnitersary. 
Fully eight hundred peopie gathered it the North 

Side Turner Hall in Milwaukee on the evening of 
J at;!. 2~ to do ~onor to the memory of Thomas 
Pame. The audience was composed chiefly of the 
membets of the Freie Gemeinde and the Turner so
cieties, uiider w;:hose auspices the meeting was held, 
although some locallabot leitders were present. The 
hall was profusely decorated, and oil thE! sta~re was 
a picture of Paine, draped with the A.meriean flag. 
The music was furnished by the North Side Mttsi
cal Circle. The speakers were Henry Smith, and 
Dr. H. 0. Fordmann, of Mayville. Mr. Smith re
gretted that so few nativ Americans were present 
ii.nd he indignantly asked where the members of th~ 
societie~ called ''The Sons and Daughters of the. 
RevolutiOn" were. Who11e name eould they better 
honor than that of the Author-Hero of the Revolu
tion ? The country has grown great and rich, but 
:tnen1s rights hav not kept up with the times. Educa
tion ruone can better conditions. Dr. Fordmann 
spoke in German, reviewing Paine's history, and the 
part he took in the War for Independence. Miss 
~etha Laue rendered a solo ; the choir of the Freie 
Gemeinde and of the German-American Teachers' 
S!'!fuinaty gave several choruses, while the Misses 
E~ily B!tlier and Anna Holigrefe gave recitations. 

The National Spiritualists' Association observed 
Paine's birthday ib an itppropriate manner at its 
headquarters in Washington. Toasts -were re
sponded ~o by President Barrett, Milan C. Edson, 
B. B. Hill, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, Mrs. A. M. 
Glading, and others. 

Aaron Lavis, as usual, celebrated Paine's birth
day at his fa-rm near Frederic, Maryland. A special 
feature this year Was the consideration of the en
cyclical of Leo. In his call for the meeting Mr. 
Davis says that he has not been in a church for 
twenty-five years, neither drinks, chews tobacco, nor 
smokes, and he pays his debts. 

The celebration at Paine :E:~; Boston, :was ex
ceptionally full and interesting. At the morning 
conference short speeches were made by Messrs. 
Rockwood, Frazer, Smith, Mendum; and others, 
and Mrs. Joyce. In the afternoon the addresses 
were by Mattie A. Freeman and Solomon Schindler. 
The music consisted c f a chorus by tl!e singing sec
tion of the Boston Turnverein Society, and an or
chestral contribution. Between the afternoon and 
evening sessions a banquet in honor of Mrs. Free
man took place. Short after-dinner speeches were 
made by a number of men and women. At the 
evening session the chief speaker was Susan H. 
Wixon, followed by Mr. Bowtell. Participants 
regard this as one of the very best Paine celebra
tions ever held in Boston. 

The Germans also held a meeting in honor of 
Paine at their hall in Emerald street, at which one 
of the speakers was Mrs. Freeman, and, as before 
indicated, they co-operated with the friends at 
Paine Hall, furnishing very fine choral music. 

From-the New YoriG Morning Aavertiser. 

E. M. Macdonald, Editor of THE TBUTH SEEKEB 
a journal of Freethought, proposes to sweep awa; 
all of the Sunday laws of the state of New York. 
A petition to the legislature is being circulated by 
Mr. Macdonald, requesting the repeal of the law in 
the interest of religious liberty, and also upon the 
ground that all illegal restrictions pertaining to 
Sunday observance are used as instruments of 
blackmail and of cruel oppression by the poliee of 
the cities. 

The petitioner also asks that the legislatur& 
[liquor traffic il!l meant] be subject to the same 
rules on Sunday that it is on other days. Martin 
Luther is given as the ecclesiastical authority whose 
views coincide with those of the author of the peti-
tion. · 

Lectures and Meetings. 
S. P. PVTNAM's lecture appointments: 
Santa Fe, ;N. M., Feb. 13th, 14th, and 15th; Trinidad~-

Col., Feb. 17th to March lat. . 

J. E. R:o:'Ms:gURe's appointment for February: 
Feb. 16 .... Midlo~hian, Tex. Feb. Zl, 22 ..... Dublln, Tex. 
Feb. 17 ...... Corsicana, Tex. Feb. 23, .Stephenville Te:L 
Feb.17,BloomingG've,TeT, Feb. 24 ..... Ft Worth' 'l'e~ 
Feb. 19, 20 ...... Clifton, Tex. Feb. 25 .... G&inesville: Te:lb-

FRAN:rtt.IN STEINER'S lecture engagements so fill' as now 
atranged are: 
J!feb. 1~\East Dennis, MaBB. Mar. a .......... Boston MaBS! 
Feb. 1l4 ...... Harwich, Maf!s. Mar. a ....... Brockton', Masi." 
Feb. 17: ........ :Boston, Mass. Mar. s ...... New York N y · 
Feb. 24 .... Haverhill, Mass. Mar. lO ...... Brooklyn' N. y' 
Feb. 26 ...... Booth Bay, Me. Mar. 10 ........ Newark: N: i 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements iD eare of fuis office .. 

Mns. M. P. KREXEL's lecture dates : 
Feb. 22d .... New York City. Feb. 24th ..... :Newark, N ;1, . 
Feb. 24th ... Brooklyn, N.Y. · 

The 17th and a few week evenings are still va<l\Wltf in' 
February. Those· wanting lectures near the Sundlf:v' 
lecture times and places should write at once. Marcfi. 
the whole month (Sundays) she is in Cincinnati and par~ 
ti~s ~i~ing near that . city in Ohio, Kentucky, ~nd West 
V Irgima, who would like to secnre week evening engage
ments should apply at once. Permanent address 802 
East 11th street, Kansas City, Kan. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, :120 East 15th streei, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for February: 
February 15th-" Walt Whitman." Bev. Merle St C, 

Wright. · 
February 22d-"Our Criminal Olasses-Ho-w Prodnced 

-:-The Responsibility-The Remedy." 1\!r .. Matti& 
P. Krekel. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad Business 
College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for FAbruary: 
Februa~y 17-"The Mind and Body." Prof. E. V. 

Wr~ght. 
February 24-" Old and New Theories." Mr1. M. P. 

Krekel. 

. THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
m G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati Program 
for February: 
February 17th-" The Christian Devil: Ought God to 

Kill Him?" Pro!. J. Clegg Wright.. 
February 24th-" The Ideal of 1776." Mrs. M.A. Free

man. 
TH'm First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 

Hall, Union Block, corn~r First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evenmg at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12. 30. 

TH'm Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Libe,ral 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets t 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admis.siox: 
free. All welcome. 

The subject of my address was " The Lesson of 
t.he Life and Labors of Thomas Paine." We are 
delighted with the work of our Silverton friends
all warm, genial, earnest men and women. On this 
trip I am entertained at the beautiful home of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Wolf, where the moments fly all too 
quickly. The following are the new members of 
the Oregon State Secular Union at Silverton: Ed
win Langley, H. L. Allen, T. W. Davenport, Elvira 
Walt~rs, Thos. Walters, H. G. Van Valkenburg, 
Sophie Wolf, Harry and Alfred :Oesart, Alfred 
Down, M. ln. DeGuire, Louie J. Wolf, 0. W. Young
grenj Albert Whitlock, 0. J. Cooley, Mrs. Josie 
Leanord, A. G. Hefferman, G. R. Gilmore, L. D. 
Leanord, C. Arnett, Dr. J. W. McClure, Mrs. E. L. 
Smith, Lewis Aldridge, John B. Hurst, J. M. Mad
son, Lincoln Davis, G. E. Johnson, E. L. Smith, 
and M. Fitzgerell. Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Scott and 
Dr. and Mrs. Guiss, of Woodburn, were present at 
the Silverton celebration. 

What a contrast to these earnest friends do I Mt. Ingersoll, in Chehalis county, Washington 
find at Barlow, where I lectured on "The Evolu- state, lately described by a correspondent of THE 
tion of Gods." Since President W. W. Jesse and TRUTH SEEKER. is not the only mountain on the Fa
his family moved from here, the wings of Free- cific coast that bears the name of the loftiest of 
thought hav been clipped However, 0. W. Quint, ·men. In the year 1890 a party of prospectors in the 
and a few others, still stand by the cause. I find untrodden portions of Fresno county, California, 
a cordial welcome at t4e large and handsome home outlying the mining camps of Grub Gulch and 
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Irwin, whose hospitable Fresno Flats, ascended one of the high peaks of a. 
welcome makes up for the opposition of ignorant, spur of the Sierra Nevadas, and, formally erecting 
intolerant Christians, and the shoddy, second-hand a monument thereon, gave to it the name of Mount 
aristocracy of Barlow. The audience is not large, Bob. And not less graceful was the further act of 
but very appreciativ. these hardy climbers in selecting the highest ami-

A Chicago clergyman having resigned his pastor 
ate in order to devote himself to municipal reform, 
the St. Paul Oall wants to know if the!'e is wme 
thing conflicting between the duties of a Chicagc 
minister and a reformer. Not partiCJuia.rly betwee:r: · 
the duties of a Ohicago minister and those of a re
former, but between the duties of any preachet 
and the work of a genuin reformer. There is some• 
thing in the education of the clergyman and the 
atmosphere which surrounds him in the church thai 
makes it terribly difficult for him to serve his fellow 
man wisely in "the world." He doesn't know 
what is needed and the chances are that his sense 
of fair play is so blunted that in his efforts to re
form the world he will do ten times more harm 
than good. 

At Oanby, where I lectured on "The A. P. A. nence contiguous thereto and bestowing upon it 
and J, 0. U. A. M., Dangerous to our Liberties," the name and distinction of Putnam's Butte. 

'' 
\ 
I 



For the Minnesota Fight. 
SAN MAROIAL, N. MEx., Jan. 28, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: .I will giv $2 50, if possible 

$5.00, to a fund to aid Fleotken, of Kandi
yohi, Minn. When the matter assumes 
shape, mention the faot in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. w. J. RIBLEY. 

From tlte New Northwest. 
TILLAMOOK, OR., Jan. 19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.75 for 
whloh send me "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethought," the ANNUAL, and credit me 
for another year's subscription to the 
grand old paper. C. E. REYNOLDS. 

All·Inolnsiv Praise. 
BRANDYWINE, 0., Jan. 15, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1. 75. 
Send the ANNUAL and Ingersoll's "All 
About the Bible;'' his lectures on Shaks
pere, Lincoln, Voltaire, and Suicide. 

I received "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethought " all right; it is the best 
book of the nineteenth century; I value it 
higher than any other bo'lk I ever read. 

SoL BENSON. 

Glad to Pleas.e the Young. 
SoBANTON, P A., Deo. 20, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: I send you herewith. $3, 
renewing my substlription to THE TRUTH 
SmEKER for one year. I regard the grand 
old TRUTH SEEKER as a Liberal education 
in itself and a sure antidote in any family 
.to the miserable superstitions and follies 
taught by the ohuroh. Our little daugh
ter, Mary, is delighted with it. 

Very truly yours, GEo. H. MERRITT. 

This Paper Like Patent 1ledioin. 
CoNOORDIA, KAN., Jan. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: lnolosed please find pay 
for the grand old TRUTH BEEKER and 
books. :i hav been a constant reader of 
your paper for eight years, and could 
hardly liv without it. I think sometimes 
it is like patent medioin in one particular, 
the more you take the more you want. I 
hav at different times in the last year sent 
you the names of several Liberal-minded 
persons for sample copies of THE TRUTH 
BEEKER, and whom I hav called on since, 
with a view of getting them to subscribe 
for the paper, but hav had rather hard 
luok so far. I find they all hav received 
copies and like them very muoh. I am 
pretty sure of a few trials at least. 

J. L. BowLING. 

Wants Better Evidence. 
PAINT RooK, TENN., Jan. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: From a recent article in 
the New York Press it appears that Dr. 
Elliott Cones, a member of the Society 
for Psyohioal Research, has decided
wholly from ex parte statements made to 
him-tbat there are suoh things as ghosts, 
both of the living and the dead. If this 
question is to be so decided by the society, 

· or rather by Dr. Cones ex cathedra, why 
not show that the preponderance of evi
dence tends the other way? In all of my 
experience I hav found but very few per
sons who claimed to hav seen " ghosts," 
and in those oases I am entirely satisfied 
that it was an hallucination or trick of 
imagination. Show it up. 

W:r.r. If, MoRAE. 

Tastes Better All the Time. 
FREEPORT, ILL., Jan. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: My book and the ANNUAL 
oame in good shape. I like the ANNUAL 
very muoh. I hav read it through, and the 
more I read the better I like it. "Pro
gress of Soienoe" is fine. John Peck's 
"A Queer God and His Queer Book" hits 
the nail hard on the head. I promised 
you I would sell a half· dozen ANNUALS, 
and I sold seven. Inclosed find money 
order therefor. 

Can you tell me the addreps of Mrs. 
Helen H. Gardener. We named our baby 
girl Helen H. Gardener Weiseer. 

FRED c. WEISSER, 
(Helen H. Gardener's address is Boston, 

Mass., oare of the Arena, Copley equare. 
-ED. T. S] 

Paine Honored at Farge. 
FARGo, N.D., Jan. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Last night there was a 
Paine memorial and Freethinker's olub 
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organized hera with fifteen members pres
ent. Dr. C. L. McLaren was temporary 
chairman, and Sam W. Ball temporary 
secretary. W. A. Ball, in a neat speech, 
said that the object of the meeting was to 
commemorate the 158bh anniversary of the 
birth of Thomas Paine, one of the great
est men born in the eighteenth century. 

Dr. C. L. McLaren appointed Messrs. 
W. A. Ball, W. A. Walsh, Col. J. W. 
Morrow, Dr. C. W. McDorman, and G. G. 
Walker to read for the period of thirty 
minutes eaoh, until the lecture of Robert 
G. Ingersoll on Thomas Paine and tbe 
"Age of Reason " was read, which was 
aUentivly listened to by the members and 
visitors present, and after the reading was 
finish~d a vote of thanks was tendered 
to Mr. John Thorne for his generosity in 
granting the club a room in which to meet. 

SAM: w. BAt.L. 

A Good Plan-Make a Circuit. 
PETERSBURG, IND., Jan. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We hav articles of incor
poration recorded thus: 

" Know all men, That (ve, the under
signed citizens of Indiana, associate our
selva together for the purpose of establish
ing and maintaining a public library, 
reading-room, and lecture bureau. 

" This society shall be composed of 
resident citizens of the county of Pike, 
state of Indiana. 

" The express purpose of this society is 
religious, educational, scientific, and be
nevolent work, which id denominated The 
Religion of Science. 

"The officers shall consist of a president, 
two .vioe.presidents, secretary, and treas
urer, and shall be chosen annually by the 
directors at the first regular meeting after 
the first Monday in January. 

'' There shall be seven directors, three 
of whom shall be snooeeded by those 
elected annually by the members of the 
society on the first Monday in January. 

"A majority of directors constitute a 
quorum to transact business, appoint com
mittees, eto., and shall hav power to fill 
vaoanoies that may ooour in their own 
body, those ~o elected to serve until the 
next annual election. 

"Members shall be admitted by a two
thirds vote at any regular meeting, pro
vided, however, there being but seven 
members present one dissenting vote ex
cludes applicant. . 

•• Yearly membership of responsible 
personsseouringthe use of reading matter, 
subject to rules and by-laws of director
ship, may be secured by the payment of 
an annnal fee of twenty-five cents. 

"Any change in this fee shall be by 
unanimous vote at the next meeting, after 
suoh proposed change shall hav been pub
lished. 

" The autograph of the president shall 
constitute the seal of this society." 

We shall be glad to hear from some good 
Freethought organizer whom we could 
assist in the work. Special inducements 
to one with a wife or family that would 
cooperate in the work. 

This .is a good town, and outside the 
force of ohuroh oppression, quite a pleas
ant place to liv. 

Some sort of effort of this kind has to 
be advanced, or Freethought will perish 
like "Jonah's gourd," and I think we 
should secure laborers in local work at 
least one year at a place to bll suooeeded 
by exchanges. If anyone has a better 
plan, I am willing to help work it. 

Sincerely, F. S. WARD. 

He Demands Equal J ustioe. 
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Jan. 31, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I obtained sixty-four sig
natures to the Sunday petition. I hav 
sent one to Senator Jacob A. Cantor and 
the other to H. T. Andrews, of the Assem
bly, with the following letter to eaoh: 

I h&rewith inclose to you from your 
constituents a petition against any and all 
special laws for the protection of Sunday, 
the so-called Sabbath, suoh laws being 
contrary to the spirit and letter of the 
Constitution of the United States, as: 

"Congress shall make no laws respect
ing an establishment of religion, or pro
hibiting the free exercise thereof. 

"This Constitution and the laws there· 
from shall be the supreme laws of the land, 
and the judges in any state shall be bound 
thereby, anything in the Constitution and 
the laws of any state of the United States 
to the contrary notwithstanding." 

New York is a state of the United States 
and is in duty bound to obey its pledge 
made on its sacred honor. 

We, the people, will fight with all our 
might for our inherited liberty of freedom 
of oonsoienoe from . ohurohly thraldom. 

The clergy hav been petted and pam
pered, given money and privileges; they 
are freed from paying their just taxes on 
ohuroh property, which makes them insati
able, so overbearing and arrogant, that 
they believe they oan play everybody's 
keeper and master. 

With a very few honorable exoep'ions, 
the great majority of the ministers claim 
to be our teachers, but their teachings are 
dogmatical and create more hate than 
love. They do not teach knowledge 
(soienoe), but superstition, and ought to 
be oll)ssed with the soothsayers. They 
assume to be the keepers of our morals, 
while the facts prove that nine-tenths of 
all defaulters and criminals hav been 
brought up under the infiuenoe of their 
teaching, and it is no wonder, when we 
contemplate the biographies of King 
David, of Jacob, and others of their kind, 
who are claimed by the Bible as the pre
ferred ones, for suoh examples must of 
necessity pervert all sense of justice, right, 
and· virtue. These ministers profess to 
honor God's Sabbath, when they are well 
aware that their God ordained the seventh 
day, Saturday, as the Sabbath, and not 
Sunday. To no men nor synods has ever 
been given the right or privilege to change 
God's laws, to set apart another day. 

This hypocritical class of men ought to 
be severely and fearlessly rebuked for 
their arrogance. The clergy and ohuroh 
people hav never complained, and oan not, 
that any person or party ever desired to 
restrict them in the performance of their 
devotions, when, where, and as often as 
they wished to assemble; therefore they 
ought to be satisfied, and let others, who 
hav the right to differ from them in opin
ion, enjoy and use life in their own way 
oooording to their jngdment, so long as 
others are not injured thereby in their 
rights-right.q, not opinion or belief. 

I hope and expect that you will with all 
your ability and force protect your con
stituents' rights of personal liberty. 

Yours truly, FREDEBIOK KoEZLY. 

A RPquest for Assistance. 
CRANBERRY CENTER, Wts , Deo. 28, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Parts of Juneau, Monroe, 
Jackson, and Wood counties, this state, 
are devoted to the oultnre of cranberries 
exolusivly. The year 1893 produced good 
crops to· some and very poor ones to 
others, but none realized hardly any profit 
since from one-half to two-thirds of the 
fruit was destroyed by frost and the rest 
fetched hardly enough to pay harvest ex
penses. The year 1894 proved to be the 
most disastrous ever experienced by the 
growers. The great deficiency in rain 
and the exoessiv heat and· frosts during 
spring and summer resulted in a total fail
ure. Station Cranberry Center shipped 
the past season only about one hundred 
and fifteen barrels of cranberries, while 
last year ten thousand barrels were 
shipped. Besides this total failure most of 
the marshes hav been destroyed by fires, 
and the owners, who, a few years ago, 
were well to do people, hav not the means 
to provide for their families; especially 
will it be hard for them to raise tax-money. 
Those whose marshes are not burnt too 
deep, will hav to buy vines for replanting 
if they oan obtein the means. 

The undersigned would be grateful if 
some aid could be sent to this part of the 
country, and would be willing to !lispose 
of same to his best ability. 

G. H. KRUSOHKIII. 
'' The undersigned do hereby cheerfully 

corroborate the above statement as true in 
every respect, and would say of Mr. G. H. 
Kruschke, whom the community haR known 
15 years, that he is a rel!lpeoted and honor&· 
ble gentleman, well worthy of the trust 
that might be bestowed upon him by sym
pathetic donors : J. M. Burch, chairman 
town of Necedah; W. L. Fuller; Jos. 
Sowasser, postmaster Necedah; F. Antes 
Canfield, M.D.; J. D. Butler, clerk oir
ouit court; Fred. Schnell, country tres
urer; Chris. Johnson. treasurer·eleot; L. 
P. Lawrence; John Morris, district attor
ney; T. F. Scanlon, register of deeds; M. 
S. Parker, county clerk; Demp. Darrow, 
surveyor; Charles H. Grote, oountyjudge; 
F. E. Hurd, member of assembly; H. 0. 
Kruschke, pres. W, S. Cran. Grow. Ass'n; 
J. M. Barlow, chairman county board; J, 
J. Hughes, pres. F. & M. bank, New 
Lisbon." 

'P, S.-Sinoe I wrote the above I had an 
opportunity to make further inquiry as to 
the damage which the fire did to the best 

cranberry district in Wiseonsin. The ter 
ritoryburnt extends from ValleyJunotion 
to Grand Rapids, a distance of about forhy 
miles, being from a few to several miles in 
width, which before the fires represented 
a value of more than $500,000, of which at 
least 90 psr oent is totally destroyed. 
Land that was worth more than $100 per 
aore is now offered at $1, Those unfortu
nates, who lost their crauber.ry marshes, 
had no inauranoe on their lands and, of 
course, cannot oolleot a single dollar and 
are really in a. worse condition than those 
stricken villagers who hav been burnt 
out north of us, who generally carried an 
inauranoe which enabled them to rebuild. 
The want of snow deprived even them of 
wol'k who might otherwise hav found em
ployment in the woods. Contributions 
will be acknowledged through the leading 
journals of the state. G. H. KRuSOHKE. 

Some Arguments Restated. 
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Jan. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : For some time I hav 
thought of givin~:r a few of my reasons 
why woman should hav access to the bal
lot. Recently I ohanoed to pickup a baok 
oopy of THE TRUTH Sl!IEKER (Deo. 1), 
wherein is a letter from Sister Herrissa M. 
Cryder, who proceeds to giv the same 
threadbare arguments that some Liberals 
hav continually used against that progres
siv step. This is as good a place as any to 
say that her right to vote has nothing to do 
with what organizations of a religious 
oharaoter are doing, and to oppose a just 
cause simply because we are not in the 
majority, savors very muoh of the same 
spirit of intolerance which we attribute 
to them. That woman is fashion- and 
creed-bound I am willing to admit; that 
she has made a success of the ohuroh I am 
equally certain; that she will continue her 
efforts in that line unless given a broader 
field, is a self-evident truth. To-day she 
and man are separated in their efforts; 
one runs the ohuroh, the other politics; 
they hav no inoentiv to confer except 
when she, woman-like, asks a favor for the 
ohuroh, which he may or may not grant; 
and the faot that the ohuroh does not get 
one-tenth of what she demands shows that 
we hav enough broad-minded men to keep 
her well at bay while thought advances to 
educate and prepare the masses for truth 
and justice. Now, put man and woman on 
an equal footing politically; they will then 
hav an inoentiv to confer and will on 
politics; then will that "undercurrent" of 
Liberalism rise as surely as the sun does; 
conservatism will be a thing of the past. 
It would be the imperativ duty of every 
Liberal to stand by his opinions and prin
ciples and forsake policy instead of doing 
as they now do, giv $10 to the oh'nroh 
where they do $1 to the cause of Liberal
ism. '' Freethought" women were the 
mothers of this cause. They nurtured it 
till it became a full-grown child, and was 
going to liv and prosper in spite of the 
ohuroh; then she recognized it. In faot, 
she has captured it, and now some Liber
als wish to retard the child's progress 
because of its foster parent. They had 
better learn a lesson of perseverance and 
self· denial from the untiring proselytism 
of the ohuroh; she has to-day intrenched 
herself behind a law· protected pulpit 
where she oan oolleot her chosen few, and 
expound suoh portions of the scriptures as 
are fit to be read in public. It is almost 
impossible to get a discussion from any 
divine. Now we want to rout them, and 
I hope that if from no other source the 
ohuroh will suooeed in extending the right 
of snfl'rage to woman and start up an 
agitation. I don't oare in what manner, 
only so it is started. 
Let agitation oome-who fears? 
We need a fiood, the filth of years 
Has gathered round us all; roll then on; 
What cannot stand had best be gone. 
And those of a prog:ressiv mind who op
pose it forget that a. kite. d!oes not rise with 
the wind but against it, and that "truth 
will hold its own against erroJI- if left free 
to combat it," and truth has not as yet 
been persecuted out of the world. 'l'he 
intelligent and educated may be few, but 
they are the governing power, and most 
especially is this true of men. As to. the 
probability oli the Prohibition pBrty's 
suooess we need hav no fears. It is not 
gaining ground, nelthElr ~r~ " :g,earl;y all 
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women Prohibitionists." This state givs 
municipal suffrage to women, and yet 
notwithstanding onr prohibition laws, all 
towns hav not "gone dry" nor been 
"given over to the churches," But the 
government of them has been improved; 
men are careful whom they select for 
office. As to the East, I was raised there, 
ancl I know somewhat of its intolerance 
and snpersMtion, bnt I would not hesitate 
~d liT in Pennsylvania. ag1in with the 
l:lallot in the han de Qf woman. To oppose 
progress for fear of what m11.y become of 
it is to acknowledge onr ow1 weakness 
and inability to grapple with existing evil, 
and the present state of afhirs makes 
hypocrite of fair-minded men. These 
men oppose her on the ground that eqn11.l 
suffrage means fanaticism in politics. Now 
I sae no difference in fanaticism having a 
vote and these political schemers truckling 
to fanaticism, and· I am in favor of the 
la.Iiatio1s -vote to make honelit nien of these 
hypocrite, which means a death blow to 
fanaticism; the honesty of men will do 
mnoh to accomplish this end, and when 
woman is given a broader range of thought, 
a few lessons outside-of her narrow school, 
she will cease to be a fanatic. 

MRs. F. A. AnnoTT. 

Sectarian Schools for Sectarians. 
LORAIN, 0., Jl.\n. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Yon will ftnd inclosed 
money for two new subscribers. One of 
them has been a subscriber for your paper 
before, but hard times effected him last 
year so he had to stop the paper. The 
other is a barber, and I think through him 
yon will get more subscribers, aa he gen
erally keeps a paper stand in his shop. 

if it is no trouble to yon I wish yon 
wotild answer me this question: 

Is there any normal Freethonght insti
tution or college in the United States? 
The reason I ask this is: There is a United 
Brethren preacher in this town who made 
his brags a few weeks ago that the Infidels 
never hal any snob institution, and some 
of his fl. 10"k put that to me. I could not 
giv them a definit answer, but it did seem 
to me that I hav read of such, bat I could 
not remember where. Please send me the 
ANNUAL. WALTER HEN GARTNER. 

[We hav no Freethonght normal sohoo1 
in the United States, nor any college E t 
present. Stephen Girard left a bequest Of 

more than $2,000,000 for the establishment 
in Philadelphia of a college for oroha.n 
boys. The fund was allowed to aoonmn
late until 1843, when the construction of 
the buildings was begun and they were 
completed in 1848. The college is regarded 
as bv far the best specimen of Greek archi
tecture in the United States. Some five 
hundred boys are accommodated in the 
institution, which supports and educates 
them. Mr. Girard provided in his will 
that no minister or ecclesiastic of any sect 
or church should ever visit t.he premises 
or hav any connection with the institution, 
But the Christians managed to get control 
of the college in underhand ways and it is 
now virtually a Christian school, the money 
of the irreconcilable Freethinker being 
expended by the very class of snpersti
tionists that he thought he had guarded 
effectually against. 8'l far, the courts hav 
failed to grant the desired relief. 

James Lick left, among his many other 
contributions to benevolent and educa
tional institutions, $700,000 for an obser· 
vatory on Mount Hamilton (in connection 
with the University of California); $10,000 

where i>arefits able to giv their children 
this advanced ecinoaiiort rliay send them in 
the reasonable hope that they will :l.i~v the 
best instruction that can be obtained any· 
where, imparted by teachers whose first 
and only business in the inculcation of the 
lesson11 of soienOA, instead of the propping 
of any creed. Elimin~Jote the foreign ele
ment of religions teaching from the com· 
mon schools and make our institutions of 
advaneed instruction wh11.t they should be, 
purely soientillo in pttrpose and practice, 
and why should the Freethinker care to 
establish distinoiivly Infidel schools? . Be
lief regarding religion is a matter of and 
for the individual; pa.l'ents can instruct 
their children as they think best, and can 
use the Freethonght Sunday-school and 
lecture room, the Liberal book and news
papal', as efficient aids, just as we tell the 
oreedists to do and keep their dogmas out 
of the public schools. Every denomina
tion ttlnst havits schools where its peon liar 
dootrin'l can be taught~ fof to it!l adherents 
those doctrine are the most important 
things in the world, but Freethinkers, on 
the contrary, "While holding ·to the vital 
mportanoe of the Freethottght principle, 
know that the child should be made ao" 
qnainted with facts first, shonid be familiar 
with the basic branches without the 
knowledge ofwhioh no greater arquire
ment is possible. They realize that a knowl
edge of the laws of nature and the ability 
to think clearly and reason in conformity 
with ascertained facts are the best possible 
prophylactics against superstition. Hence 
they are not nearly so anxious to build up 
distinotivly Freethonght · colleges -which 
only a oomparativly few could attend if 
they were in e:tistenoe-as they are to 
make the schools ot the millions really 
schools of science, in a word, "Freethink· 
era want secular education, and wherever 
that is given, with no admi:ttnre of theo
logical mystification, there is the ednoa· 
tional system that is satisfactory tQ them. 
Whether we shall own a. few Freethonght 
colleges is not nearly so important as 
that we hav snob a public school sys
tem as that indicated in the following 
excerpt from the New York 1imes: "The 
only thing that will remove the school 
question from politics is the S.etermination 
to leave religion to the inonloa.tion of its 
professed teachers. and to make p,.,blio 
education exolnsivly secular, confining it 
to the teaching of only those things that 
every child ought to know in order to put 
himself in· the way of becoming an in tel· 
ligent and self-supporting citizen. As soon 
as a government givs ear to the pretense 
that a ' godless ' education is worse than 
none, it will involve itself in trouble. 
Moreover, as it is applied by the zealots 
on either side, this pretense is entirely 
false. There are not two ways, one god
less and one godly, of teaching the ele· 
menta of knowledge to which public in
struction ought to be confined. Everybody 
is agreed that all children ought to be 
taught reading, writing, arithmetic, geog· 
raphy, and grammar. There is no godless 
and no godly way of teaching these arts. 
Where they arc well taught they are taught 
in the same way and to the same eff 1ot, 
whether the schoolmaster is an Agnostio 
or a Jesuit. Anything beyond these rndi· 
menta, whether in the form of a higher 
education or in the form of a religions 
education, those who desire it for them
selva or their children should be lert to 
acquire in their own way and at their own 
expense."-Eo. T. 8.] 

for the Mechanics' Institute of San Fran· The Unlicensed Preacher. 
cisco, and $450,000 to found the California GRAND JUNOTIO!i', CoL., Jan. 20, 1895. 
School of Mechanical Arts. Many other MR. EDITOR: In the issue of THE TRUTH 
Freethinkers hav given genel'ously to edu- SEEKER of January 12th the. editor oriti
oation, but one very important oonsidera· oises one of my weekly sermons published 
tion seems always to be overlooked by the in Field and Farm of Denver. · 
clerical and other disparagers of the con- In· that sermon I olaiill that " religion 
strnotiv,enlighteningworkofFreethonght. is not a noise, nor a howl, nor singing in 
It is not taken into account that Free- the ohnrohohoir, nor demanding blessmgs 
thinkers believe in secular education and of God, nor a reiteration of pardon from 
that therefore their ftrst anxiety is for the Christ. Religion is a work-a labor of 
establishment and perfection of schools love and charity and mercy among your 
which will educate all the people, wholly fellowmen .... 
regardless of their beliefs. Education is In your criticism you deny that love 
not denominational, in their scheme of and charity were born of religion. I did 
social development; they want the funda- not say that they were. I did not sa,y that 
mental necessities of the children provided the religion I had in mind -had any God or 
for in the common schools, open to all, and Christ in it all. The religion I preaoll and 
absolutely free from sectarian bias or taint. advocate is entirely of this world-a lo:ve 
Then the higher education is to be'lonnd of hnmanitr. ·· . · -. · 
,in academies, colleges, and nniv<lreities I But if other men hav a religion with a 

God and Christ in it, aml I can persuade 
them to add love and mercy mid human 
ilharity; hav I not bettered their religion, 
and aiso bettered the world to that extent? 

In looking· over the world I ftnd that it 
is almost impossible to wean the human 
family away from a belief in l!lnpernatnral 
gods; and the best thing we can do is to 
turn this belief into a blessing, rather than 
to Bit down and allOW it to be a OUrBP, just 
because we find it impossible to eradicate 
these strange faiths from the human mind. 

Holding as they do snob power over the 
civilized world, I want to turn the churches 
in favor of the poor, down-trodden labor 
ing man, and away from the skinflint 
millionaire~, who ate fast bnving np 
the religion of Christ and turning it 
against the struggling poOl'. I want to 
make use of ·man's Pnoerstition, and per
suade him that, if there is a personal God, 
this God loves the poor far more than he 
does the rich. ·· 

And Christ did really preach against 
the rieh, and in favor of the poor, and it 
is tfl.y :, de~ite to l'idionle the Christian 
world into practicing all that is good in 
the dootrin of Christ, and drop all that is 
superstitions and cruel. 

T11111 TRUTH BEE;KER is trying to root out 
the nld crooked tree of superstitions relig
ion and has the whole world down on it; and 
preachers teaoh their congregations that 
snob a paper is worse than smallpox, and 
yon cannot reach even the people who 
might be persuaded that human love is 
better than a love of imaginary gods. 

I on tbe other hand, climb np the old 
oro~ked tree and graft on "to its branches 
the buds of human love and mercy, hoping 
that when they bear frnit the world will 
devour it, and become better through eat· 
ing their fill and finding it is good. 

We are working towards the same end 
-for the bettering of our sooi"'l and polit· 
ioal.system-bnt hav taken dtfferentmeans 
to accomplish the aa.me purpose and need 
not quarrel over the matter, so long as the 
world is benefited by our labor. 

The inclosed poem will giv yon an idea 
of my religions faith. It was published 
in Pe>1.nsvlvania Grit, a paper with almost 
75,000 weekly oironlation, through whton 
medium I hav been fighting the modern 
church for almost ten years, and hav won 
many friends all over the United States. 

TilE RELIGION OF LOVE. 
Hav yon done some good, my bl'other, 

In this world of want and woe? 
Gave assistance to another, 

Made a friend, and not a foe? 
D1d yon share food with another, 

Doing all the good yon oa.n, 
For the love of gods, my brother? 

W a1,1 it for the love of man? 

Love of gods is superstition, 
Veneration comes to naught, 

Faith is but the inanition 
Of the soul afraid of thought. 

Thought is. knowing, thought is. feeling, 
Tnonght is powel', thought WI_ll feed, 

Moral cowards think that kneeling · 
To their gods is all they need. 

Look out on the world, my brother, 
Where -the red blood stains the sods; 

Men ha.v mnrdel'ed one another 
In the love .and name of gods. 

Love of gods is so misleading, 
For it blinds the human eyes, 

Steels the heart to human pleading, 
Stops the ears to human cries. 

Our love must be real, brother, 
Love the oreatnres whom we know; 

If we love but one another, 
Soon the world in love will grow. 

Love your sister, love your brother, 
Friends and neighbors, is the plan; 

Not to gods, but one another, 
Should we do the good we oa.n. 

Yon may fear your God, my brother, 
Shudder at the thought of death, 

But., in helping one another, · 
Yon· can serve God with each breath, 

Wben yon giv a glass of water, 
And in pity share your ernst 

With the weary son or daughter, 
God will see it, God is just. 

But your love is only wasted, 
If y~n force it all on God; 

Sonl in superstition blasted. 
And your faith an iron rod. 

Yon then only call your brothers, 
Men who not arid think like you, 

"And your soul will hate all others, 
In their blood your hands imbrue. 

Love God's poor, and love the lowly, 
. . 0 my brother, love the pool'! . 

We are dying, __ s~owly, fllowly, 
. ·Slowly ·aytug, l:5nt oh_, sure l . 
And while (iving, Omy brother, 

Let ns do the good we can, 

Not for Go1 but one another, 
Serving uod l:tv loving mg,n, 
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Look out on the world, my brother, 
See the lordly, see the slmve; 

Does the world hve one ano·tlre,., 
Marching Rlowly to· the ~rave? 

See the blood of martvrs fiowin~. 
Who in God's great name were slain;; 

Hate and superstition growine: 
Will produce snob blood again. 

I hav also written letters to THE TRUT"El 
BEEKER during the last five years, but r 
find I can reach a greater number of be
doozled hnmg,n creatures through other 
papers, and draw a salary besides. 

I am in literature for a livelihood, just 
the same as the preachers are, and the' 
Eiitor-of T11111 TRUTH SEEKER is. 

Hoping yon will set me "sqna:r~ '' be
fore your readers, I am fraternally y<11ll's,. 

FARAWAY Mosllls. 
[The most important preliminary to ef• 

feotnal refol'm work is c-learnes':l of defini
tion. It is a waste of time to take a word 
which for thousands of years has been iu 
the exolnsiv service of superstition ani!. 
make it do gooil work for Freethongbt. 
"R3ligion," as nnilerstooil by the m9.':1SB9 
of mankind, means the service of super
natural beings for the purpose of securing: 
post-earthly rewards and escaping post
ea.t"thly punishments. We don't need it;; 
whenever used in the sense in which it 
was employed bv our frienil in the para
graph wa oritioisei it serv~n only to mg,ka
oonfnsion worse confounded. ,. Beligion ,,. 
has to do primarily with another world,. 
and when we use it in relation to tbe af-· 
fairs of t"his woi.-ld, we help baolond iw 
stead of clear the mental atmosphere. 

''Faraway Mo~es " says he wants to• 
make use of men'<a superstitions, and per·· 
sna.de them that "if there is a pers,.,naf 
god, this god loves the poor far more than 
he does the rich." That is presuming on 
the stupidity of the poor man, and we do 
not believe it isjnstified. If we cannot say 
anything that will brush the cobwebs out 
of men's brains let ns keep still. If there 
is a personal god he does no~ love the poor 
more than he does the rich, unless it is a 
condition of greater happiness to be poor 
than to be rich, and in that case all our 
efforts to abolish poverty are misdirected 
and, in so far as they are snooessfnl. will 
"Qe prodnotiv of misery only. If there is 
au omnipotent god men are poor because 
he letq them be poor, because he wishes 
them to be poor, because he so arranged 
aff~irs that they could not be anythi~g 
but poor. If there is ali omnipotent per· 
sonal god the first work to be done is to 
reform him, which, of course, would be 
impossible, and that leaves universal sui· 
oide as our only escape from the evils that 
torment ns. The one sufficient answer of 
the poor man to " Faraday Moses' " state
ment is, that if there is a personal god he, 
the poor man, is poor and suffering be
cause this personal god designed him to be 
so, ap.d this shows that he does· not love 
the poor man as he does the rich man, nn· 
less, as said before, it is more desirable to 
be poor than to be rich, and in that evant 
all the agitation of our labor reformers is 
a blasphemous illterferenoe with the wise 
plans of this personal god. 

As to the teachings of Jesus, we d 1 not 
at this moment think of any better analy· 
sis and exposure of their contradictoriness 
and impracticability than the very able 
and exhanstiv series of articles in exami· 
nation of the boasted Sarmon on the 
Mount, which was reoantly contributed 
to THill TRUTH SmEKER by Mr. Chas. B. 
Cooper. 
If in helping the poor we are serving 

"god," how comes it that " god " does 
not help his own poor? the rational man 
will ask when he reads our contributor's 
poem. Each reformer must seek the re· 
snlts he desires, in his own way, but this 
right does not exempt him from the oriti· 
oism of those who believe that his way is 
confusing, expensiv, and wholly inade· 
qnate to prodnoa logical thinkers, without 
which progress is impossible.-ED. T. 8.] 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Rahill' the story of his mentr.l lonrnel' from 
orth<J<lo.::Y to Ration&lism. 

Pnoe, p&1Jer. 25 oents: oloth, 75 cents. 
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(S }u.1dren' S e O't''AS't' • 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion" for this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When t.he night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a panse in the da..J:'S occupations 
That is known as the Uhildren's Honr." 

Heart Flowers. 
Spring hath its blossoms, fair and sweet, 

Cowslip and harebell, wet with dew, 
Daisies and yellow buttercup', 

And dainty violets, white and blue. 

So summer brings a wreath of bloom. 
Red roses in their green leaves set, 

And every zephyr floating near 
Comes scented with the mignonet. 

Autumn, too, makes a royal ftalt 
Of petals, gold and scarlet-hued, 

And &II tb e hills and vales around, 
With gleaming jewel> seem endued. 

When winter crowns the passing year 
Wlth icy wreath and whitest snow, 

Still fairer leaflets ope and spread 
Their sweetness on th • earth bslow. 

The human heart yieldeth its wealth 
Of bloom and glowing beauty rare; 

And of its fullest, freest gifts, 
AU earth-born children take and share. 

· Oh, fairest of the tlowus we note, 
Whose fragrance never can depart, 

Are those whose tendrils closely cling, 
And bloom within the human heart. 

SusAN H. WIXON. 

Marion Hepburn's Heresy. 
It is a sad fact that the world is not yet 

thoroughly imbued with the spirit of tol
eration. Though there is no law in this 
country for the suppression of those who 
may differ with the believers in the popu
lar religion, and who may openly denounce 
it as a gross superstition, yet forces are at 
work that will exclude from the social 
world the unbeliever or Infidel, and take 
from him, if possible, the proper means of 
subsistence. 

It is lamentable that notwithstanding all 
the advance which science, art, and liter
ature hav made, our civilization has 
advanced only to this stage-an advance 
that does not take us very far from the 
intolerance and barbarism of the Middle 
Ages. Unquestionably the reason for the 
existence of this intolerance is to be found 
in the fact that the mass of the believers 
in the popular religions hav not as yet felt 
the influences of these grand forces of cult
ure, and that they are unfamiliar with 
anything outside of the ordinary pursuits 
and pleasures of life. 

Marion Hepburn had bitterly felt this 
spirit of intolerance when but a young 
woman, doing the best she knew in making 
for herself an honest living. Her parents 
died when but nineteen years of her life 
had passed, and a few dollars, with their 
dying wishes for her success in life, con
stituted her inheritance. Her parents, as 
many others do, and will continue to do, 
lived up to their income. Generally; the 
little dreamed-of happens, that which we 
least expect; and because many hav not 
made it their business to be their own 
providence the day of w~nt and misery 
comes. 

Thus, with but a few dollars, Marion 
Hepburn had to go out into the world to 
take her place as one of the many who are 
dependent upon their own ability and 
energy to earn a living. 

What can I do? was the question 
that perplexed her. Her aunt, with whom 
she was staying, would not hav her sittir.g 
idle in her house, as there were now 
too many mouths to feed and bodies to 
clothe that could only consume and not 
produce; and she was anything but pleas
ant to her orphan niece. 

Seated in the large rooking chair, facing 
the stove which contained a bright fire 
warming the dining-room, she was medi
tating over the question-What to do? 

"What are you sitting there for?" her 
aunt asked, as she prepared to pick up the 
breakfast dishes to carry into the kitchen. 

" I was just wondering what I could do. 
I can't stay here idle any longer. What 
can I do? Oan you tell me? What is the 
best thing for a girl to do who knows 
nothing of the outside world, and can only 
read and write-that is, knows nothing 
more than a girl just graduated from 
school. If I could sew, I might do dress
making, but," she reflected, " who would 

givme dresses to make when I never made 
one? If I could teach-well, I might be 
able to procure a position in a school. 
But, what could I teach? Nothing more 
than I know, and that is where a school 
teacher is generally hampered. For some 
children you cannot know too much, while 
for others you cannot know too little. If 
I could play the piano as well as I can 
write the alphabet, I could take pupils and 
teach them, but pe"ple would say that a 
young girl like me was not old enough. 
Is it not awkward sometimes to be young? 
I think it is and I find it so. I ocmld hav 
had an excellent position a week ago, only 
the man said, 'Your are not old enough
we want a more matured person.' And he 
would not take me," she innocently went 
on, "notwithstanding that I told him, if 
he would giv me time, I would get 
matured like everyone else. I could hav 
done the work. I wish I was doing some
thing! What can I do? Oan't you tell 
me?" 

"I don't know myself. You were never 
taught to do anything, and heTe lies your 
trouble. Nobody wants one who can only 
read and write, and never soiled the fingers 
by any kind of work." 

"No, no one seems to want one who is 
willing and anxious-who has no one to 
care for and to advise her. No one wants 
a girl without any parents, who is almost 
breaking her heart because she cannot 
earn her own living, and who sees nothing 
before her but want and suffering. If I 
were lying in my grave without a thought 
of anything, I would be out of my misery. 
But to struggle and struggle-its awful to 
go through 'he world alone without a 
sympathizing friend, and money gone, 
and a board bill running up at a relativ' 
house. 'Don't want anyone;' 'You are 
not experienced;' 'You are not old 
enough,' aud other sentences ring ·in my 
ears-as though everyone was born experi

. enoed and matured," and tears slowly 
rolled down her cheeks. 

"I've done my best for you. I can't do 
any more for you," and the aunt left the 
room. 

''Nothing in thepapers,"shemurmured, 
after glancing over the chief advertisment 
papers of NewYorkoity. "'Experienced,' 
'able,' 'with knowledge of this and that,' 
girls for this trade and for that profession, 
but nothing for me. I'll look at them 
again," and picking up one of the papers 
she ~egan to glance down its columns. 

WANTED.-Young lady of refinement 
and education to teach two children of 
eight and six years respeotivly. Steady 
position, moderate salary, and must come 
w~>ll-reoommended. Addl'ees M. F., Herald 
Office. 

EDWARD DoBSON. 
[TO BE CONTINUED.) 

Drawing a Line. 
A young Virginian in freoks had been 

scolded by his grandmother for taking pre
serves from the dining-room closet without 
perm1ss1on. The old lady, with much im
pressivness of tone, told the little fellow 
it was wicked to take things without 
asking for them, and that although he 
might hav thought there was nobody near 
him when he tonk the preserves, God was 
really wat~hing him and keeping an ac
count of his actions. He said nothing; 
looked solemn, and later his mother saw 
him standing near the back porch in au 
attitude denoting meditation. The house
hold dog, a big Newfoundland, was romp
ing near him. He was not in a mood to 
play, and walked away from the dog, but 
the dog followed him. He turned, shook 
the chubby finger at the dog, and ex
claimed, "Go 'way, Jack. It's bad 
'nough tn had Dod follering me aroun', let 
alone you." 

Correspondence. 
AMESBURY, MASS., Jan. 22, 1895. 

Miss SusAN H. WIXoN: A recent com. 
munioation to THE TRUTH BEEKEB le11ds 
me to say that I, too, should be ple11sed to 
see a Liberal Younq People's Paper. A 
weekly, at $2 a year, would be the right 
thing. I will gladly send at least two sub-
scriptions. J. A. WILBON. 

VERSAILLES, IND., Jan. 28, 1895. 
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: After long years 

of silence I again turn up in the Oorner, 
where so many 1?romising young minds 
express their opintons freely. 

The communications from young Free-

thinkers are both interesting and profit
able to older readers, and one would think 
you would feel well compensated for the 
work you are doing in encourag-ing them 
to think fo" themselvs and express their 
thoughts so honestly. 

To my mind there is no nobler work 
than that of training the innocent child to 
a oonsoiousnel'!s of the truth, while, on 
the other hand, it seems a most reproach
ful thing to teach it that of the truth of 
which we ourselvs are doubtful. 

"Knowledge is power," and the more 
we learn the more powerful we become. 
Of course we cannot see the worth of it 
in dollars and cents, or perhaps gain a 
livelihood thereby, but for the purchase 
of good books we hav dol1ar!l and nents 
that we would hav spent less profitably 
were it not for this knowledge gleaned 
while young. We are not so easily duped 
when we are wise on many points and hav 
learned to think for ourselvs. 

If anv of the young truth seekers would 
like to ]earn shorthand. I will be delighted 
to teach them the Pitman system by 
mail. Inclosed please find one of mv 
Oal'ds (some of my job work) for yourself, 
Miss Wixon. 

With best wishes for yourself and the 
Oornerites. I am yours for knowledge 
and mental liberty. ANNIE STOCKINGER. 

[Thanks for the above kind letter. We 
are proud of your attainments and success. 
Specimens of yo:nr work show that you are 
competent and thorough. Your offer to 
the readers of the Oorner is very kind, 
and we hope it will be appreciated as it 
deserves. It is a satisfaction to work for 
the betterment of young minds. Our 
heart is in it and with the children always. 
-ED. 0. 0.1 

A Iate Breakfast 
is often caused by a late milkman. No cream for 
the coffee or oa.tmeal has dela"ed many a morn
ing meaL Keep a supply of Borden's Peerles" 
Brand Evaporated Cream in the house, and avoid 
such a.nnoyances. 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries ..t Progress. 

BY Susan H. Wixon. P~r, 10 cents. 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo. 800 PP:.~o $1. 
Apples of ~old. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Gtrls. 12mo, 383 pp., Ill 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti. 
tion for Children and Yont . The On!~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, ill us. 
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO 

Researches in Oriental History~ 
EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christiallity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D, 

Fourth Eamon. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part IL-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap

ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafa.:vette Pla.ce. New York Citv. 

The Milliad. 
(1000 STANZAS) 

A Poem of J usti&e and of Li~erty. 
By J. L. TREUTHART, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 
Greek mythologv. and applying the tes~ of the 
(:tolden Rule to the world's history, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty and life of the 
na.thn depend upon a recognition of the princi
ple that 

"Rtoht, ana .Right onl11, Makes Miqht." 

The poem is in ten Cantos (100 stanzas to each 
canto), as follows: 

Scientific -works. 
Three Iut.rodnctory L11ctures on the 

Science of 'l'honght. By F. Max Mill
Jar. 1. The Simplicitv of Language• 2. The 
Identity of Lang111tgo and 1'hought, and a. 
The S<mPlicity of 1'hought. With an aj'lpendix 
which contains a corros"ondence on "1honght 
Without WOI'ds," botweeu F. ~Iax Muller and 
Francis Galton, the duke "' Argyll, George J. 
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth. 
Price, 75o. 

Three Lectures on Tbe Science of Lan• 
gnage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The 
Oxford University Extemiou Lectures. With 
a snpJ?lement," ~lY Predecessors." an essay on 
genesis of "The S0ienoo of Thought." 1HI 
pages; cloth. PI·ice, 75o. 

The Psycl10logy of Attention. By Th. 
Ribot, ).)~ofessor of Comparative and Experi
mental Psychology at tlle College de France, 
and editor of the Revue Philosophique. Au
thorized tmnslation. '!'renting of the following 
topic•: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Atteution. 
-a, Emotionn.I states; b, Physical manife8t•t
tions; o, Surprise. 2. Voluntary or Artificial, 
Attention.-a,,Its mech!tniKm; b, inhibition; c, 
The feeling or pffort. s. Tho lllorbid 1:-\ttttes of 
Att.ention.-a, Distr1tction; b, Hypochondria; 
c, Fixed ideas and ecstaRY; a, I•lio.,y; e, Atton• 
tion in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 'l'lio. 

Fundamental Problems. The Method of 
Philosophy a~ a System!ttio Arrau~ement of 
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1. 

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. 
A Study in Experimental Poyohology. By Al
fred Binet. Translation from the French with 
the sanction of tho author. Treating of the fol
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell 
-Introductory. 2. The Strnctn:. a.I and Psycho
logical Character of Proto-Organisms: l\Iotory 
and Sensory Orgnns. S. The Ps:ychology of 
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and Ani
mal Nutrition; l'redatoi'Y .Habits or Certain 
Animal cui a. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organ
isms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6. 
Fecundation o( Hi~rher Animals and Plants. 7. 
The l'hysiologicnl Function of the Nucleus. 8. 
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch. 
Richet (proft•sor of physiology in the Faculty of 
llledicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychol
ogy. lOmo, 135 pages; cloth, 75o.; paper, 50o. 

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions 
on the Labor Question, Including the 
C!mtroversy with lllr. Lyman F. Gage on the 
Ethics of the Board of Trade;_ antl also the Con
troversy with lllr. Hn~rh u. PentecoRt, and 
other•, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant 
cloth binding,Jlortrait of the author, and auto
graph letter. Price, $1. 

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Oarus. 
Beincr a disquisition en the development of 
the idea of God 111 human t.hong-ht and hi~to!'Y; 
discns•ing: 1. The Natnre of ldens. 2 The Et
YJD.ology of Th-1 Word God. s. God an Abstract 
Idea.. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism, 
Monoth ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism). 
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism, 
the lllonastic Conception of God. Price, 15c. 

Epitomes of Three Scienceso 1. Oom
).)arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. BL 
Prof. H. Oldenuerg, of the University of Kie . 
-a, Sanscrit Hesearch; b, From Jones to LM'· 
sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The In
terpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the 
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology nY Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of 
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of lllodern Psychology 
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psycholog:v in 
France and ltaly; d, Psychology in Great Brit 
ain and the United States. S. Old Testamen~ 
History: or, The lUse of the peQPle of Israel. 
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of 
Konigsberg.-a, The Traditions of the People of 
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of 
Israel; c, The Conq_gest of Palestine and tho 
Kingdom oflsrael. With es~ecial introductions 
by Profe<sors Oldenberg and Cornell, and pref
atory remarks by the editor of the Open 
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c. 

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul 
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the 
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the 
in'l{i~ation of the B'lard of Trustees: 1. Ethic•, 
a SCience; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The The
ories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c. 

On Double Consciousness. Experimental 
PsychologicalStnd1es. By·Alfred Binet. Table 
of contents: 1. Introductory;, ·Experimental 
Psychology in France. 2. Proor of Double Con
scionsneos in Hysterical Individuals. a. The 
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of 
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hystericall];xe. 
5. Mechanism or Snbconscion•ness? 6. The 
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consrions
ness. 7. The Intensity of Snhconscions States. 
s. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of 
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Conscious
ness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c. 

The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By 
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly 
bound edition of this famous and popular Ger
man romance. The author writes a• a motto 
for the American edition: "A noble human 
life does not end on earth with death. It con
tinues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well 
as in the thoughts and the activit' of the na
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4. 

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot. 
Authorized translation. 1'reating of the follow
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and 
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso' ders. a. Emo
tional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5. 
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75o. 

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of 
the Factd of Phxsiological and Experimental 
Psychology. ByDr.Pan!Carns. Wit.h 152Illn•
trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $8, pages 480. 
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound 
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is 
divided into the followin_g sections: 1. The 
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of 
Organic Life. a. Physiological Facts of Brain
Activity. 4. The Immortality of the Hace and 
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investiga
tions of Experimental Psychology. 6. '.rho Eth· 
ioal and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life. 

Address 'l'HE 'l'R.U'l'H R!l;EK'El1. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York 

I.-l'hemis Enliets the Mn3es to Battle for the 
.1:\ight. . 

H.-The Olympian Council. }) f E t H k } 
IlL-The Goddesoes in Consultation. , ro rns aec e ' 
1\'.-l'hebns, Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance • 

in High Life j 
V -Sket.h of World's History to 19th Century. HIS 

VI.-Histqry o.c the United States. Twofold Life Works Career and Prophecy. 
Hectwnailsm ' ' ' 

VII.-The Theory and Nature of Coercion. The A Lecture 
Fratricidal W d.r. 

VIII.-Reoonstruotion and Subsequent Politics. By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Oolumbian ltx~osition. Price, 10 Cents. 
X.-The Parliament of Religions and Ls Bub- ; A little book of 58 paies, fall of soientifto 

lime Lessons. ' thought. The storv of tht~ gre\t soiAntist'd life 
and works readd like an enchanting tale. Oloth, 400 pp.,$1; holiday ~ition, $U'i0. 

iHE TRUTH SEEKER 00. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, New YorkOlty 
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Published Monthly at $8 per Year. 14921 c { b t J {{ IJ8 92 I <W. STEWART ROSS), 
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Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar-
dener,..................................... 50 

The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illus- y 
Answ~~~t:goli~istiai:i Qil:estioil·a:·n:ili' .. :Beii: 

2 

4 oo ears I nett....................................... 25 
Ohristiau Absurdities. John Peck........... 20 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire.. . . . . . . .. . • 10 
The Orisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..... 4~ 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg....... 25 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-

son. Robert 0. Ada.ms... .. . • . . . . . . .•. • • 25 I Q F I 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . . 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put-

The~t~~~~!~~~t~~l~~~~~:~~~~:~~~ :: IFreet l~ought-
Il!fidelDeath-Beds. G. W. Foo.te........ ..... 25 I 
Rights of Man. Thomas Pame. Illustra-

ted........................................ 40 _ 
Was OhristOrncified? AustiuBierbower.... 10 

Pulpijen~~'::; .. ~~~--~~~-~~· •.. ~~~~~.?~:.~~: 1o I ~ ~~ GOD AND HIS BOOK. 
~iblel~rals. Johnifu:Re.m~ur~ .. ·· ·· ·· ··· · 25 3 _ When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll 
pw {t tl~c ~snres ~ 1 apa on ··•·····•••• 50 - ::::1 • wrote to the author: "Yon have earned the 
w~ e eto ogy. Kill. tam ... 

00 0000 ·:ru:··B··· 25 B s t p t p t ==· thanks of all who reallY think.'' It i< a work of 
y c~g~·- .. ~0~ •• .-••• ~~~--~~~~ ••• : •••• ~~: 15 " ' amue or er u nam s==l t vastreseal·dch,hofsoundcrhiticism,ofcaustichn-

Liber_ty m Literature. Testimonial to == t - .J.J. l "l .J.J. l mor, of s e ge ammer ve emence, of scathing 
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. I I satire, of pathos and e'oqnence. It is one of the 
By Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25 ~ 1 heaviest 1eonoclasti' broad~ides ever fired at 

Six L~~~~r~: .. ~.~-~~~~~?~:.· ... ~~~~-~~~--~: 15 Large Oct~vo, II65 pp., Gilt Sides and ~ . ~~e/:t~~GodandtheBible. Cloth,goldlet-

Oa.n~a:t~~-~~~~~--~~~--~~~~~-1: .. ~~ ... ~: 40 Back, Marbled Edges. $5. ~~·, 0~~~=f:ffG~t?RY, HER SHAME, 
The Ho~ Bible Abridged......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 == The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar s •id that •· Chris-
Fa.lse Ulaims of the Ohnrch. John E. With The Truth Seeker for One Ilk == tianity elevated the woman; it shrouded a,s 

Remsburlsg=·s· oO-oF•••1•8·9··3·.·_···$·3··.········· I Year, 'll'
6

·1'iO. ~I with a halo of sacred innocence uhe tender 
.,u.,. 3 years of the child.'' The object of Saladin's 

'l'hom&s Paine Vindicated. Ool. Robert I work is to show the archdeacon his error, and 
G I ll 15 141 FULL PAGE PORTRAITS' hehassucceeded. AnEnglishwritersaidofit: 

The O~e~fi.'i:"~0 of"G-Q",f"":Di.""j8:0~i:i-·:ii~~t: I • J. I "This certainly is one of the most marvelous 
man - 50 books everissned from the press. Theau.hori-

Orimes oF ":Pi-iiaohers "in" iiie"t:Til.He'd'States: I ties mted are unquestionable, and the result is 
M E Billi 25 Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, o-1- the Past convincinl{.'' In two volumes, cloth, gih-let-

Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 lDI CHRISTIANITY and the SLAVE TRADE. 0 • ngs · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I '1 tered $2.50. 
Handbook of Freethonght. w. s. Bell. 0 0 0 0. 50 R our H undlred Years. 
Religion a Onrse• ReligiOn & Disease• Re A condensation of the known facts npon this 

ligion a Lie.' S. P. Putnam. .....• .' .•.. ~ 251 ~~~ II subject, proving that Christianity did not abol-
Design Arg_nment Fallacies. By Editor of ~ H.E TR UTR S.E.EK.ER OOMP ANy announced in Octo- ish but aided this infamous traffic in human 

THE TRUTH BEEKER.................... 1~ beings. To whicll are added such comments as 
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Ohristian? · ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 1 only Saladin can make. In paper, ao cents. 

John E. Remsburg...................... 50 I THE TRANSITION. 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. IllllB- had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers · A consideration of the antagonism of the Bi-

trated. S. P. Putnam................... 25 ~ ble and l::!cience, and of the question whether 
Oommon Sense. Thomas Paine.· .. ·• •. ····•• 15 were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would the veiled or allegorical portions of the Chris. 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 I I tion Bible -can be interpreted by modern 
Plea.sfR:.fln~-~~~~~~~~: -~~~~~-~---~~-~~~~~.' 50 - have the opportunity' to see for themselves whether it possessed RO~ESe.AN'Ifalu:i~cents. 
Giant Delusion. OttoWettstein............ 10 all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not BeingRandomNotesaudSketches. Someof 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 II its subjects are: A Last Interview with a Man 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay of Genms· An Essay on Stirl'icultnre· Asceti-

Ne:whall Oonven~. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -- · .. ·" · 10 cism and' Superstition; Capital Punishment; 
Woman.F!>nrCentunesofProgress. Susan I in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty I Poverty; God in the Canstitntion· Brnno· 

H. WIXon ..... ··········••••·•·••··•·•••• 10 e Gods; Witchcraft. etc. This may be called 
IsSUEs oF 1894.-$3. per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 thr t• t •t S I and is one of the books that lovers of strong 
Relf-Contradiction< of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 ee 1mes as many por ra1 s. uch was the case, however. n- literature like to read again and again. In 

Chnr~~m;r~~~~tf~n?il~~~n!\vg~I~l:~j I stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine I ; L1~~· JF1'iio\ifMcE~ettered, $t.
5o. 

Not ............... --...................... 15 • hun.3Med and the fifty portrai"ts prom1·sed m· the prospectus have I This books reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, Congress and Sunday L&ws. ··. .. ... . ... . ... 5 u;, ' being romantic, historic verse, aglow in eve~y 
The Better World. A dtp mto the fntnre multip·lied to one hundred and forty-one! Considering the fact page with the energy of a trne and high poetic 

o~ mankmd on earth. Dr. E:B. South- , genius. Clot I-t, gold letteredh75 cen·s. 
Wick .... ·· -- ................. :······.···· 50 th t th ill t t• th t tl t f th b k . ISAURE AND OTHER PuEMS. Ch!!-r~h and Freeth~ngbt. Franklin ~tem!lr JO a e US ra lOllS are e mos COS y par 0 e 00 -a~ The title poem lS a story of intense passion, 

ReligiOn a!ld the Bible. An old subJect m undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and touchingly told. The other twenty poems are 
_ tha bg:ht of modern thought. F. D. fresh fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse 

Cnmmi}!gs ..... ·· ···· ·················· ·• EO properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages reveals • • thinker, observer, and reformer. 
A Tal~ of a Halo. Morgan A. Ro1>ertson. I Cloth, gold-leLtered, 75 cents. 

Illustrated by A. Carey K. JnnsL · · ·· 50 of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred A. FEAKFUL FLOGGING Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fnn, and Sarcasm. - B h d d ·t B • d 
L. G. Reed............................... 15 t f hi $5 th t d t him W II th 1 .Y one w oen ure. I ase .upon a mann· Remodeling the Government. With Re- per cen more or s an was guaran ee 0 • e , e - scnpt m the po•session of Haladm. faper, lOc. 
marks on the Bible and Liquor Bnsi- . THE AGONIES OF HANGING. 
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. w. L. nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were I -Studies m Psychology. By one who was cnt 
Willis . . . . .... .• .... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . •. . 10 sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their down from the g~~ollows Printed from manu

scriJ!!! in the hands of Saladin. Paper. 10 cents. 
Durm~; the year. other standard Freetho!lght • t t J d • b th 1 tt th t h thi ro th WHlULWIND SOWN AND REAPED, 

works Will be pnbhshed and sent to snbscnbers 1nves men • u gtng Y e e ers a reac s 011100' ey are A short story of clerical crime and villajny 
as they appear.. . t onl t• fi d th . at• fi d b t • d d de founded on tact. Of this book the Open Oaurt Ye~rly sn.bscnbers at $8 receive &:ll the numbers no Y sa lS e -more an s lS e - u surpnse an - said: "This novel will comm~~ond the same or 
pn}?lished I!l one. year. In ordermg plea.se say lighted that they got such a bargain. more interest than Helen Gardener's story 
wh~ch_year IS desrre?. . 'Is This Your Son. My Lord?'" Pa!l_er. 25 cants 

Smgle numbers so.d atpnces quoted. As for the aubJ"ect matter of FouB HUNDBED YEARs OF FBEE- Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER uo. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., The Data of Ethics By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts 

28 Lafayette Place. New York. THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development BELEOT woRKS ~F RIOHARo A. PROOTOB, 

The Bibll.': What Is IU A pamphlet con
taining eight chapters in refnt~t10n of kthi 
assumption that the Bible is a divine boo o 
l!ure thought, and correct in all its utterances 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition 
ofthe biblical story of manmin's "ctredaH'lnh'e"f_1W-~ 
"curse " theologio8.UY deno a e • ..,. 
Price, io cents. , , 

The Bible Against .Itself. Oon~m!ng 
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradiOt

1
Ions 

of the Bible involving_ questions of theo ogy, 
morals, and history, Pr10e, 10 cents, 

The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~uta
tion of the a,ssnmption that he was a div0iy~ person, and th~~ot he was the fulfillment of 
Testament prophecies. Price,lO cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject fro~ a 
negative and affirmative standpoint, showmll 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTRSEEYKE~ 
118 L&fa.yette pla.oe. New- or ... 

d t th • h 0 d 1 c t • th b t Light Science for Leisure Hours. an presen s em In sue r er y sequen e as o give e es Familiar Essays on t'lcientific Subjects. 

Possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free- , Hereditary Traits, and other Essays. 
i Miscellaneous Essays. 

th ht anif tat·o a d "nfl e ce • p t S d, a . Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
oug as a m es 1 n n 1 u n ; m ar econ s an ,- Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane 

organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives · ous Essays. Six books in one vo!nme. $1.50 

of the me:n, and women who have taken part in the movement. It D • J Af~ D • 
unites the past and the present. n is a world book and a home arWJll allu Ler arWJll. 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

: magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 
By GEORGE J. RoMANEa. 

A systematic Exi>_osition of what may be termed 
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the !l'eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturailsts. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of En~lish writers npon evolution, 
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of 
his conclusion regaN:ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thns whether we look to the facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywb ere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet With any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy .•. 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre•ent generation m a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which h&s taken 
place hll,!l taken plaee in the direction of natnr&l-
1sm, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical intArpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tha 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th Godt" 

illustrated- Price, clogt.,. $2. 
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Gsms of q;houg1a,t. 
THE ignorant c~~oll him a heretio whom 

thev C!lonnot ;.refnte.-Tomaso c Campa
nella. 

EvERY lover who tries to find in love 
anything else than love is not a lover.
Paul Bou1'get. 

PEOPLE no longer seriously think that 
speculativ error is bound np with moral 
iniquity, or that mist~~oken thinkinl!: is 
either thA result or the c~~ouse of wloked 
1iving.-John Morley. 

To be a Christian in any real sense yon 
innst start from a dogma of the m )St 
tremendous kind, and an undogmatic 
creed is as senseless as a statue without 
shape or a picture without color.-Leslie 
fltephen. 

IT is often argued that free speech is 
important only to the heterodox classes. 
But a menace to one is a menace to all. 
If J nstice is right of heart she need not be 
blindfolded, and may pnt aside her scales. 
She will not decide less wisely seeing. If 
the state were impartial the nnmber and 
power of its critics wonld be redncbd.
Horace L. Traubel. 

CoNNECTED with the court of justice was 
the cham her of torture. The ingenuity of 
man was exhausted in the construction of 
instruments that would surely reach the 
most sensitiv nerve. All this was done in 
the interest of civilization-for the pro
tection of virtue and the well-being of 
states. Curiously enough, the fact is, that 
no matter how severe the punishments 
were, the crimes increased.-Ingersoll. 

PosiTiv criminology must remain a de
lusion and a snare so long as it ignores the 
ethical and economic problems which 
agitate modern society. It is futil to 
discuss methods of deatiiJg with criminals 
when the very question of what crime is 
has never troubled the glib metaphysical 
criminologists. As a preparation for their 
task, let the crinlinologists, professional 
and amateur, study Spencerian sociology 
and ethics.- Victor Yarros. 

UNLESS this nation is prepared to assume 
that all religious truth has been attained, 
it must allow free criticism of popular 
opinions, even though the majority say 
such criticisms destroy millions of souls. 
Unless the nation assumes that it has 
reached the supreme social and moral 
perfection it must allow free criticism of 
social and moral customs; and if such 
freedom be accepted as right, all its results 
must be accepted.-MoncureD. Conway: 

:How far men are at present from that 
highest moral state, in which the supreme 
and most powerful sentiments are those 
called forth by contemplation of conduct 
itself, and not by contemplation of other 
persons' opinion of conduct ! In the 
average mind the pain constituted by 
~o~c1ousness of having done something 
intrinsically wrong, bears but a small 
ratio to the pain constituted by the 
consciousness of others' reprobation even 
though this repro"Qation is excited. by 
something not intrinsically wrong. How 
great is the evolution of the moral senti
ments yet required to bring human nature 
into complete fitness for the so(lial state.
Herbert Spencer. 
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IT is significant that all persecution of 
Whitman comes from the clergy. It was 
the Rev. James Harlan who deprived the 
old bard of his clerkship in Washington in 
1865, and it was the clerg:v of New Eng
land who drove him from Boston by legal 
threats in 1882. It was these gelders of 
literature who castrated Milton's "History 
of England," caused his '' Eikonoklastes" 
to be burnt by the common hangman, and 1 
came alarmingly near depriving the world 
of " Paradise Lost," it being considered 
by their donkeysbips that the simile of 
Satan and the rising sun, in the first book, 
contained treasonable allusiQn. It is due 
to these low· browed inquisitors also that 
the works of John Knox are so hacked up 
that his real opinion on certain subjects 
will remain forever unknown.- William 
Moane Kennedy. 

MANY Christians hav been l!.elpful in 
this world-but helpful from natural 
promptings, not from supernatural lead
ing. Christianity is a garment. The true 
Christian wears a heavy, impeding, ex
hausting robe, while the nominal Chris
tian dons a gossamer suit. l:)eeing that 
Christianity has been civilized by the 
natural man, explained by science, and 
undermined by the "higher criticism;" 
the day of the gossamer garb itself may 
reasonably be regarded as drawing to a 
close. The heavily-robed individual did 
littl13 or nothing toward ridding tho world 
of slavery, or war, or poverty, or disease, 
and he distinctly encouraged the subjec
tion of women. When the Christian ele
ment was strong, and the natural element 
weak, he fought against education, in
quiry, and science; he gave comparativly 
no thought to hospitals and asylums; he 
still frowns on libraries, picture galleries, 
parks, and Sunday fl'eedom. Fortunately, 
the gossamer garment puts but slight 
check on the goodness of the natural man; 
nay, it positivly imprisons the heavy gar
ment for intrusting its dying child to eld
ers, oil, and prayer.-Furneaux Jordan. 
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MAMA: "Now, Bobby, say :vonr pny
ers." Bobby (after the usual "Now I lay 
me"): "And please God make me a good 
boy; and if at first yon don't succeed, try, 
try again."-Puclc. 

OLD Gentleman (putting a.few questions): 
"Now, boys-ah-can you tell me what 
commandment Adam broke when he took 
the forbidden fruit?" Small Pupil (like 
a shot): "Please sir, th' warn't no com
mandments then, sir!" 

MRs, 0LoSEPHIST: "Aren't you going to 
let me take Johnny to see the trained 
lions?" Mr. Olosephist: "Gracious, no! 
Do you want him to lose all the moral 
effect of the story of Daniel in the lion's 
den?"-Indianapolis Joumal. 

LITTLE BoY: "I like our church better 
than any other." Fond Mother: "Bless 
his little heart! Why?" Little Boy: "We 
are always changing ministers, and every 
time we change there's most generally 
three or four Sundays when there isn't any 
church. "-Good News, 

Tam authorities up in Springfield hav 
intercepted a package sent thither from 
Ohina. It was ostensibly a book, but on 
being opened it was found that the leaves 
had been cut out and a gorgeous silk 
handkerchief, of dnitable value, was 
smuggled therein. The sad· thing about 
it is that it was sent by a converted Ori
ental to a Springfield missionaryi-Boston 
Herald, 

DASHAWAY: "Yon believe in the efficacy 
of prayer, uncle. But suppose a chicken 
from your neighbor's yard should hop by 
vour door and yon should get down on 
your knees and pray for that chicken to 

· enter, do yon think your prayer would be 
answered?" Uncle Ebony: "I mos' sar
tinly do, sah. But in dat case, sah, I 
flbonld sprinkle a few grains af co'n on the 
tl ep. •·- Life. 

DR. G.RANBERBY and family are Presby
terians. In the family is a baby boy of 
two years. Mrs. G. had been drilling the 
boy in the Shorter Catechism. · Young 
two-year-old, becoming unmanageable in 
the absence of his father, had been sub
jected to a mild application of the rod. 
When the doctor returned and noticed 
the boy was in trouble, the lollo~ing COJ?-· 
versation took place: Father: What IS 
the matter, my son?" Son (weeping): 
"Motlier whipped me." Father: "What 
for, my bov?" Son (sobbing): "For her 
own glory." 

"HERE, Benny," said Mr. Bloobnmper 
to his young son, as the latter started to 
church "are a five-cent piece and a 
qnarte;, Yon can put which yon please 
into the contribution box." Benny t~anked 
his papa and went to church. O~rwns t_o 
know which coin Benny had given, his 
pa1-a asked him when he ret~rned, an_d 
Benny replied: "Well, papa. It was this 
way. The preacher said the Lord lov~d a 
cheerful giver, and I knew I could giv a 
nickel a good deal more cheerfnl~y th~n ~ 
could giv a quarter, so I put the mckel In. 
-Harye1·'s Bazar. 

A RUSTIO recently went to church where 
a mission sermon was being preached from 
the text "Peter's wife's mother lay sick 
of a fev~r." In the afternoon he went to 
church in an adjacent parish, and the~e 
saw the same mission preacher, who again 
took for his text, " Peter's wife's mother 
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lay sick of a fever." The following morn- T ~ G I f I fl ~ I' t ing he hurried to catch a train, and as he r::r~gn:~~ s~:n~n ~:a~~:1: ~~: :~u!~:t~J e 0 r~ 0 n I e I ~ 
himself in the train when a gentleman, WItH A POEM ON 
whom he recognized a~ the preacher, asked I Thomas Paine. 
him if he could tell him who the bell was 
tolling for? "I don't rightly know," was 
the reply, "but I think it must be Peter's 
wife's mother, as she was mortal bad all 
day yesterday. "-Freethinker. 

DEAOON IRONSIDE (after the service): 
.. Elder, I got in a little late this morning, 
but I don't think yon had any right to 
take it out of me in your sermon." Elder 
Keepalong: •· Take it out of yon? How?" 
" Get back at me. Ain't that what yon 
did? I hadn't hardly got inside the door 
when I heard yon say: 'And now comes 
the worst of them all-the chief rebel 
against the government of heaven.' And 
then yon went on describing my character, 
and putting all my failings in the worst 
light yon possibly could. Yon didn't 
mention no names, but I knew who you 
was driving at, and I must say, elder, that 
I don't like this way of-" "But, my 
dear Deacon Ironsides, yon totally misap
prehend. The subject this morning was 
• The Rebellion in Heaven,' and when yon 
came in I was trying to picture the deprav
ity of Lucifer, the arch-apostate. I am 
truly sorry, ·deacon, if I seemed to-" 
"Never mind, elder, never mind. We'll 
-h'm-we'!l say no more about it. Rather 
a nasty morning, isn't it?"-Chicago Jri
bune. 
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but an inflamed condition of thA mnc&us surfaces. 

We will giv One Hundred Dollars for any case 
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannqt be 
cured by Hall's Oatarrh Cure. Send for Olrcn-
la.rs free. F. J. O.HENEY & 00., Toledo, 0. 
;r: Sold bY Druggists, 760, 

By SAMUEL Po PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

IO cents a copy, I2 copies for $I. 
Adilress THill TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

ill COLUft\BIA 
PAP CALEftJ) AR 

@ 

@ 

A Desk Calendar is a necessity -
most ~qrwenient kind of storehouse 
for memor;~nda. The Columbia Desk 
Calendar is brightest and handsomest 
of all- full of dainty silhouettes 
and pen sketches and entertaining 
thoughts on outdo0r exercise and 
sport. Occasionally reminds you of 
the superb quality of Columbia Bi
cycles and of your need of one. 
You won't object to that, of course. 
The Calendar will be mailed for five 
2-cent stamps. 
Address Calendar Department, 

POPE MFO. CO., 

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's 
ARGUMENT 

IN THE 

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial, 
At M01'ristown, N. J. 

This is the greatestargumentevermadein a case 
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so 
long a.s the Christians use force to repress free 
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian per
secution is going on this argument should be 
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and. ex
pounded on every occasion. 

In paPer, 25 cents: in cloth, 50 oanto~~, 
Addre.- THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

NOW BEAD THIS. 
Dr. Ji'ellows is s. stanch LIBERAL an-i a very 

successful nhysician. He has trea~ed DlSF;ABES 
O.F MEN for twentY years, and h1s remed1e• are I an outgro" th of this long P!actice, which should I give oonfiilenBA to tbose afthot.pil. 



IT is reported from Hawaii that the 
deposed queen, Lilinokalani, has abdi-
cated. · 

THE family of John Bock, six in nnm her, 
was burned to death at Omer, Mich., on 
Feb. 6. 

THEBE hav been 30,000 deaths from grip 
in the state of New York since and includ
ing 1889. 

FIRE caused an explosion of fire-damp at 
Montcean-les-Mines, France, and fifty 
lives were lost. 

THE morning of Feb. 7 was the coldest 
in New York in fourteen years, the mer
cury being 3 below zero. 

A TROLLEY car at Milwaukee plunged 
through an open draw and the motorman 
!lnd two passengers were drowned. 

THE last of the Chinese defenses at Wei
Hai-Wei hav been taken and the vessels of 
the Chinese fleet sunk or captured. 

THEODORE D. WELD, the famous aboli
tionist, died at his home at Hyde Park, 
MaBB., on .l!'eb. 4, aged ninety-one years. 

THE failure of the Norfolk and Western 
Railroad adds 1,566 miles of road to the 
7,025 miles last year placed in the hands of 
receivers. 

THE steamer Cienfnegos of the Ward 
line was wrecked on a reef near one of the 
Bahamas last week. The passengers, crew, 
and mails were taken oft safely. 

THE steamship Amerique was wrecked 
on the Caribbean coast. The passengers 
and all the crew bnt oBe were saved. 
Cargo, baggage, and mails were lost. 

A BTBONG movement is on foot to wipe 
ont the color line e•tablished by the 
League of American Wheelmen a year or 
so ago at the behest of the Southern mem
bers. 

THE Springer bond bill and the Reed 
substitute were both defeated in the Honse 
on Feb. 7, the former by a vote of 162 to 
135 and t.he latter by a still more decisiv 
vote. 

MASBAOHllBETTB Spiritualists and others 
are working for the repeal of the restrictiv 
features of the Massachusetts medical law. 
A grand rally was held in Berkeley Hall, 
Boston, on Feb. 10. 

A NEW act passed by the Spanish cortes 
places American products imported into 
Cuba and Porto Rico in the second column 
of the tariff schedule, thus insuring fairer 
trade with thos<~ Islands. 

THE Brooklyn trolley strike has not yet 
come to an end, officially, and sporadic 
cases of violence are still frequent. The 
storm tied up the lines even more tightly 
than the strike and resulting violence had 

·done. 

NEw York banks having extended the 
refunding warrants of Sont.h Dakota one 
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SOME INSPIRATION. 

yeaT that state will pass with unimpaired 
credit through the financial difficulty pre
cipitated by the dishonesty of one of her 
officials. 

U NDEB peremptory instructions of J ndge 
Barr at Owensboro, Ky., the jury in a test 
case under the separate coach law brought 
in a verdict against the Louisville and 
Nashville Railroad Co., assessing the dam
ages at one cent, and adding costs. 

A BILL has bee:a introduced in the New 
York legislature to create a news stand 
trust in this city, the offer being made to 
the city to guarantee to it three per cent 
on the gross receipts. This is intended to 
silence opposition. The bill is a perennial 
one. 

THE BTooklyn Board of Aldermen having 
voted to annul the licenses of certain of 
the trolley companies on petition of the 
strikers and their sympathizers, Mayor 
Schieren vetoed their act-ion on the ground 
that they lacked authority to rescind such 
licenses. 

FoB years there has been a bonnd~ry 
dispute between Brazil and the Argentine 
Republic. The teTritory is about as large 
as the state of Maryland, and lies between 
the states of Parana and Rio Grand do 
Snl. President Cleveland, as arbitrator, 
has just decided that the land belongs to 
Brazil. 

THE Senate, by a vote of 36 to 25, has 
appropriated $500,000 for beJ!inning work 
on a cable to Hawaii. The affirmativ vote 
was made up of 27 Reps., 6 Dems., and 3 
Populists; the negativ of one Rep. (Petti
grew) and 24 Dems. The absent Pops. 
and Reps. were all paired in favor of t.he 
measure. 

ON Sunday, Feb. 3, the New York police 
raided the b1lliard rooms of Marcus Daly 

ern portion of the Pacific Coast was ab?ve 
freezing. The wind record was 60 m1les 
at New York on Feb. 8, and 80 outside 
Sandy Hook. In the South the damage 
done to the crops is almost immPasnrable. 
Not only to the crops, but to the trees. 
The orange groves of Florida are well-high 
ruined, as are the pineapple trees. Much 
damage was done to shipping all along the 
Atlantic coast, manv small vessels being 
lost, while some of the big liners are long 
overdue and great anxiety is felt for their 
safety. The Umbria picked np the crew 
of one fishing smack and the Tentomc 
rescued t.he crew of a French trader. 
Sailors bound in the rigging of their 
foundered and beached vessels were frozen 
to death, and those saved after forty hours 
of intense snffdring will be crippled for 
life. Many buildings were swept away by 
tidal waves at Halifax, Cape Breton, New 
Haven, and other points. Travel and 
transportation all over the district affected 
by the storm was almost at a standstill. 
Snburoan travel was also nearly stopped 
in very many cities. New York's harbor 
was nearly closed by ice, as were other 
harbors. There was intense suffering 
among the poor and among those whose 
vocations took them ont into the storm. 
Steam pipes on cars were frozen np and 
the cars turned into refrigerators. The 
cold is very severe also in England and on 
the Continent. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
and George Slosson and took a large A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 
number of the attendants and players to 
the police stations, where they were By Dr • E. B. S 0 U T H WI C K • 
promptly bailed out by the proprietors of For 1 dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
the places raided. These billiard halls are Baw the Vision of the .;~~lct, and all the wonders 
eminently respectable and hav been open that would be. 
for many years on Sunday. The outrage 
places the Sunday law in still greater so said the poet Tennyson, and al-
peril. though what he saw was more or 

Muon anxiety was felt for the French leas remarkable he was on the out-
liner La Gascogne nntillate Monday after- aide of the tent relatively to our pres
noon. She was then eight days overdue, ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
having been Pixteen days ont from Havre. 
The cause of the delay was a broken piston telling us how he got there, relates 
rod, the accident occurring on Jan. 29. the many and strange adventures that 
She lay to sixteen hours for repairs and befell him in a land wit!tout a sun or 
then proceeded slowly under half-steam. a newspaper, but where light and 
Feb. 5 she rnn into terrible gales and lay 
to off Sable Island for forty-one hours. everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
After that she could make but 100 miles where women are the stronger sex, 
per day. Did not see a single ship during where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
the entire trip until Sunday, Feb. 10. go in bathing together, and are "na-

A GREAT storm accompanied with intense ked and not ashamed." 
cold swept over more than half of the There is something of " Looking 
country last week. It extended from the Backward" in this book, witp. a spice 
Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic and far of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
out to sea, and from Canada to the Gulf 
of Mexico. The area covered was four void of religious superstition. It will 
times greater than that by the blizzard of be read with interest and curiosity. 
'88 and the temperature much lower, but Published and for sale at this office. 
the snowfnll was decidedly lighter. Only _ Pn'ce, cloth, $1,· paper, 50 cents. 
the lower point of Florida and the south· 

In the nature of things, 
BAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

J uat published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGEBSO.LL'B great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakapere from the Keaaelatadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

"HI<JA VEN AND HELL." 
B:v EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Servant of thP. Lora JPsus Gl!rtst) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cento. 

Cloth, (oc ~avo), 375 pages. speCial to re6.~ers of 
thi- j mrnal. only 25 cents, by mail, prepaid. 

t:lend for .lescriPtiv cataJog-uo of t:lwedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing and Publish. 
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, Nbw York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Office. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OR 

THE CONFLit'f BmEEN MENTAL SCIENOK 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the liter&• 

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

l'rioe, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

"FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much courage, to make t eir way thrOU!( the 
world by g01ng to Cb.icago. The author 1s also 
the heroine. '!'he narrative is, in the main, a. his
tory of a. working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago .. mong bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should e:z:. 
peot Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world. 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London "Free. 
thinker" sap: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a• an excellent text-book of the subject. The 
manner is good, and the style is bright. The 
reader is earned along on an easy-ftowing strea.!lll 
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
'.rH.m T.RUl'H BJ!lEKEB, . 

1_1 t,.afaveUe ulaae, l!lew :ror•l 
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TO OUR FRIENDS: 

Don't you know some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who 

TRUTH SEEKER if YOU 
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An explosion of natural gas at Meadville, 
Pa., killed one person and injured three. 

Tum rebellion in the United Stlltes of 
Colombia is offioially reported at an end. 

A MINE explosion at Sealerize, Silesia, 
killed fourteen persons and injured eight. 

A MOVEMENT is on foot in Maine to 
seoure the adoption of a medioal monopoly 
law. 

Tmmm were 61 oases of oholera in Con
stantinople between Feb. 15 and 12, and 29 
deaths. · 

THE New Jersey legislature has passed 
a bill for the proteotion of the Palisades of 
the Hudson. 

MANY frozen bodies were found in vari
ous parts of the oountry after the reoent 
oold weather. 

BY an explosion at a fire in Lynn, Mass., 
three firemen were killed, two are missing, 
and ten were injured. 

THE big Union passenger station at St. 
Joseph, Mo., was burned on Feb. 9. The 
building oost $250,000in 1882. 

Brr..L Ooox:, the Indian Territory out
law, was sentenoed to forty-five years' 
imprisonment in Albany pententiary. 

J oRN L. STEVENS~ !lx-Minister to Hawaii, 
died in Augusta, ro.aine, on Feb. 8. He 
was born in Mt. Vernon, Maine, Aug. 8, 
1820. 

SEVERAL Ohio druggists hav reoently 
been arrested, oharged with selling artl
oles whioh were below standard or adul
terated. 

THE German Reiohstag has passed by 
an overwhelming vote the resolution in 
favor of oalling· an inte.rnational bimetallio 
oonferenoe. · · 

THE Senate Committee on Appropri
tion refused to aooept Postm~ster-General 
Bissell's suggestions for ref~rms in the 
postal servioe. 

IT is estimated by experts that it will 
oost anywhere from $7,000,000 to $21,000· 
000 to put the sohools of New York in 
sanitary oondition. 

THE Texas house Democratio, has 
seated a oontestant who is blaok and a Be-

publioan, ousting a white Demoorat to do 
so, by a vote of 76 to 40. · 

ADoLPH SOHREYER, a famous painter, 
living for about thirty years in Paris, died 
in that oity on Feb. 15. He was born in 
Frankfort-on-the-Maine in 1828. • 

THEBlll was a stormy soene in the Bohe
mian Diet on Feb. 14, the Young Czeohs 
fieroely assailing the government for 
oontinuing the state of siege in Prague. 

MANUEL Rmz ZoRILLA, the famous 
Spanish republioan leader, long in exile, 
has aooepted the terms of the ammesty 
bill passed by the Cortes and returned to 
Baroelona. 

IT is reported that Li Hung Chang has 
got baok all his decorations and has been 
oalled to Peking, wh~re he will be given an 
audienoe and then s,,nt to Japan to arrange 
terms of peaoe. 

THE Chinese fleet at Wei-Hai-Wei sur
rendered, the Ohinese admiral and two 
~enerals oom.mitted suioide, and the 
Japanese hav won viotories near Chee-Foo 
and at Haiohang. 

MAYOR CURTIS, of Boston, is appl:ying 
oivil servioe reform rules in his adminis
tration, and a bill to reform the civil ser
vioe in Chiog,go has been introdu.oed in the 
Illinois legislature. 

.ON Feb. 11 and 12 and also on the 14th 
here was a severe snow storm in the 
South, street oars being stopped in At
lanta, New Orleans, and other oitie.e, and 
people frozen to death. 

THE Senate Committee on Privileges and 
Eleotions reports adversely on the joint 
resolution providing for the eleotion of 
Senators by the direot vote of the people. 
Senators Turpie, Mitohell, and Palmer 
submit a minority report. 

IT is reported that the Hawaiian offioials 
seoured their "evidenoe against the in
surgent leaders they hav oonvioted in the 
religion: way, that is, by torture. As they 
are the · sons of missionaries it is not the 
most improbable of stories. 

THE Sooiety of Frenoh Agrioulturists 
has resolved to support the National Bi
metallio League in its appeal to the gov
ernment to neg_()tiate with Great Britain, 
Germany, the United States, the Nether
lands, and the Latin Union States ~o! an 
international agreement to .. "l'ehab1htate 
silver. 

would subscribe to THE 

called his attention to 

CoNGRESS has revived the offioe of 
Lieutenant-General for the benefit of 
GeneralSohofield, who has almost reaohed· 
the age of retiring. Brigadier-General 
Ruger, oommanding the Department of 
Chioago, seoures the vaoated major
generalship. 

BY the refusal of the House to approve 
the finanoial bill of the administration the 
new loan of $65,000,000 will oost in inter
est some more than $16,000,000 in exoess 
of what it would hav oost had the bill 
passed. This is the third defeat for the 
administration on the finanoial issue. 

Six of the Hawaiian insurgents hav been 
sentenoed to death; one to life imprison
ment; two, twenty years; four, ten years; 
two, eight years; one, seven years; five, 
five years. Many fines, in addition, were 
imposed. All sentenoes are subjeot to the 
approval or disapproval of President Dole. 

lsAAO PusEY GRAY, United States Minis
ter to Mexioo, died in the oity·of Mexioo 
on Feb. 14, of pneumoni8 brought on by 
grip oontraoted in Chioage, from whioh 
oity he had just arrived, en route from 
Washington, He was born in Donning
ton, Chester oo., Pa., in 1833. 

THE Supreme Court of the Distriot of 
Columbia sustains the lower oourt, whioh 
refused to grant an injunotion restraining 
the Commissioners of In.ternal Revenue 
from oolleoting the inoome tax. This is 
the John G. Moore suit. An appeal has 
been taken to the United States Supreme 
Court. 

IN the Frenoh Chamber of Deputies the 
resolution to abolish the puMio worship 
budget was rejeoted by the vote of 379 to 
111. Then it was moved that ohuroh and 
state be separate, but Premier Ribot 
deolared that suoh a measure would 
threaten the peaoe of the oountry, and the 
motion was defeated by a vote of 305 to 
205. 

BY a triok played on the Pennsylvania 
State Dairyman's Assooiation, oleomarga
rine was entered as genuin butter. The 
oommittees awarded first premium to the 
artifioial produot over the oow artiole. In 
1889 there was exported from ~t:: United 
States 15,504,978 pounds of butter; in 1890, 
29,748,042; in 1891, 15,187,114; in 1892, 
15,047,240. 

THE Minneapolis Times will issue a 
Northwestern-European edition of 100,000 
oopies, of from thirty-two to forty-eight 

plges, with a fine oover. Fifty thousand 
oopies will be distributed in England, 
Ireland, and Sootland, among the best 
o lass of "grioulturists and artisans, 2!&_000 
in New England, and 25,000 in the west 
and Central states. All artioles will be 
written by speoialists. 

THE New York legislature passed the 
Power of Removal bill, it was promptly 
signed by the governor, and Mayor Strong 
has made several appointments under it. 
William Brookfield, Rep., and leader of 
the anti-Platt men, was made Commis
sioner of Publio Works;.l!'ranois 1.\1, Soott, 
Dem., Corporation Counsel; James A. 
Roosevelt, A. D. Juilliard, George G. 
Haven, and David H. King, Jr., were 
made Park Commissioners. Some of these 
are Demoorats and the others Republioans. 
John C. Sheehan goes out of the Polioe 
Board and Avery D. Andrews, General 
Sohofield's son-in-iaw, and a gra:luate of 
West Point, suooeeds ·him. George W. 
Green, a Good Govenment Club man, is 
made Aoqueduot Commissioner. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE CONFLIUf BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, Oloth, $1. Address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the heroine. 1.'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world. 
Price, 25 oenta. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEKEa. 
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For $6.60 we will send Tlllli TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
.Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
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Work That Should Be Done at Once. 
We hav sent out gratuitously several thousand 

copies of the pamphlet, "Church Property," by far 
the greater portion of them at our own expense. 
We should distribute at once at least two thousand 
copies more, for there are five states in which the 
question of the taxation of church property is en
gaging the attention of the legislature. Among 
these states are Wisconsin and Colorado, in which 
there is a good fighting chance for -victory if the 
battle is conducted as it could be conducted were 
there plenty of the sinews of war at the disposal of 
the champions of equal justice. Then there are 
Arizona and Utah, the first of which will probably 
be soon invested. with statehood, and the other of 
which is about to prepare her state constitution. 
It is of vital importance that the foundations of 
these young states be laid in the granit and con
crete of sound principles, and to this end we are 
anxious to put into the hands of the editors in the 
embryo states and of the delegates to the constitu
tional conventions not only "Church Property" but 
anti-Sabbatarian literature and documents embody
ing and defending the other secular demands. A new 
edition of "Church Property" will be gotten out 
immediately if the friends of the cause come 
promptly to the front with contributions to help 
defray the expenses. We will do all that we can, 
but this fight is yours as well as ours, and all should 
join h~nds to ~o the work that must be done if 
this country is to be freed and kept free from the 
curse of church rule. 

It will soon be time to place again before the 
people the facts regarding the persecution of Mr. 
J. B. Wise, of Kansas, who is now under bonds 
awaiting trial for the heinous crime of sending 
through the mails a postal card upon which he bad 
written a passage from the Bible. This card was 
sent to a miniFtter with whom Mr. Wise had been 
discussing theological questions, with the request. 
that the aw bassador of heaven and interpreter of 
God's word explain the meaning of this passage 
and tell why it is in the " Holy Bible." Mr. Wise 

must be defended in court and the public be made 
acquainted with the causes that ·led to his arraign
ment as a felon at the bar of the federal tribunal; 
he inust not be imprisoned, if we can prevent it, 
nor made to sufter in reputation because the ma
chinery of an unjust law has been set in motion by 
hypocrite to crush him and to terrorize others who 
venture to criticise the . fetich of the church. But 
the suit cannot be defended without money, and 
again we ask you to lend the hand of ready help. 
Mr. Wise is poor; with his one arm he can make 
only a bare living for himself, but he represents us 
all. 

Another good Liberal who imperativly needs the 
assistance of his fellow Freethinkers is Mr. S. J. 
Fleckten, of Kandayohi, :Minn., who, as you are 
aware, has determined that his children shall not 
longer be forced to take part in religious exercises 
in the school to which he must send them and 
which is maintained with money raised . by the tax
ation of all the people, irrespectiv of religious 
beliefs. He stands bravely alone in his W,strict in 
demanding that the Bible and prayers and hymn11 
be banished from the school room and that the 
school be conducted as the constitution of the state 
commands. A test case should be taken to the 
highest court in Minnesota. Mr. Fleckten has not 
the means to do this, and we should not think of 
asking it of him, for we are just as much interested 
in the matter as he is, and we ought not to need 
tb.e least bit of urging to create a fund for the pur
pose indicated. The first Minnesotan to respond 
to the call for ammunition in this case is Mr. H. 
Schmidt, of Owatonna, who pledges $3. John E. 
Fleckten, V. A. Fleckten, and Aug. Bitzen, of Lake 
Lillian, Minn., put down their names for $1 each. 
Other sums were credited in THE TBuTH Su.KEB 
last week, in the Letters of Friends, and we hope 
that very much more will be forthcoming in the im
mediate future. 

In this state the agitation for the repeal of the 
Sunday law is being kept up with all the instru
mentalities at our command. We hav sent our pe
tition to all the daily papers of this city, and hav 
written personal letters to the editors in behalf of 
repeal; our "Open Letter to the Legislators of 
New York" has been mailed to all the Senators and 
Assemblymen and to a large number of papers 
throughout the state, and if we had the wherewithal 
a good man would go to Albany to present our de
mands to the proper committee of the legislature. 
Hearings hav been given on proposed amendments 
to the Excise Jaw, but no one has voiced the clear
cut and unequivocal principles of the Freethinkers. 
We are not trying to secure special privileges for a 
class or a business ; we ask, on the qontrary, that 
all special privileges be swept away. It is not to 
giv Sunday to the saloonists that we would take it 
from the preachers-let all the people hav it and 
use it as they wish for their own profit and pleasure. 
New York should be sown wide with the literature 
of Sunday freedom ; every citizen should hav the 
opportunity to read the Freethinker's unanswerable 
arguments for liberty and equity. Help us redeem 
the Empire state from the clutch of the priest. It 
takes money to print and distribute papers and 
pamphlets, to defend unjustly presecuted men, to 

carry on suits at law. Will each of you contribute 
a little? 

"Thomas Paine in a New Light." 
Such is the title of a lecture delivered in the 

Grand Opera House, Chicago, Feb. 11, 1894, by 
Rev. M. M. Mangasarian. It is in spirit fair to 
Paine, but Mr. Mangasarian has not always under
stood the author of the "Age of Reason," and he 
certainly has not that sense of perspe~tiv and pro
portion which all critics of the early Freethought 
writers should possess if they are to do justice to 
the men of whom they write and to their own good 
intentions. · Neither does the Ethicallecturer under
stand the Freethinkers of to-day, as will appear 
when we come to quote from him. 

We are informed that " poor Thomas Paine " had 
the sad fortune to be made the battleground of two 
forces, " blind and blightil;tg," fanaticism and Athe
ism. 

"The superstitious and hypocritical devotees of the 
altar pictured him as a demon in human form. The 
equally superstitious Secularists and Freethinkers hailed 
him as an Atheist." 

What is Mr. Mangasarian's authority for the latte.r 
assertion? Who are the representativ Freethinkers 
who hav called Thomas Paine an Atheist 1 Does 
not the lecturer know that both Paine and Voltaire 
hav been branded as Atheists by the Christian 
clergy through all the· years that hav intervened 
between the time when they wrote and the present 
day, and that Freethinkers hav been as persistently 
busy in disproving the unfounded assertions of the 
ministers and their echoes! There is much Chris
tian literature still in circulation, some of it written 
very recently, which retails the mouldy falsehood 
that both the great Frenchman and the great Eng
lish-American were Atheists, but we, with far better 
opportunities than Mr. Mangasarian to know what 
Freethinkers say, hav but once known Paine to be 
called an Atheist by a Freethinker, and the man 
who so designated him had read very little on the 
subject of Infidelity. 

Several of Paine's Theistic declarations are 
quoted, and then Mr. Mangasarian says: " The au
thor of these words could hav nothing in common 
with the Atheists and Secularists of our time." The 
gentleman generalizes too hastily and widely-it by 
no means follows because Paine was a Deist, while 
a nry large proportion of modern Freetl::.inkers are 
Atheists or Agnostics, that there is no broad ground 
upon which they could stand together were Paine 
living to·day, and of the way of thinking that he 
was when he wrote the "Age of Reason." He and 
they would agree that the Bible is a human produc
tion instead of being a revelation from God, and 
th~t Jesus-if such a person ever lived-came into 
existence in the manner that all other individuals of 
the genus homo do. These, surely, are two very 
important points of agreement. Then Paine be
lieved in the total separation of church and state, 
and this would hav aligned him with the nineteenth 
century Freethinkers, for it forms a bond of union ' 
between the otherwise incongruous divisions of the 
Materialists and Spiritualists and holds together 
Atheists, Agnostics, and Theists. Paine believed 
in free speech, free press, the rights of woman, the 
solidarity of humanity, equality before the law, and 
in all these he would hav found himself at home 
with the Freethinkers of thls age. 

" Thomas Paine, by the violence ef his method, the 
coarseness of some of his phrases, and by his slovenly 
scholarship,_has also done great harm to the cause of true 
progress. · • · He was more vehement than deep. 
He possessed more force than light. He was sounder and 
stronger than the prieats he attacked, but not better. He 
was an antagonist, not a philosopher. We look in vain 
for the ·'sweet reasonableness' which so well becomes the 
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sage. His style is no~ free from the corroding dross and 
clay of passion. His words are not chaste, as the words 
of a reformer should be. In religion, as in politics, vio· 
lence is disastrous. Ridicule and contempt are shallow. 
A scoffer is rarely profound. Doubt and denial may kill 
the disease, but they can't save the patient. It is sym· 
pathy that sees. ·We learn to understand only when we 
learn to love." 

These objections may giv the impression of 
weight and force, but they are perceived to be Light 
and ineffectiv when the reader takes into account 
the relation of Paine to his environment and the 
results that his labors hav accomplished. Thomas 
Paine was a MAN, and he fought as men fight, with 
the naked blade of Toledo steel, not with a sword 
of lath in a scabbard of velvet. He and such as he 
hav made it possible for the Mangasarians to ex
press their apologetic doubts in scholarly language 
and to cultivate the amenities of heretical dis
cussion without incurring the risk of being chained 
to the filthy floors of the church's subterranean 
dungeons, or trying logical conclusions with the 
rack and iron boot. If Paine was violent, it was 
the violence of just indignation against imposture, 
persecution, rapine, rape, and murder; if some of 
his phrases were coarse, judged by the standards of 
to-day, they were not so judged by the literary can
ons of his time, and they had the great merit of 
being understandable by the common people for 
whom he wrote; if his scholarship was "slovenly," 
measured by the results of a critical research that 
for decades has delved in vast literary, ¥istorical, 
and archeological accumulations that were either 
unknown or inaccessible to Paine and his contem
poraries, the offense may well be forgiven him in 
view of the fact that despite that "slovenliness" he 
succeeded in producing, under great difficulties and 
in· circumstances of appalling danger, a work to 
which the best theologians of the church hav not 
yet found a more conclusiv answer than slander 
of its dead author. 

An apostle of ethical culture should not hav said 
that, while Paine was sounder and stronger than 
the priests he attacked, he was not better. Of ordi
nary men, who express themselvs in their daily 
lives rather than. in public teachings, it is well to 
say that they are " bad" or " good" according as 
they are addicted to or abstain from the personal 
vices which Paine's enemies- entirely without 
cause-charged against him; but when we are 
called upon to sum up the worth of those who 
stand in the relation of teachers to their fellow-men 
we are bound by no such petty rule. One instruc
tor is better than other instructors if the principles 
he inculcates are more just than those which they 
uphold. Veracious historians inform us that many 
of the most cruel persecutors and ruthless destroy
ers of the people hav been men and women of irre
proachable private character. What good did they 
do by being "better" than others! Of what avail 
were their "virtue," and "purity," and "probity"! 
Because of the falsity and heartlessness of their 
teachings and their public actions their private 
" goodness" produced almost infinit harm. Pointed 
to as models of morality, they necessarily and inev
itably became exemplars of intolerance, fiendish tor
ture, and wholesale slaughter. Had they in private 
life been utterly degraded they would not hav been 
able to cause a tenth part of the suffering that re
sulted from their teachings and from their govern
ment of the world. Their crimes found imitators; 
their personal virtues did not. Paine was better than 
the priests he attacked because there was in his 
teachings the potentiality of liberty and its child, 
justice. He denounced the tyranny of kings, he 
exposed the superstitions of priests, he showed the 
foolishness of blind faith, he pleaded for the rights 
of woman, he condemned chattel slavery, he refused 
to treat with intolerance and persecution, he advo
cated the equal political rights of the whole people, 
he risked his own life to save the life of a man from 
whose· hand he had helped to wrest the scepter of 
authority, and in his conduct he was faithful to the 
sublime principles which he taught. In all this he 
was better than the priests whom he antagonized. 
He wrote for freedom and equity, and in his life 
was loyal to them. This cannot truthfully be said 
for any priesthood, least of all the priesthood that 

Thomas Paine weighed and found wanting. Were 
it not for the calumnies of his Christian detractors, 
little would be asked concerning his personal affalrs, 
but millions hav been instructed by his writings, 
infused with his love of liberty, and ennobled by 
his passionate devotion to her service. 

Paine's time demanded antagonists as well as 
philosophers, as all times do, and it would be no 
discredit to the author of the " Rights of Man " 
had he been more antagonistic than he was and less 
philosopher than his works prove him to hav been, 
but he was philosopher enough to accept from 
others or to formulate for himself the principles 
which are to-day the sheet anchor of hope for the 
nations of the earth. And he had the virile man
hood to enter the lists and do valiant and success
ful battle for what he held to be true and right. 
There is no particular call for " sweet reasonable
ness " when protesting against the persecution of 
men for opinion's sake, or denouncing the religious 
system which requires us to say that we believe that 
a being of infinit mercy and justice ordered the 
horrible slaughter of the Amalekites and Midian
ites. It would not be strange if there were some 
of " the dross and clay of passion " in the style of 
one who labored to uproot a creed which teaches that 
for the mistake of an ignorant savage uncountable 
quintillions of his innocent descendents will burn 
forever in the fires of hel}. Physical violence is in
deed often disastrous, but moral earnestness is not 
necessarily violence, and oftentimes men's emotion 
must be aroused as well as their intellects enlight
ened. Ridicule and contempt may be shallow, but 
since Voltaire did his mighty work in France really 
thoughtful Freethinkers hav been very chary in 
their condemnation of ridicule as a weapon against 
credulity, bigotry, and cruelty. It has its place, 
apd an important place, in the propaganda of Lib
eralism. It may be true that the sco:fter is "rarely 
profound," but Mr. Mangasarian should not forget 
that while both Voltaire and Paine were scoffers, as 
he defines the scoffer, they were also both eager, as 
he is, to maintain the existence of a god. If doubt 
and denial do kill the disease, common sense would 
be tempted to say that the patient is saved. It 
would seem to be self-eviden~ that doubt and denial 
must rest on an affirmation, an affirmation which 
takes the place of the assumed affirmation doubted 
or denied. 

Yes, "it is sympathy that sees," and Paine sym
pathized with the agonized victims of priests and 
kings, and sympathizing he was enabled to see much 
of the truth concerning human relations. He had 
learned to love his fellows and hence he understood 
their needs, but he never learned to love tyranny, 
and therefore he never learned to understand why 
it should be accepted as an abiding principle and 
practice. He hated the tyrannical act, but he did 
not hate the tyrant, as a man, for he realized that 
he also was the victim of circumstances, aRd so 
from motivs both of political policy and of mercy 
he voted against the death of Louis. Judged by 
Mr. Mangasarian's own tests the doubter and denier 
Paine could save the patient as well as kill the dis
ease. But he was overborne by the believers. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol
lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to 'as many di:fterent addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4.50. This book and THE TRUTH SliiEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. · 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We trust all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

We hope that all our friends will make a deter
mined effort to fill at least once that trial subscrip
tion blank on page 114. THE TRUTH SEEKER is sent 
for three months on trial for the small sum of fifty 
cents. This o:ft'er givs an excellent opportunity to 
introduce the paper into tens of thousands of 
homes and offices where Freethought literature has 
not often penetrated, if ever. Will you send us 
such a list! 

The World suggests that " the blue-law police 
judges who fine the keepers of billiard-rooms for 
breaking the Sabbath are merely playing at Puri
tanism. They are not as blue as they pretend to 
be, or as they will be when they come in range of 
the boot-toe of nineteenth-century public opinion." 
The long immunity of the Sabbath fanatics makes 
us just a little apprehensiv that communication be
tween the brain of civilization and the "boot-toe of 
nineteenth century public opinion " has been cut. 

There is a clergyman in Washington who is try
ing to imitate the English style of advertisment, 
where tradesmen announce that· they are "costar
mongers to her Majesty," or "cane-makers to his 
Highness the Prince of Wales." Rev. Adolas Allen 
sent a letter to Senator Call in regard to the lottery 
bill, and the Senator had it printed in the Record. 
'fhe letter closed in these words : 

"Go on, sir, and the Lord will bless you in your effort. 
" Respectfully, ADOLAS ALLEN, 

Pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, attended by 
the President and Mrs. Cleveland." 

Will we be deemed uncharitable if we suggest 
that it is possible that "Adolas" and "adolescent" 
spring from the same root ? 

This time it is a preacher who has fallen into the 
meshes of the postal law. Rev.· Frank L. Chardon 
of the Presbyterian church at Leroy, IlL, was in the 
habit of procuring annual, round-trip, and single
trip passes from all the railroads that he could 
work, and then, as L.A. Carpenter, offering them 
to the ticket brokers. In this industry he came 
under the observation of the postal authorities, and 
on Jan. 29 Inspector Stuart arrested him in Chi
cago. In his circular to brokers he said : 

"There is no cheaper way to get rates, and you can 
make $400 in twelve months, or double that on one P. 
If you bid $50 it secures the P. First come first served. 
Send in your bids." 

The letters were dated from Chicago, Columbus, 
Kansas City, Leroy, and other points. But to pre
vent fraud of this kind there is no necessity for 
meddling with the mails, and fraud is not one of 
the crimes which the federal government can con
stitutionally ferret· out and punish. 

We are pleased to see that there are now appear
ing in the newspapers a considerable number of 
letters which giv evidence that their writers are ac· 
quainted with the bed-rock principles of human 
justice. · One in the Herald of this city, dated at 
Knoxville, Tenn., is a tersely-writt~n, straightfor
ward, and conclusiv argument for the total divorce
ment of church and state, including the abrogation 
f)f all Sabbath laws. Another, in the 'World of Feb. 
15, pleads for rational divorce as against the eccle
siastical no-divorce-except-for-adultery system. The 
writer says that the question of divorce is no longer 
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abstract or theoretical; it is the practical one of 
justice between husbands and wives. If all Free
thinkers would make a point of writing to the news
papers when they see the need for vindicating the 
principles of liberty and justice, which are our 
principles, Freethought would soon be respected 
far more than it now is, and, consequently, its in
fluence for good would be vastly augmented. 

manners-she is so constituted that she is wholly 
unreceptiv thereto. Last Sunday, after playing the 
organ at St. George's Mission, she came out and had 
one poor man locked up for selling socks from a 
push-cart, another for selling furniture in his store, 
and a woman for supplying her customers with 
chickens. When justice is thus made the plaything 
of such small-caliber creatures it is very certain 
that Americans hav very little of which they can 

The police of New York are busy these days in rightly be proud, for it must not be forgotten that 
arresting the violaters of our Puritan Sunday laws. the Rebecca Freams would be as harmless as the 
Among the fiendish criminals brought in on Sunday, other fossils which lie on the museum shelvs if it 
Feb. 10, was one man who sold meat,. another who were not for the law in whose shelter they carry on 
sold a linen collar, and two others who sold ear· their thieving of the paople's time, property, and 
muffs to policemen. Touching these .last the World liberty. The shame of it all is New York's and 
sarcastically observes: "Now that the government. America's. Down with the infamous Sunday laws. 
of the great state of New York has brought its 
power to bear for the punishment of a wretch who 
was detected in the heinous crime of selling ear
muffs on Sunday, with the thermometer at zero, 
word . ought to be got to Cotton Mather that the 
millennium is coming at last in what was once Stuy
vesant's ungodly village." Several more billiard 
rooms hav been raided, and Mr. Slosson, of whose 
arrest we told last week, was fined ten dollars. 
Evidently the justices are not very much in sympa
thy with the contemptible crusade or the law which 
alone makes the persecution possible. But the city 
is under the feet of the preachers and the societies 
of o:ffensivly Christian women, who make a noise in 
inverse ratio to their numbers as compared with the 
numbers of the people who want the miserable 
Sunday laws repealed or greatly modified, and so it 
is a very difficult task to make any impres!liop on 
the rural legislators at Albany, who are still more 
under the clerical and Christian women influence 
than are our city officials. 

Our friend E. 0. Roscoe, of Brooklyn, sends us a 
letter written by the assemblyman from his district 
in reply to one of Mr. Roscoe's, in which the repre
sentativ of Queens (Eugene B. Vacheron) says: 

"Yours of the 13th inst. duly received and contents 
noted, and I may add that I fully eoncnr with yon in the 
matter of all restrictions being abolished relativ to the 
:first day of the week, and my vote will be so recorded if 
I hav that opportunity." · 

This is good, and we hope that other readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER will follow the example of Mr. 
Roscoe and get their Assemblymen and Senators to 
declare their position. A few determined and well
posted· champions of the Free Sunday can do a 
great deal in the legislature. What is first wanted 
in every reform is an intelligent and fearless leader. 
Let us hope that Mr. Vacheron is the right man in 
the right place. Since our last acknowledgment 
we hav r~ceived for the Sunday law fight the sums 
specified here: W. T. Galloway, 50 cents; Eliza W. 
Haines, $1.25 ; W. F. Davis, $1 ; W. H. H. Steb
bins, $1; Charles Wolsfeld, $1. We hope that 
after our readers hav carefully considered the state
ments made on the first editorial page this week 
they will come to our assistance still more freely 
and generously. There is very much to do and it 
cannot be done without the means to pay expenses. 
In addition to the sums acknowledged elsewhere 
we hav received for the Fleckten contest in Minne
sota $1 from Erwin Auffurth and $1 from Eliza W. 
Haines. 

Among the superfluous inhabitants of thts city is 
a Miss Rebecca Fream, who livs over on the East 
side and makes herself an intolerable nuisance to 
the poor people of that district who find them
selva under the necessity of trying to add a little to 
their scanty revenues by pursuing their humble vo
cations on the first day of the week, otherwise 
known as the priest's collection day. She also tor
ments the boys who play marbles and craps in the 
streets. Every Sunday she is out on her meddling 
mission frightening the push cart peddlers here, 
grabbi;g the stakes of the boys there, and securing 
the arrest of the small shop keepers in some other 
place. She is never happy except when she is mak
ing better people miserable. Occasion!).lly some of 
her victims snowball her, but she is impervious to 
all argument, even that of her own kind, physical 
force. It seems to be impossible to teach her good 

The Freethought Letter Writing Corps will this 
week write to the New York Press. That paper, 
replying in a recent issue to a correspondent, says 
that while the inculcation of morality was not en
tirely lacking in the religions of India and China, 
Greece and Rome, "Christianity, however, sur
passes them all, for, unlike these ancient faiths, its 
keynote was not self-righteousness, but helpfulness 
to others. It taught that the highest religion con
sisted in the service of humanity." How it taught 
the beauty of help to others and of service to 
humanity is illustrated in these resolutions adopted 
in 1860 by the American Presbyterian Assembly : 

"To the Ohnrch of Ohrist throughout the world slavery 
is no new thing. It has not only existed for ages in the 
world, but it has existed under every dispensation of the 
covenant of grace in the church of God. Indeed, the 
first organization of the church as a visible society, sepa
rate and diBtinct from the unbelieving world, was inaugu
rated in the family of a slaveholder. Slavery again re
appears under the law. God sanctions it in the first table 
of the Decalogn!), and Moses treats it as an institution to 
be regulated, not abolished ; legitimated, not condemned. 
We come down to the New Testament, and we find it 
again in the churches founded by the Apostles under the 
plenary inspi:tation of the Holy Ghost. 

'' Moses and the Apastles alike sanctioned slavery.- We 
cannot prosecute the argument in detail, but we have 
said enough, we think, to vindicate the position of the 
church. We have assumed no new attitude. We stand 
where the Ohnrch of God always has stood, from Abra
ham to Moses, from Moses to Ohrist, from Ohrist to the 
Reformers, and from the Reformers to ourselvs. We 
stand upon the foundation of the prophets and the 
apostles, J esns Ohrist himself being the corner stone. 
Shall the finger of scorn be pointed at ns and our names 
be cast out as evil, because we utterly refuse to break 
communion with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, with 
Moses, David and Isaiah, with apostles and prophets and 
martyrs, with all the noble army of confessors who have 
gone to glory from a slaveholding country and. a slave
holding chnrch?" 

Many other ways in which Christianity revealed 
its love for. humanity will readily suggest them
selves to the intelligent members of the Corps. 

The Methodist Preachers' Association recently 
adopted resolutions and presented them to Mayor 
Strong, declaring that 

" The legalizing of the liquor traffi(} on any pal't of the 
Lord's day, either by a direct vote of the legislature or 
by giving the large cities an option eo to do by a majority 
vote, would be a violation of the laws of God and of the 
principles and statutes which hav marked our nation's 
history, and that such course would bring untold evils 
upon the city, the state, and the nation." 

Upon this the Evening Post pertinently remarks 
that the "great principle which has 'marked our 
nation's history' is the principle that the majority 
shall rule," and that therefore the contention of the 
ministers that to giv the cities " an option by a ma
jority vote" to determin in what way they shall be 
governed would be a flagrant outrage, is absurd. 
The paper continues: "The absurdity of their po
sition can be made clear even to them by turning 
the case around. Suppose that a state law to-day 
authorized open saloons on Sunday, that a majority 
wanted to close them, and that the legislP.ture re
fused to' giv them an option so to do by a majority 
vote.' What an outrage the Methodist Preachers' 
Association would consider such a denial of the 
right of the majority to rule I But it is just as 
great an outrage to deny this fundamental right of 
the majority when the majority is on the other side." 
The current is setting in the direction of the self
government of cities in so far as the liquor traffic 

on Sunday is concerned. But this is only a make
shift ; we demand that all forms of business and 
recreation be as free from priestly trammels on 
Sunday as on other days. To the extent that local 
autonomy will help attain this very much needed 
end, well and good, but it must not be forgotten 
that the individual has certain reserved rights that 
no majority, local, state, or national, can tra-nple 
upon with impunity, Among these is the inalien
able right to make such use of Sund:1y as he sees fit, 
always provided (logical minds do not require this 
last clause) that he invades not the like freedom of 
others. 

The Independent says that our cartoons often 
express far more than they were intended to do. Of 
one of the latest, representing the mastiff of Free
thought guarding the entrance to the Temple ef 
Liberty, in which sits the goddess holding the 
shield of the Constitution, while without, kept at 
bay by Freethought, are such " smaller specimens 
of the same species" as the W. C. T. U., the Na
tional Reform Association, the Sabbath Union, and 
Catholicism, it observes: 

" The real lesson is, if Freethonght were predominant, 
there would be no toleratien for the church, or temper
ance, or Sabbath, or other reforms. In other words, 
'Freethonght' is not free thought at all, not a noble 
mastiff, but is of the genus Lupus. There is no freer 
thought iii the world than Christian thought, and there 
is no liberty so broad and aompreheneiv as that which 
obtains in Ohri11,tian nations. It allows the same freedom 
to unbelief ·as to belief, while aggressiv unbelief would 
play the dog in the manger." 

The Independent well knows that the meaning 
of the cartoon was that the principle of Free
thought, the affirmation of the rightfulness of the 
separation of state and church, is all that stands 
between the various reactionary forces of the Chris
tian church and the Constitution of the nation, 
which those reactionary forces are striving to rend 
and destroy. It knows that we would leave the 
church absolutely free to continue her work of 
evangelization, but that we demand that she shall 
prosecute that work at ,her own cost, and it itself 
agrees with us, so far as the taxation of church 
property is concerned. It knows that we would 
not place the slightest obstruction in the way of 
temperance, but that we earnestly protest against 
the prostitution of the cause of temperance for the 
benefit of the church and the strengthening of in
vasiv Sabbatarianism. It knows that we would in
terfere with no man who chooses to abstain from 
labor and participation in amusements on Sunday,· 
but that we demand the opportunity for every in
habitant of the state to choose his own time for 
work and recreation, subject only to the conditions 
which the concessions made freely by himself and 
his fellows for convenience' sake impose upon him 
and them. It knows that it is not true that '' there 
is no freer thought in the world than Christian 
thought," for it knows that the Christian is afraid 
to think freely for fear of his god and the devil and 
hell. That is, the real Christian-we are not talk
ing of the multitudes of rationalists who call them
selva Christians for variouu reasons, the most of 
which reasons are not creditable to them as men 
and women. It knows that it is not true that 
" there is no liberty so broad and comprehensiv as 
that which obtains in Christian nations," for it 
knows that in the ratio that a nation is actually 
Christian it is narrow and exclusiv, and that the 
same was true as regards the Christian nations of 
past ages. It knows that Christianity does not, 
when it possesses the power to deny it, allow "the' 
same freedom to unbelief as to belief." And finally, 
it knows that there is no evidence that " aggressiv 
unbelief would play the dog-in-the-manger," for 
there is scarcely a trace of aggressiv unbelief, in 
the sense that it would aggress upon the equal 
rights of the Christian. Practically all unbelievers 
demand only that the believer in supernaturalism 
shall cease to enjoy special privileges. 

THE · Fellowship for Ethical Research meets W ednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Ohestnnt street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
bership. Biscnssions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members, 
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A Pions Congressman Twice Answered. 
To HoN. ELIJAH A. MoRsE, of Massachusetts, .My 

.Dear Sir: After reading in the Washington Post, 
of J anua.ry 15th, a part of the sermon or lecture 
delivered by you on the evening of the 14th, in the 
Eastern Presbyterian church of Washington, I 
could not refrain from answering the statements 
your are reported to ha.v made, wishing it to be well 
understood that I ha.v no fears regarding Mr. In
gersoll's ability to defend himself and his position 
without my aid, but at the same time I deem it im
perativ that the "Infidels" of this country and of 
other countries as well stand firm for truth. "If 
the Bible pertains to anything it pertains to the 
concerns of the soul. Concerns which outweigh the 
concerns of time as eternity is longer than time, 
hence it is a. matter of great consequence that we 
come to study this book with a teachable spirit, 
and with a desire to know the truth." "If the 
Bible pertains to anything it pertains to the soul!" 
Will you, sir, please tell me where in all the Bible 
proper, the Old Testament, can be found one line 
wherein is claimed for the soul a. future state of ex
istence as Christians of to-day use the word! Not 
in one single place can it be found, not once hav 
there been promises made of a city celestial and life 
eternal, where the souls of men willliv forever and 
sing praises before the throne of God. When you 
run over the references where the word soul is 
used in the Bible proper you will find that nearly 
every one of them refers you to some passage in 
the New Testament, which is itself a book added to 
the Bible within the last few centuries. Trace the 
word soul back and you will find that it did not 
mean something to liv eternally, as we now under
stand it. Some authors claim it to hav meant life, 
others mind, as pertaining to thought. Now, Mr. 
Morse, we see in our insane asylums demented and 
idiotic ones whose minds are entirely gone, their 
lives a. total blank, thus proving from a Christian 
standpoint that many are born here without a. soul 
and many more lose their souls and yet remain 
alive, and some reach great age. What disposition 
will God make of these blanks-these soulless 
ones! You know, Mr. Morse, that God is no re
specter of persons ; then how could he create men 
with great souls like yours and Ingersoll's, and at 
the same time create so many soulless ones after 
making mansions and telling us to pray for an en
trance thereinto! You know ~hat the soul, life, or 
mind, is that which will make that entrance. "If 
the Bible pertains to anything it pertains to the 
concerns of the soul.'' 'rhe Bible proper is a. vast 
record of bloody battles, and villainous murders, 
yet in no instance do we find records to prove that 
requiems were sung for the repose in the future 
life of the souls of the butchered victims. No, 
prayer only for aid to kill instead of being killed. 
Women had no souls until a very late date; not, in 
fact, until the seventh century was it admitted by 
those wise saints and Christian fathers that the 
laws· of the Bible pertained to the female except as 
an appendix to man. She had no soul before then, 
and even at this date there is in Russia a religion 
which teaches the same. Yet woman came under 
church laws and priestly tyranny just as strictly as 
if she had an immortal soul. Now, Mr. Morse, 
what became of all those half· souled people who 
lived before the seventh century T In fact, may I 
inquire how a soulless mother could produce male 
children with souls and female children without 
souls T 

"Concerns which outweigh the concerns of time 
as eternity is longer than time, hence it is a matter 
of great consequence that we come to study this 
book with a teachable spirit and with a desire to 
know the. truth." Accepting this as correct, do you 
remember, sir, that from the fifth century until the 
close of the fifteenth century the Bible as scripture 
was a forbidden book; that a Comstock law was 
in existence then which prohibited the reading or 
studying of it, and that a. bill was introduced in Par
liament closing to the laity that volume which you 
say teaches the separation of time from eternity 1 
May I ask what will or has become of the souls of 
those men who knew of your book only as they 
were taught that they were liable to be struck dead 
if they touched it? 

You tell us, sir, to come with a teachable spirit. 
It is well you did not advise your hearers to come 
with an inquiring spirit, for I never yet hav seen 
the person who could withstand the doubt and un
belief that enter his mind when reading the Bible 
in a spirit of inquiry. Sir, you struck the key note 
-keep the people teachable on lines of religion, of 
Christianity, and you keep them from progress, 
from mental freedom, and from knowledge. 

What do you mean by "time and eternity"! This 
earth has been here for millions of years. Men 
lived and died as far back as we hav records. I 
suppose their time ceased and their eternity began 

when they died, yet to all the rest of us their eter
nity is just time! Or hav their souls remained all 
these years in a state of suRpended duration, wait
ing for eternity to begin! You cannot to save your 
life define the word eternity without using the word 
time or some of its svnonyms. Why the distinction, 
since there is no difference! 

"Mr. Ingersoll wants to know who was Cain's 
wife, or who was Melchisedec's fathAr." These 
questions, though unanswerable, are trifling. Why 
bother the brain over them? What I want to know 
is, Who made God T Who was his companion? for 
there were at least two gods, since he said, " Let 
us make man in our own image." We are also told 
that God made all thbgs-" without him was not 
any thing made that was made." Then surely he 
was his own creator. Talmage once said that he 
created this world out of his omnipotence. Prob~ 
ably you can tell us whether or not he made himself 
out of the same raw material. If he did, who or 
what created omnipotence! 

" He wants to know forty thousand senseless ques
tions that are of no earthly concern whatever." I dis
agree with you there, for one question that Inger
soll asks is certainly of earthly use, namely, " What 
pleasure or what consolation can possibly be afford
ed priests by preaching eternal damnation for a. 
human soul" Can you tell wherein lies the pleas
ure! Now, Mr. Morse, suppose I ask this question, 
"What shall I do to gain eternal life!" and suppose 
you answer, " Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and 
thou shalt be saved." Then suppose further that I 
hav been a student of nature's laws, and I refuse; 
I cannot believe the story of the miraculous con
ception of Christ. And suppose, again, that I hav 
been a student of history, and refuse to accept the 
story of the New Testament, knowing t.hat there. 
are no records of any kind whatever of Christ until 
nearly two hundred years after his death. In that 
contingency, what am I to do about inheriting eter
nal life T 

You quote this from the Bible: " He that believ
eth on me, though he were dead, yet shall he liv." 
Allow me also to quote some from your book: 

For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth 
beasts ; even one thing befalleth them : as the one dietl> 
so dieth the other; yea, thev hav all one breath; so that 
a man hath no preeminence above a beast · for all is van
itv. .All goo unto one place. all are of th~ dust and all 
turn to dust again. Who knoweth the spirit of ~an that 
goeth upward, and the spirit of beast that g-oeth down
ward to the earth? (Eccl. iii, 19-21). For to him that is 
joined to all the living there is hope; for a living dog is 
b!3tter than a dead lion. For the living know t.hat they shall 
dte ; but the dead know not anything, neither hav they 
any more a reward; for the memory nf them is forgotten. 
Ala? their lo~e, and their hatred, and their envy is now 
perished; neither hav they any more a portion forever in 
anything that is done under the sun (ix, 4-6). 

Besides these there is that passage where we find 
that if a. tree falls to the north or to the south, there 
it shall lie. 

" Mr. Ingersoll says there are three hundred con
tradictions in this book." Yes, sir, there are nearly 
if not quite one thousand perfectly plain, fla.t con
tradictions in your Bible, your word of God; and 
not only is it replete with self-contradictions, but 
that learned English divine, Dr. John Mills, who 
made the Bible a study for thirty years, boldly 
asserted that he had found more than eighty thou
sa_nd di~erent ways of reading that book. Can you 
shll claim, then, that this relic of barbarism, igno
rance, and superstition, which can be read and 
understood eighty thousand different ways, is the 
inspired work of divinity, and that it is infallible 
and the only hope we hav of the life beyond T Yon 
claim that the book is all right if rightly understood, 
yet we are taught in it "that wayfaring meil, though 
fools, shall not err therein." Now, which of the!!e 
eighty thousand readings is right, and who has 
erred T 

"While he was on his way to deliver his last blas
phemous lecture in this city, there was an average 
of two churches a day built in this country." Yes, 
and on an average two million persons went hungry, 
or hunger, debt, and destitution stared them in the 
face.. A queer God you hav. How can you expect 
sensible people, educated people, with a spark of 
humanity in them, to bow on naked knees on cold 
and costly stones, and kiss the richly carved altars 
of. ~od's own temple, w~ile the wolf of hunger is 
drivmg them on to despair or theft, suicide or mur
der! Answer, thou Representativ of the People! 

" Ingersoll is as powerless to stop the progress 
of_ the gospel as a chipping squirrel sitting on a 
r~Ilroa.d track would be to stop the Chicago light
mug express, or as a bobolink, sitting on the fence, 
to stop the rising sun." Ingersoll is not the stop
ping power, Mr. Morse; he is merely a man endowed 
~ith a spirit of investigation, and grand and fearless 
m ownmg and expressing his belief respecting 
religion. The power which is Rtopping the gospel 
is thought-education, progress, and science. T!lis 

is the force which cannot be stopped-not now ; 
though the time was when you Christians hindered 
it. That time is past ; you, with nil your gods and 
Christs, priests and churches, stand merely as stum
bling-blocks in the path of progress. 

"And I say, God pity the man who dashes him
self against the bosses of Jehovah's buckler." Mr. 
Morse, you seem to forget that some power, call it 
progress, science, or Ingersoll, has compelled men 
to spend thousands of dollars within the last two 
decades in get.ting out a new version of the Bible 
that will keep pace with thought. You seem to 
forget that that bigoted, tyrannical body of fanat
ical zealots, called the Presbyterian church, has b~'~en 
driven within the last three years into changing it.s 
" scheme of salvation." What has done this T 
Progress, sir1 and neither you nor your God can 
stop its wheels. 

'' Mr. Ingersoll says that the Bible is a bad book, 
and it is not fit to be read in the family." Anyhow, 
friend, here in Kansas a man was recently arrested 
~nd is still under bonds, awaiting trial, for s~>nding 
JUSt one verse of your pure book through the mails. 
This is J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan. I hav in 
my library a book of 169 pages, " The Holy Bible 
(Abridged)," compiled from King James's transla
tion, which is just a collection of the vulgar and 
obscene verses of your book, and I often wonder 
why we never see any of this part of the Bible on 
the Sunday-school Bible lesson leaves ! If the 
book is so pure, why garble it ! 

" Mr. Ingersoll says that a religious life is a life 
of melancholy." Mr. Morse, I hav known several 
and hav heard of hundreds more who hav gone in
sane over the fear that they might innocently and 
ignorantly commit the sin against the Holy Ghost, 
for which, you know, there is no forgivness. Others 
hav gone crazy over the thought that. they might 
gai.n life eternal and their beloved companions or 
darling children might be cast into hell fire. · 

" Of all the cheerful, happy men who walk the 
face of the earth is the man whose sins are forgiven 
and whose peace is made with God." Mr. Morse, 
you never saw a really cheerful, happy, contented 
person who was a stanch Christian. How can a. 
person be happy and contented knowing that mill
ions are being swept into hell every day T No, sir; 
a. Christian is one who prays continually for the re
mission of sins. Why, the world is full of sins, and 
a. true Christian is always crying over them, "for 
each sin demands a. tear," you know. Christianity, 
happine~as, and sin, are three things which cannot 
exist together. 

" Mr. Ingersoll is reported to hav asked, 'How do 
you know that there is such a god as the God of 
the Bible!' " My little five-year old boy, Wendell 
Phillips, puts it in this way: "Mamma, if there is a 
God, why doesn't he come down and show himself! 
-then we would believe." You say, ''We might 
ask Ingersoll if he has seen his own brains" Nuw, 
Mr. Morse, candidly, this is the weakest point you 
hav tried to make. ·I certainly know that there is 
such a person as Queen Victo,.ia, yet I never saw 
her. Thousands of human bodies ha.v been dissected 
and though there is a difference of quality and.of 
quantity, yet the possession of brains by every ver
tebrated animal is a fact established by universal 
observation and experience. Ingersoll therefore has 
conclusiv evidence that his brain exists, although he 
has not seen it; but in no authentic records do we 
learn that anyone has seen God. Not in all the 
cycles, among all the innumerable millions of peo
ple who hav inhabited this globe, has even one seen 
God or seen anyone else who had. Nor has anyone 
seen his handiwork except as they hav called Nature 
such. Then why not study Nature, and cease to 
worship a. myth which ignorance and superstition 
hav placed behind itT Yours for truth, 

ETTA. SEMPLE, 
Pres. Kansas Freethought Association. 

Ottawa, Kan. 

AN AUDITOR's BEMA.B:S:S. 
A short time ago I listened to an address by the 

Hon. Elijah A. Morse, M.C., at the Eastern Presby
terian church in this city on the subJeCt, " Chris
tianity vs. Infidelity." 

A.s a lover of Freethought and truth, and as a. 
believer in the exercise of reason and common 
sense, I feel constrained to reply to this address· 
and as the pulpit is deemed too s~cred a place fo; 
an Infidel to occupy while expressing his hon6lst 
convictions, I shall offer my reply through THE 
TRUTH SEEXER. 

The gentleman's remarks only again exemplify 
sc;>me o! the moder~ Christian ideas of religious 
discusswn. The obJects· and ends of his speech 
may be summed up as follows: First, to prove the 
gen?inness of the Christian . religion by citing the 
testimony of men who hav lived and died believing 
in its teachin~s ; second, to show that Infidelity is 
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premeditated, and that all Infidels are fools, led by 
Bob Ingersoll, the great Infidel fool paramount. 

He revived the death-bed storv of Daniel Web
eter, who seems to be a standing witness and 
referee in all controversies over the validity of 
Christianity ; and also introduced the testimony of 
other men, . great and small, who had lived and 
died in the Christian faith 1 and this alone was his 
proof of !ts g'ethiin:fies!l 1te urges that this is 
su:tncient evide:fice to cot1vit1ce any sensible man, 
IUI.d desigtiates as fools all who, after hearing of such 
i'etiownedconfession!i, are stubborti enough to doubt. 

Proba.bly Mr. Morse forgets that every other re
iigious faith is provided with ari abundance. of the 
same kind of testimony as to its vaiidity. . 1te for
gets that the savage Indian, although he has never 
read of the flood, or the "feast of the passover," 
and knows nothing whatever of the atonement, dies 
with as bright a hope of reaching the happy hunt
ing ground as Daniel WebstAr had of heaven. He 
has forgotten that the Jews wrote the Bible he 
adores, and produced the Christ he defends ; yet 
they denounce as a blasphemous lie the divinity of 
Jesus of Nazareth. Is it possible that the Bible is 
~he only correct and truthful story the Jews ev.er 
wfdtet Am t obtiged to believe it becll.ttFe Daniel 
Webster did 1 Does the mete believing a story 
make it true T If so, what shall f do abottt Mo
hammedanism T People believe that. What about 
Catholicism T That is only Another form of recog 
nizing and worshiping Mr. Morse's messiah, yet he 
does not recommend or approve of it, even though 
some of the greatest men hav testified to its validity 
in the hour of death. He lays down a general rule, 
which he declares sufficient to convince any sensible 
person, yet when this rule is applied to anything 
besides faith in Jesus Ohrist1 he positivly refuses to 
recognize it. . . 

lf the testimony of men who believe in a theory 
is to be accepted as conclusiv proof of its correct
ness, then evefy religion that has ever been advo
cated by any nation or tongue is as well establish~d 
as Christianity ; and if we accept one as genum 
upon such testimony, we are bound to acc?pt all. 

What a misfortune that Mr. Ingersoll IS such a 
fool! What a pity that the God of Abraham, 
lsaac, Jacob, Moses, and Mr. Morse did not endow 
the Colonel with brains like those of Christian 
folks! brains capable of absorbing the most palpa
ble absurdities without asking a question 1 Why 
was he not gifted with a mind strong enough to 
harmonize with clear and easy reconciliation, all the 
obvious in~onsistencies and manifest incongruities, 
as well as the three hundred and over positiv con
tradictions found in holy writ; with an intellect 
able to c;nceive of inconsistency as a virtue, dis
cordance as a tower of strength, incongruity as cor
tobora.tion, and contradiction as the noblest work of 
an intl.nit God ! lt is remarkably strange that such 
a " fool" has been permitted to run u.t large so long. 

But why do Mr. Morse and his millions of Chris
tian fellows so envy the eloquence and intellectu~l 
superiority of Mr. Ingersoll T Why do. they hesi• 
tate to giv him either justice or a hearmg! . W~y 
do t.hey seek so diligently to fiD:d even. a flaw m h1s 
noble and spotless character, with which as a wea
pon they might strike reason and common ~ense 
another blow T Why, instead of these tutll at
tempts to injure the reputation of Mr. Ing~rs?ll, 
do they not pray for hi.m t? become a Christtan 
minister and thereby brmg mto the field at least 
one mad who will use argument instead of dogma, 
reason instead of miracle, and candor instead of 
cowardly innuendo 1 

Congress should make such an accusation. Surely 
nothing could hav occurred in his own upright pub
lic life that would lead his mind to entertain this 
suspicion l He says : "Mr. Ingersoll is as power
less to check the progress of Christianity as a 
squirrel on a railroao tmck is to stop the Chicago 
lightning express 1 or a bobolink, sitting on the 
fence, to prevent the sun from rising." rhis may 
be true, but if so, bow do you account for the 
progress of Infidelity 1 It is gaining ground every 
day and every hour. Every glad moment some 
gloomy, despondent Christian mind is penetrated 
and illumined by the irresistible light of reason. 
Every moment some sad heart, burdened by Chris
tian dogmas and theolo!!'ical absurdities, is being 
reached and relie-ved by the acceptance of common 
sense. Everywhere and at all times mental ac
tivity and free thought are taking the place of 
misery and long· suffering for Christ's sake. Infidel 
papers and Infidel books are read all over the land 
by the countless thousande of good people who 
once believed in Jesus Christ, but who now prefer 
common sense to orthodoxy, and would sell their 
interest in the child-of Bethlehem at a considerable 
discount. I might add here also that Mr. Morse, 
with all the ministers of the gospel, and the combined 
priesthood, are likewise as powerless to check the 
progress of free thought and reason and the intel
ligent exercise of common sense (which lead directly 
to Infidelity) as a crippled ground-mouse would be 
to reverse the Niagara Falls or a New Jersey 
musketo to alter the laws of gravitation. Besides, 
his attempt to belittle Colonel Ingersoll is as futil 
Bnd cowardly as his efforts hav been to support 
Christianity. He might as well employ his time 
throwing feathers against a brick wall. Why does 
he stand up in the pulpit and openly denounce all 
persons as fools simply because they do not J;>elieve 
in Jesus Christ? If I am a fool, he shows his God 
very little respect in ridiculing his handiwork by 
telling people so publicly. It is certainly no com
pliment to God as an author to be told so often 
that his works are imbecil. If God is as sensitiv 
to such insinuations as he is to being disbelieved, 
or to the rejection of his son Jesus, or e.ven the 
mocking of his bald-headed prophet Ehsha. by 
some little children, he will make it warm for 
Brother Morse some day. 

A fool is rather to be '(litied than denounced, and 
I should judge that a God would expe~ence con
siderable humiliation on a public day to hear one of 
his chosen flock charging from the pulpit that a 
certain man was a fool, when probably the almighty 
had expended all his ingenuity on that fellow, even 
hoping to make of him a member of Congres~ ~r a 
minister of the gospel. We are taught that Idwts 
are already saved; that they alone are sav~d wit~
out faith in Jesus. How enviable, then, IS their 
condition! The next grade, I suppose, are those 
who are saved by faith. 

Mr. Morse closed his discussion in the usual way 
by branding as a fool, and on a sure road to hell, 
everyone who would not giv his adherence to the 
man who said "Believe in me and you shall hav 
everlasting life." He attacked with much bitter
ness the consolation offered by Mr. Ingersoll at the 
grave of his brother. What kind of consolation 
would Mr. Morse giv at the grave of a . man who 
did not believe, or even a man who behaved, but 
had neglected the means of grace,. or at the grave 
of a Hindoo, or a Roman Catholic T How sweet 
would be annihilation compared to such consola
tion as he would offer! 

The speaker gave an unfailing cure for Infidelity, 
and I hav copied the recipe for use in my own case. 
It is as follows : to wit, "Read the Bible with a 
prayerful heart and a sineere desire to understand 
its teachings." He woul? better hav said, "~ay it 
away, don't think about It, don't talk about. It, be
lieve it. Ignoran<Je is far better than educa.ti?n, for 
the ignorant believe without .thinking and w1~h?ut 
comprehending or understandmg. They are wilhng 
to accept as t~ue the. ~~s~ unr~asonable ~tat.ements 
and obvious Impossibilities without hesitatwn, ex
planation or proof." These are the kind of people 
that Mr. 'Morse calls "smart;" but those who ask 
questions exercise reason and judgment, and finally 
doubt and produce irresistible and unanswerable 
argu~ent against Christianity, are, in his judgment, 
"fools." M. 0. WINFREY. 

Washington, IJ. C. 

Mr. Morse denies the charge of Mr. Ingersoll 
that the Bible is an immoral book.. He ans~ers 
this charge by asking, " Did readmg the Bible 
make your father a bad man T Did re~ding . t~e 
Bible make your mother a bad woman ? .T~Is IS 
his argument. Is it not thorough and convinmn~ T 
The worst criminals of modern ages hav been Chris
tians, and the most monstrous ~rimes hav bee.n 
committed by the most zealous behevers. :r'b~re. IS 
nothing in the Bible, apart from the mora~ty. It In
cidentally teaches, to discourage the comm1ss~on of 
crime ; on the other hand, the proffer of f~r~vness 
places a premium upon it. Who fill. ou~ Ja~s and 
penitentiaries, and houses of prostitutiOn . As.k 
the criminal, and almost invariably he confesses his 
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. ~hat do we hear 
from the gallows T Songs of praise to J es~s. of 
Nazareth, from the lips of a crimiD:al. who~e viCtim, 
we are told by the Presbyterian mmister, IS a~ th~t Perhaps some of our readers hav not called the 
moment writhing in an everlasting hell! Isn t this attention of their friends to the fact that we make 

bl d d t · ' From the pearly gates the several excellent premium offers ~o both new a.nd 
a . ~sse . oc nn. h' . t' in hell'! With due old subscribers, the most conspicuous of whi~h 
cnm!Dal willl~o;n se: b ~~.vwe;: of this creed I want is the proposition to send Putnam's splendid 
respect for a ones e Iev t Da~n such work "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," 
to stop. right here long enough 0 say, 1 which sells for $5, and THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 

a 'ifct~ I se charges that Mr. Ingersoll is lecturing year, for the sum of only $6.50. For further par
·1oo:· ~on~;; 1 am astonished that a member of ticnlars see page 114. 

Observations. 
I once predicted, and hav always been anxious to 

repeat the offense, that the first exploit of enfran
chised woman, clothed with authority to legislate, 
would be a vote for the parson. That was a miscue, 
for the facts are otherwise. The Hon. Mrs. Holly, 
of the Colorado legislature, who is the only honor
able lady I now call to mind, has introduced a bill 
for the taxation of church property. More power 
to her. It ia true that the honorable membress has 
caused the passage of a law raising the age of con
sent, which is objected to as likely to encourage 
girls to lie. but all must concede to women a supe
rior knowledge of the matter involved, as well as 
the right, if either sex possesses it, to enact appro
priate legislation. In view of the ll•ga.l and oth~r 
disabilities that man has imposed upon woman, It 
would only serve him with stern justice if she were 
to covenant with her sisters not to consent at all. 

Dispraise of the late encyclical of the pope of 
Rome, in which document that blase functionary 
hinted that the Catholic church. would appreciate 
an increase of patronage and favors from the local 
authorities, has set his hired men about the task of 
showing that he di<l not mean what he said. The 
first one of these to be heard from is the Very Rev. 
Augustus F. Hewit, sliperior-general of the Paulist 
Fathers. How a very reverend person differs in 
degree from one who is not very reverend, I am 
not prepared to say; neither do I care a damn, a.s 
the saying is; but·whatever his position, Mr. HeWit 
has attempted to deceive the people, and must be 
summoned to descend. 

Two weeks since I quoted some lines from the 
encyclical, in which the author of that documeni 
said that while the church in this country is free to 
liv and act without hindrance, b~;ing "unopposed 
by the Constitution and government of your na. 
tion, fettered by no hostil legislation., and protec~ed 
against violence by the common laws and. the Im
partiality of the tribunals," nevertheless "1t would 
be very erroneous to draw the conclusion th~t in 
America is to be sought the type of the most desirable 
status of the church, or that it would be universally 
lawful or expedient for state and church to be, as 
in America, dissevered and divorced." Such is the 
language of the pope. Now Mr. August~s F. 
Hewit, the very reverend person before mentwned, 
o:ff:ers the surmise that this 

Has been inserted, not as having a. bea.r~g upon Amer
ica., but in view of some other countr1es, to prevent 
would-be innovators on their order from a.pplymg the 
commendation given to the American system in view of 
the particular state of things in this republic to other na.· 
tions where it is diverse. 

Not very luminous writing, but I am under the 
necessity of reproducing his words in . order to 
quote them. They mean that the pope IS not, .as 
he says he is. dissatisfied with the state of affairs 
here but would not like to see church and state 
divo~ced in countries where they are now united. 

There is no warrant at all for putting Mr. Hewit's 
construction on tho language of the encyclical, for 
in a sentence immediately following what has here 
been quoted from it, his ·holiness s~ys tha~ t~e 
growth and prosperity of the church ID A~erwa IS 
to be attributed, not to the freedom she enJoys, but 
"By all means to the fecundity with which God has 
endowed her." And then he adds : 

She would bring forth more abundant fruits if, in ad
dition to liberty she enjoyed the favor of the laws and 
the patronage ol the public authority. 

This means one of two things-either that the 
pope is satisfied with the condition of the ch~rc~ in 
America and does not desire to see her brmgmg 
forth more abundant fruits than she is now produc
ing · or that he wishes her to be' more abundantly 
fruitful' and therefore would hav her enjoy "the 
favor of tbe laws and the patronage of the public 
authority." 

Let me rub it in a little deeper. The encyclical 
says: 

The church among you, unopposed by the Constitutio!J
and government of your nation, fettered by no hostil , 
legislation, protected against viol~nce by .the commC!n 
laws and the impartiality of the tr1buna.ls, 1s free to liv 
and act without hindrance. 

That is true, but does the pope say that it is sat
isfactory-that it is sufficient T He does not so say: 
He does not say that it is satisfactory or desirable 
in this country or elsewhere, but he does say : 

It would be very erroneous to draw the conclusion 
that in America is to be sought the type of the most 
desirable status of the church. 

And as to the sufficiency of what America grants 
to the church, does he acknowledge it 1 He does 
not. If he did, why should he throw out this 
feelerT-

But she would bring forth more abundant fruits if, in 
addition to liberty, she enjoyed th~ favor of the laws and 
the patronage of the public a.uthonty. 

One who is not very reverend, and therefore per~ 
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mitted to be candid, would surmise that if the Ian- 1 

guage addressed to the archbishops and bishops of 
America had been intended for the edification of 
those of other countries, it would hav been sent to 
them by a more direct route than by way of the 
brethren of the United States and through the me
dium of the English tongue. 

But when Mr. Hewit has finished surmising that 
the pope wants the separation of church and state 
maintained, he uses language which shows that he 
is himself of another opinion. Says he: 

It is un-American for the state to ally itself with the 
sect of the secularist. 

I can only with gentleness admonish Mr. Hewit 
that a state is a sect of secularists, so far as secu
larists can be sectarian. Whether the state allying 
itself to itself would be un-American is a matter in 
which a conclusion is not to be too hastily formed. 
"Un-American" is a term not universally under
standed of. the people, who only know that whom 
the demagogs would destroy they first call un-Amer
ican. 

When the church asks favors of the state, as when 
a " respectable female solicits the patronage of a 
gentleman of means," the object, I infer, is some 
sort of union. If the widowed spouse of Christ is 
looking for consolation outside of a legal union the 
act is altogether inconsistent with her professed 
code of morals. I think sh:e is intriguing for the 
nuptials. Any way, she gains nothing in respecta
bility by denying it while the present relations are 
maintained. 

When I was running a paper on the Pacific coast 
a contributor insisted on sending me poetry for 
publication. For a time I whipped it into shape 
and printed it, but finally I got tired and announced 
that if he did not cease sending me poems I would 
print one of them just as he wrote it. Thereupon 
he" dropped," and I hav not known him to write 
any poetry since. But the penalty wherewith I 
threatened him has fallen upon myself: Mr. H. L. 
Green, Editor of the Freethought Magazine, wrote 
me not long ago for a sketch of my checkered ca
reer out of which he"might get a biography to ac
company my picture in his :tnonthly publication. I 
accommodated him with a roughly written piece, 
and instead of rewriting it in his well-known terse 
and forceful style ;he reproduces my words without 
modification. I call that an inelegant thing to do, 
and inconsistent for a man who believes in a cen
sorship of the press. 

· News and Notes. 
I was delighted to meet Col. J. A. Zabriskie 

at Tucson, who is one of the finest orators of the 
West, and an enthusiastic reformer. He is thor
oughly acquainted with this great country; has 
traveled extensivly and occupied many official posi
tions, and has had superior advantages for the 
study of American life. Especially is he well posted 
regarding the language, customs, and tendencies 
of the Mexican people, and the work of their great 
leaders. Mexico is a truly wonderful country ; 
wonderful in its scenery, wonderful in its changing 
history, and wonderful in the triumph of Liberal 
ideas over the dark rule of the priesthood. In 
many respects Mexico is in advance of our own 
country in political movements ; although the 
church has still a terrible grip upon the masses; 
while the intelligent Mexican gentleman is a Free
thinker. Mexico has a brilliant career before it if 
men like Diaz can hold the sway. Colonel Zabris
kie has visited Mexico, mingled with its people 
widely and has written one of the best books on 
Mexico that I hav yet seen. It is full of informa
tion, given in a sparkling and vigorous manner. 
The Colonel is a keen observer, he looks with the 
eyes of science and is animated with the spirit of 
Freethought, and his facil pen has furnished a most 
interesting account of a beautiful land and a 
strange and varied people, over whom is the ro
mance of the immeasurable past and the dreams of 
a poetic future, jeweled with nature's richest prizes. 

Gen. Thomas F. Wilson is another of our promi
nent Freethinkers in Tucson who does not fear 
to stand by his colors. Isaac E. Crum, in Cali
fornia, Texas, and in Arizona, has always taken the 
brunt of the battle. In all three of these states he 
has been my fellow worker and aided materially in 
the success of the cause. Judge F. K. Miller, E. 
W. Smith, A. J. Davidson, J. -C. Etchells, Charles 
Etchells, are among the old-time comrades. I was 
pleased to meet Mr. James Hay, recently from Eng
land, where he was in the Secular ranks. He is now 
on the roll of THE TRUTH SEEXEB, with George 
Pusch, Carl Carlson, and others. An addition of 
over fifty names was made to the Freethought Feb
eration. The A. P. A. is working vigorously against 
the Catholic power, which in this community, com
posed so largely of the old Mexican element, is 
quite powerful, and a political battle is on hand. I 
am under obligations to Wm. Reid for the kindly 
use of his opera house, which was of great aid to 
our meetings. Among those on the list of member-

Mr. Green asks me four questione, as follows. ship are Jacob Schreck, C. Schumacher, Richard 
They touch upori a subject whereabout my interest Star, W. F. Dyer, W. C. Knox, Wm. Siewert, David 
has for the time relaxed, but since ignoring them Kennedy, W. F. Roth, B. F. Zabriskie, David L. 
might be deemed discourteous, I will reproduce Hughes, Alex. Ezekiels, Emanuel Drachman, and 
and answer them. Says he : M. R. Slater. If we can only keep together and 

1. Are you in favor of having the law against religious perfect the local organization a very radical work 
persecution, against rape, and against arson repealed? can be accomplished at Tucson. The predominance 

No, I am not. The commission of these crimes of the Catholic church is an incentiv to reform. 
invades the liberty of their victims. I would aug- The nesessity for eternal vigilance is seen. The 
ment the penalties for such outrages. His next is: church is doing what it can to destroy the public 

3. ·If the'' Comstock Law" was so amended, as Colonel school. The Jesuit emmisaries are activ. We see 
Ingersoll claims it should be, so that it could be used for much of that same insidious and treacherous power 
no purpose but to prevent real obscene matter passing which came so near destroying the liberties of 
through the mails, after such amendment, would you de- Mexl"co. The old Spanish monks came to Tucson sire to hav it repealed? 

Yes. 1 would not compromise with Comstock. almost immediately after the conquest by Cortez. 
Repeal his law and abolish him. A church over three hundred years old is near by. 

3. Are you in favor of allowing real obscene literature I understand that through the efforts of Senator 
to be sent through the United States mails? Teller of Colorado, one thousand dollars was appro-

! am not afraid to say yes to that. The meaning priated by Congress for the repairing of this church, 
of mail matter is not a question to be considered by and still all who enter the church are charged fifty 
the postman. cents admission by the priests, who of course 

4. Would you be in favor of having all laws repealed pocket these proceeds, at the same time they are 
by which innocent people sometimes sufler? If yes, then aided by the public treasury. This is a specimen 
would not that be equivalent to asking that there be no of the way priests and politicians play into each 
laws, as innocent people sometimes suffer under any law? other's hands and rob the people. 

That is not pertinent, but it may be answered However, Tuscon is getting to be quite Ameri-
thus : If on the whole the enforcement of a law canized. It is coming into line with the progress 
works greater hardship than its infraction, I would of the age. . The modern elegance mingles with its 
hav it repealed. The question between Mr Green ancient appearances and brick and marble take the 
and myself, I apprehend, is one of method. If his place of adobe. About ten thousand years ago this 
right hand offended him, he would cut it off. If country was evidently 11. garden, glittering with 
his neighbor offended him, he would lock him up. canals, and many colored fruits and :flowers and. I 
I, however, would first inquire whether the griev- do not see, with modern skill, why it cannot :flourish 
ance was a real or imagined one. I have never with the same adornments, and produce the same 
believed that my opinion about literature would be material wealth ; and lay the foundation of a high 
any nearer right if it was enforced by law. Admit- civilization. 
ting the evil of bad boo~s and bad pictures, I guess I leave Tucson in the middle of the night, and 
tha~ we sh~l~ be safer 1f we make ourselvs proof travel until the morning sun is aflame in the heav
agamst theum:fluence than we shall be if we depend -ens, when I arrive at Phcanix, the chief city of Ari
upon a la:w to suppress them. At least, we shall zona, which certainly fronts the future with golden 
know t~at m the obsel'!ance of a Jaw, we are not colors. I was pleased to meet Dr. Miller, who 
oppressmg anyone unJustly. Giv us more back- came from Prescott to join our forces here, and 
bone. Make us ~ore rob~st, and let us get out of who gave renewed spirit to our work, and so 
t.he cradle. Casting our sms on Jesus and fortify- Phrnnix has been a most successful point. I gave 
ing our weaknesses with laws are, in my judgment, two lectures and I think that about five· hundred 
equally unmanly.. My independence of Comstock people were present at each lecture, and they were 
as a moral nurse 1s hereby declared. enthusiastically in sympathy with the ideas pre-

GE:o. E. MAODONALD . ..;. sented. I feel that we hav had quite a brilliant 

culmination of our territorial campaign in these 
crowded meetings at the capital of the territory. 
Members of the legislature, now in session, were 
present. At the close of the lecture Thursday 
evening, the members of the Freethought Federa
tion organized. J. B. Lacy was chosen president, 
Joseph Bowyer, secretary, and J. H. W. Jensen, 
treasurer. These are stanch Freethinkers; Mr. 
Lacy is president of the city aas works company, 
and is a prominent citizen-Jensen is an old-timer, 
has been in Phcanix I think ever since its birth, and 
has always been at the front. Mr. Bowyer is a new 
man in our ranks at this point and is a determined 
worker. Among others at Pbcanix, is Joe Thalhiem
er, who furnished the Secular Pilgrim with plenty of 
good things. If any Freethinker ever strikes 
Phcanix he had better take quarters at the Central 
Hotel. Frank Wagner, on the roll of THE TRUTH 
SEEXEB, took me out to his ranch, and introduced 
me to his wife and children, who I guess will be 
Freethinkers as time rolls on. J. R. Cram also 
comes upon the list. J. B. Mullen is a neighbor of 
Jensen on the Gila river, and a soldier to the end of 
the campaign. R. N. Upton, James McNamara, 
John Lewis, John Hurley, Hans Herlich, and A. E. 
Pitkin are in the same company. I was glad to 
meet T. B. Weller, formerly of Colfax, Wash., 
Dettmer whom I first met at Dillon, Montana, 
and Tony Ferris, who was a contributor to the 
work at Tucson three years ago. Mrs. Hawley, 
Mrs. Rembert, and others of the ladies are not 
afraid to be allies of advanced thought. I like 
Phcanix and hope it will always remain as promis
ing as to-day. The population is constantly in
creasing, coming and going like the waves of the 
sea ; but Phcanix may boast of the finest climate on 
the globe. Salt River valley can be made one of 
the most fertil domains. Peach trees are already 
in bloom and oranges :flash their yellow splendors. 
The strawberries here are simply delicious, and 
make one wish to liv forever in this happy valley. 
Here is the nectar of the gods. The only trouble 
is that the softnass and luxuriance of the climate 
are ap.t to make the blood thin, and it needs occa
sionally an incursion from the Northern country to 
keep the blood :flowing and the mind at its best. 
And this is continually happening. The billows of 
immigration are perpetually :flashing at this central 
point. The Arizona Central railroad recently built 
by the indomitable energy of Frank Murphy, from 
Ash Fork to Prescott and on to Phcanix will open 
great avenues of trade, and advance the country to 
new prosperity. Arizona will present a marvellous 
change in the next decade, and I want the :flag of 
Freethought to :float over it with increased brill
iance. 

I am obliged to be aroused from my slumbers at 
3 o'clock Friday, February 8hh, in order to take 
the stage for the end of the railroad now only 
twenty miles distant. Dr. Miller and myself are 
comrades on this journey. We take the train at 8 
o'clock AM, and at 6 P.M. are in Prescott. We 
climb again into the snowy mountains and breathe 
the crisp air of winter in contrast to the summer
like beauty in which we reveled during the morning 
hours. On arrival at Prescott we hav a jolly sup
per at Dr. Miller's, and with our keen appetites try 
to demolish an enormous roast beef that would de
light the heart of a sturdy Englishmen. I then 
talre conveyance with Mr. J. K. Hall and his 
daughter for their home, about fifteen miles away. 
We hav a splendid drive through the effulgent 
moonlight, and the hills and valleys, as we sweep 
along, shine in changing luster. We arrive at our 
destination about midnight, and I sink with but 
little delay into a calm and peaceful slumber, and 
do not awake until about ten o'clock the next morn
ing. I rest all day long, and roam through realms 
of poetry and romance among the books of the 
varied library of Sharlot M. Hall, whose name is 
already known to many magazines for stories and 
poems and essays illustrativ of Arizona life. I en
joy the quiet of this out-of-the-way country home, 
where nature's wild and savage aspect mingles with 
scenes of beauty. In the evening we all pile into 
the big wagon-five of us-and go to the lonely 
school-house where about a baker's dozen meet us. 
There is no fire when we get to this temple of 
learning. We hav to unlock the gates, and then 
forage for wood. After a while the fire is blazing· 
and we get warmed up and I giv my lecture, and I 
put as much Freethought into a talk of an hour 
and a half as I could, for I knew that I should not 
hav another chance to speak in this school-house 
on the confines of civilization. I had a good audi
ence so far as it went, " fit though few," and I 
enjoyed this pioneer labor. The moon was shining 
brightly in an apparently unclouded sky when I be
gan, but when I finished the ground was white with 
snow, and it was driving furiously along. However, 
we fronted the storm, and our stanch team pulled 
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us rapidly through. I thus had the pleasure of a 
firs~class snow storm almost immediately after 
~eavmg th~ verdur~ of the tropics. It was a pleas
Ing ~ensabon, to Witness such a variety of phenom
ena In so short a space of time and travel. 

Ho~ever,. the ~now, now Sunday morning, Feb. 
lOth, IS rapidly diappearing, and I guess I shall not 
be blocked on my journey Eastward. I lecture 
once again in Prescott. We hav had a lively con
tr?versy in the newspapers. The Catholic priest, 
With the rest of them, has pitched in. It is almost 
impossible to follow up all the lies that are told. 
The priest says that the pope wept when he heard 
of the massacre of St. Bartholowew, and utterly re
pudiated the transaction, although history records 
that he ordered a Te L'eum to be sounded from 
the steeples of Rome. The Methodist minister as
serts that the Roman Emperor Julian was an 
"Infidel," although he was an orthodox believer in 
the ancient gods; also that he rebelled against the 
"great and good'' Constantine ; was a hypocrit 
and a murderer. He also declared that Spinoza 
was an awfully bad man ; that Voltaire was guilty 
of almost avery crime ; that Hume died with the 
horrors of a guilty conscience, and of course 
Thomas Paine perished as ·. a drunkard, and did 
nothing for the liberty of America. He asserted 
that Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, and Lincoln 
were representativ Christians. He asserted' that 
Christianity was the source of every invention, of 
every discovery, and of all modern science. He 
lauded Wesley to the skies, although he was a Tory 
and bitterly opposed to the American Revolution. 
He also declared that there were only a few Infi
dels in· the country while there were ten millions of 
Methodists. This colossal lying and playing upon 
the ignorance and superstition of his audience is 
almost beyond belief. I wonder how much of the 
knave is mingled with the folly. I do not think a 
clergyman in the East would dare to make such 
statements before his congregation. I suppose 
the clergymen here think they can foist any canard 
upon the Western people. But they are mistaken. 
The Western people read and think and know his
tory, and in the darkness of the mines there is 
reason. They are not fools in this country, and are 
not easily humbugged by these ecclesiastical de
scendants of Balaam's beast of burden, who talk 
without having the "revelation" of their ancient 
progenitor. 

I am writing these notAs at the ho:me of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. K. Hall and daughter and son, Edward V. 
Hall, who are all indomitable Freethinker II, and rep
present the growing element of this country. I find 
plenty of encouragement for the stern and harsh bat
tle which confronts the reformer here. Every artifice 
is resorted to by our enemies, but there is no argu
ment. There is no pretense of any argument. It 
is simply pure abuse-the tactics of the dark ages. 
Only the power is lacking to kindle the fires of 
persecution. I wish that some. of our easy going 
Freethinking friends could realize what we have to 
contend against. We here see the claws of the 
beast. They are not sheathed as in more educated 
communities, where they dare not bid such defiance 
to modern civilization. 

I leave Prescott Feb. 12th for Santa Fe, N. Mex., 
where I lecture Feb. 13, 14, 15. I shall be at 
Trinidad, Col., from Feb. 17 to March 1. 

I set sail the last of April for a three month's tour 
in England. I look forward with pleasure to labor 
among our trans-Atlantic allies and expect to find a 
wealth of enthusiasm and success to communicate 
to our friends on this side. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

A.gua Fria, Feb. 10, 295. 

Lecture Notes. 
From Cincinnati to Grafton, West Virginia, a 

town on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, built 
. among tke Alleghanies. Here· I found a great 
number of stanch Liberals, headed by Mr. Geo. W. 
Chambers, the mayor. Notwithstanding his un
popular opinions he has been elected to this office 
six times, and the preachers exerting their efforts 
to knife him on every occasion. Though my audi
ence at the lecture was not large, it was attentiv, 
and appreciativ, and the demand for Colonel Inger
soll's lecture on the Bible was very good. It must be 
gratifying to Liberals to know that the colonel is 
now doing such a grand work. He has. t~e atten
tion of the people as never before, and his mfluence 
is greater than at any other time in his career. 
His published works demolish superstition _where 
the magnificent personality of the author I~ un
known and will continue to do so when his elo-

' . f quent voice is still. Newmanstown, Pa., IS one o 
the oldest towns in the state, being early settled 
by Germans. Here I gave one lecture to a 
good audience. Prof. W. R. Ibach made the 
arrangements. He is the schoolmaster of the 

place, and the leader in mental emancipa
tion as well. Mr. Geyser, and Mr. Richard 
Sechner ably second him. The people of New
manstown speak the German language, but. they all 
understand English. They hav maintained Ger
man manners and customs to a great extent. The 
Lutheran and Reformed are the prevailing churches 
of these people, but the younger generation has 
imbibed the spirit of freedom, and Liberalism is 
taking a great hold upon them. It may be sur
prising to know that Freethought is making such 
strides in the rural districts. There the people hav 
more time to think, and more independence to ex
press their thoughts. In the cities it is different. 
The rush and tear for the almighty dollar is greater. 
Mother Grundy is more powerful. There is less 
time to think, and more tyranny of public opinion. 

Again I start on my journey and in a few hours 
am in the old city of Philadelphia. The reception 
accorded me there was such as to give me delight 
for many a day. Why should it not when the large 
hall of the Friendship Liberal League was full of 
enthusiastic Freethinkers, the pillars and the plat
form decorated with American flags, sweet music 
delighting the ear, and the name of Thomas Paine 
and his grand work for humanity in every mind. 
About seven hundred people were present at the 
evening lecture-the .largest audience in the history 
of the League. Four years ago if half this number 
could be rallied in Philadelphia for a Paine celebra
tion, the friends were well satisfied. Freethought 
is growing in this great citadel of bigotry-the 
home of the Wanamakers and the Pattisons. Upon 
a visit to Independence Hall I found among the 
other heroes of the Revolution an oil painting of 
the Author-Hero. At one time his bust was thrown 
out by Christian intolerance, but now people of 
intelligence are realizing the fact that a true history 
of the American Revolution cannot be written with 
the name of Paine left out. Mr. George Longford 
was the first to greet me when I stepped into the 
hall. If there- is a hard worker for the cause of 
Freethought in this country, it is Mr. Longford. 
He is the heart and soul of the Friendship Liberal 
League, and to his efforts are largely due the great 
success of our ctltlbration. Dr. Kane is president 
of the League He is an efficient officer, presiding 
with dignity, and arousing the enthusiasm of the 
audience by eloquent and appropriate remarks for 
the occasion. The League is preparing to have, in 
the near future,a hall of its own, and there can be 
no doubt that success will crown its efforts. 

FBANKLIN STEINER. 

A. Missionary Scheme. 
THE TnUTH SEEXEB has recently been doing, with 

the generous aid of its friends, .a great deal of po
litical missionary work. We hav given away thou
sands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it 
is doing tts work. We hav also given away thou
sands of arguments against the proposed national 
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of 
TRUTH SEEXll:BS hav been scattered broadcast over 
the land. 

And now, during the reading season, when the 
summer's work is done and the people hav time to 
think, we want to do a great deal of religious mis
sionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme, 
which has already received cordial indorsement: 

Probably no one book h~s made more converts 
to common sense and won more people away from 
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is 
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an 
immense amount of food for thought. It is written 
for the average mind, and is a straightforward, 
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
Uan system. It ha.s libera.lized us all. It puts 
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the 
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in 
every village to "orner the parson. It has never 
been " answered" and never can be. 

What ought to be done, and what we p~opose to 
do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giV and to 
hav given away thousands of them among the peo
ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker 
knows ought to hav one. It will do that church
member good, even if his wife burns it. He will 
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold 
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book 
in a family is bound to do good-an immense 
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will 
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE 
TRUTH SEEXER, for from reading it D. H. Bennett, 
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory 
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he 
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in 
the country, and it is they we ought to reach. 

our prop~sition" is for every reader of this 
paper to send us the names and addresses of 

EIGHT of hiR Christian acquaintances and ONE 
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy 
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON." 

If you don't know eight Christians you care 
enough about to convert, name those whom you do 
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the 
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher 
worth saving. 

In this way public opinion can be made and 
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers 
in a community can club together and convert a 
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and 
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds 
and we will make the selection of the target and 
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is 
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read. 

Remember, tee do all the work-all we ask is the 
names and addresses and means to mail the book. 
Surely everybody can help in this and mak~ thou
sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names 
of indifferentists, but those of good church people, 
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to 
think if they only are steered in the right direo
tion. 

"Liberty for Man, Woman and Child," and the 
Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. 

So many hav wanted the lecture on Liberty, and 
also the tribute to Colonel Ingersoll's brother, that 
Mr. Farrell has had them printed in one pamphlet, 
uniform with the other lectures and at the same 
price-25 cents. And he has added as a frontis
piece a fine photo-engraving of the Colonel and 
both his grandchildren, Eva and Robert, the little 
fellow upon his knee, and Eva in her high chair. 
It is a pretty picture, and the Colonel's millions of 
friends will take pleasure in it. 

This lecture on liberty for the women and children 
has made many converts to rationalism among the 
fairer portion of humanity, and it is the best one to 
giv to the good women who hav a prejudice-fos
tered by the ministers-against the Colonel because 
he has "taken away their savior." When they 
read this they usually revise their opinion of the 
apostle of liberty, and read his other works-which 
they wouldn't look at before. If you know a good 
Christian girl, any age, just giv her a copy of this 
lecture. Postpaid, 25 cents. 

Lectures and Ieetings. 
J. E. REMSBURG's appointment for February: 

Feb. 23, .Stephenville, Tex. Feb. 25 .... Gainesville, Tex. 
Feb. 24 ..... Ft. Worth, Tex. . 

FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 
arranged are: 
Feb. 24 .... Haverhill, Mass. MaT. S ...... New York, N.Y. 
Feb. 26 ...... BoothBay. Me. Mar.lO ...... Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Mar. 3 .......... Boston, Mass. Mar. lO ........ Newark, N. J. 
Mar. 3. •••••• Brockton, Mass. 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements in care of this office. 

MBs. M.P. KREKEL's lecture dates: 
Feb. 22d .... New York Oity. Feb. 24th ..... Newark, N. J. 
Feb. 241h ... Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Those 'wanting lectures near the Sunday lecture 
times and places should write at once. March, 
the whole month (Sundays) she is in Oincinnati, and par
ties living near that city in Ohio, Kentuck~, and West 
Virginia, who would like to secure· week evening engage
ments should apply at once. Permanent address 802 
East 11th street, Kansas Oity, Kan. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for February: 
February 22d-"Om Oriminal Olasses_:_How Produced 

-The Responsibility-The Remedy." Mrs. Mattie 
P. Krekel. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
Oollege. South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues·. Program for Ff'bruarv: 
February 24-" Old and New Theories." Mrs. M. P 

Krekel. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Oincinnati. Program 
for February: 
February 24th-" The Ideal of 1776." Mrs. M.A. Free

man. 

TBlll First Secular Ohurch of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly eveTy Sunday evening at 7.45.. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Detroit InvestigatoT's society meets at 45 Monro.e 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Libera 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women'sLiberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admissio1 
free. All welcome. 
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Short But ExprPssiv. 
SIX MILE BRooK, N. 8., Jan. 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.25 

to pay for TIIlliTRUTH BEEKER and ANNUAL 
for 1895. I am pleased with the· way yon 
do your duty all around. May your 
shadow never grow less, and yon always 
be able to "fight the good fight." 

JAMES BARRY, 

Seed Sure to Bring Forth. 
GRAHAM, Mo., Jan. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $16.65 to 
spply on the following subscriptions, also 
for books as per inclosed list. 

Success to Freethonght, Watson Heston, 
and the grand old TRUTH 8Ell:KER. The 
seed of intelligence sown is sure to bring 
forth fruit abnndently. 

Yours for mental liberty, 
G. D. MowRY. 

In for Many Campaigns. 
HACKLEMAN, IND., Jan. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Being young in years, I 
am necessarily young in the Freethonght 
cause, but having enlisted I intend to re
main in the ranks until the end of the 
war. Inclosed find $1, for which please 
send the following works: "Age of Rea
son," "Was Christ Crucified?" "Was 
Jesus Insane?" and other pamphlets 
named. A. R. BUMPAS 

He Feels Very Fraternal. 
LoDI, Wis., Feb. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The tab on my paper tells 
me that if I want to read the best paper on 
earth much longer it will be necessary for 
me to renew my subscription at once, so 
here goes for two years longer. The 
books came all right and were good; after 
reading them I feel like shaking hands 
with the Liberals of the whole world. 

Yours respectfully, N. C. SKELTON. 

He Appreciates Both. 
SouTH BEND, WASH., Jan. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght" received all 0. K., and I 
want it distiuotly understood that I appre
ciate both the book and the author, and I 
hav already sent it out on missionary 
wnrk. 

Yon will find inclosed herewith $5.50, 
for which send " Facts and Fictions," 
the .AIDOUAL, "An Outline Sketch of a 
Solution of the Money Question," "Our 
Money Wars," and pamphlets named. 

Very respectfully, HENRY ELLISON. 

Worth Tons of Bibles. 
WEST HARRISVILLE, MICH., Jan. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I received the "Four H nn
dred Years of Freet bought" three or fonr 
months ago, and I hav almost read it 
through, and I like it very much. It is 
worth a four- horse wagon load of holy 
Bibles. I call it my Bible; I cannot get 
any of the church folks to read it. Chris
tians call me Infidel because I don't be
lieve the Bible. I tell them I am proud 
of the name. Please 8end me "All About 
the Bible," "Age of Reason," "Is This 
Your Son, My Lord?" Inclosed find '$4 
for the books and to renew my subscrip
tion to your paper. 

Your well wisher, EDMUND APSEY. 

A Virtuous Resolve. 
HARWICH, MAss., Jan. 22, 295. 

MR. BmToR: And so the years roll on, 
and yon w,ill :>lease find $3.25 within for 
TiE TFI{T'!'H 8E"KER and the ANNUAL. 

Our fRUTH 8EEK<ER grows better if pos
sible; pity we cannot double the number 
of subscribers. I will make this promis, 
to double my &nbecription if I do not se
cure a new subscriber by the end of this 
year. Who will be the other? I don't 
pay any pew rent; I chew nothing strong. 
er than gnm; don't make use of intoxicat
ing liquors as a beverage; smoke no 
tobacco, and am not extravagant in any of 
the good things of life. So I'll hustle and 
do my level best to secure a subscriber by 
buttonholing Tom, Dick, and Harry. 

Yours for pushing, B. F. RoBBINS. 

It Destroys and it Rebuilds. 
WEsT LIBERTY, IA., Feb. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITO~: InoJosed find $1.50 to ap
ply _o;n_ my llllbsoription, Times are hard, 

but they would seem a good deal harder if 
my weekly bible failed to put in an ap
pearance. It is a battering-ram which fa 
steadily, but surely, undermining the 
foundation of ignorance and superstition. 
It is a destroyer, but it rebuilds. It robs, 
but givs back a hundredfold. In the 
place of belief, it givs knowledge; instead 
of myth, science. Then batter away; we 
hav passed, as Ingersoll says, the midnight 
in this struggle; hav made a breach in the 
wall, and the Freethonght column will 
eventually march through the gap victori-
ous. Yours for mental freedom, 

J. HoBBS. 

An Activ Missionary at Eighty. 
PELLA, IA., Jan. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I received books I sent for 
on January 5th in good orEler, and hav 
come to the conclusion to send for twelve 
more "Age of Reasons" to do missionary 
work, as the eight I previously ordered are 
out doing that work at present, and good 
work, yon may be sure. Send also Inger
soll's speech in the Reynolds blasphemy 
case, and "Is Suicide a Sin?" I shall not, 
however, bother yon very much longer, as 
I hav passed my eightieth mile-stone, and 
on December 7th I celebrated my sixtieth 
wedding anniversary. It was a regular 
Freethonght celebration, enjoyed by all 
Present. But as long as I liv I will do all 
I can for Freethonght and your paper; I 
could not and would not be without it. 
Wishing yon and all co-workers snooess, 

W:rrr. 8. GEoRGE. 

"Sky Brokers" Is Not Bad. 
CLEARMONT, Mo., Jan. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order, 
for which send the indispensable TRUTH 
BEEKER. The Baptists hav just closed a 
revival at this place, and the Methodists 
are preparing to storm the castle of doubt, 
after which the Disciple!! will hump them
selva, so to speak ; and between the three 
the people will hav had a dose of thelogical 
nonsense likely to stupefy what brains they 
possess and to make it possible for a set of 
astute sky-brokers to exchange their titles 
to possessions in the New J ernsalem for 
mansions in Missouri. 

I hav recoived "Four Hundred Years 
of Freethonght." It is an excellent work 
and one which every Freethinker should 
hav. I am glad to hav been the means of 
.vonr getting at least one new subscriber. 
Last fall I sent him some sample copies, 
and am pleased to note fihat he has sub
scribed. He will remember me as the de
feated Populist candidate. 

Yours, JAS. F .. LANE, 

Four Months for Mr. Charity. 
ST. MAGDAt.ENE, IND., Jan. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: With this I send yon $7, 
for which send THill TRUTH BEEKER one 
year; "Cosmian Hymn Book;" ANNUAL; 
$1 worth of TRUTH BEEKFJBS to the veteran, 
Thomas 8. Charity; balance $1 25 for yon, 
to help keep the church out of the Consti
tution. It is somewhat late to acknowl
edge receipt of "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght." I think it among the best 
books ever published. I like the opening 
exposition of the meaning of Freethonght. 
I shall lend it to all who ask me what 
Freethought means and what Freethinkers 
want. We hav in our school a young 
teacher, a man named Frank Welch, who 
reads a chapter from the Bible and prays 
every morning. Also in a neighboring 
school a woman teacher, Hosa Marsh, who 
does the same; both teachers are Baptist 
church members. Hoping all good things 
for yon, I am yours in Freethonght, 

ELIZA W. HAINES. 

Preacher W nnted. 
WESTMINSTER, CAL., Jan. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We want a practical, edu
cated preacher in Orange county, Cal., to 
preach the gospel of our saviors-Spencer, 
Buckle, Comte, Deso1rtes, Hnme, Hum. 
boldt., Mill, and many others, dead and alive, 
in order to save the good people from the 
toils and tyranny of the clergy, and to raise 
our citizens to the plane of the positiv 
philosophy. To be more precise, we want 
a regular circuit rider, to visit the people 
after the style of the Methodist, but in
stead of preaching theolugy to preach 
science. We do not want an aggressiv per
son, but one mild, pleasant, and logical
use the Catholic system of gaining oou-

verts-giv their patients broken doses of 
unanswerable scientific thoughts. We can 
not aftord to pay a great salary, but we 
can furnish all of the necessaries of life, 
after the old· school Baptist plan, and as 
we get stron.rer we will be able to send 
our speaker around the world in order to 
get reliable information in other oonntries, 
and then, on his or her return, giv us the 
benefit of the journey. Address, 

S. P. BATES, Box 52. 

An Appeal from the West. 
LINCOLN, NEB., Feb. 3, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Will yon permit me, 
through your valuable columns, to appeal 
to your charitably-inclined readers. in be
half of the destitute, half-starved, half
clothed people of Nebraska? The recent 
cold weather has greatly augmented the 
suffering multitudes. In many places in 
this state crops of all kinds were an entire 
failure, leaving farmers in destitute oir
oumstanoes and as helpless as little children 
in many oases. I am now prepared to 
distribute all donations eoming to me from 
those who feel inclined to assist these 
struggling mortals in their efforts for an 
existence. My distributions go to alleviate 
llllfiering irrespeotiv of race, color, or 
religion. Bacon, fionr, groceries, field 
and garden seeds, will be very acceptable, 
also clothing for men, women, and chil
dren. People, in their great efforts to 
secure something to eat, hav been unable 
to provide themselvs with clothing, many 
people being almost entirely destitute in 
that regard. All donations wiH be duly 
acknowledged by me. Those wishing to 
donate money can do so. 

DR. P. 8. GEORGE, 
Bee. State Spiritualist Ass'n,1901 8 street. 

The Aftermath of the Pllgrim's Labors. 

PARK RIVER, N D., Jan. 11, 1895. 
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, EsQ., Dear Sir: I 

received the extra copies of THE TRUTH 
BEEKER, and they had the de11ired effect. 
Everybody want! to read your write-up of 
our town, and your friend, Reverend 
Oampbell, to whom I presented one 
copy, was especially delighted to read it. 
I met him on the street a few days later, 
and he still inllists that if a man die with 
a good conscience, he believes he will fare 
all right in the hereafter, whatever that 
may be. We hav not got around to it yet 
[formation of Liberal League], but the 
spirit is among us and is bound to stay 
whether we organize or not. I hav read 
the greater portion of the first-half of your 
work, "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought," and I am sure that I never read 
a book which contained as much informa
tion as this one, and it excels most books 
by ita fair treatment of adversaries; it is 
of no account to yon what impression this 
book has made upon me, but it is just like 
an encyclopedia, but diffars from the latter 
by not being a dry compilation of facts, 
but demonstrates the natural development 
of human thought from the dark ages of 
ignorance to the present century of en
lightened minds, resnlting in a victory over 
bigotry, hypocrisy, and orthodoxy. And, 
Brother Putnam, I am sure that when the 
archangel shall sound the bugle call he 
will say to yon, " Well done, good and 
faithful servant," etc. 

Yours very truly, 
E. SMITH-PETERSON. 

attempt has been made to pass an ordi
nance closing places of business on Sun
day, a petition to that effclot having 
been presented to the city council, but a 
remonstrance has been extensivly signed 
by business men and citizens, so it is pre
sumed the subject will be dropped for the 
present. As this attempt to force rell~
ious legislation upon the people followed A 
prolonged revival, it is to be inferred it 
was prompted by religions bigotry and 
intolerance, which seeks to create a mo
nopoly of Sunday in the hope of swelling 
the congregation of the churches ant1 
lending a solemn and sanctimonious ap
pearance to our lively burg on this "holy" 
day. E. T. DALBEY. 

A Macedoriian Call from Utah. 
FARMINGTON, UTAH, Jan. 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8 on 
subscription and per order inclosed. Your 
valuable paper is a regular and welcome 
visitor to our household; it is doing a last
ing benefit to humanity. I am always 
pleased to see the lecture engagements of 
Colonel Ingersoll and other of the "brigh' 
lights" of Frethottght: these lectures must 
advance our cause. I wish the Freethink· 
era of Utah could afford to encourage 
more of this secular and scientific educa
tion in our fair territory, and especially at 
the present time to aid in securing a more 
liberal and enlightened constitution for 
our state than any yet framed in the 
United States. The memory of Utah'• 
past history should be proof to ottr oon• 
stitntional delegates of the necessity for A 
secular and broad-minded law to go•ern 
our future state written (if poBBible) in 
such plain English that the courts of the 
fntnre could not construe it to peraeonte 
men of unbelief in church rllles. 

I am not a delegate, yet if any of our 
Freethonght friends in any of the states 
will furnish parts of constitutions or orig
inal compositions of a character as above 
indicated, suitable to be embodied ia 
Utah's future Magna Oharta, I will gladly 
hand to delegates that I am acquainted 
with, hoping thereby to aid the Liberal 
cause. The constitution makers begin 
their labors soon, iu March. 
· With fraternal feeling to the many read
ers of your esteemed paper, 

HECTOR W. HAIGHT. 

The West Has Long Known Her. 

DELPHOS, 0,, JAN 30, 181}5. 
MR. ED!ToR: Mrs. Krakel has inst ftn• 

ished a course of four lectures in thill 
place. She not only instructed, enlight
ened, and encouraged the Liberals of this 
community, but her eloquent, logical, and 
convincing arguments pleased and edi
fied all who heard her, and started many 
npou the road of reason and investigation. 
She is oonstrnotiv rather than destrnotiv, 
yet while she pictures the philosophy of 
right living in this wodd, she points ant 
the evils humanity has suffered by con
sidering the earth a "vale of tears," this 
world a place of exile, awaiting happiness 
in a life to come. 

She i3 never offensiv, but her pleasant 
manner, fairness, and sound reailoning 
lead and convince her hearers in spite 
of prejudice. She never attempts to drive 
them. 

Her audiences constantly grew larger, 
and on the last evening the hall was 
crowded with an appreoiativ assemblage 

Snndayltes Receive a Rebuff. of our best citizens. 
HAMBURG, IA., Jan. 2fl, 1895. It is a lamentable fact that Mrs. Krekel 

MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of has not continuous engagements for her 
Kansas City, Mo., delivered two leetures present tour, while, if her abilities on the 
here, Dec. 22 and 23, to large audiences, rostrum were as well known by the Free
notwithstanding two revivals were in pro- thinkers generally throughout the country 
gress at the time and creating consider- as by those who hav been fortunate enough 
able excitement. The majority of the to hear her eloquent appeals in behalf of 
Freethinkers present expressed themselvs humanity, there would not be an evening 
as highly pleased with the oratorical and in which her services would not be de
reasoning ability of the speaker. Her manded. When she had finished deliver
logical ability cannot be questioned. She ing a lecture to the Ohio Liberal Society 
was fr{qnently applauded. We hope she in Cincinnati, they immediately engaged 
will return in lihe near future. SLe her for the five Sunday evenings in March, 
bas made an impression which will be notwithstanding they generally engage a 
hard to overcome, and has contributed different speaker for each evening, A 
great.ly to the growth of Liberalism in. gentleman from Continental, 0., attended 
this oitv. Prof. Chas. Cowles furnished one of her lectures here, and at its close. 
excellent music frPe, as he always does on he immediately arranged with her for a 
occasions of this kind. The Lyceum, meeting in his place. At the close of her 
owned by 1\[r. F. W. Toedt, was also free. address there she was engaged for a whole 
The hall is always free fur Fr;,ethought course of lectures in April. She has only 
and Spiritualillt leoGnl.'es. Reoeutl,y an ito be heard to be appreqiated~ aud wheD. 
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she returns to this part of the country she 
will find a hearty welcome. 

0. S. S. U., and would also hav taken the 
credit to myself for making it a enooess." 

B. A.. RoLOSON. 

Other Timely Suggestions. 
- BRliiATHmDsvrLr.-m, MD., Feb. 4, 1895. 
MR. EorToR: Recently I attended the 

funeral of a good moral man, who, though 
no avowed Freethinker, yet had never 
joined the ohnroh. 

A.s many of his relative were non· ohnroh
members, the two officiating ministers 
eagerly embraced the golden opportunity 
to read them a lecture from the text, "Set 
your house in order." 

With studied art, the lacerated feelings 
of the mourners were so effeotivly wrought 
upon that his Christian daughter shortly 
after lost her reason--;-probably through 
the combined grief for her father's death 
and his supposed suffering in hell, and the 
bankruptcy of her husband (the pions son 
of one of said officiating ministers) through 
which bankruptcy her father's estate 
loses heavily, and her brothers and sisters 
thus lose a large part of their inheritance. 

But Christianity ever has robbed men 
while living and then sent them to hell 
when dead, without exciting anything but 
the :warmest admiration of its brainless 
devotees. 

She virtually robs the Freethinkers 
(whom she consigns to hell) of the in
creased tax money she compels them to 
pay because of the unjust exemption of her 
ohnroh property. 

To avoid having his motive misrepre
sented and censured at his funeral, every 
Freethinker should, at his leisure, write, 
or hav other able persons write for him, a 
fitting defense of his reasons for having 
lived a 'Freethinker, reqneeting that it be 
read at his burial. Funeral audiences are 
generally large, and this innovation would 
increase the attendance so that many Free
thinkers might on snob occasions do more 
for the cause than they did on any one day 
while living. Requesting the reading of a 
certain article would be quite as proper as 
requesting the singing of a certain hymn, 
as is often done by Christians. 

Yours truly, D. W. G. 

Shake Hands and Settle It, Friends, 
PoRTLAND, OR., Jan. 31, 1895. 

"Mrs, Katie Kelim Smith, did yon not 
state publicly from our platform that we 
must not lose this donation, and that as 
the 0. S. S. U. had no money on hand, 
the Secular Church would hav to take the 
matter in charge?" "I did," "Did yon 
not urge me in every way poSBible to go 
ahead with the excursion?" " I did," 

"Did yon think I was treated fairly at 
the convention by Mr. Smith when he 
disclaimed any connection with the debt 
incurred by the excursion and called it 
' my personal bill?' " " I did not." 
"Why not ? " "Because I said to. yon 
while on the way to the depot at Forest 
Grove, 'Mr. Hagner, they don't want to 
giv yon any of the money raised here to 
pay those debts with, but yon can depend 
upon it I will bring or send yon some to 
Portland before the week is over.'" 

Those who will turn back to my first 
lettl:lr will see how wilfully Mr. Smith 
misconstrued my words regarding the 
action of the president, W. W. Jesse, for I 
stated distinctly that he did not think we 
could make the excursion pay. The fourth 
member of the exeontiv committee has 
never tried to shift the responsibility to 
the shoulders of some one else in the 
manner in which Mr. Smith has done. 

I will now rest my case with the judg
ment of my readers, knowing that the 
Secularists of Portland, and feeling that 
every Liberal who knows anything of this 
case, will not fail to giv justice where jus-
tice is due. CHAs. HAGNER, 

Self-Leaders Are Scarce. 
CoLUMBus, 0., Feb. 5, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to extend 
my subscription. I am sorry I cannot send 
more. It would be a severe trial to me to 
get along without vonr paper. 

Your recant editorial on the "Perils of 
One-Ideaism "appears to me particularly 
t1mely and appropriate. There are too 
many thoughtless people in this world who 
believe that we can a:flord to totally ignore 
all religions questions and devote our en
tire time to the consideration of economics; 
but if we are to hav any important eco
nomic reforms, they must be led, as they 
always hav been, by Freethinkers, and the 
only proper way to make Freethinkers is 
to strike directly at the ohnroh. All true 
reforms are the product of Freetbonght, 
and the ohnroh opposes nothing so obsti
nately, and hates nothing so heartily, as 
it does Freethonght. It objects to it in 
the pulpit, in the newspaper, in the school
room, and in the college. 

meeting the question logically, he begins 
. to quote from some of the aforementioned 
authorities to prove that yon are wrong. 

Last summer I attended the closing ex
ercises of the Ohio State University, where 
I listened to a harang an hour long by 
President Harper. It was nothing more 
nor less than an orthodox sermon, and 
while he did not take any text, the keynote 
to the whole discourse was, "Be slow to 
change." He repeated these words over 
and over, and returned to them again and 
again. It was the last opportunity he had 
to say anything to them, and he used every 
moment of time, and all the eloquence he 
could muster, to put the finishing touches 
on the brain-crippling process to which 
they had already been so long subjected. 
A. thousand people listened with profound 
attention, as if his words were spiced with 
wisdom, and no doubt many people thought 
that they were, for the average mind can 
scarcely distinguish between sense and 
nonsense. 

Religion is the worst enemy of thought, 
and the curse of this world is its thought
less ignorance. The maBB of humanity 
never think; they pattern after, and con
form to, the ways of the world because it 
is too mnoh trouble to think for themselvs · 
and just as soon as one of their nnmbe; 
does begin to reason and think, and to 
make nee of his philosophy, his neighbors 
are positivly certain that he is insane. No' 
far from where I liv we hav one of these 
crazy men whom I will call White. White 
follows no fashiolls; he thinks and acts for 
himself. Of course he di:flers greatly from 
most of his neighbors. His house is peon
liar, and so of his dress, diet, and ideas; 
and his neighbors say he is crazy. Many 
of them habitually get so drunk that they 
cannot walk nnaBBisted; others·nse so much 
tobacco that they ruin their hearts and so 
debilitate their systems that it is impos
sible for them to impart any healthy or
ganization to their children, and are there
fore onlv fit to be the parents of drunkards, 
criminals, or imbecile. Many of them 
reduce the size of their waists to one half 
their normal proportions, and thus lay the 
foundation for a life. of misery. They do 
all these foolish and injurious things, not 
because they hav r~asoned about them
they hav no philosophy for their conduct, 
but they do so because they hav not 
thought. They do so for the same reason 
that a dog barks-his father and mother 
barked. It never ooonrs to these people 
to call each other crazy; they do onlywhat 
is customary, and whatever is customary 
is, of course, -..ight. White has reasoned 
about all of these things and, as a result 
of that philosophy, he drinks only water 
and never is unable to walk. He uses no 
tobacco, and has a good constitution. His 
dress is of the simplest character, and he 
only wears clothes at all because they are 
a necessity. Of course White is insane. 

attend a song service. Undoubtedly 
Spiritualism is making severe inroads on 
orthodox religion, and the ministers look 
upon it with no little alarm. 

D. TAYLOR. 
----~---

Mertuary-Dr. Albert w. James. 
CINoiNNATI, 0., Feb. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Dr. Albert W. James, an 
able advocate of the dootrin of Liberal 
thought, was buried at Zaleski, 0., Feb. 
3d, the funeral, which was Secular, being 
largely attended. 

Dr. James was widely known. He was a 
graduate in medioin of the University of 
Pennsylvania, and soon after his gradua
tion, which took place in 1857, he settled 
at Zaleski, where he remained as a physi
cian, building up an extensiv practice that 
continued until his death, Feb. 1, 1895. For 
the last thirty years of his life he was an 
Agnostic, and his ripe scholarship, his fa
miliarity with German and French as well 
as Latin, his ability as a physician, and his 
kindliness of manner, endearing him to all 
whom he met, combined to lend weight to 
his opinions. He was a great reader of 
scientific works, and an admirer of snob 
men as Spencer, Huxley, Tyndall, and 
Haeokel. 

Dr. James was deeply interested in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, to which he had been a 
subscriber almost from its start and while 
it was yet published in Illinois. His 
youngest child, a daughter, Olelie, yet but 
a little girl, wrote a letter some weeks ago, 
which was published in the Children's Cor
ner. He leaves a widow and seven son1 
and a daughter who follow in their father's 
footsteps. Instead of sending them to 
school, he taught them at home, in the 
English fashion, beginning with the eldest, · 
who in turn became teacher of the next 
younger, and so on down the line. The 
wisdom of this course is seen in the result. 
as they are all intelligent, wide-awake, 
liberal·minded children, grown or growing 
np to stalwart manhood and womanhood. 
The oldest. Noel, was elected county clerk, 
receiving votes from members of all polit
ical parties. He has been a teacher for 
several years and has lately founded in 
Cincinnati a normal training school, which 
give instruction by correspondence. 

In accordance with the wishes of both 
Dr. James and his family, the funeral was 
devoid of relig-ions ceremony. President 
George E. Light of the Ohio Liberal So
ciety, Cincinnati, was requested by tele
graph to provide a speaker, and he sent 
Editor E. P. Foster, of the Oincinnf!tian, 
who was formerly a Presbyterian minis
ter, but is now an officer of the Ohio Lib-
eral Society. The services were held at 
the home of the deoell.seil, a handsome res
idence in Zaleski, and the spacious house 
was filled to overflowing with relative, 
friends, and neighbors. 

To THE LIBERALS OF OREGON: In THE 
TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 5th D. W. Smith 
tries to answer an article of mine, which 
appeared in the same paper of Nov. 24th, 
by twisting my words to snit himself, and 
dodging the main issue, namely, that he 
and his wife were the prime movers in 
running the excursion from Portland to 
the Oregon Secular Park and then saddled 
the whole responsibility upon my should
ers. Following his example, I will now 
oross-examin Mr. and Mrs. Smith a little, 
and then drop the subject, no matter what 
more he may write. I am sure it will not 
require a "scholar" to see his motive. 

"Mr. Smith, were yon not first vice
president of the Portland Secular Church 
at the time the excursion was first dis
cussed?" " I was. " " Were yon not 
present at the exeontiv board meeting at 
which it was decided to run the excur
sion?" '' I was." 

"Did .yon not make a motion to appoint 
me a committee of one t9 hire the boat, 
engage the music, etc?" " I did." 

" Did you not write letters to me asking 
me to send up men and provisions, never 
asking where the money was to come 
from?" " I did." " Did I not pay those 
men's fares to the grounds?" "Yon did. '• 

"Was not the circular advertising the 
excursion compiled and sent out all over 
Oregon from your castle?" '' It was." 
"Did not that circular state that the ex
cursion was to be run under the auspices 
of the First Secular Church, assisted by 
the 0. S. S. U. ?" "It did." 

If a newspaper editor opens the columns 
of his paper for a free and honest discus
sion, large numbers of his subscribers are 
angry, many of them immediately ask him 
to discontinue their paper, and the most 
religions among them being the most 
thoughtless, oonservativ, and intolerant, 
are the ones most certain to do this. They 
hav never been taught anything about 
toleration; the ohnroh has always objected 
to such teaching. They hav never been 
taught to doubt, question, and investigate; 
everything possible has been done to crip
ple their brains and make them oonservativ 
and incapable of doing any intelligent 
thinking. They are satisfied with things 
as they find them, or they hav a reverence 
for accepted authorities, and if one dares 
to question time-honored customs, they 
think he is crack· brained or immoral and 
dangerous. 

If a college professor teaches his pupils 
that doubt is the beginning of wisdom; if 
he teaches them to doubt and question ao· 
oepted authorities, and to try to pick flaws 
and find errors in every statement laid 
down in their books; in other words, if he 
attempts to make honest investigators and 
Freethinkers of them, how long will the 
ohnroh stand it? and how long will he re
tain his position? If he does not so in
struct them how many of them are capable 
of doing any original thinking after they 
get through college? 

Some of White's critics spend an hour a 
day on their knees, or eat meat six days in 
the week and abstain from it on one. 
Some of them eat messes that would all 
but draw the buzzards or poison a dog; 
they are always sick and doing something 
to keep themselvs so, and are always drug
ging. They hav no more philosophy for 
their conduct than a dog has for turning 
around before he lies down. It never oc
curs to them that they are doing anything 
unreasonable; they never think of calling
each other insane. White has reasoned 
about all these things, and as a result he 
bows to no god, he eats neither meat nor 
salt, uses no medicine, and is never sick. 
Of course he is a lunatic. 

Mr. Foster sa.id in his disormrse that 
funeral ceremonies were observed by' all 
nations, ancient and modern. They some
times took the form of offarings, prayers, 
or masses for the repose of the s~ml, or the 
supposed soul, but most of the modern 
ohnrohes, even, had now advan09d beyond 
that .idea. The future, at the best, is un
certain, but the present is certain. Pain 
and pleasure are living realitiPs, and the 
briefness of life te~ohes ns that if we would 
giv happiness to one another as we journey 
along its pathway we mns~ be a'JilU~ it 
speedily. It i~ in one sense no stranger 
that we should be alive in the future than 
that we are alive to.day, but ISOienoe seems 
to teach that whatever begins must end, 
and that individuals are but passing mani
festations of one great underlying life 
force, Men, brutes, plants, crystals, un
organized matter, even the planets and 
systems themselvs, rise and fall, as one ' 
wave perpetually succeeds another in the 
boundless ocean of existence. In the mean 
time, while it is yet day, let ns gather all 
that is possible of the sunshine of life for 
onrselvs and for others. So taught Dr. 
James while living, as teaches every fair
minded, Liberal thinker, and so, being 
dead, his words that remain, and his ex
ample, yet teach. A.n Arabian proverb 
says, " All sunshine makes the desert," 
and even the sadness of bereavement may 
teaoh ns the tender kindliness and sympa
thy of life, and admonish us to brighten 
its pathway for one another, until we all, 
one by one, enter those port"ls from wbioh 
there is no returll. 

"Did not the ohnroh spend that money 
for improving the Oregon Secular Park, 
with the intention of donating said im
provements in case the excursion should 
pay for them?" " It did." 

"Had the 0. S. S. U. any money on 
hand at that time?" "No, it was in debt 
to us at that time." " Then how can you 
say that had the excursion paid the church 
would hav reaped the benefit?" "Well, 1 
only said that because it failed to do so. 
Had we made enough money out of the 
excursion to pay for the improvements I 
would bav claimed that as·the share of the 

The average college bred man seems to 
listen to the utterances of his professors, 
or the statements in his books, or the 
subsidized press, with the same reverence 
that t.he devout worshiper listens to the 
utterances of the minister, or language of 
his Bible. If yon present some idea to 
him that disagrees with what he has been 
taught in college or in ohnroh, instead of 

The Spiritualists of this city celebrated 
the birthday of Thomas Paine. The Rev. 
Moses Hull delivered an eloqnentaddress, 
contrasting the lives of Paine and Wesley, 
and reading numerous extracts from the 
works of both, which were, evidently, 
q,nite a revelation to many who were pres
ent, and who had never heard anything 
but slander about Paine. A.lthongo every 
minister in the city bad been mailed a po
lite invitation and a free ticket, only the 
rabbi put in an appearance. Some of 
them, however, were heard telling the 
nsnal lies about Paine outside. One of 
them stated his intention of attending the 
meeting for the purpose of replying to 
Rev. Mr. Hull's address; but when 
promptly and earnestly req nested to do 
so, he suddenly recollected that he had to 
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e }u7.arsn' s eornsr. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
.River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
tionR for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When t.he night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a panse in the day's occnvationR 
That is known as the Children s Honr." 

Life-A Symbol. 
We are given a berth 
Aboard the ship called Earth, 
WhosE~ Fails are set free 
For the boundless sea, 
And swiftly we glide 
O'er the billowy tide, 
While the star of the dawn 
Gaily beckons us on. 

Our morning is brieht, 
And our hearts are light; 
Our sky is all clear 
From the clouds of fear. 
The woes that may assail, 
Are hidden bv a veil; 
Olose in the d~>ep folds 
The secret it holds. 

Thus speed we away, 
In the full light of day; 
The glorious noon 
We reach very soon-
The noon-time is gone, 
And still we sail on, 
:But shadows now creep 
O'er the murmuring deep. 

And storms soon arise 
That take us by surprise, 
And the dread shark of Fate 
Follows close in their wake. 
We strive to press forward, 
Though the winds are now froward; 
And often-met gales 
Hav ribboned our sails, 

The sun sinks apace 
Beyond the watery waste. 
And night comes on 
With our bright star gone. 
While the breaker's roar 
We hear evermore-
And the shadowy land 
Givs no helping hand. 

Our ship's aground 
It fast is bound; 
We are doomed to abide 
The slow coming tide 
That bears ns away 
To that shoreless bay, 
In whose still "~< aters deep 
We sink into sleep. 

Emr..Y G. TAYLOR. 

Marion Hepburn's Heresy. 
[CONTDTUED,] 

After contemplating this advertisment 
or a few moments, Marion procured writ

ing paper and began an answer to it. 
After much difficulty the letter was 

written. But who was to recommend her? 
She knew of no one who could do so ex
cept her aunt, and how did she know 
whether people accepted the commenda
tion of relative? There was her school 
diploma, showing that she had been grad
uated at high school. She there mentioned 
her aunt as reference and the diploma as a 
recommendation. 

"The diploma can't speak and say, 'I 
know this girl to be suitable and trust
worthy,'" she said to herself; "but it can 
testify to the fact that I am supposed to 
know something, even if I hav forgotten 
all I learned-which I havn't." 

Putting on her hat and coat she went 
out, and with her heart beating with hope 
and expectation, dropped her letter into 
the nearest letter box. There was now a 
chance that she might be useful to some 
one, and be able to leave her aunt's house, 
where everything was not made comfort
able and agreeable for her. 

For two days hope trembled in her 
breast as the stars twinkle in the heavens, 
and on the third day tho whistle of the 
postman announced a letter for her, 

"0 aunt," she exclaimed joyfully, after 
reading the letter, "I am to go and see 
tlre lady to-day-this afternoon. I do 
hope she wont say, 'Yon are not experi
enced nor matured enough to teach two 
children;" and laughing gaily, she bounded 
out of the room and up staira, to prepare 
for the afternoon appointment. 

Not to waste words in describing the 
visit, when a few words will suffice, 
Marion's diploma and her refined, intel
lectual appearance won the day, and she 
was engaged at $30 a month. She was 
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to liv with the family and instruct the 
children in the first principles of a good 
education. 

Two years, wi~h their seasons, pleas
ures, as well as sorrows, qnickly passed. 
No extraordinary event occurred to mar 
or quicken the interest in life of our 
young friend, The children were as good 
as children possibly conld be, and the les
sons taught were simple. Altogether 
Marion had a happy time, and almost 
as much leisure to herself as though she 
had been in her own home. 

These two years were but the sunshine 
before the storm. No word about religion 
has ever passed between Miss Hepburn 
and the family with whom she was living, 
Her employers seemed to p0ssess more 
than the average of common sense. They 
did not believe that children of eight and 
ten years of age were old enougu to under
stand the importance.of religion, if there 
is any importance to religion, and theirs 
were not sent to Sunday-school or church. 
The parents themselvs frequented church, 
but they did not make it their business to 
inqnire into the religions ideas of their 
young teacher. 

As for the tutor, she was a Materialist. 
'.rhe dogmas of the Christian church (and 
it is really very hard to know which de
nomination is really the Christian church) 
did not possess for her anv attraction: To 
her they were superstitions, every one. 
It is not necessary to believe in religion to 
understand morality ; that iq, Marion 
Hepburn thought so, She could not see 
the reason and justice of tho doctrin of 
atonement-that _by the death of one man 
all the sinE" of the world could be forgiven. 
How could the d11ath of one man atone 
for the sins of every one, in the past, pre
sent, and future, when that man lived in 
but an infinitesimal part of time, repre
sented but a minute portion of the human 
race-the Jews, who repudiate him, for 
Jesus was a Jew-and at the time of his 
death was known to onl few people? 
Surely, there is something strange about 
the doctrin of atonement, and only blind 
credulity and ignorance can see any just
ice, love, or mercy 'in it. 

The idea that there really was no God, 
and could not possibly be, since the idea 
was of human origin, and people who first 
believed in a God were not very intellect
ual, appeared to her very sensible and 
practical. To echo the words some people 
used to refute Atheism-How can the 
finite mind know anything about the in
finite? Therefore, what knowledge of 
God did the orig-inators of the idea hav on 
which to base their belief? Surely we can 
say no more than this, that they knew as 
much on the subject as a. sleeping babe; 
and taking everything into consideration, 
there is no foundation or basis for the 
idea of God, and as little truth in it. That 
nothing could exist swe in some material 
form, and that materiality is, in a general 
sense, the ·cause of everything, and that, 
therefore, without that matter, which 
makes consciousness possible, and without 
the physical and nervous systems life can 
not result aLJd exist, then, when death has 
overtaken us, there can be no future life 
for anyone, was the best solution of the 
problem at which she could arrive. 

That the universe always existed there 
can be no doubt, .for the very idea. that 
some one created it out of nothing is so 
absurd and preposterous as to provoke 
the laughter of those who hav studied 
the question honestly and without preju
dice. So she was a Materialist, not be
cause she wanted to be odd, but for the 
reason that it seemed to be about as prac
cal a theory of life, origin, and the uni
verse as could be formulated, 

EDwARD DoBsoN. 
[TO BR CONTINUED,] 

Chats With Correspontlents, 
J. A. W.-Hav hope and courage. The 

darke~t hour is just before the dawning. 
It cannot be night always. 

JANEL. B.-Your constant regard is a 
help and inspiration. Life is not a failure 
while such good friends are in the w0rld. 
May unlimited blessings attend yon and 
yours evermore. 

SERENO E. T.-Thanks for communica
tion and your remembrance of the Chil
dren's Corner. Kind regards to the 
paradise at home. 

E. D.-Continnedstories, however good, 
are not suited to the Corner. Brief com
munications, witty and pithy, are always 
acceptable, 

B. F. R.-The mouse story is bright 
and amusing. We remember the old semi
nary. 

JULIA R. A.-Yon inquire what things 
are most essential to happiness. In our 
opinion~ if one has somebody to love and 
lab!:lr for, if he possesses a moderate share 
of this world's goods, sonnd, common 
sense, and an unbiased mind he ought to 
be moderately happy, 

JpHN B.-Yon are good to yourself when 
yon are good to others. 

ANNIE C.-A step lit a time-thus we get 
over the ground. Be patient and dili
gent. Never fail to do your own thinking. 
Think wrongly, if yon will, some one has 
said, but think for yourself. 

Correspondence. 
CoRTLAND, 0., Feb, 3, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN: I will now write to 
yon and the Cornerites. 

I go to school; my teacher's name is 
Miss Alice M. Hardy ; she is a good 
teacher. Mr. J. E. Remsburg delivered 
three lectures in Cortland, on the 26th, 
27th, and 28th of November. Papa was in 
Warren Nov. 2 to hear Mr. Ingersoll lect
ure. I wish it was summer, so it would 
be pleas11.nt. 

Papa is going to Youngstown this after
noon. !.correspond with Cora Lane and 
Sura M. Fenton; they write such good, 
bright letters. Yours truly, 

CARRIE A, pARSONS. 
[Will yon ples!'e tell us something about 

the town of Cortland ?-how old the place 
is; number of schools, churches, principal 
industries, etc.-ED. C. C.] 

0RD, NEB., Jan. 1, 1895. 
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I hav never written 

to the Corver, and so I took the chance 
this eveninl! •11 \fy papa takes THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. ~ e hav several Freethonght 
books, including "Four Hundred Years 
of Freeth ought." 

Ord is a town of about eighteen hundred 
inhabitants. There are three churches and 
six or seven kinds of religion in town. 
The Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists, 
Disciples. or the thoroneh-b:reds, as pap!!. 
calls them, Episcopalians, Christian Scien
tists, and perhaps others. The Disciples 
came just last year. A preacher came 
from Missouri, and they held meetings. 
He had a question box, and anyone who 
wanted to could put in a question. My 
sister put in a few questions Jike these: 

"How do yon know that the Bible is 
true?" He answered, "How do I know 
anything is true?" You see he just wanted 
to sneak out of it and, instead of answer
ing, he asked us a question. 

"Where did Cain get his wife?'' 
"At his father-in-law's house, I suppose," 
"Where was Cain's faither-in-law's 

house?" 
"I don't know; I've never been there." 
Now, is not this a fine way for preachers 

to answer questions, when they pretend to 
be such wonderful creatures? If they tell 
yon to ask questions, why don't they an
swer them w1th a little sense? 

I am eleven years old, and go to school 
every day, and so does my brother and 
sisters. I would like to hav some little 
boy or girl write to me, and I would gladly 
answer. Wishing the Corner success, I 
remain, Your Freethinking friend, 

MARIE REITHABDT, 

BoND, KAN., Feb. 4, 1895. 
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Friend: 

As it has been quite a while since I hav 
written to the Uhildren's Corner, I will 
endeavor to write again, 

There is a Baptist minister holding pro
tracted meetings in our neighborhood, and 
he is doing his best to convert someone. 
And when he gets through there will be a 
United Brethren minister who will try his 
best, too. 

Bond is just booming within the last 
nine months; it has erected a creamery, a 
mill, and a tannery. The creamery churns 
four times a. week, and makes, on an aver
age, one hundred pounds of butter each 
churning. A Fraternal Aid Society was 
organized and quite a number of the neigh
bors joined it. My mother always tries to 
celebrate Thomas Paine's birthday; and 
quite a. number of the Liberals came to 
our house and we had a splendid time. 
We young people danced-as mostlonng 
folks are fond of that-and the ol folks 
played cards, and at twelve o'clock ate 
supper. 

I go to school, and like to very well. I 
am in the t:ighth grade and stndy arithme
tic, writing, physical geography, civil 
government, grammar, history, and spell
ing. My favorit study is arithmetic, Our 
teacher's name is Emma. Ulrich. 

I will close for this time, asking some of 

the Corner friends to write to me. A 
dress me at Bond, Kan. · 

Your Liberal friend, 
TRAOE Hl1lLLSTROM. 

[A girl, whose mother celebrates the 
birthday of Thomas Paine, cannot be other 
wise than good and true, and a blessing to 
all who know her.-Eo. C. C.l 

PETERSBURG, lND , Feb, 1, 1895. 
DEAR Mtss WIXoN: It has been a long 

time since my second letter was printed 
and now I will try and write yon again. 

Mr. Remsburg gave three lectures here 
in the Opera Honse, Saturday the 12th, at 
night, and Sunday the 13th, in the after 
noon and at night. There were not very 
many people to hear the lectures. One 
reason was that the weather. was very 
cold. Another was the usual aversion 
the good, kind, 'Ohrist-like folks hav to 
giving up control of sooiety. This town 
is overflowing with persons who venerll.te 
any who, "play-like," eat a man's flesh 
and drink human blood. 

We hav six churches, six saloons, and 
about 1,500 people in our town. Preach 
ers and saloon keepers all believe in the 
Bible and follow their trade by its pre 
cepts. The preachers teach the young to 
take the name of their God in vain-pray
ing to and advising him-so that when 
they grow up they can curse, swear, and 
get drunk, which givs excuse for a preacher 
to tinker them up ready for heaven before 
or after they die, A young man was in 
jail here for running a rabbit on a Sunday 
and, poor fellow. he did not get the rabbi 
either. A preacher tried to prosecute a 
man for cutting ice on Sunday, which 
shows how much poison is under his fangs. 
From your Freethinker friend, 

ESTELLA WEAVER, 
[It is plea~ing to note the improvement 

in penmanship and compnition in our 
letter-writers. We remember Estella's 
first letter to the Corner. anrl we hope 
this will not be the last.-Eo. C. C.] 

Certified Milk 
Every dairy supplying our condensaries is 
under supervision. Milk is produced un
der rigid hygenic rules. The company's 
reputation is therefore a certificate of the 
absolute purity of the Gail Borden Con
densed Milk. 

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries 11f Progress 

By Snsa.n H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romanoe. 

12mo, 300 _pp., $1. 
Apples or Gold. And Othe. Stories for 

Boys a.nd Girls. 12mo, 388 pp., $1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand 

some and Interesting BookhWithont 'Bnpersti 
tion1 for Children a.nd Yont • The Only Free 
thinKers' Children's Story-book ever issned. 
66 fnll.page illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; la.rge 
tvpe, heavy, toned pa.per, broad margins, illns 
tra.ted covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

AI{~ ~OU DtAF? 
Don't You Want to Hear? 

THE AURAPHONE r;i'i ~;~~ Yt~ t!n~fJI, ~~~e!~ 
tion whio o wi.l re t·>re the hearinu of a"v one 

not born deaf. ~hen in the ear it. is invitrdblc, 
and •'oe; not c nse tue slightest disco ofort. It 
i; to the ear what glasses are t' the eye, an ear 
spectacle. I ·cto•e a hmp fJr p rt.cnlar • Can 
be tested free of daa.r11., at 
The A.-tt/t'ft1)hone Co's Offices: 

7l6 llctrupolit•n ll'ld'g, M dison Sq, New York. 
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COLUMBIAS FOR 1895. 

A Higllly Arlistic Catalogue Sets Forth 
the <flcrits of these Famuus 

Bicycles. 

Noted artists occasionally conde~cend to 
lend their aid to make a trade catalogue 
beautiful, and this has evidently been the 
case with the new handbook of Columbia 
bicycles, just issued. From the rich and 
striking cover to the last of the dainty 
sketches that adorn the broad margins, 
the tell-tale marks that show the hand of 
well-known contributors to Life, Vogue, 
and the leading magazines are everywhere 
apparent, The idea skillfully carried out 
in the illustrations is that of sport and 
travel. The book will long be preserved 
as one of the handsomest art works of the 
year. It is as little like the ordinary 
trade catalogue as well can be, and yet it 
cleverly tells of the merits of Colnmbi11o 
bicycles for 1895., and also of lower-priced 
machines, Ha.rtfords. No lover of bicy
cling or of beautiful books should neglect 
sending for the Columbia CatalQgne. It 
can be ·had by calling upon Columbia 
agents, or it will be sent by mail for two 
2-cent stamps, Address Publishing Dept., 
Pope Mfg. Co,~ lJa:r~fofd, Qt?;!Ul. 
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Pit," and he who begins it is not very likely 
to lay it down_ until the last page is 
reached. There is an excellent demand 
for Saladin's works in the United States 
a~d. Canada, and we are quite safe in pre 
d1ctmg that the one here noticed will be 
e<Iually welcomed with its predecessors in 
the homes of American Freethinkers. 

tiona noticed here can be h:d oj T;E ~ '" ~ "l ~ l 
TRUTH SEEK111R CoMPANY, :t the price ' • § ~ 1• named. ! : ;:: ~ 

i: 400 Years 4 THE BoTTOMLESS PIT: A Disoursiv Treatis 
on Eternal Torment. By W. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin), London: W, Stewart & 
Co. Oloth, 12mo., 224pp. Price, $1.25. 
All our readers are familiar with the 

work of the stalwart warrior of Free-· 
thou~ht, the knightly Saladin, whose 
flashing blade of keenest edge and irre· 
sistible swing and rush outs olean through 
helmet and hauberk of superstition and 
cruelty to th~ very heart of G~d-serving 
and man-hatmg tyranny. This priest
despising Soot is oftentimes as wierd and 
eerie as the most mystical of his country
men,_ b!lt he is always interesting and en
tertammg, even when one is compelled to 
dissent from his conclusions, and when he 
is dealing his terrible blows against the 
atrocious dogmas of the fearful Christian 
creed we can but be borne away on the 
mounting wings of his illuminating imagi
nation, and share with him his fierce hatred 
of the awful theological system that has 
cursed the human family as no other relig
ion of which we hav a record has done. 

In "The Bottomless Pit" Saladin has 
poured out the emotions of his heart as in 
perhaps no other of his works. He has 
felt the scorching heat of the hell whose 
flames he is doing no little to extinguish 
in the waters of reason and mercy and he 

· has determined that the savage doctrine 
of the Christian church shall receive no 
quarter from him while strength is left in 
his arm to hew and thrust. Here is a 
striking passage from Chapter II. : 

"At the stake the victim was asked, 'In 
what faith will you die?' If he replied, 
'The Catholic,' he was, in sarcastic mercy, 
strangled before he was burned. If he 
did not reply, 'The Catholic,' the loving
kindness of strangulation was denied him, 
and, in the presence of priests, roughs, arti
zans, nobles, ladies, and even kings, the 
heretic stood till the fire had burned away 

and, with its feet in a heap of hot ashes, 
a blackened and undistinguishable human 
cinder stood, lashed up to the stake by an 
iron chain. The chain was unloosed, the 
erect cinder fell down among the other 
cinders and ashes, and the crowd dispersed. 
Another heretic had been dispatched to 
endless torment, another service had been 
done for Jesus; at least, through all the 
sword and flame of the terrible centuries, 
Jesus never indicated that the service 
done in his name and for his glory was one 
he did not appreciate; the voice of eternal 
Benevolence was dumb, the hand of ever
lasting Omnipotence was unlifted." 

Here is another picture of religious 
" love." and the source of this all-oonsum

. ing affection is truthfully traced. From 
Chapter IX.: 

" ' He that believeth not,' etc., was a 
statement so explicit and .on such inex
pugnable authority that the extirpation of 
those who should tend to shake the belief 
of the orthodox became the foremost and 
most imperativ of duties. Believe this 
statement, and the better :man :von are, 
the more merciless persecutor you will be. 
Buckle has corroborated the testimony of
Llorente, that the most terrible of the 
persecutors, Torquemada included, were, 
in themselvs, humane and kind-hearted 
men; but they believed in the doctrine of 
their sorip~ures and church, and conse
quently, when heresy was under judgment, 
deemed it their duty to God and man to 
steel their hearts against every human 
emotion, and to become merciless as the 
she~wolf from whose dugs her young had 
been torn away. The crime lay not with 
the inquisitors and torturers; it lay with 
those who forged writings which they al
leged to be of divine origin-it lay with 
the Church that, in maintenance of her 
own dominanoy, perpetuated and enforced 
the fiendish corollary of the written fraud. 

~~ OF I. 

In our issue for February 9th we stated 
that the price of "Marriage and Divorce" 
(Philadelphia: John E. Porter & Com 
pany) is $3.50. This was a mistake; the 
price of the book is only $1.50, which 
makes it a Yery cheap volume. 

I I 
I F

. 1 h e There is more Catarrh in this section of th~ · t t• cou!ltry than all other diseLses put together, and ree ~oug I nnttlthelastfewyearswassnpposedtobeinour e able. F~r a great. many yea:s doctors pro 

I e nonnc!ld It a loJal dtsease, and prescribed local 

I . :. rg~r¥r~8~t':~nt~yp~~~~:~~~ft!11fn~!~a'b~~~ 'Si~~ 
ence has pcoveu Uata.rrh to be a constitutional 

IE ~
• disease, and, therefore, r~qnires coastitu ·ional 

~ I treat.menr.. Hall's flahrrh Cure. mannfa3tnred 

I 
by F .. J. {)haney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only 

~. \)OnBthntiqnal cure on the m~rket. It is hken 

B S l P P 3 Internally 1n d_oses from 10 drop3 to a t~awoon-

~ all\ue 0 te Utlla 3 • ful. It act3 duectly on the blood and mucous r r m e surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred 
E fl. .I J ~· dollars for any case it fails to cure. Send for 

I ~
:::::::1_

1
• circulars and t;stJ,imCoHmE·o.NEls YA&<l.dcress, . 

pr S · . 0., ·'.role do, 0. 
Large Octavo, II65 pp., Gilt Sides and olibyDruggists,75c. 

I Back, Marbled Edges. $5. ~ r:u 
WI"th The Truth ~~ So~~~~~"'""'""'") Seeker for One Yeat·, $6.50. ~· o/V-~ 

~= QUITE NEW & UNIQUE 

II 141 FULL. PAGE POR'-rRAITS! =I· THE ' 

I•~ Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past ~. B E T T E R- W 0 R L D. 
~ J!'owr Hundred Years. ~~ A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

I
E ~~"'""-/V"'"~"'"~·~"-/V"'"~-v~ II By Dr. E. B. S~UTHWICK. 

•~ Cf!':' HE :!RUTH SEEKER COMPANY announced in Octo- --:: 1_eJ For I diptinto the future, far as human eye could 
~ bar that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It ~ Saw the Vision of the ;~~id, and all the wonders 
~~ · had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers li that would be. 
·~ were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 3 so said the poet Tennyson, and al-l= have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed ~ though what he saw was more or 

1
·1 all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not I· less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ant author. Dr. Southwick, without 

i
•~E==_ in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty I telling us how he got there, relates 

_ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly the many and strange adventures that 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- befell him in a land without a sun or 

!§ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~§~ a newspaper, but where light and 
-~ 1 everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 

I•~ hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have ~ where women are the stronger sex, 
eE multiplied to· one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact =31 where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 

1
·~=:::: that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-ae ~·~ go in bathing together, and are "na-

undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and ~ ked and not ashamed." 

IE~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages I• There is something of "Looking 
:: Backward" in this book, with a spice 

of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred of Gulliver added, and it is totally de-

l
•~ per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 3~=3 void of religious superstition. It will 

nearly eleven hundred c<;>pies of the volume subscribed for were ::::::~ be read with interest and curiosity. 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their Published and for sale at this office. 
investment. Judging by the lettersthat reach this office, they are ~·~ Price, cloth, $I; paper, 50 cants. 

•e not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de- I "Intercourse Between the S'JUI and Body." 

I lighted that they got such a bargain. ~~· By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price,~ cents. 
Intere" i g b ok by same author: ·• Fonr Lead-

1 As for the subject matter of FoUB HUNDRED YEARS OF FBEE- ~~-= iog Doctrmes." 217 pp .. 7b ents. .. Uivlne Love 
~ and ' '<lorn," 248 pp, 75 cents. "Divintl Prov-

THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development ldence,'' 308 >'P, 7G ,, n .s •· Uonjugal Lov ," 47'J 
pp. $!. '"'l',u; Chriq ian ReJ.~:ion," 982 pp, 

I 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best $1.50. • Ap calypse Explai• ed," Vok 1, 2 3, 4 

li
=e tach,$!. Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free- J'mfrican Sweden org Printi g andPubliehing 
~ Society 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an ~ 

I' 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives I. The M I" III" ad. 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

~' unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home ~~ (I 000 STANZAS) 

~~ book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most I A p f J t' .:1 f L'b t 
II magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. I. . oem 0 us 1GB anu 0 I er y. 
~ Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. I . By J. L. TREUrHART, B.L. 

II THE TRUTH SEEKER Co L N Y 
Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 

., 28 afayette Place, ew ork. ~~ Greek mythologv, and applying th~ test of the 
_ Golden Rule to the world'• hi• tory, the author 

li,gllllllilllllillillliiiiiiiiiiiUlUlUllli.lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliUlllllllllllliiUlllllllUllllllllllllllll~-~lllllll:!i has. demonstrated that the lllJeroy and life of the 
................ ....-................... --..... HH nation depend upon a recognitiOn of the princi-

ple that 

at Bothwell are in Protestant hands, and, I believeth not shali be damned.' The man, 
from point to hilt, they are red with Prot-! back downwards, was firmly secured to 
estant blood. The mad and miserable the floor. Then, on his naked abdomen, 
hundreds in Greyfriars churchyard are 1 was placed an inverted metal vessel oon
Protestants, and it is a hedge of Protest-~ taining under it a number of rats. On the 
ant muskets that keeps them there. The bottom uppermost of this basin live coals 
Crown that goes down into the churned were heaped till the rats underneath, to 
fury of the deep, gored to ruin on the rook escape being roasted alive, tore their way 
horns of the Orkneys, is filled with Prot- through the man's flesh into the cavity of 
est ants, shipped off by other Protestants to his body to find refuge among his in tea
be sold in the Indies as slaves. Protestant tines. The basin was removea, and fiery 
voio. es sing that death· psalm till the sea 

1 

cinders were thrust into the holes in the 
closes and roars over the psalm and the flesh through which the rats had torn their 
singer. way. They had put :oats into him; but, 

"Right, ana .Right on!1J, Malces Miuht." 

The poem is in ten Oantos (100 stanzas Ito each 
canto), as follows: 

I.-T~emis Enlists the Muse~ to Battle for the 
!tight. 

!I.-The Olympian Oounci!. 
Ill.-The Goddes,es in Consultation. 
I\'.-l'hebns, AJ?O!lo, and Liberoy. A Romance 

in High L1fe 
V -Sket_h of World's History to 19th Century. 

VI.-History o! the United States. Twofold 
tiectionalism 

VII.-The TJl~ory and Nature of Coercion. The 
FratriCidal W -.r. 

VIII.-Recon~truction and Subsequent Politi=s. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Oolumbian FxJ)osition. 
X.-The Parliament of Religions and I•s Sub-

lime Lessons. · 

Oloth, 400 pp.,$1; holiday edition, $lUiO. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLEUI'ION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"Consequently, as I bav said, Papist 
and Protestant alike persecuted in pro
portion to their respeotiv influences. For 
the stake and rack were on both sides at 
the disposal of strong and earnest men
souls capable of the direst renunciation 
and sacrifice, and prepared, at the call of 
what they felt certain was duty, to make 
earth an. Aoeld"ma of gore and groans, 
that heaven might be au Elysium of gold 
and glory. In England here we hav been 
fed full of horrors on the recital of' the 
persecutions by the Papists; and the or
dinary Protestant in the street holds per
secutiOn to be a trait of the hated Romish 
Church, and is unaware that his Church 
ever persecuted at all. The prolonged and 
gallant struggle of the Soottish Covenan
ters was not against Papists, but against 
their fellow Protestants. It was a Protestant 
hammer that drove the wedges down upon 
the splintered bones of Hugh MoKail; it 
was Protestant murder that, in front of his 
own doorstep1 scattered the brains of John 
Brown of Pr1esthill. They were Protest
ant hands that tore the body of Alexander 
Peden from the grave. These fierce blades 

The John Calvin was no Papist who, in. even yet, they had failed to put into him 
order to prolong his agony, caused Michael' the true conception of Jesus. He who 
Servetus to be slowly roasted to death. In • applied the heated basin and the rats was 
Holland a man who had already been Diedrich Sonnoy, a Protestant; he who 
scorched, racked, and partly flayed is had the heated basin and the rats applied 
trailed across the floor of the dungeon out to him was Nanning Koppezoon, a Papist. 
into the light that other horrors might be As far as I am aware, rat-in-the-bowels is 
perpetrated for the purpose of inducing an exolusivly Protestant argument to 
him to take a certain view of certain doc- bring the sinner to God." 
trinai points-one more attempt to bring Pathos, wit, indignation, and humor 
hiJn properly to him who said, 'He that mingle and contrast in "The Bottomless 

"A good book written with • purpose," 
Pnoe ~5 oenta. 
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"Do you know much about that horse 
you bought from the deacon?" " I know 
more about the deacon than I did. "-Life. 
W111 all hav here-our work to do, 
If we'd be worthy of our hire; 

For some must watch, while some must 
pray-

The fighting we do in the choir. 

FoND MoTHER : " Clarence, didn't I 
overhear_you praying at bed-time for ~od 
to keep Willy Wiggles from harm durmg 
the night?" Little Clarence: "Yep! I 
wanted him spared, so's I could lick the 
stuffin' out of him to-day ."-Puck. 

LrrrLE REGIE: "I don't b'lieve the 
Lord cares a cent for good boys." " Fond 
mother: "Horrors! What put that idea 
into your head?" Little Reggie: "He 
hardly ever makes good boys strong 
enough to lick bad boys. "-Good News. 

CLERGYMAN (to hotel clerk): "What do 
you charge a day?" Clerk: "Three dol· 
Iars " Clergyman: "You hav rates for 
cle;gymen, of course?" "Oh, yes, sir." 
Clergyman : " How much are they ?" 
Clerk: "Three dollars. "-Boston Courier. 

SISTER BEOKY: "Fo' de Lord, pawson, 
dis watal!. is 'nouf to freeze one to deaf!" 
The parson (reprovingly): "Hab you no 
fiah in yo' heart?" Sister Becky: "Yes, 
pawson; dere•s fiah enough in mah heart, 
but it's de flesh an' bones dat feels de 
cold!"-Puck, 

STRANGER: "You say religion has never 
entered into politics in this town?" Boss: 
"No sor; an' we don't intind to let it." 
"A ~e r~solve, my friend." " Yis, sor. 
Kapin' religion out av politics is aisy 
enough sor." " How do you manage?" 
" Sure,' all the candidates do be av wan 
religion. "-Puck. 

AUNT (poetically): __ "Ah, what is m~re 
beautiful, more sublime, than the tolling 
of the church bells upon a Sabbath morn· 
ingl What happy thoughts it brings us!" 
Nephew (practical): "You bet it does, 
aunt! Just as soon ss a fellow hears them 
he knows that it's Sunday, and he can 
turn over and sleep all day if he wants to." 
-Puck. 

AN old Welsh tailor being sued by the 
rector for tithes, and being told these were 
for. preaching in church, said, "I've noth· 
ing to giv thee, for I never come to hear 
thee." "Oh, but you could come when
ever you like," said the rector, '' the doors 
are always open." Next day the parson 
threatened further proceedings, where· 
upon the tailor took him a biH for forty 
shillings. "For what do I owe you this 
money?" "For tailoring." "For taill")r
ingl" exclaimed the rector, "why, I never 
wss tailored by you in my life." "Oh, 
but thou might'st hav come and been 
tailored any day thou did'st like, for 
my doors, like thine, are always open."
&change. 

)[IBS FREAM AS A PHILANTHROPIST. 

When Miss Rebecca Fream devotes her 
Sunday leisure to a systematic effort to 
prevent east-side boys from playing the 
wicked game of craps she does it out of 
the pure benevolence which makes the. 
philanthropic reformer lie awake at night 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our panwhlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from. the Census of 1890, 
the Value b:y Denommat10ns, of Church Proper
ty in the Umped Btat!)s and ~n. tht> sev.eral States 
&nd ·1 erritories and In all Cities havmg 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Dtnomin!ttions and Denominations. 
Gruupa. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certain Cities, States. and. Sections, all 
comparisons baing basea upon official figures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kino pub
lished.. In no other work are the 1acts, figures, 
a.nd arguments to be found. The figurt>s, being 
:lerived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
Dot be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
ha.ve been com_pleted- probably about eignt 
yea.rs hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
nd will hav ~he dew of morning on them so long 

;i.s the inlnsti-:IZ of church e:o::emption is suffered 
,o exist. . . . 

By singl~ co_-pies the Pr_J.ce IB 15 ce~ts,_but a.s the 
work is p<lbnshed spemally for distnbutwn by 
;hose who fa.vor justice in ta.x&tio~ the following 
rsductwns are made: 

ren copies. • $1.00 
Fifty copies, • • • • 4.50 
Jue hundred copies • • • 8.00 
[.,IU'ger qua.ntities a.t~cia.l ra.tes. 

A.ddrees 'l'BB TBU'l'H. BEIBKEB, New York, 
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devising plans for making other people 
think a~; be does. 

This is the central fact of Miss Fream's 
public career, and it was wholly ignored 
by the police inspector who lightly asked 
her why she does not take life as she finds 
it and enjoy herself. 

Those who take J.ife as they find it and en
joy it are called ''Hedonists" in dictionary 
English. Miss Fream is not a Hedonist 
but a ~ hilanthropist. Instead of trying to 
make it pleasant for the little vagrom boys 
whose salvation she is seeking she means 
to hav the last one of them locked up if it 
takes the entire police force to do it. And 
with them the push-cart men, the saloon
keepers, the wienerwurst and pretzel 
pedlars, and all other publicans and sin
ners who are not good enough to be at 
large. 

Feeling that ii: is absolutely necessary 
to hav sinners locked up as a means of im
proving them, Miss Frea.m is willing to 
take charPe of the government of . New 
York city, or even of the entire continent, 
if it is neces11ary for the accomplishment 
of her philanthropic purposes. 

She feels that she would be false to her
self and to her mission if she wilfully al
lowed any unrepentant sinner to go at 
large. Hence she spends her Sundays in 
begging the police to lock up the unre
generate, and they show a very low idea 
of her mission when they invite her to 
take things easy and enjoy herself. She 
could not do that if she tried. She is in 
the world for its improvement, and not for 
her own pleasure or that of any .one else. 
The lagging rate at which this world grows 
better is perhaps due in part to the fact 
that this pertinacious woman is a typical 
off- hand compulsory reformer.-New York 
World.-
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Gems of ~Aou;g!t. 
TBlll banished of the church are always 

its best blood; they are in advance of their 
times. 

WBEN you hav chosen your part abide 
by it, and do not weakly try to reconcile 
yourself with the world.-Emerson. 

Tuos111 who are fiercest to destroy and 
hang their fellow-men for having commit
ted crimes, are, for the most part, at heart, 
criminals themselvs.-Ingersoll. 

NOT only harmony of cooperation in the 
social state, but also efficiency of coopera
tion, is best achieved by conformity to the 
law of E>qual freedom.-Herbert Spencer. 

IT is equally true that all cannot remain 
politically free if all are not economically 
free. Political freedom is but the first in
st~llment of economic freedom.-Henry 
D. Lloyd. . 

W111 need no Christian rule of political 
right; we need only one which is rational, 
just, human. The right, the true, the 
good, has always its ground of sacredness 
in itself, in its quality.-Feuerbach. 

.TBlll agitator must stand outside of or
ganizations, with no bread to earn, no 
candidate 1iO elect, no party to save, no 
object but truth-to tear a question open 
and riddle it with light.- Wendell Phil
lips. 

IT would, indeed, fare badly with morals 
if they had no other than a supernatural 
basis; if men were not subject to physio
logical penalties; if t~eir conduct were 
visible only to a supernatural eye; if they 
had not, in fact, the inherent and inherited 
morality of a million years.-Furneaux 
Jordan. 

IT is a current philosophy that a thou
sand fools working in division must always 
remain a thousand fools, but that a thou
sand fools oo·operating are magically 
transformed into a thousand-leaved volume 
of prophecy. It is comfortable arithmetic. 
But it is the sort of figuring that always 
winds up in oiphers.-Horace L. Traubel. 

IT is proposed by some to introduce the 
military into our public schools. This 
proposition should be rebnked by the 
truly civilized among us. What do we 
want of the coarse and brutalizing influ
ence& of the military in our schools? We 
should try to get the savage out of us, 
rather than train it into us.-Progressiv 
.Age. 

BEAUTY is real; it is that which alone is 
permanent and visible; it lur~s behind a 
thousand masks and distorted counte
nances, ever struggling to body itself forth; 
it is the manifestation of potent and mys
terious natural laws, which but for it 
would remain forever hidden from us. Its 
proud power is to awaken Love with all 
her joyous train; and Love means the un
conscious attraction of the Ideal, the no" 
blest incitement to human endeavor.
Daniel G. Brin~on. 

I THINK it probable that Whitman antici
pated a long perod of oomparativ oblivion 
for himself and his works. He knew from 
the first that the public would not be with 
him; he knew that the censors of taste, the 
critics and literary professors, would not 
be with him; he knew the vast army of 
Philistia, the respectable, orthodox church
going crowd, would be against him, and 
that, as in the case of nearly all original, 
first-class men, he would hav to wait to be 
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"A. Revival of DJgma." 
At first thought no fairly intelligent person 

would be supposed to desire the return of the ae:e 
of dogmatic theology. The darkest chapters in 
human history are those which record the terrible 
doings of people crazed with the vain imaginings 
of the creed-makers. The millions of our fellows 
who in Christi~n lands died in unutterable agony 
at the hands of priests or of civil offi~ials under the 
influence of priests were the victims of religious 
dogma. They died to save the souls of others from 
the hell of theology, died because the priest taught 
that he who doubted was damned and, causing his 
neie:hbors to doubt, caused them also to be damned 
The world has had more than enough of dogma. A 
dogma is a posit.iv assertion concerning something 
of which nobody knows anything. Dogma is the 
affirmation of ignorance. The theologian holds 
that he who is so modest that he is willing to s!ly 
" I don't know " is desperately depraved and is fit 
only for the flames of eternal torture. 

· The Boston Oongre,qatior.alist thinks that it sees 
indications of a revival of dogma, .and it rejoices 
greatly thereat. Let us hope that the only basis 
for the thought was the wish of the editor. He 
says: "Social relations aTe stable only when con
science rules, and conscience is wi.thout authority 
unless it can appeal to God." But conscience is 
not the voice of God ; go back so far as you can and 
you come not to God or gods ; you find only men 
and their conceptions of human relations ; con· 
science is the voice of here:iity and education. 
Again : " Wherever men are interested in living 
aright they want to know about God, and they 
want what is known of God stated in terms which 
they can understand." In other words, men too 
indolent to think or otherwise incapable of doing 
so, want what men no wiser than themselvs hav 
guessed about gods and devils, "stated in terms 
which they can understand," that is, they want cut
and-dried answers to questions to which no scientific 
aflirmativ answer is possible. Theology has always 
thriven on this credulous receptivity of the masses. 
Scientific education is the enemy of dogma, and 
hence the one thing needful to prevent a revival of 
dogma is the spread of such education. This is 
why theology has ever fought against science and 
genuin instruction. Once . more : " They want to 
know what evidences there are that he has made 

revelations to men and what are those revelations." 
If that was really what they wanted they would 
leave dogmas alone and study the Bible and history 
and criticism and science with the purpose of get
ting at the facts. Unfortunately, all they want is 

·a bundle of dogmas embodying wha.t certain other 
men say was revealed, with some very positiv as sur 
ances that there was actually such a revelation. 
The next sentence of the Oongregationalist's ar
ticle tells the story in few but pregnant words : 
"They hunger to believe and welcome authoritiv 
statements of faith." That is it, and tliat is the 
secret of the success of theology; once let tlie peo
ple generally begin the search for truth regaTdless 
of preconceived opinions aad inherited desires, and 
the reign of the priest nears its.end. This is why 
preists sigh for a revival of dogma; for them there 
are already too many men and women who do not 
"long to believe and welcome authoritiv statements 
of faith." 

The Oongregationalist tries to assure itself that 
the people . are " growing weaTy of critical discus 
sions of religious themes"; that "they are coming 
to listen eagerly for ·the utterance that is positiv, 
that rings with the fervor of belief in God, holy 
and supreme, offering pardon to lost sinners 
through Jesus Christ his son." The Boston paper 
must hav a very low opinion of the intelligence of 
the people of America and of the world if it believes 
that they are ready to go back into the midnight of 
the grossest superstition that ever cursed a civilized 
race. Does it really think that in this age of Evo
lution the faith of the people in the childish tale of 
the creation and fall of man, and the silly ~tory 
that a part of God, that was proc,.eated by another 
part, was murdered at the instig'ltion of still 
another part that whosoever should believe the 
marvelous lie should escape eternal death, while all 
who could not believe would be tortured forever 
by the loving moity of God that did the son-mur
dering act over there in Palestine-we ask, does the 
Boston editor believe that the faith of the people 
in this incredible invention is to become stronger 
in this era of science, this age of inductiv reason
i 'g? n would seem so, for he gravely says that 
he" confidently expects a revival of dogma." 

"Renewed interest in God and men's relations to 
him and in human destiny, cannot fail to strengthen 
the fellowship as well as advance the knowledge of 
those who believe and obey him." But what is to 
be the fate of those who cannot believe in him, and 
are therefore unable to obey him! Will their lot 
be any easier than waB that of their prototypes who 
were martyred in the centuries when the power of 
dogma was at its zenith ! And not only those who 
cannot believe, but those whose belief varies by but 
a hair's-breadth from that of the dominant theologi
ans, will have a hard time of it when Dogma sits 
once more on the world's throne. "Fellowship" 
was at a discount when Catholics were murdering 
Protestants, Protestants murdering Catholics and 
each other, and both classes torturing and slaughter
ing "witches" and Infidels. And "knowledge"! 
There was very little of it in those days of Dogma's 
iron rule, but there was any amount of faith and 
superstition. Is it possible that the Oongregation
alist wants to revive the Dark Ages! If not, does 
it believe it could have an age of dogma and not 
have at the same time an age of persecution! Like 
causes produce like results, and an intense faith in 
the doctrine of exclusive sal "ation inevitably leads 
to the establishment of an inquisition. 

"With the revival of dogma will come a revival of 
faith, hope and love." Yes, of faith, but if you 

·would know something of the "hope" and "love" 
inspired by the supremacy of dogma read White's 

"Warfare of Science" and Saladin's "Bottomless 
Pit." 

The Governor and the Preachers. 
Some weeks since we gave a summary of an 

answer made by Governor Fishback of Arkansas to 
the preachers of Little Rock, who had taken him 
to task in characteristic ministerial style for some
thing he had said regarding the social evil and the 
proper way to deal with it. His letter aroused the 
preachers to a pitch of frenzy rarely seen except in 
that highly inflammable class, and they have been 
telling all sorts of stories about him and his be
liefs. . Their assertions ha.v called out another com. 
munication from the belligerent governor, which 
we find in the Arkansas Gazette, of Little Rock, of 
Jan. 21. In it he says that he might summarily 
dispose of the statements of the divines by brand
ing them as falsehoods, but as he "feels disposed to 
do a little missionary work among certain fanatics," 
he avails hi!Iij!elf of the opportunity to discuss the 
subject at length. 

It is clear that Governor Fishback is a very firm 
believer in Christianity ~nd its power to finally re
generate humauity, and it is this faith in the divine 
mission of the church that makes his cutting and 
weighty criticisms of the churches as represented 
by the ministers of more than usual interest and 
moment. He does not believe that men and women 
can be made religious and virtuous by law, but he 
is sure that Christianity will accomplish these re
sults by filling the heart with love for God and our 
fellows. So long as the governor is opposed to per
secution and savage penal statutes we can forgive 
him for his belief in the efficacy of a religion that 
has always made man the persecutors of their breth
ren in the degree that they have lovtld the god of 
Christianity, but we can not have much respect for 
his powers of discrimination and analysis. He may 
come to see some day though, if the ministers con
tinue to spur him into intellectu~l activity, that the 
sexual vice and crime which are such prominent and 
painful features of Christian society, have been aug
mented rather than diminished by the ascetic and 
anti-natural teachings of the church through all the 
centuries of its existence. If G.Jvernor Fishback 
could be induced to carefully read Mrs. Gage's 
"Woman, Church and State," it is not improbable 
that he would revise his high opinion of the regen
erating influence of Christianity as it has affected 
woman in all her relations, for. it is evident that he 
has considerable capacity for independent thinking. 

After narrating the experience of Berlin in its 
eft'Jrts to expel or control the social evil, and repro
ducing the short note which first aroused the ire of 
the ministers, Governor Fishback quotes at length 
from an article written by Rev. John Snyder of St. 
Louis. This article was called out by the Fish
hack-preacher controversy, and contains much that 
is true concerning the training and attitude of the 
average clergyman. Mr. Snyder says that "it is 
the noisy, empty, superficial, over-zealous members 
of the profession who are apt to push themselvs to ' 
the front in every movement of social reform1 and 
as they have but one test by which to measure all 
social questions, wiser and more thoughtful men 
are honestly reluctant to oppose them, lest they 
should seem to be fighting the interests of pure 
moralHy." We knew that these were the ministers 
who were always seen n.t the front in legal moralistic 
and religious crusades, but we had been so unchar
itable as to harbor the suspicion that the reason 
they had. the monopoly of this kind of business was 
because there was no other class of orthodox min
isters. 

Mr. Snyder is entirely right in thinking that 
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mental arrogance is one of t"tfl besetting sins of the 
minister. He attributes its prevalence to the fact 
that the utterances of preachers are rarely "contra
dicted or wholesomely criticised." The congrega
tions are much more likely to sleep under sermons 
than to subject them to searching logical enmina
tion. We opine that if they did the latter there 
would soon be about one hundred thousand clergy
men looking for a new occupation. While, as Kip
ling says, the young puppy is soon taught that it is 
not safe to bite the ear of the older dogs, and the 
young lawyer is early snubbed into sensibility and 
quits talking nonsense in the court room, the young 
preacher breathes an atmosphere made poisonous 
by flattery. He is treated with a delicate deference 
that is often mistaken and hurtful. There is a 
well-simulated pretense of accepting his opinions, 
and thus he livs in a false position. He is apt to 
grow up "narrow, arrogant, dogmatic, partisan, 
and nobody corrects the mental habits which are 
fatal to true intellectual growth." The St. Louis 
clergyman thinks that it is probable that in every 
church in the country "there are men who know 
that their pastor's views of doctrin, of sociology, of 
Biblical criticism, will not stand the test of rigid 
examination, and yet they are kept silent by those 
unwise traditions that govern man's relations to the 
ministry." Perhaps Mr. Snyder forgets that it is 
dangerous to criticise, in the church, even in the 
most mild and courteous manner, the deliverances 
from the pulpit. Such criticism is held by the law 
to be a" disturbance of religious worship." The 
minister jealously guards the immunity thus granted 
to him; he knows that it is his only security. If 
his congregation were given the opportunity, at the 
close of the sermon, to ask questions, as is the au
dience of the Freethought lecturer, the church 
would very soon be in a shaky condition indeed. 

Governor Fishback applies the moral drawn from 
the observations of Rev. Mr. Snyder to the clergy
men of Little Rock in a way that is the reverse of 
complimentary to the latter. He shows that they 
are either densely ignorant concerning the social 
matters about which they assume the exclusive 
right to speak authoritativly, or else they are guilty 
of what "in a preacher of the gospel is infinitely 
worse than even the intensest ignorance." That 
this fanaticism which refuses to deal with things as 
they are is beyond the reach of reason, the governor 
is well aware, alid he perceives that it has retarded 
the "healthy growth alike of morality and religion, 
in all ages and in every clime." That religion is 
itself this retarding and reactionary force he seems 
to hav failed to understand, and this blindness is 
what puzzles us; it would appear that a man so 
clear-headed as he is should be able to grasp the 
truth that those who believe in a revealed religion 
and a revealed morality are logically estopped from 
looking any further for the laws of social relations. 
If God has revealed his will in the Bible, there is 
where we will find all the rules we need for our guid
ance, and to study nature and society is rank treason 
to God. This is what the priesthood has always 
thought and taught, and this is what makes the 
Little Rock ministers impervious to reason and 
common sense; this is what leads them to scorn
fully reject the lessons of human experience. They 
hav revealed truth, and that should end all discus
sion. Cannot Governor Fishback see this! He 
says that this clerical spirit against which he is con
tending is "incapable of recognizing fitness. It 
never reasons, but asserts." Of course; what else 
is to be expected from men who are the interpreters 
of the divine law! It is not for them to reason, 
but to declare. It is not for Governor Fishback to 
criticise, but to accept. These men hav been sent 
out to preach the gospel ; they know, with Paul, 
that he who preaches any other gospel shall be ac
cursed, and they agree with John that he who 
comes with any other doctrin should be turned 
out into the night and the wilderness. 

Finally, Governor Fishback hopes that he has 
been able to arouse some intelligent ministers to 
the danger of allowing Christianity to fall into the 
unreasoning control of the fanatics. When has it 
not been under such control ! The fact is, a few 
wide awake men in the church are trying, as some 

hav tried in almost every age, to preserve the name 
of Christianity while repudiating nearly all the prin
ciples and rules of action that establish the doc
trinal and historical identity of Christianity. The 
place for the reformer is outside of the church. 
There he can think and breathe freely, and there he 
need not stultify himself. 

aced by the opportunity given him to take his 
family and spend a portion of the first day of the 
week in the pure air and in enjoyment of the beau
ties of .nature and art. The same pretense of inter
est in the fate of the working people was made in 
this city when Mr. S. P. Putnam and the Editor of 
THE TRuTH SEEKER, and later the great dailies de
manded the Sunday opening of the Metropolitan 

Are Sunday Laws Necessary to Secure'' Rest" t Museum of Art in Central Park. At last common 
We were long ago thoroughly convinced that all sense and liberty won, and now who but the most 

that is required to bring about the repeal of the incorrigible bigots would go back to the old order 
existing Sunday statutes is the education of the of things ! 
masses of the people so that they can see that it is Come with us to the Museum on Sunday and see 
not necessary to their comfort that these statutes the swarming multitudes of the "common people " 
be retained. The stale theological arguments can- who throng through its galleries, and tell us if the 
not avail against the common sense of the people, laborer has been injured by this smashing of the 

·once it is shown to them that the repeal of the Sun- venerable superstition of the "sacredness of Sun-
day laws will not lead to their industrial oppression. day." Stand with us on a summer Sunday in the 
It is the perception of this fact that has caused upper part of New York along the Harlem and see 
us to dwell so often and at such length on the the hundreds of thousands of men, women, and 
"rest" feature of the Sunday problem. No doubt children of the masses who go out on the cable, 
the subject has grown rather monotonous to horse car, electric, and elevated lines to Fort 
some of pur readers, but they should bear in mind George, Van Cortland, Bronx, and the other 
that eyery da.ynew names are added to our subsorip- northern parks; call to your mind the fac~ that 
tion lists and that the people at large, to whom we hav in this state an organization which is 
great numbers of sample copies are sent, are as yet pledged to do all that it can to look the wheels of 
uninformed in regard to this matter. It takes every one of these cars on Sunday, and then say, if 
years to din the most simple truths into the heads you can, that these Sabbatarians are really actuated 
of the majority ·of the people-it must be line upon by a laudable desire to secure a day of rest for 
line, precept upon precept, week after week, year labor. Go to Coney Island and the other seaside 
after year. THE TRUTH SEl!KER is the only paper in resorts of this city; go to Crescent and Nantasket 
the United States that has taken hold of this edu- Beaches, to Nahant, to Swamsoott, and other 
oational question in a systematic way, and e:ffectu- breathing places in the vicinity of Boston, and you 
ally answered all the practical objections to the will learn the same lesson that was taught in Har
Free Sunday. Mere denunciation of the preachers lem. Go to the Public Garden and the Common of 
for their zeal in behalf of Sunday laws is not all Boston and when there reflect that it cost a strug
that the exigencies of the conflict require; we hav gle to open them to the people on the pri<>st's day, 
to explain the origin of the week and of Sabbaths, and then measure the degree of sincerity of the 
and make it clear to the common folk that the abro- "rest" plea of the Sabbatarians. How many of 
gation of all Sunday statutes will not put them the wage laborers hav the leisure on the six work
more at the mercy of employers, but, on the con- ing days of the week to spend any time in the 
tra.ry, will make life better worth the living. This libraries! And yet the Sabbatarians bitterly op
is a utilitarian age, and to do good work for liberty pose the Sunday opening of libraries, all in the 
and humanity we oa.nnot afford to disregard utili- interest of the dear laborer, of course. Boston's 
tarian arguments and considerations. That the public library is open on Sunday, but the Astor 
"rest" pretense is the only reallv dangerous weapon and other libraries of this city are closed; who 
in the hand of the Sabbatarian we receive fresh doubts that it is the Sunday sacredness fetich that 
evidence every day. Recently in talking with a thus curtails the opportunities of the masses to im
Freethinking woman, who is not a reader of THE prove their minds! Sunday amusements are illegal 
TRUTH SEEKER, the Sunday question came up and in most of the states, the law makers having gone 
she expressed the fear that the repeal of Sabbath so far in Arkansas as to make it a misdemeanor for 
laws would giv corporations the power to exact a man to play a game of cards with his wife in his 
from their work-people seven days of service for six own house on that day, and if the bill lately intro
days' pay. Yesterday we received from a friend in duced in the Missouri Senate becomes a law the 
the South a letter which contained these questions: · same state of afftt.irs will prevail in that state. 

"If it is not threshing old straw, I wish you'd explain Similar laws are on the statute books of other com
in your columns why the present" sacredness" of Sun- monwealths. 
day is not a boon to the laboring man; and why, if .Sun
day [laws] were abolished, the labor exploiters would 
refrain from exploiting on that day. I believe in a Free 
Sunday, but think that employers now close up on that 
day simply out of deference to the church. If we take 
that day from the church what is to prevent the employers 
from working us six [seven?] days in the week? The 
only "bln.ft'" at that explanation that I've noticed from 
our !ide is that we can take our labor elsewhere, or refuse 
to work Sundays; but that is like saying that we are free 
to work, or starve. How about it? 

It is "threshing old straw," but that is what the 
reform newspaper must do. Certainly the "present 
sacredness of Sunday " is not a boon to the labor
ing man. Until quite recently it has closed against 
him on his day of leisure, in such Puritan countries 
as England, Scotland, and the United States, art 
galleries, museums, libraries, theaters, and other 
places of instruction and entertainment. Every 
Sunday enjoyment so far won for him has been won 
in the face of the most determined opposition on 
the part of the day worshipers. If those who be
lieve in the sacredness of Sunday could hav their 
way there would be no place where the laboring 
man could spend that day save in the close and 
stifling quarters of his city home. When Schenley 
Park was opened in Pittsburg last summer and the 
daily attendance was 75,000 or more the theocratic 
preachers and editors of that city and Allegheny 
grew frantic as they talked of the " desecration " of 
the Sabbath, and hypocritically bemoaned the fate 
of the poor laboring man whose rest day was men-

. Thus we see that it is the determination of the 
Sundayites to absolutely stop all secular use of the 
first day of the week, either for productive purposes 
or for amusement. They say that Sunday tt"anspor
tatioi:J., assorting and delivery of the mails must 
cease; that Congress shall put the brakes on inter
state commerce and travel ; that the Sunday news
paper must become a thing of the past; that the 
street cars must remain in their stables on Sunday, 
the news stands be closed, the bootblacks stop at 
home, the bands leave the parks, the theaters and 
opera houses lock their doors, the galleries, muse
ums and libraries shut out their eager visitors, all 
games be forbidden, all labor outlawed. And the 
day is thus to be given over to the church in order 
that the corporations may not oppress their em
ployees! What a sham! 'fhe laborer is to be placed 
between the upper and nether millstones of the cor
porations and the church and told to be happy I 

It must at once be apparent to our questioners 
that the people could not be said to rest, in any 
legitimate sense of the word, if they were not per
mitted to use their leisure time in such manner as 
they individually preferred. True rest is not merely 
ces!3ation from toil; it is such use of one's faculties 
as is agreeable to the p3rson himself. It is self
evident that the great majority of the population, 
particularly of the lara-e cities, cannot employ their 
leisure in a manner either pleasant or instructive if 
a considerable minority are not engaged in work on 
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Sunday. Travel, entertainments, open parks, the 
nourishment and care of the body, the improvement 
of the mind, the enjoyment of the deli~?hts of art, 
and of nature as well, necessitate the employment 
of a small army of people on Sunday. So far as the 
individual workers are concerned, those who are 
their own wage payers-a class which includes many 
of the newsdealers, the sellers of confectionery and 
notions, the street venders, the keepers of bath 
houses, and a large number of dealers in miscella. 
neous articles, the ability to procure which when 
out in the parks or on the way, adds so much to the 
pleasure of the people-so far as this class is con
cerned, we say, there is no hardship in being able 
to pursue their vocations on Sunday. ln fact, Sun
day is their best day, and it is looked forward to 
eagerly by very large numbers of these men and 
women of small means alii the day which they hope 
will do something to put them on the right side of 
the world after a week of bad trade. They are eager 
for the chance to make use of the occasion ; as for 
rest, they will bav more time for that when their 
Sunday customers are at work. 

It is time that the wage·Worker awakened to the 
fact that the Sundayites cannot do anyting for him 
by the enactment of laws forbidding him to labor 
or play on some particular day. We shall bav a 
free Sunday when be gets t.ired of listening to their 
disingenuous talk about" rest h for him. The com
fort and convenience of the people call for consid
erable Sunday work and the only problem before 
us is one ·of adjustment. If the employees of 
transportation lines are wise they will keep aloof 
from the Sabbatarians and work out their own sal
vation in the ways that do not deny liberty. · Inas
much as many of the employees of railways are 
paid by the miles run instead of by time their wages 
will not be decreased, per hour, by the repeal of 
Sunday laws. Workmen on each division can easily 
Brrange among themselvs, with the concurrence of 
the coltl.panies, such a apportionzttent of time as 
will permit each man to bav a certain day for rest, 
and the relays can so overlap each other that the 
day off of A will this week be the one that B bad 
last week, and so on through the alpbabet and to 
the end of the week. To get one day for rest in 
each seven it is not necessary to make Sunday lal;>or 
a misdemeanor or crime, for it is neither, and it is 
utterly demoralizing to the moral nature of man to 
attempt to make it an offense against the law. We 
understand that the employees of some car lines in 
the cities bav found the plan outlined above to work 
admirably. The relay system can be applied in all 
departments of Sunday activity where wage-workers 
are employed ; all that is needed is the desire to 
preserve Sunday for the use of the whole people 
instead of setting it apart for the exclusiv benefit 
of the clergy. As a large proportion of the em
ployees of corporations are paid by the day it will 
nob affect their wages for the cars to run on Sun
day; they will not bav to work seven days for six 
days' wages. Besides this, 1!\boring men should be 
able to see that if all suburban Sunday travel could 
be stopped their aggregate pay would be great y 
lessened, just as, if the Sunday paper can be killed, 
the total e~~ornings of compositors, stereotypers, 
pressmen, workers in paper mills, in ink factories, 
in type foundries, and in all other places where the 
materials that enter into the production of the Sun
day paper are made, will be immensely reduced. 

We do not think that any law is needed to secure 
the adoption of the six-relay system in industries 
that public convenience requires should be carried 
on on Sunday ; it ought to be very easy for the 
unions and the companies to amicably arrange the 
details of the syAtem once the men are educated to 
the point of admitting the equity and necessity of 
the plan. But if any statute is deemed to be called 
for by the objections of some of the companies all 
that is needed is a general provision that six days 
shall constitute a week's work, leaving to the em
ployers and employees in each instance the working 
out of the details, as the particular necessities of 
that line demand. It is not at all probable that or
dinary manufacturing will be engaged in more than 
six days of the week ; it bas become a settled cus
tom for the gat~s to ~l9!!§ on Saturday night and 

remain c!osed until Monday morning, and there is 
no pressmg demand for them to be opened on Sun
day fo_r the convenience of the general public as 
there 1s for the running of trains and the perform
ance of the other kinds of Sunday work which WA 

hav specified. Of course there are some industries 
that are continued Hght along from one week to 
another for months or perb11.ps for years, the stop
page of which on Sunday would entail great loss. 
But the abrogation of the Sunday law would make 
no dift:erence in these instances. 

It should again be brought to the notice of in
quirers that it is not a misdemeanor to work on 
secular holidays, such as the Fourth of July, Dec
oration Day or New Year's, and yet there is a gen
eral cessation of labor on those days. The Advent
ist farmer or carpenter is not sent to jail or the 
chain gang if he works on the Fourth of July, and 
we bav not beard a single priest clamoring for a 
law to punish him for ''desecrating" our natal day, 
and then pretending that be wants that law so that 
the poor wage-worker will not be . ground down by 
the ruthless corporations ! If, as it is so strenu
ously insisted by the preachers, it· is imperativly 
necessary to the protection of the wage worker that 
all kinds of labor and recreation on Sunday be 
made misdemeanors or crimes, why is it not equally 
necessary for his protection that all kinds of labor 
and recreation on the secular holidays be made mis
demeanors or crimes 1 The questi~n reveals the 
hypocrisy of the "rest11 argument of the Sabbatari
ans. Work and. play on the secular holidays are 
not made misdemeanors or crimes for the simple 
reason that those days are set apart for the enjoy
ment of the people, and in order that they may get 
the full benefit derivable from such periods, it is 
necessary that a certain number of the people work 
while the others rest and play. There is no minis
terial interference with the "moral" recreations and 
the labors of men and women on the secular holi
days unless those days fall on Sunday, when, lo ! 
and behold I the laws governing Sunday come into 
play, and the day of recreation is transformed into 
a day of Puritan gloom, so far as the officials can 
be induced to enforce the preachers' law. How 
completely this performance turns the light of ex
posure upon the wicked falsehoods and plottings of 
the day worshippers ! If the Fourth of July, for 
instance, comes on Saturday, they never think of 
the abused laborer on the railroad who is being de
prived of his "rest," but if it falls on Sunday they 
are in an agony of mingled grief and rage because 
the "soulless capitalist" is "reducing him to Sab· 
batbless slavery," depriving him of the opportunity 
to "seek God's sanctuary." He who is_ deceived by 
the pretenses of the Sabbatarian is not wise. 

If the preservations of regular periods of rest be 
the desire of the advocates of Sunday laws, why do 
they not enter their protest against night work! 
Any observing person will readily admit that day 
work is much less exhausting than the same amount 
of labor performed at night. If we must bav law 
to compel men to rest one day in seven, it would 
seem that it is still more necessary that they be 
forced to sleep at night and do their work in the 
daytime. People also injure themselves by im
proper· eating, but we bav not yet bad the pleasure 
of reading the report of the proceedings of a con
vention of theocrats held for the purpose of de
manding sumptuary laws regulating the eating hab
its of the people of the United States, although simi
lar legislation was once common in other lands. 
The palpable fact is, the ministers are engaged in 
the Sunday law crusade for the benefit of the church; 
that is, for their own emolument, not to lighten the 
burden of labor. 

Secretary George Longford of Friendship Lib
eral League writes very enthusiastically 0f Mrs. 
Krekel's lecture in Philadelphia. This was to bav 
been expected, for she is sure to please the cultured 
audiences that everywhere greet her. We bear 
good reports from all places where she bas spoken 
on her Eastern trip. Mrs. Krekel should be kept 
constantly in the field. .By the way, we notice that 
some of our friends refer to her as a resident of 

Kansas. This is a. mistake; her home is in Kansas 
Oity, Missouri. , 

Robert E. Pattison is not mayor of Philadelphia. 
He was buried under more than sixty thousand ad
verse majority. This is good in itself, entirely re
gardless of the character of his successful opponent 
or the nature of the forces behind him. Men whose 
deliberate purpose it is to put their fellow citizens 
under a religious despotism should never be granted 
political power in a free republic. . 

James A. Hearn, of "Margaret Fleming" fame, 
and who bas made such a phenomenal success of 
"Shore Acres," is now dramatizing Helen H. Gar
dener's" An Unofficial Patriot." He thinks that it 
is one of the finest pieces for the drama that bas 
been written in a long time. It will be put on the 
boards with the best of accessories, Congressman 
Miner of this city being the financial factor in the 
enterprise. 

That the Sabbath movement is very strong in 
some parts of Pennsylvania-saying nothing of 
other states-is well known. The Christian Re
former, speaking of the convention held in Altoona 
on Feb. 14 and 15, says that the pastors united in 
the call with the "greatest heartiness and unanimity," 
and" a large number of leading citizens, merchants, 
lawyers" et al., also attached their names. That is 
to say, in a city of more than thirty thousand in
habitants the clergy are a unit for repressiv Sunday 
legislation, and so great is their influence that prom
inent business and professional men find it to their 
a<lvantage to aetivly identify tbemselvs with the 
crusade. Do the Liberals realize the magnitude of 
the task that is to be accomplished by the friends of 
equal freedom! 

--------~~-------

A writer in a Philadelphia paper defines worship 
as "love, plus obedience-to a superior." Then be 
adds: 

''Now, to everyone of us, God is both our heavenly 
Father, and the presider over the human co-operativ 
society. To him, each one owes love and obedience. 
Not to pay what we owe is immoral. Thus, no worship, 
no religion, is fundamental immorality !" 

He bas instanced the obedience that the dog 
renders to his master. But often the dog obeys 
because be fears, not because he loves; it depends 
on the nature of the master. If the dog "worships" 
because be fears, it would appear that said "wor
ship" is fear, plus obedience, rather than love, plus 
obedience. That is the kind of worship that most 
men render to their god. They do not see any
thing for which to love him, but they have been 
told that be bas a very bot bell into which be will 
lock them for eternity if they do not do so and so, 
and the result is that the churches hav a pretty 
large membership. In these latter days, however, 
many of the churches are filled from other mo
tivs than either love or fear of the gods. 
How does this writer know that God is our heav
enly father? Would a decent earthly father bav 
drowned his children as this "presider over the 
human co-operativ society'' drowned the passengers 
of the Elbe T Anyway, human justice would bav 
promptly banged the man who committed such a 
crime, and there is no logical reason why the actions 
of an infinite criminal should be judged more leni
ently. We are told that no worship, no religion, is 
fundamental immorality, because not to pay what 
we owe is immoral, and we owe god love and obe
dience. The conclusion'is bosh, because the major 
premise is unproven and unprovable. First prove 
that there is a god, and then let him do that which , 
calls out our love, and we shall love him spontane
ously, as we iove whoever else is pleasing to us to such 
a degree as to awaken our affection. As to obedience, 
that is another matter ; we here in America do not be
lieve in autocracy nor in hereditary government. We 
must liv in harmony with what, for want of a more 
explicit name, we call natural law, if we would not 
suffer, but we bav no freedom of will in the prem
ises, and we are under no obligation to say that we 
love Nature. Neither can we escape tbG consequences 
of our infractions of Nature's rules by saying that 
we believe what we cannot believe, and asking Na-
ture's pardon. · 
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VICTORY! 

We Win the Opening Battle in Colorado. 

HOUSE PASSES the CHURCH TAXATION 
BILL BY THE VOTE OF 34 to 26. 

Strong Lobby Against it and Property Under 
$2,500 is Exempted, and, as the Basis of As
sessment is One third, this means that all 
Churches Wnrth Less than $7,500 will still 
Sponge on the &ate. Yet it is a Good Begin
ning. Now for the Senate. 

This excerpt from a letter received by THE 
TBUTH SBEKEB from Hon. Joseph Gallagher, mem
ber from Clear Creek county in the Colorado House 
of Representative, tells the friends of equal taxation 
some very good news : 

_I forward $5 to apply to s~bscription. Let the paper 
still go to the old address, as It falls into good hands for 
missionary work. I forwarded a copy of the Rock'!/ 
Mountain News, _with the vote on Honse Bill106 taxing 
chnrch property m Colorado. We did our dnty· let ns 
see what ~he Senat_e will do. There is a very 'stron~ 
lobby agamst the bill. Threats of political graves cansed 
a few to waver on final passage, bnt not enough to defeat 
the measure. 

The discussion preceding the passage of the bill 
was very animated and some of the "arguments" 
of the_ exemptionists were simply aston;shing. It 
was eVIdent that there were representative who had 
no_t t~e most rudimenta~y .conception of sociological 
prmmples, and whose Ideas of justice would hav 
been in harmony with sixteenth century environ
ments. Mr. Whittier said that the proposed tax 
would be an impost upon benevolence, upon educa
~ional institutions, upon religion, and upon patriot
IBm. Of course by educational institutions he 
.meant denon,inational schools, established for the 
purpose of teaching theological dogmas at public 
expense. He apparently did not deem it necessary 
to explain what kind of benefactors they are who 
want to be generous out ?f other people's pockets, 
nor the nature of the rehgion and patriotism that 
make pious people sponge on those who take other 
ways to express their religious emotions and their 
love of country than the building of churches and 
the employment of missionaries. 

Mr. Whittier also said that the bill "betrayed a 
sentiment like that which animated the French Rev
olution." This was an unfortunate allusion for the 
gentlemen, for it called sharply to mind the fact 
that the French Revolution was caused by the 
wholesale robbery of the French people by the 
clergy and the nobility, who had between them 
with the aid of the crown, managed to appropriat~ 
four-fifths of the earnings of the people, and thi~> 
in the names of "religion" and "patriotism." The 
men in the Colorado Legislature and outside of it 
who are trying to secure the equal taxation of church 
property are those who have read aright the terri 
ble lesson taught by France and other countries 
which have been forced to learn equity through the 
stern _logic of events, because they bad failed to 
learn It through the logic of justice. 

It it quite probable that the bill would not have 
paPsed had it not been for the concession of the 
$2.500 exemption clause made to the poorer churches. 
But there is no reason why churches worth less 
than $7 500 should not be taxed to one third of 
their valuation, as other property is taxed. The 
preced_ent is a dangerous one, for it will tempt the 
religious people' to build more and cheaper churches 
and thus ?ve_ntually get the major part of their 
wealth agam mto the dead head list. However the 
~riumph in the Colorado House of P.epresentatives 
~s a notable one, _and we njoice greatly thereat, for 
I~ seems to pr~~Ise the coming of the day of equal 
nghts for ~11 m~1zens of the republic. If the Senate 
of the Centenmal State does its duty as well as or 
~etter than the House has diPcbarged its. obliga
twn and ~over_nor Mcintyre affixes his signature to 
the taxatton bill the people of Colorado will have 
good reason to congratulate themselves that all is 
not lost. 

Of the forty-one Republicans in the House 
twenty-one voted for the bill and sixteen against. 
Of the twenty-four Populists thirteen voted for it 
and ten against Mrs Creasing ham and Mrs. Klock 
voted aye~ and Mrs. Holly, who has been very bit
terly assa1led for her supposed friendship for the 
measure, voted nay. 
. We have put the best of pro-taxation arguments 
mto t~e hands of the Senators, and now turn our 
attentton to other states which have not yet been 
reached. We hope that our readers will render us 
all the assistance they can ; this is their cause not 
l<>ss than ours. 

Truth About the Tariff. 
Mr. Georg-e Macdonald says: '' Somebody oug-ht 

to tell the truth about the tariff." I accept his 
kind invitation and will try to tell as much of the 
truth as can be packed into a short article. 

As a soldier in the war for the emancipation of 
mankind I deem it my duty to \fage relentless war
fare upon delusion and superstition. As a Free
thinkei' I fight that ancient and venerable supersti
tion known as the Christian religion-the most evil 
and wicked thing-, the greatest bar to human prog
ress that now exists with the consent of civilize(! 
men. As a Freetrader I war upon that ancient and 
venerable delusion known as protectionism-an evil 
scarcely less gigantic than th"' Christian religion. 

The two hav much in common. Both are inva
E~ions of human freedom, obtruding force into the 
domai~ of liberty. Both shh k the burden of proof. 
assummg the truth of dogmas simply because they 
have dominated the human mind from a time so 
ancient that the memory of man runneth not to the 
?ontra~v and imposing_upon their antagonists the 
'mpossible task of provmg a negativ. Both are be
liefs out of which men reason themselves often, but 
into which men reason themselves never. Both 
illustrate the prodigious power among men of habit, 
cuP tom, credulity, prejudice, tradition-the "iron 
hold of the past upon the present." Both are prop
agated by the same fallacies and owe their power to 
the same incurable ignorance of the "swinish mul
titude." 

It is fitting, therefore, that THE TBUTH SEEXER 
s_hould wish the. truth about the tariff to be pub
hshed far and wide. I cannot conceive that a truth 
seeker who does not wish to know the truth about 
the tariff is a genuine seeker after truth. 

This is true about the tariff-that protection is 
robbery. A high tariff is high-handed spoliation, 
and a low tariff is spoliation on a smaller scale. 

This is true about the tariff-that a tariff for reve
nue is only less odious and iniquitous than a tariff 
for pmtection. Both alike impose their burdens in 
proportion to what those who bear them consume 
of the necessaries of life. The former taxes us on 
that basis. The latter robs us on the same unjust 
basis. Thus, whether the money wrung from 
the people goes into the public treasury, as under a 
revenue tariff, or into the pockets of the protected 
classes, as under a protectiv tariff, the enormous 
~eight of. the burden falls upon the poor, and the 
ncb practiCally escape. And the wider the gulf be
tween the rich and the poor, the greater the accumu
lations of wealth heaped up in the hands of a few, 
the grosser becomes the injustice. It is impossible 
under Pny tariff to compel the owner of 100 millions 
to pay 100 times as much as the owner of one mill
ion. But when we compare the amount contrib
uted by the owner of 100 millions with that wrung 
f~om. the owner of 100 or 1. 000 dollars, the injus
tice IB enormously greater. This should be kept 
in mind by those who quote the fathers of the re
public_ in favo~ of protection. The injustice wrought. 
b~ t_ar1a: taxatiOn ~00 ye_ars ago in this country was 
tr1fhng m companson with what is now done. 

This is true about the tariff-that protection is 
slavery. The essence of slavery is in the fact that 
certain classes are armed with the powu of the law 
~o increas? their wealth by seizing and appropriat
Ing to thetr own use part of the earnings of other 
classes. And that is done under a protectiv tariff 
just as effectually as under any other form of r;lav
ery. It is done, too, for that matter, under a reve
nue tariff. For the difference between seizing the 
money of the ponr and handing it over to the rich, 
and compelling the poor to pay the taxes of the 
rich, is the difference between tweedledum and 
tweedledee. 

This i~ true about the tariff-that just as no man 
can seriouFly study Christian evidences and the 
"Holy Bible" and remain a Christian, so no man 
can seriously study the argument for protection 
w_it~out b?coming a Free~rader. The argument an
mbJlates Itself. There Is not a propo1.1ition laid 
down by orthodox protectionists that is not contra
dicted point blank by some other proposition laid 
down by orthodox protectionists. 

As a Freethinker my religion is loyalty to Truth. 
Not "the truth as it is in Jesus," but the simple, 
naked truth. But t.bere is in our religion, if we 
care to use the phrase, a holier trinity than the 
"Holy Trinity"-Truth, Justice. Liberty. These 
three are one. A worshiper of Truth must, there
fo_re, be a worshiper of Liberty, and free trade is 
L1berty. HA must also bow his head in the awful 
prePence of Justice, and free trade is Justice. Pro
tection must pass away. Delusion and superstition 
and the worship of mud gods must pass away. 

A. F. HAMILTON. 
--------~~--------

When renewing for TBE TBUTH SEEXJr.B add 
25 cents for a copy of the ANNUAL. It is great. 

Missions and Mission Funds.-Rings and Ring 
Masters. 

Is it reasonable to believe that t.he immense sums 
of money raised by voluntary contributions in the 
four quarters of the globe, and delivered to !'elf-con
stituted bodies of men for distribution at their own 
pleasure, and who reside thousands of miles from the 
contributors, will be handled with honesty and fi
delity, knowing as we do that officers, public and 
private, under the eye of employers and bound under 
?bligations with securities are so frequently caught 
m embezzling, stealing, swindling ! 'l'ime and again 
has the public found out that almost every institu
ti~n in which. money is handled is honeycombed 
w1th fraud. Smce the days when Price and Swart
wout of old time song ran off with the public funds, 
what a long story of scoundrelism on a grand scale 
in the maladministration of public, bank and other 
corporation funds has been played out. Their num
ber alone with the names of the head robbers will 
occupy quite a volume. Credit Mob1lier Tweed 
Rin&', Star ~?utes, Navy Contract Frauds 'are sug
gestive remmiscences of a wondrous series ending 
down to the last few days in Carnegie Frauds, 
Lexow Investigatio:::J, Comstock Br1be. Week after 
week does one exposure follow another, just as day 
after day one murder after another is related by the 
newspapers, and yet the ill doers are held to do 
right_ by all ~he dangers of immediate exposure, of 
condign pumshment and disgrace. 

How then can it be p01;sible that there never has 
been a Missionary Ring discovered in the manipula
tion of the millions of dollars annually intrusted to 
irres~onsible hands during the past hundred years! 
The tdea was suggested to the writer upon the 
perusal of a work entitled "Seeley's Wonders of 
Ellora," publi~;hed about 1820. Seeley was a sub
altern of a British regiment of India, and was a 
pious, ordinary person who, having visited the fa
mous Rock Cut Temples of India, desired to giv an 
account of his journey and observations. In order 
to make a book complete Seeley describes various 
things he had observed during his long residence in 
that country. Among other affairs he devotes some 
attention to the missionary cause, and does it in the 
m_?st r~spectful manner, and speaks of some things 
wtth evident reluctance. In reading lately the severe 
comments on the missionaries of India by a Hindoo 
in the Boston Arena, we were struck by the agree
ment between his statements of what is done to-day 
and those made nearly eighty years ago by the for· 
gotte~ but honest soldier, Seeley, in his deeply in
tere~>tmg book. Both ask a question like this: 
Suppose the Buddhists of India were to send a com
pany of missionaries to a Christian nation, our own, 
for example, and keep up a continual supply of 
funds amounting to millions of dollars per year T 
How many converts would they make; from what 
classes of people would the converts be drawn, and 
bow would the enormous funds come in time to be 
administered T 

It has always seemed wonderful to me that See
ley's work has never been republished. It would 
attract attention to these wondrous rock cut tem
ple~ which far sur~ass ~he Pyramids of Egypt, over 
whiCh so much t1me IB expended and concerning 
which so many books are published. 

What Seeley says of them is no doubt true. 
Indeed, according to him, language is inadequate 
to describe them fully. One of these temples alone 
must hav cost more time and labor than any one of 
the Pyramids, for the mere excavation, let alone 
the ma_gnificent and perfect carving and statuary 
by which every sqUtue-foot of walls, ceilings, col
onades, pillars, doors, and stairways are adorned. 
The description in ''Asiatic Researches," by the 
learned society of which Sir Wm. Jones and War
ren Hastings were presidents, confirms the truth of 
Seeley's assertions. Evidently the missionaries 
would disfavor any attempt to call for a too critical 
investigation of them, as some questions en their an
tiquity might discredit Bible chronology. At first but 
very few men could hav space in which to work. As 
only after a long time more workers could bav 
room a question naturally arises: These temples are 
made diagonally through the mountain of solid 
granit rock; a large entrance is made, then an area 
of several feet is carved out leaving a vast quad
~angular mass for the temple, of varying size accord
mg to size of temple, say 40 t.o 60x100 feet, and 
two stories high. Then the work of excavating the 
rooms, stairways, galleries, doors, etc., was done. 
Pillars, statues, and the like, were carved out at 
certain distances, with altars. The orna·T'entation 
is incredibly perfect and beautiful, every square 
foot being elaborately carved with minute exact
ness. When Seeley wrote he says we, of that time 
had no implements hard and durable enough t~ 
work upon the material. One of tl::e largest tem
ples has a miniature temple in its center about 
15x20, all duly finished-a :perfect :p:~.onolitb. 

file:///fage
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There is one thing concerning one of these tem- 1 by successive acts of legislation which they have 
plea that ?as never been ~bserved so far as I know, Mused to be passed in their own interest. 
and that Is, a~ one end IS a set of steps leading These acts of legislation enacted in the sole inter
from the outside down to a c~rve~ basin destined est of the bankArs and to the great injury of the 
to hold .water. From an openmg m the top of the people, hav been aptly called the "Seven Financial 
mo~ntam wat.er has fallen on some of the steps Conspiracies," and cleverly explained in a little 
durmg the ~amy season for ages, so long, in fact, pamphlet of that name by Mrs. S. E. V. Emery, of 
that the falhng water has worn away a large num- which I give a brief abstract as follows: 
ber of the steps so that to reach the bottom a ladder The first of these conspiracies caused the depre
of several feet has to be used to get down. As the ciation of the people's money, the best money ever 
other temples hav steps from the same side leading issued, the greenback, by placing upon it the infa
down to similar reservoirs there can be no question mons exception clause. Congress had made the 
but the steps thus worn away by water originally money of the government full legal tender for all 
led down to the very top of the carved basin, and debts, but at the instance of the bankers the Senate 
indeed the ruins prove it. How many ages were amended the. bill by adding "except duties on im
these temples in building T How many ages did it ports and interest on the public debt," which from 
take the water, falling a few months each year from that time forward should be paid in coin. 
one hundred feAt above, to wear twelve feet of h!trd This was equivalent to saying that the greenback 
granit steps ? And yet so absurd hav been the ac- was goad enough for the government to pay to the 
counts given by missionaries in order to preserve people, good enough for the government to pay to 
their Moses and his chronology that they hav even the soldiers who po'ured out their life blood in its 
alleged that all these stupendous, almost miraculous, defense, but not good enough for the people to pay 
works were done during the life of one man. to the government, nor yet good enough for the 

Seeley publishes extracts from some British peri- government to pay to the bankers. 
odicals to show how vain and futil had been the The second conspiracy resulted in the National 
efforts to convert the Hindoos-extracts from works Bank Act, passed in 1863. This act permitted the 
friendly to the missions but censuring the great. banker. to purchase with his depreciated green
abuses that had already grown up. One returned back", which he could now get from the people at 
missionary is represented as having spoken to a the rate of $285 in greenbacks for $100 in gold, 
large congregation and described the grand work government bonds to the full face value of the 
done, and the hardships, privations, and persecu- greenbacks on which he could draw interest in gold 
tiona endured by the poor missionaries. A gentle- in advance, and have at the same time 90 per cent. 
man from India who was present, after the meeting of his investment returned to him in National Bank 
accosted the orator, saying, "Are you not the Rev. notes. That is, for his original $100 in gold he got 
-- --'" "Yes." "You reside at --, --, $285 in bonds and interest. 
in a splendid house, surrounded with luxurifs, and The third scheme was that of contracting the 
waited on by a large number of servants- ' currency by destroying the greenbacks. In pur
" Hush-be qniet. How do you know this 171 "I suance of this plan the Act of April 12th, 1866, was 
lived for years near by and know all about it. How passed, whereby it was _provided that a regular and 
can you tell such things ~" " 0, my dear friend, it systematic cremation of greenbacks should take 
is necessary to arouse the sympathies, else we could place. Under this Act the people's money has from 
not liv there as missionaries," etc., etc. year to year been called in, millions at a time, and 

He then shows by reports of the foreign mission- destroyed, in consequence of which we have from 
ary societies of England the millions of dollars an- year to year less money, more tramps, more strikes, 
nually wasted in such enterprises. One society more business failures, and ever increasing poverty 
alone gave over two hundred thousand pounds of the people. 
yearly. He says the object is good, regrets to hav The fourth conspiracy brought about the Credit 
to make the exposures he does make. Plainly he is Strengthening Act, which gave the bankers power 
an honest and friendly critic. Take the missiona- to demand of the government face value redemp
ries' own statements, and all this vast outlay is a tion in gold of the bonds purchased by the depre
fraud. ciated greenbacks. That is, the banker having paid 

Read what say the Jesuits Hue and Gabet on the one hundred dollars in gold for $285 in greenbacks, 
"Chinese Empire and •rravels in Tartary," the two and having paid the government the greenbacks 
most interesting works of travels ever publiflhed, for their face value in bonds, and having received 
every page rich with wonderful information, glow- his interest in gold and had ninety per cent of his 
ing with humor and life. China once had millions of investment returned to him, now demanded that 
converts, hundreds of Christian temples, yet nearly the government return to him $285 in gold for the 
all hav disappeared. These superstitious, illogical, paper-bought bonds. What the banker virtually 
but brilliant Jesuit Fathers could time and again demanded was $285 in gold for $100, besides the 
rE>joice and thank providence for supplying them interest. When this bill was pa~sed there were 189 
with argols (dried dung) in their journeys through bankers and many bondholders In the two houses 
the endless steppes of Mongolia, to further their of Congress. . . 
cause, but never seem to wonder why the same The ·act approved July 14, 1870, proVIdmg for 
providence fails to extend his hand to protect the the refunding of the national debt was the result 
persec~ted converts! HoLT. of the fifth conspiracy. The scheme is one. which, 

while preventing the government from paymg the 
national debt as the money acccumulates for that 
purpose, obliges the people to pay interest upon 
the accumulated money while it lies idle in the 
treasury. or, i:nore provoking still, is deposited with 
national banks, which hav been granted its free use. 

The Eighth Financial Conspiracy Brewing. 
The suggestions made in Comptroller Eckel's arti

cle on finance in the North American Review, and 
further set forth in his report to Congress, ex
plained at length by Secretary Carlisle and ap
proved by President Cleveland in his message to 
Congress, took shape in a bill which was submitted 
to the House Committee on Banking, reported fav
orably by the committee, and defeated in the House. 

The bill was a menace to the welfare of the 
American people and their government. This is the 
sort of pernicious class legislation which has been 
blighting the prosperity of our people and sapping 
the vitality of our governmen.t in defiance of the 
principles upon which the republic is founded, and 
which will surely lead to its ultimate destruction. 

Instead of giving more power to the bankers, the 
power they already have should be taken from them 
and vested in the government where it rightly be
longs. Is this indeed a "government of the people" 
by the bankers and for ~he bankers T What the 
government and the people of the United States, 
which every American citizen should remember are 
one-if this is really a "government of the people, 
by the people, for the people," the people are the 
government and the government is the people
what they have to expect from the bankers has been 
plainly shown by history. . 

Since the dark days when our country was plunged 
in the night of civil war, and the bankers took ad
vantage of its distress and traded upon the govern
ment's need by demanding the ruinous interest of 
from 24 to 36 per cent for the money necessary to 
carry on its defense, the bankers have. ~rought the 
American people from a:ftluence to bitmg poverty 

"Having refunded, and made payable in coin, 
bonds which had not cost their holders more than 
sixty cents on the dollar," to prevent the payment 
of the bonds and to increase their value, the de
monetization of silver was accomplished by an act 
passed in 1873. This sixth fina~cial conspiracy de
preciated the money value of silver and thus pro
duced further contraction of the currency. 

The seventh conspiracy resulted in the act passed 
Jan. 24, 1875, authorizing the secretary of the 
treasury to destroy the fractional currency and 
issue silver coin in like denominations to take its 
place. Untaxed interest-~earing bonds were ~ss~ed, 
of such la:rge denominatiOns that only capitalists 
were able to carry them with which to purchase sil
v&- bullion for the authorized coinage. The in
terest on the bonds was another burden added to 
the people's load of debt, while by the destruction 
of the greenbacks and fractional currency the 
money upon which the people paid no interest was 
taken away from them. 

It is easily seen that each one of these acts of 
Congress was of great benefit to the bankers and 
wrought untold injury to the people and their gov
ernment. But while the people of the United 
States are struggling under a load too heavy for 
them to bear, the bankers are still the favorit chil
dren of the . government, and it is proposed to giv 
them still further privileges to wring from the people 
the last dollar and the last bit of land until they 

are reduced to a condition of hopeless impoverish
ment and servitude. 

The proposed eighth financial conspiracy, as set 
forth by Comptroller Eckeis, Secretary Carlisle, and 
President Cleveland contemplated, first, the repeal 
of all laws requiring or authorizing the deposit of 
United States bonds as security for circulation. 
Second, handing over by the government to the 
national banks the entire issuance of currency and, 
Third, the exemption of state banks from taxation. 
President Cleveland said in his message to Con
gress: "The absolute divorcement of the govern
ment from the business of banking is the ideal re
lationship of the government to the circulation of 
the currency of the country." No doubt it is the 
"ideal relationship " from · the banker's point of 
view. The proposition to repeal all laws providing 
for the deposit of United States bonds. as security 
for circulation w~s also ideal for the bankers, and 
the exemption from taxation would be even more 
ideal, and the advantage gained is so practical. 
Comptroller Eckels naively admits that "the profit 
upon the issue of circulation to the banks would be 
so augmented that it would be giving to t4em a 
franc)lise for which it is suggested they should be 
called upon to make some return to the general 
government." 

Comptroller Eckels goes on to state "that the gen
eral government ought to be wholly free from the 
direct issuing and redeeming of notes to pass as 
money among the people. No government has ever 
yet successfully engaged in so doing, and . the ex
perience of the government of the United States is 
no exception to the rule"-to which he should have 
added, owing to the intolerable interference of the 
bankers. These are strange statements to make to 
a people who are finding out day by day that the 
franchises sold by government or municipality to 
private corporations are invariably managed to en
rich those private corporations and to grind the 
people and demoralize the government. Why !lOt 
suggest that the Postoffice, the best organized de
partment in the United States, be handed over to 
the "express companies, and they be authorized to 
increase or diminish the postage at will? No one 
would be foolish enough to imagine that any one 
would be the gainer by the ·plan but the express 
companies. 

These eminent financiers dwell a good deal upon 
the "elasticity" to be obtained by leaving the issue 
of currency to the banks. This elasticity, deemed 
so desirable, is the power to contract and expand at 
wilt:---to squeeze the people by contracting the vol
ume of money all that they can bear and expanding 
only when they can endure no more. There will be 
a great deal more of "contraction" than "expan
sion" certainly, and the government and the people 
can expect just so much mercy as the martyrs re
ceived from the inquisitors in the dark ages. The 
inquisitors were wont to pause at the limit of hu. 
man endurance long enough to let the victim gather 
strengt.h to bear more torture. The tender regard 
that is exhibited by these high officials for the wel
fare of the bankers would be very much more 
seemly if shown for the people and their govern
ment. Why this consideration for the banker! 
Have the pangs of hunger been gnawing at his vitals! 
Have tattered garments exposed him to the inclem
ent weather l Is he compelled to seek shelter at 
night under an artistic arrangement of shingles, 
canvas and scraps of old carpet on tae salubrious 
dumps 1 Their condition must be deplorable in
deed, for Congress to come to their relief while a 
million honest workingmen seek in vain for employ
ment to keep themselves and families from starva· 
tion. 

We must all, however, heartily concur with the 
concluding paragraph of Comptroller Eckels's paper 
in the North American Review. If he is wrong in 
every other statement, he is certainly right when he 
says: "But until the whole currency and banking 
system of the country is formulated in one harmo
nious plan, in which each part shall be absolutely 
sound in principle and the embodiment of mone
tary science, there can be no hope of undisturbed 
and substantial prosperity for the American people)' 
This is undoubtedly true, but that harmonious plan 
must be controlled and managed by the govern
ment whose offic~rs are elected by and answerable 
to the people of the United States. L. L. 

Scientific thought is the guide of action. The 
truth which it arrives at is riot that which we can 
ideally contemplate without error, but that which 
we may act upon without Jear. Scientific thought 
is not an accompaniment, a condition of human 
progress, but human progress itself.-Clifford. 

The second volume of Moncure- D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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News and Notes. 

There was a "southerly wind and a cloudy sky" 
when I left Link's Creek and Lonesome Valley on 
Monday morning, Feb. 11th. Lonesome Valley is 
rightly named, for it stretches away for miles with
out a habitation, surrounded by bare and desolate 
hills, in whose bosom is supposd to be uncounted 
wealth of gold. This was once a volcanic country, 
and the evidences of primeval fires are still to be dis
covered. The yawning craters confront one as one 
winds along the heights. Lonesome Valley, how
ever, could be made a perfect garden if water was 
only stored up for summer's use. There are rains 
enough at certain seasons of the year, but from 
June to September there is scarcely a drop. No 
doubt the science of man will some day fill this land 
with the glory of harvest. 

The storm held off, I guess, for our especial bene
fit, and only a slight mist pervaded the evening air. 
I gave my last lecture at Prescott and in Arizona on 
"Christianity and Woman," which I found to be a 
very interesting and ghastly subjeet. The treat
ment of woman by Christianity is one of the most 
terrific pages of human history. It makes the blood 
boil to think of the indignities that hav been poured 
upon the "daughters of Eve" simply because woman 
was the first to begin tbe upward path of learning 
and progress; while Adam was a sneak and a cow
ard. Ever since the theologian has tried to wreak 
his vengeance on woman, denying her an immortal 
soul, declaring her to be the child of the devil and 
the way of hell. Kings and priests have united to 
outrage, disgrace, dishonor and deny her every right 
and privilege. Her personality has been absolutely 
annihilated by the holy authority of the Christian 
religion, and I do not understand how woman can 
any longer bend her neck to the yoke. 

I had a good audience, and after a campaign 
where so much has been accomplished, it was a 
pleasure to gather our ranks once more, shake hands 
all round, and look forward to the broadening fu
ture. The work in Arizona shows what can be done 
in hundreds of places in this land if there is. only 
the energy and determination to go ahead. The 
elements SI"e present for success with leadership and 
combination. The fol'ces of Freethought are vast 
indeed, but the power of concentration is lacking. 
I have no doubt the winter's work in Arizona will 
hav its summer's harvest. We shall keep the army 
in motion. 

I leave Prescott for Santa Fe, N.Mex., on Tues
day morning, Feb. 12th, and after a twenty-four 
hours' ride or more arrive at my destination. The 
snow begins to come down and the storm increases 
as it sweeps westward from the plains of Kansas, 
where I understand it has been howling for two or 
three days. Trains from the East are delayed sev
eral hours ; but fortunately our train is on time ; 
and I am at hand to meet my engagement in Santa 
Fe. But the snow is a foot deep, and it keeps ac
cumulating until evening, and the weather is so 
extraordinary that people scarcely venture out. In 
fact, quite a number got the impression that I was 
unable to make connection, and was left somewhere 
on the road, and the jairitor did not put in an ap
pearance, and at the hour of the lecture the Court
house had no light or fire for the few who had 
gathered. However, we succeeded in opening the 
door and foraged for firewood in the depths of the 
cellar, and by 9 o'clock the stove was smoking and 
blazing, and I gave my lecture. The two following 
nights the court-house was lighted and warmed as 
well as could be expected under the circumstances, 
for the cold continued. The thermometer was six
teen degrees below zero,· and the inhabitants, being 
unused to this piercing atmosphere, stayed at 
home. My audiences were small but appreciativ. 
I feel sure that under more favorable circumstances 
I could hav a large attendance, though Freethought 
is something entirely new in this community. 
Santa Fe is an old city. It claims to hav been 
settled three years before St. Augustine. It has a 
large Mexican population, about 9,500, while there 
are but 500 Americans. Hence there is a small mi
nority out of which to make a Freethought audi
ence. Mexicans are under the power of the church, 
which here has some of its most splendid edifices 
and imposing officials, ~nd its authority is great. 
The old church building is said to hav been con
structed in 1580. 

Years ago Santa Fe was. an important military 
post and trading station. The railroad left it some
what out in the cold, it being about twenty miles from 
the main line. It has increased but little in popu
lation during the last twenty years, and only within 
the last three years has it begun to put on a modern 
appearance. There is a great mining country about 
it. The hills are full of gold and silver still undis. 
covered. The agricultural resources are extensiv, 
so that it needs only the new and better times that 

are coming to make Santa Fe a booming metropolis, 
for it is evidently on the great line of travel fr9m 
Galveston to the North. Of course those who hav 
an eye to the future know that one of these days a 
railroad will run from Patagonia through South 
America and Panama via Galveston and Santa Fe, 
opening up a mighty, vast country through this cen
tral section, and from Santa Fe the railroad will go 
north through British Columbia and Alaska, across 
the Bering Straits to Siberia, and thence to Paris 
and London. This appears like a dream to the pro
saic mind.:_that one can thus start from Capt. Horn 
in a palace car and stop not until he arrives at 
Westminster Abbey. But t.he scientific imagina
tion takes it all in; and the mountain regions about 
Santa Fe will then burst into uncounted wealth; 
for a vast wilderness will be the garden of the 
world, amidst the quaintness and ancientn'lss of 
Santa Fe, its curious mingling of the old and the 
new, its far away roots in the past, its golden out
look, its infusion of American life with its rustle 
and its bustle, one can have glowing visions of the 
to-morrow when steam and electricity shall sound 
the reveille of advance. I suppose Santa Fe is beau
tiful in s11mmer, and it was beautiful also amidst 
these wintry landscapes. The snow-crowned hills 
sweeping away into the dazzling distance, the fields 
and plains between with white effulgence, the city 
wrapt in. frosty splendor, made indeed a magnificent 
picture. The venerable town wore an unwonted 
aspect of liveliness and variety, and I did not regret 
that I arrived when it was gleaming in such novel 
fashion. I found stanch friends in Santa Fe, not a 
great many of them, but as good as gold. Mrs. C. 
A. Berleth was the originator of the forward move
ment, and she labored faithfully against great odds. 
She is alive with the spirit of Freeth ought, and has 
the courage of a pioneer. She combined our forces 
and did the best that could be done under the cir
cumstances. Wehave gained a foothold, and greater 
things will be accomplished hereafter. We must 
thank Mrs. Berleth for giving us a good start. Mr. 
G. C. Berleth, although suffering from ill health, did 
not miss a night at the lectures; Mr. Lewis Schor
moyer was also a sturdy supporter and didn't fail to 
lend a hand. Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hull, Charles 
Hull, Mrs. Pauline Haas, Mr. and Mrs. S. Haffner, 
George Blakely, Ernest Knaeleel, J. S. Canonde
laire, ]!'.Muller, J. H. Blain, John V. Conway are 
also among those who stood by the colors, even if 
the winter winds did blow. 

Mr. J. G. Schumann is one of the old residents 
of Santa Fe, having located here about thirty years 
ago. He is one of the foremost citizens of the 
place in wealth and standing, and he has never 
been ashamed to speak his honest thought. He 
has been a FreethinkElr all his life ; one of those 
stanch reformers from the Faf.herland, of whom 
Carl Heinzen was such a noble example. 

I was especially pleased to make the personal ac
quaintance of E. E. Mensch, who helped to keep 
the banner of .l!reethought afloat on the coast, and 
who, with the same ardor, distributes Liberal lit
erature where it will do the most good. The Secu
lar Pilgrim will always remember his generous aid 
on this frontier line. 

It was my good fortune to stop at the Claire, of 
which E. T. Webber ia the proprietor. Mr. Web
ber was formerly of Denver, where he was in the 
ranks of the reformers. He has no use for super
stition or tyranny of any kind. He is posted on 
the great subjects of the day, and is interested in 
all human advancement. He believes in the reign 
of the people, and industrial and intellectual eman. 
cipation. His hotel is one of the most elegant and 
comfortable in the Western country, and no Free
thinker should fail to go there when he strikes the 
capital of New Mexico. 

The old capitol building is burnt down, but a 
new and magnificent structure will take its place. 
The legislature is in session, but nothing of any 
importance is transpiring. A majority of the mem
bers, I understand, are Mexicans. An interpreter 
is necessary in order to carry on the debates. I 
guess this is the only legislature in the country 
where two languages are spoken, and where all 
speeches and bills must be translated-the Eng
lish into Mexican, and the Mexican into English. 
To the onlooker it is a rather novel procedure to 
hav each sentence slowly interpreted as it is uttered. 
There is not much chance for flights of oratory 
when one has to stop at the end of a period for a 
translation. 

With Mrs. Berleth I visited the Historic Room 
and the Old Curiosity Shop of Jake Gold, where 
the relics_ of hundreds of years are gathered to
gether ; and it is a sight to see indeed ; the ancient 
saddles and carts and trunks, ~;'Dd " old clothes " 
and pictures, and cooking utensils from the cliff 
dwellers onwards to the present day. A vast va
riety confronts the view.; and we behold the evolu- · 

tion of man. Especially was I interested in the 
display of gods. There are any number of them, 
and they are solid ones too, made of stone, and they 
look as if they would last fc;>rever. They hav the 
appearance of all gods, and don't look as if they 
knew much. They lack expression. But while the 
gods of Greece and Rome and Judea disappear, 
these gods hav come to stay ; hundreds of them, in 
solemn ranks, just as good as they ever were and 
just as capable of helping humanity. I like these 
gods because they mind their own business, and 
don't interfere in the affairs of this world. Sher
man said that the only good Indian is a "dead In
dian." We might say the same of a god. The 
only good one is a stone-dead one. 

I took a survey of the elegant filigree jewelry of 
S. Spitz, the manufacturer. Certainly the precious 
metals assume the most delicate and beautiful forms 
under the manipulation of skilled artists. They 
charm the masculine view while they must perfectly 
enchant the feminine vision with gauze-like wings 
and floating clouds, and glittering petals, and flashes 
of color, with radiance of silver and gold. 

So with many memories of ancient baTbaric times 
mingled with grand and lovely views of nature, and 
visions of glory and liberty in the days to con;te, 
when civilization shall be at its bloom in this great 
belt of the world's commerce, I leave Santa Fe Feb. 
16th and arrive at Trinidad, the holy city of the 
Trinity, on the same day at about 6 P 111. I hav a 
warm welcome here, and find hundreds of Liberals. 
I open on Sunday afternoon. Lastnight, Monday, 
at the third lecture, I had about five hundred pres
ent. I hav not found any place more favorable 
than this point for Liberal work. The best people 
of the place are interested in the lectures. Next 
week I shall write more fully of the outlook, and de
scribe this bright and lively country, where the 
seeds of Freethought are producing so fair a fruit-
age. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM:. 

TRINIDAD, CoL., Feb. 19th, 295. 

Treasurer's Report. 
I hav the pleasure to acknowledge the following 

subscriptions for the book of our last joint Con
gress: J. A. Munn, 4 copies; Wm. Jones, 4 copies; 
Victor Laine, 8 copies ; Geo. E. Andruss, 4 copies ; 
G. M. Gates, 6 copies; Maligns Boehmer, 2 copies; 
Wm. C. Decker, 2 copies. I should be pleased to 
hear of more friends so we can get the book well 
circulated. E. C. RBIOHWALD, Tress. F. F. of·A. 

234 South Water Street, Chicago. 

Mrs. Krekel's Visit to the East. 
Last Friday evening the Manhattan Liberal Club 

heard the b!)st lecture of this season. Notwith
standing the day was the anniversary of Washing
ton's birth the German Masonic Hall was well filled, 
and Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel's lecture upon "The 
Criminal ClasseEI; How Produced; the Responsibility 
and the Remedy," which was so eloquently and 
earnestly delivered, was listened to by an audience 
which W&fil generous in its applause of the pointed 
and truthful criticisms of penal institutions and 
modes of dealing with crime and punishing crim
inals. Mrs Krekel does not believe in remedies for 
our social vices that reach only the offenders, that 
do not remove the causes. For doing away with 
criminals and crimes the importance of pre-natal 
culture and healthy environment was emphasized. 
As a present mode of punishing offenders against 
the law, she cited a case in St. Louis, where the 
children of a mother who kept a disorderly house 
were taken away upon the pretext that she was not 
fit to manage children. What the authorities did 
was merely to place them behind prison bars where 
for some time they lacked a mother's care, were un
tidy and brought to a low state of health. Instead 
of punishing the mother the children were made 
the victims of the law. "Why did they not go 
further," the lecturer asked at the end of the re
cital, "and provide the children with the care and 
comfort they should have had!" Mrs. Krekel pointed 
out that instead of preventing crime by such meth
ods it was promoted. Innocence is made familiar 
with the cells of guilt, self respect and high im
pulses for good are crushed. 'l'he lecture was a 
thorough and· able one, and its excellence lies in its 
advocacy of basic remedies for existing social 
wrongs. 

Sunday afternoon the Brooklyn Philosophical 
A-ssociation bad the pleasure of listening to Mrs: 
Krekel upon ''Old and New Theories." A fashion
able audience greeted her and went away with the 
opinion that she is a most remarkable woman. 
:J he lecture was philosophical and comprehensive. 
Old theories were shown to be inimical to progress 
while the new theories of science and life are the 
lines upon which we must expect to adva:ace. It 
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is not saying too much that to hear this lady is an 
intellectual treat one gets but rarely. 

In the evening Mrs. Krekel spoke before the New
ark Liberal Olub on "The Oriminal Olasses" and is 
now on her way to Oincinnati where, I believe, 
she will stay for a month. E. D. 

It is arbitrarily laid down that we must submit 
to the rule of Ohrist, whether that rule be just or 
whether it be unjust, whether it be cominendable 
or whether it be repugnant to our conscience. It 
amounts, indeed, to a constitutional question. Upon 
its foundation has been reared that frightful sys
tem of Ohristian persecution which started with 
Priscillianus, in the fourth century, for its first vic
tim, and has traversed down through the ages, 
spreading suffering and devastation on every side. 
The constitution sought to be reared upon the basis 
of this arid intolerance regards the human mind 
and body in the light of mental and physical slaves; 
it views man as a creature manufactured by his 
creator for the main purpose of flattering his maker 
-a creature intrusted with a little span of life, and 
endowed with a little flicker of understanding for 
the increasing purpose of pandering, more or less 
imperfectly, to the vain desires of his God while yet 
in this life, and, at the same time, of preparing him
self with greater fitness to :tl.atter more de terously 
by and by. This notion seeks to annihilate thA 
right of private judgment here, under a threat of 
penalty hereafter. I venture to think it high time 
this system of dastardly intimidation, this unspeak
ably dark side of Christianity, was finally quashed. 
This cowardly tenet has frightened millions of timid 
souls into what is aptly termed the "fear ·of the 
Lord," and made them cringe before the imaginary 
phantoms of the skies ; make, them. in other words, 
hypocrite for the glory of God.-.N. L. Prosser, in 
Agnostic Journal. 

--------~~----~--

It was a bright remark made by another Boston 
man, the "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table," to the 
effect that the extent of a nation's possessions has 
generally been in inverse ratio to the length of their 
weapons of war. The shorter the sword the longer 
the nation's boundary lines. The same truth ap
plies to battles for reform. The revolutions of the 
world are wrought by close encounters with speci
fic evils. Wars are waged a battle at a time~· and 
while a declaration of war upon unjust social condi
tions is all very well, it must be remembered that 
wars consist of battles, and that battles. consist of 
struggles for specific points of vantage. Scott 
spent many hours besieging Ohapultepec. Suppose 
some officer had said that Ohapultepec was but a 
small part of Mexico and he was waging war 
against Mexico, and when Mexico fell the castle of 
Ohapultepec would fall with it ! He would hav oc
cupied .a position very similar to that occupied by 
many reformers, who are too captivated with the 
idea of capturing Mexico to assist in the storming 
of Ohapultepec. In all history this has been the 
weakness of idealists.- Voice. 

It is the difficulty of reconciling the professions 
of Ohristia.nity with their practice which inspir?s 
the Moslem with such a boundless confidence tn 
what he feels to be his own moral superiority. If his 
religion tells him to slay, he slays remorselessly, a~d 
he maintains that he does so with no more barbarity 
and with far more con~:~istency than the Ohristians 
did who were commanded by General Kauffman to 
exterminate Tartar hordes in Oentral Asia, or by the 
Russian General Suwaroff, who within the memory 
of man put 38,860 men, women, and children to 
death at the aiege of Ismail. In the eyes of the 
Mohammedan bhese butcheries were quite inexcus 
able because they were not done on any religious 
prin.'ciple, whereas he. f?els he is as ~uch jus~i:fied 
in slaughtering by dtVlne command tn Bulgaria. as 
was the Joshua of old Oanaan, whose acts of a sim
ilar nature both Ohristians and Mohammedans con
sider aacred.-Laurence Oliphant. 

The myths of . Paganism are as ~ead as Oa~ris or 
Zeus and the man who should revive them, tn op
position to the knowledge of our time, w_ould. be 
justly laughed to scorn; but. the ?oeval Imagma
tions current among the rude mhabitants of Pales· 
tine, recorded by writers whose very name and age 
are admitted by every scholar to be unknown, bav, 
unfortunately, not yet share~ their fate, but e:v~n 
at this day are regarded by ntne·t~nths of the cml· 
ized world as the authoritativ standard of fact .and 
the criterion of the justice of scientific conclusiOns 
in all that relates to the origin of things, and among 
them of species. In this nineteenth century, as at 
the dawn of modern physical scien~e, the ~osmog 
ony of the semi-ba_rbarous Hebrew I~ the mcubus 
of the philosopher and the opprobr1um of the or
thodox.-Prof. T. 1I. Hureley, "Lay Sermons." 

Freethought Progress. 
A new Freethonght paoer called El Libre Examen has 

been started at Merida, Yucatan, Mexico. The editor is 
D. Thomas Peves Ponce. 

The VossiBcher Zeitung of Berlin reports that while 
new and costly churches are constantly going np in that 
city '' the ministers preach to empty benches." 

GrBDt Allen's very interesting article, "Easter Cele
bration and Resurrection," in Fortnightly Review, has 
been translated into Dutch and appears in De Dageraad 
for November, 1894. 

J nles Des Essarts, president and founder of the Free
thon~?:ht society of Charleroi (see biography in "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethonght "), has been elected mem
ber of the Belgian Senate. 

Le Bluet is a French magazine of literature and art, 
edited by Mr. C. Cilwa, whose photograph can be found 
in" Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." .M.r. Cilwa 
is an Anglo-American Frenchman of great ability and 
push. He is president of several societies, administrativ 
member of others, editor of La Verite, Freethought or
ganizer and lecturer, and what not. The French minister 
of art and education has awarded Le Bluet a bust for 
1892 and two magnificent vases for 1893. 

The second volume of Mr. F. J. Gould's "Concise His
tory of Religion"; Charles C. Cattell's "Pebbles from the 
Ocean of Trnth "; a new edition nf Max Muller's "Chips 
from a German Workshop·" Voltaire's "Short Prose 
Tales"/· the :fifth edition of Charles Bray's " The Ednoa
.tion o the Feelings : A System of Moral Trainin11: for 
the Guidance of Teachers, Parents, and Guardians of the 
Yonng "; a bio~~:raphy of Jobn Addinl!:ton Symonds; 
"Darwinism and Race Progress," bv Professor Haycraft; 
and a study of the philosophy of John Stuart Mill, by 
Charles Dong]as, are among the works just issued from 
the English press or announced to appear soon which are 
of interest to Freethinkers. The Literar.ll Guide, to 
which we are indebted for manv of the book items which 
are found in this department, says that Mr. Gould's His
tory is a work which "will be immensely helpful to stu
dents of the world's religions." ·. ·. · The Humanita
rian reports that dn .. ing .December "the oanse of rational 
Sunday amusement"'' made marked strides" in England. 
On ''Museum Sunday" an experiment was made and the 
public were admitted to '' the Dnlwioh Picture Gallery, 
Sir John Soane's mnsenm, the FlaxmBD and Grafton Gal· 
leries, Apsl"v Honse, the New Gallery and the Brassey 
Mnsenm. They had, also, free access to the Kew Muse
um and Exhibition of Pictures and the Royal Botanical 
Gardf'l:!l. to the Picture Galleries of Hampton Court 
Palac .. , and to the Painted Hall in Greenwich Hospital. 
An assembly was held at the Piccadilly. Galleries in the 
evening. In every respect the experiment was most 
snooessfnl. Crowds of decorous and well conducted 
persons, of the working classes for the most part, availed 
themselvs of these opportunities of indnlgin~ in a little 
rational amusement." ·. ·. · Lord Esher. Master of the 
Rolls, very severely censured the Lord's Day Observance 
Society for its prosecution of thr.ee oi~izens of Leeds !or 
their more or less remote connectiOn w1th Sunday evenmg 
lectures. He pnt the costs of the appeal on the society 
and told it that if it was so horror· stricken at the thought 
of workingmen being hept out of the pnbli~ houses on 
Sunday evenings by innocent entertainments 1ts members 
"must be careful to take proceedings against the proper 
persons and mnst be able to strictly prove their case." 
It was e'vident that the judge was glad that the society 
had failed to do so in this instance. ·. ·. · H. Beerbohm 
Tree writes in the Humanitarian that durin~~: 1894 one 
hundred and ten performances were given on Sunday by 
bands in the various parks. In regard to bands the friends 
of the Free Sunday hav "already triumphed " in 
London. The trustees and directors of the British 
Mnsenm and National Gallery expreBB the desire to open 
on Sunday afternoons. The victory over Sabbatarianism 
will be won in England before the close of the century 
unless the forces of reaction gather their energies for a 
last desperate conflict with t.ne spirit of the age, and so 
achieve a temporary triumph. 

The Chicago Times has recently spoken ont clearly 
end nnqnali:liedly in favor of the taxation of ohnl"oh pr<!lp
arty. ·• ·. · The Denison (Texas) Gazetteer of ~an: 6 has 
a very good article in condemnation of proscription for 
opinion's sake, and advocating the broadest .liberty f<?r 
all forms of religions belief and propagandism. It 1s 
timely and excellent. Mr. Mnrraytrl!-l;f al!d ters~ly s.ays 
that religion mnst be kept ont of polit1os lf onr mstltn
tions are to be preserved. ·. ·. · We are pleased to see 
that Science has been revived. It is now under the edit· 
orship of Prof. D. C. GilmBD of Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, and is alive with the spirit of :rreeth<?ngJ:lt. ·. ·. • 
Unity (Chicago), the orgal?- of the radical Umtarians and 
other progressive religiomsts of the West, has been en· 
larged. ·. ·. · Hon. F. M. Hurst introduce~ in th~ Legi.s
latnre of Georgia the preamble and resolnt10n wh!oh will 
be found below. They were referred to .the CommitteE! on 
the State of the Republic. Io introdnomg the resolntiO!J-, 
Mr. Hurst said: "It is high time that we go on reoor~ m 
no uncertain terms on this question. I firmly believe 
that this resolution should be adopted, BDd for that reason 
I have introduced it. I shall do all in my power to secure 
its adoption by the Honse." This is the resolution: 

WH111RHAB in February, 1893, there was begun BD organ· 
ized movement by a religions combination composed of 
the evangelical churches of the o~nntry to ~et the ~ov
ernment of the United States oomm~tt~d by <1!-r~ot legisla
tion to a recognition of the Chr1st1BD religiOn and a 
national adoption BDd enforcement of Sunday as the 
Christian Sabbath or Lord's day, and • . 

WHEREAS They proposed :first to accomplish then pur· 
pese by a~ amendment to the national Constitution 
declaring this to be a ChristiBD nation, and so plaoin~ all 
Christian laws, institutions and usages upon an nndemable 
lel!'al basis in the fundamental law of the lBDd. 
· In 1888 May 21st Senator H. W. Blair introduced a 
bill to seo~re to the people the enjoyment of tpe ftrst day 
of the week commonly known as the Lords day, as a 
day of rest a~d to promote its _observvnoe as a day of rest 
BDd a day of religious worship, BDd on the 25th day of 

the same month he introduced a joint resolution to amend 
the national Constitution so as to establish the prinoivles 
of the Christian religion as the religion of the nation. 

These two pieces of legislation embodied the wishes of 
this relil!:ions combination, and immediately there was_a 
strong eftort made all over the country to secure the 
passage of the measures, especially the bill establishing 
and enforcing the observance of Sunday .. 

While it is true that thiA particular Sunday rest bill did 
not become a law. the legislation having died with the 
expiration of the Fiftieth Congress, it is also true that 
those who demanded, formulated and promoted this 
legislation, never slackened their efforts, and they hav 
now, 1894, obtained the grand object of their ambition; 
they hav the national government fully committed to 
the whole course of religions legislation. 

In the Fifty-second Con11:ress, :first session, the Sunday 
law advocates concentrated all their forces and all their 
ener11:ies upon the point of seonrin~ the closing of the 
WQl"ld's Fair on Sunday by an act of Congress. 

They sent to Congress petitions, backed np by threats 
so overbearing that their threats were denounced on 
the floors of Congress as an abuse of the right of peti
tion. 

Yet so 11:reat was the pressure of these reli!!'ions lobby
ists that CongreBB succumbed and enacted into law the 
act closing the World's Fair on Sunday and making the 
appropriation conditioned on this provision, put on and 
demanded by these relieions lobbyists, thus delivering 
the government, root and branch, over to these religions 
fanatics, to be governed and dictated to by them, 

And in addition to this le!!'islation, and in advance of it, 
the Smmime Court of the United States rendered a de
cision Feb. 29, 1892, in which the court nnanimonsly de
clared this to be a religions people and a Christian nation, 
and so accomplished in the religions amendments to the 
Constitution proposed by Senator Blair. 

1herefore, Be it resolved by the General Assembly of 
the state of Georgia, and it is hereby declared to be the 
sense of this body, that the above cited act of Congress 
is contrary to the principles upon which our government 
was established BDd contrary to the Constitution of the 
same, and that it is impolitic, unwise, undemocratic, and 
has a tendency to the union of church and state, and is 
therefore snbversiv of both our civil and religions liber
ties, and in our judgment is void and of no effdot. 

The committee having the resolution in charge reported 
it favorably, bnt as Mr. Hurst was absent becauSe of 
sickness the resolution was not called np for passage and 
expired with the legislativ session of 1894. The corre
spondent of the .American Sentinel who sends that paper 
the informaaon says that if the bill had been brought 
np it would asrmredly hav passed, and he adds that it will 
be introduced in the next session and will ''be pushed to 
:final action." Is it possible that the tide of theocracy is 
to encounter such a rook of obstruction? Let ns hope 
that it will. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 

arranged are : 
Mar. 3 .......... Boston, Mass. Mar.lO ...... Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Mar. 3 ....... Brookton, MBIIs. Mar. lO ........ Newark, N.J. 
Mar. 8 ...... New York, N.Y. 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements ;n care of this office. 
I must 11ay that Mrs. Judge Krekel acquitted herself so 

ably that we kept her with ns for two more lectures yes
terday. And we are more than pleased with the result. 
The general verdict is that she is the ablest woman lect
urer who evPr speke before onr sooietv. l\:fay her ser
vices be always in demand is onr earnest desire. I am more. 
than pleased to state that her course of four lectures with 
ns was a grand success. The lar~e hall was crowded on"' 
each occasion. I would advise all Liberal societies that 
hav not heard her as yet to engage her, by all means. 
They will never regret it, I assure yon. Such a talented 
speaker should be kept busy all the time. 

GEo. LoNGFORD, Secretary, Philadelphia. 
IN the :live states of Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, Ohio, and 

Texas alone, J. E. Remsburg has lectured in just :live 
hundred different cities and towns. 

TH1!1 Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even-· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, :&20 East 15th street, New 
York at 8 o'clock. Program for March: 
March 1st-" Relation of Association to Human Prog

ress." Dr. M. L . .Ifolbrook. 
March 8th-" Morality Without. Superstition." Frank· 

lin Steiner. 
March 15th-" The Two Heavens One." T. B. Wakeman. 
March 22d-"This World-Wrecking Age." James A. 

SkiltOn. 
March 29th-"Enslavement of the American People." 

Henry Nichols. 
TH1!1 Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad Business 
College, Sonth 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for March: 
March 3d-"Th" Trolley Strike." M. L. Towns. 
March lOth-" The Bible in the Light of Modern Criti
. oism." Franklin Steiner. 
March 17th-" The Fallacies of Henry George." Henry 

Nichols. 
March 24th-'' A Rational Exposition of Biblical Myths." 

Prof. D. T. Ames. . , 
March 3tst-"Affinitism. "-A theory of the Universe op

posed to Theism, Pan+heism, and Atheism. Reid 
Howell. 

TH111 Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st .. Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be :filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel on the 
following subjects: 
March 3d-" The Injustice of Sunday and Other Relig-

ions Laws." 
March lOth-"Christianity and Progress." 
March 17th-'' The Sermon on the Monnt Ann.lyzed." 
March 24-''0nr Criminal Olasses-How Produced-The 

Responsibility-The Remedv." 
March 31-" After Christianity, What?" 

TBB First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall Union Block corner First and Stark streets~ regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olas, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30, 
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Has the True Ring. 
ST. MAGDALENS, IND., Feb. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: With this I hand you $1 
towards the expense on the Fleokten case 
in Minnesota, and will give more if neces-
sary. · ELIZA W. HAINES. 

Always Stands by His Colors. 
NRw ORLEANS, LA., Feb. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Within find $1 for Mr. 
Flee!\ ten'sAnti-Bible-in-the· Public School 
Fund. I wish him success. I am myself just 
now fighting Gad-in-the-Constitution and 
By-Laws of the Young Men's Mutual Be
nevolent Association, this city, of which I 
bav been a member for the past ten years. 
I bav gained one point already; will let 
you know later how it winds up. My 
chances are slim, but I shall try. 

ERWIN AlJFFURTH. 

Should Feed Both Mind and Body. 
QumN, ONT., Feb. 2, E. M. 295. 

MR. &!TOR: Inclosed find $7 for re· 
n·ewal, Putnam's masterpiece, the AN
NUAL and "All About the Holy Bible." 
Times are rather hard here, but I must 
have mental food if I starve the inner man 
to procure it. THE Tmr'!'Jl SEFKER is all 
that the most ardent Freethinker could 
desire ; it cannot fail to hasten the day 
when common sense will rule the world 
instead of superstition. I think I can get 
you a new subscriber or two pretty soon. 

Yours fraternally, P. F. CLARK. 

Unfortunately Environed. 
BRooKLYN, N. Y., Feb. 15, 1895. 

MR. EriToR: Inclosed please find $1 to 
help you in the Sunday repeal work. I 
could not get any signers to the repeal 
petition, so I send the dollar to help; would 
like to do more, but times will not psrmit. 
I am a canal boatman, and do not hav any 
residence on shore, so I hav no influence 
with members of the Senate or Assembly. 
The class that I come in contact with are 
mostly Catholics, and very bigoted at that. 
I distribute my TRUTH 8EEJrn:Es whenever 
I get a chance. WM. F. DAVIS. 

From Bad to Worse. 
FAmHAVEN, WASH., Feb. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been told that when 
the native of Africa get into trouble they 
go to sleep, but when the native of America 
or Europe get into trouble they go and get 

•drunk on alcoholic spirit, and when they 
become so poor that they can't pay for 
their drinks any more, as is generally the 
case, they go to a revival meeting, and get 
drunk on imaginary spirit-what they call 
the spirit of the holy ghost-and when 
they get a big dose of that they become 
submissiv tools for tyrants of all shades. 

Yours truly, I. 8. 0DEGA!RD, 

Have Heard the Call to Work. 
MoMmNVILLE, OR., Ft.b. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: You will please send me 
one dollar's worth of Paine's "Age of 
Reason," ''Common Sense," ''The Crisis," 
" Cooper's Lectures." send all you can 
as they are for distribution. 

We hav had a grand celebration of 
Paine's anniversary, conducted by Mrs. 
A. E. Barker and Miss Nettie Olds. Mrs. 
B. is a splendid speaker ; is waking us up 
to a sen~e of our duty. We had a good 
Sunday-school entertainment, lecture and 
fine dance. Our Sunday-school is increas
ng-have from forty to fifty pupils. 

M. J. 0LDB. 

An Agreeable Change. 
DEwATTo, WAsH., Feb. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5.75 
for your valuable and highly moral paper 
and The Truth Seeker Collection of reci
tations, hymns, funeral discourses, etc., 
which I imagin will be a pleasant change 
from the eternal platitudes of the ortho
dox. 

The financial conditions here are snob 
that it is almost impossible with all the 
advantages which a new and undeveloped 
country is supposed to furnish for a man 
to make a living. Such publishers as your
self deserve from such as me more support 
than it is possible to giv under such cursed 
financial legislation as we hav had for the 
past thirty years. When a few irre~pons-

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 2, 1895. 

ible individuals can control the medium of 
a nation's exchange the workers and think
ers must be handicapped in their efforts. 

Yours as a brother, 
JOHN E. GREEN. 

It Keeps Him Posted. 
BLAINE, WAsH., Feb. 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I send you the money to 
pay my way for another year. I bav been 
trying to get some one to send with me, 
bnt it seems a number would like to take 
the paper, but hav not the money at pres
ent. I hav not the money to spare, but I 
hav to hav the paper to know what is going 
on in the theological world. I got my 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" 
some time ago and am well pleased with 
the book. Please send me four ANNUAL~ 
and oblige. If you hav any little trl\cts 
for free distribution send a few and I will 
put them where I think they will do the 
most good. Yours truly, A. GEERY. 

Better Society than Church People. 
Cr.ooKVILLE, N. N., Feb. 1, 1895. 

1\IR. EDITOR: I send yon twenty-five 
cents for the ANNUAL. I received a list of 
your publications. I do want a number of 
your books, but times are hard just now. 
I want (and must hav) "Four Hundred 
Years of Freethought." I had the money 
for it last fall, but my father-in-law's sud
den death canE ed me to use the money for 
another purpose. I also want "Cosmian 
Hymn Book," and several others. 

THK TRUTH BEEKER grows better and 
better. I should feel lonely indeed with
out it, as we hav no society here except 
church people. I like Letters from 
Friends, also Children's Corner, as it 
proves Freethought is gaining ground. 

Yours for truth, R. L. 8TISSER. 

Complimentary, bnt Discriminatingly 
Critical. 

ST. WENDEL, Wrs., Feb. 2, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 which 

please apply on my subscription. Also 
find inclosed a pledge which, of course, 
explains itself. I presume it is needless 
to say that I am a Freethinker. !believe 
that persons of my views are scarce in the 
teacher's profession. My position is, there
fore, all the more exalted. I am what peo
ple might term a conservative Freethinker. 
Yet the articles in your valued paper 
strike me forcibly. Their logic is simply 
irresistible, and I find considerable satis
faction in their perusal. I have one objec
tion to the appearance of THE TRUTH 
8EE:&ER, I do not like the illustrations. I 
would sooner see them omitted, though 
they certainly are ludicrous in the ex
treme, Nevertheless, I wish you suo cess, 
and remain as ever, OTTo ZANDER. 

Actions It Were Well to Imitate. 
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 11, E. M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR : I send a few names to 
which I wish you would mail sample copies 
of THE TRUTH BEEKER. You sent me a 
copy, but as I hav taken the paper for 
over four years I gave the sample to a 
friend in hopes it may do some good. I 
hav four volumes, two of which are bound. 
The binding I did myself. 

Ihav plenty of amusement showing them 
to my friends who· happen to call upon me 
which is '' eften," and with the usual re
sult-argument. 

Oh, there hav been some bot times in 
my house. I am a member of the Friend
ship Liberal Leagu!l, and am doing all I 
can to agitate the '' Secular Sunday
school" question, for I consider it a great 
factor in mental emancipation. 

I remain GEoRGE M. FRmK. 

The Support of the Liberal Press. 
ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: inclosed pleased find $3 
for renewal of subscription. Though 
times are hard, they would be still harder 
were your paper to suspend its weekly 
visits. Every Liberal-minded person in 
the United States ought to make it a point 
of giving, within his means, his support to 
some exponent of Freetbougbt to the end 
that his own thought may be expanded 
and strengthened. It is his dutv also. 
Too much credit cannot be accorded those 
who hav bravely pierced the phalanxes of 
the orthodox foe and made them feel some
thing of the unconquerable energy, intel
lectual power and hatred of shams which 

inspire these lovers of the truth. Under 
the banner of Liberalism only shall we 
find that protection of the rights of con
science guaranteed in tlie fundamental law 
of the great republic. Let us then rally 
to the support of snob papers as THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, giving snob aid as lies in 
the power of each to bestow. If we won't 
fight ourselvs, let us pour in our contribu
tions to the "commissary department," 
and giv to those who will. 

THOMAS M. TAYLOR. 

Lecturer and Lectured Were Pleased. 
LouisVILLE, KY., Jan. 28, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. ·E. Remsburg lect
ured here on the. 8th. He had a good 
audience ; sold a great many or pies of 
his publications; took some subscribers 
for THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investigator, 
and, upon the whole, gave entire satisfac
tion, and left well pleased. As you will 
see by the inclosed clipping we celebrated 
Thomas Paine's birthday last evening. 
The Courier Journal, also, givs us a fine 
notice. I shall try to get more readers 
for you. Last night I spGke of our excel
lent Freethought publications and ex
pressed a wish that they would be more 
freely bought and read. The cause moves 
but slowly. We can only work on, and hope 
on. Everyone must do one's duty. 

Truly, WM. T. CARTER, M.D. 

The Publishers Fear the Prenchers. 
DANBURY, CoNN., Jan, 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : The other day I bought 
Barnes' History of the United States, and 
I have read the history of the Revolution
ary War, and I did not see the name of 
Thomas Paine mentioned in the whole ao· 
count of it. I was surprised, haviug read 
his " Common Sense " and "The Crisis." 
And Mr. Paine was the first man to write 
"United States of America," and was our 
first Foreign Secretary under the Constitu
tion and wrote the Declaration of Inde
pendence, and did more than any other 
man for his adopted country, for the pen 
is mightier than the sword. Can you in· 
form me why his name is not mentioned ? 
The History is not what it should be, for 
it has left out the most essential part of 
our history. I read years ago that Wash
ington ordered " Common Sense " read to 
the army at every dress parade. 

DouGLAS F AIBOHILD 

Want the Priest Neither in Life nor 
Death. 

ADRIAN, MmH., Feb. 6, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: The pamphlet, "Federa

tion and Union," was received and has 
been carefully read. It is most excellent 
reading in every respect; all_the articles 
are able and right to the point. The ar
ticle on Seoular Sunday-schools, by Katie 
Kehm Smith. is very able and should be 
acted upon without delay by all Liberals 
throughout the whole country. The 
moulding of the young minds of our chil
dren should be taken out of the hands of 
priests and churches as soon as possible. 
The speech of 8. P. Pu.tnam is of oourae 
excellent, as usual, as all he writes or says 
is always first class. Judge Waite's article 
is clear and profound, in fact, the judge is 
a master in law and logic. But I will stop 
right here, as I hav not the time to notice 
them all as their real merits deserve. You 
may send me $1 wortu of theni. I send 
you a slip from our paper, the Adrian 
Daily 1"imes, on the death and funeral 
services of an old Freethinker, Cyrenus 
Whaley. I hav known him for fifty years; 
he wa1 the best customer I had for Liberal 
books, but he has gone the way we all 
must go sooner or later. · Mr. Whaley was 
78 years of age, and the funeral was purely 
secular. Yours truly, P. B. REASONER. 

Another Example of Race Pr('judice. 
EL PAso, TEx., Feb. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please credit me with $5. 
My subscription is long past due, not ow
ing to "hard times," but to the fact that I 
hav been roaming and had no fixed abode 
in which to receive my mail. Hav not 
seen a copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER since 
May, 1894. I suppose it goes regularly to 
Mexico, and if so, it will surely find ample 
room for its "missionary" work. If any 
place or people need the influence of snob 
journals more than " Old Mex," it cer
tainly has my most sincere sympathy. 

I would like to inquire through your 
columns whether or not Mexican Catholics 
are recognized by the pope of Rome? Al
though I am positiv that they are, am 
unable, from lack of proof, to convince an 
antagonist (an Irish Catholic) that such is 
the case, and that by practicing snob fool
ish mummery he is just as much a savage 
as they. Hoping to send you a book order 
soon, I am, Most respectfully yours, 

c. W. EDWARDS. 
[Of course the pope recognizes the Mex

ican Catholics, as he does all other Catho
lics, not schismatic. Although the Catho
lics in Mexico are very superstitious, the 
church there does not rule the government 
to the· extent that our government is dom
inated by the Catholic and Protestant 
priesthoods.-ED. T. 8.] 

Mortuary-Martin M. Hilliard. 
OOKFOBD, ILL., Feb. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Martin M. Hilliard, one 
of the earliest subscribers to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER in this city, breathed his last Feb, 
9, '95. He was 76 years old. He was a 
lover of truth, an admirer of liberty,;:and 
an advocate of good order and decency. 
He was free from any creed or dogma. 
He was convinced that it was duty and 
present benefit that should incite good ac
tions, and not imagined rewards in some 
other life ; that law, vnblio opinion, per
sonal feeling and judgment are the sources 
of ethical action, and not the fear of future 
punishment ; that evolution is the truth, 
and that nature's laws, like nature itself, 
hav ever existed ; that neither nature nor 
its laws are the produ:~tion of any power 
or force, superior to, or distinct from, it
self ; that the universe is an eternity, and 
all its motions to everlasting activities are 
within its own everlasting supremacy ; 
that life and brain are necessary to con
sciousness, and to po<1sess life and brain an 
organic structure is indispensable ; that 
consciousness must be physical to be con
nected with and influenced by physical 
causes. 

He was a great reader of Freethought 
literature and the daily press. He had 
traveled a good deal, having been a sailor, 
soldier, miner in California, and in the 
grocery business at Key West. Florida, 
and was in the same busine~s here at his 
death. He was a kind father to his two 
motherless children, his wife dying when 
they were quite young, 21! years ago. He 
also left them with a good start in life. 

THOMAS BEALE. 

Not so Very Glorious. 
MmDu:N, NEB., Feb. 6, 295. 

MR. EDITOR : How nobly the banks came 
to the rescue of the people in this drought 
stricken country by refusing to loan a 
dollar at any price or any security I What 
a blessing banks are ! Then there is an
other combination in this State that is sa
cred; viz., the railroads. As soon as other 
States came to the rescue by sending whole 
train loRds of provisions, clothing, and 
seed to the stricken people, the railroads 
gave out the word that on and after the 
15th day of January they would haul no 
more freight free, as they had been doing. 
The consequence is that there are train 
loads at Lincoln held for freight, and our 
blessed legislators are sitting at Lincoln 
on their new high back chairs that they 
just ordered, while the people are starving 
and freezing for the supplies that are thus 
tied up. Glorious oonntry I To-day we 
are having the worst blizzard that has 
raged over these plains since the ever
memorable 12th of Jan nary blizzard of 
several years ago. No doubt there is great 
suffering to-day, and loss of life, too, as 
nothing can be exposed to this storm and 
liv unles!l well prepared for it. 

The Christian's God-all-powerful and 
all love for all his creatures, not even a 
sparrow can fall (if a sparrow should start 
to fall to-day here in Kearney County it 
would never strike the ground nearer than 
the south bluff of the Republican River), 
but as I was going to say, the Christian 
God is sitting on his throne with plenty of 
fire and lots of coal yet in his shed paying no 
attention to his people. Glorious theolo~ y I 
Not E>ven his most devout followers are 
favored above the Infidel in the same 
neighborhood. Hoping that you maykeep 
battling for tbe right, I remain 

D. 8. NEWBOLD, 
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!illav~>ry in Amf'rica. 
BUFFALo, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: A new~naner correRpon· 
dent from Rochester, N. Y .. bas lately 
given out some intAresting, though scarce· 
ly new facts, regarding the "starvation 
wages." e:rndgine:lv doled out to the "green 
hands" in a well-known shirt factory of 
that city. I will not quote the statistics
she gavA, for every one who bas read np on 
the snbject.at all is perfectly familiar with 
the rates. But the subject broneht before 
the Woman's Olnb aron11ed universal sym
pathy. "What can we do?'' exclaimed a 
member. "Of course, we must all buy 
this underwear. If we were to stop doing 
so, if it were possible to make all the 
women in the country refnqe to buy more 
of it, how would that help the thousands 
who are slaves of the sewing machine? 
Even at two cents apiece for making these 
garments an army of experts depend upon 
these hotories for their living, and a very 
fair living they make, too." 

The discussion was published in several 
papers, and communications were received 
-all in condemnation of the rates paid 
and cruel injustice they, the employees, 
had met witb, though not a word in de
fense or otherwise from the heads of in 
dnstrial concerns, but in strange contra
diction the same indignant journals con· 
tained advertisements from these firms for 
new operators. 

The fact is these reformers are helpless 
before the great whirring, grinding mass 
of monopoly and can only lift their weak 
voices in occasional faint protest. If they 
would strike at its root-undermine the 
very foundation instead of wasting valua
ble time in vague cogitation, more might 
be accomplished. 

These are social evils, ignored by the 
community at large and upheld by the 
church, which has said, "Servants, obey 
your masters." So long as snob indiffer
ence is manifested the monopolists, strong 
in legislative power, will" grind the faces 
of the poor," and those who refuse its 
meager support can starve or resort to 
worse means as they will. 

One of the saddest and most pitiable 
illustrations of this lamentable condition 
is the lives of little children being sacri
ficed for their parents' benefit. We thrill 
with horror when reading Mr. Frank G. 
Carpenter's accounts of cruelty in China, 
but many of the infamous deeds practiced 
in our boasted civilization, if revealed, 
would be enough to make that barbarous 
nation turn pale with envy. 
It is needful that we have strong agita

tors for economic 1·eform, needful that 
the services of every earnest person be en
listed in its behalf. Of course, " one per
son cannot convert the world," nor need 
he try, for 11 diffdrent aliments require 
different remedies," but one thing we are 
sure of:.....every one can investigate and 
agitate, ensuring in this manner " uni
versal mental liberty" for the nation. 

IDA BALLou. 

Why "The Troth Seekeer" Spells Have 
"Hav.'' 

oloRely and Bf?I6fl that n" hinilrance t.o 
filoloe-ioal reRAroh or to etyrnolo!!'V will 
resnlt from refril'rod orthoe:rafy. Tf'aoh
ers and the nnblio hav b<>en wnn over t.o 
a oonsiderahl AXtPnt, and bPlief in the 
!!acredneP!< alld immntahi!ity of tbA presAnt 
nrthoerRfy has been Rhaken. MoreovAr 
fifteen hnndred spelling!! of common 
words, with from two to three silent let
ters omitted under definit rules. hav been 
incorporated as authorized l'nellingR into 
the C~>ntnry and Standard Dictionaries. 
The aiJvanM, t.ho Rlow has heen Rnre. 

Dr H. W WaylanEI. editor of the Na
fiflnol BopUst, ~ave as rPasons why the 
rAform pl'oer~>Rt so !!lowly: 1. SAn· 
timent. Peopl ar attaoht to the anti
quated sp~>lling of their fa.therR. 2 lg
noranoe. Rum who profess to he !!Oolars 
sr stil talking about the are-nment on 
etymology, tho thiR tugnment was eiven 
nn Ion!!' aeo by Max Muller, and all filolo
l!'istR wnrt.hy of t-he name. 3 Cowarilioe. 
4 S<>lfiRhneRA. These obst.aols m11.v all bA 
snmd nn nndPr the name of conservatism. 

Dr. JamPS W. Walk, Director of the 
Department of Charities and Correct.ion, 
nre:eil !!pelling reform on account nf the 
henefit it would confer upon the poor. 
He said. trnlv, that a very lar!!'e pl!.rt of 
the short scool life of poor children is 
taken up in teaohinl!' them our illogical 
and unreasonabl ortbof?Iafv. Cond we 
hav a sensibl spelling all this time would 
be saved, and, in addition. the child's 
mind would not be confused by a method 
which is obnoxious to all the rules of logic 
and commGn sense. 

J. H. Allen, of Ma,.sachnsetts, and Eliza 
B Bnrnz, of New Ynrk, both of whom 
wer among tbe founders of the Associ&· 
tion, made aildriiSses. The latter asked, 
"What shal we individually do to further 
the reform?" She nre:ed as a first step 
that all persons who favord a revision of 
orthografv make themselvs thoroly ac
quainted with the fifteen hundred revised 
spelline:s found in the latest dictionaries, 
and nze more or less of them in tb11ir cor
respondence and publications. While not 
11very one may possesR a C11ntnry or 
Atandard Dictionary, each can send to the 
Bureau of Education at Washineton for a 
copy of the pamfiet enti•Ied, "Circular of 
Information, No. 8, 1893." which contains 
a list of the shorter spellings and is sent 
free on application. This list, and the 
rules which gnvern the shorter spellings. 
should be studied until they can be applied 
when writing. 

As a Preparation for the general use of 
revised spelling, Mrs. Bnrnz rt>commended 
that spelling reformers should, in their 
rllspeotiv districts, see to it that Pure 
Fonics-that is, the· study of the elements 
of English speech apart from letters-is 
thoroly taught in scools. At present the 
ignorance of elementsr.v sounds is so dense 
that few persons, even in the teacher's 
profession, can unhesitatingly separate 
words into their vocal elements. Yet it is 
more important for a child to speak wei 
than to ape] wei. 

Mr. Patterson Dn Bois of the Sunday 
School limes, made an ernest appE'Ial 
that our children's intellects shall not be 
longer stultified by a barbarous orthog
rafy. Teachers should giv as a reason for 
learning the present spelling, not that it is 
ri.qhtbnt that cnRtom requires it; and offer 
an expectation to the child that sum day 
it wil be made more reasonabl. 

Prof. C. P. G. Scott, editor of Worces
ter's Dictionary, closed the meeting with 
an address in which he said: "All the con
siderations of scholarship and l'PaRon ar in 
favor of the reform. "-New York School 
Journal. 

N:mwYORK, N.Y., Jan. 22, 1895. A Protest and a Pertinent Compari•on. 
MB. EmToB: Since THE TRUTH SEEKER CRoss PLAINS, TENN., Feb. 11, 1895. 

is the banner Spelling Reform paper of Mn. EDITOR: I inclose yon a speech 
the country, from the persistence with which I made to the county court of 
which for ten years or more it has nni- Robertson county on the first Monday in 
formly speld hav, giv, liv, etc., and many January. I am the only representativ of 
of its readers ar in the Spelling Reform Freethonght who bas publicly defiE)d the
ranks, I hope yon will giv space to the ooracy in this portion of the country. I 
report of the last meeting of the Spelling was a candidate for Superintendent of 
Reform Associatian. The report is made Public Instruction in this county, a~d one 
in the spellings on which the body of of the magistrates in my own district told 
spelling reformers are agreed, no matter me he wonld not vote for me because I 
how they may differ on new a If abets. was an Ag-nostic. Others voted aglrinst 

. Yours truly, ELIZA. B. BuBNz. me for same reason. Of course his action 
JOINT MEETING OF LEARNED BOOIETI 0 S IN had the effdCt to preclude the possibility 

SPELLINGS AUTHORIZED BY THE OENTURY of my election. I met the issue fqUarely 
AND STANDARD DIOTIONARIKS. in a five minutes' Speech to the COUrt. 
On DeoembPr 27-29 a joint meeting ":as w. D. CoRKRAN. 

held at the Umversity of Pennsvlvama, SP:m:moH. 
Philadelphia. of the American Oriental 
Society Phtlological Association, Modern There is another question to which I 
Langn~ge Associatinn, Society of Biblical want to call your attention-a question 
LiteratnrP, Arohe?logical Institute, Spell- which I had not thought would be in
ing Reform AssociatlOn, and other larned volved in this canvass·, One of the magis-

or~h~i:'!~~f:g of the Spelling Reform As- trates of my own district. says he will not 
sooiation wa11 held on the afternoon of the vote for me because I am an Agnostic. 
27th inst. Prof. Francis A. March, ~ts This spirit is snbversiv of republican insti
president, made the opening address, glv· tntions. Is no one not a member of the 
ing a 1esnme of what had bee!l accom- church to be allowed to hold cffioe in this 
plish~ by_the efforts ma.de for Improve~ country? This is the same spirit that 
spelhng amse the _format~on of the _Associ- ct ted th American Protectiv Associ-
ation in 1876. Fdolologtsts both 1n Eng- a na e. 
land and America hav studied the subject , ation in sendmg delegates to the conven-

tion at Nashville pledged to vote for no 
Catholic. I stamp it into the earth. 

In the name of common sense, in the 
name of honor, truth, and jnstic"~, has it 
come to ni.\'IS in this Mnntry that. the test 
of qnalifioation for office is religion or no 
religion? Must I be deprived of the 
benefits to be derived from an office be
cause, forsooth, I do not belong to the 
church? Are all the men in Robertson 
county who do not belong to the church
and there are hundreds of them-to be 
debarred from holding offioa? Are they 
to be deprived of their Constitutional 
rie:hts as American citizens? Establish 
this as a precedent, and I underbke t.o say 
that no man in Robertson cnnnty who iloes 
not belong to the ohurob can hold offi!le. 
It is proscription! It is persecution! 

This spirit, if it had the opportunity, 
would vote to debar all who dare not be· 
long to the church from holding office, it 
wonl<l vote to disfranchil!le them, it wonlil 
vote to turn the state over to the control of 
the church, and finally into the control of 
that particular church to which the mem
ber happened to belong. I scorn it! I 
spit upon it! 

GAntlemen, it seems to me that this 
question should be decided upon merit. 
The question should be, Is he honest? Is 
he capable? It is not a question of rel'g
ion. [Here time was called. I asked for 
a minute more, which was allowed.] 

In conclusion, niy wife's name is en
rolled on the books of one of the churches 
in Springfield as a member. Some of 
those whom I see before me know this to 
be true. Now, because her husband is 
such a monstrosity as to be an Agnostic, 
must she be deprived of the benefits to be 
derived from an office, must she, indeed, 
and her children, because of this fact, 
go ragged and hungry? Has it come to 
this? 

Gentlemen, if there ie a candidate more 
capable, or who will discharge the duties 
of the office more faithfully than I, vote 
for him, but do not vote against me simply 
because I am an Agnostic. I am sorry I 
cannot speak longer. I wish I could talk 
to yon an hour on ibis subject. [Time 
again called]. 

Is It Love of Religions Liberty 1 
NEENAOH, CAL., Feb. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOB: In the .American Patri()t, 
an A. P. A. paper, of Jan. 12, appeared 
an article headed, "Shameful Mis
representation of the A. P. A.," be
ing an answer to what I wrote for 
THE TBUTH SEEKEB la•t Ootobel'. The 
writer claims to be a Freethinker and 
is willing to shake hands with me as such, 
but must jeer at my confused and unright
eons ideas about the A. P. A The writer 
offered to mail me a copy of the A. P. A. 
platform and advi11ed me to study it. Hav
ing read hundreds of A P. A. papers and 
a large quantity of their literature, it is 
not necessary. A liberal person unac
quainted with the A. P. A. movement and 
just reading their platform adopted at 
Des Moines, is very apt to be deceived 
and imagine the American Protective As
sociation to be the long sought-for pana
cea for theocratic despotism. But the 
Bible contains a good proverb, "By their 
fruits ye shall know them." which is appli
cable in this case. A person to get a correct 
view of this organization must read the 
di:llerent organs published in the interest 
of the order. AnA. P. A'istisimbned with 
the idea that the Roman Catholics are the 
only enemies of religions freedom. Down 
the Catholics, and the co 11ntry is safe. He 
entirely ignores the attempts of the Prot
estants to throttle religions liberty, which, 
in view of their numbers, is far more dan
gerous. 

The alleged main object of the A. P. A. 
is to preserve onr non-sectarian public 
schools. That sounds very well, but what 
does it really mean by non-sectarian pub
lic schools ? It simply means Protestant 
schools, where Protestant exercises and 
the Protestant :6ible are used. To prove 
my assertion I will quote yon a few ex
tracts culled from the A. P. A. papers: 

First, to begin with, here is the tenth 
plank of the state organization in Kansas, 
published in the .American Eagle, Kanl!88 
Oity, Kan. 

11 We demand that the Bible, which has 
been the recognized text book of our fath· 
ers, be maintained in our public schools 
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as the rule ani guide of aU moral action." 
Is that plain enon~h ? Do we want the 

Biblfl in our schools? (Bv the wav, the 
president of the A. P. A. in that State is a 
reverend.) In the same paper was also 
published a historical catechism: . Here 
is one of the questions : " Who is responsi
ble for having the Bible taken out of our 
public schools?" Answer.-"The Roman 
Catholics." This is terdble in the eyes of 
an A. P. A. fanatic, but it just snits the 
Freet.hinker. In the American Oilizen, 
pnblislled in Boston, there was an article 
headed " Why the Bil)le should be tan~ht 
in our public schools." The writer began 
with the statement that nobody objected 
to the Btble in the schools but Catholics 
and Infi<lels. No, of conrse the A. P. A. 
don't want religion taught in the public 
school!!. And to cap the climax, the A. P. 
A.. of New Hampshire indorsed Henry W. 
Blair for U. S. Senator. Blair's hobby is 
the union of Church and State, to be effect
ed by teaching the Christian superstition 
in the public schools. I believe it is proven 
conclusively how their organization stands 
on the school question. 

I claim that the Catholics are not any 
more dangerous to our religions liberties 
thim the Protestants, who outnumber them 
three to one. The Catholics are the Free· 
thinkers' main allies in getting the Bible out 
of the public schools. Who has introduced 
all the Sunday laws in Congress? Were 
they Catholics? I don't know of it. We hav 
good evidence that their chief champion, 
Mr. Blair, is a member of this patriotic(?) 
organization. Who introduced the XVI. 
amendment in Congre11s ? Was it a Cath
olic? Senator Galiinger and Mr. Morse 
are Protestants, and what is more, they are 
members of this A. P. A. organization, or 
strongly sympathize with it. The Ameri
can Citizen and other .A. P. A. papers, 
speak of their God-in·the-Constitntion 
Twins, as the gallant defenders of Ameri
can principles. It seems whenever fanatics 
want to introduce some particularly obnox· 
ion laws they straightway brand it Ameri· 
can, like our so-called American Sabbath 
laws. · 

I am not trying to defend Catholics, but 
the fact remains that in almost everything 
except the matter of public schools, they 
are more tolerant than the· Protestants. I 
venture to assert that if the case was re
versed, that Catholics were in the majority 
and controlled the schools and taught the 
catechism therein as the Protestants do the 
Bible, yon would see the Protestants make 
the same demand for separate schools a1 
the Catholics do. Of course there are 
some Freethinkers in the membership of 
this order. According to Supreme Presi
dent Traynor, in an article in Harper's, 
about 11 per cent. are Freethinkers, but as 
50 per cent. are church members and the 
others all hav Christian tendencies, it is 
easy enough to see which influence controls 
the organization. The 1ocsin, an A. P, A. 
paper published in Los Angela!.', Cal., is 
the only p~per I hav come across which 
has the courage to denounce Protestant 
religions exercises in public schools. They 
are always ready, though, to denounce 
Catholic religions exercises. The editor 
of the Tflcsin belongs to the 11 per cent. 
Another thing that strikes the Freethinker 
as rather suspicious is the number of 
reverends lecturing in favor of the A. P. 
A. These gentlemen of the cloth hav cer
tainly never been noted for their zeal in 
the cause of religions liberty. Missouri 
and Kansas both hav a reverend gentle
man as state president, and if we looked 
up the matter we would probably find a 
good many more sky pilots controlling the 
difterent Atate organizationR. 

The A. P. A. has a good plank in its 
Des Moines platform. viz : T~xation Qf 
churoh property. But is it sincere ? I 
hav read various statements in their papers 
about how much property the Catholic 
church has nntax<>d, but very little is said 
about ProtestanG church property. As the 
A. P. A. claims to control the legislatures 
of several States, we will hav a ebanos to 
see what they mean by advocating the tax· 
ation of church property. On the whole, 
though, this A. P. A. movemeDt is benefi· 
cial to FreethoU!~ht, in that it divides the 
forces of our common enemy. This cry of 
unity among the Christians is simply a 
scheme to squelch Inftdelitv; but the A. 
P A. movement has created a chasm be
tween Catholics and Protestants which it 
will take many years to bridge. Let the 
fight go on; Freethonght will be the gainer. 

H. SANDBERG. 



Edited b,'l/ M:rss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to wh.om all Communica
fionR for th.is Corner sh.ould be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dar's occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Prove Beyond a Doubt. 
If ever a doubt yon hav in your mind, 

Of anything thitt yon ma'<" hear, 
Don't paos it over as if it were so, 

EspeciallY if it seems queer. 

But stop, and think for youreelf for awhile, 
And always keep looking about; 

Seewhythe stn,tements you've heard are nob so, 
And prove them beyond your own doubt, 

-BERTHA F. JoHNSON. 

Marion Hf'pbnrn's Heresy. 
[CONTINUED.] 

So far her studies in philosophy had 
been made iu the library, where no one 
could interrupt her, and where no one 
could question or scold her for her 
naughtiness. She had not been thrown 
upon the tempestuous world, there to see 
the stupidity, ig-norance, and prejudice of 
the masses. She thoug-ht people who had 
no religion had the same opportunities, 
enjoyed as many bene:fHs, and were treated 
as impartially as those who were religiously 
inclined. She had never heard of perse
cutions in this day of civilization. The 
only persecutions she knew anything 
about were those of the Middle Ages, of 
the times when martyrs snffared death be
cause they differed from the powers that 
were. 

When the mother of the children one 
day suggested to her that they ought to 
be taught the principles of religion, and 
that the creed of the Episcopal church 
should be explained to them, she evinced 
surprise. With her ideas on philosophy 
and morality, she could not see how taach
ng the children the dogmas of any creed 

would quicken their intellects or augment 
their knowledge, and she politely but 
firmly told the mother so. 

" So yon do not believe in religion," 
exclaimed the parent. 

"Oh, no; I cannot see any reason in 
religion as taught by the churches to-day. 
I think it is something that ought to be 
left to the matured thought of the individ
ual." 

"Well, how can people be religions nn
ess they are taught when their minds are 
fl. the formativ stage? How can they 

appreciate the sublime truths which reli
gion teaches, unless, when young, they 
are shown the necessity of having faith? 
I think it is shocking, nay, disgraceful, for 
one to be devoid of religion, and I pity all 
such people from the bottom of my heart, 
and pray for their salvation," 

"Madam, I am sorry we hav to disagree 
upon this subject, but it is much better for 
both of us that I tell yon the truth. My 
conscience would not rest were I to say I 
believed in religion just for the sake of 
pleasing yon, or to :find favor with yon, 
when I do not believe in it." 

Walking over to a book case she took 
from one of its shelve a small prayer book 
and opening it turned to the "Articles of 
Religion." 

"No doubt," she continued, "yon 
would hav your children taught from the 
Smaller Catechism and given lessons from 
the Bible, but if yon really wanted your 
children to understand your creed they 
would bav to understand every one of 
these articles. Now, the :first article is 
one of which a child can hav no compre
hension, and I doubt if any man or woman 
can. It reads: 'There is but one living 
and true god, everlasting, without body, 
parts, or passions; of in:finit power, wis
dom, and goodness; the maker and pre
server of all things, visible and invisible, 
etc.' Now, as the same is in the catechism, 
f the children were to ask me how a per

son without body, parts, or passions, could 
hav goodness, wisdom, and power, how 
could I honestly explain it to them? And 
how could I tell them, should they ask 
me, how God preserves all things visible 
and otherwise, when thousands of lives are 
lost every day, and buildings burn and 
earthquakes rend portions of the globe, 
killing and burying thousands? I could 
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not teach them the principles of any relig
ion that taught such absurdities. I know 
I ought not to talk to yon in this manner, 
but I really cannot help it." 

"Ob, very well, since yon cannot teach 
the children the sacred principles of relig
ion your services will be dispensed with 
after to-day." 

" Of course yon will giv me a recom
mendation," MiRa Hepburn quietly replied. 

"Nn. I don't see how I can; a person 
without religion must be without morality 
I could not think of recommending yon to 
anyone." And th11 spPaker went out of 
the room leaving our young friend alone 
to think over the past few minutes and the 
strange conduct of her mistress. 

The first thing to be dnne, now that she 
had been notified that her services were 
no longer required, was to look for a place 
in which to stay until another position was 
secured. 

That evening she walked over to her 
aunt's, and that estimable person was more 
than surprised that her niece had been 
discharged. Of course $5 a week board 
was too tempting a sum to be refused, and 
she was on the point of giving her neice 
consent to reside with.her, when she asked 
the question: "For what reason were yon 
dismissed?" 

"Because I could not bend my con
science to teach the children the articles 
or principles of religion, of which no one 
knows anything certain; and because I do 
not believe in religion, she said I was not 
wanted any longer." 

'' Oh, my dear child," the loving aunt 
hastily exclaimed, "with my family of 
growing children I could not hav yon in 
the house. If the neighbors knew they 
would point their :fingers at this house and 
say an Infidel, an Atheist, lived here. How 
horribly shocking that would be! I am 
very sorry, but yon cannot come here to 
stay." 

So away she trudged from the inhospit
able roof of her mother's sister. Along 
the quiet streets she wended her way, with 
tears almost in her eyes at the strange turn 
of affairs. Thoughts ran busily through 
her brain; the same kind of thoughts that 
troubled her two years ago. What could 
she do? What was to be done? 

"Furnished rooms to let." 
EDwARD DoBSON. 

[TO Bll CONTINUED.] 

His Papa Did Not Know Much. 
"Papa," said little Theodore Todd, of 

Orange, N.J., "do yon know all there is 
to be learned in the world ?" 

"0 no, my little son," was the reply; 
"your papa knows only a few things." 

"Don't other big men like yon know all 
there is to know ?" 

"I think not." 
"Was yon ever a little baby, papa?" 
"Yes; they tell me that once I was a lit-

tle baby, and also a little boy like yon." 
"Was yon ever jnst as big as I?" 
"Yes; I suppose I was once just about 

your bight and size." 
"Well, where was yon before yon was a 

little baby ?" 
''I cannot tell yon, my son." 
"Why can't yon tell me ?" 
"Because I do not know." 
"Well, where was I when yon were a 

little baby?" 
"I do not know, my little son." 
"Does anybody else know ?" 
"I think that no one else knows any 

more than I do about it." 
"Don't God know all about it ?" 
"I cannot answer that question, my little 

philosopher." 
"Didn't God make you grow from a lit

tle baby to a big man?" 
"I grew to be a man; but I cannot ex· 

plain how I grew .. " 
"Well, if God made you grow, wouldn't 

yon know all about it ?" 
"My dear little son; you ask me too hard 

questions. I cannot answer them." 
"Seems to me, papa, you don't know 

much for such a big man. When I grow 
up as big as yon I mean to know all there 
is to be known." 

"I hope you will, my little man, !really 
hope that you will learn to understand all 
about the mysteries of life and creation." 

"Mamma says that God made ns all, and 
made everything we see. But who made 
God, papa?" 

"No one can answer that question, my 
little theologian." 

"What do yon mean by a theologian ?" 
"Well, a theologian is a person who 

writes a discourse, or delivers a lecture, on 
the subject of God." 

"Well, papa, if nobody has ever seen 
God, how do thev know there is any God?" 

"We don't know anything about it " 
"Then, napa, what makes folks say God 

made everythin~, when they don't know 
whether there is a God or not ?" 

"Yon must aslt me easier questions than 
that, for I cannot answer it correctly. No
body knows. So I hav to say I don't know 
anything about it." 

"Well, I mean to know when I get to be 
a man. Well, papa, can God see in the 
dark and black night just as well as in the 
daytime?" 

"I cann~t answer that question. But a 
writer says in the Bible that the darkness 
and the light are alike to God." 

"Then, papa, if the darkness and the 
davli~rht are alike, why can't we see in the 
night?" 

"Your questions are too hard for me, 
As I and other men understand light and 
darkness, they are not alike." 

"Well, papa. can God see everybody ali 
over the world ?" 

"I don't know, my son; no one can an
swer that question. Your father is an 
Agnostic." 

"0 dear, I am so tired of staying in the 
house all such a long day! (Sunday.) Does 
God see yon and me, papa ?" 

"That is another hard question which 
nobody can answer correctly." 

"But why can't yon answer it? I could 
answer it if I knew there was any God, and 
he had eyes. Well, papa, I'm such a little 
feller, do yon think if !-if I should go 
out under the apple tree, and play marbles 
a little while, if I didn't whoop and holler, 
do yon think God would care ?" 

"No, my little reasoner, I think that 
neither God, nor any other creature, 
would care, if yon should play marbles, or 
ball, or anything else, on Sunday." 

~'Well, papa, what makes them call it 
Sunday, when the ann shines just the same 
on every other day ?" 

"Well, many hundred years ago, it is 
stated, people said the ann was God. So, 
on one day every week they would come 
together, and fall down on their knees and 
worship the ann; and pray to the ann to 
send them many good things, and that day 
they called Sunday." 

"Well, the sun isn't a God, is it, papa? 
The ann can't talk, can it, papa? If the 
sun had eyes couldn't we see them ?" 

"My boy, y"n ask as many puzzling 
questions as little J esns did." 

Correspondence. 
FoRT FAIRFmLD, ME., Feb. 3, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought that I 
would write again as my other letter 
escaped the waste basket. The Baptists 
are holding revival meetings. I hav not 
been, but two of mv brothers hav been, and 
qnite a number of other Freethinkers go, 
and sit in front seats. A good many peo
ple hav been converted, and many go just 
for fun. I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is a 
very fine paper, and I like the Children's 
Corner very much. I go to school, and 
my studies are fourth reader, small 
geography, and small arithmetic. Papa 
doesn't want me to study grammar; he 
says I am not old enough. I was ten 
years old the fourth day of January. One 
of the ministers was talking to a little 
Freethonght girl, and she t.-.Jd him that 
she did not want anything to do with his 
God.. Yours for truth, 

ETHEL M. GRANT. 
[Ethel is one among the number of our 

bright girls, who may yet make a mark in 
the Liberal world. Now is the time to 
learn to study and investigate.-ED. C. C.] 

MARRY THIS GIRL-SOMEBODY I 
l\In. EDnoa: 

I stained a blue silk dress with lemon juice· 
what will restore the color? I am making lots of 
money selling the Climax Dish Washer. Have 
not ma<le less than $10 any day I worked. };very 
famtly wants a Dish Washer, and pays $5 quio!tly 
when they see the dish As washed and dried per
fectly in one minn !e. I generally sell at every 
house. It is easy selling what every family wants 
to buy .. I sell as many washer:s as my brother, 
and he Is an old salesman. I will clear $8.000 this 
year. By eddressin~ J. H. Nvlen, 60 W. 'l'hird 
avenue, Columbus, Ohio, anyone can get particu
lars about the Dish Washer, and can do as well as 
I am doing. •ralk abnut hard times; yon can 
~oon pay. off a mortgage, whtn making $,o a day, 
If you will only work; and why won't people try 
when 'they hav such good opportunities? 

MAGGIE R. 

There is more Catarrh in this seotinn of the 
country than all other diseases put together, and 
until the last few years was supposed to be incur
able. For a great many years doctors pro
nounced it a looal disease, and prescribed local 
remedies, and hy constantly failmg to onre w•th 
local treatment, 8ronounoed it incurable. Sci
ence has proven a.ta.rrh to be a oonstitntfonal 
dtsease, and..,.,..therefore, rl'lquires oonRtitu tiona! 
treat.ment.. J:tall'R Oatarrh Oure, ma,nufaotured 
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only 
constimtional cure on th~ market. It is h.ken 
internally in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
ful. It acts directly on the blood and mucous 
Bnrfaoes of the system. They offer one hundred 
dollars for anY case it fails to cure. Send for 
cironlars and testimonialR. Address~.. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0. 
ll1r Sold by Druggi•ts, 75o. • 

The MiiJ!ad. 
(1000 STAN LAS) 

A Poem of Justice an~ of Li~erty. 
By J. L. TREUTHART, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral olementq from 
Greek mythologv, and applying the tes& of the 
tlolden llule to the world's hbtory, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty an<llife of the 
nation depend upon a reoognition of t,he princi
ple that 

"Rtullt, ana Riullt onzv, Makes MiQltt." 

The poem is in ten Cantos (100 stanzas [to each 
canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlists the Muses to Battle for the 
Right. 

II.-The Olympian Council. 
IlL-The Goddesoes in Consultation. 
IV'.-l'hehus, Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Life 
V -Sket.h of World's History to 19th Century. 

VI.-History 01 the United States. Twofold 
Hectionalism 

VII.-The Theory and Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratricidal W :t.r. · 

VIII.-Reoon•trnction and Subsequent Politics. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Oolnmbia.n -p,x);losition. 
X.-The Parliament of lle!igions and I~s Bnb· 

lime Lessons. 

Cloth, 400 pp., $1; holiday edition, !Ill. 50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE CONFLIUf BFOOEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a. preface hy 

H.. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are baaed 
upon scientific Phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL. 

.For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a. younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little money fair education and 
much conr&!!'e, to make their way through the 
world by gomg to Chicago. '!'he author is also 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a. his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
citY of Chicago amol).g bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypoorits. It ie 
just snob a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to he interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
he .worth the attention of the rest of the world. 
Pnoe. 25 cents. Address 

'l'JJE 'l'RUTH REEKER 

The Bible and Evolution. 
Bv Arthur B. Moss. 

. Of t)l.is val~~hl~ hook the London " Free
thmker says: It Is by far the heat production 
!)f Mr Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
It as an e?tcellent text-hook of th~ snhjeoi. '!'he 
manner IB good, and the style IB bright. The 
read\lr is oa.rp.ed along_ on an easy-flowing stream 
of sCience, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE T.ROTH ill :!l { ER, 

• · ·f'•,.,.o~+., "'1•"~• Ne- V'"''"•: 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
BIB 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
.A Lecture 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 

Price, 10 Cents. 
A little hook of ~8 pa~es, filii of scientific 

thought. The storv of this gre•t scientist'olif~ 
and works read~ like an bnchanting tale. 

Address 'rHE THU'rH t,~.EEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place. New York n; ty 

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's 
ARGUMENT 

IN THE 

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial~ 
At Morristown, N. J, 

Thi.s is ~hegreatespargnmentevermadein a. case 
of this kind, an~ '!Ill he a model for the Bar so 
tong as the Chrrstians use force to repress frP 
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its ell 
quenoe never equaled. Wherever Christian Jill! 
secutiOl). is going on this argument should be 
rreely orronlated, read t!) the Ohristians, a.ncl ex
oonnded on every occasion. 

In p&per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 oenta. 
A.ddre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 



UnleBB otherwiBe Bpeci fled , all public 
tion.~ noticed here can be had nf THE
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

RELtGION AND THE BIBLE. By F. D. Cum· 
mings. New York: The Truth Seeker 
Oo. Oloth, pp. 314. 50 cents. 
From the standpoint of the Liberal, this 

book is thoughtful and furnishes ample 
argument in his favor. It is well written 
concise, clearly stated and shows care i~ 
its arrangement. 
THI!l BETTER WoBLD. "By E. B. Southwick 

M.D. New York: The Truth Seeke; 
Co. Oloth, pp. 375. 50 cents. 

. T~is is an effort to show a people enjoy
Ing Itself ; men and women are equal m 
every respect, working, playing, studying 
together, without selfishnes11 or personal 
ambition. This story is interesting, but 
the. object of the author, if one reads 
between the lines, is to amuse his readers 
and distract the mind from the unhappy 
events which so often come to the lot of 
nearly every one in the world.-Banner of 
Light. 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN : Was he a Christian? 
By John E Ramsburg. Truth 8Aeker 
Co., 28 Lafayette PJaoa, New York. 
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 
The motto of Chas. ·Bradlangh was 

"thorough." Mr. Remsburg may as fairly 
wear it on his escutcheon-if he has one 
The question as to Lincoln's religions be: 
lief was raised by one of his biographers, 
Dr. Holland, aud seemingly would not 
dowu,bnt Mr. Remsbnr~'s book is based 
on fifteen years' work In collecting evi
dence from over 120 witnesses, and as the 
ratio is 100 to 20 that Lincoln was not a 
professed Christian, not accepting its vital 
and distinotiv dogmas, it looks as though 
Mr. Remsburg had thoroughly settled the 
question, but snob matters are becoming, 
perhaps, impossible to settle when the 
st_atus of a man to-day, like Dr. Briggs, 
himself claiming to be a Christian, is in 
dispute. Mr. Remsburg's effort to find 
out the truth has discovered many inter
esting bits of biography of Lineoln hardly 
to be found in other more pretentious 
works.-Foote'B Health Monthly. 

TBUTH SEEKER ANNUAL FOB 1895 re
ceived and! am real glad to see this valuable 
publication renewed. I had sent off all my 
old copies save one to friends, who wished 
to see specimens of it. I kept one for the 
calendar record of births, deaths, and 
notable events concerning Liberals and 
Liberalism. The issue of 1895 is worth 25 
cents for this department alone. Inger
soll, Mrs. Gage, Susan H. Wixon, Helen 
Gardener, and indeed all its contributors, 
hav excellent articles in it. It ought to 
sell like hot oakes, and I hope it will. 
Among our good resolves for the New Year 
we should make a strong one that we will 
do all we can to promote Liberal thought 
and Liberal work; and especially aid our 
prominent public workers who breast the 
storm and brarely pave the way for our 
progress.-Elmina Drake /5lenker. 

Many books hav been written of late 
years on phrenology. The "Brain and 
the Bible" deals with that subject, and 
also with the position of religion on the 
various theories of the mind. The author 
maintains very liberal views, and this book 
will be antagonized by orthodox religion
ists. It discusses in fearless manner the 
established opmions of religion, and boldly 
throws down the gauntlet to the cham
pions of unquestioning faith. The an
thor is a necessitarian. Oanses, operating 
before birth, combined with environment, 
produce certain formations of the brain, 
and these limit and modify thought. Men
tal attributes, like physical attributes, are 
inherited. Oharaoter, morality-concep
tions of right and wron~!. hav their origin 
in the same manner. 1\lan can no more 
make himself perfect morally t,han he can 
make himself an intellectual giant. This 
is the scientific doctrin applied to the 
current religion of to-day, 

The whole work warml:y advocates Free
thought. The introduction is by R. G. 
Ingersoll, and is written in his usual 
brilliant style. The book is for sale by 
tbe Truth Beeker Campany, 28 Lafryette 
place, New York.-EconomiBt (Mflnie
Bano), WaBh. · 

"A Tale of a Halo" by Morgan A. Rob
ertson, is the title of a story in verse which 
could have been written by no one but a 
hardened skeptic. As a literary effort it 
has points to commend it, the author dar
ingly violating the prescribed rules of 
rhyme in order to attain smoothness of 
composition and directness of style. As a 
result, although the poetic attribute has 
been slighted somewhat, the story reads 
from beginning to end with the rippling 
flow of rhythmical prose. , The story, 
briefly, is of Beelzebub's expedition to the 
heavenly city in the guise of a newcomer 
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I~ ~~· For I dipt into the futnre, far as human eyeconld 

~ Q F e Saw the Vision oftt~t :~~~ t~~ all the wonders 

I · I so said the poet Tennyson, and al-

IF t 1 h t • though what he saw was more or ree .....-. 0 Ug 1 less remarkable he was on the out-1 · ..l · I :~~e ~!t~;r.ten~:,e1s~~:~wt~k~~it1~~t 
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• telling us how he got there, relates 

~ ~·~ the many and strange adventures that 
. == ~. befell him in a land witqout a sun or 
~~ B\1 s { p t p t ,~• a newspaper, but where light and 
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everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 
E where women are the stronger sex; 

where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 

I 
Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and l':~•. go in bathing together, and are "na-

Back, Marbled Edges. $S. - ked and not ashamed." 
lVith The ~~ There is something of "Looking 

I 
Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50.II Backward" in this book, with a spice 

~ of Gulliver added, and it is totally de-

l 
141 FULL . P .A.G E PORTRAITS! •

1
• void of religious superstition. It will 

be read with interest and curiosity. 

I 0 •+ th M E · "I7f Published and for sale at this office. 
'1 e ost m1-nent .r rreethinkers, of the Past •. p · 1 th $l 50 t v ,31 rtce, c o , ; paper, cen s. 

E ~our Hundred Yeat•s. ;l::l 
II ~HE :I R UTHiii.EKEROOMPANY~~;unced in Octo- i I Is suicide 

. had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers !Ji A Sin? I 
ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery.· It [::::; 

:e :::: ~~!t~~pao!~:~:t;~~ast!:~:ra~:e::~~::i~h:::~ i:~~a:::;~ II• Colonel InQ"ersoll's Famous 
:e all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not = Letters and Reulies from Em
~ realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ~~· inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
!§ in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~ Chauter on IE per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly ~~ G f s • "d f H" f 
.~ three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- i. rea UICI es 0 IS ory •. 
I~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~ Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

il 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have ~~ Essay "On Suicide." 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact I p • aper covers. - Price 25 Cents 

I
•~ that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as §I The Truth Seeker, 

E undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and ~-~·· 28 LAFAYET1 E PLACE. New York.. 
~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages = 

1~ ;!:::~:t::;!~::thti~a;;~~=:b;::i~:~;::~~ve~ ::~:!~ne~:~~~:: I Tne ·Glory of lnfloeiitu 

I
~ ==~.·. J nearly eleven hundred copies of the· volume subscribed for were 3 

sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are ~~ 

I 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de- 1==1 
lighted that they got such a bargain. • 

As for the subject matter of FouB HuNDRED YEABB oF FBEE-

WI l'H A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
!J-nd no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
1t, to meet the claim' of Christians that Infidel
Ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

~· THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development ~~ 

IE 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best ~~~
possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free- ~ 

I 
thought as a manifestation and in1luence ; in Part Second, as an ~. 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives ~ 

• of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 31 
unites the past and tl).e present. It is a world book and a home ~==--• 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. ~i 

Price, $5. With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. H 
IE THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. ~~· 
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from earth. By his polished manner and 
clinching arguments he induces St. Peter 
to admit him. Inside, by the same pro· 
oednre; he secures an outfit and halo which 
eclipses all the rest. Envy and discontent 
follow, and at this point he is recognized 
and denounced by the archangel Michael. 
Resuming his natural shape of a fiend, he 
proceeds to turn heaven into a pandemo
nium, but is subdued and ejected at last 
by the sign of the cross, made by St. Pat
rick. A reader who reveres the angels 
and saints, even though only as religions 
symbols, will not relish this book, for the 
characters are earthly and of things 
earthly. St. Peter with his pipe and dis
sipated habits, the pitiful. jealousy of the 
other saints, St. Patrick with his rich 
brogue and pugnacious temperament, and 
the lofty and martial Michael, archangel 
and chief of the heavenly army, with his 
intrepid courage and strong sense of duty, 
marred by a weak dislike of St. Peter, 
make a combination oo.lonlated to .rob 

them of much of tbeir divinity. Possibly, 
this is the author's intent, for he has fol· 
lowed the unconscious example of Milton 
and made his devil tower above them all 
in grandeur and nobility of character. If 
the saintly keeper of the heavenly gate is 
really the character described in this book, 
we doubt that the author will succeed in 
paBBing in, bnt his friends may draw some 
consolation from the hope that, having 
spoken well of Beelzebub, his existenoe in 
the infernal regions will be made as easy 
as is consistent with divine justioe.-"Me· 
dio.tor" in Broo"-lyn Eagle. 

The Value of Good Bread 
is appreciated by every one, but so few are 
able to secure uniformly good results. 
This is often due to the fact that when 
milk is used the character of it is exceed
ingly variable; by using Borden's Peerless 
Brand Evaporated Oream yon will over
come this difficulty. Try it. 

10 cents & copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

'rhe Bible: What Is It 'l A pamphlet ooll· 
taining eight chapters in refutation of the 
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of_ 
I>U~e thong b t, and c.:>rrect in &11 its utterances 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition 
of 'the biblical story_ of man's "creation," and 
"cnrse," theologimilly denominated " the f&ll." 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Bible Against Itself. Containing 
one hunnred and fifty plain self-contradictions 
of the Biblehin volving guestions of theology, 
morals, and is tory. Prxce, l.O cents. 

The Hnman Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption that he was & divine 
IJ.erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negative &nd &ffirmative standpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price,5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH.SEEKEJt, 
iS Lafayette place. New Yor&; 
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Gems of ~Aoug4t. 
KnmNESS means as with your child, so 

with your servant, not indulgence but 
oare.-Ruskin. 

How is the great problem of existence 
piled on existence, that we see everywhere 
about us, solved by the unknown quantity 
of deity?-Investigator. 

T1D!I superstitious man is to the knave 
what the slave is to the tyrant; nay, fur· 
ther, the superstitious man is governed by 
the fanatic, and becomes one.- Voltaire. 

FREEDOM is not murder. It is salvation. 
It is not dynamite. It is the offered hand. 
It needs not to slay to convince. It givs 
vision and gt>ntleness. It persuades him 
who is permitted to choose evil that he 
dares not choose evil because evil is of 
no avail as against the soul's providence. 
-Horace L. ~aubel. 

GENERAL truths, to be of due and -per
manent use, must be earned. " Easy 
come easy go," is a saying as a-pplicable to 
knowledge as to wealth. While rules, 
lying isolated in the-mind-not joined to 
its other contents as outgrowths from 
them-are continually forgotten, the 
principles which those rules express piece
meal, become, when once reached by the 
understanding, enduring possessions.
Herbert Spencer. 

VoLTAIRE's great work was to hav done 
more than any other man on record to 
make the instinct of cruelty not only 
detestable, but ludicrous; and so to ac
complish what the holiest and the wisest of 
saints and philosophers had failed to 
achieve-to attack the most hideous and 

· pernicious of human vices with a more 
e:ffectiv weapon than preaching and denun
ciation-to make tyrants and torturers 
look not merely horrible and hateful, but 
pitiful and ridiculous.-A. 0. ~Swinburne. 

OF course, society has the right to 
protect itself, no matter whether the per
sons who attack its well· being are respon
sible or not, no matter whether they are 
sick in mind, or deformed in brain. The 
right of self-defense exists, not only in 
the individual, but in society. The great 
question is, How sball this right of self
defense be exercised? What spirit shall 
be in the nation, or in society-the spirit 
of revenge, a desire to degrade and punish 
and destroy, or, a spirit born of the recog
nition of the fact that criminals are vic
tims? The world has thoroughly tried 
confiscation, degradation, imprisonment, 
torture, and death, and thus far the world 
has failed.-Ingersoll. 

THE spirit of pE>rsecution that inspired 
legal action against Whitman's poems in 
Boston, thereby depriviDg the poet of the 
greater part of his income, and forcing the 
authors of England to come to his rescue 
with financial aid, is the same old diabolical 
instinct that provided Nero with his living 
'Candles, and Torquemada with his twelve 
thousand bonfires of human flesh; it is the 
spirit of Cyril, mnrderer of gentle Hy
patia; the temper of·mind that lighted the 
fagots aTound Giordano Bruno, and slowly 
roasted to death the body of Michael 
Servetus; that hung the witches of Salem 
and the Quakers of Boston; and to-day 
knouts, exiles, and gibbets the noble 
patriot-Nihilists of Russia; it is the spirit 

By the census of 1896, the 
above is the valne of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt from 
Taxationf 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

J Our J>airu~hlet with this title contains an Argn. 
ment for Eqnality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Valne~b:y Denominations, of Church Protler
ty in the umted States and in tha several States 
and Territories and in a.ll Cities having 26,000 or 
more inhabitants: JiO arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denominations" 
G~oups. Also, mnch other ma.tter of especial in
terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, a.ll 
eompariFOns being ba.sed npon offidal fie-ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pnb
lished. In no other work are ~he tacts, figures, 
and &rgnments to be found. The ftgnrE~s. being 
:lerived from the Government Ceosns of 1890. will 
not be snperseded until the cen·'us of 1900 shall 
have been completed- probably abont eight 
years hence. The arguments are nnanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
ilo8 the injusti~e of church exemption is suffered 
..o sxist. 

By single ~pies the price is 15 cents, bnt as the 
work is Pilbuahed SJ>eoia.lly for distribntwn by 
;hose who favor jnstice in tantion the followine; 
rednctJOns are made: 

ren copies. .1.00 
.Fifty copies, • • - - 4.50 
One hnndred copies • • • 8.00 
L&rger qnantities a6•PJrcial rates. 

Address 'l'BE TB BBEXBB, Hew York. 
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tbat mnrderPd Lovejov and John Brown, 
rPmanded Thomas Sims and Ant.honv 
Burns to slavPry. and br11nded in the hand 
with a hot iron Captain Jonat.han Wa1ker. 
of Massachusetts, for helping the fulritiv 
slave to el!cape.- Wm. Sloane Kennedy. 

'I'HE judges of Athens pnt Socrates to 
death on the ground that his opinions 
tended to corrupt the youth of that 
city. The High Court of Jerusalem sen
tenced J elltls to death on similar grounds. 
Practical Pilate asked, "What evil hath 
he done?"-but he got no answer .. Jesus 
had done no evil; he had only ad
vanced opinions which tht> majority con
sidered subversiv of the moral foundR
tions of society. And, in short, there is 
no persecution, no oppression of con
sciencll1 no massacre in history which may 
not be JUstified on the principle that you 
may punish a man for the evils which may 
be imaginativlyand prospectivlyattributed 
to the influence of his opinions. Na:v, all 
contemporary discussion of vital problems, 
all new ideas, are thus placed at the mercy 
of nervous apprehension.-Moncure D. 
Conway. 

THE one argument that bigotry is never 
able to answer is the argument of a loving 
heart found outside its petty inclosures. 
The drgmatist confesses the thing most 
to be feared is the consistently good life 
of a heretic. The Christian scheme of 
exclusiv salvation through the atoning 
blood of Jesus holde for many minds until 
they are brought face to face with a 
prophet soul like Mozoomdar, until they 
humbly confess their own spiritual pov
erty in the presence of the gentle dignity 
and humane presence of a benignant dark
skinned pagan like Dharmapala; then they 
are dumb. The triumphant peace that 
~athers around a manly life, as in the 
fulness of years it approaches the mysteri
ous realm without the aid of priest or 
sacrament, breaks down the stoutest walls 
of sectarian narrowness, throws over the. 
partitions between creed and character.
Unify. 

FREE 
A Valuable Book on Nervoul!l 
DitOeal!lel!l to any ailrlrE.'AR by the 
REV. E. KONIG, 

t~t.!>O -FflH'I'WAVNF., IND.-
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Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs--The Pagan RootR of Christianity 

The BorrowingR of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. t riginal Bin and the 
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted 
Con•emp">rar:v Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of 
Christiani•v" Examined. Tbe Testimnny of 
Pd.nl. DidJesnR ltise From the Dead andAqcend 
into Heaven? The F'rst Fonr Christian Centn
ries. A Thonsand Dark Ye•.rs. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane . 

Price. Cloth. 81. 
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· 28 Lafayette Pl. New Yorll;. 
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Do. hunting, $29. In 20 year cases, 
screw open face, $28. Hunting, $82. 
In special engraved, scalloped and 
Louis XIV. cases, $2 to $5 more. 
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to $200. 

LADIES' SIZE. 
Prices.-In fine gold-:filled hunting 

case, warranted 20 years, $30. In 
fine heavy 14kt. solid gold case, $40. 
Extra heavy and scalloped, $50. La
dies' watches shipped in fine plnsh 
cases. 

Regular Grade American Watches, 
Including movements of Rockford, 

Hampden, Elgin, Waltham, Spring
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Springs, $1. Warranted one year and 
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JY ot fo't' I)~'t'sons. 

WHEN meanness has been baptized and 
called religion it is as deadly as the small
pox.-Ram's Horn. 

SuNDAY·BOHooL TBAOHER: "What is 
faith?" Pupil: " Faith is believin' in the 
superintendent's stories. "-Puck. 

GooD MAN: "My son, is your father a 
professional man?" Boy: '' Yes'r; pro• 
fesses conversion at every revival." · 

"IN the last church fair did the young 
ladies take part?" Mr. Slimpnrse: "Great 
Scott, no; they took all."-Ohicago Inter 
Ocean; 

" Now I lay me down to sleep, 
I pray the Lord my soul to keep; 
If this were not a folding-bed 
I'd take all risks myseH," she said. 

A LOT of popcorn balls hung all over a 
Christmas tree will create more interest in 
a Sunday-school than twenty miracles pos
sibly could. -sittings. 

"Is your rector high church?" "Oh, 
yes." " I suppose he calls sin, then, a 
moral obliquity?" "Higher than that. 
He calls it a psychological eccentricity." 

"WE'VE knocked hell out of our church; 
Mr. Jones. How is it with yours?" asked 
an innocent young woman recently of a 
startled deaoon.-Kate Field's Washing
ton. 

MRs. HIOxs: "Why do they confer on 
some clergvmen the title of Doctor of Di
vinity?" Hicks: "Because they are con
sidered capable of doctoring it, I suppose." 
-Puck. 

UNOLlll En: "When er man smites yo', 
turn de udder cheek. Ef he's mean nu1f 
ter take advantage of yer Christianity, he 
deserves de bes' lickin' yo' knows how ter 
gib him." 

CARRIE: "We are to giv a grand recap· 
tion to our minister on the tenth of next 
month. Yon know it is an important an
niversary." Clara: "His ordination?" 
Carrie: "No:. his conviction of heresy." 
-Puck. 

FIBBT DEPosiToR:" We've got the presi
dent in jail all right; but there's no show 
of onr recovering any of the funds, I sup· 
pose?" Second Depositor: "Oh, cheer 
npl We've attached the foreign mission 
fund, yon know. "-Pvck. 

INQUIRING BoY: " Mamma, dpn't the 
little angels hav a good time in heaven?" 
Mamma: "Certainly, my child. Why do 
yon ask?" Inquiring Boy: "Because it 
says here in the prayer-book: 'The cheru
bim and seraphim continually do cry.'"
Life. 

UNOLE RusSELL SAGE withdrew a little 
over half a million in gold ·from the Sub
Treasury the other day. Uncle Sage is so 
relirions in the matter of church mort
gages that in order to maintain his aver
ages he cannot afford to be too patriotio.
World. 

MRS. CHUBOH WEBxlllR: uoh, deacon! 
I hear the Board of Trustees has decided 
not to hold a fair this season." Deacon 
Soper (sadly): "Yes; the police are so 
strict since this Lexow Committee busi
ness, that we can't; make any arrangements 
for protection." -Puck. 

REv. DooGOOD (to the penitentiary 
warden): "My friend, is the spiritual 

/Pond's 
Extract 

IS WORTH ITS 

WEIGHT IN GOLD 
Cures Female Complaints, 

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores, 

Bruises and ALL PAIN. 

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

DO NOT CURE. 
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welfare of the poor fellows under your 
charge properly attended to?" Warden: 
" Well, sir, it ought ttJ be, for there are· 
eight Sunday-school teachera among 
them."-.Sydney 1.ruth. 

" WHAT's the matter with that mule?" 
asked a man who was standing on the bank 
of the canal. " He doesn't seem to be of 
any account whatever." He's all right," 
replied the boatman. " The fault's with 
me. Ye see, mister, he understands every 
word ye say to him." " He doesn't pay 
much attention to what yon say." "That's 
what shows his intelligence. I've jist 
j'ined church, an' he thinks I'm a 
stranger. "-Lite. 

DINAH: "Yo' done gone see dat clairvoy
ant 'bout losin' yo' pocket-book?" Sam: 
" She ain't at dat place no moab, Dat 
clairvoyant ain't no good nohow." Dinah: 
"Why yo' t'ink she am no ~ood? She 
done tole Mia' Brown de mos wunnerfnl 
t'ings 'bout her pas' life." Sam: "Mebbe 
she did; bnt she's bin took np for swiD,d
lin' a man ont West, an' she didn't know 
dey wnz a war'nt out fo' her till de p'Jice
man come."-..S:ecular 1.hought. 

Mns. ·MaGBEBDIE: "An' fwhat dae ye 
say is the smalest amoont that ye prent a 
donor's name in the Report wi'?" Collector 
for the Canniballoo Islanders' Missionary 
Fund: "Naething lower nor :five shallin's, 
mem." Mrs. McGreedie (reluctantly pro
ducing a Crown): "Here's the siller. It 
fair ruins me tae gie it ye, bnt it's for the 
guid Chreestian cause, ye ken. Noo, ma 
man, see that ye dinna make ony mistake, 
and that Mrs. McGreedie, o' Greedie Villa, 
comes ont in yer Report. "-Fun. 

1n the nature of things, 
BAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published· in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
·This is Oolonel INGEBSOO:.L's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome . pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 21S cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSoLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

"HliJA VEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBeRG, 

(Servant of t/Le Lora Jesus Ohrtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Oloth. (octavo), 875 pages1 speci&l to readers of 
thiq journ&l. only 25 cents, oy mail, prepaid. 

Send for !lescriptiv catalogue of Sweden borg's 
works. . p bl' American Swendenborg: :Pnnting~nd u lsh
ing Society, 20 Oooper Un10n, New York. 

Books hyHelen H. Gardener. 

New Edition, Revised &nd Enlarged. 

Men, Women and Gods. 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

!'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 00 cents. 
'l'7Y Traae Suwztea at Specta! .Dtscounu. 

IS THIS YOUB SOB. MY LORD l 
l Fucinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
l'rioe. cloth. a1 : paver, w cents. 

An Unofficial Patriot) 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIVIL WAR. 

The literary hit of th~son.-Ohfcago Times. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE 
DAUGHTER? 

A. NEW NOVEL. 

Prioe. oloth, $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

Price, cloth $1. Paper, 60 cents. 

A. Thoughtless Yes. 
OONTENTS: 

A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman -The Lady of the 
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A 

Rusty Link in the Ohain-The Boler House 
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our An

cestors -Florence Campbell's 
Fate-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
OONTEI!ITS: . 

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Oourt 
-'l'hrow:1 in With the City's Dead-An Irre

spon,ible Educated Ola•s-The Mor&l Re
si>onsibillty of Woman in Heredity

Woman as an Annex -Sex in Brain
Heredity in its Relations to a 

Double Btandardof Mor&ls-
Divoree and the Pro-

posed Nati.m&l Law. 
-Lawsuit or Leg-
acy-Oom~on 

Sense m 
· Surgery. 

Cloth, 11; paper, SO cents. 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H, GARDENER. 

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and 
Strongest Lectures Against 

·the Bible. 
Everv Woman Should Read It 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends. 

Price. 10 cents. Address this oftlce. 

. Truth 
8~~::: T!ea~ers 1 L. K. Washburn's Works. 
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Researches in Oriental History, 
EMBRAOING THE 

Origin of tbe Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

DeriTation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS i 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D 

FourCh Eafwm. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part !I.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Ohristia.nity; twenty 

· chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Oame the Aryans? Five chap

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:SO. 

Address &11 orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
OMPA.NY. 28 Lafa.vette Place. New York Citv. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. 
A. Uonsideration of the Doctrine 

of Personal Immortality~ 
· By OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A Paper read at the Internation&l Freeth ought 
Oongress at Ohicago, October 5, 1693. 

Price, 10 Cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

tn:t:uSTRATED 
By Carey K. Juris-t. 

The text is poetical and the Illn•trations are 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Office. 

A NEW EDiriON 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees., 
and Early Hhtory of Cnris.ia.nuy. 

Nover Before or Elsewhere EO Fully and Faith 
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 , 
28Lafavette nla.ce. New York. 

Liberal Hymn Book~ The False Teaching of the Christian 
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

Do your children lea;;these beautiful songs of the Ohristi&n Chn::'ch are thirty-nine poor. · 
Tennyson. Whittier,Longfellow, and other poets broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 
and sing them iuyour homes, making them hap· The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
py and bright ?-SEND FOR A ooPY,-Green clotli., a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
.,11t title, 4u ceots: balf bound. 25 centR. or triing to induce the Deity to undertake a 

crusade of .one ag&inst the Oolorado beetle I" 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. R:nro~s08Coblems. Price, to cents. 
Waa Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents. Examination of the Morals &Dd History 

of the New Testament. 
By J:'BoJ, I' w. N•WJEAw. :t>rioe • oenta. 

Address 'lliE 'l'B'OTJI SEEKliiB. 

The Public Schools and the Catholle 
Church. Prioe, 5 oente. 

Address 'l'Blil 'l'B'OTJI SEEKER. 

ward edyot 
-._ DR. R. P. YELLOWS, ' , 
8Q_wllln~er.wtblal!llvw.-- V!laelamtl, 1!.~ 

NOW HEAD THIS! 
Dr. J!'ellowa is a stanch LIBERAL ann a ver:r 

suceessful nhysicia.n. He has treated DISEASES 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
a.n outgrowth of this long_p_ractice, which shoul<) 
give con1ldenoe to those aSilicted. 
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BEHOLD! THERE CAME WISE MEN. 

Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea in the days of Herod the king, behold, there came wise men from· 
the east to Jerusalem.-Matt. ii, 1. 

THE League of American Wheelmen met 
at Asbury Park, N. J., this year. 

BEVEN thousand boys are now learning 
military tactics in the schools of this city. 

REBEL tribes hav entered and looted 
Morocco City, one of the capitals of Mo
rocco. 

A FRENCH force has been defeated in 
Africa, with a loss in killed of 300 men, 
or half its numbers. 

GERMAN and French land owners and 
cattle raisers are agitating for still more 
restrictiv measures against American prod-
ucts. 

SENATOR MATT W. RANSOM, of North 
Carolina, ~oes to Mexico as United States 
minister, m place of Isaac Pusey Gray, 
deceased. 
B~ a gas explosion in the mine at West 

Bear Ridge Mahonoy Plane, Pa., on Feb. 
18 five per'sons were killed, and a large 
ntimber injured, several fatally. 

IN Oregon Senator Dolph is _beaten !or 
reelection, George W. McBride havmg 
been selected on Feb. 23, fifteen minutes 
before the legislature adJourned. 

THE Honse refuses to concur with the 
Senate in the appropriation ?f $500,000 for 
the preliminary work of laymg a ca.~le be
tween the United States and Hawau. 

Lmm. FRRMONT P. PECK, of the United 
States Army was killed at the Sandy Hook 
proving grounds on Feb. 19 by the explo
sion of a Hotchkiss gun which he was fir
ing. 

IT now seems probable that another in
ternational monetary conference will soon 
be held. There is renewed interest in the 

. subject abroad, especially in Franc., and 
Germany. 

Sm HENRY BROUGHAM Loan, governor 
of Cape Colony, South Africa, haq been 
recalled because !:.e was distasteful to 
Premier Cecil Rhodes, the conqueror and 
despoiler of Matabeland. 

ALBERT FREDERICK RUDOLPH DOMINIQUE, 
Archduke of Austria, died in Arco, South 
Tyrol on Feb. 18. He was in his seventy
ninth' year. His ancestry was disti~
guished, ~nd he himself famous both m 
war and literature. 

THE new Excise Board appointed by 
Mayor Strong is composed of Cl~arles H. 
Woodman, independent Republican; Ju
lius Harburger, Independent County Or
ganization Democrat, and Joseph Murray, 
straight Republican. 

BISHOP FALLOViS of the Reformed Epis
copal church, bas opened in Chica~o a 
"place," called." ~he People's In~t1tute 
Saloon," which IS mtended to f~rmsh all 
the attractions of the saloon without the 
alcoholic accompaniment. 

JAPAN is mobilizing another army at 
Hiroshima, supposed to be for an expedi
tion against the Island of Formosa. The 
Diet voted authority for an additional loan 
of 100,000,000 yen ($100,000,000) asked for 

by the government. It has also approved 1 The Hawaiian government is determined 
a Corean loan of 3,000,000 yen. to inflict capital punishment on several of 

the conspirators, regardless of protests 
from foreign governments, including that 
of the United States. 

AuGusTE VACQUERIE, one of the founders 
and editor-in-chief of the Rappel, died in 
Paris on Feb.19. If was in his hands that 
Victor Hugo left his unpublished works, 
amounting to 400,000 manuscript pages. 
He was the author of several works. 

GovERNOR MoRTON has named as the 
members of the new Appellate division of 
the Supreme Court of this state George C. 
Barrett, C. H. Van Brunt. Edward Patter
son, Charles J. Dwight, George L. Ingra
ham, Morgan J. O'Brien, Pardon C. 
Williams. 

A GANG of firebugs has been unearthed 
in this city, and some hav already been 
sent to prison while others are on trial. It 
is established that there was an extensiv 
conspiracy, and tha.t the incendiaries hav 
set a great number of fires and imperilled 
thousands of lives. 

TullKEY, hitherto indifferent to quaran
tine precautions against cholera, IS now 
adopting very rigorous measures, and the 
suspicion is aroused that this is to cover 
more aggressiv movements against the 
Armenians as well as prevent investigation 
of alleged outrages. 

PoLICE JUDGE GRADY holds that a man 
may play billiards in his own house or else
where in private if he does not o:flend 
against the Sunday law by making a dis
turbance. Were the men who were ar
rested for selling collar and ear-muffs in 
their own stores making a disturbance? 

THEBE are still a number of vessels long 
overdue at our ports, including four Phila
delphia schooners. The loss of life has 
been phenomenally large this season, the 
greatest, so say shipping men, of any cor
responding period within the recollection 
of the oldest of those in a position to 
know. 

THE first work has been done on what, 
when completed, will be the longest trolley 
line in the world, a road connecting New 
York and Philadelphia. As it will run for 
much of the way through an agricultural 
district, the company is having built a 
large number of combination cars to carry 
the products of the farms to the markets. 

MANY of the ships that come into this 
port, and of those that enter British ports 
after crossing the Atlantic, hav on board 
the crews of schooners, fishing smacks, 
and other small craft that were wrecked 
or partially disabled by the recent great 
storm, and which were supposed to be lost. 
Many of the rescued men hav mffered ter
ribly. 

MoRE than 5,000 additional city employ
ees are to be placed under civil service 
rules, the Civil Service Commission having 
decided to adopt the main features of the 
Massachusetts system. The Commission 
is now constituted as follows: Everett P. 
Wheeler, E. L. Godkin, E. Randolph 
Robinson, Cyrus W. Robinson, and W. 
Bayard Cutting. 

Ex-QUEEN LILIUOKALANI was found 
guilty of complicity in the recent uprising 
in Hawaii and sentenced to five years im
prisonment and to pay a fine of $5,000. 

AT the opening of the Wayne county 
cir.cuit court and the court of Oyer and 
Terminer at Lyons, New York, Judge 
Ad~ms instructed the grand jury to indict 
all persons in the county who allowed 
nickel-in-the-slot machines to be operated 
on their premises, and also all church 
members and others who conducted for 
any purpose lotteries and drawings at 
church fairs. 

FREDERICK DouGLASS, freedman, poli!i
cian, orator, and diplomat, died of heart 
disPase at his home in Anacostia, a suburb 
of Washington, at 7 o'clock on Feb. 20. 
He had attended the N atioBal Council of 
Women during the day and seemed to be 
in his usual ~ood health. Mr. Douglass 
was born at Tuckahoe, near Easton, Tal
bot County, Md., in Feb., 1817. His 
mother was a negro slave and his father a 
white man. He escaped from slavery on 
Sept. 3, 1838. His lectures and books hav 
made him a fortune of $250,000 to $300,-
000. He was a Freethinker, although the 
church is now claiming him, as usual. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
!'he Bible of Nature: A Contributioz. 

to the Religion of the Futmre. Cloth. $I. 
l'he Sf'Cre~ ~f th., East; or, The Origir 

of the Chrtstt&n Heligion &nd the Jignific&nc' 
of 1ts Rise a.nd Decline. Cloth. $!. 

Ph,sical Education; or, The Health-Law' 
o Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalen 
Disorders of the Hum&n Org&ntsm. Cloth, $ 

~oological Sketches: A Co11tribution t.. 
the Outdoor study of N&tur&J History. Illu• 
tr&ted by H. Faber. Cloth 1 _t~. Ali<lrA•" TfiE TnUTH SEEKER, 
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COLUMBIAS FOR 1895. 

A Highly Arlistic Catalogue Sets Forth 
the JJ.lerits of these Famous 

Bicycles, 

Noted artists occasionally condescend to 
lend their aid to make a trade catalogue 
beautiful, and this has evidently been the 
case with the new handbook of Columbia 
bicycles, just issued. From the rich and 
striking cover to the last of the dainty 
sketches that adorn the broad margins, 
the tell-tale marks that show the hand of 
well-known contributors to Life, Vogue, 
and the leading magazines are everywhere 
apparent. The idea skillfully carried out 
in the illustrations is that of sport and 
travel. The book will long be preserved 
as one of the handsomest art works of the 
year. It is as little like the ordinary 
trade catalogue as well can be, and yet it 
cleverly tells of the merits of Columbia 
bicycles for 1895, and also of lower· priced 
machines, Hartfords. No lover of bicy
cling or of beautiful books should neglect 
sending for the Columbia Catalogue. It 
can be had by calling upon Oolumbia 
agents, or it will be sent by mail for two 
2-cent stamps. Address Publishing Dept., 
Pope :Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. 

Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Monthly at $8 per Year. 

IssUEs oF 1891,-$3. 
Price. 

Truth Seeker Annual,.I89I ..................... $0 25 
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Ga.r-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Re&aon. Thomas P&ine. llius~ 

tr&ted................... .................. 2 
Answers to Christia.n Questions. D. M. Ben-

Chrisfi~~'A.'tisurdiii"e'B'.""J' <>b."zi ':P8'o'k::::: :::::: 
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The Crisis. Thom&s Paine. illustrated .... . 
8&bb&thBre&king. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea.-

25 
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25 

son. Robert C. Ad&ms............. .... . 25 
Strike of & Sex. George N. Miller............ 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hi!{ her Criticism in Theology &nd Re

ligiOn. T. E. Longshore................ 50 
IssUEs oF 1892.-$3. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 26 
Rights of Man. Thom&a P&ine. lllustra.-

Wa.s 6t~8ionio"i1i~ii'? ... A.ii;tizii3i~i-iiower:: :: tg 
Pulpit, Pew, an'ii Cradle. Helen H. Ga.r-
B"b dener ................................... .. 

1 le Mor&ls. John E.Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of M&ri& Monk ........... ~ 

W
PocketTheologl'. Voltaire .................. . 

hy Don't God Kill the Devil? M. B&b· 

10 
25 
50 
2!i 

cock,...................................... I5 
Liberjy tn Literature. Testimoni&l to 

W &It Whitman, with Funer&l Address. 
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richa.rd A. 
Proctor................................... I5 

Ca.ndle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Ha.rt.... .................................. 40 

The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80 
Fa.lae Claims of the Church. John E. 

Remsburg ................................ . 
IsSUES OF 1898.-$8. 

Thom&s P&ine Vindicated. Col. Robert 
G.Ingersoll.. ................... .... ...... I5 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-

Crim:~f 'Pi-~aob.~r8 'i.D.' ih:e ·uitH~ii siai88: 50 

R M. E. Billings . • .. . • . . . . • . . • . .. . . . . • . • . • . . 25 
esurrection of Jesus.. .. . . . . .. . . .. . • . . . . . . . .. 40 

Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50 
Religion & Ourse: Religion r. Dise&ae; Re-

ligion & Lie. S. P. Putnam............. 25 
Destgn Arg_ument F&ll&ei.es. By Editor of 

Abtal;: 'En~:ln~~·ii-e··;:ahri8ii&n? I
5 

John E. Remsburg...................... 50 
Pen Pictnres of The World's F&ir. llillB-

tr&ted. s. P. Putnam................... 25 
Common Sense. Thom&a P&ine...... .. . .. . .. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. P&ine.. 15 
Ple&aure a.nd Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B..................................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ IO 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 2!i 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newh&ll Convent........................ IO 
Woman: FourCenturiesofProgress. Susa.n 

H. Wixon................................ IQ 
ISSUES OF 1894.-$3. 

Thumbscrew &nd Rack. Geo. E. M&cdon&ld 10 
Relf-Contr&dictions of the Bible. W. H.Bnrr IC. 
Chnrch Propert:y: Should It be Exem{lt 

from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... I5 

Congress and Sunday La.ws ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on ea.rth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick... .... ............................ 50 

Chur(lh &nd Freethoug.bt. Franklin Steiner JO 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~~~~iV:io: ":M~i-iiaii·x:·:R·<>i>~i-i·;on: fo 
Ulustr&ted by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and S&rc&sm. 
L. G. Reed ........... ,................... 15 

Remodeling the Gonrnment. With Re
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis ................................... . 10 

Durm~ the ye&r other st&nda.rd Freethought 
works Will be published a.nd sent to subscribers 
&s they &ppea.r. 

Ye&rly subscribers &t $8 receive &11 the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering ple&ae s&y 
whichye&r is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

26 L&f&yette Place. New York. 

Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANE:s. 
A !!YBtem&ticEx!!_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, &nd intended to be of 
service to the !l'enera.l reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Rom&nes is well known &s one of the most 
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking wtth ProfessOI' Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s & p&rt of 
his conclusion reg&ra:ng the great subject of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"'l'hus whether we look to the facts of &d&pt&
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with &bull.d&nt 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with &ny independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
'beauty are alike receiving their exp!&n&tion &t 
the hands of& purely mechanic&! philosophy .•. 
All nature h&s thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre~ent ge.ner&tion tn & manner and 
to &n extent that h&s never before been possible; 
&nd inasmuch as the change which h&s taken 
place h&R taken pl&\Je in the direction of n&tur&l
tsm, &nd this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical inter]lret&tion of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religious mind h&s suddenly 
&wakened to & new &nd & terrible force in the 
words of its tra.diflion&l enemy-Where is noW' 
th_y_God7" 

lllnstra.ted Price, cloth.J. $2. 
Address. TH.l!l TRUTH SEEKER. 

A~t i./OV DtAF? 
Don't You Want to Hear? 

THE AURAPHONE will help you if you do. It 
. h & recent soientifi' inven· 
: ion which will re~tore the hearing of any one 

no· born deaf. when in the ear it is invisible, 
an does not cause the slightest discomfort. It 
is to the e&r what glasses are to the eye, an e&r 
spectacle. Inclose a Rt&mp for p~rticulard. O&n 
be tested free of cllarl(e at 

The Au'raphone Co's Offices: 
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The Work and Designs of the Theocrats. 
The New England convention of the National 

Reform Association was in session in Boston on 
February 19th and 20th. It was held, as stated in 
the call, because, among other things, of 

"The subtle and persevering attempts which are made 
to prohibit the reading of the Bible in our public schools, 
to overthrow our S&bbath laws, to corrupt the family, to 
abolish the oath, prayer in our national and state legisla
tures, days of fasting and thanksgiving, and other Chris
tian features of our institutions, and thus to divorce the 
American government from all connection with the Chris
tian religion." 

By the phrase " to corrupt the family'' is meant 
the regulation of marriage and divorce by the civil 
power, entirely independent of ecclesiastical regu
lations, as such. Ominous of disaster to civiliza
tion if the theocrats should triumph, were these 
subjects, among others, discussed by the conven 
tion: "The Necessity of Union among Denomina
tions for Certain Phases of Christian and Reform 
Work "; " How to Influence Legislation in these Re
form Movements"; "A Uniform National Divorce 
Law"; "The Right and Duty of the Government to 
Teach the Foundation Principles of the Christian 
Religion in the Public Schools"; "Sha.U the Gov
ernment of this Nation Recognize Christ as King''' 

On February 25th and 26th the annual conven
tion of the Cumberland Valley Sabbath Association 
was held at Newville, Pa. Rev. W. J. Robinson 
talked about "Th~ Great Conspiracy against the 
Sabbath in this Country," but he said nothing in 
criticism of the great conspiracy against human 
liberty and social justice in which he is an indus
trious schemer. Rev. J. W. Bain asked the ques
tion, " What day of the w~ek was, and is, the Chris
tian Sabbath!" It was easy to answer that Sun
day is that day, for the Christian Catholic church 
ordained that the first should take the place of the 
seventh day of t.he week, but if Mr. Bain had asked 
which was the Bible Sabbath he would hav been com
pelled to admit that it was Saturday. Rev. Mr. 
Leiper discussed " The Civil Sabbath,'' a pure fic
tion and other preachers talked about "Sabbath 

' · h F . " desecration,"" The Sabbath Law fort e ore1gner, 
who is the terror of the Sundayite, and related 
aspects of the question. 

At the New Castle theocratic convention Rev. H. 
H. George delivered an address on " The Duties of 

the Church to the State." The title is a wholly 
misleading one, for the address deals exclusivly 
with the alleged duties of the state to the chnrch. 
But this contradiction, flat and unqualified as it is, 
is not more irreconcilable than that between Mr. 
George's first proposition and all the others. The 
first reads as follows : 

"L It is the duty of the state to recognize the inde
pendent authority of the church." 

Under this head Mr. George maintains that the 
union of church and state "is the violation of thG 
law of relationship which God has established." 
"These two institutions," he continues," are radi
cally distinct in their spheres, and each absolutely 
independent of the other." Illustrating his argu
ment, he says: 

"The Pope of Rome has no civil supremacy, and the 
sovereign of England has no ecclesiastical headship. All 
such claims are usurpations, and, God helping us, they 
shall never obtain" foothold in the United States," 

To one not familiar with the sinuosities of theo
cratic argumentation and propagandism that un
doubtedly has a very satisfactory sound; but to the 
practiced ear of the Freethought sentinel it rings 
hollow with deceit and contemplated treachery. 
How misleading it is will be seen upon reading the 
remainder of the Rev. Mr. George's propositions : 

"II. The state is to be subservient to the church. 
"III. The state should profess the true Christian re

ligion. 
"IV. The state should require scriptural qualifications 

in her rulers. 
"V. The state shonld restrain practices that are inju

rious to religion, 
"VI. The state should maintain a true standard of 

morals. 
"VII. The state should protect the church. 
"VIII. The state should support the church by timely 

gifts." 
And yet Mr. George has the sublime audacity to 

assert that he and his party stand for the separa
tion of church and state! But let us glance briefly 
at some of these propositl.ons : Evidently Mr. 
George had a suspicion that " subservient" would 
grate harshly on the ears of the people who hav 
been taught from childhood that the state should 
be independent of the church, and so he added 
-"Not subject; not even subordinate, but sub
servient." This is mere hair-splitting. Of "sub
servient" Webster says: "Fitted or disposed to 
subserve; useful in an inferior capacity, serving to 
promote some end; subordinate." The italics are 
ours. Comments would be superfluous. 

address with the significant assertion that " the 
United States mail service is a direct assault by the 
state upon the church." Again "the poor laborer " 
is forgotten. 

From the argument under VI. we learn that the 
state can maintain a " true standard of morals 11 

only by keeping the Bible in the common schools, 
for " as the only true religion is Christianity, which 
the state is bound to profess, so the only true stand
ard of morals is the Bible, which the state is bound 
to teach." What would become of liberty and 
equity in a country ruled by men capable of writing 
such wild absurdities as these ! Under VII. it is 
gravely stated that the magistrate is armed with 
the sword, and " it has no more sacred use in his 
hands than the defense of the church of Christ." 
When individuals are sacrificed to institutions, their 
instruments, it is time that the institutions were 
destroyed or remodeled. Mr. George wants the 
Christian nations of the world to wipe out the 
Turkish power, not because the latter has murdered 
helpless people, but because the people it has killed 
were ·Christians. In his own words, he wants the 
church protected, not the people. As to the other 
demands he has made, they are so 'glaringly ecclesi
astical on their face that no exegesis is necessary. 
All Freethinkers and other Americans who love 
freedom for themselvs and desire that equal justice 
be the heritage of their children, regardless of be
lief, wil' not fail to work early and late to defeat 
the machinations of these enemies of the secular 
civil republic. With them in undisputed possession 
of power in the nations of the world, the midnight 
of the Dark Ages would settle once more upon the 
earth. 

Upon What Trash They Are Fed! 

Under V we are told that the practices which 
should be suppressed because they are injurious to 
religion include "blasphemy, idolatry, and Sabbath 
desecration." This implies that if the theocrats 
could hav their way we should be ground down 
under not only Sabbath laws but a new set of blas
phemy statutes. Dr. Scha.ff is quoted as saying 
that the republic rests on three pillars, " The church 
of God, the book of. God, and the day of God." The 
conclusion is drawn that "the state is bound by 
the law of self-preservation to see that the church 
of God is protected in the undisturbed use of the 
day of God." This shows again of how little worth 
is the pretense of the Sabbatarians that they want 
Sunday set apart as a day of rest for the people. 
Here it is distinctly admitted that they want a mo
nopoly of it for the benefit of the" church of God." 
More than this : If the stl\te is bounci to protect the 
"·day of God 11 from the desecration of work and 
recreation, is it not logically and equally bound to 
protect the "book of God 11 from the ·desecration of 
criticism! Of course, and that is why "blasphemy " 
is one of the "practices that are injurioua to relig
ion" which the state is under obligation to sup
press. Mr. George concludes this section of his 

We wonder sometimes if the rank and file of the 
Christian army are as stupid as their leaders assume 
them to be. The refuse that is doled out to them 
for intellectual rations is so trashy and indigestible 
that it is a wonder that they htl.v not all died of in
nutrition of the brain. We find in a country paper 
printed in Indiana a pretty little story about Colo
nel Ingersoll and Schuyler Colfax which must make 
the Sunday-school children marvel at the silliness 
of the great Agnostic, so skillfully is the yarn made 
to tell against the supposition that he has ordinary 
common sense. It is seriously stated that, " a few 
years before the death of Colfax, the two men met 
on a train in Illinois," when, "according to an ex
change," a conversation took place, the substance 
of which is given below: Colonel Ingersoll said to 
the Indiana statesman : " Colfax, in ten years no
body will believe the infamous religious doctrine 
you believe now." Think of a sime Freethinker, a 
man of wide and keen observation, making such an 
assertion as is here put into the mouth of the Ag
nostic ! Colonel Ingersoll would be one of the last 
men to cherish the delusiv hope that in ten years 
or fift.y or one hundred years there would be left 
no believers in the superstitions of Christianijy. 
He realizes that progress is a matter of growth, not 
the result of a cataclysm. No man who knew any
thing about Liberalism would hav invented such a 
story. How ignorant the prevaricator was the rest 
of the tale will reveal in a still more glaring light. 
Colfax is reported to hav made this ridiculous 
speech: 

"I do not wish to debate with you on a train, but I will 
make one remark and ask you one question. I suppose 
that when yon call my creed infamous that is Freethought. 
but if I should call your doctrins infamous. that would 
be bigotry. Here is a mother caressing the golden ring
lets of her babe; her face radiant with divine mother lol'e. 
The infant is smitten by the untimely frost of death, and 
the mother's heart i s broken. As she sees the little coffiu 
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lowered in the grave the only hope and comfort she has I which condemns their use. Slave holding, buying · 
or selling slaves, are also, if this writer is to be be
lieved, unchristian acts. But the Bible does not 
condemn slavery; Paul returned a fugitiv slave to 
his master, and Christian nations hav, until very 
recently, been slaveholding nations. In our own 
country the churches were the last to get into line 
for freedom, and to-day, in the South, the churches 
will not fellowship brother Christians WJO were 
lately slaves, thus showing that Christianity does 
not place its accepters in the front ranks of 
progress, does not, in fact, raise them above the 
level of popular preJudice and injustice. "Fight
ing, quarreling, brawling, brother going to law with 
brother, returning evil for evil." But Christians 
are past masters in all these accomplishments; they 
are, par excellence, the fighting nations of the 
globe; as Colonel Ingersoll has said, in substance, 
the Christian nations of Europe keep constantly 

.five million men under arms for the purpose of 
blowing Christian brains into eternal froth. Chris
tians are the leaders in all "jingo" crusades against 
the weak tribes and nations of the "heathen " 
world ; in England it has happened time and again 
that the voices of Freethinkers were heard almost 
alone in protest against some peculiarly atrocious 
act of spoliation and slaughter committed or con
templated by th@ government of that country; the 
missionaries and the " sons of the missionaries" 
can generally be counted on to " cry aloud and 
spare not" when the quarry is the " savage," espe
cially if he has rich lands and ·many cattle. The 
religious man not only returns evil for evil, but he 
il'! much given to returning evil for good, as the 
terrible history of Christian persecution abundantly 

is the thought that she will some day meet the bali>y in 
heaven. You are trying to take away that hope and 
comfort. What are you going to giv her in return?" 

How like a minister that sounds! And what an
swer do you suppose Ingersoll made to the foolish 
stuff? Why, he "was pale and quiet for a moment, 
and then throwing himself back in his seat said : 
'Oolfax, let us talk politics.' " If the preacher who 
got up this "Infidel-killer" had undertaken deliber
ately to stamp his production with the ineffaceable 
brand of falsehood he could not hav done so more 
effectually than he has in his appalling stupidity. 
Did he not hav sense enough to see that the first 
thought to shape itself in the mind of a Freethinker 
asked such a nonsensical question would be, "What 
comfort can the mother who believes in hell derive 
from her faith when her 'unsaved' child lies before 
her in death?" and that is what Colonel Ingersoll 
would hav asked Schuyler Colfax had the latter so 
far parted with his reasoning faculties as to pro
pound the inane conundrum attributed to him by 
the pious romancer. As Dr. Albert Barnes, the 
great divine, said, when contemplating the problem 
of evil and the eternal death of the finally impeni
tent, "All is dark, dark, and there is no ray of light 
to reveal why evil came into the world.'' Millions 
of thoughtful ~nd tender-hearted Christians hav 
echoed this cry of despair, and yet here is a story 
going the rounds of the press, telling how Colonel 
Ingersoll was dumfounded when confronted with 
one of the most trite, threadbare, and jejune of the 
stock "posers" of the Christian apologist. It i-3 
wonderful how men who claim to be the only di
vinely commissioned teachers of morality can persist 
in the coinage and circulat.ion of slanders and pre
posterous stories which they know can obtain cre
dence only among the most superstitious and 
ignorant portion of the people. 

In the same Indiana paper there is an article, evi
dently contributed by the local clergyman, in praise 
of the revival meeting then in progress in the vil
lage. The writer says that a revival is a blessing 
to any place, because religion in a man makes him 
a better citizen. There must be some mistake about 
this, for the experience of the world goes to show 
that the more nearly a man is filled with the spirit 
of god the more trouble he is to his neighbors,and the 
more likely he is to disturb the peace of the world. 
At least, that appears to be the effect of that kind 
of religion known as the Christian. Often the milk 
of human kindness in a man is turned to acid when 
he becomes tainted with the poison of religious 
zeal. Again, he may treat you all right until he 
learns that you do not sacrifice at the same altar 
with him, and then he turns on you like a beast of 
prey and rends you with tooth and claw. We will 
take our chances with the " man of the world " 
every time, in preference to the devout Christian 
who believes that his god is going to burn us for
ever in hell because we cannot agree with him con
cerning the trinity and the personality of the devil. 
The man who thinks that his god is this kind of an 
unreasoning and unmerciful tyrant is very apt to 
want to curry favor with him by giving us a taste 
in this world of the punishment he expects to hav 
the pleasure of seeing us suffer in the next. 

Enumerating the things that the Chrijltian will 
not do, this writer says that he will not profane the 
day of the Lord. Does he really believe that the 
day it is performed on makes any difference in the 
essential nature of an act ! And if he does not 
think it right to work or enjoy himself on "the day 
of the Lord" why does he not keep Saturday! 
That is the only Sabbath for which he has Bible 
sanction, while Sunday is so far from being the 
"Lord's day " that it is the day of the Catholic 
church. He is a Protestant, and consequently re_ 
pudiates the authority of that " scarlet woman" ; 
why, then, does he take his holy day from her! 
Drunkenness, buying and selling liquors, and drink
ing them, are some others of the offenses of which 
the Christian will not be guilty. But your Bible 
does not justify you in taking this stand; some of 
the old worthies, who were especial favorits of its 
author, were in the habit of getting drunk, and 
there are in it ten passages which excuse, commend, 
or command the· use of intoxicants, to each .one 

proves. 
"Doing not to others as we would not hav them do 

unto us." All unprejudiced, observing people know 
that this is a rule which the ardent religionist honors 
in the breach rather than in the observance. Would 
he wish others to imprison, exile, torture, behead, 
hang, and burn him and his as he has imprisoned, 
exiled, tortured, beheaded, hung, and burned mill
ions who differed from him in opinion concerning 
unprovable dogmas and disputed ethical codes 1 
W auld he like to be compelled to pay taxes on 
the property of associations in whose objects he 
did not believe T W auld he wish to be forced to 
observe a holy day which he did not accept T Where 
has the representativ Christian abstained from 
doing to others what he would not hav others do 
unto him, when those others hav been of diverse 
creed or alien race ! 

"Religion stands for all that is high and noble, good 
and pure, and is the guide of the gentle and patient. A 
man who believes there is a God and that there will be a 
time of reckoning in the world to come, when man shall be 
punished and rewarded accordin!1' to his deeds here on 
earth, will not be as likely to shed the life blood of his 
fellow man, a.s the man who says within his heart there 
is no God, neither everlasting punishment in the world 
to come." 

The reverse of this is much nearer the truth-as 
a rule it is true that the more implicit the faith of 
the man or nation in the dogma of eternal ven
geance the more cruel, remorseless, and bloodthirsty 
that man or nation. Cruel deities imply cruel 
devotees; the man who believes that his god will 
torture his enemies forever will be very apt to be
gin the work for him in this world, especially if the 
enemies of his god happen to be also the enemies 
of the worshiper. This givs a splendid opportunity 
to gratify the spirit of revenge and credit the crime 
to piety, thus augmenting his heavenly bank ac
count while getting troublesome people out of his 
way in this world. On the other hand, the lover of 
his kind who is at the same time an accepter of this 
awful creed, is moved to become a persecutor be
cause he reasons, and reasons logically from his 
premis, that it is better that a few should die under 
brief torture here than that they should liv to 
spread thoir heresies, and thus send to hell, to 
suffer eternal torture, multitudes of their fellows, 
among them, perhaps, some near and dear to the 
inquisitor himself. No, belief in eternal punish
ment has sharpened infinitly more murderous 
knives than it has dulled or broken. 

SEND for free catalog of our publications. 

The Letter-Writing Corps. 
The Freethought L~tter-W riting Corps will this 

week try to secure a hearing in the .Republican, of 
Montezuma, Iowa. R9cantly the editor declared 
that the liberty that Ingersoll " takes to criticise 
the book of books is granted him by thl'l same 
Christianity that he abhors so much";· and follow
ing this stupendous assertion come others equally 
astounding : 

" The principles he represents never accomplished any
thing for humanity. His votaries never built a hospital, 
erected a. college, nor founded an asylum for the unfort
unate. No spires point to the skies as monuments to the 
doctrin promulgated. Infidelity can point to no civiliz~
tion as the outgrowth of its teaohing. It professes to 
hate the Christian religion a.nd can find all manner of 
discrepancies in it, but it has nothing to offt~r in its atead. 
It proposes nothing to better the condition of humanity. 
Without a hopa and without a faith it appeals to none of 
the tender sensibilities of the human heart. The Bible 
he professes to hate h11os survived the denunciation of 
kings and potentates and never was more popular than 
now." 

"Bruno " replied in a fair and able article of some 
more than a column, which the editor printed in a 
good position, and to which he made an attempt to 
reply. The editor's statement that Infidelity had 
never founded a college was answered by" Bruno" 
with the citation of Lick's and Girard's contribu
tions to science and education, notably the former's 
gift for the construction of the Mt. Hamilton ob
servatory, and he incidentally remarked that this 
was a bequest for the promulgation of science. 
Probably the editor had never hea.rd of Lick or his 
work, for he speaks of the observatory as "Lick 
University," and avers that "Bruno " "upsets his 
argument completely when he says that this iasti
tution was endowed for the promulgation of science 
and in no way to further the advancement of Infidel 
belief." How complete an evasion this is of the 
issue made by the editor himself the members of 
the Corps will 13ee by reference to the foregoing 
quotation from his initial article. For the secular 
position regarding education see THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for Feb. 16, 1895, page 107. Passing over many 
wild assertions of the .Rep1tblican, we quote the 
concluding paragraph as furnishing a particularly 
good text for your letters : 

"Ingersoll's tirade is devoted very largely to Moses. 
Ingersoll is a good lawyer, hut Moses knew more law in 
a minute than he ever knew and gave to the world a code 
that has stood the test of time and h1s met the universal 
approval of the good people or all ages. We refer to the 
Ten Commandments-that standard of moral ethlcs that 
became the basis of the laws of the civilized world." 

If Moses gave the Ten Commandments to the 
world what becomes of the alleged authorship of 
God 1 Why praise Moses for the laws written by 
the finger of God, as the Christian assumes? The 
Commandments are not the basis for the laws of 
the civilized world, for no civilized nation would to
day venture to enforce more than half of them. 
Where is the evidence that Moses wrote the Penta
teuch, or, rather, the Hexateuch T And, finally, all 
ethical codes are the product of human experience, 
and the main moral commands incorporated in the 
Ten Commandments were old before the Bible, or 
any part of it, was written. These are some of the 
best points to make in your communications, but, 
of course, you are not restricted to them. The edi
tor's name is J. W. Jarnagin. 

A bad law may slurnoer in "innocuous desue
tude" for years, but it is always capable of harm, 
and is never "dead" until it is repealed. In Louis· 
ville on Feb. 14, H. Stratmann was arraigned before 
Judge Thompson for violation of the Sabbath law. 
There were two charges against him, one for" being 
found at his calling on the Sabbath day," and the 
other for "keeping open bar on the Sabbath day." 
The prosecuting attorney was aided by another 
lawyer, but Mr. Stratmann did not employ counsel, 
and he declined to cross-examin the prosecuting 
witness; in fact, he admitted the truth of both 
charges. Told that he could hav a jury, he waived 
the right, saying that he could trust the judge to 
giv him justice. The witness for the state was a 
theological student in the Southern Baptist Theo
logical Seminary. He testified that he had seen the 
defendant sell various articles in his store on Sun-
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day, including liquor, the bar being in the rear end 
of the grocery. Mr. Stratmann testified in his own 
behalf that he had been in this country nine years 
and had always sold on Sunday, the same as on 
other days; he did not know there was any law 
against it. "Yes," be said, "I hav sold liquors on 
Sunday. Every barroom sells on Sunday; my 
fleighbots and all seH on Sunday. Could I move to 
lliiothef piace and seli on Sunday!" The judge in
formed him that the iaw app1ied to alt parts of 
Louisville, but the police did not enforce it. As 
the law exempts seventh-day observers, he was 
asked if he kept any other day as a Sabbath. "No," 
he answered, "I keep the Sabbath. I go to church 
llvery Sunday i i never miss.;, Ite was :fined :five 
dollars on the first charge and ten dollars on the 
second. Here is a law so feebly enforced that a 
man has violated it every Sunday for nine years and 
did not know that such a statute was in existence. 
Now he is brought up and robbed of his earnings 
at the instigation of a divinity student. And he is 
a Christian, but, as it happens, a Ohristian who 
minds his own business instead of that of his 
neighbors. The Courier-Journal says that several 
preachers and church people were present, "all of 
-whom seemed pleased at the result." No doubt; 
that is what delights the heart of the priest l he glories 
in the persoution of the dissenter. The lesson of 
such trials and verdicts was stated in the beginning 
of this paragraph-a bad law can be effectually dis
posed of only by abrogation. One thought as to 
another lesson: We hear nowadays a great deal of 
thoughtless talk about the increase of crime, as 
measured by the progressiv numbers of" criminals." 
All such statistics are worthless unless we are given 
the items. In the report of proceedings in the City 
Ordinance Oourt of Lou1sville for the day when Mr. 
Stratmann was convicted we :find that there were 
eight oases before Judge Thompson. Two of these 
We hav detailed ; two men were branded as "un
licensed dealers," another was guilty of keeping an 
"unlicensed hearse," and still another of driving an 
"unlicensed wagon." Here are six misdemeanors 
out of eight in one day in one court which are 
purely :fictitious or manufactured offenses, and yet 
they all count in the grand total of ''convictions." 
What are such :figures worth as an index to the 
mora.l status of the people? Nothing. 

The New York Herald, referring to Pope Leo's 
encyclical, says of his "life-long desire" to see the 
world "brought into one fold and under one shep
herd," that it is "a Utopian dream, perhaps, but 
one worth the dre.aming." Pray all the gods that 
it may never be more than a dream! The world 
hils seen enough of the "one fold and one shep
herd." business. If the reunion ·of Christendom 
weTe-oonsumm!lted to-day the knell of civilization 
would sound to-morrow. The Herald adds that 
the encyclical is "especially interesting as reflecting 
the 'kindly spirit of the venerable ruler of the 
church and his touching anxiety to seG the world 
come to rest under the shelter of the one saving 
church." "The one saving church"! We under
stand that the religious stuff that appears in the 
edit:Jrial columns of the Herald is written by a 
Protestant minister, the Rev. Mr~ Hepworth. Has 
he forgotten that Protestantism was the revolt of 
the victims of the intolerable oppression of the 
''one saving church"? What are his grounds for 
hope that any church, be it Oatholic, or Presbyte
rian, or Methodist, if given undivided power, would 
not reduce the world again to the pitiable plight it 
was in for centuries before the Reformation or 
that Scotland WR.S in when Presbyterianism held 
the reins of authority, or England when under the 
heel of the Episcopal hierarchy 1 Are freedom
loving men mad that they should desire the reali
zation of the dream of the Universal Ohurch ~ Are 
the lessons of history-written in human blood 
with a pen of flame-utterly without meaning to 
them? 

In Mic4igan, State Senator MacLaughlin has in
troduced a bill intended to close up about every_ 
thing on Sunday. The chances seem to be in favor 
of its passage. Will our friends in that state send 
us at once the fullest and must accurate information 

concerning it which is attainable? We want a copy 
of the hili and desire to know how far it has pro
gressed through committees and toward third read
ing. in Detroit a strong effort is being made to 
shut everything but the churches on Sunday. The 
Sunday'battle is on everywhere and we must :fight 
for our citizen rights or lose the last of them that 
the church wants to ravish. 

Perhaps some of our readers hav not called the 
attention of their friends to the fa~t that we make 
several attractiv premium offers to both new and 
old subscribers, the most conspicuous of which is 
the proposition to send Putnam's splendid work, 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought," which sells 
for $5, and THE TRUTH SEEXEB for one yea1' for the 
sum of only $6 50. Send us four yearly subscribers 
at regulat" rates ($3 per year, $12 in all) and we 
will send you free a copy of "Four Hundred Years 
of Freethought." 1'hat is a premium worth the 
effort. · For further particulars see page 146. 

On March 1 the Judiciary Oommittee of the Mas· 
sachusetts Senate unanimously reported a bill pro
viding as specified below : 

"Whoever is present at a game of sport, a play, or any 
public diversion except a concert of sacred music, upon 
the Lord's day, shall be fined $5 for each offense. A fine 
not.exceeding $50 is to be imposed upon any person 
keeping open his place of business, except for work of 
necessity or charity, or taking part in sports, games, or 
plays. Punishment of from !1!50 to $500 is provided for 
the proprietor or manaeer of such entertainment. An
other section forbids mayors, aldermen, and selectmen to 
grant licenses for exhibitions of any description on the 
Lord's day. Another section expressly excepts sacred 
concerts, which may be given without a license." 

As will be seen at once, this proposed law goes a 
step beyond any state statute now in existence-so 
far as we are awaTe-in that it makes attendance at 
theatrical and other entertainments a misdemeanor. 
Heretofort punishment has been inflicted only on 
the participants. AJ!d it is a committee of lawyers 
that favors this monstrous reversion. Poor old 
Massachusetts! The next thing we know some 
fossil legislativ committee will recommend the 
adoption of a law embodying the proposal made the 
other day in the German Reich stag by Dr. Rintelen: 

"He gave notice that he would move an amendment to 
the Anti-Revolution bill imposing a fine of 600 marks and 
imprisonment for two years upon any person who in 
a public speech or in writing denied the existence of God 
or the imm(i)rtality of the soul, or in any way attacked the 
religious character of the marriage relation." 

Whither are we drifting, and what is to be the end! 

At a recent meeting of the Presbyterian Union 
of this city Rev. Dr. Duffield, in a discourse on 
"Americanism," declared that "the man who assails 
the Bible is un-American." The gentleman is cer
tainly mistaken: The Bible is not an American book 
in any sense; it was not written by Americans; it 
is not the record of the doings of an American or 
of Americans; the commands which it contains 
were not issued by an American or by Americans, 
nor for Americans, and hence we do not see how 
Dr. Duffield, as a loyal American, can ask or expect 
other loyal Americans to obey the commands of 
foreign princes or courts, or accept the unsup
ported assertions of "alien " scribes, of scribblers 
who could not get the most humble job from this 
city to-day, but would hav to wait :five years for 
their naturalization papers. Away with this un
American conjuring book ! we are too patriotic to 
invest in intellectual antiquities manufactured by 
the pauper brains of Asia and Europe. Giv us an 
American Bible and American gods and saviors. 
Dr. Duffield is affi.icted with a mania for foreign 
ghosts and miracles; he is under grave suspicion of 
disloyality to American institutions. 

Perhaps the most substantial evidence of Colonel 
Ingersoll's triumph in the cause of free speech is 
furnished in tl:i.e statement made to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER by Manager 0. A. Davis, of 1293 Broadway 
-that since last Tuesday he has received an entirely 
unprecedented number of applications for Oolonel 
Ingersoll from all parts of the country, and if the 
demands keep up much longer at the pace they are 
now coming in he would hav no _difficulty in book-

ing the colonel for a lecture for every night in the 
next twenty-five years. 

We learn with extreme regret of the death of 
John McGl!lshan, of Ukiah, Cal. His funeral took 
place on February 4th, being wholly secular in 
character. "The Truth Seeker Collection" was used 
in the services, and a few appropriate remarks were 
made by L. F. Long, the old-time friend of the dead 
Freethinker. John McGlashan did good work in 
life and at his death he told the world that the true 
man needs not the assistance of the priest or the. 
shield of the sacrament to enable him to pass away 
in peace. 

Since the last acknowledgment was made we 
hav received the following contributions to the 
Free Sunday Fund : Rdph Helm, $1 ; Gilbert 
Lincoln, · $15 ; Stephen Brewer, $1. New and 
more severe. Sunday laws are imminent in Indiana, 
Illinois, Michigan, Massachusetts, and several other 
states. The fight is now on in the legislatures of all 
those named ; we must flood them with the right 
kind of literature-will you not help us now? 

We hope that all our friends will make a deter
mined effort to :fill at least once that trial subscrip
tion blank on page 146, this issue. TBE TRUTH 
SEEKER is sent three months on trial for the small 
sum of :fifty cents. This offer givs an excellent op
portunity to introduce the paper into tens of thou
sands of homes and offices where Freethought 
literature has not often penetrated, if ever. Will 
you send us such a list ! 

Evidently the New York Times has a susp1c1on 
that it is not exactly safe for the Rev. Mr. Beatty, 
who tried to send Oolonel Ingersoll to prison be
cause he was going to lecture in Hoboken, to be at 
laTge. It says that " his bumps should be felt by 
the common phrenologist under circumstances of 
the utmost possible publicity." 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Thursday, March 7th, Gloversville, N. Y ............ Liberty 
Friday, March 8th, Little Falls, N. Y .................. Lincoli:J. 
Saturday, March 9th, Syracuse, N. Y ...................... Bible 
Sunday, March lOth, Rochester, N. Y ..................... Bible 
Monday, March 11th, Schenectady, N. Y ................ Bible 

Lectures and Meetings. 
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements so far as now 

arranged are: 
Mar. s ...... New York, N.Y. Mar. 10 ........ Newark, N. J. 
Mal'. lO ...... Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Write Mr. Steiner for engagements in care of this office. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, :120 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March: 
March 8th-" Morality Without Superstition." Frank

lin Steiner. 
March 15th-" The Two Heavens One." T.B. Wakeman. 
March 22d-"This World-Wrecking Age." James A. 

Skilton. 
March 29hh-"Enslavement of the American People." 

Henry Nichols. 
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Lon~ IslaBd Business 
College, South 8th street, b~tween Beuford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for March: 
March lOth-" The Bible in the Light of Modern Criti

cism." Franklin Steiner. 
March 17th-'' The Fallacies of Henry George." Henry 

Nichols. 
March 24th-" A Rational Exposition of Biblical Myths." 

Prof. D. T. Ames. 
March 31st-"Affinitism. "-A theory of the Universe op

posed to Theism, Pantheism, and Atheism. Reid 
Howell. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st .. Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel on the 
following subjects: 
March lOth-"Christianity and Progress." 
March 17th-" The Sermon on the Mount Analyzed." 
March 24-" Our Criminal Classes-How Produced---The 

Responsibility-The Remedy." 
March 31-" After Christianity, What?" 

THill Firat Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, comer First and Stark streetsl regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olas, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall1 Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethougnt publications are on sale at the meeting. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
bership. Biscussions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members, 
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HOBOKEN MINISTERS. ALARMED. 

They Appeal to the Strong Arm of 
the Law 

TO SUPPRESS COL· INGERSOLL 

They Couldn't Trust Their God in a Fair }'lght 
with the Infidel, So They Hunted Up a 
Moldy New Jersey Statute and Tried to 
Make It Operativ in This Year of Man 295. 

Hoboken is a New Jersey village across the 
North river from this city. It is one of the 
treasures of the funny paragrapher, who has a 
fancy for "touching it off" with Oshkosh, Kalama
zoo, and Hawville. Of course there are many sen
sible people in the town, but its ministers of the 
gospel do all they can to justify the reputation 
made for it by the humorous papers ; so when it 
was announced that Colonel Ingersoll would de
liver his great lecture on the Bible, in the Hoboken 
theater, on Sunday, Feb. 24, the divines proceeded 
to giv a free exhibition of their asinin ears. 'l'he 
moving spirit in the farce was Rev. Henry T. Beatty 
of the first Presbyterian church. He got two other 
preachers and a benighted layman to join him in 
his attempt to stay the sweeping torrent of Free
thought. They held a conference on Saturday, 
burrowed into the statute books of New Jersey, and 
found this precious relic of the old blue law days: 

If any person shall wilfully blaspheme the holy name 
of God by denying, cursing, or contumeliously reproach
ing his being o.r providence, or by cursing or contumeli. 
ously reproaching Jesus Christ or the Holy Ghost, or the 
Christian religion, or the holy word of God-that is, the 
canonical scriptures contained in the books of the Old 
and New Testament-or by profane scoffing at or expos
ing them, or any of them, to contempt and ridicule; then 
any person so offending shall, on conviction thereof, be 
punished by a fine not exceeding $200 or imprisonment 
at hard labor not exceeding twelve months, or both. 

This would make, they were sure, a capital broom 
with which to do the Mrs. Partington act. They at 
once sent this virtuous "protest" to Mayor Fagan 
and Chief of Police Donovan: 

DEAR Sm: We, the undersigned, are informed and 
believe that a crime is about to be committed by Col. 
Robert Ingersoll at the Hoboken theater on Sunday 
evening, Feb. 24, 1895, violating section 66 of the Crimes 
act. We beg that you will take immediate steps to pre
vent the violation of such law. We beg further to be 
informed at the earliest moment as to your di~position 
regarding this notice, that we may be relieved of further 
action in the matter. Very respectfully, 

H. T. BKA'l"rY, 
A. B. RICHARDSON, 
w. R. JENVEY, 
HERBERT CAMPBELL. 

Fagan and Donovan held a consultation and de
cided that they could do nothing under the statute 
cited, as the ministers' complaint had to do with a 
contemplated offense only, not with one already 
committed. They knew just a little more about law 
than the preachers did, for they realized that it is 
not constitutionally possible to punish a man for 
feaT that he will commit a crime, although the min
isters hav millions of precedents on their side, for 
a great many of our law manufacturers and judges 
know nothing about constitutions. But Messrs. 
Fagan and Donovan were anxious to accommodate 
the clerics if they could, and so concluded that the 
advertised lecture would be a violation of the Sun
day law and a contravention of the terms of the 
theater's license, which, it was held, did not permit 
it to open as a public hall on Sunday. In accord
ance with this conception, Mayor Fagan instructed 
the chief to notify the manager of the theater that 
it must not be open on Sunday for any purpose. 
Manager Clark was naturally indignant, and, in 
company with the representativ of Colonel Inger
soll, called on the mayor and endeavored to induce 
him to rescind his order. This he refused to do, 
but finally consented to abide by the opinion of 
Corporation Attorney Minturn. The public had 
on the afternoon of Saturday learned of the mayor's 
order, and the clergy rejoiced. Mr. Beatty said 
that it was only the beginning of a new era in Ho
boken. Probably we shall never know, now that 
the affair has terminated so differently from the 
expectations of the parson, what he had in contem
plation as the next step in the Puritan program ; 
perhaps he intended to get an ordinance compelling 
every inhabitant of the town to attend religious 
services twice on Sunday. Be that as it may, the 
aspect of matters was very much changed by the 
following opinion submitted in writing by Mr. 
Minturn to the chief of police: 

HoBo:&xN, N. J., Feb. 23, 1895. 
Charles A. Donovan, Esq. 

DEAR Sm: There is nothing in the law that will pre
vent Colonel Ingersoll from lecturin~ here on anv Fubject 
he may choose on Sunday, Feb. 24. Section 66 of the 
Crimes act makes him amenable to punishment if he vio
lates its provisions, but as officials we hav no legal right 
to anticipate that any citizen billed to lecture intends to 
violate that or any other law. We can only sav after the 
deed is done that he has or has not violated the law; any 
other course would result in abolishing all the constitu
tional provisions guaranteeing freedom of speech, nota
bly section 4 of the constitution of tb;s state, as follows: 
"Every peJ"son mav freely speak, write, and publish his 
sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse 
of that right. No law shall be passed to restrain or 
abridge the liberty of speech or of the press." 

I would advise you, therefore, that you cannot prevent 
Colonel Ingersoll from lecturing on Sunda:y _!)r any other 
day. Very truly yours, JAMES F. MINTURN, 

Corporation Attorney. 
Warned by this opinion, the chief of police did 

not issue any orders to the department, but detect
iva were detailed to attend the lecture and report 
if there was anything said that could be construed 
into a violation of the ancient blue law. The ani
mus of the attack on Colonel Ingersoll was perfectly 
apparent when it was remembered that almost 
every Sunday night balls were held in some of the 
halls of the town without interference by the 
police. 

The result of the free advertising by the minis
ters was that the theater was crowded to the doors 
with an enthusiastic audience. Detectivs Nelson 
and Gallagher were there to arrest the Colonel on 
the spot if he "blasphemed"-that is, that was the 
promis made by Chief Donovan to the prea.chers. 
Some of the latter were present, including Rev. Mr. 
Beatty, and before the witty Freethinker was done 
with them even they had to laugh at his skillful ex
coriating of their pious but imprudent selva. It 
was at once evident that Colonel Ingersoll was 
choosing his own ground for fighting, and consid
ered it no part of his duty to deliver himself into 
his enemies' hands. It is good military strategy to 
in1lict as much damage as possible on the adversary 
without unduly exposing your own men to slaugh
ter, and the Colonel is an excellent strategist. 
What he said against the Bible he said on the au
thority of eminent critics and skeptics who were 
not at that moment within the jurisdiction of the 
province of New Jersey. His own deductions were 
prefaced by such remarks as, "This is what Infidels 
say, and I am simply repeating it to you"; "I would 
really believe this if the statute of the state would 
permit"; "the wicked say," and "mind you, I am 
not giving my opinion." 

We subjoin the Herald's report of the lecture, 
quoting such portions as were called out by the 
impotent performance of the ministers of God. 
After Colonel Ingersoll had spoken for about five 
minutes he walked away from the desk on which 
his notes lay, and said: 

"The life of every human being is lighted by a 
little :flame which is called reason. I hav one, not 
very large or intense, and before the breeze of prej
udice it may :flicker and wane, and if it were blown 
out there would be orthodox darkness. It is the 
only light I hav, and I am going to follow it as long 
as I liv, and to-night we will let the little :flames 
burn, not trying to extinguish them with the 
water of fear, but to feed them with the fuel of 
courage. 

"In the state of New Jersey more than one hun
dred years ago, when the pEtople were pious savages, 
there was enacted a law that allowed of no discus
sion of some questions~on one side. Since that 
time the people hav become civilized to that degree 
that they want fair play, and hav adopted other 
laws, which are not like the savage, absurd, mali
cious, and idiotic statute to which I refer. 

"That statute sleeps in its grave until it is in
voked by some bigots, some narrow-minded gentle
men who should hav lived and died three hundred 
years ago-whose heads are of that shape," [and 
the Colonel made a peculiar motion with his hand] 
"and who really are not accountable. 

" Some of these good men hav so little confidence 
in their God that they feel he ought to be protected 
from ridicule. They feel their irifinit God cannot 
write a book that does not need protection. It has 
never occurred to any one that the works of Shaks
pere, Shelley, Burns, and other great writers should 
hav any assistance that it is in the power of legisla
tors to giv. O.ne can hardly imagin that the infinit 
should be under such deep obligations to the legis
lature of the state. 

"Why are these men fearful of me T Is it be
cause the arguments I use are sound; is it because 
they cannot be answered? If these men had intel
ligence to answer me I would be satisfied. But if 
you took all the men in the U oited States and put 
their brains in one skull, the owner of that skull 
would no more answer me than can the average 
Hoboken parson. Liberty is better than slavery. 

Can they answer that T Progress is better than 
retrogression. Can they answer that! 

"Every one who reads the Bible should be honest 
and intelligent enough to giv an opinion of it, just 
as if the book were the Koran. Why should we BOt 
giv an opinion of the Bible! A minister once told 
me that even if I did not believe in the Bible, I 
should not say so. When I asked him if he be
lieved it, he said he did. Then I told him that by 
applying his own theory to himself, I could not say 
whether he believed it or not, for if he did not he 
could not admit it. 

"Now to night I will tell you what educated thfl
ologians hav to say about the Bible, and what 
learned heretics hav to say. It would not be becom
ing in me to tell you, contrary to an act of the leg
islature, what I think, but I will tell you what 
others think, and I believe there is no law that can 
prevent you from making up your own minds, that 
is, if you do it in secret. . 

"I'm telling you what the wicked say, the men 
that hav that hellish independence which will not 
allow themeelvs to be led by country parsons, who 
hav such awful conceit that they can follow the 
light of their reason. 

"I hav met five or six men in this world who de· 
clared they were inspired, and every one of them 
was crazy. They were that kind of men who told 
you there is a God, and who wouldn't know God if 
they met him. 

''Some clergymen are intelligent and educated. 
I don't refer to the clergymen of Hoboken, but 
there are some such. Most of them are not; they 
hav a very narrow horizon and are not at all broad. 
Most of them feel that they are called to the minis
try because they hav not the constitution to be 
wicked. They go to a sectarian college, which is 
the storm center of ignorance, and, after they are 
graduated, they are like the lands along a part of 
the Potomac, as described by a writer, •Almost" 
worthless by nature, and rendered entirely so by 
cultivation.' 

"And yet I've been a friend of these men. I hav 
been educating their congregations to that point 
where they turn to the ministers and cry, •For God's 
sake, tell us what you think; don't wear the collar 
of ignorance, but do speak the truth.' Yes, I'm a 
friend of these ministers, for they love their ene
mies and they don't love me." 

The Colonel then went into his lecture proper, 
interlarding his remarks with references to the d:s
cussion of the law. At one time he said: 

"I'm not foolish enough to fight a statute passed 
by the combined intelligence of probably one hun
dred and fifty men. No books are inspired, to my 
mind, but still, if the legislature of New Jersey 
says they are, why, that ends it. Since that statute 
was passed, educated theologians hav said that the 
Bible was not Llspired. They could say that wl:ere 
they lived, because they thought it, but had they 
lived in Jersey they would hav said the exact oppo · 
sit. If it were not for that st.atute I might be in
clined to agree with them, as it seems entirely rea
sonable, but as it is I am forced to disagree. For, 
mind you, I am not giving my opinion. I am just 
repeating what other people say. 

"Just think what gluttons these parsons are in 
the way of revenpe. . They know I'm going to the 
penitentiary of God, where I'll be roasted and 
broiled for millions and millions of years; but these · 
sanctified swine are not satisfied with that; they 
want me to be in the penitentiary here. They ought 
to be satisfied with what is in store for me. Think 
of their joy as they lean over the balustrade, and 
looking down into the bottomless pit, they see me 
and pointing at me exclaim, •Ha ! I told you so !" 

"If there be a God I pray him to-night to write 
in the book of his remembrance and put it opposit 
my name that I did what little I could to rescue his 
reputation from the calumnies of the church and the, 
slanders of the pulpit. At least, that's my opinion~. 
in any other state than this." 

Referring to some of the atrocities as related in 
the Bible, the Colonel said: 

"There are persons here in Hoboken who think 
that sort of thing is right, and by that they can prove 
the mercy and goodness of their God. They would 
like to carry fagots to build a fire around him that 
dared to disagree with them, or dare to question ot· 
investigate. They are Sri! cruel as ever, and never 
in the history of the world was there known to be 
mercy in the heart of a priest. 

" Does it not strike you that it is too bad that the 
good, honest, loving man, who does no wrong, but 
who can't believ.e in this book. is doomed tO' eternal 
damnation T" continued the Colonel. "I~ is too bad. 
but you cannot excite the sympathy of a Hoboken 
pastor on such topics. 

"The ministers of Hoboken should rely on their 
gospel, on their intellectual force, on their majesty 
and splendor of character, and not on brute forQ~~ 
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They should say they believe in the religion of for
givness, of kindness, of gentleness, and that they 
will endeavor to reform the world through gener
ositv and love. 

"0h, the hypocrisy of these men I And how 
poorly educated they are I Give me the good, brave 
man, who has the generosity to say •I will give to 
all others every right I claim for myself.' For we 
mu'lt not think that all the wisdom of the world is 
in the grave." 

Then the Colonel delivered his usual peroration, 
and "was cheered as he left the stage. 

What Do You Believe 1 
When a plant has a healthy growth it is likely to 

develop into a more refined product than its ances
tors, and each successiv generation is an improve
ment on its predecessors; but if that plant proves 
to be a hybrid, the more it grows the more corrupt 
and deteriorated it becomes, because the source of 
its nourishment has lost its vital force, and decay is 
the inevitable result. If the supply of food for the 
growth of the plant is infected the plant must re
ceive corruption in its nourishment. 

The religions of ancient Egypt, Assyria, Persia, 
Babylonia, Greece, Rome, and the states of north
ern Europe are all of the past ; they die~ of their 
own corruption, because the priests, like other par
asiteR, infected the people, the source of their 
nourishment. The devotees who worshiped at their 
various shrines were robbed of their vitality, and 
all went into oblivion together. 

We must make due allowance for the legendary 
character of ancient. history, because it has been to 
a great degree drawn from a mass of traditional 
ignorance that in most cases precludes the possi
bility of anything like accurate chronology, to say 
nothing of a right knowledge of the incidents in
volved. Thus, according to Chambers's Encyclo
pedia, Xe.nthosof Lydia places Zoroaster about six 
hundred years before the Trojan war, which was 
1185 B o., placing the Persian philosopher 1785 B o. 
Others place him five thousand years before the 
Trojan war-a difference of 4,400 years. In the 
Bible (2 Kings) we find discrepancies in dates con
cerning Hilkiah the high priest, who is said to be 
contemporary with the Jewish king of Judah and 
also with Ezra after the return of the Jews from 
the Babylonian captivity, which would make Hil
kiah quite an old man when he and Ezra were 
recording the law. We can accept ancient history 
only as we find it, a mythical jumble, and state it 
at its worth; the more ancient the more uncertain 
it becomes. 

Other religions, incorporated with that of Zoro
aster, hav caused a radical change since his time. 
The Brahmanical religion has been subjected to a 
similar process, the priesthood having become beg
gars, robbers, and assassins. The Thugs of India 
are Brahmans, or Brahmanical priests, and murder 
is part of their official duty. The Buddhistic relig
ion resembles the Brahmanic in some particulars. 
Both teach the doctrin that man's existence is one 
of misery, a curse rather than a blessing; "which 
notion, or rather feeling, is like transmigration
common to both." (See Chambers's Encyclopedia.) 

earth, water, and trees, all good creatures and all 
good things. He was the essence and the father of 
truth, the best being of all, the master of purity. 
Supremely happy, he possessed every blessing
health, wealth, virtue, wisdom, immortality. On 
the pious and the righteous he bestowed not only 
earthly advantages but precious spiritual gifts-de
votion, the upright mind, and everlasting happiness. 

Ahrimanyus, on the other hand, was the creator 
and upholder of everything that was evil. Opposed 
to Ahura-Mazda from the beginning, he had been 
engaged in a perpetual. warfare with him. What
ever good thing Ahura-Mazda had created Ahriman
yus had corrupted and ruined. Moral and physical 
evils were alike at his disposal. He could blast the 
earth with barrenness, or make it produce thorns, 
thistles, and poisonous plants ; his were the earth
quake, the storm, the plague of hail, the thunder
bolt; he could cause disease and death, sweep off a 
nation's herds and :flocks by murrain, or depopulate 
a continent by pestilence; ferocious wild beasts, 
serpents, toads,_ mice, hornets, musketoes, were his 
creation; he invented and introduced into the world 
the sina of witchcraft, murder, unbelief, cannibalism; 
he incited wars and tumults, continually stirred up 
the bad against the good, and labored by every pos
sible expedient to make vice triumph over virtue. 
(Rawlinson's Religions of the Ancient World.) 

Here good and evil are taught to be separate 
entities, created by separate gods. No doubt they 
were believed to be special creations, the supposi
tion not being entfrtaiped that evil was only the 
infringement of law, or a necessity attending a par
tially developed world. 

The R Jmans believed in the existence of demons, 
but did not charge them with being evil continually, 
for their work was often good and noble. Homer 
calls the gods demons. Hesiod said that "there are in 
the air thirty thousand demons or ministering spir
its, whe were the souls of men in the golden agE'; 
but a proper classification of these is first found in 
the Pythagorian and Neo-Platonic systems." (See 
••DemonR" in Chambers's Encyclopedia.) 

The Lares, Manes, and Penates were tutelary 
spirits, genii, or deities of the Romans. The an
cients had gods and goddesses of every conceivable 
degree, from their chief god to demons, nymphs, 
sprites, and others innumerable, giving the founder 
of a religion a large variety from which to choose. 

I hav taken pains to cite doctrine or matters of 
faith of various persons or nations from which 
might hav been obtained the doctrine or creeds of 
the Jews and Christians, and wish now to state some 
historical facts that may hav had a more positiv 
influence in formulating the Christian faith than 
might at first sight be apparent. The gods and 
goddesses and their offspring, and the murdering of 
these gods and their sons and daughters, afford a 
wide field for an activ imagination. Vishnu pre
sided over the realms of bliss, into which he re
ceived the redeemed souls, and his son Crishna as
sisted him by conducting thenee all tli.e departed 
souls possible. In thus securing souls they were 
outstripping Diabolus, who presided over hades, 
and he became angry and nailed Crishna to a Cl'oss, 
where he died before Vishnu knew about it; but 
Vishnu raised or rl'lstored Crishna to a higher life, 
where he was not only out of the power of Diabolus, 
but exerted morein:tiuence than before. So teaches 
mythology, and the following I propose to give on 
the authority of the authors named. 

tenets and practices are still preserved some of its 
principal rites." 

Here we see the origin of John the Baptist and 
Jesus to hav been similar to that of other men
no particular mystery about it ; but they belonged 
to a secret organization at enmity with the Jews 
and liable to their ·cruel persecution; but we will 
quote from Peter Eckler in his notes to Edward 
Gibbon's "History of Christianity," pp. 125-7: 
"Robert Taylor, in his 'Diegesis,' says: 'EsseneP, 
Therapeuts, Ascetics, Monks, Ecclesiastics, and 
Eclectics are but different names for one and the 
selfsame sect. Alexandria was the cradle of Chris
tianity, and the Gnosis or Gnosticism comprehends 
the doctrine of the Magi, the philosophy of the 
Persians, Chaldeans, and Arabians and the wisdom 
of the Indians and Egyptians. It is distinctly to be 
traced in the text .and doctrine of the New Testa
ment.'" We cannot giv space for further quota
tions, but the idea appears to be that the Essenes 
held baptism, prayer, and the holy repast as ob
servances of worship, and were opposed to bloody 
sacrifice. They taught the system of healing the 
sick by tbe laying on of hands. Jesus and John 
the Baptist were initiates in the order of the Es
!lenes, a.nd it would appear from passnges in the 
New Testament that mysteries were taught and 
secrecy enjoined by Jesus, who spoke in parables 
that they who were not initiated into the mysteries 
might not learn the secrets of the order. Matthew 
(xiii, 13) says: "Therefore speak I to them in para
bles; because they seeing see not; and hearing they 
hear not, neither do they understand." The Sermon 
on the Mount contains much Essenic doctrin, such 
as common use of property; take no thought for 
the morrow ; ask and it shall be given ; this gener
ation shall not pass until all these things are ful
filled, etc., so we will conclude that John the Bap
tist and Jesus and his apostles taught Essenic 
doctrin and that they were persecuted and put to 
death by the Jews for such teaching. They em
braced the doctrin of Vishnu and his son Crishna 
the savior. or the idea. that Crislina was a divine 
Facrifice for the redemption of mankind from the 
curse of some deity, which curse was a common 
idea among ancient nations who embraced the whim 
of a future life, which the Jews never taught and 
which therefore was attractiv to the disaffected 
Jews. This common idea of the curse of mankind 
made Chrishna quite popular; it apr<> ad to PaleR
tine and from there to Rome through the Roman 
conquests of Palestine and prisoners of war carried 
to Rome. In time Rome found paganism honey
combed with the new religion that had been propa
gated by Jesus and his followers; and Jesus, hav
ing been put to death for his religion, was looked 
upon as a martyr, and was by the Romans deified 
and called the Crishna or the Christ. The Romans 
were so prone to hav a multiplicity ·of gods that 
the addition of one more did not provoke the resist
ance that would hav been encountered in most na
tions. The perverted Essene doctrin, or the belief 
in Chrishna blended with paganism. and taught by 
the severely austere Romans, soon produced a 
priesthood that formulated doctrine and creeds in 
favor of the Christ Jesus. This new religion spread 
with the Roman conquests over the most of Europe, 
carrying with it both the Old Testament and the 
New, which the priests were changing and remodel
ing for more than a thousand years. (See History 
of thE! Bible in Chambers's Enoyclopedia). 

The idea ol dual gods, or .good and evil, is at the 
bottom of all priesthoods ; from it proceeds the 
idea of devil, hell, eternal punishment, and all the 
incidents of tithes, salaries, and the eniilaving 
of minds for priestly gain. Make a false proposi
tion, build them a mighty superstructure of false
hoods, and make it plausible, and the people are 
enslaved. The creation theory, that something can 
exist and support existence where nothing existed 
before-that something can be created from noth
ing, that effect comes without cause-a doctrin 
false, unreasonable, and unphilosophical-has also 
been at the foundation of all religions. Deprive 
the priests or clergy of a god, a devil, and a crea
tion, and their services are no longer needed, b~
cause the people can do their own thinking. 

The Buddhist religion requires the devout Buddh
ists to liv in seclusion part of the time, in forests, 
with no shelter but the shade of a tree ; and some 
of the time in monasteries, in poverty and rags, ob
taining their food by begging, doing nothing to 
produce physical comforts for themselvs or others, 
but making themselvs professional mendicants. 
Buddhism teaches nothing relativ to a life beyond 
this world, but inculcates the doctrin of the trans
migration of souls into other persons or animals in 
harmony with the good or bad tendencies of the 
departed, and after a period which may last for 
millions of years the soul may enter Nirvana, which 
means no existence. This is being born again with 
a vengeance. Brahmanism teaches the doctrin of a 
God, with a priesthood of the most t.yrannical order. 
The one teaches slavery ; the other, annihilation. 
Very little is known of Zoroaster'R teachings except 
through his followers, the Parsees, who figured 
long after his time and no doubt made important 
changes in them before the Zend-avesta, the Parsee 
scripture, was written. 

The doctrin of the duality of gods advanced by 
the Iranian people and perhaps of Parsee origin, is 
somewhat as follows : A.hura-Mazda was the all
bountiful, all-wise living being, or spirit, the source 
of all that was good and lovely, beautiful and de
lightful A.hrimanyus was the dark and gloomy 
intelligence that had from the first been Ahura
Mazda's emlmy, bent on thwarting and vexing him. 
And with these fundamental notions concerning 
both beings, all the sacred books agreed. Ahura
Mazda was declared to be the creator of life, earthly 
and spiritual; he had made the celestial bodies, the 

Certain liberal Jews became acquainted with the 
doctrin of the god Vishnu and his son Crishna, the 
savior, and with their ideas of a future state of ex
istence. This was very offensiv to the 'Jewish 
priesthood, because it came from the Gentile world 
and held that Deity cared for others besides Jews ; 
and in their intolerant state of mind they would 
rather kill a Gentile than make such a concession. 
But some of the liberal Jews doubted the truth of 
Judaism, and the more they rea1oned on the sub
ject the more they were convinced that it was not 
God but the Jew that made Abraham's covenant 
and all the Jewish religion. It was not long before 
a Jew that denied the faith had to die. Such se
verity was not argument and did not convince; but 
they did not want to die, so they formed s. secret 
combination into which none but congenial spirits 
could come, and there they held private councils, 
and cautiously propagated their doctrine and in
creased in numbers. This secret order is known as 
the Essenes. Chambers's Encyclopedia defines 
them as follows: "Essenes, a small religious frater
nity among the Jews, whose name .and origin as 
well as character and history are alike involved in 
obscurity. Christianity stands in so close connec
tion with them that John the Baptist and Christ 
himself hav been pronounced to hav originally 
issued from their ranks. More surprising than all, 
out of Esseniem in the stage of Sabeanism has 
sprung Islam itself, and in this development of its 

There never was a more beautiful philosophy 
than evolution, or the development of all nature·to 
more advanced or harmonious conditions, and I 
hope to see reformers more generally advocating 
it. On this depends the liberation of ma;nkind 
from their servitude to priests and monarchs. 

Montpelier, Ina. W M. ALLEN. 

The man who marries a woman who would 
rather get down in the dirt to worship Jesus 
Christ than to attend to her family duties is out of 
luck. 

SEND for free catalog of our publications. 
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News and Notes. 
Trinidad has been a glorious place for Free

thought lectures. . I hav given ten on a stretch to 
crowded houses, and it is evident that the best peo
ple of this community are on our side. Two revi
vals hav been running since I was here, but they 
hav not diminished in the least our audiences. Every 
night there was an increase, until hundreds had to 
be turned away. The lectures were given in the 
Jaffa Opera House, the largest hall in the city. 
There has been a lively agitation goina: on, and the 
contact of forces has been quite refreshing. The 
old bones of orthodoxy hav rattled indeed. Before 
I came the ministers of the city voted a " conspir
ftcy of silence." They would keep their mouths 
shut, hoping that in this way the Infidel would 
"Create no excitement. This was their forlorn hope. 
But they hav been grievously disappointed. The 
flood-tide has been so great that they hav had to 
talk. The talk, however, came too late, and could 
not stem the torrent. It was apparent that the 
Freethinker was of the majority party, although the 
boycott of orthodoxy was enforced and many were 
still afraid of their colors. A vast amount of Lib
eralism has been developed notwithstanding all op
position. Only a few began the campaign here and 
it was not expected that such great results would 
ibe achieved. Some thought if we had fifty or a 
hundred at each lecture it would be about all that 
we could expect, but I had one hundred and :fifty at 
fthe first lecture and after that four hundred on an 
'aVerage. On Sunday the house could not begin to 
hold those who wished to attend. 

field of combat, which I cannot record. But 1 Wou~d be singed, sufe, atid the defii couid ciaiin his 
never enjoyed a deb!lte better than th.is; t had a own. There are two hundred and fifty ovens at 
first· rate opponent 1 ~here was a great and thoroughly this place, and all the sinners in Trinidad could be 
attentiv audience of men and women who repre- roasted to their heart's content. I doubt if all the 
sented the intelligence and influence of the com- prayers of the priest could save a man if he once 
munity, and the subjects discussed were of a deeply tumbled in. Not even a skeleton would be left. I 
interesting nature and embraced the noblest realms didn t see the devil and his fork, but l imagifi hi 
of human inquiry. I am sure that this debate will could do a thriVing business with this outfit. 
hav a V!\Bt influence in the progress of ll'reetbought :Mr. Scurlock is a- vigorotis lrreethinker, ail.d H 
in this place. It has profoundly agitated, and the rlins in his blood. I met his brother otit West at 
currents of new ideas will not oease to flow. Spokane, and he is a rattling good campaigner •. Wa 

I hav found an agreeable variety of fellowship in joined forces for a while and made things iivelt drl 
this city, which is a typical Western town with mani- the fro~tiei\ . lt wiis 11: ;pleasiife to fii~e~ hi~ 1:lrother 
fold elements of growth. Edwin B. Franks, who soldier m tldldrado; ?t[ayor August l!rille 1s dne, df 
introduced me at the first lecture and presided a.t the pdpuiar, ri:ien of Trinidad, a. gentlellian d.nd 8. 
the debate Sunday afternoon; is one of t~e brliiiant scholar, ahd coiir~eoiis to the stranger within his 
orators of the We~t, and devoted to reform in a gates. He introduced me to the Trinidad Olub. 
radical . and ~om}:\reheiisiv spirit. He has already This is a fine organization. It has elegant rooms 
made his mark. He is a writer of exceptional abil- and givs a warm welcome to the Secular Pilgrim 
ity. He is a realistic Western story-teller, and his without. respect to creed. The social life of Trini
tales published in the Great Divide, and elsewhere, dad is of excellent qu!llity and hospitable to the 
are picturesque and powerful delineations of border wayfarer. Philosophy and art prevail with the 
life, its pathos, tragedy. and strange commingling amenities of life. 1'he knights of the itound Table 
of virtue and crime. He produces from his own biight gather here and enjqy the crealli of modern 
experience, having had varied fortunes alo1,1g this clvil\Mtion. i hav found Rabbi Freudenthal and 
vast frontier. He has a career before hiih of splen- the Jews of this place a very generous and pro-
did promis. His inspiratioiis are nature and hu- gressiv element. Retaining the chief portions of 
msnity. . their anciEmt faith, they are willing to take in the 

ln the brain of John L. Schuyler originated the new with the unquenchable spirit of their race. 
first thought of this e-reat campaign at Trinidad. They represent much of the business and wealth of 
He has always been an outspoken Freethinker, and Trinidad. John Gysin is one of our ntanch friends 
is well known for his radical views. More than a here, as flrm a.s the mountains of his own natit 
year ago he determined to hav some Freethought Switzerland. tle breathed the air of liberty with 
lectures in tbis community, and working slowly and his birth. Ite painted the town-'-I shall not sa1 
surely he gradually brought about this present red, b11t with brilliant colors__,for the welco±be ol 
movement, which has surpassed his highest expec- t?e Freetho~ght pio~eer. ! . never ha.d s~,eh a g-1?; 
ta.tions. I visited him at his home at El Mora; rwtis advei'tlsliient 1h~tl:ly hfe. ,Gy!'lm 1!! ~. trlie 
about five miles from Trinidad. l!ll Morb tl:leans !).rtist, and :P,e rliade .neethought sliine ln rtobie 
"castle," and is named from ~ hUge eminence form and color, with hues as brilliant as those which 
which towers like a ~as~le alongsi'de bhe iittle strag- hover in the sunrise glory of Mt. Blanc itself, 

The interest culminated in a debate between my
self and the Jewish rabbi. Not an orthodox clergy
man could be found to take up the gauntlet, and so 
the rabbi thought he would join in a friendly tilt. 
The questions discussed were as follows: Sunday 
afternoon: Resolved, That the Bible is the only 
moral authority for man The rabbi took the 
affirmativ, and myself the negativ. Sunday evening: 
Resolved, That Science is the only moral and in
tellectual guide for man. I supported the af'fl.rma
tiv, and the rabbi the negativ. The rabbi is a very 
genial and accomplished gentleman. He main 
tained his side of the question with eloquence and 
fervor. He did not deal in slander or vitupera
tion. He was earnest in manner and conviction, 
but with a Liberal spirit. He defended the Bible 
&s best he could against the attacks of modern 
ficience, but I think of course that modern science 
<earried the day victoriously. I argued tha.t the 
only supreme authority for any individual was his 
'own reason, and that in relation to this authority 
the Bible could only be an influence or confirmation. 
If, furthermore, we admitted the authority of nat
ure, or of nature's God, still, as Thomas Paine af
firms, that authority or revelation must be universal 
and permanent. It cannot be confined to the lids 
of any book. The Bible might contain some truth; 
snd so far as truth is authority it might contain au
thority, but the authority is not the authority of 
the book, but of the truth it more or less expresses. 
So, therefore, I maintained as an unanswerable refu
tation of the position of the rabbi that the Bible 
could not be the only moral authority for man. It 
could only be one out of the many, even if the ex
istence of a God is admitted. The Bible admits 
the "light of nature;'' and that light, so far as it 
illuminates, must be a moral authority outside of 
the Bible. Of course, I pointed out the defects 
and contradictions of the Bible; that it was against 
itself; that it sanctioned vice and crime, and that 
we were constantly compelled to sift and analyze 
and use our own reason as the judge of the Bible, 
and hence reason is the authority to which the 
Bible must be submitted. 

In my affirmation in the evening's discussion, I 
defined science as the total classified knowledge of 
the human race, and therefore the only knowledge 
and guide that we could possibly hav on any sub
ject whatsoever. Therefore it is our only moral 
guide. Morality is an effort for human happiness. 
It arises entirely from our relations to one another, 
and has nothing at all to do with the existence of 
a God. The purpose of morality is to remove eviL 
T~ remove evil we must know its origin. In my 
argument I used the statement of Judge Wallace 
as to the origin of evil, which I think is sufficiently 
comprehensiv. There are three causes of evil to 
man; namely, ignorance, selfishness, and the forces 
of nature. I cannot conceive of any other causes. 
Now, evidently, the only way to deal with these 
causes is by science. Science only can remove ig
norance; science only can enlighten selfishness and 
combine it with altruistic feeling and effort; and 
science only can combine the forces of nature so as 
to avoid injury and use them as a benefit. These 
are the main points, but the discussion occupied 
five hours in all, and there were many plays and in
terplays of thought and argument, over the wide 

gling village. 1 Jhet Mrs. Schuyler and the two I was pleased to meet Wilbur Thomas, the re
children and Mr. Schuyler's mother, and spent a presentativ of the Rocky Mountain News, an 
pleasant holiday, February 22d. It w~s a good all-'round newspaper man and a philosopher to boot. 
time to remember Washington. Mrs. Schuyler is He goes into the depths of things, and from the 
somewhat of a Ohristian professor, but being the center eees the whole cifclimfetehee. 
daughter of Mrs. 0. A. Berleth she must bll.ve a JudgeS. S. Wahace presided on Stinday eveniiig. 
broad and liberal outlook, and the dogmas of ~he itecognizilig thli.t ignorance, selfishness, and the 
church melt in the sunshine of a real humanity. forces of nature are the power of all evil, he has no 
She was not afraid tl1 atten4 the lectures, although use for theology or the fall of man. He remarked 
her Ohrietian friends warned her that she was going that while m!ln is the smartest animal on the planet 
to the devil in doing so. Mr. Schuyler found an he is also the biggest fool. No doubt of it, for I do 
able supporter in Mr. Alex. McDonald, who is an not know of any other animal who is a theologian. 
old-time Freethinker from Pennsylvania. He was Judge Wallace is always ready to stand by his con
one of the three arrested at Irwin's Station, Pa., victions. E. T. Squires has traveled the road to 
twenty years ago for blasphemy, and put under Freethought from Rome to reason. He i1 one of 
bonds. He has always been an unflinching advo- the best posted men in the city. B. F. Springer is 
cate of our cause. He is a coal miner, and has always ready to lend a hand, and never goes ba~k 
worked in the ranks of labor for freedom and just- on a friend. A. E. Straub puts his shoulder to the 
ice. He made a short address at the opening of wheel through thick and thin, and T. M. Murray 
the debate on Sunday evening which met with warm can perform the work of a llercules if necessary. 
approval. 'rhe fla"g of Freethought will never be Ohris 1'aylor, the stage manager of tla:fta Opei'll. 
hauled down while McDonald is on the path. Be- House, where the lectures 11re given, always helps 
ing born in Scotland, he has the fire and vim of the church for humanity's sake, but has no tise for 
Burns himself. He is a great student of the poet, what my friend Franks terms the evangelistic jump" 
and can repeat almost all his poetry from memory 1 ing-jack, who has no other occupation than to alan
and has many a poetic dart to penetrate the armor der people. Eugene Robinson, of the Paul Kauvllr 
of orthodoxy. . Oompany, knows by experience that in the drama of 

Dr. Oharlton gave me a delightful drive about li£e the supernatural is only a ghost. Henry Schnei
rinidad. The weather has been gorgeous since I der can minister to good hell.lth with nectar ciear as 
came, and the hills and plains are covered with a crystal. George H. Bain, although blind, has the 
flood of beautiful light. The sceneries about Trini- soul of musitl. With George Greenfield, he fur
dad in the lustrous atmosphere are attractiv. nisheddelightfu1 melodies for our marc~ing columns. 
Great .bluffs shoot up hundreds and thousands of 1 cannot mention all whom I hav met in a social 
feet. As we pursued our route to Sopris, a mining way who, whether or not on iily lin~ of thought, 
town up the valley, the snowy range appeared before hav treated me with the liberality and courtesy of 
our gaze in its vast and wonderful glory. It was true gentlemen. The Messrs. Jaffa, proprietors of 
indeed a dazzling picture. The whole horizon was the Opera House ; the Mansbach brothers, who 
crowded with shining peaks in every variety of lofty mingle the treasures of the olden time with the 
form and glittering splendor. Mountain rose on splendors of the new; Patrick Henry Murry, worthy 
mountain in white effulgence until it seemed as if of his glorious namesake; Messrs. Schulze, Gordon, 
they flung their giant crests againsttheveryheavens John Webber, John Bitzer, and Hugo Barath on 
themselvs, and would fill bhe depths of the sky with TRUTH SEEKER roll ; Branaugh and Kellerman, P. 
their gleaming treasures. Over the brow of neigh- W. Oook, James Oraig, Dr. R. A. Greenfield, Dr. J. 
boring hills could be seen the Spanish peaks, with B. Hershey, Theodore Smith, Geo. D. Williamson, 
mingling white and blue, the blue p:redominant in J. R. Maulding, Fred. 0. Eyman, H. W. Krug, and 
contrast with the more stupendous masses of the about fifty others. F. D. Goodale and Al. Stone 
snowy range. In the clear, brilliant atmosphere, are progressiv representativs of the press in Trini
the shining sky, with spring·s loveliness overhead, dad. The Chronicle is the leading paper of this 
the outspread panorama was indeed a glorious en- section. It is newsy and gets in the best things, 
chantment. There is no place in the world that can among which are appreciativ notices of the Free
boast of a finer climate the year round than Trini- thought lecture. The proprietors of this paper are 
dad. willing to tell people what is going on and to pub. 

W. R. Scurlock on another day took me over to lish all sides. They are impartial, and everything 
the coke ovens near ElMora. The coke ovens pre- worthy of note has a fair show. There is a host of 
sent a lurid and magnificent appearance by night as Liberal men and women here, and there is a grand 
you sweep by them on the cars. It is as if the gates opening br permanent Freethought work. Over 
of hell were open and the flames were rushing forth. one hundred numes are on the Federation list. A 
A nearer look into their heated depths does not local organization will be formed for literary, scien
diminish the fiery spectacle. I do not believe that tific, humanitarian, and social progress, on the basis 
anybody could st!lnd these flames, not even the · of universal mental emancipation. There was a 
Scriptu,re worthies with asbestos overcoats, They large attendance of ladies at the lectures. A beau. 
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tilui hou<Iuet was px•esented on Monday evening at 
the closing lecture, so the path of E'teethought is 
not always hard and rough. Music and fiowers giv 
hope and courage. 

One of the revivalists here was the aforesaid 
"evangelistic jumping-jack." He has now departed. 
Ite is one of that kind who can always leave his 
Cotlntry lot his <lotlntry's good. He has simply 
s1aiidered and insulted the peOple of this place. 
'.i!his is the oiily way he_ has ol creating a sE!llsatio:ti. 
He longs for :martyrdom, and would like to be 
horsewhipped in order to pose as a victim for the 
~qrd'a sa~e. . To iiltistrate the spirit of thllse teti_
T.!'ls j will giv a specimen of "Christian charity." 
:Pr. Hershey had a iady j>i/.ti(lfit neat the chttrch 
l:>uildirig, ~nd the ringing of the bell was injurious 
to her prostrated riervou~ system. A request was 
made to stop the ringing of the bel~ for the time 
being. ThiA was refused The bell rings on, the 
sick one suffers, and the callous congregation sing 
praises to the Lord. Th<~ pastor declared that 
when he was himself sick, the sound of the church 
bell was mediein to his soul. Like St. Ptl.ul he lied 
ldr the ~ior~ ~f God. tie was a saint 1 the lady 
was a "smner," and he had fio fiie:fqy ifi his he!ii't. 
He would crush and kill with the ding-dong of his 
murderous bell. 

Trinidad is one of the brightest cities in the West. 
It is called the picturesque queen of the mountains. 
It is the coal and coke depository of the West. 
'!'here are about eight hundred square miles of coal 
deposit~ in this coufitry. lt can supply all the 
great West. The price of coal is from $115 to 
$2 a ton. An immense business will eventually be 
built up here. A mountain stream flows through 
the he!lirt of the cit f. 1t i~ catled,," Purga~ory," but 
~t ~onvejrs :tl~ such 1mpfess10n. The iege:lid is that 
~:~ouis were lost in the river, and hence its ftaiiie. 
The indians eorrup~ the name into "Picket Wire." 
On the north is a lofty bight, Simps9n's Rest, in
closing the remains of the pioneer who gave ft its 
name; over whose dust the monument points to the 
skies. On the South is Fisher's or Raton Peak, ten 
thousand feet above the sea. From these towering 
~rests 'ast and wonderful scenes stretch away for 
btinJrP.cl~ df ttti1es-=-n:jduniains attd prairies glim-
mering in tnei &ling glory. _ 

Trinid d. is nn the old emigrant route frotti the 
states. It is the county seat of Las Animas county. 
It has a population of about ten thousand. There 
are about two thousand employees ·of the mines. 
The mountains and plains meet here in commercial 
intercourse. The miner, the farmer, the lumber
man, the quarryman, are all here. Trinidad has no 
rival within ninety miles. It is called the Gate City. 
In every respect Trinidad occupies a fort.unate po
sition. From the bowels of the earth to the bright 
blue skies above wealth gleams and flows for the 
benefit of man. And mingling with the beauty of 
earth and its mighty ril'hes are the arts, the refiile
ttleilt8, th~ splendor of liberty, and the blaze of 
teasoil and science, SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

'1 rinidad, Feb. 26,295. 

Obserntions. 
The editor of the 1Toice (pious and prohibition) iR 

bttrning bridges behind him in a way that I call 
retikless. He says; in t::fiect, that any Christian who 
believes that the wine manufQctured by Christ at 
Cana of <ialilee was alcoholic is a believer in intem
perate drinking, and he quotes scripture in proof. 
Here it is: The aqcount (John ii, 10) tells us that 
the governor of the feast, after tasting the wine 
tn.~de by Christ, remarked to the br1degroom : 
"Every man at the beginning doth set forth good 
wine ; and when men hav well drunk, then that 
which is worse ; but thou hast kept the good wine 
until now." 

Dr. Funk, editor of the Voice, goes on to say : 
"That is, the guests had already • well drunk ' when 
this new instalment of wine was furnished them by 
Christ. Therefore. if the wine was alcoholic, Christ 
was encouraging not moderate drinking but intem
peranc~." How, inquires Dr. Funk, does any 
p"eacher holding to the alcoholic quality of the 
wine, dare to oppose intemperance and repudiate 
the Master? 

f_eit money on a tax collector, or to make people be
have that a n;tan reported dead is still living; as to 
ahov.~ "!'~ne With n? fuddle ~n it on a liquor- drinking 
compa:iiy. The wme was either alcoholic or fraudu
lent, and Chrif•t, while not givingthe guests a stone 
when they a~ked for breadj indubitably treated 
them to physiC when they called for a stimulant. 
If the governor of the feast was sober enough to 
note that the drinks had been changed on the com
pany, he would hav seen that this fresh supply was 
''soft,'' and, in consideration of the fact that some 
of the guests were getting full, he would hav in
dorsed the bridegroom's foresight with the remark 
that it Was time for them to begin tapering oft. As 
between the making of a good article of claret and 
the dosing a miscellaneous assemblage with stuff 
that ~auld create a pain under every apron and 
belt, I shou1d apprO'Ve the former, even though a 
prohibitionist ; and if the a~t wete condemned as a 
bad example, I would giv everybody permission to 
hav ali the Wine they could manufacture from water, 

Dr. Funk is said £ti be temperate in his drinking, 
but in his writing he is quite the reverse ; for to 
abstain from drunkenness, _although dhrist appears 
to hav encouraged · it, is not a repudiation of him 
!Ul~ more than it is a repudiation of him to refrain 
from saying to our mothers, as Christ a·ays to his in 
the same chapter; '' Wotttali1 what hav I to do with 
thee!" The uninspired truth seeme to be that the 
Master was there to erjoy himself and did not eare 
to hav the old lady interfere with his amusement; 
also, that the wine which he raised on the convivial 
party was not intended for medicinal or sacramental 
purpose e. 

"It is not well,'' observes the New York Inde
pendent, "to pay any attention to such a man as 
Mr. Ingersoll." The outGome of the attentions 
which the elerical hobos of Hoboken paid to the 
Colonel recently confirms the Independent's hypo
thesis so far as hostil parson's are concerned; but 
why; itt the name of mercy to dumb brutes, was not 
the warning tittered previously f After those Ho
boken ministers had diverted the notice of Colonel 
Ingersoll from Jehovah to themselvs-=and were at 
once made to mourn that they had done so-the 
Independent's fling is like sand in their teeth. Sit
ting thete in tile Hoboken theater, with the speaker 
~~the eveni~g pealing their bark until they experi
enced irl tl:le Souls .. of. t.hem all the agonies of 
flaying described in Fox's "Book of Martyrs,'' those 
clergymen could hav recalled the otthodu:iE editor's 
admonition, not only as words of wisdom; but as 
the language of actual prophecy and inspiration, 
But what does it profit them now to say that "it is 
not well to pay any attention to such a man as Mr. 
Ingersoll T'' The ministers of Hoboken found that 
out working independently ; and they are not at all 
well themselvs. 

With reference to Colonel Ingersoll's remark that 
some Christians are such gluttons for punishment 
that besides consigning the. wicked to eternal per
dition after death, they would send them to jail in 
this world, I want to say that all believers are not 
so. My wife's grandmother, who was· a Christian if 
everlasting preaching and praying can make one, was 
an example-at least during her married hfe. Being 
" unequally yoked'' with an unbeliever, she was 
asked by her fellow-Christians how she could render 
wifely obedience and benevolence to such a man. 
She replied that she was thus complaisant towards 
him for the reason that she knew all the joy he ever 
got would be obtained in this world, and that any 
di-comfort she could subject her husband to would 
not be a priming to the trouble God would make 
for him in the next. So she bore up under affltc
tion with a resignation strengthened by that beau
tiful thought. When he kicked she did not h1t him 
with the poker. Instead, she stirred the fire and 
t.hought how God's branding-iron was warming for 
John. And she would hav gone to heaven and 
been justified except for cne thing, and that was 
that John repented before his death and went there 
ahead of her, leaving her to twenty years of widow
hood, during which she was never quite satisfied 
in her mind that she had done a Christian's duty. 
lt never occurred to her that there was a flaw in the 
system of religion which permits offenders to escape 
punishment here; and by repenting to avoid tne 
terrors of the hereafter. If anybody was to blame 
she felt sure that it was herself, and I am not cer
tain that she never asked God's pardon for not 
taking it out of John while she had him. It is his
torically probable that an occasional thumping 
wo11ld hav done him good. 

The most hopeless case I know of is that of the 
gospel-temperance enthusiasts, whose cause rests on 
the contention that the Cana wine was not alcoholic. 
They could just as convincingly argue that the 
loaves and fishes on which the multitude were fed 
contained no substance; that the calming of the 
storm by Jesus was unattended by a subsidence of 
the waves; that the money found in the mouth of 
the fish had no intrinsic value, and that the life re
stored to Lazarus was devoid of animation. It John McGlashan, who has j11st died in. Ukiah, 
would be as easy to make a crowd accept wind- MEndocino county, California, was a man worth 
pudding for bread and fish; to oonvince a sailor knowing~ He was a rationalist in all-things. Some 
~ha~ ~ s~orm is over when it if!n't 1 ~o pass co~ nte , of ps are good judges. of hu:g:tan nat~tre in general; 

John McGlashan was not only this, but a good 
judge of himself, and he would admit a mistake in 
conduct or an error in judgment with a candor that 
I never saw equaled by anybody else. He was B() 

systematic that I think he had about all the aftairl!l 
of life classified and labeled, and he was so f~ir that; 
if convinced that any of them were marked wrong. 
he would not go to bed at night until he changed 
the label. He was open-minded, and you cwld get 
to his understanding without having to climb O'Tell' 

walls of prejutlice, and without being kicked S1faJY 
from the door half a dozen times before you got in.
He rFjected nothing a!! totally worthless so long as 
a reasonable plea could be made for its acceptance ; 
and, furthermore, he took nothing on faith. This 
mental state made him a Freethinker and an unbe
liever in the Christian religion. Appros(1h him with 
any proposition, religious, political or economic, an<! 
he Would ask, "By what argument or proof do yow 
support your assertion!" Then he would patie1ttl,Y' 
listen. If your argument was conclusiv, you galtied 
a convert i but you: couldn't humbug him. He wa:l!ll 
so careful in this matter that he would not even: 
laugh at a joke until he had conned it, weighed it, 
gone over it forward and backward, and tested its 
point Then, if the pleasantry was found to be 
genuin, his countenance would be illuminated like 
the globe of an electric light when the current is 
turned on. He was el'en more slow to anger, B() 

that when his wrath was once aroused it was likely 
to be righteous. 

Biographically speaking, Mr. McGlashan was borm 
in Scotland. lte came to America when a boy, and! 
learned the type founders' trade-! think at the• 
elder Bruce's. He embarked later in the book and\ 
news business, always making money. La tel' still he 
went to Australia and raised sheep, becoming fore
handed. He returned to San Francisco, and, as ][ 
hav been informed, established the book concernt 
which has grown into the- Bancroft Company, that 
largest dealers on the Pacitlc coast. Then he bought; 
a ranch in Mendocino county, near the railway sta
tion now called Largo, where resides the Mr. L'lng· 
who officiated at his foneral. '.rhe ranch is to-day 
valued at upwards of $30,000, for John was sys
tematic, industrious, and thrifty. His h111ndiwork is 
traced in t_he improvements of the country for miles 
around. When he got old enough and wealthy 
enough to quit manual labor, he remol'ed to Ukiah. 
where he erected a house and laid out grounds the 
most attractiv in the city. He also built a largEl' 
business block. He became a widower in 188·7. l 
:first made his acquaintance when he eame to Sa!ll 
Franeisco to purchase a family monuman~ W'hicfu 
he designed should perpetuate not only his :Dame• 
but his principles. He spent a day or two loofdag 
through Freethou:ght books for the proper inscrip~ 
tiona. Together we drew up a plan of the monu
ment, which in 1891 I found standing in all its lofty 
beauty in the cemetery at Ukil!b, the front bearing 
these words : 

Whoever is afraid of submitting anv q~ioa tO' the 
test of free discuBBion is more in love with his' mr.u. opinion 
than with truth. 

Other sentiments expressed are: 
Credulity is not a virtue. Iuvestiga.tion is not a crime-, 
Truth is a blesqiug to which all men hav an equal right; 

by the laws of nature. 
Reason was given man to l)~ exercised. not stifled. Rea:: 

sen must be our guide and judge in everything. 
Some of the religious people of Ukiah objected to• 

such a monument in a Christian cem9tery, but John 
was not deterred. His m:ind was made up, and if 
it had been necessary to put the shaft in a cannon 
and fire it into the burial grounds, I do not believe 
he would hav hesitated to take such a method be
fore consenting to a change of design or the erasing 
of a letter. 

In 1889, when he was upwards of seventy years 
of age, he remarried. his estimable wife being the 
daily journalist of Ukiah. I had the privilege of 
acting as best man at the wedding, and a year or 
two later he recognized my services by placing his 
infant daughter Jeanie on my knee. 

But good John· McGlashan sleeps upon his pillow 
of dust. He regarded the notion of a future Me as 
altogether " inconsistent,, and for him religion of
fered no consolation; but he so hved that his mem
ory is a dear possession of all worthy to be his 
friends. He had the courage while living to int!cribe 
his sentiments where for centuries they may be read 
by all who seek his grave; and I do not need to hav 
been by his deathbed to witness to the philosophical 
calmnes&, the stern pride, and even the grim pleas
ure with which he relinquished his place among the 
living to find a couch beneath that monument 
through which, though dead, he might still speak: 
his mind to the world. GEo. E. MACDONALD. 
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~etters of qtrfoniis. 
Education Givs Hope. 

MARCELINE, Mo., Feb. 11, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5, which I 

cheerfully remit to yon for books as per 
inclosed list. The basis of my hopes for 
the extinction of priestoraft are the pro-. 
gress of knowledge and the increased ex
ercise of the reasoning faculties. Yours 
fraternally, CARL CURRY. 

The Best Minds for the Best Minds. 
KERNVILLE, CAL., Feb. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Mr. 8. P. Putnam de
serves great credit. I hav read the good 
book, "Fonr Hundred Years of Free
thought." It is the best book I hav ever 
read. " Four Hundred Years of Free
thought" reflects the thoughts of the best 
of human minds and for the best of human 
mind•. G. C. JoRGENSEN. 

For the Fleckten Contest. 
WATERTowN, MINN., Feb. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Yon may put me down for 
$1 to help Mr. 8. J. Fleokten, of Kandi
yohi, in his noble fight for a pure secular 
school. When called upon to remit this 
amount I shall do so with pleasure, and 
will double or treble it if possible, or as 
much as I can giv. 

Hoping that the orthodox meddlers .will 
be completely routed, I remain, 

Yours for justice, 
· JoHN P. THoRNQUEST. 

A. Reminder. 
Los ANGELE~, CAL., Feb. 18, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please permit me to reply 
to J. 8. Palmer's letter in your paper of 
February 2d. Is he not aware that Mrs. 
Blenker is already editing such a paper for 
the young as he mentions? And a worthy 
paper it is. The only complaint that can 
truthfully be made is its lack of support 
by LibeTals themselvs. Will he not sub
scribe for the "h'llf dozen" copies-more 
if possible-and thus help the good cause 
along? · SADIE ATHENA MAGooN. 

A. Ponderous Missionary. 
NEwARK, N.Y., Feb. 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I want to do a little mis
sionary work for the cause of Freethonght, 
which means justice, honor, morality, love, 
and mercy to all. Therefore yon will find 
$6 50 for one year's subscription to your 
paper, and "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght." I want this valuable book 
to lend around among my friends, as I hav 
one myself. It is a great book when read 
understandingly. 

Yours truly for the welfare of humanity, 
WM. H. H. STEBBINS. 

A. Winter Plague. 
Sol\IERVILLE, IND., Feb. 13, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: I inclose $1.50 to renew 
my subscription for six months. We hav 
very few Freethinkers in my neighbor
hood, and those rarely express themselvs. 
Revivals are the constant plague through 
the winter season. The ministers shoot 
old Satan with the gospel gun; then the 
superstitions of the people are thoroughly 
aroused. But in the near future may the 
light of Freethonght rule and govern our 
people and reasoning shake off the shackles 
of the fear of eternal punishment and 
teach them to liv for the advancement of 
humanity and liberty. W. C. LEMME. 

Liberal Enough to llorrow. 
MEcHANICSBURG, ILL., Feb. 14, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4 25 to be 
applied to renewed subscription and for 
books. I am gettin 7 old. I hav lived out 
the allotted time, 70 years, and still want 
THE TRUTH Si!lEKER and as many books as 
I can find time to read. There are plenty 
of Freethinkers in this town and surround
ing country, and they are becoming more 
numerous. Some of them speak out bold
ly, while some are backward. But one 
copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER comes to 
this place, and I think it is read by more 

· people than any other paper that is taken 
here. Yours in the good cause, 

A. H. MARTIN. 

Down With th ~ Sabbath Laws. 
HAMILTON, Feb., 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: The two petitions to be 
presented to our legislature, asking it to 
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lie away with a law that is so objectionable 1 SEEKER : I think it is the duty of all truly 
to the people that it cannot be enforced, liberal minded people to speak out in 
are in circulation for signatures. Be so meeting and let the world know what they 
good as to send me six more petitions think of the rotten creeds and soured dog
that I may hand them to others to oiron- mas taught them by the sky pilots. The 
late for names. 29~h day of .Tannary dawned and found 

Now we are in for one· of our demands the intelligent people of Andover and vi
let us make ae good a fight for it as our oinity in high spirits over the coming oele· 
enemies will make a defense. They will bration in honor of the birth of Thomas 
think the more of us than if we allowed Paine, since it was the first to be held in 
them to beat us as they so many times hav or near the town. But all of this time the 
done. When we are done with those con- Christians were not asleep, as is their 
temptible laws and hav gained one point, natural state. They circulated a great 
then we will try another. Taxation is the many lies as to what we we"e going to do. 
next fight, and in that we are pretty sure They had never heard of snob a thing be
of snooess, for if we circulated petitions fore. We hBd a hall spoken for and were 
asking that all property belonging to intending to occupy the same when, not 
saints and sinners pay the same rate of to our astonishment, we found that a 
taxation, witho.,t exemption, enough preacher's better half had fooled us on~ of 
would unite in so doing that we could get it by writing to the owner a letter telhng 
that for which we hav so long contended. him of the use to which it was to be put. 
The signs of the time are encouraging, The owner happened to be a preacher, so 
and if we are as aotiv as our enemies we he immediately sent a reply, ordering the 
shall succeed. agent here not to let us hsv the hall for 

I am well acquainted with our state any consideration. Then we got the G. 
senators and onr member. I shall labor A. R. Hall. They also had a free supper 
with them both in this matter. in the 1\I. E. ohnroh. In spite of free 

Sincerely, your fellow laborer in this suppers and people with scales over their 
cause, CARLTON RIOE. eyes we had a good audience. We joked 

Official Stupidity. 
CLINToN, lA., Feb. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Since I wrote yon last I 
hav got converted, and now I feel like 
telling yon to believe or be damned to 
yon. It is like this: On last Saturday the 
census man called. He asked me my name 
and where I was born, and I told him as 
nearly as I could. He asked, "What relig
ion?" I told him I was just out of that 
article, and didn't hav any. He say8, 
"What church do yon lean toward?" I 
said, "None." He says, "What do yon 
call yourself?" I said, "I call myself a 
Freethinker, but many folks call me In
fidel." Then he asked my wife, and she 
said she didn't b~~ov any religion any more. 
So I told him I thought the best thing he 
could do would be to put us down N oth
ingarians. He wrote something in his 
book. I didn't see what it was, but I hav 
been told since that they put down every 
one as Protestant who says he is not 
Catholic. Now, that is how I became a 
Christian. It's a little rough to hav them 
swell their numbers from among Free
thinkers in that way, but, so far as I am 
concerned, I will see to it that the wE>ekly 
collection will not suffer any by swelling. 
Oh, how it would please me to see every 
lazy bigot hav to work and earn an honest 
living! JAMES A. GREENHThL. 

The Theocratic Leaders. 
EDMONDs, WAsH., Feb. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Will yon giv me the 
names of the most noted ministers who 
advocate "God-in the-Constitution," and 
the church to which they belong? I know 
there was one noted Unitarian in the list, 
and I padionlarly want his name, as I 
made a statement in a lecture the other 
night that was challenged that I know is 
true, though the name has escaped me. 

P. c. MILLS. 
[Rev. A. D. Mayo, of the Unitarians, is 

probal:>ly the elergyman our correspond· 
ent bilod in mind, or possibly he may bav 
been thinking of Rev. A. A. Miner, Uni
versalist, of Tuft's College, who was for 
years a vice-president of the National Re
form Association (God-in the Constitution 
party), and is still warmly attached to its 
principles. A majority of the ministers 
who are engineering the theocratic move
ment are Presbyterians, largely of the 
Covenanter division, although there are 
prominent Methodists, Episcopalians, and 
others in the scheme, including at lea~t 
one Quaker, Josiah Leeds, of Philadel· 
pbia. Rev. D. MoAilister, Rev. Wilbur 
F. Crafts, Rev. T. P. Stevenson, Rev. R. 
C. Wylie, Rev. H. H. George, Rev. J. M. 
Foster, are among the more activ work
ers in the crusade, although there are 
others who are of more exalted rank in the 
ohnrohes. Ex-Jnrlge Strong of the United 
States Supreme Court was one of its offi
cers while he was on the bench, and ex
Gov. Robert E. Pattison is one of the many 
lay friends of the party.-ED. T. 8.] 

Christians Celebrating Paine's Birthday. 
ANDovER, KAN., Feb. 7, 295. 

MR. EDITOR AND FRIENDS OF THE TRUTH 

them for celebrating Paine's birthday. 
They said it was not Paine's birth they 
were honoring, but the birth of the state 
of Kansas. They were beat at their own 
game, for, as every intelligent person 
knows, Kansas was made a state on the 
29th of January by its truly honorable 
governor in honor of Paine's birthday. 

Yours for truth and justice, 
LoTTill: WOLFE. 

A. Liberal Engineer's Troubles. 
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to 
pay for your grand paper till I get value 
received. I bav read your paper for about 
six months, and after I read them I dis
tribute them to Liberal friends. I would 
like to buy a great many of the Liberal 
books yon advertise. I lately sent through 
a newsdealer for Riston's book, the 
"Old Testament Comically Illustrated," 
with which I hav already liberated a few 
persons. I cannot, at present, send for 
Liberal books as I wish to; it is because I 
hav been persecuted by Christians in a 
way that will be hard for yon to believe. 
I send yon clipping~ from papers that yon 
may better understand my case. 

I hav been an eugineer for about eight 
years. Last July an engineer left his 
place and put me in. He was a strict Chris
tian, brought up in a small town. He 
later on heard that I was a Liberal, there
fore he bated me. This year I tried to get 
my license renewed, and this man told the 
examiner what a bad man I was, so he 
went against me. He refused me a license. 
Then there was a committee appointed to 
examin me-Mr. Murphy, Mr. Welsh. 
Mr. O'Brien, all Catholics, although 
O'Brien is more Liberal than the others, 
He said to me: "Yon are to be examined 
by three Catholics." I said, '' If they are 
just, that is all I ask." After examination 
O'Brien said to me that I would bav bad 
an easier time of it if I bad been a Catho
lic. 

I am a Freethinker, and always shall be, 
and am proud of it. This persecution has 
cost me one week's sickness and two 
months of trouble, and $23,88. Yes, I am 
loyal to our cause. I bav now pnt the 
whole matter into a lawyer's hanrl, so it is 
not ended yet. 

Sometimes I am almoo~t discouraged, but 
I shall never giv up. I realize that only 
through your paper oa.n I get svmpathy 
and friends. I am a friend to everyone, 
but not everyone is a friend to me. 

At examination they asked me sixty-six 
questions. I missed one, and on account 
of that one they tried to down me. I am 
only twenty-four years old, and am a Lib
eral only a little over one year. An old 
engineer told me to read the Bible through 
and mark every verse that did not accord 
with love, morality, and justice. I did so, 
and bav read the Bible through three 
times, and yon ought to see it. I found 
and counted 1, 725 foul verses-1,400 in the 
Old Testament, and 325 in the New Testa
ment. God murdered and hated, at differ
ent times, 3,000-2,500 in the Old Testa
ment, and 500 in the New Testament. 
Murders and wars 1,350-1.050 in the Old 
Testament, a_d 300 in the ~ew Testament. 

Truths and morals in the Old Testament 
500; in the New Testament 300. In the 
whole Bible, 800. 

Liberal men and women, I ask your 
friendship, sympathy, and advice. Yon 
are also welcome to write to me if yon 
wish. I shall try to answer all your letters. 
Hoping to be able to always take your 
paper, I am, Yours very respectfully, 

FR1m MoRLOCK, 1586 E. Madison av. 

Two Cruel Prayers. 
STRASBURG, ILr.., Feb. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The following is an exact 
translation from the Arabic of the official 
prayer of Islam, which is used throughout 
Turkey and daily repeated in the Cairo 
"Azhar" Univ,:ersity by 10,000 Mohamme
dan students from all lands: 

•' I seek refuge with Allah from Satan, 
the accursed. In the name of Allah, the 
Compassionate, the Merciful! 0 Lord_ of 
all Creatures I 0 Allah I Destroy the In
fidels and polytheistR, thine enemies, the 
enemies of thy religion I 0 Allah I Make 
their children orphans, and defile their 
abodes, and cause their feet to slip, and 
giv them, and their families, and t"heir 
households, and their women, and their 
children, and their relative by marriage, 
and their brothers, and their friends, and 
their possessions, and their race, and their 
wealth, and their lands, as booty to the 
Moslems, 0 Lord of all Creatures I 

" In all the other religions of even the 
semi-civilized nations of the globe," says 
the Philadelphia Record, commenting 
upon this, " there can be no prayer found 
to parallel this orne) appeal of Islam to the 
spirit of inhumanity. Bulgaria, Damas
cus, Lebanon, and Armenia may or may 
not be mere hotbeds of anti Turkish in
trigue; with snob a national prayer Turkey 
stands self-condemned before the world I" 

We refer the Philadelphia Record to the 
109th Ps!!.lm of the holy or unholy Bible to 
find its parallel or match, beginning with 
the 6th verse and reRding to and including 
the 20th: 

"Set thou a wicked man over him; and 
let Satan stand at his right hand. When 
he shall be judged let him be condemned: 
and let his prayer become sin. Let his 
days be few, and let another take his office. 
Let his children be fatherless, and his wife 
a widow. Let his children be continually 
vagabonds, and beg; let them seek their 
bread also out of their desolate placEs. 
Let t-he extortioner catch all that he hath; 
and let the strangers spoil his labor. Let 
there be none to extend mercy unto him: 
neither. let there be any to favor his fath
erless children. Let his posterity be out 
off· and in the generation following let 
th~ir name be blotted out. Let the iniquity 
of hie fathers be remembered with the 
Lord; and let not the sins of his mother 
be blotted out. Let them be before the 
Lord continually, that he may cut off the 
memory of them from the earth. Be
cause that he remEmbered not to show 
mercy, but persecuted the poor and needy 
man, that he might even slay the broken 
in heart. As he loved cursing, so let it 
come unto him: as he delighted not in 
blessing, so let it pe far from him. As he 
clothed himself with cursing like as with 
his garment, so let it come into his bowels 
like water, and like oil into his bones. 
Let it be unto him as the garment which 
oovereth him, and for a girdle wherewith 
he is girded continually. Let this be the 
reward of mine adversaries from the Lord, 
and of them that speak evil against my . 
soul." 

Yours truly. H. BERNHARD. 

Let'ers from Lecturers-A Suggestion. 
CHIOAGo, ILL., Jan. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I think there is nothing 
yon publish in THE TRUTH BEEKER more 
interesting to the general reader than the 
letters from the lecturers in the lecture 
field. It was said in Theodore Parker's 
time that there was no preacher in America 
who bad such general knowledge of every
thing as the noted antislavery preacher 
who filled Music Hall, Boston,· every 
Sunday. And I heard a noted Boston 
lecturer account for the fact in this way: 
For many years Mr. Parker traveled 
the country as a public lecturer, speaking 
in nearly all the large and small towns 
throughout the country. He usually bad 
a day or so to spend in nearly every place, 
and be made it a point to look up the most 
interesting institution in the town, the 
one that the people of the town most 
prided themselvs upon, and·then he would 
fully investigate it, and learn as much 
about it as it was possible to learn in so 
brief a period of time-then, after be came 
home, be was able to often make a good 
point or illustration from this .knowledge 
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in one of his sermons or lectures. This 
has suggested to me that bv following that 
method our traveling Freethonght preach
ers might make themselvs still more valu
able teachers to us readers, through THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and others of our weekly 
Freethonght papers 

Freethonght lectures, saying afterwards. 
when accused of thiP, that he did it heoanse 
he felt that these lectures WAre poisoning 
the minds of the poople. Well, copies of 
the aforesaid resolutions were sent to the 
r.esident minister, Mr. Loyd, and to a Bap· 
tist evangelist, by name J. Lawrence Rodg
ers, who is now stopping here. Both de
clined to debate the question, saying: 

To more fully illustrate: Mr. Pnt.nam 
spends a day somewhere in the far West, 
or as to that matter, in any town. He 
finds, by inquiry, that this town is the 
only place in the United States, or at least 
one of two or three place, where a certain 
article is manufactured-a thing in com
mon use, it may be, but that but few 
understand how it is manufactured-out 
of what materials, by what methods, etc. 
If Mr. Putnam will go to the proprietors 
they will be more than glad to giv him all 
the information he desires on this subject, 
as they will see at once it will be a good 
advertising scheme for them. Then Mr. 
Putnam will put it into his letter to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER,· and all the readers will 
get this valuable information. These 
letters would make THE TRUTH SEEKER an 
interesting paper for all who were dealing 
in that kind of goods, and also to many of 
the consumers. 

This would be in the direct line of 
Freethonght, for Freethonght proposes to 
reform the world by educating the people. 
That is the only true 'method of reform. 
If I may be allowed to digress a little from 
the special subject of this letter, I will say 
that in my opinion the world can be re
formed only by education-by real genuin 
knowledge. For instance: Everyone de
sires to be happy. Therefore, every per
son does those things and follows that 
course and those practices that he thinks 
will bring him the most enjoyment. If 
the inebriate could be educated so that he 
could see plainly that he could acquire 
more real happiness by remaining sober 
than by getting intoxicated he would re
main sober. So with the thief. So with 
the miser. So with every other class. The 
trouble is, they ere searching for happiness 
in the dark without the light of the lamp 
of education, and they therefore make 
great mistakes. If for the last eighteen 
hundred years we had been blest with 
educators in place of preachers, we might 
all hav known by this time how to acquire 
real, gennin happiness. Therefore I hav 
written this letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for the purpose of urging it upon our 
traveling lecturers to become our instruct
ors. I believe if they would make a 
speoialty of this kind of work yon would 
see hundreds of people in search of our 
Liberal journals who do not now care for 
them; for, thanks to Freethonght, the peo
ple are beginning to learn that it is real 
scientific knowledge that they need, not 
superstition and fable. H. L. GREEN. 

Characteristic Clerical Contortions. 
NIPoMo, CAL., Jan. 14, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: If yon will kindly giv me 
space in y"Ur valuable paper I will tell 
your readers of the lively times a Free· 
thought leo~nrer has been causing here, 
and of a characteristic attempt by a minis
ter of the gospel to suppress the truth. 
There are many Freethinkers in and about 
Nipomo, though quite unorganized as yet. 
So when Mr. 0. A. Phelps,. of Coloraelo, 
came here and offered to giv ns a series of 
lectures at very reasonable terms, we glad
ly accepted. Ministers and all were cor· 
dially invited and Mr. Phelps opened the 
ball New Year's eve by a lecture on ''What 
is Freethonght ?" This was followed by 
"The Fall of Man," "Moses," "Do Sci· 
enoe and the Bible Agree?" "The Non
fulfilment of Prophecy," and "The Plan 
of Redempt;on." The first of this series 
is very good and each succeeding one is 
better. Mr. Phelps is a rousing lecturer, 
and the Freethinkers of Nipomo stand 
ready to recommend him to all who want 
to hear ''the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth." After each lecture 
Mr. Phelps offered the floor to anyone who 
wished to make any comments or criti
cisms. As no one at first availed himself 
of this opportunity, resolutions were passed 
challenging the ministers to open discus· 
sion on the great subject of religion. In 
the meantime, Mr. L. D. Loyd, the resi
dent M. E. minister, after hearing the first 
lecture, " hied him straight away " to 
the lady who owns the large hall here, and 
used all his influence to close it against 

"We could not hope to giv lucid outlines 
of our belief in ten or a dozen lectures, 
much less in a single haphazard discus· 
sian." A committee was at once appointed 
to notify them that it was not haphazard 
disonRsions that we wanted, but clear and 
lucid arguments, and that they might hav 
as many lectures as they thought neces
sary. Mr. Rogers still declined to debate, 
but Mr. Loyd,· being notified by Mr. 

. Phelps that his 11ermon the previous Snn-
dav on "The Fulfilment of Prophecy" 
was full of weak spots which he, Mr. 
Phelps, proposed to show np, came out 
with his " notes " and a newspaper article 
to read, intending, no donb~, to make a 
reply to the lecture. But his. religions 
zeal overcame his good manners to such 
an extent that he interrupted Mr. Phelps 
in the midst of his lecture by clapping hiR 
hands long and loudly. Mr. Phelps asked 
"What's that ?" Mr. Loyd replied, "How 
absurd, how absurd!" and.started in to giv 
ns an,, exegetic treatment .. (as he would 
say) of his views. But Mr. Phelps "knew 
his rights and dared maintain them," giv
ing Mr. Loyd a well-merited and scathing 
rebuke. He was compelled, however, to 
threaten to swear out a complaint before 
this "meek and lowly follower of the 
blessed J esns" would sit quiet and await 
his turn to speak. Mr. Phelps kindly di
vided his time with him, though, and then 
Mr. Loyd had the unmitigated gall (in the 
face of his inefteotnal attempt to close the 
hall against ns) to say that he believed in 
free thought and investigation himself. 
Yes, free thought so long as yon think as 
he does, and investigation within pro
scribed limits; after that, compulsion. No, 
thank yon, we want no snob shadow of a 
glorious reality. A portion of the Chris
tian element here signed and presented a 
petition to send away somewhere for a 
minister to debate with Mr. Phelps, and 
this plan was agreed upon, the question 
to read, " Resolved, That'the Bible is en
tirely of human origin and inculcates an 
imperfect code of morals." This debate 
must begin inside of thirty days and con
tinue at least six evenings, two hours each 
evening. 

Yours in the interest of ·free thought, 
free speech, and free press, 

BERTHA WILBON FoREMAN. 

Must Giv Antidote~, if We Would Kill 
Poisons. 

LENNox, S. DAK., Feb. 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: The first copy of your 

journal of reform came into my hands 
about six weeks ago. My first impressions 
of its benefits to mankind were not elat
ing, but as I became better acquainted 
with its contents I began to admire the 
pluck of its promoters in trying to purge 
the present civilization of its barbarian 
superstitions, and this in the face of the 
army of doctors whose very existence de
pends on the prevalence of disease. This 
was the first literature of the kind that I 
ever read, and I was somewhat surprised 
at its boldness; but my experience with 
educated and self-thinking men has led 
me to believe that the majority of such are 
Infidels or very poor Christians, but they 
do not care to show it. In fact, this has 
been my own plan. I would look upon a 
Christian with pity, not for his existence 
(for nature would be as impartial to him 
as she is to all), but for his lack of knowl
edge of the vast amount of positiv evidence 
in nature that his faith is based on absurd 
superstitions, and for me to relieve him of 
his error in judgment was to educate him 
in science, no small undertaking when we 
consider the knowledge-gathering ability 
of snob and the material to be benefited. 
Your articles no doubt will reach all snoh 
as are unable to pursue the sciences for 
deeper foundation, I think no one rec
ognizes more keenly than I do the hin
drance to the mental development of man
kind that these superstitions teachings are; 
how, from infancy, the basis of our reason 
is dwarfed by them, which later in life 
causes submission to conditions whose 

causes should be investigated and over· 
come. But what are we going to do abo'\lt 
it? In most oases we do well if we educate 
our own household, while church dogma 
is being taught from oonntl~ss pulpits at 
least once a week. To be sure, we hav the 
argument, but the snbj eot is deep, and there 
is but a small proportion of the people who 
will get evidence and do their own think
ing. A united effort to establish places in 
towns where the facts of the case could be 
promulgated by competent speakers would 
answer the purpose, but it would be likely 
to throw the olerey into such rage that we 
might get another dal'k age. 

With all our boasted civilization, we 
. hardly dare do our own thinking. This I 
was obliged to do from my surroundings. 
A baptized son of Christian parents, I had 
all the instructions of such unfortunates np 
to the age of sixteen. From twelve I made 
my own way unassisted, obtained scientific 
education. succeeded in partially disposing 
of the superstitions hanging to me, began 
to reason on religion with the same process 
as governs in science, and my faith van· 
ished. I returned to theology, but .all is 
discord with nature, a ~ind-oreated phi
losophy, and I find myself an unbeliever, 
with reverence only for the laws of nature 
by which my existence was brought about. 
For this the Christians may look upon me 
with contempt as though a criminal, but 
I feel proud of my discovery and position, 
and am satisfied that my morality, based 
on justice and right, is on a higher level 
than that of a Christian for reward or fears 
of punishment. 

I would like to set some of my friends 
to do a little . thinking for themselvs, and 
would like to hav yon send me the books 
named herein. Inclosed please find $6, 
which I think will cover cost. 

Yours very truly, A. SLAMAN, M.D. 

God's Law and Man's Law. 
BERWIOK, Dec. 29, 1894. 

MR. EDITOR: Not once, nor twice, but 
many times hav we heard it urged that the 
laws of mail are founded on the laws of 
God; meaning those unjust and arbitrary 
commands laid down in that volume known 
as Holy Writ. Just how far th~:~ laws of 
man are in accordance with the commands 
of the Christian and Hebrew deity I will 
attempt to show. 

Turning first to the Ten Command
ments, which the almighty sculptor en
graved on two tables of stone amid the 
thnnderings and lightnings of Mt. Sinai, 
we find the two greatest of these, the first 
and second, to which the prophet has de
voted four verses of holy writ, entirely 
disregarded by our civil governments and 
every man worshiping whatsoever god he 
pleases. As to the third, imagin the 
consequence if a fine were imposed every 
time the name of the Christian deity was 
taken i:a vain. Methinks if the recording 
angel himself keeps the weekly accounts 
straight, he must sit up late Saturday night 
to balance his books. 

"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it 
holy." This is a point on which so much 
bas been said and written, in the past year 
or two, that it would be superfluous f •r 
me to add more Suffice it to say that the 
command reads, literally, "The seventh 
day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God," 
and that, ingtead of this command being 
favored and supported by our " Christian 
a-overnment," a few zealous Adventists and 
J ewe are harassed and persecuted for 
keeping the day that the Lord commanded 
them to keep, and along with these a few 
honest skeptics are fined and imprisoned 
for laboring on the very day of the week 
on which the almighty laid the foundations 
of heaven and earth. But as the Sabbath 
was changed by the successors of St. 
Peter, we are to understand, I suppose, 
that God didn't know his own business, 
and instead of laying off the seventh day, 
he should hav pegged away at his creation 
contract harder than ever, and taken the 
first day of the week to hold prayer-meet
ings and redeem the souls he had predes
tined to eternalJ,onnishment. 

The fifth command it would be difficult 
for any civil government to maintain in a 
free 1\D.d enlightened country. A child's 
conscience is its own, and no civil law has 
any bearing on it whatever. Even those 
who attempt to keep the law from a sense 
of religions duty seldom appear to liv any 
longer in consequence. This fifth com-
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mand appears to be another of those little 
"blnff games" in which Jehovah seemed 
to take so much delight in those good old 
days. · . 

The foul crime of murder smells so rank 
in the nostrils .of the deity that he has 
devoted to its denunciation amidst his 
Sinaitioal thnnderings only four words 
averaging four letters each. The only 
crime that our laws consider deserving of 
oapi'al punishment has been BO'lroely 
worth introducing into these divine com
mands, and has been so introduced as to 
bardly distinguish whether it pertains to 
the killing of our fellowmen or of the wild 
beasts of the forest. So with the seventh, 
eighth, and ninth. The foulest crimes on 
our statute books al'e expressed in as brief 
a manner as possible; for these stone tables 
must be as hard as flint, and the Lord 
must be weal'y of carving by this time. 

The last command is too arbitrary and 
ridiculous to be debated~ If we are hun
gry we must not wish in our hearts for the 
food that burdens the table of the wealthy. 
If we are cold we must not long for the 
robes that are passing tis each moment in 
pomponslnxnl'y. The merchant may close 
his shop; no one desires his merchandise. 
Thy neighbor has a house to sell, a horse, 
a sheep, an ox, or an ass; we do not covet 
them, he may keep his own. Trade stag• 
nates, business comes to a standstill, hu
manity dies and decays because W'l obey 
the tenth commandment. 

So of the ten commandments the Lord 
spake unto Moses; six are entirely disre
garded, and the four least are incorporated 
in our legislation. 

We cannot dwell at length on all the 
commands issued from the darkness of 
Sinai as recorded in the following chapters. 
They belong to an age of superstition, of 
ignorance and slavery. But what a mem
ory Moses must hav 'had to treasure all 
these remarks and record them in after life 
for the guidance of the children of I qrael, 
and what must hav been his feeling of 
chagrin and vexation when, after he had 
undergone all this nervous and mdntal 
strain, he returned to the valley and found 
his faithless followers worshiping the 
golden calf made with hands instead of the 
almighty calf he had left thnndering and 
bellowing on Mount Sinai! 

But when we tnrn to the New Testa
ment we are coming nearer home. Here 
we hav the second person of the trinity 
denouncing divorce, which is readily 
granted by any civilized court; and saying 
the first and greatest commandment is to 
love the Lord thy' God with all thy heart, 
etc., "and the second is like unto it, Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." Any 
remarks on this point would be superflu
ous. It is enough to say that one clause in 
the passage is very appropriate, "The sec
ond is like unto it," for surely two com
mands were never better mated. 

Finally, we read in James ii, 10, .that 
"whosoever shall keep the whole Jaw and 
yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all," 
so that when a man is convicted of lifting 
chickens he should be incarcerated for 
arson, and if he is found guilty of petty 
larceny he shonid be hanged for murd~r. 
Methinks there is much wisdom here. 

Are the laws of man founded on the laws 
of divine inspira~ion? Then would our 
streets run red with the blood of persecu
tion; then would our old women be burned 
as Witohe~, and our children bound ont a~ 
slaves; the dearest ties of humanity be 
trampled in the dust, and misfortune, from 
birth or accident, be branded as the black
est crimes on the calendar. 
. No! Reason has snatched the reins 

from Superstition. Humanity has sup
planted blind Fanaticism. The world 
moves on toward the goal of Liberty and 
Equality. Reason, Knowledge, Science~ 
this is the Trinity we hav established, and 
it is one that will endure. The day is not 
far off when the last shade of superstition 
will. be obliterated, and the world will 
emerge at last into the full light of Libert.r 
and Truth. W. P. LAWRENOE. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. BOBEBT O. ADAMS. 

Bein&' illle atol'Y of his mental journe:r from 
orthotioxY to B•tionaliam. 

Pr1ae. P•P8r. 25 oentll; oloth. 75 oentll. 
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Edited by Miss SuSAN H. ·WIXoN, Fall 
.1fli11er, Mass., to who'!)) all Oommunica-
1innR for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When th~ night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes "'P&nse in the dar's occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

llow Grandma Danced. 
'Grandma told me all abont it 
'Told me •o I couldn't doubt ib, 
·How she danced, my grandma danced, 

Long ago. 

How •he held her prettY he>td, 
How her dainty skirt she spread, 
Smiling little rose! 
How she turned her little toes, 

Long ago. 

Grandma's hair was bright and •nnny, 
Dimpled cheeks too, ah! how funny! 
Really quite a pretty girl, 

Long ago. 

Bless her! why, she wears a cap, 
Grandma doeo, and takes a nap 
Every 8ingle day; and yet 
Grandma danced the minuet 

Long ago. 

Now she sits there ro~king, rocking, 
Always lmitting grandpa's stocking; 
<Every girl was. taught to knit 

Long ago.) 

Yet her figure is so nfat 
I ca.n alm~st see her now 
Bending to her partner's bow, 

Long a.go. 

Grandpa. savs our modern jumping, 
Hopping, rmhing, whirling, bnmpirg, 
Would h!Lv shocked the gentle folk, 

Long ago. 

No, they moved with stately grace, 
Everything in proper place; 
Gliding slowlY forward, then 
Slowly cnrts yin;> back again, 

Long ago. 
-Ex. 

Marion Hepburn's Heresy. 
[ OONTDlUED.] 

This sign on the front of a respectable 
looking house caught her attention. Go
ing np the steps, she rang the bell, and a 
matronly woman opened the door. 

" I wish to look at the furnished rooms 
:yon hav to let, if it is no tronbl<>," 

"Oh, no, not the slightest trouble. 
Walk, in please." 

Up one flight they went, and the land
lady opening the door, Marion was shown 
a large front room. It was divided by a 
creton curtain, into -B bed-room and sit
ting-room, and was very comfortably fur
nished. 

" How m nch do yon ask for this room," 
the young lady inquired. 

"Three dollars a week without board, 
and six dollars with board." 

"I will take it," she replied, drawing 
her purse from her pocket and paying the 
landlady for a week in advance. 

After giving her name Miss Hepburn 
said, " Of course I shall want to stay to
Di~?ht, the week to begin with to day if the 
room is ready for occupancy." 

"Yell, it is ready; there is a fire in the 
stove, and the room is warm and the bed 
is well aired_ Yon want nothing to-night?'• 

"No, thank yon." 
"Of course yon will hav breakfast in 

the morning? What time?" 
"At half-past seven, if it is not too 

early." 
"Not at all. We rise every morning at 

six." 
The landlady then left the room, while 

onr young friend took off her coat and 
hat, imd sat in a chair facing the warm 
fire, and in a few moments was lost in 
thought. 

Within the !onr walls of her room no 
· young children could be contaminated 
with heresy; no parents and other Chris
tians shocked, and no unkind words be 
said to her. Here, in the solitude of her 
room, with books fnll of deep and earnest 
thought for her companions, she could 
paBB many a quiet and happy honr. 

During the post two years she had man
a~ed to save about three hundred dollars. 
Not being a vain woman, no more was 
spent on dress than was neceBBary, whHe 
a few dollars were invested in books that 
afforded her much enlightenment and 
pleasure. So long as the money la~ted she 
would be safe from the pangs of poverty 
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and want; bnt if everyone was goin~ to 
treat her as her former mistress and her 
aunt had done, the fntnre was indeed 
gloomy. 

She soon aroused herself from her 
meditativ mood, and being tired, and the 
hour late, she undressed, and was soon 
lost in a deep sleep beneath the covers of 
a warm feather bE>d. 

A week passed qnickly1 and. she had not 
pre>cnred another situation. Her books 
and beloncin~rs bad been moved into bAr 
new abode. The food was as ~ood and 
wholesome as could be had anywhere; the 
room waa warm and cozy, and, except for 
the want of something to do, she was 
baDDY and contented. 

Write to whom she might, go to what
ever place of which she conld hear, it 
seemed as if no one wantAd her. She ad
vertised, bnt the advertisment bron~ht 
scarcely any replies, and what few she did 
e-et were from those who wanted teachers 
that were religions. Surely the world was 
~oingo mad! A reli~ions fever must hav 
attacked the popnlat.iun. WherevPr she 
went, it was not. "What can yon do?" bnt 
"I suppose yon attend some church all.d 
believe in reHgion?" Of course a negativ 
answe" bronght the rPply, "Then we can 
not employ yon." What a spectacle for 
thoughtful minds! A world, millions of 
years old, has, as yet, produced human 
beings able only to say, "Of course yon 
hav a religion," and having no conception 
of the principles of toleration or religions 
freedom. 

A month passed. and then another month. 
No work yet. How disheartening, when 
one is willing and honest, to be compAlled 
to waste so much time in profitless leisure. 
The money she had saved was fast dwind
ling away, and suppose it gave ont before 
o!he Drocnrea another position? What 
then? 

Cannot we pardon people when they, 
brushed aside by all the world, without 
one word of sympathy to cheer the droop
ing heart, to encourage the saddened soul, 
with cheeks tear-stained, are forced to 
exclaim, "M:v God! why hast thou for
saken me?" When the body is weakened 
by want, and the spirit crushed by oppres
sion, the teachings of thousands of years, 
transmitted by heredity, find voice in this 
cry of despair. 

Three months passed. No work. Why 
was it? Other girls were more fortunate 
in procuring work. It seemed strange to 
her, and what was there to do? Surely she 
had done everything that was proper to 
do in the endeavor to procure employment. 
Up early and late, wasting stamps in writ
ing letters to which no answers came; 
walking almost everywhere, riding only 
now and then, bnt her trouble was all in 
vain. EDWARD DoBSON. 

(TO BR CONTINUED,] 

Correspondence. 
KREBS, I. T., Feb. 16, 1895. 

Miss SusAN WIXON : I toke the pleamre 
of writing my first letter to the Children's 
Corner. If this does not go in the waste 
basket I will write often. My papa is a 
Freethinker and reads THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I hav just started to read the Children's 
CornPr, and I like it very mnch. Mr. J. 
E. Remsburg- lectured here on False Claims 
of the Church. All the preachers are go· 
ing wild here. I will close my letter now. 
I remain your friend in truth, 

HANNAH BHOKER. 
[Here is your letter in print, Hannah. 

Now write again. 

DAVENPORT. WAsH., Feb. 10, 1895. 
FRmND Miss WIXON : I will now take 

the pleasure of writing to the Corner, and 
thank yon for " Apples of Gold." I hav 
read it throngh and I think it just splen
did. I hav read "The Story Hour" and 
I think it is very I!Ood. I hav also read 
"John's W<ty," "Little Lessons," "Infi
del School Teacher," and I think they are 
excellent. Pa got "Four Hundred Years 
of Freethonght," and he thinks Mr. Put
nam is a grand old man. Onr school 
teacher, Mr. Bird Sam nels. ask€d a boy in 
the second reader who made thA trPeB ; he 
replied " man made the trees." This did 
not suit the teacher. Just then his little 
sister spoke np and said " God made 
them." Then he was all right. Bnt if we 
let the rabbits and gophers eat all they 
wanted God's trees would soon go to ruin. 
The teacher asked my brother Henry if 
he thought he was a Christian. He an
swered ''No, according to the Bible there 
is not a Christian in the world ;" and we 

showed him in the :Bible whete 1t says that 
believers can drink any deadly tbing and 
it shall not httrt them. (Mark, 10th chop 
ter, 1\Hh to 20th verse.) I would like to 
correspond with some of the boys 1\nd 
girls of the dorner. Yours for liberty, 

EDWIN SELDlll. 
[No fear of Ed win. When he grows to 

be a man there will be some heavy blows 
leveled at superstition. Bnt we would say 
that Nature made the trees. Your papa is 
right concerning Mr. Putnam, bnt he is 
not an old msn by any means.--ED. C. C. 

WAtr:t>AdA, Wis., Feb. 8, 1895. 
DEAR Miss Wrxo:M: I will tell a story 

about mttd·tttrtles, whil'h I hav been ob~ 
serving- with much interest this past sum
mer. Mnd-tnrtles liv in low, muddy water. 
They may be seen on bright dave sitting 
on the logs sunning themselvs. There are 
large and small ones, and when they hear 
a noise they all go sprawling into the Wf\ter, 
and when thE>y no longer see or hear any
thing the:v all come swimming np again. 
Along in May or .Tune thev come crawling 
np in the. fields and gardens to lay their 
eggs. Yon may think it strange that these 
slow· coaches go a mile to l"Y their eggs .. 
One turtle lays from twelve to fifteen eggs 
in one hole. The hole is a bon t two inches 
across and six or eight inches deep. She 
uses her fnot to dig the hole. She puts 
the eggs in so tightly that yon can hardly 
get the first one ont. The white is as clear 
as crystal, and the yolk is a pale yellow. 
The shell resembles a soft-shelled egg. 
The shell is tough, and yon cannot break 
it by dropping it, bnt yon hav to pull it 
apart. One morning onr horse Prince was 
going to the river for a drink, and he saw 
a mnd-tnrtle in the path, and he smelt to 
see what it was, and it bit him on the nose. 
And not feeling satisfied with his first 
attempt he smelt a little closer, and this 
time the turtle bit him on the lip. Some 
turtles are timid, and when yon meet them 
in the path they will draw themselvs into 
their shells, bnt others will show fight when 
disturbed. INEZ DAWES. 

[A good sketch of the turtle and its 
habits, which shows Imz to be an observ
ing girl. Who will send another little 
history of something obsirved in the daily 
walks of life?-ED. C. C.] 

ANDOVER, KAN., Jan. 25, 1895. 
DEAR MisSWIXON: This is my first letter 

to THE TRUTH SEEKER; I am a farmer's 
boy, and hav lived on a farm all mv life, 
except a year and a half. We lived in the 
city of Wichita, where I went to school 
two terms. I was in the fifth grade when 
we left Wichita. I am thirteen years old; 
and the second winter we lived in the city, 
I went to a good many of Mr. Charles
worth's lectures. The Liberal friends of 
this community hav organized a society 
called the Social Science Union; we meet 
every two weeks, and I belong to it. We 
are going to hold a Paine celebration the 
29th of January, and the church people 
tried to beat ns ont of the hall, bnt they 
did not succeed. Mr. Charlesworth will 
deliver an oration for ns on the 29th, and 
will giv another one in Wichita the day 
after. From your Liberal friend, 

EDDIE JAMES. 

[A good boy-farmer. Do not miss the 
meetings of the Social Science Union, and 
let ns know occasionally how they are get
ting on.-ED. C. C.] 
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AI\ t 1/0V DtAF? 
Don't You Want to Hear? 

TilE AURAPHONE wi'l help yr.u if yon do. It 
i. a rece t s ientiti · mvfn

tion wllic" will ro tore t.be hearinv of a~v one 
not born deaf. "ben in the ear it is invisible, 
and ' oe< not c use toe slightest discomfort. It 
i• to the ear what glasses are t > the ~ye, an ear 
spectacle. I •close" t tmp for p rt,cnlar<. Oan 
betnHtcd free of ch a.r;: e at 
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COLUMBIAS FOR 1895. 

A Highly ArlisHc Catalogue Sets Forth 
the lllerits of these Famous 

HicycJes. 

Noted artists occasionally condescend to 
lend their aid to make a trade catalogue 
beautiful, and this has evidently been the 
case with the new handbook of Columbia 
bicycles, just issued. From the rich and 
striking cover to the last of the dainty 
sketches that adorn the broad margins, 
the tell-tale marks that show the bnd of 
well-known contributors to Life, Vogue, 
and the leading magazines are everywhere 
apparent. The idea skillfully carried ont 
in the illustrations is that of sport and 
travel. The book will long be preserved 
as one of the handsomest art works of the 
year. It is as little like the ordinary 
trade catalogue as well can be, and yet it 
cleverly tells of the merits of Columbia 
bicycles for 1895, and also of lower· priced 
machines, Hartfords. No lover of bicy
cling or of beautiful books should neglect 
sending for the Columbia Catalogue. It 
can be bad by calling upon Columbia 
agents, or it will be sent by mail for two 
2 cent st.smps. Address Publishing De:pt.

1 
!>ope Mfg. Co, :tlartford, Conn, 
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jf etDa of tho Weolt. Ji"*m'"M','~'Mrfftmt~"'~-.'"'mmmr=*'••~'*~: 
ao-:.:.:.'w•y pooling bill fai!od to .... I 14 921 Columbus to lqgerson liS 9 2 ! I 

THm J o.panese are winning more vioto- ~- ; I 
ries in Ohina. -= ~ 

THE capital of Missonri is to be Sedalia -~~ 0 0 Ye r .I 
in place of Jefferson Oity. ~ 4 · a s -~ 

THREE earthquake shocks were felt at ·~-~~ .· =~ I Portland, Or., on Feb. 25. = 
FREDERICK DouGLASS was laid to rest 

with imposing ceremonies at Rochester on I · OF I 
Feb. 26. 

IFreetl~oughtl 
SIX persons were bnrned to death by a 

fire in the residence portion of Hot Springs 
on Feb. 22. 

ON March 2 Salina, Kan., was visited by 
a fire which destroyed property to the 
amount of $800,000. 

HoME SECRETARY ASQUITH introduced on 
Feb. 25 a bill for the disestablishment of 
the ohnroh in Wales. 

THE German Reiohstag passed thf.l bill 
repealing the dictatorship olanse of the 
R~iohsland (Alsaoe-Lorraine) laws. 

ON Feb. 27 fire destroyed all the gov
ernment bnildings at the deep-water ter
minns at Halifax. The loss is $1,000,000. 

THE National Oounoil of Women lately 
in session in Washington, elected' Mary 
Lowe Dickerson president for the ensning 
three years. 

THE sngar bonnty, tao ked as an amend
ment to the Snndry Oivil bill, was voted 
by the Seaate, 46 to 20, and by the Honse 
by nine majority. 

THE Hawaiian insurg-ents condemned to 
death hav been resp tted. The punish
ment will be 35 yeats imprisonment ·and 
$10,000 fine eaoh. 

THill one hnndredth anniversary of the 
bir~h o' Ge~·~1 Peabody, the philanthro
I> .ot, •ai c ''"bra ted ~t Peabody, Mass., 
and other places. 

THE banks of the United S~ates lost 
dnring 1894 m'lre than $25,000,000 throngh 
defalcations, embezzlements, and varions 
forms of swindling. 

THE Blue-Line Oiuoinnati express of 
the Baltimore and Ohio was wreokei at 
Bayonne, N .• r., on March 1. Two persons 
were killed and two injnred. 

THE recent election in Philadelphia, 
under the Australian ballot, oost the oity 
$115,901, against $29,300 for a similar 
election nnder the old system. 

IT is now proposed to consolidate the 
Astor and Lenox Libraries in this oity, 
and, in conjunction with the Tilden Fund, 
create one great pnblio institution. 

Two oartloads of salted heads of the 
leading Bahama rebels were taken to Snl
tan Abdul Aziz by a detachment of Moor
ish cavalry and snspended from the main 
gate of Fez. 

MAX H. GRAUER, an insnranoe adjnster, 
one of the leaders of the firebng g-ang- of 
this oity, was sentenced byJndge Martine 
to thirty yearB' imprisonment. Obher 
leaders are fngitivs from jnstioe. 

SMALL-Pox is epidemic at Hot Springe, 
Ark. At the time the Health Department 
\Was preparing a bnlletin stating that there 
was bnt one oase in the oity, forty-seven 
cases were being treated in the pest-honse. 

MRs. JOHN W. MINTURN offers the Board 
of Health $25,000toward the establishment 
of contagions diseases hospital for the oare 
of patients who are able and willing to pay 
for treatment. Snoh a hospital is mnoh 
needed here. 

THERE was a big fire in the center of the 
bneiness district of Toronto on March 3. 
The loss is $1,000,000. This is the third 
large fire in two months, making the total 
loss $2,500,000. They were probably of 
incendiary origin. 

ON Feb. 28 a train on the Interoceanic 
Railway, retnring to Mexico Oity loaded 
with pilgrims from the shrine at Ameoa· 
meoa, was wrecked on a ·steep curve, and 
104 persons were killed ontright and 86 
injnred, many fatally. 

ELEOTRIOAL workmen strnok in this oity 
.last week, and many other men in the 
\bnilding trades hav been ordered ont in 
tsympathy. The eleiltrioal workmen de
Jmand what is equivalent to an increase 
.of 26 per oent in wages. 

·.THERE has been mnoh tronble in Savan
mah over the lecturing there of Slattery, 
the ex· priest. The militia had to be called 
out to preserve order. Influential Oath
olios are trying to pacify the masses who 
are antagonistic to Slattery. 

PoSTMASTER-GENERAL WILSONS, BISSELL 
resigned on Feb. 27 beoanse of the injury 
to his private bnsiness resulting from his 
absence. OongTel!sman William L. Wil
son; of West Virginia, snooeeds him, the 
transfer to be made on April 1. 

~ B~ Sam~ Putqam ~ 
II s •• • 
I~-= Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and I. 

_ Back, Marbled Edges. $5. I 
I•~ With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. = i 
~ = 

1141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITSr l. 
~ Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past ~ 
•== Four Hundred Years. I 
e§ IE a' HE 7 R umsnxliR(]OifPAN~nced in Octo- . 
e== l_eJ ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It I 
:~== •== had been in preparation for so long that some of the su.bsoribers 
~~ were getting a little impatient and wondering when th~y would ~ 
~ have the opportunity to see for themselves whether iii possessed ~ • 
•== all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
~ ~ I§ realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ~ 
ec= in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~ 

~~== I§ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
•- three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
~~ stead of six: hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~ 
~~~-= hun~re~, and the fifty portraits promised in the ~ro~pectus have ~ 

- multtphed to one hundred and forty-one l Cons1dermg the fact g 
·== e== that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-ae ~ 

I==-===== undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
e== properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 

1--==-=~- ~ _ of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred ~ 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 

•== ~ ~~ nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were =: 
e§ sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
~~ investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are ~ 
eE not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised !Pld de- ; 

1~-~ lighted that they got such a bargain. ~ 
-= As for the subJ' ect matter of FouR HUNDRED YmABs oF FRJilE· 

i~-~ THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development ~ 
- and. presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best ~ 

i~ possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free-
§ thought as a manifestation and influence,· in Part Seoon. d, as an ~ 

I~! E organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives ~ 
e§ of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It ~ 

i~ unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home ~ 
~ book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most ~ 

I
~ magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. ~ 
~ Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. ~ 

I§ THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

J,wr.._,,.,~~~~~~~~~\u•~~i~~~~mi~r.mv~w=•~· 
THE Spanish authorities hav declared [ THE trial of Police Captain Doherty for 

martial law in Onba, where an insnrreotion. bribery terminated in the discharge of the 
was begnn two weeks or more ago. It is jnry after eighteen hours' deliberation, 
not generally thought that there will be a/ the vote standing at the end of that time, as 
very severe or protracted struggle, as the at the beginning, three for conviction and 
patriots do not appear to be at aU formid- nine for acquittal. Doherty was released 
able. on $7,500 bail . 

THE New York Assembly passed the bill The limes and Be1•ald of Ohioago hav 
to compel the railroads to issne free passes been oonsolidatedt and the first issne of 
to legislators and state officials, in faoe of the 1imes-Herala appeared on March 4. 
the prohibition of the issue of snob p•asses James W. Scott is editor-in-chief and 
which was incorporated in the new oon- pnblisher and Henry W. Hawley managing 
stitntion by the Oonstitntional Convention uditor. This is new the only Democratic 
of last year. morning paper in the oity. 

PROFESSO-R JoHN STUART BLAOKIE died UTAH's Constitutional Convention met 
in Edinbnrgh, March 2. Born in Glasgow at noon of March 4. One hundred and 
in 1809 he lived to become one of the most seven delegates were elected on Nov. 6, of 
famons of modern ednoators. He was in ~hom 102 hav received oertifioatee of 
love with Greek for more than six decades, election, there being a contest regarding 
and he tanght it for thirty years, know- fiVd from one Salt Lake preoinot. Of 
ing it as he knew English. Professor those seated 57 are Reps. and 45 Dems. 
Blaokie was a constant reader of Greek The Mormon element has abont three. 
newspapers and had the best Greek library fourths majority, which fact insnres the 
in the United Kingdom, adoption of woman suffrage and probably 
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prohibition. The "Gentile" element is 
strongly opposed to woman snffra~e. 

ON March 1 a bnilding which w"s b'lin~ 
torn down in this city fell ani five men 
were killed and others inj11red. On the 
the same day the oore of a tenement honqe 
in oourseof oonstrnotion on 0 rohard street 
collapsed withont warning and eleven men 
were injnred, some very badly. 

THE New York Oonrt of Appeals holds 
that Trinity Church Corporation mnst pay 
the fines assessed against it for failnre to 
snpply water to its tenants above the first 
floor of tenements. Still its trnstees mani
fest a strong diqinolination to aot in aGoord
anoe with the decision of the oonrt. 

ON Feb. 26 a big meeting was held at 
Terrace Garden, this oity, to start a move
ment favorable to more liberal excise laws 
for Snnday. Singing, athletic, social, 
benevolent, labor, and other associations 
were represented. The total membership 
of these societies is said to be 120,000. 

THE West SidePnblishing Company has 
been incorporated in O.bioago with a capi
tal of $500,000. It is to pnblish a daily 
paper nuder the control of the Typograph
ical Union. No typesetting mao hines will 
be used, thns furnishing employment to 
many compositors thrown out of work by 
those devices. 

hrn:mDIATELY following the preRentation 
of the polyglot prohibition_petition tci the 
president by the Woman's Christian Tem
perance Union, Representativ Blair, of 
New Hampshire, introdnoed a joint resolu
tion for an amendment to the Constitution 
forbidding the liqnor traffic in the tate& 
and territories. 

PRINOE BISMARCK is not favorable to the 
Anti-Revolution bill now pending in the 
German Reiohsto.g. To Baron Von Stumm
Halberg he declared that it was a still-born · 
child,· which, intended to restrain one 
dangerons element of the popnl11tion, 
threatened the liberties of all, and hence 
was acceptable to none. 

ISMAIL PASHA, ex-Khedive of Egypt, 
died in Oon~tantinople On March 2. He 
was a very important figure in Eastern 
affairs for many years. He rnled and 
wasted from 1863 to 1879, his extravagance 
resnltingo in the fastening np:m ::.is oonntry 
of the first fett~>rs of Western anthority. 
He was born in Egypt in 1830. 

THm Palisades of the Hndson are to be 
protected, on the New Jersey stde, Gover
nor Wertz having signed the bill passed 
by the legislature, which forbids fnrther 
leasing of the water front to stone con
tractors or others. What is still needed is 
something that will prevent further blast
ing nuder existing leases, and this will be 
provided if Senator Winton's bill creating 
a state park of the water front is adopted. 

A MEETING was held in East Greenwich, 
London, on Feb, 25 to protest against the 
oontinned imprisonment of Mrs. May
brick. A resolution expressing snrprise 
that the Home Secretary, Henry Asqnith, 
had refnsed the rPqnisition signed by 3,000 
responsible persons and presented to him 
by T. P. O'Connor. M.P., asking that a 
ohanoe be a:lford~d Mrs. Maybriok to pe
tition for a pnblio rehearing of her oa;e, 
was adopted. 

'!'IJm People's Rights party of ]lnssia has 
issq.ed 3n addTess to the Ozar, in which he 
i9 plainly told that the speeGh in which he 
annonnoed his adh~renoe to the policy of 
autocratic rnle has' killed his popularity, 
and he is warned that, as he was the one to 
begin the strnggle, it will ere long be 
taken np on the .other aidA. The anthor 
of the manifesto is said to be Qonnt Tolsto!. 
It is declared that a "peaoefnl bnt obstl, 
nate and deliberate str-q.ggle neoess~ry to 
achieve liberty" will be inaugqr~ted, 

THE third session of the Fifty-Third 
Congress expired at noon on March 4. 
One of its lai;t aots was the incorporation 
in the Snndry Oivil bill of an anthoriza. 
tion for. the appointment of nine delegates 
to an internation~l monet~ry conference, 
three to be named by the Senate, three 
by the Honse, and three by the president, 
The Senate's ohoioe fell on Henry :af. 
Teller, of Oolo., ]leo., for silver; James 
K. Jones, of Ark., D9m, for silver, and 
John W. Daniel, of Va., Dem., for silver. 
The Jlouse selected Sp~aker Charles F.~ 
Crisp, of Ga., Dem., for silver: David B, 
Onlberson, of Texas, Dem., for silver~ 
and Robert R Hitt, of Ill, J:l,ep. anq 
moderate bimetallist. The president has 
not made his ohoioe. 

Sickness Among Children 
is prevalent at all seasom of the year, but can be 
avoided largely when they are properlY cared for. 
Infa1lt Health is the title of a valuable pamphlet 
accessible to all who will send address to the N. 
Y. Condensed Milk Co., N. Y. city. 

MATRIMONU.L. 
A Texas bnsines• man re•pectfnlly invites cor

respondt>nce with a mat .re and cultivated la·ly 
who is an Agnostic and has near relatives of sim
ilar views •. Obj_ect., matrimon~. 

Address, '' J, D. M (care Truth See!>er Oo., 
4t10 28 Lara;yette Plaoe, New Yor,k; 
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Gems of ~Aought. 
I x:s-ow no great men but those who hav 

rendered great services to hnmanity.
Foltaire. 

THE church cannot help yon to trade 
tenement houses for heavenly mansions.
New York World. 

THE destroyers of the old are the crea
tors of the new. As time sweeps on the 
old passes away and the new in its turn 
becomes old.-Ingersoll. -

ADHERE to your act and congratulate 
yourself if yon hav done something strange 
and extravagant, and broken the monotony 
_of a decorous age.-R. W. Emerson. 

UNATTAINABLE as pure rectitude is, and 
will long continue to be, we must keep an 
eye on the compass which tells us where- , 
abonts it lies, or we shall otherwise wander 
in the opposit direction.-Herbert Spen
cer. 

IT is not the business of the public schools 
to teach the manual of arms. Public 
school commissioners hav more important 
duties to perform than to make q 1ixotic 
suggestions entirely at variance with the 
public school sYBtem.-Jewish Messenger. 

IN truth, of all the intellectual weapons 
which hav ever been wielded by man, the 
most terrible was the mockery of Voltaire. 
Bigots and tyrants, who had never been 
moved by the wailing and cursing of 
millions, turned pale at his name-Macau
lay. 

FREEDOM is not for itself, but for what 
it will bring and for what it will allow. It 
is not good deed, put encouragement to 
good deed. It is not harvest but soil. It 
is not accomplishment; it is invitation. 
Freedom guards natural order. It pro
tects the spontaneity of creation. It de
mands that effort be let alone-that the 
seed be left to its own eft'ect.-Hora.ce L. 
Traubel. 

SUNDAY after Sunday the same ground 
of statement and argnment is threshed 
over and over. It is the one point turned 
over and over: Be good. But what a good 
life means is either left to the hearer's in
ference or is explained in such a prosaic 
manner as to leave nothing tangible in the 
mind. What reflection of the age in which 
we liv, of the problems with which we hav 
to grapple, is there in the average sermon? 
-Henry W. Bok. 

STUDY is the balance-wheel that the · 
theological thinker needs. The tendency 
of religions thinking is to an abstract, 
imaginativ, poetic style, a fervid, irre
sponsible style, that aims more at making 
its point than it does at adhering to the 
prosaic facts-a style that is morbid, mys
tic, ofttimes bordering upon the bigoted 
and fanatical. A close familiarity with the 
exact, critical methods of scientific study 
is a salutary and correctiv restraint upon 
such tendency. It makes thought practical 
rather than ideal, logical rather than emo
tional, simple rather than elaborate, con· 
vincing rather than literary, substantial 
rather than effervescent.-Rev. Horace E. 
Warner. 

IT makes no difference that one book 
deals roughly with moral conventionalities, 

By the census of 1896, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
- Paxationi" 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

f Onr pal!!Jlhlet with this title contains an Argn· 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Valne-.t.b:Y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the umted States and in the several States 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denominations. 
Groups. Also, mnch other matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all 
eomP.ariFons being based npon official fi11ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub
Lished. In no other work are the I acts, figures, 
a,nd arguments to be found. The fignr~s. being 
:lerived from the Government Cen sns of 1890. will 
not be superseded until the cen •us of 1900 shall 
have been completed - probably about eigpt 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
ii.B the injusti~e of church exemption is suffered 
,o 9xist. 

By single .!)Opies the price is 15 cents, bnt a.s the 
work is Pilt>nshed e_pecially for distribntwn by 
;hose who favor justiCe in taxa.tion the following 
redncttOns are made: 

ren copies. $1.00 
Fifty copies, - - - • UiO 
Joe hundred copies - • - 8.00 
Lr,rger quantities at ~oial rates .. 
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while another attacks such as are theolog
ical. That may make a grPat deal of dif
ference to our tastes and sentiments, but 
none at all as to the principle of justice. 
Every idea must hav its influence on 
morals; whether that iDflnenCf! will be for 
good or evil cannot be determined by any 
foresight, least of all by the prejudices of 
those who do not hold that idea, who hate 
it, and hav not impartially studied its 
bearings. Many of the best books in the 
world hav been pronounced immoral and 
wicked in their time, and after it; and if 
the average commonvlace of any period, 
as represented by judges that know only 
Precedents, and jurors instructed by them, 
be allowed to suppress all thoughts and 
works that do not merely repeat the pre
vailing notions, all inqniry is at an end, all 
progress paralyzed.-Moncure D. Conway. 

IT was the bosom friends of Rev. MeRsrs. 
HaYlan & Allen [the persecutors of Walt 
Whitman] who destroyed the great library 
of Alenndria, with its priceless classic 
treasures, and, in Cremona, in the year 
1569, threw twelve thousand copies of the 
Talmud into the flames. It was such men 
as Messrs. Harlan & Allen who presided at 
those costly priest-kindled pyres that con
tained the entire pictorial archives of the 
Aztec race. Thev were present in spirit 
when the Turks destYoyed the great library 
of Matthew Corvini at Bnda; when Pope 
Gregory VII. devoted to the flames the 
rich classical library of the Palentine 
Apollo; when the Jesuits, by the command 
of the Austrian Emperor Ferdinand, en
crimsoned the midnight skies of Bohemia 
with the flames of a nation's books, and 
when, in the reign of Henry VIII. the 
horse-faced Puritans made an aufo-da-fe 
of costly books and rarest illuminated 
manuscripts from the monasticallibraries. 
- Wm. Sloane Kennedy. 

FREE A Valuable Book on Nervous 
Dis .. ases to any aililrPAA by the 
REV. E. KONIG, 

ll!t.!IO -FOKTWAVNE. IND.-

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Uitizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. w. BULLIVAI!I. 
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nickel -finished, and guaranteed a 
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WE are told that ''all things are possible 
with God," and yet God cannot boil an 
egg in cold water.-Investigator. 

UNTIL some great authority definitly 
locates the conscience, people will never 
know when they should repent, or take 
something for the liver.-.Atchison Globe. 

GRANDPA: "Well, Willie,- you hav been 
to church, havn't yon?" Willie: "Yes, 
sir." "Well, what can you tell us about 
it?" Willie: "Why, sir, the man that sat 
in front of us had ears .that wasn't alike." 
-Ohicago Inter- Ocean. 

DEACON ScHLEY: "I was terribly shocked, 
my dear, to discover, on my way home from 
church, a match game of football being 
played on the vacant lot near the park." 
Mrs. Schley: "Was it that which makes 
yon so very late, deacon?" 

MRs. ScHLEY: "Doesn't that lot across 
the way belong to yon? Then why do yon 
allow those bill posters to stick up their 
horrid pictures of ballet dancers on it? · I 
should like to know what yon gain by it, 

.anyhow?" Deacon Schley (meekly): "I 
get two tickets." 

ELDER BERRY: "Land's sake! Parson, 
what makes yon look so mad?" Parson 
Peasley (hotly): "Matter enough, deacon! 
I sent that story of mine about the owl and 
the old maid to a comic paper, and here 
they've sent it back with an insulting let
ter, saying it's not original." Elder Berry: 
(indignantly): ''Why, the imperdence of 
them fellersl An' I've hearn yon tell thet 
story fer thirty years."-Puck. 

A SCHOOL INSPECTOR, examining a class 
in religions knowledge-the lesson being 
about our first parents in the Garden of 
Eden-remarked: "Now children, could 
a greater punishment hav been given to 
the serpent than that of having to crawl 
on its belly and eat dust all the days of its 
life?" "Yes " said a bright little lad "if 
he had had t~ walk on the pinto' his' tail, 
that would hav been a tickler." "Please, 
sir," said another, " was not that the way 
it walked before it was cursed?" 

DB. DALLINGEB has been preaching on 
"The Theology of Music." Man, he said, 
had carried music to its highest develop
ment, but he had not made it; he had 
only discovered it in nature where God put 
it. Well, we won't dispute this. We will 
just accept it for the sake of argument. 
God is the great original musician, and 
Mozart and Beethoven are only his imi
tators. But doesn't Dr. Dallinger think 
that the great oriltinal musician is some
times out of tune? His famous musical 
box, the jackass, is a case in point. How 
came be to fit up such a discordant instru
ment? We invite Dr. D.dlinger to clear 
up this mystery-Freethinker. 

PARSON WHANGDOODLE BAXTER, of the 
Thompson Street Blue Light Tabernacle, 
on arriving at his place of worship one 
S11nday morning was surprised to find no 
one present but Sam J obnsing, the sexton. 
"What de debbil am de matter dat da-r's 
nobody heab?" "Nobody heab bekase 
dar's a notice in the Freeman's JoU1·nal 
dat dar would be no sarvice bekase ob de 
diann wellness ob de pasture." '' Did dat 
fool niggab editor put dat notice in his 
paper for a fac?" "He did dat berry 
ting." "Wall, I deolar'. I told him 
'stinctly de notice of my disnnwellness 
was intended for de Sunday arter nex'. 

There is more Catarrh in this secti<'n of the 
country than all other dise3.ses put togeth•r, and 
until the last few years was supposed to be incur
able. For a great many yea .. s dontors pro
nounced it a local disease, and lJrescribod local 
remedies, and b.r constantly faihng to cure W·th 
local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Sci
ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitUtional 
disease, and, Gherefore, requJres constitu:ional 
treat.mem. Hall's Oatarrh Ourehmanufantured 
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0 io, is the only 
consthutional cure on tho mllorket. It is hken 
internally in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
ful: It acts directlY on the blood and mucous 
surfanes of the system. They offer one hundred 
dollara for anY case it fails to cure. Send for 
ciruul&rs and test;monials Address~.. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. 
IT Sold. by Druggists, 75c. 
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He am a fool if eber dar was one."-Texas 
~iftings; 

HAs the editor of the Protestant ~tand
ard fallen a victim to the wiles of the 
.T esnits? It would almost seem so. The 
issue of that lively oracle of Orangeism for 
July 20 contains some alleged poetry, 
beaded " The Glorious Twelfth," by 
''True Blue." It appears to hav escaped 
the editor's notice that the "poem " is an 
acrostic, and that the initial letters read: 
" The editor is a -- fool." Nor is this 
all. Following the heading is what pur
ports to be a Latin quotation from Virgil, 
but is really very vulgar English with the 
division of the words misplaced. How
ever, the editor may console himself with 
the reflection that, for once, the Protest
ant ~tandard bad a ready sale, and copies 
were attainable only' with great difficulty. 
-London Free~hinker. 

THE Rev. Mr. Jasper, of Richmond, bas 
been smitten with rationalism. The able 
divine of colored visage saw the improba
bility oJ the ordinary understanding of 
Jonah's adventures with the whale, so be 
bas formulated a theory mQre in harmony 
with good sense. Hear him: "Dat conn
try war a sea shoah, an' de hotels dey was 
named aftah de tinge ob de sea. Dab was 
de Sailor's Rest, de Mariner's Retreat, de 
Seafaring Men's Home an' a lot ob sich 
places jest as yo' kin ftn' 'em at Norfolk 
now. Among dese places was one called 
de Whale's Belly. J onab come along, an' 
be didn' bab no scrip in his purse. He 
staid dar tree days, an' when de landlady 
found he didn' hab any money she· spewed 
him out. It is gib to us to sb.ow how, when 
we don't treat a man right kase he's pore, 
we may be·kickin' an angel U:nawarsl" 

In the nature of things, 
SAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish tb.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .. New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous 'portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. · 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interesting buok• by same author: "Four Lead
ing Doctrines," 247 pp .. 75 ~ents. "Divine Love 
and W1sdom," 248 pp,, 75 cents. "Divine Prov
idence," 308 op., 7o uents "Coniu!fal Lov ," 472 
pp. $1. "True Christian Relunon," 982 pp., 
$1.50. "Apccalypse Explained" Vols. 1, 2, S 4 
each, $1. t:Jend for Descriptive Catalogue to the 
American Sweden borg: Printi r g and Publishing 
Society, 20 Cooper Umon, New York. 

Prof, Ernst Haeckel, 
RIB 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
.A. Lecture 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 

Price, 10 Cents. 
A little book of ~8 pa:s'es, fill of scientific 

thought. The storv of this gre't soientist'd life 
and works reads like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
iil8 Lafayette Place, New YorkOit;r 

Books by ilelen H. Gardener. Researches in Oriental History, 
EMBRACING ±HE 

New Edition, Revised and Enlarge!L 

Men, Women and Gods, 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

£rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

TM Traa.e Suwztea at 8J)ec1.a! Dtscou'T&U 

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD I 
l. Fucinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
l'rioe. cloth. *1: Paper, 50 oentt. 

An U nofticial Patriot 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIV L W IR. 

The literary hit. of th;-;;;son -Ontcago Ttmes. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

Origin of the iews, the Rise and Devel• 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS W 

Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M,D; 
Fourfl& Ea.ttscm. · 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
tars. 

Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twent:r 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Callle the Aryans? Five chap. 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in oloth, price, $1o:i0o 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 L&f&vet.te Plll.lle. New York Oitv. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

~ILLUSTRATED 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl , New York. 

-- RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE Eumination of the Morals and History 

DAUGHTER? 
A NEW' NOVEL. 

Price, cloth, $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

Price, cloth $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

A Thoughtless Yes. 
CONTENTS: 

A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman -The Lady of the 
Olub-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A 

Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House 
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our An

cestors -Florence Campbell's 
Fate-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; oloth, $1. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
CONTENTS:· 

Pteface-The Ftction of Fiotions-ADay in Court 
-Throw" in With the City's Dead-An Irre

spon ible Educated Ola•s-The Moral Re
sponsibility of Woman in Heredity

Worn an as an Annex -Sex in Brain
Heredity in , ts Relations to a 

Double Stand&rdof Morals-
Divoree and the Pro-

posed Nati·Jnal Law 
-Lawsuit or Leg. 
acy-Com:~p.on 

Sense 1n 
Surgery. 

Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents. 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

One of HBr BrightBst. WittiBst. and 
StrongBst LBctuNJB .Against 

th6 BiblB. 
Every Woman Should Read It 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends. 

Price, 10 cents. Address this office. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
The False Te~&chin~ of the Christian 

Church. . ''The Thlrty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deitl' to undertake a 
crnsade of one against the Oolorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cent11. 

Religous Problems. Priee, 10 eent&, 
Wa1 Jesus Insane! Priee. 10 cent& 
The Public Schools and the Catholie 

Church. Priee. 5 eents. 
Addresa 'rliB 'l'BU'.rB SEEKER. 

of the New Testament. 
By l'Bol'.l' W. NIIWUA:S. Price !& oents, 

Aililr~>-• 'l'll'lil TRTITH AlillilK111R, 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO:liRE, 

Price, LO Cents, For sale at this Office. 
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THE CARPENrER'S DREAM-FOUNDATION OF CHlUSTIANITY. 

But while he thought on these things, behold the angel of the JJord appeared unto him in a dream,_.:.Matt. i, 19, 20. 

Is 
A 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin!l 
Chauter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYET'i S: PLACE. New York-. 

The Glory of lnfldeiil~ 
WI rH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
Hy SAMUEL P. PUTNAl'II. 

This is one of the best of l\'lr. "utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel sl:!outd be with,ut 
it. • o meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

lQ cents a copy, 1~ copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

IChas. Works. The Mill!ad. 
I (1000 STANLAS) 

Bradlaug'J's 

WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN! 
Fourth Edition. Price, 25 cents. 

TRACTS. 

A Poem of J ostiGe and of Li~ert y. 
I By J. L. TREUTHART, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 
Greek mythologv, and applying the test; of the 
ltolden Rule to the world's history, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty and life of the 
nati m depend upon a recognition of the princi-

' ple that 
I "Rtuht, ana Right onlfl, Malces Miqht." 

I The poem is in ten Canto' (100 stanzas [to each 
, canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlists the Muses to Battle for the 
!light. 

II.-The Olympian Council. 
I![.-The Goddesoes in Consultation. 
I ~.-1-hebus, Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Life 
V -Sket_h of World's History to 19th Century. 

VI.-History ot the United States. Twofold 
Hectionalism 

VII.-The Theory a~d Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratricidal W .. r. . 

VIII.-Recon•trnction and Subsequent Politics. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Columbian 'Rxposition. 
X.-The Parliament of Religions and I~s Sub

lime Lessons. 

Land Question, 5 cents; Were Adam and Eve 
Our First Parents? 5 cents; Why Do l\Ien 
Rtarve? 5 cents; A Plea for Atheism, 5 cents; 
Is There a God? 5 cents; Labor's Praver, 5 
cents; Poverty, Its Effects on the Political Con
dition of the People,5 cents; New Life of David, 
5 cent•: New Life of Jonah, 5 cents: A Few Cloth 400 pp $1· holiday eilition $1 50 
WordsAbouttheDevil,5cents; NewLifeof,Ja-1 ' THE., TRUTH SEEKER' co' . 
cob,5cents: TwelveApostles,5e.ents; WhoWas · 
Jesu• Christ? 5 cents; What Did Jesus 'reach? 5 · ----------------
5 cents; New Life of Abraham,~ cents; New' SHAI L THE BIBLE BE READ 
Life of l\Ioses, 5 cents. On orders for these ' :. 
Tracts we will send $1.10 worth for !1!1: $2.nn I IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 
worth for $2; $5 worth for $3; and $10 worth R W ·b 
for $5. Bv • B. est rook, A.M. 

A>idress THF. 'l'RTITH RF.l<1KF.ll CO , .,..hird ,.,...h d 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York ._ ..a. ou,_n.n · 

I 

I J.D. Sha'W's Books. 

'I 'he Ribll': WJmt Is It 7 A pamphlet con
taining eight chapters in refutation bof kthef 
assumption that the Bible is n. divine oo o 
J:>Ul'e thought, and correct in all its utterances 
Price, 25 cents. 

Studies· Iu Theology. A clear exposition 
of the biblical story of man's "creation," all.an~ 
"curse," theologicMly denominated "the f 
Price, 10 cents. , 

The Bible Against Itself. Oont~~:in~ng 
one lmwlred and fifty pln.in self-contrad1Ct10ns 
of the Bihlehinvolving questions of theology, 
morals, and istory. Price, 1.0 cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption th11t he was a divine 
IJereon, and that he was tho fulfillment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, lil cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negative and affirmative standpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
1'8 Ls.fa.vette uJaoo, New Vol.'k.. 

P1·nth Seekm· ReCtde·l's! 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tenn:vson, Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and sine: them in your homes, making them h&v
PY and bright ?-SEND FOR A COPY,-Green cloth, 
gilt title, 4u cents; half bound, 25 cents. 

A NEW EDll'ION 
OF 

THEDIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences. 
and E•rly Hhtory of Cnris.ianhy. 

Never Before or Elsewhere •o Fully and Faith 
fully Set Fort a. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PRICE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .• 
28Lafavette ulaoe, New York. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries • f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
All In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 
l~mo, 300 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 P1l·, $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

Something a little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. T 0 Our Friends: 

For a good many years Mr. Si1muel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER Yery greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As fresic1ent of all the n11tioually-organizecl Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Offici}1lly and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. Eugh1ncl is a great country in a small space, 

with a big !Iistory, in which Freethought has played aml is playing a conspicuous part. 

While l1e is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as conesponclent of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals aml particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freetl1iuker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find tl1ese letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading: 

New subscriptions for this w.rent should begin now and run for six months. A three 

months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's" News and NoteR" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, ancl if he does not Ray YES, we will refund 

Don't you know 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who 

would subscribe to 

THE TRUTH SEEK-

ER if YOU called his 

attention to the Pa-

I 
I 
I 

I 
the subRcription you send. Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER, ? ~ 

28 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y. per · ~ 
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CLEARING THE WAY. 
Men of thought and men of action, clear the way 1-0u.&.s. MACKAY. 

. . 

Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers, 
For a good many years Mr. Sainuel Po~·ter Putn3t~'s "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very gr~atly a,.C\I+\ireCl by ~ts readers. Their diversity and vet·

satility and poetica:lly de!'lcript~ye q_-qalities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

neyer copied with success, 

A.s fresident of all the 1111tionally-organized Free thought of this COllntry, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will u,ndoub,tedly ha;;e a grand receptio,n. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which ~Tee.t~o~ght has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who. 

Whi~e he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe to 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter-
THE TRUTH SEEK-

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three ER if YOU called his 
months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if yol~ can't do better take that, 

for we know yon will renew. Ask any reader of M:r. fqtuam's ''News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's s-qb,scrip.tion, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the s~l:Jsfr\pt'o~ yq-q ~:~e~d, 1\ddress. THE TRU~H SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. 

attention to the Pa-

per? 
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~S: PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. · 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRJID YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
., FOUR HUNDRED YE&RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D .F U.RTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer Po the New Subscribers as a Pre'l'lllium, t>Ost 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATEST BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/o i estament Stories Comically Illustrated 8I.::S~1',~0N 
Or, if preferred, a cOl>Y cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker. 

For $6 we will send THlll TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3} and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3} and James B. 
Alexander's " Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THlll TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of" Old 
Testament Stories Oomically IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THlll TRUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin a.nd T1IE TBtrrU 
SEEXEB one ye&r for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sug&r Spoons and TBtrru SI!E)Dm, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) SPoon 
gilt bowl, 50c. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEJUE. 

<9EF{MS ANq SlJBSGF{IF>Tl1ION BLAN~ 
-OF-

a,a '.D«tf~, eflevl'l6 QM.~. ~'H.e-1J' e).oz:.~~. to f,e, 1#0-~l!- pa.~t®fe to 
Eo ln. lliACDONALD. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION. 'l'llree months, (trial subscribers,) 
SAMPLE: COPIES FRE:E:. 

In advance. $0.75 One subscription with two new subscribers, In 

13r FiU ou'l the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and ,(orwm·d to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

fl8 Lafayette Place, New Ym·k. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copieu of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $1, we t'aink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer : 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TReTl! 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore. respectfully urge our present subscribers to 1Jear 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For dubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes 11ill 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New Vorl< 

Six '' " " 
Single subscription, one year, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one 

1.50 one remittance. 
3.00 One subscription with three new subscribers, in 
5.00 one remittance) 
5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in 

one remittance) 
remittance, • 5.00 

Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

$7.00 

8.50 

10.00 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (~3) 
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers 
he will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his owl! 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can sh~rc 
With them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THs: TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper • 

.. 
----------------------------------18 

~lt.e ~:tnth .,i.edt.e:t <!r.o-., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send 'The Truth Seeker to the followi?zg address ____ for ··----·~-J'~ar 

lnc!csed find $--··--·in payment of the same. 

NAMES. 

~ 

POST OFFICE, [Box ST. A No .. •F ~"·. & ~tAT>::.. 
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One subsoription with one new s11bs.oriber, in one remittanoe; li 00 
One sul;lsoription with two new subsoribers, in one remit-
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One subsoription with three ReW aubsoribers, in one remit-

. tanoe ........................................................ S :JO 
One subsoription with four new subsoriber!, in one remit· 

tanoe ........................................................ 10 eo 
u:r number over ll.ve &tthe s&me r&te, inv&ri&bl:rwith one 

remittanoe. · 

MOMtl B110u!4 oe •en' l1fl eZj)f'BII oompt~n!l'• monev oraer, 
Posta! oraer, 4ra.t¥ on NetD Y or:t, or l1fl reotBtere4 !e!ter. 
.!44reBB oommunfoatfon~ 11714 m11:te 4raJU, ol'leo:tB, poBt-Ot/UJ8 
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SPEVIAL NOTIVE.-We ahall he obliged to our 
readen H they wlllaend llll the nB.Dle and. addren of 
any Freethinker who Ia not a reJrll).ar aubacrlher. 

Superstition in the Colleges. 
Do some people think that superstition is dead, 

and that therefore we may rest on our oars T Jan
nary 31 was observed all over Christendom as a day 
of prayer for the higher educational institutions. 
The Noonday Prayer-Meeting joined in the "uni
versf\1 supplication." At a New York meeting there 
were present titled representative from several med
iQal colleges. Think of doctors and surgeons giv
ing their countenance to the superstition of prayer 
to a f\gment of the unscientific imagination! Dr. 
Gayda, of the N~w·York Homeopathic Medical Col
lege, and who is "prominently connected with the 
religious movement in medical colleges," gave an 
address on the development of the Young Men's 
Christian Association in said colleges. A graduate 
of Harvard, who is now in Union Theological 
Seminary, talked about the condition of the 
Young Men's Christian Association in the first
named school, stating that the Association's work 
had a " distinct evangelical tendency," and that 
it had " greatly influenced the tone of both the 
students' life and ·the chapel services." It 
was shown that during January 2,14 7 requests 
for prayer on special topics had been received by 
the Noonday Prayer-Meeting, many of these from 
Young Men's Christian Associations in various col
leges. Dr. E. Lawrence Hunt, secretary of the 
Student's Club, gave an· outline of the progress of 
the religious moyement in the Oollege· of Physicians 
and Surgeons and the University Medical College, 
in b,oth of which there are branches of the Young 
1\:{en's Qhr~sti~n Association. While scientific 
s~hools are thus permeated with the delusions of 
QJJthodo~y there is certainly work for aggressiv ln
qdelity to do, as well as for defensiv Liberalism. 
:Qo not these medical men know that had not the 
power of the church been weakened by the in:flu
Qllce of Free thought there would be no place in the 
modern Christian world for science ! Why do they 
nurse the enemy that well-nigh destroyed civiliza
tion 1 ~he world has a right to expect better 
things from its educated men. And yet; in spite of 
these evidences that Christianity still livs for mis
chief, we are told by many specialists in reform 
tha.t there is no longer any necessity for fighting the 
church, that there is other much more important 
work at hand. Strange, indeed, that sensible men 

and women should take this position when they 
can see ·that the poison of anti-naturalism is cor
rupting knowledge at its fountain heads and the 
artillery of theocracy is trained on the last defenses 
of human liberty and justice. 

Protestant Jesuits in the Senate. 
In the Senate on the 21st of February there was 

a prolonged and spirited debate over the Indian 
school question. Mr. Coekrell, chairman of the 
Committee on Appropriations, said that fifteen or 
twenty schools had been left out because they were 
denominational schools. In this list were included 
the Indian school at Hampton, Va., and theLincoln 
school at Philadelphia, both being Protestant 
schools ; that is, denominational schools. He said 
that it had been the intention of the committee to 
eternally separate church and state so far as lay in 
its power. Mr. Hunton, of Virginia, asserted that 
the. school at Hampton was entirely undenomina
tional, and Mr. Quay, of Pennsylvania, made a like 
statement regarding the Lincoln school. It is per
fectly safe to assume, on general principles, that 
the Lincoln school is just the opposit of what Sen
ator Quay says it is, for he is incapable of reaching 
a fair conclusion on such a question. As to Mr. 
Hunton, his reputation is better, but still the pre
sumption is that no school of the kind of that at 
Hampton can be other than denominational; that is, 
Protestant, as distinguished from Catholic. Senator 
Wolcott, of Colorado, said that the holding of re
ligious services in a school on " the Sabbath dayn did 
not make that school a denominational institution. 
If the Senator can see no more clearly on the finan
cial issue than he does in regard to this matter, the 
people of his state are represented by a blind man. 
Lodge of Massachusetts, Daniel of Virginia, and 
Hawley of Connecticut, maintained that the Hamp
ton and the Lincoln schools were not denomina
tional. Mr. Cockrell spoke again and affirmed with 
emphasis that they were. He said that he was a 
Protestant of Protestants, but he was determined to 
do justice to all classes. "When we say that church 
and state must be separated, we mean it, so far as 
we are concerned," he declared. And that is right 
where the brave Senator from Missouri differs from 
such "patriots" as Quay and Hawley of odorous 
memory. It was Hawley who closed the Centen
nial Exposition on Sunday, and let his personal 
friends in on the sly, and it was Quay who worked 
so hard to close the Columbian Exposition on the 
priests' day and is in the Senate only because he 
owns a ('machine." When these men say that they 
believe in the separation of church and state they 
do not mean it. 

Continuing, Mr. Cockrell said that the bill came 
up from the house with seven Catholic schools that 
had been in former bills stricken out, presumably 
because they were Catholic schools, but with the 
two now in dispute retained. His committee did 
not believe that this was just, and so the Hampton 
and Philadelphia institutions. were also dropped. 
Quay asked if there was any evidence that these 
schools were Protestant schools. "Yes, abundant 
evidence," Mr. Cockrell replied. "It is not denied. 
Nobody can deny it. When an Indian Catholic 
child at Lincoln school wanted to attend a Catholic 
church she was told by one of the teachers that an 
Episcopal school was good enough for her." But 
in spite of the gallant fight for equal justice and 
genuin separation of the civil and the religious 
made by the Missourian, the Senate, by the vote of 
32 to 21, decided to retain the appropriations for 
the Hampton and Lincoln schools. The amount 
voted to the former was $20,400, and to the latter 
$33,400. This illustrates anew our frequent con-

tention that the average Protestant mean1! by the 
phrase "separation of church and state,'' nothing 
more than the shutting out of the Catholic from 
participation in state-granted privileges, and the 
denial to the Freethinker and Adventist of common 
citizen rights. The "Christian Secularist" is an 
infertil hybrid, a fraud, and a menace to human 
rights. 

The facts concerning the Hampton school are 
that its superintendent, Rev. Mr. Frizzell, is a Con
gregational clergyman, and it has a regular chap
lain, Rev. Mr. Turner, who is ·also, of course, a 
Protestant. So much for the " unsectarian " char
acter of this school. Another Senator who was 
shown up in his true colors by the debate and sub
sequent vote was Gallinger of New Hampshire, who 
is a vociferous supporter of the "National League 
for the Protection of American [Protestant] Insti
tutions." He made one of his stereotyped speeches 
in favor of " the complete separation of church and 
state," and then proceeded to vote for the retention 
in the bill of these appropriations for the two sec
tarian schools. What do you think of these one-
sided "patriots "T · 

During the debate Hawley declared that, while 
the Hampton school was not sectarian, he would 
rather hav "a Catholic school, run by Jesuits, than 
a school with no God in it." No doubt, and if he 
and the Protestant "separationists " for whom he 
speaks cannot maintain the common schools of the 
country as Protestant schools, they will join hands 
with the Catholics to crush out all opposition and 
then parcel out the spoils between the two great 
divisions of the church. Anything rather than con
sent to secular education, which places all the people 
on the plane of equal liberty. 

The Man and the Work. 
"The 'Age of Reason' begins with a statement of his 

[Paiue's] belief in God and immortality; in the equality 
of man, and that religion consists in doing justice, in 
loving mercy, and in endeavoring to make our fellow crea
tures happy. This done, he begins to enumerate the 
things he does not believe in. His brave affirmations 
would not fill one page of his book; his negations cover 
all the remaining pages. "-Rev. M. M. Mangasarian. 

Where was the bravery in declaring for the ex
istence of a God and the immortality of the soul T 
Here Paine but voiced the sentiment of the Theistie 
and Christian world, and he had no cause to fear 
the maledictions and ostracism of the masses of the 
people. Mr. Mangasarian's characterization is cor
rect so far as the other enumerated affirmations are 
concerned, but his implic1ltion that the so-cl;'lled 
negativ work of Paine did not require courage is 
not supported by a single fact. In criticising the 
Bible, Paine did that which was sure to eam him the 
distrust and the hatred of the people and of the a11 
but omnipotent clergy. The Bible was then the 
Protestant fetish and the Catholic tool, as it is to
day, aUhough at that time there were no " Higher 
Critics " and no " Societies of Ethical Oulture " ; 
they were rendered possible by the destructiv crii. 
icism of Paine and men like him and the patient in
vestigation of the scientific students. The one 
thing above all others needed at that time was a 
man who had the courage and the ability to go to 
the common people as well as the scholars with a 
negativ criticism of the Bible. Paine had the 
courage and the ability ; he had also the ear of 
Europe and of America, for he had done masterful 
work for political liberty, and he would be heard. 
The church claimed that the Bible was the perfect 
work of a perfect god ; with this chain of infalli
bility it bound the minds of men. It was the busi
ness of Paine to show that the Bible was the work 
of imperfect men, and he did it ; for that crime the 
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church has never pardoned him. It was no part of 
his task to hunt for good things in the .Bible-the 
church asserted that it was all good; what he had 
to do was to prove that it was not all good, and that 
is precisely what he did. Such inept criticisms as 
those of Mr. Mangasarian are very wearying. 

In the Wolverine State. 
Just a word to the Freethinkers of Michigan : 

Here is a bill introduced in your state Senate on 
February 8~h by Senator Joseph R. McLaughlin of 
Detroit. It was reported favorably on February 
14th, and has passed the Senate: 
A Bill to require theaters, opera houses, dance halls, and 

other places of public amusement, diversion, game or 
play to be closed on the first day of the week, com
monlyoalled Sunday, and to prohibit the carrying on 
or engaging in acting, opera singing, ticket selling, 
or aay other manner of labor, business, or work in any 
theater, opera house, dance hall, or other place of pub
lic amusement, diversion, game, or play on the first 
day of the week,· commonly called Sunday. 

Section 1. The people of the stata of Michigan enact, 
That all theaters, opera houses, dance halls, and other 
places of public amusement, diversion, game, or play shall 
be closed on the first day of the week, commonly called 
Sunday. The foregoing provision shall not apply to the 
opening of any snob places for religions worship. 

Sec. 2. No person shall carry on, engage in, or do any 
acting, opera singing, ticket selling, or any other manner 
of labor, business, or work in any theater, opera house, 
dance hall, or other place of public amusement, diversion, 
game or play at any time when the same is by the pre
ceding section of this act required to be closed. 

Sec. 3. Any person who shall violate any of the pro
visions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by 
a fine of not lei!B than ten dolla.rs nor more than one hun· 
dred dollars and costs of prosecution, and imprisonment 
in the county jail for not more than sixty days, in the dis
cretion of the court. And in case such fine shall not hav 
been paid at the time snob imprisonment expires, he, the 
person serving out snob sentence, shall be further detained 
in jail until snob fine and costs shall have been fully paid: 
Provided, That in no case shall the whole term of impris
onment exceed sixty days. 

You will observe that this infamous measure de
clares that American citizens shall be imprisoned 
for the offense of providing entertainment for their 
fellow-citizens on Sunday ; that it makes singing a 
misdemeanor to be punished by immurement in 
jail. Will you submit to this without protest or re
sistance! Here is a letter from the legislator who 
drafted this despicable bill : 

LANsiNG, MwH., March 5, 1895. 
DEAR Sm: The inclosed bill has passed the Senate. It 

is only a repetition of an existing law, with a penalty 
added, and I know of no opposition to it. 

Very respectfully, J. R. McLAUGHLIN, 

Is it not time that Senator McLaughlin heard of 
some opposition to this contemplated crime 1 He 
says that it is only a repetition of an existing law 
with a penalty added. Inasmuch as a law is inop
erativ without a penalty, this is to all intents and 
purposes a new law, or will be if you permit it to 
become a law at all. Do you think that it will pay 
to allow this ravishment of your rights to go on 
from year to year without a blow struck in defense ? 
Did you ever hear of a people that won or main
tained independence by sitting down and holding 
out its hands for the manacles of the tyrant? Do 
you want to become the serfs of the church? Note 
the insulting · discrimination incorporated in this 
embryo law-you may on Sunday go into a theater, 
opera house, dance house, or other place of 
amusement if it is opened for religious services, but 
you cannot enter it for secular entertainment, for it 
is forbidden to open it therefor on the priests' day ; 
you may sing in a church choir, with or without 
pay, but if you sing in an opera, to jail you go. 
And there is " no opposition " in Michigan to this 
foul denial of the commonest citizen rights ! If not 
already too late, go to Lansing ; besiege the House ; 
demand a hearing before the committee that has the 
bill in charge ; deluge your representative with the 
right kind of literature ; talk to the man who votes 
for your district; assert yourselvs and fight with 
every weapon of reason and political influence at 
your command. Send the meddling priests back 
to their pulpits with stern notification to stop their 
traitorous scheming. Why, their presumption is 
intolerable and unpardonable. Think of the inso
lence of their demand that all forms of Sunday en-

tertainment but their own shall be prohibited under 
penalty of imprisonment for disobedience ! Drive 
them out of the halls of legislation. 

Since our last acknowledgment was made we hav 
received for the Fleckten school fight in Minnesota 
$1 from Geo. Hendee and $2.50 from S Pabst. 
To the Free Sunday Fund there has been con
tributed $2 from J. P. Palmer, $2.75 from J. E. 
Marden, $5 from Louis Levine, and $5 from S. 
Pabst. This is encouraging and we hope that 
others will emulate the good example set by these 
friends. We find it difficult to notice, as the im
portance of the issue demands, the fresh aggres
sions of the Sabbatarians. 

A large number of Liberals hav taken advantage 
of our combination offer of THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year and Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of 
Freethought" for $6.50, and we are confident that 
thousands more would do so within the course of 
the coming year if they only realized how much 
there is in that offer for the money. You get in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER a volume of 832 big pages and 
104 of Heston's taking cartoons, and in the Secular 
Pilgrim's book you get 874 octavo pages, and 141 
full-page portraits of the leaders of humanity, dead 
and living. Take another look at pages 162 and 173. 

"Oolor is no disqualification for membership in the 
Ohio Olnb of Ohicago, which is made up of women. Tol
eration is the first lesson of Ohristiru;J.ity. "-Kate Field's 
Washington. . 

We fail to see the connection of toleration with 
the presence or absence of prejudice concerning the 
Negro. If we use the word toleration in the same 
sense in which it is generally employed, no state
ment could be further from the truth than this, 
that "toleration is the first lesson of Christianity." 
It is neither the first nor the last ; of all the theo
logical systems that hav a:ffi.icted the world Chris
tianity has been ~he least tolerant of differences and 
of tbose who entertained them. 

If you send us fifty cents for a trial subscription 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months, you will 
hav the satisfaction of knowing that you put into 
the hands of your friend, or of some acquaintance, 
the means whereby he or she may be led to become 
an interested watcher and activ promoter of the in
tellectual and ethical development of the people. 
There is no knowing how much good such a trial 
subscription may do ; many a time a lilample copy 
alone has enlisted a zealous soldier in the army of 
peaceful progress. If you can afford to fill that 
subscription blank which you will find on page 162 
with names of trial subscribers, or can get that 
many men to giv you fifty cents each for that pur
pose, so much the better. 

On February 24th, at Petersburg,,lnd., Rev. Mr. 
Omelvina, Presbyterian, laid down the law of the 
church in fine style. He remarked that "prayer
meetings and other services of the Lord are to be 
observed before any secret lodge duties are in or
der." This is a matter that concerns only the mem· 
hers of the church and of the secret societies-as 
they are in these various organizations of their own 
free choice, they can either submit to the dictation 
of the minister or get out of the church. But when 
the clergyman begins to talk of rebellion if the state 
does not permit him to run his neighbors' a:ffairs on 
Sunday, we are at once interested and propose to 
hav something to say in the discussion that must 
follow his shriek of defiance. Listen to him : 

"If the government continues as it has for the last 
twenty-live years in disregarding the Sabbath, it is the 
duty of the Presbyterians and Methodists and all the rest 
of the Lord's people to defy it and destroy it off the face 
of the earth; to rise up as one man, and put it down." 

That is, if these theocrats cannot force their re
ligion down the throats of the people at the point 
of the federal bayonet, they are going to deluge 
the land in blood at the trumpet call of a " Thus 
saith the Lord "I This is a characteristic pronun
ciamento ; it is one of the most consistently relig
ious utterances of which we hav heard for some 
time-rule or ruin is the traditional policy of the 
church. Do not these Covenanter simpletons know 

that they are doing their best to commit suicide ? 
They owe their liberty to the secular principle which 
they despise and hate. Where would their com
parativly small church be if ~he theocratic principle 
should become imbedded in the federal law T As 
the correspondent says who sent us the report of 
the sermon of Mr. Omelvina, "such United States 
citizenship is equaled only by the gratitude of the 
man who beat his horse to death because he was 
ashamed to acknowledge that he owed his life to 
the faithful beast." 

"Mere Freethinkers" are reminded of this remark 
made by J. A. Fronde: 

"As for the superstitions investing Christianity, they 
inevitably molder, and hardly concern us so much as 
the growing superstitions which fancy themselvs reason
able a"ad progressiv." 

The trouble is that the "growing superstitions " 
hav their root in Christianity and Theism, as a rule, 
and hence the sanction and shelter of those super
stitions ; and while the parent delusions retain their 
authority over the minds of men but little can be 
done for the emancipation of humanity from the 
chains of the newer superstitions. In fact, many of 
the so-called "growing fi!Uperstitions" are not new 
at all; they are simply the old besotted tyrannies 
in new guises. Theology has merely adapted 
itself to the changed conditions of this age, and 
instead of crushing the aspirations and the happi
ness of men in the name of God employs other but 
equally awe-inspiring catch-words with which to 
anesthetize the masses while it robs and enslaves 
them. There can be no great advance for the race 
while it is dominated and deluded by supernatural 
moralities ; Christianity is essentially the enemy of 
freedom and justice, and it directs our practical life 
to-day, either openly or through subtle agencies. 
He is not a prudent leader who underrates its 
strength; he fatally misestimates the terrible power 
·of ingrained customs, the fierce persistence of 
hereditary tendencies. Our Freethought is only 
individual as yet ; it is not racial, it is not in the 
blood of the people. Notice how very frequently 
the children of Liberals go into the church. As 
Grant Allen well says in "The Woman Who Did," 
" Heredity of mental and moral qualities is a preca
rious matter. These things lie, as it were, on the 
topmost plane of character; they smack of the indi
vidual, and are therefore far less likely to persist 
in offspring than the deeper-seated and better
established peculiarities of the family, the clan, the 
race, or the species. They are idiosyncratic. In
deed, when we remember how greatly the mental 
and moral faculties differ from brother to brother, 
the product of the same two parental factors, can we 
wonder that they di:ffer much more from father to 
son, the product of one like factor alone, diluted by 
the addition of a relativly unknown quality, the 
maternal influence!" No, there is still plenty of 
work for the "mere Freethinker." 

The Freethought Letter--w:riting Corps will this 
week contribute to the columns of the Chicago 
Tribune. That journal, referring to the attempt to 
prevent freedom of speech in Hoboken, N. J., says 
that the· fatal mistake made by the ministers of that 
town was in taking any notice whatever of Colonel 
Ingersoll, who "long ago c.eased to hav any influ
ence in his attacks upon the Bible and Christianity. 

If the ministers will let him alone the people 
will, for they are tired of him and his stale repeti
tions of cynicism and poor wit which he has so long 
employed as substitutes for reason and argument." 
The 'Tribune is evidently prejudiced in favor of the 
stale platitudes of the pulpit, which hav been reit-. 
erated now for some two thousand years without 
gaining anything in truth or beauty from their con
tinuous use. The Chicago paper also says: 

" Oolonel lngerl!oll was not only gratified that he had 
secured his opportunity to arraign the Bible but he 
improved the occasion to score the ' savages ' who made 
the statute which so nearly tripped him up and to roast 
'the priests' who had tried to stop his lecture. The 
Oolonel, indeed, became so bitter in his assaults upon the 
latter as to arraign his own reputation for tolerance and 
oharit!, especially when he declared that there were per
sons m Hoboken who would gladly bring fagots and 
build a fire around him. All this and much other silly 
stuff Oolonel Ingersoll poured out upon his audience. All 
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of which ~oes to show that his intolerance is worse even 
than the mtolerance he chal'ges ,.,,.a1'nst th · · t Th · -.,w e mm1s ers. 

ere lS no more uncharitable man in the world than 
Oolo~el Ingersoii. There is no degTee of abuse to which 
he w1ll not descend !n as~e.iling thol!e who do not believe 
a~ he does. The odwm theologicum is mild as compared 
w1th the Ingersoll odium." 

. ~t will be very easy to show the. fallacies of this 
dehverance. dolonel Ingersoll is no more intoler
_an~. t~an was Voltaire, who devoted his splendid 
abihties to the destruction of intolerance. As it is 
preposterous to say that the right to liberty in
?ludes the right to hold slaves, so it is utterly illog
Ical to assume that he who is battling for freedom 
of speech should refrain from holding up to ridicule 
and contempt those who would deny freedom of 
speech. We would remind the Tribune that it is 
good Bible doctrin that they who take the sword 
shall find their own quietus on its point, and the 
Hoboken ministel'B hav no one but themselvs to 
thank for the pricking they received from Colonel 
Ingersoll's keen blade. But-and this i~ the vital 
distinction between the Freethinker and the Chris
tian priest-while Coionel Ingersoll uses only the 
we~pon of the mind, the priest is eager to wield the 
knife of. the legal executioner. When Rev. Mr. 
Beatty invoked the law to silence the heretic he 
unfurled the black flag and enrolled himself in the 
infamous ranks of the pirates who scour the seas of 
thought. 

At the recent hearing on the Excise law before 
the committee of the Assembly at Albany, there 
were so many preachers and other representative of 
the Sunday people that Freethought's champion
Adolph Bierck, attorney and secretary of THE TRUTH 
SEEXEB-did not get an opportunity to present his 
argument, but he has the promis of the committee 
th~t he shall be heard in the near future, and with 
this we must be content for the present. The 
clerics and their allies had the first chance. to speak, 
as they had taken time by the forelock and got in 
their applications very early, but the cpposition to 
the extreme church position was voiced by Otto 
Kempner, ex-Senator Boyd, and other representa
tive of the singing, athletic, and labor associations 

' and the _trade interests which are working for a 
modification of the existing law. Not one day nor 
two days would hav sufficed to exhaust the list of 
attorneys for superstition and repression. The 
preachers were in such numbers that, as Mr. Bierck 
remarks, "they considered themselvs able to direct 
the whole trend of further legislation in the Empire 
state, and there was not one who did not bear upon 
his face a self-satisfied smile that proclaimed it." 
But not a smile curled the lips of the women who 
represented the religious societies in various parts of 
the state, and "they looked defiance at the commit
tee and at about every man who did not look like a 
parson." On the other side of the Assembly room 
sat the delegates from sixteen German singing so
cieties, the liquor dealers' associations, state and 
city, the spokesmen of the labor unions, of differ
ent cities, and advocates of the measures introduced 
by the Excise Reform Association, as well as dele
gations coming from other interests in all parts of 
the state. Bishop Doane of the Episcopal church 
was the first speaker: "He planted himself firmly 
and squarely on the ground that the proposed leg
islation in favor of a less restricted Sunday was an 
attack upon that day as a religious institution which 
it was the duty of tbe state to protect, as such. 
His entire argument was based upon this miscon
ception." Mr. Kempner made a moderate and sen
sible speech on the other side, and then from the 
close of his address to "the hour of adjournment 
the delegates were engaged, and anathemas and 
rhetorical pyrotechnics were hurled back and forth 
until the poor committee was completely used up 
and, in self-defense, went into executiv session." 
Mr. Bierck will receive notification a week ahead of 
the next hearing, when he will do his best to make it 
interesting for the defenders of privilege; and to 
advance the cause of rational Sunday· liberty. 

t?e people. So much is taken for granted, espe
mally where religious prejudices and interests are 
involved, which require impartial and dispassionate 
examination, that one is almost driven to despair of 
the reasoning powers of the average man. To 
illustrate : The Examiner (Baptist), after showing 
that the state has nothing to do with religion, be
yond protecting the religious rights of the citizen, 
says: 

"No one, under whatever guise, has a right to disturb 
the Sunday worship of his neighbors. No one has a 
right, on Sunday, to go through the streets with a band 
of music, or to cry his wares. But any work done that 
does not interfere with the rights of others is utterly out 
of the proper reach of the law." 

Is not the Examiner substituting for the equal 
rights of all the citizens the religious rights of a 
part of the citizens T Why hav not the members of 
the band, and those who wish to hear the music 
made by the band, the same right to the use of Sun
day that the preacher and r.is congregation hav? 
Why has not the salesman the same right to cry his 
wares on Sunday that the minister and the church 
organist hav to perform the labor that brings them 
the means whereby they liv T If it be answered 
that the minister does not make a noise of a dis
turbing nature, as do the bandsman and the pedlar, 
and that no one is compelled to come within the 
range of his utterances, while many are forced to 
listen unwillingly to the notes of the band and the 
cries of the huckster, it should be said that this 
objection raises the issue of disturbance, not merely 
of disturb~nce on Sunday. We take it that the 
congregation has the same right to protection from 
noise on week-day evenings when it holds meetings 
that it has on Sunday. We take it that the lecturer, 
the teacher, the business man, all hav the same 
right to protection from noise at any and all times 
that the congregation and its pastor hav at any and 
all times. Therefore, we are bound to conclude 
that this is a question of equal human rights, in
stead of religious rights, and that all the laws that 
may be enacted to reo:~train the makers of noise 
must apply to all days alike, wholly regardless of 
any peculiar sanctity supposed by some persons to 
at.tach to one of those days, or to the particular use 
made of it by the fraction of the population that 
attends religious services. Another conclusion is 
that those of. the people who like to hear the band, 
or to make purchases on Sunday or week-day even
ings when there are religious services in the churches 
or a performance at the opera house or the theater, 
hav the same right to demand that their wishes 
shall be respected that the other citizens hav. If 
the principle of majority rule is to be respected 
these must decide,- for there can be no question 
that very many more would rather hear a good band 
on Sunday than listen to the sermon of a minister. 
Necessarily there are many who would be glad to 
hav much less noise on all days of the week, while 
there are many others who do not object to trains, 
and church bells, and bands, and labor's various 
sounds, on any day. Upon the whole we 
think that the less law there is in regard to these 
matters the better; even where there is actual inva
sion it may be wiser, generally, to leave the settle
ment of disputes to the persons immediately con
cerned, for unthreatened good sense and good will, 
inspiring to mutual concessions, will often do much 
more to secure order and peace than irritating 
statutes. At all events, we hav no place in this 
country for laws based on the idea of religious 
rights or Infidel rights; we can recognize only the 
rights of the plain citizen. 

Charles Dudley Warner has charge of the "Edi
tor's Study" in Harper's .Magazine, and in that 
department in the issue for March we find these 
sentences: 

"The ignorance of the Bible among students in our 
public schools and colleges furnishes a curious mustration 
of the inadequacy of our educational machine to meet 
the requirements of life. It is significant also of a deeper 
miscarriage of oul' social and political life. We seem to 
be astonished that we cannot hav public virtue without 

. • private virtue, and that a fair legislativ and executiv 
It IB lamentable that there is so little clear and 'machine will not produce an honest and temperate com-

coherent thought and utterance concerning prob- 1 mnnity." · 
lema upon the right solution of which depend to This amounts to an assertion that our educational 
,so _great an extent the comfort and happiness of system would be adequate to meet the require-

menta of life if it was so organized as to impart a 
thorough knowledge of the Bible. No doubt an 
exhaustiv study of the Bible· along scientific and 
critical lines would do much to prepare the young 
ma~ and woman for the struggles and temptations 
of bfe and thus conduce to the improvement of our 
politics and sociology, but this would not be an 
exceptional result-the scientific and critical study 
of Shakspere would be at least equally beneficial. 
The important consideration, however, is that the 
advocates of Bible reading in the schools would be 
the uncompromising opposers of anything approach
ing an impartial examination of their fetich in . ' either common school or college. · They want the 
book accepted as the revealed will of God, not 
studied as the production of fallible men. When 
Mr. Warner assumes that private virtue or political 
honesty would be augmented by the general incul
cation of Bible principles as Christian teachers 
would inculcate them, he assumes that which is dis
credited by the history of the Christian world. 
The Caucasian has carried civilization to the four 
quarters of the globe, not because he is a Christian 
but in spite of that fact. The impelling forces ha; 
been racial and geographical, not religious. But 
Christianity has done much to make the civiliz
ing process a cruel and bloody one. Mr. Warner 
further remarks that if we can get good restraining 
laws on the statute books the friends of righteous
ness will hav the same advantage that would be 
theirs if they had the Ten Commandments behind 
them. What is needed is not restraining laws that 
would be acceptable to intolerant preachers, but a 
return to the ideal of the fathers that it is the busi
ness of the state to defend the equal liberty. of all 
citizens and stop right there. A~ to the Ten Com
~o.ndments, half of them are obsolete or invasivly 
Immoral, and hence can be of no assistance to the 
instructor, the parent, or the statesman, while the 
others hav their sources in the experience and neces
sities of the race, and therefore are not original 
with or confined to the Bible. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol

lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many difierent addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4:.50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights Qf 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We trust all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

Fond Parent: "Bobby, nurse tells me that you did not 
say your prayers last night." Bobby: "Willie said his." 
Fond Parent: "That is all the more reason why you 
should hav said yours." Bobby: "Well, I indorsed 
everything that Willie said, and declared myself. "-Har
per's Bazar. 
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FOR JUSTICE IN ARIZONA 

A Strong Demand for the Taxation of 
Church Property. 

GOOD WORK BEARING FRUIT. 

As a Result of President Putnam's Campaign 
the Legislature is Memorialized to Amend 
the Tax Laws. and the Cities Where He 
Lectured Are at the Front iu the Movement. 

The question of the equal taxation of the prop
erty of the churches with that of the private cWzen 
who has his money otherwise invested is up for dis
cussion and decision in Arizona. They are a wide 
awake people out there, and so it did not take them 
long, after Mr. Putnam had called their attention 
to the gross injustice and great danger of favoritism 
in taxation, to -determin on doing something to 
place the territory in line for the equal rights of all 
citizens. The petition given below was prepared 
for circulation, and within twenty-four hours it was 
signed, in Tucson alone, by more than one hundred 
and fifty persons, including many church members. 
This is its text: 

To the Honorable Council and House of Representative 
of Arizona Territory, Greeting: 

The undersigned tax payers of said territory respect
fully request and sincerely urge that you amend our 
revenue laws so thlt.t all property except that owned by 
the United States, by this territory, by the counties 
thereof, or by the municipal corporations therein, shall 
be assessed and a tax therefrom collected, so that the oft 
repeated phrase, that .. all taxation shall be uniform and 
Equal," may not be violated, and that all portions of the 
community may bear their equal share of burden. 

In other words, we request and urge that you amend 
paragraph 2630 of the revised statutes of tbis territory 
by repealing subdivision 4 of said paragraph, which 
exempts from taxation the property of people of a certain 
class of religious views, while the property of another 
class who think differently is at all times subject to taxa
tion; and which in our opinion violates that general rnle 
that "all taxation shall be uniform and equal." 

The press does not- seem to be muzzled in Ari
zona as it is in various other parts of the country; at 
least, some of the editors are not reluctant about 
speaking out frankly and clearly on the side of 
" justice for all, privilege for none." In its issue of 
Feb. 23 the Arizona .Daily Citizen of Tucson said 
editorially : 

We publish elsewhere the copy of a petition which has 
been quite numerously signed in this city praying the 
legislature to pass a law imposing a tax on church prop
erty. The suggestion, we think, is an excellent one, and 
it is probable that something will be done in that direc
tion. The question of the taxation of church property 
has been before the people of the f!!tates many times, and 
like all important reforms has many prejudices to combat:, 
but the end sooner or later is ever destined to be reached. 

At a meeting held in Milwaukee the other day, City 
Clerk Anderson delivered himself of a moving address, 
in which he said : 

"It was a sad sight to see a congregation whose com
bined wealth was millions demanding exemption from tax 
on their princely cathedral, while the widow with three 
or folll" children is taxed remorselessly to meet every 
fund the city or county raises, the fund to pay the church 
for conducting its orphan asylums included. But the 
widow was weak and the church strong and wealthY." 

There is no equality in such taxation, and equality be
fore the law is the prerogative and right of every Ameri
can citizen, and neither privileges nor rights should be 
~!!"anted to one that is a forbidden enjoyment to another. 
We say this with all due respect and reverence to churches 
and church organizations, but there is no justice in tax
ing any one man for the support of his neighbors; re
ligion. 

President James A. Garfield, who bore one of the names 
most revered in American history, a God-fearing Chris
tian statesman, once said : 

"The divorce between church and state ought to be 
absolute. It ought to be so absolute that no church prop
erty anywhere, in any state, or in the nation, should be 
exempt from equal taxation; for if you exempt the prop
erty of any church organization, to that extent you im
pose a tax on the whole community." 

There is in the United States as determined by the cen
sus of 1890, a total value of church property amounting to 
$679,694,439, of which the Methodist denominations own 
and control $132,140.179 ; the Roman Catholic $118,371,-
366; Presbyterian, $94,869,097; Episcopal, $82,835,418; 
Baptist, $82.392,423; Congregationalist, $43,335.437 ; 
Lutheran, $35,060,354: Reformed, $18,744,242; Disci
ples of Christ, $12,206,038; Unitarian, $10,335,100; Jew
ish congregations, $9,754,275; Universalist, $8,054,333, 
and_so on dow~ the _long list of t~e forty-two religious 
bodies professmg faith of one kmd or another in the 
United States. Now as all this great aggregation of tem
poral wealth demands and receives the protection of law 
it is manifestly fair that it should bear its just proportio~ 
of the state expenses. 

It is, however, so far as Arizona is concerned a matter 
for the conscience and consideration of our la; makers. 
For onr part we believe in equal rights before the law in 
suffrage and taxation. 

_Now that Mr. Putnam has left the territory, the 
friends out there would be glad to see Mrs. Free-

man or some other of our field workers, and we are 
sure that a cordial welcome would be accorded to 
whoever could make a tour of the embryo Liberal 
commonwealth at this crucial time. One of our 
correspondents in Arizona wishes to know what 
states at present impose a tax on the church, and to 
what extent. California nominally taxes the prop
erty of the ecclesiastical associations, but we are in
formed that those associations, like wealthy cor
porations of other kinds, often find ways to evade 
the payment of the assessments. Sometimes the 
assessor is initially incapable of doing his duty, and 
sometimes he is ·tampered with by the interested 
property owners. Again, if the assessment has 
been made all right, an injunction is asked for re
straining the officials from collecting the tax ; the 
injunction, supposed to be only temporary, is, 
through the neglect to test decisivly the question 
at issue, made permanent, to all intents and pur
poses. This iR "government by injunction" in the 
interest of the divinely instituted " protector of the 
morals of the people." Until church officers become 
honest the battle will be only half won when the 
legislature passes and the governor signs a bill for 
the taxation of church property. It will take eter
nai vigilance to collect the tax. But this fact should 
not discourage the advocates of equality of taxation 
-rather it should spur them to renewed exertions. 
The more unscrupulous the beneficiaries of privi
leges are the greater the necessity that they . be 
curbed in the hour of their comparativ weakness, 
before exemption has aggrandized them so that 
they can openly defy the state. In this city the 
multimillionaire Trinity Church Corporation has ne
glected to supply its tenements with water above 
the first floor, and when the Board of Health had 
the officials fined for their flagrant disobedience to 
the law the corporation fought the case to the 
highest court in the state, and even now, after the 
court of appeals has decided that the water pipes 
must be put in, the pious trustees are wasting their 
strength in protests through the press and other
wise, instead of doing what decent property owners 
would hav done without the mandate of a court. 

The lower house of the Colorado legislature has 
recently passed a bill taxing church property above 
$2,500. As the basis of assessment is one-third, 
this bill, if it becomes a law, will leave all ecclesi
astical property in t.he state which is not worth 
more than $7,500, still exempt. It is to be hoped 
that Arizona can do better than this, although the 
victory won in the Centennial state is by no means 
to be despised. 

Our correspondent states that it is told in Ari
zona by the advocates of exemption that the churches 
in the District of Columbia were once sold for taxes, 
but that Congress reconsidered the matter and ha.d 
them returned to the religious societies. We know 
nothing of any such transaction. Of course, it is 
barely possible that long ago, under the operation 
of some of the numerous Maryland or Congressional 
statutes, something of the kind happened to a 
church in the District, but it is not material whether 
the story is true or false-it has nothing to do with 
the principle of equal taxation nor with the present 
imperativ necessity for the repeal of the exemption 
laws of the states and territories. 

In . the Banner State. 
I often wonder if all the platform workers in 

other states are as hard at work as we are in Ore
gon. I hope so. Miss Nettie A. Olds and myself 
are keeping up the inte:rest of three circuits-Port
land, Forest Grove, and McMinnville-by changing 
platforms twice a month, assisting each other in our 
entertainments, and having perfect cooperation all 
along the line. Miss Olds is exceptional in ability 
among ten thousand young women. She wins the 
affection of both old and young, and is a very suc
cessful worker. 

Owing to adverse circumstances the report of our 
Paine anniversaries is late in reaching you. We 
agreed that she should report the Christmas and 
New Year's entertainments, and I the Paine cele
brations, but, as you will see later, my excuse for 
tardiness is legal. The first anniversary was held 
in Portland, when the First Secular Church invited 
the Turners and Spiritualists to unite with the 
Secularists in one grand demonstration. A fine 
program was arranged by Miss Olds, consisting of 
music -and recitations, together with full orchestra, 
and Mrs. A. E. Barker as orator. I would like to 
speak of each number, for all were good, but space 
forbids; yet I must mention the Sunday-school's 
twenty-four little fellows who sang a chorus-

A white lie, a black lie
No matter, 'tis the same ; 

A lie is a lie, my girls and boys, 
Whatever be its name. 

It was so perfectly rendered that it brought forth 

tremendous applause. Another chorus, in German, 
by the Turnverein singing section (thirty-two voices) 
was exceedingly fine. The president of the Turners' 
associe.tion made a short speech in German. on the 
life of Paine, and the exercises closed with a few 
timely rEmarks by Miss Olds upon the importance 
of co-operation on the part of all Liberal organiza
tions. After that we danced, and the whole was a . 
success. 

At 7:40 the following morning, the beginning of 
a perfect day, Miss Olds and myself took the train 
for McMinnville. At Forest Grove we were met by 
members of the Secular Sunday-school, who accom
panied us to McMinnville to assist in the exercises. 
Here, after catching an hour's sleep, we went to the 
opera house, where we helped to decorate the stage 
with evergreens and appropriate mottoes, and ·exer
cised the pupils of the Sunday-school in their work. 
I cannot express my appreciation of the assistance 
rendered me by Mrs. Mary A. Booth in drilling my 
children in my absence. The loyality of every mem
ber of the McMinnville Union is above praise. Our 
musical and literary exercises were similar to those 
in Portland. The song and flag drill was espe
cially fine. A tribute to Th,omas Paine, in rhyme, 
by two little tots four years old, Ethel Ford and 
Lola Walker, was applauded and encored. Another 
beautiful feature of the evening was a solo by one of 
my Forest Grove nestlings, little Lessie Orow, en
titled "My Gray Kitten." He is five years old and 
has the sweetest of soprano voices. A solo was also 
sung by the leading soprano of my juvenil choir at 
Forest Grove, Miss Adn. Robinson, ten years old. 
Miss Ada bids fair to be among the leading singers 
of Oregon. An orat.ion by Mrs. Barker on "Thomas 
Paine as a Man" closed the exercises. We then ad
journed to Wright's hall, which the good Liberals 
had decoraated for the dancers, and in which they 
had also set the table for a midnight dinner. All 
around, it was a success ; besides, the whole affair 
was pronounced the best conducted and most gen. 
teel event known to McMinnville. At 5 o'clock on 
the morning of the 29th Miss Olds, myself, and the 
children took the train for Forest Grove, where, 
after catching another hour's sleep, we repaired to 
Vert's Liberal hall to rehearse for the evening's en
tertainment. The hall had been decorated already 
with evergreens and flags, and its attractivness was 
further enhanced by two transparencies-" Thomas 
Paine, Author-Hero of the Revolution," and "Spare 
the Man but Kill the Monarchy." Large portraits 
of Paine and Ingersoll and of George Washington 
and Martha Washington adorned the rear of the 
stage, all of them united by the motto, " Our He
roes," in silver letters; under Paine and Washing
ton, "1776 ;" under Ingersoll, "1895." Our pro
gram of fourteen numbers was musical and literary; 
Mrs. Barker orator of the evening. There were 
some good Christian people here who did not want 
the town flag flung to the breeze on this occasion ; 
but, gentlemen, it went to the top of the flagsta:ft, 
and floated there until night, when it was lowered 
and festooned across the front of our stage in place 
of the drop curtain. Our exercises opened with a 
full chorus, followed by a recitation by one of our 
brightest young ladies, Miss Ina Freeman, "Charles 
Sumner's Address to the National Flag." Every 
number was good, but I cannot close without men
tioning a few in this report. The Forest Grove 
j avenil choir is considered the best in the state .. 
Their song," Freedom's Banner," with flag drill, was 
excellent. They win the highest praise from all 
who hear them, and they deserve it. I hav had 
them under my tuition now one year. Little Lessie 
Crow-and he is the whitest crow you ever saw, for 
flaxen hair hangs in tight curls around his head
with his sweet voice sang "I'm a Roaming Little 
Darkey," bringing down the house. Each night 
my oration was followed by a recitation from Miss 
Addie Doney, "A Tribute to Thomas P,aine." She 
is ten years of age and a fine elocutionist. The ex
ercises occupied two hours and forty minutes, end
ing with a recitation by Miss Nettie A. Olds, a 
selection from Ingersoll's Prose Poems. Thus were 
closed three successiv anniversary celebrations of 
the great Infidel, Thomas Paine. 

Of cou:rse this I;nade our opponents feel that they 
must "demonstrate" also; so on the Thursday fol
lowing Thomas Pnine was hanged in effigy in the 
Congregational church yard, and on the next Sun
day Rev. Charles Edward Locke, pastor of the Taylor 
street Methodist church of Portland, delivered a 
sermon on the "Fruits of Infidelity." He discoursed 
at length upon " Tom" Paine, and was reported in 
the Oregonian. He was answered by a dozen or 
more able men and women, which called out another 
sermon, " Paine from History." I was requested to 
answer these attacks, which I did on February 22d 
at the Orpheum theater, Portland. To-night, the 
25th, the Liberal element, with the Secular Church 
of fo:rtla11d ~;tl1d the T~rners ~;tt the head1 m~et in a 
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grand demonstration for Paine with C. B. Reynolds 
as orator of the evening. 

Mr. Reynolds addressed the Forest Grove people 
morning and evening, Sunday, Feb. 24th, and will 
speak at McMinnville, Sunday, March 3d. It is not 
necessary for me to tell you how much he was ap
preciated by our people, as he was known to you 
long ago. 

It was my sad duty to conduct the funeral ser
vices of a little boy, a baby brother to four of our 
Sunday-school children-little Ralph Voss, aged 
nineteen months-on my return· from my second 
defense of Paine. Thus sorrows and joys flit 
through our lives, making us what we are. 

Now for the reasons why I hav not reported ear
lier: On the 30hh of January I started to the leg
islabure at Salem, where I met Hon. Lee McLaugh
lin and Katie Kehm · Smith, we three constituting 
the legislativ committee of the Oregon State Secular 
Union to work for the taxation of church property. 
I was there two weeks and three days. On my re
turn many duties awaited me, which, together with 
the answer to Dr. Locke, hav occupied all my time. 
Hoping you may find a place for this long report, I 
subscribe myself your co-worker, 

Forest Grove, Or. Mrs. A. E. BARKER. 

ELEOTION OF OFFIOEBS. 
The semi-annual election of officers of the First 

Secular Church of Portland, held on the 10hh inst., 
resulted as follows: Mr. Chas. Hagner, president ; 
Mr. Geo. Bailey, Mrs. Dewey, Mr. A. Fiestle, Mr. 
F. Neunert, Mr. S. S. Long, and Mrs. May Hagner, 
vice-presidents; W. E. Jones, treasurer; Mrs. 
Clara Bailey, secretary. 

Since the organization of the church, Mr. Hagner 
has been the mainstay, for many months advancing 
money for hall rent, music, etc., out of his own 
pocket. He is a promi~ent. mei?ber. an? activ 
worker in the labor orgamzatwns m this mty, and 
by securing a hall jointly with them has enabled 
us to reduce our expenses nearly one-half. He has 
always considered himself a committee of one to act 
in whatever capacity it seemed necessary, and the 
success of the organization is largely due to his 
personal efforts. As proof of their appreciation 
and as testimony to their confidence, the members 
of the Secular Church unanimously elected him 
president. . 

The entire ·board is composed of representahv 
Liberals, and under its management wuch good 
work will be accomplished. 

Our friend and co-worker, Mr. C. B. Reynolds, of 
Tacoma, is with us. He has applied for a license 
from the Oregon State Sec?lar l!nion and wi~ll~nd 
his efforts to aid the cause m this state. This IB a 
grand victory for Oregon. With the assistance of 
such men as C. B. Reynolds, for what dare we not 
hope in future! Lecturers we need and will hav. 
There is not a town in the state where a local so
ciety cannot be organized when we hav a lecturer 
to put in charge. As the summer months draw 
near we are assured tbat a number· of our Eastern 
frie~ds will enter the work as lecturers in the "ban
ner state for Freethought." 

Th-e prospects for a public debate are now attract
ing the attention of a great many people here. 
Rev. I. D. Driver, the champicm of Methodism, who 
recently published himself as " the greatest lect
urer of the age against Infidelity," and who claims 
to hav "successfully answered Colonel Ingersoll 
and his chosen debaters, having been called to 
Chicago especially for that purpose," has been 
challenged by the First Secular Church to meet Mr. 
C. B. Iteynolds in debate. The morning after the 
challenge was presented, Mr. Driver took a "drive" 
out to southern Oregon. He will return, however, 
and if the debate takes place, you will hear of it. 

N.mTTIE A. OLDs, Lecturer First Secular Church. 
193 .Fourth street, Portland, Or., Feb. 27, 1895. 

Some Recollections of Frederick Douglass. 
In reading the account of the obsequies of the 

distinguished man whom Rochester has just buried, 
I lived over some of the years when I was engaged 
with him in the work of the sl~ve's re?emptio;n; 
and though there are several ~wgraphies o.f him 
now before the public some thmgs belongmg to 
th'l period before the 'war and showing the treat
ment which Rochester gave Mr. Douglass and fa:m
ily, recalled now, in contrast with the honors which 
on Feb. 26th the city, as well as the th?usands ~f 
private citizens bestowed upon the remams of thmr 
former townsm~n, may prove o~ interest to many of 
your readers. I hav walked With Mr. Douglass as 
I would hav walked with any other gen~leman, 
when even the children would call out, "Nigger
two niggers !" I hav heard him addressed, when 
speaking in the Rochester city hall,. as "nig~er," 
and the audience were asked to whitewash him
~he acting mayor present, but no reproof .for the 

rowdies. I was once in vi ted to a gathering in the 1 

town of Holly, where a colloquy was to be had and 
a dinner in the open air. Mr. Douglass was also 
invited, as he would report the colloquy for his 
paper. The ladies left the table, for they would not 
"eat with a nigger." In the carriage that conveyed 
us to the station Mr. Douglass "took a aeat, and the 
editor of a paper, published, I think, at Medina, 
objected to riding in the vehicle with the Negro. I 
hav invited Mr. Douglass and wife to my home, 
with some distinguished guest from Europe, when 
all the children, some of a pretty large growth, 
would place themselvs just outside my premises 
and devote the entire time of my visitors' stay to 
all sorts of disagreeable talk about "niggers" and 
"nigger worshipers."-Yesterday the central church 
held for the time being his honored remains ! 

I was one of a company, with Mr. Douglass and 
his ·daughter, who went to the Universalist church 
to hear some distinguished speaker, when the sex
ton was so disturbed that he came near resigning 
his office; for I insisted that the Douglasses should 
occupy a seat with the others of the party. 

Well, .time works wonders. Perhaps some of us 
Freethinkers, in the century upon which we are 
about to enter, may be called respectable people. 
Even to-day Thomas Paine is spoken of in the 
presence of Christians, and some of them are suffi
ciently civilized to hear the name without sneering. 

If the ministers could only find an occupation 
besides preaching that would giv them a living, how 
fast the world would improve! Libraries would 
multiply; people would work for this world and 
patiently wait for the work of another when they 
should be born into it. Luoy N. CoLMAN. 

Syracuse, N. · Y. 

Should Free Speech Ever Be Restricted 1 · 
In the Boston Globe of March 3d there is a sym

posium in reply to the above question, and William 
Lloyd Garrison contributes this unequivocal answer: 

" One would think that the history of the world 
had settled for all time the futility of restricting 
free speech. As well attempt to cap Vesuvius. 
Speech is the safety-valve of thought. Even if mis
taken or vicious, it loses its power the moment it is 
uttered. Suppressed it is as dangerous as dyna
mite, which then becomes a logical result. 

" Only distrust in popular government prompts 
the attempt to curb freedom of expression. The 
various schemes proposed to shield this country 
from the incoming of Anarchists, the sensitivness 
regarding utterances controverting popular beliefs, 
as recently illustrated by the foolish effort to forbid 
Colonel Ingersoll's lecturing in Hoboken, the im
patient wish, so often expressed, to silence certain 
advocates of ideas held to be contrary to good mor
al'! and government-all betray faithlessness in 
truth .and in the people. 

"Freedom is the sure antidote for free speech. 
This fear that the people cannot safely hear the 
most pernicious doctrine is a confession that de
mocracy is a failure. Self-government is founded 
on the axiom that the wisdom of all is greater than 
the wisdom of the most enlightened few. In great 
national crises we hav always been saved by the 
plain common people, and not by tl: e colleges or 
the wealthy classes. 

" Much more dangerous and to be dreaded than 
the Anarchists or Socialists is the citizen who would 
suppress free speech. They are the legitimate 
children of restriction, and need the medicin of 
liberty. I wish there were a hall in every city 
where untrammeled speech could find vent, even 
though it were aimed at government, morals, or re
ligion. The sooner would the people's reason and 
good sense discern the errors, which would then be 
harmless. Powder exposed to the air soon loses its 
explosive possibilities. 

"If, at this stage of the experiment, the great 
republic is afraid of its fundamental principles, has 
more·faith in· the power of ignorance than of knowl
edge; of evil than of good, let us adopt the language 
of Dr. Holmes : 

"• . . . . then Liberty, good-night! Pack 
up your ballot-box and go to blazes !' 

"Fortunately, the . people who think are more 
potent than many who talk, and when educated 
pessimism urges. paternal restraints, an~ pr~di~ts 
calamity with umversal suffrage, echo Milton s m
spiring defiance: 'Let Truth and Falc&hood grap
ple ; whoever knew Truth put to· the worst in a 
f~ee and open encounter ! ' " 

Incapability of c~~nge is incapa?ility of impro~e
ment; and incapability of change ~n e~terna!s, with 
whatsoever fair names it may glonfy Itself, IB noth
ing else than an invo~untary testi~onY: ~f the dying 
out of the inward life, a deceptiv veilmg over of 
death.-Bunsen. 

Observations. 
Editor C. C. Moore sees things as through blue 

grass darkly. Speaking in his paper, the .Blade, of 
a book he wrote while (unjustly) in jail, he observes 
that, apart from " Fleta," a law book, and Bunyan's 
"Pilgrim's Progress," his is the only book composed 
under ·similar circumstances. So Mr. Moore, though 
a professed exponent of Rationalism, has not heard 
of Thomas Paine in the Luxembourg prison writing 
Part I. of the "Age of Reason;" of Robert Taylor 
in Oakham jail producing his "Diegesis" and "Syn
tagma ;" of George William Foote in Holloway 
"gaol" engaged on "A: Prisoner for Bla~phei?y,'' 
nor of D. M. Bennett m the Albany pemtentiary 
devoting his leisure hours ·to a series of letters en
titled "Behind the Bars," and composing the two
volume octavo, "'fhe Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times." Editor Moore's advocacy of 
Rationalism might be rendered more coherent by 
familiarity with its History. He should add Knowl
edge to his understanding, and mingle Thought 
wit.h his literary labors. 

As is to be seen in many instances which might 
be mentioned, intolerant religious laws and restrictiv 
marriage laws travel and lodge together, and are 
supported by the same individual and associated 
bigots. Such marriage laws may be approved by 
some sort of experience which the race has never 
yet had, but they are in devilish bad company now. 

The clergy of Woonsocket, R.I., hav called upon 
one another to take the necessary steps to keep 
their congregations away from a spielkartenfest 
held for the benefit of the Woonsocket hospital. A 
spielkartenfest, I take it, is a card-playing festival 
or contest. The .objection to it in the minds of the 
clergymen is that it teaches children the fascina
tions of the game, and that "while people should 
be .preparing by prayer and self-.examination for the 
revival, spielkarten music, costumes, and pictures are 
flitting through ttheir minds to the destruction of more 
serious thought." This means no more nor less 
than that the event is likely to make the Woon
socketers happy when God has permitted that they 
might be miserable. Card playing and praying are 
both respectable old offenders. T~e former has 
been diverted to the ends of gamblmg, because a 
game of cards determine two chances-one to win, 
the other to lose. Praying, however, is never gam
bled on, because it determine nothing. · Everything 
stands exactly as before. It may be safely cop
pared to lose; but as there is nothing but mout.h 
behind it, nothing is won by the bettor. There IB 
not a sport in the world who ~ould back a prayer 
game. It lacks the element of ·chance, being dead 
sure to lose unless mechanical means are employed 
to affect the result. · If all the evil produced by 
card playing, and which would not exist without it, 
were placed on one side of ~he account, and all ~ts 
benefits in the way of keepmg people out of mis
chief on the other, there would be a balance in its 
favor ·greater than all the good ever accomplished 
by prayer. I hav even heard of an instance wpere 
gambling surpassed prayer at its own game-that 
of comforting the affiict£<d. It was on the steam
ship Gascogne, which, with a broken piston rod, 
rolled for a week almost at the mercy of the worst 
storm that has struck the Atlantic for years. The 
passengers were frightened, as they had cause to be, 
and the longer they prayed the more nervous they 
got. But th4>re was that on board which restored 
confidence. They could look through the windows 
of the smoking-room and see men playing poker, 
some for stakes that had no limit but the upper 
deck. The calmness of the players was a tonic 
which the fearful saints took a dose of, and it braced 
them up out of the depression to which praying 
had reduced them. Prayer did not save the ship, 
nor did cards; but . the captain and crew did, and 
they were materially assisted in their duties by the 
composure and good conduct of the passengers. 

The Woonsocket spielkartenfest might be con
demned as a waste of time for which there are more 
profitable uses, but prayer meetings are open to the 
same criticism. Still, the oecasion may teach some 
to play who otherwise would not learn, and thus 
enable them to be of service in crises like that in 
which the passengers on the Gascogne were placed 
when they found in the example of card players the 
comfort which prayer could not giv nor take alto
gether away. 

A number of eminent men chosen to do the-think
ing for larger or smaller groups of persons, who 
pay them by the year, hav contributed ~ately to a 
collection of thoughts on the labor c;t~estwn. . The 
special point to which they were sohc!ted to direct 
their attention is " The Coming Solutwn ,?f th.e So
cial Strife between Capital and Labor. B1shop 
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Newman, who, without overthinking himself, pro
vides exercitation for a large congregation of Meth
odists, says that "if the conscientious practice of 
Christianity cannot solve the vast and perplexing 
problem," then there is no hope. But I understand 
that the "vast and perplexing problem" is a prod
uct of our civilization, which by religious people is 
called Christian, and I know of no reason for appre
hending any more conscientious practice of Chris
tianity in the future than has distinguished the past. 
Bishop Newman is therefore out of the orchestra 
and may as well hang up his fiddle. 

Cardinal Gibbons, who is a representativ Catholic 
thought purveyor and business manager, proposes 
arbitration; but that would eliminate from t.he form 
of "social strife" called a '' strike" all that makes it 
attractiv and enjoyable. How would the cardinal 
view the prospect of arbitration between Satan and 
Jehovah, involving mutual concessions, and which, 
if successful, would leave himself, General Master 
Workman Leo XIII., Walking Delegate Satolli, and 
all the other clerical agitators, without a grievance! 
What is he giving us! 

Now comes a man without bolus or anodyne, and 
who is so poverty-stricken brainwise that he does 
not know it all. He is College President Eliot, of 
Harvard, and this is his confession: 

I am sorry to say that I hav but little idea what "the 
coming solution of the social strife between capital and 
labor" is going to be. My impression is that this strife, 
which has been developing for hundreds of years, will 
be removed only by gradual processes in operation 
through hundreds of years. 

Regardless of President Eliot's deficiency, as 
denoted by his confidence in evolution and his fail
ure to expre_ss belief in miracle cure, if he has ever 
written a work on economics, I should be glad to 
read it. But listen to one who does know it all, 
who is not a college president, and who has written 
volumes on political economy. This one is Henry 
George, and I remaTk that he knows it all for the 
reason that if he did not he would be unprepared to 
say with certainty, as such knowledge now enables 
him to do, that there is but one name under heaven 
and among workingmen whereby we shall be saved. 

The only pmsible solution of what is called the social 
strife between capital and labor is the Single Tax. 

All the comfort an evolutionist can extract from 
this declaration of Mr. George's is in the words 
"what is called," which seem to admit a possibility 
that the strife the otheT thinkers are considering 
does not n~cessarily exist ; and that is my concep
tion of the labor question. Being an observer 
rather than a thinker, the strife presents itself as a 
conflict between laborers organized and laborers 
unorganized; Bone but the organized division par
ticipating in the conflict with capital, and such hos
tilities being merely incidental to their efforts to 
coerce capital into withholding employment from 
the unorganized contingent. · If I am wrong I hope 
to be corrected; but if I am right, if the strife is 
that of one laborer with another -not a fight 
against capital, but for a daily dole of it in exchange 
for their services-and if the capitalist is not the 
adversary, but the bone of contention, which suffers 
neglect because the laborers are too busy fighting 
each other to gnaw it ; then the solvers will hav to 
get to work on a different basis. It can be said 
with confidence that if labor were harmonious, cap. 
ital, valueless without it, would be its easy game, 
its plum, and its pie. Let us discuEB "the coming 
solution of the social strife between " the men who 
insist that they shall name the conditions under 
which others may work and those who are com
pelled by necessity to work for what they can get. 

Senator Quay of Pennsylvania, who has recently 
drawn the eye of the country toward himself by 
loud shouts in favor of giving public money to a 
religious school in his state, satisfies my notion of 
what a shyster should be. In 1892, when the 
members of Congress were· talking about the 
World's Fair bills, Quay sent a Bible to the desk, 
and rising in his seat announced that the book con
tained his authority for an amendment he would 
offer orderint!' the Exposition closed on Sunday. 
The clerk read the "authority," which was as fol
lows: 

Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work; but the 
seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God : in it 
thou shalt not do any work, etc. 

Then another Senator arose and apologetically 
pointed out that while Mr. Quay's amendment read 
"Sunday, the first day of the week," the authority 
he had cited says "the seventh day," which would 
be Saturday. But Quay would withdraw neither 
his amendment nor his "authority." On the con
trary, he requested that the clerk insert "first day" 
in place of ''seventh day" in the scriptural quota
tion. I'he Pennsylvanian Senator's fraud, which, if 
practiced in court of law, would disbar him, went 

upon the records, and the Senate, with its founda
tions laid in the scriptures so revised, proceeded to 
enact religious legislation. Gxo. E. MAcDONALD. 

The Liberal Club. 
The drizzle of last Friday night did not deter a 

big audience from attending the seven hundr.ed 
and oddth regular meeting of the Manhattan Lib
eral Club. As the man with a badgepin on his 
wife inducted his family into the dazzling precincts 
of German Masonic hall, and saw what a crowd 
had gathered, he wondered where all could hav 
found seats who would hav come if it had really 
rained. The customs of the far West seem to be 
moving this way, for it is said that in Portland, Or., 
where it rains most of the time, the ladies never 
appear in representativ numbers unless there are 
signs of wet. All the chairs were full, and many 
people sat upon campstools, the occasional collapses 
of which did something to enliven the proceedings. 

Dr. E. B. Foote, jr., presided, but he brought no 
oral jokes with him and offered only his foot-ball 
hair as a silent pun. He introduced Mr. Franklin 
Steiner, of Des Moines, Ia., as the speaker of the 
evening. Steiner is a model lecturer. He is built 
for the platform, and his person and voice help him 
out a great deal. The material of his lecture on 
"Morality without Religion" is excellent. Moral
ity, as he presents it, is wholly a matter of human 
relations; and conduct, instead of being judged as 
good or evil by what some god has said on the sub
ject, is to be approved or condemned according to 
its results in the long run. Secular morality, Mr. 
Steiner said, is indifferent to both God and a future 
life, and holds that those conceptions are unneces
sary to right living. While Secularism is neither 
Atheistic nor Materialistic in its affirmations, he held 
it would be no discredit to the system if it were. 

The critics procrastinated for a while, though 
later they came on two at a time. MT. Gustavson, 
a tall gentleman with frizzled hair, took the plat
form first. Morality, Mr. Gustavson intimated, was 
defectiv as now taught and to some extent practiced. 
Its doctrins, he said, were inculcated at the school 
of Mrs. Grundy, who employed as teachers Mr. Re
spectability, a gentleman from whom the vigor of 
life had departed, and Miss Purity, a maiden lady 
in eyeglasses, who bore a white lily in her hand. 
These two made war upon Cupid and robbed him 
of his "love-flowers'' whenever they discovered him 
outside the marriage chamber. In which and other 
parables did Mr. Gustavson set forth the doctrin 
of social freedom. 

A non-member named Moran~ who wore a necktie 
like a coach-whip pennant, desired to make a few 
remarks, and was permitted to do so. Mr. Moran 
complimented the lecturer's style as admirable and 
expressed regret that he could not pay the same 
tribute to his processes of reasoning. As for Secu
larism and Secular morality, Mr. Moran had never 
heard of them before, but he knew enough about 
science to see its defects. Science, he said, halted 
at appearances and failed to recognize the ultimate 
cause, or God, back of phenomena. In the view of 
this speaker man is nothing but his own thoughts; 
all external things are phantoms of the mind, and 
the world is merely a show. The audience before 
him might imagin that they were to him actual per
sons, but they had no value outside of his mind. 
To regard phenomena .as objectiv realities was a 
pernicious error. Passing to a criticism of the lect
urer's remarks about the uselessness of theology 
and its priests, Mr. Moran stated that Copernicus, 
the founder of the present system of astronomy, 
was a monk, and that his work setting ·forth the 
heliocentric theory was published under the patron
age of the pope ; that Galileo was not disciplined 
for astronomy, but for contumacy in contending 
that the Bible sustained the Copernican doctrin ; 
and that while the Burning of Bruno was a regret
table incident, it was his own fault. 

Wilson McDonald discussed a future life, of ·the 
certainty of which he was assured. He had several 
times demonstrated the same to those present. An 
Irishman followed Mr. McDonald, whom he alluded 
to as "Me," but did not clarify the subject. Mr. 
Dobson then gained the platform and furnished the 
most interesting case of youthful confidence noted 
at the Club since E. C. Walker's baby followed him 
to the same eminence not long ago. A German 
gentleman of a scientific turn of mind demonstrated 
by reference to the pyramids that the earth's 
weight had not been changed for five thousand 
years, and argued thence that no spirits could hav 
left the sphere during that period unless, like the 
doctrins of Spiritualism, there was nothing to 
them. Dr. Caleb S. Weeks adverted to a book 
which he had lately published, with 171 illustra
tions and 240 pages (New York, Fowler & Wells), 
and said that he had therein set forth the fact thp.t 

Veneration was the lowest of the spiritual facul
ties, being the organ of appetite for the marvelous, 
and analogous to the physical bump of Alimentiv
ness. The curse of theology, said Dr. Weeks, con
sists not in a belief in a future life, but in the 
attempts of priests to enforce that and other relig
ious doctrins. 

The last of the critics was Mr. T. B. Wakeman, 
who, after characterizing the lecture of the evening 
as sound and solid, proceeded to the cheerful task 
of annihilating Mr. Moran. It is remarkable, said! 
Mr. Wakeman, what queer things sometimes blow· 
into this hall when there is a draft through the· 
door. He called Mr. Moran a Meipsist (from m-e,. 
me, and ipse, myself), adding that owing to the· 
absurdity of the meipsic philosophy, it had quite w 
following. As to Meipsist Moran's theory that 
externals existed only subjectivly, Mr. Wakeinan1 
explained that the subjectiv or internal was merely 

'a duplicate of the objectiv or external, the former 
produced by the latter and incapable of existence 
without it. He then went on to say that Meipsist 
Moran was destitute of knowledge on the subject of 
Copernicus and Galileo. The truth was that the 
founder of the heliocentric system inscribed his work 
to the pope to save his life, and then, as a further 
precaution against persecution, delayed publication 
until the hour of his demisE~, reading his last proof
sheet while upon his death- bed. As to Galilee, it 
is a historical fact, now placed· beyond doubt by 
President White, of Cornell, in his "Warfare of 
Science," that this astronomer was put under sur
veillance, imprisoned, and in all likelihood tortured 
to extort a recantation. This was not, as Mr. 
Moran had said, because he taught that the Bible 
supported the Copernican theory, but because he 
pointed out that the astronomy of the Bible and 
the church was wrong. Mr. Wakeman likewise 
made caustic remarks about Moran's admission that 
the burning of Bruno was an impolite, not to say 
unkind, thing to do. 

There was not much answering left for Mr. 
Steiner to do, and he therefore reviewed the hostil 
criticisms briefly and made his bow. The audience 
gave him a round of applause, in which tlle writer 
attempted to join, but his hands being oe~npied iD 
supporting an infant phenomenon wh&m the> 
speeches of the evening had thrown into ~ Jll'<>'
found slumber, he had recourse to his heels, one of 
which came down on the foot of a young woman in 
the next chair, and the demonstration was cut short. 
Mr. Steiner will please accept this in explanation 
of any lack of enthusiasm on the part of the under~ 
signed which he may hav observed. 

A Word from C. B. Reynolds. 
To the Jlriends in Washington and Oregon: 

While fully realizing the deplorable depreBsion 
and stagnation of industry affecting all parts of the 
Sound country, we must not permit the good work 
for mental liberty to retrograde. The spirit of self
sacrifice that has accomplished so much in both 
Washington and Oregon should be emulated by all 
friends of the cause. If they will but do the little
all they can-the lecturers and other workers will 
redouble their efforts and continue in the lead. 

Katie Kehm Smith, Nettie A. Olds, and Mrs. A. 
E. Barker hav accomplished grand results in Ore
gon. Permanent churches, with large and most 
entitusiastic Sunday-schools, hav been established 
at Portland, Forest Grove, and McMinnville. Mrs. 
Smith is now helping onward the good work at Sil
verton, where the Sunday-school is a mighty power 
for good. 

The best results, the only sure, effectiv, contin
uous progress, must come, I firmly believe, through 
the Oregon plan, so successfully inaugurated by 
Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith. Establish Sunday-schools, 
with kindergarten classes; make the exercises in
tensely interesting, alike to old and young, by lee
BOBs in natural philosophy, recitations, vocal and 
instrumental music, calisthenics, etc. Hav a regu
lar lecturer. If it is impracticable at first to hav a. 
lecture every week, then hav one every two or three 
weeks, or monthly; but start the school and hold 
it every Sunday. 

I hav buckled on the armor anew and reentered 
the lecture field, to devote my entire time to the 
work. Applications for lectures or for information 
with regard to Sunday-school work, lesson leaves, 
etc., will receive prompt attention. During my stay 
in Oregon lecture engagements that I cannot meet 
will be fill~>d by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds. Yours for 
reason, right, and truth, C. B. REYNOLDs. 

Box 118, Premont, King Oo., Wash. 

The Oregon church taxation bill was killed in the 
Senate committee room. The story of the fight 
and defeat is very interestingly told by Mrs. Katie 
E:ehm Smith W. a.~ ~r~i~le to appear ne:xt week. 
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News and Notes. 
I leave Trinidad on Tuesday, February 26th, for 

Marysville, Kansas. I hav to pursue a somewhat 
roundabout journey, staying over night at Burlin
game, Kan., going thence to Manhattan, where 
I hav to wait about three hours for the Blue Valley 
train, arriving at Marysville on Thursday afternoon 
at half-past four. I find a good welcome here. 
This is one of the old Kansas towns. The moun
tains of Colorado hav now disappeared, and a vast 
prairie stretches on ~very side. Marysville is a 
place of about three thousand inhabitants. It has 
over half a dozen churches. There is quite a Ger
man element, and an excellent Turner organization 
which breathes tbe Liberal spirit in a social and ed
ucational way. It has a membership of over four 
hundred. It has a fine hail-a gymnasium-and 
ranks as one of the leading societies in the state. 
I lecture in their hall, and, beginning with Thurs
day evening, the audiences constantly increase. 
On Sunday however a Kansas blizzard breaks in 
upon us, a~d I adjo~rn Sunday evening, so that I 
lecture on Monday and Tuesday evenings of this 
week, when, fortunately, the blizzard has disap
peared and we hav fine weather.. On th~ last eve~
ing the hall is filled almost to Its capacity. I giv 
a lecture on "Evolution and Creation." The mat
ter has been quite widely discussed here. Profes
sor Snow, of the State University, delivered some 
interesting lectures with illustrations, etc., demon
strating the position of science to-day. The Meth
odist minister wouldn't stand this. He sailed into 
the professor with· all his colors flying. He stood 
by the Mosaic account, and showed to the entire 
satisfaction of the orthodox believer that modern 
science was not in it, and that Professor Snow must 
take a back seat. It was a favorable opportunity 
to declare the Freethought philosophy of the whole 
matter, which I accordingly did. · The weak point 
of Professor Snow was his endeavor to reconcile 
Genesis with evolution. The strong point of the 
Methodist clergyman was his t.ota.l ign~ra~ce of 
modern science, and his unquest10nmg faith m the 
Bible. It is too bad that a man of Professor 
Snow's ability should be hampered by that old 
mvth. 

It is well known that the Turners are entirely 
with us on the Demands of Liberalism. These are 
a part of their own platform. It is gratifying to 
find that this organization is increa~ing. ?.ther 
nationalities besid&s the German are bemg admitted, 
and it is becoming a cosmopolitan institution. Of 
course the clergy do not like it a bit; but it is too 
firmly entrenched at Marysville for them to enter 
the lists against it. 

Marysville was one of the s.tations on t~e old 
stage line. This was the l.ast Important pomt b?
fore starting across the plams for Denver. Here IS 
where the supplies were mainly laid in for the long 
journey. Brigham Young and his company wen.t 
on this trail. The early settlers who stuck to busi
ness made large fortunes in this section. 

Near by is what they call "Hangman's tree," 
where a large number of desperadoes hav swung 
oft' into eternity, with their boots on. There was 
very little delay in the execution of justice. Much 
of the old pro-slavery struggle also surged around 
this point. It was originally called "Palmett~," 
but is now Marysville, after the name of the wife 
of the orginal pioneer, Marshall, after whom the 
county is named, of which Marysville is the county 
seat, with a $45,000 build~ng, which ~san ornament 
to the place. The Cathohc church. IS an enor~ous 
building, overlooking the town like an ancient 
cathedral. There are two Lutheran churches, a 
Baptist a Presbyterian, a Methodist, and an Episco

. palian. ' There is even a "Christian Science " as-
sembly. I understand that they cure horses of the 
colic etc. by "Christian ecience," and also hogs of 
the hog-cbolera. It is wonderful how thi~ "belief " 
prevails and its adherents become so mfatuated 
that th~y would rather die by "C?:?stian scienc~" 
than survive by the use of I?edicm. For . a mty 
of its size Marysville has certamly a vast variety of 
human nature. 

It is admirably situated on the bluffs of th~ Blue 
river, not on a level prair~e. One can hav .a view of 
the whole of it from the bights around, as It sprea~s 
along the declivities, with its fine blocks, elegant resi
dences and public buildings. The banks of the 
·Blue :iver roll away precipitously for about ~":e 
miles and then the great level floor of the pratrle 
country appears. This givs I?any attractiv and 
picturesque views about Marysville. 

It is a good farming and s~ock co~ntry, and sel
dom lacks for crops of some kmd. It IS not depend
ent on any one thing; and the people weather the 
hard times quite comfortably.· Here is the "golden 
mean" without the extremes of good or ~ll-fortune. 

Mr: Sidney Walter is one of our mam workers, 

a subscriber of THE TRuTH SEBXER. He came here 
in 1871. He has grown with the country and 
shares its prosperity, although he has not been on 
the side of the Lord. He has cultivated the earth 
and made his own way. I had the pleasure of visit
ing his home, which occupies a commanding posi~ 
tion just outside the town limits and from whence 
spreads a stately panorama of the country along 
the Blue river. I am sorry that Mrs. Walter, a 
stanch Freethinker, was not able to attenq the lect
ures on account of sickness. The daughter, Miss 
Lottie, is quite a devoted admirer of the Children's 
Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Dr. D. A. Wilson is another of our supporters, 
who has been through all the fortunes of this c~un
try as a physician. He has traveled day and night 
sometimes. He is kept constantly busy. The 
Christians do not boycott him, for. he has the knack 
of keeping death off if there's any chance; and 
even the Christians like that kind of a doctor. The 
doctor also enjoys farming and stock raising. He 
delights in horseflesh, and has studied it1 evolution 
with great success. He is l;l.OW owner of the finest 
race-horse in the state, and it may be in the world. 
The name of the horse is "Kansas." He is cer
tainly a magnificent steed, and will no doubt cover 
his nativ sod with laurels. 

I was pleased to meet Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Carter, 
who came in ten miles facing a northwest storm on 
Sunday to hear the lecture. They came the same 
distance on Monday and Tuesday evenings. Mrs. 
Carter was formerly of New York, a member of the 
Society of Humanity, and is well acquainted with 
the rank and file of Manhattan Liberals. Her 
son, named after Wakeman and Searing, is a stanch 
Freethinker. He also traveled the ten miles to at
tend the lectures. Mrs. Carter was formerly Ella 
J, Burke, and I presume her New York Liberal 
friends will remember her, although she has been 
out on these prairies about fifteen years, and has 
prospered. But she does not forget the old guard 
of New York among whom her youth of Free
thought was spent. 

I hav enjoyed the hospitality .of the Turner so
ciety. The members of the society here hav won 
some of the first prizes in national tournaments. 
They are certainly skilled gymnasts. They hav 
large classes in the gymnasium ; and even the 
church members are beginning to attend and culti
vate muscle. 

About fifty names hav been added to the roll of 
the Federation. Undoubtedly a local club could be 
started. There is good material. 0~ course m.a~y 
are afraid to make an open declaratiOn. But It Is 
easily seen that Freethought is on the gain. The 
audiences; especially at the last two lectures, were 
excellent. At the first two lectures there were 
no women, and only one on Sunday after~oon; but 
since then the number has been largely Increased. 
This present campaign has developed growth in 
the community. I am sure that the Freethought 
colors will never cease to float in this Liberal 
atmosphere. 

Mr. August Holme is pr~sident o! the Turne.r 
society and mayor of the mty, a gemal and culti
vated Liberal. Sam Foster is teacher of the classes 
in gymnastics, and is remarkably proficient, as 
shown by the success of his pupils. Dr. Scammon, 
Dr. Edwards, Dr. Cottrell, Emil Draheim !lore 
among the many friends I met. Also Wm. Lofinck, 
who has been on the frontier at Anacortes, Wash., 
and kept the flag floating on the Pacific coast. T~e 
Cotrell Bros. al!l.d family at Hull make a host In 
themselvs. They are enrolled for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and also David Schaub, Charley A. Bohner, 
Rudolr'A. Krause, and Jerome Carter. The Pacific 
Hotel agreeably entertained the Secular Pilgrim. 
Both Liberalism and art prevail. Mrs. Waterson 
has a fine artistic genius, so that the eye of the 
traveler is delighted with beautiful pictures and 
designs while partaking of a good square meal. In 
every respect I hav enjoyed my week:s work amo~g 
this generous company of Kansas Liberals, who In 
the heart of the contiRent keep the campfires 
glowing in the march of freedom. 

March 6, 295. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 

{
What Must We Do 

Sundar, March 17th, Columbus, 0., To Be Saved? 
Monday. March 18th, Ann Arbor, Mich_. ......... The B~ble 
Tuesday March 19th Grand Rapids, Mich ..... The Bible 
Wednesday March 20th, Bt.nton Harbor, Mich ... Liberty 
Thursday March 21st! <;ioshen, lnd ................... Lib~rty 
Friday, March 22d, E.gm, IU ......................... The B~ble 
Saturday March 23d Springfield, Ill .............. The Bible 
Sunday March 24th,' St. Louis~.-Mo ................ The Bible 
Monday March 25th Muncie, .LDd ........•......... The Bible 
Tuesday March 26th Indianapolis, Ind .......... The Bible 
Wednesday, March 27th, Spri!lgfleld, 0 ............. Lincoln 
Sunday, March 31st, Jersey City, N. J. . 
Monday, April 8th, Danb~y, Conn ................... Liberty 
Tuesday, A.~ril9th, Hart~ord, Conn. 
Friday, A.prll12th, NorWich, Conn. 

.A. Stirring Letter from louis Levine. 
MY DEAB Mn. MAcDoNALD : In sending you $5 for 

immediate use in your educational work for equal 
justice as enunciated in the Liberal platform, I 
would be glad if it might hav been a hundredfold. · 
Printed matter is needed, and in quantity, that will 
tersely and unanswerably set forth and drive home 
each demand. Let us be candid. Can your thou
sands of readers realize how very little they do 
to uphold the working few? These heartily giv for 
their principles the best of themselvs ; too often 
at ill-afforded sacrifice. These do the work that 
should be shared by the many, but who to all pur
poses are not much in evidence ! 

The churches are answered abundantly in their 
call for "mission funds" for the heathen (!) of dis
tant lands when the wretched poor liv distracted 
and distressed at home ! We hav our heathen 
here with the lucre they affect to despise, a means 
of c~nstant menace, and calling for eternal vigilance 
on the part of those who labor disadvantageously 
through hesita:n~y of substanti~l .an~ timely assist
ance, in oppositiOn to palpable InJustice. It seems 
to me a genuin claim-one that may expect re
sponse. Let those well able giv more; othe:rs less ; 
but ALL some ! 

"It is better to keep the wolf out of the fold than 
trust to drawing his teeth and claws after he has 
entered" is a Jeffersonian aphorism. Now, I would 
put this to every reader seriousl~,: What ca~ ?r 
will you do to safeguard the "fold first T To ·mvll
ize the "wolf " is an all-time efiort. In both, all 
should engage heartily. . Come, let us get together ! 
'rhe Secular flag is nailed to the stanch staff of 
Right. To stay there! Justice and com.mon. se~se 
shall decide it must and shall wave for 1nsptrat10n 
and aspiration FOR ALL ! 

Sincerely, LoUis LEVINE. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THiil Manhattan Liberal Club meets. every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, :a20 EBst 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March: 
March 15th-"The Two Heavens One." T. B. Wakeman. 

THiil BrooklYn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long lsla:ad Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues; Program for March: 
March 17th-" The Fallacies of Henry George." Henry 

Nichols. 

THiil Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A.. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st .. Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel on the 
following subjects: 
March 17th-" The Sermon on the Mount Analyzed." 

THiil Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretaryi meets at 2 :30 and 7 :30, every Sunday in War
ner's Ha 1 Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 
Freethought uublications are on sale at the meeting. 

The Rev. W. H. Gill givs his second reply to Colonel 
Ingersoll's late lecture on the " Bible " on Sunday even
ing, M1nch 17th, at 8. 

FRANKLIN STmiNER has been lecturing in the Eastern 
states during the past four weeks, closing in Boston on 
March 3d. Boston Liberals hav engaged ~im to ret.nrn 
and meet the Rev. Miles Grant, the Advent!st _champlO?, 
in a joint dis(lussion. The rev~rend has sigmfied a diB· 
position to debate. and Mr. Stemer. is prepared _to meet 
him. Western Liberals may write Mr. Stemer for 
engagements in care of this office. 

MATTIE P. KlmXEL spoke to a fine audience in Cincin
nati on Sunday evening, March 3d, ~n Sa~?bath la~s. 
Persons desiring to secure Mrs. Krekel s serviCes during 
the week, in March, near Oinci~~:nati, should addre.ss ~er 
at 115 East Fifth street that City. Also those Wishmg 
lectures in Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Illinois, 
will please write to the same address. She should hav no 
difficulty in obtaining appointments for every day of 
every month. 

THAT earnest Liberal worker, L. DeWitt Griswold, of 
Elmira N.Y. wants to explain to the Freethought lect
urers ~ho ha; written to him during the last year relativ 
to lecture engagements, why he has not answered their 
letters For a year Mrs. Griswold has been very ill, and 
at last ·she had to be Temoved to a hospital for treatment, 
and the home was closed, Mr. Griswold taking other 
quarters so as to be near his companion, whose sufferings 
caused him the most poignant anguish. He was obliged 
to suspend business entirely and his expenses hav been 
very Jarge. 

J. E. REMSBURG has been lecturing _in the Ind.ian Terri
tory. There are many Freethinker~ In the te~ritory; t~e 
educated native, many of them, havmg repudiated Chris
tianity. Mr. Remsburg gave a course of lectures at ~ach 
of the following towns: Watova in the Cherokee natwn; 
Eufaula in the Creek nation; Krebs, Atoka, and Caddo 
in the Choctaw nation, and Grady, Duncan, and Ardmore 
in the Chickasaw nation. The meetings were generally 
well attended and the lectures well received. At Krebs 
the large Opera House was packed-every !oot of st9:nd
ing room on the floor and on the stage bemg occupied. 
Mr. Remsburg gave his lecture on "False Claims," ~hich 
was greeted with a storm of apphmse. ';l'he audience 
was not satisfied with one lecture and when It was learned 
that the lecturer's engagements would not permit h}m to 
remain over the following night, they comp~lled him· to 
go on and giv his lecture on "Thomas Pame." None 
left the hall, though hundreds had to stand nearly three 
hours, 
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With Blushes We Thank Yon. 
ARAGo, OR., Feb. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $4 50-sub
scription to your paper, and for the books 
named. 

I wish that I could send a batch ol new 
subscribers to your noble paper, for it is 
deserving of an immense ·circulation. It 
is doing more good than any other paper 
published, and should be read by every
body. Long may it and the Editor pros-
per. J. MoNAuGHTON. 

Two More in the Fold. 
WEsTERN SPRINGs, ILL., Feb, 16, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.10 for re· 

newal of my subscription to the grand ad
vocate of Freethought and reform, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Send the paper to the 
two persons named in my letter for three 
months on trial. I will try to get a 
Freethought lecturer out here some time 
in the spring or summer to stir up the re
ligious people a little. 

I remain yours in liberty and humanity, 
NELS PEARSON. 

For the Cause That is Good. 
TRuxToN, N. Y., Feb. 20, E. lll, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Within find $1.50-$1 for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER; the rest for THE AN
NUAL, and Ingersoll's "About the Bible.'• 
I will try to get signers to the petition. 
I am doing all I can for liberty and justice. 
Will send a small sum to the Federation 
to-day; if it's only fifty cents it will go so 
far. You can depend on my doing all I 
can for Freethought. 

Yours for the repeal of the Sunday laws 
and all other laws which are unjust, 

JoHN DEAN.· 

Religions Crnelty is the Worst. 
LEXINGTON, Jan. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: A kind and .nobl~ Free
thinker has made me a present of Mr. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought." I am reading it, and wonder 
how I could hav existed so long without 
such a book. 

It also contains excellent portraits of the 
author, the Lelands, Mr. D. M. Bennett, 
the great reformer and pioneer, as well as 
that of Mr. J. A. Greenhill, the noble 
Freethinker and philanthropist. 

Cruelty is always detestable, but that 
fierceness which belongs to religion is in
tensified until it becomes fiendish and 
unnatural. ALHAZA. 

He Will be a Welcome Visitor. 
WILLIMANTIO, CoNN., Feb. 23, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $15, 
to be used as your best judgment may 
decide, viz., for the distribution of your 
pamphlet, "Church Property," or anti
Sabbatarian literature, or in propagating 
other Secular demands. Please apply it to 
use in New York state or in any other sec
tion where you think best. I am sorry I can 
not hand you a larger sum, as I hav full 
faith in your earnest desire to do the best 
with the means at your command. 

I am with you in all your desires for the 
final triumph of Freethought, and I think 
the old crust of superstition is beginning 
to break up under the blows of the able 
wo~kers now laboring in the cause. I 
hope to call on you in New York, perhaps 
in the spring, if I stay on earth. 

GILBERT LINOOLN. 

Honest Taxation Enrages the Preachers. 
TuosoN, ARiz., Feb. 21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3. 30. Credit 
me with one year's subscription, and send 
two copies of "Church Property: Why 
It Should Not be Exempt from Taxation.'' 
We hav stirred up the. sky pilots here, and 
they are working themselvs into a great 
rage on account of a petition we are circu
lating here to our legislature, asking the 
passage of a law taxing church property. 
In twenty-four hours we obtained 159 
names, including many of the '' solid " 
citizens of the town, and we will get many 
more beforo sending to the capital. 

Friend Putnam worked up considerable 
enthusiasm while here. I hope Mrs. Free
man will come through this country and 
deliver a course of lectures before the en
thusiasm subsides. She could call out the 
female population, and they need eduoa-
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tion in Freethought. Wishing our cause 
and your paper suooeBB, I am yours for 
liberty, ISAAO E. CRuM. 

Asking Them to be Just. 
NEw BRiTAIN, CoNN., Feb 13, 295. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav consented to solicit 
signatures to the petition for the repeal ol 
the law exempting church property in this 
state from taxation, yet I feel quite sure 
that Larmer could hardly hav chosen a 
poorer solicitor, and I would not try at all 
if I did not know that it was only Justice 
to all for which I am asking. Please send 
me a few leaflets on the above subject if you 
hav them. ·Larmer tells me to present the 
petition blanks for signatures to the minis
ters first and lawyers next. I shall do as 
he directs, but with faint hopes of gaod re
sults. It seems like bearding the lion in 
his den, the Douglass in his hall, to solicit 
signatures of the olergv, but perhaps some 
of them hav the principle of justice in 
them, or patriotism enough not to rob and 
endanger the state for the benefit of the 
church, and are willing to render unto 
Cresar the things that are Cresar's. 

GEo. F. ELLIOTT. 

What One Man Did. 
BREATBEDSVILLE, MD., Feb. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please fill the inclosed or
der, for which I hand you $4.65: Two 
three months' trial subscription to TRUTH 
SEEKER; six copies of Paine's "Age of 
Reason " including '' Examination of the 
Prophecies," eight copies " Age of Rea
son," and cne " The Bible." 

Half of above subscriptions for the " Age 
of Reason" I got prepaid at a neighbor
ing farmer's public sale inside of two 
hours, and the remainder I got in about 
the same time in Hagerstown, our county 
seat. It seems to me that if Freethinkers 
were to make more effort to disseminate 
this pioneer work of Paine's they would 
reap richer harvests of converts. Two 
persons whom I got to read the "Age of 
Reason" last fall hav since subscribed for 
THE TRUTH BEEKER,on trial, and will prob
ably continue p_ermanently. 

Much of the Freethought in this section 
I can trace back to the influence of my 
grandfather, who over forty years ago lent 
the '' Age of Reason" to the parents or 
grandparents of the young Freethinkers 
here to-day. 

Let us push the circulation of the "Age 
of Reason" until the world finally reaches 
that era we can truly call the age of rea-
son. Yours for progress, D. W. G. 

For a Praiseworthy Purpose. 
LoRENA, TEx., Feb. 24, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: As I hav not written in 
quite a while I now come and ask you to 
publish this. It is a scheme I hav to do a 
little good to one of the most fearless and 
liberal reformers of Europe. And remem
ber, friends, that the world is our country. 
I received a letter from Captain Otto 
Thomson yesterday, in which, in speaking 
of "Four Hundred Years," he said, "I 
hav not yet had an opport...,nity to read 
'Four Hundred Years of Freethought,• 
and perhaps never will be able to get that 
valuable work.'' 

Captain Thomson was the leader of the 
Freethought movement in Sweden, but he 
is now in an embarrassed situation. He 
is old and his sun is nearly set. Let 
the Freethinkers of America be among 
the ones to cheer the old gentleman's de
clining years. 

The scheme is this: Let ue send enough 
money to the Truth Seeker Company to 
pay for a copy of " Four Hundred Years," 
and get Mr. Macdonald to present the 
same to Captain Thomson in our names as 
a tribute of regard and respect. 

I will send $1 to the Editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER as soon as there is enough 
additional promised to pay for the book. 

Now, my dear friends, it will not take 
much from even a very few of you to carry 
out this scheme. and I'm sure that Mr. 
Macdonald will assist us. 

Hoping my plan may receive the appro
bation of all my fellow Freethinkers, I 
am, yours fraternally, 

WM. M. MATTHEWS. 

Another Light in Covenanter Land. 
?4oKEESPORT, PA., Feb. 26, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday evening con
summated the formation of the McKeesport 
Philosophical and Ethical Society, being 

the first Liberal organization in this place. 
This city contains among its population 
some very advanced thinkers, yet organi
zation did not assume tangible shape 
until some two or three weeks ago, when 
aotiv work tending to the organization of 
the above-named society was inaugurated 
by Benjamin Hopkins and Mr. H. H. 
Fry. Mr. Hopkins is a veteran in years, 
having attained the ripe old age of seventy
six. Considering his age and state of 
health, he is far above the average in 
activity, especially in his zeal for the ad
vancement of Freethought. And let me 
add that he is the ideal personification of 
one who demonstrates his convictions in 
his daily actions. He is the society's 
"patron saint.'' We expect ere long to 
be housed in a suite of rooms, where the 
friends of the society can be welcomed at 
all times. Through t.\J.e courtesy of Dr. 
A. J. Gillis, we are at present meeting 
temporarily in his office-parlor, No. 414 
Fifth avenue. The following are the names 
of those elected to the re~peotiv offices: 
President, Dr. A. J. Gillis; vice-president, 
B. Hopkins; treasurer, Kirkland Camp
bell; and the writer, secretary. I would 
like to make special mention of these 
gentlemen, but space forbids, yet some 
remarks concerning them may be made in 
a future letter on the progress of this 
society. R. L. MoCLuRE. 

Mattie A. Freeman in Ohio. 
CINOINNATI, 0., Feb. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Mrs. M. A. ·Freeman, of 
Chicago, delivered a lecture last Sunday 
evening before the Ohio Liberal Society 
upon the subject: ''The Ideal of 1776." 
She .was greeted by a large. audience, and 
introduced by Mrs. E. P. Foster, who 
presided. Mrs. Freeman is a lecturer of 
marked ability and strikes straight out 
from the shoulder. She captivated her 
audien.ce, which was composed of the in
telligent, thinking people of this city. 

At the close of her lecture there was a 
spirited discussion by those in the audi
ence wishing to speak, and Mrs. Freeman 
answered them all in her pleasant and 
forcible manner, which pleased everybody. 
Mrs. Freeman is a credit to the Free
thought platform, and should be constant
ly kept on the move. Do not let snob a 
lecturer "rust." 

There are so ·few women of brains and 
ability who hav the moral o~urage to take 
the rostrum and denounce fraud, hypoc
risy, and the relics we still hav of the su
perstitions of past ages, that they should 
be kept busy enlightening the masses and 
curbing the encroachments of priestoraft 
and other enemies of Freethought and 
progress. 

It will be with great pleasure that we 
can again listen to Mrs. Freeman, and I 
hope that she will be constantly engaged 
in removing the cobwebs from the eyes of 
the ignorant and priest-ridden masses of 
backward mental development. 

Yours truly, GEo. E. LIGHT, 
Pres. Ohio Liberal Society. 

Mortuary- Nehemiah Kile. 

BENToN, PA., Jan. 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : Observation has taught us 

that deer on a dry day seek a high, airy 
mountain, and just before a storm they go 
into a deep swamp for sheiter, and when 
they are disturbed they cross from one 
swamp to another, or from one mountain 
to another. In the wilds of northern Penn
sylvania, five miles from any habitation, 
is cut on a tree in bold letters, "N. K." 
There the deer cross from one swamp to 
another or from one mountain to another. 
This place is known by hunters .as Nehe
miah Rile's Crossing. Nehemiah Kile was 
born in the forty-second year of our inde
pendence ; he died Jan nary 23d, in the 
119th year of the American Republic. He 
lived independent of church or creed, and 
many a Christian could well afford to accept 
his example. He waa buried by the church, 
but they seemed to hav no hope for 
him; yet he was a good neighbor, a kind 
husband, and a loving father, and amid all 
the tangling ways of the world he succeed
ed in keeping the wolf of want from the 
door of his family; but the church asserts 
the necessity of each and all taking. out a 
church policy, something like a fire insur
ance policy, and keeping it paid up so that 
we can be ready at all times to compare 

our assets with our liabilities; •md Rile's 
wife, leaning over the box, said in blind
ing tears, "0 Nehemiah, if only you had 
been a Christain !" 

Now, of all the wicked things in earth or 
outer space, it is the church destroying 
the last lingering ray of hope of a weeping 
child at a loving father's grave. Oh, how 
long must intelligence sit upon a barbed 
wire fence and see these unintelligent 
hosts go by. 

I will be a subscriber soon as I can get 
another subscription. My brother-in-law 
takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I read it. 
We are going to try to build a Freethought 
hall in Benton the coming summer. I will 
try to be of use to your paper yet. 

GEo. R. HEss. 

Scripture Not Adapte1l to Preachers' Use. 
ST. JoHN, KAN., Feb. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3-$2 of 
which place to my credit nn subscription; 
and send me "Age of Reason," " Exami
nation of the Prophecies," ANNUAL, "All 
About the Hol.r Bible," and "The Bible 
Against Itself." 

Freethought is well representee} in our 
county officers. Onr representativ to the 
legislature was elected in 1888, 1890, 1892, 
and again in 1894. The clerk of the dis
trict court was elected in 1892 and in 1894. 
One county commissioner in 1892. All are 
Infidels. While we hav many other good 
citizens in this county who are Infidels, we 
failed in two attempts to get a Freethought 
lecturer to come here and deliver a course 
of lectures. The Methodist Episcopal 
church held a revival meeting for seven 
oonaeoutiv weeks at St. John, and during 
this time the church requested that all 
places of business should be closed at 
seven P.M., except, of course, where the 
sky-pilot l!lells passes to heaven. One 
night some of the mischievous boys of the 
town took the rubber off the preacher's 
bioyle. Instead of acting in accordance 
with the precept as laid down by Christ, 
per Mat. v,39, "But I say unto you, Resist 
not evil," very promptly the next morning 
the minister had the boys arrested, 
tried, and fined for meddling with one of 
God's servants' property. If the Bible is 
a divinely inspired book, as is claimed for 
it, it must ba perfect, plain, and practical; 
if it lacks in any of those essentials, the 
claim must be erroneous. It seems to me 
that it lacks in all three of these parts. 
If the Bible were perfect, there would be 
no self-contradictions. If it were plain, 
there would not be so many different 
creeds or opinions formed by reading the 
same book. It is impracticable, as is shown 
by reading Mat. v, 39, 44; vi, 25; Mark xvi, 
17, 18; Mat. xxi, 21, etc. I hav never seen 
the person who could practice those pre-
cepts. A. J. HASTEB. 

Expensiv Professional Soul-Savers. 

PLEASANTDALE, ME., Feb. 25, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please mail to the address 

inclosed Ingersoll's "The Holy Bible," 
and the ANNUAL. 

Not having seen any communication 
from Maine to your paper for some time, 
and never from my town-Cape Elizabeth 
-I take the liberty and, I may add, 
pleasure, of writing to you. 

I hav taken your paper for a number of 
years and find it not only a truth seeker; 
but a truth speaker. When Ingersoll gave 
his lecture on the Bible in Portland, it so 
frightened the holy parsons that all gave 
notice from their pulpits that some time 
during the month they would fire a broad
side,loaded with scripture. directly at him. 
Even Sam Pearsons, the city missionary, 
who has been working -in the Lord's vin
yard for twenty years laying up treasures 
in Portland, gave notice to the same effect, 
·but he did not come to time for the reason 
there was nothing in it for Sam. But the 
parsons who did try to answer him got 
into such a dispute among themselvs that 
they gave it up for a bad job. They felt, 
however, as though they really should do 
something to offset Ingersollism, so they 
made arrangements for a grand revival. 
The following, copied from a Cape Eliza
beth paper, will show you how the revival 
came out: 

A pretty good story was told the writer 
by a reliable Portland gentleman, which 
goes to bear out the assertio:a that even ·the 
·• saving of souls" depends greatly on the 
almighty dollar. As known, the city min-



isters are greatly anxious that a revival 
shl!oll take place there, a feeling being 
prevalent that Ma\ne'smetropolis is rather 
inclined Babvlonianwards. There being 
no Dr. Parkhurst handy, it has been 
thought best to enga~e evangelists to wake 
the city up to the evils of the hour. Two 
famous ones were recently written to for 
terms. The reply was startling, and oon· 
vinoed the good Portland parsons that 
they were rather behind the times as oon· 
cerns the modern methods of conversion. 
The evangelists, after stating the amount 
of cash they required (a goodly snm), 
added that they should also expect a oer· 
tain price for each sinner brought to God. 
In other words, they demanded a tariff on 
each soul saved-put a price on everv oon· 
vert's head. A plan similar to the killing 
of hogs in Chicago. · 

Wishing your paper great snooess for 
the coming year, I am, 

Very truly yours, EDWARD T. WING. 

For Liberty Steadfast as the Menntains. 
SYRACUSE, N.Y., Feb. 17, 295. 

MR. EDIToR : For the first time since I 
became a Freethinker I hav failed to do 
the needful service of presenting petitions 
to persons asking for their signatures for 
the purpose of abrogating laws, made in 
the past, prejudicial to the rights of the 
people; but to·day I hav to acknowledge 
an entire failure. I am not sick, but I do 
not go out at all in the winter, walking; I 
am not sure of my standin,q, and though 
'tis not a pleasant thing to be old, 'twonld 
be worse to be crippled. I hav hoped each 
day that some one would call upon me 
whom I oonld ask to take the petition 
in regard to the Sunday law and circulate 
it, but as yet no snob person has appeared. 
Of the many disagreeable things which 
age brings with it, the feeling of utter use· 
lessness is the hardest; the world is full o-f 
needs, and to sit and fold one's hands, use
less, is mortifying to one'::~ pride. My 
eyes are good ( I wish my ears were), and 
I read nearly half of the hours that make 
$he day. The frightful storm which we 
hav just passed through deprived me of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 9th, and made 
me feel aq perhaps the devout Catholic 
does who loses the beads, that his connec
tion with his God is broken; however, In· 
vestigator and Open Oourt reached me, 
and yesterday came the last TRUTH BEEK
ER. One cannot easily be lonely with 
" Four Hundred Years of Freethonght "in 
the house, and though I have read it oon
f!BOntivly. twice through, I find it very 
pleasant, when waiting for the book from 
the library; to take np that and oommmae 
with the dear ones now living, and some of 
the more dear, alai! I gone. If I only were 
rich I would giv to every Freethinker, 
not able to buy the book, a copy, and say, 
" Read it thoroughly, and never again call 
yourself uneducated." I am getting very 
proud of THE TRTT~H HEKKER. I think the 
editor and publisher has shown wondrous 
ability·both as editor and publisher, im
proving it each week. It was a masterly 
stroke of business putting a second Mao
donald into the paper, and "Notes and 
News." Does Mr. Putnam write while he 
sleeps, as it used to be said dear Mr. Ben
nett did? Old as I am, I want to liv long 
enough to see that "book of poetry" by 
Putnam and Macdonald. Well, Imnst not 
make my article too long lest it crowd out 
something that is of more importance, and 
so, with kindly greeting to all who read the 
TRUTH SEEKER, I am, dear Mr. Editor, 

Yours always, Lucy N. CoLMAN. 

A. Suggestion. 
Auu, TENN., Feb. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Wehav had a great awaken
ing here. A divine apostle has been 
preaching here for several weeks, and the 
'result is that several poor, ignorant, de
luded superstitions persons profess to hav 
obta~ed salvation. I hav talked with 
some of them, but I oan make no headway 
with them. They hav all been well posted 
by their shepherds not to converse with 
" Infidels." The old trick has been im· 
posed upon them-" faith is above rea
son." It ooonrs to me that there is· a way 
by which these people may be reached. It 
is a waste of time to ask them to read any
thing written by Atheists, Agu~sti~s, o~ 
Deists. The other day the Cmomnat1 
Post published an extract from a sermon 
preached by the Rev. Lyman Abbott to the 
efteot that the aooonnt of the fall of Adam 
was only a legend. Another man, who livs 
here, out this extract out of the Post, and 
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showed it to some of the "faithful." They 
read it carefully. This afforded me an 
opportunity to point out to them the fact 
that if man never fell from grace no atone
ment was necessary; therefore, if the story 
about Adam's fall was false, there being 
no necessity for a redeemer, it necessarily 
followed that no J esns ever existed. This 
opened their eyes. They thought seri
ously about it; but said nothing. Since 
then I hav tried to get them to read some 
advanced thinkers' works, but I hav 
failed. I hav adopted another plan: Some 
years ago I carefully read and studied the 
Rev. Robert Taylor's "Diegesis." At the 
time I read this work I remember I was 
very mnoh surprised to find that the most 
fatal evidences against Christianity oon~ 
tained in that eble work were quotations 
from the works of the most eminent di
vines and eoolesiastioal ·scholars, men who 
sat ·down to write in defense of Chris
tianity, but who in reality produced in
controvertible evidence that Christianity 
was built upon forged documents and 
myths. I remember, also, that when I 
was a Disciple the ohuroh publishing de
partment used to scatter broadcast leaflets, 
or small tracts, costing from ten to twenty 
cents a hundred. These leaflets or tracts 
did not contain mnoh argument, but scrip
tural quotations were abundant. Now, 
would it not be a good propagandist idea 
to select one thought, say the inspiration 
of the scriptures, and quote from the writ
ings of the Rev. Henry Preserved Smith, of 
Cincinnati, or the Rev. Dr. Briggs, of 
New York, sufficient to prove scripture 
was not inspired? Theil, again, take the 
gospels, and quote from Dr. Lardner the 
"flaBBages that that eminent divine declared 
were spurious. Furthermore, yon· might 
get up a leaflet containing the three 
chronological lists (one in Chronicles and 
the ones in Matthew and Luke) of the 
house of David, and add Paine's argument 
to it. These ignorant bigots· would read 
what the reverend gentlemen said. I think 
it would be possible to reach these poor 
deluded people, and they could be induced 
to read the works of our most advanced 
thinkers if we oonld only first of all get 
them to doubt the authenticity and inspi
ration of the scriptures. A leaflet con
taining a few of the most poip.t blank 
contradictions would also be useful, for 
the Rev. Ignoramus still maintains there 
is no snob thing as a oon tradiotion in the 
Bible. Another might contain the number 
of Bibles in existence and the number of 
believers in each mythical system of relig
ion, eto. Money is now very soaroe, so it 
seems to me a great deal of good might be 
done in this way at·very little expense. 

Respectfully yours, J. P. 

Earnest Plea for Freethonght Education. 
JANESVIt.L», Wis., Feb. 27, 295. 

MR. EDIToR : I hav been mnoh inter
ested and edified by the reports published 
in the TRUTH BEEKER of the good work 
being done by the Oregon State Secular 
Union, and especially so of the system of 
Snnday·sohool work they hav inaugurated. 
I think we should begin to devote a great 
deal of attention to the organization of 
Secular Sunday-schools. Wherever there 
is a little band of Liberals an effort should 
be made to get them to organize a Liberal 
Sunday-school. An efficient Sunday school 
once established a strong Secular union is 
sure in time to be established. Among 
the Liberal churches, lor instance, the 
Unitarians and Universalists, it has been 
found that where they oan establish a 
strong and aotiv Snnday·sohool, a ohnroh 
is certain in time to follow. There is no 
reason why the same rule should not hold 
good as to a Secular union as well, and un
questionably it will. And the result will 
be that in a few years we will hav great 
oironits of Secular unions with paid lec
turers. 

Let us therefore bring all our influence 
to bear to urge on Liberals all over the 
country that it is their imperativ duty 
both as regards the right bringing up of 
their children and the safety of the state, 
that they organize Secular Sunday-schools. 
The fate of this country lies in the hands 
of the children; therefore it is our bonn den 
duty to see that they are firmly grounded 
in a right knowledge of their duties to
ward society and the state, and are them
selva blessed with self-respecting, inde-

pendent minds capable of calmly judging 
as to what is truth. To this end it is im· 
perativly necessary that we go to work to 
manufacture a suitable Sunday-school lit
erature for our purpose. Let all Liberals 
who hav a literary bent take hold of this 
matter and lend a helping hand in creating 
snob a literature. And let all the Liberals 
in the field-the leotnrei's-seek to impress 
upon the people the imperativ necessity of 
forming Secular Sunday-schools, if we are 
going to giv our work stability and per
manent value. I believe that wonders oan 
be accomplished in this direction by the 
use of a little persuasion and energy. 

As to literature alreaqy ·in existence 
suitable to our purpose, Tuttle's ''Lyceum 
Guide," used by Spiritualistic societies, 
contains mnoh that would be admirably 
adapted to our purpose and scarcely any
thing to which Liberals oonld object. 
Gould's " Beginnings," published by the 
Western Unitarian Association, is also a 
book perfectly adapted to our purpose, 
in teaching the children the origin of the 
earth, and of life and human society and 
language, and the various complex rela
tions and customs which make np the snm 
of modern civilization. The book is en
tirely Rationalistic, and treats all the sub· 
jeots from a strietly scientific point of 
view. It contains nothing to which any 
Freethinker would object. Then there are 
various little text books on ethics which 
oonld do important service. 

As to the literature w·e must create, what 
is needed first? We need a series of les
sons which shall make clear to the youth
ful mind the meaning and purpose of the 
Nine Demands. Also another series ex
plaining tl:te struggle for religions and 
mental liberty, a series, in fact, which shall 
make clear to the child at how vast a price 
in treasure and blood and sacrifice of life 
mankind has purchased Freethonght, and 
instil into their minds a deep sense of how 
precious a treasure it is, and how important 
it is that we seek in every way to cherish 
and protect it. Yours fraternally, 

· MoRRIS M. BosTWICK. 

Talmage's Wonderful Discovery. 
CLINT, TEx., Feb. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav been remiss in remit
ting for your paper, n9t but that my love 
for the oanse is unremitting nor on the 
wane, but the supply of dinero, like the 
waters of the Rio Grande, dries np at oe~;
te.in seasons of the year, and does not keep 
pace with my desire to plentifully irrigate 
Freethonght publications with a golden 
stream. 

I wish I oonld liv to see the time when 
every religions paper in the land is sup
planted by TRUTH SEEKERS, Iavestigators, 
and like publications, and every pulpit 
filled by a Liberal, philosopher, or scien
tific lecturer. Am afraid that would make 
me a very old man, for the poison of or
thodox superstition has been transmitted 
from father to son through the ages, and 
the long established priesthood will die 
hard. Like any other corporation or 
trust, they claim the " vested right" to 
work the mine of human ignorance and 
folly for all there is it, and levy for their 
saintly services all that the traffic will bear. 
They hav got a big scare on them now, 
these inspired soldiers of the cross, because 
of the indisputable revell\tions of science 
and the exposure of their past hideous 
record of blood and slavery, and they are 
"girding up their loins " for more deter
mined battle, and plotting, one with 
another, Catholic and Protestant, how 
best to perpetuate their Bible faiths and 
fetishes, and by this means hold on to the 
offices and emoluments. 

In this they are aided and abetted by 
nearly all the secular papers in the conn
try, which, for the patronage· and pay it 
brings them, publish all sorts of religions 
rot and cant, and habitually speak of the 
crafty men, who are aiming at the over
throw of our reunblio (by working for the 
union of ohuroh and state, and the en· 
thronement of Jesus as king over all), as 
• • princes of the oh,nroh," '' his eminence," 
or •' his excellence," or '' his reverence " 
8~ and so, and what astonishingly pious 
and learned and holy men of God they 
are· all of which is enough to make a 
Fr:ethonght dog regurgitate oonld he 
know what hypocrite and ignoramuses 
many of them are, and many more, oon-
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soionsly or unoonsoionsly, enemies: of 
mental liberty and human progress. 

It is not pleasurable to contemplate this 
battle between light and darkness, between 
reason and science on the one hand, and 
superstition and priestoraft on the other, 
and see intelligent men, who know better, 
in trade, in politics, and in professiona.llife, 
siding with religionists and publicly pat
ronizing the ohurohos whose teachings 
they privately condemn, all through fear 
of losing a customer, or a client, or a seat 
in Congress, or the like. 

Look at our Christian civilization-see 
the spiritual head of the only true ohnroh 
whining and howling at Rome over lost 
temporal power, and for swords and sol
diers to enforce his infallible decrees; 
seeking to put out the torch of human 
reason and investigation and turn the 
world back to the dark ages of childish 
credulity and ignorance, and blind faith 
in miracles and mysteries. The heretical 
Protestant sects are only behind popery in 
the lack of unity and organization. Chris
tian nations, hating eatlh other, are armed 
to the teeth to repel Christian invasion, or 
plunder and murder the defenseless "hea
then" to propagate the religion of Christ, 
and incidentally replenish their depleted 
treasuries. Our own beloved government 
"of the people, by and.for the people," is 
fast becoming an oligarchy with the pluto
crats and priests on top, and the millions 
moiling in misery and poverty. Contrast 
this much-landed civilization with tue 
splendidaohievementsofEgypt, G.raeoe, or 
Rome in those remote periods, and what 
hav we, "the heir of all the ages," to 
brag of, and where is the guarantee that 
the coming centuries will not bury all that 
we now boast of as deeply under the waves 
of oblivion as hav been buried the ancient 
Persians and Egyptians, their gods and 
their creeds? 

Reviewing the history of man for the 
last nineteen hundred. years under the 
benign influence of the Christian religion, 
it makes one feel sad, together with a cer
tain feeling of disgrace, that he belongs to 
a race so incorrigible and hard to redeem, 
and that evidently grows worse under the 
application of the very means God is said 
to hav appointed for its salvation. The 
boldest and wiokedest of ns had about 
concluded that, somehow, the deity had 
made a mess of the whole business, when 
recently the true oanse of all the trouble 
has been revealed to us through the high 
priest and prophet of these latter days, the 
Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, who tells ns that 
the opening of Pandora's box upon earth 
was a special provision of the deity for the 
benefit of his more favored children in 
the other . innumerable worlds that spin 
through space, and who are gifted with 
telescopic eyes that they may look upon 
the terrible effects of disobedience in 
this nether sphere. We are being made 
an object lesson for the benefit of the 
ethereal inhabitants of all the· 0ther 
planets, and the cussedness and consequent 
misery of the descendants of Adam and 
Noah are holding them in their dutiful and 
loving adherence to the throne. Well, 
well! this great problem of the origin of 
evil, which the fathers and philosophers 
hav tackled in vain for t honsands of years, 
has, through the goodness and mercy of 
God, been solved by his favored BP.oke~. 
man, Talmage. Now there is comfort for 
ns such as Judas doubtless solaced himself 
with when he reflected that but for his 
sordid avarice and bottomless depravity 
the whole world would hav been damned 
for the lack of. a crucified savior. Amen! 
Hallelujah! Brother Talmage, giv ns a 
shake of your heavenly flipper! 

So then are all essentially bad, and must 
stay so (save a fe"l" of the elect who are to 
be snatched as brands from the burning) 
for the edification of the aristocracy of 
Saturn and Jupiter and the rest of them. 
And so I am going to try to be as bad as I 
oan be in order that the other fallers may 
be as good as they oan be; hence I am go
ing to continue to subscribe to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and, to be still more wicked, send 
ns a copy of the '' Prose Poems and Selec
tions" of our head devil, Ingersoll; also a 
copy o-f the ANNUAL, for all of which find 
inclosed $5. 75. 

Yours; hoping that the Lord will some
where let up on us and giv ns a show with 
the rest of 'em, S. G. ETHERIDGE, 
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Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all C'ommunica
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

.Father and Child. 
A SONG THA.T SINGS ITSELF. 

Light of the morning, 
Darling of dawning, 

Blithe little. lithe little daughter of mine! 
While with thee rancring 
Sure I'm exchanging 

Sixty of my vears for six like thine. 
Wings cannot vie with thee, 
Lightly I fly with thee, 

Gay as the thistle. down over the lea; 
Life is all magic, 
Comic or tragic, 

Plll.yed as thou playest it daily with me, 

Floating and ringing 
Thy merry singing 

Comes when the light comes, like that of the birds• 
List to the play of it! 
That is the way of it; 

All's in the music and naught in the word
Glad or grief laden, 
Schubert or Haydn 

Ballad of Erin or merry Scotch lay, 
Like an evangel 
Some baby angel 

Brought from sky-nnreery stealing away. 

Surely I know it 
Artist nor poet 

Guesses my treasure of inbilant hours, 
Sorrow~. what are they? 
Nearer or far, they 

Vanish in sunshine, like dew from the flowers. 
Years, I'm ~lad of them! 
Would that I had of them 

More and yet more. while thus mingleu with thine. 
Age, I mllke light of it, 
Fear not the sight of it, 

Time's but our playmate, whose toys are divine. 
-T. 1V. Higgtnson, in the Genturv. 

Marion Hepburn's Heresy. 
[OONOLUDED.] 

At the great department sto!'es she heard 
"Inexperienced!" They wanted girls for 
three or four dollars a week. It was not 
enough to pay her board. Teachers were 
wanted, but well-recommended ones, 
without the least suspicion of unbelief. 
What a hideous reality this world was 
becoming to Marion :Hepburn! and what 
masks and costumes the people wore to 
keep up the illusion! Morality and relig
ion-these are the masks some people wear 
to giv their lives the appearance of re
spectability, to help them seem sincere and 
upright. But what corruption exists 
under these gaudy masks! This is the 
farce which enlightened minds must con
template! 

One day, during the sixth month after 
her dismissal, a letter was brought to her 
by the landlady. 

"Perhaps," she kindly said, in handing 
Marion the letter, "this contains news of 
a position for yon." 

"Perhaps," was the echoed answer. 
"Perhaps. I'm getting so tired of looking 
for work. I despair of ever finding work. 
Its a game of hide and go seek. Some
times I see a chance for work. I go after 
it, and then I see it no more-it's gone
and on I go from day to day, dodging here 
and there, fancying by a little more energy 
I'll find work. Its very kind of yon to 
bring this letter up." 

"Oh, no. Yon must not despair, Yon 
will hav a place very shortly. Wait and 
hav patience." 

" I've waited," she replied, energetic
ally, and then paused for a moment before 
proceeding. "Don't yon f.nk some 
people are better dead, than livwg?" 

The question was uttered slowly and in 
a quiet voice. 

"No; every person should try to make 
the best of this life. Its the only one they 
hav." 

"Undoubtedly." And she laughed. 
She did not know why, and, for a few 
moments, she gazed in an embarrassed 
manner at the envelope in her hand. 

When the landlady departed she tore 
open the letter and read: 

MY DEAR MARION: I write to ask your 
pardon for my conduct toward yon the 
day I dismissed yon. I hav thought over 
what yon said, and hav come to the con
clusion that it is well the children should 
not be taught anything upon the subject 
of religion. When they grow older, then 
they can judge for themselvs. I shall be 
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glad of your services again, and, as I in
tend to study the question for myself, shall 
be glad of your assistance. Write me as 
soon as poesibie and let me know what 
yon intend to do. All of us hope yon are 
well. Believe me, 

Sincerely yours, 
MARGARET FULuER. 

How glad she was! The iook of despair, 
of gloom, was banished from her face; and 
the unexpected letter almost caused tears 
of joy to How down her cheeks. 

On went her hat and coat, and soon she 
was standing at t.he door of her late em
ployer's residence, ringing the bell rather 
hurriedly for a quiet looking young lady. 

"I'm so sorry I was so bigoted with 
yon," were almost the first words that 
greeted her. 

Everyone was glad to see her again. 
The children were in a state of ecstasy, 
the lady was smiling as if perfectly con
tented, while Marion was in a cloud of 
bewilderment. 

"Yon will not teach anymore," Mrs. 
Fnller said later on. " I want yon for a 
companion, to guide me over the shoals 
of faith and cree!i into the pure, sparkling, 
crystal ocean of thought and enlighten
ment." 

That day Marion Hepburn's troubles 
ceased. But the knowledge she had gained 
of the world had cooled her enthusiasm 
and made her wiser. Now, there was no 
thoughtful world, no enlightened and tol
erant people, as she once thought in the 
quietude of her study. What work there 
was to be done I What knowledge to be 
disseminated! The . thousands of people 
to be educated, and brought out of the 
captivity of superstition! How long will 
the human race remain the slaves of their 
imagination? How long will. people op
pose their own P"Ogress and the advance
ment of civilization? 

Perhaps there are some who may say 
Marion Hepburn should hav held her 
peace on religion and hid her unbelief. 
All I can say here is: Sincerity is there

. flection of a true and noble soul, and no 
person is sincere who cannot uphold and 
proclaim his opinions before an opposing 
world. It is better, and the only trouble 
is it is so easily said, that one had better 
die for what he believes the truth, for the 
liberty of thought, than to go through life 
a fawning, cringing coward, and to hav 
his individuality,· his love for truth, 
crushed into fragments and lost forever. 

EDWARD DoBsoN. 

Correspondence. 
NEWBURGH; N.Y., Feb. 22, 1895. 

DEAR Mms WIXoN: Having a little leis· 
ure, and feeling the pangs of conecience 
for not having taken the matter up before, 
I hav gone carefully over the several 
letters written by the young people who 
responded to my offer of last sprinl'!:. and 
selected that definition of the word "God" 
which I consider as best fulfilling the 
terms of the little prize offer. 

I think on the whole that what is said 
on the subject by Miss Clara M. Fry, of 
Bentonville, Ark., comes closest. She 
writes, "The good that one professes, the 
consciousness that tells one to do right. 

· All nature is God." 
This latter clause has a hint of panthe

ism, and only as a hint it is wen enough. 
Unfortunately there is not, and never has 
been, a consciousness to tell us riqhtj 
that comes from experience and civiliza
tion and the slow increments of science. 

The definition is as defectiv as a creed, 
but as a creed, to them who honestly hold 
and keep it, suffices for a guide. So I find 
in what this little girl (or perhaps I should 
say young lady) has written a real and 
genuin vitality. 

The more elaborate thesis of .Miss Emma 
Stockinger deserves high praise, as does 
also the charming letter of Miss Estella 
Weaver. Indeed, all of the replies printed 
show minds of no ordinary sort, and I think 
it no leBB than fair to mention each name: 

Bessie Shaffer, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mary 
L. Livengood; William Beckler, Escon
dido, Cal.; Geo. H. Gibson, Northville, 
Mich.; A. E. Benoit, Marsh, Idaho; Lucy 
W. Phelps. West Sutton, Mass. 

If yon will drop me a line to say that I 
am doing right, I will send Miss Fry the 
promised copy of " Inquirendo Island." 

In the beginning, when we first talked 
over this little contest, you yonr11elf wrote 
that yon did not "quite see how a myth 
(fable) could be nearer the truth than a 
fact." And furthermore, I received a 
conrteoos and kindly challenge (as to a 
'' philosopher with back action surprises 
lurking in his sentences" as he frolicked 
with the children) -to giv my own defini
tion of what the word God should mean to 
the future Freethinker. 

I think it my duty to reply to these 
queries or challenges, and to make my re
ply as brief and free from ambiguity or 
'' back action surprises " as possible. 

In the first place, a myth is radically 
different from a fable; a fable is a false· 
hood told in illn~tration of truth; a myth 
is the consensus evolved-not made-of 
the ideals of an epoch. It-like a creed in 
a limited way-is an expression for the 
universal feeling of a status of civilization. 

A fact is a fact, and nothing can be 
truer than a fact; but when yon hav a 
quantity of facts and undertake to get 
tbeir full significance, especially if they 
change positions, as they do in this world, 
rapidlv, then the myth comes in very 
handy to giv coherence to the whole. 

The myth, in one word, is art, as an 
artistic painting or drawing- of a horse in 
action give a much better idea of the true 
faets than any number of instantaneous 
photographs. 

The ancient mythologies personified 
adjective-the qualities of the universal. 
The Hebrew monotheistic myth personi
fied the noun-a supreme being-a name 
for the coordination of qualities. 

The Christian myth, retaining properly 
the God-name, the crude monochrome of 
Moses, touched the picture with the warm 
colors of the truest and tenderest emotion. 

The salient features of this myth, what 
some call the " plan of salvation," are a 
personification of the implacable conse
quences of nature in an ''angry God." and 
of the beneficent results of self· sacrifice in 
the vicarious atonement of J esns. 

Seience give us algebraie symbols for 
the conic sections. The Christian myth is 
an expression for the curve of beauty, of 
living, a curve not to be expressed in an 
equation, but felt in (what we call) the 
heart. 

This region of thought called of relig-ion 
is capable of being regarded as scientific 
equally with all other sciences. We never 
doubt the existence of mathematics as an 
entity (without body, parts, or passions) 
"revealed" in the mathematician. It is 
the same with all other faculties, for every 
one a corresponding universal principle. 

Why should the principle fail with prin
ciple itself? Why should our conscious
ness fail to reeognize the universal or 
infinit consciousness? 

God is all nature, as Miss Fry says, or 
as we onrselvs are limited individualities 
personified, so God is limitless principle 
personified. 

When we understand, as we certainly 
do not now, the nature of our own person
ality, then perhaps we shall know intel
lectually what may be felt certainly, the 
divine personality. 

The cardinal principles of the science of 
religion, the philosophy of certl\inty, are 
few and simple. There .is no such thing as 
the supernatural; but there is manifestation 
and principle, the seen and the unseen, the 
temporal, associated always with matter, 
and the eternal, independent of matter. 

It is possible to eradicata entirely all su
perstition, and yet to retain Yeneration, to 
giv up faith in phantoms for a nobler 
faith in evidence. Causality the reasoner 
is diviner than credulity the follower, be
cause the results he give are truer. 

Whl'\t one may achieve all may achieve. 
I make no claim to be a philosopher, but 
after all the best results are of the heart 
in spirit and not in the letter, which infal
libly come to those who follow the light of 
truth, either knowing the truth-having 
added to faith in it knowledge of it, or 
confiding in it like a little child. 
If anyone should care to pursue this 

subject in f..'Teater detail, it might be well 
to read a series of articles which are now 
appearing in the Open 'Court, and aiAo 
an essay entitled "The Brain's Glebe," 
which will appear in the MetaphyBieal 
lrfagazine, published at 503 Fifth avenue, 
New York, probably in the April number. 

Faithfully yours, HuDOR GENONE. 

Yonng Mothers 
should early le•rn the necessity of keeping on 
hand a supply of Gail Borden Eagle Brand Con
densed Milk for nursing babies a~ well as for 
general cooking. It ha3 stood the test for thirty 
yearP, and its value is recognized. 

M.A.TRIMONU.L. 
A Texas business man re•pectfully invites cor

respondt>nce with a matrtre and cnltiyated, lf!.riY 
who is an Agnostic and has near relatrves of sim
ilar views. Obiect, matrimony. 

Address, "J.D. M ;'care 'l'rnth Seeker Co., 
4tl0 28 LaraYette Place. New York. .. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much courage, to make t eir way throng the 
world by going to Chic~go.. 'J,'he anth<?r is al.so 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative rs,m the mam, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human lifll as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Addre~'fiE TRUTH SEEKER. 

EDITORIAL 
From the F1·eethou,qht Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well· known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appeartdn our ailvertising 
pRges. · • · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you. yon are sure to gd, 
as we ho.ve learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The snbjeet of the above eulogy claimR 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be o. first-class jewele:. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does bu.sinePa nn 
minimum de"!'rl'e of expense, H1s FREE· 
THOUGHT RADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expreasive emblem ever 
desie:ned. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekel'per at one-half the nanal 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die· cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his n5m now to estab-
lish himsl'lf as YOUR JEWELER. 

01" Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Eitablished 1857. ROCHELLE, ILl,. 

Designer of 

The Otto WEt s'eh 

Watch. 

T e I gers• II Sou

veni Sp1 n. 

The Free h ugt.t 

Bad;e. 

J. D. SqaYJ' s Boo~s. 

'lhe Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con
t(l,ining eight chapters in refntB:tt_on bof kth~ 
assumption that the Bible is a. drvme oo o 
rnne thnngtot, and correct in all its utterances 
Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A cl~ar e:x;po~tion 
. of the hiblic~tl st!lrY of man's. creat1<:1n• faJl.an~ 
"curse," theologiCally denornmated uhe 
Price, 10 cents. • • 

'fhe Rible Against Itself. Cont~~;m?lg 
one hunl'lrecl ancl fifty plain self-contradictrons 
of the Biblehinvolvinu questions of theology, 
morals, and is tory, Price, 10 cents. 

Tlte Human Nature of Jesus. A re~n~ 
tion of the assumption that he was a drvme 
£el'son, and that he was tho fulfillment of Old 
'l'estament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the snb_ject fro~ a 
n~gative and affirmativ:e .standP.omt, showmg 
what it is not and what rt rs. Prrce,5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH Sll:EKEB, 
1!8 We.vette place. New York,: 

The Glory of lnfi~elily 
WI lH A POEIVI ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAI.l.UJEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. 'Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosonhy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER CO. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid prose poem 

"Life," by "the prince. of orators," CoJ. B. G. 
Ingersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the centet' of the oard 
~tppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
·mrronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J?Oet, who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a delightful present, and will be a ~onvenir 
not only of intellectual greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The srze is 12xl6 inohea, and the 

. prioe only 75 cents, post-paid. 
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thought in the United States during the liE , I M. E, Billings............................ 25 
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ANNUAL will hav a large sale. We looked I b b ~ • Pen PJI?chntnrEes" oRfemsThbenr_go""r·l·d-;s"F""a.'I'r"."" "ru""u""s"-" 50 :::= had been in preparation for so long that some of the su scri era , w 
for a list or Directory of Freethonght and . j~ trated. B. P. Pntnam................... 25 
Liberal Societies in Canada and the States, were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would ~ Common Sense. Thomas Paine.............. 15 
and hope it will be supplied in a fntnre ~ h h h • d [ e Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 ave the opport.unity to see for themselves w et er 1t possesse · PleasnTe and Progress Albert M. Lorentz, 
issue. Price, 25 oents.-Secular Thought. ; LL.B ............. : ..................... 50 

e all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not · Giant Delnsion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
[If onr Canadian contemporary will look ~~ Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 

on page 127 of the ANNUAL he will find a ~ realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay SisterN~;g!ii c!n~en1.':~~-~~~~~~-s-~~~~--~~ 1Q 

list of societies and lecturers.] eE in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty Wom&n: FonrCentnriesofProgress. Bnsan 
~-~ per cent more reading than they had been promised and near]y H. Wixlosns.;;;.s--·o·F-- "1"8"9"4".:.:..:·$·3"."" .... ,. Several thousand copies hav been sold e u~ 

by the Truth Seeker Company of its re- e== three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald IP 
d F eE Helf-Contradiction•oftheBible. W.H.Bnrr 15 

cent book, "Four Hundre Years of ree- eE stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine Church Property: Boonld It be Exempt 
thought," by Samuel P. Putnam. It is an eE from Taxatjon7ReasomWhyltShonld 
exhanstiv and striking showing of the e== hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have Npt....................................... 15 

k th t h b d b f d ~ · Congress and Sunday La.ws . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 5 
wor a as een one Y men ° a - -~: multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact The Better World. A dip into the fntnre 
vanoed thought from the earliest times to E' of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
the present. Colonel In~ersoll is among ~~ that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as Chnr~~~i! Fr"aethouii~t: ''Fr8.iiiliii"8"te.iD:~r ~ 
those who hav commended it. Even snob ~ undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and Religion ~tnd the Bible. An old snbject in 
readers as are slow to sympathize with .~ thb light of ~qdern thonght. F. D. 
advanced thinking will be impressed by the ·~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages ATal~~1~i~:ia:"":M:oi-ii~it"-.A.":Rober'i8on: 50 
record here made, while those who wei- I== f t t 't · 'd t th t th b "b · d b t n hundred Dlnstrated by A. Carey K. Jnrist...... ~p 
come the most liberal discussion will find E 0 ex ' 1 18 eVl en a e su scri er recetve a ou 0 e JinglPs and Prose. Fact,Fnn, and Sarcasm. 
it a perfect storehouse or mine of informa- ~~ per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the Rem~etf~:et1~---Go~~~D.meni."""Wiiii"n6: 15 

tion.-New York 1'imes. 1== nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribe. d for were marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi-
C: ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL FOR 1895 is ·~ sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their Willis .......................... ,,...... to 
fnll Of l"nterest There I"B an odmt"rable II h Dil:lnP' the year other standard Freethonght 
aooonnt of Freethonght in the United - a.s they appear. . ~ ~ investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, t ey are works wru be published and sent to snbscriliers 
:States; a brief bnt pith{) paper on "The not only satisfied_:more than satisfied-but surprised and de- Yearly subscribers at $3 receive a.ll the nnmbers 
Old d th N " b 1 1 I g 11 I published in one year. In ordering please say ' an e ew, Y 0 one n erso ; lighted that they got such a bargain. which _year is desired. 
·"What the Chnroh has Not Done for Binglennmbersso!datpricesqnoted. 
Women," by Mrs. Gage; "What are _ As for the subject matter of FoUR HUNDRED YEABB OJ!' FREE· THE TRUTH BEEKER co., 
Women Here For?" by Miss Helen G!lr- II== THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 2B Lafayette Place. NewYor;k. 
dener;· "A Queer God and His Queer E 
Book," by John Peck; "The Education I and presents them in such orderly sequence as t<;~ give the best COLUMBIAS FOR I a9&. 
of Children," by Susan Wixon; "Secular possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free-
Snnday·Sohools;" by Katie Kehm Smith, 
and other articles, together with mnoh thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an A Hig~,r !{~!i:!co~~~~~~g::.!:~s Fort~ 
useful information to American Freethink- ~~;;=-- organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives . Bicycles. · . 
ere. Nor must we forget the amusing E Noted artiRts oooasionally condescend to 
sGketoh Eoi' ,.;~ Tdhe o

1
dne- Hhorhned Ox:· . b.v

1 
IE of the men and women who h~.~ov~ taken part in the movement. It lend their aid to make a trade oa'talogue 

' eorge • ">W
0 ona • w 0 as an origma I unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home beautiful, and this has evidently been the 

fnnd of bright American humor. We case with the new handbook of Columbia 
.hope THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL will ho.v book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, l).nd is the most • bicycles, just issued. From the rich and. 
:a wide circulation, for it should be en- magnificent work ever issued by the FreetholJ.ght Press. ' striking cover to the last of the dainty 
;joyed wherever it goes.-Preethinker. sketches that adorn the broad margins, 

Price, $5. With II The Truth Seeker II One Year, $6.50. the tell-~le marks that show the hand of 
.A TALE OF A HALO. By Morgan A. Robert- ~ y k well-known ¢ontribntors to Life, Vogue, 

son. Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist. THE TRUI'H SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New or · and t4eleadin~ ':llaga~i~es are ever~wher~ 
'The Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette ... llllelllllHIIIII•Illllllllllll•IIW·~llllll•~~~.~~~llllllllllllfi···lllllllllll·~~llllllllll~if~~lillill• ... '!l apparent. The Idea l!klllfnlly carrie<! O!lt 
:Place, New York. .... f.... ..... eeH in the illustrations is that of sport an'd 
'This charming little book consists of 70 travel. The \look will long be · preserred 

pages of verse printed on highly-toned I as one of the ha11dsomest art works of the 
pape:r. It opens with a neatly-executed breaks no bones and probably few hearts, BOOI{S BY year. It is as little like the Qrdin~ry 
fr.ontispjeoe, depicting a scene in Hades, thongh it would once hav entitled its author trade catalogue as well can be, and yet it 
\Where- to ~rokeu bope_s where!er_raoks were_ i? PROF. F£LJX L. OSWALD. cleverly tells of the merits of Columbia 
')['he Archangel. l\Iiohael had flown down fashion. It rel!!otes the m01dents of a visit bicycles for 1895, and also of lower-prioe.d 

below, byBeelzebnhto heavim-on a mission from The Bibl~. of Nature: A Contribution machines, Hartfords. No lover of bioy-
On a tonrof inspection in Jfell, and a flame Satan and plays havoc with most of the Thto thSe Relitg10n "'the Fnbnre. Cloth. $IO. · · cling or of beautiful books should neglect 

•• • • l.h . e ecre of the East; or, The rigm 
Had singed off his wirigs, so 4ownward he traditiOns abo!J.t ~hose ~arsons and t~t · Qf the Christian Religion and the 3ignificance sending for the Columbia Catalogue. It 

came place. The satire IB not Without cleverness of i~ Rise ·~pd Decline. Cloth,$!. can be had by calling upon Columbia 
'To the ground, which he struck with the and were it on less tonohy subjects would PhYsiCal Eaac~1Jj,)~; o~, Tb,e Health-Law11 agents, or it will be sent by mail for two 

back of his neok make general merriment; bnt most people of Natnre. Cloth, $1. ·· 2-oent stamps. Address Publishing Dept., 
rTL t k t t _, ·1 t 1 th who h"!'friends thnt believe in heovenond Hou_ sellold Remedies for the Preyalent p Mf C H tf d C ,,, ... ., oo wen~ a.evi s o o ear np e ,..., ~ ~ ~ D d f th H 0 01 th $! ope g. o., ar or , onn. 
' wrenk). the B ints do not relish havin.,. them made Isor ers 0 e nman rgamem.. o. • · 

'"' a • '=' · I Zoological Sketches: A ContributiOn to 
''J'he writer describes in o. most happy fun of. Paper, liO cents, cloth, $1.-Brook- the Ontdoor stu.!y of Na.tnral History. lllns· 

~"';n many imaginar.v conversations and lyn Eaqle. tra.ted b_y H. Faber. Olotht..ti-__ ...... ' ' Address THE TnUTH BEEKER, 
~onfliots between St. Peter, heaven's gste- =============~'!!-!::;== 28 LafaYette pla.oe. New Yorlr. 
ll:eeper and Miobael, and these are oomi
.cally thustrated with !Wlrginal sketches. 
Eoth anthor and artist hav done their work 
admirably in this pretty publio~.~otion.-,
Freethiinker. 

•' A Tale of a Halo," by Morgan A. 
Robertson, is a piece of verse from the 
Truth Seeker Company, New York, which 

Travels in Faith. DIRECT LEGISLATION~ 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Bein&' the story .of his mental Journey frOUJ 
01~hod.oxy to Rationalism. 

l'rloe,paPer, .25 qe~ts: olo~h, '15 ll!IJ)tl. 

By the Citizenship through the 
~nl.tiative and Referendum. 

BY J. W. SULLIVAN. ,, 
l'Jioe, 85 oents. Address Tp b.VTB BDKBB, 

THE GIANT DELUSION 
A. Consideration of the Doctrine 

of Personal Immortality. 
By OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A Paper l'eit.a !J.t tlfe International Freethongh t 
Oongress a.t Chicago, Octo bet ·5, l:8116. 

Frice, 10 Cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 



Gems of ~'hought. 

ALL free government is based upon free 
discussion .. - Waskin,qton Gladden. 

THE history of intellectual progress is 
written in the lives of Infidels. Political 
rights hav been preserved by traitors; the 
liberty of mind by heretics.-Ingersoll. 

HEROISM is the avowal of the unschooled 
man that he finds a quality in him that is 
negligent of expense, of health, of life, of 
danger, of hatred, of reproach, and knows 
that his will is Ligher and more excellent 
than all actual and all possible antago
nists.-.R. W. Emerson. 

IT is so unfortunate that the rules of war 
cannot be changed so that the men who 
lead in declaring and making war can be 
forced to lead in desperate charges and 
murderous battles. To make this change 
would be to take a long stride on the line 
of justice and peace.-Galves!on News. 

No doubt under different circumstances, 
Voltaire w~nld hav fought differently. 
But he wonl.d never hav thought of treat· 
ing atrocities without indignation, or ab
surdities without ridicule. Gravity is a 
part of the game of imposture, and there 
is nothing the hypocrite and humbugs 
resent more than having their solemn 
pretenses laughed at.-J. M. Wheeler. 

WE hav made it the business of life to 
die long enough. Now let ns make it the 
bn~iness of life to liv. Instead of those 
words of delusion and superstition, "In 
God we trust," let ns rather write upon 
our standards these, Self-reliance! Cour
age! Forward I and advance to the achieve
ment of a felicity in this life transcending 
the wildest dreams of the devotees' impos
sible heavens.-John· Francis Smith. 

IT is important that freedom of trans
miesion and interchange of ideas should 
be defended. Education without freedom 
is food without salt. Education is com
parison. If comparison is. nn?er l;Jan 
education barely escapes w1th 1ts life. 
Our civili~ation is slow to learn that it is 
unsafe for society to drive evil into hiding 
places. face the dangers. Bravely meet 
and use or discredit all offers of social 
benefit.-Horace L. Traubel. 

INCONVENIENOE, suffering, and death 
are the penalties attached to ignorance, as 
well as to incompetence-are also the 
IJleans of remedying these. Partly by 
weeding out those of lowest development, 
and partly by subjectin~ tho~e ~h_o re
main to the never-ceasmg discivlin of 
experience, Nature secures the growth·of 
a race of men who shall both understand 
the conditions of existence, and be able to 
act np to them.:-Herbert Spencer. 

NoNE knew more clearly than he [Whit
man] did how completely our people were 
Jinder the illusion of the genteel and t}le 
ponventional, and th~~ot among even the 
emancipated few the possession of anything 
like robust esthetic perception was ;rare 
enough. 4Jp.erica, 1;10 bold ~nd origin!!'! 
and independent in the world of practical 
politics ap.d Jll~ter~aJ en4!l!'vor, t_s, ~n spfrit
ual ~nd Imagmativ regw:jls, timid, 0op.
forming, imitativ.-Jqhn Burro'l(,ghtt. 

(loETHE, being once in ~iel, was invited 
to ~~ottep.d a meeting, called by sol:Jle clergy· 

/ 

~en, for the suppression of .obacene liter~
tnre. · He attended, and proposed that 
they should begin with the Bible. That 
ended the conference, and it was never 
heard of again. And that will end all 
these attempts to suppress books called 
immoral by prurient imaginations, just so 
soon as the same measure is meted out 
to Freethinkers and Bible societies.
Moncure D. Conway. 

BROADLY, it may be said, there are two 
educational systems, the difference between 
which is as fundamental and vital as the 
difference between despotism and democ
racy. The one, at the heart of which is 
the medieval or monarchical idea, rests 
upon force and works by coercion, repul
sion, suspicion, and depression; the other 
rests upon mutual sympathy, and works 
by cooperation, attraction, confidence, 
and enthusiasm. The characteristic pro· 
cess of the one is from without in, the 
characteristic process of the other is from 
within out. The one is paternal, the other 
fraternal. The chief thought in the 
paternal system is knowledge; the chief 
thought in the fraternal system is charac· 
ter. That holds fast to custom and tradi
tion; this follows after truth and inspira
tion. As to their ultimate results, the 
paternal system dismisse" the child from 
school with the notion that his education 
is "finiShed," ~rid with slight inclination 
or ability to c~rry on his studies inde
pendently i while the fraternal system 
dismisses him with the ide~ that his edq.
oation is just beglln, and with both the 
desire and the power to continue his intel
lectual pursuits to the end of life.-Edwin 
S. Sheppe, 

·raE TRU'l'H ~.ffil:!i.K..t!il:t, M:ARO.Ft 18, 1896. 
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PIANOS! PIANOS! - / . \,. 

$250; $275. 
4Jter ye~rs qf earnest stqdy and e~perii:pents, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Ohi

c~go, one of the oldest anq most experienced pi~no manufacturers of _this 
conntry1 has prodqced whf!.t il.'! believed ~o be ~he most perfect 1Jpright 
Pi~no ever ~onstrncteq. T}le instrm:qent is tl~ns described : 

~' The yolqme of tqne is fqlly equal to a:qy of the best Square qrand 
fianos1 w:J:!.ile the quality is qf the rq.ost exquisite :rq.qsical character-:-pnre, 
syJ:!!.pat:j:letio, and iiJ. tl).e }ligqest degree pli~lile. lt!! durapility and its cap~J;c
ity for st~dip.g in ~Ulle, ie qnparf!,lleled in ~he history of piano-making. ln a 
word, this piano is made to s~and, not merely a.s an ornamental piece of fnr
nitqre (it is tlnished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; M:a. 
GEORGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
big as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tonfil quality, sustaining 
power, well planned l!!cale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Oomposer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have criti~ally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared .to offer 
them to TBUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We' will pay the freight to any station within l,QOO miles of phi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If yon or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it w41 be to 
your interest to correspond with us. · · 

J. E. REMSBfJRG & SON, Atch!ison, ~an~ 

~rut~ ~eeker Req,ders I 
!fA VE l'OU THE 

Liberal.Hymn Book1 
Do your children learn these beautjful songs of 

Tel}nyson. Whittier,Longfellow, and other poets 
al!d smg them inyo1:1r homes, making them hap· 
py and bright ?-SEND FOB A OOPY,-Green cloth, 
gilt title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 cents. 

~HALL 'fiJE IHBLE BE READ 
IN Of!R Rf!f!PC ~CHOOL~? 

Qv R. Q. We~brook, A,i\1. 
Third Thousand. 

ALL styles of watches from $1.88 np. HaRd
some catalog_ne free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Murray 
street, New York. 52tl9 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

Fruits and Vegetables. 
and 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY,] 

SPECIALTIES 1 

Florida and California Products-Bananas, Or
anges, Lemons, Cranberries! PinE>a]lples, 

Grape•, Peache~. Pears, P ums,lllel· 
ons, Apples, Berries. 

Potatoes, Onions, CabbageR, Cucumbers, Toma
toes, C~lery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips, 

Popcorn, Squash.,. Crab Ap-
ples, Egg rlant. 

Special attention Paid to filling orders for 
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese, and all kinds of Fruits 
and Vegetables in their season. 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

$67g,6g4,439· 
By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation i' 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our Jlall!Phlet with this title contains an ~l{ll· 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Btatemen t 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 11190, 
the Value b:y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the Umted States and in the several States 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of thl' 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&.. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, a.ll 
comparisons being based upon official figures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd J1Uh. 
lished. In no other work are the I acts, figt~re·s, 
and arguments to be found. The figures. beil}g 
ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 sjla.ll 
have been completed- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
a.s the inj11Bti~e of church exemption is suffered 
,o sxist. · ' 

By s;ngle _copies the pJ1ce is I5 Oe!Jts,. bn,t as the 
work Is prrl>nshed specially for distnbntion l)y 
;hose who favor justice in tantion the followin~ 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. $1.00 
Fifty copies, • • • • 4.150 
)ne hundred copies • - • 8.00 
L1orger quantities a6~cial rates. 

o\.ddreAs THE TR BEEKER. New York. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
~¥ .4.KTHUK ~. In .. SS, 

With Prefa~e by .:f. M. WIQ!::J!JLE~. 
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianib' 

The BorrowingR of Christianity. The Evol:qttau 
Of tile Christl~n T:rinit:V. l•tigin~l Sin _!l_:Qd thll 
Atonement. A MeQJ.ey of Gospels. Wanted 
Oont!)mpo:r~r:v Evide11ce. Paley's "Evidenoes o~ 
Christianity " Exammed. The Testi:rp.ony of 
fanl. DidJes)ls Rise From the Dead J\ndAscend 
1nto Heaven? The First Four ChristiaD Oentu
ries. A Thousand Dark Yettrs. The Dawn of 
Science. Ohristianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cleth, 11. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED 
B:v B•v. G. T. l!'ox,l!I.A.. 

.lililriiiS illll 011'11 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of tile Origin, Evldeuee•• 
and ~&rly IIbtory of Cbristiauby. 

Neve; "Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 
fully Bet l!'ortll. 

By REV. ROf!ERT TArLOR, D.f1. 
PB~~E, 1)12. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28Lafavette vl&ae, New Yor~ •. 

A~t 10\1 DtAF7 
:Qon't Yoq Wa:p.t tp H~a:r? 

THE 'URAPHONE wm help you if yo~ do. lt 
, 4 . . . .. , . i9 a rec~nt sc~entill·, i:gve:g. 
tion whion will re~tore the !Ie!loring of an}': one 

nQt ~orq deaf. "hen in the ear it is tuvlalbl@, 
11-nd does not canse tlle slightest discomfort. .l.t 
~s to t)le ear whitt glasses are to the eye, an ear 
spectacle. Inclose a •tamp for particulars. Oan 
betested free of cllarge at 
The Auraphone Oo's Offlces: 

'116 Metropolitan B'ld'g, M&dison Sq., New York 
6t8 . . 



Jt ot for ])arsons. 

Tam Rev .. Rosy B"bbleton: "Heaven is 
a place where the wicked will cease from 
troubling." Fan De Seck: "I know; but 
will the good continue to bore one there?" 
-Oakland Echoe8. 

Tam Bishop of Lyons being at a sump· 
tuous breakfast, the Abbe de Prades paid 
him a visit. The bishop invited him to 
partake of some chicken and ham. The 
abbe declined, and the prelate insisted. 
"My lord," said the abbe, "I hav break· 
fasted twi.oe already; and, besides, this is 
a fast day." 

AN old woman was praising, in rather 
enthusiastic terms, the sermons of a Scotch 
minister, who had acquired a great name 
for depth and sublimity. The suspicions 
of her auditor were a little roused, and she 
ventured to propose a question to her: 
"Well, Jenny, do you understand him?" 
"Understand him!" ejaculated Jenny, 
holding up her hands in astonishment at 
the question; "me understand him! Wad 
I hae the presumption?" 

WHEN it .comes to getting at the root of 
things, the Rev. De Witt Talmage is right 
on hand. He has estimated the dimen
sions of. heaven, measured the whale which 
Jonah inhabited, and figured out Solo· 
mon's estate to hav been worth $191,528,-
006,052. Now, if T. De W. T. will giv us 
the length of the snake which caused that 
fall in apples, the kind of fuel used in the 
fiery furnace, and what system of ventilat
ing was used in the ark, it will be time for 
him to take up another contribution for 
the tabernacle fund.-.ArkanBas Travel· 
ler. 

A SHORT time ago we related the story 
of a negro preacher who had designed a 
thrilling incident for his Advent sermon. 
As he described "the Holy Ghost descend
ing like a dov;;," a veritable pigeon was to 
be lowered by his assistant through a hole 
in the ceiling. When the time came, how
ever, and after the preacher had twice 
repeated the words, "the Holy Ghost 
descended like a dove," not the dove, but 
the woolly head of the assistant appeared, 
who announced, in loud and disgusted 
tones, that "de Holy Ghost can't come 
down to-day, massa, 'case de old black 
oat's bin up yer and ohawed his d-d head 
off." 

''A a," said the Pastor to the Delinquent 
Ohuroh Member, "I notice you do not 
attend the sanctuary service as you once 
did. I greatly fear, my brother, that your 
piety is on the wane." "Oh, no," replied 
the Delinquent Ohuroh Member, "my 
piety continues about the same, but my 
doctor tells me that the air that remains 
. stagnant in the church building the entire 
'Week is oonduoiv to pulmonary diseases." 
-4< But our church, brother, is thoroughly 
<ventilated." "Yes; but my doctor tells 
me that a common communion cup il$ very 
.dangerous, and is sure to spread all kinds· 
<Of contagious diseases." " But at any 
;rate, :vou might come and hear the ser
mon." "Yes, but my doctor s"ys it is 
very dangerous tb" sleep in a draught."
New York World. 

"ALL who want to go to heaven " said 
the minister, ''will please. stand up.~ •. Ap
parently the whole congregation stood up. 
"Please sit down. All who don't want to 
go to heaven will now stand up." One 
man rose to his feet. Leaning forward 
and pointing his finger at him the good 
pastor spoke in tones quivering with in
tense feeling: "There is one person in this 
vast audience, I am sorry to say-and yet 
only one, I rejoice to say-who does not 
want to go to heaven! Do you know, sir," 
he continued, addressing the standing 
figure in slow, impress~v manner, "that 
you hav placed yourself in an attitude of 
defiance to the heavenly powers? Do you 
know you hav made a jest and mockery of 
sacred things and under the thin disguise 
of independence hav outraged the feelings 
of friends and neighbors who would be 
glad to regard you as a brother?" "Yes, 
sir,'' replied the man meekly. "I'll sit 
..down if you will."-Ohicago Tribune. 

•' Gw" MANDEVILLE was washing some 
lbeer gluses behind the bar of the '' Hotel 
"Lindenwald" one Saturday evening, when 
:Pete Oole, a colored gentleman, with a 
:singular prot11berance resembling a tumor 
in the vieinity of the breast-pocket, came 

·l'here is more Ou.turh in tbis section of the 
oeountry thu.n u.ll other disease's put together, and 
until the last few years was supposed to be in our
able. For a great many years .doctors pro
nounc.ed it a looal disease, and presc;rlbed local 
)l',emedtes, a.nd by constantly faihng to .cure li'Jth 
jocal tr.e&tment, pronounced it incurable. fi!oi.,. 
cmce has proven Uatarrh to be a constitutional 
•iUsease. &nd., therefore, requtres constitutional 
~treatment. Hall'~ Oatari'h Uure~ manufactured 
by F. J. Oheney .& Oo., Toledo, Onio, is the only 
.eonsthutiona! cure on the market. It is hken 
internally in doses /rom 10 drops to a teaspoon
f,ul. It aots directly on the blood and mucous 
.surfaces of the system. They ojj:'er one hundred 
dollars for any case it fails to cure. Send for 
.circulars and testimonials Addr{lss...., 

F. J. CHENEY & 00., "J:oledo, O. 
,.-Sold .by Druggiets, 75o. 
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shnffiing in. Pete leaned up against the 
~ounter, and reduced the swelling by pull
mg a bottle l)ut of his pocket by a sort of 
eel-skinning process, as the lining came 
with it. It was a close fit. " What do you 
want, Pete?" asked "Gid,"wiping the bar. 
"Some 'freshments fo' ·Sunday, boas. I 
ain't got de 'brads' now, but !-I'll pay 
you Monday mornin', shuah." '' Gid " 
reflected a momeP.tJ looked at the bottle, 
set it down on tlie oar, took a chew of to
bacco, and then glared at the colored man 
with a fiery eye. ''See here, Pete, do you 
pass the plate in church to-morrow?" " I 
does, boss; ebery Sunday. I'se been dea
con dar since las' fall." "All right, then," 
said "Gid" tilting a demijahn, and pour
ing out the whisky, "I'll trust you this 
time." 

•• I-I:I<JA VEN AND HELL.'' 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBeRG, 

(Servant of the Lora Jesus Ghrist.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Cloth. (octavol, 375 pages1 special to rer.ders of 
thi• journal. on y 25 cents, oy mail, prepaid. 

!:lend for ol.escriptiv catalogu_e of l:lwedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printingand Publish
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

In the nature of things, 
BAYS 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish tlte claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

to.uched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

THE -THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE OONFLitn' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with & preface by 

.R.. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera· 

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directlY 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. · 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TBUTH SEEKER. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
HIS 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture 

ByTHADDEUSB.WAKEMAN 

Price, 10 Cents. 
A little book of 58 pages, fall of scientific 

thought. The storv of this greit scientist'd life 
a.nd works reads like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafa.yette Pla.ee, New YorkOity 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 25 oenta. 

Books by Helen H. Gardener. Researches in Oriental History, 

New Edition, Revised a.nd Enl&rged. 

Men, Women and Gods. 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, cloth, $1; paper, liO cents. 

TM Traae Su:P:PZ1£cL at B:PeciaZ IJiscountl 

IS THIS YOUR SOBJ MY LORD 1 
l Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
l'l!ioe, oloth. til: va:oer. 50 oentll. 

An Unofficial Patriot) 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIVIL WfR. 

The literary hit of t~son.-Chicago Times. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jewst the Rise and Devel• 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of ChristiaB.ity; 

to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 1 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.Dl 

Fourth Ea.ttton. 
Part !.-~:::,arches in Jewish History; ten chap 

Part II.-Researches in Zoroastria.nism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ill-Derivation of Ohristianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence OaUie the Aryans? Five chap. 
tars. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $.1.:iO. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafayette Place. New York OitY. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

:ILJ.:USTAATED 

By Carey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the prioe is only 

50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

PRAY YOU SIR WHOSE RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
A G

'H Tt:'R' ~ E:u.mination of the Moral.a a.nd History 0 U 1 '• F oftheNewTestament. 
BY PBOI'. I' W. NIIWMAN. Prioe iii oentll. 

A. NEW" NOVEL. AddJ"ese TBE TBUTB SEEll:EB, 

Price, Gloth, $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

· Priee, cloth $1 •. Paper, 50 eente. 

A Thoughtless Yes. 
CONTENTS: 

A Splendid Ju!lge of a Woman -The Lady of the 
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A 

Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House 
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our An

cestors -Florence Cam..JJbell's 
Fate.,-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, liO cents; cloth, $1. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
cONTENTS: 

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court 
-Throw:~. in With the City's Dead-An Irre

spon>ible Eduoated Class-The Moral Re
sponsibillty of Woman in Heredity

Woman as an Annex-Sex in Brain
Heredity in 1ts Relations to a. 

Double Standard of Morals
Divorce and the Pro

posed Nati<>nal Law 
-Lawsuit or Leg

a.cy-Comip.on 
Sense 1n 
Surgery. 

Cloth, J1; paper, 60 cents. 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

One of Her BrighteBt, Wittiest, and 
Strongest Lectures Against 

the Bible. 
Every Woman Should Read It 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends. 

Price, 10 oents. Address this office. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor. 
broken-down.opinions." Priee, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
&minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. 
crusade of one a.g&inst the Oolora.do beetle I" 
Prioe, 10 cantil. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Wag Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents • 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 canis. 
Address 'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEltEB. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Ol!ice . 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

COM1'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN, 
Prl••· $1.~0. 

WO!iDER CAUI~E r FREE. Mi83ior; Liuk 
l'uLtle, lll'\·i,'s ll<Htlc, l'ockct CILmc~a.. J..'ltcU 
Wire l'UIIzlc, Spook PhotDs. Book of Sleir.bt of 
llnn<l, Tot.:i.l Vttlur 60c S<:nl fro."e 'lll'ith jm~JJSC 
l':lt:l.lr;~JC of 1000 ll•rJ<.lins for lOc f,)r ro~t~c. 
I:'\(jEHSOLL &. Dltu. 05 Cortbndt ~lrl'cl. N. Y. 

~d . 
edy ot ev1denceJ! suo 
aes!.- DR. R. J>, FELLOWS, ' , 
__ wllln~awt.JlludV&_,.. V1De~J!e8i 

!'lOW IIEAD THISf 
Dr. Fellow• is a stanch LIBERAL ~ncl aver~ 

successful physician. He has treated DISEASEI:l 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of this longyractice, whioh should 
¢ve oontldenae to those aillicted 
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A LONG LOOKED-FOR INF AN 1'. 

And when they were come into the house, they saw the young child with Mary his mother, and fell down and wor
hiped him: and when they had opened their treasures, they presented unto him gifts; gold and frankincense, and 

myrrh.-Matt. ii, 11. 

Jfowa of tAo Woolt. 
SMALLPox has appeared in St. Louis. 

GEoRGE L. SHoUF, Rep., succeeds him
self as Senator from Idaho. 

BosToN is rapidly reducing tho leng~h 
of overhead wire and inereasing tbiit of 
underground cables. 

BELOIT CoLLEGE has opened its doors to 
women. The students greeted the an· 
nonncement with cheers. 

RADCLIFF CoLLEGE-the Harvard wo
men's annex-has received a bequest of 
about $45,000 from Miss Barr. 

A bill is to be presented in the legislature 
of New Hampshire wtich will make it an 
pffense to buy liquor as well as to sell it. 

IN the Maine Honse of Representative 
the· bill granting municipal suffrage to 
WO)pen was passed by the rote of 8~ to 5p. 

IT is reported from China that Japan's 
term~ of peape will be accepted ~nd t)lllt 
we may look for an early epd of the w~~or. 

PAUL PoTTER has dramatized "Trilby." 
Its initial pret~entation at the Park Theater, 
Boston, on March 11, was a phenomenal 
success. 

THE people of Italy are the most heavily 
taxed of any civilized nation. The state 
taxation equals ~2 per cent of the earnings 
of the people. · · 

CATARINo GAllzA, the famous Mexican 
bandit, was killed in an attack upon Bocas 
del Toro, Colombio. He was at the head 
M a force of rebels. 
· IN this city the Board of folice Com

missioners voted down the reo-rganization 
resolutions of the new commissioner, Mr. 
Andrews, three to one. 

. ' 
CHAliLES FREDERICK WoR';l'H, th~ man

milliner of Paris, died in that city on 
M'lrch 11. He was born in Bourne, -~in-
conshire, Eng., in 1825. ' · 

THE directors of the Cotton States Ex
poSition at Atlanta hav decided to permit 
the sale of liquors, despite the strenuous 
opposition of 'tjle W. C. T. p-. 

AMoNG the prominent European Free
think<>rs who hav recently died were ):..an
rent Havan:x: and C. E. Verbeeck, of Bel
gium. South America lost Juan Matas 
Horta!. 

DuRING the last twenty years the popu
lation of Prussia has increased. three per 
cent, while the increase of the Catholic 
clergy has been twenty-five and two-tenth11 
per cent, 

THE Oklahoma Honse passed a bill pro
hibiting the sale or giving away of cigar· 
eta or cigaret paper in that territory. 
The penalty is $500, one-half to go to the 
informant. 

THE Florida vestibule train was wrecked 
at Scotland, Ga., on March 8. Two per
sons were killed and eleven injured. The 
wreck was caused by a malicious tampering 
with the track. 

THE Massachusetts Honse defeated the 
woman suffrage bill by a vote of 127 to 87. 

THE insurrection in Cuba seems to be on 
the gain, but reports from Spanish and 
insurgent sources are so contradictory that 
nothing very definit is known of the state 
of affairs. 

THE new liquor sale bill which has passed 
the Jndiana Senate contains very strict 
regulations and makes the buyer equally 
amenable with the seller for any violation 
of the law. · 

ON March 8 the Cincinnati and New 
Orleans packet Longfellow was cut in two 
by a bridge pier at Cincinnati and eight 
lives were lost. · The accident' was caused 
by a dense fog. 

FIELD MARSHAL CoUNT YAMAGATA, who 
was commander of the First 'Japanese 
Army, but who fell ill in Manchuria and 
went home on sick leave, has been ap
pointed Minister of War. 

IT is reported in dispatches from Europe 
that a Russian imperial decree abolishes 
the use 'of the knout. The present outlook 
is that tjle' Gerri'whipping-post bill will 
bepoJPe a law in t~ st~te. ' · 
AoooRDIN~ to a mission paper t}lere are 

in India 2,036,590 nativ Christians, 57,000,· 
000 Mohammedans, and 200,000,000 Bin
dna. There has been a net increase in ten 
years of 30,000,000 non-Christians. 

THERE was a total eclips of the moon, 
visible in North and South America, on 
Sunday evening, March 10. The period 
of complete obscuration in this latitude 
extended from about 9:54 until a little after 
11 o'clock. ' 1 

' 

THE trustees of the Tilden Fund hav 
voted in favor ot 'the proposed 0onsolida
tion of that Fund with the Lenox and 
Astor libraries, the whole endowment to 
be used for the purpose of equipping a 
great public library. 

JA:PAN's Second Army has occupied An· 
shimg Hen and N ew-chwang in Manchuria. 
At the ·last-nam:·ed place the fighting was 
desperate, and the Japanese were all day 
winning the town st:reet by street. Other 
victories hav since been won by the Japa· 
nese. 
· THE farthenon and Temple of Theseus 

at A'thens were greatly in~nred by the 
recen~ earthquakes; and are now in a qan
gerous 0ond1tion. Tpe Arcbff)ological So
eiety has issued an appeal to the nations 
for one milliou drachmas ($200,000) to re
pair them. 

A STRANGE malady is raging in Floyd 
county, Ky. The disease resembles chol
era, except that the victim is choked to 
death, the trouble beginning in the stom
ach and rising to the throat. There hav 
been over fifty deaths, so far, nearly every 
one attacked dying in about three days. 

A FmE in the Sultana gold mine, four
teen miles from Rat Portage, Manitoba, 
cut off the supply of air from the miners 
and about twenty of the workmen were 
suffocated to death. In the Old Abe mine, 
near White Oaks, N. M., eight miners 
were imprisoned by fire and five were 
taken out dead, 

EvANGELIST MooDY applied for the use 
of the hall of the Honse of Representa
tivs, Austin, Texas, from March 10 to the 
18, in which to hold night meetings. Chair
man FEoagin of the Committee on State 
Affairs handed in a majority report against 
the Graham resolution to grant the request, 
and the report was adopted. 

THE Icarian Community, located in 
Adams county, Iowa, has been dissolved. 
Its founder was E. Cabet, who, just pre
vious ~o the French Revolution, went from 
Havre to Texas and located near the Red 
River. The colony went to New Orleans, 
and thence to ~anvoo, Ill., where «Ussen
sions OC<!urred, and part of the colony 
went to Iowa. It split again in 1879. 

Sm .)" oHN SEELE¥, more widely known 
as Professor Seeley, of London and Cam
bridge, is dead. He was the author of 
that famous work, "Ecce Homo," which 
Lord Shaftesbury called " the worst book 
ever vomited forth from the jaws of hell." 
It would now be considered only moder
ately heterodox. He also wrote "Natural 
Religion" and " Life and Times of Stein." 

HYDE CLARE:, of London, died on 
March 7. He 'was born in tha~ city and 
was 7~ years of age. :Ue engaged in the 
Spanish and :Portuguese wars of the suc
cession, and was a civil engineer, teleg
rapher, banker, and author. But his 
linguistic abilities were the most notable 
of his en.downments, and his greatest 
achievement the acquisition of 100 lan
guages. 

CHARLES A. DANA, editor of the New 
York Sun, and William M. Laffan, its 
publisher, were indicted last week by the 
grand jury of the Supreme Court of the 
District of Columbia, on the charge of 
criminally libeling Frank B. N eyes, 
treasurer of the Washington Evening 
Star, and one of the board of directors, 
and of the e:x:ecntiv committee of the As· 
sociated Press. The trouble grew out of 
the long-standing quarrel between the 
Associated Press and the United Press, of 
which latter Dana is president. 

THE federal court at Fort Scott decides 
that Humboldt, Kan., must pay the bonds 
issued for the construction of a railroad 
that was not built. For years the town 
has evaded payment by its officials failing 
to qualify, thus leaving the place without 
legal representative. Judge Williams 
affirms th!'t the fo.Ot that they served, al
though as private !liti~e~s ~lid ffilCeiying 
compens3tion only throqgh volqntary 
contribution!!, m3kes them legal repre
sentativs in fa~Jt, and so he ordered the 
arrest of the mayor and treasurer. 

TD1!: old volcano of Orizaba in the state 
of Vera Cruz, Mexico, has broken forth. 
For one hundred miles around the earth 
has been shaken with subterranean vibra
tions. The volcano is in the heart of the 
most improved coffee district in Mexico. 
Masses are being said in all the churches 
in the vicinity to ward off the impending 
danger, but the governor of the state will 
appoint a commiBSion of scientific men to 
make such investigation of the eruption as 
is possible, and to make recommendations 
for the protection of the inhabitants of the 
neighboring villages. 

THE 

CABEEB OF BEL'GIOU~ IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Selene~. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book i• a study in the evolution of relig

io~s idea•. touching all forms or l'eligious wor
ship, and tr·eating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability or the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mn bJok of 14 pttl,l'es and the price is now 
rednce • fl'om 50 cente m r noer a nil 75 cents in 
cloth to 2~ ··ents in papPr. ~0 cents in cl<'th 

Address Tl:lE TRUTH SEEK~U 00. 

Is 
A 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel ln{!ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin{! 
Chauter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. · Pr·ice 25 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
29 LAFA VET'l E PLACE. New York. 

The Mill!ad. 
(I 000 STAN LAS) 

A Poem of Justice and ~f Liberty. 
By J. L. TREUTHART, B.L. 

Gathering the ethictt.l or moral elements from 
Greek msthologv. and applying the test of the 
Golden Rule to the world's history, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty and life of the 
na.ti·1n depend upon a. recognition of the princi-
ple that 

"Rtoht, ana Rioht onll/, Makes Jltqht." 

The poem is in ten Oantos (100 stanzas [to ea.ch 
canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlist~ the Muses to Battle for the Right. . . 
!I.-The Olympian Oouncil. 

IlL-The Goddes.es in Consultation. 
IV.-l'hebus, Al?ollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

in High Ltfe · 
V -Sketoh of World's History to 19th Century. 

VI.-History or the United States. Twofold 
Hectionalism. ·' · 

VII.-The Theory acd Nature of Coercion. Tl:te 
Fratricidal W &r. · · ' 

VIII.-Reconstruction and Subsequent Politics. 
A Satire. ' 

IX.-The Oolumbian ll'xposition. 
X.-The Parliament of Ueligions and Ics Sup-

lime Lessons. · · 

Cloth, 400 pp.,$1; holiday edition, $1.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

·The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of thi~ valuable book the Londo~ " Free
thinker" says: "It is by far the'best production 
of Mr.'Moss's pen; and we heartily recommen& 
it as an excellent text-book of the subJect. ·The 
tmmn:er is godd. ~nd ·the' style· is ]>righV, l'l!jl 
reader is carried along on an easy.fiowing strea.m 
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH Sl!ll!llt@ltl. 
•• Laf&vAttA nl&l'•· NAw Vn••= 

Chas. Bradlaugh' s Works. 

1" 
WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN~ 

Fourth Editio:n. Price, ~5 ceilt~. 
TRACTS. 

Land Question, 5 cents; Were Adam and Eve 
Our First Parents? 5 cents; Why Do Men 
Ata.rve? 5 cents; A Plea. for Atheism..~.5 cents; 
Is There a Goa? 5 cents; Labor's rraver, 5 
ce;nts; Poverty, Its Effects on the Political Con
dition of the People, 5 cents; New Life of David, 
5 cent•: New Life of Jonah, 5 cents; A Few 
Words About theDevil,5cents; NewLtfeof Ja
cob,5 cents; Twelve Apostles.:.., IS oents; Who Was 
Jesus Christ? 5 cents; What vidJesus Teach? 5 
5 cents; New Life of Abraham, ~ cents; New 
Life of Moses, 5 cents. On orders for these 
Tracts we will send 1111.10 worth for 1111: 1!12.50 
worth for $2; $5 worth for 1!18; and $10 worth 
for $5. 

Address THE 'J'RTJTH SEEK'F.R 00., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, ~ ce~~· · ' 
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SOME SUGGESTIONS TO HIS INFALLIBILITY. 

Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Rpaders. 
For a good many years Mr. Samuel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically· descriptive qualities have been un1versally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President ~f all the .nationally-organized Free thought of. this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country io a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who 

While he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe to 
TnuTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. Every E~glish Freethinker in this country will want to read thi&-account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter-

tail1ing, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

THE TRUTH SEEK-

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three E R if y 0 u called his 
months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's "News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. 

attention to the Pa-

per? 
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LIST 
OF' PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscdption, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of :;::'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and ·Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethonght as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industnal, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of huma1l 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

For $5 we "will send TBB TRUTB SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3); By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) an~ James ·B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEJCKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THB TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic!Uly IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEltEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). · 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YE.A."RLY SUBSCRIBERS at rPgnlar rates ------------------------------
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"'•'OlJK HlJNDRi<D YE&RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. The Freethinker's Badge-pin 

AI!ID 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 

.AN.IJ .F U.RTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Pretnium, {lOst 
free, a copy in boards of 

FREETHOUGHT n. SUPERSTITION. 

ONE YEAB, 

Will be sent for $4.150. The 
$2.75 Pin &nd THE TRUTH 
SEUEB one :ve&r for $5. 

THE GREATFSf BOCK OF ITS m EVER OONCEIVKD. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bi.::S~~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ Will be sent for $4.75. Sug&r Spoons &nd TBUTB !'!.l!!l!iXEB, $5. Either kind (Te& or Sug&r) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 50o. more, AddresR THE TRUTH ~EE.Kl!ti. 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Trut.h Seeker. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION. 

gr :FiU out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and lorward to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

!l8 Lafayette Place, New York. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copie11 of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $1, we t'aink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer : . , 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribets to bear 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For dubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 
like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

<9E~MS AND SUBSG~IF>Tl1ION BLANf\ 
-OF-

6ft '.D«tft.,, <.%ed.o <»1-b ~11.2-t.f" e)""~eu, to ~e- -ma.be- -patJaMe to 
E. ltL MACDONALD, 

Tnrre months, {trial subscribers,) 
Six 11 

" " 

Single subscription, one year, 
One subscription two years, 

Jwo new subscribers, 

SAMPLE COPIE.S FREE. 
In advance, $0.75 One subscription with two new subscribers, In 

·•. 1.5Q one remittance, 
3.00 One subscription with three new subscribers, in 
5.00 one remittance, 
11.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in 

l")ne subscription with one new subscriber, in one one remittance, 
remittance, 11.00 

Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

$'1.00 

8.150 

10.00 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (~) 
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers 
he will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share 
with them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. 

~r8 

~h.e ~:tttth .§.e.ek.e:t C!hr., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send The Truth Seeker to the following address .... _ for .. ____ yea,. 

/nclcsed find $--·in payment of tlze same. 

NAMES. ,:( , POST OFFICE, [Box ST. 1<. No., IF ANv.J & STATE. 
------------·---------·-- ---------'-----''-------

..., ___ , ~---~-----~~--~'--------"'--- -;{--------·~-.--·-,.. --

-----..,..--------·--·----
{ _________ ~~· .. 

~-~-- .......-. .,., ....... .............--~ ..... -~~ -~- ..,.._, __ . 

-----------------1{ ________ _ 
---------- ~-------~ 
~/Ari' 28 Lafayette Place, New York ' · · · 
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FOVNDED BY D. IU. BENNETT. 

E. M. MAODONALD, ~ • • • • Editor and Manager. 
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK; 

SATURDAY, MAROH 23, 1895. 

SVBSCRIPTION RATES~ 

Bingle subscription, in &dv&nce .............. - ....... ·-·-··•3 00 
One subscription two Ye&rs, in &dv&nce ..... ~··-··· ....... IJ oo 
Two new subscribers ......................... ; ................... li oo 
One subscription with one new s11bsoriber, in one remltt&nce. li 00 
One subsoription with two new subscribers, in one remit-

t&nco ........................................................ 'I oo 
•One subsoription with three 11.ew subscribers, in one remit-

t&nce ........................................................ S liO 
·Qne subscription with four new subscriben, in one remit-

t&nco ........................................................ 10 eo 
1.\ny number over 1lve &tthe s&me r&te,lnv&ri&blYwith one 

remitt&nce. 

Monev 17wuZ4 liB 1enc l1tl ez:pre11 oompt~nrl'• monetl orczer, 
postal orcler, 4r~Ut on New YorJ:, or l1tl reufstere4 letter. 
d.44relll opmmun~"onl 1&714 ml&lte CZraJZB, OheOJ;B, ,POBt-Ot/IOe 
11114 ez:pre11 monev orel8rl Pll!lt&lll8 to E. M. M.A. ODONALD, 

28 Ll&fA!IB!te place, New Yora:. 

SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall lJe ohll&"ed to OlU 

readen H Cbey w1ll•end WI Che name. and addreR Of 

any Freethinker who u not a rearniar 1111.htlcrlber. 

A large number of Liberals hav taken advantage 
of our combination offer of THE TBUTH SEEKER for 
one year and Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of 
Freethought" for $6.50, and we are confident that 
thousands more would do so within the course of 
the coming year if they only realized how much 
there is in that offer for the money. You get in 
THE TBUTH SEEKER .a volume of 832 big pages and 
104 of Heston's taking cartoons, and in the Secular 
Pilgrim's book you get 874 octa\'o pages, and 141 
full-page portraits of the leaders of humanity, dead 
and living. Take another look at pages 178 and 189. 

Free Thonght and Free Expression. 
An English paper observes that "'Freethinker ' 

is a redundancy. All thought is free; what is, oc~. 
casionally, not free is the expression of a thought 
which impugns or endangers authority~" This is 
illogical and misleading. As to deny the means to 
an end is to forbid the end, eo to deny the expres-

- , sion of thought is to fvrbid thought in effect, if not 
:.in te1ms. Practically, there is no difference between 
·prohibiting thought and the expression of thought. 
The only reason despots do not make their repressiv 
laws in terms operaliv against heretical or rebellious 
thoughts is because they hav no means of cognizing 
thoughts save through the expression thereof 
They reach the results at which they aim by pre
venting free expression. Thought is no longer free 
when its instrument, expression, is in chains. Tbe 
long-continued disuse of an organ inevitably weak. 
ens the working capacity of that organ. Use 
.brightens, quicbns, and sharpens the brain, and 
:augments its power; that is, freedom of expres
:sion stimulat~s the mental faculties, increases 
:their range, givs them greater liberty because 
:greater strength. The nation whose people are 
·denied the liberty to say what they wish to say· 
~gradually but surely deteriorates mentally, and free
•dom of thought becomes merely a :figure of speech. 
If it w~re possible to ·at all times prevent the ex
pressio:I of thought the brain, the organ of thought, 
would become atrophied and we should return to 
the simian. The freedom of thought is in. direct 
ntio to the freedom of expression. There is no 
better word to express our demand that men shall 

be free to investigate in all departments of human 
activity and knowledge than this, .Freethought, and 
no more appropriate name for the friend of mental 
liberty than this, .Freethinker. When it is said 
that " occasionally " the freedom of expression is 
denied, we are forced to add that not one adult 
person in each one hundred in Ohristian lands feels 
free to express himself or herself on all subj sots, for 
law or church or custom or Mrs. Grundy stands 
ready to crush out new or unconventional opinions. 
Aad; of course, its expression being thus forbidden, 
thought is _not free, cannot be free. 

The Approaching Tria.l of' J. B. Wise. 
The case of J. B. Wise, accused of ·a violation of 

the United States statutes agains~ the -transmission 
of obscene and indecent literature in the mails, was 
adjourned to the April term of the federal court 
The time is almost here when an American citizen 
is to be put in jeopardy of his liberty for the exer
cise of his right to do what all Ohristians claim the 
right to do, that is, assist in the circulation of the 
"word of God." It is astonishing that the ponder~ 
ous machinery of the national courts should be set 
in operation· to crush a man whose only offense is 
that he faithfully transcribed a passage from the 
book which is declared to be from the hand of God 
and necessary to the salvation of the souls of all 
people, and mailed that -transcription to an official 
expounder of that book. It is an outrage that any 
man should be punished by the agencies that are 
established ostensibly for the protection of the in
nocent because he _has ventured te ask a minister to 
explain the pre~ence in the alleged divine moral 
guide of a passage which he deems inconsistent with 
the claims made for that guide. This is the exact 
measure of the "crime " charged against Mr. J. B. 
Wise, of Olay Oenter, Kansas. There is no one 
who can hav the hardihood to assert that themail 
bags or the postal cars. were. damaged by the pres
ence therein of a text quoted from the Bible; it 
would be preposterous to asseverate that the clerks 
on the cars or those in the receiving and distribut
ing post-offices were harmed by the passage through 
their hands of the card written by the one-armed 
Freethinker of Olay county, while it would be the 
bight of absurdity to assume that the "minister of 
God" was injured by having his attention called to 
the fact that the "word of Go..i," to the exposition 
of which his life is devoted, contains a certain text. 
That po~Hon of the scriptures must hav been per
fectly familiar to Rev. Mr. Vennum years before he 
got into that discussion with Mr. Wise ; no doubt 
he had read it hundreds of times. As legal punish
ments are inflicted to protect individuals from in
jury in their property and persons, and as it is 
perfectly clear that the act for which Mr. Wise is 
arraigned could not possibly hav injured any man, 
woman, or child, it is indubitable that the prosecu
tion of him is simply per~ecution, for which, of 
course, there is the excuse of bigotry and ignorance 
only. 

Below we reprint the indictment found against 
Mr. Wise by the federal grand jury last April. We 
omit the text of Isaiah xxxvi, 12, because, as the 
attack upon Mr. Wise shows, freedom of speech 
and press is not yet safe in this country : 

"The United States of America, District of Kansas, sa. 
"In the District Oourt of the said United States, in 

and for the First Division of the said District, April 
Term, 1894. 

"The United States of America 11s. J. B. Wise. In
dictment for Violation of Section 3893, Revised Statutes 
of the United States. . _ 

'"At the Term of the District Oourt of the United 
States of America, in and for the First Division of said 
District of Kansas, begun and held at Topeka, in the 
First Division of said District, on the ninth day of April, 

in ~he year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-four, the Grand Jurors of the United States of 
America, duly imp:meled, sworn and charged to inquire 
of oftanses committed wHhin the First Division of the 
District of Kansas, upon their oaths do find and present, 
that J. B. Wise (whose more full Christian name is to the 
Gr~~ond Jurors aforesaid unknown), late of the First Di· 
vision of tlie Diatrjct of Kansas aforesaid, on or about 
the 26th day of January, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, at the first Di
vision of the Distri!lt of K!\nsas aforesaid, and within the 
jurisdiqtion of this Oourt, unlawfully and knowingly a 
certain obscene and indecent postal card did deposit, and 
cause to be deposited for mailing_ and delivery to Rev· 
erend H. B. Vennum, at Industry, Clay Oounty, Kansas, 
on the back of which said postal card was written the 
words: 'Rev. H. B. Vennum, Industry, Olay Oo., Kan.,' 
which said obscene and indecent postal card was by the 
said J". B. Wise knowingly deposited and caused to be 
deposited in the post-offbe of the United S~ates at Olay 
Oenter, Kansas, within said First Division of the District 
of Kansas, to be conveyed by mail, and by the use of 
said post-office and its officers to said Rsverend H. B. 
Vennum, ·at Industry, Olay O~unty, Kansas,. and upon 
which said obscene and indecent postal card are the fol· 
lowing obscene and indecent words, writing, and .figures 
to wit: · · -· He~ the said J. B. Wise, then· and there well 
knowing that said obscene and indecent postal card was 
non-mailable matter, contrary to the fgrm of the statute 
in such Mse made and provided and against the pea~e 
and dignity of the United States of America. 

"MORfiiS 0L1GGITT. 

"Assistant United States Attorney. 
"United States of America, District of 'Kansas, 8S •. 

''I, Gao. F. Sbaritt, Olerk of the DistrictOonrt of the 
United States of America for the District of Kansas, do 
hereby certify the foregoing to be a full, true, and per
fect copy of the indictment in case of The UnHed States 
11s. J. B. Wise. No. 3197 in said Oourt. 

" In testimony whereof, I hav hereunto set my hand 
and affixed the seal of said Oourt, at my offi~e in Topeka, 
in said District of Kansas, this 8th day of March A.D. 

1895.. GEO. F. SHARITT, Olerk." 

In this connection it must be 1:1aid that the Fund 
for the defense of Mr. Wise is many times less than 
the amount of expenses of the preliminary proceed
ings and trial, and we are compelled to again urge 
upon the Freethinkers of the country the necessity 
of joining in the defense of citizens' right to quote 
from the Bible at their discretion when criticising 
it or instituting comparisons between it and other 
literature. We hav equal rights ·with Bible wor
shipers and must, if need be, :fight with all legiti
mate weapons at our command for the undisturbed 
enjoyment of those rights. The mails must be 
freed from the existing censorship and the adjudi
cation of wrongs be remanded to courts in the 
vicinage of the offender or allege'd offender. The 
federal government has no call to inquire into the 
ethical or religious character of the matter which it 
is paid to carry from point to point. Mr. Wise has 
done no wrong, and we but defend ourselvs when 
we aid him to vindicate his iimocence. 

Mr. Gladstone on "The Lord's Day." 
In McClure's Magazine for March we :find an 

article from the pen of William E. 'Gladstone on 
"The Lord's Day." It is not openly a plea for a 
legally enforced observance of the :first day of the 
week, but we surmise that the argument is intended 
to strengthen the hands of th!'l compulsory Sabba
tarians, by demonstrating that Jesus and the early 
church, in substituting Sunday for Saturday, did 
not violate the fundamental principle underlying 
the Sabbatic idea ; that, rather, the change was in 
complete harmony with that principle, and was 
manifestly in God's thought when he instituted the 
"original " Sabbath. Of course Mr. Gladstone 
does not distinctly say all this-the essay would 
not be Gladstonian if he did-but the conclusions 
we l).av drawn are fairly inferable from what he does 
say. 

Mr. Gladstone's oontribubion is of no value what-
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ever to anyone who has made a careful study of 
the Sabbath question. He utterly ignores all that 
relates to the natural origin of the week and of 
Sabbaths; except for his quotations from Cruden 
and the Latin of St. Augustin his performance 
could be duplicated by any itinerant minister who 
can write fair English. One gets no hint from his 
labored disquisition of the lunar origin of the week; 
no hint of the fact that any people but the Israel
ites had a Sabbath; no hint that the week ha!l been 
of various lengths in different countries and that the 
Sabbath has fallen on different days; no hint that 
the Jewish Sabbath was at first a moon festival, 
and that the Israelites in all probability borrowed 
both their week and their Sabbath from the Baby
lonian Assyrians during the captivity, and no hint 
that we received our week and our Sabbath from 
the same source through Egypt and Rome. He 
calmly assumes the truth of t.he story of the crea
tion, the fall of man, and the sacrifice and resurrec
tion of a third part- of the godhead. In brief, he 
has learned nothing from the records of travel and 
research among primitiv and savage peoples, noth· 
ing from science, nothing from the studies of the 
philologists and the Biblical critics, nothing from 
the revelations of the modern historians who hav 
sifted the ancient chronicles, separating the grains 
of not inherently improbable narrativ from the chaff 
of myth and miracle. Is it to be wondered at that 
his article is barren of rich thought and fertilizing 
suggestion T 

The ex-Premier of England observes that many 
of the defenders of the Sabbath-or of the "Lord's 
Day," as he prefers to designate it-" put wholly 
out of view the revealed sanction and the properly 
Christian motiv," while he is sorry that " very many 
of those defenders whose motiv and profession are 
not secular, but distinctly religious, are singularly 
ill-equipped with consistent or perspicuous ideas of 
the subject." We regret that if these latter care
fully peruse Mr. Gladstone's article they will be 
foggier in their ideas than they were before. He 
also observes that they do not liv up to their pro
fessions, for they devote a great portion of the 
sacred day, "if not to secular occupations and 
amusements, yet to secular thought and conversa
tion." It is not charged that this is done" with 
deliberate or conscious insincerity; yet we must all 
feel when the margin between profession and prac
tice has become, and is allowed to remain, enor
mous, real insncerity lies perilously near." This 
is one of the inevitable results of the attempt to 
force others to do an unnatural act which we _feel 
no imperativ inner prompting to do ourselvs. As 
to the secular reasons for Sunday observance, Mr. 
Gladstone thinks favorably of the "rest" notion, 
and remarks that it has probably "greatly helped 
the continuance of Sabbath legislation," has, in fact, 
contributed to the increase of its stringency. He 
is of the opinion that the most devout believers in 
the'' Christian character and obligation of the day,'• 
may "thankfully avail themselvs of the aid derived 
from alliance with this secondary but salutary sen
timent." Or, in other and plainer words, the delu
sion that Sunday laws are needed to secure the 
secondary and minor good of rest may be gratefully 
utilized to secure the primary and major good of 
increased church attendance. The laborer is to be 
fooled into permitting himself to be used as a cat's
paw to pull Theology's hot chestnuts out of the fire 
-chestnuts in a double sense. 

We are hlformed that, in England at least, there 
is not, in the general mind, any conception, " at 
once accurate and clear, of the religious ground on 
which we are to observe the Sunday." We sincerely 
pity the believer who reads this attempt of Mr. 
Gladstone to clarify the hazy conceptions of his 
countrymen and other Sabbatarians. " Hazy" is 
Mr. Gladstone's own word; he says that there is "a 
hazy, but still practical and by no means super
ficial, impression that in some way or other it [Sun
day observance] has to do with the original com
mand delivered through Moses." Which means 
that men may be fined and imprisoned for disre
gard of Sunday laws that a part of the religious 
portion of the community hav an impression, hazy 
at that, are in some occult way connected with a 

statute said to hav been given by a god for the 
governance of some ancient tribes on an entirely 
different day. Into this old statute two important 
changes hav been imported, says Mr. Gladstone; its 
form has been altered by the transference of the 
commandment from the seventh to the first day of 
the week, and to its spirit has been imparted a 
"positiv and affirmativ, in addition to its originally 
negativ and prohibitory, sense." It is admitted 
that the old signification has been relaxed, although 
the church and the state of England hav kept it in 
full view,." but the ascent that the fourth com
mandment of the Decalog has made [think of the 
"ascent" of the omnipotent god's infallible edicts!] 
and the development and expansion that it has re
ceived under the Christian dispensation hav not so 
prominently been put forward." Hence it is con
cluded that the Christian world has but imperfectly 
grasped what is meant by observance of Sunday. 
Mr. Gladstone cautiously suggests that there may 
hav been " a concurring cause for this in the indis
position of many minds, after the crisis of the 
Reformation, to recognize any action of the church 
apart from scripture." This is merely an indirect 
way of saying that Protestants were averse to ac
cepting a holy day on the authority of the Catholic 
church. " It is difficult, in a tranquil survey of the 
whole case, to exclude from it some admission of 
such action," that is, some admission that Sunday 
was selected by the Catholic church in place of Sat
urday on its own authority alone. However, our 
apologist, evidently satisfied in his own mind that 
if the Christian world is to hav any Sabbath it must 
make a virtue of necessity and take that of Rome, 
says that the change "has been in obvious further
ance of the mind of the Bible," and that it may be 
regarded " as expressing the harmonious co-opera
tion of the entire Christian community." 

Mr. Gladstone frankly concedes that there is no 
positiv or direct precept of the Bible which author
izes the suostitution of Sunday for Saturday, and 
that " the Biblical record of facts " upon which he 
relies for proof of the validity of the transfer is 
"all supplied by St. John.•J What are the" facts" 
thus recorded by this one gospel, and it, admittedly, 
the latest T It is alleged that it was the custom of 
the Apostles to meet for worship on "the Lord's 
Day," that is, Sunday. How inadequate this evi
dence of John is to establish the contention that 
the Apostles meant to make Sunday the Sabbath of 
the "New Dispensation" any one who will take the 
trouble to read Mr. Remsburg's "Sabbath Break
ing " will at once perceive. It was not until near 
the beginning of the third century that Sunday 
·was called the "Lord's Day." Mr. Gladstone says 
that ''the Christian community took it upon itself 
to alter the form of the Jewish ordinance, but this 
was with a view of giving larger effect to its spirit
ual purpose." This is nonsense, and is contradicted 
by all the ascertainable facts. Constantine ordered 
the observance of Sunday because he could easily 
adapt the pagan festival to Christian usea, but 
would hav found it extremely difficult, if not impos
sible, to compel the Roman converts to adopt the 
Jewish Sabbath. The "Christian community" of 
which Mr. Gladstone speaks was not the Christian 
community that actually made the change, ·as he 
should well know. And, unless he is prepared to 
concede that the Catholic church is indeed the only 
church founded by Jesus, the son, and by him com
missioned to execute his commands, where did the 
" Christian ·community" get the authority to alter 
the edict of God, the father T Mr. Gladstone un
doubtedly saw the d lemma that he was in, for, after 
he had quoted some very inconclusiv passages from 
John to bolster up his trembling column of argu
ment, he was forced to admit that, after all, the 
aggregate of evidence he had adduced was " not 
literally homogeneous," but he tried to comfort 
himself and assure his readers with the dogged as
sertion that it was conclusiv. To show the extreme 
weightiness of the reasoning of the " Grand Old 
Man " we subjoin this passage: 

" The seventh day had been ordained as the most ap
propriate, according to the Decalogue, for commemorat
ing the old creation. The advent of our Lord introduced 
to us a chain of events, by which alone the benefits of the 
creation were secured to us, together with the yet higher 

benefitil of the new. The series of these events culminated 
in the resurrection. With the resurrection began for 
the savior himself a rest from all that was painful in the 
processs of redemption, as on the seventh day there had 
begun a rest from the constructiv labors that had brought 
the visible world into existence and maturity." 

Every assertion in the above is either the repeti
tion of or a dtJduction from an utterly unprovable 
myth-story. Mr. Gladstone has introduced as evi
dence the identical tales which are themselvs in dis
pute. The entire argument is therefore utterly 
valueless. It should be noted in passing that he 
has ignored the reason given in Deuteronomy for 
the establishment of the Sabbath, viz., that it was. 
in commemoration of the return of the Jews from 
captivity. It might also be pertinent to ask the 
parliamentary leader· if he thinks that there is 
nothing painful to Jesus in that part of the "pro
cess of redemption" which he is now undergoing, 
according to the legend, as he sits at the right 
hand of God and intercedes for the sons of men, 
realizing, as he must every instant, that only the 
smallest minority of the human race are to be saved 
by his sacrifice, while tbe great majority must suffer 
the agonies of the damned forever T Would this 
lamentable failure of his mission bring no pain to 
the heart of the being whom Mr. Gladstone wor
ships as the incarnation of mercy and love ? 

We commend to the attention of W. E. Glad
stone, the devout Christian, this summing-up of the 
Saturday-Sunday question, made by Rev. J. N. 
Waggoner: 

"1. There is no divine command for Sunday observ
ance. 2. There is not the least hint of a Sunday institu
tion. 3. Chnst never changed God's Sabbath to Sunday. 
4. He never observed Sunday as the Sabl:iath. · 5. The 
apostles never kept Sunday for the Sabbath. 6. There 
is no prophecy that Sunday would ever take the place of 
the Sabbath. 7. Neither God, Christ, angels, nor in
spired men hav ever said one word in favor of Sunday as 
a holy day." 

Sabbatarianism Rampant. 
It is indisputable that the advocates of restrictiv 

Sabbath legislation are engaged in a concerted 
movement all over the country to enforce the pres
ent Sabbath laws and secure the enactment of new 
and more sweeping and severe statutes. We hav 
from week to week called attention to the encroach
ments of the clerical party, but the aggressions 
continue to increase so rapidly that we are forced 
to omit proper mention of many of which the Free
thinkers of the United States should be informed. 
Here is a bill introduced in the Minnesota legisla
ture by Senator Thaden : 

''A Bill for an Act to Prohibit Pnblic Shows or E~hi
bitions on the Sabbath Day, and Defining and Fix
ing the Penalty thereof. 

.. SEOTION 1. Whoever, on the first day of the week, 
commonly called Sunday, participates in or exhibits to 
the public, with or without charge for admission, in any 
building, room, ground, garden, or other place in this 
state, any theatrical or dramatic performance <>f any kind 
or description, or any equestrian or circus performance 
of jugglers, acrohats, rope-dancing, sparring txbibitions, 
variety shows, or ne~o minstrelsy, living statuary, bal
looning or any baseball playing, or other games of sim
iliar kind or kinds, shall be gmlty of a misdemeanor, and 
be punished by a fine in a sum not exceeding one hundred 
dollars nor less than fifty dollars, or by confinement in a 
county jail for a period not less than twenty days nor ex· 
ceeding sixty days." 

A correspondent of the American Sentinel; com-
menting on this bill, asks, "Why such a bill! Evi
dently, the people ought to go to church, but the]· 
will not; so in order that they may be persuadedl 
to go, remove all temptation. But when it is foundl 
that they will not then go to church, s_ecure a law 
compelling them to go! This is but the logical 
result of the first step." That is no doubt the ex
act statement of the case, from the view point of 
the Sabbatarian, and we may expect the last step to 
be essayed when the preceding ones fail to accom
plish their purpose, that is, the filling of the 
churches. ' 

In our issue of March 9 th we told of the conl'ic
tion of H. Stratmann, of Louisville, for violation of 
the Sunday law of Kentucky. This conviction has 
greatly encouraged the proscriptive. Heretofore 
the Sabbath statutes of that state hav been re
garded as inoperativ, and the people of Louisville 
supposed that Judge Thompl'lon would at once dis-
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miss the complaint against Stratmann. But the plan for the establishment of a National Reform 
decision he gave in the case stirred the ministers to (God-in-the-Constitution) bureau in Washington. 
fever heat, and they determined to make the most The National Reform convention in Boston on 
possible of the unexpected turn in favor of their Feb. 19 and 20 was largely atte~ded and culminated 
monopolistic scheme. The topic was one of almost in the formation of a New England auxiliary. The 
universal conversation, and the city officials were Christian amendment to the Constitution, state and 
constrained by the logic of the situation to attempt national Sabbath laws, and the control of education 
to enforce the revived blue law. The matter wAs laid and marriage by the church were the chief ic re
before the "Board of Safety," and general enforce- forms" advocated. 
ment was ordered. The police were told not to A maes Sabbath meeting was held in the Musie 
make any arrests, but to take evidence for future Hall, Boston, on March 10. It was under the a us-. 
use. On Monda.y morning there were no less than• picas of the Massachusetts Sunda.y Protectiv League 
2,500 cases ready for action. It was decided to and the Evangelistic Association of ·New England. 
select from these representativ bakeries, saloons, Of course the latter was interested in a "civil" 
groceries, and other kinds of business, and so test Sabbath only! Rev. Dr. M. D. Kneeland, secretary 
the law. One minister declared : "As long as we of the League, claimed that. to the efforts of that 
ca.n get such righteous decisions as the one handed association was due the Sunday closing of the 
down by Judge Thompson, things are not altogether World's Fair. The League had likewise done ex
bad." Another said: "Judge Thompson is a fine cellent service in the abolition ~t Sunday excursion 
type of a Christian on the bench." A call for a trains at Boston. Yes, it is s~ch a glorious service 
mass meeting was issued by the Kentucky Sabbath to humanity to shut the poor people of a great city 
Association, and in the oa.ll the " civil Sabbath " up in their narrow homes on their only days of 
romance was re-vamped for the purpose of fooling leisure. What· a wicked defiance of God it would 
gullible people. " This meeting is called by an as· be for them to ·go out to the sea shore on the hot 
sociation that operates· from a purely civil stand- summer Sundays or to the restful shades of the 
point [what an abominable lie!] striving to main- Lynn Great Woods I The Priest is the enemy of 
tain the weekly day of rest as a purely civil institu- mankind, the untiring promoter of the worst kind 
tion, which is a necessity for man and beast." How of immorality-the violation of the laws of physical 
"civil " the meeting was may be judged from the health-the cruel torturer of the people. Of course 
fact that of the three hundred persons present Secretary Kneeland was bitter in his denunciations 
more than half were ministers and theological stu. of the regular Sunday train, of the Sunday news. 
dents. All the ministers but one who spoke were paper; and the Sunday evening concert. They all 
Baptists. What would that sturdy defender of lib. interfere with the business of the church. Natu
edy, Roger Williams, hav thought of his degenerate rally Rev. Dr. Ezra H. Byington easily disposed of 
religious sons could he hav listened to their intem- the objections that the suppression of the Sunday 
perate clamor for the persecution of dissenters T theater would be a t•eturn to the blue laws and that 
Here are two of the benevolent resolutions adopted: it would be an interference with local self-govern-

" Resolved, That we call upon our officials to see that ment. You can dispose of anything if there is no 
the Sunday laws are kindly but firmly enforced, and that one to oppose you. 
we will heartily support them in doing their duty. Governor Greenhalge was one of the star speak-

" Resolved, That since nobody is compelled to liv in era at this Sabbath meeting. ·He was very c,JOnfused 
this state, those persons who do not like our laws should · 
either _gracefully submit to them, or else move else· in his ideas and in his language, but managed to 
where, where they can find laws to suit·their tastes." show that he was sensible of the fact that in com-

Think of "kindly" enforcing religious· dogmas! ing to the city on a Sunday train he had brought 
How "kind" the Inquisitors were too, to be sure 1 himself into conflict with the extreme demands of 
The cant of the persecutor is essentially .the same the clerical managers of the Sabbatarian movement. 
in all ages. And if you do not like his rule you can But he was politician and bigot enough to utter, 
get off the earth! If your conscience is obdurate among other precious bits of wisdom, these two: 
all you hav to do is to "educate it by the laws of "Massachusetts, kneeling upon the desolate sea shore 
the state ;" that is, by the unconstitutional and in- two and a half centuries ago, heard the thunder of this 
vasiv statutes he has cajoled or intimid.ated the Sabbath law from Sinai, and wrote it into her statute 

book. There it is to-day, and, I prophesy, there it will 
legislature into enacting. As a minister said at remain forever., 
this meeting, " if men don't propose to do as the "We talk about the separation of church and state, or, 
law [the priests' law] says, we [the said priests] as I say, state and church; but, after all, the separation 
hav the liberty to force them."- And not only the is only a legal one. [He means only a legal fiction, as his 
liberty but the power, 80 long as the American further remarks show.] For spsaking in the name and 

on behalf of the commonwealth, I say that that great 
people are too sleepy or cowardly to assert their commonwealth comprehends as its most precious jewels 
rights. every living church of Christ. Sci, my friends, this is a 

At Springdale, Ark., not long ago, two Seventh Christian commonwealth. It was held long ago that 
bay Adventist elders were arrested for Sunday Christianity was a part of the common law, and it has 
work; one for painting his church. What a "dis- been from the beginning, and will ever be a part of the 

government of the commonwealth of Massachusetts." 
. turbance " such noisy work must hav caused! How 

he must hav wakened the echoes in the Ozark foot Poor old Massachusetts, with what. a governor 
hills I The other elder had outraged Arkansas piety she is affi.icted! By the way, is there a newspaper 
by doing some carpenter work, out of charity, for a in the state that dares rebuke him for his official 
destitute widow. The unprincipled villain! He recognition of the theocratic principle 1 Is there a 
should hav been at church, making shingles for his newspaper editor in the state who understands and 
mansion in the New Jerusalem. Both the men has the courage to tell the truth about the relations 

were convicted, ·and imprisoned as common felons. 
Two or three weeks ago a man named Green, at 

Wilmington, Del., desiring to go to church, and not 
wishing to appear in the "house of God " with an 
unshaven ehin, stepped into a barber shop and was 
there made presentable. For his part in the trans
action the unfortunate barber was presented at 
court and fined four dollars and costs. No doubt 
the preacher in the church which Mr. Green at
tended · applauded the magistrate who punished 
the barber for being instrumental in increasing his 
congregation on that Sunday. 

Judge Barker, of Johnstown, Pa., is rigidly en
for.cing the Sunday closing law· in Cambria county. 
Enthusiastic Sabbath law conventions hav recently 
been held in Newville and Apollo, Pa. The large 
audiences were unanimously against any modifica
tion of the Sabbath law of 1794. The New Castle 
oonventioD appointeq a QOIDIQittee to prepare a 

of church and sta.te T 

The Leader, of Superior, Wis., will this week be 
the target of the Freethought Letter-Writing Corps. 
It reported a local controversy as to whether the 
word God is in the United S~ates Constitution, 
whereupon a correspondent at Oakland, Cal., writ· 
ing over the initial " T "· refers the editor to the 
Trinity church . case, Supreme Court reports, Vol. 
143, page 457, showing that the highest tribunal in 
the country has asserted that this is a Christian na
tion. The Leader thinks that if we are a Christian 
nation we should show conclusivly that we are not 
a spurious brand. It is . for the Corps to tell how 
that obiter dictum of the court came to be rendered 
and to point out, briefly, the salient features of the 
theocratic movement. The matter is fully set forth 
and discussed by Judge Waite and Rev. A. T. 
Jones in their ~dd:re13ses '+t the la~t Freethought ,, 

Congress, and published in the pamphlet " Federa
tion a,nd Union," by the Freethought Federation 
of America. Each of the members will, no doubt, 
readily think of some particularly good argu
ment to present in refutation of the claim that 
"This is a Christian nation." Send in your names 
for enrollment in the Corps. And also, please, re
member that we want the earliest possible report 
from the legislatures when any bill affecting the 
Demands of Liberalism is introduced. Do not wait 
until the obnoxious Sunday measure is adopted or 
the bill for the taxation of church property is de
feated. Then it is too late for us to help. 

On a preceding page of this issue will be found 
the indictment of Mr. Wise, with the exception of 
the offending words from Isaiah xxxvi, 12, which 
we omit bec~use there is no sense in having two 
trials on our hands at the same time. Since the 
appeal accompanying it was writtEln we hav received 
word through Attorney Bierck that tbe trial is set 
for about April 15, or as near thereto as suits the 
convenience of the court and prosecution. The 
time is short, and we ask the friends of free speech 
and equal rights to come to the aid of Mr. Wise 
speedily. The funds so far contributed are scant 
of the amount necessary to pay the expenses of the 
trial, and if it should be necessary to appeal the 
case a great deal more will be required. There is 
no use in letting a Freethinker go 'to jail for doing 
what the Christians do every day with impunity
indeed, they boast of the number of Bibles they 
circulate throughout the country. By this prose
cution they hav condemned their own book, but it 
remains for us Freethinkers to rescue from their 
clutches the victim they would sacrifice in doing so. 
We hope to hav prompt and generous response to 
this appeal for aid for Mr. Wise. 

We are very much gratified to learn from the 
.Freethinker that Mr. G. W. Foote, president of the 
National Secular Society, and Mr. R. 0. Smith, 
lessee of the premises on which the London Hall 
of Science is built, hav won their suit for libel 
against certain Christians who made themselvs re
sponsible for an atrocious attack upon the manage
ment of the Hall of Science and the exercises con
ducted there. Damages to the amount of $150 
were adjudged to the plaintiffs and the costs as
sessed against the defendants, making a total of 
about $750 which the good Christians will pay for 
the luxury of answering Freethought arguments 
with the worst kind of falsehoods. 

During the past week we hav received 50 cents 
from H. Wilbur, $1 from E. Carpenter, and $2 from 
F. Larrabee for the Free Sunday Fund. To help 
Mr. Fleckten in his fight against the Bible in the 
schools in Minnesota we acknowledge the receipt 
of 50 cents from L. Schlegel and $1 from G. R. 
Henderson. As will be seen, there is apparently 
no end to the Sabbatarian aggressions that call for 
vigilant guarding against by the Freethinkers of 
the country. The need for large quantities of en
lightening literature was DElVer more urgent than 
at present. 

The American Sentinel says: 
"Robert G. Ingersoll declares that he believes it his 

conscientious du!y to lecture against it [the Bible] for 
the gate receipts minus the expenses." 

Unless our Advent ·contemporary desires to suffer 
under the imputation of saying the thing that is 
not so, it will point out the chapter and verse where, 
Colonel Ingersoll said anything of the kind. The 
editor of the Sentinel should not read John so 
much. It has a demoralizing influence on the 
mind. 

Among the items in an appropriation bill recently 
introduced in the legislature of Maine, were these 
For priest's salary, $200; for the Women's Chris
tian Temperance Union, $1,000, and $3,000 for the 
Sisters of Charity in Lewiston. 

A recent court decision in England givs a man a 
right to l!lue the preacher when he make's the man's 
wife go to church instead of staying at home and 
cooking his dinner. 

·~ ' 
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The Cause in Oregon. 
The Oregon legislature has adjo:urned. Our 

measure for the taxation of church property was 
defeatod, killed in the Hou!'e Committee; and when 
Hon. Clarence Cole, of Multnomah county, offered 
it as an amendment to the Burke bill, which was a 
bill providing for the assessment and collection of 
taxes, it was defeated again. 

The Burke bill. exempted the church edifice and 
the ground on which it stands, and the slips and 
pews. It passed the House and was killed in the 
Senate. 

The Legislativ Committee of the Oregon State 
Secular Union, consisting of Mrs. A. E. Barker, 
Hon. L3e Laughlin, and. myself, worked just as Ion~ 
as there was any possibility of success, and it might 
not be uninteresting to you to know something of 
that work. We found no difficulty in getting a 
hearing befdre the Senate Committee on Assess
ment and Taxation quite early in the session. C. 
H. Woodard, of Multnomah county, was chairman 
of this committee, the ot.her members being N. L. 
Butler. of Polk ; W. H. Hobson, of Marion; A. R. 
Price, Umatilla, and W. W'. Steiwe:r. Gilliam county. 
It. is with pleasure t.hat we say to the Secularists of 
Oregon that all these men were very courteous, par
ticularly the chairman, and placed us under obliga-

"'< tign~ for help in our work. Mr. Woodard expressed 
himself in favor of the taxation of all church prop
erty; Messrs. Hobson and Steiwer did not express 
themselvs ; Mr. Butler was in favor of taxing all 
but.the schools (denominational), while the subject 
WB'B;one of which Mr. Price had never thought. 

We found the House Committee, however, quite 
different. J. M. Long. of Multnomah, was chair
man; W. E. Burke and Virgil Conn, of Multnomah; 
J. E. David, of Gilliam, and 0. L. Patterson, of 
Grant county. being the other members. 

There was no courtesy shown us by this commit
tee as there was by the Senate Committee. Chair
man Long was evidently "inspired" by the spirit of 
old St. Paul. for he treated us as though we were 
very presumptuous to want to taka up the time of 
this honorable-committee for such a ~ause as we 
represented. It was entirely unnecessary for Mr. 
Long to tell us that he is a Christian. 

There were but three membe"B present the even
ing appointed for the presentation of our argument 
before this committee, and a few minutes after our 
cold reception, the chairman announced that we 
might as well beg-in; that the other two members, 
Messrs. Burke and Patterson, would not be present; 
that they were going to devote the evening to pleas
ure. When .the chairman had delivered this little 
speeeh, I said to him : " Mr. Chairman, it seems to 
me that this is treating an organization represent 
ing thousands of people with a great deal of disre
spect." '.' Oh, no, Mrs. Smith," said Mr. Lo.ng, "I 
do not thmk they wanted to show any disrespect ; 
perhaps they tho"Qght the matter of not much im
portance." I theusaid, "It. is of so much importance 
that, if you will giv us any encouragement at all. 
we will not present our argument this evening, but 
wait until some time when the gentlemen are at 
leisure" But he gave us to understand that we 
had best present what we had to say that evening, 
which we did. One member of this committee, Mr. 
David, expressed himself in favor of the taxation of 
all cburch property. Mr. Patterson told us it was 
a subject on w:hich he would not commit himself; 
that he had not thought about it, etc. He acted 
like all of those young poljcy politicians who are so 
afraid that they will injure their political future 
that, for the good of their constituents, they had 
better be retired to private life. 

To giv you an idea of the impudence of this 
Christian chairman, I will 'relate only one of several 
similar incidents. · During the course of Mrs. Barkel''s 
argument, he ~nterrupted her by aeking these ques
tions: "Do you 'believe in a God? Do you believe 
in the divinity of Jesus Christ ? Do you believe in 
a future life ?" When Mrs. Barker had finished I 
again asked permission to speak, when I took occa
sion to inform the committee that the questions 
asked by the chairman were entirely out of place; 
~hat they had nothing to d.o with the subject 
m hand; that so far as the subJect we were discuss 
ing was concerned, it was nobody' a business whether 
we believed in one god· or a million of them ; that 
we were not attacking the rights of the church ; 
that we were representing the people when we asked 
them to use their influence ·fqr the repeal of the 
laws which ex~mpt church property from taxation. 
We felt confident, after having had this opportunity 
of t<>sting the mental caliber of part of the commit
tee, that the "bill wouJd meet exactly the fate it _did. 

Let the Secularists of Oregon not forget Hon. 

mention particularly Senators W. R. King, of Baker 
county, and S. B. Huston, of Washington comity. 
Both are thorough Secularists, and extended us 
many courtesies. · All the the Populist members of 
the legislature were in favor of our measure. 

Of course you will want to know how the ex· 
penses of the committee were paid. Only seven 
dollars were contributed in response to the appeal 
for funds for this purpose. Mrs. Barker's circuit 
contributed twenty dollars for her expenses. Mr. 
Laughlin paid his own expenses, and generously let 
me hav the seven dollars, to which my circuit at 
Silverton added eight dollars more. This money 
would not hav ,paid our expenses but for the gen
erosity of Mr. and Mrs." B. Forstner, whose guests 
Mrs. Barker and I were during our whole stay at 
the capital. Our visit with these kind friends was 
most delightful, and we did indeed appreciate their 
~enial ho!!pitality. On behalf of the Oregon State 
Secular Union, I thank them. Mr. Lauahlin, though 
in poor health, was untiring in his. efforts for the 
measure. Having formerly been a member of the 
legislature, he was personally acquainted with many 
of its members, and we could not hav found a more 
influential Secularist in the state to put on this 
committee than Mr. Laughlin. His courteous and 
dignified bearing was of itself a power in our favor. 

We tried hard to get before the joint committee 
and the legislature in joint session, but could not. 

We succeeded in having part of our argument 
published in the Oregon .IJaily Statesman, a copy 
of which was put on the desk of each legislator, 
together with a notice calling their attention to the 
fact that it had been published. 

Though the measure for the taxation of church 
property was defeated, yet we are sure tbat the 
agitation has done much in the way of education. 
Had not the senatorial contest so greatly interfered 
with legislation we would hav had more hope of 
accomplishing our object. 

Secularism in Oregon is no longer in the infant 
stage. Politicians will learn, if they do not already 
know, that we are in the field to stay; and .now, if 
the thousands of Secularists in this state will send 
for blanks, and identify themselvs with the Union. 
the work at the next session of the legislature will 
be easier than it was at this one. When we can 
publish to the world that we are 40,000 strong in 
this state, our Union will indeed be a power. ·fhe 
good work will go on. This fight will prepare us 
for the greater battle yet to come. 

KATIE KEBM SMITH, 

Sec. Oregon State Secular Union. 
Oregon Oity, Or., 

--------~~--------

The First Honest Translation of Genesis Ir 
Philologists and biblical scholars agree that the 

Hebrew word "Elohim" is the plural of "Eloah," 
signifying ~od, or the god. In the various versions 
the word .Elohim is erroneously translated "god," 
but the correct translation would be "gods," or the 
goils. As this false translation is common through
out the scriptures, it is a matter of the highest im
portance that the fallacy should be exposed, as upon 
the notion sought to be conveyed by the common 
word "god" depends the whole character of the 
Christian religion, the Jewish religion, and whatever 
other religions may hav been erected upon the 
false translation of the fourth word in Genesis, the 
central idea of all biblical religions. 

In his "Dictionary of the Bible" Dr. William 
Smith, LL.D., of the University of London, says, 
under the head " God": · 

"Throughout the Hebrew scriptures two chief 
names are used forthe one true divine being-.Elo· 
him, commonly translated ' God ' in our version, 
and Jehovah, translated 'Lord.' .Elohim is the 
plural of .Etoah (in Arabic Allah), a form which 
occurs only in poetry and in a few passages of later 
Hebrew. The plural form of .Elohim has given rise 
to much discussion. The fanciful idea that it re
ferred to the trinity of persons in · the godhead 
hardly finds now a supporter among scholars." 

This is orthodox authority, and is sufficient for 
the purposes of this essay, though a great number 
of similar opinions might be adduced. If we now 
translate the Hebrew .Elohim honestly and correctly 
we shall hav the gods in most instances where it 
has been translated "God." The correct transla
tion will then giv a very different idea of theology, 
and it will be immediately seen that polytheism was 
the underlying conception that inspired the book of 
Genesis, upon which all the succeeding books and 
theolo~y are based. In illustration of this new 
rendering I will giv the first chapter of Genesis 
with the honest translation. I will use the " author
ized version.'' The Vulgate or Roman version does 
not d~ff~r much from it in this respect: Clarence Cole, of Portland. He was our friend. 

While there were many'of the senators and repre-
sentative who expressed themselvs in favor of the 1; In the beginning the gods created the heaven 
taxation of church property, I wish at this time to and the earth. · 

2. And the earth was without form, and void ; and 
darkness was upon the face of the ileep. And the, 
spirit [or spirits] of the gods moved upon the face, 
of the waters. 

3. And the gods said, Let there be light ; and\ 
there was light. 

4. And the gods saw the light, that it was good:: 
and the gods divided the light from the darkness. 

5. And the gods called the light day, and the· 
darkness they called night. And the evening and 
the morning was the first day. 

6. And the gods said, Let there be a firmament 
ip the midst of the waters, and let it divide the 
waters from the waters. 

7. And the gods made the firmament, and divided 
the waters which were under the firmament from 
the waters which were above the-firmament, and it 
was so. 

8. And the gods called the firmament heaven. 
And the evening and the morning were the second 
day. 

9. And the gods said, Let the waters under the 
heaven be gathered together unto one place, and 
let the dry land appear. And it was so. 

10. And the gods called the dry land earth; and 
the gathering together of the waters called they 
seas ; and the gods saw that it was good. · 

11. And the gods said, Let the earth bring forth 
grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit-tree 
yielding fruit after its kind, whose seed is in itself, 
upon the earth; and it was so. 

12. And the earth brought forth grass, and the 
herb yielding seed after its kind, the tree yielding 
fruit, whose seed was in itself, after its kind. And 
the gods saw that it was good. 

13. And the evening and the morning were the 
·third day. . 

14 And the gods said, Let there be lights in the 
firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the 
night; and let them be for signs and for seasons,, 
and for days and years. 

15. And let them be for lights in the firmament 
of the heaven to giv light upon the earth. And it 
was so. 

16. And the gods made two great lights; the 
greater light. to rule the day, and the lesser light to 
rule the night; they made the stars also. 

17. And the gods set them in the firmament of 
the heaven to giv light upon the earth, 

18. And. to rule over the day and over the night, 
and to divide the light from the darkness; and the 
gods saw that it was good. 

19. And the evening and the morning were the 
fourth day. 

20. And the gods said. Let the waters bring 
forth abundantly the moving creature that hath 
life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the 
open firmament of heaven. 

21. And the gods created great whales, and 
every living creature that movetb, which the waters 
brought forth abundantly, after their kind, and 
every winged fowl aft'lr his kind; and the gods saw 
that it was good. 

22. And the gods blessed them, saying, Be fruit
ful and multiply, and fill the 'Waters of the seas, and 
let fowl multiply in the earth. 

23. And the evening and the morning were the 
fifth day. 

24. And the gods said, Let the earth bring forth 
the living creature after his kind, cattle, and creep
ing things, and beast of the earth after his kind; 
and it was so. 

25. And the gods made the beast of the earth 
after his kind, and cattle after his kind, and every 
thing that ·creepeth upon the earth after his kind; 
and the gods saw that it was good. 

26. And the gods said, Llilt us make man in our 
image, after our likeness ; and let them hav domin
ion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the 
air, and over cattle, and over all the earth, and over 
every creeping thing that creepeth. upon the 
earth. 

27. So the gods created D'an in their own image,· 
in the image of the gods created they him ; male 
and fEmale created they them. 

28. And the gods blessed them, _and the gods 
said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, andre
plenish the earth, and subdue it; and hav dominion 
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the 
air, and over every living thing _that moveth u.pon 
the earth. 

29. And the gods said, Behold, we hav given you 
every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of 
the earth, and every tree in the which is the fruit 
of a tree yielding seed ; to you it shall be for me'at. 

30. And to every beast of the earth, and to every 
fowl of the air, and to every thing that creepeth 
upon the earth, wherein there is life, we hav given 
every green herb for meat ; and it was so. · 

31. And the gods saw everything that they had 
made; and behold, it was very good. 
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This tr_anfi!lation removes the mystery and incon
sistency that hav always attached to the twenty
sixth verse, where a plurality of gods is unquestion
ably indicated-male gods and female gods, "let 
us," "in our image," "after our likeness," "in the 
image of the gods created they him," "male and 
female created they them." It is worthy of note 
that " male"- and "female" are words not. used in 
referring to the lower creatures, which fact indi
cates an intentiQn to emphasize the idea that there 
are male and female gods. . . 

Again, this true rendering of the legend of crea
tion plays havoc with the current. theology o.f the 
Ohristian and so-called civilized nations, and shows 
beyond doubt that what passes for monotheism is 
in fact derived from a polytheistic source~ the book 
of Genesis, Moses to the contrary notwithstanding. 
The ·Bible is full of polytheism, in spite of the 
efforts of ancient and modern priests to establish , 
monotheism. In the light of polytheism the scrip
tures become more intelligible and easier of com
prehension. It is a far more rational theory than 
the one· god notion, which renders the Bible abso
lutely unmeaning, and which has caused the vast 
amount of division, antagonism, and warfare that 
makes up the history of biblical religions. 

.llew Britain, Conn.. EMoRY BoYD. 

The Mining Man and His Ruth. 
DEDICATED TO G, E, M, 

Within a Sabbath-school one day 
I heard a story wherein lay 
Many a moral, clear as day. 

'Twas of, forsooth, 
In very truth, · 

Naomi and her daughter Ruth. 
I went baolt to my cabin lone, 
ATJ.d took that honored volume down 
Which as the '' Word of God " is known, 
. And read, forsooth, .. 

· In very truth, 
The story ot the goodly Ruth. 

Upon my couch I laid me down-
! was alone, my '' pardner's" gone-
And thought deep thoughts of what is known 

About, forsooth, 
In very truth, 

Naomi and the pretty Ruth. 

I ~ondered thM how it would look 
If written in a modern book, 
And if the folks around would brook 

If I, forsooth, 
In very truth, 

Should be a Boaz to some Ruth, 
But soon my thoughts to facts gave o'er; 
I heard soft steps upon the floor, 
Then at niy feet, :just as of yore, 

Lay down, forsooth, 
In very truth, 

A woman, like the storied Ruth. 
But instant fear me then o'eroame, 
I 11hrieked: "This is some shameless scheme, 
Blackmail, to sully my good name. 

Avaunt, forsooth! 
· · In very truth, 

I'll be no Boaz to a Ruth!" 
She pleading said: "Please do not stir 
Up rows about my presence here; 
At thy fair • handmaid' don't demur; 

I wish, forsootb, 
In very truth, 

(If thou'lt be Boaz) to be Ruth." 

I caught the gleam of tender eyes; 
I heard her bosom's timid sighs; 
Soft pity did in me arise; 

I said, forsooth, 
In very truth, 

"I'll be thy Boaz, be my Ruth." 
I reached adown my lowly bed, 
Where, at my feet, she's coyly laid, 
I caught h-our tom cat by the head, 

And 'woke, forsooth I · 
· In very truth, 

I was no Boaz; there's no Ruth! 
And there came durn. near being a tom oat no more for

ever. He has not tried to palm himself off for Ruth 
since. H. G. 

Observations. 
Everybody who reads the papers knows now that 

Mr. George Gould, the son of Jay, has imported a 
foreign count and married his sister to it. George 
is a chip of the old block. When Jay Gould wanted 
a railroad, an election district, or a legislature, he 
bought it. So it is with the son: a noblE\man in 
the family being necessary to his eocial elevation, 
he purchased one. The bargain was of the nature 
of a swap, Mr. Gould tendering the person of his 
sister Anna, and how much to boot only the family 
and its immediate friends are informed, in exchange 
for the title and the social advantages. Archbishop 
Oorrigan, acting as conveyancer, legalized the barter. 

Since Anna's paved her brother's way 
To social bights, and since 

There's prospect that he'll be some day 
The uncle of a prince ; 

And since she's wife of Castellane
.A. la jran~'li8e, of course

There's nothing left for her to gain 
But heaven-or divorce. 

Grant Allen, a very learned, highly respected, 
widely read, and altogether distinguished fiction 
and essay writer, of England, has just produced a 
story entitled, "The Woman Who Did." He wrote 
it, he says, for the first time in his life wholly and 
solely to satisfy his own taste and his own con
science. It will therefore be seen that this is "a 
novel with a purpose." Oolonel Ingersoll would call 
it medicinal. Incidentally to satisfying his taste and 
conscience, as aforesaid, Mr. Allen has frankly told 
his belief in the doctrin of sexual . freedom ; but as 
the hi~tory of the world's martyrs has not suffici~>nt 
glamour about it to allure ambitious persons into 
the pursuit of martyrdom, so our author ·has not 
served· the fruit pf his doctrin in a way likely to 
make the practice of the system irresistibly attractiv. 
However, the tragedies of "The Woman Who Did," 
wherein the heroin does not legally marry, are no 
worse than those of "The Heavenly Twins," whose 
characters are reduced to a common denominator 
by the rule laid· down in orthodox arithmetic ; · so 
that, reeking the rede of both, the lesson is that 
whether we marry or not we shall regret it. And 
that is probably true, for the fact is that neither 
·marriage nor association in freedom, nor even life 
itself, is on the whole a striking success. But being 
alive we are possessed by a crazy instinct to remain 
so, and a still crazier one to perpetuate the race. 
Out of these lun·acies all our troubles rise, and mar
riage, free love, pros til ution, and continence are 
but outward and visible ·signs of an inward and 
inappeasable dissatisfaction. There is little danger 
of our getting too gay in a world like this, where 
whatever is is wrong, and I, for one, am not only 
willing that every individual should choose his own 
way in the pursuit of happiness, but am amused 
when he does so. I can only regret that the chances 
are so many against his finding it. 

"The Woman Who Did" is the story of a girl 
who regards marriage as slavery and rejects it. She 
is of course educated, intellectual, honest, well con
nected, beautiful, and pure. She accepts, and also 
returl).s, the love, so called, of a man similarly 
gifted, situated, and endowed. For a year they liv 
their chaste life, both being disowned by their par
ents. Before the first child is born its father dies, 
which necessarily makes the experiment a failure 
on the part of the woman, and still more so on the 
part of the man. The surviving parent builds high 
hopes on the child, who is to be a female messiah 
and regenerate humanity. It proves to be a girl, 
but contrary to expectations she grows up a con
servativ and scorns her mother, who dies by her 
own hand in order that the daughter may marry 
respectably. 

All of which is inexpressibly sad,- and tragic to an 
uncalled-for degree ; but Mr. Allen has a purpose, 
which is to show what a brute civilized society is in 
its treatment of those who reject its rules and de
cline to practice its vices; for it was· the hand of 
representativ respectability that pushed this woman 
from disaster to catastrophe. He makes his point 
easily, and, intentionally or not, also raises the ques
tion whether it is wiser to fight the brute or to fool 
him. 

" The Woman Who Did" is an astonishing piece 
of literature : according to the hysterical reviewers 
its author's offense is at least equal in gravity to 
that of its heroin. 

The people who attended the joint debate be
tween Samuel P. Putnam and Rabbi Freudenthal 
on Sunday last enjoyed a rare treat. The Free
thinker, Putnam, is a master of language and a 
clear, logical thinker and reasoner. ~is sentences 
were each grammatically and rhetoriCally correct, 
and his ideas were clearly and· forcibly expressed. 
Dr. Freudenthal is .no less logical and scholarly. 
He handled his 'subject like a master and is a wor
thy opponent of any man. 'l.'he Jewish people may 
well be· proud of their champion. The debate Elevating iny voice at such an angle that it may 
began at 2:30 P.M., and lasted till 5 P.M. At 8 reach the ears of those apostles of Social Freedom 
o'clock the contest wasrenewed, and closed at 10:30. who.pro~ess to think that marriage is not a sacra
The . Opera House. was crowded from first to last, ment, I would call the attention of said persons to 
and the interest seemed as intense at the close of a case recently adjudicated upon in New York. A 
the debate as at the beginning. The speakers daily paper printed the statement that a certain c~t
seemed .ta taste "that stern joy which warriors feel izen, whom it named, had a young girl locked up m 
in foemen worthy of their steel."-Trinidad (Col,) his place of business and guarded by bloodhounds. 
Monitor. · ' The citizen brought a libel suit against the paper, 

and although the report of the trial which I hav 
before me does not hint that the statement was 
disproved, a verdict was found for the plaintiff and 
he recovered a fortune in damages. Does some 
gentle reader ask " Why?" Did not the man lock 
up the female and put bloodhounds on guard! It 
is not disputed, by the report, that he did. But 
then, it was proven to the satiEfaction of the jury 
that she was his wife. The blindest and most de- . 
termined carper at marriage as a sacrament must 
admit that if some priest of religion or law had not 
given the citizen a legal right ov~>r the person of 
the woman the newspaper might hav libeled him 
with safety, and he would hav suffered in reputa
tion., ... Even the female, with no legal protector, 
might hav felt that she had reason to complain. 

Marriage is a divine and binding institution, a.nd 
it has been such ever since. the first expectant groom 
beat the first blushing bride into insensibility with 
a club, and dragged her into his cave by the ha~. 

The Freethinkers of Oregon celebrated the birth
day of Thomas Paine, and some of the orthodox 
people of the same state hange.d him in effigy~ 
With these specimen products of Liberalism and of 
religion before him, the Rev. Mr. Locke, of Port
land, was moved to deliver a sermon on the "Fruits 
of Infidelity." No pomological expert can censure 
him for the choice he made, for the fruit of Infidel
ity, as illustrated in the present case, is good, being 
nothing less than a display of gratitude for services 
rendered and the paying of honor where honor has 
been long overdutl. The fruit of religion, on the 
other hand, ripened under a hundred years of free
dom, is the hanging in effigy of the foremost 
of the patriots who provided that freedom a home. 
The one fruit improves under liberty ; the other de
cays. The one, grown on the tree planted by Paine, 
it is worth our trouble to pick ; the other, dropping 
rotten from the gallows-tree, is enjoyed by no ani
mal that I know of except the religious hog whose 
taste is not sufficiently cultivated to relish humpy 
salmon. 

I do not doubt that it is of interest to the thou
sands who read this Freethought journal, and to 
the hundreds who write for it, to know that emi
nent men of science object to the distinction of 
"scientists." Huxley long ago rejected it in favor 
of "student of nature," and others hav followed· 
his example. "Naturalist" is suggested as its suc
cessor, and also "philosopher ;" but the first has 
now a definition confined to students of animal life, 
while the second may mean someone who cares 
nothing about physical science-a metaphysician, 
perhaps, who deals with notions instead of sub
stances. Philologers, the students of language, tell 
us that "scientist" is a malformation and a freak 
among words. It has no m!'te and can hav none 
until we call a person who makes a specialty of 
finance a" finantist." Literary men are satisfied to 
be known as " men of letters," and they leave to 
those who use words for their own sake the monop
oly of imported tongue-twisters like litterateur. 
Some years ago "physicist" gained ·more or less 
acceptance among readers as a substitute for " sci
entist." As pronounced-fizzysist-it suggests a 
soda-fountain assistant; but it is misuttered, for 
historically physic is entitled to a final k, the sound 
of which it still retains, and the wcrd should be 
fizzikist, and its meaning· "one who studies or 
practices medicin." If not, then the primitiv is 
"physics," the science of nature, and its votaries 
are physicsists. That so feeble a suffix as ist should 
be leaned on so heavily by so many English-speak
ing people is one of the things to an understanding 
of which I hav never been able to rise. It is worth 
while to be a Freethinker just to be rid of the final 
hiss that goes with so many other labels-though 
we are in danger, from the people who prefer to 
call themselvs Liberalists, of losing our heritage 
and appearing as Freethinkists, corrected under 
criticism to Freethoughtists, which latter formatiQn 
is unassnilable if "Liberalist" is to be admitted to 
the vocabulary. Once, while in the West, I was 
accused of being an Infidelist by a preacher from 
Arkansas. There are some two hundred ists inside 
the dictionary-the array appropriately ending with 
"vacuist "-saying nothing about Mr. Wakeman's 
"meipsist'* outside of it; so that "scientist" can be 
spared without making us poor. By calling the 
men who devote their time to the discovery or 
classification of the facts of nature simply "stu
dents of nature," which is all they are, and by 
occasionally reminding them that they are no more 
than that-nor yet beyond the primer class-we 
shall get honester work out of them, I .think .. And 
then, when they come· before us to reCite thell' les
sons, if they attempt to expound the unknowable, 

- •See The Liberal Club in last week's issue. 
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we can call them to the book by inquiring where 
they learned that. The sage Stephen Pearl Andrews 
deduced from his observation and experience a law 
which he named the antithetical repetition of the 
lowest in the highest. It is illustrated in the lives 
of all thoughtful persons. At the beginning the 
individual knows little or nothing ; then follows a 
period when he is reluctant to admit that anything 
of importance exists outside the limits of his infor
mation; he ends, like Sir Isaac Newton, by confess
ing that he is still a child picking up shells on the 
shore of a boundless and unknown sea. So it is, I 
suppose, that a man so learned as Huxley, approach
ing the youth of old age, finds himself, as fifty 
years ago, a student of nature. At twenty-fiye he 
probably called himself a "scientist." 

In his "Musings," published in the Investigator, 
Otto Wettstein remarks: " To postulate eternal 
potencies eternally inactiv; then, suddenly, becom
ing activ, is infinitly more irrational than eternal 
potencies eternally activ." If Otto can do that sort 
of thing while musing dreamily, what couldn't he 
do if he should write when he is asleep! 

A mass meeting, to which a large audience was 
attracted by means of brass bands, sky-rockets, and 
allied methods of appealing to the reason and intel
ligence, was held in this city last week. It was ad
dressed by the Rev. Dr. Rainsford, of St. George's, 
a church with two steeples, who proposed, as a 
compromise with the Sabbatarians, that saloons be 
allowed to be open on Sunday from 12M. until10 
at night-religion in the morning, rum in the after
noon. Discussing this scheme, a Newark, N. J., 
citizen-it appears that all New Jersey's fools are 
not confined to Hoboken or the asylum-wants to 
know through the Herald why Dr. Rainsford did 
not enlarge his plan and say : 

As stealing is such a temptation, and man will break 
the law, we will make the law snit the man, and for a 
few hours in the afternoon, or at dusk, legalize stealing. 

If rank idiocy of that kind deserves notice, it is 
well answered by a paragraph which appears in a 
Seventh Day Advent paper, very conveniently at 
hand, and which follows: 

Adultery, theft, and murder are crimes on all days and 
in all places. Labor, business, and recreation are neither 
crimes nor misdemeanors, but rather necessities and 
fundamental virtues. Sunday laws declare that these 
-virtues become civil crimes and misdemeanors if per
formed on Sunday, and the religions leaders declare 
them to be sins. And yet these same religions leaders 
who ought to be honest and consistent declare that 
Sunday laws are only "civil" affairs with no religions 
basis as to their enforcement! 

That disposes of the Newark zany's question, and 
I would add that it also disposes of Dr. Rainsford ; 
for however superior the sanctity of Sunday may 
be as compared with that of week days, it would 
stump the pastor of ~t. George's to show that one 
part of it is any more sacred than the other, and if 
an open saloon is allowable Sunday afternoon no 
good reason suggests itself to me why it should not 
be allowable in the forenoon. Is the nightcap nec
essarily less sinful than the cocktail, or does the 
clergyman object, for obvious reasons, to the mem
bers of his congregation taking eye-openers before 
listening to his discourse T To speak seriously, not 
to say sadly, Dr. Rainsford will never be able to 
answer the bee-haw of the New Jersey animal until 
he takes sides with either the "drys" or the "wets." 

What the Sunday observers as well as the tem
porizers and tinkerers lack, is acquaintance with the 
astronomical fact that Sunday is simply a division 
or period of time marking a diurnal revolution of 
our planet ; that, being such, no sanctity can possi
bly attach to it, and any attempt to violate it must 
necessarily end in failure. We might as well talk 
about breaking twenty-four degrees of longitude as 
about violating the twenty-four hours of time called 
Sunday. The notion of the violation of a day is 
one with the idea of ravishing space, assaulting the 
abstract, or committing an offense against duration. 
In_ the nature of things it can't be done. 

A newspaper dispatch from Chicago relates that 
the Interior, the organ of the Presbyterian church 
in the West, appeared last week with the partially 
unclad picture of a prominent burlesque actress 
covering almost the entire first page, and that the 
clergy and elders rose up in wrath and hav been 
chasing the editor, Rev. Dr. W. C. Gray, ever since. 
Dr. Gray explains that a man came along and told 
him that the picture represented the biblical per
sonification of "Hope." He thought "Hope" was 
very beautiful, and not knowing that she was going 
to play e.t one of the theaters of the city, he put her 
on the first page in all her undraped perfection. 

In his next issue that editor ought to print his 
own picture to show what Faith personified looks 
like. It might not be handsome, or hav good legs, 
but it would bring out the idea. G. E. M. 

Reasons Why the French Revolution Was 
Necessary.· 

In the eighteenth century the privileged classes 
counted about 260,000 to 270,000 persons. Of 
these, 140,000 were nobles, 130,000 clergy, or about 
25,000 to 30,000 noble families; 23,000 monks in 
2,500 monasteries, 37,000 nuns in 1,500 convents, 
and 60,000 curates, vicars, etc, There was 1 noble 
family to every 1,000 persons, or to each square 
league of land, and a convent, etc., to every 6 or 7 
leagues. 

The soil was divided 1 5 to the crown and com
munes, 1-5 to the Third Estate, 1-5 to the rural 
populations, 1-5 to the nobles, 1-5 to the clergy. 
Deducting public lands, 1-2 belonged to the privi
leged classes, and this half, with its castles, palaces, 
etc., naturally the richest. The value of the clergy 
lands capitalized amounted to 4,000,000,000 francs, 
yielding an income of 80 to 100 million francs 
(double this sum for an estimate of the value in 
money of to-day), and this did not include the dime 
(tithe), about 123,000,000 a year. 

Three hundred and ninty-nine monks at Premon
tre estimated their revenues at 1;000,000 livres* 
and their capital45,000,000. The Provincial of the 
Dominicans of Toulouse admitted for his 236 monks 
200,000 livres net, not counting convents; real es
tate, negroes, etc., in the colonies, valued at several 
millions. 

The 258 Benedictines had a revenue of 1,800,000 
livres. Those of St. Maur estimated the movable 
property of their churches and monastery at 2,400,-
000 and revenue ·at 8,000,000, not including other 
sources of revenue. 

Dom Rocourt, of Clairvaux, had 300,000 to 400,-
000 livres income. Cardinal Rohan, archbishop of 
Strasbourg, had more than 1,000,000 (National Ar
chives). 

In Franche-Comte, Alsace, and Roussillon the 
clergy owned half the territory; in Hainault and 
Artois, three-quarters ; in Cambresis, 1,400 out of 
1, 700 plow areas belonged to them; almost the 
whole of Livelay belonged to the bishop of Puy, 
the abbot of La Chaise, the noble chapter of Bri
oude, and to the seigneurs of Polignac. The 
canons of St. Claude, in the Jura, were the pro
prietors of 12,000 serfs or mainmorts. It is said 
there were 1,500,000 individuals who wore serfs' 
collars (Clerget, Beaugnot, Memoirs de Bailly, etc). 
The seigneurs could demand of these 10 to 12 days 
corvee (statute labor) per annum and a fixed yearly 
tax. 

In the Barony of Choiseul in Champagne the in
habitants were required to plow the seigneurs's land, 
sow, reap, and gather in his crops. Each plot of 
ground, house, and head of cattle, paid a quit 
claim; children inherited from their parents only 
if they remained with them at the time of their de
cease, otherwise the seigneurs did. 

In various places tbe taxes on different things 
were called poursoin on de Sauvement, paid for 
general protection ; guet et garde, military protec
tion ; afforage, tax on various beverages ; fouage, 
tax on each fireside ; pulverage, tax on passing :flocks 
of sheep; lots et ventes, lord's dues, tax amounting 
to 1-6 or 1-5, or 1 4 of every sale of land or lease 
exceeding nine years, etc. 

Besides these, the seigneur levied taxes on tolls, 
on bridges, highways, fords, or boats ascending or 
descending rivers, he having to repair the bridges, 
fords, tow paths, etc.-a rich source of revenue. 

In many provinces the seigneur levied taxes on 
pastures after the crops had been garnered, as well 
as tax on cattle grazing on waste lands and com
mons. Unnavigable rivers belong-ed to him with 
their islands and fish. He bad the right of chase 
everywhere, even in private parks. He enjoyed also 
the right of bauvin, that is, he bad the privilege of 
selling his own wine to the exclusion of all others 
for 30 to 40 days after vintage. In Tourraine he 
had the right of preage, that is, he might send his 
horses and cows to graze, under a guard, on his 
subjects' meadows. He had also the monopoly of 
a dove cote, whence thousands of pigeons would 
issue to feed on all grounds without any one daring 
to kill them, etc. 

For keeping market place with its scales and 
weight&~ he levied taxes on provisions and merchan
dise. He obliged the inhabitants to use his ovens, 
wine press, mill, and slaughter house, and destroyed 
the constructions of his rivals. 

In the Jura and Nivernois he could pursue run
away serfs and demand at their death their prop
erty whether in his own domains or acquired else. 
where. At St. Claude he acquired a right over any 
one who passed a year and a day in any house on 
his seigneury. 

Re1Jenues of some Bishops.-In the Almanach 
Royal and La France Ecclesiastique for 1788 may 

•A livre we.s worth 18! cents;:a franQ)he same. 

be seen their admitted revenues, but the veritable 
were one-half more for the bishops and double or 
triple for the abbeys (always double these amounts 
to get an idea of their equivalents in our mon~y). 

The 131 archbishops and bishops possessed in 
the aggregate 5,600,000 livres of episcopal income 
and 1,200,000 in abbeys averaging about 50,000 per 
head as jn the private record, in reality 100,000. 
Some of the important sees were magnificently en
dowed: 

Sens ....... .... .... .... .. ... .. .... .. . .. ... .. ... .. 70, 000 livres 
Verdun ......................................... 74,000 " 
Tours •.••.••.••••..•..•..•..•...•••....••••.••••• 82.000 '' 
Ari.ch •..•••.•••....•••....•..•..•...•••••.••.••.•. 120,000 ., 
Metz .•••••••..•••••••..•••.•.••..••••••..•••••..• 120,000 '' 
Albi .•••••...•••.......••.•..•••••••••••.•••••.••• 120,000 :: 
Narbonne ...................................... 160,000 
Pa.ris .•.•••.•••••..••••.••..••.••.....•••.•..•.... 200,000 '' 
Oambray •••••..••.••..•••••••••...•..•••••••... 200,000 '' 

This is according to t.he official report and 
amounted to 'probably half as much more in sums 
actually collected. 

Thirty-three abbeys produced to their abbes 25,-
000 to 120,000 livres. These sums do not include 
such sources of revenue as feudal rights, etc. 

State of the Judiciary.-According to the Me
moirs of Rene de Hauteville, advocate to the Parle
ment de Saint Brienc, October 5, 1776, the num
ber of seigneurial courts in Brittany was immense, 
the pleaders being obliged to pass through four or 
five jurisdictions before reaching the Parlement. 

"Where," he asks, "is justice rendered! In the 
caborets, in the tavern, where, in the bosom of in
toxication and debauchery, the judge sells justice to 
whoever pays most for it." 

"Impunity," says Revauldon, a contemporary, 
"is nowhere greater than in the seigneurial tribun
als; the foulest crimes receive no consid
eration there, for the seigneurs dread supplying the 
means for a criminal trial, while their judges or 
prosecuting attorneys fear that they will not be 
paid for their pleadings. Not only," he continues, 
"do they giv no pay to their officers of justice, or 
take them at a discount, but what is worse the 
greater portion of them make a sale of these offices. 
In spite of the edict of 1693, the judges thus ap
pointed take no steps to be admitted into the Royal 
Courts, and they take no oaths. What is the re
sult! Justice, too often administered by knaves, 
degenerates into brigandage or into a frightful im
punity."-Random Notes from Taine's "Ancien 
Regime," by M. W. U'B, in Secular Thought. 

Intolerable Oppression. 
The argument in favor of abolishing Sabbatarian 

Sunday laws is unanswerable. It is not the prov
ince of the stat.e to prescribe religious observances 
of any kind. Under our system of absolutely secu
lar government and absolute religious liberty, the 
law has rightfully no more to do with Sabbaths 
than with sacraments. Its sole concern should be 
to protect every citizen equally in his right to· do as 
he pleases with regard to religious observances. 
Freedom to worship God does not mean freedom 
to compel other people to worship God in the same 
way. 

Laws prescribing the observance of any day as a 
Sabbath or as "holy time," to use the language of 
the New York statute, are utterly obnoxious to the 
genius of our system. They are unfair, unequ~l, 
and oppressiv. They ought to be stricken from t~e 
statute book as laws irreconcilable with the funda
mental ideas of American liberty. 

So far as these laws relate to questions of excise 
there is the additional objection that the conditions 
which prevail in thi1 01ty are radically different 
from those of rural villages. New York is the most 
cosmopolitan of cities. To a large proportion of 
its population the enforcement of a law to close t.he 
beer saloons on Sunday seems and is an intolerable 
oppression. So strong is this feeling that in fact 
there never has been police power enough to' en
force ~ouch a law. The attempts made to enforce it 
result in making law.breakers of multitudes who de
sire to be honest citizens, in teaching other multi: 
tudes to look leniently upon lawbreaking, and in 
converting police power into organized blackman ... 

In such a matter New York city ought to be free 
to make its own police regulations in harmony with 
its own people's habits, ideas, and wishes. 

It is time to free this great city from the grand
motherly government of rural sentiment. Still 
more impera.tiv is it to free our statute books from 
blue laws that are violativ alike of personal liberty 
and of the basic ideas of our American system of 
government.-New York World 

The second volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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News and Notes. 
I find that the churches are always on the move 

for something novel and dangerous. They"do not 
trust to one instrumentality, but bring into play 
every possible invention. The latest idea of church 
propaganda is the "Junior Rep11blic," and 'this 
promises to be a very successful fad unless it is 
looked after. It is a nice conspiracy for the turning 
of the school into a church institution. What can 
not be done directly will be done indirectly. 

The plan is to take all the school children be
tween the ages of ten and twenty-one now in the 
public schools. and form them into a vast organiza
tion to be called the " Junior Republic." 'rhis or
ganization among the children is to be, in the min
iature, the republic of the United States. It is 
divided into the same number of states, it has the 
same number and kind of officers throughout, pres
ident, cabinet, senate, house of representative, etc. 
The " Junior Republic " is to go through all the 
forms of election, passing laws, etc. It adopts the 
form of the United States government, and thus 
professes to be a truly republican and American 
institution whose supreme purpose is to train o·ur 
children in the principles and practices of genuin 
democracy. However, in the adoption of the con
stitution this important and radical change is de
clared, "We believe in the God of the Bible." 
This amendment was pronounced by the instigator 
of the affair to be really the gist of the whole mat
ter, and it was adopted at the preliminary meeting 
with cheers and clapping of hands; led on by 
women of the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union, who were present-over twenty-one years 
old, however, and apparently the moving spirits. 

Now it can be easily seen that if this "Junior 
Republic " is organized under the patronage of our 
public schools, and millions of school children 
become its members, it will be a powerful instru
mentality in the hands of the church. These mill· 
ions of children, who are to become voters, will be 
trained constantly in the idea a " God in the Con
stitution," and when, from being imitativ voters in 
the "Junior Republic," they are real voters in the 
American Republic, they of course will be ready to 
put God into the actual Constitution, as they al
ready put it into the imagined constitution. This 
is a long-headed acheme of the ecclesiastical party, 
and must be met at once and overthrown. This 
"Junior Republic" must simply be knocked in the 
head. It is already on its feet in Chicago, and the 
children are quite eager about it, and seem to think 
it a very brilliant undertaking, as naturally they 
would. But the whole thing is playing right into 
the hands of the church. It is a kind of political 
annex to the public school-voluntary, of course
and not under the control of the public school, but 
with the prestige of the public school, formed on 
the basis of the public school, inspired by the pub 
lie school, and yet a thoroughgoing partisan and 
theological affair, anti-American and revolutionary. 
It is simply a conspiracy, and it should be com
pletely exposed and defeated by the Liberals of the 
country. Such an organization as that, if success
ful will do more to enthrone the church than any 
other instrumentality now in the hands of the 
church. If this " Junior Republic "is fairly started 
in Chicago, then it is expected to push the matter 
in other cities, and finally over the whole country, 
enlisting all the children in what is practically a 
week-day Christian Sunday-school. 

I hope that a large number of copies of " Fed
eration and Union" will be circulated by Liberal 
friends. Keep it going. It is one of the best cam
paign documents out. It has a variety of matter. 
It is a good presentation of our various work, on 
the line of Secularism. It will help educate the 
people. Please send in orders to E. C. Reichwald, 
188 South Water street, Chicago. · 

I consider the case of Mr. Fleck ten, of Minnesota, 
one of the greatest importance. I hope friends will 
rally to his support and join hands with THE TBUTH 
SEEKEB. This is a question which reaches a long 
way into the future. No matter w~ere. it is. fo1;1ght, 
in Minnesota, or any state or district, It IB of 
national concern. As soon as the Federation gets 
a little money ahead it will use it to helP. push this 
case. . 

I shall be at Canal Dover, and perhaps some 
other places in Ohio, the last of this month, March 
30th and 31st. I shall lecture in Boston, April 7th 
and 14th; at the New York Liberal Club, April 
19th, and at Brooklyn and Newark? April 21st! and 
set sail for England, April 24bh, In " The C1ty of 
Berlin." My plans are all arranged now, and I 
shall see our English friends without fail. I antici
pate great pleasure in this trip. It has been a life-. 
long dream, and now especially delightful since the 
colors of Freethought mingle witn the new and. 
wonderful experiences. And as the~e gre!!!t t4ou~hts 

and realities, the splendors of thc;l old world, the 
glorious ranks of freedom, the noble spirits, the 
magnificent comradeship, breathe into my own life 
and brain, I shall endeavor to bring my readers 
into a vision of these varied and enchanting scenes. 
We will travel together, though outwardly we may 
be far apart. Whatever I see shall be pictured in 
the columns of THE TBUTH SEEKER. 

Ohicago, March 14, 295. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

The Campaign Book. 
I hav pleasure in acknowledging the following 

subscriptions to the book of our last joint congress: 
Wm. M. Matthews, D. M. Worley, John Dean, Mrs. 
L. A. Turley. I should be glad to hear from more 
of our friends. The treasurer is somewhat in debt 
and should be enabled to pay up. It has cost about 
$400 to publish tbe pampalet and to print consti
tutions and circulars and mail them. I hav added 
to our roll several thousand new members whose 
names hav been sent in by friends to whom I mailed 
constitutions for signatures. We hav now almost 
ten thousand members on our books. It costs 
nothing to join, but it takes money to run this 
office. One hundred dollars is needed for stamps 
alone to send out a circular requiring one cent 
postage to every member, not· to reckon printing, 
envelopes, etc. Of course times are hard and inoney 
scarce, but ariy friend who feels able to contribute 
a mite will help this noble couse along mightily. 

E. C. REIOHWALD, Treas. F. F. of A., 
188 South Water Street, Chicago. 

Jesus and the Colt. 
" Am I a soldier of the cross, 

A follower of the Lamb? 
And shall I fear to steal a hoss, 

Or blush to ride the same?" 
It may seem strange tliat one living in a land where 

Jesus is worshiped as a god, should ask the question, 
"Did Jesus steal a colt!" and were it not for his 
own testimony (Luke xix, 29-31) probably no one 
ever would hav accused him of such an act. His 
teaching ar d prPcepts in general are good, and but 
little, if any, wferior to those of Buddha or Con
fucius, from whom he undoubtedly copied them ; 
yet, I hav never read a word charging that either 
Buddha or Confucius was a thief, and I cannot, for 
a moment, believe that Jesus ever converted to his 
own use property belonging to another, or sent his 
disciples to steal a colt. Furthermore, I would not 
repeat the story were it not that nearly every fam
ily in Christendom has, at some time, either bought 
or had given them a Bible in which the story ap
pears. It is as follows : 

Go ye into the village over against you ; in the which 
at your entering, ye shall find a colt tied, whereon yet 
never man sat; loose him and bring him hither, and if 
any man ask you, Why do ye loose him? thus shall ye 
say unto him, Because the Lord hath need of him? 

If the record is true, and Jesus actually did or
der his disciples to so purloin a colt, I hav no plea 
to make for the man-god, for all criminal law would 
hold him equally guilty with his deluded disciples 
who" led the boss away." We hav no evidence of 
any kind to show that the colt belonged to Jesus, 
in fee simple, or that he had a mortgage lien on the 
animal; to the contrary, his own word~:~ condemn him 
when he says : '' If any man ask you, Why do ye 
loose him T thus shall ye say unto him, Because the 
Lord hath need of him." 

I can see no reason why a god should need a colt 
in such a hurry that he would hav to steal one, 
when we are told there is nothing impossible with 
God, and he could hav made a two-year-old colt in 
a minute (though he would not hav been two years 
old), and had him ready broke to carry double, if 
necessary, without extra expense ; and why Jesus 
set such a bad example before his disciples (which 
many of them still follow), I cannot understand. 
From a general digest of the matter, I judge that 
the end justified the means, and that it was all for 
the glory of God. This being true, why should we 
condemn the Jesuits for doing anything and every
thing they choose, when "the end justifies the 
means " and " for the glory of God 1" · 

Whether the Lord had need of herPtical ashes 
(for Christian lye) i:U: the Dark Ages, I know not, 
but the end must hav justified the means when, 
between the years 1600 and 1630, the Christians 
burned at the stake over 270,000 human beings as 
heretics to the Roman faith. Otherwise lihe omni
present Lord would not hav been lounging around 
without calling a policeman. To say the least, it 
looks rather bewildering to read that Jesus com
mands us not to steal, and then commands his dis
ciples to borrow a rope that he knew had a colt on 
the other end of it. Perhaps this is why his vice
gerents preach one thing and practice another, and 
whr, li~e p.. ~uide~oard, the;r voint the way, but 

never go themselvs. They teach what to do to go 
to heaven, but they cannot indicate the direction of 
either heaven or hell, and 

Had I the colt that Jesus stole, 
I should not know-'tis pity

Which road to take to land my soul 
Within the golden city. 

If the olden saying is true that "what is bred in 
the bone cannot be whipped from the body," Jesus 
must hav been "a· chip from the old block,'! for 
Jehovah is credited with saying to ais chose:r;t peo
ple (Ex. iii, 21, 22), "When ye go ye shall not go 
empty ; but every woman shall borrow of her 
neighbor and of her that sojourns in her house 
jewels of gold and raiment; and ye shall put them 
upon your sons and upon your daughters ; and ye 
shall spoil the Egyptians." This is theft of the 
meanest kind, and no other god but Jehovah would 
ever hav risked his reputation by ordering it in 
writing. · 

Mine eyes are dim;·! cannot see 
The great Jehovah's plan. 

Did God-will you enlighten me? 
Wish for the fall of man? 

Pray tell me if you will and can, 
Did God, in thunderbolt, 

Bid Moses slay the Egyptian, 
Or Christ to steal that colt? 

It's no go, my Christian friend. You never can 
make thinking people believe that any god ever 
stole a colt or cut up such capers as you say J eho
vah did ; or that any real, sure-enough god ever 
cursed the world because Eve ate an apple. You 
can fool our unsophiscated women and artless chil
dren-make them believe that the Lord of this uni
verse was so put to it for a colt that he had to steal 
one-but intelligent people who hav no bread and 
butter depending on the issue will swallow no such 
truck. A. D. SwAN. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Saturday, March 23d, Springfield, Ill .............. The Bible 
Sunday, March 24th, St. LouisiMo.: .............. The Bible 
Monday, March 25th,' Muncie, nd .................. The Bible 
Tuesday, March 26th, lndianapolisi Ind .......... The Bible 
Wednesday, March 27th, Springfie d, O ............. Linooln 
Sunday, March 31st, Jersey City, N. J. 
Monday, April 8th, Danbury, Conn ................... Liberty 
Tuesday, April 9th, Hartford, Conn. 
Friday, April 12th, Norwich, Conn. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE concluding portion of J. E. Remsburg's " False 

Claims" may now bc heard on the phonograph. 

FRANKLIN STEINER returned to Boston to lecture in 
Paine Hall, March 17th and 24th. The Ohristians could 
nnt be induced to debate. Hl8 engagements so far as 
arranged are: 
March 17, 24 ........... Boston April 5, 6 ........... Toledo, 0 
March 2S ... DeRuyter, N. Y April 7 ......... Detroit, Mich 
March 31 ....... Toronto, Can 

He would like to fill in the week-night evenings. Write 
him in care of this office. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March: 
March 22d-"This World-Wrecking Age." James A. 

Skilton. 
March 29th-" Enslavement of the American People." 

Henry Nichols. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for March: 
March 24th-" A Rational Exposition of Eiblical Myths.', 

Prof. D. T. Ames. · 
March 3lst-''Affinitism. "-A theory of the Universe op

posed to Theism, Pan+heism, and Atheism. Reid 
Howell. · 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st .. Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel on the 
following subjects: 

March 24-"0ur Criminal Classes-How Produced-The 
Responsibility-The Remedy." 

March 31-" After Christianity, What?" 
THE Friendship Liberal League, George. Longford, 

secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

'l'HE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are attached to mem
berphip. Biscussions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Libera 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'.clock L'uesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admissio1 
free. All welcome. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Sf3otet!U'y, William 
Watkins, 
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~ettsrs of (}frienas. 
Finest Production in LitPratnrP. 

CBJOAGO, ILL., March 2, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I bav read "Four Hun

dred Years of Freethougbt," and think it 
the finest prodnotion in literature. My 
wife is very highly pleased with same at 
present. CaAS. P. SHEEBERG. 

Among the Minnesota Lakes. 
LoNG LAKlll, MINN., Feb. 14, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5.25 
to rPnew ~ubsoription to THE TBUTH 
SEEKER and for the ANNUAL and Paine's 
"Age of Reason," and $1 to fig-ht against 
auperstition. CHAs. WoLSFELD. 

To Help Beat Back the Enemy. 
DFPONT, March 6, 1895. 

MR. EniToR: Your paper stanils ahead 
of evervthin~ with me. You will find in
closed $:'i-$3 for Tam TRUTH SKEKF.:R, 
1895, and $2 to help you in the bard work 
you are dning; to be used aq your best 
judg'ID.ent may dictate. As ever, a friend 
to your paper, P. PALMER. 

He AdmirPs Buchner. 
JUNcTioN CITY, KAN., March 5, 1891i. 

MR. EDITOR: I wrote a few ·days ag-o that 
I bad not yet rPeeived "Force and Mat
ter," but I was exp"cting it by mail and H 
wa~ at the express offioe when I wrote. It 
is grand. In closed please find $2 to apply 
on subscription for the reliahle old TRUTH 
SEEKER. Yours in fidPlity, 

J. J. BARNES. 

Fred L. Roffman Wanted. 
CoMMERCE, TFx., March 3, 295. 

MF. FDrroR: I desire the aildress of 
Frea. L. Hdiman, a nativ of GPrmany. 
When last hPard of, in 1888, he was in 
Brunswick, Ga. Since that time I hav 
had several letters rPturned from his ad
dress at tbat p1ace. If he is living and see~ 
this, I will be glad to hear from him. Ad· 
dress above. C. H. BAILRY. 

'Her~ Alon' in llis Joy. 
WooDSTf'CK, N. B., Feb. 18. 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 50 t,l re
new rr y eubFC•riptinn, snd ·fnr the A"'NUAL 
and Jnger~oll's "Lecture on the Bible." 

I should like to hav sPen more name~ 
than my own in tbA lift of FubsoribPrs t0 
"Four HundrPd Year" of Freethought, 
for New Brunswick. FrePthinkers do not 
know what they bav miFBFd by not seCUr
ing- it. It is a splPndid work and should 
be in every Freethinker's hou,.e. 

Yours truly, T. S. DENT. 

Wants to Encourage Us. 
RoYAL CvNTER, Mn., Feh. 26, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7 for papPr, 
AlPxander's "Dynamic Theorv," the AN
NUAL, Ingersoll's "About the Bible," and of 
the remaiuder, $1 for your own use. and 
$1 for the MinnPsota man if he needs it; if 
not, you can claim both of them, for I am 
11stisfied you will do your best if you get a 
little encouragement. 

Good luck to Brother George and all the 
rest of our noble boys. 

Yours, GEO. HEND:KE. 

Mnch·Needed Assistance, 
HIGHLAND, lLT•., March 4, 1895. 

MB. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10, of which 
I wish to add $2 50 to the fund for the 
defen•e of J .. B. Wise, of KansaP; $2.50 
you will please use for the assistance of 
Mr. Fleokten, of Minnesota, and the bal
ance· ( $5) you may use for distributing 
Freethought literature where it is needPd 
and will do the most good for our cause. 

Hoping that the Freethinkers of this 
country will respond liberally to your call 
in THE TBUTH SEEKER of February 23, I 
remain, Respectfully, S. PABST. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 23, 1895. 

ago an Adventist minister wanted to hold 
a. series of meetings, hut both churches 
closed their doors against him. Then talk 
about the spirit of God; it is the spirit of 
selfish greed, and I never yet saw anything 
else manifested in the church. 

We bav good timber here with which 
Freethought lecturers could work. 

Yours for truth and libertv, 
s. K. DENNIS. 

Two Great Books. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I see by the " tab " that 
my subscription expires the first of March, 
so please find inclosed $3 for renewal. 

I received Putnam's "Four Hundred 
Years of Freethougbt," and was very 
much pleased with it. We were also much 
pleased with Col. R. G. Ingersoll's lecture 
on the Bible here last month. 

Mrs. Todd and I are now reading M. D. 
Conway's ''Life of Pain·e," which we were 
very much pleased and surprised to find 
in our public library. We admire Paine 
more and more, and think he was one of 
the grandest characters that ever touched 
this globe. I think his birthday should be 
made a holiday and celebrated by all 
Liberals. . S. C. ToDD. 

He Appreciates Your Kindness. 
NEw HAVEN, 0, Feb. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Wlll you please return. 
thanks, through your valu!l.ble paper, to 
the many kind Liberal friends who sent 
me Freethought papers? I hav had great 
satisfaction in reading them, and particu
larly THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would espec
ially thank my kind friend in New York 
city, also one in Alhambra, Ill., and one at 
Villa Grove, Col. I can assure you that 
after I hav read these papers I shall try to 
put them where they will do some good 
for the cause for which we contend. I hav 
received no papers for the last wePk or ten 
days, but I hope the kind friends will not 
forget me altogether, but will send me a 
paper once in awhile; and think how it 
would feel, after having plenty of the kind 
of reading you like, to hav it all out off. 

Yours for truth and justice, 
Taos. S. CHABITY. 

An Unanswered Question. 
SosANToN, PA., March 5, 1895. 

MB. EDTToR: Excuse me for ge~ting be
hind with my payments for Tam TRUTH 
8El!KlllR, but I had intended to take ad
vantage of some of thfl premiums and get 
some ·cheap books with my yearly sub
scription, but I find times with me too 
hard at present. Some of my Christian 
friends who hav be<>n shocked by my 
ideas of their God hav failed to keep their 
promises and pay me, and I consider it 
doubtful if they ever pay me. The good 
religioua people tell me that God is om
nipotent and omniscient, and that he de
sires that all men shall do just right, and 
that when man was created the first thing 
he did was wrong, and after that God raised 
a perfect being from the holy ghost and 
a woman. Now I ask them why, if, as they 
claim, God wants all men perfect, he did 
not make them all by the ghost and a 
woman. They cannot answer me. 

With best wishes to the great Col. R. G. 
[ngersoll and the name of freedom, I re-
main, fraternally yours, C. D. TOBY. 

won't keep quiet for any of them; she 
likes to pitch into them once in a while. 

From your Liberal friends, . 
HARRIET E. PIERCE, 
P. P. RoBBINS. 

Lippard to Aid FlPckten. 
PaiLAD&LPmA·, PA., Feb. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I send by express to the 
office of THE TRUTH SERKER $6 worth of 
my pamphlet edition of an old address on 
Thomas Paine, Four dollars' worth, I 
believe, would hav to be sold by and for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER on my subscription 
account. I hope to soon hav some green· 
backs to enable me to get ·some of your 
valuable books. 

· I deRire to aid the Fleokten case by 
contributing $2 worth of my pamphlet
Gao. Lippard's address on Thomas Paine. 
It contains a biographical sketch of the 
author of this remarkable address, deliv· 
ered in 1852; in which he eulogizes Paine's 
political works and condemns his religious 
ones. 

Every admirer of Paine should hav this 
lecture, as its author suftered great perse
cution at the time. He was one of the 
daring ones and used his pen in the effort 
to hav Paine's portrait put in Independ
ence Hall. It bas a fine photo engraving 
of its author. There may be many per
sons who desire to hav this lecture. To 
those I would ~ay that you can both honor 
the memory of Paine and help the cause 
of Fleokten by sending twenty cents to the 
grand old TRUTH SEEKER for the pamphlet. 
This old address had been slumbering, 
with the dust of forty- two years upon it, 
until I resurrected i1. 

I am not a bank prt.udent·, nor do I own 
a gold mine, but I hav authorized THE 
TRUTH BEEKER to act as a clearing-house, 
and those readers who send the silver to 
be redeemed can bav an address that is 
Eqnal to the silver they send. 

J AS. B. ELLIOTT. 

We Think ''God" is the Fundamental 
Superstition. 

WANTAGH, N. Y., March 6, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : I write to thank yon for 

kindly sending me THE TRUTH SEEKER after 
my subscription expired. Be assured the 
omission to send the money for renewal was 
not due to carelessness or indiff:3renoe, but 
to extreme scarcity of funds. Am hoping 
and expecting soon to be in a position not 
oiily to keep my subscription p'lid np, but 
to do something further in aid of the Lib
eral cause. Just· as soon as I can see my 
way clear yon will hear from me again. 
While writing I will presume on your 
good nature so far as lo criticise your edi· 

he Century," Colonel In~ersoll, deliver 
his wonderful lecture at Lima, 0., I feel 
that I hav a thought to offar in this Free
thought sympo~ium. 

I hav had a novel experience with the 
members of the different religious denom
inations during their protracted efforts in 
this locality. At every opportunity I hav 
argued and discussed our principles in 
public places. I hav put in the hands of 
all who would receive them, Liberal pub
lications of diffdrent kinds. THE TRUTH 
SEEKER has been shown and read· to every 
one who would risk his presence and atten- · 
tion, and the consequence is, the harvest 
of souls has been oompa.rativly small. In 
this honest and persistent work for human 
advancement I hav brought down upon 
me the pious disfavor of the shepherd and 
his sheep. They hav employed various 
means to counteract the telling influences 
of my labor by circulating copies of the 
Ram's IIorn., making the most unwar
ranted assertions concerning the philoso
phy of Freethought, and by knowingly 
uttering false and disgraceful statements 
from the pulpit regarding the personal' 
character cf the best and noblest orators 
of the day. 

But they die hard; and die they must,· 
when sound philosophy and Freethought 
shall hav broken down the barriers of su
perstition, ignorance, and credulity. When 
these relics of the Dark Ages shall hav 
been overcome by reason, science will 
constitute our salvation and happiness our 
heaven, Then· the pulpit pounder will 
"lose his job," and be compelled to fight 
the battles of life in a d1ff<lrent and a much 
more creditable manner. 

I must say that, up to date, in a life of 
thirty years, I find no evidence whatever 
upon which to fonnd a belief in the exist
ence of the Bible God, devil, hell, or 
heaven. Now, as I am honeRt in this, and 
hav done my very best to find out the facts 
which compel this conclusion, am I re
sponsible? Will an orthodox God damn 
me forever in the Christian's hell for not 
believing a dogma with a brain wbiRh he 
himself created? If so, what system of 
justice is it that condemns an individual 
for doing that whieh the condemner com
pelled him to do? . And yet the entire 
Christian fabrication amounts to but this. 

Regardless of isms, oisms, doctrine, or 
dogmas, it is my blessed privilege, and I 
trust that it ever shall be, to be in such a 
condition in life that I can think freely and 
express my honest thoughts. 

A faithful patron,. ELMEB MILLER. 

The Cowardice of Editors. 

torial course in .one respect. For my own w. o. T. u. AND THE BIBLE. 
Part I am willing to co-operate .with a. ny "0 Woman I How is thy intelligence 

fallen ! Why do yon defend that book ? 
and all Liberals, be they Theists or A the- It threatens and lies from GeneBis to Reve
ists, in support of the " Nine Demands of lation. Its justice consists in favoritism, 
Liberalism," but do yon not see that when and its mercy culminates in a never end
yon interpose Atheism in the contest it ing hell. Your insane defense of it is the 

more surprising, as it nowhere states that 
tends J;o destroy harmony and to divide you hav a Roul. By it you are made for a 
our forces? Wonld it not be better for all purpose. You liv, fulfill that purpose, 
Liberals who are in favor of the Nine De- suffer and die, the same as the cow and the 
mands to confine their attention strictly horse. Instead of giving you title in 
to their advocacy in discussing such mat glory it plainly tells you that you are not 

b - needed in heaven. And,. as I said at first, 
ters among th~:mselvs, instead of rmging it opens with an ignorant lie and shuts up 
in other issues, such as Spiritualism versus with a bigot's threat. Believe it or be 
Materialism, Theism versus Atheism, etc., damned." 
and wasting their time and opportunities LoNE RoOK, OR. 
in fighting each other? Can Liberals ex- MR. EDIToR: The above is the comment 
peot to accomplish anything worthy of the of one of Mrs. Unroe's listeners a.t Lone 

A Daughter or Whom to be Proud. cause without united and harmonious Rock. Please publish the same, and if 
FoND Du LAo, Wis., March 1, 1895. action, and can there be union and har- you think best, send her and Francis Wil-

MR. EDITOR: I notice our time is up for mony while side isRues are being oontinu- lard marked copies. I also wish to say, H 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Now, my daughter ally thrust forward? It would seem as if you will be w kind as to spare me the 
and I cannot do without it; she wants Put- ·there could be. but one answer to these space, a few words on the question of 
nam's "Four Hundred Years of Free- questions, and that only by the adoption woman suffrage. 
thought," and your paper; "Thumbscrew of a policy suggested by the obvious Taxation without representation is tyr
and Rack," and Miss Wixon's speech at the answer can a satisfactory advance be made. anny, and tyranny implies slavery. The 
World's Fair. She says she will hav them Let us, then, ignoring among ourselvs all appearance of slavery-! wish I could say 
if she has to go out by the day washing to other issues, work together, unselfishly, slavery-is doomed by the eternal prinoi
get the money to pay for them. She wants earnestly, zealously, and harmoniously,_fo!' ples of jnstioe. Much more I!IO now in the 
them to be· sent in her name, Harriet E. liberty, justice, and equalitv, as outlined case of woman than it ever was with the 
Pierce, for I shall be 84 years old the 16th in the "Nine Demands of Liberalism,'• Negro before the war. Many of my Lib· 

Begins to See the Light.. day of April. I cannot perform manual and look forward confidently to the eral friends are afraid of woman suffrage, 
VAN WERT, IA., March 5, 1895. labor to obtain a living; my daughter glorious results which we may be well or rather, they are afraid of ignorance; 

MR. EDITOR: I was born in a Christian works and shares her bread and butter assured must in the end follow such a and being soared, they commit the foolish 
family, and reared in the Methodist Epis· with me. I hav seen better times, but course. RoB'T B. JAOKSDN. sin of opposing justice, weakening our 
oopa.l church in fear of an eternal hell. fire burned all I had twice. I am now a cause and insuring our defeat. The preach-
But this winter I hav had free access to poor man; I am dependent on charity for He Scatters Seeds or Truth. ers, not being soared, are rising far better 
your paper and hav bad my eyes opened my living. Now I would like to read CRAYoN, 0., March 1, 1895. sense. 
as never before. I bad an art?ument with Paine's "Age of Reason." If you can MR. EDITOR: Having received a number r don't think that I underestimate the 
a Christian man about taxing church prop. donate that book to me I will circulate it of Freethought publications· from your seriousness of the situation. I am afraid 
erty; he said it was a free institution, was all I can. There are twelve churches here, office this winter; having perused, we·ekly, 'of· ignorance, and I say in the spirit.of 
free for everybody, but it proved differ- so you see Liberals hav to keep quiet, the oohimns of the indispensable TRUTH prophecy that I believe that it will be the 
ent with both churches here. A few days espeoill.lly business men, but i:ny daughter SEEKEB, and having heard'the "Savior of hangman's rope that will choke liberty to 

• l _ I 
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death ; but let's not frighten onrselvs into 
ninnies and become a laughing stock for 
the Pope. Hold steady, my friends. Edn· · 
cation is our only salvatiol)., but if we 
place ourselvs in opposition to justice, 
rightly disposed people will not hearken to 
our teaching. 

spring months. Then provision will be 
made for other lect"rers, and the work 
prosecuted with vigor until Arizona shall 
be admitted to the sisterhood of states as 
a secular state, fr{)e from all superstitions 
creeds and do~m.'as. We appeal to every 
Liberal in Arizona to be brave and stand 
by the principles of Liberalism now. Or
ganize and co· operate. In a united, 
honest e:ffrut we can accomplish much. 

In the 15~h of December issue of the 
Farm and Fireside is an editorial oom
men.t on Miss Willard, from which I judge 
she lS a very good woman, but the poor 
thing is grievously deluded. She advo
cates the government ownership of the 
newspapers as a reform of an evil for 
which that om:i.dition alone is responsible. 
The subsidized editor of the Farm and 
Fireside, beinglindPr the influence of those 
in authority, hasn't enough man about 
him, or editorial backbone, to correct her 
mistakes; but instead commends her ig-
norance. GEo. W. CRAWFORD, 

In the Valleys of Fair Wyoming. 
BARATOGA, WYo., Feb. 17; 1S95. 

MR. EDITOR: Denver seems to hav at 
least three very liberal preachers, who evi· 
dently mention G1d only once in a while, 
presumably in order to keep their sitna· 
tions, and I consider it very significant of 
the times that a great daily like the Denver 
Repu.blican will publish both. sides of the 
question, as it has done, in the matter of 
the proposed taxation of church property 
agitated so mutlh lately. They hav been 
fl.~hting the point bitterly in the Colorado 
legislature. One member said very truth
fully that th~ sbne3 of some of our large 
churches ware cem3uted with the blood of 
the poor. One of our own papers said that 
a bill to tax church property had passed 
out' own state Senate, bn.t I hav not heard 
what its fate was in the Honse; however, I 
know there are a number of outspoken 
Liberals in that body. I will say here 
that the religions q'lestion has never to 
my knowledge been discussed in our po· 
litical campaigns. No one asks what a 
candidate's r"eligiou3 opbions are, but 
what are his politics. Women hav voted 
here too long to be excited over it, and go 
to the polls and vote as a matter of course, 
and, church meml:>ers though they may 
be, and many are, vote for well-known 
Infidels. I was elected to the school 
board in our district after I had made a 

. motion to the e:ffaot that when we hired a 
teacher it was to be stipulated that we 
were to hav no religions exercises of any 
kiud whatever, and we never do. In 
closing I will say that I hav not been inside 
a church for fifteen years, and my husband 
has not :for twenty-eight years, and we 
hav taken the good old TRrr~H SEEKER 
since the beginning. 

FLORENOE B. JONES. 

Aroused in Ar\zona. 
PREscoTT, ARiz, Feb. 18, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Thinking that the readers 
of THE TRUTH BEEKER would like to hear 
something from Prescott, and the result of 
Mr. Putnam's four weeks campaign in this 
territory, I write yon to say that the work 
is progressing, Mr. Putnam gave fifteen 
leotnl'es in this place, including the Paine. 
celebration-the first ever held in Al'izona. 

These lectures hav had the effect of 
rousing our Christian friends from a deep 
sleep. There were two or three feeble at
tempts made by .henchmen of the church 
to answer Mr. Putnam's lectures on the 
stage. Th&n, after the clergy thought he 
had left town for good, they began writing 
scurrilous articles for the local papers, and 
one gentleman even attempted to reply 
from his pulpit, although he had not heard 
a single lecture. These so-called replies 
from the· pulpit and through the. press 
consisted of personal abuse of Nlr, Putnam · 
W. S. Bell, and myself. All were an
swered in a dignified and gentlemanly 
manner, and the Anemy driven from the 
field. Still there is a lingering growl, such 
as yon might expect. An effort to boycott 
some of us in business is being made, and 
social ostracism is oarri~d on to a greater 
extent. Such ·conduct seems very silly, 
idiotic, in fact, but it is all ·that one can 
expect when one comes to consider the 
amount of gray matter and lucre involved. 

Mr. Putnam lectured at Tempe, Tucson, 
and Phca11ix, organizing local clubs at the 
two i.atter. Now that the fight for liberty 
is on, we propose to continue it to a finish. 
W. S. Bell is now located here, and expects 
to make a tour of the territory dwing the 

In Prescott we hav a club, " The Pres
cott Freethonght Federation,'' with one 
hundred members, courageous, honest 
men and women who bav declared them
selva willing to brave the insults of ortho
doxy and fi~ht for liberty and advance
ment. Here we are sowing the seed in 
good soil; it will take a little time for it to 
germinate and grow, and with careful 
cultivation we hope for a golden harvest. 
Our organization is growing at every 
meeting; volunteer recruits are still being 
enrolled. Mr.· Putnam did the work 
thoroughly. He plowed deep. He is a 
snbsoiler in Freethonght. Many church 
members who heard his lectures were not 
only almost, but quite, persuaded. SIDme 
of them hav retired into a non-aotiv state. 
The fleshpots and threats of boycott and 
ostracism were too much. Still they are 
with us in a quiet way, an~ we welcome 
them, too. I don't blame them; it is bread 
and butter to remain passiv. If Liberals 
only had a little more backbone, moral 
courage, or, as the preacher would say, 
" a little more of the grace of God," to 
brace them up to stand by and defend the 
principles of Liberalism, we would, in 
Arizona, at least,- be in the ascendancy. 

Yours truly, DR. J. MILLER. 

Miscellaneous Rematkq about Talmage. 
NEw YoBK, N. Y., Feb. 12, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Sunday, 4 P.M., February 
!O!b, I was at the Academy of Music and 
listened to the widely-heard-of fio~ion
monger, Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage. This 
was indeell a departure, as ordinarily 
I spend the weekly holiday in reading, 
sleeping, or visiting friends or museums. 

Theater goers do not find it easy to 
harmonize the Sunday nomenclature of 
this theater with that of the other days of 
the week. Snndays at 4 PM., the theater 
becomes a house, and seats pews, the 
s"tage a platform, the auditors sheep, and 
the clown or star a D. D. The naturalness 
of six days of the week ilisappears and 
there is substituted a hazy tens~on in the 
people's fdelings and minds, which fits 
them for treason, stratagem, and spoils. 
The Christian religion is all right, provid
ing people properly consider it as farce 
comedy, though too often tragic, When 
in the haze of imagization, if one allows 
himself or hersolf to become lost to all rea· 
son and merely wrapped in sentimentality, 
then religion is despicable, bat when con· 
sidered as a variety of amusement merely 
to pass the time away, then it is all right 
to sing "Praise God from whom all bless
ings flow," and Jisten to the fancy sketch
es of the preachers. The Christian relig
ion is merely a device, a counterfeit, a 
shroud, a fraud; offered to a race that 
would rather do almost anything else than 
work to supply their physical needs; hence 
Christianity asks the question, " What 
does it profit a man if he gain the whole 
world and lose his own soul?" No man 
can gain m·ore than a little portion of the 
whole. world, but every person loses his 
soul at death, 

As expected, the doctor conducted him
self in a gentlemanly m!lnner, and aside 
from the b,.oad lesson of brotherhood run
ning through his discourse, it contained 
no more substance than a vat of skimmed 
milk. In personal appearance he does not 
quite so much as usual remind one of the 
evolution theory, owing to the disappear
ance of hair from his cheeks. The doctor 
announces that he is good for twenty 
years yet, so the inference is that he is 
merely holding out against time, 

Policemen attend Talmage's meetings 
in official capacity. Instead of gnus stand
ing about the place of worship as in Puri
tanical days, now there are hired guardians 
of the peace with firearms in their pockets. 
The payment oftwenty- five oen ts, however, 
admits of entrance at a side door to a front 
seat, thus avoiding the erowd and danger 
of having the pockets picked. 

After '' our friend, the artist," as the 
preacher refers to his cornetist, had stood 

the audience up and set it down again by 
a combination wave of the arm and hal1d, 
of Which be only is mMter, the doctor an
nounoed his tPxt from John, " Other 
sheep hav I which are not of this fold." 
It was a oommend,able f:ffJrt on account of 
its scope of salvation, and if more such 
sermons were preached we would be mnre 
thoroughly bound together into a universal 
brotherhood. His ideas were so broad 
that· he anticipated that finally even Free
thinkers will be gobbled into the same fold 
with the sheep. The pope invites-Protel!
tants to turn from their heresy and seek 
refuge in the only true fold, the Catholic; 
while the hope of Infidels is to more thor
oughly regenerate Catholic, Protestant, 
Mohammedan, and pagan alike. Contrary 
to nature, the sheep for the most part 
remained silent, while the shepherd did 
the bleating. · 

The doo~or made the startling statement 
that be has all of his life been asking 
"Why?" and if rightly understood, imme
diately after birth he asked, "Why?" 

It is evident that his Brooklyn flock has 
grown weary of shelling, and now he has 
taken a new start, in a new way. Unable 
to. build still another church, be proposes to 
permanently appropriate a place of amuse
ment. All Infidels, as well as fairies of 
the stage, should pray, each to the god of 
his or her own choice, that this beautiful 
Academy of Music may be spared from 
flames about vacation time. The Catholic 
church has a strong hold upon the theater, 
with the Jews a close second. The nnm· 
her of Irish shows and songs proves this 
statement. A long-faced Calvinist, of 
course, would not seek to drive the 
Catholics and Jews from the theaters, but 
it is diffienlt to see why such a light and 
fanciful divine as Talmage should obj~ct 
to support from the patrons of the s~age. 

L. D. CRINE. 

Don't Let tbe Priest Get You at Death. 
RIDGEWAY, N.Y., March 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Thirty-four yPars ago I 
settled at this place. There was then and 
otill is a Universalist society and church 
building in the village (which is a small 
hamlet) and is the only church building 
here. 

At that time I had progressed from an 
early orthodox education to the Universal
ist interpretation of the soriptmes, and I 
songht a location and hom9 here lar.t\'ely 
influenced by the presence of the "liberal 
society." I took an· aotiv part in the sup
port of the society for many years. I was 
"honorerl" with the position of standing 
clerk of the Niagara A•sooiation of Uni
versalistq for twelve to fifteen years, until 
I bad" evolnted" from "liberal" or Uni
versalist Christianity up to the plane of 
Freethonght, when I tendered my resigna
tion as standing clerk, some eight or ten 
years ago. (The standing clerk holds his 
office during the pleasure of the associa
tion or until it is vacated by removal, 
death, or re~ignation.) 

This locality has had the name of being 
"liberal." J. E. Remsburg bas lectured 
here twice to very small audiences, although 
his meetings were well advertised and the 
weather favorable on both occasions. At 
one lecture two only of the regular sup
porters of the society were present, and at 
the other only one. 

As "liberal" as they are (the Univer
salists) none seems in favor of the taxation 
of. church property or is willing to sign a 
petition for the repeal of our Sunday laws, 
although of about one hundred people 
who liv in this school district at least sixty 
I hav no doubt hav ]aid themselvs liable to 
fines or imprisonment within the last year 
for violation of the Sunday laws. I got 
four signatures to the petitions yon sent 
me and became discouraged and gave 
them to a Seventh Day Adventist, and 
every adult man and woman of their 
society (I think) signed the petitions, some 
twelve to sixteen or more, and I forwarded 
them to our re9resentativ in the assembly, 
Hon. George Bullard, and Senator C. W. 
Pound. Mr. Pound acknowledged the re
ceipt and said it was the only petition he 
had received for repeal of Sunday laws, 
but he had got thousands of names against 
repeal and some for more rigid Sunday 
laws. He said he would present the peti
tio.ll to .tb.e committee, and I see by the 
daily papers he did so, and, as I under
stood, it is the only petition for the repeal 
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of the Sunday laws as yet presented. · The 
Sunday laws are a dead letter here, but if 
they should be enforced I hav no doubt it 
would rouse public sentiment against 
them. "I think it will take something of 
that character to stir people to any action. 
I think it would be hard to convict be
fore a jury for " Sa.bbath-breaking," as it 
would be difficult to draw a jury of which 
at least one-half were not "Sabbath
breakers" themselvs. Let us not be dis· 
oon"~'aged. Pnbli<i sentiment is slowly but 
surely turning toward Freethonght. 

By the way, several of your correspond
ents, in mentioning that splendid book, 
"li'our Hundred Years of Freethonght," 
hav expressed themselvs as pleased .with 
the !'lefinitimi.of Freethonght as given in 
the.·opening chapter. I mention this to 
as~ yon to copy it for the benefit of your 
readers w}lo ·are· not fortunate enough to 
hav the privilege of reading it in the book. · 

I hav mane several attempts to get some 
subscribers for yon in this .. liberal" com
munity, but without success. Judging· 
from my own. observation and experience, 
the "liberal Christians" are nearly if not 
quite the equals of the regular "orthodox 
Christians" when it comes to the question 
of "bigotry," pure and simple. The 
society here has reoen tly hired a minister 
to preach one-half of the time. Two 
weeks· ago I wrote him a letter respect
fully asking him to giv his. views of the 
passages of scripture where the Lord hard
ened Pt>araoh's heart, and the miracles 
in connection therewith, ending with the 
catastrophe to his hosts in the Red sea. 
Also t.o reconcile the Mosaic .account of 
creation with scientific facts. Also to giv 
his opinion of the· higher criticism .of the 
Bible, as touched upon in the Bri!!'gs trial 
and controversy, and I promised to go and 
hear him if he would announce his subject. 
My daughter has just returned from meet· 
ing and she says he made no announce
ment nor any allusion whatever to the 
matter, so I suppose he has not the oonr 
age to discuss such ''live snbj oots." and I 
expect he will keep on threshing out the 
old straw of proving universal salvation 
from the "holy. scriptures." 

I do not think I could name a man or 
woman who is a regular attendan~ and 
supporter of the society who would dare 
to take THE T-RUTH SEJ'\KER from the oost
c ffioe and be known as a regular snbsc~iber 
if yon would send it free. 

I am sorry that yon still see fi~ to allow 
the discussion of economic questions, 
finance, prot!'ctiou, and free trade, in your 
paper. The two articles in the last paper 
on these snbjeot11, I must say, contain more 
assertions and assumptions entirely with
out foundation in fact, from my point of 
view, than any newspaper ·articles I re· 
member reading lately. They do not 
change my opinion in the least, nor do I 
think a reply would change the opin
ions of the writers a particle, and I again 
respectfully enter my protest against low
ering the plane of the discussions iu your 
columns below the discussions of morals 
and.the general principles involved in the 
"Nine Demands." 

I hav in the past and shall in the future 
sacrifice partisan associations on economic 
questions when I go to the polls when<>ver 
they conflict in political action with the 
"Nine Demands." I desire to say that I 
hav written out a short statement of my 
opinions on ethical subjects, and made ar
rangements, and given directions in writ
ing, that my funeral shall be secular, that 
no priest or . clergyman shall assist in the 
services, that my statement of opinions 
shall be a part of the services, and that the 
proceeding shall be sent to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for publication. My family 
promis me that my wishes shall be carried 
out if they survive me. I made these ar• 
rangements some two and a half years ago. 
I do not know of any Secular funerals 
being held n!'arer to this place than New 
York city, and I suppose it may be difficult 
to make a start of that kind in this locality. 
I bold myself in readiness to cooperate 
and assist at any Secular funeral in West
ern New York when my services may be 
desired. I think I could conduct such 
services acceptably. I think Freethinkers 
owe it t'l themselvs to establish the ens
tom of Secular burials and not allow the 
votaries of superstitiOn to conduct a farce 
over their dead bodies. Let every Free
thinker who thinks as I do, who reads this, 
make such anangements as I hav in 'writ
ing, 8lld do it now, before he is a week 
older. GEo. L. PRATT, 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WttoN, Fall 
.River, Mass., to whom aU Oommunica
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

A Call from a Sea-Shell Horn. 
The larkspur blew her speckleu shell 

To call me ant. one summer morn; 
.\lark wa. singino: at the well; 

The red-rose bloomed along the cJrn. 

Wild-peas shook ant their crimson sails 
While floating by to fairy-land; 

'The blue-bells warmod the windy gales
-The "man-root" b~ossom kissed my hand. 

Catalpa trees, in white array, 
~Iade room for mother-birds below, 

And wild canaries came that way 
·As golden lamps on bows of snow. 

Small gras•es set their silver stars 
As though the snn was nearing noon; 

My stately rosin-weed had bars 
That b!!.lanced to the red-start's tune. 

A flower whose heart was just a burr 
Stood hi~h and smoothed her yellow hair; 

The pde blue violets bowed to her, 
Since she had gorgeous robes to wear. 

The flaming dock had pink balloons 
As buttons on a sailor'• vest, 

And bid through all the whisPering Junes 
Some ground-bird in her lowly nest. 

The blue-grass mat 'neath cherry-tree 
Invited me within the shade, 

And, while 1 re•ted, sang to me 
The changes ten short years had m:.de. 

That forest space wa' then a plain 
With buffalo and antelope, 

That when the t" whites brought bees and uin," 
Went with the red-men o'er the slope. 

1\IARY BAIBD.FINCH. 

*The "man-root" plant I hav never seen ex
cepting in nGrthern Ntbraska. Io ecrowo a great 
root res• mhhng a beet, and I hav been told by 
reliable pers- n~ that it ~<tta ns a size correspond
ing to the body of a man. It blooms the third 
year from planting the seed. The blossom is a 
deep crimson cnp that opens and closes like the 
morning-glorv. I had one plant in my yard in 
Nehra•ka, and sent seeds to Aunt .!!:Imina, who 
will probably hav some soon to send to her 
triend•. 

tThe Indians hav said the white man brought 
tl:te bees and rain. 

A Dispnte. 
Tom and Joe quarreled, 
I've heard people tell, 
About a queer animal 
Hid in a shell. 

"I tell yon it walks, sir!" 
Said Tommy to Joe. 

"It swims!" cried Joe loudly. 
"I've seen, and I know!" 
"It walks!" "No, it swims!" 

And the boys grew quite wroth, 
Bnt the turtle peeped ont, 
Saying, "I can do both!" 

A little girl in Gorman, on first dis
covering the (llectric lights, and seeing the 
moon at the same time, propounded this 
connndrnm: 

"Mamma, does God know that we hav 
got electric lights?" 

"Yes," replied the mother, "he mnst 
know it, because he knows everything." 

"Then, mamma, why don't he take in 
the moon?" 

Correspondence. 
CANON CITY, CoL., Feb. 22, 1895. 

DEAR MISs WuoN: Despite the prophecy 
that Washington's birthday would be one 
of the coldest days of the season, it is lovely 
in the extreme. The surrounding moun
tains, in the lucid air and dazzling ann
light, are glorious. Save for the absence 
of bursting bnds and shooting grass, it is 
a spring day. The birds are chirping Jar 
and near, and a friendly bee, which-wllh 
its companions-bas been awaiting spring, 
is happy making melody to my ear. 

I attend to most of my correspondence 
Sundays and holidays. l shall spend a 
part of this one with my Corner friends. 
We are supposed to obRerve this day in 
remembrance of the Vanderbilt of his 
t.ime, "onr own" George Washington. 
Only yesterday I heard, at one of these 
observances, the expression: "He is all 
onr own." Yon can imagin my feelings of 
gratitude that I should be a shareholder 
in snch a legacy. I fear, however, that, 
through modern roodes of speculation the 
stock has been slightly watered. ' 

We were amnsAd at Geo. Macdonald's 
"Observations" in last week's TRUTH 
SEEKER regarding that individual wbo 
according to the latest information I ha~ 
been able to obtain, will occupy a reserved 
seat in the New Jerusalem. My informant 
is a man of "Christian sincerity," He 
sp~ke in a manner calculated to impress 
his audience with the assurance that he 
was Epeaking "the truth, the whole truth, 
~ud nothing bnt the truth," The spe~ker 
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was a man of no previous note. He made 
a revelation, however, that, so far as this 
affiant can testify, has never before been 
made to the world. Permit me to explain, 
It was on the occasion of a scheol celebra
tion of the birthday of this same George 
Washington. There had been rehearsed 
a number of time-magnified reviews of his 
life, of which he undoubtedly would hav 
been proud had he been present. At the 
close of these reviews of the noble charac
ter and god-like virtues of that an~elic 
personage who "never told a lie," the 
teacher extended a general invitation to 
·the visitors present. Several responded. 
One or two speeches were made regarding 
the best method of climbing the "ladder 
of knowledge." It was also shown how 
bravely, and with what agility, the little 
George had stepped from one round to the 
next. However, theclimaxwas not reached 
until there emerged from obscurity this 
candidate for fame who had never before 
been known to "spPak in public on the 
stage," except in ''experience meetings." 
All were electrified. Silence reigned su
preme. After building nnmerons castles 
of virtue about the memory of his hero, 
assnming an air of ministerial dignity, he 
exclaimFd: "George Washington was the 
greatest man who ever lived, except Jeans 
Christ." This revelation, as I hav termed 
it, may seem to some a small matter. 
However, when we consider the vast pos
sibilities thereof, we will see its importance 
as also the importance of the celebration. 
The "father of bis conn try," being next 
to the greatest man who ever lived, will 
certainly be permitted to occuPy next to 
the greatest seat ever occupied by man. 
The world has long been in possession of 
a picture--wholly imaginary-in which 
God-the old Jewish Jehovsh-is the cen
tral figure. At his left hand is the Holy 
Ghost (whoever or whatever that may 
mean); at his right, his only son, JAsns 
Christ. Now, at the right hand of Christ 
is the "father of his conn try." This is of 
particular importance to "Infidels," as 
well as to all others who may be the lucky 
stockholders in this inestimable boon. If 
W~>, as a nation, observe rPgularly, ca"e
!~lly, prayer!nlly thi~ birthda.v which will, 

no preventmg provtdenc~>," "come again 
next year at the-same time," as well as for 
some succeeding years, he--onr national 
father-sitting at the right hand may, 
peradventure, pnt a bng in the right ear of 
"Onr Savior." In this event onr "calling 
and election" is snre. I am, for strategy, 

Yonrs, ORELLA LooKE. 
P. S.-I do not wish to underrate the good 

that Washington did, bnt merely make 
this criticism as an illustration of the man
ner in which enthusiasts enlarge npon his 
good deeds, and overlook or obliterate 
what others did. We should giv him his 
deserved praise, bnt we should not forget 
others, of whom I will mention Thomas 
Paine and Thomas Jefferson. 

Yours for justice, 0. L. 
[Of course, earthly fathers look ont for 

their own, whether the heavenly one does 
or not. If anybody gets to heaven, we 
shall, without donbt.-ED. C. C.] 

BALLWIN, Mo., Feb. 26, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As it has been qnite 

a while since I wrote to the Corner, l will 
try to write again. The snow is just melt
ing off. It has been on the ground for 
fonr long weeks, and I am glad to see it 
go. I like the spring best. Wheat, corn, 
potatoes, and fruits are the chief products 
of St. Louis county. We liv jnst twenty 
miles from St. Louis; we go in every week. 
We liv on a farm of 120 acres. The near
est town is a mile and a halffrom ns. We 
liv on a very high hill, and hav a fine 
view and can see St. Louis from onr 
porch. The Merrimac rivPr is jnst a mile 
and a half from onr place. We go skating 
in winter and boating in summer. It is a 
very pretty river in summer with its little 
~reen islands, large willows overhanging 
Its banks, and the red blnffa towering 
above, with now and then a stray cedar 
sticking in some crevice. We hav a 
miniature waterfall on onr farm; it is jnst 
lovely in the spring, its banks covared 
with moss, ferns, and violets. They hav 
jnst finished a fine Catholic church near 
us, while the poor, ignorant Dntch women 
wear rags and wooden shoes, when they 
might hav decent dresses and shoes were 
it not that they giv their money to the 
church. 

Well, as my letter is getting rather long 
I will close. Yours for Liberalism. 

ConALANE. 
P.S.-I would I?e delighted to hav any 

of the boys or girls of the Corner write 
to me-P. 0. box 15. 

[Cora's home must be in a lovely spot, 
and Cora mnst be a bright and lovely girl, 
from whom we shall always be pleased to 
hear.-ED. C. C.] 

POPIS AHD TI{£Jll DOIHGS 
ACCOUNT 01!' 

Yicars or Christ ana Vtceoerents of Goa. 
l''p~r, ~DOflDts; olo~~~ n 9lJD~. 

Sff THAT CURVf! 

.365 DA)'S 
Ahead Of 

them all. 

Keating Bicycles. 
. 19 to 2:3 lbs. 

CATALOG FREE if yon mention this paper. 

li.EATIXG WHEEL CO., 
Holyoli.e, Jlnss. 

RIGi-i'T"'"L"iV'INGI The Glory of Infidelity 
e WirH A POEM ON 

Ethics as U nde:t;stoocl by 
Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

a 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanitie~ that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Addres• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of-Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel· 
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid ~rose !!_Oem 

"Life," by "the prince of orators, 'Co!. R. G' 
In!!:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
ed1tion, and can he framed or Placed upon the 
table as a.n ornament In the center of t.he card 
11.ppea.r the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
urrounded by the prose poem, which has been 

·rnthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and {loet, who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a. deli~htfnl present, and will he a. •onvenir 
not only of mtellectna.l greatness, hnt of artistic 
workmanshiP. His printed on heavy hoard, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is l2x16 inches, and the 
Price oniY?5 cents, vost-v&id. 

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

laugh. 

By "W"ATSON HESTON. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning tt.e Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testamfnt-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 2~0 

It will 
Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaigu of Deborah anll Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Siscra. 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Hnman Sacrifice, 
A Queer Family, Samson the Strong, 
Isaac anll His "f:lister ," Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Exen!, 
Jacob and Esan, Dnv1d God's Favorite. 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the biviner, Jonah the Trnthfnl Sailor. 

Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following pl'ices: Cloth, gilt sicle 
stamp, $1.50; Boarcls, illuminated covers, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city. 

The Bible. r.nqLtirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

crVTAIN/NG 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With Refer~nces to the mo•t ..:'lain and Striking s~lf-Contradictions of the So-oalled Inspired 
"~r;PtUJPS. Including Qneationa Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the 
Btbh Al•o, Other Bible References of Importance. 

Foyrth Edition, Revililed and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 

_ . ~ '"'-. Address THE 'J'I:tUT.B BEEl~l!JR, 28 I.>-.fiiYe~t~ ~~':o~, ~ew ~o~k 9~~:Y· 



Jt s'W 1/TZolioations. 

UnleBB otherwiBe Bpecified, all publica
tionB . noticed here can be had of THE 
TRUTH BEEKI!IB COMPANY, at the price 
named. 

IMAGINATION IN DREAMS AND THEIR 8TUDY. 
By Frederick Greenwood. London: 
John Lane. New York: Macmillan & 
Co. Oloth, 12mo., 198 pp. Price, $1. 75. 
This volnme is intended to be a stndy of 

dreams which are'' psychologically inform
ing, or that testify to the powers of imag
ination in sleep." The an thor thinks that 
there will be no diffianlty in "distinguish
ing between dreams that hav a scientific 
interest and those that hav none, or, if 
there be any difficnlty," this work may 
serve to diminish 1t. It is conceded that 
the imagination cannot portray what has 
not been seen by the eye or entered into 
the channel of the senses throngh the read
ing of books, the contemplation of pict
ures, or by means of conversation. In all 
the imaginings concerning "heaven " 
which hav been given to the world there 
has been nothing pictured that was aot the 
counterpart of some thing or the combina
tion of two or more things known on this 
earth. "Imagination "in Dreams" is ap
parently written io an nnprejndiced spirit 
and no donbt will be fonnd to be interest
ing and snggestiv. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL AND FREE
TmNKEBS' ALMANAO, 1895, aside from its 
calendar of events bearing relation to Lib· 
eralism, contains an elaborate r.evie'w of 
"Freethonght in the United States;" a 
paPer, "The Old and the New,"byRobert 
G. Ingersoll, contrasts the past and present 
in religions belief; Helen H. Gardener 
asks, "What Are Women Here For?" 
Bamnel P. Pntnam tells of "The Free
thought Federation of America," and other 
papers in a similar vein characterize the 
contents. The Trnth Beeker Company, 28 
Lafayette Place, N. Y.-Omaha Bee. 

For whacks at all the chnrohes THE 
TRUTH SJCEKER is snpreme. The pictures 
are often erode and coarse, bnt they are 
as often very clever; and, if shown, there 
is no neighborhood where a considerable 
nnmber of copies conld not be sold. -Book 
and News Dealer. 

llllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ 
I will qualify you to fill any position where a ~ 

FIKST-C~ASS ~ 
B=QK-KEEPER ~ 

may b~ required, for the sum of $3.00; time, §: 
two to four weeks. Money refunded 1f unsuccess- §! 
fut Expt:rienced and beginners alike benefited. § 
PUPILS PLACED IN PAVING POSITIONS. ~ 

Recently had fivC: applications for book-keepers. §: 
Save this CARD and send for further particulars. := 

~ J. H. Goodwin, R. 875, 1215 B'way, N.Y. -

~/llllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

BUSINESS HOUSES supplied with Competent 
OOK• KEEPERS, or first week's salary forfeited. 
J. H. Coodwln, R. 875, 1215 B'way, N. V • 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is not in magi a potions\:," speclfics" 
Wr~~~~,.il"&;:~E o';t lf~i~ 
Wise men study nature. shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
bYl'eading the most complete book of 
llledleal, Soelal, Sexual. Selente, 
by an eminent_ physician of 35 years 
experience. · The .. old, original, 
standard" "'ork, endorsed by all, 
i~~i~:a g~ ~l:i"l ioe~l:'.t~~~~b~t~~?i 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 
adaptation, marital -failuresiJ. etc., 
are of inestimable value to a now 
married or who ever expeet to ho 

~~~J::A c'h~~~l~~ .. l·g~~ .. E~gi& 
wood cnts, 21 chromos showing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

$1.50 by Mall; Circulars Free. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. . 

28 LafavPttA PlaM, NAW Ynrlr. 

Tho Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this va.lnable book the London "Free· 
thinker" sa:r,s: "'It is by far the best prod notion 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it as an excellent text-book of the subject. '!'he 
manner is good. and the style is br1ght. The 
reader is earned along on an easy-ftowing strea.m 
of soienoe, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Prioe,. paper, 50 oents; oloth, $1. 
TH.IIl TBO'l'H BE.IIl.IU!IB, 
•• a.afa:va•a Dlaoe. New Ion 

TH.E TRUTH S.E.E.K..ER. MARCH 23, 1895. 
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1 400 Years • 
; OF . ~ 
iFreetl~ough tl 
II== --- ~~· I B~ Samuel Porter Putqam ~ 
q Large Octav<>, n65 pp., GUt Sides and -I W•"th Back, Marbled Edges. $5. ~~ 

I 141 T;U~~·~ p :-;; tor p~~;;~;·;o~ I 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past ~. 

·~ II 

Four Hundred Years. §I 
fr HE 'l.R urn~SEEKERooi/iA.NY;;;;.;;unced in Octo- ~~ 
~v her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It ~. 
had been in prepara~ion for so long that some of the subscribers ~~ 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 

3 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed . ~~ 
all· the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not I~ 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ~ 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty , ! 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly ~~· 

three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- =-

~~~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine _ 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 

multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact ·'·'l:::o• 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many.they will also be the most attractive~and I 1• 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages !JL 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred ,JJ~I 

Per cent mor. e for his $5 than was gu"ranteed to him. Well, the ~ ;--nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were , ·1 
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THE 

BETTER WORLD. 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye con d 
Saw the Vision of thA ;~~lct, and all t~e wonders 

that wonld be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land witl:J.out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

O[SIGN fALLACI[S. 
A. Re:futation o:f the Argu

Dl.ent That Nature l:<Jx
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been DesiK"ned by an In
telligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
1. 'l'be D<lolgnArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an lnlinite t:lenes of DeRign.-r•. 
II. If '!'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
[II. IfThAre Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

·His Processes Are Egregwnsl;rl'llow, 
They Are Egregionsly Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Des1gn Is Only SubserViency; 
and the Watch Argument Islllegrt1mate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom v and Design. ' 
VII. '.rhe Argument of aF1rst Cause. 
Embracing e. Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

o.nd a 8ketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 

28 Lafayette .l'!aoe, .N Y. 
d 
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sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their '~~ 
investment. . Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are :31 
not only sa~isfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de- ~~ THE 

lighted that they got such a bargain. u CAB-rEB OF Bt:LlGIOU~ IDEAS 
As for the subject matter of Fous HUNDRED YEARs OF FnEE-- . . & & J 1 

Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 1= By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free- _ 

This book is a stud~ in the evolution of rAJig. 
thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an ions ideas. touching aU formg ot religions wor-

. • ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives I and reliability or the Christian religion. lt 

is a12mo bJok of 146 pages and the price is now 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It reduced from 50 cents in l'I<Per and 75 cent> in 

• h h I b k cloth to 2~ oents in papert..~o cents in cloth. 
umtes t e past and t e present. t is a world oo and a home - Address T.til!: T.1:0UTH BEEK!!.R co. 
book. It f~s the promiee of its inception, and is the most ~-
magnificent· work· ever issued by the Freethought Press. ~~ 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. ~ 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. ; ~~ 

-~~~~~~* .. **~~W.~'imfl~-~~-~-·-~ftW'~~'**~ 
THE TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL AND FREE

THINKERS' ALIIIANAO · FOR 1895. New 
York: Tne Trnt.b Beeker Co., 25 cents. 
This almanac stand& entirely upvn the 

foundation of the natnraltstic mterprfilta· 
tion of world development; it is in a free, 
breezy style, and ofl'~rs good, substantial 
readmg matter in abnndance.-Milwaukee 
Friedenker. 

$100 Ueward, $100. 
The readers of this paper will be ple~U~ed to 

learn that there is at least one dreaded disease 
that soitnoe has been able to cure in all its stal!'es 
and that is Ua.tarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the 
only positive onre now known to the medical 
fraternity. Uatarrh b<in~r a constitutional dis
ease requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's 
Catarrh Cure is taken in~ernally, acting directly 
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of th, sys
tem, thereby destroying the fonndatwn of the 
disease, and giving the pati-ntstr~ngth by build
in~ up tha constitution and assisting natnr~ in 
domg its work. The proprietors have so mnoh 
faith in it• onrat1ve powers, that they offer One 
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to onre. 
Serid for oironlars and test1monia.ls. AddressJ. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, v. 
pr- Bold by Druggists, 75o. 

A:bert M. Lorentz, LL.B., in a recent 
publication by the Troth tieeker Company, 
attempts to prove that "The pmsnit of 
·pleasnre is the Bine qua non of intellectual, 
moral, and social development, and that 
the promotion of pleasure is the dnty of 
philanthrophy and statesmanship." •.rhe 
book is call ell "Pleasnre and Progress," 
and handles some sociai practices withont 
gloves, the anthor upholding the tneory 
that all legislation regarding morality is 
wasted time, that men shonld be per
suaded to do nght becansfil it is ea~ier and 
pleasanter th"n to do wrong.-Omrtlza 
Bee, 

A. Pound of Facts 
is worth oceans of theories. l\Iore infants are 
successfully raised on the Gail Borden Eagle 
Brand Condensed Milk than upon any other food. 
Infant Health is a vdlnable pamphletfor mothers. 
Send your address to the New York Condensed 
Milk Compa.ny, New York. 

COLU:MBIAS FOR 1895. 

A Highly Artistic Catalogue Sets Forth 
the !Uerits of these FaiDous 

Bicycles. 

Noted artists occasionally condescend to 
lend their aid to make a trade catalogue 
beantifnl, and this has evidently been the 
case with the new handbook of Colombia 
bicycles, jnst issned. From the rich and 
striking cover to the last of the dainty 
sketches that adorn the broad margins, 
the tell-tale marks that show the hall,d of 
well-known contributors to Life, Vogne, 
and the leading magazines are everywhere 
apparent. The idea skillfnlly carried ont 
ia the illustrations is that of sport and 
travel. The book will long be preserved 
as one of the handsomest art works of the 
year. It is as little like the ordinary 
trade catalogue as well can be, and yet it 
cleverly tells of the merits of Colombia 
bicycles for 1895, and also of lower-priced 
machines, Hartfords. No lover of bicy
cling or of beantifnl books shonld neglect 
sending for the Colombia Catalogue. It 
can be had by calling npon Colombia 
agents, or it will be sent by mail for two 
2-cent stamps. Address Publishing Dept., 
Pope M.fg. Co., Hartford, Conn. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 115 cent.P, 
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Jf ot for !~arsons. 
A Fmw Sundavs. a~o a Clllrgyman in Ire

land made thtl following announcem~nt: 
"Next Sunday, in this church, the R ,v. 
Mr. --will renounce the errors of Rome 
for those of Protestantism." 

"I wAs sorry, Willie," said his Sunday
EChool teacher, "to see you keep your seat 
when the ~uperill.tend~>nt 1,1sked all those 
who want~d to go to heaven to rise. Don't 
you want to e:o to heaven?" "Yt>s'm." 
"Then why didn't you rise?" "Oos he 
didn't hav no right to tell me to rise, 
ma'am." answered Willie. "He ain't no 
angel Gabriel." 

AT the mcrament a priest gave, without 
perceiving it, a bone counter instead of 
the wafer. The communicant, thinking it 
would melt, patiently waited and sucked, 
but without dfect. The priest, seeing him 
hesitate, irquired what was the matter. 
"Matter." Eaid he, "I hope your rever
ence has not made a mistake and given me 
God the Father? He is so hard and tough 
there is no swallowing him." , 

"I DO wish we bad not made this trip,' 
said the candid daughter of a Texas mill· 
ionaire, who had taken his family to the 
Holy Land; I always used to dream of 
Palestine as a land where strange things 
might hav happened, because it was so far 
away and perhaps so different from home. 
But these weeds just look like sage brush 
and-excuse the remark-these' hares' are 
just like our Bastrop county jack rabbits." 
'£he Oriental Isis, unveiled, reveals many 
propensities of a Oook county medium.
Felix L. Oswald, in Open Court. 

"SWEAR AT 'EM, DANIEL." 
One of the early ministers of Windham, 

notwithstanding his manifold duties, owned 
and cultivated a large farm, on which he 
gave constant employment to several hands, 
and he usually looked after the details in 
person, bnt, when unable to do so, his chief 
factotum was one Daniel--, ahard-work
mg, faithful fellow, and "a mi~?hty hunter 
by field and flood," but devotedly attached 
to the parson, for whose interest he labored 
early and late a long term of years. 

He had, however, one habit which 
greatly annoyed his employer-he was 
terribly profane. Many and solemn were 
the rebukes administered by the parson, 
but all to no purpose; swear he would and 
swear he did on the slightest provocation, . 
and the good minister almost despaired of 
his reformation. 

Now, the story goes that his reverence 
at one time owned a yoke of oxen that 
often refused to pull at the most critical 
moment, and on mch occasions they were 
sure to be treated to a well- selected assort
ment of Daniel's choicest oaths, whlch, he 
maintained, always accelerated their loco
motion. 

One day as the parson sat quietly con
ning his next Sunday's sermon, he heard 
a tremendous outcry in the direction of his 
hayfield. 

Truth· Seeker Annual 
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PIANOS! PIANOS! 
~$225; $250; $275. Going to the door to ascertain the cause, 

he saw that a shower was rapidly approach- 0 
ing, while a big load of hay, slowly wend. After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of hi-
ing its way to the barn, was in imminent cago, one of the oldest and most experienced ·piano manuhcturers of this 
danger of being caught by the coming country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
rain, and Daniel, as he frantically urged Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described: 
-on the balky team, was making the air G d 
tremulous with his blasphemy. " The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square ran 

This was too much for the good man to Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
be~r. He left his study, and with rapid sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
strides soon raache~ the scene, ~hen he ity for standing in tune is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
curtly ordered Dan1el to stop h1s awful. -c- d . • • ' · · · f 
profanity. "But " .replied the veteran wor , th1s p1ano lB made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of ur-
" if I don't swear these oxen won't pull."' niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu

. _The _par_son expreEsed a mPilt nnq~alified sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 
diSbeh~f-tn the statement, and talnn~ the These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair· MR. 
goad stick, he addressPd the team m a . . . . ' 
calm, e 11sy lmanner. They stopped short, GEoRGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best hvmg author1ty on pianos, report-
and refused to budge another mob. He ing as follows : 
still contin!led in his mil?, persuasiv strain, " This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
!Jut they simply gaz"d m apparert aston- power well planned scale and excellent action with easy prompt touch. 
1sbment at such an unwonted state of ~ . ' . , ' ' · 
aff .. irs. What "as to be done at this criti- Matertal and workmanship are superior. 
cal junctur~:? The distinguished Pianist and O.:>mposer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 

_The black clouds moun~ed ~igber and Conservatory, says: 
h1~her m the heavens, the hghtnmg flashed "I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos and have critiea.lly studied their 
br1ghter and br1ghter along the ragged . . • . 
edges of the storm, the thunder rolled menta, compared them wtth those of the ~est Amer.10an and European 
nearer and nearer each moment, the wind makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quahty and va.r1ety of tone, respon
.sighed fi.tfully among the_ neighboring tree siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, 11nd reliability in every way." 
tops, ana already a few btg drops heralded Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer who is our 
the comme: temp£ st. Sttl1 the oxen stood . . . ' 
as if rooted to the spot. personal fr1end, to mtroduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 

This was past endurance, and dropping thElm to TRUTH SREKER readers at the above marvelously low pricf's-from 
the goad-stick, his reverence shouted, $50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
"Daniel, DaniAJ, come and swPar a~ th,~m warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it unt'il 
a bttle usy, a httle easy, now. Damell d 1. d W 'll th f . ht t t t• · h' 1 000 ·1 f Oh' What followed verifies the old adage : e Ivere . . e W~ :pay ~ re1g o any s a. 1on ~1t .1n , m1 es o 1-
" Giv some men an inch and they will cago. Full descrtphon of mstrurnents sent on apphcat10n. 
take an,ell," for, with a muttered "~ told If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
Y?D sol the tea~ster spr~ng_ to the s1de of your interest to col'respond with us. 
hts team, and, wlld yfl.ourJshmgapJtchfork • 
over thoir htads, he Jet loose a torrent of J. E. REMSBURG & SON, .Atch'l-son, Kan. 
the most horrible profanity ever heard ----------------------------------~ 
within the limits of the township, the re
sult of which was that the cattle gazed a 
momAnt as if in fear, and then starting on 
the run, landed the load safely in the barn 
just as the shower came down in earnest;. 
and it is also stated the mmister never 
again admonished his teamstAr in regard 
to his langu~e.-Bamuel T. Dole, in 
Narragansett Sun. 

Tr-uth Seeker Readers I 
RAVJi! YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book? 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tennyson Whittier Longfellow. and other~ oots 
and S1Dil1 them in _your homes, making them hap· 
P¥ and bright ?-SJGND.FOU A OOPY.-Green cloth, 
gilt title, 40 cents; ha.lf bound, 25 cents. 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Third Thou~and. 

ALL styles of watches from $I.38 up. Hal'ld
some cata.log:ne free. Safe Watch Oo •• 9 Murray 
street, New York. 'i2tl9 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E~ C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

Fruits and Vegetables. 
and 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY.l 

SPECIAL TIES 1 

Florida. and California Products-Bananas, Or· 
anges, Lemons. Cranb• rri••· PmP_a]lPles, 

Grape•. Peache•. l'ear9, Plums, Mel-
ons, Apn1es, D, rries. 

Potatoes, Onions, Cauba!!A•. Cucnmbers, Toma
toes, C ·lery •. Deets. Carrnts. 'l'urnips. 

Popcorn. Sguasb. Crab AP· 
pies, Egg Plant. 

Special attent;on paid to filling orders for 
Poiiltry. Eggs, Cllee~e. and all kinds of Frmts 
and Vegetables in their season. 

234 So. Water St., Chicago. 

$67g,6g4,439· 
By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
· in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our pamphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of ISOO, 
the Value b:y Denominations. of Church Proper
ty in the Umted States- and in tho se <era.! States 
and 1 erritories and in aJI Cities having 25.000 or 
more inhabitants; ~o arranged a• to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to We&lth of the 
Leading D-nominationo and Denominations... 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especiaJ in-. 
terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, aJI ~ 
compari>ons being based upon offidal fi~nres. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kmo pub-. 
lished. In no other work are the 1 acts, figures,. 
a.ud arguments to be found. The ftgur~s. being: 
:lerived from the Government Cec.8Us of I890. wilt 
not be superseded until the cen us of I900 shaJJ, 
have been completed- probably about eight 
rears hence. The arguments a.re unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
iiB the injusti~e :Jf church exemption is sn1fered 
,o 3xist. 

By single copies the price is I5 cents, hut as the 
work is pubushed SJ>eciaJiy for distributwn by 
;hose who favor justice in taxation the followin~r 
r9dnct•ons are made: 

ren copies. - .I.OO 
F!ft:v copies, - 4.50 
Joe hundred copies • • • 8.00 
LLrger quantities a.~~ciaJ rates. 

~ililrAoo THF. TR RF.RKF.R. NAw Yor ... 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Pag&n Roots of Ohl;istia.nity 

The Borrowings of Chri•tianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. • ri~rinal Sin and the 
Atonement. A Medley (lf Gospels. Wanted1 Con•empnrary Evidence. Paley s "Evidence~ or 
Christiani.v" Examined. The Testimony of 
P ... ul. Did Jesus Ui•e F1om the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? The F'rst ~·our Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price. Cloth. 81. 
Address THE TRUTH REEKER, 

28 Lafayette PL New York. 

PRiESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
By Bn. G. T.ll'ox,III.A. 

A NEW EDIIION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEiliG 

A Discovery of 1he Origin, EvideJtee•, 
and t.: .. rly Hl.to1y ur Cnri• lanltyo 

Never Before or El.-ewhere >o Fully &nd Faith• 
fully l::!et .l!'ort u.. 

By REV. ROBERT 1AYLOR, 0.0. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28La.favette Place, New York. 

A~ t 10\1 DtAF?. 
Don't You Want to Hear? 

TliE AURAPHONE wi'r help yru if you do. n 
1 l i, a rece t s ienti!l • mvfn· 
tion whio .. wi.l re tore the hearin!' of a· v one 

not born deaf. v. hen in the ear it. is invisible, 
and ··oe; uo,c·use toe slightest disco11.fort. h 
i; to the ear what glassee are tJ the fye, an ear 
spectacle. l"clnse a · t \mp fJr p.rtHJularJ. Oan 
bete•ted free of ch.o.r111., at 

1'he A.u'f•aplwne Co's Offices: 
'116 Metropolitan B'ld'g, M~dison Sq., New Yort 
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Gems of ~hougAt. 

WE lie to our children-in the interests 
of morality.-Grant .All•m. 

AN infinitude of tenderness is the chief 
gift an<l inheritance of all truly great men. 
-John Ruskin: · 

I no not believe even ·eye-witnesses when 
they tell me things opposed to common 
sense.- Voltaire. 

A MAN is to carry himself in the presence · 
of all opposition as if everything were 
titular and ephemeral but he.-R. W. 
l?n1erson. · 

THOSE who hav not a strong sense of 
what is just to themselvs, are likewise 
deficient in a sense of what ie just to their 
fellow-men. This has lflng been a common 
remark.-Herbert Spencer; 

IN art, and in literature, the morality 
that is eloquent for ideals and opulent with 
valiant inspirations, often asks for bread 
in vain and falls into a neglected grave. 
Servility to popular idols "pays" better. 
-.Amos .Waters. 

WHA~ st!ange ra51;e possesses some peo; 
ple to 1ns1st on ·our all being miserable? 
They are like a quack, who would fai.n: 
hav us believe we are ill, in order to sell 

:us his pills. Keep thy dru!!'s, my friend, 
and leave me my health.- Voltaire. 

VoTES may hav only immediate signifi
cance, and legislation may be gross as well 
as virtuou<~, and only a passing and awk-

. ward factor in racial growth, but it shows 
the flow of the stream, and hints of the 
conscience of a nation.-Hora.ce L. Trau
bel. 

To attack the king was treason; .to dis
pute the priest was blasphemy. For many 
centuries the sword• and cross were allies. 
Together they attacked the rights of man. 
They defended each other. The throne 

. and the altar were twins-two vultures 
from the same egg.-Ingersoll. 

Br the death of Frederick Dcmglass, one 
of the most romantic arid heroic characters 
of this age has passed away. Of all the 
men who hav risen out of obscurity into 
prominence ;in this country, he has trav
eled the longest way, passing from slavery 
to a greatness that was international. His 
memory will be long cherished. He him
self is the conclusiv answer to the narrow 
logic of the lover of caste and the advocate 
of race injustice;- Unity. 

WHENOE the influence of our churches? 
By what agency hav they awed the masses 
into silence, and even thrones into obedi-

. ence? By what means hav they succeeded 
in sowing sectarianism, setting man against 
his fellow, and threatening eternal infamy 
to all who would not kneel at their dark 
and dominant shrine? The Bible! Faith 
in the supernatural origin of that book is 
the ·secret. source of priestly ascendancy 
throughout Christendom. While that 
delusion !)revails there is no hope for .free
dom in Europe.-Robert Cooper. 

· IF we judge of men by what they hav 
. done, then Voltaire is incontestably the 
greatest writer of modern Europe. No 
[other] one has caused, through the power· 
ful influence of his genius alone. and the 
perseverance of his will, so great a com· 
motion in the minds of men. His pen 
aroused a sleeping world, and shook a far· 
mightier empire than that of Charlemagne, 
the European emnire of a theocracy. His 
g~uius was ·not force, hut li,qht. · · · 
Wherever he trod, light followed him, for 

· ·Reason-which is light-had destined him 
to be, fit:st her poet, then her apostle, and 
lastly her idoL-Lamartine. 

TBE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. MARCH 23- 189&S. 

under pretense of its being wicked or im
moral. But we are so far away from those 
eras that many hardly l'emember their 
Ieeson; which is a pity, for such lessons 
are costly, and, if forgotten, can some
times only be recovered at a heavier coEOt. 
The lei!son taught by every effort to re· 
press honest and public discussion of any 
subject whatever is that all such efforts 
are revolutionary. Every honest man in 
prison js tenfold more dangerous than fire 
burning near fire-dam{>. The majesty of 
law is defiled when the mnocent are pun
ished deliberately with the guilty • .;_Mon
cure D. Oonway. 

SYMPATHY may become so .insistent a 
motiv, so imperious in its demand for sat
isfaction, that the heart must needs comply 
as if it were obeying an ethical hunger. 
The starving man will rob in order to still 
his craving, .arid the soul which is stirred 
by the generous current of pity for mis· 
fortune will rob itself of ease and posses· 
sions in order, through the gloom of self
sacrifice, to win ·relief for the suffdrer and 
inner peace for itself. The process is as 
natural as breathing, or clothing one's 
body. No celestial force is required to 
set it gning. No divine code is needed to 
direct it. The reign of sympathy must be 
established by the efforts of those men and 
women who are endowed with the most 
abundant share of its saving grace.-F. J. 
Gould. 

~?'Pond's 

Ex.tract. 
IS WORTH ITS 

WEICHT IN COLD 
Cures Female Complaints, 

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores, 

Bruises and ALL PAIN. 

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

DO NOT CURE. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE OONFLIITf BmEEN MENTAL SCIKNGK 
AND TBEOWGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a. preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera,· 

tnre of Freethought. Its arguments are ba.sed 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic ll.nd loye of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 

II Intercourse Between the s~ul and .Body." 
Bv Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, ~cents. 

Intere•ting b ok- by same author: ''Four Lead
ing Doctrmes." 2t7 pp .. 75 ents. "!Jivine Love 
and "''"dom," 248 pp., 75 cents. "Divina Prov
idence," 308 op, 7G ,.n .s "Conjngal Lov ·," 472 
pp. $1. "Trna Chris ian Rel,e:ion," 982 PP, 
$1.50. "Ap calypse E><plai• ed," Vol•. 1, 2 8, 4 
each, $1. Send for. Descriptive Catalogue.• o &he 
ftmPrican SweddRLorg Printi g and Pnblishmg 
Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

In the nature of things, 
BAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL-

" In the nature of things there can be 
no- evidence to establish ' the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
OoloJ1el's new lecture entitled 

All. About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGEBBOLL1B great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and· containing tpe Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture· by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

THEBE are some ugly chapters in English · RIB 

history connected with attempts to sup- Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. [I lLUSTAATED 

press conviction, to .throttle its expre8sion A Lecture 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 

Price, 10 Cents. 
A little book r.f ~8 pa.'{es, fctll of scientific 

thougllt. The ston of thtR gre•t sci~ntist'~ life 
and works read< like an .bnchanting tale. 

AdrlrA•s THF. 'rRUTH lillEKEB. 

By Carey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the. Illu•trations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There a.re 70 broad pages and the price is -only 

50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE~. 

28 Lafayette t'J ,looew York. 

BesearGhes in Oriental History, ~. ~~~T~!~.~~r~t~~~~ 
EMBRACING THE Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

28 L~tfavette Place. '"""" Vn1'k (ltty 

0 i i . f th J th R the Ohristia.n church a.re thirty-nine poor, r g n o e ews, e ise and Devel• broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and .the The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 

DeriTation of Christianity; a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers, 
· or trying to induce ·the Deity to undert&ke a. 

to which is added, crusade of one against the Uolora.do beetle I" 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 R:fi:o.i0s0~;~blems. Price, 10 cents. 

Bv GEORGE w. BROWN, M.D, Was Jesus Insane7 Price, 10 cents. 
ltourfh Eamon. The ·Public Schools and the Catholir 

Part 1.-Y:::,arches in Jewish History; ten chap Church. Price, 5 cents. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen • -"-'•n-- ~.,..,. "'"""'"' Qll!ll!l{ll!~ 

chapters. 
Partm.Oh~~~~~:~ion of Christianity; twenty RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Part IV.-Whence OaUle the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.lio. 

Address aJl orders to THE TBUTH SEEKEB 
OOMPANY,.28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York Oity, · 

Examination of the Mor&ls and History 
of the New Testament. 

B:v l'Bol'.l' W. N•WJu.x. Price 26 '.Ients. 
Address THE TBUTH 8EIIIKEB, 
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Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs. 
A ~tematicExr>osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the l'(eneral reader rather than to pro
fe,.sed natnrahsts. . 

Mr. Homanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of F.n!'(lish writers upon evolution, 
besides rankmg With ProfessOI' Hnxleyin scien· 
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his <'Onclusion regar.:;;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the Ghnrch so often refers: 

" Thus whether we look ta the facts of adapta.. 
tion ·or to those of beauty, everywhere through. 
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving thelr explanati,pn at 
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~opby ... · 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of thE' preeent ~;wgeration m a manner. and 
to an extent that has never before been poselble; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place ha• taken pla\Je in the direction of natural· 
1sm, and t~is ·to the !Jxtent of rend11ring th,e 
mechanical1nt<>rpretat10n of nature nmversal, 1t 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th• 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th God'" · 

'illustrated Price, cloth.J. 1112. 
Lldress. TH.I!l TRUTH SEEKER. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
. Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL 
For Her Daily Breail is the story of two young 

girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
mnoh conraf(e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gmng to Ol:licago. The author is also 
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a. his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind· 
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a. story of human life a.s we should ex
pect Oolonel lnger•oll to be interested in; and 
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the a.ttentiOJl of the rest of the world. 
Price, 25 oenta; 4ddtess · .-

.- .. · 'l'Rl<l'l':RUTH Rlill<llJ:li:R. 

Science ·versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Rea~on. and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, to CentS. For sale at this Office. 

COSM/AN HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

Ool!IPILBD BY L. K. WASRBUBN, 
Prl••- $1 ~n "~" •o.'" .... 'l'f!'S '~'~',~~'lOB 

MATRLMONUL • 
A Texas business man re•pectfnlly invites cor

respond•mce With a ma.Lre and cn,tiva"ed lady 
who i; an Agnostic and has oearrelatives of sim 
ilar views. Obiellt, matrimony. 

A·1dress, "J. D M i' care l'rnth Seeker Co., 
4t10 28 L~ra.yette Place. New York. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Tene, witty, &nd sarcastic d.>:linitions of thPO 
1..,0"'i~1 f:e.~~ T),..; .... o 1)1':' I"'OT'I'tG' 

ward A,~·t~~~~f~~~j;~lr,,~~=~tt'f:: edyof the 
cess. Address, DR. R. p, FELLO\VS, 
Say where you saw_!Ws adver • ./ Vineland. N.J. 

NO\\' llEAD THIS! 
Dr.J!'ellow• is .a stanch LIBERAL •n<l a verr 

successful nhysicia.n. He h .. s treated DIS 'RASE~ 
OF :MEN for twenty ye<rs, and his remedies are 
a.n outgrowth of this long_P.ra.ctice, which should 
lriva confidence to those a.fllicted. 
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SOME MORE DREAM BUSINESS. 

annexed district there are thousands of 
· ' acres. Of course the land offered is rent 

free to .Mr. Hall and his associates. 
•' \~ 

Tmuur. hav been serious riots in New 
Orleans during the past week. White 
rioters shot down a large number of Negro 
workmen on the levee. Heavy fogs pre
vailed and the police were powerless. One 
British subject was dangerously wounded 
in the head by a bullet. The whites and 
Negroes are all union men, but there are 
separate unions for the two races and the 
Negroes work for less wages than do the 
others. While the local and state authori
ties were for a time dilatory in attempts to 
enforce order the Council of the Com
.mercial bodies issued an address calling 
for the protection of all workmen, regard
less "of race, color, or previous condi
tion," and also resolved to ask the United 
States government to intervene for the pro
tection of life, and it ·was not until the 
governor appeared and promised to do all 
possible to restore order that the resolu
tion was rescinded. Troops were called 
and the colored workers resumed their 
duties under guard. 

EDITORIAL 
Prom the Freethought Magcu;ine. 

And being warned of God in a dream tllat they should not return to Herod, tlley departed into their own country 
another way.-Matt. ii, 12. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whateve:~; 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth· 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethonght and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
" Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first· class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty· five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expreRsive emblem ever 
desi~roed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
W .A.TCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-balf the n~nal 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSO&I. 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without; qnestren, 
the finest specimen of the die-cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-

THREE men near Ingram, Mich., were 
killed by poison which they were using to 
destroy wolves. 

SMALL POX is spreading from St. Louis, 
carried by the attendants at the races, 
having reached Lexington, Ky., and 
Maryvple, Mo. 

JAPAN is besieging the Island of For
mosa. and it is rumored that she will 
demand it as part of the fruit of the con
quest of China. 

AT a hotel fire at Mackeysville, West 
V a., on March 13 three· persons lost their 
Jives and four were severely, probably 
fatally, burned. 

NEARLY 10,000 men employed by the 
coke companies controlled by H. C. Frick 
will receive a fifteen per cent increase of 
wages an April 1. 

GERRY's Whipping- Post bill was de
feated in the New York Assembly, after 
having passed the Senate, by the close 
vote of 53 for to 57 against. 

THE supreJD.e court of lllinois decides 
that the law forbidding the employment 
of women for more than eight hours a day 
in shops is unconstitutional. 

JunGE INGRAHAM, of this citv, holds that 
persons can play billiards on Sunday with
out violating the IRw if they do so out of 
sight and hearing of other people. 

THl!i California legislature has voted ·to 
submit to the people of the ste.te for ratifi
cation or rejection a constitutional amend
ment giving the suffrage to women. 

THE courts hav been suspended and the 
entire Isthmus, comprising one of the 
nine d~U~artments of the United States of 
Colombia, has been put under martial 
law. 

THE Georgia Women's Press Club has 
withdrawn from the General Federation 
of Women's Clubs because the Federation 
admitted three Negro Women's Press 
Clubs from Indiana and Illinois. 

GALVESTON has at last secured deep wa
ter in her harbor. The Pilot's Association 
officially announces that there are now 18 
feet on the bar. It means much to Galves
ton and to the West and Northwest. 

GBoRGm DYE, white, living at Athens, 
Ga., died two years ago, leaving $125,000 
to seven illegitimate Negro c~ldre~. ~he 
will was contested, but the thud trral, Just 
concluded, resulted in a decision in favor 
of the legatees. 

THE Spanish cruiser Reina Regenta 
foundered off the Morocco coast during 
a gale last week. She had a crew of 420 
officers and men, all of whom are supposed 
to hav been lost. She had just conveyed 
the returning Moorish mission to Tangier, 
and on March 10 left that port for Cadiz. 

A TERRIBLY destructiv hurricane swept 
over the ]'iji islands. On one island the 
eocoanut plantations will need five years 
to recover. On Tavennion, where most of 
the European planters are settled, about 
everything has been destroyed. Famin 
and pestilence are said to be sure to follow. 

EvERYTIDNG portable in Poe's cottage at 
Fordham, in the annexed district of New 
York, has been carried away by the van
dals who hav had the key to examin it 
under pretext of wanting to buy it. The 
property has just passed into the posses· 
sion of Dr. Edward Chauvet, a dentist, 
who will nee it for an office. 

THERE was a small riot in the Indiana 
House of Representative growing out of a 
concerted attempt to prevent Governor 
Matthew's private secretary from deliver
ing to the speaker just before the hour of 
final adjournment a veto message from the 
governor. The secretary was badly injured 
and is in some danger of death. 

OvER $400,000 worth of property was 
destroyed by a fire in Kansas City on 
March 13: The buildings burned included 
those occupied by the English Supply 
Company, the Western Newspaper Union, 
and the Great Western Type Foundry. 
The Newspaper Union supplied patent in
sides for 200 weekly newspapers. 

THE coroner's jury sitting to inquire 
into the cause of the death of the four per
sons killed by the ooll<Jpse of the Orchard 
street tenement in this city (which feil 
while in course of construction), brings in 
a verdict severely censuring the owner of 
the building, the two builders, and several 
of the officials of the Building Department 
of the city. 

THE New York, New Haven, and Hart
ford Railroad Company expects to hav its 
branch line from Boston to Nantasket 
Beach t:qttipped with electric motors in 
place of steam by J nne 1. If the experi
ment proves a success the change from 
steam to electricity will gradually be made 
on other branches and eventually on the 
main line between New Haven and New 
York. 

THERE are bad reports from two state in· 
stitutions. One is the State Home for 
Juvenile Female Offenders in Chicago, 
fr.om which two assistant m~~otrons hav just 
resigBed, alleging inhuman treatment of 

IN the London County Council Mr. Ar· the girls by the matron. They charge 
nold (Progressil') was elected chairman that she has tried to starve, beat, and 
over the DUke of Norfolk, who is thus de- chain the culprits into subjection. The 
scribed: Sir Henry Fitzalan Howard, K. other institution of which complaint is 
G., Duke of Norfolk, Earl of Arundel, made is the State Asylum for the Insane at 
Surrey and Norfolk. Baron Fitz-Alan, St. Peter, Minn. There are about 1,000 
Clun, Oawaldestre and Maltravers, Earl inmates, while there are accommodat10ns 
Marshal and Hereditary Marshal of Eng- for only 700. In many of the rooms the 
land, is Premier Duke immediately after ventilation is very bad, the sanitary ar
the Princes of the Blood Royal, and ;s rangements of the kitchen are defectrv, 
Premier Earl. His pedigree is traced to and often female patients are obliged to 
Saxon origin. I sleep in the corridors, The condition of 

things is charged to the niggardly policy 
of the state. 

A MARVELOUS gold find is reported in 
Western Australia. It is said that nuggets 
weighing as much as 150 ounces hav been 
picked up and a "mountain " of gold
bearing quartz discovered .. A party of 
miners confessed to the butchery of a 
village of blacks, men, women, and chil
dren being slaughtered. - Many of the 
prospectors are brought back raging with 
fever. 

A SPANISH brigantine fired on the 
American merchant ship Allianca as she 
was passing Cuba on her way from Colon 
to New York, but instead of obeying the 
command to stop and explain the captain 
put on all steam and left the Spanish ship 
in the rear. Now Secretarv Gresham has 
asked the government of Spain to disavow 
the unathorized act of its war vessel and 
giv strict orders that American shipping 
shall not in future be molested while no 
state of war is admitted by the Spanish 
government to exist in Cuba. 

UNITED STATES CoNSUL MEl!:KBR at Brad
ford, Eng., reports to the State Depart
ment that some grades of American-made 
cloths are selling in E a gland under the 
prices charged for similar English-made 
cloths. He states that one large Bradford 
firm has sent its traveling men and agents 
into Italy, India, South America, and 
France with samples of twist melange 
flannel and Algiers cloth made in the 
United States, and the New York mann· 
facturers were informed that if the sam
ples were exact large orders might be 
expected. · 

THE electrical laboratory of Nicola 
Tesla, at 35 South Fifth ave., this city, was 
totally destroyed by fire on March 13. 
His money loss is $50,000, but this is as 
nothing compared to the loss of the time 
and discoveries embodied in the apparatus 
burned. He had demonstrated that poly
phase currents of high potency, even to 
250,000 volts, may pass through the human 
body without harming it. He has dis· 
covered a means to transmit electricity 
without a wire and expected to produce a 
light as powerful as snntlhine as sqon as he 
had ascertained how t.o care safely for the 
8,000,000 volts necessary for that purpose. 
There was no insurance on the machinery. 
Mr. Tesla came to this country from Ser
via about ten years ago. 

THE unemployed of New York are to be 
given a chance to cultivate vacant lots 
and tracts of land in the city ·and ita 
vicinity during ~he coming season. The 
example was set at Detroit last year, under 
the d:rection of Mayor Pingree. Bolton 
Hall bas been appointed by the Charities 
conference to carry out the plan here. 
The intention is to supply the tillers with. 
seed and guidance so that they can become 
largely self-supporting- without the stigma 
of being paupers. Mr. Wm. Steinway, 
Ex·Ma:vor Hewitt, and Columbia College 
hav offered tracts of land for use in the 
experiment, and it is expected that many 
other owners will do so. There are vacant 
lots aggregating more than 1,000 acres be
low West One Hundred and Forty-fifth 
street and the Harlem river, and in the 
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Pen Pictures of the World's Fair. 
By S. P. PutnaiU. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide
Book, the best description of th~ Fair yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It de
scribes the inauguration ceremonies, ¢.ves 
the director-general's address, the efforts 
to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va
rione buildings and what they contain, and 
iR, ·all in all, the very best picture of the 
Fair that can be painted with a pen. 

ILLUSTHA'.l'ED. 

A. MA.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling 
the visitor to make his way around, and 
the stay-at-home to see where he went. 

A. BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, 
enabling one to comprehend at a glance 
the magnitude of the Exposition, the 
greatest ever known to the present time. 

!iii ogle copy, 95 eenta Five eot>ies for tl. 

Address THE TRUTF BEEKER. 

THE GIANT DELUSION 
A Consideration of the Doctrine 

of Personal Immortality. 
By OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A Paper read at the International Freethough t 
Oongress at Chicago, October 5, 1898. 

Price, 10 Cent•. 

Address THE.TBUTH SEEK.EB. 
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THE WORLD AS THE SABBATARIANS WOULD HAV IT. 

Something a little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. S<1muel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

To Our Friends: 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who 

While he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe to 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. ·Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter-

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

THE TRUTH SEEK-

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three ER if YOU called his 
months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's "News .and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. 
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When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Lru:ge· Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceE.turies. 

The object of this work is to present the Conrse of I'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDRED YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBS. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
esi; thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric chnrch 
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400·YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
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free, a copy in boards of 
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OldT estament Stories Comically Illustrated BI.:S\.'f.~0N 

' Or, if preferred, a. copy cloth-hound of 
BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREE THOUGHT. 
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great Works Oomplete "($3). This odition of Paine's works contains a 
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Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. :Bennett. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH S1mKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scien .ifi.c matters. 

For $4:.50 we . will send THE TauTB SELJKER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THB 'fF.uTn SEFKEn ore year ($3) and " The Free
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In advance, $0.7.\ One subscription with two new subscribers, fu 

m= FiU out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and lo'rward to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayetr:e Place, New York. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copie11 of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $1, we t'aiuk that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer: 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to bear 

this offer in mind when sending the.ir renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For dubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

t. he blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
~ Lafa:yette Place, New York. 
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.Smg)e subscription, one year, 
U11e subscription two years, 
t"'wo new subscribers, 
J·~.~ subscription with one new subscriber) in one 
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3.00 One subscripllon with three new subscribers, in 
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5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in 
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it Is thus seen that any of our friends wbo will take the trouble to get a new sub;criber at the regular rate (t3) 
IIi get hiS OWn for $2; by getting tWO new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new SUbscribers 

·~ will not only get his own (tee, but will have fifty cents heside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
,T"~ "nd gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share 
•;;ith them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, -:be9.per than any other Liberal paper. 
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What the Church Wants. 
Rev. Mr. Foster, speaking in the Boston theo

cratic convention, said that the Christian amend
ment to the Constitution should be adopted in 
order to bring about these results, among others: 

''I. To bring that instrument into harmony with the 
history, character, and life of this nation." [That is, to 
legalize the unconstitutional legislation which the church 
bas forced the nation, the states, and the municipalities 
to enact.] "II. It is an act of homage which this nation 
owes to the King of kings." [In other words, it would 
giv the clergy more power.] "III. A secular Constitu· 
tion will secularize the nation." [And make the common 
citizen equal in rights to thii minister.] "IV. A secular 
Constitution exposes the nation to the judicial inflictions 
of divine wrath. V. A constitutional recognition of 
Chris' and his law would furnish a basis for moral legis
lation." 

Ah, that is so, no doubt. We know what you call 
"moral legislation." Reading what you say under 
this last head we find that the " moral legislation " 
that the adoption of this proposed amendment 
would giv us includes the judicial oath so formu
lated as to shut out all but Christians ·from office, 
the use of the Bible in all the schools of the land, 
·the stoppage of Sunday mails and the enactment of 
Sabbath laws to shut everything but churches on 
Sunday, and the nationalization of " Christ's law of 
divorce." In plain words, the passage of religious 
laws under the name of "moral legislation''! We 
ask the friends of religious liberty to read what we 
reproduce below from the address of Mr. Foster; 
to read it a score of times and then transcribe it 
into their note books and always hav it at hand to 
show to Christians who deny that the theocratic 
party would m:ake this a government of Christians, 
for Christians, and by Christians: 

"This amendment would include the law: 'Thou shalt 
fear the Lord thy God and swear by his name.' The 
Coniltitution p:!:ovides that no religious test shall be re
quired as a. qualification for .office or trust. Justice Story 
says this means that 'the pagan, Mohammedan, Jew, 
Christian, and Infidel shall sit down in common at the 
table of our national councils.' The friends and enemies 
of Christ are eligible to office. This amendment would 
require that voters choose out from their number ' able 
men, men of truth, such as fear God and hate covetous
ness [Quay, for instance] and place such to be rulers 
over ' them. Eight years after the adop~ion of the Con
stitution, Congress made a treaty with Tripoli, which 
bas never been called in question as to its constitution
ality. It says: 'The government of the United States is 
in no sense founded on the Christian religion and makes 
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no distinction between the CJaistian and the Mussulman.' 
This amendment would effectually repudiate that sen
tence. In 1808 President Jefferson was petitioned to 
proclaim a fast by New England ministers. He replied: 
'l consider the government of the United States as 
interdicted by the Qonstitution from intermeddling with 
religious inStitutions,, their doctrine, disciplin, or exer
cises.' This amendment would remove that interdic-
tion." 

The italics are ours. Here we find it deliberately 
proclaimed that the theocrats intend to debar all 
citizens who are not Christians from participation 
in the affairs of state, and that after they seize the 
reins of power the government will intermeddle 
with religious institutions, "their doctrine, disci
pline, and· exercises." And yet these schemers hav 
the effrontery to say that they are opposed to the 
union of church and state and to complain of the 
intermeddling of the Catholic church in govern
mental concerns ! 

Mr. Gladstone's Absurdities. 
In his article in McClure's Magazine on the 

''Lord's Day" England's ex-Premier, referring to 
the declaration of a leading Jewish speaker at the 
World's Fair Parliament of Religions that the strict 
Mosaists could not accept a first-day Sabbath, says: 

"We can; and the authority which is on our side has 
also reason at its back. The old Sabbath was the festival 
of rest from labor with the hand; a festival of the body, 
of Daturallife, a festival negativ in its cha:r:acter, fo:r its 
fundamentaT conception was simply a conception of what 
man was not to do." 

Was the old Sabbath a festival of rest from labor 
or was it a festival commemorativ of deliverance 
from slavery T Which reason for the establishment 
of the Sabbath does Mr. Gladstone accept-that 
given in Exodus or the one we. :find in Deuteronomy! 
Manifestly he cannot hav b9th, for they are flatly 
contradictory and mutually destructiv. It would 
appear from the text of his argument that he has 
chosen the one that has nothing but a legend be
hind it, for he seems to pin his faith to Exodus. 
This is ju,st like Mr. Gladstone-if he has to choose 
between a natural and easy solution of a theological 
problem and a solution that is stnined, unnatural, 
and incapable of being successfully defended with 
the weapons of logic and common sense, he will be 
sure to select the latter. Judging from the best 
evidence at our command, the Jews did not hav a 
weekly Sabbath until after the return of those who 
had been in captivity among the Babylonians. 
They had imbibed new ideas during their captivity, 
and among these ideas was that of a weekly festival 
.or day of worship and rest. It was perfectly nat
ural that they should commemorate their deliver
ance from bondage in the way stated in Deuteron
omy. But . this is altogether too simple for Mr. 
Gladstone. It at once eliminates the supernatural 
element from the Sabbath ordinance and leaves it 
upon a purely human basis, and, by direct inference, 
absolves the "Gentiles "from observance of the day, 
for, if it was established to commemorate the de
liverance of the Jews from subjection to an alien 
power, it is clearly of immediate interest to Jews 
only, and no moral or patriotic obligation rests upon 
others to do homage to it or rest from labor there
on. To claim that we should be fined and im
prisoned for failing to observe a day set apart to 
keep fresh in the memory of Jews thA fact that 
some tribes of their ancestors at a certain time es
caped from slavery, could be c01mterparted in ab
surdity and injustice only by the analogous claim 
that the people of Germany and France should be 
fined and imprisoned for failing to observe the 
Fourth· of July, a day set ~part by Americans to 
commemorate the release of the Colonies from po
litical subjection to Great Britain. As it is, even 

inhabitants of the United Stat.es are not punished 
if they engage in work or recreation on the nation's 
natal day, while a score or more of them are lying 
at this moment in jail because, while they want to 
observe the Jewish Sabbath only, they hav worked 
on a day which the Christian church fraudulently 
substituted for the former, and which it declares 
we must reverence because, as it asserts, another 
day was set aside by the Jews and their tutelar 
divinity a~;~ a Sabbath I 

Mr. Gladstone prefers to take his Sabbath on the 
authority of the exploded six~days' creation myth, 
and, of course, becomes hopelessly entangled. If 
the old Sabbath was a festival of rest from labor 
with the hand, was it such because God rested 
from the work of creation as asserted in Exodus T 
Mr. Gladstone must answer, Yes, or deny the truth 
of that portion of the Bible which he accepts as his 
authority for the Sabbath. This leads directly to 
the further question-Did God work with his 
hands! If he did, what becomes of his asserted 
infinity! If he has the physical parts of a man, in
cluding haads, has he not also the mental and moral 
limitations of a man T We are a~;~tonished that Mr. 
Gladstone should aver that the ordinance of his 
God establishing a Sabbath was in its "funda
mental conception" "simply a conception of what 
man was not to do," that is, that the Sabbath was 
"negativ in its character." How can there be de
grees of_ excellence in the commands of a being 
in:finit iji power and goodness 1 How can Mr. 
Gladstone, poor worm of the dust, venture to 
qualify the works of his god~ The cause of his 
appat'ent "blasphemy" is plainly seen-he is clear
ing. the-. way for his argument that a greater sanctity 
attaches to Sunday than to Saturday ; he is en
gaged in a sly attempt to exalt the first day of the 
week at the expense of the seventh; he wants to 
show that Constantine was, in his time, in the con
fidence of God, and in order to do this he is willing 
to minimize the importance of the revelatien giTen 
by that god to the unknown writer of Exodus. 
This wiU appear from what follows : 

" The festival of the new life! Not merely the act of 
our Lord's rising, which has for its counterpart the act 
of the Creator's resting; but of the life, and the employ
ments of the life, which in his resurrection body he then 
begun. Here comes into view a point not only of differ
ence, but of contrast. The fourth commandment en
joined not a. life, but a death; and all that may now be 
thought to require a living observance of the day is not 
read in, but (as the lawyers say) read into it. But the 
celebration of the Lord's Day il! the unsealing of a 
fountain-head, a removal of the grave-clothes from the 
man found to be alive, the openin~ of a life spontaneous 
and continuous." 

The latter part of that reads quite prettily, but 
that is all that can be said for it. We are con
cerned, however, with Mr. Gladstone's unblushing 
averment that all associated with the fourth com
mandment which may now be thought to require a 
living observance of the Sabbath is read into it in
stead of being an inseparable part of it. His as
sertion amounts to a declaration that the modNn 
Protestant reverences the Sabbath, or should rever
ence it, only 'because it was the custom of some of 
the early Christians to meet on Sunday to celebrate 
t!le alleged resuiTection of Jesus. In other words, 
Mr. Gladstone, the Protestant protagonist, throws 
aside the Protestant authority, the Bible, and ac
cepts that of the Catholic church, that is, tradition. 
This is another straw showing the swift drift Rome
ward of reactionary Protestantism, which is every 
day growing more willing to rest all its chances for 
temporal salvation on the law-enforced observance 
of the Catholic Sunday. The Catholic has never 
been as fanatical as the Puritan regarding Sabbath 
observance, but he is more than willing that the 
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Protestant should make a Catholic institution a part 
of the civil law; it will pave the way for the estab
lishment of the complete Catholic theocracy, which 
must inevitably follow the Covenanter theocracy if 
the blind leaders of the blind who are at the head 
of the National Reform and Sabbatarian move
ments succeed in their designs. 

Mr. Gladstone's assertion that the fourth com
mandment enjoined" not a life, but a death," seems 
to hav been made solely to provide a climax for his 
series of asseverations concerning the superior sig
nificance and authority of the Catholic Sabbath, 
although he has awkwardly introduced the climax 
about the middle of the series. It does not seem 
reasonable that one who accepts the Bible as the 
word of his god has a creditable excuse for the as
sumption that the establishment of the seventh-day 
Sabbath" enjoined not a life, but a death," whether 
a physical or a spiritual death it matters little. Death 
of what or of whom 1 Not of God himself, nor of 
the universe, presumably, for, according to the leg. 
end, God had just created that and· given life to 
numberless forms' of existence. How very little 
there is in the claim that Sunday is the true Sab
bath for the Christian is seen by this attempt of 
Mr. Gladstone to discredit his god's selection of 
Saturday, to make light of its importance as com
pared with the Catholic Sabbath, Sunday. 

As to what matters are proper for the "Lord's 
Day" Mr. Gladstone says that " all that savors 
most of emancipation from this earth" is eminently 
fit. What a compliment to the god who made" this 
earth"! That is the true Christian conception of 
this world's work and happiness. In11tead of using 
the weekly rest-day for the purposes of healthful 
pleasure, or to discuss the ways and means whereby 
we may improve the conditions of life here and now 
as well as for the generations that are to come after 
us, we are to spend our time conning the lessons of 
superstition and in praying and singing about a 
heaven concerning which the wisest among us knows 
no more than the babe in arms. We deferentially 
suggest to the ex-Premier that "Home Rule" for 
ail this world is just as desirable as it is for that 
portion of it indicated on the maps by the name of 
Ireland. 

Mr. Gladstone is opposed to devoting a portion 
of the day to " worldly" pursuits ; he avers that 
there is no authority or precedent for withholding 
any part of the holy day from spiritual service : 

"There is no allocation of a portion, of a quantum, of 
time weekly for such a purpose, commanded in the Old 
Testament, n ... ne in the New, none in the known practice 
and tradition of the church." 

It is not permitted to Mr. Gladstone to appeal to 
the Old Testament in this suit ; he has repudiated 
the only day that it recognizes as the weekly Sab
bath, and has sought to show that that day is of 
far lass importance, in spiritual symbolry, than the 
C11.tholic Sabbath whose attorney he is. His testi
mony from the New Testament is only fragmentary 
and inconclusiv, at the best, for he can find in it no 
command for the observance of Sunday; the most 
that he has are a very few texts in John that may 
indicate that some of the disciples sometimes met 
together on Sunday, but there is nothing that can 
help Mr. Gladstone out in his contention that all 
the day was spent by them in religious exercises. 
The testimony is purely negativ in this respect. As 
to the "practice and tradition " of the Catholic 
church, whose Sabbath he is championing, Mr. Glad
stone probably knows very well that that church 
has never been particular about the use made of 
the· day, aside from the hours that it required its 
children to spend in worship. The Catholic has 
had much more Sunday liberty than the Protestant. 

"The grace and compassion of our Lord bav rescued 
from the open ground of wor Idly life a portion of· that 
area and hav made it into a vinyard seated on a very 
fruitful hill, and hav fenced it in with this privilege, that, 
whereas for our six days' work the general rule of direct 
contact must, for the mass of men, be with secular affairs, 
within this happy precinct there is provided, even for 
that same mass of men, a chartered emancipation; and 
the general rule is reversed in favor of a direct contact 
with spiritual things." 

There is some doubt as to whether Mr. Glads ton 
meant to say that the hill or the vinyard was 
ruitful, but let that pass-it is " the direct con-
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tact with spiritual things" that is peculiarly provoc
ativ of unseemly levity. So far as our observation 
goes, attendance at church is conduciv to uncom
fortable and melancholy reveries rather than to 
spiritual exhilaration, and the frantic zeal with 
which the· Sabbatarians are striving to get htws to 
close everything but the conventicles on Sunday 
shows that they realize very keenly that the "mass 
of men" want almost anything more than they do 
this "direct contact with spiritual things" which 
church monopoly of Sunday is supposed to secure 
them Even now only a fraction of the people care 
to attend the services of the church, believers 
though most of them are, and the ministers are 
well aware that if the privileges of the day were 
not under their lock and key, to a considerable ex
tent, there would be still fewer worshipers. The 
people want rest and relaxation when they quit 
work, and certainly, for the average man, listening 
to an average sermon supplies neither. Mr. Glad
etoile tells us that " what chie:fiy brings the people 
together on the day of rest is hunger for the word 
of God." It is safe to say that in all the more en
lightened countries and parts of countries at least 
one-half the attendants at Protestant places of 
worship are there because somebody else goes, or 
because their parents tell them they ought to go, 
or because their wives make it uncomfortable for 
them when they do not go, or because they hav a 
business that needs advertising. Many of the others 
go because they are afraid of hell, or because they 
are in doubt and think it best to be on the " safe 
side." It is only a small minority that are actually 
"hungry." If the theocrats could get only. the 
men who really like to go to church themselvs to 
vote for Sunday laws there would be precious few 
of that kind of enactments. But many more think 
that they ought to go, or, rather, that their neigh. 
bora ought not to go to other places or to be per
mitted to work on the priests' day, and it is upon 
this reserve force that the aggressiv Sabbatarians 
depend for in:fiuence and votes to overawe and out
poll the intelligent and consistent friends of the 
Free Sunday. It is this class that we must educate 
and arouse. 

For Wise and Fleckten. 
I consider the Wise case and the Fleckten case 

to be of the first importance to the Liberals of this 
country. We must sustain these men in their con
test. The point they occupy must not be surren
dered. We may be able to win a great victory if we 
stand together. I hope the Liberals will rally. 
We must hav the funds. I myself will personally 
contribute $5 to the Wise fund, and $5 to the 
Fleckten fund. I hope many others will follow 
suit. The issue is forced upon us, and there must 
be no retreat. If each will do his best the position 
is ours. 

The Freethought Federation will contribute· 
what it can out of its limited funds. As it gains 
more it will do better. Every penny counts in a 
matter like this. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this 
week congratulate the New York World upon its 
recent able editorials demanding the repeal of the 
Sunday laws and present each his own strongest 
reason why such statutes should be swept away. 
This is important, and we hope that every member 
of the Corps will respond promptly to the call. 

This is said to be "the last of the 'blue laws,'" 
voted out by the Connecticut Senate with but one 
dissenting voice: 

"When any justice of the peace shall hav personal 
knowledge that any person is guilty of drunkenness, pro
fane swearing, cursing, or Sabbath breaking, such knowl
edge shall be sufficient evidence for such justice of the 
peace to render judgment against him without previous 
complaint and warrant, having first caused such person 
to be brought before him." 

It stood for two hundred years and owes its 
abrogation now to the attempts of the fanatical 
ministers of Bridgeport and Southington to enforce 
it by wholesale against all forms of Sunday enter
tainments except their own. What form of Sunday 
law will take its place 1 The repeal kills one-man 
power, but will there be substituted for it equally 

tyrannoul! statutes which will depend for their en
forcement upon the combination of a number of 
spies and despots! 

--------------
A correspondent of the New York W01·ld sug

gests the removal of the septenary holiday to the 
middle of the week so as to avoid even the appear
ance of evil. He says that this would compel first
day worshipers to "sacrifice a day to holiness" and 
thus put them on an equality with the seventh-day 
worshipers, and also, we presume, giv them a retrib
utiv taste of the medicin they hav so long been 
administering to the Freethinkers of various schools. 
If our Sabbatarian' friends are sincere in their 
claim that they are trying to secure a day of " rest" 
for all the people they will probably eagerly fall in 
with this suggestion. The correspondent adds that 
we should "compel secular rest, but not the keep
ing d holidays." Why not take a few more steps 
despot-way and compel night rest for all, and a. pre
scribed number of outings, and the wearing of a 
specified garb in the interest of health, and the eat
ing of only certain kinds of food? We hav, cnllect
ivly, the same right to do any and all of these 
things that we hav to compel secular rest one day 
in seven. And we hav precisely the same right to 
compel holy use of one day that we hav to compel 
holiday day use of it. The most that the law can 
do is to giv all the opportunity to rest, say one day 
each week, leaving to each individual the full free
dom to select the day he wants, or the part of the 
day he wants, or parts of several days, or no day or 
part of a day, as he deems best. The state that 
grants less liberty than that is not a free state. 

The Detroit .Evening :News, near the close of an 
editorial on the Sunday question as affecting pro
posed legislation in Michigan, says : 

" It is quite possible for a narrow view of things to get 
a temporary upper hand, but no such view can govern 
permanently. It is absolutely cert!lin no mere Presby
terian Sabbath, or Baptist, or Episcop11l, or Roman Cath
olic, or Methodist, or Continental, or Justinian, or Carl
ist, or Puritan, or Infidel Sabbath, can permanently 
dominate the social customs of this state." 

As the editor appears to be quite fair-minded and 
critical in his attitude toward Sunday laws we think 
that he will concede the pertinency of our sug
gestion that the Sabbath that will be best for the 
people of his state is the Citizens' Sabbath. By 
this we of course mean a Sabbath whereon the 
rights of one citizen are equal to the rights of any 
other citizen. Naturally, no special laws are needed 
for the Citizens' Sabbath, for on such a Sabbath no 
acts are criminal which are not also criminal on 
every other day of the week, and all acts that are 
criminal on the other days are likewise criminal on 
the Citizens' Sabbath. When this Sabbath is 
recognized no " narrow view of things" can domi
nate the legislation of the state, and the editor's 
wish for a Sabbath "catholic with reference to the 
whole paople" will be realized. The only safe way 
to "suit the law to social and religious conditions," 
in a nation where church and state are separate, is· to 
utterly ignore the religious views of any and all 
citizens, thus preventing the intrusion of " any 
particular set of class notions upon the whole 
state," an intrusion against which the editor of the 
News enters his timely protest. Surely we do not 
need to point out that the application of this broad 
rule of fundamental justice must preclude the se
lection for any citizen of the Sabbath he is to ob
sorve. If that is done we hav class rule at once. · 

Did you ever know the church to protest against 
a popular cruelty 1 Where, for instance, is the 
church body or the church newspaper organ that 
has lifted its voice against the abominations of pig
eon shooting for " sport"? They all get red in the 
face about bull-fighting in Spain and Mexico, but 
they are not in Spain or Mexico. The church that 
dominates in those countries is just as silent there 
about the cruelties of that national sport as the 
church here is about the cruelties of ours. Why is 
bull-fighting in Spain so much worse than pigeon
shooting in America 1 Certainly here are millions' 
of victims t~ their hundreds there, and the "sport" 
is far more mean and cowardly. There the partici
pants run some risk themselve, while here they are 
ill no danger whatever. Why is it that we hav so 



many pious societies for the prevention of "Sabbath 
desecrat,ion," while there is not one to prevent the 
murder of helpless innocents? The day cannot be 
hurt; the birds can. The Covenanters and their 
congeners grow frantic because the dailies report 
divorce proceedings, but they hav not a word to say 
againRt the detailed reports of pigeon massacres. 
Why this partiality in favor of the wrong persons! 
It all grows from one root-Bible worship. That 
book is against divorce save for one cause, while it 
says that God gave to man dominion over all the 
beasts of the field and fowls of the air, and at the 
same time it is the foundation of the notion that 
man has a" soul," while all other animals are denied 
that luxury. 'rhis, in the eyes of the supernatural
ists, is ample warrant for wholesale torture and de
struction. The body is nothing; the " soul " is 
everything. In its treatment of animals, as in so many 
other respects, Christianity is immeasurably the infe
riOJ; of Buddhism and others of the Eastern religions. 

The church, whether Catholic or Protestant, has 
always known how to secure the co-operation of 
the state in its persecuting work. It had but to 
assume and vociferously proclaim that heresy was 
synonymous with treason or led directly thereto, 
and it soon had all the " civil " assistance it re
quired. The condition of affairs in the southern 
provinces of France before Dominae began there 
his persecuting crusade is thus adverted to by the 
"Catholic Directory," published by Benziger Broth
ers of this city : 

"They were then teeming with the heresies of the nu
merous sects which pass under the general name of Albi
genses, and the peril seemed imminent that large num
bers of persons would before long, if no restraining 
influence appeared, throw off the bonds of religion, social 
order, and morality." 

So Dominae applied the "restraining influence" 
of sword, and rack, and flame, and "social order 
and morality " were saved-for the time, but now 
they are threatened again by the ruthless hordes 
of the modern " Sabbath desecrators." Listen to 
the threatening warning of Rev. Robert Patterson, 
D. D., Presbyterian: · 

"It is the iight of the state to protect by law such a 
fundamental support of government. This attack on the 
Sabbath is treason against the very foundation of g~v
ernment. As such, let it be resisted by every American 
citizen. The American Sabbath is essential to American 
liberty, to our republic, and to God's religion." 

How like the Catholic hunting-song of the Dark 
Ages that sounds ! The only difference between 
Dominec and Torquemada on the one hand and 
Foster and Patterson on the other is that the two 
clans do not exactly agree as to what ·particular 
hereoies are inimical to the safety of the state. If 
they did you would never receive another number 
of THE TRUTH SEl!KER. And they lire gradually and 
not so very slowly approaching agreement. 

Another of those periodical and ridiculous "judg
ment-of-heaven" stories is circulating through the 
newspapers. It was sent out by the press associa
tion agents from Buena Vista, Ga. The World of 
this city asks in a scare-head, "Was It the Wrath 
of Heaven'" the "it" being a discharge of atmos
pheric electricity that demolished the corner of the 
house of one C. S. Crawford. According to the 
yarn, Mr. Crawford was " spouting Infidelity" to a 
crowd of men assembled in his rooms. We are de
nied information as to the wherefore of this "crowd" 
in that particular domicil, but "subsequent pro

. ceedings" might justify the guess that they were 
working near or passing and took shelter from a 
storm which they saw was coming up. Anyway, 
Mr. Crawford was "citing portions of the scripture 
which he did not believe, declaring that the truth 
within the Bible could be spread upon ten pages of 
ordinary size.'; It is possible that this is a slight 
exaggeration ; perhaps the truth in the Bible would 
"turn over" a few lines on the eleventh page; but 
surely God could not expect a poor fallible mortal 
to com~ much nearer to the facts in a rough, off
hand estimate made in the heat of controversy. We 
ave further gravely informed that "when the report 
and fla,sh came one of the crowd jumped with fright. 
Mr. Crawford remarked,' Now look at your old sin· 
ners, with all your professions, scared nearly to 
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wicked Infidel's ungodly coolness was short-lived. 
"When, half a minute later, he was told that his 
house had been struck he turned pale." Of course 
a good Christian, when told that his house had 
been struck by lightning, would hav laughed. glee
fully, for Christians hav no fear of the forces of 
nature. They are killed thereby sometimes, to be 
sure, but that does not make the next manifestation 
of unrestrained elemen~al power any the less wel
come-they are always delighted to hav themselvs 
and their loved ones put in jeopardy of wounds and 
death. Even ministers keep right on preaching, 
although there are authentic records of churches 
having been struck by lightning while the ministers 
were " spouting" Christianity and telling their cred
ulous congregations how many Astor libraries of 
truth there are within the lids of that one book, 
the Bible. Did said clergymen see any visitation of 
divine wrath in the lightning that thus rent their 
folds and killed many of their sheep ! No, sir:
" God moves .in a mysterious way his wonders to 
perform." 

On March 13th the last hearing was given by the 
committee of the Wisconsin House which had in 
charge Assemblyman Notbohm's bill for the taxa
tion of church property. F. J. Johnson, of Mil
waukee, in speaking against the bill, said that it 
was one particularly directed against church soci
eties. He stated that the private and parochial 
schools of Milwaukee h11.d saved the city the build
ing of twenty-eight school houses, and an annual 
expense bill of from $100,000 to $150,000. He 
did not· show that anything had been saved to 
the people, nor that the principle of exemption was 
just. City Clerk Anderson, of Milwaukee, said that 
the bill "is the product of the advanced condition 
of human thought," and that the exemption of 
church property from taxation is equivalent to the 
apportionment to the religious associations of the 
state of a gross amount in proportion to their 
wealth. Paul Carpenter, of Milwaukee, arguing for 
total exemption, said that the exemption of $10,000 
was the worst feature of the bill, and we agree with 
him-there should be no exemption. He declared 
that the $10,000 exemption" added insult to injury. 
The poor people of the cities, as a general thing, 
attend the larger churches, and this clause there
fore hits the poorer classes and leaves the rich con
gregations untouched." It is no doubt true that 
in the Roman Catholic church the masses attend 
in the large buildin!Zs, but the statement of Mr. 
Carpenter does not apply in the case of the aristo
cratic Protestant organizations. Neither is it cor
rect to say that the exemption proposed would 
leave the "rich congregations untouched." The 
ones really exempted would be the poorer Protest
ant churches and missions. But with the assess
ment made on the basis of one-third or one-half the 
real value of property the $10,000 limit would leave 
the great majority of the churches of the state ex
empt. It is all wrong. M. B. Fletcher, of Edger
ton, said that the privileges of exemption. were 
being abused. But exemption is itself the abuse. 
He complained because he had to pay railroad fare 
to Madison while the clergy received special favors. 
W. D. Lewis, of Madison, reasoned that the way to 
prevent the union of church and state was to tax 
the churches. By so doing we could keep them out 
of politics. That measure of justice will help keep 
them out, but complete secularization is the impera
tiv need of the hour. C. N. Patterson, of White
water, representing the Baptists, spoke in favor of 
the measure. Be said that there was a growing 
sentiment in that church in favor of the complete 
separation of church and state. A. J. Emerton, of 
Portage, believed" the committee should look upon 
the bill on the broad ground of citizenship. The 
state of Wisconsin was able to educate every one of 
her own children, and did not ask for help from any 
private or parochial schools." Judging from the 
number and arguments of the advocates of equality 
of taxation we hav no reason to be ashamed of" the 
'lhowing made by the friends of justice. 

We hav received for the Fleckten Bible-in-the· 
schools fight in Minnesot~~o $5 fro!r! ~- r. J?utpam 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRuTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, ·and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to 'reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

J:'o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list jor one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toitl send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). . 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer for one month : Send us 
three dollars for the paper one year, and we will 
send you free the PrcroRIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made anrl the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuReB of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citattons of .f!'t~.cts, History, Stattstics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. 'l'he · esigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People. 2; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ;. Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
W arks, 4; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecution!! by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums-jar them can be found on the second page oj 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them m\y make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARS' WORTH FOR THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth whila to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. · The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a port~ait-painter and de· 
signer is a wonderful success, and we JUdge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copv of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinker8' 
Magazine. 

M.r. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hyp~crisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book ts one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not· now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the }Jook and th{J 
paper for one ye~r, 
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The Origin of Jehovah. 
I submit the following ideas, First, because I be

lieve them to be sound ; and, Second, because I feel 
it to be a duty to truth. In dealing with this im
portant subject-Jehovah, more commonly termed 
God-we will endeavor to use honesty, candor, and 
reason. Of all words in the universal vocabulary, 
"god" is the most various in its meanings. Not 
only is it made to express the unique conceptions 
of each individual, but also to answer to all the 
kaleidoscopic changes to which each mind is sub
ject. It is not wise, and ot;Uy tends to degrade the 
language, to continually strain and twist the origi
nal meaning of a word to make it fit some notion 
we may hav, either ~omewhat or in no wise skin to 
its primitiv significance. Words, especially the im
portant ones, should convey the same meaning to all. 

Ask one of the many millions of Buddhists if he 
has a god, and you will learn that he has a large 
variety, about whom he knows rather more than he 
knows about himself. Ask one of the fewer mill
ions of Ohristians, and he will reply, Oh, yes; he 
has three, and could not liv without them for a sin
gle moment. And the Moslem? Yes, though "God 
is one God, the eternal God ; he begetteth not, nei
ther is he begotten ; and there is not anyone like 
unto him." Even the stupid Eskimo of frigid 
Greenland, the naked savages of Africa and Poly
nesia, the aborigines of America whose trails run 
from Patagonia to Alaska, all know God ; and, 
strange to say,_so perfect is their knowledge of the 
deity that, like our learned theologians, they never 
need ask for information about him, but are always 
ready to impart it. 

But whence the original conception of this being? 
Far through the aisles of time, in the background 
of the l!=!gendary past, we behold the untutored sav
age erecting for mankind an object of worship. 
When the thunderbolt rent the heavens and shat
tered the cloud-piercing forest tree or laid his com
panions and kindred dead at his feet, a mysterious 
and awful power was made manifest to the senses 
of the child of nature. His superstition was ap
pealed to in such positiv language as to inspire him 
with intense fear and awe, and under such influence 
did he become invested with the idea of an overrul
ing terror which he called god, the prototype of 
Jehovah. No man had caused this terrible destruc
tion ; no beast had delivered the deadly blow ; and 
so, with no conception of the processes of nature, 
unguided because unlearned, prompted by his fears, 
and with the works of this invisible destroyer above 
and around, within and without, a god is born to 
the mind of the savage and projected thence to. the 
field of human wonder. This bundle of ignorance 
and timidity, selfishness and brutality, is dealing 
with a mysterious, invisible, and invulnerable foe
an adversary impregnable to any implement of war, 
to club, or spear, or dart. Strength and strategy 
are powerless against him ; and, as often before the 
strong and fierce blows of a mortal enemy, the hap
less savage prostrates himself before the stronger and 
fiercer blows of this almighty antagonist; not as 
before a natural phenomenon of common occur
rence, but before a god created in the image of his 
maker, man. So it is done, and man has a god. 

Nor were birthplace, time, and conditions without 
their influence. During that period of the earth's 
development contemporaneous with primitiv man, 
phenomena terrible and on a stupendous scale were 
of frequent recurrence. There were earthquakes, 
volcanoes, upheavals and depressions both of land 
and water areas, instantaneous and therefore de
structiv; mountains rose into be~g in a single 
night, and islands sank in a day before the astounded 
gaze of our first parents, themselvs but a slight re
move, intellectually or morally, from the wolfish cur 
that cowered in terror between their own trembling 
legs-a beast whose relation to them was that of 
an inseparable companion, sharing the same cave 
bed and perchance gnawing the same bone. 

Of all the ties by which selfishness is attached 
to some object of possession, those binding man to 
his deific idols are the tightest drawn. With all the 
love he may bear his parents, there are times when 
he feels that they are not perfect in all respects. 
Having possibly a still tenderer affection for his 
offspring, he may be induced to observe in them a 
fault (provided it is mountain high); and even with 
the fondest devotion to his wife, he is sometimes 
forced to racognize in her something inconsistent 
with his notion of ideal womanhood. But when 
you dare to question the absolute perfection of his 
god, you hav asked for an acknowledgment which 
he will never make; you are butting against a for
tress that cannot be shaken. This god, this Jeho
vah, is perfect in every attribute; and why T Because 
he is the product of man's own imagination and is 
invested with all imaginable virtues. Every man 
has projected into his fancied heaven just such a 
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god as he desires ; and he is satisfied, for he has 
made god and pronounced him good. 

It matters little what kind of a Jehovah you 
construct for yourself, but it is necessary that you 
hav one of some sort, several being preferable to 
none. Neither is your own character essential, 
though the lower your general average ail a man 
the more commendable your compliance with the 
almost universal dictum. Your moral standing is 
not a vital question, but your belief in one or more 
of the gods of the nomad, the savage, and the bar
barian is imperativly necessary. And what of the 
godless? Simply this : That no matter how wise 
and lofty may be his conception of the universe, no 
matter how just and unselfieh may be his conduct, 
perpetual banishment from the household of the 
master is his lot. He may admire all that is admi
rable in nature ; he may love all mankind ; he may 
dote upon parents, wife, and babes; philanthropy 
may gush from his heart like fountains from an 
oasis; but unless he sets up a mind-image of a Je
hovah for his shield, the legions of self·appointed 
executioners of the souls of the godless, thoue-h 
their own sins may be as scarlet, will scourge him 
at every step with the lash of malice and contempt. 

The gods of the early races, the picturPd beings 
representing reflexivly the soul-exalted, degraded, 
or normal-from which they were projected to the 
canvas of the skies, exactly suited the conditions 
that d~veloped them. They hav changed as the 
conditions changed, and hav come down to us of 
to-day the ideal of the man of to-day ; and unless 
a new light, and that the light of truth, shall over
spread the brow of coming man. ten thousand years 
hence he, with all his then modifications, progressiv 
or reversiv, will still hav a god representing those 
changes. And he will swear that God is unchange
able, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever. 

M.D. 

Freethought Progress. 
A new Freethought journal has appeared in the repub

lic of Argentina. Its name is GiordanfJ Bruno. 

In the Austrian Reiobsta~ the Socialist member, Father 
Soheiober (a priest), created a sensation by demanding 
total separation of church and state. 

The Spanish Freethon~?ht paper La Tramontana, 
Barcelona, edited by D. JoHe LlunBB, has reappeared. 
It was snppressed by the Spanish government last year. 

In the issue of our Italian contemporary, Ohristo(ora 
Colombo, for February 8th, a wr\ter, above the nom de 
plume of "Io Oolombo," in highly :flattering lan~age, 
calls the attention of hiq countrymen to our anti-Sunday 
law petition. He advi~~>s his countrymen to sign the 
petition. and explains fnlly its use and purpose. We 
extend our thanks. 

A song-book for children of Freethinking parents bas 
been published in Belgium. The net profits from its 
sale are donated by the author, Mr. Ad. Borsns, to the 
Freethonght Orpnan Asvlum. ·. ·. · The Bele"ian so
ciety, Freethought, of Brussels, has, during the past 
vear, held twelve general meetings, and the administra
tiv committee met nineteen times. This number does 
not include socials, picnics, and celebrations. 

The International FrePthougbt Oongress for the year 
1895 will be at Brussels, Belgium, September 22d. It is 
proposed on this occasion to devise means whereby Free
thought can make itself felt politically, and to this end 
prominent Freethinking politicians from Belgium, 
France, England, Spain, PQrtugal, and Italy hav prom· 
ised to be present and add tbeir political experience to 
the furtherance of the object above mentiont>d. 

The Norwegian author and Freethinker, Kristofer 
Janson, bas published four new Freetbon!!'ht lectures 
which are said to be among the best extant. Freethougbt 
literature is oertainlv nPeded in both Norway and Den
mark, and we hope that Mr. Janson's latest book will hav 
a sale equal to his other works-but not as a certain one 
which was bought up, plated and all, by tbe pious Danish 
government, so that it should not destroy the innocence 
of the Danish people. · 

In Professor Budde's edition of " The Books of Sam
uel," the verses of which are printed in different colors 
to represent the difierent strata of ant.borPbip, no fewer 
than nine different colors sre used. What! nine gods? 
·. ·. · The annual Oongress of French Fr11ethinkers will be 
held at Paris, April 14th. A preparatory union to decide 
npon qu11stions to be debated at the congrePs was held 
February 17th. ·. ·. · The French Freethinkers hav 
formed a committee to ro.isa a monument to Maria De
raismes, an eloquent advocate of Freethonght and of 
woman's emancipation. Maria Deraismes was the first 
female Freemason, having been invited to become a 
member by the Ma11onic Lodge of Le Peoq, near Paris. 

Notwithstanding the patronage of religion bv the em· 
peror of Germany, the number of theological students in 
the chief universities bas been steadily leRsenine; du,.ing 
the last ten years, while the classes in medioin and juris
prudence hav correspondingly increased. . . Dr. J, 
Gilchrist has translated into Engliilb Professor Haeokel's 
" Monism as Oonneoting Religion sud Science: The Oon
fession of a Man of Science." The translation is said by 
competent critics to be "accurate and graceful." Dr. 
Oarns says of the volume·: " l be contents of tbe book 
are very rich, giving in broad and vigorous outlines a 
concise sketch of the state of modern science as bearing 
upon the ultimate proble~s of philosophy au<l rl!li~op, 

but more especially of the knowledge reached in the 
more elusiv subject of biology, in which Professor Haeokel 
is snob a distinguished worker." The work met with a 
marvelous success in Germany, where five editions were 
exhausted in five months. 

J. A. Maa~aRrd, writin~ in the London Freethinker, 
declares that the Danish countrymen are at once the 
most enlightened and the most skeptical peasantry 
in the world. For more than a hundred and fifty 
years the progressiv movement has been insidiouslv 
at work on the foundations of orthodoxy. The course 
of development bas been edu11ational rather than 
propagandistic. "Skepticism is doing its work with
in the church, bie-otry is dying, the spirit of Free-· 
thought is gradually gaining headway." "From the· 
rigid and absurd form of Protest-antism " prevailing in 
England, the advance has been "through a broader and' 
more liberal form called Grundtvigianism, Deism, and is• 
slowly culminating in rank skepticism on the part of the· 
young, and many of the leadin't Obristian teacher!' of the 
young themRelvs." After 1848, when the repress1v press 
laws were abolished and tbose in prison for Clffenses 
Re'ainst them were libPrated by the new king, Fredtll'iok 
VII., "a wave of ent.bnsiasm swept over the country. 
The pre~s revPled in its new-born freedom, poets arose 
nn everv band, and wells of literature sprang np and 
flooded the land." The belief in hell is being repudiated 
even by ministers, and the teachings of Darwin are bear· 
ing fruit. 

The Times, of Woodland, Wash., is not afraid to 
speak out editorially for Freethougbt. In a· discussion 
with a Ohristian correspondent, it remarks: "To teach 
that Obristians are more moral, honest, better citizens, 
kinder parents, an·d more patriotic, is religious slander, 
without !!tat.istirs, facts, or figures to prove it. Good and 
bad people can be found among all classes." ·. ·. · Rev. 
Oharles E. IJooke having made a severe attack on the 
character of Paine. the Oregonian of Portland opens its 
oolumnR to able defPnseR of the great reformer bv W. E. 
Oopeland, S. 0. H. Koch, and others. ·. ·. · In OollinsvillP, 
Til., died recently the wife of Mr. 0. A. Singletary. The 
deoeBSed had always been an outspoken Freethinker; yet 
her children BBW to it t!;.at she received a '' Ohristian " 
funeral. The minister spoke "feelingly " of the de· 
ceased's deep religious convictions, praised her piety, 
and depicted the joy she wBB to enter in the ''beyond." 
When he was done, Mr. Singletary stepped forward and 
stated that ''for seven years my wife has been bed- ridden; 
tlve times hav I seen her on the edge of the grave, but 
never did she fear death. She did not believe in an 
'' eternal paradise,' she did not believe in a Go<l:, sh~ was 
a true adherent of the teachings of ThomBS Pame, etc. 
The "holy" people and the preacher waxed w.roth and 
damlled the whole family, Mr. Singletary especially. 
Behold a courageous Freethinker I 

Rev. Gardner Preston, of Hastings, lecturing on the 
Bible. 11ays that be prefPrs to regard it "as man's thoughts 
about God, rather than God's thoughts about man." That 
is quite a long step away from the altar of snperstition 
where the average Obristian worships the paper-and-ink 
fetich. ·. ·. · Of London's twentv-nine public libraries, 
sixteen are open on Snndavs. The light is breaking. 
·. ·. · Recently the National Sunday Lea~e gave a free 
concert on Sunday to 1,200 inmates of the Oity Road 
Workhonse of t.he Holborn Union. It is apprehended' 
that the Lord's Day Observance Society may attempt to· 
prevent the repetiiion of this good work, but it is not; 
probable that it will be snooessfnl. ·. ·. · At Oambridge,. 
a half century ago, but five of the twenty-four professors• 
were lavmen. Now, except in the divinity professor
shiPs, of forty professors at Oambridge and forty-ei~ht 
at Oxford. bot three in each instance are ministers. In 
1843 ninety· Fellows of the Roval Society were oler~y
men; now but sixteen are. The church is losing its 
official ,nip on education. ·. ·. · Winwooa Reade, the 
author of " The Martyrdom of Man." left a cousin, Miss 
Amve Reade. who has. lately appeared on the Freetbonght 
platform, and is the author of two humanitarian novels, 
"Ruby" and "SlaveR of the Sawdust." both dealing with 
circus life. ·. ·. · In Vol. xli of the "National Dictionary 
of Biograuh..-," the Freethinkers who receive notice are 
William Nicholson. obemiPt.. inventor, and man of science, 
and the radicals, Fear!!'ns O'Oonnor and George Odger. 
·. ·. · Among the significant articles which hav lately ap· 
peared in English periodicals should be mentioned these: 
Dr. Thomas Whitelaw, of Kilmarnock, contributes to the 
United PreRbyterian Magazine two paper!! ~n "A For· 
gotten Higher Oritio of Last Oentu,.y." He gJ.VS extracts 
from the works of this author, and shows that his conclu
sions were similar to those of the critics of the present 
day who regard tbemselve as Ohristians. At the olos_!3 of 
the second paper it is revealed to the good Presbyter~ana 
that this Higher Oritio was no other than Thomas Pa1ne, 
and the extracts were from the "Age of Reason." Would 
Paine hav been a Ohristian if he had lived until this 
time, or are the "Higher Oritios" of our day Infidels mas
qna,.ading as Ohristians? In the London Literary W01·ld 
of January 25th, there are several pages devoted to re
views of such works 8!1 the "Life of Bradlaugh," Haeok
el's "Monism," Wheeler's '' Voltaire," and other books 
by heretics of various schools. Tt>e waters .of Free· 
thought are rising in every channel of hterature. 
A prominent Manchester Freethinker, Mr. E. G. Taylor, 
bas along article on "IntAlleotnal Liberty and tbe Blas
pbemy·Laws" in t.be Westminster Revie!l' for 'February. 
Of course it is abla. timely. and oonolns1v. ·. ·. · In the 
t.bird volnme of "English Prose Selections," the editor,. 
Henry Orai)t. in giving a !!election fro!ll the old A~glo
Dutoh Freethinker, Bernard Mandeville, says he 'de
serves a place in the division of English prose-history 
which includes Latimer and Bunyan, Defoe and Oobbett. ,. 
·. ·. · Among the Freetbought, Radical, and .soi~ntif!o 
books lately issned or announced for early pubhoatton 1n 
England are an edition of the prose writings of James 
Thomson. to be edited by the author's devoted friend, 
Bertram Dobell· a volume of memol'ials of Freethinkers 
who bav be~>n f~rgotten by all save the "studious oon
Rervers of the names and lives of pioneers," hut who 
did ~ood work in their dav. The oomniler is J. M. 
Wheeler. W. Stewa .. t & Oo. issne "The Agnostic's 
Primer " "a little pocket manual. intended to be to the 
ohildre~ and youth of Freethinkers what tbe Prayer
Bqok ~~d l3i'bi~ l'r~ to the Christian sohool·ohild." Mr. 



Marmerv pnts forth a new work, "Progress of Science " 
for which S ~ronAl La! ng writes au introdnotio".l · Gra~t 
Allen sends out. hiR "The Woman Who Did," a s~oiolog
io!ll novel; La~hfl Stflohen writeA a hiographv of his Free
thinking brotbAr, Sir James Fif.ZjlliDAB Atenhen 16nd 
issnes his own "Ehhiolll Di•oonrsAe," and W. J. Li~ton's 
" T~r~e Score and . T~n YAars " give· verv interesting 
reml!'IsoenoAs of Mazzmi, Geor~?e Sand, O'Oonnor, the 
Howttts, and many more of the workers who were his 
contemporaries. Mr. Linton won fame as poet author 
and ene-raver, and was the editor of the Nati~n'll, tb~ 
English Rep•tblin, _and other advanced pnblio!ltions. 
•, ·. • It shonld be satd here that we are indebted to our 
oontemooraries, the Literary G1{ide, Freethinker, and 
Aunostic Journal for most of the English news given in 
this department. 

Lecture Notes. 
After lecturing before the Manhattan Liberal 

Club. the Newark Liberal Lellgue, and the Brook
lyn Philosophical Association, I again find myself 
in Boston. We expected to hav a debate with the 
Rev. Miles Grant, but as the reverend was nit .ble 
to debate on Sundays, Mr. Mendum wrote me to 
come back and giv two more lectures. Last· Sun
day afternoon Paine Hall was filled, and I spoke 
on "Jesus Christ: His Errors and Imperfections." 
The idea that Jesus is a perfect man, and suitable 
for the guidance of the nineteenth century, I rr 'ard 
as not only untrue, but as a hurtful supersttuion. 
We even find some Liberals who will do homage to 
this chimera. Therefore, I handled the teachings 
of the " man of Nazareth " without gloves. At the 
close there was a discussion, in interest and spirit 
about the best in which I hav participated. The 
opposit side was well represented. Among the 
Christian defenders was the Rsv. Mr. Hoxie, a min
ister of the Adventist church. If his discourse was 
not logical, he is at least a gentleman, which can be 
said of but few ministers when in argument with 
an Infidel. 

In reply to what I had said of Christ's i a junction 
to his disciples in Mlll'k iv, 11, 12. he told the 
audience that the savior was then talking to his dis
ciples only, and bad no reference to anyone else. 
I answered that if such was the fact, they must hav 
been like the men of God at the present day, who 
hav one language to t~tlk among themselvs and 
another when thAy talk to the people. Phillips 
Brooks once said that the laity would be astounded 
could they only know what ministers say when in 
private conversation with each other. They would 
certainly lose confidence in their "spiritual guides." 

Freethought is booming in Boston j_ust now. 
My audiences hav increased since my first visit, and 
the majority of the meetings of the present season 
hav been well attended. The· Investigator still 
bravely floats its flag to the breeze. Colonel Inger
soll has lately been here and given his great lecture 
on Voltaire. The religionists too hav had their 
innings. General Booth has come and gone ; flt. 
Patrick's day was celebrated by the sons of Erin 
last Sunday. The Rev. Scott F. Hirshey gave a 
lecture in his church on '' St. Patrick: The Protes
tant Irishman." I hav always said that clergymen 
can never tell the whole truth, and this sermon 
proved it. That St. Patrick was not a Homan 
Catholic in the sense fihat those words are used 
to-day, no one will deny, and for a very good reason
he was born in the latter half of the fourth century. 
Many of the dogmas anJ ceremonies of that churoh 
hav come into existence since that time. This the 
reverend gentleman did not tell. That Patrick 
was in substantial accord with the Christianity of 
his time, no one can su~cessfully dispute. It was 
many years before the Christian churches were 
united under one head. Mr. Hirshey ridiculed the 
Herculean wonders that Romanists claim Sh. 
Patrick performed, yet he believes the equally ridic
ulous stories of the Bible, and enlogized St. Au
gustine, one of the greatest of ecclesiastical frauds. 
He scored the C~tholio hierarchy for perverting 
history, while everything he said applies to Protes-
tants with equal force. FRANKLIN STEINER. 

White-Caps and ~abbatarians. 
Here in New York we hav a right to be shocked 

and we are shocked when we read the dispatches 
telling how a number of Indiana people hav just 
taken a neighbor out and whipped him on his bare 
back to improve his morals. But we should be 
rash in concludiog that this kind of public spirit 
manifests itself only in Indiana. It was only the 
other day that a poor pedlar. was locked up here in 
New York for selling ear-muffs and stockings in a. 
way that some of his neighbors thought irreligious. 
Scores of otherwise innocent citizens hav been 
dragged recently to the lock-up for pushing a ball 
across a table with a stick, and if we are not actu
ally white-capping anyone illegally a strong effort 
has recently been made to establish the White Cap 
whipping-post as a permanent New York institu
tion. All this is the result of the zeal of well-mean-
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in~ enthusiasts who think they can regenerate the 
world by regulating the private lives and habits of 
other people. The Indiana White Caps undoubt
edly mean as well as any other coerciv regulators 
whatever. They are more clumsy in their methods, 
but that makes no essential difference. Why is it 
so hard for some people to understand that they 
are living in free America near to the twentieth 
century, not in Spain under the Inquisition nor in 
New England under the Puritans! 

'fhere are not less than half a dozen proposals 
p ·:ndin:g at Albany for the reformation of our Sun
day blue laws. Every one of them, without an ex
ception; errs radically. They all recognize the 
right and duty of the state ~o prescribe and 
enforce the observance of Sabbaths, or, as our 
statutes put it, "holy time." Right there lies the 
fundamental wrong involved in all our Sunday 
laws. A purely secular state has no business and 

·no right to prescribe any form of religious observ-
ance. It has properly nothing to do with religion 
except to protect every citizen equally in his right 
to worship God or any gods he pleases in any way 
and at any time that may suit him, so long as he 
violates no law and does not interfere with the 
equal liberty of his fellow citizens. The most radi
cal of the impending bills is that of Mr. Adler. It 
provides that in cities of 500,000 inhabitants -or 
more any man may carry on his ordinary business 
on Sunday if he files with the police authorities an· 
affidavit pledging him to keep some other day as a 
Sabbath. This would be just as much a blue law 
as any act ever passed anywhere concerning Sun
day. It rests absolutely upon the assumption that 
the state has a right to require the citizen to ob
serve a Sabbath. If it has any such right it has a 
right also to select the particular day to be ob
served -New York World. 

Observations. 
A belated Catholic paper brings information 

about a miracle cure, as follows: A boy of eight 
years, who was squint-eyed naturally and had had 
his sight totally destroyed by a stone that hit his 
glasses, was led to a "shrine" where a section of 
St. Anne's spinal column was on exhibition, and re
c lVered the power to see when the sacred relic was 
rubbed across the bridge of his nose. All of which 
occurred in the state, city, and county of New York. 
It is a fair sort of miracle, and the Protestant jour
nals that hav taken up the incident and proved it to 
be a fake can hardly hav proper respect for the 
cherished beliefs, tender feelings, and sacred associa· 
tiona (if I get the cant phrases right) of their Oath
olio brethren. But Protestants are inclined to be 
weak on the question of present-day miracles, any
way, though they still profess to be awed by the 
old ones. Their attitude was pretty clearly indi
cated by the Rev. Junius Hatch. when undergoing 
examination to test the soundness of his orthodoxy. 
One of the solemn committeemen pinned him down 
thus : "Brother Hatch, do you accept as true the 
account of the creation as found in the first chapter 
of Genesis, and do you believe that God made the 
world in six days of twenty-four hours each!" And 
Mr. Hatch· said, "Yes, for anything I know to the 
contrary, God made the world in· six days; but," he 
added, ·"I hold that the age of miracles is past, and 
don't think he could do it again." Protestants be
lieve that once on a time God healed the sick, but 
they doubt that the trick can be repeated. 

The Rev. Dr. Funk, editor of the New York 
Voice, is my next-door neighbor when he is at his 
office, but it is not on this account that there is a 
breach between us. The fact is that we differ on 
the subjects of religion and politics-that is, he 
believes in both, while I do not believe in either. I 
hav no doubt that personally the doctor is a benev
olent man-notwithstanding the card on his J.oor 
which refers to the department of charities all ap· 
plicants for relief-and if I could distinguish him 
from the forty or fifty other clerical seeds who ron
dayvoo at No. 30 Lafayette place, I should fre
quently invite him, when in jovial mood, to come 
around to the hydrant and hav a drink of water at 
my expense. But the editor of the Voice is deaf 
and blind on prohibition, though providence, by 
some oversight, has not permitted that he should 
also be dumb. He professes belief in the accuracy 
of the Bible, which belief does not keep him from 
correcting it when it shows unsoundness on the 
temperance goose. All honest persons hav to admit 
that certain passages of scripture condemn the 
drinking of wine, but its utterances are so far from 
being what M.r. Gladstone would call "literally ho
mogeneous" that for every word prohibiting that 
beverage there are ten licensing its use. In defiance 
of inspired truth the editor of the Voice, who cannot, 
I think, make any pretensions to candor, holds and 
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teaches dogmatically that the forbidden wine is 
alcoholic, while the permissible budg-e is thA un
fllrmented juice of the grape. The Voice and Funk 
& Wagnalls's publiahing house are the organ and 
supply station for the prohibition army. The house 
furnishes patent insides for local prohibition papers 
and the Voice does the same for the skulls of th~ 
editors who hav no thinking facilities of their own. 
I~ i~ .on~y the Funk e~hoo~ of Bible temperance pro
htbttwmsts who entertam the two-wine theory. 
Christians who do not happen to belong to the Pro
hibition party reject it as nonsense. Hebrew scholars 
are opposed to Funk, but such is his confidence in 
his own guesses that he declares that any preacher 
who acknowledges the presence of alcohol in the 
w.ine set .forth by Jesus at the Cana wedding repu
dtates hts master unless he at the same time advo
cates intemperate drinking, since the wine was set 
before guests who were already drunk. This utter
ance of the leader of the Bible-prohibition crusade 
should be preserved as a curiosity by the reader. 
who may search till his eyesight fails him without 
finding a better sample of bigotry. It means that 
every consistent Christian ·must imitate each indi
vidual act of Christ or be damned. He must stroll 
through the country subsisting on alms; in the 
agricultural districts swiping corn when he is hun
gry, and in the villages appropriating other people's 
horses wheB he wants to ride. And finally, I sup
pose, he must get himself hanged and trust to luck 
to rise the third day. Jesus Christ, if there was 
such a character, lived nearly two thousand years 
since in a foreign country, and his personal exam
ple, except as it illustrates the customs of his day 
is of no more value than his old clothes. He at~ 
and drank like ordinary citizens, and although he 
was called a winebibber there is no evidence that 
he consumed inordinate quantities. Persons in his 
financial circumstances are often temperate from 
necessity. But, admitting that he was a man who 
could drink or let it alone, he certainly established 
the only commemorativ exercises that I know of 
where drinking is the main feature instead of being 
merely incidental to the solemnities of the occasion. 
I hav a notion that when people were ignorant of 
the action of alcohol on the system they attributed 
its hilarious effects to the presence of a spirit in the 
wine, and that it was this spirit which Christ per
formed incantations over before his disciples placed 
themselvs outsideof it. Unfermented wine would 
not hav the spirit in it, and the incantations would 
be superfluous. · 

But the editor of the Votce has still another fad, 
and this· one, .in addition to its foolishness, has also 
the character of an atrocity. It is what he desig
nates as the "asexualizing" of men who violate the 
marriage vow, and he suggests a law to that end. 
The first thought to strike the reader is that such a 
law, from a clerical source, would act mainly after 
the pattern of a boomerang, and that the less the 
reverend doobr has to say on the subject the less 
attention he will call to that possibility. I mention 
this second and unseemly vagary in order to show 
Dr. Funk that he has chosen for the objects of his 
wrath two practices that lie everlastingly cemented 
together at the foundation of the Christian scheme 
of redemption. It may startle him at first to find 
that this is so, but he must learn· to accept the truth 
wherever .found, on Christian or on he!lthen ground. 
He will admit at once that Christ was necessary to 
the scheme, that he came of a line reaching back to 
the patriarchs, and that any cha .1ge in the line must 
hav derailed or side-tracked the salvation train 
with the redeemer on board. The first chapter in 
the New Testament begins with these words: 

The book of the generation of J esns Ohrist, the son of 
David, the son of Abraham. 

Saying nothing about father Abraham-who was 
a polygamist....., who were the progenitors of David! 
Well, one of them was Moab. And who was Moab? 
The scriptures say he was the son of Lot and Lot's 
elder daughter, and the same chaste record is au
thority for the explanation that Lot was designedly 
made drunk in order that he might become tM 
father, and incidentally the grandfather, of Moab. 
For further particulars see latet· editions-the story 
is too rank to tell in a printing office so near to 
Dr. Funk's vestal amanuensis-but what has been 
hinted at brings out the point that drunkenness 
provided David with an ancestor, not to say incestor 
likewise. So much for intoxication as an instrument 
under God for the working out of his great plans. 
The other factor in the scheme is adultery, which 
the prohibitionist proposes to punish with the sur
geon's knife-as if there were danger of more Solo
mons being born. Now Solomon was the next after 
D&vid, and ·he was David's son by the wife of an
other man then living-as plain a case of adultery 
as was ever proved in a divorce court. This was 
not David's fir~t offense, and if there had been Dr 
J!nnk's enough in Judea, he would hav been" as ;( 
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ualized" before he ever heard of Bathsheba. As a 
consequence, no Solomon ; no Solomon with his 
million wives or less, no genealogy and no Jesus; 
for I don't suppose that the reverend doctor can 
look his office cat in the face and say that he be
lieves Ohrist's earthly father was other than a man. 

Such were some of Ohrist's ancestors, and such 
the conditions under whiCh they became so. Upon 
their lives and their records for chastity and sobri
. ety the cause of Ohristian morality and Bible tem
perance rests. The humbug of the thing is that 
there are people, thoughtless or unscrupulous, who 
profess to believe that the events recorded in the 
Bible, including the acts of the characters named, 
were divinely ordered; and these same people hav 
set up a system of conduct exactly the opposit of 
that illustrated by the Bible models, and now point 
us back to those models as their authority. Such 
hypocrisy and fraud raises the gorge of a reasoning 
animal. Ooncerning Funk's Specific for Unchastity, 
Jesus recommElnded it, not as a punishment but as a. 
precautionary measure. Possibly he took his own 
medicin (Mat. xix, 12) ; the church father Origen, a 
few years later, thought so and emulated him. It 
is appropriate to point out to the prohibitionist that 
this application of the remedy is much more effica
cious than his, since prevention averts the damage 
that may be done before cure can be effected. 
Moreover it is in perfect harmony with prohibition 
principles, for no sincere Prohibitionist will go into 
a mixed company with the intoxicating bottle in 
his possession. 

It is to be questioned whether the police of New 
York, by suppressing an exhibition of bronzed nu
dity on the stage, hav not delayed the solution of a 
great social problem. For the past year or more 
we hav had living pictures in tights, attractiv chiefly, 
we are assured, because they were demoralizing. 
That craze having- exhausted itself, the manager of 
a Broadway theater introduced living statuary, sub
stituting drapery and bronze paint for tights. This 
drew well at first, but shortly succumbed to the 
satiated appetite and popular indifference that had 
done the business for its predecessor. Then, as the 
audiences decreased, the drapery was gradually dis
carded, until the statue was left unclad except for 
insignificant elastic tights and bronze pGwder stuck 
on with vaseline. The drift was 'lVidently toward 
unclad and unpainted nudity when the police inter
vened and placed manager and models under arrest. 
Of course the only question is whether it would not 
hav bPen better, as a very disagreeable alt~rnativ, 
to let this eroticism reach the verge and finally go 
down the bank into oblivion, a played-out fad. 
Now, as only the supply is cut off, leaving the de
mand unsatisfied, there is danger of a recurrence 
of the injurious exhibition ; then, " when the worst 
that can be has been done," and the hollowness 
thereof demonstrated, a revival of it would be un
profitable and therefore not liable to occu1'. 

During the trial of a case before Ohief Judge 
Sedgwick in the supreme court, this city, last week, 
an eleven-year-old girl was offered as a witness. 
She was so small that the judge thought it proper 
to find out if she Ullderstood the nature of an oath, 
and the following examination was had to that end: 

Q. Do you understand the nature of an oath? A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is it? A. It is a swear. 
Q. What do you mean when you say it is a swear? A. 

Well, it is that I hav to tell the truth. 
Q. If you don't tell the truth, what then? A. That 

would be a sin. 
Q. What is a sin? A. A bad mark from God. 
The report says that "the venerable chief judge 

was visibly touched" and that he complimented tb e 
child on her intelligence, which is probably true. 
All the men on the bench are not free from super
stition, and some of them are not sufficiently famil
iar with religious methods to discriminate between 
nativ ignorance and the sophisticated twaddle of the 
Sunday-school. They all ought to know, though, 
how easily and how often witnesses are drilled be
forehand by the attorneys for dramatic effect, and 
should be able in such cases to keep their emotions 
under control. The testimony of this mistaught 
little parrot was admitted, but the jury extinguished 
the pious moral of the incident by disregarding her 
story and, without leaving their seats, finding aver
dict for the other side. 
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expressed in "the American revolution." A govern
ment is not revoluted. A man cannot involute him
self in trouble, nor evolute himself or be evoluted 
out of it. The government is revolutionized, the 
individual (altogether too frequently) is involved in 
difficulty, and if we must hav a verb from " evolu
tion" it is evolutionize or evolve. But why cannot 
the Freethinker who has "evoluted" out of Chris
tianity say that he grew! Evolution sometimes 
works the wrong way. 

"According to Luke, Jesus, having been born in Beth
lehem, was taken, after forty days, to Jerusalem, and 
there publicly presented in the temple; after which his 
parents returned with him to Nazareth. On the other 
hand, according to Matthew, after the birth of Jesus in 
Bethlehem, his parents were warned to flee with him into 
Egypt, since Herod. at Jerusalem, would be lying in 
wait for the child to destroy him. This warning was 
obeyed; hence, according to Luke, Jesus was publicly 
presented in Jerusalem at the verv time when, accord
ing to Matthew, he was carried to Egypt to avoid being 
seen in Jerusalem."-Jud,qe 0. B. Waite, in the Inves
tigator. 

The Judge, perhaps from weariness, has not dis
closed all the strange things that crowded them
selva into the little space covered by his remarks. 
Not only was the youngster in two or three places 
at once, but he was there for as many different 
reasons. Of course he went to Egypt to escape the 
slaughter of innocents, and he had to be in Jerusa
lem for presentation at the altar (circumcision!), but 
the Egyptian excursion was for still another pur
pose, namely, that of fulfilling prophecy-" Out of 
Egypt hav I called my son "-though no such 
prophecy had ever been i:nade about him ; neither 
does it fit the case, as Jesus was not called out of 
Egypt but out of Galilee into Egypt. Incidentally 
he must be conveyed to Nazareth to verify 
another prophecy-" He shall be ca&d a N aza
rene "-though the prophets never spoke these 
words of anybody. Matthew, who makes this queer 
break, appears not to hav been aware that Nazareth 
was the habitat of Joseph; that an angel had visited 
Mary there, and that when Joseph, with his female 
and young, "turned aside into Galilee" and" came 
and dwelt in a city called Nazareth," he was merely 
going home. Matthew and Luke should hav " got 
together." Some of our Irish citizens who, two 
weeks ago, celebrated Sunday and Monday, March 
17th and 18th, to the glory of their patron saint, 
explain that St. Patrick had two birthdays " be
cause he was twins." In view of the variety of 
localities occupied simultaneously by the subject of 
these remarks there seems to be no escape from the 
conclusion that he was triplets. I charge the 
Ohristian world nothing for this prop to the doctrin 
of the Trinity. GEo. E. MACDONALD. 

The New Genesis. 
DEDICATED TO THE CHRISTIANS OF EVERY LAND. 

Having an ardent desire to end the controversy 
between men of science and the believers in the 
Mosaic account of creation, and being filled with 
the holy ghost, I come before a thinking world-or, 
what is about the same thing, the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER-with a. new theory in regard .to crea
tion which I am fully persuaded will be accepted 
by all scientific persons, and which will prove en
tirely satisfactory to every believing Ohristian. 

"In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth. He made the stars also." 

But what did he make the stars out ofT Just 
nothing-that is all the material there was. But I 
propose to show that it was all that was needed in 
the hands of an all-powerful God. Some may think 
this was a pretty thin material out of which to 
make worlds and suns and systems, but it must be 
remembered that, if the material was very thin, 
there was an unlimited quantity of it-which I shall 
proceed to show. 

Suppose we could shoot a cannon-ball from the 
earth to the sun in a second, and then suppose 
another cannon· ball should be shot from the sun in 
a right line with that from the earth to the next 
nearest fixed star, and suppose these cannon-balls 
should be shot fro111 star to stnr for a thousand 
years, and that these balls should pass from one 
star to another in a second of time, we should be no 
nearer to the last star than when the first ball was 
fired from the earth. Before these worlds and suns 
and systems were created all of this space was filled 
with just nothing, plus God, and he was a spirit. 

An inquirer who has noted my weakness for in- So that it will be seen what a vast stock of nothing 
dulging myself in remarks on the use of language he had on hand as raw material. Then it must be 
and boring my readers therewith, desires to know borne in mind that this spirit was clothed with 
how the word" evolute" stands with the philologers. almighty power. Of course there must be a vast 
I hope not to get many inquiries of this kind, as my amount of solid matter in these innumerable worlds, 
knowledge of philology is short and I read more and the question arises, How could all of these 
profitably than I write on that subject ; but evolute suns and planets be made out of nothing by a 
is an easy victim and is hereby condemned. "Evolu- spirit ? 
tion" belongs to the same family as " involution" I Such a question avails nothing except to expose 
tl-n<l "revolutio;q" wh.~n. the l~st baf:l the P.l!)!I:Uins- t·he igmmmce of the questione:r1 ~11d l!howa thllit the, 

subject has no~ received due consideration. The 
philosophic mind will see at once that these systems 
of suns and planets bear no just proportion to the 
unbounded field of nothing. So vast was this 
field that if it had been reduced to thousand-mile 
cubes, their number would hav been too great to be 
enumerated. So it will be seen that if the number 
of worlds was very great, the stock on hand was 
ample. 

But how could a spirit reduce nothing to planets 
and suns? 0 ye of little faith, follow me ; the solu
tion is very simple: In the first place God collected 
together a vast amount of pig's rennet, and this he 
scattered through unlimited space with his all-pow
errul hand. As soon as the rennet took effect the 
great expanse of nothing began to curdle and it 
grew more dense, "and God saw that it was good;" 
and he said, "Gee whiz I ·pig's rennet is a success. 
And the evening and the morning were the first 
day." 

And God saw that the endless nothing was not 
yet of sufficient consistency to work up into worlds, 
and he said, Let us scoop out a mighty gorge, 
deeper and greater than that of Niagara-yea, let 
it be deeper and wider than the bottomless pit. 
"And it was so." 

Having completed the wonderful gorge, he sat 
down to get a little dirt out of his eye, and solilo
q uized thusly, "Well, that's a h--1 of a hole ; it 
must be conceded that I am the boss ditcher. I'm 
tired, my hands are blistered, and I sweat like a 
beaver." And feeling quite thirsty he reached for 
the pitcher. A "snifter" went into the maw of the 
ditcher, and God began to roll the curdled nothing 
into the mighty pit which he had digged, and the 
impact increased the density mightily. And God 
jumped on it with both feet and stamped upon it 
and trampled it down. "And God saw that it was 
good" and increasing in density. And the evening 
and the morning were· the second day. And God 
mixed up a batch of the pressed nothing, but he 
could not make it hard enough, and he was wroth, 
and his countenance fell, and he said, "I will not 
be euchred or turned from my purpose." And 
God said, "Let us make a great machine, like unto 
a hay press; but, Great Scott ! let it be as much 
greater as boundless space is greater than a tin 
rattle-box." And it was so. So God created this 
machine, and he saw that it was good. " And the 
evening and the morning were the third day." 

And God tried the machine, and it proved to be . 
a "dandy," and he said, "Great is the Lord and 
greatly to be magnified. Ah, ha ! there is none 
like me, neither above nor beneath;" for the press 
instead of pressing a substance into squares or 
cubes, pressed it into globes ; and God was de
lighted and danced and turned a summersault; fm· 
he saw that it was good. And the evening and the 
morning were the fourth day. 

And God said, " Let us put the compressed 
nothing into the machine and press out worlds, and 
he did so. Yea, he fed it into the machine, and he 
came down upon it with all his power, even as the 
ox's foot cometh down upon a tadpole And in 
feeding the machine he jammed a nail off his finger, 
and he cried, "Ad-e-zook-ah," which being inter
preted means d-n the luck. But God is not a 
man to repent, neither can he be turned from his 
purpose, and he worked the machine, and turned 
out worlds abundantly, and he saw that they were 
good and he blessed them. And the morning and 
the evening were the fifth day. 

And after the day's work was done, and God had 
taken all the compressed nothing out of the pit, 
Satan appeared unto him. And God said," Whence 
comest thou?" And Satan said, "Up out of the pit 
which thou hast digged; and I will fill this pit with 
brimstone and here shall be my headquarters." 
And God stretched forth his hand and took Satan 
by one of his horns; and Satan said, " Let go that 
horn-such familiarity will breed contempt," and 
he drew his three-tined fork. And God said, 
'' Dost thou behold the wart on my nose 1" And 
Satan said, "I behold."· And God said, "Now I 
swear by that wart that if thou dost not put thy 
fork aside I will stand thee on thy head." And 
Satan went his way, and God whistled ta-ra-ra-boom
de-ay. 

And God said, ''Go to now; these worlds must 
be distributed. Let us therefore build a derrick 
both great and high, even as high as the imagina. 
tion runneth." And God stood upon the derrick 
and he did cast the worlds into space from his 
almighty hand. And he was the first to throw a 
curve ball; and he curved them greatly, even so 
much that they went in circles. And as he was 
casting the worlds from the top of the derrick one 
which had a sharp corner of nothing sticking out 
from the side of it barked his hand, and in the 
bitterness of his anguish he cried out, "I am sick 
9f the whole dodgasted bl},ainea.~. 4ny Goq tbat 
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has not got the foresight to see the outcome better 
keep out of the creation racket. It bas been a busy 
week,, an~. for a God who is only an 'entered ap
prentiCe, It has been hard on me. I blistered my 
hands ~n digging the great pH, and I jammed my 
finger In that old hay-press-besides, it winded me 
a good deal to run it-and now I am knocked out 
entirely. Let the world-making business go to 
sheol. I'm going to hav a rest." And the morning 
and the evening were the sixth day. 

with his brothers he went Westward and settled in 
Iowa, 1839. He married Miss Hannah Grace, 1845, 
and has one son living. Horace Greeley Dutton. 
Another brother, John, died in 1840, aged twenty 
years. All this family hav been faithful these many 
years, in the front rank&, to the principles of Free
thought. lhey hav left a noble record, and with 
pride we can point to their long and honorable 
service. They hav never faltered, and their chil
dren and grandchildren hav a precious inheritance 
of memory and love. And God said, "The heavens and the earth are 

finished and all the hosts of them, and I am mighty 
glad of it. If any poor God was ever put through 
a course of sprouts I am that God If I had 
known that I would come out the sorriest God that 
ever undertook to get an honest living, I would hav 
been ripped up the back before I undertook the 
job. I don't know whether it is finished according 
to contract or not, and I don't care. I am so done 
for that I could not even make another little world, 
and I throw up the sponge. Oh, this is a bully 
day; I can just stretch out on the grass and take it 
easy. I'll remember this seventh day just as long 
as I liv, for on this day I rested when I could do 
no more. Another day's work would hav sent me 
up the flue. Blessed be this day, for on it I had a 
lay-off when I was fagged out. Let the. man who 
attempts to do any kind of work on this . day be 
chased by knock-kneed skunks by day and haunted 
by cross-eyed owls by night. Selah." • 

For years ministers and Christian writers hav 
been trying to harmonize the account of creation 
as set forth in the book of Genesis with the claims 
of science, and it has proved a signal failure. An 
Infidel devotes one Sunday to the subject and the 
thing is accomplished. Tally one for the Infidel. 
And I would say to the clergy of every Christian 
denomination: You are at perfect liberty to promul
gate this new version of Genesis for the edification 
of your hearers and the glory of God. And as I 
do not intend to hav this new theory copyrighted, 
I would say to the religious press, Publish it from 
Dan to Beersheba without let or hindrance. And 
to the great spirit who used the rennet and brought 
this world into existence, and who presides over the 
destiny of unnumbered worlds and systems,! am 
not only with you, but for you. With much re
spect and best wishes, I am sincerely and truly thine. 

Naples, N. Y. JoHN PEcK. 

A Memorial. 
On Thursday, March 14th, I was called to attend 

the funeral services of Lorenzo D. Dutton, which 
took pbce at his home in Clinton county, Iowa. 
Mr. Dutton died March 13, 1895, at the age of 76 
years. He was born in Ch6nango county, N. Y., 
June 28, 1818, the son of Charles and Nancy Pear
sall Dutton. He was a pioneer both in Iowa and 
in California. He came to Iowa-then a territory 
-in 1841, and in 1850, with his brother Jerome, 
made the overland journey to California. He re
mained in California four years, and then returned 
to Iowa. In 1856 he married Miss Sarah H. Alli
son.. He leaves nine children-Charles A, Viola M., 
Orsini, Nancy P., Marth J., Lorenzo D., Elva B., 
Orpha M .• and Goldie May. His daughter Blanche 
I. died a few years since. At the time of Mr. Dut
ton's death he was vice-president of the Clinton 
County Old Settlers' Associ~tion and presided at 
the meeting of that society held at De Witt last fall. 
He held the officeR of justice of the peace, county 
asseesor, etc. In every respect be occupied a high 
position in the community and vindicated Free" 
thought and the worth of humanity. He stood for 
liberty, reason, science, and reform always. For 
over fifty years he was a citizen of Iowa. He lived 
without fear and died at last in peaceful repose. 

The four Dutton brothers hav been for half a 
century a great influence for freedom and progress 
in Iowa. Leroy Dutton, the eldest of the brothers, 
born in 1816, died Dec. 19, 1894. He came to Iowa 
in 1839. He married in 1843, Miss Harriet Heller, 
who died in 1845. In 1848 he married Mrs. Flora 
Baldwin, who died in 1889. He leaves no children. 
A stepson survives him. Richard C. Baldwin, who 
married Miss Emily Brown in 1860 and has four 
children living. Mr. Baldwin occupies the old 
homestead of Leroy. 

Jerome Dutton, the youngest, was born in 1826. 

Ar~mnd the grave the heart of humanity beats 
and friendship grows, and the glorious thoughts of 
liberty and progress make the mind elate. We 
meet the inevitable with courage and not despair. 

I enjoyed the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Dutton. I was pleased to meet with H. G. 
Dutton, who is devoted to our cause and will cer
tainly be of service upon our platform in the future. 
He was married Oct. 21, 1891. to Miss Clara Barr; 
has one son, Charles Earl, born Nov. 11, 1894. 
Thus, amidst the shadows of the grave, glow the 
beautiful hues of life's morning, and the bloom of 
birth irradiates the tomb. · 

It was a pleasure also to meet Claude W., the son 
of Jerome Dutton, a young man of fine literary 
ability-a contributor to many of the secular news
papers-who, in !1pite of physical Wf akness, main
tains a splendid courage for life's battle. 

Our old comrade, James A. Greenhill, was also 
with us to render the last tribute to our fallen 
friend, and to giv his sympathy and the true heart 
of humanity which only can cheer in an hour like 
this. 

We can giv no false hopes to the stricken spirit 
-no light of heaven mingled with the lurid fires 
of an eternal hell. We can giv only the common 
light of sun and sky-the voice of nature and of 
reai!'On which teaches us to meet life and death with. 
equal spirit, not to be crushed, but to be strong in 
human love and duty; to make the best of what is, 
and to· press forward. We are . not alone, but to
gether. We work with one another, and for one 
another, anri in each day's toil find the reward and 
hope, not of <~.n unknown future, but of the living 
and beaut1f ul present, which death cannot destroy, 
but illuminates with heroism and sacrifice. The 
dead are not forgotten. Their virtues are still the 
light of our pathway_ SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Prophecy, as such, seems to hav been a very 
common method in the remote past for recording 
history. Those unacquainted with ancient customs, 
when looking back upon what purports to be pro
phetic revelation, are confounded at its accuracy, 
real names sometimes appearing, though su.ch per
sons or places did not really exist until centuries 
after the alleged prophecy. Glance through what 
passes for history, labeled New Testament, and 
we are frank to admit, if there was such a char
acter as Jesus, and he is correctly reported in the 
gospels, then there is one genuin prophet reflected 
on our times, and that perwn was Jesus. Our 
Christian friends, we are sure, will thank us for 
this admission. A prophet, if you please, reader, 
not a God. What are the proofs 1 

"Think no~ that I am come to send peace on 
earth ; I came not to send peace, but a sword."
Matthew x, 34. 

11And the broth!"r shall deliver up the brothar to 
death, and the father the child; and the children 
shall rise up ~tgainst their parents. and cause them 
to be put to death."-Matthew x, 21. 

"For I am com'e to set a man at variance ag!loinst 
his father, and the daughter against her mother, 
and the daughter-in-law against her mothPr-in-law." 
-Matthew x, 35_ 

''For, from henceforth, there Bball be five in one 
house divided, three against two, and the two 
against three."-Luke xii, 52. 

Go, read the bloody history of Christianity from 
the time these terrible words are claimed to hav 
been uttered, and what a literal fulfilment ! Dis
cord,· violence, wars, and death mark every page of 
history from that time to this.-London .Free
thinker. 
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the few that do, and that is what the withholding 
of more than six hundred millions of dollars in
vested in church property from assessment and 
taxation amounte to. The vast amount of church 
property put on the tax books would aid the tax
burdened owners of mortgaged homes and farms 
materially. To say that the untaxed church edi
fices are a benefit to the morality of the country 
and claim exemption on that score is basing a false 
claim on false premises, for the great majority of 
people do not and will not attend the churches. 
There is a strong undercu>Tent of feeling on that 
subject in Florida that will burn its way to the sur
face in the not far distant future. Let justice be 
done though the heavens should fall.- Tampa 
(.Fla) .Daily News. 

-------------------
Samuel P. Putnam, in a series of lectures on 

Freethought at the Jaffa Opera House, was a grand 
success, far beyond the most sanguin expectations. 
He proved himself an able, efficient, forcible, and 
eloquent speaker. His expression of what Free
thought is and its methods was simply logical 
illumination. Crystallized in a nutshell he affirmed 
that Freethought was based on truth, morality, 
liberty, science, and everything that improves the 
world and makes mankind better and happier. I 
believe the effect of these lectures will be beneficial. 
People are thinking, talking, investigating, and 
this is the pathway to truth. Further, I think the 

·effect will be to liberalize and broaden the public 
mind and make it more tolerant and just to all 
systems of thought and activity. These lectm;es 
hav develop~d the fact that. Freethought has a large 
following in Trinidad. I feel highly delighted over 
the result. Heretofore I hav been almost in a gang 
by myself. Now I am in the midst of a genial, 
magnificent sympathy.-J. R Maulding, in Irini
dad (Col ) Monitor. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sunday, March 31st, Jersey City, N.J. 
Monday, April 8th, Danburv, Conn. 
Tuesday, April 9th, Hartford, Conn. 
Friday, April 12th, Norwich, Conn. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March: 
March 29~h-" Enslavement of the American People." 

Henry Nichols. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for March: 
March 3lst-"Affinitism. "-A th~ory of the Uni~erae op

posed to Theism, Pan .. heism, and Atheism. Reid 
Howell. 

. THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
m G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st ... Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel. 
March 31-'' After Christianity, What?" 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary! meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Ha I, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

On Sunday, March 31st, at 2 30 P.M., P. A. Herwig 
lectures on "Monev and Labor." At 7.30, Lawyer 
Sparks, of Camden, N. J., on ''Mistakes of Ingersoll." 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 
No conditions or qualifications are a~tached to mem
berFhip. Ihscussions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeches followmg. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afte1noon at 3 o'clock. All Libera 
persona are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'ck.ck Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admissim 
free. All welcome. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindne~>R. F.vA~vhonv imnt.An. RAnrA~Tv. WilliR.m 
w .. t.ldnll 

FRANKLIN STEINER left for the West last Wedne!!llay. 
In May he will make a trip into Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
and Northern Michigan. Wri~e him for engagements to 
Box 882, Des Moines, Iowa. 

He Was au Excellent Pastor. 
One afternoon, about two years ago, we wer( 

standing on the corner of Franklin and Soutl: 
He left New York in 1837 for Pennsylvania, and 
thence came by raft to Madison, Ind , thence to 
Alton, Ill., and in the spring following settled in 
low a. He went to California in 1850, and returned 
in 1854. He was elected to town and county offices; 
was justice of the peace, etc. In 1856 he married 
Miss Celinda Parker, who survives him with two 
children, Claude W- and Besf.lie. He died Oct. 4, 
1893. 

The subject of the impartial and indiscriminate 
taxation of all church property is awakening wide
spread interest over the entire country. In Wis
consin and Michigan the fight is waxing hot with 
an even chance of the advance wing of humanity 
winning the. battle. In the state of Washington 
and in New York the advocates of a religious 
church and a secular state-total severance of 
church and state-are making vigorous batHe and 
are steadily gaining ground_. Not one-fourth of the 
people ever enter a church, and many take it as . a 
hardship that they and the entire mass of people 
should be taxed fQ!: tbe b.euefit !!tUd ~dVIHltas-e of 

Fourth streets, talking with a Methodist, when we 
were joined by a prominent Episcopalian. In the 
course of our conversation, which was somewhat ol 
a jocular character, the Methodist, placing his Jeff 
hand on our right arm, said to t.he EpiscDpalian : 

ChaT!es Datton is the only one who now 
liv1 of th<} ftn:tr 'l.>r<>thf.lrl\!· :BoJ:P.. i:u N~w "¥o:rl!:, 1823, 

"Did you ever know that this man was once mJ 
pastor T'' "Yea," said the Episcopalian, "and b' 
was a damned good one, tqq.".,-.-,ErJ#Qr lih(l?r., i1 
theJndependent Pv,tpi~. · 
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A Case of Miscf'genation. 
SPRINGDALE. ARK., March 7, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $1 for your 
noble and truthful paper. 

Now will yon please tell me to what na
tionality J esns belonged? I know his 
mother was a Jewes1.1, but what was this 
Holy Ghost? I cannot understand. 

Yours as ever, J. W. CoLEMAN. 

Alive on the Sunday Issue. 
SAN FRANCisco, March 5, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR! Yon are dead right on 
the Sunday question; what is a crime on 
Sunday ought to be a crime on Monday. 
The article in January 19th as to who is 
damned, is good. Yes, Jesus was "some
thing of a reformer." That .American 
Ea.qle article in same issue, beginning "It 
is our duty," is way off its base; it don't 
go. Your comment is 0. K. THE TRUTH 
SEEKRR is splendid. ·I buy it weekly from 
an old lady who keeps a store. I buy it 
that way because it givs two people a 
chance to make a living. Anything that I 
can do for yon in thiq land of sunshine, 
fruit, and flowers, I will try to do. The 
world is progressing over in Berkeley 
at the university. Nothing like science to 
bring people to their senses. Hoping that 
yon will still peg away at the Snnoay busi
ness (and no Bible in public schools), I 
:remain, Sincerely yours, A. JOHNSoN. 

Buckeye versus Buckeye. 
LocusT CoRNER, 0., March 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR! It has been said that com
positors are the most abused class of men 
in the world. Perhaps they deserve it. 
They hav evidently been " monkeying" 
with a communication in your issue of 
March 2d, entitled, "Truth About the 
Tariff." They should try again, and for 
the words ''free trade " and '' free trader," 
they should substitute "protection" and 
"protectionist," and vice versa. 

This will not remove all of the absurdi
ties, but it will intersperse sparks of rea
son through an article that is otherwise 
absolutely senseless, and at the same time 
relieve its author of the apparent responsi
bility for exactly five point blank --s. 

Unless these corrections be made in Mr. 
Hamilton's communication, that gentle
man will be justified in visiting THE TRUTH 
SEEKER composing room with a tomahawk. 

CHAe. 0. HAYs. 

Good! 
ATCHISON, KAN., March 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: 1 presume yon will be 
pleased to learn that I hav taken one step 
toward having the name of Thomas Paine 
brought before the children of our public 
echool. As the pupils all had to speak 
pieces in honor of George Washington's 
birthday, and a8 I could find no piece 
suitable, I composed these lines for my 
boy to speak: 

Be true, my friends! 'tis grand to liv 
With ideals high to lead yon on; 

'TiR grand to dedicate and giv 
The mind and toil like W ashin ton, 

One of the bravest, grandest men 
That ever walked beneath the sun. 

And there's another rero sleeps 
With him beneath the heaven's blue, 

Whose memory every patriot keeps 
Undimmed among the noble few. 

Let's wave the banner too for him 
And giv to Thomas Paine his due; 

To Thomas Paine, who hand in hand 
With Washington made gallant fight; 

Who saved and gave our suffering land 
To freedom and eternal right. 

Let not their names be e'er forgot 
Nor Liberty be lost to sight. 

Yours for Liberty, 
MRs. GEORGIA BERGMAN. 

Compulsory Praying! Think of It ! 
GEORGETOWN, CoL., March 8, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Father has been a sub
scriber to yon:r paper for a long time, and 
we feel we cannot do without it. Times 
are very hard here owing to the downfall 
of silver, thus closing the most of our 
mines and throwing so many men out of 
work. 

Yet, every Sunday, we can see our five 
churches here crowded with these same 
men and their families, often taking their 
last cent, giving it to the minister for him. 
to dres3 finely and lie around at his ease, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

while they go home to their dinners of- Selling persons the book seems better 
what? Perhaps, bread and water. than lending it them, as they are likely to 

As in many other places, our good Chris- read ii enough to get their money's worth 
tian friends introduced .religion into our out of it. Furthermore, they then hav it 
public schools, but the children of Mr. to lend to others if they choose, and yon 
Joseph Gallagher refused to pray, where- avoid the usual trouble incurred in getting 
upon the teacher tried to make them, but the return of a borrowed book. 
they complained to their father, and our Some of my success in selling the· book 
Freethinkers joined in a band and did is probably due to my having sixteen 
away with religion in the public schools years' experience as a salesman. I first 
here. We are about one hundred and fifty excite their curiosity and desire to see the 
strong here, but seldom hav any Free- book (of which I seldom show them a 
thought lectures. I think it would be a sample) by telling them that it is over a 
good idea if some good Freethinking hundred years old-a rare book-more 
speaker would come into our little mining talked about than any other theological 
camps and guide us in the path where book ever written, yet not one in a thou
we may think for onrselvs. sand has ever seen it. Next I tell them 

Inclosed please find $1.50 for my father my cloth-bound copy of it cost me $1.50, 
(John Cowen's) subscription. and we will but that the paper-bound copy of it which. 
send more money as soon as it is possible. contains the most important part (omit-

Yours truly, MAGGIE E. CowEN. ting only the letters from Washington, 
Franklin, Jefterson, and a few others) 

Missed tbe Cartoons That Week.. can be bought at the low price of forty 
MINNEAPOLis, March 2, 1895. oenty. Then I offer to send in their 

MR. EDITOR! As I ·Bm one of the delin- money free if they will purchase a copy of 
qnents that yon admonish weekly to settle ihis. I then tell them of the "Age of 
with the publisher, and as I havbeen using Reason" alone, which omits only the 
yon:r money, as it were, for the last fon:r " Examination of t.he Prophecies," and 
or five months, I think it no more thaR can be had for the low price of twenty
right to pay yon interest; that will at least five cents. But, I add further, I am get
make me feel square with yon, so I remit ting such a lot of them that I will get them 
a year's subscription with interest, and at about fifteen cents each and I will hav 
twenty-five cents for the ANNuAL. I would one sent yon for the same. Coming all 
like to get Putnam's great book, and many the way down from $1.50 to forty cents, 
others, but I hav no work at present. I and finally to fifteen cents, with very little 
hav invented a machine for putting horse of real importance omitted from the book, 
collars together witbont stitching. If I makes it look so cheap that very few people 
make a few thousands out of it, I will re- will refuse to purchase a copy. I hope 
member the great champion of mental lib- more will try it with equal success 
erty, the editor of our paper. I hav a D. WEBSTER GRoH. 
good many back-numbers, and I guess I 
will make another grand distribution, as The "Trial" Was a Success. 
this city needs enlightenment badly AuGUSTA, ILL., March ll, 1895. 
enough. I would like to donate to the MR. EDITOR : My three months' trial 
Wise end Fleokten funds, and wi:II if I get subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER ex
into business soon. If you will send me a pired March 1, and I am well pleased with 
package of back-numbers I wi:II circulate the paper. The cartoons by Heston are 
them among the young men. I think it splendid, and each one is a nail in the 
is not much use to giv them to old people. coffin of Christianity. I like the aggres
I see no cartoons in last copy of the paper. sivness of the paper. We hav got to fight 
He8ton has not given us a God with a horn if we win the battle. 
in his hand-see Hab. iii, 3, 4. The or- Inclosed is $4. 70. Send me THE TRUTH' 
thodox God and devil make a great team, SEEKER for one year, and "Old Testament 
one with horns in his head, and the other Stories Comically Illustrated;" ANNUAL; 
with horns coming out of his hand. Selah. "Bible Temperance;" "Pulpit, Pew, and 

A true friend to the cause, Cradle;" and" Liberty for Man, Woman, 
S. G. CooPER. and Child." 

I hope to get a club of four subscribers 
With Us from the)'irst Number. for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and get Putnam's 

WoRCESTER, MAss., Feb. 28,1895. "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" 
MR. EDITOR: In the early '70's I received for myself. Will yon please explain in the 

a small paper from Illinois with the title paper why part of the Freethinkers use 
TRUTH SEEKEB, published by D. M. Ben- the date as follows: March 3, 295? The 
nett, the issue to be as often as circum- Secular Union uses same, and I must con
stances warranted, at fifty cents a year. I fess I am ignorant as to why they do so. 
immediately became a subscriber by re- FRANKL. CHAMBERS. 
mitting for two years. I hav repeated [They date from the beginning of the 
the practice ever since and witnessed the year 1601. This is called the Era of Man, 
growth of the paper to sturdy manhood. or, by some, the Era of Science. It is in
! wonder how many are left on your list of tended to commemorate and perpetually 
subscribers that commenced with the first indicate the acceptance of the Copernican 
number? The paper has done and is doing conception of the universe as opposed to 
a great work, especially the telling oar- the teaching of the church th!&t the earth 
toons of Heston; they speak elcqnently, was the center of. the solar system and the 
and I only wish they could be seen weekly sun and stars but attendant orbs created 
by the whole population of the United to serve the interests of man, for whom 
States. I sent yon a few days ago a God had made a heaven and a hell, to the 
copy of one of our dailies which set forth former oJ which would go at death those 
the feeling of one orthodox church of this who had accepted Jesus as the redeemer 
city toward another of the same stripe, and to the latter of which he would con
which has purchased the land and is about sign those who had rejected him. In the old 
to erect a church building on the opposit view, the earth was flat and stationary, with 
corner. Each of these churches has its heaven just above and hell just below. 
own portion of wealthy attendants. Verily Giordano Bruno was burned at Rome on 
how they love one another! Perhaps this the 17th of Feb., 1600, for teaching doc
might make a subject for Heston or a trins at variance with the Bible and church 
topic for G. M., the observations writer. idea. He was at once the martyr of Free-

Inclosed find check for the year's sub- thought and of science. About this time 
scription, a little delayed, but no doubt appeared Grotius's treatis on international 
it will still come handy. May success at- law, which was the beginning of the end 
tend your eft1>rts is the earnest wish with of war, we hope.-Eo. T. S.] 
which I subscribe myself, 

Most sincerely, HENRYS. BACON. One Who Is Not Lukewarm. 
P.S.-Send me copy of ANNUAL. PENACooK, N. H., March 6, 189.5. 

MR. EDITOR: By your good editorial on 
Applying Commercial Methods. "Work That Should be Done at Once," 

BREATHEDSVILLE, MD., March 13, 1895. we were reminded that our subscription 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed order with that would soon be out. I send $8-$5 for THE 

of two weeks ago makes a total of 32 TRUTH SEEKER, Paine's "Great Works 
copies of Paine's "Age of Reason " that I Complete," and the ANNUAL, the remainder 
hav sold in this vicinity in the last few to be used for the cause wherever yon 
weeks. I previously sold four copies I think it is most needed. 
had on hand, making a total of three If yon had as much money at your com
dozen copies circulating here. This ought · mand a~ yon hav good common sense and 
to do much good and lay the foundation fighting ability the church would never 
for Freethonght work in future, . steal a mP.foh on us, 

I marvel that yon hav the courage to 
keep hammering away when we, your 
readers, that is, many of us, do so little to 
aid yon. And then the times are so hard, 
and little prospect of any improvement, as 
we seem to be completely in the power of 
the gold-bngs and corporations. I see no 
way out unless we make a raid on them as 
our grandmothers used to on their near 
rt..lativs, the bed-bug, with an old coffee
pot and plenty of hot water. They are 
much worse than the bed-bugs in that 
they are not content with our blood, but 
they want the very bed and all. 

Hav yon read "Shylocks," by Gordon 
Clark? I wish every thinking person 
might read it, especially the readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

We enjoyed Mrs. Semple's reply to 
Morse's harang on Ingersoll's lecture; we 
got the same· from all the pulpits in Con
cord and Manchester after he was out of 
their reach. They even sent to Boston 
for help to pull poor old God out of the 
gutter. No paper that I saw gave any
thing but a notice of the lecture, while 
the sePmons were printed in full. That's 
justice. 

The sermons reminded me of a talk I had 
with a pions lady: "How ·could I doubt 
there was a heaven, when God showed us 
so plainly there was? The trees and flow
ers died and came to life and beauty again." 
I told her I had never seen a dead tree 
leave out, and that when they shed their 
foliage in the fall they were no more 
dead than she was when she fell asleep at 
night to awaken in the morning refreshed 
for another day's journey here on the 
shores of time. 

We send greeting to all the truth seek
ers at home and abroad, to on:r former 
workers who are resting in the twilight of 
life, aBd to the author of "Fon:r Hun
dred Years of Freethonght," to Eugene 
that his pen may never falter, while 
George wi:II aiways "observe." 

Sincerely thine, ETTA MARDEN. 

How the Bible God Looks and Acts. 
VALLEY JUNCTION, IA., March 4, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: We hav had for some weeks 

a Bible pounder who has been frothing at 
the month to get at an Infidel. A week 
ago he defined his God, and proved him 
from 1 Kin~s xvili, 17. I flooded the town 
with the inclosed dodger, and sent him 
word that I not only would meet him, but 
would giv him $10 per night to meet me. 
He is very meek now, and is trying to 
crawl. Like Elijah, his Jezebel is after 
him, and h11 is on the run. 

I hav written several articles for the pa
pers here, but I cannot tone them down to 
orthodox style; so they are rejected. Their 
side is given every day, and of course they 
get no reply; hav it all their own way. 
Yet I am surprised to see the many who 
oppose them, since the dodger appfared. 

JoHN DAVIS. 
THE DODGER. 

"The man who dtsagrees with us may 
do so honestly, and yet not be a coward or 
a fool." 

" He proved his God." 
Yes, Elijah proved his God by the Bible, 

hut he did not giv ns a picture flf this 
God. We will giv a Bible picture of him, 
and also so mil of his attributes. 

"R:mnd about him were dark waters 
and thick clouds; his head and hairs were 
white as snow; his eyes were as a flame C!lf 
fire; his feet were like unto fine brass; he 
had horns coming out of his head; burning 
coals went forth at his feet; in the midst of 
the seven candlesticks, one like unto the 
son of man. He had in his right hand 
seven stars, and out of his month went a 
two-edged sword. There went up a smoke 
out of his nostrils and fire out of his 
month." Again: "Our God is a consum
ing fire; dwells in darkness; his anger 
burns. forever; is the author of good and 
evil." A most terrible being. But his in
spired prophets do not stop here. As terri
ble a being as he is, they make him afraid 
of man, and not able to lead his people, or 
control his passions. He indorses polyg
amy, adultery, and lying, encourages 
theft, robbery, slavery, cheating, drunk
annes~ and injustice to women, intoler
ance, persecution, cruelty to children and 
animals, human saerifioes, cannibalism, 
poverty, vagrancy, ignorance, and obscen
ity, is jealous and repents, and "givs laws 
not good." All these are as fully proved by 
scripture as that there is a God, and if in
spiration wht>n applied to scripture meaas 
truth then this is all trne, and Elijah's 
God is found. We hav a God of our own, 
but since Elijah's God has been proven we 
dare not search the record of ours for fear 
he may also prove to l}e worae than the 
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Bible devil, and we might lose all confidence 
in all gods. Yet he did not tell us how a 
11hort time before this a certain woman, 
J ezebel by name, killed the prophets of 
the Lord, and after Elijah had proved his 
God and killed four hundred and fifty of 
the prophets of Baal, he appeared before 
Jezreel. When .Tezebel heard of the 
slaughter she sent him word that about that 
time to-morrow she would make him like 
the dead whom he had killed. Elijah fled 
for his life to Beersheba, left his servant 
there and went a dav's journey into.the 
wilderness, took two meals there and trav
eled forty days to get out of the way of 
this woman and lodged in a cave at Mount 
Horeb. The Lord asked him what he was 
doin~ there. He told the Lord, "The 
children of Israel hav forsaken thee, 
thrown down thine altars and slain thy 
prophets with the sword, and T, even I, 
only am left, and thev seek my life." He 
did not tell us the Lord himself at one 
time became the captain of the forces of 
Judah, and killed 500,000 Israelites. and 
that they also sometimes worshiped B11al, 
sometimes a calf, and sometimes God. 
Anv of these gods are fully proven by 
scripture. Bible geography tells us the 
earth is flat, has corners, sides, ends, pil
lars, and foundation&. Its astronomy is no 
better: the sun, moon, and stars were 
made after this earth was formed and set 
in the sky for lights to .this world, and 
were very smal.I affairs, as the several mill
ions occupied God's time only one day to 
create all, while it took five days to create 
this earth. The sun, moon, and stars 
traveled around this earth every twenty
four hours. The sun set at noon one day; 
it was stopped and set back ten degrees 
another day, and stopped for several hours 
for Joshua to massacre helpless men, 
women, and children. All these things 
are fully proven also by scripture. 

of narrow mind, or one who '' locks up his 
·reason and studies theology." I am sur
prised that a man of your intellectual 
caliber would make such a statement. 

never heard him speak, but from what possess the "proper qualifications," bn~ it 
members of his congregation tell me, I am will appear to the public, I believe, as a 
led to believe that he is a great "blower," very weak-excuse. Are yon afraid to de-

bate with anyone who will not promis to 
especially when denouncing Freethinkers, a~reewith yon? You might challenge Dr. 
which he does often. His hatred of them Talmage. No doubt yon could defend 
reached white-heat a few weeks ago, and Christianity from what he would say in 
he boldly challenged any Infidel in the opposition to it, better than you could 
town to come on to his platform for a joint from the attacks of an Atheist. A member 

JoHN DAvis. 
Mortuary-John Davies. 

BosToN, March 11, 1895. 
MR. EmTo:R: Inclosed find clipping from 

the Boston Po8t announcing the death of 
Johlil.Davies, who was at one time a sub
scriber to your paper. He was ever ready 
to battle for the cause of Freethonght, and 
his memory will always be pleasant in the 
minds of Boston's Freethinkers. 

E. s. TAYLOR. 
The Po8t heads its report of the funeral: 

"John Davies-Tribute to the dead Free
thinker "and actor by his friends." 

Friends of the great Freethinker and 
famous Boston actor, John Davies, 
gathered last evening in Hospitaller Hall 
to pay their tributes of love and respect to 
the departed. 

Mr. James Cooper said: "! always 
found Mr. Davies a perfect man. He al
ways stood for the enthronement of rea
son. He was always a fearless advocate 
of men's right to think for themselvs. 

"He was born in Chester, England, in 
1821. He began his trade in Manchester, 
England, at the age of ten years. He came 
to Boston at the age of seventeen. He 
made acting a profession, and in the mean
time he worked at his trade of a barber. 

"In August, 1851, he became a member 
of the Boston J\IInsenm-company, and con
tinned shaving and acting until 1861, with 
the Museum company. 

" He was the oldest barber in Boston at 
the time of his death. 

" The only fault that anyone can find 
with him is that he was an 'unbeliever.' " 

Mr. _Melvin said: "Mr. Davies's early 
associations showed him the true and the 
false in life. He was just as ardent a hater 
of all that shackles mankind as Wendell 
Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, and the 
other heroes of his time; No man was 
evar handicapped by Mr Davies. He 
never applied the gag in any meeting. 

"He has gone, we know not where. 
The most fitting tribute to his memory is 
to keep alive the work of Liberalism that 
he began." 

Dr. J. Van Elderen said: "I come here 
to pay a humble tribute to a worthy man. 
Fathering a cause devoted to free speech 
and opposed to demagogery and gag rule, 
he triumphed. He was a Freethinker and 
had the courage to defend his ideas. His 
work here has left an impress on all Boston. 
He was one of the grand heroes who are 
not born to die. He had a power. a will, to 
the very last. He was a hero and died as 
he lived." - · 

Mr, Green wood said: ''He never stooped 
to any unfairness or recriminations, be. 
cause he never believed that it could aid 
his cause. There was a large charitableness 
about him. He was always fair. He was 
always willing to giv his fellow men the 
same opportunity to express their views as 
he had for himself, even though those 
views di:ffered from his. His memory will 
always be dear to us." 

Why Be a Christian 1 
MooRLAND, !A., March 10, 1895. 

· RBv. B. F. MILLS,· Dear Sir: Yon say a 
man should be a Christian in order to be 
reasonable, i, e. (governed by reason
JUSt). Now this may be so to a man 

Man has been defined as a rational animal 
-has he? In what book and chapter of the 
Bible did yon find that? Or is it some
thing theology has purloined from science? 

So yon are certain God has given us 
reason-! am not-and expects us to nee 
it. Too bad! Another one of his mis
takes. To expect us to use our reason and 
still be Christians! 

Yon say reasonableness and rie:hteons
ness are the same thing. I would advise 
yon to consult Webster's dictionary. If 
reasonableness, righteousness, and godli
ness lead in the same path, whither do 
the;r lead? I should judge, from appear
ances, to the church, where a good many 
of the so-called goc;lly people put on its 
cloak to help them out in their devilish
ness, business, etc.. As to its leading 
further than that you or I hav no positiv 
proof. 

Second. "To be manly, yon must be a 
Christian." I beg leave to differ from you 
there. A man to be manly must be brave 
and noble (Webster). Now a manly man 
is one who has the moral courage to assert 
his honest opinion under any circum
stances. The orthodox Christian has been 
defined as a living fossil, imbedded in the 
rock called faith. (Faith, a mixture of in
sanity and ignorance.) 

So yon think God directs the footsteps 
of man? He must be a poor gnide, as so 
few go in the straight and narrow path. 

The third "reason why you should be 
a Christian is because God's work needs 
you." Yes, God's work does need all the 
help it can get, for it is in deuced bad 
shape. Poor God! He has been trying 
several different schemes in the last 6,000 
years to rope in the unwary, but his little 
confidence game wouldn't work. Ah! 
Happy thought! He sent his ill-begotten 
son to establish his kingdom here upon 
earth. Perhaps he was getting old and 
feeble, and thought it about time the boy 
was making his mark. 

Yon assert, "The call that is brought to 
us to-day for the sake of the present and 
future generations [this looks awfully like 
counting chickens before they are hatched] 
and the world, to be given entirely to 
God." Suppose, for the sake of argument, 
God did make the world, wouldn't it look 
rather silly to make him a present of some
thing that was his already? But possibly 
lie may hav lost it, having so many worlds
to look after. If so, he would hardly 
recognize it now, as it used to be flat in his 
time. 

Fourth. ''Moses was a wise man, and 
yet it was said of him that he would rather 
suffer aftliction with the people of God 
than to enjoy the pleasure of sin for a sea
son." Was Moses snffaring the aftliction 
of the people of God or enjoying the pleas
ures of sin for a season when he killed the 
Egyptian and hid him in the sand (Ex. 
ii, 12), and then sneaked off into another 
land, and made a bargain with the old 
man to go back and ''spoil" the Egyptians?. 
(Ex. iii, 22). 

"!would ratherhav the worst that could 
come to a Christian than the best that could 
come to a Christless man. I would rather 
be a pauper," etc. usee my friend die, or 
reputation· blasted [I don't doubt it], if I 
were able to say, as Job, 'I know that my 
Redeemer liveth,' " etc. So yon are not 
dead sure of it after all? I thought by 
your previous assertions that you were. 

Fifth. "Reason why yon should make 
this choice is that yon may hav a good 
hope [a hopei I should think you would 
want a surety] of everlasting life. I want 
this. I believe it is the noblest ambition that 
stirs the breast ~;~f man. I am not ashamed 
to say it." So yon are not ashamed to 
trample under your feet all that goes to 
make up an honorable man for a hope, a 
mere hope, of ·everlasting life. 

"Finally, yon should be a Christian 
and should become one instantly, for the 
time is short. Now is the accepted time; 
now is the day of salvation," etc. This 
has been sung for thousands of years, and 
probably will be, as long as there is a 
"sky pilot" left. J. E. ST. Cnorx:, 

would be Utterly Vicious Without Christ. 
MR. EDIToR: The Baptist is the largest 

of the ten churches in Amesbury, and its 
pastor, George F. Babbitt, is said to be 
the " smartest minister in town.-'' I bav 

of yonr congregation informs me that yon 
debate. Having heard of it a few days frequently denounce Mr. Ingersoll. That 
after, I sent him a short note politely ac- is a perfectly safe thing to do as long as 
cepting the challenge. Dld he make he is a thousand miles away, but what 
arrangements for a debate? No; but, in- would yon think to see Mr. Ingersoll in 
stead sent me a long letter declining my your pulpit, if you are afraid to meet one 

- "of much less caliber?" offer. His letter is too long to giv in full, 
The difference between an A. theist and an 

but among other things he said: "It is Infidel is not as great as yon are trying to 
impossible for an Atheist to discuss the ·make it appear. The Dictionary before me 
problems of Infidelity as an Infidel, · · · give the following definitions: "Atheist, 
the difference in the order or quality of one who disbelieves the existence of a 
their minds being radical in respect to God." "Infidel, an unbeliever; one who
spiritual questions. Infidelity is confusion denies the scriptures and Christianity.,. 

In the sense that Infidelity is unfaithful
of mind, but Atheism if! destitution of soul. ness to a trust, I certainly would not care 
· · · It is required that there should be to be called an Infidel, but as the word is 
the best trained men, men with the most generally used as applied to skeptics, the 
perfect judjcial sense and disciplin,. not difference between an Atheist and an In
only on the part of the contestants, but on fidel is not as great as the difference be-

tween a Baptist and a Methodist. 
the part of those before whom the case is Your refusal to debate with me because 
argued. • • •. Reason why an Atheist I am an Atheist rather than an Infidel, is 
cannot debate the questions that might lie mere bosh. Because I am "a fool without 
within the domain of Infidelity: He is a sense." It seems to me yon are taking 
-• fool!' For the fool hath said in his heart considerable responsibility upon yourself 
there is no God! . . . Of course you to pass judgment so hastily, considering 

that I am an entire stran~er whom yon 
cannot see this, for yon cannot see any- hav never heard speak. Yon say that "it 
thing straight in the spiritual world. When is required that there should be the best 
told that, in addition to the fact that yon trained men, men with the most perfect 
were an Atheist, yon wer& somewhat un- judicial sense and disciplin, not only on 
balanced, the possibility of a joint debate the part of the contestants, but on the part 

of those before whom the case is ar
waa out of the question, · · · The rea- gued." I will not comment on yonr tin
son why I personally could not debate with mitigated conceit in placing yourself so 
an Atheist is, that it would put me in a far above me in "judicial sense and disci
position of self-contradiction as a teacher plin," but will say that the remark is not 
that the Bible is the Word of God, and is very complimentary to your congreqation 
to be obeyed in ' all matters of faith and which was to be the judge before whom 

the case was to be argued. Why are yon 
practic<~.' This Bible says, specifically, afraid to hav the case argued before your 
that one shall ' not answer a fool after his own people 'I I am perfectly willing that 
own folly.' · · · By your very nature they decide which one of us is the most 
yon cannot know the truth. · · · By lacking in "sense." Yon say you believe 

in J esns Christ as the son of God, Re
nature and early training nothing would member, then, that it was Jesus who said, 
a:fford me greater exhilaration than to meet "But whos')ever shall say, Thou fool, shall 
yon before a public audience, under the be in danger of hell fire." 
severe conditions of parliamentary debate, The last reason yon giv is, perhaps, the 
and tan your hide for public amusement. weakest of all, for it brings to mind what 
As to the scope of the matter to be cov- a book of falsehoods, contradictions, and 

absurdities the Bible is. Yon could not 
ered, an Atheist would hav the opportnaity debate with me becau11e ttJ.e Bible tells you 
of his life to spatter the hearers all over to "answer not a fool after his own folly," 
with these inanities that would smirch like and in the nt:xt verse of the same chapter · 
mud, and to wash them oft would take you are told just as specifically to "an
more time than a pastor has at his disposal. swer a fool according to his folly," Which 

is right? And yet that is only one of more 
· · · I believe in Jesus Christ, even as than an hundred direct contradictions in 
the very son of God, and take him away that strange book, not to mention the 
and yon would drive me into every form cruelties, vulgarities, absurdities, and im-
of license." possibilities. 

It seems he felt obliged to forego the I hav briefly considered the reasons 
Pleasure of tanning my hide in order to which yon mention for declining my off<Jr' 

and yet the real reason, I think, yon hav 
prevent the scripture quotations from kept to yourself .. Yon are afraid to hav 
smirching like mud. I hav no doubt it your congregation hear the truth. It is 
would hav taken him some time to free not much of a compliment to their intelli
the minds of his people from the impres- genoa, and yet I believe it is the truth 

that not one in fifty of the members of 
r.Jions I would hav left on them. I sent your church knows what a contemptible 
him the following letter the next day: old sham the Bible is. Youknowall about 

GEo. F. BABBITT, Dear Sir: Yonr letter it, but yon get your living out of the ig
received. I am sorry yon decline to meet norance and credulity of others, conse
me in joint debate, but it is no more than quently it is simply business for yon to 
I expect<Jd. I did, however, think you "pull the wool over their eyes." 
would off<Jr a better excuse than yon do On the words of this anonymous book 
for declining. Not having heard your you base your present faith and hope of 
challenge from your own lips, it is only future happiness. This book which repre
natnral that it should hav reached me in a sents your God as the debaucher of a wo
different form from what it was when man, yon look to as a moral guide! Take 
originallv thrown out, especially as it was away Jesus Christ and yon say you will be 
conveyed to me by one of your church driven into every form of license. Well! 
members, who ought not to be expected to well! If I ever become so degraded that 
listen to much of what the minister is say- the hope of heaven and fear of hell are all 
ing. But it makes no difference to me that keep me in the paths of virtue, I hope 
whether it was the whole system of Chris- I shall at least hav pride enon~th not to 
tianity, or only the point you mention, admit it. Are yon sure those hell fire doc
which was to be under consideration. I trine of Jesus will always keep yon from 
would gla<ily accept the challenge in either going astray? The fact that they are a 
case, and it could not alter the nature of very weak: restraint generally, is strikingly 
your reply, which bars me out of any re- illustrated by statistics, which show that 
ligions discnBSion with yon. As is the case more crimes are committed by ministers, 
with ministers generally, yon use many in proportion to their number, than by any 
words_ to express a very few thoughts. I other class of people. 
hav read your letter carefully several Now, sir, in closing, allow me to giv"yon 
times in order to discover your real reason a little bit of advice: Denounce Free
for declining my offer, and, after much thought, Atheism, Infidelity, or anything 
sifting, I find the reasons as you giv them else which seeks to giv men mental liberty, 
are these: just as much as you please, but be careful 

I do not possess tbe "proper qnalifica- in ·the future about throwing out your 
tiona" for the following reasons: challenges for joint debates, and it may 

First~ because I am an Atheist, and not save yon the disgrace of making a cowardly 
an Infiael. backdown. Whenever yon feel like show-

Second, because I am "a fool without ing your ability to "pulverize" the Inti-
sense." · dele of this community, remember that 

Third, because the "Bible says, specifl- there is one man, at least, ready and will
cally, that one shall.'not answerafoolafter ing to meet yon with the :proof that 
his ow:a folly.'" Christianity, and the book upon which it 

Laying aside the fact that the language is founded, are false, immoral, cruel, and 
yon use ill not -very complimentary to my- tyrannicaL 
self, or very becoming to a servant of the Hoping yon will be honest enough to 
"meek and lowl.v Jesus," I will consider renounce your religion, as many ministers 
your reasons briefly. already hav, I remain, with all the respect 
It is a very eaav way to back down from I can force myself to feel, 

your position by saying that I do not Yours truly, J. A, WILSON, 
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Edited by Miss SusA...'i H. WIXoN, Fall 
Rirer, ltfass., to whom all Communica
tion' tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dR,I's occupation• 
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

The School-Boy. 
We bou,ht him a box for his books and toys, 

An<'! a crick~t bag for his bat. 
And he looked tbe brightest nnd best of boYs 

Under the new straw hat. 

We handed him into the railwaY train. 
With a troo? of his young compeers, 

And we made as though it were dust and rain 
Were filling our eyes with tea •s. 

We looked in his iunocent face to see 
The sign of a sorrowrul heart; 

But he only shouldered his bat with glee, 
And wondered when they would start 

'Twa> n<:>t that he loved not as heretofore, 
For the boy was tmder and kind; 

But his was a world that was all before, 
And ours wa• a world behind. 

Twa• not bis fluttering heart was cold, 
For the child was loyal and true; 

And the parents' love the love that is old, 
And the childrens' love that is new. 

And we came to know that love is a flower. 
Which only groweth down; 

And we scarcelY spoke for the space of an hour 
As we drove back through the town. 

-NaUona! Tribune. Washington,]). 0. 

Correspondence. 
. CHARLES CITY, !A., March 11, 1895. 

1\IIss SusAN H. WIXoN: This is my first 
letter to the Children's Corner. 1\Iy step
father takes TEE TRUTH SEEKER, and I like 
to read the Children's Corner. I am nine 
vears old. I hav a sister older tlian I am. 
Her name is Rosalind. I go to school and 
Rtndy reading, arithemetic, and spelling. 
I am in the Hcond primer B class, and 
will soon pass into the A class. 

J f any little girl wonld like to correspond 
with me, I would gladly answer. 

Your Liberal friend, NEvA TITUS. 
[We hope the above may be followed by 

other letters from Neva.-ED. C. C.j 

JERSEY CITY, N.J., Ma.,.ch 4, 1895. 
DEAR MIS9 WIXoN: I am a little girl, 

eight years old. I hav a little brother and 
sister. My sister's name is Fanny 1\Iildred 
and my brother's name is Charles Voltaire. 

· I bav a little brother dead, whose name 
was Howard Ingersoll. Both of my broth. 
ers were named after good men. I look 
at the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, al
though I don't understand them. Papa 
reads Tim TRUTH SEEKER, and likes it 
very much. H goes to Mr. Ingersoll's 
lectures and thinks a great deal of him. 

I think this is enough for this time; next 
~me I might hav something more to say. 

ELSIE MURVIHILL. 
[A good letter for a girl of eight years. 

-ED. C. C.] 

CROSBY, TEx., Feb. 10, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I saw my sister's Jet

ter in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I thought 
I would write. We hav no school here at 
present, but hope we will hav one soon. 
It is veryloneEome here; not many living 
in this place. We hav had a heavy snow. 
I reckon God sent it to kill off the stock, 
bnt I gnees the Christians would call it one 
of God's merciful acts to kill the worms 
and grasshoppers. To-day is Sunday, and 
the preachus are all snowed in, so they 
can't preach. My father takes 'fEE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and I hav a gooil laugh over the 
cartoons every week. F. M. HARVEY. 

[It is too bad there is no school in that 
neighborhood, but yon must study at 
home.-ED. C. C.] 

BuTLER, PA., Jan. 6, 1895. 
DEAR Mu;sWIXoN: lam a little girl only 

eleven years of age. I go to school and, 
when at home, I play school with my 
brothers and sisters. I am the teacher, 
but I never teach them anything about 
God, for I know nothing about him my
self; except what a neigbbor'R little girl 
told me over two years ago. She said that 
God made the world. Then I asked who 
made God, and she said she did not know, 
bnt thonght his folks had made him. Then 
I asked her who made his folks, but she 
could not tell. 1\Iy little brother said. she 
got stuck. I was never at church bat once; 
then I went to see the Christmas-tree at 
the Episcopal church, and I was so tickled 
to see the preacher in kilts. I know a 
Catholic lady who is so afraid wh~>n a storm 
comes that she prays with all her might, 
and says, "By .Jesus, I stand; by God, I 
love yon." 

My papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
we are all Freethinkers. 

!RENE FULLERTON, 
[Dear Irene, those questions hav been 

p,ef.f)g QV(l~ !'gd ove~ again1 a~q they :IJ.ever 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

hav been sati~factorily answered-and they 
never can be. The best way is to confine 
our questions to reasonable subjects, that 
can be reasonably discussed. Then we 
shall hav plain sailing. We would not be 
snrprised if IrPne becomes a teacher in 
earnest some day, and she will undoubtedly 
be an exoellent one, as Liberal-minded in
structors usually are.-ED. C. C.] 

PuEBLo, CoL., Feb. 5, 1895. 
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Friend of 

Humanity: After waiting fCl.,. many 
months to hear from my last offering to 
the Children's Corner, I conclude yon did 
not get it When I read yonr letters de
scribing yonr trip to the West and saw 
yon had passed through this place. I could 
hav cried. Had I known of it I shonld 
hav been to the depot to say, "Hail and 
farewell," if no more. Yonr letters were 
grand, as they always are, and I am sure 
that the children everywhere enjoyed 
them ss I did. I wish, though, yon could 
hav bad more time, so yonr friends could 
l•av had yon with them at the different 
places yon passed. I hope you can go 
again, and if so be snre to announce it 
some we•ks before, so we can tell yon of 
our whereabouts. It is not to be expectod 
that yon conld remember so many of us, 
that i•, where we are. 

The Children's Corner improves, bnt 
how I wish the children could hav a whole 
naper to tbemselvs, as they conld if money 
was more plentifnl. Bnt I see my letter is 
running on like u. summer stream. 

With b~st wishes for yon and all I am 
yonr sincere friend, 

MARY BAIRD FINCH. 
[We will try to see yon when we PI'SS 

that way again. Meantime our thought!! 
may run to and fro, like a " summer 
stream."-ED. C. C.] 

HoOPESTON, ILL. 
MY DEAR AuNT Susm: Yon will no 

doubt be surprised to hear from me, as it 
has been several years since I last wrote. 
We hav bad some lovely skating. Papa, 
Ida, and I went skating yesterday) so of 
course we are tired to-day. I suppose yon 
hav had both sleighing and skating at 
yonr home, hav yon not? Although it is 
a dull, gloomy day, I went to church and 
Snnday-school at the Universali5t chnrch; 
the minister of the church tanght the 
class I was in, and it was saddening to 
hear the way he tl.\lked. In speaking of 
King Herod, he said, "If he lived now he 
wonld be called a bnm," and farther on 
he spoke of this king as being "tipsy." 
Rather a reckless way for a minister of 
the gospel to talk-don't yon think so? 

I shall go to college at the end of the 
present term of school and will be gradu
ated when I am eighteen. I snppos!l the 
next question will be, How old am I now? 
Well, I guess you know, as yon saw me at 
the convention. 

I shonld like very much to hear Colonel 
Ingersoll lectnre. 

With love and best wishes to yourself 
and sister, I remain, Yonr niece, 

OLLIE JoHNSTON. 
[It is a great pleasure to hear from Ollie 

once more, and mav it not be a great 
while before she writes again.-ED. C. C.] 

MrnwAY, KY., Feb. 18, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: Tbongh small it may 

seem to some, there was something strik
ingly beantifnl in those words of Frances 
Wright, who, when checked in her ea"'er 
inquiries concerning the philosophy"' of 
hnman life, replied, " Can trnth be dan
gerous?" 
It is the evolution of this question to-day 

that has bronght about such a marked rev· 
olntion in the world of thonght. And 
althongh the change is not as great as we 
would wish- for superstition is so comfort
ing, so enchanting to the masses, that it is 
indeed hard to part with it- nevertheless 
Freethonght is gaining ground, the min~ 
isters do not control the mind c.f the peo
ple as they once did, the Bible has not the 
hold on the preacher it once had, and 
heaven no longer o.Rsnmes to dictate the 
affairs of men. We are discarding the 
divine mysteries of snpernatnralism, and 
beginning to learn something about human 
nature. Life is too short to dwell on the 
inspired cruelty of the Old Testament or 
the ignorance and bigotry of the N~w 
when we hav the privilege of reading 
Shakspere and Darwin. We cannot afford 
to waste any of our time on the age-honored 
myths and hoary superstitions of the dead 
p~st, when ther~ is a living world teeming 
with art. and science and beauty-a living 
world of men and women, against wh~se 
hearts the waves of passion beat, hurrying 
on, some to victory, otherll to shame and 
despair. 

There.is more glorlt, more real grand
eur, in the twinkling of a star or the 
sparkling of a pebble at ebb tide; than in 
all the Bibles that avarice and superstition 
bav ever dictated to the diseased minds of 
men. 

Helen H. Gardener says: "There are 
jnat twu ~tl;'o~g p:rops g:p,de~ t4e pulpit 

to-day-the sentiment of women and the 
ignorance of children;" and we might add 
with propriety, the hypocritical cant of 
men. The average man (at least, I find it 
so where I liv) is scarcely less religiom 
than the average woman, but women being 
in a greater degree the slaves of conven
tionality, dare not speak for fear of social 
ostracism. Many women are proud of be
ing considered inferior beings, simply be
cause the Bible tells them they are. 

Admitting for a moment that the Bible 
is true, surely woman has something to be 
prond of. She was the first to drive from 
the garden of Eden the phantom of super
stition. The first to eat of the fruit of the 
tree of knowled~:"e ! 

Rev. Anna Shaw. must hav thonght of 
that at the Atlanta convention, when she 
began her prayer with "Almighty God, 
our heavenly father and mother." His 
lordship must hav felt pretty qneer at 
being addressed in that new fashion. I 
wonder that the angela did not cry ont 
against such blasphemy. 

It is marvelous the many interpretations 
the scriptures will admit of, according to 
the peculiar belief and prejudices of the 
individual. No wonder the Irishman said: 
"The Bible is just like a fiddle. Yon can 
plav any tune on it yon plaze." . 

The scriptures were written by ignorant 
and designing priests who had their own 
aggrandizement in view; and it is very 
nnjnst, the way the Protestants hate the 
Catholics, when they are indebted to them 
for every word of their Bible and Chris· 
tianity. 

Just as snre as the Catholic chnrch goes, 
the Protestant will follow. Both are bad, 
immoral, and unjust. The thought of the 
world is tnrning against a religion of faith 
and fear. As Colonel Ingersoll says: " The 
church is dying of dry rot." Religion has 
many dupes to-day. Bnt superstition is 
no longer king of kings and lord of lords. 
The Bible has been weighed in the balance 
and found wanting. Science has risen, 
and Freethonght has sent her glittering 
message across the wires of time. 

Well, I mnst close. With love for your
self and the boys and girls, 

Truly yonr friend, MAY CoLLINS. 

A. Good Child 
is usnally healthy, and both conditions are devel
·oped by the us~ of proper food. The Gail Borden 
Eagle Br&nd C >ndensed l\Iilk is the best infant's 
food; so ea.ily prepared that Improper feeding is 
inexcusable and unnfcessary. 

Pen PiGtores of the World's Fair. 
By S. P. Pn:tn::un. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide
Book, the best description of thtl .Fair yet 
given~poetic, beautiful, accurate. It de
scribes the inauguration ceremonies, gives 
the director-general's address, the efforts 
to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va· 
rion~ buildings and what they contain, and 
iR. all in all, the very best picture of 'the 
Fair that can be painted with a pen. 

I [,LUS'I'IlA'.l'ED. 

A. .M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling 
the visitor to make his way around, and 
the stay-at-home to see where he went. 

A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, 
enabling one to comprehend at a glance 
the magnitude of the Exposition; the 
greatest ever known to the present time. 

8iBgle copy, 25 aents Five oopies for (1)1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
rhe Bible or Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Futmre. Cloth. $! . 
fhe Secret of the East; or, Thll Origin 

of the Ohristi&n Religion and the Jignifica.nce 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
o{ Nature. Cloth. $I. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of tho Human Orga.msm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Na.tur&!. History. lllus· 
tr&ted by H. Faber. Cloth~.$2. 

Address THE TrlUTH SEEKER, 
28 L&fa.yette Dlaoe. NAw Ynl'lr, 

-THE-

fREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT -BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE AllSURDITY AND TINTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH's CJJAlM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BEr>EFI
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RE

VEALING THE AROSES 
OF A UNION Oil' 

CBUROH AND 

185 
STATE, 

Fun .. Page 
lllustratiolls. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7AT/ONS 01 

FACTS~ 
HISTORY~ 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL-
ARS 

TO MAINTA'N THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE M7/ST 

IJEBIG"'·FI BY WA TS .N HESTIJN. 
WITH p,,h.TBr-I l' OF 

THE lJESIGN.E.R. 

The Illnstrations are classiftod as follows: 

16represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
'l " The Church Hob bing the People. 
"l " Thank,giving. 
6 Saubath Laws. 
14 Ohihlren an<'l the Church. 
u Woman anu die Uhurch 

6 'l'he Ohuwh anu Thomas Paine. 
4 Studie• in Nawral History. 
3 The Bible and Hcience. 
n 'fhe O,ergy an<l Their Flocks. 
1 l'iet 'in Unr Penitentiaries. 
4 'fho Atonemeno Scheme. 
4 'l'hd Lord and His Works. 
);! P•·aver. 
10 'J'h., Crerds. 
1 C!lristian• and Mohammedans. 

2 repre~~~>nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
~ " Missionaries. -. 
1 ,. 'fhe Lnrd'd Instruments. 
2!1 Dtble Doctrines and Their lleRults, 
1 '£he Church and l:llav~ry. 
2 ~dests and Politics. 
4 ireland and the Uhnrch. 
2 ,. Church's ldea of uivilizatio:t. 
I " The Uses nf the Cross. 
4 Unkind rletlections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
I Q So me Allegories .. 
~ Heaven. 
6 Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

.A. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin!J: like it haq ever be
fore appAared i ' this country. an•i it is very doutJtfnl if another ono li~<e it will ever agnin be pub
liKhed. We m 1st give the Truth Seeker Companv tho cred1t' f putting the book in the reach nl all. 
At twice the vrie •, t wol'lu have b oen a cheap hook. Art.st HeHtou as u. portrait painter and de
signer is 11 wouderfnl s. cceso. an lWei judge from our own f .elings that nearly every Li~eral in 
america wil!t.e81l'e a COJ:• {of thio moot w oncle.ful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. 

i\'Ir. Heston deserves +o be called the artist-hero of LiberFJism He has dedicated his genins to 
Freethought, and lms rlnno fni hfni and uoblu work for 11.1e cause of right and truth. ~nt the pict
ures do not m~tlte np the whole of ln.~ 'o'ume 'l'h<.re a1o nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that He ve first u.s exp.anutious of th) illustrati no1 and srecondlY as texts to prove the uttei· 
fai.,ttY of th<' chllrcll's profe·sions aurl the h:ypocl'isy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether tho 
book i3 one of tue best weapono ,.gainst Chr"lsti.auity bD.d t.he church that has evGr heen put ·u tho 
uands of Frt:nt!pnkers.-rBostou Investigator. ttl 

Price, boar'd covers, $2; cloth.$ $2.5Q· 



Jt sw ]')u'bl1oations. 
Unless otherwise specified, all publica

tions noticed here can be had of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER OoMPANY, at the price 
qamed. 

A NEw GosPEL OF LABoR. The Only 
Peaceable and Practical Solution of the 
Labor Question, and Thoron~h Remedy 
Against Hard Times. By A. Roadmaker. 
Seattle: S. Wegener. Paper, octavo, 
229 pp Price, 50 cents. 
The author starts out with the rePort oif 

an interview with a president of the United 
States, in which it is shown that the great
est obstacle in the way of a redress of the 
grievances of the wage-earning classes is 
their failure to agree as to the cause of 
the prevailing discontent in their ranks. 
The president's expressions, of which A. 
Roadmaker's own experience compelled 
him to admit the great force, led him to 
conclude that the :first step towards a solu
tion of the industrial question must be to 
l?iv the working people the information 
that would enable them to tell "what they 
wan~." Probably few agitators will dis
pute this Proposition, but when the writer 
says that his book contains just the infor
mation desired and that no other contains 
it he says no more than any other eco
nomic reformer will claim with equal con
:fiilenoe for his panacea. No doubt a few 
who read the book will :find in it new ideas 
which they will accept, but the majority, 
the overwhelming majority, will read it 
only for the purpose of discovering wherein 
it agrees with or differs from their own 
established opinion. and to commend or 
condemn it as the balance is one way or 
the other. A. Roadmaker forgets in his 
enthusiasm that the other schools of eoo· 
nomic thought or fePiing do not agree with 
him that they do not know what they 
want-on the contrary, they are sure that 
they do know what they want and how 
to get it,. and each school thinks that the 
great obstacle in the way is the stupidity 
of the adherents of the other schools. The 
real difficulty is not that all these workers 
do not know what they want, for they do. 
but that what they want would not be good 
for them if they could e;et it. Eioh contin
gent will admit that this is true of all the 
others .. It is probable this is what A. Road
maker meant to say, and that his purpose 
is to show them, not what they want, but 
what they should want. 

A. Roadmaker's plan is, in brief, the 
creation of a cabinet Department of La
bor, at the head of which is the Secretary 
of Labor. His :first duty will be the 
gathering of labor statistics, and the next 
the assiatin~ in the formation of national 
and iocal Producers'. Unions. Any local 
union belonging to a national Producers' 
Union shall be entitled to :financial aid 
from the United States treasury. For 
each such local union the Secretary of 
Labor shall appoint a government agent 
as book· keeper at a ~a1ary of $1 500 per 
:vear. The local union will giv the gov~ 
ernment a mortgage on its lands, shops. 
buildings, farm, mine, or other means 
of labor. The aid rendered shall be in the 
form of government bills, to be known as 
United States Producers' Notes. 'l'hese 
notes will not be redeemable in coin, but 
will be a lien upon the Iande, buildmgs, 
plant, etc., upon which the government 
bas its mortgage, will be received for ous· 
toms, taxes, and duties, and be full legal 
tender. When these notes, together with 
the present notes and coin money of the 
United States shall reach the sum of $40 
per capita, the old money is to be called 
in and demonetized in the ratio that new 
Producers' Notes are made, until they 
form the sole money of the country, to be 
increased as the population and industries 
of the country increase. These loans are 
to bear interest at the rate of one per cent. 
per annum. The wages to be paid to the 
member!! of a national Producers' Union, 
as subdivided in its local unions, are to be 
established by the national exeontiv com· 
mittee, whi.oh is to consist of delegates 
from the different locals, and shall meet 
in Washington as soon as a national Pro
ducers' Union bas commenced to work 
under this law, and at stated intervals 
thereafter. No wages shall amount to 
more than $1,000 per year, save officers', 
which may be higher. The exeontiv com
mittee of each national Producers' Union 
is to regulate the hours of labor for its mem
bers.,. and the amount of commodities to be 
proanoed by each local union. It shall 
also provide for full wage pensions to aged 
or disabled workers and to families be
reft of their supporters. The measures of 
each national exeontiv committee are to be 
revised by the central national committee, 
consisting of the presidents of all the na
tional Producers' Unions, this committee 
to a~l reside in Washington. It is the 
duty of this committee to propose to Con
gress changes in laws, hi.clnding the tariff. 
Local unions borrowing from the govern
ment must not borrow elsewhere. Local 
unions may suspend members who en
danger the welfare of the union; a national 
Producers' Union (through its exeontiv 
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committee) can suspend a local union, and 
may itself be suspended by the central 
national committee. All suspended per
sons or bodies hav the right of appeal to 
the next higher body, and the :final appeal 
is to the Secretary of Labor. Only citi
zens of the United States can become 
members. For the :first three years after 
tbe passage of this act only unions com
posed of coal-miners can secure loans; 
after that period of time the privilege will 
be available for workmen of all classes. 
All laws giving away, selling, or in other 
ways dispo8ing of farm lands, wood or 
coal lands, water-right, or other natural 
resources now in possession of the United 
States are declared null and void, and 
hereafter all snob property shall be leased 
out free of cost tci the different national 
Producers' Unions organized under this 
act. The price which any union is to 
charge for its product is to be equal to the 
cost of production, these elements Anter
ing into the computation: 1. The salary of 
the agent. 2 The wages of all workers, 
officers, and pensioners, including what is 
paid to widows and orphans, 3, The cost 
of medical attendance of workmen falling 
sick or becoming injured in consequence 
of their occupation as union members. 4. 
The interest on the oaoital borrowed from 
the goverment. 5. Wear- and tear-per
centage sufficient to keep all plants in good 
repair and to renovate the same. 6. The 
cost of all auxiliary materials. taxes, in· 
snrance, and similar expenses incurred in 
carrying on the national work of produc
tion. 7. A wear- and tear-percentage 
equal to the diminishing value of land, 
mines, minerals, or other natural resont>ces 
caused by exhausting the same. This per
centage to be paid by the local unions to 
the government once a year, the notes so 
paid in to be destroyed, so as tn kPep the 
value of the union's property and the gov
ernment loan on the same properly ad
justed. 

There yon hav A. Roadmaker's scheme 
in a nutshell. Of a certainty it will not be 
approved by the Singla Taxers, nor the 
State Socialists, nor by tho Revolutionary 
Anarchist-Communists, nor the Philo
sophical Anarchists, neither by the Silver 
Monometallists, nor the Gold Monometal
lists, nor the Bimetallists, nor yet even by 
the men of the three parties who are now 
in the lead, and we are certain that the 
Prohibitionists will set their faces like 
flint against it if brewers are allowed to 
form unions and borrow money from the 
government. Perhaps you will, like to 
study the matter some more before yon 
giv your :final decision, and in that event 
we wili send yon a copy of Mr. Road
maker's book on the same terms that we 
will sell von any other book-that is, on 
receipt of the retail price. 

$100 Reward, $100. 
The readers of this paper will be plea.ed to 

learn that there is at least one dreaiied disease 
that s6i~nce has been able to cure in aU its sta!!'es 
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the 
only positive cure now known to the medical 
fraternity. Catarrh btin~r a constitutional dis
ease requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's 
Catarrh Cure is taken internallY,, act1ni1: directly 
upon the blood and mucous surraces of th~ sys
tem, thereby destroying the foundation of the 
disease, and giving the pati~nt strength by build
ing up the constitution and assisting nature in 
doing its work. The proprietors have so much 
faith in it• curative powers, that they offer One 
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. 
Send for circulRrs and tPsT.imonials. Address .... 

. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, v. 
1131'"' Sold by Druggists, 75c. 
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'f QUITE NEW &~UNIQUE 
THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye con 

Saw the Vision of the .;~~ld, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkllble he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land witllout a sun or 
a ne'Yspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 
whe1•e women are the stronger sex, 
where all dt·ess alike, wear no buttons, 
go l.n bathing . together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed. 11 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

365 DA1S · 
Ahead Of 

them aU. 

·Sff THAT 
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Tne Glory of I nfiOeiit~ RIGHT LIVING I 

WI L'H A POEM ON 
Thomas Paine. 

Ethics as Understood by a 
Student of Science. 

By SAMUEL JP. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. l'ntnam's works, 
and no FreBthinker or Infidel should be without 
it. > o meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an mglorious philosophy. By SUSA.N H. WIXON. 

10 cents a copy, 1 ~copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Sixty Chavters WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
Considaing from a rational view point those' A. new edition of .that splendid prose 12_oem "L1fe," by "the pntlce of orators," Col. R. G. 

- In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
fa.ir h nmanitie9 that makA life worthy to be ed1tion, and can be framed or Placed upon the 

table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
~ppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
. urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and poet. who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone in the living world." It will 
make a deli!l"htful present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtellectna\ greatness, but of artistic 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

workmanship. It is printed on heavy board. gilt 
Addrese THF. TRUTH REEKER, boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. nrice onlY?5 cents, post-paid. 

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT S'rORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By ~ATSON I-IESTON. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Ortgin and Authenticit; of the 
Old Testament-A Page or Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

It will 

Garner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Pa~~e 
D 

Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah aJHl Bara\r 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera. 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer Family,~. Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His "~ister," Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favorite ~ 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy l\ioses Adventures of the Pro}Jhets, 
Balaam the biviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, }lrepnid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt si1le 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illumiuatl'll covers, $1. 
A.ddt•ess THE Tl~UTII SEEU.ER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New Yo1·k city 

The Bible Inq1_1irer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

crVTAINING 148 PROPOS/T;ONS. 
With References to the most 2lsin and Striking s~lf-Contrarlict.ions of thA So-cs,Jled Inspired 

"criptnres. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Ne.,:at1vely by Qnotatwns from the 
Bible. A!eo, Other Bible "References of Importance. 

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 
Address THE T~UTH SEEKER, 28 J,-.fayotte Place, New York City, 
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Gems of ~lloug'At. 
BLANK pessimism is the one creed possi

ble for all save fools.- Grant .Allen. 
IN every epoch of disintegration public 

opinion was ever the cataract that roared 
toward the brink and plunged into abyss
mal ruin.-.Amos Waters. 

ALL the good in religion is not religion, 
but morality, benevolence, love, culture, 
music, art, etc., all anteceding and surviv
ing any special religion.- Otto Wettstein. 

THE republican form of government is 
the highest form of government, but be

. cause of this it requires the highest type of 
human nature-a type nowhere at present 

. existing.-Herbert Spencer. 

FREEDOM is for society, as for the indi
·vidual, the necessary condition precedent 
to the solution of practical problems, both 
• as allowing natural forces to develop them
selva, and as exhibiting their spontaneous 
tendencies; but it is not in itself the solu
tion.-Professor Ingham. 

WHEN the Catholic church encroaches, 
strike it at the point of encroachment. 
When any church, any institution, any 
class, encroaches, meet it at the point of 
assault. When balance, poise, judgment, 
is lost, when the territory of one is ruth
lessly invaded by another l repel the inva
sion, but do not in turn mvade. Do not 
murder your neighbor because yon think 
he will murder you. Do not murder him 
because his grandfather murdered yours. 
Giv equal liberty everywhere. In the 
splendor of that liberty invasion will be 
self-repelled.-Hora.ce L. Traubel. 
. THE wonderful old man! [Voltaire.] 
When he was past eighty years of age he 
set to work, like another Jeremy Bentham, 
to abolish the admission of hearsay evi
dence into French legal proceedings. But 
his great work was that by his wit and 
irony he broke down the principle of au
thority which had been so fonlly abused 
in France. Would the most strictly relig~ 
ions man wish to see religion as it was in 
France in the eighteenth century? Would 
the greatest stickler for authority wish to 
find a country governed as France was 
governed in the days of Voltaire?-.Alex
ander .A. Knox. 

THERE is no difference between the plain 
speech in many classic works and in those 
which hav been lately [1878] condemned 
as immoral, and no difference is alleged 
between the motive with which they are 
all published. The book may be very able 
in one case, very poor in another, but the 
principle of freedom and right protects 
them equally. To contend that a book 
which is decent for the rich becomes inde
cent when priced within reach of the poor, 
is a mere insult to the people; it is on a 
par with the religion which regards sub

,scribers to the Zoological Gardens on Sun-
day as pious peopl~ whereas sixpence 

,would make them l::Sabbath-breakers.
:Moncure D. Oonway. 

W A:L.T WHITMAN is placed in very good 
<Company by going on theEpiscopal church's 
Index Expurgatorius. Here, also, are a 
few of the names from that of the church 
of Rome: Catullus, Dante, Abelard, D'Au
bigne, Bayle, Isaac Casaubon, Condillac. 
old Antony a Wood, Voltaire, Rousseau, 
Rochefoucanld, Rabalais, Petrarch, Boc
caccio, Petronius Arbiter, Congreve and 
Wecherly, Beaumont and Fletcher, Mrs. 
Behm, Robert Herrick, La Fontaine, Boa
suet, Luther, Erasmus, Melancthon, Russ, 
Madame Guyon, Fenelon, Hobbes, Ba
con, Bals~ Bobme, Boileau, Comte, Pro
fessor J. w. Draper, Sterne, Dollinger, 
Hume, Swift, Junius, Kepler, Lessing, 
Leopardi, Pascal, Rosmini, George Sand, 
l::lpinoza. Where is the craven soul that 
would not prefer to go to aheol in this 
illustrious company than to heaven with 
Torquemada and his gang of pale-gilled 
wielders of red-hot pincers and nail-ex
tractors?- Wm. ~·loane Kennedy. 
HusH, Christian! speak in bated tones 
Of Druids' worship round their gory stones! 
The founder of thy creed 
Died with despairing groans. 
Within thy book we read 
God bade his own son bleed, 
A human sacrifice I But blood mi9ht plead 
With the Omnipotent f9r sinners need. 
Years rolled away; again the pious priest 
Spread for his Moloch the Satanic feast; 
Fires mantled round the quailing, quiver-

ing frame, 
Fierce scorching God's true son e'en in his 

father's name! 
Christian, thine idol 'twas whose feted fane 
Reeked with the blood of innocents; their 

pain 
Gave a fresh thrill of rapture to the Hells, 
Where, bloated with his bliss, thy brain

born image dwells. 
Come, brother men, together let us weep 

That men can be so cruel to their kin; 
Love giva all vengeance an eternal sleep, 

And damns not erring as a mortal sin. 
-Robert B. Holt. 
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NEW YORK: 

PIANOS! PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano -is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STEox, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned l!lcale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says : 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personaf friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

~f you or any of your fri~nds contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your mterest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG &: SON, Atchi~on, Kan. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
a.nd smg them in _your homes, making them hav· 
P1. and bright ?-l:!END FOB A OOPY,-Greeil cloth, 
gilt title, 40 cents; half bound. 25 cents. 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OIIR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 10 cents. 

ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Hand
some ca.talog_ue free. Sa.fe Watch Co .• 9 Murra.y 
street, New York. '12tl9 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers a.nd Shippers of 

Fruits and Vegetables. 
a.nd 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
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BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY, , 

SPECIALTIES 1 

Florida. a.nd California Products-Ba.nana.s. ·or
anges, Lemons, Cranberries! Pine_a.3)ples. 

Gra.pe~. Peaches, Pears, P ums, Mel
ons, Apples, Berries. 

Potatoes, Onions, Cabbages, Cucumbers, Toma
toes, Celery. Beets. Carrots, Turnips, 

Popcorn, Sg_ua.sh..1. Crab Ap-
ples, Egg rlant. 

Special attention paid to ftlling orders !or 
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese, a.nd a.ll kinds of Fruits 
a.nd Vegetables in their sea.son. 

118 So. Water St., Chicago. 

$6 7 g,6g4,43 g. 
B_y the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt jr.om 
PaxationY 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our paii!J>hlet with this title contains &n Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, a.nd a. Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value. b:y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the Umted States and in th~ several Sta.tes 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show a.t 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities. States. a.nd Sections, all 
nompa.risons being based upon official fi~ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub
lished. In no other work are the !acts, figures, 
and arguments to be found. The figures. being 
:ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
ba.ve been completed- probably a. bout eight 
years hence. The arguments a.re una.nswera.ble 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
ilo8 the injusti~e of church exemption is suffered 
,o sxist. 

By sing!e copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published S,Pecially for distribution by 
;hose who favor iust1ce in ta.xa.tion the followin~~: 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. • - - i1.00 
Fifty copies~ - - - - , UO 
Jne hundrea copies - - - · 8.00 
u1.rger qua.ntities at I!Jlf!Cial rates. 
~ddress THE TRUTH SEEKEB. New York. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. IU.OSSo 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Paga.n Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. Original Sin a.nd the 
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted 
ContemporarY Evidence. Paley's "Evidences ol 
Christia.nhy " Exa.niined. The Testimony of 
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wa.ne. 

Price, Cloth, e1. 
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB, 

28 Lafa.yette Pl .. New York. 

PRIESTLY CELffiACY EXPOSED 
By Bllv. G. 'l'. l'ox,lii.A. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evldenees, 
and Early History of ChrilillianUy. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully a.nd Faith• 
fully Set Forth. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28La.fa.vette pla.ce, New York. 

ARt 10V DtAF7 
Don't You Want to Hear? 

TlTL" AmHPBONE will help you if you do. It 
nr.o .UM h a. recent soientifi~ inven
tion whioh will reqtore the hearing of any one 

not born dea.f. When in the ear itis invisible, 
and does not ca. use the slightest discomfort. h 
is to the ear wha.t gla.ssee a.re to the e_ye, a.n ear 
spectacle. Inclose a. stamp for particulars. Can 
be tested free of charge a.t 
Phe .Au;raphone Co's Offices: 

'116 Metropolitan B'ld'g, Madison Sq., New York 
6t8 



JY ot for ]}arsons. 

ALAS, THE COOKS AND SPARROWS! 

The following anggeativ letter in the in
tereRt of S!lbbath observance comes to 
the ;Listener from a worthy lady of his ac
qnatntance: 
D~AR LISTENER: While the Sunday Pro

tecttv League members are doing much 
fearful and wonderful work, yet there are 
!' fe_w little points they hav overlooked, in 
thetr noble task of stopping all the un
necessary things on Sunday. It is painful 
to hav to reveal the sad, sad fact that ma.ny 
members of the very Sunday Protectiv 
League ita~lf are openl:y encouraging, 
conntenanctng, and paymg . for totally 
unnecessary Sunday performances of 
labor. For instance, the cooking of meats, 
vegetables, gravies, tea, coffee, and so on, 
obliging maid-servants to break one of the 
moat sacred laws of the Sabbath! 

That excellent pietist from India, Mr. 
Ga~dhi, who i~ now undertaking to apirit
nahze Boatomana, presents himself as a 
living proof that it is not in the least 
necessary to eat cooked food at any time, 
m~ch leas on Sunday. Nntaand fruita are 
qmte enough to sustain life during that 
sacred day, even for sinners, now dwelling 
on the low, material plane of week-day 
meat-eating. Will yon not urge this point 
upon the S. · P. L., and impress upon them 
the awful example of wrong-doing which 
they will continue to set before the com
munity until the cook-fire ceases to burn 

·and the cook-girl ceases to labor in their 
abodes on Sunday? · 

Another glaring case of Sunday excnr
·aions, noise, gayety, and frolic, often ter
ribly annoying to the devout worshipers 
in Sunday churches, and yet entirely un
checked by the S. P. L., 1s that of some 
terribly saucy and aggreaaiv foreign col
onists in our midst, who hav so little rev
erence for the Puritan Sabbath that they 
actually invade the very porticos of the 
churches with their noise and chatter while 
divine service is in progress! It is an out
rage that these should be permitted to 
carry on their imitation of a continental 
Sunday-a day almost wholly given to the 
pursuit of happiness l-over the very tomb
stones of the Puritans. I refer, of course, 
to the European sparrows, whose irrever
ence (especially at King's Chapel, Park 
Street Church, and soma other sacred 
places) actually tempts one to believe 
them animated by personal contempt for 
pietism. 

The free, bold flight of these Sunday 
excursionists, undoubtedly, has a stimn
latinS\' effect upon the restless spirit of those 
ignorant penpl<i who try to escape from 
the city· on Sunday, and betake themselvs 
to still waters and green pastures in out
of-town places. Indeed, I hav actually 
known one of these people to excuse him
self on the plea that it was as natural for 
man, as for the eparrows, to seek the open 
air, the blue ~ky, the glm:ions trees on 
Sunday. I blush to tell that this shame
fully audacious wretch even exclaimed, 
"N ecesaary I necessary l Who is to judge 
what each man finds necessary?" and, 
pointing to King's Chapel,. this monster of 
iniquity affirmed, "I say, Sunday excur
sions are a thousand times more necessary 
than the deadly dull performances going 
on every seventh day in that musty, old 
assembling plac~ of dry-bones." He would 
not listen to my horrified protast, but 
went on. •• Consider the slaves of the 
factory, the shop, the offi<le, thousands of 
whom work in basements, or in dark rooms 
which never see sunlight, for six days of 
the week; and then ask yourself what one 
single semblance of common sense is there 
in compelling these people to remain in 
city boarding-houses, in attica, in slums, 
on their one day of well-earned freedom. 
They won't go to the Sunday Protectiv 
L9agne's churches if they stay in town. 
And what advantage has the United States 
over Russia, anyway, if one set of people 
are to be allowed to forcibly restrain the 
innocent motiv of another set on their 
"'"ekly holiday?" · 

.A.t this, dear Listener, I was so shocked 
tLJat I refused to hear any more. Bnt I 
b.av told yon enol!gh to show yon how 
much mischief the Sunday freedom of the 
sparrows and the Sunday cooking of the 
Sunday Protec,iv League is causing. If 
the S. P. L. would only let the public feel 
sure, beyond doubt, that every cook and 
every cook-stove is given a calm, motion
less, Sabbatical rest on the day the Sunday 
Protectiv League wishes to reduce to a 
state of quiescent passivity; and if the S. 
P. L. would at once begin a crusade to 
promote Sunday observance among the 
flauntingly -yea, the indecently-irrever
ent sparrows, then, in time, we might hope 
to restore the beautiful Sunday (or was it 
Saturday?) depicted in Exodus xxxi, 15, 
"Whosoever doeth any work in the Sab
bath day, he shall surely be put to death." 

In the meantime, dear Listener, will yon 
please call upon the Sunday Protectiv 
League to explain whether or no the 
preacher's work on Sunday, the church 
Janitor's, the organist's and the choir's can 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

FROM UNDER 

THE BU~SHEL 
By WILLIAM HA~T. 

1,306 Questions to the <Jiergy and tor the <Jon• 
sidet·ation ot Others. 

The author, while a sincere church member, obeyed the in
junction to search the scriptures, which led to the propounding of 
theatJ queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and remain a 
Christian • 

PRIOE 40 CENTS. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

be considered work; for, observe, the de
cree does not specify "necessary" work, 
it says "any work," and, as the above are 
all paid for their services, shall we not 
hav to consider that" work?" And, if they 
are doing work on the Sabbath day, must 
the punishment prescribed in Exodus fall 
on th&m? 

The bare suggestion is terrifying, but 
all this Sabbath and Sunday bnsin~;~as is so 
confusing that one does not really know 
what conclusions one ought to draw, when 
starting ont from the standpoint of Exo
dus. Hoping _yon will call upon the Sun
day Protectiv League for fuller explana
tions, dear Listener, I am 

Sincerely yonrP, 
PRUDENCE PRUNELLA PRISliiS. 

-The Listener, in Boston Transcript, 
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THE OONFLit'r BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethought. Its a.rguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic, ~d love of justice. 
It is eloquent a.s well as oonvmcmg. 

Price, Cloth, $1. Address 
THE TBUTH BEEKEB. 
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:iLLUSTRATED 
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The text is poetic&! and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
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BesearGhes in Driental History, 
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Origin of the Jews, the Rise aad DeTel• 
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DeriTBtion of ChristiaBity; 
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WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS7 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.Do 
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Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
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Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
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chapters. ' 
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JOSEPH HATH DREAMED ANOTHER DREAM. 
And when they were departed, behold, the angel of tlle Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream, saying, Arise, and 

take the yonng child and his mother, and flee iuto Egypt, and be thon there until I bring thee word: for Herod will seek 
the young child to destroy him.-Matt. ii, 13. 

IT bas been decided to bav a world's fair 
in Montnal in 1896. 

AuGUSTA and Colnmbns, Ga., were swept 
by cycloms on March 20. 

THERE was a snow storm in MiEsonri, 
IllinoiP, lLdiana, ai:d Virginian, March 20. 

TBE late leader of the clerical party in 
the Prussian u{:per house, Freiherr Von 
Schorlemer-Alst, died March 17. 

TEE GEiman Reichstag, by a vote of 163 
to 146, njected a resolution congratulating 
Prince B1smarck on his birthday. 

Two hundred Negroes set sail from 
Savannah for Liberia on March 19; they 
are the advance guard of a colony. 

Two boats on the Rhine near Lobith 
convfying dynamite were blown up and 
twenty-five penons killed, it is reported. 

-
THE cornerstone of a monument to Gari· 

baldi to commemorate the defense of the 
cit.y i~ 1849, was laid in Rome on March 
18th; 

THE House of Repre8entalivs failed to 
make an appropriation for the payment of 
the Bering Sea fisheries awards, as we 
agreed to do. 

IT is the consensus of opinion that the 
"reform " legidature of New Jersey, just 
adjomned, was no improvement on its 
predecessor. 

MARSHAL P.t~INCE KoMATsu has been 
made chief of all Japanese armies. This 
is supposed to indicate the approaching 
end of the war. 

TEE die co very of a coil a piracy to proclaim 
Gen Antonio Ezeta president of San Sal
vaddr Jed to the summary execution of all 
the implicated leaders. 

TnE New Orleans grand jury has in
dicted twenty white men for the murder 
of the Negro stevedores recently killed by 
mobs of river laborers. 

THE latest reports put the number of 
Armenians massacred by the Kurds and 
'rnrks in Moosh at 8,000. It is stated that 
not a soldier was killed. 

A FIRE in a tenement house having no 
fire escapes caused the death_ of two ~en 
in this city on March 20, besides putting 
many more lives in peril. 

ON March 24 the St. .Tames Hotel in 
Denver burned and four firemen were 
killfd by falling through the floor of the 
rotunda to the basement. 

THE Spaniards recently defeated the 
Malay Mnseulmans on the island of Min
danao, the Philippines, the Sultan and his 
son being among the killed. 

CoMMISSIONER of Street Cleaning War
ing has appointe~ Chat: lee ~·.Meade Su
perintendent of FIDal Disposition. Meade 
is twenty·two years of age, a graduate of 
the Massachusetts Irstitnte Qf Technolngy, 
and started in here as a driver, but his 
promotion has been very rapid. 

lT is rumored that rich gold fields hav 
been found on the San Juan River, be
tween Utah and New Mexico. These are 
in the shape of placer deposits. 

THE falling of a wall caused by the burn
ing of the roundhouse at Toledo, Ohio, of 
t.he Wabash road, re~nlted in the death of 
three men and the injury of nine, aome it 
is thought fatally. 

QoEEN VICTORIA has given her consent 
to 1be Jaw conferring full suffrage on the 
women of South Australia. It is consid
ered odd that she should hav anything to 
say in the matter. 

A PASSENGER train was held UP by train 
robbers near Victor, CoL, on March 23. 
The leader is an ex-~pnly sheriff and ex
deputy United Sbtes marshal, and three 
others are believed to be ex·depnty 
sheriffs. 1 

THE books of the iDl'<titntion appear to 
Ehow that it has cost Illinois at least $77 
per month for each inmate of the state 
Home for Juvenile Female Offenders. 
The investigation reveals a deplorable con
dition of affairs. 

FouR men hav been indicted for man
slaughter in connection with the collapse 
of the Orchard street tenement house in 
this c\ty by which four lives were lost. 
They are the builders, owner, and city 
building inspector. 

TEE extraordinary grand jury of New 
York city has returned indictments against 
<1bont a dozen police officers, including 
Inspector McLaughlin and several cap
tains. They were arrested, and released 
on bail, in sums ranging from $2,500 to 
$20,000. 

TEE extraordinary grand jury brought 
in indictments against twenty-two persons 
for violation of the election laws in this 
city at the last general election. Those 
arrested were admitted to bail in $2,500 
each, with the exception of two, whose 
bail was fixed at $1,000 each. 

THERE was a million-dollar fire in Ar
mourdale, Kan., on March 24. It was the 
packing plant of Reid Brothers, of Kan
sas City, Mo., and nothing was saved but 
the beef storage building. Sixteen acres 
were burned over; the water pressure was 
totally ineffectiv. The average number of 
hands employed was 1, 100. 

THE Mexican court which bali! been in
vestigating the accident on the Inter· 
oceanic railroad whereby 150 lives were 
lost bas found the engineer, Neuffer, re
sponsible, and ordered the company to 
produce him. He has fled to the United 
States, having been shot at while trying to 
rescue passengers from the wreck. 

THE reports from the seat of hostilities 
in Cuba continue to be contradictory. 
There are stories of many " battles " and 
the victory is uniformly with the ~ide that 
sends the news, so we hav two defeats and 
two victories at every engagement. It il3 
stated that 8,000 m<,re soldiers from Spain 
will reach Cuba by the first of April. 

BRIGADIER-GEN. ADAM BADEAU died at 
Ridgewood, N. J., Mtnch 19. He was 
born in New York city Dec. 29, 1831. He 
was long on the staff of General Grant and 
also filled important places in the diplo
matic and civil BFrvice. He published 
several books about Grant and assisted 
lhe general in the prep~ration of his auto· 
biography. 

Two members of Daniel Webster lodge 
of the Free Sons of Israel, of this city, 
were arrested for participation in a theat
rical entertainment given b:y the lodge on 
Sunday night, March 17th. Counsel for 
the men will try to get a special act through 
the legislature excepting from the opera· 
tion of the Sunday law such concerts and 
entertainments. 

IN accordance with the decision of tho 
English' Privy Council, the Governor
General of Canada has ordered the prov
ince of Manitoba to restore separate (Cath
olic) schools. Premier Greenway, of 
Manitoba, and his ministers declare that 
th~y will not obey the order. It looks 
seriomly like open conflict between the 
Dominion and the province. 

ELIZABETH CADY STANTON is at the head 
of a committee of women charged with the 
task of getting out a revisio:::J. of the Bible 
which will show the mistranslations in 
other editions, so far as woman is con
cerned. It seems to be the notion of the 
committee that the "we" in Genesis in
cludes the "motherhood of god," instead 
of the polytheism of the writer, as is nn
donbtely the case. This is another instance 
of attempting to read into the scriptures 
what the reader-in wants there. 

NEARLY every one of the one thousand 
men who constitute the governing power 
in Hawaii is either a military or civil office
holder. The governed number about 
100,000. When the American flag was fly
ing over the government buildings all the 
lands of the native were appropriated and 
were not returned to their owners when 
the home government took charge. This 
practically reduces the native to serfdom. 
Three hundred political prisoners were 
sentenced to serve terms in the peniten
tiary, and about one hundred more were 
paroled or banished. 

PROF. PETER H. VANDER WmYDE, a dis
tinguished man of science, died at his 
home in New York on March 18. He was 
born in Nymegen, Holland, eighty-two 

LI HuNG CHANG, Chinese peace envoy years ago. The chair of Industrial Science 
to Japan, was shot by a Japanese youth was expressly created for him at Girard 
and wounded in the face while returning College in 1864. Hewasoneof the editors 
to his hotel in Shimonoseki from a confer- of Appleton's American Cyclopedia, editor 
ence with the JapaneFe peace commission- of tho Manvjacturer and Builder, took 
ere. The would· be assassin was promptly out over two hundred patents on inven
arrested, and high Japanese officials hav tiona of his own, mostly electrical, was 
hastened to visit Li Hung Chang with ex· noted as a musician and composer, and 
prbssions of regret. It is not known how was a painter of no mean merit. He wrote 
serious is the wound of the viceroy. 1 much for the scientific prase, completing 

only a. week before his death an art.icle on 
modern electricity. Professor Vander
W eyde was a radical Freethinker and for 
some years a prominent member of the 
Manhattan I..iberal Club. 

THERE is a very bad political crisis in 
Sp:\in. Officers of the army became in
censed against the utterances of the Re
publican papers and mobbed the offices of 
Rome of them, including that of Castelar. 
The government could not control the 
army, the officers, from generals down, 
siding with the rioters. Then the ministry 
resigned. It did not dare to attempt the 
punishment of the offenders for fear of in
citing a mutiny and endangering the mon
archy. General Martinez de Campos, Cap
tain General of Madrid, summoned the 
officers of the Madrid garrison to him and 
said: "If there is any further rioting on · 
the part of the officers of this garrison 
they will hav to meet me as an opponent." 
Later he received a deputation of jonrnal
ist.s, to whom he said: "If yon make any 
further attacks upon the army which incite 
a renewal of the recent rioting yon will 
undoubtedly be shot," A military court 
at Barcelona has ordered that two direct
ors of local newspapers be arrested for 
protesting against the excesses of the sub
alterns in Madrid. The journalists protest 
in vain against trial by military courts. 
There is a rigid consorship of press and 
dispatches; important news has to be sent 
by mail to Bayonne. Most of the news
papers ofli(les were barricaded and defended 
by armed guards of civilians. The professor 
of history in the University of Madrid, a 
conspicuous author, wrote a letter to the 
Barcelona press dealing with the crisis, and 
had to flee to Portugal to avoid arrest by 
the military chiefs. Other writers hav fled 
to France. Canovas del Castello, Conserv
ativ, has formed a new ministry. Five of 
the nine ministers are Liberals. 

EDITORIAL 
Prom the Preethou,qht Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give yon yon are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in t.hat line are crude, and simply the • 
" Musings " of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first· class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench fodorty·five years; is· 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artiBtic and expressive emblem ever 
designerl. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first· class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die·cntter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

@"Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
E~ta.blished 1857. U.OCHEl..LE, ILT,, 

Is 
A 

Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein 

Watch. 
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Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel Im~:ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ' 
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Great Suicides of History. 
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Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. · Price 25 Cents 
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Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. S<1muel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver-

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of Englaiid. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Free thought has played and is playing a conspic~ous part .. 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who· 

While lHil is 'gone Mr: Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals ~nd particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter

taining, insh·uctive, poetic, and good reading. 

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three 

months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's "News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. 

THE .TRUTH 

ER if YOU called his 

attention to the Pa-

per? 

·i 
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For $6.60 we will send THB TBUTB SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. For $6 we will send TBlll TBUTH SBEXEB one year ($8) and "Paine's 
Putnam's " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 great Works Oomplete "($8). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi- of his monW:Uent in New Rochelle. 
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. For $6 we will send THB TBUTB SEEKEB one year ($8) and "The World's 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of ::;'reethought throughout Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 
· the OivUized World from the time of Oolumbus and Bruno to the time of Inger- F o ~ ~::0 will d T $. ) d J B 

soiL It is. a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human or .,..., • ., we sen BE TBUTB SBEKliiB one year ( 3 an ames · 
race. It reveals Freethought liB an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are wants this boo~. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
its intluences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUB hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
HUNDBJID YEABS oF FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the. brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 
rich with the ~eatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's For $4:.60 we will send To TBUTB SEl!IKliiB one year ($3) and "The 
most shilling advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
pro~ess. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great- For $4: we will send THB TBUTB SBEKEB one year ($3) and "The Free-
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added For 14: we will send THE TBUTB SEEKEB one year ($3) and a copy of" Old 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 
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FREE OF CHARGES. 
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free, a copy in boards of 

FREETHOUGHT Ts. SUPERSTITION. 
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read THE 'fRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 
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We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 
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this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For dubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve mon~hs' subscription, but if they do not feel 
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the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 
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The M:odern Protestant Inquisition. 
It is one of the curiosities of our times that a 

Protestant sect is made the victim of other Protes
tant sects _because it teaches that the Sabbath of 
the Bible is binding on the Christian conscience, 
while the Protestant sects that persecute it teach, 
in effect if not in terms, that the Sabbath of the 
Bible is no longer binding on the conscience of the 
Christian, but that the Sabbath of the Catholic 
church is binding on the Protestant as weli as the 

SUBSCRIPTION KA.TES: Catholic Christian's conscience. This curious fact 
Bingle subscription. in &dvance ..... --····-········-·-··•3 oo derives additional emphasis from the further fact 
One subscription two :vears,in &dvance ...... _ .•. - ........... li oo that the Protestant holds that the authority of the 
~~ :b!C:!~'!!~r:h -~~~ ;;~;,; ~~};;;,ri};~;; ~~~~~;;~;tit~~~~: ~ :: church is a rope of sand unless interwoven with it 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit- is the authority of the scriptures, while the Catho-
One s~~sc!i~ii~~·.;;tth""th;~~ .. ~~:~.-~~b~crlb~~;,"~·~~~-;~~t.: 7 00

. lie holds that the authority of his church rests sol-
tance ....................... · .. · ............................ · s liO idly on the basis of tradition as well as of scripture, 

One subscription with four new subscribere, in one remit· 
t&nce ........................................................ 10 eo and tha.t in the absence of the sanction of the latter 

An:v number over :llve &tthe s&me r&te, inv&ri&bl:vwith one the approval of the former. is suffic_ient. It is omi-
remitt&nce. 

Monet~ 11ioulcl bB •en' btl 8ZJW811 oomp~&nll'l mon81/ order, 
POitaJ order, clra.t¥ on Ne'IJJ Yorl:, or btl regUterecl zetter. 
A.clt1re11 oommunfo~&tfons ~&ncl m111:e araJ¥r, o11eo1:1, poBt-otiiCe 
eanci8Zll!'811 mon81/ orclerl Pl&l/ll!lle to E. M. MA OJ)ONALJ), 

l!8 LllfAI/8tte Pli&OB, Ne'IJJ Yorl:. 

SPECIA.L NOTICE,-We •hall be obliged to our 

re&den H they -ni •end n• the naDle and addreu of 

any Freethinker -who I• not a reJrD).a.r·•nb•crlber. 

Prayer, and Cause and E:ll:ect. 
"One of our most h_onored friends mites us: 

'Please ask the ''Sanitary" editor to expand the principle 
announced: "No matter how holy the cause in which we 
make our sacrifice, if we break the physical law we are 
punished as severely as if sensual gratification had been 
our only motiv." Are we to understand that what is 
called physical law is the test of duty, and that the pa· 
triot soldier, or the brave fireman, or the self-denying 
missionary, losing his life in his work, is punished for 
his sin? I am perplexed.' 

"Yes, the eame physical punishment for breach of 
physical law. But the physical law may be overborne 
by the moral law, as is implied in the words, 'No matter 
how holy the cause,' We assume that this is what the 
• Sanitary' editor meant. "-New York Independent, 

But the sacredness of the cause in which the life 
is lost does not avail to suspend the operation of 
natural law, and it is this truth that ever confronts 
and confutes the Theist when he attempts to har
monize the theory of a moral ruler of the universe 
with the facts of that universe. As the Indepen
dent's editors admit, the character of the act or the 
intention of the actor cannot save the man who 
traverses natural law from the consequences of his 
act. Winds overturn, water drowns, avalanches 
bury, gas suffocates, fire consumes, poison disor
ganizes sinner and saint with strict impartiality. 
This fact of the inexorable march of cause and 
eftect makes it impossible to show that prayer is 
ever answered, that man is in the care of an over
ruling providence. If a God exists he is as help
less as man, or he is immoral. The editor of the 
Independent would save the" patriot soldier," the 
"brave fireman," or the ':self-denying missionary" 
if he could, but he cannot, for Nature does not 
cognize the quality of intentions. If "God" would 
save them, but is not able to do so, he is as impo
tent as the editor, and prayers to him are as foolish 
as would be prayers to the latter. If he could save 
them, but will not, he is immoral, and prayers to 
him are unavailing and a senseless w-aste of time 
and energy. One word as to terms : "Punish
ment" is not the right word to use when speaking 
of· the results which follow ignorant contact with 
Nature-we simply suffer the consequences of our 
ignorance, or our inability to avoid the danger that 
we know lurks in our way. There is no question 
of punishment to be considered. 

nons for the future of our country and of the civili-
zation of the world that the Protestant sects that 
are at once the most aggressiv and the most power
ful show themselvs so willing to accept the authority 
of the Catholic church in a matter that so vitally 
affects the liberty and well-being of the people as 
does this Sunday question. If we admit that the 
church may determin how the citizen can spend 
one-seventh of his time we hav admitted the enter
ilig wedge of priestly authority that will eventually 
split the fair tree of our civil liberties from lower
most root to topmost branch if we stand idly by
as most of the citizens of the United States hav 
hitherto done-an<:! permit the church-dominated 
legislators to drive home that wedge with the brutal 
maul of state power. 

In 1892 there was established at Graysville, Rhea 
county, Tenn., an academy. It was founded by 
Elder G. W. Colcord, a Seventh Da.y Adventist 
minister. He was also a teacher, and invested in 
this academy all the money he could command, 
some $5,000. Other Adventists put money into the 
enterprise, and it was not long before the school 
had attracted to the neighborhood something of a 
colony of the members of that church. At the time 
the school was closed, March 1, 1895,ithadsomemore 
than one hundred pupils enrolled. The cause of 
its closing was the arrest of the principal, Elder 
G. W. Colcord, one of the teachers, Prof. I. C. Col
cord, and the manager of the boys' dormitory, M. 
C. Sturdevant. These men, together with ten other 
members of the church, had been indicted the pre
vious November by the grand jury of Rhea county 
for violation of the Sunday law. Ten were arrested, 
three being away on business. The case of N. B. 
England was continued; the nine others arrested 
stood trial and were con'Vi.cted. Mr. Sturdevant 
and Elder Colcord were convicted on four indict
ments each; Wm. Burchard and K S. Abbott on 
two each, and the others on one each. The trials 
came off on March 5 and 6, and the men were com
mitted to prison on March 8, for terms ranging 
from twenty to eighty days. There was one excep
tion, Wm. Wolf, whose father, Dr. S. Wolf, secured 
his costs. All the defendants, including Mr. Wolf, 
refused to pay the costs, reasoning that to do so 
would be to admit the justice of the proscutions, as 
well as to invite further persecution. 

The chief defense in each instance was t!:J.at the 
Bible lays upon us the duty of working six days 
each week and resting and worshiping on the other, 
the seventh, commonly called Saturday. They all 
denied that the secular work they did on Sunday 
was a nuisance, and they pleaded their constitutional 
right to work on that day. Article I. of the Bill of 
Rights of Tennessee says that " no human author
ity can, in any case whatever, control or interfere 
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with the rights of conscience; and that no prefer
enco shall ever be given by law to any religious es
tablishment or mode of worship." This guarantee 
of the organic law is an ample shield and would 
hav been all that was necessary to protect the Ad
ventists had the grand jury and the trial jury been 
composed of men who could reason or who loved 
liberty for anybody but themselvs. The prisoners 
employed no counsel, but after the jury had b:J;Ought 
in its verdict, three lawyers, including the ex
attorney-general of the district, asked permission 
to make a motion in arrest of judgment. This was 
done a,nd the motion was ably argued by the volun
teer attorneys. But the judge overruled the mo
tion and imposed a fine of $2.50 in each case, which, 
with the costs, amounted to about $20 for each de
fendant. Judge Parks at once remitted the fines 
and expressed regret that he could not also remit 
the costs. His regrets seem to us to hav been 
very much out of time. There should hav been no 
difficulty in finding a way to so charge the j•try as 
to secure a verdict of acquittal, even if advantage 
was not taken of the constitutional inhibition of 
just such miserable persecutions a~ .this. As the 
defendants consistently refused to pay the costs 
they were committed to jail. The editor of the 
Dayton (Tenn.) .Republican, who is not an Advent
ist, says that the informant in these cases is a dis. 
solute coal miner. The grand jury has since 
brought in another batch of about twenty indict
ments against the Adventists, but hundreds of the 
employees of the Dayton Coal and Iron Company 
work in Dayton and Rhea county every Sunday. 
and are not molested. The cowardly prosecutors 
of the Adventists evidently hav a wholesome re
spect for the power of money. 

Graysville Academy . is closed, most of the stu
dents having gone to their homes in the various 
states. Some were almost readyfor graduation, and 
upon these the closing of the school is especially 
severe. A number of students had to remain at 
Graysville on expense until they could get money 
from home to pay return fares. All but one of the 
imprisoned men hav families depending upon them 
for support, and in several instances these families 
are large, one including five young children and 
another seven. All this outrage and suffering is 
inflicted upon these people because they chose to 
work on a certain day of the week instead of upon 
another day ! Such damnable crimes as these 
against the Adventists of Tennessee are enough 
"to stir a fever in the blood of age and make an in
fant's sinews strong as steel." Well may the .Re 
view and Herald ask: "Is the American sense of 
justice dead T" 

We cannot fail to honor the courage and consis
tency of these foully persecuted people. It is no 
matter if they do base their action upon Bible com
mands which are of no moment to us-that is their 
right ; all we are concerned with is their demand 
for equal citizens' rights; that demand is absolutely 
valid and on its full satisfaction rests our own lib-' 
erties. These men refuse to pay the fines assessed 
against them "because to do so would be to ac
knowledge that they are indebted to the state. 
They maintain that they hav viol.ated no proper law, 
that their punishment is unjust, and that taking 
their property to pay fines is nothing short of rob
bery. They do not resist the officers, but they will 
not become parties to the injustice by voluntarily 
paying fines; but as Elder Holmes, the Baptist, 
when commanded to remove his coat two hundred 
years ago that he might be whipped, said: 'I will 
not• so mueh as unbutton a single button,' so the 
Adventists say, 'We will not pay a single penny. 
We will suffer imprisonment, if we must, and the 
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loss of property if it is tak1 n from us, but we hav 
wronged no man, we hav defrauded no man, and we 
will not voluntarily pay money for the free exercise 
of our God-given rights."' 

A Viciou ~ Bill. 
On March 26 Senator Mullins introduced in the 

Senate of this state one of the most sweeping bills 
ever presented in a legislativ body. It is designed 
to regulate the theatrical managers, actresses, bill 
posters, printers, and publishers of New York. The 
drafters and backers of the bill proceed on the two 
assumptions that clothes alone make or preserve 
character, and that the people of this state hav nei
ther the sense, the self-respect, nor the courage to 
defy and punish the promoters of such legislation. 
The :first assumption is false ; the second is, we 
greatly fear, well-founded. Section 1 of the bill 
forbids the presentation anywhere in public of living 
pictures either in a nude or semi-nude state, or 
dressed in tights, or in "indecent "attire." Any 
"female person" who so shows herself, even only to 
the extent of "portions of her body or limbs," may 
on conviction be imprisoned for not less than thirty 
days nor more than one year. This section, if 
adopted and enforced, would drive from the stage 
all plays requiring the ballet, all representations by 
living models of classical statuary and paintings 
which show any part of the human body in an un
clothed state, and all dramas which call for the faith
ful delineation of life in periods when fashion and 
custom permitted all women or certain classes of 
women to appear with portions of the "body or 
litnbs" as nature made them. Of course this section 
says that the exposure forbidden is to be of such a 

Section 3 f~J~bids the posting or other display 
anywhere of any representation of "any person or 
persons of ilither sex, real or imaginary, nude or 
partially nude, or in an indecent posture." This 
would make a misdemeanor of the diaplay of a 
picture of Hercules or of the Apollo Belvedere, of 
Venus or of Diana the chaste. It would heavily 
:fine or send to prison Sandow's manager if he 
should continue to advertise "the strong man" 
in the usual way. No matter how indecent the dis
play at some of the theaters, the framers of this bill 
hav surpassed those exhibits. 

In his charge to the jury Judge Parks said that 
they must :find for the state if it appeared that the 
defendants' work had been such as to disturb the 
worship of others or " to affect the morals of the 
community." As we hav often before pointed out, 
the right to work is as indefeasible as the right to 
worship; it cannot be successfully maintained that 
honest industry should be made a crime or misde
meanor on any day in order that those who choose 
to worship on that day may be given a monopoly 
thereof. It is time that we quit "kotowing" at the 
feet of ecclesiastics. Labor is as honorable as wor
ship; the idea that he who labors on Sunday when 
the priest objects should be punished for his temer
ity is a child of the theological :fiction that labor 
was imposed on man as a curse, in retaliation for 
his unlicensed pursuit of knowledge. If work on 
Sunday maybe forbidden in the interest of relig
ious exercises there is no reason why work may not be 
forbidden on saints' days and prayer-meeting even
ings. In fact, it often happens that religious re
vivalists cajole or bully business men into closing 
their places during the services at the church on 
week days; on Sunday they compel them to close. 
Now the revivalists hav the same right to worship 
on the other days of the week that they hav on 
Sunday, and if the at"guments of the Sabbatarian 
are sound they hav the identical right to compel the 
cessation of work during their weekday worship 
that they hav during their Sunday worship. More 
than this: It cannot be fairly denied that other 
forms of mental exercise are as much entitled to 
the protection of the law as is that form kn~wn as 
worship. If the Sunday statutes are valid and just, 
there is no reason why the scientific lecturer and 
the political speaker should not demand and obtain 
laws preventing any work during the days when 
they are addressing such of the people as -choose to 
go to hear them. Of course we all know that this 
talk about "disturbance" is a mere pretext; the 
clergy are just as bitter against amusements in a 
building a mile from their churches as they are 
against the running of street cars by their doors, 
and they hav often persecuted Adventists for work
ing on their farms where there was not the slight
est chance of disturbing the worship of anyone. As 
regards the men of whom we are speaking, there is 
no evidence, and there was n~ne at the trial, that 
they had made any noise that disturbed the worship 
of their fellow-Christians. 

How nauseating is this talk about Sunday labor 
affecting "the morals of the community"! The 
community has no morals; the individuals compos
ing the community may be demoralized by certain 
actions, but what could be more preposterous 
than the assumption that the sight of men and 
women engaged in productiv industry would de
prave the morals of any person T This is " con
structiv immorality" with a vengeance! But prob
ably we are a little too fast ; on reflection, it may 
hav to be admitted that Sunday labor and recrea
tion are demoralizing to Sabbatarians. It is easily 
conceivable that the Rev. H. H. George is inspired 
with the desire to persecute when he sees a news
boy selling a. paper on Sunday, and who shall deny 
that the Tennessee Protestants who are robbing 
the Adventists of their property and liberty were 
incited to the commission of that crime by the 
knowledge that their victims were "desecrating the 
Sabbath " by honest labor! It takes very little to 
make criminals of some people. Servetus demoral
ized Calvin in just this way, while there can be no 
doubt that the _tortured victims of the Inquisition 
were responsible for the similar demoralization of 
the directors and familiars of the Holy Office. In 
this Tennessee view of the matter, what centers of 
moral contagion were Vanini, Bruno, and Galileo! 

Since the last acknowledgment was made we hav 
received for the Free Sunday Fund $5 from James 
Ladd, and for the Fleckten Bible :fight in Minne
sota $1 from J. N. Coe, $1 from J.P. Whipple, and 
$2 from Chancey A very. The Federation con
tributes $10 to the defense of Mr. Wise. 

Here is Section 4 in full : 

"The publisher, proprietor, editor, agent, manager, 
owner, vendor, pedler, or distributor of any newspaper, 
magazine, organ, pamphlet, book, periodical, advertis
ment, or device, printed, painted, or written, or other
wise produced, which shall contain, display, or exhibit 
lewd or indecent pictures of any person or persons of 
either sex, or of any person or persons, real or imaginary, 
of either sex, nude or part·ially nude, or in such post
ures, forms, or positions as ~hall excite, or be likely to 
excite, lewd or lascivious thoughts or ideas, or corrupt or 
tend to corrupt the morals of any person or persons, or 
is likely to lead to or induce lascivious or vulgar ideas, 
thoughts. or actions in or by any persons, young or old, 
is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a :fine of not 
less than $250 or imprisonment of not less than six months 
for the :first ofiense, and, for any second or further con
viction of such o:tlense, by a :fine of not less than $500 
and imprisonment of not less than one year or more than 
two years." 

nature as to " sugge-st lewdness" or "offend de- This section, enacted and impartially enforced, 
cency," or which " tends to corrupt the morals of would be a severe blow to art, for it would seriously 
the young or of any other person who may see the interfere with the educational work of many :first
same." "Suggest lewdness" to whom T Is there class magazines and large numbers of papers, 
an act or a picture which will not suggest lewdness many of them of the better class. Hundreds of 
to someone T "Offend decency?" Whose sense of t.}ln!'£~1.:~ of books now on sale would hav to be 
decency 1 That of the Turk, who thinks that the e-l:'u£gated or burned, including volumes of travel, 
unveiled face of a "female person'' is provocativ of collections of artistic masterpieces, and medical 
immorality 1 That of the Japanese, who sees noth- and obstetrical works. All these and very many 
ing but purity in the ungarmented human :figure! more would come under the ban, for they contain 
(Is the Turk purer than the Japanese 1) Or is it pictures of men or women or of men and women 
the sense of decency of the fanatical fools who are wholly or partially nude. Large numbers of ad
leading in this crusade ?-a crusade whose sole vertisers would be forced to prepare new designs ; 
effect will be to still further degrade all that pl:lr- · thousands of the most precious books in our public 
tains to the relations of men and women. As George libraries would hav to be mutilated or destroyed, 
Du Maurier says, "nothing is so chaste as nudity"; and hereafter the representation of the beautiful 
and nothing is so unchaste as the imaginations of the human body would be a lost art. But is there no 
male and female Comstocks. Think of the rank in- temptation to "sin " in the lovely "female " face 1 
justice of sending to prison an actress whose appear- Why should not all women under one hundred 
ance on the stage has had, or rather may hav, the years of age and all good-looking men be compelled 
effect of corrupting the "morals" of "any" person to wear thick masks so as to avoid all possible dan
there present. It would be no more infamous to ger of corrupting "the morals of any person or 
arrest Mrs. Burt or Mrs. Pritchard (who secured persons "T Of course all people are aware that 
the introduction of this bill) when they walk along there is never the least bit of ·"irregularity " in 
Broadway because it is feared that their persons or tho1e countries where a woman shows her face to her 
"portions" thereof will suggest something which husband only, and that immorality is known alone 
may "t8nd" to "corrupt the morals" of "any" of where the nude in art has obtained a foothold. 
the men who are watching them as they step over This attack upon the freedom of the press and 
the muddy crossings. of art is covert and dangerous. There are so many 

'rhe whole business is arrant nonsense and rank of our people who are incapable of reasoning sanely 
injustice. You can no more purify the stage by a when the "moral" shibboleth is shouted in their 
censorship than you can the press. The Spanish ears. They hav not learned to think for themselvs 
military authorities want all editors who criticise on this subject, any more than the people of Europe 
the army to be tried by a court martial. Spain has had learned to think for themselvs on the subject 
been in this infernal suppresl!ling business for six of religion during the ages when they permitted 
centuries, and where is she in civilization T The the priests to seduce them into torturing and mur
Spanish soldiers w~;nt their critics to be turned dering millions of their fellows on the pretext that 
over to them for punishment. Our ministers of the victims entertained heretical views that imper
anti-naturalism want their rivals of the stage to be iled the safety of the state and the foundations of 
turned over to them for punishment. There is no society. The sacerdotal descendants of those per
more justice in the second demand than in the :first. secuting priests of the Dark Ages hav discovered 
Leave the correction of the pulpit, of the press, and that it is no longer possible to greatly hinder the 
of the stage to the people in their individual capac- advance of thought and the social development of 
ity. All three greatly need improvement, but none humanity by crying " ble.sphemy " and "sacrilege." 
of them will be purified by penal statutes. That The blasphemy statutes are of no further use to 
the :fittest may survive, there must be absolute lib- them; they hav been forced to look sharply about 
erty of choice. for other means to prosecute their crusade in favor 

Section 2 of Mrs. Burt's bill provides for the of ignorance. Religion has ceased to be the Great 
punishment of any person "who procures, employs, Taboo; now they must conjure with "rest " and 
or permits any female person to do any of the acts "morality;" they must hav Sunday laws and Com
prohibited in section 1." The :first offense is a stock statutes. Once all our aspirations for truth 
misdemeanor, with a penalty of not less than three were sacrificed on the altar of. God ; now we are 
months nor more than one year's imprisonment. commanded to lay our love of art and nature, our 
Each subsequent offense is a felony, with a penalty of freedom of press and mails, on the altar of the 
not less than two years nor more than :five years' im- Young Person. As God could not bear inquiry, so 
prisonment in a state prison. In either case he may the Young Person is supposed to be unable to bear 
also be :fined not less $100 nor more than $1,000. the sight of her mother or the knowledge of her 
How mild and merciful are these Christian women 1 · own and her brother's physical nature. Cant and 
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ignorance are the chief beatitudes and Comstock 
is king. 

In 1878 Mr. Moncure D. Conway said: "No at
tack on free thought or free printing, open and 
aboveboard, could now be made without very seri
ous and general resistance. This recent oppression 
has, if you will allow me the expression, sneaked 
back ; it has subtly complicated itself with the 
moral feeling of the community; it has hid its 
horns under a white cowl of purity; it has masked 
itself as a defender of virtue and suppressor of vice. 
By so doing oppression of thought confesses that 
it cannot otherwise succeed even in seizing here and 
there an exceptional victim." This is as true now 
as it was then; it is in the Trojan Horse of "pu
rity" that the enemy of liberty has stolen within 
our gates, and his suecess will be the death of real 
purity, the purity founded on knowledge and pre
served by wisdom. 

When men lose living faith in liberty, when they 
cease to believe that it has sovereign power to re
new and redeem, to revivify and purify, they be
come drag-chains on the chariot wheels of progress, 
dead weights on the bowed shoulders of the toiling 
makers of civilization. 

We wish our readers would look at the date on 
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a re
newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor 
to us if they will forward it at their earliest conven
ience, as we need the money. Owin,g to various 
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears 
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or 
we wouldn't mention it. We. like to keep square 
with the world, and in order that we may do this it 
is necessary that our readers keep square with us, 
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we 
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital 
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our 
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who 
are in arrears will note these facts and act there
upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us, 
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated. 

The New York Herald thinks that the Irish 
American citizens of this country should be very 
much "gratified by the universal observance of St. 
Patrick's day a.s a legal holiday." We should sup
pose ·the sensible and justice-loving ones among 
them would be ashamed to create such a legal holi
day. This is not the country for saints' days, for 
officially we can take no cognizance of saints. The 
Herald should know that the patron saint of Ire
land could hav been "honored by everyone who 
holds him in veneration and esteem" without mak
ing the seventeenth of March a legal holiday. As 
to that paper's notion that "aside from the relig
ious aspects of saints' days it is not a bad idea that 
they should be observed as widely as possible," it 
needs to .be said that we hav enough holidays now 
and to spare. Idleness is not conduciv to either 
mental, moral, or physical health. Those well
meaning people who would bring up the young 
without the disciplin of work are, unwittingly, the 
foes of the race. But does the He1·alcl mean to say 
that the "religious aspect" of saints' days is one to 
commend them to our favorable consideration! 
Does it not know enough about the genius of our 
institutions to realize that that aspect is the one all
sufficient and insurmountable objection to their ob
servance by virtue of state sanction T 

The enemies of the civil republic are "getting 
together" in fine shape. Hon. Elijah A. Morse, of 
Massachusetts, is, as all know, the most activ friend 
in the lower house of Congress of the God-in-the 
Constitution amendment, he having introduced 
the joint resolution providing for that amendment 
and lobbied for it before the Judiciary Committee. 
He is also, as a matter of course, a warm champion 
of all the national Sunday laws proposed, as he was 
one of the leading Congressional advocates of the 
Sunday closing of the World's Fair. He can always 
be depended upon to do all that within him lies to 
secure· the political ascendancy of the church. Ha 
is now an aspirant for the governorship of Massa
chusetts, and to further his ambition in that direc
tion he presided on the evening of March 28 at a 
pli!.SS meeting under the auspices of the Americ~n 
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Protectiv Association in the People's church, Bos
ton. The Association's support of Henry W. Blair 
in New Hampshire and of Elijah A. Morse in Mas
chusetts is sinister enough to preclude the necessity 
of comment or of warning. 

movemeB.t altogether, and welcome back the reign of 
iniquity which allowed its people to get a little fresh air 
and to go to church or pay a visit, without tramping 
several miles. It is in this way that reform movements 
make themselvs ridiculous and obnoxious and defeat 
themselvs." 

While it is not cheering to hear that bills for the 
taxation of church property are defeated, it is en
couragin~r to know that such measures are proposed, 
for it indicates that the subject is up for discussi~n, 
and that is the first stage in the march to justice. 
In the Connecticut House the bill, unfavorably 
reported upon by the committee, to tax church 
property over $15,000 in value, was rejected. In 
the Colorado Senate the House bill taxing church 
property of over $2,500 in value was laid on the 
table, from which it cannot be taken except by a 
two-thirds vote. The only record vote taken was 
on an amendment to the motion to adopt the report 
of the finance committee indefinitly postponing the 
bill, to refer the bill to the committee of the whole. 
There were nine ayes and sixteen nays, the friends· 
of the bill voting aye. In the Utah Constitutional 
Convention there were found to be many friends of 
equal taxation, but there were not enough to incor
porate the principle in the Bill of Rights. We hav 
not learned the result in Wisconsin and other states 
where bills for the taxation of ecclesiastical prop
erty hav been pending. But· whether we meet 
defeat or achieve victory the struggles in legislativ 
bodies this season are but skirmishes in the conflict 
that is extending and intensifying year by year, and 
that will not cease until church and state are wholly 
separated or the backward-sweeping waves of the
ocracy whelm the republic in ruin. 

At the recent National Reform convention in 
Boston, Rev. J. M. Foster delivered :an address in 
which he answered the question, "Shall the Gov
ernment of this Nation Acknowledge Christ the 
King?" P1eading for the proposed Christian 
amendment, he said : 

" The Constitution is the supreme law of the land, and 
' as any law that contravenes the law of God is no law at 
all,' it should fully scknowledge the absolute supremacy 
of the divine law. Bnt our Constitution does not do this. 
It is silent as the grave respecting the crown rights and 
royal prerogative of the Lord Jesus Ghrist." 

It does no.t appear to hav occurred to Mr. Foster 
that it is incumbent upon him and his associates to 
show what the law of God is before we can be politi
cally damned for not recognizing it in the Constitu
tion. As to the" crown rights and royal prerogative" 
of his heavenly lord, we submit that lords are away 
down in the scale below the sovereign and the dukes 
and earls. Leaving the last two classes out of the 
discussion, we must remind Mr. Foster that all 
lords are subordinate to the sovereign, and that as 
the people are sovereign "in this country, his foreign 
lord will hav to be naturalized before he can be
come a fraction of the American supreme power. 
The Boston clergyman thinks altogether too much 
of "crown rights and royal preroga,tivs" to be a 
safe citizen of the republic. Such a man is always 
''fit for treasons, stratagAms, and spoils." 

The New Orleans Iimes-.Democrat has recently 
had two editorials which deserve the thanks of the 
Freeth ought Letter-Writing Corps, which are hi 
order to send this week. One of the articles is 
more than a column in length and has reference to 
the refusal of one of the Board of Police Commis
sioners of New Orleans to vote for a certain man to 
fill a vacancy on the Board because he thought the 
candidate was a Jew. It turned out that the can
didate, Mr. Brunswig, is not of that people, but this 
did not make the intolerance of the Commissioner 
any the less o:ffensiv to the Times-.Democrat, which 
tells him that oosmopolitanism is one of the marks, 
as it is a result, of superior culture. The other 
editorial deals with the Sabbath crusade in St. 
Louis. It remarks that the Municipal Reform As
sociation of that city "has started and is vigorously 
pushing a campaign worthy of the Middle Ages." 
It adds: 

"One of the chief propositions is to shut down street 
railway traffic on Sunday as opposed to Christianity. A 
warrant has been served on the leading street railway 
lines with that object in view. After a few days' trial of 
this so-called reform, so foreign to the spirit of the age, 
St, Louis will probably bf.!OoJM dis~.;uste4 wttb tl}e :reform 

Thank the editor for his defense of good sent:~e, 
but point out that the "reform" was initially the 
very opposit of reform, beingessentially reactionary 
and absurd. 

A contemporary remarks that "a recruit to the 
ranks of Freethought is seldom or never won from 
the ranks of Catholicism." We suppose that this 
must be so, although, if we are to accept it as gospel, 
it will puzzle us to account for the Freethinkers 
in Spain, Italy, Portugal, and the South American 
states, and for most of those in France. Vol
taire, born a Catholic and educated by Jesuits, did 
more for the freedom of the human D'ind than· 
several thousand Protestants. We are also informed 
that the Catholic dares not put any construction on 
his Bible. But it so happens that the monk Luther 
and his fellow rebels did, and thus we, the Free
thinkers of to-day, are the intellectual descendants 
of the Catholic, only two steps removed. The fact 
is, the Catholic is told that he must not use his rea
son, and so it remains in a quiescent condition, but 
often, when he has discovered that he can use it, it 
conducts him out from the prison-house of super
stition at ·a bound. The Protestant, on the con
trary, has been taught that he may reason, but will 
go t·o hell if he reasons to a wrong conclusion, and 
so his mind is perverted and he finds it extrem~ly 
difficult to reason clearly, even after he gets out 
into the pastures of Freethought, as he imagine. 
Above all other men the Freethinker should be free 
enough from prejudice to seek for and tell the 
truth about all religions and their di'sciples. Among 
the ex-Catholics whose names we weave with chap
lets were the martyrs Bruno and Vanini, both of 
whom were monks; Campanella, Condorcet (friend 
of Paine); Diderot (educated by the Jesuits); Gam
betta (whose uncle was a priest, whose father wished 
him to become one, and who was educated in a 
clerical seminary), and Voltaire. These are a few 
of the many recruits to the ranks of Freethought 
from the ranks of Catholicism. 

So Much Smoke, So Little Fire ! 
We commented last week on one of the common 

"fake" stories about a "blasphemer's " house 
being struck by lightning as a "judgment " while 
he was criticising the Christian fetich, the Bible. 
The story had it that several of the wicked man's 
family were stunned, and that the preachers were 
counting on the " conversion " of the Infidel as 
one of the ·fruits of the "warning." That is, this 
was the lie as told by the United Press; the Associ
ated Press agent was not quite so fertil in inven
tion ; the main features of his sensational yarn we 
gave in our editorial note last week. Behold how 
plain a tale puts these falsifiers down! Mr. Craw
ford livs in Buena Vista, Ga., and the following 
account of the "visitation" is from the Marion 
County Patriot of that place : 

RESIDENCE STBUOK BY LIGHTNING. 
Wednesday morning about 9:30 o'clock lightning stru!'k 

the residence of Mr. 0. B. Crl\wford, and the famlly 
narrowly escaped injury. · 

The bolt entered the northwest corner room, which is 
the parlor, and badly sha~te!ed that sid~ o~ th~ building. 
A fine piano was greatly InJure:l by sphttmg Its bottom 
and breaking the castors from under _t~e legs. The 
mechanism of the piano may hav been IDJnred, though 
we did not learn. 

Fortunately nl?ne of the family were in th~t !oom and 
none of them inJured. Mrs. Orawford was B1ttmg at the 
sewing-mschine in another room, and while she was 
greatly shocked she was not injured. The children, in
cluding Helen Jackson, were in the garden and were 
greatly frightened. It _was fortunate that ~he_ bolt _was 
partly diverted to the wue fence, else the bmldmg might 
hav fared worse. The bolt traversed the wire fence and 
demolished the gate posts, which were. o~ wood. A little, 
negro girl at the well was pretty badlylDJured by the bolt 
which traversed the fence, came arounu to the well and 
melted the chain. We are glad that there was no more 
serious result. 

Will the secular and religious circulators of the . 
canard now tell their readers the truth about it! 

Delegates sent by a church society to Northum
berland refused to deliver addresses illustrated 
with lantern slides, on the ground that "Paul and 
Barnabas never carried magic lanterns about with 
them." Neither did they ride on railway trains or 
announce their coming by telegraph or uee printed 
gospels or distribute tracts by parcels post .. Why · 
ca~not suoh worshipers of the past be consistent
or else wake up their mi:ll~a to liv in thi~ age i 
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The Two Cosmogonies of Genesis. 
Scie!lce agrees with the account of creation given in 

GeneSis. 
The ~hove is the stereotyped claim of orthodox 

t~eol_ogums. B~t this claim is too vague. To en
title It to a. candid consideration, to furnish an in
telligible basis upon which to establish it and de
termin its merits, they should tell us which account. 
In the first two chapters of Genesis are given two 
cos.mogonies, written by two different authors. 
Neither of them agrees with the demonstrated 
truths of science. Above all, they do not agree 
with each other. The points of disagreement are 
many, chief of which are the following : 

~· In the first ~ccount the appellation of deity is 
uniformly" Elohim" (the gods), translated " God." 
This term occurs thirty-five times. 

In the second account the appellation of deity is 
uniformly "Jehovah (Yahweh) Elohim," translated 
"Lord God." This term occurs eleven times. 

The first is called the Elohistic, the second the 
Jehovistic, account of creation. They represent 
t~o differen~ schools of Jewish thought, if not two 
different penods of Jewish history. 
. 2. In the fi~st, with a. _single exception, that por

tion of the umverse outside the earth is called " the 
heaven." "God created the heaven ;" "the waters 
under the heaven ;" " the firmament of the heaven " 
~~ ' 

In the second, that portion of the universe out
side the earth is called "the heavens." "The gen
eration of the heavens ;" "the earth and the bea.y
ens." 

3. In the first, earth is a. chaos covered with 
~a.ter. The waters must be assuaged before vegeta
tion can appear. 
I~ the second, e~rth is at first a. dry plain. Veg

etation cannot enst because there is no moisture. 
"For the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon 
the eart-h " (ii, 5 ). 

4- In the first, plants are created from the earth 
-are a. product of the earth. " And the earth 
brought forth grass and herb " (i, 12). 

In the second, they are a. creation independent of 
the earth-are created by God and then transferred 
to earth. "The Lord God made the earth and the 
heavens, and every plant of the field before it was 
in the earth, and every herb of the :field before it 
grew " (ii, 4, 5). 

Corbin's "Bible Commentator," an orthodox 
authority, referring to this passage, says: "God 
not only made the earth and the heavens, but" 
every plant of the field before [the italics are his] 
it was in the earth." 

5. In the first, fowls, fish, and aquatic animals 
form one act of creation-land animals and reptils 
another; the former being created on the fifth day 
the latter on the sixth (i, 21-25). ' 

In the second, fowls and land animals are created 
at the same time-form one crea.tiv act (ii, 19). 

6. In the first, fowls are created out of the water. 
"And God said, Let the waters bring forth abund
antly the moving creature that hath life, and fowl 
that may fly above the earth " (i, 20). 

In the second, fowls are created out of the 
ground. " Out of the ground the Lord God 
formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of 
the air" (ii, 19). 

7. In the first, trees are created before man. 
Trees appear on the third day, while man is not 
created until the sixth day (i, 12, 27). 

In the second, trees are created after man. 
"And the Lord God formed man; . • . planted 
a. garden eastward in Eden; and there he put the 
man whom he had formed. And out of the ground 
made the Lord God to grow every tree," etc. (ii, 7, 8). 

8. In the first, fowls are created before man
are created on the fifth day, while the creation of 
man does not occur until the sixth day. 

In the second, fowls are .created after man 
"The Lord God formed every beast of the field. 
and every fowl of the air; and brought them unt~ 
Adam to see what he would call them" (ii, 19). 

9. In the first, man is created after the beasts 
God's first work on the sixth day was the crea.tio~ 
of beasts, his last work was the creation of man 
(i, 24-31). 

In the second, man is created before the beasts. 
God mak~s man before he plants the garden of 
Eden, while beasts are not made until after the 
garden is planted (ii, 7-19). 

10. In t~e first, man and woman are created at 
~he s~e time.. "So God created man in his own 
Image, m the rma.ge of God created he him . male 
and female created he them" (i, 27). ' 
~n the second, woman is created after man. The 

wnter supposes a considerable period of time to 
hav ~lapsed between the creation of man and the 
creation of woman. God makes man ; then he 
plants a. ga.rqen apd pla.cea map ip the garden to 
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More "Truth About the Tariff." tend it ; next he makes the animals and the birds 
and brings them to Adam to name; finally he con-
cludes that Adam needs a. helpmeet, and taking 8 According to Mr. A. F. Hamilton, the truth about 
rib from his body, creates woman. the tariff, briefly told, is: "Protection is robbery ·" 

11. In the first, man is created in the image of "a. high tariff is high handed spoliation;" " based 
~d. "God created man in his own image, in the on dogmas;" "all who study its arguments become 
Image of God created he him." freetraders," except "a. swinish multitude who 

ln the second, it is not intimated that man was "shirk the burden of proof.'' etc.; "the enormous 
created in God's image. It is only after Adam and burden falls on the poor and the rich escape ·" and 
Eve ha.v partaken of the tree of knowledge that "it taxes us in proportion to the necessaries' of life 
~od, in the third chapter, is led to say: "The man we consume." 
IS become as one of us." Now, the central truth about a. protectiv tariff is 
· 12. In the first, man, at the creation, is given that it taxes imported goods expressly to induce 
both ~ruit and herbs to subsist upon. "Behold 1 our people to prefer untaxed home products, thus 
ha.v g1tven y_ou every herb bearing seed, . . and keepmg al~ possi~l~ money at home and providing 
every ree, m the which is the fruit of 8 tree yield- every possible facility for American labor. 
ing seed; to you it shall be for meat" (i, 29). No freetrader has ever answered this argument 

In the second, he is given fruit alone for food. or ever will. · 
Not until after he sins and the curse is pronounced A tariff would not be protectiv if it taxed home 
does God say: "Thou shalt eat the herb of the necessaries instead of imported luxuries. · 
field" (iii, 18). According to this writer, the use Freetraders must be hard pressed for arguments 
of herbs and grain for food was a consequence of to palm off such misrepresentations for "the truth 
man's fall. about the tariff." 

13. In the first, man may partake of the fruit of Let ?s ha.v a little sense. Does the poor man in-
all the trees. "Every tree in the which is the dulge m a. $500 "genuin Russian fur overcoat ·" 
fruit of a tree yielding seed ; to you it shall be for w~a.p his wife in a $1,000 "Paris de mode," draped 
meat." With $500 of." Belgian lace," and glittering $10,000 

In the second, he is not permitted to partake of worth of diamonds ; regale his friends with $7 
the fruit of all the trees. " Of the tree of the "Rhine wines;" cover his floors with costly "Per
knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of sian rugs," and his walls with the "masterpililces of 
it" (ii, 17). art!" For these things pay enormous duties. 

14. In the first, man is given dominion over all Pshaw ! Mr. Hamilton knows better ; knows 
the earth. "Let them bav dominion over the fish ~hat the poor man wraps himself and wife in Louis
of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the 1ana cotton and Colorado or Vermont wool eats 
cattle, and over all the earth " (i, 26). Minneapolis flour, Texas beef, and California f~its 

In the second, his sovereignty is confined to 8 a~d carpets his floor with "American ingrain," and 
garden. "And the Lord God took the man and his house is made of' Michigan pine, put together 
put him into the garden of Eden to dress it a~d to with Pittsburgh, nails. And he knows that none of 
keep it" (ii, 15). these things pays any tariff tax. 

15. In the first, the heavens and the earth are Indeed, we can liv like fighting-cocks and not pay 
created in six literal days. a dollar to the "robber tariff." 

In the second, no mention is made of this six I suspect that fifty cents a. year will more than 
days' creation. On the contrary, the writer simply cove~ my entire tariff contribution, or that of Mr. 
refers to "the day that the Lord God made the Hamilton, or Geo. E. Macdonald. A magnificent 
earth and the heavens" (ii, 4). "spoliation" for an American citizen to howl about! 

_16 .. Both cosmogonies are theological rather than The government revenue-$480,000,000-aver-
smentific. There~ purpose of the first, in its pres- ages $34 per family. Now, Mr. Freetrader, hav you 
ent f?rm at least, _Is not so much to explain the thought of any scheme by which you cl\n .let your
creation of the universe as to inculcate a belief in self down easier than fifty cents per year for your 
the divine institution of the Sabbath. (The first share! And if so, are you dead sure that " the 
three verses of the second chapter belong to this other fellows" will not denounce your lovely scheme 
account.) as "high-handed robbery!" 

The second ?onta.ins no recognition: of the Sa.b- Do ~ou argue that you pay higher prices for 
?a.th. The ch!ef purpose of this account, if we everythmg ~nder high tariff! I deny it. You pay 
~nc~ude the t~Ird chapter, which is really 8 part of the same pnces for every commodity whose surplus 
It, IS to esta.bhsh the doctrin of the fall of man. ·we expo~t.. Otherwise we could not export. Ca.re-

17. I~ the first~ we ha.v a. purely anthropomorphic ful statistics prove that over nine-tenths of the 
conception of deity. The writer states that man wholesale price of all the staple articles of Ameri
w~s c~ea.ted in the image of God. Hence God must can. factories i~ the cost of the labor entering into 
exist m the form of man. · their production. And ?f a.gricultmal products, 

In the.second,_this anthropomorphic conception ~bout all the~holesa.le pnce is labor. Your outcry 
of God IS wa.ntmg-a.t least is not directly ex- 1s therefore nmeteen-twentieths against the laborer. 
pressed. And this is your boasted sympathy for the poor. 

18 .. The writ~r of the first evidently believes that Do yo~ ~a.y, ." Pr~,tection fosters monopoly and 
El?him compnses two beings, or two classes of creates mllhona.~res' I deny it, and demand the 
bemgs-ma.le and female. proof. T~ey prosper ~hen everybody else prospers, 
~he writer of the second evidently considers and that IS all the ta.nff has to do with them. The 

deity .a. two-sexed being. He accepts monotheism remedy lies in another direction. To depress gen
but his JehovAh is a God uniting in one body both e~al business till you squeeze the money out of the 
sexes. ncb ~ea.ns that _you _will crush the poor outright. 

19. In the first, God, from his throne in heaven Is It class legislation to tax imports and exempt 
speaks earth's ~rea.tions into being. "God said; home products? No, unless the exemption of the 
Let the earth bnng forth, . . . and it was so." poor man's home from execution is class legislation 

In the second, God comes down on earth, plants -un~ess. a. graded income tax is class legislation. 
a. ga.~den, molds man out of clay, breathes in his It IS Simply a. fine for preferring foreign labor to 
nostnl~, makes woman out of a rib, makes birds home labor; and if such a fine is class legislation, 
and a.mma.ls as a. boy makes mud-pies, and brings let us ha.v plenty of such class legislation. 
them to Adam to see what he will call them. . For thirty years we had high tariff and good 

20 .. The fir~t prese~ts 8 lofty conception of times. For two years we hav monkeyed with the 
?rea.tion. It IS not m accord with science, but buzz-saw of free trade. We hav not embraced the 
Judged merely as a. literary composition-a. poetic bu~z-sa.w-only gon~ a. step nearer it-got a. low 
product of the imagination-it possesses real merit. tariff and many free Items. The result is business 
. The second is destitute of both scientific and prostration; money running off to Europe, and 

hterary merit-it is crude and childish. government borrowing it back at the rate of two 
· To establish the divine origin of Genesis it is in- hundred millions a. year ; and, worst of all, 8 mill
?u~bent up~n Bibliola.ters not merely to harmon- ion men out of work, bidding against all other 
IZe Its theones with science, but to reconcile also workers. I challenge the freetrader to name a more 
its t~eories with each other. The latter is as im- gigantic tariff robbery than this wholesale confisca.
pos~Ible as the former. Dean Stanley, in his me- tion of a. million entire incomes. 
mona.l sermon on Sir Charles Lyell at Westminster This country has never dared to inaugurate act-
Abbey, made this frank admission: ual free trade. And I trust it never will till the 

"It is now clear to diligent students of the Bible conditions of labor are more equitably lfilveled up 
th~t the first and second chapters of Genesis con- over the world. There is not a free-trade nation 
t~ two na.rra.tivs of the creation, side by side, dif- on earth to-day. Every nation protects its special 
f~nng from each other in most every particular of industries. If we should adopt :free trade in 
trme and place and order." J. E. REMSBURG. America., we ~ould _present the absurd spectacle of 

~~e third volume of M~ncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thom~s :P"ine is 
DOW OD aaJe. Price, $2.50. 

a. people paYing tnbute to every nation on earth 
except our own. And this is your boasted free 
trade statesmanship. For shame I We hav no great 
free trade party in America. Both Democrats and 
:&e:pu}?licaJls ft,do:pt SOilJ.e sort of :protectiv tariff; a.:q<l 
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these two great parties oomprise nine-tenths of the 
voters and nineteen-twentieths of the statesmen of 
this country. And you call them "a swinish mul
titude." I may be a" swine" or a "multitude," but 
let me remind your highness that the great mass of 
American citizens hav an honest heart: that they 
know their own interest quite as well as the average 
free trader: that it is quite possible for even a free 
trader to be mistaken; and, finally, that denouncing 
opponents as "swine" or "robbers," is not argu
ment, but the cheapest kind of demago~ism. 

Pierson, Ia. S. F. BENSON. 

The "Bankruptcy" of Science. 
An approved organ of the Roman church, the 

Oatholic Review, published in New York city, makes 
the following announcement with .unconcealed joy: 

Science is bankrupt. That is the decision of M. Ferdi· 
nand Brunetiere, scientist, profeABOr at the Sorbonne, 
Freethinker and member of the French Academy. In a 
recent issue of the Revue des Dmtx .Monde8, be says that 
science has failed to .solve the question of man's origin 
and destiny, it bas been unable to make a clear statement 
of its own case and claims, and it has not supplanted re· 
ligion, it has not provided ''the missing link ' needed to 
sustain its uuscriptural theory of the descent of man, it 
has not cleared awav the miraculous, it bas not taken 
away from Christianity its vitality and its power·of prop
agation. It has failed to keep its promises, to furnish 

·proofs, to maintain its pretensions. Religion is recover-
ing its old time prestige and re-Bonquering the ground 
from which it was temporarily driven. Science i!l bank
rupt. This is the judgment of a scientist without relig
ion. It agrees with the opinion of the marquis of Salis
bury, president of the British Scientific Association. 
Atheistic science is bankrupt! 

In his recent work on "Degeneration"* the Ger
man scholar, Prof. Max Nordan, has a chapter on 
"Mysticism," in which, under the subhead of "Sym
bolism," the assertion of the French "scientists" 
that science is bankrupt is considered at some 
length. If his remarks had been made with special 
reference to the foregoing jubilant note of the 
Roman Catholic organ, they could not hav answered 
it more effectivly. Professor Nordan, after quoting 
Edouard Rod, Charles Morice, M. F. Paulhan, and 
other neo-Catholics who maintain that science has 
failed to "keep its promises" and that it is "power
less to satisfy the needs of mankind," proceeds as 
follows: · 

Overwhelming as may appear this unanimity be
tween strong minds commanding respect and weak 
graphomaniacs [scribbling fools], it does not, nev
ertheless, co·ntain the slightest spark of truth. To 
assert that the world turns away from science be
cause the "empirical," which means the scientific, 
method of observation and registration has suffered 
shipwreck, is either a conscious lie or shows lack of 
mental responsibility. A healthy-minded man must 
almost feel ashamed to hav still to demonstrate this. 

In the last ten years, by means of spectrum anal
ysis, science has made disclosures in the constitu
tion of the most distant heavenly bodies, their 
component matter, their degree of heat, the speed 
and direction of their motions; it has firmly estab
lished the essential unity of all modes of force, and 
has made highly probable the unity of all matter; it 
is on the track of the formation and development of 
chemical elements, and it has learned to understand 
the building up of extremely intricate organic com
binations ; it shows us the relations of atoms in 
molecules, and the position of molecules in space ; 
it has thrown·wonderful light on the conditions of 
the action of electricity, and placed this force at the 
service of mankind ; it has renewed geology and 
paleontology, and disentangled the· concatenation 
of animal and vegetable forms of life ; it has newly 
created biology and embriology, and has e~plained 
in a surprising manner, through the discovery and 
investigation of germs, some of the most disquieting 
myilteries of perpetual metamorphosis, illness, and 
death ; it has found or perfected methods which, 
like chronography,.instantaneous photography, etc., 
permit of the analysis and registration of the most 
fleeting phenomena, not immediately apprehensible 
by human seQse, and which promis to become ex
tremely fruitful for the knowledge of nature. And 
in the face of such splendid, such overwhelmingly 
grand results, the enumeration of which could easily 
be doubled and trebled, does anyone dare to speak 
of the shipwreck of science, and of the incapacity 
of the empirical method? . 

Science is said not to hav kept what she prom
ised. When has she ever promised anything else 
than honest and attentiv observation of phenomena 
and, if possible, establishment of the conditions 
under which they occur? Arid has she not kept 
this promis? Does she not keep it perpetually? If 

• See page 106 DEGENERATION. By Max Nordan. 
Translated from the second edition of the German work. 
Octavo, 550 pp.; price. $lMQ, ~ew ¥ork,; D, ,A.ppletoD 
&; Oo, Sold at this office, 
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anyone has expected of her that she would explain 
from one day to another the whole mechanism of 
the universe, as a juggler explains his apparent 
magic, he has indeed no idea of the true mission of 
science. She denies herself all leaps and flights. 
She advances step by step. She builds slowly and 
patiently a firm bridge out into the unknown, and 
can ·throw no new arch over the abyss before she 
has sunk deep the foundations of a new pier in the 
depths, and raised it to the right hight. 

Meanwhile she asks nothing at all about the first 
cause of phenomena, so long as she has so many 
proximate causes to investigate. Many of the most 
eminent men of science go so far as to assert that 
the first cau11e will never become the object of sci 
entific investigation, and call it, with Herbert Spen 
cer, "the Unknowable," or exclaim despondingly, 
with Du Bois-Raymond, Ignorabimus. Both of 
them i~ this respect are completely unscientific, and 
only prove that even clear thinkers like Herbert 
Spencer, and sober iafestigators like Du Bois Ray
mond, stand yet under the influence of theological 
dreams. Science C<tD speak of no unknowable. 
since this would pres11ppose that she is able to mark 
exactly the boundaries of the knowable. This, 
however, she cannot do, since every new discovery 
thrusts back that boundary. Moreover, the accept
ance of an Unknowable involves the acknowledgment 
that there is something which we cannot know. 
Now, in order to be able seriously to assert the 
existence of this Something, either we must hav 
acquired some .knowledge of it, however alight and 
indistinct, and this, therefore, would prove that it 
cannot be unkno vable, since we actually know it, 
and nothing then would justify us in declaring be
forehand that our present knowledge of it, however 
little it may be, will not be extended and deepened; 
or else we hav no knowledge, even of the minutest 
character, of the philosopher's Unknowable, in 
which case it cannot exist for us. The whole con
ception is based upon nothing, and the word is an 
idle creation of a dre"ming imagmation. The same 
thing can be said of Ignorabimus. It is the opposit 
of science. It is not a correct inference from well
grounded premises, it is not the result oi observa.· 
tion, but a·mystical prophecy. No one has the right 
to make communications with respect to the future 
as matters of fact. Science can announce what she 
knows to-day; she can also mark oft exactly what 
she does not know ; but to say what she will or will 
not at any time know is not her office. 

It is true that whoever asks from Science that she 
shall giv an answer to all the questions of idle and 
restless minds with unshaken and audacioul'l cer
tainty must be disappointed by her, for she will not 
and cannot fulfil his desire. Theology and meta 
physics hav an easier task. They devise some fable, 
and propound it with overwhelming earnestness. If 
anyone does not believe in them they threaten and 
insult the intractable client; but they can prove 
nothing to him ; they cannot force him to take t"eir 
chimeras for cash. Theology and metaphysics can 
never be brought into a dilemma. It costs them 
nothing to add to their words more words, to unite 
to one voluntary assertion another, and to pile up 
dogma upon dogma. It will never occur to the 
serious sound mind, which thirsts after real knowl
edge, to seek it from metaphysics or theology. They 
appeal only to childish brains, whose desire for 
knowledge, or, rather, whose curiosity, is fully satis
fied with the cradling croon of an old wife's tale. 

Science does not compete with theology and met
aphysics. If the latter declare themselvs able to 
explain the whole phenomenon of the universe, 
Science shows that those pretended explanations 
are empty chatter. She, for her part, is naturally 
on her guard against putting in the place of a 
proved absurdity another absurdity. She says 
modestly," Here we hav a fact, here an assumption, 
here a conjecture. 'Tis a rogue who givs more than 
he has." If this does not satisfy the neo-Catholics, 
they should sit down and themselv" investig11.te, 
themselvs find out new facts, and help to make 
clear the weird obscurity of the phenomenon of the 
universe. That would be a proof of a true desire 
for knowledge. At the table of science there is 
room for all, and every fellow-observer is welcome. 
But this· does not enter into even the dreams of 
these poor creatures who drivel about the "bank
ruptcy of science." 

True, science tells us nothing about the life after 
death-of harp-concerts in paradise, and of the 
transformation of stupid youths and hysterical 
geese into white-clad angels with rainbow-colored 
wings. It contents itself, in a much more plain and 
prosaic manner, with alleviating the existence of 
mankind on earth. It lessens the average of mor-· 
tality, and lengthens the life of the individual 
through the suppression of known. causes of dis
ease J it invents new comforts, and makes easier the 
struggl~ agaiulilt n~ture'Q deetructiv powerliS· The 
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Symbolist who is preserved after surgical interfer
ence through asepsy from suppuration, mortifica.
tion, and death ; who protects himself by a Cham
berland filter from typhus; who by the careless 
~urning of a button fills his room with electric 
light; who through a telephone can converse with 
someone beloved: in a far distant country, has to 
thank this alleged bankrupt science for it all, and 
not the theology to which he maintains that he 
wants to return. 

The dunces who abuse science reproach it also 
with having destroyed ideals and stolen from life 
aU its worth. This accusation is just as absurd as 
the talk about the bankruptcy of science. A higher 
ideal than the increase of general knowledge there 
cannot be. What saintly legend is as beautiful as 
the life of an inquirer who spends his existence 
bending over a microscope, almost without bodily 
wants, known and honored by few, working only 
for his own conscience' sake, without any other. am
bition than that perhaps one little new fact may be 
firmly established, which a more fortunate successor 
will make use of in a brilliant synthesis, and insert 
as a stone in some monument of natural science 'l 
What religious fable has inspired with a contempt 
of death sublimer martyrs than a Gehlen, who sank 
down poisoned-while preparing the arsenious hydro
gen which he had discovered ; or a Croce-Spinelli, 
who· was overtaken by death in an over-rapid ascent 
of his balloon while observing the pressure of the 
atmosphere; or an Ehrenberl!, who became blind 
over his life's work; or a Hyrtl, who almost en
tirely destroyed his eyesight by his anatomical 
corrosiv preparations; or the doctors who inoculate 
themselvs with some deadly disease-not to speak 
of the innumerable crowd of discoverers traveling 
to the North Pole and to the interior of dark con
tinents! And did Archimedes really feel his life to 
be so worthless when he entreated the pillaging 
bands of Marcellus, "Do not disturb my circles"! 
Genuin healthy poetry has always recognized this, 
and finds its most ideal characters, not in a devotee 
who murmurs prayers with driveling lips and stares 
with distended eyes at .some visual hallucination, 
but in a Prometheus and a Faust, who wrestle for 
science, i.e, for exact knowledge of nature. 

The assertion that science has not kept its prom
ises, and that therefore the rising generation is 
turning away from it, does not for a moment resist 
criticism, and is entirely without foundation. · · · 
The Jesuits invented the phrase, "bankruptcy of 
science," and their pupils repeat it after them, be
cause it includes a plausibl'l explanation of their 
pietistic mooning, the real organic causes of which 
are unknown to them, and for that matter would 
not be understood if they were known. "I return 
to faith bec!luse science does not satisfy me" is a 
possible st.atement. It is even a superior thing to 
say, since it presupposes a thirst for truth and a 
noble interest in great questions. On the contrary, 
a man will hardly be willing to confess, " I am an 
enthusiastic admirer of the Trinity and the Holy 
Virgin because I am degenerate and my brain is 
incapable of clear thought" 

One God or Several. 
Having read in THE TRUTH SnKEB of March 23d 

an article, "The First Honest Translation of Gene
sis," I was surprised to see that the writer tries to 
deprive the Bible writers of the only cre~i.t they 
may be said to deserve, namely, that of g1vmg us 
only one God of their making, and sparing us the 
burden of too many. On the strength of the pas
sages quoted we may safely and justly accuse them 
of error and ignorance, but never of" polytheism." 
The word " Elohim" may be translated, in the plu
ral, gods, when written alone; but here, in these 
passage~, whenever "Elohim" appears, it is preced
ed or followed by the third person singular. I will 
giv the Hebrew text of the first verses of Genesis : 

1 Bereshith Boro Elohim 
1. In the beginning he created God, etc. 
2. V.Ruah Elohim Mrahefeth 
2. And the spirit God she moves, etc. 
3.Va Yomer Elohim Yehe Or 
~. And he said God there shall be light, etc. 
4. Va Yar Elohim Eth ho-Or 

4. And he saw God the light, etc. 
Now, the plural of Boro is Borou-they created. 

The plural of Ruah is Ruhos-spirits. The plural 
of Va Yomer is Va Yomru-+.hey hav said. And 
the plural of Va Yar is Va Yiru. In only one 
place does it seem that God speaks of more than 
himself-where it reads, "Let us make man in our 
image"-and this is nothing. Uulers of old and of 
to day affect the same style when speaking of them
selva. In the very next verse the writer of Genesis 
says' '' So God made man in his own image, in the 

' "C "tk image of God created he him. an any m1s a e 
bo ml\de ill re!lding the Ileb:rew te~t T l!a!$ l'lot 
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God said, done, worked, and seen all alone until, 
tired out (and no wonder), he took a rest all alone! 

I hav made a thorough study of the Hebrew 
Bible, and I am satisfied that the writers of that 
book are not guilty of any conception of polytheism. 
The word "Elohim" in a few instances does not 
signify God, for it also means power and strength. 
This removes the last shadow of suspicion from 
those parts of the Bible in which there may be a 
suggestion of polytheism. 

But supposing that the Bible is what the writer 
maintains that it is, will that alter the character of 
the book T Will it become better, more intelligible, 
more truthful, more instructiv, more scientific T Or 
will it become worse T Can it be more contradic
tory, or more cruel to man and beast T Could it 
possibly exhibit more ignorance and superstition T 
Are a multitude of gods less to blame for inhuman 
teachings than one godT We want no more gods; 
we hav had enough of them. Let us hav more and 
stronger light to penetrate the deep crevasses of 
that darkest book, where hate, revenge, and fanati
cism are intrenched. Let us hav more men who, 
for the sake of justice and liberty, will dare to tell 
the truth. MoRA NEBUCHERIN. 

Observations. 
The question now before the house is, Were one 

or more gods concerned in the job of creating de
scribed in the fi'lst chapter of that novel without a 
purpose called " The Holy Bible !" and we may as 
well make it a symposium. The argument, then, 
founded on the number of Hebrew nouns and 
verbs does not impress me as a very convincing 
one, for the reason that both singular and plural 
are said to occur in references to the architect of 
the universe. Of course the gender of the Elohim 
cannot be expected to throw any light upon the 
discussed question; otherwise it would be in order 
to direct attention to the word translated " she 
moves," which indicates that there was a woman in 
the case' But putting these inconsequential mat
ters aside, the fact remains that Eloah spoke, and 
the thing to be found out is, to whom did he ad
dress his remarks T If he was the only man on the 
job, to whom did he issue orders and make sug
gestions about the proper build for a man T Those 
questions, if I am anything of a biblicist, take pre
cedence over all considerations of grammar, or even 
of sex, which latter the editors of the Woman's 
Bible think is quite weighty. It has been pointed 
out by so eminent a scholar as Huxley that the Bi
ble deities appear under two names, Elohim and 
Yahveh or Jehovah, the latter being a lord god, and 
the suggestion follows that the Elohim were infe
rior character& who acted as Jehovah's fuglemen. 
In some places they were called sons of God. They 
attended the council described in the first chapter 
of the book of Job, when Satan, their brother, came 
also. They made pastoral calls on the women 
folks, with the usual results, and exercised a general 
superintendence over Jehovah's outside business. 
They turned up in various places under difterent 
names, but I suspect that they were always the 
same sad Elohim. An old lady who had Passed her 
ninetieth milestone saw one, who assured her that 
she should not die childless, and " it was so." A 
brace of them were guests of Lot, one wrestled all 
night with the visionary, Jacob, and they ate matzos 
with others of the patriarchs. No two Bible writers 
describe them alike, but the diversity of those lit
erary persons is shown in their disagreement about 
every subject that any two of them happen to touch. 
Justin Martyr, a church father who flourished his 
pen in the second century of this era of grace, 
called the Elohim angels, and states that their too 
susceptible natures caused them to trespass with 
the frail daughters of men, and hence sprang a race 
of demons. We hav seen that Satan was among 
the "sons of God" who came together near Uz to 
discuss the incorrigible piety of Job, and despite 
the absence of Mr. Gladstone's literal homogeneity, 
we hav no reason to doubt that he was the identical 
Satan that offered the juice of the forbidden fruit 
to Eve. He must then hav been either a spectator 
of the creation or an assistant, and as nothing is 
said about his creation it is impossible to reach any 
other conclusion than that he was one of the angels 
or Elohim. He may hav been among the spirits of 
God described as moving upon the face of the 
waters. 

With these facts before us, with the earth and 
sky populated and increased in population by the 
sons of God, it is a waste of time to discuss the 
grammatical inflections of those alphabetical topsy
turvies called the written Hebrew tongue. Our 
friend of the biblical name, who givs the readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER some translated sentences from 
Genesis, says that he has made a thorough study of 
the Hebrew Bible. There is no reason for doubt
ing th~t hEl b&s1 bnt how d<l\JS th~t help him? Sup-

THE TRUTH SEEI-{:ER. 

pose the Bible had been written in English, and we 
were called upon to decide the meaning of the fol
lowing narrativ : 

Sodhlioe tha se Hrolend of tham mnnte nydher astah, 
tha fyligdon him myole manio. Tha genealrobte hreofla 
to him and hine to him ge·eadhmedde, and thus owadh: 
Drihten, gyf thn wilt, tbn miht me geolrensian. Tha 
astrehte se Hrelend hys hand and hrepode hyne, and thus 
owadh: Io wylie, beo geolrensod. And hys · hreofla was 
hradlioe geolronsod. 

This is English, or Anglo-Saxon, a good many 
years younger than the Hebrew in which the story 
of Genesis must hav been written, but there are a 
whole lot of clergymen who hav made a thorough 
study of the English Bible, who could not tell 
whether the nouns and verbs are in the singulal' 
number or the plural. Some might not even reco~
nize the excerpt as a part of the eighth chapter of 
the gospel according to St. Matthew. No reader of 
the Hebrew Bible of to-day can imagin that he is 
reading it in the Hebrew as it was written. The 
Genesis story, in some tongue or othel', may be 
given a date two hundred years before Christ, and 
there is no Hebrew manuscript of it earlier than 
A.D. 900. Supposing the creation is placed six 
thousand years ago, according to biblical time
keeping, then the first authentic account of the 
affair, in Hebrew, that we can law our hands on was 
written some five thousand years after the occur
rence. In the centuries intervening between the 
time when the creation story was first recorded and 
the time when our oldest manuscripts were written 
there was opportunity for the language to change 
several times. Look at the sample of English I 
hav quoted, which is only a few hundred years old, 
and then guess how much of the first manuscript 
of Genesis a modern Hebrew student would be able 
to decipher, digest, and assimilate. If he could tell 
the nouns from the verbs or the verbs from a moc
casin track, he would deserve a medal whether he 
got the number and gender right or wrong. We 
can arrive at the meaning of old English by tracing 
its changes, but the Hebrew offers no such oppor
tunity. Furthermore, there is reason to doubt the 
existence of an original Hebrew manuscript to get 
back to, the oldest being in Greek. Recurring to 
the matter of a plurality of gods, it is evident from 
the first eommandment, " Thou shalt hav none 
other gods before me," that the writer believed 
there was more than one, otherwise the command 
would be a waste of words. There appears to hav 
been a rivalry among the manufacturers of gods 
then, as there is now between the proprietors of 
different brands of soap, baking powders, typF
writers, and bicycles. The " monotheism " of the 
Jewish leaders, therefore, consisted in an attempt 
to hav their god accepted in place of others, but 
they were never wholly successful, for their follow
ers were continually falling away from Jehovah and 
running after strange deities. The permanence of 
polytheism was shown when the Christian world set 
up its Trinity, with the Virgin Mary a fourth per
son. The only real monotheists are the Deists, 
whose god has no family connections. 

The name of tbe Rev. H. B. Spayd, whose initials 
suggest that he is an indicativ perfect member of 
the third sex, is attached to a set of resolutions 
addressed to the legislature of Pennsylvania in op
position to a proposed modification of the Sunday 
laws which will permit the sale of newspapers on 
the Christian Sabbath. If the legislature, when 
resolutions come up, decide to pass Spayd's, it is 
inferred that clubs will continue to be trumps in 
Pennsylvania. 

Mr. S. F. Benson, of Iowa, has estimated my 
"entire tariff contribution" at less than fifty cents. 
It is worth something to hav an upholder of that 
political dogma, protection, admit that an American 
citizen does contribute, though sparingly, to the 
support of the system. Probably fifty cents would 
pay Mr. Benson's share of taxes to balance church 
exemption, but the insignificance of the sum will 
not, I hope, deter him from denouncing the favor
itism. May he stand firm for justice, equality, and 
liberty, even though some fautor of exemption 
should remark that four-bits a year is a hell of a 
thing for a citizen of Iowa to be kicking about. 

Mr. Benson givs the government revenue as 
$480,000,000, or $34 annually per family, and says 
that the American citizen is let off with the pay
ment of fifty cents of that amount. Does Mr. Ben
son request us to believe that the rest is paid by 
the foreigner ! I ask merely for information and to 
learn how the foreigner is reimbursed. The theory, 
as thus far developed, is as short as the heathen as
tronomy which rested the earth on the shoulders of 
Atlas-shorter, in fact, as the suggestion is offered 
that Atlas was supported by his wife's family. Mr. 
Benson's assertion that the tariff "taxes imported 
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goods expressly to induce our people to prefer 
untaxed home products'' should be revised by the 
substitution of coerce for "induce" and accept for 
"prefer." So amended I hav no objection to it as 
a succinct statement of a fact of which every Amer
ican citizen should be ashamed. We might go fur
ther and qualify the description of home products 
as "untaxed" by saying that, so far as the buyer is 
concerned, they are taxed to the amount that the 
price he pays for them is greater than the price of 
foreign products minus the duty. For our further 
confusion Mr. Benson states that protection keeps 
our money at home, while low tariff has had the 
effect of sen_ding "money running oft to Em·ope," 
with "government borrowing it back at the rate of 
two hundred millions a year." A little thought re
veals this in a more tolerable aspect, for if it is bet
ter to pay ten to twenty-five per cent advance on 
the value of the things we buy daily in order to 
keep our money from "running off to Europe," we 
are driving a regular Yankee bargain when we bor
row it back into the country at only three or four 
per cent per annum. Mr. Benson does not enlist 
my sympathies by his reference to the workingman, 
though I am one myself. I apprehend that if gov
ernment will confine itself to affairs of state, and 
cease to disconcert commerce by tariff tinkering, and 
to gull labor with promises of a full dinner-pail, 
the business man and the laboring man will be able 
to take care of themselvs. It is rude indeed to 
speak of tariff as robbery, because it is not indict
able. Tariff is wrong, though, in my opinion, and 
sets up an unjustifiable tax. Sometimes, in these 
days when there is such a faint line between poli
tics and roguery, I can feel but little more respect 
for the strong who do a wrong legally and so escape 
the penalty of their act, than for the weak who do 
it criminally at the risk of consequences unpleasant 
to themselvs. The purpose of both is the same. 
They differ only in method, but the latter are m9re 
frank and ingenuous. 

THE LOGIO OF SUPPRESSION. 
There wu once a favored country where the truly good 

held sway, 
And made it hot for evervone who didn't go their way. 
Of course they had enough to do, the glaring ills to onre, 
For we know that to the pure in heart each earthly 

thing's impure. 
They organized societies the Sabbath day to guard, . 
Transgressors being quickly taught the way of them was 

hard. 
They bad their Vice Society to regulate the mails, 
And need up all the editors to populate their jails. 
The man who took a glass ot be~>r was ooppered in a 

wink-
Communion was tbe only place where yon oonld get a 
· drink. 

They apprehended all the folks who walked the streets of 
nights, 

As also actresses in bronze, and likewise those in tights. 
Piano legs wore pantaloons, the statues in the park 
Were covered up and not exposed to sight till after dark. 
Divorces then were quite unknown, and when a couple 

wed, 
They bunged tbe woman in a cask and fastened down the 

bead. 
There were no scientific men, but those who took thei" 

place 
Endeavored agriculturally to propagate the race; 
I understand they had progressed so far along these lines 
That .boys grew in potato hillR, while girls grew on the 

~n~· . 
And both were clothed in gunny-sacks alike in all re

spects, 
For it was scandalous to make distinction as to sex. 
The women folks were all old maids, as likewise were the 

males, 
They built ten ohnrohes on a block to alternate with jails. 
And thus did law and order reign, devoxd of strife or jars, 
For each recusant citizen was safe behind tbe bars. 
So there was heaven on the eaTth, with joy so full and free, 
And every day they organized a new society. 
But snob things. were too good to last, and so there came 

a pause-
A Mind Your Business League was formed, agreeable to 

laws, 
Which wrought such havoc in tbe land, allowed to take its 

course, 
That there was not a censor left to put the thing in force. 
It emptied all the ohnrohes and it filled the jails so full 
The doors oonld scarcely be got to by a united poll. 
The last "reformer" in the world, imprisoned though 

untried, 
Put forth his hand between the bars and looked himself 

inside. · 

In what he has to say about the "scientists" who 
find the facts of nature inadequate to their imag
ined needs, Prof. Max Nordan is more accurate than 
flattering, but I doubt if the degenerates get at his 
hands any more of a walloping than they deserve. 
We can afford to be patient and to exercise oharity 
toward those who are ignorant and are trying to 
learn, but I cannot perceive that Wlil are under any 
obligation to respect the reversionists who hav 
once known the truth and are now trying to for~et it. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 

THE Women's Liberal Leagtie of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'olook Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge aven~e a:qq Gre~tt stfeet. Admissiot 
free. AU welcome, 
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Lecture Notes. 
A Sunday like my last one in Boston would cer

tainly giv any lecturer agreeable remembrance of a 
place for a long time. A larger audience greeted 
me than at any of my previous lectures. 'fhe sub
ject was a timely one : "The Tyranny and Absurdity 
of Sunday Laws." Boston has lately been afflicted 
by a sickly wave of Sabbata.rianism and NatioMl 
Reform Theocracy. The churches demand that 
everything be closed on Sunday except the house 
of God, and they hav made a special war upon Sun
day concerts. The priest cannot endure competi
tion. He knows that when a choice is given be
tween the theater and his temple of superstition, 
the majority will accept the former. The governor 
of Massachusetts has given aid and comfort to these 
religious tyrants by appearing on the platform at 
their conventions, and making the false statement 
that this is a Christian nation. When General Booth 
was in Boston, Greenhalge is reported to hav said 
it was his duty as executiv of the state to encour
age any movement to advance the Christian relig
ion. This " duty " he holds by usurpation, for the 
Constitution bf Massachusetts givs him no such au
thority. On Sunday morning I went to hear the 
Rev. J. M. Foster, the acknowledged leader of 
National Reformism in New England. He re
minded me of the old Puritan preachers of whom 
we read. Tall, lean, sickly looking, he has the nasal 
drawl, and gave a har11ng that called to my 
mind the ranter so well described by Scott in 
"Woodstock." He had a very small congregation, 
as in his denomination there is no instrumental 
music, and instead of hymns they sing Psalms. The 
Reformed Presbvterian church is as near like the 
church of John 'calvin as modern enlightenment 
will permit. 

Boston is probably the most interesting city in 
America. There is scarcely a spot that does not 
possess some historic interest, though most of 
the old landmarks hav disappeared. The Common 
of course remains, as does Faneuil Hall ; the old 
State House that witnessed the Boston massacre ; 
King's Chapel, and the old South Church; I visited 
Cambridge, where is located the ancient seat of 
learning, Harvard College, and the residence of our 
greatest poet, Henry W. Longfellow. Boston Lib
erals always make a lecturer's visit a pleasant one. 
I was a guest of the Rush family, was with Men dum 
at his home in Melrose, with Washburn at Revere, 
and enjoyed myself in company with Dr. R. K. 
Noyes and J. F. Foster. I always find a welcome 
in the Investigator office, with Editor Mendum and 
his faithful clerk, Ralph W. Cbainey. · 

Once more I am off, this time for De Ruyter, N. 
Y., a village of six hundred inhabitants in the cen
tral part of the state. Here I found excellent ar
rangements for a lecture made by my friend, W. W. 
Ames. Mr. Ames edits the Gleaner, a county 
paper, and bas modern improvements in the printer's 
art, such as are not often found in country paper 
offices. He is an enthusiastic Liberal, and is not 
ashamed to show his colors. I arrived on the eve 
of a snow storm, and my heart sank when I thought 
of the proApects of an audience, but I was agree
ably d~sappointed, for a good audience greeted me, 
one-third of whom were women. Four ministers 
were present, and paid strict attention to every
thing I said. Freethought is new to the people of 
De Ruyter, but there is good soil in which it can 
take root. Mr. John Dean faced the storm, and 
came nine miles from Truxton to attend. 0. H. 
Maxon, M. E. Tallett and wife, I. E. Smith, H. K. 
Nash, M. R. Smith, A. W. Francis, M. E. Bendick; 
H. P. Mitchell, W. E. Miner, and Miss Hattie Poole 
are stanch Liberals. Mr. Ames entertained me at 
his home. Mrs. Ames is not a Liberal, but is a 
sensible Christian woman. She is a member of the 
Seventh-Day Baptist church. At one time she was 
an activ member of the Women's Christian Tem
perance Union, but left it when she found it to be 
a mere tool of the theocrats. FRANKLIN STEINER. 

The Cnmpaign Book. 
I hav the pleasure oo report the following dona

tions to the Book Fund: J, P. Miller, Simeon Sharp, 
F. A. Whitney, J. H. Braffett, P. C. Mosier, P. Fitz
gerald. Would be glad to hear from more of our 
friends. We are in need of many at this present 
time. The Federation has donated $10 for the de
fense of Mr. Wise. We also must raise money for 
the defense ·of Mr .. Fleckten, of Minnesota. We 
understand that times are hard, but a little from 
everybody will help us along. 

E. C. REIOHWALD, Treas. F. F. of A., 
188 Soqth Water Street, Chicago. 

Tmn Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindnl}!ll!, :Wvflubprly j~vit~d, ~~llrQ~f:V 1 W!Hil!m 
WP.tldtlll. '- 't . .. .. 
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A. Memorial. 
Thursday, March 28th, I was called to attend the 

funeral services of Mrs. Jane Connery Cole at Gra
tiot, Wis. Mrs. Cole died in her eightieth year, on 
Tuesday, March 26th. Born into the Catholic 
church, for over half a century she ha" been a pro
nounced Freethinker. She was a nativ of Dun
ganon, Tyrone county, Ireland. At the age of nine 
yea'!"S she ceme with her parents to this country 
and lived at Lancaster, Pa. In 1836 sh"' removed 
to Wisconsin, and was married April 13, 1841, to 
Samuel Cole. For fifty.tbree years she bas lived 
in the sa:Q:J.e house, which was. built the following 
year for their home, and in which both husband and 
wife died. 

Ron. Samuel Cole was a ·prominent citizen of 
Gratiot. :E:e was, for eleven years, a member of. 
the state legislature, and for thirty years a justice 
of the peace. He was always a Freethinker, a sub
scriber of the Investigator when edited by Abner 
Kneeland. He died in 1885. 

Mrs. Cole leaves four children, Mrs. Mary J. 
Campbell, wife of Ron. Frank Campbell, of Gra
tiot ; Mrs. Sarah E. Cook, wife of Alfred Cook, of 
Gratiot, and E. W. Cole and E. J. Cole, also of 
Gratiot. There are nine grandchildren, and two 
great-grandchildren. Mrs. Cole was universally 
loved and respected. Although living in a. 
community largely Catholic,· against whose religion 
she was bravely outspoken, yet she bad many 
friends in the pale of that church who were 
tenderly devoted to her in her last sickness. They 
honored her sincerity and venerated her character. 
Her mind was clear to the very last hour, and un
flinching in its loyalty to Freethought. It was her 
desire that no orthodox services should be held over 
her grave. It was her earnest wish that the prin-. 
ciples of her life might be eloquent in her death. 
There was a large attendance at the funeral. It 
was a bright and beautiful day, and nature and hu
manity seemed to mingle in solemn mejesty and 
·repose. Faithfully bad our friend labored upon the 
fields of time. Rich was the harvest of her long 
life. Pric•-lP"s the inheritance she has left to her 
children. L .. ve shall cherish her memory, while in 
the bosom Lf the earth she sinks to peaceful rE:>st. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Lectures and .Meetings. 
Tmn Friendship Liberal League, George Longfo.rd, 

secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meetin,e-. 

On Sunday, April 7th, at 2.30 P.M;, Mr. Arthur Kitson 
will deliver a lecture on "The Money Queetion." At 7. 30 
P.M. Mrs. E. R. Carl will lecture on •' The Bible," be
ing a review of Rev. W. H. Gill's Reply to Colonel Inger
soll on the Bible. All welcome. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April: 
April 5th-" The Town Meeting as a Factor." Col. R. J. 

Hinton. 
April12th-"Tho Idyl of New Plymouth-Idaho." T. 

B. Wakeman. 
April 19th-" The Bible snd Modern Thought." S. P. 

Putnam. 
April 26th-" Some Recent Advances in Science." Dr. 

R. G. Eccles. 
Tmn Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for April: · 
April7th-"The Coming Currency." Hon. John De 

Witt Warner. 
April14th-"The Single'Tax." As controling the £quita

ble distribution of wealth. Mr. Alf J. Wolf. 
April 21st-" The Uses of Philosophy." S. P. Putnam. 
April 28th-Debate, "Protection vs. Free Trade." Mr. 

Henry Nichols and Mr. Henry Rowley. 

Tmn German Freethinkers' Association meetA every 
Sunday at 3 o'clock P M., at Beethoven Hall, 212 E. Fifth 
street, New York. Program for April, 1895: 
April 7th-" The History of the Creation as in the Bible." 

Mr. Roes~ler. 
April 14th-'' Was J eeus Christ Stoned (Talmud, Traktat 

'Toldoth Jeshu ')or Was he Hanged (Apostles x, 39), 
or Crucified (Lukas Evangelinm xix, 31)? :M:r. Roess
ler. 

Apri 21st-" What is Truth?" Mr. Roessler. 
April 28th-" The Resurrection of Jesus." Mr. Roessler. 

Ad.mission free. M. WisE, Sec., 154 E. 100th street. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st;, Cincinnati. Program 
for March will be filled by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, 
April 7th-" Municipal Reform." Rev. E. A. Coil. 
April 14th-" Faith, FoUy, and Fiction." Mr. E. C. 

Wilmot, 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture AJ)pointments. 
Sunday, April 7th, Newark, N.J ......... : .......... The Bible 
Tuesday, April 9_th, Danbury, Conn .................. Liberty 
Wednesday, April 10th. Hartford, Conn .......... The Bible 
Thursday, April 11th, Willimantic, Conn ......... The Bible 
Friday, April 12th, Norwinh, Conn .................... Lincoln 
Sunday, April 14th, Detroit, Mich .................. The Bible 
Sunday, April 21st, Toledo, 0 ........................ The Bible 
M9~<l~~oy, A,p~il ~~d1 :ffitie1 ~f~··~'!''""'"'""'"''"'''.J,'~~ :Pibl~ 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. · 0 1r 

present subscribers can do a ~reat deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OE:,FER: 

:J'o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list jor one year. sending us 
three dollars for the same, ?JJe toitl send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-Bo)K, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to ar,yone whose name is not now on OI~r 
list we make this offer ff)r one month : Sand u.q 
three dollars ff)r the paper one year, and we wUl 
send you free the Pwrol!IAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made ani! the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page lllustratio.ns 
with copious citat.wns ot J!'~>.cts, History, l::ltat.istict!: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The l esigns are by WATSoN HESToN 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows ~ Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People. 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2'; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, i ; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; PersecutionR by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This offer cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the· second page oj 
this iss~te. We are giving five dollan' worth for 
three in thiR offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribars will also, prob1bly, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small m~rgin 
on them m lY m 1ke us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are n'lt now a su~scriber, send us three 
dollars and get both p'l.pe,. a'lrl bo?lc-FIV& D)L

LARs' WORTH FOR THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; jive thousand copies ha·v been sold, and 
everyone wb9 paid two dolltt.rs for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as 

sertion that ·nothing hke it has ever before appeared in 
this couutry, and it 1s very doub~fnl if another one like it 
will evtr again be published. We mnst giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice tbe price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers' 
Magazine. , 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his geniua to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the canse of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume; There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those wh ) uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Invrstigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to Y!lU. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriper, send us $3 1:\Ud ge~ tl!El bQQ!\ ~qd tb" 
pa:pe:r fQ:r Oije ~ep,t, 

.. 
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He Orders Forty-Fonr Missionaries. 
NEw Ross, IND., March 18, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: For inclosed please send 
me the following booklets. I want them 
to loa.n to my Ohristian friimds: 16 "Fed
eration and Union;" 6 "Why Don't God 
Kill the Devil?" 4 "Age of Reason;" 10 
"Examination of Prophecies;" 4 "Bible 
Morals;" 4 "Ohnrch Property." 

Since the Remsburg and Steiner lect
ures here during the winter Liberalism has 
been gradually growing. And we think 
there would be a greater "dvance in tl:te 
cause of truth, reason, and common sense 
if Liberals would order more of your 
Freethonght literature to loan and dis
tribute among their young Ohristian 
friends. PHILLIP BRuoa:. 

Is Very Much in Earnest. 
LEON, PA., March 4, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Language fails me to ex
press my appreciation of " Old Testament 
Stories," and also of "Four Hundred 
Years of Freeth ought." Haste also for
bids, as !.want to get this in the next mail. 
Find inclosed twe_nty.five cents, for which 
send the "Liberty for Mtm, Woman, 
and Ohild" and " Tribute to Ebou 0. 
Ingersoll." 

However, I will take time to say that, 
should I and my wife or dangMer survive 
Oolonel Ingersoll we wish to be wired 
immediately of his death, and black crape 
will be hung on our front door and over 
our front veranda. But rwonld be glad 
to know that he would liv a thousand years 
to push the glorious cause. 

Yours in haste, FRANK OooK. 

Th\s Means You. 
SNOWVILLE, VA., March 3, 1895. 

DEAR FRIENDS: I intend going to New 
York state to visit my brother and sister 
and other kinsfolk and old neighbors and 
friends. I shall start about the 5th of 
May and stay till September. I havn't 
quite enough money to go on, so I ask 
you to send 'for circulars of my books, and 
please order some of them of me, so I can 
mail them before I start. Each snbscrip· 
tion to Little Freethinker will help along. 
It is the only paper published for the 
young that is free from superstition. Send 
50 cents, and try it for one year, or 25 
cents for six months. Sample, three cents. 
Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville, Pnlaski 
county, Virginia. 

Times are hard, and I would not think 
of traveling, but brother and sister, as 
well as myself, are "in the sere and 
yellow leaf," and we may never again hav 
a summer together. 

ELMINA D. SLENKER. 

Does not Admire Them. 
PEASTER, TEX., March 1, 1895 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.50 to pay 
my passage on Ta:E TRUTH SEEKER craft 
another year, and for two copies of 
"Grimes of Preachers." I love to show 
up the preachers and their infamous can. 
ing, for I hav less respect for them than 
any other class of individuals. While such 
grand men as Ingersoll, Putnam, Rams. 
burg, and Steiner are shedding the light 
for thousands, and bringing many to see 
how they hav been duped by religion and 
priestcraft, I, in my hnmble way, am 
trying to do what good I can, and by the 
help of your paper, and such books as 
"Ohampions of the Olinrch," "Bible of 
Bibles," the "World's Sixteen Orncitied 
Saviors,"'' Oonflict Between Religion and 
Science," and "Dynamic Theory," I hav 
had the pleasure of seeing a number of 
individuals convinced that religion and 
priestcraft are humbugs and a disgrace to 
humanity. With best wishes for the prose 
perity of THE TRUTH SEEKER and its cause, 
I remain, J. S. WHITE. 

Post Putnam Echoes at Trinidad. 
TRINIDAD, OoL., March 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The Secular Pilgrim has 
come and gone, but the Secular cause goes 
marching on, all the Efforts and assertions 
of the Christians to the contrary notwith
standing. Putnam delivered his first lect
ure to a small audience, but at each suc
ceeding lecture his audience grew larger 
until Sunday evening, the night of the 
disonsl!ion between Rabbi F:ren4ent4al 
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and Mr. Putnam, there were 'lt least one 
hundred people turned away who could 
not get seats, and all this in the face of 
the fact that there WAre two revivals ?Oing 
on all of the time that Mr. Putnam was 
here. Taking everything into considers· 
tion, we think we hav just cause to be 
proud of the progreSS we hi\V made, and 
besides, there has been a vast amount of 
Liberal literature distributed, and that, 
yon know, will work while the Secular 
Pilgrim is off proselyting in other fields. 
Since Putnam left we hav organized a local 
branch of the Freethonght ll'edeJ ation, 
and I am going to try to secure Mrs Free
man for a series of lectureR. 

Yours, etc., JNo. L. Soa:mLEh. 

Devils Galore. 
DAVENPORT, WASH., March 9, • 895. 

MR. EDITOR: Your most excellent paper 
comes re~nlarly to our abode,- and does 
its full share in m\nisterin!f tcr our com· 
fort aud B'D.nsemant. The only disap
pointment that ever occurs is to tear off 
the wra~per and find no cartoons; b .. t 
knowing that there always are many good 
things on the inside we are reconciled at 
once. " Observations" hav to be digested 
first. They are always truthful and to the 
point. I hav been trying to work in wtth 
you on the missionary scheme, but l oe
lieve I will hav to giv it up for the present 
The hard times hav played havoc in this 
part of the country, and we hav to sell our 
produce for less than cost of production. 
But it seems to be water on the wheels of 
church mills, for revivals and other church 
games hav been in full blast all winter. 
For all that, the three Methodist divines 
don't seem to hav got the npper hand of 
the devil yet. The other night one declared 
that a devil WB'I on each side of every per
son in the house, and numbers of devils on 
top of the house besides. That appears 
most devilish, and I don't see how people 
dare to go there. Dancing seems to hav 
got its share of attention and denunci
ation. Such remarks as "ladies laying 
their heads on the shoulders of men," 
"heart beati11g ag-ainst heart," and "en
tanglement of lower extremities," etc., 
go to prove the utter depravity of the 
utterer of such nonsense. For I believe 
that every dancer will bear me out in the 
assertion that impure motive are not among 
his incentivs. I hav been told that a 
marshal has been summoned to keep order 
in God's house. I will try to raise a little 
money for Mr. Fleckten and Mr. Wise, 

Find $i for renewal. P. SELDE, SB, 

Don't Like to be Cheated. 
NEw BosToN, MwH., March 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed t6 9Q 
please send me Paine's '' Oommon Sense," 
the AmroAL, and THl!l TRUTH SEEKER one 
year and" Four Hundred Years of Free
thought." 

Your paper is almost an absolute necet
sity to me. If I were without it I might 
come to think that nearly all the world 
was orthodox. Thinkers are very scarce 
in churchvilles. Heresy is only occasion
ally found hereabouts, and then it is not 
much more than unreasoning revulsion 
against some church member for cheating 
at a horse trade or ox sale. I tell you 
there is much to be done yet before we 
can all testify that we are free from super
stition. 

I daily thank the good writers, the noble 
speakers, and myself that I am clean
washed in (not the blood of the lamb, or 
any other metaphorical animal), but the 
juice or essence of Reason, I reasoned 
myself free from superstition, aided by a 
theological course. It took about ten 
years as it was. If I had been without the 
dogmas of theology, I probably would 
never hav been free and happy . 

The recent Methodist Episcopal revival 
here secured about thirty converts One 
of them evidently was completely convert
ed. As I was telling her that I considered 
it only a slight difference of development 
in civilization which was exhibited at Sa· 
vannah and at Hoboken, she said an Infi
del lecturer ought to bo stopped. " He 
ought to be killed; I'd like to kill him, 
and I would, too, if I had a chance." I 
replied, "You surely hav the old-fashioned 
Ohristian spirit." 

I tell you, Mr. Editor, there is· much 
yet to do, I find that the habits of close 
m~the~atic~tl re~tsollin~, of e~r~est iu· 

quiry, and of rigid testing that are estab
lished in a school or college course are 
very good safeguards indeed against dog
ma. I teach no theology nor religion, or 
their anti's, in my school; but I feel that 
my work is going to be fruitful in making 
inquirers and reasoners. I am content to 
leave the result in the hands of Psycho, if 
there be such a god. F. 0. RoMINE. 

Ministers Fear Competing Attractions. 
OoDORUS, P A., March 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for re
newal of subscription to the best paper on 
the earth. I would rather do without one 
meal elloCh day than be without TIIE TRUTH 
SEEKER, 

A btU is pending in the Pennsylvania 
legislature to legalize tbe Sunday publica
tion, exposure for sale, and delivery of 
newspapers. The bill provides for the re
peal of all laws, or parts of laws, incon· 
sistent the.,.ewith. The clergy hav just led 
in a mags meeting protesting against the 
adoption· of thts mflasnre, which their re· 
solutions say would be a "lasting diE
grace" to the commonwealth. 

Last summer when tbe park was thrown 
open for concerh on Sunday, the sky· 
pilots gained a victory bv having the con
certs discontinued. Next they banded to
gether with the Young Ohristian Endeav
O'I'ers, and other pious societiel!, and did 
sll in their power to lreep the street cars 
from rllllning on Sunday. But with all 
their hurling of anathemas they could not 
suooeed. Yours for liberty, 

J, W. F. OoPENHEAVER. 

A. Brave, True Man. 
OLINToN, IA., March 26, 1895. 

MR. EmToR: With feelings of sadness I 
inform yon of the parting from a loving 
wife and family, of a friend and brother, 
Lorenzo D. Dutton, who died at his home 
near Grana Mound, Ia., on March 13, 
1895; at the age of 76 years 8 months and 
15 days. we seem to be unable to do 
much to giv comfort in such an ·affliction 
·as the loss of a dear husband and father, 
but it is our duty to do what we can to 
cheer and console in such times of trial 
and loss. Lorenzo D. Dutton wa'! a life
long, consistent Freethinker. He was 
kind and considerate with all his neigh
bors and acquaintances, whether enter
taining views similar to his own or not; 
and his own life was passed in such a way 
that all could see his honesty of purpose, 
'and he died as he had lived, an honest un
believer in so-called Christianity. 

It was the wish of the deceased to hav 
his remains cremated, but as he saw it 
would cause considerable expense to his 
surviving family, he decided upon inhu
mation; so his remains were laid away in 
the usual manner on the afternoon of Fri
day, the 15th inst. The ceremonies were 
conducted by S. P. Putnam to the satis· 
faction of all present. 

Lorenzo D. Dutton was born in Ohe
nango county, N.· Y., June 28, 1818. In 
January, 1837, he went to Potter county, 
Pa., and engaged in lumbering. In the 
BPl;'ing of 1838, in company with an uncle, 
he weat to Madison, Ind., where he en
gaged with his uncle in the mercantile 
business; managed store for him one year 
in New Oastle, Ky. In the spring of 1841 
he came to Olinton county, Ia., whither 
his father and three brothers had preced
ed him in 1839. In the spring of 1850 he 
went overland to California in company 
with his brother Jerome, returnin~ in the 
fall of 1854 to Olin ton county, where he h"s 
since resided. On December 6, 1856, he 
married Miss Sarah H. Allison, who, with 
the following children, survive him: Ohas. 
A., of Hartley, Ia.; Orisni and L. D., Jr., 
of Grand Mound; Mrs. Wm. Mellon, of 
Santa Omz, Oal.; Mrs. Geo. B. King, of 
Dixon, Ia, and Nannie, Belle, Orpha, and 
May, of Grand Mound. Of his brothers: 
Jerome died in 1892, Leroy in 1894, and 
Oharles, now the only survivor, at the age 
of 71, livs on his farm near Grand Mound; 
and no better man breathes to-day. 

JAMES A. GREENHILL. 

Advantage of Having the Documents. 
BLAINE, WASH., March 13, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: I hardly expected a reply 
to that clipping, but it seems that these 
ministers never miss a chance to get in 
something that they think hae a tendenoy 
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to belittle the Ingersolls. When I read 
the reported language of the Rev. Haweis 
about Miss Ingersoll I believed it false, 
hence sent it to you to do as you saw fit 
with. Should I hav an opportunity to 
meet the gentleman, I can assure you tbat 
he is pretty apt to be reminded of it. 

Last winter, 1893-94, there was a Oon
gregationalist evangelist holding a series 
of revival meetings in conjunction with 
the Methodist chnrch at Blaine. I fre
quently went to hear him, and one night I 
went with a friend and we took 11eats in 
the back end of the church. The room 
was crowded so that quite a number were 
standing, The preacher was in the middle 
of his discmuse, givin ~ hard thumps to 
the great Infidels of the past, and finally 
he said, "Ool. Robert G. In~ersoll said 
that in ten years there would be more the
aters than churches built" Well, it so 
happened that this same day I had read a 
letter over the Oolonel's signature saying 
that he never said so. It shocked :me 
when the minister said what•he did, and I 
called out in a loud voice, "He never said· 
it! He never said it!" It halted the gen· 
tleman, and he asked me to keep quiet and 
he would see me at the close of the ser
vices. Well, he came back and saw me, 
and wanted to know what I did it for. I 
said he was not telling the truth and I also 
had the document to prove it. He said 
the report-ers usually told the truth. I 
told him I didn't care anything about the 
reporters, but that story was untrue. 
There was a large crowd taking this all in. 
Finally we arranged that I was to meet 
him at his room the next day at 4 P.M. 
I was there on time armed with a copy of 
THE TRUTH SEEKliiR, which I showed him. 
He had to acknnwledge his error, which 
was all I asked. The next night he re
ferred to it, but tried to make the error 
slight. When I went to see him I took 
also a copv of "Infidel Death-beds." I 
wanted to know bow it was so many of the 
greatest men were unbelievers. He said I 
coald not name one that he could not offset 
by naming anothllr on the Ohristian side. 
I named Ohas. Darwin. He claimfld he 
was not an unbeliever. "Infidel Death
beds" was produced, which settled that. 
Then he was asked if he believed that 
such an 'honest, upright man as Darwin 
would be eternally punished by any God, 
but he said he did not care to answer my 
question. MBking up my mind that he 
was a hypocrit, after having stood in the 
pulpit night after night telling- the people 
that unbelief was the crime of all crimes, 
we parted. I had no more use for his 
preaching. 

With best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
I am Sincerely, JoHN W. MERRITT. 

For the Love of God •. 
OAK PA.BK, ILL, March 14, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I inclose herewith a slip 
cut from the Rock.!/ Mountain NewB, 
Denver, Ool., of March 12th, merely as 
corroborativ evidence of the "loving kind
ness" which doth so hedge about the 
brethren of the cloth. 

!.propos of spelling reform, why not 
change the word crucifixion to cruci
fiction, thus causing the orthography to 
assist in bringing out the truth concerning 
a somewhat mythical event? 

Fraternally, A. 0HAPJIIAN. 
Secretary Thomson of the Humane so

ciety met with one of the greatest sur
prises of his life last evening. As a result 
of the shock which Mr. Thomson sustained, 
Rev. L. L. Kneeland, who says he is a · 
minister of the Baptist church in charge 
of the Eighth-street miBIIion, will be ar
raigned before Justice Oster at 9.80 
o'clock this morning on the charge of cru
elty to animals. The case promises to be 
one of the greatest interest to the members 
of the Humane society, as Secretary Thom
son declares he will camp on the minister's 
trail until justice is fully meted out. 

The discovery of Mr. Kneeland's cruelty 
was brought about by a trip which Mr. 
Thomson was making down Sixteenth 
street at 5.30 last evening-. Arriving at 
Sixteenth and Stout streets Mr. Thom· 
son's attention was attracted by two ema
ciated horses that were standing hitched 
to a carriage on the northeast side of the 
street. "I hav seen many distressed look
ing animals in the course of my experi
ence," remarked J\lr. Thomson, "but I 
think the two horses at Sixteenth and 
Stout streets carried off the palm as living 
specimens of starvation." 

Mr. Thomson says he was informed that 
the horses had stood hitohed ill the street 
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since 9 o'clock in the morning, and had in 
that time been given neither food nor 
water. He drove the horses to a liverl 
stable and proceeded to Justice Gater s 
court, where he swore out a warrant for 
'' John Doe." 

"I went to my office," said Mr. Thom· 
son, in relating his unusual experience 
"with the warrant in my pocket. Hardly 
had I taken a chair when a dapper looking 
man, with white necktie, black frock coat 
and shining tile walked into the room 

"'Are yon Mr. Thomson?' he asked. 
"'I am; what will yon hav.?' 
"'I desire to know what right yon hav 

!o talte possession of my horses?' warmly 
mqnxred the new comer." 

Mr. Thomson says he asked the name of 
the stranger. The man gave his name as 
L. L. Kneeland. 

"What is your business?" inquired the 
secretary. · 

"I al!l a preacher," was the reply. 
Mr. Thomson says he nearly fainted at 

t~e nerve of the man, and inquired, "For 
p1ty's sake, what denomination do yon 
claim?" · 
. The man sajd he was a Baptist and was 
m charge of tlie Eighth-street mi@sion. 

" Then yon could hav knocked me down 
with a feather," remarked Mr. Thomson 
in telling the story. He immediately placed 
Kneeland under arrest and conveyed him 
to Gater's court, and had the time of trial 
set;for 9.30this morning. When Mr. Thom
son left the court the Rev. Mr. Kneeland 
was resting in charge of the court. 

Mr. Thomson gave orders at the livery 
stable that the horses shall not be allowed 
to be taken out without a written order 
from himself. He was highly indignant 
at the condition of the animals, and the 
suave manner of the prisoner with the silk 
hat did not modify his feeling of contempt 
for the man. 

Rev. Lerwiok L. Kneeland has been a 
resident of Denver for a number of years. 
He is the sou of Dr. Willis G. Kneeland, 
who live at 100 Grant avenue. He was nn
t~l recently pastor of the Mt. Olivet Bap
ti!'f; ~huroh, but . has lately beep. devoting 
his t1me to the Eighth-street mission. He 
has always borne a good reputation. 

Two Important Quotations. 
WASHINGTON, D. G., 1\'l.aroh 15, 1895. 

MR. EniTo:a: I hav just read in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER of. this week the silly com
ments of tlie Ghioago Tribune relativ to 
Golonel Ingersoll's Hoboken lecture, and 
as a contrast I inclose the editorial of the 
Sacramento Record- Union on the same 
subject, which cannot bui be pleasing to 
your readers. It s)lows that not all the 
editors of our daily papers are under the 
baneful influence of priestoraft and super
stition. I also inclose a clipping from the 
Evenln,q Star of this city, which shows 
that THE TRUTH SEEKER was right when 
it contended that Frederick Douglass was 
a Freethinker, although the clergy claim 
he was a Ghristian. I had the pleasure of 
listening to Mr. Douglass's address last 
fall before the Golored Literary Society 
of this city on the subject of slavery. It 
was an able and eloquent address, and al
though a little shy of attacking the church, 
I suspected from many things he said 
that he was not in love with the church· 
indeed, I felt .that were he free to speak 
his mind candidly, he would hav scored 
the church as severely as ever Golonel In
gersoll did, but he well knew from his pe
culiar po sition as leader of the Negro race 
that such a course would bring censure and 
opprobrium upon him [and his cause] 
from his orthodox Ghristian neighbors. 

It is safe to assert, therefore, that Fred
erick Douglass belongs in the ranks of the 
great Freethinkers of this century. 

J. J. SmRLEY, M.D. 
This is the Sacramento Record- Union's 

editorial-not a false note in it: 
INTOLERANCE BUN MAD. 

Intolerance ran mad at Hoboken, when 
ministers of Protestant churches on Sun
day last attempted to prevent "Bob" In-. 
gersoll from lecturing on the Bible, They 
prevailed upon the weak-kneed mayor to 
close the theater in which Mr. Ingersoll 
was to speak. When he was confronted 
with the law the mayor was compelled to, 
and reluctantly did, recall the order. An 
appeal was then made to the chief of po
lice to interfere, on the ground that the 
lecture might provoke a breach of · the 
peace, but this also failed. 

Golonel Ingersoll delivered his lecture 
in peace and quiet, and before an intelli
gent audience. That he did not fail to 
score the clergy who sought to prevent 
him from exercising the right of free. 
speech is not surprising. . He very prop. 
erly said that the spirit manifested by the 
intolerant clergymen was precisely the 
same that would justify his seizure and 
subject him to the stake and the blazing 
J agot because he chose to speak of the 
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Bible as he reads it. There was a time 
he added, when this kind of "holy office.~ 
was !lot only lawful, but held to be in the 
service of God, but that time has passed 
forever. 
. Tuesday n_ight in the city of Savannah 
mtoleranoe m another form was mani
fest~d, and this time it was not sect 
ag~~st an Infl.del, but religion against 
rehg10n. An ex·priest and his wife pro· 
posed to lecture against the Gatholio 
church, and thereupon a howling mob 
assembled and broke the windows of the 
building and attempted to lynch the 
lecturers. As in the first case· so in this 
the manifestation was '' in th~ service of 
God," in ~efenl!e of "the true faith.'' and 
was the Intolerance which forbids a man 
to think or speak except as another die· 
tates. 

The mayor of Savannah, who is a Jew 
gave those who sought to induce him t~ 
close the hall against the lecturer a bit of 
advice that is concentrated wisdom and 
olean- out sense, two qualities that do not 
distinguish the intolerant religionist. The 
mayor said to the o"bjeotors: "Those who 
think they will be offended by the lecture 
hav only to remain away from it. Thus 
no one's human right will be infringed 
and there will be no breach of the peace."' 

To the credit of one of the Gatholio 
clergy be it said that he gave like advice 
but not until after the mob had gathered 
!'nd troops had to be called out to disperse 
1t and protect the lecturer from violence. 
That clergyman then told the fanatics that 
they were dil!graoing their religion that 
the ex-priest Olllnld do them no har~, and 
he should hav added, can do the truth no 
harm. 

The truth can always afford to stand in 
th~ l~ght and to suffer a:r;ty assault. The 
religiOn that cannot hold its own in de
bate, or refute charges laid at its door is 
a religion that it is better abandoned than 
embraced. But it cannot ·be concealed 
that the same teaching which propelled 
the clergy of Hoboken against Ingersoll 
led on the mob against Slattery. Be
tween the two there is, in that respect, not 
the slightest difference. Each teaches 
that it alone represents the true faith 
and that all others are false, and worthy 
of suppression by force. In each case it 
was the spirit of the stake and the fagot. 

The church, be it Protestant, Gatholio 
or other, which _givs cause for intoler: 
a_noe, _which breeds the spirit of persecu
tiOn, 1s at enmity with the institutions of 
liberty, a relic of savagery, and the rule of 
might. 

It is deplorable that in two cities in the 
republic there should, within one week, 
hav been made manifest the truth that 
there still exists that slavery of the soul 
which makes men little better than beasts 
[or o~nsiderably worsl'-ED T. S.l 
It ts to the honor of his race that a Jew 

should hav risen up to rebuke the devotees 
of a religion that contemns him, and to 
teach the fanatic and intolerant that in 
this day and age free speech is the dearest 
of rights, and that the truth never seeks 
to muzzle it. 

At a memorial meeting held bv the 
colored people of Baltimore, Rev. John W. 
Beckett read a letter writt3n to him three 
years ago when he was pastor of the Met
ropolitan church of Washington, and 
which was in reply to one written by the 
olexgyman . to Frederick Douglass urging 
him to ally himself more closely with his 
church. Here are two significant para· 
graphs from the letter of Mr. Douglass:. 

I do not feel it my duty to join any of 
the many: sects now arrogating to them
selva the title of the Ghnroh of Ghrist and 
considering all outside of them " ashamed 
of J esns." · 

The Ghristianity of this country, as ex
hibited in the churches, is not the Ghris· 
tianity of Ghrist. It is a man-degrading 
and negro-hating Ghristianity. In the 
South it lived and flourished side by side 
with slavery for two· hundred years, and 
never had any quarrel with it, and in its 
presence to-day the negro is robbed, 
lynched, and murdered without remon
strance from the Ghristian pulpits. 

A. Dialog, Mat. iv, 8~ 
INFIDEL, 

As yon are now a man of prayer, 
I think it only right and fair 
That I (although I speak in rhyme) 
Should claim a little of your time 
In asking yon to just explain 
Some things that I hav tried in vain 
To understand, accept, believe, 
Although I now repine and grieve 
That, notwithstanding all I do, 
These statements all appear untrue. 
I now refer to statements in 
The boolt containing tales of sin; 
The book that yon allege is free 
From myths, and lies, and sophistry; 
The book that shows Jehovah's plan 
For saving sinful, wicked inan. 
One gospel, mythologio tale 
(As true as Jonah ate the whale) 
Says Ghrist and Satan took a stroll 
To see if they could see the whole, 

And ascertain the intrinsic worth 
Of ev'ry kingdom of the earth. 
When standing on a piece of ground 
That shows a flgnre nearly rottnd, 
I·always fail, yon know; to see 
The side that's opposit to me. 
Now, when they both took up their stand, 
They could not see much of the land; 
Besides, twelve thousand miles away, 
They were without the light of day; 
They must hav had good optic sight 
To see through darkness of the night. 
Now, as I do intend to pray, 
As soon ail I can see my way . 
To swallow all such tales as true, 
I hope, my Ghristian friend, that yon 
Will try to do your very best 
To set my doubting mind at rest. 
Please tell me while we here abide 
How Satan saw the other side? 

OHRISTIAN, 
My honest skeptic friend, 'tis true 
You've given me a task to do 
That any sentient person· may 
Most usily explain away. 
The wily qne&tion yon hav put 
Is very easy answered, but, 
Before I make the matter plain, 
Allow me now to just explain 
The kingdoms of the world, 'twonld seem, 
Old Satan saw while in a dream. 
This explanation, yon will see, 
With holy writ does not agree. 
But do not fret, and pine, and grieve, 
But pray in faith and just believe .. 
I will now do my very best 
To set your doubting mind at rest. 
They both performed a feat quite rare 
By sailing miles up in the air, 
And as you know it is a fact 
The earth is always in the aCJt 
Of turning on its axis round, 
Then ev'ry inch and foot of ground 
W onJd show itself, as yon may prove, 
To people stationed up above. 
'Twas from this elevated place 
Old Satan eaw the whole of space. 
I hope, my skeptic friend, you see 
That faith removes all mystery. 

NoTE.-What induced me to write this 
dialog was one recited in a church by 
school children. The writer had built 
himself up an Infidel man of straw· had 
manufactured a lot of idiotic non~ense 
which· no Infidel ·had ever uttered, in or: 
der to enable the Ghristian to pulverize 
~he Infidel with his spiritual jawbone. I 
claim I hav done better with the Ghristiau 
for I hav certainly put into his month th~ 
best scientific answer that can be given. 

Perhaps the following dialog will snit 
your "Parson's" corner. In England the 
law is very strict against poachers-men 
who catch g·ame on rich men's preserves 
without permission. One Sunday morn
ing, as one of these illegal hunters was re
turning home after he had spent the Sat
urday night hunting, he was met by the 
village parson, who knew him well. "0 
John!" says the parson, "what· a shame 
and disgrace to see yon returning home, 
on the good Lord's day, with that black 
eye, velvet coat, dog, and gun. John, if 
yon don't repent and reform the devil will 
get yon sure," "Let us see," said John· 
"is'nt it about twelve thousand year~ 
since the devil was thrown into the bot
tomless pit?" "Yes," says the parson, "I 
think it is." "Well," says John, "yon 
hav read Joioey's 'Scientific Dialogs,' 
havn't yon?" "Yes." "Joioey says that 
anything whose speoifl.o gravity is greater 
than that of the atmosphere will fall 13 
feet the first second, 26 the second, 39 the 
third, 52 the fourth; and so on, increasing 
in arithmetical ratio 13 feet every second· 
is that so?" "Yes, John; I dare say it is.': 
"If that be so, parson, ·the devil must 
.ilow ~e traveling at a tremendous velocity, 
and lf God throws me into the bottomless 
pit, the devil will never get me, for when 
I begin to fall the devil will be going at 
so much greater velocity than me that we 
would get further away from each other. •' 

J.P. 

Mortuary-MelisRa A. Jamieson. 
Melissa A. Jamieson was born in Albion 

Mich., May 8, 1838, reaching the ·age of 
fifty-six years, .ten months, and two days, 
departing this life March 10, 1895, at her 
home three miles west of Mosca, Gol. In 
1856 she was married toW. F. Jamieson, 
by whom she has had eight children, six 
living. 

Nearly all her life she has been more 
fond of travel than her husband, and no 
fatigue did she bear more cheerfully than 
travel. 

She did not merely believe in a future 
life-she was a Spiritualist and knew to a 
.positiv conviction, according to' the claims 
of Spiritualists, that after the sufferings of 
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her fragil body·he.re 'she''wonld,Iiv in a 
spiritual realm where she wottl<l. welcome . 
her Agnostic husband, who has been in 
doubt many years concerning that sphere 
of eltistenoe where kindred minds will 
dwell in harmony forever, advancing in 
knowledge and happiness. .He says, If 
there is a future life he is satisfied that her 
beautiful. philosophy is true. On many 
occasions she and her hUI!Iband hav con
versed together upon the question of the 
future; she often declared that the spirit· 
nal experiences of her husband, years ago, 
were sufficient for her. She asked no bet· 
ter proofs; but, in addition, she was pos
sessed of deep spiritual intuition that gave 
her unbounded comfort. 

The conversations were always in love 
for the truth and for each other. As Mr. 
Bridgman remarked at the services: "One 
look upon this sweet face, smiling in death, 
should satisfy all who see the sleeper that 
she was the soul of sincerity and the very 
embodiment of charity; angel while she 
lived here, and surely no less loving and 
angelic in the spiritual world where there 
are no ·grievoJI.S partings; where Spiritual
ists hold s~e is now free from pain. Her 
body we bury. Her spirit is conscious, 
victorious over death." 

She often said there are hells enough 
on earth. She believed all will be finally 
happy, and all rewarded aoCJording to the 
good they do on earth and hereafter. · 

In no sense was she a believer in ortho
dox theology. She was too kind, too lov
ing to believe that. 

Their two daughters reside in Michigan, 
hav been married several years, and are 
so comfortably situated in good homes of 
their own, surrounded by_ their happy
voiced ohildrep., that no amount of per
suasion could ever induce them to follow 
father and mother to what is commonly 
considered by Eastern people the " wilds 
of Golorado." 

The oldest son, Olande, is a printer in 
Michigan. Olarenoe has been for eight 
years in the employ of a physoian in Ghi
oago, and he wrote, in response to his 
father's urgent request to come and see 
his mother: " If it were possible for me to 
do so I would take the first train for 
Mosca. I love my mother. I hope her 
sickness is not so serious as yon think." 

This letter was received when she lay in 
her casket ready for burial. 

Harry Jamieson, another son, is growing 
an orange and walnut grove near Los An
geles, Galifornia. 

Percy, .the youngest, is at school in Mis
souri. 

And this is the common history of scat
tered members and families as they reach 
the estate of manhood and womanhood. 
There are few exceptions, strive as we wi I 
to keep the loved ones near, and the family 
unbroken. Death, at last, will frustrate 
our efforts to prese1;ve family union. But 
there is one thing which conquers "all
conquering death," and that is love. The 
abqent ones are loved as intensely as if they 
were present. The dear departed just· 
gone from our mortal sight is still loved 
by husband, sons and daughters-an nn
dyin: love. 

Mrs. Jamieson was passionately fond of 
music, painting, and the drama, and in 
her travels with her husband was always 
ready to attend opera or theater, for they 
both got good out of them. 

Of her it was said by Mr. Jamieson who 
dedicated one of his booklets to her ihJ;ee 
years ago: 

TO MY WIFE, 

Sunny with hope; cheerful amid Iife's· 
b~rdens and di.s~onragements; my best 
friend, never-fa1hng; companion of my 
youth, who has brought me joy for thirty
five years of married life-and without 
whose presence and sympathy existence 
would be shorn of its chief charm-! affec
tionately dedicate this volume. 

And his condition of bereavement is now 
actualized. 

TO MY NEIGHBORS. 
Your loving attentions to my wife during 

her long illness brought peace to her heart 
and mine· 

H_er pathway toward the great future 
(wh1ther .we are all hastening with the 
speed of Time's swift flying feet) was 
strewn _wit~ the flowers of joy, sympathy, 
humanitarian help by your neighborly 
hands. 

Your words of comfort, and your prac
tical assistance to me, in my dark hour of 
bereavement, I shall remember as long as 
life lasts. W. F. JA.MmsoN, 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Ri?>•er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion" for this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the da]''s occupations 
That is known as the Children's ;Hour." 

To Dorothy. 
I know where there is honey in a jar. 

M>et for a certain little friend of mine, 
And Dorothv. I know where daisies are 

That onlv wait small hands to intertwine 
A wreath for such a golden bead as thine. 

The thought that thou art coming makes all 
glad. 

The ho11se is bright with blo'soms high and 
low, 

And many a little lass and little lad 
Expectantly are running to and fro. 
The fire within our hea.rts is all aglow. 

We want thee. chilo, to share in on• delight 
On this high day, the holiest and best. 

Because 'twa• then, ere youth bad taken flight, 
ThY grandmamma. of women lovelie•t. 
1\Iade me of men most honored and most blest. 

That naughty boy wh') led thee to suppose 
He was thv sweetheart has. I grieve.to tell. 

Been seen to pick the garden's choicest rose 
And toddle with it to another oelle. _ 
Who dJes not treat him ~!together well. 

But mind not that, or let it teach thee this
To waste no love on any youthful rover. 

All youths are ro<ers, I a•snre thee. miss. 
No, if thou wonldst true constancy discover, 
Thy gra.ndpapa is perfect as a lover. 

So come. thou playmate of my closing d:ty, 
The latest treasure liJ e can offer me. 

And with thy baby laughter make n• gay. 
Thy fresh l onng voice shall sing, my Dorothy, 
Songs that shall bid the feet of sorrow flee. 

W. E. GLADSTONE. --------
Boys and Their Playmates. 

Don't snub a boy because he wears 
shabby clothes. When Edison, the in
ventor, first entered Boston, he wore a 
pair of yellow linen breeches in the depth 
of winter. 

Don't snub a boy because of the igno
rance of his parents. Shakespere, the 
world's poet, was the son of a man who 
was unable to write his own name. 

Don't snub a boy because his home is 
plain and unpretending. Abraham Lin
coln's early home was a plain and unpre
tending log cabin. 

Don't snub a boy because he chooses a 
humble trade. The author of "Pilgrim's 
Progress" was a tinker. 

Don't snub a boy because of his physical 
disability. Milton was blind. 

Don't snub a boy because of dullness in 
his lesson.. Hogarth, the celebrated 
painter and engraver, was a stupid boy at 
his books. 

Don't snub a boy because he stutters. 
Demosthenes, the great orator of Greece, 
overcame a harsh and stammering voice. 

Don't snub him for any reason, not only 
because he may some day outstrip you in 
the race of life, bnt because it is neither 
kind nor rigllt.-.New York Recorder, 

Correspondence. 
McPHERSON, KAN., March 13, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav read the Chil
dren's Corner for over two years. Papa 
takes the Little .F'reethinker for us chil
dren. It is a very nice paper for little 
children, and is fifty cents a year. I often 
wonder how many children of the Corner 
read it. I am eleven years old. I am a 
Bohemian by birth. I would be glad to 
hav some little boys or girls about my age 
write to me, and I would gladly answer. 

Your Liberal friend, 
MAT P. KuBIN. 

[Another bright young Freethinker.
ED. C. C.] 

HEBER CITY, March 12, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: It has been a long 

time since I wrote to the Corner. The 
snow is pretty near gone, and the roads 
are very muddy. I am glad it is coming 
spring. We hav been going to school all 
winter, but hav had to stop;going on account 
of the bad roads. I am in the third reader. 
My teacher's name is Mr. George Wootton. 
I like him very well for a teacher. 

Hoping to see this in print •. I remain 
your little friend, CHRISTEENA LINDSAY. 

[Improve every opportunity and learn a 
little every day, whether in school or out. 
-ED. C. C.] 

KREBs; I. T., March 18, 1895. 
MisS SusAN WIXON, Dear Friend : My 

11ieter l:!M promi6~<t ~o wri~E.l to ;ron ~~ai~. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

When she saw her letter in print she was 
pleased with it, but as she is very busy and 
has written a letter to a little Freethinker, 
I will take her place- and will let yon know 
about Krebs and its surroundings. Krebs 
is a mining camp of one thousand inhab
itants, and surrounded south by MoAllestel" 
and Alderson, and they are all mining 
camps. Our Christian people baptized 
thirty-two Negroes to-day, but we were 
too late to see the fun. Some time ago the 
preachers made their boasts that they 
would not take any money of any Infidel, 
but when it came to pav for their lumber 
and wo:rkmen, they had to come to those 
nn believers at last. My ae-e is ten years. 
We remain, Your little Freethinkers, 

Doiu and HANNAH BECKER. 
[Dora writes a good letter, and we are 

proud of her. But she must pay a little 
more attention to spelling, and write with 
ink next time.-ED. C. C.] 

MYRTLE PoiNT, OR., Feb. 23, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I wish to inform 

yon that I hav read yon~; good works, and 
highly recommend your writing. I am a 
strong believer in your ideas and in the 
cause of Freethonght and reason, and I 
glory in the men and women who take 
those ideas for their belief. I hav also read 
Helen H. Gardener's writings and I am 
well pleased with her good judgment. I 
hav been a olnse observer and I hav read 
both sides of thP qneRtion with the above
mentioned result. Therefore I recom
mend yon -to stand firm to your opinions. 
which I know are right. I hope yon will 
Pardon my liberty in writing to yon, but 
I wished to inform you that I am one of 
your belief. FRANK P. HERMAN. 

[Snoh letters as the above are a source 
of pleasure and insPiration. We take 
courage to persevere in our work when we 
are assured that our labors are appreciated. 
We thank our friend for his kind words. 
May his years be long in the world and his 
life happy.-Eo C. C.] 

GRANT's PAEs, OR., Feb. 14, 1895. 
DEAR MISS WIXoN: It is storming, and I 

thought I would write to the Corner. 
They hav a Sunday-school here, and about 
ten attend it. The religions people are 
divided into seven denominations. 

1\fy father has takeu THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for about three or four years, and thinks 
he could not do without it. ltly playmates 
who believe are afraid of something after 
night, but we who don't are not afraid. 
How is it? 

We liv in Southern Oregon, and seven 
miles from the railroad. I hav hea·d my 
father and others say that this is a good 
climate .. We planted apples, peaches, 
prunes, pears, and berries, and raised 
some vegetables to sell. I am in the fourth 
reader, and was ten vears old last October. 
And if I can see this in your be!oved Cor
ner, I would be very glad. I vote for a 
children's paper. Yours truly, 

WILLm A. RICHARDS. 
[A brave, straightforward, sensible boy 

is Willie, who is not afraid of his shadow. 
Investigate, reason, retleot, and improve 
every opportunity. The world waits for 
snob a ma.n as Willie is to be by and by.
ED. C. C.] 

CHICAGO, ILL , March 3, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I inclose a letter of 

my daughter Alice, from which yon oaTJ 
eee that she delights very mnoh in your 
part of the work in THE '.rRP~H HERKER. 
She is only eight years old, but is a very 
bright little girl for her age. 

Now, dear Miss Wixon, as yon know 
yourself, the most of our popular Readers 
and other books for children are greatly 
sprinkled with the ideas of a superstitions 
system. These tbings are, of course, very 
nndePirable for those who want to educate 
their children in accordance with nothing 
else but the laws of nature. I therefore 
ask you kindly to recommend me some of 
the books which would contain less of the 
stumbling-blocks for a Freethinking mind. 
Besides Alice, I hav three more children 
below her age, and so yon will see that I 
hav quite a mission to perform in my own 
family. Very respectfully yours, 

J. MASLEY. 
[Nearly all books for the young are, 

more or less, permeated with superstitions 

MONEY FOR EVERYONE! 
.I can't understand why people comPlain of hard 

t1mes. wben any wom~n or m,n can make fram $5 
to !110 a day easily. All bave hea· dot the wonder
ful sncce,s of the Climax Dish Washer: yet we 
are apt to think we ~au'G make m• n~y selhug u; 
but anyone can make money, because everY f.tm
llY want• one. I made l!!47P.B6 in the last three 
mon tns, aftor paying all expense• and attendm"' 
to my regular business besidlls. Yon don't have 
to canvass; as soon a• people know yon have it for 
s~le theY send for a lJish Wa,her. Address the 
Climax Mfg. C. Columbus, Ohio. for Particulars 
Go to work at once, and You will very soon hav~ 
a full pocket book and a light heart. I think it 
a duty to mform each other of such opportuni
ties, and I also think it a duty to improve them 
wlile .we may. 'rry it at once, and pnbhsq Y01lt' 
exJ?QmnclJ Bo oth~r~ milt¥ RP, h~J:ltf\t~\l. , 

ideas. It is lamentable that this is so, but 
so it is. We would recommend Mrs. 
Slenker's "Little LeBBons," and Dr. E. B. 
Foote's •' Science in Story," and our own 
"Story Hour " for children. Our last 
book, "Right Living," has met with ex
oelleut favor in the training of children. 
Our friend will do well to send for The 
Truth Seeker Company's Catalog of books, 
from which he may make a good selection 
of reading matter.-ED. C. C.] 

ALIOE'S LETTER. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I like very mnoh to 

read in the Children's Corner, and I am 
trying to learn to play that splendid hymn 
which begins "Lay me low." I hope that 
you will send us some more like that one. 
. ALIOE MASLEY. 

[Alice is only eight. What may we not 
expect from her by the time she is eight
eenl-ED. C. C.] 

NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., March 16, 295. 
DEAR :M:Iss WTXON: I hav never written 

to yon before; therefore perhaps it would 
be in order for me to make my best bow 
to the children and explain who I am and 
why I write now. 

"Firstly," I hav no children of my own 
to take up my time, but I am acquainted 
with many in Oregon and some of their 
teachers in the Portland Secular Sunday
school, to all of whom I send greeting, 
but not a holy kiss. By the way, perhaps 
you don't remember Miss Nettie Olds, 
who is a splendid lecturer and teacher out 
there now. Well, if you don't I will tell 
you that she once wrote on excellent arti
cle for the Children's Corner, when she 
was a child, describing her journey (in her 
father's carriage) 110ross the Willamette 
valley from McMinnville to the Indian 
reservation and school. Since then she 
has grown from a girl to a splendid woman, 
and can play the piano or violin in concert 
with her brother (or alone), and can inter
est an intelligent audience as few can. I 
want to ask an answer to a question in 
philosophy (or several questions) of our 
little Freethonght friends in Oregon and 
Washington: Which way do the fir-trees 
twist? I found them to always twist the 
same way when riving shingles, so that the 
shingles always twisted the ssme way be
fore I shaved them. But I hav forgotten 
which way. Any shingle-maker who rives 
shingles can tell yon, if he has noticed and 
remembers, if I am right. Which way do 
bean vines go around the poles set for 
them? Which way do hops wind around 
the poles? Do tbe stalks twist the same 
way that they' wind around the poles? Does 
other vegetation twist ·in the same way? 
Will some one who has traveled tell me if 
plants and trees twist the same way south 
of the equator? I am still trying to par
take of the fruit of the tree of knowledge. 

Your friend, GEo. F. ELLIOTT. 
[Yes, we do remember Nettie Olds, and 

we are watching her career with the great
est interest. We shall always be proud 
that she is one of the graduates from our 
Corner, and we know she will do good 
wherever she may be. 

Now, we expect the above questions will 
all be answered by our bright-eved, ob
serving readers. One of our fundamental 
precepts is to be watchful and observing. 
The keen, discerning, qnestio-:~.ing mind is 
not the one to be led astray by fable or 
blind·ignorant faith. We thank you, Bro. 
Elliot, for your kind letter to the Corner. 
-ED, C. C.] 

$100 Reward, $100. 
The readers of this paper will be pleaRed to 

learn that there is at least one dreaoed disease 
that science has be•n able to cure in all its staues 
and that is Uata.rrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the 
only positive cure now known to the medic~tl 
fraternity. 0atarrh being a constitutional dis
ease requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's 
Catarrh Cure is ta.ken inrernally,1 acting directly 
upon the blood and mnconi snrmces of th' sys
tem, thereby destroying the foundation nf the 
disease, and giving the poti"ntstrength by build
ing np the constitution and assisting natur~ in 
rloing its work. The Proprtetors have so much 
faith in it• cnrattve pow as. that they offer .One 
Hundred Dollars for anY case that it fails oo cure. 
Send for circnlors and tPst.imonials. Address;. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, u. 
nr Sold by Drnggi•ts, 75c. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A DiHcovery of the Origin, Evidences, 
and Early Hhtory of Ctaris·ianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere Fo Fully and Faith 
fully Set l!'orta. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafavette Place, New York. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
B:v B•v. G. T. Jrox, M.A. 

l'rige, 1q Q~Qt51 AddreeQ t~ill office, 

[APRIL 6, 18!)5 

Laughing Babies 
are loved by everybody. Those raised on the 
G!l.il Darden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk are 
comp&rativly free from sickness. lnfafit Health 
i~ a valuable pamphlet for mothers. Send your 
address to the New York Condensed Milk Com
pany, New York. 

EDITORIAL 
.F'rom the .F'reethou,qht Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and· distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give yon you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours; But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty: five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art oritio, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expre11sive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
W A.TCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-balf the nAnal 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is wtthont question, 
the finest specimen of the die· on~ter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 
~ Send for priae lists of W !ltohes, Dia

monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILl'~. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wtt s'eifl 

Watch. 

T e l•gers~/1 Sou 

veni • Spo · n. 

Freeth ught 

Badge. 

Pen PiGtures of the World's Fair. 
By S. P. .Pu:tna'lll. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide
Book, the best description of tbd Fair yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It de
scribes the inangura tion ceremonies, gives 
the director-general's address, the efforts 
to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va
rion8 buildings and what they contain, and 
iR. all in all, the very best picture of the 
Fair that can be painted with a pen. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

A. MilP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling 
the visitor to make his way around, and 
the stay-at-home to see where he went. 

.A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, 
enabling one to comprehend at a glance 
the magnitude of the Exposition, the 
greatest ever known to the present time. 

!iJinQ:)e oovy 2/i ~enb Five ~oviet~ for $1 

AddreAA THE TRUTF R'&'F.KE'R 

OfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Ref:uta;tion of: the ArK"u

Inent That; Nature J<Jx
hibtts Markr;;c of: HavinJir 
Been Desil:'ued by an .ln
telliK"ent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The Ddoign Argnmellt Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an lnfimte t:lenes of lJeRlJ{nHR. 
II. If 'l'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. 1f 'l'h.,re Were One He Could Not Be Wise. for 

His Processes Are Egregiously t:How, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Ofoen Serve No Use, 
They Have Prod need FaultY Mecha.nisms. 

IV. Wh~t h U~lled 1Jes1gn Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is lllegltlmate. 

V. What Actnall:vDid Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design 
VII. 'l'he Argument of aF1rst Cause. 
Embracing a Sncoinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a f:lketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Price, 15 cent~. 

TREl TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 
· ~ I•!l.fa.yette t'lll.oe, !'I r, 
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-THE-

PICTORIAL l[XT-BOOK • • 

400 Years 
I OF • . I 

iFreetl1oughti 
II ~ I 
I La:: ~:~:.~~6::~~:::~~:~nd 1

1 ~ Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

I
I ;:: T;U~~~ p:;; for p~~;;~•;·;o~ .il 

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, oj the Past 
:J!'our H und!red Years. 

~HE '/.RUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANYannouncEidin Octo-
1.v ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in ·preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 1.1 have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 

E all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not· I realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 

I
E in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 

per cent more reading than they had been promised a~~ nearly 
three times as many portrllits. Such was the case, however. In-

il
l._ shtea~ o~ sixdhutnhdrefidft pagest o!tletter-p.resds .thtehre are neatrly hnine 

unureu, an e y por ·ra1 s prom1se m e prospec us ave 
. multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the·fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the' book-as 

I undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
E ~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hun~ed pages 

I~ of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about o_ne hundred 
== per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 

~~. nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
~ sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of theU'· 

I investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
E not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de-

l~ lighted that they got such a bargain. 

I~ As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF FREE-

l- . THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

II possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
~;: thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 

le organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Pries, SS. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

-Mm~aA-WW~W ... Mim. 

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. 

Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of Srxteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects- . . . . 

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Btble. II. God and the DeVIl III. Is the Btble Con· 
tradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fnl:llllm~jnt. of Hebrew Prophecy and. Expectancy?. V. Jesus 
the .re•cher of Bighteousness. VI. Did the D1sc1ples .j:.ook for ap. Immediate Besn~reot•onJ VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Comng of Chrtst? VIII. The Chrtst Spirtt Out
side the Bible. IX. What Is the tsiole? · X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Chng to the 
Bible? XII. BeliefiUnbelief, Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a. God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment, XV. mmortahty. XVI. Conclusion. • 
A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lll!ht. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

SHOWING 

THE A:BSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL· 
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
OENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE

VEALING THE ABUSES 
01' A UNION Oli' 

CHURO:El AND 

185 
STATE. 

Fun ... Page 
lllustratioJlS. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS OF 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE AR7/ST. 

IJEBIGJ~"R BY WATSON HESTON.. 
WITH PukTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The llitll!trations are classllled as follows: 
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church ltobbing the People. 
!'3 " · Thank.•giving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science.· 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

ll repr-ut Sa.mples of Christianity's Work, 
5 " Missionaries. e 
I " The Lord's Instruments. 
211 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " ,;;e Church and Slav~:ry. 
2 " iests and Poli~ics. 
' •• reland and the Church. 
2 " Church's ldea of Oivilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Cross. 
4 Unkind Reflections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. a Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

A most exiiraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha• ever be
fore appAared in tnis conntryhand it is very doubtful if another one li1<e it will ever again be pub. 
lished. We must give the Trnt Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all, 
At twice the price 1t wonld have been a cheap book. Arttst Heston as a portrait painter and de
sigJ1er is a wonderful s .. ccesd. anrt we judge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of this most w.:~nderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves i o be called the artist-hero of Libera.lism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fa.i•hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
nres do not make np the whole of 'his volume. There are nea.rlytwo hundred pages nf reading 
matter tha.t serve first as exp•anations of the illnstrationsf and secondlY as texts to prove the. utter 
fa.lsity of the church's profess10ns and the h:yi>ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
hook is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator. • 

Price, board covers, $2; clot~, $2.50- • Addres01 THE. TRtJTD SEEKER. 

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By 'WATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 
the 

Parson. 

The Stories Humoro:Jsly Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning tne Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

40 0 2·o 0 Full-Page 
Pages. Pictures. 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 

· A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon, 
Abraha.m, Christ's Great Ancestor. Jephthah and His Human Sa.crifice, 
A Queer. Family Sa.mson the Strong, 
Isaac and His" Sister," Ruth aud Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Wa.ter. God Sha.ll Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy lVIoses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Ba.laam the biviner, Jona.h the Truthful Sailor. 

Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt si1Je 
stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city 
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JY ot for I)a,rsons. 
"MADAM, would you kindly subscribe 

something for the missions in Africa? 
The money will be used for the conver
sion of heathen children." "V ~ry well; 
you may hav a few children converted, 
and send the bill to me."-Fliegende 
Blaetter. 

SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER: "The prodi
gal son suffered dreadfully for his wicked
ness in running away from home; but 
when he returned his father forgave him 
and killed the fatted calf." The new pu
pil: "Bllt what did he kill the fatted calf 
for? Hadn't he stayed at home all the 
time?" 
·A FUNNY incident occurred in the Galt, 

Ont., police court a week or so ago. A 
well-known citizen, a stanch Presbyterian, 
has the very common failing of getting 
drunk, and when in that condition not un
frequently ill-uses his family. He is very 
vindictiv against unbelievers, and on the 
last occasion of his falling from gracr.~ it 
was therefore with some satisfaction that 
the myrmidons. of the law landed our 
friend in the lock-up. On the following 
morning this dialog took place. Magis
trate: "What, Thomas, here again! Well, 
I do not see what I can do -but senil you 
up for thirty days." Thomas: "Weel, 
yer honor, we took a wee drap owre 
mucke, and we dunna want ye to be ower 
hard on us. We dunna mind bein' lockit 
up for the rest o' the week, but we'd verra 
much like tae get oot on Saturday nicht, 
for we're gaun tae hae a noo meenister in 
oor kirk on the Sabbath, and we would 
like tae got oot tae hear him." The oblig
ing magistrate made the order accord
ingly, but threatened to make it up with 
interest on the next occasion of misbe
havior.-Secular rz hought. 

IT WAS NO OBSTACLE. 
A clergyman relates that during his resi

dence in Kentucky, a lady, a friend of his, 
was in the habit of inviting several friends 
to spend Ohristmas with her. In anticipa
tion of the joyous season, she usually 
raised a brood of turkeys, and selected the 
largest and fattest of them for the Christ
mas dinner. 

On one occasion a turkey weighing about 
eighteen pounds had been killed and prop
erly dressed, and was hung in the larder 
awaiting the proper time to be cooked. 

That evening, Dinah, the cook, received 
a call from several of her friends, and as 
the convers.ation turned on Ohristmas and 
its festivities she could not resist the temp
tation to exhibit the turkey. 

Every mouth in the company at once 
began to water. They besought Dinah to 
let them hav it. At first she indignantly 
refused, but at length, as they persisted in 
their entreaties, and promised to bring her 
another before Ohristmas eqnally as good, 
she yielded, and they went away happy in 
tbe possession of the fowl. 

On Ohristmas morning her friends re
turned, bringing with them a turkey of 
about the same general dimensions as the 
one they had received, but resembling it 
in no other way. It was lean and lank, 
and looked Bl! if it had not been fed for a 
month. 

Dinah was at her wits' ends. No end of 
basting and turning could make it resem
ble the plump bird she had stolen. She 
gazed at it ruefully, but there was no way 
out of her dilemma, so she was obliged to 
place it on the table and face the music. 

The mistre~s noticed that it was not the 
same turkey as soon as it was placed be
fore her, but said nothing. 

As soon as her guests were gone she went 
to the kitchen and accosted Dinah. 

"That was not the turkey I raised, 
Dinah. What did you do with it?" 

"For de Lawd, Missy, dat turkey done 
cook all away to nothen. All de fat fry 
out," protested Dinah. 

The mistress made no reply, but con
cluded to wait awhile and see if Dinah 
would confess her wrongdoing. 

The next Sunday was the first in the 
month, and Dinah, who was a professedly 
devout communicant of the church, was 
promptly in her place at the beginning of 
the services. Her mistress was also a com
municant, and watched with interest to see 
if Dinah would partake of the holy com
munion. 

But Dinah, apparently, had no consci-
entious scruples to keep her away. She 
knelt at the altar rail as devoutly as if her 
conscience had been devoid of gnilt, 

On their return home the mistress called 
her servant to her, and, in a tone of mild 
reproach, said: 

"Oh, Dinah, how could you go to the 
holy table with such a load of sin on your 
soul?" 

"I ain.'t got no sin on my soul, Missy," 
was the reply. 

"Why, Dinah, not after you stole that 
turkey and gave it to your friends, and 
then lied about it?" 

"Oh, la, Missy!" exclaimed the impeni
tent cook; "do you s'pose I'se goin' to let 
that old turkey hen stan' between me and 
my bressed Lawd?"-Exchange, 

;THE 
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PIANOS! PIANOS! 

$225; $250; $275. 
After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi

cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
c~u:ntry, has produced what. is believed. to be the most perfect Upright 
Ptano ever constructed. The mstrument 1s thus described : 

" The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, w~ile the _quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
~ympathettc,_ an~ m the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
tty for s~and.mg 1?1 tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
":ord, t~ts. ptan.o 1s ~ade to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
n_ttur? (tt 1s fimshed m the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
SICal mstrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
~EoRGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
mg as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned ecale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." · 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
~akers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
Siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb. pianos, we are prepared ·to offer 
them to TBUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
wa~anted for five. years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We wdl pay the freight to any station within 1 000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. ' 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with .us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON, .Atch!lson, Kan. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU TilE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS~ 
Bv R, B. Westbrook, A.M. 

Price, 1 0 cen-ts. 

L ArmL (~; 18!)5 

ln the nature of things, 
BAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL 
" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish t1te claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this -pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
· This is Colonel !NGEBSO:t.L's great 

lecture, printed iii a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from 'the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

:MA.TRI:MONIA.L. 
A Texas business man respectfully invites cor

respondence with a. mature and cultivated lad) 
who is an Agnostic and has near relatives of aim 
ilar views. Object, matrimony. 

Address, "J.D. M.,:• care Truth Seeker Oo., 
4tl0 • 28 Lara.yette Place, New York. Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tennyson. Whi_ttier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and sm~t ~hem m_your homes, making them ha-p
Pf. and bright ?-_t:IEND FOR A OOPY,-Green clot)7 
glit title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 cents. ·• 

ALL styles of watches from $1.88 np. Hand· THE TRUTH SEEKER A."'NUA.L 
some catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Murray .L, 
street, New York. · ~2t19 Price, 25 cenlill, 
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Gems of q:Aouglt.t. 

SomNOE has nothing whatever to do with 
Ohrist.-Darwin. · · 

PEBBIMIIillll is sympathy. 
seltishness.-Grant Allen. 

Optimism is 

HERoiSM is not in the deed but in the 
purpose that lies. back of it.- Unity. 

THE fanatics begin with humility and 
kindness, and hav all ended with pl'ide 
and carnage.- Voltaire. 

GREAT works of art teach us to abide by 
our spontaneous impression with good
natured inflexibility, the more when the 
whole cry of voices is on the other side.
R. W: Emerson. 

THE 

the wiv.dow; Theodore Parker was treated 
as an outcast or a leper by Boston "soci
ety"; nobody "knew" Garrison· Wendell 
Phillips was ostracized; Oharle~ Sumner 
avoided, dropped from visiting lists, out 
on the streets; Dr. Samuel G. Howe, 
founder of the Asylum for the Blind, and 
hero of the Greek war for independence, 
said once, after twenty years' residence in 
Boston, that he had never been invited to 
a civic festival by the city authorities; 
Emerson was shunned; Ohanning treated 
with dislike and suspicion.- Wm . .Sloane 
Kennedy. 

ttM~}t}t}(}(}(}l~}( 
t4 You will ride M 
M a Bicycle t4 

223 

365 DA1S 
Ahead Of 

IN all but religiori, men know their true 
interests and use their own understand
ings. Nobody takes anything on trust at 
market; nor would anybody do so at 
church if there were but a hundredth part 
the care for truth which there is for money. 
- W: J. Fox. 

AFTER men's attempts to realize their 
ideals, and reform society without reform
ing themselvs, hav ended in disaster, and, 
sobered by suffering, they submit them
selva afresh to the hard disoiplin which has 
brought us thus far, further progress may 
be made.~Herbert Spencer. 

~ ~~rfdu~llyor~}~~~d~l~;;~~ ·~~~ S [ [ THAT r=-=---:,-----, business - men, • 
women, children. 
It takes a while 
sometimes for the 

Keating Bicycles. 
ruRvr, 19 -to 23 lbs. 
~~ [ 1 OilTALOG FREE if yon mention this paper. 

world to recog- ~ 
nize its privileges; !1, 

THE world is what we see it, abounding 
in misery and wickedness. If yon believe 
in a moral governor, yon are bound to 
put extraordinary limitations. upon his 
power to vindicate his benevolence, or to 
limit his benevolence in order to vindi
cate his power ; and, in either case, yon 
can take away with the one hand that 
safeguard to morality which yon giv with 
the other.-Leslie Stephen. 

but when. it does 

~ro:d;~ T~~:~ t4 'R""""1""G""'.H""'r""""""'L. "I"''v""""I"'N'·"G""'".i 
fore, you who are \.. 3 

!-.,...-=. __ __. ~d!h! ~~~~=~ ~ __ ·_ . . 
No attack on free thought or free print

ing, open and aboveboard, could no~ be 
made without very serious and general re
sistance. This recent oppression has, if 

· yon will allow me the expresssion, sneaked. 
back; it has subtly complicated itself with 
the moral feeling of the community; it 
has hid its horns under a white cowl of 
purity; it has masked itself as a defender 
of virtue and suppressor of vice. By so 
doing oppression of thought confesses that 
it cannot otherwise succeed even in seizing 
here and there an exceptional viotim.
Monoure D. Oonway. 

PHILADELPHIA has her shame. She has 
denied a Socialist the freedom of her cit' 
zenship •. She has imprisoned another o
oialist for freedom of speech. I am not a 
Socialist, but I love freedom. I am not a 
Socialist, but I do not see that I hold priv
ileges that I may use against Socialism. 
The same spirit which would spare me the 
Socialist's blow should spare him. mine. 
America claims to hav open doors. But 
many of her doors are not only not open 
but are double-barred and protected with 
armories within. Take down. the :l:le.g. 
Hide the stars. Wait till the new heavens 
set these stars in a ba.okgronnd of honor, 
-Horo.oe L. Traubel. 

M bicycl~~~fe~:!stthe t4' 
}I world produces; a Hartford, the ~ 
. next best, if anything short of a 

Columbia will content you; \J Columbia:s, $100; Hartfords, \J Jl $Bo $6o;·forbo~sandgirls, $so. l( 

M p~:E:;~:~~~:~;;:;~~;~:~· t4 
A Catalogue-comprehensive, beautiful-at any 
agency free, or by mail for two 2-cent stamps. The 
book tells of all th&new Columbias and Hartforda 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

'ILLUSTRATED 

By Carey K. Juris-t. THERE is, perhaps, no civilized country 
in the world wherein the nativ, original The text is poetical and the illustrations are 
man, the real critter, as Whitman loved to fearful for ministers to behold. 
Bay, that underlies all our culture and con- There are 70.broad pages and the price is only 
ventions, crops out so lit~le in manners, in 50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. · 
literature, and in social usages. The fear Address THE TRUTH BEEKEJl, 
of being unconventional is greater with us 28 La.fayette PI, New York. 
than the fear of death. A certain evasiv-
uess, polish, distrust of onrselvs, amount- R h 1 

ing to insipidity and insincerity, is spoken esearG OS ID 
of by observant foreigners. In other 
words, we are perhaps the least like chil
dren of any people in the world. In due 
time youth and manhood meet; the great
est men are the most frank and simple; 
but, as a people, we hav a long way yet to 
travel to reach this blessed sta.te.-John 

Oriental History, 

.Burroughs. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise aad Devel• 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
DeriTation of Christiaoity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS W 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.DI 
Fourth Eamon. 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
tars. 

Part 11.-Researches in ZorolloStria.nism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part m.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence CaUle the Aryans? Five chap. 
tars. , 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.30. 
Address aJl orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 Lafavette Place. New York Oitv. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

Ethics as Understood by a 
Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair hnm!lnities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help eve~ybody. 

PRICE. $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
TaxationY 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our paJ:!Whlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equa.lity of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value by Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the United States. and in the several Bta.tes 
and ·rerritories and in aJl Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a. glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&, 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certain. Cities, Bta.tes. and Sections, aJ1 
comparisons being ba.aed upon official fi~ures. 

This pa.mphlet is the only one of the kmct pub
lished. In no other work are the I acts, figures, 
a.nd arguments to be found. The figures. being 
ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 sha.ll 
bave been cog~_pleted- probably &bout eigqt 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
a.s the injustio;e :>f church exemption is suffered 
.o sxist. . 

By singl9 oopies the price Is 15 cents, but &a the 
work is pubiished s,Pecia.lly for distribution by 
;hose who favor justice in taxation the following 
reductions &re made: 

ran copies. • 1111.00 
Fifty copies - - • • 4.50 
Jne hundred copies • • • 8.00 
L•rger quantities at special rates. 

~.tdi'ARR THE TRUTH REEKER. NAw Yn1'1r 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Office. 

THE 

DowN till the year 1736 it was quite legal 
for the clergy to make small hetls in this 
country and burn women into cinders in 
them. There is no vestige of proof that 
the devil ever burnt a human being in his 
life; but there is a perfect plethora of 
black and damning proof that the church 
has burnt to death millions of human be
ings with every accompaniment of cruelty, 
with every circumstance of agony. Un
biased students of eoolesiaetioislll know 
well that the real devil of history is the 
church. This church gave us hell upon 
earth, and invented for us an everlasting 
hell when we ·had done with earth and 
time. And all 'this to make us subservient 
and ignorant enough to support, without 
a murmur, sacerdotal pomp and tyranny. 
-Saladin, in "Bottomless Pit." · THE ooNFLicr Jnm:w:rAL SCIRNCI CAREER OF BELlGIOUS IDEAS. 

Tms treatment of Walt Whitman by the 
stiff Puritan sqnireooraoy of Boston is 
only one of a long list of similar persecu
tions in that city. When Kossuth came to 
Boston almost the only in:l:lnential citizen 
who recognized him was Josiah Qninoy· 
many of the whaleboned and camphorated 
respeotablities ordered their curtains to 
drawn. when the hero passed in the street, )t 

d would not allow their families to go .. to" 

EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 
s is the only work of its kind in the liter&· 
of Freethought. Its a.rguments are based 
scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

e reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
s eloquent as well as convincing. 
'ce, Cloth, $1. Address 

'1'HE TBUTH BBEKEB. 

Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 
By HUDSON TUTTLE. 

This book is a stud;--mthe evolution of relig
ious idea.a touching all forms or religious wor
ship, and treating at lenllth on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Christian religion. lt 
is a 12mo book of. 146 P&ies and the 'orice is no~ 
reduced from 50 cents m J'n.per and 711 cents m 
oloth to !<b:i cents in ~ller":iO cents in cloth 

Address TBE TnUTH SEEKER CO. 

KEATING WHEEL CO., 
·Holyoke, Jlass. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum. 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN. 

Prine. 21i AAnt... AddrAoR T>n: TRUTH I'IEE'I(EB, 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is ~ot in magic potions • • specifics,. 
or electric claP-trap, but only in 
WISDOM-THE SCIENCE OF HEALTil. 
Wise men studY nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
nledical, Social, Sexual Scienre, 
by an eminent physician of 35years 
experience. The "old, original, 
standard 111 '1Vork, endorsed by all, 
ilrHated by many, equalled by none. 
lnsjcired by wish to aid humanity, it 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage. parentage, 
adaptation, marital failures. etc., 
are of inestimable value to all now 
married cr who ever expect to be 
~~lJ;:.i c'li~~':,l~al~~~at\'~:f~6 
wood cnts_. 21 ·cbromos showing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

50 by l!Iail;-Circnlars Free. 
Addra•• 'l'HE 'lllU I'H Hl!:to:KI!;Ii. 

28 Lafayette Place. !'l'lw Vn•"'· 

evidences 
DR. R. p, FELLOWS, - , 

Say where you saw _!his adver. "- Vlueland, N.J. 
NOW READ THIS: 

Dr. Fellows is a stanch LIBERAL and aver:!' 
successful Physician. He has trea.~ed DIS~ABEI:I 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedtes arq 
an •nt!I!Owth of this long_p.ractice, which should 
Rive cOWldence to those aiUlCted. 
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.Jf o'ttla of t!e Woolt. 
TBE Japanese hav taken possession of 

the Pesoadore islands, lying between For
mosa and the Chinese mainland. 

THE Galveston grand jury has indioted 
the oity tax oolleotor and the ex-auditor of 
the oity for misapplication of the city's 
funds. 

MAYOR STRO:!'G bas appmnted as ::Super
intendent of Buildings Stevenson Consta
ble, an arohiteot, to snooeed Thomas J. 
Brady. 

THE British House of Commons, by a 
vote of 176 to 158, approved the motion of 
William Allan, Radical, that the members 
receive pay for their services. 

AN important discovery of rook salt has 
been made on Orange Island, on the south
west ooast of Louisiana, The island be
longs to Joseph Jefferson, the aotor. 

THE resignation of Seiie>r Muruaga, 
Spanish minister to the United States, has 
been aooepted by the new government and 
Dupuy de Lorme made his successor. 

THE president has appointed ex-Con
gressman Joseph H. Outhwaite, of Ohio, 
a member of tile Board of Ordnance and 
Fortifications, vice _Byron H. Cntcheon, 
resigned. 

THE billiard and pool men of New York 
hav united to secure an •Ljunction to pre
vent the city authorities and Superintend· 
ent Byrnes raiding their places of business 
on Sunday, 

As the cruiser Chicago is going out of 
commission, her crew will be transferred 

·to Norfolk to man the monitor Amphitrite. 
The latter vessel has been twenty-five 
years in building. John Roach built the 
hnll and the government has at last com
pleted the work. 

ANTHoNY CoMsTocK raided Trinity Bap
tist church in this city the other day and 
arrested the organist on the charge of cir· 
culating a pamphlet written by the pastor 
of the church in which ch1uges were made 
against the character of another minister. 
The pamphlet is alleged to be obscene. 

GEN. MARTINEz CAMPos will be sent to 
Cuba by the Spanish -government to as
sume command of the forces engaged in 
the work of suppressing the rebellion in 
" The Ever-Faithful Isle." Many thou
sands of fresh troops will accompany him, 
for the insurrection is now admitted to be 
very serious. 

THE emperor of Japan has ordered an 
armistice without conditions, pending the 
progress of peace negotiations with China's 
envoy. The attack on the latter by a 
patriotic fanatic secured for China what 
Li Hnng Chang's negotiations had not 
given her. The assailant of the Chinese 
envoy has been sentenced to penal servi
tude for life. 

MANY historic buildings were destroyed 
by fire in· St. Augustine, Fla. , on March 
28. Nine years ago the city was visited 
by a conflagration that swept away the old 
cathedral and other venerable buildings. 
At this rate there will soon be very little 
left of the Spanish city which disputes 
with Santa Fe the honor of being the 
oldest town inN orth America. 

TBE first year of the Massachusetts Cre
mation Society was a successful one. The 
receipts were $11,088.79 and the expendi
tures were $10,453 40, of which more than 
$7,000 was expended in the purchase of 
machinery, in building, and in laying out 
the grounds, There were 87 cremations 
during the year, said to be more than in 
the first year's work of any crematory in 
America or Europe, with the exception of 
that at San Francisco. 

TBE House of Magnates of Hungary 
passed the Religious Freedom bill to a 
second reading and then, by a vote of 
126 to 118, eliminated the clause including 
wit;hin the benefits of the bill persons 
professing no religious belief. Then 
the rest of the bill was passed, including 
the clause which authorizes the recogni
tion of all religious sects not inimical to 
the public interests. The lower house will 
restore the stricken clause and send the 
bill back. No doubt the bigoted majority 
in the House of Magnates hav the hearty 
sympathy of our theocrats. 

THE Christian Endeavorers meet in Bos
ton from July 10 to 15, inclusiv, Fifty thou
sand delegates are expected, and a mon
strous open-air demonstration will be held 
on the Common. Governor Greenhalge 
i8 to be one of the speakers. Dr. S. F. 
Smith will read his ode, "America," and 
then it will be sung by a chorus of 2,000 
young people, assisted by the delegates 
and an immense orchestra. Helen M. 
Gould contributes for the use of the dele
gates 50,000 illuminated cards containing 
the hymn •' America," elaborately gotten 
up in colors at an expense of several 
thousand dollars. 
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THE .OLD CARPENTER AND FAMILY DEPART FOR EGYPT 

When he arose, he took the young child and his mother by night, and departed into Egypt.-Matt. ii, 14. 

THE New York legislature has created a 
corporation to be known as the " Trustees 
of Scenic and Historic Places and Ob· 
jects," the work of w~ich "shall be _to ac
quire by .Purchase, gift, grant, deVIse, or 
bequest histol'ic objects or memorable or 
pictureEque places in the state ; hold real 
and personal property in fee or upon 
such trusts as may be agreed upon between 
the donors thereof and the corporation; 
and to improve the same; admission to 
which shall be free to the public under such 
rules for the proper protechion thereof as 
the corporation may prescribe, and which 
property shall be exempt from taxation," 
and shall' not exceed $1,000,000 in value .. 

IN New York on March 28 it was unusu._ 
ally cold, while in the Southwest it was 
unseasonably hot. Here are some of the 
exceptional temperatures for that day : 78 
degrees at Nashville and Knoxville, Tenn.; 
82 degrees at Palestine and San Antonio, 
Tex., and also at VIcksburg; 80 degrees at 
Cairo, Ill.; 84 degrees at Omaha and Va
lentine, Neb.; 86 degrees at Springfield, 
Mo., at Fort Smith, Ark., and Memphis, 
Tenn.; 88 degrees at Kansas City, Mo.; 
90 degrees at Dodge City, Kan., and 94 
degrees at Concordia, Kan. From March 
17 to 22, 1894, a similar hot wave swept 
over the trans-Mississippi region. Ac
cording to the New York Herald these 
were among the highest of the government 
Weather Bureau readings at that time: 
92 degrees at Abliene, Tex.; 95 at Yuma, 
Ariz.; 89 at Raleigh, N. C., and 88 at Nor
folk, Va., Augusta and Savannah, Ga. 
March 22, 1894, was the warmest day of 
that date ever recorded by the Weather 
Bureau in the Middle South Atlantic states 
frotn Eastern Pennsylvania and New J er
sey to South Carolina and in Northern 
Georgia, Northern Alabama. and East 
Tennessee, and among the highest official 
temperatures of that March were 84 de
grees at St. Louis, Fort Smith, Ark., 
Omaha, Neb., and Dodge City, Kan.; 86 
at Concordia, Kan.; 80 a~ Memphis Tenn. ; 
93 at San Antonio, Tex. ; 82 at Cincinnati, 
Ohio, and Springfield, Mo. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

AT .A.BOUT ONE· HALF V .A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perche>, located 

within one and a half miles of Media county 8eat 
and 'Within four mites of Chester, t'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several •Prings of soft wat_sr. 
good timber growin~ on the p ace. some to boiCe 
apple and pear trees m fruiting cond.ti<m. House 
&nd barn on the place, b11t are old buildings. 
'Within five minutes· walk of the railroad-station, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line bJtween 
Media and Chester, with less th&n five min11tes' 
~& . 

The place is specially well located for & flonst, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern honse on it. J£ight 
rears &P'O the la.nd adjoining sold for $6 18 per 
acre, ~nd no land near it has sotd as low as that 
since. l:!everal smaller place~ have sold at $1,000 
par acre. Tbe land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.utiful woodland scenery, 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., ca.re TH! TRUTH S~EKER, 

POPIS AHO Tl{£111 DOJHGS 
ACCOUNT 01!' 

Vicars or Chrtst ana Vtcegerenta of God. 
f'•per, 50 oentll; oloth, 75 oentl. 

"Hl<~A VEN AND HELL.'' 
Bv EMANUEL SWEDENB0RG, 

(Servant of the. Lord. Jesus Gh!'!st.) 
Pd.per, 416 pages, 15 centd. 

Cloth. (oc~avo), 375 pages. speci_al to re~ders of 
thi• iJn•nal. only 25cents, by m&ll, Nrepa1d. 

Send for descriptiv catalogue of Sweden borg's 
works. . d p bl' h American Swendenborg Printmg an u IS -
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

The Mill !ad. 
(1000 STANLAS) 

A Poem of Justice and of liberty. 
By J, L. TREUTH.A.RT, B.L. 

Gathering the ethical or moral elements from 
Greek mythologv, and applying the tesL of the 
Golden Rnle to the world's history, the author 
has demonstrated that the liberty and life of the 
n&tiryn depend upon a recognition of the princi
ple that 

"Right, ana .Right onzv, Makes Mi.Qht." 

The poem is in ten Cantos (100 stanzas Ito each 
canto), as follows: 

I.-Themis Enlists the Muses to Battle for the 
Hight. 

H.-The Olympian Council. 
IIL-The Goddesoes in Consultation. 
IV.-Phebus, Apollo, and Liberty, A Romance 

in High Life . 
V -Sketoh of World's History to 19th Century. 

VI.-History of the United States. Twofold 
Hectionatism. . 

VII.-The Theory aTJ.d Nature of Coercwn. The 
Fratricidal W &r. • 

VTII.-Reconstruction a.nd Subsequent Polit1cs. 
A Satire. 

IX.-The Columbian 'F:xposition. 
X.-The Parliament of Religions and los_ Bub

lime Lessons. 

Cloth, 400 pp.,$1; holiday edition, $1.50. 
THE TRUTH fJEEKER CO. 

Chas. Bradlaugh' s Works. 

-
WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN~ 

Fourth Edition. Price, 25 cents. 
TRA.CTS. 

Land Question, 5 cents; Were Adam and Eve 
Our First Parents? 5 cents; Why Do Men 
Rtarve? 5 cents; A Plea for Atheism~5 cents; 
Is There a Goa? 5 cents; Labor's J:"raver, 5 
cents; Poverty, !ts Effects on the P!Jlitical CQn
dition of the Peo}Jle,5 cents; New L1fe of David, 
5 centA' New LlfA of Jonah, 5 cents; A Few 
Words About the Devil,5 cents; NewL1feof Ja
cob,5 cents: 'fwelveApostles-l--5 oents; Who W&s 
Jesus Christ? 5 cents; WhatvidJesus Teach? 5 
5 cents; New Life of Abr&ham, ~ CeJ!-ts; New 
Life of Moses, 5 cents. On orders for these 
Tracts we will send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 
worth for $2; $5 worth for $8; &nd $10 worth 
for $5-

Address THE "''RTITH RF.EKF.R 00 , 
28 La.fa.yette Pl., New York 

J.D. Sqa-w's Boo~s. 

The Bible: What Is It.1 A pamphlet con
taining eight chapters. m refut~t1pn of kth~ 
assumption that the B1ble is & divme boo o 
J:!Ure thought, and correct in a.ll its utterances 
Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A cl~ar e~o~tion 
of the biblical st9ry of man's.' creat}<~n, fall.antl 
"curse " theolog1ca1ly deno=ated .he 
Price, io cents. • • 

The Bible .A.gainst Itself. Cont~m~ng 
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradict10ns 
of the Bible involving questions of theology, 
morals, and history. Pnce, W cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. Are~~ 
tion of the assumption that he was & d1V1ne 
};!erson &nd that he was the fulfillment of Old 
Testanient prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treati~g the subject fro~ a. 
negative &nd &ffirmatlv;e standP.omt, showma: 
what it is not and what 1t is. Pnce, II cents. 

Is 
A 

Address THE TRUTH SEEYKER. 
118 Lafa,yette p1a.oe. New ork. 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ: 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

'l'he 'l'ruth Seeker, 
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE. New York. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
Bv Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker " sa:r,s: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it as an excellent text-book of the subject. The
manner is good, and the style is bright. The 
reader is c&rned along on a.n easy-flowing stre&m 
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, p&per, 50 cents; cloth, $1. · 
THE TBUTH BEEKEB, 
11 '-~f&y~l:te ol•o•· New lor.-~ 



A Journal of Freethought and Reform, 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FREETHOUGHT AND CHRISTIANITY. 
FREETEinruR (to CIIRISriAN PILGRIMs): "Shop! D:m't drink that n'losty stagnant stuff-here is something sweet and pure!" 

Something a little Extra· for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. Samuel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

i feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER >ery greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who 

While be is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe' to 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three 

months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. As~ any reader of Mr. Putnam's" News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. 

THE TRUTH SEEK-

ER if YOU called his 

attention to the Pa-

per? 
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I.. lSi 
O.F PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) a'nd s. p. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse o{ I'reethought throughout 
the Oivilized World from the time of Oolumbus and Bruno to the time of Inger· 
soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "·FouR 
HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shiniii.g advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
., .I~OUK HUNDRED YE&.RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AND F U.RTHER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subsm•ibers as a Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0 /d 7 estament Stories Comically Illustrated B:b:ls~'{,~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeke~ 

For $6 we will send TH:e TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue _proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TH111 TBUTH S:mEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. · 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's "Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send TH:e TBUTH SEEXEB oDe year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one yelll' ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic~lly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send TH:e TBUTH SEEli:EB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-p'in 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin &Ild TBB TBUTB 
BEBKBB one year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and 'l'BUTB !i:J!&KEB, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Suga.r) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 50c. !nore, Address THE TRUTH SEE.Kl!E. 

<9E~MS AND SUBSG~IF>TJHON BLANI\ 
-OF-

---.-.-
eut ~~. ~~ ~ ~~ el~~UG. to .l)e, -m-~e. F~ to 

Eo ltlo ltiACDONALD. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 

SUBSCRIPTION. Tnree months, (trial subscribers,) 
SAMPLE COPIES FREI!:. 

fn advance, $0.75 One subscription with two new snbscn"bers, Ia 

m= FiU out the accomplHtying Subscription 

Blank and fm•ward to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

In conr.ection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copius of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 
for $1, we t'aink that further good can be done by letting people 
read THE 'fRVTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following uffer: 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

Wf! feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER (or three months will renew his subscription. 
We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to beat 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptrons. 

For dubbing terms for renewa~s use the Blank adjoining this . 
&t the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 
send us a six or twelve months' Bubscription, but if they do not feel 
like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 
the blank, out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Six " " " 
Single subscription, one year, 
One subscription t~o years, 
Two new subscribers, '' 
One subscription with one new sul:;Jscriber, in one 

remittance, . • 

1.50 one remittance, 
3.00 One subscription with three new subscribers, in 
5.00 one remittance, 
5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in ; 

one remittance, 
5.00 

$'1.00 

s.oo 

10.00 

Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (tl) 
F:ill get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $r; by getting three new subscribers 
be will not only get his own /h1e, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share 
With them the advantages of the club rates, 

This makes TH~ Ti\\ITH SBBKBK, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. · 

--------------------------18 
~.e ~:t:uth .J.e.ek.e:t ~.o-., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send 'Ihe 'Iruth Seeker to the following add'Yess-···· foy ____ year 

Inclosed find $--~-in payment of the same. 

NAMES. POST OFFICE, [Box ST. • No., IF ANv.J & STATE. 
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E. M. MAODONALD; - - - - - Editor and Manager, 
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S1JBSCHIPTION RATES: 

Bingle subscription, in advance ... , __ ...................... ta 00 
One subscription two :ve&rB, in &dV&nce ...•. -··. -··.... • . . . li 00 
Two new subscribers.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. ... • .. . ..... li 00 
One subscription with one new slibsoriber, in one remittance: li 00 

' One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit-. 
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An Iniquitous Association. 
We recently reported a remark of Governor 

Greenhalge, of Massachusetts, who said in a Sab
batarian convention that "Christianity is a. part of 
the government of the commonwealth of Massa
chusetts." The Boston. Traveller says: "He prob, 
ably meant that the government of the state is a 
part of Chri.stianity. The whole is always greater 
than any part, and Christianity must be bigger 
than Massachusetts." The paper is as badly con
fused as the governor. It is certainly true that the 
whole is greater than any one of its parts, but it by 
no means follows that any given thing which is 
smaller than another given thing is a part_of the 
larger thing. For instance, a cat is smaller than a 
cow, but we do not think that even the Traveller 
would argue that therefore the 01it is a part of the 
cow. Neither could Governor Greenhalge success
fully maintain the thesis that the cow is a part of 
the cat. What seems to hav escaped the observa
tion of both the editor and the politician is that 
unlike things cannot be compared. Leaving to one 
side all consideration of the question as·to which is 
the larger, Massachusetts or Christianity, it is su:ffi-

. cient to say that neither is a part of the other, for 
the adequate reason that ·they are totally dissimilar 
in their principles and functions. It is readily ad
mitted, however, that there has long been and still 
is an unnatural liaison between the two, and it is 
time that it ceased, but Governor Greenhalge seems 
anxious for a sort of morganatic or left-handed 
marriage to be consummated between them so as 
to giv to the church a little quasi-respeQtability in 
he! old age. But the theocrats, with whom the 
governor is just now chumming, will be content 
with nothing less than the complete ecclesiastical 
and civil marriage of the culprits, that their previ
ous consorting may be legalized and she be put into 
a position to come into possession of all the effects 
of the state when the latter dies, stricken down by 
the poisoned wine of. the bridal cup. 

The Rationalistic Critics of Paine. 
The Portland Oregonian, in an article on science, 

religion, and the Higher Criticism, declares that 
Thomas Paine "is a figure of no importance in the 
history of religion, of science, or of the human in
tellect." (We quote from the . summary of the 
Oregonian's article which we find in Public Opin
ion of this city.) Before proceeding to examin the 
reasons which the critic givs for the conclusion he 
has reached, we will reproduce one of his assertions 
regarding Paine and his work : 

"Paine was an unbeliever of the type of Voltaire who 
assailed theological dogma upon instinct and made war 
upon the cherished beliefs of mankind, not only without 
?ffe~ing it anything better, but without supporting his 
Indictment of theology by citation of established and un
questioned laws of the physical world, and Jaws no less 
sure and unchangeable of the human intellect." 

This is merely a rationalistic echo of the familiar 
orthodox estimate of the services of Paine and 
Voltaire, and is exceedingly superficial and inade
quate. We are not to measure the work of those 
men by the standards of to-day, which owe their 
acceptance largely to the pioneer struggles of the 
early Freethinkers, foremost among whom were 
the two named, but by. their surroundings and the 
necessities of the world· at that time. The mace and 
the battle axe· were in order then, no less than the 
Damascus blade, and right well all three were wielded 
by Thomas Paine and the Sage of Ferney. It is 
hypercriticism of the most attenuated kind to aver 
than these champions of the right to think and speak 
offered nothing better than that which they sought 
to overthrow, and to the weakening of which their 
heroic labors so powerfully contributed They iliil 
offer something better-they offered open-eyed in
vestigation in place of blind acceptance ; they offered 
freedom of thought and expression in place of 
atrophied brains and sealed lips ; they offered the 
opportunity for men and women to. develop into 
symmetrical manhood and womanhood instead of 
remaining forever the cringing, robbed, and tor
tured slaves of priest and king. It is too late in 
the day for even bloodless modern rationalism to 
deny to them their well-won niches in the temple 
of fame and their places in the succession of the 
apostles of man's redemption from the chains pf 
ignorance. Swinburne says that" Voltaire's great 
work was to hav done more than any other man on 
record to make the instinct of cruelty not only de
testable but ludic~ous ;" Macaulay observes: "Of 
all the intellectual weapon:: which hav ever been 
wielded by man, the most terrible was the mockery 
of Voltaire. Bigots and tyrants, who had never 
been moved by the wailing and cursing of millions, 
turned pale at his name," and Lamartine remarks: 
"If we judge of men by what they hav ilone, then 
Voltaire is incontestably the greatest writer of 
modern Europe. · · His pen aroused ·a sleep
ing world, and shook a far. mightier empire than 
that of Charlemagne-the European empire of a 
theocracy." 

The Oregonian apprehends quite clearly the 
forces that now make for f;reedom in the realm of 
religion. "Rational interpretation of the scriptures 
and modern questioning of the veracity of theolog
ical dogma rest upon the results of three separate 
but kindred evolutions of human knowledge .... 
These are the physical sciences, notably geology 
and biology, and philology and historical criticism, 
"which find the record of humaa history and 
achievement in the imperishable traces of primitiv 
language, and place ancient documents and written 
tradition on trial with the evidence of their own in-

born. All this is true, but it by no means follows, 
as asserted by the Oregon paper, that Paine "is a 
figure of no importance " in the history of religion 
and the human intellect. As we hav before shown . ' he d1d much, very much, to prepare the way for the 
scholarly critics of to-day who affect _to despise him 
because of his alleged " coarseness and flippancy." 
But is this all that can be claimed for the author of 
the "Age of Reason"! Is it a fact that all he did 
-g~eat as was that service-was to help create an 
atmosphere of liberty in which his successors could 
work without danger of strangulation? Is it true 
that his criticisms of the Bible were so different in 
their methods and results from those of the inves
tigators of this age who hav the advantage of work
ing with the tools of physical science and philology 
and historical criticism, as well as those of common 
sense, that his reasonings and conclusions are value
less, and his works incapable of harm. to orthodox 
theology? Unfortunately for the Oregonian's po
sition, orthodox writers are not all prepared to 
dismiss Paine with the sneer which that journal 
seems to think disposes of him for good. . In our 
issue of March '30th we noticed in. the column of 
"Freethought · Progress" two articles which ap
peared in the Uniteil Presbyterian Magazine under 
the title of "A Forgotten Higher Critic of Last 
Century." These articles were written by Dr. 
Thomas Whitelaw, of Kilmarnock, and in them he 
givs extracts from the writings of an author of the 
last century whose conclusions he finds to be sim
ilar to those of the advanced critics of our time. 
Near the end of the second article he discloses the 
identity of the author, who proves to be Thomas 
Paine, and the book from which the excerpts were 
taken is the "Age of Reason." Truth, a non-sec
tarian paper of New· York, tells this anecdote, the 
scene being a Baptist congress recently held in De
troit: 

"President Harper and President Andrews of Brown 
Universit.y, with others, had beenadvooating the methods 
of modern Higher Oriticism, and saying that the last 
twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah were written by some 
other man, when Prof. Howard Osgood, of Rochester, 
arose to reply. He spoke briefly, completely answered 
the Higher Oritics, and then said: 'I hav here an article, 
written almost exactly one hundred years ago. I will 
read it, and then tell you the name of the author,' He 
read a criticism on the Bible and especially on Isaiah, 
advocating a double authorship of the latter, in almost 
exactly the language of Harper and his friends. He 
made a few comments upon the clearness of the ideas of 
the author, and showed his teachings to be identical with 
modem Higher Oriticism. He then exclaimed after a 
long pause, 'The author of this paper was Thomas Paine,' 
The effect was wonderful. There was a look of surprise 
on the faces of the critics, and then, as the applause rang 
out, they looked as though they would like to escape." 

These two instances of the identification of Paine 
with the Higher Critics may furnish the northwest
ern disparager of that author a little food for 
serious thought. Now we must take note of another 
blunder of the Oregonian's, this time a most glaring 
contradiction. It speaks of religion as "an abiding 
and necessary force in the world," and declares that' 
Christianity, "though subject to evolutionary 
changes, and not the same thing, therefore, from 
age to age, has been the highest form or expression 
of religion these mimy centuries, and probably will 
be during many centuries more." The writer adds 
that "the world could not do without it," but it 
will pass on, through Christianity, to other express
ions of religious feeling, thought, and fervor, which 
Christianity will profoundly affect and largely con
trol. "This is what Paine and men like him hav 

THE TRUTH BEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's " Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses or to one, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

ternal structure and comparativ relations." It is 
point~d out that. all these sciences were either in 
their infancy in the time of Paine ~r had not been 

never seen. R~tional thought is hardly affected at 
all• by their superficialities." Whose superficiality . 
is.shown by this is easily seen. "Paine and men 
like him" hav realized that Christianity is subject 
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to change, and this fact was one of the evidences 
that convinced them that it was purely human in 
origin and development. They hav also perceived 
that it would for a long time yet influence the re
ligious thought of the world, chiefly because the 
religious thought of the world is the least advanced 
thought of the world, and hence the more highly 
educated the people become and the more logically 
they are able to think the further they will get 
away from the primitiv and only genuin conception 
of Christianity. Of course it is only a form of po_ 
lite misrepresentation to call the religion of the 
Higher Critics Christianity. It is no such thing, 
aud this is where the editor of the Oregonian con
tradicts himself when he says that Christianity is 
still the "highest expression of religion " and 
"probably will be during many centuries more.'' 
So far as he is concerned, Christianity is non-exist
ent. He has swept away its every foundation stone. 
Hear what he has said about it and the Bible upon 
which it rests in plragraphs preceding the one con
hining the before-quoted sneer at the "superficial
ties " of Paine : 

"The advance of physical sciences, notably geol-
. ogy and biology, has wholly upset the cosmogony and 
anthropology of the Bible, discovering the absurdity 
of all its teachings as to the creation of the world 
and the origin of man_ · - · Geology was in its in
fancy, and the theological myth of creation held its 
ground against the abstract reasoning of rational 
probability_ L~marck laid the foundation of the 
science of biology in the time of Paine, but f.he 
world waited fifty years for Da.rwin to demonstrate 
it and prove the scriptural account of the origin of 
man a beautiful myth-" A little further along he 
says that during the last half century " theological 
dogma has been rationally assailed and successfully 
overthrown_" Such being the case, what is left. of 
Christianity 1 Nothing but the mundane morality 
that it appropriated from the common store of the 
race_ But that does not giv it a name or a local 
habitation_ It hf:l.s trampled under foot all the 
ethical obligations in its desperate endeavor to 
force the nations to accept as heaven-sent the theo
logical fictions that had their source in the "myth 
of creation" which its educated defenders now 
relegate to the realm of legend- So far as these 
cultivated apologists are concerned, Christianity is 
simply a "civilized heathenism," which is in no 
sense entitled to the name of Christianity. 

A National Reform (Gad-in-the-Constitution) In
stitute has just been held at Butler, Pa_ Professor 
Dill conducted blackboard work every evening ex
cept that of Saturday, of the first week of April, and 
union meetings were held Sunday, March 31st, and 
Su!l.day, April 7th. Lectures were delivf;lred by 
leading theocrats_ Do Freethinkers realize how 
deadly in earnest these foes of the civil republic are 1 

A secular newspaper advises the members of t-he 
state legislature to read and ponder this sentiment 
from Thomas Paine's "Rights of Man": "Public 
money ought to be touched with the most scrupu
lous consciousness of honor. It is not the produce 
of riches only, but of the hard earnings of labor and 
poverty_" No man will make a presumptivly safe 
state legislator or congressman who is not thor
ougkly familiar with Paine's "Rights of Man" 
and Spencer's writings on sociology and the state. 
We should not be in the least danger from theo
cratic machinations if all our law-makers and a 
strong minority of the people were thus equipped_ 

It will be recalled that some months ago Rev_ ;)'. 
C- Campbell, of Los Angeles, was sued by Miss 
•.ressa L- Kelso, librarian of the Public Library of 
that city, for having prayed that she would be 
cleansed of all her sin and made a woman worthy 
of her office_ When the suit came to trial Mr. 
c~mpbell demurred to the information, taking the 
ground that his statement was privileged_ Judge 
Clark overruled the demurrer, telling the reverend 
calumniator that a slander could be perpetrated in 
a prayer as readily as in any otber form of speech_ 
If the ruling of Judge Clark is sustained, what 
is to become of the revivalists and the other m(jjd
dling preachers who hav always acted on the pre-
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sumption that their pulpit denunciations of their 
congregations and of citizens generally were priv
ileged T 

" In t.he Bible Sabbath desecration is placed along side 
of murder, theft, lying, adultery, and blasphemy. "-Rev. 
J. A. Marquis_ 

Which simply shows how little the Bible writers 
knew. But note, please, that Mr_ Marquis classes 
murde-r and " blasphemy '' together as capital 
crimes. Which simply shows how little he knows. 

Rev. Fahher Cleary, of Minneapolis, asked if the 
Catholic religion could and would exist under this 
government, made a long reply, the gist of which 
is contained in these few words: " The Catholic 
church :flourishes best where man enjoys the great 
est possible liberty-" Unfortunately, then, the 
church has ever been blind to _her own interests, for 
she has always acted as though she was certain that 
she would die at once if men were to become pos
sessed of even the slightest amount of liberty in 
matters of religion and morals_ Has she been try
ing to commit suicide during all the centuries that 
men hav thought she was striving solely to banish 
liberty from the earth T 

--------~~--------

How hard the old superstitions diel Here are 
the Christian Scientists, who hav been persecuted 
enough to teach them sense, if persecution could 
hav that effect, trying to make the people believe 
that Mrs. Eddy is a manifestation of the feminin 
deity_ A newspaper states that the pastor of a 
Christian Science congregation in New York has 
made this claim for Mrs_ Eddy, and also that there 
is in Boston a church of that cult having stained 
glass windows containing portraits of the lady with 
a halo and representing her in conversation with 
God_ Are we to hav an "only -begotten daughter" 
at this late day T Perhaps some of our "new 
heaven and new earth" friends can tell us about it. 

If you send us fifty cents for a trial subscription 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months, you will 
hav the satisfaction of knowing that you put into 
the hands of your friend, or of some acquaintance, 
the means whereby he or she may be led to become 
an interested watcher and activ promoter of the in
tellectual and ethical development of the people. 
There is no knowing how much good such a trial 
subscription may do ; many a time a sample copy 
alone has enlisted a zealous soldier in the army of 
peaceful progress_ If you can afford to fill that 
subscription blank which you will find on page 226 
with names of trial subscribers, or can get that 
many men to giv you fifty cents each for that pur
pose, so much the better-

In the course of an able editorial on the bill now 
pending in Parliament for the disestablishment of 
the Church in Wales, the Evening Post of this city 
says: "But it is vain to expect disestablishment as 
yet. The accredited spokesmen of the church will 
prove again their title to the love of the people by 
voting against the Welsh bill, just as they voted 
against the abolition of slavery and the slave trade, 
against the reform of the penal code, the reform of 
Parliament, Catholic emancipation, the civil liberty 
of dissenters, and almost every other measut'e 
which marks the political and moral progress of 
the century-" This is certainly not :flattering to 
the English church, but the explanation is quickly 
found-it is the truth_ 

Referring to some of Colonel Ingersoll's obser
vations on the Bible story of Elijah and Elisha; the 
Charleston (S. C-) News and Courier remarks: 

"Oolonel Ingersoll can only understand a prophet like 
himself, who follows prophesying for the profit that is in 
it, and caters to human opposition to religious restraint 
to make that profit more sura and great_" 

The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps, in notic
ing this, will pay particular attention to the remark 
about "human opposition to religious restraint"; 
show that religion is concerned first to restrain 
freedom of investigation, and that belief has al
ways, until very recently (and is even now with most 
religionists), been held to be the primary and one 
indispensable virtue. · All crimes may be forgiven, 
but the theological offense of blasphemy against 
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the holy ghost merits and will receive the punish
ment of eternal torture_ This aft'ords a good op
portunity to maks a courteous statement of the 
-fundamental principles of Ft'eethought as con
trasted with the dogmas and history of the church. 

''The law of one day in seven, which God stamped on 
man when he created him, cannot be violated -without 
evil consequences "-Rev. J. A. Marquis_ 

Please prove your major premia. JJid "God'' 
stamp a seventh-day Sabbath on man T If so, how 
comes it that tribes in different parts of the world 
hav four-day weeks and five-day weeks and six-day· 
weeks and ten-day weeks T How comes it that the 
Jews, as nearly as we can judge by the Bible, while 
they had a monthly moon festival or day of rest 
from time immemorial, did not hav a weekly Sabbath 
:until after the return of those who had been in cap
tivity among the B!l.bylonians T Why does Mr. 
Marquis utterly ignore the natural origin of the 
week in the phases of the moon T Does he wish us 
to believe that he is ignorant of these faots or does 
he not care what intelligent men and women think 
concerning his mental honestyT 

The Boston Traveller remarks : 
"There is said to be a law in this state making it an 

o:flense to giv away au object or thing as an inducement 
to purchase other things; for example, to giv away a pict
ure with every certain amount of other things purchased. 
There was once a law which made it au offense for a man 
to kiss his wife on Sunday, but was strangely silent about 
kiesing some other man's wife. Many a man still living 
can remember when it was not permissible to open the 
theaters in Boston on Saturday evenings, and there was 
a law to punish auy dissipated individual found smoking 
on the street. Some of these fantastic old legal freaks 
hav been done away with, but there are some communi
ties which, like some individuals, require an unconscion
able time to get wide awake_" 

Yes, all tbat is true, and, unfortunately, it is also 
true that during the last thirty years we hav put 
twenty "fantastic new legal freaks" on the statute 
books for every "fant&stic old legal freak" that we 
bav taken off, and the insane work has apparently 
only just begun_ 

The Sundayites of York, Pa., sent a telegram to 
the Pennsylvania legislature warning that body that 
"three hundred and fifty Christian Endeavorers of 
[the] First Presbyterian Church, York, protest 
against the enactment of laws permitting Sabbath 
desecration. Psalms xciv, 20_" The proposed law 
that the Sabbatarians were fulminating against was 
one to permit the publication and sale of papers 
on Sunday, so they hurled at the heads of the Sena
tors this Bible text: "Shall the throne of iniquity 
hav fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by 
a law1" We do not quite see the applicability of 
the text, for the interrogativ form seems to suggest 
that the "throne of iniquity" will not hav fellow
ship with those who frame "mischief by a law." 
Messrs. Theocrats, you had better be careful how 
you handle that two-edged sword, the Bible; it 
takes a very skilful fencer to wield it without cut
ting himself worse than he does his antagonist. 
Besides, you hav no business to threaten American 
law-makers with the vengeance of any foreign power, 
malign or beneficent_ 

Col. John A- Cockerill, correspondent in Japan 
of the New York Herald, says in one of his descrip
tiv letters from Tokio to that paper : 

"But incongruities must be looked for here. The in
candescent light swings in front of the moldy Buddhist 
temple; the tlare-:Jovered bull is led in barbaric proces
sion past gaudy modern shops; the tram-car driver hoots 
the half-naked coolie in his primitiv cart in the streets of 
the capital, and telegraph wires enter the sacred prellincts 
of a monarch who holds that he is of divine origin. Oa 
all bands feudal stupidity jostles modern methods and 
ideas." 

We all know how it is, for the same state of af
fairs prevails in this country. Incandescent and 
arc lights swing in front of Christian temples whose 
creeds are as moldy as the walls of the Buddhist 
temples of Japan, and telegraph wires run into 
Covenanter convention halls where men are met to 
plot for the overthrow of the republic and the es
tablishment of an empire whose mikado is to be a 
god said to hav been murdered in Palestine some 
two thousand years ago, and who was so ignorant 
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that he believed in demoniacal possession and did 
not know the shape of the earth which he, as a third 
part of the creator, had made. Yes, "on all hands 
feudal stupidity jostles modern methods and ideas." 
We thank you, Colonel Cockerill, for the aptly de
scriptiv expression. 

The Portland (Me.) Sunday :I.elegram is some
what anxious concerning the possible outcome of 
the revival in progress in that city. It says that 
"the last great religious awakening" which oc
curred in Portland "was followed by the discovery 
of a shortage of nearly a quarter of a million of 
dollars in the accounts of Cashier Gould, who had 
been largely instrumental in bringing Mr. Moody 
to awaken people to a realizing sense of their 
spiritual·shortcomings," and this lapse was "speed
ily followed by that of another equally good man 
who, like himself, enjoyed the confidence of church
men and bank directors." The Telegram is slightly 
assured by the fact that in the present instance the 
defalcations began before the inauguration of the 
revival under the direction of Mr. Mills, two "truly 
good men" having been discovered and taken hheir 
departure for pastures new. 

Some years ago the Supreme Court of the United 
States asserted in an obiter dictum that "this is a 
Christian nation" Since that time the court has 
had a very warm place in the affections of the Sab
batarians and other theocrats. They never tire of 
quoting the "decision " and praising the court for 
its "far-sighted statesmanship.'' But they must 
hav felt queer when they got up last Monday 
morning and read in the papers of that date (print
ed on Sunday) that this same ideal Supreme Court 
had held a session on "the Sabbath" for the pur
pose of considering the income tax suits. Such 
" profanation " of the Sabbath by the Supreme 
Court is a very rare oMurrence, but that fact will 
not make the sting of the present horrible desecra
tion any the les3 sharp and irritating. What Dr. 
S~evenson, Dr. McAllister, the two Rev. Mr. Georges, 
and Governor Greenhalge wlll do about it we are 
not at present advised. They may try impeachment 
proceedings in the next Congress., We extend to 
them our heartfelt commiseration ; it is too bad to 
hav one's idols behave in such a scandalous mann<>r. 

The Superior (Wis.) Leader admits that the pres
ent exemption of church property is a relic of the 
former union of church and state, but it thinks that 
" those who are so vigorously opposed to any ves
tige of that union as to want to tax the mortgaged 
edifice of a poor church society are altogether too 
particular on that point." Does the Leader know 
of any good reason why the mortgaged church of 
the poor congregation should be exempt while the 
mortgaged homes of its poor members and of 
other poor .people are taxed? The paper quoted 
from says that logically, "the next step would be 
to make the poor preacher pay an annual license for 
the privilege of preaching in the church building." 
Well, will you tell us why, if other professional men 
and those engaged in business are compelled to pay 
a license tax, the clergymen should be exempt from 
that tax? On what principle would you grant him 
special favors! He receives pay for performing 
the marriage ceremony, and the couple he marries. 
pay for a license as well-where would be the in
justice in compelling him to pay for a license T Is 
he of a higher order of creation, to be borne free 
on the shoulders of those beneath him T The poor 
teamster who moves his household goods has to 
take out and pay for a license-why should not the 
preacher be required to do the same T If such a 
tax is equitable in the one case it . is equitable in 
both. 

In the Methodist Conference in Salem, Mass., on 
April 7, Rev. Dr. Lansing made a speech in which 
he accused President Cleveland of intemperance. 
In a subsequent interview he reiterated his offensiv 
remarks. The president has unwisely chosen to giv 
the fellow notoriety by noticing his ch11.rge. In an 
interview he says: 

"This is simply an outrage. Though it is not the first 
time a thing of this kind has been attemptlJd, I cannot 
avoid a feeling of indignation tbat any mall wl!.o ma~es 
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any claim to decency, and especially any one who as
sumes the role of a Christian minister, should permit 
himself to become a disseminator of wholesR.le lies and 
calumnies not less stupid than they are cruel and wicked." 

We Elhould suppose that President Cleveland 
would hav known the n11.ture of the genus clergy
man better than to be surprised at the dissemina
tion of " wholesale lies. and calumnies " by one of 
them. Of course he is a good Presbyterian him
self, but this should not wholly blind him to plain 
facts. Does he not know, for instance, that thou
sands and thousands of ministers hav given them
selva to the circulation of " wholesale lies and 
calumnies not less stupid than they are cruel and 
wicked" about Thomas Paine and Voltaire! Does 
he not know how they defame living Infidels and 
radical reformers T Did he never hear of Rev. A. C. 
Dixon's outrageous assaults upon Colonel Ingersoll T 
The president remarks that he is glad "for the 
sake of the Christian religion lhat these scandal
mongering ministers are few." Bot they are not 
few; why the president thinks they are is because 
not many of them hav openly attacked him. When 
a representativ of the press asked the Rev. Mr. Lan
sing for his authorities for the statement he had 
made regarding the president he drew himself up 
into Puritanic rigidity and loftily answered : " I 
never talk with reporters on Sunday." As the 
World remarks, this is sickening cant. It is all 
right, it seems, to make grave charges against a man 
on Sunday, but when it comes to· giving the author
ity for the accusation it is discovered to be wicked 
to discuss secular affairs on the Sabbath. A very 
convenient dodge, indeed. Now Mr. Lansing has 
"apologized" for his statement at Salem in a letter 
to the papers which is more insulting than the 
original slander. 

----------~~--------

How the Sunday-Sabbatarians do squirm to get 
out of the dilemma in which they are placed by the 
Bible and the Saturday-Sabbatarians ! A corre
spondent of the Christian Statesman writes to that 
theocratic sheet : "If you can refer us to anything 
in the Bible for Sunday as strong as the Fourth 
commandment is for Saturday, I would be pleased 
to see it.''. "hereupon the editor replies: 

"The Fourth commandment is 'strong' for neither 
Saturday nor Sunday. It is strong for 'the Sabbath of 
the Lord thy God.' The institution for rest and worship 
of one day in seven or the seventh dRy is that for which 
the Fourth commandment has its pla!3e in the Decalog. 
A mere day cannot be a sign between God and his people. 
The institution of the Sabbath, a day religiously kept 
and honored as a day of rest and worship, is such a sign." 

If it is true-which it is not--that the Bible does 
not particularize the day that is to be kept as the 
Sabbath, by what authority do the Sabbatarians 
presume to dictate to the people what day they shall 
observe T If God has not specified the day to be 
observed, why should they T Are they wiser and 
more punctilious than their God 1 If a day " relig
iously kept and honored " is the sign between " God 
and his people," why are there Adventists in the 
jails of Tennessee and Arkansas because they hav 
"religiously kept and honored" Saturday instead 
of Sunday! They hav kept and honored "a" day, 
and that is all that is required, according to the 
Statesman itself. The editor concludes his answer 
with these words : 

"The law of the Sabbath as embodied in the Fourth 
commandment and in man's nature is immutable law for 
man because it is universally and perpetually the same 
for all men in every part of the world." . 

No doubt, then, the editor of the Statesman and 
his associates in the Sabbatarian work would not in 
the least object if the Adventists, having become a 
majority in some state, Pennsylvania, for instance, 
should proceed to enact precisely the same laws to 
enfo:J;"ce the observance of Saturday as the Sabbath 
that the theocrats are now trying to enact to compel 
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath! It could 
not possibly make any difference to them, according 
to Dr. McAllister's argument, for he distinctly says 
that the Fourth commandment does not prescribe 
the day but merely the institution and that " a day 
religiously kept and honored as a day of rest and 
worship" is the essential thing. We are of the 
opinion that by the time our Adventist brethren get 
done with Dr. McAllister he will heartily wish he 
bad 'ma.de eome other answer to his correspondent. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year. sending us 
three dollars for the same, we ~oitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINXEB's PICTORIAL TExT-Bo )X, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS) 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer for one month : Send us 
three dollars for the paper one year, and we will 
send you free the PICTORIAL TExT-Boox. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the ChurC;h's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citat10ns of J:i'ucts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The L esigns are by WATSoN HEsToN 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Churcb. Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath La.ws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works. 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; PersecutionR by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscell9.neous, 7. 

This offer cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollard' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small m11rgin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and boolc--FIVE DOL
LARs' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now W'.l are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary ptiblication. We venture the as 

sertion that nothing hke it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our ow101. 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copv of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrMions, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the ·hands of Freethiukers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send U:s $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 
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PHEPARED BUT NOT DELIVERED. 
Address of Adolph Bierck, Esq., to 

the Legislative Committee. 

IH BEHALF OF THE UHCHUBCHED MULTITUDE 

"The Truth Seeker's" Attorney, Who Was Not 
Granted the Promised Hearing, Presents 
His Compliments and His Written ArgUcment 
tor Repeal of Sunday Laws to the Commit
tee to Whom the Petition Was Refp.rred. 

NEw YoRK, .April 2. 1895. 
HoN. LAMBERT B. KERN, Ohairman of Excise Oommit· 

tee, AEsembly Ohamber, Albany, N. Y., Dea1· Sir: At a 
recent meeting of the Excise Oommittee, at which a public 
hearing was held upon the bills relativ to a more liberal 
legislativ enactment regarding the liquor trade, I had 
the honor to attend as the representativ of the New York 
TROTH SEEKER and of the great mass which is unattached 
to any religions sect, in whose behalf I expected to hav the 
pleasure of addressing yon. Yon may, perhaps, recall 
that we met some time before the bearing, and that I w&s 
promised ample opportunity to be beard. I now learn 
that there will be no further public bearing and that our 
side of the question will be left without adequate repre
sentation. 

I cannot censure the committee for determining not to 
undergo again. the ordeal to which it was then subjected 
by the great array of orthodox talent which formed so 
large a part of the gathering that crowded the assembly 
chamber. There was presented to yon, on that occasion, 
such a mass of irrelevant argument that I believe your 
committee, as well as everyone interested in excise re
form, left the chamber with the conviction that the real 
i&sne had been most effectually obscured by the interjec
tion into your deliberations of a bitter. religions discus
sion. In anticipation of such a movement, I was selected 
to brush away the obscuring clouds and to bring back to 
your consideration the real aspects which the question 
presents. As lawyers familiar with the principles that 
underlie the constitutions of our national and state gov
ernments, we are well aware that no legislation wbatso-
1lver is permissible in the interests of any particular re
ligions sect or agglomeration of religions sects, and it is 
to this point in particular that I desire to address myself 
in the memorial which I respectfully beg leave to submit 
to your consideration and that of your committee. I do 
not feel that I am at fault in seeking to expose the useless
r:ess and fallacy of the many arguments that were pre
sented before yon, because of the exaggeration and arro
gant manner in which it was claimed that the particular 
religious sects represented were entitled to demand legis
lation from the honorable body of which yon are mem
bers, to maintain what is purely and simply a religions 
observance. I hav the honor to subscribe myself, 

Very respectfully yours, ADOLPH BIERCK, JR. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, AND GENTLEMEN oF THE ExcisE 
CoMMITTEE: On behalf of those who are unattached 
to any sectarian body of men or women bound by 
the ties of ceremonial religion, I ask your indulg
ence for a few moments that I may advert to some 
considerations bearing with the utmost directness 
upon the subject which has been referred to you by 
the honorable body of which you are members. 

The people on whose behalf I address you are, if 
we divide our voting population upon the basis of 
belief or non-belief in a revealed religion, two-thirds 
of the whole number. A few weeks ago a Christian 
minister undertook by the study of statistics to as
certain the relativ voting strength of the churched 
and unchurche!l elements, and such was the result 
of his investigation; and I believe that on the part 
of the unattached, if I may use the word, nothing 
fairer can be done than to accept his figures. 

NOT A QUESTION OF RELIGION. 
There is a growing attempt, not only by those 

who frame laws in legislatures, but also by those who 
are responsible for what is termed judicial legisla
tion, to inject into our political consciousness the 
element of religious conscience, which, we hardly 
need point out, is a fruitful source of discord. I 
do not come here to talk against any creed, any 
sect, or any religion. Nor do I come here to urge 
upon you the recommendation of any legislation in 
support of any particular group of notions concern
ing theology or religion ; for were you, gentlemen, 
to permit a discussion of the question before you 
upon such a basis, you might hav arguments poured 
in upon you gleaned from all the authorities from 
St. Thomas Aquinas to Dr. McGlynn, from Plato to 
Henry George, from Moses to Felix Adler, from 
Socrates to Herbert Spencer, from Galileo to Hux
ley, from Martin Luther to Colonel Ingersoll, and 
from John Knox to Dr. Parkhurst; and if life were 
spared to enough of you gentlemen to vote, it is 
beyond doubt that there would be a minority report. 

The question before you is not one of religion or 
of irreligion. You hav no more right to recommend 
to the legislature a bill in favor of opening the sa· 
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loons on Sunday for the benefit of the orthodox 
than you hav to recommend a bill in favor of clos
ing them for the benefit of the heathens, Infidels, 
Liberals, Jews, Seventh-Day Adventists and Bap
tists, or by whatever name you choose to call the 
great mass of the unattached. And right here let 
me say that nine out of ten of our orthodox friends 
will tell you that they do not urge Sabbath legisla
tion for themselvs, but for the unsaved. Their 
people are secure ; church ordinance is enough for 
them; it is. the great mass outside the fold whom 
they want to reach. That is, the minority want to 
legislate for the great majority. But should our 
orthodox friends· say it is not for the unbeliev
ers alone that they want Sabbath laws, but also to 
keep their own adherents in line, then I say that 
you are asked to legislate for the benefit of a par
ticular religious establishment, and that the bill of 
rights and the constitution of the state of New 
York forbid you to do it. The moment a religion 
calls upon the state to enforce its dogmas or aid its 
propaganda it confesses that it has abandoned the 
sanctions of conscience to seek the support of human 
law. It has forsworn conviction and kissed the 
hand of tyranny. 

THE FIRST DEAL BETWEEN CRURCH AND STATE. 
When Christianity was planted in Rome the im

perial constitution prescribed a religion of polythe
ism as the state religion. The different nationalities 
in the provinces were permitted to retain their own 
forms of worship, but the law required that they 
should recognize the imperator as the head of all 
religions by virtue of his office as Pontifex Maxi
mus, and it required not only that they should do 
homage to the living Crosar, but they must worship 
the images of the dead ones. The Christians, rec
ognizing only one god, refused to do this. They 
broke the law of the state, ·and under that constitu
tion the early Christian persecutions were but legal 
prosecutions. But state persecution for opinion's 
sake only fed the flame that lit the way for highest 
talent and independent thought to rally round the 
standard of the new faith. By the time of Constan
tine the Christian church had absorbed within its 
ranks all that was best to upbuild the state, and he 
found tbat if he could not stamp it out he might 
make it his tool. Remember, he was a pagan and a 
murderer. An opportune miracle, a vision, wherein 
he saw the cross upon the arching skies, con
verted him. He acknowledged his conversion, or 
asserted it, and the Christian clergy recognized him 
as emperor by the grace of God upon the same 
principle of legitimacy that the church had devel
oped in its own autonomy, and he in return gave to 
the Christhn clergy jurisdiction over all questions 
of social organization. 

Such were the terms of the first deal between 
church and state. Mark the results: From the 

·time of the disruption of the Roman empire, after 
the death of Charles the Great, science, literature, 
and the arts were buried in the tenebrm of the dark 
ages. Not merely was it a period of retrogression 
from the civilization of the Roman emperors, but it 
was a period of the obliteration of all that the gen
ius and the inquiring mind of man had developed 
from the era of the culmination of the civilization 
of Egypt ~o the gol?en age of Augustus. We are 
told that the spark of progress was kept alive by 
the monks and ecclesiastics, but it was never per
mitted to kindle into a flame which might shed its 
light upon the world. The blood spilt in the holy 
wars, the- countless tortures and persecutions in the 
name of religion, the dense ignorance and fanati
cism which made such things possible, were all the 
legitimate outcome of the domination of the state 
by the church. Shakspere tells us that the evil 
men do livs after them, and that the good is oft in
terred with their bones ; and so had it been with 
the ecclesiastics had not the spark they preserved 
kindled the torch of the Reformation. But the 
torch-bearers were heretics. 

SUNDAY ESTABLISHED. 
The first official recognition of the first day was 

that of Constantine, whose edict, A.D., 321 forbade 
the performance of all work on Sunday. Next the 
Theodosian Code prohibited the prosecution of 
suits and public business on Sunday. Then came 
the three canons of the church which prohibited, 
in A D. 517, 895, 9~2, the holding of pleas and ad
judging of cases on Sunday. Yet the edict of 
Constantine and the legislation of the church was 
not universal, for the church literature contains 
numberless authorities that prove that its observ
ance was riddled with exceptions. Not until the 
twelfth century was Sunday called the Christian 
Sabbath, but in 1201, St. Eustace appeared with a 
parchment purporting to hav been written by God 
in heaven and laid upon the altar of St. Simeon in 
Jerusalem. Pope Innocent III. gave it the papal 
sanction. Among other things this divine decree 
contained the following: 
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By my right hand, I swear unto you that if yon do not 
observe the Lord's day, I will send unto yon the pagan 
nations that they may slay yon. · · · I will open the 
heavens, and for rain I will rain upon yon stones and 
wood and hot water in the night, that no 'One may take 
precautions against the same, and that so I may destroy 
all wicked men. · · · I will send unto you beasts that 
hav the heads of lions, the hflir of women, the tails of 
camels, and they shall be so ravenous that they shall de
vour your tlesh, and yon shall long to tlee away and hide 
yonrselvs for fear of the beasts. 

Christ said: " What man shall there be among 
you that shall hav one sheep, and if it fall into a 
pit on the Sabbath day will he not lay hold on it and 
lift it out. How much, then, is man better than a 
sheep' Wherefore it is lawful to do well on the 
Sabbath days" (Matthew xii, 11, 12). 

Who ever asked, except from an ecclesiastic, the 
right to do wrong on any day T "As regards the 
Sabbath, or Sunday, there is no necessity of keep
ing it" (Michelet's Life of Luther, bk. 4, ch. ii). "If 
anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's 
sake-if anywhere anyone sets up its observance on 
a Jewish foundation-then I order you to work on 
it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast on it, to do 
anything that shall reprove this encroachment on 
the Christian spirit of liberty" (Luther's Table 
Talk). To the same effect is Melanchthon, the 
friend and aid of Luther. (Augsburg Confession.) 

PURITAN INFLUENCE. 
It was the work of the Puritans to crush out 

from the Sabbath all ideas of public liberty. Even 
King James, whose translation of the Bible we now 
use, appreciated the fact that Sunday of necessity 
must be a day of recreation for the people, and in 
his "Book of Sports," published in 1618, he set 
forth such games and amusements as were permis
sible on Sunday. The Puritans, however, who 
came to this country for the very purpose of wor
shiping God after the dictates of their own con
sciences, without interference from the state, were 
the very ones to perpetuate in the land of freedom 
which they peopled the same tyranny against which 
they had rebelled at home. It was they who pro
cured the enactment of laws making it a misde
meanor to do almost anything on Sunday except 
walk reverentially to and from church. In the city 
of Boston an iron cage was kept wherein Sabbath
breakers were confined and exhibited as culprits to 
the public. In one instance three Quaker women, 
for some trivial ofiense, were convicted of Sabbath
breaking, and on a cold December day were tied 
behind a cart, stripped to the waist, and publicly 
whipped through the streets of Boston and Rox
bury, staining the snow with the drops of blood 
which fell from their lacerated bodies. The blue 
laws of the dominion of New Haven contain the 
following : " No one shall travel, cook victuals, make 
bread, sweep houses, cut hair, or shave on the Sab
bath day; no one shall cross a river on Sunday but 
an authorized clergyman; no one shall kiss his wife, 
her husband, or child on the Sabbath or on fasting 
days. The Sabbath day shall commence at sunset 
on Saturday." 

SURVIVING BLUE LAWS. 
We of the present day, accustomed to the enjoy

ment of a broader liberty, hold up our hands in 
horror at such tyrannical enactments, yet I will 
show you that there· are upon our statute books 
laws which, under the interpretation. placed upon 
them by our courts, intrench upon the individual 
liberty of our citizens quite as much. When the 
constitution of the state of New York was enacted 
in 1777, the framers thought that they had forever 
secured to the people of this state absolute and 
complete freedom of conscience ; that they had 
secured absolute liberty to the votaries of any and 
all religions, their free exercise without interference 
of the state. The constitutional enactment is: " The 
free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession 
and worship, without discrimination or preference, 
shall forever be allowed in this state for all man
kind, and no person shull be rendered incompetent 
as a witness on account of his opinions on matters 
of religious belief ; but the liberty of conscience 
hereby secured shall not be so construed as to excuse 
acts of licentiousness or justify practices inconsist
ent with the peace and safety of the state." 

The Constitution of the United States forbids its 
government the establishment of any state religion, 
and secures within its territories entire freedom 
for the individual. 

It would seem that these provisions were ample 
protection, that they would be sufficient to secure 
to the citizen the broadest liberty of conscience, 
that they forbade, at the very threshold, the idea of 
an established religion over which could be thrown 
the mantle of state protection ; it would seem that 
these provisions must forbid all legislativ discrimi
nation on behalf of one religion against another; 
it would seem that these provisions must hav se
cured to the idividuals perfect equality before the 
law in matters which touched the conscience i but 
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what was the interpretation placed upon these pro
visions by the judiciary T 

The great Chancellor Kent, whose name is ven
erated by every member of the legal profession, in 
the. ca~e of People vs. Ruggles, 8 Johnson, 291, 
mamtamed that the Christian religion was the es-. 
tablished religion of the state of New York, and 
that one who, in the exercise of the freedom of 
speech believed to hav been guaranteed him by 
the constitution, had the temerity of denying the 
doctrins of the divinity of Christ and the miracu
lous conception, was guilty of an offense against 
that religion which was punishable under the 
laws of the state of New York. 

In the case of Lindenmuller vs. the People, 33 
Barb., 548, the Supreme Court affirmed and ap
proved the opinion of Chancellor Kent in the case 
just cited, and reaffirmed that the Christian relig
ion was the. established religion of the state of New 
York, and the court says: 

Different denominations of Christians are recognized, 
but this does not detract from the force of the recogni
tion of God as the only proper object of religious wor
ship, and the Christian relig~on as the religion of the peo
ple, which it was not intended to destroy but to maintain. 
'.rhe public peace and the public welfare are greatly de
pendent upon the protection of the religion of the coun
try, and the defending and punishing of offenses against 
it, and acts wantonly committed subversiv of it. The 
Constitution does not secure the same re,qard to the re
ligion of Mohammed and the Grand Lama as to that of 
ou1· Savior; the Constitution does not prohibit the 
courts or legislature from regarding the Christian relig
ion as the religion of the people, as distinguished from 
the false religions of the world. 

Yet the constitution, which is the supreme au
thority in a court of law, uses the language, "with
out discrimination or preference." The court then 
goes on to say : ".A.nd further, that if we giv every 
one his n&tural rights, or what are claimed as natu
ral rights, the list of civil offenses will be confined 
to those a•ts which are mala in se, .and a man may 
go naked through the streets, establish houses of 
prostitution ad libitum, and keep a faro bank on 
every street corner "I Which offenses the learned 
judge considers merely mala prohibita, or crimes 
merely by force of statute. 

OTHER BARBARISMS. 

What, then, is the position of the Jew in the eye 
of the law! And incidentally the question rises in 
my mind, Who pays the taxes on the bulk of the 
property that lines the chief artery of travel in the 
city of New York? Were I called upon to institute 
a search for the lost tribes of Israel, I should go to 
seek my first clue in Broadway. . 

And what has the legislature done in order to 
secure the civil liberty of our citizens T The laws 
of 1848, 1 R. S., 675, See. 70, provided that no one 
should travel on Sunday unless in the case of char
ity or necessity, or in going .to or from some church 
or place of wor.ship within a distance of twenty 
miles, or in going for medical aid or for medicine 
and returning, or in visiting the sick and returning, 
or in carrying the mail of the United States, or in 
going express by order of some public officer, nor 
should there. be any servil labor or working on that 
day, unless done by persons who kept Saturday as 
a holy t_ime. 

In 1862 the Court of Appesls declared that a con
tract for the publication of an advertisment in a 
Sunday paper was void. (Smith vs. Wilcox, 24, N. 
Y., 353.) And not until nine years afterward did the 
legislature wipe out this anomaly by permitting the 
publication of Sunday papers, and the enforcement 
of contracts in relation to the same. (Laws of 1871, 
ch. 702.) 

In 1866 the Supreme Court of this state held 
that the owner of a horse and carriage could not 
recover for its hire if .used in illegal traveling on 
Sunday. The operation of railway trains, street 
cars, and public conveyances has been a matter 
the necessity of which it has taken our courts years 
to decide. In Pennsylvania we hav a conviction of 
a culprit who drove an omnibus on Sunday. In 
Indiana one who carried pleasure seekers to a pic
nic was convicted. Later, in Pennsylvania, it took 
three judges, much argument, and page upon page 
of opinion, to determin that the operation of rail
way trains on Sunday was a necessity and ought 
not to be inhibited; but the court seems to be 
ashamed of its decision, for it bases it upon the be
nefi<ien t effects to be derived from the operation of 
public conveyances on Sunday, particularly to the 
poorer classes, and on the fact that people use the 
roads in going to church. 

In the case of Carroll against the Staten Island 
Railroad (58 N. Y., 126), which arose out of the 
injury done to Carroll by the blowing up, through 
negligence, of the boiler of the ferryboat West
field, it was brought out on his cross-examination 
that he was traveling merely for the purpose of rec
reation and enjoying the fresh air; that he was not 
going to ~hPJ'!lb JlOJ' coming from ~t _; ~h~~ .he was 
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not going to visit a sick friend nor going for the 
doctor, nor to buy drugs, but simply for the pur
pose of enjoying" God's fresh air." Upon these 
facts the trial court, the Supreme Court, and the 
Court of Appeals, found that he was a criminal and a 
law-breaker, and retlovery for his injuries was re
sisted on the ground that his contract with the rail
road company was illegal and he himself a violator 
of the law. The case went to the Court of Appeals, 
and that court declared that although he was a 
violator of the law and his contract with the com
pany illegal, yet the carrier owed him the same 
duty as though he were legally traveling, upon the 
theory that its obligation to the passenger rests not 
upon the contract of carriage, but upon the general 
liability of a carrier. 

PALLIATI NS OF INJUSTICE. 

But these Sunday st-atutes ha.v little by little be
come riddled by exceptions. The conditions of 
modern life hav undergone such changes as to ren
der, even for the most devout, the strict observance 
of Sunday not merely irksome but impossible. 

The provision which exempts Jews, Seventh-Day 
Adventists, and other persons who hold another day 
holy and observe it as such, if read in conjunction 
with the Fltatute, imposes upon the citizen the obli
gation of observing a religious ceremonial-if he 
does not hold Sunday as ho'y he must hold some 
other day once each week. It needs no argument 
tq show that such laws affect the conscience and 
force religious ceremonial of some kind upon the 
individual, and so abridge or deny that freedom of 
conscience which we fondly believe is. guaranteed us 
by the law of the land. Freedom of conscience 
means not merely the right to worship God after 
our own manner, but ·it means that in matters of 
belief and worship the individual shall hav complete 
liberty, and that the only law wbich shall a:flect him 
is that of his own conviction .and conscience, and 
that the only li~itation upon this freedom· is that, 
in his religious observance, he shall not o:flend· 
against the laws of morality or decency. Sic utere 
tuum ut non alienum-lrodas-that he shall so exer
cise his own rights as· not to injure another-is the 
fundam~ntal doctrin of all civil liberty. 

DUTY OF THE LEGISLATURE. 

When we find upon our statute books or in the 
judge-made laws of our state, provisions which are 
hostil to and subversiv of the principles laid down 
in the fundamental law of the land, it is the duty 
of the legislature to repeal those statutes and wipe 
out those· decisions, and to write upon our statute 
books laws that can be enforced with the consent 
of a majority of the people and laws that are in 
accord with the great principles that underlie our 
constitution. 

Nothing IJ.IilW is asked of the legislature when it 
is urged to expunge the unjust, discriminating, and 
manifestly unconstitutional Sunday laws. No less 
an authority than Judge Cooley holds that they are 
obnoxious to the constitution in so far as they en
force the observance of a s€cond Sabbath. He says: 
" The Jew who is forced to respect the first day of 
the week, when his conscience requires of him the 
observance of the seventh also, may plausibly urge 
that the law discriminates against his religion, and 
by forcing him to keep a second Sabbath in each 
week, unjustly, though by indirection, punishes him 
for his belief. It appears to us that if the benefit to 
the individual is alone to be considered, the argu
ment which he may make who has already observed 
the seventh day of the week, is unanswerable." 
(Cooley's Const. Lim. 6th Ed., 584 ; Cinn. vs. Rice, 
15 0., 225 ; Canton vs. Nist, 9 0., St. 439 ) . 

In Ohio Judge Thurman, in upholding the laws 
which prescribe a day of rest, says (Broom vs. 
Richards, 2 0., St. 391}: "But it is nevertheless true 
that the power to make the law rests in the legisla
tiv control over things temporal and not over things 
spiritual. We are to regard the statute under con
sideration as a. mere municipal or police regulation 
whose validity is neither strengthened nor weakened 
by the fact that the day of rest it enjoins is the Sab
bath day. Regarding it merely as an exer
tion of legislativ authority, the act would hav had 
neither more nor less validity had any other day been· 
adopted." (Citing Charleston vs. Benjamin, 2 Strobh., 
508 ; 49 Am. Doc. 608, Specht vs. The Com., 8 Pa., 
St. 312; 49 Am. Doc. 518; Warner vs. Smith, 8 
Conn., 14.) 

A CALIFORNIAN DECISION. 

The constitution of California contains the same 
provision as our own. The act of 1858 of that 
state prohibiting the doing of certain things on 
Sunday which are lawful on other days is discussed 
by the Supreme Court of that state in Ex-parte 
Newman, 9 Cal., 502, and the court says that the 
act of April, 1858, for the better observance of the 
Sabbath is in conflict with the constitution .and 
therefore void; that the constitution, when it for
bids disorim.ina.tion or preferl'lPCe ·in reli~ion, does 
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not mean merely to guarantee toleration, but relig
ious liberty in its fullest sense, , and a perfect 
equality without dis~inction between religious sects; 
that the enforced observance of a day held sacred 
by one of these sects is a discrimination in favor of 
that sect and a violation of the religious freedom 
of the others. The protection of the constitution 
extends to every individual or to none ; it is the in
dividual that is intended to be protected. Every 
citizen has the right to vote and :worship as he 
pleases without having his motivs impeached in any 
tribunal of the state. When the citizen is sought 
to be compelled by the legislature to do any affirm
ativ religious act, or to refrain from d0ing anything 
because it violates simply a religious principle or 
observance, the act is unconstitutional. 

In the consideration of the bills presented to 
your committeE~ you are confronted with questions 
which hav no religious bearings whatsoever. What 
you are dealing with in this question of Sunday 
opening is economics, pure and simple. The ex
penditure of wealth for liquor, in excess, has been; 
from the birth of political economy as a science, 
admitted to be unproductiv consumption. 

One of the cbiefest ends of the state is that of 
the regulation of the distribution of wealth, and in 
the exercise of its police power for that purpose, 
there is no function more legitimate, more praise
worthy, than the protection of the citizens against 
vice and crime.. If it has been found expedient and 
necessary to limit the traffic of liquors, it has been 
found so not because of the religious beliefs of one 
set of people, or those of another, but because of 
the needs of the entire people irrespectiv or religion. 

There still remain upon our statute books a col
lection of laws that are obsolete and survivals of an 
age and a social organism tha~ has been left far 
behind in the march of modern progress. There 
can be nothing more menacing to the purity of the 
administrativ body which comes in direct contact 
with the mass of the paople than the retention in 
our code of laws of statutes against whose enforce
ment the popular will is arrayed. There is no more 
fruitful source of blackmail, and it seems hardly 
necessary to refer to the recent disclosures which 
hav caused more than one department in the mu
nicipal administration of our own metropolis to 
to become an object of public suspicion and judicial 
investigation. 

WHAT SUNDAY SHOULD BE. 

If it is detrimental to the best · ii.lterests of the 
ma.sses to permit the sale of certain goods on the 
first day of the week because it is the day of rest, 
recreation-or idleness, if you choose-then we 
maintain that the same argument applies with equal 
force to every other legal holiday in the calendar. 
A cataract of oratory and invectiv was at a recent 
hearing of your committee turned upon your de
fenseless heads, urging upon you the passage of leg
islation for purposes clearly beyond the province of 
your legislature and which are expressly forbidden 
in the Constitution. I would not for one instant 
argue for the deprivation of the laborer and of every 
one else of his day of rest. That it is his indisput
able right to enjoy it if he so desires must be admit
ted; and if you, in the exercise of your control over 
the relations between employer and employee, do 
not secure these rights and benefits, you fail in your 
duties to those whom you represent. But make it 
a holiday in its truest sense, make it a day of rest 
and a day of recreation; wipe. out those old fossilized 
blue laws that make criminals of those that seek to 
enjoy on their holiday that which nature provides; 
let them who wish a blue Sunday observe it as blue 
as indigo, but do not permit this small minority to· 
compel the majority to sacrifice their legitimate and 
innocent pleasures or be law-breakers, sneaks, or 
hypocrits. Respectfully submitted, 

ADOLPH BIERCK, JR. 

The will of God, which is the alleged source of 
the moral concepts of Christianity, is all things to 
all men. Every vicious persecutor in the past found 
deep inspiration in seeking to enforce what he con
ceived to be the "will of God" Numberless relig .... 
ious wars-in fact, religion has been the chief 
cause of wars-hav been purposely waged to vin
dicate the supposed wish of the Almighty. Yet 
what is the "will of God T" It is still unsettled and 
undefined. A huge multitude of discordant voices 
are daily fervently yelling a host of mutually de
structiv definitions. But there is nothing explained 
or even simplified. The untrained imagination of 
the Bible believer is productiv of only a confused 
medley of superstitious notions. Each little igno
rant country parson, with the greatest o_f assurance, 
carries with € ase in his cranium the original and 
true version of the Almighty's intentions and de
signs. May the Lord come quickly and proclaim 
to the world a genuinly authorized program l
Tntth Seeker (Bradford, .Eng)-
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Observations. 
The judges of the U.S. Supreme Court are prob

ably Episcopalians, for in their decision on the 
constitutionality of the income tax law they hav done 
that which they ought not to hav done, and hav left 
undone that which they ought to hav done. Be
tween their sins of commission and their crimes of 
omission there is no health in them. For if there is 
anythin~ that could justify this extra· const.itutional 
tax it is the fact that there are men who hv above 
labor on the rents of land which they neither culti
vate nor occupy and upon the interest of their 
investments in public securities. But these men, 
residents and aliens alike, are exempted by the de
cision of the Supreme Court, w~e the captains ~f 
industry those who work for their money, who g1v 
employ~ent to labor, and who are of appreciable 
use to the world, are left subject to the unjust and 
indefensible extortion. As passed by Congress and 
amended by the Court, the income tax law is now 
about what might hav been expected from those 
sources. 

Some of the younger members of our foreign 
population appear to get along without reading the 
papers. The other day a fourteen-year-old Italian 
boy named Francesco Mazetti was called in the 
general sessions court as a witness before Judge 
Hudspeth. Being asked if he understood the na
ture of an oath, he shook his head, signifying his 
ignorance of that mystery. Then the judge turned 
Sunday-school teacher, and inquired of the boy if 
he had ever heard of God, and again the youthful 
compatriot of the popes made the negativ sign. His 
honor thereupan expressed his surprise "that a boy 
could liv to the age of fourteen years in any civil
ized country and not hear of God," and he declined 
to take Francesco's testimony. Possibly if the 
court had gone at the witness with the trinity, Vir
gin-Mary end first, a responsiv chord might hav 
been struck; but it is a question to my mind which 
is the most notable atavism-if that is the proper 
term for a. back-number individual with misfit en
vironments..,.....the ignorant boy who never heard of 
God, or the learned judge who never heard of re
ligious equality. It would hav taken but a few 
words to explain to Francesco the nature of an 
affirmation, namely, that if he gave false testimony 
and was found out he would be put in jail. The 
supernature of an oath, which is what the judge had 
on the brain, would hav proved a. harder matter to 
teach, for it is difficult to implant in the natural 
mind the conception that familiarity with the works 
of fiction in which God figures as the hero, or as a 
more or less conspicuous character, has anything 
to do with the facts of a case now and here being 
tried. The judge further remarked, " Here is a 
subject right at home for t.he missionaries who go 
to Africa." So I should infer ; also that his name 
is Hudspeth. It is not at all likely that an African 
court would reject a witnees because he was short 
on the catechism. As for gods, the Africans prob
ably hav te:a to our one, and would regard Judge 
Hudspeth, with his single rig, as quite poorly accou
tred in that respect. 

If woman suffrage is not making the progress its 
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thought that the age was too low, and went ahead 
regardless of consequences. And they hav struck 
a rich lead, for it is a subject with tankfuls of holy 
horror in it, and may appropriately be discussed in 
shrieks. 

Gen. James F. Busling, one of the writers for the 
New York Independent's symposium on Abraham 
Lincoln, admonishes us thus: "On this the thirti
eth anniversary of his assassination let us devoutly 
say of him, as was said of the good knight of old : 

His good sword is rust, 
His bones are dust, 
His soul is with the saints, 
We trust." 

Now, the lines that General Busling meant to 
quote are as follows: 

His bones are dust, 
His good sword rust; 
His soul is with the saints, we trust. 

It is perfectly proper, on the thirtieth anniver
sary of Lincoln's death, or on any other occasion, to 
quote those lines, pro~i~ed the quote~ re~lly tru~ts 
that Lincoln is now trammg and cracking JOkes with 
the saints; and in such caseit would also be proper 
to say them " devoutly," but whatever the provoca
tion it would be still better to say them correctly. 

Representativ Walleck of the Illinois legislature 
has ofiered a bill to tax " every male person over 32 
years of a~e $25 per year unless he has reached the 
age of 65 years," "Or who can prove that he has 
proposed marriage to a female of marriageable age 
at least three times upon different occasions and 
been refused each time." The proceeds are to be 
applied to the support of a hom~ . for ~ld mai.ds. 
This is a bill to coerce the male citizen mto takmg 
one more wife than he wants, and I pronounce it 
unconstitutional. Cruel and unusual punishments 
are prohibited, and a man cannot b!l put in jeopardy 
so often. If one man has no wife and is satisfied 
with that state of affai!'s, and if another has a wife 
and finds that one is enough, it would be just as 
much a.n act of mistaken kindness to tax the one 
into changing his condition by marriage as it would 
be to coerce the other into doing the same thing. 
The avowed object of the bill is to provide the old 
maids with husbands, but if the supply of them ex
ceeds the supply of old bachelors, it is evident by 
the same logic that the married men must ~ouble 
their responsibilities. Of course the penalty m the 
second case would hav to be reduced to $12 50, but 
the principle would remain the same. Again, it 
would giv the tender sex an advantage over the 
other of which they would scorn to avail them
selva, for there is not a spinster in the world 
who has reached or pasaed the age _of discretion 
who has not rejected numerous flattering offers of 
marriage; having done which she could not in equity 
be entitled to the benefits of the spinsters' home, 
supported, perhaps, by taxes wrung from t.he very 
men whom her marble heart had condemned to a 
life of celibacy. As for· the male person, he can 
evade the law by proposing to a female who he is 
sure would not hav him if he were the last man in 
the world-damned villain that he is. 

prOmoters desire it should, the most ardent advo- A WRESTLE WITH CORRESPONDENTS. 
cate cannot deny that the trend of legislation is to- The appended communication has been plac<:d 
ward giving to women and girls advantages that in my hands for safe keeping : 
men and boys hav never hoped to enjoy. For ex- BosTON MASs 
ample, the legislature of Colorado has raised the age Please state in your next paper the advantage the Infi-
f t t · ht f · 1 hil b del expecto gain over the Christian · . o consen o eig een years or gir s, w e oys are and if the churches has not sivalised ns what did 

made guardians of their own morals at fourteen, but Christianity the foundation of Education if not what is 
· I believe the champions of a. single standard of mor- Please answer correctly in yom paper and I will grant 

als and of sexual equality hav made no protfst you the permit to ask me as many questions as I havasked 
against the discrimination. Nobody who has had yours JoHN SHAwN 
opportunity to observe the facts in relation to this Mr. John Shawn, if that is the name of this cor
question needs to do more than consult his memory respondent, for he has not written it plainly, may 
to convince himself that advances in the direction of be an anxious inquirer, and as such worthy to hav 
misconduct are not always nor oftenest made by the his questions answered tenderly. I would say, the~, 
boy where both parties are under eighteen, and also in reply to his first, that the Infidel expects to gam 
that the boy concerned is as much demoralized as no advantage over the Christian except such as the 
the girl. I notice that a physician writing to the rejection of an imposture givs him over those who 
.Arena accurately places the natural age of consent are taken in by it. These advantages are sanity, a 
at pudicity, but proposes fixing it legally at majority, right basis for conduct, a free mind, and rational 
and subjecting the male to surgical interference thoughts on religion. If Mr. Shawn does not find 
in all cases unless the two are married. Another them worth gaining he may as well remain a Chris
contributor to the same magazine, Vie H. Campbell, tian, for Infidelity will not put a dollar in his pocket 
president of the Wisconsin Women's Christian nor giv him the slightest percentage in any inclina
Temperance Union, would repeal all laws so far as tion which he may hav to get the best of his fellow 
the girl is concerned, and prescribe some terrific citizens. As to "sivalisation," to adopt for the 
penalty for the male. It is her belief, doubtless, present crisis the spelling of Mr. Shawn, it may be 
either tha11 the Bible story of Joseph and Potiphar's stated with impunity that various influences hav 
wife is untrue or that the nature of the race has contributed to that desirable end. Christianity, 
changed since that incident occurred. Such laws as however, has not been among those influences, ~ut 
these are probably passed by legislators who know in the hostil camp. When the forces of that rehg
that no convictions can be found under them by in- ion became organized, say 1,50~ years a~o! they 
telligent jurors. It was confessed by one of these I proceeded with the greatest ~oss1ble exped1t10~ to 
agitators that the present crusade was not inspired l kill off such civilization as existed ~t that per~od. 
b;r abuses coll1ing to her knowled~e. They merely That portion of the world of mankmd susceptible 
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of culture has worked out its redemption from sb.v
agery and barbarism by a sys_tei? of devel~p.n:»-ent 
resembling evolution, and has InCidentally CI'VIhzed 
Christianity to the extent that Christiainity may be. 
said to hav yielded to that refining process. lf the 
church now were what it was under the pornocracy 
of the medieval popes, it would hav no memb_ers 
except Oscar Wilde and other resthetes. When J;Ju
ther went to Rome in the early part of the sixteenth 
century he remarked that the mercy of God had not 
been overestimated, since such men as the leaders 
of the church were permitted to liv. 'rhe problem 
of the ages has been how to civilize the church, and 
any power which could do that would hav a soft 
snap with the world at large. · . . 

"Christianity the founder of l!1ducatwn If not 
what is". There were educated men when the 
Christian religion was indistinguishable from the 
paganism which it is, revamped, but for a thousand 
years after the fission there was an educational hia
tus. Christianity has stimulated education ohly to 
the extent that men hav investigated the facts of 
nature for tbe purpose of showing that Christianity 
is a fraud-the same as they hav studied medicin 
in order to uproot disease. Such education as 
Christianity has fostered for its own sake has the 
demerit of being untrue. " Christianity the founder 
of Education !" To the same extent that a fish sets 
out trees. 

Now, I wonder who this crank is: 
NEw YoRK, March 31, 1895. 

MR. GEoRGE E. MACDONALD : · · Why don't yon and 
the other Freethinkers attack the priests who are the 
guilty parties, and leave me alone when I hav to work 
hard and stillliv a most miserable life, so as not to contract 
debts which I hav no money to pay? [I thought Jesus 
paid everything. Go fishing (Mat. xvii, 27).-G. M.] 
The one who steals horses, &c., and sells the salvation of 
souls for dollars and cenh is your Celestial Paternity, 
Washing-ton, the Spanish Catholic priest to-day. Will 
you, as well as other Freethinkers who write for THE 
TRUTH S:EEKER, attack in future the priests, the priests, 
the priests [I giv them a jolt occasionally], and leav~ me 
in peace ? Or is it that you Freethinkers are afrBld of 
the priests because they are many and you want to show 
your great courage attacking ONE (whom yon consider 
dead and buried)? What a brave lot of fellows yon are I 

JESUS CHRIST ALivE, 
There is more to this letter, the rest of it identi

fying me by a kind of Ignatius Donnelly Baconia.n 
cipher with one "Don Cyril, the Celestial Dra&'on, 
Washing-Ton Bacchus," whom I do not recogDize; 
but the interest of the world centers in the name 
attached more than it possibly can in my origin, 
which was attended with less sensational features 
than that of my correspondent. Go to now, Jesus 
Christ alive; call on Dr. Funk at No. 30 Lafayette 
place, and inform him whether or not there was 
alcohol in the wine you made at the marriage 
doings in Cana of Galilee. If there was, that set
tles your case with him. The Christian people of 
New York celebrated last Sunday the anniversary 
of your entry into Jerusalem, and the bell-ringers of 
Grace and Trinity churches played the "Arkansaw 
Traveler " in honor of that event. It would hav 
been an appropriate occasion for you to tell us where 
you got that colt. Are you the person who was 
crucified, dead and buried, and arose again on the 
third day! And if sp, do you think you could do 
it again 1 GEo. E. MAcDoNALD. 

To Gather at New Rochelle. 
There will be memorial exercises this year at the 

monument of Thomas Paine in New Rochelle, N.Y., 
on Decoration Day, May 30. As the wall and gate 
inclosing the monument need repairing, the Brook
lyn Philosophical Association, the Manhattan Lib
eral Club, and the Newark Libtral League will 
co-operate to make them worthy of the place they 
fill. The three societies will share the expense of 
the improvement, and on the 30th. of May their 
members will make an excursion to the spot, where 
well-known speakers will deliver addresses and the 
visitors will enjoy themselvs. The idea this year 
is to make the occasion something of a picnic and 
social gathering, so that the Liberals of this part of 
the country may become better acquainted with one 
another. The Brooklyn people hav charge of the 
arrangements, while the other societies will join 
them in making the celf>bration a success. More 
particulars will be given as soon as the program 
has taken definit form. Meanwhile, Liberals should 
make a note of the approachin~ event, and prepare 
to attend. Such meetings of Liberals are none too 
frequent. 

THE Chicago Secular Union has adjourned until next 
September. It will then reopen with a course of lectures 
for the winter, and continue the fight for state seculari
zation it has so persistentl.v maintained for fifteen years. 
At a meeting of members Samuel P. Putnam was elected 
president; Mrs. M. A. Freeman, first vice-president; E. 
C. Reichwald, sec. and vice-president; W. G. Reich~ 
wald, secretary; Dr. Joseph H. Greer, treasurer; A.M. 
Freem~tn, member of executiv committee; Dora Hanna, 
Sarah Gilman, and Mr. Hart, entertainment committee. 
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News and Notes. 
teaving Chicago March 28, I arrived at Massil

lon, 0., where for a few hours I enjoy the hospitality 
of J: ~- Hu~t and take a view of this lively and 
dourishmg mty. One of the state hospitals is now 
located here, and the buildings are already in pr.::
<l~ss of co.nstructio~ .. · It is expected that the state 
will contribute a mtlhon dollars to this institution 
whic~ is to b~ situated on a noble eminence just 
olitsHie the City. It will present a beautiful ap
pe_arance W:hei:l. completed, consisting not of one 
large,. massiV structure, but of cottages of varied 
and picturesque aspect, scattered over an ex:tensiv 
area. The city of Massillon contributed land to the 
val~e of _forty thousand dollars to this undertaking, 
W~lCh will _btl an ornament to this part of the coun
try, and wtll make an attractiv home for invalids. 

year later he started on foot for Ohio, to Sugar 1 more than I now do: but I trust that other friends will 
Cre~k Falls. H;e found employment in the shop of do better as they are able. 
Damel Wagner. A year later he became owner of F. D. Rexford, writes: 

Mass~llon i~ a fine manufacturing place of about 
12,000 mhabitants, and haf;l stood the hard times 
~n good_ shape. It has been growing all along. It 
Is a Liberal community, although the churches 
flourish with their usual somber magnificence, ex
cept the Episcopalian, which was torn down and 
now lies in mocking ruins, and the vestry and 
clergy and bishops cannot rake and scrape money 
enough together to rebuild it, which of course re
joices the hearts of other sects. The Liberals of 
:Massillon are rather uncertain in their attendance 
dn Freethought lectures. I suppose they think 
that the world is bound to go ahead any way. I 
was somewhat discouraged at my last lecture here · 
but since then Remsburg has been on the ground 
and drew a large audience. So there is hope that 
the line will still present a victorious front. Be
sides Mr. J. H. Hunt, the son of our venerable pio
neer S. Hunt, there are John Lowe, Samuel Moe, 
and others who are always ready to do their level 
bes~. I Q"Ues~ Massil~on will yet stand up to its 
anCient. prestige, for m the old days, along with 
Salem, It was a famous camping-ground for radical 
reformers. Parker Pillsbury once led our forces in 
this vicinity. After a good round drive with Mr. 
~~nt.' whose family, now in Europe, he expects to 
JOin lD May-and I hope to meet them all in Lon
don-! take the train for Canal Dover, twenty miles 
away, where I arrive in an hour and meet our well
known friend, S. Toomey. Mr. Toomey ia one of 
the renowned residents of this place, for his sulkies 
are celebrated the world over among all lovers of 
rapid horseflesh, for the noble steed can get around 
the track quicker with one of 'foomey's sulkies than 
with any other vehicle now extant. Mr. Toomey is 
himself a lover of swift coursers, and he has now 
forty-~ix in training on his ample farm just outside 
the City. Canal Dover, on the Ohio canal, is a 
pretty good business spot, with plenty of ortho
doxy and a sprinkling of Liberalism. The Liberals 
would make a fair showing if they were only willing 
to be counted. At present the element is latent. 
I did not hav very large audiences, but those who 
ca!J1e were loyal and in earnest, and an organiz!l.tion 
was effected. Mr. Toomey has alwaTs stood by his 
colors, and they used to try to boycott him, but it 
was no go. He did his work too well. Everybody, 
ev.en the Christian, who had a fast nag wanted one 
of his carriages, and the Infidelity of. the manufac
turer only made his wares more available. Mr. 
Toomey never put forth a bad piece of machinery. 
It went without saying that his word was as good 
as his bond and that what he said was as true as 
steel and unbreakable. At present Mr. Toomey 
has no fears of the boycott a.nd keeps the even tenor 
of his way with the respect of the whole oommu
nity. He is straight up and down in business, 
though not orthodox in religion. Among others 
who are willing to stand by him in the forward 
ranks are his son, Mr. Charles Toomey, and wife; 
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Matthews and Levi C. Grim, 
of New Philadelphia; A. Zimmerman and wife, of 
Beach City; C. Weaver and D. Hochstatter, of 
Rogersville; Joseph Hurst, of Barnhill ; J. M. Smi
ley, of Barr's Mills ; Samuel Bixler, Francis Bixler, 
James Rigg, senior and junior, of Ca.nal Dover. 
Mr. Matthews was for years editor of the leading 
Democratic paper in the county, and always out
spoken in his Free thought sentiments. Joseph 
Hurst was formerly of England, and came ten miles 
to attend the lectures, as also did Ztmmerman and 
Smiley, on the roll of THE TRUTH SEEKER and stanch 
supporters of the Freethought Federation. Canal 
Dover and vicinity are ready at any rate to put 
their best foot forward and make an effort to bring 
out the reserve forces, and I guess something will 
be done. The enthusiasm of a few will accomplish 
far more than the indifference of many. 

Samuel Toomey was born in York county, Pa. 
Leaving home at the age of six years, he was reared 
among relativs and neighbors, working at any jobs 
he could obtain, until sixteen years of age. He 
~ear11~d ~he bla.oksmith trade near Gettysburg. One 

the business. Working steadily at his trade he 
soon gained the reputation of being the best'me-
chanic in that part of the country. In 1850 he re
move.d to Wilmot, where he remained fifteen years, 
and,. m add~ti~n to his original trade, engaged in 
carriage bmldmg and made a reputation for first
class work. ,In 1868 he removed to Canal Dover. 
He is the inventor of different patented improve
ments on carriage~?. Within the l!!,st seven ·years 
he has taken out seven patents on track sulkies. 
]3orn in the Lutheran church, and joining the 
U~ited Brethren church in early youth, for the last 
thirty years he has been a declared Freethinker. 
He was an old time Abolitionist, a reader of th~ An
tislavery Bugle, published at Salem, the headquar
ters of the Broad-gaugers. He is a great student 
and has an extensiv library of Freethought and sci

I wish I coulddo much more. I shall enjoy reading 
"News and Notes" while yon are sway. We shall all 
get the benefit. 

entific works. 
I enjoyed the generous hospitality of Mr. Too

mey and wife. Mrs. Toomey is somewhat conserv
ativ, but has no bigotry of sect. She expresses 
religion in its lovely and humane phase, without 
the darkness of ancient superstition. Thus I en
joyed to the utmost the campaign at Canal Dover, 
and leave it .with the hope that the labors of the 
future will result in a golden harvest. 

. I giv lectures in Boston, April 7 and 14, at New 
York April19, and at Brooklyn and Newark April 
21, and sail for England April 24-

0'er the glad waters of the dark-blue sea, 
With thoughts as boundless and with hopes as free. 

AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT. 
I hav the pleasure of recording that many of my 

friends hav contributed to the expenses of my jour
ney abroad. Of course this is not a vacation trip, 
but a continuation of labors for the advance of Free
thought. I do not expect to take any rest, but to 
keep on the move ; and as the expenses are consid
erable perhaps it is but fair play that I should not 
bear all the pecuniary outlay. I suppose one is 
aware that if he devotes himself to Freethought work 
there is no possible chance of his ever making any 
money. So far as reward js concerned, . that is sim
ply in what he does, not in what he acquires. 
Money-making is a good business and is in many 
ways for the advancement and happiness of the 
human race, but some must labor in the world 
of ideas, if so fitted; and ·while this is a fascinat
ing labor it is entirely devoid of wealth. I hav 
done my level best in the forward ranks of 
reform, and up to date I am just about a couple 
of hundred ahead; enough, if I hav good luck, 
to come back from England without walking 
across the waters in Christian endeavor style. 
So these gifts are quite acceptable. They show 
an appreciation of hard toil, and that friends 
are willing to cooperate in an undertaking that is 
beneficial all round. I am sure it will be of gweat 
service to the Liberals of America to understand the 
struggles of Freethought in the Old World, to hav 
pictured to them the scenes and the glory of the bat 
tles of the past, and the promises of the future. 
There are great and beautiful things for us to learn 
in the Europe of to-day that will be helpful to us in 
this New World, that will giv us more of the mean
ing of human history and the splendor of human 
hope ; and I shall devote my time and pen to ex
pressing the greatness of these, so that all my read
ers can travel with me, and we together will enJoy 
the marvt>lous landscapes a11d the nobility of human 
genius. I cannot help quoting some of the friendly 
letters I hav received in support of my present un
dertaking. Dr. E B Foote, writes: 

About the first thing I pick up in THE TRUTH BEEKER 
is the letter from the Pilgrim. I follow him in all his pil
grimages with the greatest interest; and I hsv no doubt 
in his voyages and travels the resde'"s of 'rHE TRUTH 
SEEKER wlil be treated Wttll livmeLh!Ug more humorous 
and poetically descriptiv than ever. I respond with cor
diality and enthusiasm to your contemplated labors on 
the other side of the ocean. 

My veteran comrade, Judge Brewer, says: 
I gladly send you something to help your trip over the 

waters. Our Freethought people generally ought to aid. 
You are working in our cause and hsv been for years with 
altogether inadequate compensation in dollars and cents. 

J. A. Calder; writes: 
I can't do much ; but your labors in this cause ought 

to be remunerated somewhat better than they hsv been, 
and I hope to see the day when they will be. I shall look 
forward with delight to your letters in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER from Merry England and Bonnie Scotland. 

S. F. Benson, writes: 
I wish it were s hundred I could giv you. I realize how 

poorly Freethought work is paid. I hope to see the day 
when we shall be banded together in more tftclctiv shape. 
·we hsv to fight two enemies now, the church and poverty. 

Gearge A. Cooper, writes : 
Yo~ Mters !'fe very in~erellting IUI.d I wish I Oould do 

These are some of the expressions of friendship 
and good will throughout the ranks of Freethought. 
We are in a common cause and it is encouraging to 
know that heart and hand are united and that we 
do not hav to keep up the struggle alone. 

The names of those who hav contributed are as 
follows: M. A. Hewitt, Geo. A. Cooper, James A. 
Greenhill, Jonas R. Ellison, John Kane, N, F. Gris
wold, S .. F. Benson, M. P. Braffet, J. A. Kimble, 
Mrs. P. Van Hoeter, Stephen Brewer, Dr. E. B. 
Foote, John Brosi, F. D. Rexford. John D. Powers 
G. W. Whittemore, J. A. Calder, Charlotte G. Palm' 
Louis Roser, Capt. C. C. de Rudio, John J. Duffy; 
Ralph Helm, Maligus Boehmer; to whom I send my 
heartiest thanks. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Coliinel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sunday, April 14th, Detroit, Mich .................. The Bible 
Sunday, April 21st, Toledo, O ........................ The Bible 
Monday, April 22d, Erie, Ps ........................... The Bible 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April: 
April12th-"Tho Idyl of New Plymouth-Idaho." T. 

B. Wakeman. 
April 19th-" The Bible and Modern Thought." S. P. 

Putnam. · 
April 26th-" Some Recent Advances in Science." Dr. 

R. G. Eccles. . 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long IslsHd Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for April: 
April 14th-" The Single Tax." As controling- the equita

ble distribution of wealth. Mr. Alf J. Wolf. 
April 21st-" The Uses of Philosophy."· S. P. Putnam. 
April 28th-Debate, "Protection VR. Free Trade." Mr. 

Henry Nichols and Mr. Henry Rowley. 
THE German Freethinkers' Association meets every 

Sunday at 3 o'clock P. M , at Beethoven Hall, 212 E. Fifth 
street, New York. Program for April, 1895: 
April 14th-" Was Jesus Christ Stoned (Talmud, Trsktst 

• Toldo~h .Teshu ')or Was he. Hanged (Apostles x, 39), 
or Crumfied (Lukas Evsngehum xix, 31)? Mr. Roess
ler. 

April2lsh-" What is Truth?" Mr. Roessler. 
April28th-"The R~RUrl"P.Ctionof Jesus." Mr. Roessler. 

Admission free. M. W1sm, Sec., 154 E. lOoth street. 

. THE 0 hio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
mG. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for April will be as follows: 
April 14th-" Faith, Folly, and- Fiction." Mr. E. C. 

Wilmot. 
April 21st-Joint debate upon, "Resolved, That s Single 

Gold Standard is Batter than s B1metsllic Standard." 
Atty. Chas. B. Wilby, sffirmstiv, and Mr. H. P. 
Bo.vden, negativ. 

April 28th-" A Christian Truth va. An Orthodox Myth." 
Atty. Stanley E. Bowdle. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8;15 P.M., at Mercantile Library Hall, TAnth, 
below Market street, Philadelphia. April" lOth, Grant 
Allen's recent novel, "The Woman Who Did," will be 
discussed in papers by Mrs. Elizabeth Crompton and Dr. 
Charlotte L. Abbey. . 

No conditions or qu~~olificstions are attached to mem
bership. :9iscnssions each week are opened by special 
addresses, ten minute speeclles following. Privileges are 
granted equally to visitors and members. 

THE Women's Liberal Les~ue of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tnes~sy evenings in the Sk:errett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. Lectures for April: 
April 16th-A review of Grant Allen's new novel, "The 

Woman Who Did." Voltsiriae deOieyre and George 
Brown. 

April23d-" Ancient Judaism." Samuel H. Gordon. 
April 20~h-" Mary Wollstonecrsft." TllsddeusB. Wake

man. 

THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are i'lvited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening st421 Laokswsns avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindness. Evervbodv invitllrl. RAcretarv. William ' 
WstkinA. · 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday ev.ening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee· 
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12. 30. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

1'lle Humane Instructress~ 
Scene-A Sunday-School. 
Johnnie-! say, Miss .Tones, I know why you didn't 

want me to rob bird nest.s last spring. 
¥,iss Jones (with an oriole in her hst)-Whst was it? 
Johnnie (gazing at the hst)-'Csuse you wanted th~ 

bir!ls to grow bi~ enough to wear ·~IX\· · 
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Has Worn Out One Copy. 
PosEN, MICH., March 11, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find $4 50 
for THE TRuTH BEEKER and the "Free
thinker's Text-Book " in cloth. This is 
the second Text-Book I am willing to sacri
fice for the missionary work among the 
Christians. Good book for the purpose, 

VINCENT D. VINCENT. 

Anytlting but Indifference. 
MoNTGOMERY, ALA., March 28, 1895. 

l\fR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to 
continue my sabscription to THE TRUTH 
BEEKER. My excuse for not sending 
sooner must be my eighty years and ill 
health, which causa occasional forgetful
ness, but not indifference to the cause of 
Freethonght. JESSE HooKER. 

A Home Missionary Committee. 
NoBLESVILLE, IJSD., March 23, E.lii. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for eight 
copies of "Age of Reason." We hav 
formed a committee of Freethinkers for 
missionary work among our ChriAtian 
neighbors, and think we can do the work 
best by lending the books, and when re
turned, lend to othtrs. 

J AlliES 0LDACRE, 

It Is Our Guiding Star. 
GRANT CITY, Mo., lYJ arch 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Within find $6 to apply on 
my subscription, which is past due. I hope 
the advance payment will partially restore 
my credit with yon and encourage the 
principle of Freethonght, which is the 
only road to lead ns out of the blind ruts 
of superstition and religions bigotry. 

With many good wishes, I remain a 
friend to our cause. B. PRUGH. 

The Ring of the True Metal. 
REDMON, ILL., March 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2-one for 
defense of J. B. Wise, the other for the 
man who deserves" Four Hundred Years 
of Freethonght " and has not the " filthy 
lucre." I fur get his name. [Capt. Otto 
Thomson.] If enough has been already 
subscribed; put it where, in your judg
ment, it is most needed, and believe me to 
be "one that is willing to sink one-half his 
poe:sessions for freedom to think." 

Truly yours, · MARK RoWE. 

They Prefer to Borrow. 
GROVE CITY, 0., March 25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I received the book, 
"Right Living," and like it much. Now I 
send yon $8 for THE TRUTH SEEKER imd 
books. I tried to get some new snb!1crib
ers, but failed; all had excuses .. One says 
his wife is opposed, another can't aff1rd it, 
another has no time to read it. They hav 
all been reading my papers and books and 
seem to like them.· Now, when I want 
books I cut off a corner somewhere else 
and send for them. Wlii. NEISWENDER. 

Send Help Promptly,, 
KINTz, 0, T., March 19, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The winter has been very 
bad; feed is all gone. There are few or 
no seeds in the country. The religions 
societies hav sent aid to their members 
and we Freethinkers are left out. Some 
need more than seeds and feed, but we 
think if we had seeds we would try it for 
another crop. If yon can aid us send to 
the address below. 

Mrs. A. Lanman, Kintz, 0. T., Woods 
county, express of Alva, 0. T. 

0. L. GLASGOW, 
F. CLINE, 

Eighteen to Fourteen. 
DRESDEN, IND., March 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I see that I hav been 
trespassing long enough ; find inclosed 
$6.50 for a ride on THE TRUTH SEEKER 
craft till '96 and "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght." I worked fo): eighteen 
years for the church. Developed out of 
its clutches, and hav done good work for 
Freethonght for fourteen years.· Hav 
this neck o' woods pretty well liberalized. 
The preachers are losing ground; they 
never tackle me any more as they used to 
do in the days of yore. Wbh I could do 
more for the cause, but hardly anybody 
}las any ready cash to spare. 

. M. ABH<iRAFT, 

THE TRUTH SEEI.CER. [APRIL -13, 1895 

Freethonght First. forced. If they were, the penitentiary 
1 
They hav a family of five children, aged 

and the jails would not hold the people. from eighteen months to nineteen years, YAzoo CITY, Miss., March 19, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I am a Freethinker in 

every sense; I want to think for myself, 
and I want Mr. Wm. McKinley to hav the 
same right, but when he begins to think 
away any of my natural rights, I want 
to call a halt. I was in hopes that he 
would be president. Now I ask for infor
mation: Will Freethinkers support him 
after what I saw in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
about his support of Sunday laws? Is it 
possible that a man cannot be found in 
the United States and induced to run for 
that place for whom a Freethinker can 
conscientiously vote? I hav political pol
icy, but it is governed by the idea of 
Freethonght; when anything conflicts with 
Freethonght then I do not support it. 

Wlii. Cox. and they are by far the most intelligent 

Respectfully, J. C. WILsoN. 

Wants Tracts lllnstrated. 
LEETONIA, 0., March 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: It goes without saying 
that those who would be most highly bene
fited by the pel'nsal of Liberal literature 
can seldom be induced to carefully ex
amin snob writings. In snob a case would 
it not be a good plan to bav Watson Hes
ton's most telling illustrations printed 
suitably for posting, so that "Brother 
Bigot" might catch an eye-opener at a 
glance whether be would or not ? THE 
TRUTH SEEKER thinks it a good idea, but 
does not want to incur the expense of their 
production now. I hav not a great amount 
of the needful at command, so here is a 
chance for some philanthropic person to 
" lend a hand." I think Freethinkers 
would be glad to use these cartoons and 
pay enough for them so that those who 
bear the initial burden mightagain receive 
their money, What think yon? 

Yours for man's mental emancipation, 
RALPH E. GALBREATH, 

A Little Too Jlnclt Chaplain. 
CHEliiAWA, OR., March 21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I send yon herewith $1, 
which by an accident I acquired yesterday. 
It is like drawing teeth to raise a dollar 
now in this state. The Grand Old Repub
lican party bad full control of our last leg
islature, and they walked all over the tax
payers. I cannot see where we are going 
to get the money to pay taxes, which will 
be about 8 per cent on the present value of 
all property in the state. They voted 
away hundreds of thousands to all kinds 
of boodling schemes~ and the public 
schools a11 over the state are closing for 
want of funds to run them. But there 
was one scheme that I must giv them 
credit for killing dead; that was an attempt 
to create the offiBe of chaplain for the 
state prison, asylum, and reform school, 
at a salary of $1,200 per year. 

That was a little too salty for even this 
"reform" legislation. It got 20 votes out 
of 60 in the house on a motion to refer, 
but only 6 or 7 were in favor of it, and the 
committee sat down on it and never re
ported on the monstrosity. Of course yon 
know that Dolph was elected to stay at 
home, and as they could not agree on 
either a gold-bug or a silver-bug, they 
elected a straddle<-bng, G. W. McBride, 
one of the old state house ring. 

J. F. BEATY. 

Insulting Concession of a Right. 
CRoss PLAINS, TENN., March 17, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Send my next paper to 

Portland, Tenn. I am going to leave this 
place, chiefly on account of opposition by 
the religions element. The school direct
ors will not employ an avowed Agnostic. 
They of course reflect the sentiment of 

How to Liquidate a Church Debt. the religions part of the community, which 
is in the ascendancy here. Last week a 

W ALt.A WALLA, March 19, 1895. . preacher here prayed that this government 
MR. EDITOR: I am informed that the might soon be under the control of the 

Baptist church of this city owes about one church. He simply echoed the sentiment 
thousand dollars. One of the members, a of the church militant. Think of the 
poor, half-loony girl, owns about eighty magnitude of the work to be done be
acres of land not far from the city, but fore Freethonght can obtain! It is dis
she is rich in religion, and she considers conraging, but it should make Free
that all to Christ she owes. Consfqnently thinkers only the more devoted, earnest, 
she conceived the pions idea of giving np and energetic. Although the bill to enable 
her claim to the church to pay the debt. Agnostic3 to testify in courts has passed in 
Of course she did not hav sense enough to the legislatn~e, it is 80 worded as to be an 
know that when the present debt was paid insult to every one whom it was designed 
the knowing ones in the church would . to benefit. It givs the Agnostic the privi-
make other Improvements to the value of lege of te>tifying in court, but virtually 
ano.the: thousand, and remember that says to him that he will probably not tell 
~hetr riCh me~bers. ~onld pay off the debt· the trnl.h. Even in this shape it paBSed in 
In fifteen mmntes If. they w~nl~. They the Senate by 16 to 14. Those 14 should 
were about to take this poor girl a all, but go down in history as the "infamously 
one of th~ sensible sisters protested against immortal 14 " opposed to truth, justice, 
such a crime, and the scheme fell through. d t · · t' d · f f · B t th t th' an pa riO Ism, an m avor o proscrip· 
. n e nex mg was to expel the .honest tion, persecution, disfranchisment of Ag-

Blster from the church ~or not allowmg the nostics, and control of the state by the 
church to reduce the gul to extreme pov- h h The · tl ·t th t t t I r bl . c nrc . y JUS y mer1 e con emp 
er Y· . am re Ia Y mformed that the and honest indignation of every patriotic· 
good Sister defies them to remove her Tennessean. Though they hav not spoken 
from the church. All I blame her for is, publicly, there are a great many Agnostics 
that she does not remove herself from snob in Tennessee. They will feel keenly the 
a crowd. V. D. LAMBERT. sting of t!:.e obnoxious bill just passed, 

Kansas to the Front. 
BuRLINGTON, KAN., March 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Kansas is comparativly a 
young state, but she does not take a back 
seat. for any of her older sisters, not even 
for staid old Massachnsetts. Our ll\st leg
islature enacted a law known as the "Anti
gambling Jaw." It is considerable of a 
jumble, but, as nearly as I can int~>rpret 
it, if a boy plays marbles "for keeps," he 
is liable to imprisonment. If I toss np a 
penny with my boy in my own bonae to 
see who takes the penny, we are both liable 
to imprisonment. If a neighbor happens 
to be present in the bonae at the time, he 
is liable to imprisonment, although he· 
takes no part in tossing the penny. More
over, if I liv in a rented house, the owner 
of the bonae is liable to imprisonment, al
though he may liv fifty miles away and 
know nothing of what is going on; always 
provided the law is enforced. What is 
most surprising is that this obnoxious bill 
passed into law almost without opposition, 
It is generally claimed that the law will 
not be enforced, but that depends on who 
violates it. It may be enforced when we 
least expect it. It is not intended that 
snob fa11atical laws shall be generally en-

Fraternally, W. D. CoBKRAN. 

Modern Infamy. 
VINELAND, N .• T., March 20, 1895. 

MR. ED'!ToR: What sin or crime is there 
of which the Bible dupes will not be 
guilty? 

The Bible has tortured 
Nine millions to death, 

As honest and truthful 
As ever drew breath, 

Who could not believe 
That its filth and its lies 

Ever came from a being 
Enthroned in the skies. 

One hundred thousand 
Were burnt or were hung, 

Of honest good women
Some old and some young, 

All tortured as witches, 
And evil from birth, 

When no real witch 
Ever lived on the earth. 

And the same spirit is alive here in Vine
land to· day, just after a union revival 
meeting of three or four weeks, held by 
all the churches. There is here a family 
who were once Jews, but now make no 
profession of any kind of religion, but are 
what would be called Infidels, Freethink
ers, or Liberals. The father was a dealer 
in dry· goods, remno.nts, and other articles, 

family of children I hav ever seen in New 
Jersey. They hav lived here six years, 
and in that time hav had their windows 
broken in twenty-three times by stones 
and other missile thrown through them, 
and it cost him $1 every time to put in 
the large pane; and last Saturday night, 
during the eclips, a bullet was fired 
through the weatherboards of their house 
and fonndJRdged in their bed, and all this 
outrage was committed simply because 
they were not Christians. Vineland 
should watch for the villains. If Vineland 
can't find a remedy for such doings it 
is time for the state or national govern
ment to take hold of the subject. 

J. HACKER. 

He Founded It in His Later Years. 
NAPLES, N.Y., March 31, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: While living in Virginia 
the past six years I found it to be the pre
vailing idea that Thomas Jefferson founded 
the University of Virginia, but I hav never 
found any mention of the fact in our Free
thought papers. Can yon giv me any in
formation on this subject? 

It was while living there that I found 
that Christianity does not lift people above 
local prejudices, for while here in New 
York the women were expeBted to talk 
and pray in church; there they were not 
allowed to, because St. Paul said they 
should hav no voice in church matters. 
Here colored people are members of the 
same ohnrch with whites; there in Vir
ginia they must ha.v churches of their 
own, for they are not the equal of the 
whites, and are supposed to go to a sort of 
secondary heaven and be subject to orders 
from the inhabitants of the first heaven, 
while a great many doubt if a "nigger " 
has a son! at all. 

The colored people are true representa
tive of those who follow blind, unques
tioning faith, and interpret the teaBhings 
of the Bible literally. But what intelli
gent white man takes the Negro race as an 
example of what Christianity will do? 

The Negroes are already Christianized 
but not educated, consequently all further 
advancement must come from education. 

I hav the honor to be a friend and ac
qnaintance of that old Roman, John Peck, 
who is well known and respected in this 
town, where he has lived and labored so 
long. Wishing yon snccesP, I am, an 
honest doubter, FBANOIB E. WELD 

Has Obeyed One Bible Command. 
BENTONVILLE, ARK., March 16, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Your paper contains more 
solid information than all other reading 
mattel' I get. I will be able to help yon 
some little in a short time. I hav a wife 
and twelve children. It takes all of the 
money I can get to clothe and feed them. 
I am a farmer, and hav no other means of 
support. I hav more land than is neces
sary for me to hold, and as soon as I can 
sell I will purchase some Freethonght lit
erature. -I hav three grown daughters 
and one son all at home; all read THE 
TRuTH SEEKER. My wife is a Methodist, 
and will not look at the paper; she says it 
is the work of the devil. If so, I say, turn 
the devil loose; he d·oes his work well. 
We are aiming to get J. E. Remsburg this 
fall. The Christians got enough of him 
about one year ago in his debate with some 
orthodox preaBher . at Rogers, in this 
county. His debate with the minister is 
bearing snob fruit that they don't want 
any more Remsburg; he shook them from 
center to circumference, and they are still 
trembling for fear he will return. There 
is a fine opportunity for some good ·lect
urer in Arkansas, as Freethonght and re
form are taking root in this country. I 
hope it will grow to fnll maturity. Church 
bigotry endeavors to suppress it by trying 
to keep all Freethonght journals and Free
thought books from the rising generation. 
They are afraid to let them hear both 
sides. Freethinkers, as a rule, read more 
or less religious literature; we are not 
afraid of the truth; it is falsehood we hate; 
we are tired of superstition and bigotry. 
Turn the light on and let the rising gener
ation seek the truth by the light of prog
ress and science. In that book of incon
sistencies called the Bible we read that 
God said, "Let there be light, and there 
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was light." Was there ever a god to utter 
such an expression? If so, he is very re
mote from this country. But Freethought 
and reform says, Let there be light, and 
wherever Freethought literature is read 
there is ligh+. 

Yours for justice, C. L. HART. 

The Prayer Superstition. 
NEw YoRK, May 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The following extract from 
a church program is being circulated 
among ''sinners" by the management of 
that church, and to anyone of sense it 
must seem rather peculiar that in this day, 
in New York, such stuff would be ad
mitted even as an advertisment in one of 
those senseless sheets known as "religious 
papers:" 

EFFIOAOY OF PRAYER, 
From a Sermon orencbeil in a West.33rl street 

Bn,ptist church. 
Nowhere is thAre a clearer illustration 

of the fact that God hears and answers 
prayer than in the rAmarkable hiRtory of 
t.he -- Steamship Line. It is said that 
on the day that the first ship of this 
line was launched. Mrs. -- devoted the 
whole day to prayer, for the special bless
in!? of God upon it, that his hand would 
still t.he angry waves in the time of storm, 
and that the people who were borne across 
the ocean should receive his special care. 

And that prayer has been Rignally an
swered, and lo! for these fift:v veal's, 
through storm and calm, those ships hn.v 
sailed the deep and never lost a life. No 
other line, although with ships as mighty, 
and commanders with large e'li:Perience, 
has made a similar record, and lhe mighty 
barriAr that hasRhielded these Prelt ocean 
!<'re:vhounds has been the arm of Almighty 
God in answer to that noble woman's 
prRver. 

When I go to Europe, I'm going by the 
--Line. 

When millions, instead of one woman, 
were praying for the restoration of Gar
field or Lincoln, where was the " efficacy 
of prayer?" Where were the answers to 
the many prayers made by P. P. Bliss, 
that God would restore them to their loved 
ones, when instead they were lost in the 
"Ashtabula horror?" 

Rev. Mr. Bothwell, of Brooklyn, a much 
.loved and brilliant " servant of God," was 
one day giving medicin to his sick child. 
As he held the little one on his knee, he 
drew the cork from the bottle with his 
teeth. In his attempts to keep the child 
in a good humor by laughing, he swallowed 
the cork, and for days the people of the 
churches of Brooklyn were united in ask
ing God to spare his life. 

No use. This God did not notice them, 
and after days of suffering this was his re
ward. He left a wife and fatherl!)ss chil
dren without a shadow of any means of 
support. Will God care for them? No. 
Where is the much-talked-of "efficacy of 
prayer" in their case? BEN ELLIS. 

Will Wonders Never Cease~ 
Los ANGELES, CAL., March 18, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: Inclosed is $3 to renew my 
subscription and to aid you in retaining 
your seat on the tripod while you turn 
loose ideas that shall move the world along. 
Possibly you may wonder at my having 
a rich a volume of money at one time, so I will 
explain how it huppened. For forty years 
I breasted the waves of sin and sorrow in 
this wicked world without owning a church 
pew; but several months 'lgO I bought 
one, and took it home with me. Since 
then the Lord has been with me almost 
continuously, as he was with Jacob in 
the days of old; although, unlike Jacob, I 
hav not been in the stock-raising business, 
making a specialty of the ring-streaked 
and speckled kind. In my case the pres
ence of the Lord has been manifested in 
my success as a wage slave in finding a 
master;· for since I got that pe·w, whereon 
I daily sit to meditate on the goodness of 
God and to come in "rapport " with the 
holy ghost, I hav .not wanted for a job, 
although numerous cases of suicide are 
taking place all over this state for that 
reason. Verily this pew has been a. mas
cot, bringing work, money, grub, peace of 
mind, and religious consohition; and I 
would advise every man afflicted with en
forced idleness, or desiring success of any 
kind, to get a. church pew and take it 
home, u.s i ha.v done. Another church is 
now being destroyed in this city to make 
room for worldly affaire in the shape of 
stores and tenement rooms, and the pews 
being taken out are thoroughly sanQtilieq 
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from long years of service and weekly 
contact with the bodies of the saints who 
hav worshiped thereon; and this fact is 
mentioned for the benefit it may be to 
those who hav thus far failed to succeed 
because of their estrangement from God. 
Now, to strengthen belief in the conclu
sions I hav formed, two remarkable-yea, 
wonderful-inQidents in connection with 
my pew are here. given. Just before 
the last birthday of the Lord's son, I felt 
the need of a good turkey to properly com
memorate that anniversary, and going 
into a place where such birds were being 
rafiled off, I laid down my five cents and 
entered the contest with the dice box and 
eighteen competitors. The Lord being 
with me, of course I won, and a fourteen
pound turkey became mine. Again, an 
accident occurred in which I was laid up 
for one week, but a fellow victim, who 
owned no pew, was disabled for four 
weeks! Now if any man fails to see the 
hand of providence in such otherwise inex
plicable events, he must be an unreason· 
able skeptic, and I hav no desire to dis
cuss the matter with him. It is enough for 
me to know that the Lord was with me, 
and is to this day, and I now rest in per
fect security on that sa.netified pew, know
ing that my wants hav an unfailing source 
for their supply, That my happy experi
ence may benefit others is my earnest wish. 

C. SEVERANCE, 

The Views of a Persecuted Adventist. 

sought to kill Christ, notwithstanding he 
is Lord of that day and defined what was 
l!'wful to do. 

The modern Pharisees are just as zeal
ous that their traditions relativ to Sunday 
keeping shall be observed in order to save 
the nation. And those who follow the ex
ample of Christ, and his teaching relativ 
to the Sabbath (Saturday), are spied out, 
fined, and imprisoned, worked in the 
chain· gang for daring to exercise their lib
erty. 

The ancients succeeded in killing Christ, 
and if the modern. Pharisee can resurrect 
the old Blue laws of Massachusetts a.nd 
Connecticut, they will judge them "as 
obstinate, wilful, and incorrigibly wicked, 
and on the third offense put them to death." 

Respectfully yours, 
WAYNE T. GrnsoN. 

A Badly "Flustered " Minister. 
NIPoMo, CAL., March 19, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I must begin my letter, I 
believe, with an apology for coming again 
so soon, but a paragraph has recently ap· 
peared in the San Francisco Examiner 
which is a deliberate falsehood and an in· 
suit to every Freethinker in Nipomo, and 
I would like to brand it as such through 
your paper if I may. This is the para
graph: 

NIPoMo, February 28.-A six days' de
bate closed here last night between 0. A. 
Phelps, of Colorado, in behalf of Free
thought, and Rev. J. E. Denton, of Sac· 
ramento, in behalf of the churches. It 

EVERETT, MAss., March 17,. 1895. was a great triumph for the churches. 
MR. EniToB: I desire to thank you for The moral sentiment of the community 

sending me your issue of February 15th, was revolutionized. 
in which you refer to my defense in the As it is dated the 28th, and the debate 
Malden court <Mass.) for violation of so- closed the evening of the 27th, it must hav 
called "Lord's day." The article ably been a telegram, and as the ministers were 
and truthfully exposes the false colors un- seen telegraphing the next morning, we 
der which the National Reform party, can be reasonably sure of the source of 
Sabbath Union, and Sunday Protectiv this unmitigated falsehood. Now, in the 
Leagues are sailing. Truly the conflict is first place, Mr. Denton was supposed to 
an irrepressible one, for the Sunday law be here to defend the Bible, but this says 
agitators aim not only to change our Con- "the churches," a.nd I really think they 
stitution, and enact a. national Sunday law, are right for once. "The' church " (to 
and remodel our state laws, but are work· most ministers) means their bread and 
ing for an international Sunday law. And butter, and Mr. Denton's debating was 
by sailing under false colors of union, certainly of a. very bread and buttery kind, 
temperance, workingman's friend, etc., if I may use such a term, for I believe, 
and catering to the Catholic church, the judging of the reverend gentleman's ac
mother of church-and·sta.teism, they will tions, that he would ha.v preferred stand
succeed in overt}'! rowing the grandest iorm ing up to be kicked for six nights instead 
of civil government ever known to the his- of trying to debate, always providing such 
tory of man. a course would hav been u.s lucrativ a busi-

Why should the sons of our forefathers neBS. In the second place, the Freethink
so soon forget the priceless cost of true era are among the best citizens of Nipomo, 
American liberty and independence from and hav ever been. And we now hav a 
a church-ruled government and priest- Freethinking justice of the peace, post
craft-slavery? master, and constable, to say nothing of a 

Why do they not rime as one man, and host of good citizens. In fact, it took 
demand that the Constitution shall be sus- "imported ministers" to discover that we 
tained ~sit is, and all state laws framed in I were Anarchists or Sqcialists, or, in fact, 
harmony with its grand declaration of lib- that we were in any way different, as a 
erty and inalienable rights? Why so soon body, from other honest, law-abiding peoc 
forget the disgraceful attempt and result ple. Again, I hav seen nothing of any 
of trying to govern the New England col- moral revolution; if one has taken plat~e 
onies under a theocracy, especially here in here, it was certainly not among Free· 
Massachusetts? Why forget that under thinkers, and if there is a revolution in 
the separation of church a.nd state the the Christian camp I am inclined to think 
church has enjoyed ita greatest freeaom, it is mental rather than moral, although 
protection, and prosperity? Why do they there may be room for both, for all I know. 
not see that, while they allow without a The question in this debate was,' 'Resolved, 
protest a bigoted faction to a. bridge the That the Bible is entirely of human origin, 
equal rights of citizens, be they Infidel or and inculcates an imperfect code of 
Christian, they are permitting the under- morals." . The first three nights Mr. 
mining of our liberty,- and t!>at what is a Phelps demonstrated quite plainly that 
safeguard for one is'a safeguard for all? I there is nothing in the Bible which the 
answer: Because they are lulled to sleep by brain of man could not hav originated, 
the modern pharisaical soothsayers, who, and that there is a great deal in it which 
like as of old, "teach for doctrin the tra- no all-wise God would hav inspired him to 
ditions and commandments of men." · Be· write. Mr. Denton's magnificent defense 
cause pulpit oratm;s hav ceased to persuade of the inspiration of the scriptures was to 
by the gospel of love; they ha.v substituted say that he didn't care if there were two 
political essays well calculated to tickle hundred and seventy-thousand errors in 
the ears of the thouphtless, especially the Bible, he didn't care if there were a 
office-hunters who seek a boom for office million, and a little later he said, "I am 
under the guise of reli~ion. Because of going to prove all of it that I can, all of it 
the pleasing fable that the millennia! dawn if I can." Mr. Phelps, in his reply, said 
is going to be ushered in by ma1ring this, he wondered if Mr. Denton cared 1f the 
and other nations, Christians by law, and Bible were all error.s, and asked him if he 
in order to do this, and save this nation, was going to prove the errors which he 
they insist that the Sunday law must be had just admitted along with the rest. 
enforced. But Mr. Denton did not condescend to 

In conclusion, let me draw a parallel be- enlighten us any further on God's errors. 
tween the modern Pharisees and the an- A little later he was forced to admit that 
cient ones, The ancient ones were very whatever proved the Christian religion, 
zealous that their trl\ditions relativ to the also proved the heathen religions, and 
Sabbath should be observed lest the for- wound up the first night by saying that 
eigners come and take away their place any religion was better than none. He 
and nation, and because Christ and his said, too, that if he could prove tOne word 
disciples did, on that day, that which they of the Bible to be inspired, he had wo!l his 
declared to be unlawful, therefore they oase, so he took the word "God," declar-
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ing, "We must hav the thing before we 
can hav the name." Mr. Phelps then 
asked him " haw about spooks, hob-gob· 
lins, and witches, mermaids, etc?" Mr. 
Denton ignored all of the question except 
the word mermaid; that, he said, just 
suited him as an illustration of his side of 
the case, for itwasacombination of known 
things. · By reading from the Bible Mr, 
Phelps soon demonstrated that there was 
plenty of material "in stock" for a J eho
vah, "pure wool" for his hair being one 
great requisit (Dan. vii, Rev. i), and noth
ing more was heard of the God-idea. 
Josephus, too, died a violent death during 
this debate, but Pliny, Tacitus, and even 
Renan were dragged in as contemporane
ous writers, and answered just as well, 
apparently, to the uninformed. Another 
brilliant "point" made by the gentleman 

'from Sacramento must hav made even the 
Christians in the audience blush if they 
ever read their Bibles. For he said that 
even if Confucius, Aristotle, and others 
did write and teach practically the same 
as the Golden Rule, it was handed down 
to them from Moses, when we a.IJ know 
that the Mosaic law was an eye for an eye, 
a. tooth for tooth, etc., instead of doing to 
others as you would wish them to do to 
you. He also stated that Michael Bakou
nine was the greatest of Freethinkers, 
and laid the corner-stone of Freethought. 

All that I need to say in regard to this 
is that the first martyr to Christianity (so 
far as I know) died in the fourth century, 
and Bakounine was not born until the be
ginning of the nineteenth century, a.'fter 
Paine and Voltaire were both dead, and 
long after Bruno, Vanini, and numbers of 
other brave souls had laid down their lives 
that Freethought might liv. This state
ment was made some time after the first 
three nights. The iast three Mr. Denton 
attempted to show that the Bible taught a 
perfect code of morals, and that it taught 
nothing wrong. His way of doing this 
was to show up the imperfections of every
thing else under the sun and let the Bible 
strictly alone; this was not Mr. Phelps's 
way of treating the question, and he read 
and quoted scriptures, until Mr. Denton 
was compelled to fall baok on his knowl
edge of Latin (a language of which we 
common mortals were quite "innocent," 
of course), in order that we might not see 
how badly he was nonplused; as "ad 
nauseam " cut a prominent figure, how
ever, we gathered that he was not exactly 
pleased with the situation. Finally, two 
interested spectators whispered to Mr. 
Phelps, and when his time came he .pro
posed that we take up a collection to buy 
the gentleman a Bible. Mr. Denton 
would not take the hint, however, and 
continually quoted uninspired writers to 
prove the inspiration and perfection of 
the scriptures, and even took it upon him
self to say that if the inspired Paul were 
speaking to-day, especially with regard to 
women, he would talk very differently, 
But then I rather agree with him in this 
last myself. I think Paul would talk "dif
ferently," or do some pretty lively 
"sprinting" to keep ont of the way of 
fathers, sons, and brothers, to say nothing 
of sweethearts. Mr. Denton also felt called 
upon to offer on the rostrum (not outside, 
mind you) a grlltuitous insult to every 
womim whose head is so shaped that she 
must think her own thoughts regardless of 
the clergy. He said: "The most shame
ful thing on earth, it seems to me, is a 
woman who calls herself a Freethinker," 
and the worst of this is that it called forth 
rounds of applause as often as he had a 
mind to refer to it; not so strange, though, 
considering the fact that three brother 
ministers held down prominent seats on 
the platform and started the clapping re- , 
gardleBS of points, aud a certain Alement 
would always follow. Another of 'Mr. 
Denton's knock-out arguments was Lib
eral, Mo. ·I believe he wilfully misrepre
sented Liberal, but we will let that go; he 
made himself ridiculous, anyway, by stat
ing that free- love was the staple product 
there, and then telling of desperate ef
forts of the clergy to get in there. When 
we laughed, he said of course they wanted 
in for missionary purposes. 

I must also say in closing that I believe 
a new era is dawning for Nipomo. The 
lion and the lllmb hav not lain down to
gether, but something far more wonderful 
has occurred. All the churches hav been 
lying together since the debate, where 
before was ever discord and bickering. 

Yours for Freethought, 
BERTHA WILSON FoREMAN. 
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G hiZdren' s {Sornsr. 
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 

River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tions for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the ·dark and the day light, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a panse in the day's occnpationR 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Yon and I. 
We are living in this ~orld, 

Yon and I; 
Let n• hear the music playing, 

Yon and I; 
Will we find in the cup of p'easure. 
All there is in life's grand measure, 
Or will mmic •ing of duty. 

Yon and I? 
7{ e arP living in this world, 

Yon and I. 
Let n• always teach utility, 

Yon and I. 
We •honH learn the one great lesson, 
In this world of mirth and passion, 
There is a cause for every action, 
Be the a0tinn good or bad; 
Let n' cultivate t.he good. 

Yon and I. 
We are living in this world, 

·Yon and I; 
Lst us build our lives with virtue. 

Yon and I; 
We should bury all contention, 
About the future and the past, 
And liv to be of service 
To humanitY, while we la•t; 
Trn•ting the future for more· harmony. 

Yon and I. C. N. W. 

Youthful Shrewdness. 
"Mamm~. I fiak I am not well," 

Said lazy little Mabel, 
The beans I'd given b er to shell 

Neglected on the table. 
Her dimpled cheeks with roses vied; 

Her eyes the stars resembled; 
The chubby form my faith defied, 

My darling has dissembled. 
u I'm sorry, dear," I gravely said, 

·• Because you'll miss the puddings. 
'Ibe place fo~ sick folks is in bed, 

With not a taste of good things." 
She. thoughtfully smoothed out her dress, 

This naughty little sinner. 
"Then I'm not sick j Jst now, I dess. 

I'll wait till aHer dinner " 

Correspondence. 
CHARLES CITY, !A., March 23, 1895. 

Miss SusAN H. WixoN: As this. is my 
first letter to the Corner, I will not write 
much. I am a FreethinkiPg girl, twelve 
years old, and study reading, spelling, 
geography, language, ani! music. I do 
not see any nsA of their having music in 
the school. We bav to neglect other 
studies that would do us more good than 
music. My teacher says when we get older 
we will be glad that they had music in the 
schools. 
lf anv little Freethinker, boy or girl. 

would like to correspond with me, I would 
gladly answer. Yours truly, 

RosALIND Trrus. 
[Rosalind will not be sorry that she has 

a knowledge of music, but she mu~t giv 
all the attention possible to her other 
studies, for school days ara soon over.
ED. 0. 0.] 

TAcoMA, WAsE£., March 14, 1895 
MISS WJXoN: Being at leisure I thought 

I would "rite to the Corner. Papa has 
been taking TBE TRrr'!'H ::lE KER f••r some 
time. There are a great many Freethink
era hna. Mr. 0. B. Reynolds came here, 
over a year ago, and lectured. Soon after 
we organized a Tacoma Secular Union. 
It bad a great many members, and would 
bav had more, but people were afraid if 
they joined it the church-going people 
would not patronize them in their business. 
It bas failed since, to onr sorrow. Mr. 
Charlesworth is thinking of coming here, 
and he has written to several Liberals. 
I will close my letter now, hoping all read
ers of THE 'l'RUTH BEEKER are well and 
happy. FRIEDA WILDE. 

[We hope the Secular Union may soon 
revive and become a power in Tacoma, 
and that Frieda will be one of its "ide
awake and activ members.-ED, 0. 0] 

McPHERSON, KAN., March 21, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would 

write to the Corner to let yon and the 
Gerner friends know that Mr. Graves, the 
publisher. of tb~ Little Freethinker, bas 
lost all h1s beddmg and some of his type 
by fire. I want yon all to send him some 
money so he can replace the things he lost. 
Those who want. to sPnd him money <·an 
ei.the~ send it to Mr. Gr~ves at Ha•t.ings, 
Michigan, or to tbe editor, Mrs. Elmina 
D. Blenker, Snowville. Pulaski county, Va. 
When you send it to Mrs. Slenker you will 
)lav to tell htr it is for Mr. Graves. If 
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yon can send only a few cents it may help 
him out some. I will send him twenty-five 
cents; mamma sends him twenty. five cents, 
and mv brother is goine- to send him some 
also. ·r think Mr. Graves must be a single 
man, for if be bad a loving wife at home, 
she rrdght bav saved his tbin!?R. 

Yours in truth, CARRIES. KumN. 
[We hope all will heed the above appeal 

that Mr. Graves may be amply remuner
ated for his loss very soon.-ED. 0. 0.] 

CROSBY, TEx , March 22, 1895. 
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I like to see the 

Children's Corner with many letters in it. 
There seem to be some Bible readers 

who can devote their time to nothing else. 
I think all children should hav their 
choice between religion and libPrty. Let 
them hav all of the Freethought literature 
they want, and giv them the Bible, and let 
them take their choice be a Christian or a 
Freethinker. But if he or she, as the case 
may bt>, has a ~p:JOnful of sense, Pree
thonght will be prefflrred to religion. 
Nine times out of a hundred, though·, the 
parents will keep the children's heads 
buried in the Bible, or some ot.her like 
literature, and never allow them to look at 
such a book as the ''Age of Reason." Well, 
I am sure I will never be a Christian un
less they hring- to the front something bet
ter than th~ Bible is to prove to me that 
Obl'istiauity is true. 

Your Liberal friend, BELLE HARVEY. 
[Always seek for evidence. Prove all 

things, and hold fast that which is good, 
is an excellent motto Every one will 
agree that Belle is a bright and interesting 
girl, not likely to be imposed on.-ED. 
0. 0.] 

BEEBE, ARK., March 29, 1895. 
DEAR MisS WIXON: I see very few letters 

from the sunny South in our Liberal paper. 
We hav good people here, but they don't 
dare think for themselvs nor look at both 
sides of religion. This is the home of the 
"one horse preacher," who keeps the 
people scared with his " J esns book," but 
some are looking for light, and they 
always get it when they come . to our 
house. Two years ago bnt few church peo
ple would come to see us, because we were 
all Infidels.. My papa lectures on Free
thought. But they are over their scare. 
Everybody comes now, and many say he 
is right. We k<'ep a summer resort four 
mile• north of Beebe. Baebe is a beauti· 
fnl town of one thousand inhabitants, and 
a pleasant climate. It is quite healthful 
here, anft homes are cheap. Many people 
in the North could get a home here who 
cannot own one there. I would like to 
correspond with some of the Oornerites. I 
am fourteen years old. 

With best wishes to Aunt Susie and 
cousins, EDITH WYATT. 

[Edith is a bright, wide· awake girl, and 
the weeds of superstition will never root 
in her pathway. May she liv long to do 
good and be a blessing to her parents and 
friends.-ED. 0. 0.] 

GARDEN GROVE, !A., March 18, 1895. 
DEAR Mrss WixoN: f wrote once to the 

Children's Corner, and am now doing it 
again. I am old and hav no children of 
my own, but I am much interested in read
ing the letters of the little witches and 
pleased to see them sign themselvs "vour 
little Infidel," and "your little Ftee· 
thinker." Colonel "Bob" says when 
womPn begin to reason and babes ait on 
lap of philosophy, the world will soon get 
rid of priestcraft, ignorance, and suoer

. stition I think in about twenty years 
fro u Dt•W, when the Cornerites are grown 
to be women and bav homes of their own, 
there will be lots of sweet littl" babes 
8itting on the lap of philosophy. Yon are 
doing a grand work m fetching women 
out of the churches and from nnder the 
bondage of priestorafr.. Th.,re are women 
here in our town who spend half of th ir 
time gadding around raising money to fix 
np their church and keep their beloved 
pastor sleek and fat, while their own 
homes are mortgaged beyond redemption. 
Ignorant Christians say that Infidels do 
not want their children to grow up and 
believe as they do. I want to refute them 
by making a nice scrap-book of letters 
from the Children's Corner. Go on with 
the good work. JOHN CARNAHAN. 

[Thanks, friend John, for your kind let
ter.· We are glad yon like to read onr 
young folks' letters, .and that scrap-book 
will be a little gem when yon get it done. 
Your words of appreciation are very en
couraging.-ED. 0. 0.] 

Doesn't Get Around in Time. 

Tommy: "Do yoa say your prayers 
every night?" 

.T1mmy: "Yep." 
"And does your maw say hers?" 
"Yep," 
"And does your paw?" 

"Naw. Paw don't need to. It;s almost 
daylight when he gits to bed."-Cincin
nati Tribune. 

THE SECOND SUMMER, 
many mothers believe, is the most precarious in 
a child's life; generally it may be true, but you 
will find that mothers and physicians familiar 
with the value of the Gail Borden Eagle Brand 
Condensed Milk do not so regard it. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE-HALF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perche•. located 

within one and a half mHPs of l\Iedia county ~eat 
aurl within four miles of Chester, Pa., on the 
DelawarP river. Several •prings of soft water. 
good timber growing on the place. some ~boice 
apple and pear trees in fruiting cond;ti'>n. Hons~ 
and barn on the place. but are old buihlinl!'s. 
Within five minutes' walk of the railroad •1ation, 
9 miles from 'Philadelphia,. Trolley line b•tween 
Merlia and Chester, with less than five minutes' 
w•lk. 

The place i~ spe<'ially well located for a florist. 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would nut a modern boose on it. Fight 
years &P'O the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it. has sol•i as low as that 
since. Several smttller place• have sold at l!!t.OOO 
per acre. Tt-e land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bettntiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEl!KER. 

P Sol'Yl~ti\tl'\g 
f QUI"TE NEW&. UNIQUE 

THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye con 
see. 

Saw the Vision of th~ world, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land w~tlJ.out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na-
ked and not ashamed." • 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price. cloth, $1; paper. 50 centR. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees, 
and Early Hi,.tory of Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 
fully Set Il'ortll. 

By REV. ROBERT 7AlLOR, 0.0. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
2RL&favAttA nlaoA. NAw York. 

Oriental History, Researches 
I m 

EMBltA.C!NG THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS7 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.DI 
l!'ourth Eaition. 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part H.-Researches in Zoroa.strianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part IlL-Derivation of Christianity; twenty 
chaPters. 

Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? .Fin chap. 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.::»0. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 

COMPANY. 2R J,a.fa.vAttA Pl&oA. NAw York Oitv. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" says: "It is by far the best production 
of l\ir Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a' an excellent text-bof)k nf the subject .. 'l'he 
manner iB good. and the stYle is bright. The 
reader is earned along on an easy-flowinu stre•.m 
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
TH.E TRUTH SEEKER, 

•M L•bvette ol&Bo. New i'o.., 
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<ffPond's 

Extract 
IS WORTH ITS 

WEICHT IN COLD 
Cures Female Complaints, 

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores, 

Bruises and ALL PAIN. 

CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

DO NOT CURE. 

$67g,6g4,439· 
By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Shoulll It Be Exempt from 
Taxat·ion t' 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our pamphlet with this title contains a.n Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of I890, 
the Value b:y Denominations, of Church Prooer
ty in the Umted States and in the several States 
and rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitant.s; so arranged a• to show at 
a glance the reJat~ve ~tanding as to We~th o.f the 
Leading Denom1natwn• and Denommat10na. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities. States. and Sections, all 
comparisons being based upon official fil$'ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub
lished. In no other work are the l&cts, figures, 
and arguments to be found. The figures. beiJ!g 
ierived from the Government Census of 1890. will 
not be superseded until the cemns of 1900 shall 
have been completed- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
~s ~he injnst1~e of church exemption is suffered 
,o exist. . 

By single copies the price is I5 cents, but &a the 
work is pubnshed s.oecially for distribntwn by 
;hose who fa•or justwe in taxation the following 
rsdnctwns are made: 

ran copieR. • 11!1.00 
Fifty copies, • 4.50 
)ue hundred copies · · · 8.00 
LLrger quantities at special rates. 

\ilrlrARR 'l'HF, 'l'Rn'l'H RFJ'Ji]KER. NAw York. 

J.D. SqaYJ's Boo~s. 

'J'he Bibl~: What Is It 1 A pamphlet con· 
tainint{ eight chapters. in refut~tl,on bof ~h~ 
assmnption that the B1ble is a d1nne oo o 
pure thought, and correct in all its utterances 
Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A cl~ar e~po~~tion 
of the biblical story of man's oreat1on, anca 
"curse," theologically denominated "the fall. 
Price, 10 cents. • . 

The Bible Against . Itself. Oont~m~ng 
one hun•lred ant! fifty plain s~lf-contrachctwns 
of the Bihle involving questwns of theology, 
morals, and history. Price, 10 cents, 

Tlte Unman Nature of Jesus. A re~u~a
tion of the assumption that he was a d1vme 
l'Ol'AOn and that he was the fulfillment of Old 
'l'estanient prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the sub_ject fro~ a 
nego.tive and affirmath:e .standv.omt, showmg 
what it is not and what 1tls. Pnce,5oents. 

Address 'l'HE TRUTH Bl!:EKER, 
1,18 La.fa.:vette place, New York. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSE]) 
BY Rwv. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

'Prioe, 15 centsl Ar4dresa thi~ o:jlice~ 
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jf sw f}u'bZioations. 

Unless otherwise specified, all publica
tion.Y noticed here can be had nf THE 
l'RUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price 
r~amed. 

CHAMBERS'S CONOISE GAZETTEER OF THE 
WoRLD. Topographical, Statistical, 
Historical. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippin
cott Company. Oloth, 8vo. 768 pp. 
Price, $2. 25. 
This volume is chiefly a condensation 

from Chambers's Encyclopedia, although 
manv of the articles are new and there are 
numerous additions to the list, The work 
is convenient to hold and handle and much 
information is packed into a small epaoe. 
We notice an amusing blunder made by 
the writer of the ·preface. He is speaking 
of the allusions to famous persons, places, 
or events, snob as the "sage of Chelsea," 
the "victor of Barossa," and the "Chil
tern Hundreds." Among the rest is the 
"Hermit of Walden." Now it so happens 
that that is the only reference to Thoreau 
or to Walden there is in the book! 

THE CYOLOPEDIO REVIEW OF CURRENT HIS· 
TORY. Edited by Alfred S. Johnson, 
A.M., Ph. D. Vol. 4, 1894. Baffalo: 
Garretson, Cox & Co. Paper, 8vo., il
lustrated. Price, $1.50 per year, 40 
cents per single number. 
This is a much-needed and excellent 

publication. It admirably supplements the 
standard cyclopedias by bringing the rec
ord of events down to date, or within two 
or three months of it. Every p~rson who 
has oooasiQJn to O()nsult a cyclopedia-as 
what person ha~ not-will not need to be 
reminded that those books of reference 
are costly and new editions are gotten out 
only at infrequent intervals, and even if 
they were brought down to the end of each 
year the element of cost would shut most 
of the new editions out of the homes and 
offices of a great majority of the people. 
But this "Cyolop3dio R9view" will fill in 
the gap very weU at a moderate· expense. 
It should be a great financial success for 
its enterprising publishers. 

HYPNOTISM: How It Is Done; Its Uses 
and Dangers. By James R. Cooke, 
M.D. Boston: Arena Publishing Com
pany. Oloth, 12mo., 373pp. Price, $1.50. 
This book is one that can be read with 

profit by all, for it is written in the purely 
scientific, spirit by a physician who is too 
cool an observer and too little of a partisan 
to exaggerate in one direction the import
ance of given facts or to minimize it in the 
other. The conclusion is that hypnotism 
may often be used by the physician and 
less often by the surgeon to relieve pain 
and mitigate or onre disease. He finds 
that some may be helped thereby who can
not be relieved by other agencies, while, 
on the contrary, H fails totally in other 
oases of the same disease. He urges that 
the subject be studied and experimented 
with for the sole purpose of getting at the 
facts, not to establish a preconceived 
theory for or against There is nothing 
of the sensational, of the marvelous, of 
the supernatural, of the superhuman about 
the book. It is a refreshing contrast to 
most of the popular works dealing with 
the same subject, books which can fill the 
minds of roosoning, cool- blooded men and 
women with weariness and disgust only. 

PoPULAR SOIENTIFIO LECTURES. By Er-
nest Mach. Translated by Thomas J. 
McCormack. Chicago: The Open Court 
Publishing Company. Ctoth, 12mo., 
313 pp. Illustrated with forty-four outs 
and diagrams. Price, $1. 
These lectures, delivered during a period 

extending from 1864 to 1894, are upon 
these topics: The Forms of Liquids, the 
Fibers of Corti, on the CaU:ses of Harmony, 
the Velocity of Light, why has Man Two 
Eyes? on Symmetry, on the Fundamental 
Concepts of Electrostatics, on the Prinoi· 
pie of the Conservation of Energy, on the 
Economical Nature of Physical Inquiry, 
on Transformation and Adaptation 1ll 
Scientific Thought, on the Principle of 
Comparison in Phy,lios, on Instruction in 
the Olassios and the Mathematic a-Physical 
Sciences. They are in the popular style 
that such lectures must be if they are to 
hav hearers in the first place and many 
readers when put into book form. In his 
preface to this volume Professor Mach 
observes that only a small amount of in
formation can . be conveyed to the hearer 
in the limited time accorded to a subj.aot, 
but that in such lectures, if the matter. is 
appropriately chosen, " the charm and 
poetry of research can be conveyed to 
them." "It is only necessary to set forth 
the attraotiv and alluring features of a 
problem, and to show what broad domains 
of fact can be illuminated by the light 
radiating from the solution of a single and 
oftentimes unobtrusiv point." In this 
way also is shown the substantial sameness 
of scientific and common thought. The 
general public loses its shyness toward 
11oientifio questiolll!, while it is forced upon 

THE TRUTH REEKER. 

the ooneciousness of the ]Pcturer that 
"his work is only a small part of the uni
versal process of life, and th11t the results of 
his labor~ must redound to the benefit not 
only of himself and a fflw of his associates, 
bnt to that of the oolleoti v whole." 

The. leotnres are all interesting and in
~tructtv; but perhaps "Why has Man Two 
Eyes?" will longer hold the attention of 
the average reader, because the subject is 
one that so appeals to our experiences and 
imaginings. Referring to photographic 
and stereoscopic work, the lecturer ob
serves: "You know that if you move 
much while your photograph" is being 
taken. your picture will come out like that 
of a Hindoo deity, with several heads or 
several arms, which, at the spaces where 
they overlap, show forth with equal dis
tinctness, so that you seem to see the one 
picture through the other. If a person 
moves quickly away from the camera be
fore the impression is completed, the ob
jects behind him will also be imprinted 
upon the photograph; the person will look 
transparent. Photographic ghosts are 
made in this way." Another especially 
thought-provoking lecture is the last-on 
Education. 

BRooK FARM: Historic and Personal Me
moirs. By John Thomas Codman. Bos
ton: Arena Publishing Company. Oloth, 
12mo.,'335 pp. Price, $2. 
This book is supposed to giv the inner, 

intimate history of "The Brook Farm Ex
periment," an experiment conducted bv a 
small group of famous or noted men, some 
one and some the other. Mr. Codman re
marks that there were two distinct phases 
of the associated life at Br )Ok Farm. 
The pioneers established a: school and com
bined with it farm and household labors. 
Then came au attempt to introduce 
" methods of social science and to add 
mechanical and other industries to those 
already commenced." The two periods 
covered are commonly called the Trans
cendental and the Industrial. It appears 
that the records of the institution are 
missing, probably long ago destroyed, and 
the book before us was compiled and writ
ten from a few memoranda and the author's 
memory of the experiences he and his as
sociates underwent in their attempt to 
solve the social problem. It is written 
not so much to gratify curiosity or to re
cord the deeds of the men and women who 
were wise "before their time," as to 
whisper courage to the reformers of to-day 
who are wrestling with the eame great 
issue, Mr. Codman points out that the 
"Brook Farm life and ideals were purely 
oooperativ and philosophical," and he ex
presslls the opinion that a few weak trials 
made fifty years ago were not enough to 
solve the question of right living and de
termin how to shape the outward forms of 
society. He confides to his readers the 
wish of his heart that his sketch of his 
early days may inspire some who can com
mand the influen.oe and means necessary 
"t'l continue the experiments in social 
science, along lines latd out with more or 
less clearness by the Brook Farmers." 

The originator of the movement was the· 
Rev. George Ripley, a Unitarian minister 
who had gravitated into Transcendental
ism; the place selected was at Brook Farm, 
West Roxbury, nine miles from Boston. 
At the first there were· about twenty per
sons in the settlement, among whom was 
Nathaniel Hawthorne. When taken it was 
a milk farm and early each morning one of 
the colony sta~ted for Boston with a load 
of milk. '.rhe work wal new to most of 
them, aud for the women it wa, particu
larly hard, as there were so few compared 
with the number of men, and visitors and 
pupils added to the burden. In the fall of 
1842 the Brook Farm school was started 
with teachers in Intellectual and Natural 
Philosophy and Mathematics, Belles Let
tree, Latin and Music, Gorman and Greek, 
Theosophical[?] and Practical Agriculture, 
History and Modern L<~nguages, and four 
in the primary and infant classes and draw
ing. Obarles A. Dana was 1 he instructor 
in German and Greek .• After about two 
years of the work along the lines origi
nally laid down it was determined to extend 
the industrial enterprise and to take into 
the society practical workers even if not 
educated to the degree at first deemed 
essential. This action alienated the more 
th~oretioal of the outside friends of the 
enterprise, as Ralph Waldo Emerson, for 
instance. But the book will tell you all 
about it, much better than we can. 

$109 Reward, $100. 
The readers of this palper will be pleased to 

learn that there is at least one dreaded disease 
that science has been able to cure in all its stages 
and that is Oatarrh. Hall's Oatarrh Oure is the 
only positive cure now known to the medical 
fraternity. Oatarrh bein!l' a constitutional dis
ease requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's 
Oatarrh Oure is taken imernally, acting directly 
upon the blood and mucous surraces of the sys
tem, thereby destroying the foundation of the 
disease, and giving the patient strength by build
ing up the constitution and assisting nature in 
domg its work. The proprietors have so much 
faith in it• curatiVe powers, that they offer One 
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails 'o cure. 
Send for circulars and testimonials. AddressA 

F. J. OHENEY & 00., Toledo, v. 
nr- Sold by Druggists, 75c. 
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I 400 ears · r OF ; 

iFreetl"l ough tl 
== ~ ==·I ~· ~~ ~ . 1 B~ Samuel Porter Putqam 1 
•== 
~~ I •= Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Jl Back, Marbled Edges. $5. I 
I§ ·with The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 
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FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

I§ Four Hundred Yea,rs. 
e§ IE ~HE 'I R UTH~SEEKEROoliPANY;;;;;;:nnced in Octo-
1§ 1.v ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
~~ had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
e=: were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 

~~ have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 

·===-~-- all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
•== realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
!E in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ·~ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly •= three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. Io.•= ~~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
I§ hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
~~ multiplied to o~~e hundred ana forty-one! · Considering the fact 
e=: that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as ·= e=: undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive......,and 

·== 
I
•§_; properly estimating the expense of the extra ·three hundred pages 

of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 

·= ~~ per cent more for his $5 than was gu!\ranteed to him. Well, the 
~~ nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
8§ sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
~~ investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
e=: not only satisfied-more ·than satisfied-but surprised and de-

l-§ •= lighted that they got such a bargain. 
e§ As for the subJ"ect matter of FoUR HUNDRED YEARS oF FREE· 
•§ I§ THoUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 

·~ and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
~~ possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free

l§==~ thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 
I§ organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 

1
~==--- of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

""' unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
•== book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
~~ magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

1E Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
~~ THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of Stxteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects- . 

I:ntroduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. GJd and th9 Devil III. Is the Bible Oon
tradwtory? IV .. Jesuo-WasHethe FulftllmElut.of Heorew "rophe·JYa'ld. Expectancy? V. Jesus 
the .re~cher of J:!IqhteousneRs. VI Dtd the DI<mples Look for an Immerliate rlesurrect'cn? VII 
'\Yhat Does.the Bible '.reach Regardi!lg the Second Oo uin~ of Ohrist? VIH The Ohrist Spirit Out~ 
side the Bible. IX What Is the ,jible? X . .l:Iow ~Ian Advances. XI. Whv l>o Men Oling to the 
Bib!~? XII. Belief,.Unbelief1 Faith. Reason, an<). Pr ,yer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Pumshment. X ( . .Lmmortahty. XVI. Oonclu;wn. • 
A Book that should be in 'the hands of all who seek the Lisrht 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. The Truth Seeker, .New l:ork. • 



Gsms of ~ltought. 

THEOLOGY has only. served to upset 
brains, and sometimes states.- Voltaire. 

Por..-\"TJNG to another world will never 
stop vice among us; shedding light over 
this world can alone help us.- Whitman. 

RESISTANCE to aggression is not simply 
justifiable but imperativ. Non-resistance 
hurts both altruism and egoism.-Herbert 
Spencer. 

::THE only trouble with this great country 
of our is that it is running all to politics. 
The tax-eaters are carrying it off like a 
thousand tiny ants rolling a disabled cater
pillar.-Galvesto>l News. 

THE old countries. the so-called effete 
races, are quite apt to birth and nurture 
genius. Newly-discovered countries may 
be sbsolntely barren of men of the first 
type. The new land may giv the pioneer. 
The old land may giv the preserver. Even 
this cannot be uncompromisingly asserted. 
The margin of uncertainty is too wide.
Horace L. Traubel. 

THE poor, the feeble, the helpless, pre
cisely those whose pitiable estate appeals 
most strongly to the sympathies of man, 
the Supreme crushes, relentlessly, unhesi
tatingly. The survival of the fittest, not 
the best, but the best adapted, those who 
can offer the stoutest resistance-is the 
rule of the ''benevolent" controler of the 
universe.-Jnhn Fr·ancis Smith. 

AT the risk of being called a faddist, I 
declare with no uncertain voice-for it is 
the voice of the coming era-that all the 
sports of the strong, dependent on the 
pain and oppression of the weak, are un
worthy of good and noble men, who, were 
they not blinded by custom, fashion, and 
tradition, would rush to the rescue of a 
defenseless animal, instead of hounding it 
to a terrible death.-Mary Campbell 
.Smith, in Westminster Review. 

THERE is the greatest difference between 
presuming an opinion to be true, because, 

·with every opportunity ior contesting it, 
it has not been refuted, and assuming its 
truth for the purpose of not permitting its 
refutation. Complete liberty of contra
dicting and disproving our opinion, is the 
very condition which justifies us in assur
ing its truth for purposes of action; on no 
other terms can a being with human fac
ulties hav any rational assurance of right, 
-J.S. Mill, 

THE optimist folds his smug hands on 
his ample knees, and murmurs content
edly, "The Lord has willed it"; "There 
must always be rich and poor"; "Nature 
has, after all, her great law of compensa
tion." The pessimist knows well self
deception like that is either a fraud or a 
blind, and recognizing the seething mass 
of misery at his doors givs what he can-his 
pity, or, where possible, his faint aid, in 
redressing the crying inequalities and in
justices of man or nature.-Grant Allen. 

WHEN one thinks of the Greeks playing, 
praying, laboring, lecturing, dreaming, 
sculpturing, training, living everlastingly 
in the free wind and under the pure heav
ens and thinks that the chief issue of civi
liza'tion is to pack human beings into 
rooms like salt fish in a barrel, with never 
a sight of leaf or cloud, never a whisper of 
breeze or bird-oh, the blessed blind men 
who think of progress! Progress, that 
givs four cubic feet of air apiece to its 
children, and calls the measurement Pub
lic ffealth!-Ouida. 

THE 'idea of suicide as an immoral or 
criminal action had its origin in the belief 
that mankind is sent to earth by a supreme 
being with a certain allotted length of 
days. If man dies at two-and-twenty of 
small-pox, tumbles off his horse at five
and-forty, is killed by a railway accident 
at sixty, or dies quietly in his bed at ninety, 
it is equally the will of God and by his 
commands. Although we do not recognize 
them by name, we still continue by im
plication to accept our ancestors' theory 
of the Norna who cut the thread of human 
fate whenever a man's life had come to a 
close.-Agnosco, in Agnostic Journal. 

JAMES I. said: "No bishop, no king." 
He might hav added: No cross, no crown. 
The king owned the bodies of men; the 
priests, the souls. One lived on taxes 
collected by force, the other on alms col
lected by fear-both robbers, both beg
gars. These robbers and these beggars 
controled two worlds. The king made 
laws, the priest made creeds. Both ob
tained their authority from God, both 
were the agents of· the infinit. With 
bowed backs the people carried the bur
dens of one, and with wonder's open 
month received the dogmas of the other. 
If the people aspired to be free, they were 
crushed by the king, and every priest was 
a Herod, who slanghterea the children 
of the brain. The king ruled by force, 
the priest by fear, and both by both,
Ingersoll. 
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PIANOS! PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tonlil quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 
. The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have ci:itieally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask fo.r inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 J?iles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

.If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SOB, Atchison, Kan. 

T1•uth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tenn:vson. Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and sing them iuyour homes, making them hap• 
Pf. and bright ?-BEND FOB A OOPY,-Green cloth, 
gilt title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 cents. 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS i!' 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 10 cen-ts. 

ALL styleB of watches from $1.38 up. Hand
some oatalog_ue free. Safe Watch Oo .. 9 Murray 
street, New York. ~2tl9 
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fn the nature ofthings, 
SAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL-

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Gt·ea t I nget·. 
soil Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture,'' remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. .It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brothel·, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free tlie 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a. handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury'a 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

'touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in ·Faith .. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT O. ADAMS. 

Bein~r the stor:v of hie mental loume:r from 
orthociox:v to Rr.tionr.lism •. 

Pnoe, P&Per, 25 oentn; cloth, 75 oenta. 
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·.J! ot for ]}arsons. 

SHoPPER: "Hav yon any toys a child 
can play with on Sunday?" Salesman: 
"Yes; here's a box of soldierp." Shop
per: "Play with soldiers on the Sabbath!" 
Salesman: "But these belong to the Sal
vation Army. "-New. York World. 

REv. DR. MoAULEY, an aged minister of 
Philadelphia, has been convicted of lead
ing a double life and the Presbyterian 
board has fired him. There .is hope for 
the Quaker Oity yet. Who would ever 
hav supposed that any Philadelphia man 
had so much life?-Sunday Telegram 
(Portland, Me.). 

THE TRUTH SEEKEtt. 

ter. "Well, then," said Tam, "if the 
Lord wants a big population tf) wol'k his 
plan of salvation upon, he may send down 
the Holy Ghost, or turn that big hill at 
the back of the house into men and womAn. 
He can hav as many as he wants, but I'll 
no be troubled with a pack of brats." 

ESTABLISHED 1865, 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 

Receivers and Shippers of 

Fruits and Vegetables. 
and 

365 DA~S 
Ahead Of 

AN Ohio preacher tells his congregation 
that " Ohicago is the nearest approach to 
hell that we hav upon this earth." This 
may or may not be true, but should any 
Ohicago congregation extend a call to the 
Ohio preacher at an increased salary the 
haste with which he would go to the ter
restrial hell would mitigate to an extent 
the superstitions horror of the credulous 
Bnckayes.-8unday Telegram (Portland, 
Me.). 

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS 
in 

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY, 

Sf[ THAT 
· · Keating Bicycles. 

CURVf, 19 to 23 lbs. SPECIALTIES 1 

Florida and California Products-Bananas, Or
anges, Lemons, Cra.nb·rriesl PmPapples, 

Grape•, Peaches, Pears, P nms, Mel-

1 OAT.ALOG FREE if you mention this paper. 

OuR little four-year-old Alice is a small 
interrogation point, and often makes re
marks which confound her elders. Last 
Sabbath, after the older children had gone 
to Sunday-school, her mamm!' undertook 
to giv her a Bible lesson. All proceeded 
nicely until Alice asked: "Mamma, where 
is God?" Her mother answered, " God, 
my dear, is in yoJir heart when yon are 
good and love people." Silence and deep 
thought on the part of Alice, then came 
"Mamma, please take my heart out and 
look at him."-New York World. 

DoOTOR P. was riding in the suburbs of 
Buffalo with his small boy, and stopped at 
a tavern to water his horse. The child 
watched the operation intently, and evi
dently thinking it clumsily managed, piped 
out: "Papa, why doesn't. the horse take 
the pail up with his feet and drink?" 
"Why, he isn't made that way." "Why 
not?" "Well, God didn't see fit to make 
him so." "Why didn't God make him 
so?" "Ah! that beats me. How should 
I know?" The infant's respect for his 
father clearly sn:flered. "H'm!" he said, 
after a moment's hesitation: "I'll ask 
grandma. She knows G.>d."- Buffalo 
Commercial. 

ons, A.pPles, B"rries. 
Potatnes, Onions, Cabbage•, Cucumbers, Toma

toes, C ,lery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips, 
Popcorn, Squash, Crab A.p- llfllfflf!tflflllf 0 flfl!tflflflflfll! 0 l!fll!flllfflflllf 0 mmllfO;;'I 

ples, Egg Plant. 0 

Special attent'on paici'to filling orders for l RIGHT LIVING I. Poultry, Eggs, Cneese and all kinds of Frmts 
and Vegetables in their season. 

118 So. Water st., Chicago. Ethics as Understood by a 
Student of Science. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering froiQ. a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

A GOOD, old Methodist lady attending 
service in a suburban Episcopal church 
last Sunday became happy under the .• 
preaching of the word, and ejaculated: :1 LLUSTAATED 

· By Carey K. Jurist. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR1 THE 

"Glory!" She was admonished to keep 
quiet by two of the brethren, and nodded 
assent, but soon btcoming forgetful, re
sponded "Hallelujah!" The brethren 
again called her attention to the annoy
ance, and told her that if she did not keep 
quiet they would be compelled to remove 
her. The sermon proceeded, and the old 
lady becoming very happy, and forgetful 

·of her surroundings, shouted out: "Glory 
to God!" This was too much for the 
brethren, and they tried to lead her out; 
but she refused to walk, so they carried 
her. On the way she said: "I am honored 
above my master, for while he was carried 
by an ass I am carried by two."-Phila
delphia Record. 

TAM GoRDON was a small farmer, a 
bachelor, and he lived alone....:.minns some 
things that make life worth living for some 
people, but folly satisfied with the depri
vation so he were spared the troubles and 
anxieties attending the advent of wife and 
bairns-and the extra work required for 
their maintenance. His parson, however, 
did not think Tam was altogether doing 
his duty to the kirk and his queen and 
country py so closely following his own 
inclinations, and undertook to remonstrate 
with him. Tam had no great necessity to 
leave his solitary couch at a very early 
hour, and it was not, therefore, surprising 
that the minister found him one morning 
just finishing his modest breakfast of 
brose. "Why, Tam," said he at once, 
marking the many evidences of bachelor
dom on all sides, "why don't yon marry, 
and hav a nice body about your house to 
keep things tidy. See what a nice bJ"eak
fast she'd cook for yon." "-Yes;" replied 
Tam, "and eat half of it, too, eh ?" "Well, 
but see how nicely she'd mend your 
clothell, and sew on your buttons, and 
maybe she'd mak' ye a new snit of clothes." 
"Ay " said Tam "and I'd hav to buy her 
som~ new clothe~, tool" The minister saw 
Tam had no soft spots on these lines, and 
tried another. "You know, Tam, it's 
your duty as a loyal citizen and a member 
of the kirk to take a wife. Suppose all 
men followed your exampl~ the race would 
come to an end. Did not uod order us to 
be fruitful and multiply? And will not 
his blessed ,plan of salvation be lost if we 
do not obey him?" Steadily Tam looked 
at the minister as he asked, "What did 
God make Adam out of?" "The dust of 
the ground, of course." "And who was 
the father of Jesus Ghrist?' "The Holy 
Ghost, Tam," inncently replied the minis. 

The text is poetical and the illustrations are 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO:UBE, 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only Price, LO Cents. For sale. at this Office. 
50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1, ----------------

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, THE 
28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

. CABEEB OF BELlGIOUS IDEAS. 
THE GIANT DELUSION Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

A. Consideration of the Doctrine . By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
of Personal Immortality. 

By OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
A. Paper rea<l. at the International Freethought 

Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893. 
Price, 10 Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 

This book is a study intbe evolution of relig
ions ideas. touching all forms or religions wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
1111d reliabilitY of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and tlte price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m paper and 75 cents in 
cloth to 25 cents in pa.per, 50 cents in cloth 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKll.R CO. 

MODEL 40 COLUMBIA 

~Bicycle Beauty comes from graceful lines 
and rme finish, in which points Columbia bicycles excel. But 
there is more than mere looks to recommend a Columbia. 
Back of the handsome design and elegant finish is a sterling 
quality that over the roughest road and the longest journey will 
carry the rider with safety and satisfaction. 

@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ Buy a COLUMBIA or a Hartford. 

POPE MFO.CO. @ 
Ceaeral Office• an4 Ilactorles, HARTFOIUI ~ 

aOSTON, NEWYORK, CHICAGO, ~ 

p,.::.::::;,o~~~~~Lo. ~ 
Send two 2-cent stamps for a @ 

Columbia catalogue; free if you I 
call at a Columbia agency. @ 

~J{~)l~~~J\Jl 

KEA.TING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoke, ~lass. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 

BY J, W. SULLIVAN. 
Price, 25 cents, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

WONDER CAlliXET FREE • Misainp; Link 
l'uz:dc, Dcvil's Bottle, Pock(·t Came~:... Latt>Sf 
Wire Puadc, Spook Photos, Dook of Sleight ur 
Hand, ·rot.ul Va.luc GiJc Sent free with immcMe 
catalez:uc of 1000 D!l.r;::aino for lOc. for }:Ostll.r<·. 
l::'I:GEIUiOI.L& nno. v;:. Cortlandt Street. N. l". 

Home 
Anyone 
chronic,ollstinate or 
diseasebdefect or deformity, 
or trou led about some pri-

affair in which the help 
and long experience is 

to state the case to me, in 
}Jerson or by (sending return postage) and 
I will advise frankly, fully ami eontidentially, and 
ll!lnd, if wanteu, my" Foote-Prints on The Path 
.toReaJth," -ilR, E. 6, fooTE, 1221.EX,AV,1 NEW YORK. 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is not in magic potionsb u specifics" 

Wr:i~~~laSc~~~E o~t :a~i~ 
Wise men study nature. shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
Dledical, Social, Sexual Science, 
by an eminent physician of 35 years 
experience. ·The "old, original, 
standard" -wot·k, endorsed by all, 
iiPitated by many, equalled by none. 
Ins}.:ired by wish to aid humanity, it 
llas providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays ou marriage, parentage, 

:~~~trai~c~'ti~~a6:i~a~af~~l~~e~ ~tgW 
married or who ever expect to be 
The last edition has 1,000 pages, 
3 colored charts of vital organs, 200 
wood cuts, 21 chromos showing 
origin. of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX hns over 200 Recipes. 

$1.50by Mall; Circulnrs Free. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

28 Lafayette Place . .New Yorlr. 

be sent to 
sealed in a envelope, 

!!ivlnrrcatiSeSand s;mptomsofthecom· 
lmlJortant ~e~i~l~t~gg~fr~h~~~~~~= 

ward Application-a positive cure-the only rem• 
edy of the klnd In existence-with evidences of sue· 
cess. . Address, DR. R, p, FELLO,VS, ' , 
~where r_ou sa~Ws adver. r Vineland. N. Jo 

NOW READ THIS I 
Dr. Fellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 

snocessfnl physician. He has treated DISEA.SEI:l 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies ar'3 
an rntgowth of thiA long_pract.ice, which shonl<l 
~rive coo1Jdence ~0 those amioted, . 

/ 
I 
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THE OLD CARPENTER RE.fURN8 FROM EGYPT. 

And he arose, and took the young child and his mother, and came iato the land of Israel. 
of God in a dream, he turned aside into the parts of Galilee.-Matt. ii, 21, 22. 

Being warned 

No tolls will be charged for the passage 
of vessels through the Canadian " Soo " 
canal. 

JunGE RUDoLPH B. MARTINE, of the 
court of General Sessions of New York, 
has recently died. 

nona, Minn. In Ohio several women were I pr:mitiv and unsoriplural claims is abso-
elected to positions on school boards. lutely visionary and impossible." 

PITTSBURG coal m~n say-that there is no W. J!. _CHAMBERS, United States Land 
danger that long di~hmce transmission of Commtsstoner _to Samoa, reports t~~t he 
electricity generated by water power will found but _nmeteen . Amertoan mtize?s 
injure them, as they can send a ton of coal t~ere, ex?lu_stv of ~ffi01als. The Co_mf!llB· 
a >housand miles by water for 25 cents. BlOn,conststmg of himself a~d 9ommtss1on-

_ _ era representing Great Brttam and Gar-
JINGOISM ts coshng France dearly. T_he many, rejected the vast bulk of acreage 

attempt to conquer :R<Iadatzascar has m- claimed by Americans because of the man
valved_ an ou~lay of $13,000,000, and t!le ifestly inadequate consideration given for 

ABTHUB WELLESLEY PEEL, for eleven Tonqmn affair cost $107,000,000, whtle it and because the titles were defeotiv. 
years speaker of the British House of Tonquin is a constant drain on the French 
Commons, has just retired from that po- taxpayers. ON April3 Judge :Barnard at Newburg 
sition. · . refused the application of the Anti-Vao-

IN thts country the yearly crop of pea- cination League of Newburg for amanda-
ON April 5 five persons were killed and nl!-ts !l~ounts to_about 88,000,000 pounds. mus requiring the Board of Education to 

several injured by an explosion of powder Vugt~na, Georgia, T_ennessee, and ~orth permit children who hav not been vao
in a grocery and ship chandlery at New Carolina are the cbtef p~oduc~rs, m the cinated to attend the public schools. As a 
Orleans, order named. In 1892 Afrtca shtpped 400,- compulsory education law has been passed 

THE bill for the disestabliBhment of the OOO,OOO pounds of peanuts to Europe. the decision of Judge Barnard leaves 
church in Wales has passed its second BRITISH troops are fighting with the hill parents who object to vaccination no rem
reading in the House of Commons by the tribes of northern India. In a late edy, The April issue of Foote's Health 
vote of 304 to 260. '·battle" in Chitral with 12,000 tribesmen Monthly, of 129 East 28th street, New 

. - h · under Umbra Khan, 500 of the native fell York, is an anti-vaccination number. 
THE ~orse oar 18 a thmg of t e past In in death under the fire of the Maxim guns 

St. Lome .. The Jefl'erso~ Avenuehne, the of the British, while the latter lostver few ANOTHER of the old landmarks of New 
last to g1v up _the anment system, has in killed and wounded Y York is going; Niblo's Garden is being 
adopted electriCity. j · torn down to make room for a modern 

b GREAT Britain reiterates her determina- office building. In 1851 Adelina Patti 
'!?RINCESS CoLONNA (nee Mackay) haso · ! tion not to submit the Venezuelan diffi- made her debut upon its boards !lB a child 

tamed ~rom the Roman courts a decree of . oulty to arbitration unless it is oonoedect in of eight. Gerry and his Society for the 
separatiOn fro~ her husband and the. ens- advance that she is to retain the territory Suppression of B11dding Genius were not 
tody of her children. within what is known as the Schomburg in power then or she could not hav de-
. JAPAN bas sent in all 87,000 soldiers to survey of 1841. She has asserted this po- lighted the public at that age. With the 

Chiua. If the armistice does not terminate sition br eleven years. old· building are associated the memories 
in peace there are 26,000 more mobilized of many other famous actors and singers, 
ready to take ship at once. ST. Loms went Republican by the nn- including DionBouoioault, Madam Sontag, 

THE Metropolitan Traction Company 
(cable) of New York has added $8,000,000 
to its immediate resources by putting 
mortgages on all it13 property. 

THE Spanish government has called out 
20,000 of the reserves to reFtore the 
strength of the army, depleted by the 
sending of reinforcements to Cubll, 

JA.l'U continued her military prepara
tions up to the very last moment before 
the armistice went into effect. There are 
elrid to be 80,000 Chinese soldiers in For
mosa. 

THE Yale faculty has ordered Harry 
Moffat Wilson to leave college for his re
fusal to be vaccinated. His father resides 
at Newburg, N.Y., and does not believe 
in vaccination. 

A DETROIT man has published and copy
righted a "Trilby Appendix," consisting 
of an English translation of the paseages 
and words which in the original "'l'rilby" 
appear in French. 

MRS. p AllAN STEVENS, long the woman 
leader of the "Four Hundred," died at 
her home in this city of pneumonia on 
April 4. She was born in L 'lwell, Mass., 
about seventy years ago. 

IN Michigan the Republicans elected, on 
a very light vote, their candidates for 
judge and for regents of the university by 
a majority of about 25,000. Last year 
their majority was 106,000. 

AT the municipal electiOns the Demo
crats won in Bridgeport, Conn., and the 
Republicans in Cleveland, Ohio, and W1-

precedented majority of 13,000, but Moses the Ravels, and Madam Rachel. 
Craven, one of the candidates of the win
ning party, a Republican in good stand
ing, was beaten, a Democrat securing the 
office. Mr. Craven is a Negro and his 
opponent is a white man, 

A COMBINATION has been formed by the , 
soft coal operators, the ooal·carrying rail
roads, and the miners to giv stability to 
prices, freight rates, and miners' wages. 
This will keep the price of coal up to con
sumers, but provides for the miners, a 
new thing in the coal business. 

THE Cuban revolt is spreading; American 
consuls in Havana and Santiago think that 
it must be suppressed soon if it is to be 
suppressed at all. Many exiled insurgent 
leaders are landing, having come in from 
South and Central American states, the 
Spanish navy being unable to efficiently 
patrol the coast. 

AT the recent municipal election in Chi
cago the Republicans carried the city by a. 
majority of some 45,000, The entire :Re
publican city ticket and all the town tick
ets were elected. Nearly all the Board of 
Alder~en are of that party, The mayor 
elect Is George B. Swift, defeated at the 
interim election by Mr. Hopkins, Demo
crat. The issues, as in St. Louis, were 
local. 

THE Archbishop of Canterbury, Primate 
of all England, replying to the recent 
speech of Lord Halifax in reference to the 
reunion of the Church of England with 
the Church of ·Rome, declares that any 
corporate union with the Church of Rome 
"while she retains her distinotiv errone
ous doctrine and advances her present un-

THE last batch of indictments handed in 
by the grand jury of the court of Oyer 
and Terminer, this city, were against 
George C. Clausen, Nathan Straus, ~~:nd A. 
B. Tappen, ex-Commissioners of Parks, 
for alleged conspiracy in making illegal 
contracts fer asphalt pavements, bail, 
$1,500 each; Thomas Killilea, police cap
tain, bribery, bail, $10,000; Thomas J. 
Brady, formerly Superintendent of Build
ings, bribery and accepting unlawful gra
tuity, bail, $10,000; Hugh Cassidy, Ed· 
ward F. Mile:v, John H. Thrall, patrolmen, 
attempt to extort, bail, $3,000 each. 

OvER the veto of Governor Holcomb the 
legislature of Nebraska passed a bill which 
provides that the governor, attorney
general, and commissioner of public lands 
and buildings shall constitute a board hav
ing the authority to· appoint the persons 
who shall constitute the Omaha Fire and 
Police Commission, two of whom may be 
of the same party. This has been done 
against the protest of every prominent 
business man of Omaha; it cuts the maror 
off from all participation in the oontro of 
city affairs. The attorney-general and 
commissioner of public lands and build
ings are A. P. A. men. 

GEN. SAMUEL J. LEE, second to Fred
erick Douglass among the colored people 
of the country, died in Charleston on 
April 1. He was fnr seven years a member 
of the South Carolina legislature, was its 
speaker, the father of an amendment to 
the state constitution which prevented any 
increase of the debt of the state without 
the vote of the people, and he also secured 
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the passage of a measure which freed the 
state from a debt of $7,000,000 contracted 
by the Mosetil ring. He came within thir
teen votes of being elected judtze of the 
supreme court of the stat~. and he inau
gnrllted the present free school system of 
the state. -As a lawyer he ranked high; it 
was his boast that of 110 persons ao.oused 
of murder whom he defended but one was 
executed. 

THE United States Supreme Court by a 
tie vote leaves the income tax in force, ex
cept the provisions taxing incomes from· 
land, and from state, county, and munici
pal bonds. This is understood to be th_e 
division of the court on all the proposi
tions involved, as ascertained by the 
Wo1·ld: For declaring the law constitu
tional with the exception of the tax on 
rentals and on state and municipal bonds
Justices Harlan, Shiras, Brown, and 
White. For declaring the whole law un
flonstitutional-Chief Justice Fuller, and 
Justices Field, Gray, and Brewer. For 
declaring the income from real estate ren
tals exempt-Fuller, Field, Gray, BrewAr, 
Shiras, and Brown. For deolarinE? the 
income from state and municipal bonds 
exempt-all eight. 

THoMAS McDoNALD lay in wait for and 
shot Thomas Patton in Sumner county, 
Kan., May 5, 1894. On his trial he frankly 
confessed the deed, but refused to consider 
himself a murderer. He said that Ander
son Gray, a wealthy farmer, had hypno
tized him and "suggested" the murder of 
Patton. Gray had also instructed him in 
the use of the revolver and rifle, with 
which he had supplied him, and had se
lected the place by the side of the road 
where McDonald lay in ambush for his 
victim, The jury acquitted McDonald on 
the first poll. Then Gray was put on trial 
and convicted of murder in the first de
gree as the principal in the procurement 
of the crime. The case was carried on 
appeal to the supreme court of the .state, 
which on April 6 sustained the ruling of 
the lower court. It is the first case of the 
kind in the United States, if not in the 
world, So says Judge McAdam of the su
perior court of New York. Of course 
men accused of crime hav pleaded that 
they were hypnotized, but for a man to be 
convicted of murder on the ground that 
he used hypnotic influence is something 
new. 

EDITORIAL 
Prom the Freethou,qht Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appearsin our advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronllge of the public, He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth- • 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
" Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum detzree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die-cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

l&i' Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wef's'eill 

Watch. 

Tie Ingersoll Sou 

veni• Spo·n. 

The Freefflnughf 

Badge. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A <JOLLE<JTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All t~e Bonga.

<JoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN, 
Prle•· $1.110, J'or s•le at TBJB OJFIOI! 



A Journal of Freethought and Reformr 

GROWTH AND DECAY OF THE CHRIST MYTH. 

Something a little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good n;1any years Mr. Samuel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEl{ER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and· imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President of all the nationa11y-organized Freetbought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 
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Allies of Comstock. 
We recently spoke at length concerning the bill 

drafted by Mrs. Burt and Mrs. Pritchard and intro
duced in the New York Senate by Mr. Mullin. In 
the World of April 7th we :find the full text of the 
bill introduced in the House by Mr. Ainsworth. It 
is for the same purpose as the Senate bill. Its title 
lays out a pretty big contract: 

"An act to amend Sections 316 and 317 of the Penal 
Oode in order to better protect public morals, defend the 
health and integrity of youth, prevent the degrading of 
women and girls, and preserve the honor and respect due 
to women." ·· 

In all particulars in which this bill !1-iffers from 
the Burt-Pritchard-Mullin affair it is worse than 
that attempt to accomplish the impossible. One of 
the things that no one must do on the stage is to 
"shock modesty. 1' As it weuld be out of the ques
tion to put any performance on the stage that wo••ld 
not shock what passes for the modesty of some 
person, this bill might as well hav been entitled "A 
bill to prevent all theatrical entertainments." That 
would hav been much m)re clear and no more in
olusiv than the present title and would hav saved 
the state some money on printing bills. One sec
tion absolutely forbids the exhibition anywhere of 
any representation of any male or female form, 
"whether real or :fictitious, in the nude or semL 
nude state." This, literally applied, would kill the 
business of the photographers, for the exposure of 
the face involves the representation of semi-nudity. 
.It is also forbidden to show a picture which ex
hibits " the form of a female " in any "unwomanly 
or immodest posture, or as nude, or clothed in any 

,:'other than proper, womanly, or modest apparel." 
j,;lPresumably the rural gentlemen in the legislature 
)~,~an tell to a nicety what postures are "unwomanly," 
<i,!ion"d what clothing is "proper, womanly, and mod

. ):;est." They should hav no difficulty in doing that 
much, for they seem to be real smart. The excep
tions show the poverty of spirit and the meanness 
of the originator of this bill. The exceptions are 
"original works of art when displayed in and con
fined to art galleries," and "standard medical 
works, drawings, or text-books designed for physi
cians or medical students when kept to their lawful 
uses and purposes.'' It appears to hav been taken 
for granted that the thousands of both sexes and 

all ages who visit the galleries will not be hurt by 
the examples of nudity and semi-nudity they view 
there, but that the same persons will be corrupted 
if they see copies of the originals elsewhere. Or 
were original paintings and statues excepted be
cause the "moralists " did not dare attack them! 
Notice the monopoly given to the medical frater
nity. Medical books may be. sold so long as they 
are used only by physicians and students, but if 
they are sold for the benefit of the common people 
a misdemeanor is committed. The kind of fanati
cal ignorance and pruriency that is behind these 
bills is indicated by the advice given by the late Dr. 
Howard Crosby to women, as quoted by Nym 
Crinkle in the World of April 7th. He told them 
to throw out of the window all their carved and 
painted Cupids, for they were iniquitous devices of 
the devil. The Mullin bill makes it a penal offense 
to post in any place, 'c public or private, with or 
without the consent of the owner thereof," any of 
the prohibited devices. This would enable the 
officer to come into one's private house, and put Dr . 
Crosby's advice into effect, " with or without the 
owner's consent." What next! 

Educators and Editors on the Bible. 
In another ptt.rt of this paper the reader will :find 

an account of the contest over the Bible in the 
schools in Waverly, Pa., so far as the legal :fight had 
gone at the time the article was prepared. After 
Judge Gunster delivered his opinion several leading 
educators in Philadelphia were interviewed and 
asked what they thought of the exclusion of relig
ious teaching from the schools, and particularly 
regarding the scope of the decision rendered by the 
court. The answers given were of the kind to be 
expected from orthodox Protestants, and their use 
of the word " sectarian" is the one with which we 
hav grown familiar through long and careful read
ing of theocratic and " patriotic" publications. 

Dr. Edward Brooks, superintendent of the Phil
adelphia schools, approved the decision of Judge 
Gunster (as he interpreted it) and said that "under 
no circumstances should there be any sectarian 
teaching allowed in the public schools." "Good 
for Dr. Brooks !" admiringly exclaims the Free
thinker who has not familiarized himself with the 
methods of word twietification adopted by the 
Christian patriots; " the superintendent of the Phil
adelphia schools ought to be sent a membership 
blank of the Federation or Union; he is undoubt
edly a good Secularist." Not quite so fast, please; 
let us hear further from Dr. Brooks : "As to the 
reading of the Bible, the rules of the board of public 
education require it." Then, after quoting the 
rules pertinent to the question, he added : 

11 This is the sentiment and general practice throughout 
the state of Pennsylvania. It is also the practice, with 
some exceptions, in the public schools of other states. 
This rule of reading the scriptures in the public schools 
is appropriate for a Christian country. To take the Bi
ble out of the public schools would seem to imply that 
we hav lost faith in thode principles of morality and re
ligion upon which the nation was founded. While I hold 
as sacred personal convictions, especially in regard to re· 
ligion, I do not see how anyone, whether he believes the 
Bible to be an i.ll.spired book or not, can object to that 
pnre morality which is taught in its pages." 

How about the good Secularist now! We see 
at once how much he means by "sectarian." Does 
Dr. Brooks think that it is a part of the business 
of a civil government to teach religion in the pub
lic schools even if the majority of the people do 
believe in one religion T What does he understand 
the separation of church and state to mean·! He 
must admit that a large element of the population, 
while Christian, is opposed to the reading of the 

Protestant Bible in the scho9ls, the majority of 
these because they deny that that version is the 
true version of the scriptures, and the others, con
sisting of Adventists, Unitarians, and other Protest
ant Christia:p.s, because they hold that such reading 
is sectarian instruction within the proper meaning 
of the word, as it undoubtedly is. He must admit 
that there is a very considerable element of the 
population that does not concede that the New 
Testament is properly a part of the Bible. He 
must (admit that there is a large minority who do · 
not accept the Bible as a divine work and who con
sequently object to their children being taught that 
it is of divine origin and sanction. Hence he ·must 
admit that this is not a Christian country, in the 
sense that all its people are Christians, and he must 
also admit that only a majority-probably only a 
minority-of the Christians favor Bible reading in 
the schools. Is it possible that he cannot see the 
injustice of taxing all for the propa.gation of the re
ligious opinions of a part of the people ! It is not 
necessary to deny that the nation was founded on 
the principles of morality and religion found in the 
Bible to show the untenableness of· Dr. Brooks's 
position. No matter what religion the nation was 
founded on-if any-the Constitution expressly 
provided that neither its doctrins nor the doctrins 
of any other religion should be propagated by the 
state. The framers of the Constitution knew too 
well what the union of church and state had done 
to curse humanity to allow them to be negligent of 
their duty in providing safeguards against such 
dangerous union in the new world. As matters of 
fact, however, the principles of morality upon which 
the nation WaS founded are the COJ:p.mOn property 
of the race, and therefore do not belong to any 
particular religious system, nor do the dogmas of 
any religion form component parts of the basis of 
the national institutions. 

Dr. Brooks expresses his doubts as to the possi
bility of any one objecting to "that pure morality 
which is taught in its [the Bible's] pages." No one 
is objecting to the "pure morality," but there is so 
much in the Bible. that is not pure morality that 
parents may well object to the use of the book in 
the schools. All that is good in it can be found in 
works that are free from its very serious defects, 
while even the good in it is so often associated with 
theological doctrins which are rejected by large num
bers of parents that it is grossly unjust to require 
them to send their children to schools in which it 
is used and to tax them for the support of those 
schools. But the one great and in itself insuper
able objection to the use of the Bible in the schools 
is the undeniable fact that it is a religious text
book, a sectarian text-book. It is preposterous for 
Dr. Brooks to proceed on the assumption that 
Protestantism is not sectarian and that Christianity 
in its entirety is not sectarian. Every unprejudiced 
and logical-minded man and woman who has 
thought for a moment on the subject knows that 
the use of the Bible. in the schools is a sectarian ' 
performance, and that it is intended to be such, for 
the so-called "moral " teaching is only a pretext to 
carry the sectarian propaganda into places where it 
would encounter strong opposition if urged frankly 
for what it is, religious missionary work. 

Dr. Brooks had much to say for the value of the 
Bible as a literary text-book, and he remarked that 
were he an Infidel, he should want his children "to 
hear, read, and study and commit to memory pas
sages from the sacred volume, not only for the pure 
morality which it ·inculcates, but also for the liter
ary culture which it is so well adapted to afford." 
If he were an Infidel his sense ot justice would be 
so sharpened that he could see the wrongfulness of 
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compelling those who did not l av that e;xalted view of 
the book to contribute to the expense of its distri
bution and of forcing them to submit to having 
their children taught that which they did not be
lieve to be true. Leave the inculcation of lessons 
found in religious text-books to the parents of the 
children. It is not for the state to interfere in the 
matter, nor the church through the state. The 
literary style of Colonel Ingersoll is very charming, 
and even Christians will concede that, his anti-the
ology aside, his teachings are moral, but we seriously 
question if Dr. Brooks would be willing to send his 
children to a school in which the colonel's works 
were used as literary standards and ethical text
books. The moral is obvious. 

"And so long as the Bible remains in the courts of 
justice, to giT sanction to testimony, so long it seems to 
me should no one on legal grounds object to its being 
read in the public schools." 

Does Dr. Brooks think that all witnesses should 
be compelled to lay their hands upon or place their 
lips to the Bible when preparing to testify in a 
court of justice T Has he never heard of the oath 
administered without the aid of the Bible? Does 
he not know that in all enlightened states the wit
ness may affirm if he prefers? Is he not aware 
that in his own state of Pennsylvania all three 
forms are legal! Where, if such choice is allowed, 
is the implied parallel between the presence of 
the Bible in the courtroom and the reading of that 
book in the common schools where all the pupil& 
must hear, or perhaps take part in the reading and 
make responses, and recite selections froni the 
Bible T 

Avery D. Harrington, a member of the Philadel
phia school board, made the same exposure of his 
inconsistency as did the superintendent. He said: 

" No sectarian doctrin or form of worship should be 
permitted in our public schools, but the rule of the board 
of public education, requiring the Bible to be read with
out note or comment, is entirely proper. It is the duty 
of the public schools to inculcate morality and the prin
ciples of religion, and there is no book in the world so 
well qualified to do thi• a• the Bible." 

There you hav the customary erroneous and 
pernicious use of the word sectarian. By this time 
it should be understood by all that the employment 
of that word by any Christian is no guide whatever 
to his real meaning. You build on sand if you as
sume that because he is opposed to " sectarian in
struction " in the schools he is against the reading 
of the Bible therein. In fact, the chances are 
largely in favor of the supposition that he is a the
ocratic bigot. Don't be fooled by fair professions, 
whether made by individuals or by societies. Where 
did Mr. Harrington get the idea that it is any part 
of the iunction of the public schools to teach the 
principles of religion! How can a state wherein 
the civil and the religious elements of authority are 
separate teach the principles of religion in the 
schools or elsewhere T Is there not here a fiat con
tradiction in terms T 

Are not these Pennsylvania educators aware that 
Christian judges hav time and again decided that 
the reading of the Bible in the common· schools is 
an act of sectarian_worship and that such an or_tbo
dox Christian paper as the New York Independ 
ent bas heartily and unreservedly indorsed those. 
decisions! Is it possible that they do not know 
that in 1872 the Supreme Court of Ohio sustainEd, 
on appeal from the superior court of Cincinnati, the 
school board of that city in the exclusion of the Bi
ble from the schools T In answer to such arguments 
as those we are here considering, the court said : 

"We are told that this word 'religion' must mean 
' Ohristian religion' because 'Ohristianityis a part of the 
comn10n law of this country,' lying behind and above its 
constitutions. Those who make this assertion can hardly 
be eerions, and intend the real import of their language. 
• · · Suppose the state should undertake to teach 
Christianity in the broad sense in wh1ch counsel apply 
the term, or the ' religion of the Bible,' so as to include 
also the Jewish faith-where would it begin? how far 
would it go? and what point of disagreement would be 
omitted? · · · Government is an organization for 
particular purposes. It is not almighty, and we are not 
to look to it for everything. The great bulk of human 
affairs and human interests is left by any free govern
ment to individual enterprise and individual action. Re
ligion is eminently one of those interests, lying outside 
the true and legitimate proviDce of government." 
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Justice Welch, in the opinion he rendered for the 
court, said that the reading of the Bible in the 
schools was'' a state religion in embryo," that it 
involved the levying of a tax for the propagation of 
religion, and that no Christian would think of ask
ing for the teaching of religion in the public schools 
if Christianity were a minority faith in this country. 
He said that "legal Christianity is a solecism, a con
tradiction in terms," and argued that the fact that 
our fundamental laws do not attempt to enforce 
Christian doctrine is "strong evidence that they are 
the laws of a Christian people." What does the 
Christian Mr. Harrington think of that? For de
cision entire see 23 Ohio State, 211 et seq. 

In 1890 the Supreme Court of Wisconsin reached 
the same conclusion as that found by the Supreme 
Court of Ohio. It was unanimously held that the 
reading of the King James version of the Bible in 
the common schools of the state was sectarian in
struction within the meaning of the constitution ; 
that such reading was an act of worship and as such 
was forbidden by the organic law of the state, and 
that it involved the taxing of the citizen for the 
support of religion. So important did the judges 
deem the matter that each, although fully agreeing 
with the opinion of his associates, considered it a4-
visable to reinforce the general argument with rea
sons which suggested themselvs to his o1Vn mind 
as particularly pertinent and forcible. Here are a 
few sentences from the opinion of Justice H. S. 
Orton: 

" As the state can hav nothing to do with religion, ex
cept to protect every one in the enjoyment of his own, so 
the common schools can hav nothing to do with religion, 
in any reapect whatever. They are as completely secu
lar as any of the other ins~itntions of the state in which 
all the people alike hav equal rights and privileges. The 
people cannot be taxed for religion in schools, more than 
anywhere else · · · They are godleBs, and the educa
tional department of the government is godless, in the 
same sense as the execntiv, legislativ, and administra
tiv departments are godless. • · · It is a sectarian 
book." 

Other members of the board were as earnest as 
Mr. Harrington in favor of driving sectarianism out 
of. the schools by always enforcing the rule of the 
board requiring the reading of the Bible. There 
are in this country a number of reformers who 
claim that no man should be naturalized unless be 
can correctly interpret the Constitution of the 
United States. By a parity of reasoning, these 
Philadelphia educators and school officers should 
be at once disfranchised. They hav utterly failed 
to understand one of the most important principles 
of the nation's organic law. 

The Scranton 7 ribune agrees with Dr. Brooks 
and the others. It says : 

"If the effect of Judge Gunster's ruling shall be to 
drive the Bible from our public schools, the result would 
be, in our opinion, an almost irremediable misfortune. 
The state is a Ohristian state, so far as concerns morality; 
it has recognized the moral worth of the Bible by intro
ducing that book in its courts as the symbol of sacred
ness ; and there are most important and far-reaching 
reasons why the Bible should be made a p11ort of the pub
lic school curriculum, not as a feeder of sectarianism nor 
as a provoking cause of denominational or religions dis
putation, bnt as a source of pure morals and an un
equaled repository of literary treasures. Fortunately, 
nothing in Judge Gnnster's decision, as publicly re
ported, challenges the right of a teacher to read the Bible 
in the 11chools. It merely-and properly-denies the 
right of Bible reading to be expanded into sectarian or 
denominational proselyting." 

Will the Tribune be so kind as to point out a law 
of the state of Pennsylvania, intended to protect per
son, property, or li{e, that is distinctivly Christian 
in its origin? Just one, please. The state recog
nizes the alleged restraining influence of the Bible 
upon those who accept it as the word of God by 
putting it in its court rooms. It has been held 
that the believer will not perjure himself if be swear 
upon the Bible, not because the Bible is a moral 
book but because he thinks that its author will send 
him to bell if he does not tell the truth. That it is 
not the ethics taught in the Bible or supposed to be 
taught in it that is to bav effect upon him is amply 
demonstrated by the fact that it is taken for granted 
that the same Christian's word cannot be trusted if 
be is not sworn, although his belief is no less when 
not sworn on the Bible than when so sworn. The 
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ignorant Christian is sworn on the Bible for the 
same reason that the Chinese witness is sworn in 
the presence of a decapitated chicken-to scare him 
into telling the truth. The moral chRoracter of the 
Bible has no more to do with the Christian's testi
mony that the moral character of the sacrificed 
rooster has to do with the testimony of the Obinese. 
The two fetiches are used to try to get the truth 
out of two men bred in different superstitions and 
upon whom the fear of the penalties of perjury are 
supposed not to hav a sufficiently deterrent effect. 
But experience bas shown that Quakers, Freethink
ers, and others who affirm make better witnesses 
than the oath-takers. 

The Tribune is well aware that its "source of 
pure morals'' cannot be read through by course by 
any preacher to his congregation, unless, per
chance, by some chaplain in a penitentiary where 
only males are confined, and even then he would be 
running gravA danger of making his hearers ten
fold more the children of crime than they were be
fore if he did not administer some powerful anti. 
dotes along with many of those Old Testament rec
ords of tt"eachery, spoliation, rape, and murder. It 
is simply amazing that a secular newspaper should 
seriously advocate making any religious book a 
" part of the public school curriculum." Where 
were these "teachers" educated? Do they know 
absolutely nothing of the foundation principles of 
religious freedom upon which this rApublic was 
founded? They are all glad of Judge Gunster's 
decision in so far as it will prevent the expansion of 
Bible reading "into sectarian or denominational 
proselyting." That h•, each sub-sect is jealous of 
all the others and is willing to be shut out itself for 
fear that if it were let in some of the Gtbers would 
get there too and secure more of the spoils than it 
could obtain. That is why they are opposed to 
" sectarian " teachings, but they are more than 
willing to unite against the Jew and the Free
thinker and teach at public expense the dogmas 
common to them all. To make definitions unmis
takably clear, they are opposed to denominational 
instruction, but they are eager to include sectarian 
instruction as part of the regular routine of the com-
mon schools. · 

"An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand of our friends who bav 
allowed their subscriptions to TBi: TRUTH BEEKER 
to expire without ret:~;ewing. . This is a considerably 
larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 
upon the more or less prompt payment of subscrip
tions for the wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 
we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any
thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 
to our friends' good nature and generous feelings 
to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 
creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 
the compositor, and the mailer, and the post-office 
collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 
insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 
always with us,.not to mention the rest, and they 
all want money and want it bad, and want it when 
it is due. And when we havn't got it for them life 
is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 

So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 
over this country-thousands of them-to send the 
amount of their arrearages and as much in advance 
as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 
and turn about in fair play, as it were. A year's 
subscription from each one whose time has expired 
will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 
that then let us bav what you can spare, and we will 
"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 
amounts are small individually and easily raised, 
but to us they collectivly mean a good deal-just 
the difference between being even with the world 
and being unpleasantly behind. 

The disciple!! of a certain philosopher, one day 
missing their teacher from his accustomed place in 
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the midst of them, sought him at his u.npretentious -S -1-P .. amue ?rter Putnam, the poet and brilliant American 
lodgings, where they die~covered that h.e was suffer- who has w1th such wonderful success vividly epitomized in 
ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course one fine volume 'F?ur Hundred Years of Freethought,' 
they hastened to provide him with all that the l·nner has. already determmed to pay a visit to this country 

dnriDg the month of May. As Mr. Putnam is an eloquent 
sinner could desire, but he nevertheless took occa- speaker, as well as a ready and racy writer we should 
sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. ~ery m_uch like to hear that he has the intention of mak-

K mg a VIgorous Freethought campaign through the princi-
" now, then" (said he), "that in order that you pa_I towns of England. Such a procedure would be cer
may permanently enjoy the light of a lamp, it is ~am to greatly ritalize our movement, and intensify its 
necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." Importance. We would gladly do our share to crown a 

scheme of this ~ature with unmitigated success." 
Delinquents who renew at once will be spared With this enthusiastic welcome Mr. Putnam is 

the moral which their remissness might tempt us sut'e to do and get good from his visit to our com
to draw. rades across the water, and the account he will send 

A. Little More Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "SELF-CONTBADIOTit)NS 
OF THE BrBLE," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will ·go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one wil~ get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces
sary to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implem•.nts for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to. do our part and will send the 
"Self Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOit A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Ot: we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to anything good. 

For encouragement, and to be convinced that 
this missionary work is having the desired effect, 
read the letter of E. M. Montgomery, of Bluefield, 
W.Va., among the friendly letters on page 250 of 
this issne. 

Mr. Putnam's Visit to England. 
In the last London Freethinker Mr. Charles 

Watts thus announces the event of the season in 
English Freethought circles : 

''I am plea.sed to inform the readers of the Freethinker 
that next month Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, the popular 
Freethought lecturer and writer of America, will visit 
England. He will sail from New York on April 24th, and 
he comes as president of all the nationally-organized 
Freethouglit societies of the United States. I hav known 
Mr. Putnam for many years, and I hav always found him 
as genial in private as he is able in public. Next to Colonel 
Ingersoll, Mr. Putnam is the most eloquent speaker upon 
the American Freethought platform; while, as a poet and 
writer, he has won a higll reputation on the other side of 
the Atlantic. His last work, 'Four Hundred Years of 
Freethnught,' which I hav on sale for him, is a proof of 
his literary skill and industrv. I should like him to hav 
a good reception from the Secularists of this country. 

"Mr. Putnam will remain with us about three monthlil, 
and during that time he wishes to ltcture·in all our prin
cipal towns. I hav undertaken to arrange his lecturing 
tour, and shall be glad, therefore, to hear from his friends 
throughout the C'lnntry who are desirous of having the 
services of our American visitor. All applications for 
lectures from A1r. Putnam must be addressed to me at 
81 Effra-road, Brixton, London, S. W." 

And Mr. Foote, the president of the National 
Secular Society of England, hospitably adds: 

"Oll another page our readers will find an announce
ment by Mr. OharlesWatts with respect to Mr. Putnam's 
visit to England. We hav not the pleasure of Mr. Put.. 
nam's personal acquaintance, though we look forward to 
it with much expectation; but we hav no doubt that he is 
all Mr. WattR represents him to be, and we hope he will 
receive the warmest possible welcome from the Free
thinkers of old England. Branches of the National 
Secular Society should communicate early with Mr. 
Watts in order to secure a visit from .Mr. Putnam during. 
his brief stay in this country." 

Mr. J. W. Gott, who has sincerely flattered this 
i'>urnal by imitating its name, says in his last 
Bradford 'Ilruth Seeker: 

"English Freethinkers will learn with delight that Mr. 

back to his friends who cannot go with him is also 
su,.e to be good. And attention is specially di
rected to the fact that onJ.y in THE TBUTH SEEKEB 
of America will be found the glowing and accurate 
account of this trip. We mention this with a view 
to impressing upon the casual reader of this journal 
that he would better subscribe and become a regu
lar reader, or he may miss some .of these good 
things. And if he wants any more inducement 
than is herein set forth we call his attention to the 
sp~cial premium offer of the ''Freethinker's ·Pictorial 
Text-Book" with 11. year's subscription, provided he 
speaks quick and lets three silver dollars talk at 
the same time. Greenbacks will do, or even gold, if 
you hav nothing better. 

~------~~--------

Our Great Premium Oft'er. 
It is yet a little early for effectiv work to be done 

in getting new subscribers in response to the extra
ordinary offer of the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book " as a premium either to the new subscriber 
or to the friend who solicits the subscription, as 
elected between them, but quite a number hav re
sponded with one or two names for the paper, and 
hav fourtd it pretty easy to get them with this fresh 
inducement. The first to reach us was from Louis 
Roessler, who ordered the paper to a relativ in 
Missouri. The second was the veteran Joseph 
Knauss, from a Military Home where the paper is 
not unknown but liked by a good many of the old 
soldiers who " fit " so hard that they are now unfit 
for work. 

William Allen, a g~od Missouri friend, writes : 
"MR. EDIToR: I send you $8 for a new subscriber to 

THE TBUTH SEEKER for one year, and I also let him hav 
the benefit of the offer in the last paper of the 'Free
thinker's Pictorial Text Book ' as a premium. I will try 
to get another one nex~ Sunday. I am not very well ac
quainted here yet, but I hope to get more subscribers 
soon. There are many Freethinkers here, but few take 
THE TBUTH SEEKEB. Yours for truth and progress." 

F. A. Rahders, of North Dakota; Millard S. 
Teague, of Indiana, and L. A. LeMieux, of Wiscon
·sin. also enroll themselvs under this offer. 

W. J. Ribley, of San Marcial, N. M., writes: 

"I send you $6 for two new subscribers. I represented 
to them that they will get a $2 Picture Book, as I thought 
it would hold good for more 8!1 well as for one. I am do
ing the best I can to add to your list and intend to keep 
doing. You will find $2.50 also for the J. B. Wise case. 
Mrs. Mattie Freeman will lecture in our village May 7th, 
8th, and 9th. Will von kindly so state in your notices 
ofcaming lectures? Please"remember me to Mr. PutQam 
if you see him before he sails," 

We are very grateful to Mr. Ribley, and assure 
him that his understanding of the offer is correct. 
Each of the new subscribers has ere this received 
his " Pictorial Text-Book," and we will wager a hat 
that each is pleased with both the book and the pa
per. Saying nothing of the Editor, we believe THE 
TBUTH SEEKEB to be a mighty good pap~r, and one 
that will please all Freethinkjng men a11.d women. 
And under the stimulus of this offer we ought to 
see its list of subscribing friends very greatly en
larged. J. J. Schreiber, of the old Bay state, says : 

"Inclosed find $8 for one year's subscription and the 
'Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book' as advertised in 
sample copy of April 6~h. I am one of the most pro
nounced Freethinkers in this community, but being only 
a tradesman hav not the influence of some; hov.rever, I 
am doing great work among the working 'people. I send 
you a list of names to whom you may send sample oopies." 

Mr. Yocky, of West Virginia, who has just received 
his first copy of the paper as a Trial Subscriber, imme
diately writes back that he wants to change his 
subscription to a yearly Que and get the " Pictorial 
Book," a change wh.i9b WD are willing and pleased 
to make, of cours.~-. 
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Charles L. Brickell, of Montana, saw the offer 
and reached for his check book. He writes : 

"Dear Sir: A copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER falling into 
my hands I hasten to take yon up in your very Liberal 
offer. Inolosed find $3.40 for the paper and 'Pictorial 
Book,' and for the 'Bible Inquirer' and 'Age of Reason.' 
If money enough is not inclosed, trot things along and 
write me for more. If you can keep up to sample you 
ought to hav five hundred thousand subscribers. I will 
do my mite." 

Friend Brickell is ten cents ehort, but we will 
get that some other time. We are after those half 
million subscribers now, and shall trust to him for 
a few of them. 

The J. B. Wise Case. 
The report of the proceedings in this case arrived 

too late for insertion in this ise~ue of the paper, but 
we shall print it next week. 

The case was set down for trial on the lO~h, and 
Attorney Bierck from this city was promptly on 
hand, as was Mr. Wise. The proceedings w11re 
short, as Mr. Bierck had some law questions he de
sired settled· before there could be a trial before a 
jury, and he put in a demurrer and motion to quash 
the whole thing. The argument on these motions 
occupied less than an hour, and briefs were sub
mitted for the consideration of Judge Foster. 
United States Attorney Perry made no argument 
opposing the motion, leaving the judge to handle 
the case without his assistance. Judge ·Foster r&
served his decision, and will hand it down later in 
the term. Meanwhile, Mr. Wise's bailbond holds 
good, and if the decision is adverse, Mr. Perry 
agreed to continue the same bond for his appear
ance until the appeal can be argued before the Cir
cuit Court, which convenes next fall at St. Louis, 
on which bench Judge Foster will not appear. It 
will be some time, therefore, before the Rev. Mr. 
v ennum will hav the pleasure of seeing his theo.
logical aqtagonist behind the bars, and he will hav 
to devise some other scheme to silence the Infidels. 

If Mr. Wise shall finally be convicted, the Su
preme Coud of the United States will at the same 
time hav to render a formal decision that the 
"Holy Bible" is an obscene book and not entitled 
to the privileges of the United State> mail. This is 
not a prospect that will please the Christians 
greatly, but they hav got themselvs into the scrape, 
and it is not for the Infidels to let them out. If 
they can send their book through the mails, the 
Infidels must be accorded the same right, and they 
cannot, with our consent, close a religious argu
ment by putting into jail the Infidel antagonist 
they cannot otherwise overcome. Neither can tney 
prevent the Infidels from pointing out to them the 
parts of the Bible to which objection is made by 
shutting those Infidels in jail. Fair play is a jewel 
in religious discussion, and the inquisition methods 
are behind the times, however good a disposition the 
clergy hav to put them again in force. And if the 
United· States Supreme Court shall finally decide that 
the Bible is an obscene book, and that Mr. Wise is 
guilty of a crime in quoting from it, what will the 
Bible Society do? How many years will its officers 
and subscribers hav to spenC! in prison to expiate 
their crimes! Who among them will be the cheer
ful sacrifice and offering for Christ's sake? 

The prospect ahead of us is for a fight that will 
take some time and a good deal· of money, but it 
will be worth all it costs. So far, the contributions 
hav been less than the expenses, and THE TBUTH 
SEEKER was compelled to advance from its scanty 
resources some of the expenses of the attorney. 
Mr. Bierck, of course, cannot be asked to labor for 
nothing. His friendship for the editor of THE 
TBUTH SEEKEB and his desire to see fair play for 
Mr. Wise in this matter will hav a strong tendency 
to keep his fee bill down, but he has to liv by the 
sweat of his legal brain. He has got the case into 
the best shape we could ask, and will be on hand 
every time to the end. We ask every Freethinker 
in the land, therefore, to come to Mr. Wise's aid in 
this case, as it is one of vital interest to us all. If 
the Infidel is to be put in jail for quoting the Bible 
in argument while the ministers can send millions 
of copies of it through the mail and go scot-freel 
let uri annex Russia. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. BROUGHT FROM SCHOOL TO COURT 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

To any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINKEB's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS) .. 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer: Send us three dollars for 
tQ,e paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TEXT-BOOK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Sta~lstiCs: 
and OpiniGns of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The I'esigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam·and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks. 
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Cl:i.ristianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This offer cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL"" 
LARS' WORTH FOR THBEE DOLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it bas ever before appeared in 
thisconntry, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would ba.v been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Libe~:al in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volnme.-Freethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethonght 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. Bnt the pictures do not make np the 
whole of thi~ volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h;rpocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against OhrlBtianity and the church 
that has ever been pnt in the hand!! of Freethinkers -
Boston Investigator. · 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

The Matter of Religious Instruction by 

State Paid Teachers. 

I TEST CASE UP . FB OM \Y lYERLY, P A. 
Services in the School After the Methodist Pat

tern-Visiting Clergymen Asked the Pu.pils 
if They Loved the Lord, and Rebuked Those 
Who Didn't-The ·Bible Read Responsivly
Teacher and Directors Judicially Enjoined. 

Judge Gunster, of the equity court of Lacka
wanna county, Pa , has decided that responsiv Bible 
reading and .the singing of devotional hymns con
stitute religious services and cannot be had in the 
public school. This is the story of the trial, which 
is not yet ended : 

Waverly is a town or borough in Lackawanna 
county. The population is largely Protestant, 
consisting of the adherents of various denomina
tions, with a slight sprinkling of Catholics. The 
principal of the Waverly Graded school, F. C. Han
yon, is a Methodist, and a very activ one. Hence 
the present trouble. On March 20 George E. Ste
venson, a member of the board of scrool directors, 
of Waverly, through his. attorneys, John P. Kelly 
and E. C. Newcomb, applied to Judge Gunster for 
an injunction to restrain Mr. Hanyon from reading 
the Bible and conducting religious services in the 
school according to the customs of the Method
sit Epi1copal church. The injunction was granted 
and the hearing set for March 23. Truth, of Scran
ton, says: 

Mr. Stevenson has two children attending the school. 
It does not appear from the petition that he is a mem
ber of anv church. [What would his church affiliation, 
or non-affiliation, if known, hav to de with the merits of 
the case? Is there the slightest reason why the citizen 
when beginning an action at law for the protection of his 
rights should state his religions beliefs?-ED. T. S.} He 
is a prominent and prosperous citizen of Waverly and is 
well-known in this city. In his petition he states that F. 
0. Hanyon is principal of the school and exercises a gen
eral supervision over all of the grades, of which there are 
three. Mr. Stevenson save his religions views, con· 
science, and convictions differ from the Methodist Epis
copal chn,.ch, and ·that among the children attending the 
Waverlv school, and under charge of the defendant are 
those of the Roman Oatholic faith and of various denom
inations of Protestants. 

THE AFFIDAVIT OF MB. STEVENSON. 
I am the complainant in this case, and the facts are as 

follows: Dnrine the past winter some agitation arose in 
the district of Wav~rly borough in connection with spe
cial religions meetings that were held nightly, first in the 
Methodist church for a period of about two weeks, and 
immediately thereafter for another period of about the 
same length of time at the Baptist church. The defend
ant took an activ interest in these religions services, com
monly called revival meetings. It became known to me 
and to the other school directors that he had introduced 
at the opening of onr public school, of which he was prin
cipal, a sort of religions service. In order that the pro
priety of such service might be passed upon by the board 
of directors, I caused a resolution to be offered at a special 
meeting held on the date of March 1, 1895, that we as a 
board of directors adopt the scriotnres 11s a text-book to 
be used in the public school. The resolution was re
jected by a unanimous vote. Afterwards, the religions 
exercises of which I comple.in were continued and still 
do continue in onr school. I visited the school on the 
first day of March in order to hav personal knowledge of 
the character of these services. 

The school was called to order at 9 o'clock in the morn
ing, being the opening hour established by immemorial 
usage in that vicinity for the opening of the onblic schools. 
The defendant opened the school with Bible reading in 
the following manner: He read the first verse of the 
thirty-second Psalm, to which the pupils responded by 
reading the second verse in unison, and in that manner 
the defendant and the pupils proceeded through the en
tire Psalm, reading alternate verses. The defendant then 
required the pupils to repeat from memory in concert the 
first Psalm, after which these particular exercises closed 
with singing, by the school, of a well-known devotional 
hymn from '' The Pentecostal Hymnal." 

REVIVAL METHODS USED. 
My information is from various of the pupils attending 

the school, among whom are two of my own children, 
aged respectivly seven and nine years, that the same form 
of religions exercises has been uniformly practiced from 
that t.ime ever since, and for a long time prior thereto. I 
am further informed, and it is generally known in the 
district, that one Rev. J. L. Thomas, the clergyman who 
conducted the so-called revival meetings at the Methodist 
church above spoken of, visited the school in the month 
of December last; that while there, having been requested 
by the defendant to address the pupils, he did so, making 
a religions address; upon the conclusion of which he 
made the same demand or request that is always made at 
so·called revival meeting!! in the Methodist church, viz., 
that all those pupils who loved the Lord should signify it 
by uplifted hands. Several of the pupils then raised 
their hands and others did not. Thereupon the reverend 
gentleman proceeded to rebuke or. reproach those who 
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had fa!led t~make the requested sig-n by asking them if, 
down m theu hearts, they did not feel ashamed or sorry 
for their conduct in so failing to lift np their hands, as he 
had reqnel\ted, together with comments of like tenor. 

The pupils in attendance at onr public school range 
from the age of six years np to eighteen years, and are 
about one hundred in number, of which I should aay 
about one· third would be under nine years of age one
third from nine to thirteen years, and the balance' from 
thirteen to eighteen years of age. They are the children 
of families of various religions faith, the greater part of 
various Protestant denominations, bnta few of them are of 
the Roman Oatholic faith and are being bron!lht np and 
educated in that faith. These relig-ions exf'rcises are es
pecially offensiv to the parents of these Oatholic pupils. 
The mother of these children being unable to reconcile 
he!self to th~11e exercises being participated in by her 
children, has mstrncted her children not to participate in 
the exercises, not to commit portions of the scriptures 
to memory, nor to recite such portions of scripture in ac
co~dance with the defendant's request. I hav counseled 
this mother to rescind that instruction upon the ground 
that it tended to impair and destroy the disciplin that 
ought to be preserved in the public schools. 
. Th;ese exercises hav excited a degree of curiosity and 
mqn!ry on the part of many of these young children at
tendmg onr school, and in my opinion they are breeding 
a spirit and disposition of controversy of the pupils from 
their legitimate studies and from the several text-books 
~hat hav bPen adopted by the board of directors, end that 
m m~y ~aye the e:ffect ~f this practice is demoralizing 
and IDJnrions to the best mterests of onr public schools. 

Truth states that for two months previous to the 
opening of the legal battle the conduct of Mr. Han
yon had been causing considerable excitement in 
Waverly borough. It also says that Mr. Stevenson 
is an Agnostic .and secretary of the board. 
. The attendance at the hearing was large, includ
mg "several gentlemen with clerical coats and 
white cravats." The defendant :WBS represented by 
Hannah, Dean, and Hulslander & Vosburg, attor
neys. Judge Gunster asked Attorney Newcomb of 
the prosecution, "What control has a court' of 
equity over a teacher'" The attorney answered 
that the case upon which they would rely" came up 
on mandamus proceedings compelling the discon
tinuance of the Bible as a text-book in public 
schools." In reply to the judge's further question 
why the directors did not stop it, Mr. Newcomb said 
the principle contended for was that involved in 
the Gallitzin case. In that case the court made the 
injunction perpetual as to the use in the schools of 
a catechism of the Catholic church. The teacher, 
as t~e attorney clai!Ded, is a quasi public officer, 
and 1fhe does anything contrary to the constitution 
the remedy is against him. 

Mr. Hannah, of counsel for the defendant contended· 
that the injunction was an e:ffort to govern th~ school by 
one director and a court of common pleas. If Principal 
Hanyon is violating the law or the constitution he held 
that the board of directors are neglecting their d~ty. To 
the directors is committed the entirA control of the 
schools and if an injunction was granted it would simply 
mean that the court would be assisting the directors to do 
the!r duty. T!J.e powers of the boa~d are ample, and it is 
their duty to discharge the teacher 1f he fails in his duty. 
Several facts, he said, were also in dispute. 

This is a characteristic piece of theocratic soph
istry. It says, in effect, that no matter how much 
the teacher may violate the constitution, he is all 
right so long as the majority of the school board 
sanctions his usurpations, regardless of the inhibi
tions of the fundamental law. The defense now 
prepared their demurrer. 

The demurrer was on the ground that the court did not 
hav jn~isdiction; that the ~irectors were not joined in 
the act10n; that the proceedmgs would take direct con
~rol o.f the teacher from the school board, and that an in
JUnctiOn was not the proper means to obtain the relief 
sought. 

At the same time the prosecRtion amended their 
bill so as to join three of the drectors with the 
principal as defendants and Directors G. E. Steven
son and Rev. D. N. Vail as prosecutors. Lawyer 
Hannah argued that Waverly is a Christian com
munity and that the reading of the Bible is univer
sal throughout the state and the country and 
Europe. He also held that there is no Methodist way 
of reading the Bible, and that it was . not shown by 
the affidavit that the services were of a Methodist 
character. The hymn book used was an ordinary 
singing book furnished by the board. It was ad
mitted that a minister had done in the school as 
charged by the affiant, but he asserted that the 
teacher did not know that he would do as he did 
when he invited him to speak. (The idea of a 
preacher n~gle~tin~ ~uch an opportunity as that!) 
Mr. Kelly, m h1s reJOmder, made a very gratifying 
show:ing. for the schools of Lackawanna county, 
cons1dermg the fact that Lackawanna county is in 
Covenanter Pennsylvania. He said that it was not 
true that the bible was universally read in the pub
lic schools of the state. According to the ·report of 
County Superintendent Taylor, of the 212 schools 
in Scranton, the Bible was read in but 111. It is 
not read in any of the thirty-five schools of Carbon
dale nor in the thirty.one schools of Dunmore. In 
the 14 7 schools outside of these cities it is not read. 
Mr. Kelly quoted the Wisconsin deci~ion, to which 
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it was held that the Bible could not be read in the 
schools without violating the constitution, and he 
said that the constitutions of the two states are al
most identical. He claimed that in the present case 
it was shown that not only was the Bible-a secta
rian book-read in the schools, but that services 
were held according to a prescribed formula. 
Mr. Newcomb proved from decisions that . the 
Bible-the King James version-is a sectarian book. 
He was sure that if the court would permit counsel 
to go into the facts of the case it_ would be as
tounded and shocked at the condition of a:ffairs as 
they exist in the borough. It was monstrous to re
buke children of tender years because they would 
not hold up their hands when asked by a Methodist 
minister if they loved the Lord. (We should say 
that it was monstrous that pupils of any age should 
be asked any question regarding religious dogmas, 
by any minister or by anybody else, when at 
school) 

On April 1 Judge Gunster handed down his de 
cision in regard to the demurrer of Principal Han
yon. After reciting the material allegations in the 
plaintiff's bill, the judge said: 

The defendants having demurred to the bill of com
plaint, we must, under the established rule of proced
ure, treat the allegations contained therein as if they 
were true, The only question left for consideration, 
therefore, is simply and purely one of law and on that 
question there is no room for doubt. It is too plain for ar
gument that denominational religions exercises and in
structions in sectarian doctrin hav no place in our eye
tern of common school education. They are not only not 
authorized by any law, common or statutory, but are ex
pressly prohibited and forbidden by our constitution, the 
fundamental law of the commonwealth. 

the expenses of the legal fight, and liberal contri
butions were made. " We were then dismissed 
with the benediction," says the secretary in his re
port. They may dismiss Mr. Stevenson from his 
position without the benediction because he is too 
true a patriot to consent to the adulterous union of 
religion and public educatipn, but it will avail them 
nothing in the end-the state and the church must 
be completely separate. Commenting editorially 
on the decision of Judge Gunster, Truth says: 

The opinion of Judge Gnnster in the Waverly case em
phasizes the fact that under the Constitution, and the 
acts of Assembly in conformity therewith, there can be 
no sectarian teaching in the public schools of this com
monwealth. The ooinion makes this point so clear as to 
bring it within the comprehension of "the most ordinary 
intelligence, and leaVPs no room for a misunderstanding 
of their duties on the part of teachers or echool directors. 

It is well that there should be a complete and thorough 
understanding of this matter. The temptation. to intro
duce religions instruction into the public schools is one 
that under certain conditione is ratherdifficnJt to resist, 
but until all who pay school taxes ag-ree as to what this 
instruction shall be, and the state constitution is altered 
in accordance therewith, it cannot be made a part of the 
educational system of the state. This view of the case is 
vindicated clearly and forcibly in Judge Gnnster's opin
ion and fortified bv the constitution and the school laws 
of the commonwealth, 

The Scrantcn Tribune takes the opposit view, 
holding with Superintendent Brooks of the Phila
delphia schools that the Bible must not be ban
ished from the public institutions of learning. but 
both editor and superintendent declare that there 
should be no "sectarian" instruction! Whom do 
they fool by this attempt to ride two horses at 
once ? · The reader will find on the editorial pa~res 
some excerpts from their deliverances. The public schools are supported by taxes collected 

from the public without regard to the creed or denomi-
nation of the taxpayer. The general assembly is required The Cause in Oregon. 
by the constitutiOn to provide for the maintenance and The Oregon plan of organization is not only 
snppo"t of a thorough and efficient system of public 
schools, wherein all the children of this Commonwealth attracting the attention of Secularists all o~er the 
above the age nf six years may be educated and to appro- country; but Christians who come in contact with 
priate at least $1,000,000 each year for that purpose. it fea~ it. They are realizing that they will hav to 

Section 2 of Article X. provides that no money raised find something more attractiv than their present 
for the support of the public schools of the common-
wealth shall be appropriated to or need for the support methods to keep the children in their Sunday
of any sectarian school. Section 3 of Article I. declares school. It is amusing to note how astonished they 
that all men hav a natural and indefeasible right to are that "Infidels" can hav Sunday-schools. " Why, 
worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their what do you teach!" I am often asked. They seem 
own consciences; no man can of right be compelled to at-
tend, erect, or support any place of worship, or to maine to think that without God and the Bible it would 
tain any ministry against his consent ; no human author- be impossible to hav a Sunday-school, and no won
ity can, in any case whatever, control or interfere-with der they are astonished when they visit ours. One 
the rights of conscience, and no preference shall ever be of the pious Christians of Silverton inquired of an
given, by law, to any religions establishments or mode of 
worship. other what we do there. The answer was, "Why, 

By the act of May 8, 1854, P. L. 623, the school direc- they do almost everything; they even stand on 
tors or controllers of every district are required annually their heads I" 
to determin the amount of school taxes which shall be 0 t · b h Sil 
levied on their districts for the ensuing year, which ur las entertainment given y t e verton 
shall, together with such additional sttms 88 the district school is worthy of mention. Its chief feature was 
may be entitled to receive out of the state appropl'iation an operetta in two acts, entitled, " Seven Old Ladies 
and from other sources, be sufficient and necessary to of Lavender Town 1 or, Prof. Lightning Haskins's 
keep the schools of the district in operation not less than Wa:li. Works," by eight girls and eight boys from 
ftve nor more that ten months in the year. They are 
charged with the general supervision over the schools of ten to thirieen years of age. Their acting and 
their respectiv districts, hav the appointment of all the singing astonished everybody, and they won great 
teachers and ftxing the amount of teachers' salaries, &Bd applause. A character song, "I am a Pedler," by 
are required to direct what branches of learning shall be Messrs. Rams by, Wiles, and Towne, was unique 
taught in each school. By the twenty-fifth section of 
said act they are_ required at a meeting with the teachers and well rendered, while Pearl W. Geer got rounds 
of their respectiv districts held immediately after the of applause for his story of the woman "whose 
annual election of teachers to "select and decide upon a shoes were full of feet." I recited Stephenson's 
series of school books, in the different branchfls, to be 0 F th · H " d · t 
taught during the eniming school year; which books and poem, " ur a er m eaven, an m response 0 

no other shall be need in the schools of the district a recall gave "Pyramus and Thisbe." The last 
during such period." These powers given to, and duties number, "A Good-night Drill" by eight little girls, 
imposed upon, school directors and controllers, mnstne- was perfect. The success of the entertainment was 
cessarily be exercised and performed within the constitn- mainly due to the work of Miss Sophie Wolf and 
tiona! prohibition, and the public welfare requires that 
they should be rendered and performed within the Mrs. E. L. Smith. A dance followed the exercises, 
spirit as well as the letter of the law. It is to the credit and a gratifying sum was realized for the Sunday
of those who hav been charged with the duty of carry- school. The Silverton people are justly proud of 
ing our school laws into effect, the teachers as well as the their school. Miss Wolf and L. Ames are the effi
directors and controllers, that there has been very little 
cause of complaint on that score. If it be true, as cient teachers of the most_ interesting division, the 
charged in the bill, that Mr. Hanyon is conducting sects- Froebel Group of twenty-five memblli"B from three 
rian or denominational religions exercises with the pupils to eight years of age; )\{iss Bender of the Wixon 
under his charge, whether these exercises be according Group; Mrs. J. D. (hiss of the Slenker Group; J. 
to the form of the Methodist Episcopal church or of any 
other church, he ought to discontinue doing 80, and it is D. Guise of the Progressiv Bible Class. These are 
the duty of the directors, if the abuse exists, to see to it ex-school-teachers. E. L. Smith, of the Paine 
that it is eradicated at once. Group, is the popular railroad agent of this place, 

Upon which 7ruth comments: and he is assisted by Hon. T. W. Davenport, ex
state senator and father of Harry Davenport, the 

The opinion practically says that the Bible must not be gifted artist of the San Francisco Examiner. The 
read in the Waverly school. The demurrer which Judge 
Gunater overrules held that the court had no jurisdiction whole family of Davenports, from grandparents to 
to restrain Principal Hanyon, but that the school direct- grandchildren, are talented either as artists, musi
ors alone was the power to regulate the reading of the cians, writers, or singers. I would match Silverton 
Bible in the school. The Bible, the defendants held, is with any place in the country for brainy men and 
not a sectarian or denominational book, The facts of the 
case were not inquired into at all, so that the decision is women, pretty girls, earnest, noble young men, and 
purely on questions of Jaw. The question will now come· bright children. Silverton is a Secular town and 
up on the facts on final hearing for an injunction. has been for years, and there is nothing like the 

An indignation meeting was called in Waverly to atmosphere of Secularism to develop brain and 
protest against the action of Mr. Stevenson. Most body. 
of the speakers were "reverends" and "elders," as Since my last report the Wagner, Or., Secular 
was to hav been expected. Resolutions were unan- Sunday-school has been organized, with thirty-five 
imously adopted expressiv of the confidence of the members and the following officers: Wm. Crabtree, 
meeting in the character of Professor Hanyon as a superintendent; Robt. Carsner, secretary; Maud 
teacher and "Christian gentleman," and calling Carsner, treasurer and librarian. The choir is 
upon Mr. Stevenson . to cease his war upon the composed of Mrs. Crabtree, Mrs. Purdin, Miss Ca
Bible in the school or resign his position as director. son, and Messrs. Hugh Purdin, E. and G. Hayden, 
A subscription was started tg r11.i~~ f11nt1s to !lefray Geo. Wagner, F. Hunt, and Orson Martin. By a 
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letter from the secretary I am informed that the 
Christian Sunday-school has about "ten regular 
attendants." I hav accepted an invitation to de
liver the Fourth of July oration at Wagner, and 
want to cor~espond with Secularists along the route 
with a view to arranging for lectures and organiz
ing Secular Sunday-schools wherever I lecture, and 
will come prepared with constitutions, instructions, 
songs, poems, lessons, etc., and you will know how 
to conduct a Secular Sunday-school before I leave. 
Please write at once, so t?at all arrangements can 
be made. I may also extend my trip to Harney 
county, and hope to hear from some of the friends 
there. Don't write and tell me " there are only a 
few Liberals and we are afraid we cannot make a 
success of the school." You can make a success of 
it. All that is required is a little energy, for the 
expense is small. We want not less than a hundred 
Secular Sunday-schools in Oregon before our next 
annual convention. The Secularists of Oregon will 
be glad to know that C. B. Reynolds has been 
granted a license to lecture under the auspices of 
the Oregon S€cular Union. 

At the laet quarterly meeting of the executiv 
committee licenses to the following-named lecturers 
were renewed: Annie E. Barker, Nettie A. Oldfl, and 
Katie Kehm Smith. Blank forms for quarterly 
reports of lecturers and superintendents of Sunday
schools were adopted. The uniform price of $1 
per month to each Secular Sunday-school for its 
lessons, etc., was fixed, and regulations in regard to 
appo;ntment and resignation of lecturers were pre
scribed. Miss Olds was assigned to the Portland 
circuit, Mrs. Barker to the Forest Grove, and Katie 
Kehm Smith to the Silverton circuit. Mr. Reynolds 
will· try to organize a circuit at Astoria, Or., and 
another at Vancouver, Wash. 

The following donations hav beeR received by 
the Oregon State-secular Union: John Leitch, Mazo 
Manie, Wis., $3 ; Warren Carsner, Wagner, Or., 
$1.50; Portland Secular Sunday-school, 50 cents; 
Silverton, $2; Martin Miller, Dayton, Or., $1; Emil 
Knipe, Adrian, Mich., $1. . KATIE KEHM SMITH, 

Oregon City, Or. Sec. 0. S. S. U. 

Remedy for Political Ills. 
The m~n who finds himself smothering under fall

ing ruins may liv just long enough to realize his 
lack of prudence in not taking better care o{ the 
house his father built. Our fathers who framed the 
federal Constitution builded wisely, but hav the 
children preserved the structure T The framers 
fortified it against sordid, selfish attack f:rom with
out and from dishonest leaks. Now can it be saved, 
or is it already a ruin ? 

Fairly interpreted, the Constitution forbids class 
legislation or favoritism on the plea of protection ; 
forbids the extravagance of paying more for govern
ment service than like service commands elsewhere; 
forbids the many relief bills passed by Congress 
every year; forbids even the raising of millions of 
dollars annually to pension a multitude of doubtful 
patriots; forbids legislation in support of or inter
ference with any form of religion; forbids meddle· 
some or paternal legislation. By it the people 
were left free in liberty and in the pursuit of hap
piness. 

In theory the federal government is little more 
than a clerkship to perform certain specific duties. 
In pra~tice it has become meddlesome, officious, 
costly, beyond that of any other nation. Its eight
hour law has caused innumerable strikes. Its pro
tectiv policy, while increasing wages spasmodically, 
promotes trusts and monopolies, and attracts multi
tudes from foreign lands to scramble for the 
spasmodic wages. Its paten~ system creates mo
nopolies and is bad. When the Coxey army was 
moving on to Washington Senator Sherman rose in 
his place and said, "The remedy is near at hand; 
the Pullman patents will soon expire." 'l'hat tells 
the story. The government employs chaplains and 
exempts church property from taxation; thereby 
meddling with religious matters and robbing those 
who believe in some other kind of priestcraft or in 
none at all. To execute the multitude of infringing 
laws requires a host of o:ffensiv officials and entails ' 
enormous cost. 

Thomas Paine says: "A repuolic proves its ex
cellence by the small quantity of taxes it requires." 
For the year 1781 the Congress estimated the sum 
required at $8,000,000, and fixed the proportion 
each state should pay. Were Spiritualism true, 
and the immortal Paine could and should visit this 
land for a day or two and witness the present discord, 
corruption, and extravagance, would he recognize 
the individual sovereign of the past ' ·Might he 
not wring his spirit hands and cry, "0 fools! was 
it in vain that I hoped and labored to make a na 
tion flowing with common sense and reason!" 

Now where is the fault and the remedy? Pri
marily, the citizens t:\lemselvs are responsible forth~ 
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bad condition of things. As a rule they vote for 
the sharper in the hope of personal or party gain. 
Single-handed, or in cliques, through lobbying and 
bribing, laws are enacted for the very purpose of 
helping the sharper to get the better of his simple 
neighbor. The millionaire is often denounced, 
sometimes threatened; while, as a rule, he obtains 
wealth in obedience to, and perhaps favored by, laws 
that are unconstitutional. But each one wants 
some law to regulate everybody else. Petitioning 
for and making laws has become a national disease. 
There is a general hankering for laws to help some 
folks and to restrain the rest. The average legisla
tor, on taking the sacred oath of office, fancies a 
sudden influx of divine wisdom that fits him like a 
Moses to lead the people into a wilderness. And 
the common mind fancies a divine halo in the law 
passed by the nation's sages, however bad the law is. 

The great trouble is, the proper relation between 
the people and the government has been reversed. 
In theory, the people are to sustain an administra
tion in the performance of its constitutional func
tions. But there are multitudes now claiming that 
the government should, in part at least, sustain 
them ; and when the party in office fails to satisfy 
them they vote it out, in the hope that a change 
will bring them some favor. In all the general 
elections during twelve years past, the growing 
numbers who fail to support themselvs or to obtain 
help in some form from government, hav voted for 
change and chance; and each time entertained the 
notion that they had saved the country. 

When a man is hit by a brick he naturally looks 
to see whence it came; but most men in this coun
try are either too selfish ox· too dazed to perceive 
that most of the discord and trouble in the land 
may be traced to bad, meddlesome laws. 

Drinking, playing, betting, Sundaying, believing, 
worshiping, toiling, trading, are not proper subjects 
of legislation in a free country. 

The best, perhaps the only remedy, is to stop 
enacting unconstitutional laws and to repeal all ex
isting ones. Instead of tinkering and amending 
bad laws as things too sacred to be destroyed, they 
should be abolished altogether. The country 
might survive the burden of paying salaries to the 
armies of legislators, if such armies, instead of try
ing like a Joshua to reverse natural laws, would 
retreat within constitutional limitations. 

Were the federal and all state legislators to take 
this advice, fewer courts and officials would be re
quired, the burden of taxation greatly lessened, 
equality of condition promoted, and there would be 
no excuse for Populism, Socialism, or Anarchism. 
Then the people might get hold of the right end of 
political economy; and by giving more attention to 
the laws of health, both of body and mind, hav 
little need of the doctor, still less of the lawyer, 
and none at all of the priest. L. G. REED. 

Observations. 
President Cleveland, who is responsible equally 

with Congress for the passage of the income tax 
bill into a law, has not paid his own share of the 
tax at this writing. On the contrary, he appeals to 
the commissioner of internal revenue to decide 
whether he is not exempted by the constitutional 
provision that the compensation of the president 
"shall neither be increased nor diminished during 
the period for which he may hav been elected." No 
one not desirous of dodging his taxes would raise 
that question, but as every one dodges his taxes if 
he can, I expect that all public officials whose sal
ary is above $4,000 will think it relevant, compe
tent, and material. It is not, though, for taxation 
belongs to the expense account, and diminishes the 
salary only in the way that an increase of the rev
enue tax on whisky, tobacco, oleomargarine, etc., 
would hav that result. And in the case of these 
our salary doesn't hav to be $4,000 in order that 
the most of us may be mulcted. 

If it is true, as Moreh Nebuchim tells us, that the 
Bible writers teach the existence of o:illy one god, 
and if their teaching is put forward as the doctrin 
of the ancient Jews, then that people are totally 
misrepresented by their biographers. The Higher 
Critics inform us that the religion of the Hebrews 
was " a motley polytheism ;" that "they believed in 
sacred stones and trees, and worshiped the powers 
of nature." "Though Yahweh was always the chief 
god," we are told, "all kinds of Baals were wor
shiped by his side, even by zealous contenders for 
his honor." David "invoked the Baals, and some
times made frightful offerings to avert the wrath of 
Yahweh." Solomon set up sanctuaries for the 
heathen gods as well as for the home product. 
The prophets, five hundred years after Moses, had 
not reached a clear perception of the one-god idea. 
This information, which my dilatory advent among 
historians preveuted me froJP obtaiuing at first hand, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I get from Doctors Oort, Hooykaas, and Kuenen, 
authors of "The Bible for Learners." In other 
matters Rabbi Nebuchim does not support accepted 
authoritie.s. For example, the writer who touches 
off the Hebrew language for the ":Elncyclopedia 
Britannica" notes that in the Pentateuch the same 
form is used for both masculin and feminin genders ; 
that very little i11 known about the changes which 
the language has undergone; that it was practically 
dead long before the time of Christ, and that "in 
general it may be said that the biblical text sup
plies inadequate data for studying the history of the 
language." It was with a knowledge of this fact 
that I remat>ked that the study of the Bible as it is 
to-day could not make anyone certain that he had 
caught the writers' meaning. Mr. Nebuchim's use 
of the pronoun "she " in translating the Hebrew 
word •' ruah," meaning "spirit," illustrates the con
fusion which the grammarians hav ·caused by teach
ing students of our language that English words 
hav gender. I am led to infer that Hebrew words, 
like the Greek, the Latin, the German, and some 
others, are endowed by their creators with a certain 
variation of form called gender, of which Anglo
Saxon may be considered as devoid. A word in our 
tongue may indicate a male or a female, but it has 
no gender of its own. "Rush," therefore, unless 
it means a female spirit, should hav the pronoun 
"it," and not " she." The absence of the neuter in 
Hebrew may hav led Mr. N ebuchim in to error; and 
the same difficulty appears where he cslls a nation 
"him," and not "them" like other translators. To 
recur to the original proposition, that the Bible 
writers knew of only one deity, and admitting that 
in the first chapter of Genesis the Elohim availed 
them self of the editorial "us" and "we," will the 
learned Nebuchim accommodate us with a translation 
of Genesis iii, 22! In English it now reads, "And 
the Lord God said, Behold, the man has become as 
one of us." Here the editorial "us" cannot be re
sorted to, for that word implies no more than "the 
editor," and "one of the editor" is not a permissi
ble expression. 

I regard Nebuchim as a valuable addition to 
Freethought literature, and look forward to much 
personal edification from his communications. I 
should be particularly interested to know whence 
he derived his highly imaginativ definition of the 
name" Jehovah." 

The Canadian government recently appropriated 
one thousand dollars to buy masses for the repose 
of tl;le late Sir John Thompson's soul. A few years 
ago, in the case of a Brooklyn man, who left a con
siderable sum to the church for the saying of 
masses for a like purpose, an~ whose will was con
tested by his heirs, the judge decided that he could 
not legally award any amount to the benefit of a 
person whose whereabouts was unknown to the 
court. The course taken by the Canadian legisla
ture is less agreeable not only to common sense 
but to justice, especially as the money appropriated 
was not a portion· of the defunct Mr. Thompson's 
estate, but belonged in part to people who regard 
that form of incantation called the mass as a hea
thenish superstition. 

The World last Saturday had this item of intel
ligence among its dispatches : 

NEwBURYPORT, MAss., April 12hh.-People who were 
out late last night report seeiBg a very beautiful and pe
culiar celestial pnenomenon in the shape of a cross formed 
by the moon's rays, with the moon as a center. It was 
plainest about midnight, just as good Friday was being 
ushered in. 

Unless those who witnessed this phenomenon were 
deleteriously affected by it, the incident is not so 
powerful an argument against staying out late at 
night as some others that could be advanced. 

I hav a second letter from the individual who 
subscribes himself "Jesus Christ Alive," and it re
moves some misapprehensions into which I was led 
by the tone of his previous epistle. He is a survi
val of a biblical type, perhaps, but not of Jesus 
Christ. His style of communication, as developed 
under criticism, fails to connect him with the Naza
rene, though if reincarnation is granted to donkeys 
there would be nothing unreasonable in his identi
fication as Balsam's ass. 

For the reason that the Christian church does a 
considerable business, mainly on capital furnished 
by the !,!tate, in outcasts, orphans, paupers, etc., the 
conclusion has been hastily reached that there 
must be some inherent good in the institution. 
The history, creeds, and conduct otherwise of 
the church is opposed to such a theory, for to be 
really charitable is to be tolerant, and the church 
has not that virtue. She has "homes" for the in
capables, but penitentiaries for those who do not 
share he~ whimll'l· The explq.n~tiQI!- Qf this may be 
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discovered in the analogy between the church mem~ 
her and the object of his solicitude. The church itself 
is a retreat for the mentally dependent. Others, 
competent to face the truth as it is in this world, 
hav no more need for the cousolations of religion 
than the physically able hav for its dole of alms. 
The church member, therefore, is in pathological 
and· congenital sympathy with the class of incom
petents for whose possession he contends and for 
whom he solicits aid. The "charitable" institu
tion and the church are t~ins-the one being an 
asylum for the corporeally feeble or dependent, the 
other for individuals similarly deficient as to their 
intellects. 

This view is supported by the cant phrase, gen
erally found in Thanksgiving proclamations, to the 
eftect that our dependence on the almighty should 
teach us charity toward those less favored than our
selva in a worldly way. 

A week ago I recorqed in these columns the case 
of an Italian boy whose testimony was rejected in 
a law court on his confession that he kn~w nothing 
about God. A more satisfactory witness has since 
appeared before one of our legal tribunals. His 
name was Cokely and he kissed the book with a 
cross on it. It is not presumable that the court 
itself could hav added to his theological lore, but 
when the judge inquired of him if he was acquaint
ed with the "Encyclopedia Britannica" he replied 
with some pride that he was an Irishman and not 
in the habit of associating with dagos. The latinity 
of the title of the work led him to infer, erroneously, 
that an Italian party was referred to, and when he 
learned that the statements of said Britannica con
tradicted his own, he boldly added the epithet 
" liar" to that of dago and expressed a desire to 
meet the opposing witness outside. To his great 
indignation, however, the "dago's" authority was 
accepted instead of his oath. If knowledge of an ob
ject were always proportionate to the extent it is 
in evidence to the senses, or even to the reason and 
uoderstanding, Mr. Cokely's lack of acquaintance 
with the British encyclopedia would be a funnier 
circumstance than Francesco Mazetti's ignorance 
of the American deity. Gxo. E. MACDONALD. 

Freethought and Secular News from England. 
Since sending you my last "Notes" we hav had 

an activ time in England. The theological bigots 
hav been using all their resources in the endeavor 
tp regain a portion of their lost power. The vulgar 
and debased advocates of Christianity, finding they 
could not defeat us in argument, hav resorted to 
the basest falsehood and the vilest imputations, for 
which they hav received their just punishment; the 
opponents of secular education hav been doing their 
best to further impede the advancement of true in
struction in our board schools, and the National 
Secular Society has been as vigorous as ever in 
fighting the battle of Freethought and in expound
ing the principles of Secularism, both in London 
and in the provincial towns. Unfortunately the 
demon Influenza has been busy, with its enervating 
influence upon many of us. Medical science seems 
to be powerless to di8cover either the cause of this 
fiendish invader of health or its remedy. It is no 
respecter of persons, for rich and poor, believers 
and unbelievers, hav been among its victims, al
though the latter, as far as my knowledge extends, 
hav successfully resisted its attacks, while those to 
whom it proved fatal were Christ.ians. 

CHRISTIAN RAsOALITY.-The National Secular So, 
ciety, under the able leadership of its president, 
Mr. G. W. Foote, has recently succeeded in expos
ing and legally punishing certain vulgar and un
principled Christians on account of the publication 
of a most infamous libel in reference to the Hall of 
Science, London. The details of the charge madq 
by these shameless expounders of "the pure gos
pel" are unfit to be given here; it is sufficient to 
say that Secularists were accused of teaching youths 
an offense that is as "unnatural" ail it is degrading. 
Of course there was not a shadow of tr~6th in the 
charge, and after a thorough exposure in a court of 
law the verdict was given against these pious speci
mens of human depravity, and for their audacious 
and unscrupulous lying they were publicly con
demned and had to pay, including costs, £250, or 
one thousand two hundred and fifty dollars. As I 
sat in court and witnessed the miserable cowardice 
manifested by these hypocritical and canting ex
pounders of a "pure and undefiled religion,'' and 
listened to the palpable lying they indulged in, I 
felt more convinced than ever before that an influ
ence superior to that which Christianity exercises 
was needed to inspire within some minds a sense of 
decency and a love of truth. 

THE LoNDON ScHooL BoARD.-The pious bigo'ts of 
the London school ho~~ord hav resumed their reac_ 
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i dnary _policy in opposing all progressiv plans in 
our natwnal scheme of eduCJation. At the meeting 
?f the board t_he other day it was proposed to abol
Ish the fees m the . evening continuation schools. 
The. orthodox party of course opposed such a con
cessiOn to the pe?ple with the extraordinary argu
ment that the children who attended night schools 
were those who were necessitated to go to work to 
assist their parents, and had left school to earn 
mo~ey a~d ~ould th~refore well afford to pay for 
their evenmg mstructwn! The motion was reJected 
h,Y 2~ to 24 ~otes. The religious fanatics also per
Sist m refusmg to rescind the obnoxious circular 
which they issued for the purpose of enforcing 
upon the teachers c-ertain theological restrictions. 
Fortunately a liberal spirit is growing on the board 
and we hav many indications that the days of or
thodox supremacy there are numbered. 

Mn. S. P. PuTNAM.-The news that friend Put
nam will visit England the latter part of April has 
been received here with unqualified delight. Every 
effort will be made to giv him a hearty welcome, and 
to make his visit as successful as posRible. Per
sonally I am looking forward to see my old friend 
and colleague in this country with the greatest of 
pleasure. I regard him, next to Colonel Ingersoll, 
as the greatest orator in the ranks of American 
Freethought lecturers. All that can be done, Mr. 
Foote and myself will do, to giv the Freethinkers 
of great Britain an opportunity of listening to the 
eloquence of the president of the Secular Union 
and of the Freethought Federation of America. 

CoNTROVERSIAL AoTIVITY.-For many years the 
c_lerg:y of t~is cou~try hav persistently avoided pub
he discusswns with the representative of Ji'ree
thought. And even now the Christian Evidence 
Society will not officially en0ourage debates upon 
religious topics Still, there is a certain amount of 
renewed activity among individual controversialists. 
Since my return from America I hav been kept 
fairly well at public discussions, and now my col
league, Mr. G. W. Foote, is having his turn. At 
the present time he has about six debates under 
consideration. Well, the more the better for the 
success of Secularism. 
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News and Notes. inquiring look at S(lolhy Squ!l.reT However I 
Afte~ wide wanderings o"Ver the continent it is :plunged. in a~d took a Cil.r that I thought w~s goln~ 

refreshu:~g to draw up at Boston, the ancient city of m the dtrectwn of Washburn's, and I really did get; 
the Purttans. It has a massiv orthodox appear- within a mile of his residence, and w4lk:ed thllli dis
ance, but nevertheless Freethought illuminates its tanoe a wiser if not a sadder man. I got there at 
modern splendor. It is growing more vast and last, and had a fine time with our eloquent ad~o-
beautiful every time I visit its far-winding thorough- cate and his charming family. I understand he is 
fares. But the churches are giving way to magnifi- on the road to wealth, which I do most potently 
cent theaters and hotels, and this is a luminous hope to. be true; but still we cannot dispense with 
sign of the times. The Public Library building is ·his brilliant services in the Freethought lecture 
a structure which fills the heart with dreams· of de- field, where fame is plenty though shekels are few. 
light, blazoned as it is _with memories of the past, I am sure there is no one in our ranks who can do 
of th~ughts and deeds Illustrious, and shining like more good work than Washburn, and I hope his 
a glorw~s portal into the world's advancing future. path to fortune will shine ~ith the laurels of free
Th~ Umon passenger station, from which more dom. I also traveled to fair Melrose, where Ernest 
tramsdepart~achdaythanfromanyotherstationthe 1\;fendum and his wife make smooth and attrao
worl~ over, IB a marvel of stupendous architecture . tlv the path:way of reform. Music lent its charm:~ 
and Immense traveling facilities It covers eleven t~ the occasiOn. Mrs. Mendum has a fine musical 
a~res-a metropolis in itself of ever-changing mul- gift, a~d the. Sec~lar Pilgrim enjoyed. the exquisit 
tltudes. The new subway will beat the devil all to melodies which kmdle the heart and :flmg the light 
pieces for subterranean activities and the tumults of.golden imagination. Friend Mendum is deter
of pandemonium, newspaper and otherwise. Bos- mmed to keep the :flag of the Investigator :flying 
ton is really passing through a somewhat revolu and make Paine Hall the rallying-place of the Lib
tionary epoch. The quaint old city is disappearing. eral army. I hope that differences of method will 
the cow-paths are broadening to stately avenues and not destroy the harmony that should exist among 
tall and splendid edifices replace the landmarks of leaders of the "forlorn hope." 
a centu!Y· Of course the Paine Memorial Building I had a _jaunt also :o M_ilford, and the_ Free
rears Its sturdy walls amidst these enormous thought friends at this pomt made a dehghtful 
changes. The battlements of Freethought wel- reception-Mrs. Florence Johnson and her daugt
come the onward march of humanity. I giv two ters, Pearl, Bertha, and Olive; Mr. and Mrs. J. L. 
addresses to the pione«:rs of this glorious outpost. Buxton and their daughter Pearl,_ and C. C. John
The first wa~ on that Important issue, "Rome or son, w~o has traveled far and w1de and has the 
~eason-WhiCh!" and it was welcomed with ring- e~thusiasm of Freethought f~om ~ea_d to foot. The 
mg applause. In fact, I do not know of any words tri<? of daughters are charmmg vwhn players and 
of mine that ever met with warmer approval. This w~lled away the hours with beautiful strains, while 
shows that our ranks are alive to the impending Miss Pearl Buxton added the harmony of the organ. 
danger. There is no compromise. Protestantism Mrs. Johnson is a most excellent reader, and I am 
is. thorou~hly_ illogical. Its sole authority is the glad. to announce that she is prep_aring Freethought 
B~b~e! whwh Is being dashed to pieces by modern readmgs -and ~ectures for t~e Liberal platform. I 
critiCism. .R:ome do~s not rely upon the Bible, but am ·sure she wlll d_eserve emu:~ent succe_ss. 
upon the dlVme authority of the church itself. The Among other friends of this Bostoman week are 
Bible, according to Rome, supplem<>nts and empha- Dr. Noyes, ~essrs. Rockwood, Callier, Stillman, 
sizes the authority of the church, but does not Palmer, Harrison, Ryan, Ralph Chainey, Geo N. 
creat_e it.. Rome is intrenched in a vast and power- Hill, Dr. Symingt?n Brown, and many others-a 
ful msbtu tJilu, and hence its strength. Only ~oyal company. Miss Ora S1mpson, of Columbus, 0 , 
science and Freethought can overthrow its prestige Is present at Boston Nor mal school, and Miss Louise 

"PEAOE AND GoonwiLL."-The boast that Chris- and preserve the liberties of mankind. Mmchen from Iowa at the Emerson school of ora-
tianity promotes peace and love does not appear to My second address was on "Christianity and tory. Both ~re of Lib?~al ancestry and pursue art 
be verified by the present warlike preparations in Woman," a very interesting subject, both as reg~rds a.nd culture m the 8pll'lt of Freethought. Thus 
"Christian Europe." In those very countries where the past and the future of human development. from East and West the sons and daughters throng 
the Christian faith is paraded the most we find Shelley says : to Boston and infuse its oriental elegance with the 
more reliance placed upon the instruments of war Poets are o_radled i~to poetry by wrong, vig~r. and courag·e of the occident, the breath of the 
than upon the force of the teachings of the gospel. .And learn m suffermg what they teach in song. prairie, the wh1ff of the cyclone, and the breezy 
For instance, the British navy now costs fifty per If the knowledge and disciplin of woman are to glory of the mountains.. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
cent more than it did ten years ago, and that cost be measured by her suffering, she certainly deserves 
is still increasing. List year we added to the an- the crown to day. But judging by the Women's 
nual vote for our nav.v some £3,000,000. This year Christian Temperance Union the "softer sex" has 
we add not far from £1,500,000. And besides this beco~e so used to her chains, and hugs-them so, 
we raise a loan on thirty years' terminable annuities that It has become exceedingly dangerous to grant 
of close upon £9,000,000. The estimates for our her the ballot. If she gets the franchise she may 
army hav also nearly doubled during the last twelve cut our throats with it, as one critic remarked. The 
years. Thus while vast sums of money are church has not only stripped woman of her natural 
wasted in connection with the church and the mili- ri~ht and di~nity, but has <lemora.lized her very 
tary establishments of this "Christian" country, bemg. She kisses the hand that strikes. The lines 
we hav the deplorable l:lpectacle of millions of able- of the poet apply to church and woman : 
bodied men out of employment, and thousands of The Church a mocster of so foul a mien 
helpless mortals suffering for the want of food and That to be hated needs but to be Eleen· ' 

But Been too oft, familiar with its face: 
numberWs hdyting .etvhery w~ek t.h~ough shee~ starva- She'll first endure, then pity, then embrace. 
tion. a WI an mcreasmg pauperism, the I I t t d · 1 th 
clergy monopolizing wealth, and the aristocracy s a e lD. my ecture at were I positivly sure 
preventing the land from being used forcthe public that woman, If granted suffrage, would vote God 
good, we hav much to be truly thankful for in this into the Constitution, I should oppose woman 
God-fearing nation. . suffrage. I do not propose to giv the servitors of 

the church a club with which to beat out my brains. 
It may be wrong to refuse woman the ballot but . . ' It IB a far greater wrong for woman to use the hal 
lot to reinstate the old tyranny of church and state. 
I choose the lesser wrong, and no Freethinker c .. n 
choo11e otherwise. The ballot, after all, is but a 
minor factor in the immense and progressiv civili
zation of man. Woman need not wait for the 
ballot to be her best and noblest. I rather think 
the majority of my audience accepted the points I 
made. 

Lectures aud Meetings. 
THE M~mhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for .April: · 
.April 19th-" The Bible and Modern Thought." S. P. 

Putnam . 
.April 26th-" Some Recent .Advances in Science." Dr. 

R. G. :Eccles. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical .Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for .April: 
.April 21st-" The Uses of Philosophy." S. P. Putnam. 
.April 28th- Debate, "Protection vs. Free Trade." Mr. 

Henry Nichols and Mr. Henry Rowley. 

THE German Freethinkers' .Association meets every 
Sunday at 3 o'oiook PM., at Beethoven Hall, 212 E. Fifth 
street, New York. Program for .April, 1895: 
.April 21st-" Waat IS l'tntb.?" Mr. Ro~ssler. 
.April 28th-'' The R~surrflOtion of Jesus." Mr. Roessler. 

.Admission free. M. WisE, Stlo, 154 E. lOOth street. 

. THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
In G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for .April will be as follows: 
.April 21st- Joint debate upon, "Resolved, That a Single 

G •ld Standard is Better than a Bimetallic Standard." 
.Atty. Chas. B. Wilby, affirmativ, and Mr. H. P. 
Boyden, negativ. 

.April28hh-" .A Christian Truth va, An Orthodox Myth." 
.Atty. Stanley E. Bowdle. · 

THE Women'sLiberal Lea~ue of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Slterrett Building, N. "' 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. .Adml.Ssion 
free. All welcome. Lectures for .AJ;>ril: 
.April23d-" .Ancient Judaism." Samuel H. Gordon. 
.April 20th-" Mny Wollstoneoraft." Thaddeus B. Wake-

man. 

MRs. M . .A. F.BEEMAN will lecture in San Marcial, New 
Mexico, May 7th, 8th Rod IHh. Freethinkers in that 
part of the oountr.v will do well to make an effort to hear 
her and assist the Liberals who are sustaining the work. 

WHAT IS To BE DoNET-Certain it is that the ex
isting inequalities between the rich and poor, and 
the bitter conflicts now going on in the United King
dom between capital and labor, cannot continue 
without being accompanied by the gravest conse
quen;,es. Parliament has tried after a fashion to 
grapple with the evils, but its success hitherto has 
not been great. A committee was recently ap
pointed by the House of Commons to inquire into 
the causes of and to suggest a remedy for the pre
vailing poverty, but up to date no practical results 
hav been achieved. True, the committee hav is
sued their interim report, but they express regret 
that they are unable to recommend any steps which 
are calculated to meet the acknowledged urgency of 
the case, such ae Parliament would be likely to in
dorse. It is evident from the tone of the report, as 
well as fl'om the admissions it contains, that the 
comr.aittee realize something of the magnitude and 
urgency of the unemployed problem. The evidence 
collected shows that there is a huge mass of help
less misery caused independently of the special in
fluences of an exceptional winter. CHAS. W A'rTs. 

I had to spend most of my time while in Boston 
seeing friends, for there is a goodly array of Liber
als here. I visited the delightful homes of the Rush 
Brothers. J hey are now married, and they do not 
dream of any heaven beyond this sunny earth itself 
and the light of the hearthstone, where the graces 
and the loves prevail. Long life and happiness to 
these m~>rry and busy friends, who know how to 
rustle for a happy fortune. Of course I foregath
ered with M. T. Rush and wife about the hospitable 
table. I wish my jolly English comrade was going 
with me over across the seas to his nativ land, to .As a result of a debate between 0 . .A. Phelps and a 

minister at Nipomo, Cal., the Freethinkers hav organized 
make· me more familiar with its wonderful scenes. a society, twenty-five joining the first week and paymg 

The street-cars of Boston are like a Cb.inese an ~nitiation fee of a dollar each. More hav signified 
Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. puzzle, or rather like the wind, or Holy Ghost, of thelf intention of join~ng. This ~ut. of a population ::>f 

. · . which Jesus spake for surely who can tell h less than a hundred Is very gratlfymg. The dues hav 
Sunday, .Apri~ 21st, T~ledo, 0 ........................ The B~ble : w e~ce been fixed at twenty-five cents per month. Bertha Wll-
]tionday, .Aprll22d, Erie, Pa ........................... The Bible 'they come or whither they go, as you stand w1th . son Foreman is the secretary, 
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One of Our Standbys. 
WHITELAND, IND., April 3, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: I inclose $5 to extend my 
subscription another two years. I hav 
read the paper regularly every week from 
the beginning of the Humphrey-Bennett 
debate till now, and don't feel like giving 
it up as long as I am able to pay for it. 
Wishing yon sncce~s in opening the eyes 
of the blind, I remain, 

Very trnJy yours, SAML. E. BFEWER. 

Cheers for Tessa Kelso. 
OMAHA, NFB., April 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, to 
be divided equally between11the Wise and 
Fleokten funds. Am sorry I cannot make 
it $100 instead. 

By the way, I see by the dispatches that 
our brave librarian of the Los Angeles 
city library has "downed" the cowardly 
and contemptible hypoorit who slandered 
her lately from his pulpit. Three cheers 
for Miss Kelso! and all honor for Judge 
Olark! JoHN McARDLE. 

Found He Must Hav It. 
PHILADELPHIA, P A., April 3, 1895 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for 
four months' subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I thcnght I could do without it 
when I left New York, but I must say I 
hav been very lonesome for the last six 
months without it. I tried several news
dealers over here; some of them don't 
seem to hav heard of THE TRUTH SEEKER; 
but yon must remember this is the Quaker 
city, the home of church hypocrisy [one 
of them]. CHARLES WooLLAM. 

Who Was God's Typewrited 
KAMAS, UTAIL March 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: How can anyone believe 
what is recorded in the first chapter of 
Genesis before God (or the gods) had made 
man?· Did he (God) hav a clerk, or had 
he a typewriter, or did he afterwards ten 
anyone else about his sayings and doings? 
If so, who was he, what was his name? 
Any information will be acceptable. I 
once asked a Mormon bishop the above, 
and he said that Christ was with God. 
Which anrner was not unexpected. 

. JACOB LUNDBERG. 

He Feels Lonesome. 
PollmROY, WAsH., March 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50, for 
which please extend my subscription for 
one year, and send me "Forir Hundred 
Years of Freethonght." We manage to 
support seven or eight gospel expounders 
in a little town of about 800 or 900 inhab
itants. I am about the only outspoken 
Freethinker in the town, and I hav worn 
out Heston's picture book doing mission
ary work among the brethren. We hav a 
number of Liberal men here, but they are 
afraid to speak their sentiments. I am 
going to hav the first Freethought lecturer 
here that I can engage. J. H. HENLEY. 

This Is Good Work. 
PRESCOTT, ARiz., March 27, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Last week I sent yon a 
small order for books and four trial snb· 
I!Cribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. This 
week I inclose money and names for four 
more trial subscribers. "Let the good 
work go on." I trust I may be able to 
send yon four subscribers each week, but 
this hope can hardly be realized. 

Tbe Fr~tbought 'work is moving for
ward in this country, and much interest 
is being manifested in Liberal ranks. 
Arizona is surely a hot-bed of Infidelity 
when aroused. DR. J. MILLER. 

P. S.-I can add two more names for the 
paper in this order, and there will be more 
to follow as soon as money is plentier. 

Yours respectfully, J. M. 

Two Forms of Pleasure. 
HAWTHORNE, IA., March 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please fiod money 
order. It is a pleasure to read my receipt 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER for two years, but 
it is a greater pleasure to read its pages 
from week to week. My father was always 
a Freethinker, but we never saw any Lib
eral papers until I was about twenty years 
old, when we became acquainted with the 
Boston Investigator, and then THE TRUTH 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

SEEKER about the time Mr. Bennett was 
first imprisoned. I am much pleased to 
see that friend Putnam's book is meeting 
with success. I must say that my letter to 
this paper last summer was the first letter 
I ever had pnbli11hed for me, and it was 
wholly unexpected. I often find that the 
letters from friends form a great part of 
the interesting portion of the paper. Lib
erals are not very plentiful here, and what 
few there are hav not the independence of 
their beliefs and convictions. Professor 
Jamieson has been with us once. 

Yours as ever, WALTER RUNNELs. 

The Preacher's Pity Reciprocated. 
LEXINGTON, 0. T., March 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I see I hav rode out my 
ticket, so I will send yon seventy-five cents 
to take me to the next station. 

There was a revival meeting going on 
here some time since, and one of the sev
eral preachers participating thought him
self good in an argument. He stopped in a 
grocery store, and the. grocery-man saw 
me coming along the street and called me 
in and introduced me as Mr. Davidson, 
"the noted Infidel of Lexington." Parson 
Johnson began the argument, of which I 
will giv a synopsis. We agreed as a basis 
for argument that if the foundation of a 
system is false the system is false. We 
also agreed that a god was the foundation 
of the Christian system, and that to be god 
this being must be all-wise, all-powerful, 
and all- good. He affirmed that the Chris
tian God possessed these attributes; I de
nied, and this is the problem as I stated it: 
If there be a god who is all-wise and who 
therefore foresees evil, and having power 
to prevent it does not, the ail-good is not 
discoverable. The only answer he gave 
me was that he was sorry for me, and I told 
him that I was equally sorry for him; that 
I never censured a person for his igno
rance; that I always had pity for snob. I 
told him I did not believe in prayer, but if 
I did, this would be my prayer: Deliver me 
from an orthodox god. A. K. DAVIDSON. 

Amazed at Michigan News. 
FAIRHAVEN, WAsH., March 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: It was with horror that I 
read in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 16th 
your account of the Michigan Sunday 
Law bill. If this bill becomes law, what 
difterence will there be between the state 
of Michigan and tyrannical Russia? 

The rich can amuse themselvs six days 
in the week and hav a Comfortable. home 
to pass Sunday in, but the workingman, 
who has to work six days in the week, will 
find it very little elevating to hav to pass 
the Sunday inside of the four walls of his 
humble home (if he happen to hav any). 
He will thereby in due time consider him
self as an ox that is created to eat, sleep, 
and work only. 

But what is that patriotic organization 
that sails under the flag of the American 
Proteotiv Association doing to prevent 
such an insult to American institutions 
as these Sunday laws certainly are? Now 
would be a good time for the A. P. A. to 
convince the world tbat they do not com
pose a religions society organized for the 
purpose of downing another religions or
ganization, and I am sure that if the 
A. P. A. really shows signs of being a 
true " American Protectiv Association" 
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKEB will let 
us know. But we must first know how 
they stand on the Sunday law question; 
also if they do or do not favor Bible read
inp- in the public schools. Let us hear 
from yon, gentlemen of the A. P. A. press. 
This doubt is liable to create suspicion, 
which will never do in this grave crisis. 

Yours for truth and truth only, 
J. s. ODEGAARD. 

Where Our Missionary Work Took Effect. 
BLUEFIELD, W. Va., AprilS, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I write to thank yon for 
your club rates for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Inclosed find $4.90 for new subscribers on 
trial, and forty cents for one "Candle 
From Under the Bushel." I h~v been 
taught Christianity all my life - for 
twenty-fiveyears-untilabontthreemonths 
ago I saw the "Age of Reason," which, I 
must confess, is the noblest, grandest 
work of truth and reason I hav ever been 
able to examin. It is undoubtedly what 
you claim for it, "without a peer in the 
world." :My life would be a blank with-

out it, and I hav no doubt that the priest 
would hav got me at death. Since read
ing the "Age of Reason" I hav become a 
truth seeker and a Freethinker. Chris
tianity has always kept me in constant 
fear and dread of some awful future world 
of eternal torment, the thoughts of which 
make men most miserable. When a man 
givs up his superstitions ideas and begins 
to look around at the laws of nature and 
science, he can not help seeing the fallacy 
of the writings of the Old and New Testa
ments. I think those fables, as they are 
taught, are the greatest impositions ever 
imposed upon the world. If practiced as 
taught they would destroy our freedom; 
that is, if the laws of the states would 
allow, or giv to theocrats the power they 
are striving to get by mixing church and 
state affairs. It would bring about what 
it did from 1600 to 1630-thonsands of hu
man beings burnt at the stake for reje<lting 
Roman Catholicism. 

The Father of the Faithful and of our 
civil liberties, one of the noblest men that 
ever lived, Thomas Paine, reverenced the 
only God mentioned in the Decls.ration 
of Independence, of which he can truly 
be called the author and finisher. 

I presume yon will be surprised to learn 
of a new follower down in the little state 
of West Virginia, and for that reason I 
thought I would Jet yon hear from me. I 
assure you that I am d.,ing and will do all 
I can here for the good cause. 

Yours very truly, E. M. MoNTGOMERY. 

Preachers' Wonderful Stories. 
PoRTLAND, ME., March 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav always made it a 
rule to impart to others that which would 
be of service to them, hence the following 
valu~ble information, told me by a friend 
who heard it at one of the revival meetings 
now being held at City Hall by Rev. B. 
Fay Mills, who, to illustrate the great 
worldly advantage it is to one to get relig
ion, told of a man out West (like the won
derful cores made by patent medioins, it 
is always in some far-away locality) who 
made violins that sold for three or fonr 
dollars each. During a revival he got 
converted, and so great a change did it 
make in him that the next fiddle he ma'le 
possessed so fine a tone it sold for $300. 
Later, he commenced to backslide, with 
the result that his work deteriorated. A 
renewal of faith was followed by a fiddle 
that brought him $400. Brother Freethink
ers, get religion-it p~ysl And don't for
get to backslide, so as to make possible 
renewal at greatly increased profits. 

Another story was to the effect that a 
club of forty Infidels were all converted. 
I doubt if medical works record an in. 
stance of forty members of one society all 
suffering from softening of the brain at one 
time. 

An attempt to induce all places of busi
ness to close one day in aid of the revival 
proved a flat failure. One man told the 
committee that the forty-five men in his 
employ needed the day's pay more than 
they did religion, and it was doubtful if a 
single man would attend the meetings 
should he close. The· next request was 
for him to pay the men and giv them the 
day. Christ must hav had in mind the 
"cheek " of the-latter- day Christian when 
he advised men to "turn the other one 
also." A blow on snob a cheek would re
sult only in injury to the hand that gave. 
it. Some weeks after Ingersoll lectured 
here, the Rev. Mr. Hastings, of Boston, 
author of many anti-Infidel works, was 
brought here as an antidote, but still fear
ful that the fate of Sodom and Golnorrah 
would be visited in Portland, a three
weeks' revival was started. As yet the 
insurance rates hav not been lowered. 

H. Q. NoRTON. 

"Orthodoxy." 
W A.uSEoN, 0., March 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: That belated ''orthodox" 
minister, the Rev. Joseph Cook, in discuss
ing the World's Religions Parliament Ex
tension, says, "Christianity of the schol
arly, biblical, and aggressiv type stooli 
forth in the World's Parliament of Relig
ions among non-Christian faiths and -ghi
losophies as the sun among candles." 
This is an untruthful statement. The ad
dresses of Rev. Dr Momerie, of the 
Church of England; of Prof. Henry 
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Drummond, of Glasgow, Scotland; of 
Rev. Theodore Munger, of New Haven• 
Conn., all " orthodox," disprove Mr. 
Cook's dictum. They are, substantially, 
in accord with the Theistic school-the 
Unitarians and reform Jews. That able 
and scholarly minister and editor of Unity 
of· Chicago, Rev .. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, in 
his introductory to his book, "A Chorus 
of Faith as Heard in the Parliament of 
Religions," said: "To borrow a World's 
Fair phrase, the so-called Pagans ' made 
the best exhibit.'" All competent authority 
will assent to Reverend Jones's conclusion. 
Reverend Cook is of that rapidly decreas
ing clan who know of but one religion and 
whom that eminent scholar, Max Miiller, 
referred to when he says: "Those who 
know but one religion [or language?] know 
none." The Christianity of Reverend 
Oook is. not, however, the religion of 
Christ, who taught Judaism; and told the 
lawyer that to inherit eternal life he should 
keep the commandments. But Jet ns com
pare Reverend Cook's kind of Christianity 
with a religion nearly seven hundred years 
older, and whose adherents far outnumber 
any other religionists-Buddhism. The 
Buddhists hav not been obliged to invent 
a "two-kinds-of-wine" theory in order to 
bring their faith in accord with the tem
perance sentiment of the age, as has been 
done by the alleged followers of the Naza
rene. Neither hav they to apologize for 
slaughtering their fellows to spread their 
religion. Mackenzie, in his "Royal Ma
sonic Encyclopedia," estimates that in 
" holy" wars, "religions" massacres, and 
"holy" Inquisition, 26,100,000 human 
lives hav been sacrificed in propagating 
that kind of faith of which Rev. Cook is 
the exponent. "By their fruits shall ye 
know them," is as good a test to-day as 
when uttered more than eighteen hundred 
years ago. By that rule, Mr. Cook, your 
''sun among candles " is exceedingly dim. 
And do not forget that other declaration 
of the disciple of the Galilean-" He that 
doeth truth cometh to the light," etc. 

J. H.S. 

Believes in Aggressiv Work. 

EuREKA, CAL., March 21, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $15, for which 

send me books as per list. 
Is Mr. Pntaam coming to California 

this year? I should like to see him. Be
fore I went E~st I could get into a contro
versy with a preacher occasionally, but 
they will not argue with me now. I hav 
purposely provoked them in print, but all 
treat me with silent contempt. Experi
ence has taught them that they derive 
more glory by that course than by argu
ment. 

I .received Tao: TRUTH SEEKER of March 
16th, and am astonished at what yon re
port about Mr. Omelvina. If a preacher 
in this county should make snob a remark 
and it came to my knowledge, I would sit 
down upon him. Are there no Freethink
ers in Petersburg, Ind., who can do the 
same thing? It is true, the press of the 
United States is a mercenary concern; the 
editors are cowards and hYI>oorits, and 
dare not own their souls, but as a rule 
they are business- men, who keep in stock 
what the public desire; and if a Free
thinker has something to say that people 
like to read, if only from curiosity, they 
will print it. The first preacher I attacked 
in print was a politician who clamored 
for Sunday law. The article filled the ed
itor's sanctum with iVIethodists, and some 
stopped their papers, but where one sub
scriber was lost two were gained; and the 
editor was satisfied with the result. 

If we want to make a mark in the world 
we must fight, using reason for our 
weapon. People are led by creeds hav
ing the sanction of ages, which must be 
dislodged before reason can take their 
place. The progress will be Alow but sure, 
although the creeds will sometimes out
flank us. The religious wedge has lately 
been entered in California. In our 
early days we used to hav a legislature 
unlike other states, but since politics has 
become thoroughly rotten in California 
we hav adopted another practice. We 
hav a set of animals living here who hav 
reverted to the state of their ancestors 
who roamed over the forests of Africa. 
As they are no earthly use for anything 
else they hav become politicians, and at 
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every election we pick out the meanest of 
them and send them to Sacramento to 
quarrel amon~ themselvs and do us all the 
mischief they oan. Here and there a man 
gets among them, who is disgraced by 
being classed as one of them, and who has 
no power to avert their mischief. So it is 
not strange thl\t one animal from Marin 
county, by name of McAllister, dis!n'aoed 
his constituents by enterin~ the religions 
wedge in favor of Sunday lflgislation. 

Send me ''When Were Our Gospels 
Written?"with other books, and !will send 
yon $15. Place the remainder where it will 
do the most good. R. GUNTHER. 

Concerning VarionR Topics. 
Pr,EASANT LAKE, IND., March 28, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed herewith· my 

order for books. also some additional cash 
for use in the Fleokten school fight, and 
for the aqsistanoe of Mr. Wise, as directed. 
I hav Bell's " Hand-Book," '' Old Testa
ment Stories Illustrated," and the " Pic
torial Text-Book," and if these will not 
make Freethinkers of those who read them 
thongbtfnlly, I cannot imagin what would. 
But .few ohnroh people, however~ oan be 
induced to read snoh works, for fear, I 
suppose, that their all-merciful and loving 
God will damn them for it, if they were 
tempteil to use the reasoning powers he 
has given them. I hav two sisters who are 
ohnroh members, and thev are like the 
majority, for although we hav many Lib
eral books, as well as THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
to read, they will not look at them, nor 
pay attention to the reading of anything 
they contain, but they obtained their ·rel
ish for superstition elsewhere, for all the 
others of the family are Freethinkers. My 
e:randfather in his younger dave was a 
faithful member of the Presbyterian 
ohnroh, but became a radical Freethinker 
as the result of careful Bible reading and 
investigation; and nearly all of his deoend
ants are Freethinkers. There are many 
Liberals in this vicinity, but most all are 
of the do-nothing kind. Some time since 
I tried to seonre some subscribers for 
your paper, but without suooess, as the 
times are. so close here that those who 
would subscribe oonld not spare the means 
to do so. Am glad to see snob a story as 
"Marion Hepburn's Heresy" in the paper, 
and hope you may seonre more of a simi
lar style, for the Christians are prone to 
introduce into some of our periodicals 
stories of an opposit character, another sly 
scheme of theirs to instil their supersti
tions into the minds of thoughtless read
ers. Some time ago some of the Liberals 
here secured J. E. Remsburg ·to deliver a 
lecture, and obtained the trustee's consent 
to use the town school hall for that purpose, 
but when the Ohdstians found it out they 
used their influence and induced him to 
withdraw his consent to use the school 
building, so the lecture was postponed un
til a vacant store building, owned by a. 
Liberal of our town, was secured for the 
occasion. Mr. Remsburg's lecture, "False 
Olaims of the Ohuroh," WM fairly well at
tended, nearly all being Liberals. Two 
ministers, however, were there, and one of 
them (a Baptist) became mnoh out of hu
mor, and as soon as the lecture closed he 
made the announcement that he would 
answer Mr. Remsburg's statements in his 
sermon the next Su"aday, and at once left 
the room. Mr. Remsburg had invited crit
icism, but his saintly highness evidently 
did not care to enter into any argument 
then and there. I did not attend his meet
ing, but hav little doubt that his answer 
consisted mostly of the usual abuse used 
by the clergy to belittle those who dare 
think for themselvs. But this agent of the 
celestial kingdom did not stay in our town 
long; he evidently believed in Ghrist's ad
monition only when modified so as to read, 
"Giv to the olergy, and let the poor take 
care of themselvs, and giv something if 
they will," for he· had not been here long 
before people began to observe that he 
took no notice, when meeting them, of 
those who dropped no cash into the contri
bution box, but saved his oor~iality f~r 
the cheerful giver. Truly a typ1oal spem
men of God's agents, but many people are 
too good for their religion, based on the 
doctrine of a bar bar ian Bible, so this worthy 
apostle of glory did not snit them. We 
hav in our state one of those musty relics 
of superstition, a Sunday law, which, 
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within my recollection, has been brought 
forth to fine a barber for shaving a man on 
Sunday, and also a man for hunting on 
that sacred day. But the latter really de
served little sympathy, for he afterward 
was fool enough to join the ohuroh, and 
thns.beoome a supporter of the usurper of 
his liberty, and so long as we hav snob 
people among us it seems evident .that the 
fool killer, if not a myth, is at least dis
gracefully negligent of his duty. I· am 
sorry to learn that we lost in the church
tax contest in Oregon, and hope that the 
Liberals having means will come forth with 
enough to produce better results in the 
future, and long may THE TRUTH BEEKER 
flourish to battle for the right. I would be 
pleased to correspond with Freethinkers 
living in California, along the coast be
tween Santa Ornz and Los Angeles; so, 
ladies and gentlemen, will you let me hear 
from you? Respectfully yours, 

OHANOY AVERY. 

.A Preacher Commended and Criticised. 
PoRT ANGELER, WASH., March 21, 295. 
MR. EDITOR: The last issue of the Port 

Angeles Simoon published a sflrmon re
cently delivered bv Rev. F. F. Passmore, 
of Denver, Ool. The Teverend is a re
, ormer and will, probably, soon be reading 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I senil you a few 
extraotA from his sermon, but he also made 
some other remarks, to which I hav written 
a reply, which you mav publish if you 
will. Yonrs truly, FRANK MoRSE. 

REv. F. F. PASSMORE, Denver, Ool., 
Dear Sir: I hav just been reading a ser
mon of yours in which yon hav tolil more 
truth than an ordinary minister would tell 
in ten years. I hope yon will continue in 
your good work, and I wish there were 
thousands more like you, but I hope you 
will not be offended when I tell you that I 
think yon hav made some mistakes. When 
yon tell us that God's word is a sufficient 
guide, you cause only confusion, for the 
question naturally arises, What is God's 
word? We open the Bible and read: 
"Thou shalt not kill" (Dent. v, 17). Then 
we turn but a few more leaves and read: 
"But thou shalt surely kill him. Thine 
hand shall be the first upon him to put him 
tci death" (Dent. xiii, 9). "David be
haved himself wisely in all his ways, and 
the Lord was with him; and David took 
him more concubines and wives out of 
J ernsalem " (2 Sam. v, 1 0-13). " David 
danced before the Lord with aH his might, 
and he dealt as well to the women as men, 
to every one a flagon of wine" (vi, 14, 19). 
"Noah was a just man and perfect · · · 
and he drank the wine and was dl'nnken " 
(Gen." vi, 9; ix, 21). "Thou shalt bestow 
that money for whatsoever thy sonllnsteth 
after, for · · • wine or for strong 
drink" (Dent. xiv, 26). "Drink thy wine 
with a merry heart, for God now aooepteth 
thy work" (Ecol. ix, 7). "I will giv to 
thy. servants twenty thousand baths of 
wine" (2 Ohron. ii, 10). "I will giv yon 
the rain in his due season • · · that 
thou mayest gather in thy corn and thy 
wine" (Dent. xi, 14). "Giv wine unto 
those that be of heavy heart; let him drink 
and forget his poverty, and remember his 
misery no more" (Prov. xxxi, 6, 7) .. That 
is what the saloon keepers are doing; they 
and the preachers that you hav "ritioised 
are following the teachings of the Bible. 
The only trouble is, they hav gotten hold 
of the wrong guide baok. The first book 
on total abstinence that was ever written 
was written by an Infidel J ndge Herttelt 
I am as much against intoxicating liquor 
as you are, but we oan never destroy it 
with the Bible. I approve of most of your 
sermon, but regret that you take the po
sition yon do in regard to the Sabbath. 
Yon seem to be very mnoh agit11.ted because 
the trains, factories, and street oars are 
running on the Sabbath. The priests also 
became agitated in Ghrist's time and ao· 
oused him of being a Sabbath-breaker. 
He defended himself and his 'disciples in 
working on the Sabbath, and taught that 
it was right to do good instead of evil on 
all days alike. St. Paul said: "Let no 
man judge you in meat or in drink, or in 
respect of a holy day · · • or of the 
Sabbath days; let every man be persuaded 
in his own mind." The Constitution of the 
United States guarantees entire religious 
iiberty to every citizen, and whenever any 
Sabbath laws are made they are in viola
tion of the Constitution. The question 
~hioh day is the Sabbath is still an nn-

settled one. The Bible says it is the 
last day of the week, and it was so consid
ered until the year 321, when the emperor 
Constantine, a Roman ann-worshiper, 
joined the Christian ohnroh and com
manded people to rest on the venerable 
day of the sun. His edict oan be found in 
Encyclopedia Britannica, article Sunday. 
Constantine and his soldiers killed many 
of the Christians, and after a few genera
tions had passed away the Christians finally 
accepted Sunday, the first day of the week, 
as the Sabbath, the same as they do now, 
without even asking the reason why. 
There are some of them, however, known 
as Adventists, who still rest on the Sabbath 
instead of Sunday. 

Yours respectfully, FRANK MoBSE. 
From Reverena Passmore's Sermon. 

An unfaithful ministry prolonged to oen~ 
tnries the dark night of the Middle Ages. 
I hav looked into human history, human. 
effort, human nature; I hav watched the 
human race in its efforts to rise, wondering 
why the world had made so little advance
ment, why civilized nations were so un
civilized. - · · I am astonished to find 
that the men, or class of men, whom God 
intended should be the foremost men in all 
reformations, hav been the men who hav, 
as a class, discouraged reformations and 
helped to persecute anil burn the reform
ers. It was the ministry of the days of 
Wyoliffe, Hnss, Jerome, and Sovonarola 
that not only disoonragea those men in 
their search for light and truth, but kindled 
the fires of hate and death. · We 
come down to our nation, and in the great 
anti-slavery contest waged for the libera
tion of African slaves the ministers were 
on the side of the masters, against the 
slaves. Our government heeds 
everybeok and call of the rich, but theory 
of the helpless and needy poor goee nn· 
heeded, unanswered. In all the wrongs, 
wickedness, distress, oppression, and cor
ruptions to which we hav referred, where 
has stood the ministry and where do they 
stand to-day? They stand convicted of 
neglect of duty. 

The next reformation that must be agi
tated and materialized is to reform the 
ministry. There has never yet been a re
former burned or persecuted that the min
istry did ne>t hav a hand in the work. 
There never has been an era of slavery 
and oppression that the ministry, as o. class, 
were not with the oppressor. It was tte 
preachers who ornoified Ohrii!t, opposed 
Luther, and upheld the nobility against 
the- peasantry before the French Revolu
tion, and proclaimed slavery in America. 

Hoveh (he is), Tihyeh (he will be). It 
signifies no more exalted position than 
Elohim. Bnai-Elohim has been explained 
as the sons of the mighty, and this is what 
I alluded to in my previous article, saying 
that Elohim means also power, strength. 

Regarding the changes which might hav 
taken place in the Hebrew language since 
tbe Bible was first written, I hav many 
reasons to believe that it changed but very 
little if at all. These reasons are too nu
merous and too lengthy to be given here. 
But even supposing that it has undergone 
some changes, what ofthat? I argue these 
questions from the Bible as !find it to.day, 
and as everybody reads, understands, and 
disensses it. · Another thing must be taken 
into consideration: If we insist that there 
were changes, then errors must in oonse
qnenoe hav crept in; then that book is en
titled to more favor at our hands, and it 
should not be censured too harshly. 

There were and still are a good man.v 
students who hav acquired a perfect knowl
edge of the Hebrew by studying the He
brew Bible, for it is the only source of this 
language. It contains the wbole vocabu
lary of the Hebrew. Snob men we find in 
this country as well as in Europe-the 
Jewish rabbis, authors, poets, and fiction 
writers, and yet hav never exacted any 
medals. That beautiful and poetical lan
guage has a perfect grammar o~tlled "Tal
mnd-Lshon-Evry," and to discriminate 
between a verb and a noun is the easy 
work of any student after a few lessons. 

I am not a defender of the Bible. Long 
ago I had a falling out with that book, and 
we hav not made up yet. Still I believe 
in giving the Bible wtiters their due. 
They hav positivly advocated one God all 
through the Bible, and it is strange to me 
that the very places where they teach the 
serving one God and· not the many
meaning the idols-should be miscon
strued. I will quote here two verses of 
the Bible, "Hear, 0 Israel, Jehova Elo
him is one Goa " (Dent. vi, 4). "For 
what nation is there so great, who hath 
God so nigh unto them as the Lord our 
God is in all things that we call on'him 
(Dent. iv, 7). Now, if that verse had 
been translated oorreotlv it would read 
like the Hebrew, thus, "For what nation 
is there so great, who hath ,qods that are 
so nigh unto him as the Lord ou-r God is 

Jehovah·Elohim. in all things that we call on him1" What 
NEw YoRK, April 6, 1895. Hebrew scholar can be so blind as not to 

MR. EDITOR: I find in the "Observa- see that the first Elohim in that verse 
tions" of one of your contributors that means idols, and the last Elohim means 
my argument is not convincing to all that the God of the Bible? 
'' Elohim," in Genesis, means one God. Of oonrse some Christian minister might 
Yet I think it is very plain to a Hebrew hav a fit over my accusation that they hav 
student. 'I hav not alluded to the gender translated' the Bible falsely, and there may 
of God.. In translating the first few verses be some Freethinkers who will ask, ''Who 
in Genesis, endeavoring to prove that is that man who assumes snoh authority?" 
"Elohim" meant one god, I thought it Nevertheless, it is so. Ask any Hebrew 
necessary to translate them verbatim. scholar to translate that verse without see 
The second verse reads: ing the English Bible, and he will, he 

V.Rnah Elohim Merahepeth must, translate it as I do. 
And the spirit God she moves. Now, a few words about that so-much-
It was not God who moved; it was the talked-of God. Oan I worship him? No! 
spirit of God. '' Rnah" is the Hebrew for They hav made a God wbo is less good, 
spirit, and feminin in its gender. My aim less moral, and less intelligent than the 
was to show that in the original Hebrew average man. Oan I love him? No I 
it is singular-she, not, they. This also is They hav a God who likes blond, w4o in 
plain to a Hebraist, and it is plain to every- cited a pack of briokmakers to plunder 
body that there was no woman in the case. and rob nations on whom they had not the 

Of course, here is a good ohanoe to oor- least claim, to kill the men, slaughter 
ner me, for it shows a duality of God, their innocent babes, and take the snrviv
sinoe the spirit was a separate object. To ing wives home; a God who favored the 
this I will answer as to many other qnes- bad and condemned the good. He de
tiona: Since all Freethinkers agree that spised the innocent offering of Oain, fruits 
the God of the Bible was made by man, of the earth, and respected that of Abel 
and considerably like man (only a little because there was blood! A God who 
worse), then it is very natural that man made a patriarch of that tricky, defraud
should grant him a spirit, though still be- ing, cheating, rascally Jacob, and ignored 
lieving in his oneness. This answer I will the manly, generous, and forgiving Esan I 
now use to the more important question: A God who punished the gentle and noble 
"If God was the only one on the job, to King Saul, and chose that adulterer, mnr-' 
whom did he issue orders and make sng- derer, hypocritical fiddler, David, the son 
gestions?" eto., eto. If he was made by of Boaz and Ruth, uf cornfield fame, de
roan and like man, why should he not soendant of Judah and Tamar, who strnok 
speak to himself? We very often hear a bargain on the road to Timnath. He is 
people say, "I said to myself" so and so. the David who begot Solomon the liOlm
N or will my argument suffer any by say- tiona, both masters of the art, and the God 
ing that he may hav spoken to his angels, of the Bible set them aside for the pur
charioteers, holy beasts, seraphim, and pose of making himself a son! This is the 
cherubim, for nobody denies that the Bi- Bible's God who is father of Jeshn, ben 
ble claims snoh beings, but they are not Joseph Pandra, the carpenter, fool, and 

- - knave of Jerusalem, redeemer of the 
admitted as gods~ or h1s compeers. _ world. Selah. . MoBEH NEBUOHIM. 
It has been pomted out by many em1- p 8 "M h N b h" " · t b"b 

E · . .- ore e no 1m IB no a 1 -
nent Hebrew scholars that lohrm and lioal name. Is is the name of a book writ-
Jehovah mean one and the ~am~ God u~-.

1 
ten by a great J~wish philosopher, Mai

der two names. Jehovah Is a oompos1t mon, who lived m the twelfth century, 
word from three others, Hoyoh (he was), and was very liberal_in his teachings. 
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(31z:ildren' s {jornsr. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Ri,·er, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
ti"''' tor this Corner should be sent. 

''Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occu~;~ation• 
That is known as the Children s Hour." 

Shutfte-Shoon and Amber Locks. 
Shuftle-Shoon and Amber Locks 
Sit tiJgether building blocks; 

Shuftle-Shoon is old and grav, 
Amber Locks a little child. 

But together at their play 
Age and youth are reconciled; 

And with sympathetic glee 
Build their ca•tles fair to see. 

"·when I grow to he a man " 
(So the wee one's prattle ran) 

" I shall build a castle so-
With a gateway broad and grand; 

Here a pretty vine shall grow, 
There a soldier guard shall sta.nd; 

Ann the tower shall he so bill'h 
Folks will wonder by and by!" 
Shuftle-Shoon quoth: "Yes, I know; 

· Thus I bui!ded long ago! 
Here a. gate and there a wall, 

Here a window, there a. door; 
Here a. steeple wondrous tall 

Riseth ever more and more l 
And the years hav leveled low 
What I hillded long ago!" 
So they gossip at their play, 
Heedless of the :fleeting day; 

One speaks of the long ago, 
Where his liead hopes buried lie; 

One with chubby cheeks a.glow 
Prattleth of the by and by; 

Siue by side they build their hlocks
Shuftle-Shoon and Amber Locks. 

-EuQene Field. 

Noble Thoughts, 
"Nhene'er a noble thought you hav, 

Remember i&, and then, 
If it will help them any way, 

Jmt tell your fellow men. 
BrBTHA F. JoillfsoN. 

Education and Jts Value. 
"He who knows not and knows not that 

he knows not is a fool; avoid him. 
"He who knows not and knows that he 

knows not is a ohild; lead him. 
"He who knows and knows not that he 

knows, is asleep; wake him. 
''He who knows and knows that he 

knows is a wise man; follow him." 
The above is an Arabian proverb that I 

hav heard or read. I am not sure I hav 
quoted it oorreotly, but at any rate it is 
right in substance and will serve me as a 
te"J"t. 

When one knows not and knows not 
that he knows not, he has about reached 
the aome of disagreeableness, for he is sure 
to be oonoeited in proportion to his igno
rance, and to render himself a nuisance to 
all about him, while serene in the belief 
that his noisy monthings are a source of 
delight to his hearers. 

When one knows not and knows that he 
knows not, it is best to help or lead him; 
·for instance, if yon enter tl:ie sohool·room 
with your lesson unprepared, do not pre
tend yon know when yon do not know, for 
a pretense of knowledge will simply repel 
others-and leave yon probably as ignorant 
as before; while a confession of your ig
norance will make others willing to help 
yon. 
If one has a genius for certain things

for example, drawing-and has had no op
_portnnity to develop this talent so that he 
fully oompreheLds it, you might say he 
knows but knows not that he knows, and 
his talent must be awakened. 

But when a man knows and knows that 
he knows, he is a wise man and we ought 
to follow him. 

When Philip of Macedon ooDqnered 
Greece he was able to do it beoanse he had 
an education in warfare. He had care
fully studied the armies and the way the 
diflerent people had fought before his 
time, and he improved the way and had 
d1flerent plans upon whioh he worked, and 
he won the battle. 

Some may think that by an education 
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being, but a week or so after knew nothing I of schools, but if we read good papers and How's This! 
about it ot o)). books, and if we study nature, we may get We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any 

w w case of uatarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's 
Solon, the man who made the wise law9 .a very good and noble education. Catarrh Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., ~oled'l, o. 

H · 11 We the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney 
of Greece, was an educated man. e Some laugh at poetry and think It a for the last 15 _years, and believd him perfectly 
knew he knew, and the people followed nonsense, while the thinkers pity the honorablf in all busine.s transactions and ftn .. n

cialJy able to carry out any obligations made by 
him. He had carefully studied the laws lang hers and admire the poetry and its their flt·m. 
made by other rulers, but it seems that author, whose ideas inspire them. WEsT & TnuAx. Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, 0 WaLDING KINNAN & MaRVIN, 11 holesale Drug. 
they all failed, and he tried to improve on A greater portion of the daily papers !!'•' tsbToledo, 0. 

Hall's atarrh Cure is taken internally, a~ting 
them and make them better. He was that we read every day is given over to directly upon the blood and mucou• surfaces of 
educated in snoh a way that he knew what aooonnts of murders, robberies, and other the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 71ic. 

per bottle. Sold by all Druggists. 
was best for the people. crimes committed, while a small and ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRi~ 

Some are happy only when they are trivial spaoe is given to a leotnre or any- ~ • 
out of doors, running, jnmPine, wrestling, thing like that whioh has been delivered 
or dancing; and some, I think, are happy for educational purposes. Is there not 
onlv when they are esting; or, in other room for the scholar and his ideals? 
words, when they are enjoying some This oentnry is not wanting in literary 
physical pleasure, while others oare more power, although a great many writers hav 
for learning. Man must hav enjoyment; expressed their opinion that it is. Take, 
if not mental, then it must be physical, far instance, Carlyle, who proclaims this_ 
whioh is not always elevatine. an age of romance. 

Education trains powers through know!- There is a glory of the present and a 
·edge. Without education we oonld never glory of the past. The glory of the past 
aooomplish anything of acoonnt. A book was in its literature, its art, and its ex
that may be olear to a man who has studied amples of greatness. Let ns retain the 
soienoe is incomprehensible to him who ancient glory and add to it the marvelous 
knows nothing of soienoe. The savage soientifio and praotioal spirit of the pres
looks upon education with superstition and ent. Then we shall hav a civilization 
wonder, but is indifferent to its charms surpassing all. LAURA MANSON. 
and is content to leave its higher pleasures 
to others, while he is satisfied with the 
physical enjoyment of his purely animal 
life. 

The book of soienoe is opened to him 
through education, and after centuries of 
evolution he may oatoh the inspirations of 
the genii of literature and rise to a level 
with the great minds of earth ; he then be
comes a oreatnre of ideas and aspirations 
instead of remaining _a mere animal ; that 
is, he is civilized instead of sa'l"age. 

Correspondence. 
. MoNTE VIsTA, Co-r.., Feb. 24, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WixoN: I send yon an essay 

whioh I wrote for a contest held Deo. 21, 
1894, whioh I would like to hav yon pub
lish if yon think it is worthy. The contest 
was between the two sides of our society, 
of whioh all of the pupils of the high 
school are members. I did not win, but 
next time I will try to do better. 

Yours truly, LAURA MANSON, 

Writes every lettu in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT· 
ICALLY, tnd yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 

It acts as if it studied the convenience of 
the operator at every turn, and thtreby 
light~ns his labor and reuders him capable 
of doing more. 

It h•s a knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machin~~. 

The catalogue tells you more about it. 
FREE. . 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

Knowledge as snoh, and its uses for 
manhood and the ultimate results of hap
piness, are often underestimated. Imagin 
a man born in a beautiful valley, shut in 
b:v the walls of a tower from the glories of 
nature; think·of him as having matured in 
body with no thought or language other 
than snoh as pertains to the needs of his 
physical existence. Then open np to him 
the bean tiel! of nature ; would he not look 
upon it as a tempie of infinit prop:>rtions 
adorned by the master hand of a genius ? 

RocKVILLE, IDAHO, March 16, 1895. 
MISS SUSAN H. WIXoN: I am fourteen ··~~~~~~~~~~~:!!~~~~~· 

years of age, and would like to hav some : 

Snoh is the contrast, only less in de
gree, between the ignorant boor and the 
scholar. The thoughtless person who 
argues against education little knows how 
mnoh he and all are indebted to it. The 
demand for general intelligence is increas
ing. Earnest men are endeavoring to 
make a certain degree of onltnre universal. 

We may say that id'las move the world. 
Material progress does not make the spirit 
of the age, but the spirit of the . age makes 
material progress. 

It is related in history that in the Mes
sinian war the Spartans, obeying the Del
phic Oracle, sent to Athens for a leader, 
and the Athenians, in soorn and contempt, 
sent a lame schoolmaster; but, contrary to 
the Athenians' exJ>eotations, the school
master's songs and ideas so moved the Spar
tans that they finally gained the victory. 

Abraham Lincoln rose tr) be president 
of the United States. His ideas moved or 
inspired the nation and he led the people 
to look np to him, Thoma!! Jeffereon in
spired his countrymen by impressing upon 
them the faot that in order to make a peo
ple strong they must no longer be domi
neered over by English lords. 

Natural features of forest, sea, moun
tain or desert hav a great deal to do with 
o"e's oharaoter and thoughts. In ancient 
times when men lived in o~ves and one had 
a wise thought, he carried it to his neigh
bor and the neighbor would very likely 
tell it to another. and that was the way edu
cation spread. A little later the thinker of 
the wise thought would write it down on a 
tablet, and this tablet would be handed 
down through generations, and now we 
hav the printing-press by whioh we oan 
publish thousands of thoughts at onoe, and 
these thoughts oironlate amovg thousands 
of people. 

Education may not be gotten wholly out 

of the children of the Corner write to me. 
We liv on a far in seven miles from Rook

ville. Rockville is a oonntry p3st-o:ffice. 
We started to dig out some rattlesnakes 
the 8th and 9th of this month, and killed 
one hundred and one, but did not strike 
the main den; but we put in a blast where 
we thon!!'ht it was, whioh would hav killed 
them. We are not bothered by the Chris
tians any more sinoe they hav found that 
they cannot "save" anv of ns. 

We hav six calves and two oolts. I will 
oloee, hoping to see this in print. I still 
remain a Freethinker. Yours respeotfnlly, 

CHAS. C. CARLTON. 
[My! what a country for rattlesnakes! 

Can't yon tell U.s something about the ap
pearanop, manners, rattles, method of 
warfare and defense of the rattlesnake? 
In a private note Charley says he is in
tending to send the Editor of the Corner 
some pretty specimens from Eastern Ore
gon for our cabinet. We shall be pleased 
to receive them.-ED. C. C.] 

Starved to Death 
in midst pf plenty. Unfortunste, yet we hear of 
it. The Gail Borden Eagle Brand Condensed 
Milk IS undo11btedly the safelt and best infa.nt 
food. Infaflt Health is a valuab·e pamphlet for 
mothers. Send }otir address to the New York 
Condensed Milk Company, New York. 

The Milliad. 

"""'"""''"'• nnnnnnnnne """""""'"' • mmm•: 
RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by 

Student of Science. 

By ~ USAN H. \VI XON. 

Sixty Chapters 

a 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fa.ir huma.nities tha.t make life worthy to b 

lived. It will help everybody. 

Is 
A 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Addre•• THF. TRUTH REEKER. 
2ll T,&fov~tt.<> PI,.,.A, NAw York. 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel ln{!ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reolies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin!l 

(I 000 STANZAS) Chai>ter on 

A Poem of JustiGe and of Li~erty. Great Suicides of History. 
B~ J. L. T~EUTHA.RT, B.L. Schooenhauer's Celebrated 

Gathenng the ethical or moral elements from ,, . . 11 Greek mytboJogv and applying the test of the Essay On SUlClde 
l.iolden Rule to the world's hi•tory, the author ' 

. has.demonstrated that the lib~r.ty ana life of tb,e Paper covers • Price 26 Cents 
nat1 'n depend upon a recogmt10n of the prmm- • 
ple t,J;I~toht, antt .Rtght onz11, Makes MtQht." The Truth Seeker, 

The poem is in ten Cantos (100 stanzas to each 
canto), a.s follows: 

I.-Themis Enli~ts the Muses to Battle for the 
!tight. 

II.-The O_lympian Council. 
II1.-The Goddes,es in Consultation. 
I \'.-l'hehus, Apollo, and Liberty. A Romance 

inHigb Life 
V -Sket.h of World's His'ory to 19th Century. 

VI.-Hist?ry or the United States. Twofold 
>-~ectionalism 

VII.-The Theory ar.d Nature of Coercion. The 
Fratrici~al W ~r. 

VIII.-Recon•truction and Subsequent Politi's. 
A. Satire. 

IX.-The IJolumbian ll"xposition. 

28 LAFA VI:!:T'l B PLACE. New York. 

'l'HE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE CONFLIITI' BmEEN MENTAL SCIENIJK 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

we may mean going through all the higher " 
branches and perhaps a college. True this Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 

X.-The Parliament of Religions and Ls Sub
lime Leosons. 

Cloth, 400 pp.,$1; holidav eilition, $1.50. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 6 cents. 

is an ednoalion in one seD.se of the word, Interestiro_g bnokR by same author: 
but still one may lava college erlnoatioo, ·• Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp........ .75 
and yet not be a ole to become a teacher or :: Djv;ne Love. an,d w,:•rlnm," 248 pp., ... -. -7~ D1vme Providence. 808 pp.,.. ... .... .. .. .7., 
anythii g like that, beoanse he has simply :: Coniuaal.L,f!V· ,'R' 472 -pp .. ,.,. .............. $t.oo 

h . 1 · h d t True ,hrls Ian elunoiJ. 982 pp ........ !.50 
gone ov~r IS essons m a nuy, an no "ApocalypseExplained,"Voh.t,2,8,4each,$1 
given them enough thought, or, in other . Send for Descriptrve Catalogue to the American 
words, ll~ knew his lesson for the time . ~w~g~~~~b~i~~~~~~gy~~C. Publishing Society, j 

THE TRUTH Sl)JEKER CO. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
l!l-u,min&tion of the Morals and HistorY 

of the New Te8tament. 
By t>~Jo•. "' W. NliWlKA!II Pl'lae ll5 'len~ 

.ddreu TIJE TllrTR SEEKER, 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logio &nd love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convinoing. 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
'l'Hlll 'l'RU'l'H Rlllll1Kll1R 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
'Pl'ine, 9fi neu tR 
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.Mortuary-John .M. Hopkins. 
At Sylvania, Lucas county, Ohio, March 

17, 1895, of paralysis, after an. i!lness of 
four days, John M. Hopkins died, aged 
seventy-nine years and six months. :ae 
died as he had lived, a stanch Liberal. 

ELIZA JACQUES, 
On Feb. 24, Mrs. Eliza Jacques, wife 

of John Jacques, of Akron, Ohio, died of 
heart disease, after being confined to her 
bed for seven weeks and three days. Her 
age wa~ fifty-seven years ten months and 
twenty-seven days, She was a firm and 
conscientious believer in the principles of 
Free thought. 

00NKLIN'S HANDY MANUAL OF USEFUL IN· 
FORMATION AND WORLD'S ATLAS. A U ni
versal Handbook for Ready Reference. 
Oompiled by Prot Geo. W. Oonklin, 
of Hamilton University. Ohicagoo: Laird 
& Lee. Flexible silk cloth, 25 cents; 
library style, 50 cents. Numerous maps, 
495 pp., indexed. 
One can never hav too many reference 

works of all kinds, for eaoh of those pub
hshed contains something important not 
~ be fonnd in any of the others, even 
1f ~he others are far more pretentious. 
Thts fat little 16mo. work is no exception 
to the rule of nsef;ulness. 

EDITORIAL 

From the Freethou,qht Magazine, 

"The advertisement of that well·known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler 
0 tto Wettstein, appears in our advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth· 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, "nd is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberru public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first.class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum dee:ree of expense. Hts FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expreRsive emblem ever 
desie:ned. . His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines ali the qualities of a 
first·class timekeeper at one-naif the usual 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is w1thout question, 
the finest specimen of the die cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

IEir Send for price lists of W ~tches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Oards in colors and 
GJld, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wfitlsfein 

Watch. 

The lflgersol/ Sou 

veni• Spo·n. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid prose ll_oem 

"Life," by "the prince of orators," Col. R. G 
Ing:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or olaced upon the 
table as an ornament In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
. urrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as," one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a deli~rhtfnl present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artiHtio 
workmanship. ·It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the 
urice oniY75 cents. vost-vaid. 

POPIS AH.D YI{£1B DOIHGS 

An .Art 
Catalogue 

oftlzesefamotts wheels 
and of Hartfords, $&> 
$6o,free at any Colttm
bia Agency, or maz'led 
,for two a-ce1tt stamps. 

ACCOUNT OF I Vicars of Ol!rtst ana ViCegerents Of Goa. 
o._nQ• '" ftfint.• · ftlflth '5 ftent... 

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By 'WATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson; 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Ortgin and Authenticity of th~ 
Old Testament-A Page ot T,;xt to Each Picture. 4 0 0 Pages. 2 0 0 ~~:r~~ 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaig_n ef Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 

14921 Columbustolqgersoll !1892 

Years 
OF 

Freetl~ough 

B~ .Samuel Porter Put11am 
Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and 

Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 
With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

Four Hundred Years. 

~HE '/RUTH SEEKER GOMPANYannouncedin Octo
J..v ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and. wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the w~rk, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Sue}?. was the case, however. In~ 

stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investm~nt. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS oF FREE
THOUGHT, it COVers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of t!te lives 
oi the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER co:, 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. 

Religion and the Bible. 
I.'y ·F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays. 
·A Queer Familr_, Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His' oister," Ruth and-Boaz. 
One of TwinR, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, Subjects-
Jacob and Esau, · DaVId God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the bivine1·, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 

Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices: Cloth, gilt side 
stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 

Addt•ess THE TRlJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city 

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible II. God and the Devil III. Is the Bible Con
tradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy a'ld Expectancy? V. Jesus 
the re•oher of t!i~thteousne•s. V£ Did the Disciples Look for an [mmediate Kesurreot'on? VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regardin~ tb.e Second Co nin~t of Christ? VII[ The Christ Rpirit Out
side the Bible. IX What Is the tSible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Chng to the 
Bible? XII. Belief,_ Unbelief, Faith. Reason, and Pr.,yer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment, X '1. ~mmortality. XVI. Conclusion. 

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Li~ht. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. The Truth Seeker, New York. 
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Gems of q;hou;ght. 

DIPLOMACY as the politicians·understand 
His little more than hi~h- priced trickery. 
-Galvestoll .1Vews. 

THE small stones whicb. fill np the crev
ices hav almost as mn~Jh to do with making 
the fair and firm wall as the great rocks; 
so the right and wise use of spare mo
ments contributes not a little to the build
ing np, in good nroportion with strength, 
a man's mind.-.7'll.e Myrtle. 
Tm~ G0spels, the Acts, the Epistles, and 

the Apocalypse assert the existence of the 
devil, of his demons. and of hell, as plainly 
as they do that of G)d and his angels and 
heaven. It is plain that the Messianic and 
he Satanic conceptions of the writers of 
hese books ·are the obversfl and tile re-

verse of the same intellectn!ll coinage.
Proj"essor Huxley. 

A aoon man will feel more sensitivly 
anxious that striet jnstice should be done 
by the particular community of which 
chance has made him a component mem · 
ber than by any others; but then, people 
who feel acutely this joint respomibility of 
all the citizens to uphold the moral right 
are not praised as patriots bnt reviled as 
nnpatriotic.-Grant Allen. 

No philosopher's stone of a constitution 
can produce ~;olden conduct from leaden 
nstincts. No apparatus of senators, 
ndges, and police, can compensate for 

the want of an internal governing senti
ment. No legislativ manipulation can eke 
out an insufficient morality into a snffiJient 
one. No administrativ sleight of hand 
can save ns from ourselvs. - Herbert 
Spencer. 

THE constitution of the individual wisely 
resents the interferences of alien hands. 
The individual must be left to himself. 
Unencroached upon, free to liv out his 
career according to the instincts which 
possess him, he will ofier the social body 
its richest contributions of health and joy. 
Legislation is mainly contradiction -it flies 
in the face of nature-it is the survival of 
the instinct of distrust-it would make of 
character a nsele~s mendicant.-Hora.oe 
L. Traubel. 

THERE is always"room for a new thought, 
a new word, or a new movement that marks 
the onward march of man. They repre
sent "the long-Ielt want" which must be 
met, and the old thought, old words, and 
old movements might as well close np and 
giv way and make room for them. To do 
anything else will be " kicking against the 
pricks." The most inevitable things in the 
world are not stationary, and all stationary 
things are not permanent; There is a dif
ference between stolidity and solidity.
The New Unity. 

SAFE incarceration, and a rational prison 
diciplin, will protect society as fnlly as it 
is possible under present social conditions. 
The history of crime and penology, we 
think, fully justifies our contention. We 
oppose legal killing in the interest of so
ciety. It harms all, it benefits no one. If 
the mother would not kill her child be
cause he developed and emphasized her 
weaknesses, neither should a race, or as · 
we generally say, society, slay its offspring 
because it developed the weaknesses well 
known to be characteristic of a generation. 
Reformation in both cases is demanded by 
justice and all that is hnman.-Progressiv 
.Age. 

THE king said to the people: "God 
made yon peasants, and he made me king; 
he made you to labor, and me to enjoy; he 
made rags and hovels for yon, robes and 
palaces for me. He made yon to obey, and 
me to command. Snch is the justice of 
God." And the priest said: "God made 
yon ignorant and vile; he made me holy 
and wise; yon are the sheep, I am the 
shepherd; your fleeces belong to me. If 
you do not obey me here, God will punish 
yon now and torment yon forever in 
another world. Such is the mercy of God. 
Yon must not reason. Reason is a rebel. 
Yon mnat not contradict-contradiction is 
born of egotism; yon must 'believe. He 
that hath ears to hear let him hear." 
Heaven was a qnestion of ears.-Inger
soll. 

WHAT can compare to life? What glori-
ous wonder in the universe is equal to the 
act of sense and conseionsness? What 

gift of destiny can hold a place by that 
supreme and splendid flower of Nature's 
evolution? Of the purely intellectual, 
immaterial existence, promised ns by the 
churches, in invisible hereafters, experi
ence has taught ns nothing. But the life 
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PIANOS!~ PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manuf~cturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

" The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a de1y, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STEOK, Judge of Awa.rds, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award far excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for·it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of inst.ruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contem.plate buying a. piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON, Atchison, Kan. 
we hav the happiness to know swells in its -------------------------------__:_-~ 
April bud, blooms like a flower in its May, 
and like a flower dies in its December; 
and when its leaves are once fallen, other 
flowers may bloom, but not that flower
our flower, the life·flower of each of ns, 
not to the end of all the cycles, seaula 
seoulorum, never! There is no May but 
Mayi-Cyprian de Biddle Cope, in ".At 
Century's Ebb," 

Truth Seeker Readers ! 
HAVE YOU THE ' 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
SH..l.LL THE BIBLE BE BE..l.D 

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 
Bv fl, B. Weltbrook, A.M. 

Price, 10 cents. Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 
Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets -
and stng them inyonr homes, making them hav· ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Ha.sd
PY. and bright ?-SEND FOB A. ooPY,-Green clo~.ll. some oatalo~r.ue free. Ba.fe Wa.toh Oo .. 9 Mnrra:v 
gilt title, 40 cents; half bou·ad, 26 cents. street, New York. '12tlll 
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( n the nature of things, 
SAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

' In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of . 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make mf'n 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next. night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and " Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many ha~e de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents . 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselst!lodt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAI'T. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beine the story of ·his mentr.l Journe:r from 
orthoclox:v to Rationr.lism. 

l'noe. paper,ll6 oents: oloth. 76 oents. 
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.JI ot for I) arsons. 
MISSIONARY: "Won't you take a tract, 

my friend?" Whoop La. (the Pawnee) : 
"Not much! Last tract said: 'And Lo, 
he was cast out.'" 

"HAv you thanked Uncle Charles for 
your dog yet, Freddie?" "Yes; but I 
oughter had it anyway; I've been praying 
for a dog the last two months." 

CLERK (to curate): "I'm terribly sorry. 
zur, that you be a-gwaine to lave us. 
We've changed ever zo many times since 
Passen Green died, and always for the 
wussl" 

THE Post-Dispatch publishes three col· 
umns of opinions of St. Louisans on Sam 
Jones. One man says: "He is a genuin 
hot tamale." In other words, Mr. Jones 
is not classed among those who are not 
worth shucks.-Galveston News. 

A QUEER church ornament is a · fiddle 
and bow weathercock which swings to the 
wind on Great Gomersb:v church, near 
Grantham, · England. The church was 
the gift of a fiddler, who emigrated and 
grew rich and who insisted on this queer 
condition. Could a titled pastor of that 
church be called a" fiddle D. D. ?"-New 
York Recorder. 

A Congo nativ, who has been taught to 
read and write, has just sent a letter, his 
first, to the archbishop of Canterbury. It 
read!! as follows: "Great and good chief 
of the tribe of Christ, greeting: The hum
blest of your 11ervants kisses the hem of 
your garments and begs you to send to his 
fellow servants more gospel and less rum. 
In the bonds of Christ. U GALU.." 

AT a recent Sunday-school service in 
Bath, Me., the minister was illustrating 
the necessity of Uhristian profession in 
order to fully enjoy the bleesings of Prov
idence, and to make himself clear to his 
youthful hearers, said: "For instance, I 
want to introduce water into my house. 
The pipes and faucets are all in good or
der, but I get no water, and why not?" 
He expected the children to see that it was 
because he had no connection with the 
main in the street, but they all looked 
perplexed. Finally a five-year-old boy 
squealed out: "I know; it's because you 
don't pay up." 

ANENT the art of counting, brought to 
so high a degree of excellence by some of 
our modern revivalists, a friend of ours 
tells a good story. A God-fearing Presby
terian minister in a Southern town, at
tending a meeting which was in charge of 
a famous evangelist, was invited to pray 
for "the forty-five who. had just risen, 
asking prayer, and for the twenty-seven 
who arose last night for the same purpose." 
The venerable preacher, with scrupulous 
care, prayed: "0 Lord, bless the forty
five persons who stood up to-night for 
prayer; and bless, also,. the twenty-seven 
who stood up last night, although it may 
be possible, 0 Lord, t~at some of those 
who stood up last night stood up also 
to-night." 

BALLAD OF T.Eim BOLTED BONES. 

Miss Sarah Adeliza. Jones, 
A ritualistic maid devout, 

Possessed a box of holy bones 
She couldn't get along without. 

Full many a finger that, for alms, 
Cash down, had erst absolved and 

blessed, 
Full many a toe whose saintly charms 

Devotion's pious lips had pressed. 
Ascetic was the maiden's bent, 

And in her self-devotion vast, 
Vicariously keepip.g Lent, 

She set her poodle-dog to fast. 
And bade him liv on cold, raw hope 

The inner dog to mortify; 
Ahl maid devout, 'twas rash to ope 

The relic-chest when he was by! 
In vain the blow-the warning tones

For ere she bolted down the lid 
The dog had bolted down the bones 

And bolted down the street and hid. 
-Life. 

E'ARMER 0ATOAKIII, whoi with his good 
wife Mandy, is on a orief visit to a 
daughter-in-law in Buffalo, looked over 
the newspapers on Saturday in an endeavor 
to find a church service on the following 
day which he might attend with hope of 
securing spiritual satisfaction. He soon 
gleaned that the following Scriptural sub· 

A. CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY. 
I am out of debt.:. and thanks to theDilh Washer 

business for it. ~n the paJt five weeks I have 
made over •~oo, and I am so thankful that I feel 
like telling ever~ body. so that they oan be bene
fited by my experien.-e. Anybody o.m •ell :pish 
Washers beoanse everybody wants one, espe01al}.y 
when it oan be got so oheap. I bel•.eve that m 
two years from now every family Will have one. 
Yon oan l{!!t full particulars bJ.: addressing the 
Iron Oity Dish Wa•her Oo, E • .l!i. Pi~tsbn~ll Pa,, 
and yon oan't help but make money 1n this busi
ness. ·I believe tnat I oan cl!!ar over $8,000 the 
coming year, and I aJIL not K<?lng to let snoh an 
opportunity pass WlthoJit improyement. We 
4la.n't expect to succeed w1thont trnng 

MRS. B. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

jects would be discussed from various city 
pulpits: "Is the Trilby Craze Dving 
Out?" "Fitzsimmons vs. Corbett." "How 
the Pastor Spends His Vacation." "Should 
Our Daughters Marry Foreil!'n Noble
men ? " " High Sleeves and Theater 
Hats." "The Gold Brink Saloon." "Canal 
Street on Satnrrtay Night " "Words
worth and the Lake School of Poetry." 
" The LIIId Congress." '' Rights of 
Motormen." Farmer Oatcake gave it up 
after awhile and laid down the paper, say
ing, with a sigh: "Laws sakes, Mandy! 
I do believe that the gospel and the scheme 
of salvation hav gone clear out of f~shion." 
-Buffalo Express. 

Desirable Real Estate .I 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE· HALF V .A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 aores 86 perche<, looated 

within one and a half m le• of Media oonntY 8eat 
and within four mitfs of Chester. t'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several springs of soft watsr. 
good timber growin!f on the p'aca. some Phoice 
apJ:lle and pear trees m fruiting cond tion. Honse 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes walk of the railroad "ation, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b>tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five min11tes' 
walk. · . 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
a.nd it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern hoase on it. Eight 
years a.-o tlie la.nd adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller place~ have sold at $1,000 
per aoce. Tbe land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking_ bea.ntifnl woodland soenery. 
THE PLACE C4N BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Ad:lress W. H., care T1u TBUTII S ~EKEB. 

THE 

SEf THAT CURV[! 

Science . Versus Religion, 
OB,TRE 

Confli&t Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICO.:.U:BE, 

Price, 10 Cents. For sale at this Office. 

C~~e;~~~~~~!: !~le~!~~~~ s!~~~S. THE GIANT DELUSION 
U TuTTLE 

· A. c.,li flideration of the Doctrine 
By H DSON • of Personal I~nmortallty. 

This book is a study in the evolution of relig- Bv OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
ions ideaR. tonohinl!' all fnrmi o£ religions wor- 1 

ship, and t.reating at lent?th on the anthenticib' A Papel read at the International Freethought 
and reliability o! the Ohristian religion. It Oongress &G Ohicago, Ootober 5, 1893. 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m raper and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:i cents in J:>.J!.Perl-.:iO cents in cloth 

Address THE T.l\UTH SEEKER CO. 

Pl'ice, 10 Cents. 

.li.dduse THE TRUTH REEKER 

-THE-

FREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ARSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE OHuBOH'S OLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND liE· 

nAL!NG THE ARUSES 
Oll' A UNION Oll' 

OHUROR AND 
STATE. . 

185 Full-Page 
lllustratiolls. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS OP 

FACTS~ 
HISTORY: 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE AR1/ST. 

DESIGNS BY WATSJN HESTON, 
WITH PUlf.TR!liT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The Illustrations are classilled as follows: 

16 represent Unole Sa.m -a.nd the Priests. 
~ " The Ohnrch Robbing the People. 
!i "· Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Ohildren ana the Ohnroh. 
lO Woman and the Church. 
6 The Ohnroh and Thomas Paine. 

II repl61J$nt Sa.m:t~les of Christianity's Work. 
5 " Misswnaries. · 
1 '" The Lord's Instruments. 
25 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " The Church and Sla.very. 
ll ~riests and Politics. 
4 " ireland a.nd the Uhnrch. 

4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Olergy and '.rheir Flooks. 
1 " Piety In Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Sclleme. 
4 " The Lord and His Worke. 
2 Prayer. 
10 " The Oreeds. 
1 Ohristia.ns and Mohammed&llB. 

2 '" Ohnrch 's ldea of Uivilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Oross. 
4 Unkind ttefieotions on the Ohnrch. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
a Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 Hell. 
'I Miscellaneous. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the a.ssertion that nothing like it haR ever be. 
rore appP.ared ia this oonntry and it is very doubtful if another OI).e like it will ever again be pnb
.i8hed. We must give the Truth Seeker Oompany the credit of pnttmg th., book in th~ reach of all 
At twice the price lt wovld have been a.. cheap book. Arttst Hes.ton. as a. portrBJ.t pBJ.nte" and d.e
signer is a wonderful SI\Oces;. and Wd Judge from our own feelin11s that nearlf every Liberal m 
america will desire a COl'.V of thi~ most w.:.nderfnl volnme.-[Freethinkers' Maga.zme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism IJe has dedioatod his genin~ to 
Free thought, and has done fai•hfnl a.nd noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of ·his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter th•.t Reeve first as exp;anations of the illnstrationshand secondly a.s texts to provo the utter 
fals1ty of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of t ose who uphold them. .Altogether the 
book i3 one of tue best weapons against Ohr1stianity and the ohnroh that has ever been ljlUt :n the 
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, bQard OQVere~ $2; oiQtl\,, $.2.50-

A.ddl'eo TBll: TBtJ'.I.'H SRRKEU. 
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365 DA 15 
A~ead Of 

t~em all. 

Keating \Bicycles. 
19 to 23 lbs. 

O.d.TALOG FREE if yon mention thi!l paper. 

KEATING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoke, Mass. 

A NEW EDil'ION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees, 
and Early lihtory ol Cnris ianitY• 

Never Before or Elsewhere fO Fully and Faith 
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT 1AYLOR, 0.0. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Addre•s THE TRUTH SEEll:ER CO , 
CJRfJq.fR.vP.t.t,p ola.oA. NAw York. 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is not in magic potions ' 1 specifics'' 
or electric clap-trap, bnt only in 
WISDOM-THE iOIENOE OF HEALTII. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
llledical, Social, Sexual Scienre, 
by an eminent_ physician of 35 years 
experience. -The "old, original, 
standard u -work, endorsed by all, 

i~m::g ~~ ~~Yri,ma4i~,'in~t~~~t 
has. providentially saved thousands. 

!~a~t:t~~,0nm~rlfna1~u~~=~t:fc~: 
are of inestimable value to all now 
married cr who ever expect to be 
~~~J~:j c~.f:~~~l~~al·g~~aE:.gi36 
wood cuts, 21 chromos showing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

$1.50 br l!lail; Circulars Free. 
Address THE 'l'ltU'l'H SEEKER. 

28 Lafayette Place. New Yorlr. 

NOW READ THIS! 
Dr. Fellow• is a stanr.h LIBERAL and a ver:v 

snocessful_physicia.n. He has treapedDISlj:.ASES 
OF MEN for twenty years, and. his rel)ledies ar'l 
an tntgowth of this long_praotiOe, whioh should 
Jrive 001l11den~ ~o tbose lltll.ioted. 
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A WONDERFUL BAPTISM. 

And Jesus, when he was baptized, we!It up straightway out of the water: and, lo, the heavens were opened unto him 
and he saw the spirit of God descending like a dove, and lighting upon him.-Mat. iii, 16. 

THREE-FOURTHS of the cities of Nebraska 
voted for license, as did Minnesota. 

THE governor of Delaware, Joshua Hop
kins MaiVil, died in Wilmington April 8. 

THE Bible societies are very activ at 
this time in distributing Bibles in Ohina 
and Japan. 

THE Swedish tariff on breadstuffs has 
been increased, now being higher than that 
of seven years ago. 

MANY farmers near Ohilio, Okla., were 
made homeless by prairie fires set by an 
incendiary on horseback. 

.AN explosion of fire-damp in the Blue 
Oanyon coal mine on Lake Whatcom, 
Wash., caused the death of twenty-three 
men. :But two in the mine escaped. 

0. N. GAsPAR, Milwaukee, has bought 
the entire edition of "Strophes of Omar 
Khayyam," translated oy John Leslie 
Garner. Mr. Gaspar will hereafter supply 
the trade with this book. 

IT has been discovered at Ohicago that 
quite a large number of counterfeit two-cent 
postage stamps hav been sold in that city 
recently, and presumably also in other 
parts of the United States. 

GEN. JAMES L. KE:lll'ER, a brilliant Con
federate leader and subsequently governor 
of Virginia, died at his home near Gar
dansville, Va., on April 8. He was born 
in Madison county, Va., in 1824. Ex-Gov. DAVIS H. WAITE, of Oolorado, 

has established in Denver a weekly paper 
to be called The Nation's Crisis. THE Spanish government has imprisoned 

manv of her officials in Havana, under 
THE prices of beef and petroleum hav suspicion that they sympathize with the 

recently advanced very rapidly, under the insurgents, and hav been secretly supply-
manipulation of trusts, it is charged. ing them with arms and ammunition. 

_THE Florida se:t;~ate ~assed a resoluti~n, AMERIOAN-MADE shoes are finding an in-
With but a few d1ssentmg vot~s, _favormg 1 creasing market in England, three tons 
the cause of the On ban revolut10msts. I having been delivered in one day to 

Leicester dealers at prices cheaper than 
. NE~ YonK .a~d Bost~n hav r~ference. they could be bought from the manufac
bb~anes. cons1~tmg entirely of etty and . turers there. 
soetal direDtories from all parts of the I 
world. W. JENNINGS DEMOREST, publisher of 

· . . . Demnresf.'R Monthly and Dem.oreRt's !'- JAPA:NES~ man-of-war sm_zed a B~Itlsh Family Magazine, and who was also one 
ship loaded With 220,000 cartridg~~ shipped of the leading Prohibitionists of the conn
by a resp~~table German firm as bamboo try, died in New York on April 9. He 
and steel.- was born in this city on June 10, 1822. 

GoVEBNOB 0LARKE, of Arkansas, was REPORTS from the East say that the 
fined $50 for carrying a pistol, which he terms of peace between Ohina and Japan 
attempted to draw against a member of are dt:finitly fixed, but Ohina has ap
the legislature. pealed to thA powers, saying that the 

A KAliiSAS Populist paper says that at terms t>xacted by Japan are too onerous 
the fpring elections, in. every town where for her "to bear. In the meantime, Japan 
the Populists fused with Prohibitionists, continues to activly push her war preps-
they were defeated. rations. 

THE Iowa Supreme Oourt sustains the 
recently enacted mulct law of that state, 
five of the six judges uniting in holding it 
to be constitutional. 

A MissoURI court holds that the school 
board of St. Louis has authority to exclude 
from the public schools children who hav 
not been vaceinated. 

Gov.EBNOB MoRTON, of New York, has 
signed the bill which permits the consoli
dation of the Astor and Lenox libraries 
and the Tilden trust fund. 

PRoF. WALTER SIMS, at one time one of 
the most prominent leaders in the A. P. A., 
is now lecturing against it, claiming that 
it is a treasonable conspiracy. 

TBERE hav recent!! been a large number 
of dieastrons fiTes in fiat and apartment 
houses on the upper West Side in this city. 
They were of incendiary origin. 

THE Baptist ministers of Ban Francisco 
hav resolnd to diFcontinue Snnday funer
als. One minister, however, had the inde
pendence to ask: "The Lord lets people 
be born on Sunday, he lets them die on 
Snnday, and why ~houldn't we let them be 
buried on Sunday?" 

JAMES W. ScoTT, editor and publisher 
of the Ohicago Times-Herald, died of a 
stroke of apoplexy in the Holland Honse, 
New York, on April 14. Mr. Scott was 
born in Wisconsin. :a:e was president of 
the American Pnblishen' Association, and 
was one of the most enterprising and best
known of Chicagoans. 

WILLIAM OouRT GULLY, Liberal, was 
elected speaker of the Honse of Oommons 
by the slim majority of eleven. Usually 
there is no party contest over the speaker
ship. Mr. Gully's grandfather was a 
light-weight champion pugilist, and was 
elected to Parliament after he retirad from 
the ring, The speaker's father was a noted 
physician, 

TnE receipts of the government for the 
three-quarters of the fiscal year to April1 
were $236,346,767, which is some $13,-
200,000 in excess of those for the corre
sponding period last year. The expendi
tures for the first nine months this year 
were $272,888,920, a decrease of $5,700,000 
from the same time last year, making the 
deficit this year $36,542,000 as ag-ainst 
$55,000,000 in the same period the preDed
ingo year. The income tax, due and pay
able on July 1, will probably yield 25,-

000,000. The cash balance in the treasury 
is now $187,917,000. 

THE Gilmore band was to play in Helena, 
Ark., on Sunday, April 7th, and the 
Protestant ministers of the town insti
~ated the authorities to stop the perform
ance as soon as the box office was opened. 
Then the. management gave two free per
formances, which could not be stopped 
under the law, and. the audiences took up 
collections, the entire amounts of which 
were given to the poor of the city. 
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:rnent That Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desill"II-ed by an In
telligent Being-. 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The Dddign Argnmeat Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite l:leries of DeRiiOI<'rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise. for 

His Processes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
Tbey Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mecha;tisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subsemency; 
and the Watch Arg-ument Is Illegitimate. 

v. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Ca.use. • 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUlH SEEKER. 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 

- 28 Lafayette J:'Ja.ce. N Y. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-AU Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 20o 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius t Socond 
editi!.m, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Oonway's 
objections to the identification of Paine ali 
Juni·as a.11d Oasca. Price,..5 cents. 
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By Susan H. Wixon. P~er, 10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance, 

1:.!mo, MOO pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., f1 25. 
Tile Story Hour. An ExceptiOnally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The Onl:f Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trat~d covers: 4to. 224 pp., bo&rds, $1. 
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Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P, PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church &re thirty-nine poor. 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a. minister's pra.ying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or tl"}'ing to induce the Deity to undertake a. 
crusade of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do beetle I" 
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Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
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Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
HIB 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture 

ByTHADDEUSB.WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of 58 pages, fllll of scientific 
thought. The storv of this gre\t scientist's life 
and works readi like an enchanting tale. 

AdrlrAss THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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Darwin an~ After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs. 
A !l_ystematicExil_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of' 
service to the !l"eneral reader r&ther than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Romanes is well known &s one of the most 
interesting of English writers upon evolut~on. 
besides ranking with Professor Huxley- in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this Is a pa.rt of' 
his conclusion regan:ng the great subject of 

. Desjzn, to which the church so often refers: 
"'l'hns whether we look to the facts of adapta

tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRopby ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre•ent generation lD a manner.and 
to an extent that bas never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place ha• taken ·pliWe in the direction of natural
Ism, and this to the extent of rendering t~e 
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, 1t 
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th• 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th God?" 
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A SUGGESTION TO SOME OF OUR MlNISTERIAL REFORMERS. 
·-' :;FREETHINKER (to PARKHURST ET AL): "Would it not be better to first destroy the mother reptil and her neBt, before you try to stamp out the brood T" 

Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. S11muel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TnuTH SEEKEH very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility ai1d poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

·never copied with success. 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinker who 

does not now, but who 

As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

will, about May 1st, start for a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part . 

. While he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE would subscribe to 
TnuTH SEEKEH, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three 

months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. .Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's "News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y., 
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ER if YOU called his 

attention to the Pa-
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Religion in Pennsylvania Schools. 
The decision of Judge Gunster in the Waverly 

· borough injunction case (reported at length in these 
columns last week) had no immediate and apprecia
ble effect upon Principal Hanyon and his constitu
tion- and justice-defying backers. At a meeting of 
the school board on April 4, Director George E. 
Stevenson, who applied for the injunction against 
Principal Hanyon, read the decision of Judge Gun
star to the board and then moved that Mr. Hanyon 
be instructed to discontinue religious exercises in 
the school, and that visitors who may hereafter ad
dress the school be not permitted to talk to the 
children on religious subjects and existing political 
parties. But a substitute motion was got in ahead 
of this, the chief features of which were approval c:>f 
the principal's action and a formal instruction to 
him to open the school with the reading of the 
Bible and the other exercises of which complaint 
had been made. The motion prevailed by the vote 
of four to two, Mr. Stevenson and Rev. D. N. Vail 
voting in the negativ. Up to this time Principal 
Hanyon had disregarded the decision of Judge 
Gunster on his own responsibility, but thereafter 
he had a majority of the board officially backing him. 

In a communication in the Scranton 'I ruth of 
April 9, two of the ministers of Waverly protest 
that Principal Hanyon has been misrepresented, 
that he has not taught sectarianism in the school; 
and they add that the whole issue hinges on the 
question whether the Bible is a sectarian book. 
They are right in this last statement. The Bible is 
a sectarian book, and as such has no place in the 
public schools of any state. These ministers say 
that the board has long had a standing rule on its 
records that the children of Catholic parents need 
not report until 9:15 A.M. The intention, they say, 
was to excuse these children "during devotional 
exercises." But why, if thesa "devotional" exer
cises are not sectarian, should these children of the 
Catholic sect be excused from attending them! And 
why should Catholics be robbed of fifteen minutes 
of their educational time to please the Protestants! 

In a later number of Truth Mr. Stevenson asks 
the reverend gentlemen several very hard questions 
of this nature, and remarks that, while he does not 
desire to interfere with anyone's religious opinions, 
and does not wish to enforce his views upon the 
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children of others in the public schools, he denies 
that the majority, "simply because they are a ma
jority," hav the right to obtrude their beliefs upon 
his children in the schools for which he helps pay. 
That has the right ring, and we hope he will not 
falter in his attempt to secure justice for all citizens 
in Pennsylvania. 

Showing Their Hands. 
At a recent meeting in the Paulist Fathers church 

in New York, Father Elliott said that "when the· 
advocates of the Continental Sunday, so-called, 
wished to cast a stigma on the American Sabbath, 
they spoke of the Sunday law." Then he added : 

"Well, it is a Sunday law, and there is no law in the 
world touching morals and religion if it be not the Sun
day law. The law given on Sinai is a law, and, please 
God, there will be a Sunday law as long as our govern
ment lasts. The continental Sunday is not the Sabbath 
of its Ohristian population. It is the Sunday of heathen 
Berlin, of rotten Vienna, and of godless Paris." 

What becomes of the assertion of the more timid 
or less truthful Sabbatarians that Sunday legislation 
is not religious legislation? Father Elliott in effect 
says that there is no such thing as laws touching 
religion if the Sunday statute is not such a law. 
And he is right. His remarks are also symptomatic 
of the growing disposition of the Catholics to help 
out the Puritans in their Sunday law crusade. If 
it is once generally admitted that religious laws of 
that kind can be enacted, the pace is set for other 
religious legislation. Were not the Covenanters 
bigotry-blind, they would see that they are playing 
directly into the hands ofRome. Perhaps they do 
see it, and that is why they are pursuing the course 
which they hav so long followed. 

On the evening of April 7, union Sabbath meet
ings were held in seven of the Protestant churches 
of Milwaukee. Some startling assertions were made 
by the speakers, and the real grievance of the church 
was more than once incautiously admitted. At the 
meeting in the Fifth Baptist church, E. J. Felmann 
read a paper in which he made the ass.ertion that 
the non-observance of Sunday ruined one hundred 
thousand lives annually in this country. Why did 
he not say a million! Such a statement would hav 
been as true as the one he made. Rev. J. Churm 
thought-or, to be more accurate, he said that he 
thought-that Sabbath desecration was as detri
mental to the city as small-pox. Perhaps he did 
think so, for undoubtedly an epidemic of small-pox 
would bring much grist to the mills of the churches, 
while "Sabbath desecration," as Mr. Churm frankly 
but indiscreetly said, sends the custom in other di
rections. That we in no degree misrepresent the 
reverend gentleman may be shown easily by quoting 
his own words. Among the other open Sunday 
places which he denounced were the candy and toy 
stores, where, he wailed, "a child often spends a 
penny or nickel when it ought to giv it to the Sun
day-school "I Do the children who thus misspend 
their money help make up that army of one hun
dred thousand which, as asserted by Mr. Felmann, 
is annually dropped into the pit of destruction 
through the trap-door of Sabbath desecration! To 
some, such talk as that of Mr. Churm may seem too 
trifling for serious notice, but we submit that it is 
worth recording because it indicates just what is 
troubling the ministers. They hav a horror of free 
competition. In order that the wasted missionary 
fund may be replenished, they would even deny to 
children the opportunity to get the confections and 
toys dear to every childish heart. 

At the Grand Avenue M. E. church, Rev. E. W. 
White, pastor of the Baptist Tabernacle and presi
dent of the Wisconsin Sabbath Association, was the 
principal speaker. He started in with the assertion 

that it was not their desire to secure a Puritan Sun
day nor to revive the blue laws. This is distinctly 
not true, for the Sabbath for which Mr. White and 
his associates are working is the blue law Sabbath 
of the Puritans. He wants to stop all work and 
close all places of amusement-:ucept the churches 
-on Sunday, and this can be done only by blue 
laws, and the result must be the Puritan Sabbath. 
He admitted this the nexh moment when he de
clared tha.t he and his association wanted to pre
serve the "American Sabbath." We all know what 
that means. As to his further assertion that as 
laws forbidding the desecration of the Sabbath are 
on the statute books they should be enforced, for 
to hold to the contrary "involved a defiance of all 
law," it is sufficient to say that this "argument" 
is sheer pettifogging. Who but such men and 
women as the members of his association got those 
laws put on the statute books! They are repugnant 
to the common sense and love of justice of the 
masses of the people of Milwauk.ee, and if the preach
ers do not want to see them persistently violated 
why do they not agitate for their repeal instead of 
clamoring for their enforcement and the enactment 
of others still more sweeping and stringent? It is 
the easiest thing in the world for the tyrant to es
tablish bad laws and then, when he is reproached 
for the misery he causes in his efforts to enforce 
them, take refuge in the deceptiv plea that he is noh 
trying to compel the people to think as he does, bu ~ 
to render due reverence to law, as law. It is saf J 

to say that there has never been a despot, single
headed or hydra-headed, who was not familiar with 
the trick. In the present instance, as always, it iii 
a contemptible evasion of the real issue. Mr. White 
also said that were it not for the churches the labor
ing men would be compelled to work seven days 
for six days' pay. On the contrary, so little has the 
church done for the cause of the worker, that if it 
should bend all its energies from this time on to 
secure the enactment of a law compelling all labor
ing men to work seven days for six days' pay it woull 
ingloriously fail. _ The cleric does not appear to 
know that a very large proportion of the wage work 
done on Sunday is piece work for which the laborer 
receives at least as high wages as he does for the 
work done on any other day of the week, and often 
higher. He has also forgotten that the workers 
hav secured the shorter day and the recognition of 
many other of their rights without the aid of the 
church, just as the black laborer of the South was 
made free in spite of the indifference or activ oppo
sition of the great majority of the churches and 
preachers. 

As to the cry of "personal liberty " which would 
be raised against the Milwaukee crusade, Mr. White 
said that it would "come from men who never knew 
what liberty was until they touched the shores of 
America." Oh! He likewise threw in the faces of 
the friends of the rational Sunday the alleged finan
cial failure which attended the opening of the 
World's Fair on Sunday. Just in the ratio that the 
Fair was open on the first day of the week was that, 
opening a financial success. Had it been as fully 
open every Sunday as it was the two last "Sab
baths," Sunday opening would hav been a brilliant 
financial triumph. But the Directory was half 
afraid of the priests, and in that cowardice is to be 
found the explanation of the small attendance most 
of the time. People were not going to pay full 
price for a fifth part of a show. In conclusion this 
decadent follower of Roger Williams said that he 
expected to meet great opposition in the work to 
which he had addressed himself, for he had already 
received a communication from Chicago warnilag 
him that if it was attempted to enforce unconstitr.-
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tionallaws the city would be flooded with literature 
by the American Secular Union. Then he assured 
his hearers that Robert G. Ingersoll was connected 
with that organization, evidently thinking that they 
are children to be frightened with the cry of "there's 
the black man !" We are glad to see that the Lib
erals of Chicago are wide awake to the necessities 
of the hour. 

When Western Unitarian ministers go into Pres
byterian churches to advocate Sunday laws, as Rev. 
H. T. Secrist did in Milwaukee, the dangers of 
"church union" must be apparent to the most care
less Freethinker. With the Catholic, orthodox, and 
"Liberal Christian" united in one invading army, 
the outlook is sufficiently dark to cause the thought
ful citizen most grave concern. 

Rev. E. D. Huntley, Methodist, said that Germany 
got its loose ideas of Sunday from Luther, which 
is indeed an admission; but when h9 added that 
Scotland's rigid Sabbatarianism had its source in 
John Knox, he was wide of the truth. Chambers's 
Encyclopedia says: "It is a mistake to suppose· 
that either Sabbatarianism or asceticism was recom
mended by Knox." Andrews, in his "History of 
the Sabbath," remarks: "Though the foundation 
of the Presbyterian church of Scotland was laid by 
Knox, · · and though that church is now very 
strict in the observance of Sunday a1 the Sabbath, 
yet Knox himself was of Calvin's mind as to the 
observance of that day." (Calvin called Sabbath ob
servance a "shadowy ceremony.") To this testi
mony is to be added that of ·Dr. Hessey in the 
Bampton Lectures: "Whatever the language held 
at present in Scotland may be [in regard to the 
Sabbath] it is certainly not owing to the great man 
whom the Scotch regard as the apostle of the Ref
ormation in their country." 

The pretense of "rest" was made much of by 
all the speakers in these meetings, but how hollow 
the cry was is proved by the attacks they made on 
Sunday recreations of all kinds. No intelligent 
working man will be caught by the gull's seed of 
"rest " which they so prodigally sow. Rev. Mr. 
White said that all who attended theaters and other 
places of amusement were law-breakers, and the 
presumption is that he would punish them as such. 
But the climax of potential immorality and malevo· 
lent suggestion was reached when Rev. Mr. Huntley 
said: 

" Ingersoll laughed at Gad's killing a man for picking 
up sticks on the Sabbath. Well, that man might hav 
been picking up sticks, but it was all the same with God 
if he had besn picking up houses or continents or worlds. 
When they took the man they asked God what they 
should do with him, and he Siid: Stone him to death. 
The command to observe tile S~~obbath was as obligatory 
as any other of Gi>d's commands. It wa.3 a day set aside 
for a special holiness, a day of peculiar sacredness, and 
God had adjusted mao's Ci>nscience to the day." 

The New Haven colony made Sabbath-bre .. king 
punishable with death, and it is fair to assume that 
Rev. Mr. Huntley would do the same if he had the 
power; and, mind you, he would do this not because 
of the ne~essity for "rest," but because Sunday is 
a day "s lt aside for a special holiness," because it 
is a day " of peculiar sacredness," and God has 
"adjusted [Mr. Huntley's] conscience to the day." 
'l hat play completely exposed the hand of the Sab
batarian gambler in human rights. 

And there is still more showing of hands in both 
the Ea.st and the West. The legislature of poor old 
Massachusetts has just passed a drastic Sunday law 
forbidding all entertainments (excepb "sacred con
certs") to which an admission fee is charged. No
body but a minister halil the right to earn money by 
Sunday work. Any person attending a prohibited 
entertainment is liable to a fine of five dollars. Here 
is one section of the law: 

"Whoever, on the Lord's day, keeps open his shop, 
'warehouse or workshop, or does any manual labor, 
business, or work, except works of necessity and charity, 
or takes part in any sport, game, or play, except a sacred 
concert, shall be punished by a. fine of $50 for each of
fense, and the owner of any hall in which said law is vio
lated is liable to a fine of $500.' " 

W auld it not be seemly to quit our jingo talk 
about "manifest destiny" and "the freest and great
est country on earth," and clean out some of our 
traitor legislatures 1 With our "large professions 
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and little deeds" we are making ourselvs the laugh
ing stock of intelligent and justice-loving people 
the world over. 

To end this review as we began it, with a report 
of Catholic affiliation with Protestants on the basis 
of Sabbath law aggressions, we hav the following 
to tell: In St. Paul there has been formed a Catho
lic association called the "Sunday Law Observance 
League." The chairman of the Press Committee is 
Priest John Gmeiner, who has issued an address 
"To theW. C. T. U. and all friends of the American 
Sabbath," and this is signed by" Mrs. A. V. Nich
olas, State Superintendent of Sabbath Observance." 
The address begins with a quotation from the " Sab
bath for Man," by the Protestant theocrat, Rev. 
Wilbur F. Crafts, and is in the usual style of that 
kind of document. Father Gmeiner says that the 
Catholic movement "has been heartily indorsed and 
approved by the Methodist Episcopal ministers' 
meeting at St. Paul, March 25, and by the Baptist 
ministerial conference held about the same time in 
the same city." The leading Presbyterian minister 
of St. Paul has also indorsed it. At a mass meeting 
for the furtherance of this object, which was an
nounced to be holden there on April 15, the editor 
of the Northwestern Chronicle (Cl).tholic) was slated 
to preside. So we see that the leadership in what 
to the superficial observer has seemed to be only a 
Protestant Sunday observance crusade, is now as
sumed by the Catholic church. What an uncover
ing of hands ! Do not the Covenanters see that 
they will be but a drop in the rising ocean of Ca
tholicism T Or hav they been deliberately playing 
for this 1 And what will the "patriotic" organiza
tions, which up to the pr&sent time hav not dared 
to lisp a word against tbe ominous menace of the 
Sunday law rebellion, hav to s~y to this latest move 
of their dearest enemy 1 

.A. Little More Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "SELF CoNTRADICTIONS 
oF THE BrBLE," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a mission11.ry pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self. Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces

sary to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense.'' And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implem~nts for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self. Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOH A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 

twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason.'' Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to anything good. 

Iowa is sadly bereaved of late. Within two 
years she has lost many of her most conspicuous 
and devoted Freethinkers. To the rapidly length
ening list is now to be added the veteran, J. L. 
Tompkins, of Lake City. He was one of the 
stanchest friends we had in that common wealth, 
frank, fearless, and honest to the very core. To 
the services he rendered to humanity in the years 
of his physical vigor is now to be added the lesson 
he has taught in his death. He was prepared for 
the inevitable; he arranged that his obsequies 
should not giv the lie to his life, and those charged 
with the duty of carrying into e1fect his wishes loy
ally did their part, as will be seen by reading the 
communication of his son-in-law, Mr. N. Zediker, in 
the "Letters of Friends." The best evidence that 
J. L. Tompkins taught wisely the lessons of Free
thought is found in the fact that the provisions of 
his last testament, which he entrusted to his heirs, 
were faithfully executed. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a· great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

'l o any subscriber now on ott1· list who will get 
a new name f'or the list for one year, sending us 
three dollMs for the saute, we will send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to ar.yone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this ojfe1·: Send us three dollars jor 
the pape1· one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's ProTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citatiOns of ..l!'~~.cts, .lfistory, ~tat1st1cs: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. 'l'he L esigns are by WATSON HEsToN 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: OI those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; PersecutionR by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofler cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them m~y make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are n'Jt now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LARS' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
hook and see if it is not worth while to make ·a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; jive thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever a.g·a.in be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice tbe price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America. will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Freethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work: for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 
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"An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand of our friends who hav 
allowed their subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER 

to expire without renewing. This is a considerably 

larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 

upon the more or less prompt payment of subscrip
tions for the wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 

we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any
thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 

to our friends' good nature and generous feelings 
to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 

creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 
the compositor, and the mailer, and the post-office 
collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 
insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 
always with us, not to mention the rest, and they 

all want money and want it bad, and want it when 
it is due. And when we havn't got it for them life 

is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 
So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 

over this country-thousands of them-to send the 
amount of their arrearages and as much in advance 
as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 
and turn about in f!Ur play, as it were. A year's 

subscription from each one whose time has expired 
will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 
that then let us hav what you can spare, and we will 

"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 
amounts are small individually and easily raised, 
but to us they collectivly mean a good deal-just 
the difference between being even with the world 
and being unpleasantly behind. 

The disciple11 of a certain philosopher, one day 

missing their teacher from his accustomed p1ace in 
the midst of them, sought him at his unpretentious 

lodgings, where they discovered that he was suffer

ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course 
they hastened to provide him with all that the inner 

sinner could desire, but he nevertheles:~ took occa
sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. 

"Know, then" (said he), "that in order that you 

may permanently enjoy the light of a lamp, it is 

necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." 

Delinquents who renew at once will be spared the 
moral which their remissness might tempt us to draw. 

Misdirected Energy. 
Is missionism a success T Is it likely ever to 

be a success T Mr. Henry Norman has written a 
book on the "Peoples and Politics of the Far East," 
being a record of travels and studies in China, 
Japan, Siam, and the various colonies of the Euro
pean nations. In a late issue the New York 
Herald has a long review of the book, in the course 
of which it remarks : 

"We are a little surprised at what Mr. Norman says of 
the results of missionary enterprise in China. He seems 
to hav no faith that any good whatever is accomplished 
by these devoted men and women." 

The Herald then quotes some of the traveler's 
statements in regard to foreign influence in that 
country. He asked a Roman Catholic prie~:~t who 
had long been in the country and who had achieved 
great victories and occupied a position of extraor
dinary power," if he believed that missionary enter
prise would result, even in the fulness of time, in 
anything that could be remotely described as the 
Christianizing of China. 'Jamais,' [never] he em
phatically replied." Asked why he was there if that 
was his opinion, he answered : 

"Simply in obedience to the command to preach the 
gospel to all peoples. Like the soldiers in the ranks, I 
obey the orders of my commander, without understand
ing in the least what good is to come of them." 

Next Mr. Norman quotes from a paper read at 
Chefoo in September, 1888, by the Protestant, Rev. 
A. Williamson, D.D., on "Missionary Organization 
in O)lina '': 

" The startling, tbongh it is not the moRt serious, as, 
pect of the questiot?- is that not only is heathenism ex
~eptJin~, bqt .im~?ra}~Y is i~Qfel\sin~ ill all dir~~ti9tW, 
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· · · Those of us who hav lived long enough in China 
see the evil spreading- before our eyes, especially in ani!. 
around our great emporiums, with an ever-widening area 
every year. The Chinese are learning evil faster than 
they ~relearning good. They are adding foreign vices 
~o their own, aping foreign free living and habits, often 
m the most powerful manner; and the fact is that in and 
around our centers of commerce they a-re less honest, less 
moral, and less susceptible to the preaching of divine 
truth than formerly by a long way." 

Which is equivalent to saying that the contact of 
Orientals with "Christian civilization " is productiv 
of more harm than good. What, then, becomes of 
the claim that Christianity is the source of all that 
is good in civilization 1 Does ~ot the admission of 
Dr. Williamson tend to sustain the contention of 
the Freethinker that we bav attained to a certain 
stage of development in sPite of religion, and that 
civilization is a matter of race and climate 1 More 
than this it tells to the student of sociology, for to 
him it emphasizes the truth that each race must grow 
into enlightenment under the laws of its own de
velopment, and that it is folly to try to force a peo
ple of one civilization to learn in one lesson the 
radically different civilization of another people. If 
they are ever to assimilate it it must be slowly, 
naturally. 

It begins to look as though the Clerical party in 
the German Reichstag had overreached itself when 
it tried to tack on to the pending anti-Socialist bill 
amendments to destroy liberty of discussion con
cerning religion and marriage. Popular opposition 
to the bill is growing more and more pronounced, 
while the enemies of the bill within the Reichstag, 
under the able leadership of the Prince of Schoen
arch-Carolath, hav good grounds for hoping to 
unite against the obnoxious measure many even of 
the Conservat-ives and Free Conservatives, who are 
chafing under the growing power of the clericals. 

Randolph-Macon College, at Ashland, Va., is a 
Methodist institution. For many years K M. 
Smith bas occupied its chair of Greek, Hebrew, and 
Sanscrit. It is now reported that he has resigned 
because of doubts concerning the divinity of Jesus 
and the inspiration of the scriptures-in fact, it is 
said that he does not believe in either. Evidently 
to lessen the influence of his defection, it is asserted 
that he is "rather erratic." The correspondent 
who makes the accusation explains it in this way : 

"Dnring the Virginia debt agitation some years ago 
Profeosor Smith proposed to take up a private collection 
and pay o:fl the state's indebtedness. He actually contrib
uted $1,200 of his own money for this purpose." 

No wonder Professor Smith is not orthodox! A 
man who has such notions about debt-paying eould 
not be expected to subscribe to the doctrin that 
"Jesus paid it all." Why, a preacher " erratic" as 
that might actually be guilty of believing that the 
churches should pay their own taxes instead of 
shifting the burden on to the shoulders of other 
people. 

By what authority did the board of aldermen of 
New York pass and the mayor sign a resolution 
providing for the closing on Good Friday of all de
partments of the city government not required by 
law to be kept open T By what authority did the 
court of Oyer and Terminer and the court of Gen
eral Sessions adjourn over that day? Why is there 
a bill now before the legislature of the state to 
make Good Friday a legal holiday 1 No law-making 
power in the state or nation has the shadow of a 
right to set apart a religious holy day as a holiday. 
But we are placed at a terrible disadvantage in an
tagonizing the schemes of the Catholics by the fact 
that the Protestants hav forced us to accept one 
Catholic holy day as a holy day, not as a holiday. 
We refer, of course, to the legal recognition of the 
claims of the church regarding Sunday. This was 
the entering wedge, and when it was driven home 
the way was opened for all the saints' days in the 
calendar. 

The Independent, with its usual obliviousness of 
facts, says of its recent "Lincoln number ": 

"Doubtless it will be the pleasure of many ministers to 
giv a reading from this special number to their Christian 
Endeavor or Epworth League Society, or to their gen
ef&l (/ODI_He~Ation oP,. ~ Su:o.dar !:!Ye:gin~, iU-qs~n~ti.n~ thl:l 
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character of President Lincoln, his goodness of heart, 
and how, fn the most troublous times that the nation has 
seen since the Revolutionary war, he conducted its affairs 
with the quietness and calmness of one who felt that he 
was only the agent of God in accomplishing a great work." 

We hope that before those ministers touch too 
strongly upon Lincoln's alleged agency for divinity 
they will send here and get John E. Remsburg's 
book, "Abraham Lmcoln: Was he a Christian T" 
If, after reading that work, they believe that Lin
coln believed that he was God's agent, on a com
mission, we can only hope that they will speedily 
subject themselvs to an examination as to their 
mental condition. We sell the book to ministers 
at the same price as to men who pay their own way 
and are of some use in the world. 

The Youth's Companion givs Professor Morse 
as the authority for this touching sketch of Japan
ese treatment of other forms of life : 

"Birds build their nests in the city houses, wild fowl, 
geese, and ducks alight in the public parks, wild deer trot 
about the streets. He had actually been followed by 
wild deer in the streets, nibbling melon rind out of his 
hand, as tame as calves and lamb3 on our farms. A dog 
goes to sleep in the busiest streets ; men turn aside so as 
not to disturb him. One day a beautiful heron alighted 
on the limb of a tree, and the busy, jostling throng 
stopped. No one attempted to injure the bird, but sev· 
eral began sketching him." 

Does any sane person suppose that there is the 
most remote possibility that Christian missionaries 
can in the least improve the ethiMl standards of 
such a. people! We need their missionaries, not 
they ours. Imagin if you can a wild deer stray
ing into an Americ'l.n town and escaping with its 
life ! Imagin a crowd of Christians giving an 
artist time to sketch a heron sitting in a tree-top in 
any of our cities! Why, our Christian sportsmen 
think that it is " fun " to go down to the beach and 
wantonly mangle and murder the beautiful gulls 
and other sea birds. Christians! withdraw your 
missionaries from Japan; you are doing far worse 
than "carrying coal to Newcastle." 

The Open Oourt, referring to the posthumous 
work of Professor Romanes, in which is found the 
record of his reversion to Christianity, says : 

'' We can no longer denounce reason, or silence our 
intellectual needs, for it is God himself who speaks in the 
voice of reason, and the progress of science is his most 
glorious revelation which eCJlesiasticism cannot smother. 
Indeed; the suppression of reas(t)n is the sin against the 
Holy Ghost, which cannot be forgiven, but will inevit
ably lead, if persisted in, to eternal perdition." 

Dr. Carns has done some very good work, but 
such misleading utterances as these cannot be in
cluded therein. We do not know if there is a God, we 
do not know that if he exists he speaks in the voice 
of reason, we do not know that the progress of 
science is his revelation, we do not know anything 
about Holy Ghosts nor about sins against them nor 
about eternal pe.,.dition. Experience has shown us 
that it is better to use our reason and to cultivate 
it than to accept what is told us in blina faith and 
cultivate our undisciplined love of the marvelous; 
that the revelations of science are more useful and 
beautiful than the so-called revelations of theology, 
and that the suppression of :teason injures the in
dividual and the race. When the truth is thus 
simply stated all can understand it. Let us be 
done with unmeaning mysticism. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
J. E. REMSBURG lectured in St. Louis April 19th. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, :l20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April: 
April 26th-" Some Recent Advances in Science." Dr, 

R. G. Eccles. 
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th streetl between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for pril: 
April 28th-Debate, "Protection vs. Free Trade." Mr. 

Henry Nichols and Mr. Henry Rowley. 
FRANKLIN STEINER will start on another lecture tour 

in May. He w1H speak in Hoople, N. D.; Pierson, Ia.; 
Red Jacket, Mich.; and Greenwood, Wis. Liberals in 
the vicinity of these places should write him at once to 
Box 882, Des Moines, Ia. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for•April: 
A-pril 28th-'' A Christian Trn.~b, ys, AD. Qftl!O~O~ M;y~]l, '' 

' Atty. et~~Jey E. Bow!lle1 
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Ingersoll and Sam Jones. 
The visit of Colonel Ingersoll to St. Louis on the 

concluding day of the Sam Jones revival was a co
incidence which suggested to the Globe-JJemocrat 
the interest which would attach to an interchantre 
of views as to the motive and influences of the two 
men, each of whom possesses in so marked a degree 
the power of attracting and interesting large 
crowds. That each is sincere in his belief is gen
erally admitted, and it is worthy of note that while 
each criticises the other freely neither attributes to 
the other any but the best of motive. The idea 
was to present both sides of the question fairly, and 
to reflect ~he opinions of the exponents of theories 
so diametrically opposed, and this has been accom
plished with the cooperation of the two gentlemen. 
Mr. Jones was seen first. He was unwilling to say 
anything calculated to hurt the feelings of a man 
against whom, personally, he had no grievance. 
When it was explained that the Globe-JJemocrat 
wanted a review of Colonel Ingersoll's lectures and 
their influence on the community, rather than the 
lecturer himself, Mr. Jones submitted cheerfully, 
leant back in his chair, and told the reporter to 
"fire away." His argument that Ingersoll's teach
ings are calamitous because they are apt to encour
age utter recklessness is given in his own words, 
some few of which were subsequently quoted to 
the lecturer whose reply was desired. 

To interview Colonel Ingersoll at length was less 
easy. The colonel is known to hav an occasional 
antipathy to interviewers, claiming that in more 
than one instance he has been incorrectly reported. 
It was also ascertained that he would not reach St. 
Louis before Sunday morning. He has so many 
old friends in St. Louis that he holds a series of 
receptions all day, when in the city, and it would ob
viously be impossible to secure his undivided atten
tion for an hour. Hence it was resolved to inter
cept him on the way here, and a telegram was sent 
to Cincinnati as to his route, it being his custom to 
visit that city when on a lecturing tour and map 
out his route from that point. The only reply was 
a reference to New York, and from the lecturer's 
home it was learned that he was due at Springfield, 
Ill., Saturday evening. A reporter was accordingly. 
sent on to the Illinois state capital to await Colonel 
Ingersoll's arrival and obtain the desired interview. 
The result of the trip will be found in the next col
umn, and side by side are printed the views of the 
two popular talkers, with an interchange of good
humored criticism, interspersed with a great deal of 
well-expressed argument and exceptionally able 
logic. 

Jones on Ingersoll. 
" What do you think of Ingersoll and of the in

fluence of his lectures '" asked a reporter of the 
Rev. Sam Jones as he sat in his room at the South
ern Hotel, evidently only partially recovered from t.he 
exertions of preaching to 6,000 people the preced-
ing evening. · · 

Mr. Jones thought for a moment and then said: 
" The question is a very broad one, and cannot be 
answered in two or three words. Personally, Mr. 
Ingersoll is no doubt a genial gentleman. Physi
cally he is fat, intellectually he is bright, morally 
there may be worse men, but theologically he is a 
bad egg." 

"You hav BPen the picture of Ingersoll nursing 
his grandchild T" 

"Yes, and I could not help feeling mighty sorry 
for the grandchild." 

"Apart from his personality, what do you think 
is the moral influence of Mr. Ingersoll's lectures?" 

" That is very easily answered. A visit of Mr. 
Ingersoll to any community is calamitous to all 
whom he reaches, and the worst of it is, he gener
ally reaches the very class of people upon whom 
his teachings hav the most baneful effect. No God, 
no Bible, no heaven, no hell, catches the masses of 
non-church-goers, and turns them over to reckless
ness. The lecturer forgets that they were not all 
reared in Christian homes and brought up under 
the cultivating influences which he himself enjoyed. 
They were not trained up in the virtues as he was 
by his godly father and mother. Whatever virtue 
Mr. Ingersoll possesses is a gift of grace or Chris~ 
tianity. Many parade his charity, his liberality and 
his love for home. He never got these elements as 
the gift of Infidelity. They are but the expressions 
of Christian elements that liv in his character in 
spite of his Infidelity, and when he throws his 
teaching of no God, no Bible, no heaven, and no hell 
into the hearts and lives of others who hav not 
been blessed by the help which Christianity givs 
us, he turns the whole human life into utter rot." 

"How do you acc~unt for Mr. Ingersoll's power 
to attract large audiences T" was a question which 
the above criticism naturally suggested. 

"His power to attract lies in his ability to shock " 
replied Mr. Jones, with more force and earnestne~s 
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than he had hitherto displayed. "He is the devil's 
dynamo, and when a man stands upon the damp 
soil of a sinful life old Bob can turn a current on 
him that will almost make him leap out of his hide. 
Men love to be shocked. I hav often thought of 
Colonel Ingersoll in his disclaimer of Christian vir
tues and his disbelief in God and the Bible as put
ting him pretty much in the at.titude of a drummer's 
little girl, of whom a commercial traveler once told 
me. He said he found his little girl, on one of his 
visits home, sitting on the floor playing with her 
kitten. While loving and caressing it she said, 
'Kitty, you are a sweet little kitty: I love you and 
I know who your mommer is. Old pussy is your 
mommer. She's a good old cat, and I love her, 
too. But, kitty, I don't know who your popper is, 
'cause I never saw him. I 'spect your popper is a 
traveling man.' We all know from Mr. Ingersoll's 
doctrin who his mother is, morally speaking. 
Earth is his mother. I expect his father is a travel
ing man. Certainly nobody has ever seen him in 
these parts. They all say that Colonel Ingersoll is 
a jolly fellow. I don't know him personally, but I 
don't doubt that he is " 

"How about Mr. Ingersoll's arguments?" 
"He hasn't any. He is an orator of the first 

water. I know no man alive to-day who can put 
English togeth~r like he can. His words put into 
sentences look like streams of pearls; but they are 
merely bracelets and necklaces for swine. His phi
losophy and his religion do not build colleges, 
almshouses, or asylums. Neither do they take care 
of the poor, the maimed, and the halt. They are 
powerless to reform the drunkard and the outlaw. 
They do not make a man more kind in his home, or 
more respected in the community where he livs. 
He clamors for free thought and moral liberty. 
Establish the fact that men can think as they please, 
and with that you establish the fact that they can 
act as they please. There are boundary lines to 
thought, just as there are boundary lines to actions. 
With his wit and intellectual cunning, aided by his 
illogical reasoning, he may play upon the weak
nesses of religion, and by his :l;lights of eloquAnce 
upon the duties of life which he steals from Chris
tianity; but, after all, a thoughtful, substantial man 
sees the cunning of his method and detects the 
direful effect his words hav upon the gang that 
flock to hear him. Lord Salisbury said that but 
for the Salvation Army in the streets of London 
the police force would hav to be increased four 
thousand in number in a single dey. Remove In
fidelity from the world, and you lessen the police 
force by one-half. Christianity is the great con
serving aril preserving force of the age. Anarch
ism and out.lawism are legitimate children of Infi
delity, and whatever and whoever contributes to 
these dangerous elements in society should be 
fought and outlawed by every true American citi
zen, whatever his creed may be." 

"In other words, you mean that the influence of 
Mr. Ingersoll's lectures is, from your standpoint, 
entirely bad ?" 

"I see no good that can possibly come from his 
lectures on Infidelity. I see much harm that may 
result from them. I also see why Mr. Ingersoll 
delivers his lectures. There may be $1,000 a night 
to him in the job; but why a Christian community 
will suffer such a thing, and why men will pay for 
the privilege of hearing him abuse their mother's 
God and their father's Bible at a dollar a head, and 
then turn out and be Infidels like him for nothing, 
and board thems:~elvs, is one of the mysteries I 
never could solve. Personally, I hav never met 
Colonel Ingersoll. He may hav many charming 
characteristics ; in fact, he must hav. Reared, as 
he was, in a Christian home, he cannot be utterly 
depraved. The question is often asked as to whether 
Ingersoll is sincere in his denials, and in his nega
tions, and in his Infidelity. Suppose we giv him 
credit for all sincerity ; he may be in that class of 
whom the Bible speaks when it says, 'Given over 
to a delusion that he may believe a lie and be 
damned.' 

"I believe a man can reach such a condition and 
attitude that in the moral world a lie is to him the 
truth,· and the truth a lie. As to whether Colonel 
Ingersoll is sincere or not makes no difference 
when you look at the tendencies of his lecture. I 
see no reason why a profane swearer, or a liar, or a 
drunkard, or a whoremonger, or a voluptuary should 
find fault with Mr. Ingersoll, just as I see no rea
son why the good and true and beautiful and noble 
should champion his cause or approve his lectures. 
A man who starts out from the storm centers of 
Infidelity would become a cyclone in the moral 
world. The orator we are talking about is a cy
clone, funnel-shaped and full of wind. I suppose 
he will die as he lived. But after death he will no 
longer be a disbeliever or an unbeliever. My Bible 
tells me that the devils believe and tremble." 
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" Do I understand you to say that Colonel Inger
soll really uses no argument T" · 

Mr. Jones tilted his chair back, deliberated 
longer than is usual with such a remarkably good 
conversationalist as he is known to be,. and finally 
said: "That is about so. I hav never thought that 
Mr. Ingersoll treats the subject in hand fairly. 
He starts in by making his own statement as to 
what Christianity is, and he then proceeds to de
molish the man of straw which he himself has set 
up. He would burn down my cabin and then 
offer me no shelter for myself and wife and chil
dren. He would destroy the old ford and build no 
bridge in its place. He would extinguish what he 
calls my tallow candle of hope and leave me in 
despair and darkness. He would make me what he 
calls a free man by giving me license of thought 
and action, when any sensible man knows that 
license is simply power to do wrong. True liberty, 
on the other hand, is simply the privilege of doing 
right. The ten commandments make the boundary 
lines within which liberty is given. Infidelity 
would change these so that they would read : 'Thou 
shalt not steal-if there is any probability of being 
caught.' 'Thou shalt not commit adultery-but 
you may find two or three wives more convenient 
than one.' 'Thou shalt not break the Sabbath
but bend it double as occasion offers.' 'Thou shalt 
not covet-but get all you can and keep all you 
get.' 'Thou shalt hav no other gods before me
but if you don't like the God of heaven, be one 
yourself and run things to suit yourself.' What a 
man does is at least a test of what he is. Will 
Mr Ingersoll show us what he has done to make 
the world better or happier; where he has reformed 
a single drunkard, reclaimed a single reprobate, 
purified a single life, or elevated a single commu
nity T Mr. Ingersoll seems to be the produc~ of 
hyper-Calvinism, for Infidelity is nothing more nor 
less than hyper-Calvinism gone to seed. God will 
reign, heaven will endure, the ministry willliv, the 
churches will flourish, morality will be taught and 
practiced, and Christian virtues will be embodied 
in men long after Mr. Ingersoll and his company 
hav passed from earth, and received the reward of 
their doing.'' 

Ingersoll on Jones. 
After obtaining the views of Rev. Sam Jones on 

Colonel Ingersoll and the influence of his lectures 
and teachings, the Globe-JJemocrat sent a stenog
rapher to the latter, as already explained, with 
instructions to ask questions as nearly identical as 
possible with reference to views entertained as to 
the Georgia revivalist and his methods. It was im
possible to carry out the instructions literally, as 
Mr. Ingersoll, after a little hesitancy, finally warmed 
to the subject, anticipated queries, and really deliv
ered a very forcible lecture on the question of reviv
als past and present, with a very lucid definition of 
Agnosticism as compared with Atheism, and more 
especially immorality or indifference as to right and 
wrong. The colonel was in the best of humors, 
told each friend who was admitted to the room that 
he was in perfect health and was carrying his sixty
one years without an effort, and assured the inter
viewer that he had nothing of any particular interest 
to say about Sam Jones or any other religious en
thusiast. When pressed for an answer to the ques
tion, " What do you think of Mr. Jones and of the 
influence of his preaching?" he at length said : 

"Assuming that the gentleman's sermons are 
correctly reported, and basing my opinion on what 
little of them I hav read, I cannot say that I par
ticularly admire the style, though the argument 
does not appear to differ very much from those 
which revivalists hav used ever since I can remem
ber. When I was a boy the people had very few 
amusements. There were no theaters in the smallu 
towns, no museums, and nothing in the way of en
tertainment except the traveling circus which came 
round once a year. This circus generally carried a 
few mangy-looking animals, so that religious peo
ple could hav a satisfactory excuse for going. In 
the winter the little towns were cut off from the 
rest of the world. There were no railroads, the 
rivers were frozen, and the mail arrived about once 
in every week. As a result, the people amused 
themselvs every winter in 'getting religion.' The 
towns would be invaded by two or three evangelists 
who derived great pleasure from exciting their audi
ences by vivid descriptions of the future home of 
the unconverted. They would describe the caverns 
of hell into which rolled and dashed the waves of 
brimstone, and also the tortures and agonies in
flicted by the worm that never dies. These meet
ings were held every evening and the people were 
invited to come forward to the ' anxious seat' very 
much as they hav been asked every evening for the 
last two or three weeks in St. Louis. 

" I remember that the first to come forward were 
generally the little girls, who, recalling that they 
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had pilfered a little sugar, or perhaps a piece 
of cake, felt conscience-smitten, and were hence the 
~rst to respon_d. Then some of the men would join 
m the processwn, and some few would be converted 
every evening amidst great rejoicing. This thing 
would last about a month, and nothing was talked 
about except religion. The majority of the people 
were about half-crazy-'-the preachers altogether so. 
They would convert from fifty to one hundred, and 
then when business brisked up in the spring and 
people began to resume their usual vocations most 
of the converts would backslide. But,, in justice to 
them, I must add that the following winter they 
would be on band again, ready to reoccupy the anx
ious-seat. Nearly every town had what you might 
call a stock company of periodical converts, who 
went through the same experience every winter, told 
how wicked they had been, how happy they were, 
how ashamed they were of having backslidden and 
how gratified thev were to be again redeemed." 

" Did they become better citizens!" 
" I never knew anybody to become better by be

ing what Mr. Jones and other orthodox preachers 
call 'converted.' On the contrary, I hav known 
many young generous fellows who got religion and 
immediately became sour, unsociable, and mean. 
There is a conversion, if I may use the word, which 
comes in the nature of things. There is a time in 
the life of a young man when he feels -responsibility 
touching him, when he makes up his mind to leave 
the follies of youth and become a man, with a goal 
fixed in his mind. This often comes when he falls 
in love and feels that he wishes to do something for 
somebody else. This is what I call genuin conver
sion, not born of excitement, or bad air, or an over
heated room, or an idiotic impulse. We may go a 
step farther and say that the same thing happens 
with animals. There comes a time when the colt 
quits kicking over the traces and goes to pulling and 
eating his oats like a well-regulated horse, and when 
the dog qui_ts chasing his tail, begins to look digni
fied, and assumes an air of partnership with the 
proprietor." 

"Do you think the influence of Mr. Jones's revi· 
vals is injurious !" 

Yes, I think the so-called religious revival is 
hurtful as well as useless. The methods used are 
calculated to excite, not to enlighten. There is no 
appeal to the judgment; the reasoning faculties 
are not called into play. The passions are aroused, 
and especially the fear of punishment and the hope 
of reward. Thousands and thousands of men and 
women hav been excited to such a degree that they 
become partially insane-many wholly so. Relig
ious excitement has unsettled as many minds as 
any other cause, and the asylums to-day are filled 
with men and women who hav lost their reason in 
consequence of these foolish revivals, conducted by 
orthodox ministers. Men and women are made to 
believe that they hav offended an infinit God; 
that they hav hurt the feelings of the Holy Ghost; 
that their actions here, and especially their beliefs, 
are to hav eternal consequences; that they deserve 
to be eternally damned for what they hav done, 
and that God is anxious to damn them, but is held 
back by his son, who seems to hav a little more 
mercy than is credited to the old gentleman him
self. 

"They are also told that they can hav an eternal 
reward of infinit joy if they only repent and be
lieve in this son. In the conflict of emotions pro
duced by these idiotic sermons, many, as 1 said be
fore, hav lost their reason. If the sermons of Mr. 
Jones or any other revivalist could be answered 
from the same platform by a philosopher, by a hu
m::tnitarian, or by a man of sense, no human being 
would ever be 'converted.' Such a proceeding 
would end forever the revival system. 

"Another great fault of these revivals is that 
people are told that those who do right hav to carry 
a cross, while those who do wrong hav the benefit 
of the pleasures of this world-that the wicked hav 
their good time here, while the good suffer on 
account of their goodness and self-denial, but will 
be rewarded in another world. All this is not only 
idiotic, but it is positivly immoral. The facts are 
exactly the reverse. Only those carry a cross who 
do wrong. On the shoulders of those who do right 
the cross changes, and the man is borne upward 
and onward. 

"That is the true philosophy of life. Men should 
act right because right action pays; men should 
shun wrong because wrong inflicts and produces 
suffering. Everything is moral that tends to in
crease or to preserve human happiness and human 
well-being ; everything is immoral that decreases or 
puts in peril human well- being. · In other words, 
all that preserves or increases happiness is right. 
There is no necessity for being miserable here in 
order to secure happiness in this world, and if you 
ar~ ~e11lly hjl,ppy in this life, happy by virtue of liv-
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ing consistently and doing right, there is no danger makes but little difference what creed he may accept 
of being damned in another world. I know of no or deny. Every religion preaches ordinary moral
form of orthodox religion that contains ari.y philos- ity, and in addition to this, the necessity of belief 
ophy, ~nd I never knew of a philosopher occupying in certain supernatural things and the observance 
a pulpit." of certain ceremonies. Now, if you were to .take 

"In one of his recent sermons Sam Jones said. morality from religion nothing of any value would 
that the terms 'Agnostic' and 'fool ' were synony- be left; whereas, if you take from morality itself 
mous. What is your reply to that criticism or its religion, it would remain just as valuable as ever, 
statement 1" and even more valuable. 

Mr. Ingersoll laughed good-humoredly and said: "I deny having said anything in my lectures that 
"Coming from the Georgia evangelist, I think the is calculated to make people immoraL I hav told 
remark calls for no reply, and it is certainly no them that the Bible is not inspired, but that what 
argument. It is a curious fact that the savages are is true in it is just as good as if it had been ; while 
perf?ctly certain about things that philosophers the bad in it could not_ be made good by being 
admit are beyond the limitations of the human inspired. I hav told people that men wrote the 
mind. The savage of central Africa knows all book called the Bible, and that it is full of the ig
about his god or gods. He knows just how the norance of the times in which it was written. Also, 
world was made and how the human race was that some of the things in it are noble and lofty, 
started. He knows exactly where we are all going while it also contains things that are cruel, heartless 
after death. He doesn't know anything about 'and even infamous. I hav said that we should 
this world, but he does know all about the other throw away the bad and preserve the good. I hav 
two worlds. He doesn't know anything about Dian, told every one to be honest with himself and to ex
but he knows all about the gods. Now, if the Rev. press his opinions honestly. I hav warned my hear
Sam Jones would jnst think for a few moments ers against being controled by prejudice or educa
he would probably admit that he doesn't know that tional influences, and I hav also said that the world 
any god exists at alL No doubt he believes it, but was for the living and n· t for the dead, but that 
he certainly does not know -it, and if he is honest each one should liv in accordance with his ideaL I 
enough_ to admit the truth be admits that he is an hav said all in my power in favor of intellectual 
Agnostic, or, to use the word he seems to prefer, a liberty, I hav spoken in favor of all that is good, 
fooL and just, and generous, and noble. I deny that I 

"I confess that I don't know whether a God ex- hav ever uttered a word calculated to make any one 
ists or not. This is the only world I hav ever lived immoraL 
in or hav any memory of, so that I might be called "I hav not been guilty of the inconsistency of 
a provincialist. That there may be other worlds, I telling people they can act like devils for seventy 
don't deny. There may be a God. There may be years, and then be forgiven in a moment, and be 
many. If there is one I hope there are more, for carried up to heaven by hosts of angels. Such a 
one would be so lonesome. I don't know the origin doctrin is immoraL I don't tell the cashier of a 
of the universe, having no evidence on the subject. bank that it is wrong to steal, and then add that if he 
It is beyond my mind. I cannot conceive of the steals every dollar in the vault he can repent and be 
creation of something from nothing, nor can I con- forgiven as well in Canada as in the United States; 
ceive of something being changed back again to neither do I tell him that when he repents there 
nothing. In other words, I cannot conceive creation will be more jcy in heaven than over ninety and 
and consequently cannot conceive a creator. I don't nine honest cashiers who never stole a dollar. That 
say there is no God-! simply say I don't know. doctrin is immoral, but it is not mine. Neither do 
So far as my acquaintance extends I can truthfully I tell people that they are accountable for the sins 
say I never met a minister who did. Mr. Jones may of a couple of people who lived 6,000 years ago, and 
be in the possession of facts of which I am ignorant, that they can be justly punished for offenses they 
but if he knows there is a God I would like to hav never committed. That would be immoraL Nor 
him tell _his next congregation how he knows and hav I told people that they can get to heaven by 
what his evidence is. the virtues of another man, or that another man or 

"Mr. Jones says an Agnostic is the same as a fool. God can be good and they can get the credit for it. 
The difference between an Agnostic and a fool is That, too, would he immoral. 
about this: The Agnostic doesn't know. He has I hav not told people that they ought to become 
sense enough to know he doesn't know, and honesty heavenly paupers and enjoy the glories of another 
enough to admit it. A fool, on the other hand, world purchased for them by another person. That 
says he knows, whether he really thinks he does or would be immoral. But I hav told them that if 
not. Now, I am not prepared to admit that Hum- they would be happy they must earn happiness; 
boldt was a fool, yet he said he didn't know whether that happiness cannot be received as alms ; that as 
there was a God or not. Few men would call Louis a fact happiness is the interest which decent actione 
Agassiz a fool, yet he said that science had not ad- draw; that they must be good for themselvs. I 
vanced far enough to say with any certainty whether hav also told people that there is no such thing as 
God exists or not. I don't think Darwin was a fool, forgivness; that everybody has to bear the conse
yet he stated distinctly that the questions of God quences of his own acts, and that these conse
and immortality were beyond the limits of his quences are a universal police whom nobody can 
powers of reasoning. Ernst Haeckel, the greatest bribe and no one avoid. That is moral, and in ad
naturalist in the world, is no fool, yet he says he dition to being moral it is true. 
doesn't know. Does Mr. Jones suggest that Hux- "I hav never told any one that a God of infinit 
ley was ever a fool T As a matter of fact, he is the wisdom and goodness could make hundreds of mill

.man who invented this definition of Agnosticism as ions of people, knowing that they would be eter
represen.ting this certain stage of thought. As a nally damned. That would pe immor~l, because it 
matter of fact, the greatest thinkers and scientists makes the God revivalists talk about a monster. A 
of this century hav adopted this position, and I God of infinit wisdom and power has no right to 
don't think that the fact of the Rev. Sam Jones make a failure, and certainly a man who is born to 
denouncing them as fools will hav even a tendency eternal damnation can hardly be called a success. 
toward dimming the splendor of their reputation." "If I could change a stone into a human being, 

The next question put to Colonel Ingersoll was knowing that he would be a murderer and be hanged 
the following: "What bav you to say in answer to before he could get religion, and hence, according 
the contention of Mr. Jones that the moral influence to orthodoxy, go to hell, I think I might far better 
of your lectures ie calamitous, especially among leave the stone alone. If God makes people out of 
those who hav not had the benefit of being reared dust and knows they will be damned, he had far 
in a Christian home, as you were!" better leave the dust alone. I don't think that any 

Without hesitating a moment longer than was God has a right to add to the misery of mankind. 
necessary to shake hands with an old friend who To think otherwise seems to me to amount to an 
entered the room while the question was being insinuation that God is a monster and a savage." , 
asked, the colonel replied: "Mr. Jones evidently "In other words, Colonel Ingersoll, while Sam 
doesn't possess a clear conception of morality, or Jones thinks the tendeacy of your lectures is im
he would not insinuate that what I say has an im- moral, you think the criticism applies more accu
moral tendency. He seems to think that certain rately to his preaching?" 
beliefs are essential to morality, that it is moral to "I don't want to criticise any one man in partie
believe in the supernatural, in the inspiration of ular," was the reply. "The religion of our da:r is 
the Bible, in the atonement, and in the scheme of immoral. Most of the sermons preached are 1m
redemption; and immoral to believe in absolute moral, and, as a rule, they are subversiv of the aims 
liberty of thought-immoral to advocate investiga- and ends of justice. I do honestly think that if 
tion and the use of the natural reasoning power we had a few less sermons and a few more lectures 
that we possess. He seems to regard blind credu- of a sensible kind the world would actually grow 
lity as moral, and intellectual courage of thought better, brighter, and happier." 
as immoral. I, on the other hand, think morality "Do you think the revivals of to-day are as use
livs in the domain of action rather than in the less and hurtful as those you hav described as 
realm of belief. A man may accept a creed blindly bein.g held when you were a boy'" . 
and at the same time be a very immoral person, " In answer to that I would say we are pass~ng 
while, on the other hand, if a man is :really moral it throu~h a (}hange. People ar~ tJlowly becommg 
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more and more thoughtful, and I think the evan
gelist will, in consequence, soon become a thing of 
the past. The preacher of the future will be a 
teacher. He will be one of the high priests of na
ture, and be will tell people how to liv in this 
world and how to enjoy the sunshine of this life. 
The sensational exhorters will bav to go to the 
rear. 'fhey are no longer useful, if they were ever 
so. They are, indeed, a hindrance. Only a ~ittle 
while ago, in Spain, the people who were a:flltcted 
with cholera mobbed the doctors, looted the drug 
stores and relied upon religious processions to stay 
the p~stilence. They were behind the time!", just 
as is the revivalist who tries to stay the onward 
march of crime by appealing to heavens or hells. 
He is pursuing the same course, with a_certai?tY: of 
achieving the same results. The world IS begmnmg 
to see that people act and think for tbemselvs 
under the circumstances of the hour, and to realize 
that to improve people their condition must be 
changed. This can be done only by developing_ the 
brain and civilizing the heart. We must convmce 
the people that wrong doing is an ignorant blun
der, that to get right is an effort of intelli~enc.e, 
and when these thoughts are firmly embodied m 
the minds of the people there will be no further 
use for medicin men, for augurs, or for evangel
ists. To appeal to the supernatural will be useless. 

"When that time comes man will cease to think 
that a God controls the forces of this world, and 
man will become the providence of man."-St. Louis 
Globe-.IJemocrat. 

The Campaign Work. 
The work of the Federation and Union will be 

pushed forward as vigorously as possible with the 
means at hand. Mrs. Freeman, the secretary, will 
make a tour westward as far as Arizona, where the 
flame of Freethought is now burning brightly, and 
where Secularism has a broad and open field. Mrs. 
Freeman will be at Trinidad, Colorado, May 4th 
and 5th; at San Marcial, N. M., May 7th, 8th, 9th; 
at Tucson, Arizona, May 12th to the 16th; at 
Tempe and Pbamix, May 17th, 19th, and at Pres
cott and vicinity until June. Returning, Mrs. 
Freeman will be at Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Trini
dad ; Marysville and Topeka, Kansas, and will 
travel via the Santa Fe route, and it is hoped that 
Liberals along this line will take advantage of the 
opportunity to secure her services and push 
the work. It is important to maintain the Free
thought platform, for only by the platform can we 
reach and arouse the masses of the people. While 
Mrs. Freeman is lifting up our flag on the Western 
frontier, I shall be pursuing my journey across the 
waters to the splendid host of the Old World, where 
shall be gathered hope, courage, and knowledge for 
many a battle to come. I do not intend to throw 
off the harness. I believe that this liberal inter
course between the Old World and the New will be 
an immense benefit to the cause in every land, but 
to us especially in this country will the illustrious 
record of the lands of our ancestry broaden and 
deepen our efforts for mental liberty and progress. 
We need to be cosmopolitan in this great work of 
intellectual and political emancipation. 

Meanwhile E. C. Reicbwald will bold the fort at 
141 South Water st., Chicago. Please send in your 
contributions. We wish to push the circulation of 
the "Federation and Union" pamphlet. It is use
ful. Besides, we hav work to do in the Wise and 
Fleckten matters, and the Sabbatarians are rushing 
things with fanatical vigor. All over the country 
Sabbath laws are being enacted and enforced. We 
must be prepared to fight at an early date the Na
tional Sabbath law, now before Congress. I know 
that times are hard, but we cannot afford to let 
our national organization haul down its colors. We 
must hav the means to maintain our forces. Our 
membership is increasing, and if we only bav the 
treasury to support us we can do a great work. 
Do not fail to communicate with E. C. Reichwald, 
and lend a hand. 

We expect to hold the next national congress at 
New York, and we look forward to a grand rally of 
the Eastern Liberals, so that East and West will 
be united in more cordial relations than ever. 

Let us look to the future. I believe the sum
mer's work will bring us to the fall campaign with 
added strength and enthusiasm, and that our ranks 
will be more united than ever, and the means at 
band more E::ffectual for co-operation and advance. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Feels Happily Paired. 
I reJOICe to see " Self-Contradictions of .the 

Bible," compiled by me, and first published in 1860, 
now going hand-in-hand with Paine's "Age of Rea
son," both !lt reduced pri<lEJS, ! feel that I am happily 
r~ir~q. . W· B. Br;aa. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

IS THE 'HOLY BIBLE' UNMAILABLE~ 
That ts to be Made the Issue m the 

J. B. Wise Prosecution. 

ABGUMEBT OF COUNSEL OB DIMURBEB. 

Motion Made to Qu~sb the lndictment-Un1ted 
States Attorney Perry Ventured No Reply, 
but Judge Foster Did So without Achieving 
Distinguished Success-A Test Case upon 
the Result of Which Many Others DPpend. 

The case of the United States vs. Jacob B. Wise 
was called for trial on the 11th instant in the 
United States District Court for the Eastern Divis
ion of Kansas. The attorney for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Adolph Bierck, of New York, appeared on behalf 
of Mr. Wise, and succeeded in raising questions of 
law so that the responsibility for the determination 
whether or not the particular verse of the Bible in
volved is obscene and indecent shall rest upon the 
shoulders of the judge, and not upon those of an 
instructed jury. 

Mr. Wise's counl!lel, after a consultation, deter
mined not to raise any question of fact. There was 
no need of denying any of the allegations of t.he in
dictment except the one charging the obscenity of 
the passage, and that issue was tried as a question 
oi law. 

Mr. Bierck took the ground that Mr. Wise had 
done all that the indictment charged, but that nev
ertheless he had committed no offense, was guilty 
of no crime, and had done only that which it was 
his right to do. 

A demurrer was therefore interposed, and in 
order to bring up all the questions so that in the 
event of an adverse decision an appeal might be 
maintained, a motion to quash the indictment was 
also made. Mr. Bierck's argument was largely 
technical. Ha accepted the situation created by the 
long train of decisions under the Comstock laws, 
and showed that a conviction of Wise must carry 
with it, as a corollary, the exclusion from the mails 
of every book containing the obnoxious passage, and 
the conviction of those mailing it. Mr. Bierck said: 

" The poet Goethe was once invited to attend a 
conference of ministers at Kiel, called for the purpose 
of suppressing obscene literature. Goethe sug
gested that they begin with the Bible, and the con
ference adjourned. The work thus prematurely aban
doned by the conference has been taken up by 
an evangelist clergyman in Industry, Kansas, and be 
now, through the medium of this prosecution, in
vokes the jurisdiction of the District Court of the 
United States for the Eastern Division of Kansas to 
sustain him in his contention that this particular 
verse of the scriptures is obscene and indecent, and 
is unfit for trammission through the mails. 

"You will observe that this case differs materi
ally from the numerous qtber cases which hav arisen 
under the statute by virtue of which the defendant 
is indicted, in that it does not call for the services 
of one who can qualify as an expert in what may be 
termed sexual jurisprudence. This case presents 
no such question. There is nothing in the language 
used which contains any suggestion of immorality, 
and if judged by the self-same tests which -were 
adopted in the Bennett case, as confirmed in a score 
of later decisions, it will be found to be neither ob
scene nor indecent. 
"Ob~cene matter, as defined originally in the case 

of the Queen vs. Hicklin, which was followed in the 
Bennett case, is such matter as tends to excite 
libidinous thoughts or impure desires or to deprave 
and corrupt the morals of those whose minds are 
subject to such influences and into whose bands the 
matter may fall. Indecent matter is such as is cal
culated to promote the violation of law and the 
general corruption of morals." 

Counsel cited h<>re a number of decisions and de
monstrated that, although the language used was 
extremely coarse and vulgar, it did not come within 
the terms of the definition. He also showed that 
both the statutes and the decisions declared that it 
made no difference whether the matter was written 
or printed, sealed or unsealed ; that it was not neces
sary tbat a book or publication should be obscene 
or indecent in its entirety or purpose to be obnox
ious to the statutes, and that it sufficed if it con
tained a single obscene or indecent passage. 

"Yet here," said Mr. Bierck, "we hav the anom
'olous situation of a Christian minister in an as
Sl.lmedlty Christian c.ourt !!<ttaekini Ml obscene R!l-d 
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indecent a passage which occurs substantially twice 
in the book which is reverenced and venerated 8'1 

divinely inspired by the beli~vers in t~e rel~gion ~f 
which be is a priest. From 1ts very mcepbon this 
prosecution is absurd. It ought never to bav been 
permitted to go beyond the office of the attorney 
for the United States. It ought never to bav been 
permitted to cross the thre~bold o~ the gran_d jury 
room. To bigbten, were It possible, the mtense 
absurdity of the ridiculous prosecution, ~he learned 
assistant to the attorney for the United States 
baa himself been guilty of the same offense for 
which this defendant is now put on trial. He is in 
the same boat with the defendant. I bold in my 
hand a copy of the identical verse mailed by the 
assistant United States attorney to Mr. Wis ... " 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY PERRY : I think that I shall 
hav to admit that I am an accessory before the fact. . 

MR. BmROK : I do not think that I shall hav you m-
dioted yet. . . 

JunGE FosTER: There you see a distmct10n. It makes 
a great difference that Mr. Mason sent this in the course 
of business and in response to a request. . . 

MR. BmROK : It was in the course of busmees and m 
response to Anthony Comstock's request that Bennett 
mailed the book on which he was convicted. 

THE CoURT : I don't want to hear anything about 
Anthony Comstock or what he did. 

MR. BIERCK : I pl'esume not. 
THE CoURT: Mr. Mason is not in the business of cir

culating such matter. 
MR. BIEROK: Neither does the indictment so charge 

Mr. Wise, and your honor has no right to make such an 
accusation from the bench. 

Counsel then pointed out that the pnrticul~r 
verse in question had already been declared mail
able by the post-office department, and that 
although the official declaration of the assistant at· 
torney general was not sufficient, perhaps, strictly 
to bring the case within the principle of '' Stare 
decisis," yet as this was a criminal pros.ecution and 
the statute of a highly penal character, 1t should be 
strictly construed; and if there was any doubt, even 
the slightest, as to whether an offens~ was co?I
mitted or not, the defendant was entitled to 1ts 
benefit. Counsel then read Attorney-General 
Tyner's letters which appeared in THE TRUTH SEI!KER 
ANNUAL for 1895, holding that the Bible and an 
abridgment, consisting of a collection of its repre
hensible passages, including the one in question, 
were mailable. 

The remainder of the argument consisted of a 
careful examination of the decided cases in their 
present application, and showed conclusivly that it 
must be a straining of the law alone tba~ can w~r
rant the conviction of Mr. Wise, for he Is not m
dicted under the act of 1888, which deals rather 
with the offense of criminal libel, but under the old 
Comstock act of 1873, which deals with obscenity 
and indecency. 

The attorney for the United States did not ven
ture to engage in any argument in open court, but 
merely asked Judge Foster for time to submit a 
brief, and promised to send a copy to Mr. Wise's 
counsel, who submitted at that time a brief on be
half of his client. 

The outlook seems to be that the demurrer will 
be overruled and an appeal will be taken to the 
Circuit Court of Appeals. In the mean time Mr. 
Wise is still out on bail, and his counsel bas secured 
the agreement of the United States Attorney and 
the Court that he will not be rearrested and that 
ihe amount of his bail will not be increased. 

This is virtually the first of this class of cases, 
and it has been selected as a test case, for it is said 
that there are about twenty-five other cases held in 
abeyance pending the decision of this one. 

News and Notes. 
It was a renewal of old-time campaign fervors to 

address again the Manhattan Liberal Club. This 
is the focus of many a brilliant light, and its illumi
nation has gone all over the land. This Club is an 
educational force, and we can say: 

Age cannot wither nor custom stale 
Its infinit variety. 

The audiences are as alert, as inquisitiv, as critical, 
as pugnacious, as eloquent, and as appr~ciativ as 
ever. It is always a pleasure to greet the mtellect
ual athlete, and to receive philosophical blows 
straight froJ1l the shoulder. It stirs the blood and 
prepares one for any fate. If one can face the, 
Liberal Club he need not fear thereafter god, man. 
or devil. This Club well illustrates the glorious 
aphorism of Ingersoll, "Better the storm and tem
pest of thought and action than the d6lad calm of 
ignorance and faith.". Th_ere is "no dead calm" in 
the Liberal Club, while With the "storm and tem
pest" there is plenty of sunshine and glory. 

I gave my lecture on " Bible and Modern 
Thought," and the occasion to me was a stimulat
ing one, not only in giving the address itself, but 
iJJ. the recertio)l 9f tbe thoughts 9f O~hf,lrll WhO h~V 
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passed along_ the _same line of investigation, and 
were able to lllummate the subJ'ect from a d'.cc 

t 
. t f . Iuer. 

en J?OlD o v~ew. Long life ilo the Liberal Club 
and Its splendid comradeship. 

The _Brooklyn Philosophical Association is my 
next pomt of vantage. Here, indeed, in the City of 
C!h_u;ch~s, one seems to stand upon the bights of 
civihz~twn and ~ehold the triumph of philosophy 
and smence over Ignorance and superstition. Our 
bra.ve ~eader, Rowley, is admirably adapted to 
mamtam the prestige of this advanced company 
who are cons~antly on the march, and find no per: 
manent campmg-ground for the human intellect. 

I ~ave a lecture on "The U sea of Philosophy," 
and_ It was probably, take it all round, the most 
radi~al lecture I hav given, but I found that it was 
cordially accepte~ on its merits, as an appeal to 
reason _and experienc~ and not to any authority, 
theologiCal, phllosophi:~al, or otherwise. The two 
gr.a.nd uses of philosophy, aR distinct from natural 
smence, are to teach-first, what can we know? and, 
second, what ought we to doT 

Under the fi~st head, a true philosophy removes 
fr?m the domam of human investigation the words 
"mfinit," "absolute," "efficient cause," underlying 
unknown "substance," either of material or mental 
phenom.ena, "noumenon" and the "unknowable." 
. Clearmg ~way these stumbling-blo•ks, we hav 

simply ma.terial and mental phenomena, known only 
by sensatwn and reflection, but really known as 
they are. In the original act of consciousness we 
k~o~ both t~e me and the not-me, and upon this 
ongmal duahty of consciousness is built all the 
tr?e knowledge of man of the material world as 
thmgs and processes, in the relations of time and 
spa~e ; _of the mental world, as a process, not an 
entity, m the relations of time but not of space. 

. Of cours~, true philosophy, as well as true science, 
will result m Atheism and Materialism. There can 
be no oth~>r conclusion It must be concPded that 
material phenomena are the antecedent of mental 
phenomena, and while material phenomena are 
everywhere in time and space, as we experience it 
and know _it, ment~ phenomena occupy but a very 
small portwn of umversal existence. So far as we 
know such phenomena are only on this planet. 

On . the basis of this m~ntal philosophy, which 
takes m the human mind and the world there is the 
philosophy of life, of history; and of r;form in ac
cordance with the great modern doctrin of evolu
tion. It teaches that man must depend upon him
self, that he is a. living power in evolution that the 
present is connected with all the past, a~d out of 
the present flows all the future. The true political 
reform must be in the individuals and not in the 
m~sses. The best form of government is valueless 
without a commonwealth of freethinking, scientific 
men and women. Freethought is, therefore, the 
supreme reform. 

·I was glad to find thl!ot President Rowley, in his 
able address on this occasion, fully agreed with my 
fundamental points, although we had never com
pared notes on the matter. This shows that those 
who try to think clearly, and without prejudice, are 
pretty sure to come to the same conclusion, and 
th~t truth therefore is not simply individual, but 
umversal, a common possession reached by common 
methods. 

Bidding farewell to the many comrades of the 
Brooklyn Assoc:ation, I wend my way over to New
ar_k and h_ere gr~et another company of stalwarts, 
with President B1rd at the front. I giv my lecture, 
" Rome or Reason-Which T" It was followed by 
a lively discussion, participated in by a Roman 
Catholic who, as usual, gave the lie to all my state
ments, but, fortunately, he could not use the sword. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

At_lan:ic, and I shall do my level best to make 
th~s JOurney a golden, shining link of friend
ship and good will. My next letter to the readers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER will be from across the 
"great pond." I shall describe my voyage through 
~to.rm and calm. I would like to see the Atlantic 
m Its fury and survive to tell of it in "News and 
Notes." SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Observations. 
The case of the Kansas man who committed a 

murder and escaped the penalty of his crime on the 
p_lea that he was hypnotized by a neighbor, who has 
smce been convicted, givs the Dallas News a chance 
to inquire if we are going back to the days of sor
cery. Followin_g this precedent, the .lTews says, 
the phrase " Bemg thereunto moved and instigated 
by the devil," appe~ring in the indictment, furnishes 
grounds ~or acqmtt~l. That is logical provided 
that "Bemg hypnotized and thereunto impelled," 
or words to that effect, appeared in the indictment 
of the Kansan homicide, which is probably not the 
fact. The acquittal of the accused was based on 
his own testimony that a certain man had controled 
his actions through hypnotic influence ; and that 
man was thereupon brought to trial and condemned. 
But the case is still provocativ of thought, for it is 
only a few years ago that a citizen of Massachusetts 
~urdered his _ow~ . offspring, and still fewer years 
smce another md1v1dual assassinated the president 
of ~he United States, both testifying under <>xami
nahon that they were thereunto inspired by one 
Jehovah. The assassination was thus Jehovah's 
seco~d off~nse in this country, while sacred history 
convicts h1m of many more elsewhere. Apnlying 
the Kansan precedent, or rather subsequent,A there 
should hav been an indictment found against the 
hypnotizer. In ignorance of his full name, Jehovah 
?oe would hav answered the purpose of the legal 
mstrument, although due and dilgent research 
might hav failed to reveal his whereabouts. The 
least the authorities could do in the circumstances 
it seems to me, would be to offer a reward for hi~ 
apprehension and to warn the public aaainst his 
malign influ~nce. But what course did 

0

they pur
sueT The! put Freeman in a lunatic asylum, 
hanged Gmteau, and thanked God for everything. 
But Jehovah should avoid Kausas. 

·In one of his lectures Colonel· Ingersoll tells the 
story of a Catholic who murdered a laboring man 
and ate his sandwichelil, throwing away the meat 
because the day was Friday, when it is irreligious 
to eat flesh. I hav always regarded the story as a 
parable, but it might hav been the record of an ac
tual occurrence. At a rifle range in this city, last 
Sunday, Charles Schwab, treasurer of the Germania 
Schiitzen Bund, was shot in the head by a customer 
who was firing at a target. The shooter was not 
taken into custody, but the police arrested the man 
in charge of the gallery for violation of the Sunday 
law! 
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existence elsewhere, it pleases the religious person 
t~ sa~, that the deceased has "died as the beast 
diet h. A part from the fact that they are conscious 
of the approach of death and that they comment 
more _or less philoso_Phically upon that event, I aup
P?Be It may be admitted that all men die as beasts 
die, the processes of dissolution being substantially 
~he same throughout the animal world. But that 
Is n?t w?at the religious person means. His inti
~ahon Is that all unbelievers are beasts. If he 
mtended that his language should embody a state
ment o_f sc~entific fact or natural truth, he would 
r?peat It, wtth terms changed to accord with the 
Circumstances, when a new life is announced. For 
"begotten as the beast is begotten" or "born 
as the beast is, born" is so indisputably true as to 
be a superfluous remark. Christians get here by 
~he process common to_ mammals; and saying noth
mg about the patermty of Christ, it has not been 
asserted that his birth was out of the ordinary 
course of nature, though it might be urged that he 
~as born in the manger of a beast. The orthodox 
mnu~ndo, ''Died as the beast dieth,'' expresses 
nothmg but the malice of the brute who utters it. 

Says the Rev. Samuel Jones: "Establish the fact 
that men can think as they please and with that 
you es.~ablish the fact that they ~an act as they 
please. As Mr. Jones does not approve of free 
thinking it is to be inferred that he regards its re
sult, free acting. as undesirable. We do not reach a 
true !lotion of _wha~ a j!til of a thing religion is until 
we hit somethmg hke the forgoing quotation from 
~he remarks of the Georgia evangelist. This man 
Is unable to think of a human being as otherwise 
than a criminal. In his mind we are a set of sav
ages whose hearts thirst for gore, burn with lust . 
and contract with covetousness. Left to himself 
each woul~ murder his brother, slander his sister, 
~nd ro~ his own valise. That, we must conclude, 
~a th~ kmd of man Sam Jones is naturally, but hav
mg Immured himself in this j·1il of belief he is re
strained from fol1owing his depraved impulses. He 
can gaze between ~he bars of his prison, shake his 
club at the free mt_izqn, cast lewd eyes upon the 
womenfolks, close his fist as though it contained 
the wealth of others which he covets, and roar 
about what he would do except for the chains that 
b~nd hi~- Being that sort of man, or deluding 
himself mto the belief that he is, he cannot under
~tand why everybody else should not seek the secur
Ity offe.red by his jail. In his case superstition per
for~s Imperf~ctly the office of what in rational peo
ple 1s rec.ogn_Ized as respect for the rights of others, 
founded m the knowledge that invasion would for
feit their own claim to freedom. But Mr. Jones has 
stated the Freethought position accurately, as I 
understand it. That every man shall do as he 
pleases is my n?tion of the best possible adjustment 
of human relatwns. If that state of affairs existed 
there would be no offenses against person or prop: 
erty, for _no one would please to serve as the victim. 
Theologians and moralists hav bungled the scheme 
by saying that a man may do as he pleases so long 
as he pleases to do right; then they hav assumed 
the burden of instructing him as to what iS! right 
which conf:lists in doing what they please rathe; 
than what he pleases. And thPre you hav it in a 
nutshell. 

The Rev. Wm. R. Goss, a Methodist minister of 
Kingston, N. Y., was tried a few days ago on 
charges of immorality ; a certain Miss Craft, de
scribed as a beautiful young girl, being mentioned 
in the indictment. Goss was found guilty on ·gen
eral principles, but the girl cleared herself by pro-
curing the testimony of four physicians that she Th 
was innocent. How much such testimony is worth elate C!harles H. Reisser, of Philadelphia, had 
everybody is at liberty to gness, for few docto,.s lo~g entertamtd the wish that after death his body 

uld t t'f · th h might be cremated. He so instructed his family 
wo -es I y agamst . e c aracter of a young girl and the latter promised to respect his will in that 
on the strength of what they might be able to ascer- regard 1\lf'r R · b f t • 'L • eisser was a mem er o wo Masonic 
tain in the way indicated. But hav we not a great lodges, which organizations declined to attend his 
system of jurisprudence when women may be sub- funeral on the ground that cremation was not a 
jected to that sort of inspection in order to white- " Christi!m, form of burial. In order to secure 
wash the character of some rake of a parson T In- th tt d 

The Newark League is progressing. I couldn't 
hav found a better audience for my farewell lecture. 
I had the hearty hand-shake and the good wishes 
of all for my voyage. 

I spent the evening after the lecture with Mr. Bird 
and family, where the Secular Pilgrim is always re
galed with good things I was glad to meet the 
little Infidel, Eva Ingersoll Bird, fifteen months old, 
whose fair face, bright eyes, and j oily laugh be 
token her a true descendent of Freethought an
cestry. '1 hese pleasant visions of friendship will 
accompany me on my journey, and make me look 
forward to a joyous return from the glories of the 
Old to those of the New. 

aeed we hav. Even if the doctors had not found e a en ance of the Masons, therefore, and pre-
what Goes's lawyer called the "sign manual of sumably t.he death benefitEI, the fomily of the de
Almighty God as to her purity," that would not ceas~d were obliged to abandon their original in-

't . . . h' tentwns ; the funeral was held with Masonic incan-
ha.v e1 her cleared or mcnmmated 1m, for there are tations and the body placed in a vault. 

Besides those who hav already lent a hand to 
this international union of Freethought forces, are 
Dr. W. T. Carter, A. Burstrom, J. E. Palanca, A. W. 
Cheever, J. E. Martin, L. Schlegel, Ira Adams, An· 
drew Beveridge, Mrs. L. P. Longley, Wm. J. Jones, 
B. Anderson, Jonathan Wells, J. T. Johnson, Henry 
Bird, Thos. Tripp, Wm. Bandies, E. B. Foote, Jr., 
Joseph Wenzel, John Diamond, L. D. Crine, "A 
Friend," Robert Thorne, William Smith, and 
Thomas Holly. I feel assured of generous sup
llOl't };)oth 9P. tl;li~ !lliqe Ax;td ~4e QtbeJ; 1\lide 9f the 
~ - . ' 

other men and women in the parish of Kingston. What constitutes Christian burial it is of course 
The girl was not on trial, but Goss, and it is prob- the privil_ege of. Christians to decide, though from _ 
ably a very fortunate thing for him and numerous t -
other ministPrs that " the sign manual of Almighty an ex erwr pomt of view it appeat·s just as relig-
God," whatever that is, cannot be put in evidence ious to be quickly consumed by heat as slowly de-

voured by worms. But whether it is or not no 
as to their own jnnocence or guilt. The Methodists one is likely to deny that disregard for the wi~hes 
of Kingston may hav a right to know whether or not f th d d 
their pastor is a moral man, but neither they nor the 0 e . ra and _thei~ near. friends, especially if 
doctors, nor the court, hav the right to inspect the ~ho~e wishes con~tct with whiskered superstitions, 
sign manual of Almighty God bestowed upon Miss Is_ p~o~s cut of sJght. In fact., it is so eminently 

Curtshan that although the Masons are the enemies 
Craft in evidence of her purity ; and no man not a f h R . f h' t o t e o~an church-herditary, excommunicate, 
parson, and conacwus o lB own guil , would accept and essentially damned-the Catholic .Review can 
an acquittal, under circumstances which made that not refrain from applauding the recreant Philadel-
sort of infamy necessary, when he could avoid it by ph· I d J b r · b I · 
pleading guilty to the other counts in the indictment. Ia 

0 
ges. u e I, JU e 

0
{jube ;o~ est corpus. 

When 11> Freethinker~es to the end of life and I 
8

' p p t . Eo. . ACDONALD. 
lets g:q witl}QI~t exrreaeing ~~e hope 0~ 11, fq:rt)ler J Oity of :a:ru~~ B!Uled for EtH'ope l~st Wedueadar 01.1 ~b(l 
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How Is the Milwaukee League 1 
MILwAtrKEE, Wis., April 4, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR : The Cream City has its 
great share of ohnrohes, the Roman Cath
olic being the largest. The ministers con
tinue to add va:i'iety to their work by giv
ing a s3ries of lectures to young women, 
or to young men, eto. The lectures to 
young women hav a great tendency to 
make women contented with a mere aim
less life and to discourage any advance
ment or ambition they may hav. They 
are not in favor of girls following any call
ing for which they may be fitted. It has 
been frequently remarked to me that wo
men who devote their time and attention 
to some particular pursuit do not hav suf
ficient time to devote to their spiritual 
welfare. 

Mr. R. G. Ingersoll delivered a lecture 
here some time ago on " The Bible." As 
I was engaged in teaching that evening I 
could not attend. However, it was con
sidered a great success by the intelligent 
people who attended, and it was said that 
the argument was forcible and convincing. 

I wish to inquire if there are any Liberal 
organizations in Milwaukee, as I 1iav not 
been able to learn of any. 

I would like to say to the readers of THE 
TRuTH SEEKER that as I am a certificated 
teacher of the Benn Pitman system of 
phanography, I won ld like to giv instruc
tion by mail to a few who would like the 
study. A course of home instruction will 
be equal to that given in many of the 
business colleges. At present I am en
gaged in teaching the shorthand and writ
ing department of the Milwaukee Business 
University. Should any one contemplate 
the study of phonography, I would 1le 
glad to giv information as to what course 
of study it would be best to pursue. 

Yours for reform, 
LEONORA STOCKINGER, 

528 Milwaukee street. 

[There is, or was, a Liberal society in 
Milwaukee. Write to Prof. A. B. Sever
ance, 195 Fourth street.-ED. T. S.] 

With Western Improvements. 
JoHN DAY, OR., March u; 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose herewith twenty
five cents for the ANNUAL, as I do not oare 
to miss any of Mr. G. Macdonald's writ
ings. His true Western style, mingled 
with his sarcasm, strikes us Western read
ers of your paper about right, and his 
"Observations" are missed very mnoh 
whenever they don't appear in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. We hav been pestered during 
the winter wit'! a specimen of a "true 
Western rereformed revivalist, a fellow 
that, for unadnltered gall an·d cheek, would 
be hard to beat. The more intelligent 
ones of this community soon had him rated 
about right, as an ex·sheepherder from 
Montana, who had "blown in" his sum
mer wages and was bumming his way 
through the winter on the strength of his 
"gift of gab" and the softness of a few 
followers of the low and meekly Jesus. 
According to his own statements he must 
hav been, what we term out west, "A hard 
old pill," and of the very matsrial to make 
a No. 1 revivalist. He succeeded in mak
ing several converts, mostly children and 
old women, besides furnishing the boys a 
good butt for ridicule. I think that a 
healthy Liberal lecturer would meet with 
a hearty welcome in this region next sum
mer, as Mrs. Krekel, Mr. Putnam, and 
others, having been through here during 
the last few years, hav sown the seeds of 
Freethonght which hav borne good fruit. 

I hope to be able to send yon the names 
of a few new subscribers shortly. Yon 
may send a sample oopy to each of the in
closed names. I also make it a point to do 
all the missionary work I oan for the cause 
by loaning THE TRUTH SEEKER after read
ng it, and my "Four Hundred Years of 

Freethought," which I received last fall, 
has not been home for over two months, 
which goes to show that Freethonght lit
erature is somewhat in demand out here. 

Truly yours, CRAB. G. CASPARY. 

An Apology. 
GLENVILLE, 0., April 12, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I owe Mr. Chas. 0. Hays 
see THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 30th) 
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an apology. My article, "Truth About 
the Tariff" (issue of March 2d), was writ
ten with insufficient knowledge. For 
thirty years now I hav studied the tariff 
question to the best of my ability, 1md 
supposed that I had made myself acquaint
ed with the arguments urged in defense of 
the proteotiv system. It was protection
ism "as she is taught" that I had in mind, 
and I flattered myself that long and pa
tient study had given me a fair knowledge 
of how she is taught. But by some mil!
ohanoe I was in utter ignorance of Mr. 
Hays's great work, in which he, no doubt, 
givs what I hav ransacked large libraries to 
find-a solid, logical, irrefragable argu
ment for protection, " whole as some se
rene creation minted in the golden moods 
of sovereign artists." 
If he has done so (as I do not doubt), 

he bas done what many men hav labored 
in vain to do, and has made himself a name, 
and the faot that I am ignorant of his work 
is discreditable to me. Not to know him 
argues myself unknown. But if he has 
done so (as we must believe), he has done 
himself injustice in not getting his book 
properly before the world. For many 
years I hav been on the watch for snoh a 
work, and am sure I should hav known of 
it if it had been properly pushed. But 
Mr. Hays has done the world a greater 
wrong than himself. For the world needs 
the book more than Mr. Hays needs the 
honor and glory and wealth to be derived 
from it. If protection is to endure it must 
be defended by argument. It must appeal 
with convincing force to the reason and 
oonsoienoe of mankind. Its champions 
must show that the system is founded in 
truth and is consistent with the established 
principles of liberty and justice. Now 
the opinion widely prevails that no man of 
first-rate ablity has ever undertaken to de
fend protection; that protectionism as a 
body of dootrin is to be ranked with such 
beliefs aswitohoraft and Christianity. And 
if Mr. Hays has shown that this opinion is 
erroneous he has no right to hide so great 
a light under a bushel; to do so is to de
fraud his fellow-men. 

I must say that personally I feel ag
grieved at Mr. Hays's negligence, but hav 
no malice in my nature. I war upon creeds 
and not upon men. While I denounce 
the Christian religion as unspeakably 
wicked and orne! as well as absurd, I 
would not hold the little finger of the most 
bigoted and incorrigible Christian in the 
flame of a lamp one minute. I shall find 
it easy to forgiv Mr. Hays if he will at this 
late day kindly make accessible the knowl· 
edge heretofore oonoealed (from me at 
least) in his great but unknown book. 
And after I hav done myself the honor of 
reading the book and being convinced of 
the error of free trade theories and the 
glorious beauty and truth of protectionism, 
I will do all in my power to spread the 
light of this new gospel that is to redeem 
mankind. 

There hav been great thinkers and great 
protectionists; but the great thinkers hav 
not, I think, as a rule, been protectionists, 
nor the great protectionists, thinkers. By 
showing that at least one great protection
ist is also a great thinker, Mr. Hays will 
vindicate his right to be enrolled among 
the benefactors of the raoe. 
" 0 n earth t~ere's nothing great but man; 
In man there s nothing great but mind." 

A. F. HAMILTON. 

Local Editors a Queer Lot. 
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., March 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Some time ago Mr. Groh 
suggested utilizing the local press so far 
as possible in spreading Liberal principles. 
The suggestion is a very good one, but, 
generally speaking, yon will find the edi
tors of those papers narrow-minded, weak
kneed, back boneless. My experience with 
them is not very flattering. We oironlated 
a petition in Salina against the Blair bill 
some years baok, and a Rev, Mr. Chitten
den attacked me personally in every pnper 
in the town. There was only one of them 
that willingly allowed me to reply, and one 
other was persuaded to giv me a hearing 
only when I took some of my friends up to 
the office and very kindly told the editor 
that if he did not giv me a hearing in self
defense he oonld stop our papers. Not 
long since I wrote a short article for 

the Salina Unlon on free speech and a free 
press. In that article I was perfectly non
partisan, that is, attacked no class in par
ticular, but did not get a hearing. In that 
article I said: "The Constitution guaran
tees the right of free speech and a free 
press, yet there are individuals and classes 
all over this broad land of ours that would 
nullify all these principles npou which our 
free government is founded, and the per
sons or class that make the attempt ought 
to be branded as traitors to this country." 
Now, the editor of thnt paper knew that 
the above was the truth, but he would not 
insert the communication, Just a week or 
two before offering this article I noticed 
among what purported to be "pert" say
ings in the same paper, "Don't argue with 
the InfideL" Mnoh logic in that saying 1 
Some of these local editors say when we 
go to them, "Oh, we must be conserva
tiv,"bnt are they? Thil other side oan get 
into these papers the most bigoted, illog
ical, tyrannical things imaginable, without 
a murmur. The facts are, they are noth
ing but stool-pigeons for would-be tyrants. 
I never subscribed for a local paper until 
after I got to canvassing for books, and 
then only in a business way, for I had snob 
a poor opinion of their course. But let us 
be charitable and keep trying them occa
sionally with a Liberal article, and, onoe 
in a while, write to the Liberal press and 
repo~t just how well yon hav succeeded; 
nothing gets away with a person faster, 
who won't do justice, than to tell it pub
licly. Then another good plan would be 
to go to all the editors in a town and get 
them to agree to publish a series of articles 
on a given subject, one to appear in eaoh 
paper of the town until all hav been sened 
with one. The editors would see at onoe 
that this would not giv the bigot any 
chance to show his spite by giving his com
petitors the advantage, and would leave 
them absolutely free. Of course we 
desire to use the local paper only for 
something of a local nature [unless they 
comment on affairs of wider interest]. 
And another good plan would be to hav 
the Liberal editor send the local editor a 
marked oopy of the issue in which yon 
oritioise him. 

Mr. Editor, I hllv some news items that 
ought to hav gone to the local editor, but 
I feel a little discouraged about sending 
anything more to him at present. The 
baseball season has opened here. They· 
will meet regularly every Sunday during 
the season, notwithstanding the Rev. Mr. 
Mucklow was overheard to say "that he 
had money to put up to say that there 
would be less baseball playing on Sunday 
this year than last." The New Cambria 
Literary Society adopted a rule this winter 
not to allow anything of a religions char
acter to be disons!ed, yet these same Chris
tians hav the audacity to boast " of our 
free institutions and of our Christian civ
ilization, and that our forefathers were all 
good Christians," notwithstanding our 
forefathers gave us a Constitution in favor 
of free speech and a free presr:, which their 
society would deny and eschew. 

JOHN W. ABBOTT, 

But Mr. Bierck was Substantially Rigllt. 

CosooB, CONN., April 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: One of those everlasting 

falseho.ods that occasionally descend even 
upon the most sincere truth seeker, has 
crawled into Mr. Bierok's excellent ad
dress, printed in your issue of the 13th. 
It is a quotation from the alleged "blue 
laws of the dominion of New Haven" in 
the following words: "No one shall tr~vel 
cook victuals, make bread, sweep houses' 
out hair, or shave ?n the Sabbath day; n~ 
one shall cross a river on Sunday but an 
authorized clergyman; no one shall kiss 
his wife, her husband, or child on the Sab
bath, or on fasting days. The Sabbath 
day shall oommenoe at sunset on Satur
day." 
T~ere are plenty of well- founded charges 

agamst the Puritans of New England; but 
these alleged blue laws never existed, 
They were forged by a lying scoundrel of 
an Episcopalian parson named Samuel 
Peters, rector of a little church in Hebron 
Conn , who was run out of that town i~ 
1774 for being a bitter Tory. He ran 
away to Boston and thence to England 
where, in 1781, he published his "Generai 
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History of Connecticut." Peters was a 
thoroughbred, congenital, constitutional, 
np·and-down liar; he was like Hndibras, 

--for profound 
And solid lying, muoh renowned. 

He called himself LL.D., but he never 
had any degree of any kind, unless these 
initials may be taken to mean, Lies Like 
the Devil. His book is sticky with false
hoods. The luxuriant superfluity of his 
lying may be judged by the description in 
his book of Bellows Falls in the Connecti
cut river, where he says the water is so 
compressed between the rooky sides of the 
falls that "no iron orow oan be forced into 
it," and "the stream is harder than 
marble." 
If I had time, and yon space, I would 

quote some more of the gambols in un
truthfulness of this pious man. But my 
onlyobjeot is to explain to yon that he got 
up all these yarns of his about blue laws 
out of sheer hatred to the "rebels" of old 
Connecticut. The early laws of Connect
icut, as well as those of Massachusetts, 
were, to some extent, harsh and unreason
able, but not so muoh so as those of some 
other colonies, or of England, as I oonld 
easily prove. Of course you are not to 
blame for Mr. Biero'k:'s misstatement, and 
he was, doubtless, no more to blame then 
yon. So this note is only to inform yon in 
advance, in oase Lying Sam Peters's for
l!'eries should appear before yon again, as 
they are pretty certain to do. 

Very truly yours, PRIGGLES. 

_[We are aware of the verbal exaggera
tiOns contained in the writings of the Rev. 
Mr. Peters, as we presume Mr. Bierok was 
also, but the faot remains that the popular 
understanding of the New England" Blue 
Laws" is substantially oorreot, as we 
showed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 
20 and 27, 1894, to which "Priggles" is 
referred for fuller particulars upon which 
our oonolnsion is based. We then quoted 
this from Alice Morse Earle's "Sabbath 
in Puritan New England:" "Though these 
laws were worded by Dr. Peters, and 
though we aTe disgusted to hear them so 
often quoted as historical facts, still we 
must acknowledge that though in detail 
not oorreot, they are in spirit true records 
of the old Puritan laws which were en
acted to enforce the strict and decorous 
observance of the Sabbath, and which 
were valid not only in Connecticut and 
Massachusetts, but in other New England 
states. Even a careless glance a.t the his
torical records of any old town or ohnroh 
will giv plenty of details to prove this." 
For some of these details we refer "Ptig
gles" to Miss Estle's work above men
tio~~d, be~inning at page 245, and to "A 
Cr1t10al History of Sunday Legislation " 
by Re~. A H. Lewis, D. D., page 186 a~d 
followmg. Perhaps our Connecticut cor
respondent thinks that the assertion that 
a_ma~ could havbeen punished for kissing 
his wife on Sunday is particularly rioh in 
the "luxuriant snper:fl11ity" of its lying, 
but neverthelEss at least one man was 
~unished for just that offdns9, although 
m Massachusetts ins\ead of Connecticut 
Miss Earle relates that Captain Kemble. 
of Beaton, was in 1656 "set for two hour~ 
in the public stocks for his 'lewd and un
seemly behavior,' which oonsis~ed in his 
kissing his wife 'publicqnely' upon the 
Sabbath day, upon the doorstep of his 
hous~, when he had just returned from a 
voyage and absence of three years." Sev
eral Connf'otiout statutEs, enacted both 
before and after the union of New Haven 
with that colony, punished non-attendance 
at ohuroh on Sunday, while the oode of 
1773 punished by a fine of five shillings 
whoevar was absent from his house on 
Snnd.1.y except in attendance at church or 
fro!ll "necessity." Whipping, twenty 
str1pes or less, was the penalty for the 
non-payment of the fines provided for by 
this oode. New Haven and Connecticut 
were united under one governmest in 
1665. One of the laws of New Haven 
decreed death as the penalty for the viola
~ion of the Sabbath law of the colony, if 
1t was proved that the culprit had engaged 
in work or recreation on Sunday "proudly, 
presnmptnonsl!, or with a high hand." 
From all of wh1oh it appears that Rev. Mr. 
Peters kept mnoh nearer to the truth in 
his "yaras" about the New En a land 
"Blue Laws" than the average mi~istn 
does in writing about heretios.-ED. T. S,] 
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Seen by a Looker-on. 
NEw YollK, April 10, 1895. 

~R. EDITOR : On Tuesday evening, 
Aprll9, the New York Microscopical So
ciet.y held in the Museum of N atnral His
tory, Central Park, its sixteenth annual 
exhibition, and through the courtesy of a 
mem~er of a prominent committee, I was 
permitted to be present. This society, com· 
pared with such metropolitan social mis
carriages as "The Tough Club," the 
"Merry Growlers," the "High Rollers," 
the Society of Tammany, and thG Union 
Theological Seminary, is of vast useful
ness. 

The entire building was brilliantly 
lighted and the spacious second floor was 
filled with tables and about 150 micro
scopes, and eager members of the society 
exhibited to their inquiring friends some 
of the marvels the microscope reveals. This 
masterful invention shows us that we liv 
in the midst of an infinit world, and that 
a speck, uninteresting to the naked eye, 
beneath the microscope at once becomes a 
subject of wonder and often of beauty. A 
tadpole, ordinarily, is a repulsiv, slimy 
looking thing, but when we see a colorless 
fluid, its blood, flakily- something like the 
links of a chain-coursing in circuitous 
routes through .its tail, it makes us won
der if even the tadpole, in its relation to 
the earth and the universe, is not of as 
much importance as even man, who is re
puted to be created in the image of God, 
and by self-decree is declared to be the 
masterpiece of all animal organisms. 

The thousand-eyed one-eye of the house 
fly also makes our dull members shrink 
from comparison with that which enables 
its sprightly possessor to easily escape our 
slow attempts to capture it. So far as we 
know, our one point of superiority to our 
microscopical brethren, as well as the pon
darons elephant, the fleet horse, the spry 
squirrel, etc., is our plotting, tricky 
brain. 

These are but hints as to the revelations 
on exhibition. There were shown many 
crystals of metals and chemical com
pounds, with their beautiful colorings 
and regularity of forms. To exhibit a 
trout seven days old was the pleasure of 
one of the young scientists. The little fel
low, about half an inch long to the unaided 
eye, beneath the glass was vigorously 
working its gills and twitching nervously, 
perhaps looking for a fly on a hook. 

One exhibit, however,. was unnecessary, 
as its kind is too much in evidence to re
quire the assistance of a microscope. They 
are sure to be seen and admired wherever 
they appear, although microscopical 
science will hav to make still further 
strides before they will be understood in 
all of their relations to the beauteous ob
jects that charm the eye of man. This ex
hibit was the picture of a young woman, 
but here·, unlike the trout and tadpole, na
ture was conventionalized. Climatic and 
Parisian .influences and false modesty had 
drawn the curtain over this exhibit so 
that all there was to admire was a lovely 
face and the frills and puckers and laces 
from the Sixth-avenue dry-goods stores. 

As was to be expected, there was a mole
cule there from the Manhattan Liberal 
Club coquetting with the microbes and 
crystals. The frequenters of the club do 
not need to be told that the one referred 
to is everybody's friend and the monarch 
of brains, Mr. T. B. Wakeman. An op
portunity to examin microscopically cell 
life and learn· new facts from which to 
draw conclusions concerning evolution 
was not to be missed by him. The man
agers of the exhibition were probably in a 
state of Agnosticism toward their distin
guished visitor. To the writer, even a 
view of the segmenting eggs of most prim
itive backboned animals did not possess 
such interest as did the studious patience 
and gentleness this scientific investigator 
displayed in his search after new or addi
tional facts. Mr. Wakeman says, "Let us 
progress," believing the problem of the 
origin of animal life can be solved or the 
solution approached much nearer than we. 
are now. I venture to say no person there 
looked through more glasses that night 
than he. There are probably clergymen 
who would teach the rising generation to 
look upon this man as a demon, because 
he, after years of scholarly research, says 
he can· find not a particle of evidence in 
contemporary languages that such a per-
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son as Jesus Christ ever did liv. To di
gieRs: Nobody believes now that such a 
person as Uncle Sam or as John Bnlllivs 
or ever did liv. Nevertheless, a thousand 
years hence, without the present facilities 
of the printing-press and the more general 
enlightened condition of the people, Uncle 
Sam and John Bull might be made to ap
pear as actual persons of the present time. 

During the evening there were two. lec
tures; one on the cons•ruction and history 
of the microscope, and the other by Prof. 
Bickmore, the pictorian. HiR sn\1ject was 
"Recent Advances in Visual Instruction." 
He presented scenea along the Hudson, 
showing the lake wherein rises the Hnd
IIOn river and the beginning of the river, 
apparently four to ten feet wide. Beeause 
the water in the lake is so pure it is called 
tears from the clouds. He suggested it 
would be wise to conduct this limitless 
supply of pure water to the cities along 
the Hudson. One wintry scene among 
forests in Maine was so natural and pretty 
to look upon that it caused the sturdy 
axmen to appfal' as if enjoying a winter 
pleasure resort. He says man has in all 
ages been leveling forests, but the bulge 
on the blade of the axe, to throw out the 
chip, is claimed to be a Yankee invention. 

L. D. CRINE. 

.A. Timely Demand for Fair Play •. 
CoCOANUT GllOVF, FLA., April 2, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: It might seem presnmptn

@UB for an obscure individual to criticise 
such a paper as Public Opinion; but hav
ing taken and carefully read it eight or 
nine years, and not finding it, as I thought, 
complying with its promises or state
ments regarding itself, was it amiss to 
write just once as I did and say so? The 
letter and what followed may be of suf
ficient interest to publish in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER: 

PUBLIO OPINION CoMPANY: Inclosed 
find $1. Credit this on my subscription, 
and please stop the paper when the time 
for which this dollar will pay expires, with
out further notice from me. My reason 
for stopping the paper ni.ay or may not be 
of interest, nevertheless I will giv it to 
yon. It is because yon do not keep the 
promises you make to your subscribers. 

Yon promis to giv "all ~ides of every 
great question, and every shade of every 
faith." I hav taken your paper, I believe, 
eight or nine years. In former years 
Public Opinion was fairer than it is now. 
It did once in a long while giv the views 
of evolutionists, but even that has died 
out. The paper seems to hav been cap
tured by priests to publish their sophistrie&, 
and the real scientific view of religion is 
as rigidly excluded as if no such thing ex
isted. I will try to make my meaning 
plain: The New York Observer. a relig
ions paper, as quoted in Public Opinion, 
May 10th, two or three years ago, said: 
"Scientists are almost universally Ag
nostics." Admitted-well, this Agnostic 
view of religion, which is the almost uni
versal scientific belief, you hav never once 
given a fair hearing. I defy yon to show 
that yon hav allowed the essential argu
ments of one of that faith to be copied 
into your paper in the last eight years. 
Yon hav allowed bignts to garble their 
sayings and denounce them, but fairly 
quoted their arguments you hav not. Are 
not scientists a respectable class of people? 
Why should they be denied a hearing and 
almost constantly denounced? 

There is another mode of reasoning yon 
exclude just as rigidly as the scientific 
view, There are zealous, earnest men 
who take the book upon which the priests 
rely, and show that it contradicts itself 
hundreds of times, and teaches many great 
immoralities, and is inconsistent with 
proven facts; yet yon allow nothing of that 
to be quoted in Publ·ic Opinion. 

There is still a milder view than the 
Agnostic's, which is excluded. This is 
represented by Professor Le Comte in his 
book-" Evolution as Related to Religions 
Thoughts "-showing that evolution proves 
that man came up, and disproves the fall 
through Adam, the corner-stone of the 
Christian religion. 

When all these different faiths and 
modes of reasoning are rigidly excluded, 
what becomes of your statement every 
week that Public Opinion represents 
" all sides of every great question, and 
every shade of every faith?" I claim it 
can be shown and proven that yon exclude 
from your paper all reaqoning and argu
ment that would show the true logic of the 
foundation principle of morality, as de
monstrated by science and proven by 
facts; but yon fill your columns about 
fifty-two times a year with the swashy 
sophistries of ministers and priests, try
ing to support their positions in their 
fight against science and common sense, 
and deny science and common sense a 

hearing, and then pose every week before 
the public as giving "all Bides of every 
great question, and every shade of every 
faith." 

In summing up, truth requires it to be 
said that yon constantly conceal the logic 
of proven friCfa, and nncrasingly publish 
the snphiHtries of superstition. Of course 
it is well known to yon and unnecessary 
for me to say, that there are many able 
j'>urnals published every week that advo
cate the true logic of these scientific prin
ciples mentioned; but every word from 
them, and their very names, are as rigidly 
excluded as if the world did not contain 
them. I will mention the names of a few 
of these papers: THE TRUTH Sl!EKER, New 
York; Independent Pulpit, Waeo,· Tex.; 
Invvesti,qator, Boston, and manv others. 

Advice gratis is not usually valneil, but 
without making any charge I would advise 
yon to withdraw your promis, or try to 
comply with it. Very respectfully, 

SAMUEL RHODES. 
In reply I received this: 

W ABHINGTON, March 15, 1895. 
SAMUEL RHODE'S, Cocoanut Grove, Fla.: 

Replying to your letter of Feb. 18th, we 
think that you hav probably found some 
Liberal matter in the religions depart
ment in recent i~snes of Public Opinio'l.. 
We would say that your letter did not 
reach the editorial rooms until after the 
matter for the religions department in our 
present issue was already in type. 

Thanking you for writing us so frankly, 
we are, very truly, ERNEST E. RussELL, 

Editor Public Opinion. 
I replied: 

CocoANUT Gnovlll, FLA., March 30, 1895. 
Mn. ERNEST E. RussELL, Editor of Pub

lic Opininn: Thanks for courteous reply 
to my criticism of Public Opinio>~.. Also 
for publishing quotations expressing Lib
eral sentiments in issue of March 21st, 
especially quotation from the Christian 
Re,gister, with regard to blasphemy. If 
yon ever come to Biscayne B<iy I hope 
yon will call and eee me. 

Very truly yours, SAMUEr. RHODES. 

What resulted? Mr. Russell took my 
advice, and withdrew the promis, as can 
be seen by consulting issues of March 14th 
and 21st. 

In issue of March 21st appeared this 
from Christian Register, Unitarian, Boa· 
ton: "Colonel Ingersoll's lectures, though 
they may offend good taste, are not any 
more blasphemous than a theology which 
made God a cruel devil and the majority 
of mankind the victims of his unrighteous 
hatred. For ministers who preach such 
doctrins to accuse Colonel Ingersoll of 
blasphemy is a parody on reverence." 

This, I will venture to assert, is the 
most radical sentiment that ever appeared 
in Public Opinion. I think Liberals 
might unite in saying : "Small favors 
thankfully received, larger ones in pro
portion." In conclusion, I would ask, 
How can a respectable journal honestly or 
consistently pretend to represent intelli
gent public opinion while it taboos the 
logic and conclusions of the most eminent 
scientists, scholars, and philosophers the 
earth has ever produced, such as Hum
boldt, Haeckel, Huxley, Tyndall, and 
Biichner?-men whose lugic and conclu
sions rest on proven facts alone. 

SAMUEL RHODES. 

Mortnary-J. L. Tompkins. 

DEs MoiNES, IA., April12, 1895. 
J. L. Tompkins, the outspoken Liberal, 

of Lake City, Iowa, died April 1, 1895, 
aged 73 years and 2 days. He leaves a 
wife, one daughter, and three grandchil
dren to mourn his loss. 

In the early part of his life, Mr. Tomp
kins leaned strongly toward Universalism, 
but never became a member of that or any 
other church. Paine's "Age of Reason " 
caused him to doubt, and later on THE 
TRUTH SEEKER cleared away the mists ; he 
has taken it regularly for a period of about 
eighteen years. The Independent Pulpit 
was a favol'it of his, as was also the Free. 
thought Magazine. 

Mr. Tompkins was highly esteemed in 
the community where he resided. He was 
a kind-hearted anu moral man, honest in 
all business transactions and prompt to 
meet his obligations. 

The funeral services were held at the 
residence, and snffi<>e it to say, no preacher 
was present. All preparations had been 
previously made by himself, and his direc
tions were fulfilled to the letter. Three 
years prior to his death he selected an 
article from THill TRUTH SEEKER to be 
read at his funeral, also a poem from a 
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Liberal work. These pieces, together 
with appropriate music on the piano, con
stituted the entire services. 

Mr. Tompkins believed in neither gods, 
devils, heaven nor hell. He was not with
out faults, yet generosity, kindness, and 
integrity were prominent among his char
acteristics ; and withal he possessed the 
courage to defend his principles. 

He died as he lived, a Liberal thinker. 
He was conscious to the very last, and a 
few hours before his death he said sub· 
stantially, "Tell Mr. F-- [a Christian 
with whom he had previously conversed] 
that I hav no fear of death. I do not 
wish to liv any longer, and as for the fu
ture I'm not concerned whether I liv 
hereafter or not." N. Z ADIKER. 

WILLIAM W, WEST. 
FoREST GROVE, On., April 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I received a telegram on 
the 28th of March to go to Scappoose and 
take charge of the funeral exercises of .our 
well known and much respected friend and 
brother, Wm. W. West, who departed 
this life March 27th, aged 66 years 1 month 
and 23 days. 

He was a man of marked characte-r and 
sterling merit. He was strong hi his con· 
victions of justice and truth, aud was 
brave enough to stand by his convictions. 
He was well known as a Freethinker, and 
in the la~t conversation of any length that 
he engaged in he said: " Tell the world 
that I die as I lived, a Freethinker." It 
was believed that he would recant at last, 
but this saying forever settled that ques· 
tion. His brother said, in a conversation 
after the funeral: "William and I differed 
in our beliefs and I hoped he would be
come a Christian when he knew he was to 
die. Do yon know if h'e expressed himself 
in the premises?" I told him what Wil
liam had said. He quietly walked into the 
depot and sat down, and was very reticent 
all the wuy to Portland. I felt very sorry 
for him. His belief was that his brother 
was lost. This, brought out in contrast 
with our philosophy that a good man in 
this life is a good man everywhere, and in 
every place that he may occupy will still 
continue to be good and cannot be lost, 
should encourage the faltering ones of our 
belief, and open their eyes to the light of 
this truth. Mr. West was an advocate of 
all practica1 reforms. He was in favor of 
temperance in all things; he was very lib
eral with his means toward building up in
dustries and institutions to benefit man
kind, and his hand was ever stretched 
forth in assistance. He was a good, kind 
husband and father and gave all his chil
dren a good education. His youngest son 
was at college at Monmouth at the time of 
Mr. West's death. 

Secularism in Oreron haa lost a sta-::~ch 
friend and a willing helper, but his mag
nificent wife is still left to carry out his 
wishes. She Wll.B constantly over him 
till the last. She is a noble woman, and 
her children are devoted to her and will 
prove a strong support for her in her lone
liness. 

On my return from the funeral I stopped 
at Portland to see Miss Olde. I found her 
quite ill with Ia grippe. I remained with 
her, lending what assistance I could, until 
Monday, when I started for home, and 
was seized on the train by the same dis
ease and was confined to my bed until 
Friday. Saturday I went to McMinnville; 
Sunday I delivered my morning lecture 
and took charge of the Secular Sunday
school, but was unable to fill my evening 
appointment. I am better, however, and 
hope to again be at work strong as ever. 

As I aent in the report of the Paine an
niversaries, I should report my year•; 
work in Forest Grove, which ended March 
3d. I organized the Forest GroTe and 
McMinnville circuits with a flourishing 
church at both places, also Secular Sunday
schools, both doing nicely. The average 
daily attendance at the Forest Grove Sec
ular Sunday-school was 38. Besides the 
Sunday-school we had until adjournment 
a flourishing ethical society with fifty 
members. I delivered 62 addresses during 
the year, took charge of all programs, in
cluding choir practice and jnvenil train
ing, and my children are a marvel. 

I am now preparing for a mnsic~le and 
festival, about May 3d, of which you will 
receive a full report. 

Respectfully, Mns, A, E. BARKER. 



e 'h:1Z~ren' s (Sorner. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 
Ri~·er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion" for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When t.he night is beginning to lower, 

Comes Po pause in the dar's occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

If I Were You. 
If I were yon and bad a friend 
Who called. a ple~t•ant hour to spend, 
I'd be polite enough to say: 

"Ned, yon may choose what games we'll play." 
That's what I'd do 
If I were yon. 

If I were yon ann went to schoo'. 
I'd never break the smallPst rule; 
And it should be my teRcher'.; joy 
To say she had no better boy. 

And 'twonld be true 
If I were yon. 

If I were yon I'd alwaYs tell 
The truth, no matter what b~fell; 
For two things only I despi"e: 
A coward heart and telling lies, 

And yon would, too, 
If I were yon, 

If I were yon I'd try my best 
To do the things I here m"gest. 
Though s;nce I •m no nne but me 
I cannot very wPll, "<"OU see, 

Know what I'd do 
If I were yen. -~Y. 1~ Independent. 

Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
I.-CAUSE AND EFFECT. 

"Loe-ic is t.be sci.ence of r<asoning," as
serted Miss Madge. 

"And wisdom the art cf applyin2' it, 0 
Minerva," retorted her brother. Walter. 

Auntitl Bright smiled bRnignly upo., 
the vigorous young logicians, her niece and 
nephew, who were visiting with her that 
summer. 

"Then the old parable of Sir Isaac New
ton and the falling apple yon wonld call 
inductiv reasoning, would yon, Walter?'• 
she asked. 

"Oh," cried her nephew, enthusiasti
cally, "that old philosopher revolution
ized heaven and earth by biR famou!l ex
periment; as Professor Gr3n!; said once, 
'The infinit space of Nature and glori
ous revolving satellites yielded forth their 
secrets and all the earth's myNteries 
thereof.' But, auntie, what do you mean 
by inductiv reasoning?" 

" The science of cn.u~e and Effact," abe 
answered. "Tndnctiv loe-ic was originallv 
agcribed to Lord FranciR Bacon, but 
afterwards rightly credited to Roger Ba
con, Galileo, Confucius, and others. Like 
his grandson, Roger Bacon had a low 
opinion of Aristotle and his ancient theo
ries. 'If I could.' he said, 'I would bum 
all the books of Aristotle, for we lose our 
time in. studying them, and they only serve 
to propagate error and ignorance.' These 
historical utteranceR caused him much 
sorrow and persecution. His life was 
as miserably valuable as that of Gal
ilea, and be felt just as scornfully bit
ter. He said on his death-bed, while past 
events and degrading experiences paesed 
in review before him: 'I am sorry to hav 
given myself so much trouble in behalf of 
science.' But despite his dissatisfaction, 
he handed down to succeeding generations 
a rich tribute from a great mind. 

"And now I will tell you a little legend 
illustrativ of inductiv reasoning, showing 
curiously faots deduced from close obser
vation. 

"One of the most popular household 
tales of Turkey relates how a rich citizen 
dying makes a strange will for his four 
POnP, giving all his possessions that were 
white to the first, and his possessions that 
were black to another, all that were red to 
the third, and his brown sl11.ves to the 
last. 

" 'When I am gone,' said the old man, 
after making this remarkable will, 'i 
there should any difficulty arise between 
you, go to tbe Ameer Ratti Bahran, make 
known the same to him and he will decide 
between you, for he is one of the wisest 
j ndges that ever sat at tbe gate.' 

"Not long after the old man's death, a 
dispute arose among the brothers concern
ing the will. One would suppose it would 
b<~ an easy matter to decide between 
white, black, red, or brown, but avarice 
put strange shades on plain colors, and the 
dispute wa~ted ~o w~rm tllat the fom· llOllfl 
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1 were obliged to make a journey to the 
ameer, according to the provisions of 'the 
will. Now the aml'er or emir is prince or 
governor of an Arabian province. On 
tbeir way the brothers passed through a 
meadow where a camel had been grazing, 
but which bad now passed from sight. 

"That was a one· eyed camel," said 
Mirzir. 

"It was laden with honey," said Ayaz. 
"It was also ridden by a woman." 

"It was a stray camel," said Anmaz. 
"Is was a crooked· breasted camel," 

said Rebiah. IDA BALLou. 
[TR BE CONTINUED.] 

Origin of Tea. 
In Japan and China every one drinks 

tea, day and night, almost every hour. 
From China tea was introduced into Japan 
by the Buddhists as early as the ninth cen
tuTy, though it was not much cultivated 
until near the close of the twelfth century. 
Daruma, au Indian Faint of the sixth 
centur:v, often represented in Japanese 
srt, either crossing the ocean on a reed, 
or sitting, a monument of patienct>, with 
his hands in his sleeves, was the father of 
the t.ea-plaut. After years of sleepless 
watching and prayer, he suddenly became 
drowsv. At last his eyelid~ closed and he 
Peacefully slept. When be awoke be was 
80 ashamed of this pardonable weakne8s 
tbat he cut off the offending eyelids and 
tbrAw them on the ground, where they in
stantly took root and sprouted into the 
shrub which has ever since bad power to 
keep the world awake. 

We hav been request!'d to notice in our 
columns that a great Woman's Suffrage 
mass convention is to be held in Los An
geles, Cal., commencing April 26th. The 
meetings will be held at the Old Chamber 
of Commerce, 137 S. Main street, and will 
he interesting, for the women of Ualifornia 
understand how to make meetings lively 
and attractiv. All THE TRU'l'H SEEKER 
readers will be there, some to participate, 
and others to wish the cause good speed. 
The editor of the Corner sends greetings 
and good wishes to her sisters across the 
continent. -------------------

Correspondence. 
KREBS, I. T., April 9, 1895. 

Miss WrxoN: I hav promised you that 
I wrmld write again when I saw my letter 
in THE TRU'l'H SEEKER. I bad my sister 
to fill my p:romis. Now I will write you a 
few line~ and tell von what the preachers 
are doing here. They are all beginning to 
fix np the cburohes; the Sunday-school 
teacher wantfd my sister and me to 11:0 
again, but we don't do that kind of busi
ness. We are going to bav Mr. J. E. 
Remsburg lecture liere for one week, 
about the middle d May. 

Miss Wixon, papa would like to know 
if you ever came to this part of the coun
try, if so, we would like to hav you come 
here and lecture. Please answer tbis let
ter through the Children's Corner. I re-
main, Yours in truth, 

HANNER BECKER. 
[Should we ever go anywhere near 

Krebs, we will be sure to find the Beckers 
and we will hav o. lovely .time together, 
and a lecture also.-ED. C. C.] 

NEwLoN, MoNT., March, 1895. 
Miss SusAN H. WixoN: I thought I 

would write again, since my other let
ter eecaped the waste basket. My father 
has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER a good 
many years .and I like to read the Uhil
dren's Corner very much. I h11v two 
brothers l'lnd one sister; thev are all quite 
large. We go to school every day and 
like our teacher; her name is Mrs. 'Maud 
Widmyer. They are talking of having 
two months' more of school, but I couldn't 
go because I hav to help in the house. 
My father and mother are both living; my 
mother is thirty five years old and my 
father ia forty-nine years. My father, 
brother, sister, and myself play for most 

Deafness Cannot Be Cored 
by local aPplications a~ they cannot reach the 
dise•eeil Portion of the ear. 'l here is only one 
way I o cure deafness, and that is by constitu
t.\onal remedies. Deafne>s i• caused by an in
flamed condltinn of the mucous lining nf 1be 
J!>llotacbia.n Tube.- When this tuhe is inflamed 
you have a rumbhng •ound or imperfect tJearinl<', 
and when it 1s tntirelv r•losed. De!LfnePs is there
sult. anrl un ess the inflammation can be tak n 
out and this tube re;tored to its normal con •i
tion, heanng will be de~tro<erl f rever: nine 
caseo out of ten ~re caused by catarrh, which is 
nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucoas 
surface•. 

We will give One Hundred Dollars for anv esse 
of Deafness (caU>ed by catarrh) th tr. cannot be 
cured by Hal1 's Oatarrb (Jure. kenrl for ci•cu, 
Jars; free. F. J, CHENEY & CO., 'l'oledo, 0, 
JJr Sold by Drnggi~ts, 76c. · · 

all of the dances around here. We hav an 
organ, a violin, a horn, bass viol, and 
mandolin. We bav quitA a band. The 
place we liv in i~ callfd Newlon; it isn't 
thickly settled. We bav a farm contain
ing 320 acres. My father i~ going to bav 
ninety acres of oats t.his :vear, and six or 
eight sores of potatoes. We are trying to 
sell our farm, bat there isn't anyone 
around here that wants it. It is the nioest 
olace in this vicinity-a creek runs right 
below our housA, and in the summer my 
sister and I t>arry water from it to water 
the garden. I om fourteen years old. I 
would like to correspond with some of the 
boys and girls. From your Liberal friend, 

:RENA LoVERING. J 

[Rena not only belongs to a musical' 
band, but is also a member of our noble 
band of young Liberals marching on to 
spread the cause of mental liberty and 
jnstice.-ED. C. C.] 

Recalled Stormy Times. 
'• Well. that look• natural." said the old soldier. 

looking at a can of conder:sed milk on the break
fdst table in place of ordinal') milk that failed on 
account of the storm "It's the Gail B Jrden 
Ea.~<'le Brand we u, ed during the war. 

"HEA. VEN A.ND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBt!JRG, 

(Servant of th.e Lora Jesus Ohrtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 centa. 

Cloth. (octavo), 875 pages. special to rer.ilers of 
thi• jJutnal. only 25 cents, by ma.il, prepaid. 

Seud for desoriptiv catalo!lu~ of t>wedenborg's 
worl<R. 

Ame1·ioan Swendenborg Printing- and Publish
ill!~ Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

e"''W~,~WB!%!!l%!!4!l:!!!B!§~'i!!!¥MEI!-!lil!!!Y~!!'I!!Iil!l!i!II.!!IR-• a. Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
• Woman: Four Centuries ,,f Progress. 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
DJes most of the work in writing AUTmiAT· 

IC!.LLY, •nd yields m the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It ads as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and th<rr:by 
light£ns his labor and rt:udus him capable 
of doing more. 
It h~s a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways rfady a! critical or other times. 
Those are some of the reasons why it is 

dift'erent from all other writing machineP. 
The catalogne tells yon more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

13tl6 
e·ames:a;;; 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOlL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a yo~nger brother wl!o were lef.t parent
less, with a little money, fatr edncatwnh and 
much coura~e. to make their way throng the 
world by gmng to Chicago. 'lhe author is also 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his· 
tory of a working-girl's life auct experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind· 
hearted folks. and d1sreputable hYI>ocrits. It h 
just such a story of human life as wo should ex· 
pect Colonel lngerooll to be interested in; and 
whatever be admireB and appreciates iR sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

'l'HF. 'l'RU'l'H RT<:F.KF.il 

By Susa.n H. Wixon. Pa.per, 10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo. 800 pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., f1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithout 'Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The Onl~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever tssued. 
66 fullcpage illustrations a.nd 2li smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers: 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songa.

Ooii{PILED BY L. K. WASRBURN, 
p,1,.111 ~1 "fl VII'\ .. IIIII .. Jjli) .+. 'f1HTR OW'lliOJI!'a 

mnmmnnm e mnnmmnmemmnnnnnn • mmmei 

RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chavters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair hnmanitie9 that make life worthy to b 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE. $1..00. 

Address THF. TRUTH REEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Bicycling 
~Women 

Physicians recommend bicycling. Dame Fashion says it is "good 
form." Two new models for women's use in 

C2o1umbia Bicycles. 
Model 42 Columbia has been especially designed 

for the many ladies who prefer to wear knicker
bockers rather than cumbersome skirts. 

Ladies' wheels also in Hartford Bicycles at lower 
prices-,$80, $60, $50. 

POPE rnFG. CO. 
Gcncrn1 Ofiicc~ 
nntl Factories, 

HARTFORD, Conn. 

BOSTON 
NEW YORK 
CHICAGO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
PROVIDE NOli. 

BUFFALO 

Send for Catalogue. Free at any 
Columbia Ag-ency, or by mail for two 
2-cent stamns. 

Six Iwudsome Paper Dolls, show
ing Jaclies' bicycle costumes by noted 
designer~, mailed. for five 2-cent stamps. 
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"The Detter World." I he bases his belief in this regard in the 
Dr. E. B. Sonthwickshowswhathethinks very elementary constitution of men and 

the world should be in a book entitled things. He deprecates restriction on di
" The Better World." In the prefaoe th~ vorce, holding that nobody will aslr. for di
anthor tails about going t!> the bedside of yorce who can be happy togPther, and that 
a man said to be dying. He told the bed- If thev· cannot be happy together they 
ridden person that he wa~ not ill and to should not be compelled to liv together; 
get np. The person did so. In the world that so to compel them breeds far worse 
pictured by Dr. Southwick there is no ill- immorality than would entire freedom of 
ness because all the people hav to do to be separation, and that this latter, with 
well is to say they are not ill. No one is proper care for the welfare of children, 
possessed of any of the baser passions and would breed no evils except such as would 
tllere are no lawyers, doctors, or ~inis- be merely transitory. 
ters. This is a pleasant picture, but an Sometimes he is in error as to facts. 
impossible one. Published by the Truth Thus, he takes pride in saying that the 
Saeker Oompany. New York. Price 50 United States has never been disgraced by 
cents.-Ohicago Times. the horrible barbarities of the religions 

fanatics called fiBgellants, who, he says. 
are found in Mexico. The fact is that 
there are none at all in Mexioo, and that 
the only fl.agellant.s for many years hav 
been in parts of this country. But he 
does not often err in his facts. He sharply 
attacks, also, modern methods of educa
tion, and in this he is most abundantly 
borne out by facts, and his arraignment 
is practically unanswerable. 

A. Theory of Progress. 
"Pleasure and Progress" by Albert M. 

Lorentz (The Truth Seeker Oompany, 
paper, 50c), is a bold and carefully thought 
out theory of the source and method of 
attaining all human progrees. It is stated 
on the title puge to be " an attempt to 
prove that the pursuit of pleasure in the 
sine qua non of intellectual, moral, and so
cial development, and that the promotiOn 
of pleasure is the duty of philanthropy 
and statesmanship." But it is not to be 
understood that the word pleasure is to be 
confined to the narrow meaning usually 
attached to it. The broad contention is 
that if the attainment of progress in any 
direction did not contribute pleasurable 
sensation in any way, or were merely neg-

His book is altogether a curious and sng
gestiv one, to which much more space 
could be ~iven. But this meager outline 
must snffi.ae. His style is far from pol
ished, but it is crisp, epigrammatic, and 
earnest. His sentences are all short, and 
there is rarely any occasion to hesitate 
over his meaning.-Ohicago 1lme6. 

ativly unattended by pain, there would " A. Tale of a Halo." 
never be any progress in that direction. Morgan A.. Robertson livs in New York. 
Pleasures are divided into material, ideal, He is an Oswego boy-a son of Oaptain 
and social, and there is ingenious and "Andy" Robertson, of the First ward, one 
often convincing argument to show that of the old-Ume lake navigators. "Morg," 
every step in human progress has been as the young man was familiarly known 
made because it in some way contributed among the boys of his acquaintance, was 
to one or more of these. The pleamre of unusually bright and a genius in his way. 
the savage, the barbarian, and the civilized He had his father's love hr the sea, aud 
man are traced with acumen, and there is after going through Oiiwego's graded 
an elaborate argument to prove that all schools, he sailed upon the lakes and fiua.lly 
religions are traaeable backward to fear of went around the world. After a series of 
and reverence for chiefs, kings and fancied interesting experiences he returned home 
ghosts. Here is where the theory will en· and became a diamond cutter. Hts spare 
counter the sharpest criticism, and even to moments were spent in improving his 
one not disposed to combat it on this par- mind, and lately he has turned his atten
ticnlar score, this part of it does not seem tion to literary work, with the result tbat 
to be necessary. The theory may be one of the holiday gems found upon the 
sound otherwise without it. The author shelves of our bookstores is from his pen. 
defines the purpose of life to be enjoy- Mr Robertson has heretofore shown 
ment, and of this industry is the prime marked literary talent, but the first eflort 
condition. "J nstice dichtes th~t a ma.n of his to re11ch the 03Wego public is "A 
should earn all b.e enjoys and enjoy all he Tale of a. Halo," with illustrations by A. 
earns." And from this he works out Garey K. J nr1st, and published by the 
through three accurately systematized and Truth Seeker Oompany, 28 Lafayette 
elaborately argued divisions intellectual, place, New York. 
moral, and social development. Individual The story relates in rhyme the experi· 
liberty, with the necessary responsibility ences of t:lt. Peter ss gatekeeper of heaven. 
for all the good and bad consequences of One applicant forced his way in and is criti
ac~s, the anthnr holds to be the condition cal as to his appearance in the celestial 
of all progress, and he asserts without fear garb, insisting especially on a halo which 
of contradiction that in every case where shall be more gorgeous than any hithl:lrto 
civilization has stagnated it has been ba- seen there This causes a commotion at 
cause of denial or restriction of the sover- once among the other inhabttants-the 
eignty of the individual over himself. In very thmg desired, for it transpires that 
the course of his argument he attacks tb.e newcomer is Beelzebub, sent up by 
much in present conditions; He is, for Satan for the very our pose of breaking up 
ex1mple, an ont-and-ont Freetrade~,. and 

1 
the community. His real character is dis-

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By W".ATSON HESTON-

The Stories Humoro:Jsly Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticitt of th3 
Old Testam&nt-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

4~~ Pages. 2~~ 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv,Toshua, 
Some Giants, 'fhe Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
1'he Adventures and Work of Noah, AgttinRt Jttbin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, Generttl Gideon, 
Abraham_, Christ's G1·eat Ancestor, .Tephthah tmd His Hnman Sacrifice, 
A Queer .!family Samson the Strong, 
Is l H. •'!. · t " Hnth and Boaz. 
o~!~fl}\vid:, i:jJS er, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favol'ite'n 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the oak of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at tlle following prices : Cloth, gilt si!le 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. . 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New Y01·k city 

covered, but the host of heaven is power
less against him, and there is slaughter 
and encounters innumerable until the sign 
of the cross if made. Then the infernal 
visitor wilts. But his escape has shaken 
np the self-satisfied dwellers in the upper 
region and they find they can't even aing 
well together. A complete reorganization 
is effected, alild while peace is not complete 
there is greater activity and watchfulness. 

The poem, which is written in a gro
tesquely humorous vein, and superficially 
at least is irreverent, may be intended as an 
expression of the prevalent criticism of 
the inactivity of the church in its relation 
to the world, the flesh; and the devil; a. 
position which the church does not e.dmit, 
but a criticism which is urged neverthe
less.-Oswego Palladium. 

'J'HE THE 

BRAIN ~ND BIBLE; 
OB 

THE CONFLICT BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a. Preface by 

.B. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera.

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are. based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of Justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth. 1111. A~'i~sTRUTH SEEKER 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. Pocket Theology • 
Exr.mina.tion of the Morals and HistorY 

of the Now Testa.ment. 
By l'Bol'. If W. NIIWJIAI.f. l'rloe 25 IJente. 

Addre•• 'J'HE TRUTH REJilKER. 

By VOLTAIRE. 
Terse, witty, a.nd sarcastic d3finitiona of thi'O• 

lori<l11l t"rrno. p.,.;,A. ?£ cen\a-

1 ..... _ ...... _ ........................................... . 
l'"'lfflllfflli!Tllmllmmmm II!YiffllmmmnmnmiiTliiTlnnnm IITliiTllllllmllmmmnmllllmnllll mllffTIIIIITlTllfllmm;lf I 
i 14921 Columbustolqgersoll \1892 
il I 400 Years 
I OF • 
I I 

IFreetllough tl 
IE ~ d 
11 B,, Samuel Porter Putqam il I~ t • 
:~ . 
.~ Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and I 
~~ Back, Marbled Edges. $5. I 
liE With The Truth Seeket· for One Yeat·, $6.1'i0. 

H I 
li:==~~== 141 FULL. PAGE PORTRAITS! ~~ 

:: Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 
Four Hundred Years. 

~ ~HE :I R UTHSEEKER-COMPANY~;~:Unced in Octo- ~~ 
•!===~~==-=;;_ l...e; ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It ~~ 

: had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 

=~~!;'::::- all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not ~~ 
"" realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ~ 
~ in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~. 
~ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly ~~ 
~~ three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- ~. 
~~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~~ 
:§ hundrtd, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have I 
·~ multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
~~ that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-ae 
~~ undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages II of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
.~ per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 

•== b eE nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscri ed for were 

-~ e~ sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
1::::: investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
·~ not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de-

l==-~-= lighted that they got such a bargain. 
.A.s for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF FREE-l THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 

•== and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best II possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
•== thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 

le==--
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

~~ unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 

I 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. I 
Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. I 

j~ THE TRUrH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

;~\~~&mwa~~~=~a~~~~~~~~~~~== 
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Jfot for ])a,rsona. 

NuRsE: "Bsdie, you naughty boy, leave 
off playing with your soldiers directly l 
Haven't I told you that you mustn't play 
with them on Sunday?" Bertie: "Yes, 
nurse, but this is a religious wsr."-Judy. 

His pastor (reprovingly): "I under
stand you hsv been plsJ'!ug cards for 
money, Mr. Easymsrk." Essymsrk (in
dignantly): "For money? It's false. I 
hsvn't won a cent in two months."-Buf
falo Com·ier. 

MRs. PooRMAN: "It has been a hard 
winter, ma'am. My three grown girls hsv 
been very little help to me. The poor 
things are not strong enongh to do wash
ing and they havn't clothes good enough 
to ~pply for any other work." District 
Yisitor: "But you say they hsv rich rel
stivs; don't they look after them?" Mrs. 
Poorman (sadly): "Only their mo.rsls, 
ma'&m-only their morslsl"-Puck. 

LITTLE JACK prays every night for all 
the different members of his family. His 
father had been sway at one time for a 
short journey, and that night Jack was 
praying for him as usual. "Bless paps 
and take care of him," he was beginning 
as usual, when suddenly he raised his head 
and listened. "Never mind about it now, 
Lord," ended the little fellow; "I hear 
him down in the hsll."-New York Tri
bune. 

THE latest fad in Mississippi, according 
to an exchange, is the organization of hug
ging societies, for the purpose of swelling 
church treasuries, prices ranging accord
ing to quality. Here is the scale: For 
girls from lii to 20 years, 50 cents; from 20 
to 24,75 cents; widows (depends on looks), 
from 10 cents to $3; old maids and school 
msrms, one hug for a nickel. Preachers 
are not charged, and editors take it out in 
advertising. 

A:N exchange tells of a parson who had 
had a call from a little country parish to a 
large and wealthy one in a big city. He 
asked time for prayer and consideration. 
He did not feel sure of his light. A month 
passed. Finally, some one met his young
est son in the street. ''How is it, J osish," 
said his neighbor, "is your father going 
to B-? " " Well," answered the young
ster, judiciously, "paw it still prsyin' for 
light, bnt most of the things is packed." 

A:N old negro minister in the village re
cently got off a very good joks uninten
tionally. He was preaching from the text 
that "the Lord Jesus Ghrist walked 
abroad, curing divers diseases," and in the 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Truth Seeker Annual 
-AND-

~rte~hink~t·~' )1\,lnt,amtt, 
1895. 

(E. M. 295.) 

CONTENTS. 

Calendar for 1895, 
Freethought in the United States, 

The Old and the New. Robert G. 
Ingersoll, 

What the Church Has Not Done 

PAGE. PAGB. 
5 Freethought in the Church and in 
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Kehm Smith, xo4 
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What Are Women Here For? 

Helen H. Gardener, 
The TJu·ee Voices. A Poem. 
A Queer God and His Queer Book. 

55 The Freethought Federation of 
America. Samuel P. Putnam.. no 

65 The One-Horned Ox. George E. 
73 Macdonald, II7 

John Peck, 74 
Blasphemy. Judge Parker's De

cision in the Case of C. C. Moore, 124 
Freetpought Societies, Schools, What WeStandl!'or. HenryRowley. 85 

and Lecturers. 127 

NEW YORK: 

course of his sermon he said: "Yes, • · PRICJ;:, 25 CENTS. 
bretheren and sisteren, you git sick and 
you send for Dr. Whitehead or Dr. Wil-
son and they can cure 'most any disease 1 pI AN OS ' 
that flesh is heir to, but when it comes to 1. • 
these here divers, 'taint nobody but God 1 PIANOS 
s'mighty hisself kin cure 'em:" $2 2 5. $2 5 Q· 

THEY do say that there is a student now ~ ~ $275. 
in college who is very fond of betting and 
never loses an opportunity to place a bet. After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi-
He has been attending the Pearson meet- cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
ings and became very much enthused over country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
them, but he hasn't lost the taste for his Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : favorit sport, as the following conversation 
shows: "Dr, 0., if I get religious and die "The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
will I go to heaven?" Dr. 0.: "Of Pianos, while the quality is of the moat exquisite musical character-pure, 
course." "Will I hsv wings there?" sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
" Oertainly." "Will you be there, too?" ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a "Yes, I hope so." "And will you hsv 
wings, too?" "Yes." "Then, by George, word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur-
I'll bet you ten dollars that I'll best you niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a ron-
flying." sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

"Ou, yes," observed W. S. Olevelsnd, These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
theminstrelmsnager,insnswertosquery, GEORGE STEOK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
"I do find a good many queer characters 
engaged in local management. I recall ing as follows : 
one case, and he was a esse. I was at the "This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
time making a feature of a party of Arabs power, well planned l!lcale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
with my troupe and had applied for a date. Material and workmanship are superior." 
To my astonishment he declined to nego- h d d 
tJste, replying, • I hear that you hsv got T e istinguishe Pianist and Composer, SIGNOB FABIANI, of the Paris 
a lot of Arabs who are Mohammedans Conservatory, says: 
with your show, and I cannot play them "I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied their 
in my theater, as I am s Presbyterian.' I merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
immediately wired him, 'Arabs hsv all 
been converted,' to which he promptly makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon-
responded, 'All right; will hold the date.' siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 
After that there was no difficulty in fixing Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
dates and terms."-New York World. personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 

A WELL-KNOWN manufacturer went into them to TBUTH SEEKEB readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
s Middle street hat store for s new silk hat $50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is yesterday. He is tall, lank, and cadaver-
ous, and wesis black clothes and a lawn warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
tie. He found a hat that pleased him, and delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
asked the price of ·it. The clerk said con- cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 
fidentislly: "The price of that hat is $8, If you or any of your friends contemplate buving a piano it will be to but we make a discount of $6 to clergy- J-

men." The manufacturer promptly paid your interest to correspond with us. 
for it, and then the clerk said: "I hope J. E. REMSBURG & SON, Atchison, Kan. 
that hat will please the members of your --------------------------------~ 
congregation as well as yourself. We 
should be glad of their trade." Here the 
manufacturer gave the clerk to understand 
that it made very little difference to him 
what the "congregation" thought, and 
put the statement in such strong language 
that the clerk has been wondering ever 
since what denomination the "clergyman" 
represents. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

Tennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and smg them in _your homes, making them hav· 
PY. and bright ?-SEND FOB A OOPY.-Green cloth, 
gilt title, 40 cents; ha.lf bound, 25 cents. 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cent;s. 

ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Hand
some catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Oo .• 9 Murray 
street, New l:ork. ~2tl9 
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[ n the nature of things, 
SAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
<1r~>sB The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Gt·eat Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
thll Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to ·free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGEBSOI.L's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, a;nd containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 215 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beinlr the story of his mental 3ourne:r from 
ortholiou to R•tionallsm. 

Pr1oe, p•per, 25 oent.s; oloth, 75 oents. 
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Gems of ~ltougAt. 

0HA.RA.OT:roR is built like a house; each 
action rests on a foregone one which made 
it possible; although the foregone one be 
buried in the earth and f0rgotten.- Unity. 

WRITE it on your heart that every day 
is the best day in the year. No ma'n has 
learned anything rightly until he knows 
that every day ia doomsday.-R. W. 
Emerson. 

FoRTUNATELY for us, there hav been 
traitors and there hav been heretics, 
blasphemers, thinkers, investigators, lov
ers of liberty, men of genius, who hav 
given their lives to better the condition 
of their fellow-men.-IngersoU. 

To urge that our own country should 
strive with all its might to be better, higher, 
purer, nobler, more generous than other 
countries-the only kind of patriotism 
worth a moment's thought in a righteous 
man's eyes-is accounted by most men 
both wicked and foolish.-Grant AUen. 

EACH member of a race fulfilling the 
conditions to a greater happiness, must be 
so constituted that he may obtain full sat
isfaction for every desire without dimin
ishing the power of others to obtain like 
satisfaction-nay, must derive pleasure 
from seeing pleasure in others.-Herbert 
Spencer. 

LET us all seek trn th as if none of us had 
possession of it. The opinions which to 
this day hav governed the earth, produced 
by chance, disseminated in obscurity, ad
mitted without discussion, credited from 
a love of novelty and imitation, hav, in a 
manner, clandestinly usurped their em
pire.- Volney. 

0HILDHOOD and old age hav much in· 
common. Theirs is the illimitable out
look; theirs the infinitly receding hori
zon. Standing aside from the strenuous, 
enthralling struggle, when in the noonday 
glare men and women are jostling and 
trampling each other in the thoroughfare 
of life, they gaze dreamily into a far be
yond-future or past.-Mathilde Blind. 

A FRUITFUL source of bad political ac
tion is the existence in the minds of most 
people, consciously or unconsciously, of 
two standards of morality, one governing 
their private actions and another their 
public relations. Many, if not most men, 
will vote to hav the government do acts 
which they would scorn to be ~nilty of in 
their private capacity.-E. D. Burleigh. 

STATESMEN no more the tinker's way, 
Mended and patched from day to da.y, 
Oontent with piecing part with part, 
But took the mighty problem whole, 
Beginning with the human heart
For noble rulers make in vain 
Unselfish laws for selfish men, 
And giv the whole wide world its vote, 
But who is going to giv it soul? 

-Richa1'd Le GaUienne. 

T:Em Hoboken preachers who endeavored 
to prevent Ingersoll from lecturing in 
their village served only to defeat the ob
ject they wiah€d to effect. All interferences 
with free speech are like failures. Thought 
is dangerous to invested error. ·It is not 
to be restrained by interdictions put upon 
speech. Somehow, though its oracle were 
gai'ged, and bound hand and. foot, and 
left in the dust for dead, h1s thought 
would ascend triumphantly above the par
simony of physical disaster and make its 
way to the conscience of the race.-Horace 
L. Traubel. 

DEsPITE the countless difficulties created 
by nature itself, ·man has !lvolved fr9m 
barbarism to the moral emmence which 
enables him to descry still greater possi
bilities beyond. And so he may gain con
fidence in the thought that, by giving his 
life a moral purpose, he acts in harmony 
with the evolution of goodness. If nature 
be at war with nature, he can ally himself 
with the tendency which makes for right
eousness. Thus, the moral hero, moved 
by a passion which may not unfitly be 
called the Enthusiasm of Development, 
can dare to face a gainsaying world, and 
take up the crolls of nnpopularity.-F. J. 
Gould. 

A MAN publishes and sells a certain 
book. Somebody dislikes the sentiments 
of that book, and believes that the peru
sal of such sentiments would corrupt the 
community. He asks the judge to restrain 

How's This! 
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any 

llase of tJatarrh tb at cannot be cured by Hall's 
Oatarrh Oure. F. J. OHENEY & 00., 'loled?, 0. 

We the undersigned, have known I!'. J. Oheney 
for the last 15 rears, and believe him perfectly 
honorable in al busineos trans{lcti<?ns and fin.-n
cially able to carry out any obhgatwns made by 
their firm. . 
WEST & TRUAX. Wholesale Drugg1sts, Toledo, O. 

, WALDING KINNAN & MARVIN, l~holesale Drug. 
g,. tsbToledo; 0. . . 

Hall's atarrh Oure is taken mternally1, aotmg 
directly upon the blood and mucous surx!tces ot 
he system. Testimonials se_nt free. Pr1ce 75c. 
e r bottle. Sold by all Drugg1sts. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

his neighbor from circulating that book. 
The judge calls about him a jury, and 
asks them if they think the book will tend 
to deprave pubhc morals. They eay, Yes. 
Then the judge orders the book to be 
suppressed, and the seller of it to be pun
ished. From first to last, the whole pro
cedure is speculativ. It is not shown that 
any injury has been done; it is not shown, 
or even suggested, that any evil was in
tended; it is a decision based upon the 
powers of imagination, at best; more cor
rectly, perhaps, upon capacities for panic. 
-Moncure D. Conway, 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

.A.T .!.BOUT ONE·H.A.LF V .A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m·les of Media county eeat 
and within four milfs of Ohester. l:'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several B]lrings of soft water. 
good timber growin~ on the p'ace. some ~boice 
api;lle atid pear trees m fruiting condition. House 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes walk of the railroad station. 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b"tween 
Media and Ohester, with less than five minutes' 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern honse on it. Eight 
years a1<0 the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodlanil scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT F.OR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
WONDEIL CABINE'r FREE • Miss in! IJnk 
l'u:~.:~.lc, Dcrh's Dottle, Poc:lt.et Ca.me:a, L:J.tcsr 
l't'irc Puszle, Spook Photo:s, Boot of. Sleight of 
Hand, Total Value OOc Seut. free with immeusc 
eauloguc of 1000 D&rgalua for lOo. ((lr J:OSUI.jre. 
JNGERSOU. k BRO. (i5 Cortlnndt Street. N. l". 

'THE 

Sff THAT CUAVf! 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between · Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, 10 Cents. For sale at this Office. 

CABEEB OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. THE GIANl DELUSION 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. A. cf)t dderation ot the Doctrine 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all form3 or religious wor
shiP, and t-reating at length on the authentici~ 
~nd reliability of the Ohristian religion. !t 
is a l2mo bJok of 146 pages and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents in r~tDer and 75 cents in 
cloth to ~:i "ents in .l!!LPer. :iO cents in cloth 

Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

ut :Personal Immortality. 
By OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A Pape1 read at the International Freethought 
Oongress &6 Ohicago, October 5, 1893. 

Price, 10 Cents. 

.lt.dduss THE TRUTH SEEKER 

-THE-

fRfETHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE .ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI
OENT INSTITUTION, AND BE

WALING THE .ABUSES 
OF A UNION Oli' 

CHURCH AND 

185 
STATE. 

·Fun ... Page 
IUustratiol\S. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS Ofo 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS or SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

J)ESIG.-..·8 BY WATBJN HESTON. 
WITH PURTRAIT OF 

THE JJESIGNER. 

The Illustrations are olassi1led as follows: 

I! repr-nt Samples ofOhristianity's Work. 
II .. Missionaries. 
1 " The Lord's Instruments. 
211 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " The Ohurch and Slavery. 
1 " ~iests and Politics. 
' " .Ireland and the Church. 
2 " Ohurch's ldea of Oivilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Oross. 
4 " Unkind Reflections on the Ohurch. 
9 " Persecutions of the Ohurch. 
111 " Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. 
6 .. Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
\l " The Ohurch Robbing the People. 
3 " Tbank•giving. 
6 Sabbatli Laws. 
14 Ohildrcn ami. the Ohurch. 
10 Woman and the Ohurch. 
6 The Ohurl.lh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Olergy and 'l'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Oreeds. 
1 Ohristians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that.not_hing like it ha~ ever be 
fore appPared iu t)lis country, and it is very doubtful if a_nother Ol).e like 1t will~Jver agam be fub. 
lished. We must g1ve the Truth Seeker Oompany the credt~ of puthng ihe book 1_n th~ reach o all 
At twice the pricett wonld have been ~.cheap book. Arttst Hes_ton as &"Jlortralt pamtet; and d.e
signer is a wonderful st.cces;. an,t we Jndge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every L1beral 1n 
America will desire a copy of thi; most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Jll.agazme. 

l\Ir. Heston deserves io be. cal,led the artist-hero of Liberalism ~e has dedicated his geniu~ to 
Free thought, and has done falthfnl and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the met
ores do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg 
matter tha.t Rerve first as explanations of the illustFations, and secondly as texts to provo the utter 
fahnty of the church's profe~sions and the h:I!Jlocnsy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the 
book io one of tne best weapons again_st Chr1stianity hnd the church that has ever been put n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Pric:e, boar'd c:over's, $2; c:lot~, $2.50· 

A.ddrcliOI THJ8 THUTU SEEKER. 

2~.1 

365 DA1S 
Ahead Of 

Keating Bicycles. 
.19 to 23 lbs. 

O.ii TALOG FREE if yon ment'on this paper 

KEA.TING WHEEL CO., 
· Holyoke, :!Iass. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early History of Chrisiia.nity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere .a Fully and Fait h 
fully Set Fortn. 

By REV. ROBERT 1AYLOR, D.O. 
l'BlOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
~l'IT.afA.vAttA nbtOA, NAw York. 
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.A LITTLE TRANSACTION WITH THE DEVIL (.Apparently by appointment). 

Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil.-Matt. iv, 1. 

Ji ewe of t:Ae Weolt. 
ON .April19 the businesR part of Ardmore, 

I. T., was destroyed by fire. 

.A EXTENsrv counterfeiting scheme has 
been unearthed at Butte, Mont. 

.A NEW distillery that will be by far the 
largest in the world is to be built at Terre 
Haute. 

TEE New Jersey legislature has paEsed 
a law that none but .American citizens can 
be street car employees. 

THERE hav recently been sRvere earth
quake shocks in southern Europe and 
slight ones at Burlington, Vt., and Mont
real. 

PAUL FENIMORE CooPER, son of James 
Fenimore Cooper, died in .Albany on .April 
21, aged seventy years. He was himself a 
distinguished lawyer. 

TnE Cuban War of Independence drags 
along in the same old way, all victories for 
the insurgents and all for the Spaniards, ac
cording to the source of the reports. 

THE wholesale priee of oil has gone up 
so rapidly that the retail cost is now about 
double what it was a few weeks since, be
ing approximately the same as twenty years 
ago. 

THIRTEEN members of a Communist club 
at Halle, Belgium, were sent to prison for 
terms ranging from one week to five 
months on the charge of belonging to a 
secret society. 

CARLos MANUEL CESPEDES, son and 
biographer of the leader of the Cuban 
revolution of twenty years ago has arrived 
in New York to cooperate with the leaders 
of the present uprising. 

LEVERETT SALSTONSTALL, ex-Collector of 
the Port of Boston, died at his home in 
Brookline on .April16. He was a member 
of one of the oldest families in New Eng
land and could trace his ancestry to the 
fourteenth century. 

SECRETARY oF .AGRICULTURE MoRTON has 
issued orders to let in Mexican cattle which 
hav passed inspection by United States 
officials at San Diego, Eagle Pass, Laredo, 
and El Paso. This is intended to check 
the rapid rise in the price of beef. 

ON the evening of .April 18 Mrs. Delia 
T. S. Parnell, mother of Charles Stewar' 
Parnell, was murderously assaulted while 
going along the road from Bordentown, 
N. J., to her home, less than a mile from 
the town. She is not expected to liv. 

.A TEMPORARY injunction secured in the 
United States court at Clarksburg, W.Va., 
opens the way for the shipment of liquors 
into South Uarolina, despite the dispen
sary law. If the injunction is made per
manent the law will be completely nullified, 

.A BILL is pending in the New York leg
islature to permit the appearance of chil
dren under sixteen years of age on the 
stage in song and dance without the con
sent of the Society for the Promotion of 
Imbecility. Of course it is opposed by 
Gerry, the president of that m;ganization. 

ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH of Min
neapolis is torn with dissensions over a 
course of lectures by the pastor, Rev. Mr. 
Kincaid, who, in talking of doctrinal sub
jects, is preaching evolution and other he
retical ideas instead of original sin and its 
related dogmas. Dr. Kincaid is a personal 
friend of Dr. Briggs. 

THBOUGH the death of Mr. Scott the 
Chicago Tomes-Herald has ceased to be a 
Democratic and has become a high pro
tectionist Republican organ. The silver 
Senators were negotiating with the editor 
to secure the paper for the new party, but 
H. H. Kohlsaat got ahead of them. .A new 
Democratic paper, the Inquirer, has been 
incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000. 

THE terms of the treaty of peace be
tween China and Japan open Pekin and 
five other ports of China to the trade of 
the world, and also much of the interior 
of China, and permit the establishment of 
cotton factories and other industries. No 
conquering Christian power has been 
known to grant such generous opportuni
ties to other peoples. Japan secures the 
Liao Tung peninsula to the fortieth de
gree of latitude, the Island of Formosa, 
and an indemnity of 200,000,000 taels (the 
tael is about 71 cents). 

ABouT April 15 there were severe floods 
in the Connecticut, the Merrimac, the 
Pemigewasset, and other New England 
rivers. Many railroad and other bridges 
were swept away and other property de
stroyed. Four steamers were sunk at 
Lowell; six thousand shoemakers were 
thrown out of employment at Haverhill, 
and six thousand paper men oy the burst
ing of the dam of the S. D. Warren Paper 
Co. on the Presumpscot River in Maine. 
These are types of the disasters brought 
by the .heavy rains falling on lands de
nuded of forest growth. 

OfSIGN fALLACifS~ 
A Ref:u:ta-tion of: the .Argu

:rnent; That Nature Ex
hibits Marks of: Having 
Been Desi~ned by an In
telligent; Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
L '!'he Daolgn ArgumeJtt Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an lnfinite t;eries of Design,.rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregiously tllow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faultv Mechanisms. 

IV. What ls Called Des1gn Is Only.Subservienoy; 
and the W•nch Argument Is Ulegitlmate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom v and Design. 
VII. 'rhe Argument of al!'ust Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO .. 

ll8 LafayeHe !'lace, .N Y. 

EDITORIAL 

From the Freethought Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our anvertising 
pages. • · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, "nd is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy ch1ims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his ~fforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle houre. Bnt he 
does claim to be a first-class j ~weler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critio, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does busin .. ~s on 
minimum deeree of expense, H1s FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expreRsivA emblem ever 
desiened. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
firet"class timekeeper at one-half t.hA U@ual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die-cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

6" Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1657. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Is 
A 

Designer of 

The Otto W6t's'ei? 

Watch. 

The lflgerso/1 Sou 

veni• Spo n. 

The Freeth ught 

Bad;e. 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from· Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
Chauter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay '' On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYI::T1E PLACE. New York. 
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Books byHelefl H. Gardtmel'. 

New Edition, Revised and Enltl.ra;ed. 

Men, Women and Gods. 
IntroLluction l>y 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

:£'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cent~. 

TM Trade Supplied at S:pecltt! Dtscounu. 

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1 
ll!ucinating Story of Radical 'l'rnths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
F!fioe. ruotb. A1 : vauer. 50 centt. 

An Unofficial Patriot, 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIVIL WIR. 

The liteury hit of the season - Gllicago Ttmes. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE 
DAUGHTER? 

A. NE"W NOV:Ji~L. 
Pri~e. cloth, $1. I Paper, 50 cente. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

Price, cloth $1. Paper, 50 cents. 

A Thoughtless Yes. 
CONTENTS: 

A Splendid Judge of a Woman -The Lady of the 
Club-Under Protest-For the Proseoutwn-A 

Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House 
Mystery-The Time-Look of Our An

cestors- Florence Campbell's 
Fate-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, fl. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
CONTENTS: 

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Oourt 
-Throwa in With the City's Dead-An Irre

sponoible Educated Cla•s-The Moral He
sponsibillty of Woman in Heredity

Woman as an Annex -Sex in Brain
Heredity in Jts Relations to a 

Double Standard of Mora.ls-
DivorcEl and the Pro-

posed Nati.>nal Law 
-Lawsuit or Leg-

acy-Comipon 
Sense 1n 
Surgery. 

Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents. 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H, GARDENER. 

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and 
Strongest Leotures .Against 

the Bible, 
Every Woman Should Read It: 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her Frienda,, 

Price, 10 cents. Address this office. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
1118 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of ~B pages, fnll of scientific 
thought. The storv of th1s gre\t scientist's life 
and works read~ like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity 

POP!S AHD Tlt£lft DOJHGS 
AOOOUNT OF 

Vtoars of Ohrtst ana Vtoeoerents Of Goa. 
Paver, Go ~en~: oloth, 7D amu. 
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THE ONLY SAFE PLACE FOR OUR F'UBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. Samuel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 

As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

on April 24th started on a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who 

While he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as correspondent of THE w 0 u I d subscribe to 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the generals and particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this accmint. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter-

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 

THE TRUTH SEEK-

New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three ER if YOU called his 
months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do better take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's" News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y. 

attention to the Pa-

per? 
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the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
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read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 
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To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 
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this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 
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Ravings of a Pulpit Mountebank. 
Of course it is a waste of time and energy to at

tempt to argue with T. DeWitt Talmage. You may 
argue at him, but not with him, for the use of the 

. latter preposition necessarily implies that two are 
engaged in the argument, and all the world knows 
that the erstwhile perrorm9r at the Brooklyn Tab
ernacle is an acrobat and pyroteehnist instead of an 
investigator and logician. Yet such is the peculiar 
mental state of multitudes in this city that every 
Sunday afternoon Talmage talks to great crowds in 
the Aeademy of Musie on Fourteenth street. Here 
are some sample3 of his profoundly instructiv dis
course of Sunday, April 21st: 

"While men are in robust health, and their digestion 
i~ good, and their nerves strong, they think their physi
cal strength will get them safely through the last exigency. 
They say it is only cowardly women who are afraid at the 
last, and cry out for G.:>d. 'Wait till I come to die. I 
will show you. You won't hear me pray, nor call for a 
minister, nor want a chapter read me from the Bible.' 
But after the man has been three weeks in a sickroom his 
nerves are not so steady, and his worldly companions are 
not anywhere near to cheer him up, and he is persuaded 
that he must quit life; his physical courage is all gone. 

"He jumps at the fall of a teaspoon in a saucer. He 
shivers at the idea of going away. He says, ' Wife, I 
don't think my Infidelity is going to take me through. 
For God's sake don't bring up the children to do as I hav 
done. If you feel like it, I wish you would read a verse 
or two out of Fannie's Sabbath-school hymn book or New 
Testament.' But Satan breaks in and says: 'You hav 
always thought religion trash and a lie; don't giv up at 
the last. Besides th!l.t, yon cannot, in the hour you hav 
to liv, get off on that track. Die as you lived. With my 
great blaok wings I shut out that light. Die in darkness. 
I rend away from you that last vestige of hope. It is my 
business. to strip the slain.' " · 

Will Mr. Talmage please giv us the name and 
plaee of residence while living of some "Infidel" 
who acted as he sa.ys this hypothetical individual 
did! However, what is the use of asking for the 
verification of such a statement? We all know 
that the yarn is simply a piece of Talmagian fire
works; the introduction of ''Satan" proves that. 
But suppose that in now and then an instance a 
man who was a doubter while in the possession of 
his mental and physical strength does "repent" at 
the approach of death, when his nervous system is 
unstrung by pain and his vitality reduced by wast
iAg disease--,.what of it! What does it prove that 

New York, Saturday, Mar 4 1895. 

could advantage the ( hurch? Why should the 
Christian be proud of victories won over men whose 
bodies and brains are sick, when the mind naturally 
dallies with the fancies of childhood 1 Is the 
church so weak that she can triumph only over the 
helpless and dying T 

"A man who had rejeeted Christianity and thought it 
all trash, came to die. He was in the sweat of a great 
agony, and his wife said: 'We had better hav some 
prayer.' 'MaJ:"y, not a breath of that,' he said. ' The 
lightest word of prayer would roll ba~k on me like rocks 
on a drowning man. i hav come to the hour of test. I 
had a chanae, but I forfeited it. I believed in a liar, and 
he has left me in the lurch. Mary, bring me Tom Paine, 
that book that I swore by and lived by, and pitch it into 
the fire, and let it burn and burn as I myself shall soon 
burn.' And then, with the foam on his lip and his hands 
tossing wildly in the air, he eried oti.t: 'Blaekness of dark
ness! Oh, my God, too late!' And the spirits of dark
ness whistled up from the depths, and wheeled around 
and around him, stripping the slain." 

And newspaper syndicates print that stuff in 
patent insides and make plate m'.l.tter of it, and it 
goes out all over the country- and into the ha.nds of 
millions of readers, and then people wonder that 
Max Nordau can think that we are a race of degen
erates! What else can men and. women be but de
generate and imbecil if they rea 1 and believe such 
trash as that 1 Who that loves justice and covets 
truth would be willing to refer any question of vital 
interest to himself or the country to the suffrage of 
persons fad on such musty and stringy food as Tal
mage's sermons? Think or the wild absurdity of 
a man who had lived· in aeeorda.nce with the prin
ciples of libar~y and equity enuncia~ed by Thomas 
Paine fearing the agonies of an eternal hell because 
he had done so, and imagin, if you ca.n, the vileness 
of a god who would damn him for so ordering his 
hfe. If -ralmfliga believes that his god would com 
mit so monstrous a crime, what must be thought of 
tha intellectual ability and moral development of 
Talmage, for each man's god is the reflection of 
himself 1 

In God-fearing Arkansas. 
One of THE TRUTH SEEKER's subscribers at Ft. 

Smith, Arkansas, has fallen into the hands of the 
Christians, and they are doing all they can to de
spoil and ruin him Mr. D. C. Huddleston is a 
barber and he has been guilty of the "un American" 
crime of shaving in his own shop on Sunday those 
of his fellow citizens who desired that service on 
the first day of the week. Probably he ought to be 
drawn and quartered for this offense, and we hav no 
doubt that there are any number of enthusiastic 
Chl'istians in his state who would gladly show their 
"love " for their '' enemies " by killing him in that 
way if the "law" only gave them the requisit per
mission and protection. Mr. Huddleston has been 
twice arrested and fined for attending to his own 
business on the ministers' day, the fines and costs 
amounting to $13.75. But this is only one phase 
of the medieval proceedings against our friend. 
He was serving as a juror in the United States 
court. The Methodists began a crusade against 
him on the ground of his Infidelity, claiming that 
his unorthodox opinions disqualified him for that 
position. But the judge-Parker-was a man of 
sense, and he ruled that the court did not sit to pass 
judgment on any man's religion or want of relig
ion. ·rhen the chagrined but still vindictiv follow
ers of Wesley turned their attention to the circuit 
court of Arkansas and renewed there their attacks 
upon Mr. Huddleston, who was a juror in that court 
also. Here they succeeded, the judge holding that 
under the law of the state the Freethinker could 
not be a juror. Think of that! 

Arkansas certainly needs to hold a constitutional 
conventi0n and revise her organic law, for as it now 
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stands it is a jumble of irreconcilable contradictions. 
Article II., Section 18 (Bill of Rights) reads: 

" The General Assembly shall not graD.t to any citizen, 
or class of citi!l!ens, privileges or immunities which, upon 
the same terms, shall not equally belong to all citizens." 

This il!l sweep1ngly inclusiv and under it the 
rights of the Freethinker would be absolutely se· 
cure had not the Constitution, in a subsequent sec
tion, been made to do the very thing which it was 
forbidden to the legil!llature to do. What this was 
will appear further along. Section 24 says : 

"All men hav a natural and indefeasible right to wor· 
ship Almighty God aacording to the dictates of their own 
consaiences; no man can of right be compelled tJ attend, 
erect, or support any place of worship, or to maintain any 
ministry against his consent. No human authority can, 
in any case or m11onner whatsoever, c.:>ntrol or interfere 
with the right of conscience; and no preferenee shall 
ever be given by law to any religious establishment, de
nomination, or mode of worship above any other." 

If men hav the right to worship God aeeording 
to the dictates ·of their consciences, it follows by 
a parity of reasoning that they hav also the right 
not to worship, for it is self-evident that there is 
no freedom in worship when a pen!l.lty attends the 
failure or refusal to worship. A man does not freely 
follow the directions of his own conscience when 
he has no choice in the matter. So it appears that 
this section also of the Bill of nights protects the 
equal citizen rights of Mr. Huddleston. Again: 
While the letter of the fundamental law of Arkansas 
says that no preferenee shall bs given to any estab· 
lishment, denomination, or mode of worship, it is 
clear that the spirit of the law would therefore 
be against the giving of any preference to the 
individuals who compose an establishment or de· 
nomination, or adhere to a particular mode of wor
ship. Once more, then, the rights of the Free
thinker are safeguarded. Section 25 of the Bill of 
Rights follows: 

"Religion, morality, and knowledge being essential to 
good government, the general assembly sh11oll ena(Jt suit
able laws to protect every religious denomin!l.~iou in the 
peaceable enjoyment of its own mode of public worship." 

Here is a rank diserimination against those who 
do not ac£lept a religious belief as essential to good 
government and good citizenship, and the deelara
tion is one that n::> cJnstituti·Jnl.l convention nor 
any legislature ha.s a right to make, for it amounts to 
a union of churllh and state in intention. It is not 
necessary that the legislature pass la.ws for the pro
tection of the mode of worship of any denJmina
tion, for if the provisions of the CJnstitution, 
already quoted, are respected, the rights of no de· 
nomination will be infringed. As a ma.tter of fact, 
so far as the Adventists are concerned, the legisla
ture of the state has p:~ossei law3 whicb. inevitably 
interfere with the mode of worship of that sect, 
thus acting directly contrary to the edict or the 
Constitution. 

Now we come to a section of the Bill of Rights 
that is undoubtedly inhibitiv of any discrimination 
against any person on account of his laek of faith 
in the dogmas of any religion. Section 26 is as 
follows: 

"No religious test shall ever be required of any person 
as a qualification to vote or hold o:ffiae; nor shall any per· 
son be rendered incompetent to be a witness on aacount 
of his religious belief; but nothing herein shall be con
strued to dispense with oaths or affirmations." 

There is nothing in the last sentence which in· 
validates the other two, for it distinctly provides for 
affirmation for the person who objects to taking an 
oath. Then, in all the Bill of Rights there is no 
ban declared in terms agai~st the Atheist ; he is 
not to be discriminated against, while Section 26 
distinctly declares that no religious test shall be re
quireCt of him if he wishes to vote or to hold office, 
and his right to testify as a witness is fully guaran-
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teed. This being all indioputable, how does it come 
that a judge of one of the circuit courts of Arkan
sas renders a decision that the Freethinker, D. C 
Huddleston, is debarred by the laws of the state 
from acting as a juror because he is a Freethinker! 
The answer is found in Section 1, Article XIX. of 
the "Miscellaneous Provisions" of the constitu
tion: 

"No person who denies the being of a God shall hold 
any o:ffiee in the civil departments of this state, nor be 
competent to testify as a witness in any court." 

Could contradiction be more startling and com
plete T Let us arrange these diametrically oppos
ing provisions in this way : 

Section 26 of the Bill of Rights: "No RELIGIOUS 
TEST SHALL EVER BE REQUIRED OF ANY PERSON AS A 
QUALIFICATION TO VOTE OR HOLD OFFICE." 

Section 1 of Miscellaneous Provisions : "No 
person who denies the being of a God shall hold 
any office in the civil departments of this state." 

Section 26 of the Bill of Rights: "No PERSON 
SHALL BE BENDEBED INCOMPETENT TO BE A WITNESS ON 
ACCOUNT OF HIS RELIGIOUS B.ELIEF." 

Section 1 of Miscellaneous Provisions : " Nor 
[shall any one who denies the being of a God] be 
competent to testify as a witness in any court." 

How little the men who drafted the constitution 
of Arkansas knew about law, saying nothing of 
justice, is W9ll shown by Section 29 of the Bill of 
Rights: 

"This enumeration of rights shall not be construed to 
deny or disparage others retained by the people; and to 
guard against any encroachments on the rights herein 
retained, or any transgression of the higher powers here
in delegated, we deelare that everything in this article 
is excepted out of the general powers of the government, 
and Eh&ll forever remain inviolate; and that all laws con
trary thereto, or to other provisions herein contained, 
shall be void." 

But how can Section 26 remain forever inviolate 
if Section 1 of Article XIX. is enforced ~ Here is 
an absolutely impossible requirement made obliga
tory on all future legislators of the atate. If laws 
are made to harmonize with Section 26 they must 
be void tested by Section 1, and if they are made 
to harmonize with Section 1 then they will be void 
tested by Section 26~ A dilemma, truly. 

Until Section 1 is amended out of existence by a 
constitutional convention, it will depend entirely 
upon the personal feeling of the judge whether an 
~theist in Arkansas i&J permitted to sit on a jury or 
to testify in a court. But we think that the best 
lawyers will decide that the general guarantee of 
the Bill of Rights is paramount to the particular 
negation of Section 1. Iri fact, we do not see how 
a really competent; jurist can hold otherwise. As 
to the Sunday law, it can hav no standing in the 
courts, under the cpnstitution, unless the judges are 
Christian partisans first and lawyers afterward. 
Mr. H~ddleston shou~d be helped to defend him
self from robbery and oppression. Who among 
our wealthy ~reethinkers will take hold of the 
matter and car~y a case to the highest courts that 
can be reached ? 

Samuel P. Pntmim's Engagements in England. 
It will be seen by the following, taken from the 

.Freethinker of London, that Charles Watts has 
already made eleven Su~day lecture engagements 
for Mr. Putnam, and that the weekday evenings 
are likely to be filled in all right. The Secular 
Pilgrim will be sure to write for us excellent reports 
of his travels, observations, and reception, and the 
oillY, place where you will find those fascinating 
letters will be THE TBUTH SEEKER. This should be 
a sufficient hint to ail Freethinkers who are not 
now subscribers, and to all present readers who 
want their friends tohav so~ething good. 

"Mr. Charles Watts has made the fpllowing lecturing. 
engagements for Mr. S. P. Putnam: May 5, Hall of Sci
ence, London; May 12, Camberwell; May 19, Bradford; 
May 26~ Liverpool; June 2, National S~cular Society 
Conference; June 9, Glasgow; June 16, Edinburgh; June 
23, Manchester; June 30, Sheffield; July 7, South Shields· 
July 14, Bristol. Mr. Putnam will return to New York 
in August, therefore friends who hav not engaged him 
should communicate with Mr. Watts at once. Societies 
near any of the above towns requiring week-night lect
ures should arrange for Mr. Putnam to visit them when 
he is in their district on the Sunday. Arrangements are 
making for him to speak in Derby and Stockton-on-Tees 
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during the weeks following his being at· Manchester and 
South Shields. Dundee should be visited when he lect
ures in Glasgow and Edinburgh." 

A Little .More Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us thtLt 

in their opin ·on the work, " SELF CoNTRADICT! JNS 

oF THE BIBLE," should go along with Paine's "Age 

of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus: "As a missionary document 

the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 

with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get

ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 

process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces

sary to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 

sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 

implemoonts for this sort of agricultural operations, 

we are willing to do our part and will send the 

"Self Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 

will distribute it among their Christian friend~c~ 
' FOU A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. Or we will send 

twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 

circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 

of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 

and watch the result. Flood the country with 

them, and let the Christians know what their holy 

paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth

less as a guide to anything good. 

''An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand of our friends who hav 

allowed their subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEKER 

to expire without renewing. This is a considerably 

larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 

upon the more or less prompt payme.o.t of subscrip

tions for the wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 

we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any

thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 

to our friends' good nature and generous feelings 

to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 

of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 

creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 

the compositor, and the mailer, and the post·office 

collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 

insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 

always with us, not to mention the rest, and they 

all want money and want it bad, and want it when 

it is due. And when we havn't got it for them life 

is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 

So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 

over this country-thousands of them-to send the 

amount of their arrearages and as much in advanca 

as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 

and turn about in fair play, as it were. A year's 

subscription from each one whose time has expired 

will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 

that then let us hav what you can spare, and we will 

"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 

amounts are small individually and easily raised, 

but to us they collectivly mean a good deal-just 

the difference between being even with the world 
and being unpleasantly behind. 

The disciple!'! of a certain philosopher, one day 

missing their teacher from his accustomed place in 
the midst of them, sought him at his unpretentious 

lodgings, where they discovered that he was suffer

ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course 

they hastened to provide him with all that the inner 

sinner could desire, but he nevertheless took occa

sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. 

"Know, then" (said he), "that in order that you 

may permanently enjoy the light of a lamp, it is 

necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." 

Delinquents who renew at once will be spared the 

moral which their remissness might tempt us to draw. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

I o any sttbscriber note on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toitl send j'ree a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's ProTORU.L TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (p?"ice TWO DOLLARS) 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send 1~s th1·ee dollars jor 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FR:I<:ETBINKER. s ProTOEIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made anc'J the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Cbur<h's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citatwns of .B'acts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The l esigns are by WATSON HEsTON 
and include a portrait of the design··r. The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; 'fhanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ~ The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, tO; Christians
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instrumtcnts, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2;. 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some· 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:ller cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a. 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are n'Jt now a subscriber, send us three· 
dollars and get both paper and boolc-FrvE DOL
LABs' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make w. 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a. 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and. 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but. 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in. 
this country, and it 1s very doubtful if another one hke it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the· 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heaton as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers'' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought,. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethiukers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 
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Lulie Monroe Power. 
On a black-bordered note-sbeet now lying before 

us there is only this, but it tells the story of the 
closing of the volume of a life : 

"In the brief Daytime of Life, Love; 
In the long Night of Death, Oblivion." 

"Returned to Mother Naturfl, 11:24 A. M, April 
21, 1895, Lulie Monroe Power, aged 45. Farewell 
at residence, 50 Fayette street, Thursday at 2 
o'clock P.M., April 25th." 

For several years Mrs. Power has been the editor 
of the Ironclad Age of Indianapolis. A recent 
number of the Sentinel of that city givs a portrait 
and short sketch of the Infidel editor. From the 
latter is gleaned the information that as a girl Mrs. 
Power set type in the office of the Seymour Times 
and there absorbed the belief of its AtheiRt editor. 
All the family were of the same opinion, and in the 
atmosphere thus generated she developed the abil
ity and the desire to do the work she has since per
formed. Scorning the idea of God, she had no fear 
of post-earthly punishments, and nt>ither had the or
thodox heaven any attraction for her. 

Mrs. Power is described as a woman of energy, 
courage, and impressivness, having a square chin, 
prominent forehead, and keen eyes. Acknowledging 
that she felt the influence of the proscription that 
her activ heterodoxy naturally engenderPd, she said 
that the proscription for opinion's sake was unmanly 
and mean, especially when it was remembered· that 
"one man knows as much as another about an al
leged future state." 

She had been gradually failing in health for more 
than two years. The illness at first took the form 
of diabetes and she was not wholly free from it sub
sequently, but tubercle in t.he chest was the imme
diate cause of her death. From the time of the 
death of her only son, Erie :Power, she has never 
been well. Her hu,band and her daughter Pearl 
survive her. 

Samuel P. Putnam is off for England. He sailed 
on the City of Berlin on April 24. He carries with 
him the good wishes and warm friendship of thou
sands of American Freethinkers. The longer we 
know him the better we like him, and we are sure 
that he will most creditably represent ns in the 
mother country. Good voyage and safe return! 

The following sums hav hem received since last 
acknowledgment to be applied in the Minnesota 
school case. Mr. A. Fleckten, of Kandayohi, in that 
state, withdrew his children from the public school 
of his district on account of the obnoxious religious 
exercises in which their attendance compelled them 
to participate. It is proposed to appeal the case 
from the school board to the courts in order to de
termin if such exercises may not be prohibited, the 
11chool reclaimed fur secular education, and Mr. 
Fleckten's children reinstated. Flora A. Burtis 
·contributes $1; A. W. Tucker, 50 cents; Geo. Geer, 
;$2 50; John McArdle, 50 cents; Peter Seide, Sr., 
;$1; Caroline L. Rich, $1; Ezra Gladding, $1. 

The county court of Rhea county, Tennessee, re
f .1sed by a vote of 12 to 12 to release the imprisoned 
Adventists. It was argued by the Sabbatariflns 
that the prisoners would violate the Sunday law 
again as soon as they were liberated. A few days 
later Governor Turney pardoned all whose terms 
had not already expired--five, we believe. The 
Adventists are making a hard fight against the Sun
day statutes, and their political organ, the American 
Sentinel, is being sent out by the hundred thousand. 
The Colorado Tract Society sent for 10,000 in one 
:order. The Tennessee struggle is attracting the 
.attention of the entire country, and many newspa
pers are speaking out with more or less decision and 
·clearness. The battle is on, now. 

The Ch?"istian Statesman rejoices over the forma
tion of the "Junior Republic" in Chicago, the or
ganization of which Mr. Putnam wrote in warning 
some weeks since. It is a society for training the 
young in the principle.s and practice of government. 
Says the paper above named : 
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been added: ' That the God of the Bible be recognized 
as authority.' The National Rqform Association bas not 
been doing its work in vain. This is but a shadowing 
forth aTJd anticipation of the Christian amendment of the 
real Constitution of the United States." 

The theocratic organ is right ; the reactionary or
ganizat.ion for which it speaks is making its influence 
felt, anq if the friends of equal liberty do not 
arouse themselvs as they hav not hitherto done the 
mimic Christian government in Chicago is indeed 
but the forerunner of the national Christian gov
ernment at Washington for which the Reform As
sociation is striving. 

---------4----------
0n April 3d, in San Francisco, in the c1se of 

Mrs. Hynes against the Hibernia National Bank, 
Rev. Father McKenna was a witness. When called 
to the stand, Mrs. Hynes's attorney asked that he be 
excused from taking an oath, and the request was 
granted. This is something of a curiosity in its 
way, and raises several questions in the mind of the 
thoughtful reader. We believe that the oath or 
affirmation is obligatory upon all witnesses, and we 
can think of no good reason why the priest should 
hav been excused. Of course, if he had con· 
scientious scruples against taking the oath he 
should hav been permitted to make affirmation, but 
such does not appear to hav been the case. Con
sidering the fact that, as a priest, he believed t.hat 
false swearing would be followed by eternal conse
quences of evil which would not attend false testi
mony not given under oath, the suspicion is inevitable 
that there was evidence wanted by the lawyer from 
the priest which would not hav been forthcoming 
had he been required to take the oath. 

Some months ago the board of education of An
sonia, Conn., struck a streak of secular sense, and 
abolished religious exercises from the schools of 
the town. 'rhis made the Christians angry, as their 
interest in common schools would end if religion 
were taken out of them, and, figurativly speaking, 
they jumped on the board until its members called 
the local clergy together and asked them to unite 
upon some form of prayer which should be accept
able to all. The minister.> selected the "L:>rd's 
prayer''! This selection seems to be highly ap· 
proved by the religious press, and the Christian 
Advocate (Methodist) says: 

" Tnere is nothing in the [Lord's prayer] to prevent a 
conscientious Jew from uniting in it, or any other per
son, except a conscientious Atheist, the number of whom 
is probably not large enough to become a factor in any 
American community." 

The devil there isn't ! 
But if there were only one Atheist in tlie whole 

country he would hav the same rights and just as 
many of them as all the other fellows, singly and 
severally, and the laws and government should be 
so framed as to protect them. As the attorney for 
Ray Fram in the Kansas school case said : " One 
with the Constitution is a majority." 

,·,The Oonstitution of .t.he United States is of course 
~ake~ aM .the .basis of th.e o;rs-anization, but l)Jis plause has 
; ~ :. ~ : . : . ..: . - _. .:~ 

A police magist.rate in Rockford, Ill., suspended 
the sentences of two prisoners so long as they 
should attend church regularly! Is it to be under
stood that the jadge looked upon the church as a 
state institution of correction and punishment, es
tablished to accommodate the overflow from the 
jail1 Or did he regard it as a moral influence be
cause it threw the culprits among presumably re
spectable associates, or because religion was taught 
there T In the latter contingency it is pertinent to 
inquire where he got his authority for compelling 
even persons under jail sentences to attend relig· 
ious services. Another question arises : Inasmuch 
as the sentences are suspended for so long as the 
men attend church regularly, what are they but life 
sentences to participate in religious exercises ? We 
will suppose that the offenses of these men merited 
and received a sentence of thirty days each. Well 
and good, but no matter how exemplary their lives 
in future may be they are, under the terms ot the 
magistrate's order, liable to be dragged away to jail 
to serve out the original sentences whenever they 
quit going to church on Sunday. That is, instead 
of their having alienated their liberty for thirty days 
by their own unsocial acts, the magistrate has possi
bly alienated it for thirty years, one day in every 
s~yen1 unde~ the delullion th~t he ~as a right to ojft-
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cially recognize the alleged moral or the religious 
influence of a church. 

The funeral expenses of Sir John Thompson were 
defrayed by the Canadian government. One item 
in the bill was $1,000 for masses for the repose of 
the soul of the dead man. Referring to this, the 
Christian Statesman pertinently but inconsistently 
remarks: 

"Thus the taxes of Protestants and non-believers are 
used by Rnman Catholic priests to pray a Roman Catho
lic soul out of a Roman Catholic purgatory. This is a 
part of what the pope means when he writes to the Ameri
can people and asks for 'the favor of the laws and the 
patronage of public authority.'" 

Exactly, but it does not lie in the mouth of Dr. 
McAlli~>t.er to rebuke either the pope or his priests. 
When the Covenanter insists that the Protestant 
Bible shall remain in the public schools he, in effect, 
says that the taxes of Catholics and non-believers 
shall be taken for the propagation of Protestant 
dogmas. When he defends ·the employment and 
payment of chaplains by the federal and state gov
ernments he is defending the use of the Freethink
er's and Hebrew's money by the Catholic and the 
Prot<>stant priests. When the G:>d-in-the Consti
tution party demands that none but Christians hold 
office, aud that one-seventh of the time of all the 
citizens be given to the church, what is it asking if 
not that it receive "the favor of the laws and the 
patronage of public authority "T The American 
people must not forget that the Catholic asks for 
nothing that the Protestants hav not demanded 
and, in many C<Lses, obtained. The opposition of 
the Christian Statesman and its party to the Catho
lics is based on nothing more reputable than secta
rian hat.red and jealousy. Both factions want to 
control the ste.te and use its machinery to force their 
creeds down the throats of everybody else. This 
is what "Christian citizenship" means. 

The liberty to think and to teach is the core of 
Freethought. The word itself says that. He who 
would deny the right to express one's thought and 
teach it to one's children does not understand the 
genesis nor the genius of Freethought, even though 
he may call himself by the name of Freethinker. 
That Christians should clamor for the legal sup
pression of parochial schools is not a matter of sur
prise, for Christianity, of whatever denominational 
label, depends for its perpetuity upon force as a last 
resort. But the Freethinker would never dream of 
suppressing ''by the strong arm of the law" the 
propagation of his opponent's beliefs. So long as 
parochial schools are supported by the voluntary 
contributions of Catholics or Lutherans, they hav 
precisely the same rights under the law as it is, and 
under any just law, that Protestant schools of other 
kinds or secular schools hav and would hav. They 
hav identically the same rights that Protestant Sun
day-schools poss<'~SS. This talk about suppressing 
them by law is from the lips of men who know no 
more about the spirit of our institutions and the 
demands of equal freedom than do Pope Leo 
XIII. and the College of Cardinals at Rome. What 
Protestant who favors such a Clrime could hav the 
face to accuse any other sectarist of intolerance? 
And where does the logic of this demand lead the 
Protestant T If it is right to suppress the parochia 
schools of the Catholic church, why would it not 
be right to suppress the services in the Catholic 
churches? The alleged reasons given for the sup
pression of the former would be just as valid if 
advanced in support of a proposition to suppress 
the latter. And if either was thus suppressed, or if 
the suppression was attempted, wherein would the 
Protestants guilty of the insane wrong be superior 
to the Catholics who committed similar crimes when 
they had the power! What a spectacle for the na
tions that would be--" free America" sending m!)n 
to prison for teaching their beliefs to their children! 
Why! the very excuses offered by the men who ad
vocate this oppression are mere duplicates of thos!) 
offered by the Cll.tholic church for the wrongs which 
lie at its dear. It is so easy to mask sectarian ani
mosity behind charges of" treason," "immorality,'' 
and fhe like. And bigotry always needs su~h 
masks, let it be eaid to th~ oredi~ of b~man ~ature. 
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HAWAII'S HADES. 

The Truth About the" Missionary Gov
ernment" of the Islands. 

The daily papers hav been devoting much space 
to the late uprising in Hawaii, with details of the 
s~if~ and summary punishment of offenders by the 
missiOnary rulers, and probably nine-tenths of the 
readers hav felt a r,low of patriotic satisfaction that 
the "republican government" of the Islands has, 
"by the grace of God," thus nipped in the bud an 
incipient revolution and punished the rebels as they 
richly deserved. 

To those who know what the situation in Hawaii 
really is, it would be amusing, if it were not revolt
ing, to see this "mushroom government," as the 
London Chronicle rightly calls it, that exists only 
thro.ugh the apathy of the peace-loving nativs and 
the Ignorance of the great majority of justice-loving 
Americans, thu~ gravely condemning people to 
death and e:ractmg $10,000 fines as if it had a right 
to do anythmg of the sort. It reminds one of the 
decrees of Brudder Gardner in the Limekiln Club, 
where a member was fined $1,500 for throwing 
peanut shells on the floor and $1 000 for bringing 
in mud on his feet. Only Brudde~ Gardner's fines 
were in fun, while these missionary leeches are in 
earnest. Like. all of the black-coated gentry, far 
and near, anment and modern, these people are 
after the dacats. 

More recent dispatches state that there will prob
ably be no executwn~, t~e de~th sentences having 
been commuted to hfe Imprisonment or exile, on 
pa.ym~nt. of heavy fines. If everything goes well, 
the misswnary usurpers will come out of this little 
disturbance with more cash in their pockets than 
they could hav squeezed, out of their "subjects" in 
years of their accustomed injustice and extortion. 

There are two sides to the beautiful picture which 
th.e m!ssionary government has held up for the ad
miratiOn of the world, and it is about time that the 
reverse side was turned for public inspection. The 
daily p~ess o.f. the United States is too deeply in
volved m politiCs, or too much afraid of the "relig
ious element," to tell the facts and it remains for . ' the mdependent TBUTH SEEKEB to throw the light 
of truth on the nature of the hypocritical and cruel 
gang who, under the mask of a so called republican 
form of government, ha.v established a worse than 
Russian despotism~ and are choking life and liberty. 
out of the easy-gomg, peacefully inclined Hawaii
ans, for the sole benefit of their own pockets. 

P_eople who liv in Honolulu, and many on the 
Pacific coast, know that the Hawaiian queen is an 
e~ucated woman of ~uch refinement and great 
kmdness of heart. It IS a matter of recent history 
that she was governing her people in a manner 
perfectly acceptable to them and to the world at 
large when her throne was wresf;ed from her by a 
body of usurpers, assisted, it is shameful to say by 
armed forces of the United States. Whether 'the 
leaders who granted that assistance were influenced 
by promises of a share of the spoils, or by igno
rance of the real state of things, will perhaps never 
be revealed, now that ex-Minister Stevens is dead. 
but it is possible that, if the truth were known' 
President Cleveland's attempt to uphold the quee~ 
would be found to be one of the most creditable 
features of his administration. 

The statements presented herewith are based on 
~arious letters from persons of veracity now living 
m Ho_nolulu, and on info;mation from a gentleman 
who hved there a long time but who is now a resi
dent of the United States, his love of justice and 
ha:tr~d of hypocrisy making existence under the 
missionary rule unbearable. For however much a 
resident of Hawaii might deplore the tyrannical 
treatment constantly inflicted upon the nativs by 
th~ir grasping, ~elf-righteous rulers, no one dared 
voice such sentiments aloud, for the reason that 
the government is exceedingly watchful, with spies 
everywhere, and prompt in making it unpleasant for 
anybody bold enough to criticise its methods. It 
seems strange, to those acquainted with the facts 
that a spot so small as Hawaii, for years the target 
of so many curious eye~, has been able, through 
the wonde~ful nerve of Its present rulers, to look 
the world m the face and even to pose in self-glori
fication a~ "the birthplac~, of .those patriots [!], 
Dole, Smith, and Hatch, while underneath its 
smiling tropical sky its nativ children hav been 
frigh~ened into a sta~e of slavish inactivity during 
a penod _of treason, dishonesty, bribery, and bigotry 
seldo~, If ever, equaled. All mankind can behold 
an obJect-lesson (and a warning) in the popular 
form of .~overnment as adapted by Dole & Co. to 
fit Hawan. 

. The greatest ~urse that ~ver fell upon the Sand
wiCh Islands, aside from mmor evils, most of which 
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followed in his wake (such as rum, leprosy, Asiatic 
immigration, etc.), was the ever benevolent and im
macu.l~t~ missionary. Since the days of the Spani~h 
Inqms1t10n never hav there existed so cold blooded, 
so grasping, so Puritanical, so selfish, so bigoted a 
lot of "divines" as the first missionaries sent to 
Hawaii Nei. Through the help of the churches and 
Sunday· schools they were set down empty-handed 
in the Eden of the Pacific, and, following the ex
ample of their progenitor, Adam, they sinned. i'he 
nativs of Hawaii, not being so wise as Yahweh 
failed to eject them, and as a result they hav turned 
the sun-kissEd little islands into a climatically supe-
rior hell. · 

Dole, Judd, and others high in authority are the 
offspring of those earlier toilers who sowed the 
seed which they are now harvesting. There is little 
doubt that the august president of all Hawaii could 
recall, if his memory were jogged a little, the days 
of the old whalers and the wicky-wicky car. 

It was the early missionary who, by levying on 
each nativ a tax of many pounds of sandalwood or 
by giving in exchange for it an equal amount of 
rough pine lumber, entirely denuded the islands of 
that valuable wood. 

It wa~ the early missionary who, having taught 
the nativ to wear clothes as a good Christian 
should, sold him those same clothes for land worth 
a thousand times their value, or for the products 
the~eof in like proportion-clothes given as a do
natwn by benevolent people for sweet charity's sake. 

It was such stock as produced Dole, Judd and 
Hatch that introduced the famous wicky-wick; car, 
a sort of sedan-chair arrangement, to which were 
harnessed nativs, who drew tha missionary about 
the island on holy duties bent, urged to increased 
activity by punches from a pointed stick and the 
ejaculation, "Wicky, wicky !" (faster, faster) from 
which the car took its name. 

The early missionary is dead, but the evil he did 
was not interred with his bones. It livs after him 
in many_ forms. For if he "saved" a few souls by 
persuadmg them to replace their superstitions with 
his own, t.h~ir bodies and possessions paid dearly 
~or the spmtual benefi.ts. He left the nativs sitting 
m the shadows of their former homes, dressed in 
Christian cfotbing and possessing a vague idea of 
the vicarious atonement, but a very clear one of 
~hose highly interesting and novel vices, gambling, 
mtemperance, and the use of tobacco He left 
them entering a new existence which must end in 
the extermination of the race. He found them the 
most honest, simple, trustful, cleanly, and interest
i.ng aborigines on the whole round eal'th, and he 
left them cursrd and dying under the touch of civ
ilization's wilhtring fingers. And in Dole & Co. he 
left worthy su('cessors to carry on the work he had 
begun. The characteristics of the missionary gov
ernment of the Sandwich Islands are such as might 
be predicted in the descendants of such men. 

Yet tliese people hav the phenomenal assurance 
to torture American citizens in order to extort evi
dence against the so-called conspirators. Listen to 
the testimony of eye-witnesses as given in private 
letters published in that most conservativ of San 
Francisco papers, the Gall: 

_Men arrested on suspicion only were confined almost 
~nhou.t !ood for _twenty-four hours, and others were kept 
1n ~he J~ila, tw9 m a cell, for thirty-six days, no chance 
bemg given them to provide for their families look after 
their businea~ affairs, or even consult with their friends 
on thes_e subJects. Every known method of extorting 
co~feaawns ~as used to force them to giv incriminating 
evidence agamat themaelva so as to giv the military tri
bunal grounds for charging them with treason. 

A re?ned and accomplished young American girl felt 
th_e weight of the marshal's displeasure. While talking 
with a nm;nber of ladies she expressed sympathy with the 
~x queen m her unfortunate plight, and the matter com
mg to the ~ara of the authorities, she was dragged, in 
company with her mother, to the common prison and 
roughly questioned by the marshal. He lectured her so 
coarsely and frightened her so mu~h in ·warning her that 
she must never express her sentiments again, that she 
was taken _down wtth nervous prostration and goes to 
San FranmEco to recuperate. 

The "mil.ita~y court," whi~h is hired for monthly 
wages to sit m court-martial and deal out death 
sentences, contains a lot of queer characters. It 
comprises a Portuguese immigrant whose passage 
was paid by the government, a discharged telephone 
operator, a Dutch employee of a carriage repair shop, 
a clerk, a boy baseball player, a man whose wife 
got a divorce from him on the ground of extreme 
cruelty and brutality, fugitivs from San Francisco 
justice, and "gold cure" graduates-a fine set of 
men to sit in judgment on the lives of others who 
are a hundred times their superiors. 

Here is an extract from a private letter from 
Honolulu which confirms some portions of what I 
hav written above: 

It has been 4iacovered that the authorities are buying 
up all the· copies of the local papers containing the ex
quean's statement before the military court that they can 

find. The court did not intend to let the statement get 
abroad, and Pa~l N_euman is accused of giving it out. 
It made a aenan.twn m Honolulu nnd the authorHiea are 
fearful of the sympathy it will create both here and in 
the world at large. 

It was courageous and straightforward and shows her 
to be a good and great womau with the interests of her 
unfortunate people at heart. 

The former resident of Honolulu, previously l'e
ferred t7, ~n c?nversation with myself relates many 
acts of InJustiCe and cruelty to nativs perpetrated 
by Dole and others of the missionary government 
which it would take too much space to record here~ 
But it seems quite plain, from the evidence that is 
coming to the surface, that the people of the United 
~tates will do well to invastigate a little before they 
I~dorse all the acts of that upstart oligarchy of 
pw~s ~rauds, even though it conjures with the words 
~· misswnary," "rep?blica.n," and "patriotism." And 
If all the well-~eamng but misguided people who 
bav been wastmg and worse than wasting their 
money on foreign missions would use it to alleviate 
the distress or ignorance of their own fellow-citizens 
here at home the investment would show better re-
turns. J. K. R. 

San .Diego, Gal. 
-----------------

Errors of the Bible. 
It is astonishing how people can be led to believe 

th~t the Bible ~as written by the inspiration of a 
bemg supreme m knowledge, wisdom, justice, love, 
and mercy, when it contains scores, if not hundreds 
of self-evident falsehoods, self-evident, at least, t~ 
any reade~ who has ~earned to think. The story of 
the flood IS a self. evident falsehood. Admitting the 
world had been flat instead or round, as it was 
once thought to be, there never was water enough 
to cover the earth to the tops of the mountains. 
and Noah's ar~ wo~ld. hav been dashed in pieces 
on the mountams Withm twenty-four hours after it 
was launched. 

The s~ory ab?ut the whale swallowing Jonah is 
a self-eVIdent he. If Jonah had got into the belly 
of the whale he could not hav lived there an hour. 
The whangdoodle Talmage used to preach about the 
whale swallowing Jonah, until he lt arned that the 
whale had not a throat large enough to swallow one 
of Jonah's feet, then he changed his tune and said 
that Jonah got a seat in the whale's mouth and if 
I mistake not, he said the whale's mouth wa~ tweive 
feet wide and twelve feet deep, but that story will 
not do, for every little while the whale draws in his 
b!g mouth full of water, spirts it up through the 
top of his head and swallows the small fish he 
strains out of it-that is his food and he can swal
low nothing larger, and Jonah, if seated in the 
whale's mouth, would hav been drowned at the first 
mouthful of water. But enough of one Bible lie 
sufficiently incredible to kill the inspiration of the 
whole book, if people hav not been crazed by it. 

Vineland, N. J. J. HAOKEB. 

The Bimetallic Problem. 
Twenty-two years ago silver was demonetized by 

act of Congress. Senator John Sherman moved it 
and very few members knew what they were voting 
for. It is alleged that the repeal of the old free 
silver coinage law was brought about by £100 000 
of British gold. The effect of that repeal has been 
not to reduce the actual value of silver, but to en
bane~ the val~e of gold, which was thereby made 
the smglt) basis. An ounce of silver will purchase 
as much &"oods now as it did in 1873, but an ounce 
of g_old wlll purchase about fifty per cent more. 

Smce the repeal of the free silver coinage law the 
debtor has been paying two per cent more per an
num than the legal or stipulated rate, because the 
value of the dollar, on the single gold basis has 
been enhancing at that rate for twenty-two ~ears 
past. Advocates of the single gold standard for
bode disaster if we return to the double standard. 
Hav we not had the disaster already by the demon
etization of silver! 

The bimetal.lic basis can be restored by an act of 
Congress ma~mg. all debts payable one-half in gold 
and one-half m sliver unless otherwise stipulated. 

W. H. Bunn. 

~h.e New York Independent, commenting on the 
dems10n of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin (cited 
by THE TBUTH SEEKER recently in "Educators and 
Editors on the Bible"), says: 

"How any ~ther conclusion could hav been drawn 
from the premises, we are not· able to see. · · · We 
see _no escape fr«;~m _the conclusion reached. and hav no 
desire to escape It, amce we thoroughly believe in ita cor
rec_tn_eaa e_verywh~re. · · · It remits the question of 
rehgwua. I~atr~ctwn, as to what it shall be, as to the 
ag~ncy giVm~ It,_ a_nd as to the coat thereof, to voluntary 
pnvate and mdividual effort, and devotes the public 
school, created ~nd regulated by law, and supported by 
a gene!al taxatwn of the people, exclusivly to secular 
educatwn." · 
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BIBLE READING NOT COMPULSORY 

So the Court Decides in a Barber Co., 
Kansas, School Contest. 

THE BDY WERT BA(K A FREE AMEBI(II. 
Ray F1·am, of Kiowa, Kan., Expelled from the 

Public School for Refusing to Take Part 
in Devotional Exercises,. Appeals to the Law 
and is Reinstated by a Just Judge-Able 
Legal Argument by the Re'ator's Counsel. 

Mr. R. Fram and his son Ray, of. School District 
No. 5, Bl.rber county, Kansas, hav rendered a good 
service to the cause of the secular state. ·Writing 
to his friend Gleason, Mr. Fram tells the story as 
condensed below: 

The school board of District No. 5 is composed 
of Oliver Ewell, Abner Wilson, and R. McAllister. 
The board adopted a rule that the pupils must lay 
aside their books while the teacher read the Bible, 
prayed, and conducted singing. Ray Fram de· 
clined to do so,. and quietly pursued his studies 
while the teacher engaged in religious worship. 
After some days the teacher told R'l.y that he must 
obey the rule. He replied that he did not come to 
school for the purpose of worship ; that the public 
school was not the place for religious services; that 
there were three churches in town for that purpose. 
The teacher answered that the Bible was such a 
beautiful history that every one ought to listen to 
it, and that Ingersoll and Paine taught no morals. 
This. brought out the response from the Ray of 
light that they taught better morals than were incul
ca.ted by the Bible, and he offered to bring some se
lections from her "beautiful history " that she 
would be ashamed to read to the school. _ She 
promptly picked up the gauntlet, saying that there 
was nothing in the Bible too bad to read before 
the pupils. He then asked her if. she would read 
some passages he would BE>lech for her, to which she 
replied th&t anything that he would bring would be 
read to the school. The next morning she was still 
ready for the ordeal, but when she saw the two pas
sages he had for her she declined to read them. 
Ray informed her that he could keep her reading 
for half a day on excerpts of that nature, and he 
added that if mm of to-day should do the deeds 
charged against Solomon and David and Lot by the 
Bible th!'ly would ba lynched before night. Upon 
this the teacher said she would leave the mat
ter to the board for its decision. The next 
morning the board was present and tried in a 
private conversation with young Fram to induce 
him to obey their rule. As he persisted iri. his 
refusal to hke part in the religious exercises 
by laying aside his books, the board made a 
talk to the school, saying that when people left 
the Bible they went back to cannibalism, and that 
the rules of the school must be obeyed. If they 
did not obey they would be expelled. The succeed
ing morning, when Ray kept to his studies as usual, 
he was promptly expelled. Mr. Fram went to one 
'Of the board and asked him why his son had been 
turned out of the school. Of course the answer 
wag because he had declined to suspend his work 
while the devotional nercises were in progress; the 
rules must be obeyed. "But," said the Freethinker, 
"that is an unjust rule; you hav no right to make 
such rules." "We hav the law for making such 
regulations," was the reply of the Christian direc
tor ; "and they shall be obeyed. Any one who will 
throw the Bible aside is lower than a beast." Mr. 
Fcam kept his temper in control and tried to argue 
the subject, but the director would not reason, sim
ply insisting that Mr. Fram's boy could not be per
mitted "to run the school," while, of course, he had 
merely protested against a rule that the board had 
no authority for making. After this an attempt was 
made to discredit the cause of Mr. Fram by mis
representing the conduct of his boy, but this was 
aborhiv, for even the teacher heartily commended 
Ray, aside from this one act. 

Mr. Fram called upon the county superintendent 
and that offiCJial communicated with the state super
intendent, but as they were both Christians_ of the 
narrow type they sustained the board. Then the 
-outraged father applied for a writ of m!\ndamus to 
compel the board to reinstate R'l.y. The case was 
argued before Judge McKay of the ~4th Judicial 
District. Attorney A. L. Herr, assisted by At· 
torn.ey Jesse J. Dunn, conducted the case for Mr. 
Fl'lf,tpJ ,Q.IJ.d ,the board was represented by no leas 
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than four lawyers: Judge McK<1y decided the case 
in the Freethinker's favor in a very few minutes 
after the conclusion of the arguments of counsel, 
affirming the boy's right to devote all his school 
time to his studies, and holding that the Bible 
could not be used in the pub1ic institutions of learn
ing. We much regret that we hav not the text of 
the decision. It does not need Mr. Fram's assur
ance to apprise us of the fact that the orthodox 
people of the neighborhood feel very bitter toward 
him. But he is happy, for, as he says, "Ray went 
back to school a free American." All honor to the 
father and to the son l Pledge them deeply, com
rades! It is to such as these that we must look to 
stay the advance of the enemies of the civil repub
lic. To the hosts of Theocracy they say-" Stop! 
you hav come near enough." 

In opening the argument in the district court, 
Attorney A.. L Herr, of Kiowa, said: 

The· question raised by the demurrer is one of 
great importance, not only to us as attorneys in the 
case, but to this great commonwealth, the state of 
K'tnsas. It is a question of personal rights and 
liberties ; a question of religious freedom. I can
not help but see the danger that must necessarily 
follow by allowing the church to become connected 
and intermingled with our public schools. There 
can be no doubt that the rule adopted by the 
school board, opening the schools of Kiowa by 
reading passages from the Bible, and prayer, and 
compelling participation therein, is open violation 
of our constitutiort. But we are told by the pulpit 
and doubtless in your honor's hearing that such a 
statement as this is not founded upon reason. But 
I take it that your honor will tell these reverend 
learned gentlemen, "Sirs: You may be well versed 
in theology; but when it comes to deciding upon 
a constitutional question you step outside of the 
work for which you receive inspiration. from your 
God and are not competent to judge." The nu
merous churches in our land to-day afford ample 
opportunity that all may become familiar with the 
needs of the soul. The danger of sectal'ian instruc
tion in our public schools has been wisely guarded 
against by inserting in our con,titution the follow
ing clause: "No religious sect or sects shall ever 
control any part of the common school or univers
ity fund of this state," and further anticipating the 
danger of using public money for private use the 
Constitution provides that "no tax shall be levied 
except in pursuance of law which shall distinctly 
state the object of the same, to which object only 
such a tax shall be applied." We claim that the 
rule of the school board is repugnant to the sec
tions of the constitution quoted. 

Following is the brief and argument, in part, of 
counsel for Ray Fram : 

In order that a thorough understanding of the 
question may be had and that no hasty action may 
be taken in the matter we believe that it might not 
be unprofitable to inspect the provisions of our law 
under which the public school system is maintained 
and supported, and invite the attention of the court 
to Article 6 of our constitution, being the constitu
tion of the state of Kansas, which article is entitled 
"Education;'' under this title we find that provi
sion is made for our entire public school system, 
and upon which the legislature afterward based the 
laws which now govern it. 

A further inspection of Articltl 6 shows paragraph 
184, which provides that 

No religious sect or sects shall ever control any part of 
the common school or university funds of the state. 

In accordance with these provisions we find that 
the legislature has established a system of schools 
throughout the state and has provided for all of 
the offiCJers necessary theret_o. Paragraph 5755 
provides that 

Public schools in incorporated cities which hav not less 
than two hundred and fifty and not over two thousand 
inhabitants, if not otherwise provided for bv law, shall be 
governed by the provisions of this act which apply to the 
organization and maintenance of district schools or of 
union or graded schools. 

Kiowa is a city of the third class and its schools, 
in accordance with this paragraph, are conducted as 
the district or graded schools. We will now direct 
the attention of the court to paragraph 5576, by 
which we find that 

Every school district shall be deemed duly organized 
when the officers constituting the district board shall hav 
been elected and qualified, and shall bav signified their 
acceptance to the county superintendent in writing which 
the superintendent shall file in his offioe. 

A perusal of this article shows to us that the en
tire supervision of the district schools lies in the 
school board, composed of director, clerk, and 
treasurer, and among other powers set out in this 
article is that found in paragraph 5619, which Bll.YB: 

The district board may suspend or authorize the direc" 
tor to suspend from the privileges of a school any pupil 
guilty of immorality or persistent violation of the regu
lations of the Echool, which suspension shall not e:J~:tend 
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beyond the onrrent quarter of the schools. Provided · 
that the pupil expelled shall hav the right to appeal from 
the decision of the said board of directors to the county 
superintendent, who shall, upon a full investigation of 
the charges preferred against said pupil, determin as to 
his guilt or innocence of the offense charged, whose de
cision shall be final. 

It was under this section that Ray Fram was ex
pelled. The section provides that he shall hSJ,v the 
" right of appeal to the county superintendent," 
but does not restrict him to this as his sole remedy, 
and believing that his interests would be better 
protected he comes to this court. The section 
provides that "the district ·board may suspend or 
authorize the director to suspend any pupil guilty 
of immorality or persistent violation of the regula
tions of the school." This defines the ground upon 
which a pupil may be suspended or expellt>d, and 
in order that it may be lawful it must come under 
one the two reasons assigned above. If Ray Fram 
had not been guilty of the first of these, and it is 
conceded that he had not, it must be under the 
second of these reasons that the board found 
grounds to suspend or expel him. In other words, 
Ray must hav been guilty of "persistent violation 
of the regulations of the school." If he was not 
guilty of thia, or if the regulations demanded by 
the board were not in accordance with law, and 
hence void and of no force, then he was wrongfully 
suspended or expelled and, in accordance with our 
prayer, should be reinstated. This phase of the 
question we will treat of further along. 

Article 5 of the chapter relating to schools per
tains to the regulation of district schools, such as 
the one in question in accordance with paragraph 
5755, relating to cities of the third class, and para
graph 5634 of the same provides for the branCJhes 
to be taught in the said schools, and reads as fol
lows: 

That in each and every school district shall be taught 
orthography, reading, writing, Eaglish grammar, geog
raphy, and arithmetic, and such other branches as may 
be determined by the district board, provided that the 
instruction given in the several branches to be taught 
shall be in the English language. 

Bible reading or prayer is not a branch of study; 
both are forms of religious exercise and worship, 
and we say without fear of contradiction that it was 
never the intention of the legislature to pass a law 
to encourage sectarian or religious instruction in 
the public schools; and no rule made by the dis
trict board and tending to that end can receive the 
sanction of a court for a moment. If a child must 
stifle his conscientious convictions in order that he 
be permitted to attend the public schools, how far 
will we hav to travel that road until the Inqubi
tion shall once more hav full sway T And if a man 
must pay tribute to support a form of worship that 
is opposed to his ideas of right and justice, let us 
by one voice strike from our state constitution that 
part where it says that "No religious sect or sects 
shall.ever control any part of the common school 
funds of the state." While we might be unjust, we 
would at least be absolved to this extent of liability 
of being called hypocrite. If no religious sect or 
sects can control the funds of the common school 
directly, neither can they do it indirectly by forcing 
the doctrine into the schools via the praying and 
Bible-reading mentioned and complained of. As to 
whether this is sectarian instruction or control we 
refer the court to Weiss et al, vs. the District 
Board of Edgerton, found in the 44th Northwestern 
Reporter, wherein it is held that 

The sectarian instructiOn prohibited in the common 
schools by the constitution of Wisconsin, Article 10, Sec
tion 3, is instruction in tb.e doctrine held by one or the 
other of the religions sect&, and not by the rest; and 
hence the reading of the Bible in such schools comes 
within this prohibiLion, sinca each sect, with few excep
tionR, bases its peculiar doctrine upon some portion of 
the Bible, th~ reading of which tends to inculcate these 
doctrine. 

We do not apprehend that this court, nor any 
other court, would hold or maintain that Bible 
reading and praying was not worship or religious 
instruction. It is a matter of common knowledge 
that it is by reading the Bible and by praying that 
nearly or quite all of the religious denominations ~ 
conduct their various sectarian exercises all over 
this land. If you should take t!lese two elements 
from the said exercises there would be little or 
nothing left in the form or nature of worship. And 
we desire to once more reiterate that these things 
eannot of· right be conducted in our public schools 
at public expense, for the reason that public money 
cannot be put to that use and the schools, for a 
further reason, were not established for this pur
pose. However short the exercises may be the ap
propriation of the money, or "any part of the com
mon school funds;" to the support of them is un-
constitutional and prohibited. There is no such 
thing as non-sectarian religion. All religion, in its 
generally accepted meaning, is sectarian ; it cannot 
b~ ~nythin~ else as long as individual minds thinls 
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for themselvs; so that the introduction of any relig· 
ions instruction into the schools is and must be 
sectarian instruction, and the use of money to sup
port it is inhibited by the constitution. 

"No religious sect or sects shall ever control any 
part of the common school or' university funds of 
the state" means, having been placed in the consti
tution, that if a school board attempts to divert 
such funds to the use of any religious sect or sects, 
and attempts to do this by a rule or regulation 
e:tlecting that end, any action that they may take to 
enforce such rule or regulation is void; and as the 
board in question hav expelled Ray Fram under 
such a rule he is entitled to be reinstated, and it is 
their duty to see that he is, under paragraph 5637, 
which prescribes a penalty for refusing or neglect
ing to do so. 

When we read the Constitution of the United 
States we find as its first amendment that 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establish
ment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. 

When the Board of Inquisition at Kiowa hear of 
that passage-for it is not to be presumed that 
they ever heard of it before-what a feeling of 
commiseration will come over them for the weak
nesses of a body like Congress! They kuow that 
a school board can not only establish a religion, 
but can enforce its doctrine by expulsion, if neces
sary. They know, too, that they can proHbit the 
free exercise of any other religion except their own. 
Then how could they help but weep for Congress 
in its weakness T A justice of the peace once over
ruled the Supreme Court of the United States; why 
should not a school board arrogate to itself powers 
even above the most high T 

We turn from the Constitution of the United 
States, that conservator -Of our national liberties, 
and appealing to the constitution of our own state, 
we read in paragraph 89, under the title of "Relig
ious Liberty," that 

The riglit to worship God according to the dictates of 
conscience shall never be infringed; nor shall any person 
be compelled to attend or support any form of worship; 
nor any control of or interference with the rights of con
science_b~ permitte~ nor any preference given by law to 
any religiOns establishment or mode of worship. No re
ligions test or property qualification 8hall be required for 
any office of public trns~, nor for any vote at any elec· 
tion, nor shall any person be incompetent to testify on 
account of religions belief. , 

To put the same language into different words, 
the framers of the constitution say that religion is 
one of those things that is not needed in our busi
ness, and that they would not pay for it. " That 
no religious sect should ever control any part of the 
common school fund." That so far as the state was 
concerned a man of one religious view was as good 
as a man of any other. The state never intended 
to pay for any religious instruction in its common 
s~hools; it. made no provision for it, but it pro
VIded that It should not be. Hence the action of 
the school board was without warrant of law, and 
Ray Fram disobeyed no law that was of binding 
force upon him, and his expulsion being wrongful, 
he should be returned. 

'Yithout a doubt this is the most extrao~dinary 
affair that we hav ever heard of happening within 
our limited experience. If it had happened in the 
year gf 1595, or even in the year of 1695, it might 
then not hav appeared so strange; but centuries 
hav crowded themselvs between us, Pope Innocent 
IV., and the Inquisition, and we hav deemed that 
civilization's touch had stilled the hand of torture 
and confiscation in the name of religion. We had 
been taught that in this age and land our civil and 
religious liberties were thoroughly protected by our 
constitutions and system of laws which shielded all 
alike ; with that kind of an education, what would 
your honor think of our sensations when we were 
informed by our client here that he had been ex 
pelled from the public school for not conforming to 
the worship as it was prescribed by this school 
board 1 It is true that he was not thrown into a 
dungeon nor stretched along the rack, but the 
spirit which would do one is the same that would 
prompt the other. The power alone is lacking; if 
this were supplied, the Inquisition would be here. 

Once more we invite the attention of the court 
to our own state constitution, and we read in the 
face of these facts language which sounds like the 
empty and hollow tones of hypocritical mockery: 

The right to worship God, according to the dictates of 
conscience, shall never be infringed; nor shall any per
son be compelled to attend or support any form of wor· 
ship, nor shall any control of, or interferericA with the 
rights of conscience be permitted, nor any prderen~e be 
given by law to any religious establishment or form of 
worship, 

Suppose that Ray Fram, instead of coming to 
your honor and asking to be reinsta..ted in the 
public school from which he has been wrongfully 
expelled or suspended, had simply taken to the 
school board that one passage from the state con-
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stitution and asked them to explain what it meant ; 
what explanat.ion do you suppose they would hav 
made to the boy who stood before them pleading 
to be permitted to attend the public school, and to 
be permitted at the same time to be true to himself 
and his religious convictions T What could they 
hav said when he pointed to that part wherein it 
says that "the right to worship God according to 
the dictates of conscience shall never be infringed T" 
What reply could they hav made when he had 
read to them a continuance of the same clause, 
" nor shall any person be compelled to attend or 
support a.ny form of worship, nor shall any control 
of, or interference with, the rights of conscience be 
permitted T" We are at a loss to imagin any one 
whose station in life or whose duties would be 
more arduous, or whose position would not be envi
able to theirs. It seems to us that, like Zekle, 

They'd stand awhile on one foot fnst, 
And then a spell on tother, 

An' on which one they'd feel the wnst, 
They couldn't ha' told ye nuther. 

Now, your honor, we believe that if the language 
means anything it means just what it says: 
That the right to worship God according to the 
dictates of conscience shall not be infringed ; and 
we believe that it applies just as much to Ray 
Fra.m's conscience as it does to the conscience of the 
different members of that school board; and we 
further believe that if the legislature could not 
make a law that would be valid, infringing the dic
tates of conscience, then neither could the school 
board, a creature of the legislature. We further be
lieve that if the regulation made by the school board 
did infringe the rights of conscience of Ray Fram 
his non-observance of the said rule was no such 
"persistent violation of the regulations of the 
school " as would justify the boa!'d in suspending 
or expelling him, and hence he should of right be 
reinstated. 

We further contend, your honor, that it is the 
duty of the school board to see that every child of 
school age, and such is our client, not only has the 
opportunity to attend tBe public schools, but that 
he does so. We further contend that when under 
these circumstances any cbild is compelled by 
this means to attend the public school, they 
ought not to be permitted to force upon that child 
•my religious instruction whatsoever which the 
child says is against his religious convictions and 
an infringement upon his conscience. The reason is 
plainly set out above, but there is a further state
ment upon the matter, so that every phase of the 
subject might be covered, and th · is, "nor shall 
any person be compelled to attend or support any 
form of worship." Your honor, the language is 
too plain to be mistaken. It is too clear to need 
even comment. It means just what it says, and 
its intention was of the wisest and best. It meant 
to protect the few from the many. It meant to pro
tect the weak from the strong. It meant in this 
present instance that if the scheol board of the 
public schools of Kiowa turned Ray Fram out of 
school because he would not worship God accord
ing to the dictates of their consciences, your honor 
could step in and say to them : "You are wrong ; 
school is not the place for Bible reading and 
prayer, and if it is conducted there you cannot at 
expense of expulsion compel pupils to participate 
therein. There are more of you than there are of 
Ray Fram, but one citizen and the Constitution 
make a majority, and this is a government of ma
i'?rities. You are of greater size than the boy, but 
s1ze counts for nothing when dealing with rights. 
Ray Fram is entitled to go to that school, he is 
eligible in every way ; your suspenii!ion was a mis
take, and you are now ordered to return him to all 
of the privileges thereof." 

Observations. 
Putnam effected his escape to Enghnd last week 

under the happiest auspices. Colonel Ingersoll 
sent him a letter instructing him to be a good boy 
and hurry right back. President Bird of the New
ark Liberal League presented a pillow of flowers to 
him, with" Bon Voyage" on it, almost big enough 
for a man of the Pilgrim's stature to bunk on, and 
the wharf swarmed with a congregation who waved 
their handkerchiefs with one hand and wished him 
good luck with the other. My offerings were oral. 
I told him that if he did not desire to be mistaken 
for a provincialist he must endeavor to cultivate his 
accent on the outward trip. For example, he would 
be expected to pronounce "been" to rhyme with 
" seen;" his oratory over there must appear as ora
t'ry, or he would be understood as referring to one 
of their political parties, and if speaking of St. 
George he should conceal the a and r and giv the 
nativ S'n Jaudge. Should his friends inquire if he 
was "bad" coming over, let him not construe the 
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question as touching his personal conduct, but 
rather take it as showing a kindly interest in the 
state of his health. "Bad" is English for seasick, 
and as Britons are never sick, but "ill," and as ill 
means bad, and as "seaill" would be questionable 
according to standards of euphony, "bad" is made 
to do general duty. He must call a pitcher a jug, 
and forget the aesociations that cling about the lit
tle brown article in this country. He will not need 
to take ashore with him, when he lands, the h's he 
has been fond of using in" who,"" where,"" while," 
and so on, for " 'oo," '' w'ere," and "w'ilst" will 
carry him through without criticism. And I finally 
warned him that London was a wicked city to one 
familiar only with New York, Chicago, Boston, and 
San Francisco, and that his safest course would be 
to keep close to Charles Watts. If all this counsel 
does not bring him back unsullied, then the next 
time it becomes necessary to trust one of us abroad 
I shall go myself. I hav resided in Snohomish, 
Wash. 

Globe-trotters who hav visited the so-called holy 
land of Palestine inform us, in accents which denote 
surprise, that the alleged tomb of Jesus Christ at 
Jerusalem is guarded by Mohammedan soldiers 
whose onerous duty it is to suppress outbreaks of 
hostility between Christians who hav journeyed 
thither to worship at thf'l mausoleum of their savior, 
the prince of peace. It is a statement which I can 
believe without drawing on the stock of credulity 
that I keep on hand for use in emergencies when it 
is inappropriate to call people liars, for similar pre
cautions are observed wherever one Christian sect 
touches elbows with another. It is unnecessary to 
say that the office of preserving such peace as is 
possible under the circumstances is performed by 
unbelievers, in the absence of whose interference 
the various sects would be at one another with 
deadly weapons oftener than they are now. Exam
ples: In Savannah, Ga., not long since, a Jew, the 
mayor of the city, was obliged to interpose his au
thority to protect Protestants from the felonious 
assaults of Catholics. In Waverly, Pa., an Agnoe
tic appeals to the courts to restrain Protestants 
from·forcing obnoxious religious instruction upon 
the children of Catholics. In Amesbury, Mass., a 
Freethinker is alone in protesting against the dis
charge of a school teacher on account of her relig
ious belief. In Tennessee one sect of Christians 
put members of another sect in jail, and none but 
the persecuted sect and the unbeliever in all sects 
makes strenuous objection. Other examples will 
be recalled by the reader, and new ones are likely 
to occur before these remarks appear in print. 
The war is bound to go on until religion yields to 
reason, or until the strongest sect secures peace on 
earth by imprisoning all the rest, in which latter 
event there will be tumultuous rioting inside the 
jails where the dissident factions are confined. . 

New lies will not cease to be told so long as there 
are fools who believe the old ones and intelligent 
persons who profess to do so. A widow from Alle
gheny, having for some months devoted herself to 
church work in Wooster, 0., agitated the religious 
circles of the last-named place a while ago by hav
ing a girl baby. When asked for an explanation of 
such conduct as that, she made affidavit that one 
Father Abraham, also of Allegheny, Pa., was her 
only excuse. When Father Abraham came to 
Wooster he was arrested and arraigned before the 
mayor. The woman stated on the witness stand 
that since the death of her husband, a year before 
the birth of the child, her conduct had been exem
plary; that the child involved was of divine pater
nity, and that she had given Father Abraham as its 
authority because God told her to. Father Abra
ham enthusiastically indorsed the lady's theory that 
the infant had no earthly father; whence it appears 
that human nature has not changed much since 
1,895 years ago next Christmas. For Joseph, the 
husband of Mary, in whose case was illustrated the 
well,known physiological truth that the eldest child 
is liable to be an early one, did not argue the ques
tion with those who accepted the divine paternity 
of his firstborn. Like Father Abraham of Alleghe
ny, he was sufficiently astute to keep his own coun
sel and let well enough alone. 

Max Nordan's book on "Degeneration" is the 
timeliest work that has been published since I 
learned to read and reflect. Many sapient review
ers hav pointed out its application to the fall of 
Oscar Wilde, but it seems to me that that is the 
least significant of the many instances of degenera
tion which he mentions. The most glaring cases 
of decadence are not in the moral but in the relig
ious world, especially in England, where theology 
has reduced Gladstone from a Grand Old Man to 
a grand old humbug, and turned Bomp.nes, the stu-
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dent of nature, to a stammering apologist for 
superstition i while Balfour, a rising statesman, is 
dragged back to that plane of mysticism where he 
is capable of writing a book on the "Foundations 
of Belief," in which he puts forth the statement 
that " there is better evidence for the existence of 
a God than for tho existence of the physical world 
around us." It is scarcely worth while to mention 
W. E. Stead, of Christ and Chicago notoriety, al
though, with Brunetiere nnd other French degen
erates, he proclaims that the sun of science is set
ting. 

One of our daily papers, noting the theological 
trend among Englishmen of prominence, inquires 
why it is that American statesmen, since Jefferson 
(who cannot be counted because he was an unbe
liever), hav made no contributions t_o religious liter
ature; and the editor adds that "England is ahead 
in this respect." Now, why did not the writer ask 
why we hav no Oacar Wildes and (according to 
Wilde's accuser) Lord Roseberys T ltere is surely 
a coincidence, for in that renpect, too, England is 
"ahead." 'rhe solution may perhaps be found in the 
fact that Americans hav been too busy thus far to 
yield to the theological mania that has overtaken 
the older people across the Atlantic. Our states
men, i. e., politicians, find time for working the 
religious racket only on Sunday in the Sabbath
schools and on week days in the halls of Congress. 
The hope of England is its strong Freethought and 
Materialistic contingent and tha spread of disbelief 
among the masses, who are not degenerate but 
rising. 

I knew a minister who had spent ten or more 
years of his li£e as a missionary in Hawaii, and who 
voluntarily returned to this country. His reason 
for jumping the job was a good one, though he ad
mitted that the missionary fiel1 there was enlarg
ing. In the first place, he said, kahunaism (which, 
I believe, is the Kanaka superatition) is likely to 
last as long as there is a full-blooded nativ, and so 
is their system of morals, or immorals. A mission
ary's heaviest work now is reforming the imported 
vices taught the islanders by resident and visiting 
Christians. But as the same evils exist here, and 
as he preferred the United Sbtes as a place of res
idence, he felt no compunction in leaving Hawaii 
for a wider field. If all missionaries were equally 
candid, I apprehend that they would stay at home. 

The New Woman, according to illustrativ cuts 
printed in the newspapers and magazines, wears a 
two-legged dress, lights matches on the garboard 
strake thereof, and smokes cigarets. Dr. Parkhurst 
accuses her of "anthromania," that is, mannish
ness, but the doctor thereby shows that he is in
competent to distinguish between masculinity in a 
woman and effeminacy in a man. For cigaret smok
ing is not distinctivly a manly trait, while wearing 
the bifurcated garment. is only putting in outward 
evidence an article of female apparel which, it is 
believed, is quite generally worn with inward grace 
by members of that sex. But we need not follow 
this division of our subject further. The fusee 
and the suit to match, or in other words the clothes 
and the match to suit, we may patiently abide; but 
why the cigaret T Why will the New Woman stain 
her fingers, discolor her breath, parch her throat. 
impair her voice, taint her atmosphere, her hair, and 
her clothes, deaden her natural instinct!', and make 
herself half-brother l.o the insensate dude by smok
ing cigarets 1 What is her objection to a pipeT 

The French Marquis de Castl•llane recently spent 
fifteen days in this country, and has written an arti
cle on America and Americans, in which he says 
that the love of money is the besetting sin of our 
people as a whole. The marquis will be remem
bered as the gentleman who has just sprung into 
prominence in Paris by swapping off his son for the 
daughter of Jay Gould and fifteen millions of the 
deceased financier's dollars to boot, and who ex
cited the admiration o{ the commercial world by his 
foresight in securing two millions of. th~ ~:~a_me for 
himself as a condition precedent to his stgnmg the 
marriage contract. We think we are pretty ~hrewd, 
but our millionaires would starve to death m com
petition with the noble non-producers of continen
tal Europe. 

Herr O~to Wettstein, , f Neue Schlossatrasse 10, 
Heidelberg, Baden, having addressed a letter to me, 
I cannot do otherwise than make a stagger at re
plying to it, though I would that the cu~ might 
pass from me. 'rhe more I contemplate his extr_a
ordinary composition, the less confide~ce I hav. m 
my ability to do it justice. If_ long acquamtance_ with 
the writings of my valuecl friend had not convmcE)d 
me that his mental works are provided with a chro
.nOIUet~r bllol"pee, adjusted to *be heat and cold of 
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argumentativ discourpe, I might suspect that one 
of old Hans Sachs's "Nuremberg eggs," minus ita 
verge, bad in some way got into their rlace, and 
that the wheels of the same were revolving rapidly, 
But that is unthinkable in Herr Wettstein's case
both v.-atch f!ond brain case being included-and I 
must look elsewhere for the cause of his peculiar 
literary construction. I do not hav to look far, 
though, for his allusion to Roget's "Thesaurus" 
furnishes a clue that a blind man could follow with 
his stick. If he is in the habit of thinking in easy 
words, and then going to the "Thesaurus" to ftnd 
hard ones that mean the same tbivg but do not 
express it, then the mystery is solved and the 
"break" is located. 

The statement of Mr. Wettstein, after quoting 
which I inquired, "If Otto can do that sort of thing 
while 'musing' dreamily, what couldn't he do if he 
should write when he is asleep t" was as follows: ''To 
postulate eternal potencies eternally inactiv; then, 
suddenly, becoming activ, is infinitly more irrational 
than eternal potencies eternally activ." I under
stood him to mean that in the absence of proof it 
is more reasonable to assume the existence of a 
power that is always activ than of an eternally dor
mant one which suddenly became activ. If that 
was his meaning, I was at a loss to understand why 
he did not say so. But the force of an observation 
lies in its application, and the present one is ac
cepted as applying to the contention of the Yah
wists that after an eternity of loafing the deity had 
a spasm of industry, lasting a week of six working 
days, during which time he created the universe. 
An "eternal potency" that never did but one week's 
work might almost be called one of the non-produe
tiv class. So it was not the thought that provoked 
me to" sardonically comment" upon Brother Wett
stein's sagacious observation, nor yet the matter. 
It was the Thesaurus. GEo. E. MACDONALD. 

Thq "Humanizing" Infinence of the Bible. 
It is constantly asserted by Christians that there 

is no other book so valuable as the Bible as a man
ual of morals and that it must be used in the public 
schools if Wf' do not want to see the social structure 
fall in a mass of ruins. Reviewing S. R. Gardi
ner's " History of the Commonwealth and Protect
orate," Mr. Benjamin S. Terry incidentally throws 
a aide light on the Bible as a humanizing power. 
We quote from the .Dial of April 16th: 

"Cromwell belongs to the seventeenth century. 
In the nineteenth century, with such shadows as 
Drogheda and Wexford in the background, his re
ligiousness becomes despicable cant. He is a com
pound of Pecksniff and J obn Girdles tone. The one 
he surpasses in meanness and the other in cold
blooded villainy. But Cromwell does not belong to 
the nineteenth century. He belongs to the seven
teenth. The treaty of Westphalia was scarcely a 
year old when his ferocious soldiers were roasting 
Irishmen in the towers of Drogheda or knocking 
priests on the head at Wexford. Cromwell was a 
saint of the Old Testament rather than of the New. 
The religious books that the good Ulphilas had 
once thought too exhilarating for his half-trained 
Gothic Christians were altogether the favorit read
ing of Cromwell and the stern-browed men who fol
lowed him. Their political creed was a short one. 
The pious were to rule the state. Those who re
sisted were to be as Agag before Samuel, or as the 
Canaanite before Israel. The symbol of the com
monwealth was the sword of Joshua rather than the 
staft of John. The violent contrast between the 
pious ejaculations ever upon the lips of ·<?romwell, 
and his ferocious cruelty, do not prove him to hav 
been eHher a hypocrit or a madman, any more than 
in the case of J osbua or SamueL" 

In other words, Cromwell was neither 1i. hypocrit 
nor a madman, but a sincere believer in_ the divinity 
of the Bible, and so drenched Ireland m the blood 
of massacre in his attempt to obey the commands 
of its God. 

He Was Not Satisfied. 
The following is a copy of a letter sent to the elo

qu~nt pastor of a Conwe~ational church in West 
Fifty-seventh street, tbts mty : 

DEAR Sm; In your discourse last Sunday evening 
on Infidels and Agnostics you dramatically told the 
audience that when about thirteen years old you 
read Gibbon, Volney's "Ruins," Paine's "Age of 
Reason" etc., and that they did" not satisfy" you. 
Having' opportunity and inclination, a boy of that 
age may gobble a great _amount of literatur~ with
out appreciating the weight or.want ?f evidence, 
making use of reason, or becommg satisfied. Per
mit me to ask if, when at a maturer ~ge you read 
Baxter, Doddridge, etc., you were sattsfied 1 Can 
you reconcile the differences betwt-en Luther and 
Oalvill to 1Qur s~tisf•ction T Are yvu satisfied that 
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Dante was not an unbelieverT_:_that he did not, lik& 
the author of Don Quixote, try to portray a popUJ~ 
lar belief in such ludicrous and revolting views as: 
to create disgust and doubt in the minds of all who 
dare to think T Are you satisfied that the first 
Christian emperor was guided by a holy God!
that he did not adopt a shrewd policy merely tO> 
beat his rivals! Are you satisfied that the Christisn. 
fathers were competent judges of testimonyT-that 
they were not crazed in habitual contemplation of 
supernatural vagaries T As Josephus lived and 
wrote immediately after the alleged occurrence of 
gospel marvels and miracles, are you satisfied with 
the few parenthetic and interpolated lines regarding 
them in hls otherwise minute history T Are yott 
satisfied that Herod, a dependent of Rome, gave or
ders to murder all the boy babes in Bethlehem '!' 
Are you satisfied that a God ever ordered the sud
den death at midni~ht of the first-born of all the . 
Egyptians ? Are you satisfied that the destruction 
of man and beast in bulk by drowning was a wise 
way to improve them T-satisfied that Yahveh did or 
did not-

From mercy-seat on sapphire throne, 
Perched high in space above, 

Survey the wreck and hear the moan
This holy God of love? 

Does Collector Matthew's strait gate, through 
which a rich man cannot enter, satisfy you T Are 
you satisfied that the charge in Revelation that 
nearly all the early Christian churches were corrupt 
is true T On reading its denunciations, its threat
enings, of its lake of fire and brimstone into which 
all who are not properly " marked " will be cast1 

etc., are you satisfied that the author of that book 
was not the champion hater of all men who differed 
with him T And are you satisfied that a real God 
was ever born on the earth in the similitude of a. 
Jewish babe T Finally, are you now more nearly 
satisfied than you were at thirteen years of age 1 

These pertinent questions on old subjects a:re r~ 
spectfully propounded by a sat.isfie~ Agnostic. 

No aatisfacbory answer to any of these questions: 
has been received. L. G. REED. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sunday, April 28th, Paterson, N. J ................. The Bible 
Tuesday, April 30th. New Brunswick, N. J ..... The Bible 
Thursday, May 2d, Nashua, N H., ............................... . 
... ............................... What Must We Do To Be Saved? 
Friday, May 3d, Laconia, N. H., ................................. . 
.................................. What Must We Do To Be Saved? 
Saturday, May 4th, Dover, N. H ..................... The Bible 
Wednesday, May Sth, Rockland, Me .................. L~berty 
Friday, May 10~h, Lancaster, N. H ................... Lmcoln 
Saturday, May1lth, St. Johnsbury, Vt., ....................... . 
.................................. What Must We Do To Be Saved? 

Lectures and Meetings. 
DuRING the last week in April J. E. Remsburg held a 

debate of seven sessions at Wadesville, Ind., with Rev. 
J. T. Purvis of the Disciple church. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May: 
May 3d-Mrs. Imogene C. Fales. 
May10th-"Reahtyof the Supernatural." W. A. Crane. 
May 17th-" Moses, Joseph & Co." Prof. D. T. Ames. 
May 24th-" Religion." Swami Vivekananda. 
May 31st-" The Rise of Milibrism in the United States." 

Cbas. C. Schmitt. 
At the conclusion of the lecture last Friday evening 

the Manhattan Liberal Club held its annual meeting, and 
officers for the tnsuing year were elected as follows: 
President, E. B. Foote, Jr.; Vice-Presidents, Mrs. 
.Emma Beckwith, Edward W. Chamberlain, and Prof. 
D. T. Ames; Secretary, Elwai'd D.>bson; Treasurer, 
Miss A. Sch>~chtel; Librarian, Mrs. Eliza Burnz. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for May: 
May 5th-" Silent Forces in the Economic Problem." 

Gen. Rob't L. Kimberly. 
May 12 h-" Cremation." Att'y C. M. Lotze. 
May 1\J:h-Debate: "Resolved, That the &ingle gold 

standard subRerves the best intereEts of the American 
peopiA." Affirmativ, A. B. McAvoy_, Acting Assist
ant U. S. Treasurer, Cincinnati. Negativ, Att'y A. 
A. Brown, Secretary Bimetallic League. 

May 26th-'' The Natural Solution of the Social Prob
lem." Louis F. Post, of New York. 

This will end the season's course of lectures. 
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN jwill lecture in Trinidad, Col., ' 

May 4th and 5th; San Marcial, N. M., 7th, 8th, and 
9th· Tucson Arizona, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th; other 
pla~es, Tem'pe, Phcenix, Prescott., Jerome Jnnct!on, 
Arizona· Albuquerque and Santa Fe, N. M.; Marysville, 
Uarbondale, and Topeka, Kan. Those desiring lect~es 
alono- this route please write her at once 1037 W. Madison 
stre:t, Chicago, Ill. 

THE De Ruyter, N. Y., Gleaner reprinted Franklin 
Steiner's lecture on " The Struggle for Religious Liber
ty " from the Federation and Union pamphlet. The 
Liberals of Newton, Is., hav reprinted from THE TRUTH 
SEEKER in tract form, Mr. Steiner's article, "Poes 
Christianit.y Prevent Crime?" · 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long IslaBd Business 
Colrege, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for May: 
May oth-":PraoUoability of Sillgle Tax." G. F. Stepbe~g 
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For tl1e Wise Fund. 
ST. THoMAs, March 31, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : TEE TRUTH SEEKER of 
e 23d inst. has just reached me; I hasten 

to avail mvself of the mail of to-morrow to 
inclcse $2- towards the fund for Mr. J, B. 
Wise, under proEecution for mailing a 
verse of the "word of God" to one who 
makes his living by it. 

Rt:,Jigion, hypocrisy is thy name. 
Yours in haste, S. DuRANT. 

The Book of Books-Not the Bible. 
BELMONT, TEX., April 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am sixty-two years to
·day, and hav just returned from Biscayne 
Bay, Fla., where I spent the winter. I 
received "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought" with some other books last No
vember. Pardon me when I attempt to 
express my idea of the book of all books. 
The author (Mr. Putnam) has gleaned 
every field for truth, hence the student 
may eqt and be filled with knowlei!ge. 
Long- may the glorious Putnam liv; may 
he enjoy his visH to England's Liberals, 
and hav a safe return to his loved ones. 

Yours for truth, J. C. SPEER. 

Evidences of Divine Favor. 
CoLLEGE PLACE, W .ASH., April 7, E.M. 295. 

l\iR. EDIToR: We lately had a heavy wind 
which caused much dama.ge. With the 
rest, it wrecked Valley Chapel church; 
blew the tin rooi from the Seventh-Day 
Adventist College, and knocked three 
chimnevs from Whitman College, a relig
ions in;titution. It also damaged a Catho
lic church, a Congregational church, and 
a Baptist church quite badly, and did some 
littlo damage to other churches. They 
ought to pay their taxes and be honest; 
they might then find more favor with a 
just God, if there be any. The Bible says 
"the righteous shall flourish" (Pa. xcii, 
12). "Whatsoever he (tbe godly man) 
doeth sha.ll prosper" (Ps. i, 3), and there 
are many other passages to the same effect, 
but I see no greater prosperity among 
Christians and their :institutions than with 
the Infidels. The Adventists say these bad 
storms are the works of the devil. Now, I 
want to say to the devil, through THE 
TRUTH SEEKER (he surely reads it, doesn't 
he?), Don't. !"pi.ll any more petroleum for 
me; I am one of your Infidels. 

Yours truly, A L. McFARLANE. 

A.n Open Letter to Anthony Comstock. 
AKRoN, 0., April 7, 295. 

Inasmuch as thou art the great head of 
your society of cc·workers for the preven
tion of crime, and to prevent the carrying 
of obscene literature in our United States 
mail, etc., you will allow me to as'k and 
pray that you look well to the matter in 
all its aspects, ior our land is now in the 
hands of Satan and sadly in need of re
pair; our Sun-days are being desecrated 
by those who blaspheme the God of our 
existence and daily read from a book of 
ignorance, known as the Holy Bible, and 
which tells the most damnable stories re
garding a certain god, by name J ehovab, 
attributing to him the nature of a god and 
teaching that he iS filled with fear, regret, 
revenge, and other human feelings. They 
also teach that his amanuensis was a mur
derer and taught his followers to borrow 
gold, silver, and other valuables, and skip 
away in the night. ]'urther, his vice· 
gerents-by persecution in different ways 
-are trying to force ns to accept him as 
God. They would close our theaters and 
other places of amusement on Sunday, and 
prohibit the sale of fruit, soda water, ci
gars, milk, sugar-plmrs, and such other 
commodities, that we may be forced to at
tend their places of blasphemy and pay 
tribute to this god. They hav already, in 
the p~ost, cropped people's ears, pulled out 
their tongues, bored out their eyes, and 
burned millions at the stake. 

My advice is that you use a liberal snp 
ply of Colgate soap and purify the char 
aoter and teachings of our entire land and 
let no guilty rascal escape. 

See to it that the D. D's. are not allowed 
to contaminate our innocent child,.en with 
their erroneous teachings. 

All men and others need eyes, ears, 
t'Jngues, brains, and other members of 
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their natural body with which to transact 
a general business and follow the natural 
vocations of life, and llhould not be shorn 
of thes!l by the decrees of theocracy. 

Yours for justice, and believe me with 
you in heart and hand to eradicate both 
vice and vice-gerents from our land. 

A. D. SwAN, A.S.M. (a Son of Man) 

Barbers Must Rest on Sunday in Cali· 
fornia. 

Los ANGELES, CAL., April12, 1895 .. 
MR. EDITOR: Without discussion or agi

tation, as quietly as water runs in a canal, 
a little bit of Sunday law was run through 
our last venal and unprincipled legislature, 
where rumors of bribes and combines 
were rife at its closing hours, and every
thing went to show that money was the 
all-potent power for which our Solons 
talked and worked. Of course this little 
"Sunday rest" law is above euspioion of 
boodle, for there was none back of it, as 
the barbers who wanted to rest on Sunday, 
but couldn't until compelled to by law, 
are not possessed of much of a sack. It 
beats hell, in my opinion, how boodlers, 
whose votes are for sale to the highest 
bidder, if we can believe their associates
and I can without effort-are always anx
ious to preserve the sanctity of the day 
dedicated to God and old Sol. They are 
gre~t sticklers for religious rest and Sun
day morality, and no'W they hav done the 
barbers one favor I wish they would do 
them another, and pass a law compelling 
them to attend divine worship Sunday, 
and to sit on seats provided by Watson 
Heston, and made in accordance with his 
illustration. It would be the proper se
quence to the Sunday closing of barbers' 
shops, for if barbers don't know enough 
to shut up shop that day without a com
pulsory law, it is a logical conclusion that 
they don't know enough to attend church 
and thus insure salvation for their souls, 
and should be made to. If I go to the 
next legislature-and I hereby announce 
myself a "receptiv candidate " like your 
Uncle Ben Harrison for the presidency
! will see that such a bill is introduced. 

C. SEVERANOE. 

Fruits of that A. wful "Continental Sun· 
day." 

JANESVILLE, April 17, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just returned from a 

very pleasant trip to Milwaukee, where I 
lectured before the Liberal Club, which 
meets in a large and beautiful hall on Mil
waukee street. The Sunday evening meet
ings are attended by a large and very in
telligent audience, and quite animated dis
cussions follow the lectures. The Liberal 
Club is regarded with a great deal of favor 
in the city even by the orthodox. Rabbi 
Heck, who has the largest synagog here, 
il!l on record as having declared that the 
Liberal Club was doing more good than 
all the churches. 

I paid a visit Sunday afternoon with Pro
fessor Severance, with whom I stopped 
during my stay, to a German kindergarten 
on the south side. Every Sunday after
noon the people belonging to the S'Jciety 
meet and bav music and theatricals, and 
eat cake and ice cream, and drink oo:ff'ee or 
beer. They seem to be a very happy and 
contented lot of people, and make Sunday 
a day of thorough enjoyment. We found 
on our arrival that the entertainment that 
day "as by the children, tots of five or six 
years old, who sang and recited very much 
to their own and everyone else's enjoy
ment. Professor Severance enjoyed it 
thoroughly and kept remarking to me that 
this was his sort of religion. It is very 
certain that children brought up this way 
will never make religious fanatics, or sit 
up late nights wondering how they can get 
Goi! into the Constitution. 

Milwankee is undoubtedly the most 
Liberal city in the United States. You 
can d;) there on Sunday precisely what you 
can on Monday, or any other day of the 
week. This makes some of the preachers 
very wrathy, and they are continually im
portuning the mayor to suppress this or 
that, but the mayor always tells them that 
inasmuch as Milwaukee has the best police 
record of any city in America, he don't 
think it would be advisable to make any 
changes. 

that Milwaukee is very dear to him, be· 
cause he can breathe there the air of true 
freedom without hurt or hindrance, and 
he don't think he would be satisfied to liv 
anywhere else. As a city H is one of the 
brightest, cleanest, and most beautiful 
anywhere in the West. 

Yours fraternally, 
MoRRIS l\L BoenwraK. 

Fired Without Aiming •. 
RuTLAND, VT., April14, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: In your issue of April 13th 
Mr. C. Severance says that several months 
ago he bought a church pew, since which 
time his condition as a wage slave has ma
terially improved. Because of his invest
ment in a church :pew he has been success
ful in finding a master for whom he can 
toil-under a system of wa~a slavery 
'Which givs to the master all the products 
of the slave's labor, except just enough to 
keep the slave from starving. He says 
that since he got that pew he has not 
wanted for a job, "although numerous 
oases of suicide are taking place all over 
this state [California] for that reason." 

Now, it occurs tome that Mr. Severance 
has, under a vicious social system, im
proved his condition as a wage slave at 
the expense of his fellow-man. No bene
fit has accrued to mankind because of his 

·playing thehypocrit and buying a church
pew for personal gain. 

In the course of his letter he says: "Just 
before the last birthday of the Lord's son 
I felt the need of a good turkey to prop
erly commemorate that anniversary, and 
going into a place where such birds were 
being rafilsd off', I laid down my five cents 
and entered the contest with the dice box 
and eighteen competitors. The Lord be
ing with me of course I won, and a four
teen-pound turkey became mine," 

This was meant as a kind of s"tire on the 
superstitious folly of church people; but 
it does not seem to hav occurred to him 
that when be shook dice with his eighteen 
competitors, at five cants apiece, a·1d won, 
he took from each of them five cents-of 
the product of their labor-without having 
in any way renilered service therefor; 
without being of use to himself or his 
fellow man, except as a robber. 

We Freethinkers must be moral, must 
be just, and fi~ht wron~·doing wherever 
we find it! It is a vicious system of 
wrong-:ioing we hav to contend with. So· 
ciety is religiously, politically, and socially 
honeycombed with fraud. We must first 
get the beam out of our own eye, that we 
may see olaarly to get the mote out of our 
brother's eye. A. A. 0RoUT~. 

[H Friend Orcutt will read Mr. Sever
ance's letter again he will see that the lat
ter gentleman did not buy a pew in a 
church but a pew from a dismantled 
church, and so the remark about "play
ing the hypocrit" is hardly apposit,-ED. 
T. S.] 

Where, Oh Where, Was His God~ 
ELY, IA., April lE, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: That l!~reethonght is above 
any church falsity cannot b3 denied by 
anyone who has common sense. In a de
bate with a Lutheran fanatic the other 
day I told him that I practiaed more hu
man love toward my fellow. man than he 
did, which he admitted by fiaying that he 
thought more of the Infidel than he did of 
a man who did not believe in some relig
ion; even the devil was preferable to the 
Catholic. I told him that the Catholic 
thinks the same of him, and while I did 
not believe in any religion or hereafter, I 
made no difference between Catholic and 
Protestant as long as they were good neigh
bors and honest men. 

Professor Severance is president of the 
Liberal Club, and is a Liberal and a· 
gentleman after my own heart. He says 

I was told that Colonel Ingersoll speaks 
for the money, not for Freethought. Now 
suppose he does speak for money, don't he 
also speak for equal rights and €qual lib
erty? On the other han·d, what do the 
ministers speak for? Is it not the money? 
Don't they make money on the day that 
they call holy? Don't they take the last 
dollar out of the poor man's pocket, and 
let the children starve? Don't they say, 
Stop working on this day and bring me 
what you made during the week or be 
damned? Don't Catholics say, Do not as
sociate with Protestant~; hav nothing to 
do with them, and vice versa'! I wish we 
had about ten Ingersolls to every state in 
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the Union, but it will not be long before 
we hav that number. 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 13th I 
saw a letter from Ben Ellis about Rev. 
Mr. B·Jthwell, who swallowed a cork and 
died in a few days in spite of all prayer. 
Here in Cedar Rapids Rev. Mr. Touchen 
took sick and refused a doctor, saying that 
faith in God would save him. A number 
of people knelt around his bed for sev
eral days and praved. One morning a 
Freethinking neighbor came to visit him 
and found the reverend dead, and those 
praying not knowing that he had passed 
away some hours before. Was God with 
them? 

As one of my neighbors and myself be
came subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
by receiving sample copies of same, I wish 
you would sand specimen copies to the in· 
closed list of names. 

My "Pictorial Text· Books" and "Old 
Testament Stories Illustrated" at'e doing 
good work among my neighbors. Will 
buy more books soon. J. C. DvoRAK. 

A. Splendid Rebuke h Bigotry. 
AMESBURY, MASS., April10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Last year a member of the 
School Committee of the town of Salis
bury, Mas~ .• engaged a Miss Cavannah to 
teach one of the primary schools. Two 
days after she took charge of the school 
two other members of the committee, who 
are friends of the A. P. A., called on the 
young lady and asked her if she was a 
Catholic. On being informed that suoh 
was the fact, she was told that she must 
imUlediately quit the school. The young 
teacher protested tbo.t she had not taught 
religion in the school, and did not intend 
to; that she was willing to meet the p!l.r
ents of the pupils 'l.t the school-house and 
explain her position, and if they then ob
jected to her she would resign. Mr. 
Greely, by whom she was engaged, advised 
her to continue teaching, but one of the 
others declared that she should not teach 
another day, and if she attempted to he 
would blow up the building. He declared 
that the people in that district would not 
sAnd their children to a school taught by 
a Catholic, wheth<>r she taught religion or 
not. 

At the annual town meeting, which took 
place recently, the matter was brought be
fore the people and among remarks made 
by different citizsus were the following by 
J. A. Wilson, a TRu:rH SEEKER subscriber: 
"Mr. Moderator: This teacher was hired 
on trial. Did s'1e hav a trial? Everyone 
in the town knows that she did not, but 
that she was disoharged simply beoaus3 she 
was a Catholic, which is not a suffil)ient 
cause. A teacher's religious belief has no 
connection with her fitness to teach a secu
lar school. The member of the School 
Committee insulted Miss Cavannah when 
he demanded of her to disclose her relig
ious belief to him, If the people of tbat 
district refnse to send their children to a 
school taught by a Catholic, why may not 
r refuse to send mine to the Plains school 
beo1use it is taught by a Methodist? To 
me a Methodist is just as obnoxious as a 
Catholic. Neither is obnoxious so lotlg as 
religion is kept out of the school. If this 
teacher is persecuted because she is a 
Catholic, where will our persecution end? 
One will refuse to send his children to a 
school taught by a Baptist; another to a 
school taught by an Episcopalian; another 
to one taught by an Infidel, and so on, 
In a land like ours, where there is, and 
probably always will be, such a wide di
versityof opinion on religious matters, the 
only fair course to take is to make the 
public schools entirely secular; and this is 
what I demand. This is in no sense a 
Christian government, and the fact has 
been declared by its founders. The 
American republic was established on a 
secular basis, and it is a duty we owe to 
our ancestors, ourselvs, and our posterity 
to preserve it as such. I ask you to be as 
fair to Catholics and Infidels as you would 
hav them be to you if they were in the 
majority. I most earnestly protest against 
religious intolerance. It was the same 
spirit which kicked that school teacher out 
of her position and threatened to blow up 
the building with dynamite that ordered 
the Quakers to be lashed on their bare 
backs in every to'Wn from Dover to Pzovi
denoe; and I would like to see the same 
spirit here to-day that Robert Pike ex· 
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hibited when he declared that such bar
barism should not be practiced in Salis
bury," 

During Mr. Wilson's remarks several 
attempts were made to interrupt him, and 
the moderator finally declared that if the 
speaker was interrupted again he would 
order the disturbers from the hall. As the 
remarks were concluded the speaker was 
loudly applauded, which speaks well for 
the Liberal sentiment of this ancient town. 

FllEETHOUGHT. 

Lecture Notes. 
On Monday, April 14th, I was called to 

giv an address at the funeral of Thomas J. 
J Jhuson, of Dwight, Ill., who died on 
S1tnrday, the 13hh. Mr. Johnson was one 
of the bast of Liberals, and a brave com
rade has fallen. He was born in Connect
icut; lived in Illinois forty years, and in 
Dwight ten years. By occupation a farm
er, ill-health compelled him to abandon it, 
and for years he was a book and map agent, 
at which he was very successful. A wife 
and one child survive him. As a Free_ 
thinker our friend was very outspoken and 
nncJmpromtsmg. When he first moved 
to Dwight his radical views made him 
many enemies, until his 6terling worth 
was discovered, and even Christians were 
bound to respect him. No man had more 
friends. A sketch of his life, prepared by 
a retired Methodist minister now living in 
Dwight, was given me to read. Nothing 
~~:ave me more pleasure than to do so, for, 
from first to last, it was eulogistic of his 
noble character, even a clergyman being 
compelled to acknowledge the worth of an 
Infidel. His tw" brothers, John and 
Henry Johnson, are also Liberals, Mrs. 
Johnson and her daughter, Florence, 
Infiaels to the core, were determined t-hat 
the husband and father's wish to hav a 
Freethonght funeral should be respected. 
"AftPr life's fitful fever, he sleeps well." 
Farewell, a long farewell. 

We hav in the city of Des Moines, Ia., 
a queer specimen in the person of the Rev. 
J. L.·Sooy, D. D., who feeds the lambs of 
the first Methodist Episcopal church, 
The reverend is about six feet tall, slim, 
with furrowed cheeks, resembling in ap
pearance, as well as in sentiment, the old 
Infidel hater, John Calvin. ·Mr. Sooy 
does not love the Infidels, though Christ 
commands him to love his enemies. When 
Colonel Ingersoll lectured in Des Moines 
last January, Sooy was thrown completely 
out of his normal condition. He went to 
hea~ the colonel, and the next Sunday told 
his congregation that immediately up-:>n 
arriving home he took a bath, and hoped 
that all decent people who heard the lec
ture had done the same. If the necessity 
for the bath was as great as the occasion, 
what must hav been the reverend D. D.'s 
condition! Determined to make a stand 
for Christ., he said that he had written let
ters to business men of Des Moines asking 
them whether they would, under any con
siderations, employ a young man who was 
an unbeliever in the Bible. Seventeen 
answers were received, fourteen of which 
replied that they would not employ an 
unbeliever. The reverend was delighted. 
It was telegraphed over the country that 
no Infidel could get a situation in Des 
Moines. According to this Methodist 
sky-pilot, all Infidels must starve. No one 
doubts that fourteen Christian bigots 
might be found who would say that they 
would not employ an Infidel. But there 
are about four hundred business. men in 
this city, The reverend did not tell how 
many letters he mailed, whom he mailed 
them to, or who sent in the answers. 
Either he was ashamed of it, or the recipi
ents of his communications were. This is 
a priestly trick, keeping back names so 
that an investigation cannot be made. 
When o)d "Parson" Brownlow said that 
the meanest men in the South were the 
Methodist and Baptist preachers, he 
shvnld hav added, "In the North, also." 

Soon the tables were turned. A short 
time after Sooy's bold stroke, Dr. E. C. 
Spinney, secretary of the Iowa Building 
and Loan Association, got into trouble. 
Dr. Spinney had been a Baptist preacher, 
and a professor in Baptist colleges. 
Though leaving the ministry for secular 
pursuits, he still clung to the faith and 
retained his ministerial title of " doctor," 
I hav seen him roll his eyes in the house 
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of God with as much grace as though he 
hail been in regular practice all the time. 
Mr. Sooy had now better write to the 
business men for their opinion of retired 
sky-pilots who leave the ministry for other 
employment, though remaining in the 
faith. 

I am soon to start on a trip into the Da
kotas, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. I hav 
engagements in Hoople and Lakota in 
North Dakota; Pierson, Ia.; Red Jacket, 
Mioh , and Greenwood and Omega b. 
Wisconsin. I hope Liberals wanting lect
ures will not delay to write me at once to 
Box 882, Des Moines, Ia. In August I am 
open for engagement11 in Michigan, Nor
thern lllinoiP, and in Canada. 

FRANKLIN S·rEINER. 

Four Score and Seven. 
WATEllLoo, OR., March 30, 1895 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find fifty 
cents for the works named. 

As this is my first communication to 
your office, I wish it to be my introdno 
tion, I was born in Ohio, in the year 1808, 
of earnest, sincere Methodist parents, wlw 
brought me up in the faith of that church, 
and when I grew to manhcmd I was a 
Methodist. Our small library was sup
plied with the Bible, hymn-book, and 
other Methodist reading, all instilling 
into my mind the thought that the Bible 
was wholly an inspired book, given to us 
as our guide through life, and it was a sin 
for us to call in question the truth of any 
portion of it. In this faith I lived until 
the s<:ct at their own suggestion gave me 
a license to talk to the people; then it be
came my duty to read the Bible with all 
possible care, so that I should be able to 
t'laoh the dootrin it contained. Engaging 
in this examination of the Bible I soon 
found passages that came in conflict with 
each other and with the disciplin of the 
church to which I belonged, which gave 
me great mental trouble, so much so that 
I returned my license to the presiding 
elder of tbe church, saying to him: ''I 
hav no further use for tha·t, as I cannot 
understand the Bible to be wholly an in
~>pired book, as the church expects me to 
teach that it is." For a year or two I was, 
as theologians would say, adrift in the 
world as to what was the correct religions 
faith. While in that state of mind, Thomas 
Paine's "Age of Reason" c 1me into my 
hands and I read it with great care. This 
in some mea5ure removed the anxiety 
of my mind; and I wish to say right here 
that but few people who hav been raised 
under strict sectarian principles realize 
the difficulty they will hav in laying them 
aside and receiving in their place well
established truth. The decided sectarian 
will be satisfied with almost any statement 
that is in harmony with his early training, 
but present to his mind any evidence to the 
contrary, and he will use all possible way~ 
to evade its force. Consequently, the sec
tarians who control our schools obtain a 
great advantage in favor of sectarianism. 
Therefore, sectarian principles should be 
excluded from the schools, in order to 
do justice to the pupils and the patrons of 
the schools, and being satisfied of this 
fact, I in my old age hav come to the 
conclusion that no remedy can be found 
until the contents of the Bible are more 
generally understood; and to that end I 
call for the portions of the Bible that the 
sects do not teach. I hold that no jury 
can giv a true verdict until all the evi
dence is before them. In our courts the 
witness who in giving testimony plainly 
contradicts himself has his evidence thrown 
out, I do not wish to convey the idea 
that the Bible is wholly good or bad, but 
it should be judged as other books are, by 
good, sound human reason. If man pos
sesses the power of reasoning, and it is the 
gift of oreativ power, it must hav been 
given for him to use, and in that case 
there should be no conflict between reve
lation, so called, and human reason; and 
where there is the alleged revelation should 
be laid aside. If there ever was an open 
door of revelation between the people of 
our world and the inhabitants of the spirit
world or state, what has closed it? Is 
there not need of a better understanding of 
what they claim to be divine truth, among 
the various sects, than now exists? W onld 
it not add to human happiness if harmony 
and brotherly love existed among them? 
Does not the testimOI\Y of modern Spirit-

nalism accord more with humane reason 
than much that is found ill what is called 
the holy Bible? JAMES S. VINSoN. 

Where Is the Break~ 
HEIDELREllG, GERMANY, April 8, 1895. 
GEo. E. MAODONALD, EsQ., oF THE 

TllUTH SEEKER - Dear · G. E. M. : The 
Tentons here hav an antiquated adage: 
"Schuster, bleib bei deinem Leisten" 
(Cobbler, stick to your last), but as I 
hav no lasting veneration for lasting 
things-nor for everlasting ones-1 hav 
everlastingly disregarded this lasting 
apothegm (this last voc~ble-and this is 
from Webster last nnabridged)-and as 
variety is the spice of life, and this our last 
chance, according to my last convictions, 
I hav occasionally put aside my "last" 
and, instead, picked up my pen and used 
my best efforts and last minute to fight to 
the last that lasting monster, superstition. 

Well, as yon well know (and once. broadly 
hinted-and which I hav laid up against 
yon to my last-) I am no nomenclatnrist 
(this is original), but my only "last''
the last term used here in the sense of my 
first and last vocation- ia " Spindel
schmieren" (as the last German dubs the 
work of the poor horologer), from the 
original watches invented in the last year 
of the fifteenth century (lastly defined: 
1500 A.D.) in Nnernberg, Garmany-t~e 
last home of Hans Sachs, the famous 
cobbler-poet, who stuck to his last to the 
last-and called "Nnernberger Eier" 
(eggs -the watches, not the last named 
knight of the last); from the fact that 
their shape resembled eggs -which were 
"Spindel Uhren" (verge watches), this 
last fact from the a priori fact (is this 
last phrase correct?) that their escape· 
ment ("ticker") consisted, first, of an es
capement-wheel and lastly of a "verge;" 
the last an axle-somewhat smaller than 
that of the Ferris-wheel-with two "pal
lets" attached in diversified angles, the 
last of which, as long as the oog~>noies and 
convolutions (is this correct?) of the last
named ticker lasted would move, firstly 
(if there is anything wrong about this 
everlasting sentence and the lasting repe
tition of parentheses, kindly note thA 
same in its last analysis in your inimitable 
"Observations"); one way and, la~tly, 
t'other to the last, or as long as the poten
tialities imparted by the main-spring 
lasted. A.nd lastly, plea3e note the fact 
that the "ticking" never lasted longer than 
the co!\'enoies embodied in the wound-up 
spring lasted; hence, en passant, and the 
last lastly (as the preacher said), how ir
rational it appears, even to the oa3nal 
ob3erver, to insist that when the cogencies 
embodied in the human form at last cease 
when it is at last disintegrated into its last 
elements, that its functions to the last 
could still outlast the last dissolution of 
the body to the last moment of eternity, 
which, alas(t), is everlasting!) and-for 
la$t oJnnection of this sentence see above: 
but my last is "Spindel sohmieren "
lastly merchant, in which line I claim to 
be profi!lient, while e.s a contributor to the 
Liberal propagandll I freely confess to be 
but a novice and bungler. 

Having now confessed that my profes
sion is horology and not philosophy or 
linguistic lore (from "Roget's Thesaurus" 
-"entirely nnneoes•ary to mention," I 
hear yon think! This implies, or should 
so imply, I think, that by virtue of such 
confession, the form of my contributions 
should be exempt from the usual rigid 
methods of criticism, but should be ap· 
plied to the substance only. 

This explained, I beg permission to in
quire, deal' Gem (why put in the periods? 
The "sig" is entirely appropriate without 
them), where is the "break" in the fol· 
lowing affirmation, rather sardonically 
commented upon in THE TllUTH SEEKEll 
of 23d nit? 

"To postulate eternal potencies eter
nally inaotiv, then suddenly becoming ao
tiv, is inlinitly m<>re irrational than eternal 
potencies eternally aotiv." What's wrong 
with this? I thought it was one of the best 
of the many thoughts I hav published from 
time to time under the head of ''Musings." 
Is it the form or the matter which has 
aroused your "risibilities?" Please arise 
again and explain, as espeoiall_y; in lucidity 
of expression I humbly acknowledge yon 
are a gem (without the periods) of far 
"purer water" than I. In Heidelberg we 
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hav little of the latter in our composition! 
Kindly permit me, then, to interpret the 

thoughts which to yon seem abstruse: You 
see the God of the Jew, of the Christian, 
and all other gods for that matter, are 
(conceding for the sake of argument that 
such mythical beings were reality) "eter
nal potencies, eternally inaotiv," who, 
then, suddenly, 6,0()0 or 6,00(),0()() of years 
ago it matters not which-became activ. 
(Creating and governing the nni.verae and 
all nations and sects on this and all other 
worlds at the same time, after eternal in
activity, is certainly a big job.) Herbert 
Spencer's notion that the nnivars3 at one 
time evolved from (previously eternal dead) 
chaos, also implies eternal potencies, eter
nally inaotiv, which, then-presto change! 
-suddenly commenced, miraculously, 
their, or its, slow and silent and minllesg 
process and march of evolution. All other 
notions of "beginnings," "first causes," 
"designs," "pnrposiv potencies," "con
scions cosmic energy," and kindred no
tions, all alike imply the same-an eternity 
of time prior to the postulated "begin
ning," prior to the design or before these 
"first causes" beoama ca. 1ses or agencies 
to cause, create (or desigu) the universe. 
A.ll imply the same and all are alike irra
tional-the greatest nge a!l.i biggest fool 
here meet-because, if the universe at any 
particular period of time, be tha.t 6,000, 
6,000,000 of years or 6,000,000,000, of 
"light-years" ago, had not existed in its 
vast aggregate and precisely in the same 
degree of perfection (imperfection o >mes 
nearer facts) as it exists now, it would 
never hav so evolved. Because what all 
existing causes, potentialities, or gods 
could or would not evolve during the 
eternity prior to any or all apooryp':lal be
ginnings or oreativ ~cts, suClh causes 
would, of cJnrse, never o1nse. See? An 
eternity of time is ever snfibient time to 
produce at remotest special period of time 
in the past, whatever has been evolved or 
created at the present time. Hence a be-

· ginning of nature, a first world, sun or 
system, could never hav existed, n 'J more 
than a first second. All forms are but 
repetitions of like formq having evolved 
throughout the realms of boundless space 
during all the ages of beginning less time. 

All theories of oommen!lemeut of the 
universe imply glaring miracle, stupend
ous effdots without causes, in so far 
that something that would or could 
not create or evolve a universe or mouse 
dnriug eternity, would then. suddenly 
-without oause-(beoause this "some
thing," postulated as the first cause, 
embodied within itself, up to that imag
inary period, all existing causes) ore
ate or commence to evolve all formal ex
istence. It implies that all came from 
nothing or from a "divine being" with
out in the least reducing "his " oorporos
ity. It implies ohaD:oe, et~rn~I standst~ll 
prior to these putativ begmnmgs, or, In 
case of a God, eternal inactivity, sleep, un
consciousness, absence of volition, etc., 
then suddenly without cause (because 
" he" was the only existing cause Bnd all 
in all), radical change of ~i~d, sentiment, 
aspirations, plans, and vohtwn. He who 
was content in "his infiuit wisdom" to 
exist solitary and alone in boundless ex
panse in absol~te idleness during all the 
cycles of ages constituting beginni.ngl~ss 
time -this "eternal potency, eternally m
aotiv " suddenly without o~nse created 
from' nothing the universe! Is that ra
tional or are we compelled to the conclu
sion that the p"Jtentialities existing now 
hav always existed and always hav been 
operativ as now? 

The God hypothesis implies more: At 
one time radical change of mind, caprice, 
imperfection, error, either before or after 
the (imaginary) oreativ act-all destrnotiv 
of the Theistic hypothesis. 

The universe exists now. This self~ 
evident fact proves beyond doubt-though 
it is an "inexpugnable " mystery-that it 
has so ever existed and very like as now; 
and so will always exist. 

How ? I am as ignorant concerning 
this as a child, I do not pretend.to ex
plain cosmic problems. All I insist upon 
is that all theories to explain them by pos
tulating exterior and antecedent causes
" infinit spirits," ''supernatural agencies,' 
or "Gods," are childish and absurd. All 
greatly intensify the problem; the meth
ods of a God are infinitly more mysterious 
than the operations of nature. Do not 
the mysteries of all first causes, their 
methods and origin, again stare us in the 
face? Let us be content and base our 
faith upon reality and fact. 

I am dear GEM, with love to the other 
GEM 'without the G-yonr humble and 
grateful servant and pupil_in the l_iue of 
linguistic lore-can yon gmde me m thfl 
line of logic and reason as well? 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

http://ofl8.ee
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{3hiZdren' s {Sorner. 

Edited b,11 Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Rire·r, Mas.~., to whom all Communica
ti.r;~, for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occnpationA 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Winsome Baby .Bonn. 
Brighter than the stars that rise 
In the dusky evening- skies, 
Browr.er than the Robin's wing, 
Clearer than a woodland spring, 
Are the eses of Baby Bnnn-

Winsome Baby Bnnn. 

Smile. mother, smile! 
Thinking •oftly all the while 

Of a tender, blissful day, 
When the dark eyes Eo like these 
Of the crerub on your knees 

Stole your~ irlish heart aw.y. 
Ruest mischief they will do 

When once old enoug-h to steal 
What their father stole from yon. 

Smile, mother, smtle. 

Winsome Baby Bnnn 
Milk-white liliEs half unrolled 
Set in calycles of gold, 
Cannot match his forehead fair, 
With its rings of yellow hair. 
Scarlet berry cleft in twain 
Rv a wBdge ~f pearly grain 
Is the me nth of Baby Bunn. 

Winsome Baby Bunn. 

WEep. )nether, weep! 
For the little one asleep, 
Wi1h his bead against your breast. 
Never in the coming years 

Will he finds~ sweet a rest. 
Oh, the bnw rf Babv Bunn! 
Ob, the scarlet month-of Bunn! 
On~ must wear its crJwn of thorn•, 
Dr iLk its cup of gall must one! 
'l'bongh the trembling lips shall shrink 
White with anguish a' the drink, 
And the temples sweat with pain 
Drops of blood like purple rain. 

Weep, mother, werp. 

Winsome little Baby Bunn! 
Not the seashell's palest tinge, 
Not the daisy's rose-white fringe, 
N"t the softest, faintest gbw 
Of the mnset on the mow, 
L• more bEautiful or sweet 
Than the wee pink hands and fget 
Of the little Baby Bn~n-

Winsome Baby llnnn. 
-Baltimore Arneric~n. 

Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
CAUSE AND EJ<'FECT.-Il. 

While they were thus disconraing, the 
owner of the ClmBI met them. "Havyou 
seen a stray canel?" he asked. 

"Wag it a one-eyed camel?'' ask a 'I Mtr 
z~. . 

"Yes," answered the camel-driver. 
"Was it crooked-breasted?" asked 

biah. 
"Yes." 

Re-

"Had it oil on one side, honey on the 
other, and a woman on its ba(lk?" asked 
A.yaz. 

"Yea," was the eager reply, "and now 
giv back my camel." 

"We hav not seen your camel," said 
they all. WherAupon the camel-driver 
grew very angry and accused the brothers 
of dishonesty. Finally, it was agreed they 
should all proceed on their "\lay to the 
ameer, and present the complicated case 
to him. 

Arriving, and having obtained an audi
ence, the cw:nel-driver stated his case. 

•' These men," he declared, '' hav fonnd 
a camel which I lost, and they will not tell 
me where it is." 

"How do you know that they found it?" 
asked the ameer. 

•' They correctly described it." He then 
related their questions when he first met 
them. 

"We hav not seen his camel," said the 
brother!'. 

"Then how could yon describe it?" 
asked thfl ameer. 

"I noticed that the grass where the ani
mal had been feeding was cropped only 
on one side of the way," said Mirzir, 
"hence I thought that the animal had but 
one eye." 

"I Faw the print of one of its forefeet 
was deep and the other was light," said 
Rabiah; "hence I inferred it wes .rooked-

" On one side of the path," said Ayaz, 
'' there were flies on the ground, andfon 
the other side, ants. Flies seek for honey, 
ants for oil. The rider in one place dis
mounted from her camel, and the prints 
of the feet were these of a woman." The 
j'1dge commm;~dfd them heartily f"r their 
discernment, and having dismis9ed the 
somewhat mollified camel-driver. asked the 
purpose of their j.')urney thither. After 
exp'anation, their troubles were happily 
adjusted, so that the brothers lived long 
in peace, loudly praising tbe;r beloved 
ameer. 

Aunty Bright sro~e a'ld shook the folds 
of cc.tton, which she had been indnstri
onsly knitting during her lecture. l\fadge 
and Walter arose also, with a sigh of satis
faction and regret 

"How interesting!" excla'med Madge. 
"And they were logicians, to be sure. Do 
you know any more Eastern legends, 
auntie?" 

"Not many," was the reply. " How
ever. I may tell you more some other day." 

IDA BALT.OU. 

Correspondence. 
BERNICE, MoNT., APril 18, 189~. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN : I saw a letter in 
the Corner by Carrie Kubiu asking- help 
for the editor of the Little Fr6ethinker 
(Mr. Graves). You will find inclosed fifty 
cents to giv to Mr. Graves. Papa tak~s 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we are all Athe
ists-no god, no devil, no angAls, no 
Eai.n!s; all the heaven or all the hell is 
what we make. I am ten years old-hav 
lived in the country and never went to 
school, but will start to school this ~all. 

Yours respectfully, CHLOE ScoBEE 
[The money bas been forwarded to Mr. 

Graves. Chloe must study hard when sl e 
goes to school and learn all she can. She 
writes very well fm: one who has had no 
echonl advantages, and we are sure she is a 
bright, good girl -ED. C. C.] 

YALE, OR , A pri! 12, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my fir~<t let

ter to the Corner. I am elevPn years old, 
and I bav three brothers and one sister. 
The b&by is two years old, and is a cun
ning little thing. I take care of him, and 
he likes to run after the sheep. Papa bas 
forty-seven head of ~beep, and I hav two. 
Our school-house is two miles and a half 
from here. I study physiology, geography, 
history, arithmetic, llnd spelling, and I 
read in the fifth reader. Our teacher's 
name is Mr. Brooks. He gave us e11.ch a 
large and beautiful card, bnrdered with 
silk fringe, on the laet day of school. We 
1iv nine miiE:s from the nearest town. 
There is no church there. 

My papa takes THE TRUTH BEFKER, and 
if any little girl would like to correspond 
with me I will gladly answer. 

Your Liberal friend, 
ETHEL VIOLA J OH!<SON. 

[Another shining jewel to our coronet of 
Liberal gems.-ED. C. C.] 

SILVERToN, OR., April18, 295. 
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN: As my other let

ter escaped the waste basket, I will try to 
write another. My other letter was written 
from Arkansas, but since that time we hav 
come to Oregon and settled in Silverton, 
Marion county. There are a great many 
Secularists here, and we hav a very large 
Secular Sunday-school; and, best of all, 
we bav that talented lady, Mrs. Katie 
Kehm Smith, to teach us and lecture for 
ns every other Sunday, Mrs. Smith in
vited five little girls to spend a week at 
her home, Castle Kehm-on-tbe-Willamette, 
and I was one of th~>m. Castle Kehm is 
such a lovely place! They hav wild flowers 
growing all over their yard. Their house 
is on the main-land, but their chicken
bouse and orchard are on an island. 
Every morning and evening we went over 
to the islan<l with Mr. Smith to feed the 
chickens We had many boat rides. Mrs. 
Smith also taught us how to write on the 
type-writer. I wonld like to tell all about 
my visit at Castle Kehm, but my letter is 
too long- now. 8o I will close f· r this time. 
Yours a:ff3ctionately, STELLA WALTERS 

[Stella is fortunate ind.,ed to hav Mrs. 
Smith for a teacher and lecturer. And th~t 
visit to Castle Kehm-on the-W!llamette 
must hav been delightful, and will never 
be forgotten. We would be pleased to hav 
Stella write for the Corner a more extended 
description of the beautiful Castle on the 
romantic Willamette.-ED. C. C.] 

breasted." MILLEDGEVILLE ILL, April6, 1895. 
"What sagacity and discernment!" ex- MISS SusAN H. \VTXoN: I address this 

!aimed the ameel' "but pray how did letter to yon in the name of Freethonght, 
c ' ' a· . and I know you to be an earne8t worker 
you know that the camel was loa ed Wlth in this cause for I hav in my possession 
honey and oil, and !)arrieCl ~ womaQ, on its' your two bo~ks, "A_ pples of Gold " and 
bl\Qk ?'' . ''Story I! our," and I thin)t more of those 

than any books I hav. Although I hav 
never seen yon, I call you my teacher, for 
rhav learned more from your books and 
writings in THE TRUTH BEEKER than from 
aU the teachings I ever had at school. 

I am seventeen years of age, and bav one 
sister, aged thirteen. My mother is an in
valid; sha is paralyze i and has not walked 
a step for thirteen years. 

My sister spoke in a county contest last 
Thursday night and got second prize, a 
gold medal. She is going to speak in 
another contest in about two weeks, and 
in another county Mnteet next August. 
And as we bav exhausted our supply of 
pieces to speak. I write to you to send us 
(if it would not be putting you to too much 
tronble) some good patriotic pieces and 
recitations, declamations and orations of 
an:v kind; and I would like very much to 
bav the piece entitled "Wearing Out the 
Carpet," which was Printed in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER once, but I lost it. And if you 
kunw of any good books containing reci
tations that yon can recommend, I wonld 
like to know where to send for them. I 
am just starting out as a school-teacher and 
woulil be glail of any suggEstions you 
wonld makP. 

Now the reason I bav written to you in 
this mat.ter is this, I know you to be a com
pet~>nt judge of such things, and because, 
in this section of the country, we are the 
only Infidels and it it impossible to get 
viecrs that are devoid of ~nperstition, and 
one does not like to speak what one does 
not believe. I inclose one dollar to pay 
you yon for your trouble, and if there are 
an:v exoenses over that, when you write 
tell me how much it is sud I will send it to 
you. ELLA M. HuN'!.'ER. 

[robe regarded a9 a teacher by so bright 
a young lad.v as Ella is a source of pride 
and pleasure. The material asked for has 
been forwarded, and if any of our readers 
has the piece," Wearing Out the Carpet," 
and wiU forward it to MiEs Hunter's ad
dress, it will be conferring a favor upon a 
worthy and intelligent reader of the Cor
ner.-ED. C. C.] 

False Economy 
is practiced by people who b!ly inferior o.rticles 
of fJod The Gail Borden Eagle B ·and Con
densed Milk is the best infant food. Infant 
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Christianity and Evolution. 
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Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer Family, Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His "Sister," Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, David God's Favorite, 
Joseph the !\'Ian of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy l'iloses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 

Sent by mall or express, prepai<l, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt sltle 
stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
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.Jf etD I'}u'blioa.tions. 
Unless otherwise specified, all publica

tion.Y noticed here can be had nf THE 
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

A TALE OF A HALo. By Morgan A. Rob
ertson. Illustrated by A. Osrey K. 
Jurist. Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 1 he 
Truth Seeker Company, New York. 
If it were not for the author's intimation 

that this little volume of satiric verse has a 
serious intent, it might be taken Aimply as 
a clever, amusing, and somewhat profane 
"skit," having no other object than to 
makll the unthinking laugh by a burleEque 
presentation of things generally held 
sacred. Bnt Mr. Robertson seems to hav 
drawn his inspiration from the A. P. A. 
movement, for we are distinctly informed 
that the satire is aim&d at the Roman Oath
olio church, although whatever is otfensiv 
in the poem would seem to be about as of
fensiv to orthodox Protestants as to Catho
lics. Briefly outlined, the poem narrates 
the explnits of Beelzebub in the heavenly 
city, who, bent on mischief, disguises him
self as one of the redeemed, passes the 
gate by "bluffing" St. Peter, and, joining 
the heavenly host, fills their breasts with. 
envy and discontent by exhibiting a halo 
of brightness far superior to any of those 
furnished from the heavenly storehouse. 
The fiend is detected and denounced by 
the Archangel Michael, whereupen he 
do:tid his disguise, defies the angelic throng, 
and throws the whole heavenly city into 
turmoil and uproar. The tumult continues 
until St. Patrick a.rrives from Ireland, 
where he has been helping to celebrate his 
birthday. This renowned saint, bethink
ing himself of the efficacy of the sign of 
the cross in such emergencies, soon has 
the fillnd subdued and submiasiv. The 
motiv of tho poem is shown in a brief 
confab which Beelzebub has with Michael, 
wherein the fiend maintains that the plan of 
salvation is a failure because there are 
many good men in hell, while heaven 
abounds with hypocrite and death-bed 
repenters. 
"That'd so," said the archangel, scratching his 

chin. 
"F .>r that is the w.1y St. Peter got in." 

Michael, indeed, has a grudge against 
St. Peter, and on one occasion, seeking for 
evidence that would bring about his re
moval from the office of doorkeeper, inves- · 
tigatAe his " record," with this result: 
And so through the pages he c!l.refully 3onght 
~·or da•a suffi~ieno to make a good case, 
And fonad that the saint was an impious, base 
And hardened old hypocrit up to his death; 
And only, in fact, With his very last breath 
Had ga.bbled the prayer which a.llowed him to 

dwell 
For the future in Heaven instead o( 1n Hell. 
His end had been sad. He ha1 .. tolen the pay 
of a soldier ol Rome, and had gone on his way 
Pursued by the soldier, who won in the race, 
And dea.lt him aterriblJ blow with his m.we. 
Which brougnt him to earth with a broken back-

bone 
(And thus had the soldier recovered his own.) 
But Peter expreosed his emotions 1n prayer 
IntPrlarded with curses t.hat blistered the air. 
And the bystandera wagered some trifling 

amounts 
As to whtch he would make up his mind tore-

nounce-
His prayera or his curses; for this would foretell 
Just where he was going to, Heaven or Hell. 
But Peter '\\<as l~cky; his last moment came 
As he wound up a prayer and before he could 

frame 
A new malediction; and Heaven rejoiced 
With exceeding great joy, and the glad tidings 

voic d 
That thq Rheep which was logt had returne:l to 

the fold: 
While the soldier, who'd bet on it, doubled his 

gold, 
As Peter is held in reverence by the 

whole Christian world, it is difficult to see 
how such a libel on the great Apostle can 
be taken simply as a hit at the Catholic 
church. Protestant, Greek, and Arminian 
would alike join in resenting it, were it 
worthy of being taken seriously. The 
poem, in fact, considered as a shaft aimed 
at a great religious body, is simply ridicu
lous; but at the same time it is lively and 
animated and exhibits a coarse but gen
uin humor that, in case the reader is not 
too much shocked at its irreverence, makes 
it both readable and entertaining.-Sy1·a
cuse Herald. 

Great Opportunity To Make Money! 
I hav had such svlendid success that I can't 

help writing to you about 1t. I hav not made 
less than $5 and some days from $15 to $25. I am 
r<ally elated, and can't see why others do not go 
into the Dlsh Wa3her business at once. I hav 
not c&n vas sed any; ~ell all my washers at home. 
'!'hey give such good satisfaction t.hat every,one 
sold, helps to sell many other•. I believe m a 
year I oan make a profit ol Three Thousand Del· 
lar~. and aGtend to my regular business besides, 
When a Ulimax Dish Wasner can be bought for 
$5, every Jam.ly wants one, and it is very easy 
selling what everybody wants to buy. For nar
ticularsJ address the UlimaxMfg.Uo., Columbul, 
Ohio. .t think any lady or gentleman, anywhere, 
can make :rom $5 to $10 a day. I wonld like to 
have ;your readers try thid busmess, and let us 
know through yonr columns how they sucoeed. 

Pocket Theology. 
B11 VOLTAIRE. 

\l'ene, witty, and aa.rcastic d3flnitiona of ihPO 
lodoal terms. Price, :5 cen\1. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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i 14921 Columbustolllgersollll892 

I 400 Years 
I OF 

iFreetl'lough 
I Bv Samuel Porter PutJlam 

Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

I 
I II '\'ith The Tt·uth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

il 141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAJTS! 

I
I Of the Most E'mli!nent FreethinkeTs, oj the Past 
IE Fowr Hund'red Years. 

il rr HE 7 R UTHSEEKEROoMPANY;;;;;;unced in Octo-

1
== 1.v ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 

had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 

~~ realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
~ in gettin0cr it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 

IE: _ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times aa many portraits. Such was the case, however. In-

~~ ~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
~ hund1·ed, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 

I multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
E that the illustrations are the most costly p!!.rt of the book-ae 

I~!;= = undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
~~-~::E properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
IE of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
~ per cent more for his $5 than was gu~ranteed to him. Well, the 
~ nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
•== sent out, and now wa know what the recipients think of their I investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
eE not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de

·~~ lighted that they got such a bargain. 
~ As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS oF FREE-
~ THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
~~ and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

i~ possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
= thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 

=:_E organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
I§ of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

I 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

E magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

: Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
I§ THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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RIGHT LIVING i • 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSA.N H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

Is 
A 

PRICJE, $1.00. 

Addres• THE TRUTH REEKER. 
28 Lafayette Pil~ce, New York. 

Suicide 
Sin? 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of. Histo-ry. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essa v " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents 

'rhe 'rruth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYJ::TIE PLACE. New York.. 

OfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A. Re:tu'ta'tion of:. 'the Argu

:rnen't Thai; Na'ture J:ax
hibi'ts Marks o:t Having 
Been Desi,;ned by an In
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
l. 'l'~e f!doign ArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Neces

Bitatmg sn !ntimte tleries of DesifCD<'rB. 
fi. If 'l'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
(II. If ·rhAre Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Famty Mechanisms. 

CV. What ls Oalled 1Jes1gn Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch ~rgnment Is illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did C~nse So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Des1gn. 
V'II. The Argument of a F1rst Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 

28 Lafayette !'lace, N Y. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
BIB 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture 

ByTHADDEUSB.WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of 58 pag-es, full of scientific 
thought. The storv of this gre•t scientist'• life 
and works read3 like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH HEEKEB. 
28 La.fayette Place, New V n.lr n:ty 

THE THE 

it BRAIN A:.D 
THE OONFLUIT BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENcl 

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. 
BIBLE; 

Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of Srxteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects-

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil III. Is the Bible Con" 
tradictory? IV. Jesns-Wa.sHethe Fulfillmeut of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jesus 
the re.cher of l!ighteonsneRs. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate llesnrrection? VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VIII The Christ Spirit Out
side the Bible. IX What Is the tiible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Why Do Men Cling to the 
Bible? XII. Belief,_, Unbelief, Faith. Reason, an~ Pr,tyer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment, X"· .tmmortahty. XVI. Conclns10n. 
A Book that should be in the. hands of all who seek tbe LiQ"ht. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appea.l directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

POP'S AHD Tlt£111 DOIHGS 
ACCOUNT Ol!' 

Vicars or Ohrtst ana Vicegerents Q/' Goa. 
P!lof)r, 5Q aeote; olot.b, 75 ae11ta 



JY ot for ])a'r'aons. 
AN old chid gave his experience of In

finn ngenls this way: "Spose agent heap 
bd man. heap swear, steal half Injun 
1·-lanhet, Injun flour; spos3 agent lovnm 
J c sn8, sf enl all." 

RoBINSON : " There's a great danl of 
complaint about that entertainment for the 
church. They Fay five hundred tickets 
"ere wld, and the hall would hold only 
three hundred peoole." Mrs. Robinson: 
"Well, -why didn't the others come early?" 
-Puck. 

KEN'r"CCRY Sunday-whoolsnperintendent 

THE TRUTH SEEKEH. 

THE 

Truth Seeker Annual 
-AND-

(to pa~tor): "See here, I'm not going to 
teach this school any loDger if I've got to I 
lfave my revolver at home. Only ye~ter
day Colonel Kilgore wiped the floor with . 
me because I contradicted his statement . 
t1at Moses was found in a clothes basket 1.' 
nt the second battle of Bull Rnn." 

WHILE the Honse was in session Snn
dsy night, which by legislativ fiction was 
called part of Saturday, Mr. Broderick, • ; 
of Kansas, strolled over to the seat of Mr. j' 
Bailey, of Texas, who has a great repnta- . 1 
tion as a parliamentarian. "Bailey," qne- l f 
riEd the Kansan, "do yon suppose the 
LIIId Congress by calling this Saturday I j 
will be able to fool the Lord?" "I don't 
know," replied Mr. Bailey, doubtfully; 
"perhaps it will. It has fooled everybody 
else. "-St. Louis Globe-Democ1·at. 

4Jif~·ttillhink~r1l' ~lntanat, 
1895. 

AN Argus reporter hEard something that 
-was alike ludicrous and shocking Sunday 
ni ht. It was just at the portal of a church 
as the congregation were coming ont. 
Two nice looking young men were coming 
out breathing grand sentiments of piety 
and sound theology regarding the sermon 
they had just listened to. One of them 
slipped on a piece of ice, and his arms and 
le~s flew around in eight or ten different 
directions at onc(l. As soon as he recov
ered his equilibrium he ripped ont: "J
C- (not John Collills), a little more and 
I'd hav gone to h- sure." Then a_ deep 
and dark-blue silence fell on all the place. 
-l!ortland Argus. 

OUR ABSURD AND OPPRESSIV BLUE LAWS, 
If I were a philosopher I might offer 

some reflections on and draw some deduc
tions from certain perplexities that beset 
men of this city on Sunday, anent yonT 
editorial of yesterday. As, for instance, 
if I were a philosopher, I might ask my
self where freedom of action ends and re
straint begins. 

On Sunday Mr. De Smythe is at liberty 
-if he is a member of an uptown club-to 
enter its reception-room, call for any 
beverage, vinous, malt, or spirituous, and 
hav it brought to him with most perfunc
tory elegance by a swallow-tailed waiter. 
Bnt Mr. De Smythe is not permitted on 
that holy day to bny beer, wine, or liquor 
at a hotel or saloon bar. 

On Sunday John Smith is free to go 
to the park or a garden and listen to the 
strains that iesue from the kiosk, bnt he is 
restrained on that holy day from listening 
to instrumental music in a public hall. He 
may go to a concert in the evening, where 
gems from operas are sung hy Melba, De 
Reszke, or Scalchi, bnt he cannot hear an 
opera in ita entirety. 

On Sunday he may take a p~easnre trip 
on a steamboat or may witness a swim
ming match, bnt he is debarred from see
ing athletes bat at a baseball. On. Sunday 
he may bny a, cigar, bnt it is made a crime 
to sell him a pair of gloves or an umbrella. 
On. Sunday he may drive with consider
able rapidity on the Boulevard, bnt he 
may not witness a race. 

On Sunday Mr. De Smythe's coachman 
is permitted to drive him to the chnrcb. 
door and wait on the box till the service is 
uver, and after that may drive him to his 
club, where he gets his dinner and his bot
tle of '64 Hochheimer; bnt the coachman 
may not take either wife or sweetheart 
on Sunday to a grove where there are mu
sic and beer, Hochheimer, or anything bnt 
plain Crotonheimer. 

On Sunday he may bny a good dinner 
either at his club or at a hotel, bnt the 
grocers are forbidden, under penalties, to 
sell him the wherewithal to make a Sunday 
dinner at home. 

On Sunday De Smythe may be shaved 
by the obsequious Figaro at his club
rooms, bnt it is now contemplated that 
this necessity shall be denied to plain John 
Smith at the hair-dressing rooms through
out the city. 

On. Sunday he may look at the pano
rama in. Twenty-fourth street, bnt the sight 
of a pantomime in Fourteenth street is de
barred him. 

On Sunday he may hear the blare of 
trumpets and the music of Cappa's band at 
the head of a funeral parade, bnt itinerant 
musicians with the best of intentions and 
wind are not allowed to play for him on 
this same Sunday. 

Strange, isn't it? 
And if I were a philosopher I might 

descant on tl:;.e howness of the why, bnt as 
I am not I simply state the facts.- Wm. 
Geo. Oppenheim, in New York World, 

- (E. M. 295.) 
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The Bible Inqt.tirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

crVTAINING 148 PROPOSfT,ONS. 

With Refer.,nces to the m0st ..:'bin and Str;jdng Rolf- Contrarlict,ion• of the So-ea._lled InRpired 
·cr ptures. Including Qr1eetions Answered Affirmatively aml ~o~"'ttvely by Quotat10ns from the 

Bible. Al"o, Other Bible Ref~ren<'es of Impcrtanc:e. 
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PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; - $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be tJ?.e most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described: 

" The volume of tone is ftilly equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite1 musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STEox, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report-
ing as follows : . 

" This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, ·with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says : 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have criti~ally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TBUTH SEEKER readers at. the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the fre,ight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instt-uments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will 
your interest to correspond with us. 

be to 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON, Atch!lson, Han. 
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In the nature of things, 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

''In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish th.e claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. NewYorlr. 

Tbe Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his W'fJ.Y home, the next night he 
will take alo.ng some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAI'T. BOBEBT 0. ADAMS. 

Bein11 the 8tor:v of his mental 3ourne:r from 
orthoclox:v to B•tionalism. 

Pnoe, P•Per, 25 oents: olotb, 75 oents. 
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Gems of <Fhought. 
To pray is to fi~tter oneself that one will 

change entire nature with words.- Vol
taire. 

No virtue has ever been found to flow 
from the theologic~l studies of the church. 
-David Swing. 

Mos-r people dread far more the social 
frown which follows the doing of some
thing conventionaiiy wrong, than they do 
the qualms of conscience which follow the 
doing of something intrinsically wrong.
Herberl Spencer. 

MILITARY training incites to military 
methods, jast as pugilistic training incites 
to pugilism. It nurses the brutish propen
sities. Yet we hav eduo~tors who advocate 
the military for the schools and colleges of 
the republic. -Progressiv Age. 

GREAT struggles are before us; great 
contests for the right. Liberty is not yet 
achieved. Truth is not yet on the throne. 
The press and platform must take the 

· place of sword and cannon in still mi~htier 
combats in the arena of tha world.-Sam
uel P. Putnam. 

A POLITICAL victory, a rise of rents, the 
recovery of your sick or the return of your 
absent friend or some other quite external 
event raises your spirits, and you think 
good days are preparing for you. Do not 
believe it. It can never be so. Nothing 
can bring yon peace bnt the triumph of 
principles.-R. W. Emers?n. 

AND then the woman, thus taught by her 
lords, has begun to retort in these latter 
days by endeavoring to enslave the man in 
return. Unable to oonoeivA the bare idea 
of freedom for both sexes alike, she seeks 
equality in an eqllal slavery. That she 
w1ll never achieve. The future is to be 
free. We hav transcended serfdom. 
Women shall hbnceforth be the (quais of 
men, not by leveling down, but by level
ing up; not by fettering the man, but by 
elevating, emancipating-, un •hackling the 
woman.-Grant All"n. 

ANY interruption of the commerce of 
liberty, so long a~ individuals do not tres
pass, is a blow at social harmony. It is 
not neces_sary that all men should talk 
sense, but is necessary that all should 
speak in the atmosphere of honesty and 
freedom. Do not put up more walls 
Throw open the windows. Reduce the 
barriers. Giv enmities a chance to shake 
hands. Invite thought into the open air. 
Do not drive it to subterranean chambers 
and caves. Nothing sacred was ever really 
defended by the sacrilege of oppression.
Horace L. Traubel. 

A GREAT man adds to the sum of knowl
edge, extends the horizon of thought, re
leases souls from the Bastile of fear, crosses 
unknown and mysterious seas, givs new 
islands and new continents to the domain 
of thought, new constellations to the fir
manent of mind. A great man does not 
seek applause or place; he seeks for truth; 
he seeks the road to happiness, and what 
he ascertains he givs to others. A great 
·man throws pearls before swine, and the 
swine are sometimes changed to men. If 
the great had alwa} s kept their pearls, 
vast multitudes would be barbariaLs now. 
A great man is a torch in the darkness, a 
beacon in superstition's night, an inspira
tion and a propbecy.-lngersoll. 

IT is perfectly proper for an individual 
to resist aggression and to restrain a prob
able aggressor, and it is therefore right for 
him to unite with others to do these acts. 
But he has no right as an individual to in
terfere with actions of other non-aggressiv 
persons. For this reason he can delegate 
no such right to any agent, whether called 
a government or anything else. Neither 
can one man havtheright to compel others 
to be good, even mpposing it were possi
ble for him to do so. Where could he get 
any such right? Most people would recog
nize this fact in their personal conduct to
ward other individuals, a td yet when it 
comes to matters of good government, 
wonld be found advocating all kinds of 
measures for the l'epression and punish
ment of vioe.-E. D. Burleigh. 

NoT all the experiences of eternity could 
surpass the sublimity of one well-spent 
day. And this we hav now within our 

'grasp Yes, but you desire the happiness 

Deafness Cannot Be Cored 
bf local applications as they cannot reach the 
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one 
way to cure deafness, and that is by consti~u
tional remedies. Deafne> s is ~a used by an m
flamed oondHion of the mucous lininjl" nf the 
.l!lu~taohian Tube. When this tube is mflamed 
you have~ rumblipg Round orimpe,rfeot _hearing, 
and when 1t is tntuely olosed, Deafness IS there
sult. and un·ess the inflammation can be tak n 
out and this tube restored to its normal con.di
tion, hearing will be destro:ved f .rever; mne 
case• out of ten are caused b;v: catarrh, which is 
nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous 
surfaces. 

We will give One Hundred Dollars for anv case 
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be 
cured by Hall's Oatarrh Oure. Rend for circu-
la.rsi.. free. F. J. OHENEY & 00., Toledo, 0. 
Jr' oold by Druggists, 760. 

.of a day to be rept"ated forever. Well, 
and suppose this prospect is denied you, 
or that you hav no reasonable expectation 
of the fulfilment of your hope of immor
tality. Will you refuse to be righteous 
for one day, or one year, •.r seventy years? 
Is this loyalty to truth and morality? You 
will not be virtuous even for a day, be· 
cause your everlasting existence is not 
guaranteed! From such mulish obstinacy 
and from such tainttd ethics Rationalism 
turns with abhorrence. Whether it be for 
one brief revolution of the earth, or for 
unlimited ages, a vision of !.ruth and 
beauty, and the opportunity and power to 
liv with honor, are the grEatest gifts that 
can blePs the chi'dren of the universe:
F. J Gould. 
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i The New Way to Boll Eggs. 
: Break the egg into the cup and boil it in the cup 
; instead of in the shell. Serve it in the same cup, 

~ The Premier Egg Cup 
§ ~~ ~~~ec?{o~~~~Yc~~~i!e';i~~~~~~~~~\~~0c~,v~~ 
5 $1.00 we will send. postpaid. 5 cups 1-egg size, or 
§ 4 cups 2~egg size. Sample Cup 25 cts. in stamps. 
5 PREniER EGG CUP CO., Syracuse, N.Y. 
5unnllltlllllllllllmtmrmmnJIIIIIIIIJIIII111111111111llllllllluJ 

THE 

CABEEB OF RELIGIOU~ IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a stud v in the evolution of relig

ious ideas. tonchin~ all f·,rmi or religious wor
shiP, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability or the Ohristifl.n religion. It 
is a 12mo bJok of 146 pages and the price is now 
redncect from 50 cents in raper anct 75 cents in 
cloth to 25 •·ents in paper. 50 cents in cloth 

Address THE TRUTH SEEK!iR 00. 

Sff . THAT~ CURVf! 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR BALE 

AT ABOUT ONE· HALF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres e6 perches, locatEd 

within one and a half m les of Media county ~eat 
and within four mi,fs of Ohester, 1 a , on the 
Delaware river. Several e_prings of soft water. 
good timber growin~ on the p ace. some ehoice 
apPle and pear trees m fruiting condition. House 
and barn on the place but are old buildings. 
Wi hin five minutes walk of the railroad"' a.tion, 
9 miles from Philadelph'a. Trolley Jiue b,tween 
Media and Ohester, with less than five min11tes' 
walk. . 

The place is specially well located for a. florist, 
a.ntl it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would PUt a. modem hoase on it. Eight 
years a<o the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller placeg have sold at $1,00(' 
per ac,e. The land slopes toward the southwest. 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care TEE TRUTH SEEKER. 

-THE-

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAl TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE AESURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL· 
NEBS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE A.ND BENEFI· 
0ENT INSTITUTION, AND BE

'VEALING THE ABUSES 
OJI' A UNION OJI' 

OHUROll AND 
STAT:m. 

185 Fun ..... Page 
IUustratioflS. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE AR71ST • . 

IJESIGNB BY WATB~N HESTON, 
WITH PUkTB~IT OF 

THE ])EBIGNE.R. 

The Illustrations are classi1led as follows: 

II reprEl!M'nt Sam:ples ofOhristianity's Work. 
5 .. MissiOnaries. 
l .. The Lord's Instruments. 
.2G " Bible Doctrines and Their Resnlts, 
1 " ~he Ohurch and Sla.v~ry. 
2 riests and Politics. 
4 eland and the Church. 
2 ,. Ohuroh's Idea. of Civilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Oross. 
4 ,. Unkind .Reflections on the Ohurch 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
1ll Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
6 Hell. 
7 Miscella.neo118. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Ohurch Robbing the People. 
:'3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Ohildren and the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Churllh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Nat urn.! History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piet 7 in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 " Ohristians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publicatign, We venture th~ assertion that.not~nglike it ha~ ever be 
fore appoared iu this country and 1t IS very doubtfnllf a.~other m;te like 1t will~ver a.gam be pub
lbhul. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credtt <'fputtmg the book ~nth~ reach of all. 
At twice the price ;t woPld have been a cheap hook. Art1st Hes_ton a.s a portrMt P&lnte'-: and d_e
signer is a wonderful S•·cces<. an 1 we judge from our own f,eli~gs that nea.rl~ every Liberal 1n 
America. will desire a copv of thi~ most wunderfnl volume.-[Freethinkers' Ma.gazme. 

1\Ir. Heston deserves 'o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism J:!:e has dedicated his geniu~ to 
Freethou .• ht,and has done fai hful nnd noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the met. 
Ul'ts do not make up the whole of . his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of rea.d1ng 
matter th •t Rerve first as expt_anations of the illnst_ratinns, and secondly as texts to provo the utter 
fal81ty of the church's professiOns and the b~ocnsy of tnose who uphold them. :Altogeth£!r the 
book iJ one of tue best weapons against Chnstia.nity and the church tha.t has ever been put .n the 
bands of Freethinkera.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, board covers, $2; clot)» $2.SO· 

&.ddrelll!l TUB TRlJTH SEEKER. 

365 DA 'IS 
Ahead Of 

Keating Bicycles. 
1 9 'to 23 lbs. 

O.t..TALOG FREE if you mention this paper 

KEA.TING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoii.e, lU~•ss. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
By R•v. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~-, AN · EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! , 
e We wa.ut 1000 more active agents before e 
~ July 1st. We willguarantee seo to $30 per day ~ 
t' canbeeasilymadciuanylocality;ourgoods f 
• ::~~i~~~~~\~~r; J.?Ji~,~ws~\~a :~w~~v ru~11 g~ • e cent. commission on all snJes. Send to~Nay 0 
~ fo:r full pa.rticu1ars, or we "·ill send with ~ r same a Valuable samp1e of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receiPt of 10 cents in e 
, silver orsta.mns. Established in lSS::! .. Ad-, 

dress, STANDARD SILVER\VARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is not in magic potions\," specifics" 
W~~~~~lalc;~~~E o~t Ji~i.Ji! 
Wise men study nn.tme, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and 1·egain it 
bn•eading the most complete book of 
Dledical, Social, Sexual Science, 
by an eminent physician of 35 rears 
experience. The "old, original, 
standard" ~ark, endorsen. by all. 
ill' ita ted by many. eqnalled by none. 
Inst-·ll'ed by wish to aid hnmanity, it 
l1as provident] ally saved thm1sands. 
Its essays on nw.rriage. parentage, 
adaptation, marital failures, etc., 
are of incstima,ble value to all now 
married cr wllo ever expect to be 
The last Nlilion bas 1,000 pa.ges, 
3 colored charts of \itnJ orp-:-ms, 200 
wood cnts, 21 chromo~ FlJowing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 
on tv,. .. "·"bY l!Io.il; Circulars Free. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, r;ew Y orlr. 

MIR&SQUARE. CO~SUI..TATION I'RJ;E. 
r:;===::::;::::=:;-J 'l'h1s has ocen my standmg 

offei' during forty years past, 
a pledg-e made Juovcr.half a 
millimi COJJies of my0'"Medi-
c . .l Cmnmm1 Sense and Plain 
Home 'l'alk "-I stand by it. 
Anyone afflicted. wit.h any 
cbronic,obstinatc or obscure 
disease, defect or deformity, 
or troubled about some pri

'------~vate affair in which ~he help 
of a physician of broad and long expenence }S 
desired, is welcome to state the case to me, m 
person or by letter, (sending return pos~age) and 
I will advise frankly, fully and confidentmlly, and 
send, if wanted, my "Foote-Prints on 'l'he Path 
tollea.lth," -DR, 1':. B, fOOTE, 122 LEX. Av,, NEW YORK. 

only rem· 
exltstence,-'l'mn ev!denC€s of suc
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, 

~_where you saw_tWs adver. - Vinelan<l. N.J. 
NOW READ TUIS! 

Dr. Fellows is a. stanch LIBERAL and a verl' 
successful physician. He has trea~ed DlS:Ij:ASEI:l 
OF MEN for twenty _years, and h1s reJ?ledies ar• 
a.nout~owth of this long_p_raotice, wh1ob ohonld 
l!'ive o<iu11denoe to those BJ!Iioted------·· -
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OUT SKYLARKING. 

Then the devil taketh him up into the holy city, and setteth him on a pinnacle of the temple.-Matt. iv, 5. 

.Jt ewa of tluJ Woelt. 
IT is understood that in Illinois the 

silver Democrats will combine with the 
Populists. 

A poll of the Missouri legislature seems 
to indicate that a majority are in favor of 
free silver. 

IN round numbers, the expenses of our 
postal department are $90,000,000 per 
year; the receipts, $84,000,000. 

GoVERNOR MoRTON, of New York, has 
signed the bi .I which provides that all 
Ftone used in public buildings in New 
York shall be dressed in the state. 

IN the Tennessee legislature the house 
adopted by the vote of 43 to 30 the senate 
resolution declaring in favor of the free 
coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1. 

GoVERNOR EvANs, of South Carolina, 
defies the injunction (Jf Federal Judge 
Gott and continues to seize liquor brought 
into the state in violation of the dispensary 
law. 

were retired on the first of last January, 
decided that wumt:Jn were eligible for ad
mission to the har, but Mrs. Lockwood 
neglected to qualify while they wtre on the 
bench. 

In 1875 the sum paid by the UnitPd 
States governmrnt in pensions was $29.-
456,216; it was a little lt:ss in each of the 
sncceediog three years, and from 1879 to 
1893 it steadily augmented, in the latter 
year reaching the total of $159.357,557. 
In 1894 it fell slightly, being $141,177,284. 

MAXIMO GoMEz, the Cuban leader who 
took part in the last insnrrection in that 
island, has recently succeeded in landing 
with some companions and will hav com
mand of the insurgent forces. The Span
ish authorities tried to keep the news of 
his arrival from reaching the outside 
world, lest it should "stimulate the en
thusiasm " of the friends of the insurgents 
in the United States and Central America. 

chance to collect her admittedly just 
claim against Nicaragua. On the rep
resentations of the government of the 
United States England bad agreed that 
Nicaragua ehould hav more time to pay 
the debt, but as the Nicaraguan govern
ment would not concur in the arrangement 
the seizure of Corinto was necessitated. 
The London GraphiJ points out that 
"Prebident Jackson in 1834 laid down 
that it was a well settled principle where 
one nation owed another a debt which it 
neglected to pn, that the creditor nation 
might seize PU:fficient property belonging 
to the debtor nation or its subjects with
out giving just cause for war." 

EDITORIAL 

From the Freethought Magazine. 

" The advertisement of that well known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
OUo Wetttitein, appears in our advertising 
pages. · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you yon are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth· 

LMAY 4, 1895 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Ch urcl1 Property 
in the United States. 

Should It lle Exempt jrom 
Ta.xatlon? 

REASONS WHY 1'1_1 SHOULD NOT. 

Our paJ!lphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Oensns of 1890, 
the Valne~bf Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the u mted States and. in the several States 
and ·rerritories aud in all Oities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arra lged aq to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denominationa. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to certam Oities, States. and Sections, all 
comparisons being based upon official fi~;ures. 

This pamphlet is the only ono of the kmd pub
lished. In no other work are >he !acts, figures, 
and arguments to he found. 'J he figures. being 
:lerived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the cen us of 1900 shall 
have been comple'eu- probn.bly about eight 
~ears hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
a.s the injusti~~ nf church exemption is suffered 
,o 9xist. 

By sing!e copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is pu.biished specially for distribution by 
;hose who fayor jushce in taxa.ti 1n the followin!l' 
rsductions are made: 

• 

ren copieR. 81.00 
Fift:v copies, - . • • 4.50 
Joe hundred copies • · • 8.00 
L&rger quantities at slli)cial rates. 

A.ddrass THE TRUTH BEEKER. New York . 

Wr~tes every lettEr in sigl.t of oper .. tor. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT· 

reALLY, .nd yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It acts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightms his labor and reiiders him capable 
of doing more. 
It has a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways ready a1 critical or other times. 
These are some of the reasons why it is 

different from all other writing machines. 
The catalogne tells you more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
807 Broadway, New York. 
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BY the bursting of the Bouzey dike near 
Epinal, France, nearly every bridge on 
the Arviere so far as tbe flood extended was 
swept away, and 115 deaths hav been re
ported. 

Russ:u, Germany, and France hav for
mally protested to Japan against the per
manent occupation of any portion of the 
Chioese mainland by Japan, as contem
plated by the treaty of peace bet ween ·the 
two Eastern countries. England and Italy 
are apparently inclined to remain neutral, 
although the former nation might, in cer
tain contingencies, side with Japan. The 
Japanese government is between two fires, 
for if it relinquishes any of the advantges 
secured by the war and ratified by the 
treaty, its own people are likely to revolt, 
dissatisfied as a good many of them already 
are, the demands of the government on 
China having been altogether too moderate 
to suit the extremists. On the other hand, 
Russia is pretty certain to insist that she 
hav a big slice (Jf China if Japan retains 
the Liao Tung peninsula. 

er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for ie~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~· 
the cause of Freethought, and is entitled ..:: 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

ON April 24th President Cleveland pro
moted Brig.-Gen. Wesley Merritt to be 
major-general and Col. John P. Coppin
ger of the Twenty-Third Infantry to be 
brigadier-general. 

A POLICE census of New York city has 
just been taken. It shows a population of 
1,849,866, a gain of 139,151 since October, 
1890, or, compared with the federal census 
of that year, a gain of 334,515. 

THE capacity of the Metropolitan Mu
seum of Art in Central Park is to be 
doubled, the legislature having appropri
ated $1,000,000 for that purpose, $200,000 
to be spent each year for five years. 

A CONFERENCE of prominent·silver advo
cates will be held in Salt Lake C1ty on 
May li'itb. The governors of ten Western 
states and territories will appoint three 
delegates from each to the conference. 

THE Russian government has expelled 
Mme. Modjeska from Warsaw became of 
charges against Russia which the actress 
made in the Chicago Art Institute in a 
speech on the subject of Polish women. 

MoBE than si1teen hundred soldiers 
and civilians were killed during the three 
days' stubborn fighting in the streets of 
Lima, Peru, which immediately preceded 
the overthrow of the Ceceres government. 

FoR damages amounting to $77,500 ac
cruing from injuries infltcted upon :British 
subjects, including a consular representa
tiv, in Nicaragua, English marines havoc
cupied the port of Cm·into. The Nic
araguan government has declared the port 
closed, and the town has been deserted by 
officials and people. The Englieh intended 
to collect custom duties to the amount of 
damages and costs, but this action of the 
Nicaraguans will force them to occupy all 
the ports of the republic. The Nicaraguan 
government has temporarily baflled the 
English and at the same time placed the 
United States, evidently with very delib
ate intent, in a most delicate position. 
By the Clayton-Bulwer trea*y between 
the United States and Great Britain, 
the latter nation cannot erect any for
tification, or occupy, fortify, or colonize 
any part of Central America through 
which territory the ship canal may pass, 
and without doing this England has no 

AT the Ninth annual convention of the 
American Thecsophists, held in Boston on II Intercourse Between tbe s~ul and Body." 
April 2B William Q. Judge was elected By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price,~ cents. 
verpetua\ president, and by a vote of 19.) Interesting b ·.ok• by same author: 
to lQ it was decided to secede from the in- "Four Leading Doctnnes," ~7 pp.,...... .75 

:: Djvjne Love. and w,;sdom," ~8 pp.,,.... .75 
ternational organization. D1vme Providence, aos pp.,.... .... .. .. . ,7r; 

::ponju!lal ,Lqve," 472 J.>P·•·;,· ... , .......... $1.00 
T:JIE new Supreme Court of Virginia rrue Uhrist1an Religion. 982 pp ......... 1.50 

refused to permit Belva Lockwood to "A.p:walypseE)xplained,"Vols.1,2,8,4each,$1 
l 'f t actice Ia i th t t t Th Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American qua 1 Y o pr W n a s a e. e Swedenbo~;:g Printi.,g and Publishing Society, 

preceding court, the members of which . 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art oritic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, Iiis FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates, and his COLONEL· INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die: cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himsE~lf as YOUR JEWELER. 

rEir Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
E~tablished 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wetfsfein 

Watch. 

The Ingersoll Sou 

veni" Spo n. 

t ~ , as The Freeth ught 

,,!ID~G~ Bad1 e. 

RELIGION NOT HISTOR'f' 
Examina.tion of the Morals a.nd History 

of the New Testament. 
By PBOI'. II' W. N:IWIIIAI!I Prioe 26 oentll. 

Address m:m 'l'BU'l'B SEEKER. 

The Glory of lnfi~elity1 
WirH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P, PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. rutnalJti8·wor.ltl!\. 
and no l!'reethinker or Infidel should 8Jl·witholli1t 
it, to meet the claims of Christians tW I.n1Wii1-
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies f® $:h. 
Address THE TRUTH SE'EKE:B CO. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 20o 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shnks 
pere could not write, etc. Prioe, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius W Second 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine."' 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine.· A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
J'lniu 01;ud Casco.. Price.~..5 cents. 

Address THE -~·RUTH BEEKER, 
Wl Lafa.vAtta Pla.oe. New York. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK .. 
A OOLLECTION OJ' 

0 R I 6 I N AL AN D S ELECTED H Y M N S~ 
B'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools, 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.

OOMPILl!ID Bll L. K. WASHBURN, 
Prlct. $1.!10. l'or uJa at 'l'HIS Ol!'FIO-: 
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HOW THE STUPID OLD BIRD IS PLUCKED OF HER PLUMAGE. 

Something a Little Extra for Truth Seeker Readers. 
For a good many years Mr. Samuel Porter Putnam's "News and Notes" have been a 

feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER very greatly admired by its readers. Their diversity and ver

satility and poetically descriptive qualities have been universally admired and imitated-but 

never copied with success. 
As President of all the nationally-organized Freethought of this country, Mr. Putnam 

To Our Friends: 

Don't you know 

some Freethinkerwho 

does not now, but who on April 24th started on a visit to the Freethinkers of England. Officially and privately 

he will undoubtedly have a grand reception. England is a great country in a small space, 

with a big history, in which Freethought has played and is playing a conspicuous part. 

While he is gone Mr. Putnam will be duly commissioned as Correspondent of THE w 0 u I d subscribe to 
TRUTH SEEKER, and will write for the benefit of our readers the gener"als and particulars of 

his trip. Every English Freethinker in this country will want to read this account. It will do 

him good. Every American Freethinker will find these letters by Mr. Putnam vastly enter-

taining, instructive, poetic, and good reading. 
New subscriptions for this event should begin now and run for six months. A three 

months' trial trip will just get you into the middle of them, but if you can't do bettsr take that, 

for we know you will renew. Ask any reader of Mr. Putnam's "News and Notes" if they are 

not worth the cost of a whole year's subscription, and if he does not say YES, we will refund 

the subscription you send. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York, N.Y. , 
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A.n Overzealous Peace Officer. 
Hillsboro is the county seat of Traill county, 

North Dakota. A short time since the Herald of 
that •ity contained this local news .item: 

" Deputy Sheriff Gaustad evidently thinks that it will 
do criminals good to come in closer relation with relig
ion. Last Sunday he handed a Bible to each of his two 
prisoners and asked them to read. They took it for a 
joke and refused, but they changed their mind when Mr. 
Gaustad told them that they must read a chapter each, 
or there would be no dinner in sight. The two sinners 
had to stand it, and two chapters of the good book were 
read (perhaps for the first time in that jail) with solem
nity. Mr. Gaustad says he will keep it ·up-Bible reading 
on Sunday or no dinner. He has expected the ministers 
to attend to that part, but as no ministers show up, he 
has decided to take it in his own hands." 

Deputy Gaustad would delight the heart of Gov
ernor Greenhalge of Massachusetts or ex-Governor 
Pattison of Pennsylvania. He undoubtedly be
lieves in the dictum that Christianity is part of the 
law of the state. If he remains a peace officer of 
Traill county it will be because the Freethinkers of 
that county are few and feeble. He should be 
bounced so unceremoniously that he will feel for a 
year .as though he were suffering from a very severe 
attank of mal de mer. In Article XVI. of the con
stitution of North Dakota we find this: 

"The following article shall be irrevocable without the 
consent of the United States and the people of this state: 

"Section 203. First, perfect toleration l!lf religious 
sentiment shall be secured, and no inhabitant of this 
state shall ever be molested in person or property on ac
count of his or her mode of religious worship." 

Starving a man because he refuS"es to read the 
Bible is undeniably a molestation of his person on 
account of his mode of worship, and hence the act 
of Deputy Gaustad is clearly unconstitutional as 
well as bigoted and cruel. Compelling occupants 
of jails to read the Bible or go without their meals 
is as illegal and invasiv and theocratic as is the 
forcing of pupils in the common schools to lay 
aside their books while the teacher reads the Bible 
and prays. Both acts are rank usurpations. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses or to one, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believ.ers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

New York, Saturday, Mav 11, I89S. 

A. Discouraged .A.sqistant Bishop. 
The Right Rev. Thomas F. Ga.ilor, D. D., Assistant 

Bishop of Tennessee, lectured recently in this city 
under the auspices of the Church Club. He said 
that it was depressing to visit a town of 1,800 in
habitants, where perhaps five hundred persons at
tend church, and to find ten or twelve churches 
bidding for the patronage of these five hundred, 
and all so poor that they can not afford a resident 
minister. "This," said the bishop, "is getting to 
be a not uncommon ecclesiastical condition in many 
Eastern and Southern towns." But the good man 
omitted to point out that all these superfluous 
churches are untaxed, and hence a burden upon 
the non-churchgoers. 

"Sixty-eight per cent of the population of the United 
States are reported as without any religious affiliation 
whatever. And infidelity, the Infidelity that represents 
intellectual skepticism, and the infidelity that represents 
spiritual indifference or despair, and the infidelity that 
represents moral failure-infidelity is every day more 
aggressiv and widespread." 

In the spirit of the most compassionate kindness 
we would advise Bishop Gailor not to make too 
prominent that "infidelity that represents moral 
failure," lest some unkind critic should call attention 
to the criminality that develops in the Christian 
ministry, to the records of the prisons of the coun
try, to the fact that the most criminal element in 
India, in proportion to its numbers, is the European, 
to the scandalously long list of Christian cashiers 
and bank presidents who hav betrayed their trusts 
and devoured the life's savings of the poor and the 
patrimony of widows and orphans. But even if it 
were admitted-which it is not-that Infidels are 
no more respectful of the rights of their neighbors 
than are Christians, the reverend gentleman from 
Tennessee should bear in mind the fact that Chris
tianity has had the moral training of all the people 
of this country and their ancestors under its direc
tion for centuries. 

But.in other directions the bishop is telling fear
ful tales out of school. Listen to him for a moment: 

"The divinity of Jesus Christ, the atonement, the value 
of the sacraments, the nature and destiny of man, the 
nature of God, the inspiration and contents of the Bible, 
the form and purpose of public worship-each and all of 
these great themes are subjects of fierce and intolerant dis
sension. There are those who use musical instruments 
and those who do not; those who sing hymns and those 
who sing psalms. · · · The chill of uncertainty af
fects our missionary work at home and abroad. The 
Chinese write articles to our own reviews demanding to 
know why we ask the Chinese to become Christians when 
we ourselvs seem to be unable to determin what Chris
tianity is. But more than this, our seemingly utter ina
bility to agree together on any rational statement of the 
Christian doctrin has led many men and women to the 
conclusion that after all the Christian gospel is not a 
definit message of help and blessing to mankind, but that 
it is a force or influence vague and indefinit." 

Is it not wonderful that sensible Christians
that is, sensible in matters not connected with re
ligion-do· not see that if a god b,ad designed that 
they and the rest of the people of the world should 
be saved through the understanding and accept
ance of a revelation from him, he would hav made 
it so clear and plain that there would not hav been 
any doubt concerning the terms upon which eternal 
salvation was to be obtained and eternal death es. 
caped by the children of men T Would a good and 
wise God hav given the world such a record of his 
will that after it had been in the possession of the 
church for nearly nineteen hundred years his own 
representative, as they esteem and style themselvs, 
would be compelled to confess that they seem utterly 
unable " to agree on any rational statement of the 
Christian doctrin "? In view of the indisputable 
facts cited by Bishop Ga.ilor, must not the thi;nking, 
honest Christian confess either that there is no 
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warrant for the belief in the inspiration of the Bible 
or that the God back of it is not ali-good or all
wise T Is there any rational escape from this 
dilemma! No, but Mr. Gailor still looks for one 
through the inverted telescope of Hope : 

''I cannot believe that the reunion of Christendom is a 
mere iridescent or 11pangled dream. I cannot but be
lieve that the words of our Lord and the faith of the 
apostles are a standing rebuke to such skepticism. The 
triumphs of the early church are a warning and a proph
ecy, and he who taught us to pray ' Thy kingdom come ' 
will fulfil himself, though men doubt and fall." 

What touching simplicity I Has the bishop for
gotten that concerning ''the words of our Lord" 
there is wide disagreement within the churches, not 
only as to what they are but as to what they meanT 
Did Jesus even expect that there would be an as
sistant bishop of Tennessee T If the Bible is to be 
relied on, did he not say to his disciples : 

"For the Son of man shall come in the glory of his 
Father with his angels; and then he shall reward every 
man according to his works." 

Is this the establishment of the kingdom of God 
for which Mr. Gailor hopes T But when was this 
kingdom to be set up, according to Jesus, who was 
"very God," if the creeds are to.be believed t He 
tells us in the verse following the one just quoted 
(Mat. xvi, 27, 28). 

"Verily I say unto you, There be some standing here, 
which shall not taste of death till they see the Son of man 
coming in his kingdom," 

Was Jesus a true prophet or was he not, and if 
he was not, was he God or ~he son of God T Has 
Bishop Gailor any facts for our consideration ' 

Church Aggressions. 
Are Sunday laws in the interest of the church, or 

for the securing of a day of rest for the worker T 
At the Greensburg, Pa., Sabbath convention Albert 
H. Bell delivered an address on the Sunday neWS· 
paper. Discoursing of the Pennsylvania Sabbath 
law of 1794, he said : 

"It has been most beneficent in its results. It has 
helped to keep our state distinctivly Christian. It has 
promoted the spread of the gospel." 

Who will say that Sunday legislation is not relig
ious legislation? Mr. Bell is a lawyer, we believe, 
and so he hunted up and gave his auditors a partial 
list of the decisions of the Supreme Court of Penn
sylvania affirming the constitutionality of the Sab
bath law of 1794. In 1817 the law was sustained 
in the case of a Hebrew barber who contended that 
Saturday was the true Sabbath and that the Sun
day law was unconstitutional because it conflicted 
with his religious convictions. In 1848 and 1880 
it was sustained against Seventh-Day Baptists. In 
the last of these cases the court declared that the 
law was settled, and no longer open to argument. 
In 1890 the law was sustained in a ca.se that came 
up from Washington county. In 1893 a case came 
to the Supreme Court from Pittsburg, where a 
newsdealer had kept his place open for the sale of 
Sunday papers, justifying it under the act of 1794 
as a necessity. 

"The Supreme Court said that it was not a necessity, 
but at most a convenience, and at the same time com
mended the law as a wise and just one. Other cases to 
the same purpose are: Granger's appeal, 7 Phila. 855, 
closing public library on Sabl!lath; 2 Grant 506, running 
cars for hire; Johnson vB. Com., 22 Pa. Rep. 102, running 
an omnibus; Scully VB, Com., 35 Pa., 511, piloting a canal· 
boat." 

And yet in the face of all these decisions, Mr. 
Bell is under the necessity of telling us that, 
whereas there was not a Sunday paper in Pittsburg 
a dozen years ago, now four of the seven dailies get 
o'ut Sunday editions with a circulation of 140,000 
copies, and that in a portion of the state containing 
a reading population of 2,000,000 these Sunday 
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desecrators are no longer regarded as outlaws, but Christianity, made a point of prescribing by law one day 
as welcome visitors, as public benefactors. This of rest in the week. Fifteen years ago the Freethinking 

element in the National Legislature mcoeeded in obtain
suggests something concerning the relativ strength ing the repeal of all legislation in connection with the 
of a reactionary church supported by a fossil court matter, declaring it no longer in keeping with the en
and the forces of modern progress. But such laws lightened and liberal spirit of the present age. Yet to
are always dangerous, for, while they cannot be en- day, as shown elsewhere in our columns, these self-same 
forced against wealthy newspapers, they remain a men figure prominently in the ranks of that Sabbath 

League, which has been formed with the object of secur
menace to the poor and unpopular, and the disre- ing the reenactment of the laws providing for the obeerv-
gard of them by the powerful inevitably tends to ance of Sunday. The experience of the last fifteen years 
bring into contempt laws that really protect the has furnished to them, as well as to the many eminent 
rights of the citizen. Yet it is far better that they statesmen, politicians, and economists of eyery shade 
should be defied by some than that they should be and creed who belong to the association, adequate proof 

that ·the removal of these statutes from the code was a 
enforced against all, for that defiance helps educate mistake, and that a legal day of rest in a week is a neces-
the people to better things. Anything is better sity to every people, be it Infidel or Christian." 
than tame su~mission to church-dictated law. While Mr. Whitelaw Reid has his attention at-

The court denies the necessity of certain kinds tracted to this subject he might tell the world how 
of Sunday work. What right has it to say how it happens that this "League" chances to be a 
much or how little work is a necessity for the indi- Sabbath league if its purpose is to secure nothing 
vidual citizen 1 It has not a particle of right to a more than a weekly day of rest for the wage-worker. 
voice in the matter A.s ex-Senator Wm. P. Tolley If it is only for the purpose of securing a day of 
says regarding the related question of "rest," in his rest, why is the idea of a sacred Sabbath imported 
petition to the legislature of Tennessee to repeal into the name of the society? Why should "Free
the odious Sunday law of that state, "if · · thinkers" "figure prominently" in a movement 
physical rest is the end to be obtained, what safer which can hav no other effect, if successful, than to 
tribunal to settle when and how much a citizen giv legal recognition and authority to the religious 
should rest can there be than himself! If he is dogma of holy days ! What is the use of talking 
capable of regulating and controling any of his about the "observance" of Sunday if all that is 
private affairs, to say nothing of his capacity to play sought is a secular day of rest? Why should there 
a part in the public affairs of his country, indeed be a demand for a sweeping law of Sunday observance 
the chief p11ort, a3 the law supposes, for in him re- when the ostensible object of the. League is to pre
sides all sovereignty under our system, then indeed vent involuntary labor only? What more can pos
it may well be left to him to rest only when he chooses. sibly be needed in the way of statutes than a pro
No one else can know so well as he when he is tired vision that employers shall not require their work
and how much rest he requires to refresh himself." people to labor more than six days out of seven, 
M.ost true. Let the churches and courts attend to leaving to employers and employees absolute free
their legitimate business and leave the people free dom to arrange among themselvs a.11 details per
to work out their own salvation, temporal and taining to the weekly rest! In France no more 
spiritual. than in the United States, and in the United States 

In Lewiston, Mich., Dr. Traver had James Wilson no more than in France, is it possible or desirable 
arrested for shaving his customers on Sunday. to suspend all work on Sunday or any other day. 
The jury acquitted the prisoner. On the other It is impossible for the majority to get the benefit 
hand, West Bay City, in the same state, has a new of their holiday unless the minority work. There 
ordinance which prohibits business or labor of any are people enough to do the work without over
kind on Sunday, and also participation in or attend- working any one, and there is not the slightest 
ance upon any kind of entertainment, sport, or necessity for laws denying any person's right to 
game, under penalty of fine or imprisonment. In work. All this talk concerning the alleged neces
Lynn, Mass., it has long been customary for the sity for a legal day of idleness for everybody is 
yachtsmen to paint their yachts on Sunday, but mischievous nonsense. It is inspired by priests 
this J ear the police, at the instigation of the piet- and not by intelligent working people, for the lat
ists, of course, forbade the work. There is great ter clearly see the game of the church, and they 
ex-Citement in consequence, but it remains to be also know that somebody must work when a good 
seen whether the yachtsmen will hav the nerve and many play. Let the people rest, but rest when 
sense to vote against the legislators who enacted they want to rest, not compel them to rest when it 
the new Sunday. law in that state and lead the way is to the interest of the priest that no shop-door 
i,n sending to Boston next year men who will re- but his own shall be open, or when their rivals in 
peal that and the mo:re ancient relics of barbarism trade say they ought to rest. 
remaining on the statute books, and giv poor old It may be remarked in passing that the Tribune's 
moribund Massachusetts a chance to march up into fling at the " worship of the Goddess of Reason" 
the nineteenth century. is unworthy of a paper which has valid claims to 

ln California the Barbers' Protectiv Union is dignity and scholarship. 
disposed to exult over the adoption of a new A. bill is pending in the Pennsylvania House to 
Sunday law in that state,. a law which is intended legalize advertising in Sunday papers, and another 
to close all shops at noon on Sunday. The to reduce the fine for violation of the Sabbath law 
Barbers' Protectiv Union is an association of bar- from $25 to $4. Of course the Pittsburg and Aile
hers who. do not want to work on Sunday themselvs, gheny Presbyterians are bitterly opposed to the bill, 
and who are determined that the barbers who do and they sent a committee, consisting of Reverends 
shall not hav the opportunity. It is the old story George, McMillan, and McCrory, and Mr. Hugh 
of the dog in the manger. The barber.s who do Morrison, to Harrisburg to present arguments to 
not ~sh to work on that da! hav a p~rfect right to the committee of the legislature having the measure 
abs~a~, as they hav ~o abstam on any other day,. but in charge. There they were joined by a committee 

, their r1ght t~ do so IS no greater th~n the right of from Philadelphia, and Dr. McCarrell from the 
those who Wish to work on Sunday IS to work, nor Cumberland y alley. Mr. George said to the com
the right of those who desire to be shaved or hav i mittee: 
their hair cut on that day ~s to get those se11vices j "It would be an improper use of the funds of Chris
performed. Hav the A.mencan people gone mad ? ; tian people to pay for advertisments in a Sunday news
Hav they forgotten the first principles of equal 

1 
paper. The legislature would hav no right to take money 

liberty or did they never know them T j paid in taxes by Christian citizens and expend it for that 
The 

1

New York I ribun•, in its issue of A. ril 21 · which violated the consciences of citizens." 
has this editorial: p ' 

1 
The Christian Statesman says that this allusion 

to conscience seemed to be met with a sneer. It 
"To those who clamor so loudly for the repeal of our · 

Sunday observance lawlil, which they de~ounce as an would not be surprising if it were. Such an argu-
anschronic survival of old Puritan days, the report jnst ment from the lips of Dr. H. H. George is enough 
issued by the Sabbath League Association of France to provoke the most tolerant of mortals to sneers 
should serve as a lesson. From the days of Emperor and jibes. Does this Covenanter ever think of the 
Charlemagne dow~ ~~ 1880 statutes had figured in the rights of conscience when he demands that money 
French codea prohibiting under severe penalties labor of . . . . 
every kind on Sundays, and even the Revolutionary :pa1d In taxes by Freethinke~s, ~ews, and ~athohcs 
government of a hundred rears ago, which substituted , .be used to teach Protestantism In the pubhc schools 
the worship of the Goddess of Reason in the plsoe of '·.to the children of those classes? What does he 
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care for conscience rights when he clamors for the 
employment of salaried chaplains by the state and 
national governments T Is it tender solicitude for the 
rights of conscience of his heretical neighbors that 
leads him to urge in season and out of season that 
they be compelled to observe his holy day? His 
love of conscience rights is plainly manifested in 
his endeavors to secure such an amendment to the 
national Constitution as will forever prevent non
Christians from holding office and will permit the 
direct appropriation of public money for the prop
agation of religion. Dr. George and his associ
ates are the last men to talk of the rights of con
science. No wonder that the committee was sus
pected of sneering, and that it gave them scant 
courtesy, according to their report of the proceed
ings. 

Dr. McCrory said that if the law were repealed 
nine out of ten of the barbers in Pittsburg would 
be at work within thirty days. From this it would 
appear that only a fraction of the barbers favor the 
law, but that one-tenth of them, backed by the 
priests, are able to dictate to the nine-tenths and to 
the people who would patronize them if the shops 
were open on Sunday. The Christian Statesman 
repudiates the idea that the wishes of the people 
should rule in the matter of what should be acces
sible on Sunday, saying that the principle "that 
works of necessity and charity should determin 
what should be allowable on the Lord's day" must 
dominate. This means that the Sabbatarians are 
to decide what is necessary, not the people imme
diately "iii. teres ted. 

The Covenanter committee report that the Senate 
bill to permit the printing and sale of Sunday 
newspapers, which was referred to the Committee 
on Vice and Immorality (think of the insult implied 
in sending such a bill to such a committee!) will be 
killed. The church is aroused all over the state and 
desperate efforts are being made to kill all three of 
the bills. We hav not heard that the Liberal peo
ple of the state hav taken any action on the other 
side. It was Horace Greeley's conclusion that the 
children of darkness were always practically wiser 
than the children of light. 

" Colonel Ingersoll gets a large amount of applause, 
but the mourners' bench doesn't seem to fill as it does at 
a revival. service. "-Detroit Evening News. 

But what the church gains at the mourners' 
bench the business world loses, as witness the 
steady stream of pious cashiers on their way to 
Canada with heavy grips. 

Anthony Comstock recently had one Serafo Arte
aga arrested as the owner of phonograph, through 
which it is alleged that he circulated "indecent, 
profane, and sacrilegious speeches." It would be 
interesting and probably instructiv to hav Com
stock's definition of " profane and sacrilegious 
speeches." Where is this legal suppression of 
alleged irreligious matter to end T Would not THE 
TBUTH SEEXEB be "profn.ne and sacrilegious " in the 
estimation of such men as Comstock and his assist
ant, " Agent Oram," who arrested ,Arteaga? 

The Dayton (T~nn.) Republican hits the nail 
squarely on the head with a very heavy hammer when 
it tersely says that " there is not a Sunday keeper 
in Rhea county who would not feel that his relig
ious liberty was infringed if he were comp~lled to 
keep Saturday." And it is necessary to add that 
the Sundayites would raise a rebellion at once if 
they were asked to submit to a law requiring such 
observance. But. the wrong done to them under 
such circumstances would be no gr~ater than is the 
wrong now inflicted upon all non;Sundayites who 
are compelled by law to observe Sunday. 

During the argument of Dr. McMillan, of Phila
delphia, before the committee of the Pennsylvania 
legislature (on the Sunday question), he was told 
by Committeeman Fow that he sold papers in the 
Sunday-school of his own church ; that the little 
daughters of the committeeman had bought them 
there. Another Covenanter interjected that there 
"was no use wrangling about such little points." 
Didn't Mr. Fow know that it was only a "little 
point" to prove a Sabbatarian guilty of playing the 
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hypocrit T Does he not understand that the Sun· 
dayites object to Sunday work and recreation only 
in so far as they interfere with the church monop
oly of Sunday? It is only a "little" thing to sell 
innocent children the pernicious trash known as the 
Sunday-school paper on that day, but it is the vilest 
of vile sins to print and sell the Sunday newspaper 
in the same period of time. 

The Archbishop of Canterbury follows in the 
footsteps of Pope Leo in pleading for the repnion 
of Christendom. In a pastoral letter addressed to 
his arch-diocese, asking members of the Church of 
England to offer prayers on Whit-Sunday for unity, 
the primate says : 

" When we consider the terrible separation of the p~st, 
when we now see so many communions-Presbyterian, 
Nonconformist, and Roman Catholic-at home and abroad 
in America, we are moved to desire to seek Christian 
unity. Who can doubt that this change is of the Lord?" 

History shows us that while Christian unity-or 
the desire for it-may be "of the Lord," the thing 
itself and the struggle for it hav always raised the 
other gentleman. We fervently hope that the 
present efforts of the church in that direction may 
be confined to prayers ; in which event the attempt 
is foredoomed to failure. 

The subscription list of THE TBUTH SEEKER is en
joying a little boom from our large premium o:fler, 
and we want to see that boom swell and expand 
and grow until our list goes up into the tens of 
thousands, where it ought to be. And having-this 
great o:fler to help them, we think our friends can 
send it there with scarcely an e:ftort. We hav never 
before been able to giv them so good a chance, and 
we hope they will feel encouraged to do their 'best 
for Freethought and THE TBUTH SEEKER, for every 
copy of the paper and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book'' put into new hands is an incalculable 
power for good and will help to dethrone ecclesias
tical tyranny. Cannot every reader sen4 us at least 
one new yearly subscriber, and thus secure for him
"elf or the new subscriber, as he may direct, the 
powerful work o:flered as a premium? Remember, 
we hav sold five thousand copies of this book at 
$2 each, and without an exception every one who 
purchased it has been more than pleased and satis
fied. 

Rev. Dr. Marcus L. Taft, late of Pekin, talked 
about the Chinese-Japanese war the other ·day. 
Speaking of the treatment of nativ Christians in 
China, he narrated the story of one who was tor
tured by having ice-cold water thrown over him as 
he lay naked in a prison cell. This was done, says 
Mr. Taft, "because he believed in the true God." 
Could ·anything be more childish and tribal than 
that f This Chinese Christian was tortured because 
he believed in a god different from those worshiped 
by his compatriots, just as millions of "heathens" 
hav been tortured and murdered by Christians be
cause their gods were not the gods of the slaugh
terers. Let us suppose that the Chinese who had 
the cold water thrown on him had been a pervert 
from the popular religion of China to some religion 
other than the Christian-would Mr. Taft then hav 
said that he was persecuted because he "believed in 
the true God "T Certainly not, because the god be
lieved in by the victim would not be the god believed 
in by the preacher, and yet the motiv for the torture 
would hav been the same as in the case cited, ~hat 
is, hatred of the religion espoused by the one per
secuted. 

The anti-slavery struggle has served as an analogy 
for about every apostle of despotism who has raised 
his head in this country since the close of the civil 
war. The Ohristian Reformer, arguing in favor 
of the proposed Christian amendment to the na
tional Constitution, says : 

" History is repeating itself. Christians were blind to 
the need of an anti-slavery amendment to our Constitu
tion till the crisis came. Another crisis is coming and 
then Christians will see and act." 

Slavery was the denial of physical liberty, and 
the amendments to the Constitution in which were 
or!stalli~ed tpe .r~j!Jllts of the war, legalized physi-
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cal liberty for every inhabitant of the republic not 
convicted of crime. Christianity is the denial of 
mental liberty on all days and of physical liberty 
on Sunday, and the proposed Christian amendment 
would legalize this denial of mental and physical 
liberty. The attempted analogy is the sharpest of 
contrasts. As before the war, by the admission of 
the Ohristian .Reformer itself, Christians were,blind 
to the necessity for a righteous amendment' to the 
Constitution, so now, three decades after the Close 
of the war, the theocratic Christians are eager for 
an unrighteous amendment to the Constitution. 
They stand self-convicted of being on the· wrong 
side of every great moral issue of the century. 

Talmage wants his Christian brethren to be pa
tient and gentle with the poor skeptic. He says 
that there is always some reason, good or bad, for 
the existence of skepticism. Goethe's irreligion, 
he tells us, started when news came to Germany of 
the earthquake at Lisbon, that, with the resulting 
over:tlow of the Tagus, destroyed sixty thousand 
lives. That shook the great poet's faith in the 
goodness of God, says the gentleman late of Brook
lyn. Of course a tri:tle like that would not disturb 
the faith of Talmage, but with Goethe it was differ
ent, for he had a clear brain and warm sympathies. 
Other skeptics hav become such because they were 
persistently asking, Why 1 

"There are so many things they cannot get explained. 
They' cannot understand the Trinity or how God can be 
sovereign and yet man a free agent. Neither can I. 
They say: 'I don't understand why a good God should 
let sin come into the world.' Neither do I. You say: 
'Why was that child started in life with such disadvan
tages, while others hav physical and mental equipment?' 
I cannot tell. They get out of church on Easter morning 
and say: 'That doctrin of the resurrection confounded 
me.' So it is to me a mystery beyond unravelment. '1 

Then the difference between Talmage the skeptic 
and the honest skeptic would appear to be that the 
latter does not pretend to accept as divine truths 
dogmas which are utterly incomprehensible to him, 
while Talmage makes a rich living preaching doc
trinR for which, by his own confession, he is utterly 
unable to find any foundation in nature or reason. 
The preacher is welcome to his opinion of himself. 

"It [the atonement] did the gravest injustice to the 
character of God, presenting him in the light of one who, 
regardless of misery, regardless even of justice, simply 
sought for some one on whom what in man would be 
called vengeance must be satiated. Our theology bas 
grown more simple, more wise, more reverent, more 
scriptural. And the more recent view is vastly more ef
fectiv, because it allies with it the moral nature of man. 
If penalty is inflicted by the fiat of God, man may find 
ground for complaint. He may say, not only, ' My pun
ishment is greater than I can bear,' but ' My punishment 
is greater than I deserve.' But if his punishment is sim
ply the direct result of his own life-if it is a part of his 
life-then, he must be speechless."-Examiner (Baptist). 

He will be singularly lacking in intellectual per
spectiv if he is "speechless." Man is the result of 
the forces that work in and through his organism. 
What his life is depends on what he is and what 
his surroundings are. He is the fruit of heredity, 
of education, of circumstances. His "punishment" 
is simply the effect of antecedents, of causes,' near 
and remote. Under necessarily finite and imper
fect human law he must be held responsible for his 
unsocial acts, but this responsibility in no way jus
tifies to him the scheme of the uniTerse, of which 
scheme he is the victim. How fatuous to say that 
the man paralyzed by a stroke of lightning has no 
ground of complaint because, forsooth, his "pun
ishment" is simply "the direct result of his own 
life "! What is true of the lightning stroke is true 
of every ill that comes upon man in this world, 
although the problem is often complicated to the 
superficial observer by many factors of contributory 
negligence on the sufferer's own part. But untangle 
these threads of causation and trace them to their 
source, and it is found that the primaq cause of 
human maladjustment is natural irnperfection or 
maladjustment. Grant that there is an intelligent, 
infinit " First Cause " and there is no possible 
escape from the conclusion that that " God " is 
morally as well as actually responsible for all the 
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not washed the blood from the robes of its deity, 
and it cannot. It has merely disguised the stains 
with a solution of sophistry. 

The members of the Freethought Letter-Writing 
Corps hav had a good rest of a few weeks, and 
now we hope that they will every one send a shot 
plumb to the center of this week's target. The 
New York Sunday World of May 5th has an edito
rial on "The Old Testament as Literature." It is 
asserted that the Hebrew scriptures are of "tran
scendent importance to literature and to the science 
of civilization." Following this we find the claims 
reproduced below : 

• • The man who cannot understand the Book of Genesis 
cannot understand the philosophy of later history. If he 
cannot understand Job he will never know anything more 
than the mere surface of Shakspere. To know the mean
ing of the books of Kings and of Ecclesiastes is to become 
able to appreciate the Iliad of Homer and the epistles of 
Horace. To enter into the spirit of Isaiah is to come 
close to the vital force of aspiration which governs mod
ern times and moves the world. Fully to understand the 
modern man the primitiv man must also be understood. 
Hebrew literature collected in the Old Testament givs a 
record of human development from the most primitiv 
times to a period of civilization in many respects as high 
as our own. Taken altogether it constitutes the fullest 
history of the evolution of the human mind ever put on 
record. Its value to literature is not lees so. Instead of 
being wild and barbaric the poetry of the Hebrew scrip· 
tures moves 'to the lute's well-ordered law.' The sub
limity of its sentiment compels expression in musical 
simplicity which has made it everlasting. 

" Considered merely as literature, the Hebrew scrip· 
tures explain their own immortality. If the book of Job 
could hav been lost after having been published it might 
be possible even now to deny the probability of the con
tinued progress of the human race. But the race which 
knows how to reverence such lofty thought must be im
;11elled forward by it from one generation to another 
I until it has achieved it highest possibilities." 

It will not be difficult for the writers of the corps 
to refute in a few sentences each of the extravagant 
statements of this article. It will be advisable for 
each member not to take up more than one point, 
or two points, at most, so as to avoid the risk of 
too greatly extending his communication, as the 
World wants very short letters, as a rule. The 
article is a very vulnerable target, considered as a 
whole. 

The .Paine Celebration. 
Arrangements for the Paine Celebration to be 

held at New Rochelle on Decoration Day, under the 
auspices of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, 
Manhattan Liberal Club, and Newark Liberal 
League, are completed. A special train has been 
chartered, which will leave the Grand Central 
Depot of this city at 10:45 A.M., and by a special 
agreement with the railroad company the com
mittee of arrangements hav been able to make the 
price of the tickets fifty cents each. Those who 
will speak include Henry Rowley, T. B. Wakeman, 
E. B. Foote, Jr., Wilson Macdonald, Charles H. 
Machett, and Rev. F. E. Mason. The wall and gate 
around the monument will be repaired before the 
30th of May, and the Freethinkers who attend will 
hav the pleasure of seeing almost a new monument 
and inclosure. As the gathering this year is 
intended to be more of a social one than last, and 
the time not to be devoted exclusivly to speech 
making, it would be well for those who attend to 
take lunch baskets. There is plenty of room for 
parties to sit and partake of lunch; also to get up 
any game that may add to the enjoyment of the oc
casion. Those living in adjoining states and towns 
who will attend, can send to this office for tickets, 
thus saving time and delay on the day of excursion. 
Every Freethinker or other person interested in 
the works and life and worth of Thomas Paine is 
expected to go, and the associations promis that a 
good time will be had. As it is the duty of this 
generation and those to follow to honor the memory 
of the dead who gave their lives that the Union 
might continue, so it is the duty of all intelli
gent and justice-loving people to honor the memory 
of a man who did as much as any other, if not 
more, to secure the independence of this country. 
Those who go will kindly try to be at the station a 
quarter of an hour before the tra4J_ leaves, so that 
there will be plenty of tilne for all to get seata 
without inconvenience. Last year about :fifty were 
left behind on account of their late arrival. 
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A. bout that "Reaction" from Scientific Methods. 
The religious papers and magazines, echoed by 

the political journals and other watchers of the 
popular drift, are hailing the reactionary utterances 
of Romanes, Kidd, Drummond, Balfour, and Brun
etii':~re with expressions of joy as wild as those which 
rose from the parched lips of the besieged of Luck
now when they heard in the distance the first faint 
notes from the pipes of the Highlanders Why 
they should be so extravagantly delighted is not 
very clear when the fact is taken into consideration 
that they hav all along been telling us that there 
was no danger-that the "old book" was not in the 
least damaged by the successiv or simultaneous -
atta~ks upon it of the different schools of critics. 
It was of no use, they unitedly and vociferously 
proclaimed, for the enemies of revelation to rush 
against the rock-built fortress of revelation-upon 
it had dashed to their death Celsus and the other 
pa!lan writers, Voltaire and the Encyclopedists, 
Paine and his brother Deists of England, and all the 
other precursors of the modern scientists, Higher 
Critics, and Freethinkers, and these latter were 
sure to share the fate of their predecessors, while 

of science, never declares himself the infallible or
gan of an unchanging scientific doctrin. 

"How there can ever be a bankruptcy of science, 
thus defined, without at the same time a bankruptcy 
of the human intellect, and of civilization itself, 
does not appear. Indeed, even the religious editors 
so far appreciate the empire that scientific method 
has won in the world as not to expect to see it aban
doned. Only, they say, let it be kept to its proper 
sphere. Let it not poach on the preserves of the
ology. If it does that they will be compelled to 
take up the cry : 

" ' 0 star-eyed Soience, host thou wandered there 
To waft ·us back the message of despair ?' 

" The late Professor Romanes swunr, round a 
curious circle in the course of his life. He began 
as a dogmatic denier of the tenableness of a The
istic belief, and finally came to the position that or
thodox Christianity was really not inconsistent with 
any positiv teachings of science. With him, clearly, 
religion was almost purely a personal, subjectiv 
emotion. At first he had it not, and thought 
science taught him it was irrational ; then he came 
to hav it, and thought science had nothing to say 
about it one way or the other. [Which shows how 
very superficial was his later thought.-En. T. S.J 

" the faith once delivered to the saints" would be 
stronger than ever, when the smoke of battle lifted. 
If they really meant all they said, and if they were 
not talking merely to encourage the rank and file, 
why all this exultation because of some weak apol
ogies for Christianity from the pens of a few men, 
some of whom were supposed to hav definitly aban
doned the old creed, but others of whom hav never 
been known as Rationalists? If there was no dan
ger, why be so happy ove1· the appearance of a squad 
of poorly disciplined and worse armed reinforce
ments! 

Much has been made, by the religious sentinels, 
of Brunetiere's phrase, "The bankruptcy of science." 
They hav not stopped to inquire what science is, 
and on the answer to that question depends the an
swer to the other question, Is it possible to bank
rupt her? Neither hav they stopped to inquire 
what it was that Brunetiere and his followers meant 
or what they wanted. Some light is thrown upon 
the subject in both its aspects by an editorial in 
the New York Evening Post of April 27, portions 
of which we subjoin: 

" 'THE BA.NXBUPTCY OF SCIENCE.' 

" The article under this title, published some 
months ago in the Revue des IJe~ Mondes by M. 
Ferdinand Brunetiere, has had a great run. 
Thoughtful religious editors, professionally alert 
to detect " reactions" against science, hav extracted 
a vast amount of comfort out of it. Evidently sci
ence has been getting far too ambitious and going 
much too fast, and must, like Mr. Brooke, 'pull up.' 
We need not be so particular what we believe, after 
all. True, it would not do to go back to the some
what narrow theological views of our fathers-we 
hav improved on their conceptions, no doubt; but 
our rash young ministers and students who think 
they can improve on our conceptions must be con
vinced by the solemn warnings of M. Brunetiere 
that they are following false lights. 

"We did not observe that it occurred to any of 
these wise heads, thus gravely wagged, to inquire 
what title M. Brunetiere had to speak for science, 
bankrupt or solvent. But it does seem to hav 
occurred to many in France, and some eight hun
dred of them met in Paris on April 4 to giv their 
answers. The occasion was a banquet offered to 
the distinguished chemist, M. Marcellin Berthelot, 
by the ' Union de la J eunesse Fran~aise.' There 
were present leading senators and deputies, many 
representative of the higher education, artists and 
men of letters-as notable a gathering as Paris 
could furnish-all met to honor not merely the 
guest of the evening but the scientific spirit which 
he represented and adorned. M. Branetiere showed 
that he was aware of the drift of the banquet by 
writing to the Figaro, before it came off, that it 
was to be offered against him as much as to Berthe
lot. Universal laughter was, in fact, provoked by 
Professor Perrier, one of the speakers of the even
ing, when he closed a witty speech by drinking to 
' the reconciliation of science and M. Brunetiere.' 

"More serious and measured was the discourse 
of M. Berthelot himself, in which he took occasion 
to set forth the spirit, the aim, the methods, and 
the limitations of l!lcience in judicious terms. He 
affirmed that the entire strength of science lay in 
the method of observation and experiment, and 
in its refusal to giv the name of exact knowledge to 
anything otherwise derived. The true man of sci
ence is modest and cautious in his assertions. This 
very fact, which is really an honor to him, is often 
made a ground of reproach. But the genuin savant 
knows the limits of the human mind, recognizes his 
own fallibility, and so never publishes a catechism 

" Such experiences are confessedly exceptional, 
and that science does tend to make people fastidi
ous as. to both what they believe and how they be
lieve, the dogmatic theologians themselvs are suffi
cient witnesses. They know their enemy, and not for 
nothing hav they been so consistent in withstand
ing the conclusions of astronomy, geology, histori
cal investigation, even of Biblical criticism. But 
perhaps the strangest thing of all about the wel
come they hav extended to M. Brunetiere's bank
ruptcy of science is the fact that they hav ignored 
or concealed the real significance of the phrase in 
his mouth. As M. Brisson declared at the Berthe
lot banquet, this ' formula ' was not advanced as a 
part of a controversy which was purely scientific or 
philosophic, or even religious ; it was above all 
things 'un mot d'ordre politique.' It was a reac
tionary government that the writers about the 
bankruptcy of science wanted first of all, and 
through that, and only as a consequence of that, 
the suppression of freedom of teaching and the es
tablishment of a state religion. When they said 
bankruptcy of science, they meant bankruptcy of a 
government under which science and discussion 
were free, and wanted to hav themselvs appointed 
receivers to administer the goods, not of science, 
but of the body politic. If this is true, what 
Brunetiere was about was not so much the rehabil
itating of Balaam's ass, and the sun and moon 
standing still for Joshua, as the restoration of ab
solutism in state and church." 

They Obeyed the Bible. 
Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv.-Ex, xxii, 18. 
A story of cruelty and superstition, culminating 

in the murder of a woman by her relative, who 
thought her bewitched, comes from Ireland through 
the London IJaily News. The young woman's 
name was Bridget Cleary, and she lived with her 
husband at Oloneen, near Clonmel, county Tip
perary. 

Ten persons were arrested, nine of whom were 
charged jointly and severally with committing the 
murder.· These were Michael Cleary, the husband; 
Patrick Boland, her father; Patrick Kennedy, James 
Kennedy, Michael Kennedy, and William Kennedy, 
cousins ; Mary Kennedy, an aunt; John Dunne, and 
William Ahearne, neighbors. 

Dennis Ganey, an herb doctor, was charged with 
being an accessory before the fact. William Simp
son and JohanBa Burke, both of whom lived near 
the Clearys, were the principal witnesses. Their 
testimony was substantially the same, and this is 
the story as they told it: 

Mrs. Cleary had been ill for some time, and on 
the night of March 14th Mrs. Burke went to see 
her. She met Simpson and his wife outside. The 
door was locked, and Mrs. Burke told Simpson 
that Michael Cleary had said they were giving Mrs. 
Cleary some herbs which they got from a man over 
the mountain. 

Voices could be heard inside, saying, " Take it, 
you witch !" and, " Take · it, you old fagot, or we 
will kill you !'11 

When they finally gained admittance they saw 
Dunne and three of the Kennedys holding Mrs. 
Cleary down on the bed by her hands and feet. 
Her husband was standing by the bed with some 
decoction in a spoon. He called for a vile liquid, 
which was poured over the woman's body. A man 
at each side of the bed kept the body swinging 
about. The woman screamed horribly. Then she 
was forced to take the decoction out of the spoon, 
and Oleary asked : 
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"Are you Bridget Boland, the wife of Michael 
Cleary? Answer in the name of God!" 

She answered : " I am Bridget Boland, in the 
name of God I" 

" Come home, Bridget Boland I" they all cried, 
and then Simpson understood that they thought 
her body had been taken poss-ession of by a witch, 
which they were endeavoring to drive out. 

After the woman had answered the question sev
eral times, John Dunne said: " Hold her over the 
fire, and she will answer then." 

She was taken from the bed and carried to the 
kitchen, where she was placed in a sitting position 
over the fire. Simpson noticed some red marks on 
her body and was told that they had used a red-hot 
poker on her to make her take the medicin. 

As she was held over the fire, she was compelled 
to make answer several times, "I am Bridget Bo
land, daughter of Pat Boland, in the name of God.'' 
Then, groaning and screaming, she was carried back 
to bed. 

The night after this occurrence Mrs. Burke went 
to sit up with Mrs. Cleary. She and the others 
present dressed the woman, who sat at the fire 
with them and talked about the fairies. Mrs. 
Burke made some tea and offered a cup to Mrs. 
Cleary, but before she could take it her husbapd 
jumped up and, taking three bits of bread and jam, 
said his wife should eat them before she should hav 
a sup. He asked her three times, "Are you Bridget 
Cleary: my wife, in the name of God T" Twice she 
answered and ate two pieces of the bread. The 
third time she did not. answer. 

Cleary forced the 'bread into her mouth, saying, 
"If you don t take it down you will go." He flung 
her on the ground and, putting his knee on her chest 
and one hand upon her throat, forced the bread 
and jam down. "Swallow 1t," he shouted. "Is it 
down!" 

He took a lighted stick and held it to her mouth 
to see if she had swallowed. At this point Mrs. 
Burke and the others wanted to leave the house, 
but Cleary said he would not open the door till he 
got his wife back. He told his wife he would burn 
her if she did not answer to her name three times. 
Her reply did not satisfy him. 

He seized a burning lamp and threw it at her. 
In a moment she was in a. blaze. She screamed 
fra1:1.tically, but her husband. cried: "Hold your 
tongue ! It is not Bridget I am burning ; you will 
soon see the witch going up the chimney.'' 

Mrs. Burke admitted in her testimony that she 
afterward saw the corpse carried out of the house 
in a bag. It was found a week later at the bottom 
of a ditch, under two feet of mud, on the lands of 
Tullycussane. 

---------------------
A. Plain Case of Insolvency. 

"Yes, sir," said the cross-Ayed religious editor, as he 
adjmrted a new pair of scientifically-focussed glasses 
in order that he might read the telegraphic and 
cable news; "yes, sir, science is bankrupt, as Prof. 
Fandango Pomdeterre 0f the Sourbuns College haa 
so aptly said; and I think I shall editorialize on the 
subject, in e:-ctenso, in the forthcoming number of 
the Whoop in Israel." The religious editor was at 
breakfast, and putting a spoonful of scientifically
condensed milk into his coffee and spreading his 
bread with a superior article of butterine, he looked 
across the table at his fellow-boarder, the clergy
man. The latter, who was constitutionally hard of 
hearing, took from his pocket an artificial tympan
um, which he placed in his ear, and as he touched 
an electric bell to summon the waiter, he replied: 

"You are quite right. The argument of Profes
sor Pomdeterre renders that conclusion inevitable, 
and I had already thought of making it my sermon 
theme on the coming Sabbath. By the way, hav 
you glanced at the weather forecast this morning T 
It is quHe convenient to know whether one should 
take his umbrella or leave it at home." 

"You may venture to leave it," answered the re
ligious editor, " for a fair day is predicted. But I 
notice that the devout people of Texas are praying 
for rain." The eyes of the two met over their plates 
and then fell into them. When conversation was 
renewed it touched upon a less embarrassing topic. 

"It is gratifying to note," resumed the religious 
editor, "that the war in the East is drawing to a 
close--" 

"For which let us thank God," the clergyman 
ejaculated with fervent piety. 

"Which is due," continued the editor, "to the 
employment of scientific modes and weapons of 
warfare, making modern war enormously expensiv 
and therefore necessarily brief.'' 

"I would much prefer," returned the preacher, 
"to attribute the cessation of hostilities to the in
fluence of that message of peace which reached the 
earth almost two thousand years ago." 

"Would that we might," replied the journalist 
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"but as all that Japan has adopted from us is our 
rifl~s and cannon,. and as t~e Chinese show greater 
aptitude for learnmg our VIces than our religion I 
!ear we can not. That message of peace, we m~st 
mfer, had reference to a spiritual blessing. If we 
were to regard it as a promis that war should be 
thenceforth. u~k~own, blind unbelief might remind 
us that Chrtsban1ty had not met its obligations and 
was, in fact, bankr-er-hum, hum." 

The editor paused and picked a fine set of store 
teeth which, by enabling him to masticate his food 
had nipped a promising case of chronic dyspepsia: 

The gentlemen left the house together and after 
walking a short distance along the smooth composit 
pavement, the editor stopped at a pay station to 
telephone a message to Kokomo Ind. where a 
religious conference was discussi~g the' scientific 
problem of bacilli in the communion cup. Then 
taking a street car, which, though neither pushed 
nor pulled, made good speed nevertheless, the cler
gyman addressed an inquiry to the conductor about 
a woman who had been struck by the motor not 
long before, and who was picked up paralyzed. "It 
was nothing much," said the collector of fares. 
"While the parson was holdin' a prayer-meetin' for 
her benefit the doctors lifted up a little piece of the 
skull that was pressin' against her brains, and she 
come to. She thinks it was the prayin' that cured 
her, though, because she was on her way to church 
when the collusion happened." 

In the conversational lull which ensued the min
isfer purchased for two cents a newspaper embel
lished with a score of attractiv illustrations made 
according to the latest scientific method, and con
taining r_ea?ing matter enough to last him all day. 
He read 1n 1t the story of a Sunday-school superin
tendent who had absconded with half the funds of a 
bank of which he was the cashier, and with all the 
funds of a church of which he was the treasurer. 
Also about the trial of one preacher for heresy, and 
of another for general immorality, and he wondered 
which sort of trial would go hardest with him if his 
sentiments and conduct were known to his congre
gation. A column headed "Scientific Progress" 
engaged his attention. Here were accounts of the 
cure of religious monomania by new methods ; the 
effects of scientific sanitation on morals ; antiseptic 
solutions, germicides, parasiticide a, eye-sharpeners; 
discoveries in astronomy, in mechanics, in engineer
ing; life· ~r~ving boats, signal systems for railways, 
new applic.~otions of electricity and other natural 
forces, including the falls of Niagara, to the uses of 
civilization ; geological discoveries proving the an
tiquity of man ; researches in anthropology, show
ing human improvement in the past and why we 
may hope for a continuance of the same in the 
future ; in short, it seemed to the clerical reader 
that about all useful advance was making along 
scientific lines. There was also in the paper a. ser
mon by 'l'almage, which he skipped. 

The clergyman accompanied the religious journal
ist to his office to see him edit. "I should like," 
he said to his c Jmpanion, "to glance over your 
leader on t"lle 'Bankruptcy of Science,' when you 
shall hav written it, as it may fructify my mind for 
next Sabbath's discourse. No doubt you are so 
full of "your subject that I would need to wait but a 
few moments i.n order to see the manuscript. I of 
course prefer, before venturing into a domain where 
you are so much more at home than myself, to 
know exactly in what the bankruppcy of science 
consists. For example, what are its liabilities, that 
is, its obligations, i.e, its promi;;es, as compared 
with theae assets!" and he laid the paper on the 
desk where the editor could see the column headed 
"Scientific Progress." 

.The editor clapped pen to paper and the clergy-
. man proceeded to wait. When he was tired of 

waiting, and had read everything in the office except 
the Bible and the Concordance, he asked if he might 
now peruse the manuscript, but receiving a reply 
from which he inferred that the leader was not yet 
ready for inspection, nor the editor for a pair of 
wings, he silently withdrew. 

On receiving the next number of the Whoop in 
Israel, the clergyman turned quickly to the edito
rial pttge. It contained nothing on the "Bank
ruptcy of Science" but a condensation of the article 
of Professor Pomdeterre of the College of Sour
buns. On the following Monday the editor sought 
in the morning paper for a report of the clergy
man's sermon on the same subject. He found what 
he was after, but it turned ou·t to be an elaboration 
of his own condensation of the article of Prof. Fan
dango Pomdeterre of the Sourbuns College. 

G. E. M. 

He Got the Place. 
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Freethonght and Secular News from England. concern the spiritual life, or else as seriously mis-
FBEETHOUGHT IN PABLIAMENT.-On March 1 Mr. leading other~." 'J~here is nothing surprising in a 

E. T. Gourley, member of Parliament for Sunder- person changmg h1s views, but it is disappointing 
l~nd,. i1_1troduced into the House of Commons the to find that such an able man as the late professor 
' Rebgwus. Prosecutions Abolition Bill," when it undoubtedly was failed to giv a reasonable justifi
was read the first time. An interesting debate is cation for his retreat. 
e~p~cted on the second reading. The object of the INEQUALITIES oF RICH AND Poon-WHAT IB To BE 
b1ll1s to do away with all prosecutions for " the ex- D 1 . . ONE'- n my opinion the true remedy would be to 
presswn ~f 0P1~ion upon ~atters of religion." The largely reconstruct our social relations, the reform 
schedule 18 · copied verbabm from the bill that was of the pension list, the reduction of the salaries of 
in~roduc~d by Mr. B~adlaugh in 1889. ·We hope 'd :ffi • 1 th It' 
this. parliamentary actwn will remove the legal im- over-pal o ma s, e cu !Vation and the proper 

d t use of the land, the giving of more attention to the 
p_e Imen. that has hitherto interfered with the prin- s~cular needs of the people, and bestowing less 
mple of hberty of speech. Many prominent mem- time and ref.!ources on what are called the spiritual 
hers of the House ha.v promised to giv the bill wants of the community. The church has had its 
their hearty support. In the House of Lords, Lord t · 1 ·t 
Hubhouse has introduced a bill that will if it is rm' WI h every advantage in its favor, and the 

d 
' present wretched condition of society is the result. 

passe , sweep a. way the absurd law under cover of It · t• th t th' h · h IB now Ime a some m~ should be done, not 
w IC certain fanatical societies hav been trying to only to lend a helping hand, but to deal with the 
put an end to Sunday lectures and concerts. Peti- ·chronic causes of trade dislocation and slackness. 
tiona are· widely circulated and are being numer- The period has gone by for talking generalities 
ously signed in favor of the bill. We are thus b 
moving in England, although perhaps slowly, to- a. out this question. ':Vhat is required is that prac-
ward the goal of freedom. heal steps be taken which will lessen the friction of 

trade changes, equalize the burden as between cap-
. DISESTABLISHMENT AND DISENDOWMENT.-The Eng- ital and labor, lessen the rigors of the poor law, 

hsh Church party has been driven into a state of frenzy throw open new channels for the temporary em
on account of the introduction into the House of ployment of labor, secure an equitable use of 
C?mmon~, by the Home Secretary, of the bill to wealth, and the substitution of attention to this 
disestabhsh and disendow the church in Wales. world for the consideration given to an imaginary 
The provisions of the bill are these. It proposes future existence. CHARLES WATTS. 
tha~ o~ Jan. 1; 1897, .the Church of England, so far · 
as It IB estabhshed In Wales and Monmouthshire Paine and the ''Higher Critics." 
shall cease to be an Established Church. From ·and In The New Unity of April 4, a contribu-
after that date both the privileges and du ;i_es inci- tor signing himself "A. W. G." has something to 
dent to the status of Establishment will come to say and makes a quotation that may be of interest 
an end. The coerciv jurisdiction of the ecc!esias- to the editor of the Portland Oregonian, who holds 
tical cout'ts will cease; what is now ecclesiastical that Thomas Paine "is a figure of no importance 
law will be enforceable so far as it affects the disci- in the ~ist?ry of religion." We reproduce the 
plin of the clergy and the doctrins and ceremonies com.mumcatwn for three reasons : Because it shows 
of the church by way of contract, and as far as it that, despite the "coarseness" and "flippancy" and 
a~~cts ~he use of p~operty by way of trust. Pro- " lack of culture" with which he is charged by those 
VISIOn will be made lD the bill for 'the formation of who accept the clergy as authority. instead of read
a repr~sentativ church body, and power is given to ing his works, Paine anticipated by many years the 
the bi~hops and clergy and laity of the whole co~?lusions ?f the refined and serious and scholarly 
synod In W' ales to frame a constitution and gener- cri~Ics of t~1s century; because it givs the Presby" 
ally to legislate in ecclesiastical matters for them- ter1an fosslls some deserved raps, and because it 
selva. The funds now used for church purposes bestows due credit upon Paine for his humanitarian 
are, if the bill becomes. law, to be employed as fol- teachings. Of course we hav no use for the word 
lows; The erection or support of cottage or other "religion" in the sense in which it is used by "A .. 
hospitals; the support of convalescent homes. the W. G." "Religion" is indelibly stained with the 
provision of trained nurses for the sick poor ;' the follies and crimes of supernaturalism, and it can 
f~un?ation a1_1d ~ainteJ!ance of public, parish, or only confuse and deceive to talk of "character
distnct halls, mshtutes, and libraries. the provision religion." As to the "character-religion" teachings 
of laborers' dwellings, to be let at re~sonable rents attributed to Jesus, we do not think that the Pres
and allotments; technical and higher education in- byterians will hav any trouble in finding plenty of 
eluding the establishment of libraries and m~se- teachings in the'' accounts" that directly contradict 
ums, and galleries of art, of local or general utility those upon which "A. W. G." relies to sustain his 
for which provision is not made by statute. Of position. As we look at the matter, it makes pre
cou~se the bill is being vehemently opposed by the cious little difference to this generation what the 
Tones and the clergy, and it is not difficult to fore- Bible says." Jesus" taught; it is of prime import
tell its fate if it reaches the House of Lords. Still ance that the people learn what the experience of 
it is an excellent movement in the right direction: the race before and since the first century of this era 
It is monstrous that the state should favor any has been and what are the lessons fairly derivable 
form of theology; that is not its fu:action, and it is therefrom. The contributor says: 
a gross injustice that public funds should be de- A remM·kable discovery has been made recently. 
voted to p~o~ulgate a f_ait~ which is not accepted It has been found that a number of the results 
by the maJority of the nation. If people will hav of the higher criticism of the present day had 
a religion, let them support it themselvs. It should been anticipated in a book published a hundred 
be a question of individual opinion, not of national years ago. That book was the "Age of Reason," 
injustice. and its author was Thomas Paine; and the Presby-

T terian Doctor of Divinity who sets forth this re-
HE LATE Dn. RoMANEs.-There is much rejoicing markable discovery in a denominational magazine 

in ort~odox circles .at the relapse of Dr. Romanes, accompanies it with these very pertinent comments: 
who JUSt before his death, it is said returnPd to th f 'th f h' th T ' One can hardly imagin that, even at the bidding of 

e a1 o IB you · His" houghts on Relig- Germancrit~csand.theirEnglishcopyists, the Evangelical 
ion," recently pub~ished, is edited by Charles Gore, churches w1ll be m a hurrr- to credit the astounding 
Canon of W estmmster. The work contains but pl'oposition that what, according to the higher critics was 
little evidence to justify the professor's departure hid from J esu~ Cht'!,st, of whom Peter said, "Thou, Lord, 
f th 1 d knowest all thmgs, and who claimed to understand the · 
rom e an of fact and his re-entrance into the secrets of the Father, was, eighteen centuries afterwards 

field of. speculation. Evidently he thought that revealed to Thomas Paine; a.nd that while Jesus Christ 
the~e was much virtue in an "if." Again and again was wrong in saying that Moses wrote of him, Thomas 
he mdulges in the reiteration "if such and such be Paine was right in asserting that Moses did no such 
true,"" supposing" so and so "to be true." Just thing. That the Jl!vang~lical churches in.Sootland (un-less they mean to d1g the1r own graves!) w1ll be impelJed 
so, but supposing that to which he refers is not before long, to let their voices be heard on the attitud~ 
true! What we hav a right to expect in reference they intend to assume toward the sentiments of Paine, 
to such a change as that which is said to hav taken which, under cover of the Hi~her Criticism and with much 
I · D R , show of learning, are being mdustriously pr<>pagated l>y 

p ace m r. omanes s views is not mere supposi- not a few of their responsible teachers, is to the present 
tion, but evidence. When in some instances he writer clear as day. 
writes positivly, it is not very complimentary to What the Presbyterian church will do to those 
the honesty of Christ or to the reality of the who propagate the sentiments of Paine "under 
foundation of his faith. The doctor says that cover of the Higher Criticism," we do not know ; 
"the Genesis story of the fall of man is allegorical, nor do we care very much. We are not absorbingly 
and that the devils which Jesus was supposed to interested in the Higher Criticism. To those who 
expel from the bodies of maniacs were mere think the Bible the source of all religion and all 
creatures of the imagination." Even Canon Gore salvation, the Higher Criticism .is naturally the 
felt bound to protest against his imputation of most vital question of human life; but to those 
what is really e_ither ignorance or dishonesty upon who think the Bible is not the source of all religion, 

Bank President (to applicant): "What qualifications 
llav yon for the position of clerk?" Applicant: "I do 
not go to church and never taught a Sunday-school o1""s 
P1 m'! ill.~)'-Judge. 

the part of Chnst. The canon says: "The emphasis but rather that religion is the source of all Bibles, 
which Jesus Christ lays on diabolical agency is so the question of religion is more absorbing than the 
great that if it is not a reality, he must be regarded· 'question of Higher Criticism. And those of us 
(lither ~s shrewdly IQisled abqut fe~litie~ whi9h who believ~ i:g. the ;felision of character pav l;leen 
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nourishing the conviction that this character-:.;elig
ion was gradually spreading to the orthodox ranks. 
But if every man is to be a heretic who teaches the 
sentiments of Thomas Paine, the spread of char
acter-religion will be rudely checked, for Paine de
clared that his religion also was "to do good." 

TBUTH SEEXER all last month did not state on which 1 without their h~sban~s.' knowledge .or consent, i11 to 
side of the question Mr. Nichols would plank him- the last degree ~mpohtic and unsomal, and I doubt 
self, neither does the New York Herald's report of very much that It IB moral. . . 

And there is a still more perplexing problem in
volved in this proscription of Paine's sentiments. 
If we read the accounts rightly, this character
religion was preached two thousand years ago by 
Jesus himself, who said that not those who called 
him "Lord, Lord," but those who fed the hungry 
and clothed the naked, had the religion that should 
save them. What will our Presbyterian friends do 
with Jesus for thus contradicting their creeds and 
propagating the sentiments of Paine" under cover" 
of religion T Will they be impelled before long to 
let their voices be heard against Jesus himself and 
put him out of their church 1 

the engagement giv any positiv information on that Report says that Governor Brown will dechne to 
head, but from the language of the speaker I judge prose~u~e the slayer of hi~ so~, and that he ~dmits. 
him to be a protectionist. Instead of discussin~ the kilhng t~ h.av b~en JUStified by the circum
the proposition as he should in the presence of phi- stances, and It IB hig~ly probable that the son 
losophical persons, he ignored its ethical aspect a~d would ~ake th.e sa~e vtew m the case of the elder 
betook himself incontinently to roasting the admm- Brown If the situatiOn were r~versed. ~uch fathers 
i11tration, which is admittedly imbecil, and to de- may alwa;ys depend upon havmg that kmd of sons. 
nouncing the Democratic party, which we all know The: relative of the murdered woman should p1;1rsue 
is as vile as the Republican, Populist, Prohibition, a ddie.rent course. Gordon . should be arrrug~ed 
or any other. But what hav these to do with free and .trie~-he should be so tned ~hat the enormity 
trade and human happinessT It is no wonder that of his cr~me would break upon hi~, t~at. ~e wo~ld 
the audience, as reported, called the orator down, be oonvi?~ed, and sent~nced to hv pn. Jail), .":Ith 
and that President Rowley forbore to present his every famlity afforded him for committmg SUICide. 
side of the question, leaving each hearer to decide GEo. E. MAcDONALD. 

Observations. 
That letter of our uncle Samuel Rhodes of Bis

cayne Bay to the editor of Public Opinion, pub
lished in THE TBUTH SEEB:EB of April 27th, did its 
perfect work, and the readers of Public Opinion 
owe Uncle Samuel a vote of thanks and an expres
sion of confidence. His grievance against the paper 
was that while it promised to giv "every shade of 
every faith," and while for eight or nine years he had 
been paying good money for it on the strength of 
that promis, it in fact gave only such shades as were 
lurid with orthodoxy. I hav before me a copy of 
that journal published since the little discussion 
took place between the editor and Mr. Rhodes. It 
says nothing about giving "every shade of every 
faith," but it comes pretty near doing so, for Liberal 
sentiment is almost as well represented as its oppo
sit. There is even an extract from the writings of 
Thomas Paine. Mr. Rhodes may be pleased to 
know that the editor of Public Opinion has asked 
to hav his journal placed upon THE TBUTH SEEXEB's 
exchange list. So the suns come and go, and the 
thoughts of men are widened with their processes. 

Two murders hav recently been committed in a 
San Francisco church, the victims being girls who 
were lured into the edifice, assaulted, and killed. 
A young man named Durrant, the librarian and 
assistant Sunday-school superintendent, is under 

for himself. Mr. Nichols made the error of assum
ing that presidents and other politicians, in these 
days when presidents and other politicians are both 
useless and unornamental, exist for some other pur
pose than to enjoy the emoluments of office. He 
appears to hav erred, further, in treating the tariff 
as a question of economics rather than as an every
day matter of oppression and plunder. 

Women bicyclists of Grand Rapids, Michigan, to 
the number of one hundred and fifty, assembled the 
other day and held something between a teachers' 
institute and a prayer-meeting to debate the ques
tion of Costume. Two hours of discussion resulted 
in the following resolution, which was adopted with 
unanimity and enthusiasm: "WHEREAS, Our Heav
enly Father, with divine love and infinit wisdom in 
our creation, has made us bipeds and endowed us 
with reason [not necessarily] ; and, whereas, the 
regulation skirts, as established by long usage and 
custom, are hindrances to the proper freedom and 
use of these pedal extremities as intended by an all
wise Creator; and, whereas, the most convenient 
and truly modest dress is the one which clothes 
each leg in separate covering; and, whereas, preju
dice, rather than true modesty, restrains reform in 
clothing our legs; therefore, be it Resolved, That 
we most reverently recognize the superiority of the 
infinit wisdom and divine love of our Heavenly Fa
ther, and that in all cases where, in our best judg
ment, the regulation skirt is unhealthful, impracti
cal, or inconvenient, we will hav the moral courage 
to adopt such costume as will eliminate these objec
tions." 

The simultaneous discovery by the Grand Rapids 
girls of their own bipedal gifts, as mentioned above, 
and their ardent resolve to clothe the same in obe
dience to the dictates of health, comfort, and con
venience, is a coincidence worthy of the prominence 
here accorded it; but they err in imputing to their 
heavenly father the design that each limb shall hav 
a separate covering of clothes. So far as observa
tion, directed by holy writ, enables us to penetrate 
the devices of the almighty, neither "regulation 
skirts," nor bloomers, nor yet full trousers, for 
either sex, are in consonance with the divine pur
pose; the naked truth being that, male and female, 
he has posed us like Trilby, in the altogether. The 
work of the deity is often quite coarse. 

·arrest and the pastor is under suspicion. The min
isters of San Francisco hav been officious in agitat
ing for the passage of an ordinance to close the side 
doors or family entrances to the saloons, and now 
the saloc:>n keepers are getting back at them. They 
hav laid before the supervisors a petition, in which 
they set forth that in view of the heinous crimes 
just committed in a church of that city it is high 
time to call the attention of the authorities to the 
use to which buildings occupied as churches are 
put, and to suggest a remedy. While there are 
many such edifices in which no immoralities.or mur
ders are known to occur, yet for the general public 
safety the petitioners are of opinion that an ordi
nance should be passed closing all side and rear 
entrances to all churches in the city and county, 
and forbidding therein partitions, separate rooms, 
bedrooms, or bed-lounges; that no person but the 
authorized sexton shall hav a key to the buildings, Fulton Gordon, of Louisville, Ky., came upon his 
and that he shall be at all times under the imme- wife and a young man in an assignation house, and 
diate supervision of the police; that no church shall shot them both to death. Although the murdered 
be opened without the consent of adjacent property man was a son of Governor Brown of Kentucky, and 
owners; that no license shall be granted to any the woman a member of the Presbyterian church, 
minister who has not a good moral character, and the coroner's jury found that it was a case of "jus
that the signatures of at least twelve citizens and tifiable homicide," with which verdict I disagree. If 
tax-payers shall be attached to the application for Gordon was not a murderer, he was criminally in
such license. In this way, it is hoped, the church sane. Why, otherwise, should he shoot his wife? 
business will be brought under control until such If she deceived him as to her affection for himself, 
time as a quickened public conscience shall abolish she was not worth the powder. If he knew she no 
it altogether. The petitioners add that their memo- longer cared for him, he should hav been enough 
rial is not conceived in malice, but with the honor- of a gentleman to release her. If his affection for 
able and lofty purpose of protecting the lives of the woman was such that he could not sustain the 
young girls and to prevent the turning of church thought of separation-which view is untenable, 
edifices into shambles, brothels, or houses of assig- since by his own act he has lost her now for keeps 
nation. And the petitioners will ever pray. -he would hav tried to win her back. He may 

It is a soberly written document, its points are talk about his honor, but a man who will shoot a 
well sustained, and it was gravely argued before defenseless woman has no honor. As for Brown, 
the supervisors by the attorney for the signers. The he died like a fool. He must hav been familiar 
prompt squelch it got from the board was to be with the barbarous code under which he met death, 
foreseen, but it reached the public through the and he knew that his course was suicidal. There 
newspapers, and has therefore done the work it are those who would maintain his right in doing 
was intended to do. It travesties with fine irony as he did, but nobody ean defend his discretion. 
the slap dash, hit-or-miss, dragnet methods of a big Besides, he probably believed he was doing wrong, 
lot of reformers who hav not been able to view although it is supposed to be incumbent on every 
themselvs in the clear light in which they stand be- gentleman, under the above code, to commit a aim-
fore others. . ilar indiscretion whenever opportunity is afforded, 

. --- and the one who should profess otherwise would 
~r. He~ry Nichol_s ~ppeared before the .Brooklyn 1 be ne~ther believed nor esteemed. The offense con

Philosophical AssoCiation on Sunday, Apnl28th, to sists m being detected. In consideration of these 
parti?ipate ~ a debate wi~h President Rowley on 1 aspects of the case, it is only as a victim of a perni
the nval merits of Protection and Freetrade. The cious code that Brown would hav my sympathy. 
announcement of th() event tbat &J?peared in TaB This clandeeti;ne associatioll with married women, 

The Kind of a .Man Colonel Ingersoll Is. 
This great lawyer, orator, teacher, and humani

tarian was warmly and rapturously greeted at the 
Wysor Grand on Monday night by a magnificent 
audience of educated men and women. More than 
a thousand auditors gave eager and rapt attention 
to the words of love and wisdom as they fell from 
the lips and silver tongue of the world's greatest 
champion of human rights and mental liberty. 
The good seed which he has planted in Muncie, and 
the good seed which he is scattering broadcast 
throughout the country, from ocean to ocean, and 
from the lakes to the gulf, will take root in the 
hearts of millions of our fellow-men, and germinate 
and blossom and ripen into golden fruits of peace 
and love, and joy and liberty. The gospel of love 
and kindness, which this great apostle emphasizes 
in his teaching, and so beautifully illustrates in his 
life, must, in the near future, rescue all intelligent 
men and women from the darkness and cruelty of 
religious superstition, and bring them to the light 
of reason and the practice of gentleness and toler
ation. The world has always been in need, and is 
still in need, of more love and greater kindness, 
and surely it is our duty to assist this great and 
good man to achieve this grand and noble. and glo
rious end. 

Whatever concerns one man concerns all men
the planet on which we liv is a small body, and 
there are no people on its surface so remote from 
us that their happiness and welfare are not bound 
up with ours-the joys and sorrows, the hopes and 
the fears of all mankind, are indissolubly knit to
gether-none can suffer wrong without all sharing 
in that wrong-none can feel the delightful thrills 
of joy without all sharing in that joy-the world 
at large cannot grow wiser and make us more ig
norant-the world at large cannot grow better and 
make us grow worse-the world at large cannot 
grow happier and make us more miserable, and it is 
therefore evident that our sympathies, like Colonel 
Ingersoll's, should be catholic and universal and 
co extensiv with the race-we should seek to sup
plant ignorance with intelligence-we should strive 
to substitute knowledge for blind credulity-we 
should earnestly labor to remove cruelty from the 
world, and plant the seeds of kindnellB in every 
breast, and, knowing as we do, if we know anything, 
that religious superstition had its origin in the dens 
and caves of savagery, and that, in:finitly above all 
other causes, it has cursed the world and filled the 
earth with blood and sorrow, it certainly should be 
our duty, our pleasure, our joy, and our delight to 
assist Colonel Ingersoll in driving fear and igno
rance and superstition from the brain of man, and 
lighting in their stead the sacred flame of reason. 

He loves the good and hates the bad in the lite 
of every man. He loves the good and hates the 
bad in every book, whether it is regarded as sacred 
or profane. He believes that happiness is the only 
good, that love is the orily real religion, and that 
every home should be made a heaven. He believes 
in the sanctuary of the fireside, and that wife and 
child should be adored-he believes in temperance, 
charity, freedom, gladness, liberty, tolerance, kind
ness, intellectual hospitality, and justice, and in all 
these things every good man will concur. He dis
believes in malicious demons and in tribal gods. 
He disbelieves in popes and priests and inspired 
books. He disbelieves in the supernatural and in 
the miraculous, and with him the wise men of the 
earth, the savans and scientists, agree. 

If we lay as~de our prE>judices-if we will forget 
our vested interests in hoary-headed fallacies and 
venerable falsehoods-if we will crucify our jeal
ousies, our hates and envies, and remember only 
that we are men-if we can eliminate from our 
minds the traditions and inheritances that hav cowe 
down to us from the darkness of the distant past, 
we can never speak the name of Ingersoll except in 
accents of love and gratitude. 

Yet he will be maligned-he has been maligned 
and assailed-but the shafts of falsehood tPld ml\1~ 
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ice will forever fall harmless against the impene
trable armor of goodness and greatness with which 
he is completely panoplied-in the far-off centuries 
yet to come, music, elegantly dressed and divinely 
attuned, will perpetuate the memory of this mar
velous man of the nineteenth century-millions 
upon millions of men and women yet to be will 
sing his praises and call him blessed-the pagodas 
of superstition will not then cast their dark and 
dismal shadows upon the earth, but in their places 
will be erected rook-built temples, dedicated to 
science, to liberty, to juetice, and to art, and their 
walls will be adorned' with magnificent portraits of 
Robert G. Ingersoll, surpassing any painting that 
e-:er came forth from the magic touches of Raphael 
or Angelo. 

American manhood and American womanhood 
will then awaken admiration and wonder, and will 
become fitter objects of study and contemplation 
than any statuary ever chiseled by a Grecian master 
-the intellects of the people will be keener and 
finer than any that ever debated in the Roman Sen
ate or the Roman Forum-our civilization will fur
nish rapture and pleasure to all her children, and 
a golden cestus of clasped hands will then encircle 
the whole earth, and in the midst of this most mar
velous civilization will break forth a song of grati
tude embalming the memory of Robert G. Inger
soll, which will ·continue to reverberate around the 
whole circumference of the earth, as long as it is 
fit for the habitation of man. 

May each of us feel it to be our duty, our pleas
ure, and our privilege to assist him in the destruc
tion of sectarian hatred and bigotry, and when this 
work is completed we will be ushered into the glo
rious era of peace and reason and the brotherhood 
of man. 

It will be a sad day for the race when his great 
brain crumbles into dust, but with Socrates and 
Bruno, with Humboldt and Spencer, he will forever 
occupy a conspicuous place in the pantheons of the 
civilized world. 

DB. T. J. BoWLEs, in the .Muncie (Ind) Herald. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May: 
May lOth-" Gravity of the Times." Imogene C. Fales. 
M.ay 17th-'" Moses, Joseph & Co." Prof. D. T. Ames. 
May 24th-" Religion." Swami Vivekananda. 
May 31st-" The Rise of Militarism in the United States." 

Ohas. C. Schmitt. 
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for May: 
May 12th-" The Religion of India." "Swami" Vive

kananda. The '' Swami" belongs to the Order of the 
Manyasi Monks. 

May 19th-" The Paradise of Shakspere and Goethe." 
T. B Wakeman. . 

May 26th-" What We Owe to Freethought." Henry 
Rowley. . 

Meetings will be resumed the first Sunday 1n October. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for May: 
May 12th-" Cremation." Att'y C. M. Lotze. · 
May 19th-Debate : "Resolved, That the single gold 

standard subserves the best interests of the American 
peop!A." Affirmativ, A. B. McAvoy, Acting Assist
ant U. S. Treasurer, Cincinnati. Negativ, Att'y A. 

· A. Brown, Secretary Bimetallic League. 
May 26th-" The Natural Solution of the Social Prob

lem." Louis F. Post, of New York. 
This will end the season's course of lectures. 

MRs. Mattie A. FREEMAN will deliver lectures in 
Tucson Arizona, May 12th.~-. 13th, 14th, and 15th; other 
places, 'Tempe, Phcenix, rresoott, .Jerome J unot~on, 
Arizona; Albuquerque and Santa Fe, N. M._; _Marysville, 
Oarbondale and Topeka, Kan. Those desnmg lectures 
along this r~ute please write her at once 1037 W. Madison 
street, Chicago, Ill. 

FRANKLIN STEINER lectures in Holstein, Ia., May lOth; 
Pierson Ia., May 12th; Crookston, Minn., May 16th; 
L!!okota 'N D May 17th and 18th, and Hoople, N. D., 
,~ay 2l~t to 24th. Dates in Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
Iowa will be announced later, 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Lo~gford, 
secretary meets at 2:30 and 7:80, every Sunday m War
ner's Hab, Broad and Wallace streets, Phil~delphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

Tum Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe' 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at S o'ol~k. All Liberal 
pedons· are invited to attend these meetmgs. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Scranton Secular Uni~n meets every Friday 
evening at 421 Lackawana av~nl!-e· Our motto: Fre_e~om 
and'KindnesR. Ever:vhodv mvtted, Secretary, WilllBJil 
Wat.kin" 

Tum Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock •ruesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, .N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admist~Ion 
free, All welcome. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Library Hall, Tenth, 
~~ow Market street, P4il~delphi~. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

.A Little More Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, '' SELF-CONTBADICTI·JNS 
OF THE BIBLE," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 

Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 14~ Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 

with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces
sary to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implemf>nts for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOlt A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. Or we will send 

twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 

circulate " Self-Contradictions" as well as the " Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to anything good. 

".An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand of our friends who hav 
allowed their subscriptions to TuE TBuTH SEEKER 
to expire without renewing. · This is a considerably 
larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 

upon the more or less prompt payment of subscrip
tions for thtl wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 
we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any
thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 
to our friends' good nature and generous feelings 

to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 

creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 
the compositor, and the mailer, and the post.o:ffice 
collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 
insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 

always with us, not to mention the rest, and they 
all want money and want it bad, and want it when 
it is due. And when we havn't got it for them life 
is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 

So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 

over this country-thousands of them-to send the 
amount of their arrearages and as much in advance 
as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 
and turn about in fair play, as it were. A year's 
subscription from each one whose time has expired 
will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 

that then let us hav what you can spare, and we will 
"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 
amounts are small individually and easily raised, 
but to us they colleotivly ml:lan a good deal-jtLt 
the difference. between being ~veu with the world 

and being unpleasantly behind. 
The disciples of a certain philosopher, one day 

missing their teacher from his accustomed place in 

the midst of them, sought him at his unpretentious 
lodgings, where they discovered that he was suffer

ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course 
they hastened to provide him with all that the inner 
sinner could desire, but he nevertheless took occa
sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. 

"Know, then" (said he), "that in order that you 

. may permanently enjoy the light of a lamp, it is 
necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." 

Delinquents who renew at once will be spared the 

moral which their remissness might tempt us to draw. 

The third volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on saJe. Price, $2.50. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer . 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend .the circulation of TuE TBuTH SEEKEB. 
First, we want its intl.uence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

I o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year. sending us 
three dollars for the sam~. we toitl send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PIOTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS) 

And to ar.yone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars jor. 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PrcTOBIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made anil the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnf'SS of the Cbur• b'K 
claim to being a divinfl and bt>no-ficf>nt imtitulion, 
and to reveal the abuses of a U'll .,. of otlUrch ttnd 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citatiOns of J:<'uctH, History, l:hiiLlbllC•: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argu!l.lent 
of the Artist. The _:._ esigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16 ; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks· 
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; T.be 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiarier;, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianit~ 's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; lrdand 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Retl.ections on tL e 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; MiscellaneoUF, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it excel t 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh· 
. bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are w>t now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARS' WOBTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the! 
book and see if it is not worth while~ to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. 1'he book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been snld, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
yuu can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
gbt it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the a~

sertioll that nothing h.k.e it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it IS very donbtfnl if another one like it 
will evtr again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Meeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of aJJ. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderffll success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire , 
a copy of this most wonderful volnme.-.liTeethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. Bnt the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the bouk is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and t.he church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $8 and get the bo Jk and the 
paper for one year, 
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The Paper and t11e Pictorial Text-Book. 
ST. Loms, 1\fo., April13, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the "Pictorial 
Text-Book." BEN. FREEMAN. 

OGDENSBURG, N.Y., April20, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed $3 

to continue my paper and for "Pictorial 
Text-Book. GEo. W. FLAcK. 

LoRAIN, 0., April14, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

send me your paper and "Pictorial Text
Book" as per offc>r. 

HARLAN c. WILLIAMS. 

FRANKFORD, P A., April 20, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8. 

Pnt my name on yonr list for the paper, 
and send me the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

s. MANVILLE, 

EvANSVILLE, Wis., April19, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I herewith hand yon $3 

for the paper one year, and the "PictQo1'ial 
Text-Book." P. F. SPENOER. 

LAliiAR, Mo., April15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I inelose herewith $3 for 

one year's subscription to yonr paper and 
the "Pictorial Text-Book," as per your 
offer. Respectfully, W. F. BAILEY, 

EMPORIA, KAN., April15, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Please send THE TRUTH 

SEEKER ana "Pictorial Text·Book "to the 
accompanying address for one year. In
closed find $3. DR. S. E. NoRTHINGTON. 

SuNNY HILL, ILL., Aprilll, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3.25 

for one year's snbEcription to y nr paper 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book;" also the "Liberal Hymn Book." 

DANIEL CHILSTBOM. 

J ACKSO:NVILLE, ILL., April 18, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.25, 

for which send me yonr paper for one year, 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book," together with copy of '' Crimes of 
Preachers." B. F. BRoWN. 

READING, P A., April 22, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed $3 

for the renewal of my subscription to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and for the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours truly, FRANKLIN KmsT. 

HoLLENBERG, RAN., Aprilll, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: In conformity with yonr 

offer I inclose $3 for one year's subscrip
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER and one ''Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards. 

0. L. TAYLOR. 

HAVERHILL, MASs, April15, 1895. 
MR .. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, 

for which send yonr paper for one year, 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book," as advertised in yonr offer to 
new subscribers. 8. C. SABIN. 

BEECHWOOD, MAss., April 13, 1895, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for 

THE TRUTH SEEKEB for one year, and the 
"Pictorial Text-Book." Hoping that all 
Freethinkers will avail themselvs of your 
grand offer, I am, 

Respectfully yours, W. I. LINcoLN. 

CAPLINGER's MILLS, Mo., April19, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: As I am not a subscriber to 

yonr valuable paper at present, bnt am of 
the truth seeking kind, I hasten to take 
advantage of the very valuable offer yon 
make to new subscribers in the sample 
copy sent me. Please find inclosed $3; for 
which send "Pictorial Text-Book" and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year. 

Very respectfully, W. A. WHINREY. 

MooRLAND, IA., April14, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book." There are only & few avowed 
Freethinkers in this place, bnt there are a 
good many who read and admire your pa
per. 

The people of the Congregational church 
at this place, held a revival during the 
month of February, and after almost four 
weeks of hard labor by onr respected min
ister, and three or four imported "sky-

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

pilots," three of the ungodly outside the 
pale of the ohnroh consented to be prayed 
for. Yours fraternally, W. V. FRANCIS. 

Gets Us a New Subscriber. 
CLARK's CoRNER, CoNN., April 17, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $4.50. Please 
send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to 
my friend. Send me the "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book;" two copies of 
"About the Holy Bible;" ANNUAL, and 
''With Daughter's Babe upon His Knee." 
Fraternally yours, ALLEN JEWETT, P.M. 

From a Washington Worker~ 
SHELTON, WAsH., April 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please :find inclosed $9.65 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER; "Four Hundred 
Years of Freethonght;" ANNUAL; the 
"Candle from Under the Bushel;" "Old 
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated;" 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" for 
premium to subscriber. 

L c. B. NADEAU, 

A. Suggestion. 
NEw YoRK, April12, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I see it is in contemplation 
by the friends of Thomas Paine to com
memorate his memory at the monument 
at New Rochelle on May 30th-Decoration 
day. I would propose that a resolution be 
offered on that occasion that those present 
who feel disposed to hav their names en
tered on a list hav an opportunity tc do so
It will bring ns more together and help 
make ns acquainted with each other. I 
found at the last year's meeting that the 
women were more enthusiastic for Free
thought than many of the men. 

s. R. THORNE, 

Truth and Poetry. 
CoNNOQUENESING, P A., April 15, 1895 .. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $6-two 
years' subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and $1 for Paine's "Age of Reason," to be 
sent to the inclosed addresses. That is a 
grand plan for missionary work. I hav 
had Paine's "Age of Reason" going the 
rounds for years. It is a good eye-opener. 
I hav been confined to my room all fall 
and winter, bnt I hope I shall be able to 
get ont as soon as the weather gets warmer. 
I am just through reading "Men, Women, 
and Gods," by Helen Gardener, which 
ought tc be in every Freethinker's pos-
session. 

The heathen without cuteness 
Bows down to wood and stone, 

The priest in his astuteness 
Would make this world his own, 

And so all heathen nations 
The mission :fiends hav slain, 

And made a king creator-
A despot for tc reign. 

A. CUTHBERT. 

What Say You, Wealthy Freethinkers~ 

established for the education of the or
phan children of drunkards, It must be 
absolutely non-sectarian, no copy of the 
Bible must be permitted within its walls, 
and only persons who are n~n-seotarian in 
every respect will be employed as teachers. 
The children will learn of and about God 
otherwise than through the Bible or its 
adherents. It shall be the purpose of the 
school to civ ~hildren a good practical 
business education, to instruct them in the 
natural laws, in chemistry, astronomy, and 
philosophy, hygiene, physiology, and 
anatomy. The arts and sciences may be 
taught in their mechanical branches in or
der to make the school as nearly self-sus
taining as possible, and trades shall be 
taught snoh boys as develop a talent for 
anything in that direction. To snoh a 
school I am willing to giv the building site 
and my cabinet of specimens. 

"I am prompted to do this," continued 
Mr. White, "bv the experiences of my 
life. I know the value of an education 
because I never had one. Not one day did 
I ever spend in school, because I had no 
one to stand the expense of my schooling. 
To children so situated the school that I 
hav described would be of inestimable 
valne and would help to make true and up
right citizens of many children who go to 
the dogs bManse they are compelled to by 
povertv For the children of drunkards I 
make this offer." 

Mr. Stevens's Wanderings. 
EvANSVILLE, IND., April19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Stevens and myself 
left Chicago the middle of January and 
took np onr residence at Indianapolis with 
Mrs. Dr. J. R. Monroe, widow of the· 
lamented Liberal editor. After enjoy
ing (?) the eccentricities of the thermom
eter in the Hoosier capital for seven 
weeks, we concluded to take a tour fnrllier 
South, Mrs. Monroe accompanying ns to 
her old home, Seymour, Ind., where we 
were hospitably entertained by her stanch 
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kling. The 
Klinge are progressiv and aggressiv Lib
erals of refinement, wealth, and onltnre. 
Their only daughter is the wife of Manager 
Dunbar, of the Gibson Honse, Cincinnati. 
Mr. Kling early evolved from Hebraic 
formalism into thoroughly materialistic 
philosophy. I hav seldom met a better 
conversationalist or a person more pro
foundly read. In Liberal thought Mrs. 
Kling is her husband's alter ego. 

From Seymour we journeyed to Louis
ville, Ky., famous for vnied brands of the 
beverage that cheers and more often in
ebriates, for pretty girls, chattering ne
groes, wretched water, and most uninvit
ing smoke. 

While in Louisville we made two calls 
on Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Carter, a promi
nent physician and still more prominent 
as a Liberal. Mr. and Mrs. Carter are "to 
the manner born," both native of this state, 
and their decidedly Southern accent was a 
charming change to our ears. Notwith
l!tanding being the leading Liberal, I am 
pleased that the doctor's professional ser-

CASTALIA, S. D., April18, 1895. vices are as mnoh in demand as though he 
MR. EDIToR: The inclosed article is believed in forty gods. Singularly enough, 

clipped from a recent issue of the Yankton his residence is only two squares from the 
(S. D.) Daily Press and Dakotan. Per- cemetery. However, that is merely a co
haps yon would care tc giv it space in your incidence which the daotor will pardon 
columns, or comment npon it. me for mentioning. Cave Rill is the most 

Yours respeotfnlly, G. L. KmK. beautifully situated city of the dead in 
H. W. White, the well known meohan- the United States. Its naturally romantic 

ioal inventor of this city, has just an- beauty is hightened by artistic manso-
nonnoed to the public a philanthropic 1 t t 1 l"th 11 t d t b 
plan, which he has had in mind for a long enms, s a e y mono 1 s, n e om s, 
period of years. He wants to endow an and flower-covered nrns. For flowers 
educational institution to the extent of were abundant even before April. If ever 
about $10,000, and he wants some aotiv there was· a spot that looked inviting 
person or persons tc offer him some en- enough for one to die to remain there, I 
oonragement within two years. He is think it is Cave Hill. I irresistibly dropped 
growing old and feels that he would like d 
to get his affms inta first-class condition into monolog an repeated-
before he is called upon to lay down the Can storied nrn, or animated bnst, 
burdens of life. Here is Mr. White's Back to its mansion call the fleeting 
proposition: breath? 

"I own a tract of forty acres of the Can honor's voice provoke the silent dust, 
finest land in Yankton county, lying just o~ flattery soothe the dull, cold ear of 
west or across the road from the state in- death? 
sane hospital. It rises gently from all sides A trip np the 0 hio river to Cincinnati on 
toward the center and terminates in one 1 1 
of the most attractiv building sites in the the steamer Congo is a languid, azy sty e 
conn try. From this point an excellent of traveling to which I can scarcely aeons
view of the country for miles around is tom myself. 
obtainable and on that eminence I want to Here hills and vales, the woodland and 
see an educational building erected. the plain, 

"I also haT one of the :finest cabinets of Here earth and water seem to strive 
mineral specimens, curios, and ornitholog- again. 
ioal specimens in the United States, the 
result of years of work in their collection Could those hills and banks bnt repeat 
and the expenditure of thousands of dol- the tragedies that mnst hav occurred when 
Iars. the white man struggled to wrest this fair 

"! propose to giv to a school which I land from the red; or later the deeds of 
shall describe shortly this tract of land and river desperadoes, or giv ns a glimps of 
this cabinet, provided a fund of from $75,- 1 · d d" 
000 to $100,000, or enough of it to assure the many steamboat exp os1ons. an teas-
the success of the undertaking, is raised ters that took place along th1s tawny
within two years. This school shall be 

1 
colored stream; coming still closer, the 
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efforts of the fngitiv sl&ves who struggled 
to cross this barrier to freedom, thence to 
be carried through the " underground 
railroad " to Canada. Then the war pe
riod looms np to onr mental vision, with 
hostil hosts patroling either bonk, the 
dash of raiders, the rattle of musketry 
from ambush; the cotton-hales piled 
around to protect the pilot-houses, and 
other exciting scenes. The Ohio river is 
rich in reminiscence. 

Here is La.wrenoebnrgh, where H. W. 
Beecher commenced his ministrations in a 
little log ohnroh, long before he labored to 
''knock the bottom ont of hell," and where 
his sister, Harriet Beecher Stowe, wrote 
that flamboyant book, "Uncle Tom's 
Cabin," her characters being taken, it is 
said, from just across the river in Shelby
ville, Ky. Outside its sickly religions 
sentiment it was a great torch of freedom. 

In Cincinnati I call on Dr. E. S. McLeod 
and George Light-the beacons of the 
Ohio Liberal Society. Here we busied 
ourselvs Right-seeing for two days, the 
Zoological Gardens being one point of in
terest. Cincinnati can boast the nearest 
approach· to the London ''Zoo " it has 
been my privilege to see. We missed from 
the monkey house the familiar Milesian 
countenances of Mr. and Mrs. Rooney, 
who we believe hav passed to the sum
mer-land of monkeydom. The vari-colored 
feathery tribes from all climes make a 
snrvassingly gorgeous display. 

Next morning Mr. Light called at onr 
hotel and took n!l on a. visit to Mrs. Mattie 
P. Krekel, who has won golden opinions 
in the Ohio metropolis. Mrs. Krekel so
companied ns on a hasty visit to the Acad
emy of Arts in Eden Park. Here are 
many masterly works of art in marble and 
in oil. As we enter, Benjamin West's great 
work greets onr sight, "J esns riding on 
an Ass into Jerusalem." As I hav previ
ously remarked, the ryes and ears of that 
jackass express about all the intelli
gence depicted in the picture. Despite 
the worldly mind of Porkopolis, she cher
ishes a larger quantity of Madonnas and 
angels, on canvas, than is consistent with 
nineteenth century ideas. However, we 
cannot particularize, as onr time is short, 
so we bid a regretful adieu to Eden and 
return to Louisville, thence to Evansville, 
Ind., where Cbainey and Putnam once 
labored before leaving the Unitarian pul
pit. On my way to Paducah, Ky., I 
wished I had time to rnn np the Cumber
land river to Golden Pond, where I coni~ 
greet a good many Liberal!!. Kentucky 
makes it a criminal offense to laugh in 
ohnroh, so that a Kentucky Freethinker 
must perforce possess what we denominate 
" sand." E. A. STEVENS. 

What Is in Store for Us. 
CoLFAX, WASH., April1S, 1895. 

MR. EmToR: Inclosed :find $3 for re
newal of my father's subscription for one 
year. We hav been constant readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for over fonr years, 
and I can say that it is the greatest paper 
that I ever saw in my time; we could not 
do without it. 

!was greatly amnsea at Mr. John Peck's 
article in the issue of March 30th, entitled 
"New Genesis," or a description of crea
tion; some people think it horrid, bnt I 
think it great, and I fully agree with Mr. 
Peck, bnt I am sorry that he omitted sayM 
ing anything of those pesky Bible-backed 
howlers going round and creating excite
ment to fool the weak-minded people; 
their heads seem :filled to the utmost capa
city with the sa.me material of which their 
great God made the earth and planets, 
which was'' nothing, "just simply nothing, 
that was all. 

We had a Methodist Episcopal revival in 
onr town last winter in which their good 
minister converted and saved the souls of 
perhaps something over a hundred, and 
during this time they went round on the 
streets begging for money, which they 
claimed was for the benefit of their Lord 
and master, and they came to a Chinese 
laundryman and asked him for :fifty centq, 
This was the heathen's reply: "G-d, 
Gele-Clist, what for? He alle time bloke 
and likee fonr-bitty." 

I see by the papers that the women and 
ohnroh people are getting very nice about 
the Sunday laws and the way that differ
ent classes of people wear their clothes in 
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New York and other states. I believe that 
if we do not do something to check them 
the churches will run the business of our 
United States, and that it will not be a 
very long time an til they will compel us 
-the supposedly free people of the great 
United S~ates of America-to sit upon that 
seat of Sunday rest. 
It is time that our Senators and Congress

men and our state legislators should be 
working hard for that liberty for which 
oar forefathers fought some hundred 
years ago. And it will not be long until 
the ohnrch women will hav laws passed 
so as to compel people who hav horses to 
hav a big cover made of some kind of 
cloth to conceal them while driving on the 
public higb. way a, for fear that the appear
ance in tb.eir natural state·wonld create 
immoral thoughts. 

Yours for truth and liberty, 
GEO. w. HULL. 

The Origin of Jehonh. 
PALMER, MASS., April 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: In "Observations" of 
April 20th I find the following, in effect: 
"That .the higher critics inform us that 
the religion of the Hebrews was a motley 
polytheism; that they believed in sacred 
stones and trees," etc. Now, does this 
apply to a time before the Bible's God was 
introduced to them, or after? If before, 
then the Bible writers are not responsible 
for it, any more than tb.ey are for the He
brews' misfortune of being apes once upon 
a time, if Darwin is right; and if after, we 
cannot blame them for David's invocations 
to the Baals, any more than for his com
mitting adultery. They hav said, "Thou 
shalt hav no other gods before me," aad 
they ha.v said, " Thou shalt not commit 
adultery." Can we confound the Bible 
God with idols, Molech, Baals, etc., while 
we see them recommend the one and con
demn the others? 

The Hebrew grammar tells us that all 
nouns are accepted as mascnlin or feminin 
only when their genders are strictly 
adhered to throughout the Bible, but 
those nouns which are treated in the Bible 
as sometimes mascnlin and then again fem
inin, are neuter, and can be written either 
way, as one may please. The Hebrew has 
no word for the pronoun " it." Ruah is 
neuter, and treated in Genesis as feminin; 
therefore, when translating the words 
singly and separately the word merahefeth 
cannot be translated otherwise than "she 
moves," although, when translating the 
whole sentence into the English sense, it 
reads, '' It.moved." 

The Hebrew word for nation is Goy, 
singular; for nations, Goyim, plural. In 
Dent. iv, 7, the passage in question, the 
word "Goy" is used; therefore, "Him," 
and not "Them." · 

I am aware of the difficulty of explain
ing to an English scholar the twisting and 
turning, the meaning and fine shades ?f 
meaning, of the Hebrew language and Its 
grammar, but it is unavoidable, and per
haps no harder than to translate from the 
French into English. The following may 
help to illustrate how hard it is to convey 
the true sem!e from one language to 
another. A Frenchman who wished to 
compliment an English lady on her beauti
ful complexion said, in all sincerity, "Ma
dam, yon hav a beautiful leather," mean
ing, of course, skin. He was not wrong
his Ollendorff t'lld him so, yet the lady 
thought otherwise and the company en
joyed a hearty laugh. 

heard of Galileo; and so, when they saw 
the dawn of day, long before the sun ap
peared; when they saw the twilight of eve 
long after the sun disappeared, they 
thought that light was independent of the 
the sun; and so their god made light on 
the :first day of creation, and the sun on 
the fourth day for the purpose of dividing 
the light from the dark (before, it must 
hav been mixed), Not knowing of any 
other worlds besides their own, and having 
no use for any, they called the stars lamps, 
which were put there for their sole benefit, 
and of course their god said it was good, 
There is not a single deed or word, re
corded and attributed to their god, that 
can be 'regarded as befitting a being supe
rior to man. He is the creation of their 
own imagination, and upon him are re
flected their ignorance, their superstition, 
and their passions, His work was after 
their plan; his words, their ntteranceR. 
We can also safely assert that at the time 
when the first chapter of Genesis was writ
ten there was more than one man in the 
worl4; so God, their speaking-tube, so to 
speak, used the words, ''like us," as they 
would hav done. Had there been but one 
man, and he the biographer of this god, 
the pronoun us, or the expression "one of 
us," would never hav been used by either 
the man directly, or through his instru
ment, God. 

There are many theories regarding the 
time when the book of Genesis was written, 
and when the one-god theory was first ad
vanced, but none of them is authentic, 
But taking all the opinions and various 
theories into consideration, we may form 
an opinion of our own. And why not? 
Are we not better fitted for the task, after 
using the knowledge of our h;storians, 
their investigations and researches? Now, 
in following that, I am inclined to think 
that the Bible was written long after the 
one-god idea was conceived by man, and 
that Moses, the priests, and the prophets 
had a clear conception of it. The cele
brated German poet, Schiller, in his "Mis
sion of Moses," tells us that the wise men 
in Egypt had a sort of a Masonic fraternity, 
and were engaged in the search for more 
light and in the teaching of one god; and 
being in danger of persecution by the 
populace for so doing, they met on the 
mountains and in caves. Into these tryst
ing-places Moses was admitted, There 
he inhaled, for the first time, a purer at
mosphere. There the bandage of idolatry 
was lifted from his eyes, and he beheld 
the dazzling light of their teaching. 

Now, in putting this theory of Sehiller, 
and many others, together, I infel' that 
they had repudiated the gods and idols, 
which were worshiped then, and substi
tuted one that was better. That one had 
no appellation. That mysterious ruling 
agency they could n'~t name, neither could 
their pupil, Moses. We know the state of 
perplexity he was in. How could he intro
duce a new deity to the Israelites, and him
self not knowing the name. Ponder as 
much as he would, he could Come to no 
better COiiclnsion than to name him 
• • Ehyeh," I am. This is the starting
point for the word Jehovah, pronounced 
in Hebrew Yehovah. That word, and the 
word "Ehyeh," are identical, and can be 
recognized by a Hebrew scholar, Yeho
vah being a composite word from the 
words Hoyoh, Hoveh. V. Yihyeh is Mas
soretic and the authority cannot be 
traced ' nor is it necessary. All these 
words 'can be recognized as springing from 
one and the same origin. A glance at the 
Century Dictionary, though treating the 
word "Jehovah" incompletely, will, per
haps, dispel th(l suspicion that mine is a 
fanciful definition. MoREH NEBUOmM. 

See What Live Workers Can Do. 
NEw ORLEANS, LA., April17,1895. 

MR. EDITOR: "Paine's Great Works 
Complete," the last of those ~ooks I or
dered some time ago, duly arrived, and I 
am well pleased, Just now I am hunting 
for new subscribers, as I would like to se

I will now endeavor, in my poor and 
simple way, to explain the passage in Gen
esis, "Behold, the man has become as one 
of us." According to our ideas regarding 
the Bible, we hav stripped that book of its 
divinity, so that it is left to us in its full 
nakedness to admire its good parts, and 
despise its deformities. Thus investigating 
it we find that the book was written by 
U:en. That they strove to introduce a bet
ter god of their own production, and one 
god only, it is very reasonable to believe, 

mnch-spoken-of "Pictorial considering the number of gods that were cure your 
then worshiped, Whether they succeeded Text-Book." 
or not, makes no difference, We are in- Inclosed clippings will show that a few 
vestigating their intentions, which were of us, and very few at that, I regret to say, 
good, But alas! their ignorance led them are doing what little we can, to defend 
astray, and they hav made a caricature of mental liberty, and thong_h frequently 
him. We are satisfied that they knew our communications are reJected, we try 
nothing of science, and that they had no again, and thus occasionally are give~ a 
idea of cause and effect. They had never 

1 
hearing in our local newspapers, of which 

the Times-Democrat seems to be the 
most liberaL 

Quite a discussion took place in that pa
per on the "Personal Devil of Chris
tianity." My letter was rejected, because 
the editor says communications on that 
subject came in so plentifully that he was 
compelled to return a dozen, not because 
they were not interesting, but because 
such discussions are unending, and after 
having given both sides a fair hearing, 
two or three times, he had to stop it. But 
it is a good sign to hear that dozens of let
ters came pouring in to the paper. Thus 
Mr. Bryan and our friend D. W. Groh 
gave the devil a rolling in the Times
Democrat. In the States I roasted Father 
Power, of the Jesuit's church, on his 
'' Confessional" sermon, and received a 
weak reply the next day, to which I again 
replied the following day; while another 
party (I do not recollect his name just 
now) criticised Archbishop Janssens on his 
"Matrimony" sermon in the columns of 
the Picayune. I hunted up this gentle
man's address in the, directory, and 
promptly sent him some copies of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and Independent Pulpit. 
Whenever I mail copies this W!LY, I use 
THE TRUTH SEEKER's wrappers with my 
tag on, so that they may know from whom 
they come. My good friend, Mr. Bryan, 
with whom I got acquainted through your 
excellent paper, and who subscribes for 
some eight or ten Freethonght publica
tions, frequently distributes bundles of 
them at. the Spiritualists' meetings. We 
hav no doubt all of this will do some good. 

I hav this morning also sent two TRUTH 
SEEKERS to the Times-Democrat, calling 
attention to the "·Sabbath" law editorials. 

Do yon know that last Friday-goody
goody Friday-my wife being unable to 
get fresh meat in the market, we had to be 
satisfied with a chicken, and for this terri
ble crime were severely criticised by our 
good Christian neighbors I But it tasted 
Bo good, nevertheless, that all but the 
bones were " out of sight" within half 
an hour. Some lady asked our eight-year
old boy if he did not know it was a " fast
day," to which he replied that it would_ be 
time enough to fast when he bad nothing 
to eat. Next year he will join Miss Wixon's 
corps and also subscribe for The Little 
Freethinker. Yours fraternally, 

ERWIN AUFFURTH. 
April 18, 1895. 

P. S. Here is new subscriber No. 1. 
Find name and address on card. The 
gentleman dropped in to express his ap
proval of my letter to StateB, published a 
few days since; he also read my communi
cation on Church Taxation (almost a col
umn) published in the Picayune some time 
a"'o and was well pleased. He is a wide
a;.;ke and prosperous business man and 
manager of one of the largest door, sash, 
and blind factories in this city. He also 
attended Colonel Ingersoll's lecture here 
about two months ago, but, with many 
others, regretted very much that the Colo
nel did not select one of his religions 
lectures instead of '' Shakspere." I had a 
hearty handshake with the Colonel, and, 
like many others, expressed the hope that 
he would return in the :n,ear future to de
liver another lecture. 

I hav good hopes of sending another 
subscriber within the next few weeks. 

E. A. 

THE DEVIL AND THE BIDLE. 
NEw ORLEANS, LA., April1, 1895. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE Tnms·DEMoOBAT: 
In your issue of March 28, "au ortho
dox minister" answering S. S. Bryan's 
commnnicati~n on the " Personal Devil," 
asserts that " a noted minister," who said 
that nobody any' longer believed in the 
devil of Christianity, that it was only a 
"huge joke,': must hav been~ Un~tarian or 
a Universalist. But upon mqmry I am 
informed that he was neither one ~or the 
other- another proof that even m the 
orthodox church we can see progres~. 
After stating that even those ':Vho repudi
ate the idea of a personal devil neverthe
less admit that scripture teaches it, he 
concludes: " The qnt>stion then is no lon
ger whether or not there is a personal 
devil but whether or not the Bible is true 
and ;.hether its teachings can be relied on 
-upon that question, however, I do not 
propose to enter." . . . 

So though the real question is, Is the 
Bibl~ true and can it be relied on? yet 
• • an orthodox minister " wishes n_?t to en
ter upon this fundamental questiOn. To 
decline to do so would signlfy the weak-
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ness of the reverend gentleman's case, but 
I should consider it his duty, as an agent 
of God, to enter upon this question and 
substantia.te the truth and reliability of the 
Bible, and thus convince the doubters of 
their mistaken views, and Muse them to 
return to the true faith. But so long as 
the reverend gentleman insists on remain
ing silent on this subject, the doubters 
will, of course, remain doubters. "Doubt 
leads to investigation, investigation to 
truth-the enemy of all superstition." says 
a prominent Agnostic (doubter). There
fore, as investigation cannot injure any
thing built on the foundation of truth, 
" an orthodox minister" should not hesi
tate a moment to enter into the discussion 
of the truth and reliability of the Bible, 
and if successful in proving this, substan
tiate the existence of the devil. This 
proven, he would convert many doubters 
and save them from an unpleasant future 
(hell), which place must also exist if the 
Bible is true and reliable. 

According to my views, I am destined to 
become an inmate of this latter place, for 
I truly believe-and shall continue to be
lieve-unless '' an orthodox minister " or 
someone else convinces me differently
that the Bible cannot be relied on; that 
its geology is wrong; its astronomy ditto; 
that the earth is no longer :fiat, no longer 
stationary; that the sun no longer revolves 
around the earth; that the sun is no lon
ger pushed back ten degrees; that man 
was not completed in a jiffy only a few 
thousand years ago; that Cain could never 
hav gone into the land of Nod to take 
unto himself a wife, as his parents were the 
only ones living then; that Jonah never 
established a temporary boarding and 
lodging house in a whale's bell:v; that the 
miracles of the Old and New Testaments 
were never performed-that a stick never 
turned into a serpent, or vice versa; that 
an ass never spoke Sanscrit, Greek or 
Hebrew; that the waters never parted as 
though they were walls and let people paes 
through without getting their feet wet; 
that the dead never arose from their 
§n'aves, etc., etc., all of which goes to 
show 'that the writers of the Bible were ig
norant as to the laws of nature, astronomy, 
geology, and lacked other scientific knowl
edge, As to its moral precepts, I admit 
it contains some good teachingQ; some un
reasonable and absurd, and some so bad 
that " an orthodox minister" would not 
read it to his congregation or to his fam
ily. And as to contradictions, we find 
them by the score. Permit me just to 
mention a few: According to Gen. i, 31, 
God iq satisfied with his works; according 
to Gen. vi, 6, God is disPatisfied with his 
works. According to Ex:. xxxiii, 23; Ex. 
xxxiii, 11; Gen. xii, 9, 10; Gen. xx:;x:ii, 30; 
Is. vi, 1; Ex. xxiv, 9, 10, 11, God JB seen 
and heard· according to John v, 37; Ex. 
xxxiii, 20; '1 Tim. vi, 16, God is invisible 
and cannot be heard. 

According to some passages, God is 
changeable ; accordin~· to others, God is 
unchangeable; according to Mark xv, 25, 
J esns was crucified at the third hour; ac
cording to John xix, 14, 15, he was not 
crucified until the sixth hour. Accordin~ 
to Mat. xxvii, 5, Judas hanged himself; 
according to Acts i, 18, he fell and burst 
asunder, etc., etc. 

As, then, the Bible contains mistakes, 
contradictions, myths, blunders, and ab
surdities, it is not possible _tha~ an infinit 
being could be connected w1th 1t; but that 
it was written by finite beings, by men of 
very limited knowledge, w~o~e mi~taken 
ideas got the best of them, IS mdnb1table. 
So the Bible is unreliable. 

The day is fast approaching when these 
horrible teachings concerning a devil and 
an eternal hell will be considered as relics 
of a superstitions age. As soon as people 
resort to reason instead of superstition, 
hell will run short of fuel, and when this 
occurs, the devil will die a natural death; 
the doubter, the investigator, will be 
proud of being accused of this murder
reason not the sword. havin~ been his . 
weapo~. Universal Mental Liberty will 
then reign supreme. Respectfully, 

ERWIN AUFFURTH. 

Mortuary-Cassius M. Lazenby. 
LEMORE, CAL., April 13, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: It is with sorrow that I 
write yon that my brother, C. M. Lazenby, 
has passed away. He was a consistent Lib
eral. For the last three years he has been 
an invalid and suffered untold pain, but 
was conscious up to the very last. His wife 
was grieving over him, and he told her not 
to grieve, as he was but going to sleep, and 
it seemed so, for he passed away just like 
one dropping into slumber. He said he 
had no fear of death, and his only regrets 
were for his family. His funeral was as 
nearly secular as it was possible to hav it 
here as there is no secular organization. 
Alth~ngh many church members took part 
in the service, it was very good. I remain, 
with beat wishes, 

Yours, EDwARD LAZEl"!l r. 
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Edited b.'l/ Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
'?i ·er, Mass., to whom all Communica· 
tiM•~ for this Cm·ner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Patient With the Living. 
Sweet friend, when thou and I are gone 

Beyond earth's weary labor, 
When email shall be our need of grace 

From comrade or from neighbor, 
Pa' t all the strife, the toil, the care, 

And done with all the sighing, 
What tenrler ruth •hall we hav gained, 

Alas! by simply dyir g! 

Then lips too charv of their praise 
"'ill tell our mHits over, 

And e:res too swift our fa.ults to see 
Shall no defect discover. 

Tben hands that would not lift a stone 
Where stonfs where thick to cumber 

Our steep hill pa\h will scatter flowers 
Above our l'illowed >lumber. 

Sweet friend, perchance both thou and I. 
Ere love is past forgiving, 

Should take the earne•t lesson home
Be patient with the living. 

Tn-da~'s repre•sed rfbuke may •ave 
Our blinding tears to-morrow; 

Then patience-e'en when keenest edge 
May whet a nameless sorrow. 

'Tis easy to b3 gentle when 
Death's Rilence shames our clamor; 

Anrl ea~y to discern the best 
Through memory's mystic glamour; 

But wise it were for thee and me, 
Ere love is past forgivine:, 

To take the tender le•son home
Be patient with the living. 

-Margaret Sangster. 

Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
II.-ETHICS. 

"0 Walter, Walter!" cried Madge to 
her brother, a few weeks after Auntie 
Bright's last narrativ. " Do come at once. 
Ann tie is going to tell ns another story." 

Walter was three years older than his 
sister, but his boyish love for romance 
was equally enthusiastic. Eagerly he 
bounded into the sitting-room, where dear, 
deli?:htfnl Ann tie Bright sat. 

"I fear the stories hav more attraction 
than my poor endeavors at pointing out a 
moral or illustrating an important fact," 
she remonstrated. "Oh, no. no!" her 
young auditors declared, while Walter 
added, "I hav become an adapt in Logic." 
'' And I." rejoined Madge, not to be out· 
done, "understand it perfectly." 

Auntie Bright laughed merrily. "Be· 
ware," she said, " or a terrible retribution 
may await yon, as it did the poor Eastern 
goldsmith, for being dishonest." 

"0 Auntie!" exclaimed Madge, with 
a deep-drawn breath of blissful anticipa
tion. 

"Well, said Auntie Bright. "But first 
I want Walter to tell me what he under· 
stands by Ethics." 

"The soienoe of moral conduct," he 
answered promptly. 

"Good," said Auntie. "And now, oan 
studious Madge tell what she understands 
by conscience?" 

Madge thought a moment. "It is a 
sense of divining moral obligation," she 
said.· 

" Very ?:Ood," cried pleased Auntie 
Bright. "Now, my dear children, yon 
shall hav your story; after a prosy little· 
preamble of my own. 

" People hav asserted-and people who 
ought to know-that oonsoienoe, the reali
zation of moral obligation, grounded upon 
fear, will eventnaUy become oonsoienoe 
grounded upon spontaneous approval." 

"I do not believe it!" cried Madge, im
pnlsivly. 

"Why not?." asked Auntie Bright, who 
loved to draw her pupils out. 

"Because fear is not acquiescence but 
subjection. Not intelligent acquiescence, 
I mean. Who ever knew a good code of 
morality to result from the 'fear o' hell, 
and the hangman's whip?'" 

"Sissy, dear! the nniver.al code of mo
rality, accepted by an enlightened nation, 
is just that, and naught else," argued 
Walter, half teasingly, half earnestly 

" I said a gfJod code, Wallie," retorted 
Madge, giving him the playful name she 
had called him in childhood. 

"Conscience is a growth," interposed 
A.nntie l3right, "and while Madge is per-
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feotly right in her argument, nevertheless 
a code of morals is still the single !lenti
ment of one, accepted by a nation. Mo
hammedan morality came from Moham
med; Confucius was the moral legislator 
of the Chinese. Christian morality is 
guided by teachings of the Bible. And 
subjection to authority was the ruling 
spirit of each. Its peculiarity is marked 
by the absence of logic and aooeptanoe of 
superstitions emotion. And the Eastern 
legend I am about to relate is illnstrativ 
of that." 

In the flowery land of Persia there 
once lived a skillful goldsmith and a re
nowned painter. They were steadfast 
friends, and mutually res..,lved to be oon· 
stant to each other. With this under
standing they went upon a j Jnrnev. Ar
riving at a monastery they readily ob
tained hospitality, and the monks, though 
not of Mohammedan faith, placed so 
mnoh confidence in the guests as to tell 
them where were concealed valuable gold 
and silver images. With a base abuse of 
trust reposed in them, the artists stole the 
images and fled to a country of the Islam
ites, where they took up their abode. 
Now these comrades, each knowing the 
other to be guilty of theft, became jealous 
of the treasure, and finally, to settle a dis
pute, agreed to put the treasures in a box, 
and take therefrom only a stated amount 
that their necessities required. The gold
smith had now married a very amiable 
lady, and was the happy father of two 
little boys, who were the pride and joy of 
their parents' hearts. But the goldsmith's 
expenses were necessarily increased, and 
in a moment of weakness, ha opened the 
cherished box, taking therefrom one-h1.\lf 
of the gold and silver, which he concealed 
jn his own home. 

The painter soon discovered the theft. 
He qneetioned the goldsmith abo-ut it, bn t 
the latter strenuously denied all knowledge 
of the robbsry. But the painter was 
shrewd. He suspected his friend, and set 
about finding a way to force the unhappy 
man to confess. And being particularly 
crafty he took the most e:ffdctiv way to do 
so-appealing to parental love. 

The painter owned two little tame bear
cubs that, curiously enough, resembled 
the goldsmith's children in bight and play
ful antics. He also made a figure of wood 
to resemble the goldsmith. This he taught 
the bears to caress in their clumsy fashion, 
and eat the food he placed in the figure's 
hand. After having succeeded so far, he 
invited the goldsmith's family to his home. 
They accepted; and the painter seized the 
first opportunity to look: np the little boys 
where their father would not be apt to find 
them. Soon the goldsmith inquired for 
his children. The painter appeared greatly 
distressed. 

"A strange thing has happened, my 
friend, which I fear will oanse yon grave 
sorrow." 

"Oh, tell me what it is! I hope nothing 
has happened to the lads." 

" Indeed, there has." 
"What?" 
"They hav become changed." 
"How?" 
"Into two little bears." 
"Impossible!" 
"Ye11; while they were running about, 

all at once each turned into a little bear! 
Look out of the window into t'he yard. 
There they go now." 

In the east people are very superstitions, 
and a man with a guilty oonsoienoe, as I 
mentioned before, is inflnenoed largely by 
emotion. When the goldsmith S!I.W the 
bears he believed what the painter said 
was true. He oonld only articnl~~ote, ·'Why 
do yon think: this has happened?" 

The painter answered, "I think it must 
hav been on account of some great sin. Is 
their mother a good woman?" 

"One of the b3st." 
"Hav yon nothing on your own con

science?" 
"Nothing," answered the goldsmith, 

choking. 
"There they go," said the painter; "just 

see them." The goldsmith covered his 
eyes to shut out the horrible sight. 

" I will take this case to the cadi," be 
said. 

The painter did so, and proved the story 
by the instant recognition the bears had 
for the goldsmith. The painter having 
cunningly kept them hungry, they climbed 
up the goldsmith's legs and licked his 
hands as they had done the image. 

The cadi was astounded. The goldsmith 
stammered: 

"Oh, my poor little b-boys-bears." Not 
knowing whether they were boys or bEiars, 
he cried out in grief and remorse, "I am 
thEI thief. I stole the images." 

The p~~ointer appeared greatly astonished. 
Enjoining the goldsmith to pray for par
don, he led away the bears. The nn· 
happy man did so with many groans, and 
soon the painter appeared leading the two 
little boys. 

"Allah be praised!" cried the goldsmith. 
The cadi, less credulous, privately asked 

the painter for an explanation. 
He gave the whole story; and the cadi, 

lost in admiration for his ingenuity, forgot 
the moral points and praised him heartily 
for his discernment. 

Auntie Bright's pleasant voice ceased 
here, but her young auditors gave her a 
vote of thanks in their own original way, 
Madge consenting to leave only on the 
promis of another story soon. 

IDA BALLOU. 
~----~~·------

Only One Fault. 
I was riding through a oonntrv town in 

Vermont, when I neotioed a oonoonrse of 
people in a ohnroh-yard, encircling an 
open grave. 

It _was a warm day and I had ridden ten 
miles; so I drew the rein under some 
trees, to allow the horse to rest. 

Presently a villager came toward me, 
and I said: "There is a funeral to. day in 
your town." 

"Yes-Stephen. He was one of the 
largest-hearted men I ever knew. He had 
great abilities. We sent him to the legis
lature three times. They thought of nom· 
inating him for governor. But," he added 
sadly, "Stephen had only one fault." 

I made no answer. I was tired, and 
watched the people disperse, leaving the 
sexton to his solitary work. He 11aid: 

"A very generous man, Stephen was. 
Always visited the sick. The old people 
all liked him. Even the children used to 
follow him on the streets." 

"A good man, indeed," I said indi:ffer· 
entlv. 

"Yes, he had only one fault." 
"What was that?" I asked. 
"Only intemperance." 
"Did it harm him?" 
"Yes, somewhat. He didn't seem to 

hav any power t() resist it at last. He got 
behindhand and had to mortgage his farm, 
and finally he had to sell it. His wife died 
on aooonntof the reverse-kind of crushed, 
disappointed. Then his children turned 
out badly. His intemperance seemed to 
mortify them, and take away their spirit. 
He had to leave politics; 'twonldn't do, 
yon see. Then we had to set him aside 
from the chnrob; and at last his habits 
brought on paralysis, and we had to take 
him to the poorhouse. He died there
only forty-five. Poor man, he had only 
one fault." 

"Only one fault!" The ship had only 
one leak, but it sank. 

''Only one fault!" The temple had but 
one decaying pillar, but it fell. 

'' Only one fault !" Home gone, wife 
lost, family ruined, honor forfeited, snoial 
and religions privileges abandoned; bro
ken health, poverty, paralysis, and the 
poorhouse. 

One fanlt, only one! 
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The Bishop and the Caterpillar.· 
A HUMOROUS RJ!IADING, 

The Bishop sat in the schoolmaster's chair: 
The Rector and onrates two were there, 
The Doctor, the Squire, the heads of the 

choir, 
And the Gentry around of high degree, 
.A. highly distinguished oompan:v; 
For the bishop was greatly beloved in his 

see! 
And there below 
A goodly show, 

Their faces with soap and with pleasure 
aglow, 

Sat the dear little ~ohool children, row 
npoll row. 

I think I hav read, 
Or at least heard it said, 

"Boys are always in mischief, unless 
they're in bed." 

I put it to you, 
I don't say it's true, 

But if yon should ask for my own private 
view, 

I should answer at once, without further 
ado, 

"I don't think a boy oan be trusted to 
keep 

From mischief in bed-unless he's asleep I" 
But the schoolmaster's eye had a magic 

spell, 
And the boys were behaving remarkably 

well-
For boys, and the girls-but 'tis needless 

to say 
Their conduct was perfect in every way; 
For I'm sure 'tis well known in all ranks 

of society, 
That girls always behave with the utmost 

propriety. 
Now the Bishop arises and waves his 

hand, 
And the children prepared for his qneE-

tions stand; 
With admiring eyes his form they soan; 
He was a remarkably fine-looking man! 
With dignified mien and solemn look 
He slowly opened his ponderous book, 
And proceeded at once the knowledge to 

try 
Of those nice little children standing by. 

Each child knew its name. 
And who gave it the same, 

And all the rest of the questions profound 
Which his Lordship was pleased to the 

school to propound. 
They knew the date when the Queen was 

crowned, 
And the number of pence which make np 

a pound; 
And the oceans and seas which our island 

bound; 
And the Bishop, at last, completely 

astound-
Ed, cried 
In a tone of pride, 

"Yon bright little dears, no questions oan 
trouble yon, 

You've spelled knife with a k, and wrong 
with a w, 

"And now that my pleasing task's at an 
end, . 

I trust yon will make of me a friend; 
You've answered my questions, and 'tis 

but fair 
That I in replying should take a share; 
s() if there is aught yon would like to 

know, 
Pray ask me about it before I go. 
So do not feel 

Afraid or shy 
But boldly try, 

Which is the cleverer, you or I?" 

Thus amusement with learning judiciously 
blending, 

His Lordship made of his speech an end
ing, 

And a murmur went round of "How con
descending!" 

But one bright little boy didn't care a jot 
If his Lordship were condescending or 

not· 
'For with soaroe a pause 
For the sound of applause, 
He raised his head, 
And ~ibrnptly said-

"How many legs has a caterpillar got?" 

Now, the Bishop was a learned man. 
Bishops always were since the race began, 
But his knowledge in that particular line 
Was less than yours, and no greater than 

mine; 
And, except that he knew the creature 

oonld crawl, 
He knew nothing about its legs at all
Whether the number were great or small, 
One hundred, or five, or sixty, or six, 
So he felt in a" pretty oonsid'rable fix!" 
But, resolving his ignorance to hide, 
In measured tones he thus replied: 

·"The caterpillar, my dear little boy. 
Is an emblem of life and a vision of joy 1 
It bursts from its shell on a bright green 

leaf, 
It knows no care, and it feels no grief." 
Then he turned to the Rector and whis

pered low, 
"Mr. Rector, how many? Yon surely 

must know." 
~ut ~~e ~e~tor ~ravelr ljh<,>olt pjs pea~, 
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He hadn't the faintest idea, he said. 
So the Bishop tuned to the class again, 
And in tones paternal took np the strain: 
"'rhe aterpillar, dear children, see, 
On its bright green leaf from care livs 

free, 
And it e~ts, and eats, and grows bigger 

and btgger 
(Perhaps the Curates can state the figure?)" 
But the Curates couldn't; the Bishop went 

. on, 
Though he felt that another chance was 

gone. 
" So it . eats, and eats, and it grows and 

grows 
(Just ask the Schoolmaster if he knows)" 
But the Schoolmaster said that that kind 

of knowledge 
Was not the sort that he learned at col-

lege. 
"And when it has eaten enough, then soon 
It spins for itself a soft cocoon, 
And then it becomes a chrysalis-
! wonder which child can spell me this. 
'Tis rather a difficult word to spell-
( Jus task the Schoolmistress if she can tell)." 
But the Schoolmistress said, as she shook 

her brown curls, 
'' She considere<'l such things were not 

proper for girls." 
The word was spelled, and spelled quite 

right, 
Those nice little boys were so awfully 

bright! 
And the Bishop began to get into a fright, 
His face grew red-it was formerlywhite
And the hair on his head stood nearly up-

right· 
He was almost inclined to take refuge in 

flight, 
Bot he thon~~:ht that would be too shock-

ing a sight. 
He was at his wits' end-nearly-not quite, 
For the Pupil Teachers caught his eye. 
He thought they might know-at least he 

would try-
Then he anxiously waited for t.heir reply; 
But the Pnpil Teachers enjoyed the fun, 
And they wouldn't hav told if they could 

hav done. 
So he said to the Beadle, " Go down the 

street, 
And stop all the people yon chance to meet, 

I don't care who, 
Anyone will do; 
Ask any or all, 
Great or small, 
Short or tall, it matters not

How many legs has a caterpillar got?" 
T~e Beadle bowed, and was oft' like a shot. 
Now the Bishop again put on a smile, 
To the childr11n, who had bee:n. ·waiting 

meanwhile. 
"The caterpillar is doomed to sleep 
For months-a slumber long and deep, 

Brown and dead, 
It looks, 'tis said, 

It never even requires to be fed; 
And, except that sometimes it waggles its 

head, 
Your utmost efforts would surely fail, 
To distinguish the creature's head from 

its tail! 
" But one morning in spring, 
When the birds loudly sing, 
And the earth is gay with blossoming; 
When the violets blue, 
Are wet with dew, 
And the sky wears the sweetest cerulean 

hue! 
When on all is seen 
The brightest sheen-
When the daisies are white, and the grass 

is green; 
Then the chrysalis breaks, 
Tne insect awakes-

To the realms of air its way it takes: 
It did not die, 
It soars on high, 

A bright and a. beateons butterfly I" 
Here he paused and wiped a tear from his 

eye· 
The Be~le was quietly standing by, 
And perceiving the lecture had reached 

its close, 
Whispered, softly and sadly, "Nobody 

knows!" 

The Bishop saw his lasb hope was vain, 
But to make the be11t of it he was fain, 
So he added, "Dear children, we ever 

should be 
Prepared to learn from all we see, 
And beautiful thoughts of home and joy 
Fill the heart, I know, of each girl and 

boy! 
Now, ponder on these, and you will not 

care 
To know the exact allotted share 
Of legs the creature posse!!sed at its birth. 
When it crawled a mean worm on this 

lowly earth. 
Yet, if yon know it, yon now may tell, 
Your answers so far hav pleased me well." 
Then he looked around with benignant eye, 
Nor long did he wait for the reply, 
For the bright little boy, with counte

nance gay, 
Said, "Six, for I counted them yesterday I" 

MoRAL, 
To all who hav children onder their care, 
Of one or two things I would pray you be

ware-
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Don't let them go in for examination, 
Unless yon hav given them doe prepara-

tion, . 
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From the Freethou,qht Magazine. 
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May be rather a strain on their powers of 

invention. 
Don't pretend you know everything under 

the sun. 
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theirs but begun, 
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"This thing, my dear children, I really 
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That you're not a walking Encyclopedia! 
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Shelley................. . .............. . 
Few Word• about the Devil. Chas. Brad~>ugh 
Freeth ought and Mod. Progress. Ohas. Watts 
ThA Frui '·S of Chri•tlanitr. Annie Bee an .. .. 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Cla•a Neymann .. . 

1 
3 
~ 
2 
1 

The Gvsp,! of Uhrist1a. it.y and the Gospel of 
Free thought. AnnieBesaut ......... 2 

Has Man a Soul? Oharles .tlradlaugh..... .... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Whue tlimated? Austin 

Ho ,yual!.e .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 3 
Hereditary 'l'ransmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loui. E1sb rg.. ... .. . 3 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaul!h . . . . 3 
If You 'l'akeAw•.YMv Religion What Will You 

that woula be. · 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al· 
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed~" 

Givel\'leinltsSte.d? H.B.Marttn,li'I.D. 3 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
ILfi~els and Charit)'. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr. lngeraall's 

There is something of "Leoking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de-

5 void of religious superstition. It will 
2 

Poem on .1:\obert Burns................... 8 
Im~ersoll on l.VIcC.lynn . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 3 
'fhe Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. Benne. t. . . .. ................ .. 
I~ the Bible Indicts ble? Annie Besant ...... . 

5 be read with intersst and curiosity. Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. l•aac Pad"n ..... : .. 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlaugh ........ . ~ Published and for sale at this office. 

2 Pl'ic11, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. Land Questwn. Uharles Bradl"ugh .......... . 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 

2 
5 

Legend of Gautama Buddha. Paralleling th 1 t 
of Jesus Christ..... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . ... . .. 5 

Logic of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist 
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . 3 

The Logic of LifehDednced from the Princi
ples of Freet ougut. G. J. Holyoake. .. . 3 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-
Y oake .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. 5 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

·rene, '!l'itty, &lld sarcastic d..3finitiona
1 
of th,.o 

lolrioa.l terms. Prif.',, ?4 oen\1. 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first· class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years·; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business o:a 
minimum de~~:ree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expreRsive emblem ever 
desil:m~il. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
W A.TCH c,..,mbines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one· half the usual 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die·cmter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 
~Send for priee lists of Watches, Dia

monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Egtablished 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto W6tlsfein 

Watch. 

The f,.gerso/1 Sou 

veni• Spo·n. 

Freeth ·ught 

Badge. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

I LLUSTAATED 

By Carey K. Jurist·. 
The text is poetical and the lliustra.tions are 

fearful for ministers to behold 
There are 70 broad pages ae d the price is only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette t'l, l';ew York. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by ' 

a. Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries , f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 800 PP:,1. $1, 
Apples ·of b!Old. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., fl 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The Onl:f Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers: 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

A.ddre"" THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examina.tion of the Morals ud Histor:v 

of the Naw Test•ment. 
B:vl'Bo:r. I' W. NII'Vt'KAlf. l'rioe !6 cents. 

Address 'l:Blll TBl1Tll BllllllKlBB. 



Gems of ~Aought. 

To some men conscience is another word 
for intoleranoe.-Dayton Republican. 

OF gratitude as of humanity, the nlti 
mate root is sympathy.-Herbert Spencer 

GREA.TNI!SS is not the gift of majorities; 
it cannot be thrust upon any man; men 
oannotgiv it to another; they can ~iv place 
and power, but not greatness. The place 
does not make the man, nor the scepter 
the king. Greatness is from within.
Ingersoll. 

THERE is no counting with certainty on 
the jnstioe of men who are capable of 
fashioning and worshiping an unjust di
yinity; nor on their humanity so long as 
they incorporate inhuman motivs in their 
most sacred dogmas; nor on their reason
ableness while they rigorously decline to 
accept reason as a test of trnth.-John 
Morley. 

INGERSOLL but voices the future in his 
protest against the revival of the whip
ping-post. The Eress sneers at those who 
are promptly vocal with their pretty 
"ready-made" phrases in tribute to lib
erty and civilization. This is a stripe upon 
Ingersoll's back. But it is unworthy of 
the Press. The whip outs the hand that 
wields it. The protest against barbarity 
is not half a protest, uttered for a victim, 
but a voice raised out of respect for those 
who suffer themselvs to entertain feelings 
of revenge and retaliation. Restraint 
should be spiritual. It should carry a 
torch, not a olnb.-Horace L. Traubel. 

THE church is not civilized. It never 
will be civilized. It is to-day the same 
savage power it ever was, the same wild 
beast of destruction. It is the eternal foe 
of liberty. It is a manifold and subtle 
power. ·n is imbedded in the ignorance 
and superstition of the race. It loves 
darkness rather than light. It moves in 
the shadow of conspiracy. It may hav 
music and art and the embellishments of 
civilization; but these do not change its 
nature. They only cover over and help to 
make ns forget its cruelty and injustice. 
Let ns learn the lessons of history and be 
watchful for the priceless inheritance 
of liberty. Never was there a grander 
opportunity for the establishment of lib
erty and justice. May the American peo
ple heed the warning lights and steer from 
the breakers.-Samuel P. Putnam. 

WITHOUT the support afforded them by 
the delusiv consolations of religion-a sys
tem of allegiance to a god-the worst of 
the evils which afll.iot humanity could not 
exist for a year. Deprived of the hope 
of compensation for evil, in a god-arranged 
hereafter, men would insist that this life 
be made worth having by the arrest of 
abuses. Thought, freed from the night
mare of superstition, would waste no more 
time trying to find out "purpose " where 
there is no pnrposer. The possibilities of 
being would become the starting-point; 
the goal, that man himself might control 
the earthquake and the storm, the begin
nings and the ends of life. Snob a new 
departure taken, men would soon look 
back upon present views of evil as a some
thing to be transmuted into good, by the 
alchemy of a god, much as we now do 
upon the supineness of an age which 
deemed it blasphemous to do anything to 
stop pestilence other than to make a sign 
of the cross, in red chalk, upon the street 
door.-John Francis Smith. 

TYRANNY is a monster that never dies. 
It has passed into a proverb that eternal 
vigilance is the price of liberty; and that 
is because the spirit of oppression is never 
destroyed, and, on its part, is sleeplessly 
vigilant. Behold here to-day [1878] this 
great people, whose passion for liberty is 
recorded in splendid pages of history, 
whose resolution to build on these islands 
a commonwealth of justice and freedom is 
written on every acre of its soil ·in their 
heart's blood, and in royal blood too; and 
yet after all these sacrifices and heroic 
martyrdoms, the scratch of one man's pen 
can run through the achievements of cen
turies and turn the arm of England to a 
bnlwark of barbarism. The cause of such 
recurrences is not far to seek. The fatal
ity is not in .the evil thing, but in some 
strange popular hallucination like that 
which Hercules had about the -::rinth hydra 
head. Instead of killing that, he hid it 
under a stone ; and, in the same way, 
whenever in history, the Anglo-Saxon has 
vanquished a wrong, he has always spared 
one of its heads. He hides it away; he 
calls it obsolete; but, after lying still for a 
long time, np it starts again at the call of 
some ambitions partisan, all through this 
curious disinclination to eradicate a wrong 
utterly and leave no germ of it behind. 
Tne chief art of reform is to be radical. 
No unrepealed statute is ever obsolete. 
The head of every wrong livs still while 
its principle is spared, and though it seems 
antiquated one day, it may be a "spirited 
policy" the next.-.Moncure D. Conway. 
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The Bible Inquirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

crVTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With ReferPnces to the moRt .:'lain and Striking SPlf-ContradictionR of the Bo-ca.lled Inspired 
~"r ptures. Including Qrte,tionR An•wered Affirmatively and ·Ne;:at1vely by Quotations from tihe 
Bible. Al"o• Other Bible Referen•·es of Importan••e. 

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.--Prioe, 25 Cents. 
Ailn~Q•• 'I'HF. 'l'l1.TT'I'R RF.KKER. 2R T--.fa.vAtte Pla.ce. New York Oit;r. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Ohi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

" The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument--not for a day, but for a lifetime.'' 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : · 

"This exhibit deserves an award far excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned l!lcale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior.'' 

The distinguished Pianist and Oomposer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Oonservatory, says: 
· "I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 

merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way.'' 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Ohi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON, AtcMson, Kan. 
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ln the nature ofthings, 
SAYS 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

' In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish t:h.e claim of 
inspiration.'' Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo~. New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Oontaining the famous Ohristmas 
Sermon by Oolonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Oolonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a man r13ads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some· 
thing to his family.'' This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Oolonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Oolonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Oolonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men.'' A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought.'' 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death. mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
Br O.A.l'T. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beine the story of his mentr.l Joumer from 
orthocio:u· to B•tionr.lism. 

l'rtoe, P•Per, 25 oenta: oloth, 75 oenlil. 
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.Jf ot fo't' ])a't'sons. 
"T11E Rev. Mr. Oldbuok is a sort of 

reminiscent sinner." "How so?n "He 
revels in the recollection of what a devil of 
a fellow he was in his youth."-Life. 

JoE JoNES, a brother of" Sam" Jones 
has started out as a revivalist, But, as h~ 
is not very vulgar, there are some who be
lieve that he will not be a suooess.-New 
York Tribune. 

WIFE (reading paper): "Just see the 
frightful effects of rum, John; here's a 
young man got drunk and walked ri~ht 
mto a church." Husband(drowsily): "Yes, 
yes; rnm's liable to land a man most .any
where!"-Fuck. 

IN a prominent position on the wall of a 
house of refreshment in north London is 
displayed the following: "Happv is the 
people whose God is the Lord." The effect 
is somewhat epoiled by the proximity of 
this warning in large type: "Patrons are 
requested to keep a sharp eye on their 
overcoats and umbrellas." 

A LITTLE boy was reading from an old
fashioned primer, the letter "s" of which 
was made long, very much like the letter 
"f" of the present time He came to the 
sentence about Solomon, which he read as 
follows: "Solomon was the wifest man 
that ever lived." ''True, my boy, true," 
said his father, who was listening. "He 
hai a thousand of 'em."-Boston Tran
script. 

"BEG pardon, sir," EOaid the passenger 
in the skull cap, tired of the monotony of 
the journey and desirous of scraping an 
acquaintance wHh the man in the next 
seat, "are you traveling for some house?'' · 
"·No, sir," replied the other. "I am not 
in business. I am a Universalist preach
er." "Shake!" rejoined the man in the 
skull cap, heartily. "I'm an agent for a 
fire extinguisher myself."-Tribune. 

"IN our company during the civil war," 
said Captain T. E. Barlow, of Milwaukee. 
"was a stuttering sergeant named Thomas 
and a chaplain named Chenautt, who ~a9 
exceedingly untidy in personal apoearanoe. 
The sergeant was a wit and gave the chap
lain no end of trouble. One cold day the 
parson had preached for over an hour, and 
at the close of his discourse asked any one 
who felt serious to come forward. The 
sergeant went at onee. ' Do you really 
feel serious?' asked the chaplain, rather 
doubtful of his convert. 'Se-se-serious! 
I sh-ah-should say I-I di-did. Any m-man 
w-would feel s-se-serious to s·s sit on a 
o-oa-oake of ice t-t·two hours and h-he-hear 
y-you p-preaoh,' was the reply. On another 
occasion at mess the sergeant began to eat 
before the chaplain had asked the accus
tomed blessing. Ex:tending his hands 
over the table, the chaplain said, ' Pause, 
sergeant, pause.' 'Y-yes, I s-s see 'em. 
D-d-d-d--d dirty ones, too.' " 

GoD's oonstabnhry-the holy gentlemen 
who depute themselvs to assist the Omnip. 
otent in enforcing their version of his law 
-hav achieved a signal h•iumph in two 
American states, and doubtless suffer an 
.appropriate elation. In Massachusetts they 
hav procured the passage of a Sunday law 
so stringent that in order to kiss his neigh
bor's wife on "the Lord's day" a man 
must cross the line into Connecticut; and 
in Tennessee they hav imprisoned some 
Seventh Day Adventists who, after keep
ing the Sabbath appointed by God, did 
not keep that, also, appointed by man. I 
dare say it is all right; I am no theologian, 
but with u view to founding my faith upon 
the rook of reason I am emboldened to ask 
that some member of the Sacred Constab
ulal'y explain for my readers the Christian's 
true justification in substituting the first 
day of the week for the seventh, as a day 
to be kept holy. I hav known the expla
nation. to be made in many pages, and even 
in several volnmes, but I want it done in 
ten lines. And if it be well done I promis 
to print it here absolutely without com
ment. All that is needed is a citation of 
~he divine authority under which the 
.oha.nge was made-not the authority of 
any council of any church, just a law of 
God plainly and unequivocally repealing 
the formea- law. Surely a change fraught 
with so disag,..eeable consequences to the 
Adventist gentlemen of Tennessee must 
haT divine sanction-where is it to be 
found? Far be it from me to incite, or 

Deafness Cannot Be Cored 
br local applications ·as they cannot reach the 
diseased portion of. the ear. There is only one 
"!O.Y to cure !leafness, and that is b_y oonstitu
tlOnaldremedltls. Deafness is caused by an in
fl,ame Qond1t10n of the mnoons lining of the 
J!lustaohlan Tube. When this tube is inflamed 
)VOll have &:r'!lmblipg sound or imperfect hearing, 
tJ.n

1
dt when 1t 1s entirely closed, Deafness is the re

l!n . and n.nless the inflammation can be. taken 
o.ut and ih1s tnf!e restored to its normal condi
tion, hear1fg Will be destroyed f:Jrever; nine 
~ases. out o t.en. are caused by catarrh, which is 
nothmg but &n tnflamed condition of the mucous 
snrfaces. 

We will give One Hundred Dollars for anv case 
of Deafness <caused by OlLtarrh) that cannot be 
cured by Hall's Oatarrh Oure. Send for oircu-
larsi.. free. F. J.,OHENEY & 00., Toledo 0. 
~ ~:~old by Dmgglsts, 76o. ' 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

even permit; a religious controversy in 
these columns; my object is instruction 
If the infor!Da~io,n sought do not appea~ 
!he reader Will,_ It IS to be feared, infer that 
~t cannot "~?e given. The request is made 
In good faith, and compliance will be met 
with gratitude and courtesy. The matter 
may be considered as of the nature of a 
competition: Who, in the space allowed 
can say the best thing in JUstification of 
the change of the Sabbath from the seventh 
day to the first? Probably a half million 
persons will read it-what an opportunity 
to do good!-Ambrose Bterce, in San 
Francisco Examiner. 
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365 DA1S 
Ahead Of 

them all. 

- Keating Bicycles. 
CURV[ t 19 to 23 lbs. 

means 

Columbia 

Sff THAT [ I 0.11T.ALOG FREE if you mention this paper 

· New Price $100 
HARTFORDS, next best, $80 $60. 

$50 for boys' and girls' sizes. 
POPE MFG. CO. 

Hartford, Conn. 
BOSTON, CmCAGO, 
NEW YOBX, S.AN FRANCISCO, 

.,.. ____ __. PROVIDENCE, BUFFALO. 

.An .Art Cata1oj£ue of these famous 
wheels at any Columbia Agency, or will 
be mailed for two •-cent stamps. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SA.LE 

.A.T .!.BOUT ONE·HALF V.A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

whhin one and a half m le~ of Media county ~eat 
and within four mi.• s of Ohester, t'&., on the 
Delaware river. Several B3)rings of soft water, 
good timber growing on the p'aoe. some "hoioe 
apple and pear trees in fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but a.re old buildings. 
Wir-hin five minutes walk of the railroad "'ation, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b;tween 
:.,~~a and Ohester, with less than five minntes' 

The place is specially well located for a florist. 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern honse on it. .l!ight 

; years ·af!O the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as 1 hat 

I 

since. Several smaller placeg have sold at $1, ~ u 
per acre. The land slopes toward the sonthweot, 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., ca.re THE TBUTH SEFKEI\. 
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fR[fTHINKERS1 PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL• 
NESS OF THE OHUBOH'S OLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

WALING THE ABUSES 
01" A UNION Oll' 

OKUROlt A.ND 
STA.Tllo 

185 FuU .... Page 

Jllustratioi\S• 
WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Ofl 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGN-s BY WA.TBON HESTON, 
WITH PORTR~IT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The illustrations are cl88Sifled as follows: 
II rep~t Sam:{lles of Ohristianity's Work. 
IS .. MissiOnaries. 
1 00 The Lord's Instruments. 
illS "' Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 .. ;;e Ohnrch and Slavery. 
a ,. iests and Politics. 
4 " eland and the Church. 
~ 00 Ohuroh's Idea of 0'ivilization. 
1 00 The Uses of the Oross. 
4 00 Unkind Betlections on the Church. 
9 00 Persecutions of the Ohuroh. 
a " Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. 
6 00 Hell. 
'1 •• Miscella.neous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam a.nd the Priests. 
2 " The Ohnrch Hob bing the People. 
8 " Thanksgiving . 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Ohildren an<il the Ohnrch. 
IO " Woman and the Ohnrch. 
6 " The Ohnrl.lh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in N atnral History. 
8 " The Bible and Science. 
15 " The Olergy and Their Flocks, 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 " Prayer. 
10 " The Oreeds. 
1 Ohristians and Mohs.mmedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_like it ha~ ever b& 
fore IJ.PPA&rod iu this countryhand it is very doubtful if ap.other o~e like it will!lver again be pub
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Oompany the cred1t of pnttmg ihe book lp thll reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wo'l'lcl have been a.. cheap book. Arttst Hes.ton as a portriUt·PIUnte" and d.e
signer is a wonderful st•coes.;. and we JUdge from our own feelin!Js tho.~ nearl;r everY Liberal m 
America will desire a 001• v of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethip.kers' Magazme. 

1\fr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fai•hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the P~ct
ures do not make up the whole of 'his volume. There are nea.rlytwo hundred pages of reading 
matter th.t Herve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondl.Y as texts to prove the utter 
falstty of the church's professions and the h:yllocrisy of tnQse who uphold them. Altogethtlr the 
book is one of tue best weapons again.st Ohr1stianity and t.lle church that has ever been put -n the 
b.ands of Freethmkers.-I:I3oston Investigator. 

Price, bc::>ar'c:l cc::>vers, $2; czlc::>th. $2.80-

.&.ddrea TDB TRlJTII SEEKEU. 

KEA.TING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoke, ltlass. 

PRIESTLYCELffiA.CY EXPOSED 
Bv R"n. G. T. l!'o:t, M.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office • 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cents. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· # AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! I e We want 1000 more active ageuts before e 
# Julylst. Wewillguarantee$20to$30perday ~ 

can be easil made in any locality; our goods 

• 
sell themselves; we furnish a large roll of 
samples entirely FREE and allow 60 per • e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-day e 

~for fulL_partlculars, or we ,vnl send with ~ 
f" same a Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in • 

#
silver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad .. ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 

ward 

is not in magic potions\," specifics" 

Wn;~~~~latc:~~E o~t I£~{~ 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
Dledical, Social, Sexual Sdente 
by an eminent physician of 35 yean\ 
experienee. · The "old, original, 
~ta.ndard u "'Worlr, endorsed by an, 
i':;~i·~~g g; ;e~'f!ioe~nrll~~~uft~nre 
ha.s providentially saved thousallds. 
It.s essa~·s on marriage. parentage, 

:~~a~tl~~ti~a~f~a~a{~~1Y~e:n ~ciW 
married cr wbo ever expect to be 

coJJ;:j c'b'].i:)~~lv'i~a?~,0~aJ':.gio"cJ 
wood cuts, 21 chromos showing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX hns over 200 Recipes. 

81.50 bylllail; Circulars Free. 
A.ddr•s• 'l'H ~~ l'ltllTFT 8E~KER. 

28 r.,f ... yet.t•· Place. !-lew Yorlr . 

edy Of ,....,, - .. ~- -·-
OI!SIIo DR, R, P, FELLOWS, ' 
llltY wbere yon saw_tbls e.dver. •. Vineland. N, .J. 

NnW READ THIS! 
Dr. Fellow• 1s a sts.nch LIBERAL and aver~ 

successful physician. He has treated DISEASEI:l 
OF MEN for twent;v _years, and his remedies ar• 
an~nt~owth of tlns long_praotioe, whiob Rhonl<l 
Jdve o0o6den~ to those &11lioted-
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By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States.' 

Should It Be Exem;pt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our JlaJl!llhlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value~b:y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the umted States and in the several Sta.tes 
and ·rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative sta.nding as to Wealth of the 
Leading DenominationR and Denomination&. 
Groups. Also1 much other matter of especial in
terest to certam Oities, States. and Sections, all 
comparisons being based upon offioial ftgures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kind pub
lished. In no other work are ~he I acts, ftgures, 
and arguments to be found. 'l'he ftgures. being 
:lerived from the Government Oensus of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
have been com.Pleted- probably about eight 
yea.rs hence. The a.rguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
~s the injnsti~s of church exemption is suffered 
.o 9x.ist. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but a.a the 
work is pnbtished s_Pecially for distribution by 
;hose who fa-vor just10e in taxa.tion the followinll' 
reductions are made: 

ren copieR. $1.00 
Fiftv copies, - - - - 4,50 
)ne.hnndred copies - . - 8.00 
r,,rger quantities &t special rates. 

\ ~.~~noo 'l'l:r'F. 'l'RTTTR RF.'F.KF.R. NAW Yorlr . 

• THE CARPENTER'S ADOPTED SON REFUSETH TO ACCEPT BOGUS TITLES. 

Again the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and showeth him all the kingdoms of the world, 
and the glo;y of them.-Matt. iv, 8. 

SECRETARY oF STATE GRESHAM is seri
ously ill. 

" Com's FINANCIAL SoBooL '' has been 
selling for several months at the rate of 
about 15,000 copies per day. 

JoHN BRoWN, JR., son of :Brown of Os
sawatomie, died at his home ol'l the Island 
of Put in-Bay on May 2. He was 74 years 
of age. 

THE schooner George R. White was 
wrecked on the Alaska coast and seventeen 
of the crew were drowned or frozen to 
death. Eight escaped. 

THE reargument on the Income T~x 
cases in the Supreme Court began m 
Washington last Monday, May 6, Justice 
Jackson having become able to sit. 

THE French religions orders are Eaid to 
be preparing to resist the _new ta'X levied 
on their property. A conflict between the 
church and government is probable. 

IT has been snowing heavily at Rico, 
Col. There was a fall of six inches on the 
night of May 2, and snow continued to fall 
without intermission all the next day. 

A OABINETcrisisseemsimminent in Hun
gary, the trouble growing out of the op· 
position of the Vatican to the ecclesiastical 
reform bills which hav so long agitated 
Hungary. 

THE president and secretary of the Om
nibus Employees' Union of Paris hav been 
sent to prison for six months each on the 
charge of having incited the strikers to 
violenee. 

THE New York legislature has passed a 
bill providing for the study of the effects of 
alcoholic drinks and other narcotics, in 
connection with physiology and hygiene 
in the public schools. 

IT is reported that there are indications 
of a serious fight between Utah Demo
crats and the Mormon church, the former 
accusing the latter of direct and activ af
filiation with the Republicans. 

CoLUMBIA CoLLEGlll has just received 
from President Seth Low a guarantee of 
$1,000,000 for the new library building of 
the college, and $300,000 from Trustee 
William C. Schermerhorn for the Natural 
Science building. 

LEATHER is rapidly rising in price, it is 
BI!Serted under the manipulation of the 
Leather Trust, and shoes giv promis of in
creasing in expensivness in about the same 
ratio that beef and oil hav under similar 
influences, coupled with scarcity. 

IT is reported that Japan will yield to 
the protest of Russia, France, and Ger
many, and relinquish her hold on the Chi
nese mainland, including even the much
coveted Port Arthur. It is a matter of 

IT will hereafter be a misdemeanor in 
New York for bakers and other workers in 
flour and meal products to labor more 
than ten hours a day. Four deputy fac
tory inspectors with a salary of $1,200 a 
year each aud traveling expenses are to 
enforce the law. 

AT l1nt the "reform " Police Board of 
New York city is completed, The presi
dent is Theodore Roosevelt, Republican, of 
civil service reform fame; Avery D. An
drews, Democrat, treasurer; Frederick 
Dent Grant, Republican, and Andrew D. 
Parker, O'Brien Democrat. 

THE silver issue seems likely, judging 
from the present outlook, to rive the 
Democratic party in twain. The Repub
licans are holding together a little better 
so far, but there can be no doubt that 
when the national convention meets the 
storm will break, if not before. 

ON April 28 Henry Lanschall and his 
fifteen-year-old son, who liv at the Hotel 
Lavette, New York, were arrested at 
Woodcliff, N. J., and fined $20 each for 
fishing on Sunday. Landlord Louis La
vette, of this city, paid the fines (presum
ably under protest) and says he will carry 
the case to the higher courts. 

THE news from Cuba is generally to the 
effect that the insurgents won some vic
tories over the Spanish troops during the 
two weeks ending last Saturday, but later 
dispatches may put a new aspect on affairs, 
The insurgents hav nearly as many presi
dents as there are New York newspapers 
receiving dispatches from the Island. 

A FEARFUL cyclone swept through north
western Iowa on the evening of May 3. 
About thirty people were killed and more 
than one hundred injured, many fatally, 
in the vicinity of Sioux Center, Sibley, 
Laurens, Sutherland, and adjoining towns. 
Great damage was done to property, and 
Sioux Center calls for assistance, a very 
large number of families being homeless. 

THE bigots and grandmotherites hav 
won another victory, The New York leg
islature adopted the bill for the closing of 
the barber shops in all parts of the state 
on Sunday, except in this city and Saratoga 
Springa, where they may remain open un
til 1 P.M. Mayor Strong, of New York, 
has approved the measure, which now 
lacks only the signature of Governor Mor
ton to become law. And this is the close 
of the nineteenth century! 

AT a banquet of ministers in Chicago on 
the evening of May 1, Fred L. Chapman, 
editor of a church paper, aaid he had 
thoroughly investigated the cost of con
versions in that city, and he found that 
each soul saved by the Baptists cost $285; 
by the Methodists, $384; the Presbyte
rians, $533, and the Congregationalists, 
$580, the average being, $443. Under the 
law of competition it would appear that 
the Baptists will ultimately possess the 
earth. 

serious doubt whether the Japanese people ABoUT a year ago, while Brooklyn was 
will submit to the demands of the Enro- suffering from a small-pox scare, two men 
pean powers. A revolt is not unlikely to were locked npin a stable by Health Com
ooonr, and it is assured tbat the present • missioner Emery's orders, because they 
ministry will hav to go, would not submit to vaccination. On the 

following day they were brought up on 
habeas corpus proceedings and released by 
Justice Gaynor of the Supreme Conrr. -
The General TArm of the Supreme Conrr. 
reversed Justice Gaynor's decision, but he 
has now been sustained by the Court of 
Appeals. Dr. Emery contended that he 
could enforce compulsory vaccination. 

THE trouble between England and Nic
aragua seems to be settled for the present, 
Nicaragua agreeing to pay the i:a.demnity 
-which is guaranteed by Salvador-in 
London, and the British forces hav been 
withdrawn from Corinto. But while the 
Nicaraguan government is glad to get the 
matter arranged the people of the country 
are apparently very much dissatisfied over 
the outcome and may arise against tbe 
Zelaya government. Fighting is reported 
to hav already begun in Granada and 
Leon. There may also be a union of the 
Central Am~rican states against England. 

Wr.tes every lettEr in sigtt of operator. 
D es most of t.he work in wrhiug AUTOMAT• 

!CALLY, nd yields m th~ time thus saved 
additional work. 
It a ts ~ts if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at ·every turn, a.nd thHeby 
lilrht• ns his labor aud rc:O.hltrs him capable 
of doing more. 
It hos a knack of keeping well, and is a!

,. ays r• ady a critic,., or otber times. 
'l'h s~ arr •orne of the reasons why it is 

different from all. tl•er writing machine•. 
'l'hc catalogtle ,ells you more a.bout it. 

•• HEAVEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBeRG, 

(Se!'Vant of the Lora Jesus Gh.rtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 (Ients. 

~ ·~~~UM,!A ,!~!,?.!~~~~ y~~.s. co., 
w . 13tl6 Cloth. (octavo), 375 pages. special to readers of 

this journal, only 25 cents, by mail, prepaid. • • Send for descriptiv catalogue of Sweden borg's 

:li:!!.~:~.~~::g:;~':.~~~%~t ~bli··- He G I ory of I nfl ~ e lity 
BesearGhes in Oriental History, WirH A POEM ON 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise aad Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation or ChristiaBity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 

BvGEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Fourth Eatttcm. 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
ters. 

Part !I.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0, 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKEB 

COMPANY. 2B Lafa.vette Pla.ile. New York Citv. 

THE 

CABEEB OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all forms or religious wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
a.nd reliability of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 paffes and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m ra.per and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:i cents in Jla.perh:iO cents in cloth 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKf!lR CO. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J .. W. SULLIVAI'I. 

Price, 16 cents. Address TJilll TBUTK I!IBBitBB, 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMlJEL p, PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. ,..utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Inftdel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions or the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Soripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Snnday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy, A Controversy with the Rev 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 20c 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that ShQks 
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins f Second 
editien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
Juui111 &lld Ca.sca. Price"'5 cents. 

Address THE ·~·RUTH BEEKER, 
1!8 Lafnette Place, New York. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
II'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Bongs.
Ooll[piLBD BY L. K. WASHBURN, 

Prlct1 $1,&0, l'or sale at THIS OI'I'IOJJ. 
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WHAT IS BEHIND IT? ROMANTSM USING THE AMERICAN FLAG AS A DECOY. 

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 

The ·stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

It will 
Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaigp. of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, .AQ:ainst Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, · General Gideon 
Abraham.J.. Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer Jramil~ Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His'· Sister," Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, David God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 

Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 
stamp, $1.60; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 

Address THE TR'UTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city 

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. " Religion and the Bible. 
By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects-

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil m. Is the Bible Con
tradictory? IV. Jesns-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jeen
the re .. cher of HighteonsneRs. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate gesurrection? VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VIII The Christ Spirit Outs 
side the Bible. IX What Is the tlible? X. How Man Aqy_~l!ces. XI. Whv Do Men Chng to the 
Bible? XII. BeliefiUnbelief, Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and 
Punishment. X f{. mmortahty. XVI. Conclusion. 
A Book that should be in thq hands of all who seek the Lhrht. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, iiPl. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

HAND-BOOK 
OF 

FREETH OUGHT 
By W. S. BELL. 

Containing in condensed and systematized form a 
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions dec. 
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid 
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification 
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of 

Paine's "Age of Reason~' it enables somebod~ in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide 
variety of subjects inolnae rJl the disputed po1nts between ChristianitY and Freethou_ght. 
Cloth, $1; paper, ~o cents, Address TBE TRUTH SEEKEB. 
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LIST' 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.1)0 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
.Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pagea, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
t~ent Freethinkers of the past four centurias. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of I'reethought throughou 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger 
soil. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HuNDRED YEARS oF li'REETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
esli thought-s and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'OU.K HUNDRED YE&RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D .F UR~H.ER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New SubscTibeTs as a PTemium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATFSf BOGK OF ITS KlND EVER CONCEIVED. 
OldTestament Stories Comically Illustrated 8ii::S'\..'~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound d ' 

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT. 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker .. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAl .. 

For $1) we will send Tu:111 TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's " Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER oDe year ($3) and "The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic'llly lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes-
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). · 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

Al!ID 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAB, 

Will be sent for 84.50. The 
82.75 Pin &nd Tu:s 'I'BUTB 
BuKBB one Year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for 1!14-75. Sng&r f!poona and 'l.'BUTB 8.1!£KBB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 500. more, Address THE TRUTH ~EEli.llE. 

€>E~MS AND SUBSG~IPJiliON BuANft 
-OF-

a.tf q)«1Jt~, ehevf.o an~ ~e-IJ" e)-t;boz.u, to ~~~- n~~e pa.~ to 
Eo ltl. ltiACDONALD, 

SAM PIE COPIE.S FREE. SUBSCRIPTION. Three months, (trial subscribers,) In advance, $0.7n One subscription wtth two new subscribers, In 

l:ir IfliU out the accompanying SubscTiption 

Blank and lm·waTd to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

In conr.ection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copit:IJ of Paine's "Age of Reason " to separate addresses 

for $x, we t 'aink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following dfer : 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH . 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to beat 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For dubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

28 Lafayette Place. Ne"" York 

Six " " u 1.50 one remittance, $7.00 
Single subscription, one yea,, 3.00 One subscription with three new subscribers, in 
One subscription two years, 5.00 one remittance, 
Two new subscribers, 5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers. in 
One subscription with one new sub.scriber, in one one remittance, 10.00 

remittance, - 5.00 
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (tJ) 
•nll get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $t; by getting t:1ree new subscribers 
lie wilJ not only get his own (ue, but will have fifty cents heside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free anrl gain $2. If anyone chooses. or if by so doing he cau easier secure partners in taking ~he paper, he can shan: 
'l:>ith them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THB TRUTH SBBKBR, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. 

-------------------------------•H 
~ft.e ~xnt'h .§.e.eh..ex C!r.o., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send 'The 'Truth Seeker to the followt"ng address ..... /ot .. ---·--J!~a,. 

lnc/Qsed find $--in payment of tht same. 
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Gulling the Cadets. 
~Some time since the students at the United States 

'Military Academy at West Point were publicly pre
'Sented with Bibles. The presentation address was 
made by Rev. Dr. R. S. McArthur, of the Cal-

. vary Baptist church of this city. Here are a few 
• choice sentences from the speech : 

"The Bible has controled the legislation of the world. 
'The Bible is the noblest teaeher of lllOlals. Giv it the 
1 first place in your studies. The Bible w,ill stand when all 
· other books are forgotten. Moses will Ii;v when his crit~cs 
• are dead. With loyalty to the America.n ~ag blEjnd 
1 loyalty to God, to truth, and to the banner of ;£mman11el. 
: Be soldiers of Jesus. Christ as you are soldiers of ,the 
. American republic, and you will at last come Oiff mo~e 
·, than conquerors over every foe." 

The Bible has had considerable influence on the 
! legislation of the Christian world, but that influ
. ence has been almost wholly disastrous. It has 
·caused and intensified oppression and cruelty, and 
. has shed the blood of hundreds of millions of bu
. man beings. One Bible text-" Thou shalt not auf
. fer a witch to liv "-coupled with Jesus' recognition 
. of demoniacal possession, alone caused the terrible 
, death of millions. The Bibl~ inculcates some good 
morals, but most of the precepts that can properly 

, be so classed are the common property of the race, 
• and upon the:rn the Bible writers had no patent. 
· Very many of its so-called moral teachings are the 
· very reverse of moral, while the special teachings 
·. attributed to Jesus are so impractical, so unadapted 
·.to the conditions of existence as we find them on 
·earth, that a true Ohristian, a Christian in the 
:sense that he puts in practice all the alleged ethical 
•commands of Jesus, cannot be found in a civilized 
!land to-day, and if, by a possibility amounting 
~most. to a miracle, one should be found, Dr. 
McArthur and the rest of the nominal Christians 
would promptly send him to an asylum as an incur
rable lunatic. This is not exaggeration-it is the 
!language of sober fact. The men of the past who 
:gave the Bible the "first place" in their studies 
were almost without exception fanatics and con
~temners of all knowledge acquired by painstaking 
ll'esearch, and they were also generally persecutors 
:for opinion's sake, and often themselvs fell victims 

··.to fanatics of other schools. Dr. McArthur's next 
two assertions are matters of opinion with which 
-we need not here concern ourselvs. Loyalty to 
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"God" and to" the banner of Immanuel" are com
patible with loyalty to free institutions only when 
the devotee fails in several important particulars to 
be a consistent Bible Christian. As to the possi
bility of being " soldiers of the American republic" 
and at .the same time "soldiers of Jesus Christ," 
even Dr. McArthur should blush at the mere sug
gestion. It is simply impossible for a man to be a 
soldier and obey the commands of Jesus as enunci
ated in the Sermon on the Mount. When the em
bryo warriors at West Point conclude to make the 
Bible their "first study," they will find this out, 
and the discovery may shipwreck their faith. 

Leaning on Thrice-Broken Reeds. 
The pretended Buddhist "Life of Jesus," 

" found " in a monastery in Thibet by a Russian 
calling himself Natovitch, has caused considerable 
controversy. In an article written for the .Nin~
teenth Century by Prof. Max Muller that eminent 
scholar refutes the claims made for the authenticity 
of the alleged biography, but takes occasion to 
express his rationalistic opinions concerning Jesus. 
This presentation of unorthodox views excited the 
wrath of a French Christian, Pierre Courbet, who 
attacks Professor Muller in Oosmos, and in the 
course of his argument givs what the Literary .Di
gest flatteringly calls "an interesting and valuable 
popular resume of the historical evidence for the 
accepted view of Christ's life." The American pa
per quotes at length from the article, and we shall 
here comment on a few of thE' wonderful assertions 
made by the Christian defender. He attempts to 
prove the existence of Jesus and to establish the 
fact that he worked many and marvelous miracles. 
Strangely enough, however, he introduces no new 
witnesses and those upon whom he relies hav been 
discredited, some of them argued out of court by 
distinguished Christian advocates themselvs. But 
~- Courbet seems to be perfectly innocent of all 
Jmowlepge of this fact. 

~efore ,passing to the main division of our sub
aect it ma,y not be amiss to quote a few sentences 
from another part of M. Courbet's paper. He is 
speaking of the evidence for the probable truth of 
the.'' Buddhist Life ": 

there hav been no serious alterations in the process 
of copying 1 · 

"That [the existence of Jesus] was passed in the full 
daylight of the Greco-Roman civilization, the most brill
iant that the world ever saw before our own times. Jesus 
had for witnesses of his public life not only his compa
triots, then intimately mingling in the movement of Hel· 
lenic civilization, and afterward scattemd over the whole 
world, but the Greeks, with their highly developed intel
lectual culture; the Romans, then at the bight of their 
political power." 

That reads well, and no doubt it will profoundly 
impress the uncultured Christian masses, to whom 
it will be quoted and requoted in the religious papers, 
the newspapers, the magazines, the Sunday-school 
sheets, and even in books. An industriously and 
extensivly circulated misstatement will temporarily 
serve the same purpose as the truth, and the com~ 
mon people are too busily engaged in the struggle 
for existence to spend tiine in looking behind the 
glittering assertions of M. Courbet to see if there 
are any facts to support his sweeping statements. 
Later on we shall examin some of his documentary 
witnesses, of whom he informs us thPre is almost a 
plethora. That they are not trustworthy, and satis 
factory to men who hav made a critical study of the 
subject, even to men who are sympathetically in
clined toward religion and particularly Christianity, 
is shown by a passage which M. Courbet quotes from 
Max Muller. Speaking of the need for a more ac
curate history of the Nazarene, Professor Muller 
remarks: " It would be a history written outside 
of the legendary halo, not by his disciples, but by 
an independent ocular witness, who had seen and 
heard the Christ during the three years of his activ 
life, who had been present at the passion, and at 
the events that followed it." This is undoubtedly 
the " one thing " lacking in the armory of the 
church, and it is not impossible that Professor 
Muller's words may giv the apologists a hint where 
to deposit it, for he suggests that in this period of 
unexpected discoveries it would not be impossible 
that such a history should be found in Egypt or 
elsewhere. 

Upon this M. Courbet comments to the effect 
that there could hav been in Judea no independent 
(impartial) hearer of Jesus's teachings and witness 
of the miracles he is alleged to hav performed; all 

"In ~he present case, it would be necessary to begin must hav been prejudiced for or against him. Is 
by proving that the Buddhist Life of Jeans really dates it reasonable to expect, he asks, "that high priests, 
from the time of Jeans and th,!'t its authors were really 
persons who Jmew him. How shall we show this when the princes of Israel," would sit down to write, 
we do not [know who these ,Peopie wem, and when no "by their scribes, the life· of him whom they had 
other ,autho;r hl,\s 1.\Uude~, up to the present time; to a put to death T" "If then an independent author 
work of thls kin.4?" ' · · had undertaken to write the life of Jesus, we may 

Can M. Co:tirbet prove t):l~~ot the l,Jife of fesus con- be sure that tbe synagog would hav seen to it that 
tained in the Four Gospels ~eaij.y d~,~otes 'rorp. the his work did not survive. There could remain only 
time of Jesus, and that its writers were :t:eal)y per- the li;es of Jesus written by his <lisciples~" ' We 
sons who knew him'- I~ he ca;y;t, the Phristian will ~ot dispU:te that M. Cour~ei has .very .faithf~y 
church will undoubtedly confer upo;n him greater:, pictured t,he ,character o,f the priest, who, it wi~ 
honors than any man before him has ~ece,ived. For ; as cheerfully be conceded, is essentially the same 
centuries it has been longing and hunting for con- 1 in all ages and all countries: He· is dead set 
clusiv evidence of that kind, and for ages skeptics, against the presentation of both sides of a 9.uestion, 
hav continued to ask how it could be known that • and can be trusted to do all that within him lies ~o 
the gospels dated from Jesus's time and were writ- cause the me~ory of his opponents "to ?isapp~r 
ten by men who knew him, when we did not know as soon as possible." But if we hav no r~cor~ of 
who those writers were and when no contemporaries the events that are claimed to hav occurred in iJu
of Jesus alluded to the exploits credited to him. dea at that time save those which co:r;ne from his 

"Again, it would be neceBB8ry to establish that the own disciples, what guarantee hav we that the st~l")' 
manuscript from which the translation was made was is faithfully told T Is it not self-evident th~t ~t .is 
really the original, or that it had not been ai~ered in the one-sided, exaggerated, replete with false interpi:~ 
process of copying." tations of natural phenomena, marred by hyperbole, 

·can these facts be established as regards the loaded down with the accretions with which tradi
manuscripts from which the Gospels were trans- tion burdens history in all ages when it is passed 
lated T Who wrote the books which bear the names from lip to lip of peasants and loca.l story tellers 
of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and who knows instead of being recorded on tbe written pageT 
that the manuscripts from which the present ver- ' It is not necessary here to enter in detail into an 
sions were translated were the originals, and that ·examination of the question whether Jesus was an 
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historical character; he may hav been, but the evi· 
dence for the assumption is very far from being 
conclusiv. Jesus was a common name among the 
Jews, and it would not be at all strange if a man 
belring that cognomen was executed as a criminal, 
or if he had made attacks on the orthodox religion 
of his time and claimed to be a worker of miracles. 
Belief in demoniacal possession was almost univer
sal, and miracles were the best cards of those who 
sought for leadership among their fellows. The 
apologists for Christianity hav something more to 
do than establish on a sure foundation the claim 
that a man named Jesus attracted attention in 
Judea. at the beginning of what is now called the 
first century and was executed for heresy orsedi
tion, although they hav not yet done that much, 
and there does not seem to be any prospect of their 
ever being able to accomplish that result. But 
even if they could do that they would be scarcely 
better off than they are at present. To prove that 
a man lived at a certain time is one thing ; to prove 
that he was the son of a ghost and a virgin, that he 
raised the dead and performed other miracles, and 
that after he died he lay in the grave three days 
and then came to life and ascended into heaven
wherever that may be-are quite other things, and 
require evidence that no church has ever been able 
to produce in support of the stories it tells of its 
man-God or God-man. Christianity has not a shred 
of credible testimony b offer in verification of the 
Christ myth. What it can say for the truth of the 
story of the man Jesus may be indicated by a few 
quotations from M. Courbet. Referring to Max 
Muller's desire for a new history of Jesus, he says: 

"Certainly we do not do Max Mulier the injustice to 
believe that he really ha!l doabts of the existence of Jesus. 
If he ha1, we should simply refer him to Tacitus, whose 
standing as a historian I suppose no one will contest, 
and to his fa!Ilous passage rehtiv to Jesus." 

Is M. Courbet merely innocent, or is he attempt
ing to impo~e on the innocence or the supposed in
nocence of his readers r Probably no one, unless 
possibly Prof. Edwin Johnson, would question the 
standing of Tacitus as a historian, but that is not 
the point at all. The question is, was Tacitus the 
author of the "Annals," and if he wrote the "An. 
nals" did he write that partic!llar passage in the 
XV. b:>ak upon which Christians build such a tower
ing superstructure of assumptions! The most 
trustworthy of historians may be the victim of the 
forger, and there are very strong reasons for be. 
lieving that the authority of Tacitus was invoked 
by a Christian forger of the fifteenth century to 
buttress the historical weakness of the church. It 
is strange indeed that not until 1429 did a Chris
ti>ln apologist discover that Tacitus had written 
that Jasu3 was crucified urider Pontius Pilate, eager 
as they were for testimony of such a nature. This 
is all the more wonderful when we take into con. 
sideration the esteem in which he was held by his 
own and the succeeding century. He had already 
acquired great r"putation as an orator when Pliny 
entered public life, and the two became warm 
fciends; eleven of Pliny's letters are addressed to 
him. In addition to this, says Johnson's Cyclope
dia, "the Emperor Tacitus claimed relationship to 
him, and ordered his works to be placed in all public 
libraries, and ten copies to be made every year at 
the public expense and placed in the Archeia.'• 
This is very significant. Tacitus, the historian 
flourished during the latter part of the first and th~ 
early years of the second centuries, while Tacitus, 
the emperor, was born about 200 and died in 275-6. 
How does it happen, then, that not one of the 
Christian fathers and polemics of the second, third, 
or fourth century stumbled upon this vastly im
portant proof that Jesus had lived and been cruci 
fied at the time they asserted? Is it not indeed 
suspicious that it was not until fourteen centuries 
of Christian practice of retail and wholesale forgery 
of documents had passed that it was found that 
Tacitus, the careful Roman historian, had heard of 
and recorded the death of the man Jesus! 

It is admitted by impartial writers that most of 
the works of Tacitus "hav come down to us only 
in a mutilated and corrupted form." The passage 
in question was not quoted by any Christian Father; 
Tertullian quotes the "History" (not the "Annals") 
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and refers to other Roman history to prove that 
the Christians were persecuted under Nero, but 
makes no mention of this passage, which was just 
what he needed ; in no other parts of his writings 
has Tacitus made even the most remote allusion to 
Christ or Christians. To these reasons for reject
ing as spurious or a corruption the passage in Book 
XV. of the "Annals" of Tacitus could be added at 
least a score more if we had the space to spare for 
the purpose. But it is scarcely necessary to dwell 
longer on this one alleged proof, when we reflect 
that even if the passage were indeed written by 
Tacitus it would not be the testimony of a contf>m
porary of Jesus. There is yet nothing but hear
say; no eye- or ear-witness has testified. 

This is an average sample of the evidence that 
M. Courbet presents to Max Muller and the world 
to prove that Jesus actually lived and was crucified. 
If he does so poorly at this comparativly easy task, 
how will he succeed when it comes to trying to es
tablish the reality of Christ's miracles and the 
verity of the alleged resurrection? That remains 
to be seen. 

.A. Mental Reservation. 
"When Catholics are in power they always respect the 

rights of conscience possessed by the minority. For in
stance, when they had control of Manitoba, they granted 
to the Protestants the kind of schools desired by the 
latter. So, to-day, in the province of Quebec, where 
they are in a majority, they are liberal and considerate. 
There is no school question there. They do not insist 
upon a nominally unsectarian system of education that 
in practice will be made essentiaHy Catholic. 1 hey ask 
nothing for themsehs that they do not yield to their 
neighbors. They are the real lovers of religious liberty." 
-Catholic Review. 

It can be conceded that some modern Catholic3 
when not in power wish to "re!<pect the rights of 
conflcience possessed by the minority," and think 
that if they were in undisputed possession of tem-

. poral authvrity they would be perfectly tolerant, 
but the test would come when the church ordeTed 
them to persecute. Would they dare disobey T It 
is simply amazing that such a journal as the Oath
otic Review, one of the ablest edited and apparently 
most fair of its class, can hav the hardihood to as
sert that Catholics when in power always respect 
the rights of conscience of the minority. Certainly 
no fair-minded person will accuse us ot discourtesy 
when we say that the intelligent editor of the 
Catholic Review knows that his statement, as made, 
is the reverse of true, but we sut pect that there was 
a Jesuit reservation in his averment. He says that 
the Catholic church always respects the rights of 
conscience possessed by the minority. But does he 
believe that the minority possess the right of con
science to reject the teachings of the church? Un
doubtedly he does not, and so he does not think he 
has borne false witness in asserting that the Cath
olic church always respects the rights of conscience 
" possessed " by the minority. As the minority 
do not possess the right to reject the teachings of 
the church, the church does not fail to respect the 
real rights of conscience possessed by them when it 
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not forget that the Covenanters-who, under the 
name of Reformed Presbyterians, are the leaders in 
this country in the struggle to establish an abso
lute spiritual despotism-fought superbly and de
votedly in Scotland for their own freedom. We 
cannot rid ourselvs of the conviction that the be
lief that one has a divinely revealed system of 
truth and morals which he is commissioned by God 
to defend and extend puts him under a constant 
temptation to use Catholic and Covenanter weapons 
when preaching and moral suasion fail. 

Russia is taking steps to enforce Sunday observ
ance more strictly than heretofore; in Chicago the 
Sunday Observance League will this year make 
another attempt to prevent Sunday baseball; Charl
ton, the Canadian champion of Sunday sacredness 
enforced by law, has introduced a new bill in Par
liament to "promote the observance of the Lord's 
day." Nothing in that about securing a day of 
"rest" for the workingman, is there T Perhaps it 
is thought that in Canada there is no need of being 
so hypocritical concerning the matter of Sabbath 
observance as some of the Sundayites think is 
necessary in the United States. 

We hav received from Mr. Putn!lm a brief note 
announcing his arrival in England and his cordial 
welcome from Messrs. Watts and Foote, an•l also 
that he had mailed us some "News and Notes"-
which, howQVer, hav failed to get here in Bf>ason for 
this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The weather dur. 
ing his passage was delightful, he says, and he had 
no touch of seasickness, but kept in the jolliest trim 
possible all the time. The only one on board seri
ously affi.icted was a Catholic priest, and his indis
position was evidently a case of whom the Lord 
loveth he chasteneth. Mr. Putnam's delayed com
munication will undoubtedly arrive in time for our 
next issue . 

Every few days a company of boys from a Catho
lic institution just below TBE TRUTH SEEKER office 
come marching up Lafayette Place in military for
mation, preceded by a band and armed with wooden 
guns. They are being drilled by the adult follow
ers · of the "Prince of Peace" for the work of 
slaughter. But those wooden guns are only a feeble 
imitation of war's deadly weapons. These Catholic 
boys ought to hav the opportunity to practice with 
the" real thing," as do the boys of the Presbyterian 
Sunday-school of West Duluth, Minn. The boy's 
brigade is drilling in the manual of arms. "A 
genuin Gatling gun was obtained, and the young 
soldiers can handle it to perfection. The gun 
weighs 1,800 pounds, and it is managed by six 
boys," says the Superior Leader. So satisfied are 
these good Christian boys with their death-dealing 
Gatling that a new company will be organized in 
the near future. Our Catholic friends will hav to 
hustle if they get ahead of the Presbyterians. God 
bless the olive branches of Christ! The temple of 
Janus is wide open now. 

punishes them for heresy. Commenting on the "God waits his time.. God is never in a hurry. God 
same paragraph the American Sentinel well says: has given them time to repent, and still they fl.gbt God. 

"It is true that to-:iay the attitude of the Catholics in Their [the Chinese's] potter's vessel will be broken by 
the province of Quebec is more in accordance with the the Japanese."-Rev. M. L. Taft. 
principles of religious liberty than is the attitude of so- It would appear that God was in so much of a 
called Protestants in Manitoba. But Rome must be hurry that he made 400,000,000 of people so imper
judged not by what she does in such a country as Canada, feet that he had to make another nation of 40,000,
where she is constantly on tbe defensiv, but by her record 000 t 
in Spain, in the Caroline islands, in Italy and tbe various o civilize them through wholesale slaughter. 
South American countries where her priests are the rul- What sickening cant is this talk about God giving 
ing power. It is too late in the history of the world for the Chinese time to repent? Of what are they to 
Rome to successfully pose as the champion of liberty." repent? Of the sins they hav committed because 

No church is dangerous when it does not possess the god who made them gave them such natures 
civil power, and no church can be trusted when in- that they could not do otherwise! No doubt Chi
vested with that power. No other conclusion is nese civilization is, in many respects, very undesir
possible to the careful student of history. Every able (although the chief offense of that people in 
sect is the devoted friend of liberty for itself and the eyes of Mr. Taft is its rejection of his religion), 
when it is in the hopeless minority, but a new vision but who is responsible for that undesirable civiliza
comes when the reins of authority fall into its tion if not the "perfect" god worshiped by the 
hands. Our Seventh Day Adventist friends are missionary, and who, he stoutly asserts, made the 
now doing splendid work for liberty, and tl).eir world and all that it contains? Mr. Taft does not 
services to the secular cause are invaluable, but we agree with those who, he says, declare that Japan 
sometimes wonder what they would do to the con- will giv up Christianity and civilization. But who 
temner of the Saturday Saboath if they possessed knew that Japan had accepted Christianity T Why, 
the numbers and wealth, and the consequent po- says the prPacher, " in the Japanese navy they hav 
litical power, of the Sunday worshipers. We do~ chaplains and Bible classes." Bav they? Well, 
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that must settle the question, for we hav chaplains tunity to impress correct principles upon a body of 
in our navy, and the Bibl" clasEes in our Sunday- legislators should not be lost, we asked Dr. West
schools are also uniformed and armed. But on the brook to fu,.nish the pamphlets and we would do 
other hand, in the Japanese schools they teach the rest. He cheerfully made the donation, and we 
evolutionary science and will hav nothing to do with hav mailed a copy to each member of tQe govern
religion. Will not the schoolrather than the navy ment, executiv as well as legislativ. We are always 
form the character of the rising generation! willing to do this kind of work, and would gladly 

Rev. Mr. Talmage told his congregation the other provide the literature too if we had the means. To 
Sunday that there were men in the house who would D.r. Westbrook's reasonable little work we added 
giv a thGusand worlds, if they had them, to get Mr. Chapman's "Bible Impeached," and we hope 
back to the placid faith of their fathers and mothers. the legislators will read both carefully. THE TRUTH 
The devotees of any other superstition could as SEEKER has not a very large circulation in Manitoba, 
easily say the same thing concerning those who hav naturally, but we hope that all its readers there, 

few or many, will write to their members of the 
grown out of that superstition. The clergyman 

legislature and urge upon them the fact that the 
said that "we'' may help these longing ones, "never 
through their heads but always through their only way to settle the long and hotly-waged school 
hearts." It has long been observed that the Chris- fight rightly is to take the Bible entirely from the 

public schools and conduct these institutions in a 
tian evangelist appeals to the fears and other emo- secular manner. And we also trust that every one 
tions of his hearers rather than to their thinking of our readers who is interested in the incessant 
faculties. Mr. Talmage has made no discovery. · warfare necassary to be waged against theological 
He further remarks that "these skeptics, when tyranny will see to it that we hav funds with which 
brought to Jesus, will be mightily effectiv." Yes, to distribute literature on demand as occasion re
when. They will be far more effectiv, he continues, 
"than those who hav never examined the evidences quires. We cannot always find a wealthy author 

or publisher to help us out. 
of Christianity." This is in sly praise of himself, for 
in another place he tells us that he understands all "Some crass astronomer 'is reported to bav said, 'I 
the processe 3 by which men "get into the dark," hav swept the heavens with my telescope and hav found 

no God.' The verdict of the modern astronomer is, 'I hav 
for he has traveled " with burning feet that blis· swept the heavens with my telescope an;! I hav fonnd no 
tered way." (That sounds somewhat peculiar- devil.' In all the fields of spac' there is law-rhythmic, 
perhaps he meant to say that he had traveled with benignant, divinelaw."-:ZheNew Unity. 
blistered feet that burning way.) But as he con- To cJmpa.re (apparently) small things with 
fesses that he does not yet understand the "mys- greater-in a walk one day a commotion was heard 
teries" of the faith he preaches, it is hard to see in a clump of bushes by th9 roadside. Upon in
how that kind of an examination of the evidences of vestigation it was discovered that a snake had 
Christianity makes the repentant skeptic such an crawled to and coiled itself about the nest of a pair 
efficientmissionaryofthatwhichheformerlyrejected. of birds. In the nest were four young birds, and 
But it is little use to try to find a reason for the as- the eyes of the rep til gleamed viciously as its forked 
sertions of Mr. Talmage, and it is certain that there tongue darted in and out of its open mouth. The 
is rarely reason in them. father and mother birdl!l were frantic with fear for 

their imperiled offspring and anger against the 
As will be seen by reference to our news column, snake. They ruffied their feathers, they utte·ed 

the Meadow Brook Hunt Club at Hempstead, L l, cries of pain and anger, they dashed madly at the 
and some of the influential residents of the vicin- head of their enemy, they pretended to be wounded 
ity, are very much excited over the arre~;t of two and fluttered on the ground in the hope of drawing 
members of the club for Sunday golf playing. It is the snake away in pursuit of themselvs. Who 
demanded that Deputy Sheriff Smith be removed could measure adequately the agony of those 
from his office becauae he made these arrests. This feathered parents! The reptil fled when we made 
wrath seem j to us to be ill timed and misapplied. a motion to strike it, and the nestlings were saved 
Why should the officer be removed for trying to -forth" moment. But the saving providence was 
enforce the law which the hunt club and the " in- human, and not in one instance out of ten thousand 
fluential citizens " of Hempstead hav not made the does it appear at the right moment. In this little 
slightest effort to hav repealed? w~ received no world of ours there hav been ·uncounted millions of 
assistance from the club nor from said "influential completed tragedies, of the nature of this one so 
citizens" when we sent out our recent petition to barely averted. Whether they occurred in accord
the legislature for the repeal of the Sunday law of ance with "rhythmic, benignant, divine law," or were 
the state. It was under this law that these players caused by an infinit devil, would depend upon the 
were arrested. Neither hav we heard that they point of view of the answerer of the question-per
sent a word of protest to the legislature when the haps. It would make some difference whether the 
tyrannical Barbers' bill, just made law, was pending. query were answered by the victims, or by an opti
Did they think that they were so "influential," so mistic Unitarian editor, comfortably clothed and 
fashionable, that they co~ld drive roughshod well fed, sitting at ease in sheltered safety in his 
through statutes that would catch and hold the cosy sanctum. 
poor and uninfl.uential? Some people never think -----------
of liberty until their own is menaced, and we sin- A call is out for a national conference for "polit-
cerely hope that the work of arrest and fining will ical reform," t:> be held at Prohibition Park, Staten 
go on until all these "influential" violators of a Island, N. Y., June 28 to July 4 The subjects to 
law they hav not the manliness and foresight to be discussed are the prohibition of the manufacture 
sweep from the statute books are convinced that a and sale of alcoholic liquors, for beverage purposes 
wrong done to the humblest citizen is a wrong done and their manufacture for medical and other uses 
to themselvs, and that a bad law is always at the by the state and federal governments; the tariff 
service of the first bigot or revengeful person who regulated by a national bureau; government own
cares to use it. Down with the Sunday laws. ership of all transit facilities; woman suffrage; the 

silver and currency questions, and the like. The 
The imporhance of having agencies ready and Committee of Arrangements is a queer conglomer

funds on hand to do missionary work is again ation. Of the noted friends of liberty on it we hav 
shown by a call from far-off Manitoba. The legis- space to mention but a few, to wit, Rev. Wilbur F. 
lature of that province has just met, and one of the Crafts, erstwhile of that freedom-loving assoqiation, 
burning issues it will hav to consider is the Bible the American Sabbath Union, and now secretary of 
in the schools, the result of the long fight between the Bureau of National Reform (God-in-the-CQnsti
the Catholics and the Protestants there. O.ne of tution), Washington, D. C.; B. 0. Flower, editor of 
our oldest subscribers and a member of the Mani- the .Arena/ Frances E. Willard (in the repertory 
toba government writes us that the members of the of whose choice reforms is included the national 
legislature ought to hav copies of Dr. Westbrook's publica~ion of all newspapers and the supervision 
pamphlet, the "Bible in the Public Schools," and of our amusements by a Cabinet Bureau of the fed
other literature on the question, in order that they eral government), president of the national Worn
may more intelligently discuss the subject, but he en's Christian Temperance Union; Thaddeus B. 
was unable to do more than contribute two dollars Wakeman; Mary T. Burt, president of the New 
·toward the expense. Thinking tha.t such an oppor-. York State Women's Christian Temperance Union, 
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and head of the Com'!tock division of the same 
organization and e:~: officio sponsor for the Mullin 
bill lately introduced in the legislature of this state 
and criticised in these columns; Rev. I. K. Funk, 
editor of the Voice/ Mary E. Lease, and Bolton 
Hall. Among the other signers of the Call are An
nie L. Diggs, a Liberal worker in Kansas ; Rev. A. 
A. Miner, D.D., Universalist and affiliated with the 
God in-the-Constitution folks; the presidents of 
eighteen Women's C!uistian Temperance Unions, 
and several other officers of that organization ; J o
seph Cook, of Boston, aho a National Reformer, 
and a hundred or more E'qually pious people. 

Here is an apparently nc7 form of the resurrec
tion argument, differing somewhat from the familiar 
chrysalis-butterfly illustration-which always fails 
to illustrate. Rev. I. N. Haldeman, of a Baptist 
church of this city, recently preached a sermon on 
that threadbare subject, "The Resurrection of 
Christ." I he New York Times presents this sum
mary of his paper : 

"He explained that the resurrection might be com
prehended by studying the prooesses of nature in the 
material world around us. Just as the seed plauted in 
the earth first undergoes a process of decomposition by 
which the organic part falls off and giva birth to.a germ, 
which, being nourished by sunshine, rain, aud dew, 
comes forth re-embodied and produces the exact type of 
the original, so also the b::lly, after mingling with the 
dust of the earth, gave birth to a germ which in the ap
pointed time would raise up the body." 

The seed does not " undergo a process of decom
position," and the garm is nob born beJause the 
"organic part falls off." The germ is a part of the 
seed, and under the stimulus of warmth and mois
ture the previously dorm'l.nt germ springs into activ 
life and feeds during ita e'lorlier pe):'iod of develop
ment upon the a'!simHable m'l.tter stored up in the 
rest of the seed. In the egg-producing families of 
the animal kingdom the germ feeds during its first 
stage of growth upon the food products stored 
within the shell. In placental mammals the germ 
is fed directly by the female parent. All these are 
di:ffdrent manifestations of the same natural pro
cess-the reproduction of individuals essentially 
alike. There is a regular sequence of causes and 
effe ~ts which perpetually exch!Lnge relativ positions 
in the march of life. In all the higher 'forms of 
life-vegetable and anim!l.l-the p!!.rent does not die 
when the child is born-except, of course, in el:
ceptional instances which in no sense invalidate the 
rule-and in nil ca.::~e do these processes of growth 
within the pale of tribal life furnish the analogy 
which Mr. Haldeman so longingly seeks. It is not 
the dead tree that sprouts in the ground and pro
duces another tree of the same family as itself. It 
is dead and dead for good. But in its life it pro· 
duced seeds, and it is these which develop under 
favorable conditions and perpetuate the race of 
their parent. It is not from the pigeon dying of 
disease or killed and eaten by m!l.n that the young 
pigeons spring after its de'loth, but from the eggs it 
produced during life, which eggs, developing under 
auspicious conditions, perpatuate the race of pig
eons. So it is not the body of man lying in the 
ground that contains the initial force of new life, 
but the germs developed in his body when alive 
and viril that are that initial force. They, grow
ing under favorable conditions, perpetuate the uce. 
It is always the race that is perpetuated by the birth 
of the young, not the individual. The individual 
has his term of existence, marked at beginning and 
end by birth and death. The race has also its term 
of existence, marked at the beginning by differen
tiation from an antecedent type, and at the end bJt 
the caseation, from whatever cause, of reproduction 
of new individuals. All these forces and manifes
tations of life are of this earth. The cottonwood 
tree reproduces its kind for life here, and not less 
does man. In all the multiform transformations 
of life in this world Mr. Haldem!l.n can fio.d no 
analogy for his soul-seed or seed-soul that parts 
from the body at the death of the latter, or after 
it hag decayed, on this earth, and, after the passage 
of centuries or eons, reinvests itself with that body 
and takes it to another world for an eternal existence 
of joy or agony. Mr. Haldeman should adapt his 
theology to nature ; he cannot adapt nature to his 
theology. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
First we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be mo~e widely 
distributed, and consequently more e:ffect1v. S~c· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay 1ts 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. O~r 
present subscribers can do a ~rest deal for .u~ 1f 
they will, and to get them to a1d us w.e are wllhng 
to Teward them : we therefore make th1s SPECIAL 
.YEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

'1 o any sttbscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to ar.yone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this ojfe?' : Send us three dollars jor 
the paper one year, and we 1oill send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINKEB·s PICTORIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made ano the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
st!l'te. I~ has .I 85 Full-page _lllustrati_o~s, 
With cop1ous mtatwns of .Jj'ttcts, H1story, Statistlc:>, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argu nent 
of the Artist. 1'he ~ esigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: 0! those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneoup, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollar.s' worth fur 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the sub3cribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are n?t now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both prJper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of th., 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We ventlire the as

sertion that nothing like it has t.ver before appeared in 
this country, and it 1s very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice tile price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of tllis most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers' 
M(lgazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and troth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the cllurch's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boaton Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

A Little More M.issionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opin 'on the work, "SELF-CoNTBADIOTiuNB 
OF THE BIBLE," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces
sary to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implem• nts for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 
will dist-ribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOlt A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 

twelve .copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self Contradictions" as well as the" Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to anything good. 

"An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand of our friends who hav 
allowed their subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
to expire without renewing. This is a considerably 
larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 
upon the more or less prompt payme.o.t of subscrip
tions for the wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 
we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any
thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 
to our friends' good nature and generous feelings 
to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 
creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 
the compositor, and the mailer, and the post-office 
collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 
insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 
always with us, not to mention the rest, and they 
all want money and want it bad, and want it when 
it is due. And when we havn't got it for them life 
is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 

So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 
over this country-thousands of them-to send the 
amount of their arrearages and as much in advance 
as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 
and turn about in fair play, as it were. A year's 
subscription from each one whose time has expired 
will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 
that then let us hav what you can spare, and we will 
"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 
amounts are small individually and easily raised, 
but to us they collectivly mean a good deal-just 
the difference between being even with the world 
and being unpleasantly behind. 

The disciples of a certain philosopher, one day 
missing their teacher from his accustomed place in 

the midst of them, sought him at his unpretentious 
lodgings, where they discovered that he was suffer
ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course 
they hastened to provide him with all that the inner 
sinner could desire, but he nevertheless took occa
sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. 
"Know, then" (said he), " that in order that you 
may permanently enjoy the light of a lamp, it is 
necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." 

Delinquents who renew at once will be spared the 
moral which their remissness might tempt us to draw. 

There is always a demand for inexpel,lsiv tracts 
for general distribution. We hav endeavored to 
supply that demand, and the reader who looks on 
page 317, this issue, will find a long list of them. 

LMAY 18, 1895 

Extracts 1rom Noah's Log. 
EXPLANATORY. 

While exploring the rocky gullies and canyons in 
the foothills of Mt. Ararat last summer, I found a 
roughly symmetrical mass of pure copper. Oxy
dized and honeycombed as it was, I recognized 
the metal immediately, and repressing a strong 
inclination to hunt for the lead and stake out my 
claim, I took my find home with me. Surprised at 
its diminishing weight as the moisture dried out of 
the spongy mass, I endeavored to saw into it. The 
pure metal inside tore oft every tooth of the saw, 
and now convinced, and delighted, that it was a hol
low cylinder of hardened copper, I brought it to 
America and gave it to a machinist to open. He 
ruined two dozen finely-tempered saws in the job, 
which I cheerfully settled for, as the cylinder con
tained a papyrus roll of manuscript of certainly 
great antiquity. My efforts to decipher it were 
baffied, as it was written in neither ancient nor 
modern Egyptian, new nor old Pa.li, nor in Greek, 
Latin, Sanscrit, or any other language with which 
I am acquainted. So I called in the services of 
those two able, eminent, and renowned professors 
of biology, bibliology, ethnology, and sockdology, 
the Right Rev. Watson Heston and the Very Rev. 
George E. Macdonald, who at once pronounced it 
ancient Cush and proceeded to translate it; the lat
ter remarking, with a levity which but indifferently 
became his calling, as I thought, that the exceeding 
toughness of the yarn rio doubt accounted for the 
difficulty of sawing into it-in which view his col
laborator, to my surprise, was inclined to coincide. 
However, I cheerfully giv them credit for the trans
lation, but am free to maintain that the elegance of 
diction, force of expression, and choiceness of syno
nyms are my own. 

Besides, I found it. 
THE LOG. 

.Mon., 7 days out. Raining yet, very hard-A few 
sinners still on deck; a bunch got washed off last 
night; ·kinder sorry for them- Ham will get a 
rope's-end if he don't look out; he skylarks too 
much with the animals; put all the dogs in the eat's 
cage last night, and the whole menagerie got ex
cited at the row they made; couldn't hear ourselvs 
think for two hours; every brute in the outfit sung 
his song-Roof leaks-Women say it's wash-day 
and hav started in on three weeks' wash ; just like 
women; how'll they dry clothes this weather? 

Course E.B.S. Ham at the wheel, Shem on the 
lookout. 

Tues., 8 days out. 4 bells. Women are growl
ing because the sun don't shine so the wash can 
dry; told them such murmuring as they indulged 
in was flying straight in the face of Providence ; 
told me to mind my own business; remarked that 
I was captain here and wouldn't take back talk 
from anyone ; hove a bucket of water over me, durn 
them. 6 bells. Got my log line strung up along 
'tween decks and the whole blamed wash triced up 
in everybody's way. If I want to heave the log at 
8 bells, overboard goes the wash, and don't care 
who likes it; I'm boss here. 8 bells. Didn't heave 
the log-Guess we're making four knots ; wind 
fresh; course E.S.E. Shem at the wheel, Japheth 
on the lookout. 

Wed., 9 days out. Ironing day ; blowing a gale 
of wind ; women are making hard work of it and 
getting seasick-Hove to at 8 bells this morning ; 
lays easy ; kicked Ham away from the wheel and 
steered his trick; afraid I can't make a sailor of 
him; wish I'd saved a few s!nners to work ship; 
could hav drowned them afterwards. 

Heading N. E. by N. Japheth at the wheel. 
I hurs , 10 days out. . Wish I knew who drinks 

my whisky-Made sail at daylight; difficult work, 
this handling sail below decks ; can't see aloft, must 
feel when sheets are home ; don't like these new
fangled rolling topsails that furl themselvs; they're 
not shipshape, but we're too short handed for the 
old style-Wind going down ; course due E. Shem 
at the wheel, Ham on the lookout. 

Fri., 11 days out. Foggy; can't see two lengths; 
two of us on the lookout-Ham is under the scut. 
tlebutt, drunk ; whisky lower; slight connection 
here, maybe-Women are quarreling among them
selva ; they're a heap of trouble; never quiet till 
they're seasick; found out they get seasick in a 
head sea; will remember this-The lion got out 
last night and made a lunch oft' my wife's pet dog 
Beauty ; chased him back to his cage with a hand
spike ; sorry I had to hurt him; seven pugs left now; 

. we started with a pair to each woman. 
No wind and nobody at the wheel. 
Sat., 12 days out. Wish it would clear up ; sin

ners must be all dead by this time-Hav had a hard 
day of it ; that boy Ham let go the port anchor, 
and the whole range of chain, 45 fathom, went out 
the hawse-pipe !1-P.d fetched up with p. jerk that car-
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ried away the windlass bitts and nearly tore the but had to take it and learn that mutiny is unsafe 
bows of her; kicked him up on deck in the rain aboard my ship-Keot her head to the sea till we 
while we mended the windlass; hunted him up to had spliced and rove off the gear, then set canvas 
help heave in chain and found he'd sneaked down, and squared away again-Women got better; read 
got at my jug, and was dead drunk alongside the the articles to them; were penitent and promised 
same; don't see what the Lord wanted to save him to behave, but before turning them loose we went 
for-:-Must be clear of soundings now, so will keep on a pug hunt and passed two of them in to the 
her hove to for a while under short sail with the lion; only one left now, but we havn't found it yet; 
wheel lashed down. women howled a good deal and called us heartless, 

Sun, 13 days out. Held religious exercises at 4 cruel fiends-that's all right. . 
bells; Ham attended, very devout and penitent, My wife had lost the log in her excitement, and 
with a head as big as the jug-Women hav tricked I only found it to-day; course N.E. by E. Shem 
themselvs out and are mincing around showing oil; at the wheel, Jap. on the lookout. · 
made me put on a white shirt; will get rid of it Sun., 34 days out. No religious services to- day; 
directly-Dead calm all day-Found the ark had a women are talking about me-don't talk to me; if 
slight list to starboard; investigated and discovered they do I'll speak of that jug; course due E , blow
about three tons of stones, dead cats, and garbage ing fresh. J. at wheel, S. on lookout. 
stuck fast to the pitch outside; these things are Mon, 35 days out. Wash day, but there is no 
what the sinners threw at the ark after we came washing going on; won't hav it; am captain here; 
aboa.rd-Hav locked up my whisky. they were ugly at· first, huh I hauled her on a wind 

Wed, 16 days out. Made a great mistake when and said nothing-Can't fiod that pug-Keep Ham 
we started; was puzzled how to feed the spiders, at work on the menagQrie now, feeding the animals 
musketoes, bedbugs, and such ; turned them loose 1 and cleaning the cages-Dead calm. 
to hustle for themselvs, and that's what they've Wed., 37 days out. Nothing new; pug still 
done ever since-hustle-Another pug disappeared missing; good mind to turn the lion loose; he'll 
last night; six left-Gave Ham a talking to about find the cur. . 
getting drunk; was sorry and I boxed his ears ; .Fri., 39 days out. If I don't find that pug to-day 
told him if I ever saw him drunk again aboard my will let the lion out first thing to-morrow 
ship I'd log him; he don't seem to care, but th9.t's Sat., 40 days out. Stopped raining-We all went 
what I'll do every time-Still hove to. on deck this morning; it was a frightful picture-

Sun , 20 days out. Ham broke into my locker sun shining, not a cloud in the sky and not a sign 
last night and is roaring drunk again ; can't find . of land nor a ship, or even a bird, in all this ex
the jug; will log him every time now-No religious panse of desolation; no life or joyousne'>s, nothing 
exercises to-day; women are complaining of my im- but muddy water; the dead world fathoms under
piety, but a man can't feel resigned when he has neath, and we alone, with our ark, all that was left, 
just Lst a four gallon jug of the best Egyptian corn and whisky gone-not a Ehot in the locker. 
whisky. At noon locked up the women and turned the 

Mon, 21 days out. Ham's drunk. lion loose; he didn't find the pug, but found most 
Tues , 22 days aut. Ditto's ditto. everything else; smashed some bird cages, and a 
l-Ved., 23 days out. Do. do. raven and dove got away; dove came back at sun-
Thur., 24 days out. Do. ·blind do. down, but the raven didn't; let all the birds out to 
.Fri., 25 days out. Do. dead do. get the air and roost up aloft. 
Sat. 26 days out Do. got snakes; got 'em bad; Sat., 47 days out. Chicken missing this morn-

wish I could find that jug. ing; suspect Ham of stealing it-A pigeon fluttered 
Sun., 27 days out. Two more pugs missing; down on deck with a green leaf fast in its gullet, 

must keep away from the lion's cage when the and half choked; pulled leaf out; pigeon must hav 
women are around, he seems too pleased to see me been somewhere else and got it; will keep to the 
and they are getting suspicious; four of the ugly eastward and look out for land. 
brutes left now-Found my jug; Ham stowed it Mon., 50 days out. Blowing great guns, and 
in my own bunk; he's smarter than I thought- dismasted; under double reefs, storm spanker and 
Had religious exercises; women wanted to mourn fore-topmast sta.ysail at daylight; blew away the 
for their pugs ; am willing they should mourn- stay sail ; set jib; that went too and took jibboom; 
Took a. cast of the lead at noon; thirty fathom", cut away the wreck; she came up to the wind, 
mud bottom; made t~ail and squared away due E. caught chock, and away went the mizzenmast at 

Mon., 28 days out. My wife has confiscated the the deck; cut that away, payed off in the trough of 
jug and means to keep it; we'll see abo~t that; says the sea., and rolled t.he fo.re and mainmast out; 
it is the cause of poor, dear Ham's siCkness; un- cleared away everythmg, rigged Qut a sea-anchor, 
doubtedly ; should ha.v let it alone-Shem at the and now we're riding it. out comfortable-that is, 
wheel, Japheth on the lookout; coJ.rse E. for us; women are all sick. 

Wed 30 days out. MuTINY! BLooDY MuT-- Land to the eastward, small island. 
d-n !-\,• * t t-! ! [NoTE-Here the manuscr~pt 60 days out. La~d sti~l in sight; get~ bigger; 
bears evidence that Captain Noah was suddenly m- suppose the. water 1s gomg down; nothmg to do 
terrupted while writing.-TRs J now but eat, sleep, and hunt for that pug-Still 

.Fri 32 daus out. Hav had a. lively time; disci- riding at the sea-anchor. 
plin i~ resto~ed, but the whisky jug is gone- 100 days out. Pug must be. dead-More land 
smashed over my head-all on account of the pugs; showing up. 
had hoped to rid the world of those parodies on 150 days out. Noon-Driving on a. lee shore 
the canine race and would hav succeeded if my stern foremost; getting anchors ready; sundown
wife hadn't ov~rhauled my pockets when I was let go both anchors as we got close in; dragged, 
asleep and read this log. Certain referenceA to the and here we are, beaohed with every sea. making a. 
pugs put her on the lookout and she and the other ciea.n sweep over us; ark won't last long; getting 
women watch~'>d me ; one of the brutes littered last out life raft and turning animals loose. 
night. I couldn't resist the temptation, and so fed Ner.ct morning. Floated ashore all right; ark is 
the whole batch, mother and all, to the lion ; in a breaking up and animals swimming in; last to come 
minute had four furious women afoul of me, biting were that missing pug and seven half-grown pups; 
and clawing; sung out for help and Shem and Ja- submit to will of provid?n~e, but still think women 
pheth bore down and reAcued me ; Ham helped the had the durned brute hid m th~ lower ~ol~. 
women and made a. majority for them ; his mother Ner.ct day. Poor place to hv on this Island
had the jug, that's why; managed to floor him with Nothing ~rown but a gr~pe~ine I found on the 
a pump-brake but they were still too many for us beach; will take care of It; 1t means grapes, and 
and chased u~ around decks till they got tired and grapes mean juice, and it's been a. long time be
sat down to cry; got to my room and began writ- tween drinks-Ham is quite useful now; takes a. 
ing them down in the log whe~ the! started in deep interest in the vine. and .helps me 'tend it. 
again ; my wife smashed the whisky Jug over my Month lattw. Grape Is domg well. . 
head-then we all escaped on deck and went aloft; Four months later. Grapes appea.nng. 
couldn't follow us but sat down and said things- Iwo months later. Picked the grapes; now for 
Had a council. of ~a.r, then Shem shinned over to some wine-Ham is a. model boy; did him good to 
the foremast and cut away all the jib ha.lliards and rope's-end him. . 
sheets and ha.llia.rds on the fore-Ark had broached Five months later. Wine has worked ; will serve 
to in trough of sea. when Japheth left the wheel to grog ~a-morrow and celebrate the anniversary cf 
help me, and had l11id there with yards square and our shipwreck. . . , 
rolling considerable · women could stand that mo- Ner.ct day. [The manuscript of this !ast day s 
tion but not a. head 'sea so now when she came up entry is obscure and so incoherent as to make it 
to the wind and began ~ounding up and ?own and strongly ,Pr~bable that Captain Noah se~ved the 
drifting astern, they got qualmish and m tw.ent,Y grog. as mdicated, and that he wrote while under 
minutes were sprawled out helpless; Ham didn t the mflu?nce of the same. Th~re, are, h~wev.er, 
know enough to take the wheel and throw her off, some legible references to . certam 'pugs,. whi~h 
so we came down tied the women hand and foot, would go to show that he still had those amma.ls m 
and then went fo; Ham; triced him up and rope's" mind and perhaps reg-retted his. failure tl) effect 
ended ltim till his nose bled; begged and howled, their extinotion.-TRs.] MonGAN A. RoBERTSON. 
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Observations. 
In an attempt to add a thought to the current 

rhapsodizing on the cmdlict between Capital and 
Labor, I said a few weeks ago that the conflict 
under consideration was not one in which capital 
figured as an activ participant-that, in fact, it was 
more like a squabble between laborers for the dol& 
of wages which capital has to dispense. Everything 
that has since happened in the labor world appears 
to me to fortify that position. In some cases, as 
at New Orleans, laboreri! hav proceeded to the ex
tremity of shooting one another. Less sanguinary' 
than these assaults, but quite as indefensible, is the 
course of combinations of barbers in California and 
New York in procuring the enactment of laws to 
compel other bRrbers to close their shops on Sun
day. In the New Orleans case, to use that as a 
type, the invaders did their own foul work and 
risked the consequences; but the New York and 
California incapables invoke the odium theologicum 
and conspire with the sworn enemies of freedom to 
barter away the liberty of their fellow-craftsmen. 
and their own as well. Since the object of both 
kinda of invasion is the same, and since in both the 
appeal is to force for the destruction of fr.ee com
petition, it should not excite surprise if occasion
ally the more primitiv and candid way is adopted, 
in which the assault is made openly and not from 
the barricade of a vote factory called a statehouse, 
nor from the embush of a Covenanter church. 

If the Arena would render its Age of Protection 
for Girls symposium influential with pel;'I!Ons who 
are not nervous, it should reinforce the rational 
Helen H. Gardener by attracting contributors who 
assume some other than a theological or emotional 
attitude toward the question. It will be conceded, 
so far as I am concerned, that when the age indi
cated by nature is expunged and the att€mpt is 
made to fix al!other age arbitrarily, one's opinion as 
to what that age should be is as .valuable as any
body's else, but each should te supported, when 
practicable, by something besides hystPrical whoops. 
There is good reason for placing the age at fifteen, 
and a. better one for making it tweni y-five, fL r as 
years multiply, so likewise do temptations, and 
there is more trouble after twenty than previouely. 
Before the epidemic of these laws spreads too wide 
we should pause to inquire whither we are drifting. 
It is argued that, if a. young female may not control 
her property unless she has attained her majority, 
she assuredly may not dispose of her virlure before 
that time. But such argument is h1sed on the fal
lacy that virtue is an inherited possession, and tb.at 
it is alienable, which I deny. The analogy does not 
hold for a. second, and if it did, what sort of people 
are those, anyhow, who cease to respect a woman 
when she becomes poor 1 They who insist on com
paring continence with real estate must answer that 
question. After these laws are passed, will the 
prodigal daughter be received in society which 
thinks it.self respectable, as though nothing had 
happened more serious than a pecuniary loss ; or 
would we, as now, point her out as one with whom 
our virtuously opulent daughters will in no wise 
be permitted to herd! In the first case, if reckless
ness were not licensed, it would be condoned, and an 
incentiv to good behavior removed. In the second, 
the law would not benefit her. On the contrary, if 
she appealed to it, it might make matters worse; 
for as the publicity given by the hen to the fact 
that she has laid an egg enables us to rob her nest, 
so the cackle of a. t.ria.l would make public prop?rty 
of the girl's reputation. n may be contended that 
the law will deter the partner in her indiscret.ion 
from committing the offense; and if experience 
could be subpenaed to testify that any law of any 
legislature ever intervened as an offset to feminin 
complaisance, that contention might avail as the 
last possible refuge for the promoters of the pres
ent law. But I am not a visitor to this earth from 
some other sphere, and therefore ha.v no occasion 
to inquire if the law has been observed to operate 
in such a. case. No man has any doubts upon the 
subject, and any woman who has may easily hav 
them removed. A man's cJnscience-which is his 
ethical and not his legal education-will at times 
govern him, and to that conscience in both men and 
women is due the degree of morality which now 
prevail.:~ ; but without it the clergyman would for
get the commandments, and no judge · of the 
supreme court would respect his own decisions. 
·rhere is a natural l11w that is efficient among sav
ages, and even brutes, to prot€ct the young. There 
are human laws for the same purpose which man 
might hav inherited from his ancestors, which do 
not conflict with the natural law, and which are 
probably enforced with greater rigor and less par
tiality than any others on the statute books. lt 
would seem that women should be at one concern-
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ing the age when they may assume their half of the 
responsibility for indiscretions in which they are 
full partners, but they are not. They differ as 
widely as the life and experience of one differs from 
that of another. When one woman, aged ninety, 
was asked at what date the married state ceased to 
be preferable, she answered the querist by saying 
that he would hav to apply for data on that subject 
to some one older than herself. And there are 
other women of not inferior years who, if asked to 
state the proper age of consent, would sorrowfully 
make the same reply. A Michigan paper, the De
troit Tribune, in arguing against the raising of the 
age in that state, contends that, by making girls be
low eighteen legally incapable of committing the 
offense involved, they will be encouraged to take 
advantage of their immunity, but I cannot accord 
any legislature so much influence over natural acts 
as that admission would imply. If each state were 
to choose a different year, so that every birthday of 
a woman between long dresses and the shroud 
would somewhere in the country be protected by 
a law, I apprehend that the object of the law would 
n·ot in any state be attained. My argument is not 
that any measure for the protection of the girl 
should be neglected, but that this one is a superflu
ity, since all such measures must necessarily fail 
when she co-operates to defeat them. 

The accompanying lines evidently refer to a letter 
contributed to THE TBUTH SEEKER two or three 
weeks ago by Otto Wettstein. 

" Where is the break?" friend 0 tto cries; 
And sure 'tis hard to find 

The break in such a tangled chain 
Of words that won't unwind. 

Hans Sachs, who sang, in years gone by, 
Full many a tuneful lay, 

Sought first, when he was moved to speak, 
To know what he should say. 

And when he knew, he'd spin it out 
A:r.1d always state the case. 

So that the reader might enjoy 
His sweet though homely phrase. 

He bore in mind that Reason's line, 
Or Logic's sparkling flood, 

Should be so drawn, or be so poured, 
That 'twould be understood. 

"Where is the break?" dear Otto asks. 
The answer may be found 

Right here: That in his flood of words 
His meani11g has been drowned. 

Or. if there's logic hid somewhere 
Beneath those waves, I doubt, 

Since time is money, if 'twill pay 
The cost of dredging out. 

Therefore, dear friend, relieve our brains, 
Write for the common mind, 

For maybe jawbreak is the " break" 
That you can't seem to find. DEL. 

I giv full credit, I hope, to the earnest persons 
who stand ready to make liberal donations toward 
the founding of schools from which the Bible and 
religious exercises shall be forever excluded. That 
is the kind of schools we want, and men who are 
willing to giv money to such an object are of the 
right sort. But a doubt arises whether theirs is 
the best method of securing secular education. I 
hav noticed in the parts of our country I hav visited 
that children seem to be better provided with in
struction than with almost anything else. When 
they are kept at home from lack of clothes, while 
their p11.rents are taxed to support a school close at 
hand, which is not an unknown case, the dispropor
tion is apparent. The school tax is a considerable 
burden to the citizen, and the Freethinker pays his 
share of it. The founding of separate and exclu
siv institutions of learning must of course make his 
burden heavier, and we would also be open to the 
charge, which we make against the Catholics, of be
ing enemies of the public schools. Another thing, 
such institutions would probably be inferior to the 
schools provided by the state, because their excel
lence would depend on the amount of money avail
able for their support ; and as Freethinkers could 
not tax the community, as the state can, the means 
to carry them on would be limited and hard to col
lect. The Catholic church has tried the experiment 
of private or p11.rochial schools, and from an educa
tional point of view it is a failure. Not long ago, 
after a civil service examination, the rating of ap
plicants graduated from parochial schoola was com
pared with that of pupils of the public institutions, 
and it was so inferior that none of them passed. 
Now, if the Catholic church, with its numbers, its 
financial resources, and its public and private cinch, 
cannot support schools equal to the common vari
ety, how are a handful of Freethinkers going to do 
itT Such is the problem. A school may be en
dowed, but look at Girard College-founded by 
an Infidel and now controled by Episcopalians. 

But if separate schools for the children of Free
thinkers could be maintained I am not sure that it 
would be advisable to establish them. We hav a 
right to demand and to secure secular teaching, and 
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secular teaching only, in the public schools which 
we are amerced in taxes to support. Better stand 
by that right than retreat and set up weak opposi
tion. This course promises us a livelier time at less 
expense, and in our success we shall benefit others 
as well as ourselvs. Another matter to be consid
ered is that the public schools need leavening with 
the children of Freethinkers. The influence of such 
a pupil on the rest would be good for them. I 
shall send my boy to the public school, when he 
gets big enough, with instructions to protest every 
time religious matters are introduced. This will at 
least apprise the other pupils that there are two 
sides to the question. 

I suspect the majority of Freethinkers of a prac, 
tical turn of mind share the views I hav herein set 
forth, but refrain from expressing themselvs for 
fear of discouraging philanthropy. However, those 
who hav cash in hand for the purposes of secular 
education need· not return it to their pockets. The 
Secular Sunday-schools need it, or the Freethought 
Federation could make good use of it. The Truth 
Seeker Company likewise always has a cause or two 
on trial, and accomplishes results in proportion to 
its means. A judicious pooling of resources, a con
centration of capital in the hands of those who can 
use it to the best advantage-in short, the provid
ing of a Sack to be drawn upon for the expenses 
incidental to chasing the Bible out of the schools, 
would promis better returns than investment in 
distinctivly Infidel scbool-houses. If the Seculars 
were to provide their own educational institutions, 
leaving orthodox Protestants in full control of the 
public schools, religious people would think the 
millennium had come for fair, and they would get 
altogether too gay. I would like to see the Prot
estant's professed devotion to learning tested in 
the crucible of purely secular instruction. Finally, 
it is to be remembered that the object of a school 
is to educate; that an inferior school, with or with
out devotional exercises, is not likely to attain that 
object, !lDd that unfamiliarity with the Bible is not 
in itself an education. We hav the schools, and 
they are subsidized to an extent that places them 
above competition. Let us proceed to secularize 
them. 

A minister who did not want the members of his 
congregation· to chew tobacco while he was preach
ing admonished the manducators as follows: "Take 
your quid of tobacco out of your mouth on enter
ing the house of God, and gently lay it on the 
outer edge of the sidewalk or on the fence. It will 
positivly be there when you go out, for a rat won't 
take it, a cat wort't take it, a dog won't take it, nei
ther wili a hog; you are certain of your quid when 
you go after it. Not the filthiest vermin on earth 
would touch it.". As tobacco chewing is a practice 
which I never adopted, I C'an say nothing in its de
fense-! hav too many virtue!'! of my own to apolo
gize for. Still, if by some error I had sat under 
the droppings of the '"anctuary whence the forego
ing remarks emanated, I should hav been impelled 
to observe that they applied with equal accuracy to 
the sermon of the preacher. He might leave his 
manuscript beside the chew of tobacco, and run no 
risk of losing it even at the hands of the Wander
ing Willie who should swipe the quid. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 
--------~~--------

Queries. 
For the exercitation of the religious mind I will 

ask the Christian people at large a few questions: 
For a book to be inspired, must it be infallible, 

that is, without an error or a contradiction T If so, 
how can the Bible be inspired T If this world was 
made less than six thousand years ago, and if God 
always was, where was he and what was he doing 
all of those millions of ages before he made this 
world T If God is all-wise and it was an all-wise 
act to make this world, why did he not make it 
millions of years before he did ? If God is a spirit 
without body or parts (St. John iv, 24), what was 
it he showed to Moses T (Ex. xxxiii, 22, 23.) If no 
man has seen God at any time (1 John iv, 12), who 
was it the children of lsarel saw? (Ex. xxiv, 10, 11.) 
If the strength of Israel was God and he was not a 
man that he should repent (1 Sam. xv, 29), who 
was it that repented ~hat he had made Saul King 
over Israel? (1 Sam. xv, 35; see also Gen. vi, 7.) 
If God does not tempt any man (James i, 13), who 
was it that tempted Abraham 1 (Gen. xx, 1.) If the 
Lord's eyes are open and can see everywhere (Job 
xxxiv, 21, 22), why did he hav to go down to 
Sodom and Gomorrah to see if what he had heard 
was so? (Gen. xviii, 20, 21.) If God is no respecter 
of persons (Rom. ii, 11), why was it that he loved 
Jacob and hated Esau T (Rom. ix, 11-13.) If God 
is love (1 John iv, 16), why did he hav Moses take 
all the people's heads and hang them up against 
the sun so that his fierce anger would be turned 
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away from Israel! (Num. xxv, 4.) If Michal the 
daughter of Saul had no child unto the day of her 
death (2 Sam. vi, 23), when were her five sons born! 
(2 Sam. xxi, 8 ) 

If God was the only one who always was, and 
had no father nor mother, nor descendant, nor be
ginning of days, who was Melchiscdec ? (Heb. vii, 
1-3 ) If Cain and Abel were the only children 
born in their t.ime, who was Cain's wife? (Gen. iv, 
17.) If Joseph took Mary and the young child 
Jesus and went into Jerusalem and stayed there 
until after they had done all things according to 
the law of the Lord, and then returned into Galilee 
to their own city, Nazareth (Luke ii, 22-39), how 
could he hav taken them into Egypt at the same 
time! (Mat. ii, 14-23.) 

If flesh and_ blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
God (1 Cor. xv, 50), how could Christ get in ? 
(Luke xxiv, 39.) If the resurrection is to change 
the body from flesh and bones (1 Cor. xv, 44), why 
did it not change Christ's body T (Luke xxiv, 39.) 
If Christ was to lie three days and. nights in the 
heart of the earth (Mat. xii, 40), why didn't he fore
see his death and burial and resurrection! (Mat., 
Mark, Luke, and John.) If Jesus bore his own 
cross into a place called place of a skull when they 
crucified him (St. John xix, 17), how could Simon 
the Cyrene bear the cross to the same place at the 
same timeT (Mat. xxvii, 32, 33, and Mark xv, 21.) 
Did both thieves who were crucified with Jesus re
vile him (Mat. xxvii, 44; Mark xv, 32), or did only 
one do so! (Luke xxiii, 39-43.) 

If no man had ever ascended to heaven but the 
son of man, which was Christ (St. John iii, 13), 
where did Elijah goT (2 Kings ii, 11.) If the dead 
are not to rise (lsa. xxvi, 14), what is a resurrection? 
(1 Cor. xv, 52) If Judas took the money that he 
got for betraying Christ and bought the field with 
it (Acts i, 18), how could the chief priests hav taken 
the same money and bought the Potter's field! (Mat. 
xxvii, 6, 7.) If Jesus is so good and kind as to be 
called the meek and l()wly lamb of God (St. John 
i, 29), and in the parable of the ten pieces of money 
the nobleman represents Christ, why did he want his 
enemies brought and killed before him? (Luke xix, 
27.) Christ at a certain time told the people that 
what he had said would come to pass before that 
generation should pass away (Luke xxi, 32). Does 
that generation still liv? If the wicked are to be 
burned up, root and branch, and their ashes are to 
be under the feet of the righteous (Mal. iv, 1, 3), 
how can they go to hell where their worm dieth 
not and their fire is not quenched! (Mark ix, 43 
to 48.) If Christ was crucified on a cross that was 
carried to a place called Calvary, how could they 
hav slain him and hanged him on a tree! (Acts v, 
30; x, 39.) If it is easierfor a camel to go through 
the needle's eye than for a rich man to enter into 
the kingdom of heaven (Luke xviii, 23, 25), why 
does God make men rich? (1 Sam. ii, 7.) If a man 
who is hanged on a tree is accurst of God (Deut. 
xxi, 23), why didn't he curse Christ! (Acts x, 35.) 
If a man cannot see the Lord unless he is holy and 
without sin (Reb. xii, 14), what is to become of 
those church members who claim they cannot liv 
without sinning? If all who believe that Jesus is 
the Christ are born of God (1 John v, 1), how can 
they go on and commit sin! (1 John iii, 9.) If 
Jesus Christ was the only begotten son of God and 
the only son he ever had, whose sons were they 
who shouted for joy when the stars sang together! 
(Job xxxviii, 7.) If the Bible is the good book the 
Christians say it is, why is it they get so angry 
when we show them the filthy words in it, and tell 
them where to find the falsehoods it contains ! If 
the Bible is so pure a book and contains the very 
best of literature, what do you think of such pas
sages of these: Lev. xv, xxi, 18, 20; Num v, 12 to 
31 ; Dent. xxiii, 1, 13; xxv, 11, 12; Judges xxi, 11, 
12; 1 Sam. xxv, 34; Gen. xxxviii; Josh. vi, 25 T 
Think of God saving a traitor to her people, and a 
common prostitute, and killing all the little inno
cent babes and innocent women! What can you 
think of such a God? W. S. PHILLIPS. 

To Honor Paine's .Memory. 
The second annual Paine celebration is now on 

the road to_ success. The sale of tickets is pro
gressing rapidly and more than meeting expecta
tions. As previously announced, the fare for the 
round trip is fifty cents, or one-third less than reg. 
ular rates. The point of destination is New Ro
chelle, N.Y.; the date of excursion, Decoration day, 
May 30; the object, to inspect the monument and 
the newly repaired wall, and to listen to eloquent 
addresses and hav a sociable and royal good time. 
The train leaves the Grand Central depot, this city, 
at 10:45 A.M. Among the spe·akers are Henry Row
ley, T. B. Wakeman, Charles H. Matchett, and the 
Rev. F. E. Mason. Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., will pre
side. A general invitation has been extended to 
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all clubs and individuals who are willing to help 
perpetuate the name and glory of Thomas Paine. 
Persons out of town may secure tickets by sending 
fifty cents to this office. 

----------------
Good-But Was Paine Really "Coarse "f 
Brother Talmage has retouched and reframed 

~h~ old pictur~ of the dying Infidel, and presented 
1t 1n one of h1s. sermons. The man is lying upon 
his bed,_ surrounded by his weeping friends, whom 
he forb1ds to pray for him. Of course, he has a 
little daughter, who is preternaturally bright, and 
who worries him with theological problems which 
he cannot solve. In his last moment.s and with 
his " dying breath " he demands that the death
dealing work of "Tom" Paine-no . true Christian 
ever calls him Thomas-shall be brought and 
thrown upon the burning coals. It is not pretended 
that this " infidel " is a bad man. His wife does 
not suggest that he has been a bad husband or a 
bad citizen. His angelic daughter does not re
proach him with being a bad father. His unpar
donable crime seems to consist of a disbelief of cer
tain theological notions believed by Mr. Talmage to 
be necessary to salvation. When this chromo was 
first issued it was very effectiv and striking. Es
pecially when it was accompanied by that ornate 
and once popular fiction concerning the agonies of 
"Tom" Paine's death bed. But the picture is not 
as popular now, except in some remote country dis
tricts Admitting, for the moment, that any belief 
honestly, conscientiously, and sincerely held, may 
imperil a man's eternal salvation, what beliefs did 
Mr. Paine hold that would justify such a sentence 
being passed upon him T This is his creed : "I be
lieve in one God and no more ; and I hope for hap
piness beyond this life. I believe in the equality of 
man; and I believe that religious duties consist in 
doing justice, loving mercy, and endeavoring to 
make our fellow-creatures happy." He wrote his 
"Age of Reason " as a check to the progress of 
French Atheism, fearing "lest in the general wreck 
of superstition, of false systems of government, and 
false theology, we lose sight of morality, of human
ity, and of the theology that is true." Ought he 
to be everlastingly burned for such a creed and 
such a purpose ? But he attacked the Bible, men 
say. His criticism of biblical infallibility was not 
as thorough as that of Robertson S:nith, Dr. Briggs, 
or Rev. Heber Newton. He was coarse and flip
pant! So he was, too often. It was a coarse age. 
But if coarseness be an unpardonable sin, the Rev. 
Sam Jones may indulge the hope ·of a future ac
quaintance with Mr. Paine. The author of the 
" Age of Reason " was not coarser than, the men 
who "answered him," or lampooned him, or sati
rized him. One thing is certain. If Thomas Paine 
is in hell because of his religious opinions, George 
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Jeffer
son are in his company. BeCIJ.use they all shared 
his opinions. If he is condemned to that dolorous 
region because he published his opinions, then we 
are called to face the logical conclusion, which I 
think not even Mr. Talmage would sustain, that 
only the orthodox hav the divine right to speak 
their honest convictions. Sensible people, of all 
shades of belief, are getting tired of these agonizing 
"death-bed scenes." If Voltaire and Paine both 
recanted in the last moments of life, what of it ! It 
is wiser to judge a man by the beliefs of his last ten 
years rather than by those of his last ten minutes. 
-Rev. John Snyder, in St. Louis Globe-.Democrat. 

Origin ot Sunday Laws. 
It is well to remember that Sunday observance 

laws are distinctivly a survival of slave times and of 
the union of church and state. The first one, a 
decree of the Emperor Constantine, had both a 
civil and a religious purpose, a state and a church 
policy, in view-to secure the slaves a rest of one 
day in seven, and to commemorate the resurrection 
by supplanting observance of the Jewish Sabbath 
with a Christian observance of the first day of the 
week exclusivly. The idea of securing a day of rest 
for slaves was so prominent in the earlier Saxon 
Sunday laws that they set free any slave who 
worked on Sunday at the command of his master. 

When our fathers made federal and state consti
tutions divorcing church and state and forbidding 
the enactment of laws respecting an establishment 
of religion, the power was taken away from our 
legislatures to prohibit the free exercise of religious 
observances, or to impose such observances on any 
part of our people. 

But the land was then still full of slaves and per
sons bound to service for terms of years, and to 
protect these rather than to enforce the church 
policy of the Byzan~ine emperor and impose a 
Christian observance upon non-Christians, the old 
Sunday laws were retained. 
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Their enforcement has always been necessarily 1 hypocrisy of rural legislators who hav themselvs 
subject to the most inconsistent exemptions, and is no hesitation in playing poker on Sunday and sell
now. By common consent, rather than through ing their votes on week days, but who impness their 
any fear of the law, Sunday is observed as a day virtue upon their constituents by their official cham
of rest and relaxation by all who can afford it, with pionship of laws for the observance of "holy time." 
or without religious incentiv, and in order that -World. 
they may do so multitudes of servants, and of those 
who minister to the daily wants and comforts of 
the public, are compelled and permitted to work on 
that day, taking some other day of rest. 

The customs, wants, and business necessities of 
the people mark the proper line of exemptions in 
the enforcement of this law, and now, when slavery 
is abolished, among these exemptions should be in
cluded as "works of charity and necessity" every. 
thing that ministers to the wholesome or harmless 
enjoyment of the day by the masses. To push the 
enforcement of Sunday laws any further than this 
is to subject the community to a ·church disciplin 
and church rule for which there is no warrant in our 
constitutions or in the precepts or example of the 
founder of Christianity.-S. W:, in the New York 
World. 

Negation. 
How frail is life, that as a tongue of light 
Swept by a breeze has vanished in the night! 

''The form is cold, and stilled the throbbing heart," 
In these few words our knowledge we impart. 
'Tis all that's known, and to that silent shore 
The shrinking pilgrim has no pilot o'er. 
Alone, in utter loneliness, alone 
We pass from life into the dark unknown. 
Hope sees a star and prateth of a Name, 
But Wisdom murmurs of his dubious fame, 
We search the past to find the sacred text: 
One age has stoned the prophets of the next; 
Alas! they failed to see the ha:ad divine, 
Nor read the import of the warning sign. 
Faith came at bidding of Tradition's word, 
Nor to the eye that saw or ear that heard. 
Go, peer into the empty eyeless skull, 
And from the va~uum thine own inference cull; 
'Tis gone, whate'er it was, it is not there, 
Flown is its mirth and perished its despair. 
Did love giv birth, or a divine decree 
Teach us to dream of immortality? 
Lo! we hav placed him in the silent tomb, 
But further trace is lost amid the gloom. 
We lift a prayer against the barren sky 
And strive to pierce it with the mortal eye; 
The prayer is echoed back into the night, 
Dim is the star where hope receives her light. 
Baffied, and bound unto a narrow sphere, 
He looked beyond, but death has met him here. 
W a know no more; the form is calm and chill, 
And he who alone might answer lieth still. 

LoUis LASH, -------------------
The Pope and Rome. 

That is a queer announcement which comes from 
Rome that the pope will resent any participation in 
the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
th~ entry of the Italians into Rome or even any con
gratulations to the Italian government upon that 
fact •: as injurious and insulting to the pontiff and 
the holy see." 

It is really about time that his holiness ceased to 
harp on that particular string. It is true that his 
predecessors did govern Rome, and they did it very 
badly. The "states of the church" that used to 
figure in the geographies were very injurious to the 
reputation of the church for ability and integrity. 
In those days Rome was run by a kind of sacerdo
tal Tammany, and the beginning of any Roman 
municipal reform movement must hav been directed 
at the papal ring. 

In the second place, twenty-five years is too long 
for anybody to keep on complaining of a grievance 
which is perfectly certain of not being redressed. 
Whoever keeps it up so lon,g is a bore. The present 
pope had an excellent opportunity to strengthen 
the church in Italy by dropping the subj&ct, which 
his predecessor could scarcely hav been expected to 
drop. By continuing to nag the Italian govern
ment the pope has forced every Italian to choose 
between being a good Italian and being a good 
Catholic-with results very disastrous to the 
church.-New York Times. 

In our issue of March 23d we quoted from the 
.American Sentinel the statement that "Robert G. 
Ingersoll declares that he believes it his conscien
tious duty to lecture against it [the Bible] for the 
gate receipts minus the expenses." We mildly crit
icised this expression and asked the editor when 
and where Colonel Ingersoll had said anything of 
the kind. The editorial writer of the paragraph 
excepted to, Mr. A. F. Ballenger, promptly and 
handsomely responds : 

In our issue of March 14th, we had occasion to de
nounce the persecution of Robert G. Ingersoll by certain 
clergymen of Hoboken, N.J., who revived an old statute 
against blasphemy, and attempted thereby to prevent 
Mr. Ingersoll from delivering his lecture against the 
Bible. In this article we carelessly attributed amerce
nary motiv to Mr. Ingersoll. This was unjust, both to 
Mr. Ingersoll and the Sentinel. The Sentinel had no 
power, no occasion, and no right to sit in judgment on 
the motivs of any man. 

We are pleased to read these frank words, even 
if the Adventist editor thinks that he penned them 
because he is a Christian~we should say that it 
was because he is a man, something much more 
desirable and noble, in our estimation. What we 
refer to here is this concluding part of the correc
tion: 

The Sentinel is Christian, and Christ said: "If any 
man hear my words, and believe not, I judge him not; 
for I came not to judge the world, but to save the world." 

But our Christian friend is surely aware that the 
Bible puts into the mouth of Jesus words which 
express sentiments directly the opposit of that which 
he finds in the decla~ation he has quoted. Jesus 
called many of his auditors "hypocrite," a "gener
ation of vipers," and other equally opprobrious 
names, and told them that they we·re "cursed " and 
should go away into everlasting fire. Was not this 
judging men! 

---------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLEY. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May: 
M.ay 17th-" Moses, Joseph & Co." Prof. D. T. Ames. 
May 24th-'' Religion." Swami Vivekananda. 
May 31st-" The Rise of Militarism in the United States." 

Ohas. C. Schmitt. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islan.d Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for May: 
May 19th-" The Paradise of Shakspere smd Goethe." 

T. B. Wakeman. 
May26th-"What We Owe to Freethought." Henry 

Rowley. 
Meetings will be resumed the first Sunday in October. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for May: 
May 19th-Debate: "Resolved, That the single gold 

standard subserves the best interests of the American 
people." Affirmativ, A. B. McAvoy, Acting Assist
ant U. S. Treasurer, Cincinnati. Negativ, Att'y A. 
A. Brown, Secretary Bimetallic League. 

May 26th-" The Natural Solution of the Social Prob
lem." Louis F. Post, of New York. 

This will end the season's course of lectures. 

FRANKLIN STEINER lectures in Lakota, N.D., May 17th' 
and 18th, and Hoople, N. D., May 21st, 22d, and 23d; 
Park River, N. D., 24th, 25th, and 26th; Red Jacket, 
Mich., 30th, 21st, and June 1st and 2d; Omega, Wis., 
June 5th; Greenwood, Wis., June 8th and 9th. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretaryhmeets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Ha , Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

There could be nothing more unreasonable or 
more unjust than the oppression of the Sunday 
laws upon the people in this city. It was well said 
by a recent visitor that a stranger can do nothing 
in New York on Sunday except go to church or 
walk the streets. No man can drive to one of the 
park restaurants for dinner on Sunday and order 
with his meal even a pint of claret. No man can 
play a game of billiards in the most orderly hall in 
the town on Sunday without fear of arrest. In a 
score of other ways the reasonable liberty of the THE Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 
Cl·t1·zen is restrained by laws whose very existence avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 

persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
is in violation of the fundamental principles of our Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 
system of government. Yet whenever an effort is THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
made to secure the repeal of la_ws wh~ch thus pre- evjlning at421 Lackawanaavenue. Our motto: Freedom 
scribe religious observances w1th wh1ch the state and Kindness. Everybo<lY invited, Secretary, William 
ba.s properly nothing to do1 it is defeated by the 

1 
Watkins. 
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New Snb<cribers Who Want the Book. 
BuRLINGToN, KAN., May 3,1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 as per 
special offer. WM. Cox. 

RIPLEY, ILL., April 25, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Please send THE TRUTH 

SEEKER flnd "Pictorial Text-Book," as 
per offer. T. W. NEWBY. 

HUNTSVILLE, ARK., April 24, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : Please send THE TRUTH 

SEEKER and "Pictorial Text-Book," as 
offered. W. C. MARKS. 

LA .T oSE, P A., April 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: You will please send the 

"Freethi!!ker's Pictorial Text-Book" and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Yours truly, 

D. w. SHIVELY. 

SPRING BRooK, CAN., April 23, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find $3 inclosed 

as a yenr's subscription to THE TRUTH 
SHEKER and "Pictorial Text-Book." 

RoBERT STEWART. 

RAHwAY, N.J., April25, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR; I inclose $3 for a year, 

and desire to take advantage of the pre
mium off or of the •' Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." ADRIAN U. TREADWELL. 

MAHANOY PLANE, P A., April 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, 

for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

Respectfully, V. BANKSzYs. 

N. PETERSBuRG, N. Y., May 2, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for one 

year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and ''Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours, truly, R. E. BRIMMER. 

NEw ULM, MINN., April24, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.00, for 

which please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one year, and "Pictorial Text-Book," 
as per offer. Yours truly, A. M. Roos. 

PorrND, Wis., April 22, 1895. 
:MR. EDIToR: I inclose $3 for dne year's 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I 
had a sample copy of your paper, which 
I liked very much. Also send the '' Picto
rial Text-Book" as per offer. 

Yours truly, B. GISSENAAS. 

AUBURN, N.Y., April25, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send THE TRUTH 

SEEKER to Mr. H. B. Day, and " Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" as per 
premium offer. We will nse it together. In
closed find $3. 60. Send me three copies 
Ingersoll's "A bon~ the Holy Bible." 

s. J. STRICKLAND. 

BuTTE CITY, MONT., April 23, 295. 
MR. EDIToR: I will avail myself of your 

liberal offer. Inclosed find $3, for which 
send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

With wishes for the snooess of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, I am, yours for liberty, 

' T. D. HYNDS. 

HAVERHILL, MAss., April 23, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $6. 

Send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to 
F. E. Croston, and also mail him the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," and 
send me the paper for one year and the same 
book. The doctor's book has come; he is 
more than pleased with it. S C. SABIN. 

EUREKA SPRINGs, ARK., April 24, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : The book I want is the 

" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 
Please send me the paper also for one year. 
I am very. favorably impressed with it; 
did not know there was snoh a paper pub
lished. I hav just read the ... Age of Rea-
son." Yours truly, A. J. FREEMAN. 

SEIAD, CAL., April 27, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Here comes Robert Rainey 

with his $3 for the "Text-Book" and the 
paper for one year. 

And still the world moves; and Thomas 
Paine's works and Putnam's " Four Hun
dred Years of Freethonght," if rightly 
studied, will surely revointionize the 
world. JAs. W. M. HAMPTON. 

CLEVELAND, 0., April28, 1895. 
MR. EDITOB: Please enter my name for 

THE TRUTH SEEI-s::ER. 

one year and Watson Heston's "Freethink
er's Pictorial Text-Book." Also send me 
"Design Fallaoiee," " Pulpit, Pew, and 
C.-adle," " The Giant Delusion," "Sci
ence vs. Religion," and ANNUAL. In
closed please find $3.70. Your friend, 

FRED. W. MoRLoOK. 

RIVER FALLS, Wrs., May 1, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25-$3 to 

pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, with 
the " Pictorial Text-Book," and $1. 25 for 
the pamphlets named. 

I am a poor old man, and it is very 
hard times for money, bnt I want to hear 
from Mr. Putnam as often as I can while 
he is on the other side of the Atlantic. 
And I want very mnoh to hear all about 
the trial of Mr. Wille; and, in fact, I want 
to read THE TRUTH SEEKER generally, and 
I don't think I could possibly hav spared 
the money now only to get the " Pictorial 
Text-Book" free. I want a good many 
books and will get them as fast as I can. 

Ever for truth and the right, I remain 
while I Iiv, as firm as the rock of ages, 

Respectfully yours, 
L. L. RIOHARDBON. 

CONNELLSVILLE, PA., April21, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3. Send 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and " Freethinke:r's 
Pictorial Text-Book," I like your paper 
because of its aggressiv fight agaiil!lt theo
cratic despotism. I think yon are deserv. 
ing of all praise and the hearty support of 
Liberals in your uncompromising war
fare upon the ene mies of our secular gov
ernment. 

I am not a new recruit in the ranks of 
Liberalism, but a tough veterar.; hav been 
a Liberal all my life, and expect to remain 
one to the fini.eh. 

Those pictures of Heston's are amusing 
to old and tried Freethinkers, bnt in my 
opinion their effects upon the minds of 
those who are just becoming emancipated 
from the fetters of orthodoxy are not all 
we would wish. Although sick and tired 
of religion, it seems to me so 1: e of those 
cartoons repel rather than attract. But 
perhaps some n1 ed the truth presented to 
them just that way. I am bnt a lowly 
toiler bound in the treadmill of an unjust 
competitiv system which I hope to see 
destroyed by co-operation. I hav to work 
six days in the week, and even violate the 
whole or a part of the sacred day in order 
to keep np with the procession. 

Bnt I favor any just and truthful work 
that will, in the words of the glorious old 
colonel, "free men's ininds from the fet
ter!! of a degrading faith." H. AusTIN. 

He Wants Some Good Bo9ks. 
OSBoRN, 0., April 20, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7.05 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and the books listed. 

CHAS. MoKINNEY. 

It Beats the Preacher. 
HAMBUBGH, CAL., April19, 1895. 

MR. EDTToR: Inclosed iind $5 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER one year and the $2.75 
Badge-pin. Times are hard here at 
present, and I am poor, though I think I 
am as honest as the common rnn of sky
pilots, and I am still studying the contents 
of "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." 
It beats the pulpit-pounder. 

JAs. W. M. HAMPTON. 

Helping Mr. Fleckten, 
LINDEN, MmH., April25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I send yon $6; $5 for my 
subscription for two years, and $1 to help 
Mr. Fleokten keep the flag above the 
Bible. 

I should like to hav heard Mr. Putnam 
when he leotnr&d at Red .Jacket. 

There was a priest here getting mem
bers for a colony in Canada. Many Can
adians and good Catholic dupes are now 
coming back, and those who had no money 
are having to foot it.' EzRA GLADDING. 

He Wishes to Be Well-Informed. 
FREDoNIA, N. Y., April 29, 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.25 for a 
continuance of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
the AnNuAL for 1895. 

I must continue my snbllcription to your 
valuable paper or else be left in the dark 
concerning the events that oocnr all 
around us. Its shining pagel!l tell what 
our friends are doing to hold aloft the ban
ner of the free and at the same time keep 

ns posted regarding what the enemies of 
Freethought are doing to trample the flag 
of our oonntry in the dust of superstition. 

PLINY SMITH. 

Eight to One. 
STEINMAN, OR., April 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I read "Maria Monk" 
several years ago, bnt I got this one for a 
friend of mine who is a Catholic, and I am 
glad to say that he has given np his church 
and is an earnest Freethinker. There are 
only nine men in this place (a railroad 
town), and eight of them are Freethinkers. 
I think that is quite a record breaker. 

Yon will please excuse me for writing 
snoh a long letter, bnt I had to tell yon 
about onr humble efforts to help the great 
oanse. HARRY DuNDAs; 

He Was Always a Freethinker. 
pARKERSBURG, W. VA,, April 13, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: As my subscription is al

most ont again, and I don't wish to miss 
one number, I send in time. I hav been 
taking the paper some fifteen years, and it 
has been getting better all the time. I re
ceived "Four Hundred Years" some time 
ago and am ever so well pleased with the 
book. Every Freethinker should hav one. 
Please send two of Paine's "Common 
Sense," one ANNUAL, and one " Liberal 
Hymn Book." I send yon $5; $1 is for 
the Wise Fund. I hope he may beat them. 

I was born April 15, 1815, so I am four· 
score years. I hav been a Freethinker all 
my life, and hnpe all will be before an
other twenty years. 

Yours as ever, LEoNARD WALTERS. 

"We Learn to Do by Doing." 
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., March 31, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I would like to assist yon 
in some of your aggressiv and defensiv en· 
terprises, bnt it seems to me like a hope
less case. Freethinkers are not yet nu
merically strong enough to influence the 
lawmakers. Christian statesmen will be 
likely to make laws favoring their religion, 
notwithstanding arguments and petitions 
to the contrary. 

J. B. Wise I am sorry for, bnt no matter 
how the case is decided, it will be a Free
thought victory. Remember also that 
"the blood of martyrs is the seed of the 
ohnroh." We must wait till the people 
get educated. E. 0. TuTTLE. 

[No, we must not wait until the people 
get to be educated-we must educate them. 
-ED. T. S.] 

He Shocked the Orthodox Farmers. 
ADRIAN, April 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed I send $2, one 
each for the J. P. Wise and Fleokten 
Funds. I wish every Liberal and Free~ 
thinker. who has a dollar to spare would 
lend a hand 'to help fight the battle for 
freedom. I don't expect to be able mnoh 
longer to help the oanse; am old and fee· 
ble and am anxious to do what I can while 
I stay. I was reading in one of onr secu
lar papers just now of Mr. Richard Rogers, 
who at a farmers' olnb introduced the sub
ject of taxing church property. He was 
the only one in favor, while others had 
never thought on the subject, it being an 
orthodox crowd. Please send THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and pamphlet " Church Proper
ty," or whatever else yon hav, to help the 
discussion, as it will be likely to come np 
again, as the farmers often meet and dis
cuss different topics. :Mr. Rogers is an in
telligent man and well-to-do farmer. 

Truly yours, CAROLINE L. RIOH. 

He Was Not Entirely Serious. 
RuTLAND, VT., May 6, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Concerning my letter in 
your paper of May 4th, you remark: "If 
friend Orcutt will read Mr. Severance's 
letter aga"in, he will see that the latter 
gentleman did not bny a pew in a ohnrcb, 
bnt a pew from a dismantled church, and 
so the remark about 'p'aying the hypo
orit' is hardly apposit." I am glad you 
said this, for it had not occurred to me 
lhat I had been careless and seemed to 
take Mr. Severance seriously. I did not 
mean to be understood as calling him a 
hypoorit, personally, but to emphasize the 
fact I understood him to set forth, namely, 
that it is almost impossible for any person 
to prosper, under onr present social sys
tem, without playing the pnrt of the hyp
oorit. 

l MAY 18, 1895 

Another point I desired to make was 
that the real sin one commits in gambling 
does not consist, as onr long-faced God
worshipers teach, in the act of playing 
with cards, or shaking dice, because snoh 
practice leads to bad habits, bnt consists in 
the act of the winner taking that which 
does not belong to him-that for which he 
has performed no service. 

. A. A. 0ROUTT. 

Has His Eyes Open. 
·vw~oR, CoL., April10, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for which 
send me ''Men, Women, and Gods;" 
ANNUAL; "The Foolishness of Prayer," 
and "Jingles and Prose." 

I am like many others: I love THm 
TRUTH SEEKER, bnt I move about so mnoh 
that I cannot always subscribe, bnt bny it 
at news-stands when they keep it. I hav 
often wished to write of a find I made in 
Kansas at a little station north of Win
field; I hav forgotten the name. I was 
walking between the main tracks and no
ticed a piece of slate that had been thrown 
off an engin, sparkling in the sunlight 
just after a shower of rain. On picking it 
np I saw one side was partly covered with 
a petrified mat resembling rag carpet; the 
filling, or woof, was of bark. On trying 
to break ofi one end all the impression fell 
off. It is something to think of. The coal 
was mined in Kansas, bnt where I don't 
know. I was also in Guatemala and Span
ish HonduraP, C. A., last summer and went 
to see the old ruins of Chepnloo in Gnate· 
mala, and those of Capon in Honduras. 
There were large monuments with written 
histories of dynasties. Bnt who osn read 
them in this age? My regards to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER family. 

.JAMES MIDDLETON. 

How They do Love One Another ! 
May 2, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: St. Louis was in an uproar 
on Snndav over an editorial in The West
ern Watchman, a Roman Catholic paper 
edited by Father Phelan, pastor of one of 
the St. Louis Catholic ohnrohes. The edi
torial B!l.Vagely denounced the Christian 
Endeavor societies and Epworth Leagues 
as ins~rnmentalities of social corruption. 
The following extract givs the flavor of 
Father Phelan's pronnnoiamiento: 

The associations of Christian Endeavor 
and the Epworth League number over 
100,000 young men and women. Every 
one of them expects, hopes, and labors to 
get married. They are aotivly engaged in 
courting and flirting when not most aotivly 
busy in singing and praying. These 
young people are very much in each other's 
company. These two associations go off 
from home thousands of miles, and stay 
weeks away from the parental roof, with 
no one to protect them from the wiles of 
the vicious. Last summer 30,000 people 
met in a large city in the East and stayed 
huddled togllther in hotels and private 
houses for two whole weeks. These 30,000 
people were actually courting, flirting, 
etc., and they were thrown into promiscu
ous company, and free to roam at their 
own BWPet will whithersoever their passion 
might lead. The corrupting tendency of 
snob heterogeneous gatherings of young 
people cannot be overestimated, and for 
downright vioionsntss and depravity they 
hav never been equaled since the horrid 
saturnalia of Greece and Rome. 

Every observing person may draw hit! 
own inferences concerning Father Phelan's 
remarks against the Christian Endeavorers, 
What he says may bo true in a measure, 
and we may also, in a large measure, con
sider his remarks as the outcome of jealous 
bigotry which has always characterized 
religions denominations. LooKER-ON. 

A Good Word for Mr. Wise. 
CouNOIL GRoVE, KAN., April18, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am glad to be able tore
spond to your request to delinquents to 
send something on subscription, and yon 
will find inolrsed $3. 

I do not think your paper has many 
readers more fully in accord with its edi
torial matter than myself. I hav been a 
reader of THE TRUTII SmEKillR for several 
years, and in all that time hav seen bnt 
few things in its editorial columns that I 
could not fully indorse. Oan say as mnoh, 
too, for the "Observations." But I think 
there is an occasional slop-over in the 
"Letters of Friends" department, and 
while there are some splendid lettera 
among them, I think, on the whole, the 
paper would do more good if the spaoe 
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taken up by that department were filled 
with other matter, .say an extra editorial 
anil a few more of Brother George's "Ob
servations." 

I think the cartoons are a good feature. 
I especially enjoyed Mr. Reed's article in 
the issue of April 20th, on the "Remedy 
for Political Ills." But I do not believe a 
Freethought journal should giv space to 
discussions of political questions. 

I recently moved here from near Clay 
Center, Kan., and am personally ac
quainted with J. B. Wise. He is an earn
est worker in our cause; a man of good 
character, and deserves and needs the 
financial support of the Freethought fra
ternity in his coming trial. I am not much 
acquainted here yet, If you bav other 
subscribers than myself here I would like 
you to let me know their names. I secured 
Bell and others for lectures at Oak Hill 
while living there, and they did much 
good. Shall stir the animals up here later 
on. W. D. GwiN. 

Female In:lluence. 
LEXINGToN, KY., April 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav just had the pleas
ure of hearing a lecture on woman &nf
frage, by Mrs. J. K. Henry. She is a can
didate for the office of superintendent of 
public schools. Miss Laura Clay, a most 
charming lady and philanthropist, in
dorsed briefly what she said. It is easy to 
prove that women hav the right to vote, 
and none bnt tyrants would wish to deny 
them the privilege. The moment this 
right is recognized her influence will be
come very great, and badly do the schools 
need the exercise of her power. 

Mrs. Henry ie in favor of mental free· 
dom, and will never wish to "prejudice 
the mind of a child." As the child is the 
father of the man, of course, the future of 
our country lies folded in that bnd. 

The situation is just this: AU onr schools 
are Snnday-schools, and Protestants are 
the very ones who wish to hav it so. Onr 
children ought to hav a thorough scientific 
education. 
If the subject of religion is introduced 

into the public school; to the detriment, 
as we think, of the mind of the child, it 
will be done by a sneaking comp!my of 
artful wire-pullers, who will spice their 
catechisms with spurious political theories. 
Thousands of cowardly and weakminded 
people will allow their children's heads to 
be crammed with lies and silly tales about 
spooks and witches, when they ought to 
be studying their grammar and history, 
thus causing this variegated republic .to be 
the laughing-stock of the world another 
thousand years. 

In many countries religion is supported 
by the state, bnt the people are not forced 
to go to church, are not persecuted. 
Women should no longer be "like dumb 
driven cattle." People like to be ruled by 
tricksters in this frivolous century. Soon 
the children will be handed over to knaves 
and onr lovely land to Abaddon. Let the 
secular schools drag along-at your peril I 

RespecUnlly, ALHAz&. 

Happy Because They Were Happy. 
L&KE GENEvA, Wis., April 21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: In a late number of your 
paper I read an account of a minister of 
the gospel explaining that Cain got his 
wife from his father-in-law's house, and 
being asked whereabouts Cain's father-in
law's house was, answered, "!don't know; 
I wasn't there!" How surprising! Things 
that are almost considered impossibilities 
may sometimes happen I Here is actually 
a minister who tells the truth about some
thing in the Bible. How much better it 
would be if all preachers were equally 
honest! To almost any question concern
ing the Bible, they might giv the same 
truthful answer, for instance: 

Question: ''Did ever a God make a man 
of dust and a woman of one of his ribs?" 

Answer:" I don't know; !wasn't there." 
Q. " Did ever a God expose a certain 

part of himself to a man on a mountain?" 
A. "I don't know; I ·wasn't th;,re." 
Q. "Was ever a virgin found with child 

of the Holy Ghost?" 
A. The same. 
Q. Is there a heaven? Is there a hell? 

The same answer fits. How much better 
it would be if preachers were to tell 
what they know; instead of what they don't 
know, though I suppose the average min-
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~ster would be able to say bnt mighty little 
m that case. Still, even now they are of 
some benefit. I always feel better after 
listening to a red-hot hell-fire sermon· I 
feel happy and thankful that I am ~ot 
built that way, that I cannot believe their 
absurd fables, The average preacher's 
sermon resembles what Macbeth says 
about 1ife: "It is a tale told by an idiot, 
fnll of sound and fnry, signifying noth
ing." The following translated extract 
from a Lutheran priest's sermon shows the 
profound depth of their observations: 
"And behold! my beloved brethren, I 
proclaim unto yon there was jovin Jernsa· 
leml and wherefore, my beloved breth
ren, wherefore was there joy in Jerusalem? 
V erilyl it was because they were joy-
full" Yours truly, EMIL JoHNSoN, 

One of Nature's Noblemen •. 
DWIGHT, ILL,, April21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $10, for "Four 
Handred Years of Freethonght," THE 
TRUTH BEEKER for one year, "Freethink
er's Pictorial Text-Book," and "Cosmian 
Hymn Book." I had written to yon to dis
continue onr TRUTH BEEKER, Mr. Johnson 
thinking he was too sick to read any more, 
bnt I don't feel as if I could keep house 
without it. Mr. Johnson died on the 13th 
of April; he had been sick a year and a 
half. He had been affi.icted with a fever 
sore since he was fourteen years of age; 
had been a great sufferer all through life, 
but was always very patient and cheerful. 
He was a great reader; read the daily pa
pers until two days before his death. He 
was confined to his bed about four months 
and suffered intense pain, and often said 
he wished he might pass quietly away, and 
his wish was granted at last. He had no 
fear of death whatever or of hell. He 
thought it was as natural to die as it was 
to be born. His friends often made the 
remark, "You wait until you get on your 
death-bed, then yon will change." Bnt 
he never experienced that change. He 
always enjoyed life superbly when not in 
bodily pain, and was happy with his little 
family. He leaves a wife and one daughter 
fourteen years old to mourn his loss, five 
boys having gone before, four dying within 
the short space of two weeks with that 
dreaded disease, scarlet fever, He was 
born in Sterling, Conn , and was in his 
sixty-ninth year. He came West when 
twenty-four years of age ; was a book
agent fifteen years; later his occupation 
was farming; and at the time of his death 
he was a retired farmer. Fran)din Steiner 
delivered the funeral address, which was 
very appropriate and satisfactory. He 
also read a biography of Mr. Johnson, 
written by Rev. 0, W. Pollard, an ex
Methodist minister. He was called an 
honest man by all, and one not afraid to 
speak his mind at all times and in all 
places. He had been a stanch Freethinker 
all his life. His funeral was largely at
tended by people of all denominations. 

MRs. T. J. JoHNSON, 

The Effect of United and Aggressiv Free
thought. 

PA-LMER, MAss., April24, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: One day, as I was ponder

ing over the subject of traditions, etc., 
these sweetly solemn thoughts occurred to 
me and I thought THE TRUTH BEEKEB 
readers might enjoy thinking of them also: 

Bono Deo! Bono Diavolo! Bono Tem
po! What a jolly kick-up, rnmpns, and 
breaking up there would be of theological. 
cliques and clans if all the Liberals, Free
thinkers, Atheists, and Infidels of this land 
of boasted freedom should combine their 
forces! Donner and blitzenl what a grand 
upheaval would arise from a thorough 
shaking of the sacerdotal robes. Hi jin-. 
goes! just think for a moment wh'lt would 
happen if the Freethinkers took enough 
interest in the matter to organize and to 
promulgate their gospel broadcast like 
unto the Young Men's Christian Assooia
tioBs or Christian Endeavorites. Bnt the 
Freethinker has no hopes of a future para
disaical existence to spur him on, and so the 
Age of Reason struggles slowly forward. 
Occasionally some doctor of divinity sees 
the error of his course and breaks away 
quite heretically as well as heroically, 

I notice some of your correspondents 
criticise your cartoons. Now, I should 
like to hav a word·to say in their favor, I 
oonsider them the most spicy and interest-

ing part of your paper. Always bear it in I soon as I am able will hav a few thousand 
mind that the Americans are a people who copies printed, one or two thousand copies 
love to be amused as well as instructed., of which I intend to giv away, and would 
and of the two I believe they prefer the like to sell enough to get my money back. 
amusement. How maBy are there, for I did not write it for financial gain, bnt 
Christ's sake, who will carefully read for the good I hope it may do. When I 
through Professor Totten's chronology am no longer here I want some people to 
or chronological tables? Very few, I ween. be benefited because I hav been. 
Even the dignified supporters of the Let this be the aim of aU and the world 
churches recognize the fact that the peo- will be better, and we will die better satis: 
ple must be amused part of the time in fied with onr lives. FRA.NK CooK. 
order to be made more docil and snbmissiv 
to the laborious process of swallowing the 
story of Adam and Eve's apple. The 
plagues of Egypt also come in for their 
share of the ramming process: The su
perstitions infants accept "Without a squall 
the tale of Mo~es in the bulrushes. The 
pitiful tale of Christ's crucifixion is well 
calculated to excite the sympathies of un
questioning hearers, bnt a study of the 
whole career of Christ's life fails to con
vince ns of the divinity of that man. We 
might accept his priestly origin without a 
mnrmnr, bnt as for his heavenly origin, 
mnrmnr we must thereat, hoping that we 
are not necessarily murmuring against 
any of the celestial beings. Trusting yon 
will continue the manufacture of those 
spicy cartoons, in which we can read the 
truth at a glance, I remain an unbeliever 
of the revelation as revealed by the Bible, 

LEoNIDAS ANDERSON, 

Good Places for Missionary Work. 
LEoN, IA., April24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Twice each year I visit 
Van Wert, Ia., and invariably hav a dis
cussion with some one and sometimes half 
a dozen in the hotel concerning the Bible 
and religion, and I finally got the pro
prietor, Mr. T. Price, to agree to take THK 
TRUTH BEEKER for three months. He told 
me a few days ago that every time the pa
per comes now there is a hustle among 
·the boarders te see which one can get it 
first, and I see there is a letter in a late 
issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER from S, K. · 
Dennis, of Van Wert, which shows that 
my efforts at that place hav not been en
tirely fruitless, and I hope that when I 
make my next visit to that town I may se
cure one or two subscribers to THE TRUTH 
BEEKER. I believe a little sensible talk 
and a few copies of the paper in almost 
any hotel will in course of time free the 
minds of the priest-ridden souls who 
only need a taste of truth to get them to 
like it. How could a bird know that it 
would like freedom if it had always been 
shut up in a cage? How can a man know 
the enjoyment there is in seeing if he was 
born blind? 

Let ns anoint their eyes with a little rea
son, and some of them will gradually open; 
and in course of time they will see clearly 
and will be useful and happy. 

I suggest that every Freethinker who 
can nse his brain and tongue to good ad
vantage should do so, for yon will some· 
times sprout a seed of reason and start it 
growing where ~here at first appears to be 
none. 

Bnt there are many good, honest Chris
tian men and women who are intelligent, 
and who would be reasoners if they only 
had their little seed of reasen sprouted. 
Bnt we must not be discouraged because 
we cannot accomplish this in one conver
sation. It sometimes takes many conver
sations, and sometimes months and years, 
to reform a man. It was so with myself. 
For many months I was afraid to allow 
myself to think a free and unfettered 
thought, and when I !lid allow my mind 
to think freely for a few minutes I would 
immediately afterwards imagin that I 
heard the fires of hell snapping i.n my ears, 

I suggest that each and every man, who 
possibly can, send one dollar's wodh . f 
TRUTH SEEKERS to some hotel, for there 
they will be sure to fall into the hands of 
some one who will in time be benefited 
thereby, and by and by he will become 
free to think without the fear of hell, and 
become a worker in the cause of Free
thought. Of course many seeds will fall 
on poor soil, and be wasted; bnt some will 
fall on good soil, and bring forth frnits 
abundantly. I hav done a great deal of 
talking, and spent a little money in buying 
and circulating Freethonght literature, 
and am now beginning to see the fruits of 
my labors. I .b.av written a little book en
titled "The Old Spook Stoi-y; or, Pro
miscuous Blisters on the :Jlible," and as 

What! Tlte Infidel Slayer in Goth'lm. 
NEw YoRK, April29, 295. 

MR. "EDITott: An Alderly gentlema.n with 
a growth of whisker3 resembling the pict
m:·es of Bible characters, spoke at tha 
Young Men's Christian Association build
ing, Twenty-third street, at four o'clock, 
Sunday, April 28th, on the " Mistakes of 
Moses." This defender of Moses comes 
from Boston aad givs his name as H. L. 
Hastings. He has some trinkets and 
charms with him in the form of five and 
ten cent pamphlets, which he labels with 
the pugnacious name of "Anti-Infidel Li
brary." 

There sat on the platform some secreta· 
ries of the Young Men's Christian Associa
tion who winked sanctimoniously when a 
point seemed to be scored by the speaker 
in defense of Moses. One of these follow
ers offered a prayer in which it was not 
difficult to see, by the aid of the imagina
tion, the slimy tail of the serpent of Infi
delity, from the believers' point of view. 
It was evident the prayer was intended to 
make gods and men shudder. 

The speaker scoffed at the advanced 
thought of the day and would hav the 
young men who heard him accept Moses' 
notions of the origin and formation of the 
earth in preference to the discoveries and 
splendid generalizatioJ;J.B of the geologists, 
astronomers, chemists, and thinkers of the 
present age, In other words, he prefers 
the crude imaginings of Moses to the 
scientific discoveries of the best and ablest 
men now living or dead. With him it is 
Moses against Darwin, Spencer, Hum
boldt, Haeckel and such men. He prefers 
Moses, because Moses did not know 
enough to say " I do not know " and stick 
to it until he did know, bnt, merely to 
make his fellow savages think him wise, 
attributed the existence of things to an ac~ 
of creation by the three letters G-o-d. 

I was at Barnum & Bailey's show the 
other night, where in the ethnological con
gress are semi-nude savages, with minds 
superstitions and uncultured. They 
jumped about one another on a platform, 
wielding and clicking war clubs for the 
amusement of the upturned pale faces. 
Now, I suppose that Moses was just about 
such a fellow as one of those savage chiefs, 
only his skin may not hav been of exactly 
the same shade, As Colonel Ingersoll 
says, no doubt anyone of those beings 
could tell all about the beginning and for-
mation of everything in nature, or if they 
hav not well defined m>tions of their own, 
they would probably without hesitation 
accept Moses' notions of creation. 

Why do Mr .. Hastings and other like 
survivals continue to affi.ict an enlightened 
public with such doctrine, perhaps sup. 
posing they are taken seriously? I will 
tell. The populace are not such a lot of 
fools as he wants to take them to be, and 
the average citizen to-day is on the look
out for plausible theological lies. The 
owners of stocks and bonds in a business 
undertaking are not going to see their 
means of subsistence deteriorated in value 
by anything that can he said, if they can 
help it. So with the church. It is a busi
ness enterprise in which untaxed millions 
are invested and the certificates of stock 
are. the Holy Bible, Moses, creation, God.
snch words with or without meaning-and 
the parties in interest, if they can help it, 
are not going to see their means of sub
sistence depreciated by anything that can 
be said. 

When will Moses' friends giv this tired 
world a rest, so as to let us think of some
thing else be!lides refuting their twaddle? 
Answer, Mr. Hastings. L. D. CRINE. 

Mortuary-A.. W. Berry. 
GLoVERSVIL"LE, N.Y., April 29, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Hon. A. W. Berry died on 
the 9th of February, 1895. He was a sub
scriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER from the 
time of its foundation by D. M. Bennet~. 

Bespectfnlly yours, GEo. C. BERRY, 



~ hi.Zdrsn' s e or nor. 
Edited by Miss SusAN H, WIXoN, Fall 

Ri~·er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tions for this Corner should be sent. 

·" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

Dolly'.~ I.Psson. 
Come here, yon nigoramns! 

I'm 'shamed to hav to 'fess 
Yon don't know any letter 

'Cept just your cookieS. 

Now listen, and I'll tell yon
This round hole's name is 0, 

An<l when yon put a tail in 
It makes it Q, yon know. 

And if it has a front door 
To walk in at, it's C. 

'!.'hen make a seat right here 
To sit on, and it's G. 

And this tall letter, dolly, 
Is f, and stands for me; 

And when it puts a hat on, 
It makes a cup o' T. 

And curly I is J, dfar, 
Awl half of B is P. 

And E without his slippers on 
I• Gnly F, yon see! 

Yon turn A np•ide downward•, 
And people call it V; 

And if it's twins,like this one, 
W 'twill be. 

Now, dolly, when yon learn 'em. 
You'll know a great big heap

Most much's I-0 dally! 
I b'lieve you've gone asleep! 

A. Boy's Worst Foe. 
Don't send my boy where your girl can'.t go 
And say," There's no danger for boys, yon know, 
Becan 'e the:; all hav their wild oats to sow." 
These is uo more excn'!e for my boy to be low 
Then your girl. Then please do not tell him so. 
Don't send my boy where your girl ca:s.'t go, 
For a boy or a girl sin is sin, yon know, 
And my taby boy's hands are as clean and white, 
Acd his heart is as pure as your girl's to-night. 

-Woman's Vatce. 

.A uleta. 
Anleta Irving, although a pretty child, 

oonld not be called really beantifnl. Yet 
her mother, who loved her best beoanse 
she knew her best, would look npon her 
asleep in her little bed at night, and say: 
"Keren Happnoh" (Hebrew for child of 
beauty), She called her thns less on ao. 
oonnt of any external beauty, than beoanse 
of her disposition, which was indeed very 
sweet. She was thoroughly unselfish, and 
very affectionate. Living in an atmosphere 
of love, a heaven at home, she knew not 
the meaning of hate or envy. She loved 
every one, and all things. When she was 
six years old her mamma was taken very 
ill. For a time her life was in the greatest 
danger. She finally, however, recovered 
l'lnffioiently to leave her conch the greater 
part of the day. She oonld even walk 
about the house at times, bnt gained no 
farther than this. 

At length the physician ordered her 
abroad. "She will never recover health 
and strength here," he asserted. Mrs. 
Whitney, a half-sister of Mr. Irving, con
sented for a certain snm to take charge of 
Anleta. Mrs. Irving's mind was weak and 
nnb~lanoed by her illness, or she would 
never hav consented to snob an arrange
ment. Mr. Irving thought only of his 
wife's recovery. So Anleta went from a 
home of love to an abode almost directly 
the opposit. Here she was forced to learn 
to hate, and to envy children who had 
their mamma with them. She arrived here 
in the evening. "Won't yon kiss me good
night?" she asked of Mrs. Whitney, after 
she had been pnt to bed. 

"Kiss yon good-night! What for, I 
should like to know? If yon think I'm 
going to hav any snob nonsense as that in 
this honst>, yon are grandly mistaken." 

Anleta looked np greatly surprised, say
ing: "Mamma always did, except when 
she wae too sick." 

"I don't know as I am obliged to be a 
fool beoanse she was." 

"My mamma wasn't a fool, and yon 
mnsn't say so any more." 

"I shall say what I please, miss. Ain't 
yon going to say yonr prayers?'' 

"Say my prayers! What is that?" 
"Oh, snob awfn! ignorance! It's a lnoky 

thing that yonr ma was sick so yon oonld 
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come to some one who would teach yon 
something. Don't kno~ anything about 
God, I suppose?" 

"No." 
Mrs. Whitney then commenced a long 

diEqnisition in which she gave Anleta the 
information that God made the world, 
made her, made everything. This and 
mnoh more. Before it was ended Anleta 
was asleep. The next night she was made 
to say the nsnal: 

"Now I lay me" etc. 
One day she put the very oommonqnery, 

" Who made God?" 
"I don't snf)pose anyone made him," 

was the reply. 
"He couldn't make himself," remarked 

Anleta. 
"Of course not. He always existed, I 

suppose." 
"Then perhaps the world did." 
"No, it didn't; God made everything 

except himself." 
"I should think some one would hav 

had to make God, and some one else made 
the one who made God, and so on." 

" Well, they didn't." 
" I don't see how yon know. God is he, 

yon said?" 
"Yes, of oonrse," 
"I should think it would be more pome 

to say Mr. God. Isn't there a Mrs. God?" 
"Oh, my goodness; did I ever hear the 

like before? Of oonrse not." 
''I should think there ought to be." 
" Well there hadn't." 
Auleta mused awhile, then asked: "Did 

Mr. God make the sky ont of toadstools, 
then paint it blne?" 

Mrs. Whitney held np her hands, and 
with horror depicted in her countenance, 
gasped ont, " For mercy's sake don't ask 
me any more questions." Some time 
afterward Auleta queried: "What is 
heaven?" 

"A nice place above the sky which God 
made for good people and children, not 
the bad ones." 

"Did Mr. God-" 
"Don't say Mr. God, say just God." 
''I think Mr. sounds better than jnst." 
"Oh, dear me. I didn't mean yon 

should say jnst, bnt say God without any 
Mr. or anything else before it." 

"Oh. Bnt that don't sound quite po
lite." 

"I can't help it." 
" Where do bad people and children go 

when they die?" 
" To an awful bad place called hell." 
"Yon say I am a naughty girl. A.m I 

too naughty to go to heaven?" 
"Yes, yon are." 
"Well, I ain't half so bad and mean as 

God is, for I would make everyone good, 
and a beautiful heaven for them; and no 
bad people and children, and no bad 
place." 

"Yon awful wicked girl. Yon shnt np 
now, and don't ask me any more questions 
either for one while. Get yonr hat and 
we'll go to walk." 

"Yon love me a little, don't yon, or you 
wouldn't take me to walk." 

"No, I don't. I take yon to walk be
cause yonr father told me to every day 
when it was pleasant weather." 

Auleta could scarcely repress her sobs, 
and did so only by the greatest effort. It 
was so hard not to be loved any. She 
was silent during the walk, and it was a 
long time before she ventured to again 
question Mrs. Whitney. 

One day after mnoh soliloquizing she 
asked: 

" What do people do in heaven?" 
"Kneel, play on harps, and sing," was 

the reply. 
"All the time?" 
'' I suppose so." 
"And yon call that a nice place. I don't. 

Why, I'd get so tired I wouldn't know 
what to do. I don't want to go there, I 
am snre," 

"There is no danger. Yon needn't 
worry." 

"Too bad, am I?" 
"Yes." 
" Then I'll keep on being bad." 
"Oh, yon terrible child!" 
"What do they do in hell?" 
"Serve the devil, and"- she was going 

to add, " writhe in the flames," but for 
some reason went no farther. 

"And what?" Anleta asked. 

"No matter." I day unless I hav to; I havbeen tardy only 
"Who is the devil?" j once and absent once. School ends with 
"A fallen angel." some exercises, and t~e pr~gra~ will be 
" h" f II? two honrslon~. I am m a drlll w1th eleven 

A/allen angel. What made lm " other girls. I hav three brothers and one 
Where did he fall from?" sister yonn"'er than myself. 

"I shan't answer any more questions." Yonr"trnJy. AMY V. LINNELL. 
"Please tell me that." Mrs. Whitney [The girl who loves her school is sure to 

shut her lips very firmly together and be a good scholar. Yon can study. some 
would not open them to say more. Some during vacation. School days are soon 
time after this Anleta again questioned: over and we should improve every oppor-

" Is every one that's good, kind?" tnnity. ·• ·• · There is nothing bad about 
"Yes." the following.-ED. 0. 0.] 
"Then yon are not good, for yon are ONE FRIEND AT LEAST. 

hardly ever kind; and I am sorry, for nn- Before his mother's desk one day, 
less hell is a monstrous big place where we Small, curly-headed Fred was found, 
oonld liv apart, I don't think we both With pens and ink and blotted sheets , 

Of paper scattered all around. 
ought to go there." "Why Fred, wbat are yon doing here?" 

"What an awful child yon are. Don't His whole face glowing with delight, 
I take all the care of yon?" He answered, "I'm so bnsy 'oanse 

"Yes, because yon are paid for doing it. I've got a 'port ant note to write." 
Not beoanse you are kind, and love me." "And pray to whom?" mamma then asked. 

''Of oonrse I don't love snob a bad child '' The devil," said the little lad. 
"I think he doesn't know, poor thing, 

as yon are. I don't know who oonld?" How naughty 'tis to be so bad, 
"My mamma oonld. She thinks it I'll call him 'dear' and tell him that 

makes people good to love them." If he will try as good to be 
"I don't believe she'll love snob a ter- As I, perhaps you'll let him come 

rible bad girl as you've got to be, if she Some afternoon and stay to tea. 
livs to ever come home, which is donbt-
fnl." • • 

The thought that her mamma might not 
love her she never entedained for a mo
ment, an instant even. She clasped her 
hands oonvnlsivly together, and turned an 
agonized face toward the door, throng-b. 
which she would hav wildly fled. B,tt ht>r 
papa stood there; and by his side her 
mamma, once more well, both menta!:y 
and physically. She held ont her arms to 
Anleta and she sprang into them. 

SADIE ATHENA MAGO)N. 

LITTLE 0HARLIE (not quite fonr) wad 
oanght doing something naughty. His 
mother called him into the house and Rl:!ked 
him to tell her how it happened, and all 
about it. He told very little bnt when 
she asked a question would answer. Fi
nally, she said, "Oharlie, yon might as 
well tell me, for I can see by yonr eyes if 
yon do not speak the truth." " Well, 
mamma," said he, " I'll jnst let my eyes 
tell it, for I'm so tired;" and he leaned np 
against her and rested and told no more. 

Correspondence. 
BuoKLEY, WASH., April 20, 1895. 

Writes eve1y lett, r in sigi.t of operator. 
D es most of the wm·k in writiug AUTOMAT
ICALLY, nd yields m thu time thus saved 
additional work. 
It a.cts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thueby 
lightfns his labor and rEndtrs him capable 
of doing more. 
It h•s a knack of keeping well, and is al

V<ays ready a• critical or other times. 
Th se are some of the reasons why it is 

different from all ;.tber writing machines. 
The catalogtle lells yon more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
807 Broadway, New York. 

llltl6 
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN: I am eleven 

years old, and go to school evny day. I 
stndy reading, writing, arithmetic, history, ei...IIIIIB'iiii!I'IIE•HI!IDBa••••••ie 
physiology, grammar, geography, and 
spelling. I am in the intermediate de- Ch . 

1
. . d E . 

partment. My teacher's name is Grace E. fiS 18Uity an volutiOD 
Moore; she is a good teacher, and I like I 
her very mnoh. I nsed to go to Sunday- By ARTHUR B. JU.oss. 
school, bnt do not go now; I would rather With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
stay home on Sundays. CoNTENTs-The Paga.n Roots of Christianity 

Papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for The BorrowingR of Cbri•tianity. The Evolution 
I I h 0 I of the Christian Tnni ty. • riginal Sin and the a long time and a ~ays read t ~ hi - Atonement. A Medley nf Gospels. Wanted 

dren's Oorner. I wlll send a p1eoe of ContemporarY Evidence. Paley·s "Evidences of 
poetrv my brother was going to speak in Christianhv " Examined. The Testimony of 

h I b t h . t h ld tl th· . P .. ut. D1dJesnsR1seFromtheDeadandAscend so oo ! n 1~ eao e! wo~ no e 1m, into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centn-
she. sa1d she d1d not hke p1eoes about the I ries. A Thol).sa,nd. Dttrk Years. The Dawn of 
devtl. Onr school will end the 17th of Science. Chrrsttamty on the Wane. 
May and I am real sorry for I like to go Price. Cl9tb, 11. 
to school and do not stay' ont of school a Address THE TRUTH REEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl. New York. 

Oet a Columbia Catalogue. Free a.t 
any Columbia agency; by ma.ll for two 
a-cent sta.mps. 
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'!'!:e~. BIIIIIIXER COMPANY, at the price §!r~~~~:'i~ ~~~I-~~-~~~--~-~~--~--~~~~-~~~ 2 1• 

RIGHT LIVING. By Susan H. Wixon. 
Oloth, gilt lettering, price, $1. 
This is truly an excellent book. One 

can get good maxims, nice sayings, and 
axiomatic truths enough from 1t to make 
of one's self a sage, saint, and philosopher. 
Each page is replete with gems of thought. 
Every chapter is a lecture and au exhorta, 
tion. It is not a book to read and lay 
aside, but it is one to be studied, thought 
over, and used as a daily guide and adviser. 
Take, for instance, a chapter a day and 
moralize over it, think about it, and absorb 
the precepts thoroughly, so that they will 
become a part of rourself. 

The volume wil make a splendid school 
book. One could select copies for one's 
writing book for a whole year and not run 
short of material. This book is precisely 
as useful in the home. It is just the thing 
to select mottoes from for framing to take 
the place of the silly, outgrown ~ends, 
of "God Bless Our Home," or ".t11s Eye 
Watches Over All," becauss these sayings 
of Miss Wixon are practical and applicable 
to real life. 

Many of the maxims and lessons are 
illustrated by little stories and anecdotes, 
which are so apt that they remind one of 
Lincoln's happy hits in this respect. In 
illustrating the idea of always seeking for 
the bright side, she tells the story of the 
two buckets. "Row dismal you look," 
said a bucket to his companion as they 
were going to the well. "Ah," replied the 
other, "I was reflecting on the uselessness 
of our being :filled, for let us go away ever 
so full, we always come back empty." 
" Dear me, how strange to look at it in 
that way," said the other bucket. "Now, 
I enjoy the thought that however empty 
we come, we always go away full. Only 
look at it in that light and you'll be as 
cheerful as I am." 

It is just such a book as all young Lib
erals should hav in their libraries for use, 
for study, and for food for thought. They 
will :find something in it to guide them in 
all the walks and ways of life. No one 
can read a page of it and not be made 
wiser, kinder, happier, and better. It 
costs only one $1, yet $5 would not be lost 
in paying for the information contained in 
its well-filled pages. 

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER. 

11 Intercourse Between the S9ul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 6 cents. 

Interestio_g b 10k< by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctrmes," 2!7 pp.,.. .. . • .75 
"Divine Love and #tsdom," 248 pp.,..... .75 
"Divine Providence," 808 pp.,....... .. . . . . .7G 
"Gonjngal Lov ·," 472 \IP···· ..•••...••..... $1.00 
"T.rna Christian ReligiOn," 982 pp .•....... 1.50 
" Ap ~oaly pse Explained," Vols. 1, 2, 8, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Gatalogne to the American 

Swedenbor'l" Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Gooper Union, New York. 

Are you a Liberal 'rhill.ker'J 
Or interested in Liberal Thinking~ 
Yes~ 

Then yon want the Evolution of the 
Idea of Go•l• 
By Hermit Silence, a. twentieth century reoln•e. 
Just pnblisbed, paper, 10 cents. Address G. I. 
Kerr, publisher, 108 Osage street, Logansport, 
I nd 1ana. 4t20 

Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinking. 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar.t 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
'They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
•erons. hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 
An Antidote AnalYzed. Ex_posing the Incon

sistency of Ghristians Generally. H. Glay 

The.OI~ristian Sabbath. .John E Remsburg.. 5 
Ghnstian SchemA of Redemption. G. Watts. 2 
1he Ghnroh and Edncacion. Anti-.Te,nit... .. 5 y a 

he s1~~~~--~~-~--~~~~~~~~~-t: ... :.~~~~~-i-~ 10 400 earS I Gongress and Bunda¥ Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Stopped on 8nnday?) By the Editor I 

Th G
of The Truth Seeker...................... 8 

e onstitntion and Holy Days and Holi· 
G 

days. 8 P Pntnam •........•...••........ 
onstrnotive Rationdism. Annie Besant.... OF 

1
• 

The Devil'• Due Bills. or Give the Devil His 
D11e. .John Svphers... .. . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . 2 

Danielin ihe Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. IF 1 h a 
TDeca!e~~~~~~~li~~fa~Hy:::::::::::::::::::::: 1552 I reet ~o· ug til he Decline of ]'aith. J .E Remsburg ....... . 

D
Defense of Secular Principles. Gh~ts. Watts .. 

oes there Exist a Moral Governor of the 
Universe? A UP tin Holvoake. .. .. .. ..... 3 

Doubt~ of Infidels_. .Questions by a Weak but 

Th 
Bmcere Ghrtstian......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 i 

e Ethics of Religion. w. K Glifiord, F.R.S. 5 ~ 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athm·m norMa.-

~:sod!qfkr\!:~~~·~~~:h&:~~~~~:~::::: 1g B~ Samuel Porter Putllam ~·I Father, Son, and Holl':Ghost. T E Longshore 5 ~ 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 ~ 
FFonndations. John Sy)Jhers... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 :::::;e• 

ree Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 3 
Slielley...................... ... . . . .. . . . . . .. 1 

Few Word• about the Devil. Ghas. Bradlo.ngh 3 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Ghas.Watts 8 
The Frnir.s of ChriRtianity. Annie Be~an~.... 2 
GArman Liberalism. Mrs. Gla~a Neymann... 1 
The Gosp~l of Ghristiadty and the Gospel of 

H 
Freethonght. AnnieBesant .... ...•. 2 

as Man a Bon!? Gharles Bradlangh...... .• . 8 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Ho!yoake ................................. . 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

3 

Large Octavo, u65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

141 \FULL PAGE PORTRAITS! 
I 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni. Elsb.rg. .. .. . . . 3 
s There a God? Gharles Bradlangh . . . . . . . . 3 

If Yon 'rakeAwn.:vMv Religion What Will Yon 0"'" the Most Eminent FTeethinkeTs, o"'" the Past Give Me in Its Ste. d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 "J 'J 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... lO I 
Infidelity. H. w. Beecher...................... 1 Fou;r Hund!red YeaTs. 
hfi<lels and Gharity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
ingersoll Gatechised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's ~~~"JV~ ~~ 

1 
Poem on RobertBnrns ................... 8 ~HE IRUTH SEEKER OO.MP..ANYannounced in Octo- ~ 

T~~eJA~
1

:e:~g~ft~~~i~:~~~:~~:~~~::~~~~ : her that this superb work 
1
was atthlatst readyf ftohr delibver~.b It )• 

l• the Bible Indictsble? Annie Besant....... 2 had been in preparation for so ong a some o e su scr1 ers i 
Jeffers•m an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Pad on........ 6 were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
Labor's Prayer. Gharles Bradlangh . . . . . . . .. 8 · th I h th 't d 
Land Qnestwn. Gharles Bradl•ngh... .. . .. . . . 2 have the opportunity to see for emse ves W e er 1 possesse 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake..... .• 2 
Lay Berl11on. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
Legend of Gantama Buddha. Paralleling th~t ~· 

of Jesns Ghrist..... ...... .......... ...... 5 realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay I 
Logic of Death: or, Wh_y Bh,..uld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake . . . .. . 3 in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~ 
The Logic of LifehDedaced from the Princi- .• 

Pies of Freet ongut. G. J. Holyoake. ... 3 per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
Ln<licrons Aspects of Ghristianity. A. Hoi- ~-~ 

:voake 5 three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. ln-
Liberh and.Moraii"t"Y.." Moiictire ·:n·: c~"r;~~y.: ~ • 
'l'heLibertyofPrinting Hon.E. P. Hurlbut. 3 stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~-· 
Literature of the Insan~. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 
"Manna." Orthodox Des•riptions of How hundred, and the :fifty port.raits promised in the prospectus have 

Mate!:~~: ~:rf~~nz!~n'B . .F'uiliierwoO"d.:::: ~ multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact ~~ 
MoralValneofth~Bible. Ghas. Wat.ts.... . . 3 k ~ 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Griticism of Re- that the illustrations are the most costly part of the boo -a.e I 
Natur~tiM~~~~~~~:·:R~veaie'ii":R"~Iiiii"ciii"."AD.: undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and • 

New life ~~s_:g~aham: · · Gii.ai-ies Bradi.ai:iiiii::: ~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
New Life of David. Gharles Bradlangh...... 

3

8g I a 
New Life ofJ'acob. Gharles Bra ilangh. ...... of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
New Life of Jonah. Ghas. Bradlangh.. .. .. .. . $ d t h' W 11 th 
New Life of Moses. Gharles Bradlangh.. ... .. per cent more for his 5 than was guarantee o 1m. e , e 
'~'he New Raith. .T. L Stoddard............... 1 a== 1 b 'b d f 
The New Age W. B Ball............ . . . . . . .. . • 5 ~~ nearly eleven hundred copies of the vo ume su scr1 e or were 
'l'he Old R9ligions and the New. W. B. Bell.. 1 
On Eternal Torture. Annie B~sant........... 21== sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
On Prayer, Annie Besant.. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . 3 h th' ffi th 
On the Religion3 Education of Ghildren. investment. Judging by the letters that reac 1S 0 ce, ey are 

Annie Besant. "ritten during her 
Transition from Ghristianity. ... .... .. 2 not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de-

Open Letter tv my Old Friends the Quakers. 
s. D. Moore ... . . ..... •.. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 1 lighted that they got such a bargain. 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lnger30ll......... .. . . . 10 H y F 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Gharles As for the subject matter o•f FouB UNDRED EARS OF BEE-

Our t;~E~~~s~~;ior J~~ir·; i:iii.i-i~i: · T 'E"toi ·g.~ THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 

Pain:~~~ewesiev ... Johi:i":Eiiemiihnrii:::::::: g and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wa.keman. G u Hawes................. 5 possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free-
Protestant Intoleranoa. John E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Gharles Watts.... 2 thought as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 
A Pic lUre of the .Tewi•h Jehovah as de;cribed 

by the Bible. Per dozen.................. 10 organized force. With this histl()ry are given sketches of the lives 
Plea for Atheism. Gharles Bradlangh . . . . . . . 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politinal Gondi- of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

tion of the People. Gharles Bradlangh. 1 I · 
Protsstant Persecutions Willia.m Gobbett.. 1

1 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 

Questions for Bible Worshipers .............. . 
'1'he Relatton of Witchcraft to Religion. A. o. book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

The R~i~~ii-o:f":iiiimaii!"t.Y ":BB"t"t"er tiiaiiEter: 
10 

magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 
nal Panishment. M Babcock........... 10 

~:~~!f~g~ 1gg:Ni~n¥.~ws~re~i~g~~~s~gti 10 Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
"OriginofSaubaths.") Bythe.l!lditorof I p N y k 
The Truth Seeker......................... 3
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Revivalism Examined. A. G. Hnmphrev ... :. -alllli~~~W,.W. A Remarkable Book 11. Heview of Greg's •.l!::lllillllllllillllllllilllllWillllllilllillllillilllilllilll l .... lllll:!.! 
Greed of Ghrtstendom. H. W. Doughs ....................... .... 
in Ganadian Sp .ctator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

The Safe Side. H B B~own.. ..... . .. .... ... .. 2 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Ghas. W&tts. 8 
A Secular Prayer. Austin Hol:1':9ake.... .... .. 1 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake.. ... . 2 
The Sta~e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 8 
SnperRtltion Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Gelebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
" Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

Jasper's Gelebrated Sermon on Astrono-

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Confli~t B atween 
Lnse ......•................................ 

Astro-Theolog:v. L.L Dawson, Showing the 
story of Ghrist in the New Testament to 
bo but an Alleg~rioal re_presentation of 
the .sun's _oonrse through tjle different 

10 Taiit Wftb."iii9 .. :Fciru.. .. :E·.vs.iig.8H8i8: · ·:E· "Wood.~ 
ruff, M.D .................................. . 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for • limiting government to the 
mere protection of life .. nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt a.nd equal just ce to all." 

Price, o cents. 

Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO.JIBE, 

Thoughts on Atheism. Gan Man by Sea roll

zodiacal stgns ............................ . 

8 
A.ddrPRS 'l'T{lll 'l'RTT'l'H BEEI!:EP, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New Yorlr. 
Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Office. 

Apostles of Ghrist. Austin Hq_I_yoake... . .. . 
The Bible God Disproved by .Nature. W. E. 

Goleman .................................. . 
Bible ldola.try. Robert G. Ingersoll ......... . 

, ing Find out God. Austin Holvoa.ke... 8 
5 The Theory of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 
5 The True B&~is of M"rality. Annie Besant.. 2 

The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 
5 (Reply to some of the Sunday-school 
8 Stories About Hi''·) .................... . 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
~he Bible: Is It Reliable as aGnidt>? G. Watts. 
Blasphemy and the Bible G B ReynoHs ..... 
'.rhe Book of Esther. A Spooimen of What 

Pass~s as the Inspired Word of God ..... 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. F. Max Muller. . . 
Gonstantine the Great, Portraying the Ini-

~~lif. ~~e~~~n:.i.~~~ -~~r~~~i.~~- -~~~~~~~: 
The Gomstock Postal Law Unoonstitn 'ional. 

(This is the statute under which ·Mr. J. 
B. Wise is now IDdiot_d for send n!!" a. 
verse from the Bible through th~ mail.) 
T. B Wakema.n ................••.......... 

2 Two Short Sermons, Rev. Theologians ..•.•.• 
5 Twelve Apostles. Gharles Bradlangh ........ . 

Were Adam and Eve Our .l!'irst Parents? 
5 Gharles Brall.langh ....................... . 
5 What Did Jesus Teach? Ghas. Bradlangh ... . 

Who Was Jesus Ghrist? Ghas. Bradlangh ... . 
Why Do Men Starve? Gharles Bradlangh ... . 

8 When Did Pan! Live? Scholastions ......... . 
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1 A new edition of that sPlendid ~rose ~oem 
3 "Life," by "the p~ince of orators 'Col. B. G 

In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
8 edition, and can be framed or placed upon the 
3 table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
8 !\ppear the portraits of the Golonel and the baby, 
2 .urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
1 truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 

of the orator and '{loet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a delil{htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtelleotnal greatness, but of arti•tio 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and thP 

What iR the Bible? A Revi~w of Sunderland's 
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A Lecture 
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Gsms of 't:AougAt. 

DESPOTISM is the state is liSSociated with 
deapotism in the family. -Herbert Spen
cer. 

NAMES of sects; names of error. Truth 
has no sect. No man calls himself a Eu
clidian.- Voltaire. 

THE study of wise men. is ho": to liv, and 
1 not how to die. There IS nothing ~ brave 

man thinks of less than death.-Spinoza. 

HE who is indifferent to the sufferings 
of the lower forms of life cannot be a safe 
evangel of the gospel of liberty.-:-E. 0. 
Walker. 

PEoPLE who refuse to support their in
dependent and courageous newspapers and 
public men will in the course of time be
come merely a race of dependents and 
slaves.-Galveston News. 

IT is not laws and institutions which save 
a city -it is persons; !'nd it is only by ed
ucation, only by ra1smg the character of 
individuals, that the mass can be sa.ved.
Samuel and Henrietta Burnett. 

FREEDOM in thought and deed, indepen
dence of charact~ are the very bulwarks 
of a republic. without such freedom, 
without individuality, a government of the 
people for the people, by the people, is a 
fraud.~Kate Field. 

THE censor is never better than the aver
age public. He shares its ignorant intol
erance and its petulance under criticism, 
and uses his official authority to forbid the 
performance of the exceptional plays. -
London Saturday Review. 

THAT which was not is coming to be; 
that which is coming to be increasedly en
riches the soil. Liberty is patient and can 
wait. Restriction must hav its indulgences 
and prizes at once-for its day J!BB&es, a~d 
soon it will be a dead chapter m the his
tory of man.-Horace L. Traubel. 

Do you think I don't understand what 
my friend, the Professor, long ago called 
the hydrostatic paradox of controversy? 
Don't know what that means? Well, I will 
tell you. You know that if you had a bent 
tube one arm of which was the size of a 
pipe~tem, and the other big enough to 
hold the ocean, water would stand at the 
same bight in one as in the other. Con
troversy equalizes fools and wise men in 
the same way, and the fools know it.
Oliver Wendell Holmes. 

GREAT men are the heroes who hav freed 
the bodies of men; they are the philoso
phers and thinkers who hav given liberty 
to the soul; they are the poets who hav 
transfigured the common and filled the 
lives of many millions with loTe and song. 
They are the artists who hav covered the 
bare walls of weary life with the triumphs 
of genius. They are the heroes who hav 
slain the monsters of ignorance and fear, 
who hav outgazed the Gorgon, and driven 
the cruel gods from their thrones. They 
are the inventors, the discoverers, the 
great mechanics, the kings of the useful 
who hav civilized this world.-Ingersoll. 

ABE not sympathy, benevolence, kindly 
and tender susceptibilities, such as they 
appear in man so many devices for insur
ing man's unhappiness? delicately strung 
chords, meant to be played upon by rude 
fingers? Besides, if the presence in man 
of any faculty, as benevolence, argues the 
like in God, then we may suppose God to 
be capable of that delight in the infliction 
of pain and torture which is so conspicu
ous a trait in the savage. The sufferings 
of the captiv bound to a stake and sub
jected to every kind of torture which long 
exercise of savage ingenuity can suggest
skinning alive; sticking the flesh full of 
burning splinters; cutting off the nose, 
ears, and limbs; pulling out the nails of 
the toes and fingers, and so on-may be 
multiplied by infinity and the product will 
be the measure of diabolism which the di
vine mind is fitted to enjoyi-John F'ran
cis Smith. 

EcoNOMICS has been recently, and, I 
think accurately, defined as that branch 
of ethics relating to the production and 
distribution of wealth. If ethics is the 
science of right conduct, justice is right 
conduct between man and man. All sins 
against our fellows are but varying forms 
of injustice. What, then, in the last anal
ysis, is economics but justice in relation 
to wealth? Any question in political econ
omy is surely settled when it can be shown 
that this action, this line of conduct, 
whether of individual, community, or 
state, makes for justice-that is, apportions 
to each according to his right. The very 
end and aim of economic science is that 
each factor in the complicated operation 
of production and exchange shall receive 
his just share of the joint product, no 
more, no less; for to get more is to rob the 
rightful owner of that more, to get less is 
to be robbed oneseH. -Marshall E. Smith. 
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NEW YORK: 

The Bible Inquirer, 
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 

CrVTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With References to the most ..:'lain and Striking Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
'criptnres. Including Qnestions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the 
Bible. Also, Other Bible References of Importance. 

Fonrth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.--Price, 25 Cents. 
~ildre•• THE TltUTH BEEKER. 28 J.o,fa:vette Place. New York Oit.v. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, bas produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Mn. 
GEORGE STEaK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOB FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TBUTH SEEKEB readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG &:' SON, A.tch!lson, Kan. 
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In the nature of things, 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the n"lture of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. NewYorlr. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and bas as 
a frontispiece a fine photo. engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil~ 
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de~ 
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand. 
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKS'PERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGE11SOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. HOBERT 0. ADAHS. 

Belnlr the story of his mental journe:r from 
orthotiou to Batlonallsm. 

Pr1ce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cent.. 
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SUNDAY-Saa:ooL TE.\OHER (seeking'to im
press the necessity of faith): "A.nd what 
was the one thing Jonah needed to make 
him safe?" Brigb.t pupil: "The euth. "
Life. 

A LITTLE girl looked up her dog in a 
dark closet while the family were at church 
Thanksgiving day, so that he might be 
thankful when they came home sud let 
him out. 

A DETROIT policeman has been acquitted 
upon trial for not entering the otmroh 
upon his beat in which a mad dog was 
creating a terrible commotion. He swore 
that he thought they were only electing a 
deacon. 

"PAPA, do you think that God helps 
those who help themselvs?" "Yes, why 
not?" "Because a man broke into a win
dow and helped himself to some jewelry 
the ether day, and was sent to prison for 
six months." 

FnmND : " How are you doing now ?" 
Scribbler: "First-rate. Rev. Mr. Saintlie 
and I hav gone into partnership. Making 
money hand-over-fist." "Eh? How do 
you manage?" "I write books, and he 
denounces them."-New York Weekly. 

" Do you allow drunken men on the 
train?" asked a clergyman at the City Hall 
elevated station. ''Sometimes," replied 
the gateman, "when they're not too 
drunk. Just take one of the cross seats in 
the middle of the oar sud you'll be all 
right. "-Texas Sijtin,qs. · 

J AlLER (to colored murderer): " Good 
news for you! The /?ovornor has respited 
you for thirty days. Colored murderer: 
"I doan call dst no good news, when I 
done made my peace en inwited all my 
frien's ter de haugin'. I wuz due in 
heaben on Wednesdayi"-.Atlanta Con
stitution. 

MR. AND MRs. GL.\DSTONE were sit~ing 
in s church at Cannes the other day. They 
were near the pulpit, but when the ser
mon began Mr. Gladstone turned to his 
wife and said, irritably: "I can't hear!" 
"Never mind, my dear," she replied, ins 
whisper loud enough to reach the pulpit; 
" never mind; go to sleep. It will do you 
muohmJ~e go::.d."-New York Tribune. 

EimER: "I was astonished at Deacon 
Wiseman's action in church this evening." 
Parson: "Yes? What was there stran!e 
aboutit?" Elder: "Why, you remember 
my telling you of his buying a ticket for our 
. church entertainment and my working off 
•B lead quarter on him in making change?'' 
Parson: " Yes." Elder: " Well, you osn 
• shoot me if he did not hav the audacity to 
put that same quarter in the collection 
to-night. "-Boston Courier. 

BisHoP HARDHEAD: "Tell me exactly 
what you want. Do y()U want a minister 
or s preacher?" Dr. Waybaok: " Why
er-we want both, you know." Bishop 
Hardhead: "I can't giv you both. Do 
you want a minister who will visit your 
homes, romp with the children, joke with 
the boys, pay compliments to the women 
folks, admire your pigs, praise your cattle, 
inquire about crops, and on Sundays put 
you to sleep; or do you want a preacher 
who will shut himself up with his books, 
burn the midnight oil, and on Sundays 
lift· your souls with oratorical bursts that 
would thrill the throngs at a cathedral? 
Take your choice." Deacon Waybaok: 
"I guess, Bishop, a minister will be nigher 
our size, and we'll promis to make no 
more complaints 'bout dull sermons. Send 
us a minister, Bishop-send us one that 
can pla.ythe fiddle."-New York Weekly. 

'' PREAOliERS er heap WUBB 'bout gitt'n 
mah'ed en buried den oder people. Dey 
don' t'ink dey oughter pay; dough I lak t' 
see anybody git sarrymon out o'dem, 
dout de money plank down in dere han'. 
Brudder Tslleyrand fuss wife was s kiner 

Deafness Cannot Be Cored 
bf local applications as they cannot reach the 
d1sea.sed portion of the ear. There is only one 
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitu
tional remedies. Deafness is ~&used by an in
tlamed cond1tion of the mucous linin~ of the 
l!lusta.chian Tube. When this tube is mfla.med 
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, 
and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is there
sult. and unless the iofia.mma.tion can be taken 
out and this tube restored to its norm,al condi
tion, hea.rmg will be destroyed f :,rever;. ni:qe 
~a.seR out of ten are caused br, catarrh, wh10h 1s 
nothing but an inflamed cond1tionof the mucous 
surfaces. · 

We will give One Hundred Dollars for a.nv case 
of Deafness {caused by catarrh) that cannqt be 
cured by Hall's Catarrh C1ure. Rend for clrcn-
la.rs; free. F. J. OHENEY & 00., Toledo, 0. 
..-Sold by Druggists, 76c. 

TWO LlTTLt 1\tD /1l1'1'EHS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse 

A short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 
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365 DA 'IS 
A.qead Of 

disappointment. He de. one hatter wuk, I 
en Jinoey de one set in de rookin'·oheer. 
De notty~publio run atter um en run atter 
um fo' de weddin' fee. He say: 'Looky 
yere, Miste' Tallyrand, ef you doan p~J.y 
me, I hatter tek yo' bride way fum you.' 
En dat fool niggah answer: 'Fo' de Lawd, 
lse glad t' settle it data way. She sin wuff 
fi' dollar t' me. Mebbe you kin do mo' wid 
'er den I kin.' Lass time he got msh'ed, 
he spen' all he money oner weddin' present 
-er big rookin'-oheer w'st he guine set in 
heseff-down to he las' niokle. He run 
'roun borr'in t' buy de license; but ebry 
body hab skuses, ksse day done hsb 
speunce o' losnin' dst preacher. 'W'y 
sin you buy de license fuss time en keep 
it in you' pocket?' ·• De Lawd done 
promus t' pervide, en you t'ink Ise guine 
t' insult um dstswsy?' De las' minute 
he went t' de cote-house en tell Mars 
Chswlie Summers w't er fix he in wid 
de bride dressin', de oomp'ny invite; en 
he sho t•- pay um out nex' Sunday .c'leo
tion. Mars Chswlie laugh, lsk he know 
Brudder Tallyrand; but he let um ha.' de 
license. '.Ain I tell you de Lawd wud 
pervide?' he say. "-Evening Post. SEf. THAT 

· Koatlng Bicyclos. 
CURvf ' 19 to 23 lbs. 

I Oil TALOG FREE if you mention this paper 
.A Chance to Make Money. 

I am delighted with my sucaess selling Dish 
Washerl: in the last six weeks I made $584, and 
was sick part of the tim e. I think this is pretty 
good for an inexperienced lady. I am surprised 
there has never been a good Dish Washer pnt on 
the market before, as every one seems so anxious 
for one. It certainly is a popular demand that is 
nns"pplied, and that means big mone): for th• 

1 agents that supply the demand. I believe s.ny 
' '!>oman or man can make from $5 to $12 a dav 
anywhere in this busine3s, and by addres;ing the 
IrJn City Dish Washer Co., E. "E. Pittsburg, Pa., 
you can get full particulars. H simply require> 
a ltttle pnsh. Yon can't expsct to make mooey 
unless :von try I would like to ha. ve the experl
ence of others of your readers in this business. 

M. FRANCIS. 

W"ANTED. 
Situation, by a steam engineer. Ten years' ex

perience with blast, hoisting, pile-driving, and 
air-compressing engines and steam shovels. 
Best ret ere nee from former employers, 29 yea.ra 
old, married, strictly sober, and an outspoken 
Freethinker. Would prefer a sta.tion&TY plant in 
Ohio, but will go anywhere to any remunerative 
'ii'Ork. Uannot some TRUTH SEEKER reader sug
gest a possible place? Steaqy work_pref~ra.ble to 
large wages. . 0. THEO. FERGUSON, 

2t20 Moxahala, Oh1o. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

A.T .!.BOUT ONE·HA.LF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half miles of Media county eea.t 
and within four miles of Chester, l'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several s_prings of soft water. 
good timber growinl{ on the P!aoe some ehoice 
&PJ2le and pear trees 1u fruiting condition. House 
and barn on the place. bnt are old buildings. 
Within five minutes walk of the railroad station, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b~tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five min11tes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern hoase on it. :Hight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.utiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH BmEKER. 

-THE-

fREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

'SEE .AmURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLADI 

'rO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
<lENT INSTI'iuTION, AND BE

'VBALING THE .ABUSES 
OJ' A UNION Oll' 

OKURCD: AND 
STA.TB. 

185 Full-Page 
IUustratiOI\S• 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 0# 

FACTS I 
HISTORY~ 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL-
ARS 

70 MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT..flll) 
THE ARTIST. ~~:-

./DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON, 
WTTH PORTRAIT OF 

THE ])ESIGNE.& 

The Illustrations are ~sili.ed as follows: 

IJ repl'lllfont Su.;m.llles of Ohristillnity's Work. 
5 .. Miss10naries. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
Ill! • Bible Doctrines a.nd Their Results, 
1 " Ee Church and Slavery. 
a " ·eats and PolitiC!!. 
4 •• eland and the Church. 
~ • Ohlltllh's Idea of Oiviliza.tion. 
1 " The uses of the Oross. 
4 .. Unkind .Reflections on the Church. 
9 .. Persecutions of the Church. 
U •• Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 " llliscellaneoUB. 

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the People. 
l.l " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabba.tli Laws. 
14 " Children an<il the Church. 
10 " Woman and the Church. 
6 The Churllh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonemem Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the a.ssertion that nq_thing_like it haq ever be
fore a.ppP.ared iu this countryha.nd it is very doubtful if another oJ,le lik.e it will ever again be pub
lislied. We mnst give the Trut Seeker Company the Cl"edit ofputtm.dhe !Jook i.n the reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wol'ld have been a. cheap book. A.rt1st HersiBa ·portra1t p&inte:.: and d.e
signer is a wonderful Sl•ccess. and we JUdge from our own..Jeeli that nearl:y every L1beral m 
America will desire a cor•; of this most wonderful volume.-L ... ,reet kt!rs' Magazme. 

1\Ir Reston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism - .He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful &I;ld noble work for the cause of:i'ight and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not malre up the whole of 1h1s volume. Thel"El are nearly two hundre'il"\Pa.ges of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondlY a.s~texts to prove the utter 
faEnty of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of tnose who upholo. them. Altogether the 
book is one of .the best weapons aga.in.st Christianity and the church th~t ll ev~,J;~een put :n the 
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Invest1gator. · ~ 

Price, :beard covers, $2; Gletl\, f2 • • 
&.dilrea THE 'I'Btl'.l'H BJ!lEKEa.\ 

KEA.TING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoke, Mass. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
By Rwv. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

"Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, B. Westbrook, A, M. 
Price, 1. 0 cents. 

.................................................... 
# AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! I e We want 1000 more active agents before e 
~ Julnst. We will guarantee $20to$30 per day ~ 
" can be easilr, made in any locality i our goods f 
• ::~~fe6s~~eu~:~; FertJEFJ5~n~ ~lg~ r6~11 ~~ • e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Eay e 
~ for full__particulars, or we will send with ~ 
f' same a Val uab1e sample of our goods in f' 
• Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in • 

#
silver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad-~ -
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. ............... ~·~· .............. ~·~· 
·----------------

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
is not in magic potionsb" specifics" 
Wm"J~~~clalf"=E o':rt gr~ 
Wise men study nature. shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
byreading the most complete book of 
Dledleal, Social, Sexual Sclente, 
by an eminent physician of 35 Years 
~xperience. The '"old, original • 
standard"' ~ork, endorsed by all, 

¥:it.~g ~~ ~J:iift;~r.t~~~~ci'\~~i 
has providentially saved thousands . 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 

~:16~a~~ti~ai1~a~a{{;~y~e~ ~gv; 
married cr expectto lie 

000 

man. 
bas over 200 Recipes. 

81.60 by Jllail; Circulars Free. 
.\.J.•tr"•• 'l'H ~: i'IW I'H REI!;KEH. 

28 LS\fayettn Plo.co . .N~w Yorio". 

FlAIR & SQUARE. CONSUL 'I'ATIONtFRdin~E. 
This lms oeen mys an g ·u offerdnrlngfortyyearspast, . · a pledge made In over half a 

• million copies of my~'Jifedi
eal Common Sense and Plain 
H"me 'l'alk "-I stand by it. 

. Anyone afflicted. with any 
' chronic, obstinate orobsc)lre 

disease1 defect or deform1t;;, 
., · or trouoled about some pn-

~--,;---;-;---,:--;'vate affair in Which ~he liel,P 
of a physician of broad and long expenence .lS 
desired is welcome to state the case to me, m 
person or by letter, (sending retum pos~age) and 
1 will advise frankly, fully and confidentially, and 
I!Bnd if wanted my" Foote-Prints on The Path 
to Health," -i>R. 'E. 6; FooTE, 122 LEx.Av., NEW YoRK. 

\ 
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3~0 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE CARPENTER'S ADOPTED SON IS MA.DE COMFORrABLE. 

Then the devilleaveth him, and behold, angels came and ministered unto him.-Matt. iv, 1. 

CHINA snd Japan hav exchanged the 
peace ratifications. 

IN Pittsburg more than 10,000 laborers 
hav had their wages advanced. 

MINNESOTA militia hav been ordered ont 
to quell a miner's uprising at Virginia, on 
the Mesaba range. 

THE people of the southern part of the 
republic of Ecuador are in arms against 
the administration. 

NEw JERSEY has lost another ex-gov
ernor, Robert Stockton Green, making 
four within the year, 

THE German Reiohstag has rejected the 
Anti-Revolution bill, and there is great 
reioicing in the empire. 

JuLIUS HAWLl!:Y SEELYE, ex-president 
of Amherst College, died in Amherst on 
May 12. He was born in Bethel, Conn., 
on Sept. 14th, 1824. 

THE employees of the Illinois Steel 
Company of South Chicago struck against 
a reduction of wages. In an encounter 
between some of the strikers and a squad 
of police one striker was killed and four 
policemen injured. 

THE computations of Professor Keeler 
confirm the theory that the inner of the 
rings of Saturn travel faster than the 
outer, the demonstration proving that the 
velocity increases gradually, in accord
ance with Kepler's third law. 

mayor must appoint five Justices of Spe· 
oial Sessions at salaries of $9, 000 per year 
each. 

AT Hempstead, L. I., DepntycSheriff 
Smith arrested two members of the Meadow 
Brook Hnnt Club for Sunday playing and 
has warrants for the arrest of several oth
ers. Contemplated Sunday contests hav 
been postponed, and there is great indig
nation among the olnb members and the 
influential citizens. Petitions hav been 
sent to the sherift for the removal of the 
deputy. 

THE long Senatorial deadlock in Dela
ware came to an end on May 9th by the 
adjournment of the legislature without the 
election of a Senator, although the Re
publicans claim that one of their candi
dates, Henry A. Dupont, was legally 
elected, on the 211th ballot, The contest 
will now be transferred to the United 
States Senate chamber at Washington. 
Without this disputed member the new 
Senate will consist of 42 Republicans, 39 
Democrats, and 6 Populist~<, bnt probably 
Irby and Tillman, of South Carolina, will 
vote with the latter on many questions. 

BRAZIL is strengthening her gold reserve 
and reducing her paper money circula
tion, the latter being worth at present 
about forty cents on the dollar, owing to 
the very large issues under the provisional 
government. A gold loan of $50,000,000 
was jnst asked for by the government and in 
three days Brazil's own people subscribed 
$64,000,000, of which $24,000,000 was of
fered by private individuals. About 17 
per cent of the paper currency will now be 
retired. Brazil has little silver, except 
subsidiary coin, and the idea is to float 
gold and paper side by side on an equality. 

provides for woman suffrage, inhibits 
polygamy, abolishes the fee system except 
for justices of the peace, constables, and 
notaries public, forbids the new state to 
increase the present indebtedness in excess 
of $100,000, and orders the legislature not 
to permit the state, county, city, or town 
to take stock in or let credit for the further
ance of any enterprise. It provides for a 
Supreme Court of three judges, and for 
seven jndioial districts, with nine judges. 
The office of probate judge is abolished, 
and the duties of that office placed upon 
the district courts. The grand jury is 
done away with, except in oases where a 
district judge believes that public necessity 
requires one. The number then is reduced 
to seven, of whom five must concur to find 
an indictment. Offenses now prosecuted 
by indictment will hereafter be by infor
mation. The petit jury is ont to eight, of 
whom three-fourths may render a verdict, 
except in criminal actions, where the ver
dict must be unanimous. The legislature 
will consist of sixty-three members. There 
will be no lieutenant-governor. An ex
cellent school-system is provided for. 

A PARTNER 'WANTED. 
I w~uld like to sell an interest in the Ironclaa 

.Aoe, an old established Freethought journal. 
Anyone whose heart is in the cause and that has 
a f•w hundred dollars to invest in the same will 
please address R. H. POWERl 

4t20 Indianapolis, nd. 
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EDITORIAL 

From the Freethought Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well known 
Freethinker and distin&;nisbed jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in onr advertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted, Whatever 
he agrees to give yon yon are snre to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the oanse of Freethought and is entitled . 
to the consideration ofthe Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims . 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first· class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, aonte judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business Oil 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most ·artistic and expreRsive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the nsnal 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die· cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

@"Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of. 

The Otto Wettstein 

Watch. 

Pe /trgerso/1 Sou 

veni• Spo-n. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

;ILLUSTRATED 

By Carey K. Jurist. 
The text ia poetica.l and the Illuetra.tions are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the prioe ia only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

P.son)~t~~~~J-
f QUITE NEW &UNIQUE CHILI give Bolivia a small strip of terri

tory so that thfi latter can hav a seaport 
on the Pacific. When Chili conquered 
Peru and Bolivia some years ago she took 
all the latter's seacoast, leaving her land
looked like Switzerland. A new treaty of 
peace and friendship has been concluded 
between the two countries. 

ON May 8 United States Judges Goff 
and Simonton, sitting at Columbia, ·held 
that the Dispensary law of South Carolina, 
in so far as it ''forbids a citizen to pur
chase in other states and to import into 
this state alcoholic liquors for his own use 
and consumption, the products of other 
states, discriminates against the products 
of other states. Such discrimination can
not be made under the guise of the police 
power; and further, in so far as this act 
permits the chief dispenser to purchase 
in other states alcoholic liquors and to im
port them into this state for the purpose 
of selling them for nee and consumption 

Ethics as Understood by a THE 

THE cold wave which swept across the 
country the latter part of last week and 
reached New York on Sunday morning 
damaged crops in many states from Kan
sas to New York. Fruit, vegetables, and 
corn all suffered, particularly in Iowa. In 
many sections the mercury fell in a few 
hours from 90 to 30 degrees. 

REPORTS of important insurgent vioto- at retail within the state, and forbids all 
ries continue to come from Cuba, The other persons from so purchasing and im
Antonomist (neutral, home-rule) party is porting for their individual nee and con
reported to hav dissolved, many of its snmption, it discriminates against all other 
members going over to the insurgents, citizens of the st11te. It also makes a dis
who are being joined also by large nnm- crimination against all persons in the trade 
hers of other influential whites. The in other states who are not patronized by 
chief lack of the revolutionists is ammn- the State Dispenser, forbidding them to 
nition. seek customers within the state and to en-

GovERNOR MoRTON has signed the bill joy a commercial intercourse secured to 
for the retirement of the police justices of others in this state." The judges also held 
this city. On June 30 the places of the the registration law of the state to be nn· 
present fifteen justices and justices' courts constitutional, Governor Evans is re
inolndiJag the oonrt of Special Sessions' ported to hav dt!olared that liquor seizures 
will be taken by nine City Magistrates' will be made to test the injunction, 
the terms of three expiring in 1899, thre~ THE Utah Constitutional Convention has 
in 190~, and three in 1905. T.heir success- completed its work, the new Constitution 
ora will thereafter be appomted by the hal! been signed by the president of the 
mayor for ten year terms. Salary, $7,000 Convention and it will be voted upon by 
per year, Before June 20 of this year the 1 the people ~t the November election, It 

Student of Science. BETTER WORLD 

By SUSA.N H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRI(JE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

The Glory of lnfi~elity 
WirH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
By SAIJ.IlJEL P. PlJTNAIJ.I. 

This ia one of the beat of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the cl11ims of Christiana that Infidel· 
ity ia an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far a.s huma.n eye oou I 
see 

Saw the Vision of the world. and a.ll the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Leoking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this oflice. 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 
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ADDING INSULT TO INJURY. 
CRI1tiiNAL (to meddling clergyman): "After being robbed and ruined by that treacherous old jade, do you expect me to pu\ an.y co!lfidenoe in her promises?" 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its ·efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, ·and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
YEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

I o any subscriber now on our lise who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we tcitl send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PxoTORU.L TEXT-Boox, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARs). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will Bend you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TEu-Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINltEB's Pl(iToBU.L 
TExT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal · the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citatiOns of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16 ; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; · The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctriiies and Their Results,· 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
.A.llegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh· 
bor to" subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. · The book has had a 
large run.; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publica.tion. We venture the a~

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever a.gain be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would ha.v been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge froin our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a. copy of this most wonderful volume.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be oa.lled the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
a.nd has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons aga.inst Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and g~t the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLEY. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 we will send THE TBUTB SEEKEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's " Four Hundred Years of Freethougbt" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pagea, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~ficent work eve.r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceE.turies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of I'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HuNDru:D YEARS oF 1i'REETHoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be-without this book. It contains the great
es' thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER I 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• J<'OU.K HUNDK~D YE&RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D .F URI HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subsc-ribe-rs as a P-remiun't, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GRE!Tm BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
OldTestament Stories Comically Illustrated 8II:S~.'~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS.HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker. 

.-.; 

For $5 we will send THJa TauTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and "Painb's 
great Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send THE TaUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scieniiific matters. 

For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4 we will send THE TnoTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comic~lly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will sen<l THE •rnoTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKEB 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for 184.50. The 
$2.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTB 
BEEKER one Year for $5. · 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sug&r Spoons and 'l'BUTB SJ!EXEB, $5. Either kind (Te& or Sug&r) Soonp 
gilt bowl, 50c. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEK:EE. 

€>E~Ms AND SUBSG~IPTitiON BuAN~ 
-OF-

6ft 'D-z;a.ft~, efJ.edl<) a.-a~ ~<me1j- e)-t;~eu, to fie Hta.~e pct1j-~ to 
Eo lll. lliACDONALD. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 
SUBSCRIPTION. 'l"iax-ee months, (trial subscribers,) 

SAM PIE COPIE.S FF.EE 
in advance. $0.7.'1 I Oue subscription with two new subscribers, tn 

£:iF FiU out the accompanying Subsc-ription 

Blank and lo_Twa-rd to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

!18 Lafayetce PUl-ce, New Yo'i'k. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $1, we t'aink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer: 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to beat 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

Six " u u 

Single subscription, one yea1, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one 

remittance, 

1.50 one remittance, 
3.00 One subscriplJOII with-three new subscribers, in 
5.00 
5.00 

5.00 

one remittance, 
One subscription with four new subscribers. in 

:me temittance, 

Any number over five at the same rate, invariab:y with one remittance. 

n.oo 

tO.OO 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (~3) 
~~ill get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting t:Jree new subscnbers 
he will not only get his own {1'ee, but will have fifty cents heside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing lte cau easier secure partner3 in taking the paper, be can shU\!: 
'!!lth them the advantages of the club rates. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Ub~ral ll"-1>""-

~-------------- tlS 

~f.t.e ~:-en.:tll ,§.e.ch.c:t ~.0'., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Please send The Truth Seeker to the jollowz·ng address, ____ fw ____ ..;__yea,-

/nclosed find $----in payment of thr: same. 

NAMES. POST OFFICE, [Box ST."- No., IF ANY.) & STATE. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 
1
_ .. -~=~~-~~~---~~--

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will j J -·----··--~ -----· _ ---- __ ~------- .. ---

:~neds~~:c:::i:; ~:::i:h:;:;:~ :b:~:~it~:n;h~:~~~~~;Yt::Y n::uf ~~~- -=~ ~~--~---=~= ~- ~--~-~~- ~--~--~ 1 ---- --- __ ,. __ -- - -- -----· --- ·- - -· -- ----- -~ 

it-~----·~-_--.1 J ···~-"'------------------~--··-·--·-·----·------~--- I 

ii 11 -~----~- --- ----
---~----"'..1'- - -- --

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, . ~-~--~-·----~--.......,._ __ ·-----..-.uo.-----

::a8 Lafayette Place. New York, 1-,___~.J 
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FOUNDED BY Do Me BENNETT. 

E. 1\1, MAODONALD, · · · · · Editor and Manager, 

28 LAFAYETI'E PLAOE, NEW YORK. 

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1895. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATJJllS, 

Bingle subl!oription, in advanoe .... , ___ ,,_ ........ -·-··•3 00 
One subscription two years, in advanoe,, .. ____ ,_,. ........ 3 00 
Two new subscribers ............................................. 3 oo 
One subsoription with onenewsubsoriber, inoneremitta.noe. 3 00 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit· 

ta.nos ........................................................ 'J 00 
One subscription with three ROW aubsoribers, in one remit-

ta.noe ......................................................... s 30 
One subsor1pt1on with four new subsoriber!, in one remit· 

ta.noe ...... " .. " " . " ..... " ................................ 10 eo 
A.n:r number over llve aithe same rate, invariablY with one 

reml tta.noe. 

MonBtl BhouZd oe Bent lJ!I ezJ)f'ell oomJ)anrl• monBfl order, 
liOBtal order, drcU" on Ne'!JJ Y or I:, or lJ!I reatBtered letter. 
A.ddreBB oommunfoa!fon~ and mal:e drllf'tl, oheoi:B, JIOit-Ot/IOf 
tJtldeZJ)f'ellmOftBflorderiSlllfllllJZe to If, M. M.AODON.ALD, 

1!8 Laft~.flette SlZaoe, Ne'!JJ Yorl:. 

SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall lte obliged to our 

readen H they W"ill•end n. the n&JD.e and addree• of 

any Freethinker who u not a relfll]ar .nb•criber. 

On Which Side is Justicel 
The following communication is from a Christian 

reader, and we willingly grant the writer's request 
for publicB.tion and reply. How our fair correspond 
ent has fallen under the misapprehension that Free
thinkers would deny the Bible any privileges which 
they demand for Shakspere's Plays, is unknown to 
us; and her closing question, "Are fair play and 
honest criticism to be limited to strictly secular 
writings 1" etc., is totally inexplicable. The whole 
fight in the Wise case is made on the grounds that 
the Christians seek to withhold from the unbeliev
ing defendant a right which they claim for tbem
selvs and exercise daily-that of sending the Bible 
through the mails. Who, then, are the deniers of 
fair play, and who the enemies of honest criticism ? 

CENTREVILLE, MD., May 9, 1895. 
EDITOR oF THm TRUTH SmEKmR, Dear Sir: Anent 

the long-drawn-out case of J. B. Wise (or Unwise), of 
postal-card fame, I would like, in the interest of morality 
and sound ethics, to put a few questions. 

(1) What would be thought of the dooenoy or honesty 
of any man who should write Hamlet's o:lfensiv remark 
to Ophelia, or some equally objectionable passage from 
the same author, on a postal card, " without comment" 
or context, and mail it openly to you or to a professor of 
English literature as a fair sample of the style and· char· 
acter of Shakspere's works? 

(2) If he should be convicted thereby of sending ob
scene matter through the mails (and I should certainly 
expect to be so conVicted if I did such a thing), would 
thatfact'prove that Shaispere's writings were too "vile" 
to be circulated among decent people, and would the 
" Freethinker's Bible" be doomed to infamy or ignomin· 
iouil oblivion in spite of the glowing eulogies of the elo· 
quent Colonel Ingersoll ? 

(S) I wonder· how nl.any of the professed admirers of 
Shakspere ever read him through and know how many 
vulgar and indecent passages there are in his works
passages having no vital connection with the drama in 
which they occur, and no purpose except to pander to 
the depraTed taste of an age that demanded such· things, 
but utterly unfit for reading aloud now-a-days in public 
or in the family circle. My father, who was an enthusi
astic admirer of the Bard of A von and fond of reading 
his works aloud to his family, always skipped such pas
sages. How many members of THE TBUTH SEEKER 
family would do otherwise ? 

(4) If a book is to be judged and condemned as a whole 
on the strength of a single passage carefully selected for 
the purpose of casting discredit upon it, then Shakspere's 
Dramas will be pronounced unmailable long before the 
Bible. Or are fair play and honest criticism to be lim· 
ited to strictly secular writings, and does it make all the 
difterence in justice and equity whose ox is gored ? 

By publishing and replying to the above questions you 

New York,Saturday, May 25 I895. 

will greatly oblige Yours for fair play and common 
sense, A. AuGUSTA. CHAPMAN. 

Miss Chapman fails to see ~everal points in this 
controversy, which fac~ is not surprising when we 
know that she is blinded by Christian prejudice 
against an Infidel who exposes her holy book. 

(1) If we were conducting a. propaganda based 
on the assumption that the writings of Shakspere 
are inspired, and that they are all profitable for in
struction in morals, and if somebody should deny 
our main proposition, supporting his denial with 
extracts from Shakspere's works as convincing as 
the verse of scripture which Mr. Wise mailed to the 
Rev. Mr. Vennum, we should think that he had made 
his point, and let it go at that. But we make no 
such assumption, nor does anybody else ; there is 
no such point at issue, and the person who should 
mail us objectionable passages from Shakspere 
would simply be wasting postage stamps. We ad
mit. in advance all that he could prove by that meth
od. Shakspere was a mortal man, with the faults 
and frailties of mortality. There is (or ought to 
be) much difference between a work by him and a 
work by God. There is excuse for Shakspere, but 
none for God, for if God is perfect he should pro
duce a perfect book. If he is not perfect he is not 
the God he is represented to be by those who be
lieve in him. If Miss Chapman chooses to put him 
on a level wi~h Shakspere we shall be delighted to 
see her do it, and hope she will get the rest of the 
Christian world to accept her estimate of him. For 
when they hav done this they can no longer insist 
on forcing the Bible upon the public schools as an 
infallible moral guide, and the clergy will no more 
think of arresting Ingersoll for blasphemy when he 
lectures on the "Holy Bible" than they will of 
prosecuting Ignatius Donnelly for maintaining that 
the works attributed to the Bard of Avon were writ
ten by Bacon. 

(2) Most certainly, according to the decisions of 
the courts. All the decisions are to the eftect that 
it makes no difference what the motiv of a book 
is, nor what the context of indicted passages ; if 
the jury finds that the selected words or sentences 
come within the meaning of the statute, then the 
book is obscane and the accused consequently guilty. 

(3) We do not know how many people hav read 
Shakspere, nor how many skip the coarse lines. 
But there is no comparing a book by a fallible man, 
prone to err and influenced by his surroundings, 
with a book by God, who cannot err and who cre
ates his surroundings instead of being molded by 
them. But we know that the ministers very incon
sistently skip a great deal of the Bible-which is an 
argument against the author and a reflection upon 
him quite as much as it is against and upon the 
book. By what authority do the clergy act as cen~ 
sors of the literary work of God! For all they 
can know, the passages they omit may contain the 
eternal life to find which they are divinely com
manded to search the scriptures. If God wrote 
the verse that Mr. Wise sent to Mr. V ennum, it is 
not for any weak and erring mortal to say that it 
is indecent-or even that it isn't. God must hav 
known what he wanted to say, and his flow of lan
guage was necessarily adequate to the occasion. 

(4) In this case it is the Infidels who are" stand
ing up for the Lord." It is history r!!peating 
itself- Infidels defending the Christians against 
themselvs. The Christian courts are the assailants 
of the Bible and the Infidels are the defenders of 
its right to mall facilities. When D. M. Bennett 
was on trial for the offense of sending through the 
mails ·a book that the Christians did not like, we 
argued all the time that the book was not obscene 
as a whole because one paragraph might be objec-

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL. }$3.00 Per Year. 

tionable, and in this view we were sustained by th9 
best talent in the land, including the then attorney
general of the United States; but the courts would 
not hav it so, and ruled that the context and motiv 
made no difference as to the penalty to be imposed 
nor as to the character of the work. We learned 
then the lesson that we sh"ll teach the Christians 
now. We maintain that the Bible is no~ a divine 
work, but a human work reflec~ing the character 
and intelligence of the people who made it, as Shak
spere reflects the character of his age and genera
tion. Neither is necessarily "obscene," though· 
both Bore occasionally a little coarse and sometimes 
a bit vulgar, but any aault person who cannot sus
tain contact with either without injury to his morals 
should hasten to put himself under the care of a 
robust instructor i:a ethics. To destroy these works 
because of such defects would be to deprive the 
race of some very powerful litenture, and we do not 
want to see it done. That is why we are defending 
the Bible by putting in a demurrer in the Wise 
case. But if the Christians are going to condemn 
a work entire because of some coarse expressions 
which it contains, then le~ them b.ke G.leth3's ad
vice and begin with their own sacred book. Let 
them also cleanse their own household. In other 
words, they should get the beam out of their own 
optic before worrying about the mote in their 
neighbor's eye. According to the decisions of the 
courts that the context and motiv hav no value in 
determining the standing of the work under indict
ment, if Wise shall be made to stand trial, then the 
whole Bible must go, and Shakspere would hav to 
go too, with a good many other books. The Bible 
Society would hav to be indicted, if the officers of 
the law did their sworn duty-which they probably 
would not, most of them being Christians-and no 
one could circulate the Bible through the mails 
without becoming a criminal. There is no moral 
help for these Christians of the Bible Society-and 
there could be no legal help were the officers of the 
law impartial-if Judge Foster overrules the de
murrer and the Appellate Court sustains him. But 
Christians generally seem to want to do as they 
please with their inspired vulgarity, and shut up 
everyone who calls public attention to the weak 
places in their book. If J. B. Wise were an ortho
dox church-member, does anyone suppose that he 
would hav besn molested far quoting scripture in 
his correspondence! Hardly. We never saw an 
orthodox Christian who had the slightest conception 
of fair play where matters of belief were involved, 
and now th"t Miss Chapman has revealed her ina
bility to see the point at issue in the Wise case, we 
never expect to. To religionists, laws are for other 
people. They themselvs must be allowed immunity, 
and anyone who turns the light of investigation on 
them and their creeds must go to jail, where Ven
.num would fain put Wise, BO that that one-armed 
individual may no more worst him in argument. 

Boiled down, this is the position the courts, Miss 
Chapman, and the Kansas district attorney hav got. 
into : The courts hold that any book with obscene 
passages in it is unmailable. Miss Chapman holds 
(by her condemnation of Mr. Wise) that the Bible, 
and incidentally Shakspere, hav such passages. In 
this, so far as the Bible is concerned, one U n~ted 
States district attorney agrees with Miss Chapman. 
According to these two eminent literary authorities, 
therefore, the Bible is an obscene book and unmail
able. And Miss Chapman believes that the Bible 
is the word of God! 

In such absurd postures do Christians expose 
themselvs through neglect to train their reasoning 
fa.cultiee and cultivate a sense of fairness and 
justice. 
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Some More Witnesses for Jesus, or Christ. 
M. Pierre Courbet, writing in Cosmos in criticism 

of Max Muller's expressed wish for a history of 
Jesus" written outside of the legendary halo, not 
by his disciples, but by an independent ocular wit
ness, who had seen and heard the Christ during the 
three years of his activ life, who had been present 
at the passion, and at tbe events that followed it," 
says: 

"· · · We should refer him also to Josephus, to 
Tertullian, to Celsus, the first and last of whom were 
certainly not friends of Christianity." 

Surely, M. Courbet will not assert that the writers 
he names, or any of them, could comply with the 
conditions laid down by Professor Muller. Neither 
could hav been an ocular witness of the ministry 
of Jesus. Josephus was not born until the year 
38 of the Christian era (after the death of the al
leged savior), Celsus lived in the second century, 
and Tertullian did not come upon the stage of ac
tion until after the middle of that century. Not 
baing eye-witnesses, the mo.st that they can tell us 
is what they knew through tradition, and the writ
ten narrativ of others. What hav they told Y Let 
us take Josephus first. Hs was a painstaking histo
rian. He recorded events of small importance and 
concerning people little known. Has he mentioned 
Christ 1 No. Why, considering that he took pains 
to giv accounts of the various impostors and the 
heads of parties that arose among the Jews, from 
Augustus to the fall of Jerusalem, did he omit men
tion of Jesus T But we are told that he did men
tion him, and we are referred to this passage in the 
third chapter of Book XVIII. of the "Antiquities 
of the Jews ": 

"Now, there was about this time Jesns, a wise man, if 
it be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer of won
derful works -a teacher of snob men as receive the truth 
with pleasure. He drew over to him both many of the 
Jews, and many of the Gentiles. He was [the] Christ; 
and when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men 
amongst us, had condemned him to the cross, those that 
loved him at the first did· not forsake him, for he ap
peared to them alive again the third day, as the divine 
prophets had fortold these and ten thousand other won
derful things concerning him; and the tribe of Christians, 
so named from him, are not extinct at this day." 

Josephus was a Jew. But here he is made to 
speak as a Christian. He recognizes Jesus as 
Christ, "the anointed." This felct alone discredits 
the whole paragraph. Then we perceive that it is 

. not germane to the subjects treated in the chapter. 
In the preceding paragraph Josephus tells how Pi-
1'\te, procurator of Judea, wishing to bring a cur
rent of water to Jerusalem, and doing it with the 
sacred money, incurred the displeasure of the Jews, 
who raised a clamor against him and reproached and 
abused him publicly. Thereupon he sent a large 
number of disguised soldiers among them, who, 
at a given signal, fell on th" people and killed very 
many of them, the others running away wounded. 
Then comes the paragraph relied on by M. Courbet, 
followed by one beginning with these words: 
"About this time also another sad calamity put the 
Jews into disorder," etc. This was the banishment_ 
from Rome to Sardinia of four thousand Jews and 
the punishment otherwise of a greater number of 
them. Now it is plain that this calamity, which is 
"another sad calamity," was meant to be directly 
connected with the first calamity mentioned as hav
ing happened to the Jewa at" about this time," 
th!l.t is, the slaughter of the seditious Jews by Pi
late's order. Clearly, the un-Jewish passage relat
ing to the wonder-working "Christ" is an interpo
lation. This is further borne out by the closing 
statement that the "tribe of Christians,'' named 
from Christ, "are not extinct at this day." What 
day T Manifestly, a day long subsequent to the 
time when Christ was said to hav lived, for the form 
and tone, so to speak, of the expression, imply a 
long interval, while Josephus lived no later than 
the succeeding generation. It is generally con
ceded by competent Christian critics that this pas
sage was forged as late as the third or fourth cent
ury. It has been rejected by Ittigius, Le Clerc, 
Blonde!, Vandale, Bishop Warburton, and many 
others, including the learned and celebrated Dr. 
Lardner, whose "Credibility of the Gospel History ' 

is still standard. This eminent Christian writer true. M. Courb~>t must see that his argument 
givs nine reasons for Fronouncing the passage proves altogether too much. · As Cassels, author 
spurious: of that gr.eat work, "Supernatural Religion," says, 

"every religion has had it martyrs, every error its 
devoted victims." And again: "Do the Jews, who 
for centuries bore the fiercest contumelies of the 
world, and were persecuted, hunted, and done to 
death by every conceivable torture for persisting in 
their denial of the truth of the incarnation, resur
rection, and ascension, and in their rejection of 
Jesus Christ, do they furnish a convincing argu
ment for the truth of their belief and the falsity of 
Christianity! Or hav the thousands who hav been 
consigned to the stake by the Christian church her
self for persisting in asserting what she has de
nounced as damnable heresy, proved the correctness 
of their views by their sufferings and death f His
tory is full of the records of men who hav honestly 
believed every kind of error and heresy, and hav 
been steadfast to the death, through persecution 
and torture, in their mistaken belief. There is 
nothing [else] so inflexible as superstitious fanati 
cism, and persecution, instead of extinguishing it, 
has invariably been the most certain means of its 
propagation. The sufferings of the Apostles, there
fore, cannot prove anything beyond their own be
lief, and the question what it was they really did 
believe and suffered for is by no means so simple as 
it appears." 

"I do not perceive that we at all want the suspected 
testimony to Jesus, which was never quoted by any of 
our Christian ancestors before Eusebius. 

"Nor do I recollect that Josephus has anywhere men
tioned the name or word ' Christ,' in any of his works, 
except the testimony above mentioned [the disputed pas
sage], and the passage concerning James the Lord's 
brother. [And Josephus does not say 'the Lord's 
brother,' but 'the brother of Jesus,' which one of the 
numerous Jesus's of the time is not determined, while 
the added clause, 'who is called Christ,' is now de
nounced as a forgery by Christians themselvs]. 

"It interrupts tbe narrativ. 
"The language is quite Christian. 
"It is not quoted by Chrysostom, though he often re

fers to Josephus, and could not hav omitted quoting it, 
had it been, then, in the text. 

"It is not quoted by Photius, though he has three ar
ticles concerning Josephus. 

"Under the article, 'Justns of Tiberias,' this author 
[Photius] expressly states that this historian [Josephus], 
being a Jew, has not taken the least notice of Christ. 

" Neither Jus tin in his dialog with Trypho the Jew, 
nor Clemens Alexandrinus, who made so many extracts 
from ancient anthors, nor Origen against Celsns, has ever 
mentioned this testimony. 

"But on the contrary, in Chapter XXXV. of the first 
book of that work, Origen openly affirms that Josephus, 
who had mentioned John the Baptist, did not acknowl
edge Christ." 

H is now generally admitted by competent and 
honest judges that this alleged testimony of Jo 
sephus was forged between the time of Origen and 
that of Eusebius, probably by the latter writer, who 
was the first to "quote" it, and who was one of the 
most notorious of Christian forgers of whate-ver 
was thought necessary to strengthen the religious 
system for which he wrote. Baron Bunsen says 
(Egypt, vol. i, p. 200): "Eusebius had undertaken, 
in a very unscrupulous and arbitrary spirit, to muti
late history." And there is an abundance more like 
evidence of his unreliability. Returning for one 
moment to Josephus-Dr. Kippis says that the 
quotation from his "Antiquities" should "be for 
ever discarded from any place among the evidences 
of Christianity," which judicial statement we com
mend to the careful consideration of M. Courbet. 

Why M. Courbet should include Tertullian in the 
list of impartial and otherwise competent witnesses 
for the existence of Jesus Christ we are at a loss to 
conjecture. He was neither contemporary nor un
biased, for he lived in the. closing years of the 
second and the opening years of the third centuries, 
and he was a zealous Christian Father, so extremely 
fanatical that he declared that he maintained the 
absolute truth of the assertion that Jesus rose 
after he had been buried, "because it was mani
festly impossible " 1 

As to Celsus, one of the same objections applies 
-he was not contemporary with Jesus. The most 
partial Christian advocates cannot place him earlier 
than 150 to 170, and it is almost certain that he 
wrote in the first half of the third century. None 
of his works remains to us; the most that we hav 
are fragments which Origen quotes to refute, so 
that all at last depends on the fairness of that 
Christian Father. If Origen made faithful quota
tions Celsus did not refer to any of the existing 
books of the New Testament, his quotations being 
from other and now lost books. In no sense does 
he fulfil the conditions prescribed by Max Muller. 
In th;s connection it may be remarked that it -is 
somewhat singular that if the pagan and other 
writers opposed to Christianity gave such valuable 
testimony to the fact of the existence of the Naza
rene and the miracles performed by him, as also 
the miracle performed on him, the resurrection, 
so little of their works remain. Why did the Chris
tians destroy all this evidence or suffer it to be lost! 

One more reference here to the witnesses cited 
by M. Courbet. He says, speaking of Professor 
Muller's wish: "We should refer him, finally, to all 
the martyrs of the first century, who surely did not 
giv their lives for an imaginary being." Does the 
sincerity of the martyr prove the existence of the 
god or man-god in whom he believes? If so, all 
the "false saviors" of the world actually lived and 
did the marvelous deeds attributed to them by their 
worshipers. If so, all the "false religions" are 

The last sentence is especially applicable to the 
case of the "martyrs of the first century.'' More 
than that, was the " all '' of them very large ! It is 
extremely doubtful. About 161-69 Melito, Bishop 
of Sardis, addressed an "apology'' to the Emperor 
V erus, in which he said that persecution of Chris
tians had "never happened before," and that Nero 
and Domitian alone, stimulated by certain malicious 
persons, showed a disposition to ''slander our faith'' 
(Eusebius, Book IV., Ch. 26). It is not likely that 
Eusebius, unscrupulous as he was, would manu
facture evidence for the pagans. Between thirty 
and forty years later Tertullian sustained the state
ments of Melito and added that V erus also had not 
persecuted. He was not quite so favorable to 
Nero, but said that Domitian only banished, but 
soon permitted the exiles to return. Excepting 
these two rulers, he calls upon any one to "point 
out a single persecutor of the Christian name." 
Unless these distinguished Christians hav lie.d in 
this matter most prodigiously, what becomes of M. 
Courbet's swarming martyrs of the first century, 
whose deaths testified to the existence of the man 
J eaus and the risen God, Christ! 

A man by the name of Jesus there may hav been, 
who, at some period in the history of Judea, was 
executed as a religious or political disturber, for the 
name is a common one and the offense far from un
heard of, but the witnesses introduced by M. Cour
bet were not contemporaries of Jesus, and they are 
of no help to the advocate. They hsv been of no use 
in the attempt to demonstrate a purely human 
event. Will they be able to establish the truth of 
the proposition that not only did this man Jesus 
liv, but that he was the son of God on his father's 
side and of a perpetual virgin on his mother's, 
that he did many miracles, and ascended from the 
grave to heaven T 

Rev. Dr. Cuyler praises Anthony Comstock for 
"his efforts to suppress immoral books," and then 
in the next breath advises his hearers to cherish 
the Bible as " the first and best of books " and 
never to touch impure or ungodly publications, 
Won't they hav some difficulty in obeying both of 
these injunctions at once! And then to think that 
the Christiane out in Kansas are trying to bring 
this same pure Bible under the operation of the 
very United States law that the same Saint Anthony 
Comstock rushed through Congress for the sup
pression of the immoral books of which Dr. Cuyler 
talks so glibly! Fate is sometimes terribly cruel 
in its irony. 

Since our last acknowledgment was made we 
hav received for the Fleckten Bible in the schools 
fight in Minnesota, fifty cents from Wm. Platts and 
$2 from H. Bernhard. 
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The Sunday Fight Is on Now. 
In Duluth a Norwegian society has been giving 

Sunday concerts, and recently concluded to add 
theatricals to the entertainment. This "stirred up 
some of the church-going people in the West End," 
and the "Rev. Mr. Craig, and two other clergymen, 
called on Mayor Lewis to protest against allowing 
the entertainment to come off, as being subversiv 
of good morals and an opening wedge for profes
sional theatrical exhibitions." Of course the mayor 
obediently hunted up a statute that forbids theat
rical performances, and so he "gave order in his 
usual pleasant way" that the directions of his 
clerical masters be put into effect. It is to be pre
sumed that the only reason the Sunday monopo
lists did not demand the suppression of the con
certs also was because the bw at present tolerates 
them. 

West Virginia h!\s bean struck by the Sunday law 
enforcsment wave. Huntington is a city of about 
10,000 inhabita.nts. Hare is a paragraph. from the 
mayor's orders to the chief of police: 

"Yon are, therefore, directed to order closed, on each 
and every Sunday after the first of May, all business 
houses of every description, including barber shops, 
public bath rooms, fruit stands, restaurants, all classes of 
confectionery stores, meat shops, newspaper offices, and 
soda water and ice cream parlors; to prohibit all labor 
(excepting cases of charity and absolute necessity), in
cluding delivery and s~le of newspapers, and delivery of 
ice, milk, and meat; to order closed all drug stores, ex
cept for the sole pnrp:>se of filling prescriptions duly is
sued by a licensed physician." 

In addition to the occupations mentioned in the 
order, the street-car lines are held up by prosecu
tions. How sinful it must be to bathe on the 
priests' d11y I Nothing of the kind will be allowed 
unless you use the "blood of the Lamb" in lieu of 
water. God will hav to get after the birds, for the 
impious little wretches will bathe on Sunday, in 
spite of the police. It must be that they "lack 
spirituality," else the preachers and their servants, 
the lawmakers, lack sense. There is one encourag
ing feature about the Huntington crusade-the 
regulations are so drastic that the virulent intoler
ance which the ministers hav succeeded in import
ing into them may result in their early abrogation 
-sometime in the next half century, perhaps-for 
even the American worm will occasionally turn if 
you grind him down very hard into the dirt. He 
will endure almost anything, though, if you talk 
soothingly to him about religion and morality. 
Quite a large number of the smaller towns in West 
Virginia are following the lead of Huntington, and 
the epidemic is spreading. 

The Sunday Observance League of St. Paul is 
moving vigorously against Sunday baseball, having 
decided, for some inscrutable ·reason, to make this 
sport, instead of the Sunday saloon, the first vic
tim of their wrath. H. F. Phelps tells in the Amer
ican Sentinel the story of the struggle up to May 
6. During all the preparations for the opening of 
the base-ball season nothing was heard of opposi
tion by the League, but on April 19, just before 
the initial game was played, a representa.tiv_:_a 
preacher, of course, Rev. 0. E. Haupt -called on 
the mayor and suggested that it would be for the 
good of the community to stop the game. This was 
not tli.e mayor of Huntington, and f>O he demurred 
to the proposition of the minister, holding that it 
would not be for the good of the community to do 
as the League wished. He even gave utterance to 
the Jeffersonian but awfully heretical remark that 
that government was best which governed least. 
This evidently surprised and startled Mr. Haupt, 
for he protested that the maxim would not hold 
good in the case of St. Paul; the people there could 
not govern themselvs; the principle would apply 
only when and where the people were fully capable 
of self-government. Upon which the inquisitiv Mr. 
Phelps is moved to propound this poser: "Admit
ting thRt the people are not fully capable of self
government, who made the Sunday Observance 
League the governors of the people who cannot 
govern themselvs? Where are their credentials!" 
Unanswered, to date. Mr. Haupt told the mayor 
that there was a statute against games and sports 
on Snnda.y, bnb the official declined to enforce it, 
xnaiut~ining that ib was simply a club to be held 
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over the heads of transgressors. He did not spec~ 
ify what good purpose it could serve as a terrorizer, 
but possibly it has its use, when in a state of sus
pension, as a vote-inducer for the mayor's party. 
Games were played on April 21 and one other Sun
day before May 6, under the protection of four 
special and one mounted police. Mass meetings 
for and against hav been held, petitions and coun
ter petitions circulated, and lawyers , consulted. 
Now the clergy are agitating for a "Saturday half
holiday," in a la!!t desperate effort to save Sunday 
for themselvs. They are perfectly willing that 
base-ball shall "desecrate" the Bible Sabbath if 
only they can preserve the sanctity of the Sabbath 
of the Catltolic church and the Puritans:-that is, 
keep a free field for themselvs. 

The Pope has sent the apostolic benediction to 
the Association for Sunday " Rest " in France. He 
includes the labors of the Association among the 
"pious works " in which France abounds, and 
speaks of the "holiness " of its aims. We subjoin 
these significant lines from Leo's letter, hoping 
that they may help to.open the eyes of some per
sons who are inclined to look favorably on the Sun
day observance movement but who, with a strange 
lack of insight and observation, are unable to per
ceive that it is, in inception and intent, a priestly 
scheme solely for the benefit of the church: 

"As to yon, Beloved Son [M. Keller, president of the 
Sunday Association], and to your companions, who are 
so well insPired, We think it just to giv yon Our exhor
tation. We wish that what so far yon. hav been doing 
spontaneously, and upon your own initiativ, yon will 
continue to do in the future, in compliance with Our in
vitation. 

" May God look with complacency upon your organi
zation and the manifold works done by yon for His 
cause, and may yon find a pledge of Divine favors in the 
Apostolic Blessing which We impart t:> yon, Beloved Son, 
and to all those who, with yon, devote themselvs to so 
salutary an enterprise." 

The Sunday fight is on Now. Are our reserves 
ready for mobilization T 

Ah, what is this T Are the missionary supporters 
getting tired of their expensiv luxury! Here is 
part of a dispatch from Boston : 

"A committee of the foreign mission boards and socie
ties of the United States and Canada drafted a letter to 
be sent to the missions in all lands urging self-support 
upon every foreign missionary church that is receiving 
aid from the American missionary societies." 

This is urged " for the sake of the missionary 
churches themselvs, for the sake of the pagans not 
yet gathered into the missionary churches, and for 
the sake of the hundreds of millions 11 to whom no 
missionaries hav been sent and among whom no 
church has been formed. The banner missions of 
the world are stated to be the Burmah missions of 
the Baptist Missionary Union, which hav " more 
than three hundred nativ seli'-supporting churches 
and eighty-three paying more than half of their 
pastors' salaries and church expenses." It is to be 
hoped that the most conspicuous result of this 
Ohristian activity in Burmah is unlike that in Brit
ish India, where the Ohristian element of the popu
lation contributes to the ranks of the criminals in a 
ratio enormously out of proportion to its own ratio 
to the total population of the country. 

A correspondent of the New York World thinks 
that the New Jersey ministers make a mistake when 
they try to prevent Colonel Ingersoll lecturing in 
that state, either by appealing to the old Puritan 
statutes or by boycotting the meetings. He says 
that they advertise him by re.sorting to these meth
ods. This is no doubt true, but your orthodox sup
pressionist never takes the hint. The correspond
ent adds that if this misdirected opposition ceased 
the people might find that Colonel Ingersoll has 
simply turned a lot of second-hand misinf~rmation 
out of cyclopedias into disguised blank verse. The 
colonel will not dare deny, it is asserted, that he 
gets most of his materials for lectures out of cyclo
pedias and "such like handbooks!' We hav no
ticed that for the last few months it is a fashiona
ble orthodox answer to the colonel's arguments to 
assert that he obtains his facts from the cyclopedias. 
This is a funny charge. We do not know how d~-
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voted our orator is to the study of the cyclopedias, 
and it does not make any diff~>rence, for his critics 
so far hav not been able to dispose of either his 
facts or his at<guments, but it is well known that a 
good modern cyclopedia is a hundred times more 
reliable than the Bible or the writings of Eusebius. 
If the ministers would take their texts from the cy
clopedias instead of the Bible they could giv their 
hearers a good deal more truth in the course of a 
year than they do now. 

How "we Christians " do love liberty! Here is 
a bill introduced in the legislature of Illinois, and 
primarily aimed at Schweinfurth, the Rockford 
"Christ," which provides that impersonation of 
" the Deity or his Son " shall be punished with im
prisonment! Whew! How fearful the good 
brethren are that they will be "taken in " by some 
impostor masquerading as God or Christ I The 
ridiculousness of the whole performance is equaled 
only by its inexcusable tyranny, If the Bible is 
true, these stupid despots' own "Savior" was exe
cuted for the same offense they charge against 
Schweinfurth. No doubt the latter is just as much 
the "Son of God" as was tbe victim of their Pales
tinian prototypes. It is merely the latest but not 
the last manifestation of the inane jealousy of the 
sectarists. Why not enact that whoever imperson
ates Buddha or Allah or Mohammed or any other 
of the "heathen" gods or saviors be imprisoned T 
Such an act would be precisely as just and reason
able as the one proposed. Of course this bill is 
intended for the protection of Christians unable to 
take care of themselvs. No one thinks that Free
thinkers would need such a safeguard. We are not 
in any danger of buying celestial gold bricks. The 
law is intended by the Ohristians. to prevent some 
of their incompetents wandering off after "strange 
gods." Since the foregoing was written we hav 
read in the press dispatches of one John Gabriel, 
who, dressed in white trousers and white jacket, 
was nearly mobbed in Kansas Oity, Kan., because 
he attempted to palm himself off as a latter-day 
Christ. On May 14 he addressed a crowd gathered 
in the court house square, taking his text from the 
New Testament. When he said, "I am the spirit
ual successor of Jesus Christ on earth and a 
regenerated Adam," disapprobation was loudly ex
pressed, but when he added that he was "first 
born " ani that all who wished to be saved must 
gain salvation through him, there were cries of 
''lynch him" &nd " string up the blasphemer," 
while the crowd moved in menacingly upon the 
modern savior. A man had his hand raised to 
strike Gabriel when the latter asked the people to 
join in singing a hymn. His coolness for the mo
ment awed the ringleader and the rest. The ac
count concludes as follows : 

"At this juncture three pollcemen appeared on the 
scene and q nickly started Gabrieltoward the station bonae. 
The crowd soon recovered from its spell, and pressing 
closely after the qnsrtet, renewed its demands for veng
eance. For a time it seemed doubtful which would come 
ont victorious, bnt the offil3ers~ by hard work and threat
ening, finally landed Gabriel in the station house. Ga
briel is thirty-five years old, and claims to CJme from 
Cedar county, Iowa. He ~ays he will continue his aoser
tions made to-night. If he dues seriOU3 trouble is feared. 

We can easily imagin that the Jewish mob acted 
in the same way about the declarations of Jesus
granting, for illustration's sake, that the Nazarene 
story is true in its essential features, on the human 
side-that it was as silly and bloodthirsty as the 
mob of Kansas Ohristians. Each was eager to 
shriek "blasphemer," and to murder in the name 
of its god. In both instances sensible men wou_ld 
hav smiled in contempt of the preposterous claims 
of the "saviors" and in pity for their mentally un
balanced condition and hav taken steps to hav them 
kindly cared for as unfortunates. The ridiculous 
and savage conduct of the Kansas mob shows how 
very little nineteen centuries of Ohristian teaching 
has done to enlighten the minds or improve the 
manners and morals of the believing masses. Jew
ish mob, or Ohristian mob, there is little to choose. 
To-day in Illinois it is "false Christs " in prison ; 
in Kansas, at ropes' ends. And yet Christians hate 
pond berate the Jews for killing a man who "blas
phemed " their prejudices l 



News and Notes. 
Farewell to America for a season, and all hail to 

England! ,It is a beautiful day, and with the good 
wishes of many friends I set sail. Fortunately E. 
A Stevens is with us, and other friends from Chi
cago ; the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of course, 
who does not let the Secular Pilgrim depart with
out a blessing. Newark comrades are also present, 
and Henry Bird cheers our way with a resplendent 
mass of flowers. The lovely colors and petals 
merge in brilliant harmony, and in the center 
blazes the happy motto, "Bon Voyage," and for 
days, as we journey on, we look upon this beautiful 
remembrance of our nativ land. Flowers and 
waves thus mingle with delightful inspiration. To 
add to the zest and promis of our eventful depart
ure, the following message from Ingersoll, who is 
illuminating the path of freedom in the broad 
West, breathes its music to my heart: 

MY DEAR MR. PUTNAM: I hear that you are going to 
England, and I write to wish you a happy voyage, a good 
visit, and a quick return. I wish you to giv my very best 
regards to the Liberals you may meet. They- are doing 
a great work, and my heart goes out to them all. They 
are sturdy, tenacious, good-natured, and brave; say what 
they mean, and hate sham and cant with all their 
strength. 

Giv them my love. 
I regret that I cannot see you off, but I do not reach 

New York until the 25th. 
Be a good boy; enjoy yourself; tell the truth and 

sham~ the clergy, and come home healthy and happy. 
If you happen to see George Jacr>b Holyoake, the 

philosopher, philanthropist, and Secular saint, do not 
forget to tell him that I love him. 

Yonrs always, R. G. INGERSOLL. 
So the great New World passes out..of sight, and 

the glorious dream of a life is about to be fulfilled. 
What gorgeous scenery appears as we glide 

down the harbor ! The city shines with its innum
erable roofs and towers and walls, whence the 
sunlight is flashed back in diamond rays. The 
great statue of Liberty lifts its luminous torch over 
our way. The islands .advance, recede, and gleam 
away in the blue radiance. The sea broadens more 
and more; the horizon expands until at last the 
faintest glimmer of land sinks in molten silver. 

Our voyage has been one, so far, of exceptional 
beauty. No storm has yet darkened our way. A 
few mists and clouds hav rolled along, but the ocean 
has been smooth, and scarcely any one has been 
sick, not even the babies. They are lively as crick
ets, and the children play all day long on the deck 
as they would at home. The City of Berlin is a 
stanch vessel and plows the sea with steady motion. 
I cannot, therefore, record the horrors of a tem
pestuous voyage, and delineate the picturesque suf
ferings of sea sick passengers. I expected to hav 
an awful time of it, and to be confined to my cabin, 
and pay my devotions to Neptune without any re
gard to appearances, but nothing of the sort has 
occurred. It has been simply delightful. The 
winds and waves hav moved in harmonious concert 
The azure firmament, with its glorious clouds, has 
overhung the softly rolling magnificence of the 
boundless waters. It has been a lovely experience, 
a perfect dream, a poetic joy, this rhythmic march of 
day and night, with blue and gold and silver sheen. 
We watch the waves dance and glitter; the broad 
sail swelling to the breeze; the black columns of 
smoke rolling aloft. Backward as we gaze, the sun
burst makes the tossing waters one dazzling sheet 
of white, and looking forward it appears as if we 
were climbing an immense hill. Occasionally a ship 
darts in view, but very stldom. It seems as if we 
were all alone in the universe, so little are there any 
signs of life beyond our circle of humanity. For 
the time being we are a world in ourselvs, shut off 
from all mankind by measureless depths. We make 
the best of it, and an interesting panorama of life 
is ever in view. I do not hav a dull moment. 
There is always something occurring, and the slight
est incident has a charm. If we should see a whale 
spouting, it would be equal to a whole operatic 
performance. We are constantly on the lookout, 
and every distant sail or mast or puff of smoke is 
hailed with delight. This is a jolly, lazy life. We 
can simply do nothing without a pang of conscience. 
We can sleep till noon if we want to, and go to bed 
immediately after dinner. For the time being we 
are relieved of all care and burden as to the. prog· 
ress of mankind. There is no sense of duty. We 
can follow the impulse of the moment, "loaf with 
our soul," as Whitman says, and let things drift. 
It is truly delightful to be thus absolutely aimless 
for a while, and to lie down and hav a good rest; 
float along with wind and wave in the bliss of pure 
existence, in a sort of nirvana, sleeping, dreaming 
brooding, musing in the blessed arms of old ocea~ 
to the music of the thundering machinery. Every 
night a~ I go to bed-:-and I don't generally get to 
bed unbl about m1dmght-there are so many things 

. to see, especially the changing glories of sea and 
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sky, the moon and stara, the phosphorescent wa:ves, 
and immeasurable blackness beyond-every mght 
I am soothed to slumber by the throbbing of the 
great engin, and the gentle rocking of the ship as 
it heaves up and down the long swells, and I float 
away in gorgeous visions, and take no note of time, 
until the terrible gong sounds close to my cabin 
door. It is proposed to steal that gong in order 
that we may sleep undisturbed until ten o'clock in 
the morming. 

The modern steamship is a cosmopolitan world. 
It has a vast variety of humanity. Every passen
ger is an individuality. There is no repetition, no 
monotony. The elements are gathered from all 
over the earth-from Guatemala, Canada, Califor
nia, Louisiana, Colorado, Ohio, Connecticut ; from 
Chicago, New York, Boston, India, and from Eng
land, France and Germany, etc. It is a promiscu
ous, happy crowd. There are actors, artists, singers, 
commercial travelers, men of business, military offi
cers, doctors, students, mining men, the Salvation 
Army lass, sports, priests, nuns, and Freethinkers, 
and we mingle without any friction. The priest 
and I can smoke a cigar together and talk of the 
weather without any idea of persecution for opin
ion's sake. We make acquaintances on the spur of 
the moment. We do not need any introductions. 
We simply talk whenever we meet, as if we had 
known each other all our lifetime. There is no 
conventionality; Mrs. Grundy puts in no appear
ance except on Sunday, and then she reigns some
what indifferently. I must confess that Sunday 
was a little bit stupid. There was a smack of sol· 
emn Puritanism about it, seeing that we could not 
play cards, and there were church services, Catholic 
and Protestant and Salvation Army, which I did 
not attend. However, one could get a drink when
ever he desired and play "craps," a curious min
gling of religion and freedom. Even the Chris· 
tians complained that the Sunday was a little tedi
ous and appeared glad when it was over. People 
on board ship don't care much for the "Holy Sab
bath." As we change the reckoning every day an 
hour or so, it is pretty difficult to keep track of the 
really ''holy time." It grows uncertain as we fly 
over the sea, and one can't but think that E:very day 
is alike. The changing ocean and skies are a great 
enlightener of bigoted humanity. 

In fact, those people who travel are not much big
oted. Even when I talk with the orthodox passen
ger I find a geniality and openness about him that 
would be impossible to find in a country village. 
Those who travel must to a certain extent " put 
yourself in his place." They can't keep in the 
shell. They must come out. They must see things. 
They mu:>t learn that the universe is broad and that 
there are a great many people in it as good as 
themselvs and who do not believe as they do. One 
cannot take an ocean voyage without having his or
thodoxy knocked a little askew, no matter how stiff 
his backbone may be. 

We find on a steamship a kmd of model common
wealth ; about the way the world will be when we 
reach " the good time coming." The officers attend 
strictly to business and keep the ship on its right 
course, and clean and comfortable. What a bless· 
ing it will be when politicians do the same thing 
with the ship of state, instead of running all over 
the passengers, and making a mess generally, while 
the ship is very apt to strike on the rocks. Here 
the officers attend to the ship and let the passen
gers take care of themselvs, with the single excep
tion of the ridiculous Sunday law, and that, I should 
judge, is "more honored in the ]?reach than the ob
servance," even by church members. But generally 
the passengers are unhampered, and thus we hav a 
genuin display of human nature, and on the whole 
we find that it develops pretty splendid qualities. 
Instead of each one retiring to his cabin and look
ing out for number one in luxurious selfishness, 
every man for himself and devil take the hindmost, 
there is a spirit of generosity and cooperation. 
They all try to make one another happy. They are 
ready to do any service. It is realized that we 
must depend upon one another for our pleasures, and 
after the first day we are good friends and neigh
bors all around. There is not a particle of relig
ious motiv 1 theology is a dead letter so far as ac
tion is concerned. We simply know that we are 
shut off from all other existence; that we are for 
the time being like a planet sailing through the im
mensities of space ; and so we recognize the fact 
that it is oBly by mutual good will that we can re
lieve the tedium of the voyage, and therefore every 
one is ready to be sociable, to help entertain, to 
lend a hand, and contribute to the common fund of 
enjoyment. There is a true democracy on board 
ship. 

I find all sorts of genius and talent here. We 
can talk on every subject and learn something ; art, 
literature, science, business, politics, fashion, social 
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reform. Every day I discover some one who can 
tell me things I didn't know before. This is a kind 
of university and every passenger is a professor of 
something. He or she can always giv one a piece 
of information. Vast and varied experiences are 
concentrated in this little group of voyagers. And 
there is no pretense about it. It won't do for any
body to put on airs-for if he does he will be taken 
down. One must be free and easy as nature made 
him or he will be voted a bore. No fringes are 
allowed. Of course one can be a crank if he is 
built that way. Steamship life, while, like death, 
a great leveler, is at the same time a wonderful 
developer of originality. The vast ocean and 
boundless sky bring out the essential self. Artifi
cial distinctions vanish, but idiosyncrasies hav full 
sweep. 

It is wonderfully interesting to follow the path
way of this mighty ship-to muse on what man has 
done from the canoe to this almost living glory of 
hi.s imperial genius. What a fiery monster is the 
great engin as it works day and -night I When we 
gaze down into the interior of the ship it seems as 
if we were looking into hell itself, so profound are 
the depths, in whose dismal shades and flashing 
gloom men work like beet!!, and keep the hot heart 
of the ship palpitating with resistless energy, and 
the magnificent hulk speeds on, which all the bil
lows of the angry sea cannot prevent. What an 
evolution from the depths of time, this glorious, 
beautiful winged creature, with thunder and fire, 
majestically sweeping the unfathomable main I 

What a picture of the universe, ever changing, is 
thus presented; sea and sky, wind and wave, moon 
and stars, clouds and mist, gold and silver light, 
masses of radiance, and the sea of humanity itself 
in its contrasts of splendor and toil. The floating, 
beautiful, brilliant, intellectual world above, and 
de'p down the grime and sweat of ceaseless labor 
that makes possible all this attractiv and resplen
dent scene. It is an experience not to be for 
gotten. 

There is a remarkable array of dramatic and 
musical ability on board, and a concert was given 
for the benefit of the family of an engineer who was 
killed while on duty a trip or two ago. It was a 
brilliant affair, and was a great credit to the ship 
and the passengers, as well as to human nature, for 
the generosity of spirit manifested. However, 
there are exceptio:::ts to the general rule. 'When 
the S.1lvation Army lass-who, by the· way, is a 
captain, and is going over to England in order that 
General Booth may furnish her with a husband, 
which I believe is the way that marriage is arranged 
in this organization ; love has nothing to do with it ; 
it a matter of religious duty and command-when 
this captain was asked to contribute a sixpence for 
the bemfit of this poor man's family, she replied 
that she must giv aU the money she had to the Sal
vation Army. She had nothing, it seems, for hu
manity as such. She had no spirit of universal 
benevolence. She was not working for man, but 
for the army. She could not help a suffering fellow
being simply because this being was outside the 
Salvation Army. What an iron despotism thus lays 
its hand on superstitious multitudes and prevents 
them from being trul.Y and nobly generous! Again, 
this captain, who professes so much religious sweet
ness, in the course of a conversation with a fellow 
passenger who was politely maintaining his own 
principles, cried out, "That is a. lie, sir, and you are 
a liar." 

What a beautiful exhibition of Christian charity! 
Isn't there something of the Inquisition lurking in 
this ignorant ~natioism T It is the Salvation 
Army that would tear Hypatia to pieces in the mad
ness of their blind faith. It needs but the C?ppor
tunity to pour forth its volcanic fire of persecution. 

Wbat a drama one could· write if he could bring 
into juxtaposition the elements of human nature 
aboard ship ! All the history of the past might 
flash forth in one voyage. The steamship is a kind 
of magnet in the midst of the waters, .and the elec
tric currents of humanity run through her from all 
portions of the earth, although the connection is 
apparently severed. 

A little "stowaway" was born on May 1st-a 
May blossom of humanity. I do not know what 
they will charge for his passage, but I guess he will 
get off scot-free, since he is young and l!lpry. He 
is born an Englishman, if he so elects, for the 
British flag floats over him. I cannot welcome 
him, perhaps, as a countryman, only as a citizen of 
the world. Long life and happiness to the ocean 
stranger, coming 

Out of the everywhere into the here, 
This afternoon, May 3d, a wreck swung by the 

ship, a desolate object-the masts br.oken, the 
sails draggling, the decks burned black and the 
sides broken in. What a reminder of the storms 
and perils of the sea I Through what awful suffer-
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ings the crew .must hav passed before they aban
doned the tossmg vesse1, and dared their fortunes 
with the remorseless billows. In deathlike majesty 
the derelict rolled by, a tombstone of the sea, an 
emblem of human tragedy, while we, with sunshine, 
splendor, and rejoicing, swept onward, the ocean 
smiling, the skies beaming, land only a hundred 
mile~ away, and our hearts full of gladness and ex
ultatwn: We could throw a biscuit on board as 
the shattered ship went on, sad, solemn, and solitary, 
without a single greeting to our crowded decks. 

And anon a great steamship of the German line, 
only a mile or two distant, sweeps towering along, 
with sails spread, with rolling columns of smoke, 
and immense hulk, dashing into the sunshine until 
it is lost in the glittering horizon like a bird wing
ing its way into skyey depths. 

May 4th.-! hav arrived safely, and am now in 
London enjoying the delightful hospitality of 
Charles Watts and family. Yesterday, at South
ampton, I was met by Watts and Foote. It was 
truly like a wonderful dream. It was a royal day, 
indeed, and I can only suggest the grand inspira
tions of the occasion. Next week I shall hav much 
to write of our splendid English alliPB. My heart 
is full of this beautiful welcome to new shores and 
new work. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

The Unexpected Has Happened. 
A change-very temporary, we fear-has come 

over the spirit of the dreams of the pious New 
York Herald, as the following excerpts will show. 
In its issue of May 14th it prints a letter from its 
Tokio correspondent, Col. John A. Cockerill, which 
conhins some information quite interesting to our 
Christian friends, and some fine satire concerning 
Christianity's "beautiful doctrins of peace, charity, 
and humanity." Colonel CJckerill says: 
_ The one colossal reason that the foe of Japan al
ways aivances when discussing the right of the Japanese 
to control and direct their own aff11.irs Is the dreadful faet 
that they are not a ChristiBn people. Being, from the 
Christian standpoint, mere pagans, he holds it is unwise 
for the enlig-htened and highly favored children of civili
zation in Europe and Amarica to admit them to the 
blessed sisterhood of sanctified nations. This is;- in the 
most intense sense, the ar,qumentum ad hominem of the 
missionary, who would hold Japan as the world holds 
Turkey-until she accepts the cross and its faith. 

The missionaries hav been doing hard work here for 
many years. Long before the Perry' expedition the J es
nits were here preaching the Word. When St. Francis 
XavieT was engaged in turning India from its Hindoo be 
liefs he sent con..-erted Japanese agents to this country to 
preach and crusade. In 1549· the work began, al" d at the 
dawn of the seventeenth century the Catholics had one 
million converts in Japan. At the last counting they had 
thirty- five thousand. Nearly all of the Protestant 
churches hav expensiv missions here and they hav been 
hammering for years. Altogether they hav probably 
thirty thousand communieants. The Orthodox Greek 
chnrch has eighteen thousand, according to best estimates. 

As for the Japanese, it is qnite evident that they are 
taking upon themselvs a_ civilization towhich they cannot 
well adjust their ancient Shinto and BJddhist philoso
phies. The dull, leaden doubt of despair of Eoclesias~es 
i~ falling upon J11.pan. The temples are attended but m
differently, and the attendants are, for the most part, old 
people, ignorant peasants, and children. Agnosticism is 
spreading. The fact that so little has been ac~ieved for 
Christianity in over three hundred years, despite the fact 
that the missionaries hav labored so zealously and that 
moat of'them are allowed $100 for each child born unto 
them while toiling in this vinyard, is somewhat discourag-
ing. · · · · · · • • 

'.rhe son Q.f Japan who handles a telegraph instrument, 
the lever of a locomotiv, or who delvs in the sciences 
provided him in the universities, may hold to his old 
Confuoian code of ethics, but he will not be found much, 
I suspect, in the ~emp_les of his ances~ors, and _t~e ques
tion is, whether, m this day of saddemng skeptiCism and 
indifference, he can be even led to look favorably upon 
the religion born of Nazareth. 

There are people here who hope that one. of these fine 
days an imperial ediot wil_l lift Japan_ f~on;t her so- c~Jle_d 
pagan-ism mto the full hght of Christtamty, bnt this Is 
neither pos5ible nor likely to occur. · · · 

If it be impossible for the evangelists who are laboring 
so hard to convert Japan's 45,000,000 people to Chris
tianity to make but little impression upon her rock-ribbed 
paganism, may it not become neces•ary for the emperor 
to invite the civilized powers of the earth to come over 
and bombard 'the country into the true faith, in order 
that Japan may sit gracefully and independently in the 
Jlrand council of the nations?_ The que~tion is 'f!O_W, Can 
Japan, which seems to reqmre no senous rehgwn, be 
brought to Christianity, with its hell, its heave~, and its 
beautiful doctrins of peace, charity, and hnmanity, or 
will a new and more " advanced" religion find birth in 
this almost barren field? 

Is the son of America who handles the telegraph 
instrument, the lever of the locomotiv, or delvs in 
the sciences provided in the universities more likely 
than the son of Japan who does the same to be 
found often in the temples of his ancestors, the 
Christian conventicles and· cathedrals T That is ter
rible sarcasm, the suggestion of Colonel Cockerill 
that it may become necessary for the Christian 
p9wers to go over and bombard Japan "into the 
true faith." Of course he was not unawar& that 
that has ever been the preferred Cbris.tian method 
of evangelization. But it remained for the editor 
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. of the Herald to giv the finishing touches to this 
picture of Christianity in the East. In the issue of 
May 15th we find this editorial comment on Colonel 
Cockerill's letter and questions suggested thereby : 

Colonel Cockerill's letter published in yesterday's 
He_ra;ld is one which deserves the earnest study of the 
rehgwns world of the West and of the believers in the 
immaculacy of our boasted civilization. Japan has won 
her victories not beca.use of her intense nationalism and 
inherite'd prowess, but because she had the innate genius 
to choose from our civilization what was necessary only 
to her material advancement. Among her fort:v-five 
milli_?D;B of people there are onlv fifty thousand Christians, 
and It IB safe to say that after the conclusion of the pres
ent war there will be few leading Japanese statesmen who 
will be inclined to look with favor on the introduction of 
more of the sort of Christian civilization that bas made 
itself so selfishly prominent during the last few weeks. 
We hav seen during that time the most powerful Euro
pean nations, professing the glories of the Christian re
ligion, striving, not to assist Japan on her pathway to the 
hig-hest civilization, but exerting all thrir influence and 

'menacing her with diabolical threats to the end that they 
in their ·stupendous greed may still gain a few more de
cades of years in which to milk the bloated cow of Confu
cius for their own pecuniary benefit. Flaunting the va
rious :flags of Christian civilization on their war ve~sels, 
they bav tri<>d to stay J apa.n's advance and to prevent the 
voung standard bearer of temperate and commercial 
Western civilization getting a foothold and letting the 
light of Western educationandscienCP into the benighted 
world d the fnrther East. · · · So far as Japan is 
concernfd the Island Empire will presumably advance on 
the lines she has hitherto marked out for herself. She 
will absorb all the material g-ood from the West l!lhe is 
capable of assimilating, but @he has had such a miserable 
lesson in Christian virtues and justice as it is fa'lght by 
the European powers as will fm·ce her to leave Christian
ity a long while untouched. Buddhism and ShintoiRm 
may hav to be burnished up a little, but they will be far 
more acceptable for long ye"rs to come to the millions of 
Japan than the creeds of Western powers which, inter
preted as they hav been, hav taug-ht them that the bast, 
and in fact only, means for the self-pre!lervation of a new 
empire is to select for employment in offense and defense 
from among the thousand glories of our boasted civiliza
tion efficient war ships, splendid gun!!, repeating' rifles, 
perfected military organization and' the achievements of 
science-most of which we ourselvs bav styled the works 
and inventions of the devil, and none of which are the ab
solute results of Christianity. 

Paste that last admisoio~ of the truth in your 
scrap-books; it is wonderful, coming from the emi
nently religious Herald. 

Georgia at It Again. 
A special telegram announces that J. Q. Allison, 

a Saventh-Day Adventist of Douglas county, Ga., 
has been arrested for working on Sunday, says the 
American Sentinel. He is to be tried this week. 
Mr. Allison, if convicted, will, according to the 
Georgia statute, "be punished by a fine not to ex
ceed one thousand dollars, imprisonment not to 
exceed six months, to work in the chain-gang on 
the public works, or on such other works as the 
county authorities may employ the chain-gang, not 
to exceed twelve months, and any one or more of 
these punishments may be ordered in the discretion 
of the judge." 

In case a fine is imposed, Section 4582 of the 
Georgia Code makes the following provisions for 
its disposal : 

All moneys arising from fines imposed for offenses, the 
pist of which consists in their beinq committed on the 
Sabbath day, shall be paid to the ordinary of the county, 
to be by him distributed for the purpose of establishing 
and promoting Sabbath-schools in the county. 

In case the convicted party refuses to pay fines, 
or in case he is sentenced to the chain-gang, Section 
4814 provides: 

In all cases where Persons are convicted of misde
meanor, and sentenced to work in the chain-gang on the 
public works, or public roads, or when such persons are 
confined in jail for non-payment of fines imposed for such 
misdemeanor, the ordinary of the county, and where 
there is a board of commissioners of roads and revenues 
of the counties, then said board of commifsioners, and 
in those counties where there is a county judge, then the 
said county judge, where such conviction was had, or 
where such convicts may be confined, may place such 
convicts, in the county or elsewhere, to work upon such 
public works of the county, in chaia-gangs, or otherwise, 
or hire out such convicts, upon such terms and restric
tions as may subserve the ends of justice, and place such 
convicts under such guards as may be necessary for their 
safe keeping. 

In care of "insurrection" (which would doubt
less include a refusal to work in the chain-gang on 
the [Biblical] Sabbath), Section 4821 provides: 

Whenever any convict or convicts now confined, or 
hereafter to be confined, in the penitentiary of this state, 
or member or members of the chain-gang now confined 
or hereafter to be confined, in the penitentiary of thi~ 
state, or wherever else employed as such, sh"ll be guilty 
of insurrection or attempt at insurrection, such convict 
or convicts, or member or members of the chain-t:tang, 
shall, upon trial and conviction in the Supreme Court 
of the county in which the crime is committed, be deemed 
guilty of a capital oflense, and punished with death, or 
such other punishment as the judge in his diseretion may 
inflict. 

Thus it appears that Mr. Allison is facing as a 
possibility, first, a thousand-dollar fine; second, 
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six months' imprisonment ; third, the chain-gang; 
fourth, aU three combined; fifth, he faces the possi
bility of being sold to the highest bidder, to some 
contractor, and in either case whether in the chain
gang of the state, or of the private contractor, should 
he refuse to work on the Sabbath, as he surely 
would, he "may be punished with death"! 

The state of Georgia is not in Russia; it is in the 
southea13tern part of the United States, and pro
fessed Protestant churches are behind this barbar
ous Sunday 1aw. 

----------~-------
Observations. 

I cannot concur in the decision of the courts that 
a single unlawful passage in a book or paper viti
ates the entire publication. Such a ruling is not 
sustained by analpgy. There is the human body, 
passages of which are open to criticism, but its cir
culation is still permitted. As a case in point, take 
the Rev. Mr. Talmage. He is not altogether objec
tionable personally, yet putting his mouth in evi
dence, and following the court decisions, he would 
hav to be condemned as a hole. 

'.rhe Catholic Union and Times quotes some 
good- natured remarks from the San Francisco Star 
and heads them "A Protestant Editor on the Sis
ters of Cha~ity." I was personally acquainted for 
some years with Mr. James Barry, editor of the 
Star, and can testify that the clergymen of San 
Francisco do not regard him as a Protestant jour
nalist. He is a Single Taxer, but has no other hope 
of paradise. He served on the Fourth of July com
mittee one year. The question of opening the 
Independence Day exercises with prayer came up, 
and a member of the committee moved that the 
Rev. Horatio Stebbins, Unitarian, should be en
gaged. Mr. Barry objected on the ground that 
prayer by a Unitarian parson was just the same as 
having no mummery at all, which would suit him 
better. "To the devil with your ministers," said 
he-for so Mr. Barry expresses his thought when 
in calm discussion. " To he'll with your ministers. 
If you've got to hav a sky-pilot, giv us, by godfrey, 
a blankity-dashed good pot-bellied Catholic priest." 
Such was his language, and the committee arose. 

I should guess that Barry was raised a Catholic 
and that his family are Catholics now-he being 
indifferent, except that he favors fair play and no 
~ouging. I am quite sure that the editor of the 
Union and Times, in quoting him as a Protestant 
editor, is catching at a straw, which religious edi
tors should never do unless there is something good 
in a glass at the other ~nd of it. 

About the first of March last a grocer named 
Stratmann, of Louisville, Ky., was brought into the 
court presided over by one Judge Thompson and 
arraigned for the offense of "being found at his 
calling on the Sabbath day." A Baptist theological 
student appeared as the prollecuting witness, and 
Stratmann, who is a German, pleaded guilty as 
eharged. He admitted "being found at his calling," 
which was an honest one, "on the Sabbath day," 
but having been reared in the Old World, which is 
governed by tyrants instead of Baptists, he was in
sensible that by thus minding his own business he 
would offend against the people of the state of 
Kentucky and their dignity. He retained no coun
sel, as, being innocent of either harmful act or 
intent, he felt sure that he would need no defense 
before a just judge. But that was where Mr. Strat
mann fooled himself, for Judge Thompson fined him 
five dollars and costs and remanded him pending 
the payment of the same. The clergymen of Louis
ville went into throes of elation over this decision, 
and called a meeting at which all the yelloquence 
at their command was evoked to the glory of Judge 
Thompson. One minister felicitated the assem
blage on the brightening prospects of the cause 
under such rulings, which he termed "righteous," 
and another said : " Judge Thompson is a fine type 
of a Christian on the bench." 

Encouraged by this enthusiastic praise of his 
feeble efforts to vindicate the sanctity of the Sab
bath, Judge Thompson has made a more powerful 
one to vindicate the sanctity of the marriage tie, 
and he was not turned from his course by the con
tingency that in doing this he must commend one of 
the basest murders that. ever went unrecorded as 
such. But what is lite compared to sanctity T Let 
us proceed. 

Two weeks ago Fulton Gordon came before this 
sanie Judge Th0mpson with blood upon his hands 
and clothes. He had just murdered his wife and a 
young man named Brown; but when he explained 
that the woman seemed to like Brown better thaD 
himself, and that Brown accepted the ~itu9-tic.t•. 
Judge Thompson assured him that his apology wae 
adequate and even handsome, and that the cour~ 
could not find him guilty of a wrong. The judge 
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did not even insult the widowed Gordon by inquir
ing if he owned the deceased female ; it was not 
necessary, for no gentleman will shoot a lady whom 
he has not previously promised on his oath and 
honor to love, cherish, and protect. How the Louis
ville ministers regard this second decision has not 
transpired, but being in a line with the first it prob
ably makes the prospects of their cause look even 
brighter than they were just after Grocer Strat
mann's conviction. Under such an administration 
of justice by their " fine type of a Christian on the 
bench" who ought to be in the penitentiary, it is a 
waste of time and eternity for them to wait on the 
formalities of arresting and convicting the Sabbath
breaker. They hav only to take the law, the gospel, 
and the gun in their own hands and shoot him as 
he breaks. 

It is to be noted that the code of Louisiana, like 
that of Kentucky, permits the citizen to begin firing 
whenever he discovers the female of his species in 
consort with a rival male. An illustration has just 
appeared in New Orleans, where Dr. S. P. Schwing, 
suspicious of conjugality between Mrs. Schwing 
and Dr. Emile Hiriat, sought the first opportunity 
to pump his brother physician full of lead. Tbe 
learned Judge Whitaker, who had this case before 
him, after consulting the audience and his own 
political interests, declared that there was nothing 
against the defendant and ordered his release from 
custody. Dr. Schwing omitted to kill his wife, 
which was almost criminal carelessness, since if 
through some j !ldicial oversight the case had come 
to trial she might hav given testimony upon which 
the jury would be compelled to convict. 

These incidents, gaining currency abroad, might 
carry the impression that we hav a punctilious re
gard for the marriage obligation, but other facts 
contradict that theory, for the localities where such 
outbreaks of brute instinct occur return the ripest 
and richest and most opulent crop of scandals 
Nor is it to be inferred that human life is quoted 
at a low figure by the sticklers for the code. Life is 
not held cheap except by the one who gets the drop 
on his adversary, while the latter will make as high 
speed as he is capable of to get out of range. One 
reason for judicial leniency is that live men hav 
votes and the dead ones hav lost theirs. The case, 
then, is that marriage does not necessarily place 
the male under moral restraint; it is merely a lPgal 
formality conferring upon him a license to cause 
the decease of other males intervening, with her 
consent, between himself and the female with whom 
he is more than with others paired. 

Mr. W. L. Sheldon, who holds plow for the Ethi
culturalists of St. Louis, has produced a book for the 
young and labeled it the "Story of the Life of J e
sus." A reviewer states that the author has elimi
nated the supernatural and miraculous elements 
from the accounts of the carpenter's son, and that 
the present biography says nothing about the vis
ions of Joseph and Mary, the temptation of Christ 
by Satan, nor anything else not admissible to Ethi
cal circles. This is throwing away the husk and 
retaining the cob, I should say; for, devoid of hocus 
pocus, the Galilean appears to hav been a quite 
ordinary type of the sort of people whose mission 
it is to make us tired. His "Life," when he is so 
viewed, wouldn't be "Hamlet" with the prince of 
Denmark left out altogether, but it would be strictly 
analogous to a version of that play with all refer
ence to Hamlet's insanity expunged. 

It is reported that not more than two hundred 
persons attended Colonel Ingersoll's lecture in 
Dover, N. H., on May 4th, although it was so well 
advertisEd that everybody in the city must hav 
been aware that it was to be delivered. . This intel
ligence does not surprise me in the least, for I 
know the kind of country New Hampshire is
that is, I know what it used to be. and I understand 
it is worse now. Ethnologists t~ll us there is such 
a thing as a state of arrested development. I be
lieve New Hampshire is the state referred to. About 
ten years ago I happened to be there when Inger
soll lectured in Keene, a city of six thousand inhab
itants, rather more than one hundred of whom were 
at the speaking. It cost the Colonel $50 for the 
privilege of addressing that audience. I bought 
two tickets and took a female relation to the lect
ure. She was a school-teacher, and not pious in an 
orthodox sense, but throughout the evening, except 
at one point, she maintained toward the orator an 
attitude of the most austere severity. She did un
bend once and nod her head in approval, although 
I was not certain what it was that pleased her. On 
the way home I took occasion to inquire the cause 
of her complaisance, and she replied that no one 
could help indorsing Mr. Ingersoll's views on music 
and grammar when he expressed them so eloquently. 
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He hadn't said a word about grammar, but as an f 
allusion to the "drama" occurred in the course of 
his remarks I suppose she misunderstood him. I 
bad no doubt that in a discussion of the parts of 
speech and the art of using them with propriety, 
she and the Colonel would substantially agree, 
while as to the value of the theater they might 
diverge, so I let it go as it was. 

The people of Dover might not hav been helped 
very much if they had all turned out to hear Colo
nel Ingersoll. He has said himself that there is no 
use in boosting anybody who is not trying to climb, 
and where the party is shinning down, the case is a 
good deal more hopeless. 

Premier Rosebery of England is a:ffiicted with 
insomnia, and among those who ha.v told him what 
to take for it is the Rt. Hon'ble W. E. Gladst'n, who 
recommends the study of ancient theology. I know 
of nothing more likely to put a man to sleep, except 
modern theology as expounded from the contempo
rary pulpit. Mr. Gladstone is an unrelenting pro
ducer of literature on the subject of those antique 
superstitions by him called ancient theology, so that, 
like a homeopathic doctor, he is prepared to furnish 
the material for the dose which he prescribes. 

The Supreme Court has finally decided that the 
Income tax is unconstitutional. While bowing to 
the whim of Providence, it is not irreverent to note 
the fact that each of the judges condemning the 
measure enjoys an income that would be taxable 
under it. 

The New York Voice is vaunting itself just now 
over the following conundrum, which it stumps the 
silver advocates to answer: "Why should the ratio 
between gold and silver be fixed at 16 to 1 or 15 to 
1 T Why not put the two metals on an exact equal
ity T" That is the red1tctio ad abs1trd1tm, or fool 
question. What would be the dimensions of a 
$20 piece if gold were fifty cents an ounce, or what 
the dimensions of a dime with silver at sixty-five 
cents a pennyweight T . The exceeding inconvenience 
of such a ratio is an answer to the Voice. 

Asking questions is the easiest way of appearing 
to argue. For example-Question in prohibition: 
If a man should be imprisoned for selling liquor, 
why should he not be hanged? Another: Mr. 
John Doe went to a saloon, got drunk, went home, 
and killed his wife. Mrs. Richard Roe went to 
church, got religion, went home, and sacrificed her 
child. Child as dead as woman-what are you go
ing to do about it! Comparing the number and 
frequency of church and saloon attendance, as much 
quarreling is done over religion as over rum, and 
anyone would be well within the bounds of truth 
who should assert that more deeds of heroism, 
kindness, and generosity are done under the influ
ence of ardent spirits than under the impulses of 
the spirit described as holy. Why not place the 
two sources of inspiration on a parity T Question 
in finance: If the government on a nominal basis 
or reserve of one hundred millions of gold can 
maintain a circulation of one thousand millions of 
credit money, why can it not maintain sixteen 
times as much on the same amount of gold T This 
last question is twin brother to the one asked by 
the Voice, and equally deserving of a square an
swer, which it will not get. 

Something ought to be done at once to giv our 
jingo ministers and newspaper editors a chance to 
work off their superfluous belligerency. The min
isters are arming and drilling the young of their 
congregations, and the editors are calling for stand
ing armies, warships, coast defenses, and enforce
ment of the Monroe doctrin. Is there no way to 
bring these bloodthirsties together on opposit sides 
of some question, so that they may take it out of 
each other and giv the community a rest T The case 
is urgent, for there are in this country a good many 
thousand of inflammable brains liable to be ignited 
by warlike preaching and journalizing, and, with 
such an administration as they would be likely to 
elect, we would be involved in war over Hawaii, 
Corinto, or the Nicaragua ditch. Then, after an ex
pensiv, bloody, and disastrous conflict, it might oc
cur to the people that it was the clerical and jour
nalistic jingoes who got them into the scrape and 
that the best thing for future public safety would 
be to hang or drown a few of them. I once saw a 
man set a dog on a cow that was peacefully grazing 
near-by; but the cow kicked the dog, which came 
yelping back and bit the man severely in the leg. 
As the man's act was a wanton one, he got no sym-
pathy. GEo. E. MAoDoNALD. 

The third volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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.A Little M:ore Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us tho.t 

in their opinion the work, "SELF-CoNTBADIOTIONs 
oF THill BIBLE," shoul~ go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, neces
saryto preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible," to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOU A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 

twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to anything good. 

".An Important Intimation." 
There are, we regret to say, between one thou

sand and two thousand. of our friends who hav 
allowed their subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEKEB 
to expire without renewing. This is a considerably 
larger portion than is pleasant to us, who depend 
upon the more or less prompt payment of subscrip
tions for the wherewithal to meet our bills. Now, 
we are not going to get angry, or scold, or do any
thing disagreeable about this, but we must appeal 
to our friends' good nature and genet"Ous feelings 
to remedy this deplorable and unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. We need the money badly-so do our 
creditors. The paper man, and the printer, and 
the compositor, and the mailer, and the post-office 
collector, and the clerks, and the landlord, and the 
insurance man, and the gas man, and the devil are 
always with us, not to mention the rest, and they 
all want money and want it bad, and want it when 
it is due. And when we havn't got it for t~em life 
is a burden-they make it so intentionally, blast 'em. 

So now, as aforesaid, we appeal to our friends all 
over this country-thousands of them-to send the 
amount of their arrea.rages and as much in advance 
as they hav been behind, to sort of even things up 
and turn about in fair play, as it were. A year's 
subscription from each one whose time has expired 
will make us easy-very easy-but if we can't hav 
that then let us hav what you can spare, and we will 
"grin and bear it" until you get the balance. The 
amounts are small individually and easily raised, 
but to us they collectivly mean a good deal-just 
the difference between being even with the world 
and being unpleasantly behind. 

The disciples of a certain philosopher, one day 
missing their teacher from his accustomed place in 

the midst of them, sought him at his unpretentious 
lodgings, where they dil!lcovered that he was suffer
ing from the lack of a Square Meal. Of course 
they hastened to provide him with all that the inner 
sinner could desire, but he nevertheless took occa
sion to jab them with a moral pointed by the event. 
"Know, then" (said he)," that in order that you 
may permanently enjoy the. light of a lamp, it is 
necessary occasionally to replenish the Oil." 

Delinquents who renew at once will be spared the 
moral which their remissness might tempt us to draw. 

There is always a demand for inexpensiv tracts 
for general distribution. We hav endeavored to 
supply that demand, and the reader who looks on 
page 333, this issue, will find a long list of them. 
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A Freethinking Wife's Eulogy of Her Free
Jlreethinking Husband. 

What the Sun pronounces an "unusual not to 
say remarkable," funeral oration was recentty pro
nounced by Mrs. Turner over the body of her hus
ba.nd, the Ho?. Isaac M. Turner, of Grand Rapids, 
~1ch., who died of consumption after a lingering 
Illness. There wete no other funeral exercises : 

"I feel that I must say a word here above the 
bier of my dead hero, for all that is best in 
life I owe to him. While living he was for all but 
being dead, he is mine alone. .Chen I would s~eak: 
for many of you here were friends of his, and, 
through him only, friends of mine. · 

"You who knew him in his professional or pub
lic life, knew him to love and esteem. I know 
that from your presence here; but I think it must 
hav been that he was at his best in his private life 
In his home, with his friends, in his library, was 
certainly where he found life's fullest meaning and 
highest enjoyment. And if in public life he ever 
found it necessary to be stern or appear harsh, yet 
it was his nature to be kind and gentle; for he was 
ever a lover of little children, and lover and pro
tector of all domestic pets, a lover of :flowers and 
forests, and of that gentle mystic mood of nature 
of which his favorit poets sang so eloquently. 
Perhaps he did not possess the technicalities of ex
act scholarship, yet he was a profound student in 
many departments of research; he was familiar 

·with the wide sweep and tendencies of history, as 
well as with its more particular phases. He was a 
lover of the literature of all ages and nations. It 
was a maxim with him that in a knowledge of uni
versal literature was to be found the widest culture. 

" His Anglo-Saxon blood made him a fearless 
lover of the truth, and a feadess advocate of the 
rights of the individual. With him the human 
soul in its full integrity should acknowledge no 
authority either to church or state, except indeed 
in so far as had been mutually agreed upon for the 
good of all. Yet, claiming this preeminent posi
tion for himself, you would not find a man more 
modest and more considerate for others. 

"His life was cast upon a generous mold, his 
love and sympathy were as wide as humanity, his 
interest as wide as nature. The less fortunate ·in 
life found in him a true friend and helper, and he 
was the peer of many upon their own more limited 
platform. 

"He was made of the stuff from which heroes 
are made. It was ever his lot to struggle, it was 
his to endure, and it was 'his to attain. To struggle, 
to endure, to attain; that makes the cycle of hu
man life, and his was not incomplete, though his 
forty-three .Years seemed all to short. 

" During the fifteen years of our wedded. life 
there has never been a winter nor a summer gone 
by, but at the turning of the seasons I hav heard 
the rustling of the robes of the angel of death. 
The shadow of her wing has been over us at all 
times. There has never been a fond ambition for 
this world's fair prospects but has been gently 
shrouded on her breast. My sorrow is great, but 
it is without bitterness, except in so far as contri
tion and remorse will come with the recollection that 
I might hav been more tender and loving to one 
whose life was so unequally matched with fate. 

"I cannot stand here above the wreck of so much 
pro mis and say that I believe that it is the will of 
Providence, for I do not. God does not will such 
heartbreaking ~hings. I can take no comfort in the 
platitude that the mysteries of Providence are past 
human understanding. Humanity itself has been 
intrusted with the high problem of working out its 
own salvation, and it is humanity's part to see that 
such inconsolable things do not happen. Human
ity, by investigation, research, and effort, must fulfil 
the destiny stamped upon its brow. To base my 
faith upon the postulate that somewhere at some 
time in the universe this must be compensated is an 
unsubstantial position, for there is no comp~nsa
tion. There can be none, except in so far as human 
effort can prevent the happening of such untimely 
occurrences. 

" But weep not for him, for all has ended in 
peace; weep for me and for mine, if you will; but 
weep not for him, for his life went out upon tri
umphant lines. No imperial guard ever died at his 
post of duty more nobly than did our hero, and I 
pray that his life may still be a hope and inspiration 
to me, and not a mere memory, however sweet and 
sacred that will always be. Weep not for him. 
Chant no funeral dirge. Let no minor strains of 
woe accompany the flight of his spirit. We will not 
say dust to dust and ashes to aehes, but life to life 
and spirit to spirit. Weep not for him, for I say 
his life has gone out upon triumphant lines, and let 
dominant iriumphant chords weave the ha.rmony 
that would eoho the flil$'ht of 4is so~V' 
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Lovest Thou Me ~ 
Thy proselytes, 0 Nazarene, adore thee 

And call thee " Lord·" 
They mind when they shall come before thee 

For their reward. 

Remove that bribe, let be that thou art human, 
Of mortal clay, 

And from thee every son of woman 
Will fall away. 

They will denounce thee madman and impostor 
As suits their ends, 

And never one would join the roster 
Of thy true friends. 

exclusivly-to piety and the pocket. What the 
pocket is incapable of accomplishing we leave to 
piety ; and where piety· fails the pocket is sure to 
respond. The credit of discovering this marvelous 
combination belongs to us. In Hawaii piety and 
pocket crushed an idolatrous monarchy and estab
lished a Christian republic; in this country we keep 
the people pure, economical (they havn't wuch to 
spend), and patriotic. There is no chance for ~heo
rizers and cranks. They hav absolutely no m:flu
ence in our halls of legislation. There only God 
and the Dollar are recognized.-Liberty. 

Thy friends are they whom neither threat nor promis Great Reductions in Standard Freethought 
Brings to thy side, 

Who stand, like unbelieving Thomas, Works. 
Unsatisfied. 

Such souls and thou wilt not be disappointed 
In one another; 

They love thee not as the anointed, 
But as a brother. 

They love thee not for any expectation 
Of heavenly gain, 

But for thy deep commiseration 
For her of Nain. 

They love thee, not for anything thou art 
Above the rest, 

But that thy work was wholly for the part 
Of the oppressed. 

Yet some believe, with sycophantic spirits 
Heaven will be crammed; 

While he who loves too well to fear it 's 
Sure to be damned. 

MENANDER DAWSON, 

The Celebration in Memory of Thomas Paine. 
As next Thursday is Decoration Day, the Brook

lyn Philosophical Association, Manhattan Liberal 
Club, and Newark Liberal League will repair to 
New Rochelle in one body and hold memorial ex
ercises at the monument of Thomas Paine. A gen
eral invitation has been extended to all who appre
ciate the work donlil by Thomas Paine, whether as 
a revolutionist in America, a lover of liberty in 
France, or as a Freethinker ; and a good many hav 
responded to the invitation. The train leaves the 
Grand Central depot at 10:45 AM , but those who 
are going should be at the station about 10:30 A M., 
which will giv time to make friends and to procure 
seats in comfort. The speakers will include Henry 
Rowley, T. B. Wakeman, Chas. H. Matchett, Rev. 
F. E. Mason, and Wm. Warwick, one of the found
ers of the Brooklyn Association. Dr. Foote, Jr., 
will preside. The speaking will commence about 
one o'clock, and last about two hours, after which, 
according to the tastes and desires of those pres
ent, games and various social amusements can be 
arranged. Under the direction of J. R. Macdonald 
an original hymn, written by Geo. E. Macdonald, 
will be sung. The wall and gate around the monu· 
ment are to be repaired by May 30th, and the con
tractor promises they will stand for many years. 
A book will be taken in which every Freethinker 
and admirer of Paine who attends the celebration 
is expected to write his or her name and address, 
the book to be preserved as a memento of the oc
casion. The tickets for the round trip will cost 
fifty cents, and are good for any one to return on 
any train preferred. Tickets can be procured at 
this office. 

Regarding the Memorial Book, Corresponding 
Secretary Thomas Duntze, of the Brooklyn Philo
sophical Association, write~: "In this connection I 
should thank you to add to your notice of our cele
bration, that there will be a book at the monument 
in which all friends of Thomas Paine can register 
their names and addresses. Wearers of the ' Me
morial badge' only will be entitled to enter their 
names in this book." 

In Sarcastic Vein. 
The rulers of old-world monarchies ought to emi

grate to the United States. Their methods of 
governing are obsolete and played out. Heresies 
of all kinds thrive and :flourish in their dominions, 
and armies and navies can do nothing to check 
them. In the United Statlils alone do virtue and 
piety really triumph over vice and infidelity. We 
do not bother ourselvs about forms and externals, 
but we secure the substance all the same. Fine 
phrases hav no effect on our legislators, and we hav 
no difficulty in passing laws calculated to promote 
morality and religion. How easy it was for us to 
suppress lotteries and gambling of all kinds-evils 
which are as yet in full play in less pious countries. 
We know how to get things done when we are 
really bent on having them done. Our rulers rule. 
Our citizens obey. No more patriotic country ex
ists on the face of the earth; no more law-and
order-loving people has ever been known. Our 
masters require no trappings, no stage-thunder, no 
divine-right nonsense. We appeal to two things 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol
lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many different addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutio~ary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 
50 cents. 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt 
edges, $4 50. This book and THE TRuTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis,,and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vol
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff, Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We trust all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even· 

ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May: 
May 24th-" Religion." Swami Vivekananda. 
May 31st-" The Rise of Militarism in the United States." 

Chas. C. Schmitt. 
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford , and Driggs 
avenues. Program for May: 
May 26th-"What We Owe to Freethought." Henry 

Rowley. · 
Meetings will be resumed the first Srmday in October. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for May: 
May 26th-" The Natural Solution of the Social Prob

lem." Louis F. Post, of New York. 
This will end the season's course of lectures. 
THE 'Detroit Investigator's society meets at 45 Monroe 

avenue every Sunday afternoon .at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets W ednes 
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Librarv Hall, Tenth 
below Market street, Philadelphia. 

THE German Freethinkers' Association meets every 
Sunday at 3 o'clock P.M., at Beethove,n Hall, 212 E. Fifth 
street, New York. Program for April, 1895: 

THB First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall Union Block, corner First and Stark streets regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee ... 
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Friendship Liberal Leagu€., George Longfo.rd, 
secreta!'Y meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hail Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 
Freethoue:ht publications are on sale at the meeting. On 
Sunday May 26th, 2 30 P.M., "The Money Q11estion," 
by F. F'. Mullins; 7.30 P.M., "The Devil to Pay," Sam
uel Milliken. All welcome. Seats free. 

FRANKLIN STEINER lectures in Park River, N. D., 
May 24th 25th, and 26th; Red Jacket, Mich., 30th. 21st, 
and Jun~ 1st and 2d; Omega, Wis., June 5th; Green
wood, Wis., June 8th and 9th. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at421 Lackawana avenl.!e· Our motto: Fre_e~om 
and Kindness. Everybody inVIted, Secretary, Willuun 
WtkiDas, 
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Here's More for tile Pictorial Text-Book. 
OLEVBLAND, 0., April 7, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for one 
year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and "Pictorial Text-Book." 

CHARLES Fmm. 

DoDGE 0ITY, KAN., May 5, 1895. 
Mn. EDITOR: I inclose $3, for which 

please send yonr papt>r and "Pictorial 
Text-Book" to J. D. Allen. 

ReEpeotfnlly, 0. M. BoROUR. 

THE DALLES, On., April 20, 1895. 
Mn. EDITOR: I hav jnst received a copy 

of THE TRUTH SEEKER offering the paper 
one year and the ''Pictorial Text-Book '• 
for $3. I inclose money in this for the 
same. From a new snbsoriber, 

W. J. TURRELto. 

0EDAR BLUFFS, NEB., May 2, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : For inclosed $3 please 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and 
the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" 
acco!'ding to advertisment, and fer the 
twenty· five cents send a Secular Marriage 
and Funeral Ritnal. THos. LoRENZEN. 

LoDI, Wis., May 2, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon sent me sample copy 

of paper. Hav looked it over and like it 
very mnch, and made np my mind to sub
scribe for same. I accept yonr offer of 
the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" 
and THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, $3. 

Respectfully yonrs, A. V ANDEBPOEL. 

DENVER, OoL,, May 5, 295. 
MR. EDIToR: I send yon to-day $4.50. 

Please send THE· TRUTH BEEKER for one 
year to Mr. J. Goodman and for six months 
to Daniel A. Doughty; and send me the 
"Pictorial Text-Book" as per yonr offer. 

I am glad to do something for onr grand 
oanse, as the more Freethinkers the better 
will become onr ohanoe for happineFs. 

Yours respectfully, I. N. SHoRE. 

WoRCESTER, MAss., April 29, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: If I had the means I wonld 

call for literature enongh to flood this part 
of the country. I got some excellent 
books of friend W. B. Olal'k, and distrib
uted them. Mr. Olark is helping the good 
oanse very mnoh, and I wish I were able to 
do as mnoh, although I will inclose $5 for 
the good old paper and "Pictorial Text
Book," and the pamphlets named. 

Hoping yon and yonr good work may 
prosper, I will close. 

SYLVANUS B. NoRMAN, 

EuGENE, OR , April 28, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Waiting with prospect of 

sending new subscribers makes me tardy 
in renewal. I inclose twenty-five cents 
extra for " Ingersoll on the Bible." Also 
the name and money of Mr. Samnel 
Waschenr, for paper and "Pictorial Text
Book." I gladly hail all of onr Free-

- thonght family, with a cordial hnrrah for 
onr brave and activ workers. I am de
lighted with the zeal and success of onr 
few lady Liberals of Oregon. 

Respectfully, J. 0. SNoDGRASs. 

Hope You Can. 
MILLEDGEVILLE, ILL., May 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Find herewith 50 cents, 
for which mail me "All Abont the Holy 
Bible" and ''The Great Ingersoll Contro
versy." Shonld also be pleased to hav 
yonr trade discount on yonr publications, 
being a partner in a concern dealing in 
notions, etc. Am. qnite snre we conld 
dispose of some of the books. 

Respectfully, M. M. FIKE. 

One of God's Mistakes •. 
BLoC'!oN, ALA., May 6, 295. 

MR. EDITOR : I received yonr sample 
and marked copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and I am mnch obliged for them. I hav 
been bnying my TRUTH SEEKEliS from a 
news store here regularly for abont three 
years. I hav preferred to do so on ac
count of having it displayed there to get 
other subscribers. There are three of 
ns snbscril:!>ing now, bnt I wonld take ad
vantage of your liberal premium of the 
"Pictorial Text-Book" bnt I am not 
financially able at present. In the fntnre, 
if the :offer remains good, I shall do so. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Inclosed is twenty-five cents, for which 
please send me the ANNUAL for 1895. The 
ohnrohes are combined here now, and hav 
erected a tent, and call it a TabernaclE>, 
where all the birds of a feather flock to
gether. I hear that the imported gospel 
sharp they hav insulted his Joss last 
Saturday night by saying that an Infidel 
is to be pitied, as yon oonld pnt his brain 
into a grain of mustard-seed and hear it 
rattle. So, of course, as according to his 
dootrin God created everything, he mnst 
be the one to blame for not giving Infidels 
more brain. J os. SToKEs. 

Lays It All to Monopoly. 
0ELINA, 0., May 11, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: I come to pay my dnes to 
THE T:RUTH SEEKER. Now, Mr. Editor, 
I see in my paper so mnoh talk of hard 
times and very little abont its oanse. Now, 
I will be as brief as I oan. Directly and 
indirectly the whole oanse is monopoly. 
The next thing is how to stop this whole
sale thieving. To my mind the first rem
edy is the ballot, the second is the boycott. 

Inclosed find $3 for my paper. 
HENRY T, NICcUM. 

A Family Necessity. 
MoNTGOMERY, ALA., April 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I notice that my subscrip
tion is abont one month behind on yonr 
valuable paper, and as I hav been a sub
scriber for these many years I cannot well 
afford to giv np its .welcome visits now, for 
it has become qnite a permanent fixture 
in my family, and I feel that I shonld be 
left almost in the dark withont its cheering 
light. We hav a great supply of pnre, un
adulterated religion in this part of the 
oonnt.ry, bnt good morals are very soaroe. 
Inclosed find $5, for which please send me 
the grand old TRUTH BEEKER for another 
two years. D. S, WooDWORTH. 

A Nautical Letter from a Nautieal Friend. 
April 25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: After sailing many years 
in the old gospel ship of Orthodoxy through 
the fog of superstition, striking on the 
rocks of mental slavery, rolling on the bil
lows of mental anguish, skirting the shoals 
of everlasting hell fire, sounding in the 
channel of Bible mystery, only to retnrn 
to port with a cargo of donbt, and hearing 
of a new ship called Freethonght, I oon
olnded to try her for a trip. So when I 
had taken on board Paine's "Age of Rea
son" for a compass and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for a chart, I spread the sails of investiga
tion and sailed to Humboldt bay, and then 
to Monnt Ingersoll, and back to Port 
Hartman, and then straight np Pntnam 
Sonnd. I am now well ballasted and hav 
no fear of capsizing before the gales of 
superstition. Instead of sailing in the 
bln:fl'-bowed and olnmsy-rigged ship of Su
perstition, I sail in the clear-lined and 
trim-rigged ship of Mental Libertythrongh 
the fog of superstition, gnided by the light 
of Freethonght, The rooks of mental 
slavery are blown np with reason; the bil
lows of mental anguish are smoothed by 
the oil of investigation. I steer straight 
throngh the channel of Bible mystery .with 
the oompaBB of common sense, while the 
shoals of everlasting hell disappear in the 
broad sea of Humanity. W. 0HINN. 

Tile Modest Demands of tile Preacllers. 
SoNoRA, TEx., April 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER has 
reached me only once in the last three and 
a half months, bnt I am looking for a 
bnndle of back numbers this week from 
my brother, to whom yon are mailing my 
paper. The few numbers I received be· 
fore made me feel as I ima~in the traveler 
in the desert feels when he finds one of 
those oases; when, after riding for days 
throngh the sand, his eyes feast on the 
sight of living water, frnit-bearing trees, 
and a carpet of green grass. Although I 
had abnndanoe of reading matter, and 
heard plenty of speakers, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER represented to me the one oasis in. 
the sand of the desert of the present hy
pocrisy. The little envelope I inclose to 
yon was handed to me as I stepped into 
the Cumberland Presbyterian ohuroh of 
San Antonio, Tex., in which the well
advertised Moody was holding forth. The 
legend on the envelope: "Freely ye hav 
received, freely giv," reminded me that 
the Lord God has stopped payment since 

his son "paid it all." He has given freely 
to everybody, except to Mr. Moody, so 
Mr. Moody wants his hearers to under
stand, and therefore he falls back on the 
others who hav freely received, and ex
pects them to divide gifts with him who is 
working for the Lord, said Lord being so 
unjust as not to pay his servants. The 
preachers are boss geniuses in inventing 
devicEs to keep their dnpes' left hands from 
knowing what th~ir right hands do when 
it comes to giving freely for the support 
of these self-appointed servants of the 
Lord God. 

A ten days' meeting has started in this 
town, and I was surprised to hear these 
preachers ask last Snnday night that the 
merchants and other business men close 
their places at 11 o'clock A.M. while the 
meeting lasted, so all oonld come and serve 
the Lord, and the Lord would see that 
they lost nothing in their trade by it. 
The preachers would be prond, they said, 
if they oonld tell the brethren when they 
returned to E9.stern Texas that the people 
in Sonora closed their shops to giv them
selva to the service of God. This is the 
only town I hav seen where there is any 

·Jife at all since these hard times began, and 
these preachers seem, in their hnrry, to 
want to p1nok the goose before the feathers 
are grown. There were some nickels col
lected and some hand-shaking done. 

Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER the success 
it deserv£s so well, and hoping it will always 
keep in its straightforward way of speak
ing, I inclose $1.65 for "Age of Reason" 
and other pamphlets. A. ScHUBERT. 

It Might Hav Been. 
NEw BosToN, MICH., May 1, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: When Alphonso, king of 
Spain, revolted at the cumbersomeness of 
the Ptolemaic theory of astronomy with 
its numberless cranks and circles, its 
oyoles and epicycles, and said in di~gnst, 
"If I had been oonsnlted at the creation, 
I oonld hav done better than that," he 
only voiced a modern sentiment. He felt 
that things onght to hav been made better. 
So do we. 

There is undeniably a wonderful adap
tation of natnre to man, or of man to 
natnre, whichever way yon view it. But 
it is folly to say that the peYfeotion of 
adaptation has been reaehed, or that 
everythivg is as good as it might be. A 
conceited hnman natnre dictates possible 
improvements, and we ask, Why was it not 
so? It might hav been. 

If the moon was made to giv light by 
night, why does it not do so instead of 
being oft' more then half the time flirting 
with the snn? 

Why does everything fl•Jat one season 
and dry np the next? Why does rot 
attack the choicest frnit? Why shonld 
there be snob an affinity between out
worms and corn? In what way is clover 
helped by the midge or wheat by weevil? 
For what purpose was oheEs or ragweed 
created? In whose honor w.sa the Oanada 
thistle developed? To whose glory does 
the mnsketo mnrmnr, tile lightning 
lighten, the hurricane howl, or the cyclone 
cycle? 

Of what practical valne are rattlesnakes 
and sknnks? Has anyone discovered a 
nse for fleas, lice, tomato worms, or po
tato bngs? Why shonld natnre fill the 
oraoks in a bedstead with her special pat
tern, flat model, live timekeepers? 

Verily, "if I had been oonsnlted at the 
creation, I could hav done better than 
that." I wonld hav had a few things 
different. Some uncertainties wonld hav 
been certain; a few certain thing~ wonld 
hav been decidedly otherwise. We wonld 
know whether Mars is inhabited or not., 
The '' proper" mode of baptism wonld be 
definitly known. I would destroy the 
baoillns typhns, the baoillns tnberoulo
sis, and all the other baoillnses pathogeni
onsses. 

Some funerals wonld be indefinitly post
poned, and some others wonld be hast
ened. Cancer's devilish gnawings and 
gangrene's horrible slonghings wonld be 
unknown; look-jaw and diphtheria stran
gers to the realm. 

If I had my way, people wonld belong 
to the right political party; the dema
gog's day would be done. The town
loafers would look for work, and yonng 
folks would appreciate the valne of time. 

The mental faculties would be properly 
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developed. The peroeptiv powers would 
be aonte enongh to tell light from dark 
and good from evil. The intnitiv power 
would more qniokly and clearly cognize 
infinities. 

Memory wonld retain better things than 
people's fa nits, pointless yarns, or iohthyio 
myths. The imagination wonld hav 
created nobler strnotnres than imps and 
idols, satyrs and satans, gods, ghosts, and 
goblins, dndes, demons, and devils. Rea
son wonld never entertain miracles and 
mythologiea. Long life and happiness 
wonld be attainable, and marriage certifi
cates wonld not be lottery tickets. 

FRANK E. RoMINE. 

After the Materialists Again. 
BAY 0ITY, Mrcs:., May 6, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: "A wee small voice crying 
in the wilderness saying, Prepare ye for the 
coming of the Lord;" bnt I will snbstitnte 
the word '' trnth" for '' Lnd," as the for
mer contains all the virtues and attributes 
of heaven's blessing<~. I find. m 1rJ L\b · 
era! thonght in many places in my travels 
throngh the states and territories than 
most stay-at-homes wonld imagin to ex:· 
ist. The facts are that thousands of tho~e 
with whom I come in oontaet are simply 
seeking for the trnth, and in reality are 
mnoh more liberal than most of the chosen 
leaders of onr Freethonght associations 
No greater bigots oan be fonnd in the 
ohnroh that wonld bnrn those of di:fl'~rent 
views at the stake, as heretics, than oan 
be fonnd among those who think them
selva Liberals, for when anyone will sknlk 
behind his own belief, or so-thought de
monstrated trnths, and ns3 snob as breast
works, in the shelter of which to decry all 
other beliefs, and seek no further to know 
the trnth, he shonld be left alone to his 
idol!', to enjoy the blessings of ignorance. 

It matters not what we believe to-day, 
we shonld oontinne to seek for truth; and 
as evidence comes to break the convic
tions of to-day, we shonld aoJept the 
new-born de~lopment in aU things. 

No hnman being has ever lived who 
oonld know it aU; and many who we hav 
thought knew the most hav in some 
instances b ~en fonnd to hav really known 
the least. 

How few of onr Materialists care to 
know of what: real material consists, or 
how far entity and matter aooompany.eaoh 
other in their correlations. No stronger 
Materialist oonld bav been fonnd than I, bnt 
I find npon further re~earoh that neither 
matter nor entity (life) in its real entirety 
is, and probably never will be, fnlly under
stood by man, either in mortal or immor
tal life. Anyone oan stndy Spencer, Hnx
ley, et al, and become grounded in the 
ideas by them tanght; bnt it is not so easy 
for every one to search for him11elf \\nd 
know the later developments of nature's 
laws. I hav beo:>me case-hardened tv. 
being called au "old fool" (which is.trne 
of ns all) for spending money, time, and 
brain force in the investi~ation of Spiritual
ism, when at the sam~ time I hav learned 
more than a thonsaad bigots (exonse the 
expression) oonld tell me, and whiah they 
to-day condemn. 

I hav lately discovered a more developed 
nnt for some of onr Materialists to oraok, 
and would know of the real sonroe of 
germ-ego of the within life. 

I bonght two slates at one of the great 
department stores in Ohioago, took them 
over two miles to an independent slate 
writing medinm, and" fooled away" $2 to 
get the following phenomenon npon my 
slates: After attaching the slates by strings 
to the chandelier over my head, with a. 
written question to my daoeased daughter 
and a red postage stamp inclosed, think
ing, perhaps, I might obtain a picture of 
some kind in colors, I then admitted the 
medinm (who had left the room by 
my request before I had prepared the 
question or slates), who never tonohed the 
slates, bnt sat witll me at a stand, ten feet 
distant. She soon informed me that I was 
getting a communication from eome girl 
by the name of Gracie; she thought it was 
my daughter. In less than three minutes 
the writing ceased, and I took the slates 
down, to find a finely drawn sprig in three 
colors, and both slates plainly written fnll 
on the insides and withont pencil, in day
light, giving a complete answer to my 
written question, and saying: "Papa, in 
answer to yonr mental question, l b~v 
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drawn this little sprig in colors as em
blematic of onr love for yon all; as the 
bnd opens, so does onr love for mankind 
expand," etc., all in the best of sentiment. 

I hsv the slates at home with others, on 
which is written similar evidence of both 
mental and physical phenomena, 

No teaching of ooonltism, in any of its 
branches, osn sooount for the phenomena 
in any sense, and for anyone to say that I 
was psychologized, hypnotized, and de
luded, is too silly for anyone to believe 
who has had one-half the experience I 
hsv had. 

Mr. Macdonald, allow the light of truth 
to shine in all its brilliancy, "even though 
the heavens fall" and ornsh everyone who 
fears to learn more than he already thinks 
he knows. A. :9. SwAN. 

How He Thought Himself Out. 
LoRAIN, 0., May 11, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Reading in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER the story told by Talmage about 
the man of Lima, 0., reminds me of one 
I heard s minister of the gospel tell when 
at my home in Freeport-a small town in 
the southern part of this state. 

The Rev. Mr. Baker, of the Methodist 
Episcopal church of that place, had the 
fsoe (if yon will permit the expression) to 
stand np before s seemingly intelligent au
dience of about two or three hundred per
sons and tell the following story, as nearly 
sa I osn repeat it: 

He was preaching in one of the back
woods towns (of which he omitted the name 
-they always do-and it was well he did 
so) s few years before, and there was s 
noted Infidel there who became danger
ously ill-he did not say whether it was on 
sooonnt of his prestlhing or not-as the 
hour of death drew near, the devil came
eager to claim his soul the moment it left 
the body-and rattled his chains, which 
sot so frightened the ones who were wait
ing on the sick man that they fled, leaving 
him to fight death and the devil alone. 
This continued several nights, and otherd 
went to watch and wait on the sick man, 
but were frightened sway in like manner 
until they oonld get no one to stay at all. 
At length, when they went one morning 
to see how the sick man had passed the 
night, they found the devil had seized his 
soul and carried it off to the regions of the 
damned, and left his body cold in death. 

This is all the story; it was told at s 
protracted meeting, and perhaps was in
tended to do good-yon know there are 
some Christians who believe in doing evil 
that good may coma of it. Could any 
lasting good come of the above? Did any 
one in that audience believe it? I heard 
some of the indifferent ones laughing about 
it, but the staid old members of the church 
never mentioned it-they knew it was not 
true, and if it was, what must they think 
of a minister of the gospel who was so 
afraid of the devil, or had so little of the 
Chr.st-spirit about him (it must be one or 
the other) that he oonld see s human being 
left alone to suffer and to die and not offer 
his services? For one who has made devil
fighting his life-work, it looks inconsistent 
that he should stay sway on Sstau'sfirstap
pesrsnoe in the neighborhood. 

I want to tell yon why I don't believe 
the Bible. I was brought np a Christian 
by Christian parents-they were very strict 
and would thrash me if I whistled or sang 
anything but hymns or Snndsy-sohool 
songs on Sunday. They made me stay in 
the house and study the Shorter Catechism 
hot Sunday afternoon!', when I might 
better hsv been out under the trees gather
ing flowers. I learned it, but now it is as 
so mnoh rubbish to be thrown about in my 
mind. 

I had to do without my dinner one Sun
day beosnse I would not learn the twenty
third Psalm, and, on being told I would 
hsv to do without my supper likewise, I 
ran off to my sister's. 

I hsv read the Bible through twice, and 
parts of it many times, hut on reading it 
. the second time I became thoroughly con
vinced that it was untrue. When I reached 
that decision, or conclusion, I had not yet 
read anything but Christian dootrin, and 
it. osrinot be said that I was prejudiced 
against it by reading Ingersoll or Thomas 
Paine, for I had scarcely heard of them, 
and their works would no more hsv been 
permitted in my childhood'~;~ home than so 
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many rattlesnakes. Although I hsv since 
read them, and am proud that I possess 
them, they in no way helped to form my 
oonolnsions. My earliest thoughts were 
these: What sense was there in Christ suf
fering on the cross when, if God was al
mighty, he oonld hav saved man some 
other way? Then, I said to myself, what 
was it to die, knowing, as Christ must hsv 
known, that thereby he would receive 
great praise, honor, and glory? If Christ 
was the son of God he knew beyond s 
doubt that there was a future life, and 
what was it to him to quit this earth and 
go to paradise? How many men, and 
women, too, for that matter, hsv given 
their lives to save one or two without any 
hope of reward in this world or any other? 
Are they not more to be honored, and is 
the action not nobler than to die for re
ward? I hsv s thousand other thoughts, 
like these, useless to mention, but they all 
tend to the same oonolnsion that the Bible 
is the greatest fraud ever imposed on an 
otherwise intelligent people. Keep on 
showing the people the error of their way. 
Your efforts are not unappreciated, al
though there are many like myself who do 
not often take the opportunity to say so. 

Yours for the right, 
HARLAN c. WILLIAMS. 

Where They Are Hard at Work. 
PoRTLAND, OR., May 2,1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The old cry that Liberals 
cannot organize has surely been proven 
false by the Liberals of Oregon. I wish 
that some of the people who say that 
nothing can be done, fold their hands, and 
content themselvs with kicking at the Bi
ble and the ohnrohes, oonld walk into our 
Seonlsr Snndsy-sohool and watch the forty 
or fifty children, from two and one-half 
to eighteen years of age, go through with 
the exercises. The growth of onr Sunday
school in the last four months has been 
something phenomenal. From six chil
dren last November we hsv increased to 
sixty, with sn average attendance of nearly 
forty, and this means children only, the 
inll attendance being from seventy to 
eighty. Last Sunday evening we gave 
an entertainment in which about twenty 
of the children took part, and to say it was 
s snooess is but s feeble expression. Bnt 
for all this there iss goodosnse. We pos
sess s prize in our lecturer, Miss Nettie A. 
Olds. She iss born teacher, speaker, and 
mnslmsn. Coupled with this she is full of 
energy, self-reliance, and enthusiasm; in 
fsot, to use s homely phrase, she is s six
horse team in one. Although still very 
young, her lectures teem with brilliant 
and original thoughts, and she bids fair to 
become the female Ingersoll of the Pa
cific coast. 

On the 27th nit. Miss Olds took twenty
two of onr Snndsy-sohool children to Van
couver, Wash., eight miles sway, and gave 
an entertainment, followed by s dance. It 
was unanimously pronounced the best en
tertainment seen in Vancouver for years, 
and led to the organization of s Secular 
Sunday-school there, with s membership 
of fifty, which, taking into consideration 
that Vancouver iss Catholic stronghold, is 
remarkably good. 

We expect to erect in Portland, in the 
near future, s hall, to be dedicated to the 
oanse of ~iberslism. We had the grand 
old worker in the osnse of Mental Liberty, 
C. B. Reynolds, with ns for s short time, 
but on aooonnt of sickness he was com
pelled to return home. We hope to hav 
him with ns again soon. If we had more 
workers in the field like Miss Olds, Mrs. 
Barker, Mrs. Smith, and Mr. Reynolds, 
we would hsv no fear of losing in the 
battle against superstition. THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, Investigator, and other Liberal 
publications are of inestimable value, but 
the trouble is we are· still short of preach
ers and papers that teach the truth; yet, if 
every Freethinker will only help in the 
work, we osn accomplish mnoh. 

Miss Olds hs!l also organized the Wom
an's Auxiliary of the First Seonlsr Church, 
which meets every Wednesday afternoon • 
It now has over thirty members. When s 
woman says she will, she will and yon osn 
depend upon it, and when thirty or forty 
bright, intelligent women unite in the 
cause of Universal Mental Liberty, we 
osn almost see the walls of the temples of 
superstition tremble. Mr. Reynolds has 
also organize<l the Seonlsr Drsmstio Com· 

psny, which will produce some sttrsotiv 
dramas during the summer. This is bene
ficial and interesting to onr young people. 
We must reach the children and the young 
folks. Christianity is s tangled skein, but 
easily enough unraveled if we only begin 
at the right end of the thread. Let esoh 
and all work hard and fast, for the "har
vest is great and the laborers are few." 

Yours for the osnse of Truth and Right, 
CHARLES HAGN:MR, 

Pres. F. S. C. of Portland, Or. 

Doesn't Agree with Brother Wakeman 
and the" World." 
CLINT, TEx., April 26, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The good Chribtisns of San 
Frsnoieoo hsv lately been overwhelmed 
with surprise and horrified at the terrible 
murders committed in the Emanuel Baptist 
ohnroh in that city. This shows that they 
don't read their Bibles, for if they did 
they would not be so astonished and 
shocked. Ever since the time of Eli, 
whose two sons were wont to lie in wait 
for the fair daughters of Zion "that as
sembled at the door of the Tabernsolo," 
more or less of this sort of thing has 
been going on in the ''holy temples" of 
the world. Women are inclined to su
perstition, are orednlons, confiding, un
suspecting, and a ohnroh building dedi
cated to the God of their belief is, to their 
minds, invested with s kind of sanctity 
which makes them think that no harm osn 
come to them within its sacred precincts. 
The sons of Eli in the pulpit, in the box of 
the oonfes•ionsl, the Snndsy-sohool, or the 
melodious choir, know that it is the very 
place where they can most easily and se
curely accomplish any nefarious design 
they may harbor upon simple-minded, nn
snspioions women. 

But Durrant or Gibson, one or both of 
them, may say: "Hold on, old fellow,· 
don't be so hard on the professors of Chris
tianity; yon are an Infidel and hsvn't read 
the Bible. We refer yon to the illustrious 
examples o!' David and Solomon, and more 
psrtionlsrly to Numbers xxxi, for s justi
fication, or, at least, mitigation, of recent 
transactions in onr house of prayer and 
praise, which, to tell yon the truth, ont of 
deference to public opinion, we had hoped 
would never be discovered." Turning to 
the aforesaid chapter we can readily see 
how an ont-and-ont believer in the Holy 
Bible as the veritable word of God, with 
"the faith that enables one to remove 
mountains," mnoh more the dead body of 
a beautiful girl np the steeple to the belfry 
-how such s one pionslv poring over the 
dealings of God with his chosen people 
and their Gentile neighbors, mi~ht be led 
to oonolnde that our modern ideas of good 
morals are entirely wrong, and onr crim
inal codes orne! and bar barons. There we 
read that the Lcird in person, assisted by 
his faithful lieutenants, Moses and Elea
zar, oornms11ded the butchery of thou
sands of osptiv Midisnite moth~rs ·for no 
other reason than that they were guilty of 
being mothers, and ordered to be saved 
for the use of the army, the congregation, 
the priests, or Levites, and the Lord, 32,-
000 young girls, and that the "tribute" 
of· the L'lrd, or his share of those miser
able maidens, was "thirty and two." 

We are so fortunately, or unfortunately, 
constructed, mentally and morally, as not 
to be able to read this bloody page with 
other than feelings of abhorrence and de
testation, for which, if not forgiven, so
cording to orthodoxy, we must be damned 
-wherefore won't some of the learned di
vines of the day who hsv the ear of the 
deity and enjoy his special confidence, as, 
for instance, the Rt. Rev. Dr. T, De 
Witt Talmage, or his illustrious and holy 
reverence and eminence, Archbishop Cor
rigan, one or both of those brilliant lumi
naries of the theologio skies-won't he or 
they be good enough to read that chapter 
in Numbers to their congregations, mostly 
of gentle, kind-hearted women, and then 
preach s sermon on it and tell ns to what 
use the Lord put those "thirty and two" 
innocent virgins. We know pretty well 
what the saints and the soldiers did with 
their shares, but would like to know from 
these holy and inspired ambassadors of 
the court of heaven what the Lord did 
with his share of thirty and two. 

Reading this book as in psl't the doings 
of s tribe of savages just emer~ing from 
the plane of the unreasoning brute, it is 
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nnde>'standsble and, to some extent, in
struotiv; but when I am told by s horde 
of hypocrite who make s living by teach
ing snoh stnfl' to the ignorant and oredn
lons as the word or sot of s God, I am 
filled with indignation at snoh insult to the 
intelligence and kindly instincts of onr 
modern humanity. 

History teaches that the church has ever 
been s good market for the o:>nsnmption 
of virg,ins. The children of Israel, under 
the immediate proteotorste of their great 
J ehova.h, were large consumer!! of this 
kind of merchandise. After their and our 
great J ehovsh had, for thousands of years, 
been experimenting with Adam and Noah, 
and Abraham and Moses, and found that 
his chosen people were getting worse and 
worse, while the Arabs and Persians and 
Greeks and Romans were forging ahead, 
ruling the world and making it better and 
more desirable to liv in, he oonolnded to 
send his son to finish np the job at which 
he had failed, and of which he was tired, 
and to do this it was necessary to hunt np 
s virgin. The method of nature would 
not do; it was too commonplace, foul, and 
nnolesn. The Jews couldn't be fooled that 
way and they sent the son bsok to his 
father in s very undiplomatic and dis
courteous way, so, at least, the book states. 

The adoption by the Roman church of 
the ides of the immaculate conception, 
based on the old falsehood of the impurity 
and fonlnl'lss of maternity, and ass conse
quence the enforced oelib!!.oy of her priest
hood, is s standing insult to every pure 
woman on the planet, and if they under
stood aright the vile reflection osst upon 
their sex they would never bow at her al
tars. Nature has given ns Shskspere and 
Humboldt, and Washington and Franklin 
and Jefferson and Paine and Darwin and 
Spencer, and hundreds of other glorious 
men and women. Contrast their work with 
that of the Hebrew crank who osme, as he 
said, to bring not peace, but s sword (and 
well has he kept his word); who went about 
appropriating and destroying other peo
ple's property, cursing fig-trees for not 
bearing fruit ont of season, and those who 
would not follow him, and who has left ns 
examples and precepts which, if followed 
literally, wonl1 land any imitator in the 
poor-house or lnnstio asylum within six 
months. As to his divine origin, all we 
hsv to go on is the testimony of s poor, 
ignorant, illiterate laborer who says that 
the angel of the Lord appeared to him in 
s dream and told him thus and so. That 
angel of the Lord was, most likely, some 
lusty young rabbi who well knew how to 
play upon the dense stupidity and accom
panying credulity of brother Joseph to 
cover np his own tracks. And yet upon 
this miserably flimsy foundation of s dis
gusting fiction was built the stupendous 
snperstrnotnre of the Christian religion 
which, for fifteen hundred years, ob
structed the light of truth and reason and 
science, and osst its blighting, destroying· 
shadow over half the planet. For one I 
am bound to ignore all hybrid stock, half 
celestial and half mundane, whether of 
Greek, Roman, or Hebrew origin, together 
with their spooks, ghosts, angels, devils, 
witches, wizards, and all that sort of non
sense. 

To return for s moment to the temple 
Emanuel-suppose the irreligious people 
of that city should, after s fair trial, con
vict one o.r both of the soonsed ohnroh 
members. What of that? They hsv only 
by the exercise of their faith and the pray· 
ers of the clergy to take another dip, if 
deemed necessary, in "that fountain filled 
with blood drawn from Immanuel's veins," 
and if the rope is s good strong one they 
will be gently jerked to Jesus ins jiffy, 
and before the crowd assembled to witness 
their departure shall hsv dispersed, they~ 
will be receiving the congratulations of 
the elect in heaven al.ld singing" farewell, 
vain world," to the accompaniment of 
their golden harps. So mnoh for the great 
dootrin of the vicarious atonement, the 
cause of more immorality and crime than 
all the temptations of the world and the 
flesh without its potent encouragement. 
We poor lnfijels. having no Jesus to shift 
onr wickedness upon, yet try to behave s 
little better than the Christians, not 
through fear of hell or hope of heavenly 
·reward, but simply because it is right to 
do so as most promotiv of the happi
ness of oursel vs and others. 

s. G. ETHERIDGE. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all C'ommunica
tionR tor this C'orner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Honr." 

The Trailing .Arbutus. 
I wan<lered lonely where the pine-trees made 
Against the bitter East their barricade, 

And guided by its sweet 
PerfnmP, I fonncl within a narrow dell 
The trailing spring flower, tinted like a shell, 

Amid dry leaves and mosses at my feet. 

From under dead bows. for whose loss the pines 
Moaned ceaseless overhead. the blossoming vines 

Lifted their glad snmhine, 
While yet the bluebird smoothed, in leafless trees, 
His feathers rnftled by the chill sea breeze, 

And snow-drifts linger under April skee. 

As, pansii:g, o'er the lonely flower I bent, 
I thought of Uves thus lowly, clogged ·and pent, 

Which yet found room, 
Through care and cumber, coldness and decay, 
To lend a •westness to the nngenial day, 

And make the sad earth happier for their bloom. 
-John G Whtttwr 

A Poem With a Moral. 
Said one little chick, with a funny little squirm, 
"I wish I could find a nice, fat worm." 

Said another little chicken,· with a queer little 
shrug, 

"I wish I conld find a nice fat bug." 

Said a third little chick, with a strange little 
squeal, 

"I wish I could find some nice, yellow meal." 

"Now, look here," said the mother, from the 
green garden patch. 

"If yon want any breakfast yon must get np and 
scratch." -St Nicholas. 

AcknowledgmPnt of Gift. 
EDITOR OF CHILDREN'S CORNER! With 

much surprise and pleasure I received the 
gift, ''Inquirendo Island." 

I wrote, thanking the author for the 
gift, and not knowing the exact address, 
I sent my letter to the plaoe given by Mr. 
Genone at the head of his letter, but a few 
days ago it was returned. I was very 
sorry, for I wanted him to know that I 
was much pleased at receiving the book. 
So I take this means of sanding him my 
thanks. My parents were as much pleased 
as myself. 

I regret that he did not know of my re
ceiving the book before. With sincere 
regards I remain your friend, 

CLARA M. FRY. 
Rogers' .Academy, .Ark. 

Correspondence. 
ELEYVILLE ARK., May 2, 1895. 

Miss SusAN H. Wrx:oN: I hav just read 
your address on the "Progress of W o
man" with much interest; and from your 
statements the women hav been treated 
in a most horrible style, which I do not 
deny. Will you please refer me to histo
ries (text-books) where I can get possession 
of the facts direct? Yours truly, 

BEN w. PRICE. 
[Read Lecky's "European Morals;" 

"Descriptiv Sociology," bv Spencer; 
Draper's "Intellectual Development of 
Europe;" "Woman in All Countries and 
Nations," by Nichols; and "Woman, 
Church, and State," by that brave Re
former, Matilda Joslyn Gage.-ED. C. C.] 

NEw YoRK, May 3, 1895. 
SPRING. . 

Winter bas charms for the young and gay; 
There's fun at evening call; 

Skating and racing with horse and sleigh, 
And dancing at the ball. 

Winter is gone, and we do no wrong, 
With frankness to say good-bye 

When nature bursts in flower and song
Though reviving the pesky fly. 

The openin~ bud the air perfumes, 
The bees begin to hum, 

And many birds sing many tunes, 
Now gentle spring has come. 

In winter earth shows fiercer side, 
As though 'twere racked with pain; 

But budding spring, in flowery pride, 
Brings kinder look again. 

Each hath winter as well as spring, 
Whatever we do or say; 

But flowers of love will pleasure bring, 
In winter as in May. 

LILLIAN G. BOYD. 

RoCKVILLE, IDA., May 2, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WixoN! It has been a long 

time since I wrote to the Corner. Rain 
has been falling steadily for two days, and 
it is awfully wet and muddy out doors, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Rockville is only a little country post
office, and it is seven miles away from us. 
My brother Charles and I are daving yon 
a collection of specimens, such as petrified 
wood, gypsum, rattlesnake rattles, Indian 
arrowheads, and other things we find on 
the hills. We are surrounded by hills and 
mountains. South of us is Mohogany 
mountain, covered with red mahogany. 
There hasn't been a preacher in our valley 
for over a year, for they don't bother us 
any more. There bas been no school here 
since November last. 

We all joined the Oregon State Secular 
Union, for we liv about six miles over the 
Oregon line, though our postoffice is in 
Idaho. I would like to correspond with 
some of the Corner friends. 

LAURA M. CARLTON. 
[That must be a happy and harmonious 

community, where the teachers of super
stition do not come, and if the young people 
are all as bright as our friend Laura, there 
need be no fear for the future. We shall 
be pleased with the promised collection of 
specimens, and thank Laura and her 
brother for their thoughtful kindness.
ED. c. C.] 

0RILLIA, ONT., May 1, 1895. 
DEAR MIBB Wrx:oN: This is my first let

ter to the Corner and I hope it will not be 
the last. I am going to tell you about the 
town I liv in; its name is Orillia and it is 
lovely in summer time, nearly every street 
being shaded with elm or maple trees. 
We go to a private park ourselvs, and so 
do several of my aunts and uncles. It is 
on the lake shore and we hav houses built 
there. In winter time here it is very dis
agreeable. Last winter it rained, then 
froze. The streets were like glass. It 
was good for coasting. You could hav a 
long slide on a flat sidewalk. I think my 
letter is getting long. Hoping to see this 
in print, I remain, Your friend, 

ELMA ALEXIA MoFFATT. 
[We are pleased to gather Elma into the 

fold with our other bright lassies and lads, 
and hope she will write again. Take care 
to spell and punctuate correctly.-ED: C. C.] 

PoRT TowNSEND, WASH., May 4, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXON! I would hav written 

before if I had not been too much occu
pied with my school studies. I expect to 
graduate next month, and as all the gradu
ates hav to write an essay the same is ex
pected of me; this I think to be a very la
borious task. For over a month there bas 
been diffioulty in maintaining the school 
on account of lack of funds in the treasury, 
but school will resume May 6th. I think 
Ida Ballou a Vlilry instructiv writer for 
children and also for grown folks, and that 
she improves the Corner very much. 
Those Turkish tales must be very interest
ing and I would like to know where I 
can find them. 

I would like very much to see some of 
your continued and instructiv writings in 
the Corner. I like your short writings 
also. 

I think you wiU soon hear from my 
friend Anna Barthorpe. 

From a Liberal friend, 
LOUISA IFFLAND. 

[Do not wait so long before you write 
again, Louisa. We agree with you in re
gard to Ida Ballou's articles. She is one 
among our brightest correspondents.
ED. c. C.] 

CuiLLIOOTBE, 0., April 27, E.M. 295. 
MIBB SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Friend: 

It has been quite a while since I wrote to 
you and the Corner friendl!. I wish every 
one may enjoy good health who reads my 
letter I liv one and one-quarter miles 
from Gillespieville, ten miles from Chilli
cothe, and six miles from the Scioto river. 
To-day is beautiful. The sun shines 
brightly, the birds twitter in their leafy re
treat", and the grass is green. The earth 
is decked with whit6l daisies here, and blue 
daisies there; the johnny jump-nps are 
strewn all over the pasture, and flowers 
and ferns adorn the wildwood, 

We take THE TRUTH SEEKER. One of 
my school-mates, a Christian, who belongs 
to the church and is in Harvey's advanced 
grammar, parsed "Lord" this way: 
"Lord is a noun, common "-here one of 
the class interrupted her and said-" It is 
a proper noun," but she did not under
stand; then she asked me whether it was 
feminin gender or neuter, but I said it was 

A Chance to Make Money. 
I have been so successful in the past few 

months that I feel it my duty to aid others by 
givmg them my experience. I have not marie 
less than IB18 any day for the last five months, 
and have nnt canvassed any. I _put a notice in 
the papers that I am selling the Iron City Dish 
Washer, and people send for them by the dozen. 
They give such go~d satisfaction that every fam
ily wants one. I think that any perwn can easily 
clear $10 a dayiand double that after they get 
started good. don't see whY anyoJ,J.e should be 
destitute, wh•n they may just as well bA making 
lots of money if theY tr:v.. Addre~s the Iron City 
Dish Washer Co., 145 B. H1ghland Ave., B~ation A, 
Pittsburg, Pa, and they will give you all instruc-
tions necessa,ry to succeed. M:RB. WJ'4. I{. 

against rules to tell; and so finally she 
said, "feminin gender, third person plu
ral number," and whatever case it hap
pened to be. Then came the corrections: 
One of the class sairl it was singular num
ber, as he guessed there was "but one of 
him." I then spoke up and said, ''I always 
heard there were three of him: Father, 
Son, and Holy Ghost," and Mr. Stigler, 
our teacher, said, "Oh, no, one in three 
and three in one." I then inquired what 
rule in arithmetic he worked that by, but 
he stamped his foot and looked sour, and 
I did not say any more. 

MAUD ETHEL CRYDER. 
[We number Maud among our bravest 

and wittiest girls, one who is able to teach 
the teacher.-ED. C. C.] 

CRoSBY, TEX , April 29, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WixoN: I will attempt to 

write again to the Children's Corner. I 
can't stay away long at a time. I hav just 
read Colonel Ingersoll's interview on Sam 
Jones. I think he hit the nail on the head. 
The Rev. Sam Jones thought he was say
ing something bright when he said he 
couldn't see why men would pay for the 
privilege of hearing Ingersoll abuse their 
mother's God and their father's Bible at 
a dollar a head, and then turn out and be 
Infidels like him for nothing. Then why 
do the people go to hear him tell a lot of 
falsehoods and then turn out and be hypo
crite like him? He says, "Can Mr. In
gersoll show what he has done to make 
the world any better or happier?" Well, 
can Mr. Jones show what he has done to 
make the world any better? If be can, I 
would like to hear of it. I know one 
thing; where there is a church in a settle
ment, there is always a fuss and a row. If 
the preacher shakes hands with one and 
not with the whole congregation they ~et 
miffed about it. Your Liberal friend. 

BELLE HARVEY. 
[Sam Jones might learn something, too, 

if he would take the trouble to go and hear 
Colonel Ingersoll.-ED. C. C.] 

Ill-Tempered Babies 
are not desirable in any home. Insufficient nour
ishment produces ill temper. Guard against 
fretfnl children by feeding nutritions and di
gestible food. The Gail Borden Eagle Brand 
Condensed Milk is the most successful of all in 
fant foods. 

tt~~~~~~}(M~~ 
~ You will ride ~ 
~ a llicycle ~ 
'J 0£ course you will ride. All the \J_ 

jl world will-fashion, pleasure, .?~_ 
business - men, 
women, children. M 
It takes a while 
sometimes for the \,_~ 
world to recog- ' 
nize its privileges; ~ 
but when it does 
it adapt,; itself ~,J 
promptly. There- !1. 
fore, you who are ~ 
in the world will ' 
ride a bicycle-a • 

bicycl~~~ ~~:tst the M 
world produces; a Hartford, the ~ 
next best, if anything snort of a f~ 
Columbia will content you. 

Columbias, $100; Hartfords, 'J 
$So $6o; for boys and gir Is, $so. Tl, 
POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. t4 

Boston, New York, Chicago, ' 
San Francisco, Providence, Buffalo. · 

A Catalogue-comprehensive, beautiful-at any 
agency free, or by mail fortwo2-centstamps. The 
book tells of all the new Col urn bias and Hartfords 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSA.N H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 
28 Lafayette Pl~oe, New York. 
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EDITORIAL 

F'rom the F'reethought Magazine. 

" The advertisement of that well known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in onr aflvertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public, He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethonght and is entitled 
to the consideration. of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
" Musings " of his few idle h<;>nrs. But he 
does claim to be a first-class Jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty·fl.ve years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense. His FREE· 
THOUGHT BA.DGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the fl. nest specimen of the die· cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

@"Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto W6tlsfein 

Watch. 

Tl:e Ingersoll Sou 

veni• Spo·n. 

The Freethought 

Bad!Je. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

[fLLUSTRATED 
By Carey K. Jurist. 

The text is poetical and the Illustrations are 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the prioe is only 
50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafayette PI, New York. 
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f QUITE NEW &UNIQUE 
THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the fntnre, far as human eyeoould 

Saw the Vision of the :~~ld, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are·" na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; pap~J.'~ 5Q Q~Qt!l· 
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Chaa~ Tracts for Distri~ution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles· Bradlaugh 5 
Pover~y: Its Effects on the PolitioaJ Oondi.: 

_twn of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 
Prot,~tant Perse.cntwns William Cobt>ett.. 1 
Qnestwnsfor Bible Worshipers 1 
'l;he Relatwn of Witchcraft to Rellgioii.' 'A..· c: 

Lyall............ . 10 
The Reli'i1on _of Hunian¥.f ':Beit'er iiiail 'Ei8i-: 
R I

. !lal fnimhshment.. Babcock........... 10 
e lglOll o n umamty. Frederic Harrison. 10 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repe~l tl!e .Sunday Laws! (Including the 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary · Or1gm of Sabbaths.") By thel!]ditor of 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends R . Tf.e Truth fleekder..... .... ....... ...•..... 3 

and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of AeVlva lam l!:xamme · A. G. HumphreY..... 2 Remarkable Book a. l!eview of Greg's 
these valuable little evaagels of truth. !)reed of. Christendom. H. w. Douglas 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. The ~!:f~~?J~I&~ 1f·otator ..... .............. . 
They are so low in plice that thousands of gen- S . d Brown.·............ . . 
erous. hearted pereons oa· n afford to buy them for Ole nee an Bible Antagonistic. Chas. W8."tts. A Secular Prayer;. _4.nstin HolYoake ......... . 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them oan- Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
8 not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, The Sta~~ and phe Pulpit. Robt G Ingerson: 

post-paid, by mail. Super>tltwn Displayed. Wm. P1tt's Celebra-
" . ted Le,tter to. the Sects. of Great Britain 1 

An Antidote Analyzed ExPosing the !neon- S01ence of, the Bible." Bemg the Rev. John 
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Clay Jaspers Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-
Luse .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 m:y.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Astro-·rheologv. L.L Dawson. Showing the Talk With the Four Evangelists. E Wood-
story of Christ in the New Testament to ruff MD 3 
be but an Alleg~rical representation of Thought~ oii 'A.tb.eia:D:i.: • 'iJ'i.idi.&,i{ i:i:Y 's8;.:rc.D.: 
the sun's course through the different mg Find out God. Austin Holvoake... s 
zodiacal signs............................. 5 'fhe o:r;heorv of Evolutiol).. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... .... 5 The 'I rue Basis of M·,raht~. Annie Besant.. 2 
'l'ne Btble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Coleman................................... 5 ~Reply to some of the Snu.day-school 
Dible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 T toness About Hi 11.) ................. 00 .. 3 
••·he Bible: Is1t Reliable as a Guido? C. Watts. 2 wo St10rt ermons, Rev. Theologicns....... 1 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh......... 3 

Valuable Books on 

H~gie11e, 
Food a11d 
Diet, 

P\arriage 
a11d 

Pare11tage, 
ttc. 

Jlygiene of the Brain and the Cure of 
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook, 
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book and 
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable 
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean. 

Eating for Strength. Br, M. L. Holbrook, 
'l'ne .Book of. Esther. A Sp •cimen of What Were Adam and. Eve Onr First Parents? 

PassPs as the Inspireu Word of God..... 5 Wh CD~arlJes Bradlangh ...................... .. 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~·.Max Muller..... 5 at 1d esns Teach? Chas. Bradlangh 

M.D. Price.)>l:: mail, $1. 'I am delighted with 
8 it."-[li. B. J:5aker, M.D., Secretary Michigan 
3 State Board of Health. · 

Constantine the Great, Portrayiog_ the Ini- Who Was Jeans Christ? Chas. Bradlaugh.::: 
qnity of the First Christian Emperor. Why Do.Men Btarye? Charles Bradlaugh .. .. 
B. Ji . .Preston............................. 3 Wnen_D1d Pa~l L1ve? Scholasticns ......... . 

~ Parturition Without Pain. A Code of 
1 Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and 

Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook, 
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex
cellence sun>asses oRr _power to commend."
[New YorkEvOOingMail.; 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitu•ionol. What 1' the Bl.ble? A Review of Sunderland's 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. W ·• What p1s the Bible?" ................ 00.. 1 
B. Wise is now mdict.d for send.ng a onders of r.:ver. D M Bennett........... 1 
verse from the Bible through thE> mail.) Washing_ton an t!nbeliever. J E Remsburg . .' 5 
T. B. Wakeman ............. oo....... ...... 10 WasChnst Crucified? Austin Bierboweroo.. 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Dr. Daniel Arter........................... 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed "'Ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Infinence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts............ 5 
The Chl'Jstian Deity. Oharles Watts . .. .... 2 
The Christian Faitn. 20J Questions Without 

Answers .......................... 00........ 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogn~ between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

THE 

BRAIN 
THE 

AND BIBLE; 
OB Mandarin................................. 2 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg.. 5 IJlllJjll 
Christian SchemA of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 UID CONFLJUf BKfWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
The Church and Edncaoion. Anti-Je,nit.. ... 5 
'!'he Church and Freethonght. Franklin AND THEOLOGY. 

Steiner ............... 00 .................... 10 
Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 

be StopPed on SundaY?) By the Editor 
of The 'l'rn~h Seeker...................... 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S P Putnam 00.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Oonstructive Rationo.lism. Annie Besant.... 1 
The Devil'o Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. John S vphers .................. 00... 2 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a. preface by 

R.. G. INGERSOLL. 

Daniel in ihe Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoak e ........... 00 ........... .. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethougbt. Its a.rguments are ba.sed 
upon scientific plu'enology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 

5 It is eloquent a.s well as convincing. 
Decadence of Christianity .. , ............. 0000 .. 1 Price, cloth, $1. Address 
The Decline of l!'aith. J l!l Remsburg.. . ... 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral uovernor of the 

~ THE TRUTH BEEKER 

Universe? Au< tin Holvoake............ 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a. Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The E~hics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1 m norMa-

terialism . .R. S Brigham, M.D.......... 3 
F.volntion of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume........ .. .. 10 
Father,Son and Hol:r:Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Sy12_hers ...... 00........... 1 
Free 8peech and Jfree .Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ...................... 00 .......... .. 
Few Words about the Deyil. Chas. Bradt. ugh 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 
'.£he Frnir.s of Chri•t1anity. Annie Besam ... . 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Cla•a Neymann .. . 
The Gosp;l of Christia"i~y and the Gospel of 

1 
3 
8 
2 
1 

By the census of 189e, the 
a 'Dove is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation~ 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 
Freethonght. AnnieB~sant ... .... ..... 2 

Has Man a Soul? Charles llradla.ugh......... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Ho\yoake.................................. 3 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its Our pai!!Jlhlet with this title contains an Argu-

Occurrence. Prof. Lonio Etsb,rg........ 3 ment for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh . . .. ... 3 of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
If Yon TakeAw&:vMv Religion What Will You the Value b:y Denominations, of Church Proper-

Give Me in lts Ste · d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 ty in the Un1ted States a.nd in the several St&tes 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... '0 and rerritories &nd in a.ll Cities having 25,000 or 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecber.. .... .. .... ...... .. .. 1 more inhabita.nts; so arraaged a.s to show at 
Iufidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner. oo•.. 5 a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's Leading Denominations and Denominations.... 

Poem on .Hobert Burns ......... ,......... 3 Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
Ingersoll on McGlynn . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 8 terest to oerta1n Oities, States, and Sections, all 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure comJ?arisons being based upon official fi~nres. 

D. M. Benne Lt .......................... c 5 Th1s pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub-
I9 the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ... 00.. 2 lished. In no other work are the Iaots, figures, 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 and arguments to be found. 'l:he figures. being 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ 5 ierived from the Government Oensus of 1890, will 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh . . . .. .. .. 3 not be superseded until th0 census of. 1900 shall 
Land Qnest10n. Oharles Bradl•ngh.... ...... . 2 b.ave been com_pleted- probably about eight 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.... ... 2 years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 .nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
Legend of GantamaBuddha. Parallelingth.t &S the injnstio::g of ohnroh exemption is suffered 

of Jesus Christ ... 00 ........ 00............ 5 ,o sxist. 
Logic of Death: or, Why Sh.,uld the Atheist By single copies the price is 15 cents, but a.s the 

Fear to Die? .By G. J. Holyoake .. .. .. 3 work is published s_Pecially for distribut10n by 
The Logic of Life, Ded ·10ed from the Princi- ;hose who fa Tor just1oe in ta.xa.tion the followinll 

plea of Freethougut. G. J. Holyoake. ... 3 reductions are made: 
Lu<liorous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hal- ren copies. - • • • i1.00 

Liber~~~':!· Moraifti.' ":Moiiclire 1>'.' ci)riwa:V: ~ ~~!).~~J::d oopie; - - • - - • ~::;8 
'!'he Liberty of Printmg Han. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 Larger quantities a.tiDJeoial ra.tes. 
Literature of the Insano. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 &.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER. New York. 
"Manna." Orthodox Des r1ptions of How 

People are off in Hell...................... 1 
Materialiom and Cr.me. B 1!' Underwood.... 5 
Moral Value of tho Bible. Chas. Watts.... . . . 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vivalDootrine................... .......... 1 Is Suicide 
Natural R•ligion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

nieBesaut. 00"' ................. .. 

New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh .... .. i A Sin? 
illew T,ife of J·acob. Cliarles Bra·•langh ...... . 
Neew Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ........ . 
N wLife of Moses. Charles Bradlangh ..... .. 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard ............ oo. 
The New Age. W. S Bell ..................... . 
The Old R9Jigions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
OnEternd Torture. Annie B'sa.nt ........ oo. 
On Prayer. Annie Besant .............. oo 00 .. . 

3 
8 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

On the Religious Education of Children. 
. Annie .H~sant. '' ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.... ... .. 2 

Open Letter t.., my Old Friends the Quakers. 
s. D. Moore .. 00 .... 00 ......... 00 .... 00.... 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G In@r;ol\ ............ 00 10 
Onr Father in Hea.ven. J:'oem by Charles 

Stephenson ............................. 00. 1 · 
Our Lord and Savior Jean• Christ. T E Lot g. 

shore............. .. . .. ................... 5 
:Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg........ 5 
:Plea fnr Impartial •.raxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G tt Hawes........... .oo. 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. 5 
iPhilosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.... 2 
A Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

by t)J,e Bible. Per dozen .. 00 00 .... • .. .. .. . 10 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ' 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
:Paper covers. • :Price 25 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFA Vb:T'l'B PLACE. New York. 

Liver Complaint,. lllental Dyspepsll!! and 
Headache : Tneir Cure by Home Treat
ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, b:l' 
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured mYReif 
after several doctors bad failed."-[T. C. Curtis, 
u.s.A. 

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. 
B. Duffev~.anthor of "What Women Should 
Know," ''1.-'io Sex in Education," etc. Price by 
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me., 
writes: "Had I possessed this aook ten years 
ago it would b"'ve saved me ten years of in
validism, and I should have been the mother of 
healthy instead of sickly children." 

Yonth: Its Care and Culture. By J. 
Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been 
added a paper by that charminlf English 
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical 
Education of a Girl," and a J?aper on the 
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1. 

Talks to )ly Patients. By Mrs. R. B. 
Gleason M.D. A Practical ffandbook for the 
lllaid, Wife,.,and Mother: with a beautiful Pho
tographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by 
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter, • Confiden
tial to Mothers,' might be J?Ub!ished as a tract 
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Har
per's New Monthly Magazine. 

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in 
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser par
entage. ·By A. E. Newton. .Price, by mail, 
25 cents. "It contains information and warning 
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union. 

Sexnal Physiology. A Scientific and Pop· 
ular Expositio11. or the Fundamental Problems 
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by 
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through 
forty editions, and the demand is constantly 
increasing. No such complete and valnabl~ 
work has ever before been issued. 

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scha
tifio Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;rsen. Ttans
lated from the German, by M. L. Holtrook, 
M.D. In addition also it contains a. Complete 
and RJ!,dical Cure for Intemnerance, by the Use 
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0. 
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1. 

Three Books in One. From the Cradle 
to the School. By_ Bertha Meyer. The Rights 
of Children. By Herbert Sll_encer. The Gov
ernment of Children. l3yM.L. Holbrook, M.D. 
Price by mail, · · cloth, $1. ·It is 
s. book worthy to ne ratiked with the best that 

1 ·}las ever been written concerning the training 
of children."-[Bazar. 

Vegetarianism the Radical Cnre for In
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler. 
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly 
given to every drinker. "-[Herald of Health. 

11uscle~Beatingt OJ) Home Gymnastics 
for Sick ana 'n·ell. By C. Kemm, 
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents. 

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary 
and Phy:siological Relations, and in their bear
ing on the producing of children of finer health 
and greater ability . .Hy M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1. 
'l'he Scienti.fto Amertcan says: "Books on this 
subject are usually written liy 'cranks,' but this 
is radically different: it is scientific, sober, 
clean, and worthy of conscientious considera
tion by every possible parent, and particularly 
by the young.' 

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food 
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L. 
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herala of Health. 
Price, c oth. 50 cents. 

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man• 
agement of the Singing Voice. By 
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 80 eta. 

Deep Breathing; o~t Lung Gymnastics. 
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. mrs. Horace Mann wri teil: 
"Every book you J?rint is pure gold and de
serves wide circulatwn." 

How to Strenlrlhen the Memory. By M. 
L. Holbrook, :M.D. $1. ,. 

l. Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By 
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents, Prof. R. A. 
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer; 
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads anQ 
youths are left to fall into trouble and not a fe( 
have their prospects of. a healthy 'har-py life a\ 
solntely rmned. The little book before us is in· 
tended to be put into the hands of young men 
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable m 
discha.rging a fa the.-'s duty in this respect; ami 
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready w 
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well 
that snob a book as this should be available. If 
it ia read by all who should read it, its sale will 
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The 
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid, 
for $2. Should anyone desire them l:iy the 100 
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor
respondence. 

,.-catalogues Free . ..a~ 
By mail on receipt of price. 
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Scientific "Works 
Three Introductory Lectures on the 

Science. of Thought. By F. Max Miil 
ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The 
Identity of Language and '!'bought, and 3 
The Stmplicity of Thought. With an ~pendix 
which contains a corresPondence on" Thought 
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and 
Francis Galton, the duke vi Argyll, George J. 
Ro:manes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth. 
Price, 75c. 

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan 
guage. By Prof. F. Max: Muller. The 
Oxford University Exten~ion Lectures. With 
a BUPJ?lemen t. •· lliy Predecessors." an essay on 
genes1s of "The Sr.ience of Thought." 112 
pages; cloth. Price, 75c. 

Th~ Psychology of Atten~ion. By Th. 
Ribot, J>l'Ofessor of Comparative and Experi 
mental Psychology at the College de France 
and editor of the Revue Philosopntgue. Au 
thorized translation. Treating of the following 
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention 
--:0-• Emotional states; b, Physical manifesta 
t10ns; c. Surprise. 2. Voluntary. or Artificial 
Attention.-a. Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c 
The feeling of effort. a. The Morbid States of 
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria; 
c, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a

1 
Iiliocy; e, Atten 

t10n in sleep and hypnosis. C oth, 75c. 
Fundamental Problems. The Method of 

Philosophy a~ a Systematic Arrangement of 
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1. 

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms 
A Study in Experimental Psychology. By AI 
fred Binet. Translation from the French with 
the sanction of the author. Treating of the fol 
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell 
-Introductory. 2. The Structu~ 11 and Psycho
logical Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory 
and .S!Jnsory Organ~. 3. The Ps¥chology of 
Nutntwn.: .HolOJ:lhYtlC, Sapropi!ytJc, and Ani 
mal Nutntwn; Predatory Hab1ts of Certain 
~imalcnla. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organ 
1sms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6 
Fecundation of Hig:her Animals and Plants. 7 
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8 
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch 
Richet (professor of physiology in the Faculty of 
Medicine at Pariti) respecting cellular psycho! 
ogy. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c. 

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions 
on the Labor Question, Including the 
Controversy with llfr. Lnuan F. Gage on the 
Ethics of the Board of Trade;,. and also the Con 
troversy with Mr. HJ!gh u. Pentecost, and 
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant 
cloth binding,Jlortrait of the author, and auto 
graph letter. .Price, $1. 

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. 
Being a disquisition en the development of 
the idea of God in human t.hon~;ht and histO!Y' 
discns•ing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Et' 
ymology of The Word God.· 3. God au Abstrac 
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism 
Monoth:·i~m, P~ntheism, Theism, and Atheism). 
5. Defimtwns of the Idea of God. 6. En theism 
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c. 

Epitomes of Tltree Sciences, 1. Com 
}:larative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. Bf. 
Prof. H. Olden berg, of the University of Kie . 
-a, Sanscrit ~esearch; b, From Jones to Las
sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The In
terpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the 
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology 
:fur Prof, Joseph Jastrow, of the University of 
Wisconsm.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology· 
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psycliology in 
France and ltalYj a. Psychology in Great Brit 
ain and the Uni~ed States. 8. Old Testament 
History: or, The Rise of the peq_ple of Israel. 
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of 
Konigsberg.-a, The Traditions of the People of 
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of 
Israel; c, The Conql!!lst of Palestine and the 
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With es{lecial introductions 
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and pref
atory remarks by the editor of the Open 
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c. 

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul 
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the 
Society: for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the 
in'{i~ation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics, 
a !;l'c1ence; ~- The Data of Ethics; 3. The The
ones <>f Eth10s. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c. 

Ou Double Consciousness. Experimental 
Psychological StudieS. By Alfred Binet. Table 
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental 
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Con
scionsne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The 
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of 
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical ];ye. 
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The 
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Conscious
ness. 7. 'rhe Intensity of Suhconscious States 
8. The Role of 8uggestion in Phenomena of 
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Conscious
ness in Health. 93 pages. paper. Price, 50c. 

The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By 
Gustave Freytag. A hands('me, elegantly 
bound edition of this famous and popular Ger
man romance. The author writes as a motto 
for the American edition: "A noble human 
life does not end on earth with death. It con
tinues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well 
as in the thoughts and the activit {of the na
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4. 

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot. 
Authorized translation. 1'reating of the follow
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and 
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso ders. 3. Emo
tional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5 
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c. · 

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of 
the Facts of Ph¥,siological and Ex{lerimenta. 1 
Psychology. ByJJr.PaulCarns. With 152IlhB
trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480 
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound 
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is 
divided into the following sections: 1. The 
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of 
Organic Life. 8. Physiological Facts of Brain
Activity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and.,. 
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investiga
~ions of ExiJerimental Psychology. 6. The Eth· 
1cal and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life. 

Address 'l'HE '.£RU'.£H SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid \'rose 'l>_oem 

"Life," by "the prince of orators, 'Col. R. G 
Ine:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, a.nd can be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
a.ppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
~urrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully desoribed as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J?Oet who now, ILS far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a. delil!'htfnl present. and will be a souvenir 
not only of mtelleotnal greatness, but of artistic 
workma.nship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, a.nd the 
Price onl:v 75 cents, post-pa.id. 
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Gems of ~Aoug'.ht. 

Is it possible th~t clouding the tender 
mind of the child with error will do it no 
harm?-Katie Kehm Smith. 

Tms is philosophy : To make remote 
things tangible, common things extensivly 
useful, useful things extensivly common, 
and to leave the least necessaay for the 
last.- W. 8. Landor. 

THE TRUTII SEEKER. 
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Some Goo~ Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

on the famous text. "The Clergy know that I 
!mow that they do not ]mow." 

PERSONAL EXISl'ENCE .AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE.. L. R. Smith. 

PROCEEDING~ OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING .AT LINCOLN HALL. 

Mailed singly tor 10 cents each; twelve of any WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
one, or au assortment of twelve, for $1. of HoN. FREDERIOK DoUGL ISs and CoL. RonF.RT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

.AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Court that the Civil Rights Act 
Christian who had attack Ad Freethinkers, is Uncon~titu~hmal. Fift.y-three large octavo. 
and Exno•ing the Inconsistency of Chrhtiang pages, of wh1eh Colonel Ingersoll's speech 
generally H C Luse. . occupies S8 ~ges. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowing that 1 PULPIT PE_lT, AND CR~D~E. So long 
Liquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, I as the i>u,Ipit SP,eaks to behevmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walke~. posed chiefly of mothers, the 01:adle wi}.l be 

Tim beliefs in nbtural law and the uni- CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME rocked by ghosts .and ~he race will.remam on 
versality of causation are not very strong Authenticated by the Bible 0 B Whit- Its knees to. a devil of Its o~n cre!)-tiOn and tq 
even l·n the sc1·entl'fic world when v1·taJ ford l\1 D · a God who IS powerlePs agamst b1m. One of 

~ D ' · · L I h G d Ed Helon Ga-rdener's brh:ht•st efforts. 
phenomena are in question, and they are lD MAN FAL. 1 st e ar en of en THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET-
very feeble in the outer world.-Herbert EPifiif:{ufsDEt~gro\rs. A Lecture by TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
Spencer. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable REl\LII. GBalbOcUocSk.PROBLE'"'"" O f L K 

H IV f ' h" · • · h" b' reasons for Religious and other Delmions. a.H'Io ~e o_ • • ENRY ., a .er 18 vtc.or!eB, 18 a JU· FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. ~ashburn's best lectures, and it IS, like all of 
ration, and his coronation, caused a cross his very ~tood 
to be erected in Rome, with the following ~~~~fEth~~~s~~~~~t~~~tv~·o!~~t~~rty !~~ THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
inscription: In hoc signo vinces. The Freethinker. One of M. Babcock's comical sermons. 
wood of the cross was the curiage of a FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION. or The Con-
cannon.- Voltaire. .APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fli~t Between Reason and Superstition. T 0 

W •tt h'l · · · d th 1 d W1dd•combe. 
ol\>-a'h~';h~ edg~~Jiil~..nlft~nbe~t·~or~la~- ST. MAT~HEW B.EFORE THE COUR~. 
struotions of the world from the great teach- Presentmg the evrilence of the forgery of his 
ers of the former ages. D M Bennett. alleged ~tosnel. HJ Se•~tneuret. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read SISTER LUCY AND HER :A. WFUL DIS· 
before the Freethought International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW H.AJ,.L 
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ln the nature of things, 
8AYb 

VoLTAIRE! a name that ex<lites the ad· 
miration of men, the malignity of priests. 
Pronounce that name in the presence of a 
clergyman, and you will find that you hav 
made a declaration of war. Pronounce 
that name, and from the face of the priest 
the mask of meekness will fall, and from 
the mouth of forgivness will pour a Niagara 
of vituperation and calumny. And yet 
Voltaire was the greatest man of his cen
tury, and did more to free the human 
race than any other of the sons of men.
Ingersoll. 

ljress at Chicago. On~ !>f o.tto Wettste•n•s CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
fraternal attacks on Spint;nali•m. are inimical to chastity. virtue, and freedom. ROBERT G. INGERsOLL. 

THE . G~ORY OF IN~ IDELlT~. To SPIRITUALISM FROM .A :MATERI.AL~-

A ;pooR Ill&n that would save his soul 
alive is reduced to the sad necessity of 
sharply trying his gods, whether they are 
divine or not; which is a terrible pass for 
mankind, and lays an awful problem upon 
each man. The man must do it, however. 
At his own peril he will hav to do this pro b
lem too, which is one of the awfulest; and 
his neighbors, all but a most eelect portion 
of them, portion generally not clad in 
o:ffi(lial tiaras, can be of next to no help to 
him in it-nay, wlll rather infinitly hinder 
him in it, as mattera go.-<Jarlyle. 

WHAT do you suppose creation is? 
What do you suppose will satisfy the soul 

but to walk free and own no superior? 
What do you suppose I would intimate to 

you in a hundred ways, but that man 
or woman is as good as God? 

And that there is no God any more divine 
than yourself? 

And that that is what the oldest and new
est myths finally mean? 

And that you or any one must approach 
creations through such laws? 

-Walt Whitman. 

IT may be argued that happiness comes 
from activity, and hence, except there 
were wrong and misery in the world, there 
would be no field for the exercise of man's 
noblest faculties, and so no means for his 
highest happiness; in a word, perfection 
would be stagnation. Well, by the theory, 
God is perfect Is he stagnant? Besides, 
if the alternative only were possible to the 
Supreme, either to introduce wrong and 
misery as excitants of man's faculties or to 
leave him, after creation, a stupid, inert 
clod, would not supreme intelligence and 
benevolence hav insisted that he be left 
uncreated altogether? - John Francis 
Smith. 

You say let them begin first. You say 
we cannot disarm until they do. I say 
Nol We can. I say it is with us to lead 
the van. It is with us to begin. It is with 
us to announce to the nations of the world, 
that are still quivering under the reign of 
the effete notions of antiquity: "Here we 
11tand in our ancient renown that needs no 
vindication-in our justice, in our modera
tion, prepared to submit to peaceable ar
bitration every question between ourselvs 
and our brethren; an.f you may go on in 
your games of war; yon may go on and 
construct your ironclads; increase your 
artillery and infantry and musketry-the 
United States is too great, too modern, to 
sink to the level of the military notions of 
lhe ancient world.-Hon. William M. 
Everett. 

TERRITORY, conquest, diplomatic sub
tlety, political unscrupulousness, are no 
proofs of advance, and may be wide-open 
doors to deterioration. It is not enough 
for a nation or for an individual simply to 
be born, but it is necessary that birth 
should promis and index expanding op
portunities. Nations should outshine pre
cedent nations. Ohildren should outpass 
parents. Civilization has hideous features 
under its mask. Time, with kindly but 
impartial palms, will smooth the frailties 
away. The mask will be thrown aside. 
The conceit of a military "civilization " is 
only of passing consequence. Notwith
standing the papers, the real elements of 
Japanese civilization belong to a period 
prior to this war and reside in elements 
which this war outraged. These elements 
willliv on into her future, long after her 
diplomacies and cannon are dust.-Horace 
L. 1'raubel • . 

whwh Is added a poem on Thomas Pame One · "ln the nature of things there can b& 
of i'lamuel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. IS TIC STAND~ OINT. B F U!l~er~. 
Every Christian who asks the idiotic ques- wood. Wr:1tten before Mr. Underwood JOined n 0 evidellce to establish the claim of 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" shoUld be the Pa;y:chlc Researchers. m' Anll'' att'on " Such l's the text of the 
induced to read this hook, if he bas to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture ,'l"r ' 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 7 Was Jesus centuries for tb~promulgation of Christian- · , 
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise ity .. Bsing. tb.e Nuremburg Qo)l~ction. wi.th All AboUt the 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. specimens from th!lE;oly InqUisition .. 28 Pic-

IN~~~SOLL A.Nf JES~SS Sh~wi~ how h~~~ge ~~~~eeJ~~Ifi~~ns and reflec$ions by Holy Bible 
THE e Lwlo~lgTre.Ae.TIOp~eSmO!X TamOLueERP 'TtlnOaNm .. VICTOR HUGO_ 'S ORATI(UH)N VOL· h d 1 d h d 

lll. i, .t' "- T.AIRE d 1 d h h Just publis e in a arge an an -A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, , , e_tvere on t e .m~e un-
Hon. Frederic R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s aumversary of Voltane s death, , BQme pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad-
Woodford, bdfore the Nineteenth CenturY Translated by James Parton, author of the. dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 
Club of New York. •· Each man has the same Lifo of Voltaire. To which are added j;he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great noems of Goetho, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L"ngfellow. . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED 7 Austin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A l<l.w:yer'a comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of tbat. allel!ed event. 
Protestant. . WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its Htstory, and Its In- of Christ's alleged acts whioh would le~d one 
fluence Upon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Washhurn. 

MIRA.CLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND~ And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pu ~nam. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's The title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it havA been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicate·d to other poems are: The Golden Ag_e,_The Ide!!-1 
the Cl~rgy. H. J. Seil'l'nenret, M.D. a,nd the Real. Not Dea!l, but Liv\ng_, Frm-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret twn, HoPe, T!tomas Pame, Natures uospel, 
h •1 d . Address to Deity, anrl tllA shor~. poem so often 

tb(l>t !lJ.an as a ways !lJ.a e hrs ~ods. 11tey recited with great effect by Charles Watts, 
~rust m and through h!m, as the Image ensts G;ve U• Light. 
m and through the mrrror. Take away man WILL THE COMING .,...AN WORSHIP and you take awayGod-tbeimagevanishes.'' ~ lll. 
This pampJ;tlct, therefore, is a consideration l GOD~ B F Underwood; written be-
of what kmd of a God man should make. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. soarchers. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel \WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG-
Rob~rt G. ~~ersoll •. and one. of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
mans best .. _the su]:>Jects consiqe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' Intern.ational Congross at Cbi-
thodoJ< Reli¥Ion Dy~n!l' Out, Rehjl'IO~ Deaths cago. Conside•ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and Brrth~, rhe ReligiOI). of Reciprocity, &1_o- Subju~tation, The Canon Law and Its Effects 
hammed, ·.1he Destruction 9f Art, The Dts-. UponH,r,TheologyNaverHelpfultoWoman 
covery of Am~rica, Copermcus .and Kepler, [ Invention Woman's Friend, Freethought the 
Charles Darwm, l:!pemal ProVIdence, The Benefactor of Woman. l:!usan g. Wh-on 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN· HER pAST ·AND PRESENT · of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • . ' , 
The Second Birth, Ins,·iration, The Reign of HER RIGHTS .AND WRONGS. A lect-
Truth and Love. The Wars It Bronght_:rhe ure delivered before the Woman Suffrage As-
Resurrectio~~ The Judgment-Day, rions sociation of Denver,Col, by B F Underwood 
Evasions," rw Bible, No Civilization;" Mira- · · 
cles of the New Testament, '.rhe Ascen11ion, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils,_ Necessity of Belief, Rter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment, ~ome Who Are Damned, Aidress THE TRUTH RF.EKER CO., 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is · 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; - $250; - $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Ohi
cago, one of the oldest and most· exp~rienced piano manufacturers of this 
c~untry, has produced what . is believ~d to be the most perfect Upright 
P1ano ever constructed. The mstrument is thus described : 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, w~ile the _quality ~s of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
~ympathehc,_ an~ m the J;Ughest degree pliable. Its durability and _its capac
lty for st_and_mg ~ tune, 1s unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, th1s p1ano 1s made to stand, not. merely as an ornamental piece of fur
n!tur~ (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
Sical mstrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
~EORGE STEaK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority Qn pianos, report
mg as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy prompt touch. 
Material' and workmanship are superior." ' 

The distinguished Pianist and Oomposer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Oonservatory, says: 

_"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied tqeir 
menta, compared them with those of the best American and European 
~akers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
BlVeness ?f touch, elega~ce of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Havmg made spemal arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior inatruments. Every piano is 
wa~anted for five. years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
dehvered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1 000 miles of Ohi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. ' 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. BEMSBUBG cf SON, .Atchison, Kan. 

The Great Inger. 
soil Controversy 

O~ntaining . the famous Ohristmas 
Sermon by Oolonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters whq' thi.D.k they own this country 
and all thereill., ~Wd Oolonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Lil;:>erty'for Man, 
Wc)n:i~n, and Child 

" Reading thi~ lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a: ,~an reads it one Dight 
on his wayl,lqD):e, the next night he 
will ·take .aiO:ng ~$Ome oranges or some
thing to his f~1Jy.1' This lecture is 
gotten up ii(tM handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and' '':Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece !(~ephoto engraving of 
the Oolonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, arid the 
Oolonel's millions 'of friends will take 
pleasure in it. · · ~ this pamphlet is 
also the Ooloriel's;·Tribute to His 
Brother, which, so many have· de
sired to have j.n convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. ; 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire \Y&B jhe greatest man of 

his century, 8J1d clld more to free the 
human· race th~ · any other of the 
sonsof men." A::'lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet.. ·Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Ooloriel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed it( a. handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. · Price, 25 cents. 

.,·~ ,. 

SHAKSPER·E· 
"An intellectu~l :ocean, whose waves 

touched all,:the shprei! of thought." 
A lecture by J:NGEBSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death ma_s~. :;frice;;25 cents. 

_-: .. 

rr.avets~tli Faith. 
. BY OA_ .- .... -~Bite. ADAHB. 

Beine · the eto' · ';:J:il.entr.l Journe:r from 
o · . . ·o- iiOtirJism. 

l'iloe~;~~~?t~~~~~i~oth, '15 aentl. 
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Jt ot for ])arsons. 

".BLESSED is he who" commits murder 
and is hanged, "for he shall be rewarded 
in heaven." 

Two old ladies were talking about the 
churches. One said: "What is the diff~r
enoe between all these denominations, any
way?" "Why," replied the other, "the 
Methodists, they go down in the gutter and 
pulls them up; the Baptists, they washes 
them, and the Congregationalists, tb.ey 
starches them." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I ketohed him an' rubbed him an' kissed 
him, 

But he'd gone up the flume in the night. 

Then I hitched up 'thout eatin' or drinkin' 
And traveled, the kid on my knees, 

An' druv till I reached the old homestead, 
Straight up to the oak hitohin' trees; 

An' my people they come out a-pilin', 
Their faces as white as the snow, 

An' they bust out a-oryin' an' sobbin' 
To see me a-settin' thar so. 

An' now they ain't nothin' kin tech me; 
No trouble kin git me to wince: 

I'm plum through with Iovin' an' hatin' 
An' I'm waiting 'fer death ever since; 

An' 1 ain't ben a-doin' no ben din' 
To an orthodox ohastenin' rod, 

Fer religion is ull monkey-moonshine, 
An' I ain't got no truck with a God. 

-Chicago Post. 

AN English clergyman was prea11hing in 
a country church in ScJOttland. He had as 
his subject "The Prodigal Son." "And 
the prodigal son went away from his poor 
old father and remained in a far country 
for years and years and years and years, 
aud his father mourned his absence ror TWO LITTL£. ft£.D J1ITTE~S 
years and years. But after years and 
years he came back to his poor old father, A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. 

~35 

365 DA ~S 
Aqead Of 

them all. 

and his poor old father said to his servants, A short story that will interest children and 
bring forth the fatted calf which has been parents. 
kept for my son these years and years." By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
An old farmer in the audience could re- Price, Five Cents. 

Keating Bicycles. 
CURVf, 19 to 23 lbs. 

I GA. TALOG FREE if yon mention this pJLper SEF THAT 
strain himself no longer. "Yer er le'er; A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
calf wud hav bin a coo," he exclaimed. 28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

WHEN Joe Jefferson was here not long A PARTNER "WANTED. 
ago, as is his custom, he added to his fund 1 I w ·nld like· to sell a.n interest in the Ironc!aa 
of good stories one that he piok~d up fr_o~ Aue. an old establisJle.d Freethongllt journal. 
ex-speaker Tom Reed, who tells It with m1- Anyone whose he .. rt 1s m .the can_so and tnat ll!tB 

't ble hum Reed's story 1•8 nbout on a f w hundred d )llara to mvest m the same Wlll ml a . or. w w please address R. H. POWER.~- FOB SALE 
old farmer, who had some neighbors at 4t20 Indianapolis, md. AT ABOUT ONE-HALF y ALUE. 

Desirable Real Estate 
dinner with him. Among them was a ' p k T h I A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 
stranger, who looked like a Baptist preach- oc e t eo ogy. within one and a half m les of Media connty ~eat 
er. As is the custom in the rural districts and within fonr miles of Chester, t'a., on the 
When there is o preacher at the table, the B•t voLT'AIRE. Delaware river. Several eprings of soft watsr. 

w u v · good timber growing on the p'ace. some ~hoice 
farmer looked at him and said: "Brother, . . . apple and pear trees in fruiting condition. Honse 
will you ask a blessing?" The stranger Terse, Witty,_ 1-nd sarcastiC. ddimtlOns of th~>o and barn on the place. bnt are old buildings. 
I d f d t h . h d t h' l '""'"~! ~-~· -o~·"a """an.. Wi hin five minutes walk of the railroad station, eane or war , pu IS an o IS ear 9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line bltween 
and assumed an inquiring expression of I "WANT ED. Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
countenance. The farmer renewed the walk Situation, by a steam en€(ineer. Ten years' ex- The place is specially well located for a florist. 
invitation. The stranger said: "I see that perience with bla•t. hoistmg, pile-drivin;r, and and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
you're talking to me, but the fact is, I'm air-compressing engines and steam shovels. who would pnt a modem hoo.se on it. bight 
80 d--d deaf, I can't hear a word you Bast reter:eace frgm former employers. >9 years years ago the la.nd adjoining sold for $618 per 

old, m~rr1ed, strwtlv sober, and. an ontspokE_ln acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
say."- Washington Post. Frf!ethmker:. Would prefer a stationary plam.m since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,009 

THE MISSOURIAN, 
Tough luck? Well, I reokm:i. Say, mis

ter, 
You kin talk about women an' wine, 

Busted fortunes, dead . love, and sioh 
troubles, 

B11t they ain't a greased patching t!l 
mine. 

I started one summer fer Kansas, 
An' out from Mizzoory we rid; 

There wuz me an' ole Bose an' ~·o.'am 
Sally, ' 

The wagon, the team, an' the kid. . \ 

Oh1o, bu,twlll f!'O anywhere to anv remnnerat1ve \per acre. Tbe land slopes toward the sonthwes.t, 
v.ork. UaD;not some TRUTH BEEKER reader sng. overlooking bea.ntifnl woodland scenery. 
gest a possible place? Steady work_preferable to .,. PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT ""OR .. 3 500 large wages. 0. THEO. FERGUSON, tHE r• "' , • I 2t20. Moxahala, OhiO. Address W. H., care TEE TRUTH BEEKER. 
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fRifTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

r· 
Ole Bose he kep' under the tailgate, 

THE AllSUBDITY .AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S' CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI-
02NT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

WALING THE ABUSES 

Tied up with a hitohin'-etrap thar, 
Jist joggin' along onoonoerned-like, 

With his eye on the bucket o' tar. 
An' nights, when we pulled up fer supper, 

Ma'am Sally a candle would take 
An' read suthin' out o' her Bible 

Permiskus, fer Jesus's Eal!:e. 

B11t all of a sudden Ma'am Sally,· 
Afore we could get to the farms, 

Tnok sick-she had kind o' been failin'
An' she up an' died in my arms. 

An' I buried her thar on a hillside, 
With nary a word nor a prayer, 

For I had a suspicion that Jesus 
Wasn't dealin' with me on the square. 

So I slewed the team 'round fer Mizzoory, 
An' down in some timber a log 

Throwed the wagon olean out o' her bal
ance 

An' a hind wheel run over the dog. 
I jumped-but ~oo late-.os he hollered; 

An' he tried, hke a soldier, to stand; 
He whined an' his tail wagged a little, 

An' he died thar a-liokin' my hand. 

I planted hi~; got in the wagon, 
'An' on for m.izzoory we slid, 

With me a-skeered somethin' would hap-
pen, , 

Afore we got home, to the kid; 
Fer a man is too awkward and clumsy 

To tend to a youngster, you see, 
But just about how mrioh I loved him 

No feller kin re~kon 'oep' me. 

At first he would cry fer Ma'am Sally 
When I tuck him an' put on his olos, 

An' when we would tie up fer dinner 
Why then he'd git oryin' fer Bose; 

An' he didn't tech much of his vittles, 
An' one daybreak he looked awful white, 

Deafness Cannot ·Be Cored 
b¥ local applications. as they oamiot reach the 
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one 
way to onre deafness, and that is by constitu
tional. remedies. Deafness ill caused by an in
flamed oond1tion of the mnoons lininu of the 
Eustachian Tnbe. When this tnbe is mflamed 
yon have a rumbling aoundorimperfeot hearing, 
and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is there
sult. and unless the inflammation oan be taken 
out and this tnbe restored to its normal condi
tion, hearing will be destroyed f:rever; nine 
DaseR ont of ten are oansed b;v catarrh, which is 
nothing bnt an inflamed oondltion of the mucous 
linrfaoea. 

We will give One Hundred Dollars for anv case 
of Deafness (can. sed by catarrh) tha.t. cannot be 
cured by Hah's Catarrh Onie• Aend for oiron
lars; free. F. J. CHENEY &.OO,..Toledo, 0. 
pr Sold by Druggists, 75o. 
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01' A UNION Oll' 
OJIUBOJI AND 

STATB, 

185 Full-Page 
lllustrati01\S• 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 0,. 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

IJESIGNB JJY WATSON HESTON, 
W7TH PORTRAIT OF 

THE J)EBIGNE.R. 

The illustrations are classi1led as follows: 

8 reprell'nt S~~:m~les of Christianity's Work. 
5 .. Misswnar1es. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
25 · " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " !e Church and Slavery. 
8 " ·eats and Politics. 
4 "'· eland and the Ohnrch. 
~ • Ohur..Qh's Idea of L'i vilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Cross. 
' • Unkind Reflections on the Churca 
9 • Persecutions of the Ohuroh. 
1J •• Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
~ " The Church Robbing the People. 
i! " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Chnroh. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Chnrflh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and 1-'heir Flocks. 
1 PietJ in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonemen& Scheme. 
4 The Lord and H1s Works. 
2 Prayer. . 
10 " The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

.A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that.no~hinll: like it ha~ ever be
fore appAared it1 this country and it is very doubtful if ap.other Ol;le hl<e 1t Wlll!lver agam be pnb
li~h• d. We mttst give the Truth Seeker Company the cred1t of puttmg the book lD thE,l reach of all. 
At 1 w ce the pried l t woPld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a portrait pamt£i an~ d.e
signer is 11: wonderful s, coe~d-1!-D•l W<J judge from our own ftelings tha,~,P._earl:y every her lD 
america w1il desire a col' v of thld most wunderfnl volnme.-[Freethinkers .JIUOgazme. 

Mr Heston deserves • o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism J:!:e has dedicated his genin~ to 
Freethou"ht and has done failhful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. Bnt the I>!Ct
ures do not make up the whole of his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg 
matter th.t Re•·ve first as exp.anations of the illns~atio;ns1 and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fal•'tY of the church's profe~s10ns and the h:yJ>ocrlsy of tnose who uphold them. Altogethf!r the 
book is one of tue best weapons agaiD;st Chrlstia.nity and the church that has ever been pnt .n the 
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, board covers, $2-; clot}» $2-.SO. 

A.ddren THB TRVTH SEEKB& 

KE..l.TING WHEEL CO., 
Holyoke, Mass. 

PRmSTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED 
By Bwv. G. T. Foz, lll.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

SH..l.LL THE BIBLE BE RE..l.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cents 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· ; AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! ! I e We want 1000 more active agents before e 
~ July 1st. We will guarantee $20 to $30 per day .11 
" can be easily made in any locality; our goods f 
• :i~~l~es~~et\~~ii pe:J~~5~na ~11g~v rs~11 ~~ • e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Nay e 
.11 for full_particulars, or we will send with .11 
t' same a Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents In e 
; 

silver orstarpp_§.. Established in 1882. Ad .. ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

THE ELIXIR OF LIF:E 
is not in magic potions\," specifics" 
wi:,;~ir~latc:~~E o~t ~~~ 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete bOok of 
nedieal, . Soda!, Sexual Seienre, 
~{p~~:=en~tJ>~:s~~IJ.of03~~~?, 
standard,. -work, endorsed by all, 
ili'itated by many, equalled by none. 
Ins~,ired by ·wish to aid humanity, it 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, Parentage. 

:!a1~~ai~0~ti~dt?~a~a{~~~e:u rit;w 
married cr who ever expeetto be 
~~1J::j c'li~~~l~~al~~~aE:.gi~o 
wood cnts, 21 chromos showing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX hns over 200 Recipes. 

b:r lllall; Circulars Free. 
A..<i·~rPPR TI-l F. 'I'HUTH SEEKER. 

9R T,qfqvptto PlR.I'e, _Nqw Yorlr. 
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THE CARPENTER'S SON WANTS SOME FOLLOWERS. 

And Jeans, walking by the sea of Galilee, saw two brethren, Simon called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a net 
into the sea: for they were fishers. And he saith unto them, Follow me, and I will make yon fishers of men.-Mat. iv, 18, 19. 

SALVADOR has p&id to England for Nic
aragua the indemnity demanded. 

CRoPs all over Europe hav been damaged 
by severe storms and cold weather. 

ON May 19 a fire at St. Albans, Vt., de
stroyed $500,000 worth of property. 

MAYOR STRONG has appointed several 
women inspectors of education in this city. 

THE annual pilgrimage to Mecca has de
veloped cholera on the borders of the Red 
Sea. 

IT now seems possible that Germany will 
lead in a new movement for an interna
tional monetary conference. 

"GAIL HAMILTON" (Miss Mary Abigail 
Dodge) is reported dying from a stroke of 
paralysis., at Washington, D. C. 

THE New York legislature has adjourned 
without passing the" Greater New York" 
bill, so consolidation is postponed for at 
least one year. 

Ex-SENATOR JAMEs F. WILBON, of Iowa, 
who spent thirty-four years in almost con
tinuous service in Congress, has died at 
the age of sixty-seven. 

GoVERNOR TuRNEY, of Tennessee, has 
issued a call for an extra session of the 
legislature, to convene May 27, the session 
to last bnt twenty days. 

THE Democrats of Western Kentucky 
havin convention declared for the coinage 
of gold and silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 
"without discriminating against either." 

THE Vanderbilts and their friends hav 
at last come into possession of the major
ity of the stock of the Philadelphia and 
Reading railroad. 'lhe object is to con
trol the anthracite coal trade. 

THE United States Circuit Court of Ap
peals has sustained the Berliner telephone 
patent. This covers the transmitter, and 
while the patent remains in force no rival 
company can break the Bell monopoly. 

THE notoriom• "TichbO!'ne Claimant" 
has at last confessed, under oath, that he 
was not the heir of the Tichborne estate, 
bnt plain Arthur Orton, as asserted by the 
government throughout the famous trial. 

JAPAN is taking steps to increase her 
navy so as to make it equal in tonnage to 
the combined fleets of England, China, 
and Russia. She captured from China 
one battleship, two cruisers, nine gunboats, 
and eight torpedo boats. 

THE Vatican has forbidden Catholics to 
take part in the Italian elections. In his 
letter giving the reasons for issuing the 
prohibition, Pope Leo calls the attention 
of the faithful to the alleged fact that he 
is still kept a prisoner in the Vatican by 
the Italian government. 

THE Swedish Chambers hav jointly voted 
15,000,000 kroner for immediate snpplies 
for the government should war result from 
the disputes between that country and its 
sister state, Norway, or should it be neces-

sary to send troops to Nor way in case of 
revolution breaking ont there. 

THE Carnegie managers hav raised wages 
ten per cent in all their works. Fall River 
is to add 150,000 spindles to the working 
capacity of her mills. Other large iron 
and steel works hav also raised wages. 
Bnt there is yet little demand for money, 
interest is very low, and the bank reserve 
is still increasing. 

ON May 18 severe earthquake shocks 
were felt in parts of Italy, the Island of 
Zante, and lighter ones in Southern Hun
gary, Moravia, and Dalmatia. Serious 
shocks were felt also in the Ionian Islands. 
Many people were killed in Italy, the most 
by the overthrow of the church of San 
Martino, Florence, which was filled with 
worshipers. 

THE United States Supreme Court has 
declared the Income Tax unconstitutional 
by the vote of 5 to 4. Chief J nstice E'nller 
read the majority opinion, which was con
curred in by Justices Field, Gray, Brewer, 
and Shiras. - In favor of the law were 
Justices Brown, Jackson, Harlan, and· 
White. In the previous decisions Shiras 
voted for the law. 

TH1!l Mexican farmers near Gnadalonpe, 
Chihuahua, are in arms because of the ap
pointment of an American engineer to 
snrvey government lands. They killed 
iwenty of the surveying party, the en-' 
gineer escaping, and subsequently beat off 
a force of government troops sent to pnt 
down the disturbance. It is clearly a case 
of "alien labor " against the home article. 

FoLLOWING the discovery of the gas 
"argon" in the atmosphere-its presence 
having remained unknown until a few 
months ago-comes the finding of the gas 
"helium " in certain minerals. It is the 

Are you a Liberal Thinker'' 
Or interested in Liberal Thinking 1 

Yes'' 
Then yon want the Evolution of the 

Idea of God. 
By Hermit Silence, a. twentieth century recln•e. 
Just published, paper, 10 cents. Address C. I. 
Kerr, publisher, 108 Osage street, Loga.nsport, 
Indtana. 4t20 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT

ICALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It acts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 
It has a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways ready at critical or other times. 
Thsse are some of the reasons why it is 

different from all other writing machines. 
The catalogue tells yon more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

18t16 
lightest gas now known, and may solve the .:_...LIIIIIi!!liilllllii&B•a•••••• 
problem of aerial navigation. Argon 
yields a light that seems to explain the 
aurora borealis. Helium is possessed of 
highly explosiv qualities. 

A BRoOKLYN lawyer - prominent in 
wordy defense of "wage slaves"- re
cently secured an order from court giving 
him as a fee $7,244.85 ont of an award of 
$13,000 damages to his client, a poor girl. 
When the newspapers censured him for 
the act he came ont with an attempted 
"explanation," in which he said: "I think 
my services were worth fully what I got, 
if not more. I wish the newspapers would 
leave my little ewe lamb alone," to which 
a New York paper retorts that he should 
not shear his ewe lambs so close as to make 
them bleed, 

PUBLICATION!iio 

•• HI<JA VEN .A.ND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENB®RG, 

(Servant of the Lord. Jesus Ghrist.) 
P&per, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Cloth, (octavo), 375 pagesbspecial to refi.ders of 
thi• journal, only 25 cents, y mail, prepaid. 

Send for descriptiv catalogue of l:lwedenborg's 
works. . 

American Swendenborg Printing and Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Prioe, 25 oentf, 

DESIGN fALLACIES. 
A. Re:futation o:f the Argn

:rnent That Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi"'ned by an In
telligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The Dcdign Argnme11.t Vitiates Itself By Neces-

sitating an Infinite 8eries of De•ign!'rs. 
II. If 'rhere Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
- Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called D'es1gn Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 
Price, 15 cents. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO .. 
26 Lafayette Place, N Y. 
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Books by Helen H. Gardener. 

New Edition, Revised and Enla.rged. 

Men, Women and Gods. 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

f'rice, cloth, $1; paper, liO cents. 
Tl'•l Trade Suvvlied. at Svecta! lJtscountl. 

lS THIS YOUR SOB~ MY LORD 1 
! FMoinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 
Price, cloth, a1 : paver, 50 centa. 

An Unofficial Patriot, 
A HISTORICAL STORY OF THE CIVIL WIR. 

The literary hit of the season.- Ghtcauo Times. 

Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE 
DAUGHTER? 

A NE'W' NOVEL. 
Prioe, oloth, $1. I Pa.per, 50 cents. 

Pushed by Unseen Hands. 
SHORT STORIES. 

Price, cloth $1. I Paper, 50 cents. 

A. Thoughtless Yes. 
CONTENTS: 

A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the 
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A 

Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse 
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our An

cestors -Florence Campbell's 
Fate-My Patient's Fate. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth; $1. 

Facts and Fictions of Life. 
CONTENTS: 

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court 
-Throw:!. in With the City's Dead-An Irre

spon-ible Educated Cla•s-The Moral Re
sponsibility of Woman in Heredity

Woman as an Annex-Sex in Brain
Heredity in ! ts Relations to a. 

Double Standard of Morals
Divorce and the Pro

posed Nati->nal Law 
-Lawsuit or Leg

acy-Comip.on 
t!ense 1n 
Surgery. 

Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents, 

PULPIT, PEW, 
and CRADLE. 
By HELEN H, GARDENER. 

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and 
Strongest Lectures Against 

the Bible, 
Every Woman Should Read It 

and 
Know Her Enemies and Her FriencbJ. 

Price. 10 cents. Address this o:fllce. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-AU Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 200 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks 
pere could not 'I'Q'ite, etc. Price, 20 cents, _ 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius W Second 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price,10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identi:llcation of Paine a.s 
Juni'Rs a.ud Casca. PriceJI cents. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
. We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to Teward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toillsend free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARs). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT·Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINXEB's PIOTOBIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 185 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citatiOns of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. 'l'he :resigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
lJ ncle Sam and the Priests there are 16 ; represent-

New York, Saturday, June I, 1895. { 28 LAFAYETTE PL.}$3.00 Per Year. 

'' T Ira 1-~ou ;n cyi l/ve I o;!.Ji 
t-o cont'/nue..You.r use
ful lahors. andreuf??lre 
reward in t'he tlrankfal
ness ry: nat/(N1S is l7?.f/ 
slncere ;VY'agel~ >1cce_Pt 
tAe assureu1l'eS o/ N?..Y 
htsJit eshe~n andctj'j'ec
ttol'l(tte attachn?ent-," 

ThoJ'17CTS Jefferson. 

''The 'crime oj/ngrat/
tude has not-yet-slain

t-rust-never 
our 11«b'o;rn/ 

IN MEMORY OF THOMAS P'AINE. 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; . Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARs' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
la'rge run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtfnl if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it wonld hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-JiTeethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithfnl and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and seco,ndly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TRUTH SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLEY. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

t'f(£ TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THB TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of I'reethought throu_phout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HuNDRED YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBS. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution.' with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a osrbsric church. 

HOW 
TO· GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER I 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'OU.K HUNDR.t<:D YE.t.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D .F UR7HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the .New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATEST BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated B:li::S-\.'~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The . Truth Seeker. 

For $6 we will send TH:m TRUTH SEEXBR one year ($3) and "Paine's 
gre·at Works Oom plete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXBB one year ($3) and " The Free· 
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic!Uly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send TH111 TRUTH SEEXER one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin and TBB TBUTB 
SEBXBB one yer.r for •5. 

The J~~;[~R and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 
Will be sent for $4 75. Sugar S.J>oons and 'l'BUTB Sl!IIXBB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugr.r) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 50o. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEJUE. 
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MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 
SUBSCRIPTION. Tnree months, (trial subscribers,) 

SAM PIE COPIE.S FREE. 
In advance, $0.71) I One subscription with two new subscribers, In 

m= PiU out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank mul forward to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayetce Place, New York. 

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending 

Eight Copie11 of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $1, we taink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following offer: 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months. will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to beat 

this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 

effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 

at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

the blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Addreu 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

:i18 Lafayette Place, New York 

Six " " " 
Single subscription, one yea1, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one 

remittance, 

1.50 one remittance, 
3.00 One subscription with three new subscribers, in 
5.00 one remittance, 
5.00 One subscription with four new subscribers, in 

one remittance, 
5.00 

Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance. 

$7.00 

8.60 

10.00 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate (,3) 
vrill get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers 
he will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own 
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share 
With them the advantages of the club rates, 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. 
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Jesus Christ, Formerly of Galilee, Claimant. 
The Christian Reformer says that our govern

ment deliberately rejected the claims of Christ 
when Congress last year refused to favorably con
sider the Morse-Frye joint resolution for an amend
ment to the national Constitution recognizing the 
divinity and authority of God, Jesus, and the Bible. 
Inasmuch as the government has no commission to 
either accept or reject the claims of Christ, or those 
of any other god or demigod, it must be assumed 
that the failure of Congress to adopt the resolution 
mentioned was in effect, whatever it may hav been 
in intention, a declination to pass judgment upon 
those claims. While the adoption of the resolution 
would hav been an unconstitutional acceptance of 
the said claims, the· failure to act upon it, or the 
defeat of it, cannot be rightly understood as a rejec
tion thereof, but simply as a formal recognition of 
the fact that Congress had no right to giv judgment 
upon a religious question. Concluding its lugu· 
brio us plaint, the .Reformer says : 

" Guilt of such rejection rested on the nation and its 
government before, Increased guilt rests especially on 
the government now, and doubtless this guilt will be in
tensified as Ghrist's claims are more and more clearly 
pressed upon the government and the nation by faithful 
witnesses to the truth. May God incline the government 
and the nation to kiss the Son lest he be angry and they 
perish from the way when his wrath is kindled but a 
little." 

Three questions suggest themselvs at this point: 
1. Is tpere any great difference between the depths 
of superstition in which the Covenanter is plunged 
who tells us we must kiss Jesus lest he get angry 
and smash everything, and that in which the " hea
then" is buried who thinks it necessary to sacrifice 
something on the altar of his god to avert the 
latter's wrath! 2. Do these educated men at the 
head of the National Reform movement really be
lieve this antiquated nonsense 'f 3. Will any of our 
national lawmakers be frightened, by this invoking 
of the bogey man, into sacrificing the liberties of 
the people for the benefit of ambitious sectarists T 
It is greatly to be feared that the answer to the last 
question must be Yes. 

----------~----------
There is always a demand for inexpensiv tracts 

for general distribution. We hav endeavored to 
supply that demand, and the reader who looks on 
page 349, this issue, will find a long list of them. 
See also the list of 10-cent pamphlets on page 3 0. 

New York, Saturday, June I, 1895. 

An Editor. Advises Preachers to Lie. 
There are preachers and preachers and editors 

and editors, and some of the editors induce more of 
that tired feeling than do some of the preachers. 
We hav previously had occasion to call attention to 
the orthodoxy and weakness of the editorials of the 
Atlanta Constitution, but the one now before us 
easily distances all the others we hav seen in the 
race for first place, so far as these two qualities are 
concerned. In its issue of May 3d the Constitution 
says: 

"Dr. Newton has stirred up an unnecessary agitation, 
just as Dr. Lyman Abbott did, a short time ago, when he 
said in The Outlook that he did not accept literally the 
New Testament's account of the birth of Ohrist. What 
good do these two divines expect to accomplish by reviv· 
ing these old questions? Why is it that so many preach
ers seem to be hunting up some passage in the Bible to 
modify and explain away?" 

Has it not occurred to this writer that the preach
ers named may be desirous of getting at the facts 
in regard to the life of Jesus and his alleged resur
rection! Is it impossible for him to conceive of a 
Christian searching honestly for the truth? Per
haps Dr. Newton and Dr. Abbott believe that it is 
better to look with open eyes on even an unwelcome 
truth than to shut their eyes and accept unquestion
ingly every assertion that comes to them proclaim
ing its great age and sanctity. The fact is, the 
ConBtitution is chronically and hopelessly ill with 
religion, and it is in mortal fear lest some one find a 
remedy that will rid it of the disease. It enjoys 
being miserable. It believes in taking big and fre
quent doses of theological drugs and hence it hates 
to hav the spiritual physicians of its own "regular" 
school suggest that possibly there is not nearly so 
much virtue in some of the decoctions as has been 
claimed. It is apprehensiv that these admissions 
of the " regulars" will be seized upon by Dr. Inger
soll, Dr. Putnam, and other physicians of the hygi
enic and other new schools and be used by them to 
support their contention that what humanity needs 
is to quit dosing itself with religious poisons and 
get back to Mother Nature's simple and healthful 
regimen. Does it not say this in so many words 
here T 

'' Dr. ·Newton and Dr. Abbott may mean well, but they 
are playing into the hands of the Infidels, Agnostics, and 
doubters. Their repudiation of any of the accepted be
liefs of the Ohristian world will be hailed with delight by 
the followers of Ingersoll and by all who feel disposed to 
sneer and jest at the solemn creeds of the churches and. 
the revealed word of God." · 

In other words, the thinking preachers must not 
tell what they think lest they thereby giv aid and 
comfort to the Freethinkers ! The " solemn creeds" 
must be preserved, let hap what may to the truth 
of history and the verifiable revelations of science. 
The Atlanta editor in effect says that Christianity 
is too weak to withstand the free expression of the 
thought of its educated ministers. There is no 
doubt that this is true, nor that if all the ministers 
who acted on the advice of the Constittttion before 
it was given would permit their lips to utter what 
their brains hav cognized, there would be such a 
revolution in the churches as no world-religion has 
ever yet experienced. The planetary systems of Prot
estantism at least would be shivered into meteoric 
dust,.and the sun of Rome would be rent fro:&:!. equa. 
tor to poles with seismic convulsions. In its frantic 
fear of such a catastrophe the Constitution loses 
sight of the social need of good faith, and of the 
ethical obligation that rests upon every man and 
woman, when unthreatened by an intolerant church 
allied to a despotic state, to giv the world his or her 
truest and ripest thought. It forgets, or does not 
care, that hypocrisy is the meanest and most cor-
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rupting and dangerous of vices, and that the man 
who activly preaches--under any less compulsion 
than imminent death, torture, or spoliation-that 
which he believes to be untrue, is the enemy of 
order, of peace, and of morality. R!:!ad the advice 
which the Constitution givs to Christian ministers 
who cannot accept the Bible, "as a whole," as the 
inerrant word of a perfect god : 

" In these days of doubt and disbelief we need more 
old-fashioned faith and less critical scrutiny of details. 
Preachers are wanted who accept the Bible as a whole 
and who do not spend their time in hunting up passages 
of scripture in order to reject or discredit them. When 
a good man has a thought that will weaken the faith of 
others in the Bible, let him promptly suppress it, and 
never giv it utterance. The mission of a preacher should 
be to strengthen faith and not to weaken it. Let Oolonel 
Ingersoll hunt up ' the mistakes of Moses' and the al
leged inconsistencies and incredible things in the Bible. 
That sort of work suits him, but it does not suit the 
ministers of the gospel. We are not disllussing the mer
its of the questions revived by these two doctors, but we 
are firmly convinced that they are injnring the cause of 
religion by bringing these issues to the front in this age of 
cranky unbelief. The man who knocks out a single prop 
that supports the Ohristian faith is giving aid and comfort 
to the enemies of religion everywhere." . 

Are the doctrine of the church upon which Dr. 
Abbott and Dr. Newton ha.v thrown the light of 
their rational doubts merely "props" of the Chris
tian faith ? Are they not rather two of the foun
dation stones of the edifice T Wh.at becomes of the 
Christian structure when the God-man disappears! 
If Jesus was born as other men are, if he was not 
raised from the grave, the Christian temple tumbles 
in irretrievable ruin. When the Constitution 
admits, a:: it does inferentially but none the less 
unmistakably, though undoubtedly without think
ing, that the ''alleged inconsistencies and incredible 
things in the Bible" are really props of the Chris
tian faith, which the two eminent clergymen named 
are knocking out, it confesses that the word "al
leged" was used without warrant, for if the props 
are not rotten Messrs. Newton and Abbott can 
not demolish them, however hard they may try to 
accomplish that result. This amounts to an admis
sion that the "inconsistencies and incredible things" 
are actually to be found in the Bible, and that these 
inconsistent and incredible assertions are and al
ways hav been props of the Christian religion. That 
it should thus be established that the Constitution 
used the word "alleged" with intent to deceive 
should not in the least surprise us, for it is both 
natural and logical that the editor who advises 
Christian minister11 to suppress their real thoughts 
and preach that which they do not believe should 
do the same things himself. It need not be won
dered at if he follows the tortuous pathway in which 
he asks the ministers to walk. If the mission of a 
minister is to strengthen faith in a church and to 
suppress the truth, or swear that the truth is a lie, 
when the truth happens to be_in conflict with the 
dogmas that faith is asked to accept, we may rea
sonably infer that the mission of a party editor is 
to strengthen faith in his party and to suppress the ~ 
truth. or swear that the truth is a lie, if it happens 
to be in conflict with party interests. Are we to 
conclude that the Constitution is as unreliable in 
its political, economic, and financial propaganda as 
it is in its religious apologetics ! If the people do so 
conclude the Georgia editor has no one but himself 
to blame for the low estimate placed on his veracity. 

Look out for more Christian legislation. A move
ment has been started in. this city for the federation 
" of all the churches of the several denominations 
in the solution of the religious, social, and other 
problems which each separate parish or denomina
tion is striving to solve for itself." 



Tyrannies Accomplished or Contemplated. 
Tho"e people of liberal views who think that 

there is no particular danger in the Sunday law 
crusade of the present day sometimes argue that it 
is the increased disregard of the Sabbath that has 
led to the demand for and enactment of more 
sweeping and stringent Sunday laws. The new 
laws and the bills which hav not yet become laws 
are therefore, they reason, hope-inspiring indica
tions, for they show that the Sabbatarians are con
fronted with a much greater activ and passiv oppo
sition than they hav ever before encountered, and 
are therefore under the necessity of resorting to ex
treme measures to preserve the " saTI.ctity " of the 
Sabbath. The new secular uses to which Sunday 
is put call for laws to suppress a growing evil, as 
the advocates of the law regard this rational use of 
the first day of the week. In other words, the 
church is really on the defensiv and the secularists 
are the ones who are pushing the fighting. There 
is just enough truth in this view to make it danger
ous as a moral soporific. It is admitted that many 
things are now done on Sunday that were not 
thought of as possible to be done on that day not 
so very long ago, but it should not be forgotten 
that conditions hav greatly changed within fifty 
years and that as a consequence the observance of 
the Sabbath that was possible then is not possible 
now without incalculable hardship to vast multitudes 
of the people. Measured by the increase of the op
portunity and necessity for Sunday work and recre
ation there has not been that increase in the ra. 
tional use of Sunday that is demanded by every 
consideration of health, comfort, and enjoyment. 
For instance: Our centers of population are becom
ing each year more congested and the need for 
Sunday outings and amusements is growing more 
and more imperativ. Millions of our people liv in 
:fl.ats and apartment houses and their children are 
forced to stay in stuffy, ill-ventilated rooms a great 
portion of the time when they should be out in the 
fields in the pure air and vivifying sunshine. Our 
urban population is increasing; our rural popula
tion is dimini;,hing, rtlativly. By the 1:apid build
ing up of the city suburbs the country is getting 
farther and farther away from the thickly popu
lated sections of the cities, the sections where dwell 
the poorer classes, those who hav the least time for 
recreation on the work days of the week, and who 
hav no private conveyances by which they could es
cape to the fields and forests on Sunday, as the 
wealthy can, Sunday laws or no Sunday laws. But, 
on the other hand, science and business enterprise 
hav provided means of transit whereby the masses 
of the poor can hav a good outing on Sunday at a 
very small cost. Steam and electricity hav solved 
the problem of rapid and cheap transit. For a few 
cents the steam, electric, and cable roads take the 
people to the outlying parks, to the seashore, to 
their friends in the country. Multitudes are thus 
enabled to disregard the old Puritan traditions, yet, 
after all, common sense use of Sunday has not kept 
pace with the necessities of the situation and with 
the advance in intelligence in other directions. But 
against all the progress that has been made the 
Sunday worshipers hav set their faces like flint, ve
hemently demanding that not only shall we not be 
permitted to march parallel with the head of the 
columns of development, but that we shall reverse 
our movement and double--quick to the rear. All 
parts of the country are to be put under the laws 
which hav hitherto been accepted by only the inert 
majorities of the least modern states and cities. 
National Sunday laws are to be enacted which shall 
stop the Sunday mails and all inter-state business, 
although the mails hav been running on the first 
day of the week for at least a century, and the fight 
against this " desecration" has raged for nearly as 
long. So that the present crusade against Sunday 
mails cannot truly be said to be provoked by a new 
violation of Sunday sacredness and therefore to be 
regarded as an indication of augmenting liberty of 
thought and action. 

Neither hav the Adventists sprung any new defi
ance of the Sunday law ; they hav always insisted 
that Saturday is the Sabbath, and that the Biblical 
command is as imperativ for the employment of the 
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other six days in work. It is a matter of conscience 
with them to rest on Saturday and work on Sun
day, so that the present unexampled persecution of 
these people is not due to any change of attitude, 
theoretical or practical, on their part. The fact is, 
the church party is better organized than ever be
fore in this country. There is a union for practical 
purposes that is unprecedented among Protestants. 
Doctrin has no longer the first place in the minds 
of these Christians. Many of the theocratic leaders 
frankly admit that the continued existence of Chris
tianity depends upon the preservation of Sunday as 
a sacred day, and this is impossible without the as
sistance of the law. The numerous societies that are 
doing the political work of the church are rapidly 
augmenting their membership and perfecting their 
systems of organiz!ltion. In most of them denomi
national lines are wholly obliterated and the young 
and others easily deluded by illusiv catch-words 
enthusiastically take up the work laid out by the 
reactionary leaders. The churches themselvs are 
becoming more and more social clubs where fash
ionable women meet to show their new gowns and 
get them described by the society reporter, and the 
young men-a few of them-go to meet the young 
women, but the church as a club can get more 
assistance in its treasonable work from those who 
do not believe in its doctrine than it could were it 
to stick to its dogmatic propaganda, while its 
auxiliary organizations are engaged in vigorously 
pushing the practical work on the platform, through 
the press, and in the halls of legislation. Some 
very easily satisfied people seem to be perfectly 
willing that the authoritarian church shall hav its 
way so long as it does not openly demand the right 
to prescribe by law that they shall believe in 
the Athanasian Creed or the Thirty-nine Articles. 
They will submit to Sunday statutes, the Bible in 
the schools, the muzzling of the press and the 
mails, a censorship of amusements, and any amount 
of other meddling supervison so long as it is de
manded in the name of "rest," or "purity," or 
"morality." They appear to be incapable of dis
criminating beween the name and the reality. The 
scheming priest has to wear but the thinnest of 
disguises to deceive them. Strange, is it not, that 
they hav read the records of the world with so little 
understanding that they do not know that the ec
clesiastic never abandons his purpose to rule man
kind; that he is possessed by the one ambition to 
dominate, to force his beliefs regarding the gods and 
the destiny of the " soul " of man upon the inhab
itants of the whole earth 1 He is a lightning 
change artist, and if he cannot win in his proper 
form as priest he will don a mask and appear as 
moralist, health reformer, champion of labor, or 
scientific faddist. But through it all and under all 
guises he believes in the sovereign virtue of the 
principle of injected righteousness, of law-compelled 
belief, health, rest, and virtue. 

With the Protestant, Puritan Sabbatarians are 
now joined the disciplined legions of the Catholic 
church. The Pope has officially indorsed the Sun
day observance movement in France, and in this 
country the Roman church is rapidly assuming the 
leadership in the same crusade. The inference is 
direct and indisputable that the command has been 
given to help the Protestants secure the more gen
eral and rigorous enforcement of the observance of 
the Sabbath established by the Catholic church. 
It remains to be seen whether the various " patri
otic·" orders, which exist, it is asserted, to resist the 
encroachments of this church and to secure the ab
solute divorcement of the religious and political 
institutions of the country, but which hav never 
lisped a word in condemnation of the Protestant 
theocratic movement, including the attacks upon 
Sunday liberty, will place themselvs on the right 
side now that Rome has joined hands with Geneva. 

To those who argue that there is no danger, that 
the battle for the Free Sunday is won, and that the 
shots that are now heard all over the country ring 
out only from the skirmish lines of the retreating 
rear guards of the enemy, it is sufficient to say that 
they are not well-informed concerning contemporary 
events- that each passing year witnesses the enact
ment of new and more severe Sunday laws, and the 
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enforcement of provioions long slumbering in the 
codes. For several years now the supreme courts 
of the states hav been deciding uniformly for the 
constitutionality of Sunday laws. Missouri, Ne
braska, Michigan, and other states hav thus fallen 
into line. In California Sunday has always been 
the play-day of the people, and if we now find her 
gradually but surely coming under the sway of the 
Sabbatarian, we cannot plead that the new repres 
siv statutes and ordinances are created to deal with 
new offenses against the sanctity of Sunday ; and 
so again we are debarred from claiming that they 
are really evidences of progress instead of retro
gression. No, the average general tendency is 
backward. In all portions of the trans-Mississippi 
country north of Missouri Sunday laws were prac
tically a nullity in the early days. But as popula
tion increased and the preachers found money to 
build churches the ecclesiastical organizations grew 
in influence, a change for the worse set in, and to
day the cords of Sunday legislation are tightening 
about the limbs of the citizen in every Central and 
Western state and territory. Here in New York 
we had practically a free Sunday twenty years ago. 
A little later than that began the present closing 
propaganda, and, while progress has been made in 
some directions, the friends of freedom hav lost far 
more than they hav gained. The Sunday battle is 
on No10. 

All branches of the orthodox Christ.ian church 
apparently agree with the Covenanters that a law
enforced Sabbath is the last defense of Christianity. 
They are all eagerly reaching for this sword of tem
poral power, and the ease with which they are 
grasping it in most instances indicates that the 
progressiv people of the world do not realize the 
truth of the old adage that an ounce of prevention 
is worth a pound of cure. Keep the enemy out of 
your forts or you will hav to take him out after he 
has securely intrenched himself in the strongholds 
which you weakly and needlessly surrendered at the 
first assault. The fight against Sunday slavery is 
on Now. 

The Christian Advocate condemns those minis
ters who speak in a doubtful tone concerning the 
observance of the Sabbath. It says that it is the 
duty of the minister to giv to the important prob
lems which confront him his careful and earnest 
thought, and if after doing so he does not know 
which side he is on he should keep still until he 
does know. This is very good advice, and for 
others besides ministers. But the necessary impli
cation is that if, after investigation, he does know 
which side he is on, the clergyman should tell 
which it is and giv the reasons for his conclusion .. 
This would be rank heresy in.the sight of the Atlanta. 
Constitution, which holds that the minister should! 
giv no consideration to any problems involving· 
doubt of the absolute truth of the doctrine of 
Christianity, but if peradventure he has such doubts 
it is his duty to keep them to himself. In this par
ticular instance the editor of the religious journal 
would seem to be a long distance in advance of the 
editor of the political newspaper, but if we should 
read to the end of Rev. Mr. Buckley's editorial we 
should find him insisting that the minister must 
proclaim the will of God, not his own views, and 
that the record of God's will is certainly to be found 
i10. the Bible, which is tantamount to the assertion 
that the minister is bound to believe the Bible, no 
matter what his investigations may hav led him to 
conclude concerning its claims to inspiration and 
authenticity. Thus we in the outcome find that 
the Chri3tian Advocate and the Constitution stand 
on the same platform of mental stultification and 
D().Oral disingenuousness. 

Evidently some Georgia Christians are a little 
ashamed of the Sunday law of that state, especially 
when they consider it in connection with their in
famous chain-gang system of punishment. We 
spoke recently of the arrest of J. Q. Allison, a 
Eleventh-Day Adventist, for plowing in his field on 
Elunday. On May 15th he was found guilty, but 
the judge assessed against him only the costs, $22,. 
with the alternativ of twelve months in the chain-
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gang if the costs were not paid. As it was soon 
perceived that Mr. Allison would not pay the fine, 
his Christian neighbors of the Sunday-enforcement 
school urgently entreated him to do so and not dis
grace his family by going to the chain-gang. He 
thanked them for their intended kindness, but said 
that there was a principle involved which be could 
not sacrifice. Then the sheriff started with him 
and other prisoners for Atlanta to sell them to the 
gang contractors, but when the train arrived at 
Austell, where the Sabbath-keeper lived, the sheriff 
ordered him to go home, but not to work any more 
on Sunday. If he should, be was told, be would 
get the full penalty of the law the next time. It 
was ascertained subsequently that some unknown 
persons bad paid the costs. This demonstrates 
anew the fact that individual Christians are some
times better than their creeds and the laws they 
get enacted to uphold their creeds. But this pay
ment of fines and costs by outside parties does not 
dispose of the issue raised by the Sunday statutes, 
and :M:r. Allison is i:tl as great danger as be was 
before if be dares to liv his own life in his own 
way. 

The New York Tribune thinks that the Roman 
church will be likely to regard the cataract in the 
eye of Premier Crispi of Italy as "a providential 
cbastisment o£ the evil be has wrought upon it 
with so relentless and unsparing a. band.'' The 1 ri
oune adds that "that is one way of accounting for his 
iliisfortune, and is quite professional from a priestly 
pdl.nt of view," but it conjectures that the trouble 
has been caused by the overwork of his eyes, as well 
as of his other faculties, and concludes that be 
"ought to hav a good deal of useful work in him 
yet, and Italy is by no means beyond her need of 
him, whatever the church may think about it." 
From which it would appear that Mr. Reid's paper 
does not circulate very extensivly among Leo's 
children. In another paragraph the same journal 
speaks of the little breeze occasioned in the church 
by the indiscretion of Cardinal Hobenlohe, who, at 
a ministerial banquet, toasted Crispi, " the enemy 
of the church and current peninsular representativ 
in the priestly imagination of anticbrist." So a 
"serious pontifical wigging bas .been prepared for 
him." However, the princely cardinal was not so 
submissiv as a dutiful son o£ the church should be, 
and declined to receive the said wigging, where
upon "Hierarch and Hieropbant parted from the 
interview in anger," while ominous mutterings of 
coming convulsion in the very vitals of the church 
were beard, saying nothing of external complica
tions. The Tribune does not apprehend that the 
incident will bav any serious permanent conse
quences, but thinks "it possesses an interest of its 
own, inspiring the faithful with a conviction that 
something particular ought to happen to the priest 
or layman who takes upon himself the responsibility 
of a personal altercation with the Pope." Even 
should the incident produce a grave breach in the 
relations of the Pope and the cardinal it will be 
nothing novel in the history of the church, for such 
quarrels bav been many and sanguinary in the past. 
It is quite probable, however, that the church 
could not stand internal dissensions so well now as 
it did in an age of more childlike faith and less 
knowledge. 

--------~~--------
''The number of parsons who become demented by a 

too unrestrained perusal of the Old Testament and set 
out to re-enact the rite of human sacrifice is not great, 
but the succession of them is never long interrupted, the 
last one, the Rev. Sidney Linscott, appearing at West 
Brownfield, in Maine, animated with the pions desire of 
offering up one of his youthful sons and seeking in prayer 
some indication of the most acceptable mode in which the 
offering should be made. This unhappy apostle has been 
placed under careful guard, and there is no chance of his 
being allowed to carry out his maniacal design, as one of 
his predecessors in another New England town actually 
did a few years ago under a similar inspiration of religions 
frenzy. There is no moral to be drawn from such occur
rences. They will take place about so often, and the 
stOry of Abraham on Mount Moriah will be too much for 
the wits of a certain limited average of parsons every
where and in all periods."-New York Tribune. 

" Too much for the wits of a certain limited aver
age .of parsons"! And of editors, too, it would 
.appel.\1-", ,Suppose that the " Age of Reason " had 
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from the day of its publication to this led " a suc
cession," "never long interrupted," of" a certain lim
ited average of parsons,,; or of other persons, to" set 
out to re-enact the rite of human sacrifice," would 
the Tribune bav been able to find " no moral" in the 
occurrence? The moral is as large and insistently 
prominent as the dome of the state bouse at Bos
ton. So long as people believe that the Bible is 
the revelation of the will of a perfect God, and they 
read therein that Abraham earned the title of 
" Father of the Faithful " because be was willing 
and ready to sacrifice his beloved son on the altar 
of that God, so long there will be a certain num
ber of believers, in all stations in life, who will at
tempt to imitate him. That vent for dementia is 
directly traceable to the biblical legend of Abraham 
and Isaac. The more devoul; and sincere the be
liever the more likely he is to kill somebody in his 
desperate effort to make his peace with the God of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. It is only people whose 
common sense is stronger than their faith, and 
whose love for their children is greater than their 
love of God, and more powerful than their fear of 
bell, to whom " the story of Abraham on Mount 
Moriah " is hot " too much for their wits." And 
that is the moral that the Tribune cannot see. 
Where is it looking T Here is another of that 
"never long interrupted" succession of Christians 
who really believe that the Bible God meant what 
be is reported to bav said: 

"SPOKANE, WASI:t., May 11.-Newton Blagg, a rancher 
residing near Ohatteroy, came home yesterday just in 
time to save his two-year-old child from a horrible death. 
His insane wiie had built lin altar in the woods upon 
which she had secured the child preparatory to roasting it 
alive. She was engaged in offdring up a prayer for her 
sacrifice when her husband arrived. He brought his wi:t'e 
here for commitment to the inmne asylum." 

Is there no "moral" in the fact that people who 
sacrifice, or prepare to sacrifice, their children refer 
to the contemphted sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham, 
and pray to his God, if to any, as they almost in
variably do T 
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actually teaches. There is some truth in the Bible, 
but not all truth, and there is much falsity. 
Neither does it contain THE truth, for there is no 
such thing. Truth is not an entity. Truth is ac
curate description, that is all. We do not know 
that "the laws of God are applicable to all condi
tions of men, binding on all communities and suited 
to all ages." We do not know that there are laws 
of God, we do not know that there is a God, and 
we do not know what are the conditions that envi
ron all men and govern the life of all communities, 
hence we are not qualified to affirm that any par
ticular code of morals is adapted to all men in all 
societies and of all ages. Theology is wastefully 
prodigal in utterly unverifiable assumptions. We 
are well aware that the minister insists that be is 
the mouthpiece of God, and that the ordinary mor
tal bas nothing to do but render "implicit obedi
ence "-not to God, who is always behind the cur
tain, but to the minister who speaks, and would 
rule, in his name. So long as the minister persists 
in regarding himself as the god-appointed master 
of the universe men who value liberty must hold 
him to be the enemy of the race and treat him ac
cordingly. 

Of a Business Nature. 
T.he "Field-Ingersoll Discussion," so long out of print, 

is again. in the hWJ.dS of the printer, and all our readers 
will be pleased to know that in a short time it will be 
ready for them in the same handsome style in which Mr. 
Farrell gets out all of his books, and reduced in price to 
25 cents. We are ready for orders. 

It will please Mr. Putnam's friends-and what Liberal 
cannot be tl:ms described ?-to know that the first edition, 
of fifteen hundred copies, of his "Four Hundl"ed Years 
of Freethonght " has been sold, and that the second edi
tion is now oft the press and in the binder's possession. 
Those who hav ordered one and not received it may look 
for it within a few days. To this edition we hav added 
the portraits of Thomas JefftJrson and Benjamin Frank
lin, and of J. Hacker, one of the Freethongl:tt veterans 
now with us. We hope to get many fresh orders for this 
all-comprehensiv and important history of Freethonght 
and Freethinkers. It has met with the greatest favor on 
all sides, and is worthy of it. Price the same : $5, or 
with THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, $6 50-a saving of a 
dollar and a half. Send for it when yon renew your sub· 

" The minister should proclaim the will of God, not 
his own views. He is a man with a message, not a prob
lem. The message is found in the word of God. It is 
not something which the preacher discovers by investi
gating the tendency of movements and the trend of scription. 
modern thought. Onrrent events cannot settle great Attention is called to the list of Tracts advertised in 
moral principles. They may help to interpret and illns· another place, as well as to the list of cheap pamphlets 
trate truth, but the truth is found in the Bible. The laws which we advise folks interested in spreading Liberalism 
of God are applicable to all conditions of men, binding to read and giv to their friends. The tracts range in 
en all communities, and suited to all ages. When God price from 1 cent to 10 cents. The cheap pamphlets in 
has spoken there is nothing for the minister to do but the list are 10 cents each, or twelve for a dollar. 
teach what God has said and insist on implicit obedience." 
-Ohri8tian Advocate. 

"The will of God" which the minister proclaims 
is inevitably his personal view of what that will is, 
or the view of his church blindly accepted by him. 
The human equation cannot be eliminated. To 
e"\'ery minister the gospel be preaches is a problem, 
if be can think; if be cannot, it is still a problem, 
and be simply echoes the term~ in which it was 
forroul ttPd by bi4 pr'ldecP~s0rs wh,.. did think, how
ever eaoneously. The message .he delivers was 
found in the Bible, as interpreted by himself or 
others, but that fact still leaves open the question 
as to the authorship and authenticity of that work. 
On every page and in every doctrin the minister 
touches the work of human bands and brains. He 
may guess that at firat the book was made by God, 
but between him and the· revealer, if there was a 
revealer, there stretches the, for him, interminable 
line of copyists, editors, interpolaters, transla
tors, proof-readers, printers, binders, and the rest. 
He never gets back to the divine first band, even if 
there was a divine first band. While it is true that 
"current events cannot settle great moral princi
ples" autboritativly, it is still more true that the 
Bible cannot settle them. This is proven by the 
circumstance that while the Bibl1.1 is claimed to be 
the revelation of the only possible divine code of 
morals, the Christian world, so-called, is divided 
hopelessly on this very issue, and the related one 
concerning what the Bible does teach regarding 
moral conduct. Not only bav God and his self
selected ambassadors been unable to silence doubts 

The Special New Subscriber Offer is still open, and we 
hope a few hundred more of our readers will call the at
tention of their Liberal friends to it. See Special New 
Subscriber Offer on first page of this issue. 

As a missionary scheme the offer of eight copies of the 
"Age of Reason," by Thomas Paine, to as many differ
ent addresses for one dollar is a success. We hav had 
calls for several thousands of them and hav scattered 
them from Maine to Alaska. Quite a number also ap· 
preciate the companion offer of twelve copies of "Self· 
Contradictions of the Bible" ·to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar, and we hope to hav to print a new 
edition of that book soon to supply the demand. Both 
of theEe books are calculated to make the ministers sorry 
and to open the eyes of their dupes. The " Age of Rea
son" has done a wonderful work; it has drawn thousands 
from superstition to reason, and will draw thousands 
more if they will but read it. The ''Self-Contradictions" 
is a puzzler to the orthodox, and a startler to those Chris
tians who will let their reason hav half a chance along 
with the Bible fetish. 

It is an unpleasant thing to do, but it appears to be nec
essary to once more jog the memories of those of our 
friends who owe for their TRUTH SEEKER. .As we ha~ 
been remarking for the past few weeks, there are a good 
many of these on the list, and the natural consequence is 
that we are short of money, for we depend on these sub
scriptions being paid with· reasonable promptness to pay 
our own bills. When they are not forthcoming our cred
itors mourn. Three dollars-or a part thereof-is not an 
awful large sum in this big country, and it is probably 
easy for most of our friends to send it the first time they 
think of it. And it is to make them think of it that we 
print these few lines. 

respecting the alleged supernatural origin of the The third volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
book, but they bav been equally unsuccessful in epition of the co~lected works of Thomas Pain~ ~s 
their endeavors to re~cb an a~reemen~ ~t;l to what ~t! now o~ sale. Pr1ce, $~.5Q . 
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News and Notes. 
The voyage along the English channel is simply 

indescribable in its beauty and splendor. The 
morning was effulgent, and sea and Phore were glit
tering in ever-changing luster. The passengers 
crowded the deck, watching the glowing panorama 
as the great ship plowed the waters. The land
scapes appeared in infinit variety; the white cliffs, 
sandy beaches, broad fields, wooded eminences, 
beautiful homes, vast structures, forts, hospitals, 
and castles, and dawning on the vision the huge and 
busy wharfs. We gaze upon the Isle of Wight 
bathed in the glory of the sunlight-a garden shin
ing to the very edge of the sea. constantly unfold
ing into new prospects of soft and splendid color. 

With banners floating the City of Berlin neared 
its goal from across the waters, with its wondrous 
freight of human hopes and joys. Intently I 
watched the surging multitude along the wharf to 
discover the stalwart Watts, for without his genial 
face I should be a pilgrim and a stranger indeed. 
He was on hand, and by his side George W. Foote, 
and we waved a greeting from deck and shore. 
After some tedious preliminaries of landing, un
loading, and examining baggage, etc., we finally 
made out to shake hands in true English and 
Yankee fashion. We were soon in the railroad 
coach, which seemed small compared to our ponder
ous American cars, but it was elegant and comfort
able, and we had a compartment all to ourselvs, 
which was certainly advantageous, for we could talk 
to our hearts' content, as if at •ur own firesid~s 
It didn't take long to become acquainted with our 
noble comrade, George W. Foote, who is as open as 
the day and greets you with the frankness and po
liteness of a man of the world. The journey of 
ninety miles to London was a delightful one. A 
fresh May day it was. The golden buttercups 
mingled with the green grass in wide fields. .The 
trees were in blossom. The farmer was plowing, 
and villages and cities gleamed upon the view. 
Soon we were in the heart of London, and I was as 
hungry as a bear, for it was about 3 PM., and I had 
not eaten since the morning on board. There is 
nothing like a good lilquare meal to spice the jour
ney and to keep your footing on this solid earth, 
for really I was in such a sort of ecstatic, dreamy 
state of mind that I felt I could almost be disem
bodied and not know it. I was in London; just 
think of it. London! the marvelous city qf the 
world, where you are "in the swim" of the wonder 
and joy of the universe. In London, without 
doubt, the red heart of humanity sweeps its swift
est, grandest tides. Well, we had a long and joy
ous dinner. It was an intellectual repast along 
with delightful material things. Foote is an excel
lent caterer. He is not a dreamy philosopher. 
With his intellectual vitality he has a keen compre
hension of the reality of life, and is a wise and 
witty cosmopolitan. 

After dinner Watts takes me to his own home on 
Eftra road, Brixton. Through what a bewildering 
maze we pass as the great omnibus rolls along. 
Over the Thames, with its crowded bosom spark
ling beneath you; by the great parks and hundreds 
of gardens, miles and miles we go, and yet the 
multitude does not seem to diminish. The streets 
are full, the shops are shining with all manner of 
goods, and business is evidently driving. How
ever, Effra road, which stretches from the Brixton 
thoroughfare, is almost as quiet as a country lane. 
It is simply beautiful in the bloom of May, grass 
and flowers in front of every dwelling, and here 
and there almost a forest of trees. In this lovely 
and entrancing scenery glows the fireside of our 
Freethought friend, Charles Watts, known in both 
worlds for his able and brilliant labors. What a 
hospitable welcome I had! Mrs. Charles Watts will 
never be forgotten by her many American friends, 
for she, too, with woman's genius, has been a stand
ard-bearer in the pioneer ranks, and added her elo
quence to the inspirations of our cause. And then 
there are the mother and sister, and the daughter, 
Miss Katie, and certainly in all England there is 
not a more radiant home circle than this. Nor 
must I forget the "twa dogs," Queenie and Bell, 
worthy of the song of Burns for their vivacity and 
good-will. What a joyous evening I had on Effra 
road, where the murmur of mighty London is 
scarcely heard, though the great city heaves and 
tosses and thunders only a block away. I could 
scarcely realize that Watts and I, who had battled 
together on the frontier of the New World, were 
now again together in the heart of old England 
thousands of miles from the scenes of our former 
companionship. 

The next day, Saturday, I was busy writing a 
multitude of letters, and getting off my News and 
Notes for THE TRuTH SEEKER, until noon. Then 
the hansom cab is ordered and Watts and I take a 
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long drive toEuston station, where he is to take the 
cars for Glasgow. For a week he is to lecture and 
debate in Scotland. We meat Mr. Foote at the 
station and bid good-bye to Watts at 2 P.M., and 
then Mr. Foote takes me to his own home for din
ner. In going thither I catch a glimpse of the 
walls and towers of Holloway prison, where for 
twelve months Mr. Foote was incarcerated-the 
martyr of liberty-maintaining with unflinching 
courage the rights of a free press. He also has a 
charming residence-grass and flowers in front, and 
quite a long garden in the rear, where the children 
can play to their heart's content. There are four 
pretty children, bright as jewels, and sparkling with 
health and happiness. What gracious hospitality 
in this Freethought home! Mrs. Foote is entirely 
congenial with her husband, a noble companion 
in his toils and sacrifices. After dinner we go 
aloft to the top story, where is the study and splen
did library of my host. What an array of books he 
has worth their weight in gold! What stores of 
wisdom out of which are forged the thunderbolts of 
Freethought, and the "acid drops" and " sugar 
plums " that burn and sparkle in the pages of the 
JJreethinker. What a memory and a promis in 
these hoarded treasures, the new ever flashing from 
the old at the magic touch of genius. 

After a smoke and wide intellectual discursivness 
among books, we take a trip to the Zaological Gar
dens. This is a very interesting place. We pass 
through beautiful scenery and we witness all sorts 
of curious and wonderful things, dim suggestions 
of man himself in a vast variety of animal life. 
Snakes and monkeys are especially interesting. I 
hate snskes, but I can't help looking at them in their 
hideous fascination. As to the monkeys, I must ad
mit the distant relationship. They seem to possess 
lots of human nature, in their aifections, in their 
quarrels, in their gambols, and at times solemn earn
estness of expression, as if they were trying to study 
out what kind of impertinent animals we might be. 
I did enjoy the "Zoo." I felt at though I were 
looking into the very depths of our ancestral life. 

From the "Zoo" we walked through Regent's 
Park, a magnificent park, vast in extent, with great 
sweeps of green and masses of forest. At times the 
city is lost in the stretches of foliage, and you can 
easily imagin that you are with shepherds and their 
flocks in some Arcardia far away from the "mad
ding crowd." 

From Regent's Park, on top of the tremen
dous omnibus, looking over all creation, as if from 
a moving tower, we thunder and rattle to our 
destination, and Saturday night spreads its moon
light Fplendors over the scene, and dreamland 
follows anon. 

Sunday morning comes, at first with sunshine, 
and then with clouds, but finally the sunshine pre
vails, and the afternoon is gorgeous. We take a 
walk in Brookwood Park, and visit the old English 
garden, and wander without restriction over the 
green grass. This park contains several hundred 
acres, and was recently given to the city by its 
owner, who earned his fortune in the slave-trade, 
and of course be only did the right thing to convey 
it for the benefit of humanity. But that will never 
atone for the blood and tears of suffering thou
sands. 

Sunday evening sparkled along, and with it one 
of the great occa.,ions of my life. For the first 
time I was to address an audience of English Free
thinkers. I trembled in anticipation of it-it meant 
so much. England and America were to shake hands, 
and I hoped there might be nothing to mar the glory 
of the union. And there was nothing. When I 
reached the Hall of Science there was a great crowd 
in front; and by half-past seven o'clock every seat 
was occupied, and people were standing. I guess 
there were about 1,400 present, for that is, I un
derstand, the capacity of the hall. I like an English 
audience. They know how to cheer. They do it 
with a vim, a cordiality, a thunderousness which is 
truly enlivening. A man who can't talk after such 
a cheer as they giv must be somewhat like a man 
who has no music in his soul. It is like martial 
music, this glorious welcome-when we enter the 
hall-when President Foote arises to address the 
people-when the representativ of American Free
thought is introduced-when the names of Brad
laugh, Foote, and Wat.ts are mentioned-when the 
brief and cheery message of Ingersoll is read-when 
the magic words, Thomas Paine, are uttered, and 
when finally the speaker closes. It was, I must 
say, a magnificent occasion and a grand success, 
and with all my heart I thank Foote and Watts and 
other English friends for their generous, beautiful, 
inspiring welcome. The thrill of comradeship 
from England to America is indeed jubilant and far 
reaching, and will make the labors of the future 
more glorious throughout the world. 

I like George W. Foote. He is a born leader. 
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He has a penetrating and independent judgment. 
He has clear insight. He understands the situa
tion. He comprehends Freethought. There are 
no clouds or mists in his intellectual horizon. He 
has breadth as well as concentration and energy. 
He is an all-round man, level-headed, brave, deter
mined, uncompromising, yet intellectually charita
ble; far-seeing, for he beholds in the principle the in
evitable result; and therefore he is never swung off 
his balance. He does not fall into side issues. He 
keeps straight on to the goal. He is the man of 
the hour, and the movement in England is broad
ening, and deepening, and strengthening through 
his wise conduct. 

America knows Watts, vigorous and splendid, 
and still in the prime of his powers. Fortunate it 
is that we hav such men as Watts and Foote to 
lead forward the great Freethought enterprise in 
England. They are admirably adapted for co
operation ; masterful in their way and winning the 
confidence, support, and affection of the Free
thought army all along the line. Amidst a thou
sand difficulties and disappointments, this great 
army is moving on. Robert Forder, Arthur B. 
Moss, and others, whose names I shall hereafter 
mention in connection with more full details of 
this great movement, are enthusiastic and talented 
co-laborers and standard-bearers, constantly push
ing onward the banners of our hope, fearless and 
advancing at every point of the mighty conflict. 

I do believe that Ingersoll would hav an audi
ence of 20,000 people the first night he spoke in 
London. The English people do love and admire 
him ; and no man in the wide world would secure 
such a welcome as he. Everybody inquires, "When 
is Ingersoll coming?" It is in the air that America 
must contribute its noblest flower of genius to the 
struggling hosts of freedom in other lands. 

Monday morning I find the publication office of 
the JJreethinker, and Chal"les Watts the younger, 
who, as publisher, is doing a splendid work for 
Freethought, for culture and advancement, for 
science and literature. He looks the elder Watts 
in feature and expression, with the same energy 
and cordiality, and the charm of youthfulness, which, 
alas!. we old-timers must forever surrender. I was 
delighted to meet this cultivated and enterprising 
co-worker. 

In the afternoon Samuel Forder took me to 
Smithville Market, which is, I understand, the 
greatest market in the world. Underneath it run 
the metropolitan railways, and thus from the bowels 
of the earth the market is constantly supplied with 
all that land and sea produce. 

I visited the spot where John Rogers and the 
other martyrs suffered, to whom a monument 
is erected, upon which, however, is no inscription, 
for the Catholics petitioned against it, not wishing 
to be reminded of the horrors of history. Close by 
the monument I visited the oldest church now in 
London ; then I went to Guildhall, and roamed 
amidst its historic relics, libraries, pictures, statues, 
etc., and then I ventured into the wonderful Cathe
dral of St. Paul's-a. sublime structure, indeed, 
gloomy, however, as a grave. A choral service was 
going on as we entered. The music was beautiful, 
but the prayers between were execrable, and the 
preaching-well, when it came to that dull stuff we 
retreated. In such a place as St. Paul's there 
should be only music. That only can accord with 
the glory and vastness of its architecture. 

So far as I can judge London is the most beauti
ful city in the world. It is not simply immense, a 
huge bee·hive, a whirl of business, a rush of mill
ions of people, a rattle and ~hunder of thousands 
of vehicles; it is a city of gardens, of flowers and 
grass and trees, entirely in contrast with Chicago, 
Boston, New York, or any other city that I know 
of. No other city can boast of so many and so 
large parks as London ; and besides the parks 
there are innumerable gardens in front and rear of 
the houses on almost every street. Every Londoner 
wants a garden, and he will scarcely rent a house 
without a garden. There is therefore a charming 
mingling of country life with this great city. There 
are many quiet nooks where you are embowered 
with green foliage and flowers of all hue; and in 
the busiest streets verdant spaces flash upon the 
view. -Wherever there is a chance to put a tree, 
there a tree grows. At this season of the year, 
with the glorious sunshine of May flooding all, the 
views are simply enchanting. The sweetness and 
beauty of nature greet _you amidst the art and 
splendor of man's achievement. Along with the 
thousands of gardens and hundreds of parks and 
squares, there is the Thames river, with its ever
changing magnificent water views, its bridges, its 
boats, its ships and barges, the vast and splendid 
architecture on either side-historic buildings, 
towers and domes, far as the eye can reach. 

I like the great omnibuses. How they roll along 
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crowded with passengers on top. There is where 
I l~ke to get. It is something of a climb, but you feel 
qUite elated :when you sit down twenty feet in air 
and go bowhng along as if you were riding a comet. 
What sights are presented as you dash through the 
surges of London life! 

The hansom cabs are fine, too-easy and cheap. 
~here are ~housands of them, and they glide mer
rily along hke gondolas on a river. No matter in 
what part of the city you may be, these cabs are 
always at hand. 

They keep the streets clean here. Boys and men 
are all the time at work with shovels, "dust-pans," 
etc. If a particle of dirt accumulates it is instantly 
brushed away. The streets are like a floor. 

The rush of traffic is enormous. Oftentimes, at 
a crossing, a long array of vehicles awaits the pas
sage of another array. The police, by a simple 
motion of the arm, regulates the passage. There 
is no talk or dispute. Now one procession moves 
on, and then the other. You hav to take a good 
look when you cross the street, and then make a 
d~sh. Every dtly in London you would think that 
nobody was at home, and that everybody was on the 
go. It is like an everlasting festival day. It beats 
New Jerusalem all to pieces. Nobody would want 
to go heaven so long as he could stay in London 
and see the sights. The angel Gabriel might blow 
his trumpet and it would not disturb a single soul. 
They are used to all sorts of noises here. Even 
the resurrection would not be a very surprising 
aff~ir in such a cosmopolitan place as London. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

"Our American Visitor." 
From the Lonaon Freethtnlr,er. 

Mr. S. P. Putnam, the president of the American 
Secular Union, set foot on the shores of Albion on 
Friday morning, May 2d. It was the dream of his 
life to visit this old country; the land of his fore
fathers, the land of Shakspere and Shelley, and of 
Scott and Burns, the land of Thomas Paine and 
Charles Bradlaugh. He longed to see the Free
thinkers of Britain, and to clasp hands with the men 
he had read of, who were over there-across the 
wide Atlantic-fighting the great battle of liberty. 
So one day he made up his mind to go, and now he 
is here in wonderland. It is not the vastness of our 
country that rouses his enthusiasm ; for our island 
is ridiculously small to Americans, who say that we 
hav to be careful after dark lest we should fall off 
into the water The only big thing here is 
London, and that is big ; colossal, stupendous, over
powering. No, it is the great historic memories 
that appeal' to a man like Mr. Putnam ; not only 
what is, but what has been; the long past of a great 
present, and (let us hope) a mightier future. 

When I heard that Mr. Putnam was coming Ire
solved that he should hav a hearty welcome. Mr. 
Watts told me. that he was a genial, earnest, hard
working "Liberal "-as they call Freethinkers in 
America ; I knew myself that he was an able writer, 
and, beyond all that, he was the elected chief officer 
of the American Secularists. Apart, therefore, from 
any promptings of my own heart, I was bound to 
hold out the right hand of good fellowship. 

Mr. Putnam came over on the " City of Berlin." 
She was due at Southampton some time on Friday 
morning; and as she might be in early in such fine 
weather, and we did not like the thought of his 
waiting on board the ·ship. with no one to greet him 
as she touched the shore, Mr. Watts and I ran down 
from London on the Thursday eveninu, so as to be 
in readiness at the moment of her arrival. It was 
lovely weather when we walked down to the dock, 
and we rejoiced that our American visitor would hav 
a good introduction to our climate. When the 
"Berlin" arrived we were soon on board, and I wel
comed Mr. Putnam in the name of the Secularists 
of this country. 

There is nothing of the legendary Yankee-long, 
thin, and taciturn-about Mr. Putman. Were it 
not for his mustacb, he might be taken for a jolly 
little Irish priest. He positivly bubbles over with 
geniality. o_f course h~ does a littl~ "gues.si~g," 
but his American accent Is not aggressiv. It IS JUst 
enough to gi.v spice to his speech in the ears of an 
Englishman. 

Yankees are somehow thought to be boastful. 
Why, I could never understand. Perhaps I hav 
met with picked specimens, but I hav always found 
them at least as modest as Englishmen. I remem
ber the late Dr. Garrison, of Chicago, and how fine, 
manly, and unassuming he was. And there is really 
not the slightest flavor of "uppishness " about Mr. 
Putnam. He is sincere, open, and unaffected; and 
I was thoroughly at home · with him in a few 
minutes. 

We were a merry trio as we sped along to Lon
don by the boat train. We chatted about English 
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and American Freethought, and I was surprised to 
s~e how well Mr. Putnam was posted up in the 
history of our movement on this side of the Atlan
~ic. . Every now ~nd then, as he caught sight of an 
1dylhc landscape In the Lotos-land we were passing 
through, he exclaimed, " That's fine l" America 
was younger and more unkempt; here the hand of 
man had been at ·work for ever so many centuries, 
giving the land an air of orderliness and good 
breeding. 

The Hall of Science was crowded on Sunday 
evening, when Mr. Putnam stood for the first time 
on an English platform, and heard for the first 
time in his life a ringing English cheer. Several 
ladies were upon the platform, including Mrs. 
Foote and Mrs. Watts. Among the more ungainly 
sex I noted Messrs. Wheeler, Forder, Parris, Moss, 
Samson, and Roger. Miss Vance and Miss Brown 

, were busy and, alas l perspiring over their work in 
the hall. I had given up my own Sunday to do 
our visitor honor, and through him the whole Sec
ular party in America. My words as chairman were 
few. Mr. Putnam's rising was the signal for an 
outburst of enthusiasm that. fairly startled him, and 
for a few minutes he was a little nervous. But he 
soon warmed to his w~and carried the audience 
with him to the end of his lecture. Mr. Putnam's 
style is what the Americans most appreciate-easy, 
colloquial, and abounding in anecdotes, which are 
always telling and illuminativ. His spring chicken 
story fairly convulsed the house. Of course it was 
at the expense of a minister. Mr. Engstrom, one 
of the secretaries of the Christian Evidence Society, 
who was l:msy taking notes, could hardly hav rel
ished this sally. 

Mr. Piltnam resumed his seat amidst a tempest 
of applause. One gentleman asked a question and 
offared a little opposition, which was well answered. 
Then an irrepressible lady took an innings. What 
she said was mostly unintelligible. But two points 
were clear enough. First, she said she was not 
religious ; afterwards, she said she was a Catholic. 
This was too rich for anything. The audience 
exploded, and lecturer and chairman joined in the 
merriment. 

Colonel Ingersoll had sent Mr. Putnam a brief 
letter before the latter left America. It was short 
and sharp-a kind of telegram from ihe front-for 
the Colonel is on a very activ lecturing tour, with 
little time for correspondence. Mr. Putnam read 
this letter, and it immensely delighted the audience. 
He will read a longer letter from Colonel Ingersoll 
at the Na~ional Secular Society's conference. 

Mr. Putnam was delighted with his reception, 
which, he says, far exceeded all his anticipations; 
and no doubt he has sent a glowing report to the 
New York TRUTH SEEKER, for which he is to write 
descript.iv articles during his stay in England. 

Mr. Putnam will be made as happy as possible 
while he is in London. When he goes into the 
provinces I hav no doubt he will meet with similat' 
treatment. It should be a point of honor to giv 
him large meetings as well as a hearty welcome. 
Mr. Putnam is a soldier of Freethought. His life 
is dedicated to her service. He subsist'3 on soldier's 
wages-when there are any. ·we must see that he 
goes back to· America with good reason to say that 
British Freethinkers are cordial, brotherly, and 
generous. And we want him to say all this, and as 
much more as his heart may prompt, to Colonel 
Ingersoll. We want him to tell the Colonel that 
the Freethinkers of this country are dying to see 
him, and that if he will only come he may be sure 
of a grand and loving reception. G. W. FooTE. 

Lecture Notes. 
After one month's retirement I am again in the 

field, making Holstein, Ia., the scene of my first 
operations. I begin in the midst of an unparal
leled change in the weather. On May 10 the ther
mometer· fell about fifty degrees in less than ten 
hours, and instead of summer's heat we soon had 
nipping frost, which has done great damage to 
fruit. I found Holstein full of Liberals. The 
Turn Verein has a large hall, where I gave my lect
ure. Every Sunday the Turners hav gymnastic 
exercises or a dance, and the orthodox are power
less to prevent it. Mr. C. H. Schneckloth made the 
arrangements. This gentleman and his father and 
Charles Zeaman are our leaders in Holstein. A 
good audience greeted me, and the editor of the 
.Ida Oounty Herald, a German paper, has promi>ed 
to translate and publish my lecture in the German 
language. Really, it is refreshing to find a town 
and a press that the priesthood ca_nnot control. 

On Saturday morning I take the first freight for 
Correctionville, whE>re I again meet my friend A. H. 
Petty, who has probably made more Infidels than 
any other man in northwes·tern Iowa. His hotel 
office is supplied with TRUTH SEEKERS and books. 
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If he specially admires one of Heston's cartoon£!, 
he frames it and puts it in a conspicuous place, 
where " the faithful" can see it. His family are in 
full sympathy with Liberalism, and more than one 
Christian has been forever turned from " the relig
ion of his fathers" when he remained long in the 
atmosphere of Petty's hotel. I did not lecture in 
Correctionville, but reserved my strength for two 
lectures in Pierson on Sunday, May 12. Quite a 
party went up from Correctionville, consisting of 
Mr. and Mrs. Petty, Mr. and Mrs. Molyneaux, Mr. 
and Mrs. Morrow, Mr. Otto Kind, and Mr. Smith. 
The last-named gentleman is a late recruit. When 
I was in this part of the country two years ago he 
was a Christian and a trustee of the Congregational 
church. Our Pierson friends are so well known 
by their devotion to our cause that I need say but 
little of them. Mr. S. F. Benson, Dr. Effner, Mr. 
Brooks, Mr. Hoffman, and a hall filled with an in
telligent and enthusiastic audience, prove that there 
is no lack of interest. The church, by its Falstaff 
tactics a year ago regarding the proposed Jamieson
Dungan debate, has done itself great harm and 
revealed its true character. After withdrawing 
publicly from the contest, these "champions of 
public morality," these "people of God," had the 
audacity to make the totally false accugation that 
"the Infidels backed out." Their atbempt was a 
failure, and now the scorn of all honest men rests 
upon their heads. 

It is a long distance from Pierson to Crookston, 
Minn., my next appointment, and between riding 
and waiting I was one day and two nights making 
the journey. Twelve hours of the time was spent 
in the great twin cities of the West, Minneapolis 
and St. Paul. .A. vast improvement is to be added 
to the many natural facilities of these places. A 
monster dam is to be built across the Mississippi 
below St. Anthonys Falls, costing $750,000, em
ploying a thousand men, and requiring two years 
for completion. It will be used to make power for 
the monster flouring mills of the. two places. I 
arrived in Crookston very early in the morning and 
was first greeted on the street by my friend Will
iam Munch, who is a Liberal in act as well as in 
word. Next I found Andrew Steenerson, who was 
elected sheriff last fall. Soon I saw his brother, 
Elias, who has interested himself in the Fleckten 
case and showed me many documents relating to it. 
During the day I met Mr. Ole Hagen, who edits a 
Norwegian paper which is open to Freethought 
articles. . I can report great progress in Crookston 
since my visit last September. Our Scandinavian 
friends hav organized a_society, and hav regular 
Sunday meetings, as well as a regular speaker, Mr. 
John L. Erickson. This gentleman grew out of 
the Methodist ministry into Freethought, and he 
has made a stir in Crookston and vicinity. The 
Lutheran preachers complain that he is dividing 
their churches and taking away their support, and 
one of them proposed to drive him out of town, 
which made everybody smile. Sunday nights he 
has a hall full of listeners. He introduced me to a 
crowded house, which he said was a specimen of 
his regular audiences. I only wish that all of our 
American friends were as activ as our Scandinavian 
brethren. If they were, Liberalism would be a 
tower of strength. When I go to Crookston again 
I can expect to see even greater progress. 

From Crookston I go to lecture in L:tkota, Hoo
ple, and Park River, N. D.; Red Jacket, Mich.; 
Omega and Greenwood, Wis , and Mapleton and 
Adrian, Minn. Liberals should address me at box 
882, Des Moines, Ia , for lectures in these states. 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

The Continental Sunday in Full Swing. 
The following, from Mr. Ernest Law's " History 

of Hampton Court Palace," under the above head
ing, may be of interest to your readers : 

"To anyone who would like to know what a 'free 
Sunday' means we would commend a visit to Hamp
ton Court some afternoon of that day in the bight 
of the summer. He will then witness-what is to 
be seen in no other place in Great Britain-the 
much-dreaded 'Continental Sunday' in full swing, 
within twelve miles of Charing Cross. Arriving by 
the crowded train, and standing for a moment on 
the center of the bridge, a bright and animated 
scene meets the. eye. On all sides are to be seen 
hundreds of omnibuses, vans, char-a banes, brakes, 
cabs, dog carts, and carriages and conveyances of 
all sorts, including several coaches, all of which hav 
brought their parties for the palace, the gardens, 
the park, and the river. On the river below, above 
all, the scene is of the gayest; it is often so crowded 
with rowing boats, steam launches, sailing-boats 
with various colored sails, and boat-houses decked 
with drapery and flowers, that one would imagin 
a regatta was going on. Through Molesley Lock, 
also, just above the bridge, ceaseless streams, liter· 
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ally of hundreds, of pleasure-boats, each with its 
merry party of holiday-makers, pass all day long; 
while upon the banks stroll throngs of young peo
ple, not perked out in •Sunday-go to-meeting best,' 
but men rationally dressed in easy shooting-suits 
or flannels, and girls in neat and pretty lawn-tennis 
or boating costumes. In the mean while, perhaps, 
down stream, from the lawn of a riverside club, op
posit William III.'s Terrace or long walk, there is 
a 'sound of music on the waters' in the lively strains 
of the last new waltz; while a crowd of boats gath
ers around, and on the ear drops the iight drip of 
the suspended oar. To exchange a scene like this, 
with all its freshness, naturalness, and 'abandon,' 
for the hot London streets and parks on Sunday, 
with their conventional dressed up crowds, strut
ting, prayer-book (or Bible) prominently in hand, 
or crawling in dense masses by Rotten Row, ena
bles us to judge how heavy is the load of formalism 
that still weighs upon English life."-Exchange. 

Observations. 
Through an oversight on my part Mr. Putnam 

was not instructed before leaving these shores to 
refrain from guessing over on the other side. When 
in doubt, but inclined to take an affirmativ view, he 
must now say that he fancies. Down South people 
"reckon" when putting forward an opinion tenta
tivly. The Ohio citizen "allows" instead of proph
esying, while out west of the Rockies they encourage 
the doubter to wager his existence-" Betch 'er 
life" there meaning all that is conveyed by the 
terms previously mentioned. It is only New Eng
land Yankees and those whose speech has been 
corrupted by contact with them who guess or even 
"cal'late." None of these Americanisms is in it 
with the Briticism, "fancy," or fahncy. To allow 
is merely to acquiesce, while to reckon, bet, guess, 
or calculate suggests a mathematical operation 
modified by the element of chance. "Fancy," be
longing to the domain of the imagination, yields 
more gratifying results. For example, a man with 
75 cents in his pocket could neither guess, calcu
late, allow, nor safely bet that he has more, but he 
can fancy that he has a dollar and a half, and not 
lose his reputation for prudence. Say "fancy," Put. 

It is a little disquieting to hear that a descendant 
and namesake of Revolutionary sires got nervous at 
the sound of a British cheer, though I suppose that 
if the truth were told the same sound sometimes 
rattled our forefathers. But it is wholly according 
to tradition that our representa.tiv now in England 
warmed to his work and took his audience with him. 

If the "Ode to Paine," the words and notes of 
which are contained in this issue of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, shall win from Freethinkers such appre
ciation as the melody of it would command if 
adapted to more popular lines, it will be republished 
as sheet music. It will go, I think, at Paine cele
brations and on other occasions where the people 
desire to sing without being indebted to the ortho
dox for either words or tune. Mr. J. R. Macdon
ald, writer of the music, is a member of the Brook
lyn Philosophical Association and has sung many 
times at its meetings. The audiences are witnesses 
to the quality of his song. After casting off the 
job of printing the words and music, with impres
siv introduction and inspiring accompaniment, and 
estimating the number likely to be sold, the price 
has been placed at 30 cents per copy. I hav noth
ing to say about the words except that, through the 
offices of my colleague, they hav had greatness 
thrust upon them. 

One paper in Oregon, one in Texas, one in Illi
nois, and one in Alabama are quoted in Public 
Opinion as approving the killing of Brown by Gor
don in Louisville, Ky. One editor, he of the Chi
cago Journal, expounds the law thus: "Marriage 
is not a contract between a man and a woman 
merely, but between society as one party and the 
man and the woman as the other party. Under 
this contract violation of the vow by the woman is 
tacitly made a capital crime by the accumulated ex
perience of centuries, and the man is made execu
tioner of the sentence when the facts hav imposed 
it." The impression I get from the blood-curdling 
utteran{les of these editors is that they hav been so 
unfortunate as to get wives whom they cannot trust 
out of sight, and that they are talking through 
their hats to scare them. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

she was emPloyed as typewriter. She submitted to 
a dangerous operation, and b€came ill. Before she 
had time to recover, her brother met Mann at her 
bedside and by drawing a pistol and endeavoring to 
shoot him frightened her so that she died. Mann 
was arraigned on account of her death and held for 
trial under $10,000 bonds. Last week the fool 
brother met Mann in the street and killed him ; so 
that, up to date, we ha.v two deaths instead of one, 
neither of which was excusable, and if the law 
takes its course Hannigan will go to the executioner's 
chair. With judges who discharge murderers and 
with editors who applaud them, this sort of thing 
is likely to continue for a good many years to come. 
But the judges and the editors will not bear all the 
responsibility. Girls who go out into the world to 
earn their living under conditions which expose them 
to danger are not provided with such information 
as would make it unnecessary for them to risk their 
lives on a cure worse than the disease. That in
formation being prohibited by Anthony Comstock 
and his abettors, they will be accessories before the 
fact in cases like this. Furthermore, there is room 
for a change in the attitude of society toward girl 
offenders, many of whom break the seventh com
mandment more virtuous.,than it is kept by those 
who utilize them as scapegoats. Society, therefore, 
which encourages the Comstocks and drives the so
cial culprits to infamy or death, is particeps crim
inis twice over, and is to be doubly damned. As 
one who has no opportunity or inducement to be 
otherwise than good, I might follow the example of 
those who mistake old age and obtunded instincts 
for moral evolution, and solemnly warn the young 
against yielding to temptation. But that has been 
done for thousands of years without any noticeable 
results, and the industry is still overcrowded. Be
sides, the victims are not the chief offenders. 

These avengers who do the shooting should in
sist upon paying the penalty of their acts. Since 
they profess that it is their devotion to honor which 
prompts them to take the lives of others, let them 
prove their sincerity by giving their own to the 
same cause. Anyone can afford to be the vindicator 
of honor when nothing is involved but temporary 
personal inconvenience offset by gratified vanity. 

Should all signers of the call for that political 
conference at Prohibition Park, Staten Island, the 
last of this month, maintain their loya1ty to the 
principles which hav hitherto distinguished them, 
the occasion may not be a harmonious one. There 
ought not to be anything in common, except en
mity toward each other, between Freethinkers and 
the crowd of suppressionists who will compose the 
bulk of that gathering. If Wilbur F. Crafts, once 
field secretary of the American Sabbath Unio.n and 
now an officer of the God-in-the Constitution party, 
should discover that Mr. T. B. Wakeman is the for
mer president of the National Liberal League, trou
ble will begin then ard there, I hope. Nor will the 
cordiality be any more marked between Mr. Wake
man and Mrs. Burt, the female Comstock, who 
moves, steers, and has her living through the postal 
laws for the repeal of which Mr. Wakeman labored 
so hard a few years ago. When she learns his rec
ord she will tuck away her skirts like a washer
woman wringing a mop. It ought also to be lonely 
in that crowd for Charles Sotheran, B. 0. Flower, 
and all other Freethinkers. Even woman suffrage 
can hav no attraction for Liberals when it is advo
cated, not as a right, but as a means to an end, and 
that end the union of church and state. In looking 
over the list of signers of the call I do not recog
nize the names of any individualists. They all be
long to the time when humanity was herdAd by 
shepherds who appointed themselvs-before the 
day of popular constitutions founded in personal 
liberty, and when it was decided without argument 
that the individual had no rights which society 
would be excusable in respecting. The people who 
lived a few hundred years ago knew of no source of 
authority except the Bible and the church, and 
their laws were as good as could be expected when 
we consider the source, but apologies ample for 
them will not exculpate the Crafts, the Comstocks, 
and the Funks of to-day, nor thei! accomplices. No 
virtue that these "reformers" would substitute for 
the present order could counterbalance the vice of 
enforcing it with clubs, mulcts, and dungeons. Com
pared with what the conference at Prohibition Park 
would giv us, the persistence of the saloon is some~ 
thing to be thankful for; for while the saloon men 
are not distinguished as champions of any other 
rights than their own, their business at least pro
vides a morass through which the enemy must wal
low before assaulting the bights of liberty at close 
quarters. 

Next in rank to the gun-bearing husband as a 
public nuisance is the swashbuckling brother who 
regards himself as chosen by destiny to oversmear 
with blood the stains upon his family's honor. Here 
in New York last March a young wom:an named 
Hannigan found herself in an embarrassing condi
tion through her relations with one Mann, the su- The discussion that has been going on in relig
perintendent of a Fifth ~venue t~ilor shop where . ious circles since .Easter over the question whether 
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Ohr:st arose spiritually or p"IJ.ysicallv is revealing to 
Infidels, who don't believe he arose at all, the fun 
there is in sitting among the spectators while a re
ligious scrap is in progress. 

Did Christ arise from the dead and ascend into 
heaven as, for illustration, a man goes up in a bal
loon 1-that is the business before the house. 'fhe 
creed to which every orthodox person puts his name 
or his mark says that he did-that he "took again 
his body with flesh, bones, and all things appertain
ing to the perfection of man's nature, wherewith he 
nscended into heaven, and there sitteth until he 
return to judge all men at the last day." Those 
who would be saved must also believe or profess to 
believe that, in the language of said creed, " there 
is but one living and true God everlasting, without 
body, parts, or passions;" which God, however, is 
composed of three parts-Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost. As the creed puts it, "in the unity of this 
Godhead there be three persons of one substance, 
power, and eternity." But Christ having arisen 
and joined the trinity with his body and "all things 
appertaining to the perfection of man's nature," 
it is left for the believers in the resurrection to say 
why the 'frinity has not at least one body in its 
composition; and retaining their grasp on the fact 
that the body of Christ is of "flesh, bones," and so 
forth, and that the three persons· be of "one sub
stance," as aforesaid, they hav on their hands the 
further duty of explaining in a clear and convincing 
manner their reasons for holding that the entire 
Trinity is not of flesh and bones. 

The bodily resurrection and ascension of Christ, 
and his identity in substance with the other mem
bers of the Trinity, giv us a Father and Holy Ghost 
with flesh and bones and " all things appertaining 
to the perfection of man's nature." The same Holy 
Ghost being the immediate progenitor of Christ, as 
we are assured, the latter was of necessity begotten 
of the flesh; hence follows the flesh-and-blood pa
ternit.y of Christ, while the virginity of Mary-who 
presumably was gifted with all things appertaining 
to the perfection of woman's nature-must be 
abandoned as an untenable hypothesis. Thus does 
one dogma of religion deal another a fatal stab and 
then, sheathing the weapon in its own duodenum, 
fall over the lifeless body of its victim. 

The man who said he beliflved in the resurrection 
because it was manifestly impossible gave the only 
good and sufficient reason t~at I ever heard. 

GEo. E. MACDONALD. 

Buddhism vs. Christianity. 
At the Manhattan Liberal Club on Friday evtn

ing, May 24th, the lecturer was Swami Vivekananda, 
and the subject, "Religion." After listening to him 
for an hour one can no longer wonder that the 
waves of missionary Christianity beat vainly against 
the rock-defended shores of the Buddhistic East. 
As Lafcadio Hearn says, the Orient has nothing to 
gain and much to lose by an exchange of its sub
lime philosophies for the Christian system. And as 
one follows the closely reasoned, logical, "discr;mi
nating, and eloquent discourse of this Hindu it is 
no longer a matter of surprise to him that the edu
cated "heathen " look with condescension and con
tempt upon the religions and philosophies of the 
West. Face to face with the venerable wisdom of 
India the Westerner feels indeed that he is of a 
civilization that is young, and trifling, and crude, 
and anti-human. His intellectual and moral pov
erty is realized as never before. With the calm, 
rich tones of Swami Vivekananda falling on my ear 
and his opulent thought feeding my mind, I remem
bered Talmage and Mills and the rest of the men 
who talk to the multitudes of the crucified Christ, 
and my sense of proportion was shocked by the 
abyss of contrast that yawned between this repre
sentativ of the cultus of Buddha the reformer and 
those mental contortionists of the Christian pulpit. 
Such men can never comprehend the people and the 
religious and moral systems to which they are send
ing their swarms of callow graduates of theological 
schools. The thought of the East is too subtle, too 
profound for them to grasp. They hate it because 
they do not understand it, but if they did under
staBd it they would hate it still more virulently, for 
its lofty morality would sting them as with the lash 
of personal castigation. 

This is not saying that Buddhism, as expounded 
by Swami Vivekananda, is in all respects intellectu
ally acceptable to the Western Freethinker, for it 
is too metaphysical, having the faults that are in
evitably associated with an excess of introspection 
and a lack of practical contact with nature. But 
these defects we need not now pause to consider, 
for we would then at once be involved in the old 
battle between the objectiv and the subjectiv. The 
salient thought here is that, whatever the logical 
shortcomings of Buddhism, it is yet so immeasur
ably the superior of the Christian theology that any 
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?'tt~~pted comparison of the two would be cruell 
lDVldlOus. All that I can do is to g1·v · · y f t 1n a very 1m. 
per ec way a few of the thoughts expressed by the 
lecturer. 
~n ancient t~mes in the East there was first the 

th1rst for contmuous life, and men thought d 1 
and long upon this problem. But gradually :~~r~ 
came a change, and the thirst for knowledge took 
the place of_ the thirst for immortality. Man strug
gles for umty; he labors to bring various and di
verse phenomena into harmonious relation ; this is 
the goal of knowledge, unity. Here Ea.stern phi
losophy becom~s at one with Western science. 
There w~re th1rty-two of the Devas. The word 
means br1gh~- They were human in their nature. 
The _conceptiOn of a God pleased by worship and 
sacr1fice gave place to the conception of cause and 
eft'e?t- _The present is because the past was, and so 
on. mfimtly. A beginning to space and time is un
t~mkable. T~ere cannot be an infinity with a finite 
s1de. Fol!owmg this.comes the thought, Why not 
let the un1verse explam itself T Why go outside of 
nature for a cause 1 The universe is bound by law 
" ~~is is the reformation of Buddha." What of th~ 
or1gm of the human race ! We cannot solve the 
problem. What is the. origin of me as I am 1 All 
my past. What the origin of that! All the past. 
One sect of Buddhists hold that there is no unity 
back of phenomena. The soul is a dream. The 
f~r?es that were acting in that man were not an in
dividual force. The wave spends its force and 
another wave is the result ; the individual wave is 
no m~re, but waves result from waves, and so on 
unendmgly. The most rigorous logical conclusion 
is that there is no future for the " soul " and no 
past. Death and birth are unmeaning words. Is 
there any background outside of this universe and 
if so, what is its relation to this universe? We ca~ 
find no extra-cosmic cause. 

!t is only by its limitations that we cognize any
thmg. We describe it by what it is not. 

There is the universal being, that is ME. We 
cannot hurt any one that the pain does not ulti
mately come. back to us. All hav the right to help 
but not to bmd down. Perfect liberty we seek to 
flo_w into the infi.nit, as the stream comes down the 
Himalayas to become one again with its parent 
ocean. Every creed helps until it says, "Thus far 
and no farther." 

Was the tree first, or the seed! Did sound cre
ate the ear, or t.he ear create sound? Did the sun 
form the eye, or was the eye made to see the sun' 
And similarly of all the other senses. These ar~ 
not new ques~ions. Thousands of years ago they 
were argued m the East. The answer is, Sound 
creates the ear. Thus was modern science antici
pated. 

In the past every new truth has become the prop
erty of a class. If in any nation the priests secure a 
monopoly of knowledge, that nation must die. In 
Europe the priests were coarse, and brutal and 
savage. In their fierce greed to grasp powe; and 
wealth and hold the world in their fanatic hands 
they overreached themselvs, and the reaction came 
quickly. Besides they were uneducated. They 
were too vulgar, too gross, too cruel to last long. 
In a way, they were of immense service to the 
world. Their atrocious persecutions arrayed hu
manity against them. They made a tremendous 
negativ springing board from which reason could 
take a start. So a new era began in the external 
world. To the internal world Peter holds the key. 
The struggle is going on still. Few scientific men 
dare say anything that will offend the priesthood. 
In India the p·iests were more adroit. There was 
there none of the brutality of persecution. There 
was complete to~eration. But none the less, they 
enslaved the nations. The Brahmins were subtle ; 
they slowly and gently wound the victim about 
with silken cords, attenuated thread on thread un-
til he was immovably bound. ' 

Effect follows cause and becomes cause. We say 
that " law governs everything." But law is subjec
tiv. The law is here in my head, not behind the 
sequence of events. Things occur so and so and 
we say it is the law that they should so o~cur. 
Th~s is Scientific Superstition No. 1. If I get 
wh1pped one day I say that this is an isolated phe
nomenon, and hence is an outrage. If I get whipped 
every day I say, That is my nature, that is law, so 
it is all right. 

Masonic Hall was packed. Every seat was 
filled and many persons stood through the lecture. 
The closest attention was paid to the address and 
Swami Vivekananda had to pause often for the ap-
plause to subside. E. C. W. 

. T~ Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even· 
mg 1n German Masonic Hall, a20 East ·15th street New 
York, at 8 o'clock Program for May: ' 
1\{ay 31st-" The Rise of Militarism in the United States," 

9~~s .. 0. Schmitt. 
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"A New Order in the East." stea~ o_f freeing men and assisting them to the 
"Chr~stian _civilization" is somewha.t discounted reahza.t10n of the fullest life, fettered them and 

by certam of 1ts usua.l defenders since the terms of kept them from making any progress at all." 
peace bet~een China and Japan were made known That is pretty stra.ight gospel to come from the 
a.nd. Russ1a, France, and Germany intervened to lips of a Universalist prea.cher, but all tha.t he sa.id 
nulhfy some of the provisions of the treaty. Under wa.s not so straight; this, .for instance: "We must 
the head of "A New Order in the East" the New get ba.ck to Jesus and his doctrin that the Sa.bbath 
York Tribune of May 16th calls attenti~n to a few and everything else was inade for man. By that 
facts constituting a comparison between Japan great idea all questions are to be measured. The 
and the self-vaunted "Christian powers" of Eu- mighty problems of the day will never be solved, 
~.ope t~at is decidedly unfavorable to the latter. nor the conflict quieted, till all lying sophistries 

Not 1n the memory of man" it says "has shall hav gone down before the Christ truth that 
any o~her conquering power imposed such terms humanity is a sacred thing and its rights are to be 
upon .1ts fallen foe. The rule has been that , to sacredly respected" That is badly tangled up with 
the. VIctor belong the spoils,' and usually the religion. Nothing belongs to, or was made for 
spoils ~~v been taken in a manner calculated man that he is not able to take by strength of 
t? humiliate the beaten nation as much aa pos- muscle or brain. To this fact earthquake and pes
Bible." ~hen it points out the discreditable tilel!ce and famin bear testimony. As to what is 
features m the terms of peace imposed by Ger- , attnbuted to Jesus, Mr. Gregory should not forget 
many upon France, in the treatment of Siam by that, ~f ~e depen?s upon th~ Bible-?-s ~e must
France, of ~urkee~an an~ Turkey by Russia, and fo~ h1s mformat10n concernmg that md1vidual, he 
of E~gland s deahngs With all conquered states. will be compelled to accept some very foolish and 
N~xt 1t ~bows that Japan could hav done likewise some very !ntolerant and invasiv teachings-the 
w1th Chma, had she chosen, but instead she had the great bulk, m fact, of all the utterances that hav 
peace conference held on her own territory, "and ~een credited to the Jesus of the gospels will fall 
the whole tone of the negotiations was that of a mto one or the other of these categories. And why 
conference between equals, instead of between vic- does so apparently bright a man as this clergyman 
tor and vanquished." Of course the terms of peace ~alk of "the Christ truth "T Christ is not a name; 
were favorable to Japan, but they were not unduly 1t means the "greased," or the "anointed," and so 
or needlessly humiliating to China, "and they se- at best is but a title. Who would speak of the 
cure_-aparb, of course, from the indemnity and the "empe~or truth" if referring to some utterance of 
ces~10n of Formosa.-no advantages for Japan the Empero~ Marcus Aurelius T The whole trend 
wh10h are not also freely extended to all the world." of the teachmgs of Jesus in the Sermon on the 
Corea is made independent; "China must relax ~ount was against the "Christ truth" that the 
some of her barbarous laws toward all foreigners r1g~ts of man are to be respected. Absolute non
as we~l as Japanese. China must open her harbors resistance to theft and assault never inculcated the 
and r1vers to the c?mmerce not of Japan alone but lesson of respect. for th~ rights of humanity, and 
of the world. Chma must permit the introduction yet such non-resistance lB a fundamental part of 
of machinery, not merely from the shops of Japan that "Christ truth" in which alone Mr. Gregory 
but ~rom those of England and Germany and sees hope for humanity. 
AmeriCa as well. Japan, in brief, has simply done -----------
what for many years the European powers hav What Christendom Owes to tile "Heathen." 
wanted to do, but hav been too jealous of each ~n ~he N~w York Tribune of May 19th we find 
other to do. She has • opened' China. But she th1s fa1r estimate of the effects of the Crusades on 
has done so not as England or Germany or Russia "Christian" civiliza.tion, and the article shows how 
would hav done, for exclusiv selfish gain but for the contact of Christianity with the East, which 
the common gain of the whole world." Th~ islands was _brought about by the Crusades, was a benefit 
that s_he has taken, including Formosa, are geo- to the West: "To-morrow, just eight hundred 
graphically a part of her empire and over them years will hav passed away since the memorable 
~hina has had a control only merely nominal. If it 20th of May, o~ which Peter the Hermit preached 
lB true as reported that Japan will make Formosa that great sermon at Clermont, which resulted in 
autonomous she will set another startling example the orga_nization of the first Crusade ; and great 
to the w?rld .. As the Tribune says, " That is not pr"'paratlOns hav been made not only in that an
t~e way 1n wh10h a conquered province is usually cient town, but also throughout France, to com
disposed of. A military dictatorship or a crown memorate the anniversary in a suitable manner. It 
colony system would seem more in order." Verily is an anniversary which concerns not alone France 
the missionaries must think that "the heathen but the whole of the civilized world. For, although 
rage," and hav set our Christian editors of secular t~e Crusades themselvs were mere wars of aggres
papers to raging also. We do not believe in stand- s10n and bloodshed, characterized by much bar
ing armies imd great sea armaments, but we are barity and fanaticism, yet it cannot be denied that 
glad indeed that at last a pagan nation stands front- they contributed in a powerful manner to pro
ing the robber Christian powers that hav been ut- m')te the progress and enlightenment of the West
terly without conscience or mercy in their fierce and erl! nations. The latter were through these san
cruel march to empire. We are sincerely glad that gumary conflicts brought into contact with Oriental 
Japan has plenty of guns and ships and the men races, who, at any rate, in those dark days poe
who know how to use them. We believe that it is sassed an intellectual, an artistic, and a scientific 
a bond for the peace of the world, and a guarantee development far superior to anything of the kind 
for the preservation of very much that is beautiful in the Occident, which, therefore, owes a deep debt 
true, and useful in the civiliza.tions that the Easter~ of gratitude to Asia. Indeed, had it not been for 
nations hav developed. the knowledge which our forbears obtained through 

An Exceptional Universalist Minister. 
Rev. T. B. Gregory, of Halifax, N. S., has been 

preaching on trial in the Church of the Redeemer 
Chicago, and one newspaper of that city says that 
it is believed that he has won the pulpit of that 
church. In one of his sermons, on the " Martyr
dom of Man," he said these among other good 
things : " The church destroys virtue, reason and 
happiness. It tells us that by nature we are ~ set 
of degraded wretches, and that such we must re
main until the virtue of another is imputed to us. 
The world's manhood has grown only as we hav 
despi~ed the teachings of the theologians and, 
plantmg ourselvs on the doctrin of the worth of 
man, hav acted upon the principle that we must be 
saved by the salt that is in ourselvs. And the 
church destroys reason. With its vaunted infalli
bilities it paralyzes the mind and transforms us into 
driveling idiots. The march of mind has evermore 
been opposed by the theologians, and whatever has 
been done in the way of science and the arts of life 
has been accomplished not by the help of the 
church but in spite of her. Happiness, too the 
church has ~ersistently worked against. Miliions 
of hearts hav been made wretched by her bogies 
and spooks. For eighteen centuries the theologians 
put a premium on misery and a curse on joy. They 
damned the happy man and canonized the wretch 
who hated smiles and gladness. The church, in-

intercourse with the Saracens and other Ea.stern 
races in connection with the Crusades, we might 
to-day be two centuries behind our present era of 
civiliza.tion." In other words, the dull blade of the 
Christian intellect was sharpened by its fierce at
trition with the polished steel of Sa.racen culture. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
J. ;E- REMS~URG 'is now lecturing in the N .lrthwest. 

H;e wlll sp~ak m M11.cedonia, Oarson, Boone, Eldora. El
gm, PopeJoy, Peoria, Humeston, R11ssell, and Oim 
Iowa; Luverne, Fairmont, 1\fapleton, New Auburn' 
Sherburne, Sterling Oenter, New Ulm Barnum L'~k~ 
Heron, and Minneapolis, Minn.; Arcadi~ Indepe~dence 
Whitehall, Blair, Mondovi, Gilmantown Saymour Dale' 
Beaver Dam, Lodi, and Oakland, Wiso~usin. ' ' 

FRANKLIN STEINER lectures iu Red Jacket, Mich.., 
Ju!le 1st and 2d; Omega, Wis., June 5th; Greenwood, 
WIB., June 8th and 9th. 

THE Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue ever:y: S~nday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
per~on~ are mv1ted to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Klemd1enst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets Philadelphie 
Freethought publications are on sale at th'e meeting. ' 
T~ Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 

evemn_g at421 Lackawanaavenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and H;mdness. Evervhodv invitAd. RAorAtarv. William 
Watkin!!. 

• THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes~ 
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Library Hall Tenth 
below Market street, Philadelphia. ' 
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They Want the Book and the Paper. 
NEWTON, IA., May 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3. Send 
T.trn TRUTH SEEKER oue year, also the 
" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" to 

ALBERT LUFKIN. 

ALLISON, Mo., May 7, 1895. 
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed please find $3 in 

payment of THE TRUTH SEEKER and the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." We 
hav stirred np the dry bones here. 

SHERMAN COWEN. 

PBILLTI'S CEE](K, N.Y., May 17, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for a 

year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-
Book." N. C. CooPER. 

BLAIR, Wis., May 17, 1895. 
MF. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. I am a 

little late, but I hope the "Pictorial Text
Book" will find its way up to Blair any-
how. TH. BoDoM. 

GRAND RAPIDS, MwH., May 20, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for one 

year's subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text-
Book." LAWRENCE HoFMA. 

MT. EDEN, CAL., April 22, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5. 

Send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, 
and the "Pictorial Text-Book;" "Crimes 
of Preachers;" "Mesmerism and Hypno
tism;" "Holy Bible Abridged;" " Whirl
wind 8own and Reaped;" "The Confes
sional;" "Christian Absurdities;" "Mir
acles and Miracle Workers;" "Design 
Argument Fallacie8." H. P. MILLER. 

Christians Not Ready to Die. 
HACKLEMAN, IND., May 7, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find twenty-five 
cents, for which pleMe send ''Miracles and 
Miracle-Workers;" "Limitations of Tol
eration," and "Infidels and Charity." 

I hav just finished reading THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of May 4tb, and feel that I must 
express my complete satisfaction with it. 
I was especially pleased with Hestan's oar. 
toon in which he represented Satan plac
ing Christ on the pinnacle of the temple. 
The closeness with which Christ is clinging 
to the temple reminds me of the manner 
in which Christians cling to life, although 
they are always singing and shouting, 
" How I long to be with J esns." Long liv 
Heston and THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Fraternally yours, A. R. Bulii:PAB. 

Quit Helping the Enemy. 
May 12, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: The priests, worse than 
pirates, continue begging money to build 
churches for God, while people are starv
ing for the actual necessaries to continue 
life. 

They begged of me for money to build 
a house for God. I asked, Cannot an al
mighty God build houses for himself, if 
he needs more than one? 

And I said, further, I will never giv one 
cent to lmild a house for God, really the 
priests, common pirates, until I see a God 
build a good house, large and tall, for the 
poor widow, orphan, or old man. Let 
every Freethinker in America make this 
his rule, and yon would soon hav an end 
of this rotten, despotic, and corrupting 
thing called Christianity. 

I ask a priest why God or the gods sit 
on the fence playing the fiddle while cruel 
men break into a dwelling-house where 
are aged women, commit an assault upon 
them-hold their tender feet against a hot 
stove and beat them with clubs almost to 
insensibility, in order to compel them to 
giv to the Christian robbers. their scant 
funds that they depend upon for their sus
tenance? 

Snoh occurrences hav taken plaee three 
times lately in the Christian Sunday-law
cursed state of Pennsylvania. The priests, 
and priest-ridden courts, claim that this is 
a Christian country, then, of course, Chris
tianity is responsible for all the corruption 
and murders in the United States. They 
tell ns that it is not God that commits all 

·these crimes by men, women, and children 
in this nation, but it is the devil. But this 
shnfiling~will not do, as there can be but 
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one almighty power in the universe-the 
principal. The devil ie simply his agent, 
and can do nothing except by authority 
and direction of the principal. It is a uni
versal rule of law that the principal is 
liable for the declarations and acts of his 
agent. In this case the agent is the "cre
ation" of God-the principal. He could 
not exist a moment except by the direct 
command of God. Is it not as easy for 
God to kill the devil as it was for him to 
kill Abigail's husband in order that David 
could take her as he did Bathsheba to 
wife? 

There is nothing else on earth that will 
cause men to lie, steal, kill each other, and 
act the fool, as will religion. The priests 
are not satisfied with snob means to pro
tect and maintain their God and their false 
and cruel religion, but they are determined 
to capture onr public sebools, and manage 
to hav enacted unjust, cruel, and infamous 
Sunday observance, and other tyrannical 
human laws, to defend their gods and their 
tottering obnroh and religion. 

Just think of a God that is so feeble 
that he, she, or it., requires human laws, 
policemen, sheriff3, and soldiers to prevent 
this God from being dethroned and ban
ished from earth-" from the universe"
as "the man of God " declares. 

Let ns all labor to hav all ecclesiastical 
property taxed at its full value; keep relig
ion out of onr public schools; teach justice 
and pure morality; the practical things of 
life, and the people would soon be free 
from all the evils of religion. 

P. V. WISE. 

A Defense of Judas Iscariot. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., May 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: At frequent intervals the 
clergy take delight in defaming the char
acter of the dead and in making attacks on 
those whose voices hav been silenced for
ever, and from whom no reply is among 
the possibilities. It is evident from press 
reports that a Los Angeles clergyman is 
the latest to vilify the dead ; and the 
coarse and brutal manner in which he 
jumps on the prostrate and long-silent 
form of Judas Isoariot rouses my sense of 
justice to that pitch that I cannot sit in 
silence while· the voiceless are thus ma
ligned. 

"Judas," says this untruthful preacher, 
" was an avaricious man and a thief, and 
few mel! hav been considered viler than 
he; and the crime of Judas "-meaning the 
betrayal of J esns- '' seems peon liar ly dark 
and heinous." In this strain he continued 
to excoriate this well-decayed corpse; but 
no evidence was presented to prove the 
charge of Judas having been a thief; and 
his avarice was discovered only in the 
fact that he took thirty pieces of silver as 
the price of his crime. Now it is my duty 
to clear his memory from these base 
charges, and to place him before a cold 
and indifferent world, which has ever lent 
a willing ear to calumny, in his true light. 

Judas was a good. man, and only acted 
as God intended he should act. Now for 
the evidence. It is generally understood 
that God sent his son J esns into this world 
to undergo crucifixion that his anger might 
be appeased toward sinful man through 
the shedding of that son's blood. I think 
there is no dispute on this point; there
fore it naturally follows that God had to 
provide ways and meansfor consummating 
the death of J esns, or be the executioner 
himself. He chose the former, and Judas 
Isoariot and Pontius Pilate were simply 
the tools of this tragedy of God Almighty, 
who hypnotized them for the occasion and 
compelled them to carry out his will, i.e., 
that J e1ms should die to save sinners. As 
Jeans had to be killed it was necessary for 
some one to betray him as well as to exe
cute him, and if all the acts in this divine 
tragedy occurred as God foreordained 
them-and who can doubt it-then Judas 
was not only blameless for his conduct, 
but he filled a most important part in the 
salvation scheme for saving sinners, and 
all of ns hav good reason to thank instead 
of censure him. Had he failed to perform 
his allotted part the great scheme would 
hav proved abortiv; for of course the offi
cers could never hav found Jesn11 without 
his aid in identifying him. So in that case 
we would hav been forever lost, the bare 
thought of which should lead every 
thoughtful person to speak well of Judas, 
for if Jesus had eluded the officers and 

died a natural death of old age, snoh a 
death would hav done no good, and none 
of ns would hav been " ransomed from the 
fall." We would hav gone to hell sure 
without the aid of Judas, and no sensible 
theologian will deny it; so I implore the 
preachers who blindly curse and denounce 
him, to get rid of their rank prejudices 
and view Judas as he was, the divine in
strument in helping to save mortal man 
from the wrath of God. 

Now let this unjust censure by the clergy 
cease forever, for if justice was done to his 
memory none of ns would rest until a 
mighty monument, commensurate with 
the glorious part he took in opening np 
heaven as a place of residence, was erected 
over his much-disturbed remains. As 
suicide has been declared a sin by the vote 
of intelligent New Yorkers, I wish to show 
that Judas was not guilty of that offense 
as charged by the Los Angeles preacher in 
his diatribe. First reports are often er
roneous, and the one given in Matt. xxvii, 
5, saying he hanged himself, was a false 
one, as is fully proven by later news 
found in Acts i, 18, where the actual facts 
are truthfully told in these words: "And 
falling headlong he burst aennder in the 
midst, and his bowels gushed out." His 
untimely death resulted from an accident 
pure and simple; and the preacher who 
ever accuses him again of suicide will only 
manifest his ignorance of the scriptures 
and the neoe11sity of a more complete 
knowledge of God's word. The vindica
tion of Judas is now complete, and like 
truth crushed to earth he will soon rise in 
the estimation of a deeply indebted public, 
and shine with a halo of glory beside the 
chief actor in the divine tragedy for our 
benefit. Judas, our friend, we salute yon. 

C. SEVERANCE, 

The Church of Humanity. 
RIOHMoND, VA., May 7, 295, 

MR. EDITOR: It is apparent to the most 
casual obs9rver that the large majority of 
obnroh-going people do not really enjoy 
the sermon they hear preached every Sun
day. They are heard often to remark, 
"Oh, we hav snoh a poor preacher; he is 

could ooonpy snoh a platform -they are too 
devoid of humor-they are too sad; were 
the solemnity of theologians infections, 
the entire human family would die of mel
ancholia. Wanted-A man of wisdom and 
of humor, one who could tell ns how to 
be happy here in this world, and not giv 
snoh graphic accounts of the two worlds 
after this. When a man tells ns of the 
beauties of heaven and the horrors of hell, 
we lose confidence in him; we know im
mortality is the unknowable. It is a 
sealed chest that no human being can un
lock; therefore, its contents will ever be a 
mystery. Tell ns something about this 
planet upon which we dwell, and about 
which we know so little. By having fewer 
churches and consequently fewer preach
ers, mediocrity would be weeded out-only 
the fittest could survive. I am in favor of 
the elimination of all ceremonies and 
creeds. The question is, are they reqnisit 
to the welfare of mankind? Is baptism a 
preventiv of crime; is it oondnoiv to 
honesty, or is it prodnotiv of any good 
whatever? Then if it is not, it should be 
discarded. I am in favor of nothing that 
will not make men and women nobler, 
grander, and happier, and I am satisfied 
it will never be accomplished through the 
instrumentality of any ceremony or form. 
If there were no dogmas and useless red
tape to contend with, there would be noth
ing for people to contend about regarding 
religion. Everybody believes in morality 
and justice, and our ideas about Gods and 
eternity would be of no consequence what
ever so far as other people are concerned, 
because they would simply be our pet 
theories which the majority would admit 
were merely conjecture. There is nothing 
Utopian in hoping for the time to come 
when all prejudices will be banished from 
the minds of men, and people with dia
metrically opposit opinions can dwell to
gether harmoniously. May it not be a 
great while before ceremonies, technicali
ties, and paraphernalia will sink into in
nocuous desuetude, and "The Church of 
Humanity" will reign supreme. 

DANIEL J. PAXTON. 

so tiresome to listen to." The music is "Divine" vs. Human Justice. 
also as often criticised in the same dis- LEAVENWORTH, KAN., May 16, 1895. 
paraging manner. Although religion MR. EDITOR: Some time ago the Times 
has paralyzed their reasoning function of this city printed an article written by 
to snob an extent that they attend the me upon our state prison religions census. 
house of worship two or three times a week, Three days later it annonnoad that Rev. 
and endure its monotonons services, and D. C. Milne, of Manhattan, would reply 
are led to believe the most absurd things to it in the next Sunday's issue. But the 
ever written, it seems they still hav left reverend gentleman reconsidered the mat
enough common sens9 to admit that this ter and did not send in his answer. 
"divine service" is not as entertaining as To make a bad matter worse the Man
it should be. And no wonder they make hattan Mercur.lJ reprinted my article, 
snoh a confession, for the man they are asked the dominie why he failed to reply 
compelled to listen to is simply an auto- in the Times as proposed, and offered him 
matio machine that has been stuffed with the use of its columns to make any reply 
theology, and mechanically reiterates para- or statement he saw fit. And still he kept 
bles and fables that hav been heard a mum. 
thousand times, occasionally introducing Later, J. B. Blackman, a friend of mine, 
something original which is of no value took the preachers severely to task in the 
whatever. The music is furnished by a .Standard of this city in regard to criminal 
choir of cracked voices, accompanied by a statistics. Reverend McLain replied to 
creaky old organ whos9 discordant notes this, but Brother Blackman, for some rea
are a sad travesty on music. Having to son, concluded not to respond and turned 
pass through snob a trying ordeal so fre- him over to me. Below I hand yon the 
qnently it is no won ier the Christian looks answer I gave him. It evidently satisfied 
forlorn. I desire to suggest a plan that I bim, as nothing has been heard from him 
think would mitigate the above nuisance since. s. R. SHEPHERD. 
and ultimately abolish the orthodox ohnroh 
forever. Instead of each community hav- In a late number of your journal Rev. 

Mr. McLain asks, " What part of the gos
ing so many churches, let there be erected pel is it that sends people to the peniten-
a grand auditorium with a seating capacity tiary?" The question is certainly a proper 
of ten or twenty thousand; the inttlrior one. If there is a broken cog, a bent pin
and exterior to be embellished with all the ion, or a loose burr somewhere in the goa
wealth of art. Let this magnificent build- pel machine that causes it to work imper-

fectly, we want to find it out and repair it. 
ing be called "The Cb.nroh of Humanity," It is admitted that the penitentiaries are 
and let every mortal, irrespeotiv of creed filled with persons who hav had Christian 
or nationality, be welcome within its walls. rearing, who believe in the Christian re
Let there be a coterie of superb singers ligion, and one-half of whom hav been 
and a grand orohestrathatwonld make the members of churches; that a greater per
heart throb with joy. Get some enter- centage of preachers commit crimes than 

do the members of other professions, arts, 
taining philosopher-a man of brains, nn- and trades; that there is more drunken-
hampered by dogmas and absurdities-to ness, vice, pauperism, aud crime in Chris
address the vast audience, inculcating the tian countries than in others. 
ideas of right living rather than tradi- Now, why is it? That is what we want 
tiona\ doctrine. Let him preach the relig- to know. If a man or nation is going to 
ion of humanity, the religion of temper- make selection of a religion he wants the 

best the market will aff<>rd. He wants the 
anoe, honesty, charity, and morality, and one that will produce the greatest morality 
not the religion of ignorance, fear, and and the leMt crime. One reason why the 
superstition-that relic of barbarism-the Christian tree bears so mnoh bad fruit is 
climax of folly. To listen to snob a man this: It is the only religion that decries 

h - - and discards morality, counting it as 
after hearing for years t e sanot1momons naught, as filthy rags, and pointing to the 
groans and mad ravings of the clergyman, moral non-Christian as a dangerous man· 
would be as refreshing as a cool breeze in the only religion teaching that moralitY 
the hot days of summer. No preacher 

1 
drags more soqll! d<?~!l tQ hell t:tl~n Vi(le or 
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.()time; that morality is the devil's snare 
and pitfall. That faith is the great and 
only desideratum. That by faith are ye 
justified, by faith are ye saved, and not by 
good works or excellence of conduct. Yon 
can do nothing to fit yourself for heaven 
or merit eternal happiness. Cast your 
deadly doing down, believe, be baptized 
and you are saved. Good conduct counts 
yon nothing-it is rather against yon. 

Christianity stakes everything on faith; 
Mohammedanism makes both faith and 
morals essential; the religions of Asia 
throw faith to the dogs. but enforce the 
practice of the highest human virtues as 
elaborated in their codes of morals. The 
so-called Pagan earns his seat in he~ven 
by good conduct. In oriental lands every 
attainment, whether in education, society, 
politics, or morals, is won by mel"it and not 
by purchase, fraud, or favor. The orien
tal attains felicity in the next life by re
straining his propensities, cultivating the 
nobler virtues, and faithfully discharging 
all his moral and social obligations in this 
life. He cannot afford to do wrong, for he 
knows he must pay the utmost penalty. 
His religion harmonizes with common 
sense, reason, science, and all the known 
laws of the universe. The Christian relig
ion antagonizes all of these. 

Why should not the Sunday-school prove 
a nursery for the gallows and the peniten· 
tiary? Children there are taught that 
"Jesus pays it all-all the debt I owe," 
that the vilest may repent at the eleventh 
hour and get the best reserved seats in 
heaven. No inoentiv to be good. The 
child believes this wretched dootrin-be
lieves that he can do as he pleases all his 
life, and run up as big a bill with the devil 
as he wants to-Jesus pays the account-it 
will all be wiped out- God will be over
joyed to see him repent on his death bed; 
the viler he is the fatter the calf that will 
be killed to celebrate his return. Every 
convict at Lansing [Kansas penitentiary] 
was fed on snob spoon victuals as that and 
every one of them intends to avail himself, 
before he dies, of the gospel " scheme" of 
salvation and get a deadhead ticket to the 
realms of glory. This is what they call 
"vicarious atonement." A scheme to 
manufacture moral spendthrift•, somebody 
else paying the bills; a scheme to fil] up 
the penitentiaries. 

Suppose a father finds his four bad boys 
stealing and his only good boy remon
strating and begging___them not to commit 
the wicked deed. What should he do? 
According to that pernicious dootrin he 
should fly at the good boy and beat him 
to death or hav it done, as propitiation for 
the sin df the gnilty. Having propitiated 
himself he then forgive the bad boys and 
hugs them to his bosom. And this is so
called divine justice, the innocent suffer-

. ing for the sins of the guilty. Benson [a 
notorious woman-killer of Leavenworth] 
ought to hav been given a pardon, a olean 
new suit of white linen clothes, a harp, 
and a halo, and some innocent person 
strung up for the murder he committe~. 

Human justice says, "rnnish the g:UIIty 
and spare the innocent.' But that IS all 
wrong. Divine justice S\\ys1 "r,nnish t~e 
innocent but spare the gnllty. That IS 
right. Suppose we make an experiment 
of divine justice in Kansas. Suppose the 
governor offers a pardon and ~ oori~;er-lot 
in the pions Magdalen-mobbmg 01ty of 
Larned to ev~ry convict in the penitentiary 
who will become a hypoorit, snivel a_li~tle, 
and say he is sorry. Snppose,onr orimmal 
code is repealed and a new one ena~ted 
granting forty acres of land, a pens10_n, 
and a pardon to every person who commits 
a crime. What a beautiful place Kansas 
would be to liv in after a while-wouldn't 
it? What a heavenly state of society would 
soon be developed. 

And yet that is divine justice according 
to the dogmas and teachings of the Chrie
tian reli~ion. Is it any won~er that our 
penitentiaries are filled with Sunday
school pupils, church memberR, Bl!-d be
lievers in the Christian system of faith? 

Nothing could encourage, foster, and 
promote crime so much as openly pro
claimed and promised immunity from a:ny 
penalty therefor. The gospel proclaims 
that immunity and thus invites men. to 
lead criminal lives. There IS more JOY 
in heaven over the arrival of one redeemed 
and pardoned murderer than over that of 
ninety and nine who never went astray. 

The reason why the morality of ~sia is 
above that of Europe and the Americas is 
because the Eastern religions te!'o~ B?d 
enforce morality, while Christiam_ty 
teaches faith and belief. Her motto IS, 
Believe and be saved; believe not and be 
damned. Conduct is not in it. Morality 
is nowhere. . 

The inmates of our pen are all " believ
ers " in the Christian plan of salvation. 
Their faith was evidently the regulation 
faith that saves from penalty but not from 
sin. Their doctrinal soundness cannot be 
questioned. It is the most orthodox com
munity in the state of Kansas. S. R. S. 

Does Elohlm Mean God or Gods1 
J ANEBVILLlll, Wis., May 15, 1895. 

MB. EDITOB : The controversy which 
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has lately been going on in THill TRUTH ( Max Muller says that the custom of 
SEEKER as to whether Elohim is the singn- translating the word as meaning created is 
Jar or the plural is one of much interest. of modern origin, and that to find out 
The evidence showing that Elohim means how the words of the Old Testament were 
" the gods " seems to me much the more understood by those to whom they were 
oonolnsiv. Volney in his "New Re- originally addressed is a task attempted 
searches" says that E!ohim means the by very few interpreters of the Hible. He 
gods, as is admitted by all grammarians shows that in Psalm oiv, 30, the word bears 
(see page 176). The compilers of the Bible the sense, "thou renewest the face of the 
did not venture to discard a word oonse- earth." Now this is just what the Elohim 
orated by custom. These Elohim were the do· every spring, hence the first line of 
same as the Deoans of the Egyptians, the Genesis should read, "In the beginning 
geni of the months and planets among the the Gods [sun in Aries] divided the snm
Persians and the Chaldeans. mer from the winter, renewing the face of 

The Phenician author, Sanohoniathon, the earth." 
places the matter beyond doubt when he Next we hav as a translation of the He
tells us that the companions of El, or II, brew, "And the earth was without form 
who is Kronos, the same as Saturn, were and void." This, correctly translated, 
called Eloim or Kronians, and were said would read, "The earth in winter is dreary 
to be the equals of Kronos. Now, Kro- and desolate;" that is, bloody, in the old 
nos or Saturn, it is well known, was the sense of the word, in allusion to the color 
emblem of time measured by the planets; of the dead vegetation at this season; 
his equals were therefore natural geni of dAsolate because of the obliquity of the 
·the same species. The letter "H" being sun's ray as opposed to the more direct 
wanting in the Greek alphabet, the word rays of the summer sun. 
expresses as nearly as possible the Pheni- Next we hav in Genesis, "And the gods 
oian-Arab Elahim, the Hebrew plural of said, Let there be light, and there was 
Elah-god. But why is the organization light;" that is, the sun entering Aries at 
or creation of the world attributed to these the spring equinox brought summer or 
gods or. geni? For the very simple and light out of darkness and winter; winter 
natural reason that the heavens and the passed, summer came. 
earth to the ancients meant the great orb That the view of the Bible herein set 
or circle included in the circle of the zo· forth is the correct one finds some curious 
diao. The death of vegetation in the support in the conclusions reached by 
winter was believed by the ancients to be a Sayee in the volume recently published 
real death, and as after the vernal equinox by the Society for Promoting Christian 
the spring vegetation recovered new life, Knowledge, entitled "The Higher Criti
the ancients believed this sudden appear· oism and the Verdict of the Monuments." 
ance of leaf and flower and vegetable to The society for whom it was prepared evi
be a real creation, and the creators and dently print it with regret, as they preface 
authors of all this stir of life were the it with a statement of disapprobation. It 
geni or gods presiding over each sign of is a book which brings dismay to those 
the zodiac. who hav anxiously awaited it, for Sayee, 

The beginning, then, of which the Bible to his everlasting honor, is an honest man 
speaks would be the ppring equinox, and for a ohlU"ohman, and will not stretch the 
at this time the sun enters the zodiacal truth to the breaking-point. The result, 
sign of Aries the Ram. It is the sun and instead of being snob a consummation of 
Aries which begin this creation, and it their hopes as the dogmatists hav prayed 
thus becomes plain why the plural form, for, is distinctly a Blll"render of all the sn· 
Elohim is used instead of the singular pematnral claims made for the origin of 
Eloah ~r Eljah. the Bible. It shows that the Biblical 

We can obtain further proof of this by narrative of the Old Testament are £rag
analyzing the word in the singular. It is mente out of the wreck of a va~t liter~tnre, 
composed of al and jah. The root el is which extended over the anCient oriental 
contracted from the verb ail, meaning to world from a remote epoch, and that we 
roll or twist and was hence applied as a cannot understand them aright except in 
name to the' mi!les of the sheep kind in the light of the contemporary literature of 
allusion to their contorted or twisted which they formed a part. 
horns. J ah means literally " he will be." Hebrew literature, then, is not isolated, 
We hav then, the assertion "he will be rE'quiring extraordinary or unusual causes 
with twisted horns," that is, the sun will to explain its origin, but must, in the na
be in Aries, the sign of the ram, and the tnre of the case, partake of the _same astra
creation of the vegetation of another year logical character as the othe~ hteratnre of 
will begin. the orient. We hav heeD;. n;'-Isled by tho~e 

It is difficult for modern people, unless who hav found it to their mterest to mis
they giv the subject considerable study, to translate the Biblioal·literatnre, _and ~rans
oomprehend how intimately all ancient form a distinotivly astro·the~l?gioalli~era
religion was connected with the phenom- tnre into a system of writings strictly 
ena of the seasons and the aspect of the monotheistic in character. 
heavens at the important changes of the That these writings were astro-theolog~ 
seasons. ·we can with difficulty oompre- ioal in their original meaning is ~ell-nigh 
bend the solicitude with which the ancients certain. All attempts to find evidence to 
observed the northern and southern pro- support their historical character hav 
gress of the sun. Not until the coming of failed, and whatever else these stories may 
Mohammedanism with its nnoompromis- be, we may feel sure that they are not 
ing monotheism was this system over- history. . . 
thrown in the orient. This influence We hav here, then, a garbled Semitic 
forcibly garbled the series of astra-the· mythology disto~ted into a syste~ o_f mo
ologioal treatises we now call the Bible notheism, but in Its real character It IS pre
into a monotheism in which the old ra- oisely the same as the Aryan mythology. 
tiona! and beautiful meaning of these Its characters are all solar heroes, mas
writings is lost and replaced by a sense- qnerading under a thin historic disguise, 
less and meaningless account of the ao- but not a sufficiently complete or well
tiona and commands of this tyrannical constructed one to deceive for an instant 
God of the Hebrews. the eye of the scholar. 

The creation to which the Bible in real- MoBRIB M. BosTWIOK. 
Uy refers is nothing more than the new 
production, the spontaneous motion which 
every year in spring takes place in all the 
systems of vegetables and animals. This 
spring, the season of leaves, of flowers, 
and pastures of abundance, light and heat, 
was the golden age, as being under the 
influence of the sun, whose emblem in 
alchemy and astrology is gold. 

The rendering of the first lines of Gene
sis from the Hebrew into English made 
by the writer styling himself Moreh 
N ebnohim seems to me neither oonolnsiv 
nor satisfactory. For instance, he trans
lates Boro as ''he created," which is a 
mistranslation. The word never meant 
the production of something out of noth
ing; its primary sense i~ to out, to d~~de. 
It is used in that sense m Joshua xvn, 15, 
in speaking of cutting down trees. 

God or No God. 
NAT. MILITARY HoME, D. V. S., CAL.,} 

May 9, 1895. 
MB. EDITOR: God or no God-which? 

That is the question. If there be one he 
is either the author of all things or of 
nothing. Both ideas are suicidal. If the 
author of all things, then he is the author 
of all evil, both natural and moral. If 110, 

it at once disproves the existence of a good 
God and there can be no other. A . . . 
tree is supposed to be known by Its frmt, 
and like invariably produces or begets 
like. Hence the very fact that evil exists 
proves the non-existence of a God. Now 
which horn of the dilemma must we take ? 
Either will eviscerate our vitals, b\\sed on 
the God idea, and the idea is suicidal from 
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the very natlll"e of things and the inexora
ble logic of facts. 

We might quote proof texts by the 
score from the scriptures, but we are now 
reasoning from analogy and comparison, 
from whence all knowledge is gained, and 
not from any doubtful hypothesis or book of 
authority. Truths and facts are stubborn 
things, and will constantly be staring us 
in the face, whether we wish it or not. 
Truth is something that exiBts the same 
yesterday, to-day, and forever, and can 
never change or die. A fact is Bomething 
that is done or has transpired. S_o it is 
not true there is a· God, from the fact that 
we hav no evidence of his existence, but 
quite the contrary. A desire and wish can 
not be made factors of facts. Neither can 
faith make a truth, nor prayer a fact. 
Nothing can change the laws of nature; we 
can merely manipulate environment, oir
onmstanoes, and opportunities. "N atnre 
does wrong never, 'tis society that sin&." 
Natnr~ is not conscious, intelligent, nor 
progressiv- therefore, not responsible. 
Man being a conscious, intelligent, pro
gressiv, automatic being, sins, and is re
sponsible. Sin comes from man's imper
fection and moral evil. God cannot sin, 
for he does not exist. But theologians 
hav it, when good it is God's; when evil, 
the devil's or man's by the intervening of 
that diabolical invention of priests, the 
dootrin of "free moral agency," which, 
by the way, is neither taught nor even 
mentioned in the Bible, for it would ignore 
all power of a God, who worketh all thing!! 
after the counsel of his own will, seeing 
the end from the beginning, and being 
omniscient, omnipresent, and omnipotent, 
with love, mercy, and goodness as a hes.v
enly father in addition. Free, moral 
agency, indeed I God or no God .that is 
the most disintegrating and absurd doctrin 
that has disgraced the annals of the moral 
teachings of the world, and as destrnotiv 
as oxygen, the most destrnotiv of all 
agents. 

Who in their senses would think of com
prehending the ead of the universe or of 
ete,.nity? Absolutely there is no first or 
last. A first cause is out of the question. 
Nothing but an endless concatenation of 
causes and effects thl"onghont the vast blue 
abyss of the universe. God, from good, is 
simply the personification of all goodness; 
so the devil from evil, the personification 
of evil; used as convenient terms that 
the imagination may yield readily to 
the understanding, as many other things 
are personified to children and the igno
rant; as Santa Olans, Uncle Sam, John 
Bull, death, time, etc. The creation 
theory is totally wiped out by the dootrin 
of evolution, which is much more reasGn
able and oomprehensiv, and it has devel
oped the truth that there is no need of a 
God. The eternity of nature and matter 
always evolving, and power inherent in 
matter-for no matter, no power-renders 
a deity totally unnecessary and snperfl.n
ons, for there is nothing above nature or 
outside of nature. Supernaturalism is but 
an ignis-fatuus, emanating from a dis
tempered brain or ignorance. God has 
been a great excuse for ignorance and 
want of progression. Investigation goes 
no farther than to a God as the cause of all 
things, and to get rid of evil without im
plicating Gl)d has been the source of a 
constant war of theories and persecutions 
for ages. Hence free moral agency was 
invented to put the blame on man. 

I argue not from a wish that there is no 
God, but I cannot stultify my reason and 
common sense by ignoring facts and expe
rience. For how rejoiced would I be that 
there was a God, a kind, loving, heavenly 
father, who would answer our prayers, and 
even giv us better than we could ask and 
without asking. ' 

How can any reasonable person think 
that the purported perfect God, with his 
perfect law, created countless millions of 
poor, miserable. suffering, imperfect creat
ures snob as we are, forcing them into 
this troublous world, and through it and 
out of it, with no consent of their own? 
Surely there cannot be a God, or snob 
things would not be. How foolish all 
their doctrine of ·theology! Indeed, they 
are positivly wicked and diabolical, and a 
stupendous stigma of opprobrium to a 
being of love and kindness, to say nothing 
of his power. ,1, D. MoCLURE. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all C'ommunica· 
tion• for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

A Japanese Lullaby. 
Sleep, little pigeon, and fold your wings

Little blue pigeon with velvet eYes; 
Sleep to the singing of mother-bird swinging

Swinging the ne3t where her little one lies. 

Away ont yonder I see a star
Silvery star with a tinkling song; 

To the soft dew fallin~r I here it calling
Calling and tinkling the night along. 

In through the window a moonbeam comes
Little gold moonbeam with misty wings; 

All silently creeping, it asks: "Is be sleePing
Sleeping and dreaming while mother sings?" 

Uo from the sea there floats the sob 
Of the waves that are breaking upon the shore, 

A~ thongh they were groaning in angnish and 
moaning-

Bemoaning the ship that shall come no more. 

Bnt sleep, little pigeon, and fold yonr wings
Little blue pigeon with monrnfnl eyes, 

Am I not singing? See, I am swinging
Swinging the nest where my darling lies. 

-Eugene Field. 

How They Named the Baby. 
They talked of Aurora, Medora, and Flora, 

Of Mabel and Marcia and Mildred and May; 
Wonld they rather hav Helen or Ellen, Honora, 

Choose Hannah or Anna, or Phyllis or Fay? 

They thought <1f Marcella, Estella, and Bella; 
Cecilia and Delia, Jeanette and Pauline; 

Alicia, Adel. Annette, Arabella, 
And Ethel and Ennice, Hortense and !rime. 

One liked Theodora, another Lenora; 
Some al'gued for Edith. and some for Elaine, 

For Adeline, Madeline, Lily, and Lora; 
They finally landed on plain Mary Jan e. 

Patriotic Sunday-schools. 
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I was recently at a 

meeting got up to organize a branch of the 
Society of Children of the American Rev
olution. It was very interesting to see the 
little ones much about carrying the star
Bp!lngled banner and singing patriotic 
songs. I understand that the society is to 
take in boys and girls up to the age of 
eighteen, and that the older ones are to 
study the history of the United States. 
The younger ones, I hope, will not be ex
pected to do much more than become 
familiar with stories like Hawthorne's, and 
poems like Longfellow's about Paul Re
vere. 

Allow me to suggest that yon might get 
up something of this sort for the benefit 
of those children who do not go to Sunday
schools. There must be many little boys 
and girls who would like to see more of 
their playmates on that day; and parents 
must often find it hard to decide whether 
to let their chi.ldren hav the sociability of 
Sunday-school, or make them regret not 
being permitted. It seems to me that 
children wbo are not allowed to go to Sun
day-school, ought to hav something else 
equally interesting, as well as much more 
instrnctiv. I am sure that if yon will take 
the lead in organizing Snnday-schools of 
patriotism, yon will do an incalculable 
benefit to the Liberal cause. 

It might be well to hav some instruction 
given at these schools in ethics, and also 
in physiology, botanv, drawing, and other 
useful branches. What seems to me espe
cially important is that the School of Pa
triotism should be managed in such a 
broad and genial spirit as to attract chil
dren from families of all shades of opinion, 
however Cathnlic or Protestant. It should 
not be a branch of the American Protectiv 
Association, or of any other aggressiv as
sociation. However much yon and I may 
think it our duty to do against superstition 
and bigotry, I think we can afford to let 
these children wait. L9t us m11ke them 
as patriotic and friendly to science as pos
sible, and get as many of them as we can 
together for that purpose. 

In order to make the new school a 
large one, it should not be limited, like 
the society alreadymentioned, to boys and 
girls whose great-great-grandfathers served 
in the Revolutionary War. Itwonldbediffi. 
cult to get enough such children together 
anywhere out of New England; and noth
ing would be more injurious to the public 
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spirit of little boys and girls than to make 
them say to each other, "My grandfather 
was one of the heroes of the Revolutionary 
War, and yours wasn't!" 

The principle of giving people special 
privileges on account of their ancestors is 
not American, but medireval. It is the 
same delusion which curses Great Britain 
with a body of hereditary legislators, who 
sit in Parliament because their grand
fathers did, and who seem in many cases 
to hav had their opinions come down with 
their titles from the Dark Ages. If we 
want to make a boy truly American, we 
must treat him according to what he is 
himself, without regard to what his an
cestors were more than a hundred years 
ago. Our Scbool of Patriotism should be 
thoronghlv republican and democratic. It 
should take care to hav the elder children 
understand how much was done for our 
National Independence by foreigners like 
Paine and Lafayette. Its doors should 
stand open to all children in America, 
without regard to ancestry, race, color, 
religions affiliation, or place of birth. It 
might be well to hav adult classes also, but 
the people most to be considered are the 
children. Respectfully yours, 

F. M. HOLLAND. 
[We agree with our friend Holland in 

regard to the establishment of patriotic 
Sunday-schools. It makes no difference 
whether a child's great, great, great, 
great-grandfather fought in the American 
Revolution or not. Love of country 
should be engrafted upon the mind of 
every child in the land, and there is no 
better way to do it than to study the his
tory of the past and the deeds of those 
who established liberty on our nativ soil. 
We can learn easier, and perhaps more, by 
association in classes, and it might be well 
to organize classes for older people as well 
as the young, selecting one among the 
members for a reader or teacher. It would 
be wise, also, to vary the exercises with 
questions and occasional biographical es· 
says. A.s to books, the teacher can readily 
select a suitable book from the large num
ber of histories and sketch-bnoks by mod
ern authors, and will use that which may 
be close at hand rather than incur extra 
expense in purchasing new ones. It is 
with regret that we hav to say that the 
name of one who contributed largely to 
the achievement of our liberties will not 
be found in our common school-books. 
We refex to one who has been aptly named 
"The Author-Hero of the Revolntion"
one of the trneBt and noblest among patri
ots-Thomas Paine. The history of this 
noble man and the story of his memorable 
contributions to the cause of Freedom 
must be sought elsewhere. But in no wise 
must his lBbors be overlooked, for no other 
name has such bearing upon the blessings 
we now enjoy, or calls for greater grati
tude than his. Let us hope our Liberal 
friends everywhere will lose no time in 
bringing their children together as sug
gested by Mr. Holland.-ED. C. C.] 

What A. Woman Can Do. 
I want. my lady friends to know of the new 

field now open for them. In the past six months 
we have made a profit of 9[)7.02 after paying all ex
p3ns<s. All our sales have been made at home, 
not having canvassed any. My official duties 
"alling me awav most of the time. I left the DiRh 
Wa•her Business in my wife's control with the 
above result~. The bnRiness is rapidly increas
ing, and will continue to grow unti everv family 
has a Climax Dish Washer. Not a day passes 
bnt what we sell one or two, and some days fif
teen or twenty Di•h Washers. It's easy selling 
what everybod;v wants to buy. Yon can wash 
and dn the d1 <hes perfectly in two minutes. 
For full particulars. address the Climax Mfg. Co., 
Co'umbns. Ohio. Get a sam me washer and yon 
can't help bnt make money. They only co~t $5. 
Yo~ may jn~t as well be making $5 a day as to be 
domg no~hmg. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES·:UORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for '"limiting government to the 
mere protection of life and property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal Jnst· ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address TRW. 'I'RU'I'H SEE"KFlR, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOJIBE, 

Price, lit Cents. For sale at this Office. 

EDITORIAL 

From the .Freethought Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well· known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our anvertising 
pages. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give yon yon are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought, and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench for forty-five years; is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does bnsineBB on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expre~sive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN." 
W A.TCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half t.he usual 
rates, and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab 
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

@"Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein 

Watch. 

Tile Ingersoll Sou 

veni~ Spoon. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. lll. WHEELER. 

mmrnmmrn • mmmmmrne mmrnmmrn • mmrne; 

RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By ~US1l.N II. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

f~tir humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRI<JE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 LafaYettu Place, New York. 

eg ................... ~. 

Writes every letter in sight of opera.tor. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT
ICALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 

It acts as if it studied the convenience of 
the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 

It has a knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machines. 

The catalogue tells yon more about it. 
FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. (Jriginal Sin and the 
Atonement. A 1\ledley of Gospels. Wanted B d N y k 
Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of 307 roa way, ew or • 

ChristianiLY" Examined. The Testimony of . ,.1
1

1
3
t1
1

1
6••••••••••••••;i Pan!. Did J esns Rise From the Dead and Ascend e_. e 

into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centu-
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cl9tb, 81. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much conraj:e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his. 
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputablp hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world. 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

~q-w, 'I'RUTH BEEKER. 

M}!t(~MMMlt~}4. 
~ You sell tltem everywher~o 

I Beautiful 
~ Bicycl(ls ... 
@ 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A. Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 20c. 

Bacon and Shakspere, Proof that Shake· 
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins 7 Socond 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A. refutation of M. D. Conway's 
oblectioDJ! to the identification of Paine as 
Junills ~nd Casca. Price,~,.5 cents. 

Address THE ·~·RUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafavette Plaae, New York. 

MODEL 40 COLUMBIA 

~ 
~ 

~Bicycle Beauty comes from graceful lines 
and fine finish, in which points Columbia bicycles excel. But 
there is more than mere looks to recommend a Columbia. 
Back of the handsome design and tlegant finish is a sterling 
quality that over the roughest road and the longest journey wiii 
carry the rider with safety and satisfaction, 
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Buy a COLUriBJA or a Hartford. @ 

.o.TO
PNo, PNBIIW vnoF .. °K,

0

0cH.
0
o .. • Qo, @! Ceaetal Offices and Pactorles, HARTFORD : 

SAN PRANOISOO, 
PROVIDSNOK, 8UP'FALO. 

Send two 2-cent stamps for a @ 
Columbia Catalogue; free if you ~ 
call at a Columbia agency. @ 
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JY et.D 1/u'blioations. 
Unless otherwise specified, all publica

tions noticed here can be had of THE 
TRUTII SmmKmB CoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

A TALlll OF A HAt.o. By Morgan A. 
Robertson. Illustrated by A. Carey K. 
Jurist. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 
Truth Seeker Company, publishers. 
The book is, generally speaking, a. satire 

on heaven-a. story in verse of Beelzebub's 
expedition to the heavenly city, and of the 
j ea.lousy of the saints. It is lively and 
vivid in style, with a vein of good humor 
running through the whole, and would 
make even an orthodox laugh. It blends 
the suhlime with the ridiculous to a nicety, 
which the most fastidious in literary cul
ture could appreciate. It makes even the 
grotesque, which it an important feature 
in the narrativ, appear classical. It is a 
good book to relieve one of religious dys
pepsia.-Light of Truth. 

" A Tale of a Halo '' is a sort of In· 
fernal Comedy, that is frequently clever, 
and seldom falls short of being amusing. 
The author wields a sportiv, flippant pen; 
his jokes are, occasionally, devilish, and 
there is enough of bitter earnestness in 
his jests. The work is profusely and 
cleverly illustrated with marginal sketches. 
-Agnostic Journal. 

WoMAN, CnuROH, AND STATE. A historical 
account of the status of women through 
the Christian ages; with reminiscences 
of the matriarchate. By Matilda Joslvn 
Gage. Crown octavo, 554 pages· cloth, 
gilt top, $2; half leather, $3. Address 
The Truth Seeker Company. 
I hav only lately come into possession 

of Mrs. Joslyn Gage's wonderful book, 
"Woman, Church, and State," and I am 
so carried away with it, so impressed by 
its powerful arraignment of the church as 
the oppressor of woman, I feel I must do 
a little toward bringing before the Lib· 
erals the immense value of this volume as 
an engin of destruction which shall curtail 
and cut off forever the usurped power and 
influence of all priests and all churches. 

I do not think any other book that has 
ever been published has given anything 
like the amount of real information on this 
subject that this one does. 

We all know of woman's wrongs, but 
the great volume of them and the depth to 
which they sank our sex has never before 
been so plainly, tersely, and emphatically 
set forth. 

The bravest battle that ever was fought; 
Shall I tell you where and when? 

On the maps of the world you will :find it 
not, 

'Twas fought by the mothers of men. 

Nay, not with cannon or battle shot, 
With sword or nobler pen; 

Nay, not with eloquent word or thought 
From mouths of wonderful men •. 

Bat deep in a walled-up woman's heart
Of woman that would not yield, 

Bnt bravely, silently bore her part
Lo! there is that battle field. 

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER. 

41 Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 6 cents. 

Interesti 1!Jr b Joks by same author: 
·• Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
"Divine Love and Wtsdom," 248 pp.,.. ... .75 
"Divine Providence," 808 pp.,... .. . . . . . . .. .7G 
"Oonjugal Lovo," 472 \)P. ••••••••••••••••• $1.00 
"True Christian Religion," 982 pp. ,. . • . . . . 1.50 
" Ap Jcalypse Explained," Vola. 1, 2, 8, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenbor~ Printiog and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Are you a Liberal Thinker~ 
Or io.terested in Liberal Thinking 1 
Yes? 

Then yon want the Evolu•ion of the 
Idea of God. 
By Hermit Silence, a. twentieth century- reclu•e. 
Just published, paper, 10 cents. Address C. I. 
Kerr, pnbli8her, 108 Osage street, Log&usport, 
Iudtana. 4t20 

BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
EMBRACING THE 

<Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment or Zoroastrianism, and the · 

Derivation or Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eattton. 
Pa.rt I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap. 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity; twenty 

chapters. · 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap· 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.30. 

Addr~~!Lall orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
OOMl'Al'll, ~Lafayette l'J.aoe, New York Cib. 

TI-IE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Chea~ Tracts for Distribution 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

t 
I Plea for Atheism. Charles Bndlaugh........ 5 

0 Poverty: Its Effects on ttte Politi•al Condi
tion of the People. Oharles Bradlaugh. 1 

l'r. t staut "er•ecut.on• W1llia.m Cob:Jctt.. 1 
Ques~Lns for Bible Worshipers............... 1 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar.v 
Work,'' convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
They are so low in PI ice that thousands of gen
erous. hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can· 
not ba spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

1:'he RelatiOn of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The ~ri~aii ·ar ':iiiiDi&it'ii!Y neti:e"r iii&i..' 'Ei~r: 10 

nal unishment. Jli Babcock........... 10 
Religiou of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the 
' "Ori~in of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 

..- . Talhe Truth Seeker......................... 8 
neviv. ism Examined. A. G. HumphreY..... 2 
A Remarkable Book A Review of Greg's 

9reed of. Cbris tend om. H. W. Douglas 
m Canadian BP'ctator .... ............... . 

The Safe Side. H B Brown ................... . 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 
A Secular Prayer. Austin Hol;r_oake ......... . 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake ..... . 

1 
2 
8 
1 
2 
3 The StaJl:e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 

Snper•t1tion Dispiayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-
ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 1 

" Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 
Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

An Antidote Analyzed ExJlosing the !neon· 
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Clay 
Lnse ...................................... . 10 Talk Wliii ·t:he.F'otir":E.Vaiigeiisis: · ·:E wa·aa: 

1 

ruff, 1\:I.D................................... 8 

\"aluable Books 

H~gie11e, 
Food a11d 

D·iet, 
1\arriage 
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a11d 
Pare11tage~ 

ttc. Astro-'rheologv. L.L Dawson, Showing the 
story of Christ in the New Testament to 
be but an Alleg)rical representation of 
the sun's course througli the different 
zodiacal signs ............................ . 

Thoughts on Atheism. Can M11-n by Search
ing Find out God. Austin Holvoake... 8 

The Theory of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 llygiene of the Brain and the Cure of 
~ The True Basis of Morality. Annie Besant.. 2 Nervousness, By M. L. Holbrook, 

The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book and 
5 <Reply to some of the Suuday-school read it\ for it ahouudll iu practical valuable 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Ho_l_yoake ........ . 
The Bible God Disproved by .Nature. W. E. 

Oolewan .................................. . 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll ........ .. 
'l'he Bible: Is rt Reliable as a Guide? c. Watts. 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds ..... 
1'lle .Book of Esther. A S_pecimen of What 

3 Stories About Him.)········ .. ············ 3 knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean. 
2 Two Short Sermons. Rev. Theologicns..... . • 1 
5 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh.... .. . . . 3 Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook, 

Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents? lVLD. PriceJ>y mail, $1. "I am delighted with 
Passes as the Inspired Word of God ... .. 

Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. 1!'. Max Muller .. .. 
5 Charles Bradlaugh .................... ···· 3 It."-[H. B . .~:~aker, lVLD., Secretary Michigan 

What Did Jesus Teach? Chas. Bradlaugh . .. 3 St t B d f H 1 h 
Constantine the Great, PortraYing the Ini

quity of the First Christian Emperor. 

5 Who Was Jesus Christ? Cbas. Bradlangh.. .. 3 a e oar 0 eat · 
Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlangh.... 2 Parturition Without Pain. A Code of 

S. H. Preston ...................•......... 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitnt.ion .. l. 

(This is the statute under which Mr. J. 

3 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus..... . .... 1 Directions for avoiding most of the Pains aud 
What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's Dangers of Childbearing. Dy l\L L. Holbrook, 

"What is the Bible?".................... 1 M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex-
Wonders of Prover. D M Bennett............ 1 cellence BU!]Jasses our power to commend."-B. Wise is now mdictod for send.ng a 

verse from the Bible through the mail.) Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 [New York Bv&tinv,lllail.; 
10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower .... 10 T. B. Wakeman ........................... . 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. 
Dr. Daniel Arter........................... 2 

Christianity a Borrowed l'lystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts............ 5 
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts . .. . . .. . 2 
The Ohristian Fait!I. 200 Questions Without 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, Liver ComplainJ:, Mental Dyspepsii!.t and 
28 Lafayette place, New York. Headache: Their Cure by Home Treat-

Answers.................................... 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogut' between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

THE 

BRAIN 
THE 

AND BIBLE; 
0:8 Mandarin.................................. 2 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg.. 5 mv oo\mr Tl'fl\ BE11'111li'Ti'\T llli'\'TIT\AL SCIENI1TI 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 HID !UUIVl 11 n lilll.' lU.lliU VD 
The Ohurch and Ednca~ion. Anti-Je,uit..... 5 nm IJ1IIV,OLOGY. 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin Al'U um 

Steiner..................................... 10 
Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 

be Stopped on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker................ . . . . . . 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi 
days. S P Putnam........................ 1 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant.... 1 
The Devil'd Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. JohnSvphers..... .................. 2 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 

Daniel in ~he Lion's Den. D. 1\f. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoake ......................... . 

This is the ouly work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 

5 It is eloquent as well as convincing. 
Decadence of Christianity ..................... . 1 Price. cloth, $1. Address 
The Decline of l!'aith. J .E Remsburg .......• 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral Governor of 'the 

5 THE TRUTH BEEKER 
2 

Universe? An• tin Holyoake... ...... ... 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athei•m norMa-

terialism. R. S Brigham.., M.D.......... 8 
Evolution of Israel's God. A . .u. Rawson .. ,.. 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme ....... ·...... 10 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. ·John Syi!_hers.. ... ........ ...... 1 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley .................................... . 1 
3 
3 
2 
1 

Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradl•ugh 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 
The Fruits of Christianity. Annie Besant .... 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann ..• 
The G~sp ,1 of Christianity and the Gospel of 

Free thought. AnnieBesant . . . .. .. .. . • . 2 
Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlangh. ... . . . . . 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 
Holyoake ........................ :.. . . . . . . . 8 

Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its Our J>a:tm>hlet with this title contains an Argu-
Occnrrence. Prof. Louis Elsberg... ... . . 3 ment for EQuality of Taxation, and a Statement 

Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh.. .. .. ... 8 of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
If Yon TakeAwa.YMYReligion What Will You the Value ..... b:y Denamiuations, of Church ProtJer-

Give Me in Its Ste•d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 ty in the umted States and in the several Sta.tes 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 and ·rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 more inhabitants; so arra·1ged as to show at 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi.h Mr. Ingersoll's Leading Denominations and Denominationa... 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 8 Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
Ingersoll ou McGlynn . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3 terest to certam Oities, St.ates, and Sections, all 
The llls We Endure: Their Cause and Onre comparisons being based upon official fiJi"ures. 

D. M. Bennett. .. . . • . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . . . . . . 5 This pamphlet is the only one of the kllld pub-
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant..... . . 2 lished. In no other work are the laots, figures, 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 11.nd arguments to be found. 1'he figures, being 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ ~ :lerived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlangh.. . . . . ... . 8 not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
Land Quest10n. Charles Bradlo.ngh..... ... . . • 2 have been completed- probably about eight 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.... ... 2 years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 .nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
Legend of GantamaBuddha. Parallelingth;.t ~s the injnsti-:s of church exemption is suffered 

of Jesus Christ..... .. . . .. . ... . . .. .. .... . . 5 .o sxist. 
Logic of Death: or\..Wb,y Should the Atheist By single coPies the price is 15 cents, but as the 

Fear to Die? »Y G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . . . 8 work is pubii.shed specially for distributwn by 
The Logic of Life, Deduced from the Princi- ;hose who fa Tor jnst1oe in taxa.tion the following 

plea of FreethougJ!t. G. J. Holyoake.... 3 rsductions are made: 
Ludicrous Aspects of Uhristianity. A. Hol- ren copies. • • • • ¥11.00 

Liber~~~~~·Moraiiii." ':Mai:iotire ·n·: ConwaY.: ~ ~~!\~~J::d oopie; • • • • • • ~:;;8 
'l'he LibertyofPriutmg Han. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 L11.rger quantities at_s~cial rates. 
Literature of the Insan~. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 A-ddress THE TRUTH REEKER. New Ym \. 
"Manna." Orthodox Des~riptions of How 

People are off in Hell.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 
Materiali•m and Cr•me. B F Underwood.... 5 
MoralValneoftheBible. Chas. Watts ........ 3 Is 

~A 

Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-
vival Doctrine............................. 1 

Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An· 
nie Besant .............................. . 

New Life of Ab~aham. Oharles Bradlangh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh .•.... 
New Life of J'acob. Charles Bradlangh ...•.•. 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh ...•..... 

a 

Suicide 
Sin? 

New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard ......•........ 
The New Age. W. S Bell ...................... . 
The Old Religions and the New. W. s. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besant .................... . 

8 
8 
8 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

On the Religious Education of Ohildren. 
Annie Besant. 11 ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.......... 2 

Open Letter t<> my Old Friends the Quakers. 
s. D. Moore . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G Inger loll............ . . 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . 1 
Our Lord and SaviorJesu~ Ohrist. T E Lorg-

shore. ........... ......................... 5 
Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

BWakeman,GiiHawes ................. 5 
Protestant Intoleranc~. John E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.... 2 
A Picmre of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

by the Bible. Per dozen.................. 10 

Colonel InQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
Chanter on 

Great SuiGides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFA YHTTB PLACE. New York. 

ment. By l\I. L. Holbrook, l\I.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myself 
-after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis, 
U.S.A. 

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. 
B. Duffer~Tauthor of "What Women Should 
Kn9w," ' 1~0 Sex iu Education," etc. Price, by 
mall, $1. l\Irs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me., 
writqs: "Had I po;;sessed this oook ten years 
ago It would h'L re saved me ten years of in
validism, and I should have been the mother of 
healthy instead of sickly children." 

Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J. 
l\Iortime1· Granville. $1. To this has been 
added a paper by that charminJt English 
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical 
Education of a Girl," and a J?!Lper ou the 
"Dress of Girls." lts .retail pr10e is $1. 

l'alks to :My Patients. By Mrs. B. B. 
Gle.ason .M.D. A Pl'llctical. Handbook for the 
liiaid, W}fe,__and l\Iother: With a beautiful Pho
togmphiC .l:'ortralt of the Author. Price by 
mail, $1.50. "We wish the ch<~lJter, 'Confiden
tial to ]\fathers,' might be published as a tract 
and sent to every mother 111 tlwland."-[Har
per's New l\Ionthly lUag<~zine. 

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in 
behalf of Human Culture t!Jrongh a wiser par
entage. ~y A. E .. N~wtou. ~'rice, by mail, 
25 cents. lt con tams mformatwn aud warning 
that are urgently needed."-[Christiau Union. 

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop· 
11lar E~positio·l!. of the Fundamental Problem~ 
1U Socwlo_gy. By R. T. 'l'rall. l\I.D. Price by 
mail, $2. 'l'ht:; work has rapidly passed through 
forty editions, nud the demand is constantly 
increasing. No sueh complete and valnabl<t 
work has ever before been issued. 

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Schn
tific Diet. By Gustav Schlkke~sen. Ttans· 
lated from the German, by 1\I. L. Holkook, 
l\I.D. In addition also it contains a Co-·nplete 
and R~dical Cure for IntemiJerance, by the Use 
of a Veg.!)ta)Jle and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0. 
Groom .Napier, F.TI.S. 250 pages. Price, $1. 

rllree Books in One. From the Cradle 
to the School. By Bertha l\Ieyer. 1'he Bights 
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Gov
ernment of C,hilmen. nv 1\I. L. Holbrook

1 
1\'I.D. 

Pnce by mull, - cloth, $1. ·It is 
a boolt worthy to oe ratikect with the best that 
has ever been written concerning the training 
of children."-[Bazar. 

Vegetarianism tile R.adical Cure for In· 
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler. 
Price, 30 cents, by maiL "It should he Quietly 
given ~o every drinker.''-[Herald of Health. 

Muscle-~eating; '!~'t Heme Gymnastics 
for ~ICk and ii ell. By C. Kemm 
manager of the gymnasium of Bega. 30 cents'. 

1larriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary 
and PhysiologiCal Helntions, an<l iu their bear
ing on the pro•luciu;: of children of fin0r health 
a!Id g~e!'hr ability. By 1\I. L. Holhrool<,l\I.D. $1. 
1 he licwutll!c 1lmm·tcan says: "Books on this 
subject are usunlly written !Jy • cranks,' but this 
is mdically different : it is scientific, sober 
clean, aud wc.rthy of conscientious considerS: 
tion by every pr,ssible parent, and particularly 
by the young .. , 

rite Diet .Jurll. The Relations of Food 
and Drink to Health, Diseuse Cure. By_T L 
Niyholsl M.D., editm· London Herald o.r Heaith: 
Price. c oth, '\0 cents. 

lledical Hints ou tbe Protection and :Man. 
agement of the Singing Voice. By 
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts. 

Oeep Breathing; ori Lung Gymnastics. 
Pncc, cloth, 50 cents. Jl rs. Horace l\Iann write2 · 
"Every .boo!~ you print is pure gold and de~ 
serves Wide ctrculatwu." 

How to Strengthen tbe Memory. By.:M:. 
L. Holbrook, ltl.D. $1. ~ 

\.Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By 
Dr. W. Prtttt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A. 
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer 
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads aud 
youths a!"e left to fall into trouble, and not a fel' 
have therr prospects of. a healthy har.py life 1\l 
solntely rumed. 'rile little book before us is in. 
ten<J,ed to be put into th~ }J.ands of young men 
by fatheFS who nre nnwillip.g or incapable u• 
discha.rgmg •~ father's duty m this respect· nno 
as not on!J ftt~her in t~n is, we believe, ready r .. 
do what 1s right by h1s boys himself, it is well 
~h!tt such a book as this should be available. If 
rt I~ read by all who should read it, its sale will 
be C\)Uuted ,hY hundreds !lf thousands." The 
pubhsher Will send 10 copw~ by mail, postpaid, 
for $2. Should anyone deslre them by the 100 
)r 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor· 
"ASpondence. 

PrCatalognes Free . ....a1 
By mail on receipt of price. 

<1#-f'fiM THE TRUTH .SF.EKF.Tll 
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Jf ot for I) arsons. 

WILLIAMSoN: "Why don't you sell your 
horse to Brown?" Henderson: " To 
Brown? Why he belongs to the same 
church I do t• 

"THEY say that our minister is one of 
the most eloquent after-dinner speakers in 
the country." "If that'!lis true, I wish he'd 
eat his dinner before the morning service." 
-Harper's Bazaar. 

REv. MR. SMITHKINs: "Miss Alice, Ire
gret to hear that you hav been keeping up 
your euchre patties during Lent." ~iss 
Alice: "Oh, but, dear rector, we bav given 
away the loveliest little prayer-books for 
presents."-Exch 'l.nge. 

THE young minister in the country, 
whose parishioners were a little dilatory in 
salary paying, had emphasized two things 
in the morning prayer, viz, that the Lord 
would lead the good people to giv him 
money, and tuat the Lord would help him 
to lead a good life. When he arose from 
prayer his five-year-old son assailed him 
with the profound question: "Papa, which 
wonld you rather the Lord would do, giv 
you the money or help you to be good?" 
"Why," replied the faithfnl man, "I 
shonld rather he would help me to be 
good. Shouldn't you?" "I-1-if the 
Lord would giv me money, perhaps I 
oonld be good all by myself, without his 
helping me," was the sober reply. 

A LADY in Washington has two little 
daughters about five and ten years old re
speotivly, and it has been the duty of the 
elder to see that the younger aaid her 
prayers every night. One morning not 
long ago the ten-year-old approached her 

. mother in evident perturbation and an
nounced that she didn't know what would 
}.eoome of Annie if she continued to ad
dress the throne in the way she did. The 
mother was naturally anxious and inquired 
what the young lady was doing that caused 
her pious meaitations to be thus criticised. 
'' 0 mamma," said the distressed child, 
"she runs on so when she says her pray
ers. She just says anything that comes in 
her head. Now, last night, after she had 
said, 'Now I lay me down to sleep,' and 
prayed for you and papa and all of us and 
grandma and Aunt Tiny, and everybody, 
she said, ' And please, dear Lord, take 
good care of yourself, because if any
thing shonld happen to you, we'd all go to 
pieces.'" 
THE PARROT AND PASTOR. -AN EASTER 

SUNDAY EPISODE. 
Perchance you may hav heard before, 
If so, pray kindly hear once more 

About one naughty Polly. 
The story often has been told, 
To please alike the young and old, 
~And picture human folly. 
With little change we'll try this time 
To roast the chestnut into rhyme. 

In sea-girt vi11age near the shore, 
Where white-caps foam and breakers roar, 

While ships sail on the ocean, 
Each Sunday morn good Parson Murch 
W onld hold a service in the church, 

And preach with deep devotion, 
In language strong as words can tell, 
The bliss of heaven and woes of hell. 

It happened once on Easter day 
A great crowd went to see or pray, 

And hear his pious teaching. 
The choir sang, Murch read the psalm 
Whioh says the wicked God will damn, 

And took that text for preaching, 
When down the aisle a parrot flew 
And perched upon the pastor's pew. 

This polly proved an ngly bird, 
Loved to repeat all slang she heard, 

Would swear just like a showman. 
With wicked sailors on the main 
She had been taught to speak profane. 

It seemed a dreadful omen 
That she should come in such a way, 
And use curse words on Easter day. 

The prayer and choir service done, 
Good Parson Murch had just begun 

To preach about salvation, 
And warn all sinners to repent, 
If not they sureiy would be sent 

To hades and damnation, 
The word ''damn" reached the parrot's 

ear 
When it at once began to swear. 

Up on the pulpit then it flew 
And to the parson said "damn you!" 

Three times right out in meeting. 
The like was never heard before, 
The preacher started for the door; 

''Damn you," Poll kept repeating, 
To deacons, members, everyone, 
As down the aisle in haste they run. 

One lame old lady, nearly blind, 
When all rushed out was left behind, 

The bird flew·en her shoulder, 
Repeating as it lit, "damn you!" 
Quick as a flash she turned and threw 

Poll on the floor, and told her, 
''Damnmembers, deacons all, and Murch, 
Damn them, I don't belong to church." 

-B. M. Lawrence. 
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~orne Good Pam~blets at Low Prices. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

on the famons text, "The Clergy know that I 
know that thN do not know." 

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 

Mailed singly for 10 cents each; twelve of IUIY W A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. of HoN, FBEDEBIOK DoUGLAss and CoL. RonEBT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Conrt that the Civil Rights Aot 
Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, is Unconstitutional. Fifty-three large octavo 
and Ex_posing the Inconsistency of ChrilitiaJ.IS pages, of which Colonel Ingersoll's speech 
generallr:_ H C Luse. ocon~es 88 ~ges. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Showing that PULPI'l't.. PElT, AND CRADLE. So long 
L1qnor Drinking is Co=ended, Defended, as the J:'nlpit speaks to believing Pews com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker. posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle will be 

CHRISTIANITY A. REWARD FOR CRIME rooked by ghosts and the race will remain on 
its knees to a devil of its own creation and to Authenticated by the Bible. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerless against him. One of 

DI{)r~flFALL ~ IstheGardenof Eden THie1ifE\i~\no~s '(}~hi£~MffA~iTY BET· 
EPifiE0iJ:1ufsDEtlr~J<&:Ns. A Lecture by TERTHA.N ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

M. Babcock. 
Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Givin_g reasonable RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS, • One of L. K. reasons for Reli~I_ions and other Delnsions. 

F A.LSE CLA.IMIS OF THE CHURCH. Washbnrn's best leotnres, and it is, like all of 
John E. Remsburg's most not~d work, and his, very good. 
one of the most effective ever written by any THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
Freethinker. One of M. Babcock's comical sermons. 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fliot Between Reason and Superstition. T C 

Widdicombe. 
Written while journeying in and near the land ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. of Yahweh. Containing the best moral in-
structions of the world from the great teach- Presenting the evitlence of the forgery of his 
ers of the former &ges. D M Bennett. alle!'@d gosneL H J Seignenret. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read SISTER LUCY A.ND HER A. WFUL DIS· 
before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. One of Otto Wettstein's CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
fraternal attacks on Spiritnali•m. are inimical to chastity, virtne, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF INFIDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A. MATERIAL· 
which is added a poem on Thomas Paine. One ISTIC STA.NDP OINT B F U d of Samnel P. Pntnam's most brilliantlectnres. • n er-
Everv Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- wood. Written before Mr. Underwood joined 
tion~~'What Has Infidelity Done?" shonld be the Pa~chic Researchers. 
indnced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBISCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED~ Was Jesus centnries for thepromnlgation of Christian-
Snpernatnrally Conceived, and did he Rise ity. Being the Nnrembnrg Collection, with 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. specimens from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pic-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how tnres. The des.criptions and reflections by George E. Macdonald. 
the two agree. A _poem by Samnel P Pntnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE LllllTA.TIUNS OF TOLERA.TION. 
Adiscnssion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, TA.IRE, delivered on the one hun-
Ron. Frederic R. Condert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death . 
Woodford, before the Nineteenth Centnry Translated by James Parton, anthor of the 
Clnb of New York. "Each man has the same Ltfe of Voltaire. To which are added the 
right to express to the whole world his ide~ts three great Poems of Goethe, George Eliot, 
that the rest of the world have to express and V>ngfellow. 
their thonghts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED~ Austin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A la.w::rer's consideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of tbat alleged event. 
Protestant. WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In- of Christ's alle!ted acts which wonld lead one 
:flnence U_pon Society. Dr. Lonis Bncbner. to that conclnsion. T, K Washhnrn, 

MIRA.CLEIS AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND 1 And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samnel P. Pn '.nsm. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's The title poem is perhaps the most popUlar 
best books. of Mr. Pntnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The m1my editions of it haVA been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden Age, The Ideal 
the Ole g H J Se1"gnenret M.D and the Real. Not Dead, bnt Living Frni-
. r Y- • • ' • t1"on, Hope, Thomu Pa1"ne, Natnre's <'tospel, THE NEW GOD. " It is an open secret that man has always made his Gods. They Address to Deity, and the short poem so often 
exist in and throngh him, as the image exists recited with great effect by Charles Watts, 
in and throngh the mirror. Take away man Give U• Light. 
and yon take away God-the image vanishes." WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
This pamphlet, therefore, is a consideration GOD~ B F Underwood; written be-
of what kind of a God man shonld make. fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
Samnel P. Putnam. SAarcbera. · · 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel \WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Rob~rt G. In~ersoll,_ and one_ of that great [ RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
mans best._ 'J:he sn!>Jects cons1qe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congress at Chi-
thodo~ Reli~on D~n~ Ont. Reli_giOUf\ Deaths cago. Conside•ing: The Canse of Woman's 
and Birth'l,_rhe ReligiOIJ. of Remproc1ty, M_o- Snbjnl!ation, The C&non Law and Its Effects 
hammed, Tne Destrnctwn 9f Art, The Dis-\ UponH·r, TheologyNeverHelpfnl to Woman, 
covery of Am~rlCa. Copermcns _and Kepler, ( Invention Woman's Friend. FrP.ethonght the 
Charles Darwm, tlpectB;~ ProVJdence, The , Ben~factor "f Wo ,an l'ln•a.•• H. Wi Ton 
Latest Cree1, God a• a Governor. The Love I WOMAN• HER PAST AND PRESENT of God, 'l'he Fall of Man, The Atonement, • , ' 
The Second Birth Ins iratio'l, Tne Reign of HER RIGHT~ AND WRONGS. A leot-
Trnth an~ Love. The Wars It Brooght_,_:rhe ure delivered before tne Woman Ruffrage A•-
Resnrrectio!J.., The Jnd_gment-Day, rions I socia ion of Denver, CoL, by B F Underwood. 
Evasions, "NoB ble, No Uniliz!Ltion;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, l'he Ascen•ion, Any one of.the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting ont Devils.., Necessity of Belief, Eter- 1 for a dollar. 
nal Pnnishment.. tsome Who Are Damned, I A·tdreas TJJlil TRUTH fllilEKF.ll CO .. 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecinre is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; - $250; - $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

" The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for st.and.ing ~ tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, th1s p1ano 1s made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu-
sical instrument--not for a day, but for a lifetime." · 

These pianos received the highest honO'rs at the World's Fair ; MR. 
~EORGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
mg as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." ' . 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR F ABU.NI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critieally studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
~akers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
S1veness ?f touch, elega~ce of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

HaVIng made speetal arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
wa~ranted for five. years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We w1ll pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of ins.truments sent on application. 

If you or any of your fnends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. BEMSBUBG- & SON, .A.tch!tson, Kan. 
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In the nature of things, 
BAn. 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

''In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy· 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the 06ntury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAI'T. BOBEBT 0. ADAHB. 

Belue the story of his meutal :lonme:r from 
orthotlox:v to B~otloualism. 

l'rtoe, P~oPBr. 25 oeutll; oloth, 75 oeuu. 
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Gems of ~!ought. 

ONLY by varied iteration can alien con· 
captions be forced on reluctant minds.
Herbert Spencer. 

LovE is never immoral; hate is never 
moral. Love is the mother of all virtues; 
hatred is the father of all crimes and vices. 
-Lucy A. Mallory, 

"Tam right of free speeBh shall not be 
abridged." We contend for that right to
day. No individual should be debarred 
from expressing his opinion. He may 
stand alone. No other may agree with 
him. The greater the reason he should be 
heard. He alone in all the world may hav 
the truth. He may be a Newton, a Frank
lin, a Stephenson, or a Watt in possession 
of some sublime fact for the people.-Mat
tie A. F-reeman. 

Tam aloofness of writers of books, who 
imagin that the affairs which to the mass 
of men introduce the issue of life and 
death can hav no part in what become the 
fancies and fripperies of literary creation, 
is abhorrent to all master-craftsmen. It 
is of the first importance that a writer 
should hav something to s~y, and that his 
message should mix in the blood that beats 
in the public pulse. mher things can be 
spared if this be secured. Great ideas 
mold utterance to the grandeur of their 
own beanty.-Horace L. 7'raubel. 

SoME talk of the rashness of the unedn· . 
cated clas3es. Alagl ignorance is far 
oftener obstinate than rash. Against one 
French Revol1;1tion-that sBarecrow of the 
ages-weigh Asia, "carved in stone," and 
a thousand years of Europe, with her half 
dozen nations meted out and trodden down 
to be the dull and contented footstools of 
priests and kings. The cugtoms of a thou
sand years ago are the sheet-anchor of the 
passing generation, so deeply buried, so 
tlxsd,. that the most violent efforts of the 
maddest fanatic can drag it but a hand" a
breadth.- Wendell Phillips. 

DID it ever occur to you that, instead of 
combining to "crush" the social outcasts, 
or the "evil," if you please, it wonld be 
wiser and nobler to search out how to pre
pare future fathers and mothers for the 
proper fulfilment of nature's laws? Did it 
ever oBcnr to you that the pr~venting 
grace, which is better then all conceivable 
cures, must be found in imparting to the 
just born the right knowledge of that nat
ure which they inherit to their otherwise 
undoing, and the right use of its subtle 
powers? You will never even lessen nros
titution until you do this.-Louise Tress
cotte. 

A "waY" for the moral life, in the sense 
of an ulterior motiv other than that life it
self, there cannot be. The attempt to 
erect one at once destroys the conception 
of morality, whose ess~nce lies in the ob
jects of will. The only sense in which, if 
I am right, a ''why "for the moral life can 
be assigned, is that of an explanation, not 
the indication of an ulterior motiv. The 
explanation- must take the form of showing 
that at bottom, or in so far as contradic
tions are reilJ.OVed, the moral will is our 
will-that is to say, a normal human will. 
Granting the will to liv a human life at 
all, morality comes by compltlteness and 
consistency in purpose and achievement.
B. Bosanquet. 

ON Sunday, the 21st of November, 1694, 
a babe was born-a babe so exceedingly 
frail that the breath hesitated about re
maining,. and the parents had him bap
tized as so:Jn as possible. They were anx
ious to save the soul of this babe, and they 
knew that if death came before baptism 
the child would be doomed to an eternity 
of pain. They knew that God despised an 
unsprinkled child. The priest, who, with 
a few drops of water, gave the name of 
Franc;ois-Marie Arouet, to this babe and 
saved his soul, little thought that before 
him, wrapped in many folds, weakly wail
ing, scarcely breathing, was the one des
tined to tear from the white throat of Lib
er~ the cruel.z.. murderous claws of the 
"Triumphant .Heast. "-Ingersoll. 

THE carnivorous instinct with which God 
has endowed large classes of animals sug
gests the opposit of benevolence in the 
creator. But, almost as if to furnish pal-

STATm oF Ouxo, CITY oF ToLEDo,} 88 LUOAB CouNTY. " 
FRANK J. CHBNEY m•kes oath that he is the 

!!Ienior J>artner of the firm of F. J. 0HEN•Y & Co.J 
doing business in the city of Toledo, County ana 
State aforesaid. and that •aid firm will pay the 
sum ofONiil HUNDREVDOLLARSforeailh and 
every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the 
Use of HALL'S CATABlUI CURE. 

FRANK J. CHENEY. 
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres

ence, this 6th day of December, A.D. 1886. 

{~} A. W. GLEASON, 
~ Notarv Pul!!to. 

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts 
directly on the blood and mucous surfa.oea of the 
system. Send for testimonial&, free. 

F. J, CHENEY & 00., Toledo, 0 • 
..- Sold by Drull"gists, 75o. 
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pable proof of his cruelty, it is not enough 
that other creatures must be killed and 
eaten by _such beasts, he has provided also 
that thell' suspense and terror shall be 
prolonged to. furnish sport to them, But 
St. George Mivart might tell us perhaps 
that the mouse which puss suffe;s to creep 
a~y, to a certain dietanBe, while she lies 
wtth half-closed eyes, or is looking another 
way, preten ~ing not to know what is going 
on, does not really wish to escape. He is 
only playing, too. He enjoys the ante
prandial gambols as much as the cat does. 
Oertainly this kind of diecouree would 
be of the same tenor as what he has written 
of the snfferines of animals under certain 
conditions.- John Francis Smith. 

ne Glor~ of lnfldelit~ ~:. ~~.!'~~~~r~'t~~~: 
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

WI rH A POEM ON the Christian church are thirty-nine poor Thomas Paine · broken-down opinions." Price,1ocents. ' 

Don't Worry Yourself 
and don't worry the baby; avoid both unpleasant 
c mditions by giving the child pure, dige,tible 
food. Don't use solid preparations. Infant 
Healtll. is a valuable pamphlet for mothers. Send 
your address to the New York Condensed Milk 
Company, New York. 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. "Putnam's works1 
and no l!'reethinker or Infidel should be withon' 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Truth Seeker Read-ers I 
liJ. VE YOU TBE 

Liberal Hymn Book~ 
Do your children lea.m these bea.utifulsongs of 

Tenn:vson. Whittier. Longfellow, and other poets 
a.nd sinll" them in ;your homes, making them ha.p· 
Pf. a.nd bright ?-SEND FOB A OOl'Y.-Green cloth, 
snit title. 40 cents: half bound. ll5 cents. 

TWO Ll1'1'L~ fl~D /111'1'EHS POPIS AHD Tittlll DOJHGS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. 

A short story that will interest children a.nd 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE '!'ROTH RElilKlilR CO., 
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

A PARTNER "WANTED. 
I w nld like to sell an intereot in the Ironclaa 

Aoe, a.n oH egta.blished Freethought journaL 
Anyone wh•ve he~rt is in the ca.nsd a.nd tha.t has 
a. f w hundred dJllars to invest in the sa.me will 
ple•se address R. H. POWER-1-

4:20 Indiana.polis, ~nd. -

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
a.nd its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 'I RUTH SE TCKER 
28 L.f,.yette Pl., New York. 

AOOOUNT OJ' 
V~cars or Ohrtst ana Vtceaerent.! of Goa. 

l>an"er, so aentll: aloth. '1'5 aentll 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

A.T A. BOUT ONE-HALF V .HUE. 
A sma.ll fa.rm of 10 a.cres 86 perchei, located 

within one and a. ha.lf m les of Media county seat 
&'1<1 within four milfB of Chester, l:'a., on the 
Dda.ware river. Several springs of soft wa.ter, 
good timber growinl{ on the p·aoe. some ~boice 
a.pl)le and pear treeslll fruiting cond'tion. Honse 
and ba.rn on the place. bnt a.re old buildings. 
Within five minutes wa.lk of the ra.ilroa.d ijf a.tion, 
9 miles from Philadelphia.. Trolley line b}tween 
Media. a.nd Chester, with less than five minates 
walk. 

The pla.oe is specially well located for a florist. 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would llnt a. modern hollSe on it. Fight 
yea.rs a.l!o the lo.nd a.djoining sold for $618 per 
&ore, and no la.nd nea.r it ha.s sold as low a.s that 
since. Severalsma.ller p!a.ces ha.ve sold a.t $t,orr 
per a.cre. The la.nd slopes toward the southwest 
overlooking bea.ntiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care TRE TRUTH S!EKER. 

-THE-

fRffTHINKfRS1 PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE .Al!SURDITY AND UNTRUTHPUL
NEBB OF THE OHUROH'S OLA.IM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
OENT INSTITUTION, AND BE

WALING THE .ABUSES 
01' A UNION 011' 

(IJIUBOlt AND 
S'l'A'l'Bo 

185 Full-Page 
lllustratioJls. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS OF 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01 
THE ARTIST. 

DE8IGN"8 BY WATSON HESTON, 
WTTH PUBTR~IT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The- Dlustrations are olassi1led BS follows: 
ll repreM'llt Sa:m:ples of Christianity's Work. 
5 " MlBBlonanes. 
1 M The Lord's Instruments. 
211 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " lhe Church a.nd Slavery. 
ll " riests a.nd Politics. 
' " ela.nd a.nd the Church. 
:a ,. Church's Idea. of Civiliza.tion. 
1 " The Uses of the Cross. 
' ,. Unkind Reftections on the Ohnroh. 
9 Perseontions of the Church. 
U •• Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 

: ,. ~ella.neous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " . The Church Robbing the People. 
!l " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sa.bbath Laws. 
14 Children anti-the Church. 
JO Woma.n and the Church. 
6 The Church a.nd Thoma.s Pa.ine. 
4 :~ Studies in Natura.! History. 
8 The Bible a.nd Science. 
15 . The Clergy a.nd Their Flocks. 
1 Piaty in Our Penitentia.ries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Pra.yer. 
10 The Creeds. 
t Christia.ns and Moha.mmeda.ns. 

A most extra.ordina.ry publioa.tion. We venture the assertion tha.t nothing like it hM ever be 
fore aPP.Aared in this countryhand it is very doubtful if a.nother one like it will ever again be pub
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the rea.oh of a.ll 
At twice the price 1t wov.ld ha.ve been a. cheap book. Artist Heston a.s a portra.it painter a.nd de
signer is a wonderful success. and we judge from our own feeliniJB "i.ha.t nea.rl:f every Liberal in 
America. will desire a. OOl\1' of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Maga.zme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be ca.lled the a.rtist-hero of Liberalism He has dedioa.ted his genius ~o 
Freethought, a.nd ha.s done fa.ithful a.nd noble work for the cause of right a.nd truth. But the JljCt
ures do not ma.ke up the whole of 1his volume. There a.r.e nearlytwo hundred pages of reading 
matter that Rerve :first as expla.nations of the i!lustra.tionsp.nd secondly a.s texts to prove the utter 
fa.lsity of the church's professions a.nd the h~ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of the best wea.pons aga.inst Chr1stianity a.nd the church that ha.s ever been put :n the 
b.a.nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Priae, bcarc:I acvere, $2; oiotlN $2.SO· 

&.ddress THB TRlJTH BEEKEB. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
& minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or tl'}'ing to induce the Deity to np.dertake a 
c~ade of one against the Oolora.do beetle J" 
Price, 10 cent!i. 

Religous Problems. Prioe, 10 cents, 
Was Jesu nsanet Price, 10 cents. 
The Publ Schools and the Catholie 

Church. lice, li cents. 
I'A•• 'l'l'JE TRTT'l'H REEKER, 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Husio Written to All the Songs.-

Oollfi'ILBD RYL. K. WASliBURN, 
Prl••· $1.sn. ...,. •o.lA o.t. 1'HfS 01i'li'ffl111 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Ex&tnination of the Morale ~nd Histo•y 

of the New Test&ment. 
Bl7l'ROI'. J' W. NBWKAII. Prloe 21i ~entr. 

Address TBE '\'BUTB SEEKEB. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
B, B•v. G. T. l!'ox, M.A. 

"Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 10 cents. 

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· # AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! I e We want 1000 more active agents before e 
I Julylst. Wewillguarantee$20to$30perday ~ 

can be easil made in any locality; our goods 

• 
sell themselves~ we furnish a large roll of 
samples entirely FREE and allow 50 per e e cent. commission on all sal~s. Send to-day e 

~ for full_pa.rticu1ars, or we will send with ~ 
f' same a. Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in 

#
silver orsta.lllpS. Established in 1882. Ad··~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
THE ELIXIR OF LIFeE 

is not in magic potions\:," specillcs" 
w~~ir~clafc:'lciE O~t a~J..: 
Wl.Se men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
llledieal, Social, Sexual Seleure 
by an eminent_ physician of 35 ye~ 
experience. · The " old, original. 
~ta~dard" -work, endorsed by all, 
IIII'l~ted by mal)Y. eqnalled bY none. 

ns1·1red by Wish to aid humanity, it 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage. 

:~:~~al:i'e~ti~a't'f!"~af{;~~~ ~tgw 
married cr who ever exped to be 
~~1J::! ch~~~l~1ah~~~.J'~~o 
wood cnts, 21 chromoseshowing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

$1.50 by Mall; Circulars Free. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

28 LafayettA Place. !'lew Yorlr. 
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SERMON ON THE MOUNT.-Matt. v. 

ODE TO THOMAS PAINE. 
-~ 
WORDS BY GEO. E. lLcCDOXALD hlUS!C BY J. R. hlACDOXALD 

l¥£#o " 1 l ~ '!1 .. 
!S~IS ~' 

:' :!!!! i" __; .. ... - ..... l 

tJ 

Men have fought for 

And the Ius 

• -•.· . 
Shall for • ev . er 

home anu conn . try, They have diell for 

t:re of song .... or 
.. 

• 
grow the bright. er, While the 

of 

; : 
na . tion 

,, . 

na . tive land, 

·~ 
I iJ I 

sto ry 

.. :--4 "'--t1. g 
yet shall stand 

When it speaks to the heart...... of their glo 

. ~ 

.. s 
--~ . ., : 

We may sing the dirge of sor . row For the com - raue dead so 

]'. :-
.. %----;! I ---

pi] low of dust ...... he is Jy 
------

- -

long, On his 

l 

ing 

But will 11ear a note lri . urn . phant in the cho rus of our 

I,U l ' : 
song For the that was by his <ly ing cause won 

:S: REFR.HN. 1ft r c · ~-; J 
mind and for IJand She ev • 'ry Sing, then of free-dom For 

• -tiJ- • 
bond shall dis - sev er The wind np · on the moun-tain the 

.. J' 
I 

waves up· on the strand, Sing lib er • ty's cho • rns for . ev er. 

In the front of Freedom's army, 'mid the darkness of the night 
Should her false friends mislead or betray her, ' 

There is one heroic spirit, to her feet a guiding light, 
A. defense from the foe who would slay her. 

Soldier, author, sage, and prophet, lo l he has not lived in vain, 
Where the warfare of liberty wages 

We shall see his lofty figure and shall know that Thomas Paine 
Will be heard in the voice of the ages. 

REFRAIN-
Pledge we their union, Freedom and Paine 

Union that time cannot sever ; 
1 

The chorus of the valleys, the music of the plain 
Shall swell to their triumph forever. ' 

Let the drum be heard no longer, let the flag of war be furled, 
Let the rod of the master be broken, 

And the name of him we honor that his country was the world 
By the voices of millions be spoken. 

We may rear a stone the proudest that has ever kissed the sky
It shall crumble thouo-h nations may cherish-

'Tis the mighty inspiratio"ns that were never born to die 
And the victories won cannot perish. ' 

REFRAIN- ., 
Raise, then, the anthem, sing it again, 

Freedom each bond shall dissever 
The music of the mountain, the v~lley and the plain 

Is Liberty's chorus forever. 

Jt owa of tAo Woo1t. 
JoHN A. MoRRis. the LouiPiana Lottery 

magnate, died in Texas on May 25. 

Jos:E MARTI, civil leader of the Cuban 
insurgents, was killed in battle on May 20. 

IN Natchitoches, La, the silver men 
hanged Secre'ary Carlisle in effigy on 
May 23. 

REPORTS hav been re~eived of disastrous 
forest fires in Northern Wisconsin and 
Michigan. 

ON the night of May 20th there were 
very severe frosts in many places in New 
York, Ohio, and Michigan. 

HuGH MoCULLouGB, formerly Secretary 
of the Treasury, died in Washington on 
May 24. He was over eighty. 

QuEEN VIOTORIA has knighted Henry 
Irving, the actor, Lewis Morris, the poet, 
and Walter Besant, the novelist. 

THE nitro-glycerin house of the Cali
fornia Powder Co. at Pinole blew up on 
May 21. Twenty persons were kil.led. 

LABOR CoMmssiONEB PowERS, of Min
nesota, shows that while wheat has fallen 
in price since 1870, corn and oats hav risen. 

SEVERE fighting is reported from French 
Guiana. Chief Cabral and sixty of his 
followers were killed and five French were 
killed and twenty wounded. 

THE Prussian Diet has passed resolu
tions in favor of an international monetary 
conference, "with the ultim~te object of 
securing international bimetallism." 

DuRING the past week many more manu
facturing concerns hav advanced the 
wages of their workmen, while others hav 
announced the resumption of full-time 
work. 

MARTINEZ CAMPos, commander-in-chief 
of the Spanish forces in Cuba, issued an 
order that all newfpaper correspondents 
going into the insurgent lines for news be 
shot on their return. 

Tam great composer, Francesco Eze
chiele Ermenegildo Cavalliere Suppe De
melli, usually known as Franz von Suppe, 
died in Vienna on May 21. He was born 
in Spalato, Dalmatia, in 1820. 

THE town fathers of Orange Valley, 
N.J., hav adopted an ordinance imposing 
a fine of $10 on any person appearing in 
the street in a dress not "belonging to his 
or her sex." This is supposed to be 
aimed at the health bicycle suits. 

A SoUTHERN Business men's financial 
convention began in Memphis on May 23d. 
Secretary of the -Treasury Carlisle made 
the opening address. He represented the 
views of the administration on the silver 
issue, and his references to President 
Cleveland were received with great ap
plause. Immediately after the close of 
the convention Congressman Bryan of 
Nebraska replied fo the speech of Secre
tary Carlisle. A counteracting free silver 
convention will be held soon in Memphis, 

(JUNE 1, 1895 

Go!ERNOR Mo~TON, of New York, baq 
appGmted C.:JmmlsRioners to confer with 
thA governor nf N<1w Jersoy with rAfer
ence to the preservation of the Palisades 
of the Hudson by having the United States 
take them for a public park and reserva
tion. 

THE parliamentary electi >ns which wore 
held throughout Italy on Sunday, May 
26, resulted in a pronounced ministerial 
victory. All the cabinet ministers were 
reelected, Crispi being returned from 
several districts, as also was Barbado, the 
Socialist leader. The Socialists gained a 
number of seats . 

. THE re.cent earthquakes destroyed seven 
VIllages lD the southwest portion of Epi
rus, Albania. Fifty were killed and 150 
injured in Paramythia. In Florence, Italy, 
scarcely a honse esc 1ped damage. It is 
estimated that one night four thousanrl 
carriages were used as refuaes for 
Florentine women. "' 

THE monnment to the Confederate dead 
of North Carolina was unveiled at Raleigh 
?n Mav 20. It is ?uilt of granit quarried 
m the state, and IS seventy-three feet in 
bight. The grandchild of Stonewall Jack
son, .Tulia Jacks"n Christian, eight years 
of age, P" I !.:•·-1 'h ·' n~,.d that stripped the 
monumu .. t of its dmpery. 

THE Young Meu's Democratic Club of 
Massachusetts dec'ares for the equal in· 
trinsic value nf all coinR issued by the 
government, and demands that they be 
legal tender ; that the government 
shall withdraw from the banking business 
and retire its legal tender notes, all paper 
money to be issued by banks. 

INSPEo:roR WILLIAMS and Chief Byrnes 
are no longer on the New York police 
force. Both hav been retired on pensions, 
on their own applications. It was for 
them the choice between voluntary retire
ment and a bitter struggle with the new 
Board of Police Commissioners to retain 
their places, with defeat certain at the end. 

ADMIRAL KIRKLAND, Commanding the 
United squadron in European waters, re
ports that the Armenian outrages hav been 
greatly exaggerated. He is emphatic in 
his exoneration of the Sultan from blame 
In these troubles, and his view is concurred 
in by all the diplomatic reprel!!entativs of 
this country whom he met in that section 
of the world. 

ALL parties in Cuba demand home rule, 
and General Campos, finding the insur
rection so much stronger than he had sup
posed it to be when he first reached the 
island and announced that all reformq 
must wait until order was restored, il!! now 
promising the chiefs of the Autonomist 
and Reform parties that he will at once 
set about putting into effect the reform 
measures passed by the Spanish Corl€ s 
some time ago. He has found that the 
refusal of Spain to institute reform has 
greatly strengthened the revolutionary 
party. 

ALL opposed to vaccination, or its com
pulsion by law directly or indirectly. are 
invited to attend a convention at the Fifth 
Avenue Hotel, New York city, at 2 P.M., 
June 5, 1895, for the purpose of forming a 
National Anti-Compulsory Vaccination 
League. The signers of the call for the 
convention declare that "it is not true that 
vaccination protects from or mitigates 
small pox; it is not true that the inoculated 
cow-pox is an innocent disease." Appended 
to the call are the signatures of some more 
than fifty men and women, including about 
thirty physicians . 

Ex-UNITED STATES CoNSUL WALLER, sen
tenced by a French court martial in Mada
gascar to twenty years penal servitude on 
the charge of having given information to 
the Havas concerning the movements of 
the French invaders, but really, in all 
probability, because he had secured valu
able rubber concessions from the nativ 
I?OVernment, and who '\\aS removed to 
France to ser.ve his term in a military 
prison, has had his case, on the represen· 
tations of the United States government, 
transferred to the civil jurisdiction, and 
will likely hav a new trial. He may re
ceive indemnity for the damages he has 
sustained. 

SECRETARY OF STATE WALTER Q. GRESHAM 
died at his home in Washington at 1:15 
A.M., May 28. He had been very sick for 
some time and, in fact, never really well 
since he received the wound at Leggett's 
Hill, which took him off the field for a 
year. 1V1 r. Gresham's family physician 
was Dr. Henry Krogstad, homeopathist. 
On May 4 lVlrs. Gresham told him that 
she wished to call another physician in 
consultation. Dr. Krogstad acquiesced, 
and Dr. W. W. Johnston, allopathist, was 
called, but he refused to consult with Dr, 
Krogstad, whereupon the case was turned 
over to him. It is stated that he made no 
effort to ascertain the history of the case 
from his predecessor, and their diagnoses 
sharply diverge in some particulars. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
First, we want ita influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t'eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three doUars for the same, we toiU send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS) 

And to ar.yone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three doUars for 
the paper one year, and we wiU send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINXEB's PICTORIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuges of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citations of .l!'acts; History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
'Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent-

New York, Saturday, June 8, 1895. 

------

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works. 4; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:O:er cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARs' WORT.B FOR THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to· obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL. }$3.00 Per Year. 

• - .II; 
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SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderfnl volume·.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be caJied the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hn>ocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free.. 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLEY. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription. Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send Tu.z TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought '' ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of I'reethought throu_phout 
the Oivilized World from the time of Oolumbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise ·we can hail its future triumph. ''FoUR 
HUNDRJ!ID YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER I 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"'l<'OUJ:C. HUNDRt<..D YEl.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHA.RGES. 

.AN.D F UR7HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the .New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

TllK GREATFEI BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated 8lJ:~~:~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

SUBSCRIBE FOR 

The Truth Seeker. 

For $o we will send THill TBUTH SEEXIIIR one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete''($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TnuTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations; It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THill TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The Free· 
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic!Uly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THill TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes· 
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

Ali'D 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAB, 

Will be· sent for 84.50. The 
82.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTB 
BEEXEB one year for •5. 

The J~~l~R and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar ~poons &nd 'l'BUTB !illii:KEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 500. more, Address THE TRUTH 8EEK1!E. 

<0E~MS AND SUBSG~IPJiliON BLAN~ 

4ft ~~. eh~ a11-~ ~ne11 ~~~MOO, fo t'>e ma~e pa~ to 
Eo l'flo MACDONALD. 

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL 
SUBSCRIPTION. :fnTee months, (trial subscribers,) 

SAM PIE COPIES FREE. 
fn·advance, $0.75 One subscription with two new subscribers, In 

~ FlU out the accompanying Subscription 

Blank and forward to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayetee Place, New York. 

In conr.ection with our "Missionary Scheme" of ~ending 

Eight Copiell of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses 

for $I, we t'.1ink that further good can be done by letting people 

read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we make the 

following dfer : 

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for 50 Cents, 

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription. 

We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers to bea1 

this offc: r in mind when sending their renewals, and to make an 
effort to send us one or 

A Club of Trial Subscriptions. 

For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining this 
at the rates given. 

We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes will 

send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do not feel 

like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if they will fill 

tlte blank out for a trial subscription of three months. 

Addre.aa 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
~ Lafayette Place, New York. 

Six " " " 
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The Same Old Fallacies. 
Rev. J. B. Remensnyder, pastor of the St. James 

Lutheran church, this city, said in a recent sermon: 
"I do not favor the aushere Puritan observance of 

Sunday. I believe the Sabbath was made for man, and 
that such Sunday recreation as does not conflict with the 
sentiment of reverence, while it affords pure air, health, 
and innocent pleasure to those· denied them during the 
incessant toil of "the week, should be not only allowed but 
encouraged. For this reason there is but one objection 
that can be oftered to the . opening of libraries and art 
museums on Sunday, and that is that it involves the loss 
to the employees of Sunday for their own rest and spirit
ual well-being." 

We are of course glad to perceive these evidences 
of clerical liberality, but we cannot forbear to ask 
the minister why, if the Sabbath "was made for 
man," the priests hav so long been permitted to 
monopolize it. There is no more point in saying 
that the Sabbath was made for man than there 
would be in saying that any or all of the other days 
of the week were made for him. The day is caused 
by the motions of the earth in relation to the sun, 
and would continue to be were there not a human 
being on the planet. If man is wise, he will make 
such use of Sunday, as of the other days-in reality 
there is only one kind of day with different names
as he may think best, guided by the experience of 
himself and his predecessors and entirely independ
ent of all creeds and priest-codes. There is not the 
slightest occasion for inquiring whether any given 
form of recreation " conflicts with the spirit of rev
erence"-no more than there would be for asking 
whether Smith or Robinson performs his daily 
labor in a properly reverential spirit. It is a mat
ter that concerns neither the minister nor the legis
lator. Invasions of . the equal rights of the citizen 
are to be guarded against, that is all. The Sunday 
opening of libraries, museums, and theaters need 
not deprive any one of the rest he requires. He 
can rest on another day while thode to whose com
fort he contributes by his Sunday work are engaged 
in their regular labors. As to the possible detri· 
ment to his "spiritual well-being," resulting from 
his absence from the "house of God" on Sunday, 
it should not be necessary to .remind Mr. Ramen
snyder, an expounder of "God's word," that the 
Bible represents Jesus, " the master," as saying: 
" When thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and 
when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy father 
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which is in secret, and thy father which seeth in 
secret shall reward thee openly." 

Noticing Mr. Remensnyder's "rest" argument, 
the New York Times remarks : " The same consid
eration for sextons and their assistants, organists, 
members .of choirs, ushers, and even clergymen 
themselvs, would prevent the opening of churches 
on that day no less than that of the other places." 

Hopes ot SanguiQ. Catholics. 
Rev. Walter Elliott is a missionary of ~he Paulist 

Fathers, a Catholic order. He is very sanguin that 
America is to be finally converted to Catholicism. 
In a late number of the Catholic World, a maga
zine published by the Paulists, he givs some of the 
grounds for his rose· hued expectations. He is of 
the opinion that eventually Catholic priests and 
well-instructed Catholic laymen will form a mission
ary corps and bring the whole nation into the fold 
of the one true church. He emphatically declares 
that he and other priests are witnesses to the fact 
that Catholics can get a hearing from non-Catho
lics ; they hav tried the experiment, he says, and 
hav succeeded. The matter is presented to his 
fellow churchmen in this manner: 

"The condition of things is that the Catholic church in 
America is among the non-Catholic people who are will
ing to listen to Catholic truth. Stop at that fact and 
square your conscience to it. As layman, priest, or pre
late, reckon with God thus : I am a member of the one 
true church, and I can get a hearing for its claims from 
non-Catholics. What should I do about it ? 

The duty of the true Catholic, he affirms, is not 
confined to making converts outright; part of the 
work is " to remove bitterness, to set aside delu
sions, to overpower prejudices." If you cannot 
turn your heretical neighbors into Catholics, at 
least make them "good-natured Proteliltants." It 
is the Catholic's duty to do this. And it is good 
policy: 

"If you can get a hearing, it may be that you cannot 
gain an immediate victory, but you can reduce the 
warfare to a friendly contest; you can put an end to po
lemical scalping. To establish our belligerent rights is 
half the battle. To secure a hearing for Catholicity, as 
one among the religious claimants, is an immense advan
tage." 

Father Elliott is wise in his day and generation. 
This is net the time for bringing about the "unity" 
of the church by force. Old methods must be 
abandoned, at least temporarily. The Catholic 
church needs the Protestant auxiliaries, and the 
latter are powerless to preserve the family heritage 
without the assistance of the " Mother" church. To 
get Protestants, who hav been taught to look upon 
the Pope as Antichrist and the Roman church as 
the "Scarlet Woman," to recognize the Catholic as 
one among the Christian denominations would in
deed be "an immense advantage" to the hierarchy. 
Many thus brought face to face with the question 
of the relation of Catholicism to the Protestant 
bodies would be compelled to admit that she is 
indeed their mother, that she is the real Christian 
church, through whose agency alone come to them 
the Bible and all the dogmas of their common relig
ion. If Christianity as a supernaturally revealed 
system of belief is to be preserved, it will be as 
the Catholic church. 

Father Elliott says that to make converts out
right two factors are needed-" God's secret inspira
tion" and the " piety and intelligence of Catholic 
friends and rela.tivs." It would be safe to say that 
the latter will do the work, aided by other mundane 
influences, while the inspiration of God will be 
utilized for stage effects and get most of the ap
plause. Right here we are told that both of these 
agencies can be profitably supplemented by" public 
lectures, which frequently are necessary adjuncts of 
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inner grace and outer edification." God seems to 
need a great deal of help to bring his wandering 
sheep back into the corral. To say that public 
lectures frequently are " necessary" adjuncts of in
ner grace is equivalent to affirming that often God 
cannot reclaim the lost without the help of the 
priests who giv the lectures. There is nothing like 
exalting one's own calling. In commenting on this 
part of Father Elliott's article it may be pertinent 
to inquire what he means when he says that the 
"piety and intelligence of Catholic friends and rel
ative" may be of assistance in converting Protes
tants. As the church steadily antagonizes mixed 
marriages, there surely cannot be many Catholics 
who hav Protestant relative, can there? Or does 
the priest allude to the relative of Catholics who 
were once Protestants themselvs T Of the latter 
class there are presumably a good many, especially 
in England. Reliable statistics of Protestant con
versions to Catholicism would ba very instructiv at 
this time. 

As to the attacking of Protestant doctrine by 
Catholic priests, Father Elliott would hav none 
of it. He thinks that nothing in the way of contro. 
versy can equal "the direct statement of the truth 
by a m!l.n esteemed by his hearers for his virtues." 
This would avoid the vexations and the possible 
defeats of argumentation, but we sh:mld think that 
it would not always be possible for the missionary 
priest to appeal to a Protestant audience through 
his virtues, owing to the audience's lack of intimate 
acquaintance with him. It is all very well to depend 
upon the "direct statement of truth" if one is sure 
that he has the truth, but in disoussing theological 
questions that. is something that neither Protestant 
nor Catholic is likely to admit as possible in the 
case of the other. The argument of character is 
not worth very much so far as the truth of doctrine 
is concerned, or when the inspiration and authen
ticity of an ancient book is in question. The most 
virtuous of men may easily be grossly credulous, 
while a knave may be an excellent historical and 
literary critic. Then the appearance or the profes
sion of moral rectitude does not invariably argue its 
possession. 

When the Paulist priest asks, "Is there a Catho· 
lic church in the United States which has not Prot
estant money in it-not to mention our charitable 
and educational institutions!" he prob~bly has in 
mind the money the church receives from the tax
payers through the exemption of its property from 
taxation. In the same way it receives the contribu
tions of the Jew and the Freethinker, just as they 
both add to the revenues of the Protestant church
es. But we hardly see the propriety of boasting of 
stealings as a bond of union, or of offering the fact 
as a recommendation of the Catholic church to in
quiring Protestants, though as the Protestants are 
guilty of the same " virtue " they may not be in
sulted by the allusion. However, there can be no 
doubt that many business men of Protestant views 
voluntarily contribute liberally to the revenues of ~ 
Rome, and we presume that Catholic advertisers 
giv generously to the Protestant canvassers. We 
know that, unfortunately, disbelievers in the creeds 
of both branches of the Christian church giv a great 
deal of money to them, for the sake of standing 
well with their adherents. If all money of Free
thinkers thus worse than wasted were used where it 
should be used there would be no dearth of means 
to fight the schemes of the enemies of civil and re
ligious liberty. 

Father Elliott is opposed to sending mission
aries to heathen countries while there is such a :field 
ripe for the harvest in this country. We should say 
that he is clearly in the right, from the view-point 
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of the church. No doubt it will be found much 
easier and cheaper to convert Protestants to Cathol
icism than it ir to convert the adherents of Buddh
ism, Shintoism, or Mohammedanism to Christianity. 
The orthodox Protestant already believes in the 
Catholic Trinitarian God, in the Catholic's virgin
born savior, in the dogmas of the Creation, the 
Fall, the Curse, the Redemption, the Resurrection; 
in the devil and hell and heaven ; in the inspiration 
and infallibility of the Bible. The few Catholic 
doctrine which the Protestants rejected-chiefly 
because they did not like the polity of the church 
of Rome-are logically parts of the Christian sys
tem, as thousands of thoughtful Protestants were 
compelled to cGncede when once they had laid aside 
their prejudices long enough to calmly examin the 
rival claims of the two divisions. Really logical 
minds cannot long feel at home in Protestantism 
in this age of criticism and science; it seems inevi
table that the acute brains of the world-in so-called 
Christian lands-will turn back to Rome or go for
ward into Rationalism. There is no possible mid
dle ground for such men and women. 

Naturally we are not delighted by tke prospect 
of large accessions to the Catholic church from the 
Protestant denominations-not that we regard the 
Protestants of this class as more sincerely devoted 
to the cause of equal freedom and social justice, 
but because we prefer that the enemies of the rights 
of man should waste their strength in fighting each 
other over minor differences. But it is probable 
that as the reactionary elements in the Protestant 
bodies go back to Rome the more progressiv ele
ments will hasten to us, in greater numbers than 
usual, and no doubt we shall also receive an in
creasingly large number of recruits from Rome her
self. But of course all this is problematical, yet it 
is certain that Protestantism will lose to both Rome 
and Reason. Meanwhile the theocratic Protestants 
are playing directly into the hands of the Catholics. 

Moses Harman Resentenced. 
United States Judge John F. Phillips, of the 

Western district of Missouri, has just resentenced 
Moses Harman, editor of Lucifer, of Topeka, Kan., 
to one year's imprisonment at hard labor for the 
alleged offense of sending the Markland letter 
through the mails. By a letter received from Mr. 
Harman at the moment of going to press we learn 
that the venerable editor expected to be taken to 
the penitentiary at Lansing at 1 P.M. June 2d. 
Hon. David Overmyer, Mr. Harman's attorney, has 
until July 1st to file a bill of exceptions on which 
to base an appeal to a higher court. It had been 
expected that the much-persecuted reformer 
would not be taken to prison until the bill was 
filed, but Deputy Marshal Dillard notified him late 
in the afternoon of June 1st that he had orders to 
take him away at once. Overmyer will do all that 
he can to secure his early release. 

"ALBANY, May 27.-Governor Morton to-day signed the 
bill doing away with the old 'blue law' prohibiting 
Sunday parades with music of any kind. The new law 
allows music to be played on Sunday at a military 
funeral and at the burial of a National Guardsman or of 
a deceased member of an association of veteran orders, 
or of a disbanded militia regiment, or of a secret frater
nal society, while escorting the body, but not within one 
block of a place of worship where service is being con
ducted."-.A Press DiBpatoh. 

This is a short step in advance, but it has not 
been taken in recognition of any fundamental prin
ciple of right or liberty. It is merely a concession 
to the growing power of military and fraternal or
ganizations. Or perhaps it is previsionary on the 
part of the church. The Sunday schools are rap
idly being turned into military encampments and 
drilling grounds, and it is quite probable that some 
of the juvenil armies will one day desire to 
bury deceased members on Sunday with the " hon
ors of war." Hence this law. At all events, it is 
very difficult to conceive of any law regarding Sun
day getting into the statute books without the 
consent of the ecclesiastics. Even now somebody 
must die before the bands can play on Sunday. 
People must parade to funeral music or not at all. 
Gaiety and happiness on Sunday are still ofienses 
against the law and sins in the eyes of God. This 
"Reform " enactment provides for the protection 
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of the churches from 'disturbance, but nothing is 
said concerning not playing within a block of a hall 
or other place where a lecture is in progress. Why 
should not the lecturer hav the same protection as 
the preacher? And why should theatrical enter
tainments, operas, and other indoor secular per
formances be outlawed? The people who attend 
church hav no greater rights than those who do 
not, and deserve no special privileges. 

The New York State Sabbath Association is still 
trying to spread the black cloud of its medieval 
ignorance and tyranny over the whole state. Its 
executiv committee recently held its semi-annual 
meeting in this city, and its annual convention will 
be held in Rochester in October. Field Secretary 
Albro said that the Association is now considering 
a law to close all cigar and candy stores and fruit 
stands on Sunday. Think of all that that implies 
and involves! That any body of men should seri
ously propose and work for such a law is a cruel 
satire.on the vaunted love of liberty and justice of 
the American people. What a record of mistakes, 
imbecility, and crime we must hav made that the 
ministers of despotism should at this day be en
couraged to press forward in such nefarious under
takings as this ! That they should dare to even 
hint their desire for laws like this they now propose 
is a brand of shame upon the brows of us all, and 
it will never be effaced while a Sunday law remains 
upon the statute books of any state or of the nation. 

"The unethical must die. It has no guarantee of im
mortality. The ethical, the godlike, alone is eternal."
Progressiv .Age. 

Unethical from whose point of view~ Man's 1 
Very well, he will always in the future, as he has in 
the past, denounce as unethical whatever he thinks 
is inimical to his happiness, and as he grows wiser 
and obtains greater command over the forces of 
nature, he will be able to lessen the power of the 
unethical factors of existence. Especially in his 
relations with his fellows will he probably justify 
our hopes of great improvement. But to say that 
the unethical is doomed to disappear utterly is a 
waste of breath. Extreme heat, extreme cold, 
earthquakes, cyclones, the natural decay of our life 
forces, are all as unethical manward as are the 
theft, murder, torture, and tyranny through which 
men hav made each other miserable. We can, to a 
certain extent, modify the action of these influences 
upon ourselvs, but we are necessarily limited in 
knowledge and power, and hence it is folly to dream 
that any generation will be so fortunate as to be 
entirely freed from the effects of unethical nature 
outside of man, even should man himself become 
perfect, which it is impossible to believe that a 
finite being can ever do. When this planet has run 
its course of existence, as all cosmic bodies must, 
the unethical will score its final triumph over all 
forms of life hereon. We need not worry concern
ing that far-distant hour, but neither will it avail 
to dream dreams of impossible perfection. There is 
any amount of more rational work ready to our 
hands. When we say that the " godlike " alone is 
eternal we talk to the winds. What has one end 
has two, and certainly " the ethical, the god-like," 
has not to this date been in sole possession of the 
universe, else why the Progressiv Age's strenuous 
endeavors to bring about a better condition of 
affairs 1 Let us be done with bombast and hifalutin. 

The Christian Statesman complains that the 
daily papers of the state, and particularly those of 
Pittsburg, hav maintained complete silence respect
ing the three bills offered in the legislature of Penn
sylvania and having for their object the modification 
of some features of the Sabbath laws. It says that 
their reporters were absent from the hearings when 
the Sabbatarians presented arguments against the 
bills and that their news columns were bare of in .. 
formation concerning the measures. It charge~! 
that their object is to get the bills through withouli 
attracting the attention of the people of the state1, 

which may be all true and yet be perfectly justifia-· 
ble. We think, however, that as a matter of expe
diency the papers could pursue a wiser course. The 
education of the masses cannot begin too soon, and. 
the newspapers are the teacher$ that must do most 
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of the work. But this is a matter of judgment and 
method and involves no ethical issue. If the news
paper men of the state hav reason to believe that a 
majority of the people are still under the thumbs 
of the Sunday worshipers and that any ameliorativ 
measures would be in greater danger of defeat if 
the questions at issue were publicly discussed than 
they would be if the matter were kept quiet, they 
are certainly doing the best thing possible under 
the circumstances. They might fairly reason that 
if the reform bills can be got through the legisla
ture and be put into eft'ect for a while the people 
will become accustomed to them and find that no 
evil effects follow their enactment. It should be 
distinctly understood by all that this fight against 
Sabbatarianism is a defensiv battle, and that the 
rules of war must govern. Invaders need not ex
pect to be the recipients of a daily bulletin of the 
contemplated movements of the defenders of lib
erty. War is not debate. The object of war is to 
inflict as much damage as possible upon the enemy 
at the least cost to ourselvs. The Sunday tyrants 
hav taken up the sword of legal violence, and it is 
childish and cowardly for them to complain that we 
do not tell them beforehand just how we are going 
to cut, thrust, and parry. They must get that in
formation at their own expense. How we shall 
conduct the campaign is wholly a matter of ex
pediency. 

When Christianity gained strength in the cities 
and became the leading religion in the Roman em
pire the worship of the old gods was chiefly con
fined to the remote villages (pagi) and the scat
tered inhabitants of the country (pagini). Hence 
the word "pagan" to designate the non-Christian. 
There is now being segregated in this country a· 
new " paganism," and it is composed of Christians, 
paradoxical as that may sound when first heard. 
We hav often referred in these columns to the fact 
that the strongholds of Sabbatarianism and of 
other repressiv measures of the church are the 
rural districts and small towns. The Christian 
Statesman appears to hav made the discovery that 
this is certainly true in Pennsylvania. Referring to 
the vote in the legislature on the bill to reduce the 
fine for the violation of the Sunday law in Alle
gheny county from $25 to $4, to bring it down to 
that imposed in the rest of the state, the aforesaid 
organ of the National Reform Association says: 

''One thing that is ready to break, if it has not already 
partly broken, is the bond of connection between the 
city members of the legislature and the members from 
the smaller towns and the country districts." 

And considerably more to the same effect. The 
Statesman give the names and post-office addresses 
of the members who voted for and against the bill 
just mentioned. We hav analyzed the vote, and 
find the result quite interesting and instructiv. In 
1890 Pennsylvania had eight cities having each a 
population in excess of 30,000. In the order of 
thei!." numerical superiority, they are: Philadelphia, 
Pittsburg, Allegheny, Scranton, Reading, Erie, 
Harrisburg, and Wilkes Barre. Forty-seven mem
bers of the legislature voted to reduce the fine in 
Allegheny county. Of these, thirty-one, or within 
a very small fraction of sixty six per cent of the 
total affirmativ vote, are from the cities named. 
Of the sixty-five who voted against the reduction of 
the fine, but four, or a sm!\ll fradion over six per 
cent of the total negativ vote, are from the eight 
leading cities of the state. Verily the aggressiv 
Christianity of our day is a " pagan " religion. 
Here in New York we are governed from Albany by 
the votes of the rural legislators, manipulated by 
political bosses. The centers of the world's ad
vance thought and enterprise are against the reac
tionists.- Cosmopolitanism counts for light and lib
erty. The best missionaries that we can send to 
the Christian pagans of the country are the trolley 
cars, the bicycles, the Sunday newspapers, the art
ists, the circulating libraries. Destroy the pagans 
by enlightening them. Thus they will become 
citizens of the world. 

--------~----------
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for June: 
June 7th-" Bimetalism." T. B. Wakeman. 
J nne 14th-'' Trades Unions and Conspiracy Laws," 

Moses Oppenheimer. 
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BY THE GRAVE OF THOMAS PAINE 

Second Annual Memorial Celebration 

at New R chelle. 

THE SERVi(E) OF A GREAT MAN BHALLED 

Eloqnent Addresses by Wakeman, Rowley, War
wick, Watters, and Others, and a Poem Read 
and Sung-PrO}lOSal to Surmount the Monu
ment with a Bust of the Author-Hero-Many 
Freethinkers Picnic at the Paine Homestead. 

The gentlemen who spoke at the Paine Memorial 
celebration at New Rochelle on Decoration Day re
ferred often to the fact that the man whose virtues 
they commemorated was man·y years in advance of 
his time ; it was even said that. he was in ad vance of 
the present. age. It was called to mind that Thomas 
Paine had been the first to advocate arbitration for 
the settlement of disputes between nations. Here, 
without doubt, Paine was far ahead of the popular 
sentiment of i;o-day. The saddest sight in New 
York on this thirtieth of May was the military dis
play made by the children from the public schools 
and the Sunday· schools. Passing through the cen
tral part of the city in the forenoon one saw compa
nies, regiments, brigades, and divisions of school 
boys marching to the sound of drum and fife. The 
older boys were uniformed and armed; the younger 
ones were simply in military order, dressed in their 
holiday attire, but all were animated by the murder 
spirit, trained in the art of wholesale slaughter. 
'rhere was one brigade composed of four regiments 
from the Baptist Sunday-schools ; the Ninth division 
was made up almost entirely of battalions from va
rious Catholic churches, and Epworth Leaguers 
(Methodists); the Eleventh division included more 
Baptist boys, and cadets of various kinds, among 
them the boys' brigade of Bethany church and the 
St. Thomas Temperance Cadets, while in the 
"American Guard " were 11,000 boys from the pub
lic schools of the city. In all this lamentable dis
play there was not one indication that the leaders 
in our politiMl life hav the slightest idea that the 
world is passing from the military to the industrial 
stage of civilization; that, as Herbert Spencer says; 
" social organization is to be considered high in 
proportion as it subserves individual welfare, be· 
cause in a society the units are sentient and the ag
gregate insentient ; and the industrial type is the 
higher because, in that state of permanent peace to 
which civilization is tending, it subserves individual 
welfare better than the military type." Hera Spen
cer has put in philosophic phrase what Paine put in 
the language of the common people, but on tbe 
thirtieth of May here in New York and over the 
river in Brooklyn there was no visible evidence that 
our civil and military masters hav come in contact 
with the idea in either form, or that they hav even 
dreamed of it as possible that the civilization of the 
world is tending to the condition of permanent 
peace. In a word, in such civic displays as this of 
which we are speaking the factors of modern prog
ress receive no public recognition whatever. It is 
savagery only that is praised, exalted, idealized. 
In all the sweltering ranks of the juvenil victims of 
our political and jotunalistic jingoes, our end-of
the-century fire eaters, there was not to be seen a 
symbol of the mental, moral, and industrial forces 
that lift this age above the barbarism of the dis
tinctivly war epochs. Who, passing down Madison 
or Fifth avenue, and knowing nothing of th~ ele
ments of nineteenth century civilization, could hav 
imagined that the alphabet, the printing press, cre
ativ art, the type setting machin4>, applied steam 
and electricity, peaceful commerce-these and a 
thousand other agencies of evolut.ionary develop
ment-who, we repeat, watching this Decoration 
Day apotheosis of picturesqe mutilation and mur
der could hav surmised bhat the American people had 
ever heard of science and its bloodless triumphs, 
of literature, or art, of scholar3hip, of invention, 
of the utilization of nature's crude materials and 
the harnessing of her wild forces for the peaceful 
promotion of human good T Hav they never heard 
of Paine and arbitration ! Ha.v they forgotten the 
epochal settlement of the differences between this 
country and England growing out of the damages 
inflicted on our commerce by the privateer Alabama? 
Hav they no desire to educate out of their children 
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the inherited war lust of the centuries instead of 
spreading and intensifying the contagion? 

Show us the official and popular holiday services 
and displays of a people, and we will tell you the 
dominant note in their civilization. Christian pa
rents arm their children and teach them how to skill
fully maim and kill their fellows ; Freethinking 
parrnts take their children to the graveside of a 
man who, at the peril of his life, voted against the 
death of the overthrown chief of a system which he, 
the humanitarian, had done all he could to destroy, 
and who pleaded for the abandonment of the sav
age duel of war, and there they are instructed in 
the science of preservativ, productiv sociology. 
The difference between the two methods is the dif
ference between militarism and industrialism, be
tween savagery and civilization. 

The train for New Rochelle left the Grand Cen
tral station at 10:45 A.M. There were five cars a 
little more than comfortably filled with Freethinkers 
from Brooklyn, Newark, Jersey City, New York, and 
other places. The day was an exceptionally hot 
one, the mercury standing at 84 degrees in the 
shade at 11 in the forenoon, with considerable hu
midity in the atmosphere. Last year the thermom
eter registered only 66 degrees at the same hour. 
But the people all seemed happy, and very glad of 
the opportunity to render their tribute of respect 
to the memory of the man to whom, as Freethink: 
ers, Americans, and citizens of the world, they owe 
so much. They are getting acquainted with one 
another, and a few more such gatherings as that of 
last year and this will do very much to develop and 
strengthen the sentiment of solidarity and bring 
out the blossoms of sociability, a consummation 
greatly to be desired. It is a pleasant walk or drive 
from New Rochelle out to the old Paine Home
stead, through tree-bordered lanes and by cosy 
residences embowered in leaf and bloom. The 
season is late this year, and so the pilgrims missed 
the millions' of daisies that last year whitened the 
pastures and meadows, and which were so liberally 
drawn upon for bouquets and wreaths. The at
tendance from the cities was nearly as great as at 
the first memorial services, but the local turnout 
was not so good; possibly the clergy warned their 
flocks not to jeopard their souls in that reckless 
way again. The reporters were acquainted with 
only a few of those present, so the live Liberals not 
mentioned here must not think that any are inten
tionally slighted. Among those recognized were 
N. F. Griswold, of Meriden, Conn.; A. W. Sturdy, 
of Attleboro, Mass.; R. B. Ivins, of Hightstown, N. 
J.; Peter Eckler, Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., Dr. E. B. 
Foote, Jr., T. B Wakeman, Henry Nichols, Mme. 
Louise David, George E. and Grace Macdonald, 
Mrs. E. M. Macdonald, Dr. Chas. L. and Marie An
drews, Thomas Duntze, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Row
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan A. Robertson, Miss S. 
Levin, Joseph Warwick, E. C Walker, Wilson Mac
donald, J. R. Macdonald, Miss Louise Minchen, 
Carroll, Ia.; Eugene Myers, Germantown, N. Y.; 
John Scott, D. T. Ames, Capt. G. W. Loyd, Eliza 
B. Burnz, Anna T. Burns, Channing Burns, Peter 
J. Cullen, Marie Cuminsky, Henry Frank, A. Wat
ters, of Newark; Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Winham, and 
Robert H. Barry. 

There was not much attempt at ornamentation 
this year. "Welcome " stretched across the road; 
"Spare the Man, but kill the Monarch," and 
"Thomas Paine, the Author-Hero of the American 
Revolution," were the mottoes. The wall surround
ing the Monument has been repaired in a substan
ial manner, and for this occasion a few wreaths of 
flowers lay at the base of the Monument itself. 

A.fter the visitors had comfortably arranged 
themselvs on the walls and grass and partaken of 
the refreshments they had brought with them or 
procured from the thrifty caterers on the grounds, 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., who was slated to preside, 
called the assemblage to order at 1 o'clock. Paine, 
he said, is worthy, we think, to be called the founder 
of the republic, and in the future he will share with 
Washington the honor of being the "Father of His 
Country." We would not detract from the just 
fame of Washington, but there is no doubt that in 
the creativ ideal Paine led. Thomas Paine was the 
ideal reformer, the all-round reformer. He knew 
that it was not possible to progress along one line 
alone. He was not a man of one idea ; he was not 
a mere hobby-rider. He protested against slavery 
and against cruelty to animals ; he spoke for the 
equality of woman, for the substitution of arbitra
tion for war. So Paine was one hundred years in 
advance of his time, as he was in advance of the other 
revolutionary leaders. 

Following the chairman's happy introductory re
marks came the" Ode to Thomas Paine," written 
by Geo. E. Macdonald, wit.h music by J. R. Mac
donald. The ode was first read by Henry Rowley 
from THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week, and then 

finely sung by the composer. Dr. Foote next in
troduced T. B. Wueman, who delivered the follow
ing address, which was punctuated with frequent 
and generous applause: 

MR. 0HAIBMAN AND FRmNDs: The day of judgment, 
has come at last. The law oi evolution has brought it 
whether we will or no. The application of this law to all 
knowable affairs of nature or of man is the supreme judg
ment. Until this law had proved to us the real scientific 
and successional order of things and events, natural 
and human, we could never determin the true import
ance or value of peoples, nations, or religions-of their 
events, causes or battles-their great epochs or charac
ters. But we are now living under the greater light of 
evolutional history, which givs us not only the order of 
events and of the great peoples and individuals connected 
with them, but aBBigns and adjndges their true and rela
tiv part in the progress of the ages towards the tolerable 
civilization of the present we now enjoy, and the grander 
future for which we work and hope. 

This Decoration Day is our national festival of the 
dead, and thus preeminently the day of judgment, upon 
which evolution points out to us the great characters 
which were her agents, instruments, and voice in causing 
our great republic to be, and upon which day evolution 
also fatefully admonishes om people that the qualities 
and virtues which founded the republic are absolutely 
essential to its continuance. 

Standing here by his grave and monument, on the 
green fields which New York ~rave to him as some recog
nition of his services, let us ask of Evolution, What is 
the value and position of the "Author-Hero" of our Revo
lution in the great era of revolutions which made the last 
century the broad seed-field of the mighty harvest which 
is now growing and which the next century is to reap? 

We cannot mistake the answer that evolution now, as 
the century is closing, givs to our question-viz., Thomas 
Paine was the initiativ, creativ, constructiv mind, the 
first-hand soul, out of which came not only the "serious 
thought" and the "common 9ense," which changed our 
people into Republicans of "The United States," instead 
of "subjects of a kine;," but which also laid the founda
tion of the future " Rllpublic of the World," and "the 
emancipation of mankind from tyrannies and supersti
tions" by the first announcement of the "Ae:e of Rea
son," the " Ri!!'hts of Man," and the "The Religion of 
Humanity." Every one of these grand and most preg
nant phrases he was the first to use; every one of them 
describes a battle-field in the progress of om race. His 
career was that of the knight-errant of lib~rty in the be
ginning of the great struggle of which those words are 
the battle-flags, and his death left him the inspirer and 
prophet of the common people in their onward progress 
toward the final achievement of what those mighty words 
mean. When the little, local, tuppenny, temporary view 
of the Revolutions of the last century are replaced by the 
historical and evolutionary view, the career of Thomas 
Paine as the heart aud voice of the people rises into its 
true significance. For him at last the higher day of judg
ment has come; time has brought it, and not the least of 
all has placed her pen in the hands of his recording, jus
tifying, and avenging angel-his great biographer, Mon
cure D. Oonway. 

In contrast with most of the names which fill our 
biographieal dictionaries it is evident st once that this 
man and the elements and motive with which he worked 
raise him above ordinary men. Even the extraordinary 
men seem to lose their magnitude when measured by the 
problems, the purposes, the devotion, the prophecies, 
and the results with which the founders of the Revolu
tionary era are associated. Think for a moment of N a
poleon Bonaparte, called Napoleon the Great, from the 
11:reat noise and destruction he caused in pursuing " his 
destiny" of selfish aggrandizement. Where, now, is the 
outcome of it all? Mostly kicked into the gutter of the 
ages like the debris of some pyrotechnic display which 
was the wonder of a night, making the darkness that it 
seems to recall blacker than ever. But the star that 
arose from the "serious thought" of Thomas Paine was 
the herald of the Republican dawn, never to pale its light 
except in the beneficent dawn of the coming day. 

1. How true all of this new and higher view of Paine's 
career and prophecy may be, as to the initiation. of the re
public in America, becomes more and more mamfest. The 
rebellion of "subjects" at Lexington and Bunker Hill was 
turned into the war for independence and a republic by 
no mere accident. There was an evolution from one state 
of mind to the other unprecedented in history. It was 
experienced by some one mind first, by a sonl-process as 
rare and unique as the forming a first crystal, which 
soon flashes a fluid ready for it into a solid form. This 
creativ change was the result of the independent and 
peculiar origin, education, and circumstances of Thomas 
Paine, and there is much reason to suppose that without 
him and them it would not hav been possible at all. Its 
foundation was the independency arising from Paine's 
birthright in Quakerism. Oonway well says that if there 
had been no George Fox there could hav been no Thomas 
Paine. Hence came his complete independence of the 
church and the crown-the altar and the scepter. As 
soon as he was on American soil he had no power to look to 
but the God of his fathers, but that deistic conception was 
not revealed to him in Qnakerdom, through the Bible, or 
church, or priest, but by the contact of the soul alone 
and the influx of " the inner light." Even this Quaker 
conception of communion with God bad been modified 
by science, which had made God to Paine the beneficent 
power and order of the world. Quakerism and science 
had enabled the soul of Paine to stand alone, and to 
conceive of his fellow man as so standing in America. 
Thus conceived, they became the units and initiators of a 
new form of independent government based on those 
units, " as the consent of the governed," and exercising 
their powers for their. common protection and benefit. 
In a word, the first real democratic government on earth 
was conceived in and born from the peculiar soul of this 
independent, Americanized, scientized Quaker. Thence 
came his " Serious-Thought " in 1775 and the " Oommon 
Sense" published early in January, 1776. Within the next 
six months that new state of mind which had originated 
with him had become the conviction of Washington and the 
effectiv part, if not the majority, of the American people. 
This change was no easy matter. Many, like Washing
ton who })egged his reverend friend Boucher to think him 

' Continued on page 360. 
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News and Notes. -
I hav seen so much this week -so many impres

sions hav crowded into my mind-that I hardly 
know where to begin the tale. I can merely sug
gest the manifold phenomena of these busy days, 
and must omit any detailed description. 

Robert Forder has taken good care of me this 
week. He is an earnest worker. He has been 
thirty-three years in the movement, and has. been 
quite over England and Scotland and the contment. 
He has a vivid memory, and can tell many a story 
of the conflicts of Freethought. I had a delightful 
visit with his family on Wednesday evening, May 
8th. We went over to the East side and enjoyed 
some of its theatrical splendors and surges of pop
ulation-a picture indeed of the lights and sbades 
of London life. 

On Thursday Mr. Forder, George Ward, J. M. 
Wheeler, and myself, visited Woolwich Arsenal and 
marched through miles of buildings, and gazed 
upon the polis_hed and splendid barba_risn;t of this 
age, the magmficent means of destructiOn mvented 
by a Christian nation at a cost of £60,000,000 a 
year, while only £2,000,000 a year are given by the 
same Christian nation for educational purposes. 
W colwich Arsenal is a wonderful place. It em
ploys about 11,000 men. We witnessed the manu
facture of cartridges, rifles, shells, and tremendous 
cannon, big enough almost for a chapel. We saw 
the great hammer weighing seventy tons strike upon 
the flaming mass to harden it for warfare; also the 
foundries glimmering like the phantasmagoria of 
hell itself, and the bright and delicate machinery, 
which works almost like human intelligence, m l.nip
ulating the missils of death. What vigor is here 
expended, and what triumphs of human ingenuity 
are exhibited. What a terrific fighter England will 
be if ever put to her metal. The only consolation 
the philanthropist can derive is in the fact that these 
instruments of destruction are so supremely effec
tiv that no nation will wish to take the responsibil
ity of conflict when such awful enginries are brought 
into action. In this way W colwich Arsenal pre
serves the peace. 

Traveling homeward, we dropped into the build
ings of the Royal Arsenal Cooperativ Society, which 
my friend Forder helped to organize in 1868, when 
he was a workingman in the Arsenal. This society 
is a grandly successful institution. It started with 
a membership of twenty. It has now over 8,000. 
It began with a capital of about £7. A chest of 
tea was bought with this, and some butter and 
sugar. The first distribution was in a small back
room-the workshop of a Mr. Rose. During the 
first quarter the capital increased to £20, and the 
membership to 47. In 1873 there were 216 mem
bers. In 1880 the business reached nearly £25,000 
a year. At the end of 1889 the membership was 
6, 721, the capital £62,786, and the yearly trade 
£126,076. The society during these years pur
chased and worked a farm, and established a coal 
depot. It owns forty horses, and carries on the 
businesses of grocery and provisions, drapery and 
millinery, bread, flour, and corn, butchering, tailor
ing, and outfitting, boots and shoes, funiture, china, 
and glass, market-gardening, milk, coal, and green
grocery. It employs about 180 persons. Fine 
reading-rooms hav been established, and a library 
with several thousand velumes. Courses of lect
ures are given, and entertainments provided. Its 
bakery is a model of the latest inventiv skill in the 
art of cooking The success of this society in so 
many directions of trade and supply is a striking 
proof of the soundness of the principle of co
operation. It is a good stand-off to the W colwich 
Arsenal, and preaches the real gospd of humanity. 
All for each, and each for all, is its motto, and it 
givs a glorious picture of man's prosperous future. 

Thursday evening with Mr. George Ward I visited 
Parliament. I can't say that I was very much im
pressed with the House of Commons. There is not 
a particle of beauty or cheerfulness in it. I don't 
wonder that the members drift into the lobbies 
when they get a chance. It is a great square black 
room. The seats are draped in black and look very 
uncomfortable. The only white thing to be discov
ered is the wig of the speaker. He is seated in a 
kind of sentry's box, which is also covered with 
black. The galleries are very inadequate. Only 
ninety could be seated in the gallery I occupied, 
called, I believe, the Stranger's gallery, for which 
we hav to procure tickets through some member of 
Parliament. John Burns favored us on this occa
sion. Our Hall of Representativs at Washington 
surpasses in beauty and convenience the House of 
Commons. In the latter are no separate seats. 
The members hav to crowd together on long 
benches. I listened to a couple of speeches. I 
don't think the average oratory of the Commons 
will equal that of our Congress, although there are 
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a few speakers of exceptional brilliancy. Not ~ore 1 st:ates tha~ the will ~an?ot be sel?arated ~rom the 
than a hundred members were present this evenmg. nund, ~ut. IS par~ of It, Is one of Its functiOns a~d 
The total membership is six hundred. Forty con- acts WI~h It, not m_depe~,dently_ but throug~ mottv. 
stitute a quorum, and when not more than that There IS no "thmker outside the bram, but 
number can be got together the House adjourl!-s. ~hinking is simply the brain~p:ocess, as digestion 
The " duffers " are allowed to speak during the dm- Is the stomach-process-and It IS as reasonable to 
ner hour when but a few are compelled to listen to affirm that there is a " digester " outside the 
the talk. If one happens to be atrociously dull stomach as to affirm that there is a "thinker" out
and long winded, then a call is made of the House, s~de ~h~ brain. Thought is in the brai~ as diges
at the request of any one member, and if forty can twn IS m the stomach, and the former IS no more 
not be summoned the House adjourns. That is the an "entity" than the latter. Mr .. Anderson also 
way they hav of getting rid of an intoler~ble ~ore. pr~se~ted ~e. with four beaut~ful volumes of Samuel 
If he can't hav at least forty listeners he IS obhged Lamg s writmgs, whose philosophy I shall take 
to shut up. great pleasure in thoroughly studying. 

This House of Commons has been built, I believe, Friday evening we behold the radiance of The 
only about thirty years; and how it could hav been Empire. The Women's Christian Temperance Un
built in such a somber, contracted, and oppressiv ion has poured all its batteries on the 'fhe Empire, 
fashion I do not understand. It is certainly un- and exhausted its powder. The Empire thus re
worthy of the commanding power of the House of ceived a magnificent advertising and it is crowded 
Commons. For the time being the House of Com- every night. It is a beautiful theater. The per
mons is the people; it is clothed with all the au- formance was excellent. Especially wonderful and 
thority of the people, and it certainly should hav a amaz.ing was the Faust ballet. It is an ocean of 
commodious and splendid assembly room, where color and flashing form; waves and waves of splen
the genius of man might flower in Hcellence and dor ever bursting on the view ; marching men, the 
delight, and not be stifled in this dungeon-like abyss. mazes cf the circling dance; the panoply and 

Here, however, was the great battle-ground of throne; the garden, mountain, and luminous sky, 
Bradlaugh for human rights, and this recollection with Margaret and Faust in the strange fortunes of 
givs a majesty and splendor to t.he scene it would our sorrowing yet glorious humanity. The Women's 
not otherwise possess. The mighty athlete, fresh Christian Temperance Union did not show much 
from the people, representing the vast outer world wisdom in its attack. Surely it is a despicable 
of reason and light, won at last in this dark hall of mind that could find anything in these beautiful at
ancient custom and superstition. He had odds tractions that could demoralize. 
against him, and one of the odds was the archi- Saturday I travel to Hyde Park, in a coach, as 
tecture of the building. I do believe that if the big as any of them. Through Picadilly I sweep 
House of Commons had been constructed some- on top of the grand omnibus, sert!nely as a king, 
what on the Grecian style of grace and elegance and just as happy for aught I know. Through 
and airy and noble beauty, Bradlaugh had not brilliant foliage I catch a glimpse of Buckingham 
died just when he won the laurel. It was a Palace, and see the glitter of the guards. At Hyde 
dismal field on which he fought, and dauntless in- Park corner I buy a seat for a penny and for an 
deed must hav been his heart to hav pushed so hour look at the bright and vast array of fashion 
victoriously and brightly forward in a house so which in its thousand carriages rolls along the 
fitly emblematic of the darkness of the ages. I hope smooth pavement of Rotten Row. I think it about 
present architecture will disappear, and that some as much fun to look on as to be one of the partici
day the English people will hav a political temple pants of the radiant galaxy. It is an interesting 
worthy of their far-reaching and magnificEnt genius. display of vanity and glory; both the crowds of 
Let West111inster Hall and St Paul stand for the people that gaze and the crowds of people that rush 
past, but as yet there is no architecture to express by. It is an exhilarating exhibit of the topmost 
the glowing future. The daring genius who shall swell of English life, ever varying like a motion of 
break the shackles is yet to come. In the meantime glittering billows. Just as I pass the gateway of 
I must affirm that our Capitol at Washington is a the park on the swinging omnibus the Prince of 
hundred times more beautiful and majestic than Wales, his wife and two daughters, sweep by in their 
the gilded tomb of England, which, compared with elegant equipage. The prince returns the cheerful 
the genuin architecture of _the past-Westminster salutes of the people. I was glad to hav a glance 
Abbey-is but shreds and patchee, meaning noth- of royalty. It satisfied a natural curiosity of the 
ing, for it has no ancestral life and no aspiring human heart. I did not feel like exchanging places, 
splendcrs leaping to the feature. · however, for my seat was the higher and I thought 

Fridav, with my genial friend, Mr .. George W. th~ better, and my appetite was first-rate, and I am 
Foote, 1 visit the National Galle1·y. This is in- sure that I enjoyed life as much as the prince. 
deed beautiful; the rarest and noblest pictures of Pictures areas beautiful to me as to him; the green 
all time are on these walls, and what an enchant- grass, flowers, and blue sky; the surging multitude, 
ment they are; what form and color enrapture! It and all the magnificence of the scene. My ride 
is a perfect delight. Beautiful women beam softly cost me only a penny and for the time being it 
on you from the living canvas; landscapes of mar- was just as gorgeous as that of royalty. 
velous glory stretch away, sea and land and sky. I Sunday was quite a varied day for my perambu
cannot decribe the hundreds of pictures that, like lations and the study of London life. The first 
magic, express the treasures of the universe. I hav thing in the morning, with Mr. Robert Forder and 
not the space even to write the names of these won- Mr. George Brown, I visited that most famous and 
derful masters, for if I begin where shall I end in picturesque place, Petticoat Lane, on the east side. 
this gallery of the nations? For days one could I most carefully divested myself of every article of 
wander through these halls of enchantment, and value, for the saying is, that if, on entering Patti
something new would ever flash upon the exhilarated coat Lane, you buy a pocket-handkerchief, it will be 
mind. Here is genius unfettered and glorious, rang- stolen before you are half way through and offered 
ing earth and ~eaven, radiating beauty and joy, with for sale at the other end of the route. There is 
the splendo1· of a god indeed. What courage it nothing like Petticoat Lane in the world that I 
givs to the ever-striving spirit to behold the tri- know of-it is a conglomeration of all sorts of vari
umphs of these immortal ones who adorn history eties. It is the Jew's quarter, and that is why they 
with such shining scepters. do business on Sunday, for it is perfectly quiet and 

We cannot always remain in this wonderland of holy-like on Saturday. But on Sunday what a buzz, 
art. We grow hungry, and we must mingle again what a clamor, what a rush-streams and eddies of 
with the busy world. At Simpeon's ancient and people, with inextinguishable vivacity, buying and 
renowned divan we meet Mr. George Anderson, in selling with marvelous rapidity. There is every
whose heart glows the fire of Scotland and the thing in the universe here, and so cheap-cheap as 
poetry of Burns, a gentleman of fortune and liber- dirt, and cheaper, too. I guess, for, in many cases, 
ality. He is always ready to help, generous in the the dirt is thrown in. Whole suits of clothes are 
hour of need, a true and devoted Freethinker. We sold for two shillings, a cake of ice cream for 6ne 
had a jolly dinner together. For the first time in penny, and so on. Half the goods are stolen, it is 
my experience the saddle of mutton was wheeled in said, and hence the small prices, for there is a 
front of the table, and the savory meat cut directly profit anyway. The poor people come here in 
from the haunch. That is the good old English way throngs, and from about eleven to three it is Babel, 
of doing it, and it is certainly like eating fruit right but it's business strictly attended to, and it is car
from the tree. All the delicacy of taste is preserved. tainly a "blessing in disguise" to those who are 
Our generous repast was mingled with philosophy short of funds. It is a racy panorama of human 
and poetry. Mr. Anderson delights in advanced nature, which, even in the midst of poverty, will 
literature. He gave me a brochure of his own-an put on fashion and make the best of little things. 
excellent criticism of Cardinal Manning's position On bright days like last Sunday the goods are al
that the will is an entity outside the mind and mov- most all taken out of the stores and placed on 
ing the mind. This is the only way, of course, that tables and boxes along the streets, and it is not 
the cardinal could preserve his theology. He must one street, but a congregation of streets, and hence 
hav a "substantial" ego-that is, a "soul ''-for there is a fantastic display of out-door animation 
without a soul there is no immortality and no god which is infirrltly amusing. I had rather go to 
worth speaking of. The critic conclusivly demon- Petticoat La~e than any church of London, j~ QJ.'· 
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der to see the " soul " of humanity, for here it is 
flashing in wonderful aspects over the dark depths 
of vice and crime. 

After Petticoat Lane we take in the out-doflr 
meetings. These are a great feature of London. 
The Secularists, the Christians, the Labor Party, all 
hold these meetings. There are hundreds of them. 
In the great parks of London spaces are especially 
devoted to this purpose, and are under police pro
tection. Any one can pitch in wherever he can find 
a plot of ground and make his speech, Christian, 
or anM-Christian, as he chooses. These meetings 
are of immense benefit, and giv an opportunity for 
the volcanic flame to pour forth harmlessly. The 
beating heart of the nation finds vent. Agitation 
is kept up and education is the result. The parks 
are thus the natural universities of the people, and 
many a trained intellect has graduated from thesl'! 
tumultuous assemblies. 

The Secular party keeps twenty of these outdoor 
meetings going every Sunday. I wish we could do 
the same in our country, but we hav not yet the 
facilities nor, I might say, the personal freedom. 
The police would probably stop us. In some things 
the Englishman enjoys more liberty than the Amer
ican, and he uses it, too, with advantage. 

These outdoor meetings are recruiting stations, 
and from them the rankR of the Hall of Science are 
constantly filled up. Robert Forder, Arthur R 
Moss, W. J_ Ramsey, A. Guest, Stanley Jones, c_ 
Cohen, George Standring, E- Calvert, are among 
the effectiv workers in this department. The wom
en also assist. Miss Annie Brown is secretary of 
the Federation ; Miss E- M. Vance is secretary of 
the National Secular Society, with Miss Robins and 
others. The Secularists are more activ and con
centrated in their efforts here than in America. 
They hav learned the ropes and don't scatter their 
fire, and the movement is always pushing ahead. 

I attended the meeting in Finsbury Park. Geo. 
Ward was chairman, E. Calvert the lecturer. Mr. 
Calvert is by occupation a cabman ; he is now nearly 
seventy years old, but he is hale and hearty and 
can tackle the orthodox with youthful vim. Forty
eight years he has been in this work without miss
ing an appointment, and he intends to keep at it as 
long as he livs. That is the backbone of the Eng
lish Freethinker. Discussion being invited at these 
meetings, a slim young fellow-a schoolmaster
arose to correct some references to Lecky, and he 
in turn was corrected by Forder, who knows Lecky 
by heart. Forder in reply made one of his vehe
ment speeches, which fairly caught the crowd and 
left his opponent to recover himself as best he 
might by next Sunday morning, when he was in
vited to bring what he denominated his " valuable 
edition" of Lecky and demonstrate the accuracy of 
his quotations. It was an interesting wave of de
bate, and I was pleased with Forder's impetuous 
style and mastery of historic detail, and also with 
Calvert's quaint but charming manner of hitting 
orthodoxy with mother wit and practical learning ; 
while Ward, the chairman, understood the art of 
smoothing the ruffied featbers of bigotry and keep
ing it to civilized decency. Sometimes, ho~eve~, 
the wild-beast nature bursts forth and a r1ot IS 

hardly avoided. Miss Mary Robins, at one of these 
brutal occurrences, received a blow in the breast 
from the effects of which she ultimately died, a 
martyr to Freethought. All honor to her memory! 

Sunday evening I lectured at Camberwell. I had 
a full house and an enthusiastic reception. Robert 
Forder presided and made the opening address, 
which heralded a most generous welcome. After 
the lecture which was on " The Bible and Modern 
Thought,"' Mr. Engstrom, secretary of the Chris
tian Evidence Society, endeavored .to make a reply. 
He however, practically abandoned the real ortho
do~ ground and placed himself in a somewhat 
advanced and Freethought position, denying that 
the Bible was in its totality a revelation from God, 
and affirming that it simply contained a revelation 
which we were to discover by the operation of 
the holy spirit and the love of Jesus.. !Je als~ ~aid 
that Calvinism was not the real Christian rehg10n. 
I replied by showing that if Christianity had any 
intellectual doctrin whatsoever it must be Calvin
ism and that if the Bible in its totality was not a 
rev~lation then it could not be any revelation at all; 
for the m~men t the Bible ceases to be an infallible 
book, and becomes .in any way amenable to human 
reason then the human reason becomes the master 
of the' situation, and revelation is simply what rea
son dictates. 

In every way I was pleased with the Camberwell 
meeting, and the splendid support of the friends 
who labor here. Saladin was at this lecture, and I 
walked home with him, and made the acquaintance 
of his wife and took supper at his genial table. 
We talked 'philosophy and poetry. Saladin is not 
in the organized Secular movement of England, and 
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his philosophy really prevents him from hearty co
operation. He is an Agnostic intellectually, but in 
his heart he hRs strong· leaning toward a sort of 
transcendental pantheism, which Spencer's doctrin 
of the Unknowable logically permits. Saladin's po
etic nature urges him to an ideal view of human 
destiny, and he does not like to surrender the 
glorious inspirations of a life surpassing the bounds 
of this earthly existence. Saladin is a poet in the 
very fiber of his being, and with a poet's soul he 
would leap beyond "the flaming bounds of space 
and time." He is intensely anti-theological, as every 
poetical nature must be, for there never was and 
never will be any poetry in theology, but in the 
realms of philosophy Saladin would go somewhat 
beyond the data of science; he would revel in what 
Tyndall calls the " scientific imagination." Science 
deals only with phenomena, but Saladin would go 
beyond the phenomena to the noumenon, and if we 
allow the noumenon, then we are left logically free, 
as Spencer affirms, to make it physical or material, 
and of course the poetic fervors of Saladin incline 
him to the physical noumenon, and in this he is 
Spencerian and not Positivist. I do not quarrel 
with Saladin's ideal philosophy, for I like his po
etry. He has the genuin fire, and he uses it most 
effectually in his anti-theological arguments. He 
pours the sparkling batterie" of his thought with 
destructiv brilliancy upon "God and his Bible" and 
all the old time superstitions and horror. I pre
sume it is best that he labor in his own individual 
way in harmony with the peculiarities of his imag
inativ genius. As a poet we must judge him even 
in his prose. He was born to poetry, and its red 
blood beats in heart and brain. He realizes the 
glory of the past, and hopes for an ampler life than 
this world now affords. He has the poetic writings 
of Burns by heart, and if every rhythmic word of 
the great bard were now destroyed, Saladin could 
restore the poet's glowing utterances out of his own 
memory. So Sunday passed-a rich and happy 
day. 

Monday evening, May 13th, after my day's work 
of writing the first part of News and Notes, at the 
restaurant, while taking dinner, I happened to meet 
Prof. Edwin Johnson, whom I had not seen before, 
but knew by reputation. He is author of "A Study 
of Christian Origins," "The Rise of Christendom," 
and "The Pauline Epistles." He is a man of mar
velous erudiLion. His books are remarkable. His 
theory is that all the Christian Bible documents, 
together with soine of the "ancient cl114Ssics," were 
forged about four hundred years ago. This may 
seem, at first note, a preposterous assertion, but it 
is well worth looking into. ''History," says Wen
dell Phillips, "is a great lie-'' I should not be at 
all astonished if Professor Johnson had hit some 
historic lies. I can't accept his theory altogether. 
Still there are some good points, and the student 
should become acquainted with them. It is scarcely 
possible for one to realize the dense ignorance of our 
fathers four hundred years ago, and how easily they 
were gulled. The gullibility of the human race is 
amazing, and Professor Johnson has furnished in
stances of this. I had the pleasure of taking din
ner with him and making the acquaintance of Mrs. 
Johnson. I hope for further intercourse with this 
scholarly philosopher, who has startled the literary 
and theological world with a bombshell of such 
explosiv quality. I hav no doubt it will throw 
some light on the darkness of the credulous past. 

While finishing these notes Charles Watts arrives 
from Glasgow, where he has been making a brilliant 
campaign. I rejoice to meet him. To recruit our 
exhausted energies we mount one of the big omni
buses and take a long journey through Regent 
street, and other thoroughfares, and gaze upon the 
most fashionable and magnificent portions of Lon
don. I guess there is no place where, for three 
pennies, you can take such a ponderous ride and 
see such innumerable aspects as in London. A day 
on top of the coaches is a most animating adven
ture. No theater can equal the show. 

After this breezy journey we take supper together 
with Mrs. Watts, and old times in America are re
vived. 

To-day we go to Derby, where Foote debates. I 
shall write this up for next week. 

May 15, 295. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM~ 

- Saladin and the Secular Pilgrim. 
From the Agnostta Journal. 

Last Sunday evening the Freethought hall, Cam
berwell, was filled to its full capacity by an expect
ant audience. The American orator, poet, and 
Freethought historian, whose name heads this mon
ograph, had been announced to speak on the anti
thetical subject, "The Bible and Modern Thought." 
As the lecturer made his appearance he was hailed 
with a long, loud, and stragglin-g volley of hand-
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clapping and heel-thumping-a tradition of the old 
Bradlaugh days. This palmist and pedal demon
stration a contemporary refers to as "an English 
cheer." Mr. Putnam is a compactly- built, medium
sized man, with just the soup9on of a cleric who 
has been unfrocked for erring, and not on the side 
of austerity; for, truly, his face is merry as well as 
wise. It is muscular as well as mobile. It has ruts 
in it, torn by the harrows of years and ·care; but 
they are subdued and mellowed with the dimples of 
laughter and evidence of that ripe practical philos
ophy which, without much ado, bends to the fate it 
cannot resist. 

Mr. Putnam, on the platform, takes no. formal 
notice that "Mr. Chairman " is present, or even, 
from the £ s. d. aspect of the thing, the indispensa
ble "ladies and gentlemen." He just stands rather 
languidly up, reaches out his right hand, and in 
colloquial voice, but singularly clear articulatiov, 
glides into his lecture. The lecture itself, on Sun
day evening, was in no sense recondite; but it was 
useful as touching the salient points of antitheses 
between the " Hebrew bundle of old clothes " and 
the triumphs of modern philology and cosmogra
phy. And this is as it should be. Lectures such 
as Mr. Putnam delivers are, of course, not for the 
instruction and edification of experts, but to stimu
late the thought and inquiry of the wayfaring man, 
and induce him to take a hammer and cold chisel, 
and cut the theological rivets from his limbs and 
hurl them in priestcraft's face. It is only at wide 
intervals you can catch the Yankee twang in Mr. 
Putnam's delivery; but you can more frfquently 
sniff the special aroma of Yankee humor. 

Although I am, through long custom, involunta
rily more of a critic than a mere staple member of 
the audience, one, at least, of our AmeriCI'I.n orator's 
sallies elicited from me e. loud guffaw; and a Scot
tish laugh is quite as real an entity as "an English 
cheer.'' The lecturer was speaking of the theories 
of the ancient geographers. The earth was :fiat; it 
was supported upon the back of an elephant; the 
elephant was supported by the back of a tortoise ; 
the tortoise was supported by the back of Atlas. 
And here ancient cosmography stopped short. It 
could not tell what supported Atlas. But Mr. 
Putnam could-Atlas married a rich wife, and she 
supported him. The audience laughed hilariously. 
The wheeze was smart in itself, and was broached 
with that dry and imperturbable air which can be 
effectivly assumed only by one with the natural 
dash of the comedian in his composition. 

But I liked Mr. Putnam best in his more solemn 
and soul-stirring bursts of indignant declamation. 
He has not the volcanic passion, mighty resonance, 
and intense power of my dear old enemy, the late 
Mr. Bradlaugh, distinctivly the Titan of the plat
form; but his voice is full and e:ffectiv, and in ex
cellent diaciplin and control ; his diction is clear 
and nervous; and he makes his points sharply and 
definitly, without merely outlining them on the one 
hand, or unduly elaborating them on the other. 
His facial expression lends itself readily to dramatic 
light and shade, and h1s gesticulation is spontane
ous and apposit. Mr. Robert Forder made a cour
teous and p~'acticed chairman. The Rev. Mr. Eng
strom, whom many of my readers will remember as 
fighting with Julian in these columns over Tatian's 
"Diatessaron," opposed ; but our reverend polemic 
is more effectiv in the press than on the platform. 

Mr. Putnam had been strongly recummended to 
my consideration by my good friend, Eugene M. 
Macdonald, of the New York TRuTH SEEKER, and 
other American friends; but he is that sort of good 
wine that needs no bush. With a fraternal liking 
for him, I just linked his arm in mine, and, in the 
commingled moon-light and gas-light, led him off 
to the smithy, and showed him the anvil on which I 
hammer out the hebdomadal "At Ra.ndoms.'' We 
passed an hour or two together in the happiness 
which is realized only in the social affinity of kin
dred spirits. The wide ocean had, all our lives, 
separated genial, kind-hearted, clear-headed Samuel 
Putnam and myself; but we h11.d long known and 
recognized each other in that reciprocity of thought 
and aspiration towhich continents are no barrier 
and oceans are as nothing. And now we were 
together in the same little book-room. Kings may 
be blest, but we were glorious. And, vowing oft to 
meet again, we shook hands and parted, so as to 
enable our transatlantic brother to keep " respect
able hours " and reach his apartments before " the 
wee short hour ayont the twal'' SALADIN. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses or to one, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent beltevers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 
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BY THE GRAVE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
Continued from page 357. 

capable of every wickedness if he gave in to "independ
ence," gradually acquiesced, and the Immortal Declara
tion, of which Jefferson was the writer and Paine the real 
author, founded this republic. There is no use in longer 
trying to write the history of the " United States of 
America " and yet omitting this evolutions! but individ
ual factor from which they sprang in name and fact. 
This is the omitted, unwritten chapter in American his
tories which makes them all causeless and apocryphal 
as to the real origin of this first republic of equal, inde
pendent citizens-each free and equal before the law and 
in his right to do his duty without regard to god or king, 
pope or priest. We may well say that Washington was the 
father of our country, that Franklin was its great diplo
mat and philosopher, that Jefferson was its great expo
nent and reformer, Hamilton its great administrator and 
organizer; but they would never hsv had a country at all 
if Thomas Paine had not first found it and founded it in 
his own soul and then in the hearts and souls of the 
American rebels of 1776. Evolution bids us to go back 
to this initial germ, the original, first-hand soul of this 
emancipated, fighting Quaker, for the real origin of our 
republic and of all modern republicanism, democracy, 
and popular government in this world. Let us hsv no 
more shallow, metaphysical, or theological histories, as 
though this new state of mind originated without any 
germ, or the germ without sufficient evolutionary ante
cedents and co-operating conditions and circumstances. 
The republic of, for, and bv the people was a new con
ception, which Locke and Vyse in England, Adams and 
Franklin in America, and Voltaire and Rousseau in 
France, had never resched. 

2. The next important step in the founding of this re
public was the organization of the Federal goverment for 
general purposes. This was a part of Paine's original 
conception of " Continental Legislation," which first ap
peared in 1775, in his " Serious Thought," and is the 
subject of his fifteenth, the last number of the Crisis, 
which is his farewell address at the close of the war. 
This was the proposal of the Federal Constitution, and 
never was it more effectivly or eloquently projected than 
in this first appeal to the American people to make one 
"nation " of the distracted and wrangling peoples and 
colonies. 

3. But before the people were ripe to act upon this sug
gestion and appeal Paine was engaged in England upon a 
still grander conception, as original as our (the first 
secular) republic had been, also the outcome of his en
larged, scientized, and humanized Quakerism, that wail 
the foundation of "the republic of tne world," of which 
our republic should be the cornerstone, and the result of 
which should be the final end of tyranny, robbery, 
slavery, war, and conquest. This was the secular form of 
the Quaker's dream of peace. This became the dream 
and prophecy of this international statesman of the 
people one hundred years ago. His purpose was to 
arouse the people to make their governments republics 
in order to bring them into a grand republic, a feders~ 
tion of the peoples, a parliament of the world. In his 
day he strove to unite Amerios, England, France, Bel
gium, and the Low Countries for this purpose. It was 
not then a wild dream. It barely failed of resliz'l.tion. 
But for Napoleon, might it not hsv been a fact? For fif
teen years, 1787 to 1802, he was in Europe, trying to edu
cate the peoples and to mold them into republics for 
this great consummation. Finally, when the reaction had 
set in-of the aristocracy led by Burke in England of 
Napoleon and the Concordat in France, of the Fede~sl
ists and the clergy in America-he then, like the faithful 
Abdiel of liberty, republicanism, and peace, sought to 
use the diplomacy of J e:fferson to secure a "maritime 
compact" of civilization, so that liberty might hsv a 
home on the waves of the ocean, even if not a resting
place on the land, scarcely a foothold even in his beloved 
America! 

4. The fs~t that ~iberty and P!lace could not be guar
anteed by mternstwnal federatiOn, he saw plainly was 
the result of the religions and industrial subjection of 
the peoples. Before his return to America (1802) he had 
therefore turned the wonderful powers of his heart and 
n;tind tow';\rd the fundamental e~n~ation and emancipa
tiOn of his :fellowmen from rehg1ons superstition and 
monopolistic greed. Hence came his last legaoies and 
prophecies, the "Age of Reason " and "Agrarian Jus
tice," a~ the foundations of the Rights of Man and the 
Repnbhc of the World. We hsv been too much in the 
~abit of thinking of Paine as a man mostly of the past 
like most of the other great men of his time. But evo~ 
lntion now teaches us a far different story, lesson, and 
duty. He of all of the men of the Revolutions repre
sented and voiced the instinct of the common people for 
their final emancipation. The very titles of his works 
ar.e ini~iativ b!lttles which the next century must complete 
with viCtory. Not to see and appreciate, much less to be
little, these grand and continuous purposes of this human 
and planetary statesman, proves the critic and detractor· 
to be no evolutionary statesman at all, not to hav risen 
into th~ at~osphere in which Paine lived and by which 
he was mspued. True, he had not all of the learning of 
his, to say nothing of our, time, and he shared the defects 
which the people inherited from a past he wished to re
move, but he was ~he voice of th.e common people, their 
true prophet, leading them to hberty, science and hu
manity, whe~e~y o_nly their oppression, and c~nseqnent 
defects and hmitatwns, can be removed! Right well is it 
therefore, for political and social evolutionists to gathe; 
around the grave and monument of Thomas Paine in this 
our national festival of the dead, for consecration is in
spiration. To honor the prophet is the first step toward the 
~ontinnance of his w~rk and purpose. And in that regard 
Is ~here. not a duty right here before us-right at hand? 
It Is ~Vldent that Mr. Fr~zee, the devoted artist who gave 
us this noble monument m 1839, shaped it for, and prob
ably meant that it should some day be completed and 
crowned by, s W?rthy bust of the great liberator. He 
thus left ~omethmg for us, the next generation, to do, 
and ours Is now the happy opportunity. Wilson Mac· 
donald, the distinguished American sculptor has been 
chosen president of the Paine Historical Society. Before 
the frosts now settling on his brow can reach his heart
before his skilful hand returns to the clay of which it is 
now the creativ master-let us see to it that his heart and 
hand shall make this monument speak to future genera
tions the undying messages and purposes of Thomas 
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Paine from his present form! Then, as those purposes 
are being realized, the love and gratitude of those gen
erations will perhaps repurchase and change these beau
tiful fields, once given to him for the defense of liberty, 
into a park and a school devoted to the education of 
youth-where "knowledge can unroll her page rich with 
the spoils of time " without being repressed by " chill 
penury," or, still worse, giving hostages to superstition 
and plutocracy not to use the power gained for liberty, 
truth, and humanity. 

But the greater admonition this occasion brings to us 
is to recall the great sonl·qnality which was the chief in
spiration of our author-hero. In a word, it was inde
pendent, earnest, sacrificing devotion to the great cause 
of his age, and of our age, the progress and welfare of 
mankind without regard to race or nation, sex or sect. 

This was the great object of his life, and he was devot
edly earnest about it. This was the ground-work of his 
character and career, and it made him independent, self
sacrificing, and regardless of social honors or distinc
tions. No one could influence him or swerve him from 
the course of truth. The honored guest of Burke, he was 
the first to declare his recreancy as the pensioned advo
cate of tyrsD;ts; the friend .and s!lmirer of Washington, 
he was not silent over the mgrstitnde that remains the 
greatest spot upon his sun of glory. 

It is that veracious earnestness of Paine that our people 
hsv lost-and in the loss of it they are in danger of losing 
all. We hsv great need of the revival of that spirit of 
'76. Because Gslileo's telescope has knocked out the old 
heaven Sf!d theology with its hell, our people are getting 
to be frivolous snobocrsts. They seem to think that 
there is nothing to liv for but to " hsv a good time " 
b_Y ~stifying their appetites, pride, vanities, or idle cn
~IOsity. ~hey need to learn from Paine that the duty of 
msn~nrstmg the terrestrial heaven is a duty more im
pressiv and urgent and more difficult to attain than any 
old celestial heaven above the clouds and that the 
h?ll of human J?isery is a reality far m~re terrible and 
difficult to abolish than the scorching dames of Dante's 
~ell. When I see the indifference of our rising geners
tiof!-how they go for nothing beyond individual gratifi
catiOn of the moment, or waste their lives in faintly grasp· 
ing after the " infinit " or some other of the inanities of 
the metaphysical spookism that science has shown to be 
only the continuance of the childish illusions of the child
hood of our race-! sometimes wish that sturdy old 
J o_nathsn Edwards or the devil would spit them over a 
brimstone hell until they could recover some belief in the 
earnestness of this life. But the better remedy is the 
voice of evolution speaking from the graves of the earnest 
~epsrted who began the great contest s~sinst the cruel
ties, the miseries, the windy inanities of our modern 
practical hell. The earnestness and value of this life and 
its unceasing consequences, was the constant inspiration 
and lesson of Paine and his fellow Revolutionists. 

5 .. ~or less, and s.s a consequence, do they call us to 
nntumg work and mdnstry; and, if need be, sacrifice. 
In the advance toward the higher and better state of ex
istence the human will is a mighty factor. Evolution is 
dumb and blind; the human mind is the supplement and 
complement of the laws of nature, using them for human 
ends. The great revolutionists felt this all-important 
truth. We are forgetting it in becoming thoughtless 
evolutionists. Paine never ceased his work-" Without 
haste, without rest," seems to hav been the habit of his 
life. Yet in all he was the most practical of the reform
e~s of his ti!lle. ~e was a constitnti 1nal republican, who 
did not believe With the Jacobina that "the Revolution" 
conld run a l!overnment, nor with the Federalists that the 
"Republic" must be run by a mob or "consensus of the 
competent" because the people ''could not be trusted." 
The pel'severing expansion of the sentiments and purposes 
of the real founder of this Republic is the only means bv 
which it can be preserved, and a government of, for, and 
by the P.eople be secured to the human race. Paine's 
appeal, like that of Lincoln, was to the plain people, and 
to. them he must be used as a prophet, for him they never 
fail ~o nn~erstsnd, For them, as he says, he dipped his 
pen mto his own heart. 

6. T~is br~ngs up th~ f~ith, the final great soul-quality 
for which this revolntwmst and prophet should stand in 
this generation. If ever a man had reason to despair of 
the consummation of his great purposes Paine should 
hay closed his political career without a hope. Ever.v
thmg he had tried to do had been misunderstood 
thwarted, and apparently defeated. His old personal ac~ 
qnsintsnces and h?ped-for co-operators had gone over to 
the cause of reactiOn, How could the old man sit and 
think how he had grasped the hands of Burke Bona
parte, and Hamilton as his great friends and sus'tsiners 
and not despair? Yet this change of the instruments of 
the present only led him to plow deeper for the future. 
He ssw that the people were not ready. The Age of 
Reason and Agrarian and Industrial Justice did not exist 
for them. . Some other time they would learn, for he 
w_onld b~gm to spread the seed far and wide, then sink to 
his rest m the hope and belief that "the Religion of Hu
manity," whic~ ;he was the first to name, would finally 
replace the rehgwn of gods and devils and inhumanity 
against which he had striven. 

This was his sublime faith. At bottom Thomas Paine 
was a profoundly religions man, perhaps the most relig
ions of his day. His God was nature, the beneficent 
order ?f the worl~; his Christ was humanity evolving on
ward m the ms_kmg of a ~errest~isl heaven based upon 
that o!der. This very obJect of Itself secures his sud the 
salv:stwn of all those who work for it; for is it not the 
"kmgd?m ?f heave~ " already "within yon?" Toward 
the reshzstwn of this supreme object of human life the 
career of Thomas Paine was devoted· the steps which he 
urged and participated in are found t~ hsv been true and 
durable; the means and sonl·qnslities he illustrated and 
used are ~h?se ~y and upon which the victory is to be 
won. This Is plsml.v the verdict of evolution and human 
pr~gress: The battle is still on-after a hundred years 
It Is bemg renewed nearly where he left it. He who 
wrote th.e ''Crisis" by the campfires of Valley Forge asks 
from t~Is mon~ment: Can ;von do nothing but dream as 
a sunshme patriOt over the Issues upon which the higher 
hop~s of our country and the world hang for their com
pletiOn? 

Henry Rowley, who is always warmly welcomed 
by all who hav previously had the pleasure of lis
tening to him, was the next speaker. He said: 
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" Mn. CHAIRMAN AND FRIENDs: May I ask you why 
are we here ? What is the real purpose of this 
demonstration? Shall you be ashamed to-morrow 
of the thing you hav done this day? If your names 
should appear in to-morrow's papers as being pres
ent at this meeting, will you attempt to excuse 
yourselvs on the ground that you happened to be 
passing this spot and merely stopped to listen to 
one or two of the speeches, and that you hav no 
special interest in the theories of the author of 
' Common Sense ' and the ' Age of Reason !' I 
sincerely trust no person here will take such a po
sition. Let us own up, friends, honestly, before the 
world that we are not ashamed of Thomas Paine, 
and strive earnestly to disseminate, throughout the 
world, the truth regarding him and the part he 
played in the great drama of human emancipation. 

" Why do we honor Paine T Because he tried to 
tell the truth concerning vested interests and en
trenched authority. Few men hav the faculty of 
directness of speech. Most men use words to con
ceal their thoughts. If you want to express your 
thoughts against existing ecclesiastical institutions, 
and, at the same time, preserve your reputation, 
you must do it in a way that no one can under
stand. Be technical and abstruse. Be mysterious 
and inconsequential, and the clergy will smile at 
your impotence. Paine did not follow this method. 
He wanted to be understood, and he wanted the 
common people to understand the bases of king
craft and priestcraft. 

" Therein lies hie great sin. He said that 'one 
honest man is of more value to society than all the 
crowned ruffians that ever lived.' Every man can 
understand that. There's no beating about the 
bush. The truth contained in the remark strikes 
the mind with lightning rapidity and illumine the 
whole question. Do you believe this T You do. 
Then let us be honest and truthful ourselvs and 
endeavor to increase the race of honest men, for in 
a community of honesty there is no room for 
crowned villainy. 

"Paine's mind was intensely logical, and he 
pushed every principle to its full conclusion. He 
knew that the crown and the miter were twins, that 
the church and the throne were in partnership to 
subjugate the human family, and that to destroy 
the one and leave the other in possession was use
less. So he said: ' One schoolmaster did more use
ful work than all the priests that ever lived.' Do 
you believe this T Then we must decrease the num
ber of priests and increase the number of school
masters. The churches must go and the school
houses take their places. 

" We honor Paine because he was great-great 
in the full sense of the term. Colonel Ingersoll, 
whose presence and eloquence we miss to-day, has 
given us a definition of a great man. He says: 
' A great man adds to the sum of knowledge, ex
tends th? horizon of thought, releases souls from 
the Bastlle of fear, crosses unknown and mysteri
ous seas, givs new islands and new continents to 
the domt~.in of thought, new constellations to the 
firmament of mind. A great man does not seek 
applause or place; he seeks for truth; he seeks the 
road to happiness, and what he ascertains he givs 
to others. A great man throws pearls before 
swine, and the swine are sometimes changed to 
men. If. the great had always kept their pearls, 
vast J?ultitudes. would be barbarians now. A great 
man Is a torch m the darkness, a beacon in super
stition's night, an inspiration and a prophecy.' 

" Read the life of Paine and you will find that 
this is not only a definition of a great man but an 
epitome of Paine's work. He was singularly un
selfish-seeking neither applau3e nor place-always 
devoted to the principle of human liberty. For 
years he cast the pearls of his genius before the 
world. He had no sooner discovered a new prin
ciple, or, to be more correct, a practical plan to ap
ply a principle to human society, than he hastened 
to announce it to the world. His mind was an im
mense storehouse of facts and wisdom which he 
scattered with profusion. He was a torch in the 
darkness, and when that darkness was most in
tense his torch alone shone with a clear and steady 
brightness." 

Wilson Macdonald, introduced as a veteran of 
the Manhattan Liberal Club, said that Paine would 
take his place in history beside Washington, J e:ffer
son, and Franklin. Bulwer-Lytton undoubtedly 
had Paine in mind when he put into the mouth of 
Richelieu the now famous words : 

Beneath the rule of men entirely great 
The pen is mightier than the sword, 

for surely no other pen ever accomplished such re
sults as that of the Author-Hero, which should be 
preserved in the national museum with the sword 
of Washington. Paine was generous as well as 
otherwise great; he gave his own salary and started 
a subscription that resulted in the raising of three 
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hundred thousand pounds for the support of the 
federal army. Mr. Macdonald told the audience 
that he had attended the birthday celebrations of 
Thomas Paine for just one-half a century. 

Mr. Augu~tus Watters, of Newark, author of a 
thoughtful httle volume-" The New Age of Rea
son "-reviewed in this paper last year wished to 
bear testimony to the humanitarian side' of Paine's · 
character. Paine was a man of the profoundest 
tenderness of heart; he could never hav endured 
seeing all these people standing through the long 
exercises of this day, and he, the speaker, would for 
the same reason cut his remarks off very short. It 
was the greatest shame that our government allowed 
Paine to lie for eleven months in the prison of the 
Luxembourg, every day in danger of death the next 
hour. Paine wanted to make all the slaves free, he 
wanted to incorporate a provision to that effect in 
the Constitution, but his humanity and wise states
manship were voted out by those interested in the 
peculiar institution. If. Paine had been heeded we 
should hav been spared all the frightful pain and 
loss caused by the slaveholder's rebellion, and all 
the terrible cost and demoralization that still follow 
in its wake. 

Mr. Joseph Warwick, of Brooklyn, pointed out the 
cause of Paine's imprisonment. Gouverneur Mor
ris was minister from the new republic to France, 
and he hated Paine. There was no charge made 
against the author of " The Rights of Man.'' Mor
ris could easily hav procured his release, but in
stead he tried to blacken his character to the home 
government, and probably conspired against him 
with his French enemies. Paine had the best of 
reasons for expecting that each day would be his 
last, but under this great stress of circumstances 
he wrote the first part of the marvelous critical 
work, " The Age of Reason," and with no copy of 
the Bible to which to refer. James Monroe suc
ceeded Morris as minister to France, and Paine was 
released as an American citizen. Morris went to 
London and joined all the reactionary societies, 
working against Paine's reformatory ideas. "A 
viler man never trod the soil of America than 
Gouverneur Morris," Mr. Warwick emphatically 
affirmed. Still Paine harbored no ill-will toward 
him, sought no revenge. [It is clear, however, that 
he never fully sounded the depths of Morris's 
depravity-never understood how the representativ 
of his country had schemed against him.] Mr. 
Warwick is of the opinion that in some instances 
Paine " was a little too soft on his enemies." "I 
would hav gone to Gouverneur Morris and made 
life hot for him, and I don't think I would ha v been 
any the worse for it either." After all, though, Mr. 
Warwick concluded that we all respect and love 
Paine because he did not seek vengeance. 

After an oration by Rev. Henry Frank, Henry 
Rowley read this letter from Rev. F. E. Mason: 

BRoOKLYN, N.Y., May 29, 1895. 
Mn. RowLEY, President of Brooklyn Philosophical So

ciety, My Dear Si1· and Friends: Circumstances hav 
prevented my taking part in the Paine celebration to
day. I deeply regret not being present, and appreciate 
yon kind invitation to join with yon. 

The world is slowly but surely awakening to the "age 
of reason." With it comes man's independence. Eccle
siasticism has almost reached the end of its tether. The 
era of independent thought is imminent. 

Religions hav succeeded in erecting a tower of Babel 
which has ended in a confusion of tongues. They hav 
severed human interests, and hav provoked needless dis
cord. A retrospeotiv glance down the vistas of time dis
closes the fact that religions hav been a detriment to man. 
The:v hav retarded his advancement and minimized his 
possibilities. I firmly believe that every interloping 
messiah, prophet, redeemer, and savior that the world 
has ever delineated must be eliminated from human 
consciousneBB before man can gain his independence. 
Man himself must occupy the position ascribed to them. 
Intelligence is the only savior of the world. Ignorance 
is the only devil. 

I consider the words of Thomas Paine: '' The world is 
my country; to do good, my religion," the most sublime 
ever uttered by man. What altruism! By whom hav 
these words been excelled? Pot me on record as saying, 
They must stand at the head of every reform; they sound 
the death-knell of every religion. Religions would be 
snperfl.nons were men to follow such instruction. And 
Thomas Paine is declared an Infidel! It is too absurd to 
be ridiculous. What is an Infidel, one who does not be
lieve in God, or one who does not believe in somebody's 
else god? Why, the latter, of course. Thomas Paine's 
conception of God was so magnificently grand that there 
was nothing large enough in the universe by which to 
measure him, and he was repudiated because he didn't 
make a dwarf of him. The man who delineates God 
simply makes a mental idol and transforms himself into 
an ecclesiastical pigmy. Thomas Paine preferred to re
main a man. 

Would that all men were the same kind of an Infidel as 
was Thomas Paine! How could a man with snoh expanse 
of mind curtail it to fit religions dogmas? It is impos
sible to put a quart of brains into an ecclesiastical pint 
measure. They slop over. 

The mind of Thomas Paine still live. It is ours to
day. It is your place to revive it that the same mind may 
be in others that was also in him. It is the leaven that 
shall leaven the lump of human consciousness until man 
is utterly resurrected from the tomb of traditionah~m 
and is no longer a vassal to the dead past nor a pensioner 
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upon a vacuous future. Find the man in man, and yon 
redeem him. 

We tend toward the Utopia to which Thomas Paine 
pointed. It flows with the milk and the honey of reason. 
May we reach it, is all I ask. Independence is man's 
birthright. So long as man continues. to pay the pope, 
the priest, and the pastor to do his thinking, so long will 
he remain a slave. I am with yon in mind, and mind is 
the motiv power of the universe. Teach people to exer
cise it by thinking for themselvs~., and yon will make 
them sovereigns over the world. This was the mission 
of Thomas Paine. It is our prerogativ to embody his 
mind that humanity may be redeemed from the tyranny 
of the dead, and the despotism of ignorance. 

Cordially yours, FRANK E. MABON. 
After the discussion of some business matters, 

part of the audience immediately returned to their 
respectiv homes, while the others first paid a visit 
to the Paine Homestead. -

At the suggestion of Mr. John Scott, of North
port, Long Island, who headed the list with his 
contribution, a subscription was opened for the 
bronze bust, and before the assemblage dispersed 
sums aggregating $200 had been subscribed. The 
cost of the work is estimated at $2,000. Secretary 
Thomas Duntze of the Brooklyn Philosophical So
ciety reports that the subscriptions came in so fast 
that it was impossible to record all the names ac
curately. Following are the donors: 

John Scott, $1; Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., $50; Dr. E. B. 
Foote, Jr., $50; Mrs. Eliza B. Bnrnz, $5; Stnr4y Friend, 
$1; --Laforte, $1; -- Cnpler, $1· Henry Stone, $1; 
Friend, $1; - Volckner, $1; J. R. Macdonald, $1; 
-Curtiss, $5; Prof. D. T. Ames, $2; P. H. Wenz, $2; 
Unknown, 2; Henry Frank. $2; --Hickling, $1: Chas. 
H. Delano, $2;- Bamforth, $1; -- BeryJson, $1· 
R. B. Ivins, $1; .Mrs. E. M. Macdonald, $1; L. D. Crine: 
$25; T~ B. Wakeman, $5; Ad. Ferris, $5; Channin~ 
Bnrnz, $10;- Tooker, $1; Mrs. Blood, $1; N. F. 
Griswold, $20. 

Until further arrangements can be made a com
mittee of three hav charge of the subscriptions, the 
members being Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 120 Lexington 
avenue, New York; Henry Rowley, 251 Carlton 
avenue, Brooklyn, and Thomas Duntze, 24 Stock
holm street, Brooklyn. Those desiring to contrib
ute may address either of the above. 

Observations. 
Rational interpretation of the scriptures is pro

gressing by means of long leaps in these so-called 
fin de siecle days. The parable of the ten virgins, 
in Matthew xxv, long since got frayed at the edges 
by centuries of use as a reminder of the necessity 
of salting down a large supply of faith against t.he 
last day, but an illustration in Sunday's Herald 
givs the narrativ a new and up-to-date outfit. To 
the gaze of modern criticism it is revealed that the 
ten alleged virgins started for the wedding on bicy
cles; also, that five of them neglected to put kero
sene in their lamps, which went out, and the girls 
were arrested by a minion of the law for riding 
after dark without a light. 

It begins to look as though readers interested in 
Mr. S. P. Putnam's experience with the "English 
cheer" would hav to hear one before they can enjoy 
settled convictions about the nature of that form 
of demonstration. Saladin of the .Agnostic Journal 
speaks of it as "a long, loud, and straggling volley 
of hand-clapping and heel-thumping," which is a 
good enough description of the American way of 
applauding, except among our German citizens, who 
remove their cigars and emit the syllable "Hoch ! " 
direct from the liver. My impression of the Eng
lish cheer was that it included "Bravo!'' uttered 
with some stress of voice. Scotch cheer is said to 
be distinguished by a somewhat smoky though not 
unpalatable flavor. 

The tribute of "singularly clear articulation" 
which Saladin pays to the Secular Pilgrim must be 
gratifying, although it is merited, for in enunciation 
and orthoepy our representativ has few equals. To 
hav won such praise from a scholarly subject of the 
queen of England, and to hav sent a joke through 
the armor of Scotch gravity, all in one day, will be 
recalled by Mr. Putnam, I fancy, as among the 
most notable of his oratorical feats. 

When the subscr!ption for the Paine bust is 
closed I hope that enough funds will hav been 
raised to quiet the title to the lot on which the 
monument stands. On second thought, it may be 
even more important that the lot should be ac
quired than that the monument should be surmount
ed with a Bust. The ground belongs to nobody in 
particular. It is not claimed by the owner of the 
farm, but he is a man well along in years ; at his 
death the estate is liable to division, and his suc
cessor, especially if he happens to be pious, may 
take a different view. The good people who assem
bled about the monument on Decoration day were 
really trespassing, though they meant no offense. 
Whether there is anything to prevent some future 
owner of the farm from excluding Paine's admirer's 
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from the premises, or even removing the monument, 
would hav to be settled in court, where those who 
now contribute toward the contemplated bronze 
would hav no special standing. Beyond keeping 
the monument and wall in repair, the outlay of 
a large sum of money by Liberals on property they 
do not own and cannot control or protect, seems im
prudent. The application of a few hundred dollars 
to the acquisition of the lot, its ownership to be 
vested in some incorporated society or company 
and surrounding the ground with an iron fence of, 
appropriate hight and stability, would seem to be 
a proper initial step toward crowning the monu
ment with a valuable Bust. 

The Ohurch. Union, a religious paper with head
quarters in New York, has been excluded from the 
mails for running a lottery scheme. This is alto
gether surprising, for the editor and proprietor of 
the sheet is none other than Mrs. Elizabeth Gran
nis, the all-round reformer who gained some noto
riety not long ago by rushing a crusade a2'ainst 
living pictures and low-necked dresses. Mr. Gran
nis protests that there was nothing immoral about 
her lottery, and she is probably right, but the ladies 
whose display of sinus she criticised may say with 
truth that their low-necksexhibition was equally 
harmless. Responding to popular demand, the 
Hon. Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts and the Hon. Mr. 
Gorham of Maryland, who were instrumental in 
spreading this lottery net, should tell what they 
think of the fish they hav caught in it. 

After duly wrestling in prayer, weeping for a 
season, and petitioning the throne of grace for wis
dom which they should hav acquired at a woman's 
school, the members of the general assembly of the 
Presbyterian church resolved that they would ex
clude from the ministry all students of Union 
Theological Seminary, where the enlightened Dr. 
Briggs is a professor. The young men who hav 
provided themselvs with a stock of Calvinistic the
ology, modified by the higher criticism which proves 
it to be a humbug, and who now find the way to 
the Presbyterian pulpit too narrow for their load, 
are in a fix something like Robinson Crusoe's when 
he had fiuished his boat and discovered that there 
was a hill between him and the ocean. Still, Dr. 
Briggs's pupils do not necessarily hav to bunch 
their craft in Presbyterian waters, for the sea of 
Rationalism is a big one, and its waves come pretty 
near to the foundations of the Union Theological 
Seminary. This way, boys! 

The Mexican minister at Washington, Senor Ro
mero, has contributed to the North .American 
Review an article on the finances of his country 
that will anguish the hearts of our gold monomet
alists. Mexico has silver dollars, and to that fact 
Senor Romero attributes, to a large extent, its in
creasing prosperity. The obstinate refusal of other 
countries to take silver dollars for what they are 
worth, in exchange for products, stimulates home 
manufactures, which are building up in a gratifying 
manner. Not only that, but some manufacturers 
from the United States are removing their plants 
to Mexico. As a consequence, labor finds employ
ment and there are no strikes, the tendency of 
wages being to increase. Mining is lively, the banks 
are flush, the circulation is activ, and nobody is idle 
who wants to work. Coming from a scrub republic 
like Mexico, Senor R~mero does not presume to 
comment on the monetary question confronting the 
people of the United States, but he is as earnest a 
defender of silver for his country as the average 
Englishman is cf free trad6 for Great Britain. If 
our goldbugs' heads are level, they will not delay 
sending Eli Perkins to Mexico as a correspondent 
for the capitalistic press. There are going to be big 
openings on both sides for liars in the approaching 
campaign, and the side that has the most talented 
one will stand the best chance to win. 

During the past winter somebody unearthed 
"fresh evidence" that the "Junius Letters" were 
written by Sir Philip Francis. The said evidence 
was accepted as conclusiv, and stock in W. H. Burr's 
theory that Thomas Paine wrote the Junius phi
lippics found few takers at any price. Now a writer 
to a L mdon magazine produces a letter by Junio'l 
written when Francis had been five months absen l 
from England, and dealing with events of which hE 
could hav known nothing, as he was in India. Thnt 
lets Sir Philip out, and unless an alibi can be proved 
for Paine, Colonel Burr's client is not yet acquitted 
Whatever the verdict, Mr. Burr has the opposing 
counsel in a hole, and his forbearance in not .taking 
advantage of his present opportunity to show a cer· 
tain Chicago editor the folly of overflowing his 
banks without due deliberation, is more than ad· 
mirable-it is beatific. GEo. E. MAonc>Jil:.U n 
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And Still They Come for the Book. 
LITTLE FALLs, N.Y., May 24, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3, 
for one year's subscription te THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. W. A. RoULETTE. 

WYMORE, NEB., May 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inolos9d find $3, for which 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER slid the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours truly, WM. B. ALLEN. 

HARwooD MINES, PA., May 17, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.50 for six 

months' subscription for myself, and a new 
subscription one year for Mr. J. Harry 
Silverman. Please send the "Freethink
er's Pictorial Text-Book" to my address. 
I think I will soon be able to get some 
more new subscribers. M. J. PALINKAS. 

ELmRA, N.Y., May 18, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : I received a sample copy 

of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing a "Spe
cial New Snb•criber Offer" of the paper 
one year and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book," both for $3, which yon will 
find inclosed. I think that I will be able 
to send you some few subscribers. 

Yours fraternally, DR. U. G. BECK. 

GUNNISON, CoL., May 20, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3, 

for which please send me THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for one year and the "Pictorial 
Text-Book." In these times, when, under 
the guise of patriotism, A. P. As. fight 
Catholics on account of their religion, it is 
a relief to read your paper. As Americans 
we want to fight all hypJorits, and at the 
same time we are aga-inst persecution. 

Truly yours, L. WEINBERGER 

W OROESTER, MASS., May 23, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER one year, to be sent to 
George H. Noble. 

I hav been lending him my papers, and 
he is very liberal, and when he saw the 
" Pictorial Text-Book" he thought he 
must hav it. The book came all right 
yesterday, and I am very thankful for it. 

I am doing all the good I can with what 
material I hav to work with, and I may be 
able to do more in the future; it is very 
much needed in this priest-ridden city. 

Yours ever for the truth, 
SYr.vANUS B. NoRMAN. 

Getting Ready for Campaigning. 
RooK SPRINGS, WYo , April 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason," for which yon 
will find $1. We hav formed a Free
thon~ht society and want these copies for 
missionary work in our town. 
Yours respectfully, MRs. ZEPH JoNES. 

There's Hope for Covenanter Land. 
McDoNALD, PA., May 4, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 for 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought, '• 
and one new subscriber, one dozen "Age 
of Reason," and one dozen "Self-Contra
dictions." Apply $1 to the Wise Defense 
Fund, and fifty cents to the Minnesota 
school fight. 

From a friend in darkest Pennsylvania. 
WM. PLOTTS. 

Finds Several Freethinkers. 
CHANDLER, 0. T., May 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which 
I wish to hav your paper another year. I 
hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER about two 
years, and enjoy it more and more. I am 
greatly interested in Freethought, and am 
doing all I can to advance its cause. We 
hav a small town here of about twelve 
hundred, and more Freethinkers than I 
ever knew in a place of this size. 

Your truly, ALEX. BISHOP. 

Ready for a Brush. 
EYoTA, MINN., May 5, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6 to renew 
my subscription and for "Plain Home 
Talk and Medical Common Sense " and 
the "Cosmian Hymn-Book." The books 
you sent are "things of beauty and joys 
forever." After reading them one cannot 
help feeling well fortified with common 
sense arguments to fight the enemy in a 
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word skirmish on any ground he chooses 
Yours for liberty, MRs. GEo P. JAMES. 

Will Stick to the End. 
MoNTGOMERY, Miss., May 14r 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: At last by dint of much 
toil and perseverance I hav succeeded in 
getting a little money, and hasten to for
ward you your dues, with another year's 
subscription, and am sorry that I cannot 
Fend for some books, as well as for not 
being able to send something to the Wise 
and Fleck ten funds, which I hope to do be
fore it is too late. Let me thank you 
for your kindness for what has passed, 
and assure you that I will be with you as 
long as life lasts this old heretic. Wishing 
you and the grand old TRUTH SEEKER 
much success and pleasure, I am yours to 
command, R. R. PARSONS. 

Tardy Mail Service Frightened Him. 
GILMAN, ILL., May 32, 1895. 

M:R. EDIToR: My paper did not arrive 
Saturday as usual, and I hav felt ever 
since as if I had slipped a cog. Things do 
not go right if I fail to read it, and, as I 
am one of the two thousand or more that 
are back on subscription, I hav thought 
may be you might hav out my name off, 
which would serve me just right. But I 
want you to put me right on again for two 
years, and be sure to send me last week's 
and this week's issue, and please send me 
Ingersoll's "About the Holy Bible." 
Those "Observations" are worth more 
than the price of the paper, and I don't 
want to miss a single one of Pntnam's let-
ters. Your truly, H. C. MosuER. 

He Delights in It. 
WALTON, IND., May 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose to you $3. I 
would hav sent you the order sooner, but 
I hav been sick the last year and was not 
expected to liv. I am now somewhat bet
ter. I hav passed my seventy-eighth mile 
post. 

I send you one year's subscription, 
though I may hav to pass away soon. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the delight of my 
life. I inclose to you my card, of which I 
hav had 1,000 printed every year for the 
last twelve years. 

Fare you well for the present, 
D. ENGLER. 

This is the unique card: 
Engler house, Temple of Science and 

Hotel. Class meeting at all hours. Now 
in the Holy Land. Good accommodations 
for travelers, David Engler, proprietor, 
Walton, Ind. 
There is a bell on the Engler House 

Which rings for a noble cause; 
Its tones go forth for one and all, 

To teach science, truth, and virtue's 
laws. 

Let there be free schools without creed 
or sect, based on the teaching of science 
and truth. 

Knows the Need of Prompt Payments. 
DE RuYTER, N.Y., May 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice by the tab that 
for a week or two I hav been reading your 
TRUTH SEEKER; and, as I insist that all of 
my subscribers pay the cash promptly in 
advance, it strikes me that I should take 
the same medioin, so I send you a renewal. 
I also take pleasure in handing you a 
"trial trip" subscription from Hiram 
McClure, who was a reader of your paper 
during the life of its founder, and a regular 
attendant of the meetings of the state as
secie.tion in those early days. 

Franklin Steiner gave us a splendid lect
ure a short time since. We made a big 
effort to get the people out, and a good 
house was the result. Four clergymen 
were present, and two of them found little 
to criticise. The Methodist Episcopal 
dominie anRwered him the next Sunday 
but one. I published his sermon, to which 
Mr. Steiner replied through the paper, 
and there it ended. One round is all the 
average clergyman will stand up and re
ceive. Mr. Steiner is indeed an able 
speaker, and we feel that the cause of hu
manity was advanced by his visit. 

With best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
I am, Yours, etc., W. W. AMES. 

Approximately Thirty-Two Per Cent. 
ATLANTA, GA., May 18, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.80, for 
which please send me a copy of the Ko
ran; THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months, 
and three copies of "Bible Against Itself." 

I would be glad if you would giv me the 
figures as to the number of inhabitants on 
the globe, and what per cent of them are 
Christians. You can do this through the 
pllper if you like, I saw an account pub
lished by a Methodist paper claiming that 
out of 1,400,000,000 in the world, the 
Christians tad two-thirds of that number. 
I am well pleased with the "Age of Rea-
son." Respectfully, W. R. RAY. 

[The Methodist editor drew on his vivid 
imagination for his facts. The Quarterly 
of the American Statistical Association for 
March, 1892, contained the results of the 
investigations of M. Fournier de Flaix, 
showing that out of a total world popula
tion of about 1,400,000,000, Christianity 
claimed 447,000,000, or nearly thirty-two 
per cent. That is, less than one-third as 
against the two-thirds claimed by the 
Methodist sheet. But this givs the Chris
tian church the advantage of including in 
its membership all the Infidels of Europe, 
America, Australasia, and India, and the 
great mass of indifferents in all so-called 
Christian oommunities.-ED. T. S.] 

Tar and Feathers TS. Arguments. 
TuRNER, OR., May 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: At last, we hav had a new 
sensation in the sleepy priest-ridden little 
village of Turner. We hav had a Free
thought lecture here. 

Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith, secretary of 
the Oregon State Secular Union, spoke 
here last night on "Special Providence 
and the Evolution of the God Idea." 

She had a fair audience, considering 
the priest-fostered condition here ; but 
very few ohnrohites were in attend
anoe. The lecturer is a little bit of femi
nin loveliness, with "go" and " brains " 
enough to endow about forty ordinary 
" preachers," and is by far the most ao. 
oomplished elocutionist this place has ever 
heard. It looked very like "casting 
pearls before swine" for her to Epeak 
here; but she did, and the J€snsites are 
all torn up over it. 

One enthusiastic disciple with more re
ligion than brains said that she "ought to 
be tarred and feathered, by jingo." And 
he doubtless voiced the secret thought of 
his colleagues. As usual, personal in
veotiv and animadversion take the place 
of any effort at reply to argument, but the 
orthodox are not happy. 

One-fourth the effort put forth to build 
up secular churches that is now used to 
sustain orthodox Christianity would soon 
leave the latter far behind, to be eventu
ally absorbed altogether. It is to the in
terest of Freethinkers to sustain this move. 
It means better, honester, and more stable 
government and advancing civilization. 

F. s. MATTESON, 

They Wake Him too Early. 
ALBIA, IA., May 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Why is it that an old 
cracked cast-iron bell must be rung three 
oonseoutiv times, and as often disturb the 
peace, before people can remember that 
they are expected to go to church? It 
does not require any of this heathen mon
key work to get people to go to a theater. 
There is never any of this switoh-engin, 
fire-alarm busine~s when a circus comes to 
town, yet every elder and sister in the 
good cause is always on hand before the 
grand entree. We hav noticed that when
ever there is a prize fight, no matter how 
much pains the principals take to keep it 
quiet, there are always enough on hand to 
make the thing pay. No bell is rung to 
call men to a lodge, yet there is generally 
a quorum present. If Mrs. Smith-Jones 
is to giv a 5 o'clock tea one day next week, 
everyone will be there on time, and no 
nerve. shattering, ear-splitting curfew must 
ring to tell them when to take a last look 
in the glass and start. Then why is it. 
that a person who wants to take a little 
rest on Sunday morning-the only time 
that many people hav to rest-must be dis
turbed three different times at inconven
ient intervals by the discordant clanging 
of three or thirty old pot-metal bells cast 
after the pattern of sixteen centuries ago, 
and paid for by some lottery scheme of the 
faithful? I say why is this? There is no 
reason for it, except that it is customary. 
Let the church bell go along with the 
whipping-post, the rack, the iron maiden, 
the stake, and other implements of relig-
ious torture. F. F. TINKER. 
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What Does Prayer A vall ~ 
NEw BmTAIN, CoNN., May 21, E.M. 295. 
MR. EDITOR: What is the use of praying 

to God, if there be a God such as Jews and 
Christians claim? That is, admitting for 
the sake of the argument that there is a 
God, and only one God, who is the su
preme ruler of the universe, who P.;ivs life 
and motion and light and heat (which are 
oorrelativ forces with electricity) and that 
he (we speak in the masoulin gender be
cause that is the custom of God worshipers) 
is all-wise and therefore never can err or 
make a mistake in anything he says or 
does, and is poseessed of unlimited power 
to do right, and, therefore, will do only 
that which his wisdom directs. If he did 
otherwise it would prove he is not all-wise 
or else his power is limited. Now it is 
taught that he is omniscient and can fore
see future events. If that is so, in conjunc
tion with his wisdom and power, I don't 
see how anything can come to pass or 
transpire that he does not wish. And, 
moreover, he must be as represented by 
some true believers, unohangable. But 
man is fallible and liable to err in judg
ment (and necessarily in action); then why 
does he try to either direct or even make a 
r< q nest, since he may be asking something 
that could not be granted by God unless 
he is fallible? Nor is this all, for God is 
sure to act just the same whether he is 
prayed to or not, otherwise he is not all
wise, or else he is sot all-powerful, and 
therefore is not God. You may quote 
from that inspired buok and tell me that 
the prayer of the righteous availeth much, 
or many other paesages that teach us to 
pray, but still the question arises after 
every quotation, How can God answer 
prayer and yet be the all-wise, all·seeing, 
all-powerful being that we hav been 
taught he is? But to reconcile this dis
crepancy is not incumbent upon the Athe
ist, because he admits this hypothesis only 
to show the absurdity of the theory, and 
if he was asked to explain these contradic
tions he would probably reply that he did 
not hav any evidence that there was such 
a God nor that he had made a holy revela
tion to man, and therefore bad probably 
been assuming too much, for such a God 
is unthinkable and therefore the hypothe
sis is probably incorrect. And it is unin
telligible to say that within a few (or 
many) thousand years, God spoke this 
universe into existence-" And God said, 
Let there be light, and there was light"
and for an eternity previous to that little 
speech, there was nothing but all-wisdom 
and all-power, "And darkness was upon 
the face of the deep," if anyone can tell 
what that means. And if no one can tell 
what it means so that all shall agree, then 
shall all such ambiguous language be called 
revelation? GEo. F. ELLIOTT. 

He Sees the Danger of Intolerance. 
SKULL VALLEY, ARiz., May 10, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: I perceive in one or more 
of the numbers sent me that you are in 
quest of funds like all the rest of us. I 
hav always been of the opinion that THE 
TRUTH SEEKER was a big paying institu
tion, but I see you hav "to put on a poor 
mouth" now and then. 

I send herein $1, in either gold-dust or 
stamps, to continue my subscription after 
the poem deal expires. I thought, then, 
you got it too cheap, but I think now 
that I hav the best of the trada so far, 
even if the coming numbers are blank. 
There hav been some years when I did not 
pull well in what I considered a "so
called" Freethought harness, but since 
reading your paper for some time I think 
you hav put a new collar on me that don't 
chafe and gall, and I feel that I can, will, 
and must pull, or the "black-snake" of 
my conscience will make the fur fly from 
my sinful soul's hide. 

This language may be a little too figura
tiv for you, but I guess your " Observa
tionist" will comprehend, for I see he has 
stu,ied Old Saxon English, Hebrew, Chi
nook, and the Apocalypse, and, therefore, 
ought to be able to bring an Arkansaw 
preacher's sermon to the understanding of 
a jack rabbit if need be. But I did not 
mean to take up space writing what I hav 
written. I wanted to commend and en
courage you for' your valiant words in be
half of true justice, when you .demand 
that the Adventists shall not be perse· 
outed, but granted their 9Q~st~tutio~al 
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tight; that Catholics shall not be forced to 
hav their children taught anti-Catholic 
dootrins in the schools, and when yon 
" round up " Catholics when they try to 
steal public funds to teach their foolish
ne~s with, yon are right again ; and when 
yon bring up Liberals to the soratoh ·who 
profess illiberal liberalit.y, yon are more 
than right-you are bully. It was this 
illiberal liberalism that used to " set me 
to bunking and busted my sinoh." In the 
language of one who could giv even 
George Washington a pointer on good. 
ness, I say : " Well done, thou good and 
faithful servant ; inasmuch as thou hast 
been faithful with a few [subscribers] thou 
shalt be ruler over many." 

If we hav any sense, reformers must 
support their papers. I remember Jotm 
Swinton's Paper. In it the laboring 
people had a champion equal to any. 
They let the paper die; look at their con
dition now I So will it ever be. There 
are questions before us that are rapidly 
becoming conditions; we cannot shirk 
them without ruin. It is our duty, if there 
is a spark of courage left, to meet them. 
I say this in tbe face of the fact that I 
don't believe in liquor and tobaooo in any 
form, and never use them. There are 
some things that are of more moment than 
personal habits, beastly though they be. 
Liberty, equality, and justice before the 
law "for all hands and the cook" first, 
last and all the time. 

Without (the hope of) these life is worth
less. And I am not a snioidist (beg G. E. 
M.'s pardon) either. An exemplary slave 
oan be only what his master wills ; a 
beastly free man oan reform. 

I thought I would write only a little 
when I began. !see I hav overdone it. 
"Diggings" are not the best, and the 
only way I oan get back the time I lost on 
this letter is to get THE TRUTH BEEK&R 
outfit to pray for my prosperity, or for 
better eyes SI!.d judgment about this gold
finding business. Golly! wouldn't it be 
fun to see the heavenly hosts about that 
time! I fear they would forget your 
neighbor, Father Drumgoole, in the ex
citement, and not put the necessary virtue 
in his goods that day. H. G. 

Another Wom!\n Crazed by the Bible. 
PmRSON, IA., May 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I clip the inclosed letter 
from the Sioux City Daily Journal of the 
17th inst. The journal has the largest 
circulation of any daily in Iowa. And a 
Christian lady of this town says, " No 
doubt hundreds of good people will take 
this all in, as the true solution of the cy
clone problem." Yon see it is all based on 
the Holy Bible. 

You must understand that the recent 
" twister " in this vicinity was especially 
malevolent, one poor woman being bruised 
almost past recognition, every vestige of 
her clothing stripped from her body, and 
even the flesh torn from her limbs, so that 
they fell from their sockets when the body 
was raised from the ground. 

Mrs. Meech says some people aoonse 
God of this diabolical bnMiness. And the 
Methodist preacher of this town says that 
Mrs. Meech, no doubt, has a spite against 
some one whom she wants " out off;" that 
most of the old-time witch killing was be
cause somebody wanted an enemy put out 
of the way. It may be difficult to deter
mine whether Mrs. Meech is a consistent 
Chril!ltian or a murderess in embryo. But 
il both hypotheses lead to the same result, 
what difference does it make? In either 
case, yon Eastern people who enjoy the 
rare sport of turning these terrible "twist
ers " loose on the unsuspecting West had 
better beware of Mrs. Meech, lest she drop 
down on you unawares, and out yon off 
utterly. It may be yon did not intend to 
hurt anybody, as Mrs. Meech kindly in
timates, but that collusion with the Pres
byterian ohnroh at Le Roy, Minn., looks 
suspicions. If yon did not know the na
ture of a "twister," yon knew the nature 
of the Presbyterian ohuroh. 

Just the old-fashioned plain oyolone was 
bad enough, without steeping it in the witch
broth of premeditated Presbyterian vin
diotivness, punctuating it with infant 
damnation, and aggravating it. with fore
ordained devilment. · 

Anyway, there seems to be plenty of 
work for Freethinkers yet, whether we 
think of Mrs. Ruth E. Meech, or the 
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Sunday-school hot-beds that breed snob 
lunatics. S. F. BENSON. 

Postmaster Nash is in receipt of the fol
lowing letter, which requires no explana
tion or elucidation: 

DECORAH, May 14, 1895. 
PosTMASTER-Dear Sir: I hav read 

about the terrible oyolone in your vinoin· 
ity. I am not acquainted with any person· 
I will write to the postmaster. ' 

I visited Le Roy, Minn., after the cy
clone last fall, and told the people of Le 
Roy the cause of cyclones; also offered to 
take part in the work of tracing out the 
cause to the starting place, which I be
lieve to be in Canada East. I am a de
scendant from two lines of old prophets. 
It has been revealed to me that cyclones 
are caused by the work of witchcraft in 
the northeast. I cannot tell what people 
are practicing those arts till I go and find 
them. I know some of the people south 
of Leroy that are sources for th!lt spirit 
that causes these terrible storms. I be
lieve they are innocent of the intention of 
doing harm. Some one East belonging to 
the witchcraft power has married into 
their family, which I believe were asso
ciated with the prophets. This witchcraft 
power has got their spiritual bodies under 
control, and they are used as sources 
for the witchcraft spirit. Also the Pres
byterian church of Le Roy is oontroled 
by some power that co-operates with the 
works of the oyolone. To the natural eye 
the church is all right; there is so many 
people joined the Presbyterian ohuroh 
that are controled by this witchcraft 
power till it is having a sad effect. Ooe of 
the people that is a source for the witch
craft spirit livs in Mason City, where 
the cyclone started from Jast fall. The 
other one livs south of La Roy somewhere. 

It has been revealed to me the head and 
cause of those terrible storms were in Can
ada East. The effects and spirit from the 
works found a source through the Presby· 
terian ohn,.oh of LeRoy, also a few people 
scattered around, some in Dakota. I be
lieve all these people came from the north
east. I believe this work is associated 
with the old Jesuits that are located in the 
northeast. I could not be sure till I went 
and searched for the head of the stream. 
It was revealed to me there was a living 
spirit maturing from the works of destruc
tion. It had the head of a small beast and 
human body. There is two powers, man 
and beast, united in the work. This living 
spirit represents two powers in one spirit. 
The larger this spirit grows the more pow
er cyclones will hav. I told the people of 
LeRoy they would always exist till the 
source for this spirit was traced back to 
the head and causes mit off. The Bible 
teaches there will be witchcraft in the lat
ter day that will be utterly out off. They 
never will be out off till man roots out the 
cause of this destrnotiv spirit. 

I hav written to many of the churches. 
They, like the people in the days of Noah, 
seem to be quite indifferent. Some of 
them think it is God that is sending these 
storms. The great God always provides 
some way to serve his people if they will 
hav faith to take up the work. I would 
hav to go to LeRoy and examin the Pres
byterian church, also hav to go to Canada 
and find the causes. I hav also learned 
the dragon has made his way from the 
north into LeRoy, Minn. I hav not 
learned that he gets his power through 
powers described or not. I hav offered 
to make the attempt to out off those pow
ers if I oan hav my expenses paid and a lit
tle besides. I believe the work oan never 
be done by any other person. 

MRs. RuTH E. MEECH. 

Bible's God Worse ·.Than Jesse James. 

sion that the atoms of which all material 
bodies are formed always existed and al
ways will exist. 

Worlds, and systems of worlds, hav been 
formed from atoms that hav always existed 
somewhere in this boundless space. Is 
there any power outside of nature? The 
person who thinks there is had better first 
find an outside to nature. Nature is con
stantly building up, and just as constantly 
tearing down. But there is not so mnoh 
as one atom destroyed. When we put a 
&tick of wood or chunk of coal in the stove 
and burn it, to be sure it is destroyed in 
the form of wood or coal, but the atoms of 
whiohitwas composed exist in otherforms; 
they hav not been destroyed. Everything 
that livs dies-animals, plants, trees-all 
die, decompose, and return to their orig
inal elements, or the elements they were 
in at one time (just the same as steam re
turns to water), and nature, when she re
builds, calls on those elements for material 
from which to reform or rebuild. Without 
decay there could be no growth. We all 
know that there is generation after genera
tion on this earth; the new is constantly 
taking the place of the old in vegetable as 
well as in animal life, and as all progressiv 
thinkers admit that there is no power 
known to man that will form something 
from nothing, we are forced to the conclu
sion that it is the old that is regenerated 
or reformed. We all know that a few 
short years ago, we did not exist in bodily 
form; but we are satified that we now do 
exist in that form. Where, and in what 
form, were our bodies five hundred years 
ago? ~nrely the atoms of which our bod
ies are formed existed somewhere in earth, 
air, and water. We were in those elements 
at one time; now we are in bodily form. 
Our bodies will return to those elements 
again, and why not to bodily form again. 
Surely what nature has done, she oan and 
will do again. 

I will giv a few reasons why I do not 
take any stock in the Christian God or his 
holy word. I cannot wonhip snob a God 
as we read about in Numbers xxxi, or the 
book of Joshua, or any of the other books 
of the old Jewish Bible, for if his own 
word oan be relied on he was worse than 
the outlaw Jesse James ever was, for who 
ever heard of the outlaw bntohPring, or 
giving orders to butcher, innocent mothers 
and babies? In Num. xxxi, 17, 18, the 
Lord commanded Moses to kill all the 
mothers and male bal1>es, and debauch the 
daughters of a certain race of people. He 
also gave orders to Moses to kill all the 
kings, burn all the cities, and take all the 
gold, cattle, eto , of the Midianites and giv 
to the priests. The priests then divided 
the plunder and the Lord got a share of 
it, even to thirty-and-two of the unmarried 
daughters. Can any sensible person read 
Numbers xxxi and believe it to be the in
spired word of a good, just, and merciful 
God? Just think of it-a good, just, mer
ciful God here givs orders to Moses to 
burn, kill, steal, aL!d then to divide the 
plunder with himself. 

In Genesis some writer is made to say 
that God created the heavens and the 
earth. I would like to be informed by 
some one as to which one of the man-made 

LA HoYT, !A., May 6, E.s. 2915. gods built this great boundless universe. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, forwhioh Was it the Jewish God of the Old Testa

send me THE TRUTH BEEKER another year, ment, or the half man and half ghost of 
"Dynamic Theory," "All About the Holy the New? Was it the Persian god, or the 
Bible," and the ANNUAL. Mohammedan god, or was it John China-

! hav been a member of THE TRUTH man's god, or the unlocated god of nature? 
BEEKER family for over three years, and I Some one who was at the creation, I sup
can l!lay that I am mnoh pleased with the pose, kept a record of all that God was 
paper. I admire the sledge-hammer blows doing, or did God keepthereoord himself? 
its writers giv to superstition. I hav been If he did, he should hav signed his name 
a Freethinker nearly all my life, but never to it before he paBSed it down to his ohil
knew of your paper till a little over three dren, so that they would know that it was 
years ago. I am a farmer, and WllS born gennin. I am satisfied that all gods are 
on the farm that I now own. Was raised man-made, that they never existed except 
among waving fields of wheat and corn, in the minds of the ignorant and snpersti
forests, birds, and dowers, and, from a tions and on paper. There has been a oer
olose study of nature, became a doubter tain class ill nearly all ages of the world 
when very young. I did my own thinking; that has been busy making gods, hells, 
did not permit others to think for me. and devils, and for what purpose but to 
Years ago the question arose in my mind, scare a living out of the credulous and ig
Where did God stay before he created norant masses? They go around over the 
space? I arrived at the oonolnsion that country pedling futures of which they 
space always was and always will be; was know nothing, but trade promises of a 
not created, and cannot be destroyed; had happy life after the people are dead for 
no beginning and will hav no end; has no this world's gel!lds; they are smart enough 
top, no bottom, no sides, and no corners, to take their part of the trade here and 
but extends forever in every direction. now, in gold dollars, silver ,dollars, paper 
Reason revolts at the idea of an end to dollars, gorgeous temples, and fine clothes. 
space. I long ago arrived at the concln- - But the poor deluded fellows that they 
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trade with hav to wait till the next world 
for their part of the trade, and yet there 
are thousands with " wonder's open 
month" ready and waiting to make snob 
foolish trades. I hope I may never be so 
foolish as to giv a minister cool, hard dol
dare here and now for his part of the trade, 
and then wait till the next world for my 
part of it. 

Preachers and priests hold up a terrible 
hell before the eyes of the people for the 
purpose of scaring them into the ohnroh, 
where they draw their attention up to their 
imaginary Jesus with one hand while, with 
the other hand, they go down into their 
pockets after good hard cash. 

How mnoh better is that way of getting 
money than the way that the highway rob
ber gets it-by holding a cooked revolver 
to his victim's head? In either case there 
is a threat of total destruction in order to 
get money. 

Christians profess to love their enemies, 
while, at the same moment, Christians and. 
Christian nations are w.aiting for a ghost 
of an excuse to butcher each other with 
Gatling guns and canister-yes, force 
even the Infidels to hand over some of 
their hard· earned cash to build great war 
ships and load them down with rapid fire, 
Gatling, and dynamite gnns, aud other 
instruments of destruction with which 
Christian nations express their love for 
one another. · 

The road over which the ohuroh has 
traveled is strewn with the charred bones 
of millions of human beings; this plainly 
shows us how the church has loved her 
enemies. E. E. WmTE. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

:1 LLUSTAATED 
By Carey K. Jurist. 

The text is poeticaJ and the illustrations are 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTS I CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

Pscm';,t~i~~~~~J 
f QUITE. NEW &UNIQUE 

THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SO'GTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eYe could 

Saw the Vision of the ;~~ld, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land wiH10ut a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Tene, witty, a.nd sarcastic dafinition1 of t:h.•;:, 
loldoal tel'IllB. Pri!'<~, ~ cen\e 
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(j'Aildren' s {jorner. 
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 

Ri~·er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tionll for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a 11anse in the da)''s occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Thy Wand~>ring Boy. 
'Tis Years tince I hav left thy caTe 

'l'o brave whate'er my lot might b3; 
With ioyfnl ?.en! to do and dare 

The worln in life's fierce battle fray; 
I left thy side in yonthfnrioy, • 
Thy stalwart, stubborn, hopeful bJy. 

When deeuens'strife in battle's van, 
The soldier heeds no bugle call; 

So I, urged on~by thoughtless clan. 
Forgot. the things that thee appall; 

ButTforscok'all reckless joy, 
To feel myself again-thy,boy. 

Now oft the world seems dark and-drear, 
I sraTcely heed its hitter scorn: 

I l'rel thv tendu love and care 
For me o'er' desert breEzes borne; 

I know thy sweet maternal joy 
Will ever-claim me~for thy boy. 

Ah, mother, hast thou wondered how 
It came we ne'er again did meet? 

I had no la"!'rels on my brow; 
Could place no trophies at thy feet. 

I con!d not bring thee hope and j Jy; 
I stayed thy wand'ring, wayward boy. 

-H. G. 

Somebody Has Blundered. 
In my studies (I am still going to school, 

though fourteen years of age) I hav seen 
it stated that Mount Ararat is 17,000 and 
Mount Everest 29,000 feet in hight. Nat
ural history tells me that at an elevation of 
14,200 feet the temperature of the atmos
phere is perpetually freezing. Is not that 
a mistake? How could Noah's Ark rest on 
Ararat if there were 15,000, or even 2,800, 

of ignorance-and cannot be received as 
authority. We admire Helen's fine mind, 
and her attainments already show that she 
is on the right road. Study and research 
lead to mental liberty. Follow the light 
of Reason, and yon cannot go·astray.
En. C. C.] 

Correspondence. 
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., May 22, 1895. 

DEAR Mrss WrxoN: We are having a 
rainlesR season ont here, and everything is 
dry. The oats are all burning np. Yes
terday was my brother's birthday. He is 
three vears old. Onr baseball season has 
ooened, and I am going to get np a nine. 
Mv school was ont about two months ago. 
We hav about fiftv acres of corn, which is 
doing well, considering the weather. 

REUllT!:N w .AKEMAN ABBOTT. 
[We have to take the WPathPr as it 

comes. In New England heavy rain11 
threaten to spoil :the fruit and crops.-
En. C. C.] -

LAOELLE, IA., May 11, 1895. 
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is my first lAtter 

to the Corner. I go to school, and I am 
ten years old. My pa takes THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and likes it very well. My 
grandpa, F. J. Emerv, was a writer for 
this paper when hA was alive; he was a 
great worker in the Liberal cause, I study 
reading-, spelling, geography, and arith
metic, and take music lessons. Mv music 
teachAr is a ve"y pions lady, bnt does not 
giv me pions lessons. I suppose she sees 
too many TRUTH SEEKE.RS in onr house. I 
enjoyed plaving the mnsic in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. When Mr. Remsburg- lectnreil 
here we went to hear him and had a ~ood 
time. I wish he wonlil come again. I hav 
only one brother. I like to read the Cor
ner, and would be glad to correspond with 
any little writer in it. I remain, 

Your friend, EDNA EMERY. 
[Study hard, Edna, and learn all yon can. 

We can never learn too much of that 
which is good and nsefnl.-En.C.C.] 

feet of ice there? Of course, Noah's God LAWRENCE, KAN., May 20. 295. 
could endow the dove with power to bore DEAB Mrss WIXoN: I see sunny Kansas 

needs a hearing occasionally, and I take it 
its way down through snCJh a "sheet" of upon my~elf to be its reporter. Mr. 
ice, and dive nearly three miles through John E. Remsburg, the eloquent Liberal 
water to get the olive leaf (olives grow- orator, gave ns a treat yesterday in the 
ing in semi-tropical valleys), then swim wav of a lecture, entitled "Church Mo
back, find its hole of egress, climb ont, ralitv," which was well received by the 

small audience, and was followed bv a 
and, with a proud obeisance, present the lively discussion, in which many wide-
leaf toN oah. Olive-trees mi.qht bear leaves awake people participated. Long may Mr. 
after ten or eleven months' of frigid sub- Remsburg liv to spread the light. The 
mersion-perhaps! If the "Extracts from spread of Liberalism is marked through
Noah's Log," in THE TRUTH SEEKER, by ont the Western ronntry, and a general 
Mr. Robertson, be true-and they are, evolution is taking place in religion. The 

activ preacher is busy trying to patch 
doubtless, as well authenticated as are up the Bible, and make it readable, in or-
scriptures generally-yon will excuse my der to keep a congregation, bnt one by 
"perhaps." I feel sorry the Bible nar- one his flock diminishes; so he loses conr
rativ did not tell ns what became of Noah's age, and sends for a revivalist to come to 
raven. "Perhaps" it flew away to some his rescue. And then he regains a few for 

the time being, bnt when the "craze," as it 
one of the Himalayan peaks not covered might be termed, is over, he loses them 
by the ice, there found coal-there being again. It is remarkable how few of the ris
no wood at such an elevation-built a fire, ing generation hav tried to read the Bible. 
warmed its toes, sailed off to China or I say tried, because it is a most ted ions job, 
Egypt, where they hav no record of a but they just take it for granted that since 

their fathers and mothers were Christian~, 
flood, and died happy. it is the right route, and they follow in 

There are in my school books so many their footsteps. 
passages conflicting with and positivly con- Now a few lines about Lawrence. It 
tradicting those which I find in the Holy has 12,000 inhabitants, and is the seat of 
Bible that I am mentally bewildered. I Douglas county. It is frequently called 
wish, Miss Wixon, that yon would guide the Historic City, for the reason that in 

the year 1863 a band of desperadoes, led 
me ont of this wilderness, For instance, bv a man named Quantrell, came from 
Bayard Taylor and other travelers say Missouri, and burnt the town and killed 
that they saw along the river Nile monn- about one hundred and eighty people. On 
ments bearing inscriptions dating back the 30th of this month the citizens are 
from eleven to fourteen thousand years·, going to unveil a beautiful monument 

in honor of the slain. 
historians gravely declare it as fact that The state university and Haskell Jnsti-
the Egyptians hav, or had, an unbroken tnte iue located here. The latter is a train
history of tbeir people for 22,000, and the ing school for the Indians, and is sup
" heathen Chinee" for 26,000 years. Ge- ported by the government. At the present 
ologists assert that the various strata of time there are about eight hundred pupils. 

They receive a thorough book learning, 
earth, of stone, of coal, and of meteoric which, CJmbined with a good trade, makes 
deposition shown by the Grand Canyon of them well fitted to compete with their 
Colorado river in Arizona, prove concln- fairer brothers. Lawrence has the old 
sivly that onr globe has had existence for Swedish windmiU as a landmark. It is the 
more than twenty-one millions of years; first thing a traveler sees of Lawrence and 

h 1 the last thing. We hav a number of your 
and then, to cap t e c imax, astronomers books, namely, "All in a Lifetime," "Ap-
emphatically asseverate that there are pies of Gold," "Children's Hour," and 
myriads of stars (suns) whose light, dart- " Right Living," all of which are excel
ing through space with a velocity of 187,- lent and reflect great credit on the 
000 miles per second, r€qnires unknown author. "Right Living" is especially· 
millions of years to reach ns! grand, as it points ont the way to liv, and 

if each one would try to follow it, this 
Good gracious! Why, my Bible-which would be a better world. It is, indeed, 

I was taught in Sunday-school never to the work of a truly noble and grand. 
question-contains no account of anything woman. We bav given a copy to the city 
more ancient than six or seven thousand library. Hoping I hav not taken too much 
years! Is it not thousands to millions that of your valuable time, I will close, wish
somebody has blundered? ingyonrself and theCornerites prosperity. 

I am, Your Liberal friend, 
. Yours for truth, HELEN REY HENRY. BLENDA PALM. 
Phmbue, Va., May 24, 1895. [We are glad yon had opportunity to list-
[Scholars are aware that the Bible is en to Mr. Remsburg. He is one of the most 

full of errors and mistakes-the blunders , fearless and noble of Liberal workers. 

Thanks for your appreciation of onr work 1 J 
and for your most interesting and inspir-
ing letter.-En. C. C.] • 
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New L!fe of David. Charles Bradlangh ••. ::: 
New Life of Jacob. Charles Brad laugh 

Suicide 
Sin-? 

New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh •···· ·· 
New~ife ~f J\fgse~ .f]harles Bradlangli::::::: ±g: N:: A:!. W. S B SJoddard •...•.•....•... 
'l'he Old Religions and ethe ":Ne·w:. ·w. ·s: ":Bali:: 
On Eternal Torture. Annie B@sant 
OnPrayer, Annie Besant .......... ::::::::··· 
On the ~eligious Educat~on of Children: 

8 
8 
8 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

Anme Besant. W r1tten during her 
Transition from Christiaaity.... 2 

Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Quakei·ii. 
S. D.Moore........... •.... .• 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lngeraolC"" ...... ·•·• 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem tiY." "oiiai-ies 

10 
Stephenson . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 1 

Our Lord and SaviorJesm Christ:·T 'E"i::oi"i~ 
shore............. ... . ... .. . . 5 

Paine and Wesley. John J!: Remsbur"i:::::::: 5 
Plea for lmpan1al 'faxat10n. S RDnryea, T 

B Wakeman, G tl. Hawes·................. 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg 5 
Philosophy of Secnla.rism. Charles Watts .. :: 2 
A P1cmre of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

by the Bible. Per dozen ............... ·... 10 

Colonel ln{!ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin{! 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. - Price 26 Cents 

'rhe 'rruth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYJ::TTB PLACE. New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for ''limiting government to the 
mere protection of life .. nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal Jnst ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address 'J'Hlil 'T'RU'T'B SEEKE1>, 

23 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that s'flendid nrose ~oem 

"Life," by "tne prince o orators'' Col. R. G 
In~ersoll .. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the _portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
enrrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and \)oet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone 1n the living world." It will 
make a deli~htfnl present. and will be a •onvenir 
not only of Intellectual greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on•heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The size is. 12xl6 inches, and the 
pl'ioe only 75 cents, post-p&Id. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
BIB 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
.A Lecture ' 

ByTBADDEUSB.WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of 58 pa~tes, fnll of scien title 
thought. The storv of .thiR gre\t scientist'• life 
and works reads like an enchanting tale. 

Addri\BB THE TRUTH SEEKEP. 
28 Lafavette Place. N., ... v,..,.Jr n<ty 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Dhicovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early Hh"tory of Cllris•ianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere FO Fully and Faith 
fully Set I•'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBI<JE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafavette Place, New York. 
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Gems of 9!hou;qht. 
IT is never by metaphysics that you will 

Fncceed in delivering men from error; you 
must prove the truth by facts.- Voltaire. 

LET Whitman advise you clearly of this 
-tha.t there is one question of grea.ter im
port to you than that of the public p~sses
sion of capital and land: That of the private 
possession of yourself.-John Trevor. 

ARE there not enonah known facts t0 
teach our children that '"would interest and 
benefit them? Oa.nnot children be bro1:1ght 

-together on Sunday and hav a good time, 
,and be taught truth and. sense inste~d of 
. lies and nonsense?-Kat~e Kehm Sm~th. 

IF the desire for tha.t homage which 
·wealth brings is the chief stimulus ~o.these 
,strivings a.fter wealt~, then ~~ gr~mg of 
·-this homage (when given, a.s It IB with bnt 
Jittle discrimination) is the chief cause of 
the dishonesties into which these strivings 
betray mercantile men.-Herbert Spencer. 

IT is hardly necessary to warn people 
against standing on pillars or wa.lking on 
peas; yet we do still find some who think 
thr.mselvs bound to abstain from certain 
enjoyments simply because they like them; 
and it may be as well to remind such that 
they are on the negativ roa.d-the road to 
the desert., to negativ selfishness, to the 
fmptying of life of its interests.-J. S. 
Mackenzie. 

EVERY year, indeed, messengers are sent 
into all the world, who. under the protec
tion of the church, in the most shameless 
manner, and speculating on the basest ~ide 
of human nature, preach a crusade a.gamst 
whatever may be called freedom of mind 
or thought, enlightenment, culture, etc. 
Yet all these a.re only the convulsiv move
ments of an antiquated colossus, whose 
blows, even in its death stxuggles, may 
indeed be dangerous, but can never gain 
the victory.-Dr. F. 0. 0. L. Buchner. 
We hope that its ultima.te defeat is 
certain. 

·wuEN Voltaire came to this "great 
,stage of fools," his country had been 
·Ohristianized-not civilized- for about 
fourteen hundred years. For a thousand 
-years the religion of peace and goo<i-will 
had been supreme. The laws had been 
.given by Ohristian kings, and sanctioned 
,by "wise and holy men." Under the be
:nign reign of universal love, every court 
had its chamber of torture, and every 
priest relied on the thumbscrew and 
rack. Such had been the success of the 
blessed gospel that every science was an 
outcast.-Ingersoll. 

TBHRE are questions before us that are 
rapidly becoming conditions; we cannot 
shirk them without ruin. It is our duty, 
if there is a spark of courage left, to meet 
them. I say this in the face of the fact 
that I don't believe in liquor or tobacco in 
any form, and never use them. There are 
some things that are of more moment 
than personal habits-beastly though they 
be. Liberty, JusticE', and Equality before 
the law for all, first, and la.st, and all the 
time. Without [the hope of] these life is 
worthless. An exemplary slave can be 
only what the ma.ster wills; a beastly free
man can reform.-Henry Gohrman. 

IDEALISTS are surprised or shocked in 
the presence of seemingly erratic personal 
or popular action. An individual or a 
community appears to violate consistency 
or integrity. Hav we penetrated to the 
elements that shaped the event? Had we 
been sufficiently acquainted with fathers 
and mothers, With race prejudices and de
lusions and illusions, with habits, with 
muscular and spiritua.l forces, with the 
size of an individual's salary, with the 
wages of workmen, with the sinecures and 
interests of aristocrats, and numberless 
other equally variegated but not useless 
considerations, we should hav been able 
to predict infallibly what must be or hav 
been done or spoken on any given occa
sion.-Horace L. Traubel. 

AccoRDING to Mivart, to pull off the legs 
and wings of insects; to punch out a lob
ster's eye or tear off his leg; or to throw a 
bushel of live crabs into a kettle of boil
ing water could hardly be regarded as 
cruel. Such creatures suffer nothing, or 
next to nothing, from such treatment, 
their sensibility is so feeble. Even the 
equealing of the pig in the hands of his 
butchers is to be taken in a Pickwickian 
Fense. According to Mivart, it don't mean 
that it hurts him much to be pounced upon 
by three or four strong men, thrown vio
lently to the ground, held there, and hav 
his throat cut! The society for prevent
ing cruelty to animals is evidently a mis
take. Mivart is trying to ma.ke good this 
claim of benevolence for the Supreme, 
and to such "lame and impotent conclu
sions" does it bring hinl.-John Francis 
Smith. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 25 cents. 

TilE~ TH-UTU REEKER. 

Some Good Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

on the fa.mons text, "The Clergy know that I 
know that th§' do not know." 

PERSON A.L EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 

f W A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches •Jailed singly tor lO cents each; tweflve 0 any of HoN. FBEDERIOK DoUGL~Ss and OoL. RoB-
one, or an assortment of twelve, or $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a pnitedSta~es 9onrt Wl~t the Civil Rights Act 
Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, 1s Unconstitn~It>na.l. Fifty-three lar!l"eoctavo 
and Ex_l?osin_g the Inconsistency of Christians pages, of which Colonel Ingersoll s speech 
genera.li;L H c Lnse occn@es 88 "®!_ges. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Showing that I PULPI'l't-PE.w, AND CR~D~E. So long 
LI nor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the .l'U_lpit SP,ea.ks to believmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Wa.lker. posed chiefly of mothers, the c~adle wi.ll be 

C HRISTIA.NITY A. REWARD FOR CRIME rocked by ghosts and the race Will remam on 
. _ . its knees to a. devil of its own creation and to AuthentiCated by the 1l1ble. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerless aga.inst him. One of 

ford, M.D. Helfln Gardener's brightest efforts. 
D~D lll.A.N FALL 1 IstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPifiifi?ufsDFlLlJgi~NS. A Lecture by TERTHA.NETERNA.LPUNISHMENT . 

. M . MD G" . bl M. Babcock. Fredenc R. arvp1. · · mug rea~ona. 6 RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. rea.sons for Religions and other DelusiOns. , d i · lik all f 
FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH W:ashburn s best lectures, an tIs, e o • h1s, very good. 

John E. Remsburg's ~ost notetj. work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
one of the most effective ever wntten by any 0 f M B b k's ·c !sermons Freethinker ne o . a coc comi a. . 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCI~NCE vs. RELIGION, or ~!Ie Oon-
A.POSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fii~t Between Reason and SuperstitiOn. T C 
w · il · · · d th 1 d W1ddJcombe. 
orn-f~tnw':f:. eO~~f~/~Yt:Ube~ta~or~~- ST. MA.T~HEW ~EFORE THE COUR~. 
strnctions of the world from the great teach- Presentmg the eVIdence of the forgery of his 

f th f s D M Be ett a.lle~d gosPel. H J Setgneuret. 
THES GIA.NTrDEL-6sioN. A ~aper read. SISTEK LUCY A.ND HER A. WFUL DIS· 

before the Freethonght Internationa.I Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. OnE! pf O~to Wettstein's CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
fraterna.l attacks on SEmtna.li•m. a.re inimica.l to chastit>:. virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF INFIDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FRoM A. MA.TERIA.L· 
whichisaddedapoemonThoiJ:!.~Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT B F Under-
~;~;~r'tegs~!n~~ ~~st ~~~~~~r~~~::~ wood. W~itten before Mr." Underwood joined 
tion "''What-Has Infidelity Done?" shonld be the Ps~chic Researchers. 
ind-dced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND · RA. CK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED t Was Jesus !Jentnri~s for thtl__promulga.tion of Cpristi~n-
Snperna.tnra.lly Conceived, a.nd did he Rise Ity .. Bemg the Nurembnrg qo)l!lctiOn, WI_th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. specrmens from th!J H;olylnqmsitiOn .. 28 PIC.. 

INGERSOLL AND JESUS Showing how tures. The descn11tions and refiect10ns by • George E. Macdonald. 
TH~e£l]ifrJ.a.lirto.Nsmcf~sTOL~ftfTioN: VICTOR HUG~'S ORATION ON VOL· 

A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, TA.IR~, de!ivered on the .m~e hun-
Ron. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s anmversa.ry of Volta.ue s death. 
Woodford, btlfore the Nineteenth Century Translated bY: James Pa.r~on, author of the 
Club of New York. •· Each man has the same Ltfd of Voltatre. To which are added ~he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great fioems of Goethe, George Eliot, 
thap the rest of the .world have to express WA.aSnd LCoHnRgfleSoTw. CRUCIFIED o A t" the:tr thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll • UB In 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A h.w:yer'a consideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a. evidence of tha.t alleged event. 
Protestant. . - WAS JESUS INSANE t A consideration 

:MA.TERIA.LISM: Its History, and Its In- of Christ's alleged a.cts whioh would lea.d one 
finence U_pon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. LK Washburn. 

llliR!CLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn\nsm. 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's The title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, a.nd a. grea.t 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it ha.v. been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems a.re: The Golden Ag.e,_The Ide~\ 
the Clergy. H. J. Seigneuret, M.D. a:nd the Rea.!- Not Dea9, but Li~ng.._ Frui-

T liE NEW GOD "It iB an open secret t10n, HopebT!tomas Pame, Natures uospel, • . Address to mty, and the short poem so often 
th~t ~an has a.lways '!Dade his 9-ods. TJ:tey recited with grea.t effect by Cha.rles Wa.tts, 
~XIst m and through h!m· as the Image eXIsts Give U• Light-
m and through the m1rror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP and yon take away God-the image va.nishes." . 
This pamph!Pt, therefore, is a considera.tion GOD 1 B F Underwood; written be-
of what kind of a. God man should ma.ke. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. \' SP&rcbers. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll •. and one. of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. '}'he sn'!>Jects cons1qe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congr~ss at Chi-
thodo]< Religion D~n~ Out. Reh~Ion~ Deaths cago. Oonside•ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and Birth-:.._ 'he ReligiOI)- of Rempromty, M_o- _ Rnbjngation, The Canon Law and Its Rffects 
hamm d, 'J:he Destrn~twn pf Art,1he Dis-; Upon]=!: r,TheologyNeyerHelpfultoWoman, 
covery of Am~nca.,, Uopermcns .and Kel1ler, : Invention Woman's Fnend. Freethonght the 
CharieR Darwm, l:lpemal ProVIdence, The j Benefactor nf Woman. t~nsa'l H- Whon 
~rrlC:d~r·i·t!· ~~a ~'f ~~~vif~~rA.to~ee~~rrt~! WO!IA.N: HER PA.ST AND PRESENT, 
The Second Birth, Ins iration, Tne Reign or HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Brought;,.:! he : ure delivered before tne Woman Snffra.ge A•-
Resurrectio!l__, The Judgment-Day, rions j socia .ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions ".No Blble, No Ci\oilization;" Mira- 1 
cles of the New Testament, '£he Ascenliion,, Any one of the above for ten cents, and! welve 
Casting out Devils Necessity of Belief, Fter- for a. dollar. 
na.l Punishment. Some Who Are Damned, Addres• THH: TRU'I'll RF.lil'KF.R CO., 
What I Believe, Inrmortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; - $250; - $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described: 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair ; MR. 
GEoRGE STEcx, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpassed for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to offer 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. BEM.SBUBG cf SOB, .A.tcMson, Kan. 
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In the nature of things, 
BAY!> 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration.'' Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitlAd 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same- A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
~otten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cf'nts. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, a.nd containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. BOBEBT O. ADA!IS. 

Beln& the story of his mental journal" from 
orthotloxy to Rationalism. 

Pnoe. paper, 25 oentll: oloth, 75 aentl~ 
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Jt ot for f) a-rsons. 

AT a recent funeral in this city the offi
cial who had char~e of the carriages rather 
shocked some of those who stood near him 
when he announced that "This carriage 
is for the clergymen and two gentlemen." 
-Utica Observer. 

SAuL: "Uncle Abe, I's gwineter gib you 
dis dollar and ax you your advice about 
taking music lesson on de violin." Parson 
Abraham: "Well, as yon's done gib me 
dat dollar, I's gwineter gib you my 'pinion 
data fnss class fiddler ueber went to hell; 
'case dey needs 'em in heaven to chune de 
harps." -J. A. S. 

TALMAGE lectured some seventeen years 
ago in Aberdeen, SDotland. A calico pla
card outside the hall read thus: 

· "To-night! To-night! 
A Lecture by the. Great Dr. Talmage. 

The Word of God is Free to Alll 
Admission 4s., Ss., 2s., and 1s." 

THERE are other versions of the story of 
Joseph and Potiphar's wife than the or
thodox and generally accepted one. The 
following is attributed to M. de Lesseps: 
When Potiphar's wife was accused by her 
husband of having forgotten her marital 
vows for the sake of Joseph, she attempted 
no denial, but merely said that Joseph's 
beauty was so great that any other woman 
would hav done the same thing. This she 
offered to prove, and having assembled all 
the young ladies of the Egyptian court, 
she placed them in a row with their eyes 
turned toward the door of the apartment. 
In the hands of each girl she put an apple 
and a knife, and told them to cut the apple 
when the signal was given. By prearrange
ment the door suddenly opened, and 
Joseph appeared in all his beauty. Poti
phar's wife gave the signal at that a: omeut, 
and every girl save onE>, instead of cutting 
the apple, cut her hand. The beauty of 
J O!lfph had so dazzled them that they were 
unable to take their ~>yes off him. It is 
needless to Fay that tbt re was a general 
feeling that Potiphar's wife was quite ex
cusable The girl who showt d her hands 
uncut, on being asked to explain, said that 
the instant she saw Joseph she felt that it 
was no longer 11afe for her to hold the knife, 
and she therefore hurled it from her before 
the signal to cut the apple had been given. 
-Estray. 

THE FATE OF PIOUS DAN, 

"Run down and get the doctor quick!" 
Oried Jack Bean with a whoop, 

" Run, Dan, for mercy's sake be quick. 
Our baby's got the croup!" 

But Daniel shook bis solemn head, 
His sanctimonious brow, 

And said, "I cannot go, for I 
Must read my Bible now; 

For I hav regular hours to read 
The Scripture for my spirit's need." 

Said Silas Gove to Pious Dan, 
" Our neighbor, 'Rastus Wright, 
Is very sick; will you come down 

And watch with him to-night?" 
"He has my sympathy," said Dan. 

" And I would sure be there, 
Did I not feel an inward call 

To spend the night in prayer. 
Some other man with Wright must stay. 
Excuse me, while I go and pray." 

" Old Briggs has fallen in the pond I" 
• Oried little Bijah Brown; 
"Run, Pious Dan, and help him out, 

Or else he sure will drown!" 
"I trust he'll swim ashore," said Dan, 

" But now my soul is awed, 
And I must meditate upon 

The goodness of the Lord; 
And nothing merely temporal ought 
To interrupt my holy thought," 

So Daniel lived a pions life, 
As Daniel understood, 

But all his neighbors thought he was 
Too pious to be good. • 

And Daniel died; and then his snnl, 
On wings of hope elate, 

In_ glad expectancy flew up 
To Peter's golden gate. 

".Now let your gate wide open fly; 
Oome, hasten, Peter. Here am I." 

"I'm sorry, Pious Dan," said he, 
"That time will not allow, 

U. But you must wait a space, for I 
Mnst read my Bible now." 

8TAT11i OF 0'11"10, 0ITY OF TOLli:DO,} 
LucAs CoUNTY. ss. 

FRANK J. CHI!NEY makeg oath tbat he h the 
senior _partner of the firm of F. J. CHENn & Co. 
doing business in the city of Toledo, County and 
Htate aforesaid. and that ~aid firm will pay £he 
sum of ON~ HUNDRE 0 DOLf,ARS for each and 
every case of Catarrh that cannot bE! cured by the 
use of HALL's CATABli.H CuBE. 

FRANK J. CHENEY. 
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres

ence, this 6th day of December; A.D. 1886 

{,...A-.} A. W. GLEASON, 
~ Notd.rv Publtc. 

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts 
direotly on the blood and mucous snrf&OBd of the 
system. Send for testimonial!, free. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0. 
pr" Sold byDru~rgists, 75c. 

TTIE TRUTH SEEKER. 

So Daniel waited long and long 
And Peter read all day. 

"Now, Peter, let me in," he cried, 
Said Peter, "I must pray; 

And no mean temporal aff~irs 
Must ever interrupt my prayers." 

The Glory of lnfl~elity k. ~:lo~T~~.~~~r~·~ •. ~~!!,~. 
WirH A POEM ON Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

• the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, Thomas Patne broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 
Then Satan, who was passing by, 

Saw Dan's poor shivering form 
And said: "My man, it's cold out here, 

Oome down where it is warm." 
The angel baby of Jack Bean, 

The angel, 'Rastus Wright, 
And old Briggs, a white angel, too, 

All chuckled with delight; 
And Satan sa1d, "Oome, Ptous Dan, 
For you are j1lbt my style of man." 

-Sam Walter.Foss. 

By SAJU:lJEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. "utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce tbA Tleity to undertake a 
crusade of one ag~'nst the Colorado beetle'" 
Price, 10 cenh. 

Religous Problemi. Ptioe, 10 cents. 
Was Jesu nsane t Prica, 10 cents. 
The Publ Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Jice, !i oents. 
PA .. 'l'Rl<l '!'RUTH R'F.F.KW.R. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 

TWO LITTLe rteo /1ITTE!fS Liberal Hymn Book~· ORI&INALAANDL~c;t~~~~o HYMNS 
A St?ry o the Rtthtway Aim ,h; s~ I Do your chil9rf\n learn these"beantiful songs of Liberal and Ethi'calFS

0
Bocieti'es, "or Schools Tennyson. Wh~ttier, Longfellow, apd other poets ~, 

A short •tou taat w1ll interest children and and sm~ ~hem mg;our homes, maklng them hap· and the Home. 
parents · PY. and brtght ?- END FOB A ooPY.-Green cloth. -WI"th ""'us1"c Wr1"tten to All the Song•.-

UT 
' 1 <nit title. 40 cents: h&lf bound. 211 cents. ... g 

By JENNIE B LER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. I •I( J>r'U 

Aldress TEII!l TRU'ra 'ilil~KiilR co., PQPIS ·~ D ~ qt,JlJ DOJHQS 
28 Lafa'Tette Pl.. New York. ACCOUNT OF 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the (Jitizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. 8ULLIYA5. 

Prioe, 95 "ant• '-ddreoa THB TRUTH RBBKER, 

Vtcars or Ohrtst ana Vtcegerents of Goa. 
'P&Per, soaeutl: aloth. 's aenu 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOB SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE-HALF VALUE. 
A PARTNER ~ANTED. A small farm of lQ acres 86 perche;, located 

. . . within one and a half m le; of Media countY Feat 
I w ·uJd hke to sell an mtere3t m the lf0'11claa and within four mi«s of ChesLer, Pa, on the 

Age, an oll e;tablls)led Freeth ought JOUrnal. · Dt>laware river. Several "_prings of soft wat9r. 
Anyone wh'l e he•rt Id Ill .the cau_>. aud tnat r,as ·good timber growing on the pace. some <'boice 
a f· w hundred. d 1llard to mve;t m the sama will apple and pear trees in fruiting cond tion. Honse 
please address R. H PO WElt and barn on the place bnt are old buildings. 

4t20 Indtanapo!is, ind. Within five minutes walk of the railroad station, 

AN 
9 miles from Philadelphta. Tr()lley line b3tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five minntes 
walk. 

ESSAY ON MONEY The place is speciallywelllocatedfor a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 

and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations 
By A. B. BI.tOWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE'lRUTH SE11JKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 

who would Put a modern honse on it. Eight 
years ag:o the la.nd adjoining sold for -$6 !8 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per ac.e. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care TH& TRUTH SEEKER. 

-THE-

FRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAl TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

'l'HE AllSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S OLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

VEALING THE AllUSES 
OJr A. UNION 011 

()JIUBOll AND 

185 
STA. TB. 

Full-Page 
lttustratiofls. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7AT/ONS Ofo 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMEit T OF 
TH£ AR1/ST. 

DESIGNS BY WATS'~N HESTON, 
WITH Pul£TRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER 

The illustrations are olassi1led as follows: 

1 repr-nt Sam:ples of Christianity's Work. 
II .. Miss10naries. 
1 10 The L 1rd's Instruments. 
211 " Bible Doctrines and Their .Results, 
1 " ~he Church and Slanry. 
2 " riests and Politics. 
& " eland and the Church. 
!l Ohurcll's Idea of Oivilizatio:a. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
& Unkind fiefieotions on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
lJ Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
~ " The Church Robbing the People 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children aml the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Chllrllh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies ill Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks. 
1 Piet 1 in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonemen' Scheme. 
4 Thd Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha• ever be 
fore appAared iu this country1 and it is verY doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub
lished. We mnst give the Trntn Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At t.wice the vrice lt woPld have been a. cheap book. Arttst Hes.ton as a portrait p&intei: and qe
signer is a wonderful SI•Cceso. and we JUdge from our own faelin~o that nearly every L1~eral m 
America will desire a cop v of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' Magazine. 

Mr Heston deserves f o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
nres do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter th•t Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fal••tY of the church's profe5sions and the. hfllocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book i3 one of tue best weapons against Christianity and the ohuroh that has ever been put :n the 
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, board: cov-ers, $2; clot}\.. $2.50· 

&.ddren THE TRtJTII IJEEKBB. 

Ooll[l'ILED BY L. K. W AS'HBUBN, 
Prl ... $1,!10, tl'"~ •'1A .. t. ~H(S Ol!'ll'lOIII 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Morals &nil Hi~to·T 

of the New Teau.me11•. 
Bv PBo•. !i' W. NJ:WII:A!'I. l'r!~~e 25 'lentr. 

Aildl'Ao• 'l"HF, '1'BUTH RlllEKEB. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
Bv B•v. G. T. Jl'ox,!II.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. 8, Westbrook, A.M. 
Price. l 0 cents. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
~ AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! ! ~ e We wa11t 1000 tnore active agents before e 

~ 
Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$30perday ~ 
can be easily made in a.ny locality; our goodS 

• 
~ell themselves; we furnislt a large roll of • 
samples entirely FRJI}E and allow 50 per e cent. commission on-all sales. Send to-day e 

~ for full_particulars, or we will send with ~ r same a Valuable sample of our goods in f' e Solid Silver upon receipt of IO cents In e 

~
silver or stamPs. Established in 1882. Ad-~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· -----------

THE ELIXIR OF LlftE 
is not in magic potionsb"specifics" 
Wts~~~latfc;g;~~E o~t ~~~~ 
Wise men study nature. shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
bYreading the most complete book of 
l!Iedical, Social, Sexual Scienre, 
by an eminent physician of 35 years 
experience. The '-old, original, 
standard" ..vork, endorsed by all, 

~~~:~~~ ~; ~j';,Y[ to8~l:f'R~~h,{ni~~n!t 
11as pro,;dentially saved thousands. 
I~s essa.~-s on marriage, parentage. 
Rclaptation, marital failures, eto., 
are of incstima.b:e value to aJl now 
married cr who ever exped to bll 
~~JJ;:j ch~;i~~l~~al~~~.E:,gigo 
wood cnts, 21 chromos•·showing 
origin of Jife-develoJ>ment of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

81.60 by Mail; Circulars Free. 
Address THE J'ltrTTH -<~~~:liKR 

28 Lafayett·· I'I•··A i'IAw Vorl>'. 

Those 
lllicted 
with 

EarlY 
Dece.y, 
LossoC 
lUau• 
hood, 

\\hstln~t 
Dis• 

charges, 
Varico• 
DcbilitJ 

cured, a 
for 

~~:~a~J'[~~~!;~e\;:;;;·~~it'h evidences suo
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, . 

~-whereyousaw_thlsadver...-- lTIDelaud. N ••• 
NOW READ THIS l 

Dr. Fellows is a stanrb LIBERAL and a very 
successful physician. He has trea~ed DIS]j:ASES 
OF MEN for twenty years, and_h1s rm:pedies are 
an cutgrowth of tb•s long_practice, which RhonlQ 
aive confidence to those &filiated. 
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CHRIST'S SERMON ON THE MOUNT EVIDENTLY PLEASETH SATAN. 

A SLIGHT earthquake shock was felt in 
Vermont on May 28. 

REvoLUTIONs are reported as brewing in 
several of the Central American " repub
lics." 

THEBE are grave troubles in the Corean 
cabinet, and the government seems to be 
on the verge of ruin. 

REAR ADMIRAL JOHN .T. ALMY, of the 
United States Navy, died in Washington 
in May, aged SO years. 

JOHN FoRRESTER A.NDBEW, ex- Congress
man, and son of John Albion Andrew, war 
governor of Massachusetts, died on May 
29, aged 45. 

THE Democratic state central committee 
of Kansas refuses to commit itself to an 
address in favor of the unlimited free 
coinage of silver. 

A "HEATED term" be ~an in the East on 
Decoration Day and continued for five 
days. The heat records for this season of 
the year hav been broken. 

IN the Republican state convention, held 
on May 29, Gen. A. S. Bushnell, the Mn
didate of the Foraker wing of the party, 
was nominated for governor, over Nash, 
representing the McKinley division. 

A BOAT LOAD of nitro-glycerin exploded 
on the river at Parkersburg, W. V., on 
J nne 1. The property loss was immense, 
and several lives are already known to be 
lost, with the probability that more will be 
reported later. 

ON May 30 the British consul and vice
consul, the Russian acting consul, and the 
French consular secretary were attacked 
!'nd sho~ jn~t o:ntside the town of Jiddah, . 
m Arabta, 1t 1s supposed by Bedouins. 
One was killed, the others wounded. 

GusTAV FREYTAG, the famous German 
novelist, poet, journalist, and dramatist 
recently died. He was born at Kranzburg 
and educated at the universities of Breslau 
and Berlin. Freytag was the great cham
pion of the middle classes and mercantil 
life. 

ON may 26 the Civic Federation of Chi
cago took in hand a large section of the 
business part of the city and gave the 
streets a thorough cleanmg. The street 
cleaning department has not done the work 
efficiently for some time owing to red tape 
obstructions and lack of appropriations. 

ON May 23 Shabpere's " ME~rchant of 
Venice" was presented in the Methodist 
church at Cape May, N. J., by the stu
dents of the Cape May high school. The 
church was crowded. As the Methodist 
Disciplin forbids the visiting of play 
houses this production may cause some 
trouble. 

IN the bye-election in Warwick and 
Leamington to fill the vacancy caused by 
the resignation of Speaker Peel of the 
Commons, Alfred Lyttleton, Conservativ, 
was elected. Mr. Peel has been elected 
without opposition as a Liberal-Unionist. 

The conservative hav gained in other bye
elections. 

IN Vienna the anti-Semitic agitation has 
led to rioting recently; Dr. Lneger, anti
Semite leader, was elected burgomaster, 
but by a majority so small that he refused 
to accept the place. This precipitated the 
rioting on the part of his followers. The 
chief supporters of this reactionary party 
are the small tradesmen and the clericals. 

IT is generally believed that there is such 
dissatisfaction in Japan over the way in 
which the European powers beat the gov
ernment out of part of the fruits of the 
victory of the war with China, that 
the ministry will hav to resign. Japan 
seems to be harried with a particularly 
malignant type of the swashbuckling jingo. 

THE headquarters of the Knights of 
Labor are to be removed from Philadel
phia to Washington, and they hav already 
taken out a building permit. The change 
is made so that the order can watch Con
gress more closely. General Master Work· 
man Sovereign says that Labor is depend
ent upon Congress for &.ll improvement of 
its condition. 

fnl methods. They are also held to hav 
the right of free competition, which carries 
with it free combination in a free commer
cial fight, subject to the rules of fair play. 
The decision grants an injunction limited 
t@ enjoining the defendants from interfer
ing with the plain tiffs' business by obstruct
ing any person in entering or leaving the 
plaintiffs' premises, or by intimidating any 
person who is, or hereafter may be, in the 
employ of the plaintiff. The case will be 
taken to the full bench of the supreme 
court. 

PUBLICATION!<. 

•• HI<JA VEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBI.l>RG, 

(Servant of tile Lora Jesus Ghrist.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 centa. 

Cloth. (ochavo), 375 pages. spectal to re&.ders of 
thi• jonrnal, only 25 cents, by m!Lil, prepaid. 

Seud for descriptiv catalogne of 8wedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing and Pnblish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Are you a Liberal Thinker'] 
Or interested in Liberal Thinking 1 
Yes'] 

Then yon want the Evolu•ion of the 
THE Pacific Mail steamship Colima was Idea of God. 

wrecked off the Mexican coast last week. By Hermit Silence. a. twentieth centnry recln•e. 
The vessel appears to hav been overloaded Jnst pnblisbed, paper, 10 cents. Address C. I. 
and the impact of a heavy wave caused Kerr, pnblisher, 108 Osage street, Logansport, 

part o~ the deck freightage to slip, sending I~o~d;tlanlal.ma:iiiiij;l8;;;;;;;iiiii4lt2~0~ 
the sh1p to the bottom, her boilers burst- • • 
ing as she lurched. Only 34 were saved 
out of a total of considerably more than 
200, crew and passengers. 

THE new Sunday closing barber shop 
law went into effdct on June second. A 
large number of shops kept open and some 
arrests were made, but the offenders were 
g-enerally released on their own recogni
zance. The police sympathize with the 
working barbers, and are not disposed to 
make arrests unless complaints are made. 
The complainants are the barbers who do 
not work, and who play the sneak on the 
workers. 

CoUNT CAMILLE M.EBOADER, chief of the 
engineering department of Carnegie's 
Egdar Thompson Steel Works, has been 
chosen by the Anstro-Hnngarian govern
ment to superintend the construction by it 
of an immense steel plant in Cronstadt, to 
cost between $6,ooo.~.ooo and $7,000 000. He 
has been with the uarnegies for fi've years 
and the notification reached him two hours 
after he had become a naturalized citizen 
of the United States. 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT· 

IOALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 

It acts as if it studied the convenience of 
the operator at every tnrn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 

It has a knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machines. 

The catalogue tells you more abont it. 
FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 

IN the Honse of Commons the govern
ment was asked if it was aware that thou
sands of commercial travelers from the 
United S~ates and the continent were in 
~he United Kingdom soliciting orders, and 
1f the Board of Trade will confer with Sir 
William Harcourt as to the desirability of 
f~llowing the foreign practice of levying 13t16 307 Broadway, New York. 

licenses npon them. The president of the i_:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Board of Trade,_ ~r. James Bryce, an- ! • 
swered that reqmrmg such licenses is im-
practicable, would only lead to reprisals Science Versus Religion, 
and be very harmful to British interests. 

AT Boston on May 28 J ndge Holmes in 
the Supreme Court held that strikers hav 
the right to patrol in front of former em
ployers' premises, provided they use law-

OR, THE 

Conflict B atween Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, .10 Cents. For sale at this Office. 

(JUNE 8, 1895 

EDITORIAL 

F'rom tlte F'reetltou,gltt Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wett~:~tein, appears in our advertising 
pages .. · · · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public. He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethonght, and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
" Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench fot forty-five years· is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die-cutter's art 
ever produced. It ie his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

l&i' Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wetts 'ei' 

Watch. 

The Ingersoll Sou 

veni· Spo n. 

mmmmmme nnnn11nnnne """"""""" • mmme;;1 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair hnmanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

' 
· ItA VE you feasted your 

eyes upon the beauty 
and grace of the 189S 
Columbias ? Have you 
tested and compared 
them with all others ? 

POPB Only by such testing can 
~~?· you kno~ h?w ~ully the 

Hartford Conn. Columbta JUStifies its 
aRANc~ss. proud title of the Stand-

aoSToN ard for the World. And 
the price is but 

An .Art 
Catalb/lU6 

oft!zesefamous w!zeela 
and of Hartfords, $db 
$6o,free at any Colum
bia Agency, or mailed c. 
for two a-cent stamps. 

$100 
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A HOPELESS CASE-THE SITUATION WITH THE POOR CHRISTIAN (Companion to last week). 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTn SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"ewa.rd them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
. ..VE W SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber noto on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PIOToBIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list tDe make this offer: Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PIOTOBIAL 
TExT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
st~te. I~ has .I 85 Full-page .lllu.stratiOQS, 
With cop1ous 01tat10ns of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Vnole Sam anc:l tbe :Priests there are 16 ; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This otter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the· book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBT.ll FOB THBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We ventnre the as- • 

sertio'n that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as. a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Freethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be cNI.ed the artist-hero of Lib· 
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers,
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

-------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EnrToB TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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Chri8tian Fear of the Truth. 
A Quaker correspondent of a city paper, referring 

to the discussion of the alleged resurrection of Jesus 
precipitated by the sermon of Rev. Heber Newton, 
quotes this from the writings of William Penn : 

"They [Friends] jndge that a cnrious inquiry into 
those high and divine revelations, or into speculativ sub· 
jec,s, though never so great truths in themselvs, tend lit
tle to godliness and less to peace, which should be the 
chief aim of true Christians. · · · The sad conse
quences in all times of super .fining upon scripture texts do 
suflloiently caution and forbid them. Men are to apt to 
let their heads outrun their hearts and their notion ex
ceed their obedience, and their passion support their 
conceits; instead of a daily cross, a constant watch, and 
a holy practice." 

Perhaps it is not strange that a religious system 
based on dreams and legends should discourage all 
investigation of its own foundations. Such is Chris
tianity and such is its attitude. Ca.tholic, Presby
terian, Methodist, Quaker, Universalist-all sects of 
the church instinctivly fear examination and criti
cism. This shrinking from the bottom facts throws 
the suspicion of insincerity upon all their profes
sions. If they really believed all that they claim 
to believe, would it be so difficult to get the:m. to 
search for the roots of their faith, their book, and 
their church 1 If Christianity is in truth a revelation 
from a god of infinit knowledge, power, and good
ness, what harm to it can come from a " curious 
inquiry" into any of its affirmations of fact, its dog
mas, its ethical codes T Should its defenders not 
rather rejoice when such inquiry is essayed, for how 
can the questions and the uncoverings of finite man 
belittle or dim the eternal truth of the Infinit! 
The earnest student of science, the painstaking in
vestigator of social phenomena, cannot, if he would, 
imitate the theologian-he must keep his eyes open, 
his mental faculties on the alert, his moral con
sciousness awake. He needs the truth, and the 
truth he must hav if he would build solidly for the 
present and future. He must be ever receptiv of 
new truths, or, rather, of the new interpretations of 
old truths which newly discovered facts render pos
sible and imperativ. He is a learner, an announcer, 
not a creed maker and enforcer. The religionist, 
on the contrary, believes, or believes that he be
lieves, or pretends that he believes, that .Christianity 
was delivered by God to the early church a perfect 
system of faith and practice, to attempt to improve 
which is'nothing less than sacrilege and rebellion. 

New York, Saturday, June 15, 1895. 

It is and must be because it was. This belief, or 
affected belief, paralyzes his brain and arms his 
hand- with the sword of persecution. 

William Penn thought that the first thing needed 
in the church was peace, the peace that precludes 
discussion, and no doubt he meant well, but he 
failed to perceive that such. peace is stagnation and 
can only end in corruption and death. Like his 
fellow Christians of more orthodox sects, he was 
apprehensiv of the operations Qf the human brain; 
he was afraid that men's skeptical heads would out
run their believing " hearts," and so he discounte
nanced all critical inquiry concerning the "divine 
revelations"; that is, concerning the so-called divine 
revelations in which he had been trained to believe, 
for it is not to be thought for a moment that he or 
any other genuin Christian would hav a word to 
say against. the "pagans and" heathens" investi· 
gating and rejecting their "divine revelations." 
That is another matter entirely. It is only in so far 
as his own inherited religion is involved that the 
Christian forswears reason and demands that all 
others do likewise. Does not this show that he has 
doubts of the quality of the masonry in the founda
tions of his temple-that he is himself a skeptic! 

Demoralizing ·and Dangerous Laws. 
All careful readers of history and close observers 

of contemporary events know that one of the most 
prolific causes of official corruption and tyranny 
has been and is the enact~ent of laws that disre
gard the fundamental, constitutional, or generally 
accepted rights of man. Officers charged with the 
enforcement of such statutes put them into effect 
or not, just as they feel disposed, and it does not 
take long for the venal among them to learn how 
to make the non-enforcement of these invasiv edicts 
a source of revenue and to punish those who de
cline to contribute to their blackmail exchequers. 
Every city and town in the country has at some 
time in its history had experience of the degenerat
ing effects of this kind of legislation, while with 
many the terrible evil is chronic. And yet the law
carpenters and the puritanic meddlers behind them 
do not seem to be capable of learning the simple 
lesson that should be self-evident to a school-child; 
they are unable to grasp the fundamental truth 
that the sole function of law is the protection 
of the citizen in the possession of his life, his per
son, and his property. Beyond this it can neither 
legitimately nor safely go ; at the boundaries of 
this province it must stop or bring upon the indi
vidual and the state an unending train of evils. 
Look for a moment at one of the most conspicuous 
recent illustrations of the corrupting results of un
necessary and criminal legislation: For tw.o years 
now this city has been in a ferment of agitation 
over th9 demoraliz11.tion of the police force. The 
newspapers hav fulminated; the preoohers have 
stormed in their pulpits, and some of them hav led 
in holy crusades ; all sorts of reformatory organiza
tions hav been formed; the legislature has sent 
down investigating committees; there has been an 
almost complete municipal political overturning ; 
police officers and higher officials hav been indicted, 
tried, convicted, and others hav been forced to 
retire on pensions ; · the legislature has enacted a 
number of new laws for the government of the city; 
the municipal boards hav been reorganized, and 
now the police force is under the management of a 
new set of commissioners and a new chief. During 
this" regenerating" process some httndreds or thou· 
sands of poor and unfortunate people hav been 
flayed in the amphitheater for the edification of 
sincere fanatics and pious hypocrite. Where are 
we now T What follows briefly answers the question. 

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL. }$3.00 Per Year. 

1. The fact most prominentlybrought out by the 
work of the Lexow Committee was that, at a low 
estimate, nine-tenths of the demoralization in the 
ranks of the police and among the higher officials 
of the department was the necessary fruit, the in-· 
evitable result, of the endeavor to enforce-not
enforce laws personally distasteful to the great ma
jority of the inhabitants of the city, however loudly 
a large contingent of this majority might clamor 
~or them for the "other fellows " and "for appear-· 
ance's sake." 

2. After all this turmoil and struggle and vituA 
peratian and "reorganization," the Sunday excise 
laws are scarcely if any better enforced than under 
the old regime, although the new Acting Chief of 
police solemnly haranged his captains on their duty 
to see that the law was strictly obeyed. It is en• 
forced in patches, chiefly in districts where the peo
ple are able to lay in Sunday supplies, and where;_ 
consequently, there is less imperativ demand for an 
open day than there is in the more crowded sections 
of the city. But, taking the city over, the law is 
not now put into execution. Many of the policiemeJi. · 
do not want to enforce it under any consideration, 
and others will not do so when it 1s tolerably safe 
to shut their eyes and open their hands. For this 
bringing of necessary defensiv laws into contempt· 
through association, and for this police bribery, un
constitutional, inequitable, and unsocial legislation is 
the sole cause. The first step toward real reform
not the sham " reform " of priests, hypocrite, and · 
moral and social tinkers-is the repeal of the stat
utes which hav made of the police force, and will 
make of every police force that can· be organized or 
"reorganized," a blackmailing machine. 

3. Did the lessons laid before the law-construe~ 
tors and the people by the investigations of the 
Lexow Committee teach them anything ! As re• 
gards the former, the only answer possible is an 
unqualified No. What effect these lessons had on. 
the people remains to be seen, although their apathy . 
when the repeal of the Sunday laws was up for dis- . 
cussion last winter would seem to indicate that they ' 
are still blind and deaf to their own interests. But 
for the people there is some excuse, for the news
papers of the state refused to let their readers see 
the arguments ad'V'anced by the Freethinkers against 
the continuance of our Puritan Sabbath legislation 
and, with the exception of the World, likewise_ re
fused to take up the righteous cause themselvs. 
But for the members of the Assembly and of the , 
Senate there can be no excuse except stupidity J we 
presented to each of them in documentary, fol'DI:: 
unanswerable arguments for the repeal of the Sun
day laws, and our representativ pleaded with them . 
to do justice and put the state in the vanguard of 
civilization by getting out of the light of the peo
ple. We showed them how these laws operated to 
demoralize the police and lead the unthinking and 
careless into the violation of the really justifiable . 
laws of the state. It was all in vain. No attention 
was paid to fundamental principles, and even the, 
partial and merely ameliorativ measures offered by 
others were shelved at t'he behost of the ministers 
and their factions. Not only did the "reform 11 

legislature refuse to seriously consider the repeal 
of the existing Sabbath laws, but it actually went 
so far in the way of reaction as to pass a law for 
the closing of barber-shops on Sunday, except ~ 
New York city, where they are graciously permitted 
to remain open until one o'clock in the afternoon. 
Here is one more law made for the police to coin 
money out of, if any barbers feel able to pay for 
thtJ "privilege" of working on Sunday, and to en
force or not enforce as the whim of the moment 
may govern their conduct. It is now quite appa 
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rent that but few barbers wanted the law, but 
those who did were, as is usual in such cases, the 
persistent talkers, and as th.ey played into the 
hands of the priests, and as the latter are supposed 
to be able to command a good many votes, the leg
islators gave them what they demanded; wholly re
gardless of the wishes, needs, and rights of the 
tither barbets and of the people at large. 

work on Sunday, the priest's day ! Are you dead 
to every noble impulse ? Hav you forgotten every 
axiom and principle of freedom? Were the services 
and sacrifices of Paine, and Adams, and Jefferson 
in vain? 

On June 7th the barbers of Brooklyn, to the 
number of a thousand or inore, met in Arion Hall 
and raised a preliminary fund to take a case into 
court to test the constitutionality of the Collins law. 
A committee was appointed to confer with Judge 
Steckler, who holds the enactment to be unconsti
tutionaL This is wise but carelessly tardy action 1 

it is very much like shutting the stable door after 
the horse is stolen. Had these barbers and others 
of like mind bestirred themselvs before the law was 
passed there is little doubt that it would hav been 
defeated; Eternal vigilance is the cost of liberty 
Had these men earnestly tried prevention there 
would, in all probability, hav been no need of re
sorting to this expensiv method of cure, and George 
Amberger, of No. 259 Devoe street, Williamsburg, 
would not now be in his coffin, murdered by priests 
and their dupes. This unfortunate man had been in 
poor health, business was dull, and Sunday was his 
one profitable day. The loss of his trade weighed 
on his mind and hope died. On Friday night 
he told one of his neighbors that he did not 
believe the law would be repealed, turned and 
entered the room in the rear of his shop, cut his 
throat with a razor, and died before the ambulance 
arrived. An Antony of liberty should deliver the 
oration at the funeral of this victim of ecclesiasti
cal assassins. 

The new law was to become operativ on Sunday, 
june 2d, and on that day it began to produce the 
effects characteristic of such statutes. in New 
York, on the East side, a ma]ority of the shops 
were open until late in the afternoon. The barbers 
who observed the law-presumably because they 
did not wish to work anyway-watched those who 
did wish to work-and whose right to work, it is 
needless to say, is just as sacred as the right of the 
spies not to work-and lodged complaints at the 
police stations. In Brooklyn most of the shops 
were apparently closed, but some were frankly 
open, while a number of those ostensibly closed 
were in fact receiving customers on the quiet. One 
barber was arrested while shaving a man, but the 
customer protested so strongly against being sent 
away with one side of his face shaved and the other 
not, that the policeman allowed the job to be fin
ished. This barber and his assistant were taken 
before Justice Walsh, who sent them home without 
bail, telling them to please call the next morning. 
Another workman was released on his own recog
nizance. One "law-abiding barber " was very in
dignant because the officer would not arrest the 
customer as well as the barber in another shop 
raided. The policeman said that the law did not 
make a culprit of the customer, which shows how 
far the New York Sabbatarians are behind thore of 
Massachusetts and other states, where the new 
anti-Sunday amusement laws make it a misdemeanor 
to attend a theater or other place of entertainment 
(except the church) on Sunday. On one street are 
ten shops, some of which were open and some 
closed. The proprietors of the latter tried in vain 
to get the other workmen arrested ; every time the 
police would rush for the shops a warning would 
precede them and the doors would be closed and 
barred when the officers arrived. Clubmen who de
sired the services of a barber called him to their 
parlors, where he could work in security. The 
World reports: 

"The Brooklyn police are in sympathy with the bar
bers, and it is safe to say they will not volnntarily make 
one arrest. They made no attempt whatever to enforce 
the law, except when complaints were lodged, and gener
ally gave the offending barber time to get wind of their 
coming and make himself secure." 

In Buffalo many shops were open, as in James
town and Niagara Falls. In the latter place Sun
day is the most lucrativ day for the barbers, and 
they will not close unless compelled to do so by the 
authorities. It should be noted that it is as much 
an offense under the law to shave a man at his club 
or in his house as in the public shop. President 
Roosevelt of the New York Board of Police Com
missioners announces that the law will be enforced 
in this city "to the letter." 

And what will the journeymen barbers gain by 
the law, even if strictly enforced? In Brooklyn, in 
compensation for the half or three-fourths of a day's 
work on Sunday, very many of them hav been get
ting a day off during the week. This they will lose. 
Those working in the shops that keep open all day 
Sunday will not only hav to giv their mid-week 
holiday in exchange for the Sunday holiday but are 
likely to find their wages cut in addition, for it is 
certain that with the shoFB closed on Sunday a great 
many men who now patronize them will do their own 
shaving. Thus it is indisputable that while the 
Collins law will not raise the wages of the journey
men it will decrease the revenues of the boss bar
bers and of those barbers who are their own employ
ers. And hereafter no intelligent and conscientious 
friend of liberty will giv his custom to a barber 
known to hav worked for or favored the enactment 
of the Sunday closing law. 

Let no one who reads this conclude that this is a 
matter that interests only the citizens of this state, 
or that it is only a trifling wrong against which we 
protest. The Sunday monopolists are activ in 
every part of the country and they are weaving a 
net of these special statutes that is designed to hold 
in its meshes all the citizens of the republic and giv 
to the priests the absolute monopoly of Sunday. 
The entire question of self-government is bound up 
in this issue, and we sleep on guard at our own 
peril. 

The Case of Moses Harman. 

That speaks pretty well for the Brooklyn police ; 
it demonstrates that, no matter what a man's voca
tion, he need not make a complete sacrifice of his 
sense of right and of his respect for the liberty of 
his fellows. The justices, also, hav no relish for 
the miserable little Puritan statute, and some of 
them do not scruple to let their views be known. 
Justice Steers said that he disliked the law, did not 
think that it was constitutional, and should exercise 
the privilege which the law gave him of suspending 
sentence for a first offense. Justice Walsh got out 
of the dilemma by declaring that he had only news
paper reports that the bill had become a law, and 
so he should discharge the prisoner brought before 
him. That is the way in which Sabbatarian legisla
tion encourages the practice of strict veracity I In 
Jamaica, Long Island, a Mrs. Hohlein, who owns a 
shop in that village, was arrested for her failure to 
observe a law that is itself a crime. She is a widow 
and supports herself and her three children from 
the earnings of the shop. Most of her money is 
made on Sunday and she cannot afford to close on 
that day without going out of business, but she 
will be compelled to close, for she has not the 
means to fight the law. Justice Detheridge dis
charged her, on the ground that he had no official 
knowledge of the existence of the statute. Who will 
hav the hardihood to affirm that this law is not a 
crime; and if it is a crime, what are they who de
manded and enacted it ? The answer is obvious 
and deserved. Americans l are you not ashamed to 
bring children to the verge of want because their 
mother has a vocation that requires h~r to do honest 

Last week we gave the news of the resentencing 
of Moses Harman, editor of Lucifer, Topeka, Kan., 
to one year's imprisonment for sending the Mark
land letter through the mails. There is little addi
tional information to be reported this week. All 
our old readers know that Mr. Harman was origi
nally sentenced to five years in the penitentiary for 
this ofiense, the " Markland Letter" being a protest 
by a correspondent against a very atrocious case 
of assault, and the one objectionable term contained 
therein a Latin word in universal use in medical 
and surgical works and law books. After serving 
about a year, Mr. Harman was released on a writ of 
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error granting him a new trial. The government 
delayed the trial, seemingly on purpose, but at last 
it was had, and now, after another long procrasti
nation, Judge Phillips has handed down his decision. 
He holds that the first sentence imposed was not 
dnly illegal but absolutely void, and that the pres
ent is the original and only sentence. Of course; 
Mr. Harman's attorney will put this opinion to the 
severest tests, and he hopes to hav the aged re
former soon in the free air again. In the mean
time Mr. Harman's daughter, Mrs. Lillian Itarinan; 
has editorial charge of Lucifer, and the veteran 
Abner j. Pope handles the business end of the en
terprise. It is hoped that the friends ef the free 
press and mails will giv Mr. Harman and his sub
stitutes all the encouragement and assistance pos
sible, for the new law proceedings will necessarily 
draw heavily on Lucifer's slender resources. Ad
dress either Mrs. Harman or Mr. Pope at 116 East 
Fourth street, Topeka, Kan. 

The legislature of Tennessee refused to exempt 
the Seventh Day Adventists from the operation of 
the Sunday law of the state, the bill offered for that 
purpose being defeated by the vote of 57 to 24. 
The Adventists asked for equal justice, the friends 
of this bill offered them toleration, and the major
ity refused them even this counterfeit justice. Of 
course Tennessee is overwhelmingly Christian, 
Freethinkers being few and scattered and the state 
very largely rural. 

T. Thomas Fortune, editor of the New York Age, 
says that the Negroes are doing nothing, outside of 
church work, to command the respect of mankind. 
He adds : "We spend so much time and money 
preparing to die that we neglect almost entirely the 
things of this life that make for power and respon
sibility." We should judge that the Negroes of 
America are now in about the same stage of devel
opment that the white inhabitants of Christian 
Europe were during the Dark Ages. At all events, 
they are similarly occupied, so far as their chief 
pursuit in life is concerned, if Mr. Fortune has not 
slandered them. 

It is becoming quite a common occurrence for the 
churches to divide a city into districts, and appoint 
a manager for each district, who in turn appoints 
canvassers, the work of whom is to take a house to 
house census, filling out cards with religious statis
tics, which include the denominational membership, 
attendance upon services, Sunday-school attend
ance, and preferences expressed. The population 
is divided into three classes, children, youths, and 
adults. The work is contributory to that of the 
various church auxiliary societies. "The primary 
intent, however, is to show strangers and the un
churched the well-meaning interest of the churches 
in their welfare," says one of the promoters. "The 
data will not be misused." Nevertheless, we can
cannot resist the suspicion that it will be employed 
to help bring the odium theologioum to bear on 
those who avow themselvs Freethinkers or who for 
other reasons do not attach themselvs to the 
churches. On the surface it appears to be without 
directly evil intent, but as it is under the direction 
of aggressiv Christians it will do no harm to keep 
a close watch upon it, for sad experience proves 
that it is almost impossible for these people to en
gage in any enterprise that is not intended to make 
it uncomfortable for dissenters to liv in this world. 

The Christian Advocate remarks that the preacher 
who is uncertain regarding the opening of art 
galleries on Sund.ay " does not intend to open the 
door for worldly pleasure-seekers to do as they 
please on the Lord's Day, but he does so without 
intending it." "What slaves to superstition men 
are l Why should not worldly pleasure-seekers do 
as they please, providing that they do not invade 
the equal rights of others ? The inference is that 
they ought to do as others please to let them do, 
but where do these r1.1ling gentry get the right to 
prescribe for people whose natural and constitu
tional rights are presumptivly equal to their own! 
If a group of men hav not the right to govern them
selva; where do they get the: right to govern their 
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neighbors T Again, why should not worldly pleasure
seekers do as they please on "the Lord's Day," so
called, as well as on other days ! Who gave the 
"Lord" a proscriptiv right to the monopoly of any 
day ! Who is this Lord ! Where is he l How are 
we going to prove that he has a quit-claim deed for 
Sunday! Dr. Buckley knows just as well as we do 
that, so far as the authority of the Bible is con
cerned, Saturday is the real "Lord's Day." The 
men and women of America and of the rest of the 
world should stand on their feet and tell the priests 
and law-makers that " worldly pleasures" are all 
right; that the "Lord's Day" delusion is a survival 
from the rattle and bib stage of human develop. 
ment, and that each individual has the right to 
make such use of his time as he sees fit, always at 
his own coSit. Genuin liberty is not given ; it is won. 
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we are wise, we can meet the church on its new 
line of "rest," and silence its batteries in one cam
paign. Not only should we love liberty, but we 
must serve her in practical and efficient ways. The 
Sunday fight is on Now. 

A motion was made in the Brooklyn Board of 
Aldermen to permit amateur ball players to use 
Prospect Park on Sunday. The proposition was 
voted down, seven to eleven, the seven being Alder
men Board, Cohen, Dunne, Gilfoyle, Hennessey, 
McGarry, and Roeder. Alderman Cary said that 
he was afraid some judgment would come down 
upon the board if it voted in favor of the motion. 
Alderman Cary should not be frightened so easily; 
he is not in any danger, probably, for we are as
sured that death loves a shining mark, and un
questionably he is dull enough to liv forever. Al-

It seems so easy for some people to be inaccurate.' de~an Co?en) we fea~ he is n~t a Christian by 
and also oblivious of the most patent facts. For hentage) S8ld that he did not think a young man 
instance, there is an" Infidel" paper that comes to _would go to hell merely becaus.e. ~e played ball on 
this office that in one issue twice speaks of the' ~unday. W~en the fact of diVIsiOn along party 
editor of this journal as "McDonald," although the hnes was pomted out, the aforesaid unresplendent 
name appears in ever number as Macdonald ; once Alderman Cary remarked that " Republicans were 
givs him the initials " H. E. " although they are brought up to observe the Sabbath and go to 
plainly printed E. M., and sp:aks of the " London church instead of playing ~all." But, go~d Mr. 
JJreethought Magazine" although there is no Lon- Cary, do they always contmue to walk m the 
don Freethought Mag~zine. It also says that we straight an~ narrow.way to the conv~nticle, and vir
should hav a national meeting of Infidels at an tuously avOid the Wicked ball field . How about 
early date, quietly ignoring the fact that we hav Robert G. Ingersoll, to illustrate ? He does not 
such a meeting every year, although the editor who attend church very regularly, does he! And it 
makes the belated suggestion has never attended occurs to us that he has caught out and struck out 
one of them. We are told that in this proposed more champion church players than any other 
meeting the brethren of Canada and Europe should American Freethinker we can just now call to mind. 
be invited to participate. That is all right, but He did not allow Black, or Fisher, or Field, or 
nothing new, for such an international gathering ?'l~dstone to make a single run, did he! The ma
was held in Chicago during the World's Fair. Of JOnty of t?e Brookl~ Boar~ of Aldermen seem to 
course the gentleman was not present for if he hav come m on a freight tram; at all events, they 
had b:en he would not at this time in th: afternoon are awfully out of date with their talk about "judg
speak of sach a convention as of something never pre- ment " becau~e they are asked to permit the young 
viously suggested or held. The same editor remarks men of the mty to pitch and bat a ball on Sunday. 
that "never before in the history of this country Go to sleep again, gentlemen, no bolt will find 
has the outlook for Infidel supremacy been so en- you. God could not see you without a micro
couraging." We hav no more use for Infidel su- scope. 
premacy than we hav for Christian supremacy. All "The moral supremacy of the community, its unre· 
we demand is that all citizens shall stand before stricted right to deal with its members, is the sole basis 
the law equal in rights and opportunities. on which rational punishment can rest. · · · The 

rights of the individual man are, in short, to-day not 

Here is a faint ray of light in the Sabbatarian 
.gloom of this decadent age : All of the missionaries 
and some of the employees on Ellis Island (im
migrant station) petitioned that the station be 
closed on Sunday. President Cleveland, acting 
on the recommendation of Secretary Carlisle and 
Commissioner Stump, of the Immigration Bureau, 
declines to accede to the request. It is pointed out 
that "it would be unnecessary hardship on incom
ing immigrants to detain them for twenty-four or 
thirty-six hours, when first and second~class passen
gers on vessels which arrive Saturday night or Sun
day morning are immediately landed." 

That is humane and sensible, and is a substantial 
recognition of the equal rights of all, without re
gard to their financial condition, but what follows 
is still better, because of what it implies : "It is 
said that the government force at the island can be 
so divided that the men will hav to work only one 
Sunday out of three during the summer and alter
nate Sundays during the winter." If this is done 
at Ellis Island it will be an official application and 
indorsement of the" Relay Method," first suggested 
in these columns, and earnestly advocated by TH:m 
TRUTH Sli!EKER alone for nearly two years. Apply 
this principle to all work needing to be done on 
Sunday, and you hav effectually and forever spiked 
the last and only gun of the Sunday worshipers. 
Mere theorists are out of the fight in this practical 
age ; Sunday sanctity cannot stand a moment be
fore the onslaught of up-to-date Secularists. If 
Sunday is to be the weekly holiday of the tens of 
millions, the hundreds of thousands ' must work, 
and they will get their rest by the establishment of 
the relay system in every industry requiring Sun~ 
day labor. Why do not all Freethinkers and Free
thought journals hasten to grasp this invincible 
weapon T Why hesitate ! On ·the side of prin
ciple we always hav been amrlr a~med, Q.nd ;n.ow, if 

worth consideration. "-F. H. Bradley, in International 
Journal of Ethics. 

The "moral supremacy of the community," the 
rigMs of the community, are the rights of the indi
viduals composing the community, no less, no more. 
The only legitimate function of the community is 
the protection of the rights of the individual, and 
this function is simply the transferred functions of 
the individuals, aggregated. Power, not rights, is 
gained by association. If the writer had said that 
government, in its capacity of defender of the prop
erty, persons, and lives of its constituents, had su~ 
preme authority over the invading individual, his 
statement might be permitted to pass unchallenged, 
for the invaded individual has that authority when 
the seriousness of the invasion demands it, and we 
recognize that killing in self-defense is not a crime. 
But his assertions, as herein quoted, are unscien
tific and monstrous. The thousand units combined 
hav no more right to murder than had any one of 
the units before the combination was effected. 
Powers not possessed cannot be delegated. If Mr. 
Bradley is right, if the individual has no rights, 
then the community, the aggregation of individuals, 
can hav none. To draw an illustration from nature, 
outside of man: A thousand gallons of water, 
brought together in a reservoir and fed to a steam 
engin, will produce results not to be attained, in 
all cases, by the vaporization of the thousand gal
lons of water separately, but all the elements found 
in the contents of the reservoir existed previously 
in the same proportions in the isolated gallons, and 
the power developed by the larger quantity drawn 
from the reservoir was potentially present in all 
of the smaller quantities which, combined, filled the 
reservoir, and without which the reservoir could 
never hav been filled nor the power jurnished to the 
engin developed. Mr. Bradley's dictum is not new, 
either in theory or application. Every religious 
and political tyrant in the world has accepted and 
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acted upon it. Across the centuries Torquemada 
reaches his bloody hand to his modern echo, and 
Nicholas of Russia may well hail him as a brother. 
One very important deduction seems to hav escaped 
the amiable gentleman's observation : If the rela
tivly free society in which he livs should put his 
teachings into practice it would hang him off-hand 
as one of its own most d~ngerous enemies. He 
would then discover that his individual rights are 
indeed " not worth consideration," because, like the 
rabid dog, he is an imminent menace to the safety 
of every other individual composing the free com
munity. 

The American Sentinel made a bad slip in its 
issue of May 30. During the trial of J. Q. Allison 
at Douglassville, Ga, for the violation of the Si!n
day law, the judge said, answering the plea of the 
defense that the Sunday statute interfered with the 
religious liberty of the citizen : 

"I would not interfere with you in any way in the en
joyment of your religion; this is simply a law of the state, 
and we are bound thereby. The state could say that you 
should keep Wednesday or Thurad"y or every other 
Thnrsday, that it would be a crime to work on every 
other Wednesday or every other Thursday, and we would 
be bound to obey the law." 

To this the editor of the Adventist paper replies : 
"This statement by the judge would be true if the 
law were indeed a merely civil regulation baBed 
upon civil reasons." The italics are his. He then 
goes on to show conclusivly that the Sabbath law 
is not based on merely civil reasons, and thus 
effectually disposes of the judge's defense of the 
prosecution. But we are not here concerned with 
this aspect of the. matter ; what we would call 
attention to is the astounding admission of the 
Sentinel that the state has a right to make honest 
labor a crime on any day for any reason. This is 
unconditional surrender. Suppose that the state of 
Georgia should take Mr. Jones at his word and, aban
doning its present Sabbath and repealing its Sab
bath laws, should enact that hereafter Wednesday is 
to be an enforced legal secular holiday in the state, 
and that all work done on that day is a crime, to be 
duly punished by the courts-would the Adventists 
be any more eager to observe Wednesday as a sec
ular day of rest . than they now are to observe Sun
day as a day of worship ! The Adventists complain 
that the existing laws not only compel them to do 
jury duty, attend court as witnesses, and in other 
ways profane their Sabbath (Saturday), but they 
are also forced to lose two days each week instead 
of one. They likewise contend that God as im
perativly commands man to work six days each week 
as he does to worship one. Well, with Wednesday 
set apart as a secular holiday, on which work is a 
crime, and their consciences impelling them to 
obey their God's command to work six days out of 
seven and to spend SaturG&y in worship, would 
they not hav been merely taken from the frying-pan 
and put into the fire! If they obey the civil law 
and God's Sabbath law they must disobey God's 
six-day work law and also lose one day each week 
which they would otherwise hav employed in pro
ductiv labor. They hav gained nothing by the 
change and liberty has gained nothing. The 
judge's statement is not true and cannot be true. 
The doctrin he advances is false and pernicious, and 
fit only for slaves, by whom alone it can be ac
cepted. Compulsory labor is slavery, forever 
abolished in this country by war and by constitu
tional amendment, and compulsory idleness is 
simply the other side of compulsory labor, still to 
be abolished, possibly by war, certainly by re
peal of all existing legislation compelling it, and by 
constitutional amendment if need be. It is against 
public policy to make either non-invasiv labor or 
no11.-invasiv recreation a crime under the law, and 
the aggregate of the population possesses not the 
shade of a. shadow of a right to prescribe for the 
units how they shall employ their time. This is 
the bedrock principle of American liberty and of 
human liberty, and to abandon it _is to be lost in 
the morasses and quicksands of despotism; 
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News and Notes. 
. It was a grateful change after all to pass from 
the turmoil of London to the great quiet and beau
tiful country. London is a continual pressure, an 
everlasting excitement. There seems no end in 
time or space to its enormous activities. It is diffi
cult to keep still long enough in London to·write 
these News and Notes. I desire to be on the go, in 
the swim, ~Lll the time. The electric currents pos
sess the universal air, and you cannot escape the 
sparkling influence unless you take a long journey 
into the country. One must do this occasionally, 
I think, in order to recover his equilibrium. 

Hence I rejoiced in the loveliness of English 
scenery as I dashed to Derby on the express, with 
Watts and Foote in the compartment with me. 
How delightfully the landscapes spread away from 
the rushing train ; fields and meadows, forests and 
hills, dotted with villages and handsome dwellings 
of the rich and lordly, with now and then a tower
ing church or castle, ancient relics of gloom, in the 
bourgeon of this glorious spring time, adorning the 
portals of the past, while the music and splendor 
of the future are bursting forth. 

With these mingling feelings of reminiscence and 
hope, the end of our journey is reached at Derby, 
a stately village of one hundred thousand people ; a 
village, it seemed to me, after London and in con
trast with American cities of like size. An Ameri
can city would hum from one end to the other, but 
here the people move along without hurry or tu
mult, and honestly it did seem to me at first sight 
as if I had struck a New England burg of about five 
thousand population. However, Derby is a hand
some place, and the people are good-natured and 
accommodating. 

There were bubbles of excitement, however, cir
culating through its streets. There was to be a 
clash of arms in the intellectual arena, and the re
ligious and Freethought spirits were in a state of 
animated expectancy. The debate between Mr. 
Foote and Mr. T. W. Lee took place at Temperance 
Hall. There were present, I should think, fifteen 
hundred people at each session. At any rate, the 
hall was crowded to its utmost capacity. The Chris
tians were on hand to witness the downfall of Infi
delity. They composed at least three-fifths of the 
audience. 

Mr. W. J. Piper, editor of the Derby Daily 
Telegraph, presided on both evenings. He is, I 
understand, a Unitarian, and he did his duty im
partially and admirably, and held the reins of gov
ernment so firmly that the perturbed theological 
soul must needs listen according to parliamentary 
rule, a thing which Mr. Piper said could not hav 
been done ten years ago. Free debate was then 
impossible. Secularism has been training the 
people. 

Mr. T. W. Lee is a representativ of the Christian 
Evidence Society. He has been a disputant for 
about fifteen years. He was at the beginning, I 
understand, bombastic and egotistical ; and I can 
see some remains of the primeval strata yet. Occa
sionally, by his manner and the look of his eye, it 
appeared to my mind that he would like to demol
ish things by pure physical force, by the " sword of 
faith," and not by the clash of argument; but evi
dently he has learned his lesson and holds his theo
logical team under good control. He does not 
allow his temper to get the best of him. He is 
keen, shrewd, and well equipped. · He is a 
wily opponent. He knows when to dodge, and 
where to put in his hardest blows. He is a skilled 
dialectician. He manages his case with the adroit
ness of a lawyer. He has evidently studied the de
fenses of modern theology. I must confess that I 
was pleased with his energy, his tenacity, and his 
determination not to be whipped, [no matter how 
severe might be the blows upon his metaphysical 
cranium. Even if he was knocked down he wouldn't 
admit it, and he had a majority of the audience to 
shout victory while in the jaws of defeat. 

Mr. Foote was the man for the occasion. He is 
imperturbable, no matter how furious the conflict. 
He does not get excited. He measures his oppo
nent fairly. He knows what he has to do ; that the 
majority of the audience is hostil, and he must 
handle his subject both carefully and courageously. 
He has the power both of eloquence and logic. The 
people are bound to listen to what he says. He 
constrains by his personal presence. He has phys
ical vitality. He is like a soldier. His speech is 
persuasiv, his method argumentativ, with here and 
there a brilliant illustration or :flash of humor. He 
appeals to the intellect. He is analytic and con
vincing. He made his hearers see differences where 
his opponent endeavored to confound them. Not 
until his closing address did he gather together in 
one thunderbolt the condensed logic of his incisiv 
:reasoning; and then he fairly captured his audi-
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ence with his splendid peroration, and extorted 
applause even from the orthodox crewd. Once in 
a while the enemy showed his teeth and growled, 
and was just on the point of precipitating a mob ; 
but Foote was in his element then and quelled his 
audience by what they could not help but admire, 
his display of English grit. 

Mr. Lee in his argument followed the usual 
metaphysical lines. He made a statement not ~f 
facts, but of opinions. The question was" Which 1s 
the more reasonable, Theism or Atheism'" Mr. Lee 
said in substance: Something now exists, therefore 
something has always existed, for something can
not come out of nothing. What is this eternal 
something ? It cannot be the universe as it now 
is, for that we know has changed. It cannot be 
the atoms which compose the universe, for they are 
conditioned and limited. The uncreated substance 
must be unconditioned and unlimited. Being un
conditioned and unlimited, is it intelligent? It is, 
for the order and symmetry of the created universe 
declare this. Is it benevolent ? It is, for the uni
verse also declares that on the whole created exist
ence is for good and not for evil. 

This is the substance of Mr. Lee's argument. It 
is the ald argument from design ; an argument 
which cannot be improved upon with all the arti
fices of modern theology. Through thick and thin, 
Mr. Lee stuck to his argument with manful resolve. 
It was his only salvation. 

Mr. Foote did not endeavor to meet Mr. Lee 
with any metaphysical back-fire whatsoever. He 
wisely confined himself to facts. He stuck to the 
scientific method entirely. What are the facts of 
the universe, and what do these facts mean? In the 
original statement of the question Mr. Lee put it 
as follows: "Resolved, That Theism is a more rea
sonable theory of the universe than Atheism." 
Mr. Foote declined to admit the words "theory 
of the universe," for, said he- Atheism is not a 
" theory of the universe." It does not profess to 
explain things. It is simply an acceptance of facts 
as far as they go. Mr. Foote was right in this. 
He did not try to elucidate the universe, but sim
ply the facts of human knowledge. These facts, if 
there is any validity in human knowledge, teach 
that it is impossible that the universe should be 
created by an infinitly wise, powerful, and good 
being. In the first place we cannot conceive crea
tion, and therefore it cannot be reasonable. But 
allowing creation, the creativ force, whatever it may 
be, is responsible for all that exists. It therefore 
creates the evil, and cannot therefore be infinitly 
good. n cannot be infinitly wise, for everywhere 
are marks of imperfection. Therefore, whatever 
the creativ force may be, it cannot be God as de
fined by Theism. God, so far as we know, is 
purely the creation of the human mind. 

These were the points elaborated by Mr. Foote. 
He did not once get oft his base. He did not try to 

Soar away 
And mingle with the eternal ray. 

He let all speculation alone. He did not build up 
an airy fabric of Atheism as opposed to an airy 
fabric of Theism. He did not dogmatize about the 
unknown. He simply said, These are the facts ; 
'rheism does not fit the facts. No Theistic theory 
ever invented by man does fit the facts. What is 
the inevitable conclusion ? Atheism pure and sim
ple. Agnosticism is practically the same thing. It 
rejects every known theory of Theism. Therefore 
it is "without God," and that is Atheism. No 
doubt the Christians saw the force of Mr. Foote's 
argumeBt. They realized as never before the logic 
of Atheism; that, based on facts, it is impregnable, 
and that the only answer to it is the wail of faith 
and the gush of sentiment. Mr. Lee knew how to 
wail and how to gush, and he sought applause by 
expressing the fervor of his belief. The Christians 
knew the point, and applauded his assumptions 
vociferously, while when he attempted argument 
they were dumb. His logical weakness was appar
ent even to his friends. 

The debate will giv a fine impetus to the Secular 
movement in Derby. It has awakened thought, and 
the philosophy of Secularism is better understood. 
It is seen that Atheism is not a bare denial, but 
really the affirmation of humanity with all its re
splendent qualities. 

I was pleased to meet the Liberal friends of 
Derby. I expect to lecture at this place while in 
England. Mr. W, Westwell and Mr. Robert Ainsworth 
were present from Manchester. We were at the 
same hotel, and the hours outside the debate were 
enlivened with generous sociability. Under the 
guidance of Mr. Foote and Mr. W estw~ll I discov
ered the superb beauties of English cooking. I 
don't understand Daudet when he speaks of the 
"coarse meat and horrible cookery " of England. 
I suppose I shall know more about it when I visit 
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Paris, if I hav the opportunity, but I really think 
at present that the English do know how to cook. 

On Thursday we had a delightful drive together 
about Derbyshire, and the prospects were lovely 
indeed. Here is English scenery in its simple mag
nificence. Nothing like the wild and grand '3cen
ery, the prairies and mountains of America, but 
there were ample fields undulating and glittering in 
emerald glory; there were antique forests, over 
whose crumbling arches swept the splendor of the 
spring, decorating anew the immemorial columns; 
therewere gentle declivities fading into the cloudy 
and luminous horizon, the green hedges, the hard 
and shining road, the snug hamlet, the lodge and 
stately gateway, the elegant park, the gardens just 
beginning to bloom, the great mansion, half hid 
by trees and shrubbery ; the wandering herds fol
lowing the dog, the horseman in the distance; the 
white :flocks, the shimmering lake embosomed in 
the hills ; the town, splendid on the verge between 
earth and sky, like a fairy picture, gorgeous and 
illuminated with the slanting rays breaking from 
:floating cloudlands, while, mingling with these 
scenes, burst and quivered and rolled the sweet 
singing of the birds. And how shall I deseribe the 
delicious lunch-milk and soda, bread, butter, and 
cheese ! That was all we could find in the remote 
village, amid whose quaint and picturesque pre
cincts we seemed to be :flung back a hundred years, 
far from the haunts of civilization. I did not know 
that so secluded and venerable a spot, where the 
din of the world is lost amidst gray and mossy 
walls and blackened rafters, could be found in the 
bustling England of to-day. But England, after 
all, stretches wide and far, and has an infinit vari
ety of aspect, and the old continually mingles with 
the new. 

After the debate on Thursday night, a large 
deputation of Secular friends waited upon Mr. 
Foote and thanked him for the admirable fight he 
had made. Mr. W. Whitney spoke in behalf of the 
Derby branch of the National Secular Society, and 
congratulated Mr. Foote upon the efficient and dig
nified manner in which he had defended their posi
tion. The American visitor also received a cordial 
welcome. So the Derby meeting closed with en
thusiasm and courage in the Freethought ranks at 
this important point. 

Saturday morning Mr. Foote, Mr. Watts, and my
self visited Nottingham for a few hours. This is 
about fourteen miles from Derby, a manufacturing 
town of 240,000 inhabitants. It has a much more 
business-like appearance than Derby. The passers
by are more alert and there are crowds occasion
ally. The great castle looms on a precipitous 
bight as we approach the station. We did not hav 
time, however, to mount its frowning walls, around 
which so many battalions hav surged and crowded 
in bleeding masses. We visited the Arboretum, in 
which there is a beautiful display of :flowers, with 
walks amid blooming foliage and dazzling carpet 
of grass, from the crest of which, where the monu
ment and cannons gleam, is spread a vast and 
splendid panorama of the city. Returning, we pass 
through the cemetery, in whose shadowy majesty 
white death mingles with many-colored, blossoming 
life. We witness the memorials of those who hav 
served humanity, and whose names are in the an
nals of Freethought. Among those shines the name 
of William Nowlan, the father of Mrs. Charles 
Watts. He was one of the champions of the Sec
ular cause in Nottingham years ago. Nottingham 
is noted as one of the old camping-grounds of 
Watts. Here he has borne the lance in the arena 
of intellectual debate, and made Freethought vic
torious. Therefore there are pleasant and noble 
recollections connected with this place. I was 
pleased to meet Mr. Chater, and also, at his house, 
Mrs. Charles A. Watts, daughter-in-law of my vet
eran comrade. She was sojourning here for a. few 
days on account of her health. Nottingham will 
brightly abide in the memory of the Secular Pil
grim, though but a few hours were passed amid its 
charming associations. 

At Nottingham my comrades bid me good-bye 
after having seen me safely into the cars bound for 
Bradford. At this place, where I arrive ali early 
candle light, I am met by J. W. Gott, John Grange, 
H. Smith, and James Sunderland, and their cordial 
greeting makes me ready for any fate in this some
what frontier post of English Freethought, for 
Freethought is not by any means in the swim here 
at Bradford. It is a constant struggle to keep 
above water, but there are strenuous and noble 
workers. The Truth Seeker is a monthly publica
tion, and it is doing good service to advance or
ganization. It is a useful pioneer journal, sold for 
only a penny, and one gets more than his money's 
worth every time. Such a journal in America would 
cost at least five pennies. By means of the Truth 
Seeker Bradford forges ahead and keeps the light 
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1~\: of "aoon oparkling abroad. I hav fair andiono" 
:~\,' ·,•'for the three lectures on Sunday,May 19hh,and 

~ ,they are appreciativ and enthusiastic, and I must 
· ·.: , ),.'say that I like Bradford whatever the fortunes of 
, ',: ,1.: i1 \~· war may be. I enjoy the hospitality of Mr. and 

. . . .. ' Mrs. Gott, and am surrounded with home comforts. 
· ,·· Saturday afternoon I take a trip with Sunderland 

over the city, or town, rather, for although Brad
ford has a population of 240,000, it is not, in Eng
lish parlance, a city, for it has no cathedral and no 
bishop. Only those places are cities where cathe
drals and bishops put in an imposing appearance. 

Bradford, in some parts of the day, and at some 
places, presents almost as busy and crowded a scene 
as London. It is a manufacturing point. The 
Lister mills, the largest in the world, are here. 
They are simply immense, and astonish one with 
their bight and variety. I visit Maningham park, 
a beautiful place. Bradford is amply endowed with 
parks. Outside of London, it surpasPes all other 
towns of its size for the number it possesses, al
though in the heart of the city we do not see trees 
and gardens as we do inLondon. 

Bradford is a picturesque place, although it is 
crowded with warehouses and factories, and its 
streets are narrow and crooked like those of Bos
ton. I travel, after my rounds of the principal re
sorts, to the home of Mr. Sunderland at Under
cli:fle, and it is a climb to get there. It is like go
ing up Zion's hill. However, we don't hav to walk; 
we ride on the top of a big tramcar. The tram
cars here hav two stories, and they do present a 
gigantic appearance. A wonderful and beautiful 
view is unfolded as I mount upward on this tre
mendous vehicle. Bradford is built mainly in the 
heart of a great basin. Vast hills roll away on 
every side, decorated with residences. Far as the 
eye can see these billowy mountains extend. It was 
like many a scene in the Old Granit state, and re
minded me . more of my nativ territory than any 
place I had yet visited. The sun was setting as we 
traversed the lofty ridge, and it was indeed a gor
geous prospect. The sky was like a vast dome of 
mingling gold and blue, with darkening gray. 
Swell on swell of table lands and mighty hills like 
the swaying of a huge sea swept to every point of 
the horizon, while deep down below gleamed and 
glowered the multitudinous city. As my friend 
Smith said, looking at Bradford at night time, when 
its thousand lights were flashing, it seems as if 
heaven itself was turned topsy-turvy, and all the 
shQ:J.ing stars were huddled and scattered in flam
ing masses in the abyss beneath. Bradford cer
tainly can boast of beauty and sublimity. 

I must not omit to write of Laycock's Temper
ance Hotel, where they drink tea and eat toast and 
talk with the volubility of a ladies' sewing circle. 
It is a congregation of cranks from morning till 
night, and the humming and the buzzing, and the 
flashing and the crashing of ever-varying ideas is 
immensely amusing. It is like the sputtering of 
electric batteries with opposing currents. This is 
one of the oldest places in Bradford, and is a curi
osity shop indeed. Here is freedom of speech, the 
utmost antagonism of thought with prevailing good 
nature, while occasionally there is a lurid lightning 
glare which threatens disaster, but glances off in a 
rainbow shower of jolly laughter. I wouldn't hav 
missed Laycock's on any account. It was unique, 
univerlilal, interesting, evolutionary, and revolution
arv. I liked it. It was good as a play. I hope it 
will keep rolling and tumbling on in Niagara-like 
fashion, with its intellectual rapids, long as the 
world stands. Bradford won't be a dull place to 
visit as long as Laycock's flourishes. 

John Grange was chairman of the meetings and 
made excellent opening addresses, giving a hearty 
welcome to the American visitor. Friends were 
present from Leeds, Shipley, Halifax, a!ld other 
neighboring places. Some came many miles afoot 
to attend. I was quite encouraged to meet these 
loyal comrades. I must extend my thanks to the 
ladies, Mrs. Gott, Mrs. Grange, Mrs. Sunderland, 
and others, for thtdr support. Only a few ladies in 
Bradford are willing to be identified with the move
ment. It is a pleasure to find a few who are brave 
and intelligent. 

I leave Bradford with the star of progress shin
ing upon my way. I hav faith in the courage and 
devotion of our allies here. Especially must I 
thank Mr. J. W. Gott for his generous comrade-
ship. . 

I return to London on Monday. I spend the 
evening at Watts's, where we outline future cam
paigns. Tuesday I am busy with News and Notes 
and can't see much, although there are thousands 
of objects yet to view. Tuesday evening I attend 
the annual meeting of the Malthusian ~ague. I 
listened to earnest and splendid addresses from 
Dr. C. R. Drysdale, president; George W. Foote, A. 
B. Moss, Dr. T. R. Allinson, Miss Thoxnton Smith, 
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and others. I was deeply interested in the many 
and fruitful ideas advanced. Of course I cannot 
see but what the Malthusian proposition is correct. 
Population must increase faster than the means of 
subsistence, and the check must be war, famin, and 
pestilence, or wise human control. It is a subject 
worthy of the widest consideration and the utmost 
liberty of expression. I am afraid we could not 
hold such a meeting as this in New York. We hav 
not freedom of speech enough yet. Our English 
friends are ahead of us on some point,s: They hav 
fought the good fight and won. Of course, in 
England, where the population is so overflowing, 
the pressure of the Malthusian question is much 
gr~>ater than in our own country, whose natural re
sources are still far in advance of the demand made 
upon them, but the time is surely coming when we 
in America must confront this enormous problem,. 
the solution of which is absolutely necessary to hu
man progress. 

Aner the meeting I had a walk and talk amid 
London lights and shadows with A. B. Moss, and 
Mr. Lawrence. a veteran of the Bradlaugh ranks. 
We stood on London Bridge~historic spot-and 
watched the wonderful scene and in imagination 
traversed the ages past. We went by the old Lon
don Tower, glooming in the solemn midnight with 
the strange majesty of criwe and death, and horror 
and glory ; we passed over the stupendous Tower 
Bridge, a marvel of human achievement, one of the 
most amazing structures anywhere on the planet ; 
a kind of crystallized Niagara in its magnificence, 
strength, _loftiness, and massiv proportions. I 
walked through Billingsgate, silent as the grave at 
this hour, with only a solitary policeman on his 
rounds, but at five o'clock in the morning what life 
and language burst in tumult here, a pandemo
nium of every ejaculation under the sun. The 
tower of Babel or the day of Pentecost couldn't 
equal this for diversity of tongues. 

A. B. Moss is one of our best workers on this 
side, a vigorous and straightforward speaker. He 
has had a vast variety of experience. He is London 
born and bred, and understands how to reach and 
move the great masses of the people. 

I was also glad to meet Edward •.rruelove, 
the oldest of our veterans here. He is in his 85th 
year. His courage is unquenchable. He has suf
fered in our cause, but bates no jot of heart or hope. 
He will die in the harness, with all the glorious en
thusiasm of youth. 

My New York and Brooklyn friends will remem
ber Caleb Pink, now in London. He was the first 
of the audience at the Hall of Science to giv me the 
handshake. He is still on the move and his philo
sophic spirit is as bright as ever. He likes Eng
land, but his heart beats for America. He takes 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and reads it every week with en
thusiasm. He keeps in touch with Freethought the 
world over. I remember him years ago as one of 
foremost lights of the Liberal Club and Philosoph
ical Association, and memories throng upon me as 
I greet his kindly face. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

London, May 22, 1895. 

Lecture Notes. 
Lakota, N. D., my next appointment after Crooks

ton, had never before heard a Freethought lecture, 
and never before hav I seen a place take so kindly 
to Liberalism. Orthodoxy is certainly in the mi
nority here, and it knows it. At first it tried to 
show its hand by objecting to our having the court 
house for the meetings, but the people were aroused 
by this petty usurpation, and the religionists were 
obliged to climb down. I gave three lectures, all 
of which were well attended. The Nelson County 
Herald remarked: "One of the contrasts between 
the present age and that of two hundred years ago 
is the fact that lectures on the line of those of Mr. 
Steiner could not hav been given in open public in 
those days, while now all classes pay him respectful 
attention. In those days he would hav been stoned 
to death by Jew and gentile alike, and could hav 
found no place where he might lay his head in 
peace." This is just as true of fifty years ago as of 
two hundred, and we could not lecture to-day if the 
church had power to prevent. 

First among Lakota Liberals I must mention J. 
M. Hartin, who made all arrangements and to 
whose efforts the success of the lectures was due. 
He was cradled in the church, his father being an 
Episcopal minister. Those who hav had opportu
nity to know the most of Ohristianity hav the least 
faith in it. Friend Hartin and his brothers had 
such opportunity, and they are all Freethinkers. 
Mrs. Hartin is right in line, being as enthusiastic 
as her husband. I was a guest at their home, and 
was certainly in a good atmosphere. Col. E. Smith, 
of Bartlett, presided at the lectures. The colonel 
is true blue. He has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever 
since its first issue in New York. He was a good 

chairman, and made some pointed speeches illustrat
ing our principles. Mr. F. A. Rahders, the banker, 
supported us splendidly. He is a nativ of South 
Carolina, well educated and versed on all topics, 
being a graduate of Trinity College, Durham. 
Charles Barta and wife came over from Mapes. 
Messrs. Metcalf and Barrett are strong allies. 

Early Monday morning I start for Hoople, where 
I am to giv three more lectures. Remsburg has 
been here once, and Putnam twice. The commu
nity is thoroughly aroused. A sky-pilot who was 
holding revival meetings told the people how he 
had "done up" Putnam on the train, when he was 
here last winter, so completely that he had nothing 
to say. Surely my chances were small, yet not one of 
the vain clerical parasites in Hoople had the cour
age to attend my lectures, and no doubt they will 
make a similar lying statement about me when I 
am a thousand miles away. Mr. M.A. Hewitt made 
the arrangements. Although in but~iness here, he 
is outspoken, and has the trade even of the preach
ers. Quite a crowd of Park River Liberals came 
over the first two nights. The school-house was 
full at all the lectures, but the third evening it was 
crowded, and we had the Hoople band to add to 
the attractions. Mr. Jones, the school teacher, or
ganized a choir, and we had singing as well. With 
such men as Thomas Simons, W. C. Francis, Geo. 
Bodmer, J. E. Flannigan, Geo. Johnson, and A. D. 
Marble at the front, Freethought is a formidable 
force in Hoople. Mr. Haight came in from Milton, 
and Mr. C. E. Anderson from Grafton. They all, 
and particularly Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Johnson, did 
everything they could to make my visit agreeable. 
Mr. John J. Kolmen came over from Park River 
and remained until the last lecture, when I accom
panied him home. No finer country than North 
Dakota could be found for driving-no hills, the 
land as level as a billiard table ; no stones in the 
soil to impede the plow of the farmer. The great 
pest here is the gopher, an animal. of about the size 
of a squirrel, which it resembles. It livs in the 
ground and does great damage to crops, but the 
government pays a bounty for gophers, and they 
will in time be exterminated. After an hour and a 
half we reached our destination. Things are differ
ent in Park River from what they were last winter. 
Then the Christians were going to annihilate us 
on the spot. Now they are as silent as the grave. 
Even the Methodist pulpiteer is quiet, and no 
Christian will say a word when a Freethinker is 
within hearing distance. Our audiences were not 
big, but they were good both in size and quality. 
Mr. E. Smith-Petersen presided. He is naturally, 
and by common consent, th~ leader in Park River. 
Physically as well as mentally he is a specimen of 
perfect manhood. He possesses dauntless courage, 
and nothing can move him when he knows he is in 
the right. Edward Doering is secretary of the 
Liberal League. John J. Kolmen is a fighter by 
nature, and no Christian cares to enter into a dis
cussion with him. Among other Liberals, I can 
name Mr. Ames, John Mundagel, M. M. Ager;and 
Ole Stevens-all of the right kind and well fitted 
to hold their own in this bigoted community. On 
Sunday morning Mr. and Mrs. Kolmen and myself 
went to hear the Rev. Mr. Campbell, a very liberal 
Presbyterian minister. There is progress even in 
the pulpit. Mr. Campbell does not deal much in 
theology, but in ethics, and calls the attention of 
his people to the necessity of right living. He ad
mits that unbelief is not a sin, and that creeds to a 
great extent hav been a damage to the world. Last 
winter he boldly announced that he would treat 
Liberals fairly and courteously, and he is held in 
high esteem by all who possess the same qualities 
as himself. FRANKLIN STEINER. 

Observations. 
With Mr. Morris M. Bostwick's contribution, two 

weeks ago, to the one-god-or-several question, the 
debate went outside my baliwick. Astro-theology 
and the Bacon-Shakspere cipher are not for me. 
There are those who giv all the spooks of the relig
ious imagination an astronomical significance, ideE.
tifying the son of God with the sun-god, the twelve 
apostles with the twelve months of the year, and 
all the acts and adventures of Jesus Christ with 
the phenomena of the seasons. Others discover a 
phallic significance in the accounts of the creation 
and redemption, and infer a system of sex worship 
from crosses, buns, and doughnuts. Still another 
school find the trail of a snake from Genesis to 
Revelation, and thence conclude that Christianity 
had its origin in serpent-worship. The theories 
are interesting, but scholars who profess to take a 
rational view of the Bible are cautious about in
dorsing them. I once communicated with Prof. 
T. H. Huxley in order obtain his opinion of Dr. 
Robert Taylor's astro-theology as set out in the 
"Diegesis." He replied in effect that while, sev-
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enty years ago, a man in jail for bla.sphemy, as Dr. 
Taylor was, and galled by the persecutions of those 
who preach the religion of love, might be forgiven 
for putting forth such a work, people of the present 
age would not be justified in taking it seriously. I 
giv Mr. Huxley's opinion for what it is worth. 

The plain defect of astronomy as an explanation 
of theology is that while it might account for the 
characters in Hebrew and Christian mythdom, it 
does not provide for the doctrin and precepts. No 
sane person would accuse the solar orb of preach
ing the Sermon on the Mount, nor can that lumi
nary be conceived of as laying down the Ten Com
mandments. And again, the astronomical hypothesis 
violates the law of parsimony, which forbids us to 
assume any greater cause than is necessary to ac
count for the facts. With a full knowledge of the 
lying and inventiv faculties of priests and prophets, 
an<L their proneness to claim all they see or hear, 
we are wasting time when we look elsewhere for 
the source of religious systems. Christianity is 
undoubtedly made up of the refuse and pi of pre
vious superstitions, some of which may hav had a 
basis in astrology, but I don't believe that the in
ventors or adapters of Christian theology knew 
enough about astronomy to consciously fit their 
yarns to it. Truth-telling, the adapting of state
ment to fact, the agreement between the subjectiv 
order of thought and the objectiv order of phenom
ena, has been cultivated only in comparativly recent 
years, and has not yet found favor with the clergy. 

When the New York Voice jeers at the Detroit 
Tribune for uttering the appended sentiments, it 
is a case of the pot calling the kettle a brunet. 
The :I ribune says : 

Society is not capable of being immoral. The essence 
of wrong conduct is the interference with the liberty of 
the individual. Society is federated for the express pur
pose of interfeting with the liberty of the individual. It 
cannnt be hampered at all with the general considerations 
of right and wrong. If society has the right to tax, it 
has the right to kill. 

It seems necessary, before remarking that the 
foregoing is sound Prohibition doctrin, to point 
out that when the editor of the :I ribune talks about 
society he is thinking about the state, for society is 
not federated and it has no right either to tax or 
to kill. The description fits the state as now con
stituted. The power of society is moral suasion. 
By general consent or dissent it can exclude, ostra
cise, and condemn, but of itself it is physically im
potent. The state, however, represents force and 
executes its sentences by that method. It has no 
moral or religious function, and knows nothing 
about " God," as the editor of the Voice implies 
that it should. The st~te is not federated profess
edly for the purpose of interfering with the liberty 
of the individual, although, owing to the pressure 
brought to bear upon it by society, it often does so. 
It is owing to the illicit relations between Society 
and State that we hav such afil.ictions as the Sab
batarians, the Comstocks, and the Prohibitionists ; 
and if the members of these combinations deny the 
truth of the Detroit :I ribune's statement that by 
federating together a gang of invaders become in
capable of wrong, then they are all felons in act or 
intent. An established tyranny, and a fixed disre
gard for right and rights, are oonditions precedent 
to enforcing the observance of religious ceremonies, 
the practice of prescribed morality, or the princi
ples of the Prohibition party. 

"Miss Susan H. Wixon," says the Fall River 
Euening News, "has been appointed by the gov
ernor, with the advice of the council, a special com
missioner to administer oaths, to take depositions, 
and to take acknowledgments of deeds; and to per
form such other duties as are defined in chapter 
252 of the Acts of 1883, and chapter 197 of the 
Acts of 1889." Greetings to Commissioner Wixon. 
And since events like this are vouchsafed to us in 
order that we may thereby be instructed, let us 
point the evident moral. To women, then, the sage 
would remark that Qualification for public office is 
sometimes recognized by those empowered to be
stow it, and that the way to female enfranchisment 
traverses the domain of education, mental indepen
dence, common sense, and right living. Miss Wixon 
has chosen to walk in that path, and preferment 
has on several occasions advanced to welcome her. 
Therein is the lesson to her sisters. Let them make 
themselvs fit. But let them not hope to attain 
such fitness so long as they lead the way to church 
with a man who flourishes a stick, while they carry 
the prayer-book. 

In the twentieth chapter of Exodus, in the Bible, 
the writer, who pretends to report the language of 
Yahweh addressed to Moses, says (verse 10): "The 
seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God: in 
t thou shalt not do any work." No penalty 
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is prescribed for the violation of this com
mand, but perhaps that was understood, for God 
knew of only one, the same being death. There 
was no offense so petty under God as not to de
mand capital punishment for the offender, outrage 
and murder for his family, and extermination for 
his tribe, provided the Jews had the sand to tackle 
it. The only case where the followers of Moses 
seem to hav had any hesitancy about lynching the 
accused is recorded in Numbers xv, 32-36. The 
children of Israel found a man who had gathered 
firewood ori the Sabbath, "and they put him in 
ward, because it was not declared what should be 
done with him." Moses, " the greatest lawgiver 
the world has ever known," had given a law with 
no penalty attached! To get a ruling in the case, 
the children applied to the said Moses, when that 
prince of rascals and impostors consulted his fetich 
and pronounced the sentence, to wit : 

" And the Lord said unto Moses, The man shall surely 
be put to death ; all the congregation shall stone him 
with stones without the camp" (Num. xv, 35). 

The penalty here fixed has the same force as the 
statute, God and Moses being responsible for both. 
As a matter of fact, according to modern usage, the 
Fourth Commandment is void without it, for there 
is no virtue in a law unless its violation has a pen
alty and provision is made for its enforcement. 
Everybody knows this except our legislators. 
Therefore Numbers xv, 35, has to be regarded as 
an essential part of the Fourth Commandment. 
Together they giv us the law against Sabbath
breaking ; together they fix the penalty for infrac
tion of the law, which is death by stoning; and they 
specify the persons, i. e., the congregation, whose 
duty it is to execute the sentence. Thus amalga
mated, nothing could be completer. 

The foregoing, while the result of wide research 
on my part, is preliminary to a question I would 
ask of the Seventh-Day Adventists, who hold that 
the Fourth Commandment, which they call the law 
of God, is binding upon them as regards the Bible 
Sabbath. What I desire to know is whether they 
also believe in the penalty, and if not, why not! A 
citizen who should say that he indorsed the law 
against homicide, but did not think it ought to be 
enforced, would be suspected of entertaining small 
respect for the authority of the legislature or the 
sanctity of human life. Will the Adventists take 
the same position respecting the divine law against 
Saturday labor, or will the congregation hav the 
courage of their faith and stone the Sabbath
breaker to death? ATe they, as a "congregation," 
under any greater obligation to keep the law than 
to insist on its enforcement? 

I ask these questions with all the seriousness 
that is due to a discussion of the adventures of 
Baron Munchausen, and I hope that the Adventists 
will therefore consider them worthy of a reply. 

The lectures of Mr. S. P. Putnam in England 
hav aroused one Christian to the point of replying 
to them. How important a person he is who thus 
comes to the defense of the church is not known 
this side the Atlantic, but he subscribes himself 
''C. Lloyd Engstrom, Secretary of the Chl'istian 
Evidence Society." What Mr. Engstrom objects 
to mainly is the Secular Pilgrim's statement that 
"faith is, to Christians, everything, and character 
and conduct nothin!l'." He avers that English 
Christians teach nothing of the sort, and doubts 
very much that American Christians do, but there 
he speaks without knowledge. I hav under my 
eye a sermon by the Rev. Dr. Rylance, as eminent 
a clergyman as there is in this city, in which, de
ploring the havoc that the doctrin under discussion 
has wrought in Protestant circles, he says: "We 
hav alienated thousands. Even our own large
hearted chureh [Episcopal], in one of its articles, 
has said that good deeds done without the grace 
of Christ are in the nature of sin." They may hav 
a different way of damning people in England, but 
if Dr. Rylance knows as much as Mr. Engstrom 
about what is wicked in America-and I think Mr. 
Engstrom will admit that he does-then Putnam's 
statement is borne out by the lamentable facts. He 
might hav made it stronger, for his contention is 
only that in the eye of the church good works with
out grace amount to nothing, while according to 
the creed they are worse than nothing-they are a 
sin. The doctrin leaves the unbeliever to choose 
between good deeds, which, being sinful, will land 
him in perdition, and bad deeds, which, being un
lawful, will bring him to the penitentiary. That is 
why Christianity is called a plan of salvation. 

GEo. E. MAODOl!!~J;n 

The third volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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Rivalry ot Gods. 
Looking steadfastly at nothing weakens the eye. 

So the contemplation of supernatural vagaries 
weakens the faculty of reason. While seeking only 
for support of preconceived opinions, one is unable 
to measure the value of evidence; and that is the 
common attitude of the religionist. 

If the Mosaic God be a genuin one, the Jew is 
justified in disputing the Christian claim that a 
Jewish maiden gave birth to another god. The ar
gument is wholly with the Jew. But if the Chris
tian's Jesus is or was a real god, who appointed 
apostles and emperors to establish a divine church 
kingdom on earth, then the Catholic is justified in 
disputing the claim of the Protestant that after 
jumping out of the sacred fold he is still in it. The 
argument, if any, is wholly with the Catholic. Un
fortunately, some Protestants perceive this much 
logic, and are in training to jump back again. 

When a Christian reads a text from the holy 
Koran he readily perceives the ridiculous assump
tions therein ; but when he reads his own holy Bi
ble, being forestalled in the belief of its divine ori
gin, he is utterly blind to its equally preposterous 
assumptions. Could he read the Bible without bias 
he would see that its most prominent features are 
the admission that all the surrounding tribes and 
nations " in those days " had each its peculiar god, 
and the claim that the Mosaic God is greater and 
stronger than all the other gods combined. He 
would note the rivalry of the gods. 

In that old book, o'ergrown with moss, 
Its God 'mong gods strives hard to boss. 

Each tribe or nation had more or less confidence 
in the protecting power of its own mystic god. 

The Mosaic God was conceived in Egypt, and is 
only a variation of the Egyptian god Ammon. In
stead of the God bringing the Israelites out of 
Egypt, it is Moses that brings the God out. After 
a fabulous contest in the miracle business between 
the two gods in Egypt, Moses departs and safely 
lands his god in the wilderness of Sinai. That was 
a good place for more miracles. All the finest 
ware and colors then known, and all the precious 
stones now known, besides much gold and silver, 
were promptly at hand with which to construct and 
beautify sacred vessels, tabernacles, mercy-seat, 
etc., all done by a band of poor fugitiys and their 
god in a wilderness. 

But the god Ammon is not forgotten nor forgiv
en. The common people, who knew little about 
gods, are commanded thus: I am the Lord, thy 
God, which hath brought thee out of Egypt. 
Thou shalt hav no other gods before me; for I am 
a jealous God, etc. Here is given the character of 
this particular god, who is as yet only a god of the 
Israelites and is jealous. He punishes them sav
agely for regarding any other god. 

When the successors of Moses emerged from the 
wilderness with this God, and invaded " a land of 
peace and plenty," the Israelites began robbing 
and stealing, as their fathers had dorte in Egypt. 
The inhabitants appealed to their gods. For cen
turies the battles of the gods continued-sometimes 
one and then another being the victor. The "land 
of peace and plenty " was made desolate. Its chil
dren were slaughtered while a God stayed the sun 
from going down. 

Afterwards the Hebrew minstrel prophets sing 
t1e exploits of their God-the god of battles, the 
lord of hosts, the king of kings, the only One-in 
their estimation. In the general scrimmage of the 
gods, the sanguinary God of Israel overcomes anum
ber of more peaceful ones, while the Assyrian gods 
Baal and Baaltis-representing the sun and earth
life-demolish a few others. Then comes a bitter 
contest between the Mosaic and the Assyrian gods. 
It is written in direful Isaiah xxxvi: "Hath any of 
the gods of the nations delivered his land out of 
the hand of the king of Assyria? Where are the 
gods of Hamath, of Arphad, of Sepharvaim, and of 
Samaria? Who among all the gods of these lands 
that hav delivered their land out of my hand, that 
the Lord should deliver Jerusalem out of my 
hand?" And then the "lord god" is made captiv 
in Babylon for seventy years. Rather humiliating 
for the god almighty. But why mourn T 

From innumerable testimonies Qf like character, 
take a sample from woful Jeremiah concerning his 
jealous God's disposition: " For according to the 
number of thy cities were thy gods, 0 Judah; and 
ye hav set up altars to that shameful thing, to burn 
incense unto Baal. Therefore, thus saith the Lord 
of hosts, Behold, I will punil!h them; the young 
men shall die by the sword ; their sons and their 
daughters shall die by famin." Another outbu,rst: 
"Behold, I will fill all the inhabitants of this land, 
even the kings that sit upon David's throne, .and 
the priests and the prophets of Jerusalem, with 
drunkenness; and I will dash them one against 
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another, even the fathers and the sons together, 
saith the Lord." 

When the great Persian god Ormuzd swooped 
down upon the Assyrian, the Mosaic God was 
liberated and he escaped to Jerusalem. Then the 
minstrels sang of the impossible deeds done by him 
in and out of Egypt, of his weepings while captiv in 
Babylon, and what he still proposed to do to his 
rivals. But, after a long contest with Dagon and 
other small gods, the Romans, with Olympian Jove, 
tethered him. 

Now in this sorry state of things a few of his 
friends, deeming the God weak through age, con
ceived a son-god by him who might prove more 
successful in fighting rival gods. In great meas
ure their hopes were realized. Whether due to the 
natural workings of the principle of evolution, to 
the stupid indolence of the gods in general, or to 
the delirium tremens of dissipated Jove, true it is, 
the son-god succeeded hi supplanting the Roman 
god. 

Then followed a lively hunt for game gods ; and 
thundering Thor and hallowed Odin of the North, 
who stillliv and warm the heart in exquisit legends, 
were beheaded. For a long time this son-god sub
dued everything before him; and superstition, 
ignorance, and darkness covered his realms. 

But suddenly a new god (Allah-a near relation 
of the Mosaic God) appeared in the South. And a 
long, sanguinary contest followed between the son 
and his uncle god. Whole provinces were devas
tated and deluged in blood. Millions of devotees 
sacrificed themselvs to please the gods. This glo
rious fight, however, proved a tie game. The son
God could not gain and hold possession of his own 
tomb. 

Finally, the son-god has never been able to ob
tain peace among his own following. In innumer
able instances during eighteen centuries he has been 
seen leading the hosts of simple zealots against 
each other-in fact, fighting against himself. As 
family quarrels are more bitter, so these brotherly 
fights for godly possession are the most cruel. 
Many a wing of these legiona of credulous mortals, 
fancying entire possession of the god, hav fought 
with godly confidence when a half or more of him 
was in the other camp. Christendom, down to the 
beginning of the present century, was made a vast 
slaughter-house in the struggle for possession of 
the son-god. 

Comparativ peace now prevails ; but much of the 
old godly temper remains. A godly or hellish 
zephyr may again fill the banner of superstitious 
fury, and even this fair land of ours be deluged 
with the blood of heretics. 

Whenever asked how I came to be an unbeliever, 
I reply, "By reading the Bible and listening to or
thodox preaching." Answering an inquir&r, Jeffer
son wrote : " Read the Bible as you would read any 
book; use your own reason and judgment." Were 
all to read the Bible in that manner, few persons 
would believe in the claim of its inspired origin. 

One day, when driving an old white horse, a 
shower came suddenly on and I raised an umbrella. 
The horse took fright, and tore dangerously along 
as though a devil was after him. The umbrella had 
to come down. I afterward learned that someone, 
when that horse was a colt, suddenly sprung open 
an umbrella in its face, which caused a fright it never 
got over. 

The children of godly parents are treated in like 
manner. Spooks are thrust in their innocent faces, 
and their infant minds inoculated with superstitious 
fears that remain in the system through life. Few 
are ever able to purge them out. 

N. B.-The great business of the priest is to in
crease the number of children somehow and to in-
oculate them with spook virus. L. G. REED. 

Our Gentlemanly Censor. 

Anthony Comstock, who makes a business of dig
ging out vice, went into a quick-lunch restaurant in 
the Temple Court building yesterday during the 
democratic bustle that characterizes such places in 
business hours. Comstock is a big man, physically. 
He had pushed his way to the center and secured 
a seat near the source of supplies, and was helping 
himself and apparently getting along with more 
comfort than most of his neighbors when a regular 
patron of the place, a modest man, Broker John V. 
Royer of Orange, managed to get up to the counter. 
Reaching over Comstock's shoulder, Mr. Boyer 
helped himself to a sandwich, in accordance with 
the custom of the place. Comstock took in the size 
of Mr. Boyer, who is much smaller than he, let his 
passions rise, and, turning with a growl, he struck 
the broker's arm a blow with his elbow, sending 
the sandwich which he had in hie hand dying across 
the room. 
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"What do yon mean by jostling me T" cried 
Comstock. 

Boyer tried to explain that he didn't mean to 
jostle any one, but Comstock burst forth in a tirade 
of loud-mouthed abuse, which he punctuated with 
occasional vehement declarations of "I am a gentle
man, I am!'' 

It looked for a time as if there was going to be a 
fight, in which a good many persons seemed ready 
to take up Boyer's part, but the manager of the 
place finally reached Comstock and ad vised him 
to behave himself like the kind of a person he said 
he was.-Sun. 

Annual Convention Oregon State Secular Union. 
At the regular quarterly meeting of the board of 

directors of the Oregon State Secular Union, held 
at the residence of President W. W. Jesse, Port
land, Or., on Sunday, June 2, 1895, it was voted 
that the next annual convention be held at Port
la'lld on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September 
21, 22, and 23, 1895. 

Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith tendered her resignation 
as secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union, 
which was accepted. Mrs. Smith also resigned 
the duty of preparing and distributing the Sunday
school Lesson Leaves. At an adjourned meeting 
held at the same date and place, Mr. C. B. Rey
nolds was unanimously elected secretary to fill the 
vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Mrs. Katie 
Kehm Smith. On motion, Mr. C. B. Reynolds and 
Miss Nettie A. Olds were appointed a committee to 
prepare, distribute and hav entire charge of the 
Sunday-school Lesson Leaves, and all business per-
taining thereto. W. W. JxssE, President, 

C. B. REYNOLDS, Secretary. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
C. B. Reynolds is the dulyelected and authorized 

secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union from 
this date, June 2, 1895, until his successor is duly 
elected and qualified. All communications, remit
tances, and business matters pertaining to the 
Oregon State Secular Union should be addressed 
to C. B. Reynolds, secretary, 620 Seventh street, 
Portland, Or. The state secretary and Miss Nettie 
A. Olds, lecturer of the First Secular Church of 
Portland, having been duly authorized and ap
pointed to prepare and distribute Sunday-school 
Lesson Leaves, all communications pertaining to 
Lesson Leaves and Sunday-school work should be 
addressed to Secretary Reynolds, 620 Seventh 
street, or to Miss Nettie A. Olds, 229 Fifth street, 
Portland, Or. W. W. JESSE, Pres. 0. S. S. U. 

Portland, Or., June 2, 1895. 

A Missionary Scheme. 
Probably no one book h2.s made more converts 

to common sense and won more people away from 
superstition than Paine's " Age of Reason." It is 
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an 
immense amount of food for thought. It is written 
for the average mind, aRd is a straightforward, 
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts 
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the 
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in 
every village to corner the parson. It has never 
been " answered " and never can be. 

What ought to be done, and what we propose to 
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to 
hav given away thousands of them among the peo
ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker 
knows ought to hav one. It will do that church
member good, even if his wife burns it. He will 
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold 
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book 
in a family is bound to do good-an immense 
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will 
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. 1\I. Bennett, 
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory 
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he 
was a rigid churchman. 'fhere are more like him in 
the country, and it is they we ought to reach. 

Our proposition is tor every reader of this 
paper to send us the names and addresses ot 
EIGHT ot hiR ChriRtian acquaintancAR and ONE 
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy 
ot Paine's" AGE OF REASON." . 

If you don't know eight Christians you care 
enough about to convert, name those whom you do 
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the 
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher 
worth saving. 

In this way public opinion can be made and 
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers 
in a community can club together and convert a 
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and 
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dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds 
and we will make the selection of the target and 
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is 
to scatter the book among the people and ha v it read, 

Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the 
names and addresses and means to mail the book. 
Surely everybody can help in this and make thou
sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names 
of indifferentists, but those of good church people., 
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to 
think if they only are steered in the right direc
tion. 

Great Reductions in Standard Freethonght 
Works. 

The popularity of our missionary scheme, by 
which Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" is being 
scattered broadcast by the thousands, has induced: 
us to lower the price of his other works, with the 
hope that they too will hav a wider reading. From 
this date the prices of Paine's books will be as fol
lows: 

AGE OF REASON. Paper, 25 cents. Eight 
copies sent to as many difterent addresses for $1. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

EXAMINAITON OF THE PROPHECIES. Pa. 
per, 15 cents. 

COMMON SENSE. The argument that did 
more than any other to convince the Revolutionary 
leaders of the necessity of the separation of this 
country from Great Britain. Paper, 15 cents. 

THE CRISIS. Paine's great Revolutionary 
writings. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to Burke's attack 
on the French Revolution. Paper, 25 cents; cloth. 
50 cents. · 

PAINE'S GREAT WORKS IN ONE VOLUME. 
8vo., 800 pp., cloth, $3, leather $4, morocco, gilt. 
edges, $4 50. This book and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year, $5. 

PAINE'S POLITICAL WORKS. One volume 
containing Common Sense, Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1. 

PAINE;S THEOLOGICAL WORKS. One vot
ume containing Age of Reason, Examination of the 
Prophecies, Reply to the Bishop of Llandaft', Essay 
on Dreams, Letters, etc. With Life of Paine and 
steel portrait. Cloth, $1. 

We trust all our readers will do their best to 
scatter these splendid works all over the country. 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, :!20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for June: 
June 14th-" Trades Unions and Conspiracy Laws ... 

Moses Oppenheimer. 
June 21st-" Spirits." Augustus Watters. 
June 28th-" What Are Women Here For?" Dr. M. E. 

Lazarus, read by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 
FRANKLIN STEINER is open for engagements in Iowa 

during the month!! of June and July. In August he will 
start East through Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. 
Address him at Box 882, Des Moines, Ia. 

THE Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe 
avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal 
persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley 
Kleindienst, Recording Secretary. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethonght publications are on sale at the meeting. 

THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday 
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom 
and Kindness. Everybodv invited. Secretary, William 
WatkinA. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Librarv Hall, Tenth 
below Market street, Philadel~rhit.. . 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

Tim First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labo 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regn
lru:ly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, leo· 
tnrer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

No Mistaking tl!e Day. 
"My son," sa.id the pions gentleman to the boy who 

was playing leap frog in the front yard, "don't you know 
this is Sunday?" 

"You're right, I do!" shouted the .boy. "Mammy's 
gone to camp meetin', sister's run oft' with a book agent, 
all the groceries is gone, the baby's in the back yard eatin' 
clay, and dad's smokin' an' a-cnssin' of the Methodists!" 
-Atlanta Constitution. 

!. Startling Accusation, 
It has become an axiom among promoters of question

able projects that the religions press of all class publica
tions is the most easily satisfied to accept the advertis
ment of their wares. Humbugs and frauds which even 
the daily press reject as unfit for its columns are often 
greedily sought after by the editors of religions papers of 
easy conscience simply because of the financial retnrllll 
which they bring.-,. Electricity. 
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Another Physician Wants It. 
HENDRICKSON, Mo., May 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. Send 
THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," as 
per advertisment. 

H. c. DAVIDSON (M.D.). 

A Little at a Time. 
ScRANTON, May 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for four 
months' continuance of THE TRUTH SEEK
ER. I hav so many bills to meet that I 
hardly know how to spare $3 now for one 
year's subscription, but I shall hav to be 
a great deal poorer before I oan do with-
out the paper. C. L. TonEY. 

Well Satisfied. 
CLEVELAND, 0., May 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
"Pictorial Text-Book" came to hand 
and I am well-pleased with both. Th~ 
"Text-Book " is well worth the money I 
paid for both, and it should be in every 
home. If some of our patriotic orders 
should see it they could not help but be 
pleased with it. C. FUNK. 

We Enroll Them with Pleasure. 
FARGO, N.D., May 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER one year. Please 
send it to Frank Smith. Mr. Smith is a 
new subscriber. Mr. and Mrs. Smith are 
both intelligent Freethinkers. Yon may 
send me the " Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." C. W. PRmGNITZ. 

It Would Be a Joke. 
OSAGE CITY, K.AN., May 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: What wonld fool Chris
tians do if they got what they prayed for? 
Suppose one died and came to heaven 
Sunday morning. He knocks at the gate, 
but no answer. After a while his eyes rest 
on a notice: "Closed on Snnday. N. B.
Hell is open. No Loafing Allowed Here. 
-ST. PETER." 

Then he would say with Pnck, "What 
fools these mortals be." F. LARKIN. 

Admitted Some Facts. 
KENDRICK, May 14, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I had a debate here with 
an Adventist minister. He was fair, and 
acknowledged that he couldn't Iiv up to 
the teachings of his Bible, and didn't think 
any other person could. I proved by his 
book that man had no preeminence above 
a beast. He affirmed that man had no 
soul; that he was no more than a dumb 
brute until the destruction of the world 
and the coming of Christ, when his soul 
would be trumpeted up out of the dust. 

He said the destruction of the earth and 
coming of Christ was at our doors now. I 
told him I didn't see any signs of it, and 
read from my Testament in several places 
where J esns says his second coming, and 
the end of the world, would occur in his 
generation. 

He tried to answer but few of my ques
tions, but said he would be back here soon 
and debate several evenings with me, and 
answer my questions. After the debate he 
thanked me and said he thought he had 
learned something. I ~bowed that Chris
tianity had done more harm in this world 
than good, and when it had power it had 
tortured and killed this world's best phi
losophers and thinkers. He only said, 
Yes, Christianity should blush. 

Yours truly, NELSON REQUA. 

Plenty of Silent Doubters. 
AMITY, On., April15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I see on my wrapper that 
I am three months the better of yon, and 
as I am getting old, and am liable to send 
in my checks any time, I guess I had bet
ter pay the preacher now. We hav plenty 
here to liv on; crops and fruit never fail, 
but it takes money to pay the preacher and 
printer. 

My liberality has got me somewhat em
barrassed at present. I hav stacks of Lib
eral books, which I loan, and which are 
doing missionary work. From some cause 
the guides to glory are making but few 
converts here lately. 

siok girl to join them. The Disciples set 
in and made a dry haul. Then the Bap
tists tried their skill, and did as well as the 
Disciples. If we had a lecturer here 
once a month who could giv the facts and 
expose superstition, the preachers would 
bav a poor show. Our Methodist Epis
copal pounder here is trying every scheme 
to draw the children into the fold; he has 
a children's prayer meeting every Satur
day evening, and gathers in all the small 
children he oan get. If Liberals should at
tempt to teach other people's children the 
absurdities of the soul fallacy, what a howl 
there would be! 

Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Barker, and Miss Net
tie Olds are doing a good work in Port
land, Forest Grove, McMinnville, and 
other places. But we hav no place suitable 
for them to speak in here that we oan get. 
There are quite a number of Liberals here 
if they had some one to draw them out, 
but policy says "Keep quiet." They fear 
boycotting. There are more hypoorits 
than believers; popularity keeps them in 
the ohuroh. I know something about 
these things, although I never belonged to 
a ohnroh, but am a brother-in-law, and 
that is the only way I expect Peter to rec
ognize me, if the old woman holds out 
faithful. So says PAUL. 

Wants a Lawsuit. 
WEsT SALEM, ILL., May 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : If the depositions of 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were 
taken into a court of justice, would they 
not prove the truth of Christ's crucifixion 
and resurrection? If not, why not? And 
why do not the Liberals offer to make 
snoh a trial? There are plenty of Chris
tian divines who would gladly impersonate 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and 
submit to being cross-questioned, and 
no doubt Mr. Ingersoll would enjoy the 
task of erose questioning the witnefses. I 
think such trial, if correctly reported, 
would hav more influence with thinking 
people than all the lectures that could be 
delivered, no matter how able they might 
be. Please reply through THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. ED. FULLER. 

[The " depositions" named would no 
more prove the resurrection of J esns if 
read in a com·t of justice than they do 
when presented in other forums. Instead, 
the strict rules of evidence to which they 
would there be subjected would bring out 
in a still more startling way their many in
herent weakneBBes, improbabilities, and 
contradictions. How mnoh credence does 
our correspondent suppose would be givell 
in a dignified legal tribunal to depositions 
written by men whose very names are un
known, and which did not appear until 
long after the persons whose names it is 
pretended they bear were dead? But 
how does Mr. Fuller propose to get the 
gospels into court? Would he bring a 
civil snit for damages or a criminal action 
for obtaining money under false pretenses 
against some minister who has made the 
said gospels the basis of his threats and 
promises ? Certainly there is here the 
chance for a neat little legal fight.
ED. T. S.] 

Woman's Triumph over Christianity. 
The Christian Endeavor Society held a 

state convention at Bay City, Mich., 
March 26, 27, and 28. In the report of 
the committee on resolutions made and 
adopted at their last meeting, ooonrs the 
following: 

"We resolve at this, our ninth annual 
oonve:tation, a restoration of all our previ
ous declarations, and speak with renewed 
energies in protest against all forms of 
lawlessness against the home, the ballot, 
the Christian Sabbath, and womanhood." 

The Methodist Episoopals ran a revival 
-at least, they called it that-for six 
weeks,_night and day,:and got one love-

Here we hav the Christian Sabbath, 
upon which the Christians themselvs are 
not agreed, placed upon a plane of equal
ity with the American home, the ballot, 
and womanhood. The Christian Sal!>bath 
is not a natural division of time, hence it 
must be artificial, and the persons who 
hav created it are promoters of the Chris
tian superstition. To demand protection 
for it from the state is no m(i)re sensible, 
and has no more morality about it, than to 
demand protection for St. John's day, or 
Good Friday, or Shrove Tuesday, or for 
snoh theological creations as hell, predes
tination, or the damnation of infants. 

One of the speakers at this meeting said: 

"Look on Japan, closed in 1859, to-day 
possessing a representativ government, 
newsoapers, railroads. schools, universi
ties [of course inferring theRfl to result 
from Christianity], 40,000,000 soniA, a 
olean, kindly disp,..,sed, industrious, 
thone-htfnl people. .Japan is eager for 
knowled~e, hungry for the truth. Six 
hundred and four forfli~rn miRRionarieA are 
there; 365 churches having 3,600 memberR 
[a little over ten members to a ohuroh] 
contributing $91,500 to missions last year. 

184,000,000 million miles apart, and in op 
posit directions also? 

"Look on Corea, size of Italy. 12,000,-
000 souls, 62 reRident miosionaries, lan
guages mastered, prejudice overcome, 
favorable to Christianity, crying out to 
America, Come over and help us. 

It seems to me that any one except an 
idiot would reject the dootrin of the Chris
tian heaveu. Now, where on our earth's 
orbit is this little he'lven situated? Is it 
like a station on a railroad line? It can
not be much lar~er in comparison with the 
earth's orbit. It cannot be a very large 
plaoe, for the earth never stops at it when 
it comes around. Hav Mars, Jupiter, Sat
urn, and all the other planets got each a 
little heaven of its own, or do we all meet 
outside of our solar system? 

"Herfl is China, aR larg-e as the entire 
United StBte@, plus 240 miles out into t.he 
Pacific. Population with provinces, 407,-
000,000, one-fourth of the human race. 
Evel'y ordained miRRionar v has a parish 
of 4,000.000 ; 50,000 communicants are 
there; 522 organized churches. But China 
is in the g-roRsest darkness of ignorance, 
superstition [i. e . non·ChriRtian supersti
tion], and sin. Manilarin Ting said to a 
French traveler 'Our women hav no 
soulR.' 

"In the seaport town of Amoy and the 
forty towns around, Mr. Abeel found that 
two·fifths of all the girls wi're destroyeil in 
infancy, drowne"~ or buried alive. Mr. 
Doolittle savs, 'Perhaps one-half of the 
families of Fooohow hav destroyed one or 
morA female children.' 

"Words cannot convey an adequate 
conception of the low estimate of women 
in almost all the empires where the gospel 
has not pervaded and molded society." 

This is indeed a terrible squawk about the 
state of womanho~d in heathen lauds, 
from the "Strenuous EndeavoristR," as 
they are called in " D o~s and Fleas." 
Let's see, it was Jesus, wasn't it, who said: 
"Woman, what hav I to do with thee?" 
The literal text would lead one to infer 
that this was said to his mother, but as the 
spiritual interpretation is the proper caper, 
no doubt he meant all "womanhood." 
The condition of women in India and 
China is probably very mnoh worse than 
that of women in America, but whatever 
advantages American or rather Western 
women enjoy, they hav been compelled by 
the ohnroh to hustle for themsel vs. The 
orthodox hav opposed them at every step, 
and always will. A. 

Trying to Find Heaven. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., May 6, 1895 

MR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber for 
your paper, but it comes right to my 
house, to Mr. E. C. Slye. I read it, and I 
am a strong advocate of Freethonght. A 
little over a year ago I m'lde a mistake (as 
a Christian would call it), and allowed my
self to think a little, and so since that time 
I hav done a lot of thinking. Now, if yon 
oan prescribe anythin~ for my case, all 
right; but if not, I fear my chances for 
heaven will be few. 

Speaking of heaven, it amuses me when 
some of-my Christian friends try to locate 
it for me. A~ the earth is round, and is 
traveling in space at a tremendous rate of 
speed, and people liv all around on it<~ sur
face, in what direction is heaven? Some 
Christians say it is up, because Elijah went 
up to heaven in a chariot of tire and Christ 
asoended to heaven. Bnt then, which way 
is up? No matter where we stand, on the 
globe, if we look away from the earth it 
seems up to ne. Let us snpp')se that two 
men were to go to opposit sides of the 
earth, or let one go half way around the 
earth from the starting-place-their feet 
would point toward each other. Now, if 
they should make balloon ascensions at 
the same time, would they not go in op
posit directions in space ? Still it would 
seem up to both of them. Why would it 
not work the same with our souls in going 
to heaven? If I happened to liv on the 
opposit side of the earth from my father, 
and he and I should die at the same time, 
and both should start for heaven, would it 
not be a long time before we met there?. 

One more way: Let us suppose that a 
man should die at noon, and start up to 
heaven, he would go up in space not far 
from the sun, His wife dies at midnight 
(after the earth has turned half over on its 
axis), and starts to heaven. W onld they 
not travel in opposit directions in space, 
looking for heaven? Also, the earth would 
be 720,000 miles further on in its orbit 
when she died than it was when he died. 
Just figure it up, and see how far apart 
they would be if one died in June and the 
other in December. Would they not be 
traveling on parallel lines in space about 

A Christian friend of mine (after I had 
given this illustration), trying to answer 
me, said that the earth is traveling through 
the center of heaven. I then asked him 
what he wanted to go up for, and why he 
could not be .satisfied with the center of 
heaven? Another Christian told me that 
heaven is wherever God is. But where is 
God? Another Christian told me that God 
is everywhere. I deny that flatly, for, if 
God made a man in the Garden of Eden 
(or any other place) after his own image, 
he, in order to be everywhere, would hav 
to expand to the outer bounds of space. 
And as there is no record of any such 
thin~. not even in the Bible, is it not a 
hard story to believe? 

I think that Christians ought to locate 
their heaven first, then find some way to 
go to it. The god idea demands the heaven 
idea, for he must hav some place to liv. If 
he resides in heaven now, where did here
side before he created the heavens? And 
what did he do for a footstool before he 
made the earth? In the first chapter of 
Genesis it says: "In the beginning God 
oreatAd the heaven and the earth." After 
he had made, on the third day, the earth 
to bring- forth fruit and grass, on the 
fourth dav he mqde the sun, moon, and 
stars. Now, since soienoe bas proven 
that the sun must hav been in existence 
first, in order to giv the earth its motion, 
nothing could f'Xist, as the conditions 
would not be ri!1,'ht. Is not the story of 
the creation a hard pill for well folks 
to swallow? Of O')urse, eiok folks will 
swallow anything the doctor may pre
scribe. Christian!! are the sick folks and 
priests and mi•:listers are the doctors. To 
change the figure slightly : A ohnroh 
congregation reminds me of a nest of 
young birds that open their months and 
swallow whatever the mother drops in, 
whether it is an angle worm or a red-hot 
coal, as they hav perfect faith in their 
mother. 

The earth has the credit of producing 
evervthiug in sight, and no one oan deny 
it. If the earth produces the fine sub
stance of which our bodies are composed, 
why not credit it with producing the first 
germs of lif9, from which everything that 
has life shrted? God has only the credit 
of makin~ the first man and woman. 
Adam and Eve, then they were turned 
over to nature. God has never made a 
man since, nor did he before, so far as 
we oan find any record. 

Now, with one suggestion to brother 
Freethinkers I will close. Why do not 
the Freethinkers of this country establish 
a oolle~e where young men oan be edu
cated for the Freethonp:ht lecture work? 

Please find inclosed $4.50. Mr. E. C. 
Slye sends $1 fol' the Wise Fund and $1 
for the Fleokten Fnnd. I send $1 for each, 
Mr. Wise and Mr. Fleokten, and 50 cents 
for a few copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER in 
which this appears. Yours in truth and 
common sense, E. K. WOHLER. 

Pure Guile. 
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., May 19, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: The Kansas State Sunday
school Convention met in Salina the first 
of the month. 

The Rev. Mr. Vincent told of " the 
army of 300,000 Kansas boys and girls 
marching through life without the influ
ence of the Sunday-school." They also 
claim 40,000 workers. 

It is rather amusing to ·read the resolu
tions they passed in regard to rum, eto., 
as witness the following: "We read (1 
Cor. vi, 16) that no drunkard shall inherit 
the kingdom of God; neither any drunk
ard maker (Reb. ii, 15)." This is oalon
la ted to deoei ve the very elect, for the pass
ages cited contain notbin·g that by the 
utmost stretch of the meaning of words 
oan convey any su()h thought, while w~ 
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know that all through the Bible rum
drinking is commended. Noah and Lot 
got drunk and "behaved themselvs un
seemly," We are told to "giv strong 
drink unto him that is ready to perish and 
to those that be of heavy heart; let them 
drink and forget their poverty, and re
member their misery no more." Also 
that we hav a right to spend our money 
"for whatsoever the soul lusteth aftel', 
whether it be for oxen or strong drink;" 
"drink no longer water, but take a little 
wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often 
infirmities." Christ manufactured more 
wine when the guests were already drunk, 
at the feast of Cana. There was no unfer
mented wine in those days; that kind of 
stuff is the invention of Christians and 
Prohibitionists of the present day. And 
so the scriptures don't teach abstinence, 
but right the reverse, and the resolves and 
resolutions, '' being crafty," hav tried to 
catch you " with guile." Don't you think 
your children could get along very well 
without such "influence?" 

local papers. Of course we must offer 
them some direct and very radical articles, 
but if we find them weak in the backbone 
and knees, we must giv them something 
of the kind to splinter them up a little, 
I also got the Republican to publish 
William Lloyd Garrison's "Should Free 
Speech Ever be Restricted ?" with a 
quotation from my article on free speech 
and a free press. Some time ago Dr. C. 
W. Stowe had it published in the Salina 
Herald that the Bible is traditional and 
not historical. Ever since I hav been here 
I hav insisted on answering every minister 
and doctor who made a mistake in science 
or history. This I claimed the right to do 
in order to keep them from misleading the 
young, And whenever they attacked In
fidelity or Atheism through the press I set 
up the claim to be heard in self-defense, 
that is, in defense of my class, and always 
got a hearing. There is one singular omis
sion in local papers and we must insist on 
having it supplied, viz., you never see 
anything in them about the prosecution 
and ·persecution of Liberals. We must 
supply this defect; tell the editors all 
about the Wise case, citing chapter and 
verse, and about Ray Fram and 1;he 
decision in that case, and who decided it, 
etc., and all other oases as fast as they 
come to your notice. As I said before, 
when a person or class is doing an injus
tice, tell it publicly; nothing gets away 
with them faster. Also write to local pa
pers calling the readers' attention to the 
contradictions and immoralities in the Bi
ble, in the latter case citing chapter and 
verse, and let the reader look it up for 
himself. Then giv out your Liberal liter
ature and supply the Liberal press with 
names so that they may send sample copies. 
Rest assured that thus your efforts will be 
crowned with success, for you hav created 
a desire and it will not be satisfied until it 
has obtained the very best that can be got 

drunkenness, and appeals to all Christian 
people to aid him in his effort to save 
them. 

fearless, outspoken, firm; and true to prin
oiple; kind and afteotionate; always found 
in the path of duty, No orthodox babbler 
was allowed to speak at her grave. The 
ceremony was short, yet very appropriate. 
More than a hundred friends and neigh
bors accompanied her remains to their last 
resting-place. In the coast mountain range 
the country is new and settlers are oom
parativly few, yet such was their appreoia
tian of her character and worth that they 
came from many miles away to pay the 
last tribute of respect to the honored and 

And further, they "learn with shame 
and humiliation that one of our own num
ber, just as we hoped to spike the guns 
of Satan, viz., the joints, the commander
in-chief [Governor Morrill] of our Kansas 
division, should step out and seemingly 
surrender his sword_ to the liquor interests 
of the nation, and permit the constitution 
of the state of Kansas to be trailed in the 
dust." What brought forth these resolu
tions was Governor Morrill's remark that 
he "finds it impossible to enforce the pro
hibitory law in Wichita, Leavenworth, and 
Kansas Oity, Kan.; that Prohibition is 
impossible in those cities where the moral 
sentiment of the public is against it." 

Then we hav numerous affidavits from 
Washington county farmers as to how the 
governor swindled them in fraudulent land 
grants and drew fraudulent vouchers on the 
Kansas state treasurer for $500 (as stated 
in the Leavenworth Times), to pay for an 
office rented and furnished and fitted up in 
Topeka, and for services of his private sec· 
retary, J. L. Bristow, Charles Hull and 
Miss Kate Adams, assistants in office, 
in December last, before he was in
augurated governor, for the conven
ience of office seekers. Now, they 
knew the governor's tarnished reputation, 
and were familiar with his land-grant 
frauds, which were public property before 
his election, but as he was " of our own 
number," they were going to clothe the 
devil in the livery of heaven to serve them. 
This is virtually what they said by their 
actions, and it is implied that they sup
ported him as an organization, knowing 
him to be one of their " own number." 
But they should hav known that a rascal 
is not a safe person to tie to, even if he be 
one of their "own number," for their 
"own number" are prone to skip to Can
ada as bank cashiers with the bank funds. 

on the subject. JOHN W. ABBoTT. 

Two-Subjects of Interest, 
HARLAN, IA., May 20, 1895. 

JESUS IN THE I'ENITENTIARY, 
In the local item column, "About the 

City," of Equity, a weekly paper of Santa 
Barbara, Cal., edited by Melvin Snow, I 
find in the issue of February 21st, the fol
lowing curious news: "Sheriff Hicks left 
last night for San Quentin with Jesus Mar
tinez and Julio Rodriguez, who each hav 
three years to sel'Ve." It is not quite as 
safe to steal horses now as it was in the 
days of another Jesus, one of ancient date. 
The Santa Barbara Jesus might hav claimed 
the kingship of all Judea, including Santa 
Barbara itself, with perfect immunity from 
arrest; but as to an ass, or the foal of an 
ass-well, California knows how to protect 
its citizens, 

THREE I'RINCES, 
This is the caption of an editorial out

put in the Youth's Companion of March 
7th. It begins by narrating " a singular 
story, for the truth of which Dr. Josiah 
Strong, author of 'The New Era,' vouch
es," and it givs the Congregationalist 
credit for the details as follows: The Afri
can territory, east and north of Liberia, is 
ruled over by three nativ kings, who are 
pagans or Mohammedans. Their heirs 
hav been educated in this country, one at 
Williams College and one at Fisk Univers
ity. 

The territory over which these young 
men will soon rule is large, the dominion 
of one being equal in extent to the New 
England states, and containing half a mill-
ion of inhabitants. · 

The boys are earnest Christian con
verts, and it is said that before they re
turned to Africa they entered into a league 
promising to help each other in the civili
zation and conversion of their peoples, 
One was to inaugurate efforts for their ed
ucation in the habits of enlightened peo
ple; the second was to take charge of com
mercial and industrial affairs, and the 
work of the third is to elevate the national 
policy of the three heathen kingdoms. 

In order that they may see that we do 
not wish to misrepresent them we will giv 
the following approximately correct statis
tics: The Christian population is one-third 
of the whole; the Infidel population is 
one-third of the Christian; the balance 
don't belong to one or the other. We hav, 
out of 100,000 population, 33,333 Christians 
and 11,111 Infidels. Now there are 4,050 
Christian criminals to five Infidels, where
as, if Infidels committed crime in the 
same proportion that Christians do there 
ought to be 1,350 Infidel criminals. What 
does this prove? It proves that Infidels 
without the " inftuenoe of the Sunday
school " are more moral than Christians, 
and it also proves that instead of doing 
what you do for Christ's sake you had 
better do it for its own sake. The less 
religious a community the less criminal. 
Is that not sufficient to prove to you the 
less religion taught the better? Instead 
of "300,000 children outside of the influ
ence of the Sunday-school," you ought to 
admit it should be all. We all hav the 
same access to statistics, and if you should 
find that we are about right, is it not suffi
cient to prove to you that you should shut 
up your Bible and your mouths and go 
home? 

We hav succeeded most admirably, Mr. 
Editor, with the local papers since. our last 
letter. My better-half got a hearing in the 
Salina Union, which you will find inclosed 
as showing how by coming atit indirectly 
we can get some very liberal ideas' in the 

The immediate practical work under
taken by these three negro princes is to 
prevent the importation of whisl!.:y and all 
spirituous liquors into their territories. 

One of them, Prince Massaquoi, has 
published a strong protest against this 
traffic, which sets forth the speedy rnin 
wrought among the Negroes in Africa by 

The editor adds that ''there is something 
touching and noble in this effort of three 
princely black lads to combine to elevate 
and Christianize their peoples, and to pro
tect them from the liquid death dealt out 
to them by civilized nations." 

It did not snit the editor's purpose, in 
this concluding clause, to say "Christian
ized and civilized nations." If these col
ored scions of royalty are not pious fictions, 
I wish some kind, sensible Freethinker 
would take them in hand and giv them 
some practicable advice. Point out to 
them, first, that it is those same Christian 
nations, to whom they appeal for aid, that 
send them both rum and missionaries, 
and that Christianity, one hundred years 
ago, tolerated and encouraged such intem
perance as would bring a blush of shame 
to darkest Africa to-day. Next point out 
to these royal buds that, instead of intro
ducing a new religion, which would prob
ably result in bloodshed and anarchy and 
further degradation, good statecraft re
quires that they should avail themselvs of 
the best features of a religion already fa
vored. 

It appears from an admission in this ar
ticle that Mohammedanism is already a 
favored religion, and if these dusky poten
tates must hav a state religion as a moral 
aid in reforming the intemperate habits of 
their subjects, this, of all religions, givs 
the solidest foundation. Listen to what 
Sala says in his Preliminary Discourse, or 
introduction to the Koran: "The drinking 
of wine, under which name all sorts of 
strong and inebriating liquors are compre
hended, is forbidden in the Koran in more 
places than one. Some, indeed, hav imag
ined that only excess therein is forbidden, 
and that the moderate use of wine is al
lowed by two passages in the s11.me book; 
but the more received opinion is that to 
drink any strong liquors, either in lesser 
quantity or greater, is absolutely unlawful; 
and though libertine indulge themselvs in 
a contrary practice, yet the more conscien
tious are so strict, especially if they hav 
performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, that 
they hold it unlawful not only to taste 
wine, but to press grapes for the making 
of it, to buy or sell it, or even to maintain 
themselvs with the money arising by the 
sale of that liquor." .This is the testimony 
of one who is a Christian and opposed to 
Mohammedanism. Do Christians decline 
a maintenance that arises by the &ale of 
liquor? I believe there is no state, nor 
large city in this Christian land, that does 
not derive a large part of its revenue from 
the sale of liquors. I am told that even 
Trinity church gets a part of its income 
from those who sell liquors in some of its 
many buildings. It must be admitted that 
there is a protest against the traffic, and in 
the name of Christianity, toe; but there 
is, first and foremost, in this protest an 
intolerance that rejects and stigmatizes all 
sympathy or aid that is not Christian, A 
Christian is a Christian first, and if he can 
not stamp any reform with a Christian la
bel, it may go to the devil, for all he cares, 
and he will help to put down any reform 
that is not so labeled. No, my dear col
ored sprigs of royalty, you are on the 
wrong road to a true reform for Africa. 
Cultivate home genius and put an embargo 
on both rnm and mil!Sionaries. We can 
furnish you with teachers of a secular 
character to our niutual advantage, but 
these foreign religion propagandists are 
frauds. But after all it may be these 
''three black crows " are frauds themselvs, 
and are only seeking a kingdom not yet in 
sight. J. K. P. BAKER, 

.Mortuary-Rosa A. Derrick. 
EDDYVILLE, Or., May 20, 1895. 

Mn. Enrron: Rosa A. Derrick was born 
at Eugene City, Or., in 1868. She would 
hav been 27 years old if she had lived until 
July 1, 1895. 8'he was a loving, obedi
ent, and patient child, She was beloved 
by all who knew her. She never was a be
liever in the dogmas of the church. She 
bore her illness with patience and forti
tude, and died in the full possession of her 
reason, without the slightest signs of fear. 
Patient, calm, with love tO all,and malice 
toward none, she was taken in the prime of 
life. She was a useful member of society, 

beloved dead. E. S, DERRICK. 

THEODORE BOWEN, 
GoLDTHWAITE, TEx., April 24, 1895. 

MR. EDrroB: I write to let_ you know of 
the death of our Atheist friend Theo. 
Bowen of this town. As he had no family 
he lived alone, Judge Geo. Whitaker, 
lawyer, justice of the peace, and county 
commissioner of precinct No. 1, Mills 
county, Tex., a thorough Liberal and In
fidel gentleman of good standing, bad ar
ranged a eulogy, to be read at the grave of 
Bro. Bowen in case no other person wished 
to make a talk, but we had a fine funeral 
oration delivered by Mr. D. H. Mayar, of 
this town, a Liberal and Infidel friend of 
Mr. Bowen. Mr. Mayar is a fil'lilt-class 
merchant of our town, and be it said to the 
credit" of Infidelity that for truth and hon
esty no one stands higher in the estima
tion of the people than he. I think'! will 
soon get one or two new subscriptions to 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. The long drouth 
was broken here by a good rain this week, 
the first we hav had for six weeks. 

Respectfully, W. C. CARSWELL, 
JUDGE WHITAKER'S EULOGY, 

It becomes our duty to common human
ity to commit to the silent tomb the last 
remains of Theodore Bowen, who died be· 
tween the hours of 6 F.M. and 6 A.M. on 
the night of April 17, 1895. He died as 
he lived, firmly believing that beyond the 
narrow space of earth in which his last re
mains now rest, no eye can see, nor any 
human mind penetrate the future. 

That he has passed from us in life no 
man can doubt. Our old friend lived 73 
years of his eventful life on earth. He 
believed in Infidelity, advocated its dno
t~ins, taught _its precepts, enjoyed its prin
Ciples. He lived a moral life, believed in 
doing good to his fellowman while here 
upon earth, leaving eternity out of his 
thoughts because eternity was beyond his 
comprehension in this life; eschewed evil, 
but was charitable to all mankind. He 
was honest in his dealings, exercised in
dustry through life; was patient in mortal 
illness, and passed from the shores of 
time as a child falls asleep; not a sign of 
agony, pain, or suffering was mlillifest 
upon the remains of the dead. He had 
retired to his usual rest on the night of 
April 17th, wrapped his mantle around 
him and gone to sleep, crossed the river 
of death, and is now sleeping in the great 
chamber of death encircled by that bound
less eternity of which no man knows aught. 
We, my friends, must, in the near future, 
pass through the same ordeal. We see him 
now as he is. In a few fleeting moments 
he passes from our view, and is gone from 
us no more to return. He loved his ooun
trr, and to do good was his religion; a 
fnend to the poor and the aftlioted, He 
leaves no child ·to mourn his death or to 
weep over his grave. So it remains only 
for us to say in the language of one he 
loved and revered because of his teach
ings, " Here is hope for the living and 
peace for the C.ead." 

Darwin an~ After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs, 
A ayatel')la,ticExi>_ositi9n of what may be termed 

the J;>arwmtsm of Darwm, and intended to be of 
~:~;~aen~t~~~lfs1~eral reader rather than to pro
. Mr, Rqmanes is we)l kno'\Y'll as one of the mollt 
mt~restmg of F.n~hsh wnters upon evolution, 
b.estdes rankmg wtth Professor Huxler in scien
tt,fic knowleqge and ability. And this ts a part of 
hts . noncluswp. regar ~;ng the great subJect of 
Des1gn, to whwh the d>urch so often refers· 
. "Thus whether 'Ye look to the facts of ada pta. 

twn or to those of bounty, everywhere throngh
ou.t orgamc nl\ture we .meet "l}'ith abundant 
evtdence of l!atural ca11sat10n, whtle nowhere do 
we meet wtth ~ny mdepcndent evidence of 
'upernatural destgn. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a purely mechanical philo,ophy ... 
A.Jl nature has thus been transformed before the 
VICW of th~ pre,ent !(E'n€ration 1U a manner and 
to an. extent that has never before been possib!.;; 
and masmuch as the change which has taken 
place ha• taken pla"e in the direction of natural
Ism, anP, th.is to the .extent of rend~ring the 
plechamcalmtP.rpretatwn of nature umversal, it 
1s no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_x_Godf" 

.lllustrateAd;:._,~oe, cloll!,.,. $2. 
_......,...,, T.a...c. TRUTH SEEKEU. 
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~ 'h:il~rsn' s eornsr. 
Ed1ted by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 

Ri>·er, Mass., to whom all Oomm·unica
tionR tor this Oorner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's ooonpat.ion• 
That is known as the Ohiltiren's Hour." 

StPady and Stick Do the T1·ick. 
A rn<h h good in its place, lad, 

But not at the start, I sav. 
For life's a very lonl!' ntce, lad, 

And never was won tbat way. 
It's the sta.y that tells, the stay, hoy, 

And the heart th•t. ne>er sa\'s die; 
A spurt mav do with the goal in view. 

But stea1y's the word, say I. 
Steady's the word that wins, lad, 

Grit and sturdy gain; 
It'" sticking to it will carry you through it

Roll up your sleeves again. 

Oh, Snap is a very good cur, lad, 
To frighten the tramp<, I trow, 

But Holrlfast sticks like a burr, lad
Brave Holclfast ne>er lets go. 

And Clever's a prettY nag. lny, 
B'lt stumbles and shie', they say, 

So Steady I count the safer mount 
To carrY yon all the way. 

The iron bar will smile, lad, 
At stnining muscle and thew. 

But the patient teeth of the file, lad, 
I warrant wiE gnaw it through. ~ 

A snap may come at the end, boy, 
And a h011t of might and main, 

Bnt SGeady an!l S;ick must do the t~ick
Roll up Your s'eeves again. 

Words ot Cheer. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: A greeting to you 

and all the intelligent young Cornerites. 
Housed np this rainy Sunday, what better 
task to set myself than the pleasant· one 
of communicating, through the medium of 
the pen, my warm sympathy and hearty 
approval of the young truth seekers in 
their onward match toward liberty and 
progreEs? 

Good thoughts, our only iriends, -
Onr wealth, a well-spent youth; 
The earth, our sober inn 
And quiet pilgrimage. 

In each succeeding number of this best 
of all Freethonght journals, bright faces 
and glowing countenances confront me. 
What a harvest of ripe thoughts! I notice 
quite a number of writers from the states 
of Oregon and Washington. This sug
gests pleasant thoughts of that tireless, 
unceasing, and goO'l worker, Katie Kehm 
Smith. I wonder how many she has led 
out into the domain of thought? From 
every side come reports of her work. 

"A uleta," by Sadie Athena Magoon, was 
a pretty story. Mrs. Magoon is Mrs. 
Blenker's activ helper. But the sweet in
fluence she extends goes farther than 
through the columns of the Little Free
thinker. 

Good books are necessary for proper 
instruction, and while I cannot name them 
all, I would like to call the attention of 
young readers of science to the works of 
P. J. Prondhon, a philosopher of great re
pute, whose biography I will giv yon some 
day, with Miss Wixon's permission. 

He was an economist, and a Radical of an 
extreme type, but so clear, logical, and de
cisiv, always helpful to the inquiring mind, 
that I unhesitatingly recommend him to 
young and old. 

The time has gone by when books are 
put away upon a high shelf because "un
fit" for children to read. Our little ones 
of this latter-day age hav become so fear
less and brave in investigation that they 
stop at nothing; and dear old fogies of 
bygone days look on in helpless amaze, 
only ejaculating feebly, "Things are dif
ferent now from what they were when we 
were young, yon know." 

And so they are, and so we hav just cause 
to feel proud of and encourage this '' dif
ference." Well, P. J. Prondon has done 
a great deal to bring this "difference" 
about. Teachers of .philosophy will praise 
him now, when logic and reason are needed 
so much, but emancipated people of the 
twentieth century will one day awake 
to a sense of what they owe him, and 
the name of P. J. Prondhon will liv 
•' though the heavens fall." Two of his 
books, "What is Property?" and "The 
System of Economical Contradictions, or 
the Philosophy of Misery," can be pnr
ch~M~ed from their trans]f!,tor and publisher, 
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Mr. B. R. Tucker, P. 0. Box 1312, New 
York. 

If this was a less intellectual and less in
vestigating class of young people, one 
might hesitate before mentioning such 
profound works, but nothing is too com
plicated, too abtrnse or learned, for the 
readers of our "Corner." 

"Science," as our friend, teacher, and 
editor bas written, "is the real savior of 
the world," and not the least of its teach
ings are contributions to that department 
by Miss Wixon. However, her able book, 
''Right Living," needs no mention from 
me. All who are able hav read it lone: ago, 
and those who were not able are lament
ing their hard fate. Miss Louisa Iflland, 
of Port Townsend, Wash., can get a good 
collection of eastern legends from the 
writings of Hezekiah Butterworth, en
titled "Zig-Zag J onrneys." There are 
about five books in all, I believe, but 
"Journeys in Classic Lands," "Journeys 
in En tope," and the "Orient," will giv 
yon Eastern lore. These volumes are 
Alegantly bound and gotten up in fine 
style-large print with illustrations. 

However, works on such a nature are 
generally obtained in book stores. But 
my letter has grown so alarmingly long 
that I fear its trip to Fall River will ter
minate in a trip to the waste-basket. 

Cordially thanking my friends for words 
of encouragement, and Miss Wixon for 
her leniency, I am, 

Sincerely yours, IDA BALLOU, 
Porterville, N. Y. 

Correspondence. 
LIBERAL WISHES. 

We want the youth of our country 
To learn in freedom and right, 

Pare thoughts to guard and nourish, 
And words to speak of light. 

Actions in true accordance 
Therewith to propagate, 

To better the land we liv in, 
And lessen human hate. 

For selfishness and evil 
Strangle the nobler son!, 

That would grow upward worthy 
Of manhood as a whole. 

Let none but good deeds enter 
The arena, activity, 

So naught need ever affrighten; 
Seek conscience shelteringly. 

0RPHA WoRTHING. 
Medford, N. Dak. 
[My dear, yon can expreBB your thoughts 

bPtter in prose than poetry. Please write 
ns something about Freethonght in North 
Dakot~. We will always be pleased to 
hear from yon.-ED. C. C. 

Sickness Among Children 
is prevalent at all ssasons of the year. but can be 
avoided largely when they are prop3rly cared 
for. Infant Health is the title of a valuable 
pamphlet accessible to all who will send address 
to theN. Y. Condemed Milk Co., N.Y. City. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 

By Snsan H. Wixon. P!!,Per, 10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 800 PP:;, $1. 
Apples of tiOld. And Othe Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp.,!j!1 25. 
The Story Hour. An ExceptiOnally Hand· 

some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti· 
tiqn1 for ,Chil!lren and Yont . The Only Free· 
thmKers Children's Story-book ever issued 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tVPe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Terae, witty, &nd sarcastic d3finitiona of thPo· 
lolrioal tel'Dl,B. Prict~. 2li cenw. 

How Mrs. Wm. Henry 1\lakes 1\loney. 
1 have been so successful in the past few months 

that I feel it my duty to aid others bv giving my 
experience. I have not made le•s than $'8 auy· 
dav for the last five month•, and have not can
vassed any. I JlUt a not.ica in the p~tpers tlmt. I 
am selling th~ Iron Cit.y DiRh Washer, ~tucl people 
send for them by the dozen. 'l'hev giv~ such 
good satisfac•.ion that evm•y family wauts one. 
Dishes washed and driPd in two minutes. I think 
any person can easily clear $10 a day, ltnd double 
that Rfter they get s' arted good. I d n 't sco wh v 
anvone st>onld be destHnte, when they may jnRt 
a. well be m~tking lAts of mon•y jf thBY try. Ad
dress the Iron City Dish W•shel' Co .. 14514. High-! 
Janel Ave., Station A., Pittsburg, Pa., and rhey. 
will give yon all instructions ~tnd testimonials · 
t • succeed. 

mmmmmm.e mmrnmmme mmmmmm • mmm•i 

RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fltir humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as hnruan eye could 

Saw the Vision of the .;~~ld, and all the wonders 
that would be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land wiiliout a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are " na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is . something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth. $1: pap~r. l'iO ~Mlhr. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

[I LLU S'TRATED 
By Ca:r.•ey K. Jurist;. 

The text is poetical and the illustrations are 
fearful for ministers to behold 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEn, 
28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

J.D. SqaYJ's Boo~s. 

The Bible: What Is Itt A pamphlet con
taining eight chapters in refutation of the 
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of ·, 
})n~e thongbt, and correct in all its utterances 
Pr1ce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear expoBition 
of the biblical storv of man's "creation," and 
"curse " theologic8Jly denominated "the fall." 
Price, io cents. 

Tbe Bible Against Itself. Containing 
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions 
of the Biblehinvolving questions of theology, 
morals, and istory. Pnce, lO cents. 

Tbe Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption that he was a. divine 
})erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negative and affirmative standpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price,5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTKSEEKER. 
OS :L&fa.:vette Dl&ce. New York. 

CABEEB OF BELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 

COLUMBIAS-They almost fl;y. 

Bicycling 
~Women 

Physicians recommend bicycling. Dame Fashion says it is "good 
form." Two new models for women's usc in 

eotumbia Bicycles. 
Model 42 Columbia has been especially designed 

for the many ladies who prefer to wear knicker
bockcrs rather than cumbersome skirts. 

Ladies' wheels also in Hartford Bicycles at lower 
prices-$80, $60, $50. 

*100 POPE MFG. CO. :~:~r:,, .. c 
General Offices 
aod Factories, 

HARTFORD, Conn. 

OHJOAQO 
8AN II' RAN OISOQI 
P'"OVJDENQ& 
aUFFALQ 

Send for Catalogue. Free at any 
Columbia Agency, or by mail for two 
•-cent stamps. 

Six haudsomtJ Paper Dolls, show
ing ladies' bicycle costumes by noted 
designers, mailed for five •-cent stamps. 
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Chea~ Traots for Distri~ntion to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh........ 5 
Pover~y: I~s Effects on the politi~al Condi- ~ ...................................................... e 

t10n of the People. Charles Brltdlaugh. 1 mmnmmmmmmmnmmTliiTimTll!I!TfiTIITIITIIITITIITIITIITIITIITI mmTl!mTllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllll lf"""""IIITIITIITII!n;;!i 

~~~~~~~~~:f~:rf31~Y!lW~rsh~~~~m Cobbett.. ~ i== 14 9 21 c l b I ' 8 2 I TheRelatlOnofWitchcrafttoR~ii"iioii.""A.·a: eE 0 um usto ngersoll I 9 
The ~!i~~i;it!e~~aiihtJatt~i~~~~~:~~~~: ~~ ~ ,a,a~ Jl~ • 

R!JliglOn df Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 i I 
If You want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repe'l'~ t~e .Sunday Laws! (Including the 

act as, "Eye-openers," in doing "l\Ussionary Orunn of Sabbaths.") By thel!:ditdr of e y· 
Work,"convenienttohandtoneighbors,friends R . TfieTr~th f'\eekd..er ......................... 3 • 400 ears 
and all inquiring persons, sen·d for • supply of eviva sm xamme A. G. Hnmphrev...... 2 ~~ ~ A Remarkable Book !\ Review of Greg's 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 9reed of. Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

They range.in prico from one to ten cents each. The ~~~~fJe~la~ff·ctator.... .... .... ........ 1 e 
They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen- · S . Brown................... 2 ~ 

b mence and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Wa.tts: ~31 
1 

erons. earted persons can afford to buythein for A Secular Praye~ .. 4-nstin Hol~oake ......... . 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can- Secular Responsibihty. G J Holyoake 
not be spread broa.dcast over our land. Sent, I'he Sta!('? and ~he Pulpit. Robt G lngerso'ti: 
post-paid, by mail. Super•titlOn Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra~ 

OF 
" . ted Letter to. the Sects of Great Britain • F 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon- SmeJnce of the Bible." Being the Rev. John t 1 h I 
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Clay as per's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono- I re e t 

Astro~l~:oiog.·,; ... L::L·:D~wsoii ... siiowlng tiie 
10 

Talk \%ii 'ib.ii':F"oit~":E'~ai:ig~llsts: ":E"wo'od.: 1 0 ug 
t~01rn~f a~h.rTI:~~rl~:l ~~;'r~::!~::tr~~ ~~ Thon~t~~ ~iPA.tlieism: .. (ian ':Mai:i by '868'1-'oli~ 3 I -i. I. 
the .sun's .course through the different mg Fmd out God. Austin Holvoake... 3 
zodiaoo.l stgns............................. 5 The Theorv o~ Evolntiol).. Thomas H Huxley 10 II 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... .. .. 5 The True Basis o~ Morahty. Annie Besant.. 2 ~ 
'l'he Btble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. ~ 

Coleman................................... 5 (Reply to some of the Sunday-school • 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 Stories About Hi 'll.) . 3 
'''heBible:IsttReliableasaGuide? C. Watts. 2 TwoShortSermons, Rev:flieoio'iicnii.:·: ... 1 I B s l p p • 
Blasx>hemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh .... :.::: 3 ~ amue orter ·utqam 
'l'he Book of Esther. A SJ>ecimen of What Were Adam and Eve Onr .l!'irst Parents? 

Pass~s as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Charles Bradlangh 3 II 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. F. Max Muller. . . 5 What Did Jesus Teach? · Chas.'BrB.diaU.iili:::: 3 • 
Constantine the Great, Portrayiug-thelni- WhoWasJesusChrist? Chas.Bradlaugh .... 3 - I 

~~iU: ~~e~i~n:.i.~~~.~~r~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~?~: 3 ;g~f~i~f>~:f~i;.~11 ~~~~\~s9~~~~.~~~::·.·. ~ I Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and • 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitution .. l. What Is the B~ble? A Review of Sunderland's B k b 

(This is the statuteunderwhich Mr.J. w ~'Wha.tpisthe Bible?".................... ~ ac ' Mar led. Edges. $5. 
B. Wise is now lt;ldictod for sendmg a Won ers of ra:ver. D M Bennett ........... . 
verse from the Bible through the mail.) ashing.ton an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 • With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 
I'. B. Wakeman ........................... 10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower .... 10 n 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Christianity a Borrowed Pystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts......... 5 THE THE 
FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 

Dr. DanielArter................. .... ...... 2 23 Lafayette place, New York. ~~ 141 
The Chnstian Deity. Charles Watts .. ::· 2 · 

TheC~~!~~.:.~i.~~: .. ~~.~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ 2 BRAIN BIBLE·, ~~ Of the JJ:lost Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 
Christian Mysteries. A Dia.lognt~ between a AND I DO"''" -.:r.und'"ed -ve""""S. Christian Missionary and a Chinese .1.!' <NI .LL·, • .L 

1 
""' 

Mandarin . .. ..•..•.. ...•.. .•.......... .... 2 OR ~-..... r,_,.,/ .. , ... /'-'.-.......-......~~~.-.......-......~,.. 

Christian SchemA of Redemption. c. Watts. 2 1111IV COlTDTJIYll B111l1l1TUL'\T Ullllii1AL SCIEN~'~~~ .L .Lt. S ~'K R OOMP A Y announced in Octo-The.CI).ristian Sabbath. John E Remsburg.. 5 ~HE rr D UT'H E'V E N 
TheChnrchandEdnca,ion. Anti-Je,nit ..... 5 UID lU'IJUl llllltfllli1 J.IJ.IliJ.U un 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin AND THEOLOGY ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
Congt~~f~t~ri~a~·tzf[j;;;<s~~~~~~i~~~ 10 

• ~~ had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
of The Truth Seeker............ . ....... 3 By EDCAR C. BEALL; M.D., were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 

The Constitution and Holy Daya and Boll· with a preface by h th t "t t f days. s p Putnam .. .. . .. .... . . .. .. .. .. 1 1CI> ave e oppor um y o see or themselves whethe:J;" it possessed 
Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant.... 1 ~. G. INGERSOLL. 11 th "t 1 • d f "t b th bl" h Th did 
The Devil'd Due Bills. or Give the Devil His ~== a e mer1 s c a1me or 1 y e pu lS ers. ey not 

D J h S h This is the only work of its kind in the litera-
Daniel ?~·ihe Li~n'~PD:~~· D: 'M.'i38D.iieii::·.:: ~ tnre of Freethonght. Its arguments are based realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. upon scientific phrenology, and appea.l directly . tt• "t t d t th h 

Austin Holyoake.......................... 5 1
tot ~he1reader's sense of logic and love of justice. II In ge mg 1 ou Was ue 0 e fact that t ey were to have fifty 

D ad f Ch i ti it 1 Is.e oqnent a.s well as convincing. 
Tt~ D~~~~~ of larth~n JY!i:' Remiihn~·i:: ... :.. 5 Pnce. cloth, $1. Address per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watt.:· ~ THE TRUTH SEEKER. th t" 
Does there Exist a Moral \iovernor of the ree 1mes as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In-
Donbfsn~fi~E~el!.'n~~~sHg~~o~;~Weakiini 3 stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
TheE~~~~rgr~~ff:t~~·w:K·ciiffa~ii,'F.'R:s: g $679,694,439• hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
.Evolution Teaches Neither Athm m nor Ma- ult' 1 d t d d d 0 terialism. R. s Brigham., M.D.......... 3 m 1p ie o one hun re an forty-one I onsidering the fact 
:F.volntion of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson... 5 th t 
Essaya on Miracles. David Hnme .......... :: 10 above is the value of ,, a the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
Father, Son_. and Holl'Ghost. T E Longshore 5 d b dl h 
The Fear OI Death. D. M. Bennett.......... 5 Chu ch p t un ou te y to many t ey will also be the most attractive-and 
J~:en%~~~~~·a.I3Wr~%~~~~·:·:Pa~i;y·nyss~~ ~ r roper Y ~ prop·erly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
Few ~~~~~~iioiii iiie 'ii6.;n: Ch.~s::Brad!~·U.ir'li 3 in the United States. ~~ of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 3 f $ 
The Frnir.s of Chri•tianity. Annie BePaur..... 21 Slwuld It Be Exempt from a·==- per cent more or his 5 than was gu~ranteed to him. well, the 
Gqrman Liberalism. Mrs. Cla•a Neymann... h d 
The Gospdl of Christiauity and the Gospel of Taxation? nearly eleven un red copies of the volume subscribed for were 

Freethonght. AnnieBesant ......... 2 I t t d k h t th · · t thi k f th 
-Has Man a Soul? Charles .Bradlangh.... ... .. 3 RE 'SONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. sen ou , an now we . now w a e remp1en s n o eir 

Heaven and Hell: WhEre t:litnated? Austin A J d Holyoake .. .. .. .. .. .... .... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 investment. u ging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its d 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni• Elsberg.. .... .. 3 Ontr pai!!Jlhlet with this title contains an Argn- not only satisfie -more than satisfied-but surprised and de-
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh . . . . . 3 men for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement · 
IfYon TakeAwa.vMvReligion What Will Yon of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1soo lighted that they got such a bargain. 

Give Me in Its Steld? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 the Valne~b¥ Denominations, of Church Prop~r: 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 ty in the umted States and in th~ seve·ral Sta.tes As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREE-
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher............ .. .. .. .. 1 and ·renitories and in all Cities having 25,000 or "t l h d d 
Iufidels and Charity. Franklin steiner...... 5 more inhabitants; so arra'lged as ·to show at THOUGHT, 1 covers near y every p ase of progress an evelopment 
ingersoll Catechised.. Wi, h Mr. Ingersoll;s a gla1:1ce the relative standing as to Wealth of the 

Poem on Robert Burns................. 3 Leading Denominations and Denominationa. and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
Ingersoll on McGlynn ..................... :: 3 Groups. Alsol much other matter of especial in- "bl . t f h l t" I Fir 
The ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure terest to certa n Cities. St.ates. and Sections, all pOBBl e p1c ure 0 uma.n evo u lOll. n Part · st we have Free-

D. M. Bennett. .. . . • . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 5 uomparisons being ba.sed upon official fi~nres. th ht nif t t" d . . 
h the Bible Indicts ble? Annie Besant..... .. 2 This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub- oug as a ma es a. 10n an Influence ; m Part Second, as an 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg: 5 lished. In no other work are the tacts, figures 
'.rhe Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden...... 6 &nq ar5nments to be found. 'l'he figures. bein~ organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
tab~rd P~:rr. gg:~f:: ~ra:Hanggg ........ :: 3 ~~~Ivb~ s~~:s~~~~~~~Iff&~n;e~~~=~r0fg~~90~1i"~ll of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

an ne on. ra •n ...... ..... 2 h•ve been completed- prob•bly •bout ei'~ht Large or·Smltll Families? A. Holyoake.... ... 2 ~ ~ ~ 
Lay Se Robert G 1 g ll years hence. The arguments are nnanswera le unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
Legen~f0B:autamaBndd~a.e~~r&Ii.eiiD.'iiiiai 5 .nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 

of Jesus Christ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 a.s th!l iniusti<:9 of church exemption is suffered book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
Logic of Death: or;__Wl!Y Shnuld the Atheist ,o snst. 

Fear to Die? »Y G. J. Holyoake .. .. .. 3 By s;ng!e ~~phies the Pr,i_c,~ is 15 cents, but as the magnificent work ever issued by the Free thought Press. 
The Logic of Life1 Dednced from the Princi- Nork Is PUbils ~d spec~a.uY fm: distributiOn. by 

ples of Freetnongot. G. J. Holyoake.... 3 ;hose who fa Tor JUStice In taxatlOn the folloWing Price, $5. With II The Truth Seeker II One Year, $6.50. 
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hoi- reductions are made: 

Liber~~~~·:M:or'aiiii.""':M<iiicu~ii'!Y.'coiiw~:V: g ~fft~~~~fes~ • • • • *H8 THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. I 
'rhe Liberty of Printmg Bon. E. P. Hurlbut. 3 Jne hnndrea copies· - • • s:oo ~;:: 
Literature of the InsanP. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 La.rgAr quantities at .[ll!lcia.l rates. ~-llillillill ~'f~~~~~W~~W~Illi.llillillillillillllllilWJWJJJUU UUJJJJJJlLWW!! .... Illlll'!J 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How A.ddressTHETBUTHSEEKER.NewYork. .... ... ............ -................ 

People are off in Hell..................... 1 
Materialism an 1 Crome. B F Underwood .. .' 5 
MoralValneofth~Bible. Chas. Watts ....... : 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ............................ . Is Suicide 
i A Sin? 

Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-
nieBesant ......................... .. 

New Life of Ab,.aham. Charles Bradlaugh .• · 
New Life of David.· Charles Bradlangh ••.• .' 
New T,ife of J'acob. Charles Bradlaugb ...... • 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh •.•..... · 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.... • 
'l'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard ............ ::· 
The New Age W. S Bell. ................... .' 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell.· 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant .......... · 
On Prayer, Annie Besant .................. .' 

3 
8 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
3 

On the Religions Education of Children" 
Annie .. Besant. •I ri~te1:1 <;luring her 
:rransitlOn from Chrtsttanity.......... 2. 

Open Letter t., my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S. D. Moore .. .. . . .. . • .. .... .. .•. • .. ... • • .. 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lnl{!)rsoll........ .... . 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

our l~~8~~IJs~~vi<ir J' 68Ji·q· oli~i~i: ·if :E. i:ot ·i~ 
shore............. .. .................... 5 

Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial 'raxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G l:t Hawes....... . . 5 
Protestant Intoleraucq. Joh_p. E Remsb1ll.'g • 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Ullarles Wana .. ;. 2 
/1. Pio•ure of the Jewish Jehovah as descnbed 

)).v the Bible. Per dozen...... . • • • • • • • .. • . 10 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ: 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYKTTB PLACE. New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argum~nt for •· limiting government to the 
mere protection of life a.nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal just ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address 'J'lllil 'l'Rn'T'lJ SEEll'lilT>, 

23 Lafayette PI , New Yorl<. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition (lf that splendid ~rose JLoem 

"Life," by •· the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
In¥,ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of tile card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
ourronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and ~oet who now, a.s far a.s we 
know, stands alone In the living world." It will 
make a deli!fhtful present, and will be a souvenir 
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heh.vy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, &nd the 
Price oul;v?5 oeuta, post-p!Ud. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
HIS 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture ' 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of 58 pages, full of scientific 
thought. The story of .this gre't scientist's life 
and works reads like an enchanting ta.le. 

AdilrPss THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 
28 La.fa.:vette Place. N .. .., v ... ,. .... n;ty 

A NEW EDI'riON 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evldenees 
and Early Uirotory of ChrisliBnity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere 8o Fully a.nd Faith
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
l'BIOE, $2. 

Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
23Lafavette place, New York. 
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JY ot for ])arsons. 
CoNDUCTOR (scanning half-fare ticket): 

"Yon don't look much like a minister." 
Ticket holder (indignantly): "The h-1 I 
don't!"-Puck. 

A PARABLE worth the reading 
Belike we might hav read; 

If Christ had come to Chicago, 
But the devil came in Stead. 

-Once a Week. 

SrnPSON: "How do yon know that your 
rival and her father will fall out and 
fight?" Jimpson (gleefully): "They've 
both joined the same church choir."-
1 ammany Times. 

SuNDAY-SOHOOu teacher: "Willy, yon 
know yon will be gathered into the fold 
some time, don't yon?" Willy: "No, 
ma'am; we don't use that kind of bed since 
Fido was smothered."-Puck. 

MR. BisHoP: "Well, Levi, I presume 
you don't observe Lent at your house." 
Levi: "Beg pardon, but I do, sir. In 
playing cards we use only the black cards 
during Lent and deprive onrselvs of the 
pleasure of handling the hearts and dia
monds. "-Boston Ideas, 

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN (taking a stroll 
on Sunday morning, to cabman): "My 
friend, are yon a God-fearing man? Do 
you giv that attention to religious matters 
which all men should?" Cabman: "Oh, 
yes, sir; jump in, and I'll drive you to any 
church on the avenue for a dollar."
Texas Siftings, 

OLD man Whipple, the Down East lum
berman who paid $10,000 for a gold brick, 
is not likely to subscribe for the new Chi· 
ca"'O daily that is to exclude all accounts 
of"crime from its columns. He says if he 
"had read more about crime and less 
of Talmage's sermons," he guesses he 
"wouldn't hav bought that brick. "-New 
York Mer Jury. 

THERE is another story about children
the story of a Portland boy, aged six or 
thereabouts, that I hav omitted to tell. 
He went to church with his mother Sun· 
day, and as the contribution box came 
along she handed him a dime to drop into 
it. He looked first at the coin, and second 
at the collector, and then turning gravely 
to his mother asked in a surprised tone : 
"But what am I making out of this? 
Where do I come in?" 

AMoNG the miners going to the Black 
Hills, a party of ten started from Cheyenne 
not long ago, which lost one of their nnm· 
ber by death on the road. They couldn't 
take the body along, and as they had no 
means of obtaining a coffin, they buried 
their comrade without one. Among the 
number was an "old timer," who was a 
particular friend of the dead man, and he 
mourned deeply his loss, and cursed and 
swore about at a fearful rate because he 
had to be buried in that uncivilized way, 
Finally he blubbered out, "I know a good 
prayer, but if I was to get it off, some of 
yon d-d fools would laugh at me.-Omaha 
Herald. 

A STORY is told of a certain Parson Black 
who had a hymn of which he was especially 
fond and which so accurately expressed 
his s~ntiments that he made use of it on all 
possible occasions. One of these was the 
funeral of his most prominent deacon, 
who, though activ in the affairs of the 
church, had, in the business world, a rep
utation for sharpneBB and closeness that 
was not wholly enviable. The services 
were drawing to a close. Parson Black 
rose slowly from his chair and, in a voice 
of sepulchral sadness, said: "Friends, be· 
fore removing the remains of our dearly 
beloved brother from this house to the 
house appointed for all the living, let us 
join in singing the two hundred and 
seventy-fourth hymn: 

"Believin', we rejoice 
To see the curse removed." 

WHILE ST. PETER'S BURNED. 
While the church wildly burned on that 

cold winter's morn, 
And the priest on the sidewalk was wailing 

forlorn, . 
Colonel Billings stepped up With a smile 

that was bright, 
And remarked : "I will giv yon a beauti 

fnl site, -
Upon which to erect a new church in the 

spring, 
When the marigolds blow and the bobo

links sing." 
As the priest softly smiled in the joy of his 

heart, 
Did the colonel remark, both aside and 

apart: 
" If I get the new church in my region, 
r&Won't I hav a most beautiful cinch! 

For my land it will put 
From ten dollars a foot 

llTo about seven dollars an inch." 
-R.K.M. 
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Some Goof Pamphlets at Low PriGes. 
on the famous text, "The Clergy know that I 
know that th~y do not know." 

PERSON A.L EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 

Mailed singly tor 10 cents each; twelve of ~tny WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
• t f t 1 f $ of HoN. FREDERIOK DoUGLASS and CoL. Ron-one, or an assor.men ° we ve, or 1· ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Court that the Civil Rights Act 
Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, is Unconstitnpional. .l!ifty-three large octavo 
and Ex_"[lo•iJ!g the Inconsistency of Christians pages, of wh10h Oolonel Ingersoll's speech 
generall;r_ H C Lnse. occnptes 88 12!_ges. 

BIBLE TJ<.:MPERA.NCE. Showing that I PULPITt..PE.lT, AND CRADLE, So long 
Ltqnor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the l'n}ptt SP.eaks to believing Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker. posed chtefly of mothers, the m;adle w1ll be 

CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME rocked by ghosts .and phe race wtll.remam on 
A h t . t d b th ..,.bl 0 B Wh"t- tts knees to a devil of tts own creatton and to nt en tea e Y e .ul e. t a God who is power lees against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Hel~n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

DID MAN FALL~ Is the Garden of Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPifiEci\lsDEt1J~IO~S. A Lecture by TERTHA.N ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable M. GBabcock. 
reasons for Reli¥,ions and other Delusions. RELI IOUS PROBLEMS. O!:!e o.f L. K .. 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. ~ashburn's best lectures, and it ts, hke all of 
John E. Remsbnr_g's most noted work, and THEts,RvOerAyRgoloNdG. LION ON HE TRACK 
one of the most effective ever wrttten by any T • 
Freethinker. One of M. Babcock's comical sermons. 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fli9t Between Reason and Superstition. T c 
W "tt h"l . . . d th 1 d Wtdd~eombe. n en w t eJourn_eY;J-ngman near e ap. ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT of Yahweh. Oontammg the best moral m- • . . . . • 
strnctions of the world from the great teach- Presentmg the eVIdence of the forgery of hts 
ers of the former &Jl:es. D M Bennett. all~dgosnel. H J Setgnenret. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read SIST.t.;R LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. On~ pf o.tto Wettstein's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on Sptntnaliom. are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom. 

THE . G~ORY OF INFIDELIT~. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A M.A.TERIAL· 
whtch ts added a poem on Thomas Pam e. One ISTIC STANDPOINT B F U d of Samuel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. . • ~. er-
Ever;y Christian who asks the idiotic ques- wood. W~1tten before Mr. Underwood Jomed 
tion, 'What Has Infidelity Done?" should be the Pslchtc Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED~ Was Jesus centuries for thepromulgation of Christian-
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise ity .. Being the Nurembnrg Qo)l~ction, wi_th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh spemmens from the Holy Inqmsttton. 28 pte-

INGERSOLL ANf JEsrss Sh~wing how hU:~:ge i~~~eJg~~~~ns and reflections by 
TH~e £1Mf.f'A'ruf8smoP .fo:LEltilioN': VICTOR HUG9'S ORATION oN voL-

A discussion between Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, TAIR~, de!Ivered on the .m~e hnn-
Hon. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s anmversary of Voltatre s death. 
Woodford, before the Nineteenth Century Translated by James Parton, author of the 
ClnbofNewYork. "Eachmanhas thesame Lif~ of Voltaire. To which are added phe 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great JlOems of Goethe, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L'lngfellow. 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED ~ Austin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bierbower. A l~~ow:yer's comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of that alleged event. 
Protestant. . WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In· of Christ's alleged acts which would lead one 
flue nee U_pon Societ:r, Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Wash burn. 

MIRACLEs AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Putnam. 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's The title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it havR been called for. The 
For~rery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden Ag.e,_The Ide~\ 
the Cle!.!rY· H. J. Seigneuret, M.D. ap.d the Real. Not DeasJ., but Lt'lng.>. Frru-

THE NE lY GOD. "It is an open secret twn, HopebT)lomas Pame, Natures uospel, 
tb t h 1 d . d T Address to etty, and the short poem so often 

!t !Dan as a ways !lla e his <;o s. )ley recited with great effect by Charles Watts 
!Jxtst m and through ~m. as the tmage ensts Give U• Light. ' 
m and through the mtrror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSH p and yon take away God-the image vanishes." I 
This pamp)?.let, therefore, is a consideration GOD~ B F Underwood; written be· 
of what kmd of a God man should make. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. 1 saarcher~. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel t WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG-
Rob~rt G. Ingersoll •. and one. of that great [ RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
mans best .. 'f'he sn)lJects constqe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congress at Chi-
thodo;r Reli?ton D)1n!r Out. Reli_!l"ton~ Deaths ca.go. Oonside·ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and Btrth~ .rhe Religtol). of Rempromty, M_o- Subjugation, The U&non Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The ~estrnctton pf Art, The Dts- r' Upon H 'r Theology Never Helpful to Woman covery of Amenca Copermcns and Kepler, I · 'w , F · d ' Charles Darwin Special Providence The • nventton oman s nen . Freethqnght the 
L t t c d G 'd G T ' Benefactor of Woman. 8nsau H. Wt.,on 
of d-sod, r,~he' F~ll ~'f ~ag~¥~~rAto~eeJ~rit~ WO~UN: HER PAST AND PRESENT, 
The Second Birth, Insoiration, The Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Trnth and Love. 'rhe Wars It Bronght,_'rhe nre delivered before the Woman Suffrage As-
Resurrectio!l~ 1'he Jndepl!ep.t-J?ay, .dpns sociation of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Evastons ".No Btble. No Civilizatwn;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, The Ascension, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils Necessity of Belief, Eter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment. Some Who Are Damned, A1dress THE TRUTH REEKER. CO 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New Yo.~k. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson. 

Full-Page 
Picturos. 

Sustaining a Theory, Blood:vJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against J a bin and Sis era, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham-hChrist's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A-Queer .l!·amilr_,. Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His' o:;ister," Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, (,lod Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, Davtd God's Favonte, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
BHaollayamMotshees..._t"vt"ner, Adventures of the Prophets, 

lJ Jonah the •rrn thfnl Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt shle 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city. 
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In the nature ofthings, 
SA YEo 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

' In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish tlie claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Oontaining the famous Ohristmas 
Sermon by Oolonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Oolonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Oolonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Oolonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Oolonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSoLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT, ROBERT O. ADAMS. 

Beinlit the story of his ment&l Journey from 
orthotioXY to Rationalism. 

l'rloe, paper, 25 oents: oloth. 75 oentl. 
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Gems of ~Aought. 
IT is not the rabble-rousing harang that 

lasts.-Galveston News. 

Even as a child every human being should 
be treated as a necessary, essential mem
ber of humanity.-F. Froebel. 

JouRNALISM must hav more self-respect. 
Now it praises good and bad men so in· 
discriminate!~ that a good word from nine
tenths of our Journals is worthless.- Wen
dell Ehillips. 

IF fortune brings to pass one of a hun
dred events predicted by roguery, all the 
others are forgotten, and that one remains 
as a pledge of the favor of God, and as the 
proof of a prodigy.- Voltaire. 

THill law, the legislature, cannot regen
erate. It has never yet created a wise pub
lic opinion nor ordained a good public 
conscience, although it often outrages both. 
Moral stamina is not furnished by acts of 
Oongress, decrees of state, or by munici
pal ordinances. Reformation and regen
eration are upward and outward move
ments of the better ·that is in human 
nature, and not a matter of statutory de
crees.-Louise Tresscotte. 

ADMITTING that for the fanatic some wild 
anticipation is needful as a stimulus, and 
recognizing the usefulness of his delusion 
as adapted to his particular nature and his 
particular function, the man of higher 
type must be content with greatly
moderated expect"tion11, while he perse
veres with undiminished eftorts. He has 
to see how comparativlylittle can be done, 
and yet to find it worth while to do that 
little; so uniting philanthropic energy with 
philosophic calm.-Herbert Spencer. 

To speak yonr honest thoughts, to teach 
your fellowmen, to investigate for your
self, to seek the truth, these were all 
crimes, and the " Holy Mother Ohurch " 
pursued the criminals with sword and 
flame. The believers in a god of love-an 
infinit father-punished hundreds of of
fenses with torture and death. Suspected 
persons were tortured to make them con
fess. Convicted persons were tortured to 
make them giv the names of their accom
plices. Under the leadership of the 
church, cruelty had become the only re
forming power.-Ingersoll. 

. WE fence in the land and wonder why 
men cannot be satisfied with the slavery 
of banishment. We confer privileges upon 
some at the expense of others, and endow. 
those who possess with a contempt for 
those who are dispossessed. We go to the 
legislature when we should go to the head 
and heart. The gavel of the speaker falls 
upon the passage of an act and the work 
Of the Lord is done. The benevolent are 
deceived into satisfaction, and the poli
tician has put another element into the 
sources of his sustenance and tyranny. 
Meanwhile the people directly affected 
find the doors they beat against double
barred rather than thrown open.-Horace 
L. Traubel. 

IT must be admitted, by men who keep 
steady observation on the facts of life, that 
folly ana greed occasionally secure frag
ments of delight and appreciable spells of 
fair fortune. But common sense reckons 
one experience with another, and strikes 
an ethical average. And the verdict of the 
overwhelming majority of rational men, 
religious or otherwise, has been cast on 
the side of the life which is conducted on 
the line of temperance, industry, courtesy, 
and kindness, and a reasonable prepared
ness to suppress personal inclination in the 
interests of a ·friend, a family, or a com
munity. This verdict has been given on 
the double ground that morality is essen· 
tial to the public weal, and tends to the 
happiness of thf! individual.-F. J. Gould. 

PERHAPS, in some degree, the threats of 
punishment and the promises of reward 
hereafter may still be operativ and may, 
even among presumably intelligent peo· 
ple, be cited as the chief reason for the 
practice of virtue. I say perhaps, because 
one sees what small efteot they hav on the 
conduct of those who profess undiminished 
belief in them. For these, practically, 
moribund motive the Evolutionist substi
tutes that higher and abiding motiv, based 
on the vast significance of the doctrin of 
heredity, which alone awakens us to deep 

STATZ OF ORio, CITY oF ToLEDo,} ss 
LnoAs CouNTY. • 

FRANKJ. CH .. NEY m;lte> oath that he is the 
senior partner of the firm of F. J. CHENFY & Co. 
doing business in the oity of Toledo, County and 
State aforesaid. and that •aid firm will pay the 
sum of ON Ill RUNDREU DOLLARS for each and 
every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the 
use of HALL's CATARRH CunE. . 

FRANK J. CHENEY. 
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres

ence, this 6hh day of December, A.D. 1886. 

{,-A-.} A. W. GLEASON, 
~ Notarv Pttblto. 

Hall's CJ.tarrh Care is taken internally and acts 
directly on the blood and mucous snrface, of the 
system. Send for testimonial~. free. 

F. J. CHENEY & 00., Toledo, O. 
P"" Sold by Druggists, 75o. 
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sense of debt to the past and of duty to 
the future. We are each of us hundreds 
of thousands of years old-" the heirs " 
indeed, "of all the ages;" we are what ~e 
are through what our forefathers made us 
plus the action of circumstances on our~ 
selva; and, as with us, so with our fellows 
and our children. Therefore the future is 
largely with us, as inducement to cultivate 
the best and suppress the worst; and if to 
know that it rests with man to make or 
mar the lives of others be not suffieient 
stimulus to learning the true that we may 
do the right, I know not what other motiv 
will avail.-Edward Olodd. 

The Glory of lnfl~elit~ k. ~~.~.~.~!"~~'!. !~.~t~ 
WirH A POEM ON Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

Thomas Pat·ne the Christian <lhy.rch are. thirty-nine poor, 
broken-down op1mons." Pnce, 10 cents. 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best~ Mr. 'Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU TBE TWO LI'r''r'L~ 1\~D f1l'r''r"EJ«S 

A Story o' the Rightway Alm;house Liberal Hymn Book1 
short story that will interest children and 

parents. 
By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 

Pric~, Five Cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKliJR CO., 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 
Tennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and smg them in your' homes, making them hap· 
Pf. and bright ?-SEND FOB A COPY,-Green cloth, 
<nlt title. 40 cents: ha.lf bound, 25 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Rellgous Problems. Price, 1() cents. 
Was Jesus Insaner Price, 10 cents. 

Add"""" THE TRTITH SEEKER 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOR 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.

CO]I[l'ILED llY L. K. WASllBURN, 
Prl••· $1.~0. 11'ot' •s.le s.t THlS Oll'll'{OI!I 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
POPIS AHD Yl{tltl DOINGS RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL. 
. For Her Daily Braad is the sto~y of two young 

g1rls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little money 1 fair edncation1 and 
much coura~e, to make tneir way throngn the 
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE '!RUTH SEl!l'KER, 
28 L~fa.yette Pl., New York 

ACCOUNT OP 

Vicars or Ghrist ana Vicegerents of Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

AT !.BOUT ONE-HALF V !.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half mtles of Media county seat 
and within four miles of Chester, Pa., on the 
Delaware river. Several eprings of soft water, 
good timber growing on the place. some nhoice 
apple and pear trees in fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes· walk of the railroad station, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line between 
Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern house on it. l!ight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.ntifnl woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

-THE-

f R EETHI NKE RS 1 PICTORIAl TEXT -BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

W BE .A. DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

WALING THE ABUSES 
011' .A. UNION OP 

OHUROlt AND 

185 
ST.A.Tlllo 

Full,.,. Page 
lllustratioflS. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS OF 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL .. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH PORTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER-

The mnstrations are classi1led as follows: 

I repreNnt Sam:ples of Christianity's Work. 
5 M MissiOnaries, 
1 " The Lord's Instruments. 
115 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " ;ze Church and Slavery. 
I " iests and Politics. 
41 •• eland and the Church. 
:l " Church's Idea of Civilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Cross. 
4 .. Unkind Reflections on the Church. 
9 .. Persecutions of the Church. 
11 •• Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
8 " Hel!. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
I! " The Church Hob bing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children an<il the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine.. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 · The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 " Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be
fore appP.ared in this country1 and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub
lished. We must give the Trutn Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At twice the p1·ice 1t woPld have been a. cheap book. Art1st Heston as a Portrait.painter and de
Rigner is a. wonderful S\1ccess. and we judge from our own feelinJIS ).hat nearly every Liberal in 
america will desire a copy of this most wonderful volnme.-[Freethmkers' Magazine. 

1\Ir. Reston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
m11tter that Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h~ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of the best weapons against Chr1stianity a.nd the church that has ever been put :n the 
llands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

"~--

Price, }':)Qard CQvers, $2; eiQtl» $2.SO. 

.&.ddress TUB TRtlTH SEEK.BII. 

Examination of the Mora.ls and History 
of the Now Test&ment. 

Bl7l'BOI', 11' W. NJCWKAI'I. Prtoe 25 ~ents. 
AddrA•• 'I'HF 'l'RTITH Rl!lEK11lB • 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
By Bl!V. a. T. Fox, M.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN. 

Pnce, 2fi cent• At'idrARR T•n: 'l'~TI'T''E! RF.EKEB, 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· f AN , EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! ; e 'Ve want 1000 more active agents before e 
~ July 1st. We will guarantee 520 to $30 per day ~ 
" can be easilf, madeinanylocality; our goods f 
• :;~M~es~~~i~~fi FeJi~~5~na ~~~g~ rs~11 ~~ • e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Nay e 
~for fulLJ>articnlars, or we will send with ~ 
f" same a. Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents In e 
, 

silver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad .. ; 
dress," STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
THE ELIXIR OF Llf:E 

-rd edyof 

is not in magjo potions 4 'speciflcs" 
or electric clap-trap, but only in 
'WISDOM-THE SCIENCE OF HEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
bY reading the most complete book of 
Dledieal, Social, Sexual Scieuee, 
by an eminent _phYsician of 35 years 
experience. :The ''old, original, 
~tap.dard u ~ork, endorsed by all, 

i"ii~~'t:~a ~; ~~'i'! ioe~l:i'R~~ll,[,ft~n~i 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 

:~;~tli~e~ti~'t~Y!a~:J;~~e:u_ ~~W 
married or wbo ever expeetto be 
~~~J;:j c'hi)f1t~~rh..~~al·g~~.E:;gigo 
wood cuts, 21 chromosc: showing 
origin of life-development of ma.n. 
APPENDIX ltns over 200 Recipes. 

$1.00 by lllail; Circulars Free. 
Address THE 'l'RU'£H SEEKEH. 

28 Lafayette Place. New Yorlr. 

CleSS.. DR. R, p, FELLOWS, - l 
~-Wbetei_ousa.~tblsadver..r- 1r1uelando N.S. 

NOW READ THIS I 
liDr. Fellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 
successful physician. He has treated DISEASE~ 
OF MEN for twent;v years, and his remedies are 
a.ncntgrowth of tb1s long_p~actice, which should 
ei~e oon11.denoe to those a.mioted . 

file:///riests
http://IIedie.lI
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HOW CHRISTIANS HEED THE TEACHINGS OF CHRIST. 

Lay not up for yourselvs treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through 
and steal.-Matt. vi, 19. 

JY e'tDa of ~Ae Weelt. 
ABUBAKER, sultan of J ohore, died in 

London on J nne 4th. 

NEw YoRK city has added 20,000 acres 
to its area by the annexation of West 
Chester, Williamsbridge, Waverly, East 
Chester, City Island, and other parts of 
Westchester county. 

DELEGATES representing unions of car· 
penters, plumbers, steamfitters, and iron 
workers, hav formed a Central Union in 
this city to antagonize the Board of Walk· 
ing Delegates of the Building Trades. It 
was charged that during the electrical 
strike pickets were paid $4 per day. The 
Central Union thinks they should hav 

(JUNE i/5, 1895 

EDITORIAL 

From the Freethought Magazine. 

" The advertisement of that well•kh.own 
Freethinker and· distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appea:t:sin our advertising 
pages. • • · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public, He is __ an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give you you are sure to gqt, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethougbt and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal publiCi. '1 

The subject of the above eulogy claims· 
no credit as a writer- or scholar; his e:lforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench forforty-flve years· is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business o:u. 
minimum dee:ree of expense. His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die-cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 
~Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia

monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein 

Watch. 

The Ingersoll Sou 

veni~ Spoon. 

The Freethought 

Badge. 
INSPECTOR McLAuGHLIN, of the New 

York Police, has been found guilty of ex
tortion. 

AMONG the recent terrible disasters at 
sea was the loss of the French steamer Dom 
Pedro, which, bound for Spain, ran on a 
rock, causing the loss of about 100 passen
gers, mostly emigrants. 

given their services free. •••••••••••••••··~· 
No bauble of a title could add anything To reduce expenses the Canadian gov

ernment has cut down its regular militia 
force 20 per cent. 

GREAT damage was caused in the Medi
cin Valley, Neb., by the giving way of the 
dam of Curtis Lake. 

THE Germans in Africa hav " pacified " 
the "rebellious" B~koko by killing a few 
hundred more of them. 

A CLOUDBUBST and consequent overflow 
of streams in the Black Forest, Germany, 
caused heavy loss of life. 

THE State Democratic convention in 
Illinois was solid for free silver, the gold 
standard delegates not attending. 

IT is proposed to giv the ballot in Aus
tria to a group of 600,000 artisans, who 
wonld elect thirteen members of the 
Reichsrath. 

TRlll voluntary advance of the wages of 
the employees of big manufaeturing es
tablishments in various parts of the coun
try continues. 

THE Republicans of Kentucky nominated 
W. C. Bradley for governor. The plat
form declares for the gold standard, pro
tectioii, and reciprocity. 

THE Cubans are encouraged by Capt.
Gen. Campos's cry to Spain for more 
troops. They hold that it indicates that 
the insurgents are prospering. 

SPAIN bas complied specifically with all 
the demands of the United States govern
ment growing out of the firing of the 
Conde V enadito on the Allianca. 

SIGNOR FEBRARE, who defeated the So
cialist Barbato in the first or regular elec
tion for the Chamber of Deputies in Italy, 
was aBBassinated in Rome on J nne 3d. 

EMILY F AITBFULL, one of the first women 
in that country in this century to fight 
for the widening of the sphere of woman, 
died last week in England at the age of 
sixty. 

THE whaleboat Kite will go to Greenland 
to bring back Lieutenant Peary and his 
two companions who wintered there. The 
Kite will leave St. Johns, N. F., about the 
middle of July. 

SENATOR TELLER, of Colorado, declares 
that he will not support the national Be
publican candidates next year if they are 
opposed to the free coinage of silver or if 
the party does not put a free silver plank 
in the platform. 

CAPT.-GEN. PRIMO RIVERA, of Spain, 
was shot on June 4th, and probably mor
tally wounded, by Captain Clavijo, in 
Madrid. It is conceded that the assassin 
was mentally out of balance, but neverthe
less he was condemJa.ed by a military court 
al!.d lihot, 

IT is reported that there has been a mas
sacre of English, French, _and American 
missionaries at C hengtu. China, and that 
the government has held back telegrams 
giving information of the fact. 

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has appointed 
Richard Olney, of Massachusetts, Secre
tary of State, vice General Gresham, de
ceased, and Judge Judson Harmon, of 
Ohio, Attorney General, vice Mr. Olney, 
promoted. 

THERE are serious troubles in Colorado 
between the sheepmen and cattle owners. 
The latter armed, organized in military 
f@rmation, and moved on the former, who, 
realizing their physical weakness, began to 
retire with their flocks to Wyoming. 

Srx new battleships are rapidly nearing 
completion, but there are not sailors avail
able for more than two, and the only way 
the department can put the new vessels 
into commission is to withdraw some of 
the old ones and transfer their crews. 

A STATISTICAL bulletin issued by the 
treasury department shows that in ten 
years the number of women in the United 
States engaged in "gainful occupations " 
has increased 1,257,554, while the increase 
of the number " employed in trade and 
transportation " is 263 per cent. The lat
ter is largely due to the increased use of 
the typewriter. 

ON Sunday, June 9lli, all saloons, con
cert halls, and dancing pavilions were 
closed at Coney Island, to the great disap
pointment of the 40,000 visitors, and the dis· 
may of the business men of the place, who 
are ruined if the closing is continued. A 
Brooklyn star chamber junta, known as 
the "Brooklyn Law Enforcement So-
ciety," is responsible. · 

FIFTY· SEVEN re-ballots were held in Italy 
on Sunday. June 2d, for members of the 
House of Deputies. The results, so far as 
announced, are : Thirty Ministerialists, 
ten members of the Constitutional Oppo· 
sition, nine Radicals, and three Socialists. 
The convict Bosco (Socialist) was elected 
in Palermo, and the Socialist Barbato in 
Ravenna. The election of a convict to the 
Honse of Deputies acts as an order of re
lease. 

MAYOR STRONG has filled the new Special 
Sessions Court and the City Magistrates 
bench by the appointment of nine Repub
licans and five Democrats, one out of 
Tammany, including in the list one of the 
old police justices, Deuel. These are the 
appointees : .Justices, Special Sessions 
Court, E. B. Hinsdale, W. Travers 
Jerome, E. A. Jacob, John Hayes, Wm. 
C. Holbrook; City Magistrates, Charles 
A. Flammer, Robert C. Cornell, John 0. 
Mott, Henry A. Brann, Leroy B. Crane, 
Joseph M. Deuel, William J. Fanning, 
Hermau J. Kudlioh, Obas, E. Simms, Jr. 

to the fame of a really great philosopher 
or man of science. Mr. Herbert Spencer, 
who was one of the three men outside.of 
Germany who were recently appointed by 
Emperor Wiliam Knights of the Order of 
Merit, has declined the proffered honor on 
the ground that his opinions, repeatedly 
expressed in his writings, debar him from 
accepting it. 

TR"E rebellion in EDnador will probably 
be successful, as the insurgents hav cap
tured Guayaquil, after a day of very severe 
fighting, and heavy losses on both sides. 
General Ignacio has been proclaimed civil 
and military chief. Babahoyo and Yaguach 
hav also been occupied by the insurgents. 
The insurgents hold eleven of the fifteen 
provinces. The clergy are powerful and 
will do all possible to maintain the old 
government. 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT
IOALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It acts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 

It has a knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machines. 

The catalogue tells yon more about it. 
FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadwa-y, New York. 

18t16 

THE Anti-Vuecination Society of Amer
ica was reorganized under the old articles 
of incorporation at a convention held in the 
Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York on June 
5th. There was an attendance of some 
more than fifty men and women, the larger 
number of them physicians. Speeches 
were made by Dr. Alexander Wilder, Dr. 
M. R. Leverson, Dr. R. A. Gunn, Dr. J. 
Dobson, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., Eliza B. 
Bnrnz, and others. Very stroog resolu
tions in condemnation of compulsory vac
cination were adopted, and measures were 
taken to publish the Anti- Vaccination •;•••••••••••••••• 
News by the Society. Among other sums 
pledged to be raised was $100 guaranteed 
by Dr. Foote. These are the officers 
elected for the ensuing year: President, 
Dr. Peter M. Barclay, Newburg; secre
tary, Dr. M. B. Leverson, Port Richmond, 
S. I.; treasurer, Dr. J. M. McKinlev, 
New York; executiv committee, W. H. 
Keefe, Newburg; Dr. C. A. Walters, 
Brooklyn; Dr. H. Hitchcock, New York; 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., New York; Dr. J. 
Dobson, Bethel, Conn. The initiation fee 
is $1 and the annual dues $1. 

PUBLICA'.I'IONS. 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Priee, 5 cents. 

Interesting books by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctnnes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
:: Djv~ne Love_ and W,jsdom," 248 pp.,..... -7~ 

D1vme Prov1dence, 808 pp.,............. .7., 
"Conjugal LovP," 472 pp ................... $1.00 
"True Ohristian Religion." 982 pp... . . . . • . 1.50 
" Apocalypse Explained," Vola. 1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenbo~g Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict B atween Reason and Superstition, 
By '.1'. C. WIOOICO:U:BE, 

Price, J.O Cents. For sa.le a.t this Office. 

DfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Re:tu-ta:tion o:t "the Argou

:.nen"t Tha-t Na-ture Ex
hibi-ts Marks o:t Havlna
Been Designed by an J:n
tellie:en"t Beina-. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. The D<ldignArgume•t Vitiates Itself By Neces
sitating an Infinite l:leries of Designprs. 

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

III. If 'rhere Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mecha.nisms. 

IV. What Is Oailed Des1gn Is Onl:r Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Desig-n. 
VI. Asilronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 •• 

211 La.fa.yette Flaoe, N y, 
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BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly e:dend the circulation of TBE TBUTB SEEXEB. 
First, we want its in:fluence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. · Sec- · 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wieh to emphasi~e both of these reasons. Orir 
present subscribers can do a great- deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them : we therefore make this SPECIAL 
...VEW SUBSCRIBER. OFFER: 

~ o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make thi11 offer : , Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TnT-Boox. · 

The pictures in the FnEETBINXEB's- PICTORIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abulileS of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
'Uncle Sam and the :Priests there are 16.; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; PrayeJ;, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedatis, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The ;Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind . Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the _Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may m8ke us whole .. Indues your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LARB1 WORTS FOB TBBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies l~av been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it ia worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-JiTeethinkers' 
M(J,gazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. Bnt the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best . weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a. new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now 8 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 

LA:MAB, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TBUTB SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, w. F. BaiLBY. 
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I.. 1ST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

Tit~ TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send Tax TRUTH SEEUR one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~ificent work ev~r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "Foun 
HUNDRJ!lD YEARs OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBB. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER I 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• l<'OU.K HUNDR~D YE.t..RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

..AN.D F UR'l HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GIWTF.ST BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated BI.::S~~~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Cheap. Researches 
I 

ID Scientific Books Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur· 

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediroval Education. By 
A. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: .P .. st and Present By Richard Cbene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern '.rbonght. By S. 
Laing 75 cents, 

Formation o Vesetable Monl<l through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime, and t:lcience and Poe~ry,_ with 
otner essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.n.S E. 
Two books in ono volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise aad Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D. 

Jf'aurth Etltttcm. 
Part I.-Researches in J ewisb History; ten cba.p 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill.-Deriva.tion of Christianity; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Ca. me the Aryans? Five chap· 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafa.vette Place. New York CitY. 

For $6 we will send TaB TRUTH SxxuR on~ year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TaB TRUTH SuuR one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send Ta111 TRUTH Sl!IEUR one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send Ta111 TRUTH SEEUR one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send Ta111 TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 
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The Initiatory Element in Progress. 
"The struggle of the ages has been individual selfish

ness, ignorance, and hate, against collectiv universality, 
wisdom, and love-and the contest was never more ve
hement than it is to·day."-Pen and Plow. 

It would be exceedingly difficult to crowd a 
greater number of expressed and implied inaccu
racies and downright untruths into fewer· words. 
According to the Pen and Plow, Galileo, Coperni
cus, Bruno, Voltaire, Paine, Diderot, Spinoza, Car
lile, Bradlaugh, Phillips, Garrison, Wright, An
drews, Bennett, Leland, Seaver, and all the rest of 
the pioneers of man;s redemption from superstition 
and slavery, were blindly selfish, ignorant, and vin
dietiv, while the st~pid and indifferent masses 
whom they strove to awaken were the champions 
gf universality, wisdom, and love. "The struggle 
of the ages " has been the heroic battle of a few in
dividuals of wisdom, foresight, and humanitarian 
instincts against the " collectiv " dullness, mole-like 
blindness, provincialism, and cruelty of the vast 
majorities of their times. There has never been a 
period in the history of the race when, if" the peo
ple," popularly so-called, had possessed a tithe of 
the intellect, enterprise, and love of justice which 
informed and animated the " individu!Hs " they per
secuted and slaughtered, they could not hav cast 
their chains from them in a moment, as it were. 
But such an hour never struck for humanity, and 
it never will-that is, the hour when the great ma
jority of the race will stand equal with the small 
minority in power of mind, devotion to the highest 
conception of equity, and in tender regard for all 
forms of life. No matter how high the race as a 
whole is gradually raised, this will remain true. In 
a universe of causes and effects it could not be 
otherwise. In evolutionary development there are 
always leaders and teachers, and the only real diffi.. 
culty they hav to overcome is the inertia of the 
bulk of the people. Every discovery, every inven
tion, every innovation in industry, politics,· and so
ciology, has come to the race from the individual
not the individual who was but one of the unnamed 
units composing what Pen and Plo'IIJ calls the "col
lectivity "-but the individual who had ideas and 
aspirations in advance of his time and was not 
afraicl to run counter to the ignorance, prejudices, 
and apparent interests of his contemporari.es. 

Yet all this does not carry with it the conclusion 
that there is, in the nature of things, a conflict be-

tween the rights and interests of the "collectivity " 
and the rights and interests of the individual for 
. ' 
the existent cannot struggle against the non-exist-
ent ; the contest is ever between different f~rms of 
existence. "Collectiv universality, wisdom, and 
love," are abstractions ; the words describe no so
ciological or psychological fact ; what Pen and 
Plow calls collectiv wisdom and love is merely the 
aggregated wisdom and love of the individual& 
who hav approximately similar thoughts and feel
ings. What has to be considered by the individ
ual who wishes to institute reforms, who would 
alter the constitutions and modify the operations of 
various social organizations, is the liberty, capac
ities, and needs of the individuals who inhabit the 
country. They can enjoy, they can suffer. But the 
two abstractions, "society" and "the state," are 
absolutely insentient; they can feel neither pain 
nor pleasure. In discussing any proposed measure 
we hav to deal only with its aspects toward the in
dividual-will it harm him or benefit'him. When 
we talk of the conflict between the rights of the 
individual and the rights of society, we mean noth
ing more-if we use words intelligently-than the 
possible conflict between the rights of the minority 
and the rights of the majority of individuals. 

The church has held and holds that she was and 
is supreme over the individual, but this has meant 
and means only that the individuals composing 
" the church" claimed for themselvs and still claim 
the right, under "God," to impose their beliefs on 
all other individuals. The church is simply a com
bination of mdividuals asserting the right to lord 
it over their fellows who do not accept the same 
doctrine. There is nothing awe-inspiring in the 
church, once we are convinced of the falsity of its 
teachings, except the brute force represented by 
numbers. A lie believed by one million men is no 
more entitled to reverence than the same lie when 
believed by only one man. And, despite all that 
certain undiscriminating and illogical writers assert 
to the contrary, the fact that a given dogma is ac
cepted by a very large number of people is suffi
cient to throw grave doubts upon its assumed 
truth. History and experience tell us that the 
masses of men are easily credulous, disposed to re
ceive as gospel what is told them at their mothers' 
knees and believed by their associates, not equipped 
for . original investigation, and almost wholly un
qualified to reason in a logical and consecutiv man
ner, especially where their superstitions and sup
posed self-interest are involved. The chances are, 
therefore, that the " collectivity " - religious or 
political-is always nearer wrong than right as 
against the conclusions of the dissenting individual. 

Startling Admissions by Protestant Ministers. 
The Grindel wald Conference resulted in the send

ing of a letter to the clergy requesting them to 
preach on Sunday, June 2d, on Church Union, and 
it is our pleasure to make note of some of the asser
tions and admissions thus drawn from the lips of 
God's ambassadors. 

Perhaps tbe most remarkable of these occasional 
sermons was that delivered by Dr. Lyman Abbott in 
Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. In beginning, he said 
that he did not often comply with requests to speak 
on selected topics, but the subject of church union 
was one of so much importance that he had made 
an exception of it, although, if he could hav foreseen 
the warmth of the day, he would hav been tempted 
to choose "a less heavy theme "1 He at once ad
mitted that the gospels are not the oldest of the 
books of the New Testamant, when he said that 
Paul's letter to the Corinthians was supposed to be 
the first ·written of the books of that part of the 

Bible. Even at that time grave differences had 
arisen in the church ; we can only surmise what 
they were. It would appear, though, that the Jew
iRh element insisted that "the early Christians 
should observe the J a wish laws, the Jewish feasts, 
the Jewish Sabbath, should go to the temple and 
offer up the sacrifice, and should submit to the 
Jewish circumcision." The Gentiles objected to all 
this, and so there grew up two padies, one "cling
ing to the traditions of the Jews, under Peter, and 
the others following Paul." Next at Alexandria, 
the "great university town" of the age, where 
"Greek, Roman, Orienhl, and Hebrew tlilOu.,.ht 

0 

came together," there arose a sech of philosophers 
" who were to solve a problem of life." 

"These men still exist, even in our time3, the men who 
want to rule the universe. They said, 'Wa must find 
out who ·christ is.' They said, ' Whe.t is this atonement?' 
They wanted to turn Christianity into philosophy," 

Of course Mr. Abbott's kind of Christianity has 
not tried to rule the universe ! But a3 Christianity 
was essentially superstition, the Aleundrian phi
losophers could not make H into philosophy. Mr. 
Abbott proceeds : 

"Already there was a fourth p!\rty ia. the chm:oh. They 
said they did not know wb.ether there wag sue b. a msn as 
Christ; 'We don't Cilore if he lived; this sto~y S!lotiSfi.3s 
us. We believe in communion with Go:l, in a Iivin"' 
Christ.' They were the mystics. . "' 

"Thus there were four great parties in the church of 
Christ at the outset." 

Already four chief seClts in the Christian church 
in the time of Paul! And the adherents of one of 
them did not know whether a Jesus of Nazareth 
had act'tlally lived or was a mere idealization! If 
the Christians differed so vitally at that early date, 
why should we be damned because we do not know 
anything more certainly concerning the truth of the 
dogmas of the church than did Paul's contempo
raries ! Dr. Abbott has said enough to convince any 
thinking person that Christianity was purely human 
in its origin ; that it, like every other religion, is 
the product of evolution, that is, growth. The 
Plymouth pastor next rapidly traced the course of 
division in the Christian church subsequent to the 
time of Paul, mentioning the three great sects, 
Roman Catholic, Greek, and Protestant, and ad
verting to the almost innumerable divisions of the 
latter. In this connection he said: 

"The antagonism between churohes has been far 
greater than that between Christianity and Paganism. 
The Roman Catholics hav hated the Protestants, and the 
Protestants hav hated the Roman Catholics more than 
they hate('! sin. It is only 100 years ago that in Sootla'ld 
the Preabyterians exoommunic!loted a stone mason be· 
cause he helped to build an Epis!lop!!ol church, and 
asserted that he assisted in erecting a p!\gan temple." 

There were now to be seen some indications of a 
growing tendency to church union, thought Dr. 
Abbott. Read the reports of sermons contained in 
the Monday papers, and, unless the reporter men
tions the denominational affiliation of the ministers, 
you cannot tell to wha~ sect they belong. This is 
equally true of P.rotestants and Catholics, declares 
the doctor. He thinks that this indicates a grow-' 
ing desire for union on the basis of fundamental 
beliefs. In our opinion the phenomenon is trace
able partly to this cause and partly to the increas
ing indifference toward religion, as religion ; and 
this indifference is created and fostered by the dis· 
coveries in science, by historical investigations, and 
the wider and more numerous and fascinating pur
suits which democracy and induEtrialism open to 
the men and women af the present age. Bllt in so 
far as the manifestly intensifying desire for closer 
union between the sec~s and the avoidance of in
sis~ence upon petty differences are due to the wish 
to unite upon the basis of a few fundamental con· 



cepts, it is certain that the drift is Romeward. 
There can be no mistaking the signs of the times, 
and one of the most unequivocal of these signs 
which we hav observed lately is the next admission. 
which we shall quote from Dr. Abbott's sermon· 
Referring to the proposal of the Lambeth Epis
copal authorities to form a union of all denomina
tions on the basis of the Bible, the Apostles' and 
Nicene creeds, the symbol, and the historic epis
copate, Dr. Abbott surrenders to Rome in these 
pregnant sentences : 

"In other words, Qur Episcopal brethren insist that We 
eh~ mak;e the church union ~rst on the book. It is not 
weil to criticise an honest and earnest desire to bring 
about Christian unity, but the more I hav examined 
these Lambeth a~;ticles the more I dis~gree with them. 
We cannot found the u,nity of the Christi"'n church on 
the Bible, because the Bible is founded ou the church. 
The church was founded before the Bible was written; 
the latter is a . record of church work. To build the 
church on the Bible is to lay the foundation on the super
structure. The church is the foundation, and the Bible 
has been built upon it. We hav tried this experiment of 
building the church on the Bible. This was what the 
Protestants did in the sixteenth century, but it did not 
unite the church. You cannot build the church on a 
creed, for, as the Bible is built on the church, the creed 
is built on the Bible." 

So Rome has always affirmed, and such we know 
to be the fact. :J;»rotestantism has built upon the 
B,ible, which, it rece~ved from Rome, and yet it 
cu,rses R.ome as the perverter of Christianity ! How 
~oes it ~ow that the Catholic church perverted 
QJ¢sti1Ul,ity T What records has it, outside of 
tb,e l:ijble, of prim,itiv Christianity, and to what, if 
:r;~,ot to the Catholic church, does it owe the preser
"ation or creation of the Bible? The Protestant 
who aft\rms the infallibility of the Bible merely takes 
a roundabout way of affirming the infallibility of 
the Ohurch of R.ome. The creation cannot be in
fallible unless tbe creator is infallible, and the Bible 
is the creation and Rome the creator. Dr. Abbott's 
frank confession will return many a time to torment 
his inconsistent and illogical fellow-churchmen. 

On the day that Dr. Abbott's sermon was deliv
ered Dr. L. A. Banks preached on the same subject 
in the Hanson Place Methodist Episcopal church 
in Brooklyn. He said : 

'-''l'h,e <ijversity o~ denom.in,~tions is a very great per
J?Je~ty to some people. They cannot understand why, if 
tb.e :J!ijble is the inspire«l message of God to men, all 
~hQuld J,l.Ot see and interpret the message alike, and find 
l;u~rJl1Q.nious fellowship in the same church and creed." 

Tl,le objection is a natural and unanswerable one, 
although Dr. Banks tries desperately to get it out 
of the way. He should emulate the commendable 
e:s;ample of Dr. Abbott, and admit that the only 
way to prove that the Bible is the inspired word of 
God is to prove that the Catholic church is incap
able of error. 01 course that is what the Plymouth 
minister's admission amounts to in the outcome. 
D,r. Banks longs for church federation because he 
thinks that then all social problems could be solved 
in accordance with the "standards of Jesus Christ.'; 
In other and plainer words, he wants the churches 
to unite so that they can force their interpretation 
of J;esu,s's teachings upon all other citizens at the 
poi,n.t ol the bayonet. Here are his words : 

"'Jibe tenement-house question, the problem of the 
sweat shops, the di~bolical nuisance of the saloon, the 
social e~, the wise oaring for the poor, and many other 
q,uestions could fi,nd solution if all the Christian force of 
the city could be brought to bear on them by bringing 
~e standards of .IeSUB Christ into control in our city 
ijf,e." 

~rumming for argument's sake that the Bible (and 
what it says is all that Dr. Banks knows about the 
'~ stand.ru:ds" of Jesus), correctly reports the utter
IU).ces of the "Son of God," we are compelled to 
conclude that if everybody followed his instruc
tions there would be neither tenement houses nor 
a.n.y. other kind of dwellings, for no one would hav 
ever saved enough to build even a cottage. Jesus 
both made and drank wine, and wine-making and 
drinking are antecedent to the establishment of sa
loons. If Dr. Banks and the rest of the militant 
modern Christians would deal with the social evil 
in the way that Jesus did, we would, for the first 
time, hav some tangible evidence of a sincere desire 

. to follow in the footsteps of the carpenter's son. 
As to "wise caring for the poor," the only scheme 
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that Jesus had for doing this was to giv to who
ever asked for alms, the ultimate result of which 
indiscriminate charity must be universal beggary. 
Jesus knew nothing of the demands of justice, and 
he did not so much as protest against slavery, the 
extreme denial of justice, and the stereotyping of 
poverty. 

The Fetich Worshiper. 
We once met a fetich worshiper. Of course we 

hav seen othet fetich worshipers, but this one was 
remarkable for his logical consistency and total in
ability to reason analytically. His fetich was the 
statute law; it was always to be implicitly obeyed, 
no matter what it required. We said to him : 
" Suppose that the law of this state made religious 
heresy a crime punishable with death by burning, 
and suppose that your mother should avow herself 
a Freethinker-what would be your duty in the 
premises and what would you do!" " If I were in 
any way charged with the enforcement of the laws 
of the state it would be my duty to carry into effect 
this law against heresy, and I should certainly do 
it; the law is above all else," he replied unhesita
tingly and in perfect seriousness. This fetich wor
shiper was a lawyer, he lived in Iowa, and he was 
an Infidel. 

The man who makes a fetich of the legalized 
opinions of a certain or uncertain number of men 
always reasons syllogistically. This is his invari
able formula: 

"It is the duty of the citizen to obey all the laws of 
the state. 

"This particular statute [whatever it may happen to 
be] is a law of the state. 

"Therefore it is my duty to obey this particular statute, 
no matter how repugnant it may be to my sense of jus
tice." 

He fails to see that his major premia is untrue. 
The citizen has reserved rights, and when a majo:rity 
traverses them with a statute, that statute is not 
binding on any dissenting citizen. This is equally 
true when a minority succeeds in cajoling or bully
ing the legislativ power into enacting statutes that 
interfere with the said reserved rights of the citizen. 
If the individuals who compose the electorate hav 
not, as units, the rightful authority to compel their 
neighbors to a certain course of action, they do not 
get that authority by banding together and elect
ing a legislature. One thousand counterfeit one
dollar bills do not become good money by being 
put into one pocketbook. 

The fetich worshiper cannot reason analytically, 
he cannot reason by comparison, he cannot discrim
inate. The syllogism is a seductiv weapon, and he 
eagerly grasps it, but it more often cuts his own 
hand than it injures his opponent. This truth was 
strikingly illustrated when Father Lambert issued 
his famous attack on Colonel Ingersoll. 

As the Bishop of Seez affirms in his letter to 
Premier Ribot, "the law of the empire ends where 
that of the conscience commences ;" as William H. 
Seward said, referring to the statutes that legalized 
chattel slavery in the United States, " there is a 
higher law," so we affirm that as against the pri
mary and paramount rights of the non-invading 
citizen the Sunday statutes and all similar acts of 
legislation are null and void. They are of no effect; 
they are not in any sense binding on the conscience; 
whether the individual will or will not temporarily 
obey them is wholly a matter of expediency, and he 
is the sole judge of the expediency or inexpediency 
of either compliance or defiance. 

In New Orleans there is at present an hysterical 
outcry for the enforcement of the Sunday law of 
that city. This law went into effect on Jan 1, 1887, 
but it has been practically a nullity until recently. 
New Orleans has never taken kindly to Puritanic 
ways, but it seems that she has now surrendered, 
for nearly all the newspapers and other opinion
manufacturing influences are madly clamoring for 
the enforcement of the law, "because it is law," as 
the TimeB-.Democrat exultingly avers in its head
lines. Presumably if a law had been smuggled 
through making it a capital offense to eat meat on 
Friday these same unthinking shouters would vo
ciferously and with a great show of righteous in
dignation demand that it be enforced " because it 
is law." The fetich worshiper is to the front in the 

·Crescent Oity. lie often hates the Sunday law, but 
either he is not wise enough to know that the un
clean thing should be spurned, dr knowing it, he 
has not the courage to say so. Even the daily 
item, which points to the struggle of the duban 
patriots to free their island home froni the opprei
sion of the SpaniardS and to the centuries-old battle 
for the independence of Ireland, and thus calls at~ 
tention to the Wrongs inflicted on the two countries 
for the purpose of emphasizing the unmerited suf
ferings of the people of New Orleans, under the 
Sunday law, at once stultifies itself by declaring 
that its position is very plain, that it holds that, 
while the law should never hav been passed, it 
should be respected. The depth of itl!l fetichistic 
superstition may be better understood aftt~r reading 
its opinion of the law it feels bound to worship, as 
law: 

"This law was conceived in fraud and born in iniquity. 
It is the dirtiest kind of a public bargain on record; an 
offense to the nostrils of this community which they 
should hav been spared, but which certain individuals 
now insist on forcing upon them. So unpopular is the 
Sunday law that were it put to a vote to-day it would be 
snowed under, yet there are thol!e in the community who 
point to it as one of the best laws upon the statute book." 

A measure of respect is due to those who really 
believe that this bargain-born and liberty-denying 
statute is a good law, and as such should be en
forced; but for men like the editor of the Item, who 
know that the law is evil, and that it was conceived 
in fraud, yet who urge that it be enforced because it 
was tricked into a statute book, the mildest feel
ings one can hav are pity and contempt. The Item 
knows that one of the judges of its city courts who 
is aotiv in the crusade for the enforcement of this 
odious and unconstitutional law is an embezzler. 
Excuse the slip ; we do not mean to say that it 
knows it, but that it says that he is an embezzler, 
and it severely blames the committee of arrange
ments who secured his participation in the recent 
great mass meeting called for the purpose of e~:ging 
on the city officials in the work of Sabbatarian per
secution. This pious man's love for law as law 
must be greater than his love for fair dealing with 
his fellows. In truth, such must be the fact in the 
cases of all who take the position occupied by the 
Item, although their personal conduct may not 
always make the contrast so piquantly conspicuous. 

On the evening of June 3d a m!l.ss meeting was 
held in Washington Artillery Hall, New Orleans, 
for the purpose of enforcing t~e law as law. Sev
eral thousand people were in attendance and the 
list of vice-presidents was long, including the edi-· 
tors or managers of six of the city papers. Letters. 
were read from and speeches delivered by business. 
men, colonels, doctors, and judges. A fair sample. 
of the sophistry indulged in may be found in the' 
remarks of Dr. H. Dickson Bruns and the city mag:... 
istrate accused by the Item of the crime of embez
zlement. Dr. Bruns said that among tbe people 
whose love of liberty had been conspicuous were 
the Scottish Covenanters. His illustration was 
very unfortunate for his argument. The Covenant
ers indeed fought bravely for their own rights, but 
Dr. Bruns forgets that their courage was displayed 
in open defiance of laws made for their government 
by the sovereign power of their country. They· 
held their conscience rights paramount to the au-. 
thority of the lawmakers. If they had submitted. 
as tamely as Dr. Bruns asks the people of New Or-. 
leans to do to invasiv and cruel laws they would. 
hav sunk into deserved oblivion. And the doctor· 
also forgets that in this country they hav made. 
themselvs the leaders in the movement to transform, 
the civil republic into a theological despotism. 
The 7 imes-.Demoorat thus summarizes one of the, 
doctor's arguments : 

" As far as he was concerned, he did not approve of the · 
Sunday law as written upon the statute books of Louis-· 
iana. He had no hesitancy in pronouncing his own dis- · 
approval of the law; but the people made that law, as well. 
as all the other laws of the state, and they were bound by.' 
the duties of citizenship to liv up to and uphold these' 
laws." 

This is fetich worship in its purity. When the' 
citizen consents to the infliction of a wrong on. 
another citizen he undermines social order and se
curity, for if one citizen may be safely invaded 
under the cegis of the law, any other and all may 
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be, and chaos conies again. As the state is com
posed .of indiVidual citizens, the denial of the rights 
of any of them is the denial of the rights of all of 
thetn and is a direct and fatal attack upon the state 

itself, as a mutual ptotectiv association. Unless 
it protects the rights of the minority (ntimetically 
or otherwise considered) it is a total failure, for it 
has no other legitimate reason for existence, as it is 
self-evident that the majority, that is, the stronger 
party, can take care of itself in any event. Accord
ing to the Item the people did not make the Sun
day law-it was the cteation of chicane a:m.d cor
ruption-but even admitting, for argument's sake, 
that they did, Dr. Bruns' conclusion that they are 
all therefore bound to respect it by no means 
follows. Suppose that the Protestant majority 
should vote to drive all Oatholics out of the state, 
would Dr. ~runs advocate the enforcement of the 
law, on the ground that" the duties of citizenship" 
required the acquiescence of all citizens, including 
the Oatholic minority, in the legalized outrage T Or 
if the Christians should combine to imprison or ban
ish all Freethinkers, or the Democrats decree the 
confiscation of the property of all Republicans, 
would Dr. Bruns and his fellow fetich-worshipers 
still contend that the law was to be enforced be
cause it was law T 

The magistrate before mentioned said that the 
most impertinent of men was he who would delib
erately violate any law, and he needed no resolu
tions to tell him his duty when Sabbath-breakers 
wete brought into his court. The magistrate of 
old Salisbury, in Massachusetts, Iiiust be a monster 
in the eyes of the New Orleans judge. "1m perti
nent "would be a weak word indeed to describe his 
offense when he tore up the commitment which or
dered him to hav the Quaker woman, brought to his 
town at the cart's tail, whipped on the bare back by 
his constable. This old-time contemner of fetiches 
said that no warrant was good for whipping women 
in Salisbury town. We lliay be prejudiced in favor 
of human liberty and dignity, but, be that as it may, 
it is our candid opinion that one such magistrate as 
he of Salisbury does more to humanize and civilize 
the-world than a hundred million Judge Whitakers 
of New Orleans. 

The whole creed of the fetich worshiper is 
summed up in this brief statement : The legislature 
can, by a majority vote-sincerely given or bought, 
it matter's not-'-make that a crime which before was 
without moral color, or a virtue even, and it can like
wise make that moral and non-invasiv which before 
was without merit, or even a crime. 

'rhe Fleckten School Case in Minnesota. 
Mr. Elias Steenerson, of Orookston, Polk county, 

Minnesota, informs us that he has carefully investi
gated the case of our friend and subscriber, Mr. S. 
J. Fleckten, of Kandiyohi, in that state, and is satis
fied that there is abundant reason for taking up 
the matter and carrying it to the highest courts 
that can be reached. Mr. Fleckten has been 
wronged, and the wrong done to him is a wrong 
done to every other Freethinker and other secular
ist in Minnesota. No less does it interest all friends 
of liberty in every part of this country, and we are 
convinced that they should all take hold and help 
establish his equal rights as an American citizen. 
An able attorney of Orookston writes to Mr. Steen
arson as follows : 

" I hav considered the grievances complained of by 
Mr. S. J. Fleckten, a resident and tax-payer of School 
District No. 61, in the county of Kandiyohi and state of 
Minnesota, which briefly stated are as. follows : Mr. 
Fleckten, who resides in School District No. 61, Kandi
yohi county, Minn., is assessed and pays taxes for the 
support and maintenance of the school in said district, 
and has his children in attendance upon the school 
therein. On the seventh day of December, 1894, at a 
special meeting of .the voters of that district, the book 
commonly known as the ' Bible' was adopted and desig
nated as a text-book for that scheol, ·and the same was 
required to be and was thereafter read every morning by 
the teacher of the school to the pupils as an· opening ex
ercise ; and it was also further decided by the majority 
vote of the meeting that Mr. Fleckten, who had thereto· 
fore requested the discontinuance of the reading of the 
Bible in the school, desist from his opposition to the 
reading of the same therein. 

"I shall now proceed to answer your qneation as to 
whether or not the action taken by the members of the 
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district in adopting the Bible as a text-book snd requir• 
ing it to be read can be sustained. If it cannot, then Mr. 
Fleckten has a remedy to prevent the board of trustees 
from requiring its continuance. 

"First of all, then, we must look to the constitution of 
our state in order intelligently to determin what is and 
what is not permitted in this behalf. Section 16, article 
I., proVides: ':Nor shall any man be compelled to attend, 
erect, or support any place of worship'; and subdivision 
2 of section 3 of article VITI., ' But in no (!ase shall the 
moneys derived as aforesaid, or any portion thereaf, or 
any public moneys or property, be appropriated or nsed 
for the support of any school wherein the distinctiv doc
trine, creed, or tenets of any particulat Ohristian or other 
religious sect are promulgated or taught. • 

''The simple question now arises, Is the reading of the 
Bible in the schools, without exposition or comment, 
sectarian instruction within the meaning of the constitu· 
tional inhibitions just quoted 7 If it is, then the tax
payer is compelled to ' erect and support a place of wor
ship; and the public moneys and the property of the state 
are wrongfully diverted for the support and maintenance 
of a ' school wherein the distindtiv doctrine, creeds, or 
tenets of a pflfticulat religion are taught. t 

''This precise point ctl.me before the supreme court of 
the state of Wisconsin a few years ago, and that court 
decided, under constitutional provisions varying in no 
material respect from our own, that the book known as 
the Bible was one of which the courts took judicial no~ 
tice, and that the courts took judicial notice of the fact 
that the peculiar doctrine of the various oocts, with 1/ery 
few e:!ceptions, are founded upon the contents of the 
iJi'ble, a:!id that it was a matter of common history, of 
which the courts aiways took notice, that the mere read" 
ing of the Bible without expoilit!on or comment had con
verted thousands of persons from one creed or sect to 
another. The reading of the Bible, therefore, cionsti
tuted sectarian instruction and st once turned the school 
house, for the· time being, into a place of worship and 
compelled the tax-payer, contrary to the protection 
placed around him bjr the constitution of his state, to 
erect and B'lipPort s religious institution. The first 
cll'iuse of our constitution just quoted is to the eft'ect that 
no man shall be compelled to attend, erect, or support 
any place of worship. Under this clause I quote from 
the opinion of the court of a sister state in a recent case 
before it: 

" •1s the stated reading of the Bible in the public 
schools as a text-book "worship" within the meaning of 
this clause? As indioated in the clause already consid" 
ered, the word " worship," as here used. includes any 
and e'fery mode of worshiping Almighty God. Webster 
has define~ it as • the set of paving divine honors to the 
Supreme Being; religious reverence and homage; adora
tion paid to God or a being viewed as God. · · · The 
worship of God is an eminent part of religion, and prayer 
is a chief part of religious worship.;, Certainly the read
ing of the holy scriptures as the eternal word of God, in 
obedience to the often-repeated injunetions therein con
tained, whether by the individual in private, or in the 
family, or in the public assembly, is an essential part of 
divine worship. Every sermon is based upon some text 
of scripture. Most prayers are preceded by the reading 
of some passage of scripture as an intelligent guide to the 
thoughtl!l of the worshipers. The Sermon on the Mount 
contains the prayer taught by the Lord. Is it possible 
for any genuin believer in the Ohristian religion to read 
or listen to the reading of that Sermon, and especially 
that prayer, without being tllled with a sense of holy 
honor, reverence, adoration, and homage to Almighty 
God, which is the very essence of worship? We must 
hold that the stated reading of the Bible in the public 
schools as a text-book may be worship within the mean
ing of the clause of the constitution under consideration 
herein. If, then, such reading of the Bible is worship, 
can there be any doubt that the school room in which it 
is so statedly read is a •' place of worship" within the 
meaning· of the same clause of the constitution? · · · · 
Manifestly, the words '' place of worship," very advisedly 
used, are applicable to any " place" or structure where 
worship is statedli! held, and which the eitizen is •• com
pelled to attend' or the tax-payers are compelled "to 
erect or support." The fact that only a small fraction of 
the school hours is devoted to such worship in no way 
justifies such use as a_Bainst an objecting tax-payer. If 
the right be conceded, then the length of time devoted 
becomes a matter of discretion. If such right does not 
exist, then any length of time, however short, is forbid
den. The relators, as tax-payers of the district, were 
compelled to aid in the erection of the school building in 
question, and also to aid in the support of the school 
maintained therein. Being thus compelled to aid in such 
erection and support, they hav legal right to object to its 
being used as a •' pJace of worship." • 

" It is no defense that the children of any particular 
objecting tax-payer are not compelled to "attend" dur
ing the reading of the Bible ss maintained by the board 
in this district. This point has been squarely psssed 
upon by the courts of highest authotity, which said: 

" ' The practice of reading the Bible in such schools 
can receive no sanction from the fact that pupils are not 
compelled to remain in the schools while it is read ; for 
the withdrawal of a portion of them at such times woul(J... 
tend to destroy the equality and uniformity of treatment 
of the pupils sought to be established and protected by 
the constitution.' · 

" The foregoing considerations fully dispose of the 
matter, in favor of Mr. Fleckten, and he has a right to 
hav the practice adopted by the board of education in 
his district enjoined from further continuance. The 
principles herein stated are supported by the weight of au
thority, and the courts of some states, even in the absence 
of constitutional provisions like our own, hav declared 
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the reading of the Bible improper, in the public sehools. 
for the reason that it violated the natural rights of th& 
individual, and was therefore contrary to the plainest; 
principles of public policy." 

We learn from Mr. Steenerson that it will cost in 
the neighborhood of $250 to prosecute this suit to 
a conclusion. Now, the practical question is, Will 
the Freethinkers of the country subscribe this com
parativly smaU sum to help vindicate one of the 
most vital of the Nine Demands of Liberalism, the 
complete separation of public education and relig
ion! So far $27 has been sent in for this fight J 

the remaining $225 or so should be paid in or 
pledged in a very few days, and it will require but 
a little from each if all will take l'ight hold. What 
do you say, friends! Is the banishment of the 
Bible and other religious text-books from the schools 
worth wor:king for and paying fol' by those who 
know what evils and suffering hav always attended 
the control of education by the priests! We be
lieve that you will make a generous response to this 
appeal. 

Jir. Putnam's HFour Hundred Years ot Free
thought." 

THE EDIToR OF THE TBUTH SxEKEn-.Dear Sir: 
As yet I am not old-being only in my seventy
ninth year. At eighty a man may be said to be 
"getting on in years." At ninety he may be said to 
be " aged." At one hundred he may be described 
as " old.'• If the term old is to be used at all, it 
may come in here. Though I am hardly a veteran, 
I ha.v long taken, and do not cease to take, inter
est in all that pertains to Freethought, and before 
this I should hav written to you upon Mr. Putnam's 
"History," had not the all-annoying, all-delaying 
influenza interposed between me ~nd that pleasrire. 
The loss of near friends thereby has brought me 
care and engrossed my time. Mr. Putnam's "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethought " is in my opinion 
worthy of the distinction you hav accorded to it.in 
your columns. The portraits are no mean additions 
to the allurements of the text, giving in some in
stances new and better ideas of the delineated 
than fame has transmitted. That of Shelley repre
sents not only his beauty of face but strength of 
frame which he must hav J!IOSsessed. Mr. Putnam's 
biographies must hav cost time and care, industry 
and research, which entitle him to no mean credit, 
apart from the clearness and felicity of the infor
mation he communicates. Mr. J. M. Wheeler in 
England has placed us under obligation to him, for 
his briefer contributions in the same direction. 
But Mr. Putnam's work is more imposing, besides 
being adorned by the lineaments of so many whom 
he describes. The orbit in which I move grows 
contracted by years, and Mr. Putnam, during his 
visit to England, may not cross it. Lest this should 
be so, I send t.o you the acknowledgments I should 
make to him personally. If, as Dean Swift held, 
that he deserves· well of mankind who makes two 
blades of corn grow where only one grew before, 
he deserves better of the world of independent 
thought who shows four centuries teeming with 
vindicators of intellectual liberty where far fewer 
were supposed to exist. Yours faithfully, 

GEoRGE JAcoB HOLYOAK£. 
Eastern Lodge, Brighton, May, 1895. 

Moses Harman is at present in the state peniten
tiary at Lansing, Kansas, where he is very well 
treated, the prison authorities recognizing that he 
is not of the ordinary kind of criminals, not the 
enemy of his fellows. But on July lsi he will be 
t~ansferred to the United States military prison at 
Fort Leavenworth, and it is doubtful if he is giveb 
the consideration there that has been accorded him 
in the state civil institution. However, his friends 
hope for the best. His attorney thinks that there 
are several legal points upon which his early release 
may be secured, and will leave no stone unturned 
to achieve that muoh-to-be-desired result. All our 
friends who are interested in his special work, and 
also all those others who are jealous of encroach
ments on the liberty of the press-as what Free
thinker is not ?-are invited to render such finan
cial assistance as they can in this crisis. Address 
either his daughter, Mrs. Lillian Harman, or the 
business manager of Lucifer, Abner J. Pope, at 
116 East Fourth street, Topeka, Kan. 
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News and Notes. was an admirable and wonderful character-a man 
of action, like Cresar and Napoleon, and equal to 

Covent Garden theater and the Italian opera either of them in the creativ energy of his genius. 
make one of the supreme attractions of London at He was not, after all, a fanatical religionist, but a 
this season. Through the kindness of friends I comprehensiv and tolerant man, the best his time 
was enabled to behold this splendor of fashion with- could produce ; misunderstood in his own era, and 
out its costing a fortune. The music is superb, and only now being appreciated, not only as the great
the orchestra is one of the finest and largest in the est warrior England ever produced, but as its wisest 
world. The stage adornments, the magnificence of statesman and boldest administrator. 
scenery, and the brilliancy of the acting and sing- It is the sunset hour ; the chimes are ringing 
ing, make a world of fascination for the lover of art. forth, and we wander alongside the Thames, where 
But besides the imaginary glory there is also o~t- the boats glide up and down with merry passen
spread a real glory of wealth and enchantment m gers. As the great night glooms onward, with its 
the vast auditorium itself. ·Here are the elite of million stars in London's bosom; we return home
London dressed in rich and royal robes. I was not ward with an added luster in the illuminated cham
among them, but over them in one of the demo- hers of memory. 
era tic stalls, and from this bight a gorgeous picture On Friday morning, with Joseph Mazzini 
in living colors flashed and moved before me. Wheeler, who has read more books than any other 
Lords and ladies with silks and jewels of uncounted man in the Freethought ranks, I visit the British 
value composed the sparkling scene. It was like ·Museum. Mr. Wheeler is named after the illustri
an immense animated garden, and one could but ous Italian patriot, who was the friend and comrade 
watch with intense curiosity its vibrating rainbow of his father. Mr. Wheeler is known on both sides 
tints, and, at times, it seemed more unreal to my of the Atlantic for his learning and his devoti~n to 
fancy then the romance of the opera itself. our cause. I thoroughly enjoyed my day's trip 

The next wonderful panorama to unfold before with him, and the objects I viewed were enlighten~d 
my vision was the Kew Gardens, which I visited on by his extensiv knowledge. The British Museum is 
Thursday with Foote and Watts. Even the opera a wonderful place. Here is a revelation of vast 
must pale its artificial splendora before these multi- spaces of human history. Here are relics and 
tudinous flowers-flowers of all hue, flowers of mementos from almost every nation. We plunge 
every climate. All that the soil can produce is into the depths of time. There is a vast procession 
gathered here for the scientific gaze, and for poetic of the ages as we wander through these majestic 
ardor and love's sweet spell. The Kew Gardens ha.lls. Here are human implements dating back 
are a great place for London courtships. If a fel- 4,200 years B o. It seems that the British Museum 
low will not propose here, on a fine day, with the knocks out Adam by 196 years. There are mum
beauty of nature about him, luminous as the imag- mies and sarcophaguses and monuments dating 
ined paradise, he certainly will never do it, and 3, 700 years B o., and man must hav been quite 
many a vow has been uttered amidst these glori- civilized to hav produced these evidences of artistic 
ous pomps. The Kew Gardens, although originated talent and skill in the use of instruments. The 
for purely scientific purposes, are open to the pub- library of the museum contains at present 2

1
000,000 

lie, and the throngs on Sundays and holidays are volumes. A copy of every book published in the 
innumerable. It is a gay and festiv place, while to empire is sent to the museum and preserved. The 
the eye of science it is a world of wonders. One is reading-room is a vast circular, domed hall, in 
transported, as if by magic, into all the regions of which, I think, a thousand students could be gath
the earth while he lingers in these botanic chambers, ered at once. There are desks and conveniences for 
where the warmth of the tropics mingles with the study. Any one can ca.ll for and examin any book he 
breezy north. As you emerge from the glassy pal- desires. The libraries are beginning to overflow the 
aces the trees and grass glitter on every side in whole building, and will in time undoubtedly occupy 
arcades of jeweled floor and roof far as the vision the total structure, and the other vast collections 
can sweep. will be removed to other places, as some already 

After the Kew Gardens, and a good square meal are placed in the South Kensington Museum of 
at Richmond, comes a magnificent a drive to Natural History, which we also visited. In this is 
HamptonOourt, six miles away, across the Thames, a noble statue of Darwin. 
which here is a comparativly narrow stream, with In the display of animal life is vividly demon
green and wooded banks, and embowered mansions strated the process of evolution, much to the scan
of the old English style. We pass through Twick- dal of the orthodox party, who protested against 
enham with memories of the poet Pope in the such an txhibition of nature's history, but it is too 
mind, who here polished his brilliant lines for im- late in the day. There is a beautiful collection of 
mortality. Twickenham is a curious town with a birds and insects, and the truth of natural selec
narrow and winding thoroughfare, and houses on tion is plainly perceived as we follow the changing 
either side as ancient as the hills, and great stone species. There are the bones of the ancient whale 
walls. I don't like these stone walls, for they shut which, I think, must hav swa.llowed Jonah, since 
out many a lovely view, and giv England the ap- there is plenty of room to hold Jonah if he ever 
pearance of feudal exclusivness, which is not by any got in. He could walk around and take a nap quite 
means the spirit of the times. I cannot report all comfortably in that capacious belly. There are also 
the beauties of this charming journey, but the remains of huge mastodons, and of almost all the 
crowning beauty of all is Bushy Park. A wide road, animals that hav ever walked the earth. It is aim
smooth as a billiard table, extends straight ahead ply impossible to enumerate the multitude of curl
for a couple of miles. On either side are four ranks osities. I must leave it to the imagination of the 
of mighty trees that stand like venerable warriors. reader. 
Beneath these spreading canopies glows a green We also traversed the law courts of Lincoln's 
sward. Beyond the branching arcades on the sun- Inn, and witnessed the solemnities of justice. 
lit-fields are deer and sheep indolently feeding. As These courts are small and gloomy. but they hold 
we glance forward the vast columns of trees seem an immense amount of wigs and dignity. Every
to meet and mingle in the mellow horizon, and thing moved in a slow and ponderous fashion. The 
backward the same prospect presents itself, masses of ''law's delay" was pretty well exemplified. 
green sinking into silvery and golden distance in We also took in Hyde Park-the people's park-
the glory of the occidental sun. a beautiful, ample space. Outdoor meetings of some 

How shall I describe Hampton Court T A " new sort are held here almost every day. If anybody is 
morn risen on mid-noon," we might say, in Milton's discontented he can come to Hyde Park and blow 
words. Here a thousand thrilling recollections himself off. He is sure to find some listeners. One 
mingle with the pomp of nature and of art. does not hav to keep off the grass here. No mat
Through the wide galleries and storied chambers ter how dilapidated one is, he can lie down on the 
we wander; heroes and kings and the illustrious greenery and bask all day in the sun, and he can 
beauties of the olden time shine upon our vision, sleep all night if he wants to. There is no police
while from the vast windows of the palace we be- man to tell him to move on. This is a vast lodging
hold the glittering gardens, the fountains, the ail- house for houseless men and women in summer, 
very sheen of waters, and the majesty of ancient and a motley scene can be witnessed in the small 
oaks. I can only suggest the massiv and brilliant hours of the night. We passed by the noted "Be
glories of the renowned scenes, the great, solemn former's tree" under whose spreading branches 
building, tbe shadowy arches, the laden walls, the many a mighty shout has been raised for liberty 
relics of royalty and war, and the bright and varie- and justice. Here Bradlaugh has poured forth his 
gated world without. Here the mighty Cromwell torrents of eloquence. Fal!lhion mingles with de
reigned in the grandeur of his solitary genius, a mocracy at Hyde Park. This is typical English 
sublime energy in the midst of battling factions. I ground. The Anglo-Saxon race has surged here, 
must confess I never understaod Cromwell as I did rough and ready, polished and elegant, in vast vari
this hour in the shadow and splendor of Hampton ety. Our wandering steps encircle the Prince Al
Court, when the glowing words of my comrades bert Memorial that, in gilded magnificence, 
revealed the hero in his true colors. They studied attracts the view at one of the entrances. It pre
him and comprehended him from a Freethought sents an imposing appearance. Prince Albert is 
view, without prejudice, in the clearness of univer- displayed in golden panoply as the Patron of Art, 
sal principles ; and certainly the gigantic Puritan and about him are placed the statues of the most 
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illustrious geniuses of the human race. At the 
four corners are huge emblematical figures of Eu
rope, Asia, Africa, and America. 

I can't write any more of London. I must hurry 
on to Liverpool, where I lecture Sunday, May 26th, 
and at no place bav I found a more cordial and 
generous reception. I o.m met at the station by a 
deputation of the Secular Society, Mr. R. Towers, 
J. Roberts, J. C. Balfour, Messrs. Woollett and 
Small, and I hav a pleasant social evening Satur
day at the home of Mr. E. Newman, president of 
the society. Sunday morning I am greeted by a 
fine audience, Mr. J. T. Ross in the chair. In the 
afternoon Mr. J. Roberts presides, and in the even
ing Mr. E. Newman. The numbers increase, and 
I hav a crowded house at night, and I never en
joyed more enthusiastic applause. Mr. George 
Wise, a somewhat notorious evangelist, was present 
to debate. We gave him twenty minutes for reply 
to my lecture, " Christ and the Nineteenth Cent
ury," but as he did not make a single point, it is no 
use to waste space on his assertions. There was a 
ripple of debate at each lecture, but nothing of any 
importance was elicited from the Christian side. 
So far as the lectures were concerned, there was al
most universal approval. '!'he platform, however, 
is always free and open to discussion. But the 
trouble is that the Christian disputant never meets 
the issue fairly. He dodges and uses words instead 
of ideas, and his pettifogging is not worthy of re
port. 

I meet many friends at Liverpool who hav known 
me through the columns of THE TBUTH SBEKEB
Mr. Doeg, secretary; Mr. Charles Stocker, book
seller, etc. It was a pleasure to meet these sturdy 
supporters. It was the Queen's birthday, and there 
were processions and celebrations and outdoor 
meetings, but notwithstanding these attractions a 
splendid assembly filled our hall, and Liverpool has 
shown her magnanimous appreciation of America. 

I like Liverpool. It is a brilliant, go-ahead city 
of over half a million inhabitants. It is the next to 
London in size, and is like to London in its cosmo
politan aspects. The representative of a.ll nations 
are in Liverpool. It is a natural gathering-place 
for every race, it being a kind of universal seaport. 
The Mersey is a noble river, much like our own 
Hudson. It is broader and deeper than the Thames, 
and has seven miles of docks. Here come and go 
innumerable craft, and the largest ships in the 
world. There are many fine buildings in Liverpool, 
galleries, parks, etc. The residential portion of the 
city is very handsome, and from the river back into 
the wooded and hilly country extends many a de
lightful prospect. The city is not built upon a 
level spot, but upon acclivities sweeping upward 
from the docks, so that as you traverse the streets 
on top of the huge omnibuses many a splendid 
view of the town attracts the gaze. 

The friends in Liverpool treat me royally. On 
Monday Ihava red-letter day indeed, a day crowded 
with the noblest pictures of English scenery and 
its ancient magnificence. Through the kindness of 
Mr. Towers I am driven by him over to the olden 
and beautiful city of Chester, seventeen miles dis
tant. We are accompanied by Mr. W. C. Balfour 
and Mr. Lawrence Small, who is one of the most 
activ workers for Freethought in England, at 
home amid the treasures of modern science. I had 
good company, a delightful day, a road smooth as 
marble, a fine horse, and England's most superb 
springtime attire. We cross in the ferry-boat to 
Birkenhead. They don't hav ferry-boats here like 
our big ones. The passengers go over in one boat 
and the teams in another, and the boats are small 
in comparison with our palatial ones. Birkenhead 
is a place of 100,000 inhabitants, and has a some
what · monotonous appearance, with its rows of 
houses, and scarcely a green thing to be seen ; but 
soon we are out in the country, flying by the long, 
green hedges, the extensiv fields, the rows of horse
chestnut trees, the white and red bloom of the haw
thorns, the rugged oaks and at times the mountain 
ash, or rowan, with its brilliant blossom. We pass 
by Port Sunlight, where they manufacture the Sun
light soap. This is an immense industry. A beau
tiful village has been built around the huge facto
ries, a kind of model village, where the workingman 
can buy his own home by small installments and 
enjoy the conveniences of modern life. Mr. 
Lever, the originator of this vast enterprise, was a 
Freethinker, I understand, and a contributor to the 
support of Mr. Bradlaugh. He is a reformer after 
the Owens style. He believes in helping humanity 
by industrial methods. After passing Port Sun
light we roll through Eastham, Sutton, and other 
quiet and antique villages, over which the breath of 
change has never swept. At Chester we pass under 
the ancient wall built, I believe, by the Romans. 
The word Chester is from the Latin word castra, 
and iudica.tel! au anQieut c!'mping-groUlld. The 
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present city of Chester has grown beyond the orig-· 
inal ramparts, but these still remain as landmarks 
of centuries ago. 

Old-fashioned streets and houses, overhanging 
walls, covered walks alongside the stores, etc., meet 
the view in this stately cathedral city of about 50,-
000 people. The cathedral is the first obj act of in
terest. It was built in the thirteenth century. It 
is falling to pieces in places, and is now being reno
vated. It is a beautiful building, solemn and sweet 
in its voices and pictures of the past, as we wander 
through its freighted gloom, gaze upon its panels 
and carvings, its rich adornments, and the emerald 
carpet and shining trees that greet the blue heaven 
in the central space of its encircling walls. An 
ancient verger waits upon us and reveals the hid
den beauties. He tells us he has been here for 
over fifty years. No doubt he loves the cathedral. 
Its carvings are among the most marvelous and skill
ful in the world, wrought in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. There was a sly twinkle of 
humor in the old man's eyes as he pointed out the 
quaint and curious figures. I must confess I was 
astonished. I supposed that in a cathedral so im
posing, with its dim, religious light, there could be 
nothing in its carvings but scriptural and theolog
ical subjects. Ah me ! those old monks had a vein 
of comedy, and in the very heart of the church the 
artist had pictured the humors of human life. 
There were carvings of clowns dancing, of lovers, of 
Red Riding Hood-a legend, it seems, of the tenth 
century-of a quarreling married couple, with el
bow against elbow, as if each sought for more room 
and neither would yield. There was, furthermore, 
the final tragedy, when they went at each other 
with knife and hatchet. There was also, as the 
verger smilingly hinted, a prophecy of Chicago, a 
picture of two great fat hogs and a litter of pigs, 
with the parson coming after his tithes. Well, it 
was funny to see these humorous displays in the 
holy sanctuary. Those old monks could not hav 
been such a bad lot when they were capable of en
joying these secular pictures in the very midst of 
their religious solemnities. The gargoyles on the 
outside of the cathedral are equally comic and 
grotesque. One represents Gladstone, with feather 
pen in mouth, toppling over the Roman dynasty, 
and another Disraeli in a similar position. I must 
confess I do not understand the significance of the
ological art. 

One of the most novel things I witnessed in 
Chester was a picture of the Virgin Mary being im
pregnated by the Holy Ghost. I do not dare to 
describe "it. I could hardly believe my eyes when I 
looked at it ; but there it wat!, on one of the main 
streets of Chester, on a building that must hav been 
erected in the thirteenth century or before. What 
fools we mortals be ! I said to myself, as I looked at 
that hideous caricature. 

Chester is on the river Dee. We watched the 
salmon-fishing, which is quite an industry here. As 
I noted the fishermen hauling in the net, the music 
of the p'>et's song murmured in my brain, "Across 
the sands o' Dee." Near the river bank are the 
ruins of the oldest church in Chester, of the twelfth 
century, I believe. 

At the landing-place my friends charter a steam
. ship, the Volunteer, to take our company up the 
river to the estate of the Dake of Westminster. 
Why should we not travel in pride and glory like 
any grandee of the land ? It was a beautiful voy
age. We left behind the gracious, venerable city, 
glittering on the high banks of the river. The 
prospect before us was infinitly sweet, the placid 
river, clear and smooth, the green banks, and the 
softly gliding vessel. Every moment there was a 
change 

Into something rich and strange. 

It is indescribable, the perfect loveliness, the soli
tude, the motion, the city fading from view, and 
only the winding liquid pathway with emerald 
splendors on every side, and ever-varying shades of 
color. 

We reach the beautiful estate of Westminster. 
Here are the stables which produce the most famous 
horses in the world. Here is the magnificent park, 
with great trees, and the deer and sheep grazing on 
the ample green. The residence of the duke seems 
like a village as we approach. There are the out
buildings and lodges, the chapel and tower, the 
main structure itself, and the golden gates, and the 
obelisk. We pass through the magnificent suite of 
rooms where royalty is entertained, where glorious 
pictures grace the walls, and statues gleam, and 
precious stones shine ; where there is everything 
that wealth can buy. The duke has an income of a 
million pounds a year. He owns enormous qu·antities 
of land, houses in London, etc. ·I believe he is the 
richest duke of the realm. When he is away from 
his gorgeous palace visitors are permitted to enter, 
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and the proceeds are devoted to charitable pur
poses. The duke himself will show visitors about 
if· he happens to be present ; and the visitors do not 
always know who is their guide, and some amusing 
blunders occur. But the duke takes it all in good 
part. I guess he likes to study human nature that 
way. I should think he would want some such re
lief from the awful dignity of his position, which 
must occasionally be tiresome. It is like keeping 
a big hotel. He has accommodation for one hun
dred guests. He can't spend all his money what
ever he does. I don't believe he enj "lYB himself one 
bit better than we Secularists did on this glorious 
day. The great house was just as beautiful to us 
as to him, with all its gay and splendid surround
ings. The voyage in the golden evening from the 
palace to the city was like an enchantment, as if we 
were in the realms of poetry itself. The new moon 
shone out from the rolling clouds as we bowled 
along to Birkenhead. from whence we could see the 
far glittering lights of Liverpool glancing up and 
down the river away to the distant sea itself. And 
thus passed a day filled to the brim with bright ex-
periences. SA.MUliL P. PuTNAM. 

Liverpool, May 28, 295 

Engstrom Replies. to Putnam. 
Abridged rrom the London Freethtnker. 

In the :first pl"ce, Mr. Putnam went out of his 
way to nail his colors to the mast, by defining what 
he understood by Christianity. He distinctly re
stricted i£ to-made it coterminous with-belief in 
these doctrine: (a) the total depravity of all man
kind; (b) the vicarious sacrifice of Christ; (c) eter
nal damnation. And he added that faith was, for 
Christians, everything, and conduct and character 
nothing. And, further, he insisted that hili defini
tion was true of historical Christianity. 

Under these circumstances, I need not f!O into 
the qu<>stion whether the above stated definition 
agrees with the New Testament or not, though my 
criticism would certainly not lose force by such an 
appeal A reference to history, past and present, 
will suffice. 

It is surely not unreasonable to appeal for the 
general Christian view. of dortrin to what is par e:c
oellenoe, the Christian summary of belief-the 
Apostles' Creed. Compare that creed with Mr. 
Putnam's definition ; and, though I am in no way 
desirous to minimize any common ground, I call 
upon the president of the American Secular Union 
to show any justification for subs.tituting his- state
ment for the athorized version. As to how far the 
doctrine as defined by him are in accordance with 
or in antagonism to those held by myself, I will 
state very briefly later on. 

For I will now pass from the Christian creed of 
the ages to consider it in our own times. From 
the very nature of the caqe, unless he be a Don 
Quixote charging against windmills, the creed 
which Mr. Putnam devotes himself to opposing 
must be that which Christians actually hold now. 
He has surely not crossed the Atlantic to attack 
that which no longer exists! What, then, is the 
Christian creed as taught in all our churches and 
chapels? 

It has occurred to me . that Mr. Putnam may 
assert that in America the Christian creed is as he 
has defined it. I do not care at the moment to say 
what is or is not the prevailing doctrin in his great 
country. I know that those of my own Episcopal 
communion there are at one with us here. I know 
what was the jleneral teaching of the two most ad
mired preachers in U. S. A. during the last quarter 
of a century-Mr. H. W. Beecher and Dr. Phillips 
Brooks. I know what is held by a great many 
leading American theologians, for I hav read their 
books. And all this, which I know, is wholly 
against any very marked div:ergence of doctrin, such 
as could alone justify Mr. Putnam's statements. 

Now I return to my own views. As to the "total 
depravity of all mankind," I entirely object to the 
phrase; but I entirely believe that the Fall is uni
versal. As far as anything can be known by obser
vation of all cases verifiable, every human being I 
hav known has been sinful. As to the " vicarious 
sacrifice of Christ," I entirely believe in it, and be
lieve it to be so much in accordance with the uni
verse, as it is known to us, that, did Christianity 
not teach it, it might appear opposed to fundamen
tal natural laws. As to "eternal damnation," I 
accept what the New Testament says, l:ut take the 
words therein written in their natural sense, by 
which I mean their connotation in the minds of the 
original speakers, hearers, writers, and readers. 
[Mr. Engtrom here occupies considerable space 
with references to Archdeacon Farrar, Dr. Pusey, 
and himself as authorities for the belief that, as G. 
W. Foote puts it, " ' eternal punishment' is not so 
long as we are apt to imagm " His conclusion is 
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no more than the hope that Qod will make eternity 
as short as he consistently can.] 

But to return to my main present thesis-viz., 
the immense difference between Mr. Putnam's defi
nition of the creed and the creed itself, both past 
and present. How did that difference come about 1 
Well, the only person who can fully explain it is 
that gentleman himself. Still, one may conjecture 
that, for his own purposes, he has chosen to name 
as the true Christian creed that which undoubtedly 
'waa for a long time very dominant in America, 
though never in England or on the continent of 
Europe. He has, I presume, Calvinism in view; 
but even in America Calvinism has, I believe, ceased 
to be dominant. The present danger in America
! speak from the Christian point of view-is not 
that too much C.dvinism is preached, but that its 
many noble elements are likely to be overlooked 
and forgotten-e g. its splendid testimony to the 
exceeding sinfulness of sin, and to Christ being the 
only savior from sin. 

But I hav not yet done with Mr. Putnam'FJ defi
nition of the Christian faith. I hav dealt with it 
as regards the church's creed, but I hav hardly 
touched at all so far on his statement-which it 
is difficult to quote without indignation- that 
"faith was, for Christians, everything, and conduct 
and character nothing." 

I hav already pointed out that faith in the Bible 
covers oonduct and characber; but it is better, be
cause simpler, to ask whether any considerable 
section of th<l Christian church has ever held a view 
so dishonoring to God and so lowering for man. 
Did Calvinists, when they were dominant in the 
U. S. A., speak lightly of holiness T Were they in
different to conduct and character'! Was it not 
the very· nobility of their lives which alm0st com
mended what was narrow and untrue in their 
setting forth of the creed? Is Mr. Putnam so 
ignorant of the history of his own people as not to 
recognize that to their indomitable resolution and 
martyr spirit, · and zeal for righteousness and 
abhorrence of falsehood, the American republic, 
to a great extent, owes it:~ very existence T Again, 
he has probably heard of Mr. Moody, a renowned 
American evangelist, who has more than once vis
ited our shores. Would it not be unjust to the 
last degree to say of Mr- Moody that he had not 
with burning enthudasm declared the absolute 
necessity of a converted life full of goodness in 
thought and word and deed' 

.But, taking the widest view possible, whom has 
the Christian church ever honored the most! Why, 
the saints. And what does "saint" mean but an 
eminently good man-loving, humble, self-sacrific· 
ing, truthful, honest, just, temperate, pure T 

c. LLOYD ENGSTROM, 
Secretary of the Christian Evidence Society. 

MR. PUTNAM"s REJOINDER. 
I desire to answer Mr. Engstom in the shortest 

possible space, and, therefore, I shall not take up 
all his matter in detail. 

He affirms that I am wrong on four general points 
as to definitions. First, my affirmation that the 
Christian religion is not essentially a moral system ; 
secondly, that its belief is total depravity; thirdly, 
vicarious atonement; fourthly, eternal hell-fire. 

I propose to show that on all these points I am 
correct. 

In the first place, however, as to authority. I 
deny the right of Mr. Engstrom, or Henry Ward 
Beecher, or Phillips Brooks, or Dean Farrar, to giv 
an individual definition of Christianity. I define 
Christianity by the Bible Rnd the authorized creeds 
of the Christian church. If Mr. Engstrom will not 
accept these, there can be no debate with him ; for 
I do not concern myself with his individual defini
tion of Christianity, but with the universal, world
wide, historic definition. 

Mr. Engstrom tries to dodge the question by 
confining t-he definition of Christianity to the Apos
tles' Creed. As an Episcopalian, he cannot do this ; 
for the Thirty-nine Articles distinctly declare: "The 
three creeds, Nicene Creed, Athanasius's Creed, 
and that which is commonly called the Apostles' 
Creed, ought thoroughly to be received and be
lieved." 

As a member of the Episcopal church, Mr. 
Engstrom cannot make the Apostles' Creed the sole 
definition of Christianity. He Irust take the 
Nicene, the Athanaeian, and the Thirty-nine Arti
cles. I take these creeds for my definition, to
gether with the Westminster Confession of Faith 
and Catechism. 

Now, on the point, Is morality essential to the 
Christian religion-that is, will the morality of a 
man save his soul? does it count for anything 1 
the Thirty-nine Articles say: "We are accounted 
righteous before God only for the medt of our 
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Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, by faith, and not for 
our works or deservings." 

Articles. If a Presbyterian, he must accept the 
Confession of Faith and Catechisms. If a Method
ist, he must accept the Book of Disciplin. If a 
Churchman of any kind, he must accept the church's 
documents. If he is a non-churchman, if he rejects 
the church's authority, its definitions and declara
tions, let him say so ; but the issue between us then 
ceases, for he is simply one kind of an Infidel and I 
am another kind. He is a Christian Infidel, a 
Christian unbeliever, and not a Christian orthodox, 
or Christian believer. 

write otherwise if he tried. Here is· one from Gold· 
smith: 

The Confession of Faith says : " Works done by 
unregenerate men, although for the matter of them 
they may be things which God commands, and of 
good use both to themselvs and others, yet because 
they proceed not from a heart purified by faith they 
are therefore sinfttl." 

One may be absolutely perfect in moral conduct, 
and yet be eternally condemned simply because he 
does not believe. 

..... :One of tl!ose lights of. his character which, while 
they Impeach his uuderstandmg, do honor to his benevo-· 
lence. 

And even Washington Irving: 
His religion has been called in question by Johnson 

an~ Bos'!ell: he certainly had not the gloomy hypochon
driacal piety of the one, nor the bubbling mouth-piety of 
the other. 

The Athanasian Creed says: "Whosoever will be 
saved, before all things it is necessary to hold the 
Catholic Faith. Which Faith, except one do keep 
whole and undefiled, without doubt he will perish 
everlastingly." 

The Christian creeds thus teach. that morality, 
simply as such, counts for nothing. Morality is in
sisted upon merely as an accompaniment of relig
ion, but not as its essence. The essence is faith, 
and not morality ; and it is faith only that saves a 
man. 

As to total depravity, the Thirty-nine Articles 
say : " Original sin is the fault and corruption of 
every man ; and, therefore, in every person born 
into this world it deserveth God's wrath and dam
nation." "Wherefore we hav no power to do good 
works without the grace of God by Christ prevent
ing us, that we may hav a good will, and working 
with us when we hav that good will." 

'.rhe Confession of Faith says : " Man, by his fall 
into a state of sin, hath wholly lost all ability of 
will to any spiritual good accompanying salvation ; 
so as a natural man being altogether averse from 
that good and dead in sin is not able by his own 
strength to convert himself to prepare himself 
thereunto." 

If Mr. Engstrom does not accept the authority of 
the church's declarations, then he must admit that 
I am right; that I hav not given a travesty of 
Christianity, but the church's own definition. I 
know that Mr. Engstrom does not want this skele
ton of the Christian religion brought forth to the 
light of the nineteenth century. He is ashamed of 
it. He wants to cover it up with flowers of rhetoric 
and sentimental poetry and pious gush. He is 
dodging the question. Like the devil-fish, he 
makes the w~ter so muddy that you can't see the 
devil-fish that is in it. But it won't do. History is 
history, and it can't be changed. The meaning of 
Christianity is written all along in blood and fire on 
the pages of time. It can't be blotted out or cov
ered up. I ask Mr. Engstrom to take his stand 
fairly, and not ride two horses at once. If he does, 
he will get an awful wrench, and perhaps a broken 
neck. If you reject these old creeds, say so like a 
man. Be honest; don't shuffie and wriggle. I hav 
defined Chril!tianity by its public, universal, and 
historic documents. That is the true critical and 
scientific method. You would make Christianity 
merely sentimentality ; I make it a body of doctrin 
as defined by the greatest intellects of the church, 
who had the courage to say what they meant. 

Paine shows us that he also can juggle with as
cending and d<>scending objects. See him send up 
the words " declaring" and "confidence" and catch 
"betrayed" and " fears" on the drop: 

But such was the overstrained awkwardness with which 
they haranged and encouraged each other that in the 
verr set of declaring their confidence, they betrayed 
their fears. (Address to the Addressers.) 

The sentences in the new Junius Letter lack the 
ornamental twist illustrated by the foregoing ex
tracts, but that proves nothing, for Paine displays 
a considerable amount of versatility. For example, 
he ~oasted G~org~ Washington like a rejuvenated 
Jumus, _bu~, his ptece entituled "Of Monarchy and 
SuccessiOn smacks of the Covenanter; while his 
ob~ervat~ons on slavery, in. the Pennsylvania Mag
az~ne, might hav been written by Mrs. Elmina D. 
Slenker. 

In Paine's letter to the Hon. Henry Laurens 
Jan. 14, 1779, he said that while in England he had 
the acquaintance of George Lewis Scott, by whom 
he was introduced to Franklin, and through whom 
he learned so much about the king and his minis
try that he was enabled, in the first number of his 
Orisis, to answer a speech from the throne before 
it was delivered, or at least before he had read it. 
'l'hat would seem to dispose of the objection that 
he _did not know enough about the royal and minis
tenal skulduggery then going on to write as did 
Junius. The letters in question were begun in 
1769, whe:t;t Paine was thirty-two years old. At 
that age, hke other new and ambitious writers, he 
would. naturally pay some atte!ltion to phrasing ; 
and '!Ith Johnson and Goldsmith popularizing the 
pecu~ar style of the time, it would be stranger if 
he did not take the disease than if he did. It may 
be said that the Junius Letters had opportunity 
for correction by a probably competent proofreader 
an advantage by which some of Paine's writings evi~ 
dently never profited. 

As to salvation only through the merits of Christ 
-the doctrin of Atonement-the Thirty-nine Arti
cles I again quote: "Works done before the grace 
of Christ, and the inspiration of his Spirit, are not 
pleasant to God, forasmuch as they spring not of 
faith in Jesus Christ, neither do they make men 
meet to receive grace, or (as the school-authors say) 
deserve grace of congruity : yea rather, for that 
they are not done as God hath willed and com
manded them to be done, we doubt not but they 
hav the nature of sin." 

And again in the· eighteenth Article : " They 
also are to be held accursed that presume to say, 
That every man shall be saved by the law or sect 
which he professeth, so that he be diligent .to 
frame his life according to the law, and the light of 
Nature. For holy scripture doth set out unto us 
only the name of Jesus Christ, whereby men must 
be saved." 

The Confession of· Faith says : "They who, hav
ing never heard the gospel, know not Jesus Christ, 
nor believe in him, cannot be saved, be they never so 
diligent to frame their lives according to the light 
of nature." 

As to eternal hell, or punishment of unbelievers, 
says the Athanasian Creed : "And they that hav 
done good shall go into life everlasting, and they 

_ that hav done evil into everlasting fire." 
Says the Confession : " By the decree of God for 

the manifestation of his glory, some men and angels 
are predestined unto everlasting death." 

There is no need of further reference. I could 
quote from all the creeds of the churches to the 
same effect. The question between Mr. Engstrom 
and myself is simply this: Will he accept the 
creeds of the churches or not T If he does not ac
cept them, then, of course, we hav no quarrel ; for 
I did not undertake to define Christianity according 
to Mr. Engstrom's notion. I know not, and I care 
not, what his notion may be. I take historic Chris
tianity ; I take the church's own words. How can 
one define Christianity except by its own authori
tativ documents? 

Now let Mr. Engstrom say whether or not he ac
cepts the documents. Will he deny the Thirty. nine 
Articles! Will he go back on his own church and 
trample its creed in the dust? If so, then Mr. 
Engstrom is an Infidel; he is an unbeliever, and he 
will be damned. He i~ in the same boat with me, 
and where I go there will he be also; for Infidelity 
is not a set of opinions, but unbelief of authoritativ 
creeds. If Mr. Engstrom won't accept theRe creeds, 
if he throwlil them to the wind, if he says : I'll think 
for myself, I'll define Christianity to suit myself 
I'll take what. I please and reject what I please: 
then he commits the unpardonable sin of heresy · 
and if it were not for Freethought he would b~ 
burned at the stake. Mr. Engstrom has the right 
to be a heretic, but he has no right to sail under 
false colors. He is not an orthodox Christian if he 
makes the Apostles' Creed the sole definition of 
Christianity. If he is an Episcopalian, he must 
also accept, as a part of that definition, the Nicene 
and Athanasian Creeds, and also the Thirty-nine 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Paine and the Junius Letters. 
It was lately mentioned here that some so-called 

fresh evidence that Sir Philip Francis did not write 
the "Junius Letters" had been unearthed Mr. 
W. H. Burr-who alone, I think, enjoys a belief 
founded on facts that Thomas Paine was the author 
of the Letters-writes that the present evidence is 
superfluous, as he proved a fatal alibi for Francis 
nine years ago. Mr. Burr adds that he still holds 
the fort for Paine and defies the armies of Gog and 

\Magog. 
Until an author for the Junius Letters is found 

and stays found, the position of Mr. Burr is likely 
to continue impregnable. He will be harassed pe
riodically by other theorists, but they will not dis
lodge him. If one hundred and twenty-five years 
has been insufficient to decide the authorship of 
the Letters, the attempt may as well be abandoned 
and Mr. Burr left in possession of the field as long 
as he wants it. If there is anything in the doctrin 
that ownership may be secured by occupancy and 
use, his title is clear. 

I hav consulted the A.thenceum of April 13, 
1895, in which is reprinted the newly-found Junius 
Letter. The piece is about "tythes" and priest
craft, and reads as much like Paine, in parts, as it 
does like Junius. I would not suspect either of 
being its author. The letters of Junius, unlike the 
acknowledged works of Paine, do not improve on 
further acquaintance. They peter out. Their 
smartness is due to a trick, and as soon as you see 
through the trick you lose interest, or, if you keep 
on, they repel you. The literary power of Junius 
was his style, and he over-dressed. He presented 
his conceits in contrasting colors, striking but gar
ish, and painful if long dwelt upon. Sentences like 
the following are scattered through his letters : 

He was neither an object of derision to his enemies, 
nor of melancholy pity to his friends. 

...... Strong assertions without proof, declamation with· 
out argument, and violent censures without dignity or 
moderation; but neither correctness in the composition, 
nor judgment in the design. 

...... Giv us as humble an opinion of his lordship's capac
ity, as it does of his temper and moderation. 

Here is a double-header : 
Who, complaining of an act of legislature, are out

raged by an unwarrantable stretch of prerogativ; and, 
supporting their claims by argument, are insulted with 
declamation. 

Again: 
As your conduct was not justified by precedent, it will 

never be thought an exampie for imitation. 
_ ,Which will only_pass without censure when it passes 
Without observation. 

The man who, without firmness enough to avoid a 
dishonorable action, has feeling enough to be ashamed 
of it. 

A little of that sort of thing goes a long way. 
But the writers of the close of the last century and 
the opening of this had a mania for rounding out 
their periods in that manner. I understand that 
Dr. Johnson set the style of phrase and could not 

But stronger facts oppose Mr. Burr's theory. 
Junius was a monarchist and had the customary 
veneration fo! the English constitution, while Paine 
was a repubhcan and held the constitution up to 
ri~i~ule and scorn. In the preface to theW oodfall 
editiOn of the Letters, Junius says that he is no 
more learned or better read than any " English 
gentleman" should be, which carries the ide~ that 
he belonged to the quality; but in one of his Let
ters he describes himself as "a plain unlettered 
man." Neither description fits Thomas Paine, who 
had no use for the gentry, and who, though pl!l.i.n 
enough, rather prided himself on his literary attain
ments. In one place he remarks that though he 
should change his first name to George and his last 
to Guelph he could never be such a dunce as the 
k~g, while the l~tter . COt;Jld not make a genius of 
himself by changmg his title to Thomas Paine. 

I will append some selections from the new J u
nius Letter, and those who can peruse them and 
think of Thomas Paine at the same time will be 
welcome to believe that he wrote them : 

For as in medicin, the knowledge of the cause and 
progress of e"!ery disease is necessary for the physician 
t?war~ eft'~cti~g a cure,_ so in religion and politics a judi
cious mquiry mto t_he nee and pr_ogress of any grievance 
~ay lead th~ public, the physician extraordinary of a 
disordered kmgdom, to prescribe a radical and permanent 
remedy. 

I confes~ ~ am ready to doubt whe~her the world would 
be less religious were there no clencal institutions in it 
but every man were left to the free exercise of his ow~ 
reflection alone, in matters purely between God and him
self. 

It may not be altogether an unprofitable inquiry how 
far the character of our national clergy will agree with 
the qualifications prescribed by St. Paul for those who 
should devo_te themselvs to the ministerial office ...... For 
to what regions of the habitable globe shall we go to find 
a set of men so detestable as our clergy for their pride 
haugl!tiness, covetousn~ss, intolerance, and conceit? ..... : 
who, mste_ad of rendermg any re_al service to mankind, 
hav bee~ a plague to human soCiety from generation to 
generation. 

The phrase, "the natural Rights of Mankind " 
occurs in this letter, which was printed in the Lo~~ 
don Post, Aug. 24, 1773. It will be noted that the 
Junius Letter period is identical with one in Paine's 
life not very closely covered by his biographies. So 
that all the essential possibilities for Paine's au
thorship of these letters are present, and but two 
things are necessary to set the matter at rest 
namely, (1} some direct evidence that Paine actuall; 
wrote them, and (2) an explanation how J ui:tius, 
the author-coward, who used his gall for an ink-
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bottle, could ever hav risen to be Thomas Paine, 
the Author-Hero, who dipped his pen in the central 
font of that vital fluid which warmed his good 
·right hand. G. E. M. 

Liberalism : Its Principles and Its Obligations. • 
If one of the principal facts upon which Chris

tia~ty is founded can be proven to be false, the 
entl.l'e system falls with it. And I desire to-night 
to call your attention to one that, to my mind, sci
ence and history hav proved beyond question to 
be absolutely false. I do not believe that it re
quires any evidence to establish the fact that the 
Bible account of creation and of the early history of 
the human race is the most important teaching 
upon which Christianity must stand. For it is 
claimed by all Christians that God, in his early 
dealings with the human race, distinctly pointed to 
the coming of a savior. Among the alleged indica
tions are the curse pronounced ·upon the serpent, 
the prophecies, and the ceremonies and rites of the 
Jews. 

All Christians teach this doctrin, the very foun
dation, in fact, of the Christian church. Now, then, 
if this description of creation and early history of 
the race is false, so is Christianity false. If man 
has evolved from lower forms of life, it must be 
false. I hav not the desire or inclination to go into 
the details of evolution, but will allude to only a 
few of the important facts of its teaching. 

The idea of the earth being but six thousand 
years old is no longer held by intelligent men. 
Geology has settled this question beyond dispute; 
its record goes back for millions of years, and can 
be read from every rocky cliff. The existing rec
ords of the human race tell us of the life and habits 
of peoples who Jived ten thousand years ago, 
while the relics of man's bony frame are found among 
those of extinct mammalia that disappeared from 
the earth even longer ago than this. Since man 
has been able to record the events of his time, it is 
conclusivly proven that the general tenor has been 
that of progress from the lowest state of savagery, 
ignorance, and superstition to t-he present state of 
enlightenment and civilization. Accurate measure
ment of the skulls of extinct races of men proye 
that those of the modern man contain brains con
siderably larger than those of our prehistoric ances
tors. If the brain of to-day is better developed 
than that of ten thousand years ago, the race is still 
in the process of evolution. And if the race for 
ten thousand years or one thousand years has been 
in the process of evolution, it is just as true that 
this same process of evolution has been in opera
tion for a million years. If changes in the very 
frame of man, so great that they can be meas
ured, hav taken place in the period of a few thou
sand years, what, may I ask, were the changes that 
must hav taken place in the course of the innumer
able ages that preceded those T If, as is proven, 
there has been one iota of development in man's 
phyeical structure, may we not ask our Christian 
friends, Why did not an all-wise God make him at 
first at least as perfect as he is to-day T The Chris
tian world would hav us believe that man is a per
fect physical being, and that the earth and all that 
is has been made to exactly suit his existence here. 
That this is not true, a moment's thought only is 
necessary to convince one. So far as history re
cords the true condition of our ancestors, it was a 
continual struggle for existence. Man has always 
had to struggle against nature's obstacles to his 
progress. Earthquakes and cyclones, the savage 
beasts of the forest, and his own savage fellows ; 
the ravages of malignant diseases that hav devas
tated whole countries, and his own short period of 
existence, all tell of nature's destructiv attacks upon 
his being and his own imperfect physical struct
ure. Races of men hav come upon the earth and 
disappeared almost as completely as though they 
had never existed. Whole continents hav been 
swept of their inhabitants, as if by a tornado, and 
the destroyed people supplanted by a superior race. 
Among the ruins of long-lost semi-civilizations how 
little is left us to tell of their existence ! A few 
fragments here and there hav strewed the pathway 
of time, clearly indicating that progress has been 
from the beginning, that the race has evolutionized 
itself out of intense barbarism and ignorance. 

The rule of the survival of the fittest applies 
with equal force in the human as in the vegetable 
kingdom, or in other species of animated nature. 
The undeveloped brain of man can hardly be dis
tinguished from that of the orang or chimpanzee 
by the most careful examination, and the brain of 
the largest of these animals is equal in size to that 
of the races of men having the smallest brains, the 
Fuegians of South America, for instance, while 

*An address delivered before the Trinidad, Ool., Llb
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their _intelligence is surprisingly near the same. 
The similarity of the partition of the flipper of the 
seal, the foot of a horse, the wing or a bat, or the 
hand of a monkey to that of the hand of a man is a 
strange coincidence in view of a special creation, 
but how naturally this must follow in the process 
of evolution ! Besides, every man and woman car
ries rudiments of organs that are useful in the 
lower mammalia, but which hav become not only 
useless to us, but actually dangerous, causing death 
in thousands of instances. 

Man is endowed with only an imperfect physical 
structure, unable to contend successfully against 
the impediments nature has placed in his pathway 
to longevity and happiness, and yet he is the hit:rh
est form known to nature. The idea that man was 
created a perfect being in the beginning is the con
tradiction of nature's own laws. Nature permits no 
retrogression without destruction to the individual 
or species. Do not the most imperfect of all forms 
of vegetable and animal life die before becoming 
able to propagate their kind T This law of nature 
is unchangeable, and as enduring as eternity itself. 
Progress is the stamp nature has put upon all life. 
All this being true, what is left for our belief in 
man's creation by a perfect and all-wise God ? 
Every vestige of such belief must vanish as the 
snow before the summer sun, for our reason tells 
us that a consistent and loving God, endowed with 
the foreknowledge of all things, could not be so 
contradictory to his own nature as to create a world 
and place upon it the crowning work of his hands 
with such antagonistic surroundings that its very 
existence would be endangered. 

What, then, . our Christian friends may ask, if 
man is not a creation of God and the doctrine of 
the religion based upon this belief are false, are we 
to believe and teach to make the world better? The 
idea that to the Christian religion belongs the ori
gin of all that is good and true is an error of com
mon belief. Morality has been tnught and practiced 
since man appeared upon the earth, thousands of 
years before Christ is said to hav been born. 
Morals as taught by the Christian world of to-day 
are an inheritance from the reforms of all ages be
fore and since its existence. 

The secular world has reformed the church. It 
has forced it to accept many of the teachings of sci
ence that it once denounced as heretical, to abandon 
to a large extent the suppression of knowledge, the 
tyranny of its government, and its practice of per
secution and murder for non-belief in its myths. 
We hope to teach our religious friends that our be
lief is a reasonable one, and that we hav the same 
right to act conformably thereto that they hav to 
follow their light. In the bosom of every sane man 
and woman in existence there is implanted a prin
ciple that acknowledges the rights of friends as 
equal to their own, and by education this principle 
is extended to all mankind. 

To persons who hav gotten out of the· mental 
darkness and superstition of former religious belief 
into the light of Liberalism, life is the more com
plete and happy for the transition. The world is 
viewed with broader and more liberal vision. Truth 
and justice are measured by a humanitarian stand
ard, and morality has a more worthy incentiv. All 
nature is no longer alone for man's use, but he, 
as a part of the whole, has new and higher duties to 
perform. 

The obligations we owe to our fellows are equally 
binding upon all, but to a disciple of Freethought 
there can be no feal' of a future hell or hopes of 
heaven to induce him to do right. It must be from 
higher and nobler principles than fear or favor. 
We must know the truth and act the right for the 
right and truth's sake. 

N.o man should accept Freethought principles 
with the expectation that by that belief he is to be 
licensed to vice and crime. Nothing is further from 
the truth than this idea. He may feel that he has 
cut loose from ~ll restraint, but his moral obliga
tions hav not changed. Freethought teaches the 

. most perfect morality and complete liberty and jus
tice compatible with human rights. We hav no 
fault to find with much that is taught in the Chris
tian Bible, and can stand shoulder to shoulder with 
our Christian friends in all efforts to advance human 
happiness and prevent human misery. But we must 
take our stand boldly, often in opposition to the 
Christian, to maintain freedom and justice. We 
hav no desire to put one straw in the way of Chris
tians in order to curtail their liberties in religion or 
politics. All we ask is that they sh!'ll in no way 
abridge our own in these matters. But right here 
comes the principal warfare we hav to wage against 
the religion of our country. Christians may believe 
in all the myths, miracles, and dogmas they please, 
and practice all the rites, fasts, and holy rests they 
like, but they must not impose their observance 
upon the people who do not beHeve in their myth-
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ological notions. It seems to be the prevailing idea 
in the Christian world that they can by law compel 
people to conform to these practices, and, having 
no regard for the liberties of others in these mat
ters, they are endeavoring with might and main to 
enforce them. Should we be so unreasonable as to 
demand a law enforcing the teaching of some In
fidel doctrine in our public schools, the Christian 
world would throw up its hands in holy horror. 
While we should know that what would be taught 
would be at least near the truth, and that the teach
ing from the Bil?le might be but the superstition 
of a past age, still we should not claim the right to 
teach our ideas. And yet this is what they are 
trying to force upon us. It is the teaching of the 
church, it is the doctrine of the Bible. It is the 
duty of the Freethought world to destroy this idea 
of a perfect God-given Bible. When the human 
mind can be made to seek light and truth from 
other sources than a Bible, a rift is made in the 
clouds of darkness and ignorance that wil~ let in a 
flood of light and truth whose source is reason and 
justice. The only possible means in our hands to 
spread this gospel of truth is educ"tion. The 
training of a child will make it li. sava.ga, a Christian, 
or a scientist. Men and women must learn that 
morality and justice flow out of the relations we 
bear to each other, and that no system can exceed 
that from this source. Moralit.y and justice can 
hav nothing to do with the relations existing be
tween mankind and any God, but only as betwl'len 
man and man. A system based upon this truth 
can alone be approximately perfect. We must know 
the obligations we owe to our fellows and perform 
them because it is right. 

A disciple of Freethought must, from necessity, 
be a much better man in principle than is necessary 
to make a good Christian. The worst character you 
know may make a good Christian, but he will not 
make a true Liberal. The fear of an eternal hell is 
necessary to compel him to do right. But there is 
principle behind Freethought, the incentiv to do 
good is from a different and higher source. It is 
within the man himself. And this principle is not 
measured by belief in any imaginary being, or an 
ignorant and superstitious age, but by the broad 
principles of truth, liberty, and justice. 

N. E. CHARLTON. 

The Freetbought Federation. 
The Freethought Federation has opened its new 

headquarters, corner Clark and South Water streets, 
No.5 South Clark street, entrance at 141 South 
Water street, Room 4. The office is 20x50 feet, 
with six writing desks and chairs to match. All 
Freethinkers in the world are invited to call when 
in Chicago, and make this· their headquarters 
while here. Liberal papers will be kept on file. 

Any reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER who would like 
to make donations of photographs of leading Free
thinkers, with which to decorate the walls of our 
headquarters, will, I am sure, be heartily thanked. 
Chromos, photographs, steel engravings-well, we 
would also accept·oil paintings. 

I hav the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of 
$5 from W. S. Rolin, Asheville, N. C.; also $1 
from N. Gaertner, of Fairmont, Minn., who writes : 
"Please find $1 for our savior, the Freethought 
Federation of America, to atone for the sins that I 
hav committed the past six months." 

We should like to hear from more of our friends 
in the way of donations to help pay the balance still 
due for the publishing of the pamphlet of our last 
congress. All contributions will be duly acknowl
edged in THE TRUTH SREXER. 

Chicago, June 12. E. C. REICHWALD, Tress. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for June: 
June 21st-" Spirits." Augustus Watters. 
June 28th-" What Are Women Here For?" Dr. M. E . 

Lazarus, read by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 
JoHN E. REMSBURG occupied the pulpit of the First 

Unitarian church of Minneapolis, June 9th. ' 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secreta.ry

1
.meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War

ner's Hau, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Librarv Hall, Tenth 
below Market street, Philadel~thi ... 

THE Women'sLibeml League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission 
free. All welcome. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labo 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and ·stark streets, regu
IIu~ly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 
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He Wants Something Good. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., June 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order 
for $3, for which please send me THE 
TRUTH SEEKER one year and the '• Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book," as per ad
vertisment for new subscribers. 

Yours sincerely, W. C. RoBINSON. 

Very Hopeful. 
MIAMI, FLA., May 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 to apply 
on subscription. It is the best I can do at 
present. Orange grove was killed last 
winter, but the paper must not stop. ~I 
hav taken it ever since it started in Illinois. 
Superstition is making its final struggle for 
continued existence, but it will prove to 
be its death struggle, for progression is the 
universal law, alld mental freedom will 
yet prev!l.il. 0, RIOHARDSON. 

Sabbatarianism Always Weak on the 
Frontier. 

PAYETTE, IDA., Jmae 9, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Once more I send in my 

mite to keep or help to keep the truth be
fore the people. I did expect to send a 
good order for books, but money is too 
hard to get. Hav just returned from a 
trip of over 500 miles through the valley 
and over the mountains of Idaho. On this 
trip I found the people very free from 
priest and preacher, for it was quite com
mon to see work going on every day alike. 
"No Sunday up here," said one lady. 
"Yon can do just as you wish-work or 
play." So I just worked. To write all 
about this trip would require too much 
space, but I will giv a full account of my 
next, which will be in the fall. 

Yours for truth and justice, 
ALvA A. BRANTHOOVER, 

Backs Putnam's Statements. 
BosToN, MAss., June !J, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, my sub
scription for THE TRUTH SEEKER; and, by 
the way, I should not consider my home 
complete without it. I think that every 
true Liberal who can do so ought to sub
scribe for it. I think it is one of the great
est liberalizing agents in this country, 
and I shall use my best efforts to increase 
your circulation in this section, but in 
these hard times it is very up-hill work. 
Among the grandest features are the oar· 
toons of Heston. I hope he willliv long 
to continue his great work. Then there 
are the News and Notes of the Secular 
Pilgrim, who is now making a tour of the 
land where I spent forty years of my life, 
and I know he is giving a true description 
of the conditions there, and, so fa:~: as I 
know, he is the first American Liberal 
that has been honest and candid enough 
to do so. With regards, M. T. RusH. 

More Sec'llar Sunday-Schools. 
GRANT's PASS, OR., May 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We hav just enjoyed a 
literary treat, furnished by the secretary 
of the Oregon State Secular Society, Mrs. 
Katie Kehm Smith, who addressed us on 
the 20th-subject, "What Secularism Has 
Done for Women." She handled her sub
ject with more than ordinary ability, win
ning the admiration of all with her kind
ness, zeal, and eloquence. After giving her 
audience an opportunity to reply, which 
they failed to improve, we secured forty
one signatures to the principles of the 
Oregon State Secular Union, which was 
about one-fourth of the audience. She 
also caused to be taken the preliminary 
steps in the organiz~tion of two Secular 
Sunday-schools, one at Grant's Pass and 
one out seven miles in the country. And 
still the good work goes on. 

Yours for truth and the elevation of 
humanity. WM. M. RIOHARDS. 

Ministers Are Growing. 
SKowHEGAN, ME., June 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I see ministers coming 
nearer to the truth each year, but they 
do not dare to preach it from the pulpit. 
We had a Congregationalist minister here, 
who enjoyed attending horse races and 
ball games. He was so wicked they sent 
him away. One of our Baptist ministers 
raised chickens. His game fighters he 
x:amed after the different churches, for 
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which he was asked to resign his pastorate. 
Another said hell was a condition, etc., so 
they got rid of him. They now hav hell 
in the old-fashioned way, and seem to en
joy it, and I sincerely hope they do. 

I hope to attend the Freethinkers' Con
gress this year. 

Find inclosed $3.25, for the ANNUAL and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Wishing yon many 
happy and prosperous years, I remain, 

Yours for liberty, DR. F. S. BIGELOW, 

Gi)ing to Omaha. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., June 2," 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am trying to sell my 
church pew and to make arrangements for 
going to Omaha, for that new religions 
sect, founded by the Rev. John Morrow, 
and justified by the following passages of 
scripture, undoubtedly ha~ revealed the 
correct way to worship God. See 1 Sam. 
xix,· 24; 2 Sam. vi, 20, and Micah i, 8. As 
the press has informed us, the brothers 
and sisters worship together in the Adam 
and Eve costume, minus the fig-leaves. 
That the new method of worship is fully 
justified by the passages above, no believer 
in the Bible can deny; and the only thing 
I see to occasion wonder is that no one 
ever discovered them before. To worship 
God in the proper manner is our duty, and 
I now hav but one object in life, and that 
is to reach Omaha and do so. While the 
winter climate will be less suitable there 
for a skin costume than this, the enthusiasm 
of the worshipers will doubtless keep up 
the animal heat. I hope soon to be with 
them, and my pew is for sale to the highest 
bidder, and yon can say to Brother Or
cutt that I am thoroughly in earnest in 
this matter. 

Hurrah for Omaha and the new method 
of Christian worship! C. SEVERANCE, 

What Will They Do Next~ 
SAN PEDRo, CAL., May 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The following is a clipping 
from the Los Angeles 1 imes : 
. "SAN FRANmsco, May 28tb.-The min
isters of this city hav formed an org-aniza
tion for the purpose of compelling the ob
servance of the Sabbath. Churches and 
parishes throughout the state will be asked 
to co-operate with the association." 

How absurd and odious for ministers to 
form an organization for the purpose of 
compelling the observance of the Sabbath! 
Why, I am surprised that such an organ
ization is born in that beautiful city by the 
Golden Gate. The more I see the clergy 
and other professed Christians meddling 
with this Sunday-law business the less 
grows my charity in behalf of the church 
denominations. With Christians who wish 
to observe Sunday as the Sabbath I hav 
no fault to find. Most emphatically I say 
Sunday is not the Sabbath, neither is 
there any scripture that says Sunday is the 
Sabbath, or that God claimed Sunday as 
the Sabbath. Neither did the Apostles 
recognize Sunday as the Sabbath, nor 
did they keep Sunday as the Sabbath, but 
kept the seventh day, Saturday, the only 
Bible Sabbath that ever was or will be. 
Sunday is a day set apart by the mandate 
of the Catholic church and belongs to 
Catholics. Why do the so-called Protestant 
church people infringe on their sacred 
day? The Catholic priests will refer them 
to their Bible Sabbath. Before I would 
return to the so-called Protestant church 
and keep Sunday as the Sabbath, I would 
unite with the Catholic church. 

N. A. STEvl!lNS. 

Wants the Devil Treated Decenflr. 
NEwARK, N. J., June 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Popes, cardinals, bishops, 
and priests are preaching economics. 
They ought to be the last two
legged animals in the world to even 
whisper it. Clergymen who liv in pal
aces, and are supported by the poor, 
and pay no taxes, and who hav always been 
a heavy burden to the people, are not very 
reliable students to enlighten us poor be
nighted mortals. Questions that are of so 
much interest to the rich as well as the 
poor will hav to be settled by bread-win
ners, and not theologiana who liv by dis
cussing questions of which they are as 
ignorant as African chiefs. Such people 
believing in ghosts, witches, and devils' 
are very uncertain. Now, sir, of the two: 
the clergyman and the devil, I think the 
latter would be the proper person to giv 

instruction, for he is a hustler. He is hon
est, sober, industrious, and capable; his 
advice would cost us poor descendants of 
the antediluvians nothing. He works for 
nothing, charges nothing to his tenants for 
fuel or rent, and has never been known to 
take a rest or absent himself one day from 
his Vatican below sea level. I hav never 
read of any other person that has been so 
shamefully abused and overworked, and 
given no pay, no luxuries, not even neces
sities. Now, I think it is about time forall 
persons who want to see justice and fair 
play to ask those priests to say masses, and 
ministers to pray for the repentance and 
conversion of the devil. I know he would 
join the army of the Lord if he was kindly 
invited to come, and given an opportunity 
to do so. If sinners whose sins are as 
scarlet are allowed to repent, I think the 
devil should be allowed to be baptized. 
Now, if I was the devil I would bank my 
fires and turn my prisoners out, and then 
those lazy priests and idle gods would 
hav to get their living by the sweat of 
their b:rows. W. W. MoRRIS. 

Can Protestant Sabbatarians Dispute 
Tbis ~ 

SKULL VALLEY, ARIZ., May 25, 1895. 
AMBROSE BIERCE, EsQ., San Francisco, 

Cal., Dear Sir: I saw in an Eastern paper 
an excerpt from a satirical allusion of yours 
about· "the holy gentlemen who depute 
themselvs to assist the omnipotent in en
forcing their version of his law" regarding 
the Sabbath. Yon also arbitrarily demand, 
in just ten lines, "a citation of the 
divine authority under wbioh the change 
was made." Furthermore, yon don't want 
"the authority of any council of any 
church; just a plain law of God plainly 
and unequivocally" repealing the former 
law," that made the seventh day Lord's 
day instead of the first, as now. I claim, 
without fear of disproval, that I hav com
plied with the spirit of your request (to do 
so to the letter is not possible nor neces
sary), on the principle that a principal can 
delegate all his power to his agent. This 
was done by God (Christ) as principal, to 
his agent, the Church. I claim that the 
inclosed !Jleven lines (or ten, if yon want 
to be particular) represent the principles 
on which are based the faith of 50,000,-
000 of the people of our country, regard
ing the Lord's day, although all of them 
do not know it. I therefore demand that 
you publish these eleven lines lor only 
ten) without comment, as per your offer, 
Whatever you do with the rest of this let
ter don't matter. I will also gently hint 
that when those 50,000,000 believers shall 
hav received a more national recognition 
of Sunday than now, and when the God 
omnipotent shall hav his name emblazoned 
on our Constitution, and Jesus Christ be 
acknowledged the real ruler of our coun
try, flippant and churlish remarks about 
"God's constabulary" may result less 
pleasantly than at present. Here are your 
lines and law: 

God is composed of Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost. The son is uo-eqnal, co
eternal with the father, and as infinit in 
wisdom and power. The son has estab
lished his church on earth as his agent. 
That church must, therefore, hav his attri
butes, viz., infallibility, perfect wisdom 
and infinit power (Matt. xvi, 18, and J oh~ 
xiv, 17, 26, and xvi, 13). This being the 
case, God spoke as authoritativly by it as 
he did by Moses. That church (conse
quently God) has declared that Sunday, 
and not Saturday, shall be the Lord's day 
therefore it is irrefutable. (Matt. xvi, 19: 
xviii, 18), H. G. ' 

For the Priest, No Use in Life or Death. 
MARION, N. Y., May 31, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: It has been just twenty 
years since I got hold of the first copy of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for ten years I 
hav been a regular reader. For ten years 
I exchanged with a man, but since 1886 I 
hav been a regular subscriber, and I hav 
no fault to find with the paper, Many a 
hearty laugh bav I had over Heston's pict
ures of the saints. What a "scaly lot" they 
were! I was given the name of one of 
these worthies ; the one that had the coat 
of many colors. I wish I could corner 
corn as successfully as he did. I would 
willingly giv a large percentage to the 
publishing department of THE TRUTH 
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SEEKER, I shall continue to take the 
paper as long as I am able to pay for it, 
and when I stop, it will be a sure sign that 
I am no longer a wayfarer among the 
pions. · 

The fact is that the church offers a pre
mium for hypocrite. A man in good health 
needs no doctor. An honest man needs no 
church corporation to shelter him. In 
nine oases out of ten, the man that puts on 
the church livery will not bear watching. 
Look sharp for these young vipers that 
belong to the Young People's Society of 
Christian Endeavor. I know some of them, 
and I know that there is no quarter given 
by them. 

I want to go on record as the un
compromising foe of everything that 
bears any resemblance to the old ortho
dox tr.ee of superstition. Old theology is 
like a great cancer upon the bosom of so
ciety; the more it is out into the more it 
breaks out. We must cover it up with the 
drawing-plaster of reason, and draw every 
fiber from the system. Start a new 
growth; we can only hope to keep it away 
from the vital places. So far we hav suc
ceeded, but it has taken great vigilance, 
and will require the same for many years. 
I think the time will come when men and 
women will learn to reason for themselvs. 
I hav no use for the priest or the preacher. 
I want it clearly and distinctly understood 
that they must not perform any of their 
ceremonies over my coffin. I hav been a 
worker all my life, and I won't hav any 
sacred loafer mumbling over my remains. 
This is my solemn warning,· and if among 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER there 
are any that hav these same views, I want 
them to see to it that this plan is carried 
out. I am in good health now, and sound 
in mind, and as long as life is given me I 
shall fight them until the last spark of hell 
fire is extinguished and l!ltar-ayed science 
takes the lead, and liberty is unshaokled 
and justice let out of jail to wander in the 
air of freedom. J. E CoY, 

The Christian nnd the Freethinker. 
MR. EDITOR: All religions sects hav their 

so-called sacred books, their rites and cer
emonies. They all profess to believe these 
books are the words of the supreme being 
which were delivered to them by inspired 
mortals. The fact that the Bible con
tains in addition to moral precepts and just 
laws, matter that is vulgar, immoral, un
just, and disgusting; that it relates occur
rences as sanctioned by God, which are 
criminal and nnn'ltural; that it abounds in 
contradictions and fable, is sufficient to 
convince any intelligent and thoughtful 
man of the falsity of such a claim or belief. 
It bears the unmistakable marks of man in 
a very crude and uncultured state. It 
tells of times when men were fierce, wrath· 
fnl, revengeful, belligerent, and ignorant; 
when men were animal and immoral, cruel 
and unjust. The Old Testament pictures 
just snob a revengeful, bloodthirsty God 
as were the men of those times, Truly 
man made God in his own image. As the 
world improved and men became more ed
ucated and civilized, their God also be
came more gentle and civil. 

The Jehovah of the Christians and Jews 
is only one of the many gods, and the 
Christian sect only one of several larger 
and more important sects of r~ligionists. 
While the Christians are less important as 
regards numbers, yet as they comprise the· 
civilized nations, to one of which we belong 
I thought it proper to speak of them par~ 
tionlarly. In consequence of the many 
con tradiotory texts contained in the Chris
tians' Bible, there hav arisen about 387 dif
ferent minor sects of that larger sect. 
These different branches are continually 
at war with each other on some point of 
belief. There is a great temptation for a 
young (or any man) in search of a rule or 
guide to a proper life, to become a mem
ber of some one of these various denomi
nations. The social, financial, and bnsi-· 
ness interests of Americans, in some par
ticular localities, almost demand it. Free
thinkers are not a sect, they are not bound 
by any creed or form of belief or unbelief, 
as regards the supreme oreativ force or 
forces of nature or the continued exist
ence of man. 

They know from observation, from pe
rusal of the bible of nature, something 
about the mysterious power which from 
the little acorn brings forth the might,r 
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oak, and from the little drop the powerful 
elephant; that Jaw which develops the nn· 
conscious and ignorant, weak and helpless 
child into a man of physical and intellect
ual greatness. We fully appreciate the 
power which from a small beginning devel
ops the brain of a Humboldt, a Darwin, a 
Huxley, an Ingersoll, or a Spencer, but we 
do not attempt to make an image of that 
power, nor to bow down and worship it. 
We are satisfied that that power is thor
oughly competent to handle his own affairs 
aDd is in need of neither our suggestions 
nor our prayers. 

We believe in the works of mercy and 
charity; in practicing more and preaching 
less, in temperance, morality, sobriety, 
industry, and above all things in the sav
ing power of truth. We believe that 
wickedness springs from ignorance and 
the antidote is education. We believe 
that "the time to be happy is now; the 
place, here," as well as hereafter. The 
greatest happiness springs from making 
others happy. 

Freethinkers hav no God, no savior, no 
priest-to grant absolution from their 
sins, hence they hav to be moral and just. 

They battle this life with a brave, nn- · 
cringing spirit, and stand ready to enter 
the land beyond the valley of death with 
the same invincible power. 
" How blest the righteous when he dies, 

When sinks his weary soul to rest; 
How mildly beam the closing eyes, 

How gently heaves the expiring breast I" 
J. D. LA WBBNOE, 

Must We All Come to This~ 
NEw YoRK, Jane 11, 1895. 

Mn. EoiToR : Some three weeks ago, 
through the medium of THE TRUTH 
BEEKER, Materialists were informed by 
Mr. A. D. Swan that, on account of thell' 
stiff-necked obstinacy in refusing to accept 
the philosophy of Spiritualism, they hav 
become bigots equal in depravity to ad
herents of the church who " would burn 
those of different views at the stake." if 
that is so, it is a truth with which I hav 
heretofore not been familiar. Bigotry, as 
understood, is a desire to forcefully sup
press and stamp on~, and an utter refusal 
to tolerate, any opposing belief-a disposi
tion of which I, for one "Materialist," am 
totally unconscious. It is possible that 
Mr. Swan's opulence of spiritual knowl
edge has somewhat puffed him np, a trick 
which superior wealth is apt to play on any 
of ns if we do not guard onrselvs. 

He charges ns with not desiring to be in
formed about what "real material " con
sists of, and then he proceeds to say that 
after research he finds that " neither mat
ter nor life is, and probably never will be, 
fully understood by man in mortal or im
mortal life." I submit that such an expe
rience as that ought to make him more 
charitable toward those who hav reached 
the same conclusion alter similar research. 
If one who is in communication with the 
immortals, as Mr. Swan is, brings ns the 
message that matter and life are insoluble 
problems, how the divvle can he ask ns, 
who do not enjoy his advantages, to do 
otherwise than take him at his word and 
giv np trying to find out what " real ma
terial " consists of? 

I would not cast doubts, though I hav 
some in hand, on the authenticity of that 
communication which Mr. Swan repro
duces in his letter to 'THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
but I would like to present a thought 
for his consideration. Suppose that his 
daughter, from whom tbe communication 
purports to emanate, instead of being in 
the spirit world were in this, and residing 
on the other side of the continent; that he, 
having a parent's interest, should desire 
to know how itlared with her, and with a 
view to finding out should "foal away" 
$2 on a telegram to her addrePs. And 
suppose that in reply he should get a 
"finely drawn sprig" and this message: 
" Papa, in answer to your mental ques
tion I hav sent this little sprig in colors as 
emblematic of our love for yon all; as the 
bud opens so also does our love for man
kind expand," and so forth, all in the 
" best of sentiment," of course, but all 
blanked twaddle nevertheless. Would he 
not blow in another two dollars just to tell 
his gill to never mind about sprigs and 
buds and her expanding love for mankind, 
and to write as a daughter should to her 
parents -something that her old father 
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and mother could read and talk over to· 
gather and ~et some comfort and informa· 
tion from? And if in rejoinder to this he 
should receive another ream or two of 
ftnbdnb in dift'erent words, wouldn't he 
ask the telegraph operator what idiot asy
lum his wire was connected with? If not, 
why? 

By abstaining from profitless thought 
on the subject ef death I hav come to re
gard it as a thing to be neither desired nor 
objected to. It is one of the offices of the 
body to die, and as the other natural of
fices come to be performed with no nn· 
pleasurable sensations, so, I apprehend, 
will this one. But Mr. Swan's letter givs 
me terrors to think of. When this '' 42 
stout" person of mine goes under the 
daisies, is the mind that controls it going 
off to the moon, to exist in a paralyzod 
state, and to return in the form of short 
slate pencils and write slush and make bad 
drawings of several colors in the presence 
of a CJook county medium at $2 a lick? 
This thought contains the sting of death, 
and herein also does death achieve a tri
umph. From what I can learn from those 
who pretend to know about other states of 
existence, I am inclined to r;ay, Giv me 
this world or giv me none. G. E. M. 

God. 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., May 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR:· All anybody knows about 
God they can put in their eye, while what 
they don't know, printed in small type, 
would fill np all the space outside of the 
eye .. The Jewish scriptures represent him 
as anthropomorphic, i. e., with human 
form and characteristics. If the scriptures 
are right the only thing we can infer is 
this: We know what man is; we know that 
he is an animal, and naturalists hav as
signed him his proper place in the animal 
kingdom and classified him as genus 
homo, a placental vertebrate. Therefore, 
his antetype, God, cannot avoid coming 
under the same dell.omination of animals. 
The ancient Greeks wereahighly-onltured 
and intellectual race, and their conception 
of divinity was far more ennobling than 
the Jewish, which permitted the free in
dulgence of human feelings. (See Sir 
Charles Bell's "Anatomy and Philosophy 
of Expression.") The features of the· 
Greek gods as shown in sculpture are de
void of anything that would indicate the 
presence of the human passions, emotions, 
or sentiments, their creators evidently 
considering these too base and low to be 
represented in the face of a god. Instead 
their carved features are expressiv of un
impassioned thought, reason, and contem
plation. 

The Jewish god is totally different. He 
sometimes loses his head, gets his sus
penders in a twist, and rants around like a 
Dntoh stepfather; he turns things upside 
down, backside foremost, and inside out; 
puts poor Dives in the hole without linen 
duster or fan and not a morsel of ice for 
his beverage; orders defenseless women 
and children butchered and young girls 
debauched, and augments the torture of 
childbirth. He sets a premium on con
densed ignorance, is dead stuck on the 
dollar mark, issues a batch of promissory 
notes to condemned murderers, fawning 
sycophants, and hypocrite; he strangles 
liberty and wants to be patted on the back. 
He never caused anything but trouble to his 
constituency, and never created anything 
but an almighty big pile of work for the 
fool-killer: It would take a professor of 
mathematics to find out what relationship, 
affinity, or consanguinity he snstained to 
himself, being his own father and his own 
son, with the connection further compli
cated by a ghost mixed np in the trinity. 

Let ns turn from this spectacle to what 
has been termed nature's god. Colonel 
Ingersoll voiced a sublime · idea when he 
spoke of him as one " whose thoughts are 
stars and wbose dreams are constellations." 
I am sorry the colonel's .words couldn't be 
expanded into a continued story. As a 
workman js said to be known by his chips, 
we will hav to go to nature for the charac
ter of its god. 

Looking at nature from a standpoint of 
justice, we see that we never get a square 
deal; her scales hav never been poised. 
The big 1iah eat np the little ones, the 
strong shove the weak to the wall, and for
tune is invariably on the side of the heavy 
artillery. A fixed law has no conscience. 

The ears of pity are plugged, want is neg· 
leoted, and the calloused hand of indigent 
toil, heaped with lard, is compelled to 
grease the fat sow. The dogs of war are 
turned loose ; patient merit is run over, 
while wasteful exuberance rides on the 
band wagon. Nature's god is too prolific 
-more children are born th"n can be 
oared for. 

One would think that if some are not fit 
to survive they ought to hav been consid
ered unfit to be called into existence in the 
first place. Whatever glimpses of benefi
cent design we can descry in nature are 
more than counterpoised by a flagrant and 
perpetual miscarriage of justice. 

When we come to what has been called 
" reasoning from nature np to nature's 
god," we tackle the endless chain of cause 
and effect, and hav a circulating decimal 
on our hands, "worlds without end." 

The old Peruvians, who worshiped the 
sun, were not far wrong when they called 
themselvs his children. For the sun is 
really our father and the earth is onl' 
mother in more than a fignrativ sense. 
Atahnalp", in addressing himself to Pi
zarro's mob of Christian cutthroats, said: 
"Your god was murdered by the people 
he had made " (and pointing to the sun), 
" while mine livs to-day, and looks down 
on his children" (Presoot"t's "History of 
the Conquest of Peru "). 

But it won't do to make a god out of the 
sun, for astronomers know there are mill
ions of suns. To get these mixed np with 
the eods of religion might spoil their repu
tation. Don't worship any of them, but 
take them as they come. 

WM. PATTEBSON. 

An Open Le'ter. 
FROM B. W. W.ETMORB, M.D., TO BBV. F -, 

PASTOR M. B. OHUROII, ASHTABULA. 00., o. 

BuFFALo, N.Y., June 7, 1895. 
M.v Dear Reverend Sir : I take the lib

erty to call your attention to a very ob
jectionable expression made by yon as one 
of the officiating clergymen at my ·dear 
brother's funeral a few days since. After 
eulogizing the deceased's Christian char
acter, virtues, honesty, etc., in a very sat
isfactory matter, yon said, "In fact, a: 
man cannot be an honest man unless he 
is a (Jhristian." I was surprised to hear 
the whole moral world slandered by a 
Christian minister in this enlightened nine
teenth century. The expression could not 
hav been a lapsus lingure, for it was deliv
ered with a vehemence designed to impress 
your hearers. If yon were honest in that 
declaration, ignorance must be your only 
apology. In that event yon are certainly 
"joined to your idols," and your reading 
confined to sectarian papers. 

I was incensed, first, because I am not a 
Christian, never was, and never can be. 
Yet I know I am an honest and an up
right man, conscientious in my convictions, 
true to my moral principles, myself, my 
family, and my god -the ethical life in 
nature--,-and the Golden Rule, which is my 
religion. 

Jesus, it is said, taught these moral pre
cepts. So did Pittaons 650 years B. o. 
Also Thales, Confucius, Plato, Sextus, 
Aristotle, Aristippns, Socrates, Epiourus, 
Hillel, a Jewish rabbi, and many others, 
hundreds of years before Christ. 

So far as the moral precepts are con
cerned I am a Christian, but not otherwise, 
for I could never believe in the divinity of 
any man born of a woman-even a virgin 
-whose father was a ghost, holy or un
holy. Nor do I believe there is a man or 
woman living, of mens sana, who thinks, 
reasons, and analyzea honestly, who can 
conscientiously teach anoh preposterous 
dogmas. 

Can it be possible that any rational stu
dent can believe that a man who once lived 
here on this earth, with all the passions of 
mankind, who labored, fatigued, rested, 
slept, ate, drank, and was merry; one who 
cursed-even a fig-tree-reviled his neigh
bors, calling tuem thieves, vipers, etc., 
eventnally became a God in heaven? Can 
it be possible that an honest man can rea
son himself into the belief that a person 
is his own father, and that a ghost pro
ceeded from the father and son both, and 
was, at the same time, both that father and 
son, and that three times one ~s one? The 
Aryans conFidered tbis story a jocose 
fable for hundreds of years, just M we 
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regard the " Arabian Nights," or some of 
Rider Hagard's mythical stories. · 

Second, I was incensed, because I know 
that Christianity has had very little inftn
enoe in making men honest. Look at the 
statistics of our state prisons to-day, if 
yon please, and yon will find that. accord· 
ing to their records, nine-tenths of the 
convicts hav been entered as Christians. 

What an appalling history! Still more 
appalling is the record of priests and 
preachers, more than one thousand having 
been arrested, many of whom were con· 
vioted. fined, or sent to prison since 1876 
in the United States and Canada& alone. 
Some of their crimes are too revolting for 
publication. Forgery, theft, adultery, 
elopement, rape, embezzlement, and in
temperance were as common charges as 
against the laity. 

For the crimes of Christians generally, 
I will call your attention to a little table 
from prisons reports of Iowa, Michig-an, 
Tennessee, Connecticut, Indiana, lllinois, 
and Canada. In sixty-six different prisons, 
jails, look-ups, reformatories, refuges, and 
penitentiaries, thel'e were, for the years 
given in report, 41,335 men and boys, 
women and girls, of the following religions 
sects: 
Catholios ........................................ 16,431 
Chn .. oh of England (Episcopalians). 9,975 
Universalists.................................. 5 
Eighteen other Protestant denomi-

nations .................................. 14,811 
Jews, Chinese, and. Mormons.......... 110 
Infidels (two so-called, one avowed). 3 

41,335 

Were I to giv yon the statistics of pris
ons in foreign countries it would be more 
appalling still. Enough has been said, I 
trust, to show that it requires a greater in
finance than Christianity to make people 
honest. 

These statistics hardly sustain the alle
gation that "a man cannot be honest un
less he be a Christian," or that Christianity 
makes men honest, or that Infidelity is 
coupled with impurity. 

Now, my dear reverend sir, you must 
know that hundreds and hundreds of 
years before Christ was protoplasm, there 
were thousands of honest men and women, 
and that there are millions of honest peo
ple living to-day who do not believe in the 
miraculous conception fable, the atone
ment scheme, or the resurrection myth. 

It is estimated that but one-tenth of the 
population of this globe pretend to be re
ligions, and but about one-fifth of that 
number IBy any claim to Christianity. If 
your allegations are true, it m nst be a very 
dishonest world, although Christianity has 
held sway for more than eighteen hundred 
years. Fortunately yon are in error, for 
that dogma is of local inftnenoe, while the 
Golden Rule guide, or morality, is a gen
eral attribute. Do not forget that the 
Hebrews hav a reputation of being the 
most honest people on earth. It is very 
rare that a Jew is sentenced to a peniten
tiary. Read the lives of the great men, 
or gods, of Persia, China, Greece, Mexico, 
Rome, Arabia,. and India, as well as Pales
tine, and compare the honesty of these va
rious nations. 

I admit that Confucius was a murderer; 
so was Moses; and that Marcus Aurelius 
was a liar; so were Ensebins and St. Paul 
(the latter claimed it was for the glory of 
God, and they should not be rebuked). 
Were these representativs honest Chris
tians, or does it require a greater Christian 
inftnenoe now-a-days to make men honest 
than eighteen hundred years ago? 

This letter may seem captions, but I can 
assure yon that nothing but the inftnenoe 
of human duty could impel me to take 
such liberty. An ethical life has always 
guided my footsteps. My religion-like 
Thomas Paine's-is to do good, and to be 
religions we must be honest. I therefore 
honestly presume to advise yon to never 
make that assertion in public again. It is 
detrimental to yon as a Christian gentle
maa, and detrimental to the cause of 
Christ. Yon are a young preacher, I am 
an old one-not of theology-but for 
thirty-four years I haT taught medioin and 
morals, and I assure yon honesty is the 
best policy. Never let enthusiasm lead 
yon from the path of truth; be mentally 
as well as physically temperate, and your 
conscience will be as clear as your title in 
heaven can be. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
iion~ for this Corner should be sent. 

" &tween the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the d~'s occupation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Sp~>ak No 111. 
Other people hav thf'ir faults, 

And oo hav you as well; 
But all ye chance to see or hear 

Y.e hav no right t<~ tell. 

If ye canna speak o' good, 
Take care, and see and feel 

Earth has all too much o' woe, 
And not enongh:o' weal. 

Be careful that ye make nae strife, 
Wi' meddling tongue and brain; 

For ye will find enough to do 
If ye bl!lt look at hame. 

If ye canna speak o' good, 
Qhi dinna. spea.k a.t a.ll; 

.For there is grief a.nd woe enough 
On this terrestria.l ball. 

If ye should feel like picking fla.ws, 
Ye better go, I ween, 

And read the book that tells ye a.ll 
About the mote a.nd bea.m. 

Dinna. lend a. ready ea.r 
To gossip or to strife, 

Or perhaps 'twill ma.ke for ye 
Nae sunny things -of life, 

Oh! dinna add to others' woe, 
Nor mock it with your mirth 

But giv ye kindly sympathy 
To suffering ones of earth, 

Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
IlL-THE STORY OF THE FRENCH REVO

LUTION. 
"'The French Revolution," said Madge, 

gravely, "was the reaction of tyranny." 
''And like many another reaction, worse 

than its cause," ventured Walter. 
Auntie Bright was listening. Madge's 

pleasant voice went on: "It was the rule of 
ignorance, and ignorance is always the 
worse, albeit its opponents are craft and 
duplicity." 

Auntie Bright never concealed her 
pride in Madge and Walter, even in 
their presence. She audibly applauded. 
"Madge, you hav been reading Carlyle," 
she ssid. 

"Even so," replied her niece. "Hav 
you not been reading Proudhon, a 
greater cynic than Carlyle." 

"I like Proudhon," cried Walter, "he 
analyzes so clearly, and expounds such 
grave philosophical deductions with the 
utmost simplicity. And he is so plain 
that I believe the veriest child could com
prehend him." 

" If, as he says, your mind is capable of 
uniting two propositions, and deducing a 
third therefrom." 

"The logical mind," said Walter, 
lightly. "Well, we, at least., ought to be 
capable of that after auntie's lectures upon 
logic." 

"My lectures," said auntie, smiling at 
the expression. "Well, they hav been 
brief enough, and profusely illustrated." 

"All the better," rejoined her nephew. 
"We're such children still that we need 
something of that sort to help us under
stand." 

"I am so grateful that I should like 
another one," said Madge, slyly. 

Auntie Bright could not be proof 
against such persausiv flattery. "But," 
she said, '' you are as well informed as I." 

"No, indeed," cried two dissenting 
voices, while Madge said, coaxingly, "Tell 
us a story of the French Revolution." 

Auntie Bright's stock of stories was 
great. Now she sighed and said: Well, 
a historical story will tell you more of the 
French Revolution than I could tell you in 
sober fact. And to get an idea of the 
stormy times at that period, I will tell you 

THJ!l STORY OF THE DAUPHIN. 
Re was born at Versailles in 1785. He 

was a most affectionate child, and was 
ardently attached to his mother. He used 
to sport about the garden of the palace. 
Little Trianon was his favorit playground. 

He would arise early in the morning to 
gather dowers from the garden to lay on 
his mother's pillow. 

"Ah," he would say, when weary of 
play, "I havnot earned the first kiss from 
mother to-day." 

THE TRUTH RF.F.K l<i H 

'l'he Revolution came and casli a shadow 
over Versailles, wilih all its glory. The 
roval family were surrounded by enemies, 
and were in constant terror, and the little 
dauphin was made unhappy by the sight 
of his mother's tears. · 

One day a sening.woman told him that 
if he would procnre some favor for her she 
would be as happy as a queen. 

" As happy as a queen," he repeated 
sadly. "I know of one queen who does 
nothing but weep." 

The revolutionists overthrew the :Sastile 
and throne, and the members of the royal 
family were obliged to seek protection in 
the N"ational Assembly. They were then 
confined in an old French prison called the 
Temple. 

The king was tried by the Assembly, 
condemned-, and executed. He deeply 
loved the dauphin and parted from him in 
great sorrow. 

After the king's death, the dauphin was 
the principal solace of the queen in her 
imprisonment. Re was al last removed 
from the quean's apartment by an ordet of 
the committee of public safety. lt was re
lated that when the gnard. came to take 
him away, his mother fought for him until 
her strength was exhausted, and she fell 
senseless to the floor. 

After the execution of hiB mother he was 
given over to the care of a brutal shoe
maker, named Simon, who endeavored to 
cause his death without committing palpa
ble murder. He was ill-fed, beaten, and 
abused, and received the name of the 
'' She·wolf's-whelp," referring to Marie 
Antoinette. 

At this period the police were in the 
habit of distributing in the streets songs 
against" Madam Veto," as the queen had 
been called. One of the most infamous of 
these, vulgar as it was brutal, had been 
procured by Simon. 

One day, for the want of a new torture 
for the child, Simon resolved to make him 
sing this obscene song against his mother. 
"Come along, Capet," sa.id he. " Here is 
a new song which you must sing to me. '' 

He handed the song to the dauphin. 
The boy saw its meaning, and with all the 
instincts of a susceptible natare, he re· 
coiled from the thought of reviling his 
mother. He laid it down on the table 
without a word. 

Simon arose in wrath. 
''I thought I said you must sing." 
'' I never will sing such a song." 
" I declare to you that I will kill you if 

you refuse to obey me." 
"Never!" 
Simon caught up the andiron and threw 

it at the child with a force that would ha~ 
proved fatal had he not missed his aim. 
His passion then gradually subsided, but 
the boy refused to Bing. 

One day, after a series of abuses too 
shocking to relate, Simon seized the dau
phin by the ear, and, drawing him to the 
middle of the apartment, said: 

'' Capet, if the Vendeans were to set you 
at liberty, what would you do to me?" 

"I would forgiv you," replied the un
fortunate boy. 

His situation at last became wretched in 
tbe extreme. He was placed in a filthy 
cell, where he could neither receive pure 
air nor hav exercise ; his food was scanty, 
his bed was not made for six months, and 
his clothes were not changed for a year. 
He became covered with vermin, and mice 
used to nibble at his feet. He passed the 
days in utter silence, wishing only to die. 
His sensibilities became mercifully dead
ened, so that he lived in a self-made realm 
of pure fantasy. 

After the overthrow of the revolution
ary government under Robespierre, he 
was assigned to more merciful keepers. 
But his body and mind were in ruins, and 
all efforts to restore him were in vain. 

It was a lovely June day in the summer 
of 1795. He was dying. Without the air 
was full of sunshine, of birds and roses. 

"Are you in pain?" asked an attendant. 
"Yes," he said, " but not in so much as 

I WAs; the music is so sweet." 
He presently added: "Do you not hear 

the music?" 
"From whence does it come?" 
"From above." 
His eyes became luminous; he seemed 

happy and peaceful, and he fancied that 
among the voices that seemed to be sing-

ing around him he could distinguish that 
of his mother. It was pure fancy, but it 
grew out of the filial devotion of his heart1 

'the pitiful story saddened the young 
people very much. Auntie Bright's own 
sympathetic voice lent additional pathos to 
the romance. At last }ia.dge said: 

"Do you suppose any of the revolution
ists suffered as that boy did?" 

Auntie Bright gave a quick sigh. 
"There is no doubt of it, Madge ; but 

for that part of the story I refer you to 
Harriet Martineau.;; 

Auntie Bright arose, signifying that the 
audience was at an end. ib.A. BAI.I.ou. 

Thomas Paine Remembered In Ohio. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I am in this city 

(Columbus, Ohio) teaching elocution and 
oratory. One of my classes proposed that 
we hav a picnic on Decoration Da.y, and 
we are having it. 

Knowing that I would be eipepted to 
help lliake the time pass pleasantly, I 
brought with me the Thomas Paine num
ber of THll: TRuTH SEEkER and the pam
phlet, "Federation and Union." We 
looked at the picture of Paine's home, his 
monument, sud himself, read some from 
the paper, talking of Paine and his great 
work for the freedom of his country and 
for the right of Freethought. Miss Nora 
:9eard proposed, " Three cheers for 
Thomas Paine," and they were as heartily 
given as though we had numbered hun
dreds. 

Then, from "Federation and Union," I 
read S. P. Putnam's speech, ''Our Flag." 
The response was " Three cheers for Pnt
nam and Our Flag." We then had a pa
triotic recitation by Alma Coulter, the 
youngest member of the class, a sweet lit
tle girl of nine years. In response to the 
request for a dramatic reading, I gave a 
cutting from your story, "Jack Howard's 
Stepmother." 

Some of those present had heard very 
little of Thomas Pa.ine, but all were broad
minded, and received his ideas and other 
Liberal thought more enthusiastically 
than I had dared anticipate. 

Before the literary part of our program 
we had a good. dinner under the spreading 
branches, and now the cloth is laid for an
other meal. The class wanted a stroll in 
the woods and I wanted quiet, so while 
they were gone the thought came, "Write 
to the Corner,'' and I proceeded to do so. 

We could not participate in the exer
cises at the grave of Thomas Paine, bfit 
our little celebration has been very enthu~ 
siastic and. inspiring. The book and paper 
I carried were b')rrowed for further read
ing, and I trust the interest awakened may 
continue·. 

The strollers hav returned.. They ap• 
prove of the above, and say: "Add that 
we hav had a good boat ride on the lake." 

We must eat our lunch and go back to 
the city, where I am to read to-night. Sin-
cerely yours, M. FLORENOE JOHNSON. 

332 Oak st., Columbus, 0. 

Correspondence. 
SALEM, NEB., May 29, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WrxoN: This is my second 
letter to the Children's Corner. My school 
was out last week, and we had ten gradu
ates. About two months ago the people 
of Salem held a large meeting for about 
five weeks. The preacher got about two 
hundred converts, the most of them being 
children from seven to seventeen years, 
and a few rough boys, and some that got 
their breakfa!!t on their way home from 
church. I went one night, and it was like 
going to a show to see them. 

Your Liberal friend, 
NELLm BRINEGAR. 

[Nellie will not care to go again to such 
a meeting. She can spend her time more 
profitably.-ED. C. C.] 

CHIOAGO, ILL., June 15, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My father is dead, 

and I am just eight years eld, and I wish 
to write a tetter. I am sorry my father is 
dead. I am going to try to be good to my 
mother. I would like to hav some song 
books. Could you please tell me were we 
could get the song books? I go to Clarke's 
school, and my teacher's name -is Miss 

Young MotlJers 
should early lea,rn the necessity of keeping on 
hand a supply of Gail Borden Eagle Brand Con
densed Milk for nursing babies as well as for 
general cooking. It h&s stood the test for 3D 
years, and its value is recognized. 

Dowlel, and she is a good teacher, and 
I would like to bav a hymn book. In our 
room we hav seventy-seven children. My 
papa's name was John Masley. I hope to 
see my letter in the Children's Corner; 

A:tii:JB MASLJilY, 
(We are all !lorry lor Alice in the loss of 

her papa. She must do the things her papa 
would like her to do were he living, and 
then we will all be proud of her.-ED. 
c. C.] 

A. Chance for Women to Make Money. 
I saw one of your subscribers tell in ii'Otlr col

UmllJ! a few Weeks ago boW shll ~arle money sell
i)lg Dish Wash!lrs. I 1trote to the Iron Oit,v Dish 
Washer Co.; 145 S. Highland Ave. Stat1on A, 
Pittsburg; Pa., and obta.inPd one of their Dish 
Washers and tried it myself first. It is ju~tlovely; 
you cau wash and dry the dishes for a family in 
two minutts. without touching your hands to a 
dish or putting them in hot water. I made the 
first day $5, ahd everybody wanted a Dish Washer 
just as soon as they saw me wash their dishes. 
Since then I have made as high as $18 a day, and 
I believe that I can get enough money to keep IJJY 
b_rot,!J.er~atsollool next wintllr &lld hate monjly ill 
the uan · tdd. Any Jady or gerltlRman can do as 
well as a.rii doing, I am sure; as I had no expe
rience. When everybody wants to buy, it is not 
hard to sell. An..rone can get information by writ
ing the above nrm; and I am glad to add my ex
periencph· because I think it is my duty to others 
to help t em over the harq t1mes. 

MARTHA FBANOIS. 

mean§ 

Columbia 

N~\Y_ Price_$1 00 
HARTFORbs, next best, $SO $6o. 

$5o for boys; and girls' sizes. 
. . POPE MFG. CO. 

Hartford, CoD.D. 
BOSTON, CHICAGO, 
NEW YORK. SA...-.q' FB..lNCUOO, 

··- _ PBoVmENOE, BUFFALO. 

An Art Catalogue of these famous 
wheels at any Columbia Agency., or will 
be mailed for two a-cent stamps. 

THE 

.BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. S 0 tJ T ll lt I C K. 
For I dipt into the futul"e, far 8.8 human eye could 

see 
Saw the Vision of the world,.. &nd li.ll the wonders 

that woula be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land 'ritbout a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

CAHEEB OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Thel~ Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a. studyfnthe evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all forme ot religious wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity. 
and reliability of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pages and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents in J'n.per and 711 cents in 
cloth to ~:i cents in J2.1J.Per":i0 cents in cloth 

Address T.tlE TuUTH SEEK.I!lR 00. 
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ren copies. - $1.00 
Fifty copies - 4.50 
Jne hundred copies • • - 8.00 
Larger Quantities ad,mcial rates. 
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400 Years 
OF 

Freetl1ough 
B~ Samuel Porter Putl\amt 

Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
OJ the Most Eminent Freethinkers, oj the Past 

:Four Hundred Years. 
~-.. ./'-.../"'-/'-/'v'"""-./~~~ 

~HE 7RUTH SEEKER OOMP.A.NYannouncedin Octo-
ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 

had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves wheth~r it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have :fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the :fifty port-raits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of .the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was gullra.nteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, the:Y are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised .and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of Foun HuNDRED YEARs OF FREE
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and infiuence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in· the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book~ It ful:fils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5, With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES HORA-N. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, apd 
an argument for '"limiting government to the 
mere p,rotection of life a.nd property and th!l dis
pensatlOn of Prompt and equal Just ce to all.'' 

Price, li cents. 
Address Tlfl<l 'f1l!.n'f11J SEElO<JP, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New Yorlr. 

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, 
HIS 

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy. 
A Lecture ' 

By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 
Price, 10 Cents. 

A little book of ~8 P&!fes, fall of solen tift c 
thought. The story of ,th1s gre\t scientist's life 
and works reads like an enchanting tale. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKEF. • On Prayer, Annie Besant .................. . 
• On the Religjons EdncatJon of Children: 
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Annie Hesant. "r1tten during her 
Transition from Christia.Bity.... . 2 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men.. With a StartlinQ" 
Chanter on . WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 

Great Su.ICI·des of H·lstory ... t,if~,yvb~d\~\o:e otri~:t ~f~rna'Po~sJ?,ra~t ~e~ 
28 Lafayette Place. NAw Vn•lr (l;ty 

A NEW EDITION 
OF • Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Qna.kerii. 

S. D. Moore . . . . . . •• • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . • 1 
.orthodoxy. Robert G Inl{!lraol! ............ · 10 
.• Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson ............................. . 
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• ]Philosophy of Secularism. Oh~~orles Watts .. ·• 2 
A Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

- br the Bible. l'er dozen.................. 10 

Schonenhauer's Celebrated 
Essay "On Suicide." 

Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents 
'rhe 'rruth Seeker, 

28 LA.FAYI:tTTB PLACE. New York. 

In~~:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
ed1tion, and can be framed or placed upon the 
tabla as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
"urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
trnthfnlly described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J;loet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world.'' It wi,ll 
make a delightful present, and will be a ftonvenlr 
not only of intellectual greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heav_y board, gilt 
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 lnoh&s, IUld the 
price onl:v7G cents, POBt-Paid. 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early Hto.tory of Cbrisliauity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere 80 Fnlly and Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

By HEY. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
l'BIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafavette place, New York. 
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.JY ot for ]}araons •. 
REv. Dr. BARREL: "I can't get the in

troductio:a to this sermon worded just to 
suit me." Mrs. BIO\rrel: "Why don't you 
start it with: 'As has been said before, and 
so well said?' " 

DoROA.s: "I never knew any good come 
of keeping Lent." ,urs. Dorcas: "Why, 
my dear, look at Mrs. Hillaire. She was 
cleaning a fish the other day and found a 
diamond ring in its i'lside. "-Jud(le. 

"WE hav come to offo3r you an increase 
of salary," said the deacon, " but we hav 
doubts whether you will accept it." " Why 
so?" asked the parson, eagerly. "Be
cause," BIO\id the deacon, "we havn't been 
able to collect it." 

DuRING the past two weeks twenty-one 
persons hav been baptized at Prineville in 
the cold waters of Oohoco creek, and 
others are waiting for warmer water, tak· 
ing their chances meanwhile with other 
sinners.-Portland Oregonian. 

MINISTER: "Hav yon spoken a kind 
word to some poor brother on this glad 
Sabbath day, Brother Solum?" Brother 
Solum: "Yes, sir." Minister: "Ah, what 
effect did it hav?" Brother Solum: "Won
derful. He eaid I was a blank hypocrit, 
and it was no use to 'lectioneer hill on 
Sunday. "-Cleveland Plain Dealer. 

FrnsT BEGGAR: "Where did you get 
that fine overcoat?" Second do.: "At 
the big house at the corner." First do : 
"Why, I went there only this mornin' 
shiverin' with cold, and dey wouldn't giro
me a rag." Second: "Oh, ahl but I didn't 
ask for clothes for myself. I told 'em it 
was fur the pore heathen in darkest 
Africa." 

THE minister was expected to make a 
visit. The mother called her young hope
ful and told him, if the minister asked his 
name, he was to reply, Jack; his age, he 
was to say, 5 years old; where bad children 
went to, he was to answer, to hell. The 
good man arrived and asked his age, and 
wishing to show his mother how well he 
had :remembered his lesson, he replied, 
• • Jack, five years old, go to hell." 

THE pastor of a Congregational chnroh 
of Somerville, Mass., distributes a n!'atly 
printed sheet containing the chnrch no
tices, in the pews, in lieu of reading lliem. 
This was one of the recent notices: "It 
may not be inappropriate to call attention 
of the audience to the bad habit they hav 
fallen into of watching people who come in 
late, Hpecially those who hav new clothes. 
These late comers are modest people, and 
it must be a serious annoyance to hav their 
raiment a subject of remark. They wear 
it nnconsciously, and prefer that you would 
not notice them. The Snndayservices are 
at 10:30, and 7:30, for the benefit of all 
who desire to spend an honr in worship; 
but for all those who hav recently visited 
the tailor, snd milliner, and dressmaker, 
the morning service begins anywhere from 
10:30 to 11, and the evening service ten 
minutes before 8. For the benefit of the 
very tardy ones the announcement is here
by made that the benediction will be the 
only portion of the service in which they 
are respectfully invited to participate."
New York Tribune. 

Miss Mor,LY ELLioT SEAWELL relates the 
following anecdote in the conrse of a 
sketch of John Paul Jones, in the Century 
for April: The landing on St. Mary's isle 
thoroughly alarmed the coasts, and the 
name and character were well known. 
The Ranger being seen beating up the 
Solway toward the "land town o' Kirk
caldy," the frightened people assembled 
on the shore, and presently down came 
their "meenister," Rev. Mr. Shirra, lug
ging a huge armchair, which he flung down 
on the shore, and then plumped himself 
violently into it. He was short of breath, 
and very angry with the deity for permit
ting snch d01ngs as Paul Jones's; and, pnft'· 
ilig and blowing, he made the following 
prayer, which tradition has preserved: 
"Now, Lord, dinna ye think it is a shame 
for ye to send this vile pirate to rob onr 
folk o' Kirkcaldy? For ye ken they are 
pnir enough already, and hae naething to 
spare. They are all fairly guid, and it 
wad be a pity to serve them in sic a wa'. 
The wa' the wind blows, he'll be here in a 
jiffy and wha kens what he may do? He 
is n~ne too gnid for onything. Muckle's 
the mischief he has done already. Ony 
pocket gear they bae gathered thegither, 
he will gang wi' the whole o't, and maybe 
burn their houses, tak' their cla'es, and 
strip them to their sarksl And wae's mel· 
Wha kens but the bluidy villain may tak' 
their lives. The puir women are maist 
frightened out o' their wuts, and the bairns 
skeeking after them. I canna tho't it! I 
canna tho't it! I hae been long a faithfu' 
servant to ye, Lord; but gin ye dinna turn 
the wind about, and blow the scoundrel 
out o' our gate, I'll nae stir a foot, but just 
sit here until the tide comes in and drowns 
me Sae tak' your wull o't, Lord!" The 
prayer appears to hav been effectiv; for at 
that very moment the wind changed, and 
blew "the scoundrel out o' onr gate." 

THE TRUTH SEE!t:EjR. 

Some Good Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
on the famous text, "The Olergy know that I 
know that thN do not know." 

PERSONAL EXISTENCE .AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L.R.Smilli. 

READ AND GIVE to YOUR FRIENDS. 
Mailed singly ror 10 cents each: twelve of any 

one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING .A.T LINCOLN HALL, 
W .A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
of RoN. FrumERlOX DoUGLAss and CoL. Rou
Eli.T G. INGERSOLL on the Decision. of the 

AN ANTIDOTE .ANALYZED. Reply to a !JnitedSta~es 9onrt th~J.t the Civil Rights Act 
Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, 1s Unoonst1tu~wnal. .1! lfty-three large octavo 
and E~po~ing the Inconsistency of Christians pages, of wh1ch Oolonel Ingersoll's speech 
genera.ll~ H C Lnse. oocnl!!_es 88 ~es. ' 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Showing that j PULPI'l't.. PE.w, .AND CR~D;tE. So long 
L1quor Drinking is Commended Defended, as the J:'"qlP1t speaks to belienng Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker. posed oh1efiy of mothers, the m;adle wi.M be 

CHRISTIANITY A. REWARD FOR CRIME rooked by ghosts and the race will rema.m on . . its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 
Authenticated by the 11Ible. 0 B Wh1t- a. God who is powerless against him. One of 
for~ M.D. Helen Gardener's bri_ghtest efforts. 

DID nAN FALL~ IstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION 0.1!' HUM.A.NITY BET· 
EPi.)~clJ:~tsDaEtlr~r<f:Ns. A Lectnre by TERTH.A.NETERN.A.LPUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Givi~g reasonable REMLI. GHa.lbOcUooSk.PROBLEM"' 0 f L K 
reasons for ReliJI.ions and other Delusions. .,. ~e ~ • · 

F .A.LSE CL!IMS OF THE CHURCH W:ashburn's best lectures, and it 1s,llke all of 
John E. Remsbur 's most noted work, and hls, very good. -
one of the most elective ever wntten by any THE RO.A.RING LION f:)N THE TR.A.CK. 
Freethinker One of M. Babcock's oomtoal sermons. 

FIRSl' EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGIO~ or The Con-
.A.POSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. 1li~t Between Reason and t:~uperstition. T 0 
W •tt hil · · · d •h 1 d W1dd1combe. n en w eJonrn!JY.ln!lman near • e an ST M.A.TTHEW BEFORE THE COURT of Yahweh. Uonta.rmng the best moral in- • . . . • 
strnntions of the wo~ld from the great te~>,ch- Presentmg the endenoe of the forge.ry of h1s 

THEra GtfNii>WEL~si~~ ~n;:~r read SIS~E'Rdluc~· fii,SeB:"Eiturl"FUL DIS· 
before the Freethought International Con- CLOSURES REG.A.RDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. Onll !Jf o.tto Wettstein's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal atta.clts on Si!mtua.li•m. are inimical to chasti~. virtue, and freedom. 

THE . G~ORY OF lNI!'IDELIT~. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A. M.A.TERI.A.L· 
::Ji~~:l~~~t~~~s~o~g~!~~u~~s~ ISTIC S~.A.NDPOINT. B F Un~er-
Every Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- wood. W:.:1tten before Mr. Underwood jomed 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" shouid be the Pa;rch1o Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW .AND R.A.CK. Tortnre 
to do it. :;::Implements Employed in the 15th anp 16th 

HOW C.A.N WE BE SA. VED t Was Jesus centuries for thepromulgation of Chmtian-
Snpernatura.lly Conceived, and did he Rise ity .. Being the Nuremburg <)o)l\)ction, wiph 
from the Dead T Israel W Groh. spemmens from th!l f!oly Iriqms1t10n .. 28 Plo-

INGERSOLL .AND JESUS Showing how tures. The deson11t10ns and refiect1ons by • George E. Macdonald. 
TH~et'iMfTATto.Nsm6>tsTOL~ftfTiof: VICTOR HUG~'S OR.A.TION ON VOL· 

A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, T.A.IR;E, de!ivered on the .m~e hnn-
Hon. Frederic R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s a.nmversary of Voltaue s death. 
Woodford, before the Nineteenth Century ~anslated b:y: James Pa.r~on, author of the 
ClnbofNewYork. "Eachmanhas the same Llfd of Voltaue. To which are added ~he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great P.oems of Goethe, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L'!!!K_fellow. • 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll W .A.S CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Austin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bierbower. A law::rer's ooneideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of that a.lle~ted event. 
Protestant. W .A.S JESUS INS.A.NE t A consideration 

M.A.TERI.A.LISM: Its History, and Its In- of Christ's a.lle~ted acts whiah would lead one 
finance Upon Soci~~:y_, Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Washburn. 

MIR!CLES .AND .M.lR.A.CLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. H.A.ND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Mira.cles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pu \nam. 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's Tile title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a g"feat 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it havA been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other PQems are: The Golden Ag.e,.The Idef!ol 
the Clergy. H. J. Seigneuret M.D. apd the Real. Not Dea~, but LivmgJ. Frui-

THE NEW GOD "It · ' t t1on, HoPe Thomas Pame Nature's uospel, 
• 18 a~ open secre Address tobeity,and the short~osmso often 

tb(Lt ~an has always ~ade his ~ds. TY.ey recited with great effect by Oha.rles Watts, 
~XlBt m and through~. as the 1mage ensts Give u~ Light. 
m and through the muror. Take away man WILL THE CO .... ING .... •N WORSHIP 
and yon take awayGod-theimagevanishes." .Ill. .111.a. • 
This pa.mphl•t, therefore, is a consideration GOD f B F Underwood; wr1tten be-
of what kind of a God man should make. ! fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. s .. arobers. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll,. and one. of that great I BESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. '~he snl:>Jects cons1qe:.:ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congrops at Chi-
thodo;t Relig10nD~ng Out. Reli~lolll!Deaths oago. Oonside•ing_: The Cause of Woman's 
and B1rth~,('he Relig~o~ of Re01promty, M_o-; Subju~tation, The oanon Law and Its Effects 
hammed, Tne ~estruotion !Jf .Art, The DlB- • UponHor,TheologyNeverHelpfultoWoman, 
oovery of Amlilnca ... Copern1cns .and Kepler,! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethought the 
Charles Da.rWln, l:lPeCla.i Prondence, The Benefactor of Wol'l!a.n. t'lnsan H. Wixon 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor, The Love WOM.A.N. HER p .A.ST .AND PRESENT 
of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • ' 
The Second Birth Ins iration, The Reign of HER RIGHTS .AND WRONGS. A lect-
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Broagh~;,.:rhe ure delivered before tne Woman Suffrage All-
Resurreotiop,., The . Jud_gment-Day, rions sooiation of Denver, CoL, by B F Underwood. 
Evasions ".NO Bible, No Un•ilize.tion;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, rhe Asceniion, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils ... Necessity of Belief, ~·ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment l:lome ~Nho A.re Damned, A<idress T~ TRUTH Fllll'EKF.R CO .• 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

If will 

Make You 

laugh. 

By 'WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Ortgin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testame11t-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 
1 

J 

Sustaining a. Theory, BloodvJoshua., 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Ja.bin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer .l!'&milv Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His ''Sister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esa.u, David God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses · Adventures of the Prophets, 
Bala.a.m the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.60; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TK1JTH SEEKER, 28 Laf'ayette Pl., New York city. 

ln the nature ofthings. 

BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co •• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the f11.mous Chri~o~tma.s 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro· 
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child. 

"Reading this lecture.'' remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
g-otten up in the handsome style of 
''Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to llis 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An · intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
Bl OAP!'. BOBI!IBT 0. ADAK& 

Beina the 11tory of hill mental Journer from 
orthoclox:v to B•tion&ll.sm. 

PftOBo P•Per, 25 OBDtll; oloth, '1'5 OBDtl, 
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Gems of ~Aou:ght. 
ALL free government is baaed upon free 

discussion.- Washington Gladden. 

THE degree of punishment will depend 
on the char'aeter of the criminal and not 
on that of the crime.-Henry Charles 
Lea. 

G~NUIN civilization does not _increase, 
but reduces, standing arm1es and 
commerce-destroying navies.-Galveston 
:News. 

EvERY man is free to do that which he 
wills, provided he infringes not the equal 
freedom of any other man.-Herbert 

·Spencer. 

WAKE to the dawn of a larger life, 
Sleepers dull in the Night of Now! 

Beat your hearts to a wider strife! 
Build your thoughts in a broader brow. 

-J. William Lloyd. 
EvERY one is born with a nose and five 

fingers, and no one is born with a knowl
edge of God. This may be deplorable or 
not, but it is certainly the human con
dition.- Voltaire. 

RELIGION is not in the purview of human 
government. Religion is essentially dis· 
tinct from the government and exempt 
from its cognizance. A connection be
tween them is injurious to both.-James 
Madison. 

REFORMS that reform make progress 
slowly. Violent action does not properly 
belong to any movement looking toward 
the development of ideas and the applica
tion of principles to human life. Because 
every advance made must be clearly the 
finished outcome and expression of public 
need and public opinion in harmony with 
naturalla.w.-Louise Tresscotte. 

ToLBTOI wrote "Ivan the Fool" in a 
mood of essential trust. When freedom is 
popular even the autocrat will tmn pro
fessor. I do not fear my neighbor when 
he knows I trust him. He fears me when 
he knows that I feel unsafe next him un
less I bolt my doors. Restriction reaps 
anger, suffers retaliation, trips over its 
own buffers. It violates and is violated. 
It poisons the root of the tree from which 
it eats the fatal fruit.-Horace L. 
Traubel. 

DuRING the period when the church 
ruled supreme, in intellectual and mate
rial culture and development men fell very 

·low, far below the level of the days of 
classic antiquity. This is easily explained; 
for when men take upon themselvs to pre
pare only for a future life, then the pres
ent ceases to carry any value. Well might 
the Christian father, Tertullian, exclaim: 
"Desire for knowledge other than of 
Jesus Christ, learning other than the gos
pel, is no longer necessary." For all that 

· man need know was to be found in the 
Bible, and what was not to be read therein 
wasuntrue and mischievous. Very truly 
has Ludwig Feuer bach said: "If we are 
for heaven born, then are we lost to earth." 
-Ludwig Buchner. 

THE temporary nature of Christianity is 
plainly indicated by its indorsement of the 
Old TestBment. Jesus was never able en
tirely to outgrow the prejudices of his 
Jewish education. "One jot or one tit
tle," says he, " shall in no wise pass from 
the law till all is fulfilled." "The scribes 
and pharisees sit in Moses' seat; all, there
fore, whatsoever they bid you observe, 
that observe and do." As if the doctrin of 
these Jewish law-expounders were all di
vine! Jesus refers to the old stories of the 
Jewish Bible as if he believed them, and 
he evidently did, and even takes the mar
velous tale of Jonah for true. and refers to 
prophecies of himself in the Old Testament 
which certainly hav no existence.- Will
iam Denton. 

THE supernatural and the miraculous 
controled the world. · Everything was 
explained, . but nothing was under
stood. The church was at the head. 
The sick bought from monks little 
amulets of consecrated paper. They did 
not send for a doctor, but for a priest, and 
the priest sold the diseased and the dying 
these magical amulets. These little pieces 
of paper, with the help of some saint, 
would cure diseases of every kind. If you 

STAT a: OF 01JIO, CITY OF Toi.EDO,} 
88 LUCAS COUNTY. · 

FRANK J. CH2NEY m.kes oath that he is the 
senior partner of t.he firm of F. J. CHENFY & Oo. 
doing business in the oity of 'l'oledo, County and 
8tate aforesaid. and that 8aid firm will pay the 
sum of ONI!l HUNDREU DOLI.-ARS for eaoh and 
every case of Catarrh .that cannot be cured by the 
use of HAI.I.'S 0ATABllH CURE. 

FRANK J. CHENEY. 
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres-

ence, this 6th day of December, A.D. 1886 . 

{,-A-..} A. W. GLEASON, 
SEAL Notarv Public. 

' "-v"" . 
Hall's Ca.tarrh Onre is taken internally and acts 
directly on the blood and mucous surface• of the 
system. Send for testimoniab, free. 

F. J. CHENEY & 00., Toledo, 0. 
IJF' Sold.byDru~rgists, 75o. 

TH:~ TRUTH SEER:ER. 

would put one in a cradle, it would keep 
the child from being bewitched. If you 
would put one in the barn, the rats would 
not eat your corn. If you would keep one 
in the house, evil spirits would not enter 
your doors, and if you buried them in the 
fields, you would ha.v good weather, the 
frost would be delayed, rain would come 
when needed, and abundant crops would 
bless your labor. The church insisted 
that all niseases c:mld be cured in the 
name of God, and that these cures could 
be effected by prayers, exorcism, by 
touching bones of saints, pieces of the true 
cross; by being sprinkled with holy water 
or with sanctified salt, or touched with· 
magical oil.-lnper.9oll. 

The Glory of ·lnfldelit~ ~. ~~~.~!~;~~r.n. ~~!.~! 
WirH A POEM ON Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 

Thomas Pa1• ne the Christian qhy.rch are. thirty-nine poor. 
broken-down oPinions." Price, 10 cents. 

PERSONAL. 

By SA.tnlJEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no l!'reethinker or Intidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Intidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy.· 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Truth Seeker Beaders I 
!UVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Book1 Lady, refined, pract.ical, Agnostic, widow, age 
33 years, no incumbrance•, living in chnrch
euvironed comm unit>, would like to correspond Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 
for mutual benefit with g ntleman of home Tennyson. Whittier,Longfellow,andotherpoets 
means, suitable ~tge and matrimnnial inclina- ·and smg them iuyonr homes, making them hap· 
·tiona. Referencos requirert. Ad•ue•• M.G. E., P¥. and bright ?-SEND FOR A OoPY.-Green oloth. 

Care of 'l'he Truth 8eeker Co., 28 Laf tYette etlt title. 40 cent•: ha.lf bound. 25 cent• 
Place, New York. 2~25 

The Foulishuess of Prayer. "Tbink of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Rellgous Problem~. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Irasane I Price, 10 cents. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK •. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-
. --

Colii:PTI.ED BY L. K. WASltBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi Je. 

$7 5 A MONTH and expenses. Lady or 
Gent. Samples trae. 
A permanent situation 

guaranteed. Write today, Address P. 0. Box 6808, Boston, Dll'l&le 

POPIS AHD Tlt~lll DOJHGS RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
ACCOUNT Ol!' 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. JJ:lOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Pa.gan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. \·ril:dnal Sin and the 
Atonement. A M.edley of Gospels. Wanted 
Contemporary Evidence. Paley s "Evidences of 
Christiani cv " Examined. The Testimony of 
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? The Ftrst h'onr Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand D<Lrk Years. The D&wn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price. Cl9th, 91. 
Address THE TRUTH REEKER, 

28 LafB.yette Pl. New York. 

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

R'llations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 'LRUTH SE1tl(ER, 
28 Lifttyette Pl., New York 

Vtcars of Onrtst ana Vicegerents of Goa. 

Oloth, 75 cents. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR BALE 

AT ABOUT ONE·HALF VALUE. 
A small· farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m led of Media. county ~eat 
and within four mit<os of Chester, t'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several $pr1ngs of soft water. 
good timber growing on the place, some nhoice 
apiJle and pear trees in fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but &re old buildings. 
Within live minutes walk of the railroad s1ation, 
9 miles from Philadelph,a. Trolley line b~tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
walk. 

The place is •pecially well located for a florist. 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern house on it. !light 
years a"<o the hmd adjoining sold for $6!8 per 
acre, and no land near it h!L!! sold as low as that 
since. l:leveralsmaller pla,ces have sold at $1,0 
per a.cre. The land slopes toward the sonthwe•t 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE C.4N BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 
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FREETHINKERS• PICTORIAL .TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

Tlm ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL· 
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S CLAIM 

'.1:0 BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

VRALING THE ABUSES 
OJ' A UNION Oll' 

OBUBOlt .AlU) 
ST.ATB. 

185 Fun-Page 
lllustrattol\S• 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 AT/ONS 0/' 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
. ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

1JEBIGN'8 BY WATS?N HESTON, 
WITH PUltTRAI'l' OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The Dlustrations are olaasift.ed as follows: 

1 reJil!ll"nt Sa.mvles of Christianity's Work. 
II .. Misswnaries. 
1 ,. The Lord's Instruments. 
llll " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1. " lhe Church and Slavery. 
1 " riests and Politics. 
' •• eland and the Church. 
g ,. Ohuroh's Idea of Civilization. 
1 .. The Uses of the Cross. 
' ,. Unkind Refiections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Church. 
:JJJ Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
6 " Hell. 
'1 Miscellaneous. 

16represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
'J " The Church ltobbing the People. 
l3 " · Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children an<il the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The ChnrQh and Thomas Paine.. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. . 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it h&R ever be 
fore appAared iu t)lis countryhand it is very doubtful if a.nother OIJ.e lite it will ~ver again be pub 
lished. We must give the Trnt Seeker Company the credtt of puttmg the book In the reach ot all 
At twice the price 1t wol'ld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful Bt·cces•. an·t we judge from our own feeliniS that nearl:f every Liberal in 
america will desire a corov of this most wonderful volnme.-[Freethmkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves 1o be called the artist-hero of Libera.li.sm He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done :f:ai· hfnl and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the IJict
ures do not make up the whole of • his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsitY of the church's professions and the b~ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tue best weapons against Chnstianity and the church that has ever been put ·n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, beard acvers, $2; clot~\, $2.SO· 
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Examination of the Morals and Hi•to•v 
of the New Te•tament. 

Bvi'BoJ'. Jl' W NJCWHA" Prtae 2~ ,pnts 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
8y Bwv. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

"Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Uitizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN, 

PriM. o.~ nA"t~ AdorA•• TuE Tau't'a: ~ ........ KE!l, 

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· I AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! I e We waut 1000 more active agents before e 
Jt Julylst. Wewillguarantee$20to$30perday j 
f can be easilytnadein anylocalitYi our goods f 
• ::~M~;~~et\~~r; 'Fe~ljl}Js~na ~~tyg~ r~u ~~ • 
e cent. commission on all sn.les. Send tO-Say e 
~ for full_particulars, or we will send with 11 
f' same a. Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver upon receipt of IO cents in e 
, 

sliver orstatl1pS. Established ln 1882. Ad- ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass, 
·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

Addrc•• ·1 HI<~ I lUI I'll H~;";K I!: I~. 
2R L• f'''"At.t• Place. 1-l.;w Yorlr. 

-rd ~~~~\::,CJ't~~~!,;'te~~':;;~;;it'h edyOftl 
Cllll& DR. R, p, FELLOWS, , 
- wbere you sa~ this &dver. • lflnelaud. N • ._ 

.NOW HEAD 'I' HIS I 
IJDr.l!'ellow• is a st.• ch LIBERAL and a v~ry 
successful physician. He :Uas treated DISEASE!:! 
OF MEN for twentY years, and. his re:rp.edies are 
&ntiUtgrowth of tbislong_practioe, which Rhon.h 
aive confidence to those &fllicted . 
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EDITORIAL 

Prom the Freethought Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our advertising 
pages. • · Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the pnblio, He is an 
honest man that oan be trusted. Whatever 
he agrees to give yon yon are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth· 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the oanse of Freethought and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal pnblio," 

Too snbjeot of the above enlogr claims 
no oredit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are ornde, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does olaim to be a first-olass jeweler. Has 
worked at the benoh for forty-five years· is 
a natural meohanio, art oritio, acute judge 
of goods, olose buyer, and does business 011. 
minimum dee:ree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is oonoeded to be the 
most artistic and expreesive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
W A.TCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-olass timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die·ontter's art 
ever prodnoed. It is his aim now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

fir Send for prioe lists of W atohes, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, eto., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

THE NAZARENE PREACHETH A TRAMP DOCTRIN. Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein 

Watch. 

Therefore I say unto yon, Take no thought, eto.-Matt. vi, 25, 26. 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY is still very ill, hav
ing just had a relapse. 

THE American Humane Association sends 
out a strong protest against vivisection in 
pnblio schools. 

HERBERT SPENCER has replied, in the 
Fortnightly Review, to Balfour's "Foun
dations of Belief. " 

DANIEL KIRKWOOD, educator and astron
omer, died at Riverside, Cal, on June 12. 
He was born in Bladensburg, Md., 81 
years ago. 

EuGENE V. DEBS and the other A. R. U. 
officials hav returned to j~il to serve out 
their terms for contempt, in aooordanoe 
with the decision of the Suprem-a Court. 

NEWFOUNDLAND has effected a loan of 
nearlv $3,000,000, which fills her people 
with joy, as it enables her to escape mar
riage with Canada for the purpose of pay
ing her debts. 

THE trouble in Cuba is not over, or Spain 
would not deoide, as her cabinet has just 
done, to send 25, 000 more troops to the 
Island and to purchase twenty gunboats 
within two months. 

MAXIM has invented and perfected a new 
portable machine gun that oan be made to 
fire 600 shots per minute. A soldier oan 
oarry it on his baok, together with all parts 
duplicated. It is a trenchant argument 
for peaoe. 

THE United States cironit oonrt of ap
peals, sitting at Richmond, has dissolved 
Judge Goff's injunction in the South Caro
lina registration cases. It is held that a 
oourt of ohanoery has no jurisdiction in 
matters of a political nature. 

MANUEL Rmz ZoBILLA, the eminent 
Spanish republican, is dea"', passing away 
at Burgos on June 13. He was born in 
Castile in 1839, and has been at the bottom 
of all the republican uprisings in Spain 
since 1876, until recent years. 

OwiNG to the increase ·in the prioe of 
American petroleum, the German Minister 
of Pnblio Works has ordered that at all 
stations where there are gas works all oan
delft.bra and traok lanterns heretofore 
lighted with petroleum shall be supplied 
with gas, 

MULBERRY BEND, New York with its 
poverty and misery, its vice and crime, is 
a thing of the past. Its wretched old hab
itations hav been torn down and the site 
will be oconpied by buildings more in 
harmony with the demands of an improved 
oivili~ation. 

THE Prince of Wales is reported to hav 
got himself into disfavor with his pious 
and pnnotillions mother. He visited the 
Whitsnntide exhibition of paintings at the 
Guildhall. and afterward dined with a citv 
sheriff. Victoria told him that he should 
bav observed Whitsun tide by receiving the 
sacraments of the obnrch, and that as a 
leading member of the ohnroh he should 
ltav avoided all publio functions. 

THE Tombs prison of thit~ oity, where 
aoonsed persons are held awaiting tl:'ial, is 
wretchedly crowded, eaoh oell having two 
or three ooonpants, while there are sleep
ing accommodations for only one. But 
there is room in the jail for the building 
of two hundred or more cells. 

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has issued a prOO· 
lamation warning Cubans and their sym
pathizers against fitting out filibustering 
expeditions in the United States, the same 
being in violation of the neutrality laws. 
As to the progress of the insurrection in 
Cuba, nothing definit is known here. 

GovERNOR GREENHALGE, of Massaohn
setts, vetoed many measures passed by the 
legislativ majority of his party, among 
them a bill exempting old soldiers from 
civil service examinations. He held the 
measure to be olass legislation. The legis
lature passed it over the veto, but many 
veterans commend the governor's aotion. 

A LARGE convention in behalf of free 
silver was recently held in Memphis. The 
Populists were admitted, but against the 
protests of many of the Demooratio lead· 
ers. On the other hand, the Populists of 
Iowa refused to indorse the plan of Gen
eral Weaver for a union with the free sil
ver Democrats of the state, and denounced 
and repudiated the general himself. 

THERE has recently been a very notable 
race in Franoe. The oonrse was from Paris 
to Bordeaux and return and the contest
ants were horseless carriages, to the num
ber of nearly one hundred, of almost every 
possible style of construction of petroleum 
and steam vehicle. The contest was sno
cessfnl in every way, the winning carriages 
making an average speed of nearly fifteen 
miles an hour, 

SECRETARY OF WAR LAMONT has approved 
one of the plans for the bridge across the 
Hudson river at this oity. The plan of the 
Union Bridge Company was the one ap· 
proved, and it was aooompanied by a guar
antee that the bridge would be built for 
less than $25,000,000. It contemplates a 
clear opening between the pier-heads of 
3,110 feet and a bight of 150 feet in the 
olear above high water, and is to oarry six 
tracks on a level. 

THE Supreme Court of Illinois decides 
that the Distilling and Cattle ]'eeding 
Company, usually known as the Whisky 
Trust, is an illegal combination in restraint 
of trade. The oonrt holds tbft.t corpora
tions hav snoh powers only as are distinctly 
stated in their charters-that what is not 
clearly given is by implication denied, that 
tbey oan own no property that is not 
necessary to oarry on the business speoi
fied in their charters. It is supposed that 
this decision will hav a material effect npo11 
the Pullman Car Company. 

THE Board of Police Commissioners of 
New York city hav resolvEJd to rigorously 
and continuously enforce the Snndayexoise 
law, although it is evident that the mem· 
bers are personally opposed to the law and 
enforce it only beoanse it is on the statute 
books. The courts are already swamped 
with these exoise oases. There are now 
between 6,000 and 7,000 suoh oases un
tried, while the grand jury recently threw 

out 3,000 oases, refusing to indict even on 
the arresting officer's evidence that there 
had been violation. The new law olosi11g 
barber-shops on SUilday will make this 
Poritanio faroe all the ghastlier. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

T/!e Ingersoll Sou 

veni• Spo·n. 

The Freethought 

Badge. 

"HEAVEN AND HELL." ·------------lllllr,e 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBftRG, 

(Servant o.f the Lord. Jesus Ohrtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Cloth. (octavo}, 375 pagesbspectal to reaners of 
thi• journal, only 25 cents, y ma.il, prepaid. 

Send for descriptiv catalogn~ of Sweden borg's 
works. 

America'\ Swendenborg Printing_and Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

~:n:TJ§TAA~D 
By Carey K. Juris-t. 

The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

Writes every letter in sight of opera. tor. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT

ICALLY, and yields in the time thns saved 
additional work. 

It acts a.s if it studied the convenience of 
the operator a.t every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 

It has a. knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machines. 

The cata.logtle tells yon more a.bollt it. 
FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG, CO, 
307 Broadway, New York. fea.rfnl for ministers to behold 18t 16 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only .:_. •••••••••••••••• 
50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8 • II R j' • 
28 Lafayette £>1, New York. Clence If erSUS 8 1010n, 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SlJSAN 1{. 'VIXON. 

Sixty Chavters 

Considering from a. rational view point those 

fair hnma.nities that make life wortby to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRUJE, $1.00. 

A.ddresa THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 L~~ofayette Place, New York. 

OR, TJIE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
BV '.1'. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, lD Ccnt10. For Ra.le a.t this Oftloe. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 18 l11Bt wlla.t i~s title im:plies-thnlllP

jng whacks a.t superstition. It deals witb ~be 
effect of Christia.nit~ ori ihe world, showm~r 
what Christian's have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of ma.n. It shows 
that Jeans was a. false prophet. that the gosJ!els 
are not a.ntllentic, and that lJ.u.:o~ia.nitr, is a. bor· 
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not areal beneftt to man. 

Price, 20 cents six for .1. 1 

.6-rldress THE 'l'BUTH BIIIIIIIK1DR 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

'l'erae, witty, &nd sarcastic d311.nitionl of •h110 
lo.doa.l terma. Price, fill> oenw. 
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Spacial NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be m:ore widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PIOTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this. offe?' : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and tee will send you free the 
PIOTORIAL TEXT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PIOTORIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made· and the text written to show 
the absm·dity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citatiOns of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The I'esigns are by WATSON HEsTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of ~hose representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent-
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BRIDGING THE GULF. 

ing The Church .Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
. three in this offer,·and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not 'now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABs' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies ltav been solil, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now vie are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

-----
-~----

-===------ --==-

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as ~ portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.liTeethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free, 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received IDs 
Pictorial Tex.t-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should :find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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LtST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

Tf{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) aud S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~ficent work eve.r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of l"reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
esli thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"' l<'OUJt. HIJNDR~D YE.i.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

.AN.D .F UR:I HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GRE!MT BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dT estament Stories Comically Illustrated Bl.::S\.~~~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHL 

Scientific Books Cheap, Researches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
tim .. s, we hw on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten· 
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Oonstitntion of Universities, 

with a snn·ey of Medirnval Education. By 
H. S Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: P "'"t anu. l:'re•ent By Richard Chene
vh Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modl)rn Scienoe and .Modern '£bought. By S. 
Lamg 75 cents, 

Formation o Ve~etable 1\Ioulcl. through the ac
tion of Worms, with obser>ations on their 
hahits By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Sci•nce and Unme, and ::lcience and Poetry, with 
other essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S E. 
Two books in on' volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rist> and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
J!'ourt'll. Eaitton 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten cha.p 
ters. 

Part IL-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ID.-Derivation of Chr~stianity; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 Lafa.vette Plwe New York Oitv. 

For $6 we will send THB TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEBXBR one year ($3) and" The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed' in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THB TRUTH SuitER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomiculy Dlustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YE~, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for euo. The 

$2.75 Pin &nd TBE TBUTfl 
BEEXEll one ye&r for •5. 

-~~~------'-------------------------

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sug&r S.llQons &nd '!'BUTB B.J!!LIUI:B, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sug&r) SpJon 
gilt bowl, soc. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ!E. 

All a.re architects of f .. te 
Working in these walls of time, 

Some with massiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle -the Priest; 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
-By L. Go REEDo 

Price, • - • - 15 cents. 
Address "HI!: TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians), from 
the time of 1\Ienu to the present. By D. 1\l.llen
nett. 1,07~ pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, g1lt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
mogt, thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claimA of supernaturalism ever written. By I<'. 
W. Newman, EmPritns Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The L·md Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Jo>eph Fieber, 
F.RH.S.; and H1storical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tilence of the fourteenth centru·y, and the 
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F. 
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 
Preface by R 6. INGERSOLL. w k 

rbe Great Wot·ks of Thomas Painl'• 
Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply to ll!shop of Llandaff, Let
ters to 1\lr. Brskuw, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common l'ense, 'J'he Urisis. and the ltights of 
.1\lan; the whole preceded hy the Life of Paine, 
and a. steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

inalysis cf Religions Belief. An ex
amination of the Creeds, lUtes, and Sacred 
writings of the Worhl. lly Viscount Amberley, 
son of the late Lord John ltussell, twice Pre
mier of England. Complete from the London 
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3. GlimPses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, FR. 

S.E .. F.L S., with 351llustratio:ts. $1. 
lllusions: A Psychological Study. By James 

Sully. 75 cen t'l. 
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub

bock, Bart., F.R.S., l'rLP., D.U.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratwns. 75 cents. 

Geo•ogical Sketches at Home and Abroad. B.r 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

( urrent Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
pect of some Familiar Thing3, By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
Allen. 75 cents. 

U arwin an~ After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Darw:nian Tf>eory, 

By GEORGE J. ROMANES, 
A systematicExJ:>osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to bo of 
~:=;~~e0t~~~:1f.,~~eral reader rather than to pro-

1\lr. ltomanes is well known as one of the moet 
interesting of F.nglish writers upon evolution, 
besides r..nking with Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowle<tge and ability. And this IS a part of 
h1s PoncluslOn regar ~;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the 3hnrch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of ail a pta. 
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throug-h
out organic nature we meet with abund!mt 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
PUpernatural design, . . . Adaptat-ion and 
beauty are alike n·ceiving their explanation at 
the hands ofa purely mechanical rhilosophy, . , 
All nature has thnR bePn transformed before t lJE 
view of the preeeni generation m a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been pos'i1>le; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place ha.• tal<en pla"e in the direction of natural
lSm, and this to t.he extent of rendering the 
mechanical inte,rpretation of nature universal, it 
i• no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a. new and a. terribl.~Lforce in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th God?" 

lUlll!tra.ted Price, cloth+. $2-
AddreRB. TH.Jj; TRUTH SEEKER. -

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE RE~D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A,M, 
Price, 10 ccnt.s. 

For Her Daily Br aa1 is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent- 0 r s 
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much courage, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gowg to Chicago. 'l he author is also 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, anti disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just su~h a Rtory of human life as we should ex· 
pect Colonel Inger;oll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address · 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

BOOI{S BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Rib If' of N atnre: A ContributioiJ 

to tloe Re,JigJOn Clf the Futmre. Cloth. $1. 
'fbp, S•·cret of 1 h11 East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian l:eligion and the '3ignificanc< 
of its llise and I ieclme. Cl<>th, $1. 

Physica:J Edu<•alion; or, The Heslth-LawF 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
DisorclerA of thP Human Orgau·qm. Cloth. $1. 

Zoological ~ketches: A Uoutribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus. 
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~_$2. 

Address THE TtlUTH SEEKER, 
9Jl Lafayette olo.oe, New Y<n·Jr, 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions or the Bible- 144 

~ropositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All nays Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland D.D., in 1871. Price. 2w 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that ShQke
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins ~ ·socond 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, <.:asca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's 
obiections to the identification of Paine 8.fl 
Juni11s aud Casca. Price1 5 cents. 

Address THE rRUTH SEEKER 
28 Lafayette Pl.&ce, New York 

Address THIS OFFICE 

IOtutfd)e £rtibrnktr~~iid)tr. 
ID>ir {)allen fofgenbe ~itd)er in 

beutfd)er 6.prad}e, roefd)e fe{jr berit{jmt finb: 

, ~ie 3rrt~iimer. rolofe~," 
(!:ine fritifd]e :Beleud]tung bes pentateud] im 

!id]t ber mobernen Weltan• 
f~auung unb ~efittung. 

bon ~of. ?n. ®. 3ngerfoH. ~rei{! 50 ~ent{l. 

~ll~ ~ei6: nub tbre 6telluug aur 
9leHgiolt ttub Sttr~e nm ~ube 

be~ 19. 31l~r~uubert~. 
bon .t)efene 4). ®arbener. ~rei{! 50 ~ent{l. 

n rolobe'rue 6lotterbimmeruug," 
bon ~of .. ?n. @. 3ngerfoU. ~rei{! 25 ~ent{l. 

, ~muber ttub ~uubertbitet," 
~on 3o{jn ~ed. ~rei~ 20 ~ent{l. 

, <ilnu6t nub ~eruuuft," 
ober LEBON SENS, 

<>es romifd],fatolifd]en Priefters Jean Meslier. 
Uus bern &ran3ofifd]en iiberfeJat von 

ijriiuT.cin \Unna RnootJ. 
BO\ Seiten, ltein cvanb, $\.00; papier, 50 <£ts. 
Zliefe :Biid]er finb in papier.Umfd]lag unb 

Plarem 'Drv.d. Unfere beutfd]en £efer 
foUten fie weit verbreiten. 

9'Ran abreftire, "'rhe 'rruth Seeker," 
28 LAFAVETTE PLACE, New York. 

rhe Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the gocls the nations of the earth 
have worshiped. including_ Jehovah, Hatan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Uhrist Virgin lllary and the 
Bible. 835 ]>ages, 8vo. Vol. li describes fnlly 
all religious HY"tems of the world, incltllling 
Judaism, Molmmmetlanism, antl Christianity; 
the latter occupying_372_llnges, being fully _gone 
into. !M9 pages. lly D . .l'tl. Bennett. Writ· 
ten in prison "t A !lonny. In cloth, $3 nor vol
ume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
ieeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
<ent by express, one dollar will be deducted from 
b~ prlnA of P.R.~n 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
A.ND 

COLLEL'fiON OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book wcitten with a. purpose." 
'P..-1PA 91!i nPnt.A 

TWO LlTTL£ .ll£0 /1lTTEHS 
A Story of the Rightway Aim 1house 

A short story that will interest children a.nd 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
2S LafaYette Pl., New York. 

The Bible and Evolution~ 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this va.lua.ble book the London " Free
thinker" sa.:r:s: "It is by fa.r the best production 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a,q an excellent text-book of the subject. The 
manner is good.· a.nd the style is bright. The 
reader is ca.rr1ed along on S:n ea.sy.fl.owing stream 
of science, historY. ethics. and common-sense." 

Price, P&'PB,.!t,.50 cents;. cloth, $1. 
T.I:U!I TBUTn SEJ!l.KlllB. 

•rHE TRUTH SEEKER .ANNUAL 
Price, 25 cents. 
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A Cabinet Officer's Ignorance and Superstition. 
On June 12, Hilary A. Herbert, Secretary of the 

Navy, delivered an address to the students of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College at Auburn, 
Ala. His speech was the "feature" of the com
mencement exercises. Here is one of the gems 
formed in the laboratory of his official brain, and 
which rolled from his oracular lips on this occasion: 

"There are now, as there hav been in the past, men 
who, like Robert G. Ing-ersoll, would tear forever from 
the heart of man all of Christian hope and leave him to 
contemplate in blank dismav the remediless inequality of 
human conditions, who would rob the grief- stricken widow 
and orphan of the consolations of religion. Tom Paine 
thought a hundred years ago that his 'Age of Reason' 
was to free mankind, as Ingersoll now claims he is doing, 
from what they call the cruel superstitions of Christian
ity; but Paine's 'Age of Reason' has taken its place upon 
the book shelf among the dusty volumes of forgotten lit
erature, where Ingersoll's lectures will mold, while Chris
tianity is conquering the world." 

Did the gentleman deliver th~s sermon as a plain 
citizen of Alabama, or is it the ea: cathedra utter
ance of the United States Secretary of the Navy T 
The answer to the question is to be found in the 
reply to another question: Did the college author
ities invite the man Hilary A. Herbert to deli~er 
the address, or was it the Secretary of the Navy 
whom they made the drawing card of the commence· 
ment exercises 1 Of course there is but one an
swer-it was the Secretary who was asked and 
advertised. We affirm that he, an official of the 
federal government speaking publicly, was forbid
den by the spirit if not by the letter of the Consti
tution to take sides in a religious contention. As 
a member of the Cabinet, his duties are secular, not 
ecclesiastical, and while it is true that, in the strict· 
est technical sense, he did not speak as the Secre
tary of the Navy, nevertheless it was the Secretary 
of the Navy who spoke, and it is the Secretary of 
the Navy who will be quoted by the religious ora
tore, editors, and pamphleteers. 

As for the assertions themselvs, they show that 
Mr. Herbert is grossly superstitious, unable to rea
son clearly and logically, and uninformed in matters 
of current literature and polemics. When he talks 
of the "remediless inequality of human conditions," 
and deduces from that inequality the necessity of the 
belief in compensation in another world, he forgets 
that, according to the creed of the Christian, the 
God who has done so unequally for his children on 

New York, Saturday, June 29 1895. 

this earth is the same God who is to ba trusted to 
do so much better for them in another state of ex
istence. Why should we think that he will1 We 
generally prophesy a man's future from his past, 
and assuredly in all reason we cannot discard the 
rule in the case of God, for to do so is to say that 
the "unchangeable," who "altereth not," who "is 
the same, yesterday, to-day, and forever," is less 
consistent than weak, vacillating, circumstance
driven man. Has Mr. Herbert overlooked the fur
ther fact that, if orthodoxy be true, the only "con
solation" that the vast majority of the human race 
will find, after life here. is over, is the certainty 
that the "justice " of God is supplementing their 
miseries on earth with the eternal tortures of hell T 
How comforting such a belief as orthodox Chris
tianity must be to the believing mother whose son 
has just died " unsaved" or whose companion 
is an Infidel ! 

It is clear that Mr. Herbert is wholly uninformed 
concerning the progress of thought in the age in 
which he livs; if he were not he would never hav 
made the rash assertions he did regarding the "Age 
of Reason." We cannot do better than to quote 
here from the correction of his wild mistakes which 
George E. Macdonald aent to the World and which 
that journal printed: 

"The secretary said that Paine's 'Age of Reason ' had 
taken its place upon the book-shelf 'among the dusty 
volumes of forgotten literature.' That is distinctly un
true. The work is still standard, and to-day has a larger 
sale not only than any reply ever written to it but prob
ably exceeding that of any distinctivly religions work 
except the Bible. If Secretary Herbert were in touch 
with the literary world he would know that the Pntnams 
now hav the writings of Thomas Paint?, including the 
'Age of Reason,' in press; that these writings, edited by 
Moncure D. Conway, are issuing in a four-volume edi
tion, and that his 'Life,' by Mr. Col). way, is one of the 
most important biographies of the last decade, as the 
testimony of the reviewers will prove. Had Mr. Herbert 
been totally ignorant of the subject upon which he spoke 
he could not hav made a greater error than he did; had 
he designed to misrepresent the facts he could not hav 
been more successful. Whatever the source or motiv of 
his address so far as it had reference to the matter here 
disomsed, it must giv well-informed persom an ill im
pression of the Secretary of the Navy, and I very much 
doubt if mistake or misrepresentation will be of any ad
vantage to him as a defender of the faith. Our govern
ment officials should speak very respectfully of Paine, 
for he was one of the fathers of the republic, and as such 
was instrumental in providing them with places," 

The fact about the "Age of Reason " is that its 
sale is constantly increasing and that more copies 
were sold last year than in any previous year. We 
are mailing eight for one dollar to as many different 
addresses. Some person having the proper mission
ary spirit should see to it that Secretary Herbert is 
not forgotten in the general distribution. 

So Fat·, Kentucky's Judges Are Ahead. 
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav not for 

gotten the very admirable decision of Judge Parker, 
of Lexington, in the Moore blasphemy case, in the 
summer of 1894. The opinion was well-reasoned, 
clear, and to the point. We reproduce one para-
graph: " 

'' Blasphemy is a crime grown from the same parent 
stem as apostasy and heresy. It is one of a class of 
offenses designed for the same general purpose, the fos
tering and protection of a religion accepted by the state 
as the true religion, whose precepts and tenets it was 
thought all good subjects should observe. In the code of 
laws of a country enjoying absolute religions freedom 
there is no place for the common-law crime of blasphemy. 
Unsuited to the spirit of the age, its enforcement would 
be in contravention of the constitution of this state, and 
this crime must be considered a stranger to the laws of 
Kentucky." 

A few days ago, two judges of Louisville heard 
together some cases growing out of the attempt to 
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enforce the Sunday laws of Kentucky. Both held 
the law to be unconstitutional, although their rea
soning followed different lines and their opmwns 
were filed separately. The American Sentinel 
says: 

"The case at bar arose under section 1,303 of the code 
of the state, which prohibits Sunday liquor-selling, under 
penalty of a fine of from $10 to $50 for each offense, but, 
by agreement, the.oase was so briefed as to include also 
section 1,321, which forbids secular labor or business on 
Sunday,' except ordinary household offices or other works 
of necessity or charity, and work required in the mainte
nance or operation of a ferry, skiff, or steamboat, or steam 
or street railway,' or by 'persons who are members of a 
religious society who observe as a Sabbath any other day 
of the week but Sunday.' The penalty for a violation of 
this section is a fine of from $2 to $50 for each offense." 

Judge William L. Jackson, of the circuit court, 
declared that the statute was unconstitutional in 
that it was violative of section 59 of the constitu
tion of 1890, which provides that "in all oases where 
a general law can be made applicable no special law 
shall be passed." Reasoning from this, Judge 
Jackson concludes that any statute which forbids a 
particular business on Sunday, or imposes a heavier 
penalty for selling one commodity than for selling 
others, is unconstitutional and of no effect, but he 
thinks that a general Sunday law would be consti
tutional. We must beg leave to differ. A law appli
cable to but one day of the week is clearly a special 
law, and must inevitably be a disarimination in 
favor of certain individuals and against others. 
There is no necessity for laws making that a crime 
or misdemeanor on Sunday which is not equally a. 
crime or misdemeanor on the other days of the 
week. Neither is there any justice in them. 

Judge Charles G. Richie of the county court held 
that the exceptions under Section 1321, and in par
ticular that exempting "members of a religious so
ciety who observe as a Sabbath any other day in 
the week," brand the law as religious, and there
fore in violation of Section 5 of the Bill of Rights, 
which says " that no human authority ought in anv 
case whatever to control or interfere with the rights 
of conscience ; and that no prefl:lrence shall ever be 
given by law to any religious societies or modes of 
worship." That is getting down to bed rock, but 
is Judge Richie entirely consistent when he givs 
the opinion that a general Sunday law without ex
emptions would be constitutional T How could a 
law which sets apart a day held to- be sacred by a 
portion of the people, and punishes as criminals 
others who do not believe it to be sacred, be consti· 
tutional! Certainly it would not be just. HoW· 
ever, the decisions of Judges Richie and Jackson 
help somewhat to clear the legal atmosphere and to 
hasten the day when Kentucky must either giv up 
all Sabbath statutes or adopt a law without excep
tions. In the latter event, popular discontent will 
be widened and intensified, and, we hope, made 
effectiv for the extirpation of all such iniquitous 
legislation. 

Turn we now to Minnesota. Our readers hav 
been informed of the attempt of the Sabbatarians 
to prevent the Sunday playing of base-ball in St. 
Paul. The amusement has been enjoined. That 
tells the story. The injunction was granted on the 
"rest" pretext. Why, you say, base-ball playing is 
recreation, not work, as we define recreation and 
work ; how could the court hold that the need of 
rest should operate to prevent the indulgence in 
amusement on Sunday T Easy enough, we assure 
you. If so many people were not fooled by the 
"rest" pretense there would be no danger in the 
vociferations and plottings of the Sundayites ; that 
bubble must be persistently pricked, just as THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is constantly pricking it, or elsa the 
most oppressiv of Sabbath laws will be fastened on 
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every state in the Union, and enforced. Sunday 
laws of all kinds must go ; there can be neither 
liberty nor safety while any remain. The St. Paul 
correspondent of the American Sentinel relates 
the particulars of the fight which has ended in the 
defeat of the citizen by the priest. This was the 
position of the defenders of ball playing: 

"The case was argued, the defense giving evidence, as 
set forth in the complaint itself, that the playing of the 
giUile only upon Sunday was sought to be enjoined, while 
snohgameswere played upon other days of the week, there
fore it was argued as being an effort to prevent Sabbath
breaking, a matter of which the oonrt had no equitable 
cognizance; and that if a nuisance at all is being com
mitted it is as mnoh so on one day as another, and that 
the relief demanded evidenced the fact that these acts did 
not constitute a nuisance per se." 

That is sound and unanswerable reasoning ; the 
defense is perfectly valid. The answer of the 
prosecution was that the gatherings on Sunday 
were more. objectionable than those on week days, 
and also. that all such assemblages are less disturb
inr: on the days when all members of the house
hold are engaged in their regular secular vocations. 
The court reviewed these points, but said that he 
was not disposed to rest his decision on such 
"narrow grounds." And what were the supposedly 
broad grounds upon which he did rest itT He 
says: 

"From the earliest time in this country, one day in the 
week for rest and tranquility has been everywhere recog
nized as an absolute right of the citizen who may desire 
to avail himself of snob immunity from toil and business 
cares, and this right has been again and again recognized, 
established, and confirmed by express statute, by the 
setting aside of the seventh day for snob purpose, invali
dating all contracts attempted to be made thereon and 
inhibiting all manner of work save only that of charity 
and necessity. The citizen may spend the day as he will, 
provided he does not disturb his neighbor, and courts of 
equity will not interfere, but his right to a quiet and 
restful day must not be invaded." 

Would the judge enjoin the ringing of church 
bells on the same ground that he enjoined the play
ing of base-ball T And yet will not the bells "dis
turb" more people by far than the ball playing 
will! Mind you, the injunction is not granted on 
the ground that the ball-game is a nuisance, for a 
nuisance is the same all days of the week, and the 
plaintiffs did not seek to stop it on other days than 
Sunday, which shows that the crusade was a wholly 
religious one. Perhaps one-tenth of the people of 
St. Paul attend church services on Sunday, and that 
a part of these may hav their way all the other resi
dents of the city may be incommoded. Of the ten 
per cent who do go to church, is it reasonable to 
suppose that more than one in two hundred would 
be, while at church or at home, within sound of 
the ball grounds? How could the 199 be "dis
turbed," in the proper meaning of the word, by the 
ball playing! What the judge means is that the 
church zealots would be disturbed in their minds 
by the thought that other people were enjoying 
themselvs on Sunday in ways not approved by said 
zealots. That is all there is in the judge's pain
fully labored argument. Here is a little more of 
the learned opinion : 

" Meetings of the character complained of, and con
tinned for months to come, must necessarily, for the time 
being, disturb the peace a:ad quietude of the home, and 
must, to use the statutory definition of nuisance, consti
tute ' an obstruction to the free use of property so as to 
interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life and 
property.'" 

This argument, honestly and impartially applied 
on all days alike, would stop all noisy outdoor 
games, and the running of trains as well, and put 
mufil.ers on the wheels of carts and trucb. But the 
argument lacks the element of sincerity, so far as it 
is concurred in by the activ promoters of Sunday 
legislation, for they are just as eager to shut the 
doors of theaters and opera-houses on Sunday as 
they are to stop ball-playing, although we all know 
that no one can be actually " disturbed" by the 
entertainments and music in the theaters and opera
houses. The fear of rivals is the real cause of the 
crusade of church people against Sunday amuse
ments and their contributory work. Mr. Phelps, 
the correspondent of the Sentinel, referring to the 
last-quoted plea of the judge, says: "All of this 
was contradicted as a matter of fl\ct by property-
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owners upon all sides, who would crowd windows 
and balconies every day, Sundays and all (unless 
with some few possible exceptions), in order that 
they might watch the progr~ss of the games." 
Who that knows the modern man and woman can 
doubt the truth of this statement T Take down 
your legal barriers, put up at the instigation of 
priests, and let the people enjoy themselvs, serene 
in the consciousness that liberty will do all that can 
be done to civilize mankind. 

Plans and Work of the Enemy. 
The National Reform Association (Gad-in-the

Constitution party) held its annual convention in 
Denver on June 3d and 4th. The mayor delivered 
the address of welcome. (Query for those Liberals 
who think there is "no danger": Would the mayor 
of Denver-or the mayor of any other city-deliver 
the address of welcome on behalf of the city to a 
convention of the Freethought Federation, organ
ized to preserve the secular Constitution that the 
National Reformers are seeking to pervert or de
stroy?) The usual question'! were discussed, but Dr. 
Wells introduced a new subject, arguing that the 
giving of sureties for public officials, contractors, 
and others, was forbidden by the Bible and was 
detrimental to morality, in that it weakened char
acter and conveyed to the public the impression 
that a good surety was of more wcrth than a good 
character in the official for whom the surety was 
provided. There is much truth in the observation, 
but what are the people to do, with so many ardent 
Christians aspiring for public and responsible posi
tions! The tax-payers and depositors must hav 
some security, and especially now when the National 
Reform Ao:sociation and its allies are teaching the 
young men and women that character is worthless 
in the face of temptation, that they must depend 
upon statute law to keep them sober and virtuous, to 
prevent them from becoming corrupted by reading 
bad books and gazing upon bad pictures, to insure 
their attending church on Sunday, and to keep them 
from wasting their money and blunting their moral 
faculties by patronizing games of hazard. We are 
not writing sarcastically nor with the intention of 
defaming our opponents. In all seriousness we say 
that the instruction now being imparted, by pre
cept and example, to the youth of the country is 
demoralizing in the extreme. They are taught by 
all the agencies that the moralistic paternalists can 
command to giv up reliance upon themselvs, to look 
to the priest-guided state for truth, honesty, and 
moral rectitude, to stop developing character and be
gin packing caucusses and legislativ committees. 

Does some one think this an unjust judgment T 
In the report in the Christian Reformer in which 
we find the summary of Dr. Wells' address, it 
is st.ated that when he sat down "an important prac
tical question was asked"; this question was "with 
reference to the method whereby the state is to de
termin the application of these or any other Bible 
texts in the sphere of public life." The italics are 
ours. There is to be no limit, you see, to the im. 
position of the majority's interpretation of the 
Bible upon the dissenting minority. · Any doctrin 
may be enforced by law, even though it involves the 
stoning to death of the Sabbath- breaker, a la Levit
icus. It is simply a question of legislativ majori
ties; the Constitution, amended as contemplated by 
the theocrats, would no longer hold the ambitious 
and unscrupulous Christian party in check. Wit
ness what follows: 

"The inquiry was made whether or not the Supreme 
Court would need to be composed of theologians. In 
reply it was maintained that the whole di:ffionlty in this 
matter is wholly imaginary. Snob matters would not 
come in the first iiU3tanoe before the Supreme Court but 
before the lawmaking body. [We shall disooverpres~ntly 
what is the Supreme Court of the theocrats.] Any mem
ber of snob a body who wishes to bring before it any 
measure relating to a question of morals, would introduce 
it in the form of a bill, just as is now done in all cases in 
alllegislativ bodies." 

Said we not that the young are to be spared the 
neceseity of developing a character? Their morals 
are to come to them ready made by a committee of 
politicians who are chiefly anxious to keep their 
fences in repair by voting for whatever they think 
the noisiest faction of their constituents want, just 
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as the lawmakers of to-day swap votes with their 
fellow members to get through their pet measures 
so that they can go home at the end of the session 
and " point with pride " to their records I What a 
rich field for the legislativ farmer would be the state 
that recognized the infinit number of moral prob
lems as fit subjects for legislation, and particularly 
if they were to be referred to the Bible for final ad
judication! Yes, that is it-the Bible is the theo
crat's Supreme Court. Listen: 

"If the Bible were recognized by the state as of su
preme authority in political affairs, appeal could be made 
to it in settling any moral issue that might arise." 

The passage seems to carry its own comment in 
letters of blinding intensity of illumination. And 
yet the Protestant ministers of Denver and vicinity 
welcome the National Reform Association and giv 
it all the aid they can. During May Rev. H. H. 
George did much preparatory work in and about 
the capital of Colorado, and the Christian Reformer 
says that he found but one minister in all the places 
visited who was indifferent to the movement, and 
he was not acquainted with it I 

The British Columbia Conference unanimously 
adopted the report of its resolutions committee: 

"This document binds the conference and church to 
work as a unit toward securing legislation making it ille
gal to oondnot excursions by rail or water on Snnday, to 
engage in hunting, fishing, or boating on that day; to 
engage in any game of ball or kindred sport, and to ride 
for the purpose of pleasure in any hack, sleigh, bnggy, 
or other public vehicle, or to operate or patronize any 
Sunday street oar." 

At West Salem, Ill., on May 20th, J. F. Rothrock, 
a Seventh-Day Adventist, was arrested for keeping 
his store open . on Sunday. As there is no state 
law against open stores he was prosecuted under a 
local ordinance and convicted. There can be no 
doubt that such ordinances are unconstitutional, as 
any one may see who will take the trouble to read 
Article II. of the Illinois Bill of Rights. 

In Maryland, at Church Hill, a Seventh-Day Ad
ventist, Robert R. Whaley, is serving a thirty 
days' sentence in jail for working in his garden on 
Sunday. How that reverberant employment must 
l:Jav "disturbed the peace &nd quiet" of his Meth
odist neighbors! Mr. Whaley is a carpenter, and 
for some time has been losing two days each week 
from his work, as he was building a house in the 
country and did not return until Friday night. Ol 
course, as a conscientious believer in the Bible Sab
bath, he kept that, and quietly worked in his garden 
on the first day of the week. He was formerly a 
Methodist, and it is to be presumed that the penalty 
he has now to pay may be regarded as his punish
ment for heresy. He is a poor man and has a wife 
and seven small children. This is his second term 
for "Sabbath breaking." Regarding such crimes 
as this, and general Sabbath laws, .Die Rundschau, a. 
German Lutheran paper of Chicago, tersely and 
truly says, "The most precious liberty of our coun
try is at stake." 

Some one said to us recently that no church, as 
a church, had indorsed the Sabbatarian and kin
dred crusades. We answered that the Reformed 
Presbyterian church (Covenanters) unqualifiedly 
indorsed every movement of this kind. Now comes 
the Presbyterian church of the United States of 
America (the main body of the Presbyterians, own
ing in 1890 untaxed church property to the amount 
of $74,455,200), at its recent assembly in Pittsburg, 
and adopts this resolution: "We heartily commend 
all Sunday legislation designed to protect the 
Christian Sabbath as a day of rest and worship." 
It is unquestionably true that all the Protestant de
nominations, with the exception of the Seventh Day 
Adventists and Baptists, and the Unitarians, oc~ 

cupy the same position, and the authority of the 
Roman hierarchy will soon be found supporting such 
legislation. In fact, as already noted, the Pope in
dorses the movement in France, and in this country 
many of the foremost men in that church are act
ivly at work for Sunday laws. 

In Manitoba, Robert Watt, an Adventist, was 
arrested for hauling rails on Sunday. 

The Law Enforcement Society of this city is hot 
on the trail of violators of Sunday laws. It tells 
the officials that it is as much a crime to conceal a 
crime as it is to commit it. But who, except a 
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bigot or an ignoramus, would say that shaving ~ 
man on Sunday is a crime T By the way, is it not 
worth thinking about that all these "Law and 
Order Leagues,"" Law Enforcement Societies," and 
the rest of the unclean brood, are formed for the 
purpose of compelling observance of statutes and 
ordinances that nre adapted only to children in the 
nursery, none of them to secure obedience to laws 
that take cognizance of real invasions of the indi
vidual? 

In New Orleans the Sun~ay law is being as 
rigidly enforced as it can be, with all but one or 
two of the recorders (justices) of the city opposed 
to its execution. 

The law provides that only mule and steam cars 
can be operated. Since it was adopted, the super
stition-killing trolley has come in, and now the op
ponents of the law will try to make it operativ 
against the electric cars, hoping to render the stat
ute nugatory in this way. A large fund has been 
raised to fight the case in the courts. Recorder 
Willitt, who has paroled all violators of the law 
brought before him, writes to the superintendent 
of police, suggesting that he try conclusions with 
the electric companies. The sixteenth century sur
vivals would hav a hard row to hoe- if a consider
able number of justices and judges should develop 
the good sense and independence manifested by 
Recorder Willitt. 

One Decision Reached. 
In the Topeka Capital of the 18bh inst. we find 

this paragraph: 
"Judge Foster, of the United States District Oonrt, 

yesterday overruled a motion to quash the indictment 
against J. B. Wise, a OlayconntyFreethinker, who, dur
ing a controversy with H. B. Vennnm, of Industry, 
quoted a verse from the Bible on a postal card and sent it 
to Vennnm. The latter was angry, and had Wise ar
rested on the charge of sending obscene matter through 
the mails. Adolph Bierck, attorney for the defendant, 
asked that the indictment be quashed, on the ground that 
if a part of the Bible is obscene the entire book is, and 
cannot, therefore, be sent through the mails. The mo
tion was submitted by briefs." 

Up to date the United States District Attorney 
has not notified the attorney here as to the dispo
sition of the case, but assuming that the Capital's 
information is correct, the case will now go to the 
United States Circuit Court of Appeal, which sits 
in St. Louis next October. Judge Foster will not 
be a part of that court. 

The appeal will be a costly affair, and we hope 
Mr. Wise's friends will come to his aid with sub
stantial assistance. It will be worth a great deal 
to get a decision of a court of authority whether 
the Christians' "sacred" book is an obscene volume 
or not. Down in Peru lately the customs officials 
held a lot of "Protestant" Bibles, because they con
sidered it a book of "immoral tendency," the cus
toms officials being Roman Catholics. The courts 
finally overruled them, but that whole matter was a 
sectarian fight. Mr. Wise's case, however, is on its 
merits, with no sectarianism in it. If the Court of 
Appeal shall sustain Judge Foster, then, according 
to the decisions in the Bennett and other cases, the 
" Holy Bible" is an unmailable book. That will be 
a fine fix for the Christians to be in. 
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loaf belongs to us in right, and sooner or later it 
must be in our possession, and so we shall insist 
that the clerical robber giv up his booty, every 
crumb. As a cleric, he has no rights; as a man, he 
has equal rights with his fellow-citizens, no more. 
For particulars of the Cincinnati struggle, see tbe 
letter of Mr. Light, among the "Friendlies." 

Henry Thurber, private secretary of President 
Cleveland, makes haste to declare that the story 
that his chief went fishing on Sunday is "an abso
lute falsehood." We suppose that Mr. Thurber is 
so emphatic because he thinks that fishing on Sun
day is wrong, not because he objects to fishing. 
But the only valid objection to fishing on Sunday 
or any other day is the pain thereby produced, at 
the expense of the fishes, and we hav never learned 
that these victims suffer less on the other days of 
the week than they do on Sunday. This is merely 
another instance in which the church moralists hav 
inverted the moral code. It is a deadly sin, deserv
ing of hell, to "desecrate" the twenty-four hours 
that intervene between Saturday and Monday by 
holding a pole over a stream of water, but it is all 
right to tear the mouths of the fishes to pieces with 
hooks on Saturday or Monday. What should we .do 
for a moral guide if we lost the church T 

The Kentucky oonrt of appeals holds the law prohibit
ing the sale of liquor on Sunday to be unconstitutional. 
A man was arrested for selling liquor on Sunday, con
trary to the provisions of the statute. He was fined, and 
he thereupon appealed to the higher court, which holds 
the statute to be in contravention of the Oonstitntion be
cause it is class legislation. It maintains 'that the whlsky 
seller cannnt be discriminated against; that the statute to 
be eftectiv must be general in its application; that the 
police power is not higher than the Oonstitntion. There
fore, according to the opinion, a liquor dealer h16s all the 
rights of any other merchant, and if the state would sup
press the Sunday sale of liquor it must do so under a 
statute which forbids the sale on Sunday of everything." 
-Galveston News. 

The Kentucky court is undeniably right. All 
such legislation is class legislation, and, as such, 
within the inhibition of the Constitution. Cannot 
the barbers of this state and of California, where 
special laws- against them hav lately been enact.ed, 
take a hint from the decision of the Kentucky 
court of appeals and carry suits to the highest tri
bunals of their own states T In the same category 
of class legislation belong the new Massachusetts 
statutes against theatrical entertainments, which 
directly exempt sacred concerts, and, inferentially, 
all Sunday services of the churches. These statutes 
are unconstitutional. Get them affirmed to be such 
by the higher courts, and a staggering blow has 
been given Sabbatarian inquisitors. It is their plan 
to blanket us piece by piece with Sunday laws. De
feat them on their chosen ground, and see how long 
the people will submit to universal Sunday statutes, 
impartially enforced. The Sunday fight is on Now. 
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meddling in matters that in no way concern them; 
but when to this affiiction is added the visitation of 
a horde of unofficial minions of the same clerics, 
the citizen may readily be excused if he does some 
very vigorous kicking that is other than metaphor
ical. 

Rev. Dr. James M. Philpott, of the Lenox Avenue 
Union church (Disciple) of this city, began on Sun
day evening, June 2d, a series of twenty-minute 
sermons on "Some Things to Think About," the 
first of the series being, "Is Protestantism a Fail
ure in New York City!" (One onhe things to think 
about is that a minister should find it advantageous 
to cut his sermons down to twenty minutes in 
length.) Dr. Philpott said that if the question 
means, " Does Protestantism reach all classes of 
the people T then it is a failure. If it means, Does 
it do the work it ought to doT then, too, it is a 
failure." But he thought that, nevertheless, it is not 
a failure. Numerically speaking, the Evangelic~! 
churches together stand where they did ten years 
ago. Then he added : 

"The numerical test of growth is a poor one. It is un
certain, because yon can't judge the strength of a church 
by its numbers. If in ten years a church stands in mem
bership just where it stood before, the deaths just bal
anced by new members, it has done a great deal, consid
ering this age of corruption and Infidelity, in which 
non-churchgoing among the children of Protestants has 
become fashionable." 

From which it appears that this minister thinks 
that perhaps Protestants may consider themselvs 
lucky if they do no worse than lose relativly to the 
total gain in population, as they might lose abso
lutely in membership. The gentleman is easily 
satisfied. The Freethinker might well object to 
his coupling "corruption and Infidelity," but 
that long since became a habit with the clergy, 
and it is too much to expect any general reforma
tion just yet ; only the better class of ministers are 
prepared to concede that disbelief in miracles and 
repugnance to the dogma of eternal punishment do 
not necessarily imply exceptional depravity of 
nature. Time and experience will convince the 
fairer minded among them that a man may 
believe that his fellows are too good to be 
damned or that God is too good to damn them, and 
yet not be ready to rob widows and orphans or cut 
throats at the first opportunity. 

It is probable that there are hundreds if not 
thousands of editors of local papers in this country 
who are Liberal in their views, if not actually In
fidel to the old theology. How much they could 
do to spread the light and check the aggressions of 
the ecclesiastics if they but had the courage of 
their convictions! Of course the main reason why 
they do not speak out is the fear that their ortho
dox subscribers and advertisers would starve them 
out of business. This keeps them, as a rule, not 
only from expressing their own views on many 
questions, but puts a great taboo on the discussion 

"Preaching has been shown not to be enough. Homes of those questions in their columns. Now, we hav 
must be gone into and the people taught how to Iiv. By 
transforming home levels and making church work more never believed that this fear of boycotting was very 
practical, many more will be brought into sympathy with well founded. There are a few local editors who 
the churches than hav been heretofore. "-Rev. nr. Phil- open their columns to their correspondents and a 
pott. lesser number who speak out editorially, and yet 

The more people learn how to liv comfortably the they appear to be as prosperous as more timorous 
less they will care for the church. This is admit- publishers, local conditions being approximately 

In Cincinnati the Germans are making a con- ted on all hands by Christian ministers and editors, equal. A case in point is that of the Sunday Gaz
certed attempt to liberalize the Sunday laws of that who ofben tell us that it is in adversity that the sin- etteer, published at Denison, Texas, by Mr. B. C. 
city. They ask that the people be permitted to ner turns to God; that "hard times" are the times Murray. The editor says what he thinks about re-· 
hav the afternoon of the day in common with the when the revival flourishes, and observation satisfies ligion and about the encroachments of the church, 
priest'<', while the latter are given a monopoly of us that the assertion is well based. As to church while his correspondents represent all phases of 
the forenoon. The request is a very moderate one, agents going into homes and teaching people theological belief. The Gazetteer seems to hav a 
but nevertheless it has sufficed to drive the Sab- "how to liv," we should say that there is some im- pretty good advertising patronage and we presume 
batarians almost frantic; they are fairly white with pudence and a small amount of misdirected effort that Mr. Murray does much job work at his power 
anger, and are fulminating night and day against in such labor. We venture the guess that they will printing-house. In its issue of June 9bh the Gaz
the threatened loss of a small part of their special generally confine their attention .to the homes of etteer has no less than eleven articles touching vari
privileges. This should convince our friends of the the very poor and helpless, as other "slummers " ous aspects of religious questions, including unadul-terated Infidelity by the editor, a Jewish rabbi's 
German Liberal League that they might as well de- are in the habit of doing. To be told how to liv by view of the crucifixion of Jesus, a Universalist's · 
mand all their rights as a fraction of them. The the emissaries of men who are doing all they can to plea for his faith, and a G. A. R. Catholic chaplain's 
church will fight to the death against the smallest force people by law to liv as they, thE\ clergy, de- reply to his A. P. A. critics. Mr. Murray's leading 
concession, and it can do no more than that if mand that they shall, is carrying audacity to the article is a long and scholarly examination of a 
equal liberty is asked for at all times. Quite pos- extreme limit, and self-respecting and independent Christian minist&r's defense of the New Testament 
sibly it is good p:>litics in Cincinnati, as elsewhere, householders are very likely to teach these officious account of Jesus's career. Such a paper is what 

to ask for and 
take-when it_ can be taken-even a · t t •t t" t d t" 1 1 we would call an honorable representativ of the free 

~ns rue ora som~ qui e per men an Ime y essons local press. Freethinking captains of local news-. 
very small slice from the loaf of freedom, but we m manners. It IS bad enough to hav the represent- paper craft! cannot you sail your vessels as fear
should never dream of making the request for that· ativs of the law, prodded on by the clerics, come • lessly and safely as B. C. Murray does the Sunday: 
slice the full measur~ qf o~r ~e~a~ds! 'l'he whol!J · vrying ·about one's house- and place of business, Gazetteer? 



News and Notes. 
Wonderful and many are the mountain and sea 

views in the glorious land of Wales. I can scarcely 
describe the ever-varying prospects unfolding in 
sunlight and mist and cloud. Immense hills, cul
tivated to the very top, sweep away in the vast dis
tance; lovely vales intervene, beautiful villages 
and ancient dwellings contrasting with the pomp 
and pride and circumstance of modern life, which 
n )W overflow these once wild and untrod den re
gions. Wales is a favorit place of resort for the 
fashion and wealth of England. Llandudno is an 
elegant seaside city, with superb hotels and resi
dences, a delightful beach, exq uisit expanses of 
water, and rugged surroundings. The coaching 
tours, however, are the supreme thing, with the 
"tally-ho," the four-horse stage, with seats on. high, 
as if you were riding on the roof of a house. It is 
an illuminating voyage through the air almost, I 
might say. I could take only two of them, as my 
time was short. I arrive at Llandudno from Liv
erpool, Wednesday, May 29th, at noon, and imme
diately take the trip through Synchant Pass to 
Penmaen Mawr. We travel through the old town 
of Conway, about five miles distant, and view the 
ruins of its once magnificent castle, which for ages 
has towered upon this historic coast. With melan
choly grandeur it greets the sun of to day. It 
givs a noble idea of the massiv structures of the 
old fighting times, when war was the normal con
dition of humanity. It would seem impossible to 
take this castle by storm, so impregnable are its 
defenses, so strong its towers and walls, protected 
by precipitous shores and frowning hills. One can 
imagin how things were in those tumultuous and 
bloody eras, now forever gone, with their glory and 
their chivalry. Beyond Conway we sweep into an 
amphitheater of magnificent bills, variegated with 
the splendor of modern thrift and invention. Every 
inch of ground is apparently used for man's benefit. 
The are no waste places. Even the Synchant Pass 
makes pasture for the wandering herds and :flocks. 
It presents a grand and romantic appearance as we 
plunge down its tremendous grade. The coaches 
here, however, don't go with the thundering whirl 
of our Californian stages. They put on the brakes 
in Wales, while in California they bid" farewell to 
every fear," and urge the horees to a re
sounding gallop. People are more slow and cau
tious on this side, and the traveler does not feel 
every moment as if he were launching into eter
nity. After Synchant Pass we come to the charm
ing village of Dwygyfylchi-pronounce it if you can, 
I can't. It is as much as I can do to spell it. 
Near by is the Fairy Glen, where, for the moment, 
as you gaze through the forest arcades and into the 
tumbling ,waters, one seems to be a thousand miles 
from civilization. On top of the huge hill which 
encircles the glen is the" Druids' Circle," an ancient 
temple of worship, one of the most remarkable re
mains of the dim and mystic past. The coach con
tinues on to Penmaen Mawr, where the mountains 
reach down close to the sea, and where the sea 
stretches away with magnificent and ever-changing 
illuminations, sweeping to the horizon, or framed 
in with outlines of the vast and rugged coast. We 
return by a different route, where equally pleasing 
and exhilarating pictures adorn the pathway. In the 
evening thousands of tourists swarm along the 
sands or on the great pier. Music fills the air. 
The lights :flare in a wide semicircle, the moun
tains glimmer in the dusky sky, the waters :fling 
back the glow, and a scene of beauty and animation 
:flows on until midnight. The morning hour is 
equally enchanting. The sun :flashes over the sur
rounding pinnacles, the splendid buildings appear 
in gorgeous ranks, while the children and dogs and 
donkeys gather on the beach, and everybody seems 
to be in a mood of careless festivity, in unison with 
the ma~Znificence of earth and sky. 

My second day's drive is to Bettws-y-Cord. We 
leave at 10 o'clock in the morning, and return at 6 
in the evening. It is a forty-one-mile journey, and 
the same vast and wonderful views constantly 
charm the eye, only they are not really the same, 
for our road lies in a different direction. Again we 
see the old castle of Conway, Queen Elizab~th's 
palace, "Peas Mawr;" the Suspension and Tubular 
bridges, the Estuary and Carnarvonshire mount
ains. Beyond Conway we wheel on a diff:erent 
course. We climb great hills and thence proceed 
forward on a pleasant and elevated road, whence 
for fifty miles the eye can gaze upon the most stu
pendous ecenery, conspicuous mountain peaks, 
whose names I cannot attempt to spell; tablelands 
and valleys, lovely lakes, and the winding glimmer 
of the river Conway, here and there. Sometimes 
the green forest wholly encircles our way, and the 
most brilliant emerald hues toss and roll away in 
the arching distance. Then we come to villages, 
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nameless evermore, until more vowels are invented 1 largest latitude of _discussion. Every one had a 
to fill in the battlemented consonants of the Welsh chanee to talk. Quite a number of plans were pre
language, which I believe is the original l!"n- sented, all o~ w~ich. receive~ due consideration. 
guage. Indeed it does, in its rhythm and rolhng From the begmnmg 1t was ev1dent that Mr. Foote 
pronunciation fitly re-echo the wild and wondrous had the fullest confidence of the delegates, and 
scenery from' which it sprang. The Welsh lan- there was no question as to his ability and fitness, 
guage is a musical language, adapted to poetic fi~e; or his heroic and g~nerous devotion, anti t~ere was 
and if you could only pronounce the names of 1ts no thought of electmg anyone else as president of 
mountains and villages they would be most sug- the National Society. A difference of opini<m ex
gestiv and beautiful sounds. About 50,000 people isl;ed as to the best way of doing things. But Mr. 
still speak the language, and it has a nobl~ and F~ote is one. of those w:ho is always re~d! to re
charming literature. ce1ve suggestiOns. He .Is open to. ~onv1cbo~ and 

Bettwys-y-Cord is reached about noon, and we ready to accept any feasible propositiOn. He 1s ex
hav a vigorous appetite. By this time all the pas- ceedingly affable in the chair-patient;, allowing the 
sengers are well acquainted, and we make a jolly utmost liberty, while keeping strictly to the matter 
company. I do not so far find any unsociability in hand. So that a most successful conference was 
among English tourists. We were all strangers held, a large amount of business transacted, and 
when we began this journey, but were ready to join amicable conclusions reached. By the wise and 
in for friendly intercourse, and at the close greet- courageous and, at the same time, genial adminis
ings were exchanged and hopes for further ac- tration of President Foote, the National Secular 
quaintance. I find the same hospitality and frank- Society is in a better and stronger position than 
ness here that I do in the great West of our own ever to-day. It fronts the future with a noble cap
country. Of course I only meet the traveled pub- tain and.a gallant company. My stanch comrade 
lie. They are generous and polite. If they know of the American campaign, Charles Watts, is also 
you are from America they giv you a hearty wel- side by side with Mr. Foote in this strenuous com
come, and treat you as their cousin from across the bat. No one could be a more able and brilliant 
waters. supporter than Charles Watts. He is growing 

We stay at the Royal Oak Hotel for dinner, once somewhat gray in the cause, but he has all the 
the headquarters of David Cox, the famous artist. sparkle and vigor of youth, with the wisdom and 
In the year 1847 he painted a sign-board for the the amplitude of age. 
hotel, which now hangs in the coffee-room, an object The society also did honor to itself by re-electing 
of great interest and a beautiful painting. It was R. Forder as honorary secretary. He has been a 
the occasion of a remarkable lawsuit. When the most faithful worker, an eloquent ally with Brad
hotel and its appurtenances were sold a few years laugh, Foote, and Watts. I am glad that wom~n 
since, the party selling endeavored to take away are also in the Freethought ranks, and willing and 
this picture as private· property. The party buying capable for frontier labors. Miss Edith M. Vance, 
claimed that the painting, being the signboard of the assistant secretary, has won the heartiest com
the hotel, was one of the appurtenances. The court mendations of English Freethinkers by her loyalty, 
sustained this view, and the picture, now valued at her activity, and her excellent business qualifica
£4,000, is a part of the freehold of the hotel. tions. Miss Annie Brown, secretary of the London 

Swallow Falls is a beautiful place. The falls are Federation, has shown herself a reliable worker in 
not large at this season of the year, but the almost placing that organization out of debt and upon a 
:flying waters dash in silvery sheen over wild, pre- firm foundation for the future. I feel quite honored 
cipitous rocks in infinit variety of motion, while the to be elected, with Charles Watts and others, as a 
foliage of a magnificent forest on either side adorns vice-president of the National Secular Society. It 
the pathway of the bird-like cataract. is a proud position to occupy before the world, even 

On the return journey we take the Denbighshire if we are a poor and struggling host. I could not 
side of the C.Jn way River, but time will not permit stand with a more royal company than the presi
m9 to delineate the pictureeque views that with dent, vice-presidents, and officers of the National 
still different forms and colors unfolded in pano- Secular Societ.y. I am quite sure that President 
ramie beauty. Foote will receive the hearty mpport of all, and 

On Thursday morning I take the Marine drive that there will be more enthusiasm and harmony 
about great Orme's Head, a vast promontory tower- than ever in the ranks of our English brethren. 
ingseawardfromLlandudno. Oneofthefinesthigh- There is no need in this report to giv details of 
ways in the kingdom has been carved, we might the conference. I point out simply the results, 
say, about this mighty abutment, hundreds of feet that with the widest difference of opinion on some 
above the rolling waters. The sea, the islands, the questions, and a momentary clash at times, there is 
mountains, the villages, castles, and dwellings as among English Secularists a splendid brotherhood. 
you ascend and curve around this enormous crag They hav the same difficulties to contend with t?at 
gather and multiply upon the view. A circuit of we hav; there are rough places, but the staymg 
almost immeasurable expanse is filled lilre a spark- power is present. The army will suffer defeat only 
ling cup with grandeur and delight. in the end to attain a greater victory. This con-

At one o'clock the same day I take the boat for ference was interesting to me in all its aspects. It 
Menai Straits and Bridge. The bridge is a stu- was a Eign of the times. There was a letting off of 
pendous structure, from which a view can be ob- steam, but at the same time there was a gathering 
tained of the straits, of the surrounding country, of electric force, and the lightning blow will come. 
the village itself, the great railway bridge, and other At noon we all took dinner together at the ex
objects of interest. It was a mosaic of exquisit pense of Mr. George Anderson, who is a Secular 
beauty compared with the vastness and grandeur philanthropist of the first order. He believes in 
of former scenes. creating good conditions for humanity, and then 

The same evening I return to Liverpool. I am virtue will prevail. I assure him that the Free
met at the wharf by my good friends, Mr. Law- thinkers present enjoyed that fine dinner. It was 
renee Small, Mr. John Roberts, and others, and we a delightful occasion for sociability and general 
spend a happy evening together, not in Liverpool, good feeling, and no doubt contributed to the 
but in Bootie, a town of about 60,000 people, which unanimity of the conference. 
adjoins Liverpool, and which Liverpool is trying to The evening session was devoted to speeches, and 
incorporate into itself. It is really a part of Liver- I thoroughly enjoyed the varied and brilliant dis
pool, but prefers its municipal independence. Mr. play of oratory. Mr. A. B. Moss did himself 
and Mrs. Small giv a cordial reception to the Secu- credit, and gave a splendid outline of the progress 
lar P1lgrim. There was a feast of reason and a :flow of Freethought. Mr. Parris was vivid and to the 
of soul among these radical comrades. Mr. and point. He was logic on fire, and roused the enthu
Mrs. Tarleton and Mr. Roger Pride joiiJ, the circle. siasm of his audience. Like myself, he has had a 

I arrive at Bristol Saturday afternoon and meet varied experience in the fields of orthodox and Lib
London friends, etc. The delegates to the National eral Christianity. He has tried them all and found 
Conference are coming in, and there promises to them wanting. He, like Harriet Martineau, desires 
be a notable gathering of the clans, the colors of '' the unfenced universe "and the wisdom of science 
Scotland mingling with those of England. I be- in the place of the ignorance of theology. He made 
come acquainted with friends whom I expect to a rattling good speech. Mr. Gilmour is a true 
meet further on in the campaign. Scotchman, with the humor and the imagination of 

Sunday morning the conference comes together. Burns himself. His was a breezy address, and 
They do differently here from what we do in America. received a hearty ovation. Mr. Cohen was born to 
They hold one day instead of three days. The be a rabbi, but by nature became a Freethought 
morning and afternoon sessions are devoted to lecturer, and a most successful one, too. He is a 
business, and the evening to speeches. I find the man of promis. There was something of Hebrew 
same elements here as elsewhere, plenty of individ- poetry in his oration, the prophetic fervor, but all 
ualism, some crankiness, hobbies occasionally, but, the superstition was gone, and it glowed with the 
on the whole, frank sincerity, honesty of purpose, hopes of humanity, the sublime and brilliant future 
and when a question is settled a general determina- of man. In my turn I did my level best to show 
tion to abide by the result and make the best of it. that the supreme battle-ground to-da.y is the rights of 
The main differences of opinion were about meth- man on both sides of the Atlantic, and that the most 
ods, and these will always occur. There was the important and urgent refor:m ~s the Secul~;ation 
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of the State. Through this reform only can other 
reform be made triumphant and permanent. In 
this respect the English and American organiza
tions are identical in their purpose. The manner 
in which my ideas were received convinced me of 
the noble friendship of our old-world allies. I was 
followed by Oharles Watts, who spoke with his old
time eloquence and power, when he was wont to 
thrill and arouse the Freethinkers of America. The 
same impetuous oratory bore his audience to a 
splendid burst of enthusiasm. Mr. Heaford con
tributed a. fervent discourse, which illustrated his 
excellent service in the field, and then Mr. Foote, 
as president, delivered the final address. Mr. Foote 
is one of those who has a. great deal of reserve 
power, and he is ready for any occasion with unex
pected abilities. He put the cap-sheaf to the 
speeches of the evening by pointing out the lines 
of present conflict ; the inevitable battle that is to 
come between Rome and reason ; that there will be 
a. marshaling of hosts such as the world has nevtr 
seen before, and that the banners of Freethought 
will shine victorious through the mighty struggle 
over a. peaceful and happy world. Round after 
round of applause followed the utterances of the 
eloquent president, and the conference closed with 
bright memories and unconquerable hope. 

Bristol is an old city of evangelical flavor. Robert 
Hall and John Foster radiated here in somewhat 
brilliant fashion. Lady Huntingdon and Whitfield 
and early Methodism in this place exhibited fiery 
faith. It is an orthodox town still. There are a. 
few earnest Liberals, who will not go with the ma
jority, but stand by their convictions and are ready to 
work. The churches, however, are numerous and 
solemn, and there is a. somewhat slow appearance 
in the general aspect of the city. It has not the 
snap of a modern manufacturing town like Glasgow 
and Manchester. However, it is a charming resi
dence city. There is an ample and fruitful country 
about it. On Monday, with my friends, I had a. 
delightful drive among the environments of Bristol. 
Especially magnificent is Olifton and the scenery 
about it. Here is the great Suspension bridge over 
the A von. The view along this massiv structure is 
superb. On either side, between precipitous green 
and wooded banks, flows the calm, bright river. In 
the distance is caught a glimps of the majestic 
Severn, and a wide expanse of flelds and hills 
rolls afar. It is bank holiday, and throngs of peo
ple are sailing on the waters or meandering along 
the verdant swards and the wide pathways, an ani
mating picture of outdoor English life. There 
seems to be after all an immense amount of happi
ness in the British Isles. 

We return to London on :Monday evening. The 
coaches are crowded, and there was a. rush and tu
mult constantly, so many excursion trains were 
thundering and flashing along. When we arrived 
in London it was almost impossible to secure a cab 
or omnibus. Some of the party did not get home 
until 1 o'clock in the morning, and had to walk at 
that. But finally the holiday is over and all find 
rest and quiet. 

Tuesday evening I visit with Mr. Watts, at whose 
home I ha.v the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Little
hales, of Hamilton, Ontario, who is now on a visit 
to England. Mr. Littleha.les is one of the Free
thought standard bearers of America, whose hospi
tality I enjoyed when Oharles Watts and myself 
first began our campaign. 

·Next week I shall visit Scotland, and I anticipate 
a new and wonderful pleasure in seeing friends and 
roaming over this renowned and romantic country, 
whose glories are not surpassed by any, and whose 
history will forever thrill the human heart. 

London, June 5, 295. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

:Mr. Balfour's Theology. 
AbrtdaeaJrom the .Fortn!ahtl'V Revtew. 

[Mr. Balfour, said to be a. rising statesman of 
England, published a. book not long ago in defense 
of supernaturalism and theology as opposed to 
rationalism and science. The work was naturally 
accorded a hearty welcome by the religious world, 
but something about its real value may be learned 
from the following review and reply by England's 
great philosopher, Herbert Spencer.] 

The title of Mr. Balfour's work is "The Founda
tions of Belief." Belief in what T Not in any of those 
doctrine which he groups together under the name 
of Naturalism, but in the opposed doctrin, Supernat
uralism-belief in a ruling power such as that 
which the current creed asserts. If the existence 
of such a power is tacitly assumed by the argu
ments urged in proof of it, the reasoning is circu
lar. But unless the existence of such a . power is 
assumed, how can it be assumed that the constitu
tion of things is one which '' ministers " to men's 
" needs and aspirations" or provides a theory which 
is "sa.tisfactoryT" In the absence of the assump-
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tion that things hav been by some agency prear
ranged for men's benefit, there seems no reason to 
expect the order of the universe to be one which pro
vides for men's ." mental needs and aspirations," 
and that the truth of a. theory may be judged by 
the degree in which it conforms to such expecta
tion. 

Tests furnished by other creeds clearly show this. 
If an American Indian, confidently looking for
ward to a. "happy hunting-ground " after death, is 
told that there is no such place, is the fact that the 
creed offered to him nega.tivs his hopes a reasonfor 
rejecting it T When the baselessness of his belief 
in an unlimited supply of houris, to be hereafter 
provided, is shown to a. Mohammedan, may he urge 
that his "needs and aspirations " cannot be other
wise satisfied, and that therefore his faith must be 
true? Or, once more, if to the half-starved and over
worked Hindoo, to whom it is a consolatory thonght 
that by placing himself under the wheel of Jugger
naut's car he may forthwith ascend to heaven, there 
comes the demonstration that he cannot thus gain 
happiness, is the fact that the alterna.tiv belief is 
not "satisfactory " a. sufficient ground for adhering 
to his superstition? Doubtless, the needs and 
satisfactions which Mr. Balfour has in view are of a 
higher order than those instanced, but that does 
not alter the issue_ The question is whether the 
comforting character of a belief is an adequate 
reason for entertaining it; and the answer to this 
question is not to be determined by the quality of 
the comfort looked for, as high or low. 

Briefly characterized, Mr. Balfour's book is a. plea. 
for supernaturalism versus naturalism, and unless 
his section insisting on the" beneficent part" which 
authority plays in the production of beliefs is with
out any raison d'etre, it is clear that the a.ggrE>ga.te 
of influences composing the authority which sup
ports religion is set against the aggrega.ie of influ
ences by which rationalism, considered by him as a. 
form of authority, is supported. The authorities 
which uphold theology and science respectivly are 
the two in question. Let us, then, observe what 
happens when we test their rela.tiv values as we test 
the relativ values of individual authorities. 

From the days when Ohaldea.n priests began tore
cord eclipses, and, after a time, partially discovered 
the cycle they follow, and were ·so enabled to foresee 
their recurrence with approximate truth, down to 
our own day, astronomical knowledge h.a.s been 
growing ever more exacf and more extensiv, until 
now the celestial motions are so perfectly known 
that a transit of Venus or an occultation of Jupiter 
by the moon fulfils expectation to the minute. So is 
it throughout, the previsions of the chemist having 
reached such a. stage that, foreseeing the possi 
bility of an unknown compound which must ha.v 
certain properties, he proceeds to form it, and cre
ates a. substance, which has never before existed, 
answering to his anticipations. If from this ever
increasing verification of scientific statements and 
inferences we turn to the guidance science has af
forded, allied evidence everywhere surrounds us. 
Led by science, mankind ha.v progressed from 
boomerangs to 100 ton guns, from dug-out canoes 
to Atlantic liners, from picture-writing on skins to 
morning journals printed 20,000 per hour, and that 
over all the developed arts of life science now pre
sides scarcely needs saying. 

With the authority of science, thus daily becom
ing greater, contrast now the opposed authority. 
Ha.v the propositions constituting current theology 
been rendered more certain with the passage of 
time and the advance of knowledge, or has the con
trary happened? Assyrian and Egyptian records, 
discovered of late years, ha.v, indeed, served to con
firm certain statements contained in the Bible, and 
so hav tended to verify the Ba.tural part of the He
brew story. But this· yields no more reason for 
accepting its supernatural part than does proof that 
there occurred the feuds and conquests described 
in the Norse sagas yield reason for believing in 
Thor and Odin. Add to which, that if these agree
ments with Assyrian a.nd.Egyptia.n records tend to 
verify the Hebrew religion, then, conversely, it 
might be held by Assyrian and Egyptian priests, 
did any now exist, that such agreements verified 
their religions. Apart, however, from historic state
ments thus proved true, investigations, scientific 
and literary, ha.v served more and more to disprove 
or to make doubtful those parts of the biblical na.r
rativ which constitute its theology. It needs but 
to contrast past confidence in them with present 
doubts and disbeliefs, to see that statements of this 
class hav not, like those of science, become gradu
ally clearer and more certain, but the reverse. Nor 
is confidence increased when we a.ek whether its 
guidance has been successful. After nearly two 
thousand years of Ohristia.n teaching and disciplin, 
how near are we to that ideal life which Ohristia.n, 
leading was to bring us to! What must we think 

of the sentiment implied in the saying of a. glorified 
prince, repea.t€d by a. ·popular emperor, lauding 
" Blood and iron-a. remedy which never fails 1" 
Among the peoples who socially insist on duels, 
what advance do we see toward the practice of for
giving injuries T Or, turning from private to pub
lic transactions, what restraint do we find upon the 
passion of international revenge-revenge by the 
great mass insisted upon as a. duty 1 How much 
moralization can we trace in ·the contrast between 
the practice of sa.vageF, whose maxim in their inter
tribal feuds is, "Life for life," and the practice of 
Ohristia.n nations, who, in their dealings with weak 
peoples, take as their maxim, "For one life many 
livee." Toward the foretold state when swords shall 
be beaten into plowsharee, how much hav we 
progressed, now that there exist bigger armies than 
ever existed before 1 And where are the indica
tions of increased brotherly love in the doings of 
Ohristian nations in Africa., where, like huv gry dr gs 
round a. carcass, they tear out piece after pifce, 
pausing only to snarl and snap at one another 1 

Olea.rly, then, by the never-ceasing verification of 
its dicta and by the increasing effieiency and widE'r 
range of its guidance, science is gaining a. greater 
and greater authority; at the same time that the 
authority of theology is being decreased by the dis
crediting of its statements and by its unsucces~ful 
regulation of conduct. Hence if reason, whenever 
it abdicates in favor of authority, has to choose be
tween the two, it is compelled to accept the au
thority of science rather than that of theolo~y, 
where they are in conflict. So far from strengthen
ing his own position by showing how liuge a. share 
authority has, and ought to ha.v, in determining our 
beliefs, it seems to me that Mr. Balfour strengthens 
the position of his opponents. 

We must say that that high conception of a. deity 
which exists in the minds of Mr. Balfour and others 
has had an historical origin. By what steps has it 
been reached! Beginning with the days when, as 
we . are told, God walked in the garden of Eden, 
there has been a. gra.dual falling away of human 
attributes-first of all the physical structure and 
accompanying needs, such as those which Abraham 
ministered to; then the lower desires and passions 
which later Hebrew books imply; until through 
many changes-now reactions toward cruder and 
coarser ideas, and now advances toward more re
fined ones-there has been formed the present con
ception, in which there remain only certain highest 
intellectual and moral traits, possessed in a degree 
transcending human imagination. So that, in fact, 
the movement of thought by which the existing 
consciousness has been reached is exactly the 
reverse . of the movement alleged by Mr. Bal
four. 

The difference between Mr. Balfour's conscious
ness of that which lies behind appearance, and the 
consciousness of those he opposes (or, at least, of 
such of them as do not assume that there can be 
appearance without anything which appears), is, 
that whereas he persists in supposing himself to 
ha.v thoughts when, under close exa.mina.tion, all the 
components of thoughts ha.v vanished, they can
didiy admit that with the vanishing of such com
ponents all thoughts ha.v ceased; leaving only a 
consciousness which cannot be put into any form. 
Not only ha.v they dropped those early conceptions 
which imply that thfl power manifested in thirty 
millions of suns made a. bargain with Abraham
not only ha.v they ceased to believs that such in
ferior passions as jealousy, anger, and revenge can 
be felt by an energy which pervades infinity; but 
they hav surrendered themselvs to the final conclu
sion that not even the highest mental attributes 
conceivable by us, can be predicated of that exist
ence which fills all space for all time. 

It is not that they wish to do this, but that they 
must: self-deception is the alterna.tiv. There is 
no pleasure in the consciousness of being an in
finitesimal bubble on a globe that is itself infini
tesimal compared with the totality of things. Those 
on whom the unpitying rush of changes inflicts suf
ferings which are often without remedy, find no 
consolation in the thought that they are at tl'e 
mercy of blind forces which cause, indifferently, 
now the destruction of a sun and now the death of 
an animalcule. Contemplation of a. universe which 
is without conceivable beginning or end, and with
out intelligible purpose, yields no satisfaction. 
The desire to know what it all means is no less 
strong in the Agnostic than in others, and raises 
sympathy with them. Failing utterly to find any 
interpretation himself, he feels a. regretful inability 
to accept the interpretation they offer. 

HEBBFRT SPENOEB. 

The third volume of Moncure D. Oonwa.y's 
edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on slUe. Price, $2.50. 
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Observations. 
Since· the editor of the London .A.thenceum pub

lished the Letter of Junius written while Sir Philip 
Francis was in India, he has received so many com
munications from people who still believe Francis 
to hav been the author that he has not printed any 
of them. He however givs room (May 25) to a 
note from Moncure D.-Conway, now in England, 
and also to some further remarks by Mr. Rae, 
whose recent discovery of a Junian letter in the 
issue of the London Post for Aug. 24, 1773, revived 
interest in the subject and led to the present dis
cussion. Mr. Rae takes occasion to speak highly 
of the American J uuian researchers, and names a 
Mr. McCalmont, of Washington, as one of them, 
with whom he enjoys an epistolary acquaintance. 
Mr. Conway makes us notice that the Bonnevilles, 
Madame and Monsieur, kept a Radical bookstore 
in Paris, and that on the cover of the "Age of Rea
son," which they called "Le Siecle de la Raison," 
was advertised " Lettres de Junius, traduites de 
I'anglais (de Thomas Hollis). That was in 1794, 
when Paine was in the Luxembourg prison, and 
when Hollir, an English radical of some literary 
ability, had been dead twenty years. As a possible 
author of the Letters, Mr. Hollis makes his exit 
along with Francis, for he died on Jan. 1, 177 4, 
while Junius, as shown by Mr. Rae's discoveries, 
wrote as late as September, 1774. One sentence in 
Mr. Conway's note is of especial interest. He says: 
"A school in America, headed by Col. W. H. Burr, 
of Washington, has set forth in a number of ingen
ious books that Paine was Junius." I call Mr. 
Burr's attention to the circumstance that although 
breveted by so humble an individual as myself, and 
even though his military career ended with blowing 
a fife in an ununiformed band, the historian has de
creed that henceforth he shall be known as a Colo
nel on both sides of the Atlantic. 

The New York Tribune, after printing a long 
discussion on the matter of the resurrection of 
Christ, announces as a result that the evidence pre
sented "for the dogma of Christ's bodily resurrec
tion is insufficient." To which the 7 ribune adds, 
absurdly enough, that though the "ephemeral 
dogma" may pass away, Christianity itself, which 
needs no proof, will remain. According to the lat
est criticism, the fall is a myth, the redemption is a 
figure of speech, and now the resurrection is judged 
to be an error. The Christian piece has exploded; 
lock, stock, and barrel are gone, and nothing is left 
but the echo of the report. These myths we can 
spare, but there are others that are still dear to our 
hearts. Said the master (Mat. xii, 40), "For as 
Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's 
belly, so shall the Son of man be three days and 
three nights in the heart of the earth." It was a 
remark of Paul that "if Christ be not risen, then is 
our preaching vain ;" but that is not the worst of 
it, for if the prophet of Nineveh was a forerunner 
of Christ, and if Christ did not run according to 
program, then Jonah's three days in the whale's 
interior was time thrown away. We might giv up 
the story of the cross and the resurrection, were 
nothing else involved, but if Jonah and the whale 
go with it, where are we at? Amateurs like the 
editor of the Tribune should cease monkeying with 
divine truths. 

It makes all the difference in the world whose 
chicken gets the ax. In one issue the New York 
Independent (orthodox Christian) praises the legis
lature of Florida for passin~ laws prohibiting prize
fights and lotteries, and in the next condemns the 
same body for enacting into a statute a bill to pre
vent the coeducation of blacks and whites. In the 
second case it even goes so far as to recommend 
that the law be resisted. "An unrighteous law," 
says the editor with anarchistic vigor, "can I!ever 
be submitted to." 

About prize-fights and lotteries there is room for 
wide divergence of views. Pugilists in their meth
ods remind me so forcibly of moral and religious 
bullies, like some legislators and all Sabbatarians, 
that I find it hard to feel any sympathy for them, 
and am not concerned whether they fight one an
other in the ring or hav a go with the authorities 
in the courthouse. A lottery is another thing ; it 
resembles a church except that its drawings are 
not all blanks and that the citizen is not compelled 
to invest. The law against coeducation is certainly 
"invasiv," to use a Spencerian definition, and alto
gether abominable, for parents who choose to coed
ucate their children, like people who buy or sell 
chances in a lottery or the New Jerusalem, injure 
no one else by doing so; but why this law should 
be broken more than the lottery law, provided the 
lottery dealers define the latter as "unrighteous," is 
left unexplained by the Independent. The same 
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authority, the identical legislature, is back of both. 
Neither lottery dealing nor coe.ducation is a crime 
in itself ; there is no power that can make either 
of them illegal except the legislature, which has 
equal discretion in the case of both, and the citi
zens of Florida are under as binding obligation to 
obey the dictum of their law-making assembly in 
the one instance as in the other. 

Touching laws that affect the relations of Ne
groes and Caucasians, I would here suggest that a 
legal enactment providing for the social equality of 
the two races (political equality not being here dis
cussed) is impertinent and necessarily futil, while 
one denying such equality is still more impertinent 
and a tyranny to boot. Under the last head comes 
the Sheats law of Florida, against which the Inde
pendent would inaugurate a rebellion; and under the 
first comes the Malby law of New York, which puts 
hotel· management under colored control. Any 
person of clear view should see that to compel the 
keeper of a hostelry to entertain a guest of one 
complexion when by doing so he excludes those of 
another, is a deep injury and neither equitable nor 
social; for, if the host is a white man, it coerces 
the Caucasian into paying in hard cash for the" so
cial equality" of the Negro. Hotels, being under 
the necessity of maintaining t.hemselvs, and enjoy
ing none of the patronage of the state, are on a 
different footing from public institutions, where 
the rights of all are theoretically the same. 

But this goes slightly aside from the main issue, 
as raised by the Independent, which is, as afore 
said, Why are citizens of Florida advised to disre
gard the anti-education law, and at the same time 
to respect the anti-lottery law, provided that any of 
them should regard the latter as unrighteous! It 
may be argued that the first is a bad law and the last 
a good one, but that does not affect their authority 
over the citizen. And again, if we are to respect 
only such laws as are respectable, we might as well 
let the carcass go with the tail and inaugurate an
archy. The Sheats law is a bitter dose, but the 
Independent has swallowed worse and looked happy. 

Members of the American Protectiv Association 
East and West should confer and find out how far 
their sentiments are the same. While hereabouts 
they are mainly conspicuous as the political wing 
of the Protestant church_, and affiliate with theRe
publican party, on the other side of the continent 
the membership is largely heretical and partially 
Populist, and candidates for public office are gen
erally distinguished as secularists. For this reason 
in a Western city which I hav in mind. theW omen's 
Christian Temperance Union is reported to hav 
connubiated with the Catholics and the " saloon 
element" in order to defeat the A. P. A. ticket. 
This organization might learn a lesson from the 
Methodists, who, not finding themselvs in agree
ment on all questions, hav a church North and a 
church South. An A. P. A. East and another West 
would absolve the Pacific coasters from the sins of 
their brethren on the Atlantic side, and such may 
yet become necessary to the existence of the order. 
Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, mother of the undersigned, 
is one of the ·western" wolves," being well up in 
luFine councils, and she is not quite so pious as I 
am. Her lodge has lately elected to the local 
school board a directress who will chase the Bible 
out of the school-room if it ever gets in. Whether 
that kind of work is done in the name of the A.P.A., 
the Freethought Federation, or the Cat.holic church 
those who do it deserve credit, I think. If with 
secular ends in view the Freethinking A. P. A.'s of 
the West stand off Protestant against Catholic, and 
if in pursuit of the same object the Freethinkers of 
the East avail themselva of c~tholic influence 
against Protestant Jesuitry, as a war measure, both 
are quite excusable. East or West they hav sense 
enough to cbange the combination when it begins 
to work the wrong way. 
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who were also bank officials, and every one of the 
three was a dPfaulter." 

The indispensable qualification for a juryman un
der our sy~;~tem is that he shall not read the papers 
and that he shall hav neglected all other means of 
acquiring information of a contemporary nature. 
This is understo0d, but I hav only lately found out 
that the same deficiency fits a citizen for a place in 
tlte president's cabinet of fossils. Such, however, 
is the case, as Secretary of the Navy Herbert 
showed in his statement that Paine's "Age of Rea
son" had taken its place among the dusty volumes 
of forgotten literature. Perhaps it is too much to 
expect that a cabinet specimen like Mr. Herbert 
should know what is going on in the world of 
thought, but it is reasonable to require that in de
fault of such enlightenment he shall abstain from 
communicating his ignorance to the young. 

I hav received the following memorandum, and 
am just nervy enough to print it here: 

No. 35 FULTON ST., NEw YoRK, June 14, 1895. 
To GEO, E. MAODONALD: I notice in to-day's World 

your admirable reply to Secretary Herbert's misstate
ment before the graduates of the Agricultural and Me
chanical Oollege at Auburn, in regard to the circulation 
of Paine's "Age of Reason." 

Your correction is so convincing and argumentativ in 
style, so truthfully and judiciously written,_ that I beg the 
privilege of both thanking and congratulatmg the author. 

Yours ever, PETER EoKLER. 

The deep impression that London and its omni
buses hav made upon the mind of Mr. S. P. Put
nam, as revealed by his letters from that quarter, is 
attracting the attention of the reading public. And 
yet I cannot believe that anything he may see on 
the other side of the water can banish from 
the Pilgrim's mind his far wanderings in the Coos 
Bay, Gray's Harbor, and Puget Sound countries. 
Can he ever forget the Snoqualmie, Sq uak, and 
Okanogan T There is still a pleasure in the path
less wood, and much of beauty remains to be seen, 
in the localities indicated, from the roof-garden of a 
bucking cayuse. London is great, but picturesque
ness lingers in those regions where rolls the Ore
gon and hears no sound save its own dashing. 

GEo. E. MAoDONHD 

.A. Few Words About Priesteratt. 
I believe it is pretty generally conceded that in 

the history of ancient Egypt we hav the oldest 
written records of the human race; and in the his
tory of ancient Egypt we are told that, thousands 
of years before the pyramids were built, the Egyp
tians were highly civilized and had a civilized gov
ernment; that the people were divided into sepa
rate castes, or classes, and that the richest, most 
powerful, and most arbitrary class was the class 
called p1•iests.. We are further told how the priests 
domineered and tyrannized over the minds of the 
people, and how they opposed every attempt at hu
man progress beyond a certain prescribed limit. 
They assumed arrogant airs, and pretended to know 
far more about the will of· the gods than all the 
world besides. They spoke with great authority in 
the name of the gods, and enforced their injunc
tions with all the priestly importance they were 
able to command. 

Thus we see at what an early period in the 
world's history the priestly class became a privi
leged aristocracy and represented their services as 
of such great value and their power to influence the 
gods as so great that they were enabled to lay very 
heavy exactions upon the people. The priests 
claimed that it was their duty and their business to 
inform the people as to what the gods desired the 
people to do, and that it was the duty of the people 
to worship and obey the gods as the priesbs dicta· 
ted to them, or else they would be punished ever
lastingly. Thus we learn that since the earliest 
records of the human race priests hav so played 
upon the fears and ignorance of the masses that 

Why does it so often happen this way? A man they hav managed to liv upon the best the earth 
named A. S. Moore, of New York city, now in cus- has afforded, to dress in the best fabrics, to enjoy 
tody for forging paper to near the amount of one immunity from toil, and to be venerated as if they 
hundred thousand dollars, has been for years are- were superior beings. Their favor and influence 
spected and " consistent" member of an orthodox were courted, and the greatest deference was paid 
church and a total abstainer from the use of tobacco to them. They acquired a control over the more 
and alcoholic drinks. I do not see anything in ignorant classes that has continued for thousands 
this case upon which "moral reformers" can base a of years. 
demand for the legal enforcement of abstinence The rule of kingcraft has been both expensiv and 
and the observance of religious ceremonies, and cruel, but it has not been so exacting and so con
deem it quite probable that the Prohibitionists and stant as priestcraft. It is this class of self
theocrats will say nothing about it. appointed agents called priests who hav been the 

At a meeting of the Savings Bank Association of inventors of the almost countless numbers of creeds 
the State of New York, held last month, a member and religions which man has been compelled to sus
inquired: "Hav any of the gentlemen present had tain. It will hardly be successfully disputed or 
any experience with Sunday-school superintendents denied that priests hav been the inventors of nearly 
as bank officials !" There being no response, he all the gods, ghosts, saints, angels, souls, witches, 
proceeded: "Well, I hav. I hav known three Sun- and devils ever supposed to hav had an existence. 
day-~chool superiJ:J,tendents in the last few years . '!'hey b,av been the invento:rs qf ~earl1 all the 
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myths, mysteries, and miracles. They invented a 1 

heaven for a bribe and a hell for a scare, to frighten 
their dupes out of their wits and out of their 
money. Priests hav been the instigators of all the 
holy wars, holy massacres, holy persecutions, holy 
inquisitions, holy days, and holy bibles. Priestcraft 
has caused the people to be divided into hundreds 
of religious cliques and sects, with their sectarian 
animosities, mongrel creeds, theological dogmas, 
supernaturalism, and Sabbatarianism. The deadly 
hatred of priests toward science and scientists has 
retarded the progress of civilization for many cen
turies. It has paralyzed the intellect, exalted igno
rance and cre_dulity above reason, and filled the 
minds of the people with fear and anxiety about 
things of which absolutely nothing is known. 

In this age of scientific knowledge, education, 
and growing intelligence, it is truly sad and deplor: 
able to think that priestcraft is perpetuated mostly 
by means of Sunday-schools, where the immature 
minds of innocent ehildren are polluted with pagan 
superstition, and these children are kept bound in 
the chains of ignorance and fear through life, un· 
less they become intelligent enough to repudiate 
their early training. They must become Freethink
ers and investigators, or remain willing and cred
ulous slaves from the cradle to the grave. 

THoMAS KNoTT. 

A Jnnian Note. 
Brother G. E. M.'s " strong fact" adduced in op

position to the identity of Paine as Junius is easily 
disposed of. Junius was a monarchist, and so was 
Paine until a year after Junius concluded his work. 
Paine tells us that in 1773 his views of monarchy 
began to undergo a change, from hearing the re
mark that " Frederick of Prussia was the right sort 
of a man for a king, for he had a deal of the devil 
in him." It was more than a year after Paine's ar
rival in America before he ventured to assail hered
itary succession, and even then, says Cheetham, 
" his invectivs against monarchy were intended 
against the monarchy of England rather than 
against monarchy in general." And Paine himself 
says: "No man was a warmer wisher for reconcili
ation than myself before the fatal 19~h of April, 
1775." 

Junius did not always "use gall for ink." He 
praised and trusted ex Premier Grenville, hoping 
to see him rise again into place; but Grenville soon 
died. He defended John Wilkes, and solicited in
formation from him. He inclosed to Lord Chatham 
a proof-sheet of the letter to Lord Mansfield, say
ing: "I will not presume to trouble your lordship 
with an assurance, however sincere, of my respect 
and esteem for your ch.a.racter and admiration of 
your abilities." And to Lord Camden, in a brief ap
peal appended to the final assault on Mansfield, he 
said: "I turn with pleasure from that barren waste 
in which no solitary plant takes root, no verdure 
quickens, to a character fertil, as I willingly be
lieve, in every great and good qualification.'' 

Paine had less occasion for gall than Junius, but 
he sometimes used it. Witness the letters to Lord 
Howe, Earl of C~~orlisle, Sir Guv Carleton, and the 
Earl of Sherburne, all in different numbers of 
"The Crisis." And what letter of Junius closed 
with such a scathing sentence as that of Paine to 
Washington? No wonder he suppressed it in a 
subsequent edition. Another most remarkable in
stance of gall is shown in " Forester's" reply to 
"Cato," who was the Rev. Dr. Smith, President of 
the University of Pennsylvania. Said "Forester:" 

"Thou hast called me by name; l!nd if I cease to hunt 
thee from every lane and lurking-hole of mischief, and 
bring thee not a trembling culprit before the public bar, 
then brand me with reproach by naming me in the list of 
your confederates." 

And "Forester" fulfilled his promis. l'he r_ev
erend Tory was driven into exile, and when he re
turned, a penitent patriot, he found his old antag
onist, Thomas Paine, honored by a degree from the 
University of Pennsylvania. WM. H. Bu.an. 

Our Pagan Rulers. 
It is very well to talk about securing a modifica

tion of an unjust Sunday law· by increa~ing its 
odiousness through a strict enforcement. If New 
York city had the regulation of its local affairs, as 
it ought to hav, such a law could never hav been 
passed. If its continuance depended upon the 
votes of our own represen.tativs at Albany a delega
tion could be sent up to modify or repeal it. But 
so long as we are at the metcy of rural legislators 
who can satisfy their own thirst from the family 
jug or cider-barrel, and achieve a political reputa· 
tion for temperance by legislating against the cus
toms and habits of the "wicked city folks," there 
will be no modification of the law. The more nearly 
it is enforced the better our bucolic bosses will like 
it.-New :York Wqrl~. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

The Fiendish lnfinit Machinist. 
Su:ppose I hav a room filled with complicated 

machmery-gears in rapid revolution; swiftly re
volving shafts; belts flying; parts of the machines 
darting out, now this way, now that way. Just 
where I can easily put my finger upon it is a little 
spring, upon which if I press never so lightly, the 
action of all this machinery may be instantly 
stopped. At a point among the machines in this 
room I hav placed toys of especial attractivness to 
children. I introduce children into the room, point 
out the toys, and encourage the little ones to go 
among the machines to get them. Their eyes spar
kle in anticipation of the pleasure of possessing the 
toys. They make the attempt. In threading the 
labyrinth of alleys the clothing of one of the little 
ones is caught by the gears. The child is drawn 
into a machine and shockingly maimed, or killed. 
When the kindred and friends of the little one come 
to question me about the matter, and learn that it 
was I who persuaded the children into that room, 
will they think me an intelligent and kind man? 
When they ask me why, if my design was only the 
kindly one to giv the child a toy, I made the gift 
contingent on the child's escaping so many perils, 
what shall I reply! But when they come to know 
that I was looking on just at the instant its little 
frock was caught in the gears, and that by means 
of the spring I could hav stopped the machinery 
instantly, before the child was injured iri the least, 
will they believe ma if I say I did not purpose the 
child's death? When they demand to know why I 
did not press the spring, and I reply that I really 
could not afford to arrest the operation of so vast a 
body of machinery, employed in the production of 
goods of such excellence, and in such demand, as 
mine-not even for an instant-and especially for 
so trivial a purpose as to save the limbs or lives of 
a few children, what will they do to me, do you 
think! Will.they call me a good kind, benevolent 
man? 

Well, God, if there is a God, has introduced us, 
children, into such a room-a universe filled with 
gears, and shaft!', and belts, and darting rods. He 
incites us to attempt to reach certain objects very 
attractiv to us. In threading the intricate passages, 
in our attempt to get them, notwithstanding all 
our caution-shunning the danger from the ma
chine on this side, now the danger from the machine 
on that side, holding our skirts away from these 
gears, stepping briskly past the points from which 
the rods dart out, stooping to avoid that shaft, tak
ing care not to become entangled ·in this belt-our 
ears are every instant pi&rced by the screams of 
some of our fellows who are being transfixed, man
gled, or crushed to a shapeless mass .. Distracted 
by so many cares, appalled by so many dangers, 
our very caution itself often precipitates us upon 
our fate. God, with infinit knowedge, knew we 
would be maimed or killed when he introduced us 
into the universe; the man did not know with cer
tainty but that the child whom he inveigled into 
the room might escape unharmed. If the m'l.n may 
justly be judged to hav acted with cruel intent, 
for stronger reasons may God be j~dged to hav 
acted with cruel intent. No claim that God acts, 
in such cases, with a purpose of ultimate benefi· 
cence, can blunt the point of such a judgment-a 
God could hav achieved and bestowed the good 
without the evil. He would hav done so if benevo
lent.-John Ft·anois Smith, in "Is the Universe 
Governed by a Devil?" 

----------~----------

No Rdigions Teaching-No Ostracism. 
Superintendent Carlisle has just decided that nuns are 

not eligible as teachers in the public schools of Texas on 
the ground that should they be allowed to teach the non
sectarian spirit of our constitution would be violated. 
The case came up from Victoria on an appeal from the 
action of the county in refusing to approve the contracts 
of an order of nuns who desired to teach in the public 
schools. Carlisle sustained the judge's ruling, and the 
matter was carried beyond the superintendent to the 
state board of education, which in turn sustained Mr. 
Carlisle. 

The above is taken from an article in the Bren
ham Press. We hav not seen Superintendent 
Carlisle's decision, but if his obj action to the Cath
olic teachers is simply the fact that they are nuns, 
then he is wrong. If it is based on the supposition 
that they will insist on being dressed, while in the 
school-room, in the peculiar garb of their order, 
then he is right. Religion can be taught as readily 
through the eye as the ear. There should be no 
religious test in the selection of public school 
teachers, and no religious instruction, Protestant 
or Catholic, should be permitted in the schools, 
~ither orally, by peculiarity of dress, by reading the 
Bible, by praying, or by the singing of gospel 
songs. There is time enough out of school hours 
for parents and guardians to attend to the pupils' 
religious education, a matter with which the state 
baa uothing to do.-..Oenison ( 1 ea:as) Ga~etteer. 
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Warring for Idols. 
It is much to be regretted that so many possibly 

well-meaning men c&nnot rid themselvs of the incu
bus of n!l.rrow prejudice and sech.rianism. A dis
patchfrom St. LJuis tells us th1t C\pt. I. S. Bristol, 
the new superintendent of the House of Refuge, 
has forbidden Catholic priests to celebrate mass or 
hold other special services in the institution. The 
superintendent said to a reporter of the Herald of 
this city: 

"The sacrifice of the m!l.SS is idolatry. Moreover, the 
priests proselyte. It is their business. If they wish to 
come here and pray and sing hymns with the other city 
missionaries thev may, but they cannot burn incense 
while! amhere." 

C.a.ptain Bristol is s!l.id to be a mamb::lr of the 
American Protectiv Association, and, if so, it is to 
be presumed that he, in his actions and utteranc9s, 
represents the order in that city, as it triumphed, 
by an alliance w~th the R3publican party, in the re
cent election. It is evident that the celebration of 
the mass, and other Catholic services, hav been for· 
bidden, not because they are religious exercises, 
but because they are Catholic religious exercises. 
In other words, the "reform" starts from the basis 
of Protestant sectarianism instead of from the b1sis 
of secularism. St. Louis is to hav, not separation 
of church and state, but the expulsion of Catholi
cism and the retention of religion, that is, of such 
religious exercises as are acceptable to the domi
nating Protestantism of the city. When Captain 
Bristol calls the mass "idolatry" he shows his ani
mus and puts out the whole cloven foot of secta
rian hatred. So far as "idolatry "is concerned, all 
religion is that; to the Freethinker the mass is no 
more idolatry than are the forms of worship that 
the superintendent is willing to permit in the 
House of Rllfuge, and those no less idolatry than 
the mass. By what interpretation of the principle 
of equal liberty is the Catholic inmate of the House 
denied the consolations of his form of religion 
while the Protestant inmate is permitted to receive 
the consolations of his form 1 Men of the stamp . 
of Captain Bristol are antagonizing the encroach
ments of the Catholic church, not because they are 
the encroachments of a church, but because they 
are the encroachments of what the opposers hold to 
be a non-Christian church. As Christians, not as 
citizens, do they war against Rome. 

This extract from the report of the proceedings 
of the National Secular Society's Conference at 
Bristol will no doubt interest Mr. Putnam's many 
friends: 

"Mr. C. Watts then moved as a resolution arising out 
of the Report: 'That the members of this Conference 
hail with unqualified pleasure the presence amon~ them 
of their able American co-worker, Mr. S. P. Putnam; 
and they wish to convey to him their appreciation of the 
great services he has rendered, and is still rendering, to 
the cause of mental freedom. Further, aU present wish 
to assure Mr. Putnam of their earnest desire to hav a 
visit from the great orator, Colonel Ingersoll; and they 
hereby kindly rf q 'lest Mr. Putnam to use his influence 
to induce the Colonel to orosi the Atlantic at an early 
date, and to assure him that he would receive from the 
Freethink:Prs of this OJuntry a most genuin and ent:msi
astic reception.' 

"Mr. Putnam said it had been the dream of his life to 
visit England, and when he returned to America he 
Rhould report the work that was going on under the same 
flag here. It filled his heart with j'ly tu hear the ap
plause that greeted the name of Colonel Ingersoll. He 
belonged to the whole world; a citizen of the whole 
earth. His dominant thought was the sentiment of 
Thomas Paine inscribed on the walls, 'The world is my 
country, mankind are my brethren, aud to do good is 
my religion.' Colonel Ingersoll had constant calls on 
his time. He had a great law practice, and, in addition, 
he devoted himself to Fteeth·mght. He ha1 listened to 
nolonel Ingersoll's lecture, 'About the Holy Bible,' at 
Cuicago with an audience of SIX thoudand persons. He 
had up to the present only received a brief message, but 
one full of heart and sympathy for the Eoglish Free
thinkers. Inger;oll loves and admires E1gland. It 
would be a pleasure for him to come here, but there are 
great demands on his time. He, however, felt sure that 
the time was not distant when the great F.r~ethought sol
dier of America would greet the English Freethinkers." 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even':. 

ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for O:une: 
June 28th-" What Are Women Here For?" Dr. M. E. 

Lazarus, read by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 

JoHN E. REMSBURG has just closed a four weeks tour 
of Minnesota and Wisconsin. He delivered thirty lect
ures at the following places: L11verne, Minn., M!l.y 28th; 
Heron L'~k:e, 29th; Mapleton, Miiy 30cll and June 31; 
Sterling Center, May 31st, Fairmont, June let and 21; 
New Ulro, 4th, 5th, and 6th; New Auburn, 7th; Minneap
olis, 9th; Arcadia, Wis., lOth and 11th; Independence, 
12th; Whtteball, 13th; Blair, 14th; Seymour, 15th and 
16th; Dale, 17th and 18th; Beaver Dam, 19th, 20th, and 
21st; Lodi, 22d and 23d; Madison, 23d. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednes
days at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Library Hall1 Tenth 
below Market etreet1 Philadell'hi~. 
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Here They Come for the Paper and 
Pictures. 

CoLORADo CITY, CoL., J nne 5, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find $3 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for one year and the "Pic-
torial Text-Book." N. B. HARMES. 

HoLTON, MICH., June 6, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. Send 

me THE TRUTH SEEKER one year; also 
"Pictorial Text-Book." CHAS. CoTIE. 

HASKELL, TEx., J nne 5.1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3, 

for which please enroll me as a subscriber 
to THill TRUTH SEEKER, and send me a 
copy of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Rook." Respectfully, 0. H. BIVINS, 

SAN PEDRO, CAL., J nne 4, 18~5. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find $5. 

Please send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
Y"ar, and the "Pictorial Text-Book," 
alRo ''Hypnotism," by James R. Cook, 
M.D., and for the rest some of Colonel 
Ingersoll's latest. LEwis ANDERSEN. 

NEw YoRK, N.Y., June 10, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I was especially pleased 

with the tone of the paragraph on the 
Hannigan case in your last issue, of which 
a Fample copy was sent to me. 

I inclose $3 for a year's subscription 
· and the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

W. SOUDA.MORE. 

V ANOOUVER, WASH., J nne 4, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Yon will find inclosed 

$8.50-$3 for a new subscriber, to whom 
send the "Pictorial Text-Book;" $5.50 
for my subscription and Paine's " Great 
Works" and" A Tale of a Halo." I must 
let yon know that I never will giv np the 
best paper in the country. We hav started 
a Sunday-school in Vancouver and are 
making very good progress. Keep pound· 
ing away at that old structure, the church; 
it is crumbling away more every day. 

MICHEL STEFFAN. 

The Retort Apt and Eft'ectiv. 
EDw ABDSBUBG, MICH., May 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: At dinner at the Schoch 
Honse, in this city, yesterday, H. Cobb, 
an admirer of Colonel Ingersoll, was asked 
how he liked Ingersoll's lecture at South 
Bend last winter. Mr. Cobb replied that 
it was grand, whereupon the Presbyterian 
minister of this place, who was present, 
remarked that when he thought of Robert 
Ingersoll and his flowery speeches it re
minded him of the pond lily, which grows 
np out of the mud and murky water, and 
comes to the surface and blooms out a 
most beautiful flower. "Then," said Mr. 
Cobb, "yon compare Mr. Ingersoll and 
his speeches to the pond lily growing up 
through mud and murky water?" The 
minister replied " Yes." "Very good," 
retorted Mr. Cobb. "Mr. Ingersoll grew 
up through the Presbyterian ohnroh." 
The tbrnst went home, and Mr. Preacher 
had nothing more to offer. Please send 
Mr. H. Cobb a sample copy. 

Yours trnly, H. B. MEAD. 

The Cause in Oregon. 
OREGON CITY, OR., June 3, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDIToR: My recent lecture trip 
through Southern Oregon was one of the 
must successful and pleasant ones I ever 
had. I lectured eleven times at the fol
lowing places: Turner, Aumsville, Corval
lis, Junction City, Grant's Pass, Talent, 
Medford, and Ashland, and to over three 
thousand people. Then I returned to fill 
my regular appointment at Silverton, and 
delivered a Memorial day address to an 
audience of 450 people, including the G. 
A. R., who accepted the invitation of the 
Silverton Seonlar church to be present. 
The hall was appropriately and beautifully 
decorated, in the center of the platform 
being a magnificent cenotaph, the artistic 
work of the ladies of the Silverton Secular 
church. 

In all of the above places I explained 
our Secular Sunday-school system, and at 
Junction City held a Sunday-school to 
illustrate practically the work. The peo
ple take to this feature of oonstrnotiv Sec
ularism with great enthusiasm, and it is 
only a matter of a little while when Seonlar 
Sunday-schools will be conduo~ed in all 
these towns. 

THR TRUTI-1 REEK.ER. 

I wish to say a good word for the Agri· 
onltnral College at Corvallis. It is doing 
splendid secular work, in that it systemat· 
ioally studies and teaoh~s the laws of nat
ure, afteoting subjects pertaining to the 
farm. The only foolishness I observed, 
and that ought to be abolished because 
useless and an unlawful expenditure of 
public money, was the religions part of the 
chapel exeroimes. 

I obtained 182 members for the Oregon 
State Secular Union on this trip, and the 
total membership now is 880, an increase 
of 443 since the last convention in October. 
I am sorry I hav not time to tell yon of 
the charming people, the beautiful conn
try, and. the generosity, kindness, and 
courtesy shown me on this trip. I am pre
paring to leave for Eastern Oregon this 
month, and besides many lecture appoint
ments, arrangements are being made for 
three debates with Christian ministers, one 
of them to continue five evenings. 

On the 2d of this month I resigned as 
secretary of the Oregon State Secular 
Union and as writer of its Sunday-school 
lessons. KATm KEHM SmTH. 

Science Is Against the Bible. 
APPONAUG, R. I., June 10, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav waited for an op
portunity to write to yon upon the subject 
of the Bible, and to giv yon some of my 
experiences. My father and mother were 
of the old Baptist persuasion, therefore I 
was brought np in the same to the time 
that I left home to look after myself, and 
that was when I was twelve years old. 
Young as I was I never could make up my 
mind to believe in the Bible dootrin, for 
there was too mnoh of hell-fire in it for 
me to swallow, and when I went to sea and 
saw in foreign countries how Christianity 
was propagated, I began to open my eyes 
and to look about and think, and I said, 
If that is what they call religion, I do not 
want any of it in mine, for it is nothing 
but superstition from beginning to end, 
and what they can see in it to be so fanat
ical about, I cannot for the life of me un
derstand, or what ground they hav for 
their belief. I cannot see anything but 
hypocrisy and backbiting. 

Now, take the Bible-what is it? If any 
one can giv me the information, I shall be 
glad to hear it. Take the first chapter of 
Genesis, wherein God is said to li.av created 
all things in six days. Did he do it, as 
the Bible says? Science does not say so, 
and where can we go and get nearer to the 
truth than by taking science? The Bible 
says this earth is only six thousand years 
old. Science tells ns that this earth has 
been in existence for millions of years, 
millions of years before Mr. Adam was 
ever thought of, and as they tell ns that 
Adam and Eve were our first parents, 
what proof is there of it? I can find none. 
But these expounders tell ns to read the 
Bible, for it is a book of truth, written by 
men who were told by God to write it. 
Who were those inspired men who wrote 
the Bible? Were they vouched for by the 
Christian fathers of the early ages of Chris· 
tianity? If so, I must say that they are 
rather poor evidence for the book. If the 
Bible is snob a divine and holy book as 
they say it is, why do they keep revising 
it? They say the world is getting more 
enlightened, and we want to make the 
Bible as smooth as we can in order to keep 
the churches together and keep them in 
harmony with the Bible. Those they call 
the "poor heathen," to come right down 
to the point of the thing, are more en
lightened then they are themselvs. In
stead of sending missionaries to convert 
and enlighten the heathens, I say, Let the 
heathens send their missionaries here and 
try to convert and civilize the Christians. 

The books that hav put me to thinking 
of late are Kneeland's " Evidences of 
Christianity;" "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght;" "The Old Testament Com
ically Illustrated," and the "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book," which I never get 
tired of reading; but comrade Pntnam's 
book takes the lead of all; I hav been 
through it three times, and the more I 
read it the more interesting it gets. 

Yours in truth, love, and hope, 
JOHN R. SWEET. 

Cincinnati Stirred Up Slightly, 
CINOINNATI, 0., June 12, 1895. 

MB. EDIToR: The Liberal League of 

Cincinnati is an organization ol Garman 
sooioties in this city, which claim to hav a 
membership of 70,000. The sole object of 
the Liberal League is the modification of 
the Sunday laws. The chairman at the 
recent mass meeting advocated a law 
whereby the saloons and other places of 
amusement could be open on Sunday after
noon and evening. The chairman was 
Col. Gustav Tafel, who is president of the 
League. The meeting was disappointing 
in point of attendance, there having been 
between 1,500 and 2,000 present, while the 
hall has a capacity of 5,000. Sunday after
noon, in the Yaung Men's Christian Asso
ciation building, Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, 
of Washington, D. C., secretary National 
Bureau of Reform, lectured upon "The 
Duty of the American Youth to the Ameri
can Sabbath," to an audience of about 
thirty, and in the evening he spoke at one 
of the ohnrohes, replying to the meeting 
of the Liberal Leugne. At the meeting of 
the Young Men's Christian Association he 
ridiculed the Liberal League meeting be· 
cause of the !!mall attendance at it, calling 
it a "fizzle." He did not seem to reali~a 
what a fizzle his meeting was. He was 
very bitter against Mr. Miller, whom he 
and several other ministeu heard. He 
spoke of Mr. Miller's" shallow sophistry," 
stating that those of his remarks which 
were not false were treasonable. Crafts 
showed his malevolence when he stated 
that if he were a judge he would disbar a 
man who made snob false statements as 
he alleged Mr. Miller did. He spoke of 
Mr. Miller as an Infidel who claimed to be 
an attorney. 

In reply to Mr. Miller's statement that 
the S!!obbatarians would prevent the de
livery of milk on Sunday to dying babes 
if they could, he said that it was false, and 
that Mr. Miller knew it was false. 

He stated and implied throughout his 
address that the Anti-Sabbatarians were 
in favor of everybody working on Sunday, 
and he then proceeded to show with his 
little chart, which he presented with a 
smile expressing his perfect satisfaction 
with it, that it was unhealthy to work 
seven days in the week. His little chart 
was indeed a "fizzle." The chart is an 
illustration of an argument that the rest 
at night is not sufficient to offdet the work 
of the day, and that one day of rest in 
seven is necessary to bring back the nor
mal condition. Incidentally he gave him
self away when he stated that in resting 
on Sti.nday a person could and would be 
attending Christian Endeavor and various 
other church meetings. 

At the close of his addresss he solicited 
membership and fuods for the National 
Reform Association. 

Of course that was not work, even 
though Dr. Crafts does receive a salary 
for engaging in this conspiracy against 
the Constitution of the United States. 
[R!!other the conspiracy through the Con
stitution against the people of the United 
States.] 

Mr. Milller in his address compared the 
musician in the theater with the musician 
in the church on Sunday, and the actor 
with the preacher, stating that each was 
engaged in work for recompense, and that 
one was no more entitled than the other to 
work on Sunday. 

The press reports that at the ministers' 
meeting on Monday morning, they passed 
resolutions in which they condemned the 
holding of snob a meeting on a Sunday 
night, as that fact in itself was a violation 
of Jaw. Now the Liberal League meeting 
was held on Saturday night, and as the 
Ohio Liberal Society holds its meetings on 
Sunday night, arid as the Ohio Liberal 
Society is often referred to by the press as 
the Liberal League, the reverend gentle
men evidently confounded the two. The 
ministers' condemnation of the Sunday 
night meetings of the Ohio Liberal So
ciety is especially significant when con
sidered in connection with Dr. Crafts's 
remark that in resting on the Sabbath, a 
person could and would attend the vari· 
ous church meetings. The true animus of 
the whole matter is shown right there. In 
their solicitude for the rest of the work
ingman, Dr. Crafts and the other reverend 
gentlemen most probably are so intellect
ually degenerate as not to see it in this 
light. 

In their resolutions, the ministers speak 
of the enforced observance of the Sabbath 
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as religions liberty, and Dr. Crafts stated 
at the Young Men's Christian Association 
that Siiobbath desecration is wor3e than 
stealin?. 

It is very apparent that these wiseacres 
are impervious to reason and that the only 
thing to be done is to oppose them. Mr 
Mil!er said it was proper not to observ~ 
snob a law, and that the public officials 
were not required to resurrect and enforce 
obsolete laws. This espeoially angered 
Mr. Crafts and is what he calls treason. 

Yours truly, GEo. E. LIGHT. 

C. Severance Called to Time. 
HICo, TEx, June 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Some kind friend has sent 
me a copy of your journal, issued June 1st, 
with an article marked from C. Severance, 
of Los Angeles, Ci!.l. : 

Judas was a good man, and only acted 
as God intended he should act. Now for 
the evidence. It ·is generally understood 
that God sent his son Jesus into this 
world to undergo oruoifbtion that his an• 
ger might be appeased toward sinful man 
through the shedding of that son's blood. 
I think there is no dispute on this point• 
therefore it naturally follows that God had 
~o provide ways and means for consummat
Ing the death of Jesus, or be the execu
tioner himself. 

The principal sentence th!!ot your corre
spondent utters that the writer desires 
to correct is where he remarks, "I think 
there is no dispute on this point." Mr. 
Severance is correct in his statements, as 
far as the so-oalled orthodox and the self
~>tyled evangelical sects are concerned. 
Yet there are two a 'lite respectable denom
inations that hav always disputed the ab
surd notions of the popular sectarian. 

The Universali~ts and Unitarialils repu
diate the idea of God's anger, in the senee 
that our language attaches to that word. 
The true meaning that we attach to God'11 
anger is simply the sure retributions 
that follow the violation of any law, physi
cal, moral, or spiritual. 

Judas had imbibed wrong ideas and was 
misled by the Pharisees concerning the 
true import of the kingdom that Jesus 
Christ was to establish. The Jews were 
expecting a person who would claim the 
Messiahship with snp3roatural power and 
in a miraculous manner liberate the Jew
ish people from R >man bondage. This 
was what Judas exoeoted, and he was sadly 
disappointed. When he saw that mistake, 
he repented, and threw down the money. 
And if those who claim to be orthodox and 
call themselv~ evaagelioal would make as 
gennin a. repentance, they would not be 
sending Judas and the major portion of 
humanity to endless suffering. 

The environments that surrounded Ju
das caused him to do as he did. So with 
Jesus; they caused him to be a martyr to 
the principles he taught. 'fhe Jews were 
expecting a temporal king, to set np a 
temporal kingdom and government. Je
sus taught moral and spiritual principles 
that would cause people to do right, to Iiv 
in peace, and love mercy. 

Jesus did not possess the power that 
Judas snpposec:t, and suffered as a martyr. 
It is not necessary to attack the heathen 
ideas of what is called orthodoxy, to arrive 
at a reasonable understanding of the 
whole subject of true Christianity. When 
we en min what is taught by orthodoxy as 
the teachings of Christ, we find the 
system a base counterfeit. The Univer
salists and the Unitarians do most emphat
ically dispute the points made by Mr. 
Severance. JAMES BILLINGS. 

[Mr. Billings less truly represents the 
Universalists than the Unitarians, espe
cially the progressiv wing of the Unitarian 
church. The gentleman seems to look upon 
Jesus as a merely human reformer, but 
snob certainly is not the position of the 
Universalist church as represented either 
by its founders or its official creed. 
Rev. Hosea· Ballou, commonly called 
the Father of Universalism, held to the 
distinctly orthodox dootrin that Jesus 
bore the sins of mankind. Or, as Mr. 
Severance would state it, God sent his 
son into this world to be crucified ·that 
his anger might be appeased. Mr. Ballou 
differed from the orthodox in that he held 
that Christ's suffering on the cross was a 
snffioient atonement for the sins of all, and 
that therefore there would be no punish
ment after death. One of the most .fre
quently quoted texts relied on by Univer-
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salist champions is this from Paul's epis-, 
tle to the Corinthians: " For as in Adam 
all die, 'even so in Ohrisb shall all be made 
alive." Article II. of the Winchester 
Profession of Belief, the only creed of the 
Universalist church, reads as follows: 

We believe that there is one God, whose 
nature is love, revealed in one Lord Jesus 
Christ, by one Holy Spirit of GraDe, who 
will finally restore· the .whole family of 
mankind to holiness and happiness. 

All this shows beyond question the un
tenability of the position of Mr. Billings, 
so far as the Universalist church is con
cerned. With that sect as with the ort JO· 
dox sects, Jesus is the savior of mankind, 
and it will not avail to say that he is their 
savior from sin instead of from hell, for if 
the infinit God nf Theism is his father he 
was no more required to be saorifiDed in 
order to save men from sin than he was to 
save them from hell. The essential thing 
is that he saves us, no matter from what, 
and in this belief orthodoxy and Universal
ism are agreed. Of the two dootrins, ortho· 
doxy is the less absurd, for if we grant 
God-heaven-hell-Christ, it is not un
imaginable that the death of the son of 
God does in some way we cannot under
stand save from hell those who believe in 
his mission, but we know that that belief 
has not s~ved mankind from sin. 

Incidentally Mr. Billings remarks that 
Jesus "taught moral and spiritual princi
ples that would cause people to do right, 
to liv in peace, and love mercy." Some 
of the things he taught might indeed hav 
that effect, but others would hav the very 
opposit effeDt, hav had the very opposit 
effdot. But Mr. Billings cannot be a 
Universalist or a Unitarian unless he 
is also a Theist, and as a believer in a 
god he must admit that whatever the effect 
of the teachings of Jesn•, that effect was 
foreseen and intended by God. Therefore 
he must concede, if he is as candid as the 
tone of his letter implies, that God intend
ed all the persecutions, tortures, and mur
ders that hav flowed from the teachings 
and reputed teaDhings of J c~sns. -ED. T. S.] 

Equal Freedom for All. 
· EDMONDs, WAsH., June 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I see in your number of 
May 4~h, a cartoon-"A. P. A. wolf and 
Catholic hyena" after the public schools. 
My object in writing to yon is to make an 
appeal to your better judgment, and gJod 
c:>mmon sense, in regard to this matter. 

I do not believe that yon intend to place 
yourself in a false light; nor do I think 
for one moment that yon are a hypoorit
a Jesuit Catholic priest in disgnise-s1 I 
shall assume that yon are honest in sup· 
posing that yon are doing j astioe to all 
'hands in your cartoon representation. 

Bat now, dear sir, let me ask yon if yon 
had not better fully investigate the subject 
before yon undertake to expose uny man 
or body of men. I must assume that yon 
do not belong to the American Protectiv 
Association, for the assumption that yon 
are not a hypocrit, and downright traitor, 
must inevitably make clear the conclusion 
that yon never joined the order. Now, let 
me ask yon in all candor, W onld it not be 
more just, more in keeping with your head 
lines-" The Truth Seeker "-to first know 
for yourself what the teaching and prin
ciples of that order are before yo a judge? 
And would it not be rnore manly to know 
first whom yon are calling "wolf," before 
yon publish a wholesale slander of their 
charaDter? Now, I think if you were 
aware of how many noble men yon were 
thus characterizing as ' 1 wolves," men that 
belong exDlnsivly to your own "faith," 
yon would hesitate before yon did snDh an 
injustice. 

Would it not enhance the circulation of 
your paper to do less stigmatizing and 
more investigating, so yon would know 
whom yon were classing as ' 1 wolves." 

Let me inform yon a little in my feeble 
way. In the first place, I hav it from 
good authority that a large majority of the 
order of American Proteotiv Association 
in this country are Freethinkers, Infidels 
and Liberals. Rev~ Mr. Daly, who spok~ 
in Seattle not long since, told that vast 
audience tbat a large majority of the or
ganization were Liberals, men who did 
not care a straw for any religion, only love 
of country, and were bound to defend its 
institutions at all hazards. I:o. other words 
were patriots. ' 

TilE TRUTH REEKER-. 

Now, honestly, don't yon think yon are 
just a little premature in stigmatizing snob 
men as" wolves?" Does it make snob men 
plaDe more confidence in the rest of your 
valuable paper? 

Don't yon think, honor bright, that it 
may lessen the esteem and confidence of 
many of the actual sympathizers with your 
labor to make the world think? 

We know that there are scores of Jesuits 
all over our ]and insinuating themselvs 
into every branch of our aff1irs, assuming 
the ministry and, with the garb of Prot
estant ministers, working with all their 
diab)iioal craftiness to capture the masses 
of the people, and engraft God in our 
Oonstitn tion. 

We know that some of them hav been 
exposed, and others we are watching with 
the eye of a sentinel on guard, We be
lieve there are Methodists, Baptists, Uni· 
versalists, Unitarians, in fact, all religions 
ohnrohesare tinctured with them, even the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union is 
not free from them, and can be spotted 
with due diligence. Then, may it not be 
just possible that there may be one or two 
among our Materialistic friends? May not 
your position cause some of the watchful 
Freethinkers to suspect that it is just pos
sible that yon are influenced, more or less, 
by that very element? Stop a moment, 
and, with your usual calm judgment and 
good sense, see if it would not be better 
to know whom yon were slandering, and 
whether yon may not be using your useful 
columns for something not so useful, 
something, in fact, hurtful to yon, to true 
liberty and our country's glorious flag? 
I hav always liked THE TRUTH BEEKER 
since my old friend Bennett used to run 
it, and I do not want it to assume a posi
tion, either ignorantly or otherwise, that 
shall lower it in the esteem of the Liberals 
of this country. This is why these lines 
are penned. P. 0. MILt.s. 

[So we are to be ranked as Catholics in 
disguise because we do not profess to see 
in a certain order what we cannot see? 
We are to be .. anked as Jesuits because we 
are not willing to abandon the broad plat
form of secular Freethonght to engage in 
a crusade to help out one division of the 
Christian church at the expense of the 
other and of the fundamental principles 
of equal rights and impartial liberty? We 
are to be ranked as enemies of the cause 
we hav advocated for so many years be
cause we cannot accept without analysis 
the pretensions of an infant organization 
whose originators and leaders were never 
kn"~wn a~ Freethinkers, were not and are 
not Freethinkers, and who are working 
for certain political ends and in the interests 
of Protestant orthodoxy? We are to be 
ranked as opponents of the separation of 
church and state bec~use we are not willing 
to assent t.... the expulsion of Catholic 
teachers from the common schools and of 
Catholics from the country, at the behest 
of Orange· and other fanatic i who hav 
never shown that they hav the most remote 
conception of the principles of religions 
liberty? 

Our friend asks us to investi~ate. We 
hav investigated, as he should know, for 
we hav laid the evidence saonred time and 
again before our readers, and we certainly 
are not to blame if we are misunderstood. 
We are well aware that on the PaDific coast 
there are many Freethinkers in the order 
named, but their views do not control the 
order, as a national organization, nor color 
the utterances of its leading organa. In 
other words, the order is not what Mr Mills 
and his Liberal friends think it is, and they 
would get at the facts in the case if they 
would take a more comprehensiv view, a 
view embracing the whole Union. Has 
it not occurred to them that the order may 
not be wholly the same in different sec
tions of the country, that a few Westeru 
lodges may be impartially secular in their 
intentions without committing the national 
body to that broad position? Perhaps an 
illustration from our current politics will 
assist in making this clear to our friend: 
As is known to all, Western coast Repub
licans and Democrats are favorable to the 
free coinage of silver, while Eastern Re
publicans and Democrats are opposed, and 
the latter hav so far succeeded in dictating 
the policies of their respectiv parties in 
this matter. 

Of the Demands of Liberalis.rp, the three 

.. 

most important are those which ask for 
the secularization of the schools, the re
peal of Snndav laws, and the taxation of 
church property. The American Proteotiv 
Association demands the last of the three, 
but weare sorry to be compelled to say that, 
as a rule, the only reason given by their 
spokesmen for their opp:>sition to ohnroh 
exemption is the growing power of the 
Catholic ohnroh; very little is said con· 
earning the untaxed wealth of the Prot
estant churches, although, of course, the 
latter O'rn much the greater amount of 
snob property. In other words, there is 
lacking that cordial appreciation of the 
principle of equal justice which the intel
gent and all-around Freethinker must see 
manifested in the utterances and actions 
of any class of men before he can identify 
himself with them. Regarding the secu
larization of education, we are unable to 
agree with the American Proteotiv Associ
ation's scheme and its method of work. 
To all appearances, and judging by the 
evidences at hand, the order is fighting 
simply for schools oontroled by the Prot
estants. It stands for proscription of 
Catholic teachers rather than for the real 
secularization of the schools. We hav 
heretofore shown how it either aDtivly or 
passivly givs its influence for the retention 
of the Bible in the BDhools, and how the 
more or less closely affiliated organiza
tions which work along parallel lines with 
it pursue the same policy and avow the 
same principles or permit them to be in
ferred from their platform~ and the utter
ances of their papers and speakers. If the 
American Proteotiv Association is actually 
opposed to the Bible in the common schools 
will Mr. Mills hav the kindness to tell us 
why the platforms of the order, state and 
national, do not contain a word against 
that form of religions instruction in the 
school? We are not asking for glittering 
generalities-the order finds no di ffiDnlty 
in being speoifiD and clear when attacking
a particular church; what we ask is that it 
be equally speoifiD and clear when speak· 
ing of tb.e aggressions of the other 
churches. We are not here to pull hot 
chestnuts out of the fire for any church. 

One of the most vital issues of the day is 
that of Sunday laws. We are hard-pushed 
on every side; Mr. Mills, as a reader of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER, knows something of 
the gravity of the situation; will he point 
us to a demand made by the national. or
ganization of the American Protective As
sociation for the abrogation of 8-\bbath 
statutes? Will he point us to one m~de by 
a State orgtlnizltion of the order? If he 
should, possibly, be able to find one on 
the P11oifiD coast, can he find one else
where? A ad where has a state organization 
of the order or the nationQl order or a state 
or national organization of the affiliated 
societies pronounced against the God-in
the-Oonstitntion movement? Before THE 
TRUTH BEEKER is accused of J esnit leanings 
and maDhinations, it would be well for our 
friends of the American Protectiv Associ
ation, et al, to plaDe themselvs on reo:>rd 
against the treasonable schemes of the 
Protestant Jesuits, whose successes are 
paving the way for the success of the Oath
olio church, if it is to come, for it goes 
without saying that if the Protestants of 
the United States had stood loyally by the 
principles of the Constitution Rome would 
never hav dreamed of Christianizing our 
constitutions and laws. As said before, 
we are not to be put off with elnsiv, gen
eral statements; we well know what the 
indefinit declarations of political plat· 
forms are worth-that is, nothing. We 
want to know the official attitude of the 
order regarding the Bible, prayers, and 
psalm singing- in the public schools; re· 
garding the Sunday statutes, chapll\inoies, 
religions proclamations, and all the other 
infractions of the law of equal religions 
freedom and denials of the Nine Dc~mands. 
And do not forget the efforts to Christian
ize the national Constitution. 

We cannot refrain from calling atten
tion to the fact tbt membership in this 
organization of which we are speaking has 
so· acted on the naturally fair and just 
mind of our correspondent as to lead him 
to hint that we, who were opposing with 
all our strength the encroachments of the 
church almost twenty years before the 
American Protectiv Association WI)B born, 
may, after all, be a Catholic masquerading 
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as a Freethinker because, forsooth, we 
are not ready to say that this society, 
which has not yet oared or dared to come 
upon the secular platform, is worthy of 
the nnqu!l.lifi~d indns9ment of Freethink 
ers.-ED. T. 8.] 

----~--~---------

Mortuary-A. D. O'Neil. 
Arthur D. O'Neil, of 107 Park avenue, 

Chicago, Ill., at one time very promi
nent in the Liberal cause, died June 4th, 
after an illness of some three weeks' dura
tion. Ha suocmmbed to a complication of 
liver and stomaDh troubles. 

Mr. O'Neil was intended in early life for 
the Roman Catholic priesthood, ·but 
proved to p)ssess too much mentality and 
rugged honesty. He lived in Chicago 
some forty-five years, and was considered 
one of the old residents. True to his con
victions, by his request, neither priePt nor 
preaDher offie~iated at his funeral, on the 
6th inst., but the services at the residence 
and also at the grave were confined to the 
simple burial forms of the Masonic lodge 
of whiDh he was Master for mQnV yeus. 

A very large concourse of friends and 
citizens followed the Temains to their last 
resting-place in Forest Home, attesting 
the personal esteem in which he was held. 

A. D. O'Neil was a man of sterling integ
rity and of large business oapaDity, but of 
whole-souled geniality to those fortunate 
enough to. possess his personal acquaint
ance. At his home Messrs. Watts, Put
nam, and other Liberal lecturers hav fre
quently been entertained by his charming 
wife, who, when they hear of this, will 
doubtless forward their word of consola
tion in her hour of aftliotion. 

Mr. O'Neil was celebrated as an ornithol
ogist, and was a member of the Audnnon 
Club. 

While a man of wide reading and broad 
ideas, Mr. 0 N di! wa3 alive to the mate
rial things, and left an estate generallv es
timated at $200.000 lfe left four children, 
A. D. O'Ntel, Jr., Mrs. Dr. Wilson, Roy, 
and ---, who, with his devoted widow, 
hav the sincere sympathy of 

E. A. STEVENS. 

B. L. MYERS. 
CoLORADo SPRINGS, OoL.,l 

June 9, E.M., 295. > 
MR. EDITOR : I hav just returned from 

Calhan, Col., where I helped to bury a 
good Freethinker, B. L. Myers, who be
longed to THE TRUTH SEEKER family. He 
was forty-eight years old, and leaves two 
sons, who are Freethinkers. Mr. Myers 
was a deep thinker, a truth seeker, and a 
noble citizen. He had the largest funeral 
this section ever saw, showing the respect 
the people had for an Infidel. One Chris
tian lady who was at the funeral said she 
thought it was a shame to honor an In
fidel more than they had been honoring 
the Christians when they died. He left 
none but religions enemies, every one ad
miring his honesty and integrity. All of 
his neighbors testify to his kindness. He 
was repeatedly elected justice of the-peace 
where he lived. I hav often heard him say 
that the truth was good enough for him, 
let it be what it might. He had been an 
unbeliever for maD,y years, having been of 
the Paine and Voltaire kind, but he be
came an Atheist in later years. He re
quested me two years ago to conduct his 
funeral services on the Freethonght plan, 
which I did as best I could, talking 
at the grave for a few minutes, telling 
the people his religions views, and remind
ing them that he did not reo~nt his beliefs 
at death, having dropped dead without a 
moment's pain. His last words were ad
dressed to his baby grandchild, whtoh was 
playing in the yard. He said: "Yon lit
tle rogue, you will get dirty there," and 
in a moment after dropped dead. There 
ended a great life. 0HAS. SPRADLING. 

BERTIE OARSNER. 
Little Bertie Oarsner, five years old, the 

bright jewel of the Wagner, Or., Secular 
Snnday-sDhool, is dead. · · 

Young as he was, he took part in the ex
ercises, and was always ready to giv his 
recitations. He was a natural born musi
cian, and would sit for hours at the organ 
and sing his little songs. He was every
body's favorit, and his death is a terrible 
blow to the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Warren 
Oarsner, who are subscribers for THE 
TRUTH BEEKBIR. The funeral services were 
purely secular, and were oondnDhd by Mr. 
Wagner, member of the Snndtly-3Dhool. 

KATIE KEflll[ BMLTH. 
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Edi.ted by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 
fli,.er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion~ for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower. 

Comes a. pause in the da..l:'s occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Joyous Junes of Childhood. 
Where the bluebell's morning chimes 
Ilia de the thicket's azare rime~. 
Pale sweetwillia.m~. pink and gohl, 
Gave us their sweet sheaves to hold. 

There the strawberry's bush o' flame 
Held the thrush's lamps o' hame; 
'There the crow-foot dropperl her stars 
'Neath the robin's whistled bar;-, 
An~ red rose-le&ves in the rain 
Furled their sails of rosy stain; 
Indian pink•, on hilly spires. 
Lit the pure day's morning fires; 
Tiger lilies crouched along 
Summer meadows sweet with song, 

Dippinl!" in the streamlet's tide, 
Fa'e, with silver leaf we tried, 
And if so the leaves grew white. 
Fortune's wheel had rolled in sight; 
Secret wishes we should win, 
With our white ships sailing in. 

Po:>r wild roses paled and slipped 
'Neath the plowshare's furrowed cl.'ypt; 
Later channels deep ani! wide, 
Tnrn them to the mem'ry side, 
Where I find them in my dreams, 
By the fields and singing streams. 

With the deertongue's slender leaves, 
Th•ust amid our shining sheaves, 
Golden thread made gleaming bands 
For the harveEt of our ha.nds 
Flying sqJ;Iirrels, free from harms, 
In the dead elm's strong white arms, 
LPaped across to leafy swings 
'l\Iid the oak bmgh's whisperings; 
Hazel branches' undertow 
Called the human drift and flow, 
Where we each had hurried view 
Of the speckled eggs, or blue. 

For the brown bee's honey wells 
Co!umbine lent golden cElls, 
Leaning o'er the brook to drink, 
In th }ir tl.sseled robes of pink. 

H~neysuckle's hollow shoots 
Wrought. a make-believe of flute•. 
'rill we fright• ned with wild moods 
A'! the sweet bird> from the woods. 

HickorY trees whosA breadth of leave< 
Shamed t.he bishop', flowing sleeves, 
Off•red each a shimmering fan 
For the faces flecl.ed with tan; 
Thns their tattered boles are blent 
Wi1h each summer's blondishment, 
While the j >YOUS Jnne day's laughter, 
Echoes down tl e sky's blue rafter. 

MARY BAIRD FINCH. 

About Seals. 
ILwAco, WAsH., Jnne 10, 1895. 

Miss WIXoN: One of onr neigbbors se
cured a baby seal of very recent birth. It 
was canght in a gill net, and weighs abont 
fifteen or eighteen "(:onnds. The npper 
part of the body is covered with short, 
thick, blne hair, with dark brown splotches. 
The belly is of a cream white. It has 
large, innocent,_ fawn-liktl eyes;, and has~ 
plaintiv call whiCh.sonnds hke Ma, mu. 
It drinks milk. Now, my pa wants to 
know if it is of the mammal kind, and is it 
"evolnting" into the water or "evolnt
ing" ont of the water? As we are not able 
to bny snch books as wonld giv ns the 
desired information, you will very mnch 
oblige ns by telling ns what science says 
on the subject. ANNIE SEEBER. 

The seal which is referred to in Annie 
Seeber's letter is an aquatic mammal. It 
is different from other mammals on 
account of the strnctnre of its limbs, its 
toes being included in one common frame, 
which converts them into fins. Between 
the onter covering of the body and the 
muscles is a layer of fat, which makes the 
seal ronnd and plnmp. It has a large 
brain, and fnll, expressiv eyes, as Annie 
has noted. She will also observe that the 
nostrils are capable of closing when nnder 
water. Seals travel together in herds, and 
in winter migrate to milder climates than 
arctic seas. They can remain nnder the 
water as long as twenty minutes at a time. 
They are good divers and fine swimmers, 

In their family relations they are po
lygamous, the father seal supporting three 
or fonr wives. They are very fond of their 
babies, caressing and nursing them very 
carefully. 

They like to get ont npon the rocks to 
snn themselvs, I remember one very en
joyable afternoon at the Cliff Honse in 
San Francisco watching the playful antics 
of the se!lls ou tbe se11ol rocks " little way 
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ant in the ocean. The little ones playing 
with their mammas were very cunning. 

As articles of commerce, seal skins are 
of two kinds, hair and fnr skin; coats, 
cloaks, caps, and gloves being made from 
them, and seal products comprise a vast 
and profitable business. The places where 
seals are captured in large numbers are 
called seal· meadows. They do not range 
far out at sea, and are nsnally fonnd near 
the coast. They are sometimes taken in 
nets. Sea1s are highly intelligent, and can 
be tanght many tricks, snch as bowing the 
head, kissing, and shaking the hand. 
They hav been tanght to feign sleep and 
to snore. They are gentle and affectionate, 
and when made Cl\ptivs they learn to know 
their keeper. There are several varieties 
of seal. The old Romans believed the 
seal to be a preservativ against lig-htning, 
and they were accustomed to make tents 
of seal skin nnder which they crept in 
thunder storm~. 

The seal which Annie mentions as now 
in captivity, probably belongs to the gronp 
callocephalus, the color of which is gen
erally bluish· brown above and yellow
white underneath. The male of the Green
land, or harp seal, is grayish-white, and 
the females are brown with black spots, 
while the yonng ones are snowy white. 

S.H.W. 
[The qnes~ion whether the seal is "eva

luting" ont of the water, or into it, is a 
very difficult one to answer, thongh some 
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER may 
know. The seal belong3 to the order of 
"marine animals of prey," and although 
it does not look like a land animal from 
the outside, yet its bones, especially those 
of the head, .besides the way it bears 
yonng, show that it is closely related to 
some fish- eating qnadrnpeds that liv ashore. 
Probably, says Haeckel, the seal origi
nated out of a kind of weasel, which he calls 
Mnstelina. The otter, the mink, and the 
muskrat may be relativa of the seal. 
"Even at the present day," continues 
Haecke!, "the fish otters, and still more 
so the sea otters, present a direct form of 
transition to seals, by adaptation to an 
aquatic [water] life, and how the steering 
fins of marine rapacious animals hav 
arisen ont of the legs of the otters " Seals, 
dogs, and otters are in the same line, the 
last being abont half way between the seal 
and the dog. So it appears that the seal 
mnst hav "evolnted " into the water from 
the land, tbongh writers on the subject 
never nse the word. The whale also has 
arisen ant of some land animal, probably 
a far· off ancestor of the walrns.] 

Correspondence. 
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Jnne 2, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WixoN: We hav had four 
heavy rains since May 22, which are help
ing the crops very mnch. I think we will 
hav a large crop of o11ts. Our corn is doing 
finely since the rains hav come, and prob
ably we will get a crop of corn. Yester
day was my ~ister's birthday; she is twelve 
years old. There are a great many Liber
als ont here, bnt they are afraid to say 
what they think, for fear they will lose a 
lot of friends. My mother is writing Lib
eral articles for the connt.y papers, and 
thev are all publishing them. 

We are going to hav a great time the 
Fonrth of Jnly. The Penns are going to 
get np a celebration, and giv every boy $5 
that climbs a greasy pole. One merchant 
says th&t if a couple will get married, he 
will giv a lot of presents out of his store. 

REUBEN W AKl!llfAN ABBOTT. 
[The boy whose mother works and talks 

for trne Liberalism cannot fail to be brave 
and good, if he follows her teachings.-ED. 
C. C.] 

TELLER, CoL., May 30, 1895. 
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I will now write to 

you again and tell :you abont the mines. 
Mamma, myself, and a friend of onrs, went 
down in one of the mines. It was the 
Amethyst, and it is ten hundred and fifty 
feet deep. We went down only seven 
hundred feet and then ascended a ladder 
one hundred feet, np to the six hundred 
level; then we went in a tunnel that runs 
beneath onr honse six hundred feet nnder 
gronnd. There is a pnmp on the seventh 
level, and if it stops an honr the water will 
fill in the shaft fonr feet. The pnmp 
pnmps two hundred and seventy gallons 
per minnte. Then just a little way np 
on the hill is the New York Chance. Then 
above our honse is the Happy Thought. 
There are several other mines that I will 
not mention, because my letter is getting 
too long. I send yon a piece of crystal
lized lead out of tbe Amethyst mil!e, 

Teller is a mining camp two miles above 
Creede. The snow is eight inches deep 
here now. How is that for snmmer? 

I remain yonr Liberal frienil, 
OLIVE L. JEROME. 

[A very. interesting letter, Olive. We 
shall be pleased to hear from yon again.
ED. c. C.] 

THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

ATCHISON, KAN., J nne 10, 1895. I By Dr. E. B. S 0 U T H WI C K. 
Dl!lAR Miss WIXoN: _It. seems to me im- For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 

possible, bnt I gness It Is a fact, that one see 
long year has elapsed since I last wrote to S&w the Vision of th~ worlq_. and a.ll the wonders 
the Corner. I am ashamed of myself for that woula be. 
beings~ deli~qnent, bnt hope yon _!lnd the so said the poet Tennyson and al-
Cornentes Will pardon me for so domg. h ' 

I hav been having very poor health for though what e saw was more or 
some time, therefore hav not had the less remarkable he was on the out-
energy to carr_v: on correspondenc0 •. How- side of the tent relatively to our pres
ever, I am feehn~ pretty weU agam, and ent author. Dr. Southwick without 
hope soon to regam my health. · h ' 1 t 

If God is the father of this universe, and telling us how e got there, re a es 
is Fo powerful as is claimed by some, why the many and strange adventures that 
does not he care fer his children as a father befell him in a land wit"b.out a sun or 
shonld and try to prevent sickness ~nd a newspaper but where light and 
make hearty, robnst people of them m- 1 · ' · b'd th 1 
stead of having them snffer and battle ever astmg spnng a 1 e never e ess ; 
their lives away with poor health. I think where women are the stronger sex, 
snch a father is a criminal and onght to be where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
conv~cted for murdering hi& own children. go in bathing together and are "na-
I thmk before the world grows mnoh d d , ' 
older, that the superstitions, religions ke and n_ot ashame. · • 
cranks will find ont that their father above There lS somethmg of "Looking 
is not as mnch of a physical ena~ler as Backward'' in this book, with a spice 
t~ey ~av generally snpp~sed, and will con- of Gulliver added and it is totally de
vJct him for what I hav Jnst stated. 'd f · · ' · · It will 

He givs what is supposed to be his medi- VOl o re~gt~us superstitiOn.. • 
cin (which is compounded superstitions be read With mterest and cunos1ty. 
religion), bnt to those only that are men- Published and for sale at this office. 
t~lly deranged; so we Freethink~rs ca? Price cloth, $1· paper 50 cents. 
giv good reasons for not acceptmg his ' ' ' 
strong tonic, as onr minds are clear in 
that respect; and I notice it makes cranks 
of those that do accept and those cranks 
(which yon know) are of no nse to hnman 
civilization. 

Perhaps the almightv can operate them, 
bnt to what benefit? I t~Jink if he wonld 
apply them to grinding-stones and sharpen 
up some of these dnll-headed minister!! of 
the gospel (which wonld take several years' 
constant grindin!:) he might succeed in 
benefiting something; bnt as long as they 
are of no nse to anvbody, that long he 
wonld not succeed, and I think the world 
will be mnch better off without them. I 
suppose he has a life patent on them, bnt I 
hoPe not, at least, as it is a poor patent. 

Well, as I am taking- np too mnch of 
yonr v~lnable space with these cranks(bnt 
then yon know it tRkes Iots of room for 
them) I will close. Hoping soon to regain 
my health, bnt without the aid and assist
ance of the almighty and his tonic, I re
m~in yonr Liberal friend, 

JOHN J, l. REMSBURG. 
[lt indeed seems a long while since we 

lleard from onr friend John. We always 
think of him with pleasure, and hope to 
hear soon that he is enjoying that best of 
blessings, good health.-ED. C. C.] 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

confliut Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO:'IIBE, 

Price, tO Ceu ts. For s&le at this Office. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
8"' q,.v. G. 'I' ll'n~. M.A. 

l'rice, 15 cents, Address this office, 

J.D. Sqav,1's Boo~s. 

The BiblE.': What Is IU A pamphlet con
taining eight chapters in refutation bof kthe

1 assumption that the Bible is & divine oo o 
pu~e thought, and correct in a.ll ita utter.mces 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition 
of the biblical story of m&n'a "creation,",&!l.an~ 
"curse " theologiclilly denomin&ted " the •· -
Price, io cents. , , 

The Bible Against Itself. Cont~m~ng 
one huni!red and fifty plain self-contradictions 
of the Biblehinvolving questions of theology, 
morals, and iatory. Pnce,lO cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. .d. re~ta
tion of the assumption that he was & df1n

0
n
1

de 
person, and that he was the fulfillment o 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subJect fro~ a 
negative and affirmative ata.ndpomt, ahowm~~: 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 6 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEYKER.k. 
liB La.fa.Yette pla,oe. New or 
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Chea~ TraGts for Distri~ution to 
Start Christians Thinking. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh 5 
Pover~y: Its Effects on the Politinal '6(ii:iiti: ~-·••••eHHHeeH•-•-·-·-·-•-•CiM ...... . 

t10n of the People. Charles Bradlangh. 1 lnlrlllf!nlmrrTrmmTIIn!lrlr rmmmnmrnrnmrmmnmmmm nmmrnmmrrrrnmrrrrmmnmnn lrmmT,frnlllfill!llrlr.i1i 
Prote~tant Pers!!ont10ns W1ilia.m Coboett.. 1 ~ 
QnestiOm,for B1ble Worshipers . 1 !]::: 14 I c · l ~'heRelatlOnofWitchcrafttoReii'iioii.''A.:·o: ee 92 o(umbus to Jn 11 (( 18 92 
Th~ ~rt~~~~~t!~~aii~ la~~i~~~~~ ~~~~~ :~ II n ~ ~ ~ g ~ r s 0 ~~ 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to ~~~!~f~~~ ~§l~~~~n~~ws~re~i~gl~,~~s~ge 10 ~ ~.~ 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary Or~mofSabbaths.") Bythe.l!;ditorof JE y 3 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends Reviv~ft~mr.EJ'!~m~~~~~r·A: a.:·~umpJir'ev::::: ~ i 

4 
0 0 ears ~~· 

and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of A Remarkable Book a. l!eview of Greg's 3 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 9reed of. Christendom. H. W. Douglas ~ 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. The ~:f~~fcf~1a~ frctator .. · · · · ....... "· · ·.. 12 e I 
mence an 1 e Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 3 TheY are so low in plioe that thousands of gen- s · d B'bl Brown """ · .. · · · .. "" · I 

erons-hearted persons can afford to buy them for A Secular Praye~ .. ~us tin Hol;y_oake.......... 1 ;;:: 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can- Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake...... 2 le= OF I 
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, The Sta~t~ and ~he Pulpit. Robt G In_gersoll. 3 
post-paid, by mail. Snper•t1t10n Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 1 
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the In con- " Science of the Bible." Being the Rev John IF 1 h e 

sistenoy of Christians Generally. H. Clay Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Aatrono. t t= 
Astr{~~=f~~ini~~l~t~~~l:~!t~1~1!i 10 ~::~,:~Jr.~r~~::·~~t-:::1:~:-~:t:!~ ~ .1. r e e ~ 0 ug ~~ 

the sun's course through the different 1ng Find out God. Austin Holvoake 3 

A 
zodiacal signs............................. 5 The Theory of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 

postles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... . , ·. 5 The True Basis of Morality. Annie Besant 2 I I 
The Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. :E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoii. ~ ~ ~~ 
Bl'bleC.Iodloelmatarny . .''R"o'b"e'r't"G".'I'n"g'e'r's'o··ll·.·.·." .. ·.·.·.·.·.· 5 (Rep,ly to some of the Snuday-school eE 

~ta:~~~~~:in1!~J:~~~~ssa~~!!!Fgir~:t:~ ! ~!~l;~~IT~;~;~11*~~hV/g;:~~~~~~ ! a-== B" Samuel Porter Putnam ~~· 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. 1!'. Max Muller ..... 

"Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 55 WhatCDhl.adrlJeessBnsraTdleaacnhg?h .. c.h"a's'.'B"r'a'dl"'a'u'g"h". ...... 33 t J.~ J.~~ ~~ 
Constantine the Great, Portraying" the Ini- Who Was Jesus Christ? Chas. Bradlangh.... 3 ··= 

g,nity of the First Ohristian Emperor Why Do. Men Star.ve? Charles Bradlangh.... 2 ~ L 0 t 6 G•lt s· d d i 
s . .l:l. Preston ............................ : 3 WhenpldPal).lLtve? Soholasticns .......... 1 . arge C avo, II 5 pp., 1 1 es an 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitutional. What Is the B~ble? A Review of Sunderland's ~·~ I 
<This is the statntennderwhich Mr.J. w ~'Wh~t~sthe Bible?" .................... 1 Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 
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Gems of t}:ltought. 
IF God made ns in his own image, we 

hav well returned the compliment -Vol
taire. 

IF it be a duty to respect other men's 
claims, !<O also is it a duty to maintain our 
own. That which is sacred in th6ir per
sons is sacred in ours also. -Herbert 
Spencer. 

SOIENOM is inexorably hostil to supernat
uralism-cannot recognize a particle of it. 
It knows nothing of a super-natn~e; with 
science all is nature, and nature Is alL
W. S. Bell. 

WHEN the political leaders of a people 
find that their dupes are disposed to turn 
upon them they do everything possible to 
save themselvs by directing popular indig
nation toward some foreign country. This 
trick began with the world's first demagog. 
-Galveston News. 

THE church thought that the air was 
filled with devil~; that every sinner was 
a kind of tenement house inhabited by 
ttvil spirits; that angels were on one side 
of men and evil spirits on the other, and 
that God would, when the subscriptions 
and donations justified the Effort, drive 
the evil spirits from the field.-Ingersoll. 

AGAINST the body of a healthy man Par
liament has no right of assault whatever 
under pretense of public health; nor any 
the more against the body of a healthy in
fant To forbid perfect health is tyrannical 
wickedness, just as much as to forbid chas
tity or sobriety. The law is unendurable 
usurpation, and creates the right of resist
ance.-Franciil W. NewmaYI., 

THE world is not yet done with the law
maker. This ubiquitous character is not 
the man who goes to the legislature, but 
the man who sends him. Freedom will 
come when it is summoned. As much free
dom has come as has been asked for. The 
debt is not of the natural to the artificial, 
but of each era to itself. We draw in the 
measure of our collateraL -Horace L. 
Traubel. 

MANKIND has reached a point where a 
new sphere of thought is born. Whitman 
is the first great spokesman in literature 
of the cause non-ascetic-the naturalistic 
attitude toward nature and the world, ac
cepting the body as coequal with the souL 
His acceptance of the body, glorifying it 
and exalting it joyously, puts him in total 
oppnsition with ascetic Christianity.
lVilliam Sloane Kennedy. 

LET nothing human be indifferent to 
yon. Liv in this world as of it; do not 
aspire beyond, but for and through and 
by it Carry men on in your manhood 
nearer to truth, to justice, to nobility, and 
the joy which is their fruit. Repress no 
faculty, withhold no gift-spend all your 
treasure. Share thus in creation; and in 
the impulse yon shall hav given toward· 
more full and perfect life be content to 
see your immortality.-Frederika Mac
donald. 

I KNOW of nothing more terrible than 
the poor creatures who hav learned too 
much. Instead of that sound powerful 
judgment, which would hav probably 
grown up if they had learned nothing, 
their thoughts creep timidly and hynoti
cally after words, principles, and formnlm, 
constantly by the same paths. What they 
hav acquired is a spider's web of thoughts 
too weak to furnish sure supports, but com
plicateil enough to produce confnsion,
Ernst Mach. 

THE first postulate in every theoTy of 
the significance of existence has been
God. Suppose, now, the effect be tried of 
leaving God out. This the more readily 
as God accounts for nothing-needs ac
counting for just as much as the matters 
he is introduced to explain. Atheism does 
not "discharge life of its meaning;" it 
rather invests life with its highest signifi
cance, as if gods onrselvs. While it is be
lieved there is a God, somebody will al
ways be pretending to know all about him 
-making respectability, civil privileges, 
life itself, depend on belief (real or simu
lated) of the fables or absurdities they may 
be pleased to invent regarding him.
JfJhn Francis Smith. 

Now and then a time comes when the 
love of country demands the utmost sacri
fices that can be made, when life and for
tune hav to be freely offered if national 
existence is to be maintained. But pro
fessions of high devotion-which are so 
easily made when there is no demand for 
anything but lip service-count for noth
ing, and at the present time the ones who 
best love their country are those who ex
hibit their devotion to her welfare by do
ing all that in them lies to aid the cause 
of efficient and honest government, and 
to improve the social and industrial well 
being of the too often nnregarded millions 
of their fellow countrymen. - Boston 
Herald. 

'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER. 

6 ,f p hl L p a I on the famous text, "The Clergy know that I Some OOu am~ ets at ow nces. PEftnso~1at ~~I~l'E~~EAFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE.. L. R. Smith. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. PROCEEDING"! OF THE CIVIL RI6HTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 

.Mailed singly ~or 10 cents each; twelve of any of HoN, FREDERICK DoUGLASS and CoL. Ron-
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decisiun of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Court ,bat the C1vil Rights Act 
Christian who had attackAd Freethinkers, is Unconstitn~iEmal. .tdfty-three lar,geoctavo 
and Exuo'ingthe Incon.istencv of Chri•t.ians pages, of which Colonel Ingersoll s speech 
generally H e Lnse · occu~es 88 J2!.ges. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowin~ that 1 PULPl'l't__PE_w, AND CR~D~E. So long 
L1qnor Drinking is Commended, Defended,, as the 1'n,lpit BP,eaks to believmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker, posed chiefly of mothers, the Cl:adle Wi,ll be 

CHRIS.rl A...,.ITY. • RE "'"RD FOR CRIME rocked by ghosts and the race will rem am on 
. 11 .a. "..._ . its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 

AuthentiCated by the Bible. 0 B Wh1t- a God who is powerle•s against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Hel•n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

DID MAN FALL~ Is the Garden of Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 

EPifiE~~11lsn-E)}O~IOhNS. A Lecture by ~E~arc~~N ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
Frederic. R. liia~v!n. M.D. Giving rea~onable RELiGIOUS. PROBLEMS One of L K. 
reasons for Rehgwns and other Deluswns. , • • . . a1' f 

FALSE CL "- lMS OF THE CHURCH ~ashburn s best lectures, and it 1s, like I o 
John E. Hemsburg's most noted work, and his, very good. 
one of thA most effective ever wntten by any THE ROA.RIN6 L~ON (_)N THE TRACK. 
Freethinker · One of M. Babcnck s cnmiCal sermons. 

FIRSl' EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELWION, or The Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fiiot Between Reason and Superstition. T c 
W . h'l . . . h 1 d W•dd combe. nttenw ieJourn!3y.rngrnandne.rt e a_n ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
of Yahweh. Uontaillillg the best moral ill· • . . , f h' strnetions of the world from the great teacn- Presentillg the evi"ence o the orgcry of is 
ers of the fnrmer &ges. D M Bennett. alleged gosnel. H J Se'lmenret. 

THE 61ANT DELUSION. A paper read SISTER LUCy AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
before the Freethought International Con-I CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. O,n~ !Jf o_tto Wettste n's i CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on l:lpirltnali•m. a.re inimical to chasti0':, virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN' lDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FRUM A MATERIAL· 
whichisaddedapoemonTho~a~Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT B F Under-of Ramnel P. Putnam's most bnll1ant lectures. . • . . 
Every Christiau who asks the idiotic ques- wood. W~.tten before Mr. Underwood JOilled 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" should be the PslchlC Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED ~ Was Jesus centuries for tnepromnlgation of Christian-
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise ity .. B3ing. tile Nnremburg Qop~ction, wi.th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. speCimens from th!3 f!oly InqUisitiOn .. 28 PIC.. 

INGERSOLL AND JESUS Showing how tures. The descnptwns and refiect:ons by 
L • Genrl'(e E. ~IardonUJd. 

TH~eLiMfT~t'TfONsmJ>lsTOL~ttf.fiox· VICTOR HUG~'S ORATION ON VOL· 
A discussion between Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, TA IR_E, de!tvered on the .ol!e hun-
Han. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s anmversary of Voltaire s death. 
Woodford, b8fore the Nineteenth Century Translated bY: James Parpon, author of the 
Club of New York. ''Each man has the same L-f of Vq_lta>re. To which are added ~he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three grea.t'IJ~s of Gaeth '•·. George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L-'ngfelfow. · . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFlED 1 Anstm 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier howe~. A hwyer'8 con<ideratitof the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of tha.t allee:e<1 event. 
Protestant. WAS JESUS INSANE~ A COD.t!i ~ation 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In· of' hrht'• allee:ed a.c'"' whi >h "'onld lead one 
finence Upon Societ~ Dr. Louis Buchner. tn t.hat concLURion. r, K Wash 'urn 

MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND7 And 
A Consideration of the J\IaiTels and Miracles otn •r Agno,tic Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nam. 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's T•e tit!~ poem i• perhaps the most. popnla.r 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems. and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many e-iitions of it hav" been called for. The 
Forj!'ery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: '!'he Golden A~t.e,_The Idef!.l 
the Clergy. H. J. Sei~tnenret, .M.D. a_nd the Rsal Not Dea!l, but L1v\ng"' Frni-

THE NEW GOD "It iB an open secret twn, Hore, T!loma... Pame, Natn,.e s uospel, • . AddresstoDe1ty,anoi tn• shor' po•mso often 
thttt ¥lan has always ¥lade h1s 9-ods. TJ;ley recitrd with great effect by CharlAs Wa.tts, 
!JXlSt m and through hfm, as the 1mage ensts G;ve U• Light. 
m and through the muror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP and yon take away God-the image vanishes." . 
This pamphl-t, therefore, is a consideration 1 GOD 1 B F Underwood; wntten be-
of what kind of a God man should make. , fora Mr. Underwood join9d the Psychic He-
Samuel P. Putnam. i soarcherR. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
' Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 

man's best ... :rhe suj:>jects consiqe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congr· ps at Chi-
thodo;sc Religwn Dy~n~ Out. Reh_gwns. Deaths cago. Cons ide in~: The Cause of Woman's 
and Bt~th':J, rhe Rehgwl). of Rectpro~tty, M.o- Subjugation, The Uanon La.w and Its Effects 
hamm-d, The DestructiOn 9f Art, rhe DIS-·. UponH r,TheologyNeverHelpfnltoWoman, 
Cfvery of Am~rlCa.,, Copermcns .and Kepler, 1 Invention Woman's Friend. Freeth ought the 
Charle• Darwm, Spemal Providence, The, Benefactor nt' Wo'llan Hnsa'l H. Wb,on 
Latest Cre,ei, God a• a Governor. The Love WOMAN· HER p A.ST AND PRESENT of God, 'J he Fall of 1\'lan, The Atonement, • ' 
The Second Birth, Ius iration, Tne Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
'l'rnth and Love. The Wars It Brought The nre delivered before tne Woman Suffrage AR-
Resurrectioa, The Judgment-Day, Pious so cia. ion of Denver. Col .. by B F Underwood. 
Evasions," .NO B.ble, No Cnilization;" Mira-
cles of the New Test.ment, ·.rhe Ascen51ion, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils, Necessity of Belief, li'ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment., l::lome who Are Damned, A-l<'re•s TH-re TRTI'I'H Rli1EKRR CO .. 
''bat I Believe, I=ortality. This lecture iii 28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By -w-ATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticift of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

40 0 p 2 0 0 Ful1-P~e 
~es. Pictures. 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer Family, Samson the Strong, 
Isaac anti His • l::lister,' Ruth and Bciaz. 
One of •.rwins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, David God's ]'avorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the 'nook of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illnminated covers, $1. 
&ddress T.I;IE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city. 
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1 n the nature of things, 
SAY~ 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

d'~ntaining the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think thev own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and " Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo- engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam· 
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched. all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OA.P'l'. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beinll the story of his ment&l 1ourne1' from 
orthollou to R&tlon&llsm. 

Prloe,1l&1Jer, 25 cents: cloth. 75 oenu. 
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HELEN had been teasing for permission 
to go to dancing school, and had been re· 
fused. "But why can't I go?" asked the 
child. "Because there are so many other 
things that I hav to do for you, dear," her 
mother answered, "I cannot afford any 
more." "But can't I giv up something 
else?" the child persisted. "Why, I 
know," as an idea flitted across the brain 
of this embryo woman of the world; "I will 
giv up Christian Endeavor. "-New York 
Tribune. 

THE law compelling barbers to shut up 
their shops on Sunday is not so rigorous as 
a statute compelling them to shut up them
selva would be, but it is more than suf
ficiently stringent, and might ha.v been 
omitted without any injury to public 
morals or well-being. People hav got ac
customed to their ministrations OB that 
day, and they present a smoother and more 
glistening aspect after their administration 
than before, makiug them choicer orna
ments of the church, the thoroughfare, 
and the domestic circle. It is a useless, 
meddlesome law, which ought to be re
pealed as soon as possible. Its author 
ought to be seriously scraped by the first 
barber into whos3 hands he falls, and to 
hav bottles of tricopherous urged upon 
him constantly during the process. It is a 
severe punishment, but not equal to his 
case. He deserves to wear a misfit wig for 
the remainder of his days and to sustain 
the dow of tonsorial conversation inter
mittently as long as the doctors think 
he can stand up under it.-New York 
11ribune. 

To Most of the Four Million in and 
about New York: lf you do not liv in the 
way we liv you are leading bad lives. We 
are but a few thousand in this vast Ameri
can metropolis, but we know we are right, 
and we know everybody else is wrong. 
We know nearly all the four million try 
to make Sunday a holiday, to take their 
children out to nearby suburban resorts, 
to hav them play base-ball and ride the 
merry-go·rounds and shout and laugh, to 
hav young people dance together to 
pleasant music, while the old ones sit un
der trees and drink their lager or claret. 
Perhaps three million nine hundred and 
ninety-fl. ve thousand think this is the true 
way to keep Sunday, but we five thousand 
say that it is the wrong way. There 
must be no games for children, no danc
ing for youths and maidens, no lager, no 
wine for those grown up. Sit under the 
shade trees if you will, but meditate on the 
certainty of death. Therefore, yesterday 
we tried to close up many suburban play
grounds; in one place we scaled the fences 
and invaded the grounds, In the city we 
compelled men to lie and dodge policemen 
to get a drink. We are few, but we will 
never weary in our efforts to change New 
York from an international metropolis into 
a big Puritan Podunk Oorners.-1he 
Hol-im• Than ThouB, in the Evening World. 

REV, ZEBA HAMPTON EXPLAINS IT, 

" Moses take de son of man out of de 
bull-rush and put him on a tall brass pole; 
and while was a-gwine up a scorripin bite 
him. De scorripin sting ueber hurt him 
much, do, kase he was pure een heart. De 
pure een heart shall see no evil, bless God I 
God tole Pharo to let de chil'un of Egypt 
go, and he wouldn't. Den God sen' down 
frogs and dey git een Pharo mouf and een 
his bread-tray, and 'sturb him turri
ble. Den Moses cum, when Pharo warn't 
a-lookin', and tole off de chil 'un of Egypt 
wid manna, same like· de farmer tole off a 
string ob hog wid corn. It take .dem tree 
whole long days to git to de promis Ian'. 
Den, fust t'ing, dey git hungry and want 
some water. Den de Lord he ride out on 
de heaven and holler to Moses to smote de 
stone (dat's a rock, my brederin, an or'nary 
rock), and, arter de stone been smote, dey 
all come to see, and God holler to Moses 
to smote her ag'in, and den all dem 
chil'un of Egypt come over, dry shoddy. 
Arter dat God tuk and tole Moses to 
strike de plum trees, and 'nough plums 
come down Ior 40,000 folks to eat and git 
'no ugh. 

" When Pharo 'scnvered dat de chil'un 
was gone, he gathered together his inimies 
and went arter dem, and when de day of 
judgment comes, my brederin, de Chris
tians will be standin' about in squads of 

STATm oF 011Io, 0ITY oF TOLEDo,} ss 
L'UOAB 00UNTY. ' 

FnANK J. OH~NEY m~kes oath that he is the 
aeniorpartner of the firm of F. J. 0HENRY & Oo. 
doing business in the oity of Toledo, Oounty and 
t:ltate aforesaid. and that said firm will pay the 
snm of ON ffi HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and 
every case of Oatarrh that cannot be cured by the 
nse of HALL's 0ATAR'BH OUBE. 

FRANK J. CHENEY. 
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres

ence, this 6th day of December, A.D. 1886. 

{
,.......,.__} A. W. GLEASON, 
~ Notarv Pub!to. 

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts 
direotly on tbe blood and mnoous surface.! of the 
system. Send for testimoniale, free. 

F. J. OHENEY & 00., Toledo, O. 
pr Sold byDruJlgists, 75o. 
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two and three, like blackbirds on a hill, ·~~ e G I 
0 

ry of I nfi~ e 
1
•
1
ty ~nd it jest make me smile to ponderate on 

1t. Yes, my brederin! When Gabriel 
blow'd his horn he axed God if dat were 
loud enough, and God say, 'No, blow her 
louder dan seven claps of thunder to skeer 
de sinner, and blow her low and calm so 
as not to 'sturb my people. Ohl my be
loved! It don't make no differ wedder you 
die een de woods, or out een de field lay
in' to de hoe-handle; de ship of Zion will 
come to you wherever yon is, and de trees 
will ben' to let her pass. My brederin! 
Dis yere fire we know een dis worl' is hot, 
but hell-fire kin burn dis fire to ashes. 
Brudder Hawkins will please lead us in 
prayer."-Reported by Olive F. Gunby, 
in New York Post. 

A. Pound of Facts 
is worth oceans of theories. More infants are 
successfully raised. on the Gail Borden Eagle 
Brand Oondensed Milk than npon any other food. 
Infant Health is a valuable pamphlet for moth
ers. Send your address to the New York Con
densed Milk Oompany, New York. 

A. Chance to Make Money. 
I have berries, grapes.,_ and peaches. a year old, 

fresh as when p~cked. .L use the California Cold 
Process; do not heat nr seal the fruit, j nst pnt it 
np cold, keep3 perfectly fresh. and costs almost 
not.hing; can pnt up a bushel in ten minutes. 
Last week I sold directions to over 120 families; 
anyone will pay a dollar for directions, when 
they seethe beautiful samples of frn\t. As there 
are many peoole poor like myself, I consider it 
my duty to give my expeTience to such, and feel 
confid nt an:vone can make one or two hundred 
dollars round home in a 1 ew days I will mail 
sample of·fruit and complete di •actions, to any of 
your readers, for eighteen two-cent stamps, 
which is only the actual cost of the samples, post
age, eto , to me. 

. FRANCIS CASEY, St. Louis, Mo. 

PERSONAL. 
Lady, refined, practical, Agnostic, widow, age 

33 years, no incumbrance• living in chnrch
environed community, would like to correspond 
for mutual benefit with gentleman of some 
means, suitable age and matrimonial inclina
tions. References required. Address M.G. E., 

Care of The Truth Seeker Oo., 28 Lafayette 
Place, New York. 2t25 

$7 5 A MONTH and expenses. Lady or 
Gent. Sa.mple~ treo. 
A permanent situation 

a-uaranteed. Write today. Addre!sP.O.RoxOS08, Boston, Mass. 

WIL'H A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. ~ntnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel sb.onld be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copv, 1·! co pi's for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU T.d.E 

Liberal Hymn Book1 
Do your children learn these beautiful songs of 

TennYSon. Whittier, Longfellow, and other poets 
and sin'!' them in your homes, making them hap· 
Pf. and bright ?-SEND FOR A OOPY,-Green cloth, 
edt title. 40 cents: half bound. 25 cents 

PO PIS AHD. TI{~IB DOIHGS 
ACOOUNT OJ' 

Vtoars of Ohrtst ana Vtoeuerents oJ Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

Desirable Real Estate 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE·HA.LF V A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m•les of Media county seat 
and within fonr mites of Ohester, t'a., on the 
Delaware river. ·Several springs of soft watsr, 
good timber growing on the place. some "hoice 
apple and pear trees in fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. bnt are old buildings. 
Within five minutes· walk of the railroad station, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b~tween 
Media and Ohester, with less than :five minutes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would Pnt a modern honse on it. Eight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.ntiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THI: TRUTH SEEKEB. 

-THE-

FRfETHINKERS' PICTORIAl TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE .ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RE

VEALING 'l'HE .ABUSES 
011' A UNION 0'11' 

OHUROH ANJ> 

185 
STATB. 

FuU ... Page 
Illustratiof\S. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGN'S BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH PORTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The illustrations are classi1led as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church l:tobbing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " · Sabbath Laws. 
14 " Ohildren ana the Ohnroh. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and '.rheir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme.. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 PraYer. 
10 The Oreeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

Z reprea-l'nt Sam:ples of Christianity's Work. 
5 •" Miss1onaries. .. 
1 " The Lord's Instruments. 
2e Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 ;;;e Church and Sla.vHy. a iests and Politics. 
f. eland and the Ohnroh. 
~ ,. Ohnrcb's ldea of Civilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
4. Unkind .Reflections on the Ohurch. 
g Persecutions of the Ohurch. 
li Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
6 ,. Hello 
7 Miscella.neous. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be
fore appoared in this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub
lished. We mnst give the '!'rut Seeker Company the cred1t of putting the book in the reach of all 
At twice the price 1t wol'ld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a. portra.it painter and de
signer is a wonderful s~>cces>. and we judge from onr own feelin11s that near!~ every Liberal in 
America will desire a COI•.I' of this most Wl)nderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' MagazlDe. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fait.hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
nres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter tha.t Rerve :first as explanations of the illustrations~ and seoondly as texts to prove the utter 
fal8 ity of the church's profe~sions and the h:yJ>ocrisy of tnose who Uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity a.nd the church tha.t has ever been put :n the 
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. . 

1 

Prioe, board oovers, $2-; olotl'\., $2-.SO. 

..l.dclress TUB TB'VTD IJEEKBII. 
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NO "BEGINNING;" 
OR, 

2 1he Fundamental Fallacy. 

A cm:p.mon-sense e'l'posnre of the error in the 
r.•a•ompg npon ~hiCh is based the belief in a 

Oreatwn" or" Flr<t Cause" of things. 
By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 

"Fhis volume d1scn•ses the question of a cre-

t
ahtor with such plainness of wording th•t even 
. e nulearned can understand, and approaches 
1t from so many different directions that it is 
one o! the most comprehensive and conclusive 
worki on the snbiect we remember seeiag."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKEq, July 2~, 1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapter~ and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
Vlii,.Q.. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Chnrch:• "The Thirty~nine Articles of 
the Ohristian church are thirty-nine Poor • 
broken-down opinions." Prioe, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers 
or trying to induce the Deity to. undertake & 
o~ade of one aga.l.nst the Oolorado beetle I" 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

Rellgous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesns Insane! Price, 10 cents. 

Addrs•• THE TRUTH SEEKER 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

00M1'tL'I!ID BY L. K. WASHBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi.oe. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Mor&ls and Riston· 

of the New Tesh.ment. 
B:vl'Boi'.P W. NJ:WXAl!l. · Price 25'3enta. 

Addres• THE '\'RUTH RllllllKEB. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN. 

'Price. 25 oAntR Adilre~• TilE TRUTH f'lll:l!lKEB, 

~-~·~·~·~·~·~·~· , AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! , e 'Ve waut 1000 more active agents before e 

'

Julylst. Wew'illguarantee$20to$30perday, 
can be easil made in any locality; our goods 

• 
sell themselves; we furnish a large roll of • 
samples entirely FREE and allow 60 per e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-day e 

~ for full_particulars, or we will send with ~ 
t' same a Valuable sample of our goods in f e Solid Silver npon receipt of 10 cents in e 

' 

silver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad- , 
dress,. STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
THE ELIXIR OF LIF:E 

is not in magic potions\," speciJlca" 
~I:J~~~JII.~~'b'E O~t ~~rir 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
l!Iedieal, Social, Sexual Science, 
by an eminent physician of 35 years 
expertence. : The '' old, original, 
ata.ndard" -work, endorsed by all, 
i.mit~ted by m;tny1 equalled by none. 
Ins~·=d by msh w aid humanity, it 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage. 
adaptation, marital failures,, etc., 
are of inestimable "Value to au now 
married or who ever exped to be 
~~1J:j c'h~~':,rh~aN~~aE:.g~o 
wood· cuts, 21 chromoseshowing 
origin of life-de"Velopment of man. 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

by Mall; Clrcnlars Free. 
4.ddress Tlilil 'l'RUTR R~:~:K ~:R 

~~~~~~~]~,~~~i~~~~~~ ~m· B evidences of suo-
- DR. R. P. FELLOWS, ' , 

~_where ~a sa.'!_~adver. ..,- 1rmelaado N • .;.. 

NOW REI\.0 THIS f 
Dr. ll'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 

suooessful physicia.a. He :nas treated DISEASE::> 
OF MEN for twentY years, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of tbis long_p_ractice, whioh should 
~rive oon1ldence to thoae a.micted . 

file:///riests
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MORE NONSENSE FROM THE NAZARENE. 

And another of his disciples said unto him, Lord, suffer me first to go a-d bury my father. But Jesus said unto him, 
Follow me; and let the dead bury their dead.-Mat. viii, 21, 22. 

AN International railway congress met 
in London on June 25. 

BARON voN THIELMAN is the new G, r
man ambassador to the United States. 

E. J. GLAVE, the young African ex
plorer, died at Underhill, near Matadi, on 
the Lower Congo. 

THERE is a scandal in Chicago, involv
ing officials of the city government. The 
pay-rolls bav been doctored. 

CoMMODORE BUNCE bas been appointed 
to the command of the North Atlantic 
squadron, vice Meade, retired. 

:F'oR causing the loEB of the Elbe, by 
which 370 lives were sacrificed, the mate of 
the steamer Cratbie loses his certificate. 

IT is reported that Bishop Montez de 
Oca of San Luis de Potosi, Mexico, is to 
take' measures to expel all J esuil s from his 
diocese. 

THE State Department bas dEmanded of 
Spain the immediate payment of the Mora 
indemnity of $1.500,000, which bas stood 
unpaid since 1886. 

RICHMOND, VA., bas granted a fran
chise for an underground trolley, to take 
the place of the present overhead trolley 
system in that city. 

RELATIONS between the Dominion of 
Canada and the province of Manitoba grow 
day by day more strained as the result of 
the fight over the school question. 

DuRING the last thirty days the wages 
of more than 250,000 workmen in the 
United States bav been increased, accord
ing to the World'.q itemized list of ad
vancts. 

THE Agricultural Department has or
dered that after July 1st all meat ex
nmined by the United States officials and 
found diseased and unfit for food shall be 
branded "condemned." 

TiiE fire insurance premiums in this 
country average $300,000,000 annually. 
By making their buildings fireproof the 
French cover their annual losses by an 
outlay of only $25,000,000 in premiums. 

THE Sunday excise law is being en
forced in this city as never before. The 
first result will be that all citizens who can 
will lay in supplies on Saturday, trans
ferring their drinking from the saloon to 
their homes. 

A VERY successful experimental test of 
an electric locomotiv was made on the 
N antasket Beach railroad in Massachusetts 
the other day. A speed of from 45 to 50 
miles an hour was made with only two
thirds of the voltage applied. 

AT the recent Cleveland meeting of the 
League of Republican Clu"'s the money 
question was ignored, with the rf:sult that 
~astern Republican papers are claiming a 
gold victory and the Western organs of the 
same party a silver triumph. 

ONE of the curiom revenges which love 
brings about sometimes was the marriage 
of a daughter of the late Sabbatarian 
and moralistic extremist, Col. Elliott F. 
Shepard. and a son of the late John Morris, 
head of the Louisiana Lottery Company. 

WILLIAM B. LAIDLAW, who accuses Rus
sell Sage of having used him as a shield 
when Norcross attacked the latter with a 
bomb, has just got a verdict of $40,000 
against Sage. Such is the result of the 
fourth trial. And the fight is not ended. 

IT is understood that England will send 
a fleet to make a demonstration at Con· 
stantinople to influence Turkey on the 
Armenian question. It is thought by some 
observers that Russia will not support 
England in the latter's attitude in the pres
ent troubles. 

THE Duke of Cambridge, for a gnat 
many years commander-in-chief of the 
British armies, tendered his resignation 
and, much to his surprise and that of the 
Queen, it was accepted by the ministry. 
lt has long been desired to get him out of 
the position. 

CAPT. H. W. HowGATE, who years ago 
embezzled Extensivly from the federal gov
ernment, was arrested, eRcaped, anti last 
year was found in New York keeping a 
second-hand bookstore, and passing as 
Harvey Williams, has just been found 
guilty by a jury in Washington of forgery 
and falsification oi accounts. 

Two expeditions from the United States 
hav r£:cently landed men, arms, and muni
tions in Cuba for the insurgents. Accord
ing to reports from the latter source, most 
of the leaders of the patriots who hav been 
killed by the Spaniards are still alive! 
One Spanish colonel bas committed suicide 
because the major of his regiment deserted 
to the insurgents, taking with him many 
of the soldiers. 

THE· government having been defeated 
on a small issue, the Rosebery ministry 
has resigned and Lord Salisbury has been 
clllled to form a new ministry. The ob
ject of the Liberal ministry in resigning 
wh1le yet having a nominal majority in the 
Commons is to force the Tory ministry to 
declare a policy in Parliament before going 
to the country for a new election. The 
Tories may be able by a technical ruse to 
defeat this plan and go to the country on 
the old issues made by the Liberal party. 

THE fire-bug plot now being unearthed 
in this city through the confeEsion of one 
of the conspirators, Beams to hav been one 
of the most extensiv schemes of the kind 
ever hatched in the brains of unscrupulous 
men. 'fhere are involved policemen, busi-

PosTAL cars are to be put on the two ness men, and fire insurance officials. An 
cable lines in this city, to run on fifteen adjuster of one of the insurance compa
minutes' headway. The experiment has nies bas been arrested. He bas lived in 
been tried on the electric lines of St. fine style, was a churchman, a model hufi
Lonis, Brooklyn, and ~?ston, with the _re- ban~ af:ld father, and very generous giver 
suit of greatly exped1tmg the collectiOn . to m1sB1onary work. Two of his daughters 
and delivery of mail. j are teachers in Sunday-school. 

Miss REBECCA FREAM, the Sabbatarian 
crank and spy of the East Side, has at 'last 
got the police wholly under her control. 
she having bad complaints preferred 
against those who would not act upon her 
information. They now obey· her implic" 
itly, and the storekeepers shut their places 
when they see her coming. The arrest of 
barbers for the violation of the new Sun
day closing law goes merrily on, ar-:d it is 
eTpected that it will soon be unlawful for 
a man to shave himself on Sunday. Such 
a law would be constitutional if the Col
lins law is constitutional. 

PUBJ,ICATIONS. 

"Intercourse Between the S9ul and Body." 
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interestir> g bJoks by same author: 
·• Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,."... .75 
"Divine Love and W1sdom," 248 pp.,.. ... .75 
"Divine Providence." 308 pp.,..... .. . . . . . . .7G 
"Conjugal Lov•," 472 :pp .................. $1.00 
"True Christian ReligiOn." 982 pp ......... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained," Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenborg Printi"g and Pnblis}ling Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

~~LLUSTRATEO 

By Carey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the Illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl , New York. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book IS just what i~s title implies-thumJ>

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Christians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false prophAt, that the gospels 
are not authentic, and that lJ.u.:.:.~ianitY. is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not 
in accord with Science1 that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foohsh, and that religion is 
not a real benefit to man. 

Price, 20 cents, six for $1. 
Address rB.I!I'l'RO'l'B Bl!li!IS:BlR. 

(JUNE 29, 1895 

A Chance to Make M .. ney. 
I have made $1,640 clrar money in 87 days ani! 

attended to my household duties besides, an<1 I 
think this is doing F;plendid for a woman inex
perienced in the busmess. Anyone can sell what 
everyone wants to bny. and every family :wants 
a Dish Washer. I don't canvass at all;_people 
come or send for the Washers, and every Washer 
that goes out sells two or three more, as they do 
the work to perfection. Yon can wash and dry 
the dishes in two minntes. I am going to devote 
my whole time to this business now, and I am 
sure I can clf a~ $5 000 this year. My sister and 
brother hav started in the business and o.re doing 
splendid. Yon can get complete instructions 
and hundreds of test,Jmonials by addressing the 
lron City Dish Washer Co .. 145 S. Highland Ave., 
Station A, Pittsburg, Pa, and if yon don't make 
lots of money, it's yonr own fault. 

EDITORIAL 

From the Freethought Magazine. 

"The advertisement of that well-known 
Freethinker and distinguished jeweler, 
Otto Wettstein, appears in our advertisin~ 
pages. • • • Mr. Wettstein is worthy 
of the patronage of the public, He is an 
honest man that can be trusted. Whatever 
be agrees to give you you are sure to get, 
as we have learned by experience. Broth· 
er Wettstein is doing grand, good work for 
the cause of Freethought and is entitled 
to the consideration of the Liberal public." 

The subject of the above eulogy claims 
no credit as a writer or scholar; his efforts 
in that line are crude, and simply the 
"Musings" of his few idle hours. But he 
does claim to be a first-class jeweler. Has 
worked at the bench fol' forty-five years· is 
a natural mechanic, art critic, acute judge 
of goods, close buyer, and does business on 
minimum degree of expense, His FREE· 
THOUGHT BADGE is conceded to be the 
most artistic and expressive emblem ever 
designed. His " OTTO WETTSTEIN " 
WATCH combines all the qualities of a 
first-class timekeeper at one-half the usual 
rates. and his COLONEL INGERSOLL 
SOUVENIR SPOON is without question, 
the finest specimen of the die cutter's art 
ever produced. It is his a;m now to estab-
lish himself as YOUR JEWELER. 

@'" Send for prioe lists of Watches, Dia
monds, Silverware, Cards in colors and 
Gold, of Badge, etc., free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. 

Designer of 

The Otto Wtf ·s'ei'l 

Watch. 

T e I gers II Sou 

veni · Spo n. 

The Free '/1 uglf 

Bad" e. 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
D.>es most of the work in writing AUTOMAT
WALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It acts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thHeby 
lightens his labor and rtnders him capable 
of doing more. 
It has a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways ready a1 critical or other times. 
These are some of the reasons why it is 

different from all other writing machines. 
The catalogue tells you more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

18tl6 
e;AB .................. . 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. lU.OSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. Original Sin and the 
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted1 Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences or 
Christianitv" Examined. The Testimony of 
Paul Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend· 
into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cloth, fllo 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 
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THE OLD BRUTE'S LATEST WHELPS. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER:. 

7 o any subscriber noto on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we "'ill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not -now on our 
list we make this offer : · Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made anti the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATsoN HEsToN 
and inelude a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
lJ'».ole Sam ud the Priesta there are 16 f represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This otter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably; buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send •ts three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARS' WORTS FOR THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; flve thousand copies ILav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dolla.ts for it says it is worth 
a good deal ~ore. Now we ~re giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a: portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-FTeethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be caljed the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He bas dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and bas done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that bas ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free' 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

-------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received IDs 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book'' is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
th~ parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

RespActfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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I..lST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Hall Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of ::;'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
rae~. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, mora!, ':it~rary, social, in~ustrial, 
and political movement. It shows w:hat Freethougp.~ 1s lllltself, h_ow manifold are 
its influences, and with what prom1se we can hall1ts future trmmph. "FoUR 
HuNDRED YEARS oF i'REETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more i_nt~resting or more inspir~g to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are stillm the van for human nghts and 
progreBil. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thonuhts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
maunifio:nt whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glo;y of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'OIJ.K HUNDRED YE.l.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

.ANn F lJR1HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATF.ST BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated Bli:S~_::-,~oN 

' Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-l:ound of 
BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT. 

Scientific Books Cheap. Researches in Oriental HistoryJ 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise· and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Medireval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past ana Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Laing. 75 cents, 

Formation or Vegetable Mould through tbe ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Orime...!lnd Science and Poetry, with 
other essays. .ny Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth. Eattton 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part IT.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part Ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Ca1ne the Aryans? Five chap 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEXEB 
COMPANY. 28 LafaYette Place. New York CitY. 

For $6 we will send THB TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete"($8). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monucent in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THB TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($8). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($8) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEBXEB one year ($8) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THB TBUTH SEBXEB oDe year ($8) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TBOTH SEEKEB one year ($8) and a.copy of" Old 
Testament Stories Oomiclllly Dlustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THB TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($8) and " Old Tea· 
tament Stories Oo~cally Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-~ in 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for e4.50. The 

e2.76 Pin and TBB TBUTB 
BEBKBB one yer.r for .5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4 75. Bugr.r Spoons and '!'BUTB !'IBISXEB, e5. Either kind (Te& ·or Bugr.r) fpJcn 
gilt bowl, 50c. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ!E. 

All are architects of fol.te 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with mas•iv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.TINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle "the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, 
A:ldress 

15 cents. 
"'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from 
the time of Menu to the present. By D.JU. Ben
nett. 1.075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inqni.cy into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 

The Laud Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Laud in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tilence of the fourteenth century, and the 
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. BY J. F. 
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 
Preface by R. 8. INGERSOLL. 

Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to l'rlr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, ~'he Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of l'aine, 

·and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An ex
amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred 
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley, 
son of the late Lord John Russell1 twice Pre
mier of England. Complete from lihe London 
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3. GlimPses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R 

S.E .• F.L S., with 35lilustratio"s. $1. 
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 

Bully. 75 cents. 
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub

bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.O L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. BJ 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As. 
ll_ect of some Familiar Thingd. By W. !'ri 
Williams, F.C.S. Two hooks m one volume 
75 cents. 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
Allen. 75 cents. 

Darwin an~ After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs. 
A systematicExi>_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
~~!":~&en~t~~~lfs~~~ral reader rather than to pro-

Mr. Rom!Lnes is well known as one of the meet 
interesting of English writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his conclusion regar::;;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the Gi'. nrch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the fiLets of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adapt.ation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelYmechanicalphiloeophy ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before 1 he 
view of the pre><ent generation m a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been pos•ible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place hao taken pla~e in the direction of natural
Ism, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical int~rpretation of nature universal. it 
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht 
words. of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_x_GodT" 

lilUBtrated. Price, cloth_, $2. 
AddresA. THJ<; 1'RU'J'H SEEKER. 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE RE lll 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cen "ts. 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young w 0 r k s 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much courage, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. ~·he author is also 
the heroine. l'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl'slife and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEXEB. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Fntmre. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the :3ignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 1 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~.eg. 

Address THE TnUTH BEEXEB, 
28 Laf&yette ll~a.oe. New Yor!,_ 

Works of W. H. Bnrr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

~ropositions prqved Affirmatiyely and Nega
tlVely by QuotatiOns from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 200 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins ~ Sooond 
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of l'aine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

J nnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of l'aine as 
Juni111s a.ud Casoa. Prioe,1,.5 cents. 

Address THE ·.t·BUTH BEEXEB, 
28 Lafayette l'l&ee. New York. 

Address THIS OFFICE. 
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Wlan abreffi:re, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFA 'V'E'l'TE PLACE, New York. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the _gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped, mcluding_Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgin l'riaryband the 
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" Christianity Has a Hard Time Before It." 
Such is the confession of Rev. W. S. Rainsford, 

one of the most popular orthodox clergymen of 
this city. And he is a quite liberal man, too, as 
ministers go. He is an Episcopalian. The Times 
of June lO~h reports him as saying in a service of 
the Archdeaconry of New York that "it is getting 
harder. every day to get people to come to church." 
He added : "It is getting still harder to get the 
common people to come, and I feel discouraged at 
the outlook." Is this reluctance to ptU'take in the 
services of the church due to the increasing deprav
ity of the people, as some ministers assert T Dr. 
Rainsford answers the question, in dire(lt connection 
with the remark just quoted: 

"Yet at the same time the sense of pity is permeating 
us to-day as never before. The sorrows of others grip 
us until we feel their burden, as Joseph of Arimathea 
felt the weight of the cross. We are realizLug as we 
never did before the idea of sacrifice." 

This is vastly significant. If the world is grow
ing more kindly at the same time that it is more 
and more absenting itself from church, how are we 
to classify the strenuous exertions of the ultra or
thodox to compel people to go to church by closing 
on Sunday every other place where they can be 
amused and instructed T Does this not prove that 
the Sabbatarians are in fact fighting against the 
better elements in hunaan nature? It is certainly 
true that as the church loses its hold on the faith 
and affection of the masses it appeals to the ward 
boss, the wire-puller, the shystez· politician, the law
manufacturer. Dr. Rainsford's melancholy confes
sion is significant also because he is one of the 
hardest workers among the clergy of New York, in
teresting himself in and organizing his parish for 

· "practical charity." 
He says that" a wave of sympathy with suffering 

is passing over the civilia;ed world," and he appeals 
to the church to get in touch with the common peo
-ple. This is one more admission that the progress 
of the race is due to the natural aspirations and 
sympathies of man rather than to the acceptance of 
supernaturally-revealed creeds. Regarding the 
much·boasted increase in church membership, Dr 
Rainsford forcefully say·s: 

"I know the census and the figures which show the in
crease of church attendanc1e during the past ten or fif
teen years, but the oommc n people are getting further 
and further away from th,B church. Hundreds of thou
sands who never darken the doors of a church are set 
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down as church members. In the census returns many 
persons are counted over and over again. I myself know 
one man who is set down as an attendant by seven differ
ent churches." 

It would be profitable unto truth if other clergy
men and also church lay officials would tell the 
world what they know about the stuffed member
ship lists of the churches of God. With such ex
periences as those hinted at by Dr. Rainsford it is 
not a matter to wonder at that the theocrats were 
so expert in getting up the forged and dropsical 
petitions to Congress for the closing of the World's 
Fair on Sunday. 

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL. }$3.00 Per Year. 

has likewise hit the Sunday superstition squarely in 
the face. In its issue of June 15 bh it has a long 
editorial on "Sunday Casuistry," in which it com
ments in an ironical and sarcastic and withal most 
sensible vein ·on the facts concerning the Sunday 
law of England which hav just been brought out 
by the special committee of the House of Lords 
appointed in connection with the new Sunday bill 
drawn by Lord Hobhouse. The Post's presenta
tion of the absurdities of the law is too good for 
our readers to lose, especially when we take into 
consideration the fact that the strictures on the 
English law are many of them directly applica.ble 
to our own Sabbatarian statutes : Dr. Ra.insford wanti Christians to "consecrate 

their best and brightest boys to the service of the 
"Under that act, as jndioially in~erpreted, you may 

Christian ministry." But is he not asking the im- lecture in public on Sunday, but you hav to ba very care-
possible f Can a decaying church draw to its activ ful what theme you choose. Lectures about religion are 
service the best and brightest of the youth of any allowed. This would be expected, bn~ your lecture may 
generation! The present tactics of the political be against religion, it may be positivly Atheistic, _and yet, 
church will draw to it the cruel fanatics, the unrea- because falling under the general religious category, it 

will not bring you within reach of the secular arm. Leo
soning bigots, and the unscrupulous time-servers. tures on morals are likewise immune, and charity and 
Every new law that the Sabbatarians and other social reform are legal themes. But beyond these you 
theocrats get into the statute books will help to de go at your periL If you venture to address a misoella
plete whatever vital force the church still possesses. n&ous audience on the Lord's day on literature or science 
Let the National Reformers succeed ; let them or art, you are in danger of being arrested and punished 

as a keeper of ' a disorderly house.' " 
amend the Constitution ; let them establish their 

The Post wonders what would become of a great state church; let them bar non-professors from the 
service of the state and from the ballot. box-let many sermons if" the law against Sunday addresses 

on science or Uterature or art were strictly enforced them accomplish all the treason to liberty that they 
against them." design, and they will fill the church with scoun-

d th ·u t "Does the IU.ere starting oJr wit!l a tEU:t and closing 
drels of every kind and egree ; - ey WI crea e with the usual solemn formula tt:trn a confutation of geol· 
the paradise of the bypocrit and the hell of !he honest : ogy into a legal sermon, while, without those ornaments, 
man; ·they will make the Church of America such a· an eJ:position of geology is • disorderly'? J;[ow ooul~ 
cesspool of corruption as was the Church of Rome , Chalmers's famous astronomical discourses hav been de.
when she was the heartless and shameless mistress livered under a strict enforcement of such a law, or 

f E 0 N 0 D . R!linsford you cannot expect Kingsley's E:versley addresses on geology, or Robert_son's 0 ur pe. ' r . ' . ; defense of Tennyson? Not lawfnl to lecture on BOienoe 
young men of warm symp!lthies and keen mtellects : on Snndayl" 

to enter the ministry of a church t~at is on the ; OI course, the Post well understands that "sauce 
decline, a church wh?se creeds are rejected by the • for the layman" is not "sauce for the clergyman," 
le~ders of th~ ~orld .s thought, a. church th~t sub- : although it asks the question as though it expected 
stltutes for hvmg f~t~h the club of the pohcema~ : the ministers to answer that there is " one law for 
and the key of the ]"Iler. Not yet, fortul'jl.atel;y, IB i all." Again, the Pqst'~ fine irony: 
the churc? the _only ·door to ,;referment. ! "4-n.othe:r sv.btle distinction of the English law relates 

Dr. Ramsford says that the Greeks looked on! to the discrimination of f;!nnday lectures which are 
their children as the fairest oft'ering for the gods, ; • amusi:r;1g or entertai~i:r;lg ' from those which are stupid 
while we send one child to succeed his father in ' and depres.sing. ',rhe latter are prest;~mptivly legal, the 
business and the others to the callings £or which ! former betr!'Y their devilish ,P!U'entage on their ~a.oe. If 

th h reference." Well ¥ahveh of the': it should l;le said th~t this part of the act 'Yas. evidently 
ey 8 ow a P . . ' . • drawn 80 as to ma}!:e sermons fall clearly Wlthm the law, 

Jews wa<:~ not an mhabitant of Olympus. Ce;damly: we know not what answer could be made except to as-
the beauty-loving Greeks would ha:v been loth to . sert, with George Eliot, that every sermon has at least 
sacrifice anything to such as he. if the Bible por-i one point- of thrilling interest-when it is finally ov_er. 
traiture of him is at aU· accurate: Of course our: · · · O~her legal hair-splittings rel~te to the qu.eshon 

· · t' 1 h to f ru despondent • whether admission to Sunday lectures 1s free or pa1d for, 
pesslmiB IC c ergyman as cause e . . whether Sunday music is sacred or seonlar. Free leot· 
in this matter ; he assures us that. the rector of one , urea are presumably lawful; if they are of a sort people 
of the most prosperous churches m New York tells: care to pay to listen to, the chances are that they are pes
him that "in fifteen years not one member of his i tiferous and illegaL The Leeds S?oiety went down in 
con regation had been consecrated to the Christian court under the dou?le charge that 1ts leo~ures were both 

· ~ t " Judging f om the partial statistics we amusing and cost Sixpence to he~. Ev1~ently t~e two 
m1niB ry. r. _ . propositions support each other w1th beautiful logic. If 
hav seen, we should estima.te that conslderably more the defense argued that the lectures were not amusing, 
than half of the divinity stadents in .the ,colle.$eB of the prosecution W!'S ready with the triumphant ques
the country are the sons of farmers, and ~ large: tion: ,'."~hy, then, do people pay sixpence to get to 
proportion of the remainder the sons .of :vlllagers < them? , 
and townsmen. Christianity is the paganism of the ! The committee of the Lords struggled desper
nineteenth century. · ately to find a clear distinction ~etwe~n secular and 

Evidences ot Progress by the Press. 
It is encouraging to know that some of the pa

pers of the country are not . at all times and con
cerning all subjects in mortal fear of ~he church. 
Recently three of the dailies of New York hav been 
speaking out in a most refreshing way. The World 
has attacked the Sunday laws of this state, and 
Sunday laws in general, frequently and with most 
trenchant argument. It has not stumbled in its 
logic nor thrown any sops to the Cerberus of either 
church or society. It has spoken clearly and une
quivocally for the Free Sunday. The Evening Post 

sacred music, but the Post thmks Its labor was 
thrown away. It says that the "commonest musi
cal setting" of Kable's hymn, "Sun of my Soul," 
" is nothing more nor less than the adaptation of a 
waltz rhythm," while many tunes which to pious 
church-goers "hav only the most holy associations" 
are " primarily suggestiv of the worldly Italian 
operas from which they are taken." As to church 
organ music, a "voluntary" may hav been origin
ally an address to a heathen goddess. 

"It would seem a rational view to take that, as the 
spread of musical education has been so rapid and th_e 
elevation of musical taste so marked as to make 1t 
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impossible for thousands of people to ticket off any longer 
the music which inspires and uplifts them as sacred or 
secular, the law had better not attempt anything of the 
kind." 

Can it be possible that the Post really expects our 
law-carpenters to act on such a sensible suggestion 
as that ! Why, only about three months ago the 
Solons of the province of Massachusetts passed an 
act for bidding any person to giv or attend any" pub
lic diversion, except a concert of sacred music," and 
the governor, with the love of God and the votes of 
the poor overworked actors and singers shed 
abroad in his heart, signed the paresis-born measure. 
The closing remarks of the Post are deserving of 
the careful thought of all Christians who imagin 
that there is some saving virtue in an enforced ob
servance of Sunday: 

" The instances cited, with m&Icy" others that might be 
adduced from American as well as English experience, 
leave an unpleasant impression as of a network of casuistry 
extending over the entire question· of Sunday observance. 
We believe, in fact, that not since the reign of the rabbis 
has there been so much moral confusion in this whole mat
ter. Rabbinical ingenuity devised as many ways to "beat" 
the Jewish Sabbath laws as a Tammany district captain 
ever employed to beat the election laws. The Christian 
rabbis are now the ones to make the impalpable distinc
tions that save the wary observer of them. Meanwhile 
it is re,..ssuring to note the growth of tolerance, in 
churches as well as in society in general, in respect to 
modes of Sunday observance, the reluctance to enforce 
to the letter outgrown laws, and the ·clearer perception 
that the only value which attaches to any kind of observ
ance of the Lord's Day resides in the perfect freedom 
and spontaneity with which the individual practice, what
ever it be, is chosen and followed." 

The 'I ribune has lately had much to say, edito
rially and otherwise, concerning the alleged resur
rection of Jesus. In its issue of June 2d, it 
remarks that when it printed the letters of Mr. 
Archibald Hopkins (who avowed and gave his rea
sons for his disbelief in the dogma) " there was 
room for an honest ~fference of opinion as to the 
wisdom of raising such a question in a secular jour
nal." ~ow it is satisfied that the discussion thus 
precipitated "was both timely and useful." This is 
a decided gain for the cause of free investigation. 
These two state:rnents of the 'I ribune's, taken to
gether, amount to the declaration that there can 
now be no difference of opinion as to the wisdom 
of discussing religious questions in secular papers. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER itself could not hav put it more 
strongly. 

'Fhe 'lribune says that the dogma of the bodily 
resurrection of Jesus, in common with the other 
traditional dogmas of the church, is being chal
lenged by the critical spirit of the age, and that, 
while we know what Christian tradition says about 
the alleged event, that is not sufficient. We should 
kl;tow what tbe candid thinkers and investigators 
outside the church think of it, and what answer 
the spo~esmen of the church can make to their crit
ICisms. What has been settled by this discussion 
in the Tribune ? That journal's summing up of 
the question at issue will be found on page 421. It 
brings us back once more to the Catholic church as 
the sole custodian of Christian evidences and the 
supreme authority in the domain of Christian tradi
tion and dogma. If the Protestant elects to prove 
the alleged resurrection, he must go to Rome for 
his testimony, and if he is content to rest his case 
on the authority of the Bible, to Rome again he 
must take his way, for, as his own Dr. Lyman Ab
bott says, " the Bible is founded on the church," 
it is " a record of church work;" "to build the 
church on the Bible is to lay the foundation on the 
superstructure." 

The 'l ribune of June 23d givs an admirable 
summary of Herbert Spencer's crushing reply to 
Balfour's "Foundations of Belief," portions of 
which reply are now appearing in TH:m TRUTH 
SEEKER. The New York daily significantly re
marks that "it is not too much to say that he 
[Spencer] has driven the brilliant statesman into a 
corner whence he will find it difficult to emerge 
with the honors of war." The article shows that 
Spencer's "intellectual strength has suffered no de
cline." The 'lribune's closing paragraph is deli
cately and keenly ironical : 

"Those who accept religion on the authority of a divine 
revelation will not be troubled by Mr. Spencer's brill-
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iant article; but to those who try to prove religion as they 
would a problem in geometry it will suggest many diffi
culties." 

In other words, those who would act as reason
ing beings will find Herbert Spencer's atticle very 
difficult to answer, but those who discard reason 
and depend on blind faith in the authority of the 
church will not be disturbed by it, for the position 
they take precludes the necessity of answerinlr any 
argument-indeed, to 'tenture to do so would be 
nothing less ·than blasphemy. 

Oh No, Not on Religious Grounds! 
The Sunday law advocates would like to hav it 

believed that they want Sunday statutes so that the 
wage worker can rest, but they hav not explained 
why, if this is true, and they really do not wish to 
get rivals out of the way of the church under a 
pretext, they do not simply ask for a law that will 
giv each wage worker a day of rest in each seven, 
and permit those who employ themselvs to do as 
they please about resting on Sunday. Neither hav 
they reconciled their fierce antagonism to Sunday 
music and amusements with this claim of philan
thropic interest in the wage worker. But every 
now and then they inadvertently unmask, and then 
even the dullest can see what they are after. A 
case in point is found in the expression of the hope 
by Father Cronin, of Buffalo, some time ago, that 
the Collins bill for the closing of barber shops on 
Sunday would become a law-" Giv the bosses and 
all the understrappers a chance to say their prayers 
and ramble through the summer woods at least 
once a week." The editor of the Catholic Union 
and 'limes does not giv any reason why the barbers 
who wish to work on Sunday should be denied the 
opportunity so to do that others may go to 
church and say their prayers. If the latter think 
praying more important than shaving, there is no 
law to prevent their acting as they think. As to 
the "ramble through the summer woods," Father 
Cronin is doubtless aware that comparativly little 
work is done in barber shops on several days of the 
week and that, consequently, it is very easy for the 
workmen to get a day off during the time between 
two Sundays. There is no need of a tyrannical and 
religious law. 

The Soldier, a religious paper, published at 
Columbia, S. C., by Rev. L. L. Pickett, in an argu
ment for Sunday says that " the church needs it to 
combat sin, to preach the gospel, to do our Lord's 
work." Of course this is admitted, but who seeks 
to deprive the minister of his liberty to preach and 
pray on Sunday! Is he equally considerate of the 
claims of others? No, he wants a monopoly. He 
is determined to hav a Sunday Trust, fully legal
ized by city, state, and nation. 

In California a state Sabbath Union has been or
ganized. These are its officially declared objects: 

" To promote religious influence by state legislation, 
and by county and municipal ordinances,· to prevent 
all open acts of Sabbath desecration, and to secure by 
law the observance of the first day of the week as a day 
of rest." 

The italics are ours. Comment seems to be 
scarcely necessary. The third statement is only a 
blind; it is inserted merely to catch the money and 
votes of those wage-workers who do not stop to 
think that no good can come to the laborer by mak
ing labor a crime on one day of the week, and that 
the securing of a certain amount of rest is perfectly 
feasible without invading the rights of any man or 
giving the church authority in the state. To pro
mote religion by legislation and to punish work and 
recreation on Sunday as "desecration" of the "law 
of God" are the real objects of the Sundayites, and 
we should be grateful to them for showing us their 
hands in that brazen fashion. And then to think 
that California, in the face of such shameless avow
als as this, and swarming with Infidels, should hav 
permitted the theocrats to sneak a Sunday law into 
the statute book in the name of "rest "I The pity 
of it! Must it always be true that man has to be 
coerced by the logic of events before he can under
stand and respect the logic of justice T Are the 
American people never to awake to the realization 
of the fact that they ar·e in a life and· death struggle 
with the church milita.~t, until the guns of the Fort 
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Moultrie of theocracy rain destruction and death on 
the Sumter of religious liberty T Will we permit 
the theological fanatics and the political hypocrite 
to bind us in manacles of steel, "light thread ofi 
thread," until we are weighted to the earth with the 
burden of state and federal legislation in the in
terest of the church-and in the name of laborT 
Is there indeed no limit to our capacity to swallow 
the silly flattery and transparent lies of the theo 
cratic confidence men T The Sunday fight is on 
Now. 

New York Under the Harrow. 
When the representativ of THE TRUTH SEE][ER 

was in Albany last winter endeavoring to get the 
Assembly Excise Committee to look at the Sunday 
closing business in a rational way and repeal the 
whole Sunday law instead of tinkering it in the in
terest of a special class of business men, he was 
told by several of the legislators that he was right, 
and that our way was the only right way, but they 
didn't dare to recommend the repeal because of the 
Puritan element in the community. 

Since then New York has been put under the 
screws of the Sunday law, and has become what 
our Western friends call a "jay " town. Every
thing, about, has been closed on the "Lord's day," 
and the town has had to go "dry" until the bibu
lously inclined are forcing the saloon keepers to 
start "speak-easies," like those in Philadelphia, or 
the "blind pigs " of Kansas and Iowa. 

With this liquor fight we hav no fellowship, for 
whether a man gets his usual drink or not is a mat
ter which concerns him alone. It is enough to say 
of the excise law that it should be the same for Sun
days as for week days. But what does concern 
the whole communit.y is the invasion of personal 
rights by the church through the Sunday law. 
Closing the liquor shops will not, does not, content 
the church. She intends to close everything on 
Sunday except the churches. Ministers and priests 
alone are to be allowed to labor and earn their 
salaries. All others must stop. That is their ulti
matum to the people of this cosmopolitan city, 
where every nationality and habit of life is repre
sented, and where everybody is supposed to hav 
the right to do as he pleases so long as he does not 
deprive any one else of his rights or infringe upon 
them. 

These puritanical Christians hav even gone so far 
as to threaten their fellow Christians with the law. 
The Seventh-Day Adventists publish a paper here, 
and the men employed thereon are good Christians 
and keep their Sabbath, which is Saturday. Then 
they work on Sunday. Last week a police officer 
walked into their office and ordered them all ou~,. 
and told the manager not to permit them to labor 
on Sundays. Of course they did not obey the or
der ; and although no arrests hav yet been made
they are liable to occur at any time. And the quee
tion comes up, How did the police know that these. 
people were working quietly in their office! Un
doubtedly some fellow Christian furnished the• 
information. The ministers are determined to rule• 
the town and protect their own industry. 

If New York long submits to this sort of thing 
we shall be greatly mistaken. And yet last winter 
when we were working in the interests of true 
liberty, we got no aid from the ones who are now 
suffering from these tyrannical and invasiv laws. 
This practical imprisonment on Sundays serves 
them about right, and if it shall wake them up to a 
realizing sense of the monstrous tyranny of the 
churches it will be a splendid thing. But will itT 
Will they hav the manhood to shake off the shackles 
of superstition, and tell the minister and priest to 
mind their own business and earn their salaries 
without infringing upon the rights of the people 
who do not directly contribute thereto T 

Referring to the "Woman's Bible," now in course 
of preparation by Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 
others, the Catholic Union and Times speaks of 
Mrs. Stanton as " the venerable maiden "! Is it 
possible t.hat Father Cronin is so far behind the 
times that he does not know that Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton is a wife, and the mother of many children, 
some of them already known to fame T Or does 
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think that she is a modern" Mother of God," un
affected by the vicissitudes of maternity? In either 
ca<~e, Father Cronin should come down into this 
century. 

Since our last acknowledgment was made we hav 
received far the Fleckten Bible in schools test case 
in Minnesota the sums here specified : H. Wilbur, 
$5; J. P. Eldridge, $1; .S. J. Fleckten, $8; Silas 
Latham, $10. This is well for the beginning, but 
we hope all our friends will remember that $200 
more is required. A decision in our favor would 
be of great help in the struggle for secular education. 

''The crushing of liberty is a big job in these days."
New York 1 ribune. 

Then how do you account for the easy success of 
the bigots, faddists, and invasiv cranks of all kinds 
who are loading down . our statute books with 
meddling1 freedom-denying laws T If it is so diffi· 
cult to crush liberty1 why do we hear of the enact
ment of ten-yes, fifty-new oppressiv statutes 
to the repeal of one old one T 

The Catholic Review says that " it goes without 
saying that religion is the only sure foundation of 
morality." It is a curious coincidence that two men 
hav just been sent to prison in England for an 
offense that was the pet indulgence of many of the 
popes, although several of the latter killed their 
victims when tired of them, an actual invasion not 
charged against the London men. The church 
should keep very quiet about morality. 

It is claimed that some Christian Endeavor young 
people hav the disagreeable habit of singing in 
their sleeping cars a good part of the night, to the 
ex.treme annoyance and pain of the passengers who 
wish to sleep. Yet we presume that these thought
less youths and maidens are very much concerned 
lest the absence of Sunday laws or their non_ 
enforcement should lead the barber at Rural Cor
ners to " disturb" his neighbor by shaving his 
customers on Sunday, or the Tennessee Adventist 
to raise a cyclone of noise by plowing in his back 
field on the priest's day. 

-----------------
While Kansas has many sins for which she must 

answer, it is well to bear in mind that she is 
scarcely more responsible for the persecution of 
Moses Harman than is Maine or Virginia~ He is 
not imprisoned under a law of Kansas, but under 
the law of the United States; to be sure, the jury 
that found him guilty are .citizens of the Sunflower 
state, but they were in the service of the federal 
government and merely obeyed the commands of a 
federal judge, the appointee of the president of the 
United States. The prosecuting witness against 
the editor of Lucifer is an agent of the federal 
postal system and is a citizen of another state. It 
iS simply the accident of residence that Mr. Har
man is in the Kansas penitentiary; the law that 
struck him down in Kansas would hav reached him 
in any other state, and the spy and informer, Mc
Afee, is not limited in activity by the lines of prov
inces. This is written in connection with glorious 
Lucy N. Colman's otherwise most just remarks. 

Several of our friends hav asked us why we do 
not publish THE TRUTH SEEKER at a lower rate, evi
dently forgetting the experiment in that direction 
once made by Mr. Bennett, with the result that the 
end of the year found us with an uncomfortable 
debt on hand- In view of that, the following expe
rience of a Christian paper is interesting : 

"The New York Examiner has absorbed the Chris
tian Inquirer. The latter paper was started seven years 
ago with the view of proving the feasibility of publish
ing 'a low-priced paper. The experiment did not prove a 
succesB. Speaking of the matter, the Examiner says: 
• Our' own experience, which, by virtue of its extent, de
serves attention, has shown us that even at $2 a year the 
subscription receipts do not even approximately cover 
the cost of publication, and at the end of each year it is 
necessary to make large drafts upon the in~ome der~ved 
from advertising. These drafts are obllgatory, ure
spectiv of the size of our list, and are to be accepted as an 
immutable law of journalism.' In spite of the wisdom 
of this long experience, many will continue to repeat the 
experience of the Inquirer. "-Christian Standard. 

If a Christian paper, with its hundreds of thou. 
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sands of sectarians to draw upon, cannot succeed, 
how can it be expected that THE TRUTH SEEKER can 
do sot And further, we hav no advertising pat
ronage worth speaking of, for the large advertisers 
are afraid that if they patronize us the Chris
tians will boycott their goods. Our subscription 
list must pay the expenses of the paper, or they 
cannot be paid. We trust this will be a sufficient 
answer to those friends who hav asked us to reduce 
the rates. 

When the Chiefs of Police met in convention in 
Washington on May 15th there were two hot fights 
over the election of a chaplain, and it was decided 
by a very close vote to hav one. There is a clause 
in the constitution of the organization which pro
vides that the meetings shall be opened with prayer. 
It is gratifying to know that the majority in favor 
of the performance was small, and we should be 
glad to get a list of the voters for and against. 
Chief Oliver, of Athens, Ga., led the fight for those 
who thought that they stood in need of prayers. 
The pagan gentleman said that "if there was any de
partment of the municipal government that needed 
the aid and assistance of God it was the police de
partment." We hav known a. few chiefs of police and 
are somewhat familiar with the records of more, and 
this has led us to cherish the opinion that those who 
need the " aid and assistance of God " are the poor 
and unfortunate whom the chiefs and their subal
terns rob and terrorize. 

Rev_ Dr. David J. Burrell, of this city, comment. 
ing on the quoting of scripture by Mr. Choate in 
the Laidlaw-Sage suit, says that such reference to 
the authority of the Bible was just and wise, "the 
more so as equity and jurisprudence are founded 
on the Decalog, as are also the laws of state and 
nation." Were the equity and jurisprudence of 
Greece and Rome founded on the Jewish Decalog ? 
Was the jurisprudence of the Germanic tribes, be
fore their conversion, ill. any way based on the Ten 
Commandments T And yet did not the laws of all 
these peoples hold murder and theft and rape to be 
crimes T How many of the commands of the Decalog 
are now enforced in civilized countries and states T 
What do we think of the enlightenment of the state 
that forbids religious liberty T And that is just what 
the First commandment does- Catholic Rome did 
that, Presbyterian Scotland did that, Prelatical 
England did that, Puritan Massachusetts did that. 
Would Dr. Burrell return to either T What people 
obeys the Second commandment, that forbidding 
the making of images and likenesses? Is it an
swered that the making of them was not forbidden, 
only the worship of them being barred ? Very well, 
admit that, although the text is outraged by the in
terpretation, what then T What civilized state for
bids idolatry? As to the Third commandment, 
most of our states do forbid "profane swearing," 
but only a few of the least progressiv retain the 
statutes against "blasphemy," and the laws against 
profanity are rarely, if ever, enforced, except when 
the swearer makes himself a nuisance by his bois
terousness. We are yet sufficiently under the influ
ence of priests to attempt to punish " Sabbath 
desecration," but we are not savage enough to pun
ish it by stoning the offender to death, as the Bible 
commanded should be done, and the sentiment of 
the enlightened world is against the superstition of 
holy days. We do not compel m~n by law to 
"honor" their parents, being content to require 
minors to obey their parents so long as the 
parents treat the children fairly well. Neither 
do we hold it to be a crime for one to 
"covet" the property of another, including his 
wife and other servants, thinking it sufficient to take 
him in charge when he permits his desire to ripen 
into deed. Yes. Dr. Burrell, the educated and 
humanized world has' got a long way from the 
Decalog, as regards the First, Second, Third, and 
Fourth commandments, and while it respects the 
spirit of the Fifth and Tenth it does not attempt 
to pry by law into the secret feelings of the child 
or man for the purpose of arraigning him at the 
bar of justice_ The other four commandments, or, 
rather, the acts condemned by them, are taken 
cognizance , of by the civil power, although some 
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enlightened states do not deem it just or expedient 
to make the Seventh a part of the criminal law. It 
is needless to say that all these commandments had 
their origin in the experiences and delusions of the 
race, even the ones that hav to do with the supposed 
duties of man to a God, and the only essential pe
culiarity of the Jewish Decalog is that the god it 
was intended to protect from rivals and insults was 
the tutelar divinity called Yahveh. The considera
tion of the facts herein adverted to should Qonvince 
the Rev. Dr. Burrell that he made altogether too 
sweeping claims for the Jewish Decalog as re
lates to its alleged incorporation in the codes of 
equity and the systems of jurisprudence of modern 
peoples. 

The Restirrection of· Jesus. 
The question at issue is a simple one. Is the 

resurrection of Jesus a historical fact T That is 
the question; and there are two, and only two, 
ways in which it may be answered. We may ac
cept as divinely true, and thereforee conclusiv, the 
declaration of the Bible or the church, or both. Or 
we may put it to the test of a critical investigation, 
applying to it such rules of evidence as rational 
men would demand in the case of any other like 
marvelous story. These are the two attitudes with 
which we may approach the question; and it is evi
dent that they are mutually exclusi\" of each other. 
The man who accepts the doctrin on the authority 
of the Bible or the church is estopped from any 
critical investigation of it, first, because, according 
to his view, he needs to seek no further, and sec· 
ond, because any admission on his part that the 
question is open is dishonoring to the divine au
thority he acknowledges. It is equally plain, on 
the other hand, that the man who can believe as a 
historical fact only what can be proved such to his 
reason cannot accept the ipse dixit of any man or 
body of men without parting with his honesty and 
his reason. So long as his reason impels him to 
demand evidence, and evidence only, he is under 
an obligation to disregard mere tradition, as sacred 
and binding as the mind of man can conceive. 

Here, it seems to us, lies the whole point at issue 
in the discussion. It indicates the parting of the 
ways for those who hold and those who reject the 
bodily resurrection of Jesus. Christians who 
accept the dogma because they believe that God 
revealed it in the Bible occupy a position that is 
entirely tenable, and in a certain sense impregna
ble. For nothing can overthrow them except the 
postulate of the insufficiency of a revelation and 
the need of evidence ; and that postulate they are 
bound by their principles to deny. As a matter of 
fact, however, most Christians to-day do not remain 
on this safe vantage-ground. The replies to Mr. 
Hopkins show that. While still insisting that the 
doctrin of Christ's resurrection is to be accepted on 
faith, they nevertheless wander off into the uncer
tain field of evidence; and then, when they are met 
by a demand for evidence which in the nature of 
the case they cannot furnish, they retreat in confu
sion to the domain of faith. It is strange that they 
do not see wh<ere their true strength lies. The bod
ily resurrection of Jesus is so contrary to the laws 
of nature as, we know them that, if it is to be de
cided by evidence at all, the evidence which can be 
adduced for it must be regarded as insufficient. 
This ·was the weak spot in most of the replies to 
Mr. Hopkins. In only one of them was there a 
frank recognition of thb impossibility of proving 
the doctrin by conclusiv evidence, and the neces
sity, therefore, of resting it entirely on the authority 
of the divinely-commissioned Mother Church. As 
we' hav said, that is a position that cannot be as
sailed. God has spoken ; the case is closed, no 
matter what the facts seem to show. By taking 
that stand the church may not be able in the future, 
as she has in the past, to silence the questioning 
spirit of man. But it is the only consistent attitude 
for her to take until she abandons the theory tliat 
all que-stions of hi:~toric fact in her creed !!:.ast be 
accepted on the authority of a divine revelation, 
whether they are supported by evidence or not.-
New York ~ ribune. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evening in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Freethougoht publications are on sale at the meeting. 
Address, Sunday, July 7th, at 7.30 P.M., by F. G. Butler; 
subject, " Christianity v~. Sec~aris~." All w:elcome. 
The afternoon meetings wlll be discontmued durmg July 
and August. 

• THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at 
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Buildin_g, .N. 
E. corner of Ridge avenue ~d Green street. AdmJSslo~ 
free. All welcome. 
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News and Notes. lery and some ancient weapons, among them for-
At last in Scotland, wonderful Scotland! the merly the two-handed sword of Wallace. After Dum

land of poetry and romance, where religion and barton Castle we behold afar the peak of Ben 
whisky flow in equal quantities; where orthodoxy Lomond, and then Cardross Castle appears where 
displays its most gloomy forms, and genius pours King Robert Bruce spent a few happy and peaceful 
forth its sweetest gifts to mankind. My first point days. Keeping on our course by Port Glasgow and 
is Glasgow, and this city in itself is one of the Grenock we arrive at Dunoon. This is one of the 
greatest productions of modern times. The mod- most ancient settlements in the kingdom, and there 
ern spi1"it is here displayed in superb achievement. are evidences of a Roman encampment here. On 
In 1700 Glasgow was scarcely more than a village; Castle Hill are the ruins of an old castle. We here 
now it has over 700,000 population, and is growing take the coaches for a trip via Loch Eck. We travel 
rapidly. It began with the tobacco and the sugar along the shores of Holy Loch and the banks of the 
trade, thence branched into ship-building and river Echaig, into the steep-sided glens of ihe Ben 
manufactures, and has become the second city in More range. Through the immense mountain 
the British empire, although it still finds a strong scenery, unfolding miles away, we wind along to 
competitor in Liverpool. What has contributed Loch_Eck, a lovelY: sheet of water extending through 
most to the extraordinary growth of Glasgow is the picturesqu_e hills for seven miles. Here we ta~e 
the river Clyde. This is perhaps the most remark- a boat. and, with a merry company, sweep over Its 
able river in the world, seeing that man himself , sparkhng length. A ~lee co~pany happen to be 
has scooped it out and given it its majestical flow. on. board, and _the~ smg while we dash onward 
Where once was a tiny stream that one could cross amidst the enhvenmg prospects. We reach the 
over afoot on a summer's day, now sweeps a deep head of the loch, where we again take coaches for 
course, twenty-four feet deep, upon which the larg- ~och Fyne: From secluded scenes and rugged 
est ships of the world can float. No wonder the bights w_e ride among well cultivated farms, where 
Glasgonian is proud of his river. It beats creation. modern Improvements 1\re seen. :Near this route 
An American, "once -on a time," traveling along can be traced the line of ancient "duns,'' or forts, 
its tide and admiring its varied scenery, remarked wher~ it i~ told that the last stand was made against 
that it wasn't much of a river after all; that there the. tide of Roman conquest. At Loch Fyne we 
were far bigger ones in America. " But," answered agam go aboard the_ Lord o_f the Isles and voyage 
the Glasgonian, "who made your rivers?" "God, to lnveraray, the anctent capital town of Argyllsbire. 
I suppose/' said the other. " Well," said the in- :r'he castle of the J?uke of Argyle is here, and there 
domitable Scotsman, "God didn't make this river. IS on~y ?De street 1D the town. It has not a very 
We made it ourselvs, and you can't show a river flourishmg appearan?e. The castle grounds; how
like this in all America." This is true. The river eve~, are very attractit. There are several objects 
Clydeisuniqueinitsprideandglory. Godhadnoth- of I~terest, among them a cross said to hav been 
ing at all to do with it. While he was "resting" man carried from lona, the old parish church, etc. 
was putting in his best licks, and creating a mighty From lnveraray we ~ak~ our r?turn voyage ~y the 
and beautiful stream. And he has to keep at it; Kyles of _Bute. It I~ Impossible to describe all 
hundreds of barges and men are at work daily that I witness o_n this tour. The Highlands of 
fighting the sea, keeping the depths clear and pre- Scotl_and hav _their own peculiar beauty. They are 
serving the banks. Every stone is kept in its place. ~ot hke th~ hills of Wal~s. The hills of _Wales are 
There is one thing, however, about the river Clyde hke vast. billows~ sweepmg away in majestic alti
that I can't recommend. It smells awful. The tude~ ~bile. t~e hills of Scotland are like breakers, 
sewage of the city pours into it, and it is dirty and s~!rfi• preCipitou_s, s_eparate! each peak presenting a 
black, as if it flowed through hades itself. Of dmerent aspect 1D Its varymg outline against the 
course, there ~s no escape from this at present, but sky. The wat~rs se?m to flo~ in !nnumerable chan
efforts are bemg made to disinfect the stream, and ~els. They ghtter 1D ever dtrectiOn; now they flow 
make it as clean and non-perfumed as it is useful. 1D 8 narrow chann?l, then broaden to a -vast river 1 
~s a matter of fact, bower, the problem is a. very then spread out like a ~ake of sea~ surrounded by 
dt:fficult one, for the city must disgorge itself, and every variety Clf landscape. The htghts are mostly 
there is no other receptacle. But they who made xarren: Only sheep can find anything to eat there. 
the river will certainly sometime know how to t their base, ho~ever, are elegant farms and farm
purify it. Seeing they don't trust in God there are houses. Everythmg presents a clean and thrifty 
hopes of success. ' appearance. "!herever there is a chance for a green 

I arrive at Glasgow Friday evening, June 7th, th~ng1to gr~w, ~t grows .. Little bitl! of cultiYated 
and am met at the station by Mr. Gilmour, Mr. soil g ea.m like Jewel~ amtdst the gray spaces. The 
Forrester, and other Liberal friends of Glasgow. ~oduntains hat a sptck~and-span look, ~s if some
The day following, Saturday is 8 wonderful day . 0 Y swept and dusted them every mornmg. There 
full of resplendent and incom~arable views froin be: IS no "careless desolation" about them as in our 
ginning to end. No wonder that Scotland hour- ow~ country. They hav a habitable look even in 
geons into poetry and romance when nature extends their ;ery bareness. AU theSA 'Varying shores hav 
in such scenes of grandeur and loveliness. Under now fiecome summer res~rts. Villages are nutner
the guidance of Mr. Gilmour and Mr Black 1 ous, ne hotels and re8Idences. The people of 
journey from Glasgow to Inveraray. Mr." Black i's a Glasgow 

1
take their." outing 

1
' in these splendid 

descendant of one of the Highland clans and ~cen~s. d cat(!h a ghmps of the 1ot~h where Brad
knows all about this legendary country. He has aug use _to fish. He was very fond of fishing. 
li~ed in it and is impregnated with its lurid and lu- It ~as a rehef fro_m toil and aate Ite wottld stick 
mmous history, and he could tell us many a tale as to.

1
:t all day loilB:, rain or shine. '.rhe fishermen 

we swept along. stt remember _htm as_ a ~ondetful man, genial, 
I leave Glasgow at 7:20 in the morning in the s_trong, ready! wtth a VOl~e hke a lioii, and a:tl arm 

s~eamer Lord of the Isles. On either side the vast like that _of Wallace .. With these hills and shining 
City looms and pours its smoke and the tram of waters hts memory will remain. 
i~dustry is heard. Then broad fields open onpthe All the afternoon we _speed alc111g these radiaiit 
v1ew, a:nd far away the lofty mountains. We see shores. A thousand objects attract the view, the 
t~e building of great ships. A thousand hammers adotnments of art and the enchantments of na~ 
rmg forth upon the air. Ships are built here for ture. . The shapes and dreams of the pa.st possess 
all parts of the world, of every fashion and size us while the future unfolds its dancing colors. t 
Some ar~ of enormous bulk. We pass the greatest could scarcely r~alita t~at Scotla~d bights look 
war crmser now on the waters, The Terrible of ~fwn on me, fre1ghted wtth centunes of mingling 
ab~ut 15,000 tons. It looks like a leviathan ind~ed, h e and death. In the golden evening hour we 
as.It stretches alon~ the wharf, massiv, like 

8 
moun- plow the busy Clyde, and the great city presents 

tam, yet able to sktm the deep like 
8 

bird. another !"'spect from that of the brilliant and sunny 
We glide slowly along at first, by Govan then morn, ~~th the banners of twilight floating over it. 

Renfrew, one of the oldest burghs in Scotland: from ~he twilights ~ere are, wonderfully long and beau
which the Prince of Wales takes the title of Baron ~ful. Not until ten o clock ~rlater do the golden 
of Renfrew; by Ellerslie House at one time th d ue~~ade away from the honzon, and when they 
abode of William Wallace and Dunglass the t e f 0 ~sap_Pear. from the dim vision, already the 
mination of the old Roms~ wall. Here aiso is t~- ar-o !amt hghts of morn appear. Crowds are 
obelisk erected to the memory of Henry Bell, wh~ throngm~ the s~reets as we. plunge again into the 
was the first to apply steam power to water n vi re:~opohs. It Is Saturday mght and all is gay and 
tion. I must confess that I always thou h: tfat es Iv;, preparatory, I suppo,se, to the "holy Sab
Fulton was ahead of the world, but it se!ms th:t iathi 'fhey ~av the habit here, as in the towns of 
he was not. America must yield the alm to Scot- . ng_ and, an~ 1D London, some parts of it, of walk
land. Bell launched his steamer Comet three h mg 1D the middle of the streets, the sidewalks are 
power, on the Clyde in 1812. ' Dumbarton c~:~~; so th~onge?. I hav no~ noted the like in any 
now comes in view, a bight of three hundred f t American mty, not even. Ill the narrow thorough. 
above the water-a picturesque and histori e~ ~res of Boston, where It would be a convenience. 
It is said that the devil flung this mighty r~c~Pfc~ er~ the crowd~ fill street and all; and I hav 
after St. Patrick when he set sail for IrelanJ Thp g~t mto the habit myself now of "keeping to the 
· f t •t t · ere mtddle of the road " 
Is a or on I , a present, and a few pieces of artil- W ll s d · e , un ay comes, a real Scottish Su.:uda;y, or 
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Sabbath, and I hav the pleasure of speaking to 
three fine audiences of Glasgow Liberals. In the 
evening especially there is an excellent attendance. 
I hav_ a warm greeting, and I thoroughly enjoy the 
occasiOn. Mr. W. G. Unkles takes the chair in the 
morning and Mr. J.P. Gilmour in the afternoon 
and evening. In Scotland, as in England, I find an 
intense desire to hear Ingersoll. He would hav an 
immense audience in Glasgow. Millions of copies 
of his lectures hav been sold throughout these isles. 
No name evokes such enthusiasm as that of Inger
soll. The land of Burns would giv him a royal 
welcome. The Glasgow Liberals believe in the go(jd 
old Scottish doctrin of " the perseverance of the 
saints.•: They don't giv up. They hav kept the 
flag flymg for many a year. They hav splendid ma
terial, and are a power in the community. Of 
course Glasgow is a great church city, and the or
thodox apparently rule. But still there is much of 
a?vanc_ed thought even among the churches, espe
Cially m_}he Free church. There are two main 
Presbyterian churches in Scotland, the Free church 
and the Established church. The Established 
ch~;uch. will undoubtedly some day go, as it is now 
gomg m Wales. 1f left to the people of S<lotland 
it would be disestablished at once. But the clergy 
of the Church of England are in the way, for they 
see that if the Established church of Scotland goes, 
although Presbyterian, the logic of events will 
make the Church of England go likewise. Some of 
the rigid orthodox hav been endeavoring to expel 
Professor Drummond from the Free church. But 
it wouldn't do, notwithstanding the glaring fact 
that Professor Drummond has knocked the story 
of Adam and Eve higher than a kite. But the 
wise ones in the church hav concluded to stand it. 

I enjoyed Sunday afternoon the hospitality of 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Forrester, who are stanch Lib
erals, and who hav supported the cause for many 
years. The family are all Liberals, and I am in
debted to them for fuany kindne~sGs. 

Mr. George Gibson came over from Belfast, ire
land, to attend the lectures. I was in hopes to do 
some lecturing in Ireland, but probably shall not 
hav the opportunity. There is a small society in 
Belfast, where lectures hav been given by Foote, 
Forder, etc., but it is found pretty difficult to keep 
the ptovement at the front. However, our friends 
don't propose to stop work. Ther~ are brave Lib· 
erals in Ireland, notwithstanding the black shadoW' 
of the cross. 

Mr. Gibson is a nativ of Ireland, has traveled all 
over it, and thoroughly understands its life and lit
erature. He has fine linguistic attainments, and is 
f! st?d:ent of Latin, etc. He tells me that about 
130,000 Irish speak the nati~ language, and know no 
other. There is a paper published in the 1rish liltl
guage, which has a literature of a somewhat ancieni 
date, but not of surpassing value; nothing in it of 
world-wide value. It is mainly local stories and 
legends of the past. 

It was a great pleasure to meet Mr. Gibson. 
He is an enthusiastic and well-posted Liberal. He 
has read all our best books, and is in the ranks of 
~ft:m 'I'llt11'll SEE.i.BB. We can depend on him every 
time. 

I haT not finished with <1lasgow :ret, for I shall 
rettlrn there alter my lecture at lndinburgh, June 
16th, and visit the bitthplace of Burns. 

1 leave Glasgow on Monday, June lOth, for 
Abetde?n, i:ti th~. north of Scotland. 1 hal' a lovely 
days ride1 ai1d m four hours and a half reach 
my destin_!lrtion. Aberdeen is a magnificent city of 
nearly 160,000 population. lt is c!l.lled u The 
Granit City." TM A~erdel3ns think it the best 
and ha.n~somest city in the wd:tld. l don't blame 
them. It struck me at first sight as one qf the 
most massiv and beautiful of cities. It is built e1i• 
tirely of granit, so far as I can see ; no wood or 
br~ck anywhere. The stone is not gloomy, but of 
brtght colors, and it presents to the eye not only 
solidity but brilliance. 1lectured here last night 
to ~. !ull house, and had a lovely time, a glorious 
British cheer, and fair play. I shall hav Q good 
story to tell in my next of Aberdeen, of Dundee 
of Edinburgh, and of Abbotsford and Melrose: 
haunted by the great Wizard of the North, the 
story-teller of the ages, who, next to Shakspere 
and Homer, has given the past its most wondrous 
illuminations. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Aberdeen June 11, 295. 

Bacon a Poet. 
The Baconi~n authorship of the ~lays and poems 

of Shakspere Is scouted by the maJority of the lit
erary world. "Bacon wail no post," say many of 
them. . What will they hav to say when a lately 
discovered po_em by Bacon is produced, which not 
only proves him a great poet but the veritable au
thor of the plays, and of the cipher story now in 
course of ~mblicatio~ i:q this Qol,lntrr ! 
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It is announced that a manuscript folio of some 
500 pages, containing unpublished poems of Mas
singer and other authors, including a poem entitled 
"Farewell to Fortune," by Francis Bacon, has been 
found in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. 
"Fortune" is the first of the five key words to the 
cipher story discovered by Dr. Owen of Detroit. 
The poem is supposed to hav been written after 
Bacon's misfortune in 1621, and it is said to bor
row from the text of the tragedy of Henry VIII., 
one of the latest of the Shakspere plays. 

W. H. BuRR. 

Kansas and Moses Harman. 
MR. EDITOR: I said my say in reference to this 

s"ubject in the time now long ago, and hav not felt 
like taking up the question again; but to day, as I 
read that an old and good man, Moses Harman, 
editor of LuciftJr, the Light-bearer, is again in 
prison, I ask myself, What kind of people are these, 
the citizens of Kansas, that they ha-v made it possi
ble for such injustice to be administered once and 
again in the name of law ? We are many of us old 
enough to remember what an effort was made to 
secure Kansas to the United States as a free state. 
Large numbers from the Eastern and Middle states 
became ci~izens of Kansas, and, outnumbering those 
from the South, the North conquered. I myself 
was jubilant. I am not proud of Kansas' inhabit
ants to-day. Are the children of Free State men 
and women less tyrannical, less oppressiv, than 
"Missouri ruffians!" Woman has spent much 
breath and some money in Kansas asserting her 
rights, but I hav yet to learn that she in her socie
ties has ever spoken in defense of the one man who 
has struck at the greatest wrong that woman suf
fers-the denial of her right to herself in marriage 
as well as out, and of the right to publish an ac
count of her suffering, using the words necessary 
to make her meaning plain. 

I am old and feeble. I hav only an income that 
supplies me my bread. I cannot help the impris
oned editor with money; I cannot pray for him, for 
the powers that be are on the other side. I can 
only hope (against hope) that sometime there will 
come a change, and men and women will not op
press one another- Truly but not hopefully yours, 

Syracuse, N. Y. Luay N. CoLMAN. 

:Piety per Order for Man-o'-Warsmen. 
Having once been a seaman in the navy, I had an 

opportunity to observe the foolishness and utter 
uselessness of having a chaplain. I sailed from 
Boston in December, 1848, on the frigate Constitu
tion, bound for the Mediterranean station. We had 
very rough weather· sailing to the eastward across 
the Atlantic, as might be expected at that season 
of the year, so the chaplain did not show himself 
during the entire passage. 

Upon our arrival at Tripoli the weather became 
quite agreeable, and on Sundays a temp.orary house 
of worship would be arranged by fixmg. capstan 
bars in shape for the blue-jackets to sit on while 
they listened to the re~ding o~ the .sermon. The 
chaplain was of the Episcopalian faith, and there· 
fore always read his discourse. It should be remem
bered that we were all compelled to attend "divine 
service." We had no choice but to obey orders and 
sit and listen to what the chaplain had to offer for 
our spiritual welfare-presumably. No matter 
whether the sailor was Jew or Gentile (and we had 
representative of nearly every quarter of the globe 
and every faith, including idolaters), all were treated 
to the same sermon. The marines with their mus
kets stood at a parade rest on the quarter-de~k, 
while the ship's band was _near at. hand aJ?-d dis
pensed sacred music from time to time. This com
pleted the panorama of compulsory worship. When 
the chaplain had finished his portion of the farce, 
we would be dismissed the same as though we had 
been mustered to witness punishment or hear the 
reading of the articles of war. J. H. GARDINER. 

Sharptown, N. J. 
-------~~--------

Work and Perseverance Will Win. 
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to the preachers, who, like the Arkansas razor-back, 
are always B"qtiealing for more, claiming that they 
need it and other property for the gods. Poor, 
helpless gods! They ara termed almighty, but 
they cannot create the temples for their own wor
ship. They must hav men, women, and children to 
go about begging, and even to hold strawberry and 
ice-cream festivals, to run lotteries, and to conduct 
all sorts of worldly schemes to. build and furnish 
houses for these inhabitants of the skies. 

The priests, finding that people prefer the parks, 
libraries, and places of amusement to their sleepy 
god-houses, are making an organized attack upon 
popular liberty by demanding the enactment and 
enforcement of cruel and tyrannous Sunday Jaws, 
which the Freethinkers of the United States must 
organize to resist. There is strength in union. 
We must organize and apply our means to the 
purposes of humanity. Of what use to us are gods, 
angels, and saints who cannot take care of them· 
selva, and who can render no aid to humanity in 
such emergencies as the wrecking of the Elbe and 
Colima? If those who know that the Christian 
religion is untrue would cease contributing to its 
support, that system of fraud and falsehood would 
collapse within five years. W. S. PHILLIPS. 

Sham Offerings to DemoR. 
In early stages of progress gods, conceived as 

man-like in so many other respects, are conceived 
as manlike in their credulity; deception being con 
sequently practiced upon them. Sometimes in 
place of a human being an animal dressed up as a 
human being is immolated. Among the ancient 
Mexicans effigies of men were subject to sacrificial 
ceremonies like those to which actual men had been 
subject. The ·chinese carry the system of sham 
offerings very far, making paper models of proper
ties, utensils, and money, and burning them to pro
pitiate the worshiped beings. And there are peoples 
among whom deceptions of this nature are practiced 
in the avowed belief that their gods are stupid. So 
that as the marauding Basuto expects by certain 
sounds to deceive the gods of the people he is rob
bing, so, in other cases, the semblance of an offering 
to a god is supposed to be mistaken by him for the 
reality. 

What is the relevance of these facts T Well, I 
ani reminded of them by observing how easily de
luded is that many-headed god to whom in our day 
multitudinous sacrifices are made (especially of con
victions), and before whom so much incense is 
burnt-thfl god Demos [People], I was about to 
say, but remembering the restricted meaning of the 
word, let me say instead the apotheosized Public, 
whose fiat, uttered through its delegates, is thought 
to be a final criterion of good and evil, right and 
wrong. For this modern deity is deluded with 
scarcely less ease than the year-god of the Chinese 
is supposed to be deluded by paper offerings. Sim
ilarly lacking in discrimination, it does not distin
guiRh between a semblance and a reality; and when 
the process of destroying the semblance has been 
gone through, it shows, by demonstrations of de
light, that it thinks the reality has been destroyed. 

"':i23 

extent that a bishop and a dissenting minhter were 
he!lrd exchanging congratulations on what they 
supposed to be a defeat of the common enemy.
Herbert Spence1·, in the Fortnightly Review. 

The Father in the Library. 
God is often spoken of as a parent, a father, es

pecially when it is intended to signify the tender
ness of the relation which is alleged to exist be
tween him and his human cre_atures. Earthly 
parents love to giv good gifts to their children; 
but it is said our "heavenly father" loves with an 
intensity and tenderness infinitly greater than 
theirs to giv good gifts to us, to deal lovingly and 
tenderly by us. Is this true? Let us judge 
whether it is true or not by the most direct, nat
ural, and simple test. The child1en are pitying in 
the parlor. Father is in the library, the next room, 
only a closed door betweE)n them. Thomas sud
denly asks: "Where is father?" Rufus replies: 
"In the library." "No, he is not," exclaim }Jenry 
and Susan, in a breath. "He is," reiterates Rufus. 
"He is not," rejoin Henry and Susan. "He is," 
"He is not," are bandied in gradually louder and 
angrier tones, which can be distinctly heard by 
their father in the library. Rufus becomes highly 
incensed, and strikes both Henry and Suean. They 
strike back. The melee becomes general. Angry 
shouts, screams of pain, and the sound of blows re
verberate through the house. Henry is finally killed 
outright. Susan is pushEd against the hot stove, and 
dreadfully burned. An arm of Thomas is broken, 
and Rufus himself escapes only with injuries which 
will leave him a cripple for life. Father heard every
thing, knew what it was all about-a mere ques
tion as to whether he was in the library or not. 
He could end it all by merely putting his head out 
of the door, but he takes no notice of it, goes 
on with his reading or his writing. In fact, he 
created the conditions on purpose to set his chil
dren to quarreling and :fighting. Does such a 
father love to deal tenderly by his children ! 

The disputes as to the existence, th~ where
abouts, the attributes, of God has been going on 
for ages. Wordy controversy was long ago suc
ceeded by blows. The din of the conflict of arms 
in this quarrel bas resounded in eve1·y quarter of 
the world, neither age nor sex has been regarded. 
The victims who hav fallen beneath the sword, the 
spear, the battle-ax, hav been fortunate, indeed, 
over those who hav languished in dungeons and 
chains, hav been broken on the wheel, stretched 
upon the rack, or, chained to the stake, hav from 
the midst of flame furnished a spectacle to their 
persecutors. On one side a !!pirit has been evoked 
to inflict the worst, on the other to brave the worst, 
which could be inflicted, and so the maximum of 
wretchedness has been attained. Of course, " our 
heavenly father" has seen and heard all, has known 
from the beginning what it was all about, could 
hav ended it all at any stage, at once, at his pleas
ure, by proof, open, plain, indisputable, that could 
hav been seen and known of all. But no ; if he is 
in the library, be has remained silent, unmoved, oc
cupied. Occupied! In the infliction of these very 
evils, in egging on the parties to these quarrels and 
cruelties. Is it not admitted, as logically it must 
be, that they could not happen without his "provi
dence ?"-John Francis Smith, in "Is the Uni
verse Governea by a .Devil.iP" 

A good illustration was furnished at the last 
meeting of the British Association by Lord Salis
bury. Beginning his presidential address with the 
remark that he felt like "a colonel of volunteers" 
reviewing" an army corps at Aldershot," but shortly 
assuming the manner proper to a colonel of the 
guards reviewing the "awkward squad," he set The Ascension Myth. 
forth what he professed to be the hypothesis of Nat- Much has been written of late touching the res-
ural Selection ; and then, with an amusing simile, urrection of the physical body of Christ, but noth
he thrust it throRgh and, as it seemed to the on- ing has been said as to his ascension, though the 
looking public, let out its life-blood. Whereupon latter is surely a corollary of the former. 

When I remand to this neighborhood there was 
no other outspoken Freethinker nearer than St. 
Joseph, Mo., seven miles distant. I immediately 
went to work openly for human freedom, holding 
discussions with the preachers and the most con~ 
firmed orthodox. I procured Liberal newspapers, 
tracts, and pamphlets, distributing them fr~ely 
among the reading ones, and now we hav th~rty 
who boldly announce themselvs Infidels. We pro
cured the school-house, gave out notices, and ar
ranged to hav P. V. Wise, of St. Joseph, giv us a 
lecture. The attendance was good and included a 
large number of young people and women. They 
were very attentiv and seellled well pleased. 

It is strange that the people will pay their money 

came through the press rounds of applause, and The teaching of the Christian chnrch is that the 
among readers much throwing up of caps and risen body of Jesus, after a certain period, ascended 
laughter at the fallacy detected; even comic verses, into heaven, yet many people, even among those 
illustrativ of the supposed absurdity, being pub- who read the Bible constantly, may be surprised to 
lished. Very curious it was to observe how a doc- learn that there is in the four gospels only the 
trin which Mr. Darwin had spent a life in elaborat- smallest foundaticn for this belief. Matthew and 
ing, and which had been under examination and John, who, being apostles, ought assuredly to hav 
discussion· by the whole biological world for a gen- known more about it than the other evangelists, 
eration, was thought to be thus readily disposed of make no allusion to the event. This may alsG be 
by a scholar's mate. Very curious, too, was it to ob- ·said of Mark, for, as is now well known, his gospel 
serve the different effects produced in the world of originally terminated at the eighth ve;rse of the last 
science and in the outer world. Neither in the re- chapter, the remaining twelve having been added by 
cent controversy between Dr. Wallace and Professor a later writer. A marginal note opposit verse 9 in 
Henslow, nor in the criticisms of Mr. Bateson's late the revised version of the New Testament states 
work, nor in the discussion before the Royal Society that the concluding verses are not to be found in 
on Professor Weldon's experiments and views-all the oldest Greek manuscript!!. There remains, 
of them concerned with aspects of ~atural Selection therefore, only Luke, who was not an eye-witneE!s, 
-is there the slightest sign that Lord Salisbury's as Matthew and John must hav been, but who 
attack had produced any impression whatever; a writes (xxiv, 51), "He was parted from them [the 
serene disregard showing that its irrelevance was apostles] and carried up into heaven." Yet here 
tacitly recognized by all. Meanwhile the extreme again there is a significant· marginal note in the re
improbability that there could be achieved so easy vised version to the effect that "some ancient au-
a triumph being overlooked, there was great rejoie' thorities omit 'and was oaried up into heaven.' " 
ing among those who stand by the old; even to the 0£ course I am aware that elsewhere in the New 
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Testament there are allusions to the ascension of 
Christ, particularly in the Acts (presumably written 
by Luke), but why is it tha~ Matthew and ~ohn, 
actual eye-witnesses, accordmg to Luke. av01d all 
mention of it!-Bible Student, in the .New York Sun. 

Observations. 
The more books on words and their uses the 

better, provided the writers hav an ~nderstandin_g 
of the subject and the reader is appnsed that he 1s 
at liberty to use his own judgment about approving 
their criticisms. Perhaps without knowing that a 
part of his title had already been appropriated by 
Bardeen, author of "Verbal Pitfalls," ~r. J. Fitz
gerald, the founder and former proprietor of. the 
Humboldt Library of Science, has put forth a httle 
work called "Pitfalls in English," which has much 
to commend it. There are between its covers 17 5 
paragraphs directing attention to important facts to 
be recognized by writers of English. The author's 
experience as a reviser of " copy" fo_r printers has 
qualified him for his task, and h1s book would 
speak for itself even though he had not spoken 
so strongly for it in his preface. " This little vol
ume " he says, "is the work of no tiro;" for "dur
ing the first four years of the JJ orum he revised in 
the manuscript every article but three published in 
that periodical, and alone bore the responsibility 
for their grammatical and stylistic redaction." I 
would rather be responsible for the " stylistic re
daction" of an article than for the phrase wherewith 
Mr. Fitzgerald describes that process, for " stylisti
cally redactioruze" would be sure ~o accompany it. 
Moreover, after an article shall hav been so treated, 
I doubt if one can truthfully say that it has been 
more than competently revised. Mr. Fitzgerald 
speaks also of "a typist's error," but he does not 
tell us what a typist has the peculiarity to be. Its 
position in the text suggests that typist may stand 
for type-writer-not the machine, but the operator 
-in fact, a copier. I would appeal to Mr. Fitzger
ald and others with knowledge and authority to 
help rid the language of these hissing ists, instead 
of introducing more of them. He may say that 
"type" is from the Greek, and that it therefore de
mands the suffix he givs it, but photograph and the 
other graphs change form conveniently enough by 
the addition of er, and their roots are in the Greek, 
I am told. "Pitfalls in English" has aninstructiv 
chapter on the German and English vocabularies, 
in which the structure of the two languages is 
shown, to the dispraise of our mother tongue. But 
the poor exhibit made by English is not apparently 
referable to any natural defect ; the word-coiners, 
who like to show us that they hav been abroad, hav 
imported those particular faults of the language 
that render it inferior to German. And so books 
like Mr. Fitzgerald's hav to be written as much to 
preserve the Anglo-Saxon as to explain the outland 
words and combinations that hav made us forget it. 

The Rev. J. J. Porter is a Baptist preacher. He 
is also the editor of The Helper, published in J er
seyville, Ill., and professes to be eager for a debate 
with "any living Infidel scholar [dead ones being 
barred] as to the correctness of the Bible." Here 
is a sample of what the Rev. Mr. Porter can do: 

THOMAS PAINE, 
In 1792 he [Paine] went to Paris to engage in constitu

tion-making with Condorcet. Soon he was imprisoned 
by Robespierre, and during the eleven months of his im
prisonment he wrote the "Age of Reason." He showed 
1t to Dr. Franklin, who returned it, advising Paine never 
to publish it, but burn it up before it was seen by any 
other person, and thus he would save himself a great deal 
of repentance and mortification. 

The facts, as recorded by Mr. Paine himself, are 
that the first part of the " Age of Reason " was 
written in 1793, being completed in December of 
that year, six hours before the author's arrest took 
place. Franklin had then been dead about three 
years. I do not believe that the Rev. Mr. Porter 
desires to debate with Infidels on the "correctness" 
of anything. What he wants is a lying-match. 

On suicide, the Christian Advocate says : " The 
responsible person who takes his own life is, in the· 
light of Christianity and Christian teaching, a mur
derer. He rushes unbidden into the presence of 
God." The statement stimulates thought. In the 
first place, as Colonel Ingersoll has remarked, they 
tell us that God is everywhere, and that it is a sin 
to rush into his presence. No doubt, etiquet de
mands that anyone about to wait on the Almighty 
shall send his card ahead of him, the same as when 
he calls upon Mayor Strong of this city. But, con
ceding that those who say tbat God is everywhere 
hav mislocated him, and -that he is actually in a place 
called heaven, we may well ask whether murderers 
are admitted to those precincts. Probably not ; 
~nd so, probably, instead of the suicide rushing 
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into the presence of God he in reality rushes into 
his absence. 

"Tacoma: A $500 Prize Essay," is before me. 
The auihor, Mr. F. R. _Wall, in speaking of the rise 
of the City of Destiny, says: "One would be 
tempted to call this growth phenomenal, except 
that it is the direct outcome of known laws." No, 
he would not, my friend, provided he knew the 
meaning of the words he was using. All growth is 
phenomenal, and the fact that Tacoma is " the di
rect outcome of known laws" proves that it is no 
exception to the rule. If it were otherwise it would 
be miraculous, or at the least marvelous. The phe
nomenal is often commonplace. 

That there is a basis of probability for the hy
pothesis of heredity influence few would be rash 
enough to deny, but it is not strengthening under 
the advocacy of some of its expositors. Like 
other branches of science in the hands of unscien
tific persons, it is in danger of becoming a fad. As 
an illustration, Lady Henry Somerset, the moral 
crusader, recently attempted in a magazine article 
to account for the unbelief of Robert G. Ingersoll 
on the grounds of heredity, in doing which she in
vented a story somewhat as follows: Ingersoll's 
father was a Calvinist preacher; while his mother, 
being tender hearted, revolted at the cruelty of that 
creed. On a visit to a friend, during- Robert's pre
natal life, she found the writings of Voltaire, which 
fascinated her, and as a result the boy was born an 
unbeliever. Further developing her system of my
thology, Lady Somerset relates that when a cousin 
of Ingersoll told him about her Christian faith, 
Robert said, "while tears rolled down his cheeks," 
"I would giv all I hav, my cousin, if I could believe 
as you do, but I cannot." Mrs. Somerset leaves it 
to be inferred that the subject's doubt of the Chris
tian system is not the result of thought, but is due 
to the remorseless grip of heredity. Her theory, 
however, is lacking in one important element 
-namely, it is not basad upon facts. The touch
ing incident of the female cousin is said by the 
Colonel to be untrue, and he also declares that, to 
the best of his belief, his mother never saw the 
works of Voltaire. Poor heredity! It is faring 
almost as badly as "science " since the faith-healers 
got hold of it, called themselvs Christian scienti11ts, 
and became the only "scientists" in the world. 

Spelling reform, such as the dropping of the final 
e, is not the innovation some hav been led to sup
pose. In 1667 a man named Sprat, author of a 
"History of the Royal Society," London, wrote ap
plaus, becaus, examin, rais, and tru. He also 
spelled owe "ow." At about the same time, if not 
earlier, the wife of a clergyman, addressing a letter 
to her absent spouse, subscribed herself" Your lov
ing yf." 

The thirteenth chapter of the gospel according 
to St. John has an account of a supper at which 
Jesus Christ entertained his disciples. The same 
relates that when he had eaten all he wanted, or all 
there was in sight, he laid aside his clothes, took a 
towel and girded himself, and proceeded forthwith 
to wash the feet of the brethren. Two customs of 
considerable antiquity are supposed to hav their 
origin in the proceedings of this occasion, one being 
the communion and the other the washing of feet as 
a religious ceremony. Now another feature of the 
evening is found to hav had a theological signifi
cance, namely, the removal of the clothes. And 
why not 1 The master of ceremonies evidently had 
some reason for appearing in the nude, and what
ever it was, those who cannot understand may at 
least imitate, as they do in many other instances, 
Hence it occurs that in Omaha, Neb., a sect has 
arisen which, while retaining the communion and 
pedobaptism, has added thereto the bath in the 
altogether. The New Testament account does not 
tell whether or not ladies were present at the 
doings described, but the Omaha sect takes it for 
granted that they were, and so the brethren and 
sisters worship together like Adam and Eve, and 
profess not to be ashamed to do so. Their rites 
consist of a bath, after which the souls of the 
worshipers repose together and drink in the love of 
God, as a devotee describes it to the newspaper 
men. A peculiar theory of this sect is that the love 
of -God emanates from neither the heart nor the brain: 
but has its rise in the bowels and in the adjacent 
organs of continuity; and they hold that as "!Jrethren 
and sisters should bear testimony openly to what 
God has done for them, the nude exhibition and 
contact become a divine command. There is any 
amount of scripture to be quoted in support of the 
practice-twice as much as there is for some relig
ious observances that are enforced bylaw-Sunday
keeping, for example, which is almost entirely des-

titute of biblical authority. In the first place, the 
only perfect beings the creator ever had the kind
ness to locate on this E~phere were habituated to 
nudity all the time they were perfect, and it is plain 
enough that if any would become like them the first 
necessity is to strip. Again, when David blessed 
his household, he wore no clothes. Likewise Saul, 
when the spirit of God came upon him, "stripped 
off his clothes,'' as the inspired book puts it, and 
did not resume them for twenty-four hours. 
Micah, too, believed that by discarding the habili
ments of civilization he could appease the divine 
wrath, and Isaiah walked naked and barefoot for 
years. Woman had not enough influence in Bible 
times to affect the destiny of the universe by any
thing she could do of her own motion, still, if Bat'h
sheba had kept her bloomers on there would hav 
been no savior along t.he line of David. Passing 
thence to Solomon, observe the language of his 
Song. True, there is no doubt (ohellno) that here 
we hav Christ addressing his bride, the Church, 
and the church responding, huh at the same time 
their descriptions of each other are so minute and 
circumstantial that we know at once that their 
observations were not impeded by conventional 
attire. 

The doctrins of this new sect are especially 
adapted to the purposes of seaside and arboreal 
camp-meetings, and also to the warmer latitudes, 
where its missionaries would find the timber peeled 
ready to hand. GEo. E. MAODONHD, 

Thomas Henry Huxley. 
By the death of Professor Huxley the scientific 

and Freethought world is deprived of the services 
of one of the best-equipped and most courageous 
exponents of truth and teachers of the people. 
His command of the English language was excel
lent, and it is doubtful if he had more than two or 
three superiors in this respect. And this counts 
for much, for of what avail are sound arguments 
and sound expositions if they are not understood 
by those to whom they are addressed 1 Huxley was 
understood, and this explains why the clergy and 
the lay defenders of the old theological conceptions 
of the universe were always so eager to try to break 
the force of his reasonings and dispute his facts. 
They knew that his readers understood what he 
wrote and that his utterances would not fail to 
weaken the position of the church apologists. Of 
his style and his intellectual armament, the New 
York Herald well says: 

He had a literary culture, a sense of form, and a con
sequent facility of expression that were denied to Darwin 
and to Tyndall. Among all modern seientists Spencer 
alone equals him as a master of stylE>. But Huxley, in 
addition, possessed an extraordinary perspicuity as well 
as simplicity of phrase, which attracted to him the uoa
scientifie as well as the scientific mind, the non-literary 
as well as the literary public. 

For mere rhetoric, for polish of expression, for strnc
tnral harmony, for keen wit and sarcasm, masked under 
the most graceful urbanity; for unsparing logic and for 
luminous simplicity, even when dealing with the most 
abstruse and difficult subjects, the books which Huxley 
addressed to the unscientific world- such books, for in
stance, as his ".Lay Sermons," his "Evolution and Eth
ics," and his "Christianity and Agnosticism "-are al
most unparalleled in English literature. On the other 
hand, the results of his severe studies in vertebrate mor
pholol!"y, in puleontology, in ethnology, and in all 
branches of biology, show the breadth of his mind and 
the accuracy of his deductions. 

Thomas Henry Huxley was born May 4, 1825, at 
Ealing, England. He received his education at the 
Ealing school, in which his father was a teacher. 
When seventeen years of age he went to Charing 
Cross Medical School, where he remained three 
years, graduating as bachelor of medicin. Be 
stood second in his class in anatomy and physiology. 
He be~an to write when a student, contributing to 
the Medical Times and Gazette a paper on the ex
ternal layer of cells on the root of the hair. This 
is now called the "sheath of Huxley." He enterPd 
the naval service in 1846, shipping as assistant sur
geon in Captain Stanley's expedition to the South 
Pacific, going out on the Rattlesnake. The cruise 
occupied four years. During this trip he studied the 
lower marine life and sent home several communi
cations relating to his iavestigations. He was made 
a fellow of the Royal Soci11ty in 1851. Of his 
career to 1872 the World givs this condensed 
sketch: 

He reAigned his position in the navy and in 1854 suc
ceeded Prof. Edward Forbes as professor of natural his
tory in the Royal Sohool of Mines in Jermyn street, 
London. From 1!!63 to 1869 he was Hunterian professor 
in the Royal College of Surgeons, and was twice chosen 
Fnllerian profEssor of physiology in the Royal Institu
tion. In 1869 and 1870 he was president both of the Geo
logical Society and the Ethnological Society. In 1870 
he was president of the British 4asociation for the Ad· 
vancement of Science, and in 1872 he became secretary of 
the Royal Society. 

In 1870 and subsequently he was a member of the 
.Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction and the Ad
vancement of Science, and also served on the London 
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Sohoolboard, being chairman of the committee which 
formed the scheme of education adopted in the board 
schools. In 1872 he was made Lord Rector of the Uni
versity of Aberdeen. 

Professor Huxley spent seven weeks in the 
United States in 1876, lecturing on science and 
education. His leeture at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity greatly excited the clergy, who declared that 
his discourses were conduciv to the spread of Athe
ism and Materialism, which was no doubt true. In 
New York he gave three lectures on the direct evi
dence of evolution, illustrating them and deducing 
the data for his argument from the then recent 
discoveries made by Professor Marsh in the miocene 
beds of Wyoming. 

"On the Physical Basis of Life," "Lay Sermons, 
Addresses, and Reviews," ''Critiques an'd Ad· 
dresses," "Elementary Physiology," "Science and 
Hebrew Tradition," "Science and Christian Tradi
tion," "Man's Place in Nature," and "Science and 
Education," are among Professor Huxley's very 
numerous works and volumes of essays. 

Mr. Huxley was neither a pessimist nor an optim
ist, holding, rather, to the view of the meliorists. 
Speaking of this trait of his intellect, the New York 
Tribune remarks: 

He disagreed as frankly with those who thought they 
traced moral results from oosmical causes as he did with 
those who defended miracles. "Let ns understand once 
for all," he said on one occasion, "that the ethical prog
ress of society depends, not on imitating the cosmic 
process, still less in running away from it, but in com
bating it. The theory of evolution encourages no !llillen
nial anticipations. If for millions of years our globe has 
taken the upward road, yet sometime the summit will be 
reached, and the downward route will be commenced. 
The most daring imagination will hardly venture upon 
the suggestion that the power and intelligence of man 
can ever arrest the precession of the great year." 

This is another evidence that his mind was singu
larly free from the tendency to cherish delusions 
and to be deceived by time-honored catchwords. 

Something has been gained for freedom of ex
pression when of such an antagonist of the church 
as Huxley the popularity-seeking newspapers can 
say what many of them hav said of the dead scien
tific inquirer and Liberal controversialist; and who 
can doubt that he has himself done much to make 
it possible for these kindly and appreciativ words 
to be said of him, by opening the eyes of the people 
to the fact that the church does not hold a patent 
to all the truth and nobility in the world 1 In its 
editorial tribute, the 'I rioun.e remarks : 

Huxley was unique. His place in the scientific world 
was snob as no other man of his time could fill, or at
tempted to fill. He was in company with Darwin, Tyn
dall, Spencer, Haeokel, Pasteur, and other illustrious 
men, now living or dead, but from them all he stood in a 
measure apart. Great, perhaps, as the greatest, he dif
fered from them all so widely as to baflla comparison and 
to demand consideration alone, judged only by himself 
and his own achievements. · · · The supreme quality 
of his beneficence was this, that he was ready to deal with 
any subject of human interest that might come up for 
profitable consideration, and able to do so with illnmin
ativ power and convincing authority. He studied, spoke, 
and wrote on many themes, but all to good purpose. In 
some of his brief fngitiv essays and letters are to be 
found contributions of the highest value to current 
thought and to abiding knowledge. He once expressed a 
certain amiable contempt for antobioe:raphies, as inevi
tably works of imaginativ fiction. But those who knew 
him, and who know his works best, will admit that in one 
of his utterances he sketched his own character, though 
perhaps unintentionally and unconsciously, with faithful 
and O!msnmmate skill. 

" That man," said he, "has a liberal education who 
has been so trained in youth that his body is the ready 
servant of his will, and does with ease and pleasure all 
the work that, as a mechanism, it is capable of; whose in
tellect is a clear, cold logio-engin, with all its parts of 
equal strength and in smooth working order, ready, like 
a steam-engin, to be turned to any kind of work, and 
spin the gossamers as well as forge the anchors of the 
mind; whose mind is stored with a knowledge of the 
great and fundamental truths of nature and of the laws 
of ber operations; one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of 
life and fire, but whose passions are trained to come to 
halt by a vigorous will, the servant of a tender con
science; who bas learned to love all beauty, whether of 
nature or of art, to hate all vileness, and to respect others 
as himself. Snob a one, and no otbeT, has had a liberal 
education." The world can add no higher and no more 
richly merited tribute to the author of those noble words 
than this, that snob a man was Thomas Henry Huxley. 

The New York World is not less warm in its 
appreciation : 

Science to him meant simple truth, and he was per
suaded that the plain people were capable of understand
ing simple truth and profiting by it. He did not think 
it necessary in his lectures to workingmen to present 
truth in any startling way. He dealt with them with as 
mnoh of candor and simplicity as he brought to bear in 
his work as a professor or his learned deliverances before 
the great soientifi~ societies. It was !J.is mission .a~d his 
impulse to strip s01enoe of her mysteries and exh1b1t her 
as truth pure and simple. 

He was admirably adapted by temperament arid educa
tion to this task. He was not fettered by the traditions 
of the schools. He was a graduate of no college or uni
versity. Two or t~ree years in school were all he had ~f 
systematic instrnotwn before he began the study of medi
oin. Yet throughout his long life there was no man in 
Europe mo;re honored by the universities, none whom 
~hef !Jl!)re 0a~erl;r pe~~m~ht to teaob wttb. tlleir !'tJthority, 
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Hi 1_mind was always open, fearless, and receptiV'. :ile 
was m love with truth, and at il.o point did the trttth hav 
any sort of terror for him. · · · 

His love of truth and his championship of it e:ltt<~nded 
far beyond the domain of the physical sciences. He was 
a polemic writer of tremendous force and extraordinary 
influence. He attacked myths as fearlessly as he dis
sected crayfish, and in a like spirit. He did not fear to 
break lances with the bishops and other clergy in their 
own field of learning. The English-speaking world owes 
more to him than to any one man of our time; perhaps, 
for its liberation from the resiraining bonds of tradition 
and superstition. · 

There are many more like testimonials to the 
mental strength, the moral earnestness, and the 
frank fearlessness of the leader now gone from us, 
but we hav room for no more here. May his ex
ample stimulate the young of both sexes, and help 
them to help free the .world from superstition and 
tyranny. 

It Was a "Slip." 
May I be permitted to say a few words concern

ing a difference of opinion that appears to hav 
arisen between THF. TRUTH SEEKER and the Amer
ican Sentinel, the usually clear-thinking newspaper 
representativ of the Seventh-Day Adventists T A 
brief statement of the question at issue is first 
necessary: J. Q. Allison, of Douglassville, Ga., was 
arrested and tried for" Sabbath-breaking." In an
swer to an argument made by the Adventist prisoner, 
the judge said: 

I would not interfere with yon in any way in the en
joyment of.yonr religion; this is simply a law of the state, 
and we aTe bound thereby. The state could Fay that yon 
should keep Wednesday -or Thursday, or every other 
Thursday, that it would be a crime to work on every 
other Wednesday or every other Thursday, and we would 
be bound to obey the law. 

Commenting on this, the Sentinel remarks, among 
other things : 

This statement by the judge would be true if the law 
were indeed a merely civil regulation based upon civil 
reasonB. 

Following this the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
stated that t~e Sentinel showed conc~u-~l;y that the 
Sabbath law 1s not based on merely C1v1I reasons, 
and thus disposed of the judge's special plea, but 
added that the Adventist editor's admission that 
the state has the right to make honest labor a 
crime on any day for any reason is unconditional 
surrender. In its issue of June 27th the Sentinel 
denies that it has surrendered a vital principle or 
any principle, and avers that THE TRUTH SEEKER 
overlooked the if in its statement. It declares that 
"it has many times proved that there is, and can 
be, no civil reason for enforced weekly rest." It 
also calls attention to another sentence in the para
graph which THE TRUTH SEEKER criticised: "No 
other reason could possibly exist for forbidding a 
man to plow in his own field on Sunday." In its 
reply to you it further says : 

It follows that there could be no civil reason for prohib
iting honest labor upon any day, for if there could, that 
reason could apply to Sunday as well as to any other day. 
The fact that after years of diligent search no snob rea
son has been found, proves that it does not exist. The 
Sentinel has made no surrender, either unconditional or 
otherwise, for the Sentinel supposes no nnsupposable 
case The position of the Sentinel is and always has 
been that a weekly day of rest can exist only on a relig
ions basis and for religions reasons, that therefore the 
state could, of right, hav nothing whatever to do with the 
question, and that all so-called 01vil reasons are mere fig
ments invented for the purpose of evading constitutional 
guarantees of freedom of conscience. 

I am much surprised at Mr. Bollman's lack of 
perspicacity in this instance. While it is without 
doubt true that the so-called civil reasons are" mere 
figments invented for the purpose of evading con
stitutional guarantees of freedom of conscience," 
so far as the Sabbatarian leaders are concerned, it 
is equally true that those alleged reasons are real 
reasons to a good many friends of Sunday laws, 
who imagin that the state has the right to do any
thing that the majority demands, and it is an en
tirely supposable case that the majority might de
mand that the first day of the week or some other 
day be set aside as a day of enforced rest; and it is 
against this very possible danger that I now wish to 
arouse the Adventists' fighting spirit. To illustrate 
what I mean I would call the Sentinel's attention 
to the fact that the Illinois legislature at its last 
regular session decreed that henceforth all barber 
shops in that state be closed on Sunday, and Alt
geld permitted it to become a law. He was too 
much of a demagog to either veto it or sign it ; the 
Barbers' Association had demanded the la;v, in the 
selfish interest of those who did not themselvs wish 
to work on Sunday and were determned that if 
they shut their shops the other barbers, those who 
did wish to work, should not be permitted to open. 
Of course religious reasons in:fluenced some who 
voted for the bill and more who worked for it, but 
they had little to do with the demand of the barbers 
~nd nothing to do with Altseld's il!.action t}l.Q.t perJpit-
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ted the nefarious measure to become law. The &n
tinet overlooks the v-itally important fact that the 
civil reasons advanced in favor of the denial of the 
liberty of the citizen on Sunday or on other days 
do not hav to be v·alia reasons to make them oper
ativ on the· minds of the majority. Mr. Bollman 
says thlllt no other than a religious reason " could 
possibly exist for forbidding a man to plow in his 
own field on Sunday.n But that would not be a 
valid re3Bo:n, yet it would be as valid as many other 
alleged reasons. It should be remembered that we 
are not dea:ling :with sormd reasons for tyranny, but 
with excu:~,· and "rest," "-physiology," and similar
ones may b'e as e:ff!ectiv catch-word's as "sacred" or
"god-appointed."' M:r. Bollman does not believe• 
that the state should compel him~ on religious 
grounds, to rest when he does not want to rest;: 
but suppose that the state, in the name of hygiene 
or of the other man, orders him to rest when he· 
does not want to rest, by making Wednesday 111 

universal rest day-will he agree with the Georgia 
judge that it would be a crime to work on this civiP 
rest day, and that the good citizen should obey the
law? 

This brings me to the Sentinel's assertion that 
" there can be no civil reason for prohibiting honest 
labor upon any day." Nevertheless, it is done. 
Take, for instance, the law of this state, which 
compels the saloon to close at 1 AM. But perhaps 
the Sentinel would demur to classing the saloon 
business as "honest" labor. Very well, my case 
does not depend upon proving that it is. But 
what of the laws that forbid children under a cer
tain age to do honest work in factories and else
where! What of the law of this state that enables 
the meddler . Gerry to prevent children eager to 
take part in stage performances from doing soT 
What of the law that in most states shuts women 
out: lrom doing work at the ballot-box and in offi
cial p·ositions! And, finally, wha.t of the ten-hour 
and eight-hour laws that make honest labor an 
offense after a certain minute of each day! 

The dilemma that the Georgia judge presented1 

to our Adventist friends still confronts them-and 
all of US. E. C. WALKER. 

.A. Note from :Mr. Fleckten. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKEB-Sir: I 

hav seen the report from Mr. E. Steeaerson, of· 
Crookston, Minn., as to the school fight in my dis •. 
trict, and also your remarks upon the matter, in 
response to which I send you $10-$5 from myself' 
and $3 from A. Betzen, W. Fleckten, and J ohu 
Fleckten, for the school fund ; the balance to be 
applied on my subscription to your paper. I will 
also pledge an additional $5 for the fund. 

I inclose a sketch of the school-house in District 
No. 61, the scene of this contest. The house was 
built after my own plans, thou~h I had some diffi
culty in getting it to suit me. I think there is not 
another like it in the state. It cost $1,000. When 
I was school clerk the American :flag :floated above 
the building, but it has been taken down, and the 
so-called "Holy Bible" is used as a text-book in
stead. I also, while clerk, succeeded in establish
ing a school library, costing $100 and containing 
encyclopedias, United States histories, and other 
useful books. At the same time I held trustees 
and treasurer to strict account for funds passing 
through their hands, the latter officer being dis
missed for irregularity. As· a consequence I, a sin
gle Freethinker, had to contend a~ainst a whole 
school district; but I hav succeeded up to this 
Bible-reading fight, which brought everyone against 
me, women and all. That is the reason why I hav 
to ask for help. Thanking you ver:v heartily for 
your able service in the case, I am, Yours truly, 

Kandiyohi, Minn. S. J. FLECKTEN. 

Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 
David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined" was first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4 50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had· never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert, 
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~ettors of (j('t'fon~s. 
l'l!e Stream Flows Uninterruptedly. 

HUTCHINSON, KAN., 1\fay 20, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3. Please 

Fend THE TRUTH BEEKER and "Pictorial 
Text-Book" toN. G. Atkesson. 

Respectfully, I. J. Nit.KIE. 

HoMER, ILL., June 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please send the "Freethinker's Piotarial 
Text-Book " and THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year.~ I am a new subscriber. 

P. C. MoSIER. 

PoRI, MwH., Jnne 10, 1895. 
·MR. EDIToR: Please send THE TRUTH 

·SEEKER to the inclosed address for one 
year, with the "Pictorial Text-Book," 
Find herewith $3. AXEL M. SoDERBERG. 

KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Jnne 11, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please send me the " Freethinker's Pioto· 
rial Text-Book" and THE TRUTH BEEKER 
one year as per announcement. 

JOSEPH 8. MATTER. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jnne 13, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Seeing yonr advertisment 

in the Freethought Magazine, I inclose 
$3. Please send me THE TRUTH BEEKER 
for one year and the "Freethinker's Pic-
torial Te:d-Book." D. B. HANSoN. 

BATTLE, TEx., May 13, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I see yon advertise in the 

Independent Pulpit a "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book" in connection with 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. Please find inclosed 
$3 for THE TRUTH BEEKER and "Text-
Book." P. W. RIGGS. 

N. AMHERST, 0., May 27, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I am very well pleased with 

the books yon sent me a short time ago, 
so I will try your TBtiTH BEEKER for one 
year and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book," for which I inclose $3. 

J NO. CARROLL. 

RocKERVILLE, 8. DAK., Jnne 6, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please extend my time to THE TRUTH 
BEEKER one year. I am loaning my pa
pers to my friends, and they expect to 
snbsoribe jnst as soon as they can get the 
money to spare. Times are pretty hard 
jnst now. 

I conld not get along withont the paper 
now, hardly, so please let the good work 
go on and giv them ~he trnth. 

H. M. MACY. 

ST. JAcoBs, ILL., Jnne 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: As a friend of Freethonght 

and reform, an admirer of kind and honest 
men and women, citizens of principle, a 
lover of liberty, and an enemy of hypoc
risy, I inclose $6. For $3 please send THE 
TRUTH SEEKER one year and the " Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" to C. J. 
Manrer. For the other $3, send THE 
TRUTH BEEKER one year to Mr. John Ste
venson, and the preminm offer-" Bell's 
Hand-Book of Freethonght," direct to my 
address. The above named persons are 
new snbsoribers, and I feel that there will 
soon be more in onr community. Look
ing npon all good men as neighbors and 
brothers, may THE TRUTH SEEKER's work 
for goodness and freedom be that of stead
fast loyalty. 

Yours for reason, jnstioe, and the liberty 
of speech, ToM. O'N IEL. 

One Veternn'e Response. 
CoRTLAND, N.Y., Jnne 21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Pnt me down for $1 to 
proseonte the Bible-in-the-schools case of 
S. J. Fleckten. Will send in said contri
bution as soon as needed. 

Yonrs, etc., STEPHEN BREWER. 

Heston is "Barely Saved." 
ScoTTsviLLE, ARK., Jnne 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to pay for 
THE TRUTH BEEKER and "Dynamic The
ory," and "All Abont the Holy Bible" 
and "The Great Ingersoll Controversy." 
I hav thonght for qnite a while that I 
would hav to pay np and stop my paper, 
the dear old TRUTH BEEKER, bnt "kind 
providence" always provides for the faith-

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

fnl. It is said that yon can't hnrt a Chris
tian. If I were able, I wonld take a copy 
of every book and pamphlet that yon pub
lish. My best wishes for all Freethinkers, 
wherever dispersed, even inolnding Wat-
son Heston. Yours for the trnth, 

w. R. HALE. 

Franklin Steiner Corrected. 
LAKOTA, N.D., Jnne 6, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: In Mr. Steiner's letter in 
last issne of THE TRUTH SEEKER he stated, 
in error, that F. A. Rahders was a grad
nate of Trinity College, Dnrham. I wish 
to correct same. I am not a graduate of 
Trinity College, Dnrham. 

Very respeotfnlly, F. A. RAHDERS. 

Does Not Dote on Deacons. 
EARLHAM, IA., Jnne 3, 1895, 

MR. EDIToR: Yonr excellent paper is a 
welcome weekly visitor. I wonld not ex
change it for any paper I ever read. I am 
a Freethinker, and abhor the Bible and its 
teachings. Don't love Bible·ponnders, 
nor do I dote on deacons. Am twenty• 
eight years old; hav three little ones whom 
I will teach the trnth. It has been my 
misfortune to always dwell in a ohtitoh• 
ridden oommnnity, hence hav few frieuds. 
It seems strange to me that women defend 
the Bible, support the clergy, and are 
slaves to religion, when it has always been 
a onrEe to their sex. If some of those old 
saints lived now there wonld be nnmerons 
lynchings. I read the Letters of Friends 
with pleasure, bnt am sorry to see so few 
women in the ranks of Freethonght. 

Yonrs for freedom, 
MRs. GEo. B. Fox. 

To Organize in Omaha. 
OMAHA, NEB., Jnne 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The meeting was called to 
order at 2:30 P. M., in the hall at 1315 
Donglas street. Mr. McArdle, in an in
formal manner, nominated Jndge Bartlett 
for chairman and Mr. Biglow for secretary. 
They were elected. The Nine Demands of 
Liberalism were now read by Mr. Victor. 
Mr. Emery made some interesting re
marks, and Mr. Victor outlined the objects 
of the meeting, and explained the Nine 
Demands. Fnrther remarks were made 
by Messrs. Emery and McArdle and the 
chair. The Nine Demands were accepted 
with bnt one dissenting vote. 

The election of officers was postponed 
for a week, and the committee on resolu
tions appointed, to report in one week. 
An interesting talk followed. It was moved 
that Brother Victor be appointed treasurer 
protem. (carried). PAULL. BIGLow. 

Bible in the Schools. 
Draco, MwH., Jnne 24, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The Bible is shnt ont of 
our school here for the present, and, I am 
prond to say, it was throngh my instru
mentality as one of the trustees, bnt the 
end is not yet, for the pions ones are lay
ing for me at the next election when my 
time expires. If they can elect a member 
from their side in my place (and I am 
afraid they will), they can reinstate the 
Bible, and that is their plan, and also to 
boycott me in business and crucify me on 
tbe altar of their wrath. Bnt I shall still 
oppose the nse of any Bible in the schools 
as long as I am a tax-payer for the snpport 
of the same. FRANCIS R. PAYNE. 

[Among the other guarantees of religions 
freedom in the constitution of Michigan 
is a provision in Art. IV., Sec. 39, that no 
person shall be compelled to ''attend, 
erect, or support any place of religions 
worship, or to pay tithes, taxes, or other 
rates for the support of any minister of 
the gospel or teacher of religion." This 
prevents the nse of the sohool-honse as a 
place of worship, and forbids the teacher 
to incnloate religion.-ED. T. 8.] 

Here and There a Ray of Light. 
BANTA 0Ruz, CAL., Jnne 4, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $1.50 
for the "Cosmian Hymn-Book." Abont 
three months ago we organized here the 
Santa Crnz Seonlar Union. It is fonnded 
npon the principles of the Freethonght 
Federation of America. We hav onr meet
ings every Snnday nigbt at Odd Fellows' 
hall, and it is very gratifying to see so 
many intelligent people at our meeti:ugs. 
We always hav a good program, some 

speaking and reading, with discussion fol
lowing to separate trnth from falsehoQd, 
and, as onr president is a teacher in mnsio 
and song, and many of the lady members 
are good piano players and singers, it is 
not very di:ffionlt to hav fine mnsio and 
song at each session. List Snnday we had 
the first grand Freethonght picnic ever 
held in Santa Ornz oonnty. The day was 
a delightful one, and everybody was happy. 
Too mnoh cannot be said in praise of onr 
good and generous lady friends who helped 
to make the affair a grand success. Then 
there were a number of onr German 
friends who gave ns good mnsio and songs. 
The Tnrners are so whole-sonled, splen
did fellows, and to all of them we feel 
grateful. So yon see the world is growing 
wiser and stronger as it grows older. The 
anti-naturalists cannot suppress Snnday 
picnics any more than they can stop the 
activity of natnre itself. Anti-natnrali!lm 
is snrely and steadily ornmbling away. 
Freethought is rapidly dispersing the 
black olonds of the fanatical Snnday-olos
ing bigotry, and it will yet fill the world 
with light, love, and beanty. 

Yonrs ever, VwToR LAINE. 

With l'ace to the E'lst. 
NANTICOKE, Jnne 19, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I send yon $1 for the next 
four months, as I am thinking abont re
turning to my nativ oonntry, to settle for 
the rest of life. My wife has not been well 
Since the last winter set in, and she wants 
to go home to liv ont the rest of our time, 
as her health has not been good in this 
oonntry at any time ; so we hav oonolnded 
we will retnrn to the land of onr fathers, 
to take onr last rest among them, thongh 
it matters not where we take np onr last 
abode, or sleep the fntnre in silence, for 
when the change comes there is no escape, 
neither for pope nor emperor, bishop nor 
king. 

Well, I am prond of the efforts yon are 
making for the oanse of free inquiry, and 
mnat say yon are one of its most fearless 
champions. Go on; all lovers of trnth and 
right mnst admire your work, and will re
spect yon in the fearlessness of doing it. I 
know there is mnoh yet to do, bnt, as the 
Scotch proverb says, "Many a mickle 
mak's a mnokle," and as Burns sings: 

•• Come it sball, for a' that, 
That s~nse and worth o'er a' the earth 

Shall bear the gree, an' a' that." 
I daresay a friend of mine will be writ

ing yon and giving an order for THE 
TRUTH BEEKER ; so he tells me. I may 
fnrther say I hav tried to get several 
others to become snbsoribers, bnt the 
chnroh is a great institution here ; still 
there is a break in the olond, and let ns 
hope the ray of light will shine throngh in 
time. JAMES YATES. 

Infers There Will Be No Lack of Cranks. 
CHARLEVoiX, MicH., J nne 16, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I was abont to address yon 
as E. M; McDonald, when yonr little arti
cle on the inaonrraoy of snoh men as the 
editors of Infidel papers flashed on my 
mind. Now, if snch men make snoh mis
takes, what can be expected of ns nnedn
oated back woodsmen? In fact, the differ
ence between the Me and Mao is a sort of 

. poser to many of ns? We hav a resident 
here that was born and reared in the land 
o' oakes, and he pronounced it Mnok 
Doonal. [That is near enough to the pro
nunciation we were tanght to giv it.-ED. 
T. 8.] I O!lnnot say how he spells it, and, 
in fact, I care not whether it is Me, Mao, 
or. Mnok, so long as the grand old TRUTH 
SEEKER keeps rattling along at an in
creased and improved rate of speed. I 
took many annnl\l trips on the grand old 
train while D. M. Bemaett was engineer, 
and thought then that it was well man
aged, bnt I mnst say, and that withont any 
intent to flatter, that the present engineer 
seems to hold a masterly grip on the throt
tle, steadying the motion over the rongh 
places, and making each rnn more inter
esting. for the passengers. In the News 
and Notes from England we hav that 
which almost makes ns wish that we were 
English, don'toherknow. In the Observa
tions and Letters of Friends we hav that 
whiohassnres ns that this nation will never 
lack for a crank to drive its machinery. 
Now, from snoh a well-equipped train I 
wonld hate to be pnshed oft' when it 
reaches onr station, beoanse of the expira-
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tion of the life of my pass (which is not a 
preacher's), and seeing said pass soon ex
pires, I herewith send for renewal. Wish
ing all who hav control of the grand old 
TRUTH BEEKER train and their many pall
senger!l long life and prosperity, I am, 

Yours for trnth, gennin liberty, justice, 
and eqnal rights, RoBT. MILLER. 

Criticises Mr. Spencer's "N4ln•related 
Absolute." 

CmcAGo, ILL., Jnne 19, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I think I am indebted to 

yon yet to the extent of twenty-five cents, 
which I will pay snrely this time, and no 
mistake. I do not like to owe anyone even 
so small a snm as twenty-five cents. For 
the balance of the money kindly send me 
Colonel Ingersoll's ''Gods and Other 
Leotttres;11 also "The Vicar of Sa toy, '1 

by .r . .r. Ronssean; also send me a duplicate 
of T:HE TRUTH B:lftEKE!R of J nne 1st, as mine 
was taken from my desk before t bad a 
ohanoe to read it. I always feel as if ! 
missed something by not having read that 
nnmber. The piotnre on the front page 
was magnificent. I was thinking of getting 
an enlarged crayon copied from it. My 
friend, Mr. U. H. Maple, comes in two or 
three times . a week to read THlll TRUTH 
BEEKER and disonss the articles therein. 
Mr. Maple is one of those men who hav 
long, deep thoughts which penetrate an 
article or book to its very aonl, yon might 
say. He is the an thor of "No Beginning, 
or the Fundamental Fallacy," which is a 
masterpiece, and the thonght in it is orig
inal with him. The second edition will be 
ont in a few months. Mr. Maple is now 
writing an appendix explaining himself 
more fnlly on the position he takes against 
the non-related absolute of Herbert Spen
cer. THE TRUTH BEEKER is on the list for 
a copy as soon as it is published, as Mr. 
Maple thinks very highly of the paper. 
We spend many delightful hours together, 
as he is an interesting conversationalist. 

Inclosed find $1. G. A. GoETSCH. 

That Is the Way to Round Them Up. 
TucsoN, ARiz., May 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $12, for which 
yon will please send THE TRUTH BEEKER 
for one year to the addresses inclosed. 

I will try to get more subscribers for 
yon soon. Mrs. Freeman stirred np the 
reverend sky-pilots in great style while 
here. After she left Tnoson they engaged 
the Opera Honse and advertised a mass 
meeting for the masses. The honse was 
crowded; exercises opened with singing. 
Then the harangs began, the R9v. Mr. 
Francis, of the Congregational ohnrob, 
opened by saying he bore no ill will to 
any one; he loved his enemies, etc., bnt 
he soon branched off and made nse of snoh 
pet nam:es as "liars," "hypocrite," etc., 
for ns Infidels; he denonnoed everything 
as false that Mrs. Freeman had asserted; 
claimed everything for the ohnrob, claimed 
that Benjamin Franklin was a Christian; 
that Girard college was a failnre until the 
Bible was introdnoed within its walls. He 
finally wonnd np his tirade by stating that 
the Infidels once oonolnded to bnild a 
town withont a ohnroh or preacher, and 
they called the town Liberty, which was 
situated in Missouri. Bnt it proved a 
failnre and God in his mercy wiped it 
from the face of the earth with a cyclone, 
and left nothing bnt a hole in the gronnd. 
That was a clincher on ns. So he sat 
down, when I arose and asked him if he 
ever heard of any other place being wiped 
from the face of the earth by a cyclone. 
He arose and said, "Yes, and Tnoson 
onght to be wiped from the earth for its 
wickedness." This was published next 
day in the Evening Citizen. The fol
lowing day he came ont with a flat denial 
of having used snoh an expression. The 
next day myself and nine others inserted a 
card in the same paper, stating that we 
heard him nse the identical words as 
printed. And thns ended the controversy, 
as he failed to come to time after that 
ronnd. He was completely knocked ont. 

Yours for Liberty, IBAAC E. CRuM. 
[The minister probably meant Liberal, 

Mo., which was not swept from the earth 
by a tornado, nor by God.-Eo. T. 8.] 

An Unparried Homethrns'. 
LEAVENWoRTH, RAN., June 11, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Several of yonr readers 
hav written to me for oo:~;>iel! of. ~he article 
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which Rev. Dr. Milne proposed to reply to 
but changed his mind and concluded to 
ignore. Having bnt one copy, and as the 
question under consideration is a vital one 
in onr issue against so-called Christianity 
[why" ao:called," friend Shepherd?], I in
close it for yon to reprint if yon think it 
worthy. We should always hit onr adver
sary on his sore places, and criminal sta
tistics is a mighty tender and sore spot on 
the Christian corporosity. Some one ought 
to gather all the religio-criminal statistics 
obtainable in Christian and anti-Christian 
lands and publish them in pamphlet form, 
Parkville is a few miles below this city on 
the opposit bank of the Missouri river. 
liere is the article: 

To the Leavenworth Time8: A student 
was, some time ago, forced to withdraw 
from the Parkville college "family" be
cause he declined to comply with two 
rules, to wit: "Read two or three chapters 
in the Bible daily," and "memorize five 
answers to questions in the Westminster 
Catechism." 

Tb.e following extract is taken from a 
declaration of principles by the college 
management as published in their paper: 

~·If a man opposed in mind or in actual 
lidng to Ghrist be educated, he is the more 
dange~ons. We tremble to see a man ad
vancing in classes and not at the same time 
advancing in Christian living and think· 
ing. We hav never had a graduate who 
was not a professing Christian. Dr. Mc
Afee [the deceased president] frequently 
said that he hoped God would spare him 
the trial of having a student come to grad
uation day without having taken Jeans 
Christ as his savior. Really, it is exceed
ingly doubtful if Dr. McAfee would hav 
given a Park college diploma to a student 
not a Christian. We insist vigorously on 
a Christian education, because with any 
other kind the man is a dangerous char· 
acter to the country, to society, to the 
eanse of Christ." 

That is one side of the picture. Now 
look on the other. Across the river from 
Parkville, stands the Kansas penitentiary. 
About one year ago Warden Case took a 
religions census of 744 inmates and re
ported 370 as never having been church 
members against 374 that were or had been 
as follows: Methodist, 79; Christian, 60; 
Catholic, 59; Baptist, 57~ Presbyterian, 
45; Lutheran, 30; Unitea Brethren, 23; 
Congregationalist, 8; Episcopalian, 8; 
Quaker, 1. Regular attendants npon Sab
bath school in youth, 500; not so, 244; 
parents oltnrch members, 500, as follows: 
Methodist, 175; Baptist, 155; Catholic, 69; 
Presbyterian, 42; Christian, 30; Lutheran, 
20; U!lited Brethren, 8; Congregatio:p.al
ists, 8; Episcopalian, 7; Advent, 4; Dnn
kard, 1; Quaker, 1. Not church members, 
175; did not know, 69. No Jews, Infidels, 
Atheists, Deists, Spiritualists, Freethink
e .. s, Agnostics, Universalists, or Ullita
rians are reported among either convicts 
or parents. 

These figures do not seem to bear ont 
Park college in its wholesale slander against 
non-Christians as being "dangerous char
acters." 

On the contrary they point directly the 
other way. To agree with the Park college 
theory there ought not to be a single Chris
tian in the Kansas penitentiary. Bnt in
stead of snch being the case it appears 
that every convict in it is a Christian, 
either by ''profession," rearing, education, 
or belief. It is the most orthodox com
munity we hav in the state. 

Twelve years ago Chaplin McCleery re
ported only one Infidel in the pen, bnt 
added the saving clause "that his Infidel
ity was not of a confi.rn$d type." He was 
a sort of mngwnmp. :prison statistics the 
world over are snbsta11tially the same. 

Only two causes call e;tist why those who 
do not "profess "or be1leve in Christianity 
never get into the penitentiaries. They 
are either too smart or they are too moral. 
Park college can take which ever horn of 
the dilemma it pleases. 

Thirty-nine years ago a '' slave" ran 
away from his crriel Christian "master " 
at Parkville (one of the projectors, I dare 
say, of this college) and crossed the river 
into Kansas. Immediately a great outcry 
was made in Missouri. That sort of thing 
must be nipped in the bnd. Niggers rnn· 
ning away into Kansas mnst be stopped. 
Rewards aggregating $2,000 were offered 
for this boy, dead or alive. Hundreds of 
desperate characters were soon on the hnnt 
in portions of Kansas, principally at Law
rence 6nd ':ropeka, aided by the "black 
law" element of the "free state" people. 
That poor, hunted fngitiv, whose only 
crime was his black skin, knocked at the 
door of the writer of this communication 
one dark !light and asked for food, sh~lter, 
and protection. Instead of "returning 
him to his master," according to the Chris
tian Bible, and piously pocketing the $2.-
000, I wickedly and feloniously fed and 
secreted him for a few days, when Dan. 
Boutwell~ now of Topeka, and myself, 
without nope of earthly reward, and at 
the pe;ril of having our bodi&s riddled with 
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bullets, pnt him through the lines to N e
braska, 

In the day of final recko!ling what a sad 
and bitter disappointment it will be to 
many of the nnco pions who stride pre
snmptnonsly np to the " golden gates of 
paradise," should they find them closed, 
with a notice thereon saying that-" Deeds 
and not creeds are the measure of fitness 
to enter here." S. R. SHEPHERD. 

From the Alpine Republic. 
0LLoN, CANTON DE VAuD, SwiTZERLAND,} 

May 27, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Having recently made a 

tour through France, and now safely re
turned to my village home in the Alpine 
region of Switzerland, I presume that a 
few lines to our old friend THE TRUTH 

chnroh has more power in the United 
States of America than in many European 
countries with large Catholic populations. 
And why should the Roman Catholic 
church be so eager to establish schools in 
the United States, where already good 
school systems exist, while Spain, Italy, 
and other Catholic countries, where 
any sort of a school would be a godsend, 
show show snch a deplorable state of 
affairs? 

If any of your generous readers, who 
hav any literature to spare affecting onr 
mntnal cause, or for distribution, will 
kindly drop me a paper occasionally, I will 
remember them in my prayers. 

Yours faithfully, A. S. RosENRoLL. 

SEEKER may be acceptable, especially as A. Gentle Protest. 
my observations extended to matters af- Los ANGELES, CAL., May 28, 1895. 
fecting onr mntnal cause. MR. EDIToR: I am not a subscriber to 

In skeptical France a new crusade has THE TRuTH SEEKER, bnt I hav read it 
broken ont. It is, however, not fought nearly every week during the past seven 
with sword and spear, or other bloody or eight years. I neither borrow nor beg; 
weapons, bnt, after the fashion of our age, bnt I read it for a' that. I order it through 
in big words and inflammatory speeches. newsdealers, and it costs me nearly $4 a 
In commemoration of the great crusade yea!', Very frequently I hav had news
led 800 years ago by Peter of Amiens, cer- dealers keep an extra copy for sale, paying 
tain conspicnons lights of the church hav them for those not sold. Considering 
organized this crusade, not to the holy these facts, perhaps! hav as mnoh "right" 
sepulcher, bnt against the ungodly Liber- as some of your subscribers tq offer sng
alism and Infidelism of France. The gestions or express my opinion anent a 
monk Monsabre is the fanatical leader of matter I hav long borne in mind. If 
the movement, and causes great excite- my suggestions are not adopted, I shall 
ment amqng the religions section of the not cease to pay for and read the best of 
population. Like his predecessor of eight all Freethonght journals-THE TRUTH 
centuries ago, he has adopted the motto: SEEKER-(no cigars are necessary, and 
'"Debontl Dian le vent" (arise! God wills I hav not "P.-H'ed" [What does that 
it!). In flaming words, he points to the mean?-ED. T. S.l since I qnit type
dangers of an irreligious republic and a sticking!) 
godless government, and snmmoas his THE TRUTH SEEKER is "a journal of 
hearers to action for holy Mother Church, Freethonght and Reform." It is because 
which is so rapidly waning in power and of this fact, I presume, that tiresome, 
infinence. · bombastic, pro-and-con discussions of the 

The movel]lent is not likely to effect any tariff, finance, etc., are allowed very fre
political changes, as a considerable frac- qnently to fill valuable space in its columns. 
tion of the church officials themselvs very This seems to me entirely wrong. Per
much doubt that " God wills" the crusade, haps snch a view of the matter is erro
seeing that the bishops of France are ap- neons. Undoubtedly, snch ·will be the 
pointed by an Infidel government, and in opinion of many. Bnt I believe I hav 
their aympathies divided within themselvs. valid reasons to substantiate my position. 
In fact, many of these bishops would jnst I am not aware that onr Freethonght propa
as soon exchange their miter for the tnr- gandists go about the country delivering 
ban of the Mufti if there should be any lectures for or against the tariff, on the 
worldly advantage in it. Even the pope merits or demerits of free-trade, or on 
of Rome may at this moment not particn- financial questions. If these things are of 
larly care for the show, as, in return for snch vital importance-if the privilege of 
certain worldly concessions, he has of late holding snch views as we chose, and giving 
permitted the Catholics of France to obey utterance to those which we now enjoy re
the government and submit to the laws of garding these subjects-is in any way men
the conn try ; in fact, the faithful hav even aced, why are they not given a place in the 
been instructed to vote for the Infidel min- repertoires of Freethonght speakers? Bnt 
isterial party. In view of these facts, they are not of vital importance! It seems 
mnch sympathy from Rome may hardly be to me that the most Chauvinistic person 
expected. cannot claim that these questions can pos-

J ndging by results, we mnst almost sibly effect a disintegration of these United 
come to the conclusion that God did not States, nor affect the liberty of free speech. 
will the great crusades from the eleventh The worshipers of superstition may gain 
to the thirteenth century. In spite of the sufficient power to enable them to say to 
fact that En rope during three centuries the Freethinker: "If yon do not believe 
vomited its armed masses by the hundred the Bible is inspired of God, if yon do not 
thousand npon the shores of Palestine, the believe Sunday is more sacred than other 
holy sepulcher is still to this day in the days, yon must not giv public expression 
hands of the Infidels, and who knows to your conclusions, and mnst abide by 
whether the Liberalism which pervaded our Gqd-in-the-Constitntion laws;" bnt I 
Europe, more or less, so as to necessitate do not think the adoption of a free-trade 
such holy institutions as the Inquisition, policy would result in the prohibition of 
did not date from the time of the ern- all discussion of that subject. And the 
sades? same holds good regarding the adoption of 

By all appearance, crusades in France a protectiv tariff policy. Bnt there is an
seem to be infections. Hardly had the other thing to be considered in connection 
monk Monsabre completed his first cycle with this subject. Any one wishing infor
of tirades, when the well-known doctrin- mation about the financial questions of the 
aire TMband commenced an agitation day can get (without a large expenditure 
against Protestants, and started on a jour- of coin) books or pamphlets (the authors 
ney of denunciation through France. His of which are political economists of na· 
trouble is that, in a population of 36,000,- tional repute) wherein the various sides of 
000, there are 700,000 Protestants, where those questions are set forth in all their 
France ought to be a strictly Catholic na- glory. By writing to the national execu
tion, and that many high positions of state tiv committee of the two great political 
in the administration, as well as in the for- parties, one can get all the literature he 
eign service, are held by Protestants, will need in the study of the relativ merits 
which, in his opinion, is disastrous to the of a protectiv tariff, tariff for revenue only, 
interests of the conn try. He does not ad- or free trade. Then, too, we can read all 
vocate a general massacre a la Night of sides of those questions in the leading 
St. Bartholomew, nor an expulsion-such newspapers of the country. Providing 
remedies would, as things are now, be im- the foregoing is true (and I do not believe 
possible-but that more consideration be it can be gainsaid), is it not manifestly 
shown to Catholics. Who will doubt the unfair to those who not care to read snch 
wisdom of snch a multitude of counsel, discussions (and undoubtedly there are 
which· inflicts France at this time? many of THE TRUTH SEEKER's readers-

Acco:rding to late reports, the American subscriberB-too, who do not) to ~iv them 
P:rotectiv Association has had a great con- so mnch space-or any space? Three or 
clave at Milwaukee, and done some im- four dollars a year is an exorbi~ant snm to 
portant work. I, from personal experi- pay for sneh discnssions, especially when 
ence, know that the Roman Catholic 1 they can be obtained elsewhere at a far 
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laBS cost. Scientific books and pnbliea
tions are expensiv. Many of your readers 
cannot aft'ord fo bny them, and do not liv 
where they can enjoy the advantages af
forded by a large public library, bnt 
would like to know the latest that has been 
discovered in the realm of science. Why 
not, then, in lien of all these senescent 
and threadbare themes, publish interesting 
scientific news and arMcles, sketches of 
scientists of the present day aud biogra
phies of noted scientists of the past, l!ome 
of the results of their researches, and 
their religions beliefs or lack of belief 
resultant from those researches? W onld 
this not be of mnch more benefit to the 
majority? 

In a recent issue, a San DiegE> (this state) 
contributor attacked the present Hawaiian 
government-! do not pretend to know 
which Bide is or was in the right, so I do 
not wish to discuss that part of the ques
tion. There are, however, some things in 
his article which I cannot allow to pass un
noticed. I do not think he should hav 
been so positiv in some of his statements. 
When people who lived in Hawaii before 
and at the time the revolution occurred 
vary so mnch in their accounts of the af
fair, it seems to me our San Diegan friend 
has not sufficient proof for the assertion 
that the Dole government is ill; the wrong 
altogether. There is a newspaper man in 
this city who was a resident of Honolnln 
before and during the revolution, and he 
claims that the revolutionists had the right 
on their side. This is from an impartial 
witness-impartial, because he had no 
''iron in the fire," and the result of the rev
olution benefited him in no way. Yonr 
contributor also made the statement, when 
quoting from that paper in defense of his 
position, that the San. Francisco Oall is 
one of the most conservativ papers on the 
coast in regard to the Hawaiian matter. 
In this he has evidently been misinformed. 
When the fact that that sheet is practically 
controled by Olans Spreckels is taken into 
consideration, and that the Dole govern
ment is inimical to the interests of that 
gentleman, yon will readily perceive how 
"conservativ " the Oall is bound to be, 
and how mnch weight is to be attached to 
testimony from snch a source regarding 
Hawaiian affairs. Charles M. Shortridge 
is supposed to be the proprietor of the 
sheet; but the gentleman I hav named is 
the " power behind the throne," for it was 
mostly his money that paid for it. A new 
home is being bnilt for the paper, and it is 
pretty well understood that Spreckels's 
money is being pnt np for it. Before com
ing into possession of the Oall, Mr. Short. 
ridge owned a small newspaper property 
in San Jose. The Oall was sold for over 
$200,000. The building now being erected 
is costing more thousands. Is this not suf
ficient evidence that Mr. Shortridge has 
been and is being helped? Be that as it 
may, it is not denied th"t Mr. Spreckels 
practically bought the paper and gave it to 
Mr. Shortridge, nor that he controls its 
policy. 

While living in Fort Wayne, Ind., some 
fonr years ago, I first ileard of Rev. 
Father Koenig, a Catholic priest and the 
manufacturer of Father Koenig's reme
dies. Not long ago I noticed a half-inch 
advertisment in THE TRUTH SEEKER set
ting forth the virtues of the Rev. Father's 
medicine. Think of it-a Catholic priest 
advertising in a Freethonght journal! · 

Mr. Robertson's "Noah's Log" was an 
exceedingly funny piece. Giv ns some 
more, Mr. Robertson. 

If any Infidel in this part of the country 
knows of any place where an asthmatic 
can find relief and light work of some kind, 
I shall feel greatly obliged to him if he 
will write me. I was in San Diego a shod 
time, and it seemed to benefit me some, 
bnt I could not st"y there because I was 
unable to secure work !was able to do. I 
cannot do anything which requires mnch 
physical exertion. I can cook s~me, wash 
dishes, milk, and do other light chore!', 
I am willing to do any honest work that I 
can do, and wages are of minor impor
tance-just enough to pay expenses. What 
I want is health. I am a printer, bnt ma
chines hav spoiled that trade here. 

I should like very mnch to hear from 
Mr. Heston. 

Wishing all kinds of success to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, I will stop. 

Yours truly, F. G. BALL. 
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IS 'lu.7c%ren' s Gorner. 
Edited lJy Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 

River, Ma8s., to whom all Communica
tionR 1or 'this Corner should be sent. 

... Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a ~nse in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Babyhood. 
l!Pigh-ho, Ba.b;hood, Tell me where you linger; 

Let'd toddle home a.~rain, for we hav gone 
a.straY-

'I'ake this eager hanrr of mine, and lead me by the 
finger 

l3ack fQ the lotus lands of the Far Away. 

Turn back the lenves of life-don't read the 
story-

Let's find the picture' and fancv all the rest; 
We can fill the written pages with a brighter 

glory 
Th~tn O'd Time, the ~tory teller. at bis very 

best. 

'Turn to the brook, where tbe honeYsuckle, tip
ping 

O'Pr its vase of perf a me. •Pills it on the breeze, 
And the bees and hnmm\ng-b'rJs in ecstasy are 

sipPing 
From the fairy :fhgons of the blooming locust

trees. 

"l'nrn to the laue where wa u<;ed t.o" teetertoter," 
Printing little foot palms in the mellow mold

Lanf?h\ng at the lazv c~ttle wading in the water 
Where the ripples dimple round the buttercups 

of gold. 

Where the dusky turtle lieg basking on the gravel 
Of the sunnY sand-bar in the middle ti<le, 

And the ghostly dragon fly pauses in his travel 
ro rest like a. blossom where the water lily died. 

Heigh-bo. Babshood! Tell me where yon linger; 
Let's toddle home again, for we hav gone 

astra.v-
Take th\s eager hand of m 'ne and lead me by the 

finger 
Back to the lotus lands of the Far Away. 

-James Whttcomb .Riley. 

A Story of the Revolution. 
Once there was a girl named Eunice 

Locke, and she lived a long time ago-in 
the time of the American Revolution. It 
was in the last days of May in the year 
1776, and Ennice was not quite fifteen. 
There came a notice one day to the officers 
of the town of Townsend, where this bright 
young girl lived, that fifteen men were 
wanted to go to the front as soldiers. 
There was a band in training, and it was 
immediately called out, and one among the 
fifteen chosen to go was the brother of 
Eunice. It was late at night when he came 
home and told his moth>Jr what had been 
done. The next morning when Eunice 
came down stairs she found her mother 
weeping, for John was to march the day 
after the morrow at sunrise. The mother 
s'loid John would be away some time, if, 
indeed, he ever returned to them again. 
He had plenty of summer clothes, but no 
winter garments. In that old time there 
were no stores with clothing ready made, 
and each family had to not only cut and 
sew, but spin and weave all the wearing 
apparel. The tears in her mother's eyes 
made the heart of Ennice ache beyond ex
pression. The father was away, being a 
member of the Massachusetts Assembly. 

''What does John need, mother?" asked 
Eunice. 

"Trousers!" was the reply. 
"Oh, if that is all." said the brave En

nice, "we will spin and weave him a pair 
before he goes." 

"Why," said the mother, "the wool is 
on the sheep's back, and the sheep are in 
pasture." 

"I know it," replied Ennice, and, turn
ing to a younger brother, she bade him 
take the salt dish and call the sheep into 
the yard. 

"0 you poor child," said the sorrowing 
mother, "there are no sheep shears within 
three miles and a half." 

" But," said the intrepid girl, "I hav 
some small ones at the loom." 

"But, Eunice, dear, you cannot spin and 
weave the cloth in so short a time." 

yard, their tinkling bells announcing the 
fact of their approach. 

Eunice sent her sister to bring the wheel 
and cards, while she went for the wool. 
Her brother helped her secure a white 
sheep, from which she sheared with her 
loom shears half enough for a. web, and 
then let her ~o with the rest of her fleece. 
The little sister ran in with the wool, 
while Luther ran for a black sheep, hold
ing her while Eunice out off wool for the 
filling and half the warp; and then she was 
let go with the remainder of her :fleece. 
The wool thus obtained was duly carded, 
spun, washed, sized and dried. An empty 
loom was found at a neighbor's, the web 
got in and woven, the cloth prepared, cut, 
made and pressed, two o~ three hours be
fore the time of her brother's departure 
for the seat of war. It was all done in 
forty hours, all by hand, without the aid 
of any modern improvement or machin
ery. And Eunice felt no weariness. She 
we.pt not, nor faltered. She felt she was 
serving her country. She was relieving 
her mother from anxiety. She was pre
paring a. garment for her darling brother. 
But when all was done, she went to her 
room, and her over-wrought nerves and 
bursting heart were relieved by tears and 
sobs. It· is supposed that the brother 
was one of General Stark's soldiers, 
and with such courage and devotion 
General Burgoyne could not by any 
means " march through the heart of 
America," as he had threatened to do. 

The Slighted One. 
Whatinterestq center on prosperous farm
The beauties of nature combining to 

charm; 
Rich odors of grasses and fruits and 

:flowers, 
Singing of birds making love in their 

bowers; 
Bees in the clover extracting the honey, 
To tickle the palate and bring in the 

money; 
And gamboling squirrel with nest in the 

wall, 
Where he lays up for winter sweet nuts in 

the fall. 
Happy animals all, though freely they 

roam, 
Know as well as the boy, the way to their 

home. 

To mimic the robin, the sweet bobolink, 
And all other songsters of which we can 

think, 
Many poets inspired in prosody sing, 
And praises of plumage harmoniously 

ring. 
The poet does honor to horse and the dog, 
To the cow and the flheep, but not to the 

hog. 
With scorn be is treated, reproachful his 

name, 
Yet no brute on the farm enjo:ys greater 

fame; 
Though now we confine him in narrowest 

pen, 
He had widest range in gospel time when 
He imbibed seven spirits tranoferred by a 

goddy-
Cast out of a human they entered his 

body! 
With those spirits he ran and swam for his 

life, · 
While men were engaged in theological 

strife- · 
Conjuring new gods and their demons of 

air 
To smite unbelievers in answer to prayer. 

Now, seven parts human at least are in 
swine; 

More like human is theirs than :flesh of the 
kine; 

And when with the swill-pail one goes to 
the sty, 

What human resemblance in his twinkling
eye. 

Though more honest than man and much 
less a sinner, 

He grunts as man grunts when waiting for 
dinner; 

Like man he is stubborn and delvs much 
in mud-

These elements human are in piggy's 
blood. 

An esthetic dudeling the pig pen will shun, 
And the neurotic weakling will shudder 

and run; 
But fears not the farmer, in dark wintry 

clime, 
With pork in the barrel though not found 

in rhyme; 
"I am sure we can, mother," she an- Him inviting there stands his savior near 

swered. by; 
•' How can yon, child? How can you No salvation comes down from spook in 

weave it-there is a long web of linen in the sky. 
the loom now." Though his dwelling be back of or under 

the barn, 
"No matter. I can find an empty loom The hog boils the doughnuts on prosper-

somewhere," she bravely said. ous farll),. 
By this tim~ the sheep came up to the I L. G. REED, 

Correspondence. 
STAPLETON, N. Y., June.12, 1895. 

DEAR 1\hss WixoN: It is such a long 
time since I hav written to the Corner that 
I suppose you hav quite forgotten me. I 
think our Corner is progressin~ steadily, 
for of late I hav ·noticed snob interesting 
and intelligent IettArs, and I am sure we 
owe thanb to Ida Ballou for her inst.rnctiv 
writings. Does our editor intend to travel 
this summer? I hope so. for the descrip
tions of your la•t travels were beautiful. 
I er.~joyed them very much, and am 1mre 
all the Corner readers did the same. You 
make your descriptio1ls so vivid that .. one 
almost imagins himself in the place. Your 
books are the same. A-nyone can tell they 
were written by one who does not believe 
in superstition but in . truth and reason, 
and such, I am glad to know, is the editor 
of our Corner. 

I am going to Callicoon, SuHivan county, 
this summer for five or six weeks. If you 
desire a descl'iption of the place I will take 
down a few lines each dav of what I see, 
and at the end of my visit I will send it to 
the Corner. I should like to corresPond, 
and if written to will answer promptly. 

ELSIE L. SEIDEL. 
[No, the editor of the Corner is not 

thinking of going far from home thitl sum
mer. She would be Pleased to hav de" 
soriptiv letters from Elsie or any other 
friend who visits new places.]-ED. C. C. 

. PuEBLO, CoL., June 5, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Your kind letter 

oa,ne duly, and I was pleased, as I always 
am, to hear from you. Your letters bear 
the impress of an affectionate nature, and 
I know I should love you oould I meet you 
face to face. If I am ill, I invsriably start 
on the road toward improvement when I 
hear from yon. It was rather sti.'anl!'e that 
vou felt as though you were needed at 
home when poor Joseph was sick. Your 
sister's mind or his-perhaps both-sent 
telepathic messages to you. Such things 
occur in our family quite frequently. I 
often hear, or seem to do so, persons in 
conversation with members of mv family, 
especially my daughter Maude. Last week 
on Memorial Day, when she was sewing in 
a rich and aristocratic family, I thought I 
beard th~>m speaking of my poem, printed 
that dsy in a city daily, and felt that they 
treated her with greater deference when 
she had told them it was her mother's, all 
of which happened. 

The Children's Corner improves with 
the children telling of the peculiarities of 
their different dweDing places. I am al
ways oleasAd to hear from each one. I 
hope Ida BaUou will continue her bio
graphical sketches. They are very inter
esting to me, 

With best wishes for yourself and all the 
young people, I am yonrR now and alwaye, 

MARY B. FINCH. 

How a Woman Paid Her Debts. 
I am out of debt, and t.hanks to the Dish Wash

er bu•ines• for it In the pa.st five weeks I h~Lve 
made over $500 and I am so thank nl that l feel 
like telling evArybo<lv, so that they can be bene
fited by mv experience. Anybody can sell Dieh 
Wa•hers, be~ause everybody wants one, eepeciallv 
when it can be got so cheap. Yon can wMh and 
dry the dishes in two minutes. I believe that in 
two years from now every family will h~ve one. 
Yon nan get full particulars and hundreds of te•ti
monials by addressing the Iron City Di•h Washer 
1 'o., 145 8 Highla.ud Ave., Station A. Pitt• bur~. 
Pa., and yon c~tn't helD but make monev ih thts 
business. I believe that I can clear over $3.000 the 
coming year, and I am not going to let sncb an 
opportunity pass without improvement. We 
can't expect to succeed without trying. 

MRS. B. 

HOME AGAIN. 
After a delightful trip and healthful vacation 

I have returned home rMdv for business, and 
shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all orders and work my many 
friends may favor me with. 
It will be my special endeavor to please all and 

to conduct business in such a ma,ner that it will 
be an object and to the interest of all to favor me 
with their kind oriler". 

If in need of a Diamond, Watch, anv piece of 
.Tewelrv, HUvAr or plated w~re, Emblem or 
Watch'wnrk, ple~tse send to me an<l I will posi
tivlv send you best gooas at lowest prices. 

Price lists on application. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, 

Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Designer of 

The Otto W~t's'ei" Watch; T\e /n,qe,.soll Sou
veni· Spo n; The Freefh·ught Badge. 

WQ:';"DEilCABI;;-tET FREE. Missin,;Ll11\t 
Pu;r;)</c, Devii'S l.lottlo, l'ockt•t Cnml•:a, Lut~~~ 
Wire l'u111zh', HpMk Plwtos, Buok of Slrlglrt (If 

llnr,,J, 'l'ut-nl Vulu" GOo 8unt. free with hnnn:ll!\<.1 
llll.trdo:~;uo nf 1000 U"rgulna for lOo fflf fORtUI!Il, 
J:"''fli•:nHnT.T. & JlltO. 61i Cortlnn•lt f<tr~•rt~ N. Y. 

CAREER OF BELlGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTI,.E. 

This book is a stndv in the evolution of relig
ious ideas, touching all forms of religions wor
sbio, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability o! the Christi11.n religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pages and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents in r~tner and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:> "ents in .12.1!-Perh :JO cents in cloth 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER CO. 
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Jt ew ])u'blioations. 
Unless otherwise specified, all publica

tions noticed here can be had of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price 
named. 

Rigllt Livi11g. 
Susan H. Wixon's new book, "Right 

Living," is one of the beRt books ever 
published. It is fnll of splendid trttths, 
told in such simplA, beautiful lane;uae;e. 
and in snob 11 telling, striking wav. that 
every boy and girl can understand them. 
It is pure, good, and ennobline-, and any 
one will be made better by reading it. If 
Susan H. Wixon, or the cause sh.e so 
grandly represents, could hav molded the 
thought.. of a few. of the past genAratiqn!i, 
the "Woman Who Did," and "Is This 
Your Son, my Lord?" would never hav 
appeared. There would hav been no need 
fol:' them. 

Fathers and mothers. if yon want to 
place in your children's bands a book that 
will help make them manlv aud womanly, 
get for them "Right Livin~," even if you 
must make a sacrifice to do it. Parents 
who liv the lives that "Right Living" ad
vocates will bring into the world healthy 
and happy children, and a knowledge of 
its precepts will help to keep them healthy 
and happy. Every page, every line, oon
tainsa sublime truth, a knowledge of which 
will make better conditions for the devel
opment of all that is good on earth. 

Miss Wixon made a present of this vol
ume to the "Wixon Group " of the Silver
ton Secular Snnday·school, and the boys 
and girls, in fact, every one of us, feel 
very proud of it. I thank its noble author 
for the great good she baR done and is do-
ing. KATIE KEHM SMITH, 

Lecturer Silverton Secular church. 

Books Received. 
" Life and the Conditions of Survival. 

The Physical Basis of Ethics, Sociology. 
and Religion." Popular lecture!! and 
discussions before the Brooklyn Ethical 
Association. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr 
& Co. Cloth, 12mo., 4.47 pp. Price, $2. 

"The Fallen Star, or, the History of a 
False Religion." By Sir E. L. Bulwer, 
Bart. Also a dissertation "On the Ori
gin of Evil." By Lord Brougham. New 
York: Peter Eckler, 35 Fulton street. 
Cloth, 12mo., 129 pp. Price, $1. 

"Pilate's Query." By S C. Clark. Bos
ton: ArAna Publishing Company, Cloth, 
12mo., 275 pp, Price, $1.25. 

" Seventh Annual Report of the Commis• 
sbner of Labor. The Slums of Great 
Cities." By Cauoll D. Wright. Wash
ington: Government Printing Office. 
Cloth, 8vo., 620 pp. 

"The Zig-Z~g Paths of Life." A Novel, 
By Matilda Vance Cook. Chicago: 
Charles H. Kerr & Co. Cloth, 12mo., 
258 pp. Price, $1. 

"Paul St. P "ul. a Son of the People." A 
Novel. By Ruby Beryl Kyle. With 
Portrait. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & 
Co. Cloth, 12mo., 275 pp, Price, $1. 

"The Coming Revolution." By Henry 
L. Call. B'lBton : Arena Publishing 
Company, Cloth, 12mo, 239 pages. 
Price, $1.25. 

"What Do I Beli<~ve?" Two Essays in 
justification of the argument advanced 
m "The Practical Value of Religious 
Belief" : I. Knowledge and Belief
Cause and Effect; IL What I Am
What I Know. By HAury Smith. Lon
don: Watts & Co. Boards, 12mo., 56 
pp. Price, 4.0 cents. 

"Magnetism, Its Potency and Action, 
with suggestions for a new Cosmogra-

.• phy and a new Celestial Geographv." 
By George W. Holley. Boston: Arena 
Publishing Company. Cloth, $1.25; 
paper, 50 cents. 12mo., 279 pp., Wlth 
Index. 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trring to induce the Deity to undertake a. 
crusade of one against the Oolo~&do beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents. 

Add•A•• 'f'Hll\ 'f'lUTTH REEKRR 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the <Jitizenship through tlte 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN, 

P~cl). 25 Cl)nt~. Ad~esa 'l'B;lll 'l'BUTH SIIIIIIK:SB1 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distri~ution to 
Start Christians Thinking. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh 5 
Pover~y: Its Effects on the Politi•al 'ooiidi: l ............................................ mmmm~M~~*·· 
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If you want terse, trenchalit reading matter, to ~:~~f~g~ ~gg:J'i~n¥.i:.Vs~re~i~g!Ja~~r~s~ge ~~ 
aot as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary · Oru>:m of Sabbaths.") By the.ll:ditor of y· 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends Reviv'ift~~r~;~t!\_~~~r. A.: ·a.:·iiumphrev ::::: ~ -~ 

4 0 0 ear· s ~~ 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of A Remarkable Book "- lleview of Greg's I 3 
these valuable little evangels of truth. Preed Qf,Christendom. H. W. Douglas I 

They range in prioe from one to ten cents each. Th Smf C~p.Jdlan BP'ctator........ .... .. .. .. .. 1 • e 
They are so !OW in ptioe that thousands of gen- Sci~ncae inA ~bl~ ~Pa.~o~Ystio.' 0 eli~~-. 'Waits: ~ II . -
erous-hearted persons oan afford to buy them for A Secular Praye~ .. ~us tin Hol;y_oake.... .... .. 1 ~ 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can- Secular Respons1b1hty. G J tlolyoake...... 2 

1 
QF ~~ 

not be spread broadoast over our land. Sent, The Stall:~ and ~he Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 3 
Snper•t1t10n Displayed. Wm . .Pitt's Celebra-

post-paid, by mail. " . ted L~tter to. the Seots of Great Britain 1 
AnAntidoteAnalyzed Exposingthelncon- Smenceof,th,eBible." Beingthe.Rev.John IF t 1 h I 

sistenoy of Christians Generally. 1:1. Clay Jaspers Celebrated Sermon on Astrono- t 
Astro~t:~io~~~i;kit~~iff-?e~-~~~:i~~}~g 10 Talk!~~J.~·~-~~r~:~-~~~~~!~~~~:::~::~~:~~: 1 

:·. ree . ~oug i 
be but an Alleg1rioal representation of Thoughts pn Atheism. Can Man by Seorc.D.-

3 

the .sun's .oourse through the different mg Fmd out God. Austin Holvoake... 3 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... . . . . 5 Tbe 'l'rue Ba•ls nf Morality. Annie Besaut.. 2 • 
zod1aoa1 s1gns ............... :.. ... .... ..... 5 The TheorY of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 h 

Tne Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of H1story. !:to bert G Ingersoll. -~ ~ · =~~ 
Coleman................................... 5 <Reply to sorne of the Suuday-school 

~~iEJlb1~~1Liiit R~~~~f! ~}g~r~~~ll(i. 'waits'. ~ TTwweo!Svse~~A~~\eo~setAlrbemso.~cs~haiRr.,l~e~s .. BTrha. edlo'laou.ggihcu.·s. · .. :_ :_ :_:_ :_ ·_. 3r F-:1 B~ s amu e ( Porter Putl\ am II 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Were A am and Eve Our .l!"l'rst Parents? 'l'ne ~ook of Esther. A Specimen of What 

Passes as the Inspired Word or God..... 5 W-hatCDh1.adrlJeessBu8raTdleaacuhg1h .. 0.h .. a's'.'B"r'a'dl"'a'u'g"h". ·.· .. · 3 ~~- i 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~·.Max Mulier. ·· · 5 Who Was Jesus Chr1'st? Cbas. Brad laugh.... 33 Constantine the Great, Portrayiug tue Ini-

quity of the First Uhristian Emperor. WhyDo.Menl:ltarve? Charles Bradlaugh .... 2 L Q t 6 G"lt S"d d s. tl. Preston ............................ 3 Wuen,DldPal).lLive? Scholasticus .......... 1 ee;:; arge C aVO, II 5 pp., 1 1 eS an 
The Comstock Posta,! Law Unconstitu•ion~l. What 1s the B~ble? A Review of Sunderland's IE ~~ 

B. Wise is now Jndiot,d for send1ng a Wonders of ra-ver. D JVl Bennett............ 1 
(This is the statute under which Mr.J. "Whatplsthe Bible?" .................... 1 I Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 
verse from the Bible through tht> mali.) Washing:ton an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 • With The Truth ~eeker for One Year, $6 50 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 3 r. B. Wakeman ......... 000000000 : .. 0 ..... 10 WasChrlst Crucified? Austin Bier bower .. 00 10 • "I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~!;~;:; BR,.I'AHEIN$:::UBepl:IeB~:LwYEo,k.,q ~~ !:!M !~L~~~-hi~~~~~~;~ I 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogn<' between a , •== Fou"" -rrund""ed "Vea""S. 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese c::: 1 .LL" 1 .L 
1 

1 

t;g~i~~!~~~!i~~~~~i~~~-!~~~~~~~e~8~i::A;: g THE CONFLI~ Bn MENTAL SCIENilll ~~--~ a::' HE 1: R UTHSEEKEROOMPANy;;;;;unced in octo- ~11 The Church and Educa,ion. Anti-Je,uit..... 5 \JD 1.eJ 3 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin AND THEOLOGY. her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
cong~!:~~~a·silli.d:aY.'i:8.w8.'' '<sliitii'iii.iiM:aii8 10 •-= had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers ~ 

be Stop>11ed on Sunday?) By the Editor By EDCAR C BEALL M D == tt' • • of The 'l'rnth Seeker...................... 3 • ' • ., I were ge mg a httle 1m patient and wondering when they would 
The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· with a prefaoe by h ~~ days. s 1' Pntnam .... . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 ..,. G NGE ave the opportunity to see for themselves whether it. possessed 
Construotive Rll.tion!l.!ism. Annie Besant.... 1 -· • I RSOLL. all th • • f • 
The B~~~l'dJ~~~ l:~~e~~- Gi~e -~~~- ~~~~~. ~~~ 2 t~iu~~e tgnly htor,tof its kind in the lbterad p·_ r e thments ?!a~medf t~r lt b~ thed pthbltis!ers.. Theythd~dd nl ot II 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. 111. Bennett..... 2 upon scient1fiooup~enolosgyar, ~;,nppse:f~re~!Y rea IZe e magn1 u e o e wor , an a e SIX mon s e ay 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A B1blical Biography. t h • ' t 

A t . H 1 k 5 o t e readers sense of logio and love of justice. c::: In ge ting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~ 
us m 0 yoa e ................ "........ It is eloquent as well a.s convincing, les==-== I 

Decadence of Christianity.. · · ................ · 1 Prioe, oloth. $1. Address _ per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
The Decline of l!'aith. J l!l Remsburg.. ... .. 5 THE TRUTH SEEKER 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts.. ~ · c::: ~ Does there Exist a Mora,! uovernor of the •§ three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- 3 Doub¥s~fi~~~eltn~~~s~~~s0~~~Weak'iitit 3 .i~ stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~~· 
TheEst\~~~r~f~~rm~~~·w:rr.'cliffoi-'ci:F.R:s: g $679,694,439• =: hundred, and the fifty port.raits promised in the prospectus have ~ 

· terialism. R. s Brigham, M.D.......... 3 :g multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact Evolution Teaches Neither Ath61 m norMa- •== I 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme............. 10 - " Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 Babyovtheel.sotehnesvnaslnoefo1f898, the ~·= that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-a" 

Father,Son and Hol:y:Ghost. 'f E Longshore 5 d b I 
The Fear of' Death. n. M. Bennett............ 5 ChUrCh p Q t F- un ou tedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 

~~:en~~!~~~·a:8hlr~lWr~~~.'.'Per~·:i·nY.8iilie 1 r per y ·~ properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 

Few ~~~~~~iioiit iiie 'i:i6Vii.'ciia8.' .Bradl~iig'Ji ~ in the United states. II== of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred I 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 3 $ 
The Frnir.s of Christianity. Annie Besam.... 2 Should It Be Exempt from •.==~ per cent more for his 5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
German Liberalism. Mrs. ClaTa Neymann... 1 ~ The Gospdl of Christianity and the Gospel of Taxation? lc::: nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 

Freethought. AnnieBesant . ......... 2 e- t t d k h t th · • t th' k f th · 
Has Man a Soul? Charles Hradlaugh......... 3 REA~ONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. ~- sen ou , an now we now W a e remp1en s 1n o e1r li 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin o Holyoake .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 __ investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its ~ ~ 
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Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh . . . . . . 3 men or qua Y o axa Ion, an a tatement e§- 11'ghted that they got such a bargal·n. ~~ If Yon 'l'akeAwiL:VMY Religion What Will Yon of .Faots, giving, from the Census of 1890, _ 

Give 1\ofe in Its Ste•d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 the Valne.t.bf Denominations, of Chnroh ProPer-
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 ty in the umted States and in th~ several States As for the subject matter of FoUR HUI!."'DRED YEARS OF FREE-
Infidelity. H. w. Beeoher.. .... .. .... .. .... .... 1 and l'E!rrhitobz:ites and in al.l Citiesdhaving 25,000 or ~~ 't l h f d d l I 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 more m a 1 ants; so arra01ge as to show at =- THOUGHT, 1 covers near y every p ase o progress an eve opment 
Ingersoll Cateohised Wi.h Mr. lnge1·soll's a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of thl.' 
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On the Religious Education of Children. 
Annie Besant. "ritten during her 
Transition from ChristianitY.... .. .. . 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 
B. D. Moore ............................... , 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingerooll.............. 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

our l~:8~~IJs~~vi.or J' 68~·.- i:ilii-i~i: · 'r 'E':t:ai·i~ 1 

shore............. .. ................ .... . 5 
Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg........ ll 
Plea fnr Impartial 'l'axation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G K Hawes................. 5 
Protestant Intoleranoe. Johp E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Seoularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
.A Piotnre of the Jewish Jehovah as desoribed 

by the Bible. Per dozen.................. 10 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYKTTB PLACE. New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for •·limiting government to the 
mere proteotion of life a.nd property and the dis. 
pensation of prompt and equal justice to all." 

Price, I) cents. 
Address TRitl TRUTH SEEl[Jll"P, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid prose poem 

"Life," by "the prince of orators " Col. R. G 
ln!l:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the oard 
appear the JlOrtraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
,urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully desoribed as, "one of the masterpieoes 
of the orator and :{loethwho now, as far as we 
know, stands alone 1n t e living world." It will 
make a delil!'htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtellectnal greatness, bnt_pf artistio 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy Board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the 
price onlY 75 cents, post-prJd, 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees 
and Early Hbtory of ()brisLianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhore Eo Fully and Faith 
fnlly Set Fort.o.. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
2-'Lafavette lllaae. New York 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn 
Do your ohildren learn these beanti ~ · ongs of 

Tennrson. Whittier, Longfellow, ana> :J.erpoets 
and smg them in.yonr homes, maki 1g .tJ.em hap
PY and bright ?-SlllND FOB A COPY -G:een oloth, 
a:ilt title, 40 oents; half bound, 8G J {·.s. 
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Jf ot fott ])attsons. 
EFFIE: "Please, Uncle Arthnr, do come 

and play chess with me." Uncle Arthnr: 
"Oh, Effie t Don't yon remember? It's 
Snnday." Effie: "Well, we can let the 
bishop win. "-Pall Mall Gazette. 

MISs DoGOoD: "Yon are very activ in 
charity work, Miss Slnmly, bnt how is it 
yon never visit Rat Alley or Tumbledown 
Lane?" Miss Slnmly: "Yon know, my 
dear, I belong to St. Dives chnrch, and it 
owns all that part of the town." 

THE Archbishop of Canterbury appears 
to belong to that large class of intelligent
ignorant Englishmen who are not jnst snre 
whether the Western Continent is within 
the pale of civilization or not. In a recent 
letter he speaks of the desire for Christian 
nnity, ''at home and abroad and in Amer
ica." 

MINISTER's SoN: "Father, is yonrs a 
long sermon to-day?" "No, Jimmy, not 
ve!7." "Bnt how long? Please tell me." 
"Well, abont twenty rninntes, I shonld 
say. Bnt why are yon so anxions to know?" 
"Because, father, the boys say they will 
thrash me awfnlly if von are more than 
half an hour."-New Zealand Advocate. 
"YoUNG man," the solemn stranger said, 
·~What's going on inside?" 

"A baseball game-eight innin's played," 
The budding sport replied. · 

"Baseball npon the Sabbath day? 
0 wicked, sinfnl land! 

Er-in the ninth now, did yon say? 
Yonng man-how do they stand?" 

-Kansas City Journal. 
A WITTY member of onr Unitarian fel

lowship was introduced one day to a 
churchman of the stricter sort, who in
quired: "Did yon say yon were a Unita
rian? Ah I well, then, I can recognize yon 
as a gentleman, bnt not as a fellow Chris
tian." " Oh, never mind abont that," 
was the breezy reply; "I can recognize 
yon as a fellow Christian, bnt not as a 
gentleman!" 

"ANTicHRIST" sends ns for the colnmn, 
"Not for Parsons," this: Bright Boy: 
"Ma, yon know the prayer-book says 
J esns Christ descended in to hell?" Mother: 
"Yes." Bright Boy: "Well, onr rector 
this morning read about Jeans saying to 
the thief on the cross, 'To-day shalt thon 
be with me in paradise.' " Mother: '' Well, 
what do yon want to know?" Bright Boy: 
"I want to know how in hell the two 
could meet in paradise." 

IN that day [Voltaire's time] the dead 
saints were the best physicians; St. Valen
tine cured the epilepsy; St. Gervasins was 
exceedingly good for rheumatism; St. 
Michael for cancer; St. Jndas for conghs 
and colds; St. Ovidins restored the hear
ing; St. Sebastian was good for the bites 
of snakes and the stings of poisonous in
sects; St. Apollonia for toothache; St. 
Clara for any trouble with the eyes, and 
St. Hnbert for hydrophobia. It was 
known that doctors reduced the revenues 
of the church; that was enongh-science 
was the enemy of religion.-Ingersoll. 

OURlQSITII"S OF RELIQIOUS F:mRVOR, 
Visiting in North Carolina some years 

ago, I was nrged by a colored attendant to 
go to a camp-meeting near by to hear an 
"edication" (educated) preacher. I went, 
and this was part of the sermon I heard: 

"De Bible is a wery ole book, my bred
erin, a wery ole book. It neber was fixed 
no sich fashion as it is now een de old days. 
It nsed to be print on rolls what conld be 
mash np een a mighty leetle size. Saint 
Panl, he lnb de Gospel dat mnch till he 
swallow one ob dem rolls. Dat make de 
scribe certify dat de word of God was een 
him." 

A Sonth Carolina brother who had long 
manifested an anxiety to preach, finally 
obtained permission to do so, and the sub
ject given him was the parable of the 
loaves and fishes. He was told that he 
mnst giv s:pecia,l emphasis to the miracn
lons character of the feast, and he did so 
as follows: 

"Dey was a big snpper party giv in Gali
lee, an' a uncommon lot of people was axed 
to come to it. When dey all got dere the 
misses find she had forgot to giv de order 
for snpper. Den Christ, who was one of 
de party, tells the misses to fotch in two 
plates what was on de dresser, and off oi 
dem plates de whole party had all de fine 
bread and fried fishes what dey conld eat. 
And dey et and et, and de mericle of dat 
snpper was dat dey didn't bns'." 

Once, in the transporting enthusiasm of 
a revival meeting, the above-mentioned 
Zeba [see this column, last week's TRUTH 
SEEXER], with his eyes fixed npon the ceil
ing, appealed strongly to the Lord to ap
pear before the wayward sinners, who 
wonld not hearken to the word and come 
forward to the mourners' bench. "Come 
down, Lord! Come down!" shrieked the 
preacher in an agony of entreaty; "we's 
a-'pendin' on yon to come right now and 
convict dese hardened hearts. Come right 
down t'rongh de roof; we'll pay for every 
plank yon bns' o:fi'."-Reported by Olive 
F. Gunby in New York Post. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Some Goo~ Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
on the famous text, "The Clergy know that I 
know that thQY do not know." 

PERSON A.L EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

·READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
Mailed singly 1or 10 cents each; twelve of a.ny 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
.MASS .MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
W A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
of HoN. FR:&DEBIOK DoUGLASS and CoL. Ron-

one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 
A.N ANTIDOTE ANALYZED Reply to a ~nitedSta!es <;Jourt Lh~t Lhe Civil Rights Act 

· · h • th" k 1s Unconst1tutwnal. Jnfty-three large octavo Chr1st1an .w o had att~cked Free l.n .ers, pages, of which <Jolonel Ingersoll's speech 
and ExJYo•1~the Incons1stencyof Chr1st1ans occn~es 88 ~jres 

BI:ALEraT~.MP~~ANCE. Showin~~: that j PULPI'l't. PE_lf, AND CR~D~E. So long 
L · · · c ded D f d d as the l'nlp1t speaks to bellevmg Pews com-lqnor. I?rmking lS .ommen . • e en e • posed chiefly of mothers the cradle will be and EnJomed by the B1ble. Edwm C Walker. db h ts d th ' "ll · 

CHRISTU.NITY A. REW A.RD FORCRIM;E ffsc~eesyt~ a 0Jev~~f itseo~~ec~~ti~~m!~~ ~~ 
Authenticated by the Bible. 0 B Wh1t- a God who is powerle•s against him. One of 
for~_. M.D. Hel•n Gardener's bright•st efforts. 

DID nAN FALL~ lstheGardenofEden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPifiifh?ufsDEtlJ~IOhNS. A Lecture by &E:a!!!N ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Mar~n, M.D. Giving rea~onable RELiGIOUS 'PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 
reasons for ReltglOns and other Delnslons. Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 

FALSE CLA.IMS OF THE CHURCH. his, very 1wod. 
John E. Remsburg's ~ost noted work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
~~:~Lit;!'ke~ost pffectlve ever wrltten by any One of M. Babcock's comical sermons. 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCI~NCE vs. RELIGION, or ':{'~e Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fi1\Jt Between Reason and Snperst1t10n. T c 
W 'tt hil · · · th 1 d W•dd•combe. p en w eJourn!l~ngmandnear e ap. ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT of Yahweh. Uonta1mng the best moral m- • · · f f · • strnotions of the world from the great teach- Presentmg the eVlrlence of the orgery o h1s 
ers of the former ~~:![es. D M Bennett. alle!:!ed gosnel. H J Se•l:!nenret. 

THE GU.NT DELUSION. A paper read SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
before the Freethought International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. Onf! ?f O.tto Wettste.n's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on S~tntnali•m. are inimical to chastitr. virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF INFIDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A. MATERIAL· 
whichisaddedapoem on Tho~a~Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
of Samuel P. Putnam's most brilliantlectures. · Mr u d d · · d Every Christian who asks the idiotic ques- wood. W~1tten before . n erwoo JOlne 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" should be the Ps~chw Researchers. 
induced to read this book if he has to be paid THUMB:SCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. ' Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED ~ Was Jesns !Jenturies for thepromulgation of Cpristi~n-
Snpernaturally Conceived, a.nd did he Rise 1ty. ,B3mg tlte Nuremburg ~o!l~ct10n, wt,th 
from the Dead? Israel w Groh. spemmens from th!l ~oly Inqms1t10n .. 28 ple-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how ~~~:ge i~M~ceJ~~~S~~ns and refiectlOns by 
the two agree. A .Poem by Samuel P Putnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE _LIM~TA.TIUNS OF TOLERA.TION. TA.IRE, delivered on the one hnn-
AdiscusslOn.betweenCotRobertG. Ingersoll, dr dth' uu1· ary f Volta1·re's death Hon. Fredenc R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. e s a vers o . 
Woodford, bdfore the Nineteenth Century Translated b:y: James Par~on, author of the 
ClubofNewYork. "Each man has thesame L1fo of Voltaue. To wh1ch are added ~he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great noems of Goeth •, George Eliot, 
tha~ the rest of the .world have to express WA.aS~d LC"HnRgfleSoTw. CRUCIFIED o A t• therr thoughts to h1m." Colonel Ingersoll • ns 1n 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A lawyer's comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of that alle!:!eil event. 
Protestant. WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In- of Ohrist's alle,zed ac'" whi••h would lead one 
finence Uyon Societ~ Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. T, K Wash hurn 

MIRACLE:s AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nam. 
of theN ew Testament. One of John Peck's The title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

:MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it hav• been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden All".e,.The Ide!!-l 
the ClP!!fY· H. J. Seigneuret, M.D. a;ud the Rea.l. Not Dea9, but L1v~ng)., Frru-

THE NEw GOD "It is an open secret t10n, Hope, Tpomas Pame, NatnTe s uospel, • . Address to De1ty, anil til• shor• poem so often 
th!J-t ~an has always ~ade h1s ~ods. Tpey recited with great effect by Charles Watts, 
~:nst m and through ~m, as the 1mage eXlsts Give U• Light. 
m and through the =ror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP and yon take away God-the image vanishes." . 
This pamphlet, therefore, is a consideration GOD~ B F Underwood; wr1tten be-
of what kind of a God man should make.! fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. ' search erR. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one. of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. ~·he sn!Jlects cons1qe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congr" Ps at Chi-
thodo:t Reli\Pon Dnn!l" Out. Relij!'lOU~ Deaths cag0 , Oonside ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and Btrth'!,., l'he ReliglOJ!. of Rectpromty, M_o-, Subjnl:!ation, The O~non Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The Destruct10n !>f Art, The Dts- · UponH'r,TheologyNeverHelpfultoWomau, 
covery of Am~rwa,, Copermcns .and Kemer, ! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethought the 
Charles Darwm, l:lpema.l ProVIdence, The Benefactor of Wornan. Susan H. Whon 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN. HER p A.ST AND PRESENT of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • ' 
The Second Birth, Ins ·'iratiou, The Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought The ure delivered before the Woman Suffrage As-
Resurrectio~., The J"Qdgment-Day, Pions socia• ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Evasionsh" .NO Bible, No Civili20ation;" Mira-
cles of t e New Testament, The Ascenaion, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils)., Necessity of Belief, ll'ter- for a dollar. 
na.l Punishment.. l:lome Who Are Damned, A1dress THE TRUTll REEKRR CO .. 
Wha.t I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By W"ATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Ortgin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture, 4nn p 200 Fuii-Pago 

U U ages. Pictures. 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventwes and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sis era, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham__,_ Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer .l!'amily Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His' Sister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the 'Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
..l.ddress THE TRlJ'.l'H SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city. 
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In the nature of things, 
BAY!> 

BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of ~ll.WKts uu:~ce can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Oolonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and h811d
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Oo •• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Ohristmas 
Sermon by Oolonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
IUld all therein, IUld Oolonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one .night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oriUlges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" IUld "Lincoln," IUld has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Oolonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, IUld Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Oolonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Oolonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinke:r 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Oolonel INGEBsoLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury'a 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGEBsoLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith .. 
~ OAFT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

BeiDK the eton of hie ment&l Joume-r froD 
ortholiox:v to Rationalism . 

Prtae, paper, 25 cents: llloth, 75 aenM. 
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Gems of ~hought. 
To fast, to pray, a priest'11 virtue; to 

succor, virtue of a citizen.- Voltt;ire. 
P.moPLE who do not believe in the same 

doctrin should not pretend to stand on 
the same creed.-Galveston :News. 

VERY few men, and still fewer women, 
form opinions in which the general and the 
abstract hav a due place. The particular 
and the concrete are alone operativ in 
their thoughts.- Herbert Spencer. 

THE conditions of fashionable society 
also are incongenial to conversation. Con
duct there is prompted not by the occasion 
but by etiquet. People guide themselvs, 
not by consulting feeling but by consult· 
ing precedents.-A; M. Lorentz. 

SoomTY will be free. It will not violate 
the private conscience. lt will not com· 
pel. It will invite. PerAuasion will al
ways arch battle. The individualist will 
steady history toward his ideal. The vari
ations and errancies that to some bring 
discouragement may yet only testify to 
the propu·!sion of life to freer opportuni
ties.-Horace L. Traubel. 
NAY, never falter; no great deed is done 
By falterers who ask for certainty. 
No good is certain, but the steadfast mind, 
The undivided will to seek the good: 
'Tis that compels the elements, and wrings 
A human music from the indifferent air. 
The greatest gift the hero leaves his race 
Is to hav been a hero. S$y we faili-
We feed the high tradition oft;he world 
And leave our spirit in our children's 

breasts. -George Eliot. 
TH!c trend of the times is toward cen

tralization of power and the deification of 
law. Precedent is exalted to the place that 
properly belongs to the Constitution. 
Prej 11dices more or less pronounced hav 
been allowed to swerve men fromjustice, 
and in this departure from well-established 
law and legal principles, the fundamental 
law of the state-that law from which all 
other law receives the only power to bind 
which it has-this fundamental law is well
nigh lost sight of;. and when the guaran
tees of the Constitution are swept away, 
when our most sacred of all law is set 
aside, in what respect are we better off 
than the depotisms of Europe having no 
written constitutions-no established char
ters protecting the people from the viola
tions of law on the part of their servants, 
the governments?-.American Sentinel. 

WHAT are the results of theological com
promise among the cultured classes ? 
Some still hold their ancestral creeds 
in medireval shadow, which admits no 
ray of scientific light to disturb their fore
gone conclusions. External to this faith
ful group are thousands ef eduaated men, 
who recognize that science has swept su
pernaturalism clear of the human horizon 
for all who dare to gaz ~ with independent 
vision. But modern respectability de
mands, if not the substance, at least the 
sembance, of belief; and Agnostic skeptics, 
therefore, subscribe for family pews, in 
which they periodically curse their Uni
tarian friends, and seem to pray with rigid 
lips to some unknown God to miraculously 
control external laws, whose action sci
ence forecasts. Domestic reticence on all 
things spiritual follows this public parody 
of faith; and unread Bibles thus become a 
household fetich.-Gill. 

THE church firmly believed in the exist
ence of witches and devils and fiends. In 
this way the· church had every enemy 
within her power. It simply had to charge 
him with being a wizard, with holding com
munications with devils, and the ignorant 
mob were ready to tear him to pieces. So 
prevalent was this belief, this belief in 
the supernatural, that the poor people 
were finally driven to make the best possi
ble t11rms they could with the spirit of 
evil. This frightful doctrin filled every 
friend with suspicion of his friend; it made 
the husband denounce the wife, children 
their parents, parents their children. It 
destroyed the amenities of humanity; it 
did away with justice in courts; it broke 
the b:md of friendship; it filled with poi
son the golden cup of life; it turned earth 
into a very perdition peopled with abom
inable, malicious, and hideous fiends. 
Such was the result of belief in the super
natural; such was the result oi giving up 

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured 
-with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. as they cannot 
r a~h the seat of the disease. Catarrh il a blood 
.or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it 
:y_ou must take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh 
.<Jure is ta.ken internally, and acts directly on the 
·,blood and muoon< surf&oes. Hall's Catarrh Cure 
lis not a quack mediclue. It was pre3oribed by 
:one of the bast physicians in this country for 
:wears. and is a regular predcription. It is oom
il;losed of the best toni~s known, combined with 
,the best blood pariflers, acting directly on the 
1Jllncous surfanes. '!'he perfect oombin\tion of 
1tne two innedients is what produces snob won
derfal results in ou ring Catarrh. Bend ·ror testi
monials, free. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0. 
II:IJ"' S:>ld byDrun1sts, 75o. 
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1 the evidence of their own senses and rely
ing upon dreams, visions, and fears. Such 
was the result of the attack upon the hu
man reason; such was the result of de· 
pending on the imagination, on the super
natural; such was the result of living in 
this world for another; of depending 
upon priests instead of upon ourselvs. 
The Protestants vied with Catholics; Lu
ther stood side by side with the priests he 
had deserted in promoting this belief in 
devils and fiends. To the Catholic every 
Protestant was possessed by a devil; to 
the Protestant every Catholic was the 
home of a fiend. All order, all regular 
succession of causes and effects, were 
known no more; the natural ceased to ex
ist; the learned and the ignorant were on a 
level. The priest was caught in the net he 
had spread for the peasant, and Christen
dom became a vast madhouse, with the in
sane·for keepers.-Ingersoll. 

A. Good Child 
is usna1ly healthy, and both conditions are de
veloped by use of proPer food. The Ga.il Borden 
Eagle Brand Conllensed Milk is the best infant's 
food; so easily prepared that improper feeding 
iis inexcusable and unne~essary. 
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.Price. 

Truth Beeker Annnal,.1891 ..................... 11!0 2; 
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar-
. dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Reason. Thomas Pa.ine. illus-

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Christie Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ..................................... .. 
Christian Absurdities. John Peok .......... . 
ViotorHugo'sOration on Voltaire .......... .. 
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg .. _ .. .. 

25 
20 
10 
4r 
25 

Travels in Faitb. from Tradition to Rea.-
son. Robert C. Adams ......... ;........ 25 

Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller .... '....... 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel .P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hi~ her Criticism in Theology &nd Re

ligiOn. T. E. Longshore................ 50 
Is8U111S OF 18112.-$3. 

ln1l.del Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustra.-

ted........................................ 40 
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bier bower. . . . 10 
Pulpit, Pew, an'll Cradle. Helen H. Gar-

dener ................................... .. 10 
25 
50 
25 

Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 
PooketTheolog,Y". Voltaire .................. . 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bah-

cook,...................................... 15 
Liber.!Y m Literature. Testimonial t:J 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... . . . . 2, 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80 
False Olaims of the Church. John E. 

Remsburg................................. 10 
IssUEs oF 1893.-$3. 

'rhomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert 
G.Ingersoll.......................... ..... 15 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
mann..................................... 50 

Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 
M. E. Billings .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 25 

Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 
Handbook of Freethought. w. B. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Re-

ligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam............. 25 
Des11rn Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of 

THE TBUTH BEEKEB.................... 15 
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a. Christian? 

John E. Remsbur_g...................... 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fa.ir. illus-

trated. B. P. Putnam................... 25 
Common Sense. Thomas Pa.ine.. ... ... .. .. .. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Pa.ine.. 15 
Pleasure and l:'rog:ress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

·LL.B.............. ...................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclc.sures of 

Newh8.ll Convent............... .. .. .. .. . 10 
Woma.n: FonrCenturiesofProgress. Susan 

H. Wixon ........... ~ .................. .. 
IssUEs OF 1894. -$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Helf-Contr&diction< of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propertr: Bllonld It be Exempt 

from Taxat1on? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... 15 

Con!ITess and Bnnda.y La.ws .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick ..... . ... .......... .... .............. 50 

Church and Freethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

-THE-

FREETHINKERS• PICTORIAL. TEXT-BOOK. 

' 

SHOWING 

'l'HE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHUROH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI
CENT INSTITUTION, AND liE

VBALING TliE ABUSES 
01' A UNION Ol!' 

(IIIUROlt AND 
STATB. 

185 Fun .... Page 
lltustratioJlS. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

IJESIGJ'i'EJ BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH PURTRAI'l' OF 

THE IJESIGNE.R. 

The Dlustrations are clusiiled as follows: 

1 reprelli'nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
6 .. MissiOnaries. 
1 .. The Lord's Instruments. 
Ill! .. Btble Doctrines and Their Results. 
1 " ;;e Church and Slavery. 
1 " iests and Politics. 
' •• eland and the Ohnrch. 
fl " Church's ldea of Oivilization. 
1 " The Uses of the Cross. 
' Unkind Reftectiops on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
lj •• Some Allegories, 
8 " Heaven. 
8 '" Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

18 represent linole Sa.m liJld the Priests. * " The Church Robbing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sa.bbatli Laws. 
14 Children a.na the Churoh. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
s· The Church a.nd Thomas Pa.ine. 
4 Studies in Nat ural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Olergy and Their Flocks, 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 " The Lord and His Works. 
2 Pra.yer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most ex~raordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothinu. like it has ever be
fpre aPPAared in t)lis countryhand it is very doubtful if another o;te like it Will !lver again be pub. 
hshed. We must giVe the Trut Seeker Company the credit of pnttmg the book m the reach of alL 
4-t twice the price 1t wovld have been a. cheap book. A.rt1st Heston as a. portr&it.painter and de
~igner is a wonderful sttccess. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire a. copy of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist. hero of Liberalism :ije has dedicated his genius to 
Ji'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ofngbt an<l truth. But the pjcj;.. 
nres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearlytwo hnnilred pages of reading 
~natter that aerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 

~
Jt,lsity of the church's professions and the h¥IJocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
ook is one of the best wea.pons aga.inst ChriStianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
ands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

P:ri~e, board ~O'orers, $3; ~loti\, $2.50· 

.dclrells THB TRUTH lilEEKEII. 

NO ... BEGINNING;" I POPES AHD Tl{tlli DOJHGS 
Ojl, I AOOOUNT 01!' 

The Fundamental Fallaoy.
1 

Vicars or 01l1'1.8t ana Vtoeuerents o.t Goa. 

A common-sense expo3nre of the error in the 
rea~oning upon whioh is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or " Firdt Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th~t even 
the unlearned ca.n understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one oi the most comprehensive a.nd conclusive 
works on the snl?jeot we remember seeing."-THE 
TBUTH SEEKEll, July 2~, 1898. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. . 

4.ddrall THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
POB 

Oloth, '1'5 cents. 

$7 5 A MONTH aodexpeo"'· LAdy or 
Gent. Samples free~. 

gtuuanteed. WtiLe todsy. AddressP.o.R!x~S~~~~~~o!~t~t!!~~ 

·~-~~~·~·~·~·~· I AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! ~ 

i 
\Ve wa.ut ).000 more active agents before i 

Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$30perday 
can be easily tnade in nny locality; our goods 

• sell themselves; We furnish a large roll of 

i ~:~~~eo~~V::lln~~!fl~af~s~ ~~~'d ~-K:r ~ for full,~a;rticulars, or we will send wit{ 
~~lfW.a sii~~~bJ;o~a~~~~~])~fo~u{o ~~~~: ~~ 

i silver orst&Il1P•· Established In 1882; Ad- J 
dress, STANDARD SILVERW.t\.RE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~uJ'~~~~o: ":Mori~ii · x: ·:aoi:.erisoi:t: 
50 Liberal and Ethieal Societies, for Schools 

and the Home. Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 
Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L. G. Reed............................... 15 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durlnfl the year other ste.ndard Freethought 
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers 
published in one yea.r. In ordering please sa.y 
whiohc.Ye&r is desired. · 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

ne Glory of Infidelity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. l'utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copY, 12 copies for $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

-With Music Written to All the Bonga.-i 

Oo!ICPIL11D BYL.K. WABliBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offit~e. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOB BALE 

A.T A. BOUT ONE-HALF V A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and & half miles of Media county seat 
and within four miles of Chester, t'&., on the 
Delaware river. Several springs of soft water. 
good timber growln~ on the pl&ee some <'hoioe 
apple and pea.r trees m fruiting condition. Honse 
a.nd barn on the p:ace. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes walk of the railroa.d station, 
9 miles ftom Philadelphia. Trolley line b3tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five minntes 
walk. 

The place is speoia.lly well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern hoase on it. Eight 
years ago the land a.d.ioining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as tha.t 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per a.ore. '.!:be land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $9,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SuKEB. 

ward.Pl!~~~~~~l~1Eg~ 
ldy of ~nl~~~ 
caa. DR, R, P. FELLOWS, 
!tr_wbeEe I_OU sa'!_~adver. ...- lfluelallclo N.,j. 

NOW lli::AD THIS I 
Dr. ~·enows is a stanch LIBERAL and a. very 

successful physician. He ilas treated DISEABEI:l 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
anautgrowth of tbis long_pra.otioo, which sbonld 
dve confidence to those amiotad. 
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BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
see 

Baw the Vision of the world~ and all the wondei.'S 
that woula be. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land v.-it~out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and· it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price. cloth. $1 : paper. liO cents. 

Alld when he was came to the other side into the conntr.v of the Gargesenes, there met him two possessed with devils, 
coming ont of the tomb~, t:xaeeding fierce, so that no'man mignt pass by that way.-Mat. viii, 28. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

,]fewa of tAo Woolt. 
ON Jlllie 27th falling walls at a tire in 

Minneapolis killed five firemen. 

CHINA has decided to contract her loan 
without resort to any intermediary. 

CLAIMs aggregating $1, 175,756 hav been 
presented to Chicago as a result of the 
strike of last summer. 

As the crew of a German cruiser was 
laying a mine at Kiel an e:J"plosion occurred 
which killed eight men. 

THE Jeffersonville and Louisville bridge 
is at last completed. It cost $1,275,000 in 
money and about 125lives. 

RuMoRs of early war between Russia 
and Japan are again in the air. The Rus
sians are aatd to hav 80,000 men and their 
entire Pacific fleet at VJadivostock. 

PENNSYLvANIA has more daily papers than 
any other state, 197, and 19 more than New 
York, bnt there are twice as many in the 
city of New York as in Philadelphia. 

IN the bye-election in Cork to fill the 
vacancy caused by the retirement of 
William O'Brien, the McCarthyites won, 
electing James F. X. O'Brien by a narrow 
margin. 

FLoRIANo V.EIRA PEIXoTo, president of 
Brazil during the revolution inaugurated 
by the navy, died in Rio de Janeiro on 
June 29th. He undoubtedly preserved the 
republic. 

GEN. GREEN CLAY SMITH, of Kentucky, 
died in Washington on June 29th. He 
was born in Richmond, Ky., June 30,1827, 
and was a member of the Clay family 
which included in its fold the famous 
Henry Clay. 

IN the Democratic convention in Ken
tucky the silver men did not succeed in 
getting the platform they wanted, the last 
national platform being reaffirmed, bnt a 
silver man, P. W. Hardin, was nominated 
for governor. 

DURING a religions procession in San 
Matteo, Spain, a dispute arose as to who 
should carry the picture of the patron 
saint. After a fight with sticks, knives, 
and revolvers it was found that forty per
sons were injured. 

CoNsUL-GENERAL WILLIAMS has gone 
back to Havana, whence he had been re
called because not satisfactory to the Span
ish government. His return is very pleas
ing to Americans and Cubans doing busi
ness on the Island. 

ON J nne 25 the first test was made of 
the dynamos taking the power of Niagara 
Falls, It was a complete success. When 
the work is completed 400,000 horse-power 
will be utilized on t.he Canada and United 
States sides of the Falls. 

HA.VING lost Switzerland's trade to Ger
many through her heavy tariff on Sw1ss 
goods, France is now endeavoring to secure 
a material modification of the duties levied 
by the two countries on each other's ex
poria, with fair prospects of snooess. 

THE provisional Tory ministry in Eng
land has been formed with the Marquis of 
Salisbury as prime minister, the Duke of 
Devonshire as President of the Council, 
and Hon. A. J. Balfour as First Lord of 
the Treasury and leader in the Commons. 

ON J nne 27th San Francisco was visited 
by the greatest fire the city has experienced 
in twenty years. Fonr blocks in the wood 
manufacturing district of the city were 
bnrned over, entailing a loss of between 
one and two million dollars. One woman 
was burned to death. 

GENERAL CAMPos has notified the Span
ish government that he mnst hav 14,000 
more soldiers before he can begin an ag
gressiv campaign against the Cuban inBllr· 
gents when the rainy season is over. The 
reports from Cnba indicate that the insur
gents hav won several victories lately. 

GovERNOR HASTINGS, of Pennsylvania, 
signed the Religions Garb bill (prohibit
ing the wearing by teachers in the com
mon schools of the uniform or insignia of 
any religions order or denomination) and 
vetoed the bill creating Quay county. For 
the latter act, he has been hanged and 
burned in effigy by friends of the measure. 

ADMIRAL DA GAM!., who led the revolt 
against the Brazilian government of Peix
oto a year or more ago, and who fled to 
Argentina on the collapse of the rebellion, 
has been keeping np a desultory warfare 
against the government for some time. 
He is now reported to hav committed sui
cide after being deserted by most of his 
men when defeated at the battle near Santa 
Ana, Rio Grande do Snl. 

ON June 27th the International Hahne
mann Homceopathic Association was in 
session at New London, Conn. The con· 
vention voted to nse all the influence of 
the society in seeking the repeal of the 
compulsory laws governing the vaccination 
of school children and government em
plovees. The conservativ members admit
ted that vaccination often led to such dis
eases as leprosy, tuberculosis, and cancer 
troubles. 

PRoFESSOR HUXLEY is dead. He passed 
away at Eastbonrne, En~land, at 3:45P.M., 
June 29th. Thomas Henry Huxley was 
born in Ealing, Middlesex, Englan.d, May 
4, 1825. He was one of that group of great 
men of science and of philosophers who 
hav made the English name illustrious in 
this century by their contributions to the 
store of human knowledge, all working 
from the basis of the principle of develop
ment. Of this group of evolutionists, only 
Herbert Spencer is now left. Professor 
Huxley was a tower of strength in progres
siv polemics and many defenders of teleo
logical superstitions hav good reason to 
remember their attempts to overthrow 
him. 

THE Herald givs interesting figures of 
the death rates of European cities: Among 
the highest death-rates are those of Mos
cow, 34.1 deaths per 1,000 of population; 
St. Petersburg, 31.4; Ronen, 31. 3; Havre, 
29.8; Naples, 27. 7, and Milan, 25. Dublin 
had a mortality. of 24.7 per 1,000; Munich, 
23.7; Cologne, 23.1; Prague, 22.1, and 
l3ol'deaux, 21.3, Among the lowest death· 

rates al:'e those of London, Liege. and BQr
lin, respectivly 17.7, 17.6, and 17.2. Still 
lower are the figures for The Hague, 16.9; 
for Frankfurt, 16 5, and for Bristol, 15.4. 
It is very noticeable that in some of the 
large towns and cities of Europe the actual 
death-rate has been immensely reduced by 
modern sanitation. The mortality of Lon
don in 1870 was 24.3 per 1,000, and 1n 1881, 
21.6. The death-rate in Paris in 1881 was 
25.5, bnt it is now only 20 2. As late as 
1873 Berlin's death-rate was 28, and in 
1878 Professor Virchow showed it was in
creasing. It is, therefore, apparently a 
great triumph of sanitary science that in 
1894 it should be so low. 

[ILLU STAATED 

By Cal"ey K •• Jurist;. 

The text is poetical and the Illustrations a.re 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1, 

A FRffiND of Brown University has 
offered the snm of $200 as a prize to en
courage the historical study of the devel
opment of religions liberty in America. 
The following regulations respecting its 
award are proposed: (1) The prize shall 
be open to general competition. (2) It 
h 11 b · t th t f th b t Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, s a e g1ven o e wr1 er o e es 28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

essay on one of the three following themes: ~iiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiliiilimliliiiiliiiiiil!iiillaiiiiiiiiiliiiiii~ 
(a) A critical comparison of the claims pnt e e 
forward on behalf of Rhode Island and 
Maryland, respectivly, regarding the first 
e~tablishment of religions liberty in 
America; (b) A critical history of the 
movement towards disestablishment and 
religions liberty in Connecticut; (c) A 
critical· history of the movement towards 
disestablishment and religions liberty in 
Massachusetts. (3) No essay shall be re
ceived which is not founded npon original 
research. (4) The prize shall be awarded 
at commencement, 1896; essavs submitted 
in competition for it shall be plac~>d in the 
hands of the president of Brown Univers
ity on or before May 1, 1896. 

PUBLICA'I'IONs. 

.. HI<JAVEN AND HELL." 
By EMA.NUEL SWEDENB@RG, 

(Servant of tfte Lora Jesus Ottrist.} 
P"per, 416 pages, 15 centa. 

Cloth, (octavo), 375 pages, specta.l to rer.ders of 
thi~ jou~nal, only 25 cents, by ma.il, prepaid. 

!:lend for descriptiv catalogu~ of l:!wedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing and Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 1s just what its title implies-thum_p. 

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Christians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gosJJels 
are not authentic, and that I.Ju..;o~ianitr. is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a. real benefit to man. 

.Price, 20 cents, six for $1. 
Address 'J'HE TROTH 8EEKEB. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Terse, witty, &nd sarcastic dllftnitiom of $hi'O· 
lodQa.l terma. Prioe,ll6 ce:qw, 

Writes every letter in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writiug AUTOMAT· 
!CALLY, •nd yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 

It acts as if it studied the convenience of 
the operator at every turn, and th~reby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 
It hItS a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways ready at critical or other times. 
These are some of. the reasons why it is 

different from all other writing machines. 
The catalogne tells you more about it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

18tl6 . .................... . 
Christianity and Evolution. 

By ARTHUR B. MOSS. 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTS-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The BorrowingR of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trmity. llriginal Sin and the 
Atonement. A M.edley of Gospels. Wanted 
Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "EvidenceH o/ 
ChristianiL:v " Examined. '.rhe Testimony of 
Paul. DidJesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? The First .Four Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark "Years. The Dawn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cloth, 11. 
Addre3s THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

liS Laf&:yette Pl., New York, 
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THEY WON'T FIT-TRYING TO CLOTHE UNCLE SAM IN PURITANICAL RAIMENT. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec. 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

'I o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER'S PIOTOBIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pag:e Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The :Cesigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and inelude a portrait of the designer• The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
tJDole Sam and the Priest~~ there are 16 ; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This otter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-.FIVE DOL
LABs' WORTH FOB THREE DOLLARS, 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ff:ort to · obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies ltav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it bas ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success,· and we judge from our own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.FTeethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He bas dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boaton Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a, 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

-------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
fri~nds. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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LIS!' 
OF' PREMIUMS WITH 

!'Itt TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription. Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of .::;"reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HuNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. N otbing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great. 
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
1'0 GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• FOUR HUNDRJ<~D YE .aRS OF FREETHOUGHT •• 
FREE 01<' (JHA.RGES. 

AN.D F UR7 HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as. a Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATF.Sf BOCK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
OldTestament Stories Comically Illustrated By lV.t.TsoN HESl'ON, 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-hound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books C he p BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: _ 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a. survey of Medimval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past ana Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Laing. 75 cents, 

Formation or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and ()rime, and Science and Poetry..._ with 
other essays. By Andrew Wilson, F . .t>.S E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and thf
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 1 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.O. 
lt'ourt11 Eattton 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteer 
chapters. 

Part III.-Derivation of Christianity ; twentJ 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $l.:i0. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 Lafavette Place. New York Citv. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's " Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomic!Uly lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). · 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-~ in 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. Tbe 

$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB 
BB1l:KBB one year for .5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sug&r Spoons and '.l'BUTB !iJ!!!lKBB. $5. Either kind (Tea or Sng&r) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 50o. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEIUE. 

All are architects of fate 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with massiv deed and great. 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle the Priest 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. (;. REED. 

Price, 
A !dress 

15 cents. 
'THE 'l;RUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New Y~rk, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Ohristinns)l from 
the time of i\Ienu to the present. By D. i\ • Ben
nett. 1.075 pages, Svo. ()loth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman. Emeritue Professor of the London 
University. 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England by Jo,eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tilence of the fourteenth century, and the 
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F. 
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 
Preface by R 6. INGERSOLL. w k 

Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to l\Ir. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An ex
amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred 
writings of the World. By Viscount Amber ley, 
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Pre
mier of England. Complete from the London 
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3. GlimPses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R 

S.E .. F.L.S., with 35 illustrations. $1. 
: l lusions: A Psychological Study. By James 

Sully. 75 cents. 
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub

bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratwns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
p_ect of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
All en. 75 cents. 

Darwin and After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Tl>eory. 

By GEORGE J. RoMANES. 
A systematicExJJ.osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
~~!';~~ent~t~~~lfs1~~ral reader rather than to pro-

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
int~resting 9f En_glish w;riters upon e~olution, 
besides rankmg with Professor Huxle;v m scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of 
his nonclnsion regar ~; ug the great subJect of 
Design, to which the r.h urch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta. 
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adapt.ation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelymechanicalphiloeopby ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the present generation In a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place has taken pla<Je in the direction of natural· 
Ism, ~tnd this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_y_God?" 

IllUBtrated. Price, cloth.J. $2. 
AddreBS. TH..,; TRUTH BEEKER. 

SHA.J ... L THE BIBLE BE RE4D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cents 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent. 0 r s 
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much conrall'e• to make t eir way throng thf 
world by gmng to Chicago. 'l:he author is alsc 
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his 
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in th• 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind 
hearted folks. and disreputable hypocrits. It i: 
just snrh a >tory of human !if~ as we should ex. 
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; anc' 
whatever he admires and appreciates ie sure t• 
be vrorth the attention of the rest of the worl<' 
Price. 25 cents. Address 

'!'HE TRUTH REEKEll 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of N atnre: A Contribution 

to the Relig-ion of the Fntmre. Cloth. $1. 
The St>cret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the .3igniftcancf 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalen1 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illu8 
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~,$2. 

Address THE TrlUTH SEEKER, 
'21! T,&favette p!a.oe. New Vn,.k;_ 

Works of W. H Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega. 
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40.000 sold. Price. 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alikl' 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland D.D., in 1871. Price. 2nc 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents. 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins ~ Socond 
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine 
Price, 10 cents. 

J nnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine &I' 
Juni•s a.ud Casoa. Price,.5 cents. 

Address THE ·.t·RUTH BEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place, New York 

Address THIS OFFICE 
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Wlan abreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Ohrish Virgin i\Iaryband the 
Bible. 835 pages, Svo. v ol. II descri es fully 
all religious systems of the world, including 
Judaism, Mohammedanism, nnd Christianity; 
the latter occupying_ 872_pA.ges, being fully _gone 
into. 949 pages. By D. i\1. Bennett. Writ
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per vol
ume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
ileeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
sent by express~ one dollar will be deducted from 
the pnce of ea.cn. 

l SECULAR MilllA.GE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a. purpose." 
Price ~fi Mnt.o. 

rwo Ll1'1'Le ~eo /111'1'EffS 
A Story o' the Rightway Almr.housa 

.\.short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLEL~ BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

fhe Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
;hinker" say•: "It is by far the best production 
>f Mr Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
'taR an excellent text-book of the subject. 'l'he 
uanner is good. and the style is bright. The 
eader is carried along on an easy-flowing stream 
•f science, histor:v. ethics.ILnd common-eense." 

Price, pa.per, 50 cents; cloth.z..il!l. 
THE TRUTB BEEAER. 

rHE TRUTH SEEKER Al\lNUAL 
Prioe, 2fi oents, 
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readen 11 they wllloien o• the name and addre•• of 

any Freethinker -who - ot a regular •nb•crlber. 

The R•sing Clouds of Ecclesiasticism. 
How solicitous for the welfare of others the min

isters are, to be sure! They are so anxious that 
there be a "rest" day upon which they can self
sacrificingly toil for the salvation of the souls of 
those to whose bodies they deny all liberty of ac
tion. What martyrs to duty they are I Miserably 
perish the gross creature who would be so base as 
to impute to them a selfish desire to fill their 
churches and line their pockets by shutting every 
door that the people desire to enter I Ana they 
are absolutely tireless in their generous zeal ; they 
are so devoted to the work of making the very name 
of Sunday a stench in the nostrils and a by-word 
in the mouths of free men, that we find it impos
sible to record their meetings, crusades, proposed 
legislativ enactments, and judicial victories. In 
Hoboken the Ministers' Union is holding Sunday 
meetings for the purpose of bringing about " a bet
ter observance of the Sabbath." If it is simply 
"rest" that they are after, why this religious cant 
about the "observance of the Sabbath"! 

In Toledo, 0., Judges Haynes, Scribner, and King, 
composing the circuit court, on June 22d made per
manent the injunction against Sunday bali playing, 
on the ground that the cheering made the sport a 
nuisance I Would these judges hav held that the 
cheering made the playing a nuisance on the other 
days of the week? Would they hav held that the 
shouting and singing of a Free Methodist camp
meeting was a nuisance! It is safe to answer both 
questions with an emphatic No. The dispatch has 
this significant addendum: "This victory by the 
Civic Federation is looked upon as the start of a 
moral crusade, the results of which may be far
reaching." Exactly, but for "moral" please read 
" religious and puritanic " and you hav got at the 
kernel of this bitternut with the deceptivly promis
ing exterior. John Wanamaker has been made 
president of the Philadelphia Sabbath Association. 
This is not surprising, but when we learn that 
Judge Williams of the Supreme Court .of Pennsyl
vania was elected vice-president and that he made 
& speech of acceptance, we wonder if he has no 
sense of the fitness of things. "Judge Williams 
pointed out that the state by its)aws against blas
phemy and Sabbath desecration recognizes both the 
name and the day of God." Can the Pennsylvania 
Freethinker and Jew hope for justice when the Su 

New York, Saturday, July 13 1895. 

preme bench of the state is packed in the interest 
of God and Sunday T Here is a man who sees no 
incongruity between his duties as a judge and his 
belief in the righteousness of laws against "bias 
phemy" and "desecration of the Sabbath." Judge 
Williams should be a believer in the "crime" of 
witchcraft also; that belief could no more surely 
disqualify him for the high position he unfortu· 
nately holds than does his belief that there can be 
such a crime as "blasphemy." Perhaps he does be
lieve in witchcraft ; it would not be strange, for hi<:! 
Bible recognizes it and commands that the witch 
be put to death, and it is shown by the other su
perstitions he cherishes that he is medieval, if not 
antediluvian, in his thought. 

Union of ''Reform" Forces not Desirable. 
There is a great deal of wholly useless lamenting 

over the failure of the various " reform " parties to 
unite for " practical " work. It is natural for the 
authoritarians to regret this lack of consolidation, 
for their wish is to impose by force their views and 
alleged panaceas on dissenting minorities, but whv 
friends of liberty should waste so much breath in 
deploring the only condition of affairs that permits 
them to liv in peace is inexplicable. Even Free
thinkers are often found pointing to the great num
ber of sects into which Protestant Christianity is 
divided as a menace to the well-being of the world, 
seemingly oblivious to the fact that while church
men claim the right to dictate to the rest of the 
people what they shall believe, the only possible 
guarantee of religious freedom is the inability of 
the warring sects to sink their differences and work 
together for the extirpation of the heretic. Do not 
these Liberals understand that our secular Consti 
tution would never hav been if the colonial churches 
had not been so jealous of each other? There were 
at that time some clear-headed men who saw all the 
dangers involved in the union of church and state, 
but who can believe that they could hav embodied 
their ideas in the fundamental law had it not been 
for the fact that each church dared not trust the 
others! The most ominous sign of the times to
day is the apparent willingness of the churches, 
Protestant and Catholic, to ignore creedal differ
ences and unite upon the dogmas they hold in com
mon, for the purpose of putting into statute law 
their beliefs regarding holy days, "temperance," 
"moral r~forms," and the rest of the legislativ 
fads of the time. 

A secular newspaper, the Minneapolis 'I imes, 
which is quite liberal in its policy, opening its 
columns to the discussion of present-day issues, 
says editorially : 

"• What is the matter?' asks the social reformer. Thou
sands of devoted men and women are doing their utmost 
to make life better. Why is there so little progress? 
Schools abound and also ignorance, Churches are mnlti· 
plied, but there is at least as much open Infidelity and as 
much practical irreligion as there ever was. Societies and 
even parties devote themselTs to needed reforms, and yet 
pitiless and disheartening statistics show that the sum of 
intemperance and vice is not diminishing. Why so little 
harvest when there is so much ploughing and sowing of 
seed?" 

It is to be presumed that the average "reformer" 
more regrets the continued " open Infidelity" than 
he does the "practical irreligion" and the intemper
ance and vice. The great difficulty is that these 
zealous men and women do not realize that refor
mation, improvement, is a matter of growth; they 
do not know that it takes generations of slow de
velopment to effect changes for the better. They 
think that the most important thing to do is to or
ganize and get a law passed. This is illustrated 
by the endeavors of the Sabbatarians to create and 

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL. }$3.00 Per Year. 

perpetuate reverence for Sunday by making the day 
as disagreeable as possible for multitudes of people. 
This explains the wasted work which so worries the 
'I imes. That paper continues : 

"The crowning difficulty of difficulties is that so much 
work is wasted. Misdirected effort cheats us out cf our 
millenium. If all the good men and women who are 
striving earnestly for better things conld be brought to 
pull together and in the right direction, there would 
soon be a different world to liv in. But the scatterell 
forces become wasted forces; the million who want most 
earnestly a better life pull in half a million difterent 
ways, while the practical people, who serve selfish appe
tites or ambitions, pull all together one way," 

It is fortunate indeed for the world that these 
good but deluded men and women do not "pull to
gether " more closely than they do. If they should 
"pull together" in all things there would truly 
"soon be a different world to liv in," but what sen
sible man or woman would want to liv in itT It 
would be infinitly worse than the Dark Ages, for 
while man was then a slave to the priest and the 
king, he would now be the slave of the priest, the 
legislature, and the "moral reformer," the latter 
immeasurably the worst of the three, in that he has 
inherited the vices of the priest, is the " power be· 
hind the throne " of the legislator, and believes 
that there is no limit to the proper functions of 
the law-maker. The Times fails to realize that the 
" scattered forces " are not " wasted forces " in so 
far as they are educational and liberating. But 
they are wasted when they are used to forward 
schemes of invasion. And generally they are worse 
than wasted, for when so employed they divert at
tention frolll really practical educational work, and 
they alienate and antagonize the very persons who 
need to be set to thinking on physiological, hygi
enic, and ethical subjects. The Galveston News re 
cently wittily says tuat the moment a man sees that 
you are real anxious to "reform" him, that moment 
you cease to hav any influence with him. There is 
a profound psychological truth in the remark; we 
instinctivly repel anything that appears like dicta
tion; "self-preservation is the first law of nature," 
is an old saying, but few seem to realize its applica
tion in the domain of" reform." Our modern world
overturners of the kind referred to by the 'I imes, 
come at the transgressor, or the supposed transgres
sor, with a club and then wonder why he does not at 
once become of their way of thinking and quit his 
wicked actions. Man must be reached through his 
intellect, or his uplifting emotions, or he is not 
reached at all. You cannot make him better; he 
is the only man who can do that. All legitimate 
and effectiv reform educates and liberates, 
and all working for this kind of reform labor 
together to one end, although they" may not be 
federated, and the specific evils which severally in
spire them to activity may hav no apparent connec
tion. On the other hand, the force moralists also 
work together, in that, however wide apart they may 
be, so far as definit measures are concerned, they 
are at one in their distrust of the vitalizing power 
of man's desire for. h!l.ppiness and their denial of'" 
the opportunity to grow. When one faction of the 
party of repression is repulsed or routed the party 
as a whole has been weakened, and the party of de
velopment has been correspondingly strengthened. 
We are thus shown how fortunate it is that the 
various factions of the religious world and of the 
force moralists are not able to thoroughly combine 
for the carrying out of their schemes of tyranny 
and spoliation. But they are getting together, and
herein is the gravest danger that menaces civiliza
tion. 
·~The pope has just issued another of a series of appeals 

for the union of all the religious bodies in Christendom in 
a common cause against the wickedness there is in the 
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world. Or course, only retrogression is to be expected 
when all the forces of progress are wasted in fighting 
each other." 

What is the "wickedness" against which the pope 
wishes the Christian churches to combine? This is 
answered by the record of the church when it was 
much more nearly a. unit than it is now. Heresy 
was the "wickedness" most dreaded, most hated, 
and most vigorously combated by Leo's predeces
sors, and later by the schismatics, who made their 
offshoots from Rome as nearly like the mother 
church in cruelty and bloodthirstiness as their com
parativ weakness permitted. For all genuin moral 
reform there is no need of the federation of the 
Protestant churches, nor of the Protestant and 
Catholic churches. Organizations working for the 
betterment of humanity appeal to different classes 
of minds, and each can do something to make the 
world freer and happier if it goes about it in the 
right way, but it is an unmitigated curse if it de
votes its energies exclusivly to the attempt to co
erce. Under liberty, the fittest agencies of refor
mation will survive. But it is not liberty that the 
pope wants when he calls for the reunion of Christ
endom, and it is not liberty that the Protestants 
want who echo his appeal. Well-informed men 
know what the union of Christendom did for the 
world, and they know what it would do again, for 
Christianity is still the gospel of exclusiv salvation, 
and it still professes to speak by authority of the 
omnipotent. It will take centuries to get the 
poison of authoritarianism out of the blood of men 
whose ancestors for a thousand years were taught 
the lessons of cruelty and persecution by priests 
and priest-led mothers, and until that poison has 
been bred and educated out it will not be safe for 
so-called "reformers" to "work together" the way 
the ~ imes desires. Again the Minneapolis paper : 

"But what is there strange in all this [slowness of "re
form"] when the churches which profess the same essential 
faith multiply their forms and organizations, and build
ings and separate services, each with its separate cost, its 
half-filled pews, and, too often, its staggering debt, and, as 
if to excuse the waste of endeavor, spend much of their re
maining force in sectarian disputes with each other? Or 
is it strange when friends of prison reform, marriage re
form, of industrial reform, of currency reform, of public 
education, spend their strength rather in controversies 
with each other about methods than in definit effort 
about anything?" 

The only real grievance growing out of the mul
tiplication of churches is the increase of untaxed 
church property, as their adherents will do less harm 
otherwise when divided than when united, and 
equitable taxation will remove that one grievance. 
Touching the question of the numerous " reforms" 
named, it is sincerely to be hoped that the warfare 
over "methods" will continue until the majority of 
the people learn that reform does not come by stat
ute law, but by the emancipation of faculties, and 
the consequent successful striving of the individual 
for greater prosperity and happiness. What is 
needed in the way of legislation is repeal, Lot en
actment. "Progress comes but slowly," as the 
Times says, and that is inevitable, as every student 
of evolution knows. Progress must not be forced 
by outside powers, or reaction is sure to follow 
when the pressure is removed, or if the pressure is 
not removed, then death ensues. Will religionists 
and other force reformers never learn the lesson 1 

The Enforcement of Law "As Law." 
There is an ordinace of this city which forbids 

the shooting of firecrackers and the use of other 
explosive and fireworks in the streets and about 
residences. These things are always a source of 
danger to property, person, and life. Fires are set, 
horses are frightened, men, women, and children 
are injured and killed, and the nervous and ill are 
shocked and made worse by the indiscriminate and 
careless play. Yet our police commissioners, who 
are straining themselvs almost to death in the fran
tic endeavor to close saloons and delicatessen stores 
on Sunday, for the alleged reason that "the law 
~ust be enforced because it is law, y'know," sud
denly lost their great interest in law, "as law," 
when confronted with the fireworks problem. For 
weeks before the Fourth the boys had been at work 
with the explosive and the downtown wholesale 
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merchants had been obstructing the sidewalks with 
their dangerous goods (thus violating another law), 
yet Commissioner Roosevelt, after indulging in some 
reflections which could be construed only as a re
buke of the Board of Alderman for adopting the 
fireworks ordinance, went off to Oyster Bay and left 
his subalterns to enforce the. law or not as they 
might find it agreeable or convenient. How well 
they enforced it in their love for "law as law" is 
indicated by this editorial paragraph -in the Wm·ld 
of the 5th: 

"If Mr. Roosevelt succeeds in enforcing the Blue Laws 
hereafter no better than he did the laws against explosivs 
yesterday, he is not likely to be troubled with further 
complaints of pernicious activity." 

The love for law "because it is law," had sud
denly burned out into the ashes of "patriotism,'• 
indifferent to the comfort and lives of the citizen. 
There is no priesthood, no religious superstition, to 
back the enforcement of the fireworks ordinance. 
That tells the whole story. On the same subject 
the ~ imes givs some convincing testimony : 

"It is to be wished that the municipal ordinance pro
hibiting the explosion of firecrackers had attracted the 
attention of the Police Commissioners as a law which it 
was their duty to enforce. Such is unquestionably the 
fact, and it is equally unquestionable that no systematic 
attempt was made on Thursday to enforce the law. There 
was not a quiet precinct or even a quiet 'post ' on ali 
Manhattan Island. There was no neighborhood in which 
detonations, annoying except to those engaged in produc
ing them, might not hav been heard all day long at the 
rate of a score or more a minute, or in which a person so 
disposed could either work or rest in quiet." 

The ~imes adds, what every one who remained 
in the city knows to be true, that the town was de
serted by all who could get away, there was less life 
and more noise than on any previous Fourth of July, 
and the disturbers were left free to make all the 
noise they could and set the town on fire "if it 
should so happen." 

"There is no more patriotism than there is sense in al
lowing the city to be made a pandemonium every year 
by a celebration which is simply barbarous, nor any ex. 
cuse for converting a national holiday into a municipal 
nuisance." 
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tified to the sufficiency of Freethought as guide 
and support. "When in the night we wake and 
hear the rain " he wakes not " with the rain." For 
him there is surcease of sorrow, and his memory 
and his influence liv with those who knew him, and 
bear fruit now and will bear fruit in the genera
tions yet to be. 

Anent the questions growing out of the differ
ences of opinion concerning public education, the 
New York ~imes utters these words of wisdom: 
"They are questions the discussion of which de
mands good sense, good temper, and freedom from 
bigotry, and to the settlement of which neither 
Catholic bigots nor Protestant bigots can contribute 
anything of value but silence." That is just right. 

"An insanity expert in a New York murder case yes
terday testified that 'the umestricted indulgence of the 
imagination concerning matters that are never to be re
alized may lead the human mind beyond the bounds of 
reason.' "-New Yo1· k ·w01·ld. 

Undoubtedly; an expert was not needed to tell 
us that. The fact explains the prevalence of insan
ity among the believers in heavens and hells. 
Probably this was what the expert had in mind, 
but deemed it prudent to veil his specific meaning. 

Police Commissioner A. D. Andrews, of New 
York, says over his own signature: "We will en
force whatever Sunday laws the legislature chooses 
to enact." If the legislature should enact that 
every citizen of the state must attend church at 
least once each Sunday Commissioner Andrews 
stands pledged to enforce the law. Such is blind 
fetich worship! No official is under obligation to 
enforce a law that violates his conscientious convic
tions, if an official has conscientious convictions. 
He can resign any time and leave the law to the 
care of those who believe that it is just and should 
be enforced.· Phyllis Leveridge, a school inspector, 
declares that Sunday is "a holy day," proclaimed 
such by "our Constitution." If this school inspec
tor does not inspect the schools any more carefully 
than she has the Constitution, she should at once 

And New York was permitted to be turned into be removed. 
a "pandemonium," through a "barbarous" per- -----------
formance that made a holiday a "municipal nui- "Again the Prohibitionists of the nation are called up-

, on to mourn Massachusetts' loss. Brave, brainy and sance, ' by our model Board of Police Commission- big-hearted Dr. A. A. Miner is gone. He was a 
era who are daily attitudinizing and agonizing in the champion that any cause might be proud to own, and a 
desperate effort to "enforce law because it is law"! foe that evil-doers hated and feared. "_:J.Yew York Voice. 
Bah! The whole business is a sickening burlesque Dr. Miner, Universalist, and for a long time 
on order, decency, and justice. president of Tuft's College, the denominational 

Alexander Risk. 
In the old days of the "Bennett fight," when 

Freethought in the United States was in arms for 
liberty of press and mails, Iowa was not lacking in 
soldiers of the just cause. It was then one of the 
most hotly contested of the states of the Union 
and was always excellently represented in the con
gresses of the National Liberal League. It had 
eighteen delegates in the congress of 1880 at Chi
cago when the League was at the zenith of its 
strength and influence, and was viril and aggressiv 
in its fight against the Comstock throttlers of lib
erty of expression. Its workers were at the front, 
and the local organizations were numerous and 
effectiv. But, alas! how those workers hav fallen 
by the way within three years, most of them within 
two years, two a little earlier! The " Old Guard" 
is indeed gone, almost. These were all men of 
character, of intelligence, of unbounded devotion 
to and tireless enthusiasm in the work of enlight
enment and liberation. Matthew Farrington and 
Dr. Hastings; three of the Dutton Brothers
Jerome, Leroy, Lorenzo; B. F. Gove, J. L. Tomp
kins, and others, and now, the latest to fall with 
harness on, Alexander Risk. He was by birth a son 
of Scotland, by intellectual conviction an uncom
promising Freethinker in religion, by nature de
termined, impulsiv and yet systematic, and gener
ous to a degree. He was always ready to help in 
any enterprise that promised to advance the stand
ard of Liberalism. He lived sixty-eight years and 
died at last of cancer in the stomach, a most pain
ful disease, but kept his faith in reason and science 
to the end, and thus in death as he had in life tea-

educational institution, was also for many years a 
vice-president of the National Reform Association, 
(Gad-in-the-Constitution party), and his sympathies 
were with it to the end. Only last year, when the 
theocrats were pushing their Christian amendnoent 
movement in Congress, Dr. Miner sent them a let
ter in which he unequivocally indorsed the treason
able scheme. He is just the "champion " we 
should expect the Voice to eulogize, and from its 
commendation of him we may fairly estimate the 
degree of religious liberty we should enjoy under 
the domination of the party of which it is the most 
conspicuous and influential advocate. 

Ex-Judge Gedney says in an interview that he 
thinks "the Sabbath should be respected for the 
sake of those who go to church, and during auch 
hours the saloons should be closed." But why 
should the saloons be closed only during church 
hours if the desire is to respect the feelings of the 
church attendants? If we are to forbid people 
from doing as they like merely because other peo
ple do not like to hav them do so, why should not 
places of business be closed all day Sunday? Cer
tainly the Sabbatarians are opposed to work and 
business (except church work and business) at any 
hour during Sunday. Is not this offer to close 
during the hours of church service simply another 
attempt to dodge a plain issue T Or is it thought 
that many people would go to church on Sunday if 
the saloons and other places were not offering su
perior attractions T Is this the real reason why the 
delicatessen stores are required to close at 10 A 111.! 

If so, why should the city or state load the dice of 
one class of citizens at the expense of the others 1 
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All that the authorities can rightfully do is to pre
serve order; they hav no right to create the criminal 
disorder of enforced compliance with any particular 
set of opinions. 

---------4~--------

There is at least one Populist editor down in 
Texas who does not bow the knee to the theolog
ical Baal. Milton Park, of the Southern Mercury, 
of Dallas, was recently called for jury service in the 
federal court. When the rest of the panel stood 
up to be sworn,' the editor kept his seat. Judge 
Rector asked him what he meant by such conduct. 
Mr. Park replied that he did not believe in the judi
cial oath, and would not countenance it. He would 
affirm, but he would not take the oath. After a 
little lively discussion between the judge and the 
editor, the latter was permitted to go back to his 
sanctum. We do not see what the judge meanb 
by raising any question of the right of a juror or 
witness to affirm, for whether one will swear or 
affirm is optional under federal jurisdiction. Mr. 
Park simply asserted his legal and moral rights, for 
which all honor is due him, especially in these days 
of truckling subserviency to those "dressed in a 
little brief authority." 

The Jeweler's Circular says that a London cor
respondent writes of an e~hibition of curious old 
clocks which the Aquarium people hav organized. 
Among the 2,000 collected is one made by a pious 
Scotchman about 150 years ago. "To guard 
against any possible consequences of breaking the 
Sabbath, he so constructed it that at midnight on 
Saturday it stopped dead, and never so much as 
flicked until Monday morning began." What a 
wicked creature this painfully pious Scot must hav 
thought his God to be! God's universe is an eight
day clock, speaking after the Paley manner, and 
keeps ticking right along on all the holy days, in
cluding the Bible and Adventist Saturday and the 
Catholic and Covenanter Sunday. God was a nov
ice, undoubtedly, in the Sabbath business ; he sadly 
needed the coaching of Rev. Mr. Crafts and Dr. 
McAllister. What a pity our latter-day Sabbata. 
rians cannot find some way to wind up the human 
organism so that at midnight on Saturday it will 
"stop dead," and never tick again until Monday 
morning I The great advantage of this would be 
that it would padlock the lips of all the ministers. 

The late Illinois legislature passed a bill making 
it an offense against the majesty and dignity of the 
law for barber-shops to be open on Sunday. As to 
the majesty and dignity of the legislators who were 
responsible for this outrage, the following excerpt 
from the Chicago 7ribune and New York Herald's 
reports of the closing scenes in that legislature may 
throw a little light: 

"The members of the House and their emplyees got 
into several vicious fights, and during one of them one 
hundred men were out· in the corridors whacking each 
other's heads and acting like madmen. Many persons 
were injured. The rioting was commenced immediately 
after the night session was convened, and the beer that 
had been brought into the committee-room and cloak
rooms began to get in its work. . . . Just before the 
House was finally adjourned, and while Mr. Sharrock was 
presenting Olerk Reeves with a diamond stud, a couple 
of members got mixed up in a fight near the Republican 
cloakroom, and made so much noise that the speech could 
not be heard ten feet away. When Clerk Reeves re
sponded he was drownded out in yells and cat-calls. The 
motion to adjourn sine die was made by Mr. Weston, put 
by Speaker Meyer, and declared carried, with members 
yelling, whistling, throwing books, papers, wastebaskets, 
and everything they could lay hands on. Between drinks 
from beer bottles in the cloakrooms, the members of the 
39th General Asl!!embly wound up their session to-night. 
Bills were railroaded through whether they were good, 
bad, or indifferent." 

There would seem to be no doubt of the ability 
of these men to legislate on religion, morals, and 
hygiene for the citizens of Illinois ; no wonder 
Altgeld dared not either sign or veto their Puritan 
Sunday bill; he felt that they were representative 
of all that was best and most inspiring in the 
electorate of the state. 

When the body of Dr. Buchanan, the alleged wife 
murderer, electrocuted at Sing Sing, was brought 
to New York for interment, the undertaker who had 
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it in charge put it on exhibition in his rooms. 
Thousands of people, mostly women, from all classes 
of society, surged about the coffin and fought for 
a look at the mangled form. They talked and 
laughed, jostled against the sorrow-stricken widow, 
and some of the women even tried to raise her veil 
to stare into her tear-stained face. The police had 
to make a passage for her to the bier. At the grave 
there was another crowd of some two thousand 
women, who conducted themselvs as they or others 
had done at the undertaker's rooms. They even 
attempted to climb into the carriage where Mrs. 
Buchanan sat. The New York Press, commenting 
on this lamentable exhibition of indecency and 
cruelty, says : 

"It is such an instance as this that makes us aware 
that, different as we are in kind, our common parentage 
of medieval violence has not been obliterated by the Chris
tian training of ages, that our boasted culture is merely 
a veneer over innate barbarism. 

"The Christian training of ages " I How refin
ing has been the setting of offenders in the pillory 
and stocks, the exhibitions of the civil whipping post, 
the flogging of sailors and soldiers, the whipping 
of naked Quaker women at the cart's tail through 
New England villages, the hanging of "witches" 
and Quakers on Sal€lm Hill and Boston Common, 
the torturing for ages in Christian lands of ac
cused persons and witnesses, the public execution of 
millions of heretics and "witches " in Germany, 
England, Scotland, France,' and Italy, and the horri
ble displays of the autos da fe on the Ibernian Pen
insula I Verily we are still suffering the effects of 
"the Christian training of ages." In the face of 
such reversions to " medieval" Christianism it is 
very poor policy on the part of church apologists 
to call attention to the fact that Christianity so long 
had the training of the ancestors of the present 
generation in Europe and America. 

"Christ advocated the use of wine, but the Prohibi
tionists advocate the use of water. Who is right?- 'I he 
Protector (liquor trade paper), St . .Louis. 

" Why, you are right, of course, and the churches are 
all wrong. The idea that the great Presbyterian and 
Methodist and Baptist and other churches that teach total 
abstinence know as much about Christ and what he taught 
as the liquor dealers' leagues and the editors of ginmill 
papers know, is absurd on the face of it! Right? Why 
you must be right. The whole world looks to you fiB 

authority on biblical matters, and when you speak on such 
subject!!, all discussion ends. The Prohibition Party will 
now please disband."-New York Voice. 

There can be no doubt that the leaders of the 
various churches named know as much about the 
teachings of the Bible concerning temperance as 
do the liquor dealers' leagues, but then it is not to 
their interest to tell all they know, while it is to the 
interest of the liquor leagues to tell the truth in 
this matter. But the masses of the.church mem
bers do not know as much about the teachings of 
the Bible on the liquor question as do the alert de
fenders of the saloon business. The Christian mul
titude are content to take the word of their spokes
men, who hav dinned into their ears the few pas
sages in the Bible which clearly condemn the use of 
intoxicants, while studiously ignoring the far 
greate:~; number which commend their use. But 
four of the· Old Testament writers unequivocally 
condemn wine, and these in some passages only in 
which they mention it, as clearly commending it in 
others, two of them-Isaiah and Hoses--saying 
more for than against. At the same time, in some 
of the condemnatory passages oil and meat are also 
denounced! Not one of the New Testament writers 
has clearly affirmed that intoxicating drinks are to 
be eschewed. On the other hand, more than a score 
of the Old Testament books and several of the New 
contain strong pro-wine assertions and injunctions. 
"Bible temperance " and " Bible prohibition " are 
frauds. 

"Samuel Leppelgow sells delicatessen in upper Second 
avenue. His rival, Edward Fritz, of No. 1587 Second 
avenue, had his store open Sunday morning. Leppelgow 
bought a box of sardines from Mrs. Fritz, and then called 
Patrolman Neumann. 

"The woman begged not to be arrested, and just then 
her husband appeared. 

... ' Arrest me instead of her,' he said. 
"The policeman hesitated. 'But you didn't make the 

sale.' 
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"Leppelgow wanted Fritz arrested, and suggested: 
'You sell me a loaf of bread, and I'll make the complaint 
against you.' 

"The husband complied and was locked up. In Har
lem court yesterday City Magistrate Crane held him in 
$100 bail for the grand jury. 

''It is forbidden by law to sell even food after 10 o'clock 
Sundaymorning."-New York Worl!l. 

When in the freer, saner centuries to come, the 
people look back to this savage age in which we liv, 
and read of such cri!!::.es as this, they will wonder 
why we called ourselvs "free,'' and be silent in 
sheer amaze as they realize something (they can 
never sense it all) of our poverty of intellect and 
our supineness of soul. We grovel in abject cow
ardice in the dust of humiliation at the feet of this 
paper and gas fetich of statute law that we hav our
selves made, or, rather, permitted political bosses 
and back country survivals to set up for our slavish 
worship. We boast loudly and raucously of our 
ability to whip a federated world in arms and yet 
we hav not the brains and pluck to throw off the 
chains of a hundred and twenty thousand priests 
and their lay dupes and political catspaws! We 
venerate the letter that killeth and know not the 
spirit that giveth life. We blindly serve phantoms 
as ghostly and substanceless as those on whose 
altars our ancestors for ages laid all that was 
best and most promising in the civilization of Eu
rope. Hail, America! land where the spiritual 
thimblerigger is rampant and triumphant and men 
and women are abased and trampled ; where liberty 
is vanishing and the black shadow of the cross falls 
ever wider and darker. And how the Fourth of 
July declaimers did gush I 

The police of this city are now required to vig
orously enforce the law closing delicatessen stores 
at 10 A. M. on Sunday. At these places are sold 
bread, milk, eggs, butter, and all kinds of prepared 
supplies for the table. There is no pretense that 
they are in any sense "immoral " on other days 
than Sunday. They are a great convenience to the 
housekeeper, for she can, in any domestic emergency, 
step down into one and get what she may need for 
a meal or lunch. It is pretended by would-be deceiv
ers that Sunday laws are wanted by them to pro
tect the people in the enjoyment of a day of rest. 
Now, it is well known that in a big city a very 
large proportion of the population prefer to sleep 
very late Sunday morning, thus securing the "rest" 
that the Sundayites avow they are so eager for the 
poor to hav. A great many do not get up usually 
until eight, nine, ten, or even later Sunday fore
noon, but under the enforcement of this stupid and 
invasiv ten o'clock closing law all will be compelled 
to secure their Sunday morning supplies early, thus 
crowding the stores, necessitating the employment 
of extra clerks or the overworking of the regular 
force, and the consequent inconvenience of the pa
trons. Besides this, the stores ha.v been in the 
habit of opening for the accommod~tion of their 
patrons at four or five in the afternoon, if they 
closed in the middle of the day. Now they cannot 
do it. If it is desired only to giv the clerks a rest, 
why is not the ten o'clock dosing law made oper
ativ on other holidays than Sunday! Has not the 
employee the same right to his "rest" on the 
Fourth of July or Decoration Day that he has to it 
on $unday! Or has he more rights on religious 
sacr~d days than he has on national holidays? The 
plain truth is that all this commotion about "rest " 
on Sunday is because of the religious superstition 
behind it and the clerical vested interests involved. 
The delicatessen stores are mostly small, generall;f 
conducted, we should judge, by their proprietors, 
and hence there is little question of "wage-slavery 
seven days in succession." The sensible and just 
thing to do is to take the meddling hand of the 
law out of these men's private business, and leave 
them free to close or remain open, as they individ
ually see fit. 

-------------------
FRANKLIN STEINER starts on another tour through Mtn· 

nesota and Wisconsin in August. Write him to Box 882, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

DuRING the last week in June J. E. Remsburg held a 
d~bate at Peoria Iowa, with Lawyer Liston McMillin, of 
Oskaloosa, Iowa: The proposition discussed was, " Did 
Jesus Ohrist_Rise~From the_Dead?" 
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News and Notes. 

Aberdeen, Scotland, is a rich and comfortable 
pla.ce. Orthodoxy enjoys itself here. It is in the 
SWim. But it is no bad place for a Freethinker. 
With a moderate fortune and a complacent mind, 
one can take life as pleasantly in this northern 
metropolis as anywhere on the globe. Aberdeen 
granit is celebrated for its beauty. It has a light
some look, and as there is no smoke at Aberdeen, 
the stone always has a charming and cleanly ap
pearance. The city has many noble structures, col
leges, universities, hotels, etc. The church build
ings are very elegant and massiv. The Salvation 
Army warriors are in their pride and glory here. 
'l'hey are erecting a splendid fort of granit, and 
they certainly put on style, and beg in to vie in mag
nificence with the more ancient ecclesiastical pow
ers. They will eventually be at the bight of 
f~shion, no doubt. 

Dr. Mortimer, of Turiff, was present at the lect
ures. He has for many years been an outspoken 
Freethinker in an orthodox community. It was a 
pleasure to meet one who has so bravely stood by 
his colors. On Tuesday afternoon he gave me a 
drive over Aberdeen in company with his son, 
William Mortimer, and his brother, Mr. D. A. 
Mortimer. I thus had an opportunity to see the 
renowned buildings of the city, the cathedral, King's 
College, and the Marischal College, also the old 
stone bridge, Victoria bridge, the park, harbor, etc. 
We visited old Aberdeen, which has, indeed, the as
pect of moss-grown centuries. The modern Aber· 
deen is built batween the rivers Don and Dee, and 
along its shores sweeps the great German ocean. 

On Wednesday I had a delightful drive with 
James Mailland, William Calder, James Greig, Rob
ert Leith, and others, to Castle Mar, past Balmoral, 
the Queen's Highland residence, a magnificent pal
ace in the heart of the mountains. We first take 
train for Ballater, forty miles out, and then a coach 
eighteen miles to Braemar. The Grampian hills 
along this route stretch away in majestic amplitude, 
and valleys smile in summer glory, while above the 
vast woodlands are the still snow-capped peaks. I 
did not expect to behold such a contrast-against 
the splendor of summer the gleaming masses of 
winter's array. Along the towering Lochnagar, 
which Byron celebrates, dark and massiv, and other 
lofty steeps, the white banners unfurl, while nPar 
around the glorious flowers and grass adorn the 
warm bosom of earth. The battle of summer and 
winter is still carried on among these Highlands, 
with blending and beautiful columns, as if somehow 
it were a lover's quarrel, and the seasons did not 
wish to part with one another. Thus in the cham
bers of the Highlands they mix in gentle warfare 
with delightful contrariety. 

It is both sunshine and rain along the route. 
The rain is what they call in this country a 
"Scotch mist." It makes the journey only more 
enchanting, for over the peaks the clouds roll off, 
and a burst of sunshine contrasts with the dark 
environments, touching the mist with gold, so that 
the prospects were ever-varying, and the clouds 
seemed like caFJtles in the air. Anon a brilliant 
rainbow would span the way, decorating the 
wooded bights with effulgent hues. One hung 
from the mountain right over Balmoral Castle as 
we passed along, ornamenting it as never before, 
and the queen, with all her untold wealth, could 
not hav given it such a lovely embellishment, nor 
could she hav enjoyed its luster any more than we 
strangers did, for our ownership was as legitimate 
as hers. I never saw a rainbow so close before. It 
seemed to drop some of its jewels at our very feet 
as it arched over our onward path. 

Castle Mar is an old, old castle, built in 1483, 
and many a conflict has surged about its lofty walls. 
It is now occupied only by one old man, who takes 
care of it-a curious old man, contented in his lone
liness amidst this decaying grandeur, and yet a 
jolly old soul, especially when the mountain·dew is 
sparkling. He says he wouldn't be married for all 
the world. He doesn't want a woman around. He 
can take care of himself and be perfectly independ
ent within the walls of this solitary structure. I 
wandered all over this somewhat ghostly relic of the 
past, that looks sad and riven against the bloom 
of to-day. From dungeon to battlement I looked 
over the desolate apartments, and strange figures 
and scenes haunted the inquiring mind. Around 
the castle in the sunny grass were beautiful wild 
flowers, which I gathered in remembrance of this 
charming and melancholy spot, thrilled with the 
romance of so many changing ages. We took our 
lunch here, on the greensward, and modern politics 
and progress mingled their flashes with the shadowy 
turrets that overhung our joyous ''round-table." 

We then walked to Braemar, a mile away, 
a handsome town on the side of the mountain 

among the ranks of trees. It is 1,100 feet above 
Aberdeen, and is quite a summer resort for 
invalids in pursuit of pure air. The prospects ex
tending from this lofty hamlet are varied and de
lightful; the hills and vales, the elegant residences; 
the river, or mountain brook rather, at this place; 
the wide meadows, the cattle and sheep, the sky 
above with its silver or golden clouds, and the 
deep blue of the immensities beyond. Through 
this pomp we return while the sun hastes to its 
setting and the long twilight begins, and at nine 
o'clock Aberdeen again presents itself. I was 
pleased to meet at this time Mr. Charles Watt 
Daniel, and to spend with him the remainder of 
the evening in the company of Mr. Mann, of the 
Grand Royal Hotel. Both these friends are stanch 
Liberals, and their companionship was one of the 
most entertaining of my experiences. 

James Maitland, Wm. Calder, and Mr. Harkis 
are among the pioneer forces of Freethought in 
Aberdeen. They did their level best to make the 
lectures a success and to enable the Pilgrim to see 
the be'!t that was to be seen in this part of Scot
land. Mr. Harkis presided at the first meeting 
and Mr. Maitland at the second, and the audiences 
on both evenings gave me a cheery welcome. There 
was some kind of a discussion afte1· the lectures, 
but it did not amount to much, for the reason that 
no salient points were discussed, and the defAnders 
of the faith ran off into individual idiosyncrasies 
that had no bearing upon the general question. It 
is pretty difficult to keep the Christians to parlia
mentary rules. Aberdeen friends hav enriched 
the campaign with one of the most enjoyable of my 
experiences. 

Dundee is next en the list, somewhat larger than 
Aberdeen, having, I understand, about 160,000 in
habitants. It has not the brilliant appearance of 
Aberdeen, for the stone of which it is built is of a 
darker hue, and the smoke of factories hangs over 
it. I am welcomed to the hosritable home of W m. 
McLean, who livs, and has his home and workshop, 
on an eminence in the suburbs ef the city, and 
from them a fine view can be obtained of the sur
rounding country. Mr. McLean and Mr. J. F. 
Gloak meet me at the station, and the moment I 
strike their company I know I am in good hands. 
The audiences at Dundee are not so large as those at 
Aberdeen, but they are appreciativ, and heartily 
welcome the American visitor. Mr. Gloak presides 
the first evening, and Mr. Sturton the second even
ing. A rambling discussion occurs after the lec
tures, but I found it pretty difficult to get hold of 
the ideas presented. They were cloudy and far
fetched. Indeed, I could hardly discover if t.here 
were any ideas at all, the words being so volumi
nous and the sentences involved. However, one 
genial critic I did understand-Mr. Scott, who is a 
Swedenborgian, and made some very sensible ob
servations, in harmony with the general matter of 
my lecture, though from a different point of view, 
but with entirely friendly feeling, all of which is 
acceptable to the comprehensiv Freethinker. Alto
gether, I enjoyed the lectures at Dundee. I liked 
the people I met, and am sure that, at another time, 
I shall hav a much larger attendance. The summer 
weather is not favorable for good audiences. Peo
ple like to be outdoors and enjoy the fresh air and 
beautiful scenery, and it takes quite a motiv power 
to get them inside of four walls. 

Dundee has many attractions. Among the chief 
are the Tay ,river and the Tay Bridge. The Tay is 
a broad, magnificent river nearly two miles wide as 
it flows by Dundee. The bridge over this river is 
the longest bridge in the world-about two miles. 
It is a massiv structure, built for the centuries, to 
defy wind and tide. The piers of the old bridge 
are still to be seen, a melancholy remembrance. 
The old bridge was itself a great feat of engineer
ing, but it was too narrow, and the railroad direc
tors too economical, and one bright moonlight night, 
when the wind was blowing a perfect gale, just as 
the train rolled on, the structure toppled over and 
all on board were plunged into the river with the 
crashing timbers. Not one was saved. The new 
bridge is broader, with more massiv piers, and a 
like accident will never occur. On Friday morning, 
with Mr. McLean and Mr. Gloak, I took the train 
over the bridge to East Newton, one of the elegant 
suburbs of Dundee, across the river, where it costs 
money to liv. The views up and down the river as 
we crossed the mighty bridge were splendid in 
their variety, the waters spreading like a lake, the 
bonnie banks and braes, the far hills, blue and 
towering in the summer sky, while the clouds 
swept overhead. In the afternoon, with my two 
comrades and Mr. Cameron, we secured a "ma
chine" and traveled into the ample country, climb
ing vast hills and beholding wide expanses. In 
this country they call a carriage or wagon a "ma
chine," a new name to me. I didn't hear it in 
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England, so I guess it is pure Scotch. At any rate, 
the "machine" did good service, and we went on a 
wide rambling excursion all the afternoon. We 
rose hundreds of feet above the river Tay, whose 
spreading waters seemed to be rolling from the 
heart of the mountains that lifted their massiv 
fronts along _ the horizon. We traveled through 
forest glades, by great fields of green and yellow, 
a million buttercups besprinkling the grass. We 
pass by ancient houses, thatched cottages, the 
stately Insane Asylum appearing like a palace on a ma· 
jestic bight, and the school-house where the happy 
children shouted after our retreating machine, and 
the schoolmaster of Goldsmith's pages looked after 
us with dazed expression, and it may be "with 
words of learned length and thundering sound." 
It was a delightful drive. It seemed as if we were 
riding in a balloon, so lofty were some of the hills 
that we ascended. When the horse dashed alon~r 
with extra liveliness, it seemed as if the "machine " 
had wing'! like one of the old dragons. At length 
we came to a most ancient church. Nobody knows 
how old it is. There is a tower in Dundee which 
dates, they say, from the seventh century, and per
haps the church does the same. Near the door is 
still inserted the old iron circlet which they once 
put around the neck of the rogue and heretic, and 
there he must endure the sco:tls of the pious church
goers. Inside there is a dusky and medieval ap
pearance, with paintings on the wall, the stone altar, 
etc. I placed my name .on the book-for no more 
can the old church crush the Infidel. The sunlight 
of to-day is triumphant, and over the almost for
gotten graves are blooming the blue and golden 
flowers. 

We hav a mighty good appetite when we return 
to Dundee, and Mrs. McLean spreads for us the 
hospitable table. After the lecture that evening, we 
hav a jolly company at Mr. McLean's house, and I 
hav a right good experience of Scottiah life, such as 
we see glowing in the pages of Burns. The Scotch 
are a happy people, or else they never could hav 
produced the poetry of this glorious bard. 

It strikes one at first that the Scotch must be a 
solemn people, seeing they take so readily to Cal
vinism in their religious proclivities. But Calvin
ism is offset by whisky. I don't wonder the Scotch 
drink whisky. Any man who believes in the doc
trine of Calvin must drink whisky in order to make 
life endurable. It is noticeable that as Calvinism 
disappears so does the much drinking of whisky. 
The Scotch· are a temperate people so far as I can 
see, and there is a strong movement in favor of 
teetotalism. Many of our Freethought friends are 
disposed that way. 

I am trying to learn the Scotch language, but I 
havn't got the hang of it yet. It takes a practiced 
ear. The real old Scotch songs were sung at our 
last gathering, and they hav a humor, a pathos. 
a:a.d a musical ring that are charming. The heart of 
Scotland beats to the rhythms of nature. Her 
dark religion cannot destroy the joys of human 
fellowship. "Auld Lang Syne" closed an evening 
of song and cheer; and long liv the remembrance 
of this happy occasion ! Scotland is Bonnie Scot
land and no mistake; and Calvinism has forever 
lost its grip. The heather blooms upon its loneli
est crags, and so will reason and Freethought make 
glorious its humbl,st cottage. 

Farewell to Dundee; and now Edinburgh, a great, 
busy, tumultuous, magnificent city, is about me, 
and it seems like a dream that I am in this historic 
place. Whose heart has not glowed at the name of 
Edinburgh! I arrived yesterday, Saturday. I was 
met at the station by Mr. John F. Dewar. The 
first thing I saw as I stepped forth from the station 
was the vast and famous castle on the hill. There 
is nothing in the world like it for magnificence and 
grand.eur. Around its base are the public gardens, 
beautiful to behold. I saw also the marvelous 
monument to Sir Walter Scott, perhaps the most 
truly artistic and sublime monument ever erected 
to human genius. The first thing I did after tea 
was to mount one of the circular tramways and ride 
all over thE) great city with Mr. Dewar and others. 
Edinburgh is built on seven hills, and the views 
from its exalted streets are extensiv and superb, like 
what we see in San Francisco. I am reminded some
what of San Francisco as I climb these splendid hills, 
although Edinburgh has not the luminous appear
ance of the city of the Golden Gate. There is a 
deal of ancient solemnity about this capital of Scot
land. However, I hav caught but glimpses of it so 
far. I lecture to-day, Sunday, J un& 16th, afternoon 
and evening, and, after a season of sight-seeing, I 
shall hav more to write. I must pencil these notes 
at odd chances, for I hav to spend most of the 
days looking about, and photographing on my 
brain the many and glorious pictures of this mem-
orable land. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM;. 

Edinburgh, June 16, 295. 
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The Deathbed Repentanre of an Infidel. 
1 waa the son of a Revolutionary soldier; was 

born in the year eighteen hundre~. I was strictly 
Mttcated in the ~. Jil. church. I joined the church 
Itt eighteen and joined the Genessee conference of 
that chttrch in about 1827 or 1S2S. and traveled 
several years iii that conference. Observing the 
various notions or opiriioris and dispositions of both 
preachers and people, my mind was led frequently 
to reflect, and the query often confronted me 
whether God made them as he wanted them or not. 
Being well acquainted with the business of making 
men, with infinit attributes and infinit power, the 
question naturally presented itself why he did not 
make them as he wished them to be. I could see no 
reason why he did not. These questions, although 
not having a se .. ious effect on my mind, occasionally 
troubled me, and the various doctrine of men I 
thought could not be e:uctly as he wished, and I 
conld not see why they were . not, inasmuch as 
he himself was the great proprietor of all things 
and could hav told them exactly what was true, 
attd that if he wanted them to know; it would hav 
been but a small matter to te1i ihem. These, 
~ith other though~s and reflections, occasionally 
produced considerable disturbanee in . my mind. I 
was troubled to sutih an extent, that in a f~w ~ears 
i located; no~ witH a design of relinquisliing my 
doctrine, b'rit I did no't feel at lil:tedy to eat the 
people's bread and indulge in arly doti}jtg of tile un" 
truthfulness ot all I was called to preach. Before 
I was located, liowever, i was in: a company of 
friends, one of whom wa<;j a New ~chool Presbyte
rian minis tAr. In the course of . <ioli~ersation t 
took the opportunity to inquire,of him as to the 
difference between the New and Old School PceEil:iy
terians. He said, "They hav the same con
fession of faith, but differ in the interpretatio'n." 
I asked him whether it was on the government of 
the church or the theological doctrine thereof. 
He answered, "It is on the interpretation of the 
doctrin of predestination." I asked him if the New 
School rejected the doctrin of predestination. He 
said, "No, but they hav a different way of interpret
ing it." I said to him, "Do you think that your in
terpretation is what the original authors intended 
to express T" He made no direct reply, but com
menced some observations to evade the question as 
soon as he could, and said. "but that predestination 
is true there can be no doubt. I pity the man, I 
pity you, if an assassin were to shove his dagger to 
tM heatt of your wife to night, if you could not see 
thl:l hand of the Lord itt it." I replied, " I should 
R@e the hand of the de"til in it. Has God and the 
devii gone into partnarship 1 If so, it must be a 
new firm.Y That ended the conversation. 

Having locatedj 1 gave wider range to my thought~. 
dne day a man put into my hand a pamphlet, entl
tled "An interesting Narrativ of the Loss of the 
Wesleyan Missionaries to the West ~ndia lsl~nds. H 

1 sat down and read it and closed With a feelmg as 
though a dagger had been thrust through me. T~e 
event was in substance as follows i The Methodist 
conference of lnndon had met, and after organiza
tion the cha;rman announced to the conference 
that the missionary board had determined to send 
ten missionaries to the West lndia Islands, and ex
pected him to appoint the men, but that as he did 
not care to exercise that preroga.tiv, he had made 
up his mind that he would ask in the conference for 
volunteers, and accordingly said to the ministers 
that whoever felt in duty bound to go into the 
work could hand in their names before or at the 
missionary anniversary, occurring during the ses
sion of the conference. During the interim the re
quired number was made up. In a few di.l.ys the 
anniversary meeting was held. The speeches ma~e 
and the appeals for the help of competent men m 
the Lord1svineyard had produced such an effect on 
the very large congregation, that when they came 
to make appeals for contributions for that special 
mission, the collection in money and the pledges 
amounted to the enormous sum of $50,000. At the 
close of the speaking the voluntary missionaries 
were called forward. Their experience was asked 
for and they were eumined in doctrins. They then 
proceeded to ordain the missionaries by l,!'ying on 
of h~~onds and the large congregation was asked to 
unite for' a. certain length of time in silent prayer, 
at the close of which several ministers in succession 
led in vocal prayer, under, as it w~s thought, the 
special presence and favor of. ~lmig?ty God. So 
the meeting ended. These miSSionaries were some 
of. them men of families. The missio~ary. board 
immediatly made preparation~ f?r carrymg mto ef
fect their designs as to the mlBBion, and hence char· 
tered a vessel and provided all necessaries for the 
transportation of the missionaries to their destina
tion. The time of departure soon arrived, an? they 
set sail. All~went well, and they reached an ISlaiLd 
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of the West Indies, where they landed to secure a 
pilot, as the coral reefs were so many and so dan
gerous, some not reaching to the surface of the 
water, that such assistance was needed. Tornadoes 
being frfquent in those waters, and the weather not 
being favorable, they were ad \'ised to remain until 
the appearances were more promising. They 
stopped for three days. The weather appearing 
more favorable; and hav'ing only about sixty 
miles to gd ta reach their destination, they started. 
They came t1ear enottgh to enable them to see per
S'>ns walking on the 6each, e:lpecting every minute 
to reach tlie shoTe. A cloud having appeared, sud
denly the wind rose, and a tornado developed. 
Their vessel was driven on to one of those coral 
reefs. The bow of the vessel rose, the stern creeled; 
and the waves dashed onr and filled the cabins, 
forcinll the people on deck. With :1othing sa,-e the 
clothes they had on, no provisions from their abun
dant supply, the nssel full of water, they re
sorted to prayer. They organized prayer-meetings, 
and had prayer on deck three times each day. 
With nothing to protect them from the rays of the 
scorching s•1n1 nothing to eat, nothing to drink, 
forced to lodge together on deck, men, women, and 
childret11 aailnrs and missionaries, they soon began 
to starve. Women wept over their famishing chil
dten, with cries to heaven for relief. Men, with 
eyes upturned to. heaven1 besought God, reminding 
him of his promis that he would not lean nor for
sake them. T'My continued to pray and starve, 
W'llat were left of them, until the eighth day. On 
tlie eighth day ,_ gentleman on shore picked up a 
j>'rospe·ct glase; swept it over the w~r~ters, and dis
covered the hn1k of a vessel. He called attention 
to it . .& boat was manned, and immediately a party 
went to the ship. On their arrival they found but 
on" perso'n alive 1 that was a woman; the wife of one 
of tlie miss'ionftr1es. She was so exhausted as to 
be speechiess. Time(f aid restored her, and she 
was the author of this narrativ. 

When I read the account of that ill-fated ship, 
the question of the exist.ence of a God was pres
ented to my mind with unusual force. How there 
could be a God, infinit in love and mercy, all-pow
erful and everywhere ptesent1 &nd therefore with 
that ship all the time, and yet could not or would 
not hear and answer those heart-rending cries, to 
me was unaccountable. It was enough to break, as 
is said, " the heart of stone'' How it could long
er be said, '' His tender mercies are over all his 
works," was beyond explanation. Not only that, 
but what effect would that hav on the church at 
home 1 What effect on the contributors of that 
$50,000 to support and extend what they thought 
the cause of God' 

How any thinking, reasoning man who is ac
quainted with this circumstance, can hav any confi
dence in missionary w •rk, is unexplainable. But 
if people would only remember that God is every
where, with the heathen as well a<~ the civilized, and 
if so di~posed could, that being the one thing 
needfq.l, convert them without the expense of mis
sionaries, it would hav saved the people's money 
and the lives of that missionary group. Why he 
should not convert the heathen without preachers 
is strange, to say the least, if his love for them 
is infinit. 

Leaving the question of foreign missionary work, 
we come to some nearer home. A Disciple preacher 
called upon me one day and introduced himself as 
one educated at a college in Kentucky, and after 
graduating for the ministry had gnduated at a law 
school.. After practicing law for five or six yearfl, 
he gave that up for the ministry. He was then 
holding a protracted meeting in our town. I had 
said nothing until this time. I then said : '' Mr. 
Thornberry, I hav never been much acquainted 
with your class of people. I suppose they are or
thodox in reference to the existence of a soul and the 
fall of man T" He said, "Yes." Said I, "Mr! 
Thornberry, where did you get your soul T" He 
replied, "God created a great mass of spirit sub
stance, and when a child is born, with its first breath 
it inhales a portion of that substance as its soul." 
I remarked : " If all men fell in Adam, that great 
mass of spirit substance must hav been in Adam 
when he fell." He seemed a little nonplussed, and 
I ltft that there and proceeded to ask: "Mr. 
Thornberry, you hav been a lawyer and, of course, 
are supposed to miderstand my question. You 
know that in our Constitution is a clausE\ prohibit
ing the passage of a bill of attainder T What do 
you understand by a bill of attainder?" He re
plied, "It is an old English law that attainted the 
blood of an offender so as to subject the family to 
penalties with the offender. If th? pAnal~y was 
confiscation of goods, the whole family was Impov
erished, if banishment, the whole family was ban
ished, if disfranchisement, none of the sons were 
voters." I ·asked, "Mr. Thornberry, why was that 
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prohibited by our Constitution T" He replied, 
"Because of its manifest injustice." "Well, Mr. 
Thornberry, I suppose you hold with the other de
nominations that all men fell in Adam and became 
liable to pains and penalties in consequence T What 
was that but a bill of attttinder, which you say is 
so manifestly unjust?" He arose, took out his 
watch, and said he was engaged for dinner at the 
next house, that it was about that time, and that 
he would be obliged to go, else he would be glad to 
stay longer. 

At another time, I was invited to stop over night 
with a Dunkard preacher. During the evening he 
showed a disposition to talk about a people he 
called "N o-soulists." Understanding him to imagin 
that I belonged to them, I told him there were 
sueh a people living beyond me, but that I was not 
one of them, but said, "I suppose there is no harm 
in talkinll about that a little1" "No," he replied. 
•· Then," I said, "I suppose you think you 
hav a soul!" "Yes." "Well, where did you 
get it 1'' He studied a little and replied, "I believe 
the soul is a part of God." "All right; then, of 
course, I am at liberty to make a few inferences T 
The first is, If the soul is a part of God, a part of 
God can sin, and hence a part of God can be dis
pleased with a part of himself. What do you say 
to that?" "Well," said he, "I will think of that," 
and at once diverted the conversation. 

I qtopped over night with another friend. On light
ing me to bed, and when about leaving the room, he 
said: "P1kard, the difficulty with your kind of folks 
is, you are always tearing down and never building 
up anything." "My friend," I said, "You hav an 
old rickety barn ' out here. If you designed 
building a new and good barn, right where that one 
stands, would you build it on top d that old one, 
or would you first remove the old one!" He smiled 
and turning said, " Good night!'' 

On another occasion an old Methodist preacher 
and doctor came along the sidewalk vrhere I was, 
stopped, and we spoke to each other. I said to him: 
''Doctor, I want to ask you ·a theological question. 
You are aware that we hold that the soul is mate. 
rial and mortal substance. DJctor, did your soul 
always exist, or had it a beginning 1" He replied: 
"I suppose it had a beginning." "Did it begin 
when Adam's did, or since 1" "Probably since." 
" Then," I said, it must hav begun by direct crea
tion or derivation" " Well, it began by direct 
creation as much as anything Almighty God ever 
made. Then he must hav created it about the t1me 
your body was formed T" "Yes." Looking him 
in the face to judge of his age, I said : " Then G )d 
created your soul about sixty five years ago T" 
"Yes." "If so," said I," did it fall in Adam 1" 
He at once started, said he was on his way to 
see a patient, and would be obliged to go. 

I went to hear a Disciple mini,ter deliver a lect
ure on the Bible. He had a good deal to say about 
the soul and the devil. On the morning following 
the lecture, I called upon him at his hotel, and was 
introduced to him by the landlord After a friendly 
salutation, I said to him: "I he rd your lecture last 
evening, and a few questions arose in my mind 
which I thought I would like to propose to you if 
you hav no objections. You made frequent men
tion of the soul. I would like to ask you whether 
your soul always existed or had it a beginning T" 
He answered: "It always existed." ''Then," said 
I, " It is contended by mental philosophers, that 
the mental faculties inhere in the soul and consti
tute the faculties of our education. If yours has 
always existed, it has had a long time for learning. 
Can you tell me something you learned eight or ten 
thousand years ago 1 He replied, that he had 
perhaps answered impromptu, and would ask the 
privilege of taking his answer back. "Then," said 
I, "You are at libedy to make such answer as you 
see fit When did it begin to exist T" He answered : 
"When Adam's did." "Then your soul in some six 
thousand years old; that is quite a time in which 
to educate ones-self. Could you tell me anything 
you learned, say a hundred years ago T" He then 
replied, "I must beg to retract that." I said all 
right, all we ask is facts. He rejoil!led: "My soul 
probably began about the time of the formation of 
my body. Said I, "Did it then fall in Adam six 
thousand years ago T" Some persons in the room 
smiled but he said nothing. I then asked, if he 
could 'tell me who made the devil T He replied, 
" God made the devil, but he made hioself a 
devil." I asked him, "Where was he, when he made 
himself a devil?" He dropped his head and said 
nothing. A. B. PnuRn. 

[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.~ 

I 
The third volume of Moncure D. Con way's 

edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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The Cause in Washington and Oregon. 
That dauntless worker for the dethronement of 

superstition, John Gronow, finding the cause here 
at Port Townsend, Wash., at low-wate~ mark, d.e
termined to giv it a new impetus, and w1th the a1d 
of the ever genial, generous-hearted Liberal, John 
Iffiand, the popular boniface of the Central Hotel, 
arranged for lectures, and they to~~ther bore t.he 
whole expense of hall rent, advertismg, entertain
ing, and liberally remunerating the lecturer. T~e 
attendance at the lectures was good, under the cir
cumstances, increasing each evening ; th? l~st even-

. ing was very enthusiastic and appreCiativ. But 
many liberals are slaves to Mrs. Grundy. 

There is no reason why there should not be a 
Secular Sunday-school organized. There are a 
large number of Liberals who need only to get to
get together a few times and cultivate vertebrre. 
The women would most gladly co-operate. A 
woman lecturer could rally all the scattered forces, 
visit for a few days around among the interest~d 
ones arouse the enthusiasm of the women and chil
dren' and the Secular Sunday-school would be an 

' assured success. 
The immense untaxed landed possessions and in

stitutions of the Catholics in Vancouver, Wash., 
giv the " mother church " great influence, while her 
Protest.ant daughters rival her and vie ~ith ~ach 
other in bigotry and intolerance. Their umted 
efforts would make the beautiful little city a hot
bed of fanaticism but for the leavening influence of 
some of the gallant boys in blue at the garrison and 
a few large-hearted, broad-minded citizens like Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Cushing, who, despite all opposi
tion, or attempts at ostracism, hav courage ~o ex
press their convictions, and liv such liveJ of mteg
rity, purity and practical benevolence as to compel 
the esteem and confidence of all classes. 

Interest in the cause has been nursed and re
vived here through the earnest devotion to its prin
ciples, the noble example, the. self-sacrificing efforts 
of that stalwart and most h1ghly esteemed young 
soldier of the garrison, William Bawalda. He has 
been ably seconded by his comrade, the clever press 
correspondent, A. Srltenberjer. They are deeply 
interested in the Portland Sunday-school, and re
solved despite the seeming utter hopelessness of 

·any au'ch endeavor, to hav a Secular Sunday-school 
at Vancouver. They were fortunate in enlisting the 
sympathy and co-operation of that highly-gifted 
"Hypatia of Oregon,': Miss Nettie A. Olds, past?r 
of the First Secular Cnurch of Portland. She VIS
ited Vancouver, lectured, sang, played violin and 
piano, recited, won the admiration of all, the re
spect of mothers and the love of the children. She 
organized a Secular Sunday-school, and its rapid 
and continuous growth, alike in interest and mem
bership, testifies to her efficiency and wondrous 
magnetic influence. 

Meetings of the First Secular church of Portland 
are held every Sunday evening at Labor Council 
Hall, corner of Front and Stark street, Portland. 
(Sunday- school at 11 A.M.) Since the present pastor 
has taken charge she has succeeded in attracting 
the most intelligent and reputable of Portland's 
citizens, and two-thirds of the audience are women. 

After a most interesting and admirably-rendered 
program of songs and recitations-including vocal 
and instrumental duet by Miss Olds and Oregon's 
peerless daughter of song, Miss Faith Youman:s
Miss Olds delivered a very interesting lecture on 
the" Rights of Children." The lecturer is a young 
woman of about twenty years of age, of commanding 
presence, symmetrical form, and graceful carriage, 
with no claim to doll- baby prettiness, but when in
terested in her subject she is really handsome, and 
exerts a wondrously winsome influence, holding her 
audience in rapt attention, and by the force of her 
logic carries conviction to those who prove able to 
resist her eloquence. She is very young to fill so 
onerous a position ; of course she has much to 
learn, has faults of delivery to overcome, but she is 
a priceless acquisition to our cause and has a most 
bright and promising future. An accomplished 
musician and vocalist, a born school teacher, with 
genuin love of children, and a gentle, modest, sym
pathetic nature, it is not surprising that she is so 
idolized by the children and loved and esteemed by 
every member of the church. 

I hav just received a letter from that redoubtable 
opponent of priestcraft and champion of Free
thought, C. E. Reynolds, of Tillamook, informing 
me that our ever faithful co-worker, Mrs. A. E. 
Barker, is there and succeeded in organizing a Sec
ular Sunday-school in Tillamook and another at 
Fairview, about three miles from there. The fol
lowing is from the Tillamook .Headlight: 

Mrs. A. E. Barker, who has been lecturing at the court 
house recently, shows herself to be a woman of good ed
ucation, varied attainments, and a deep student of ancient 
history and modern science. Her manner is womanly, 
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and it is evident from her earnestness and d~votion t~at 
her religion is "Human~ty." Those ~ho disagree Wlt.h 
her on her views of religwn must admit that she was fau 
and her arguments convincing. No church member 
could take offense at what she said, and those who are 
Liberal in belief greatly appreciated her course of lec
tures. 

The Seventh Annual Convention of the Oregon 
State Secular Union will be held at Portland, Ore
gon, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Sept. 20, 
21, 22, 1895. 

The members of the Portland Church and Wom
en's Auxiliary extend invitation to all good. wo~kers 
and true friends of the cause to the hosp1tahty of 
their homes. 

Morning and afternoon sessions mainly devoted 
to study, discussion, and ~doption of ~est means to 
achieve our aims and obJects. Evenmgs, popular 
speakers, vocal and instrumental music, dramatic 
performance, etc. . 

All on deciding to attend will please notify the 
secretary so that suitable quarters may be insured. 

c. B. REYNOLDS, 

Sec. Wash. and Oregon Secular Unions, 
620 Seventh street, Portland, Or. 

Historical Christianity a Fraud. 
The learned French Jesuit, Jean Hardouin, an

nounced his conviction two hundred years ago that 
all the writings of the Christian fathers were mod
ern forgeries. 

Prof. Edwin Johnson, of London, without the 
knowledge of Hardouin's work, has come to the 
same conclusion. And now he has translated the 
Jesuit's posthumous book, intending to publish it 
with notes. 

But Professor Johnson has gone a long stride 
farther than Hardouin. The Jesuit was bound to 
maintain the genuinness and antiquity of the New 
Testament. He alleged that no manuscripts, ex
cept of the holy scriptures, were more than four 
hundred years old-i. e., not older than A.D. 1329. 
Professor Johnson says the manuscripts of the New 
Testament are not older than the other monkish 
fabrications, if as old. 

Handouin claimed that the New Testament was 
first written in Latin. Professor Johnson thinks 
so too and finds evidences of clumsy translation 
into G~eek; but he maintains that both the Latin 
and the Greek codices are modern forgeries. 

For several years past we hav doubted the antiq
uity of some portions of the New Testament, par
ticularly the story of the crucifixion under Pontius 
Pilate. And row we hav from the London profes
sor an abstract of the Moslem scriptures, which he 
claims to be earlier than the New Testament by at 
least three hundred years, and earlier than the Old 
Testament by at least one hundred years. The 
Moslem Chronicle, conficted about the year 900, 
begins with Adam and comes down to Mohami?ed. 
It contains the story of Isa, the son of Marmm, 
begotten by Gabriel in the guise of her young 
cousin Yussuf, a carpenter in the temple where she 
was cloistered by the priest Zachariah, Yussuf's 
uncle. Mariam took her babe to Egypt, accom
panied by Yussuf, where they lived together thirty 
years. Returning to Palestine Isa wrought mira
cles. He offended his people, and they obtained 
an order from King Herod to seize and slay him. 
Pontius Pilate is not mentioned. The mob pre
pared to crucify Isa. By divine interposition he 
was spirited away heavenward, and the leader of 
the mob, laona, was miraculously changed to look 
like Isa. In spite of his protestations they killed 
their own leader and bound him to the stake pre-
pared for Isa. . 

Mariam, believing that her son was crucified, 
came and mourned at the foot of the stake for 
seven successiv nights. On the eighth Allah caused 
Isa to come down from heaven to comfort his sor
rowing mother. The same night seven of the 
apostles of Isa met him at Mariam's house. Yahya, 
the son of the late temple priest Zachariah, was 
also there. Yahya answers to John the Baptist, 
but he was not beheaded by King Herod until 
after the ascension of Isa. Of the absent apostles 
one, not named, had betrayed Isa, and in repent
ance for the deed had slain himself. Another, Sim
eon, had denied his master. 

Isa sent forth the apostles to preach. To Greece 
and Rome he sent Paul an-d Peter. (But Peter 
was not Simeon or Simon who denied his master; 
and if Paul wrote the epistles attributed to him he 
never met any of the Apostles in the lifetime of 
Isa, and never saw Isa except as a phantom.) To 
Babylon Isa sent Thomas; to Kairouan, Philip; to 
Ephesus, John; and to the Hedjaz, toward Magreb, 
Bartholomew. James and Yahya were to remain 
at Ailia, called in modern times Jerusalem. 

Then Isa prayed Allah to raise him to heaven, 
and to-day, says the Moslem Chronicle, the heretics 
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(i. e., followers of the prophet Isa, A.D. 900) cele
brate, as a feast, the night when Isa descended and 
went up again into heaven. . 

King Herod treated James and Y_ahya km~ly. 
lea's mother died six months after h1s ascensiOn. 
Ya.hya was beheaded b! order of the same ~ero_d, 
when in a drunken org1e, at the demand of h1s mis
tress, the daughter of his wife or of her sister. 
The head of Yahya spoke and reproved the sobered 
king. Then came an invasion by the King of Per
sia on account of the murder of the two prophets, 
Isa and Yahya. Seventy thousand inhabitants of 
Ailia were massacred and the temple and city de
stroyed . 

The Moslem scriptures may be as false as our 
own. The question is, which is the older? Pro
fessor Johnson holds that the Hebrew literature is 
all modern, originating in the South of Europe. 
We cannot commend the works of Professor John
son too highly, namely, "Anti qua Mater" (1887), 
"Rise of Christendom," and "Pauline Epistles." 

ANTICHRIST. 

Mrs. Besant's New God. 
Divines declared evil to be a mystery. But skep

tics retorted that this was only a confession of ig
norance, and did not help in the least. It left the 
problem unsolved, and calling it by a grand name 
did not make it a bit plainer. Besides the "mys
tery" was, after all, quite artificial ; it was really no 
more than a flat contradiction between the theory 
of " God" and the facts of nature. When this 
point was pressed home, the theologians saw that 
they must somehow prove that evil is really good; 
and thus they reached the serene quackery of ulti
mate optimism, declaring that discord is misunder
stood harmony, that a man groaning with the 
toothache is unconsciously sounding his note in the 
symphony of universal happiness. This theory still 
holds the field, only it is modified by a " wrinkle " 
borrowed from evolution. Evil is not exactly good, 
the divines tell us, but it is good in the making ; 
and when we get to the end of the process (if we 
ever do !) we shall look back, like Jehovah upon his 
six days' creation, and pronounce it all "good." Of 
course the argument is based upon prophecy; it is 
like paying an account with a very long bill, due 
sometime after death or forty days after the millen
nium. Still, it serves the purpose ; the Micabers of 
theology exclaim, ••Thank God, that's settled!" And 
the Micaber family is large, and Mrs. Besant is one 
of them. She meets her difficulties in relation to 
evil by resorting, not to the vindication of the day 
of judgment, but to the final disclosures of rein?ar
nation. We shall, not, however, follow her mto 
that region, but stick to the prosaic world of things 
as they are now-the world of actual experience, of 
more or less exact knowledge, and of more or less 
approximate logic. 

Let us examine Mrs. Besant's theory of the func
tion of pain, apart from its apparatus and jargon of 
Theosophy: 

By pain we learn when we hav struck against a la~, 
and the law which pierced us when we opposed 1t 
becomes our strength when we place ourselves in har
mony with it. By pain we learn to distinguish between 
the eternal and the transitory, and so to strike our heart
roots into that which endures. By pain we develop 
strength, as the athlete develnps muscle by exercising it 
against opposing weights. By pain we learn sympathY:, . 
and gain power to help those who suffer. Thus only Is 
the Christ- soul developed and at length perfected, and 
whe:a this is once realized pain is no longer grievous nor 
an enemy, but a sternly gracious friend, whose hands are 
full of gifts. 

Now, we entirely dissent from this philosophy, 
which appears to us the very reverse of the truth. 
"Adversity," says George Meridith, "tries us; it 
does not nourish us." Mrs. Besant has mistaken the 
trial for the nourishment. A child does not grow 
strong in darkness, privation, and suffering; it 
grows strong in sunlight, plenty, and happiness. 
When adversity comes, it does not giv strength ; it 
only tests the strength that has been acquired in 
prosperity. We do not deny that pain is useful in 
one way, as a warning against danger. But the 
danger is itself an evil, the proof being that we try 
to avoid it; and the usefulness of the warning de
pends on our ability to shun the danger. There is 
no use at all in pain when a little child falls against 
the fire· and is burnt in its helplessness, nor is there 
any use in pain when a man is cremated alive be
couse he differs from other people on religious 
questions; 

Mrs. Besant draws a. fallacious anology between 
the athlete and thG sufferer. In the first place, the 
athlete does not suffer ; generally speaking, he takes 
a pleasure in his exercises and performances. In 
the next place, no man gains any strength from 
bearing pain, although he may gain strength by ex
erting himself against the causes of pain. In the 
third place, the very idea of an athlete is activ, 
while the very idea of a sufferer is passiv. Man is 
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the '!l~ctim of pain? and if he bears it willingly, in 
a spmt of self-sacrdice, he bears it for the sake of 
some other victim. 

Certainly we learn sympathy by pain. But that 
is only one illustration of a general law-that we 
learn sympathy by experience. And the very fact 
that there is such a strong tendency to associate 
sympathy with suffering shows how pain and weak
ness hav predominated in human experience. There 
~r~ a ~undred persons ready to help a child when it 
1s m d1stress for one who will play with it and enter 
into its child-life. The sympathy of delight is 
far rarer than the sympathy of sorrow.-G. W. 
Foote, in London Freethinker. 

Man, Government, and the Sabbath. 
A reverend friend, in a private letter to the 

World, says: "I do feel that you are fighting the 
very cause you hav at heart-the cause that makes 
me love you and applaud you so often-when you 
fight the Sabbath." He insists that there is less 
reas.on for closing other business places than for 
closmg saloons on the Sabbath, protests against 
disregard of the "divine law" on the subject and 
against the effort to "destroy the Sabbath ~s an 
American institution after the command of the 
Lord." 

"We are not putting a straw in the way of the ob
servance of any religious holiday by anybody in ac
cordance with his own understanding of the divine 
law. But we are opposed to his using our govern
ment to impose such observance upon other people 
who hav a different understanding of divine law and 
human duty. 

Ours is not a theocratic government. It was not 
founded to enforce divine laws transcribed from the 
Jewish Bible, the New Testament, the Koran, or 
any other volume the divine authority of which is an 
article of religious faith. It was founded to estab
lish "a government of the people, by the people, 
and for the people" of all creeds or no creeds. It 
was not and is not clothed with authority to deter
min which creed has divine sanction, and to enforce 
it, either as to the Jewish Sabbath of the Old Tes
tament Commandments or as to the Lord's Day in
stituted by Constantine's edict, without any author
ity from the Old Testament or the New. 

The intention of its framers was that our gov
ernment should leave each individual conscience 
perfectly free and unconstrained in such matters 
and serve only as a machine for enforcing the will 
of the people in matters pertaining strictly to sec
ular government. It does not prevent a voter from 
being influenced by his religious creed in estimat
ing the good or bad moral effect of a law, but Con
gress and the state legislatures are all forbidden by 
constitutional restrictions to assume divine author
ity over religious questions, to use government 
anthority in upholding any religious belief or com
paling any religious observance, imposing unequal 
burdens on any religious belief, or discriminating 
against those who profess it. 

As to the argument that Sunday cannot be made 
a day of secular rest without making it impossible 
for the families of the poor to hav a pitcher of beer 
on Sundays, there is just as much in that as in the 
argument that there must be no cooking, no shav
ing, no carriage-driving, no mail-carrying, no riding 
in cars or steamboats, no purchase of bread or 
milk on Sunday. Some kinds of business must be 
stopped on Sunday if it is to be a day of rest for 
the poor and dependent. Some other kinds of 
business or work cannot be stopped on Sunday 
without making it a day of practical imprisonment 
and penance to the masses. And one of these is 
the business of supplying the people on holidays 
with the necessaries of life and the refreshments 
they are accustomed to on other days, and which 
they must do without on Sunday if they are not to 
be had fresh on that day. 

A mass meeting of the State Democracy of this city 
lately adopted sensible resolutions touching the 
excise laws. It declared the Sunday-closing clause to 
be a violation of personal right and a law totally out 
of harmony with the customs, habits, and opinions of 
the majority in this city. It took measures to impress 
all our senators and assemblymen with the necessity 
for the repeal of this Puritanical statute. This is good 
sense. Meanwhile the German-American Reform 
Union has appealed to the Police Commissioners for 
a more liberal construction of existing law. The 
State Democracy's program is best. Laws in contrtt• 
vention of the just rights of the people ought to be 
repealed, and the fact that New York is not a rural 
village ought to be recognized even by hayseed leg
islat.on who have no scruple about violating the 
whole Decalog by their own conduct so long as 
. they ean win votes by posing as champions of the 
A,me}:'~{l!l-Jl Sabbath.-N. Y. World. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

'' When in the Night We Wake and Hear the 
Rain." 

[Not since~"Thanatopsis" has there before been writ
ten so artistic, so restful, so beautiful a nature poem as 
this. Such is our opinion. In its spirit, in its plan, in 
its expression, it is well-nigh perfect. There is not in it 
the faintest touch of superstition. Mr. Robert Burns 
Wilson surely has received from the great Scottish bard 
much more than the first parts of his name. "When in 
the Night we Wake and Hear the Rain" will take its place 
as a classic beside Bryant's beautiful and hitherto nnap
proached production, and will find its way into all col
lections of worthy poems, whether of America alone or 
of the whole world.-ED. T. S.] 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain 
Like myriad merry footfalls on the grass, 
And, on the roof, the friendly, threatening crash 
0 f sweeping, cloud -sped meBBengers that pass 
Far through the clamoring night; or loudly dash 
Against the rattling windows; storming, still 
In swift recurrence, each dim-streaming pane, 
Insistent that the dreamer wake, within, 
And dancing in the darkness on the sill-
How is it, then, with us-amidst the din, 

Recalled from Sleep's dim, vision-swept domain, 
When in the night we wake and hear the rain? 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain, 
Like mellow music, comforting the earth; 
A mnffl.ed, half-elnsiv serenade, 
Too softly sung for grief, too grave for mirth; 
Such as night-wandering fairy minstrels made 
In fabled happier days; while far in space 
The serious thunder rolls a deep refrain, 
Jarring the forest, wherein Silence makes 
Amidst the stillness her lone dwelling place
Then in the soul's sad consciousness awakes 

Some nameless chord, touched by that haunting 
strain, 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain. 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain, 
And from blown casements see the lightning sweep 
The ocean's breadth with instantaneous fire, 
Dimpling the lingering curve of waves that creep 
In steady tumult-waves that never tire 
For vexing, night and day, the glistening rocks, 
Firm-fixed in their immovable disdain 
Against the sea's alternate rage and play-
Comes there not something on the wind which mocks 
The feeble thoughts, the foolish aims that sway 

Our souls with hopes of nnendnring gain
When in the night we wake and hear the rain? 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain 
Which on the white bloom of the orchard falls, 
And on the young, green wheat-blades, nodding now, 
And on the half-turned field, where thought recalls 
How in the furrow stands the rusting plow, 
Then fancy pictures what the day will see-
The ducklings paddling in the puddled lane, 
Sheep grazing slowly up the emerald slope, 
Olear bird-notes ringing, and the droning bee 
Amongst the lilac's bloom-enchanting hope-

How fair the fading dreams we entertain, 
When in the night we wake and hear the rain! 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain 
Which falls on summer's ashes, when the leaves 
Are few and fading, and the fields forlorn 
No more remember their long-gathered sheaves, 
Nor aught of all the gladness they have worn; 
When melancholy veils the misty hil!s 
When somber autumn's latest glories wane; 
Then goes the soul forth where the sad year lays 
On summer's grave her withered gifts, and fills 
Her urn with broken memories of sweet days
Dear days which, being vanished, yet remain, 

When in the night we wake and hear the rain. 

When in the night we wake not with the rain
When Silence, like a watchful shade, will keep 
Too well her vigil by the lonely bed 
In which at last we rest in quiet sleep; 
While from the sod the melted snows be shed, 
And spring's green grass, with summer's ripening ann, 
Grows brown and matted like a lion's mane, 
How will it be with ns? No more to care 
Along the journeying wind's wild path to run 
When Nature's voice shall caB, no more to share 

Love's madness-no regret-no longings vain-· 
When in the night we wake nat with the rain. 
-Robert Burns Wilson in the Century Mag~zine. 

Scientific vs. Supernatural Ethics. 
Imm the New Ym·~c World. 

Professor Huxley's death makes of especial in
terest this letter, which the great Englishman 
wrote to James Creelman, correspondent of the 
World, just before the well-known writer started 
for the Japanese war last summer: 

"HonESLEA, STAVELY RoAn, EAsTBOURNE,} 
July 11, 1894. 

"MY DEAR M:a. CREELMAN: •Ethics' I take to be 
the science of conduct, a statement of the rules the 
abservance of which tends to the attainment of the 
objects which ar«;l termed ethical. I conceive ethics 
to be as much a science as navigation, and not un
like it in so far as it tells us how to steer through 
life. 

" 'Theology' professes to be a science which fur
nishes men with truths which hav to be taken into 
account for the guidance of conduct, in addition to 
those which are attainable by observation and ex
periment in the realm of nature . 

"I, for my part, repudiate the claims of theology 
to interfere, because I consider it to be a science 
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based on unproved and often highly improbable as
sumptions. Most people mix up religion with the
ology, and conceive that the essence of religion is 
the worship of some theological hypothesis or other. 
They may be right or wrong, but what I mean by 
' religion' is the devotion to an ideal based on in
tense sympathy with the course of conduct exem
plified by that ideal. "'"""'"" 

"That to the attainment of which a man givs all 
his energies is the real object of his worship (what
ever he may prefer to venerate), from him ' whose 
god is his belly' up to the purest lover of truth or 
of his kind. 

" On this view no one is without a 'religion' of 
some sort, and there is no need of any special relig
ious faculty. 

" Thus every man's ethical ideal is a matter of 
feeling. His 'ethics,' as a science, simply tell him 
the best way of attaining his ideal, just as the ship 
captain settles in his mind the port which he 
wishes to reach and applies the rules of the science 
of navigation to get there. 

"I am yours, very sincerely, T. H. HuxLEY." 
This is in strong contrast to the criticism 

which the Duke of Argyle addressed to Mr. Creel
man upon the same subject, which he was then 
studying: 

"INVERABY, June 16, 1894. 
"MY DEn Sm: The question you are discussing 

involves the whole of an immense subject. No man 
can answer it in a terse sentence. 

"In several of my writings I hav indicated my 
belief in an ' independent morality ' as distinguished 
from the utilitarian theory of morals. 

" 'A man may be profoundly moral aside from 
the influence of any religion.' The man may hav got 
the whole stock of his feelings and opinions from 
the inheritance of a religion which he has personally 
forgotten or broken loose from. This is common. 

"My view, shortly stated, is that morality essen
tially consists in obedience to rules and laws which 
rest on the divine authority and hav a divine origin, 
even although individuals may not recognize that 
origin or authority. 

"I hav no belief in a morality which is founded 
only on the utilitarian principle of reasoning on the 
subject. 

"The activ and aggressiv Atheists of the present 
day are generally Anarchists· in everything, and 
many, if not most of those who are animated by 
that spirit and hav acted up to it of late in Europe 
and America, are generally men whose record of 
private character is of the worst. 

"Yours, obediently, ARGYLE." 

To ask the question which more immediately con
cerns our argument-whether science is substan
tially true-is much like asking whether the sun 
givs light. And it is because they are conscious how 
undeniably valid are most of its propositions that 
the theological party regard science with so 
much secret alarm. They know that during the two 
thousand years of its growth some of its large divi
sions-mathematics, physics, astronomy-hav been 
subject to the rigorous criticisms of successiv gen
erations, and hav notwithstanding become ever more 
firmly established. They know that, unhke many of 
their own doctrins, which were once universally rE
ceived but hav age by age been more frequently 
called in question, the doctrins, at first confined to 
a few scattered inquirers, hav been slowly growing 
into general acceptance, and now in great part ad
mitted as beyond dispute. They know that men of 
science throughout the world subject each other's 
results to the most searchbg examination; and tht t 
error is mercilessly exposed and rejected as soon as 
discovered, and, finally, they know still more conclu
siv testimony is to be found in the daily verificatit n 
of scientific predictions and in the never-ceasing 
triumph of those arts which science guides.-Her
bert Spencer. 

-------------------
Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 

David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti
cally Examined" was first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4 50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert. 
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Still After the Book. 
CAIRo, ILL., June 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please send THE 'fRUTH 
BEKKER and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text Book," for which find inclosed $8. 

THoM:As KING. 

:BARERSFIELD, CAL., June 17, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

send THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Freethink
ers' Pictorial Text Book," as oer o:fler. 

:Bespeotfnlly, I. J. HowARD. 

P~ADISE, TEx., June 26, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed $3. 

Please forward paper and " Pictorial Text 
B"ok." 

Religious revivals are in full blast, and I 
need all the help that I oan get, for I am 
the only outspoken "Infidel" (their term) 
here. W. J. N. WELLBOR....,. 

NEwToN, KAN., June 20, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3, for one 

year's snb@oription to the great journal of 
Freethought and reform, THE TRUTH 
SEEKEB, and the " Pictorial Text Book." 
I hav received several copies of the paper, 
and oan say I am more than pleased with 
your efforts to advalioe the cause of Free" 
thought and Secularism. 

We hav quite a number of liberal
minded men in our little city, bnt pnblic 
sentiment is so largely in favor of Chriso 
tian fanaticism that those who are advoo 
cates of mental liberty are not in e. position 
to make much oi an advance. Therefore 
I am calling to onr aid your valuable 
paper, and will try to oironlate it among as 
many persons as possibl~. 

Respectfully, J. P. PAGE. 

That's the Way to Talk. 
GREEN I st.AND, N. Y., J nne 2fi, 1895. 

MR. EniToR: Inclosed I hand yon $5, 
which I desire to contribute to the Fleokten 
school case. HIRAM WILBuR. 

He Comes Again. 
WHAT CHEER, IA., April 8, 1895. 

MR. EniToR: Find inclosed $3 for the 
good old TRUTH SEEKER. I like it better 
every day. Wishing yon sncoees, 
From yours ev<>r, ALEXANDER WALKER. 

W onld Yay $6 if Necessary. 
BRisToL, R. I., June 15, E.M, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for 
renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, which I would not be without for 
twice the price of it; and also send me the 
"World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers," by D. M. Bennett, and oblige, 

Yours truly, JoHN R. SwEET. 

· Sowing the Fertil Seed. 
THoRNBURG, IA., May 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5, 
for which send me "Right Living," "A 
Tale of a Halo," bound in cloth, and send 
each of the inclosed names one copy of the 
"Age of Reason" and one copy of "Self
Contradictions of the Bible." Apply the 
rest where it is most needed. Keep your 
artillery going. The world is moving on-
ward. E D. NAUMAN. 

Likes Unequivocal LanguPge. 
CHIOAGo, !LL., June 13, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Many thanks for Haeokel's 
"Monism." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER continues to be very 
instruotiv, and I must add I admire ita 
aonte, terse style and moral courage, and 
its tendency is snob that I am sure it will 
always be appreciated by high minded 
readers. G. C. PAoLI, M.D. 

Whl\t Wonld n Mock Legal Trial Be but 
''Talk~" 

WEsT SALEM, ILL , June 19, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: In my inquiry of a few 

weeks ago !spoke of hav'nga trial, in order 
to determin the truth concerning Christ's 
crucifixion and resurrection, and yon 
asked how I proposed to get the case into 
court. I meant to create a oonrt for that 
special purpose, and not to enter the oase 
in any of the civil courts of onr country. 
It would not be necesljary to do so. The 
" depositions" of Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
and John oonld be represented by Chris
tians, and a fair show given to both sides. 
The " unbelievers " oonld hav a lawyer to 
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represent them, and the "believers " a 
lawyer for the same purpose. Snoh a trial 
is not at all impossible, and those who are 
sincere in their belief will, without doubt, 
welcome it. Of oonrse, all anCient history 
would be ransacked for evidence to estab
lish the geiininiless of the "depositions," 
and for myself I would be glad to read a 
report of the trial. Why not make a chal
lenge to that effect in THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
and see if it is not aooepted? Talk is too 
cheap; giv me something substantiaL 

Yours truly, En. FULLER. 

It Is Regular as the Sun. 
BIG FLAT, ARK., June 8, 1895, 

MR. EniToR: Inclosed find $5. Please 
push my record on your books two years, 
as I do not think it looks well at present. 
Your books will show that I am an old 
subscriber, and I must say I never had a 
paper oome so regularly or better received. 
I would like to send for some books as 
nsnal, bnt we hav not recovered from the 
Dama-o-krat boom yet. 

E. E. ADAMS, M.D. 

He Is Not a Freetbinker Sub Rosa. 
Stm RosA, AR:it., j nne 8, 1895. 

MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed :li.nd $1.50, which 
abont pays up my subscription to date. 
'thanks for tl.ot dis<lontiil:ding niy paper. 
1 hav a splendid exotise for not remiting 
before: 1 just did not hav the money. 
Freethinkers are iiot dead beats. Here is 
the very hotbed of orthodoxy and super
stition; sin tr:fing to do a littlfl missionary 
work by handing around THE TRuTH 
SEEKER after reading it myself. 

Yours truly, Jos. WHI'!'E. 

He Voted for" Old Hickory." 
MoNTEZUMA, IA., Jnue 25, 1895. 

MR. EuiToR: Inclosed find $2; mail me 
May 28th, which is the number back, and 
continue to send me your paper and yon 
shall hav your pay as soon as my son sells 
his -wooL I am living with him. I am 
eighty-six years old; was born in Chester 
oonnty, Pennsylvania, one mile north of 
Penningtonsville. I voted twice for Gen
eral Jackson and twice for Grover Cleve-
land. JOHN CHAMBERLIN. 

E. R. Mohler is Not E. K. Wohler. 
MINNEANAPOLIS, MINN., J nne 18, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I received the bundle of 

paper all 0. K., and I am a thousand times 
obliged to yon for printing my letter. Bnt 
I would hav been two thousand times 
obliged if yon had signed my name to it. 
I would like Messrs. Wise and Fleckten to 
know that E R. Mohler contributed to 
their funds instead of E. K. Wohler. 

We had 1')1r. John E. Remsburg here to 
lecture on June the 9th at the First Uni
tarian ohnroh. He spoke on Thomas 
Paine very satisfactorily. 

Yours respectfully, E. R. MoHLER. 

The Political Papers Should Awaken 
Them. 

HousToN, TEx., June 15, 1895. 
MR. EniToR: Am in arrears. Sorry for 

it. Do better next time. Find $2. Times 
hard. Correspondingly hard np Every
thing now goes for Popnlistio and radical 
politioalliteratnre. The encroachments of 
onr judiciary are most to be feared. Of 
course the priest is behind the judge and 
I must continue THE TRUTH BEEKER to 
get "onto" it all. Of course yon can't 
disonss politics. Some of your "Liberals" 
won't let you. Fine Liberals! The peo
ple need a political awakening, and exactly 
how they are to get it without discussing 
politics, is something no fellow oan find 
out. Pity there isn't more liberalism 
among Liberals. 

Yours for the oanse, H. W. NELSON. 

More .Missionaries Wanted. 
WmTE SuLPHUR SPRINGs, MoNT.,} 

June 17, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2, for which 

please send me eight copies of Paine's 
"Age of Reason" and-one dozen of "Self
Contradictions of the Bible" that yon hav 
advertised in your paper, as I think there 
oan be some good done with them in this 
section of the oonntry. 

There are not a great many Freethinkers 
in this locality, bnt what there are are very 
pronounced in their views, and with a little 
literature we oan keep the snbjeot open for 

discussion, and the more it is discussed 
and studied the more converts we will hav. 

Yours truly, DAVID PENWELL. 

United States SRilors Read Our Books. 
u. s. S. ALERT, }' 

PANAMA, CoLOMBIA, May 20, 18:'15. 
MR. EDI•.roR: Your letter of the 12th of 

last month is just at hand through the 
good offices of my former shipmates. I 
hav been on the Paoifio Coast ever since 
Angnst last. I dropped yon a oard a week 
before my subscription was np, telling yon 
to temporarily stop my paper, bnt it ap
pears yon did not get it. Inclosed yon 
will find $5, which please apply to my snb· 
scription, and also send me the "Martyr· 
dom of Man," as premium, if entitled to 
any. I hav the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text Book" already. En. JoJtNsoN. 

U. S. S. A:UERT, PANAMA, May 20, 1895. 
M:n. EniToR: Inclosed find $10 for books 

as per list : "fiights of Man," "Blas
phemy,"" Is This Your Son, 'My Lord?;, 
the ANi<iu.u., "Plain Home Talk, h "Old 
Testament Stories domioall.v illustrated, H 

"Maria 'Monk,,; and "Deity Analyzed." 
As yon hav $i to my credit, that will 

make it right. There are quite a number 
of Freethinkers on board the Alert. There 
are three subscribers for THE TRUTH 
SEEkER, and when the mail boat arrives it 
is the first paper we read. The last 
books I reoei ved hav been passed around 
to any one that would read them, so that 
to-dav I raised $10 tor more brain food. 

Yours fratern!llly, WALTER CHINN. 

Jeremiah Hacker's Bnrthen of Years. 
VINELAND, N.J., June 3, 1895 

MR. EDITOR: I hav received sample 
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER and thank 
yon for them. I send them where I hope 
they will do good, although some I send 
them to are pions, and beg me to send no 
more snoh reading matter, and even hint 
at burning the " dangerous stuff." As 
they must read it to ascertain if it is 
worthy to be cremated, they may ohanoe 
to get their eyes open. A glance at 
Brother Heston's cartoons should set the 
dullest mind to thinking. Since I am with 
Brother Hu.oker I hav the reading of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, and other leadin~ Free
thought papers kindly sent free of oost to 
the "good old reformer," as he is called 
by many. We oan but grieve to see the 
brave old hero failing day by day-his 
trembling limbs almost refuse to bear him, 
yet, with the help of a oane, he oan take a 
little exercise every day, bnt seems to 
crave little else than sleep and rest. On 
aooonnt of failing eyesight he has been 
compelled to giv np reading, whiob, to a 
deaf man as he is, is a double loRB1 leaving 
him more alone than ever. Bnt he loves 
all the Liberal papers; asks me to look 
them over and mark articles I think he 
would be most interested in and, with a 
magnifying glass in hand, he will try to 
read a little, bnt it is hard work, and some
times the brain, too, givs out. 

Sincerely and fraternally your friend, 
H. G. HEAOOOK. 

''To the Skies on Flowery Beds of Ease 1" 
MR. EDIToR: Christians tell Infidels of 

the mighty advance of Christ's kingdom, 
yet how they wail and gnash their teeth ! 
The Christian Advocate of New York 
says the literature of India is non-Chris
tian and anti-Christian. "Of more than 600 
newspapers less than twelve are Christian. 
· • · During a year the India Bible So
ciety sold 548 Bibles. At the same time a 
publishing house in Lnoknow sold 48,000 
copies of the Koran. · · The Buddh
ists are forming a stupendous combine 
for the propagation of Buddhism. 
Apart from these ancient pagan religions 
movements, India is flooded with tracts 
advoo~>ting all shades of Infidelity, from 
Thomas Paine to Ingersoll." 

All that holds the Christian chnroh to
gether is its splendid organization, its 
privileges and wealth, and its respectabil
ity and domination of society. Christian
ity is terribly alarmed. A Christian mag
azine called The Truth has the following 
significant editorial notes in its issue of 
June, 1895. It begins with "A Sign of the 
Times," and mourns over the popularity 
of "Trilby ;" then "Cleanse the Temple," 
which refers to some scandal among min-
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isters; then" The Roman C~tholio Church 
a Failure A~ so;" then "The Old Pulpit 
and the :New;'' in which it professes to gi" 
"a hard slap at the Higher CHtios;" then 
"Ingersoll Handled;'' . then "Professor 
Drummond Reviewed," in whi.oh it atJ
pears that he has become a dangerous 
heretic; then " French ProteRtant Chnroh 
a Failure;" then "Good and Evil Mixed," 
in which it says that during the past cen
tury 3,000,000 heathen hav been converted 
and 250,000,000 pagans born. Under the 
head ''Worse than an Infidel," we are told 
that Archdeacon Farrar, of the English 
ohnroh, has published a book on Daniel in 
which he shows it to be a forgery, dating 
164n.o. Under "CanseforAlarm,'' SirM. 
Monier Williams is quoted on ' 1 the rapid 
increase of InfidAlity, '' and under "New 
Woman's New 1\ible ''more oomplaiut ill 
made because Mrs. :El!i:.iabeth dady Stan
ton, a pronounced tinbeliever, assocl.ate!l 
with Miss Frances Willard, and two or 
three Universalist women preac:lhets, tind 
Mrs. itobert Ingersoll, who will j;jrobabiy 
consult her husband about the best way of 
improving the Bible. 

Poor Christianity l It appeals to its oon~ 
stitnents for the part.gorio pf sympathy. 

E. 0. TtrTTL'E. 

Enthusiasm in a Good Cause. 
PAGASA BPRIRGs, CoL, June 28, 1895. 

MR. EniToR: Please find inclosed $3 to 
keep the best paper on earth moving. I 
oanaot do without the precious treasure 
it brings to me every week; I cannot do 
without onr Putnam, onr Macdonald, onr 
Peok, our Wixon, and scores of others, 
'\nd I must not fail to mention onr incom
parable Heston, whose artistic genius is 
like an everfl.owing fountain. I am a life 
subscriber, and why should I not be? It 
was THE TRUTH BEEKr~ that led me ont 
of the mazy darkness of superstition and 
preaoheroraft, and placed my mental feet 
on the two solid rooks of Freethought 
and Soienoe. It was THE TRUTH BEEKE~ 
that taught me how to think, how to inves· 
tigate, and how to reject everything not 
illumined by the light of reason. I was 
reared amidst almost countless numbers of 
Methodists and Disciples, and I must say 
that they are the worst dupes and slatell 
to their sensel11ss creeds of all the seotll 
that bow the ignorant knee to the shrina 
of ohnroh dogma. After my experience 
with these two representativ ohnrohes ! 
hav no hesitation in saying that they do 
their part in filling onr ]ails, penitetl.tiariell 
and asylums. Now to the young and 
rising generations and all those that want 
to be good, kind, and honest: B 3ware 
of the quarreling, fighting, fanatical 
ohurohea. !t is horrid to contemplate the 
cruelties and agonies of the dhristiatJ. 
world. 1 am so glad that the immortal 
Bruno, Voltaire, and Paine forked ont the 
devils and demons from the subterranean 
world. Our work of to-day consists in 
making the Christians and the world at 
large better. We must show them that we 
oan be better than they oan; that we are 
not governed by whims and imbecilities, 
and that we are perfectly en rapport with 
nature and her laws. 

Pagasa Springs il!!the largest hot springs 
in the world. The oonntry all around is 
mountainous, covered with a dark forest 
of evergreens, with here and there a pretty 
park Chrystal-olear waters run adown the 
pebbled brooks; thousands of wild flowers 
mix their sweets with the aroma of the 
pines. RuBIE STURGILL. 

"Boro." 
PALMER, MAss., June 15, 1895. 

MR. EoiTOR: In answer to Mr. Bost
wick's asser~ion that the Hebrew word 
"boro " should not be translated he 
created, beoanse it does not mean to pro
duce something ont of nothing, I must say 
that the English word "created" does not 
always convey snoh a meaning either, and 
therefore the translation is a oorreot one. 
The word " boro" is found a great many 
times in the books of Isaiah, the psalms, 
and elsewhere, bnt always in the sense of 
create, excepting that in Joshua, in the 
passage which Mr. Bostwick quoted, the 
word means, perhaps to destroy; and it is 
one of the few words that are found in the 
Bible which, in order to make any sense of 
the passage, must be given a meaning just 
the reverse from the oorreot one. Fo:~; 
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what reason it was put there nobody can 
explain. Most Hebrew scholars know of 
the word " baruch " (blessed). It is used 
in the Bible in that sense in a great num
ber of places, yet there is one place, and 
only one, where it must be translated just 
the reverse, i e., "curse." Job's wife 
said, "Carse God and die," and she used 
the word "baruch." Now, would it be 
right to translate it always " curse " on 
account of this one instance? Would it be 
reasonable to suppose that Jacob and 
Esau, when asking their father for his 
blessing, and using the word '' baruch," 
meant "Curse us?" Would it be reason
able to suppose that Isaiah, in his many 
exclamations, such as "Lift up your eyes 
on high and behold who hath created 
those things," using the word "boro," 
means destroy 1 It is an unsafe plan for 
Hebrew students to distort an establi~hed 
translation for the sake of fitting it to their 
argument. We may as well say that the 
sun is not what it is, in the sense which we 
all understand, but it is l!lomething else, 
and its primary meaning is a daily paper. 
I do not consider the controverliy about 
Mr. or Messrs. Elobim of very great im
portance. Every one of the Bible's heroes 
was a murderer, robber, or rascal, and this 
Elohim was ahead of them all. This book 
is too bad to be indorsed by any intelli
gent being, and this God too ridiculous to 
criticise, and I must confess that I hav in
dulged a little bit in discussing about him, 
more, perhaps, for the sake of arguing 
than the sincerity of it. Who can read the 
Bible, and note the atrocious deeds 
acknowledged to hay been committed-all 
in the name of their God-and not be dis
gusted? Who can respect a God who made 
a contract with Abraham, and gave him 
and his descendants permission to rob and 
kill right and left, calling it a covenant? 
Shakspere's Shylock traded away a few 
ducats for one pound of flesh, and the Bi
ble's Shylock bartered away the lives of 
thousands for a small part of the prepuce 
(Gen. xvii); and this is the Hebrew's Elo
him, who for nearly four thousand years 
was fed on such delicacies, and who, when 
tired of that kind of diet, demanded his 
son, another dainty morsel. Here he be
came the Christian's God, and here the 
Bible was right in saying that there was 
darknesl!l over all the earth. And what a 
darkness! How many crimes, how many 
persecutions and assassinations, were com
mitted, all in the name of that Christian 
God! 

. But we may fairly hope that the dark" 
ness is gradually disappearing, and that 
the human race is at the point of adoles
cence in regard to truth. The light ofsci
ence is breaking slowly but surely, the 
most hopeful child :that nature has:given 
birth to for adoption by the human race. 

MonEH NEBUOHIM. 

Some Suggestions. 
LIBERTY, PA., June 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find fifty cents 
for "Hand-Book of Freethought." I am 
a red-hot Freethinker, but I am really too 
poor financially to pay $3 a year for a 
Freethought journal, and so it is with 
millions, I may say, in these hard times in 
particular. I hav a " boss " idea, such is 
my idea of it (whatever others may think), 
which is, If you, or some one else, would 
publish a Freethought journ~l in pamphlet 
form at fifty cents a year, your circulation 
could be increased, I dare say, 1,000 per 
cent, notwithstanding you may bav a 
pretty large circulation now. It should 
be published monthly, and each magazine 
or .number contain from 24 to 80 pages, 
and as large as you could afford it, say 5x7 
inches, making say 300 or 860 pages for 
a year. Or if you could . giv them 200 
pages in a year, and somewhat condensed, 
would giv them all the FreeCbougbt in 
good shape, just enough to make it inter
esting, At (1!8 a year they-the masses
would hav a great deal more of Free
thought matter than they would hav time 
to read, or care to read, with so much other 
reading matter-from three to seven news
papers, besides books, The faC)t is, that 
many who are leaning toward Freethought 
(there are millions of them in the church) 
would be overburdened to read your $8 
journal. It should be published in snob 
a manner as to open their eyes by degrees, 
and coax the~ into it through strategy, in 
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such a manner that they could not w~ll_l p.eath has. visibly weakened during the 
take offense at what they are reading. present century. The belief bas never 
There are only a limited number of Free- been one that could be maintained on sci
thinkers here, probably fifty in a society entific grounds." Mr. Swan's opinion of 
of about 3,000 inhabitants. A. part of the Professor Fiske is clearly expressed in his 
rising generation are taking to Free- last epistle, but some of us hold him high 
thought spontaneously, I may say, with a in esteem because of his great ability 
little effort on my part, time being too lim- and honest expression of his well-defined 
ited to do much of it. I am publishing an opmwns. The rejection of a belief in 
amateur sheet, The Modern Reflector, Spiritualism should not, as I view it, place 
which the young read with pleasure. I such people in the list nf " bigots," and 
persuaded some of the church people to yet Brother Swan there places them, and 
ta\:e it. A certain number read it with would "leave them alone to enjoy the 
little or no com~ents. Others are giving bleBBings of ignorance," although he can 
me genuin orthodox hell, and hav threat- not refrain from time to time j amping on 
ened to mob me, rotten-egg me, tar and such people because of their unbelief. Let 
feather, and ride me on a rail, etc., to him jump, I say, for Materialists do not 
frighten me out of it. The fact is, I am too fear criticism or the influence of discus
radical by nature to make converts as I sion on the "ism" to which they tie. I 
started in on it. I found that the stronger wish that all Spiritualists felt likewise, but 
I made my points, the more they would alas! some plead for silence, in which faith 
curl up against me, squirm, and grate their they may swim without disturbance, like 
teeth at me. As I am a novice at it, I find their brother Christians. Brother Swan has 
the elephant of bigoted fanaticism is too had a test-and I never knew a Spirit
enormous for me to handle. They hav ualist who wasn't looking for fresh tests, 
bent their backs up so high they can't get and something more startling and conclu
them down, nor can I do it. I never saw siv to brace him up-and he wants it ex
such a lot of cattle-brute foree, without plained on some other grounds than spirit 
reason-but they read only one side of the manifestations. Wait a little · longer, 
great subject, and depend wholly on their Brother Swan, and science may yet reveal 
preachers who they think are the smartest the seeming mystery, without putting an 
men in the world, and that science is all a in-risible spirit back of it, for a gas never 
delusion. I think a good way to make before known has recently been discov
converts to Freethought in the churches ered in the air, and the brilliant aurora 
would be to publish literature in the form borealis, which has puzzled the scientists 
of a dialog between three preachers-one so long, is now accounted for by the action 
being a rusty old orthodox, the other one ol electricity on this heretofore unsus
a Liberal of the Briggs-Abbot-Miiller evo- pected element in our atmosphere. 
lutionary ideas, and the third a moderate The possibilities of this gas are thought 
Freethinker in argument. I know you to be infinit, and science, we know, is yet 
could get it up in good shape at ten, fifteen, in its infancy, thanks to the church, which 
or twenty-five cents apiece, which would once had all questions "settled," and saw 
be read with much interest by the church no need of disturbing the mental condition 
people, and thus Freethought would be it had established. The message itself is 
interwoven with the other, if _they are not the same old gag on that much-used ex
totally blind. The force of logic of Free- pression, "love for mankind," etc., and 
thought in contrast with the other more would not hav taxed the brain of an ordi
orthodox preachers would, and could not nary medium to produce it, for the words 
help but force its way through the thick- are kept in stock, and are daily used wher
eat shell, and would make converts of the ever mediums profess to receive and trans
thickest shells, if they hav any thinking mit communications from spirits. 
brains inside of them. Had this medium revealed the presence 

The Freethinker, being also a preacher and existence of argon in the atmosphere, 
who does not deny, but accepts a God, told how to extract and manipulate it, the 
finally appeals to science and gets into the message would hav been something more 
"doubting castle" in regard to a personal than twaddle. But spirit-messages hav 
God, and at last the church people get never yet startled the world with any sur
there too, and the whole racket or argu- prising revelations. "We are often with 
ment being apparently in the church, the you, and send love," is the customary 
horrors of, and prejudices against, the style of spirit-message, but if anything 
Freethinkers are lost to sight. specific and definit is expected it never ap-

Respectfully, J. D. BEoK. pears. Nothing not known somewhere and 

Spiritualism. 

Los ANGELES, CAL., May 30, 1895. 
Mn. EDITOR: Considerable fault has been 

found with THE TRUTH SEEKER because it 
has permitted correspondents to doubt 
and deny the claims of Spiritualism, and 
the assertion once met my eye in a Free
thought publication that THE TRUTH 
SEEKER was still fighting Spiritualism. 

Permitting an open discuBBion, or the 
free expression of individual opinion is 
the full extent to which Spiritualism has 
there been fought, and if any Spiritualist 
claiming to be a Freethinker cannot toler
ate such things, he should renounce all 
claim to thf name, for he has no right to 
it. These thoughts are generated by the 
last communication of A. D. Swan, who 
jumps on the stupid Materialist with his 
accustomed expressions of contempt and 
disapproval. Materialists, so fiu as I know, 
are perfectly willing Spiritualists or any 
one else should discuss and dissect them 
and their belief, but if they demand the 
same right in your columns, the privilege 
is denounced because they are " fighting 
Spiritualism." How intolerant and in
consistent so to dol It is true that Moses 
Hull has written. a pamphlet which bears 
the title, " The Question Settled," but he 
should hav modified it by adding "in the 
minds of some," I know of no question 
that is settled in speculativ philosophy, 
and if Spiritualism doesn't come under that 
head, will some one please state why? If 
that question was settled, there would be 
no Materialists; but it isn't settled, and it 
is just as much an open question to-day as 
it ever was. Says Prof. John Fiske: '' So 
far as I can judge, I should say that 
among highly-educated people the belief 
in a continuation of consciousness after 

at some time in this world is ever revealed 
from the other, and Spiritualism now re
volves around a mass of well-worn plati
tudes, with absolutely nothing new or 
fresh in the shape of ideas. 

It is an exhausted subje-ct, and if you 
hear a lecture on Spiritualism straight, you 
hear nothing not presented forty years ago. 
Its system of morality is no better than 
that of Materialism, and it is doing no 
more to lift the world higher, if as much; 
for science, which improves the conditions 
under which humanity exists, is thoroughly 
devoted to tangible matter and revealed 
forces which are ever and always inherent 
in matter. Science knows nothing of in
visible worlds peopled with spooks, and 
sees no occasion for wasting time in a vain 
search for such, when so little is known re
garding this material one and its possibil
ities. 

While Spiritualism is an improvement 
ou Christianity, because it has no hell ex
cept an unhappy mind, 1t has one thing in 
common with Christianity, and that is <'on
flicting statements and assertions. No two 
"spirits" agree in reports brought from 
" over there," and no description of a 
spirit world was ever given that would ex
haust the imagination of a very ordinary 
intellect. We are told of nothing that is 
not an invisible reflection of something 
seen in this world, and originality has no 
place in the descriptiv powers of "spirits." 
We are indebted to Spiritualism for noth
ing but assistance to hope, in deluding 
those who think another life is desirable. 
It has given the world no secrets from the 
bo"som of nature, and outside those mani· 
festations that yet seem mysterious, but 
later on will be fully explained without 
the aid of another world, Spiritualism is 
nothing but a system or faith like every 
other belief based on the hope of immor-
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tality. We face the grave to-day with .no 
absolute knowledge that consciousness ex
tends beyond it for any human being. 
Tables may tip and slates receive writing, 
but these facts depend on the presence of 
living human beings, and never is there 
any power or intelligence seen or mani
fested where flesh and blood is either dead 
or absent. C. SEVERANCE. 

Mortuary-A. B. Pikard. 
Mr. EDITOR : The horrors of Infidel 

death-beds are the common stock-in-trade 
at church reviva\s. Christian bravery, 
however, like Christian fortitude, is but 
the common article in a new dress. It has 
become but the idlest theological gossip to 
say that the Infidel is afraid to die. Again 
has this truth been exemplified, in the case 
of our old friend and co-worker, A. B. 
Pikard, the an thor of "The Deathbed 
Repentance of an Infidel," found in this and 
the D.'lxt number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
All onr Liberal lecturers who hav visited 
this city will recollect Grandpa Pikard. He 
was an admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
an occasional contributor to its columns. 

Of pionesr stock in New York, born in 
Onondaga county, in its early settlement, 
with no educational advantages, he was 
pre-eminently a self-made man. After 
arriving at manhood, working on the farm, 
studying evenings by the light of the 
worldcrenow.ned New England fireplace, 
he acquired the rudiments of grammar 
and arithmetic. Thus equipped, he en
gaged in teaching. Studying in advance 
of his classes, he soon acquired a fair edu
cation. Continuing in this vocation for 
some years, and taking a course of the
ology in connection, we next find him in 
the ministry. In this .he remained for a 
number of years, winning the confidence 
and esteem of all who knew him. He was 
a minister of much ability. He tells us 
of his escape from the church. 

He drifted westward, halting in Illinois 
for a time, thence to Colorado in 1873, set
tling at Pueblo. The death of his wife oc
CUTring in th11.t year, he removed to Canon 
City. The rem11.inder of his life was sp 3nt 
with his daughter here and his son at Den
ver, until his death, which occurred at the 
latter city on the 27th of April, 1894, in his 
ninety-fifth year. 
It was ab:>ut in his ninetieth year that 

he requeste:l the undersigned to write 
through his dictation the "Repentance" 
above referred to, and to forward a copy 
of the same to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
publication after his death. There was, 
however, an interruption, preventing its 
comp\etion at that time. He later wrote, 
in his ow.n phonetic hand, the concluding 
paragraph, "Is there a Go:l?" signed sud 
delivered the entire paper into the writer's 
care. 

At the time of the dictation of the "Re
pentance," and for a number of yeara pre
vious, and so far as the writer has been 
informed, to the time of his death, he was 
a Materialist of the most pronoanoed 
type. It was t~e go3d fortune of the 
writer to be well andintim'ltely acquainted 
with the old hero. His home was a mile 
distant from ours. He visited us quite fre
quently, as well as occasionally celebrat
ing his birthday in our family, the last 
one being the oocasion of his ninety
first. 

He spent a large part of his time spread
ing the gospel of reason and common 
sense. Aggressiv in his work, he was the 
hero of a thousand battles with ministers, 
elders and priests. Nor did he seek any 
vantage ground in the conflict with the foe 
of mental liberty, the superstition of the 
church. With his favorit weapons, science;
reason, and common sense, the ram's horn 
was a bubble on the seashore. He was 
ever vigilant and untiring in the pedorm

·snce of what he considered his duty. He 
was a man of the most refined feeling, a 
friend of the weak and oppressed and a 
lover of liberty. Thoroughly in love with 
his race, had he been possessed of millions 
he would hav spent it all in ameliorating 
their condition and in achieving their 
emancipation from the· slavery of priest
craft. Logical and consistent in reason· 
ing, of an analytic and inquiring mind, a 
retentiv memory, and good reasoning pow
ers, he was ever reaching out into the 
world of thought for new truths. 

J oHNlLooKE. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the davlight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the daY's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

The Little Maid Who Raked the 
Hay. 

INSCRIBED TO CALL!. DITTMER, AGED EIGHT. 

Once, when the summer grass was green 
And men had cut the hay, 

I saw a m11id-a g:ypsy queen
Who oang sweet roundelay 

With larl>s that trilled across the waY, 
That lovelY June when graEs waq green, 

And my ~mall maiclen raked the hay 
Amid the summer sheen. 

Her happv eyes were softlY blue, 
Her hair waq bright with gold; 

She made a pretty picture, too. 
Her little rake to hold. 

And smiling sweet. but never bold, 
This living picture. warm an<l true, 

Turned swaths of grass, green fold on fold, 
Neath skies of summer b~ue. 

Her dimpled cheeks were flushed with red 
As roses in the howl'rs; 

The mocking-bird sang overheotd 
Amongst catlllpa flowers, 

And near the founta1n's silv'ry showers 
A yellow bird came down and sahl 

That she was" fairest of the flowers,". 
And waved hi3little head, 

And sang," Oh! little maiden, come with me 
And leave the russet hay; 

Come to my home beyond the sea 
Where flowers and song has every day." 

She turned her rosy face away 
And said," Go to that i~le EO fair to see; 

FlY swift, sweet birdie, do not staY, 
Or I shall be too late for tea." 

MA.RY BAIRD FINCH. 

Sold by Auction. 
There is a pathos about an auction sale 

of household ~;oods that touches the hu
man heart di.ffarently from anything else. 
Every article is invested with a history, 
and some pieces there are that speak vol
umes. There are the chairs with the 
"tidies" upon them, knitted by fingers 
long since changed to dust, the dining 
table around which once gathered a large 
and happy family. Now all are gone. Not 
one left to tell of bygone days and merry 
gatherings about the festiv board. The 
dishes, the precious old china, nicked a 
little here and there; old-fashioned plates 
and cups and saucers, brought out only on 
rare occasions, and prized more than gold. 
Books are there, bearing pencil-marks 
where passages seemed to possess peculiar 
interest. The eyes that read them long 
ago ciosed to all earthly scenes, and 
serenely sleep in the quiet of perpetual 
slumber. Little keepsakes scattered here 
and there, of no value now, but once so 
highly prized by the dead and gone 
owner of the Eame; pictures, quaint and 
olden; decorations, once beautiful and at
traotiv, now dusty and grimy, with the 
marks of sge and decay upon them ; cur
tains and draperies, whose faded folds 
would seem almost to shut ont from 
eager eyes of purchasers the panorama of 
the past. I remember once, at au auction 
sale of household goods, the property of a 
maiden lady, who had died almost alone 
except for the presence of an aged wash
e,.woman, the auctioneer held up a tiny 
pair of white kid gloves, very old in style 
and make. They had evidently been worn 
but once, at some wedding, perha.pe, or 
party, when hope was young and the 
owner herself had lovers gay and hand
some. The gloves showed that the hands 
that had worn them were small and 
shapely. 

'' How much am I offered for the 
gloves?" asked the auctioneer. 

A dealer in second-hand goods called 
hoarsely, "Three cents!" and they went 
to him. Then there were the little kid 
slippers, just where she left them when 
removed for the last time. 

The feet they had encased were in the 
ground, and the grass was growing above 
them. Nobody seemed to care for the 
slippers except the second-hand dealer, 
and he got them at his own price. 

There was a case of knick-knacks, gifts 
from one and anoth~;r at various times, 
fancy boxes, jewels, a little watch and 
chain, individual cups, rare plates, bottles 
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of perfumery, jewel oases, pin-cushions, fJUORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 
bits of velvet and satin made into curious 
shapes. One by one, they were held up to 
the greedy eyes of purchasers, and sold, 
these things, hallowed to the owner each 
with its own certain interest. It seemed 
almost shocking that the things should be 
handled and scanned by the crowd. The 
jokes passed and loud laughter at the 
sallies of would-be wit of the autioneer 
seemed somehow out of harmony with the 
time and scene. 

One other day I chanced to be preseDt at 
another auction sale of household goods, 
for although I seldom find myself among 
the purchasers, a strange sort of fascina
tion draws me to such sales. This time, 
the owner of the premises, a woman, had 
gone hopelessly insane, and having no 
near relatives, a guardian had been ap
pointed. She had been placed in an asy
lum, and an auction called to dispose of 
her property for her support. She had 
become like a little child, it was said, and 
would not realize what was being done 
with her goods and chattels if she should 
be told. Blessed thought. She did not 
know, and could not realize. 

It was on the 15th of March, 1895, 
and it was snowing. The house was old
fashioned, and was built when the town 
was in its infancy, and the quarter had been 
once considered fashionable, but in later 
years was just the reverse. 

The sale attracted many men and women, 
antiquarians and others, from different 
sections. The rough and uncouth, the 
dirty and the olean, the refined and deli
cate, the ragged and the richly dressed, 
the curious, the searcher for relics and 

rn:wsrAATEo 
By Carey K. Jurist. 

The text is poetical aud the Illustrations a.re 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages a.ud the price is only 
50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1, 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEll., 
28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

a 

odd pieces, and the hard-fisted, business Considering from a. rational view point those 
men, all mingled freely, exchanging views 
and opinions on the display of furniture fa.ir humanities that make life worthy to be. 
and other articles. 

The women of the neighborhood, who lived. It will help everybody. 
had come in with shawls on their heads, 
gazed curiously upon the faces of those 
seldom seen in that locality, and who had 
come to purchase "Aunt Mary's" house
hold goods and gods, for the old lady had 
jealously guarded and loved her belong
ings. Antique tables, mahogany stands 
.:md desks brought good prices. Pewter 
porringers and brass candle-sticks were 
sold cheaply enough, but the blue and 
white ware, the plates with green leaves 
and pink roses, the old china teapots and 
quaint sugar bowls won good prices. 
There was a box of old jack-knives, worn 
and dulled with age. "What did she keep 
those for?" asked one. Ah, but there 
were precious memories welded in with 
every rusty, broken blade. 

[TO BE OONTINUED.) 

S. H. W. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a. Student of Science. Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four· Centuries of Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
Ul in a Lifetime, A Liberal Romance, 

12Ino, 300 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Honr, An Exceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting BookhWithout Bupersti· 
tiqn1 for Chil~ren and Yout . The Only Free
thmKers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paPer, broad margins, illus
tra.ted covers: 4to. 224 pp., bo~,rds, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Citizenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 

BY J. W. SULLIVAN. 
Prioe, 25 cents. Address TKB TBt!TK BEEKBB, 

PRICE, $1,00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fayette Pla.ce, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church, "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian ohuroh are thirty-nine Poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. . 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of 
a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to nnderta.ke a. 
crnsa.de of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do beetle 1" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Rellgons Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesns Insane i Price, 10 cents. 

Add•e•8 THE TRUTH REEKER. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
By ARTHUR B. MOSS, 

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER. 
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity 

The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution 
of the Christian Trinity. Original Sin and the 
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted 
Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of 
ChristianiLY" Examined. The Testimony of 
Paul. DidJ esns Rise From the Dead and Ascend 
into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centu
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Da.wn of 
Science. Christianity on the Wane. 

Price, Cloth, 81o 

Address T EIE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

DfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Re:futation o:f the Ar~u

:JD.ent That Nature I<~x
hibits Marks o:t Having 
Been Desi~ned by an In
telligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. T!)e Podign ArgumeB.t Vitiates Itself By Neces-
8ltatmg a.n Infimte l:ler1es of DeRignPrs. 

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

III. IfThAre Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His ProcesRes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. Wha.t Actually Did Cause So-Ca.lled Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a. Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 
Price, 15 cents. 
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·valuable Bool-t:s on 

H~gietle, 
Food a11d 
Diet, 

f\arriage 
a11d 
Pare11tage~ 

ttc. 
llyglene of the Brain alHl the Cure of 

Nervousness. By 1\l. L. Holbrook 
1\[.D. Price, hy mnil, $1.50. "Get thiK book aml 
!'01t<l it\ for it lthOUU<lH in pr:teticul VILIU!tble 
knowlcctge."-[Chicago Iutc'r-Occ•m. 

Eating for Strength. BX l\I. L. Holbrook, 
1\[.D. Price._!ly mail, $1. 'I mn <leiightt•<l with 
it. "-[H. ll . .unkcr, 1\I.D., Secretary l\lichigm1 
State Board of Hmtlth. 

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of 
Directions for nvoiding most of tho l'1LinH tmd 
Dangers of Chihll.Jenriug. By M. L. Holbroolt, 
1\I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A wo1·k who"' ex
collonco xnrpnssPs oHr power to couuucnd."
[New York En,nillV. 1\lnil.; 

Liver Complaint, ~[ental Dyspepst~ and 
Headache: Their Cure by Home Treat
ment. By 1\L L. Holbrook, i\l.D. l'rice, by 
mnil, $1. "Hen<lin!{ thiH hook I cur<'< lmyRclf 
nfter severn.! doctors had fnilcd."-['1'. C. Curtis, 
U.S.A. 

'fhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. 
B. Duffey nuthor of "What Women Should 
Know," ~\:No Sex in Educn.tion," etc. Price, by 
mail, $1. ]\[rs. Cha1·lc8 Brewster Portlnnd,l\Ie., 
writes: "H:ul I po.~sesst•<l this book ten vcars 
llgO it WOUJtl h'1;Q SIIYl'<l UlO ten ye~trs of in
YUJidiRm, and I shoultl have been tho mother of 
healthy instead of sickly children." 

Youth: Its Care aiHl Culture. By J. 
l\Iortimer Grnn>ille. $1. 'l'o this has been 
nrJ,led a paper by that charminl! English 
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical 
Education of n Girl," anrl a \'aper on the 
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1. 

Talks to My Patients. By 1\Irs. R. B. 
Gleason, 1\I.D. A Practical Hantlhnok for tho 
1\Iaid, Wife\-.and 1\Iother: with a benut.ifnl Pho
tographic .!:'Ortrait of the Author. Price\ by 
mnil $1.50. "We wish the chapter, • Confinen
tial to l\Iothers,' might bo J?UbliHhed as a tract 
and sent to every mother Ill thcland."-[Hnr
per's New 1\Ionthly l\Iagazine. 

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in 
behalf of Humnn Culture through a wiHer pnr
entage. ]3y A. E. Newton. Price, by mail, 
25 cents. "lt contains in forma tinn and warning 
that are urgently needcd."-[Christian Union. 

Sexual Physiology, A Scientific and Pop
ular ExpositicB. of the Fundamental Problems 
in Sociology. By H. T. 'l'rall, 1\I.D. Price, by 
mail, $2. 'l'his work has rapidly passed through 
forty editions, and tho demand is constantly 
increasing. No such complete ancl valuabl<i 
work has ever before been issued. 

Frnit and Bread. A Natural and Schn
tific Diet. By Gustav SchliPke;)'sen. T1 ans
lated from the German, by i\I. L. Holt~ook. 
.i\f.D. In addition also it contains a co·,nplete 
and Radical Cure for lnt.emvcrancc, by the Use 
of a Vegcta]Jle and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0. 
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1. 

Three Books in One. From the Cradle 
to the School. By Bertha i\Ieyer. The Hights 
of Chil<lren. By llerbcrt SI.>_encer. '!'he Gov
ernment of C.hi!ili:cn. lly l\I. L. Holbrook1 1\f.D. 
PriCe by mml, · cloth, $1. 'It is 
a boolc worthy to nc rariked with tho hcst that 

1 
hns ever been written concerning the training 
of childrcn."-[Bnzar. 

Vegetarianism the Ratlical Cure for In· 
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler. 
Price, 30 cents, h:v m<til. "It should he quietly 
given to every tlrinkcr."-[Hcraltl of Health. 

Muscle-Beating; 01:;1 Hmne Gymnastics 
for Siclr and ';yell. By C. Kemm, 
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. BO cents. 

~larriage_ and .Parent11;gc, in th~ir Sanitary 
o.nd Phys10logiC<tl Hclatwns, nntl m their benr
ing on the pro<lucing: of children of tilwr health 
a;nd great~r ability. lly l\<I. L. Holbrook,l\I.D. $1. 
'lhe Scier1tl/tc Llmertcan says: "Books on this 
subject arc usn ally written hy 'cmnks,' but this 
is radically different: it is scientific, so her 
clean, and worthy of conscientious considera: 
tion by every pr,!ltlible ptLrent, and particularly 
by the young." 

The Diet Cure, The Relations of Food 
nncl Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L 
Ni9holsl M.D., c<litor London iierala of Health: 
Pnce, c oth, ">0 ccuts. 

.Medical Hints on the Protection an1l Man• 
agemcnt of the Singing Voice. By 
Lenox Brown, F.H.C.S. 20th thousnml. 80 cts. 

0CCJI Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics. 
t.nce, cloth, GO cents. ~irs, Homco i\I~tnn writ011: 

Every .hool\ yon J,lrint IS pure gold nnd de
serves wide mrculatwn." 

How to Strengthen the llemory. By M, 
L. Holbrook, i\l.D. $1. il 

l Physician's Sermon to Young Men, By 
Dr. W. Pnctt. Price, 25 c<mts. rrof. R. Ji... 
Proctor, tho well-known English nstronomer 
says of it: ",'l'hrou!{]l falso delicacy Jn.rls nn~ 
youths are loft tofallmto trouble, and not a fol' 
htwe then· pros pc9~s of. a honlthy har.py life n,l 
solutely rnmod. lho httlc hook hoforo us is in· 
tended to he Jlllt into tho lumtls of young men 
by faUwrs who nre unwilling or immpnble v• 
<hscha,rg!Dif lL fati!Clr's dl~ty in this. respect; ana 
as not on~ flt.thcr Ill tqn IS, we hohcvc, rendy r.n 
do what Is nght by h~s boys himself, it is well 
~h!'t such a book as tins should he avnilable. If 
It 1~ rettd by nil who should roacl it, itH salo will 
bo c<;nmto<l.hy hnnclrods 9f thousmHls." 'l'ht! 
l)Ubl!shct; Will senti 10 co\'!"" by mnil. JlORtpn.ill, 
tor $2- Hhoulcl anyone c CHiro them by Uu: lOti 
or 1,000 they can make satisfuct01·y teruis by cnr
res pondenco. 

lllrCnta!ogues Free . ..AU 

By mail on receipt of price. 
.if<md'lf'<a~& THE TlnJT'J'ilr gw.Mn:ll,l; 
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[hea~ TraGts for Distri~ution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh........ 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politieal Condi-

tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 
Prots~tant Pers~cntwns. William Cobbett .. 
questwns for B1ble Worsh1pers .............. . 
'I he Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The lerisg~oii ·or· iiiiillaiifti ·n;;t"ter iiiaii Eter: 10 

. !!al Punishment. M Babcock........ . . . 10 
Rellgwa of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repe~~ tl!e .Sunday Laws! (Including the 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary Orunn of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends R . Th1.e Truth Seeker......................... 3 ev1va 1sm Examined. A. G. Humphrev..... 2 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of A Remarkable Book A Review of Greg's 
these valuable little evangels of truth. Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. Th Jnf C~!!adian Bv•ctator .......... •••......• 
They are so low in Plice that thousands of gen- Sci~nc~ inA~ibl::;r ~R~~Ysiio."cliaii."watis: 
erous-hearted persons can afford to buy them for AS Secular Prayer. Austin Hol~ake ......... . 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can- ecular Responsibility. G J Ho!_yoake ..... . 
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, The Sta!(~ and phe Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
post-paid, by mail. Snper•t1t10n D1sp!ayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
An Antidote Analyzed ExPosing the !neon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

sistency of Christians GeneriiJly. H. Clay Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-
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3 

Astro~l~:oiogv." i::: :t: ·nawsaii: · sb:a~inii i'he 
10 

Talk Wfib.· · ib.~· ':F"cilii:' ·:E·..:aiig~li8i8: .. :E. w a'citi: 
story of Christ in the New Testament to ruff, M.D................................... 3 
be but an Alleg~rical representation of Thon!!'hts pn Atheism. Can Man by Search-
the sun's course through the different mg Fmd out God. Austin HolYoake. .. 3 
zodiacs.! signs............................. 5 The TheorY o~ Evolutiol).. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake......... 5 The True Bas1s of Morahty. Annie Besant.. 2 
Tne Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Coleman................................... 5 (Reply to some of the Sunday-school 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 8 T Stories About Hi'11.). .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
'J'he Bible: Is1t Reliable as a Guide? c. Watts. 2 wo Short Sermons, Rev. Theologicns.. .. . . . 1 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh.... ... .. 3 
•.rne .Book of Esther. A S__pecimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our .First Parents? 

Pass~s as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Wh CDh;adrlJes Bradlaugh ....................... . 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~'.Max Muller. o,,. 5 at 1 esns Teach? Chas. Bradlangh ... . 
Constantine the Great, Portrayinl: the Ini- Who Was Jesus Christ? Chas. Bradlaugh. 0 •• 

~~if. ~re~~~n:.i~:~:.~~~io~~i-~~-- -~~~~~~: 3 :;g~n~:&f~~~{~i~~?? ~~~~~l:t~~~~~-~~~:::: 
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1 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitutional. What 1s the B1ble? A ·Review of Sunderland's 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. a" What pis the Bible?".................... 1 
B. Wise is now mdictcd for sendmg a Won era of r&Yer. D l\'1 Bennett............ 1 
verse from the Bible through the mail.) Washing_ton an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
1'. B. Wakeman ........ 0 ••••• •• ••••••• ••••• 10 WasChnst Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Dr. Daniel Arter........................... 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts. 0... ....... 5 
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts .. . .. ... 2 
The Ohristian Faith. 20~ Questions Without 

Answers.................................... 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogu~ between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin ................................ . 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
'.rhe Church and Educaoion. Anti-Je.uit ..... 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin 

2 
5 

~ THE CONFLIUf BmEEN MENTAL ScmNCE 
Steiner ..................................... 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Stopi>ed on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker...................... 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi-
days. S P Putnam ................ o ...... . 

Constructive Rlitionalism. Annie Besant .. .. 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. John Syphers....................... 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoak e ........................ .. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
1 It is eloquent as well as convincing. Decadence of Christianity ..................... . 
5 Price, Cloth, $1. Address The Decline of l!'aith. J E Remsburg ....... . 

Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral Governor of the 
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Universe? Au•tin Holyoake........ .... 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. o. .. . .. . 00 .. .. .. .. .. • • • 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athel'm norMa-

terialism. R. S Brigham_, M.D.......... 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. A . .u. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme ............. 10 
Father, Son, and Hol;y:Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Syp_bers............. ... . .. 1 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................................... .. 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradl•,ngh 

Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 
The Fruits of Christianity. Annie Besant ... . 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann .. . 
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8 i Slwuld It Be Exempt from 

Taxation? The Gospel of Christianity and the Gospel of 
Freethonght. AnnieBesant .. .... .... . 2 

Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh......... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Holyoake ............. o .... , .... oo......... 8 
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 0 p f L · El b g 3 Our palllJlhlet with this title contains an Argn-
ccurrence. ro · oms s er ...... · · ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh.......... 3 f F t . · f h C 

If You '.rakeAwa.yMy Religion What Will Yon o ac s, g1vmg, rom t e ensns of 1890, 
Give Me in Its Ste•d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 the Valne-hb:y Denominations, of Church Proper

Is America the New World? Lo L Dawson... 10 ty in the un1ted States and in the several States 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 and •rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi,h Mr. Ingersoll's a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of thl' 

p R b t B Leading Denominations and Denominations.. 
1 °1~m 0 lfu: d\ er urns .... 00 

.......... • • • 

3 Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in-
T~~effi~ w: Encdule~nTheir. ciiJ.'s'~. aiiti' 'ci:ire 3 terest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all 

D. M. Bennett. ... ... ... ....... ..... ...... 5 uomparisons being based upon official fi~ures. 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant....... 2 This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 lished. In no other work are the lacts, figures, 
Th J d Th · G d I p d and arguments to be found. ~'he figures. being 

e ews an en ° ·n saac a en.······· 11 ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
Labor's Pra,ver. Charles radlaugh .. · · .... · · 8 not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
Land Qnestwn. Charles Bradl•-ugh. 0 

.... • •• • • 
2 have been completed- probably about eight 

Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake .. · · · · · 2 rears hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 .nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
Legend of GautamaBuddha. Paralleling that ~s the injustil!~ of church exemption is suffered 

of Jesus Christ .................... o...... 5 . t 
Logi~of Dr%·' orp,Wf!Jl~u/d t~e Atheist '0Jf:~8ing!e copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
The L~;fc gf ~fle, Ifeauce'd f~o~~h~ Princi: 3 

work is published s_Pecially for distribntwn by 
pies of Freethongot. G. J. Holyoake.... 3 ;hose who f&Tor just1ce in taxation the following 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christilinity. A. Hoi- reductions are made: 
yoake.... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 ren copies. 811.00 

Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. :4 Fifty copies a - • • • 4.50 
'!'he Liberty of Printing Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 3 ~~:g~~~~~ti~Y~~~t~"ecial ;ates. " 8•00 

Literature of the Insan~. F. R 1\iarvin, M.D. 5 ll.ddress THE TBU BEEKER. New York. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

People are off in Hell ...... 0............... 1 
Materiali•m an1 Cr.me. B F Underwood.... 5 
Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts........ 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ........... o ................ . Is 
iA 

Natural RPligion vs. Revealed Religion. An-
nieBesant ........................ o .. .. 

New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlaugh ..• 
New Life of David. Charles .Bradlaugh .•.... 
New "Life of Joacob. Cl:larles Bra~laugh .....•• 

Suicide 
Sin? 

New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ........ . 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ..... .. 
'I' he New Faith. J. L Stoddard .......... o .. .. 
The New Age, W. S Bell .. o .................. . 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besant .. ; ................. . 
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On the Ueligious Education .of Children. 
Annie Hesant. "ritten dnring her 
Transition from Christianity.... .. .. 2 

Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S. D. Moore .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . . .. .. . . .. . 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G ln!l:!lr!oll ....... o .... 00 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson ................ o ...... 00 •• 00 .. . 

Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. T E Lotg-
shore. ............ ......................... 5 

Paine and WesleY. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G 1t Hawes................. 5 
Protestant Intolerance. Johp E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A. Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as dewribed 

bY the Bible. Per do~~:en....... .•• • ••• •• . • 10 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 
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400 Years 
OF 

Freetl'lough t 
B~ Samuel Porter Putqam 

Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 

' 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

Four Hundred Yea1•s. 

q; HE :!RUTH SEEKER OOMPANYannounced in Octo-
' her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
;were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
~have the opportunity to see for themselves whether· it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 

:realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 

1in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
· rper cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
~three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
ihundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what .the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS oF FREE· 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the 
·magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With ."The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the .powers of government, and 
an argument for '·limiting government to the 
mere protection of life o.nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal just"ce to all." 

Price, o cents. 
Address Tlllll 'I'RU"l'H SEEl!:ER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid 11rose ll_oem 

"Life,", by "the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
In!(ersoll. It is l&rger and better than the old 
edition, and c&n be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
&ppear the JlOrtr&its of the Colonel and the baby, 
vurronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
trnthfnlly described as," one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a delil{htfnl present, and will b(l a •onvenir 
not only of mtelleotna.l greatness, but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
beveled edge. The slZe is Ulx16 inches, &nd the 
Price onl:v75 cents, post-paid. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early Hir.tory of Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere ~o Fully 11nd Faith 
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
l'RIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
2fLafavette place, New York. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn B .>ok~ 
Do your children learn these beaut!: · ongs of 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, anj J' :J.erp oets 
and smg them in _your homes, maki 1g 0 :lem hap. 
Pf. and bright ?-SEND FOB A COPY -G: lien cloth, 
g1lt title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 J ~ .s. 
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JYot for I}arsons. 

"WRY do you receive so many fools in 
your order?" was said to a Jesuit. "We 
need saints."- Voltai?·e. 

BrsHoP: "Do you think it is right to 
partake of this hash on Friday?" Low 
Church Clergyman: "Entirely orthodox; 
it is composed of the thirty-nine articles." 
-Puck. 

MRs. FoGG: "Only think of it! They 
do s~y that Mr. Figg was seen playing whist 
last Sunday. Isn't it awful!" "'Mr. Fogg: 
But then, you must remember that Figg 
plays so poorly." 

''WHAT are you going to preach about 
to-morrow?" asked a Harlem min~ster's 
wife of her husband. " I am gomg to 
preach about female vanity." "Yon will 
hav to select some other topic. I'm going 
to wear my new dress and hat."- Texa~ 
Siftings. 

WILLY WIGGINs: "Will you please tell 
me where the text was dis mornin." The 
Pastor: "Why, certainly, my little man! 
The second chapter of John, the fourth 
verse. I am pleased to know that one so 
young is so anxious to remember my 
text." Willy Wiggins: "Yes; I played 
hookey from church dis morning, and dad 
allers· asks me der text, to see whedder I 
was dere or not."-Puck. 

IN a recent article in the New York 
Tribune, J. B. Gaylord says that "The 
~Iusselmans of India are no better than 
Christians, and it is rarely, if ever1 safe 
to trust them." Several of the church 
journals in this country hav printed 
"Didn't-1-tell-you-so?" articles without 
stopping to take in the full mea~ing o~ the 
writer's words. Mr. Gaylord JS a cncas 
man and probably came in contact in the 
Eas~ with just the sort of Musselmans who 
occupy a social and intellectual position 
similar to that occupied by American 
Christians who follow the circus busineBB. 
-Moslem World. 

A COUNTRY judge in Hungary gave a 
decision a few days ago of which Solomon 
himself might be proud. Members of the 
Nazarene sect in the town of Gyoma re
quested his honor to be allowed to cru~ify 
one of their number, "who was a messJah, 
and had been called to heaven to save 
men." The judge for a moment was 
dumb-founded. •' Friends," he replied, 
after recovering his senses, " I do not 
wish to interfere with your ·religious prac
tices. If your messiah wishes to be cruci
fied, let him prepare for death. Remem
ber, however, that if he does not rise 
again in three days, I shall cause every 
one of you to be hanged." The Naza
renes, it is needles to add, allowed their 
chief to liv.-Exchange. 

EIGHTY years ago Uncle Gideon Good
win was one of the characters of this 
town. At that time the Methodists used 
to gather at the houses to hold their 
prayer meetings, and as Gideon was a de
vout worshiper of that creed, he was a 
regular attendant. One night the meeting 
was held at the house of Harlow Harden, 
and Gideon was there. In those days ex
citement ran high, and just as the en
thusiasm of the assemblage was wrought 
to the highest pitch, "Uncle Harden," 
as he was always called, arose to his 
feet, and lifting up his hands, shouted in a 
voice full of fervor: "Glory to Gideon!'' 
Hardly had the chorus of amens which 
this utterance called forth died away when 
Goodwin, who thought that the praise was 
meant for him, and was bound to return 
the compliment, jumped up and said: 
"Glory to you, too, Uncle Harden!" 
That broke up the meeting.-Gardner 
(Me.) Reporter-Journal, 

TIIERE is a story in connection with a 
witneEs in a London court, an intelligent 
mechanic, who on being asked his occu
pation, answered, " I am a worm hole 
maker." The judge was so surprised 
with such an answer that he exclaimed
" W-h-a-t!" "A worm-hole maker, please 
your worship." '' What do you mean, 
sir?" inquired the judr.e, sharply. "Why!" 
explained the man, I am employed m 
Wardour street to make worm holes in 
furniture wot Americans and country folks 
come there to buy as antiques." A very 
good name to bestow on a large part of the 
clergy of our time. They are of the sa ~ e 
trade-"worm-holemakers." They work 
at it eteadily. Their business is to take 
the institutions of the present age and 
work with all industry to convert them 
into "antiques." They want to see worm
holes in .them, or else they cannot abide 
them. The new isn't right until it is all 
honeycomed with worm·holes. It must 
be made to look old, at any rate. There 
must be something of the Middle Ages 
about it, or even far back of that; To 
stop short of Calvin would look altogether 
too new. Real orthodoxy dotes on worms. 
-Banner of Light. 
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the nature of things, 
P 

r I on the famous text, .. The Clergy know that I I In 
Some Goo~ Pamnhlets at Low fiGBS. PE~nso~bti~XI~~rnE~~EAFTER DEATH 

f . IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smir.h. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS PROCEEDING'! OF THE CIVIL RWIITS 

' llLlSS MEETING AT LINCOLN UALL, 
Mailed singly ~or 10 cents each; twelve of any WASHINGTON. Being the Spe11ches 

of RoN, FREDERIOK DoUGL 'SS and CoL. ltOil-
one, or an assortment of twelve. for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL n•1 tho Decisi,JU of the 

A.N A.NTIDol'E ANALYZED Reply to a :UnitedSta:es 9mHt ,J ... tt the Oivil Rights Act 
r r. . ' . IS Unconst1tntwnal. .lfl!ty-three large octavo Chnstlan .who had att~ckfld Freethl.n]<;ers, pages of which (Jolonel Ingersoll's speeob 

and E~o•mtf the Inconsistency of Chi·J,tlans occn les 88 ages. 

niBgeLnEer Ti}:up~[tAsN'CE Rhowina that jl PULPIT, PEW, AND CR4-D~E. So long 
'?- . . r ' ,... as the Pulpit speaks to behevmg Pews com-

Liquor. J?rmkmg IS Cpmmende,~, Defended, posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle will be 
and ]_!:nJomed by the Bible. Edwm C Walker. rocked by ghosts and the race will remain on 

CHRIS riANITY A REW A.RD FOR CRIME its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 
Authenticated by the Bible. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerlePs against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Helen Gardener's bright<st efforts. 

DID MAN F A.LL t Is the Garden of Eden rHE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BE r. 
a Fact 1 Israel 71 Groh. TER THAN ETERN A.L PUNISHMENT. 

EPIDEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture by 111. Babcock. 
Frederic R. Mar•jn, M.D. GIVlng rea~onabfe RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K 
reasons for Rehi\!OUS and other I>elnswns. Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 

FALSE CLA.lMS OF THE CHURCH. his, very good. 
John E. Remsburg's p1ost noted work, anc1 THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
one of .the most ~ffectlve ever wntten by any One of M. Babcock's comical sermons. 

Fifts~thtn~ISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGIO~, or ~!Ie Con· 
APOSTLE TO THE TR.UTH SEEKERS. ~?~J3~~~~~ Reason and llnperstlt!On. T c 
W:ritten while~ourn13y_ingmanctnearthe la)ld ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
of Ya]lweh. Uontammg the best moral m- Presenting tbe evi•lence oi the forgery of his 
struc~wns of the world from the great teach- alleged gosnel. H J se1gneuret. 
ers of the former a.ges. D M Bennett. SISTER LUCY A.ND HER A. WFUL DIS· 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read , , r 
before the Freethought International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. On~ pf o.tto Wettste.n's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on Spintnali•m. are inimical to chastity:. virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN~'IDEL,TY. To SPIRITUALISM FRUM A. MATERIAL· 
whichisaddedapoe~ on Tho~a~Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
of Ramuel ~· ~utnam s most brlll~aJ?.tl~ctures. wood. Wr1tten before ii'Ir. Underwood joined 
Every Chnst1an who asks the 1diot1c qnes- the PsSchic Researchers 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" should be THUMB CREur A.ND ·RACK Torture induced to read this book, if he has to be paid n • . • 
to do it Implements Employed m the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 1 Was Jesus 9entnri~s for the promulgation of Cp.ristian-
s all C · d d d.d h R. Ity. B~mg t'le Nnremburg CollectiOn. With . upernatur 'Y onceive ' an 1 e lse specimens from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pie-
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. . tures. The descriptions and reflections by 

INGERSOLL A.ND JESUS. ShowiDg how George E. Macdonald. 
the two ag,ree. A poe)ll by Samuel P Putnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE .LIM~TA.TIO.NS OF TOL~R \TlON TA.IRE, delivered on the one hun-
Adlscnsswn. between Col Robert G. Ingersoll, dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
Hon. ~rederw R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Ste,wart L. Translated by James Parton, author of the 
Woodforf, b~fore ~~e Nmeteenth Century L f of Voltaire. To which are added the 
Qlnb of New York. Each man has t!1e ~arne three great Poems of Goetho George Eliot. 
right to express to the whole world h1s ideas and L-mgfellow ' 
tbap the rest of the .world have to express WA..., CHRIS·r · CRUCIFIED T Austin therr thoughts to h1m." Colonel Ingersoll '? , . . 
maintains this, the other.s deny it. Mr. Con- B1~rbower. A l~wrer s con'!deratwn of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of that alleged event. 
Protestant. W A.S JESUS INSANE T A consideration 

MATERIALISM : Its Hi~tory, and Its In- of 'lhrist'• alleo;red acGR whi •h would lea.rl one 
fiuence Upon ::lociety. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusiOn. L K Wash "urn 

MIR!.CLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND T And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and llfiracles othtr .Agnootic ~oems. Samuel P. Pu nsm. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's T"e t1tle poem 1• perhaps the most popular 
best books of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT or The many editions of it havo been called 'or. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. De'dicated to other poems are: The Golden Ag.e,.'l'he Ide~ I 
h Cl H J S · ... D and the Raal. Not Dead, but L1vmg,~. Frui-

t e ergy. · · ~~gnenre&, w.. • tion, Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's uospel, 
THE NEW GOD. It lS a~ open secret AddcesstoDeity,antltnPshor'-pofmsooften 

tb(tt man has always piade hli 9"ods. T]ley recited with great effect by CharlAs Watts, 
exist in and through h1m, as the Image ensts Give U• Light. 
in and through the mirror .. Take away man WILL THE COMING MA.N WORSHIP 
and you take away God-tLe Image vamshes." GO ~ B F U d d. - b 
This pamphl~t, therefore, is a consideration D • n e.r~oo , wntte~ e-
of what kind of a God man should make. I fora Mr. Underwood JOllled the PsychiC Re-
llamnel P. Putnam. ' s ·archer•. 

ORTHODOXY, A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. ').'he sup.iects consiqe~Ed are: Or- Freethink era' International Congr •s at Chi-
thodox Religion Dy~n(: Out, Rehj:IOUB Deaths cago. Uonside ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and Birth'!,..·rhe Relig!OJ?. of Rempromty, ~1.0- , Subjugation, The Canon Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The DestructiOn !>f Art, The D1s- • UponH r,TheologyNeverHelpfultoWoman, 
covery of Am~rwa,, Copermcus .and Kepler, Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
Charles Darwm, Spemal ProVldence, The Benefactor of Woman ~nsan H. Wixon 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN: HER p A.ST A.ND PRESENT 
of God, '.rhe Fall of Man. The Atonement, RIGH , A.ND W ONGS A ' The Second Birth, Ins iratiou, Toe Reign of HER . T.S R , lect-
'l'rnth and Love. '.rhe Wars It Brought The nre delivered before the Woman Suffrage As-
Resurrectio~., The Judg:ment-Day, Pions socia ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions," .NO Blble, No Chilization;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, ·.rhe Ascension, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils,~. Necessity of Belief, l<'ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment, J::iome who Are Damned, AVres• TH-re 'l'Rn'l'H RF.EKF.R. CO., 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humf!rously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer Family Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His' Sister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of 'l'wins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David/.. God's Favorite, 
Joseph the 1\'Ian of Dreams, Some J::itories from the Boolt of Kings, 
Holy 1\'Ioses Adventures of the Pro.{lhets, 
Bahi.am the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress 'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city, 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

' In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and" Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask.· Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. BOBEBT 0. ADAMS. 

BelnJr the etor:v of hie mental Journal' from 
orthoclox:v to Br.tionr.Usm. · 

Pnoe. Pr.JJer, 115 cents: oloth, '1'5 oenu. 
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Gems of q;.Jtouo,ht. 

INTELLIGENCE is man's headlight.- Gal
veston News. 

CuLTIVATE the right tendencies in hu
manity and the wrong ones must die out. 
-Elizabeth Harrison. 

IF being orthodox you die at the stake, 
you are a martyr; if being a heretic -why, 
then, you are a man burnt.-Rev . .James 
llfartinea•.t. 

ETHICAL judgments must take account 
of the fant that the e:ff.>rt, bodily or men
tal, which is easy to one is laborious to 
another.-Herbert Spencer. 

IF a tulip could speak, and said, "My 
vegetation and I are two distinct beings 
evidently joined together," would you not 
mock at the tulip?- Voltaire. 

, SuNDAY worship is a thing of the past. 
It is one thing to keep Sunday as a day for 
physical, intellectual, and moral improve
ment, and quite another thing to make the 
day an object of increasing idolatry.
Spirifs, f:incinnati. 

THE noble army of non-resistant martyrs 
would hav died in vain were their work 
unaided by the more serviceable army of 
strenuous obbctors. It requires daily 
courage and inexhaustible stamina to fight, 
to object, to "kick" for right and rights. 
-1·he New Unify. 

THE vaunted freedom from creeds of 
Unitarianism has been something like the 
boasted absence of state religion in the 
United States-an absence which leaves us 
fettered by the Sabbath, taxed for an army 
of explicitly unconstitutional chaplains, 
and taxed to support all churches because 
church property is not taxed.-Moncure 
D. Conway. 

THlllRE is but one use for law, but one 
excuse for government.,.--tbe preservation 
of liberty-to giv to each man his own, to 
secure to the farmer what he produces 
from the soil, the mechanic what he in
vents anii makes, to the artist what he cre
ates, to the thinker the right to express 
his thoughts. Liberty is the breath of 
progress. -Inger soU. 

THE time is past for repression. Des
potism has done its work; but the day of 
despotism is gone, and the only remedy is 
a full and fair investigation. Things will 
never right themselvs if they are let alone. 
It is idle to say peace when there is no 
peace; and the concealed imposthume is 
more dangerous than an open wound. The 
church authorities still refuse to look their 
difficulties in the face; they prescribe for 
mental troubles the established doses of 
Paley and Pearson; they refuse dangerous 
questions as sinful, and tread the round of 
commonplace in placid comfort. But it 
will not avail.-.!. .A. Froude. 

IT is absurd to believe, as we must be
lieve, that the individual UPon any ground 
should abdicate his self-hood and submit 
his spiritual nature at any time to the de
cisions of majorities. It is grotesque that 
the gods should be made to starve in creeds 
-that any man or woman should be 
brought to the borde:r.Iand of effacement 
and be led to believe that the instinct of 
autonomy which asserts itself in each per
sonality is an infinit sham to which men 
must slavishly surrender. It is all gro
tesque. It is all natural too. We are all 
grotesque. Everything is absurd without 
freedom. Everything seems rational and 
to assume its right place when freedom 
arrives. Private right can never be re
spected under slavery. It is always re
spected under freedom. The individual 
c11on prosper only when he is in a propitiat
ing atmosphere.-Horace L. Traubel. 

WITH a flloirly extensiv knowledge of the 
writers of my own period, I can honestly 
,say that I hav scarcely met one individual 
who has not deteriorated morally by the 
. pursuit of literary fame. For complete 
literary succees among contemporaries, it 
is imperativ that a man should either hav 
no real opinions, or be able to CJnceal such 
:as he possesses, that he should hav one eye 
on the market and the other on the public 
journals, that he should humbug himself 
into the delusion that book-writing is the 
highest work in the universe, and that he 
should regulate his likes and dislikes by 
one law, that of expediency. If his nature 

Catarrh Cannot Be Cnred 
with LOCAL APPLIOATIONS. as they cannot 
rr aoh the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood 
or constitutional diseaso, and in order to cure it 
yon must take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh 
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the 
blood and mucou• surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure 
is not a. quack medicine. It was prescribed t>y 
one of the best physicians in this count•y for 
years, and is a re,. ular pre3cription. It is com
posed of the best toni •s known, cnmbined with 
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the 
mucous surfanes. 'l'he perfect combimtion of 
the two in .. redients is what produces such won
derfal results iu curing Catarrh. Bend for testi
monials, free. 

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0. 
ltF' Sold by Dru!lglsts, 75o. 
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is in arms against anything that is rotten 
in society or in literature itself, be must 
be silent. Above all, he must lay this sol
emn truth to heart, that when the world 
speaks well of him the world will demand 
the price of praise, and that price will 
poebibly be his living soul. He may tinker, 
he may trim, he may succeed, he may be 
buried in Westminster Abbey, be may hear· 
before he dies all the people saying, •' How 
good and great he is! how perfect is his 
art! how gloriously he embodies the ten
dencies of his Time!" but he will know all 
the same that the price h11os been paid, and 
that his living soul has gone, to furoish 
that whitewashed sepulcher, a Blameless 
Reputation.-Robert Buchanan. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Confli~t Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, 10 Cents. For sale at this Office. 

-~-

FRffTHINKfRS• PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RE

VEALING THE ABUSES 
011' A UNION Oll' 

CHURCH AND 
STATE. 

185 F:.ili-Page 
lllustra tiott s. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 01 

PRIESTLY OELIBAOY EXPOSED ~ 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS, 
By lhv. G. T. Jl'o:t, M.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office, 

Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Monthly at $8 per Year. 

ISsUES OF 1891.-$3. 
Price. 

Truth Seeker Annual,)891 ..................... $0 2; 
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illus-

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ...................................... . 
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire .......... .. 
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-

25 
20 
10 
4e 
25 

son. Robert C. AddJ!lS.~-.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. miller.. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Ptlt-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hi!{her Criticism in Theology and Re

ligiOn. T. E. Longshore................ 50 
· IssUEs oF 1892.-$3. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25 
Rights of Ma.n. Thomas Paine. illustra-

ted........................................ 40 
Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower. ... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, a.nil Cradle. Helen H. Gar-

dener ...........•.. ; ..................... . 10 
25 
50 
25 

Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire ..............•...• 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

cock,...................................... H 
Liber~ 1n Literature. Testimonial to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
B:Y Col. Robert G. Ingersoll...... . . . . . . . . 2 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Ho!¥ Bible Abridged...................... 80 
Fa.lse Ulaims of the Church. John E. 

Remsburg...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 10 
IssUEs oF 1893.-$3. 

'l.'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert 
G. Ingersoll............................... 1~ 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
mann..................................... 50 

Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 

AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL-
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

IJESIG1'i'8 BY WAT87N HESTON, 
WITH PURTRAIT OF 

THE IJESIGNE.R. 

The illustrations are classifted as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the People. 
a " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. . 
14 Children an<i the Church. 
10 . Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Pa.ine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks, 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

11 reprelf'nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
II " Missionaries. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
!Ill " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " The Church and Slavery. 
1 " \!riests and Politics. 
' " ireland and the Uhnrch. 
g ,. Church's ldea of Civilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
' .. Unkind lteflections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Ohurch. 
tt " Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 .. H~l!. 
7 Miscellaneous. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha• ever be
fore appRared iu this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub. 
lished. We mnst give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wovld have been a cheap book. Arttst Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful snccess. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire a copv of this most w .:mderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to Jle·called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fai•hfnl and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of . his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrationsf and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falo1 ty of the church's professions and the h¥Jlocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tue best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put ·n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. , 

Pl"ice, board eovers, $2; elotl\, $2.SO· 

-.dar""'" TR~ TB.lJTD liiF.E:5l!lJl.. 

Resu:~c~io~~~n.f:sua::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ :NO "BEGINNING,·" I POPIS AHD .>r'UtJ0 DOJH"-S Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50 J ., » U 
Religion a Curse; Religion a. Disease; Re- I 
Des1~g~~~~~t ~Jia,~~~nafu.Eilit~r-of 25 

The Fundan;;;~tal ·Fallacy, •

1 
'l'HE 'l'BUTH SEEKER .. :................. 15 

A.hl'aham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian? 
Pen Jfc~:ir! ~e~~ur~~riti·~·-FB.ir:··mus~ 50 A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

t t d s p Ptlt 25 rea•oning upon which is based the belief in a 
Comm~~ ~ense: Tho~a~~&i.iie::::::.::::::: 15 " Creation" or "Fir<t Cause" of things. 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Pa.ine.. 15 BY WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B.............. ...................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newhall Convent........................ 10 
WomRn: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon ............................... . 
IssUES oF 1894. -$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Aelf-Contradiction• of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Property: St10uld It be Exempt 

from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... 15 

Congress and Sunday L&ws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick..... . ............................ 50 

Church and Freethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~uo~~iW~<>: · ·:M:~i-"i~ii · x: "iiohiirt.8oii. 
50 

Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist.... . . 50 
Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L. G. Reed..... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness, the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis ................................•... 10 

Dur1n~ the year other standard Freethought 
works Will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appe&r. 

Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please sa.y 
which year is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

He Glory of lnfldelit~ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P, PlJTNAIII. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

" l'his volume discu•ses the question of a. cre
ator wHh such plainness of wording th't even 
the unlearned ca.n understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one oc the most comprehensive and conclu•ive 
workl on the sul)jeet we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKEQ, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly200pag-es,with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, boun·i neatly aud strongly in cloth. 

ParcE, $1; PoSTPAID. 

'~''·~·· THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home • 

-With lllusic Written to All the Bongs.

Ooll[l'ILED BY L. K. WABl'fBURN. 
Price, $1. 50. For sale at This Offi 1e. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE-HALF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m'les of Media county seat 
and within four mites of Chester, l'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several BPrings of soft water. 
good timber growing on the p'ace. some~h ce 
apiJle and pear trees in fruiting cond tion. use 
and barn on the place. but are old bu1 dings. 
Within five minutes ;valk of the railroad "' ation, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b3tween 
Media and Chester, with less tha11~minntes 
walk. 

The place is specially well locate florist, 
and it would be a fine summer reside ce for one 
who would put a modern hoase on it. J!'ight 
years a!!'o the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3;500. 

Address W. H., care THB TRUTH SEEKER. 

ACCOUNT 011' 

Vtcars or On.rtst ana Vtce(Jerents oJ Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

$7 5 A MONTH andexpen•es. Lady or 
Gent. Samples tree. 
A permanent situatlon 

B'U:Ltanteed. \Vrite today. AddressP.O.Rox5S08,Roston, Mnu. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!! t 
want 1000 more active agents before e 
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.w y st. \Ve,·dllguarantee$20to$30perday ~ 

can be easily Inadein any locality; our goods 

• 
sell themselves; we furnish a large roll of e 
samples entirely l~'RI~E ~nd fl,llow 50 per e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-day e 

~ 
for fult_particulars, or we win send wi~h ~ 
same a. Valuable sample of our goods In f 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in e 

# 
ail ver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad~ ~ 
dress, "'TANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

ward 
edyof sue> 
CleB8. DR. R. P. FELLOWS," 
!'lrwbere;vou saw_thlsadver. > l'lnelaud.: N.J;, 

l'IIOW llK•\.0 '.l'l'I.I:S! 
Dr. }<'allows is a stanoh LIBERAL an·l a v~ry 

successful physician. He has treated DISEASEti 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of thts long_practice, which •honlo 
a:ive con1ldence to tho8e amicted. 
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OPEN gambling has been stopped in 
Saratoga Spril!gs, for the present, 

TEN people were killed by a flood and 
washout at Winona, Mo., on July 6th. 

THE Pullman Company has advanced 
the pay of its 4,000 employees 10 per cent. 

ON July 4th thirteen spectators of a 
bicycle race at Buffalo were injured by the 
collapsing of the grand stand. 

THE Populists of Kentucky hav nomi
nated T. S. Pettit for governor and C. S. 
Bate for United States Senator. 

RECENTLY a thousand tons of Ohio 
steel were shipped from Youngstown to 
England. It is the first event of the kind. 

THE average cost of hauling a ton of 
freight one mile in Europe is two cents. 
In the United States it is four-fifths of a 
cent. 

THE Supreme Court of Kansas decides 
that Mrs. Mary A. Lease is not entitled to 
the place she claims on the state Board of 
Charities. 

THERE was a severe wind storm at Chi
cago and in the vicinity on July 7th. 
Many boats were capsized and several 
lives lost. 

By the givinl!: way of the bridge that 
spans the St. Joseph river at Bristol, 
Ind., more than seventy persons we:r:e in
jured on July 4th. 

JUDGE Ross, of California, has decided 
the suit of the United States for $15,-
000,000 against the Leland Stanford estate 
against the government, 

THE three post office robbers, Killoran, 
Allen, and Rmsell, wanted in so many 
places in the United States, escaped from 
Ludlow Street Jail in this city on July 4th. 

J. T. CARTER, the ink and mucilage man
ufacturer of Boston, was drowned while 
bathing at Harwich, near Cape Cod, on 
July 5th. He was about sixty years of 
age, 

IN Minnesota the grasshopper machines 
sometimes gather as many as 8, 000 bushels 
of grasshoppers in one day. There are 
more than 400 hundred of these machines 
at work. 

THE Missisissippi steamer Lady Lee 
sunk near Mempnis on July 6th. It is sup
posed that at least twenty persons lost 
their lives. The boat struck on a reef off 
Island No. 60, 

THE French hav lately had very san
guinary battles with the Hovas in Madagas
car, defeating- them with great slaughter. 
Of course ]'ranee has no ethical sanction 
for her occupation of the Island. 

CAPT. HENRY W. HowGATE, convicted 
of forgery and falsification of accounts as 
disbursing officer of the United States Sig
nal Se~vice~ has been. sentenced to eight 
years' 1mpr1sonment m the Albany peni
tentiary, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

A DEVIL OF A TIME.-Mat, viii, 32, 

ON July 4th, at Siberia, Ind., a German 
picnic was attacked by a gang of roughs 
and in the desperate fight which followed 
three men were killed, five mortally 
wounded, and about fifty more severely 
hurt. 

THE Cuban insurgents claim that the 
Spanish troops are practically shut up in 
the cities, the Cubans holding three-fourths 
of the Island. Even one of the suburbs 
of Havana has been put under martial law 
by the Spanish commander, 

IT is understood that the Pope has re
lieved the wage earners of the church, in 
the United States, from the obligation to 
fast on any days except Fridays, Ash Wed
nesday, the Wednesday and Saturday of 
Holy Week, and the vigil of Christmas, 

THERE was a religious riot in East Bos
ton on July 4th, the Catholics attacking a 
procession of Orangemen, A. P. A.'s, and 
members of other similar organizations. 
The Protestants were prepared for the 
anticipated conflict, and the result was one 
innocent spectator killed, a Catholic mor
tally wounded, and a large number of par
ticipants and spectators more or less in
jured. This trouble wi!l make the situa
tion in Massachusetts more delicate than 
ever, for the religious passions of both 
factions are fearfully aroused, 

MICHAEL CLEARY, of Clonmel, Ireland, 
who, assisted by the woman's father and 
several of his neighbors, burned his wife, 
Bridget Cleary, to death, because he 
thought her a witch, or fairy, has been 
sentenced to twenty years' imprisonment. 
His accomplices were sentenced to terms 
of imprisonment ranging from six months 
to five years. The church killed millions 
of people on the charge of witchcraft, but 
it is not recorded that any of the murder
ers were punished for their cruel crimes. 
The conviction of Cleary and his abettors 
shows that science and Freethought hav 
partially civilized the Christian world. 

of 5,000 of whom shall be willing, and of 
the other 5,000 unwilling, that they 
should be vaccinated; that the first 5,000 
shall then be vaccinated by health offi
cers, the other 5,000 to continue unvaccin
ated; that the whole 10,000 be kept, so far 
as the parents will permit, under the ob
servation of boards and of physicians to be 
selected by the society ; that the vital 
statistics of the 10,000 children be then 
published yearly." 

PUBLICATIONS. 

u Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interestiog books by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctnnes," 247 pp., .. ". 00 .75 
:: Djvjne Love. and w,;sdom," 24S pp.,..... -7~ 

D1vme Providence. 308 pp., ... 00 •• 00 •• 00 -7~ 
;; Conju~al.Lqve,'R' 472 \)P···,·, ......... oo .... $1.00 

True Chnstlan ehgwu. 982 pp., ....... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained,"Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

THE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. S 0 U T H WI C K. 
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 

Saw the Vision of the ;~~id, and all the wonders 
that would be 

[JutY 13, 1895 

Lang·'ning Babies 
are loved by everybo~y. Those raised on the 
Gail Borden Ea,gle Brand Condensed l\lillt are 
comparatively free fron1si•kness. Inrant llea!th 
is >t valuable pamphlet for mothers. Send your 
addre•s Lr a copy to the New York Condensed 
Milk Company, New York. 

HOME AGAIN. 
After a delightful trip and healthful vacation 

I have returned home ready for business, and 
shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all orderd and work my many 
friends may favor me with. 
It will be my special endeavor to please all and 

to conduct business in such a manner that it will 
be an object and to the interest of all to favor me 
wit.h their kind orders. 
If in need of a Diamond, Watch, any piece of 

Jewelry, Silver o1· plated w~re, Emblem or 
Watoh work, please send tn me and I will posi
tivly send you best goocls at lowest Pl"loes. 

Price lists on application. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, 

Established 1857. ROCHE.t,LE, ILL. 
Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
venir Spoon; The Free thought Badge. 

tit4M~~~~~}4~}4 
M You will ride }4 
M a llicycle ~ 
\J 0£ course you will ride. All the ~ !PJ. world will-fashi_on, pleasure, 
;=::=---,~----. busmess- men, 

women, children. }4 
It takes a while 
sometimes for the 
world to recog- ~ 
nize its privileges; 
but when it does 
it adapt:; itself \J 
promptly. There- !I 
fore, you who are ~ 
in the world will 
ride a bicycle-a 

'r-::--_;:;:.....,_,-~ 

M bicycl~~~~:tstthe ~ 
~ 

world produces; a Hartford, the M 
next best, if anything short of a 
Columbia will content you. \J Columbias, $100; Hartfords, \J 11 $So $6o; for boys and girls, $so. Sl 

~ 
POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. t4 

Boston, New York, Chlcngo, I 
San Francisco, Providence, Buffalo. 

• 
A Catalogue-comprehensive. beautiful-at any 
agency free, or by mail fortwo2-centstamps. The 
book tells of all the new Columblas and Hartford& 

Writes every letter· insight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT

ICALLY, and yields in the time thus saved 
additional work. 
It acts as if it studied the convenience of 

the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 
It has a knack of keeping well, and is al

ways ready at critical or other times. 
These are some of the reasons why it is 

different from all other writing machines. 
'rhe catalogue tells you more abont it. 

FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., 
307 Broadway, New York. 

ILLINOIS follows Massachusetts and 
Pennsylvania in adopting the indefinit
sentence plan for dealing with its peni
tentiary convicts. All prisoners, except 
those convicted for murder and arson, will 
serve such time between the minimum 
and maximum term prescribed by law for 
their offenses as the warden and peniten
tiary commissioners deem to be justified 
by their conduct. Those officers may also 
establish regnlations under which a pris
oner may be paroled and go out to work 
for himself and family, to be returned to 
orison to serve out the full term if he vio
lates the parole. This can be done only 
when arrangements hav been made for 
honorable and useful employment for a 
term of not less than six months, without 
expense to the state. 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 18t16 e 
go in bathing together, and are "na- ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

SECRETARY M. R. LEVERSON of the 
Anti-Vaccination Society of Ameri~a, wants 
to put the claims for vaccination to a sys
tematic and thorough test, and so he sends 
to the boards of health all over the coun
try this proposition: " That there be 
selected 10,000 children, in similar condi
tions of life, of the ages of (say) three 
months to one year, at present unvaccin
ated, the parents or other lawful guardians 

ked and not ashamed." 
There is something of "Looking 

Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

CAREER OF BELUiiOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in"'"the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all forms or religious wor
shi o, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo hook of 146 pa~;es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m paper and 711 cents in 
cloth to 25 cents in ~'!!Per~--,50 cents in cloth. 

Address THE T.nUTH BEEKER 00. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 1s just what i~s title implies-thump

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Christians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false prophAt, that the gos_pels 
are not authentic, and that l.Ju..:o~ianitY. is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not areal benefit to man. . 

Price, 20 oents, six for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEJIIKJIIB. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

'l:'erae, witty, a.nd sa.rcastio d111inition1 of •httO• 
lolrio811 terw. l'rice, l!li oeu N. 
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IT WON'T WORK-TRYING TO FIT A LARGE MAN TO A SMALL CREED. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly-extend the circulation of THE TBUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
Wish to emphasize bo~h of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
...V.EW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the sarr/,e, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS) 
· And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list toe make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINKEB's PIOTOBIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuliles of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copioq$ citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HEsToN 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
J]ncle Sam and the Priests there are 16 f represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; "Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; PersecutionR by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is ,no .profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DoL
LABs' WOBT.II FOB THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; flve thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it DOW. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We. must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful succeBB, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.FTeethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profeBBions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the churcb. 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.-
Boston Investigator. ... 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

-------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received IDs 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TBUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "comer 
t:he parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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LtST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send Tm: TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ce:aturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of ::;'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its fnture triumph. "FouR 
HuNDrum YEARS oF FREETBoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBB. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the ~reatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a VIvid pictnre of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
'1'0 GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• l<'UIJS HlJNDK.I!:D YE~RS OF FREETHOIJGHT •• 
FREE OJ..' <JHA..RGES. 

AN.D Ii UR:ZHER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subset•ibers a.~ a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THR GIWTFEf BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated Bli:S~1',~0N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-hound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap Researches in Oriental History, 
Out of various rmportations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
tim!'s, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tiOn, as enabling onr readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
~he Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediroval Education. By 
H. S, Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: P .. st and Present By Richard Chene
vix ~'rench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Model?l Science and Modern Thongllt. By s. 
La• ~g. 75 cents, 

]'orma,;ion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 

. habits, By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 
Smence and Urimet..!tnd l:>cience and PoeGry, with 

othPr essays. l:IY Andrew Wilson, F.R.B E. 
Two books in on" volume, 75 cents, 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Fourth. Eattton 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part IL-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 LafaYette Place. New York Oitv. 

For $6 we will send Tu111 TRUTH Sl!ll!IKliiR one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue ,proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send Tu111 TRUTH Sl!ll!IKl!IR one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THlll TRUTH Sl!IEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scien~ific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send TBlll TRUTH SEliiKliiR one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send Tu111 TRUTH SlllliiKliiR one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SlllliiKliiR one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comically illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send Tu111 TRUTH Sllll!IXEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR. 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. The 

$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB 
BBBEEB one year for .5. 

---~~~---~~~---- ----··-- -----

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4 75. Sugar Spoons and '!'BUTB B~BR, $5. Either kind {Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
gilt bowl. 50c. more, AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKDt 

All are architects of f .. te 
Working in these walls of time, 

Some with massiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle 'the Priest 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. HEED, 

Price, 
Address 

15 cents. 
.,.HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)l from 
the time of i\lenn to the present. By D. h . Ben
nett. 1.075 p11.ges, svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The L;md Question: Containing the Hi8tory of 
Land Holding in England by Jo,eph Fisher, 
F,R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Llol d B1rbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes
tiltnce of the fonrte~nth century, and the 
Dancing Mania of the Middle A~>:es. By J. F. 
C. Heclier, M.D. Two books in one volume. 
75 cents, 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 
Preface by R. 6. INSERSOLL. , w 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine• 
Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
t·o Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Hense, ~'he Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An ex
amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred 
writings of the World. By Viscount Amber ley, 
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Pre
mier of England. Complete from the London 
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3. Glimpses of Nature. By l...u<11"ew Wilson, FR. 

S.E .. F.L B., with 35 illnstratio'ls. $1. 
1• lu•ions: A Psycholog1cal Study. By James 

Sully. 75 cents. 
Flowe1s, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub

bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents 

Geotogi«al Sketches at Home and ,Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D .• F.R 8. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific A.s
l'_ect of some Familiar 'l'hingg_ By W. JH 
''Villiams, F.C.S. Two books lil one volume 
75 cents. 

Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant 
Allen. 75 cents. 

Darwin an~ After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Oarw,nian Th~ory 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES, 
A sys~ematicExposition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
~~~aent~t~~=lfs1~eral reader rather than to pro-

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
int~resting 9f En~lish writers upon evolution, 
besides r!tnkmg with Professor Hnxle;v in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his .<"onclnsio;J, regar:~;ng the great subJect of 
Des_!gn, to which the Clhnreh so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of ada pta. 
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural cansatinn, while nowhere do 
we meet with any inuependent evidence of 
~npernatnral design. • . . Adapt.ation and 
beauty arn alike receiving the!r explanation at 
the banns of a purely mechanical philoeophy ... 
All nature has thus bePn transformed before the 
view of the pre•ent generation m a manner and 
to an.extent that has never before been posRible; 
and masmnch as the change which has taken 
place ha• taken pla~e in the direction of natural
ism, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tha 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is no"'l 
th.Y. God1'' 

lliutrated Price, clo!!_l.J. 1112. 
Addreaa. T.I;Ll!; TRUTH SEEKER. 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE BEA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 10 cents. 

For Her Daily Rread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent- 0 r k s 
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much courajte, to make t eir way throng the 
world b:y gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the herome. The narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl'slife and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price. 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Reliltion of the Future. Cloth. $1. 
'J'he Secre~ ~f the. J!!ast; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Rehg10n and the 3ignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. ClC'th, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illue, 
tra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth;.illg._ 

Address THE TnUTH BEEKER, 
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recklessness. If a God must be predicated to ac
count for the recovery of Governor Atkinson, who 
is responsible for his eickness T If n'!.tural condi
tions and agencies may not be credited with his 
return to health, why should they be debited with 
his prostration! If a governol', or a plain citizen, 
cannot get well without the assistance of a god, 
the conclusion is inevitable that he owes his sick
ness to said god. Men when sick wish to recover, 
and so their will power and desires work together 
to pull them out of the jaws of the emergency. On 
the other hand, they do not wish to get sick, and 
their desires and will work together to sustain the 
body in its struggle with the approaching disease. 
From all of which it appears that it costs God a 
greater effort to make men sick than it does to help 
them get well. Then why thank him for the re
covery when you do not blame him for the sickness 1 
Are man and other parts of nature to g.et all the 
censure, and God-who, according to the theory of 
all Theists, made everything and had infinit fore
knowledge and power-get all the praise T 

The Advoeate is apprehensiv that the poor young 
men of the Empire state of the South will go to the 
demnition bow-wows if they get the idea into their 
heads that'' man can pull himself out of the jaws 
of any emergency." We assure the dear editor that 

Orthodox Shortsightednesf'. a sturdy self-reliance is of more assistance to a man 
The Wesleyan Christian Advocate, of Atlanta, in an emergency than all the gods that hav been 

is an amusing sheet. Of course it takes itself very invented by all the dreamers of all the ages. But 
seriously, and probably has not the slightest idea the trouble with the Rev. W. F. Glenn is that he 
that its deliverances are irresistibly funny. The thinks the secular papers hav slighted the influence 
explanation of this inability to see its own jokes is of his prayers and the prayers of his ftlllow Was
found in the fact that it looks at everything from leyans, for he informs us that he prayed· for the re
the inside of an inherited suit of medieval armor, covary of the governor. Shall it be made known 
the eye-holes of the helmet being filled in with blue to the people of Georgia that the prayers were of 
mica, which givs the whole landscape the same no avail T Perish the thought! If prayer does.not 
funereal shade, in which the wearer of the helmet move God, or if there is no God to move, would 
sees all things as though he -saw them not. not the preacher'e occupation be gone T What was 

Governor Atkinson of Georgia has been very the complaint of the silversmiths of Ephesus T 
sick, and for some time it was thougbt that his life The Georgia papers are told that they should see 
could not possibly be saved. But, thanks to a in the recovery of Governor Atkinson the "power 
rugged constitution, a strong will, and good care, and goodness of God." But where was this power 
he is now on the way to restored health and vigor. and goodness during those weeks of agony! Why 
Of the struggle for life the Columbus Herald says: did this god of infinit wisdom make pain and death 

"Governor Atkinson made the best fight of his life bat- the inseparable accompaniments of life T Once 
tling against death itself, in the face of the most unfavor- more the Advocate: 
able conditions. This fight will be memorable in the an· "Gentlemen, God is in human affdirs-wisdom it is to 
nals of Georgia. 0 ld men will tell their children and acknowledge this-any other course is folly beyond 
grandchildren how Georgia's governor pulled himself measure. If we ignore God there will come a time when 
from the jaws of death, after his eyes had become glazed he will laugh at our calamity and mock when our fear 
and the dews of death itself had rested on his brow; after cometh. Our God is a consuming fire to the impenitent 
seven of the best physicians had lost all hope and pro- and rebellious." 
nounced him beyond all human aid. They will tell how, Your God is a fiend, Mr. Glenn, the creation of 
after all this, Governor Atkinson's matchless will power 
and determination to liv triumphed against all odds." the brain of savages, and is as much out of place 

in this age of science and humanity as Moloch of 
To the "mere worldlian" that sounds all right, the Phenicians. You declare that he will mock the 

but it is precisely that apparently innocent para- fear of the impenitent and rebellious. Was it not 
graph which has aroused the combined grief and he who mocked the prayers and agony of the ship
indignation of the Christian Advocate and led to- wrecked and starving Wesleyan missionaries to the 
it&J solemn jesting. It says that it "is a fair sam- West Indies! Why should the Advocate indulge 
ple of the comments of the secular press on the in this grim and unseemly jesting! However, on 
sickness and recovery of Governor Atkinson." It second thought, we are forced to the melancholy 
continues: conclusion that there are yet millions of young 

"And these comments are particularly noticeable in people who find something suited to their natures 
that the God and the father of Georgia's governor, and 
of us all, has been entirely, if not studiously eliminated. in these death's-head jokes, as witness the conven-
It will not be a very desirable lesson for fathers to teach tion in Boston of the Young People's Society of 
their children, that Georgia's governor 1 pulled himself Christian Endeavor. 
from the jaws of death,' for as a matter of fact this is a -----------
false lesson and there can never come a time in the his- What Is the Issue and the Danger t 
tory of this commonwealth when it will be wholesome to It is not impossible that some of our readers, as
let young men believe, or be taught, that God is elimi-
nated from human affairs, that providence is banished pecially those at a distance from New York, may 
and man can 1 pnll himself out of the jaws' of any emer- think that we are devoting an undue proportion of 
gency." our space to the Sunday closing fight in this city. 

It seems incredible that any editor ili this age It may also be that others look upon the struggle 
should be so preternaturally dull as not to see the as merely a phase of the prohibition issue, and 
wide-open trap into which he drops himself by suoh hence as one not particularly interesting to Free-

{ 28 LAFAYETTE PL.}$3.00 Per Year. 

thinkers, as Freethinkers. If there are any of 
either class among THE TRUTH SEEKER's readers we 
trust that they will carefully review the steps by 
which they hav reached their present position, and 
we p!l.rticularly call their attention to what follows 
in this article, as well as to what we ha.v heretofore 
written on. this subject. Public Opinion is a jour
nal which weekly gathers up and presents in con
densed form the news of the world and the opin
ions expressed by representativ journalists of the 
various schools of p >litics, religion, sociology, and 
ethics. Preceding its department of "American 
Affairs" it givs in brief its "Own Point of View." 
In its issue of July 11th it says: 

"Again New York ci~y and state are offering the 
rest of the country a great object_ lesson in govern
ment. A contest has been entered upon in this 
city which, unless all signs fail, will prove one of 
the greatest, bitterest, and most momentous politi
cal struggles ever witnessed in this country, or in· 
deed any other. The elements entering into the 
struggle are numerous and complex, including eco
nomic, social, political, and religious considerations, 
and affecting in one aspect or another the interests, 
beliefs, or feelingd of every m!l.n, woman, and child 
in the state. Nor is that all. The spirit mani
fested in this contest in New York, the weapons 
employed, and the result reached, will undoubt
edly hav a potent influence upon public sentiment, 
and will in greater or less degree determin publio 
action, in many if not most cities and states through
out the country. It is in reality, therefore, a na
tional struggle that has been entered upon in New 
York; and this is equally evident from whichever 
point of view we look at it, whether as advocates 
of the 'freer ' Sunday, the 'Continental' Sunday, 
the observance of Sunday as a holiday, or as advo
cates of the so-called 'American' Sunday, and op
ponents of the idea that Sunday should be regarded 
merely as a holiday instead of a day of strict relig
ious observance, and which claims for that day a re· 
ligious observance not requirtld for any other day.'' 

Public Opinion has here voiced what has been 
our conviction from the beginning of this struggle. 
Rather, we hav been convinced for some years that 
the battle on the Sunday que'3tion was already in 
progress, and for two years there has been no 
do\lbt in the mind of any close observer of current 
events, and student of human motivs and forces, 
that the time was here when the enemies of the 
free Sunday must be met at every point if we were 
to preserve the heritage of religious liberty re
ceived from the fathers of the republic. It is of no 
use to hedge, it is of ·no use to dodge, it is of no 
use to attempt to compromise ; it is folly to sup
pose that by tacitly assenting to the closing of the 
saloon on Sunday we shall preserve the free Sun
day for "legitimate occupations and amusements.'' 
No one disputes, of course, that the antagonism to 
·the saloon, as such, is an element in the present 
contest here in New York, as it is in other cities 
and states; but it is only an element, one, and nof 
the most important factor in the tremendous con
flict upon which we hav entered. The Prohibition
ist, considered simply as such, has to a slight ex
tent confused the issue, but inasmuch as Prohibi
tionists, with comparativly few exceptions, are also 
c~urchmen, it is difficult to analyze their actions so 
as to be able to tell with approximate accuracy how 
much they do as haters of the liquor traffic and 
how much as defenders of the " sanctity of the 
Sabbath." But it is enough for us, as Freethinkers, 
to know that the war is a religious one, that the 
crusade now under way in all parts of the country 
is the result of a profound dissatisfaotion in the 
churoh with our secular form of government, an<l 
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that it is the fixed purpose of the leaders in this 
movement to compel the observance of Sunday as a 
holy day. 

This is proved by the Christian amendment to 
the Federal Constitution proposed by the National 
Reform Association, and by the official declarations 
of this body and of the Sabbath associations and 
other Christian organizations ; by the national 
Sabbath law and District of Columbia bills intro
duced in Congress ; by the new Massachusetts law 
forbidding all Sunday amusements and attendance 
thereon, except " sacred concerts ;" bv the refusal 
of the Pennsylvania legislature to legalize the pub
lication and sale of Sunday papers; by the fight 
against Sunday ball-playing, already successful in 
St. Paul and Toledo ; by the new barber shop Sun
day closing laws in New York, California, and 
Illinois; by the savage pursuit of the Seventh-Day 
Adventists in Tennessee, Georgia, Maryland, Arkan
sas, Massachusetts, and other states; by the closing 
in this city of the delicatessen stores after 10 A. M 

and the fight made on Sunday amusements ; by the 
decisions affirming the constitutionality of Sunday 
laws rendered by the supreme courts of Michigan, 
Missouri, Nebraska, and other states; by the re
peated and emphatic averments of leading Sabba
tarians that the perpetuity of Christianity depends 
upon the enactment and enforcement of Sabbath 
laws ; by the official statement of purposes of the 
California Sabbath Union, which says that the 
Union exists "to promote religious influence by 
state legislation, by county and municipal ordi
nances, and to prevent all open acts of Sabbath des
ecration; by numerous other Sabbath laws passed 
by state legislatures during the past year for the 
purpose of preventing Sunday labor and amuse
ments, and by the many other bills drafted by the 
various Sabbath associations, and which, so far, 
hav not been favorably considered. 

Our texts hav often been taken from the bible of 
events here in New York, but the expositions and 
exhortations are addressed to the whole country, 
for the spirit of Puritanism now dominant here is 
alive and malevolently activ in every state of the 
Union. It is, indeed, as .Public Opinion says, a 
national struggle upon which we hav entered, and 
everywhere the battle is between medievalism and 
modern science and thought, between bigotry and 
open-mindedness, between Puritanism and Liberal
ism, between theocracy and secularism, between 
despotism and liberty. 

THl-l~ TRUTH SEEKEI<-

the World's Fair fought against the opening of the 
gates on Sunday. This fact is another indication 
of the close confraternity of tlie Sabbatarians and 
the other paternalists. 

Naturally the Oatholic Review, the Independent, 
the Christian Advoc.ate, and the other Christian 
papers of the city rejoice at the example the Police 
Commissioners are setting ; it is shown that it is 
possible to enforce, for a time at least, a law not 
desired by a large majority of the people of a great 
city, a law put into the code by rural legislators 
who care only for the approval of their pagan con
stituency, and this givs the religionists good 
grounds for hoping that the Sunday law and other 
similar theocratic statutes can be forced upon the 
people of every state by the majority of country 
voters, who are necessarily much more under the 
influence of the clergy than are the cosmopolitan 
populations of the cities. 

It is very hard to hav patience with such a paper 
as the Independent when it talks of the jeoparding 
of the ''rest " day by the open saloon. It says that 
the legalized saloon " would be only the beginning 
of the establishment of the European Sunday [that 
bugaboo again J. 0 ther lines of business would grad
ually be drawn into the new custom, artd traffio 
would be continuous, knowing no Sunday or Mon 
day, only at best the legal holidays." Does the In
dependent think that this is going to catch the 
support of the "laboring class" for Sabbatarian
ism! I{ its argument is sound, then the museums 
and art galleries should be closed, the news-stands 
swept away, the confectionery and ice-cream and 
oyster saloons shut up, and all the transit lines for
bidden to operate on Sunday; for, if they are per
mitted to do business, will they not gradually draw 
all other lines of trade and industry "into the new 
custom"? The truth is, as so often demonstrated 
in these columns, all these accessories of modern 
civilization must be accessible to the public on Sun
day if the "laboring class" is to hav a rest day at 
all, and it is not too much to say that the Indepen
dent knows this just as well as we do, _and that its 
editor had the fact in mind when he wrote what we 
hav quoted concerning the" rest" day. What, then, 
is the secret of his attitude and utterance, do you 
ask? Simply this, that the Independent wants and 
is working for a Puritanical Sunday, and is now 
making a special effort against the Sunday saloon 
merely because the saloon seems to be at present 
the most vulnerable to attack. It understands the 
value of the stragetic policy of dividing the enemy's 
forces. When it admits that the secular holidays 
would probably survive the inroads of the torrent 
of continentalism it givs its whole case away. Our 
present laws do not punish people for working or 
playing on those days, and yet the vast majority 
rest. Taka away your impertinent statutes, and de
mand will determin what needs to be supplied on 
holidays, as well as on other days. There are more 
workers than there are places, and it is always easy 
to giv those who labor on Sunday another day for 
rest. But this would not suit the Sunday worship
ers, for they want everything else to come to a 
standstill on Sunday ISO that the church can hav 
full swing. 

Now to consider a few press comments on the 
situation: The New York .Post, referring to the 
claim that the great majority of the people of this 
city are against the enforcement of the law as it 
now stands, says that "if a majority are in favor of 
Sunday selling, under specified conditions, their 
wishes will hav to be obeyed. That is the funda
mental principle of majority government." Does 
the .Post forget that majorities hav nothing to do 
with what are popularly known as the reserved 
rights of the citizen! If the majority in any state 
should enact that hereafter no Freethinker should 
be permitted to vote, would the .Post affirm that 
the majority had a constitutional and ethical right 
to establish such a religious qualification! As a 
matter of convenience it has been conceded that 
the majority is to rule in such concerns as properly 
come within the purview of legislation, but how a 
man shall observe Sunday, what he may buy or sell 
on that day, does not come within that purview. 
But the .Post is at least willing that a majority 
favorable to freedom shaH prevail over a minority 
inimical thereto, which is more than some of the 
paternalists will grant their right to do. The Chi. 
cago Record says that the idea that the enforce
ment of law depends upon public sentiment " will 
not stand the test in any state of the American Un
ion." With the Record the principle of majority 
rule is subordinated to the fetichistic notion that law 
is to be enforced regardless of its justice or lack of 
justice. A fanatical min·ority is to be assisted by the 
officers of the law in its persecution of the majority 
if it can succeed, by forged petitions or otherwise, 
in getting an invasiv enactment into the statute 
books. It is very significant that the Record is the 
only Chicago daily that during the continuance o. 

Do not be deceived by the optimists who, with 
their eyes shut, declare that there is no danger. 
Do not be deceived by the apparent anxiety of the 
Puritans for the wage-worker's rest day; they 
fought just as bitterly against t.he Sunday opening 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in this city as 
they are now fighting against liberty in other direc
tions ; in almost every state they are pressing for 
laws against all forms of Sunday amusements, and 
hav recently won. great victories in three Northern 
states. Do not be deceived by the outcry against 
the saloon; the anti-saloon fight is only an inci
dental skirmish; the delicatessen store as well as 
the saloon is closed in New York, you cannot get a 
Sunday shave in California or Illinois or in this 
state, Massachusetts has outlawed Sunday recrea
tions, and the theocrats demand the stopping of the 
m!l.ils, the Sunday excursion train, the Sunday news
paper, the electric and other lines to the parks and 
the country. The orthodox Sabbath is first to be 
forced upon you and after that will come the other 
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measures of the National Reform Association. De· 
mand the repeal of every Sunday law. The Sunday 
battle is on NOW. 

Since the foregoing was written, Judge Mc
Adam, of the superior court, has rendered a de
cision that greatly simplifies the issue here. On 
Sunday, July 7th, Maurice P. Quinlan opened his 
saloon for the sale of soda-water, lemonade, and 
other "soft drinks." He was arrested for keeping 
his place open, but Justice Deuel discharged him. 
Acting Police Captain Young told him that if he 
opened the next Sunday he would again arrest him. 
To prevent this interference, Quinlan applied for 
an injunction to restrain the police. Judge McAdam 
did not examin the validity of the claim of the ap
plicant to keep his saloon open on Sunday, so long 
as alcoholic beverages are not sold. He denied the 
application in a decision that sweeps away all the 
special pleading of the Prohibitionists, who are 
clamoring for the Sunday closing of saloons on 
the ground that the traffiCl is detrimental to the 
well.being of the individual who patronizes the 
saloon. His decision, if upheld by the higher 
courts, and put into effect by the police authorities, 
makes the fight a square one between the citizen 
and the Puritans. Judge McAdam holds that it is an 
offense under the penal code of the state to sell "soft 
drinks'' anylohere on Sunday, whether in saloons, 
drug stores, ice-cream parlors, or at street stands. 
ICle-cream is also barred, but confectionery and fruit 
may be sold. This illustrates anew the "never
ending stupidity of elected persons," to slightly 
paraphrase Walt Whitman. Who but a legislator 
would ever hav thought of licensing the sale of 
lemons and forbidding the sale of lemonade? The 
uninspired citizen may well despair of ever being 
able to find out why it is right to sell chocolate 
drops and wrong to sell chocolate soda. New 
York's penal code says that you may dispose of pea
nut bar to the small girl, but if you sell peanuts to 
the small boy you are in dmger of spending a night 
in the station-house and paying a snug fine in the 
morning. One might as well go to a lunatic asy
lum for sound reason as to the average legislature 
for common sense and justice. 

Now, what will our police commissioners do? 
Here is a superb opportunity for them to " enforce 
law because it is law." Will they do itT They 
must, or stand convicted of shameless hypocrisy. 
"L"'w is law," you know, gentlemen, and you can 
not afford to let your "personal feelings stand in 
the way" of doing your "duty." 

Persecutions of Adventists in Tennessee. 
For the first three days of this month the circuit 

court of Rhea county, Tenn., was engaged in trying 
Seventh-Day Adventists for violation of the Sabbath 
laws of that state. Nine men were convicted, and 
fined in sums ranging from $5 to $15. To these 
sums must be added the costs. Refusing to pay 
th'l fines, the eight Adventists 'were incarcerated in 
the jail at D~yton. The ninth offender is not an 
Adventist, but his mother is, and this probably ex
plains his arrest. He is a young man, unmarried, 
and is the only support of his widowed mother and 
his mother's sister. He worked in the mines near 
Graysville during the days the mines were operated, 
and on Sunday he cut firewood for his mother. 
This "crime" was committed last winter. It is 
needless to say that no one was injured by his ac
tion, and only very ignorant or very knavish people 
would seek to punish him for that which deserves 
praise rather than blame. One other man, not an 
Adventist, was indicted, but was acquitted on the 
ground that the work he did was necessary. He was 
away .from home on Saturday, being detained by a 
storm ; he borrowed wood from a neighbor and took 
it home on Sunday. It is supposed he was indicted 
for this because he sometimes attended Adventist 
services, and it was thought a prosecution would 
frighten him so that he would never join that 
church. Of all the men in the county who work on .. 
Sunday only Adventists, relations of Adventists, or 
those supposed to be in sympathy with Adventists 
were prosecuted. This fact would seem to show 
with sufficient clearness the animus of the actions 
brought against them. Notice the hair-splitting 
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over "necessity"! The man who carried home the 
wood to keep his family warm was released, while 
the young man who came home on Sunday and cut 
wood to keep his mother warm was convicted on 
two counts l Hurrah for Tennessee's juries' powers 
of discrimination! Even our Police Commission. 
era might learn something from them in the art of 
dividing the indivisible. 

There were several acquittals for want of sufficient 
evidence, and one mistrial. Some cases were post
poned, because of the absence of witnesses, but 
against the earnest protest of the prisoners, among 
these a feeble old man of sixty-four, who begged to 
be either tried or released. "Attorney-General 
Fletcher left no stone unturned to convict the ac
cused," says the Atlanta Constitution, which heads 
its accounts of the trials with .these insulting 
phrases : " Posed a.s Martyrs ;" " They Violated 
Tennessee's Laws." 

Of all concerned in these persecutions there is 
none other for whom we hav so little respect as we 
hav for Judge Parks. It is noticeable that the Ad
ventist writers handle him quite tenderly, but we 
confess that we think the leniency entirely misplaced. 
To be sure, he remitted the fines of the Adventists 
convicted last spring and later recommendad their 
prrdon, but what else could he do after he had so 
unequivocally condemned the law under which they 
were prosecuted T And it now appears from his 
utterances on this trial that he expected all· the Ad
ventists in"Rhea county would be thankful for his 
mercy and thereafter submit to an unconstitutional 
and invasiv law, either sacrificing one day eaoh week 
to Baal of the Sunda.yites or stifling their conscien
tious convictions and working on Saturday. This 
is quite common with judges; they look at the dis· 
torted pygmy of law through a powerful glass and 
shut their eyes to the colossal figure of Justice 
that towers far above them. Judge Parks again 
admits from the bench that these persecuted Ad
ventists are good citizens, working hard and mind
ing their own business ; he declares that every dic
tate of justice and mercy demanded the "leniency '• 
which he showed them on the former occasion, and 
he expresses his profound regret that again the 
"law must be enforced-with mercy-but it must 
be enforced." To us all this regretting business is 
very nauseating. Judge Parks knows that the 
"law, is enforced against only a class ; he knows 
that it is flagrantly violativ of the rights of citizens 
of Tennessee, and he knows that it is flatly uncon
stitutional. Why, then, does he help enforce itT 
Why does he not resign his position, and do it in 
such a way that his protest against legalized iniq 
uity will ring from end to end of Tennessee~ That 
would do more for justice than all he can accom
plish in ten years on the bench as the weakly pro
testing tool of bigots. We are not asking J udga 
Parks to make himself a begga,r; we do not believe in 
useless sacrifice. But if he has the ability and learn
ing that he should ha.v to occupy the position that 
he does be can earn much more as a. lawyer than he 
can as a judge. Let him show himself a man and 
cease to perpetrate injustice in the name of law. 

Judge Parks thinks that " there can be no divi
sion on the question as to whether the law should 
be uphela." Then why does he not instruct the 
grand jury to indict the mining companies and rail
roads, and all the other rich and powerful violators 
of the law T He says that a. court failing to enforce 
the law "but invites contempt for all law." No, 
Judge Parks, it is the enactment and enforcement 
of unconstitutional and unjust laws that serve to 
bring ali law into contempt, and it is the existence 
of these laws that prevents the enforcement of laws 
that are protectiv of. the equal rights of the people. 
More than th1s, the judge who remains in a position 
where he must help enforce l~~ows which he admits 
are unjust, by that action becomes himself an object 
of contempt to all self-respectiiJg men and women. 
He who knows the right and does not do it is ten 
times more culpable than he who does wrong in 
ignorance of the right. This is why we say that 
Judge Parks is the most blameworthy actor in the 
persecutions at Grayville. Many of the persecutors 
are no doubt ignorant Christian pagans who really 
believe that they are. doing God's service in harry
ing their fellow-OhristiaBs who believe in keeping 
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the Bible Sabbath instead of the Catholic Sunday 
as a holy day, but there is no such excuse for Judge 
Parks. He knows that, no matter what the Su
preme Court of the state may hav said, the Sunday 
law of Tennessee is unconstitutional, for in the 
Bill of Rights he finds this: " No human authority 
can, in any case whatever, control or interfere with 
the rights of conscience ; and no preference shall 
ever be given by law to any religious establishment 
or mode of worship." Which does he regard as 
the higher law, the constitution or a.n act of the 
legislature? And in his oath of office, which did 
he first swear to uphold? 

The Wise Case. 
Two weeks ago we reported to our readers that 

Judge Foster had decided that Mr. Wise should be 
tried for sending an extract from the holy Bible 
through the United States mail-he evidently re
garding the Christians' sacred book a.s an obscene 
work-but since that time we hav heard nothing 
more new in the case until the receipt of the fol
lowing letter from the attorney: 

NEw YoRK, July 12, 1895. 
EDITOR of THE TRUTH SEEKER: I hav heard from the 

clerk of the court in Topeka to the effect that no opinion 
has been written by Judge Foster in the case of the 
United States vs. Wise, and as the United States attorney 
has not kept his promis to send me a copy of his brief, 
we remain in darkness as to the course of reasoning 
whereby the learned j ndge and prosecutor hav succeeded 
in reconciling the inconsistencies of their position. 

I hav notified the attorney of our intention to appeal, 
and hav written the clerk. This appeal must be brought 
on before the next term of court, because if it is not Mr. 
Wise will simply be "railroaded," as there is no dispute 
possible of the fac~s. Tbere is need of energetic action 
on the part of Mr. Wise's friends, because the expenses 
of bringing on the appeal, irrespectiv of counsel fees, are 
considerable, and must be met at the outset. 

Very truly yours, ADOLPH BmRoK, JR. 
We do not know that we need to add anything 

to this statement of facts, or that our doing so 
would stir up the hosts any more. The situation 
is, that if Liberals do not want the precedent estab· 
tished that Christians can send the Bible through 
the mails, while Infidels will be imprisoned for 
doing the same thing, they must come to the help 
of Mr. Wise. If we had the money we would do it 
all ourselvs, but we hav not got the money. But a 
dollar or two from each one who is interested 
would make a more than ample fund in a very short 
time. Let us hav it, please, right off, for it takes 
money to get justice, and without it Mr. Wise is in 
great danger. 

It must be that the doctrin of hell fire is grow
ing unpopular with God; a.t all events, he has re
cently killed a minister in the pulpit for preaching 
of the sufferings of the damned. Rev. Greenleaf 
Lee, Baptist, of Double Springs, Alabama., worked 
himself up very much over the subject, concluding 
with the quotation from the Bible, "There shall be 
weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth." He 
instantly fell to the floor and in a. few moments 
was a corpse. Sensible people will say that he 
overwrought his nervous system and probably rup
tured a. vessel of the heart, but as the religionist 
would never admit such a.n explanation in the case 
of a man who fell dead while swearing in a fit of 
angry passion, we shall refuse to see in the taking 
off of Rev. Greenleaf Lee anything less than a. di
rect dispensation of providence. 

The struggle between modern knowledge and the 
creeds has assumed a. very interesting and instruc· 
tiv form in the Presbyterian church. The Assem
bly has ordered that all Presbyterian institutions 
of learning be put under the control of the church. 
The schools refuse to come ; at least, some of them 
hav already voted to remain independent, and it is 
probable that all will do so. What is to be done T 
It is clear that the church is right from h0r point 
of view; if she is to giv her licenses to preach to 
the graduates of these schools she has a valid claim 
to say what and how they shall be taught. If her 
ministers are to preach Presbyterianism it is evi
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of her surveyors. On the other hand, the schools 
cannot afford to be bound to the dead and deea.y
ing past. In teaching science and literature they 
must keep up with the march of knowledge. Even 
Presbyterian parents will not send their children to 
schools that are hundreds of years behind the age. 
Referring to the Presbyterian seminaries and col
leges, the Minneapolis 'I imes forcefully says : 

"Bound absolutely by the Presbyterian creed, they 
become mere priesthoods for the transmission of ances
tral formulas of faith. They are not seats of learning~ 
Learning is progressiv. It is a rampant steed that can 
not be harnessed with lifeless, cast-iron dogmas .. It must 
forever pursue the receding vision of trnth. What the 
immediate outcome will be can hardly be prophesied. 
But it is safe to say that in proportion as the universal 
and growing spirit of reason and liberty gains ascen
dency, the educational institutions will throw off the re· 
straining hand of the church and become independent." 

And what will the church do for an educated 
ministry? It appears to be inevitable that her 
creeds must be modified, for it does not seem pos
sible for any Protestant church to build up such a 
marvelous machine for the control of the human 
intellect as is the Catholic organization. Nothing 
but a universal theocracy can keep the world from 
progressing. The legislator is the last crutch of 
the church. He may yet set civilization back a · 
thousand years. 

In the trial of the Adventists at Dayton, Tenn., ex
Congressman Snodgrass made a speech, in which he 
asserted his belief that the Tennessee Sunday statute 
was unconstitutional, the decision of the supreme 
court to the contrary notwithstanding. He sym
pathized with the Adventists, but urged them to re
spect the law, which he believed the next legisla
ture would repeal. He also reminded the Advent
ists of the scriptural injunction, "Be subject to the 
higher powers," for "the powers that be are or
dained of God." We should say that this was a 
neat touch, but the American &11tinel says that it 
was not ; that " God has ordained no human power · 
to rule over conscience." Is this so, if the Bible is 
true T Did not its God forbid the worship of other 
deities' Did he not forbid the making of images 
of them, thus in both commands interfering with 
and denying men's rights of conscience T Did not . 
the Children of Israel carry these commands into 
effect with fire and sword, and where did Ya.hveh re
buke t.hem for their cruel zeal T Did not God com
mand the observance of Saturday, and did not 
Moses, a.s the " human" agent of God, "rule over 
conscience" by commanding that the Sabbath
breaker be stoned to death ! If this is not so, 
then the Bible is a false record. And did not Paul, 
the real founder of Christianity, declare that the 
preacher of any other doctrin should be accursed? 
If Paul wrote under the inspiration of God-and 
will the Adventists dare say that he did not !-then 
God has in that declaration sanctioned, yes, com
manded, persecution for conscience' sake. If Jesus 
intended by his parables to illustrate his own mis
sion and doctrine-and such has always been 
claimed by his followers to be the· fact-then he 
affirmed that whosoever would not that he. should 
reign over them should be brought before him and 
slain. But whatever construction may be put by 
Christians on these and o~her like passages, it is 
indisputable that the Bible has been the authority 
to which persecutors have ever appealed, and its 
commands, whether interpreted rightly or wrongly 
it matters not, hav caused the shedding of rivers 
of blood, and suffering incalculable. If God is om
nipotent and all-wise, and if he wrote the Bible, or 
inspired its human writers, he knew the e:ffect it' 
would hav. and therefore designed that it should 
hav that e:flect. Neither will it do to say that it is 
God who declares that the "powers that be " are 
ordained by him, and then try to except the Cath
olic church or the Tennessee legislature from the 
enumeration. The text does not say that the good 
powers that be, the powers that respect the rights 
of conscience, are from God and the others from 
the devil. "'I he powers that be" is inclusiv. 

dent that they must be educated in the doctrine of The third volume of Moncure D. Conway's 
Presbyterianism. If the church is to maintain her edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is 
ancient landmarks she must control the education now on sale. Price, $2.50. 
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News and Notes. 
How much I hav to write about this week-Edin

burgh, Abbotsford, Melrose, Glasgow, Ayr, Loch 
Katrine, and Loch Lomond. What a procession 
passes through the mind, majestic, beautiful, fairy
like, that cannot vanish from the halls of memory, 
and glorifying this wonderful human life of ours. 

For grandeur, I do think the city of Edinburgh 
wears the palm; it is lovely, it is ancient, it is ro
mantic ; and other cities are so likewise, but where, 
in the heart of a vast metropolis, is beheld such a 
mighty castle towering on such a mighty hill T Two 
hundred trains rattle by it every day. The foliaged 
valley glitters beneath. edged by the busiest thor
oughfare of the city, Princess street. The Castle 
seems like some giant of the past, huge and bat
tE>red, reclining with a kind of imperious disdain of 
the new life that surges at the feet of its dead em
pire, an enormous relic of the embattled ages. 

On Monday morning, June 17th, in company with 
Mr. Brown, president of the Secular Society of 
Edinburgh, and Mr. Dewar, Jr., I climbed the pre
cipitous eminence. As I ~>nter the parade-ground 
the Highland regiment is at drill, with the music of 
the bagpipes. The costume is picturesque, and the 
marching ranks present an animated spectacle, with 
a dash of old-time war emblazonry. I enter the 
frowning portals, and wander through the halls, 
chambers, pas8ages. and dungeons of this memo
rable stronghold. I look upon the kings' regalia, 
the swords and armor of celebrated warriors, the 
great gun built in 1486-a ragged-looking monster 
compared with the polished and gorgeous emissa
ries of death we now manufacture-and the tattered 
banners, in whose silken folds were once the fall 
and rise of kingdoms. 

Time will not permit the enumeration of the hun
dreds of mementos that adorn this grim sentinel of 
the ages. From the castle I take my way to Holy
rood Palace, at the other end of the long, descend
ing street called High street and Canongate. I pass 
St. Giles Cathedral, where John Knox preached, 
and the hou5e in which he lived, gloomy as his own 
religion. I did not not care to go in and view the 
remembrances of his fanatical career-! hav no 
love for that theological termagant who, if he had 
been a woman, would no doubt hav enjoyed the 
Puritanic duckina-otool. Holyrood, however, is a 
poetic place, witnessing in its decaying grandeur to 
the tragedies of king~ and queens. Especially is 
the brilliant and sorrowful life of Mary mingled 
with these palatial remnants. The bare walls of the 
old abbey are all that is now left of that structure 
in which the beautiful queen was married to the 
unworthy Darnley, whence began those cruel mis
fortunes which, crushing to death, hav lifted her 
name into t\le immortal romance of history, where 
love and pity forget error and we' kness. The dark 
and terrible crimes of those tumultuous days hav 
left their rfcord athwart the walls and :floors of 
Holyrood, aud we traverse the footsteps of royal 
murder and conspiracy. In the sunlight of to-day 
:float the dim tapestries that might hav drank the 
blood and tears of centuries ago. Near by the pal
ace is Arthur's Seat, a promontory-like hill, from 
whence is a spacious view of the city and the vast 
surrounding country, now glistening in summer's 
green and :flowery pomp. 

In the afternoon with Mr. Brown and Mr. Dewar 
I visit the Forth Bridge. This is the largest and 
tallest bridge in the world. It is a mile in length; 
with three mighty arches it spans the waters. It 
looks like a triple mountain in its symetrical and 
massiv sublimity. It is bui~~ for the ages. It can 
not be blown down by any wind that these regions 
can produce. The enormous blast that tumbled 
over the Tr.y Bridge did not shake this an inch. It 
would require an earthquake to dissolve its stupen
dous frame. Its iron arms might hold a million 
tons in their clasp. We sail around the bridge and 
enjoy a full view of its piers, buttresses, and col
umns that defv the most furious storm. The view 
from the top of the bridge which lifts its arches 150 
feet above the water is extensiv and varied. The 
broad Forth is lined on both eides with wooded 
and mountainous shores gleaming near and far in 
the golden sunlight. We return by stage to Edin
burgh, and along the route see new and attractiv 
pictures of the city and its suburbs. 

Tuesday unfolds a wondrous treasure house, 
Abbotsford and Melrose. Melrose is forty miles by 
rail from Edinburgh. At the station the stage is 
ready for Abbotsford, about three miles away. We 
travt:l through a lovely country, the river Tweed 
glancing upon our vision with the same radiance 
that enchanted the poet's soul when he lived and 
loved on its gentle banks. Dismounting from the 
stage we plunge down through a walled pathway 
into the delightful valley where the Wizard Scott 
built his picturesque home according to the fancies 
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of his exuberant genius. We see the very walls be 
looked upon, the books he read, the window whence 
he saw, while at his task, the shining meadow and 
river; the chair he sat in, the desk over which 
wandered his marvelous pen, the little room in 
which he found rest at midnight's hour; the pipes 
he smoked as dreamland hovered about him, and 
the many treasures he had gathered, illustrious 
with memorie11 of the past The noble face of the 
poet-no canvas and marble declare the intellect
ual wealth of his gifted brain. How that brain 
teemed with the wonders of the world-a colossal 
power making rich forever the pathway of man. 
And Melrose, fair Melrose, I did not !'ee it in the 
"pale moonlight," but in the soft and gorgeous 
summer afternoon-for clouds were in the sky-and 
a mellow luster fell from the sun, and clothed the 
old Abbey with a tender radiance ; and the scenes 
all around harmonized with the melancholy beauty 
of the ruins. A graveyard is about the Abbey, 
beautiful with blue and golden :flowers and a carpet of 
grass. I walked among these gray sepulchers, be
side the gray walls of the shattered and mossy 
temple, pluckii?.g the :flowers just bursting into 
bloom. The majestic past for the time possessed 
my being, and the dead centuries became alive and 
their glory thrilled my heart. I am glad, however, 
that I did not liv when this old Abbey was in its 
prime. I am glad that I hav the privilege of look
ing upon its ruins, and wondering what its history 
might · hav been in the forgotten ages. I hav pho
tographed its picture in my mind, and its sad and 
sweet desolation becomes an intellectual joy. 

I return to Edinburgh and pass the night at the 
home of Mr. J. F. Dewar, naturalist. He enjoys 
rural felicity if any one does. He livs in a farm
house, old and solid as the hills almost, and sur
rounded with gardens, green fields, and beautiful 
trees. Birds of various plumage are gathered here, 
and other species of life interesting to the student 
of nature. It is a delightful place for dreams and 
reveries, away from the busy multitude. In the 
evening we enjoy the music of the violin and the 
piano and the melody of favorit Scottish songs. 
Mr. Dewar has for years been a stanch supporter of 
Freethought in Edinburgh, and at the last National 
Conference he was elected vice-president of the 
National Secular Society in recognition of his emi
nent services. As a naturalist and man of science 
he has no use for the supernatural. I enjoyed the 
campaign at Edinburgh. There is a fine society 
here ; the audiences are good. The hall is well
filled in the evening. Mr. Brown presides at the 
afternoon lecture, and Dr. Crawford at the evening 
lecture. Dr. Crawford himself takes the platform 
occasionally and speaks a word for reform, although 
occupied with the cares of a busy profession. He 
is associated with the great medical colleges of 
Edinburgh. The Secular Society has much local 
talent. J. M. Wheeler, Mr. Robertson, and others 
of renown in the Freethought ranks began their 
work in this city. Edinburgh is the seat of learn
ing. Over five thousand students are at its univer
sity. It might well be called the modern Athens. 
It is an ideal place for study and philosophy. Here 
is the tomb of David Hume and his spirit still reigns 
in the schools, and even in the churches. With the 
charm of the past, Edinburgh has still the inquir
ing mind. The warm welcome I hav received here, 
the many beautiful and grand scenes I hav wit
nessed, make Edinburgh a memorable experience in 
this summer's journey. 

On Wednesday, June 17th, I take the train early 
for Glasgow, for now the Pilgrim would wend his 
way to one of the sweetest spots in all of Bonnie 
Scotland, the birthplace of Robert Burns. I met 
at Glasgow James McGlashan, president of the Glas
gow Society, and Mr. Leiper, and they are my 
companions on this day's journey. Ayr is about 
forty miles journey from Glasgow, on the Firth of 
Clyde. It is now quite a prosperous and fashion
able resort, and hae but little of the simplicity and 
rural quietness of Burns's time. The old landmarks 
are almost covered up. Tom o' Shanter's Inn still 
abides, but it has a brusque and modern appear
ance. At the Plough Inn is the drinking-cup of 
Souter Johnnie, and some of the furniture of the 
cottage where the poet was born. They used to allow 
strangers, and especially Americans, to drink out of 
that famous cup, the source of so much happiness to 
Souter Johnnie; but now it is put under lock and 
key. It is too valuable to be handed promiscuously 
about. We can only take a look at, it and dream of 
its sparkling glory in the dim past. The birth
place of the poet is about three miles from the city, 
a low, long cottage. The poet was born in a little 
square corner of what I suppose was the kitchen. 
There seems hardly room enough in that bed for a 
woman to giv birth to a child, but so it was that 
Scotland's greatest genius saw the light of day, 
and not much light at that, for there are only two 
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windows in the room, one in front and a very small 
one in the rear, close by the bed. So the little fellow 
did not look upon a world of very great promie as he 
opened his eyes and the tragedy of existence began, 
mingled with flowers of love and :flashes of wit and 
humor that will cheer to the end of time. In an
other room, which was perhaps the best room, or 
parlor, are relics and treasures of the poet's change
ful life, his letters, manuscript of "Tam o' Shanter," 
etc. Among these, on a newspaper cutting, was " A 
Stranger's Tribute to Robert Burns," and signed 
•• An American." To my surprise and delight, these 
verses, thuR treasured in the poet's own home, were 
the beautiful stanzas written, I believe, in this 
very house, by Ingersoll, the sweetest tribute ever 
givEen to Burns from a kindred heart and genius. 
But it struck me as wonderfully incongruous that 
these noble lines should be '''£he Tribute of a 
Stranger." I was wondering if those who placed the 
lines here really know who wrote them, and were a 
bit afraid of the magic word, Ingersoll; or did they 
select them for their simple beauty, without any 
reference to the greatness of the author T It cer
tainly, in this latter case, would show a fine appre
ciation of a poem that :flows like a fountain from the 
pen of America's most renowned representativ. 
Burns and Ing<>rsoll! how much alike they are in 
their broad and universal manlinesl', in their open
hearted recognition of whatever is good and beau
tiful in the humblest lot. He who loves the poet 
of Scotland must love the gifted singer of America, 
who breaks into melody beneath this Jowly roof. 

From the cottage we wander to Kirk Alloway, 
where the witches danced, and we stand by the 
window through which Tam o' Shanter looked and 
watched the show, while Old Nick played his live
liest tunes. Then we traversed the road along 
which Maggie did her level best. We Litered on 
the arch of the "old brig," where Maggie saved 
everything except her tail. An enthusiastic Scotch
man was reciting the poem as we arrived, and the 
whole picture was placed vividly before the mind. 
We could see Tam as he whirled the corner and 
rushed down the road. We could see Maggie as 
she made that tremendous jump and won immor
tal fame. Beneath :flowed the beautiful river, the 
river Doon, which Burns has so often celebrated in 
his songs. Dreaoily we watched its limpid course, 
the green banks, the rose, the woodbint>, and the 
trees glittering in the sunlight. At the monument 
are the marvelously life-like statues of Tam o' Shan
ter, Souter Johnnie, and Nance, and it seemed as 
if we could hear the very music of their laughter 
and see the humorous light dancing in their eyes. 

Returning to Ayr in the afternoon, we wt>nt to 
the shore, where there are beautiful prospects of 
the Firth of Clyde, the Arran mountainR beyond, 
etc. In the evening we are in Glasgow. With Mr. 
McGlashan I take a long ride through the city on a 
tram-car, and view some of Glasgow's most fashion
able streets, its elegant residences, the Botanic 
gardens, the cathedral, the university, the tall 
chimneys, etc. There is much magnificence about 
Glasgow, notwithstanding its smoky atmosphere. 
The Great Western Road is especially attractiv, 
with its noble mansions and lovely gardens. It 
extends straight as an arrow for many miles. 

Thursday, June 20th, is another eventful day. 
The weather is brilliant indeed ; clouds and sun
shine mingle in glorious array and add to the at
tractivness of each. The Trossachs tour is on this 
day's program, and it is crowded with romance 
from beginning to end. The splendor of Scott's 
poetry is over all this region, and we seem to be 
traveling through enchanted land. I take the train 
from Glasgow to Callender. Here I mount the 
staae for the Trossachs. We pass by the foot of 
Ben Ledi. On our left is Coilantogle Ford, where 
Roderick Dhu was wounded unto death. Then the 
sparkling Loch V ennachar spreads before us; and 
beyond that is the Brig of Turk, and Loch Achray, 
and towering wild and grand is Ben Venue. Then 
we plunge into the Trossachs' rugged glen, and 
coming forth Loch Katrine dances on the view. 
We lea.ve the coaches and are soon on the bosom of 
the waters, and the great blue mountains appear, 
the gray hills, Benn Ann, Ellen's Isle, etc. I am 
reading the "Lady of the Lake " as the boat moves 
along the wondrous scenes. I see the very rock 
where the huntsman's gallant steed breathed his 
last. I see the precipice which the bold knight as
cended, the silver strand where the lady found her 
prophetic guest. Each glowing line reminds of the 
brilliant world through which I am passing. The 
poet's genius glorifies the vast expanse. From 
Lach Katrine we take stage to Loch Lomond. Ben 
Vorlich and its companions lift their massiv walls 
before our path, and we seem to be dashing into 
their rocky chambers. But from their base :flows 
Loch Lomond, and on its fair bosom we pursue our 
journey. Ben Lomond reara it!'l ma~estic crest~ and 
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· crowns the vast and splendid scenery. It is after- lows that whate1'er is unreasonable is untrue. Then 
noon now, and the golden color is shining along again, it follows that reason is our only sure guide 
the changing bights and the fields and the valleys. to truth. Then I began the restudy of theology 
It is a marvelous picture, infinit in variety. by commencing to read the Bible carefully, thought-

From Loch Lomond we take train to Glasgow, I fully, and understandingly, questioning everything. 
and arrive at eight o'clock. Mr. James Baxter Having decided that all truth is reasonable, I made 
meets me, and we visit South Side Park, the Lang- reason my crucible into which I put every point of 
side monument, on the spot where the troops of doctrin to determin its quality. The first question 
Queen Mary were defeated, and Camp Hill, upon therefore that came for consideration, was the exist
which are some remains of the ancient Roman in- ence of a God. In order to consider that question 
trenchments. From this place there is a magnifi- faithfully, I made this interrogatory, "Is it con
cent view of Glasgow, For miles around we behold ceinble that there ever was a time when there was 
the populous city.. . . nothing?" My answer was, "No." Then the ques-

I must thank Mr. Mc<llashan and other <llasgow tion was suggested, "Why not?" "Because it is 
friends for their generosity and hospitality. Mr. inconceivable that nothing should ever produce 
Leiper has presented me with some beautiful views something Hence it follows that something must 
of Scotland, which he has taken in his many travels hav been eternal. Everybody must see how vain it 
as a matter of pleasure and art, and these will re- is to inquire, Who made what is eternal, or where 
mind me of the beauty and glory of Scotland. My did it come from T There every man must stop" 
whole visit has been one of constant delight. The Then the question arose, What is that something 1 
people are sociable and cultivated. They are pa- Theology !lays God; Skepticism says matter. Now 
triotic, and may well be proud of what Scotland has the question of .the eternity of that something is 
done in the history of the world, in philosophy, in settled, for the questio,n of who made God is as 
literature and in Freethought. Scotland is pro- pertinent as who made matter. What is eternal 
gressiv. She is not bound to ancient creeds. Her never was made. Now, the question of eternity 
stores of romance do not chain her to the past. hangs between God and matter. The first on trial 
Her splendid mountains, her beautiful lakes, her then at the bar of reason is God. He is claimed 
fair fields, her shining shores, crowded with mem- to be infinit in power, wisdom, and goodness. 
ories of heroic ancestry, are busy also with the life These attributes amply qualify him to plan and 
of to-day and resplendent with the triumphs of carry his plans to infinit perfection without the 
man's noblest genius. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. least jar or contrariety. If therefore anything 

The Deathbed Repentanlle of an Infidel. 
takes place within his domain that he does not 
want, it must be because he sees that some things, 
at least, that he does not want are better than those 

L coNCLUDED. J he does want. With infinit wisdom to plan, infinit 
One day, standing by the side of my house and power to execut.e, and infinit goodne~s to prompt 

thinking, I saw clearly that if I indulged in reason- the execution, if nothing happens but what he 
ing I should become an Infidel. I shook my head, wants; then sin is non est, and therefore God can 
stamped my foot on the ground, turned short about not be displeased with his own work. Now, the 
and said to myself: "I must not reason; I must only conclusion is, If anything occurs that he 
believe."· I started off, walked two rods, and tried does not want, it must be by his voluntary permis
to escape my own thoughts. Whilst reasoning, the sion, and whosoever permits a crime, having equal 
thought suddenly came to my mind, "But what power to prevent as to permit, is a criminal; or, as 
were my reasoning powers given me forT'' 'rhe the Bible says, "He that knoweth to do good and 
answer as promptly came, "To usEf; of course." doeth it not. to him it is sin." As to the personal
" Well, then, if I use my reasoning powers to the ity or attributes of God, no one knows anything, 
best of my ability, can God himself censure me?" and his very existence is a matter of inference from 
The answer came again, equ11.lly as promptly, "No." the wonderfulness to man of the things he beholds, 
"Then," said I," I will be a free man," meaning by and therefore God is simply an ideal and 11ot real. 
that, separation "from the church and absolute lib Infinit wisdom can make no mistakes, infinit power 
erty to think for myself; realizing at the time a can make no failure, infinit goodness can permit no 
thrill-a pleasurable sensation, causing me. to ex- evil; therefore, whatever is, is right, but observation 
perience a degree of happiness rarely felt. In and experience show that innumerable evils exist. 
about two weeks an opportunity was presented to The destruction by flood and famin and pestilence 
leave the church. After the answer was given, of thousands and millions of human beings is in
" Nothing against Brother Pikard," I arose, parch- compatible with infinit love and goodness. 
ment in hand, and approaching the president said, Now to return to the consideration of matter. It 
"I hav come to· the conclusion to withdraw from is universally admitted by expert chemists that 
the Methodist church." I was asked to giv the rea- matter consists of some sixty-four simple elements, 
sons why I adopted that course. I refused to do which they affirm to be indestructible and therefore 
so, saying that I had had no difficulty with anybody suggestiv of their eternity. In matter there is no 
in the church, but that the liberty of thinking in- moral law, and hence with her there is no trans
duced me to do so. gression. Natural law is simply known from the 
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sign the destruction of the innocent and harmless 
by the vicious and cruel T 

It would be a strange event if God, infinit in 
power and wisdom, were to create a being like man, 
and require of him to know the truth, and giv him 
no faculty by which to apprehend it. If he has 
given to man the faculty of apprehending truth, 
what is that faculty T In the examination of the 
human head by the best authorities, such as Pro
fessors Mahon, Upham, and others on intellectual 
philosophy, they concluded that the faculty which 
determine eternal truth is the reason or the rea
soning faculty. Reason, then, is the essential 
faculty by which to discover truth. Every man is 
favored with that faculty ; hence, it is by the same 
faculty that evary man is to determin what is truth. 
It is by that faculty that we are to determin what 
truth is to-d11y or what was truth two thousand 
vears ago, or at any other age of the world. Truth 
is the same yesterdav, to day, and forever, and is to 
be determined by the same faculty. The principles 
of nature are as eternal as nature herself. Truth 
is a principle, not an event, and as a principle is 
eternal. Therefore, every generation has the same 
faculty of determining truth as any former genera
tion. The present generation cannot be held ac
countable for what happened in any former age, 
but only for wh"t relates to itself. Every man is 
related to the same fundamental principle. That 
fundamental principle is reason, whether it relates 
to what was a thousand years ago or what is to
day. He carries with him the faculty for discover
ing truth, hence he is not dependent on the opinions 
of any former age. Every man is responsible for 
the proper use of his own reasoning faculty. As 
reason can be employed alone upon what we know, 
it follows that it is the duty of every man to know 
all he can. As Pope says : 

Of God above, or man below, 
How can we reason, bnt from what we know? 

Now, as Christianity is the question under con
sideration, it is well to begin &t its root. The fall 
of Adam, or what is known as original sin, is the 
root of the Christian religion. This fall, or this 
original sin, consisted in the eating of a fruit from 
the tree of knowledge, which the serpent had prom
ised them would make them as "gods, knowing 
good and evil." Anxious to know something and 
seeing the fruit was good for food, they accepted it 
from the serpent. Instead of the serpent lying to 
them in saying they would become as gods know
ing good and evil, it is shown by God himself, in a 
few verses after, that the serpent told the trut.h, 
for God said, "Behold man is become as one of 
us, to know good and evil." Now the death threat
ened Adam for eating an apple of knowledge, was 
either the result of the natural properties of the 
fruit, or it was the infliction of a penalty. As the 
offense w&s a moral one, it could not hav poisoned 
the physique of Adam and Eve so as to be inherited 
by their posterity; hence the conclusion that it was 
a penal infliction, the justice of which is very 
doubtful. The curse pronounced upon Adam and 
Eve is in proof of the fact of the infliction of the 
penalty upon their posterity. What justice can 
there be in the infliction of penalties upon them 
for offenses committed thousands of years before 
they were born, especially when that sin was but the 
eatin~ by their ancestors of an apple of knowledge, 
thereby learning the difference between right and 
wrong T A. B. PIKABD. 

The First Steamboat. 

I delivered to the president my parchments, properties of· matter and always acts in the same 
withdrew from the house, and went home. Then I direction. therefore needing no administrator. 
sat down in my chair and said to myself, "Now, Now, I appeal to the good sense of every thinking 
what am IT" I answered, "A man, five and a half man, whether it is not more reasonable to affirm 
feet high, can see so far and no farther, can under- eternity of something of which we know all we do 
stand so much and no more. I am satisfied that know, than to affirm it of an ideal of whom or 
something is true and that whatever is true is rea- which nothing is absolutely known, and the whole 
aonable; therefore, having laid my theology on the of science consists in the knowledge of natural law. 
table, reason must be my. guide. It is either possi- The great argument in favor of the existence of 
ble for me to know the truth, or it is not. If it is a God is that of Dr. Paley, who assumed that na
not possible for me to know the truth, then I shall ture exhibits design, and consequently there must 
never be justly censured for not knowing it. If be a designer, and that designer must be God; A statement my friend Putnam makes in his 
by the u.se of any means in my power I can know that, when we examin natuxe ,we see through it all "News and Notes" from Scotland in THE TRUTH 
the truth, then a moral obligation arises to use those m&rks or indicatio:ns of design in the leaves of the SEEKER of July 6 demands notice: "Here also is 
means. Now, what means hav I by which to know trees and the finishing of the flowers. The ques- the obelisk erected to the memory of Henry Bell, 
the truth?" I cast about and concluded that to tion arises here, Is not the animal world composed who was the first to apply steam power to water 
know what means or faculties I hav by which to of matter, and if so, do not they design their own navigation. I must confess that I always thought 
know the truth, I must first know myself. Now, nests' Do not birds design where, when, and how that Fulton was ahead of the world, but it seems 
th t . · Wh t It I t b 'ld th · nests'! Does not the bee desi'gn the that he wns not. America must yield the palm to e ques wn again came up, . a am . an- o Ul eir . '" 
swered, "All I am is under my skin. I need not go form of its comb, and the size and form of its own Scotland. Bell launched his steamer Comet, three 
abroad to study myself. I am here. Now, what cells, and whether they shall stand upon end or lie horse-power, on the Clyde in 1812." 
are my faculties by which to know truth from errorT upon their sides! If tl>e tusks and paws of the No doubt Bell launched his steamer at this time, 
First, I hav five senses, the primary m .. dium of lion, and all the like weapons of the numerous car- but on the 11!t of September, 1807, Fulton made 
knowing anything. Without them I could know nivorous animals, which evidently indicate design, his first trip up the Hudson in the Clermont. Los
nothing. Second, I hav a brain. My senses are including the claws of the eagle and the hawk, sing, in his "Field Book of the Revolution," givs 
the medium of instruction to the brain. The brain then does not the design of the designer appear quotations from the Albany Gazette of the same 
is evidently a multiple organ, and of course its fac- in the destruction of the defenseless and harmless date proving this. Fulton was not the first to ap
ulties hav different functions, and it is important to animals! If so, then how could the designer be ply steam to navigation, but he was the first to do 
know something of these functions." Here I paused infinitly loving and merciful Y Was it the wolf, the so successfully. As early as 1803, while in France, 

1. th t' th 1 d th h th t he constructed a small steamer on the Seine, and to think and study the brain. In so doing the idea Ion, e Iger, e eopar , or e yen.::. a was 
of Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet came to my mind, the obJect of his infinit love, rather than the lamb, was successful. An experiment with steam was 
that whatever of national importance came before the fawn, the calf, the colt, the zebra, or the made on the Clyde in 1789, but the year before this 
the cabinet, Mr. Lincoln was president. I applied chicken T The Bible, in describing the relation of John Fitch, in America, was equally if not more 

d ~.r t " Th d t f th succ .. ssful. Thomas Paine was a friend of Fitch, this to the brain. After studying it somewhat cause an euec , says : e goo man, ou o e 
thorou hly I came to the conclusion that reason good treasure of his heart, bringeth forth good and to the author-hero he owed ma~y of his ideas. 
was pr!sid;nt of my intellectual cabinet and hence things, while the evil man out of the evil treasure of Bell was the first to successfully ~aVIgate by steam 
must make the final decision Upon this reflection I his heart, bringeth forth evil things;" therefore, if 'in the United Kingdom, but not m the wSorld. 

. . ' G d . d f . fi 't 1 h ld h d FBANXLIN TEINEB. I decided that all truth is reasonable. If so, It fol- o IB possesse o In m ove, ow cou e e-
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Observations. 

This year, as last, I spent my vacation time as a 
marine animal of prey. It is not every landsman 
who has an opportunity to go down to the sea in a 
ship without buying a yacht, working his passage, 
or paying his fare, and so there are few who know 
the advantage of freedom from these details. I re
lated at some length, a year ago, my experience as 
a passenger on board the fishing schooner Gertrude 
Summers on a trip to Five Fathom Bank, off the 
coast of New Jersey, along with Captain Silas La
tham and his crew. I hav just made the same sort 
of Toyage with the few variations which I shall 
mention. On that occasion the elements smiled 
upon us and we had fair weather, though the ves
sel pitched a trifle in a swell worked up somewhere 
to the southeub. This time the wind and water 
and clouds used their combined influence to do us 
up. Again, then the :fishing was good, and the 
men made casts of the net that gave a show of 
probability to the miraculous draughts attributed 
to the apostles, who were aided by inspiration. 
Nothing like it had occurred before in their experi
ence, and so they set me down as a mascot; but in 
the year 1895 the combination was changed, and if 
I had signed as a Jonah nobody could hav com
plained thai I did not bring out all there was in the 
part. 

the way she crashed into the waves and ~ent them 
fleeing away into the gloom was somethmg awful 
and mysterious to me. Standing at the weathei' 
side of the wheel, I could see our great bowsprit go 
poking off up into the air, there to describe arcs of 
circles and then come down with a swoop that bur
ied Eitays and foot-ropes in a fathom of foam. 
Whereat the stern was whisked like the tail of a 
wet duck, and the dripping bowsprit arose for an
other whack at the sea, while the spray flew high 
aloft and blew away on the gale. Meanwhile the 
cook's whistle sounded, and the passenger was in
vited to go forward and "feed his face," which he 
cheerfully did. 

I was quartered at night in a wide berth, which 
I wished was narrower on account of the difficulty 
I had in keeping in the middle of it. I was ad
vised that a spread-eagle pose was best adapted 
to rolling ships, and found this to be true as long as 
I remained awake to think, but as the directions 
were fqrgotten during sleep, I often awoke to find 
myself "chucked" from port to starboard and back 
again with a violence that made my bones ache. 
Among other things, a happy thought struck me; 
I curled up, and the problem was solved. Others 
may hav done the same at other times, with equal 
success, but the result of their experiments has not 
come down to me; I hit upon this method working 
independently, and it has for me all the importance 
of an original discovery. We inaugurated the trip on the afternoon of July 

5th. I get the locution "inaugurated the trip " 
from Sailor Bill Brown, who, I think, will bear tes
timony that it is approved maritime parlance. The 
Gertrude Summer has grown too small for Captain 
Latham's business, and has therefore been sold and 
replaced by the E. P. Wright, which is some forty 
per cent larger. By reading the name in the 
fo'cas'le hatch I perceived at once that the captain 
had changed boats. I am very expert in identify
ing boats when the name is in sight. The Wright 
is a whale among :fishing craft, and the smacks ly
ing alongside looked likll half grown chickens 
roosting next to a hen. At Gowanus, on the 
Brooklyn side, we took aboard as much ice as would 
load a half dozen of the wagons that perambulate 
New York with two horses to draw them and two 
men to do the cheating in weight ; and then, in
duced by a tug with a strong tow-line, we slid 
forth into the offing. With :fifteen men to assist in 
the solemnities, the making sail on the Wright is 
not a protracted ceremony, but while they last the 
proceedings are suggestiv of setting up a stove dur
ing an earthquake. It struck me as strange that 
on so large a deck there was no place where a spec
tator could stand and view the eurcises, but anyone 
who has tried to strike an attitude in the middle of 
the floor while the company was dancing the Sara
toga will understand about how often I got jostled. 
At such times passengers on :fishing smacks should 
be made secure with an adequate cord and tempo
rarily towed at the stern. A door which everybody 
wants to pass through simultaneously has its dis
advantages as a loafing place, but it is a graveyard 
for undisturbed repose compared with a vessel's 
deck when sail is making in a fresh breeze. 

Morning brought no change in the weather. The 
sky still leaked, and we continued to split the wind. 
One consolation in having the wind dead ahead, the 
captain philosophically remarked, was that it could 
not change to our disadvantage, whichever way it 
hauled. I fed my face (nautical for ate) thrice that 
day, and answered the fourth call to the cook's 
quarters, but upon confronting the table I learned 
that the interior department of my system had 
suspended business for a while; the follicles, I in
ferred, had struck, and consignments of grub would 
not be received until further notice. For the time 
being I must be content with half a :fisherman's 
luck. Having chewed a piece of biscuit until it 
attained the dimensions and consistency of a loaf 
of unbaked bread, I went on deck and thence to the 
cabin. I would hav smoked, but somebody had 
apparently put tar in my tobacco, and I concluded 
to wait. Picking up one of W. Clark Russell's sea 
stories, I began to read, and got along very well 
until the hero lit his pipe, and that finished me. I 
then knew at once that tha brain had been side
tracked and that mental impressions were going 
direct to the liver, whence they were referred to 
the esophagus and duodenum, which had an unset
tled district between them. I drifted from the 
chair to the locker beside my bunk, laid my head 
upon a coil of tarred rope, sighed deeply, and asked 
myself, Can this be death ! A few minutes later I 
turned in. Then the vessel, seemingly, had me 
right where she wanted me, and I could feel her 
gathering for a great leap. But she fooled me, and 
instead of jumping she settled back with a swoon
ing collapse. Down we dropped for a thousand 
fathoms, as I estimated the distance, when by a 
rotary jerk, as a man centers a dose of pills in the 
palm of his hand before swallowing them, I was re
duced to an inert mass in the middle of the mattress 
and sent spinning skyward. When sense returned 
I lay with with my ear to the side of the ship and 
heard the water as it meanly giggled and snickered 
past. Sleep or death overcame me. In a wor-ld of 
darkness for interminable ages I wrestled with 
illegible manuscripts :filled with unceasing repeti
tions, and wrote forever without getting anything 
done. At 4 : 30 in the morning I took my swollen 
and empty head on deck and soaked it in a bucket 
of sea water. So ended all the trouble I had on 
this trip. 

The sun is not so early a riser as C1ptain Latham. 
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on it, and often before the sinker could carry them 
to the bottom I was obliged to haul in and pick a 
three or four pound sea bass off each of them. At 
any other than the vacation season sport like that 
would be called work. At length the :fish seemed 
to hav got on to my game and sheered off, upon 
which I began feeding them with bait after the fash
ion of church organizations doling out charity to ex
cite admiration and hook members. The fish on Five 
Fathom Bank hav hard lines. I am informed that 
those not foolish enough to bite a hook often go 
in seine. 

The seine used by Captain Latham is a very 
comprehensiv affa.ir. If would reach the ground 
from the top of one of our eight-story buildings 
and would go all around some Western cities I hav 
visited. The only hope for a :fish is to make a dive 
and come out under the purse-line before it is 
hauled in. Among other additions to his gear, 
Captain Latham has a pocket net into which the 
:fish are placed after being caught in the seine ; it 
is then boomed out over the rail of the schooner, 
and the :fish enjoy life until they are scooped on 
board and placed kicking on the ice. Left in the 
water thus bunched together they are tempting 
bait for sharks, which are inclined to make dashes 
at the prisoners and, breaking the twine, set them 
at liberty. As I stood watching the pocket one day 
a shark as big as a coffin dropped alongside and 
cast a critical eye upon the porgies and sea bass 
that had turned up their toes and were floating. 
I advanced my beaming countenance over the rail 
and he dropped out of sight as though he had all 
at once turned to a leaden sinker. His place was 
soon taken by a smaller :fish of the same species, so 
persistent that the cook had to get out a spar and 
jab· it at his head before he would go away, and 
even then he retreated tail foremost, cross-dog fash
ion. The shark is admired least by those who 
know him best. He is a natural born cutthroat 
and thief. 

The exertions of the captain and crew were not 
rewarded with their usual success, and when the 
time came for returning to New York the catch of 
:fish was several tons short of making the trip a 
good one. The captain apologized for the size of 
his cargo, but I assured him that it was not worry
ing me in the least. I was not concerned with con
siderations involved in the mad pursuit of wealth. 
My interest was in the voyage itself. We had ex
perienced all the vicissitudes we could reasonably 
expect. Rain, wind, and other natural phenomena 
had displayed themselvs and acted their little parts 
for our benefit. Myself had been especially favored. 
The ship proved herself stanch, the crew showed 
great urbanity, cordiality, and versatility of lan
guage ; the cook set forth plum duff with the rai
siBest side next to me, and the captain had give:u 
me the benefit of much profitable discourse. Over 
and above this, here we were on the boundless 
main, a fair wind blowing, every sail pulling like an 
ox team, and no other member of the fleet in it with 
us in the race up the coast. Furthermore-

Behold the scene aronnd us spread
The ann that slowly sinks to rest 
Upon old Ooean's billowy breast, 

Yet leaves his wake of gold and red; 
The glory of the gorgeous west 

On all that lies before us shed. 

And lol the stars ap~aar in t11rn; 
The moon, a mass of liqnid flame, 
Springs from the sea, and o'er the same 

H11r thousand silvery candles bnrn. 
Well might their radiance put to shame 

A large electric light concern. 

Bnt nearer still, with luster bright 
As that on Sandy Hook which glows
Behold it ere your eyes you close

Serenely through the dark of night, 
That deeper, redder, steadier light 

Effnlgent from my sunburnt nose. 
How many fish do you suppose 

Oould pay the loss of such a sight? 

After the sails were all up and laced tight as a 
corset, we went thrumming along toward the Nar
rows. I hav crossed New York harbor so many 
times that I no longer get excited at the view which 
it presents. Still, with all its islands and shores 
and forts and summer residences, it is worth 
looking at to anyone who has never seen the Mer
say, the Clyde, the Erie canal, nor the Chicago 
river. I noted the statue of Liberty, whose atti
tude recalled the familiar sight of Mrs. M. turn
ing out the gas, and I also saw several distinguished 
yachts, including a big steam yacht, half the size of 
an Atlantic liner, worth two hundred thousand 
dollars or more. Steam yachts are often so large 
and commodious in these days that living aboard 
of them is almost as enjoyable as staying at home. 
They equal a canal boat in this respect, but exceed 
it in running expenses. 

Half way across the outer bay a squall met us 
and hid surrounding objects from view. The wind 
which accompanied the same came at us over the 
bow, and wo:rds spoken in the face of it went back 
down the orator's throat. The sails were trimmed 
close aboard, so that from the lee rail they looked 

. like the gill-works of a great :fish. Small craft, 
and even pilot-boats, were soon observed to be 
dropping or shortening sail to evade the knock
downs of the intermittent gusts, and aboarJ the 
Wright there was talk that it might be too rough 
for us to go outside the bay. An excursion steamer 
with anglers aboard, driven inside by stress of 
weather, lay near the Staten Island shore, and pas
sengers crowded the rail to get their hooks in the 
water, though :fish are about as scarce at that par
ticular point as they are on the roof of a house. 
Our vessel held on with all her linen spread, and 

While Morn still slept in her bed of mist he had 
his boats out and was waiting for a school of :fish 
to come up where he could get his seine around 
them. Meanwhile I baited a hook and :fished over 
the side of the ship, then anchored on Five Fathom 
.Bank. This is a great :fishing ground. Its north
ern and southern limits are indicated by the pres
ence of government lightships, and about midway 
between these a keg is anchored for the guidance of 
the fishermen who come off from the Jersey shore. 
This keg is not visible for more than a quarter of a 
mile on a clear day, but the J erseymen can find it in 
a fog, though they must row miles and miles from 
where they launch their boats. On this particular 
morning the fog was at times as thick as a bunch 
of cobwebs, but out of it came the leader of the 
fishing skiffs and split the anchor rope of the keg 
with the bow of his boat. And he never missed a 
stroke of his oars or tur~ed his eye to look ahead. 
I do not expect ever to hav any better luck angling 
than I had that mornin~., ~1lille had two hooks 

I keep my poetic nature close under hatches now
a-days, but at times I cannot refrain from bursting 
forth into song. I was gratified to learn, before 
parting with Captain Latham and the crew of t he 
Wright, that owing to the superior condition of 
their cargo and the scarcity of porgies in the mar
ket, their :fish would bring a fancy price; and there 
was money as well as excitement in the trip after all. 

· GEo. E. MACDONALD • 

Do the temperance people rejoice in the Sunday 
tyranny 1 Possibly, and yet the results are not in 
the direction of the propagation of temperance. 
On the contrary, if a man who supposes he must 
hav a tipple on Sunday cannot get it at his accus
tomed place, and is forced to lay it in on Saturday, 
he buys a bottle of course. And then he uses the 
whole bottle, while otherwise his regular one or 
two drinks a day would satisfy him. Drunkenness 
thus becomes systematic.-N. Y. Morning Journal. 
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.A. Bigoted Editor Called Down. 
Following lectures in Walsh county, North Da

kota, by Remsburg> Putnam, and myself, quite a 
controversy has arisen. The editor of the Park 
River Gaze~te- Witness republished my article from 
THE TBUTH SliiEKEB, and has taken up the cudgels 
for ~he .orthodox. Mr. E. Smith-Petersen replied 
to h1m m the Gazette· Witness of July 5th and in 
the sa.me iss~e a~e found some notes by th~ editor, 
to whiCh I Will dtrect a few words. Regarding the 
local. and personal side of the controversy I hav 
nothmg to say, leaving that for local friends, who 
are able to defend themselvs. The editor of the 
Gazette· Witness has been one of the most intoler
ant oppo~ents of Freethought in Park River, yet, to 
the s~upn_se of all, he has never attended a lecture. 
He g1vs h1s reason for this i;n these words: "Thirty 
years ago, or, say, just the time Mr. Petersen was 
fir~t wrapped in swaddling-clothes, the editor of 
th~s ~aper began to examin the subject of the in
s~nratw_n .of the seriptures, the divinity of the Chris
tian rehg10n, and kindred themes, and has been a 
reasonably diligent student ever since keeping 
fairly up with the thought of the day." 'Whether 
he attends or not is his own business, but like 
many other Christians who never go near a Free
thought meeting, he knows more about Li.beralism 
Deism, and Atheism than any one else, Liberals in: 
eluded. The most unjust judges hav prided them
selva on their "impartiality," and the most ignorant 
man often prates about what" he knows." Fortu
nately, we hav enough of the Gazette- Witness 
editor's productions before us to enable us to take 
his statement for just what it is worth. We find 
him well-versed in the ordinary Christian platitudes 
of this and past ages, with the most commonplace 
Christian ignorance of Freethought, seasoned by 
the venomous bigotry for which the followers of the 
Nazarene are noted. From some of his statements 
we are inclined to believe that he yet wears hi; 
swaddling-clothes. 

"Messrs. Putnam, Remsburg, and Steiner," he 
says, "are but feeble echoes, parading ideas which 
hav been more cleverly clothed by other men." 
What a mountain of logic! So has Christianity 
been clothed more cleverly by men other than the 
Gazette· Witness editor and the preachers of .the 
present day. Everything the editor here says in
cluding his errors, are but the "feeble echoes', of 
others. This argument would prove Christianity 
the most worthless religion in the world. To say 
nothing of its age as an organization, it represents 
the "fe_e~le echoes." of both extinct and living pa
gan rehg10ns. A httle study of comparativ religion 
would convince our editor of this fact. Some Chris
tians use queer reasoning when they assume that 
the truth of an idea depends upon its age. The next 
statement is a wonder in its way: :<There is not an 
ar~um?nt against Christianity of . any force or 
pomt, m all the repertoire of either of these gentle
men, but finds its real paternity in that old Epi
curean Celsus, who lived, wrote, and died seventeen 
hundred years ago." We are not surprised at this 
statement, when we know that it comes from a man 
who made his investigations thirty years 'lgo, and 
knows so much of the subject to-day that he need 
not attend a lecture. The ''learned~· editor prob
ably does not know that Christians d'estroyed the 
works of Celsus, and all we hav of his writings are 
the brief extracts preserved by his opponents. All 
Freethinkers are doubtless aware of the fact, now 
boldly announced by the Gazette- Witness that 
their lecturers pay no attention to the history of 
the last seventeen centuries, their literature and 
development, nor to the scientific discoveries and 
philosophical reasoning of Spencer, Darwin, Hux
ley, Tyndall, and others of the present day! But 
they look blindly back to Celsus as a guide ! We 
will not deal harshly with the superannuated editor 
of the Gazette· Witness for this cheap revival talk, 
but for his guidance in the future I will refer him 
to the statement of the Rev. Austin Phelps, D.D., 
of Andover Theological Seminary : "Modern Infi. 
delity is an intellectual giant in comparison with 
anything in the Infidel records in the past. It is 
to the Infidelity of history in many respects what 
~he Copernican is to the Pbolemaic astronomy. It 
IB learned in resources, shrewd in tactics, well in
formed in Christian argument, vigilant of its weak 
P?ints, self-possessed in assurance, and, withal, 
morally earnest in spirit." 

We are next told that '' callow lads and ignorant 
men may be staggered by the Brummagem philoso
phy of these peripatetic platformists." The word 
"callow" is defined by Webster as "destitute of 
feathers; naked and unfledged." Very well, Mr. 
Editor; feathered lads and learned men like ·your
self seemed to be staggered in Park River, last 
winter, when you tried to keep us out of the town 
hall, a building owned by the public and built by 
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the taxes of the Infidel as well as the Ohristian. 
You were "stagg~'~red" also when you failed to keep 
the "peripatetic platformist" from speaking there-
by vindicating freedom of speech. ' 

We next note the amusing assertion that Liberals 
to-da;r are ashamed of the terms Deist, Atheist, 
skeptic, and Infidel, "which hav an ugly and un
welcome sound," and prefer the "euphemistic" 
words "Freethought" and "Freethinker." If the 
editor's ignorance were not equal to his bigotry he 
would know that "Freethought" and "Freethinker" 
are ge~era:l tert:?s! and aJ?ply to all who hav rejected 
aut~or1ty m rehg10n, while Deist, Atheist, and Pan
thetst are special terms describing the beliefs of dif
ferent classes of Liberals. You could not justly 
apply any one of them to the great body that reject 
Christianity any more than the word Catholic 
Pr~sbyterian, or Methodist to all Christians. Th~ 
editor k:':tows, ho_wever, that all reject orthodoxy, 
and a htdeous picture of the Infidel arises in his 
mind, obscuring all things else. A closer consults· 
tion of the dictionary he mentioned would hav pre
vent~d his falling into a very ridiculous error. Re
gardmg the employment of school-teachers who are 
un~eliev~rs, we are f~vored with this piece of edi
torial Wisdom : " Thts state and this county are 
overwhelmingly Christian. In the supremely im
portant matter of the education . of their children, 
North Dakota and Walsh county parents cannot be 
adequately represented by anti-Christian teachers 
nor can the childre~ of Christian parents be safel; 
entrusted to the dally care and close companionship 
of anti-Christian men and women." · 
. Since, Mr. Editor, you are so well posted regard
mg Freethought that you need spend no more time 
making i~vestigation, had you not better pay a lit
tle attent10n to the fundamentals of American gov
er!lment, and to right and justice? If I am not 
mtsta~en, t~e Constit!ltic;m of this country givs no 
sanct10n, directly or mdrrectly, to the Christian re
ligion. The fathers of our nation made it a point 
to see that religious tyranny should not be sanc
tioned by the supreme law of the land. Therefore 
they determined that no matter what might be the 
predominating religious sentiment, " Congress shall 
~~~ no law respecting the establishment of relig
IOn,. . and. declared that so far as government rec
ogmtlOn IB concerned, this is no more a Christian 
nation than a Buddhist nation. Washington declared 
that this is not a Christian nation in the sense just 
named, and James Madison said that Congress has 
no more right to pass a measure affecting the con
science of a single individual than it has to do the 
same with an entire community. Where this has 
not been carried out the Constitution has been vio
lated. 

Certainly no teacher has a right to instill into 
t~e minds ?f his pupils his particular religious 
VIews. He IB supposed to hav Ul!der his care chil
~ren of al~ beliefs. The child of the only Infidel 
m Park R1ver would hav the same rights of con
s~ience !n ~he schools as th~ overwhelming Chris
tian maJOrity the Gazette- w~tness mentions. The 
teacher, then, should instruct them in the secular 
branches of knowledge, leaving opinions regarding 
the supernatural to be formed at will. When a 
teacher does this, certainly his religion should hav 
no more to do with his getting a position than 
should his politics. The real reason Christians 
want religion in the schools arises from the fact 
that unless Christianity is instilled into the mind 
in childhood, a person will never believe in it. 
They cannot rely on the mature, unbiased judg
ment of manhood. If a man is trained from in
fancy in a certain religion, that is the religion he 
will cling to if he clings to any. He may giv it up 
but he is not likely to embrace any other. So if 
the same man receives a Secular education without 
religious instruction, he is not likely to embrace 
~hristianity. The priesthood has admitted many 
times that u~less they get the children they are 
lost. The editor expresses a well-known Christian 
sentiment when he says that the children of Chris
tians cannot safely associate with Infidels. Asso
ciation breaks the barriers of prejudice. When 
Christians really come in contact with Infidels, they 
may possibly discover that a few things said about 
the latter by preachers and Christian editors do not 
conform to the truth. Let us all rejoice that the 
bigotry represented by the Gazette- Witness is rap
idly on the wane all over the world. 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight _different ad
dresses or to one, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best· results are reported 
from this method of reaching inteHigent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 
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Straight Talk. 
The constitution of the state of New York de

?lares: "Th~ free exercise and enjoyment of relig
Ious profess10n and worship shall forever be al
lowe~" t? every member of this state. This is our 
~onstitut10nal . guarantee, _so-c&lled, for religious 
hberty. It_ wtll be perceived that it is not very 
broad. It IB not abreast with the opinion of the 
wo~lc;I at _large on that subject. It does not put 
rehg10n m the category of things with which the 
state has no concern. It does not make the free
~om absolute. On the contrary, it is rather a 
hcense for each person to choose for himself some 
one of the religions or forms of worship in use 
~mong men, and does not assume that he might re
Ject every one. 011r constitution therefore stands 

·for a certain religious requirement, and this re
quirement is intensified by the declaration that 
"the liberty of consqience hereby secured shall not 
be so construed as to excuse acts of. licentiousness 
or justify practices inconsistent with the peace and 
sa~ety of the state." This may mean almost any
t?Ing, froD?- the Mormon dogmas in regard to mul
tiple marriages to the Puritanical observance of 
Sunday. It will be noted that it takes a hint 
from the old-fashioned schemes of tyranny, and 
prop_oses to put down all disorder-disorder mean
In~ m all. such cases not disorderly things, but 
thtngs O~Jected to by an intolerant m'l.jority. One 
?f the thmgs that our constitution seems to mean 
IB that no m'l.n shall ever be so free as to enjoy 
himself in his own way on Sunday, unless his own 
way. happens to be the way established by aur 
Puritantcal ancestors, and if a man will not enjoy 
?is _Su~d~y in that way then any other way of en
Joymg 1t IB dangerous to the state. 

Judge Brown, of the Supreme Court, decides 
that the Sunday Bubar law is " a valid exercise of 
t?e legislativ power," and therefore is constitu
t~o~al. B~t we do not believe that this gross and 
r~d.1Culous mterference with the private life of the 
mtizen can be so justified. Where there is no 
disorder involved, no wrong done, and no act per
formed that can by any possibility hav evil conse
quences, the proceeding is not within the sphere of 
acts that m 'I.Y be regulated by law. It is contrary 
to the w?ole p Irpose and spirit of the constitution. 
What a ]Ud~e says settles nothing. In all great 
cases three J 11dges are on one side and four on the 
other.-N. Y. Morning Journal. 

It begins to look as though we are hereafter to 
be ruled by "civic federations," "law enforcement 
1 " " . t" f eagues, some 1es or the prevention of every-
thing ~e d?n't like," and "law and order leagues.' 
Why IB this ? About the first complaint of the 
average citizen, when this is brought to his atten
tion, is that the legally-elected officers are negli
gent of their duties, and that they must be held 
responsible for the enforcement of law. The aver
age citizen says that the various volunteer societies 
owe their existence to the remissness of the public 
officers. But is this true T Does not the trouble 
begin further back ? The real source of the evil is 
the intolerable mania for needless laws. If the 
average citizen would mind his own business, and 
compel the man he selects to make laws to do the 
s~me, nin~-tenths of the incompetency and corrup
tion now JUstly charged against officials would not 
be ~eveloped. To illustrate what we mean, here is 
a dispatch from YoungstowiJ, Ohio, which says that 
at that time (June 24th) the spasm of municipal 
virtue was relaxing slightly, and the" law-breakers" 
were again becoming activ. What law-breakers! 
Oh, the proprietors of fruit stands, cigar stores, 
soda ~o~ntains, and the rest of that kind of des per. 
ate cr1mmals. The prosecuting attorney" had been 
called away on business," but before going had 
announced that he would not try any more Sunday. 
law cases ; if the· Civic Federation " wants the' 
suits prosecuted in police court.s, it must furnish 
counsel." In one case there was a bill of costs 
amounting to $60, and the mayor could find no one 
willing to pay the bill. All this trouble grows out 
of inexcusable meddlesomeness. In almost all in
stances the Sabbatarian crusaders are at the bot
tom of the business, and they will continue to make 
trouble and pile up expenses until the American 
people make up their minds to bury Sabbatarianism 
and its all.ied nuisances and invasions for good. 
Th~n we will hav some peace, and genuin educa
tional reformers can do effectiv work. 
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~etters of qrrfsnas. 
No Words Wasted. 

SEATTLE, WASH., June 27, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3 to 

pay for one year's subscription and for a 
copy of "Freethinker's Pictorial Text· 
Book." R. W. BARTo. 

A. Good List of New Subscribers. 
HuMANSVILLE, Mo., June 27, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10.25, for 
which continue my subscription another 
year, and send the paper to the new sub-
scribers named. C. R. BARNES. 

An "Extra" for the Field Work. 
CoHmrs, N. Y., June 29, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for your 
combination offer of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
snd JamEl/3 B. Alexander's "Dynamic 
Theory;" the fifty cents yon can put where 
it will do the most good. 

Yours, JAMES HANLON. 

To 1he Rescue of Wise. 
BnooKLJN, N.Y., July 3, 1895. 

Mr. EDITOR : Inclosed $5 is to pay my 
overdue subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and the other $2 yon will please 
devote to defending the Kansas case insti· 
tnted against one of onr brotherhood by 
the Reverend Vennnm, on the charge of 
sending obscene matter through the post· 
office. E. 0. RoscoE. 

We Are Working for Real Freedom, 
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., June 26, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: I send yon $2. Please 
send THE TRUTH SEEKER, as long as the 
money pays for it, and possibly I may be 
able to do better soon. 

Yon ought to be liberally paid for the 
great work yon are doing. The people 
don't appreciate nor understand what yon 
and yonr few co-laborers are doing for· 
them, bnt yon are building a monument 
more durable than marble or brass. 

J. M. BROWN. 

Alive and A.ctiv at Omaha. 
OMAHA, NEB., June 25, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: As my subscription to THE 
TBuTH SEEKER becomes dne the last of 
this month I had better be hustling with 
my money if I am going to keep paid in 
advance, so here it is. 

We hav a secular society organized in 
thls city at last, or will hav, when we elect 
officers. We are going right along, how· 
ever, with temporary officers; hav held 
two meetings; hav postponed the election 
of president until next Sunday afternoon. 
We are in no hurry, and will select officers 
of whom we can be proud. 

JNo. McARDLE. 

Hated to Giv Him Up. 
BLOOMIN~ON, ILL., July 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 !or 
your paper. I hav not received my last 
three papers for some reason; I wish yon 
would send me copies of them, as I do not 
wish to miss them. When I belonged to 
the Methodist Episcopal church and quit 
them, they kept on sending me their pa
pers, etc., and the preachers called on me 
for at least seven years after I embraced 
the Iaith promulgated by onr nobleR. G. 
Ingersoll, whom I very much respect and 
love. Yours in the cause of Freethonght, 

H. CooNs. 

They s re Wide A wake on the Alert. 
PANAMA, CoL., June 13, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: Find inclosed $10-$3 50 is 
to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for one yeaT-send me as a pre· 
minm " Old Testament Stories Comically 
IllnPtrated." The rest is from a new snb· 
subscriber, H. K. Olander, for one year's 
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
"Fonr Hundred Years of Freethonght." 

Send the books to United Sbtes steam· 
ship Alert, care of American consul, 
U. S. of Colombia. 

Will try to donate soon $2 for mission
ary purposes. Yours for intellectual lib-
erty, F. J. AFEHAUSER. 

Ministers Hate Cbeap Sunday Travel. 
RocKY RIVER, 0., June 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR! In extending subscription 
six months at a time, it is my intention 
thus to keep in memory that I liv. Al
though;. aged,: I :am still ardently at-
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tached to my TRUTH SEEKER; I liv and 
shall die a member of the increasing family 
of the "mentally emancipated." From 
Sabbath observations seven miles west of 
Cleveland, I am impressed with the effect 
of the modern bicycle and electric power 
so ucently used to hustle tens of tht!>n
sands into the way-ont resorts and parks 
not dreamed of by the horse car and street 
railway men of Cleveland three years ago. 
The "electric current" is to play the deil 
with the (once) going to church of the 
young of both sexes. The livery horse 
and rig are nowhere to long country street 
car rides at only a few nickels cost. 

S. GLEASON. 

The People Neei Enlightenment. 
CHESTER, June 27, 18il5. 

MR. EDITOR! I send yon $2 on my sub
scription. I am sorry I am not able to 
send yon ten times as much, bnt it seems 
to be very difficult to get money, even 
when earned. 

It does seem to me that good pay 
makes a better civilization than mean, 
paltry pay. It seems to me that we hav a 
wonderful big job on hand to destroy su
perstition. 

I hav been reading " Initiatory Element 
in Progress." It appeal's to me that there 
is a big struggle going on in the various 
churches to once more gain a controling 
influence. It is a pity THE TBunr SEEKER 
is not more widely read. The ignorance 
of the people on these subjects is so great, 
it almost seems to me they know nothing 
they ought to know, and I am acquainted 
with no other or better paper than THE 
TRUTH SEEKER whereby they can learn. 

Yours truly, WM. HULTON. 

The Charm of Forbidden Fruit. 
RoWLAND, On., June 30, 1895. 

MB. EDIToR: Watts or some one else 
has said: 

While the lamp holds ont to burn, 
The vilest sinoer may return, 

therefore, for fear THE TRUTH SEEKER 
lamp may cease to giv forth its light and I 
may be deprived of the benefits of its 
effulgent rays, I inclose remittance to set 
the fignres on tab forward a notch. 

I cannot get along without "News and 
Notes," which I consider worth the price 
of the paper, and the "Observations" of 
the "Man with the Baige-Pin," the 
"Letters from Friends," Mr. Heston's 
cartoons, and the editorial matter, are 
worth several times the subscription price 
of the paper. 

Even " Not for Parsons " is good, for 
of course from the heading that would be 
the first thing a parson would look at. 
Hoping all who may be owing oil to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER lamp may fill the cruse 
and send it on that the light may con
tinue to shine, I am truly, F. M. KIZER. 

Too Bad.-
Los ANGELES, CAL., June 23, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: The social evil, which, as 
everybody bnt the clergy knows, is an 
inseparable concomitant of civilization, is 
now receiving the united attention of the 
parsons here in this city. With their nsnal 
practical ideas of life and society, they see 
no reason why a city ordinance closing np 
disreputable houses should not extermi
nate the aforesaid evil; and on this ingen
ious and original line of thought they are 
demanding immediate action on the part 
of the city council. So much hav they 
all said about this matter that the 
best advertised street in the city is, by a 
large majority, Alameda; whereon may be 
found those unfortunates whom God, in 
his wisdom, has ordained to lead that kind 
of a life. 

The continued, and, as some seem to 
think, unreasonable and senseless agita
tion by the preachers, has led to the pub
lication of various letters in the daily pa
pers on that subject; and I was deeply 
pained by one from some unfeeling wretch 
without proper re@pect for the cloth. He 
belched forth in this manner : " The 
course being pursued by these misguided 
reformers called the 'Ministerial Associ
ation' is doing more to corrupt the minds 
of the young people than they perhaps 
realize." He then says: "Even preachers 
sometimes liv in glass houses, and they 
would be credited with more sincerity if 
there were hiss lapses from virtue in their. 
own fraternity. At least six preachers, 

pastors in this city, who were londes~ in 
their denunciation of the social evil, hav 
left under a· cloud or been silenced for 
gross immoralities. Their names can 
easily be recalled." 

J consider it ungentlemanly and imper
tinent to proclaim snob th;ngs as these, 
and it is too bad that he nonld not hav 
kept them to himself; for the influence of 
onr spiritual guides will not be increased 
by snob disclosures. It is plainly evident 
that we need a censorship nf the press, 
and I move that one be established at 
onoe. 0. SEV.RANd:E. 

Cleanliness Ahead of Godliness. 
TRINIDAD, CoL., June 29, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find "three 
of a kind," for renewal of subscription to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I havn't succeeded 
as yet in getting the Women'~ Christian 
Temperance Union to subscribe for it, bnt 
one member of this renowned organiza
tion, a neighbor of mine, greatly enjoys 
re~ding it, and so I hope, through her 
instrumentality, to obtain the consent of 
the Union to hav THE TRUl'H SEEKER ap
pear in the holy shrine of their "free read
ing room." 

Since the distnrber of orthodoxy (Mr. 
Putnam) was here, your paper has been at 
a premium. A great many people are 
anxious to read it, bnt lack the moral cour
age to take it in their o.wn name, fearful 
lest their conduct offand some pions mind. 
This class of humanity are improving, be
cause a few years ago they would not 
peruse the columns of a Liberal period
ical for fear of provoking divine wrath. 
God would, in infinit anger, see to it that 
they had appendicitis or an ingrowing 
toenail. 

Verily I any unto yon, Trinidad is a 
great town-a sort of ZJologioal garden. 
Yon find a variety of nationality, not un
like a seaport city, and consequently all 
forms of religions worship. The Catholic, 
Baptist, Methodist, Christian, Presbyte
rian, Congregational, Lutheran, Seventh
day Adventist, and the irrepressible Salva
tionist, are all well-fed here by credulous, 
admiring votaries. And, just to think of 
it! among these holy of holies there liv a 
few for whom Reason has promulgated ita 
emancipation proclamation-a few who 
hav the manhood and womanhood to think 
for themselvs, a few who hav peeped under 
the veil of history, and gathered some 
damaging truths about Christianity and its 
terrible career of torture and blood, a few 
who disbelieve in .dreams and the astro
nomical feat of Joshua, a few who bslieve 
that, if the biblic~l injunction. " Be bap
tized and be saved," had been, "Bathe 
semi-weekly and be saved," and all theolo
gical Santa Clans worshipers as thoroughly 
imbued with its importance, there would 
be more health and happiness, and !nora
tie employment furnished all the unem
ployed of onr land in the ma'lnfaotnre of 
soap. E. F. SQUIRES. 

Charity and Mission Work Begin at 
Home. 

SA.N PEDRO, CAL., June 21, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: It is through THE TRUTH 

SEEKER that I make known the plan and 
giv my reply to the proposition of the 
Methodist Episcopal Clinrcb Society at 
Western, Ohio. They wia't to defray the 
expenses of their new chnroh and to put• 
chase a pipe-organ. Under the motto of 
"God loves a cheerful giver," they say in 
their circular: 

D:EAR SIR AND BROTHER: Will yon assist 
ns in building onr new Methodist Episcopal 
church in onr little village? (we believe 
yon will). We cannot build unless we hav 
assistance. We hav purchased a large 
book, and will enroll every man, woman, 
child, church society, and Sabbath-school 
that assists ns. Don't yon want your name 
enrolled with ns? Send yonr contribu
tions at once to 

H. G. STRAWSER, 
Secretary and Tre"snrer. 

Those who wish to contribute can, of 
course, do so, bnt I fail to understand that 
it is giving to God and his cause. The 
truth of the matter is, I don't believe God 
has any part in the scheme or will get any 
of the money. No, I am no sucker, asfor 
the past twenty years. Mission and charity 
work begin at home. No longer am I 
led by the church and its societies. For 
many years I was a professor of religion, 
and held membership umber of 
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Christian denominations. Bnt this did n'>t 
satisfy me. I found, upon examinin~ my
self, that when I should appear at the 
judgment I wonld be weighed in the bal
ance and found wanting if I allowed my
self to appear on that great day under the 
banner of the apostate Protestant church. 
Rather than liv my life ont of harmony 
with the Bible and Christ's teachings, I 
severed all allegiance to the apostate Prot
estant cuurcb, pre~erring to appear at the 
judgment bar either as a worldly man or 
obedient to God1s law. 

This circular acMmpanies the other: 
DEAR SIR AND BRoTHER: I hav been ap

pointed to solicit funds to purchase a pipe 
or~an for onr new church, and am asking 
my brother jewelers to clean one watch for 
onr benefit. The organ will be presented 
in behalf of the jewelers of the United 
States, with their names and post-office ad
dresses attached. Please send me by re
turn mail $1 to help me in this good work, 
and more if yon wish, Brother Stevens, 
Good cause! H. G. STRAWSIIR. 

I must decline to contribute money by 
return of mail for the purpose named. I 
hav replied to Mr. Strawser, bnt I don't 
want this proposition kept quiet, bnt 
made known publicly, N. A. STEVENS. 

Will Read it, ol' Hav it Rend. 
WonomsTER, MAss., .Tnly 3, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 to 
pay balance on my subscription and ''Four 
Hundred Ye!\rB of Freethonght." This 
will leave fifty cents for which yon will 
please send " Age of Reason " and "Ex
amination of the Prophecies," as many as 
it will bny. I shall send yon the money 
in a few weeks for my new subscription 
and Paine's works. I want the "Age of 
Reason" for some good Christians here. 
I often hav fights with some of them, very 
often with priests or ministers; most always 
Frenchmen. Of course I am more at home 
in French; I can giv it to them in pretty 
good shape. A few days a 'o I met a 
French Protestant minister named Para
dis, of Lowell. Of course he said I didn't 
understand the Bible; it was all the best 
of philosophy. I said, "If yon under
stand it so well can yon harmonize it, can 
yon tnne that bad old fiddle? Take for 
instance the genealogies of J esns Christ by 
Matthew and by Lnke; there are three or 
fonr stumbling-blocks there. First, they 
try to m~ke him come down from the race 
of David and thev C'lme only to Joseph, 
and they say Joseph was not Jesus's 
father. S3cond, according to the Bible, 
Joseph had two fathers. "Oh, no," he 
said, "yon don't understand it; that man 
had two names, Jacob and Eli." "Then," 
I said, "what about all the others in the 
two lists; according to that they must all 
hav had two names, and supposing they 
had, how is it the number of generations 
does not agree-twenty-eight in one and 
forty-three in the other?" He said, "Well, 
they make him come by two different 
lines." "How can that be?" said I, "can 
a man come from his father and from his 
uncle, too? Even supposing that was pos
sible, yet yon are mistaken when yon say 
Joseph's father had two names. If it were 
two men, or if he had two names, then 
he (Joseph) did not come by two different 
lines. What good reasoning, is it not!" 
He said he would come to my house some 
day; I am afraid he won•t. 

I couldn't go without THE TRUTH SEEK
ER, anyway. I am bound to hav it as long 
as I can read it, and if I should lose my 
eyesight I would hav it read to me. 

Yours for truth, liberty, and justice, 
J. 0. BELLEFLEUK. 

Reproach Becomes Honorable Mention. 
FRANKFORT, MmH., June 8, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: I am reminded it would 
be well to hand in something to apply on 
subscription for yonr valuable paper that 
I hav perused with pleasure and I trust 
with profit for nearly twenty years. In
closed find $5, and, if it will not be asking 
too much, send me a copy of Alexander'<~ 
"Dynamic Theory." 

I noticed, in the splen iid letter of F. F.. 
Mason, of Brooklyn, N.Y., on page 36l 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of date June 8th, 
read at the second annual memorial seT
vices at the grave of Thomas Paine, that he 
attempts to deflne the term "Infidel," 
which he will pardon me for saying is.qnite 
unsatisfactory. 

I hav been pained many times by 8j 
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seeming misapprehension of the meaning 
or careless use pf the term, even by criti
cal secularists or Freethinkers. My un
derstanding of the term is, that it is 
derived from the Latin word fide, meaning 
faithful, trustful, honest, trusty, loyal, 
with the prefix in having a negativ sig
nification ; that the word thus derived 
signifies unfaithful or notjaithful-i. e., 
one that is not faithful to himself, to an
other, to a cause, to truth. to principle, to 
a party, or to mankind, 

In a sense, the "Author-Hero of the 
Revolution " was an Infidel. He was not 
loyal to dogmas, deities, or devils, and 
had no faith in, and was not a cringing 
follower of, senseless forms, ceremonies, 
and rituals; did not pay allegiance to any 
priest, prince, or potentate, and would not 
follow stupid error and ignorance because 
it was hoary with age. 

'lhe term has also another and a cor
rupted meaning and use, as an epithet; 
and has long been employed as such. 
When ignorance, envy, and malice hav 
been disarmed of more dangerous weap
ons, they hav stood off and hurled this epi
thet at the object of their dislike. Hence 
Mohammedans always speak of Christians 
as "Infidel dogs," meaning thereby un
faithful curs, it being the most oppro
brious epithet they can formulate in words 
with which to stigmatize their opposing 
religionists. And our Christian friends, 
not understanding the true meaning of the 
term, hav borrowed the same from the 
East, like many other words, forms, and 
phrases, and employed it in this corrupted 
sense to stigmatize those who do not con
form to their conception. of things. 

To be an Infidel to evil, to error, igno
rance, corruption, oppression, and tyranny, 
in church and state, in social and educa
tional institutions, is the most hJnorable 
title that can be conferred upon or at-
tained by man. N. A. PARKER. 

A. Very Good Beginning. 
PoRTLAND, ME., J nne 23, 1895. 

This is the first piece I hav ever tried to 
write for -a paper. Thought I would like 
to write a few lines for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Liberty and education are what the hu
man race is struggling for to-day. This 
world should be like a school-house, where 
the human race should be educated both 
physically and mentally and prepared to 
exert a noble power instead of being 
judged and condemned to hell by ministers 
and priests. 

Robert G. Ingersoll, one of America's 
most brilliant orators, is to-day teaching 
the world; he is not afraid to come before 
the people with his natural and honest 
thoughts. He is doing more to bring the 
human race out of darkness and supersti
tion than all the ministers and priests that 
ever lived. I hav no God. I believe the 
universe, governed by the nncreatable and 
indestructible laws of nature, always was 
and always will be. Hence, so far as I 
can see, the grave is the end of me. I find 
that, as a general rule, Christians are not 
very well read in the Bible; not one in a 
thousand has read the Bible through. And 
still they belie"l'"e every word of it. 

I was brought up a Catholic and tried to 
liv np to it, but found that I could not. 
They impressed hell on my mind very 
strongly. So I commenced to read the 
Bible for myself. I hav read it through 
twice very slowly and carefully, every 
chapter of it. The result is that it cleared 
me from all darkness and superstition. 
Now I fear no. God, no devil, no hell. I 
treat everybody to the best of my ability, 
and believe in doing good and helping my 
fellowmen. We should all help each other. 
I believe in evolution, change from one 
condition to another for ever and ever. 
My body has always been in this universe 
in some condition or form, but I hav no 
remembrance of being in any form except 
the present one. 

God, according to the Bible, made the 
world, and if the Bible is true he made a 
failure of everything he undertook to do 
up to the birth of Christ. And that was 
one of the most disgraceful things of which 
I hav ever read or heard. God committed 
a crime, and then divided himself into 
three parts, God the father, God the Holy 
Ghost, and God the Son. God committed 
adultery with Mary through the holy 
ghost, who is Christ's father. Christ is 
God's son, therefore God must be his own 
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grandfather. It seems from this point 
that God has taken a back seat and let the 
holy ghost and Christ struggle with the 
world. There is no doubt but God felt 
somewhat weak after he divided himself 
into three parts. So, in order to get some 
of his strength back, he had the Jews mur
der his son under the pretense of saving 
the world, I think the Christian religion 
will die out, and when it does the three
times-one-is-one and once-one-is-three 
Gods will die with it. HENRY SHAW, 

Equal Suffrage. 
CAMBRIA, KAN., July 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Popnlaritv and Prejudice 
are two overgrown twins of the Nineteenth 
century, whose parents are Ignorance and 
Credulity. But reason and logic dispense 
with both of them. Hence if we would 
reason correctly on any subject we must 
put aside prejudice, hear both sides of the 
arguments, and accept nothing that has 
not facts to sustain it. 

Positiv and negativ forces pervade all 
space, every atom of the universe, and 
where one is not the other cannot exist, 
and for an undertaking to be a success 
both must be present-whether it is of a 
material, moral, or governmental charac
ter. They balance one the other, hence a 
gove:mment cannot long exist for both 
unless both are represented. Iu this 
government only one of these forces is 
represented-the positiv or mascnlin
hence disorder, corruption, and injus
tice result. This must always be the case 
when one of these ·forces is wanting. 
We are not sympathetic in our appeal, 
neither are we tyrannical in our demands. 
Science and logic, experience and reason, 
facts and theories, evidence, and con
clusions therefrom derived, support ns. 
Could our shackles be removc.d for one 
century, what a change there would be in 
the intellect of human beings, for this 
change, through the laws which govern 
reproduction, would evolve much better 
young men, who would come into being 
with the attributes of self-reliance, inde
pendence, and common sense. Then there 
would be no use for monopolies to keep 
expensiv lobbies at Washington, for there 
would be statesmen there that no oppressor 
of the poor could buy. 

A free woman will raise free sans, whom 
policy cannot control, for the liberty she 
enjoys will be defended by her offspring, 
and they will feel free to act as their rea
son dictates, and in perfect freedom they 
will hav no other aim than that of justice. 
It is as impossible to raise free men when 
woman considers herself man's inferior as 
it is to mix oil and water. There are laws 
in nature that govern the intellect as well 
as the body, and anv interference with 
them forestalls the desired results. This is 
one of the reasons why woman should hav 
political liberty, something to exercise all 
her mental faculties, for only by their 
exercise can they be enlarged and trans
mitted to her offspring? Can men afford 
to overlook this great and self-evident 
truth? Is not the march of progress slow 
enough, at the best, when we act in har
mony with nature's laws? Then, why crip
ple her instead of helping her help on 
human development? Life is short, and 
can last but a season, and he enjoys it most 
who helps to broaden the skirts of Iibert y, 
thereby enhancing his own happiness by 
elevating reason and justice to a higher 
plane. We must agree with Ingersoll that 
"man is not yet civilized," for when he is 
civilized enough to treat his wife as his 
equal, to be kind to her who is adding bud 
and blossom to his household as he is to 
the thoroughbred animals in his fields, 
then he will raise thoroughbred men and 
women, sons and daughters of whom to 
be proud. When he is civilized enough to 
make motherhood a blessing instead of a 
curse, by enslaving the mother, woman
hood a blessing instead of a crime to be 
punished by disfranchisment, then he will 
rear sons of philanthropy and daughters 
of economy, who will study how to save in
stead of spend the dollars. 

Should man expect aught but extrava
gance from one he has made dependent on 
him, and the boundaries of whose research 
are home, society, and fashion? "Support 
me" is the language of wedded inequality; 
"we will work together for the good of the 
nation and our home," is the language of 

equal rights. When man is civilized 
enough to render to woman all her rights, 
to accept her logic, so far as it is sound, 
to encourage her to read, and to reason 
for herself, then there will be no more 
heard of Mrs. Grundy, no more heard of 
society scandal. When man is civilized he 
will hav a better insight into human nat
ure; he will know that for every pleasure 
he grants his wife, for every ray of sun
shine he causes to :flit across her path of 
maternal anxiety and daily cares, each in
vestment will bring him a hundred fold 
in his children. He will stimulate her 
mentality in every available way, instead 
of leaving it to feed on the garbage which 
Mrs. Grundy and her clan hav dumped 
by the wayside, for he will know that 
every idea which she absorbs or formulates 
will be improved upon and transmitted to 
her offspring to better the condition of 
and elevate humanity. Thus for the sake 
of the generations yet to be woman should 
hav every right that man has. 

MRs. F. A. ABBoTT. 

Coming! 
LmERAL, Mo., J nne 30, 1895. 

Watch for the Date! Great Roman Je
rusalem Aggregation of Biblical Relics! 
Great Holy Show! Bring the children! 
Great m11Benm and only menagerie of bib
lical animals! Relics rich and rare! Our 
museum contains the following wonders: 
Oore of the apple Eve ate; cinder from 
Abel's altar; the club with which Cain slew 
Abel, and a photo of Cain's wife and the 
little Cains! Piece of Noah's ark, snd the 
lead pencil Noah used in checking off the 
animals as they went into the ark! Brick 
from the Tower of Babel, and the spotted 
rods Jacob put in Laban's watering trough! 
Lynch pin of Pharaoh's chariot, and 
broomstick of the Witch of Endor! Sword 
on which Saul suicided! Ahab's chariot 
and Goliath's spear! Ram's horns that 
knocked down the walls of Jericho, Gide
on's fleece, pitchers, and. trumpets with 
which he defeated the Midianitesl The 
nail with whiClh Jael slew Siseral We hav 
also David's dowry to Michal, and the ark 
of the Lord that slew 50,000 people for 
looking in it I Our menagerie contains 
the Lamb of God, Lion of the tribe of Ju
dah, Balaam's ass, seven lean kine and 
seven fat kine of Pharaoh's vision, and 
Elijah's fiery steeds that carried him to 
heaven! We hav the colt J. Christ stole, 
the lions that did not eat Daniel, and the 
pale horse on which death rides! The 
great serpent-lion, Satan, with head of ser
pent, body of lion, cloven feet, and diet of 
sulphur and brimstone, is on exhibition 
in our great moral show; the great Lion
Lamb-Star-Lily-Rose, Jesus Christ, who 
is perpetually roaring, '' I am the Rose of 
Sharon, the Lily of the Valley, the Bright 
and MorningStar,and the Lion of the Tribe 
of Judah!" He h&s lilies for hands and 
in the right one carries seven stars, a star
shaped head and a sharp sword coming 
out of his month, and rose-Clolored eyes! 
See the she-bears that ate forty-two chil
dren for mocking the old baldhead of Is
rael! The great red dragon that knocked 
down one-third of the stars with his tail! 
The beast with seven heads and ten horns 
seen by Daniel in his vision! The ravens 
that fed Elijah, and the quails that came 
from the Red Sea, are in our great orni
thological display, with a pair of Gabriel's 
last year's wings! Our circus and dramatic 
troupe is composed of a brilliant galaxy of 
stars engaged especially for our great trip 
around the world. First is the wonderful 
Holy Ghost. Come and see him! We 
could not get G. Hovah, because he has 
so much to do watching the sparrows fall, 
and numbering the hairs of the heads of 
his numerous progeny, but he sent his 
wife to represent him. We hav the poor 
widow and her mite; the scarlet woman of 
Revelation; the angel that measured 
heaven and his measuring reed, and Rahab 
the harlot! Our botanical display is un
surpassed. See the bulrushes Moses lay 
in; the lilies that toil not, neither do they 
spin; the fig-tree that did not hav sense 
enough to bear figs out of season, because 
Christ wanted them. We show also the 
grass that to-day is and to-morrow is cast 
into the oven. In the reptil department 
we hav Moses's brazen serpent,, and many 
other wonderful curiosities direct from the 
Vatican. Our grand spectacular circus 

drama begins at 2·P.M. Program:-Tri
nmphal march of the Patriarchs; all the 
bloody crimes of the old Testament in liv
ing procession I The coming of the Wise 
Men. Joseph's Dream! The fiight''into 
Egypt! Singing of Solomon's Song! Cal
vary scene with real thieves and the true 
cross of Christ! Clown's Carnival and 
Festival of Fools!-T. D. Talmage, J. 
Cook, S. Jones, and D. L. Moody, actors. 
Entrance of J. Christ and apostles cutting 
off their right hands and plucking out 
their eyes on account of their offensiv nat
ure. Isle of Patmos and John's Vision; · 
singing of 109hh Psalm. Great bnst-np; 
turning of the sun into darkness, moon 
into blood, and all people beholding the 
coming of Christ in the clouds of heaven, 
in spite of the roundness of the earth! 
Falling stars and hell to pay generally, all 
in charge of Talmage, Master of Pulpit 
Fireworks! Solomon's apes and peacocks 
will be seen, also David dancing before 
the ark of the Lord! A gold brick from 
the New Jerusalem, and fire-shovel from 
hell can be seen in our mighty collection 
of marvels! Refreshments will be served 
consisting of manna, milk, and honey; 
wine of the supply Christ made at Cana; 
part of the cake the widow of Sarepta made 
for Elij~h, and water brought from the 
rock at command of Moses. See Aaron's 
rod that budded, and also the hickory-rod 
that did not bud. Great Moral Tableaux 
shown in our free street parade: Noah and 
his sons. Onan and Tamar. Lot and his 
daughters. David and ·Mrs. Uriah. 
Bring the children to s~e and hear Sam 
Jones, the most vulgar man in America. 
If yon believe all we tell we giv a free 
ticket to the New Jerusalem, but if not, 
we will damn yon quick. Greatest vindi
cation of Christianity ever known, and our 
collection of petrified fish tales is unex
celled. Street parade at 10 A.M. Band 
playing on golden harps, trumpets, cornets, 
and cymbals. Rascals and hypocrits, fol
lowed by Sunday-school children armed 
and uniformed for the slaughter of Infi
dels and heretics. Lot's pickled wife and 
Nebnchadnezzar's golden image follow 
and then will be seen the furnace in which 
Wide Brick, Side Brick, and To-Bed-We
Go were thrown. Tickets admit to all at 
the price of common sense, decency, or 
individuality. Clergy admitted free. 
Rain or shine we show every day! Our 
tents are those that the Israelites dweltin 
and our circus is held in the tabernMl~ 
constructed by Moses at the command of 
G. Hovah. We will positivly exhibit 
where we say we will; this show is managed 
by John Calvin, Martin Luther, and John 
Knox. The Fool Killer is turned loose 
after each performance, as he gets no work 
where our show does not travel. Lie 
steal, and kill, for "the blood of Jean~ 
Christ cleanseth from all sin." 

J. M. WHITE, 
-------------------Mortnary-A.Iexander Risk. 

PALo, IA., J nne 28, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: It is with sad feelings Ihav 

to record the death of our friend and com
rade, Alexander Risk, of Fayette county 
Iowa. He passed away on the lOth of thi~ 
month, at 1:15 in the morning. He was 
born in Mochrnn, Wigtonshire, Scotland, 
January 27th, 1827. He came to America 
in 1850, and to Iowa in 1852, and has been 
a business man ever since. He made con
siderable property, and has left his family 
well to do. I had some acquaintance with 
him, although we lived a long distance 
apart. My wife and I went up to see him 
a few weeks before he died. He said he 
was willing to go at any time, for he had 
been suffering so long with cancer in the 
stomach. He wished I would tell the 
friends that he should die as he had live<f, 
true to the cause he loved so well. I 
wished to go to th~ funeral, but sickness 
prevented, so we had to say farewell, 

To show the liberal disposition of the 
man: We had a convention in Cedar Rap
ids a good many years ago. E. C. Walker 
and Colonel Billings were there, Some 
one proposed to go around with the hat to 
get money to pay the expenses. Brother 
Risk said "No," he would rather pay the 
whole bill himself. Then we all threw in 
as we felt able; still there was a shortage 
of $14, and he stepped up and paid in the 
balance. Those who were there will re
member the circumshnCle. He was always 
a friend in need. JOHN SrRATFOBD. 
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Edited by Mrss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion,. tor this C'orner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the daJ:'s occnpation• 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Scandal-Mongers. 
Do :ron hear the scandal-monger8 

Passingbv, 
Breathing poison in a whisper, 

In a sigh? 
Moving cautiously and slow, 
Smiling sweetly as theY go 

Never noisy-gliding smoothly as a snake, . 
Supping here and sliding there 
Through the me•dows fresh and fair, 

Leaving subtle slime and poison in their wake. 

Saw yon not the scandal-monger 
As ehe sat 

Beaming brightly nea'h the roses 
On her hal? 

In her dainty gloves and dress, 
Angel-Fke, and nothing les8, 

Seemed •h•, casting smiles and pleasing words 
about. 

Once she shrugged anfl Phook her head, 
Raised her eyes and nothing said 

When you spoke of friends, and yet it left a 
donbt. 

Did yon watch the scandal-monger 
At the ball? 

Th~ough the music, rhythm, beauty, 
Light and all, 

Moving here and moving there, 
With a whisper light as air, 

Casting shaitows on a sister woman's fame
Just a whispered word or glance-
A• •he fl.oat•d through the dance, 

And a doubt forever hangs upon a name. 

Yon will find the scandal mongers 
Evecywhere. 

Sometimes men, but often women, 
Young and fair; 

Yet their tongues drip foulest slime, 
And they spend their leisure time 

Ca9ting mud on those who climb by work or 
worth! 

Shun them, shun them a9 yon go, 
Shun them, whether high or low; 

They are but the cnr3ed serpents of the earth. 
-.Anonvmous, 

Sold by Auction. 
[CONCLUDED.] 

Their histories were written in the book 
and volnme of " Annt Mary's " brain, 
where on she tnrned the leaf to read. 

Back by the fire-place were an old, very 
old, pair of men's boots, hard and bronzed 
by time. "Whose boots were those?" and 
"Did 'Aunt Mary' wear snob boots?" 
were the queries freely passed. 

There wae a snbdned silence when some 
one said, "They belonged to 'Annt 
Mary's' only brother, who went away to 
sea long ago, and never returned. The 
boots bav always rema;ned there, jnst 
where he left them when he went away." 

Trnnks were emptied of old newspapers, 
reports ancient as the hills, almost ; old 
books and pamphlets, and, side by side, 
an old copy of Baxter's " Saint's Rest" 
and Paine's ''Age of Reason." Fox's 
"Book of Martyrs" was near by, bnt the 
".Age of Reason" showed it had received 
most attention, its leaves being worn and 
crnmpled. Mary had kept this literature 
becanse her father had read and pre
served it. 

The black crape bonnet and veil that 
her mother woJ"e was fnll of a tender and 
monrnfnl pathos. It seemed to reprove 
the jesting crowd before whom it was held. 
Nobody bid for the bonnet. Was it 
beoanse it bad been worn at fnnerals, 
where sorrow and grief had been, or be. 
oanse the crape was gray and old? 

There were patchwork bed-quilts held 
before the nptnrned, eager eyes of the 
crowd. The patches had been set in onri
ous form, and were of many colors. How 
many hopes seemed to hav been sewed in 
with each quaint Eqnare and diamond 
shape, hopes that faded and disappeared 
ere they were half realized ! 

A very, very old mnslin gown made with 
a ronnd waist and close, tight-fitting 
sleeves in wide contrast to the present pre
vailing mode, was bronght forth from an 
old-fashioned bandbox, and spread before 
the wide-monthed, wondering gaze of 
those in the room. "Annt Mary" wore it 
years and years ago, when, with red roses 
in her cheeks and hope in her heart, she had 
tripped along Spring street on her way to 
chnrch or to some gala festival. What a 
world of romance was in its scant folds and 
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the faded ribbon hanging so limp at the 
neck ! Amid many fancies of old-time 
lovers' walk•, when Annt Mary was a 
sprightly girl and yonng men followed in 
her footstep!', the white mnslin dress was 
sold to the highest bidder, a dear old 
friend who had known Mary when she was 
yonthfnl and pretty, who had seen her 
arrayed in that same gown. Her aged 
fingers clasped the preoions relic of by
gone days with love and reverence. 

A deep silence, a hnsh like that at an 
open grave, fell npon the nptnrned faces 
when the auctioneer held np a child's frock 
of red calico, ont low in the neck, with 
~hor+., un:ffod sleeves. It was of the strong, 
thick, lasting qnality of the imported Eng
lish print of long ago. With the little 
gown was a pair of red morocco shoes, a 
strin2: of amber beads, and a long look of 
golden-brown hair. The aged woman who 
had pnrohased the mnslin gown whispered 
softly: "They belonged to little Nelly--. 
She died in 1834." 

"I can't offer these things at a notion!'' 
ejaonlated the anotioneer, while his eyes 
grew moist, and a tear dropped on the lit
tle red gown. Many eyes were tear-wet 
also. as he gently laid the drese:, the amber 
beads, the little red shoes, and the look of 
golden-brown hair on a shelf near by, 
high np, where nobody oonld reaob. them. 

"And yon wonldn't hav been allowed to 
so mnoh as tonoh them had Annt Mll.ry 
her reason," said the old lady, who had 
eae-erly watched every movement. 

For sixty years these mementos of little 
Nelly had been s~!lredlv preserved by her 
fond and idolizing sister Mary, now shnt 
away from the world and all that she had 
loved, sitting alone in mental darkness, 
bnt happy as a child. Nobody knew 
where little Nelly was bnried, the child
sister of fonr years, who went away so 
many years ago, and whose memory had 
been so long and fondly cherished by at 
least one person in the world. 

Visions of the little maiden rnnning in 
and ont of the old bonse, her bands fnll of 
bntteronps and field daisies, her sweet 
face aglow with innocent happiness, wonld 
arise, and her childish prattle arose above 
the voice of the auctioneer. We seemed 
to see her arrayed in the little red dress, 
her feet in the pretty red morocco slip
pers, with her amber beads abont her lit
tle neck. How dear she was, this little 
pet of the household! And what griefand 
sorrow filled their lonely hearts when sick
ness overtook her, and the dear face grew 
whiter than snow, when the eyes closed 
never again to show the love-light that 
death extinguished. The pattering feet 
and the little white hands had been still 
for many a year, and she was forgotten. 

No, "Annt Mary" had kept her mem
ory olean, sweet, and fragrant. She knew 
the spot of green grass that covered her 
form, now long ago changed to mold and 
dnst. 

Hnrrying feet had come and gone, joys 
and sorrows passed like a panorama, and 
now strangers bad come in to handle, 
bnt not ronghlv, no! not ronghly, 
bnt tenderly and with a sigh, the 
belongings of little Nelly. The little gar
ments snrvived her. She had gone, bnt 
they existed still, and the tress of gold
brown hair seemed as soft and .,i]ken as if 
it were only yesterdayithad been ontfrom 
her head. 

No relativ was there to take it from the 
fingers of the auctioneer, that trembled as 
be gently .laid the tlacred relics away. 

"Annt Mary" did not know that natnre 
had kindly made her as a very little child. 
She did not remember any longer. Well 
for her that memory had become a blank. 

S.H.W. 

'.rhoe Soecond Sunnnoer, 
many mothers belibve, is the most precarious in 
a child's life; generally it may u3 true, but yon 
will find that mothers and physicians familiar 
with the value of the Gail Bora en Eagle Brand 
Condemed milk do not so regard it. 

WONDEit C~DINET FREE • M'isalnt: lJn'k 
Puzzle, Dcnl'l llottle, Pocket Cam~era., Latcsr 
Wire Punle, Bpoolc Photos, Book of Sleight of 
Hand, Tota.l Value 60o Bent free with imm~usc 
catalo~o oflOOO Bargain• for lOo. for posta~e. 
INGERSOLL& BRO. 65 Cortlandt Street. N. Y. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE, 

Tan<ll, "111tty, a.nd aarcastio d.3fl.nitiona of thi'Q 
1~~ ~:o:m.;. Prio.a, 21>\ cen.'l.ll. 

~~~---------------------------~ g£fl ·A. NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK. ~)c: 

Religion and the Bible. 
.By F. D. CUMMINGS. 

A Series of 81xteen Freethought Essays. 
Subjects-

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. TI. God and the Devil III. Is the Bible Con 
tradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Habrew Propheoy and Expectancy? V. Je8n
the re~cher of Ri'1hteousne•s. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate tlesurrection? VII. 
What Does the Bible Teach Regardinll' the Recnnd Co nin'l' of Christ? VIII The Christ Spirit Outs 
side the B!ble. IX. What Is the tiible? X. How Man Adva,.nces. XI. Whv Do Men Chng to the 
Bible? XII. Belief~.,.Unbelief. Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Rewa.rd and 
Punishment. X '1. J.mmortality. XVI. Conclusion. 

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Li!lht. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; clotli. $1. The Truth Seeker, New York. 

-
HAND-BOOK 

OF 

FREETH OUGHT 
By W. S. BELL. 

Conta.ining in condensed and systematized form a 
vast amount of evidence a.gainst the superstitions doc
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid 
to all truth Reekers it is invalua.ble. Its classification 
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersollsaid nf 

Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables somebody in every village to "cornertheparson." Itsw'de 
v.riety of subjects inoluae rJl the disputed points between Ohristia.nity and Freethon~rht. 
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents, .<\.lllirA•• THF. 1'RTTTR l:lll'Vl{'l''l. 

MODEL 40 COLUMBIA 

~Bicycle Beauty comes from graceful lines 
and fine finish, in which points Columbia bicycles excel. But 
there is more than mere looks to recommend a Columbia. 
B1ck of the handsome desi,~'11 and elegant finish is a sterling 
quality that over the roughest road and the longest journey will 
carry the rider with safety and satisfaction. 

@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 

Buy a COLUllBIA or a Hartford. 

POPE MFG. CO. @ 
l:eneral Offices an4 Factorle5, HAilTFOilJI @ 

eOSTON. Nl!tW YOfttt. CHICAQ0. ® $80 ~--

~~~ 
~ 

'The 

SAN FftANOISCO, @ 
PftOVIDKNC&, •UFFALO. 

Send two 2-cent stamps for a ® 
Columbia Catalogue; free if you @ 
call at a Columbia agency. ~ 

~l{J{J{)l~~~~Jl 
Bible lnq uirer, 

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION; 
crvTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With References to the most ..:'lain and Striking Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
~r,ptures. Including Onestions Answered Affirmatively and Ne!(atively by Quotations from the 

B1ble. Also, Other Bible 'References of Importance. 

Fourth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 
4.•l.lr-'"" 'l'R"F. 'l'~TT'l'H REEKER. 2!l T·•.favattA Place. New York Oit¥. 

SABBATH • BREAKING. 
,l 

Origin o:t• "the Sabbatic .Idea-
The Jc""W"ish ~abba"th-The 
Christian Scriptures and "the 
Sabba"th-E x a 1n. in a "t ion o :t' 
Sunday Arg1nn.en"ts --Origin 
o:t "the Chris-tian Sabba"tn
Testilnony o:t" ·the Chril!!l"tian 
Fa-thers-The Sabha"th du.r• 
ing "the Middle Ages-The 
Puri-tan Sabba"th-Tes"tiJUony 
of Chris-tian Rc£orJUers. 
Scholars, and Divines-Abro
ga-tion o:t• Sunday La~s. 

--BY-

.JOHN e • .Re.M..SEU~G. 

Price. R6 Centi. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEII, 
RB 1.aiG.1fi1te p/fiDe, 1/ew rort. 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distri~ution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh .. . . . . . . 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi"al Condi-

tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh. 
Protestant Persecutwn•. Willia.m Coboett •• 
Question8 for Bible Worshipers ... , . . .... , ... 
'l'he Relat10n of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The keri~l<>i:i ·<>r "iiiilliaiii.tY ·Bet't._.r than 'Ei8r: 10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the 
aot as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar; •· Origin of Sabbaths.") By the.l!:ditorof 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, frieads The Trnth Seeker., .. , .......... ,......... 3 
aJd all inquiring persons, send for a supply of Revivalism Examined. A. G. Hnmphrev. ···. 2 

A Remarkable Book 1\ Heview of Greg's 
these valnable little evangels of truth. 9reed of. Christendom. H. w. Doug ids 

They range in pJioo from one to ten cents eaob. 1n Canadian Sp·otator .............. ..... . 
They are so lOW in ptice that thousands of gen- The Safe Side. H B Brown ................ . 
erons-bearted persons oan afford to buy them for Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 

·gratuitous di,;tribution. Too many of them can- te~~y~a:lie~~~~~Ibiltt~~ti~l)01ifo~~8.ke:::::: 
not be spread broadcast over onr land. Bent, The Staf!:ll and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
post-paid, by mail. 8nper•t1t10n Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Beets of Great Britain 
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the !neon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

sistency of Christians Gener8Jly. H. Clay Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 

Astro~ff~:oiog:.:." ·t·:r.; ·nawsoii ... sb:owiitii the 
10 

Talk Wl"iii "iJi8 ":iic>ui-· .:E.vaiigelists: · ·E· w<>·c>a: 
story of Christ in the New Testament to rnff, M.D................................... 3 
be but an Alleg~rical representation of Thoughts pn Atheism. Can Man by Search-
the .ann's pourse through the different lUg Fllld out God. Austin Ho!:voake, .. 8 
zodiaCal signs ...... , ......... , .. ,......... 5 The Theory of Ev,olution .. Thom~s H linxley 10 

Apost es of Christ. Anstin llolyoake.,. . . . . 5 The True Ba•ls of M •rality. Anme Besaut.. 2 
Tne Btble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Coleman ........ ,.......................... 5 (Reply to some of the Bn"day-school 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 Stories About Hi ".) .. . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . 3 
·,he Bible: lstt Reliable as a Guido? C. Watts. ~ Two Short Sermons, Rev. Theologians....... 1 
Blasphemy and the Bible C B Reynol<ls.. .. . Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh... ...... 3 
'l'ue .Book of Esther. A Bp cimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our Jfirst Parents? 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Charles Bradlangb 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~·.Max Muller.... 5 What Did Jeans Teach? "cb.8S."i3radiang:h· ::: 
Constantine the Great, Portraying the lni- Who Was Jeans Christ? Cbas. Brad laugh., .. 

3 
3 
3 
2 
1 ~~if. rr~\~gn~.i-~~ ~ -~~~~~ ~i-~~- -~~~~~~~: 3 ;~~nD~if~'i~f~l~·~1? ~~~~l~t~J~~~-~~~:::: 

The Comstock Postal Law Unoonstitu·ional. What i" the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 
<Tbts is tbe statute under which Mr. J. ·• What is the Bible?" ................... . 
B. Wise i• now .ndict.d fur send ng a Wonders of Pr~:ver. D M Benne•t ........... . 
verse from the Bible through thE> mail.) Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
:r. B Wakeman ...................... · ..... 10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower .... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
Dr DanielArter...... ..... .... .. . ... .. . . . 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: It" Nature and Infinence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts............ 5 
The Chr1stian Deity. Oharles Watts ..... , 2 
The Uhristian Fait.a. 20J Questions Without 

Answ~rs ..... , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogn!' between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarlll .............................. . 2 

5 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND£IBLE; 
OB The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 

Christian Bchem~ of Redemption. C. Watts. 
'rhe Church and Eduoaoion. Anti-Je,nit., .. , 
'l'he ·church and Freethonght. Franklin 

~ THE CONFLIIrf BmKEN MENTAL SCIENCI 
Stetner ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 · 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mai1s 
be Stopped on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The rrmh Beeker. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi 
days. 8 1' Pntnam . . . . . . ............. . 

Oonstructive li11.tion tlism. Annie Be•ant ... . 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
Tne Devil', Due Btlls, or Giv<> the Devil His 

Doe. JohnSvphers. . .......... ........ 2 
Daniel m the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Btblical Biography. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera· 
tnre of Freethonght. Its arguments are based 
npon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of Jnstioe. 
1 It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Austin tiolyoake ........................ . 
Decadence uf Chr1stianity.. . ................ . 

5 Price. cloth, $1. Address The Decline of ]'aith. J ~ Remsburg.. . .. 
Defense of Secular Principles. Ch<1B. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral uovernor of t be 

~ THE TRUTH SEEKER.· 

Universe? An tin Hol-oake . . . .. . . . . . 3 
Doubts of Infidel". Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
The Ethics or R~Jigion. W. K. CliffJrd, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athet m nor MIL-

terialism. R. 8 Brigham, M.D... . . . . . . . 3 
F.volntioo or Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme....... . . . . 10 
Father, Sao, aod Hol:r:Ghost. T E Longshore 5 

· -The Fear of Death. !J. M. Bennett............ 5 
Funndations. John Syphers................... 1 
Free Speech and ~·ree Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley .................................... . 
Few Word" abont the Devil. Chas. Bradlougb 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas. Watts 
The Frui•·s of Chri•tianity. Annie Be•an~ ... . 
German LiberaliRm. li'Irs. Cla•a Neymann .. . 

1 
3 
8 
2 
1 

The Gasp;! of ChristiQuit:v and the Gospel of 
FreeLhongbt. AnnieBosant .. .. .. .. . 2 

Has Man a Bon!? Charles Bradlangh..... ... . 3 
Heaven and Hell: Wh,re Situated? Austin 

Holyoake ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a 
HereditaryTransmiRsion. lilnstrat.ions of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni• E sb rg.... .. . . 8 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugb . . . . . 3 
If You 1'akeAW&YMv Religion What Will Yon 

Give Me in lts Ste d? H . .B. Martin, M.D. 3 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
I...fidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 8 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
The llls We Endure: Their Canse and Cure 

D. M. Bennett. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 5 
Is the Bible Indicts ble? Annie Besant....... 2 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Hemsburg. 5 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden ........ · ~ 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh . . . . . .. . . 3 
Land Questwn. Charles Bradl•ugh.·.,.,.. .. . . 2 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.... .. . 2 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 
Legend of GantamaBnddha. Paralleling th. t 

of Jesus Christ..... . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . ... . . . 5 
Logic of Death: ort-.Why Bhnnld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? .ny G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . 3 
The Logic of Life, Ded<~oed from the Princi

ples of Freethongut. G. J. Holyoake . .. 3 
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

yoake ..................................... . 
Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. 
'!'he Lfberty of Printing Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature of the InsanR. F. R Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Des r1ptions of How 

5 
:1 
3 
5 

People are off in Hell...................... 1 
Materiali•m an' Cr me. B F Underwood.... 5 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exem;pt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our Jlalllphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Valne~b:y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the untted States an<i in the several States 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arra~tged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of thE' 
Leading Denominations and Denominationa.. 
Groups. Also, muoh other matter of especial in
terest to certatn Cities, States. and Sections, all 
Bom~arisons being based npon official fi~ures. 

Tli1s pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub
lished. In no other work are the 1aots, figures, 
and arguments to be fonnd. 'l'he figures. being 
ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded nntil the cen •ns of 1900 shall 
have been completed- probably abont eight 
~ears hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
,nd will hav the !few of morning on them so long 
iiS the injusti-:~ Df church exemption is suffered 
• o 9xist. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distribntwn by 
;bose who faYor justice in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. ~1.00 
Fifty copies • 4.50 
Jne hundred copies - • - 8.00 
La.rger quantities at .!!.Peoial rates. 
~ddreRR THE TRUTH SEEKER. New York 

MoralValneoftb.,Bible. Chas. Watts.... . 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re- Is 

iA 
vival Doctrine ............................ . 

Natural R~ligion vs. Revealed Rel•gion. An-
nie Besant .............................. . 

New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh, .. 
New Life of David. Charles .Bradlaugh ..... . 
New Ufe of J·acob. Charles Bra ·laugh, .... .. 3 

Suicide 
Sin? 

New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangli ........ . 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh ...... . 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard .............. . 
The New Age W. 8 Bell............ . . . . ... . 
The Old Religions and the New. W. B. Bell.. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie B.Jsant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besant........... . . . . .. . 
On the Religious Edncat~on of Children. 

a 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
a 

Annie Besant. nt en durtng her 
Transition f. om Christtanit:v.... . 2 

Open Letter tu my Old Friends the Quakers. 
s. D. Moore . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G Inger-oll.... .. .. ...... 10 
Our .l!'ather in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson . . . . . . . . . .................. , .. . 
OurLordandBaviorJesu·Christ. TELa• g-

shore. ... ........ . .................... 5 
Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for ImparGial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G u Hawes....... . .. .. . . 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. !\ 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as deooribed 

by the Bible. Per dozen.................. 10 

Colonel InQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Renlies from Em
inent Men. With a Startlin!! 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay "On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYHT1B PLACE. New York,. 

14921 ColumbustolqgersoU 11892 

400 Years 
OF 

Freetl'lough 
-~ 

B~ Samuel Porter Putqam 
Large Octavo, u65 pp., Gilt Sides and 

Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 
With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.50. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

Four H undlred Years. 

(':t::' H.E :I.R UTH S.E.EKER OO.MP .ANY announced in Octo
l_eJ her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whethE!r it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty port.raits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was gu~~oranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREE
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press . 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES lllORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for • limiting government to the 
mere protection of life .. nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal just ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address 'I'JJ1<1 'I'RU'I'lJ SEE"Kli11>, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid \'rose Q_oem 

"Life " by "the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
lnf!:erSoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel ft:nd the baby, 
,nrronnded by the pro•e poem, whtch has peen 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and \)Oet w!Jo. now, as f,~r as 're 
kni>w stands alone tn the llvmg world. It w1ll 
make 'a deli1fhtful present, and will be a •onvenjr 
not only of llltelleQtnal. greatness, l;mt of art1s~1o 
workmanship. It 1s prlllted on h~avy board, g1lt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is .12x16 mches, and the 
llrice only ?5 oents. vost-p&ld. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early Hbtory of Cb.risdanity. 

N&ver Before or Elsewhere 80 Fully and Faith 
fully Set ]'ortn. 

By REV, ROBERT 7AYLOR, D.O. 
l'BI<lE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
2'Lafavette llla.ce, New York. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok~ 
Do yonr children learn these beanti: · ongs of 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, ani J' ~erp oets 
and smg them inyour homes, maki 1g .·.lem hap. 
py and bright ?-SEND FOB A <lOl'Y -G 'Mn olotb 1 
1nlt title, 40 cents: half bonnd, 25 J , .s. 
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Gems of ~Aoug'At. 
BY doing his own work, man unfolds 

himself.-R. W. Emerson. 

A FANATIC of good faith, always a dan
gerous kind of man.- Voltaire. 

To compromise with wrong is to make 
yourself a part of it.-Galveston News. 

THE instincts of the race are renewed 
in each new born infant.- Elizabeth 
Harrison. 

WE want no kings but kings of toil, 
No crowns but crowns of deeds

Not royal birth, but sterling worth, 
Must mark the man who leadlil. 

-Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 

WHEN there is fnlly recognized the truth 
that moral beauty is higher than intellect
ual power-when the wish to be admired 
is in large measure replaced by the wish 
to be loved-that strife for distinction 
which the present phase of civilization 
shows us will be greatly moderated.-Her
bert Spencer. 

FRoM man to molecule, creation is the 
creature of law. In the life-and-death 
struggle now raging between sacerdotalism 
and science-between darkness and light 
-who can doubt the issue? Who can 
doubt which is "fittest to survive," which, 
really, conforms to the drift of evolution? 
-H. 0. Hiller. 

IN France, the people were the sport of 
a king's caprice. Everywhere was the 
shadow of the Bastile. It fell upon the 
sunniest field, upon the happiest home. 
With the king walked the headsman; back 
of the throne was the chamber of torture. 
The church appealed to the rack, and Faith 
relied on the fagot. Science was an out
cast, and Philosophy, so-called, was the 
pander of superstition. Nobles and priests 
were sacred. Peasants were vermin. Idle
ness sat at the banquet, and Industry 
gathered the crumbs and crnsts.-In
gersoll. 

CALUMNY is the homage which dogma
tism has ever paid to conscience. Even in 
the periods when the guilt of heresy was 
universally believed, the spirit of intoler
ance was only sustained by the dtirnsion of 
countless libels against the misbeliever, 
and by the systematic concealment of his 
virtues. How sedulously theologians at 
that time labored in this task, how unscru
pulously they maligned and blackened 
every leading opponent of their views, 
how eagerly they fanned the flame of sec
tarian animosity, how uniformly they pro
hibited those whom they could influence 
from studying the writings or frequenting 
the society of meu of different opinions 
from their own, is well known to all who 
are acquainted with ecclesiaslical.history. 
- W. E. H. Lecky. 

THE American Protectiv Association is 
provincial, and therefore, to any lofty in
tuitions, immoral and a menace. It vio
lates the canons of equal freedom, and 
does it as such violations nsnally do, in be
half of l0wer interests and narrow ideals. 
Liberty is as precious to one who does not 
believe in liberty as to one who does. I 
would yield and defend all liberties except 
the liberty to abbreviate and violate lib
erty. And I would defend Catholics in all 
just claims as readily as I would defend 
myself. The fact that the Catholic church 
concerns itself little to grant liberty, and 
the suspicion that it would violate my 
autonomy if it had the chance, does not 
drive me from my conviction. All public 
and private action which oftends against 
the principle of solidarity is bad. The 
American Protectiv Association is birthed 
in such offense and is therefore discredited 
and an aggression.-Horace L. Traubel. 

THERE is no such unity as nature with 
which man can in any intelligible manner 
be compared. Man and his productions 
are no more outside of, or in opposition 
to, nature than are bees and birds and 
their productions. In the widest sense of 
the word, nature is the totality of objects 
perceived as the world. To ascribe intel
ligent unity or concerted action to this 
totality is the acme of personifying ab
surdity. In another and narrower sense 
of the word, every object in nature has a 
nature of its own. In this sense every
thing must, and does, act according to its 
nature; for we know its nature only by its 
acts, and, consequently, to say it acts 
contrary to its nature would be to say it 
acts contrary to its acts. To say that man 
resists or surpasses nature is only an ab
surd play on words, for the resistance is as 
natural as the thing resisted, and the thing 
which surpasses as the thing surpassed. 
Man is as truly the sport of natural forces 
as a stone, for the simple reason that there 
are no unnatural forces. He is free when 
he is free to act according to his inclina
tions. Any higher degree of freedom than 
this cannot be sought or conceived by 
any man.-J. H. Beatty, in Agnostic 
Journal 
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the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 
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I BEE that a New York church has just 
got the pet clergyman of a sister church 
in a small town by throwing off the limit 
and raising the small charch out. It 
couldn't see $10,000 a year, and so had to 
throw np its hand. And, by the way, what 
sort of preacher would St. Paul hav been 
if he had been paid ten thousand a year 
to show people of ''wealth and refinement" 
how to reach the carriage entrance of the 
New Jernsale~?-New York World. 

THE Elmira Advertiser tells a story of a 
clergyman about to leave his parish who 
had endeared himself to every one in it 
by his self· denying pastoral work. Among 
those who called upon him to say good-by 
were an aged couple who were particularly 
fond of him. When they were about to 
leave, the old lady, with much feeling and 
many tears, while grasping the pastor by 
the hand (who was moved to tears himself), 
said, "The Lord only knows, Brother S., 
how often I've bitten my fingers that I 
might keep awake to hear your good ser
mons." The moral of the story appears 
to be that flue preaching is not the only 
necessary qualification of a clergyman. 

THE following is an amusing instance of 
the tenacity with which the Highlanders 
hold to the honors and antiquity of their 
kindred. A dispute arose between Camp
bell and McLean upon the never-ending 
subject. McLean would not allow that the 
Campbells had any right to rank with the 
McLeans in antiquity, who, he insisted, 
were in existence as a clan from the begin
ning of the world. Campbell had a little 
more biblical lore than his antagonist, and 
asked him if the clan McLean lived before 
the flood. "Flood I What flood?" said 
McLean. "The flood that yon know 
dr.owned all the world but Noah and his 
family and his flockS," said Campbell. 
"Pooh! yon and your flood," said Mc
Lean; "my clan was before the flood." 
"I hav not read in my Bible." observed 
Campbell, "of the name of McLean going 
into Noah's ark." "Noah's ark," retorted 
McLean in contempt, "who ever heard of 
a McLean that had not a boat of his own!" 
-Household Words. 

FIVE cents was the value which a Texas 
farmer once placed upon a minister's pray-· 
er. The story is told in the Epworth Era 
of the Rev. H. S. ThraU, one of the pio
neers of Methodism in Texas. In company 
with a number of itinerants, who were on 
their way to conference, Doctor Thrall 
stopped to spend the night with an old 
farmer. It was the custom then to settle 
the bill at night, so that they might rise 
about three o'clock in the morning and 
ride a good way before breakfast, and lie 
by in the heat of the day. Doctor Thrall, 
acting as spokesman of the party, said to 
the old farmer after supper, "We are a 
company of Methodist preachers going to 
conference. If yon will get the family to
gether we will hav prayers with yon." 
After prayers, one by one settled his bill. 
Doctor Thrall's turn came, and he asked 
for his bill. The old farmer replied: 
"Well, pa'son, I charged the rest twenty
five cents, but bein' as yon prayed for ns 
so good, I won't charge yon but twenty 
cents." 

A SERMON I HEARD ON TOGG'B ISLAND 
BY THE REV. li:R. LITERAL. 

Bretheren a11d Sisters : I take for my 
text, on this beautiful Sunday morning, a 
few verses from the last chapter of Mark
" Go ye into the world and preach the 
gospel to every creature. . . . And 
they that believe shall cast out devils . . 
. and do many wonderful .works. And 
·these signs shall follow them that believe: 
• . . They shall take up serpents; and 
if they drink any deadly thing it shall not 
.hnrt them." 

Now, bretheren and sisters, let ns show 
. our belief by doing these things. Yon, 
,sister Jones, will please take a respectable 
·dose of strychnine upon your arrival home; 
;yori, brother Smith, will at once go to the 
gar dens and take therefrom a poisonous 
snake, wrap it twice around thy neck and 
behold it shall not harm thee. Brother 
Brown will jump into the middle of the 
river on his way home and refuse all aid 
except that which shall be sent him by the 
Holy Ghost. 

(Consequence: Three funerals, but only 
two corpses appeared. Although they 
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dragged the river for three days, noth 
ing was ever found of brother Brown ex· 
cept his hat. The Rev. Mr. Literal eng 
gested that he was probably taken np into 
heaven by a whirlwind). 

"Pray without ceasing." "Whatsoever 
ye ask ye shall receive." Yon, brother 
Rouse, hav a crop of corn now parched 
and dying for lack of rain. Our brother 
Jenkins has a large quantity of hay in the 
field and it needs dry weather for a week 
or it will be ruined. Brother Rouse, yon 
will pray for rain. Brother Jenkins, yon 
will pray for dry weather, and behold both 
your prayers shall be answered. 

Arise and let us sing-"- Oh To Be N oth-
ing." Amen. BEN ELLIS. 
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preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
\i1<1~""" THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI&INAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OR 

"$7 5 A MONTH. aodexpeo..._ Lady or Gent. Samples rree. 
A permAnent aitcat.lon 

euaranteed. Write todsy. AddressP.O.IIox &8081 BoltaB, !la••· 

-----------------------·-----
·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· I AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! # 
• 'Ve wau t 1000 more active agents before i 

Jul;pst. We will guarantee $20to$30perday 
~ can be easllJ, made in any locality; ourgoo(ls 

e ==~~l~~r;:~.~~~~~i 'F•J~j!}s~n~ ~I~~ rtf!p ~~ • 

!. 
cent. commission on au sales. rend to-Sal. ~ 
~~~~~1"'r!YJ~b\~r~'a~p~e o!1!ur8~~~d~1fn , 
Solid Silver upon receiPt of IO cents In i 
sliver orsta1!lpS. Established In I882. Ad
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
00., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

tha light of modern thought. F. D . 

A Tal~no~~1~:i~: .. :Morgaiii · x: ":Robiiii8~it: Eo Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 

Jingles and Prose. Faot,Fnn, andSarcasm. 
L. G. Reed............................... 15 

Remodeling the Government. With Re
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Dnrm11 the year other standard Freethought 
works will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they a.ppear. 

Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please say 
whiobyear is desired. · 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York. 

The Glory of lnfl~elity 
WTTFI" A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By S . .\.lliUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. l'ntnam's works, 
a.nd no l!'reethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a oopy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

-With Music Written to All the Song!.

Coii!PILIIID BY L. K. W AS"RBURN, 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR BALE 

AT ABOUT ONE-HALF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 aores 86 perches, located 

within one and a half miles of Media county seat 
and within four miles of Chester, l'a., on the 
Delaware river. Several !Prings of soft water, 
good timber growin~ on the place. some nhoice 
apx>le a.nd pear trees m fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes· walk of the railroad station, 
9 miles from Phila.de\phia. Trolley line between 
Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern house on it. .l!ight 
years a!!'O the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
aore, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per aore. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland soerlery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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FORGIVING SINS A SURE <JURE FOR PALSY. 
But that ye may knew that the Son of man hath power on earth to forgiv sins, (then saith he to the sick of the plllsy,) 

Arise, take up thy bed, and go unto thine house.-Mat, ix, 6. 

Jf ewa of tAe W••lt. 
ITALY bas 70,000 priests. 

AFTER a confinement in jail for a period 
of two months, Herman Teistler, editor 
and proprietor of the German Freethonght 
paper Licht8trahlen, was sentenced to 1! 
years' imprisonment, and Otto Havnish 1 
years' imprisonment and 60 marks fine. 

of which has already been secured. The 
other payments extend over a period of six 
years. 

ON July 9~h the Grand Trunk railroad 
ran two trains loaded with Catholic pil
grims from Vermont to the shrine of St. 

[JULY 20, 1895 

HOME AGAIN· 
After a delightful trip and he&lthful vacation 

)have returned home reldY for business, and 
shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all orders and work my many 
friends may favor me with. 
It will be my special endeavor to please all and 

to conduct business in such a manner that it will 
be an object and to the interest of all to favor me 
with their kind orders. 
If in need of a Diamond, Watch, any piece of 

Jewelry, Silver or plated wue, Emblem or 
Watch work, please send to me and I will posi
tivly send you best gooas al lowest prtoes. 

Price lists on application. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, 

Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein Watch: Tire Ingersoll Sou
venir SpoDn: The Freethought Badge. 

·~-................... . 

Writes very letter in sight of operator. 
Does most of the work in writing AUTOMAT• 

IOALLY, and yields in the time thus sa.ved 
additiCL work. 

It acts as if it studied the convenience of 
the operator at every turn, and thereby 
lightens his labor and renders him capable 
of doing more. 

It has a knack of keeping well, and is al
ways ready at critical or other times. 

These are some of the reasons why it is 
different from all other writing machines. 

The catalogue tells you more about it. 
FREE. 

COLUMBIA TYPEWRITER MFG. CO., IN 1893 England wasted $4,000,000 on 
foreign missions. THE Holy See has directed that the de

cree prohibiting Catholics from belonging 
to the Knights of Pythias, the Odd Fel
lows, or the Sons of Temperance, shall be 
promulgated and enforced in every diocese 
throughout the country. The decree is 
mandatory. 

807 Broadway, New York. Anne of Beaupre in Canada. At Craig's 1st16 

Road, thirty miles west of Quebec, the ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! second train smashed into the rear of the ! • CHERRY HILL, N.J., was almost entirely 
destroyed by a cyclone on July 13th. 

IN 1892 Belgium paid the church 5, 256, 942 
francs; in 1895, she paid 5, 335, 900 francs. 

AT the great bicycle meet at Asbury 
Park one-third of the women cyclists wore 
bloomers. 

KARL VoGT, the well-known German 
naturalist and scientific writer, died May 
6th, at Genf, at the age of 78 years. 

JunGE GAYNOR of the supreme court bas 
granted a stay for Police Inspector Mc
Laughlin on the ground of reasonable 
doubt. 

IN Chicago the labor unions oppose the 
cari:'ying of mail by the street cars on the 
ground that it would interfere with the 
strike business. 

HENRY GEoRGE has received another be
quest, this time by the will of Silas Main
ville Burroughs, of London, who recently 
died at Monte Carlo. 

As a continuation of the lively times in 
South America a war between Peru and 
Bolivia is now brewine-nnless it is over 
by the time this is off the press. 

ON July 8 Queen Victoria dissolved 
Parliament and gave the order to issue 
writs lor new elections. In the elections 
so far held the Conservative show gains. 

THE Central railroad of NewJerseyhas a 
new locomotiv built to make ninety miles 
an hour. It is for the Atlantic City travel. 
It made eighty miles per hour on its first 
run. 

IN Quebec the priests are said to bav 
announced that hereafter they will not giv 
the last sacrament to one who was attended 
during his illness by a Protestant physi
cian. 

THE editors of El Liberal, Zacatecas, 
Mexico, hav been excommunicated. The 
culprits are Freethinkers, whose crime 
consisted in not hiding their light under a 
bushel. 

THE Lenox Avenue car line, equipped 
with the Buda-Pestb underground trolley 
system, slightly modified, is now in suc
ceesfnl operation. It is the first of its kind 
in the United States. 

IN 1878 the state church cost France 53,-
643,995 francs; this year, 45,412,653francs. 
Ours costs more than the largest of these 
sums through the exemption of ecclesias· 
tical property from taxation. 

GLADSTONE sends this message to the 
Liberal constituencies of London: "Above 
all other purposes, vindicate the rights of 
the Honse of Commons as the orga.n of the 
nation, and establish the honor of Eng
land, as well as consolidate the strength of 
the empire, by conceding the just consti
tutional claims of Ireland," 

FuGITIV Chinese soldiers from Formosa, 
who sought refuge on a transport flying 
the German flag, were fired on by their 
fellow-soldiers in the forts at Tamsui and 
hundreds were killed in the boats and on 
the transport. The German gunboat lltis 
silenced the forts in five minutes. 

THE entire eastern watershed of the 
Rocky Mounbins, from the Nebraska and 
Iowa line to Texas, was swept by the late 
storm of wind and rain. Fifty lives are 
known to hav been lost and many other 
persons are missing. The property loss 
reaches into the millions of dollars. 

THE Cuban revolutionist"' hav selected 
Thomas Estrada Palma, of Central Valley, 
N. Y., as civil representativ in place of 
Jose Marti, assassinated by a spy in Cuba. 
" The Territories in Revolution," as Cuba 
itself is designated, will elect a president 
and cabinet officers in about a month. 

IT seems to be possible that political 
party lines in Canada will be religious lilies, 
Catholics on one side and Protestants on 
the other. It grows out of the refusal of 
the Dominion government to concur with 
the views of the province of Manitoba on 
the question of separate C11tholic schools. 

UNITED STATES SENATOR BLAOKBUBNWas 
taken off the platform in Kentucky by the 
state committee of his party because he 
would not abide by the anti-free silver 
policy of the party in that state. He re
fuses to obey the committee, saying that 
he will talk for free silver wherever he 
speaks. 

As a result of the Sunday closing crusade 
in this city Ollie Teall has organized and 
had incorporated the Girder Club, which 
will ha.vbranches in all partsof New York. 
Its ohject is to promote social intercourse 
and to dispense supplies of all kinds. 
Fifty men or women who join the Girder 
Club may hav a club house in their imme
diate neighborhood. 

THE sudden police crusade against street 
fruit stands in New York has, according to 
the calculations of the Journal oj Com
merce, thrown 11,000 men out of employ
ment and in the first six days enforce
ment of the new rule cost the wholesale 
fruit dealers $100,000. Who can correctly 
estimate the numbers of the 11,000 who 
haT thus been driven into beggary or crime? 

Ex-SECRETARY FosTER, who acted as 
counsel for China in the peace negotia
tions with Japan, givs it as his opionion 
that the amicable relations of the two 
countries will not soon again seriously be 
disturbed, and that China will hav no dif
ficulty in paying the war indemnity, half 

first and thirteen persons were killed, a 
large number fatally hurt, and many others 
seriously injured. Among the killed were 
three priests. 

AT the bye election in Derby in 1892 Sir 
William Harcourt had 4,000 majority. On 
Julv 13th inst. he was defeated by 1, 700 
majority. The change was largely caused 
by his Local Veto bill, aimed at the liquor 
traffic. It is evident that this bill has had 
a similar influence in other districts, and 
it now seems certain that it will result in 
indefinitly postponing the reforms cham
pioned by the Liberal party. A like cru
sade in this city is likely to restore Tam
many to power. 

PUBLICATIONs, 

'' HJ:tJA VEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENB0RG, 

(Servant o.f the Lord. Jesus 011rtst.) 
PILper, 416 pages, 15 centa. 

Cloth, (octavo), 375 pages1 special to re!i.rlers of 
thiq jon mal, only 25 cents, oy ma.il, prepaid. 

Send for descriptiv catalogue of l:!wedenborg's 
works. 4 

American Swendenborg Printing and Publish
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

THE 

:BETTER WORLD 
. 

1A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 
By Dr. E. B. 8 0 U T H WI C K. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
see 

Saw the Vision of the worldJ and all the wonders 
that woulu be . 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger sex, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the (Jitlzenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J, W 8ULLIVUI. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 18 just what its title implies-thnm.P

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on 1he world showing 
what Christians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
tha.t Jesus was a false propbflt, that the gospels 
are not authentic, and that ~.; .... :..~ianitr. is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the· atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not ares.J. benefit to man. 

Price. 20 oents, six for •1. 
A~rlrARo TH'Ill TRUTH RllJIIKJilP, 

The Bible • What Is Itt A pamphlet con
. taining ei~ht chapters in refutation bof kthe1 assumption that the Bible is a divine oo o 

I>nre thought, and correct in all its utterances. 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear expo~tion 
of the biblical story of man's .. creaNog.' 1:tJ_i! 
"cprse," theologiclilly denominated t e 
PriCe, 10 cents. , , 

The Bible Against Itself. Oonta.tntng 
one hundred and :tl.fty plain self-contradictions 
of the Bible involving q.uestions of theology. 
morals, and history, Pnce, 10 cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption that he was a divine 
I>.erson and that he was the ful:tl.llment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Trea.ting the subject from a. 
negative and affirmative standpomt, showina 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

Address THE TRJn'eHJEEYKE~ . 
118 La.fa.yette , .. ,ew or .. 

' 
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A GRIM OBJECTOR TO SHRINE-"'\VORSHIP. (The Pilgrims who met death on their way to the shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre.) 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTB SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec. 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

'I o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINKEB's PIOTOBIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
CO'IJ6rS (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTORIAL TnT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PIOTORIAL 
TnT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine .and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with ~opious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HEsToN 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
t.l.l'es are classi1led as follows : Of those representing 
».ole Sam ud the :Prie1t1 tbere are 18 J repreatllt-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This oiler cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will .also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARs' WOBTH FOB THBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it ».ow. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it wou!d hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-FTeethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be ca1led the artist-hero of Lib· 
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profeSBions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Bostrm Investigator. 

Send us a new su~scriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAB, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TBUTB SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
th;e parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, arid 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLEY. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.o0 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. I'. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~cent work eve.r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ce:nturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of L'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETBOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greate1lt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER I 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• l<'O"UR HlJNDRED YE&RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF tJHARGES. 

ANn Ji URJ:HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribe1•s as a Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATm BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0 loT estament Stories Comically Illustrated Bll:_ls~'t~0N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap Researches 
I 

In Oriental HistoryJ 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at difi'erent 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
t1on, as enabling our readers to get a good 
d ea! for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Medireval Education. By 
8. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: .Past and Present_ By Richard Chene
vix 'l'rench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
La! llg. 75 cents, 

li'orma,;ion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime..!'-nd Science and Poetry.,. with 
other essays. .tly Andrew Wilson, F.n.S E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. • 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and l>enl· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Fourth Eaition 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

P&rt II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IY.-Whence Callle the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 Lafavette Place. New York Citv 

For $o we will send TuB TRUTH SBEKER one vear ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works C )mplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture o1 Pa;ne, of the statue proposed to. be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $o we will send TuB TBUTB SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.o0 we will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's "Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.o0 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send TuB TBUTB SEEKER oDe year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comie~uly Dlustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.o0 we will send TuB TRUTH SEBXEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. Will be sent for ••-~o. The 
$2.';5 Pin &nd THE TllUTB 
BEEXEB one ye&r for .5. 

------------------------------------------------------
The TRUTH 

SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 
Will be sent for $4 75. Sng&r Spoons and '.l'BUTB BmxEB. 85. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) SpJ o 
gilt bowl, 50c. more, Address THE TRUTH l:!EEK]]K 

All a~e architec~s of f><te 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with ma~•iv deed and great, 
Some with nrnaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle -the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L, G, BEED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
AJdress "'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette 1']., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
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God's "Tender Mercies" IlluQtrated. 
· "It is not that they [A~nostios] wish to do this, 

bnt that they must,- self-deception is the alternativ. 
There is no pleasure in the consciousness of being an 
infinitesimal bubble on a globe that is itself infinitesimal 
compared with the totality of things. 

"Those on whom the nnpitying rnsh of changes in~ 
fliots sufferings which are often witho11t remedy, find no 
consolation in the thought that they are at the mercy of 
forces which cause, indifferently, now the destruction of 
a ann, and now the death of·an animalcule. Contempla
tion of a universe which is without conceivable beginning 
or imaginable end, and without intelligible purpose, yields 
no satisfaction. The desire to know what it all means 
is no leBB strong in the Agnostic than in others [religion
ists], and raises sympathv with them. Failing utterly to 
find any interpretation himself, he feels a regretful ina
bility to accept the interpretation they ofter."-Herbert 
Spencer. 

Not long ago some two hundred Catholic pilgrims 
were killed by a railroad accident in Mexico while 
returning from a shrine in the mountains. On July 
9hh there was a similar disaster at Craigs Road, 
near Quebec, Canada. A tr!\in in two sections, on 
the Grand Trunk line, was carrying pilgrims to the 
shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre. The first section 
was loaded with passengers taken on at Richmond, 
while on the second had come the pilgrims from 
Sherbrooke, Windsor Mills, and other points in 
Vermont. The first section stopped at Craigs Road 
to permit a freight to switch, and sent out men to 
signal the second section, twenty minutes behind. 
'!'he semaphore was thrown to "Danger," and all 
seemed safe. The rear car of the first section was a 
Pullman sleeper, in which were the priests and oth
ers having the excursion in charge. It is supposed 
that Engineer McLeod of the second section must 
hn.v been dozing, and so failed to see the warning 
semaphore as he rushed onward in the gloom of the 
early morning. His engin imbedded itself in the 
Pullman, and the latter was forced forward, par
tially telescoping the car immediately ahead. Some 
of the occupants of the palace car were killed as 
they slept, and others awoke to find themselvs 
mangled and bleeding. Most of the loss of life oc
curred in this car occupied by the priests and other 
leaders. Thirteen persons in all were killed out
right, and :fifty or more injured, many fatally. The 
di1:1aster was terrible, heartrending. The scene in 
the hospital at Levis, after the wounded had been 
brought in, was one that no eye-witness could ever 
forget, says a writer who was there. "The cries of 
some of the victims were fearful to hear." Of course 
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the first inquiry set on foot was to discover, if pos-1 to prove that communication between man and man is 
sible, who was responsible for the catastrophe. impossible as to prove that ~o~munioatio~ is impossibl_e 
Had the excursionists been Infidels, the Christians b?twee? ~an and <;lod. If _1t _1s not posstble for the dl
would at once hav charged the • t (} d Th Vl~e s~mt to exercise a pnrdymg! elevat!ng, and enlight-

. cnme 0 o · ey entng Influence on human experience wtthont a distnrb-
w~uld hav sa1d that he had sent the disaster as a anoe of natural causation, neither is it possible for one 
"JUdgment" upon the ungodly. We suppose that human spirit to exercise such intinenoe on another human 
even as it is, the theocrats of Pennsylvania will sol- spirit. If Mr. Pearson's argument is sound, children 
emnly asseverate that it is heaven's warning to us should oeas~ to expect benign influence fro~ their 
f . . parentq, pnplle should cease to go to school for mstrno. 
or our natwn~ ?1sregard. of the Sabbath. They tion, clients should cease to apply to lawyers for counsel, 

hav already d1stmctly sa1d that all our recent patients should cease to ask doctors for advice, and 
troubles-drouths, freshets, forest :fires, monetary friends should cease to seek help from friends in time of 
panics, cyclones, and the rest-are traceable. to this trouble." 
cause. !'his is logical, from their point of view 
and from the point of view. of '!'heists generally; 
for if God "doeth all things well," then there must 
be some good concealed in such awful massacres as 
that in Mexico and the later one at Craigs Road 
But if God really did this, and for a wise purpose, 
as the consistent Christian is bound to believe, why 
hunt for the human agent for the purpose of hold
ing him responsible at the bar of human justice t 
He acted as God compelled him to act, and there 
is neither sense nor equity in punishing him for 
doing that which God "from the beginning" had 
ordained that he should do. No possible precau
tion on the part of Engineer McLeod could hav 
prevented the mangling of these priests and other 
devoted Christians, for that which God knows is to 
be will be, and what logical Theist will venture to 
say that the infinit god in whom he believes did not 
know, down to the minutest particular, what would 
occur at Craigs Road, Canada, in the dull gray of 
the morning of July 9, 1895! 

The '' Outlook " Reasons Badly. 
"The same objections to prayer for divine interference 

with the order of things external to onrselvs apply with 
equal force to prayer for the modification of onr own 
characters. 'Make me a olean heart, 0 God,' is as naked 
an appeal for miracnlon!! interference as a prayer for rain. 
Each alike, if granted, would be a disturbance of natural 
causation, seeing that human character, no lees than the 
weather, is a prod not of natural causes."-Norman Pear
son, in the Nineteenth Century, 

This appears to be sound reasoning. In so far 
as the prayer of the devotee affects his own actions 
or the actions of those who hear it there is nothing 
miraculous in the effect produced, that is, there is 
no contravention of natural law. For the devotee 
himself the prayer is the effect of his desire to lead 
a better life, and is simply a wish expressed to a 
power that he imagins has the desire and the abil
ity to do for him what he thinks he cannot do for 
himself. In other words, the prayer, in so far as it 
relates to the suppliant himself, is an effect, not a 
cause. It may, certainly, in some instances, become 
a cause, as when the individual who has prayed 
aloud before his fellows for a "clean heart" is im. 
pelled by his pride or other emotions to endeavor 
to convince those who heard him that he was sin
cere in his expressed desire to do better than he 
had done previously. The prayer may be also the 
cause of altered courses of action on the part of 
the auditors, who are influenced by it as they would 
be by an exhortation, a condemnation, an argument, 
or a demonstration. Character being the product 
and the expression of natural forces, there is noth
ing supernatural in the effects that prayer thus pro
duces on the one who prays and on thosA who hear 
him. But what we hav quoted from the article of 
Mr. Pearson the Outlook calls a "curious para
graph," and proceeds to criticise it in these words: 

" On no subject except theology would a reputable 
thinker offer, or a reputable review publish, snoh a para
graph as this; bnt in arguing on theology all the ordi
nary rules of reason seem to be abolished by a certain 
class of writers, both orthodox and heretical. Mr. Pear
son's argument in this paragraph would be as efficacious 

It is a risky venture to try to establish a propo
sition by an analogy, but the Outlook depends upon 
analogies alone to controvert the affirmation of Mr. 
Pearson and prove that God answers pray!!lr. The 
child and the parent, the pupil and the teacher, the 
client and the attorney, the patient and the physi
cian, the friend and the friend, are all known to 
exist. That there is, in each instance, an effect" pro
duced by the relation of the two terms or causes, 
we know, but we are never forced to presuppose 
the effect in order to find one of the terms. The 
common experience of mankind .convin,ces us that 
the parent can greatly influence the child, that the 
pupil can receive instruction from the teacher, that 
the lawyer will sometimes giv the client good ad
vice, that the physician often knows more about the 
physical ailments of the patient than the patient 
himself does, and that an intelligent and sincere 
friend is of great help in time of trouble. But 
there is no analogy between any one of these coup
lets and the couplet man and God. The term god has 
to be assumed in order to assume the effect called 
answered prayer. That is, we hav two assump
tions, one resting on the other. In the case of the 
lawyer and the client, the two terms are known 
and it is easy to demonstrate that each has an 
effect uron the other. In the case of God and man 
only one term or cause is known ; the other term 
and the effect are unknown, and no mathematician 
has lived who, knowing only one term, could :find 
the other term and the ratio. The patie!i.t asks the 
physician questions, and the physician givs the pa
tient advice, which has a good or bad effect upon 
the patient. Both the causes are known, and the 
effects flow naturally from the causes. The sick 
man prays to the "heavenly physician," and at the 
same time employs the doctor and the nurse. He 
gets well, and says that his prayer was answered. 
We do not know that the prayer-answerer exists, but 
we do know that the doctor and the nurse exist, 
and the laws of logic forbid us to assume a 
cause when we hav at hand a cauae sufficient to 
produce the effect. If it be said that the recovery 
of the man is proof that the God exists, we reply 
that we are not logically justified in assuming that 
a given phenomenon demonstrates the existence of 
an otherwise unknown cause, while we hav reoourse 
to known causes amply adequate to account for the 
phenomenon, said causes being known by evidences 
not dependent upon our cognition of the phenom
enon of which we are speaking. 

The Outlook, as a supporter of Theism, is com
mitted to the position that God is an extra-natural 
force, and hence it should at once see the futil
ity of attempting to prove that he regenerates 
character in answer to prayer, by using the ana
logical method of demonstration, comparing the 
action of one known, natural, human force upon 
another known, natural, human force to the alleged 
action of an unknown, extra-human, extra-natura 1 
force upon a known, natural, human force. The 
forces in the latter couplet are unlike and there
fore cannot be legitimately compared to two like 
forces. 
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Why Try to Befog the Issue l 
The Indep~ndent is indignant because it is 

charged that "blue laws " are being enforced in 
this city. It says that there were never any such 
laws as "blue laws " in Connecticut, and, we pre
sume it means to say, in other parts of New Eng
land. It says that Peters manufactured the "blue 
laws " he incorporated in his book. True, but the 
truth is not all in this statement, and something of 
what is omitted we hav at least twice before in a 
little more than a year printed in these columns, but 
as it requires " line upon line " we reproduce some 
of it again. Alice Morse Earle, in her "Sabbath in 
Puritan New England," says of the laws ascribed 
to Rev. Mr. Peters: 

"Though these laws were worded by Dr. Peters, and 
though we are disgusted to hear them so often quoted as 
bistorioal facta, still we must acknowledge that though in 
detail Bot correct, they are in spirit true records of the 
old Puritan laws, which were enacted to enforce the 
strict and decorous observance of the Sabbath, and which 
were valid not only in Connecticut and Massachusetts, 
but in other New England states. Even a careless glance 
at the historical record of any old town or church will 
giv plenty of details to prove this." 

And then from page 246 to 258, inclusiv, Miss 
Earle givs a large number of these details. At 
least one man was set in the stocks for kissing his 
wife on Sunday as he came home after an absence 
of three years at sea; in Connecticut men were 
often fined for non-attendance at church, and by 
the code of laws of New Haven a Sabbath-breaker 
might be punished with death even. These are 
simply samples of the actual laws and their meth
ods of enforcement in the early New England col
onies. Perhaps, however, the Independent can see 
nothing "blue " in them. It may be a case of color 
blindness. 

The Independent tries very hard to make it ap
pear that "rum" is the only victim of the " blue" 
laws of New York and that all the "railing" is di
rected against the enforcement of the excise law. 
The Independent fails to admit to its readers
does it suppose that they do not read the dailies? 
-that the delicatessen stores are compelled to close 
at 10 A.M.; that the statute forbids the sale of 
everything but drugs, surgical appliances, confec
tionery, daily papers, and meals after 10 o'clock; 
that under the law it is just as unlawful to sell 
railway tickets, magazines, lemonade, nuts, shoes, 
neckties, and clothes as it is to sell whisky or beer. 
If the law was impartially enforced a copy of the 
Independent could not be bought at a news stand 
on Sunday. We are told that there "is no curtail
ment of personal liberty." Who wrote that? If a 
housewife wishes to buy a loaf of bread at 5 P.M., 

and cannot-and she cannot-because the law 
makes it a misdemeanor to sell it, is there not a 
curtailment of the personal liberty of both the 
tradesman and the housewife! But why waste 
breath in disproving a self-evident falsehood? 
However, it should be pointed out that if "there is 
no curtailment of personal liberty," then the law is 
a total failure, for the sole object of any sumptuary 
or Sabbath law is the curtailment of personal 
liberty. All such laws exist for the one purpose, 
primarily, of restraining people from buying and 
selling when they wish to buy and sell, or from en
gaging in work or recreation when they wish to 
engage in work or recreation. If that is not the 
curtailment of personal liberty, what in the name 
of reason is it 1 

The Independent says that these laws are not new 
laws. The barber shop closing law is a new law. 
We are also told that the barber may work until one 
in the afternoon. Only in this city and Saratoga; 
elsewhere in the state it is an offense to be shaved 
on Sunday at any hour. These laws are "not radi
cal laws "? They are radically wrong ; there is no 
need of them, no excuse for them. They are "not 
unreasonable laws"? No good reason can be 
given for their continuance ; they are in denial of 
citizen rights, they are productiv of corruption and 
oppression; they are provocativ of neighborhood 
quarrels and bitter animosities. "If amusements, 
or music, or billiards are cut off, it is only as they 
are connected with the saloons." Why, then, are 
not the musicians, the delight of the poorer quar-
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ters of the city, permitted to play on Sunday ? 
Why are the merry-go-rounds at Fort George Park, 
where hitherto so many of the children of the peo
ple of the lower part of the city hav found enjoy
ment, motionless under the regime of our model 
Police commissioners? Why, on Saturday, July 
21st, did the police raid the Chinese theater at 3 
and o Doyers street, and arrest nine of the actors 
for violation of the Sunday law T And so on to the 
end of the list of the Independent's misleading; 
half true, or wholly untrue statements. 

We were aware that Rev. Father Phelan accused 
the Christian Endeavorers of being somewhat fast, 
but we did not know until they met in Boston just 
how swift they were. Now we know. Rev. Dr. 
Martin D. Kneeland, one of the two leading Sab
batarians and theocrats of the city, in delivering 
his welcoming speech at their convention, said that 
the Christian Endeavorer was " God's high- geared 
bicycle." This may account for the pace some of 
them strike. But is not the reverend gentleman 
slightly undignified, to put it mildly? 

Rev. Dr. Rylance, of St. Mark's Episcopal church, 
writes the World that "our rural legislators who 
gather at Albany are very imperfectly qualified" to 
legislate for the "conditions and claims of our cos
mopolitan population," and that the clergy sh0uld 
cease to confound the "Lord's Day" with the Mo
saic Sabbath. It is so very rarely that an orthodox 
clergyman shows common sense when dealing with 
the question of Sunday work and amusements that 
we are disposed to giv Dr. Rylance the fullest pos
sible credit for his utterances and his labors in 
favor of a freer Sunday. 

" How quick there would be war among the birds if 
the owls and pelicans should insist that the robins and 
blue jays should behave as they did."-Ram's Horn. 

We are afraid that the pious and force-moralist 
Ram's Horn did not see all that was potential in 
its happy hit. Rearranging the characters in its 
bird society, we must point out that the chief cause 
of the "war" now prevailing is the impudent at. 
tempts of the Sabbatarian owls and the paternal
istic jays to compel all the other denizens of the 
United States aviary to behave as said owls and 
jays say they should. 

A few days ago a tornado swept out from the 
northwest over Cherry Hill, New Jersey, destroying 
most of the houses in the village, killing five per
sons, and injuring nearly.a hundred. The 'lribun~ 
says: 

"It all took place within the space of ten minutes, at 
the end of which the sun was once more shining on the 
scene of ruin and desolation, as if in mockery." 

Of course, this is a figure of speech, but if there 
is aa omnipotent God, he has looked out over the 
world uncounted millions of times and smiled in 
mockery of the wounds and death caused by the 
storms and convulsions he had let loose. 

The citizens and summer residents of Atlantic 
City, N. J., will hav a treat on August 4th in a lec
ture by Colonel Ingersoll, who will tell them more 
about the Bible than most of them ever heard be
fore. From Atlantic City the Colonel will go to the 
Spiritualists' meeting at Queen City Park, Burling
ton, Vt., where he will speak on four successiv days, 
August 8, 9, 10, and 11. August 16, 17, 18, he will 
be at Lake Pleasant, near Greenfield, Mass. Sep
tember 5th Mr. Ingersoll will attend the reunion of 
his old regiment, the one he raised and of which he 
was the colonel, the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry. It 
will be the first of its reunions he has attended, 
and his old comrades are preparing to raise the 
roof off the state in celebrating the meeting with 
their colonel. It will be a large occasion. Resi
dents of the neighboring states who hear a great 
noise about that time need not necessarily think 
that the end of the world has come. The noise 
will be only the regiment and its friends cheering 
Mr. Ingersoll. On October 6th at the Boston 
theater, Boston, Mass., the colonel will begin his 
fall and winter campaign of civilizing the Christians 
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of the country. For this purpose he is preparing 
a new lecture. Every one but the ministers and a 
few bigots will be glad to know that Mr. lngersoll 
will again be 'Very activ in the lecture field as soon 
as cool weather comes to stay. Oasual readers cJf 
T:tnc T:RtrT:tl SEEREB would better subscribe so Its to 
be apprised of his movements, or otherwise they 
might miss a chance to hear hitn. 

The papers state that Elizabeth Oady Stanton 
says that when she is called upon to pray she be
gins her petition with, " Our Father and Mother 
who art in heaven." A " father in heaven " might 
permit the suffering that curses the world of ani
mated existence, but we would never hav supposed 
that a decent " mother in heaven " would be parti
ceps criminis in the atrocities of the universe. We 
do not see that matters are improved any by doub
ling the number of tyrants. Anyway, what use 
does a woman of Mrs. Stanton's Freethinking tend
encies hav for prayer, whether to a uni-sexual or a 
bi-sexual heavenly police commission T 

Father Enright recently delivered an address to 
a large audience in Kansas City, and in the Kansas 
City World's report of what he said we find this : 

"What right hav those who are not Catholics, who 
merely believe in the Bible, to keep Sunday holy? The 
Bible says that the seventh day shall be a day of rest, 
and Snnday is not the seventh day, but the first. Sun
day is the holy day of the Catholic church, and every 
time it recurs, the entire civilized world renounces the 
teaching of the Bible and obeys the mandates of the 
Catholic church alone." 
· Amid all the storms and tribulations of our fight 

for liberty we can afford to stop long enough to 
hugely enjoy seeing this unwelcome truth "rubbed 
in," in so summary and thorough a fashion, on the 
Protestant traitors to freedom. 

The New York World reminds the police com
missioners that, while it is ~he duty of officials to 
enforce laws, the laws that they should be most 
anxious to enforce are those which hav to do with 
offenses against property, person, and life. These 
are the important laws; sumptuary and Puritan
ical statutes can await their turn. If all the ener
gies of the police are devoted to the watching and 
catching of Sabbath-breakers there is a fair pre
sumption that the ordinary criminal is having a 
very good time. Every-day events in this city amply 
support the assumption. Murderers go undetected, 
burglars swarm in the residence districts, notorious 
criminals walk out of a city prison and are seen no 
more, and the professional incendiary laughs in his 
sleeve; and all this while some thousands of police
men are watching the side doors of saloons and 
chasing barbers and delicatessen men. 

The very pious •r. De Witt Talmage has been 
breaking the hearts of his clerical brethren in Iowa. 
He lectured at Mason City on Sunday, June 
thirtieth. In announcing the event previously, it 
was stated that the railroads would run excursion 
trains. This proposed "desecration of the Sab
bath" was too much for the equanimity of the local 
clergy, and on the preceding Sunday they proceeded 
to scarify th~ir no ore popular brother in the Lord .. 
Of course Talmage deserved all the abuse he got,, 
for he poses as a great stickler for the Sabbath,, 
and his conduct was that of a hypocrit, but it is t0 • 

be presumed that none of his critics hav sufficient; 
drawing power to make excursions necessary on, 
any day. The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Pauli 
Railroad pulled ninety-nine coaches to the resort 
and the crowd was estimated at 12,000. The Ma-
son City preachers did not say much about the., 
matter that day, and Talmage wholly ignored their· 
former criticisms. But how they would hav all1 
fulminated if the excursion had been run to a state, 
fair or a ball game I 

If the friends of liberty could only think straight 
and talk straight, all of them, it would not be so 
desperately hard to make an impression on the indif
ferent masses and the sincere opposition. The 
executiv committee of the German-American Re
form Union of this city got together the other day 
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and adopted some resolutions. Among other un
wise and untrue statements is this : "The object 
of the Sunday law is the maintenance of order and 
decency on Sundays." Nonsense. The preserva
tion of order and decency on Sundays does not call 
for any special legislation for that day. The laws 
that are found sufficient for this purpose on the 
other days of the week are amply sufficient for 
Sunday. The object of the Sunday law is the pres
ervation of the priestly monopoly of that day. 
The object of the Sunday law is the preven
tion of all work or amusements not sanctioned 
and desired by the churches. The object of the 
Sunday law is to compel the citizen who does not 
want to go to church to refrain from going any. 
where else. This is the short and simple truth 
about the Sunday law, and the executiv committee 
of the German-American Reform Union knows it; 
why it fails to tell what it knows we can only guess. 

Our professional humorists are nowhere beside 
the funny men of the religious press. Here is a 
tickler from the Oatholic Review : 

"Prof. Thomas H. Huxley, the noted scientist, died at 
his home in Eastbourne, England, on June 29th. He is 
no longer an Agnostic-he knows now that the Christian 
reV'elation is true and that the Catholic church is the 
kingdom of God on earth. But that knowledge may hav 
come too late to profit him." 

lllven if we ':!hould admit that Professor Huxley 
may hav added thus wonderfully to his stores of 
knowledge, we should still be compelled to doubt 
that the editor of the Oatholic Review knows any
thing more about the matter than we do. Mr. 
Hurley, while living, was unable to discover any 
proof that the Bible is a divine revelation, or that 
" the Catholic church is the kingdom of God on 
earth,'' and we do not believe that said editor is one 
bit smarter than was the great Agnostic, or th&t he 
has access to sources of information not then open 
to the scientific student. But what condemnation 
can be too severe for a creed so abominable that its 
educated defenders here in this evening twilight of 
the Nineteenth century dare hint that such a man 
as Thomas Henry Huxley is now suffering the 
tortures of an eternal hell because he had too 
much brain to believe in that creed's inanities and 
monstrosities T 

In Tennessee, as in New York, the enforcers of 
law "because it is law," do not attempt to enforce 
it equally. The Dayton Leader, in an article show
ing that t.he Adventists of Rhea county are the 
victims of a discriminating persecution, says that 
"the grand juries that indicted them ignored the 
• lawlessness' of the 400 or 500 men who work 
within sight of the court house every Sunday, and 
went five miles away to find indictments against a 
mtle band of Seventh-Day Adventists down at 
Graysville." And the judge who almost sheds tears 
every time he submits to the painful duty of en
forcing the law "because it is law," against some 
poor Adventist, conveniently shuts his eyes when 
he turns his head in the direction of these hundreds 
of" Sabbath-breakers," and eo escapes the necessity 
of calling the attention of the grand jury to their 
"defiance of iaw." The Leader also says that it is 
"credibly informed that some of the very men who 
were most activ in finding indictments against 
·seventh-Day Adventists hav been guilty of laboring 
at their usual vocations of life all day Sunday more 
than once within the past five weeks." There is 
nothing strange in this, for injustice breeds hypo
.crits as stagnant water does musketoes. We are 
·credibly informed that while Commissioner Roose
velt is trampling in the name of " 11\w " rough-shod 
.over the citizens of this city he is a member of a 
fashionable club where all kinds of drinks are dis
posed of on Sunday without let or hindrance. 

"Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley hav now gone, and 
the evolution theory which they propagated appears to 
be going with them. Re~gion s~ives and never was 
more strongly intrenched ~n the mtellect and the heart 
of mankind. "-Catholic Review. 

Evidently the Review has the happy faculty of 
seeing only that which it wants to see. The. fact 
is, the evolution theory is accepted by prac.tiCally 
the entire scientific world. It has possessiOn of 
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the great independent institutions of learning and 
is forcing its way into the denominational schools 
everywhere. That the world has accepted it is 
shewn by the many efforts made by Christian 
writers to reconcile the Bible with it. No one pre
tends to try to fit it to the Bible ; the effort is to 
put into the Bible a meaning that will permit its 
devotees to retain their superstition and at the 
same time keep up with the march of science. The 
fight of the Catholic church against the new biology 
and the new science of religious development is as 
vain as was her fight against the new astronomy 
and the new geology. Already there are indications 
that some very prominent Catholics see the hand. 
writing on the wall. Has nqt the Oatholic Review 
heard the bugles sounding the retreat T Perhaps 
there is no other man in the church hi America who 
has been so warmly praised by his fellow-churchmen 
for his learning and his able defense of the faith as 
has Rev. Dr. J. A. Zabm, professor of physical sci
ences in Notre Dame University, Indiana. He has 
recently been .lecturing before the Columbian Ro
man Catholic Summer school at Madison, Wiscon
sin. One of his addresses bore the title, " The 
Simian Origin of Man," and in it he said that there 
is nothing in Roman Catholic dogma which pre
cludes the view that man is descended from an ape
like animal. "Religion survives," even in the 
Catholic church, by adapting itself to the facts it 
can no longer conceal or successfully dispute, and 
so now we are treated to the spectacle of " the 
evolution theory · · · going" into the Roman Cath
olic book of dogmas! The .church that does notre
cast her creeds to adapt them to the growing in
telligence of the age is doomed to extinction, unless 
she can induce the state to strengthen her weak
ness with its power The theocratic spirit is the 
one enemy we hav to fear, and if we relax our 
vigilance and lay down our arms we are lost. 
Given the equal freedom of citizens and every 
church of supernaturalism will in due time be dis
lodged from its intrenchments in "the intellect and 
the heart of mankind." 

When our .state legislatures and Congress are 
once fully set up in the business of interpreting the 
conflicting texts of the Bible preparatory to pass
ing laws to govern the people in matters of religion 
and morals, won't there be lively times at the state 
capitols and ~n Washington I Does someone say 
that it will never come to that, even if the Christian 
amendment to the Constitution is adopted T How 
could such a result be prevented ! As a matter of 
fact, the. theocrats themselvs know .that it would 
come to this and they are ready to welcome this 
condition of chronic religious war. Listen to the 
Christian Statesman as it discusses the possible 
foundations for the proposed church to be composed 
of the united orthodox Protestant churches of the 
present time : 

•' It is not wise to attempt to make the Bible itself, un
interpreted and in its simple letter the sole fundamental 
creed of the church. As seen in a former article, the in
. spired and infallible word of God is to be aoknow ledged 
as supreme, authoritativ law. The final appeal must be 
to that in all moral questions in both church and state. 
But the state and church must for themselvs determin 
what the teachings of this divine word are by the best 
interpretation which each in its own sphere of duty can 
reach." 

Think of the cat-and-dog time there will be in 
Congress when representative of the Catholics, 
Presbyterians, Methodists, Episcopalians, Baptists, 
Universalists, Dunkards, Plymouth Brethren, Dis
ciples, United Brethren, Lutherans, and the rest 
get to quarreling over the interpretation of the 
" inspired and infallible word of God "I And could 
anything be more ridiculous and paradoxical than 
the notion that the " inspired and infallible " testa
ment of the infinit Wisdom could need to be inter
preted T Even if there was room for doubt about 
the proper interpretation of the infalEble, it could 
be interpreted only by men who are themselvs in
fallible, and we doubt if· the Christian Statesman 
itself will dare claim that even Presbyterian doctors 
of divinity are infallible. But in practice it would 
amount to this, for the Presbyterians, if the dom
inating element in legislation, would insist that• 
their interpretation of the Bible be made the law 
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of the land and they would use all the resources of 
the civil power to compel the minority to accept 
that interpretation as embodied in law. Of course 
that is all nothing more than a mere bird lure, that 
talk about the church and state interpreting the 
Bible each "in its own sphere." The theocrats 
confidently expect that the legislators, elected by 
the votes of Christians, will giv the same interpre
tation to the Bible that the church does, just as 
to-day the law-makers are asked to accept the 
church's opinions concerning Sunday observance 
and marriage. By the way, one of the chief reasons 
why the theocrats want the Bible "interpreted," 
instead of being accepted literally, is because in the 
latter event they would be compelled to giv up the 
Catholic Sunday and accept the old Testament 
Sabbath (Saturday) as their holy day. 

The Independent says that its sympathies are 
with "ihose who are trying to establish a non-sec
tarian public school system " in Manitoba. Our 
neighbor must hav some exclusiv source of inror
mation. We hav not heard that there is any move
ment in Manitoba to establish such a system. To 
be sure, the Freethinkers there are anxious to make 
public education wholly secular, but they do not 
control the legislation of the province, and they are 
not at the front in the present fight, for the good 
reason that it is a fight between the bigoted Catho
lics on the one hand and the bigoted Protestants, 
the Orangemen, on the other. Mr. Joseph Martin 
was the originator of the movement against the 
Catholic separate schools, but it was his desire and 
intention to abolish the Protestant as well as the 
Catholia schools and establish a purely secular sys
tem. In 1889 he said that " allything short of ab
solute secularization of the schools would be a gross 
injustice to the Catholics," and he appealed to the 
Protestant clergy to assist him in establishing· a 
system of secular education. He held to this opin
ion and in 1890 he introduced his famous bill, as it 
was finally shaped by the Protestant clergy. His 
just ideas were disregarded by the Protestant 
churches and Catholic schools were abolished and 
Protestant schools retained. Mr. Martin then pro
tested against the discrimination, and he has done 
so often since 1890. In a recent letter he manfully 
says: 

"When I introduced the school bill of 1890, I pointed 
out that, in so far as it provided for religious exercises 
in the schools, it was, in my opinion, defectiv. I am of 
those who deny the right of the state to interfere in any 
rel!lpect in matters of religion, I said then, and I still 
think, that the clause of the 1890 act which provides for 
certain religious exercises is most unjust to the Roman 
Catholics. If the state is to recognize religion in its 
school legislation, such a recognition as is acceptable to 
Protestants only, and, in fact, to a majority of Prot
estants only, is, to my mind, rank tyranny." 

The Hon. Mr. Martin should hav added that the 
measure was equally unjust to the Freethinkers, 
the Jews, the Adventists, and all other classes of 
citizens who are opposed to a state religion. It is 
the "rank tyranny" which Mr. Martin condemned 
that the Manitoban government persists in against 
the decision of the English Privy Council, against 
the Dominion government, and, what is more hn
portant, against the protests of the dissenting 
minorities in Manitoba itself. It is this " rank tyr
anny" which W. J. H. Traynor, president of the 
Supreme Council of the leading Protestant patriotic 
order in the United States, in his annual address, 
says must be continued at all hazards, and that if 
the Manitoban quarrel between sectarists of oppos
ing schools leads to war, " the Protestants of Man
itoba" hav but to call for aid, and "across the 
border will flock" an "army corps" of Protestants 
from the United States. Are the friends of peaceful 
progress, of scientific education, of genuin secular
ization, ready to assist, directly or indirectly, those 
who avow their willingness to involve the United 
States in war with Canada for the purpose of main
taining state-supported Protestant schools in Man
itoba 1 It should be said, in passing, that the 
Manitoba legislature, which the Independent evi
dently thinks is devoted to things "non-sectarian," 
has just enacted a law prohibiting the running of 
Sunday cars in any part of the province. 
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News and Notes. 
From the romance of the North-its mountains 

and lakes, the spirit of Burns and Scott, the flow
eTa and the heather-! come to the enormous city 
of Manchester, which seems to represent everything 
that is practical-facts, facts, facts-industry, com
merce, machinery, cotton-pounds, shillings, and 
pence. I enjoyed the contrast. It added piquancy 
to this wonderful journey of human life. There is 
romance and poetry in Manchester mills if we could 
only get at them, if we only had the myriad-minded 
vision. 

I suppose that the goods of Manchester are sent 
to every quarter of the globe. Manchester, like 
London, is an original center of business. It is a 
fountain-head. It is not a reflex or a dependency. 
If London were swept out of existence, Manchester 
would not feel the shock. She would still go on 
her way rejoicing. Manchester really claims to be 
as large a congregation of the world's traffic as 
L:mdon itself. She will not yield the palm to 
Glasgow as the second city in the empire. Man
chester proper contains about 650,000 people, and 
Glasgow proper nearly 800,000. As a matter of 
fact, however, the Manchesterites claim Salford, 
since only a narrow stream runs between the cities; 
the business is all one; and a stranger can't tell 
whether he is in Manchester or Salford, so inti
mately are the two cities combined; and Salford 
has a population of 250,000, which makes the pop
ulation of the '·'living whole" of this immense me
tropolis 900,000. Furthermore, it is stated that 
within a radius of ten miles of Manchester Ex
change is a population as large as that of London 
itself : that is, taking a space of ground in Lanca
shire as large as that of total London, it contains 
an equal number of people. Whether these state
ments are exaggerations or not, they tend to giv 
some idea of the enormous and multiplied activities 
of this mighty city. Vast and amazing are the 
channels of life that flow and intermingle. Crowds 
flock from every point of the compass. The Man
chester Exchange is the largest in the world. On 
Tuesdays and Fridays 6,000 people throng there 
simply to do business, and the transactions run up 
into millions. It is a picture to look upon, that 
changing multitude on the vast floor of this tall 
building, the surges of which, we might say, are 
felt to the uttermost corners of the eartb. Look
ing through the huge thick glass plates of sur
rounding rooms and corridors you can scarcely hear 
a sound of that living sea. You would think that 
nothing was going on. They simply seem to be 
walking, talking, laughing, and having a good time. 
Nevertheless, more business is transacted on this 
one spot than upon any other spot of the same size 
on the globe, London and New York not exc .. pted, 
for the time being. When one strikes Manchester 
he feels the " thrill of life " as when he strikes Chi
cago, or any other big place ; he knows that some
thing is going on. He feels an electricity in the 
air, which only numbers and world-wide movements 
can giv. 

The ship canal, about forty miles in length, I be
lieve, is a wonderful achievement, and adds greatly 
to the commercial facilities of Manchester, since 
goods can now be shipped directly to all parts of 
the world. The canal cost $80,000,000. In the 
nature of things it can't be a paying investment 
for many years to come. lt requires vast traffic to 
pay the interest of such an amounton money as the 
canal cost. But Manchester after all is a prophetic 
and exuberant city, notwithstanding ii:.s purely busi
ness nature. It is no Gadgrind. It has boundless 
faith in the future and the glory of its canal, which 
will no doubt some day bear a thousand ships upon 
its bosom. I admiTe the magnificent energy of a 
people who will bank $80,000,000 on the possibil
ities of to-morrow. There is a poetic grandeur 
in the creation of such a splendid pathway of 
commerce. 

I enjoy the comfortable hospitality of Wm. West
well, who livs in the suburbs of Manchester, in a 
quiet retreat, where no throb of business ever dis
turbs the calm and beautiful atmosphere. There 
are flowers and grass and trees to charm the eye, 
and lovely roads over which to drive, and fair pros
pects in every direction. There is the splendid 
horse, Robert, and the faithful dog, Wallace, and 
in the morning and the evening air we enjoy the 
delightful sceneries with the swift motion and music 
of the flying wheel. Elegant villas and residences 
adorn the country, which is rich with groves and 
luscious hayfields, in some of which the harvest is 
already filling the air with sweet perfumes and the 
laborers cheerily sing. At Bolton I saw two of the 
finest draught-horses, I believe, in the world ; one 
was valued at £1,000, and the other at £800. 
They seemed almost strong enough to draw an 
earthquake and make no fuss about it. England 
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surpasses America in draught-horses, although the 
latter may produce the more lively and handsome 
trotters. But when it comes to work, England at
tends to business. There are draught-horses in 
Manchester that will each pull five tons easily. It 
seems merely child's play as they place their enor
mous hoofs on the ground and swing along almost 
like a planet. 

The Secular Society of Manchester is in a flour
ishing condition. It has strong elements, and fine 
local talent. It has a hall of its own, which was 
once a chapel. There is a moral in this, and rather 
opposes the notion that Christianity is taking the 
lead of Secularism, for here is a church actually 
transformed into a Secular hall. 

The first time Mr. Foote lectured here the bap
tismal font- was in front, as yet unremoved-a relic 
of the past fronting the glory of the future. There 
were no haunting spirits of orthodoxy about, how
ever, as I spoke within these four walls. The 
building was thoroughly regenerated and prepared 
for the service of humanity. I had fine audiences, 
and cheerful English enthusiasm. The evening at
tendance was especially large. In every way I hav 
enjoyed the Manchester campaign. I hav met 
numerous friends. All giv hearty welcome to the 
American visitor and make him feel entirely at 
home. It is an inspiring thought that in such a 
g-reat center of the world's business our flag is kept 
flying. Such earnest workers as Mr. and Mrs. Pegg 
and others insure the continued success of our 
cause. Mr. E. G. Taylor, author of "Shall Thought 
be Fettered in England!" a most excellent pam
phlet, presided at the morning and evening meet
ings and Mr. Hurd at the afternoon. Quite a 
number of friends were present from Failsworth, a 
bright center of Freethought work, where I expect 
to be August 11th, and of which I shall hav a good 
story to tell, for a really splendid constructiv en
terprise has been carried on here of great interest 
to all advanced thinkers. I cannot name all I met 
at Manchester, but I must thank them one and all 
for their kindness and generous support. 

With Mr. Westwell and Mr. Robert Ainsworth I 
visited the Exchange, the Municipal buildings, the 
Art gallery, St. James' Hall, Belle-Vue, and other 
places of interest and enjoyment. Belle-Vue is one 
of the old and celebrated curiosities of cosmopolitan 
Manchester. Excursions from all over the kingdom 
come here for a day's outing. There are large 
zoological gardens, extensiv lakes, upon which 
steamboats are plying, concert hall, and a band of 
music, and at present a huge panorama of Port 
Arthur-a wonderful affair, giving a most vivid im
pressirn of that place. In the evening there is a 
maglll1icent display of fireworks, the " Storming of 
Port Arthur," reproduced in a grandeur and brill
iancy which is indescribable. Belle-Vue was started 
over fifty years ago by one man in a very small way, 
and has grown to its present colossal proportions 
as a place of varied amusement and instruction by 
the energetic genius of the founder and his sons. 
I'he railroad company has ofiered, I understand, 
£250,000 for the place, but the proprietors refuse 
to dispose of it for that cr any other sum. It is 
their pride and glory to make this the best thing of 
its kind in the kingdom. 

St. James' is one of the largest halls in the world, 
capable of holding 8,000 people. Westwell once 
held a big auction of goods in this place, and sold 
in one day merchandise to the value of £127,000. 
I think this is one of the largest business transac
tions on record. 

On Sunday evening I was pleased to meet, at the 
home of Mr. Westwell, Mr. Karsa, a Mohammedan 
gentleman, who was present at the evening lecture. 
I was gratified to find that advanced believers in the 
Koran are upon the broad and universal platform 
of Freethought, cordially in touch with science, 
progressiv philosophy, and radical literature. 

My visit at Manchester was one of great stimula
tion. In this great hive of human industry there 
was still music and poetry, hope and encourage
ment. 

On Monday I reach Derby, where I giv a lecture 
in the evening at Atheneum Hall. This is quite 
full. I hav already mentioned Derby. The debate 
was held here between Foote and Lee. I gave a 
review of that debate, entitling my lecture "Man 
and the Universe." I gave the salient features of 
both sides of the debate, which debate certainly has 
resulted in great good to Secularism. I could see 
that Mr. Foote's argument had lodged in many an 
intelligent mind, and that the community was not 
so densely orthodox as in days gone by. There 
has been a hard fight at this point. The Sabbata
rians endeavored to enforce the old pious laws, and 
for a time succeeded, but public sentiment is now 
pronounced against them, and the principles of 
Freethought are prevailing. The only notable 
thing about the debate after the lecture was that 
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a woman took part in it, in a very courteous and 
gentle manner. I could not make out what her 
position really was, but it seemed more like Swe
denborgianism than anything else. It was a vague 
and indefinit defense of Theism, but not by any means 
on the orthodox lineR. I see that very few are dis
posed to defend "Christian" Theism. It is Theism 
pure and simple upon which they rely. 

Mr. Henry McGuinness presided at my lecture. I 
find he is an old army comrade, and fought beneath 
the Stars and Stripes. I am glad that, on a larger 
and grander field, we are contending for universal 
freedom. At his home, after the lecture, with Mr. 
Whitney and other Secular friends, we had a de
lightful sociable time, and closed with singing 
"Auld Lang Syne." Derby is quite a contrast to 
Manchester, with its tremendous bustle. But I 
shall not forget ·the former's rural and stately 
beauty, its appearance of comfort and wealth, its 
growing light of Freethought, its cheerful com
panionship, and splendid band of earnest re
formers. 

Nottingham is next on my route, and I lecture 
here Tuesday, June 25i:.h, to a fair audience. There 
is a very large Liberal element in Nottingham, but 
somehow or other it is rather indifferent to distinctiv 
Freethought work, and much of it is absorbed in 
the Socialistic and Independent Labor party. The · 
purely Secular movement is not what it should be 
in its own field, but there are sturdy supporters 
here, and I do not think there will be any ultimate 
failure, for there are those who know that Free
thought is the vital spirit of reform, and must be 
maintained at all hazards. In times of real stress 
and battle, Nottingham has always been a great ral
lying-place, and there is no doubt that, if anything 
special should occur, Nottingham would fill its 
quota. At present it is a kind of reserve corps. 

I remain until Saturday at Nottingham, and· hav 
a good rest at the home of Mr. James Stapleton, 
president of _the Nottingham Secular Society. Mr. 
Snell, one of the best speakers and workers in the 
English advance movement, introduced me at the 
lecture and made a very interesting address of wel
come, in which he stated that in a certain way Not
tingham was the hub of the universe; and that is 
about so. The New England Pilgrim movement 
started from near Nottingham. Nottingham Castle 
dates back to the time of the Britons, and then, as 
for Nottingham lace, there is nothing like it in the 
wide world, and the Nottingham girls adorn them
selva like queens with the chief productions of their 
ancient and majestic city. Lace manufacture in its 
present wonderful skill and variety originated here. 
This is the only place where they can make the ma
chines, which are indeed like "a thing of life." My 
friend, Mr. Parrott, who owns one of them, took 
me to view its marvelous evolutions. I can no 
more explain them than I can explain the universe. 
There is an infinity of movement, all prearranged 
so that at one stroke it seems as if a million fingers 
were set at work to deftly weave the gorgeous fab
ric. Fifty-two yards of the finest lace, of any pat
tern desired, is made on one of these machines 
every half hour. You might watch the mechanism 
all day long, and yet not penetrate its mystery. 
Only in Nottingham can the genius of man produce 
these superb, tireless creatures that labor day and 
night with the force of a human intelligence and 
fill the world with beauty. 

Passing from these miracles of modern progress, 
we take our way to Nottingham Castle, in whose 
dim recesses the " dark backward and abysm of 
time" is quaintly revealed. Mrs. Stapleton and my 
artist friend, Mr. Story, are my companions. Mr. 
Story has painted some of the pictures now hanging 
on the walls, and is well up in the history of this 
famous castle. Of course, only here and there do 
we find remnants of the original structure, which 
was built nobody knows when. Some say that the 
citadel on this rock was reared about the time of 
King David of scriptural memory, a thousand years 
before Christ. Others go back only to the ancient 
Romans and Britons, but there is no doubt that 
this great rock which towers above the city has 
been a battlemented fortress in one shape or an
other for many centuries. At present the main 
structm:e is a castellated mansion of comparativly 
modern date, having itself suffered mutilation in 
the days of Chartist reform ; but still to be seen is 
Mortimer's Hole, where the wicked earl courted 
the amorous queen, to be finally detected and exe
cuted at Tyburn. There is also the "New J erusa
lem," where beer is still vended to the thirsty way
farer, and which was furnished centuries ago from 
the same place to the holy crusaders ; hence its 
name. In the mansion as it now stands are the 
art gallery and museum, and one can spend a whole 
day viewing the treasures of this unique and ma~
orable castle. 

Friday is a brilliant day in the annals of the Sec-
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ular Pilgrim. I visit Newstead Abbey, the home 
of Lord Byron. Mr. Stapleton and Mr. Parrott 
are with me on this trip. Newstead Abbey is only 
about eight miles from Nottingham. It was in 
Nottingham that ~yron lay in state. I was pointed 
to the very room, m an ancient building, where he 
thus lay. An immense procession followed the 
funeral cortege to Rucknall church, where the poet 
was buried with sixty of his ancestors. There is 
nothing more beautiful in any land than Newstead 
Abbey. It is now owned by Mr. W. F. Webb, a 
friend of Livingstone, and himself a r~nowned 
traveler and hunter. He must possess great wealtp, 
for the Abbey is kept in a most noble and attractiv 
condition. It is approached from the station by a 
wide graveled road through green fields and beau
teous groves. We pass over the river, alongside a 
dashing cataract which flows from the lake above. 
The Abbey is of the loveliest architecture of the 
middle ages. It is grace itself, and indicates the 
wonderful poetic feeling of that awakening time, a 
dawn gemmed with a thousand stars. Only the 
front arches of the church itself remain, with the 
windows and the portal, giving a weird faint pict
ure of immemorial years. The habitable part still 
endures, in which are hundreds of relics of the poet 
and his ancestors ; the rooms where kings hav 
visited and slept; portraits of beauties and heroes ; 
swords and helmets; and the table where Byron 
wrote his immortal verse, in which there was more 
concentrated energy of genius than in any other 
poetry of his time, and which was ablaze with revo
lutionary thoughts. We see the surroundings that 
nurtured the mental life of the fitful bard; the 
ruins of the past and the beauties of nature ; the 
fields and groves and waters; the Annesley hills, 
where brooded the spirit of his fatal love. We 
can imagin the poet amidst these variable scenes, 
so many pictures of which abide in his glowing mel
odies. Newstead Abbey is rich with treasures, and 
the gloomy history of man is here recorded, to
gether with its most marvelous romance and illus
trious genius. Here is the oak which Byron planted 
and which, once on the point of dying, now flour
ishes green and beautiful. Here is the tree on 
which he carved his own and his sister's name when 
he bade farewell forever to Newstead Abbey; and 
here is the monument to his dog, who possessed all 
the virtues without the vices of man. About the 
Abbey are extensiv and magnificent gardens, in 
which are flowers of all hues, f!preading along the 
wanderer's path with oriental luxuriance. 

From Newstead Abbey we go to Hucknall, a 
colliery town, smoky and dirty, and busy with mar
keting; an uncouth place, it seemed to me, for the 
ashes of the immortal bard. The church is a 
solemn but not very imposing structure. A melan
choly graveyard spreads around it. No one of 
distinction is buried here. Within are the immortal 
dead. The bones of Byron lie beneath the stone 
floor. We read the inscript-ion, and muse in the 
shadow of the gray walls. An unpretentious man
sion of the dead is this-a gloomy place to quench 
the fires of the human mind that :flame to the stars, 
then sink to earth. All this, and nothing more ! 
was the refrain that rolled through my mind, as I 
gazed upon the dim relics of the dead. No voice 
can utter anything more. Tht'l darkness abides 
while we love and honor the heroic spirit. Byron 
pe1·ished in the glorious effort to win liberty for 
Greece ; and more than this, be it spoken to his 
undying praise, Byron's maiden speech in the 
House of Lords was for the defense of the N otting
hamshire workmen, among whom he then lived, 
against the death penalty which the aristocrats were 
endeavoring to inflict upon those poverty- stricken 
men who in their blind wrath destroyed some ma
chinery, thus putting the rights of wealth above 
the rights of humanity. Against this Byron pro
tested with all the ardor of his soul and the elo-
quence of his tongue. . 

Besides the memory of Lord Byron in Notting
ham, there is the house where Henry Kirke White 
was born; and also in the process of demolition the 
birthplace of Philip James Bailey, who, half a cen
tury ago, at the age of twenty-two, wrote "Festus," 
a most extraordinary and brilliant poem, ap.d al· 
though living to this day, he has not again penned 
a line worthy of preservation. There is also a 
house on one of the main streets, still standing and 
used for a hotel, in the same shape it was in 1460, 
years before the discovery of America. .F~r over 
400 years no alteration has been made In Its ap
pearance. 

On Saturday morning Mr. J. R. Anderson ac
companied me to the univerity, which is a notable 
and flourishing institution. It has over 1, 700 stu
dents. It has a machinery and engineering de
partment connected, .so that t~e st.udent ?an hav a 
practical and industnal educatwn If he Wishes. It 
has also a very valuable museum. 
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Mr. Andereon is a prominent citizen, a member certificate passes into other hands, and returns in 
of the common council, and a pronounced Free- form of draft, it is upon a plenum. A promissory 
thinker. Among other friends here are Mr. and note is a quite different thing. It is' for a thing 
Mrs. Marriott, formerly of America. Mr. Marriott non-existent. The borrower may fail in his pursuit. 
was in the army under the Stars and Stripes. I I He may hav received only the banker's prornis, who 
had also the pleasure of meeting Mr. Amos Waters, also is unable to pay on dem'lnd, and so both 
a busy contributor to many literary periodicals, and promises are often repudiated. I think this shows 
a philosophical Freethinker. He is known on both that our bankruptcies arise not from difficulty of 
sides of the Atlantic. getting in debt, but from too great facility. But says 

Mr. Jackson, Mr. Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Burton, the mutual banker: "By our plan good credits can 
with others, are friends that added to the pleasure be exchanged for circulating credit." Thus money 
of my stay in Nottingham. I had a varied and enter- can be had without interest. But debt money is a 
taining visit, which, while restful, was animated and liability, .for which an asset is yet to be procured, 
instructiv. I must thank Mr. and Mrs. Stapleton and cannot be redeemed on demand. It is replied 
and the little children for their cordiality and good that an asset is not needed; "for it is in the very 
will, and the enjoyment of a happy home, and I essence of m0ney-issuing that it is done on other 
heartily reciprocate the wish of my host that I shall people's property." 
see Nottingham again before I surrender the To me it seems that the desire to issue money on 
ghost. other people's property, and to do business on other 

On Saturday afternoon, June 29th, I leave Not- people's capital, is far more responsible for our de
tingham for Sheffield. I am accompanied by Mr. falcations and financial troubles than legal tender 
Snell, who, I hope, will sometime visit me in Amer- laws or taxation of bank issues. If our money 
ica. He would like YankeelanJ, I am sure, for a measure of exchange values is to consist of evi
change. And the Freethinkers of our country dances of debt, representing consumption, not valae 
would find in him a bright and brave champion. produced, there can be no end to failures. 

SAMUl!L P. PuTNAM. Indebtedness is excluded from among the deter-

Labor, the .Measure of Economic Values. 
This subject, important mainly in the degree it 

is misapprehended, is now being widely discussed. 
A recent writer says: "The present chaos in finan
cial matters is due in a large measure to the fact 
that.the unit of value is a fixed quantity "of a scarce 
and :fluctuating commodity." It is made the only 
legal tender for the payment of general indebted
ness, and excludes the true measure of value, labor. 
Labor is the only standard approaching exactness. 
The unit is the labor or service hour, a labor day 
being an uncertain number of hours. It is prefer
able to call it the average product of the labor hour, 
to meet the objection that labor is an abstraction, 
and cannot measure concreted values, though 
values are ideal, not concrete. 

What is the ayerage product of the hour is ascer· 
tainable in every human employment. Were this 
otherwise, no intelligent estimate of any commodity 
or service whatever could be made. The utilities of 
things hav no exchangeable value until they 11-re 
measured by the services which produce them, or 
will be required to reproduce them, or are the equiv
alent which they will command in the market. 

Commercial values are based on : 
First, the ratio of utility. 
Second, the ratioof time-duration of labor. 
Third, the ratio of energy exerted. 
The first and second ratios are capable of mathe

matical ascertainment. The last only is variable. 
The strength, skill, and opportunity of men differ ; 
still more the estimates of schooled and unschooled 
minds. One delights · in action, another in 
ease. One has refined tastes, another gross 
appetites. One is satisfied with remote, the 
other demands inRtant gratification. When men 
exchange goods the determining thought is 
the ratio of profit, interest, rent, i. e, the in
crement over labor cost to each. Surely no 
commodity produced by labor can measure the 
variation of these estimates, still less the ever 
varying relation between demand and supply, as 
Mr. Kitson has conclusivly shown in his recent 
book. If his "invariable unit of purchasing power" 
is anything more than a hypothetical abstraction, 
it suggests the average produc.t of the industrial 
hour. Invariability is out of the question. Only 
an approximation is possible, but this is adequate 
to determin the equity of all practical transactions. 

There are reasons to be urged in favor of a mul
tiple standard, but this would lead to more compli
cation than the estimation of the labor hour, and 
at the best could not equal it in exactness. 

By taking, however, a common article of food, 
say wheat; one of clothing, say wool; one of shelter, 
say lumber, with one or more of wrought metal, 
say iron, and of wool or coal, the average price of 
these articles in relation to each other might furnish 
a tolerable measure, for each market day ; but only 
the labor hour can measure exchangeable values for 
all time; since time, utility of natural resources, 
and sacrifice of energy, as far as ascertainable, are 
in this re~pect the nearest to invariability. 

The labor hour, or its average product, would be 
put in the form of a receipt or note, for !abor done, 
or to be done. Experience shows that such receipt 
or note will readily pass in exchange, if from a 
party, corporation, or state in which the public 
hav tolerable confidence. But here the ways part. 
The issuer of the receipt or certificate is not a 
buyer, but a custodian of the goods, and can justly 
be held to account for their delivery, or their value. 
There are unquestioned equities here. And if the 

minate economic factors. It adds nothing to cap
ital, increases no lands or their f&rtility, or tools or 
plant of any kind. By making a commodity, as 
gold, a measure of value and including debts as 
matters of commerce, we simply invert the indus
trial order. Money we crown king. It does every
thing. Man is valued only as the product of his 
hour's labor becomes purchasable. This inversion 
was unnoticed when men were owned as chattels, 
and is still unnoticed under monarchical commerce 
by our most honest and intelligent money reform
ers. Man, dethroned from his work estate, supinely 
worships still the emblem of departed power, the 
golden fetich, which ignorance and knavery hav 
set up in the place of all that is called God. The 
Dollar Almighty, displaying its government legend, 
"In God we Trust," is fal' more devoutly worshiped 
than was ever any god of ancient or modern time. 

The absurdity of the single commodity standard 
reminds one of the landsman who came into pos
session of a vessel, and made marks upon her side 
to tell when the tide rose and fell. This was use
ful when she was aground, but quite useless whon 
she was afloat. By accident he found out that it 
would also indicate the measure of the burden his 
vessel was sustaining. The only serviceable func
tion the commodity standard can render social in
dustry is to record the burd~n it loads upon labor. 
A gold dollar or its counterfeit paper dollar will now 
command ten hours of productiv labor. It will 
command only one hour's service of a bank teller, or 
a half hour's service of a cashier. The hour of the 
laborer can be purchased for a dime. The hour of 
the hundred millionaire, spent in work, play, or dis
sipation, costs the wealth producers several thousand 
dollars. This should be satisfactory! When Mr. 
Tucker was asked his opinion of the labor stand
ard, he replied: " It is dOIUbtful if there is anything 
more variable in its purchasing power than labor." 
He has marked his boat, and evidently has not re
flected whether it is afloat or aground. The astute 
Senator Edmunds also thought the royal commod
ity gold the most stable of all things in value, be
ca.use in thirty years he had never known its price 
to vary more than three-fourth per cent from the 
standard coin, itself gold. He did not count the 
time when silver was at three per cent premium 
over gold. His financial vessel was afloat with a 
mark to indicate the constant undulation of the 
commercial tide. 

I hav not the least expectation that for many 
years the labor hour will be legally adopted as the 
standard or tend~r unit. It could do little good 
if it were, with our barbarous laws for collection 
of debts and enforcement of usurious contracts. It 
might prove in some way a remin-der of labor's 
burdens. A standard is but an accident in Andrews's 
analysis of money, and has thus far proved a very 
damaging one to industrial undertakings. Doubt
less a generally acknowledged standard would be 
convenient were it exact. But the adoption of the 
most inexact has wrought ulltold wrong to labor. 
Only under liberty can the equitable standard be 
used. 

Not only do the mutual bankers regard a stand
ard or no standard of too great importance, but 
they greatly exaggerate the economic function of 
money itself. It is but an incident of exchange, if 
more than an accident. Exchange itself is not a 
prime factor, but an incident to the production, 
division, and distribution of wealth. 

Edward Kellogg was the father of the one per 
cent cost of banking idea, and thought two per cent 
'interest too much for the borrower to pay. He was 
contemporary with Proudhon1 Greene1 and Warren. 
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He and Warren were merchants, with little knowl
edge of the production of wealth. Proudhon and 
Greene were literary men with still less. Kellogg 
laid down as a fundamental, that " monetary laws 
are the most important subjects of legislation." 
By this he meant much the same as our mutual 
bankers do, who put the money question above the 
land and labor, the home and the man and the 
woman. Even Mr. Kitson, with all his fairness and 
catholicity of spirit, does the same. 

What ought to be sufficiently clear is that land 
borrowing, money and capital borrowing, are but 
surrenders to weakness, the great vice of our indus
trial system, sapping the energy and depleting the 
resources of human providence. Labor bas always 
been the procurer of economic values, which meas
ure and exchange each other relativly to the em
bodied service in each. 

How contract, which has ever served the slaveries 
with such fidelity, is to figure in the mutual bank 
era, seems doubtful. Only Mr. Bilgram meets the 
question squarely, by premising that the borrower 
who fails to fulfil his contract freely entered into, is 
an invader, and to be treated by organized or ex
temporized governments accordingly. Were his 
premises sound, the logic of his conclusion could 
not be questioned; but freedom of contract has no 
ex\stence under monopoly of land and opportunity. 
Equal freedom is a dream of the idealist, and 
useful only as a hypothesis to test positiv social 
ethics. Debtor and creditor are not often equals, 
whose agreements can result advantageously to 
both. As a rule " the debtor is a slave to the 
lender." Except under the rule of "equal freedom 
of invasion," can he be regarded as an invader T 

An attempt to exchange where one party has no 
commodity is an absurdity. Deferred payments are 
encouragements to laches, and outside of economic 
consideration. Where hazardous enterprises are 
inaugurated with capital on one side and labor on 
the other, the parties are not debtor and creditor, 
but co-operators. Only when the issue is mutually 
advantageous or disadvantageous, can it come un
der the rule of reciprocation. When disaster over
takes such enterprise, a contributor thereto has 
"no cause of action " against another contributor. 
A creditor is a contributor to his debtor's failure, 
when by taking interest he destroys him, or when 
he furnishes him . means too great for him to 
manage. No mutual or really free contract exists 
where the completion of it is not equally advanta
geous to both parties. Where reciprocity, the law of 
societary motion, is absent, there can be no mutual
ity. We are as yet not under freedom, but authority, 
and are subject to invasion on every side, particu
larly in the opportunities of producing and sharing 
wealth. If indebtedness is necessary, other than 
the necessity caused by unequal laws and voluntary 
yielding to unfavoring circumstance, men cannot 
be helped by increasing the facilities for borrowing. 
Men with industry, push, and general integrity will 
be able to establish a business of their own, capital 
or no capital. Men without these· qualities will 
not be benefited, but injured by devices for "bor
rowing made easy." 

The scientific basis of economics was laid by 
Adam Smith more .than a century since, and in
dorsed by Proudhon nearly a half century since, 
viz., that the whole product of labor belongs to 
the laborer. Neither applied it, however, in his 
economic philosophy. Smith saw hope for op
pressed labor in "free trade." Proudhon deemed 
that " the chief hope of labor lies in the monetiza
tion of all its products," and so his whole thought 
was turned to the subject of reforming money and 
the organization of credit. His disciples do not 
see that only by recognizing the labor hour as the 
standard can his "chief hope " be realized. But 
the fundamental right to labor and to hold its 
products is anterior to money, and even to ex
change. Freedom to use one's normal environ
ment, to co-operate in and mutually divide its fruit
age, is prior to money or any of its accidents or 
incidents. So intently was Proudhon's attention 
directed to righting labor's wrongs through finan
cial measures, that it is said he expressed a deter
mination to reverse the motion of the planet to 
e:ftect it. In this diversion from the fundamental 
question, he has been followed or anticipated by 
Kellogg, Warren, Greene, and all finance reformers 
who think to reform basic evils by rearranging the 
incidentals and accidentals of exchange, while the 
plutocratic power rests securely on the dominion of 
the land, excluding labor from place and power of 
self-employment, and upon the support of the force
ful state, and the popular superstition concerning 
the legal and regal dollar of gold, or other com
modity, or their ghosts. 

The first exchanges are of services, counted by 
hours ; the second are of the products of services, 
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and their values are arrived at by the measure of 
time, utility, and energy involved in the labor of 
production. There is no reason but such as invasiv 
government and plutocratic greed suggest why the 
same measure should not apply to the wider range 
of general circulation. To use debt as an economic 
quantity is to organize bankruptcy, as Proudhon 
says. To treat transactions as exchanges, when one 
or both of the commodities are non-existent, ter
minates in laws to stay completion, to exempt and 
limit indebtedness, and otherwise protect the debtor. 
Equal freedom may not prohibit knaves and fools 
from making vicious contracts. It certainly will re
fuse to enforce them. Mutualism must be applied 
to production, division, and exchange before it has 
any meaning in banking, the normal function of 
which is to adjust balances and facilitate comple
tion of half-executed exchanges. Practically under 
legal supervision, and with a legal commodity 
standard, banking is simply a contrivance to create 
and circulate debts and to defer payments indefi
nitly. Let us hav the labor-hour receipt or check, 
with the legend, "In Industry we Trust and 
Work." J. K. INGALLS. 

Observations. 
I know of two cities out West between. whose 

residents there is such a degree of rivalry that a 
judge in one of them discharged a thief who had 
stolen a warrant drawn on the treasury of the 
other, taking the judicial ground that the paper 
couldn't be worth enough to make the offense in
dictable. · I supposed that local feeling of this kind 
was confined to America, but Mr. Putnam's letters 
from abroad hav given me more light. Of course it 
is not for a stranger to question anything told him 
by Englishmen, who never talk through their hats, 
and hence the Pilgrim is bound to report that every 
city he visits, while in the provinces of Great Brit
ain, is, in importance, the second in the United 
Kingdom. Of this class, according to statistics fur
nished by residents of each, are Glasgow, Liverpool, 
and Manchester. As to which is the most copious 
of British streamlets there is likewise a conflict of 
testimony. In Liverpool they say it is the,Mersey, 
while Editor Foote of the Freethinker asserts that 
"the Thames is far and away the premier river of 
England." But then, Mr. Foote livs in London, 
which is on the Thames. It may yet be necessary 
to hav new measurements made, under circum
stances of international publicity, by disinterested 
parties who would be above suspicion of using a 
bucket with a bottom half-way to ihe top. The 
canny Scot who presented the claims of the Clyde 
as a bigger piece of engineering than the Suez 
canal, and who misled the American visitor into re
cording that the first steamboat was launched upon 
the same, is probably beyond the reach of prayer. 

With Puritanism in the saddle, the Rditor of the 
New York Voice (Prohibition) becomes vocal and 
insolent. To those who protest .against persecu
tion by Sabbatarians he says, "Obey the law," 
while objectors to sumptuary legislation as "foreign 
to our constitution" are advised to " try the Keeley 
cure." The statesmanship here displayed is rather 
more than worthy of the cause which has turned 
it loose. 

Because the communication of Mr. Morris M. 
Bostwick, printed elsewhere in this paper, appears 
to be devo~ed to answering something that I hav 
said, it should not be thence inferred that I would 
deny to Christianity the ancestry which he givs it. 
But I do not believe the child was wise enough to 
know its own father, and I do not believe that it is 
or ever was sun-worship. Mr. Bostwick's introduc
tion of the matter of evolution illustrates the case. 
For as man is not an ape, and never wr s an ape, 
though man and ape had a common ancestor who 
left his mark upon both, so we may deny that Chris
tianity has ever been worship of the sun. We 
might as reasonably assure a Cbristiait. that he was 
once some other kind of an animal, as that his relig
ion was once something else than the superstition 
built upon the alleged life and adventures of a man 
known as Jesus Christ. Similarity of structure 
proves the relationship, but the lines of develop
ment diverge in one case as in the other. I call 
Mr. Bostwick's attention to the item that I bav not 
said religion had its origin in lies and inventions. I 
could not make such a statement, for the reason, 
first, that I was not there when it was born, and 
second, that investigation appears to show that it 
had its rise in shadows and dreams. But when we 
come to particular kinds of religion, Christianity for 
example, and read about resurrections, ascensions, 
exorcisms, and so forth, we are justi~ed in pro
nouncing the stories inventions and in concluding 
that the man who told them must hav lied. 

I cannot accept the thought of Mr. Bostwick re-
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garding Professor Huxley's attainments as a theo
logical disputer, although the editor of the Ohristian 
Advocate agrees with him that in discussing relig
ion Huxley was out of his sphere. In his debates 
with Mr. Gladstone and the Rev. Dr. Wace, both of 
which dealt with religious propositions, he dis
played all the knowledge needed to get the best of 
the argument. His selection of the Miltonic the
ory of creation as a contrast to that of evolution 
was not due to a lack of moral courage. He knew 
that Milton was an orthodox interpreter of script
ure, while he himself was not; and since Genesis 
had to be "interpreted" before it could be dealt 
with, he chose Milton's rendering. If he had un
dertaken to set forth his own notions of the mean
ing of Genesis, theologians would hav said that his 
criticism rested upon a misunderstanding of the 
sacred text. This being the fact, credit should be 
given him for the scientific caution which he used. 
His essays on "Science and Hebrew Tradition" 
and on "Science and Christian Tradition" contain 
no inherent evidence that the professor was short 
of sand. If, contrary to Taylor, he regarded Christ 
as a man, like the baker's dozen of saviors who had 
previously been crucified, he would hav deprived 
us of the benefit of his thought if he had not said 
so. Equally candid is his opinion that the assump
tion of Pro~. Edwin Johnson, that Christianity is 
only a few hundred years old, has nothing in it. 

The way the Home Rulers, Labor Reformers, 
and Socialists of Great Britain knifed one another's 
candidates in the late elections recalls a poem 
printed a few years ago describing a little incident 
which occurred in Parliament. The proceedings 
were as follows : 

'Twas when O'Connor spoke, the crowd 
Grew patriotic truly; 

For then O'Dooley struck O'Dowd, 
And Healey struck O'Dooley. 

Then Redmond hit Muldoon a swat, 
And all went well, begorry, 

And there was home rule on that spot 
Till to his feet O'Connor got 
And says, says he, "For sayin' what 

I did," says he, "I'm sorry." 

The conference of political reformers at Prohibi
tion Park, Staten Island, appears to hav performed 
according to program. The purpose of it was to 
establish a basis of union for members of all par
ties except Republicans and Democrats, and it re
sulted in resolutions embodying the following de
mands: 

1. Direct legislation, the initiativ and referendum, im
perativ mandate and proportional representation. 2. 
State control of the larger industries. 3. Election of 
president and senators by direct vote of the people. 4. 
Woman suffrage. 5. Use and occupancy of land neces
sary to tenure. 6. Prohibition. 7. Government monop
oly of the circulating medium. 8. Free coinage of silver 
at the ratio of 16 to 1. 

The foregoing may be regarded as eight kinds 
of bait thrown out by the Prohibition party for the 
purpose of catching votes. It is reported that the 
convention took them all down, though its gorge 
rose at the last one, which is not to be wondered 
at in view of the mixture it had previously swal
lowed. Anything with the word " free " in it is 
foreign substance to the Prohibition stomach. Mr. 
Thaddeus B. Wakeman was there and stirred up 
the animals with the remark that temperance was a 
secular question, and that the Prohibition party, 
by taking the theological view, had placed its slug
gish form squarely across the pathway of reform. 

The religious editor may often, by a few words 
written during a period of special illumination, 
place his readers under a debt that the business 
manager can never collect. H~ must get his re
ward in the hereafter, if he gets it at all. The· 
editor of the New York Independent is one of this 
creditor class, becoming such through his pub
lished estimate· of the late Thomas H. Huxley. He 
remarks that Mr. Huxley was a man with "a smat
tering of insufficient philosophy," and belonged to 
that kind of individuals who "cannot believe much 
beyond what they see." Only inspiration could hav 
conveyed that information to the brain of the editor, 
for nothing in Huxley's writings givs a hint of it. 
The question whether the deceased had a smatter
ing of philosophy, insufficient or adequate, cannot 
be settled now that he is dead, but he left testi
mony over his own signature that his belief was 
not restricted to what came under his immediate 
observation. A certain writer named Lilly, in an 
article contributed to the Portnighely .Review in 
1886, endeavored to describe the mental state of 
Mr. Huxley, and to that end set up three theses 
embodying the professor's heresies, and likewise 
those of Mr. W. K. Clifford and Mr. Herbert Spen
cer. These three gentlemen, said Mr. Lilly, were 
agreed "(1) in putting aside, as unverifiable, every~ 
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thing which the senses could not verify; (2) every
thing beyond the bounds of physical science ; (3) 
everything which could not be brought into a labo
ratory and dealt with chemically." Mr. Huxley ac
credited the writer with the gift of telepathy, which 
is a Theosophical endowment enabling one person 
to read the thoughts of another; only Mr. Lilly's 
gift was much more wonderful than the ordinary 
article, since it enabled him read not only thoughts 
of which the thinker himself was unaware, but those 
of which he knew nothing, and also to see him un
consciously drawing conclusions which he repudi
ated and supporting doctrins which he detested. 
Huxley overlooked the explanation that, like the 
editor of the Independent, Mr. Lilly may hav been 
inspired. Anyone can understand, after a moment's 
reflection, that if Mr. Huxley put aside as unveri
fiable all that the senses could not verify, he would 
hav no use for his intellectual faculties, since what 
the senses recognize is merely raw material. Sec
ondly, ignoring all that physical science can deal 
with, consciousness must be denied. Physical sci
ence cannot even explain the phenomena of blush
ing, nor kindred manifestations sometimes attrib
uted to a determination of blood in other directions. 
In fact, back of all the senses is a body of matter 
called the brain, with the operations of which phys
ical science is quite unable to deal. Thirdly, what 
man of sanity would think of taking to the chemical 
laboratory for analysis such things as history, phi
lology, or mathematics, to the study of which Mr. 
Huxley often devoted his attention T The professor 
showed that the first of Mr. Lilly's theses was in
accurate, that the second was inaccurate, and that 
the third was inaccurate ; and that these three in
accurates constituted one prodigious misrepresen
tation. Where, then, in his vast vocabulary would 
the great student of nature hav found a word to 
fitly Qharacterize the Independent's statement T In 
my opinion he would for once hav become boister
ous, and denounced it as unhililtorical. 

G1o. E. MAcDoNALD. 
--------~.---------

The Cause in Oregon. 
Oregon City is a very prospe:rous and pretty 

place, and a bright oasis in the desert of hard times. 
· '.rhe falls on the Willamette are utilized by paper 

mills, woolen factories, and the electric company, 
which affords light and power to her more preten-
tious sister, Portland. -

That stalwart and loyal Liberal, Ben. F. Jagger, 
and his family, are shining lights and do much to 
dispel the darkness of superstition. Friend Jagger 
is ever kind, genial, courteous, of more than average 
business ability, and the success that has rewarded 
his management of his own affairs secures him the 
confidence and respect of his fellow-citizens, as was 
evinced by his election as councilman, because there 
arose great and pressing need of a really able and 
conscientious man on the board. It was the same 
with the county; when honest administration of the 
board of commissioners was the one hope to save 
the county from bankruptcy, the people, unsolicited, 
by an overwhelming majority, chose young Mr. 
Jagger, and this despite both father and son being 
the most pronounced Infidels. 

Friend Jagger rented Pond)s Hall, the best in 
the city, and met all the expenses of two lectures. 
At the first lecture there were about seventy present, 
and the second night one hundred and twenty. Much 
interest and enthusiasm was awakened, though the 
city was intensely excited over the reception of the 
delegates to the convention of the G. A. R. 

It was represented to me that this was a hopeless 
field, but, on the contrary, I found it one of the 
most promising. Mr. Jagger hopes to secure a 
suitable lot, and, if he can do this on reasonable 
terms, proposes to build a. hall and hav it dedicated 
to Freethought. There 1s a very general demand 
for Miss Nettie Olds to lecture there. 

Portland Secular Sunday-school participated in 
the Fourth of July parade. We had a float, 20x18-18 
feet high--built by Mr. John J_ Tracy. Along the 
bed of the float, 20 feet long, were letters 18 inches 
high shaded red and blue, reading on the one 
side' .. Universal Mental Liberty," and on the other, 
"T~ Do Good Is Our Religion." Arches on each 
side extended 20 feet with 5 foot crown on which, 
i:ll letters 14 inches high, were the words, " Port
land Secular Sunday-school." On the horses were 
banners 5 feet by 3 ; on those in the lead," Reason," 
''Right;" on the wheelers, "Truth," "Justice-'' 

The float was three tiers high, with canopy at the 
apex in which Miss Nettie Olds was seated dressed 
as "Goddess of Freethought." The float was c?v
ered with bunting and profusely decorated w1th 
flags evergreens and flowers. . The children each 
wor; a beautiful' badge, the gift of jolly, genial A. 
W. Miller, and carried an American flag. There 
were sixty children and fourteen adults on the float. 
The children sang patriotic songs over the entire 
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route of more than three miles, to the entertain
ment and delight of the bystanders, who generally
when the fanaticism was not too malignant-showed 
their appreciation by hearty and long-continued 
applause. Even the members of the Salvation 
Army, seeing the words, "Portland Secular Sun
day-school," and not being able to distinguish the 
difference between the words "Secular " and "Pres
byterian," were most hearty in their cheers. It 
was a grand advertisment of our work. 

June 23 was the memorable gala day of the Sil
verton Liberals, it being the anninrsary of the or
ganization of the Silverton Liberal Union. Each 
year they commemorate that event by having a gen
eral gatheriBg, 8 grand picnic, and in the evening 
musical and literary entertainment at Universal 
Mental Liberty Hall, owned by the society. 

The city has grown in importance, commercially 
and numerically, since my first visit five years ago. 
I was delighted to meet again the brave veterans, 
and learn that, while so nobly sustaining the cause, 
they had shared in the general prosperity of the 
city. The old stand-bys are ready as ever to do all 
possible for the advancement of Liberalism, but 
they realize the wisdom of placing the responsibil
ity of carrying on the work upon the younger mem
bers. 

The election of young Mr. Pearl W. Geer, the 
representativ of a long line of Infidel ancestors, to 
the position of president of the church and super
intendent of the Sunday-school, proves a most wise 
selection. He made his maiden speech on the Lib
eral rostrum at the picnic, and gave evidence of the 
possession of more than ordinary oratorical ability. 
The way he has conducted and built up interest in 
the Sunday-school is worthy of the highest com
mendation. 

There was a very large gathering of Liberals 
from the country around. Among the distinguished 
and most honored visitors was Father Ben Forst
ner, his excellent wife, and a goodly delegation of 
friends from Salem. The Woodburn friends were in 
full force. This would be a long communication if 
I enumerated only one-third of the good Liberals 
who rejoiced the Silverton friends, and enjoyed one 
of the jolliest, happiest days of their lives at the 
Silverton picnic. 

The evening entertainment at the hall fitly com
plemented the picnic. Higher praise than that is 
impossible. Young Mr. Geer and his assistant 
proved their ability to satisfactorily arrange and 
carry through a most arduous and brilliantly suc
cessful celebration without depending on the old 
folks for anything but financial aid. 

The Portland First Secular Church determined 
not to halt, and will take no vacation. Having 
raised the interest to the flood, it cannot afford by 
any ebb to lose what it has gained. The Sunday
school average attendance is forty-eight children, 
twenty-three adults, while the interest in the even
ing meetings is steadily in«;lreasing, and adding to 
the membership material of the highest quality. 
Sunday evening, July 7th, a most delightful pro
gram was rendered. It being the Sunday following 
the Fourth, Miss Olds took special pains to prepare 
a patriotic program, and every one of the thirteen 
numbers reflected credit alike upon child and in
structor. The recitations and songs by the tiny 
darlings of six and eight years were so admirably 
rendered as to excite the emotion alike of every 
true patriot and lover of children. The elder chil
dren's songs and recitations were not less com
mendable. 

No one can properly estimate the value of a Secu
lar Sunday-school until they see one in actual prog
ress. The participation of the children in the Sun
day evening services proves an immense attraction. 
It is a grand and good thing, and should be intro· 
duced wherever there is a Sllnday-school and local 
church. Let every good member of the Oregon 
State Secular Union make special effort this week 
to secure one new subscriber to THE TRuTH SEEKER. 

c. B. REYNOLDS, 

Sec. 0. S. S. U., 620 Seventh st., Portland, Or. 

THE addrel!ls of the secretary of the Brooklyn Philo
sophical Association is Thomas Duntze, 24 Stockholm 
street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical Society meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., il'l Washington Hall, 18th and Har
ney streets. Questions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discussed. All are welcome. 

A Lantern Without the Candle. 
It seems rather surprising that, in all the veering 

away from theology which we hav witnessed in our 
time, men, otherwise skeptical enough, should still 
profess faith in Jesus. They hav given up his di
vinity, but still cling to his name, or the former 
half of it, as to that of a most extraordinary man. 
To my thinking, a greater fallacy or superstition 
never possessed men. To giv up Christ the Son of 
God and stick to Jesus the son of Mary, seems 
to me to be an evidence of imbecility or excessiv 
sentiment, in which reason plays no pat't at all. 
Jesus without the Christ is a lantern without the 
candle, and a poor lantern too. If Jesus was the 
Christ, God's anointed, thA Son of God, and God 
himseif, theJt"e is some slight modicum of sense in 
the respect shown to him. But if Jesus was a mere 
man, Jew or Gentile, there is not bing in that fact 
to call out our reverence or to lead us to worship 
him. · 

Of course~ those who so excessivly crack Jesus 
up say they do so because of his wonderful charac
ter ; but, in sober truth, the boasted character of 
Jesus is all the invention of his worshipers, and 
especially of those who hav made money out of 
puffing him. Nor is that all; the boasted character 
of Jesus was concocted and put upon him or at
tributed to him, as the Son of God, or while he was 
too exalted to be regarded in any other light than 
that of divinity. In a word, if the churches had from 
the first treated and regarded Jesus as a mere 
man, as the Unitarians do, he never would hav had 
any character to boast of, for there are no materials 
out of which to weave it. This is literally ·true. 
Why, "Paul" was far more prominent as a man 
than Jesus ever was. There is no ground of com
parison between them. And if you take any one 
of the prominent martyrs mentioned in Chris
tianity, you will find a character transcendently 
more striking than that of Jesus. Ignatius, Poly
carp, Andrew, Peter, St. Simeon Stylites, the her
mit Anthony, and a dozen others, showed self-denial 
far superior to anything Jesus exhibited. And 
this must be clear to all who are unprejudiced 
enough to examin for thems~;~lvs. 

I, of course, do not regard any one of those 
names as representing a real man, but we hav to 
discuss character in fiction as in real life. Shak
spere's characters, for example, are quite as much 
distinguished from each other, and must be re
garded as quite as moral, immoral, great, little and 
middling, as real men and women. So must it be 
with Jesus and his followers. And it seems to me 
unquestionable that Jesus has been and is com
pletely eclipsed by many of those who hav followed 
him. That is, unless you throw into his scale the 
element of Godhead, he is outweighed immensely 
by many a character in church story. 

Consequently to take away the divinity of Christ, 
or rather of Jesus, is really to logically :ding him up 
altogether. For the elements of greatness are en
tirely wanting. Whoever sketched him relied for 
effect upon his divinity and nothing else. Take, as 
an illustration. a pictured saint, such as we see 
them in Christian art; there they appear with their 
saintly insignia. But just obliterate the nimbus or 
the ring of glory over or around the saint's head, 
and he appears as ordinary a being as you could 
well imagin. The painter relies upon the trappings 
of divinity for all the effect he would produce upon 
the spectator. So with Jesus-the writers depend 
upon the marvelous, the impossible, for effect. 
And Jesus, once reduced to mere manhood, is no 
better than a sucked orange. That is the logic of 
the position taken up by the Unitarians and by 
others in the present day. Jesus is all or nothing. 
Let them hav their choice. He is the impossible 
or the contemptible, like a pope without his infalli
bility or a priest minus his "reverence," or a rose 
destitute of color and scent. They may strive while 
they may, but they must make Jesus everything or 
nothing at all-.T. Symes, in Melbourne Liberator. 

At the Annual Congress of French Freethinkers, 92 
delegates from the provinces were present. ·. ·. • Speak .. 
ing of ''forgotten" Infidel authors, it is worth noting that 
the 1878 edition of the complete works of Voltaire has 
been sold out in France, and of his work "Charles XII," 
the bookselline: firm Reimwald alone has sold 83,500 
copies. ·. ·. · Freneh Freethinkers contemplate erecting 
a memorial in honor of the late Maria Deraismes, who 
died February 6, 1894. ·. ·. · A new Freethought Soci
ety has been formed at Evreux, France. The Feder
ation du Nord et du Pas-de-Oalais and Libre Pensee 
d'Illiers hav also joined the National Federation. 

THE Freethought Society of Ballard Falls, Kan., has 
got out a sheet for missionary work by Freethinkers 
called "The Holy Bible in a Nutshell." It is made up 
of extracts and paraphrases of Remsburg's, Wheeler's, 
and other works, "Self-Contradictions of the Bible" The Oent.ral Freethought Society of Venezuela has 
being liberally drawn on, with the Nine Demands added elected Od6n de Buen honorary president . . La 
and some pertinent questions asked, making on the whole Nueva Era is getting to the front as an activ Free
a very good eye-opening leaflet, and the Society is will- thought journal in Guatemala. ·. ·. · Mr. Ramon Veres, 
ing that all should help distribute them. The Society editor of om: Spanish-American Freethought contem
itself has distributed ten thousand. They will he fur- po'rary, El Progreso, New York, has been meeting with 
nished at five cents per dozen by addressing Mrs. 0. a highly :flattering reception from the Freethinkers of 
Dalrymple, secretary of the Society, Ballard Falls, Kan .. Guatemala. 
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They Like Telling Pictures. 
ScaNDIA, KAN., July 8, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3, for 
which send me the "Pictorial Text-Book" 
and THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. 

J. M. WEISLOGEL, 

RoSENTHAL, TEx., July 7, 1895. 
MR. EuiToR: Inclosed please find $6.25. 

Send -me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, 
and the "Pictorial Text~ Book," "Old Tes
tament Stories," Bell's "Hand-Book," 
and Ingersoll's "Bible." Please send to 

Yours truly, J. B. CooKSEY. 

N.mw YoRK, July 8, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for a new 

subscriber. Please mail the paper and 
"Pictorial Text-Book" to Mr. William 
Miles, Jr. Mr. Miles would be pleased to 
hav the back-numbers of the THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, beginning with Mr. Putnam's first 
English letter. WM. BRoADBELT. 

Sr. JACoB, ILL., July 7, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: For the $3 inclosed yon 

will please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to 
Dr. F. F. Berger. Dr. Berger is a new 
subscriber. Send him the paper for one 
year, and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." Yours for Freethonght, 

c. J. MAURER. 

STEL"'MAN, OR., June 30, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, for which 

yon will please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for a year, and the "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book," with "All About the 
Holy Bible," "The Great Ingersoll Con
troversy," "Liberty for Man, Woman, 
and Child," "Design Fallacies," and small 
pamphlets named. HARRY DUNDAS. 

Small Missionaries Ordered, 
GALESBUJIG, ILL., July 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $4, 
for which I wish yon to send THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book," and pamphlets as per order. 

And oblige, WM. F A.MUL.ENER. 

Wants Direct Connection at Last. 
ALLEGHENY CITY, J nne 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 
please send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year. I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER these many years, but hav always 
got it from the news agents. It is my light 
and guide, and I would be lost without it. 
Send " Freethinker's Pictorial Text-
Book." A. R. WEYER. 

We Thank SecretBry Herbert for This. 
PLEASANTON, CAL., July 6, 1895. 

MR. EmroR: I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of June 29th that Hilary A. Herbert says 
that Paine's "Age of Reason" has taken 
its place upon the shelf among the dusty 
volumes of forgotten literature. But be-· 
lieving that THE TRUTH SEEKER oan dig up 
a few copies, I hasten to secure the same 
for some of my friends, so please send a 
copy to each of the twenty-four names 
inclosed, for which yon will find here
with $3. Also please send "Liberty 
for Man, Womanp and Child" and "Vol
taire." My "Pictorial Text-Book" came 
all right, and I think it grand. 

FoURTH oF JULY. 

Takes Backbone to Stand Alone. 
CARLISLE, lA,, Jnly 10, 1895. 

Mr. EDIToR: I avail myself of the offer 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Four Hun
dred Years of Freeth ought" for $6.50. I 
hav tried hard to get yon some subscribers, 
but it is a difficult matter to get the people 
to take the paper, as there are so many 
who fear the ohnrohes. I am the only man 
that fights the churches openly. I hav 
fought them for the last twenty years, and 
hav been boycotted by all the chnroh peo
ple, but I shall fight them as long as I liv. 

I think THE TRUTH SEEKER the best 
eye-opener that I ever had the pleasure of 
reading. M. GUISINGER, 

The Press Does Not Tell Its Reai!ers. 
SYRACUSE, N.Y., July 8, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: In my article, finding 
Kansas citizens blamable for the imprison
ment of Mr. Harman, I did not mean to 
ignore the fact that the gli>vernment in 
Washington was the power that made and 
keeps Mr. Harman a prisoner ; but in 
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looking back to the time and the people 
that made Kansas a "free state," it 
seemed to me that instead of the state 
oonrts composed of the cit-izens of the 
state sitting down and quietly passing 
along, not even inquiring into or seemingly 
oaring that its noblest citizen was behind 
prison bars, there ought to be men and 
women congregating in large numbers 
everywhere where there are oonrt houses, 
besieging the officers of oonrts to find 
some way to set at liberty snob a prisoner. 

Where are the Christians that believe 
their God opened prison doors, that they 
are not doing as the Christians of fifty 
years ago did, praying so loud and oon
tinnonsly that other business is compelled 
to wait till this great wrong is in some 
way righted? 

How hard it is for one wornont and use
less to sit still, unable even to get np peti
tions for the release of snob a prisoner I 

Lucy N. CoLMAN, 

A. Local Allegory. 
PARK RIV.mR, N. DAK,, June 15; 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I had the following dream 
the other night: I thought I saw a big 
bill posted as follows: "Free Lectures on 
Sunday next at the Methodist Episcopal 
ohnroh. Subject: 'The Nose.' By Rev. 
Smeller." 

The nose is a natural thing, we all 
know; it is used for smelling. The bird
dog has the finest specimen of it; he oan 
smell his game far off. Of course that is a 
natural instinct. The Methodist Episco
pal bull-dog works differently. He oan 
s~ell only tea and high spirits; he barks, 
bites, and fights according to his nature. 
Then comes a somewhat strange-looking, 
long-eared, qneer-hallooing creature, not 
even respecting the laws of nature, for he 
halloos day and night, and won't let hu
man beings sleep; he also halloos Sunday, 
but he is excused for Snnday-hallooing 
on aooonnt of his nose; he cannot smell 
like the Rev. Smeller. The three of them 
t.ogether make a pretty good combination 
-one does the smelling, the other the 
barking and biting, and the third the 
hallooing. There ought to be an injunc
tion on them; if they were blind pigs, 
there would be, too; but they are not as 
valuable as pigs; hence they escape the 
prohibitory laws. JOHN MUNDIGEL, 

Church Monopoly of Public Functions. 
TIPToN, CAL., July 4, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I shall celebrate our na
tional holiday in a fitting manner by start
ing $4.25 for the pla:Je where I think it 
will do the most good. Send books as per 
inclosed list and credit balance on my sub
scription •. This is about the extent of my 
celebration this glorious Fourth. Tipton 
is observing the day to some extent, but 
the whole program is under. the auspices 
and control of the ohnrch, so I am not in 
it. When I hav written yon before from 
here this was a godles3 place, but 'tis so 
no more. Last spring a female evangelist 
arrived, ~~ond she has hauled in all the 
suckers, which means most of this com
munity. Now our resident minister, who 
had been here about two years and had 
never saved a soul, brags sbont his con
verts and thinks he is running the town. 
He is not right, but near it-too near it. 
He is very brave (in the pulpit), and I hav 
been told that he has often assured his 
faithful flock that be stands ready to de
bate the snbj ect of the infallibility of the 
Bible with any Infidel! He tackled me 
on the subject when he first came here. 
I listened to his little story for about 
twenty minutes, and then asked him to 
hear me for a moment, which he expressed 
a willingness to do, but before I had spok
en a dozen words he remembered that his 
breakfast was waiting for him, and left me. 
He said he would giv me another ohanoe 
but since that day he will scarcely speak 
when we meet. Oh, yes, he will debate 
when no opponent is near. 

A Mr. Castle, who has taught our school 
for the past two years, is an unbeliever, 
One convert, I am informed, has declared 
that Castle shall not teach the school any 
more unless he marches np and joins the 
chnroh. But we hav a school board, nei
ther of whose members is a Christian, and 
what the ohnroh says will not govern their 
action in the m&tter. Yours, 

F. B. HAWKlNS, 

A. New Convert. 
TRENToN, Mo., July 8, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav just received a copy 
of your paper, through the kindness of 
Mr. Hart, of Kirksville, Mo., and find it 
very interesting. To liberty,Joving Amer
icans it is well worth the price. Of all the 
papers I hav had the privilege of reading, 
it is the best, and will be the first on my 
table, when I am able to afford one. A 
few months ago I took a notion to a pro
fessional life, and cast about me to see 
where I should hav the least competition. 
As the number of those who are working 
for humanity is small, I hav chosen that 
field of labor. I read the Bible through, 
then "Facts and Fancies About Stlienoe," 
and ended an Infidel by reading Joseph 
Cook's lecture on "Conscience." I never 
read an Infidel work until after I had be
come an Infidel myself. As soon as I oan 
prepare myself I am going to leotnre
hold revival meetings for the benefit of 
humanity. I shall soon submit snme es
says to be printed in the form of tracts
not oo:11ments on the Bible, which is a 
threadbare subject, but something of a 
scientific natnr.e ; also answering argu
ments of the preachers. Yours, 

JAs. W. MooNEY, 
[Our young friend's resolve to enter the 

lecture field in the interests of humanity 
is a commendable one, but let him spend 
from three to five years in thoroughly 
reading np in rationalism and · soienoe. 
Let him become acquainted with the his
tory of Freethonght, and know what oth
ers hav written before he writes mnoh 
himself Then he won't put forth as orig
inal that which can be only a restH.tement 
of the argume.nts and oonolnsiona of his 
predeoessors,-ED, T. S.] 

Not Ashamed h Stand Up for Jesus. 
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., July 10, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Yon ask why I use the 
term " so-called Christianity." I hav 
fallen into the habit of using that expres
sion for the reason, I reckon, that it tan
talizes the Christians and provokes inves
tigation. Nothing makes a ohnrohman so 
mad as to dub him a "so-called Chris
tiall," or a" so· called follower of Jesus.'' 
The truth is, they folio w J esns as the old 
woman kept tavern. Like h-1 ! 

J esns was an iconoclast and directed the 
most of his energies to the tearing down 
of the orthodox religion of his day. He 
always kept a barrel of the bitterest in
vectiv on tap to pour out upon " the 
ohnroh" and upon the heads of the sa noti
fied pirates who run it. He "had it in" 
for the" whole shootin' match," and never 
neglected an opportunity to nnoork the 
vials of his wrath. 

Thosewhoto-dayare fighting the chnroh, 
its creeds, its fetichism, its hypoori~y, and 
its diabolical intolerance, are the real fol
lowers of Jesus. He belongs to ns fellows 
of the broad ohnroh of humanity and not 
to the form- and creed-worshiping idola
ters and bigots of ths narrow ohnrch built 
by Paul and Constantine. Were he to 
come on earth and repeat his merciless ar
raignment of that org~>nized fraud and 
humbug known as "the ohnroh," it would 
again crucify him, unless the Infidels 
rallied to his defense and beat the blood
hounds off, which they would be pretty 
apt to do. 

Thirty-one years ago I read, and hav 
since twice re-read, Renan's "Life of 
Jesus," and I confess to a good deal of 
sympathy and admiration, if nothing 
worse, for that unfortunate victim of 
ohnroh malignity. (For I hav felt her 
claws a little myself.) 

I might as well make a olean breast of 
it, I suppose, and own np that '' I love 
Jesus, yes, I do," and Robert Ingersoll 
and Thomas Paine and all the other good 
Infidels who hav drawn the fire of Satan's 
churchly hosts. If no one else in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER family will "stand np for 
J esns," blessed if I don't. 

s. R. SHEPHERD. 

[We are much more inclined to aaree 
with Joseph Symes, of the Melbo~rne 
Liberator, in his estimate of Jesus, than 
we are with the estimate which Brother 
Shepherd puts on the same quite possibly 
mythical individual. As Mr. Symes says, 
" the boasted character of Jesus is all the 
invention of his worshipers." Mr. Shep
herd respects an ideal Jesus, not the Jesus 
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of the gospels. We hate to think that our 
Leavenworth friend does not read every 
word in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but we do 
not see how he oonld talk about Jesus as 
he does if he had carefully perused the 
series of articles in examination of the 
Sermon on the Mount contributed to these 
columns some months ago by Mr. C. B. 
Cooper. Thatshows how very little there 
is upon which to base the extravagant 
claims made for the wisdom and character 
of the Nazarene by Renan and other sen
timentalists who hav allowed their precon
ceptions to dull their critical faculties, 
Renan was trained for the priesthood 
which fact caused Friedrich Nietzsche t~ 
utter his famous epigram that he repre
sented "the loss of Reason through orig· 
inal sin.'' It is true that Jesus had a large 
reservoir of inveotiv constantly on tap, 
but we do not see that that is particularly 
to his credit, while cool reasoning was as 
conspicuous hy its absenlle as the abuse 
was by its presence. As to Paul, he was 
indeed a bigot, and yet some of his utter
ances are far more broadly liberal than any 
attributed to Jesus. While he wanted the 
unbeliever onrsed he strongly denonaoed 
Sabbatarianism and the sumptuary no
tions of the pions meddlers of his time. 
-ED. T. S.] 

The Shadow of Deatll. 
JEut.JOo, TENN., June 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find 25tl., for 
which please send me one copy of Paine's 
"Age of Rsason.'' I send for this for a 
friend of mine. Although I am down finan
cially, I will not cease to agitate for the 
oanse of Freeth ought and liberty. 

Recently I had the sad misfortune to 
lose my loving wife. Words cannot de
scribe my afil.iotion. She died as she had 
lived, a consistent Agnostic. When some 
of her Christian friends visited her at her 
death-bed they thought they saw an op
portunity to say something to her about 
the future prospects of her soul. She 
kindly eaid to them: "I am no hypoorit. 
I am not a Christian and not a believer in· 
your Bible." That ended the matter. We 
had some very good friends among the 
!Jhnroh people, and I must say they 
showed every respsot due ns. A Baptist 
minister addressed the people at the grave 
by my request. I had told him to spealt 
of her as a friend and neighbor, and not as 
a Christian, for neither of ns was a believ
er in the creed, He did as requested and 
made a very appropriate address. ' He 
spoke of the life we lived as good neigh
bors, a loving wife and kind husband, but 
did not refer to our unbelief. Of oonrse I 
cannot say, " 0 Lord, thy will be done " 
for it seemed so orne! to take her aw~y 
whom I loved so dearly. Yet I know I am 
helpless, and must, as others hav done, re
sign myself to the demand of Mother Na
ture. But oh, I feel the loss of her com
panionship, and mourn and sigh. If I 
raise my voice to heaven, it seems that it is 
only an appeal to vacuity. Yet there may 
be an all-t>flwerfnl God ruling the uni
verse and directing the oonrse of the stars. 
But if there is, I am unable to discover his 
love for man, for he remorselessly breaks 
the dearest ties that mortals know, and at 
the s~tme time hides behind the mysteries 
of an unknown fntnre all that is near and 
dear to us. 

The closing of the eyes in death may be 
the unfolding of the spirit's wings to soar to 
worlds to ns now unknown. It may be 
that we will then see what our mission has 
been on earth. But to say so is all specu
lation, and only a waste of words. Then 
let me cease to talk:, let me close my month 
and cease to utter words with my tongue 
in the presence of death. Mnoh as I may 
desire to know that she whom I loved is 
still alive and waiting for me in another 
world, my desire will not make it true. I 
will hav io wait only till the summons 
comes to me; then I will know or will cease 
to know forever; then there will be a con
scions awakening or unconscious sleep 
forever. S. P. HERRON, 

C} ristianity the Child of Older Faiths. 
JANESVILt.E, Wis., June 30, E. M. 295. 

Mn. EDIToR: I hav read with mnoh in
terest Mr. George Macdonald's comment 
in his Observations, on my article of a fort: 
night previous. He does not seem to at
tach the same importance that I do to 
astro-theology as an explanation of modern 
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religions ideas, but I am inclined to think 
he would do so if he had given the matter 
as mnoh serious consideration. 

His citing of Huxley's opinion concern
ing the "Diegesis" has no weight with me, 
as I do not consider Huxley competent to 
speak authoritativly upon the subject. We 
are too p:o:one to forget that a man's pre
eminence and profound learning in a spe
cial field of knowledge does not fit him to 
speak anthoritativly concerning another 
and totally different branch of knowledge, 
with which he has but the slightest ac
quaintance. Much as I admire Huxley and 
revere his learning, and hear with regret 
tho news of his death, I cannot consider 
him o:>mpatent to criticise Taylor. He 
certainly lacked Taylor's moral courage at 
the beginning of his career, and did not 
dare attack the cosmogony of Genesis, but 
directed his batteries against Milton's 
great poem, trusting that folks would per
ceive that he was slily aiming at the 
Bible. 

I cannot but feel resentment at any flip
pant disparagement of the ''Diegesis ;" it is 
a marvelous work, and, considering the 
early day at which it was written, won
derfully oorreotand exact in its statements. 
Oomparativ religion and mythology, an
thropology, and studies in folk lore were 
then in their infancy or not yet existent. 
Huxley in that day would probably hav 
remained silent, but Taylor, a brave and 
most profoundly learned man in this spe
cial field of knowledge, gave us his won
derful books. 

The disparagement and contempt, or, 
more often, the utter ignorance, of the av
erage conventional scholar concerning 
snob subjects as astro-theology, phallicism, 
and serpent worship, is the natural result 
of the insidious and false educational in
fluences to which he has been subjected. 
The whole Christian world is leagued to
gether to seek to minimize and underrate 
the importance of snob studies. Concern
ing astro-theology, the priestly class sus
tain a significant, never-broken silence; 
yet no other class of men are so thor
oughly aware of its truth and import· 
anoe. 

One thing is certain, if we are ever- to 
understand the past, we must throw aside, 
once and for all, the theory that religion 
has its origin in lies and inventions. Hu
man nature has never been snob a stick as 
to be so completely gulled as snob a theory 
implies. Many men are conscious of this, 
and cling to the orthodox systems of faith 
simply because they believe there must be 
something in them, or they could not hav 
come into existence. 

We can assist them to the light and con
found the religionists by showing them 
what this something is; by revealing the 
true origin of these systems, and explain
ing their real meanings and their develop
ment in a way which oan be comprehended 
by the common people. We must throw 
aside the idea that priests hav been a 
weak and silly class of men,or that they hav 
all been knaves aiJ.d liars. Religions sys
tems sre an evolntional growth, just as man 
is an evolutional growth, and were mold. 
ed and fashioned into their present form 
through the action of well-defined laws. 

I oau assure Mr. Macdonald that there 
is a deeper significance to sex worship than 
can be found in crosses, buns, and dough
nuts. The chief stumbling-block in the 
way of a correct understanding of these 
matters has been the fact that most writers 
were prone to make a hobby of a favorit 
subject, and to seek to find traces of it 
everywhere, to the exclusion of everything 
else. The picture they draw lacks per
peotiv, and ignores all surrounding con. 
ditions, relations, and modifications. Now, 
the truth is, astra-theology, phallicism, 
serpent worship, fire worship, Sabianism, 
and Soatalogio rites, are simply different 
phases of the same thing, and no jnst com
prehension of their real significance oau 
be obtained except by the oomparativ 
method of study. Taken separately, they 
are little more than a matter of curious 
interest for the antiquary, but studied 
comparatively they afford a world of new 
light as to the origin and development of 
our modern systems of religion. Snob 
study immediately reveals the fact that 
Christianity is not something new and dif
ferent from what preceded it, but is the 
legitimate and logical development of the 
religious past. 
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Even Liberals are, as a class, too mnoh 
infected with the delusion that Christian
ity is something new and different from 
what preceded it, and that it sprang up in 
opposition to the older systems and over
threw them. N otliing could be further 
from the truth; essentially, it is the same 
as the older systems. 

Mr. Macdonald's objection that the as
tronomical theory does not provide for the 
doo~rins and precepts is not well made. In 
the nature of the case, it does not and has 
no reason so to do. These are the results 
of social conditions. J nst as no social or
ganization, be it ever so primitiv, can exist 
long without some sort of a written or un
written code of laws and customs, so no 
system of religion, be it based on astro
nomical phenomena or not, can long exist 
without forming some sort of a moral code, 
and by this we are enabled, to a greater 
or less extent, to comprehend its historic 
relations, to understand the conditions 
under which the system originated and de
veloped, and to settle approximately the 
time of its origin. 

Certainly, as Mr. Macdonald suggests, 
no sane person would aoonse the solar orb 
of preaching the Sermon on the Mount or 
dictating the Ten Commandments, regard
ing it, as we do at present, simply as the 
solar orb, and as something totally devoid 
of intelligence, or oonsoionsness, or power 
of expression. But we must remember 
that the ancients did not so regard it, but, 
on the contrary, believed it to be a living 
and beneficent intelligence, who showered 
his good gifts and blessings on man, be
stowing life, light, and warmth, and the 
products of the harvest time on mankind, 
and who lived by eating the stars, for it 
was his round stomach full of them that 
men saw in the heavens. 

Conceiving the sun as snob a being, 
it was but natural that he should also con
fer upon man the blessings of religions in
struction in some snob form as the Sermon 
on the Mount, or the Tim Commandments, 
or the Levitical code. Right here it is 
that we see the subtle influence of the 
priesthood, seeking to claim such com
mands as the teachings of the sun-god as 
would redound to their own best interests 
and influence. 

Nothing can be more foolish or falla
cious than to assert that the sources of 
religions systems are to be found in the in
ventiv and lying faculties of priests. Such 
an hypothesis not only does not, but is 
utterly inadequate, to account for the 
facts. All modern research shows that a 
far greater and more adequate cause is 
necessary to explain the origin and devel
opment of religions systems; not but what 
priestly invention is an important element, 
which must be kept constantly in mind and 
taken into account, but always ~nly as a 
minor factor, never as the oontroling or 
originating influence. Priestoraft simply 
labors to transform, as mnoh as lies in its 
power, already existing material to snit 
its own purposes; it does not invent or 
originate the material it uses. 

The present is always and inevitably the 
child of the past, and no set of men, no 
matter how great their influence and au
thority, can any more avert or prevent the 
action of causes which involve religions 
systems and ideas than they can oheok or 
stop the growth and development of the 
.human species. The influences at work are 
too deeply rooted in the past. 

In Christianity, I am convinced, we hav 
a religion in which priestly power has done 
all that it could do in the line of deception, 
and yet what, and what only, could it and 
did it accomplish? The intrinsic and basic 
ideas and principles of the older systems 
on which it was founded it could not, and 
did not, change, but what it did was this: 
It took sun-worship out of the sky, and 
localized it in Palestine; it sought to tear 
away and destroy every ligament and asso
ciation that bound it to the past, and foist 
it on the world as a new revelation from 
on high. This they accomplished, and in 
doing so perpetrated a great wrong, for 
they changed that which was natural and 
beautiful and inspiring into that which was 
unnatural and hideous, yet in every other 
essential to-day Christianity is still the 
venerable religion of the sun, and we hav 
but to take Ghrist out of Palestine and 
put him baok into the heavens .where he 
belongs to perceive this. Through the 
study of astro-theology, phallicism, and 

their kindred themes we can explain to 
men why and how this is so, and free them 
from the fetters of superstition, and we can 
never do it in any other way. 

Mr. Macdonald says he does not believe 
that the inventors or adapters of Chris
tian theology knew enough aborit as
tronomy to adapt their yarns to it. rrhey 
did not hav to; the yarns had already been 
in existence for ages, and the astronomic 
portions of their systems had always been 
the chief concern of the priesthoods. 
Without a profound knowledge of the 
movements of the heavenly bodies, they 
could not correctly conduct their religions 
festivals. The correctness of their calen
dar was a matter of the most serious im
portance to them. In Egypt, at the pres
ent day, we may see on every side vast 
temples, which hav been shifted on their 
bases, given a twist, so to speak, or often 
practically rebuilt, at a vast expense of la
bor, to correct their orientation, which 
the precession of the eqni:Q.oxes rendered 
incorrect every 300 years. 

I believe that these priests, driven out of 
Egypt some 500 years ago, when the Turks 
rose into power in the Mohammedan 
world, were the founders of the system we 
now call Christianity. 

I hav no faith in the generally-accepted 
opinion that the system is 1,800 years old, 
and originated in the manner it is claimed 
to hav done, but believe, with Professors 
Johnson and Bellaire, that it is of compar
ativly modern origin. 

MoRRIS M. BoSTWICK. 

Mortuary-Eola Kaple. 
"Died, on Monday, June 17th, at Jersey 

Oity, Mrs. Eola Griffin Kaple, aged forty
two years. Mrs. Kaple had been an in
valid for the past several years, and her 
mission to Jersey Oi ty was to seek a change 
of climate with a view of regaining her 
health. The remains were brought to 
Middlefield, New York, and the funeral 
services, which were wholly secular, took 
place under the shade of the maples in the 
Middlefield cemetery in the presence of a 
large concourse of friends and relative. 
By a special agreement made some time 
ago, Orra L. Tipple delivered the addres8, 
and Mrs. Fred E. Page sang a hymn from 
the Oosmian Hymn-book. Mrs. Kaple was 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Agnes Grif
fin, of Middlefield. Besides her husband 
and parents she leaves two sisters, Mamie 
and Belle, and one brother, Onrtis, to 
mourn her death. Mrs. Kaple was a lady 
of rare mental attainments; she was a 
pioneer in the progressiv thought of her 
time. She was conversant with all the lit
erature of the day; she was a careful and 
conscientious student of nature, and her 
brain was a store-house of valuable infor
mation upon the history of the past and 
the current topics of the day. She was an 
accomplished musician, a loving and duti
ful wife, a good neighbor, and true to her 
friends. She will be missed by all who 
had the pleasure of her acquaintance. 
"Tis a long, last, and beautiful sleep, and 
under the seven-hued arch of hope let the 
dead rest.'" 

MRS. GLENDEEN SHEARMAN AIKIN. 
On June 19, 1895, at Corydon, Warren 

Oo., Penn., departed into the unknown 
Mrs. Glendeen. Shearman Aikin, in her 
thirty-ninth year. It is only a few short 
years since Mrs. Aikin, in the full bloom 
of a splendid physique, bid fair to liv to 
an advanced age, but that dread destroyer, 
consumption, which medical science as yet 
is unable to snooessfnlly combat, shortened 
her fleeting years to less than two score, 
death claiming her just as she was begin
ning fairly to realize the truer purposes of 
life. 

I hav made the remark a thousand times, 
and must still reiterate it, that if women 
would only withdraw their powerful influ
ence from the church, ten years would see 
it crumbling into fragments, and its final
ity within the next quarter of a century. 
If all women were like my relativ, snob 
would soon be the fate of churches and 
creeds. · 

Mrs. Aikin was one of those independ
ent, thinking, progressiv women who had 
no desire for Epworth Leagues, Women's 
Christian Temperance Union societies, or 
Foreign Missionary assemblage~. Her en
deavors and labors were confined to mak
ing her own home enjoyable; and if she 
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encountered want or heard of it, she made 
haste right then and there to minister 
thereto in. the most direct way, so that 
hunger was appeased from her own table, 
and nakedness covered from her own 
wardrobe. 

She was a friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
an admirer of Ingersoll, and a reader of 
Helen Gardener's works, and urged very 
strongly, and I think with snooess, that 
the "Struthers Library," of Warren, Pa., 
should put them on its ahelvs. 

She had no fear of death-only regret 
that she must leave her husband, her 
daughter, and her son. She had pondered 
on the future, and although keenly realiz
ing its inevitable trend as to "whence and 
whHher," was perfectly resigned to accept 
its conditions whatever they might be. 

D 11ring her protracted illness she was 
kindly remembered by the resident Metho
dist clergyman, who, in the pursuit of his 
duties, felt called upon to visit her. She 
told him plainly and calmly she had no 
use for his creed, as her mind had long 
been made up as to death and futurity. 

Her spirited bearing, generous impulses, 
and laudable aspirations will long be re
membered by her sorrowing friends, and 
many the heartfelt regrets that her days 
were so few in the land of her nativity. 

B. G. MoRRISON. 

ENEAS SCOTT. 
Eneas Scott, one of the oldest residents 

of Morgan county, lll., died June 24, 1895, 
at his home four miles west of Franklin, 
Had he lived one more day he would 
hav fulfilled his eighty-second year. He 
was born J nne 25, 1813, at Barrington, 
Somersetshire, England, his parents, J o
nas and Catharine Scott, being native of 
that shire. In 1817 the family emigrated 
to America, spending four weeks on the 
voyage. and landing at'New York city on 
November 3. Thence they proceeded to 
New Jersey, and settled on a farm about 
fifteen miles from the metropolis. The 
parents were afterwards laid to rest in 
Newark cemetery, the father dying Feb •. 
23, 1848, and the mother Jnly6, 1856. The 
family comprised four children, viz., Ase
nath, Eneas, Charles, and Jonas, of whom 
Jonas, now of Jacksonville, Illinois, still 
survives. Eneas lived in New Jersey until 
he reached manhood, marrying before he 
left the state, and soon afterward moved 
to Springfield, Ill., where two children 
were born, and where the wife, surviving 
but a short time, died. Only one of the 
children born of this marriage is now liv
ing. Eneas returned to New Jersey, and 
was married again, a little later removing 
to Cincinnati, 0., where for ten years he 
was foreman in Greenwood's foundry, and 
from which city he removed a second time 
to Illinois, settling on the farm where hfi 
died. By the second marriage there were 
eight children born, five of whom survive 
the father, and the aged wife, who for 
fifty-fcnr years has held to his hand with 
womanly devotion, is left to follow toward 
the unknown and silent future. Mr. Scott 
presented to the world, and impressed 
upon all about him, the ster!ing character
istics of a constant and indefatigable 
worker (industry was to him a supreme 
virtue), an exact and prompt manager, 
and a fearless thinker. How mnoh the 
young men of tl:..is generation owe to those 
industrious, tireless, sturdy pioneers who, 
years ago, when our Western country was 
a wilderness came here and undertook 
the task-and succeeded in it too-of turn
ing that wilderness into a very garden of 
plenty and delight, can scarcely be meas
ured in words. On questions concerning 
the future, Mr. Scott was Agnostic, always 
a Freethinker, and for fifty years a reader 
of the Investigator, and for many years, 
also, of THE TRuTH SEEKER. He desired 
a secular funeral, and while all members"' 
of the family were not in sympathy with 
his Liberal views, yf'lt all agreed to honor 
the father's memory and j 11stify his faith
fulness to his conception of what he be
lieved to be truth, by arranging for snob 
a service. In accordance with that agree
ment, the writer officiated as speaker. The 
address was delivered at the house, begin
ning with the reading of Bryant's noble 
poem, "Thanatopsis," and briefly calling 
attention to the animating purpose of the 
life just closed, its lessons, its usefulness, 
and the certainty that whatever the future 
may hold for such as he, as he himself ex
pressed it to his son, "all is well." Mr. 
Scott was laid to rest in Diamond Hill 
cemetery, Jacksonville, Ill., tbe Masons 
performing the final ceremonies at the 
~rave. MATTIE P. KREKEL, 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
tions tor this Corner should be sent. 

•• Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dar,'s occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Tommy's Kindling. 
"Will my dear bring his mamma some kindling 

Right now? for I've something to bake
Something good, and we'll hav it for dinn~r; 
It might be a big ginger cake." 

"'Es, I'll b'ing oo a load in my 'aggon," 
And awav in a twinkling he sped; 

But the wagon was set for a horse power, 
So he started in search of his sled. 

But the calves in the orchard were racing, 
So, tying the sled to the bars, 

For an hour he made one in the frolic, 
And then with the baby played car>. 

Asleep he was carried from dinner, 
But the nap was a short one, and then 

Round a tortoise and toad in the garden 
He built a commodious pen; 

After that dug a well with the penknife 
His uncle had sent him from town; 

Then chased all the cats up the maples, 
And waited to see them come down. 

That evening, when twilight was falling, 
A sled clattered up to the door, 

And a wee, tired boy was unloading 
Five green little chips, and no more. 

-Marv T. Ferron. 

Science Lesson. 
!NSEOTS. 

The sunshine of the summer day brings 
myriads of insects into life. Those gifted 
with language utter all the sounds they 
can. The air is vocal with their hum and 
song. Life is afloat and abloom every_ 
where. The meadow grass teems with ju. 
bilant life, while both forest and field are 
tremulous with the swish and sway of num
berless notes of curious little forms of 
breathing, eager, and earnest life. They 
are, these little creatures, so delicately 
and, withal, so wonderfully made, that it 
is worth anyone's while to observe and 
study their nature and oharaoteristios. 
We get the word insect direct from the 
Latin, and it means notched or out into, 
thus indicating the cross-lines or sections, 
marking the body of the creature oalled 
an insect. The brain is small, but it is 
there, just the same, as in the head of an 
elephant or horse. Instead of a backbone, 
howe'l'er, there is a sort of knotted cord 
which answers ever~ purpose, from which, 
and from the bram, extend numerous 
white threads or nerves. There are no 
lungs, but in place of lungs are long air
pipes, by which air goes to every part of 
the body. They do not, however, breathe 
by the mouth, but by the nine small holes 
or spiracles along either side of the body. 
And some water-insects breathe by means 
of gills. They possess a tube-like heart, 
with partitions and valves. True, they hav 
no red blood to circulate in arteries and 
veins. Yet there is a colorless fluid that 
serves the same purpose as blood, moves 
through the body and mingles with nutri
tiv elements, receiving air from the air
pipee, -which renders it all right to re
new, nourish, and sustain life. There is 
no spontaneous generation among insects, 
but they come from eggs. And the un
erring instinct of mother-insects causes 
them to lay their eggs near a plentiful sup
ply of food so their young can help them
selva as soon as they are born. 

There is no need of soaring to unknown 
bights in search of new subjects, while the 
oommoB. forms of life at our very feet are 
so numerous and so little understood. 

The wonderful and the beautiful are all 
around us. We walk blindfold amid a 
world of beauty, a world of teeming, sen
tient life. Our feet tread on leaves of un
deoiphered knowledge. Our eyes look, 
but see not the vast panorama of science 
before us, or we are blinded by the glori
ous visions of loveliness on either hand. 

Our ears are dulled to the music of the 
procession of organic life, and so we go 
groping on our way. 

We should turn to the contemplation of 
that which is all about us, and know that 
nothing is beneath our observation and 
investigation. 

As we learn of the swarming, seething 
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life on every hand, its perfect adaptation to 
its environment, its attributPB and quali
ties, its delicate adjustment, we shall think 
less of the I and more of its companions 
and relative, each filling their part and do
ing their work ln the great circle of throb
bing, moving, never-ending life. 

S. H. W. --------
Story of a Hundred Dollar BilL 

A distinguished statesman forty years 
ago was on a visit to Baltimore, and he 
gave to a colored servant girl while there 
what he supposed to be at the time a 
one dollar bill. The girl went to a gro
cery store, and after making a few 
trifling purchases, gave the bill in pay
ment, under the supposition that it was a 
dollar. The proprietor of the store, a 
highly esteemed citizen of Baltimore, no· 
tioed with surprise that it was for a hun
dred dollars, and he supposed at once that 
the woman had stolen it. Ascertaining 
the delusion the girl was under, he in
formed her of the true character of the 
note, and told her he would detain it un
til the owner was found. He advertised 
the bill, and the statesman, in answer, 
called to say that the girl's atory was true; 
and that as her honesty had been suspected 
she should keep the bill. He then de
parted to the scenes of his daily triumphs, 
and in the acquisition of a great fame per
haps forgot the incident. The grocery 
merchant retained the note, in expeota• 
tion of the girl returning, but she never 
called for it, it is supposed being fright
ened and fearing to be charged with its 
theft. Years rolled on and she married, 
bore children and died, and a few years 
ago a son applied to the merchant for the 
note and the interest:, which now amount
ed to a large Bnm of money. This amount 
the custodians of the fund paid into one of 
our city courts, in order that the court 
should decide whether or not the claimant 
was entitled to it. The court BUstained 
the claim, and the money was paid to the 
heir, and thus ends the true story of a 
hundred dollar bill. 

About Cowards. 
Here is a little talk between a boy who 

is a great hunter for his age and a lady of 
his acquaintance, which shows that cow
ardice sometimes depends upon the way 
things are looked at. 

"A rabbit," said the young hunter, "is 
the most awful coward that there is i:n the 
world. My I How he does run from a 
hunter!" 

"So you think the rabbit is a coward, 
eh?" 

"Why, of course." 
"Well, let us ' suppose a little.' Sup

pose you were about six or eight inches 
"tall?'' 

"Well?" 
"And had good, strong, swift legs?" 
"Yes?" 

. "And did'nt hav any gun, and a great, 
b1g fellow came after you, who did hav 
one. What would you do?" 

"What should I do? Ishould streak it 
like lightning." 

"I think you would, and I think, too, 
that you would hav your own ideas as to 
who was the coward." 

Correspondence. 
LEE, N. DAK, July 8, 1895, 

DEAR MIBB WIXoN: It is snob a long 
time since I wrote to you that I am afraid 
you hav forgotten me, but I will not wait 
so long between my next letters. Isn't it 
funny about George Washington that he 
died in the last hour of the last day of the 
last week of the last month of the last year 
of the last century? 

I think that if there is a God he is a 
most cruel ·person. If he has almighty 
power why doesn't he make people good 
and ~ot hav a hell or devil? Now, if som~ 
one ll! murdered, they often take the 
wrong man and hang him, and God lets 
them do it. 
. My teacher in James town was a Ohris

tla!l, and gave us poetry to learn. I will 
wr1te a stanza of the poem she gave me: 
Heaven is pot reached at a single bound, 
But we bmld the ladder by which we rise 
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies' 
And we mount to its summit round by 

round. 
As my letter ~s g~tting long I will close. 

If any Freethmklng boys or girls over 
twelve years and under seventeen years 
will write to me I will answer, 

Your little Infidel, 
NELLm G. BUKKE, 

Aged thirteen years. 

I inclose a piece of poetry which I com• 
posed. 

susm's LE~TER. 
My dear, dear mamma, 

A letter here you'll find, 
And in it I am sure you'll see 

Mistakes of every kind. 

I am going to write and tell you 
How Robbie and I play, 

But sometimes Rob gets angry, 
Then angry words he'll say. 

Dear mamma, I am lonesome, 
And always, when I roam 

Ont in the fields and meadows1 
I'm thinking most of home. 

Now, aear mamma, I'm tired, 
And Auntie's calling, too. 

So good-by, and answer soon 
To your loving little Sue, 

[It is always a pleasure to hear from a 
thoughtful and intelligent girl like Nellie. 
There is a little mistake about the time of 
the death of George Washington. He 
died on the 14th of December, 1799. His 
last words were, "It is well.''-ED. 0- 0.:1 

Starved to Death 
in midst of plenty. Unfortunate, yet we hear of 
it. The Gail Borden Eagle Brand Condensed 
l\tilk is the best infant food. Infant HeaZt11 is a 
valuable Pamphlet for mothers. Send your ad
dress to the New York Condensed Milk Co., N. Y, 

HOME AGAIN· 
I 

After a delightful trip and healthful vacation 
ha.ve returned home reldy for business, and 

shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all ordera and work my many 
friends may favor me with. 
It will be my ~peci~l endeavor •o please all and 

to conduct busmess m such a ma'ln~r that it will 
b~ an obi.ect .and to the interest of aU to favor me 
w1th theu kind order•. 
If in need. of a Diamond, Watch, anv piece of 

Jewelry, Silver or plated w~re, Emblem or 
Watch work, please send tn me and I will posi
tivly send yon llest gooas at lowest ;prtces 

Price lists on applicatiou. · 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, 

Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Designer of 

The Otto_ Wettstein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou· 
vent• Spo~n; The Freetflought Badge. 

IIA VE you feasted yoQr 
eyes upon the beauty 

and grace of the 1895 
O:>lumbias? Have you 
tested and compared 
them with all others ? 

POPB Only by such testing can 
~~?· you know how fully the 

Hartford Conn. Columbia justifies its 
... ANc~as. proud title of the Stand-

=~:~r:,RIC ard for the World. And 

8;~·,;:_:~01800 the price is but 
PftOVIDENC. $100 
BUFFA~ ~ 

An Art 'at 
Catalogue 

of these famous wkeeh 
anti of Hart fords, $.!b 
$6o,free at any Colum
bia Agency, or mailed 4 
for two 2-cent stamps. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

{fiXUSTAATED 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is: only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEn, 

28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 
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SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Lhlng. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science. Cloth, $1, 

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 

!ll In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 
12mo, 800 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
~s!>me a.nd Il).teresting Boo~1 Without Supersti. 
t-tiqn1 for,Chil!lren and Yonm. The Onl~ Free
lithlnKers Children's Story-book ever Issued 
l !66 full-page illustrations and 25 sma.ller; large 
:t:ype, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus. 
.• trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teachlnl{ of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The _F!»oli,shnes~ of Prayer. '".rhink of 
a llllill~ter s I\ra;ymg God to kill grasshars, 
or trymg to mduoe the Deit;y to und e a 

~Cll'"qllade of one against the Uolor&do bee e I" 
._Prioe, 10 centa. 
Rellgons Problems. Price, 10 oents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 oents. 

Add~es~ THE TRUTH SEEKER 

'J'he Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet-con· 
taining eight chapters in refutation of the 
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of 
I!ll!e thought, and correct in all its utteranoes. 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition 
of the biblical stor:l' of man's "creation,'' an~ 
"curse," theologiclilly denominated "the fall. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Bible Against Itself. Oontaining 
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions 
of the Bible

1 
~nvolving questions of theology, 

morals, and nistory. Pnce,lO cents, 
The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta

tion of the assumption that he was a divine 
11.erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a. 
negative and affirmative stand};!ofnt, showing 
what it 18 not and what it is. Price,5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
118 Lafayette pla.oe. New York. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
. This book IS just what its title implies-thump· 
mg whacks ap sup!lrstition. It deals with the 
effect of . C!J.ristiam ty on ihe world showing 
~hat Ch~1st1ans have done to advance their relig
Ion and Impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus :was~ false propbst. ~h~?-t ~he _gospels 
are not authentic, an!l ~hat I.Ju •• o~Iamt:l' 1s a bor· 
rowed systell} of rel~g10n. That the Bible is not 
m acco~d Wl~h Science, that the atonement 
scheme 1s futile and foohsh, and that religion is 
not a real benefit to man. 

Price, 20 cent!Jsix for $1. 
Address T.tlE TRUTH BJDEKEB. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the (Jtttzenship through the 

Initiative and Bef~rendum. 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN, 

Prioe, ll5 oents. Address TBlll 'l'BuTJII!IBBUB. 
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Chea~ . TraGts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Cha.i:les Bradlaugh.... . . . . 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politinal Condi~ 

tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 
Protestant Persecutions. William Cobbett .. 
Questions for Bible Worshipers .............. . 
The Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The leri~oii ·<>:t · iitilliaii!~ ':Biiti"tif iiiB.D" :Eia~: 10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 

I:f yot! want terse, trenchant reading JD.atter, to lgg~~~g~ :W~~9!~n~~wslre~t~gh~d't~~~e 10 

iiot as "Eye-openers," in doing ''Missionary "Origin of SabbaJ;hs.") By thel!:dittlr of 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbots, friends The Truth Seeker......................... 3 
and all in"niring persons, send for a· supply of Revivalism E;z:amined. A. G. Humphrey..... 2 

" A Remarkable Book a Review of Greg's 
these valuable little evangels of troth. Creed of Christendom. H. w. Douglas 

They range in price from one to ten cents eaoh. in Canadian liP• eta tor..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
They are so low in pxioe that thousands of gen- The Safe Side. H B Brown.................... 2 
erous-hearted persons can afford to buy them for Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Wa.tts. 3 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them oan- te~~~afte~~~it~Ibnt~~ti~H.f1ifo\~~8.iie: ::::: ~ 
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, The Sta~e and the Pulpit. Robt G In_gersoll. 3 
post-paid, by mail. Super•tltion Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the !noon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

sistenoy of Christians Generiilly. H. Clay Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

Astro~f~:oiog"i ... L:L·Dawsoii."sb:owinii"ihe 
10 TalkWfib."iJi6":F~-a~··:Ei~aiigelitii8:··E .. wo~ti: 

story of Christ in the New Testament to ruff, M.D................................... 8 
be but an Alleg~rioal representation of Thoughts on Atheism. Can Man by Search-
the sun's course through the different ing Find out God. Austin Hol:voake:.. 8 
zodiacal signs............................. 6 The Theor:v of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... . . . . 6 The True BaRis of M•>rality. Annie Besaut.. 2 
The Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Coleman................................... 6 (Reply to some of the Suu.day-school 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 Stories About Hi " ) 3 
~t'he Bible: Is 1t Reliable as a Guid~? C. Watts. 2 Tw Sb. t Se mons R "v Th .. i" "ii" ii · .. " ·· 1 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 6 Tw~lve <fpostfes. o'harl~s-BraWa~gg_~: :::: :· 3 
'l'he Book of Esther. A S_peoimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our J!'irst Parents? 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Charles Bradlaugh 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. II'. Max Muller. .. 5 What Did Jesus Teach? "cb.as."iiradiangii · ::: 
Constantine the Great, Portrayiu~ the lni- Who Was Jesus Christ? Cbas. Bradlaugh .... 

3 
8 
8 
2 
1 g:nU. ~re~~~n~~-~~-~~~~~~i-~~---~~~~~~: 3 ;~!nD&f~~:a:~~1? ~~~~~~t~~~~~-~~~:::: 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitution .. l. What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 
<This is the statute under which Mr. J. "Wh t is the B"bl ?" 1 
B. Wise is now mdiotod for sendmg a a 1 e · ··· · · · · · · · · .. · ··· • · 
Verse from the Bl.ble thro_ugh the m•J'l.) Wonders of Pro.:ver. D l'rl Bennett............ 1 

~ Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 r. B. Wakeman ........... ···· ••. -·· · ·· ··· 10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower.. .. 10 
Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Dr. DanielArter .................. -···· ... . 2 23 Lafayette place, New York. 
Christianity a Borrowed Rystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

· Civilization. Charles Watts .. . . . ..•.... 6 
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts . . . . .. 2 
The Ohristian Faitll. 20J Questions Without 

Answers.................................... 2 
Christian .Mysteries. A DialogUE' between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin ...................... _. ........ . 2 

6 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 

Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The Church and Educaoion. Anti-Je.uit ..... 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin 

~ THK OONFLICI' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
Steiner..................................... 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Sha.ll the Mails 
be Stopped on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S P Putnam ...................... . 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant ... . 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with & pref&ee by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 
The Devil's Due Bills. or Give the Devil His 

Due. John S:vphers.. . .. . .. ....... ....... 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethought. Its arguments are ba.sed 
UJion soienti:fto phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
1 It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Austin Holyoake ......................... . 
Decadence of Christianity.. . ..............•..• 

6 Price, cloth, $1. Address The Decline of }'aith. J .1!: Remsburg ....... . 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral Governor of the 
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Universe? An•tin Hob•oake.... .. ...... 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
.Evolution Teaches Neither Athei•m norMa- $67g,6g4,439· 

By the census of 1896, the 
above is the value of 

terialism. R. S Brigham__, M.D.......... 8 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. .u. Rawson..... 6 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme........... .. 10 
Father,Son andHolyGhost. TELongshore 6 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 6 Ch h p t 
Foundations. John Syll_hers.............. ... .. 1

1 

nrc roper y 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Slielley .................................... . 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradlltugh 3 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas. Watts 8 
The Fruits of Christianity. Annie Besant.... 2 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Olara Neymann... 1 
The Gospel of Christianity and the Gospel of 

Freethought. Annie Besant . . .. . . . . . . 2 
Has Man & Soul? Charles Bradlaugh.... •.. . . 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Holyoake ....••.........•........ .......... 3 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Louis Elsberg... ..• •. 8 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh. .. .. . . . . 8 
lfYou TakeAwa_yMyReligion What Will You 

Give Me in Its Stead? H. B. Martin, M.D. 8 
Is America the New World? L. L Dawson... 10 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner ... ,,.. 6 
Ingersoll Cateohised. Whh Mr. lngersou's 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 8 
Ingersoll on McGlynn .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 8 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. Bennett. ... ...... ...........•.•.... 6 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant.. ... .• 2 
Jefferson an UnbB!iever. John E Remsburg. 6 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ ~ 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlaugh.. • . • . . .• . 8 
Land Quest10n. Charles Bradl,.ugh.. . . . . . . . • • . 2 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. .• .•• 2 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 6 
Legend of Gautama Buddha. Pa.ra.lleling that 

of Jesus Christ..... ... . . . ..•........ .•. . . 5 
Logic of Death: orhWhy Should the Atheist 

Fear to Die? .ny G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . . . 8 
The Logic of Lifeh Deduced from the Princi

ples of Freet ougat. G. J. Holyoake. ... 3 
Ludicrous Aepeots of Christianity. A. Hol-. 

yoake ..................................... . 6 
:1 
8 
5 

Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. 
The LibertyofPriutmg. Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature of the Insane. F. R. Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

. People are off in HBll.. .• . . . . . . .•• . . • . .•. • • 1 
Materialism and Crime. B F Underwood.... 5 
MoralValueoftheBible. Chas. Watts........ 3 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

Vival Doctrine ......•••••............•..••• 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our pai!!Jihlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value by Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the Umted States and in the seyera.l States 
and Territories and in a.ll Oities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wea.lth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&. 
Groups. Also, muoh other matter of especial in
terest to oertam Cities, States. and Sections, a.ll 
oomJiarisons being based upon official :ft~Jures. 

ThlB pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub
lished. In no other work are the 1aots, figures, 
a.nd arguments to be found. 'l'he :figures, bei~g 
:lerived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
have been oom_pleted- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
i.B the injusti~9 l>f ohuroh exemption is suffered 
,o sxist. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published speoia.lly for distribution by 
;hose who favor just1oe in taxation the following 
ted notions &re made: 

ren copies. 81.00 
Fifty copies - • • • 4.50 
~ne hundrea copies - - - s.oo 
[.,r.rger quantities &t~ola.l rates. 

A.ddress THE TBUTH SEEKER, New York. 

Is Suicide 
nie Besant ............................... . 

New Life of Abraham. Charles Bradlaugh ..• 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh •••••• 
.New liife of J'aoob. Charles Bradlangh .•..••• 
. New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh •.•.••.•• 

2 

:A Sin? 
8 

14921 ColumbustolqgersoU \1892 

400 Years 
OF 

Freetl'lough 
B~ Samuel·Porter Putl\am 

Large Octavo, 1165 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.1')0. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

Four H und!red Years. 

(:!!:HE 7.RUTH SEEKER OO.MPANYannounced in Octo
l..v her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it·possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 

' realize the magnitude of the wbrk, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. ·Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are riearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus havel 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages1

1 of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred, 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the' 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volum~ ~ubscrib~d for _we~el 
sent out, and now we know what the remp1ents thmk of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are/ 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARs OF FREE·! 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development~ 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives\ 
of the men and women who have taken part in the · movement. It 

(

l- unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home~/ 
\ book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most ' 
:!,magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. · 

I; Price,_ $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. -~ 
~ THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN; 

W~ W*W** *W** * 
A ~EW EDITION 

OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of &be Origin, Evldenee• 
and Early Hbtory of Cbrisa.ianUy. 

:New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard .•...•......... 

8 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

An inquiry into the powers or" government, and 
an argument for '"limiting government to the 
mere protection of life .. nd proper~y and the,dis
pensation of prompt and equal jUBtlOe to a.ll . 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous Price, 6 cents. 
Never Before or Elsewhere so Fnlly a.nd Faith 

fully Set Fortll. 
By REV, ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 

l'BIOE, $2. 
'The New Age. W. S Bell ...................... . 
The Old Reijgions and the New. W. S. Bell .• 
.On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant., ....••••• 
·On Prayer, Annie Besant .........•..........• 
.On the Religious Education of Children. 

Annie Besant. Written during her 
Transition from Christianity......... • 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S.D. Moore ..... ;.......................... 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lnl{llrsoll......... .•. . . 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Oharles 

our f~~S~~';is~~vi~~ Y881ia· ohasi: · T :E":t:oi.ii= 
shore....................................... 6 

Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg •.•• :... 5 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

BWakeman, G HHawes................. 6 
Protestant Intolerance. Joh_l! E Remsblll"g.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A Picture of the Jewish Jehova.h as described 

b:r the Bible. Fer dozen. ........ ~····.... 10 

Letters and Renlies from Em- Address T:~aia!~!'Pi~~!!'iorJr. 

inent Men. With a Startlinl! WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
Chanter on . A new edition of ti.iat splendid J,>rose llfem 

In~~:ersoll. It is larger and better tnan the old Great Sul"cl"des of Hl"story. "Life," by "the prince of orators\'Co!. 0 G 
ed1tion, and oan be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the oard 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, Schonenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers, • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker. 
28 LAFAYKTTB PLACE. New York. 

-"urrounded by the prose poem, which has peen 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterp1eoes 
of the orator and \)oethwho now, &s far as we 
know, stands alone m t e living world." It will 
millie a delijfhtful present, and will be a eouvenir 
not only of 1ntelleotua.l greatness, but filf arttstio 
workm&IIBhiP. It is printed on heavy bo&rd, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the 
price oJII.:r'5 oentll, poat;..pa,id. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
2i<La.fa.vette Place. New York . 
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.Jf ot for I)a,ot•sons. 

INaANDESOENTS are a comparativly mod· 
ern invention, but ark lights were in use 
at the time of the flood.- Westboro Tri
bune. 

LULu, who has been very ill, and 
suddenly awakens: "Am I in heaven 
mamma?" Mother: "No, dear, we are 
still with yon. "-Tammany Times. 

"I HEAR that yonr congregation intends 
to pray for rain." said a man to a member 
of the Qnohosh Methodist church. ''Well," 
was the reply, "we hav decided to wait 
twenty-four hours more before proceeding 
to extreme measnreJI."-Life. 

"WELL, Jimmie, how much did yon put 
in the Snndav· school box to-day?" "Ten 
cents," said Jimmie. "It was good busi
ness, too. Teacher gave me a card for 
beinl! the most generous boy in the class, 
and I swapped it off for a postage stamp 
worth fifteen cents with Billie Wilkins."
Harpm·'s Bazaar. 

MINISTER, making parochial call, inter
views our youngest, seated on his knee: 
"Well, my little man, do yon go to Sun
day-school?" "·No, sir, but I say my 
prayers." "Ah, indeed? That's good. 
Whom do yon pray to?" "I don't 
'member the gentleman's name, but he 
live 'hind the moon. "-Judge. 

THE Visitor: "I gather that the Baptists 
and Methodists are not on the best of 
terms here." The Native: "Yon bet they 
ain't. Yon see, mister, doorin' the dry 
spell the Baptists allowed they would giv a 
picnic to break the drouth. As soon as 
the Methodists heard of that, they begun 
prayin' for rain, an' when it rained on the. 
day of the picnic they tnk and claimed all 
the credit."-Cincinnati Tribune. 

GooD LADY: "Now, little boy, who 
made yon?" First kinky-headed boy, with 
a charming, toothy smile: "Dnnno'm." 
Lady: " God made yon, child." First 
boy: "Yes'm." Lady, to second boy: 
"Who was the meekest man?" Second 
boy: "Donno'm." Lady: "Why, Moses! 
Moses was the meekest man. Yon must 
really try to remember, Moses, for I shall 
ask yon again." Second boy: "Yes'm." 
Lady, to third boy: " Who was the strong
est man?" Third boy: "Dnnno'm." Lady: 
"Why, I told yon last Sunday! Samson! 
Samson!" Third boy: "Yes'm." Lady, 
recapitulating: "Now, tell me who made 
you?" Second boy: "Moses." Lady, in 
despair: "Oh, no! no!" Second boy: 
"Yes'm; Moses did make me. Dat ar boy 
what Gord made, he has gone to git er 
drink."-Puck. 

THE WORLD•REFORMER AND IDS WIFE. 
Said Farmer John to Joiner Ned: 
''Come put a back door on my shed." 
Says Joiner Ned to Farmer John: 
"I cannot put yonr back door on. 
The guild I'm interested in 
F.or the abolishment of sin 
Meets at my house this very day, 
And so I cannot get away." 
"Well, after you've abolished sin 
Come down to-morrow and begin; 
I want that back door in my shed," 
Said Farmer John to Joiner~d. 
"To-morrow, neither, can I come, 
The Friends of the Millennin 'll 
Meet at the house of Deacon Kent, 
And I am first vice-president." 
"Well, then, next Wednesday, without 

doubt, 
When your millennium's started out. 
Just let it take its course and spread; 
And put that back door on my shed." 
"I read an essay Wednesday, John, 
Before the Culture Club, upon 
'The Easiest Method to Restore 
Our Long-Lost Eden Here Once More;' 
To foster peace, abolish war, 
And render virtue popular." 
"Well, get your Eden here all right 
By sundown, prompt, next Wednesday 

night; 
And then, next Thursday morning, Ned, 
Come put that back door on my shed." 
"The Anti-Hunger Club convenes 
Next Thursday, down to Hiram Green's, 
And I hav promised to orate 
On how to crush and extirpate 
Man's tendency for fish and meat, 
His grovelling desire to eat." 
"But won't yon come down, by and by, 
We'll say two years from next July? 
You'll hav your various schemes put 

through, 
You'll hav the universe built new; 
Come down, then, with your tool-kit, Ned, 
And put that b .. wk door on my shed." 
"I think," says Ned, "I'll take that 

chance 
If yon will pay me in advance; 
For my wife says that we've no meat 
And no tionr in the house to eat; 
This cash may save domestic strife 
And kind of pacify my wife." 

· -Sam Walter Foss. 
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Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sis era, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
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In the nature of things, 
RAY'-

BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

' In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co •• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the ·same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by bGEBsoLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

1"ravels in Faith. 
BY OAFT. ROBERT 0. ADA!IB. 

BelnK the story of his mental Journal" from 
orthoio:u to Rationalism. 

Prtoe, PaPer, 25 oentll; oloth, 75 oenlil, 
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Gems of q:houg'ht. 

THE consolation of life is to say out what 
one thinks.- Voltaire. 

HE that tilleth his land shall hav plenty 
of bread; but he that followeth after \'ain 
persons shall hav poverty enough.-Gal
vesfon .News, 

Wao shall subjugate the spirit to the 
prison-walls of a sect? Cut off wings and 
feet and lie a uqeless body under look and 
key of authority?-Horace L. Traubel. 

LosiNG the simple customs of our an· 
oestors, we multiply laws and magistrates; 
confessing our corruption by the very 
remedies we employ for its oorreotion.
Phocian. 

IGNORANCE and fear generate and nour
ish superstition. By how much the more 
anyone's mind is weak and unenlightened, 
by so much the stronger will superstitious 
influence be found to hav on it.-J. L, 
Mosheim. 

MoRAL feeling is a force-a force by 
which men's actions are to be restrained 
within certain bounds, and no legislativ 
mechanism can really increase its results. 
By how much this force is deficient, by so 
much must its work remain undone.
Herbert Spencer. 

THoUGHTS that great hearts once broke 
for, we 

Breathe cheaply in the common air; 
The dust we trample heedlessly 
Throbbed once in saints and heroes rare, 
Who perished, opening for their race 
New pathways to the commonplace. 

-Lowell. 
I AM the means; they do degrade me most 
Who make of me the end of life's desire; 
I do interpret beauty, but am not 
That beauty's self; I ever bend to hear 
Divine imagination's high commands, 
Obeying that which is immutable. 
They serve me best whose gaze transcends 

mylaw, · 
And know me least who wear me as a gyve. 
I am the living God of little men-
The tool of great men I. 

-Francis Howard Williams. 

"PoLITIOB," he [Msxime Du Camp] once 
remarked, ''gin back its adepts exhausted, 
humiliated, and despairing, when there is 
n0 further use for them." Politics, as 
Guizot has said, is a repulsiv and wicked 
evil. To play at politics skilfully, it is 
necessary to get rid of every conviction, 
for conviction is by its nature an impeding 
luggage, which makes marching difficult, 
and may prevent the exercise of political 
acrobatics and wire-dancing. - Prancis 
Xavier Kraus. 

SUPBRFIOIAL thinkers confuse the idea of 
order with that of design. That there is 
order in Nature, no one will deny, but or: 
der does not necessarily imply design. 
Order will always be observed where more 
than one thing exists; indeed, more than 
one thing cannot exist without it. The 
state of relativity between different exist
ences is a necessary one. That order in 
some existences is designed, as in the 
mechanism of a watch or an engin, will be 
admitted, but that design is necessarily 
back of all order, is certainly untrue.
Independent Pulpit. 

SUPPOSE the medical society should re
fuse to giv us an anodyne or set a broken 
limb, until we had signed our belief in a 
certain number of propositions, of which, 
we will say, this is the first: "(1) All men's 
teeth are naturally in a state of total de
cay, and therefore no man can bite until 
every one of them is extracted and a new 
!Set inserted, according to the principles of 
.dentistry adopted by this Society." Of 
.course, those doctors would hav a right to 
.say we shan't hav any rhubarb if we don't 
.sign these articles. • • • but theu to 
.ask a fellow not to discuss their proposi
tions before he signs them is what I should 
·call boiling it down a little too strong.
Oliver Wendell Holmes. 

VoLTAIRE began to think, to doubt, to 
inquire. He studied the history of the 
church, of the creed. He found that the 
religion of his time rested on the inspira
tion of the scriptures-the infallibility of 
the church-the dreams of insl!ne hermits 
-the absurdities of the Fathers-the mis-

Catarrh Cannllt Be Cured 
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. as they cannot 
r•aoh the seat of the disease. Catarrh i! a blood 
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it 
you must take intern!!.! remedies. Hall's Catarrh 
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the 
blood and mucouq surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure 
is not a quack medicine. It was presoribed by 
one of the best physicians in this country for 
years. and is a regular IJrescription. It is com
posed of the best tonies known, combined with 
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the 
mucous surfaces. '.rhe perfect combination of 
tile two inl!redients· is what produces such won
derful results in curing Catarrh. Send for testi
monials, free. 

. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0. 
pr Sold by DruJlglSts, 750. -
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takes and falsehoods of saints-the hys
teria of nuns-the cunning of priests and 
the stupidity of the people. He found 
that the Emperor Constantine, who lifted 
Christianity into power, murdered his wife 
Fausta and his eldest son Crispus, the 
same year that he convened the Council 
of Nice, to decide whether Christ was a 
man or the son of God. The Council de
cided, in the year 325, that Christ was con
subBtantial with the Father. He found 
that the church was indebted to a husband 
who assassinated his wife, a father who 
murdered his son; for settling the vexed 
question of the divinity of the savior.-
Inpersoll. · 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict 8 etween Reason and Superstition 
By 'I'. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, lo Centli. For sale at this Office. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSEII 
8v R•v. G. 'I' ll'o'(, M.A. 

'Price, 15 cents, Address this office. 
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trated. S. P. Putnam................... 25 
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... .. .. .. . .. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B..................................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A, Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newhall Convent........................ 10 
Woman: Fpur Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wuon ............................... . 
IssUEs oF 1894. -$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Kelf-Contradictiona of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Property: Sbould It be Exempt 

from TaxatiOn? Reasons WhyitShould 
Not ............... -....................... 15 

Con~rress and Sunday La.ws .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-

-~-

FRffTHINKERS1 PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

TRE .ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE · CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI· 
0ENT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

VEALING THE .ABUSES 
011' A UNION Oli' 

OHUROR AND 
STATE;. 

185 F:;tt ... Page 
lltustratio!lS• 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS 01 

FACTS? 
HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS; 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOLa 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

IJE8Ifl1'ii;"' BY lVATS'JN HESTON, 
WITH PullTRAIT OF 

THE IJESIGNE.R. 

The illustrations are c~usifted as follows: 

1& represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children and the Church. 
10 ·Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Scienc,:, 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our PeDitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 '.rhe Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

I represt'nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
li .. Missionaries. 
1 '" '.rhe Lord's Instruments. 
115 "' Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 "' Y.e Church and Slav~ry. 
I " iests and Politics. 
fo reland and the Church. 
~ .. Church's Idea of Civilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
f Unkind Reflections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions o'f the Ohurch. 
lt •• Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. 
6 '" Hell. 
'I' Miscellaneous. 

A most extraordinary publication; We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be. 
fore appP.ared in this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fub
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach o aiL 
At twice the price 1t wo11ld have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a. portrait-painter and de
signe':' is a. wonqerful st~ccess. l!-lld we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desrre a cop r of th1s most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the IJict
nres do not make up the whole of 'his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter thst Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations~ and secondly as texts to prove the utter • 
falsity of the church's profe5sions and the hYJ>ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
b.ands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price, board covers, $2; clot~, $2.50· 

ll.oihl:re- ..-u:e ..-u.IJ'I'U &EE~ 

:NO ".BEGINNLNG;" I POPIS 4HD Tlt€111 DOINGS I ACCOUNT OF OBo 

The Fundwmental Fallacy. I Vicars or Gn:rtst ana Vtoeaerents of Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense expo3ure of the error in the 

reasoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Oreation" or" Firot Oause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discmses the question of a ere· 

a tor with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can uuderstand, and approaches 
it from so many-different directions that it is 
one o! the most comprehensive and conclusive 
works on the subject we remember seeing. "-THE 
TRUTH SEEKEil, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; l'OSTPAID. 
Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 

$7 5 A MONTH andexpen"&. Lady or 
Gent. Samples tree. 
A permanent sitn.a.tton 

gus ran teed. Write tods.y. Address P.O. Box 6308, Boston, !l..a.81. 

Chur~C:zi.i':Fi-eeiil(;tiiiJii:"Fraiikiin's'teiiier f8 A COLLECTION OF 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 0 R I G J N Al AN D S El E C TED H Y M N S 

the light of modern thought. F. D. FOR 

A Tal~u~~i~!io:":M:i>i-'iaii'X.":Roi>e'r'i8on: 50 Liberal and Ethical Societies, ror Schools 
Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 "lld the Home 

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. " • 
L. G. Reed ................. :............. 15 -With Music Written to All the Bonga.-

Remodeling the Government. With Re-
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi- OOMl'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN. 
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi ~e. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durm~ the year other standard Freethought 
works Will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers 
puJ?lished ip one. year. In ordering please s&y 
which )Tear IS desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

The Glory of Infidelity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PU'.l'NAJJ.Io 

This ill.one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no J!'reethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 coPies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE·H!.LF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m ·les of Media county ~eat 
aud within. four mi,•s of Chester, t'a., on the 
Delaw(!.re river. )3everal springs of soft wator 
good timber growin~ on ·tlie p'ace. some ~hoice 
apiJle and pear trees m fruiting cond.tion. House 
an.d J:>arn on. the P1ace. but are old buildings. 
WH.hin five mmjltes walk of the railroad •• ation, 
9 nnles from Philadelphia. Trolley line bltwelln 
Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a florist 
and it would be a fine summ~r residence for one 
who would put a modern house on it. .1< ight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. Tbe land slopes toward tbe southwest 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. ' 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 

~rd~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~ edyof~ SUllo 

oeas._ DR, R, P, FELLOWS,' . 
!tr_WIM.lle~sa'!_~adver.#-- \TIDeland. N.ol.

1 

NOU' READ THIS f 
Dr. J!'ellow! is a stanch LIBERAL and a nry 

successful physician. He ll&s treated DISEASES 
OF MEN for twentY 7ea.rs, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of thislong_p_r&ctice, which •hould 
ldve oontldence to thoae amioted. 
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ANOTHER DEVIL C1ST OUr. 

As thl'y went out, behold, they brought to him a dumb man possessed with a deviL-Mat ix, 32 

Jt •'W• of tAe W••lt. 
T:w: Pope has ordered three days' prayer 

for the conversion of England to Catholi
cism. 

SPAIN has agreed to pay soon the $1, · 
500,000 Mora claim due the United States 
government. 

T:w: Banque de Peuple of Montreal has 
suspended payments for the present and 
great excitement prevails. 

SENATOR BRICE is said to be at the head 
in a movement to parallel the Cincinnati, 
Hamilton & Dayton railway system. 

T:w: National Window-Glass Workers 
hav fixed the entrance fee to their union 
at $500, and without membership in that 
union men of that trade cannot work, with 
the consent of the union. 

T:w: defeat of the Liberal party in the 
recent election was almost a rout. Among 
those defeated was John Morley. On the 
other hand, Sir Charles Dilke was elected 
with scarcely any opposition. 

THE elm-trees in the East are being de
stroyed by the ravages of insects, the 
moths' natural enemies, the birds, having 
been slaughtered by the ''sportemen," and 
the park officials neglecting their duties. 

THE mayor, aldermen, and other officials 
of Ansonia, Conn., planned to hav a group 
photograph taken on Sunday. The Law 
and Order League threatens to arrest any 
photographer who opens his slides on that 
day. 

BY the collision of the steamers Ortigia 
and Maria P. near the mouth of the Gulf 
of Spezzia on July 21st, the latter was 
stove and sank at once, drowning 148 pas
sengers, mostly emigrants for the River 
Plata. 

THE Chicago Times-Herald offers prizes 
amounting to $5,000 in a horseless carriage 
contest to be run on Nov. 2d between 
Chicago and Milwaukee. The third and 
fourth prizes, $1,000 and $500, will be 
open to the world. 

ON July 16th an eight-days' debate on 
the currency question opened in the as
sembly room of the Tilinois Club, Chicago. 
The disputants were Hon. R. G. Horr, of 
Michi~n, and W. H. Harvey, author of 
" Coin s Financial School." 

THE Japanese troops in Formosa hav 
lately suffered some reverses at the hands 
of the Black Flags, the bandit Chinese 
forces who are trying to hold the Island 
despite its session to Japan by the terms 
of the treaty of Shimeoeski. 

T:w: Fairmount Park Commissioners 
(Philadelphia) hav now joined the appall
ingly lengthy list of official donkeys. 
They hav decided that promiscuous music 
is entirely out of place on Sunday and 
that hereafter at the concerts in the Park 
only " sacred music " can be played. At 
the Coney Island '' sacred concerts " one's 
reverential emotions are stirred to solemn 
enthusiasm by such "long meter" hymns 
as "You Can't Play in My Yard," and 
" Jane, Jane, She Isn't J uat the Same." 

MRs. LELAND STANFORD offered the 
proceeds to accrue from the sale of 1,000 
gallons of brandy from her ranch for the 
benefit of the Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni
versity. It was to be used for medicinal 
purposes. The offer has raised a storm of 
protest from the ministers and many of the 
temperance people. 

REUBEN F. KoLB, twice the candidate of 
the Populists for governor of Alabama, 
announces that he will not again be a can
didate. He has opened a bureau to bring 
Western and Southern emigrants to Ala
bama. He is now opposed to further fu
sion with the Republicans, and this subject 
is likely to make a split in the party in 
Alabama, 

BALLARD SMITH, the London correspond
ent of the New York World, referring to 
the defeat of the Liberal party in the par
liamentary election, speaks of John Mor
ley, the Freethinker, as "the purest, most 
single-minded of patriots, and perhaps the 
only member of the late government 
who was sincerely devoted to the cause of 
Home Rule in Ireland." 

Tms is the way in which the Catholic 
Union and Times praises the Freethinker, 
John Morley: "The British -Liberals hav 
at least one honest and fearless friend of 
Ireland in the person of John Morley. 
His recent denunciation of his late col
leagues for the shameless manner in which 
they had betrayed the cause of Ireland is 
not likely to be forgotten." 

HoKE SMITH, Secretary of the Interior, 
rules that government employees at Helena, 
Mont., who put in claims for pay for work 
done on Sunday, cannot get anything. 
He says that Sunday is not a day for la
bor, and that he is not authorized to pay 
for work done on that day. Does Secre
tary Smith compel his cook and hostler to 
work for nothing on Sunday? 

The Cuban fight is in the same state of 
uncertainty as last week. The Spanish re
port victories on their side, and the in
surgents on their!", and real facts are 
almost impossible to obtain. The United 
States government is trying to rigorously 
enforce the neutrality laws, but with in
different success, to the delight of most 
citizens of the country who are familiar 
with the methods of Spanish rule, On 
July 21st the cutter McLean seized, near 
Key West, Fla., the tug George W. Childs, 
on the charge of carrying filibusterers to 
Cuba. 

AT the silver conference in Chicago it 
was found that there was more or less dif
ference in regard to methods between the 
Western and Southern delegates, the latter 
wishing to conduct the fight within the 
Democratic party, and the former insist
ing on non-partisan organization. A com
promise resolution was adopted, and the 
National Silver League will issue an ad
dress to the people. Gen. A. J. Warner, 
president of the Bimetallic League, pro
tested against any line of work that at
tempted to carry on the agitation without 
being allied to the League, which, he said, 
had hitherto done Poll the educational 
work, 

ON July 15th ex Prime Minister Stam
buloff. of Bulgaria, was assaSBinated by 
four men who attacked him in the street. 
He was shot and stabbed, receiving more 
than twenty wounds. In raising his hands 
to guard his head, his wrists were nearly 
severed, and both hands had to be ampu
tated. He died after four days. It is 
generally thought the police connived at 
the murder and that there may be inter
national intrigue behind it. He was bit
terly hated by Russia and tbe Russian 
party in his own country. Mr. Stambuloff 
was popularly known as "The Bismarck 
of Bulgaria," 

T:w: Japanese hav learned how to handle 
cholera, as appears from the statements of 
Dr. Eldridge, of Yokohama, who says of 
the cholera invasions this year: "Up to 
June 14th there hav been 1,382 cases in 
Japan itself, representing, probably, the 
invasion of at least a hundred different 
localities, and yet, with the exception of 
certain of the military ports at which the 
imported cases were first received, and 
where it has been most successfully handled 
and restricted, the disease has, in every 
instance, been stamped out with the occur
rence ofthe first or, at most, first half dozen 
cases." 

PUBLICATIONS. 

"Intercourse Between the Soui and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, II cents. 

Interestio_g book• by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctnnes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
:; Dj~ne Love. and w,~sdom," 248 pp.,..... .75 

D1nne Prov1dence, 308 pp.,............. .7r; 
"Conjugal Lov-," 472 pP· ................. $1.00 
"True Ohris tian Relig10n." 982 pp. r • • • • • • 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained,"Vols. 1, 2, 8, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to ~he American 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

O[SIGN fALLACI[S. 
A Re:fu:ta;tion o:f "the .A.rgu

:rn.en"t Tha-t Na-ture Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi"'ned by an In
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The DddignArgumelltVitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite Series of Designt>rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregjously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produoed Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Des1gn Is Onb: Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What ActuallY Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. ARtronomv and Design. 
vn. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

28 La.fa.ntte l'la.oe, N. Y 

[Juty 27, 1896 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Clla»ters 

Consid ring from a rational view point those 

fltir h nmanities that makA life worthy to be 

livecl. It will help everybody. 

PRU1E. $1.00. 

1\.ddreR• THT<' TRDTH Rll:EKI<m. 
28 Lafa:vAt.t.R Pla.oe. New York. 

·rHl< 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. S 0 U T U WICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far a.s human eyeooul<l 
see, 

Saw the Vision of thP world, and all the wonder• 
that wonld be 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land wil\tout a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger se:r, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

CAREER OF RELI&IOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all fo1'1llll of religious wor
ship, and treating at lenl{th on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pai'es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m Jl&per and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:i cents in QlllJer._ :iO cents in cloth 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER 00. 

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE '!RUTH SEJllli'ER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 

Pen PiGtures of the World's Fair. 
By S. P. Pu-tna:rn.. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide
Book, the best description of tbtl Fair yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate, It de
scribes the inauguration ceremonies, gives 
the director-general's address, the efforts 
to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va
rioue buildings and what they contain, and 
iR. all in all, the very best picture of the 
Fair that can be painted with a pen, 

ILLUSTRATED. 

A MA.P OF JACKSON PARI, enabling 
the visitor to make his way around, and 
the stay-at-home to see where he went. 

A BIRD'S·EYE 'VIEW OF THE FAIR, 
enabling one to comprehend at a glance 
the magnitude of the Exposition, the 
greatest ever known to the present time. 

-·-
Sill~le oot)y, l!li cents Five oopies for •1. 

Addrt~llf! TBE TBUTI" SBlllKEB, 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTB SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberl?' of thought to be more widely 
distribut.ed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to :reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will ge.t 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer: Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETBINXEB's PICTORIAL 
'TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
•claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
~tate. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
l]nole Sam ua the :Prie11ta there are 16 ; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7, 

This ofl:er cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue, We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:tlort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it DOW. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We ventnre the as- · 

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting th~ book in the 
reWilh of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer i$ a FQnderful s.uccess, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly e:very Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Freethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve :first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.-
Boston Investigator~ , .. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TBUTB SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should :find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BBILn. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
.Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~cent work eve.r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
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Disappearing Dogmas. 
The Japanese Christians want to be independent 

of the American Board of Missionaries. They wish 
to conduct their churches and schools to suit them
selva. ·They feel that Japan is a nation among na
tions, and that it is an insult to be treated as 
though they were savages or semi-barbarians. In 
this respect the Japanese Christians show a much 
greater spirit of independence than do the Amer
ican Catholics, who seem content to remain the vas
sals of Roma, to permit the American Catholic 
church to be regarded . as merely a missionary de
pendency of the See of Peter. Of this Japanese 
movement the Sun says : 

"Very likely, Christianity would undergo a modifica
tion in Japan if it were left to be controled by Japanese 
influences only, but its growth would be natural, and no 
longer artificial. It is probable that it would be affected 
by the disposition. to skeptical inquiry which distin
gnishes the educated Japanese mind. Its general prin
ciples of morality, rather than its theology, would 
probably be propagated. But so also in Christendom is 
that the present tendency. The American Board is the 
great Congregational missionary organization, and for 
several years past it has been disturbed by the distrust of 
the old Puritan theology, which is ptevalent among the 
Congregationalists and the Presbyterians also. Appli
cants for commissions as missionaries hav been rejected 
because they had no fixed theological belief to preach to 
the heathen. and the consequence has been the estrange
ment from the American Board of the many ministers 
and churches in sympathy witbtheir doubts. It is ques
tionable, therefore, whether the Japanese Christians 
themselvs would not maintain the standard of orthodoxy 
as well as it would be kept up by·the gradnates of skep
tical theological seminaries whom the American Board is 
likely to send out as missionaries in the future. These 
schools are cultivating in their students a critical spirit 
similar to that which prevails among the Japanese. They 
are teaching them to distrust the authority of the Bible, 
and consequently of every doctrin and every dogma upon 
which Christian theology is founded. Really, these can
didates for the ministry hav no more faith than the skep
tical Japanese, who are attracted rather by Western sci
ence than Western theology," 

The zealous but ill-informed retainers of the 
church who boast so loudly of the growth of Chris
tianity, of the number of Bibles circulated, and of 
their influence on civilization,· would do well to 
take into consideration the facts mentioned by the 
Sun. Christianity, as a name, survives by the 
abandonment of about all that gave the name a dis
tinctiv meaning in the ages of the past when the 
church ruled the European world. By adapting 

itself to the growing intelligence and humanity of 
the successiv centuries, Christianity, .in effect, yields 
all claim to be a divinely revealed religion .. It ad
mits that it is a growth, like everything else in the 
cosmos. Only the cowardice of business men and 
the subserviency of legislators keep alive the pre
tensions of the church to rule the world as the rep
resentativ of the gods. 

The Spread ot Religion-Some Statistics. · 
When the ordinary political editor sets himself 

the task of defending religion or some particular 
church movement he reveals at once his non
acquaintance with the subject. He runs upon 
rocks that many religious editors are sufficiently 
good navigators to avoid. The editor of the New 
Orleans Item is an awful example to other news
paper men whom a copy of the United States Cen
sus reports on churches .may tempt to play pilot to 
the ship of Zion. The Item of July 1 has an edi
torial on the·" Spread of Religion." It starts out 
in this graduation-essay style: 

"The subject of churches is one always possessed of 
interest to the world. We know there are some persons 
who are ever prepared to scoff when church is mentioned 
to them, but they make not up this great world; they are 
so insignificant a portion of it that they would not attract 
any attention were it not for the noise they make." 

It would hav occurred to a writer less enthusias
tic and more careful that the churches themselvs 
would not attract any attention "were it not for 
the noise they make." And, for that matter, nei
ther would the editor of the Item. 

The Item informs its readers that "religion from 
1880 to 1890 has made great strides in the United 
States. Leading Protestant denominations, for in
stance, increased their membership forty-two per 
cent." We presume that tbe Item means to say 
that religion made great strides in the United States 
from 1880 to 1890. If that alleged forty-two per 
cent increase were real, and if it were the average 
increase of all the Protestant denominations, they 
might well" feel somewhat jubilant, for the increase 
of the population of the country was only about 
twenty-five per cent in the same period. But only 
the "leading Protestant denominations," those 
having the most wealth and the most nearly perfect 
systems of proselytism, are claimed to show this 
degree of growth. What the actual growth of all 
or of any of these denominations was during the 
decade from 1880 to 1890 we hav no official means 
of knowing. We hav a United States church cen
sus for 1890, but none for 1880, so that an official 
comparison is impossible. Full preparations were 
made to take a church census in 1880, and a mass 
of facts was gathered, but before it was tabulated 
the appropriations were exhausted and "the results 
were wholly lost," says Rev. Dr. Carroll, statisti
cian of the division of churches, census of 1890 
For 1880, then, we hav only the figures of tbe 
church officers. Those are also all we hav in the 
census of 1890, for the United States enumerators 
had to depend upon the statements and lists fur
nished by the church officials; although in the latter 
case it is reasonable to suppose that there was not 
so great a tendency to exaggeration, owing to the 
fact that it was known that the figures would be 
subjected to the more or less critical examination 
of the government officers. Careful men must nat
urally be distrustful of claims made by church peo
ple since the revelations concerning the shameful 
stuffing of the petitions for the closing of the 
World's Fair on Sunday. Rev. Dr. Rainsford says, 
speaking of this matter of church · statistics: 

"Hundreds of thousands who never darken the doors 
of a church are set down as church members. In the 
census returns many persons are counted over and over 

again. I myself know one man who is.set down as an at
tendant by seven different churches." 

In these days of latitudinarianism there must be 
very many who are counted as attendants of many 
churches, for they go alternately to various services 
in seareh of the "truth" or of amusement. 

The Item says in one paragraph that the number 
of church buildings was doubled from 1870 to 1890, 
and in the next it givs the number of cb,urch sit
tings as 44,000,000, which, it adds, "is greater by 
fifty per cent than is called into requisition." So, 
then, the people pay the taxes for the churches on 
twice the number of church buildings that are 
needed! Is this outrageous injustice anything of 
which to boast! According to this statement, there 
has been no necessity for the vaunted doubling of 
churches since 1870. But this is not all of the 
story: While the census of 1890 givs the total of 
church membership in the United States as 20,618,-
307, and Dr. Carroll figures from this a church 
adherence for the Protestants and Catholics of 56,-
992,000, there are no figures to show how great or 
small is the average Sunday attendance at services. 
That person must be very credulous and non
observant who believes that more than one person 
in five of the whole population of the country goes 
to church on Sunday, which would make an average 
attendance, by the census of 1890, of 13.000,000, in 
round numbers, leaving more than 30,000,000 sit· 
tings unused every Sunday. When it is remem
bered that the church depends upon the state to tax 
the citizens at a rate sufficiently increased to make 
up for the exemption of her property from taxation, 
it is easy to understand why the religious organiza
tions are so prodigally supplied with seating facil
ities, but it does not explain why the secular papers 
are willing to brag about the dishonest extrava
gance of the church officials. 

The New Orleans paper says that "the Catholic 
church is the richest as well as the strongest nu
merically." This is a mistake, accepting the census 
figures, as the Item does. These show that all 
divisions of the Catholic church own property to 
the value of $118,371,366, all divisions of. the 
Methodist church to the value of $132,140,179, and 
of the Presbyterian, $94:,869,097. 

"Colonel Ingersoll and others of the Agnostic school 
will not find any comfort in the figures we hav given. 
The record presented to them is proof pvsitiv that their 
peculiar views are not having that effect upon the world 
which they had hoped would be produced. Religion ill 
too strong for Bob Ingersoll. He is a man of remarkable 
ability, but in religion he has an opponent so entirely 
too powerful for him that at no stage of the battle is he 
ever in it." 

That is the concluding paragraph of the Item'8 
editoriaL The editor seems to hav forgotten sev
eral very import&nt things. He has forgotten that 
Christianity has been the established religion since 
the beginning of the Fourth century, and for ages 
it held the world in the bonds of the worst des
potism that ever oppressed the human race, SUR· 

pressing every manifestation of new thought with 
all the terrible resources of torture and slaughter 
at its command, extirpating the doubter!!, the 
thinkers, the scientific discoverers, systematically 
preserving the mentally and morally unfit, breeding 
a race of cowards and believers fit only to be 
dulles and slaves. He has forgotten that, even in 
America, the church has laid the hand of civil 
oppression on the investigator and done all in 
her power to make silent conformity and loud
mouthed hypocrisy fashionable and profitable, and 
earnest inquiry and honest expression shame
f~l and unprofitable. He has forgotten that 
the church, in flagrant defiance of the Con
stitution, has exempted its wealth from equitable 
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taxation, has thrust its state-paid chaplains into 
legislativ halls and public institutions, has caused 
presidents and governors to giv official recognition 
to Theism and Christianity, has burdened public 
education with the incubus of sectarian instruction, 
has shut Atheists out of the jury box and off the 
witness stand,_ has imposed her barbarous moral 
code on all the people, has denied. by statute the 
opportunity to investigate the most vital of social 
problems, and has forced the people to do reverence 
to the Catholic holy day, Sunday, robbing them when 
it could of one-seventh of their time, and fining 
and imprisoning those who dared think and act for 
themselvs. He has forgotten that sure progress is 
always slow, and that it it is not the work of one 
century, nor of five, to change the mental habits 
and emotional aspirations of a race. He has for
gotten that Christianity itself is but a composit of 
earlier religions, its "redeemer" but the replica of 
many preceding virgin-born "saviors." He has for
gotten that Protestantism is constantly weakening 
in doctrin, that she survives by preaching that 
which was unknown to her founders, and slurring 
the dogmas that were the essence of her creeds in 
the old days. He has forgotten that the once 
"Universal Church" is now split up into warring 
factions, and that out and beyond them all are mul
titudes who owe allegiance to none. He has for
gotten that the discoveries of the men of science 
and the investigations of archreologists, philolo
gists, and literary and historical critics hav so dis
credited the Protestant Infallible Oracle, the Bible, 
that its worshipers can appeal to it as an authority 
only by reading into it statements, doctrins, and 
meanings that would hav been indignantly repudi
ated by Christians no more than a century ago, and 
the assertion of the presence of which in the Bible 
would, not so very much longer ago, hav earned for 
the asserter the rack and the flame-encircled stake, 
for his property confiscation, for his family attain
der and expatriation. The editor of the Item has 
forgotten that neither Colonel Ingersoll nor any 
other Freethinker of sense has expected to prove 
strong enough to overthrow the church in one gen
eration or in ten. But he has also forgotten that 
Colonel Ingersoll and the rest are civilizing all the 
creeds of the church, are winning from it its 
clearest brains and its warmest hearts-are, in con
junction with the men of science and the secular 
reformers, filling the foremost periodicals, and even 
the newspapers, with contributions that are alien if 
not always hostil to the letter and spirit of the 
Christian creed; and that it is a very small and 
very sectarian college that does not every day in
struct the young in facts and principles that are 
undermining the whole Christian structure. 

In Pursuit of "The First Cause." 
The theological mind has never been content to 

study nature and become acquainted with verifiable 
facts. Secondary causes are all that hav heretofore 
been discovered, but the theologian has always 
deemed it more important ~o search for a "first 
cause," notwithstanding that all that has been of 
service to man has come through patient investiga
tion of nature, regardless of the possibility or the 
impossibility of finding that ever receding "first 
cause." Like the mythical pot of gold at the foot 
of the rainbow, the "first cause" continually eludes 
o.ur grasp. But the theologian is a Bourbon-he 
learns not, neither does he forget. He may call 
himself a Liberal Christian, and be indeed very 
broad and liberal in regard to most religious con
ceptions and systems, but when you come to "God," 
to the asserted intelligent "first cause," he as hope
lessly loses his grip on logic and induction as does 
the Catholic or the Calvinist. 

In 7 he New Unity of July 12 "R. A. W." dis
courses on Law. He says tha,t "the doctrin of 
universal law has come to st:ay," and that the 
" ecclesiastical council that some time since voted 
evolution untrue rivaled the temerity of the Pope 
who issued a Bull against the comet." He continues: 

"Now this idea of law has its valuable and correctiv 
ministry to modern religious thought, and can only do 
permanent harm to faith if the church and pulpit hav no 
real and modifying truth to set over against it in such a 
way that the idea of God and the idea of Jaw are seen to 
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run together. God is to be conceived of as in law, im
plicated in its every process, yet without doing injustice 
to the personality of the one, or the reality of the other." 

That is, the recognition of cause and effect as 
potent in the universe will not harm the church of 
supernaturalism if the concept of natural cause and 
effect is nullified in men's minds by the injection of 
the supernatural "God," or "first cause." The 
trouble is that almost all men except some students 
of science think that what the naturalist calls "law" 
is the same thing as that which the legislator calls 
law. Of course there is no likeness between the 
two. The naturalist's law is subjectiv, being only 
the token-term by which he designates the observed 
sequence of causes and e:ff:'ects. The legislator's 
law is au arbitrary rule, imposed from without, 
which may be either obeyed or disobeyed. But 
that which the scientific thinker calls natural law 
cannot be disobeyed, for every cause will produce 
its effect. " The idea of god and the idea of law" 
are not "seen to run together" by those who cog
nize this fact, for the harmonious interference of 
an intelligent supreme power with cause and effect 
is inconceivable. If the sequence of cause and 
effect remains unbroken, the alleged intelligent 
supreme power is useless, but if that sequence is 
broken, then the conception of universal law, that 
is, of the infinit prevalence of cause and effect, falls 
to the ground. 

"God is to be conceived of as in law, implicated 
in its every process," says "R. A. W.," seemingly 
forgetting that that makes god a partner in every 
crime in the universe, implicating him in every 
wrong committed against man or other sentient 
creature, during the measureless reaches of eter
nity. If, as we are told, "law [is] the method of 
divine action," then God is not merely the partner 
in crime, he is not simply implicated with "law" in 
the wrongs we, with our kindred, suffer, but is the 
sole "first cause" of invasion and su:ff:ering. We 
do not find moral or immoral purpose in nature 
considered as a whole, for we do not find conscious 
intelligence in nature considered as a whole; but if 
a conscious God is predicated, to whom law is the 
"method of action," who has "plans" and "inten
tions," we cannot escape the conclusion that he 
designed that we should suffer as we do ; that he 
created all the fierce and poisonous forms of life to 
do just as they do ; that he made some men to be 
cruel ravagers of the world and the millions to be 
their victims, and that he created man weak and 
ignorant that he might fall helpless and agonized 
into the insatiable maw of the remorseless nature 
which was made by "the infinit power that makes 
for righteousness." 

"An intelligible law without an intelligent law-giver is 
as much an anomaly to right thinking as an orderly world 
without law. Law explains nothing as to the first cause 
of things. It is a method of manifestation or orderly 
procedure, and, even when implicating, as it usun.Jlydoes 
in common usage, the forces thus manifested and acting, 
carries in fact only the dignity of a secondary cause. 
Evolution, the comprehensiv law, is impotent at the very 
point where the mind most persists in being enlightened. 
There is every indication that the evolutionary philos
ophy must summon the idea of God or find itself in the 
predicament of the ancient conception that the earth was 
carried on the back of an elephant-which did very well 
for a time until some curiosity monger wanted to know 
what the elephant stood on." 

If one is determined to conceive of natural law 
as something imposed from without, then it is true 
that it is inconceivable that there should be law 
without a law-giver. But when it is understood 
that "law," in nature, is simply the name we giv to 
the observed succession of causes and e:ff:ects, that 
order is inseparable from matter, then we cease to 
associate the operations of nature with an extrane
ous law and law-giver. We perceive that it is im
possible that di:ff:erent bodies should cease to hav 
relation, and that so long as they hav relation we 
necessarily say that that relation is orderly, that is, 
it is in accordance with "law." Oil floats upon 
water, and we say that it is the "law" that 
it should do so, but if the fact were reversed 
and water floated upon oil w;e should still say that 
it was the "law." We forget that in the nature of 
things two bodies must hav relation to each other 
and that what we call "law" is the effect, not the 
cause, of that relation. 
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"Law explains nothing as to the first cause of 
things." Manifestly not. So far as the human 
mind is able to conceive, the chain of causes and 
effects is unending and therefore a "first cause " is 
as unthinkable as a last e:ff:ect. "Law," instead of 
carrying "only the dignity of a secondary cause," 
has simply the significance of a thought-symbol, in
dicativ to the initiated of the observed succession 
of phenomena alike in appearance or effect. 

"R. A. W." thinks that evolution without" God'' 
is like the ancient conception of the earth resting 
on the back of the elephant-" which did very well 
for a time until some curiosity monger wanted to 
know what the elephant stood on." Exactly, and 
tben the Theists of that time put a tortoise under 
the elephant, not thinking far enough ahead to see 
that the tortoise needed a support as badly as the 
elephant had done. So "R. A. W." wants to put 
the tortoise "god" under evolution as an explana
tion of the cosmos, never realizing that " God " 
needs a support in turn, and that though you put 
twenty gods in succession under each other you 
would hav no more secure foundation than the old 
theological geographers had when they put the tor
toise under the elephant and thought they had the 
earth securely :fixed in place. It is incomprehensi
ble what e"er possessed "R. A. W." to make use of 
such a self-evidently boomerang argument as that: 

"The mystery of a first cause remains untouched and 
is as clamorous for an answer as when the Indian sages 
wrestled with the same problem beneath the shadows of 
the Himalayas." 

Undoubtedly, and the mystery of a last effect is 
precisely as clamorous. As the destruction of mat
ter is inconceivable, so is its creation, and if not 
creatable, where is the necessity for the "first cause," 
so-called? If it is incapable of destruction, all 
must admit that the pursuit of a last e:ff:ect is folly, 
no matter how "clamorous "-in the ears of the 
theologian-the "mystery" may be. And if it is 
uncreatable, the search for the first cause is equally 
foolish. In the meantime, we will study nature in 
order to find truths, not to answer conundrums. 

"Science has not yet said a better thing than the He
brew sages said two thousand years ago or more: 'In the 
beginning God created the heaven and the earth.' " 

It is certainly indefinit enough as to time and 
positiv enough as to alleged fact to satisfy the 
Theist, but it givs us absolutely nothing in the way 
of information, and it has been the cause-or one 
of the causes-of the shedding of rivers of blood 
and the lighting of millions of martyr fires. Sci
ence, on the other hand, bRos mapped the solar sys
tem, has given us improved agriculture, shelter, 
clothing, ships and railways and telegraphs and 
telephones, harnessed electricity, drained swamps, 
conquered many diseases, put into our hands all 
the means of culture thai; we possess, and, in short, 
raised us from inarticulate animal to man. What
ever science may hav said, we are here as civilized 
men and women because of what she has done, and 
lihe least beneficent thing that she has done is of 
more worth to the race than the barren, unprovable 
assertion, "In the beginning God created the heav
en and the earth," a million quintillion times re
peated. 

Mr. Moody's Admissions and Mistakes. 
Evangelist Moody has recently been in Toronto, 

and he professes to be delighted with the Toronto 
Sunday. During an address in that city he made 
some admissions that m11.y hereafter come back to 
plague the Sabbatarian party. He told his auditors 
that if they had any desire to giv up Sunday to 
recreation, all they needed to do was to run down 
to Chicago and remain thirty days, at the end of 
which time they would return thoroughly cured and 
willing to cut off their right hands before they 
would vote for a freer Sunday. Mr. Moody should 
hav said that that might be the effect on Sunday wor
shipers, but that there were many people in Chicago 
and other parts of the country, including Toronto, 
who had seen both the Chicago and the Toronto 
Sunday, and would not under any consideration ex
change the former for the latter. 

" The workingmen would make a great mistake 
if they should giv up the Sabbath and ]et it go for 
a day of recreation," says the evangelist. Pshaw, 
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Mr. Moody; be candid. You know that no one is 
compelled to take part in Sunday amusements. No 
one is going to seize you by the collar and drag you 
to the theater, the museum, the ball play, the park, 
or the seashore. You are at perfect liberty to go to 
church or remain at home. If you should come to 
New York next· Sunday there is not a policeman in 
the city who would once think of arresting you and 
taking you down to Coney Island and forcing you 
to enjoy yourself. But there is another side to the 
story. On a recent Sunday the steamers and cars 
running to Coney Island from this town took down 
more than 50,000 people, and wany others who 
wanted to go could not get transportation in time. 
If you and the other Sabbatarians could hav your 
way those 50,000 men, women, and children, with 
the hundreds of thousands that went to other re
sorts, would be kept cooped up in their homes 
every Sunday the year round. You are not willing 
that they shall enjoy themselvs in their own way, 
but they are perfectly willing that you shall do as 
you please on Sunday, providing you please to mind 
your own business. 

Speaking of the ante-horse car and Sunday news
paper days in Chicago, Mr. Moody says: "I remem
ber how those horse cars got to running; it was to 
accommodate the church-going people." Exactly, and 
so the selfishness of Christians having availed to 
open the way for the improvement of the condition 
of those outside the churches, those within the pale 
are clamoring to the authorities to stop the cars. 
"They hav emptied the churches, and all the steam
boats and barges are employed on Sundays carry
ing excursions." Ah, that is the trouble, of course. 
The Sunday cars "hav emptied the churches." That 
tells the story, and explains the grief of the Sabba
tarians. They are not able to compete in a fair field 
with the excursion trains, the shadowy woods, the 
cool ocean breezes, and so, rather than see the peo
ple happy in their own way, they would stop the 
cars and the boats and force everybody to choose 
between Sunday confinement in their rooms and 
listless watching of the threshing of theological 
straw in the churches. 

Mr. Moody affirms that he believes that "the 
greatest curse we hav in America to-day is our Sun
day newspapers," and he adds that he thinks the 
New York Sunday dailies "hav done as much harm 
as Tammany." They hav done harm to the extent 
that they hav catered to popular ignorance and 
prejudice, but in this respect they are no worse than 
the week-day editions, nor are they worse than 
the religious weeklies and monthlies; in fact, they 
are not so bad as the denominational organs, for 
there are many men of independent minds on their 
editorial staffs, and they manage to tell much needed 
truth, in spite of the smothering tendencies of the 
counting rooms. For instance, the leading papers 
of the country did splendid service during the fight 
over the proposed closing of the gates of the Colum
bian Exposition on Sunday. But we forget-this 
work of theirs did not find favor in the eyes of 
Mr. Moody. 

-------------------
The average grand jury· is a body of Solons. 

One of these groups of wiseacres in Denton, Tex., 
recently indicted thirteen society people in that 
town for playing progressiv eucher. The judge be
fore whom the cases were called promptly nolled 
them. We should like to know if these grand jurors 
are representativ of the communities from which 
they are drawn. If they are, we are not yet ready 
for the referendum; we will take our chances with 
the average justice or judge. 

• • Let church and pulpit take science at its latest word. 
The time was never more auspicious than now to proclaim 
a Theistic interpretation of law, and strengthen faith by 
the nry facts which seemed for a time to threaten its 
extinction. The necessity under which Christian tboug?t 
:finds itself of :finding some counter-truth to the doctrm 
of law is its opportunity to base its doctrine of divine 
providence upon that which even the severest science 
will not question."-'Zhe New Unity. 

So it seems that "Christian thought," instead of 
searching for the truth for the sake of the truth, 
is to hunt for an antidote to the "doctrin of taw," 
for the purpose of strengthening faith in the un
known god ! " Christian thought," it appears, is 
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under the " necessity " of doing this if it would not 
perish. Certainly it deserves to perish, if such is 
its highest conception of scientific investigation. 

Religious people say some queer things. At the 
Christian Endeavor meeting, in Boston, Chaplain 
D. H. Trebous, of the United States Navy, said that 
the world was " yet to be evangelized-just as it 
was discovered-by the men who go to sea." We 
hav always understood that church adherents be
lieved that God was the person who discovered the 
world. But perhaps Mr. Trebous meant to say that 
seamen from some parts of the world discovered 
other parts of it, and as Columbus the Catholic dis
covered America, it ia to be presumed that our 
chaplain expects seamen of that faith to evangelize 
it. Well, they began in good shape in Mexico and 
Peru, murdering millions of the inhabitants and 
destroying two civilizations which were the supe
riors of their own in every respect except mili
tarism. 

"Our large churches are already loaded down with a 
dead weight of members who join the church simply from 
social considerations, without any doctrinal conviction, 
and with no idea whatever of being made useful, and of 
co-operating with the spiritual agencies of the church in 
the great and stupendous scheme of world-wide evan
gelization and conquest. "-Rev. Otis A. Smith, in Chris
tian Endeavor Convention. 

Does the New Orleans Item think that the" lead
ing Protestant denominations" should be jubilant 
over a forty-two per cent increase in membership 
in ten years, when they are " loaded down " with 
people who hav joined them "simply from social 
considerations," and are "without any doctrinal 
convictions, and with no idea whatever of being 
made useful!" Need Colonel Ingersoll be driven 
to despair when his "opponent" is " powerful" in 
appearance largely because affiicted with fatty de
generation ! 

The Ohristian Advocate confesses that " the 
tendency is to Infidelity among progressiv Jews." 
The obstacles to the success of Protestant mis
sions, it says, are the fanaticism of the orthodox 
J ewe and the Infidelity of the Reformed J ewe. 
Peculiar, is it not, that the "chosen people," the 
compatriots of the Son of God, should be the most 
difficult to favorably interest in the gospel and mis
sion he is said to hav preached and inaugurated. 
Why did " god " manage matters so bunglingly 
that the race of which the Christian editor, Dr. 
Buckley, is compelled to say what he does below 
almost unanimously reject Christianity T 

" The J ewe are the most interesting race upon the 
earth. Their history is unsurpassed for heroism, their 
character in all ages bas displayed the highest order of 
intellect and unsurpassed physical endurance, and, tak
ing them as a whole, there is no race that can success
fully contend with them in so large a number of 
spheres." 

It would seem that such a people, if any, should 
hav been able to understand and willing to accept 
a religion founded by a demi-god whose mother 
was a Jewess and whose twelve apostles were all 
J ewe. If Dr. Buckley is right, and the J ewe hav 
"displayed the highest order of intellect," it fol
lows, does it not, that the highest order of intellect 
persistently refuses to recognize the validity of 
Christian pretensions T That is what we think, but 
we are somewhat surprised that the Ohristian Ad
vocate should so frankly admit the fact. 

One of the most absurd pretenses of the enforcers 
of the Sabbath and the Sunday excise laws in this 
city-a pretense, by the way, which even the Even
ing Post is not above resorting to-is that it is 
necessary to rigorously enforce the law in order to 
" disciplin" the police, who, under the old regime, 
permitted so many places to remain open, presum
ably because they were paid so to do. Let us see 
wha.t, if anything, there is in this wonderful line of 
defense. Why was there corruption before T Be
cause there was an attempt to shut up some of the 
places, and the police were induced to shut their 
eyes instead. Well, then, if a determined attempt 
is made to shut up all places, will not the tempta
tions of the police be correspondingly increased T 
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As convictions must depend upon their testimony, 
ao.d as the entire force is on Sunday transformed 
from a citizens' protectiv body into an army of spies 
and informers, will not every officer be put in the 
way of temptation T Under a decent secular order 
of things the police would be liable to be tempted 
only by the murderers, thieves, and other actual crim
inals. Under the present indecent Puritan order of 
things they are still liable to the temptations prof
fered by this class, and, in addition, to those that 
may be offered by tens of thousands of men and 
women whose business they are ordered to suppress 
because Sunday is the priests' day. How is the 
"disciplin" of the force to be improved under such 
circumstances, saying nothing of the accompanying 
demoralization of the business men, pedlars, and 
the others tempted by this idiotic system of perse
cution to buy off their persecutors T The only way 
to prevent New York's Roman Catholic constabu
lary from blackmailing the business people is to 
repeal the Sunday laws under which they operate. 

Judge Ball of Chicago fined Captain Anson and 
the other players of the Chicago baseball club $3 
each and costs for playing ball on Sunday. The 
judge said that the man living near a baseball park 
had rights as well as other people. This is getting 
down nearer to the right principle, for it seems to 
hold that the " disturbance" must be actual, not 
theoretical, as in the case of the Adventists plowing 
in their back fields. But it is pertinent to inquire 
if Judge Ball would fine the members of the salva
tion Army squad under similar circumstances, or 
the pastor and sexton of a church whose bell dis
turbed the neighbors of the church. Would he be 
impartial enough to do this, or is religion privileged 
in Chicago as elsewhere! We' fear that the latter 
is the real state of affairs, for Judge Ball declared 
that "citizens are entitled to a quiet Sunday," 
which give the impression that he fined the ball
players for disturbing citizens on Sunday, not for 
disturbance per se, and that he would hav acquitted 
them of blame if they had been accused of causing 
a disturbance on Monday or Saturday. We are un
able to see that the nerves of people are any more 
sacred on Sunday than they are on other days, and 
we hold that if, on the pretext of protecting nerves 
from annoyance, a man is punished for doing that 
on Sunday which he is permitted to do on other 
days, it is really the day that is sacred, not the 
nerves of the citizen. The protection of the day 
from "desecration" is in fact the real object of all 
Sunday laws! whatever may be the specious pretext 
alleged to the contrary. Citizens can be protected 
from disturbance by general laws applicable to all 
days alike, and hence there is not the shadow of an 
excuse for special Sunday legislation, which is 
always a religious outrage in intention and a class 
injustice in practice. 

The Wise Defense Fund. 
We are pleased to be able to make the acknowl

edgments given below. It is a better showing than 
any heretofore presented. Mr. Wise must not go 
to prison for sending an excerpt through the mails 
to a preacher whose church, through its various 
branches, sends thousands of whole copies in that 
way every year: · J. McArdle, 50 cents ; W. J. Rib
ley, $2.50; L. Walter, $1; S. Durant, $2; P. Selda, 
Sr., $1; E. B. Foote, $5; E. B. Foote, Jr., $5; H. Ber
nard, $1; A. T. McMillan, $1; G. W. Adams, $2; 
Mrs. E. Brundage, $1.85; Caroline L. Rich, $1; W. 
L. Nelson, $1; R. Schubert, $1 ; Chas. Gregg, $1; 
William Platts, $1 ; B. B. Rockwood, 70 ce:ats; 
E. C. Slye, $1; . S. Adamson, 50 cents; through Geo. 
Harrison, $16.40; L. G. Re~d, $1 ; Geo. Longford, 
$1; T. Tripp, $10; Mark Rowe, $1; J. Chevullard, 
$1 ; Asa Smith, $1; Ed. Blair, $1 ; Mrs. Sarah 
Metzler, 50 cents; E. K. Mohler, $1. 

Since the last acknowledgments were made in 
these columns we hav received for the Fleckten 
school fight in Minnesota the sums named below : 
E. 0. Roscoe, $2; R. Schubert, $1; D. M. Worley, 
$1; R. B. Jackson, $5; Daniel McDonald, $1.50; 
J. P. Thornquest, $1; S. Brewer, $1; F. Heins, $1; 
Mrs. Sarah Metzler, 50 cents. 
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News and Notes. 
The first impression one gets of Sheffield, as he 

rolls through on the railroad train, is that of a 
smoky, dingy manufacturing city, where it is im
possible for anything like beauty to flourish. I 
was tGld when I came to Sheffield that there was 
nothing to see, only long rows of tenement houses 
and vast and gloomy buildings, lighted with the 
glare of furnace fires, in which a thousand busy 
hands sharpen cutlery for the world. But as a 
matter of fact, Sheffield is a handsome city, when 
you travel out of the smoke to the surrounding 
hills. There are five valleys in Sheffield, and five 
meandering streams here unite into the river Don. 
Quite a variety, therefore, appears in Sheffield. It 
is not a monotonous manufacturing place, where 
only smoke and steam fill the air, and nothing is 
heard but the rumble and roar of myriad machiner
ies. From the crowded valleys where the vast 
business of the city is transacted, and where, in
deed, the blue light of heaven is often shut out by 
the murky clouds that encircle the heart of the fiery 
metropolis, from these steaming and rushing cen
ters of activity you come upon ample hills, beauti
ful green fields stretch away, groves and gardens 
glitter, and nature puts on her most alluring robe ; 
and as· you- wander over these hills you advance 
into magnificent prospects, and no scenery in the 
world can surpass the loveliness and grandeur· of 
what greets you in the vicinity of Sheffield. Some
how or other, Ruskin seemed to see the point, and 
he placed here one of the most charming, instructiv, 
and valuable museums to be found anywhere. It is 
worth crossing the Atlantic just to view these won
derful treasures. And why did Ruskin place these 
priceless exhibitions of nature and art alongside 
the rush and bustle and dirt of Sheffield T Why 
not at Oxford or other quiet town with educational 
and artistic associations T Ruskin himself supplied 
the answer. He said that ironwork was a necessary 
art; that the cutler's art at it's best, as manifested 
in Sheffield, is "unsurpassable by that of any living 
nation," and also "because Sheffield is within easy 
reach of beautifal natural scenery." 

The Sheffield Corporation, not unmindful of the 
honor bestowed upon the city by Mr. Ruskin, pur
chased Meersbrook Hall for the home of the mu
seum-a beautiful estate with old trees, and walls 
gay with roses and clematis, and in summer the 
haunt of blackbirds, thrushes, and rooks. It is in 
perfect accordance with the glories of the museum, 
which, though small, contains the most precious 
wealth of nature and of art. One could spend 
days in these little rooms, and yet ever find some
thing new and entrancing to study and muse over. 
Every picture and cast on the walls, every book and 
print in the library, every stone in the mineralog
ical gallery, is selected for a special purpose, and 
in its own peculiar department each is the best that 
could be procured. The object of Mr. Ruskin was 
to educate the people in art. The mineral room 
simply astonishes one with its crystal splendors. 
There are "precious stones," from sapphires to dia
monds, and from topazes to emeralds and opals. 
There is a unique example of a pale· blue form of 
topaz from the Ural mountains, associated with 
smoky quartz and mica. Perhaps there is nothing 
like it in the world. The iridescence of the opal is 
amazing, and you wonder that in the heart of nature, 
in "the dark unfathomed caves," such glorious 
hues could flash and flame. As you look into 
these beautiful crystals there seems to be opening 
upon y:ou depths of color shining far away in ever
changing lusters while you pass from point to point 
and gaze into the resplendent chambers. I know 
of no place where more wealth of natural beauty is 
revealed. 

The books are ancient-going back to 1160-and 
they display the exquisit art of those old days, and 
indicate with what a religious fervor the printers 
must hav labored. These books are enriched with 
miniatures, scroll-work, and ornamental borders. 
Here are also many of the original drawings of 
Turner; a painting of the front of St. Mark's which 
it took the artist three years to complete, and many 
of the works of ancient Italian masters which can 
not be found even in their own land. I was sur
prised to find such a wonderful display amidst such 
beautiful surroundings, near the grimy machineries 
of toil. It shows that Ruskin had some deep in
sight into the heart of man, and that he saw the 
latent poetry and romance of human toil; that 
where man labors, even in dust and darkness, there 
are the possibilities of noblest things. One might 
spend days in Ruskin's museum and find instruc
tion, for though the collection is not imposing, yet 
it is infinitly suggestiv, and leads one into a thou
sand pathways of thought and investigation. 

Sheffield is not simply a hive of industry-a black 
JUass of manuf!!.cturing ff!,cilities ; it is a city with 
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noble and magnificent surroundings, and whichever 1 sixteen miles. I was presented by these comrades 
way you journey a wide and splendid country ap- with a photograph of the soldiers at this point, 
pears. Sherwood forest, now no more, except in while on campaign duty, Mr. and Mrs. Addy, Mr. 
patches, once waved its endless branches from this Bennett, ~r. Dyson, who occupies the lecturer's 
vicinity to Nottingham. A cultivated land takes I desk, and 1s one of our busy workers; Harry Addy, 
the place of the "boundless contiguity of shade." young, but ready to do his duty; Mr. Wombwell, 
The harvest field shines, and the elegant dwelling. and Mr. and Mrs. Wadmore. I thank these friends 
I onlv hav the opportunity to enjoy one drive, and for their handsome gift. We all had tea together 
that is to Chatsworth Hall, the home of the Duke at the hall in the afternoon, and this enabled me to 
of Devonshire. This is about twelve miles from make acquaintance with the Freethinkers of Shef
Sheffield. On Monday we set forth, a somewhat field and vicinity, and it was a most enjoyable occa
cloudy day, but now and then the sunshine bursts sion. I gave three lectures that day, morning, 
forth in brilliant glory, and all the distant bights afternoon, and evening. The attendance was fair, 
catch the changing luster, and a scene of enchant- considering that we are the frontier force, and the 
ing variety is presented. We travel over immense enthusiastic welcome was cheering to the heart of 
hills. There are no sharp ascents here. It is the Pilgrim. I was glad to greet new friends from 
mostly like a vast table land, teeming with harvest, near and far, and to place their names and features 
while yet the moorlands offer a bare and solitary upon the tablets of memory, but if I began to enu
appearance, so that we see nature in majestic con- merate I should not know where to end, for the 
trast. The scene on every side is ample. As we friends of our cause rally by the score. But Shef
roll alongside Froggatt Edge one of the most field Secularism will continue to hold the fort for 
lovely and stupendous landscapes in the world un- many years to come, as it has already held the fort 
folds from the valley beneath to the mountainous for half a century. 
horizon. Embosomed in the valley, hundreds of Yes, Sheffield has, I think, the oldest Free
feet below your flying vehicle, is a charming ancient thought hall in England, and perhaps in the world. 
village, over which hovers the atmosphere <if golden It was built over fifty years ago, especially for Sec
romance. The valley, rich· with fields and groves, ular and reform purposes, and it has been kept to 
opens aad spreads away in gorgeous loveliness, the original aim through many changing fortunes, 
while the shining river Derwent, celebrated in song, and I felt that it was an honor to speak in a build
like a ribbon ornaments the long extending pros- ing so consecrated by human genius. Owen, Holy
pact. Above the valley stretch the vast hills in oake, Bradlaugh, Annie Besa.nt in her palmy days, 
somber columns, edged with wild precipitous rocks Foote, Watts, and many other stalwart defenders 
and dusky forest. On the side whence we view of liberty, hav spoken from the platform. There
this resplendent panorama the walls seem to go fore, we might say that here in this time-worn 
sheer down to the valley itself. Almost from our building is the oldest battle-ground of English 
very feet and the banks of the luminous river, Secularism, an unpretentious building, but mighty 
swells above and beyond the village, that hangs in the thoughts that hav glowed and thundered 
like a jewel on the scene, the enormous bight, within its walls. Sheffield givs a priceless inherit
whose verdant fields sink into desolate spaces. ance to the struggle of to-day from the dark yet 

From this attractiv point we sweep on to the glorious fields of the past. 
great hall, around which are so many memories of I had the great pleasure, while staying at Shef
the past. Passing through the delightful park, field, of enjoying the hospitality of American 
where the deer are grazing, we see Queen Mary's friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Matthewson, formerly of 
Bower, a lovely island, and yet a prison for the im- Philadelphia. They hav beEm in England for over 
perious queen, where her heart must hav poured twenty years, but they were born beneath the Stars 
itself out in useless lamentations. Here she could and Stripes, and hav not lost the love of nativ land. 
enjoy the sunshine and the flowers, look upon the They gave me a delightful welcome, and the hours 
bright, blue sky, but round about her rolled the re- sped merrily along, the glories of England min
tentless waters, and there was no escape. Beauti- gling with reminiscences of the great Republic of 
ful were the :menes she gazed upon in her captivity, the West-not that we love England less, but that 
the great hall, in the midst of massiv foliage, where we love America more, because in America we were 
royalty was wont to spend its hours of luxury. born, and the homeliest spot is rich and beautiful 
Within its spacious rooms are some of the finest because in it we first saw the light of day, the ten
pictures and statues in England, rare china and derness of human love mingling with the wonder 
porcelain and treasures of the olden time. The and delight of nature. Mr. Matthewson is a true
garden attached is a marvelous profusion of riches, blue, go-ahead American citizen. He is an inventor 
pomp of color, with fountains and glades and cats- and a business man, and he ha~ built a great fac
racts in the gloom of wood !lnd steep. The hot- tory in Sheffield, and his trade extends to all the 
house is the largest in the kingdom. It has taken world. We are constantly learning something 
the painters three years to re-decorate the roof and new, and the "sand-blast" is something new to 
sides. It shines with tropical splendor. Alas for me. And it is a wonderful power. Remark
the fortunes of the day! just as we left this luxu- able it is that human ingenuity never discov
rious abode, to see new curiosities, a sudden shower ered what sand could do until within a few years. 
descended upon our troop, and we were obliged to Gen. B. C. Tilghman is the original invent~r, and 
find refuge wherever we could, for the stately foot- Mr. Matthewson has added many patents, so that 
man had forbidden the use of umbrellas while in now the "sand-blast" has become a marvelouq in
these palatial regions, and so we had to dive under strumentality. It is not only a worker, but an 
the bushes, and it was a somewhat disconsolate artist. It can produce in glass the most beautiful 
scene for about ten minutes, the rain pouring in results, and the whirling sand-particles become as 
torrents. Well, we were repaid for the momentary cunning as the human hand. They chisel with 
discomfort. After the shower the sun came out wondrous rapidity, a million of them working in 
more gorgeously than ever, and the afternoon was harmonious combinations. 
simply superb. Everything was fresh and glitter- Professor Tyndall has eloquently described the 
'ing. We visited the church and churchyard, where "sand-blast," and it is worthy of note, so beautiful 
is buried Lord Frederick Cavendish, who was and so extraordinary· is the process. Professor 
murdered at Phcenix Park. It is a quiet place, sur- Tyndall says: " The Sphinx of Egypt is nearly cov
rounded with a model village. If one might find, ered up by the sand of the desert. The neck of 
outwardly, a paradise on earth it would be on this the Sphinx is partly cut across by the eroding ac
spot, where everything seems so harmonious. All tion of the fine sand blown against it. This action 
the dwelling-houses hav a supreme aspect of utility of sand has recently been turned to extraordinary 
and elegance. But I suppose I should get tired of account in the United States. When in Boston I 
such a comfortable existence in about a day's time, was taken by Mr. Josiah Quincy to see the action 
and should want to fly oft to the turmoil of Lon- of the •sand-blast.' A kind of hopper containing 
don. There is such a thing as life flowing along so fine silicious sand was connected with a reservoir of 
smoothly that death would be welcomed as a compressed air. The hopper ended in a long slit, 
change. However, these placid scenes remain in from whence the sand was blown. A plate-glass 
the memory with a charming and romantic per- was placed beneath this slit and caused to pass 
spectiv, and we dream of these mild resting-places slowly under it. It came out perfectly depolished, 
when "life's fitful fever" is over. Amidst the glory with a bright, opalescent glimmer, such as could 
of the descending sun we return homeward, climb- be produced only by the most careful grind
ing great hills and plunging into deep valleys, with ing. But this was not all. By protecting 
the moon in queenly luster along the radiant certain portions of the glass and exposing others, 
heavens, and then the innumerable lights of Shef- figures and traceries of any required form 
field, as we drive into its smoky and resounding could be etched upon the glass." Perhaps from this 
realms, and one more beautiful picture is added to brief description one can catch some idea of the 
the gallery of memory. variable potency of the "sand-blast." For ages it 

I enjoyed my work in Sheffield. There are sturdy had been working away upon the Sphinx, upon the 
workers here. Mr. Nelson, Mr. Lill, and others too stones of the desert, and yet no one had ever util
numerous to mention, gathered on this old-time ized this "sand-power" until the invention and 
battle-field. There was a noble delegation from patents of General Tilghman and Mr. Matthewson, 
Barnesley. They walked in, & distance of about and now it is WQr~d-wic1e in ~ts U.Stil!l· All the files 
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of Sheffield are sharpened by the "sand-blast." 
_Glass is polished by it, and all kinds of figures, the 
most beautiful possible, can be cut in glass. Also 
tombstones are engraved by the same process. 
What was once done by hand is now done by the 
"sand-blast." The sand can cut into the hardest 
substances, for it is the concentrated energy of 
millions of particles of sand that does the work. 
Sand is also used for cleaning purposes. It is bet
ter than water. The fine sand, whirling from a 
tube, will knock the dirt out in no time. It will 
clean a building as no human hand could possibly 
do. It will thus be seen what a manifold power 
has been developed by the skill and perseverance of 
Mr. Matthewson, whose inventions must certainly 
take a front rank with the glories of modern indus
try. Mr. Frederick Matthewson, his son, is also 
devoted to this important enterprise. Miss Char
lotte Matthewson, the daughter, is a member of the 
Royal College of Music, an honor which but few, 
comparativly attain, and she is an exquisit player 
upon the violin, attesting the genius of woman and 
her capacity to do anything that man can do, 
giv her a chance. So, mingling with the arts and 
industry of Sheffield, were the delights of music. 
I visited also the gallery and museum in the park, 
and here are many valuable paintings, also curios
ities for the scientific. Near Sheffield is Queen 
Mary's Tower, where shfl was for some time incar
cerated by the Earl of Shrewsbury. On the last 
night of my stay, Wednesday, I went to hear a 
lecture on new developments of steam power, and 
here I learned something I did not know before 
about steam. I suppose that engineers will under
stand me when I write of "superheating steam." 
That was a new phrase to me. In this, however, 
is one of the gigantic problems of the age. Its 
solution means a vast increase of steam energy. To 
roughly suggest, it is this : Ordinary steam, or 
" wet steam," as it is called, when it enters the 
cylinder is condensed more or less into water, and 
thus much of its power is lost. The problem is to 
"superheat" the steam, that is, to make "wet steam" 
"dry steam," so that when it enters the cylinder it 
will not become water at all, but remain steam and 
do the work of steam. It is claimed by the lecturer, 
Professor Ripper, one of the most experienced 
engineers of England, that this problem has been 
solved, and that from 25 to 50 per cent of steam 
energy is saved. If this is so, then there is to be 
a new and wonderful evolution of engin and steam 
power, and Sheffield has the honor of it.s initiation 
in this country. 

It will be seen, by what I hav tried to tell, what 
a varied experience I had at Sheffield; what con
trasts I met with in this metropolis of iron ; that 
alongside its smoke and dirt aTe glittering expanses 
of art and poetry, and it is well worth a visit of 
many days. It has a population of about 350,000. 
I hope I shall see it again and my Freethought 
friends also, who hav treated me so generously. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

with a vast central tower 213 feet in bight. Its 
entire length from east to west is 524 feet; its ex
treme breadth north to south 250 feet. We wander 
through the vast spaces of this temple, which has 
stood for centuries. The present structure was 
begun in 1070. But below in the crypt can be seen 
the remains of ancient walls which go back to the 
seventh century. The window at th"' east end is 
considered the largest illuminated window in the 
world. It is 76 feet in length and 33 feet in width, 
and wonderfully illuminated. It is impossible to 
convey an idea of its radiant splendor. After 
traversing the depths of this great cathedral, and 
looking upon the graves of warriors and kings and 
bishops, after looking at its marvelous walls and 
windows upon which so much labor has -been ex
pended at a penny a day, we climb the massiv tower 
itself, 65 feet in breadth, and with 273 steps from 
the bottom to the top. An extensiv view is pre
sented from this lofty station. 

The country about York for miles away is level. 
The city lies at our feet, the quaint old houses 
standing among those of_ modern style. The vast 
roof of the cathedral itself extends a hundred feet 
beneath. It was a place for imagination to revel 
in the greatness of the past and the wonder of the 
future. Other places of interest are the Bootham 
Bar, with Norman tower erected about the end of 
the thirteenth century; the Manor House, once 
a royal residence ; the Lendal Bridge, from whence 
can be seen a long sweep of the winding Ouse ; the 
Mansion House, the walls of which are ornamented 
with historical portraits of great value ; the Guild
hall, dating from 1446, with its beautiful colored 
windows; the Theater Royal, erected in 1765, over 
the site of St. Peter's church-a great improve
ment. It is said that Constantine the Great was 
born in York. Not much credit that to the city. 
He was also invested here by the Roman legions 
with the imperial purple. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my few hours' visit at York. 
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson gave me a hearty English 
welcome. Two of their sons are now in America, 
and expect to make that country their home; and 
so my friends hav a fellow feeling for those who 
come from the Western shores, seeing that they 
hav given their quota to the population of the great 
republic. Mr. Johnson was once an earnest Chris
tian, and wrote a pamphlet in support of the faith ; 
but he is now a thorough Liberal and always ready 
to do his share of pioneer work. Mrs. Johnson is 
a born Freethinker, and has never-passed through 
the clouds of superstition. I shall not forget the 
hospitality of these friends in this ancient cathedral 
city, which is one of the most superb monuments 
of a religious and barbaric past combined with the 
splendor and industry of the nineteenth century. 
Within a stone's throw of the cathedral rolls the 
railway locomotiv and flames the eiectric light. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 
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The Great Boston Love-Feast. 
The Christians held a great love-feast in Boston 

on the Fourth, and according to the Boston Stand
ard*, which is my authority, the love of God was 
shed abroad in such special manner that battered 
faces, cracked skulls, blood and thunder and death 
were the result. I had supposed that Catholics 
were Christians ; they believe in the fall, the mirac
ulous conception, the crucifixion, resurrection, as
cension, and all the rest of it ; but the Standard 
says they are "thugs." J. D. Hooker, who is good 
authority, says that the thugs "believe in a divine 
original," and so do Christians. Thus between the 
Standard and Hooker the fact seems to be estab
lished that all Christians are thugs. 

Well, the Catholic thugs were one of the Chris
tian parties to the love-feast, and the A. P. A.'s and 
other Protestant thugR were the second party. The 
Standard seems to make a distinction between 
Catholic thugs and other Christian thugs, but with 
my glasses on I am unable to see the difference. 

The Standard speaks of the bitter opposition, 
which for years has existed, against our free insti
tutions. Just what we hav been saying, lo these 
many years, but the Standard does not seem to hav 
caught on until after the great love-feast. 

It appears that one party to the feast constructed 
a small school-house and painted it red, after the 
style of the New England school-house, and it was 
put on wheels and drawn by four horses. It wa.s 
fourteen feet long, seven feet wide, and nine feet 
high, with windows and a door. Headed by the 
"little red school-house," about five thousand Chris
tian thugs with banners paraded the streets. One 
of the reverend thugs proposed to stand in the door 
of the red thing, with a Bible resting upon the 
Stars and Stripes. This was a chip on the Protes
tant shoulder, and evidently the Protestant thugs 
expected that the Catholic thugs would knock it 
oft, for the reverend one was cautioned against the 
danger, and so stood with his open Bible and flag 
in one of the windows. 

'fhe Standard speaks of the "little red school
house" as an emblem of American institutions
free schools; but the Bible above the flag shows 
the Christian idea of free schools-free to them 
to educate bigots who will respect the ~tars and 
Stripes only so long as they are allowed the privi
lege of using the schools to promulgate their bar
barous doctrine and hocus- pocus legends. It 
appears that a rough time was expected, for, be
sides ten mounted policemen and three hundred on 
foot, a number of "military companies were held in 
readiness" in case God's love should be too power
fully manifested by the followers of the meek and 
lowly. The Standard says that ''just around the 
corner a gang of toughs [Catholic toughs J were 
waiting," and then speaks of a "murderous gang 
of thugs, all of whom were Catholics." Don't it 
beat all what endearing epithets these Christian 
thugs do apply to each other I 

From Sheffield, on Thursday afternoon, July 4th, 
without any accompaniment of patriotic fire-crack
ers or cannon, I take my way to York, to famous 
York, which indeed has a solidity of ancientness 
about it that is truly magnificent and somewhat ap
palling. Here is the old wall of the Romans and 
the gateways, etc. Mr. Wm. Johnson, who came 
from York to Sheffield to attend lectures, met me 
at the station, and the first thing we did was to 
take a walk around the old city on the lofty stone 
battlements that had witnessed many a fierce and 
bloody encounter. York is now a railroad town 
with railroad shops. Two hundred trains pass 
every day. It has a population of 60,000. The 
largest part of the city is now outside the walls. 
The ri:ver Ouse runs through its center. At the 
end of the southern wall is the Castle and Clifford's 
tower, in the latter of which two thousand Jews 
were once slain. We visit the municipal buildings, 
and also the ruins of St. Mary's Abbey and the an
cient hospital near by. These are interesting ruins, 
dating back several hundred years. The Abbey 
was destroyed by Cromwell. It was once a stately 
building as large, apparently, as the present cn.the-

The latest Prussian census makes interesting 
reading, so much the more as it effectivly contra
dicts the orthodox statement that religion and 
piety are most prevalent where crimes are least in 
number. Berlin, according to the well-known anti
Semite and royal court preacher, Dr. Stoecker, is a 
veritable Babylon. But statistics prove that in the 
orthodox East Prussia, with three times as many 
ministers as Berlin, there are to every 10,000 of 
population 170.4 criminals; in West Prussia, with 
four times the proportion of ministers, the rate is 
180; in Posen, 1641; in Hamburg, 131.66; in 
Bremen, 168.91, while the ungodly Berlin shows 
but 123 5 per ten thousand. Murder, in first and 
second degrees, in Wurtemberg and East Prussia, 
is three times as high · proportionately to popula
tion, as in Berlin; in Pomerania and Bavaria, more 
than double, and in Silesia double. Theft in Ber
lin is 31.4; in West Prussia, 47.6; in East Prussia, 
49 4, ~nd in Posen, 50 to every 10,000 inhabitants. 

Well, the Christian thugs out of the procession 
began to crowd and spit upon those in the proces
sion, and both got so filled with the love of the 
Lord that they fell to thumping and bruising each 
other with their fists. Finally their fervor waxed 
so hot that fistic demonstrations became entirely 
too tame, and it could be expressed only with clublil, 
stones, and brickbats. One of the saintly thugs 
seized another by the throat with one hand, and, 
in order to enlighten him as to th3 rules of the 
feast, raised a heavy club and allowed it to gently 
descend upon the latter's knowledge-box, spoiling a 
new hat, opening the scalp so as giv the bump of 
veneration a chance to enlarge, and causing the 
earth to strike him with such force as to render 
him silly. Thus the subject was not only enlight
ened, but he had a chance to study the stars. 

A woman accompanied by three daughters showed 
that she belonged to the angelic host by the tender 
and endearing names she applied to the thugs in 
the procession. Then, to demonstrate the equality 
of the sexes, she let fly a right-hander, which landed 
upon the "mug" of an A. P. A. and laid him 

-sprawling in the street. She then retreated in 
- dral. There are many things to be seen in York. 

There are old-fashioned buildings still standing. 
There are still the narrow streets and over-hanging 
walls, so that from the second-story one could al
most shake hands with his neighbor across the way 
as he leans forward from his chamber-window. I 
enjoy perambulating th~ _streets. of this quaint city, 
traversing its walls, lookmg at 1ts great cathedral, 
and watching the moonlight and the shadows on 
the river and the parks, and the masses of people 
as they throng the central aye~ues. Friday mor:r;t· 
ing I visit .the cathedral. Th1s_1s the largest Goth1c 
cathedral in England, and sa1d to be the largest 
this side the Alps. It is larger than Westminster 
Abbey or St. Paul's. It is an immense an? impos
Jp.~ _at~9ctu~e. Jt pf!.s two great t<>were Jll troptl 

From these official statistics Dr. Bruno Wille has 
drawn some very instructiv conclusions. After cit
ing the figures regarding Berlin, he conclusivly 
proves that only 65 per cent of children born of 
Lutheran parents are baptized; only 25 per cent 
are married by ministers, the 75 per cent being 
married by secular officials; and at only one-fifth 
part of funerals does a Lutheran minister officiate, 
80 per cent having no clergyman of any denomina
tion whatever in attendance. 

Eight honest citizens of Tennessee spent their 
Fourth of July in Rhea county jail for failing to 
remain idle while the people of the established re
ligion worshiped. And yet, while these men were 
suffering for violating a dogma of the state estab
lished creed, the Fourth of July orator of Tennes
see delivered himself of flowery periods in praise of 
the "land or the free and tb.o;~ }lome of the brave," 
-American Senein~l. · · · · ·· · 

good order with-out any flank movement. ' 
A man having a sword thought to diversify the 

entertainment, and seeing a man who, he fancied, 
had too much cheek, he laid it open by a stroke of 
his weapon. The other fellow, instead of following 
the scriptural injunction to turn the other cheek, 
remembered that "he who fights and runs away 
may liv to fight another day," and so turned tail 
instead. The same swordsman, moved by the holy 
spirit, likewise essayed to teach one of the saintly 
thugs not to poke his nasal organ into a love-feast 
until he was invited; so with another pass he cut 
the intruder's nose clean from his face. At the 

•--:Tb.e Boston Standard is the organ, recently estab
lished of the anti-OatholiQ organizations in Maesa{lh~· 
11etts. ' It iti R daily1 · · 
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resurrection, when noses are counted, he will hav 
to carry his nose in his hand or be left out. 

Thus did these servants of the Lord greet one 
another, exten~ing the right hand of fellowship, 
and seeming intent only upon sending one another 
into the divine presence by the most direct and 
speedy route possible. 

The Standard thus describes the scene : " Men 
with blood :flowing down their cheeks were seen 
on all sides. Stones were :fired into the crowd. 
Several pistols were discharged, one man was killed, 
and shouts and groans :filled the air." 

Wasn't that a sight to tickle the gods? Won
der that they were not translated. Heaven must 
hav been so near that, by faith, they could shake 
hands with the apostles, and hear the twang of the 
heavenly harps. Don't see how they could wait for 
their white robes and crowns. 

Well, let the lambs of God play together, and let 
the Kilkenny cats frisk and purr; the result is 
about the same in both cases. 

MORAL. 

The Rev. H. F. H. Miller's Bible had no more 
business on the :flag than the Koran or Butler's 
"Hudibras." Not half as appropriate as some of 
the works of Thomas Paine. 

A Christian is never in the way of duty unless he 
is holding his old Jew-book under somebody's nose. 
When one is called as a witness or initiated into 
office, or makes an affidavit, on various occasions, 
he is asked to kiss this old relic of ignorance and 
barbarism. 

There was no natural enmity between the two 
parties to the Boston love-feast, and had it not 
been for this old book, no :fight would hav oc
curred. 

Some of the pious thugs spat and threw quids of 
tobacco upon the open Bible. Why did not God 
strike those dead who spat upon his holy word T He 
used to be up to such tricks in his younger days. 
What a chance there was for a display of his 
almighty power! If he had struck those dead who 
spat upon the Bible, it would hav done more to es
tablish a sacred· regard for his word than all the 
reverend ranters could accomplish in a hundred 
years. 

Fifty years ago, if a Liberal had marched in a 
procession carrying the "Age of Reason" resting 
upon the American :flag, which would hav been a 
hundred times more appropriate, the saintly thugs 
would hav made common cause, and stoned him to 
death. 

The trouble is, the Christian is always exercising 
privileges which he is not willing to grant to 
others. Sauce for the Liberal gander must not 
be given to the Christian goos~. 

It seems to be a hard fact for Christians to learn 
that Jew, Mohammedan, Buddhist, Atheist, all hav 
the same rights under the Constitution that they 
hav. The truth is, the Protestant thugs want to hav 
everything their own way, and the Catholic thugs 
want the same thing, while the Liberals declare that 
neither must succeed. 

Any man who honestly and sincerely believes the 
Bible to be the word of God is a dangerous man, 
because it teaches polygamy, treachery, intemper
ance, deception, persecution, war, theft, murder, 
incest, rape, and revenge. A man who believes 
such teaching to be the unnerring word of God 
must be swayed by his b lief, and will be guilty 
of the grossest outrages when he honestly thinks 
he is obeying the will of God. Most of the perse
cutions hav been instigated in this way. 

The believers in the Bible will constantly be try
ing to shape the civilization of the nineteenth cen
tury to the ignorance and barbarism of three thou
sand years ago. They will be trying to serve God 
by acts which are marked by all the savage, tyran
nical, and brutal features of those in whose imagi
nation this hideous God was :first brought into 
existence, and whose ideas of civilization were so 
low that they stoned a man to death for picking up 
sticks on the Sabbath. 

And yet these Christian unfortunates think that 
the government ought to be turned over into their· 
hands, that they may run it according to their no
tion of the will of this child-killing, woman-stealing 
God. 

I don't quarrel with the Christian because he gets 
down on his knees and holds a palaver with a being 
who has no existence except in his imagination, but 
because he won't mind his own business-he keeps 
meddling with my affairs and claims the right to 
dictate to me whether I shall get shaved on ene 
day in the week or on another. 

If the Christian could reason at all he would see 
that I am no more bound to obey him because he 
is a Christian, than he is bound to do as I say be
cause I am an Infidel. 

What business is it to the Christian whether a 
man hoes his corn on Sunday or Monday-whether 

I go to church or attend a theater! But the zealot 
will say that these matters are regulated by law, 
and the law must be obeyed. That is just what he 
claimed when he whipped women and hung witches; 
but who made the law, and what would be the conse
quences if Christians should get full control, with 
God in the Constitution, and Christ acknowledged 
as the supreme ruler! We should be compelled to 
attend church on Sunday or be hauled over Chris
tian coals, as those were when ecclesiastics shaped 
all legislation. 

Who wants to be governed by the whim of a 
Christian T If he should hear of a man hoeing 
corn on Sunday a half mile away he would be 
greatly disturbed, but the clang of a half dozen 
church bells on Sunday does not disturb him in the 
least. 

He sees the hand of God in everything, and be
lieves that God does everything for the best, yet 
he runs for his dugout when God sends a cyclone. 
And then the Christian is never quite as happy as 
when he is hoping to make somebody do as he says. 
He goes into the mechanic shop and tells the me
chanic when he must work and when he must rest. 
He goes to the dealer and tells him what hours he 
may sell and when he must close up. He pokes his 
Bible under your nose and says it must be read in 
school by a Christian teacher. He dictates to you 
what may be sent to you through the mails-keeps 
a smut agent to pronounce on what you say and 
write, and he takes you off to jail if you say or do 
anything which displeases him. It would be about 
as safe to put our liberties into the hands of such 
keepers as it would to put dynamite into the hands 
of a lunatic. They hav got too much power already. 
No, no, we do not forget that when Christians had 
the power they whipped women, hung witches, ban
ished Quakers, slit noses, branded, burnt, tortured, 
and imprisoned without mercy, and for a thousand 
years persecuted and banished the teachers of 
science, and spread a gloom over all Europe which 
the world will never forget. 

Washington said this was in no sense a Christian 
government, and it never will be until the names 
of Paine and Jefferson and Franklin and those who 
founded it are forgotten. If the Christian should 
force God into the Constitution the fight would still 
be on, for the Protestant thugs would want the 
Bible in the schools, to which the Catholic thugs 
would never consent, and the Freethinkers would 
never consent to hav their rights trampled under 
foot. 

When will religionists learn that their peculiar 
notions depend upon early training and environ
ment more than the reason of the religion which 
they embrace ! 

Christians assert and claim to believe that this is 
a Christian government. Did God "ordain and 
establish this Constitution," or was it ordained and 
established by the people of the United States! 
God had nothing more to do with the formation of 
this government than the imaginary heathen gods 
did which were worshiped thousands of years ago. 
The less God is allowed to meddle with our gov
ernmental affairs the better it will be. Better let 
him remain on his· great white throne surrounded 
by his harping angels, and busy himself getting up 
cyclones and earthquakes, :floods and epidemics, so 
that Christians will always hav the "goodnec;Js of 
God" before their eyes. 

Now I want to show the Christian how near he 
comes to having a Christian government, and upon 
what foundation his claim rests: 

" Congress shall make no law respecting an es
tablishment of religion." 

"No religious test shall ever be required as a 
qualification to any office or public trust under the 
United States." 

Now, my Christian friend, can you not .see that 
you hav no rights under the Constitution not 
guaranteed to the Jew, the Mohammedan, the 
Buddhist, and the Atheist ! 

There can be no doubt that the foundfilrS of the 
government intended to giv the greatest latitude in 
regard to religious matters. At the same time they 
meant to protect all, and grant special privileges to 
none. 

Let God be forced into the Constitution and 
Christ be acknowledged as the supreme ruler, and 
all the scheming officers and politicians will be 
on the "Lord's side," and the band of the church 
will be felt at our throats, and liberal-minded men 
will be taught lessons in Christian charity and 
Christian forbearance, which they will not soon 
forget. Not that Christians mean to be tyrannical. 
Oh, no ; not a bit more than they meant to be cruel 
when t_hey bored holes with hot irons through the 
tongues of heretics! But they form certain notions 
as to what would be pleasing to their God; and 
what they think their God would do they will do 
without the least thought of tyranny or cruelty. So 
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far are the minds of Christians under this hallu
cination that they hav murdered their own children, 
in the belief that God required them to make 
such a sacrifice. 

The Christian's God has too many misfits in his 
dealings with men to be trusted. He rarely does 
what the Christian tells him to do, and never pays 
any attention to his cheap advice. When the Chris
tian asks a favor he always has business in another 
direction. When he prays for health, God sends 
an epidemic. When he prays for rain, God sends 
a drouth, and yet the poor Christian dupe is ever 
on his knees, and, notwithstanding all of theRe dis
appointments, believes that God lends a listening 
ear to all his petitions, and never loses confidence 
in his imaginary idol. 

Let the American people never forget that Chris
tianity is a species of insanity, and those who would 
put the destiny of the government into Christian 
hands would place their fortunes in the keeping of 
lunatics. 

Was Bennett imprisoned because he was a bad 
man, and guilty of a great outrage T Harman and 
Wise and the Seventh-day Adventists are worried 
and persecuted and imprisoned because they are 
in the hands of the viciously insane. 

If Christians ever get control of the government 
the sun of our liberties will go down, and we shall 
be compelled to bow to the church for the privilege 
of carrying our heads. JoHN PEaK. 

Naples, N. Y. 
----------~----------

Observations. 
The Free Press, Wexford, Ireland,. contains an 

advertisment of agricultural implements of local 
manufacture, accompanied by the inquiry: 

Why support Saxon or Yankee labor abroad? 
Shillalys and shamrocks! Hav we Americans 

consented to be known as inhabitants of the Greater 
Ireland, only that our products may be boycotted 
as cheap pauper labor from abroad! And hav we 
raised large subscriptions for Irish Home Rule, in 
in order that ·we may be classed in advertisments 
with the Sassenachs 1 Is it possi.le that we hav 
been too fresh T 

The temporary illness of Mr. J. D. Shaw, editor 
of the Independent Pulpit, has called a new and 
virile pen into the service of Freethought-that of 
J. T. Shaw, son of the above. J. T. is young, but 
gifted. In pursuance of his editorial duties he re
cently wrote as follows: 

Education we may need, but it is an education that will 
lead to temperance. We cannot legislate morals. We 
cannot make men good. We cannot make them temper
ate, We can only show them the superiority of morality 
over vice. We can distinguish for them good and evil, 
showing the superiority of one over the other. We can 
point out the benefits of temperance and show them how 
to avoid excesses and thus aid them in making themselvs 
moral, good, and temperate, this being the only method 
by which these results are satisfactorily and permanently 
obtained. To prohibit is to create an appetite or an itch 
for that prohibited. To say "thou shalt not," is to pro
voke the '' I will." Morals may be evoked by persuasion 
and argument, but by force never. 

That would be good sense, even though it were 
found in the Bible, but it evoked the mental pro
cesses of Mr. C. C. Moore, of the Blue Grass Blade, 
who believes in temperance as superinduced by the 
club, and who accuses Mr. Shaw of writing for the 
unwashed "hoodlum masses." It is sufficient to 
say that young Mr. Shaw is equal to the occa
sion, and that his powers of rhetoric enable him to 
knock Mr. Moore higher than Gilderoy's kite. I 
quote a passage : 
If he [Moore] were capable of seeing beyond his own 

conclusions; if he were liberal enough to allow others to 
hav any conclusions; if he could discuss with a gentleman 
as a gentleman; if he could be made to understand that 
others are as capable of honestly taking and conscien
tiously holding a position on any subject, prohibition in
cluded, as himself; if he were not so ready to call those 
who, in obedience to honest convictions, d1:ffer with him, 
"liars, hypocrite," etc.; in fact, if he could restrain his 
temper, 1he Pulpit might, without danger of tarnishing 
and embittering its pure pages with the spleen which is 
ejected with his thought, and spread with his pen through
out his effusions, invite him to a candid dillcussion of the 
subject so dear to his heart, of which he holds himself, 
armed with the above mentioned Blade, as champion, 
ready to do battle even, as the cherubims of yore waved 
their flaming swords in defense of Eden. 

A trifle rich in unpruned luxuriance of invectiv, 
but demanded by the circumstances. Young Mr. 
Shaw will hold his own. The senior editor of the 
Pulpit also takes a hand in the debate, and if less 
rhetorical than the junior, he is sufficiently ·severe. 
In all that I hav ever read of personal controversy 
I hav seen no better example of sarcasm than Mr. 
Shaw's remark that while he does not consider Mr. 
Moore worthy of serious reply, "he is an admirable 
subject for a new beginner to practice upon." 

The funeral of Prof. Thomas Henry Huxley was 
had at East Finchley on July 4th. Saving the in-
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terment of the body, the proceedings were a mock
ery and a desecration, being conducted according 
to the ritual of the Church of England. Suppos
edly speaking on behalf of the deceased, the officiat
ing clergyman read the words : 

Christ, hav mercy upon nsf 
Amos Waters was present, with Saladin and Fred
erick Millar. These "walked sadly away, thinking 
one thought~Superstition is endowed and for
tressed. It curses the cradle and the grave." The 
dead man's relativs missed one possible indignity. 
They might hav caused his works to be burned 
by the common hangman. 

Herbert Spencer has recently added a valuable 
term to the dictionary of definitions. He calls it 
the "pseud-idea," and it means sham thinking, or a 
thought that is not a thought. We hav a vivid illus
tration of it, he says, in the assertion, not infre
quently made concerning some remarkable phenom
enon-" Oh, it is caused by electricity ;1' an asser
tion which, in both speaker and hearers, leaves a 
.contented feeling that they understand the matter; 
the truth being that none of them has the remotest 
idea what electricity is, and none of them bas the 
remotest idea bow electricity, did they know its nat
urA, could produce the effect observed. What they 
take to be their ideas are simply pseud or·false ideas. 
Mr. Spencer employs this illustration to show bow 
little real meaning there is in Mr. Balfour's propo
sition that " out of the depths of unfathomable 
mystery there emerge the certitudes of religion, the 
primary certitude being the existence of a rational 
author for the ordered system of phenomena." I 
want to apply it to an example of the pseud-idea 
that falls conveniently under my eye. The other 
day Gen. Thomas J. Morgan, of these parts, de
livered a patriotic address on "Building a Nation," 
and in casting about for a basis for his common
wealth be discovered, or said be did, that a nation 
having no earthly king must accept a heavenly one, 
and that, to be permanent, it must "rest upon 
God." Thereat every pious and imbecil bearer 
nodded assent and felt that the country was safe; 
but, as in the case of those who accepted the elec
trical illustration, neither the speaker nor the bearer 
bad a de:tl.nit idea what God is; nor, if they had 
known or thought they knew what be is, could 
either bav told bow to go about founding a nation 
on him. And what is true of General Morgan and 
his bearers is true of nearly all who talk and listen 
to theological discourse. It is mainly true, also, of 
a great deal that goes under the bead of political 
and economic teaching. The thinking thought to 
be thought is sham thinking-a mere impression, 
and confused at that, like one gob of mud striking 
another. 

If those who speak and write, and those who 
listen or read, will keep in mind the difference be
tween the true idea and the pseud-idea they will 
not talk and write so much, nor will they accept so 
much as genuin thought which is in reality only aim
less and unguided mental divagation, resembling 
the coursing of a calf around a barnyard. It would 
put an end to preaching, which is a result that can't 
very well be helped. 

In the July 6hh issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER the author 
of "Observations" in criticising the article of the Rev. 
J. J. Porter on (1) the advisory letter of Franklin to 
Paine says: "The facts, as recorded by Mr. Paine him
self, are that the first part of the 'A~e of Reason' was 
written in 1793, being completed in December of that 
year, six hours before the author's arrest took place. 
Franklin bad then been dead about three yel\rs." Are 
we to infer from this (2) that Franklin had no knowledge 
of the nature of the first part of the "Age of Reason,"· 
or had not read the manuscript? In the first of this let
ter Franklin writes: "I hav read your manuscript with 
some attention," etc. I am unable to find in the biog
graphy or writing concerning Paine the time or date 
when be wrote the first part of "Age of Reason," only 
when it was handed to Joel Barlow for publication just 
before his imprisonment, 1793. M.ay it not hav been 
written a long time before this, judging from Paine's 
own words in the beginning of this work where he writes, 
"It has been my intention for several years to publish 
[not write] my thoughts on religion?" 

Lee, N. JJak., July 20. H. 0. BYVERTSoN. 
Why does Mr. Syvertson say (1) "the advisory 

le~ter of Franklin to Paine," when there is no evi
dence that it was addressed to Paine T Franklin's 
biographer, Sparks, says that the letter. was without 
date or direction, that it was :tl.rst pubhshtd by one 
William Temple Franklin, and the reader is kept 
guessing whether or not any original is in exist· 
ence. (2) In the preface to the second part of the 
"Age of Reason" Paine repeats his statement that 
he had long intended to publish ~is thoughts on 
religion, and then proceeds to detail the facts th.at 
led him to hurry the work. He says : " The cir
cumstances, however, which existed in France in 
the latter end of the year 1793 determined me to 
P.~la.Y llO longer." He further describes his sur-
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roundings-" the intolerant spirit of church perse
cution had transferred itself into politics- the 
tribunal styled revolutionary supplied the place of 
an Inquisition, and the guillotin and stake outdid 
the fire and the fagot of the church." He saw some 
of his most intimate friends destroyed, others car
ried daily to prison, and had reason to believe that 
the same danger was rpproaching himsl3lf. "Under 
these disadvantages," he says, "I began the former 
part of the 'Age of Reason;' I bad besides neither 
Bible nor 7 estament to refer to." From this it is 
reasonable to infer that the first part of the "Age 
of Reason" was written say in 1792-3, while the 
atrocities of the French Revolution were culminat
ing; for it was under such circumstances that the 
author tells us be" began" the work, and under the 
same. circumstances he completed it six hours before 
his arrest. If he wrote the "Age of Reason" 
in Franklin's time, when he was in America, his be
ing without a Bible is a puzzle; but in Paris, in 
1793, an English copy may bav been hard to come at. 

One sentence in the letter makes it questionable 
whether any man in his senses would hav addressed 
it to Paine-"Y()u might easily display your excel
lent talents of reasoning upon a less hazardous 
subject, and thereby obtain a rank with our most 
distinguished authors." Such advice given to one 
who was not the best read writer of his day might 
be sound, if altogether worldly, but to Paine it 
would hav been empty. He had more readers than 
Franklin, he was already a distinguished author, 
and his subject, that of American independence, 
was the most "hazardous" be could hav chosen. 

If Benjamin wrote the letter, his advice about 
burning the " piece" before it was seen by any 
other person might better hav been followed by 
himself. Gxo. E. MAcDONALD. 

If. 
If, for the agony we suffer he-re, 

We are repaid in future happineAs, 
Then what a joy hav some of us stored up; 

If, for the loss of all that we bold dear, 
If, for the misery and wretchedness, 

. If, for the bitter of life's wormwood cup, 
At last the scale is balanced. what will be-
To some-the pleasures of Eternity! 
If, for the suffering we cause to others, 

The unkind words we might hav left unsaid, 
The heart-breaks we occasion; if, for all 

The needless sorrow we hav caused our brothers, 
It is repaid us after we are dead, 

'Twere better for us that the shroud and pall 
Should end us utterly, than we should be 
Participants in that Eternity. 
Thus is it that we stand perplexed, uncertain. 

Some ills we bear, no doubt, and some create. 
Between the two the scales may turn contrary. 

And so we quake a little, ere the curtain 
Riaes to let us look upon our fate; 

We quake and turn and dread, uncertain very 
Whether we wish to die quite dead, or be 
Chance-takers for this same Eternity. 

J. 0. EDGERTON. 

Freethought Progress Abroad. 
The Dutch Freethinkers hav started a propaganda 

fund. ·. •. • Women's rights are gaining ground rapidly 
in Holland. 

Our German friends hav formed the "F1·eetbonght 
Society of the City of New York," and meet every first 
and third Sunday of the month at 3 o'clock at 212 E. Fifth 
street. 

At the International Freethonght Congress to be held 
at .Brussels, September 22-24, 1895, the following ques
tions will be discnBBed: 1. The Abolition of War. 2. Re
lation of the Church to the State. B. The Equality of 
Man and Woman. 4. The Religions Emancipation of 
Woman. Freethinkers in the United States and Canada 
who wish to attend will please communicate with Gustave 
Nelson, M.D., Minden City, Mich., who, as member of 
the general council and correspondent for the United 
States and Canada, will giv desired information. Sec
ular papers please print this notice in each issue pub
lished until September 15, 1895. 

The Freethinkers of Belgium contemplate carrying the 
war of light into the dark province of Flanders. ·. ·. · A 
new Freethought society has been formed in Belgium, 
Les Disciples de Cesar De Paepe at Huy. •. ·. · The 
Freethong_ht Orphan Asylum at Mont. St. Amand, in 
Catholic Flanders, held, on January 6th, a New Year's 
celebration. The school has 160 inmates, and has earned 
the well-merited praise of all Freethinkers. ·. ·. • Dur
ing the month of March Belgium had fifteen secular 
funerals reported. ·. ·. · The Freethonght society of 
Charleroi, Belgium, instituted last Christmas a festival 
for "Old Age," in which veteran Freethinkers, accom
panied by wives and children, marched through the 
streets with flying banners and music. Speeches and a 
musical concert closed the celebration. ·. ·. · JJe Rede 
is the name of a new quarterly Freethonght magazine 
published at Brussels, in the Dutch language, Its aim is 
to further the propaganda of Freethonght. The first 
number contains six articles by well-known Dutch and 
Belgian Freethinkers. 

Captain O~to Thomson has translated into Swedish 
Colonel Ingersoll's" The Old and the New Religion." 
We are glad to see our old friend back at work. ·. ·. · 
Fremad and Rodhuggeren, Scandinavian Populist 
papers, published in South Dakota and Minnesota re-
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spectivly, are doing good work for Freethought. But we 
are sorry to state that the editor of the former has had.to 
promis that no more articles like that of " Peko's " shall 
appear. We believe the editor will not lose money by 
letting his paper become an "arena." Will "Peko" 
please send his address to Dr. Gustave Nelson, Minden 
City, Mich. ·. ·. · Nya ,Sanningar, weekly, edited by 
Petrus Asplund, has reached us. The paper is bright and 
spicy. The articles by Moses are of special int11rest. 
This number contains a well-finished picture of Victor 
Lennstrand, and we hope soon to see one of Captain 
Thomson, whom the Swedish Freethinkers cannot honor 
too much. We advise all of our friends who on our. ad
vice subscribed for Fritankaren to transfer their allegi
ance to the new banner-beare-r of Swedish Fr11ethonght. 
Address Nya Sanningar, Barnhnsgatan 6. Stockholm, 
Sweden. !'rice, including postage, $1.25 a year. 

A. Missionary Scheme. 
Probably no one book· h~s made more converts 

to common sense and won more people away from 
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is 
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll 2ays, that furnishes an 
immense amount of food for thought. It is written 
for the average mind, and is a straightforward, 
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts 
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the 
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in 
every village to corner the parson. It has never 
been " answered " and never can be. 

What ought to be done, and what we propose to 
do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to 
bav given away thousands of them among the peo
ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker 
knows ought to hav one. It will do that church
member good, even if his wife burns it. He will 
read a few pages in it at least before she gets bold 
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book 
in a family is bound to do good-an immense 
amount. It bas liberalized thousands and will 
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett, 
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory 
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he 
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in 
the country, and it is they we ought to reach . 

Our proposition is for every reader of this 
paper to send us the names and addresses of 
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE 
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy 
of Paine's" AGE OF REASON." 

If you don't know eight Christians you care 
enough about to convert, name those whom you do 
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the 
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher 
worth saving. 

In this way public opinion can be made and 
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers 
in a community can club together and convert a 
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and 
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds 
and we will make the selection of the target and 
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is 
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read 

Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the 
names and addresses and means to mail the book. 
Surely everybody can help in this and make thou
sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names 
of indifferentists, but those of good church people, 
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to 
think if they only are steered in the right direc
tion. 

AUXILIARY WORK. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible;" should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perrv puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the •Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
''Self-Contradictions of the Bible" to those whb 
will distribute· it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLA.R A DOZEK. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freetbought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

FRANKLIN STEINER lectures in Monroe, Ia., Aug. 2d · 
Mr. J. M. Hart has built a hall in this place for the use 
of Liberals. Mr. Steiner expects to lecture in Newton, 
Ia., Aug. 4th, 
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Here They f'ome Trooping. 
SA>ANNAH, GA., July 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. Please 
seud THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours, J. M. PALIN. 

PERRYVILLE, ARK., .Tnly 10, 1895. 
MR. EmToR : Inclosed find $3. Please 

send me "Pictorial Text-Book" and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for one year to W. G. 
Lipe. W. H. BLACKWELL, 

VALPARAISO, IND., July 20, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please Eend me THE 

TRUTH SEEKER and the " Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book" iu cloth. Inclosed 
find $4 in Pilyment for the same. 

MRS. SHELDON BEACH. 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, July 9, 1895, 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $3, 

for which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year and the •• Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." MRs. F. ASHMAN. 

PALMER, M.Ass., July 16, 1895. 
MR. 'EDITOR: Inclosed please find S3, in 

payment for one year's subscription to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book." 

Respectfully, J. Sn!MONS. 

TRoY, N. Y., July 12, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8, $5 for 

myself and $3 for Robert Wade, Alham
bra, Los Angeles county, California, to 
commence with No. 27, and for "Pictorial 
Text-Book." S. N. GARDNER. 

CoPPEROPOLIS, CAL,, J nly 8, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed $3 please 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book," as per advertisement, and oblige 

Yours truly, S. H. PINNEY. 

U.S. S. FisH HAWK, } 
PoRTLAND, ME., July 12, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Seeing your advertisement 
in the Freethought Magazine, I inclose 
$3, for which please send me the "Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" and THE 
TRUTH SEI!KER for one year. 

OLE OLSEN, 

VERA CRuz, IND., July 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please fintl inclosed $4 

for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year to Isaac Gehring, and " Pictorial 
Text-Book" to myself. For the other 
dollar send four copies of ''Age of Reason" 
to the names given. 

Yours, I. W .ANNER. 

DANviLLE, Wis., July 15, 1895. 
M:R. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find $3, 

for which yon will please send me THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for one year and " Piobo
rial Text-Book." I am very much pleased 
with the paper and the principles it ad
vances, and I can assure you, dear sir, 
that where I know of any possibility of 
gaining a new subscriber I will do what I 
can for the paper. MICHAEL RYAN. 

IDAHO SPRINGs, CoL., June 16, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find $6, 

for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year and your "Pictorial Text-Book •' 
to the undersigned. 

One can but admire the grand fight yon 
are making through the columns of your 
paper for religious freedom in America, 
and yon can count on two true converts to 
your church in Mr. Lacoy and myself. 
We both wish yon well in your fight, and 
may in the future be able to assist yon in a 
more substantial way. MERIT OwEN, 

HUBERT L.ACOY. 

Rrom.wND HILL, N.Y., July 16, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." I am very mnoh pleased 
with your paper, and, judging from the 
few specimen copies I hav had the pleasure 
of reading, I think it is filling a noble rank 
in the battle against error and supersti
tition, and in warning the American people 
!l.gainst the dangers of priestcraft and the 
union of church and state, which, in every 
step, phase, and feature, tends only to hu
ll).~n sl~very and the deoivilizatioll of the 
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country or countries wherein its power is 
felt. 

Freethonght and superstition will not 
mix; they are the fruits of different trees 
entirely, and where the latter has flour
ished the most, history has been the dark· 
est. And, strange as it may appear, super
stition is born of religion; or, in other 
words, show us a man with a religion, and 
we will show yon a superstitions man. :But 
Freethought is the only antidote. 

Yours respectfully, T. L. BEEBE. 

Cannot Keep the Candle. 
SHREvE, 0., July 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which 
please send me two copies of the " Candle 
from Under the Bushel," and one "Bible 
Morals." This makes four " Candles from 
Under the Bushel" for which I hav sent. 
It is not a very good book to keep, as every
body who sees one wants it. 

Yours, etc., H. J. COLLIER. 

For Twenty-Four Months Longer. 
ELK GROVE, C.AL., July 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I send $5 for two years' 
renewal. It is but a poor acknowledg
ment of the profound sense of personal 
obligation that yon hav placed me under 
by the gallant and efficient strug!de you 
are making for the oanse of Civilization 
vs. Barbarism. I shall ever remain your 
debtor, J, CAPLES, 

Sorry He's Late. 
CANTRIL, I.A., July 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I feel glad to be able to 
address yon again, and yon probably feel 
like hearing from me, as I am a little be
hind on my paper. I guess it is all right. 
Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for six 
months, and Greg's "Creed of Chris
tendom," and in this letter yon will find 
$2. 75. Wishing yon success, 

Yours respectfully, ALEx. FIX. 

Those Who Would Cannot. 
EuCLID, N. Y., July 15, 1895. 

Mr. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my 
wrapper that I am in debt for one week, 
so I will send $3 to pay for another year 
for the best paper I ever saw. I would 
like "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought " and several other books, but am 
not able to raise any more money now, so 
will hav to make THE TRUTH SEEKER do. 
All numbers go out on missionary work, 
but none who wonld like it are able to pay 
for the paper. 

Wishing a grand success to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and Heskm, the artist, 

Yours truly, W .ARTEN C. BARRUS, 

A. Light Set On a Hill. 
CATHLAMET, W .ASH,, J nly 9, 1895, 

Mn. EDITOR: Pe"mit me to invite all 
persons who Ree this oommnnic11.tion to at
tend the Secular Snnday-~chool held at 
Labor Hall, Union block, First and Stark 
streets, Portland, Or., at eleven in the fore
noon, and in ·the evening. The lectures 
and literary exercises are the best I ever 
heard. Miss Nettie Olds, although a mere 
schoolgirl, is a prodigy, and will, in a few 
years, become one of the leading women 
of this nation. 

Liberals, an annual contribution from 
yon to this deserving genius would make 
this school a model for Liberal work in 
other cities and bless our cause beyond 
conception. C. BE.AL, 

Mortnnry- Nicholas Strader. 
LINCOLN, KAN., July 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I write this to let yon and 
all who read THE TRUTH SEEKER know of 
the death of a comrade in the Freethongbt 
cause, ·Mr. Nicholas Strader, of Maple
wood, Otter Tail county, Minn. 

He had been sick since APril 24th, and 
died J nne 30th. He had been a Free
thinker for many years, and died as he 
had lived. The Christians tried hard to 
take advsntage of a grief-stricken p3ople, 
but they failed, and Mr. Strader's requests 
were carried out as nearly as was possi
ble. Mr. W. H. Slater delivered a secular 
funeral address that was praised by all 
who heard it. 

Mr. Strader was a kind and loving hus
band and father, and he has left many rel
ative and friends, who are deeply grieved 
by his death. He was honest in all his 
dealings, and always willing to giv a help
ing hand to those in need. Ee was a ~!-'eat 

admirer of Paine, Ingersoll, Putnam, and was miokle. It means a large quantity, 
all others who hav tried to make the world and the proverb in correct wording, a!l we 
better. A. PRESTON. had it, was, "Mony Iittles maks a mnokle," 

That Sounds Just Like Him. 
NEw HARTFORD, IA., July 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for another 
year's subscription and the $2.75 Free
thinker's Badge Pin. No. 26 failed to get 
here; if yon hav an extra, please send it. 
I hav no suggestions to make on the mat· 
tar contained in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
shall not ask yon to reduce the price. If 
I did not think the paper well worth the 
money I should not take it, and although 
I know yon must be always glad to be told 
just what to print, I can only suggest that 
yon print what yon damn please. In other 
words, I hav no kick coming on the man
agement of the best and cheapest paper 
that comes to my address. 

Re!lpeotfnlly, MEL PIERCE'. 

Respects Othel' Stu ~ents of Nature. 
SAN FRANCISco, CAL., Jan 25, 1895. 

MR. El>ITOR: Inclosed please find $5, to 
renew my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for two years. 

I received "Four Hundred Years of 
Freethonght," and like it very mnah. I 
liked the portraits, but would like more of 
them, snob as Draper, Winchell, Combe, 
Proctor, and Laplace-great scientists all 
-as their opinions carry great weight with 
people in forming conclusions. I was 
talking with a clergyman about theokgy, 
and told him that a personal God was un
known to our best scholars. He replied, 
"Mnoh learning makes men mad." 

I hav just witnessed the death of an out
and-out Freethinker, a very moral, ami
able, and refined woman. She had con
sumption, and had a long time to think of 
death, but died perfectly happy. She 
requested that there be no praying or 
ceremonies at her funeral, and that her 
body be cremated, and it was done just as 
she desired. So yon see an Atheist can 
die just as happy a~ a Christian. 

And, now, wishing yon mnoh snooess in 
your efforts to enlighten the people, I re-
main, Yours, etc., G. W. DoANE, 

His Sunday Companion and Instructor. 
HAWTHORNE, I.A., Jnly7, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: In reading over the letters 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER I thought I would 
add one more to the waste basket. THE 
TRUTH SEHKER letters do not diminish in 
mterest, and Friend Putnam's letters are 
unusually interesting, It would seem dull 
these breezy Sunday afternoons without 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I often tell Chris
tians that I think that there can be no 
heaven, because if we did go there it could 
not be a heaven to us to know that our 
friends were going to hell, which we oonld 
not help knowing. We hav only one 
neighbor who will read THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and Libenl books. The " Candle 
From Under the Bushel" is certainly ap
propriately named. It shows that the 
whole story of the Bible is contrary to 
reason. I hav always wanted the "Gods 
and Religions of Ancient and Modern 
Times," by D. M. Bennett, and think that 
the next book I get will be that. Last 
week's illustration was an appropriate.one 
-Freethought building a bridge to the 
Future and constructing the floor of the 
planks of the Demands of Libralism. 

W .ALTER RuNNELS. 

A. Very Common Error, Then. 
CLINTON, IA., July 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 from Mr. 
Ellison, for he is highly pleased with the 
book. He is a convert of whom I am 
proud. 

Allow me to call attention to what is in
tended to be a Scotch proverb that I hav 
seen in the newspapers sometimes, and it 
just runs in my mind that THm TRUTH 
SEEKER may hav been one of the papers 
in which it appeared. It may be of little 
consequence, only I always think that if a 
quotation or proverb is attempted, it might 
as well be correct. In the case I speak of, 
the words given were, "Mony a mickle 
maks a muckle." Yon will see the point 
when I tell yon that miokle and muokle 
are two form~ of the same word, U$Bd in 
different parts of the country. In Forfar
shire, where I was born, we called it 
!lJ.n!lkle; in the soqth and we~;~t (lOlJnties it 

or it would be correct enough to say, 
"Many a little makes a meiokle." Glad to 
know that Samuel is enjoying himself 
among the " fnrriners." 

Fraternally, JAMES A. GREENHILL. 

Will Abide in Our Camp. 
MONDAMIN, IA., J nly 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been an occasional 
reader of your valuable paper for several 
years, and a regular trial-trip subscriber 
for the past four months, and, I must say, 
the longer I read it the better I like it. I 
admire, and fully indorse, your position 
on the Sunday rest question. I hav always 
contended that to hav equal justice to all 
citizens, my neighbor and myself should 
be protected in our different vocations on 
Sunday as well as other days, whether in 
weeding the garden, attending prayer
meeting, preaching, in fishing, playing 
baseb'l.ll, or other games, etc., as long as 
we did not molest or disturb one another 
in our different amusements or work. 
Your attitude in regard to the Bible in 
public schools, taxation of ohnroh prop
erty, God-in-the-Constitution, A. P. A.'s, 
and all other religious issues, just suits my 
case and fills the bill exactly. I herewith 
inclose $6.50, for which please send "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethonght" and THm 
TRUTH SEEKER as per announcement. 

Although there are quite a number of 
Liberals and Freethinkers in this com
munity, as far as I know there are but two 
subscribers, Mr. Eric Johnson and myself. 
We are dobg a little missionary work by 
loaning our papers where we think they will 
do the most good, and we hope to be able, 
in the near future, to send yon some sub
stantial evidence in the way of subscrip
tions to THE TRUTH SEEKII:B. 

For reform, J. L. McOL.ANN.AHAN. 

A. Confession. 
OsCAR, I. T., July 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: For nine long years I was 
a slave to superstition until I met a Free
thinker, who, by his reason and kindness, 
caused me to think and investigate the 
chums of Christianity, I first read "The 
Interview," by R. G. Ingersoll, who used 
snob argument that no honest person 
could deny. Then I began to read "The 
World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors," by 
Graves. It is a book that will kill the ar
gument of any minister. After reading a 
portion of this book I purchased "Wit, 
Wisdom, and Eloquence," by Ingersoll, 
And after that I said, Henceforth I will be 
a free man, and never will I again, while 
[ liv, bow in worship to th.e "God of the 
Jews." And I want to say that the re
mainder of my life I will do what little I 
c11n to make my fellowmen free men in
stead of slaves to superstition, and I am 
thimkfnl that I am free myself, and will 
always bless the day when I began to in
vestigate Christianity, The only thing 
that I regret is that I did not begin sooner, 
and that I hav preaohed the "blessed 
gospel of Christ." 

I am boarding with Mr. J. G. Hardy, a 
Freethinker, and I get a chance to read 
your paper. I love to read the grand 
truths it contains. Should some honest 
Christian see this, let me ask him a few 
questions: Is God a kind and merciful 
God? If so, then don't yon think that he 
made a mistake when he created man? 
Don't yon think he showed his kindness 
when he caused the bears to destroy those 
little children when they made sport of 
Elisha's bald head? Don't you think 
Christ lied when he said that "These 
signs shall follow them that believe; in 
my name shall they cast out devils," etc. 
(Mark xvi, 17, 18)? If anyone will cast 
out a devil, or heal the sick, or drink any 
deadly poison and still Iiv, and do these 
things by the power of that old "J ehovab," 
then Christ did not lie, but if the Ohris
tian cannot do these things, then the book 
is fa'se in that one place. Again, Ex. 
xxxiii, says that God talked face to face 
with Moses, and in the same chapter it 
says that" No man shall see God and liv." 
Is not this a contradiction? I could quote 
many other passages to show the kindness 
of that God, but fear that this will find 
the waste-basket instead of a place in your 
paper. I am yours for humanity and in tel· 
le(ltn~l libert;r, LE:m f, M4NsFIB!J!?~ 
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Shakspere-Putnam. 
LExiNGTON, KY., .July 15, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: The burning spirit of 
piety, or rather the inspiration, of the 
Bible is found embodied in the interpol&· 
tiona which dot its pages. 

There is no advance upon heathenism in 
the sacred volume except that expressed 
in the scraps from secular or stoical phi
losophers, borrowed oocasiom~lly from 
every available source, and this is mixed 
with expressions of blind unreasoning de
votion to an Immoral God. Nothing 
else is there to vary the sense of desola
tion and vulgarity inflieted upon the 
reader. But the idealism or true inspira
tion of Shakspere excels in refinement 
that of any other writer, ancient or mod
ern. We do not speak of blemishes, for 
he does not pretend to be perfect. 

The noble virtues taught by the ances
tors of Confucius, and which are alluded 
to in the fifth chapter of Matthew, giv 
great dignity to the Bible. But greater 
than these are the exalted conceptions of 
our bard in question, which land him and 
us in a heaven of thought far above the 
humdrum orthodox angels of Milton and 
Watts. 

When Pericles finds his daughter, the 
holy sweetness of the scene is far superior 
to the criminal falsehood of the fable 
miracle-stories of the Old and New Testa
ments. What the Bible contains of mod
esty, benevolence, justice, humility, forti
tude, patience, and love, is comprised in 
the one sentence, "The fear of God," 
which last, being an incongruous jumble 
of ideas and sentiments, deserves the 
name of fraud. 

Perhaps questions like the following oo
onr in secular catechisms : 

Would an inspired writer speak of the 
existence of light before the creation of 
the source of light? W onld a holy deity 
giv orders to an army to commit outrages 
common in ancient warfare? When Sisera 
gained a victory, would a good God be 
pleased with the idea of giving "to every 
soldier a damsel or two?" W onld a re
spectable God command yon to offer 
tainted meat to strangers, or the taking 
possession of jewelry belonging to ene
mies? Could a life like that of Hosea be 
construed into a strict regard for the in
junction, "Without holiness no man shall 
see the Lord?" 

Nothing oan excel the beauty of Mr. 
S. P. Putnam's style ·in the letters con
tributed to THE TRUTH SEEKER weekly, 
together with the richness and complete
ness of the information received. So 
graphic are his descriptions that we seem 
to be on the spot, viewing the scene drawn 
in all its splendor of light and shade by his 
powerful pen. ALHAzA. 

Bnttons l\lade of Human Bones- A Lie. 
ST . .JACOB, ILL., .July 16, 1895." 

MR. EDITOR: If yon wiH allow a raw lad 
in literature a little space, I'll say a word 
or two on the "Buttons Made of Hu
man Bones." A short time ago the news 
(so-called) was circulated through our vil
lage by a few orthodox gentlemen whom I 
personally know, and with whom I greatly 
diffllr, that when Thomas Paine died, and 
was expressed to the plaoe·where he wished 
to be buried, no one could be found who 
could be induced to bury his remains; 
that the corpse was sold at public auction 
for a trifle, and that the purchaser, 1\fter 
being informed of his bad investment, yet 
wanting to realize something out of his 
deal, set to work and made buttons out of 
the bones of Thomas Paine. A snbHme 
thonght and deed!. 

But, first, let it be put down that if this 
is so, it took place in an orthodox oom-. 
mnnity, or where there were Christian 
ministers who claim to be the spirit
ual advisers of men and their conscience 
keepers; where religions persecution and 
state hypocrisy waved the black banner; 
where religion raised its hateful and re
vengeful voice; where Ohristianity, robed 
and dressed in the garments that were sat
urated in the holy water of baptism, sought 
to defame, to destroy, to damn the souls 
of honest investigators-of men who man
fully labored for the good of the world. 
If this was done, the believers in an eter
nal hell did .it. And right here we may 
truthfully say that the graduates from the 
sobool of elander, those wbo are better 
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qualified than anybody else for tearing 
down the character of man and woman 
and trampling them in the dust, are the ex
pounders of gospel Christianity. I am 
really sorry that Christianity has repre
sentative of this kind. They are jealous 
because they do not know where Moses 
was buried, if he was buried at all; and, 
therefore, make the unlearned believe that 
for Thomas Paine there was no burial spot. 
But suppose that buttons were made of 
the bones of Th@mas Paine, and I could 
purchase one of them, I would consider 
myself very fortunate, and would wear it 
in remembrance of the Declaration of In
dependence, in the name of liberty, and 
in honor of the human raoe. I would 
wear it because he was among the first who 
stood for a republican form of government 
on this side of the ocean; because he was 
one of the heroes who built out of thirteen 
little sea-shore states the American repub
lic; because he gave to us "The Crises," 
"Common Sense;" to man "The Rights 
of Man," and to the world at large the 
" Age of Reason." Thomas Paine was 
one of those who made the world better 
for having lived; and if we only had a few 
more statesmen like him to-day to attack 
the laws made for the protection of the 
Sabbath and creeds, the liberty of our 
country would be secure. 

c . .T. MAURER. 

A Law of Development, 
.T nly 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Allow me to oall your read
ers' n.ttention to a theory of mine, affect
ing Materialism, Spiritualism, and the 
distribution of matter throughout space. 

I recognize another element in the uni
verse not recognized, as far as I know, by 
any one else; if so it is not understood as 
I understand it. Cold and electricity are 
the popular names of this element, heat 
and life its most prominent effects. This 
element is the life and only life of the uni
verse. It distributes matter in space ac
cording to a natural law, putting it into all 
shapes in which we see it. 

This element works continually, tearing 
down and building up worlds and solar 
systems, according to a fixed Jaw. If this 
element was removed from the universe, 
matter' would fill space with an equal dens
ity in the form of a gas. There is hardly 
any doubt about the sun being in a gase
ous state; and should it become solid and 
dark-which is possible-it would raise the 
temperature of all the planets in the solar 
system, instead of cooling them as gener
ally supposed; and the planetary orbits 
would increase in length many thousand 
miles. Following my theory further, if 
the earth were to fall toward the sun it 
would never strike it, but pass on beyond, 
and in a year or so would be again nut in 
space on an orbit around the sun many 
million miles longer than it has to-day, but 
would gradually come back to its present 
orbit. Without this element there would 
be no motion of the other elements. Man's 
mind is nothing but this element working 
through natural laws similar to the work
ing of an eleotrio motor. Living men 
oan communicate their thoughts through 
this element, but dead men are like an 
eleotrio motor whose material has re
turned to the elements from which it oame. 
As I recognize nothing in man but the ele
ments, and death as his end so far as men
tal operations are concerned, yet believe in 
a possible foundation for Spiritualism, I 
will giv some reasons for my belief: If we 
acknowledge the possibility of other hu
man beings living on other planets, we 
must acknowledge the possibility of their 
being mnoh higher developed mentally 
than we are. I believe we claim to hav an 
instrument so delicate as to be affected by 
the roaring of the flames in the sun. That 
being the oase, what is to prevent the 
mind of man from becoming so delicate as 
to be affected by the mind or minds of men 
thousands of miles away? If they oan be 
affected by one another when thousands of 
miles apart, what will prevent them from 
communicating with one another though 
living on different planets? The brain 
and nerves in the human body are the 
most perfect eleotrio instruments on this 
earth, and yet they are susceptible of im
provement. 

If we see an eleotrio instrument adjust
jug itself to every vari~tiol). in the temper-

atnre, promptly and accurately, we oall it 
perfect. But if it goes by jerks and jumps, 
sometimes not moving at all, we do not 
depend on it. So with the human mind; 
a perfect mind would be one that instantly 
recognized right and followed it; one that 
would change every moment if necessary 
in order to get on the right side. As we 
become higher developed mentally, we are 
easier influenced by reason. On the prin
ple of mental development stands the In
fidel; next are what we may oall unedu
cated but tolerably well-posted men; hi\! h 
school and college graduates next-the 
exceptions are few but worthy of honor. 
Going on down we find modern preachers, 
Christian believers generally, statesmen, 
saloon keepers, and sporting men gener
ally, all in the same grade mentally, and, 
of course, morally. If yon had time yon 
might go down the scale till yon struck 
mud or bottom, and find my test of men
tal development true in every oase. Some 
time in the near future I will try to ex
pound the law by which the planets were 
distributed through the solar system. 
This law will hold good on the earth, also 
throughout the universe. 

.TAMES W. MooNEY. 

Too .Mnclt for the Editor. 
TAYLOR, Mrss., .July 6, 1895. 

EDITOR Commercial~.Appeal: Your edi. 
torial in the Commercial-Appeal of the 
5th, concerning the persecution of 
Seventh-Day Adventists, for violation of 
Sunday laws, shows a total misconception 
of the principle involved. It seems to you 
harsh and cruel that a man should be pun
ished for worshiping God according to the 
dictates of his own oonsoienoe. Has it 
never ooourred to yon that there is a large 
and increasing class of citizens who, for 
reasons satisfactory to themselvs, hav no 
desire to " worship" anything? And is it 
not equally as wrong to punish them for 
the violation of snob a law as it is in the 
oase of the Seventh-Day Adventists? 

All snob statutes are invasions of the 
equal rights before the law of all citizens, 
and they should therefore not be modified 
in the interests of any particular class, but 
should be abolished entirely. There oan 
be no o~vil basis for snob Jaws; no one has 
ever demonstrated or oan demonstrate the 
faot that any aot which society punishes as 
a crime is more or less m:iminal according 
to the day on which it occurs, or that any 
aot oaiL be made a crime on one day out of 
seven, while on the remaining six days it 
is regarded as not only harmless, but act
ually promotiv of the general welfare. 

Plowing, running trains, and publishing 
newspapers are occupations in which it is 
usually regarded as highly commendable 
for men to engage. Why, then, do they 
become so fraught with danger to the so. 
oial fabric when it is proposed to carry 
them on seven days in the week instead of 
only six? 

The hypocrisy of the contention that 
these laws are merely to secure every one 
in the enjoyment of one day's rest in seven 
is evident when we contemplate the ideal 
day of rest which the Sunday reformers 
hav set up, and which they are pursuing 
with snob zeal. All places of amusement 
elosed, no transportation facilities, no 
mail, telegraph, or Sunday newspapers; 
nothing to disturb the holy oalm except 
the clanging of ohnroh bells and the eoho 
of the footsteps of the latter-day Puritan 
as he wends his way to chapel, keeping a 
sharp look-out the while for snob unlucky 
mortals as may happen to offend his sense 
of the fitness of things; nothing, in faot, 
for the weary mortal seeking rest but the 
ohnrohes and the Young Men's Christian 
Association. The situation of the individ
ual between the devil and the deep blue 
sea could not be more hopeless! 

So long as there is no evidence of a con
certed attempt on the part of some people 
to deprive others of needed rest, we may 
safely assume that every individual is the 
best judge of the time necessary for him 
to consume in the recuperation of his 
wasted energies. Indeed, so many people 
are born tired that it would seem a bad 
policy on the part of the state to encourage 
in its citizens the habit of resting to any 
great extent. We may be sure that 
people will take all the rest necessary for 
their health without being driven to it by 
shElJ'if'fs and poliQemen. It wo-qld not be 
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difficult to oonvinoe any sensible person of 
this, but unfortunately some people are 
not sensible when questions affecting their 
religions prejudices are involved. 

They hav been so long accustomed to 
being guided by the voice of Authority, 
and turning a deaf ear to that of Reason, 
that they are incapable of seeing the right 
of any one to reject their dogmas. Hence, 
when an otherwise law-loving citizen ven
tures to deny their right to compel him to 
devote a certain portion of his time to rest, 
he is at onoe denounced as an enemy of 
society, and one who would undermine 
that most distinotiv American institution, 
the American Sabbath. He must not only 
be compelled to rest by law, but he must 
rest on a day and in a manner prescribed 
by law. So fearful are these self-appointed 
regulators of society that we will not take 
enough rest on Sunday to enable us to re
sume our arduous labors on Monday, that 
we are even to be deprived of all opportu
nities for amusement and instruction on 
that day! Snob fanaticism may succeed 
for a while, but the inevitable reaction will 
oome, and when it does oome it will be 
complete. Doubtless, many people are 
conscientious in their belief that great 
evils would follow the secularization ofthe 
Christian Sabbath. Snob belief, however, 
does not warrant them in employing force 
in preserving it. They should learn a les
son from the facts of history as to the effect 
which follows the use of the "secular arm" 
in snob matters. 

Has Uhristianity any added prestige on 
aooonnt of the horrors of the Inquisition? 
Is the history of the crusades so inspiring 
as to encourage modern Knights of the 
Cross in imitating the methods of the Cru. 
saders in convincing the "Infidel " of the 
error of his way? Has the number of 
witches been sensibly diminished by the 
imprisoning and hanging of a dozen or 
more at Salem about two centuries ago? 
Doubtless, about as many are in existence 
now as oonld be found at any time previ
ous to that memorable event! 

The impossibility of making Christians 
by snob methods would seem to hav been 
fully demonstrated. The strict enforce- · 
ment of Sunday laws will not be followed 
by tha results hoped for by their most ar
dent advocates. Men may be imprisoned 
and punished for violation of such laws, 
and the only effect will be to cause their 
injustice to be more universally recog
nized. Your statement that there are oases 
where the civil law cannot recognize the 
right to wor!!hip according to the dictates 
of one's own oonsoienoe is oorreot iiL ex
ceptional instances. But that has nothing 
to do with the point at issue. The en
forcement of Sunday laws is not a step in 
the direction of religions .liberty, it is a 
step toward the establishment of religions 
tyranny. 

No one has been found who would 
abridge the liberty the Adventists enjoy of 
worshiping on Saturday if they wish. The 
'question of whether they worship or do 
not worship is not involved. What we hav 
to decide is whether or not they hav the 
right to pursue their ordinary vocations 
on a day which their neighbors wish kept 
"holy" for their especial benefit. There 
oan be but one method of reaching a deci
sion on snob a question, and that is, to re
ject the oonside;:ation of all claims based 
on the religions or other prej ndioes of a 
particular class of people, and to determin 
merely whether one citizen invades the 
rights of another when he works or plays 
on a day which the other has selected as a 
day of worship. 

This is the oorreot way of approaching 
the subject, and if it were adopted the ab
surdity of Sunday laws would be evident 
to all, for no one could discover anJt. 
rights possessed by any one which would 
be invaded by other people pursuing their 
usual ooonpations on any of the seven days 
of the week. 

This would seem to be a good opportu
nity for a practical application of the 
Golden Rule, since it is certain that the 
advocates of Sunday laws would be very 
mnoh aggrieved if, the conditions being 
reversed, the Seventh-Day Adventists 
should decide to establish Saturday as the 
only day of worship. R. L. TAYLOR. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
BY Bu. G. T. Fox,l!l,,!. 

'Price, l5 oente, Address this offl.oe, 
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Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tions for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dax's occupations 
That is known as the Uhildren's Hour." 

The Punctuation Points. 
Six little marks from school are we, 
Very important, all agree. 
Filled to the brim with mystery, 

Six little marks from school. 

One little mark is round and small, 
But where it stands the voice must fall. 
At the close of a sentence all 

Place this little mark from school.(.) 

One little mark, with gown a trailing, 
Holds up the voice, never failing, 
Tells you not long to pause when hailing 

This little mark from school.(,) 

If, out of breath, you chance to meet 
Two little dot~. both round and neat, 
Pame, and these tiny guardsmen greet-

These little marks from school.(:) 

When shorter pauses are your pleasure, 
One trails his sword-takes half the measure, 
Then speeds you on to seek new treasure, 

This little mark from school.(;) 

One little mark, ear-shaped, implies 
"Keep up tbe voice-await replies," 
l'o gather information tries, 

This little mark from school.(?) 

One little mark, with an exclamation, 
Presents itself to your observation, 
And leaves the voice at an elevation, 

This little mark from school.(!) 

Six little marks! Be sure to heed ns. 
Carefully study, write and read us, 
For you can never cease to need us, 

Six little marks from school. 
-St. Ntcl!Olas. 

Science Lesson. 
A CURIOUS SPINNER. 

Jenny came running in the house with 
her white apron covered with very cnrions 
little red-headed creatnres. "Look," she 
said, ''the fences and trees are fnll of 
them. What are they?" Yellow in color, 
with fonr short yellow brnshes on their 
backs, two black plnmes forward, and one 
backward, of their bodies, with a brown
ish-blaclt stripe along the top of the back, 
and a wider one on each side, with bright 
red heads and two small red knobs on the 
ninth and tenth segments, they were in
deed pretty to look npon. 

They were little spinners, or, in other 
words, caterpillars, creeping slowly along, 
minding their own business, paying no at
tention to anybody or anything, and this 
year they are uncommonly nnmerons, de
stroying the leaves of elm, horse-chestnut, 
plum, apple, and other trees, for they are 
voracious eaters. 

"What do they then, when they are 
filled np?" inquired Jenny. 

"Let us see if we can find ont, Jenny," 
said the sister Grace, who had not to go 
far to find a handful of cocoons. The 
caterpillar has made this little bed for him
self, spinning the material from his body. 
What a downy bed it is with three egg
shaped bran-like scales on the top. 

"How long will he stay in there?" ques
tioned Jenny. 

'' He will sleep in his bed, or chrysalis, 
jnst eleven days, and then he will come 
forth a new creature. If a female, there 
will be no wings, bnt, if a male, there will 
be grayish wings, crossed by wavy dark 
bands on the upper pair, on which will be 
a black dot, and a tiny white crescent near 
the outside angle. Its body will be small 
and slender, with a tufted back, and its 
wings will be nearly two inches from tip 
to tip. I said the females had no wings, 
bnt on each shoulder of its gray body there 
can be seen two little scales which would 
seem to be intended for wings. 

"When they awake from their slumbers 
they meet their mates, and then they lay 
their eggs on top of the coeoon or on a 
leaf, rolling it np, covering them carefully 
with a sticky sort of froth which dries hard 
in the air. The Germans call these moths 
streckfU8sige spinner, the French, pattes 
etendues, and the English, vaporer moths, 
because the males go flying about in the 
day-time, while most other kinds of the 
moth family only come ont nights." 

''Do tell more about caterpillars," sa1d 
Jenny, with wide-open eyes, and eager in
terest in every featnre. 

"Well, the caterpillars are the babies of 
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the moths and butterflies aren't they?" "I'll tell Deacon Nesbitt that he can' I 
inquired Grace. "They a;e noted for be- be a butterfly because _he isn't a cate~pil-/ 
ing great gluttons while they do eat, and lar," said Jenny, rnnnmg away, langhmg. 
are very extravagant in their families. S. H. W. 
This kind is called the Tussock. I Questions.-What is a cocoon? Of what 

"There is authority for saying that a fe- and how is it made? Describe the trans
male moth nsnally lays from two hundred formation of the caterpillar as far as yon 
to five hundred eggs, a thousand of the can. By what name are these moths 

. . - known to the Germans?-the French? -the 
different speCies of moths and bntterfltes English? What are the caterpillars? What 
would therefore produce on an average is their greatest characteristic? Are the 
three hundred thousand caterpillars. female moths very prolific? Describe the 
Should one-half this number be females, o:ffsprin~ of the moth. Who furnishes rna
they will send ont into the world forty-five terial for onr silken garments? Tell_ of 
millions of caterpillars in the second and the change of diet after the transforming 

. . process? When should these creatures be 
fifty millions in the third generatiOn. We destroyed if they become pests? What 
cannot help observing them, if for DE> about the ieaves of a tree? What can yon 
other reason than the destruction they tell, if anvthin~, of the caterpillar known 
bring to vegetation." a~ the •: Woollv bear?" If Deacon _Nes- SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 

"Bnt thev are made nicely," suggested b1tt behaved God _made the cater_p1llar, 
" had he any moral r1ght to destroy 1t? Is 

Right LiTing, Ethics as Understood by 
a Student of Soienoe Oloth, $1, Jenny. Yes, feari'nlly and wonderfully the butterfly a good symbol of the resnr-

made. Jnst as mnch as a man. They hav rection of the body? If not, why? What 
round bodies, from ten to sixteen legs, is the object of the life of a caterpillar or 
with claws or hooks at the ends; a fine little moth? 

Woman: Four Centuries ,,f Progress. 

shelly head, coral in color, or brown, with 
strong jaws at the Bides of the month that 
open and shnt sidewise. In the center of 
the under lip is a small tnbe, which they 
nse in spinning from the fluid of their 
bodies fine threads which they nse in 
building their homes." 

"And are caterpillars really spinners?" 
and Jenny appeared more mystified than 
ever. 

"Indeed they are, fine spinners," said 
Grace. " The apple-tree caterpillar and 
the silkworm make a great deal of silk. 
Look at yonr Bilk pocket-handkerchief, 
and yonr pongee gown-the silk-worm 
made them for yon." 

'' My Bilk gloves, too?" q neried the little 
maiden. 

"Certainly, and your Bilk stockings. 
Caterpillars hav six eyes, three on each 
Bide, bnt some think they cannot see. I 
think they can to some extent, though I 
never examined a caterpillar's eye. I be
lieve I will pnt one under the microscope," 
said Grace. 

'' They change their skins fonr times 
befoie they get their growth, yon know. 
The evolution from a caterpillar into a 
moth or butterfly is very grtlat. Its shape 
is altered and wings grow where before 
there were no wings. Its taste is differ
ent, and it no longer likes greens, as green 
leaves of trees upon which it feasted when 
a caterpillar, bnt subsists chiefly on water 
and the delicate essence of flowers. 

"While itisin chrysalis or cocoon is the 
the time to destroy these harmful little 
spinners if yon wish to save the trees. 
Yon will find them hidden along on the 
fences and walls, very thick where there 
are trees. And yon know the green leaves 
are the lnngs of the trees, so to speak, and 
when destroyed in the summer, the tree 
cannot breathe, and without breathing it 
mnst die." 

"The caterpillar does not know what it 
is doing," protested Grace, as she pro
duced another variety, fat and brown. 
'' Here is a ' woolly bear '-does he do 
harm also?" The "woolly bear" rolled 
over in her hand, and seemed to say he 
wonld not hnrt a tree for all the world. 

" The ' woolly bears ' are all right, and 
not numerous enough to do great injnry," 
and Grace explained his passage into a 
butterfly. 

"I 'spose," pondered Jenny, " that 
God made caterpillars if he made any
thing, and I told old Deacon Nesbitt so 
when I saw him jnst now, going aronnd 
cutting o:ffthe heads of these little spinners 
with a jackknife. I asked him if God 
didn't mean for them to liv, jnst the same 
as he, and il he (God) didn't make the trees 
for them to hav something to eat, too. And 
he told me to shnt my month up and go 
home. Once I caught a butterfly and 
showed it to him, and he said it was an 
emblem of the resurrection, and some 
day we would all be butterflies-that is, 
flying angels. Bnt wouldn't we hav to be 
caterpillars first? Speak, Grace." 

" According to observation we would. 
Ministers and others often use the but
terfly as a symbol of the resurrection, but 
it is not a good one, for the life of the 
moth or butterfly is transient. It goes 
dancing about from flower to flower for 
only a few days. It accomplishes its mis
sion, and perpetnates its species, when it 
dies for good and all. It has a happy time 
while it does live, bnt when death over
takes it, it ·is known no more forever," 

A Truth. 
Asks a student one day 
While seeking a ray 

For the;jonrney of life through all the way, 
What is a truth, 
For a~e or youth, 

That we shall know though Reuben or 
Rntb; 

Which is the light 
That guides ari~ht 

Through lingering shadows 
night? 

of passing 

Light np the brain 
From eleotric '' main," 

And justice find in her poised domain; 
The light doth show 
With a steady glow 

Wrong from one to another is a fatal blow 
That shatters some bark 
Of a hnman heart 

That o'er life's sea sails in the dark. 

Then back on rebound 
Is a deadly wave's sound, 

And onr own fragil boat, alas! is agronnd. 
Reason, from lofty bight, 
Looks on the great fight 

Of truth with error for victory of right, 
And writes on the guideway 
Words clear as the day, 

"Nothing is wrong that can in no way 
Harm man or beast, 
In the very least." 

Chicago, fll. Mns. EMILY G. TAYLOR. 

HOME AGAIN-
After a delightful trip and healthful vacation 

I have returned home re!dy for business, and 
shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all orders and work my many 
friends may favor me with. 
It will be my special endeavor to please all and 

to conduct business in such a manner that it will 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 oents. 

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance' 
12mo, 800 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti· 
tion1 for Ohildren and Yout . The Onl~ Free
thinKers' Ohildren 's Story-book ever Issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

{fLi.USTRATED 

By Carey .K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

Hard Knocks 

bf! an obi.ect.and to the interest of all to favor roe By R WHEELER 
With thmr kmd orders. • • 
If in need of a Diamond, Watch, any piece of Thi b k i h t ·• · 1 · li th 

at Christianity. 

Jewelry, Silver or plated wilol'e, Emblem or . s oo 1s ust w a .l.>B t1t e 1mp es-. ump-
Watch work, please send to me and I will posi- lllg whacks ap ~up!lrst1t10n. It deals With phe 
tivly send you best gooas at lowest prtces. I effect of, 0~1Bt1amty on the world, s.hoWip.g 

Price lists on application · )Vhat O~t1ans have done to advance their relig-
. 1on and 1mpede the progress of man. It shows 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, I that Jesus )Vas~ false prophAt. Ph~t ~he _gosjJels 
are not autnent1o, and that IJ.u...;~1amt;!' 1s a bar-

Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. I rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
. in aooord with Soienoe, that the atonement 

Des1gner of · scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
The Otto W6tlsteitJ Watch; The Ingersoll Sou- not areal bene~t to man. . 

veni· Spo ·n· The Freeth,unht Sadye Prioe, 20 oent§.: s1x for $1. 
' " • Address T.11E TRUTH SI!IIIIIUll, 

COLUMBIA.5-They almoat tq. 

Bicycling 
;;,women 

Physicians reco=end bicycling. Dame Fashion says it is "good 
form." Two new models for women's uao in 

eotumbia Bicycles. 
Model 42 Columbia has beon especially designed 

for the many ladies who prefer to wear knicker
bockers rather than cumbersome skirts. 

Ladies' wheels also in Hartford Bicycles at lower 
prices-$80, $60, $50. 

•too POPE MFG. CO. 
Geaeral Offices 
and Fa<:torles, 

HARTFORD, Conn. 

ooaTON 
MKWYORK 
OHIOAQO 
aAN PRANoraoo 
PROVIDitNGa 
aUFFALO 

Send for Catalogue. Free at any 
Columbia Agency, or by mall for two 
a-cent stamps. 

Six handsome Paper Dolls, ahow
fng ladies' bicycle costumes by noted 
de•i&ners, mailed fe~r five a-cent atampa. 
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Cheap TraGts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh.... .... 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi ~al Condi-

tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh. 
Protestant Persecnt10ns W11liam Cobbett .. 
Questions for Bible Worshipers ............. . 
The Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The le1l\t<>ii ·a:r · iiii:tiiaii!tY: '13£iti'8r tii.B.ii 'Eiai:: 10 

nal nnishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the 
act as "Eye-openers,'' in doing "Missionary "Origin of Sabbaths.") By thel!lditor of 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends The Truth Seeker......................... 8 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of Revivalism Examined. A. G. Httmphrev. .... 2 

A Remarkable Book 11. Review of Greg's 
these valuable little evangels of truth. Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. in Canadian SP•ctator .... ..............•. 
They are so low in pi ice that thousands of gen- The Safe Side. H B Brown ..... - ........... . 
erons-hearted persons can a.fford to buy them for Science a.nd Bible Anta.gonistio. Cha.s. Wa.tts. 
gra.tnitons distribution. Too ma.ny of them ca.n- t~~y~a.:fte~~~i~~but~~ti~Hjlffo"J~~ake·.::::: 
not be sprea.d broa.dca.st over our la.nd. Sent, The St&fl:~ a.nd ~he Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
post-pa.id, by ma.il. Snper•t1t10n D1spla.yed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Brita.in 
An Antidote Ana.lyzed Exjlosing the Incon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

sistencyofChristia.nsGenera.lly. H.Cla.y Ja.sper's Celebra.ted Sermon on Astrono-

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 

Astro"!!F~:oioi£i." · i:: L ·nawsoii: · siiowinii i'lie 
10 

Ta.lk Wiih' 'ib.ii ':Four· ':E:Vaiigeii.ii8: · ·Ei --w ;;c>d.: 
story of Christ in the New Testa.ment to ruff M D 3 
be but a.n Alleg'lrioa.l representa.tion of Thought~ on 'A_tiieism:. '(ian.Maii by -Searcn~ 
the sun's course through the different ing Find out God. Austin Holvoa.ke... 8 
zodia.oa.l signs ...... · ........ · ............ · 5 The TheorY of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apostles of Christ. Anstin Rq_l_yoa.ke ... -- .... 5 The True Ba.sis of Morality. Annie Besa.nt.. 2 
Tne B1ble God Disproved by Na.tnre. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Colema.n ............ -.. .......... .... .. .. .. 5 (Reply to some of the Snu.day-school 
Bible Idola. try. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 Stories About Hi n.) _ .. .. .. .... • .. • •. • . 3 
'.l'he Bible: IBlt Relia.bleas aGnid~? C. Watts. ~ Two Short Sermons. Rev. Theologicns..... .. 1 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds .... · Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh... .... . . 3 
'l'ne .Book of Esther. A Specimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our .l!'irst Parents? 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Charles Bradl gh 
Buddhist Nihili3m. Prof. ~·.Max Muller ... - 5 What Did Jesus Te:~h? ·ab.as'.':Bradiangii :::: 
Constantine the Great, Portraying_ the Ini- Who Was Jesus Christ? Chas. Bradlangh ... . 

3 
3 
3 
2 
1 

qnity of the First Christian Emperor. Why Do Men 8tarve? Charles Bradlangh .. .. 
S. H. Preston............................. 3 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticns ........ .. 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitnt.ion .. J. What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. "Wh t 1's the B'bl ?" 
B. Wise is now mdictod for sendmg a a 1 e .. · ................ · 

1 
Wonders of Pnver. D M Bennett ........... . 

verse from the Bible through the mai .) Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
T. B- Wakeman ........................... 10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower .... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Dr. Daniel Arter................. ... .. .. .. 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 2 
Ohristianity: Its Nature and Infl.nence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts _..... .. . . .. 5 
The Christian Deity. Charles Wa.tts ..... - 2 
The Christian Fait.n. 200 Questions Without 

Answers.................................... 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialognt~ between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. -.. 2 

5 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 

Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The Church and Ednc&Lion. Anti-Je.nit ..... 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin 

~ THK CONFLIIYf BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
Steiner ..................................... 10 

Congress and Sunda~ Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Stop,l!ed on 8unday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker ............ -- ...... .. 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a. preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi 
days. S P Putnam ..... _......... .. .. .. .. 1 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant.... 1 
The Devil'd Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. John Svphers. __ .. .... ....... .... . . 2 
Daniel in ~he Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Anstin Holyoake ........................ .. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments a.re based 
npon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of lnstice. 
1 It is eloquent as well a.s convincing. Decadence of Christianity ........... , ........ . 
5 Price, iiloth, $1. Address . The Decline of ]'aith. J l!l Remsburg ..... . 

Defense of Secular Principles. Chtts. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral Uovernor of the 
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Universe? Am tin Hoi voake __ ......... 3 
Donbts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. _ _.. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athel m norMa-

terialism. R. S Brigham, M.D. . . . . . . . . . 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme ....... _ .. .. 10 
Father,Son and Hoi:\'_ Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Sy12_hers.......... ......... 1 
Free Speech and J!'ree Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................... __ ... ; . . .. .. . . .. .. 1 
Few Words abont the Devil. Chas. Bradt .. ugh 8 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas.Wa~ts 3 
The Frnhs of Christianity. Annie Be•anu .... - 2 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Cla~a Neymann... 1 
The Gospel of Christianity a.nd the Gospel of 

Freethonght. AnnieBesant .... .. .. . 2 
Ha.s Man a. Soul? Charles .Bradlangh......... 3 
Heaven and Hell: WhHe l:litnated? Anstin 

Holyoake .................................. 8 
Hereditary Transmission. Illnstrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni~ Etsberg.. .... .. 8 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh . . _.. 8 
If Yon TakeAwo.yMyReligion What Will Yon 

Give Me in Its t:ltead? H. B. Martin, M.D. 8 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson ... !0 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner.... . . 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr . .Ingersoll's 

Poem o~_Robert Burns................... 8 
Ingersoll on McGlynn .............. - ....... 8 

By the censns of 1890, the 
above is the valne of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

The Ills We Endure: Their Canse and Cure 
D. M. Bennett. . ........................ . 

Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ...... . 

Onr Jl&I!Whlet with this title contains a.n Argn. 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Censns of 1890, 
the Valne bf Denominations, of Chnrch Proper
ty in the Umted States and in the several States 
and 'l'erritories a.nd in all Cities ha.ving 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&. 
Gronps. Also, mnch other matter of especial in
terest to cert&ln Cities, States. and Sections, all 

5 oom11arisons being based npon official fi~;ures. 
2 Th1s pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pnb-
5 lished. In no other work a.re the lacts,fl.gures, 
5 and arguments to be fonnd. 'l'he figures, bei~g 
8 ierived from the Government Censns of 1890, will 
2 not be superseded nntil the censns of 1900 shall 
2 b.ave been com_pleted- probably abont eight 
5 vea.rs hence. The arguments are unanswerable 

Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden ....... . 
La.bor's Pra_yer. Cha.rles Bradlangh ........ . 
Land Qnest10n. Charles Bradl"-ngh .......... . 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 
Legend of GantamaBnddha. Paralleling th11t 

of Jesus Christ..... .. .. .. .......... ..... . 5 
Logic of Death: or, Why Sh'~nld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? .By G. J. Holyoake ...... 8 
The Logic of Life1 Deduced from the Princi

ples of Freetnongot. G. J. Holyoa.ke.... 8 
Lndicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

yoake .................................... .. 5 
ll 
8 
5 

Liberty and Moralitf. Moncure D. Conway. 
The Liberty of Printmg Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

:People are off in Hell...................... 1 
Materialism and Cr.me. B FUnderwood.... 5 
MoralValneofth~Bible. Chas. Watts....... 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

Vival Doctrine ............................ . 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

nie Besant ........ - .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 2 

.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
a.s the injustill9 af chnrch exemption is suffered 
•0 9xist. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, bnt a.s the 
work is published s;>eoia.lly for distribution by 
<hose who fa.Tor jnst1ce in ta.x.a.tion the following 
reductions a.re made: 

ren copies. • $1.00 
Fifty copies\ • 4.50 
Jne hnndrea copies - • • 8.00 
Larger quantities a.t Sll_!lcial rates. 

lddress THE '.l.'nUTH BEEKER, New York. 

Is Suicide 
A Sin? 

14921 Columbustolqgersoll \1892 

400 Years 
OF 

Freetl1ough 
Bv Samuel Porter Putqam 

Large Octavo, u65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.1i0. 

141 FULL~PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, oj the Past 

FO'Uir Hundred Years. 

tr HE 'TRUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANYannounced in Octo
l.v her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 

1all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
~realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
tin getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have :fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty port-raits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 
i As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF FREE
'-THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

l'u'"'"'-'•" picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 

;or·gani2:ed force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 

the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
It fulfi.ls the promise of its inception, and is the most 

magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With .. The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50, 
TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEili!G 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees 
and Early History of Chrl!itia.nity. 

New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlangh... 8 
New Life of Da.vid. Charles Bradlangh...... 8 
New Life of J"acob. Charles Bradlangh.. ... .. 8 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh. ... .. . .. 8 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh.. .. .. . 8 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard............... 1 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for •·limiting government to the 
mere protection of life o.nd propert.Y and the,dis
pensation of prompt and eqnal JUBtlOe to a.ll. 

Colonel lnQ:ersoll's Famous Price, 6 cents. 
Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 

fnlly Set ll'ortn. 
By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 

l'BIOE, $2. 
The New Age. W. S Bell ............... :....... 5 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell.. 1 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant........... 2 
On Prayer, Annie Besant............ ......... 8 
On the Religions Education of Children. 

Annie Besant. "ritten during her 
Transition from ChristiaDity .... -... . • 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Qu!Jokers. 
S.D.Moore ................................ 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G In@rsoll......... ... .. 10 
Onr Fa.ther in Hea.ven. Poem by Charles 

our f~~N~~~s~~~i~r 'j e~~·a· Ohri~i:. T ':E' :L~~ 'i: 
shore....................................... 5 

:Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg ... ;.... 5 
:Plea for Impart1al Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

BWakeman,GRHawe~ ................. 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsbu.rg.. 5 
:Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... ll 
A. :Piotnre of the Jewish Jehovah a.s described 

b7 the Bible. :Per dozen.................. 10 

Letters and Reulies from Em- Address T:~~~r!;~!"Pi~~!:~ork. 

With a Startlinl! WITH DAU-GHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. inent Men. 
Chapter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Scho-oenhauer's Celebrated 

Essa v " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

'l'he Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

A new edition of tha.t splendid J?,rose :Qoem 
"Life " by "the prince of ora.tors 'Col. R. G 
In{l:ersolL It is larger and better than the old 
ed1tion, a.nd can be framed or placed npon the 
table as a.n ornament. In the center of the card 
a.ppear the J!Ortra.its of the Colonel a_nd the ba.by, 
"urrounded by the prose poem, wh10h has been 
trnthfnllY described as," one of the ma.sterpieces 
of the orator and poet who now, as far a.s we 
know, stands alone in the living world." It will 
make a delifihtful present, and will be a souvenir 
not only of 1ntellectna.l greatness, bn1j of artistic 
workmanship. It is prin~ed on bjla.vy boa.rd, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze 1s 12x16lnches, and the 
priae oul:v?5 aents, post-paid. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
2·La.favette vla.oe. New York. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
lLI. VE YOU TBE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn these beanti." • ongs of 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, ani l' ~erp oets 
and smg them in your homes, maki lg •'.lem ha.p. 
PY. and bright ?-SEND FOB A OOl'Y -G:een cloth, 
gllt title, 40 cents; ha.lf botllld, ~ J '.s. 
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Gems of q:Aought. 
THE ~ame sentiment which leads us to 

maintain our own rights, leads us, by its 
flympathetic excitement, to respect the 
rights of our neighbors. A state in which 
every one is jealous of his natural claims 
is not therefore a litigious state, because if 
there is a due fellow-feeling there is of 
necessity a diminished tendency to aggres
sion, -Herbert Spencer. 

I THINK that one may say that it is only 
the commonplace writer who "clothes" 
his thoughts at all. In the trne poet, in 
the vital writer, the thought and the words 
are one-they cannot be separated; but 
the would-be poet always dresses up his 
thought, always selects the prettiest words 
and fancies, and hence never givs us a 
sense of the real, but of the artificial, the 
made-up.-John Burroughs. 

THE teachers may be anxious to avoid all 
sectarianism; yet, being brought up to 
regard what are called the great funda
mental truths of Christianity as beyond 
dispute, they naturally inculcate dogmas 
that are the very root of sectarianism. 
They know that the reading of the Bible is 
insisted on, not as a part of ancient litera
ture, but as the ''word of God," It is de
manded as religions teaching, and notions 
of reverence and submission are inculcated 
in regard to it which would be out of olacein 
regard to any other book. -J. M. Wheeler. 

FoR my own part, I conclude that the 
question of artistic degeneracy is not to be 
determined by a man of Nordan's methods 
and motive, by one so unable to distin
guish between what is due to art and what 
to insanity; and on the general question 
raised respecting the meaning of egotism 
and emotionalism, I conclude ·that, in an 
age when the forces of democracy are 
working to increase individuality on the 
one hand, and the feeling of humanity on 
the other, these still tend upward. I can 
not doubt the course of history or lose 
faith in the upward movement of the uni
verse. It is easier to question the reRults of 
morbid psychology, -Oscar LoveUTriggs. 

HE [Voltaire] found that Theodosins 
called a council at Constantinople in 381, by 
which it was decided that the Holy Ghost 
proceeded from the Father-that Theo
dosins, the younger, assembled a council at 
Ephesus in 431, that declared the Virgin 
Mary to be the Mother of God-that the 
Emperor Marcian called another council at 
Chalcedon in 451, that decided that Christ 
bad two wills-that Pognatins called an
other in 680, that declared that Christ had 
two natures to go with his two wills-and 
that in 1274, at the council of Lyons, the im
portant fact was found that the Holy Ghost 
"proceeded," not only from the Father, 
but also from the Son at the same time. 
So it took about 1,300 years to :find out a 
few things that had been revealed by 
an in:finit God to his infallible cburcb.
Ingersoll. 

THE FELLOWSHIP OF WillTMAN, 

0 GOOD Gray Poet! thou hast never died! 
Though in yon silent vault we saw thee 

urned, 
And back to dust thy matchless form be 

tmned, 
Yet faithful comrades hav thee at their 

side. 
The pedant and the sons of cant deride 
Thee still; the scornful eyebrow waits to 

lift 
When loving insight owns thy stintless 

'ft 
Of srng and soul to man. But in the tide 
Of fellowship that laves the utmost shore 
Whereon men dwell, and pulses in the 

veins 
Of brotherhood, thou livest more and 

more. 
Thy voice is sounding in the varient 

strains 
Of earth's great music, in the noisy roar 
Of passion, love's sweet note, and mur

mnTing pains. 

What life that ever lived or died, what 
tears 

That ever man or woman shed, what 
thrill 

Of joy, what sins of weakness, crimes of 
will, 

What visions of the holy, deep-eyed seers, 
What chime or choral or symphonic 

spheres, 
That thy great heart hath never under

stood, 
Nor fused to Beauty with the solvent 

Good? 
Thine is the heritage of eldest years; 
Prophetic, on the topmost bights of time, · 
Thou apeakest forth the gospel of the 

stars, 
That weds the atoms to the worlds sub

lime· 
And e~rth, still harried with her woes and 

wars, 
Shall listen yeti For thou the loftier 

rime 
Hast built, which blindness, hate, nor 

envy mars. 
-John Herbert Clifford, in Conservator. 

TI:fE TR UTI-I SEEKER. 

Some Goo~ Pam~hlets at Low PriGes. 
on the fa.mous text, "The Clergy know that I 
know tha.t thev do not know." 

PERSON H EXIS l'ENCE AFTER DEA.TH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smitb. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
Ma.iled singly ror 10 cents ea.ch; twelve of a.ny 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIHHTS 
.MASS .MEETING A'l' LINCOLN HALl,, 
WASHINGTON. Bemg the Spelilohes 
of HoN, FREDERIOK DouoL&Rs and CoL. Ron-one, or a.n a.ssortment of twelve, for $1. EDT G. INGERSOLL on the Deoisi .• n of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a )JnitedSta..tes Qourt tb>~t Lhe C1vil Rights Act 
Christia.n who ha.d atta.oked Freethinkers, 1s Unoon~t1tn~wnal. ufty-three la.r,geoota.vo 
a.nd ExposiJ!g the Inconsistency of Christia.ns pa.ges, of wh10h Oolonel Ingersoll s speech 
genera.ll;y_ H c Luse 1 oocnp1es 88 J2!!o..ges. 

BIBLE Tt:MPERANCE. Showing that I PULP ITt.. PE.w, A.~D CR4-D;LE. So long 
Ltqnor Drinking is Commended Defended, a.s the l:'u)ptt s~ea.ks to behevmg Pews .oom-
a.nd Enjoined by the Bible Edwi~ c Walker posed chtefiy of mothers, the 01:a.dle wt.Jl be 

CHRISTI 'NITY A. REWA..RD FOR CRIME rocked by ghosts a.nd the ra.oe will rema.m on 
a . . its knees to a. devil of its own orea.tion a.nd to 

Anthent10a.ted by the :B1ble. 0 B Whtt- a. God who is powerle•s a.gainst him. One of 
ford, M.D. Halon Ga.rdener's brightest efforts. 

DID MAN FALL~ lstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPi6Ecif~cisDElL~~~oh:Ns. A Lecture by ~~~a~!!~ ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Fredeno R. Ma.~n. M.D. Gmng rea~ona.ble RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS One of L K. rea.sons for Rehg10us a.nd other Delusions. W , ' • · · . ' . 
FALSE CLUMS OF THE CHURCH .a.shhurns bestlectures,andttts,ilkea.llof • his, very good. 

John E. Remsburg's !llost noted work, a.nd THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK 
one of the most effect1 ve ever wntten by a.ny 0 f llf B•b k' · 1 ' Freethinker ne o . ~ ooc s oomJCa. sermons. 

FIRST EPISTLE .OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. fii~t ~etweeu Rea.son a.nd Superstition. T c 

'tt hi! · · . th 1 d W1dd comhe. 
~qYa.'h~';h. eJg~iiij_~/iYt!nge~~~~or~a.~- ST. MA.T'!HEW ~EFORE TH.E COUR~. 
struotions of the world from the grea.t tea.ch- Presentmg the eviilenoe or the forgery of hts 
r f th f e "l)e D M B tt a.lleged gosnel. H J Se•e:neuret. e s 0 8 orm r ~ ~· enne ·· SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS THE GIANT DEL SION. A paper read , • 

before the Freethought Iuterna.tional Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
grass a.t Chioa.go. On~ pf o.tto Wettste.n's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
:fra.terna.l a.tta.oks on SE_lrttua.hom. l1.re inimisal to <•ha.stity. virtue, a.nd freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN~'IDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A. MATERIAL· 
which is a.dded a. poem on Thoma.s Pa.ine. One ISTIC STANDpOINT B F U d of Ra.muel P. Pntna.m's most brillia.ntlectures. . I . • !I. er-
Everv Christia.n who asks the idiotic ques- wood. W~ttten before Mr. Underwood Jomed 
tion, ~'Wha.t Has Infidelity Oone?" should be the Po;y:ch1c Resea.rrhers. 
induced to rea.d this book, if he ha.s to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th a.nd 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED T Was J esns ~enturies for thepromulga.tion of C)lristian-
Superna.tura.lly Conceived, and did he Rise tty .. Bsrng. t>,e Nuremburg Qo~l~ct10n.; w1.th 
from the Dea.d? Isra.el W Groh. spemmens from th~ ~oly Inqms1t10n .. Ns pic-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS Showing how tures. The descrtJltlOns a.nd refieotwns by • George E. ~[a.c•donalrl. 
TH~ettMfTATtossmJ>rsTOL~ftfTkoN: VICTOR HUG9'S ORATION ON VOL· 

A discussion betweenCol.Robert G. Ingersoll, TA.IR~, de!ivered on the .o~e hun-
Ron. Frederic R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewa.rt L. dredth s a.umversa.ry of Volta.ire s dea.th. 
Woodford, before the Nineteenth Century Tra.nslated b;y: Ja.mes Par~on, a.uthor of the 
Club of New York. •· Ea.ch ma.n ha.s the sa.me L1L of Volta.1re. To wh10h are a.dded .the 
right to express to the whole world his idea.s three grea.t Poems of Goeth~, George Eilot. 
tha.t the rest of the world ha.ve to express a.nd L''ngfellow. . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED ~ Anstm 
ma.inta.ins this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A h.wyer's comidera.tion of the 
rlert is a Roma.n Ca.tholic, Mr. Woodford a. evidence of tJ..at a.lle<?erl event. 
Protesta.nt. . WAS JESUS INSANE T A consideration 

MATERIALISM : Its Htstory, and Its In- of Ohrist'• a.llee:ed a.c>,o whiol1 would le!Ld one 
1l.uence Uyon !'lociety. Dr. Louis Buchner. tntha.t con.,lmion. T, K Wa.shhuru 

·MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND~ And 
A Considera.tion of the Ma.rvels a.nd Mira.cles other Agnostic Poems. Sa.muel P. Pu•-nam. 
of the New Testa.ment One of John Peck's T~e title poem i• perha.ps the mos~ popular 
best books. of Mr. Putoa.m's ma.ny poems, a.nd a. great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it ha.v• bee" called 'or. The 
Forgery of the Old Testa.ment. Dedica.ted to other poems a.re: The Golden A g:e,.The Ide~\ 
the Clergy. H. J. Sei~euret, M.D. a..nd the Rea.l Not Dea.~, but Lrv~ng.., Frm-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret t10n, Hooe, T!wma..• Pa.me, Na.ture s uospel, 
l• . Address to De1ty, a.n<l ttJ.A shor'· poPm so often th\tt )ll&n ha.s a. wa.ys )ll&de hts «;lods. T!Jey recited with grea.t effect by Cha.rles Wa.tts 

~XlSt tn a.nd through h!m, a.s the tma.ge ensts G;ve U• T,ight ' 
1n a.nd through the n:nrror. Ta.ke a.wa.y ma.n WILL THE CO""ING ,... 'N WO.RSHIP a.nd you ta.ke a.wa._y God-the ima.ge va.nishes." JJJ. r JJJ.af • 
Thispa.mphlet, therefore, is a. considera.tion GOD 7 B F Underwood; written be-
of wha.t kind of a. God ma.n should ma.ke.! fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
Sa.muel P. Putna.m. S"a.rchers. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Rob~rt G. In¥'ersoll •. a.nd one. of tha.t grea.t r RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
ma.n s best .. ']:he snpJeots constqe~ed a.re: Or- Freethinkers' Interna.tional Congrops a.t Chi-
thodo;t ReligiOn D~n~ Out, Reh!'l'ton~ Dea.ths ca.go. Oonside"ing: The Ca.use of Woma.n's 
a.nd Birth~ rhe ReliglOJ!. of Rempromty, llf_o- Subjuga.tion, The Canon Law and Its Effects 
ha.mm"d, The Destrnctwn !>f Art, The Dts- • UponH'r, TheologyNeverHelpful to Woma.n, 
covery of Am~nca.~. Copermcus .and Kepler, f Invention Woma.n's Friend. Freethought the 
Cha.rles Da.rwm, ~:;pema.l ProVIdence, The Benefa.ctor nf Wo.,.,a.n MtlRa'l H- WiTon 
La. test Creed, God a.• a. Governor. The Love WOMAN. HER pAST AND PRESENT of God, 'l'he Fa.ll of Man. The Atonement, • • • 
The Second Birth1 Ius ira.tiou, Tne Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
'l'ruth a.ud Love. rhe Wa.rs It Brought The ure delivered before tne W oma.u Rnffra.ge A•-
Resurrectio~., '!'he Judgment-Da.y, Pious socia1ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Eva.sions ".NO Bible. No Civilization;" Mira.-
cles of the New Testament, The Ascension, Any one of the a.bove for ten cents, a.nd twelve 
Ca.sting out Devils.~. Necessity of Belief, F.ter- for a. dolla.r. 
na.l Punishment.. ~:;orne Who Are Da.mned, A1dress Tfflil T"R11'1'1l ~lil'F.KRR. 00 .• 
Wha.t I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Ls.fa.yette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "W".ATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

It will 
Corner 

the 

Parson. 

~,ull-Page 
Pictures. 

Susta.ining a. Theory, Bloodv Joshua., 
Some Giants, The Campa.ign of Debora.h and Ba.ra.k 
The Adventures a.nd Work of Noa.h, Aga.inst Ja.bin a.nd Sisera., 
A Hunting Anecdote; General Gideon 
Abra.ha.m, Christ's Grea.t Ancestor, Jephtha.h a.nd His Huma.n Sa.crifice, 
A Queer l!'a.mil¥.1. Sa.mson the i:ltrong, 
Isa.a.c a.nd His' oister,' Ruth and Boa.z. 
One of Twins, Unsta.ble a.s Wa.ter, God Sha.ll Not Excel, 
Jacob a.nd Esa.u, Da.vid God's Favorite, 
Joseph the Ma.n of Drea.ms, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
BHa.olla.ya.mMotshees...,1.v1·ner, Adventures of the ProJJhets, 

lJ Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices: Cloth; gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city, 
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In the nature of things, 

BOBERT G. INGERSOU. 

''In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Great Inger_ 
soli Controversy 

Containing the famous . Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
!{Otten up in tl).e handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in . convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT •. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beine the etor:v of hle mental ;loumel" from. 
orthotiox:v to Rationaliem. 

Prloe, PaPer. 25 oentll; oloth, 75 oenfil, 
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PATRON: "Wun Lung, is it true that 
many of the Japanese hav become Chris
tians?" Chinese Laundryman: "Me pabe 
thatee so. See how they fighteei"-New 
York Weekly. 

MAliiMA: "Why didn't you ask God in 
your prayer to make your brother well ?1' 

Robbie: "'Cause then I'd hav to go on 
wearing his old clothes made over.-Ohi
cago Inter-Ooean. 

BI~Go (~ternly): "Who hav you been 
playmg w1th to-day, Bobbie?" Bobbie: 
"The gambler's little boy, sir." Bingo: 
"Oh, all right. I didn't know but you 
harl been playing with the minister's son " 
-Life. ' 

MINISTER: "And so you say your little 
prayer eve'l'y night before you go to bed? 
That's ri~ht. And now tell me why do you 
do that?" Little Ethel: "Because mam· 
ma says she'll spallk me if I don't."
Somerville Journal. 

MABoN: "Why does Jason prefer taking 
a walk on Fifth avenue on Sunday morn· 
ing to going to church?" Payson: "He 
says he likes to re .. d sermons in stones 
rather than to listen to sermons from 
sticks. "-New York Herald. 

MBs. NEWRIOHE (patronizingly): "Were 
any _of your ancestors men of note, Mr. 
Cynic?" Mr. 0.: "Yes, madam, I should 
say so. One of them was the most famous 
admiral of his day, and commanded the 
allied forces of the world." 1\'l.rB. N. (with 
altered tone of deep respect): "Is it pos
sible, Mr. C. I And what was his name?" 
"Noah, madam."-Life. 

THE Reverend Mr. Harps: "Johnny, I 
am sorry to heal' that you hav been fight
ing with Willy Thumps again. Suppose 
something should happen so that you never 
see him again till you meet him in heaven; 
what would you do then?" Johnny Thick
neck: "I'd yank one of his wings off 
pound him over the head with it, and driv~ 
his blamed crown down over his ea;s till 
they'd hav to file it in two to get it o:fl', "
Puck. 

AT a prayer-meeting in a small town 
near Syracuse recently, an illiterate but 
good old man made the following prayer: 
"0 Lord, thou knowest that we are thank
ful to thee that our souls are safe from the 
fire that queneheth not. If a man lose his 
horse thou knowest that he can buy 
another; if he lose his house thou know est 
that he can build another; if he lose his 
wife thou knowest that he can get another, 
bnt if he lose his soul-good-by, John."
.Moslem World. 

A WOMAN I knowhae .a daughter, and the 
other day she undertook to explain the im· 
mortality of the soul to her. A neighbor 
had died, and the child was much inter
ested in the funeral. Her questions were 
innumerable~ and at last her mother, as I 
said, proceeaed to explain the matter to 
her. Margery is a bright little midget, 
and listened attentivly. "Now, do you 
think you understand?" asked the mother, 
after a dissertation as simple as could be 
made. "Oh, yes," answered Margery, 
glibly; "I understand. Mr. Smith is dead, 
but he isn't really there at all. His body 
is ·there, but (triumphantly) his insides 
are in heaven." 

THE story is told of a preacher who came 
to a naw11paper man and said: "You edi
tors dare not tell the truth. If you did 
you could not liv; your newspaper would 
be a failure." The editor replied: "You 
are righti and the minister who will at all 
times ana under all circumstances tell the 
whole truth about his members, alive or 
dead, will not occupy his pulpit more than 
one Sunday, and then he will :find it neces
sary to leave town in a hurry. The press 
and the pulpit go hand in hand with white· 
wash brushes and pleasant words, magni
fying little virtues into big ones. The 
pulpit, the pen, and the gravestone are 
the great saint-making triumvirate." -
Bo8ton Post. 

MR. TsUI K wo YIN, the Chinese minister, 
a short time ago called at the state depart
ment, accompanied by the official inter
preter of the legation, to make inquiry of 
Secretary Gresham concerning the publi
cation in the newspapers of a batch of al· 
leged telegrams about events in China. 
The minister had no such information as 
was contained in the published despatches, 
and neither had the state department. An 
investigation was made, but it was found 
that the telegrams were very old <>nee that 
:had in some unaccountable way been pub· 
:lished as live news matter. Secretary 
·-Gresham attempted to explain this to the 
-.minister, but with rather poor success. 
'Then the secretary said, a trifle snappishly: 
'"They are fabricationa-lies; the persons 
1Who published the despatches are liars." 
·• • Humph I liars," repeated Tsui K wo Yin 
iin his deliberativ, impassiv wayi "they 
1Would make good missionaries. '-New 
York Sun. 
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Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Confliot B atween Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sa.le at this Office. 

Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Mqnthly at $S per Year. 

IBBUJIIS OF_ 1891.-$3. 
. Price. 

Truth Beeker Annual,)891 ..................... $0 2-5 
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illus-

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ..................................... .. 
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire .......... .. 
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... . 
Sabba.thBreaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-

25 
20 
10 
4r · 
25 

son. Robert C. Ad .. ms . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hii!;her Criticism in Theology and Re

liglOn. •.r. E. Longshore................ 50 
IssUEs oF 1892.-$3. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. F.11ote............. 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas .l'aine. llinstra.-

ted........................................ 40 
Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, anil Cradle. Helen H. Gar-

dener .................................... . 
Bible Mora.ls. John E. Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ..........•. 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. . 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

10 
25 
50 
25 

cock,...................................... 15 
Liber_]y m Literature. Testimonia.! to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 2' 

Bi:x Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 1~ 

Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. Hart...................................... 40 
The Hol:y Bible Abridged...................... 30 
Fa.lse Olaims of the Church. John E. 

Remsburg...... . . . . . . . . . .. •• •• • .. .. .. .. ... 10 
ISSUES OF 1893.-$3. 

Thomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert 
G.Ingersoll......................... ...... 1e 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
mann..................................... 50 

Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 
M. E. Billings . • •• . • .. ••• • •• •• •••••• •••••• 25 

ResuTrection of Jesus......................... 40 
Handbook of Freethought. w. S. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Re-

ligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam............. 25 

Des~~~~~ts~~~~-~· •• ~:..~~~~~--~~ 15 
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian? 

John E. Remsbur_g...................... 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fa.ir. llil'lB-

trated. B. P. Putnam.. . . . . .. • .. . . . . . . . . 25 
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... . .• . . .. . • 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B ................ ;.................. 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclc.sures of 

Newhall Convent ...... ..,................. 10 
Woman: Four Centuries of rrogress. Susan 

H. Wixon ............................ ~ ••• 
IBBUJIIS OF 1894.-$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdona.ld 10 
Aelf-Contradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propertr: Should It be Exempt 

from Taxat10n? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... 15 

Congress and Sunday La.ws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick................................ ...... 50 

Church and Freethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~u~~in:l~o: ":MoriU.il ·x ... :Roberison: 50 

illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 
Jingles and Prose. Fact·, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L. G. Reed ....... :....................... 15 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durm~ the year other standard Freethought 
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at $3 receive a.ll the numbers 
-.publislied in one year. In ordering please say 
which _year is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

ne Glory of lnfl~elit~ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAJJIUEL P. PIJTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel· 
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 
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FREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

'!'BE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE OHURCH'S CLAIM: 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
OEN'l' INSTITUTION, ANDRE· 

VEALING THE ABUSES 
011' A UNION 01' 

OHUBOH AN:D 
STATE. 

185 FwU-Page 
IUustratiotts. 

WITH COPIOUS C/1 ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL .. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OP 
THE ARTIST. 

IJESIG1v-8 BY lV.ATSON HESTON, 
WITH PURTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The Dlustrations are c~usifted as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. _,_ 
2 " The Church Robbingth&Peo~ 
8 " Thanksgiving. 
6 •• Sabbatli Laws. 
14 " ChildTen ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks, 
1 Piety in OUT Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
II Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

1 repl'eiMmt Sam:ples of Christianity's Work. 
& " JlfissiOnarie§.. 
1 .. The Lord's lnstruments. 
m " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " lhe Church and Slavery. · 
1 " riests and Politics. 
' •• eland and the Church. 
~ • Church's Idea of Civilization. 
1 .. The Uses of the Cross. 
' • Unkind Refl.ections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Church. 
tt •• Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
8 .. Hell.. 
7 Miscellaneons. 

A most ex~raordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing _like it haR ever be
fore appP.ared in this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be rub. 
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in tbe reach o all. 
At twice the price 1t wov.ld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a. portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success. and we judge from our own feelin11s that nearl:y every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 1his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter tha.t Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profeesions and the h¥11ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
!lands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Prioe, board oc:>vers, $2; czlc:>U~, $2.50· 

"-«liD"., .. 'J'Q:JI! 'I'RIJTD iiEEK£11.. 

NO H_BEGINNLNG;" I POPIS AHD 1'1itl~ DOINGS 
OB. I ACCOUNT 01.1' 

The Fundamental Fallacy., Vtoars of Ohrtst ana Vtceuerents of Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

r•a•oning npon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "First Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"This volume d1scmses the question of a cre

ator with ·such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the sul!ject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKE"B, July 2'l, 1898. . 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters a.nd a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly m cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
~""~o•· THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SElECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School~ 
and the Home. 

-With Mnsic Written to All the Bongs.-

CoHPILBD BY L. K. WAB'RBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi!le. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

A.T ABOUT ONE· HALF V A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 _perches, located 

within one and a half miles of Media county ~eat 
and within four miles of Chester, t'a., on the 
Delaware river. Severa.! springs of soft water. 
good timber growinl{ on the Place, some ~'hoice 
apple and pear trees m fruiting condition. House 
!!tnd barn on the pia.ce. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutes walk of the railroad •tation, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line b~tween 
Media and Chester, with less than five minntes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a 1l.orist. 
and it would "be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern hoo.se on it. 1!-ight 
years a(lo the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. Tbe land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.utiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., C&re TaB TRUTH SEBKEB. 

$7 5 A MONTH snd.,tpense.. Lady or 
Gent. Samples treo. 
A permanent situa.tion 

guaranteed. \Vrile today. AddressP.O.Rox 6S08,Rost.oD 1 Mass. 

,~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
f AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! t 
; 

We want 1000 more active agents before e 
Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$30perday 
can be easily made in any locality; our goods A 

• sell themselves;wefurnish a large roll of' 

e ~:~~~eos~~iN:;i~n!~Jl~af~~~ ~~':t~ f~R:r; ~ for full_pa.rticulars, or we will send with r same·a Valuable sample of our goods in e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents In e 
; 

silver orsta.q1ps. Established in 1882. Ad .. ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·"'··~·"'-·~·~·~· 

;i~v~~€~11\l~~~if~suo-
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, . 

1 
~_Wbel:ef_ou&aw:_tblaadver...r lllneland.. N,.J. 

NOW READ THIS I 
Dr. Fellows is a stanch LffiERAL and a very 

successful physician. He has treated DISEASE!:! 
OF MEN for twent:v years, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of this long_ practice, whioh should 
~rive con1ldenoe to tllose a.lllioted. 
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YEA, VERILY, 0 JESUS I 
And the brother shall deliver up the brother to death, and the father the child: and the children shall rise up against 

their parents, and cause them to be put to death.-Mat. x, 21, 22. 

THE Macedonian revolt against Turkish 
rule is growing i,n strength and aggressiv
ness. 

AMONG the late converts to the Catholic 
church is Miss Julia Irby, daughter of 
Senator Irby, of South Carolina. 

GoVERNOR MoRRILL, of Kansas, has 
closed the saloons of Wichita, for the first 
time in many years. that they hllv been 
shut. 

ON July 22d Silver City, N. 1\L, was 
badly flood-swept, a cloudburst having 
suddenly swollen the _stream in the 
valley. 

The Holy Cross Magazine is a Prot~s
tant publication. It suggests that StUnt 
Martin of Tours be made patron saint of 
this country. 

A GANG of firebugs has been unearthed 
in Montreal. It is found that several of 
the worst fires of the present year are due 
to these men. 

PRoF. RuDoLPH GNErsT, of Germany, is 
dead at the age of 79. He was a great law 
authority, the author of numerous works 
on that subject. 

THE results of the parliamentary election 
in Eo gland put. the rr:ories i;n a clear :.;ua
jority over all, ~nc~udmg theu own allies, 
the Liberal Umomsts. 

BY the sinking of the earth at Bruex, 
Bohemia and the fear that there would be 
further ~ollapsing of buildings, about 
2,500 people are homeless. 

REv. EDWARD BEECHER, a brother of 
Henry Ward Beecher, died in Brooklyn 
on July 28th. He was born at Easthamp
ton, L. I., N.Y., Au~. 27, 1803. 

ON July 22d Ex-Gov. Alexander Hamil
ton Rice died at Melrose, Mass. He was 
the first Republican mayor of Boston, and 
was thrice governor of the state. 

THE Cathedral of the Immaculate Con
ception, Portlan.d, Maine, . was fired in 
three places while :filled w1th people· at
~ending a funeral. It was saved. 

l'fAlll' is preparing to despatch at once 
~0 qupa an additi~nal force of troops, con
sietmg of 20,000 mfantry, 1,250 cavalry, 
1,200 artillery, and 1,000 engineers. 

REBECCA FBEAM, the East Side meddler 
and spy, was locked up in the Eldridge 
Street Station-House shortly after mid
night on July 24th, on a charge of disor
derly conduct. 

IN the recent battle near Bayamo, 
Cuba, the Spanish general Santocildes was 
killed, when Marshal Campos took com
mand, and succeeded in so conducting the 
retreat as to save the division from rout. 

THE United States of Colombia is again 
in the fever of revolt. It is feared that 
the Liberals of Ecuador will aid the insur
gents. Of course, no one outside the per
turbed state knows what the trouble is 
about. 

THE Secretary of the Treasury has for
mally dtrected that the money paid into 
the treasury on account of the income tax 
be refnnded to the persons and corpora
tions respectivly entitled thereto, upon the 
filing of refunding claims. 

PETER F. RoTHERMAL, who painted the 
"Battle of GAttysburg," died in Philadel
phia on July 28th. He had produced much 
work, the most celebrated of which is the 
painting named. He was a nativ of Penn
sylvania and was seventy-eight years old. 

FROM July 2d, 1892, to July 14th, 1895, 
inclusiv, there were 11,581 arrests in this 
city for violations, or alleged violations, of 
the Excise law. This is what clogs the 
courts, and givs the impression to the su
perficial statistician that crime is greatly 
on the increase in this age. 

GoVEBOR CULBERSON announces by pro
clamation that the Jaw of Texas forbids 
prize-fighting with or without gloves, and 
that he shall enforce the Jaw. Neverthe
less, the law:vers say that there will be no 
law of the kind in the state after the 1st of 
September, when the present law expires. 

THE tailors of New York, Brooklyn, and 
nearby towns hav gone out on strike, 
which will involve the buttonhole makers 
and others to the number, in all, of 20,000 
or more persons. Their contract with the 
garment contractors had two months yet 
to run. The demands are for less work for 
the present pay and the emploY.ment of 
only nnion labor. 

THE United States government is very 
zealous to prevent Cuban filibusterers fit
ting out here. A Spanish vessel fired on 
and boarded the American ship Carrie S. 
Lane, but found her papers all right. It 
is pomted out that so long as Spain re
fuses to recognize the Cubans as belliger
ents her war vessels hav no right to search 
the merchant ships of any nation for con
traband of war, and it is demanded that 
our State department take vigorous meas
ures to secure an apology and reparation 
from Spain for this latest act of her naval 
officers. 

THERE is a war speck in the New North
west. The Bannock Indians, some of 
whom were arrested and fined for hunting 
out of season, are up in arms and off their 
reservation. It is reported that they were 
arrested under the state game law for 
hunting on the United States reserva
tions, and that, on the ground that they 
tried to escape, they were shot down by 
the citizens' posses; hence the uprising. 
The seat of the trouble is about Jackson's 
Hole and the Hoback Caiion, Wyoming-, 
Federal troops hav been ordered to the 
district menaced. 

JULY 26th was St. Anne's feast day, and 
the church of St. Jean Baptiste, this city, 
was crowded all day. Mass was celebrated 
every hour, and 18,000 persons, the great 
majority women, kissed the relic of Anne. 
"At the altar a score or more of crutches 
were gathered in a rack. There were 
spectacles, too, and ear-trumpets, and 
other mute announcements of human 
affliction, which sufferers had worn into 
the church and thrown away after they 
had .kissed the relic. Diamonds were 
there also, rings, broaches, earrings, and 

gold watches, which grateful ones had 
stripped from themselvs and thrown upon 
the altar. Many cures hav not been re
ported at all. None of them is reported 
until the priests and sisters hav investi
gated them carefully. There were three 
yesterday, but the sisters would only tell 
about that of Willie Cain, of No. 87 Grand 
street, Brooklyn, who had never walked 
in the five years of his life. When the 
relic was applied the little chap grew white 
as the wax candles. He cried out that his 
legs felt funny, and then he took steps, 
while the people sang a thanksgiving to 
St. Anne. All day long there was no les
sening of the crowd. After 6 P.M. many 
men came. Not one-third of those who 
came could get into the church for the 
services 'at 8 P. M. Father Emard preached 
the se:rmon." It. is the World that gravely 
reports all this and much more of the same 
kind, and this is the year 1895 of Christian 
enlightenment. 

Tms is from Mexico under date of July 
26th: "Matilda Perz, a washerwoman, had 
in an old basket a collection of flatirons 
and other objects, including a very much 
battered small image of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. Entering the room where the 
basket was on the night of June 17th, Ma
tilda was astounded to see a light issuing 
from the basket. Upon examining it she 
found that the illumination came from the 
sacred image. She placed it on the wall 
and invite€! sick people in her humble 
neighborhood to visit it. They went in 
throngs and, touching the miraculous im
age, which continued to shed supernatural 
light, were all healed. Newspaper report
ers who saw the image yesterday assert 
that it sheds a violet light. Ramona San
chez, seventy-three years old, and afflicted 
with cataracts on her eyes, looked on the 
image, and it is said that full power of 
vision was restored. Paula Limas testifies 
that she was completely cured of chronic 
rheumatism. The owner of the image now 
refuses to allow heretics to gaze on it." 
The World takes pains to inform us that 
the Spanish Virgin of Guadalupe was said 
to hav been carved by St. Luke. "It was 
miraculously preserved during the six 
centuries of Moorish invasion of Spain and 
was rediscovered in 1330 by one Giles, a 
cow-keeper. A hermitage was immediately 
built on the spot and ten years afterwards 
a chapel. This was later converted into 
a convent by the pope, who made it di
rectly subject to the pope. It was then 
granted to the Geronomite monks who 
became enormously rich." Naturally. 

Recalled Stormy Times. 
" Well that looks natural," said the old soldier, 

looking at a can of condensed milk on the 
breakfast t&ble in the place of ordinary milk that 
failed on account of the storm. "It's the Gail 
Borden Eaele Brand we used during the war" 

PUHI~ICA'I'IONN. 

"I-IIGA VEN AND F-IELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Servant of the Lora Jesus Ohrtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Cloth, (octavo), 375 pages1 special to reli.ders of 
this journal, only 25 cents, oy mail, prepaid. 

Bend for tlescriptiv catalogue of 1:\wedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing:_!lnd Publish
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 
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Remodeling the Government; 
An earnest e~sa" for radical reform in our 

mode of govet'l'lment. to which are added briuht, 
interestin'l sketches on Bible temper•nne, the 
Obrist principle; morality\ religion faith, and 
belief, Gods, Theist, and Atneist andspiritology 

By W. L. WILLIS. 
Well printed in large type on good p!l,per. 

PniOEl 10 CENTS. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chavters 

Cousidering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that makA life worthy to be· 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRI<JE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEU. 
28 Lafa.yett& Place. New York. 

'l'BE 

BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as hnma.n eye could 

Saw the Vision of th• !~~ld, and &II the wonders 
that would be 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land \\ltl:l.out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger se:s-, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of " Looking 
Backward'' in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 'lRUTH Sllllll11ER, 
28 L&fll.yette Pl., New York 

Pen PiGtures of the Worlf s Fair. 
By S. P. PutnaDJ.. 

It is, besides being a complete Guide
Book, the best description of the Fair yet 
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It de
scribes the inauguration ceremonies, gives 
the director-general's address, the efforts 
to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph 
of the Sunday-openers; describes the va
rious buildings and what they contain, and 
is, all in all, the very best picture of the. 
Fair that can be painted with a pen. 

ILLUSTKA'rED. 

A JUP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling
the visitor to make his way around, andt 
the stay-at-home to see where he went. 

A BlRD'S-EYE "VIEW OF THE FAIR,. 
enabling one to comprehend at a glance· 
the magnitude of the Exposition, the• 
grep,test ever known to the present time~ 

Single copy, 25 cents Five copies for .1 •. 

A.ddre&fj THE TRUTH SBEKER,. 
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SOME MORE MISFITS-WHY SOME RELIGIOUS PIGl\IIES ARE AFRAID OF BEING ETERNALLY LOST. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUT.II SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid .us we are willing 
to :reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

~ o any subscriber notD on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEET.IIINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLABB). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer :-- Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TEXT·Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETmNXEB'B PIOTOBIAL 
TExT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATB(>N HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam u.d the :Priests there are 16; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Womim and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FrvE DOL
LABS' WOBT.II FOB T.IIBEE DOLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-p~nter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-~eethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated hi!; genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a ... 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 

LAMAB, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOB TBUT.II SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pl~asure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send Tu:111 TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
.Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger-

. soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUB 
HUNDRSD YEABS OF FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET ·400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"' FOlJK HUNDRED YE.l.RS OF FREETHOIJGHT" 
FREE OF UHA.RGES. 

AN.D .F UR'LHER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscr·ibers as a Premium, {lost 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATMI' BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated B:b:Ns'\'t~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap • B esearches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten· 
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
'!'he Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a. survey of Medireva.l Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past ana Present. By Richard Chene-
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. · 

Modem Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Lo.fug. 75 cents, 

l!'orma.~ion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 oents. 

Science and Crime, and Science and Poetry..._ with 
other· essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.~.S.E. 
Two books in on a volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of ~oroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR !.RYAN ANCESTORS 7 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

F!YUrth. Eatttrm 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part IL-Besea.rches in Zoroa.stria.nism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafayette Place. New York CitY. 

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SlilliiXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXliiB one year ($3) and" The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEliiXEB one year ($3) and James B . 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXliiB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SJIIEXliiB one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SuxEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomically lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send Tum TBUTH SEEXBB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 
---------

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB 
8EEKEB one year for .5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar &poons and '!'BUTs S!!!!!:KEB, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) Sp"Jon 
.lrilt bowl, 500. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

All are architects of f,.te 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with ma.ssiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle t;he Priest; 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address .,.HE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library. 
The World's Sa~es, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from 
the time of Menu to the present. By D. Jll. Ben
nett. 1.075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inqniry into 
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decideilly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in Engla.ndA by Jo3eph Fisher, 
F.B.H.S.; and Historical tsketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine, 
Including The Age of Beason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Bepl;v to Bishop of Lla.nda.ff. Let
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Religlons of Ancient and 
Modern Times. VoL I gives a full ac
count of all the gods the nations of the <•arth 
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Uhrish Virg_in 1\Ia.ryba.nd the 
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. v ol. 11 descri es fully 
all religions systems of the world, including 
Judaism, 11Ioha.mmeda.nism, and Christianity;; 
the latter occnpying_872_pages, being f'nlly_g9ne. 
into. 1149 pages. lly D. 1\I. Bennett. Writ·· 
ten in Prison at Albany. In cloth. $3 Per vol-. 
nme. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;; 
in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illnstra.twns. 75 cents. 

Geo;ogica.l Sketches at Home and Abroad. Br 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science. and Scientific As
I>_ect of some Familiar Thinga. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

History of Ancient Egypt, with nnmeron• notes 
and illustrations, and an index. By George 
Rawlinson, M.A. In two volumes. Over 700 
pages p:inted in large typ l. Postpaid for $1.25. 

Darwin an~ After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEOBGE J. RoMANEs. 
A ~ystema.ticEx:Q_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
servioe to the !l'enera.l reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Boma.nes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of English writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a. part of 
his conclusion rega.n.:ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of a.da.pta.
ion or to those of beauty, everywhere through

out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
snperna.tnra.l design. . . . Adaptation and 
ooa.lity are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a. purely mechanical philoRophy ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre~ent generation m a. manner. and 
to an extent that has never before been poss1bl;;; 
and inasmuch a.s the change which has taken 
pla.oe ha.• taken pla.oo in the direction of na. tnral
lBm, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a. new and a. terrible force in th• 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_x_Godt" 

lllutrated Price, clo~ e2. 
Address. T.l:l.lll TRUTH SEEKER. 

SHALL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. 8, Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 10 cent.s. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER A~NUAL 
Price 2li cenh,, 

For !~~~~~ilybte~~ is6:he1~t~~~~!;~ young w 0 r k s 
girls and a. younger brother who were left parent
less, with a. little moneyh fair ednca.tionh and 
much cour&!l'e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the heroine. 'l"he narrative is, in the main, a. his· 
tory of a. working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks. and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
inst such a. story of human life as we should ex-. 
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. ·Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

BOOI{S BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Reli!l'ion of the Fnimre. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Chris tia.n Religion and the 3ignifica.nce 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth. $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orga.msm. Cloth, 11!1. 

Zoological· Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illue
tra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth"-$2. 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fa,yette Pla.oe. New York. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega.. 
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 2Uo 

Bacon and Shakspere, Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junins 1 Socond 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
Juni•s and Oa.soa.. PriceJ..5 cents. 

Address THE ·J.·BUTH SEEKER. 
28 LafaYette Pla.oe, New York 

Address THIS OFFICE 

i!leutfrl)e £reibenker-~iirl)cr. 
~ir ~uf>en folgenbe 5Sud)er in 

beutfd)er 6prud)e, roeld)e f e~r f>erli~mt ftnb : 

, ~ie 3rrt~iimer IDlofe~," 
<l:ine fritifd?e l3eleud?tung bes pentateud? im 

£id7t ber mobernen Weltan• 
fd?auung unb <Befittung. 

bon ~ol. ~- ®. 3ngerfoU. ~rei~ 50 ~ent~. 

~ne !Beib nub i~re 6teUnng 3nr 
9leligion nub airtf)e llllt ~nbe 

be~ 19. 31l~r~unbert~. 
bon ,Pe{ene ,P. ®urbener. ~rei~ 50 ~ent~. 

u 9Jloberne alotterbnmmerttng," 
bon ~ol. ~- ®. 3ngerfoll. ~rei~ 25 ~ent~. 

, !Bunner nub !Bnnbertbnter," 
bon 3o~n ~ect ~rei~ 20 ~ent~. 

, <91nttlie nub ~ernttnft," 
ober LE BON SENS, 

bes romifd?•fatolifd?en priefters Jean Meslier. 
Uus bem ·j!ran3ofifd7en iiberfel,;t von 

ifriiulein lllnm'l BnootJ. 
30\ Seiten, Eeinwanb, $\.00; papier, 50 <£ts. 
1liefe l3iid)er fittb in papier.Umfd?lag unl) 

flarem 1'lrud'. Unfere beutfd?en Eefer 
follten fie weit verbreiten. 

ID1un ubreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York, 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Trnt& 
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
sent b:y express\ one dollar will be deducted fron:a 
the I>nce of ea.cn. 

·A SECULAR MARRI!GE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. B. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a. purpose." 
Price 25 cents. 

T"WO LITTL~ ft~D /1ITTEHS 
A Story o' the Rightway Almshouse. 

A short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN .. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKlilR 00 .• 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

fhe Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free 
thinker" sa.;y8: "It is by far the best prod notion 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend: 
it as an excellent text-book of the snbieot. The 
manner is good. and the style is brig~t. T~e .. 
reader is earned along on an easy-flowing strea.m 
of science, historY, ethics. and oommon-senee." 

Prioe,_I>aper,JO cents. 
TH.I!l TlluTH SE.EKEB, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Mor&ls and History 

of the New Testament. 
BY PBor.JI W. N•wulll. Prlae 25 oenta ... 

Addreaa 'J:HB ~BUTR ~BI!IUB .. 
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One subscription two ye&rs, in advance •. · ••• _.-·· •.•.•.•• 3 00 
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One subscription with one new s11bscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 
9ne subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit-
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One subscrtpt1on w• ;" ~·a new subscriber!, in one remit-
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remittance. 

Monell •11oula be •e11t lltl e:t.Pre•• oom.Pt~lltl'• mone11 oraer, 
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Gild e:wre•• m011w .oraer1 Pat/able to E. M. MA OJJONALJJ, 

28 Larat~ette plaoe, New Yorl:. 

SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be .obliged &o our 

read_,n U they will send os the niUDe and·. address of 

any Freethinker w-ho isnot a regular subscriber. 

Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 
D~vid Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined" was first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, leas than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4.50. They will not last long, and we ad
viae those of our friends who want a ·copy to send 
at once. When these are gone .there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the .church wishes had never been written, 
but .which it cannot controvert. 

Heterodox :Mr. Clark. 
What Infidels these Christiana are I Here is Rev. 

Francia E. Clark, founder and president of the 
Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor, re
questing the women assembled in the great tent at 
Boston to remove their hats and bonnets, a!J it 
would enable them to better stand the heat. But 
has the reverend gentleman forgotten the exceed
ingly great virtue of self-sacrifice! And does he not 
know that his fetich book commands woman to re
main covered in church! In Firat Corinthiane, 
Eleventh chapter, he will find this, along with other 
pious nonsense, that should make woman the will
ing slave of the church forever: 

"For I would hav you know that the head of every 
man is Ohriat, and the head of the woman is the man, and 
the head of Ohriat is God: Every man praying or 
prophesying, having his head covered, diahonereth his 
head, But every woman that prayeth or propheaieth 
with her bead uncovered diahonereth her head, for that 
is even all one as if she were shaven. For if the woman 
be not covered, let her also be shorn; but if it be a shame 
for a woman to be shorn or shaven, let her be covered. 
For a man indeed ought not to cover his head, forasmuch 
as he is the image and glory of God; but the woman is the 
glory of the man, For the man is not of the woman, but 
the woman of the man, Neither was the man created for 
the woman, but the woman for the man." 

Rev. Mr. Clark has no right to pick around in the 
Bible and sort out the commands of God that he 
wants to enforce and then insolently trample on 
those which he does not like. HI!! is not a reform 
police commissioner; but a 9hristian minister, and 
Christian ministers believe in and obey every word 
in the Bible. Of course they do. . Only Infidels re
ject what does not suit them. 

"The Chnrch Is in Politics." 
One of the moat prominent workers for "Chris

tian prohibition" (what a slap in the face of the 
Bible!) is John G. Woolley. He was one of the star 
speakers at the recent "National Conference of Re. 
forma" at Prohibition Park, Staten Island. What 
kind of a "reformer" he is may be judged f:t;"om the 
fact that the Ohristian Statesman-for God in the 
Constitution, now and forever-publishes his speech 
entire. Mr. Wooley is aggresaiv and scheming in 
method, turgid and flamboyant in style. As a 
specimen of his work, take this, the opening para
graph of his address: 

"I hav been listening to the voices of the century, 
from the daybreak, when all the morning birds of liberty 
were singing, -to the eventide, when the 'Vampire bat of 
the world's worst slavery scents the night in ita hiding 
and flaps ita skinny wings into the open, glancing like a 
foul uapicion hither and thither across the weary quiet 
of the gloaming from darkness to darkness." 

The brand of "liberty" that this soaring orator 
champions is to be inferred from his party affilia
tions, saying nothing of his specific declarations 
that the plan for political union of " reformers" 
that he fathers " honors the church and enforces 
the Sabbath." Here is another gem from Mr. 
Woolley's exordium: 

•' To him whose poor cosmogony affords no god all 
progress is but a curious paralysis, and every sound
from childbed cry to deathbed hallelujah-parts of one 
universal discord, shot with chance harmonies, But it is 
a dull ear and eye that cannot catch in the storm and 
stress of these tremendous days enough of luminiferous 
melody to prove that all these whimsical and terrific 
changes are of the overture to orderly and matchless 
symphonies in preparation." 

We should say that "luminiferous melody" is 
particularly good, but still we fear that a victim 
dying by inches of one of God's cancers would de
cidedly prefer not to furnish the minor notes of 
woe in that celestial "overture." Once more the 
entertaining Mr. Woolll•y: 

" For the inexorable love of the Father abideth, /lolld as 
yon mighty river bears on its quiet boaolll bubbles 
breathed up from se"aly reptile burrowing in its underly~ 
ing ooze, so Jehovah swings the world along ita bright
ening orbit with all the swirl and suck of ita :financial 
maelstroms, whirling oft from red-tongued hells of social 
cruelty hot but ineffectual nebulw that keep the mystery 
of double motion until they cool and symmetrize into the 
satellites we call reforms, and tly back self-won and :fin
ished into the wrong-wrung but winning staple, stable 
social order of the world." 

We havn't time to study that all out, but still we 
must hastily say in passing that somehow "inexo
rable" doesn't appear to be juah the right adjectiv 
with which to qualify love, though it may seem all 
right to Mr. Woolley when contemplating the" ten
der mercies" of Jehovah. We can heartily appre· 
ciate the orator's likening of the "reforms" he 
advocates to "bubbles breathed up from scaly rep
tile burrowing in underlying ooze," though why he 
instituted such a comparison we are .utterly at a 
loss to understand. But whatever may hav been 
his motiv in calling our attention to the fact, it 
is certain that those "reforms," like the bubbles 
mentioned, are foul and ephemeral. CarpU:tg crit
ics may also say that a :flowing river is scarcely a 
type of the "wrong-wrung but winning staple, sta. 
ble social order of the world;" they may poin.t out 
that a river, constantly moving under the impulse 
of wind and tide and the currents of inflowing 
streams, is not particularly "stable," but· such tri
flers deserve and undoubtedly will receive no con
sideration from Chriatian·reformers. 

Mr. Woolley proposes that all believers in injected 
rfghteouaness shall "combine politically in the name 
of Jesus Christ the Conqueror, and form an inter
partisan order of independent voters whose entire 
scope shall he the head of the ticket, in federal, 

state, judicial, and municipal elections." In other 
words, the first work of these "reformers" is to 
elect the executiv officers in the nation, the state, 
and the cities, and enforce existing laws that make 
for · despotism. The present " reform administra
tion" in this city is the type of what they want 
everywhere. After they hav the people in a suffi
ciently subdued state of mind through the enforce
ment of the laws now on the statute books, they 
expect to elect the legislatures, Congress, and 
the other law-makiJJg bodies, and finish up the job 
of reform in short order, establishing liberty-for 
themselvs-" in all the land." Mr. Woolley illus
trates the working of his p·atent scheme by bringing 
to the polls four "Christian voters" belonging to 
different parties. This is the procedure and the 
result: 

"Neither asks either anything, but each takes our 
executiv paater, affixes it to his ticket, hands it to the 
judges of election, and remains a Republican, a Demo
crat, a Populist, a Prohibitionist, and beat of all-a man, 
And lol the church is in politics with four men and no 
quarrel instead of one man fthe Prohibitionist] and thpee 
quarrels." 

The italics are Mr. Woolley's. ·He supposes some 
one to object that this is a plan· for a new political 
party, and he answers, " It is -a new clean party 
built on J eaua Christ." Was it J eaua who said, 
"My kingdom is not of this world "T 

Were the Decorations Sectarian Symbols f 
The New York Times is a quite able paper, and it 

is often our pleasure to quote some very sensible 
arguments from its editorial columna. But occa
sionally it employs a clergyman or divinity student 
to write its editorials. We hav no confidential in
formation to this effect, but n.o other conclusion 
is po!laible after reading the editorials themaelva. 

When the Christian Endeavor convention was 
held in Boston the citi;z;ena and authorities did their 
best to make the delegates welcome, and the sym
bols of the Young People's Society of Christian 
Endeavor, mingling with the national colora, were 
seen everywhere. The Public Garden is one of the 
moat beautiful spots in the city, and is a place that 
attracts stranger and resident alike. But on Sun
day, owing to the bigotry of the Park Commission
era or others in authority, it is not allowable to use 
the swan and row boats on the lake, although the 
electric and horse. cars rumble and clatter by in the 
streets. It is likely that the manag-ers think that 
the use of the boats on Sunday would be a .conces
sion to the spirit of sinful pleasure for the pleasure's 
sake. Any way, the same motive that dominate in 
the matter here adverted to appear to hav domi
nated when the gardeners were preparing for the 
reception of the Christian Endeavorers. The 
flower-beds were so arranged as to form various 
ecclesiastical devices. At the principal entrance 
was a cross, and scattered about the grounds were 
a. cross and crown, cross and anchor, cross and 
sword, cross and Bible, with inscriptions such as 
"By This Sign We Conquer," "Welcome, Christian 
Endeavorera," and "For Christ and His Church." 
Some of these devices were linked ·with the coat of 
arms of the state of Massachusetts. 

.l'fo'w it appears that there is in Boston an organ
ization ca.lling itself "The Ne~"' Brotherhood." Un
fortunately, we are not informed as to its principles 
and purposes, but, judging alone from its vigor
ous protest against this misuse of the Public Gar
den, we are led to think that its members hav some 
saving common sense. The 'limes reaches just the 
oppoait conclusion from the same evidence. The 
writers of the protest recognize that it might be no 
more than courteous to extend a welcome to the 
visitors, presumably on the ground that they are, 
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in a certain sense, the guests of the city, as would 
be the delegates to a political convention or a scien
tific congress. But beyond this, neither the muni
cipality nor any of its departments has a right to 
go. The tax-payers Rre of all churches and of no 
church, and hence the city cannot rightfully use their 
money to teach the dogmas or otherwise magnify 
the power of any division of any .church or any 
great world religion itself. "The New Brother
hood " appear to hav clearly recognized this funda
mental truth, for the protest says that this deco
rating of the Public Garden " is open to the most 
serious objections, as in conflict with the true stand
ard of chic rights and religious liberty," and it 
declares that the devices named are " of a theolog
ical and sectarian character." We do not see how 
a person of fair intelligence and reasonable ac · 
quaintance with the Constitution of the United 
States and the principles of religious liberty could 
deny the truth of either of these propositions, but 
the !I imes does deny the truth of both, and sneers 
at the authors of the protest, growing very ironical 
and sarcastic in its would-be witty comments. 
Anent the protest, it says : 

" Upon the whole, this announcement does not sug
gest the belief that the 'New Brotherhood ' is a power
ful and valuable agent for the public weaL It does not 
appeiU' to hav the amount of corporate sense necessary to 
th3t end." 

We are not concerned to defend the "New 
Brotherhood" as a society, but must unqualifiedly 
indorse the position it takes in the matter under 
discussion. The arguments which the ~ ime3 
quotes from its protest are sound, and the New 
l'ork daily has neither the "corporate" nor any 
other sort of sense sufficient to answer them. It 
finds it easy to be satirical and to jeer at the society, 
but it has not attempted to advance any arguments 
in support of its assumption that the city of Boston 
had any constitutional right or was in equity justi
fied in taking the tax-payers' money for propagating 
Protestant Christianity. The objections would hav 
been equally hard to dispose of if the city had acted 
in the same way toward a Catholic convention or a 
convention of Infidels or Jews. The ~imes knows 
this as well as we do, or, if it does not, its manager 
should hire a new editor. Again: 

"There is no denying that the devices and the inscrip
tions were 'theological,' but there is not the slightest 
evidence that they were 'seotiU'ian.' Of oourse, you may 
make a provocativ out of almost anything. Some people 
in Boston hav numaged to stir up a riot with an emblem 
intrinsically so ino~nsiv as a 'Little Red School
house."' 

This is the merest tri.ffing. " Intrinsically" the 
" Little Red School-house " is not a religious sym
bol. That it is being made such by Protestant big
ots and as such attacked by Catholic bigots is very 
much to be regretted. But the cross and crown, 
the cross and Bible, and they separately, are in
trinsically religious symbols, and, as such, are neces
sarily sectarian for the one and ample reason that 
that which they symbolize and teach is not accepted 
as divine truth by all the people of the world nor 
by all the citizens of Boston. It is an utter para
dox to say that something which is theological is 
not sectarian. What is theological is sectarian, in
evitably. Will the Times point to a single theo
logical postulate in all the religions of the world 
that is universally accepted? And if a dogma is 
not universally accepted, is it not a sectarian dog
ma! By the census of 18~0 the Schwenkfeldian 
church had three hundred and six communicants. 
It is a sect. The Catholic church had 6,257,871 
communicants. It is a sect. The combined Chris
tian church had 20,618,307 communicants, including 
the Jews, who should be excluded. It is a sect. 
Among the world's great sects it is still a sect. 
There is no universal religion in the world or in 
America, and the religion that is not universal is 
sectarian. Under the Constitution and laws and in 
equity you hav no more authority, no more right, 
to tax one citizen to propagate the religion of all 
the other citizens than you hav to tax all the other 
citizens to propagate . the religion of one citizen. 
To levy either of these tax<:Js is to unite church and 
state, something that the Time8 is as opposed to 
theoretically as we are in fact. 

THE .TRUTH: REEKEH. 

"The New Brotherhood neither pretends on the be
half of its own members nor of any other persons that 
the sight of a Bible, a cross, an anchor, a sword, or a 
crown excites the basest passions of their natures and 
provokes them to breaches of the peace, even with the 
addition of the aggravating inscriptions. It does not 
venture to conjure up the spectacle of an Agnostic mob 
assembled to e-radicate the hateful symbols of priestcraft. 
Whether the New Brotherhood be an association of secu
larists or a band of propagandists of the doctrine of Paine 
and Ingersoll, in either case it does not seem to possess 
judgment enough to make it important, and the mayor 
and aldermen of Boston are justified in doing nothing 
with its ' memorial.' " 

AccorJing to this precious deliverance, no one 
has a right to protest against a violation of the 
fundamental law and an injustice done to himself 
and others of like views unless he is prepared to 
confess that the sight or knowledge of the injustice 
" excites the basest passions " of his nature and 
provokes him to " breaches of the peace." Of all 
the inanity that we hav to wade through each day 
in the newspapers and other popular publications 
this is about the silliest of anything we hav read in 
a twelvemonth. Presumably if the sight of a man 
torturing a helpless child did not excite the "basest 
passions " of the spectator's nature the ~ imes 
would sneer at and denounce him if :be should hav 
the temerity to protest against the cruelty. If the 
"logic" of the ~imes is sound, only howling mobs 
of rowdies whose "basest passions" are in the as
cendant hav ·any rights in the United States. We 
must be careful not to offend such, for they are 
dangerous, but· for the man of sane mind and con
troled passions, who does not like to see· injustice 
perpetrated, and the guarantees of civil and religious 
liberty trampled under foot, there is no right of 
vigorous and dignified protest. Had tl!is theolog
ical student editor been 8 little less stupid it might 
hav occurred to him that such talk as his is the very 
wind to fan into a flame of righteous wrath the 
noblest passions of men and women who love lib
erty and justice and hate canting hypocrisy and 
sanctimonious villainy. 

One thing is gratifying, and that is that in spite 
of his obtuseness in other directions, the ~ imes 
writer does not fail to perceive that the protest he 
ridicules could hav been written only by Infidels or 
other secularists. It shows that we hav a good 
reputation when an apologist for church aggres
sions, who does not appear to know much else, does. 
know that a memorial asking for equal justice for 
all citizens was prepared by men who reject the or
thodox creed§.)Uld polities. 

Rev. Thomas Dixon is against the infliction of 
the death penalty for murder. He ·says that it is 
not "humane," to which we agree. But the priestly 
mind is a queer agglomeration. It must be all 
mixed up, when it can find it inhumane to execute 
the cruel murderer of his fellow and yet defend the 
slaughter of inoftensiv birds for "sport." This is 
worse than straining out a gnat and swallowing a 
camel. 

Rev. Father Ducey says that "the hearts of 
God's ministers must be kept attuned to the heart 
of the harmony and sympathy of heaven by the 
study and sight of deep suffering.'1 The sight and 
study of deep suffering may awaken sympathy in 
man, but if there were no suftering ·there would be 
no need of awakening sympathy, and for the suffer
ing that does and the suftering that does not arouse 
sympathy "heaven" is responsible, if Theism is 
true. "•rhe harmony and sympathy of heaven " are 
dreams which won't bind up a wound or feed a 
starving babe, let alone preventing the mangling or 
the famin. 

The Nashville Ohristian Advocate does not like 
to hear speakers applauded at Sunday evening re
ligious meetings. It says that hand-clapping and 
similar forms of applause are "not seemly in a 
worshiping assembly. Whatever the immediate 
gain may be, the remote consequences cannot fail 
to be damaging and injurious.'' Noise plays a very 
important part in the religious exercises of many 
peoples, and we notice that the Salvation Army 
thinks it helpful in the redemption of souls. Gen
erally at revival meetings there is a chorus of 
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"amens," "praise gods,"" hallelujahs,"" come right 
down, lords," and the like, and we do not know that 
these are any less indecorous thau hand-clappings 
and an occasional "hear, hear," or "that's so." 
The church is bound to be secularized anyway; she 
cannot keep up an interest otherwise. While some 
of the Scotch Presbyterians still think that the 
devil comes into the church in the organ, other 
Christians hav found it expedient to take in the 
violin, cornet, and nearly all the rest of the musical 
outfit. 

Oh, the hypocrisy of this Su.nday business I On 
July 14th the old cup-defender, the Vigilant, and 
the new one, the Defender, tested their relativ mer
its over the course at Newport. Says the report of 
the New York Press: 

"As it was Sunday, the race was not called a race, but 
merely a friendly sail. It was a race, nevertheless, and 
decided just what everybody wanted to know-if the De
fender was a faster boat than the improved Vigilant." 

Could anything imaginable be more childish and 
pueril! This pretense is akin to that which dis
graces Congress-if it does-when the hands of the 
clock are turned back if a session holds over into 
Sunday, and the journal is made to read as the rec
ord of the proceedings of Saturday. Will we ever, 
here in the United States, get out of our swaddling
clothes! 

The great Christian Endeavor convention re
cently in session in Boston resolved in favor of 
Christian citizenship and for Sabbath keeping. 
The members refused to patronize the. street cars 
on Sunday, so arranging their meetings in different 
parts of. the city that all could walk to the sen'ices. 
If these zealous but foolish young people would 
only confine themselvs to this kind of a boycott 
they would be within their rights, but they do not, 
for they are stanch Sabbath law advocates. But 
are they sure that they are preventing Sunday work 
by refusing to ride on the cars! Measured by foot
tons, was there not more labor done by them in 
walking to church than would hav been done by the 
employees of the West End C~r Company had the 
Endeavorers patronized the cars ! The exercise 
was good for them, but the intention was the per
petuation of superstition and the result sought
the reduction of the total of Sunday labor-was 
not attained. 

"Christ's 'Peace be unto you' has never lost its mean
ing or its power. "-Nashville Ohristian .Advocate. 

" Those mine enemies that would not that I 
should reign over them bring hither and slay them 
before me," says Jesus. "As we said before, so say 
I now again, If any man preach any other gospel 
unto you than that ye hav received, let him be ac
cursed," thunders Paul. "He that believeth and is 
baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not. 
shall be damned," affirms Jesus, according to a. 
text only recently discredited within the clmrch. 
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv," says the Old 
Testament, and Jesus did not repudiate the atro
cious order to murder, but, on the contrary, rec
ognized the existence of witches and demons and 
cast them out of multitudes-or the record is false. 
The old Testament also explicitly commands that 
the worshipers of " false gods" be put to death, 
and that their nearest relative shall be the first to 
strike them down, and Jesus did not repudiate the 
command. The history of ~he Cb.ristian church is 
the official interpretation of these texts. " Christ's 
peace " has indeed lost none of its meaning, but in
creasing civilization has deprived it of some of its 
power. 

Almost anything is a crime in this city now except 
going to church, and we are not so very sure that that 
will not also be such before long, for three :flower
sellers in a cemetery were arrested for supplying 
mourners with decorations for graves, and of course 
everyone knows that the churches hav charge of 
most of the fun,erals. In the trans-Harlem district 
Mr. Julius Leibertz was arrested for working in his 
garden, but the magistrate before whom he was 
brought released him, with a rebuke to the arrest
ing policeman. We hardly Jilee the justice of the 
rebuke, for gardening on Sunday is no more a ne-
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cessity than shaving, and the policeman was simply 
enforcing the law "because it is law." Neither 
is selling food on Sunday a necessity, as our mas
ters interpret necessity, and so David M:ostovitzsky 
of the East Side was arrested for selling a sausage 
on "the Lord's day." His lawyer says that he is 
gc.ing to try to prove that such sale was a necessity. 
He will fail; 'nothing is a necessity on Sunday that 
the priests do not like. The delicatessen men hav 
organized to secure the opportunity to open their 
places after 10 A.M., when they must close, as the 
law is now enforced-for the disciplining of the 
police l B11t what does this mean! We hav been 
hearing all along that the delica.tessen men them
selva wished to close on Sunday. Is it possible 
that they hav been misrepresented by the preachers 
and their tools ! 

Rev. Martin D. Kneeland, secretary of the "New 
England Sabbath Protectiv League," says that they 
are greatly encouraged in Masssachusetts by the 
success they had in their fight for an anti-Sunday
theater law. They hav good cause to be. Poor 
old Massachusetts is still under the heel of the 
Puritan, and he purposes to grind her still deeper 
into the mire of her own degradation, as this bears 
witness: 

"Onr League hopes to unite all forces and [onr] decla
ration meets with general acceptance on the part of the 
denominations and good citizens. [We are pleased to 
see that Mr. Kneeland understands the necessity of dif
ferentiating good citizens from the deno ninations.] The 
Roman Catholics are represented on the executiv com
mittee along with all [other] leading denominations. 
Educational and legislativ methods will be employed and 
the work pushed forward on all sides." 

Catholics and Protestants may fight each other 
savagely over th~ question of education, because 
both want to control it, but they work together like 
brothera for the perpetuation of Sunday supersti
tion and tyranny, because it is to their mutual in
terest to hav a monopoly of the day. We hav 
not yet seen any protests from the state organl.za
tions of the Loyal Orange League, the J union Order 
of United American Mechanics, the Patriotic Order 
of the Sons of America, or the American Protectiv 
A1sociation against the Massachusetts anti-Sunday 
theater law, nor against the purposed further 
aggressions of the New England Sabbath Protectiv 
League. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

although our pious neighbor of the IniJ.ependent 
may try to show that it was done solely to kill the 
saloon traffic. At all events, they are going at the 
suppression business in a way that must delight 
the hearts of the Sabbath Union people. There is 
a vague tradition in this country that the ancestors 
of some of us threw a quantity of tea into Boston 
harbor because of objection to tyranny.· We do 
not appear to hav spirit enough to throw rotten 
statutes into the limbo of dead creeds and broken 
chains. We laugh at the ignorant Catholic for 
making an obeisance before the toe of the Pope, 
but we eagerly kiss the verv ground trodden by 
our rural and venal legislators, who are in turn the 
cringing serfs or the interested. allies of the clergy. 

The Epworth League-the young people's society 
of the Methodist church-was recently in national 
convention at Chattanooga. In an editorial review 
of the proceedings, the Christian Advocate (South), 
of Nashville, deprecates the strong tendency which 
it observed to "applaud the speakers who made the 
most frequent use of certain catchwords and 
phrases." "Nothing is cheaper," says the editor, 
"than to humor the discovered whims of . an im
mense audience." This is very true, and it is one 
of the explanations why there is so little truth-tell
ing in the pulpit and press and on the rpstrum. 
We fancy that if it were not for the ease with which 
"the discovered whims" of their congregations and 
subscribers can be humored, there are a great num
ber of preachers and editors of religious papers 
who would giv expression to some very unorthodox 
sentiments. It is this desire to humor "discovered 
whims," to cater to popular delusions and preju
dices, that renders so much of the platform elo
quence of the day mere "sounding brass and tink
ling cymbal," utterly nauseating to persons of sense 
and con'fictions. So of most that passes for edi
torial opinion, and literature. It is echo, not honest 

·thought. A man gets a reputation fo~ eloquence 
because he can pump out by the hour words,. words, 
words that tickle the ears of the uncritical masses 
and giv countenance to their favorit superstitions. 
That's why he talks that way-he has "discovered" 
their "whims." 

The Tokyo correspondent of a syndicate of 
American papers tells a story of one of our mis
sionaries to Japan which finely illustrates the tol
erant spirit of Christianity, and shows us what 
would happen to us if the Sabbatarians could get 
all the power they are after : 

In Richmond, Va., they are enforcing the law 
"because it is law" with a thoroughness that 
should turn New York's officials green with envy. 
From the account of the crusade on July 28th, 

"Jonathan Gobel was a mUIOular Christian. He 
which we find in the Slate, we gather that the police feared God and lived a righteous life. He desired every 
there cannot arrest the violators of the Sunday law one else to do so, and when moral suasion failed, he often 
on the spot, but must, after witnessing the offense, tried force. When he arrived in Japan he was a stalwart, 
turn in a complaint at the station house, when a powerful fellow, and usually came out uppermost when 

h # d t he wrestled with sin. He was living in Kanagawa when 
summons is issued ordering t e ouen er o appear he endeavored to impress upon the people of that place 
before the police court and show cause why he has the propriety of Sabbath observance. The Japanese hav 
attended to his own affairs on the first day of the no Sunday. They hav no ftxed day of rest. Their holi
week, which is the personal property of the priests. days are numerous, and worship continues without inter
Shortly after midnight Saturday policemen visited rnption in the temples. There is no particular time for 
the composing rooms of the Times and the .Dispaloh, preaching, and it is always proper to pray." · 
saw that the wicked type-stickers were at work, But this worship was not of the kind acceptable 
went back to the station house and made their to Missionary Gobel, and so he told the people that 
complaints, and then went out into the morning to they were terribly wicked to break his Sabbath. 
hunt for other conspicuous law-breakers. Mean- But they were very sinful, and would persist in 
while summonses were issued for the proprietors of doing as the missionary did, that is~ follow the cue
the two papers. During the day the proprietor of toms of their ancestors. This was more than the 
8 hotel was reported for running his omnibus and righteous missio.nary could endure. He let his 
carrying his guests from the hotel to the depots ; angry passions rise. Difference of opinion gener
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad company was ally has that effect on Christians of the zealous 
complained of because the :flagman at a cro~sing sort. One Sunday Mr. Gobel was on his way to 
:flagged 8 train ; the manager of the Adams Express his appointed place to preach. He came upon a 
Company, the owner of a parcel delivery wagon, a dozen or more men engaged in building a house. 
livery stableman, dealers in ice-cream who were de- Mr. Gobel was shocked. Mr. Go~el st~pped and 
livering goods to their customers, a transfer com- entreated them to cease from domg w1ckedness. 

h dl. th trunks of· travelers newsboys,. They refused. He ordered them. to stop work. pany an mg e . • G b 1 · · 
bootblacks, saloon keepers, the superintendent of a Again they ~ef1u~ed. Tdheail~ Mrd : ~the, mh IBSionbary, 
t t ail f 't dealers cigar sellers a man gt"rded up his oms, an s e m W1 a eavy am-s ree r way, rui ' ' · il 
h .d 1. d fi h ordered by a customer ice-cream boo pole. He smote the heathen might y. Great 

W o e Ivere 8 
• ' • ht b thi " d f th 

al · t ·6 manufacturing company was the devastatton wroug y s swor o e s oon propne ora, an I e ' . , al 'd 
1 

t 
· t d t f th Richmond Railway and Lord and of Gideon. Sever I o a rous carpen-the supenn en en o e. . . · 1 Th t d th 

El t · a· chants grocers and other ters were la1d out sense _ess. e nex ay e ec ric ompany, mer • · f d him If · · th 
d. . t. f · t h d formal complaints entered good Mr. Gobel oun se a pnsoner m 8 IIJrup era o sooie y a . S ul al h h 

· t th W p 8 that all this was for the office of the Umted tates cons -gener , w ere e 
aga1ns ef~; ~· ? 8lin~P1.n: ,~ t"""' ;Richmond police pleaded "guilty, with strong provocation." He purpose o ~.~-1Sc1p 9 ~.. , . 
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was put under bonds to keep the peace. If you 
difter from the Sabbatarian, he will be sure to feel 
under " strong provocation " to knock you down, 
or hav the policeman do the job for him. Chris
tianity must be put under bonds to keep the peace. 
This can be done only by the enlightenment of the 
people and the absolute seculariza.tion of all gov
ernment, municipal, state, and national. 

Hore Books by Colonel Ingersoll. 
The Field-Ingersoll .Discus1ion.-In 1888 the 

Rev. Dr. Henry M. Field-as genial a minister, per
haps, as the Presbyterian creed permits-wrote an 
open letter to Colonel Ingersoll, with the intent to 
convert him. The letter was published in the North 
American .Review, and was replied to by the per
son addressed, which reply was also printed in that 
magazine. Dr. Field rejoined, and the Colonel 
answered that. The Discussion, which was entitled 
"Faith or Agnosticism," was subsequently printed 
in pamphlet form, and owing to the great interest 
taken in it, the edition was quickly exhausted, but 
not reprinted. And until now the holders of the 
copyright hav declined ~o permit it to be reprinted. 
However, permission has been obtained, and we 
hav received from Mr. Farrell a supply of the pam
phlet. It contains over a hundred large pages, and 
is very neatly printed, bound in paper, and sells for 
25 cents, which is low. Every one of our older 
readers will know its value at once. To those who 
do not remember the d;scussion we can only say 
that they should lose no time in getting a copy if 
they want a controversial treat. Dr. Field does not 
rant and call names in his letters, but writes as a 
gentleman should, thereby distinguishing himself 
above most other followers of the meek and lowly 
one. This attitude gave the Colonel a chance to 
write so as to reach the tender-hearted among the 
Christians, as well as those who can reason, and his 
letters are different from those with which he met 
the arrogant Lawyer Black's epistles, while equally 
convincing. The low price at which this pamphlet 
has been placed should lead to its wide distribu
tion. 

~h8 Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy on Chris
tianity.-When the Field Ingersoll Controversy 
closed in the North American .Review the Chris
tians felt that their champion had been very badly 
wor.sted in argument, and the publishers of the .Re
tJiew engaged the Right Bon. W. E. Gladstone to 
attempt to rehabilitate the Presbyterian creed. 
England's most noted man is a Christian in general 
and particular, and is famous as a controversialist. 
It was thought by the Christian world that, with 
his training, he might make some headway with the 
Infidel. He wrote a long letter to Colonel Inger
soll, which was published in the .Review, and to 
which Mr. Ingersoll replied at length, and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demolished the great
est controversialist Christianity can produce. Un
like the discussion which led to it, this controversy 
was not reproduced in separate form by the 
magazine editors, but Mr. Farrell has at last sue-· 
ceeded in obtaining all parties' consent to its pub· 
lication, and has now printed it uniform with the 
other. The price is also the same, 25 cents. Send 
here for it. 

Myth and ..Miracle.-Thia is one of Colonel In
gersoll's best lectures, but never before put into 
print. Every one who has heard it will most cer
tainly want it, and those who hav not heard it will 
hav a rare treat in its perusal, as something. new 
from the Colonel, which also is something every
body is looking for. It is printed uniform with the 
other pamphlets, and at the same price, 25 cents. 

Since the last acknowledgment was made we hav 
received for the Wise Defense Fund these sums: 
E. D. Nauman, $1; A. Slaman, $1.50; John Kane, 
$1; "A Friend," $1; San Marcial (N. M.) Free
thinkers, $5. We thank all these contributors in 
the name of Mr. Wise and the Freethought party, 
and will express the hope that many others will do 
as they hav done. Much more money is absolutely 
necessary in order to make an effectiv fight for l(J', 
Wise and equal liberty. · 
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News and Notes. 

Chester-le-Street is about the oldest town in the 
North of England. It dates back to the time of 
the Britons. Its church is over a thousand years 
old-the oldest but one in the United Kingdom. I 
visited it immediately on my arrival, Saturday, July 
6th, with Mr. Thos. Birtley and other Freethought 
friends. It is indeed a venerable institution, and 
the air of the centuries is brooding about it. Here 
are the graves of mighty warriors. Here are their 
stone effigies, ranged alongside the walls of the 
church in everlasting silence. The trump of Ga
briel will never arouse them. The ancient records 
of the church are a somewhat curious sign of the 
times. One man burned out of house and home 
received the munificent sum of one shilling and six
pence to help him out of his difficulties. This, 
however, might count more than at the present. day, 
seeing that the daily wage of a laborer was only one 
penny. But in the same record it is also stated 
that the parson received one pound and six shillings 
for the purchase of a new umbrella. It seems that 
an umbrella was far more valuable than the whole 
possessions of the ordinary farmer. Those were 
queer times indeed, when saints were innumerable, 
and rags also. Chester-le-Street is the mother 
both of Durham and Newcastle. It was about 635 
that the episcopal see was established which after
wards was transferred to Durham. In 883 the 
cathedral building was founded at Chester-le
Street, in which were placed the sacred remains of 
St. Cuthbert. In 995 these remains were miracu
lously "deposited where the Cathedral of Durham" 
now stands, and the ecclesiastical glory and wealth 
of Chester-le.Street forever departed. 

Chester-le-Street has a wonderful record of 
saintly holiness. Godric lived in Finchdale Priory 
on the river Wear, and practiced unheard of aus
terities. He wore an iron shirt next to his skin 
night and day, and is said to hav worn out three ; 
he mingled ashes with the flour from which he made 
his bread, and lest it should be then too good, kept 
it three or four months before he ventured to eat it. 
In winter, as well as in summer, he passed whole 
nights up to his chin in water at his devotions. He 
was haunted by beautiful damsels, and so visited by 
evil concupiscence that he cured himself by rolling 
naked among thorns and briars. His body grew 
ulcerated, but to increase his pain he poured salt 
into his wounds. He finally was admitted into the 
calendar of saints. I should say that these old 
monks were fools, if it were not that as the result 
of their renown for holiness the monasteries be
came enormously rich. I think there was a method 
in the madness of these ulcerated saints. If they 
did not get the heavenly crown, they surely re
ceived from credulous votaries the gold and silver 
and precious stones of this earth, and I shouldn't 
wonder if they repaid themselvs amply in secret 
for their austerities in public. 

At any rate they hav left behind churches and 
cathedrals which even to-day reveal the pomp and 
splendor of ancient worship ; that humanity was 
crushed in order to giv God the glory. 

After visiting the church, dim and vague with 
memories of the superstitious past, I direct my 
footsteps with my comrades across the green fields 
to old Lumley Castle, towering magnificently among 
the groves beyond the river Wear. Over this we 
ferry in old-fashioned style, and, for the time being, 
with the moldering and majestic building in the 
distance,· the meadows and forests around the quiet, 
meandering stream, over whose glassy tide we softly 
sweep, it seemed as if the nineteenth century 
melted into the lands of dreams, and the reality of 
the knightly ages was in the very atmosphere we 
breathed, and the verdant scenes in which the 
smoke and noise of industry hav not yet prevailed. 
A grand old building is Lumley Castle, partially in 
habited at present, but filled with the dust of ages, 
with wide desolate rooms in which once was heard 
the tramp of armed soldiery. We stood on the top 
of the towers from whence the archers hurled their 
deadly weapons. We peered into the gloom of the 
prison cell, and the awful dungeon; we saw the 
great kitchen and the enormous fireplace by which 
hundreds of troops could be fed; .we viewed the 
remnants of ancient nobility mingled with the ele
gance of modern art. The Lumleys were a famous 
fighting race. They were with William the Con
queror, and among his most trusted councilors and 
defenders. They hav left a brilliant record of de
votion and daring in the annals of royalty. They 
belonged entirely to the old regime, and never had 
an idea of progress. The castle is a memorial of 
the past, glittering in melancholy grandeur amidst 
the festivities of to- day; a place where the traveler 
from the New World will ponder over the beauty 
and the sadness of the past; its wild strifes and 
awful crimes; its gloomy faith, mingled with brave 

and careless song; its reckless ardor that dashed 
into the lists of death without a thought save of 
honor and glory. Beautiful fell the sunshine on 
this old castle-on its mighty walls and towers; 
beautiful around it spread the vast and undulating 
country, with dark green forests and radiant fields; 
the river Wear shining along in wavering expanses; 
the city, a thousand years old, glimmering on the 
indistinct horizon, while the church-spire, hoary 
with time, attracts the dreamy view. It was a pic
ture where past and present might mingle in poetic 
charm, and from the darkness and struggle of the 
one be seen emerging the bloom and brilliancy of 
the other. 

I find a stalwart Freethought company at Ches
ter-le-Street. I lecture at Pelton, about three 
miles away, for the accommodation of friends at 
other points. On the whole there is a fair attend
ance, and I am glad to meet so many ardent com
rades~ I name a little child, Anna Ellen Lowther, 
and I am sure from the brightness of her eyes, and 
the cunning beauty of her smile, that she will ever 
be on the roll of Freethought. On behalf of par
ents and friends of universal humanity, I welcomed 
the little one into the glorious comradeship of truth, 
of liberty, of justice, of human work and progress. 
I think it well to thus enroll our children's names 
on the banners of our marching columns. 

I enjoyed Chester-le-Street. There was the 
freshness and the cordiality of the new, with the 
suggestiv and moving associations of the old. 
Where kings and priests once ruled, the forces of 
Freethought now prevail. It was a contrast which, 
in the thoughtful mind, awakes a train of thrilling 
emotions. 

I thank the Freethinkers of Chester-le-Street 
and vicinity for their generous support. In every 
way my visit to this most ancient spot was a de
lightful one. I could not hav been treated better 
had I been St. Cuthbert himself. 

Newcastle on·the-Tyne is my Sunday's camping
ground. Here is a great center of industl'y, ship
ping, coal, factories, etc. In the time of Queen 
Elizabeth, although a celebrated town, it had only 
3,000 inhabitants. Now it has over 200,000. And 
these figures do not express the real growth Qf this 
country, which is the heart of the North of Eng
land, for .practically there is a great city here of one 
million of people, with Newcastle, Gateshead, Tyne
mouth, South Shields, etc. This is one of the old
est civilized and inhabited portions of the kingdom. 
In the year 80 Agricola, the Roman general, built a 
fort on the present site of Newcastle, and here also 
passed the stupendous wall built by the Emperor 
Severns from the Irish sea to the German ocean. 
About three miles from Newcastl~ yet remains a 
curious fragment of Severns's wall. It is about 
nine feet in breadth. An apple-tree grows out of 
the middle of it. From Roman times onward, 
Newcastle has been connected with the battles and 
struggles of Danes and Saxons, Scots and English, 
the houses of York and Lancaster, etc. At Jarrow 
lived and died the venerable Bede, the best historian 
of ·his time. The castle was built during the reign 
of William the Conqueror. It was at times a royal 
residence. Afterwards, amidst changing fortunes, 
it was a place of refuge for thieves and vagabonds 
flying from justice. It is now the rag fair of the 
town, a more useful institution as such than when 
the abode of kings. 

Newcastle presents many objects of interest, both 
in what it has been on the roll of history, and what 
it is to-day in the world of industry. It has a large 
radical and Freethought element. John Morley is 
the representativ of this place, and he is well known 
for his non-Christian opinions, and they do not 
seem to trouble him politically. The Liberal 
churchman will giv him his vote. I find an excel
lent organization of Secularists at Newcastle. 
They are activ and hard-working, and cultivate the 
spirit of comradeship. On Friday evening before 
the lecture we had a social gathering for the purpose 
of getting acquainted. Mr. Bartram, secretary, 
Mr. W. Gilhespy, Mr. Carl Aarshad, Mr. Thomas 
]'oreman, Mr. Peacock, and others, were gathered 
together. There was a speech of welcome by Mr. 
Peacock, a response by the American visitor-songs 
and recitations, and the cheerful circle of an Eng
lish high tea. It was a very pleasant introduction 
to the campaign labors. I giv three lectures on 
Sunday, July 7th, to good audiences. The weather 
was so fine that people would rather walk in the 
park, or wander by the sea-shore, than attend 
church, chapel, or lecture. They are beginning to 
enjoy the Sunday here in a somewhat continental 
way, and the ancient gloom is disappearing. I was 
satisfied with the result. Those who do identify 
themselvs with the movement in Newcastle are 
sturdy in their support. They are jovial compan
ions. On Monday I went over to South Shields, 
where I met some of the Secularists of this flourish-
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ing point. Mr. Peacock, the president of the so 
ciety, Mr. George White, Mr. Sanderson, of Jarrow, 
and Mr. Wm. Gilhespy, etc., are e:athered around 
the festiv table. Afterwards we walked to the pier, 
from which, in tha illuminated evening, is presented 
one of the most beautiful sights on the coast of 
England. The pier runs out one mile into the sea, 
and over it at times the waves break in giant fury 
Here are the life-boat stations. Thousands hav 
been saved from the stormy ocean. The two piers 
at South Shields !'nd Tynemouth form an immense 
breakwater, and where once there was only danger 
to the tossing ship, is now a secure harbor. One 
would hardly think as he walked along the placid 
shore where multitudes of people are flocking, 
where boats are plying, and waves roll softly over 
the wide beach on which hundreds of children romp, 
while the sea spreads afar like a mirror, and the 
banks of the Tyne glow resplendent like fairy halls
one would hardly think that the tempestuous ocean 
might rush in with ten thousand battalions and 
shake these colossal piers to their foundation, and 
thunder to the very streets of the city. But such is 
sometimes the vast velocity and terror of this now 
smiling expanse. Man, however, does not lose his 
courage or his skill, and batt.les victoriously with 
the elements. I understand that the modern life
boat, which plunges defiantly into the very jaws of 
death, and cannot be engulfed, but always comes 
right-side up amidst the most whirling billows, was 
first invented at Newcastle. The impetuous bravery 
of the old Norse kings abides on the river Tyne, 
and the hero goes forth to combat the storm-god 
with joyous enthusiasm, not to destroy now but to 
save. 

The North of England makes a noble record for 
the Freethought campaign; and the time was all 
too short that I could spend in this varied metrop
olis, with its progressiv spirit, its vast industries, 
its beautiful surroundings, its thrilling and splen
did historic associations. In no part of England 
can one better observe the evolutions of the human 
race, its struggle for existence, and the survival of 
the fittest. 

On Tuesday, July 9th, I am again in London, 
after an · absence of about five weeks. I spend 
Wednesday evening with Mr. and Mrs. Foote, Mr. 
and Mrs. Gilmour, of Glasgow, and J. M. Wheeler, 
at the home of Charles Watts, where, among con
genial spirits, the life of London flows with the 
progress of the world. Watts is pre-eminently so
ciable. He does not reserve all his vivacity for the 
platform. He believes in good comradeship. And, 
indeed, we could not stand the tug of war, endure 
the battle with injustice and wrong, unless at times 
we did gather about the camp-fire, throw our 
weapons ofi, enjoy the pleasures of the hour with 
mental stimulation and happy impulse. Mr. and 
Mrs. Watts hav the kindly art of making the fire
side light genial to both friend and stranger. Old
time experiences in America come flashing along, 
w bile new fields open before. I was pleased to 
meet our brilliant representativ in the North, 
Mr. Gilmour, who is one of our best-equipped men, 
a thorough student, and a facil and suggestiv lec
turer. He keeps things on the move, and Free
thought in his hands will never lack a successful 
defender. 

On Thursday, with Mrs. Watts and Mrs. Foote, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilmour, I visit for the first time 
the wonderful gloom of Westminster Abbey. Here 
is the buried majesty of the ages. Here are the 
tombs of kings and queans, of the "illustrious ob
scure," and of poets and philosophers who hav 
given glory to the universal world. Here for hours 
one can wander among beautiful and solemn chap
els, the sunbeams falling from windows of marvel
ous hues upon the white faces of the dead shin
ing in statuesque glory; the gorgeous tombs, 
clothed with imperial regalia; the marble slab, 
silent over the ashes of immortal genius ; along the 
old parliament house, small and barren, within 
whose walls once rolled and surged an imperious 
host, and the green sward contrasting with the 
desolation of decay. To the eye of imagination, the 
portals of the centuries seem to open ; the dust 
awakes, and a multitudinous procession appears. 
The old minster seems to melt, and its " frozen 
music" becomes an abounding melody of life. The 
poetry, the art, the romance, the gallantry and 
splendor of a thousand years fill the venerable 
aisles, and the great city is forgotten in the throng
ing shadows of this o'erarching sepulcher, en
riched with the pathos and sublimity of the dead 
generations. _ 

Friday I had the pleasure of dining again at 
Simpson's, with Watts, Foote, Forder, and Mr. 
George Anderson. This time he givs the Pilgrim 
a beautifulgolden compass, so that wheresoever he 
may travel-on top of the Andes, or on Greenland's 
icy shores, or Indil.l!'a. QO~~:ttl s~ra,nql q~, it may be, 
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Siberia's darksome plains~he will hav, not the 
Word of 9-Jd, but the beautiful finger of nature, 
the unerrmg needle, that is ever constant to the 
glorious shining star, to guide him to liberty and 
truth. l thank my friend for this magnet of na
ture-more faithful than any saint, more accurate 
than ~ny Bible, more subtle than any god, more 
endurtng ~han an~ ch~rch-.ithat, ever pointing to 
the sparkling reahty, lB a thousand times greater 
blesstng to humanity th~n a million golden 
c;rosses. 

One would scarcely think that ~mong the crowd
ing masses. of London one would ever meet by 
chance a fr1end from America. One might roam 
for a hundred years in these streets and never come 
across another's track. But it happened that almost 
the first thing that Ik Darrow, of Fargo, &nd Mr. 
Morton, of Minneapolis, did was to meet the Pil
grim on the Strand, one of the great thoroughfares 
of London. I couldn't recognize my transatlantic 
friends at first, it seemed so wildly improbable that 
anybody from Dakota or Minnesota would be in 
London. But so it was. I rallied to the occa
sion, and America for the moment was in the as
cendent and we hardly realized that we were on 
the .o~ental side of the "great herring-pond." 
We JOmed forces for the time being, and beheld 
the wonders of the Palace, and the delightfully 
horrible wax-works of Madam Tussaud. It being 
a supreme necessity for all foreigners, especially 
Americans, to see these wax-works, we pro
ceeded to do the business at the earliest moment. 
The e:thibitioa is really no better than a ten-cent 
show in dhicago, except in the e:ttent and the awful 
r~alism of its exhibits. There is quite a gorgeous 
d1splay of. the kings and queens of history, the 
great warnors, the successful statesmen, but to my 
mind the most interesting wax statue in the whole 
collection Was that of Madam Tussaud herself~a 
little bit of a woman, but apparently full of grit and 
e:ttraordinary energy; and it certainly must hav 
taken an immense amount of enthusiasm and persis
tency to ha'V gotten together a collection like this
the most varied and grotesque collection to be Reen 
on the planet, especially the "Ohamber of Itor
rors "---what a lurid fascination in these uncouth 
displays! Here is the identical trunk that held the 
murdered . body, the identical knife that did the 
bloody deed, the identical dress worn by the victim, 
and so on to the end of the thrilling chapter. It 
was a relief to finish the round of this infernal cu
riosity shop. 

Saturday I journey to Bristol. I am welcomed 
to the hospitable home of Dr. and Mrs. Stevens, 
and the days of work and entertainment pass de
lightfully along. The doctor is an earnest Free
thinker, and it would be a great help to our cause 
if a few more 1ike him would stand in the ranks. 
Ite questioned the parliamentary candidates of his 
district as to their position in regard to the " Blas
phemy laws," by which the Secularists of England 
are at present outlawed. The Liberal candidate 
e:tpressed himself as distinctly in favor of . their re
peal, but Michael !ticks Beach, the Conservativ 
candidate, said that while the law in its present 
form was a little old-fashioned, yet he was in favor 
of a blasphemy law of some kind. He was also 
opposed to the opening of museums, etc., on the 
" Sabbath," and expressed a grea.t horror of 
the "continental Sunday." I think this is about 
the general position of the Tory party, and if that 
party wins, there is but little hope of the repeal of 
the " Blasphemy laws," although it must be ad 
mitted, even by the Conservativ, that these laws are 
an outrage on human ·rights. The parliamentary 
election is at present occupying the attention of 
the c1mmunity to the exclusion of almost every
thing else ; and so for f;he time being the Free
thought audiences are not so large as they might 
otherwise be. · 

I must thank Mr. an.d Mrs. Stevens for their kind 
attention to the American visitor I must record 
the smiles and beauty of the little baby-five 
months old-Dorothy Winifred, who contributed 
much to the enjoyment of the occasion, and who 
will, no doubt, ever illuminate the path of Free
thought, if the laws of heredity prevail and the 
promis of a happy birth. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Hints for :Mr. Roosevelt. 
Anybody who plays a game of any kind within two 

miles of any religious meeting is guilty of a misde
meanor under Section 27 5 of our extraordinary penal 
code. Why do not the police shut up all the billiard 
rooms, chess clubs, and the like during the Friday 
evening prayer meeting time f 

Under section 277 of the Penal Code everybody 
connected with music halls, roof gardens and the like 
is a' law. breaker if. acrobatic performances, rope
walking, e~jbitions . of stren~th, juggling or any-
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thing of the kind is permitted there. Why do not 
the police enforce this law ? 
. If Mr. Roosevelt will read page 2,223 of the Re

VIsed Statutes he will learn that every t-ime he or 
any other citizen uses a "big, big D ,, he incurs a 
penalty of $1, which he must pay or go to jail. If 
Mr. Roosevelt's police rigidly enforce this law the 
revenues of New York will overflow. 

These are examples merely. They show that our 
statute books are full of dead-letter laws which the 
police do not enforce or attempt to enforce.-New 
York World. 

Huxley's l!1nnera1. 
Tram the Agnostic Journci~ 

On the afternoon of July 4~h the beautiful ceme
tery at East Finchley was invaded by pilgrim 
mourners a!lsembled to honor themselvs by reverent 
farewell to the dead leader, Thomas Henry Huxley. 
The crowd Was numerically insignificant, but-intel
lectually unique. Its annihilation would hav been 
~ume~ic.ally imperceptible among England's teem
~~g mllhons; but profoundly perceptible as a deduc
t~on from the sum total. of England's intellectual 
hfe. In the hush of the ~>urrounding hills and 
woods, heads were bared in homage to what in life 
was illustrious, in death a mighty influence. The 
centuries are as sorcerers-in another age Huxley 
would hav passed in the flame of the martyrs in
stead of by natural doom. There was in truth a 
suggestion of tragedy. In sad, stern siience Lesiie 
Stephen, Lecky, and many another brilliant rebel 
listened to the rites of the Ohurch of England re
cited over the grave of the foremost and most 
uncompromising heretic of this generation. 

There was no pageantry, as the :limes observed. 
None was needed. There were no idle sight-seers, 
save perhaps a few villagers. These, by· the way, 
were. the only respondents to the "Amen" of the 
burial service. The Rev. J. L. Davies old friend 
and neighbor of Huxley, liberal priest and evolu
tionist that he is, faltered in tremulous utterance. 
It may be that personal grief sensibly gave him 
pause. It may hav been-and I think it was-that 
a sense of incon~ruity, of desecration-nay, even of 
shame-moved h1m as he was compelled to connect 
the official "sure and certain hope of resurrection" 
with the memory of the iconoclast of theQlogy and 
t~e con~tructor o~ science. The force of supersti
tion, alhed to somal convention, and probably (it is 
for one of the Huxley family who may read these 
lines to correct if the guess is wrong) some instinct 
of sentiment in one or other that loved him, made 
it possible and inevitable that a priest of the church 
of England (however unorthodox) should be obliged 
to say: 

Lord, hav mercy upon us. 
Ghrist, hav mercy upon us. 
Lord, hav mercy upon us. 

Respectfully and in profoundest sympathy with sur
vivors it may be submitted that the very eminence 
of Huxley, so stalwartly sincere, demands that the 
world of science and enlightened culture should be 
advised whether this gnostic service was consistent 
with any wish or concession before the death that 
is lamented; ~f .the responsibility rests with any. 
who shared h1s hfe and love, criticism is disarmed 
while regret is activ. We may especially ap{>eal to 
Mr. Leonard or Mr. Henry Huxley to enlighten the 
public in historic justice to posterity. 

Regret, however, is vain. Pride endures. Like 
the symbolic oak that restfully shadows the grave 
where the investigator now lies incurious, the lost 
leader could bre!\k but never bend. The willow 
that neighbors the oak sways to passing winds even 
as his affection was emotional. The ironclad smiter 
of W ace and Gladstone and the Gadarean swine 
was human, Iovin~, and loyable. The quaint, tiny 
tombstone next h1s grave lB eloquent witness-his 
first- born rests there: "Son. thy father brings thee 
sorrowing." Two of the Pollocks read that {>BB· 
sionate sentence ; the brave wife of William King
don Clifford pause.d over it, thinking then, maybe, 
of one of whom 1t was written, "Even as no man 
loved life more, so no man feared death less." 

The sons of Darwin were there, Herbert Spencer 
was .repr~sented, Mrs. Humphry Ward-all of in
terest to readers of this journal. The authoress of 
"Robert Elsmere"-the famous heretical novel
was subject to the "heekling" of a stray and belated 
priest as the writer pa~sed her. "Now, what would 
you prefer to think-immortality or annihilation'" 
the priest was uttering with unction. Perhaps I 
heard, perhaps thought I heard, the answer: " What 
we prefer to think is not always true!" 

''What we prefer to think is not always true!" 
That was the sonorous message of the lost leader. 
He is dead, but not recreant. We shall remember 
him differently from the "lost leader" of Browning' 

We that had loved him so, followed him, honored hiw 
Lived i:q Ids · ' • ma~niftoent eye, · ' 
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Learned J;lis great language, caught his clear accents, 
Made him our pattern to liv and to die. · 

But we shall not think of one who left us for a 
"handful of silver," for a "riband to stick in his 
hat;" we shall think of our rags that were purple 
to his heart-he who declined no task, left no foot
path untrod. The "devil's triumph," the "wrong 
to man and insult to God," was pronounced by the 
priest who journeyed from Westmoreland to oblige 
whoever was responsible for the blasphemous
there is no other word-rites of the church that 
Huxley combated with a combativnE!BB inspired by 
the love of science and the care for mankind. And 
the priest said "Amen," and only the villagers re
sponded. There were those by that grave who 
loved Huxley and whounderstood his life's work. 
How· apposit it would hav been had only two or 
three individuale, selected almost at random from 
that distinguished group, delivered each his brief 
dirge and eulogy by the side of that as yet unclosed 
grave! But it was not to be. 

Saladin, Frederick Millar, and the present writer 
walked sadly away, thinking one thought-Super
stition is endowed and fortressed. It eurses the 
cradle and the grave. Who shall end the last hy
pocrisy T John Morley was not there, but one, at 
least, thought of his words on his "dead master," 
John Stuart Mill: 

"We hav lost a great teacher and example of 
knowledge and virtue; but men will long feel the 
presence of his character about them, making them 
ashamed of what is indolent or selfish, and encour
aging them to all disinterested labor both in try
ing to do good and in trying to find out what the 
good is-which is harder." AMos WATER!!. 

" Desiccated Saints." 
We are glad to note, by reverential articles in the 

New York World and the San Francisco .Examiner, 
that St. Peregrinus has passed the United States 
Custom House, and is now installed in St. Anselm's 
Churcb, at One Hundred and· Fifty-third street, 
New York City. When the saint was hoisted 
ashore in his sealed and padlocked box, a United 
States custom inspector was about to open him up, 
so as to see whether he was dutiable or not. But 
Father Gerard Spielman explained to the inspector 
of customs that "the canon rule of the Roman Cath
olic church required that the seals of a sacred relic 
should be broken only in the presence of the high
est ecclesiastical authorHy, whose duty it is to pro
nounce upon their genuinness." The inspector 
thereupon let St. Peregrinus pass. We do not 
quite see why. The customs inspectors on the New 
York docks are not governed by the "canon rules 
of the Roman Catholic church," but by the regula
tions of the United States Treasury Department. 
These are so strict that the ordinary man cannot 
get even a hat-box through without opening it. 
Why, therefore, was St. Peregrinus permitted to 
pa11s? Evidently the Roman church has a pull 
with the custom house. 

It is not so much permitting St. Peregrinus to 
pass free that we object to as it is permitting him 
to pass unopened. It is not probable that St. 
Peregrinus could be considered dutiable. Neither 
in the McKinley nor in the Wilson tar;ff is there 
any mention made of desiccated saints. But in the 
name of those American citizens and citizenesses 
who are forced, when landing from Europe11.n 
steamers, to open trunks and boxes, to delve into 
their deepest recesses, and to drag out into the 
garish light all sorts of wearing apparel, we protest 
against such discrimination. Let all dried foreign 
saints, parts of dried foreign saints, and all parcels, 
portions, or integuments of dried foreign saints, be 
subject to as severe examination as are the impedi
ments of living American sinaers. 
. We are told that St. Peregrinus is the first of his 

brand to entar the United States whole. Most 
desiccated saints are shipped here in sections, the 
other portions being used to work miracles in other 
cities and in other lands. As the respectful Exam
iner says: "This is the firEJt genuin entire body of a 
saint ever brought to this country, although, of 
course, there at'e plenty of relics here in the shape of 
fragments of saints and certain of their belongings." 
The wrist-bone of St. Anne, "the grandmother of 
God," will most readily recur to the minds of our 
readers in this connection. There is a thumb-bone 
of St. Anne's, if we are not mistaken, at the church 
of the Redemptoriats in New York, where it is en
gaged in curing people of all sorts of minor mala
diee, but the larger and more eflectiv fragment of 
St. Anne is the wrist-bone, which is now working 
in a Quebec church, where it cures even fatal dis
orders, with the utmost certainty and dispatch. 

What possibilities in Peregrinus ! It is true · 
that his healing qualities hav not been passed upon. 
Archbishop Corrigan, however, "has Hamined all 
the documents1 authen~ica.ted t4e feliQ1 and ap-
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proved of its being exposed to public veneration 
in the church itself." St. Peregrinus is to be 
placed in a shrine in the church of St. Anselm. 
When there, it remains to be seen what he can do. 
We hav already given the fairy-like history of St. 
Peregrinus up to his final enshrining in Bavaria, 
where he slowly desiccated and grew in the odor of 
sanctity. If he is any kind of a saint at all he 
ought to be able to do more than the fragmentary 
saints already shipped to these shores. We shall 
look with much interest for accounts of the mira
cles to be performed by Peregrinus when he gets to 
work.-San .Francisco Argonaut. 

Cyclones and Superstition. 
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know that about 

the middle of last month a cyclone descended from 
the clouds upon a hamlet called Cherry Hill, in 
Bergen county, New Jersey, and wiped the ground 
with the inhabitants and their houses. Five persons 
are reported to hav lost their lives, while the de
struction of property probably amounts to twenty
five per cent of the assessed valuation of the build
ings in the borough. The Rev. Mr. Duryee, pastor 
of the single church in Cherry Hill, stood upon the 
rickety steps of the half-demolished home of the 
slain Conrad Friedman, across the street from 
his own wrecked tabernacle, and told the assembled 
mourners and villagers that the cyclone had its 
origin with God, and was one of the deity's ingen
ious methods of chastening his beloved. The de
ceased Mr. Friedman was a hotel keeper. When 
the storm of July 13th came up he went to an 
upper part of the house to close a window, but 
while there the cyclone lifted the roof, the chimney 
fell U{>On him, and he was dashed to pieces. Among 
the Rev. Mr. Duryee's hearers was Mr. August 
Mund, a German Socialist and Freethinker, doing 
business as a mason and a grocer. Mr. Mund's 
barn had been swept away, and his hired man, a 
Hungarian, known to him only as Antone, carried 
across the road into the middle of a cornfield, 
where he was picked up dead. When Mr. Mund 
heard the Rev. Mr. Duryee say that the cyclone had 
been sent to Cherry Hill by providence, and when 
he further heard the clergyman pray for a continu
ation of the divine blessing, he is said to hav ejacu
lated, "Pfui !" "Humbug!" and to otherwise hav 
expressed his disrent from the theological view. 
Later on, as he relaid the foundations of his barn 
and of one of his houses that·had been twisted off 
its base, he argued with the spectators that if the 
cyclone had any theological significance whatever, it 
proved that there was no overruling providence. 
In a week he had the frame of a new barn reared, 
when another storm came up and the southeast 
post of the structure was demolished by lightning. 
Then his religious neighbors were sure that Mr. 
Mund must admit that the Almighty was partici
pating in the proceedings, but he didn't. On the 
contrary, he pointed out that the cyclone had dam
aged the church more than his property, and that 
the lightning that hit his new barn had struck 
two churches in Hackensack only a mile or two 
away. The reason~ble explanation, he said, was 
that Cherry Hill lay in the path of storms or in 
a center of electrical disturbance. As they were 
unable to answer his arguments the neighbors 
concluded to boycott him, and in the local papers a 
statement was pubiished that he would receive no 
further patronage as a grocer or as a mason. 

The state of affairs above described came to the 
knowledge of Mr. Henry Bird, president of the 
Newark, N. J., Liberal League, and, as he stated in 
a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER office, his indignation 
burned within him. lfe at once dispatched a note 
to Mr. Mund soliciting the use of his barn, and 
printed circulars announcing a meeting there on 
Sunday, August 4th, to discuss the subject of 
"Causes of Cyclones." Besides Mr. Bird, the 
speakers advertised were Henry Rowley, of the 
Brooklyn Philosophical Association ; Prof. Daniel 
T. Ames, of the New York Liberal Club, and Alder
man McGuire, of Paterson. 

The occasion promised to be so interesting that 
instead of writing Observations, I concluded to 
vary my usual form of Sabbath-breaking by attend
ing. Cherry Hill is about twenty miles from New 
York, on the New York and New Jersey railroad, a 
line I had not previously heard of. Before reach
ing the place the passenger begins to see signs of 
the cyclone's havoc among the trees lying broken 
and withered along tue track. The first thing no
ticed by the stranger is that at Cherry Hill there is 
no station. There was one, but the wind took it 
across the track into the swamp. Accompanied by 
my family I wandered about the hamlet. The 
ground is covered with wreckage--shingles, window
panes, pulverized glass and plastering, and tin 
roofs either lying on the grass or lodged half-way 
up a tree. Uprooted trees are everywhere, and the 
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grass in the mowing-lots is as flat as if a river had 
flowed over it. Some houses are totally demolished, 
while others, susceptible of repair, hav been got 
into living shape again. The church, a structure 
about sixty feet square, stands askew on its founda
tions. Under the impetus of the wind it started 
off toward the southeast, but caught on a locust 
stump after going about two feet. Its north side 
is shattered and pierced by beams that came end
on, like arrows, from the broken-up hotel across the 
way. The corner-stone bears the inscription, "Be
erected 1892." In that year the building was de
stroyed by lightning. The congregation now wor
ships God, and licks the hand that smote it, 
beneath a tarpaulin in the rear of the edifice. 

While we were yet viewing the wreck, thunder 
began to rumble in the sky and we sought shelter 
at the house of Mr. Mund, the defendant. This 
gentleman turned out to be a well-informed Ger
man-American, with a hearty contempt for politics 
and politicians and no use whatever for religion 
and ministers. There is nothing aggressiv about 
him except an inclination to express hil!l thought on 
such subjects as are up for discussion in his pres
ence. He is primarily a Socialist, and regards 
churches as an accident of "capitalil!lm." He is a 
reader of the P1ople, the Socialistic paper of this 
city, and knows of Karl Marx and Lassalle and 
Shevitch and Saniel and De Leon and Alexander 
Jonas, but he never heard of THE TBUTH SEEXEB, 
and perhaps never of Ingersoll, except as what the 
People calls him, " a doctrinaire of the god Cap
ital." The Cherry Hill-dwellers say Mund is an An
archist, but that only proves, :first, that they don't 
know what he is, and, second, that they don't know 
what Anarchist means. His little store provides 
the railroad section hands and the foreign popula
tion generally with a place to meet, and smoke, and 
talk, and also with tobacco, ginger ale, c!\ndy, ham, 
bologna, and blutwurst. He is a man of family, of 
substance, and of industry, and with a good trade 
and money ahead doesn't giv a damn for the "cap
italistic ingredient" of Cherry HilL 
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to bXpect him to do so as hold that he had de
stroyed one. 

In such manner did Mr. Rowley, for a period of 
forty minutes, agitate the gray matter of the Hill
dwellers; and when he closed there was applause 
from unexpected sources. 

Forty or fifty persons were now present, some 
sitting in carriages at a safe distance, and more 
arriving. Mr. Bird made an address. Considering 
the hypothesis that atmospheric disturbances are a 
means of punishment, he pointed to the apparent 
lack of purpose in those phenomena and the waste 
of energy involved in employing them with such an. 
object in view. But would God be likely to destroy 
his own property to punish somebody else ? If God 
was powerful enough to create a universe and set 
it in motion, would he not presumably hav suffi
cient influence over a modest cyclone to steer it 
clear of buildings dedicated to his worship, where 
his creatures met habitually to prostrate themselvs 
and invoke his mercy T Let them ask themselvs 
this question standing beside their only church, 
warped, twisted, and bilged and hung up on a 
locust stump, like a stranded vessel on a sandbar. 
Mr. Bird had asked. a lady in Cherry Hill if she 
thought God sent the cyclone, and she replied that 
she attributed it to the devil. Asked if God did 
not provide the world with a devil, she said that 
was a mystery. "Show me a mystery," said Mr. 
Bird, "and I will show you a humbug." Truth 
offers no mysteries as explanations of natural events. 

Mr. Bird was getting warmer and more interest
ing every minute, when train time came and I had 
to leave. At the place where the station used to 
be we waited, with Mr. and Mrs. Rowley, a quarter 
of an hour for the cars to come along. From that 
point we could look back up the road and see that 
Mr. Bird kept his audience with him. Whether he 
missed our presence or not, I had no means of de· 
termining, but he had a carriage in waiting and 
was independent of railroads. We could see his 
vigorous gesticulation and knew that he was giving 
them the true doctrin. As the train came up we 
waved an unobserved good-by to the sturdy old 
warrior doing valiant battle for the truth, and then 
we were berne homeward. Some minutel!l later a 
rift in the trees gave us a last glimps of the meet
ing place, and he was there still, smiting away at 
superstition with undiminished energy. Long life 
to him ! GEo. E. MAcDONALD. 

The rain fell vigorously until about three o'clock, 
the hour of the meeting, and just as it got through 
Mr. Bird arrived from Newark in a carriage, and 
Mr. Rowley from Brooklyn by rail. Mr. McGuire, 
the Socialist alderman of Paterson, did not come at 
all, neither did Professor Ames. The rain kept 
away the crowd that was due from Ha<'.kensack; the 
Paterson contingent, presumably Socialistic, failed 
to assemble, and apart from the dozen Freethinkers In Eastern Oregon. 
who had got wind of the meeting, there was no Wagner is a paradise in the Blue mountains-
audience except Mr. Mund's neighbors and a few Grant county, Or.-and nowhere has Secularism 
bicyclers from down the line. But the proceedings, better representative. I left home June 29, and 
though delayed, were not postponed. Messrs. Bird the following Sunday was met at Hepner by Mr. 
and Rowley consulted, looked over the field, and Ferd Hunt and a fine team, and the forty-mile 
reasoned about as follows : "Here are a score of drive over the mountains was most enjoyable. Mr. 
people within the sound of our voices. It cannot Hunt is a magnificent fellow-jolly, generous, and 
be possible that all of them know the cause of with resources of laughable stories that shorten 
cyclones. We hav come here to sow seed, and we time and distance. 
will sow it, if only to the air." And so, with a We arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren 
heroism which I could never hope to attain, they Carsner in time for supper, and with their bright 
got a table and a chair, and Mr. Bird, as president, children, Robert and Maude, and other friends my 
opened the meeting. In due form he announced first evening in Eastern Oregon wal!l pleasantly 
the subject to be discussed, "Causes of Cyclones," passed. There never was a happier home than this 
and informed us of the light in which the matter until the death of their little darling Bertie. How 
would be discussed. He then introduced Mr. sorry we all are for them, and how gladly would we 
Rowley. lessen their grief! Messrs. Z. and 0. Martin, loyal 

The president of the Brooklyn Philosophical As- friends, are also just now mourning the death of 
sociation took us all into his confidence at once, their dear old motber. 
pointing out that we had been called together by a The Secularists here had been looking forward 
calamity that had fallen upon the community unpro- to my coming for several months, and had made 
voked, without warning and without redresl!l. Then preparations to celebrate the Fourth in grand style, 
he explained the origin of winds-the warming of and you may be sure they did, too. What a host 
the earth's surface by the sun, the rising of the of good friends! Maxwell Ramsby, who might well 
heated atmosphere making room for the colder air be called the father of Secularism on the Pacific 
to rush into the vacuum which nature abhors-all coast; George and Carl Wagner, on nobler men· 
as simple as the draught of a stove with a fire in it. than whom the sun never shone-whose honesty, 
The meeting of diverse currents of air formed the sincerity, and all-round goodness hav made them 
cyclone. The occurrence of this phenomenon in honored and loved by Secularists and Christians 
Cherry Hill was not a miracle, but on the contrary alike; William Collins, who once escorted the Secu
it would hav been a miracle if the cyclone had not lar Pilgrim through part of this Haystack country, 
resulted from the atmospheric conditions prevailing and who is a reformer politically as well as relig
there on July 13th. Passing to the theological view iously; Mrs. Collins, the gentle "little mother," and 
that the whirlwind was· sent from heaven to disci- her children; Mr. and Mrs. William Gates; Mr. and 
plin the people of the community, and that it had Mrl!l. W. P. Anderson, and many others. I cannot 
fallen heaviest, as in justice it must, on those most mention them all and still hav space to tell about 
deserving of chastisment, he asked if any person the "Trinity," as Mrs. A. M. Crawford, of Lone 
present would dare to maintain that theory in the Rock, has christened the three preachers who the 
house of one of the su:fterers. Did they think that past two weeks hav been making desperate efforts 
God, like a cannibal, would devour his own off- to defend their faith here. 
spring with those of his enemies? In regarding Before I came our friends had sent out a general 
natural phenomena, religious people are as children challenge to the preachers to meet me in debate, 
in the dark. Children are not afraid of the dark- and on the Fourth of July the "Trinity" material
ness itself, but they are afraid because they cannot ized, viz., Rev. Mr. Bramlet the Father, Rev. J. T. 
see what is around them. So with the religious Moore the Son, and Rev. Mr. Henton the Ghost. 
mind: it is blinded by superstition, or too indolent The "Father" is a very poor excuse for a man, with 
to investigate, and so stands in terror of the crea- a great deal of Braden pugnacity, and when chal
tures of its own imagination. God never built a lenged he he replied that he " would debate with 
house in Cherry Hill, but it would be as reasonable . her provided she would shingle her hair and put on 
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trousers." So after my morning oratil>n on " Ideal 
and Act\1al Liberty" and my afternoon address on 
" What Secularism Has Done for Woman," I pub
licly challenged the "Father" to debate with me 
the" Woman and Church" question, telling him that 
I had heard what he had said, and if he would not 
debate with me as I was, I would accept his condi
tions, for the satisfaction of discovering to his 
parishioners that they had over them a shepherd 
unfit to guard their religious fences. But he did 
not want to debate. He said he had a " represent
ativ " who would "giv me all the debate I wanted." 
That representativ was the "Son," Rev. •.r. J. Moore, 
a Baptist minister from Mitchell, and we agreed to 
debate the following questions, three days to each 
question: ".Resolved, That the Bible is of Divine 
Origin," and ".Resolved, That Infidelity is Conduciv 
to the Enlightenment, Morality, and Happiness of 
Mankind." , 

Christians and Infidels for. miles and miles 
around attended the debates. No such interest in 
religious questions was ever seen before in that 
whole region. The ''Son," outside of debate, is an 
affable gentleman, and I enjoyed his acquaintance, 
but his method of debate is that of all Christian 
ministers. The overwhelming historical evidence 
presented by ILe on the first question he either ig
nored or referred to as " Catholic and semi-Infidel 
opinions," and tried to make out that nothing was 
good authority that did not originate with Baptists. 
He repudiated every sect but the Baptists, yet in 
his defense of the second question, he was only too 
glad to fall back on Clark .Braden's pamphlet. He 
spent the greater part of two days reading from 
Braden. It was decidedly the weakest defense I 
ever heard, and in that community added nothing 
to the glory or credit of Christianity. Our friends 
here are jubilant over the result, and the applause 
that greeted my closing speech was something tre~ 
mendous. Others will probably tell you more aboat 
the debates. I hav agreed to debate the same queA
tions with the same "Son" at Mitchell. 

To day the campaign at Wagner closes with a 
lecture in the morning, " Freethought the Funda
mental Reform," and a session of the Wagner .::ec· 
ular Sunday-school in the afternoon. Though the 
debates hav kept me busy, I hav managed to get a 
good deal of enjoyment out of it all. I do not 
wonder that Putnam wrote so charmingly of his 
trip through the Haystack country. I hav been 
treated royally by these earnest friends, and I love 
the~ all for their generous hospitality, enthusiastic 
support, and good wishes. 

Silverton, the banner Secular town on the coast, 
will hav to look well to her laurels, for here, nestled 
among the mountains, is a formidable rival, and, 
while all of the hundreds of Liberals I hav met 
here are interesting, I must !?Specially mention Mrs. 
A.M. Crawford, of Lone Rock. She is fifty-five 
and upwards, hale, hearty, gentle, loving, witty, and 
aggressiv. She is simply a power for our cause. 
"Heavenly signboards," she calls the preachers, 
and they are usually the butt of her inexhaustible 
jokes. A compilation of her laughable sayings 
would be a splendid antidote for the 'blues. 

I leave these good people with regret, but with 
the happi~>st of recollections. 

Wagner, Or., July 14. KATIE KEBM SMITH. 

Two Days with Mr. Putnam at Birmingham. 

THE TRTTTH RF.F.KF.R. 

I was told there was a priceless talent in the napkin 
of Christianity, and I thought eo too. But when I 
became a man and needed resources, I opened the 
napkin and found there is in it nothing serviceable 
-mysteries which no man could understand
stories which gave no direction-assertions which 
no one could prove-precepts which no one could 
practice, and statements concerning deity painful 
to read. I took one corner of the napkin and let 
them fall to the ground, and I hav never picked 
them up again. Now I am glad to .listen to anyone 
who, like Mr. Putnam, preaches a wiser, a more 
practical, and a more relevant faith. That is why I 
hav come here this morning." 

The Birmingham Freethinkers did their best for 
.their American visitor. The placards were superb 
and plentiful, but having no hall they had to hire 
one, to which many who wished to hear Mr. Put
nam would not go. The rain, storm, and thunder 
were against him all day. Still he abated nothing 
of Uis energy or fulness of speech. We found him 
an intrepid speaker with the instinct of the orator 
ih him. There were no "ragged sentences," as 
rhetoricians call them. Each was self-contained 
and complete, which only a speaker who is self
possessed and is a master of expression can pro
duce. He has passion as well as articulate velocity 
which commands attention and retains it. Mr. R. 
Taylor presided in the afternoon, when, as Quakers 
say, "the spirit moved" the American orator, as it 

·did also in the evening, when I presided again. 
Effectiv sentences were frequent. One was an an
swer to a Christian objector Mr. Putnam had met, 
who said " he should commit great crimes but for 
the fear of hell," to whom Mr. PutBam answered 
that " in that case he had better stick to hell, and 
he hoped hell would stick to him;" a reply which 
effectually disposed of the accusation that Free
thinkers would deprive scoundrels of their Chris
tianity. Mr. Putnam went next day to Stratford
on A von, the land of Shakspere. He '\Vill return to 
America with an eye " with fine frenzy," not "roll
ing," let us hope, but steady and luminous. 

Saladin published the generous message Colonel 
Ingersoll sent by Mr. Putnam in the Agnostic 
Journal. It has not appeared elsewhere in Eng
land. The seco:ad day implied in the title of this 
paper refers to our first meeting at Albany Cottage, 
Balsall Heath, the residence of Mr. Daniel Baker, 
the oldest and noblest friend of Freethought in the 
Midlands, when we all talked of everything. Mr. 
R. Taylor and Mr. Putnam's host at Shirley were of 
the party. GEOBGE JACOB HoLYOAKlll. 

Eastern Lodge, Brighton. 

Mr. Steiner Philosophizes. 
A Freethought lecturer has a varied experience. 

Possibly no other traveler is in a better position 
than he to study persons and places. He will lec
ture in a small town, and hav every one out to hear 
him. In a large place, it takes great effort to bring 
out a fair audience. Sometimes he will talk in a 
small hall well·filled, and at others in a large one 
before a small audience. It is interesting to note 
how the majority of the people are aftected by the 
sentiments of those in the ascendancy. Where the 
church has all under its thumb, and Christian big
otry, more poisonous than the serpent's fangs, per
meates everything, the great masses will unthink
ingly succumb to it. Where the men of influence 
are Liberals, we hav the same effect, but from the 
opposit direction. There you find an intellectual 
hospitality and freedom, in great contrast with 
what exists in a church town. Even the churches 
themselvs are aftected by the spirit of toleration. 
Sometimes a lecturer will find outspoken Liberals 
in abundance. At other times, fear of orthodox 
boycott and ostracism keeps all but a few under 
cover. In some places the majority of the people 
do him honor. In most he is looked upon either 
as a monstrosity, to be seen once in a lifetime, or 
as an awful being, cursed. of God, and to be 
shunned. 

Accustomed to these changes, when I go to a new 
field of labor, I am constrained to ask myself, 
" Well, what next T" 
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and Catholic bigotry are united. The mayor re
fused us the city hall, saying that as long as he was 
chief executiv no Infidel lectures could be given in 
the city building. 

The Sunday laws of Michigan are here enforced 
with great severity on some people, for they are 
used to gratify malice more than to protect "God's 
day." Business houses of all kinds were kept open 
unmolested on Sunday, yet a few persons hav been 
heavily fined of late for the same offense. On 
every side you find a saloon. The mass of the 
people care for nothing but drinking, carousing, 
and brutal sports. Filth and and fanaticism are 
characteristic. 

Everything was against us. First, by the stu
pidity of the pious mayor we were refused the best 
hall in town, and had to be content with an inferior 
one. A theatrical troupe for three nights, Memo
rial Day, and an Italian holiday were our competi
tors. Five lectures were advertised, but we gave 
only three. Fair audiences, including two high
school teachers, attended the last two, which were 
given on Sunday. I found a few splendid Liberals. 
Mr. C. H. Chase entertained me handsomely. He 
is thoroughly interested in Freethought, and is not 
ashamed to say so. Mr. Kenny, though in busi
ness, flies his colors to the breeze, as do all his 
family. Mr. Chase's mother is a Liberal Spiritual
ist. Captain Paulsen is an intelligent colored gen
tleman, and, of course, a Liberal. He is a great 
admirer of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," 
and rendered us substantial financial support. Dr. 
Tape is also a Liberal and a TBUTB SEEKEB sub
scriber. Mr. Little, though a member of the Con
gregational church agrees with us in many things, 
and will soon, I think, stand on our platform. Red 
Jacket Liberals are not discouraged, and, when 
given a fair chance, are determined to make a 
course of lectures successful. Mr. Ezra Gladding, 
of Lake Linden, came over and heard all the 
lectures. 

Freethought meetings should aiways be held in 
a good hall. They should not be advertised in a 
hall over a saloon, or in a dingy, dirty building in 
an out-of-the-way place. A good hall may cost 
more than t. poor one, but the benefits to the cause 
will be greater. They must be well advertised, and 
they cannot be too well. Do not rely on hand
bills. People giv them little attention, and Chris
tians gather them up and destroy them. Posters 
are to be preferred, but one dollar spent in the 
newspapers is worth five spent in any other adver
tising. Written cards should be sent to all the 
Liberals. Lectures should not only be announced, 
but they should be kept before the people for at 
least a week before they begin. When these rules 
are observed I believe lectures can be made success
ful in nine places out of ten. FBANKLIN STEINEB. 

Treachery to the Constitution. 
The Ohristian Statesman, referring to the plan 

of Mr. Woolley for the '' reforma.tion" of all things 
political and moral, says that the recognition of 
Christ as King is the "great, fundamental reform 
that needs, first of all and above all, to be secured." 
With a majority of the voters in favor of prohibi
tion and willing to follow "Jesus Christ the Con
queror" in their ·political actions, the end sought 
can be achieved. But such a majority not ready to 
follow Jesus Christ will "utterly fail." That is of 
interest to some people besides Christians and live 
Freethinkers. This is the way Rev. R. 0. Wylie, 
the writer of the editorial in question, reasons: 

''If it is the proper thin! for voters to combine under 
the leadership of Jesus Cnrist it is proper that the nation 
should aoknowled~e him as King. If he is the King of 
voters [as Mr. Woolley alleged], he is also the King of 
nations." 

Mr. Wylie has no hope of the success of prohi
bition unless the advocates of the system will "com
bine under the banner of King Jesus," and he ex
presses his conviction that in connection with some 
of the " reforms " whose leaders believe thev can 
win success only by following Jesus Christ " the 
nation will be led to honor him as Kings of kings." ' 
What Mr. Wylie hopes we fear, and it is because of 
this fear that we continually wam Liberals to be
ware of the seductions of the moralistic force "re
formers " of all schools. If God and Christ and 
the Bible are smuggled into the citadel of our lib
erties it will be in the Trojan horse of some so
called moral reform. Only thus can our Constitu
tion be transformed from a charter of religious 
liberty into a church warrant of persecution and 
spoliation. 

Mr. Putnam, I suppose, must think England a 
land of rapid transit, as I thought America a land 
of velocity in eating. At the Astor dining-rooms in 
New York I saw persons enter, speak to the waiter, 
pay the cashier, and depart. In the interval they 
had eaten their dinner, but that I did not observe, 
so quickly was it done. In like manner Mr. Putnam 
goes to a railway station here, takes his ticket, and 
before long the guard requires it to be delivered up, 
and Mr. Putnam finds himself at the end of his 
journey before he is conscious that he has set out. 
So short are our long distances compared with 
those to which he has been accustomed. Twice he 
arranged to visit me at Brighton, and twice ar
rangements made for him prevented his coming. 
So I went up to London and thence to the Mid
lands, as he was to speak in my nativ city, Birming
ham. I went in order that I might preside at his 
orations there, and "present" him to the audiance, 
as you say in America. My friend Mr. Daniel 
Baker, who gave Baskervill Hall to the Secular move
ment, would hav presided had he sufficiently recov
ered from a recent illness. It was therefore I 
undertook to welcome Mr. Putnam to Birmingham. 
I said: "A man who had placed his son under Row
land Hill assured the famous preacher that the 
youth 'had taleut, but he buried it in a napkin.' 
Aft«ir a time the father asked what Rowland Hill 
thought of the student, when Rowland Hill an
swered, 'he had shaken the napkin at all corners, 
and there was nothing in it.' When I was a youth, 

From Park River to Red Jacket, Mich., required 
a journey of two days and two nights. I go 
through the timber regions of the North, where for 
many miles the only signs of human life are the log 
huts of the men who fell the forests. Red Jacket 
is in the copper regions, and is built on an island 
in Lake Superior. The vicinity is rich in copper and 
iron and some silver and gold has been found. It is 
a pe~uliar place .. Twe~~y-two thousand inh~bitants, 
thirty-three natiOnahtleS represented, With each J OBN E . .REiMSBUBG has held three debates within three 
language spoken; twEmt~-two churches, five ?f months. His last was with the Rev. F. W. Jacobs, at 
which are Roman Cathohc. The latter prevall. Aubq.rn, Neb. 
Last summer the people paid the priests to pray TBE Seventh Annual Convention of the Oregon State 
the grasshoppers away. The insects at once flew Secular Union will be held ~ Portlan.d, Sept. 20th to 
on the fence, and di4 :g.o xpore 4ama~e. Prote11tant · 22d, inclusiv. 
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Still Others Want the Book. 
FARRINGTON, CAL., July 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send me the "Free
thinker's Pictorial T~>xt-Book." 

SHERMAN L. FALL. 

WELDON, Ia., July 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THE 

TRUTJI SEEKER and ''Pictorial Text-Book." 
Mr. Cook made me a present of it three 
months, I believe, and I want it all the 
time. I send 40o. for cheap f.racts. 

Yours truly, CHAS. FosTER. 

MILL CREEK, IND. TER., July 12, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclo~ed please find $5, 

for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one year and tbe "Freethinker's Pic
torial TPxt-Book" to M. Penner, and 
credit my enbscription with the balance. 

Yours truly, FELIX PENNER. 

Du Quo:w, ILL., July 21, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find m"ney order 

for $3. 20, for which send me THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for one year and "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book." Also send me 
''The Religion of Hnmanitv Better Than 
Eternal Punishment," and " The Roaring 
Lion on the Track," and oblige 

Yours respectfully, JEROME KNAPP. 

NEw HAMPToN, IA., .Tnly 14, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3 50 on subscrip

tion and for one "Old Testament Stories 
Comically Illustrated." Also another dol
lar for one more copy of the above book. 

In this ohnroh-oontaminated town buy
ers of Liberal books are very scarce. The 
dollar for one "f the books came to me 
from an unexpected source. This morn
ing, while sitting in my front porch with a 
few of my boarders, the bell on a sinner
factory (church) across the street began to 
clatter. For saying that this was the 
Lord's fire-bell several of the young men 
called me a !!coffer. In the discussion 
which followed I ment.ioned some absurd
ity found in the old Jew-book, and pro· 
duced my " Old Testament Stories Comic· 
ally Illustrated," as an invincible witness. 
It surprised them, and furnished amuse
ment for fully three hours. After dinner 
they went at it again. One said that he 
got up sleepy, but the pictures had waked 
him up. Another said that he had been 
asleep for twenty-two years, but these 
pictures and what little he had read of the 
text had made him. wide awake. Result, 
$1 for a book of his own. He is a pho
tographer, and intends to copy Adam and 
his living plow, "Billy" and all, for a 
photograph in his show case. I fear he is 
a " busted" Christian. I miss no chance 
to throw a stone at the holy monster. 

F. L. DAUBERSMITH. 

WhBt Dr. Talmage ltlight Hav Fonnd. 
OAK PARK, ILL., July 14, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Should any of your read
ers ever happen to be in Greeley, CoJ., and 
will call on Brother John Leavy, they will 
discover a veritable oasis of mentality and 
good fellowship in that desert of ortho
doxy. Not that he is the only Freethinker 
there, but he is one that any Liberal will 
be delighted to meet. Aside from his own 
personality, he has a collection of curios
ities "said" to hav been collected by 
• • Dear Brother Talmage" in the holy land, 
and which of themselvs are worth going 
several Sabbath days' journeys to see. 
Herewith I append a Jist of the relics as 
described by Brother Leavy himself: 

No. 1. Kettle, or hash-pot, found by 
Dr. Talmage at the foot of Mount Sinai, 
and supposed to hav been used by the Is
raelites on their journey through the wil· 
derness. 

No.2. Shako, or head-drees, worn by 
Simon, Peter's wife's mother, and certified 
to by 'J'ontil Effendi, notary public at 
Joppa, Asia Minor, A.pril10, 1890. 

No. 3. Frying-pan presented to Dr. 
Talmage by Hassan El Obid, of Joppa, 
and supposed to hav belonged to one " Si
mon, a tanner, that lived by the sea." 

No.4. Whiskers worn by Mark Antony 
when on a visit to Cleopatra, and certified 
to by the good Mustafa El Haib, of Cairo, 
Egypt, April 29, 1890. 

Tbere are I' few other less important 
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relics, but as some doubts exist as to their 
genuinness, they are not mentioned or 
listed. They are as follows: The black 
stone of Mecca, presented by an angel to 
Abraham; a portion of the wing of the 
swallow that dropped the residuum that 
put out Tobias's eye; the stone that killed 
Goliah, and the jackknife found in the 
trousers' pocket of the widow's son. 

The goods hav the regular exporters' and 
importers' cards attached, and altogether 
are calculated to" deceive the very elect." 
In fact, Brother Leavy assures me that a 
Sunday-school teacher from Conn oil Bluffs, 
Ia., came to see them, and was so im· 
pressed with the remarkable collection 
that she begged leave to make a desoriptiv 
Jist to show her class when she went home. 

Fraternally yours, A.. CHAPMAN. 

More .Abont tbe First Steamboat. 
CLAY CENTER, KAN., July 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I write yon this letter to 
ooneot a mistake of Mr. Putnam's, also as 
an answer to Mr. F. Steiner. A.s early as 
1736 Jonathan Hall took out a patent for 
a steamboat which was never constructed. 
In 1756. two Americans, John Fitch and 
John Ramsey, broached the subject, as 
did Thomas Paine in 1778, wishing to in
troduce it on American rivers. In 1778 
Mr. Miller, of Dalswinton, had the im
pression that vessels might be impelled by 
paddle-wheels instead of sails. Mr. James 
Taylor, tutor in his family, suggested snob 
wheels be set in motion by steam. William 
Symington, engineer, was employed to 
build an engin to be placed in a vessel on 
the plan suggested by Mr. Miller. The 
experiment was made on Lake Dalswinton, 
Dumfriesshire, and was so successful that, 
in 1789, a large boat was constructed and 
placed on the Forth imd Clyde canal and 
made the rate of seven miles an hour. 
Differences between Miller and Taylor 
prevented further experiment at the time. 
Symington, at the request of Lord Dun
das, built another boat in 1802; made a 
snooessfnl voyage, but was obliged to sus
pend further experiments by the canal 
company claiming that the action of the 
paddle-wheels damaged the canal banks. 
This vessel, the Lady Charlotte DundBP, 
was seen and examined by Robert Fulton, 
an American engineer, born in Little 
Britain, Penn., who was accompanied by 
Mr. H. Bell, of Glasgow. He made 
sketches and drawings of it; went to Paris 
in 1800; proposed t" Napo!eon to place at 
his disposal the means of transporting his 
army to England in spite of wind, tempest, 
etc. His plans being rejected, Fulton re
turned to New York, built the Clermont 
in 1807 find made the voyage between New 
York and Albany. This is an abbreviated 
sketch taken from the introduction to 
"Hnme's History of England." Says the 
article quoted from: "Popularly, the 
credit has been given to Fulton for being 
the inventor of steam navigation, but his 
boat was a copy of the Charlotte Dundas." 

Yours truly, GEORGE HARBISON. 

After the " Observations " Man. 
MR. EDITOR: Having just read "Brother 

George's" Ol'itioism of my letter on bigotry, 
you will please allow me to reply, for I 
always read his wrHings with a smile, let 
the subject be what it may. 

Whether he got a little seasick in read
ing my paper (as he did when he wal!l on 
his outing), or whether the coat set a little 
" too soon " under the arms, I know not, 
but I much fear the readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will surmise that George may be 
seated in the stern of the same boat of 
bigotry that I wrote about. He says: "-! 
would not cast doubts, though I hav some 
on hand, on the authenticity of that com
munication." This is where his bigotry 
comes in, for why should he doubt a phe
nomenon without a most thorough investi
gation when the opportunity is at hand? 
Certainly such a cause as the one in ques
tion is at least worthy of investigation, 
and were Jeans on earth at the present 
time, and I had an opportunity to know 
for certain whether he was really God and 
was crucified or not, I would do even more 
than doubting Thomas did to satisfy my 
curiosity. Neither sarcasm nor quaint ex
pressions will disprove a truth or the 
authenticity of a real phenomenon; neitht~r 
will it keep an honest investigator f:roll:l 

seeking to know the truth. It may, how• 
ever, be like one whistling in the dark to 
keep np his courage, and answer the pur
pose for the time being. 

Should Geor~e (excuse mv familiarity 
in using his given name, for nearly all 
readers of THill TROTH S:EEltl!lR must feel 
like brothers to both "Eugene" and 
"George" Macdonald) take time to inves
tigate Spiritism and overlook fraud, shotild 
he find snob (as I often ha.v), and follow 
np his investigations by a study of spirit 
philosophy, and after two years of re• 
search he should ftnd it to be a fraud and 
delusion, he will then please <lome out in 
T:aE TROTH S:illEltER in his nsnal " phnnny'; 
style, and tell us all about it, and we will 
all "laugh and grow fat." 

I feel assured he wiU then hav less 
"doubts on hand," and the communica
tions will seem to him less of '' blanked 
twaddle" than now. And should his "42 
stout" ever pase " under the daisies," and 
his spectacular soul ever b.e permitted to re
turn to earth, and use a "short pencil," we 
shall get no "twaddle" or "flnbdnb" non
sense, but shall all get "some comfort and 
information" worth having, and dead truth 
would come forth in such eloquent lan
guage that no one could doubt it as com
ing from George E. and the spirit world. 

If Mr. M~odonald's definition of bigotry 
is correct, he must know of some greater 
bigotry than Webster defines, and I will 
inform Mr Webster at my next "sitting" 
that he had better look a leedle out, and 
in the future I will specify that I only 
mean Bigotry Junior, and not the lull
grown senior himself. To big a " Boo '1 is 
too much for a colt, and should only be 
given for a full-grown " boss., A.s regards 
the "little sprig in colors," I see no rea
son why any one should object to snob 
being drawn on slates, even by spirit 
friends, when I made a mental demand 
for it, and only got what I called for. 
" Consistency thou art a jewel." 

I hav since called for a communication 
to be given in colors ~n my own slates, 
but just purchased at the store, and re
ceived an answer in five colors, and the 
signature written with no two letters of 
the same color; this in daylight, without 
pencil, and the slates tied to the chande
lier over our heads by my own hands, 
and which the medium never touched until 
after I took the slates down and read the 
communication in answer to my question. 

A.. D. SwAN. 

The Second Coming of Christ, and Some 
Other Things. 

Los ANGELES, CAL., July 21, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Those of us who hav 

watched and waited so long for the second 
coming of Christ were led for a time last 
week to think that the event of the ages 
had occurred; and yon can imagin-bnt 
faintly-how our souls thrilled with joy 
and expectation at the thought of his 
presence, and the immediate realization of 
the millennium. The report thRt Christ 
had come at last was baeed on the fact 
that a tall, blond man, with a Vandyke 
beard, suddenly appeared in our midst, 
announcing that he was Jeane Christ and 
was born the day before at San Pedro. 
He further imparted the information that 
he had just ·come down from heaven, and 
was under the personal direction of the 
Holy Ghost. Just as soon as he made 
known these facts the police gathered him 
in, and the next day the commission on 
lunacy sent him to the insane asylum. 

Thus do human hopes rise and fall, and 
the he~rt grows sick with renewed disap
pointments as we wait in vain for the ful
filment of the Bible promis and predic
tion. But this bogue event has not been 
without one good result; H has set us to 
thinking, How shall we really know Jeans 
when he does come? There are no au
thentic and reliable portraits of him in 
possession of any of the churches, and if 
the A.meriean people are to always be 80 

suspicions that every man who claims to 
be Jesus is sure to find himself in the 
hands of the police, and be brought be
fore the commission on lunacy, then some
thing must be done to spare the real Jeans 
this inconvenience and disgrace when he 
arrives. . . 

After wrestling with this subject of 
identification in prayer and otherwise, I 
hav found the solution. Knowing that 
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the same inspirational forces and extra• 
ordinary inftnenoes which oohtroled the 
writers of the Holy Bible are now with 
Heston in illustrating it, there is no room 
for doubt that his full•length portraits ot 
Jeans are correct and accurate. Snob 
being the case, all that is needed to stand 
off the police and prevent the possibilitt 
of Jesus being railroaded into an insane 
asylum, is to increase the circulation of 
THE TRUTH SEEUR and see that Heston;s 
lifelike· portraits are universally distrib• 
nted. The importance of this work can 
not be over-estimated, and the fond hope 
is cherished that it may be snooessftilly 
carried out. I wish now, while I think of 
it, to say that I am engaged in revising 
the New, New Testament, and the work is 
expected to appear simultaneously with 
the revision now under way by the 
'' new woman." So many mistakes are 
found in the original Greek, it is more of 
an undertaking than I expected, and at 
times I am nearly discouraged. The hand
writing of the Apostles is miserable, as 
might hav been expected from ignorant 
fishermen, and St. Matthew's reminds me 
strongly of Horace Greeley's. I hav 
time to mention but one prominent error 
in his manuscript, and that, which is in 
regard to the immaculate conception, will 
show how clumsy and inaccurate previous 
translations hav been. He says distinctly: 
" A.nd Mary dreamed that Joseph was 
with child of the Holy Ghost; for all things 
are possible -with God1 even as A.dam was 
the mother of Eve." 

While this version of that event increases 
the miracle, it will not necessitate an in. 
crease in faith, for faith in religions dev• 
otees is as limitless as time and space, and 
the more they believe the greater their re• 
ward in heaven. 

Now, in conclusion, let me call atten
tion to the word selah, by saying that 
a cursory inspection of ancient Hebrew 
manuscripts confirms an impression long 
held that the word when correctly trans• 
lated reads "whoop-la," and is designed 
to show the ecstatic state of mind that 
prevailed from spiritual causes, in the 
inspired author. "Whoop-la" has long 
been used by the Texas cowboy to denote 
an e"J'cess of spirits, but in total ignorance 
of its divine origin, which is now revealed 
for the first time. Verily the Bible is a 
wonderful book, and we don't yet begin 
to understand it; but let ns not despair. 

C. SEVERANCE. 

Religion, Education, and the State. 

NEw YoRK, July 25, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: The posthumous paper of 

Professor Johnston, printed in the Century 
for June, 1895, suggests some thoughts 
that it may be well to express at this 
time. 

In the first place, if the constitutional 
guarantee of separation of church and 
state is to be respected, all forms of pub
lic education must be absolutely secular. 
Equal justice to all citizens and tax:· payers 
imperativly requires that the state shaH 
not teach religion of any kind in any man
ner anywhere. The dangers necessarily 
attending and the diBasters surely follow
ing state patronage of religion are too 
well known to all intelligent men and 
women to require elaboration here. The 
founders of the republic so keenly realized 
them that they so framed the organic law 
that every special privilege since granted 
to the church by custom, Congress, and 
the state legislatures is undeniably in con
travention of the letter or spirit of the 
ConstHntion, or of both. There are three 
possible ways in which the state can avoid 
the entanglements, menaces, and turmoils 
inseparable from official indorsement and 
inculcation of religions dogmas. 

(1) Develop the public school system 
along present lines, supporting primary, 
intermediate, and high schools and uni
versities by taxation, and keeping all of 
them entirely free from the teaching of 
religion. This does not involve the elimi
nation of instruction in ethics, for ethical 
principles are derived from human rela
tions, not from religions creeds. Neither 
is it necessary to do this in " a distinctly 
hostilspirit." State Adnoation should be 
non-religious, not anti-religions. The dis· 
tinction is vital. Because the state does 
not teach the peculiar principles of the 
DemoetatiQ party or of the Republioau 
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party or of the Populist party in the 
public schools no reasonable person ar
gues that therefore the state is hostil 
to either of these political isms, that in 
the public school anti-Republicanism or 
anti-Democracy or anti-Populism is taught 
at the expense of the tax-payers of divers 
political faiths. As regards political be
liefs, the s\ate is, in its educational depart
ment, strictly neutral, and it sh()nld be 
the same as regards religions beliefs. But 
there is a real difficulty in the way of put
ting in practice this theory of public edu
cation, a difficulty that is most clearly 
perceived from the view-point of the secu
larist. Of course there are other diffi
culties, and they will be considered later 
on, but they do not exist for the man who 
is convinced that the state is the proper 
educator of the child. They are the diffi
culties seen by the individualist. But the 
conscientious secularist, when he is also a 
believer in state education, must admit 
that Professor Johnston put his pen on a 
serious objection when he indicated the 
troubles growing out of the teaching of 
history in the ~nblic schools. However, 
the advocate of religions instruction does 
not escape this difficulty. It is a diffi
culty that has its source in the attempt 
to teach histO"Y in institutions of l~arn
ing supported by the taxation of people 
of all forms of religions belief and non
belief. It bothers the secularist ·no more 
than it should bother the champion of 
religions instruction in school. Wher
ever history. is made a part of the course 
of study in public schools there must 
be a confliot between Oatholic, Protestant, 
and Freethinker. They cannot agree in 
regard to the facts of history, and no class 
can secure the teaching of that which it 
believes to be the truth without violation 
of the conscience rights of the others. If 
it is finally agreed that religion may be 
taught in the public schools the question 
is at once raised, Whose religion? If it 
be answered, Simply the fundamental doc
trine accepted by all Ohristians (which 
would leave out of consideration the €qual 
citizen rights of the Freethinker, the Jew, 
and other non-Christians), the difficulty 
of finding or inventing colorless history 
still remains. Neither Oatholic nor Prot
estant would be satisfied with what the 
other would desire to put into the text
books, while the Jew and the Freethinker 
would feel wronged whichever of the first
named sects interpreted history for their 
children. On the otheT hand, if the secn
:ar scheme be finally accepted and his_tory 
be emasculated, as it generally is now, no
body will be satisfied. If, however, his
tory be taught as the secularist reads it, we 
shaH hav what the religionist cannot fail 
to regard as the inculcation of anti-relig
ions ideas, and his conscience rights will 
be trampled by the state. Is it not obvi
ous, therefore, that history must, in any 
event, be dropped from the public school 
curriculum if we are to be spared the de
moralizing spectacle of a constant wrangle 
among sectarians and the still greater de
moralizing effect of the denial of equal 
justice which would follow the permanent 
triumph of any of the factions? But what 
is higher education if all historical studies 
are ignored? This leads us to the consid
eration of the second of the possible sys. 
tems of state education. 

(2) This possible system may be best 
described in the words of Professor John
ston, it being the fifth of the ways which 
he pointed out as open to the educators of 
the country:· 

The state may voluntarily restrict its 
sphere of instruction, and teach only the 
fundamentals of education, with manual 
or technical training, abandoning all forms 
of higher education, or of education for 
culture, to private competition, or to the 
eleemosynary or religions institutions. 
This would put an end to state universities, 
high schools, and all for~s ?f gratuitous 
education except that whtch IS purely ele
mentary. 

It would appear that this must be a great 
improvement over the present system. It 
would settle the question of instruction in 
history, for history is not properly an 
elementary study, except, perhaps, in so 
far as the outlines of the history of our 
own country are concerned, and these 
could probably be taught without offense. 
The existing system is everloaded, and is 
rankly unjust to the majority of the tax· 
payers, and beyond the strength of the 
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majority of the pupils. The need for nni- Mortnary-Ovee Colwick. 
versa! education in a democracy would be NoBBE, TEx., July 21, 1895. 
met by such a system, .in so far as the state Ovee Colwick, my respected father, 
can equitably meet it, granting the ade- passed over the silent river which separates 
qnacy of this common argument for state this breathing world from the great nn
edncation. The children turned out of known beyond on July 12, 1895, after a 
our common schools at the end of a few short illness with heart trouble. A large 
years hav, as a rule; only a smattering of concourse of sympathizing friends attended 
the common branches. 'rheir time and the funeral, which was conducted by the 
energy hav been consumed in studies quite :Masonic fraternity, and took place at his 
often much beyond their immature capac- residence on Neils Oreek, near Norse, 
ity, and which they will not be able to Texas, on July 14, 1895. His remains were 
pursue in higher institutions, although interred in his family cemetery on his 
their parents are compelled to help sup- farm. 
port those institutions. Each year, at the He was a Freethinker who had the moral 
behest of this or that group of enthusiastic courage to express his honest oonvictions 
specialists, the legislature increases the upon any and all subjects. He was a pio
nnmber of common school studies, and neer -in Texas, having settled here in 
when some cool-headed objector shows the Bosque county in 1859, when this section 
short-sightedness of this policy, he is de- , of the country was, comparativly speaking, 
nonnced as an ''enemy of education." a wilderness. He thus endured the priva
With the system of state instruction thus tiona incident to a frontier life. He was 
simplified, would religion, as a disturbing the first outspoken Freethinker in this 
factor, cease to receive attention? It is to community. Endowed with great natural 
be feared that it would still torment us. energy and endurance he, although almost 
Of course, those who believe in the relig- in a penniless condition when he arrived 
ions instruction of the young in the com- and settled here, secured a farm, and by 
mon school would not be satisfied, even if his unremitting toil and almost herculean 
morals were taught, for they would con- efforts succeeded not only in establishing 
tend that morals cannot be dissociated from himself and family, but ere many years 
religion without disaster, while there had passed found himself in independent 
would be perpetual conflict between the circumstances (as we consider it here in 
secular teacher, on one side, and the the country). 
parents and its other instructors, outside The following biographical sketch was 
the school"room, on the other. The first composed by myself, with the aid of Alfred 
would teach morals as a part of the science M. Col wick (my brother). This brief 
of human relations, and that they were sketch of 0. Oolwick's life's career was 
discovered and formulated by man in the read at his funeral by his venerable Lib
course of ages of development, while the era! friend and neighbor, 0. Olson. I'll 
second would tell the children that the let this suffice as a slight tribute to my 
moral code was given to the race by a di- father's memory: 
vine power outside of and beyond man. It Ovee CoJwick (or Kjrelvig, as was the 
is thus shown that the tax-payer would be original name in Norway) was born at 
compelled, as now, to help pay for a sys- Kjcelvig, near Stavanger, Norway, on 
tem of instruction that he deemed inade- March 27, 1825. He was married to Miss 
qnate and misleading, and to send his chil- Johanna Margarete Naadland on July 7,_ 
dren to a school where his home training 1853. The result of this union was eight 
would be, to a greater or less extent, nul- children-four daughters and four sons
lifted by the instruction imparted by all of whom are now grown and surviving 
others. him. Johanna, his first. wife, after years 

(3) We now come to the position occn- of suffering, and a long and lingeriog ill
pied by the extreme individualist. He ness, passed away March 25, 1881. One of 
holds that education is no part of the his sons and three· of his daughters are 
proper work of the police power, the state. married and hav families of their own. 
He says that education should be left He leaves twenty-two living grandchil
wholly to private agencies. He claims dren. 
that emulation, with really free competi- The subject of this biographical sketch 
tion, will furnish us with far better facil- was engaged in the fishery trade before 
ities for instruction than the state has yet immigrating to this country-fishing, traf
given ns or can giv us. He reasons that if ficking in, and shipping fish, haviug a 
the people, freely associating, can not de- small vessel of his own. 
velop and conduct educational systems While on one of his fishing excursions 
that will produce satisfactory results, it is oft' the coast of Norway, his ship was 
too much to expect that they will, when foundered and sunk in a storm, and he 
forced into involuntary combination, very narrowly escaped. He was picked 
achieve the results desired. This individ- up in an unconscious condition, but was 
nalist pertinently asks If it is better that revive(l. 
religion and industry should be free, why He was successful enough in the fishing 
would it not be better for education to be trade to save a modest sum of money, and 
free? He P.oints out that the principle so determined to emigrate to America, that 
that taxation without representation is land of liberty, progress, and prosperity. 
tyranny applies in all cases where men are Accompanied by his devoted wife, he em
required to help support schools to which barked for and arrived in this country in 
they send no children, and he also shows the year 1854. 
that when a parent is compelled to send While on the passage across the Atlantic, 
his children and contribute to the expenses which occupied thirteen long weeks, he 
of a school wherein a child is taught that fell sick, and a number of weeks of sari
which the parent believes to be false in ons illness, with board and doctor's bills, 
fact and pernicious in morals, the rights of etc., at a hospital in Quebec, Oanada, con
conscience are violated and the equal lib- snmed nearly all his means. 
erty of the citizen denied. Let the state On regaining his health, he went to La 
relinquish the work of education, and we Salle Oo., Ill., where. he lived until the 
are done at once with the problem of state year 1859, when he removed to Texas and 
teaching of religion to the young. The settled upon this place, where he has re
individnalist is not alarmed by the prog- sided ever since. 
nostications of those who fear that if the He again married on Nov. 3, 1881, wed
state relegates education to private enter- ding Miss Mattie Erickson, and he has 
prise the people will degenerate into illit- since had born to him two boys and five 
eracy. The time has passed when, in a girls, all living except one girl who died 
really free country, there is any danger of in infancy. 
such a catastrophe. Given industrial pros- On June 10, 1892, an unfortunate acci
perity, and the possible careless and indif- dent befel him which crippled hfm for life. 
ferent minority will be slowly but surely He was gored by a vicious bull, and his 
worn away, for even the poorest and most left hip was dislocated, and the bone !rae
degraded know that education is a benefit tnred to such an extent that he was never 
and pleasure. Without indnstriBI pros- afterwards able to walk without the aid of 
perity, the apology for education which so crutches, nor ever free from physical 
many of the children of the very poor and pain. 
of the vicious receive can only accentuate He joined the Free Masons a number of 
their misery, and sharpen the weapons years ago, and has ever since remained a 
with which they war upon the more fortn- consistent member of that order. He 
nate. We, Americans, heirs of the patri- joined the Farmers' Alliance, and was a 
ots of '76, are the last who should be afraid good and consistent member of 'hat or-
of freedom in educatiou. ganization for a number of years. With 

E. 0. WA:r.:uB. the eo-operation of 0. Olson, he originated 
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the Norse Mutual Fire Insurance Associa
tion. 

He was raised and educated in the tenets 
and doctrine of the Lutheran church. In 
his numerous voyages and aotiv business 
association with the citizens of the differ
ent towns and cities on the coast of Nor
way, he came in contact with people of 
various nationalitieg, each holding differ
ent religions views, and all equally con
scientious in their respectiv opinions. 
This, combined with an activ and thought
ful mind, led him to believe in the prac
tical religion of deeds, rather than of 
theoretical creeds. He held that the uni
verse is governed by immutable law; that, 
as certain as eft'dct follows cause, every 
moral action sooner or later brings its re
ward, while all violations of the moral law 
bring suffering upon the actor, just as 
surely as transgressions of the physical 
law. 

He was a man of positiv c:mvictions, and 
had the mor"l courage to express his hon
est thoughts upon every important subject 
frankly and freely, no matter how much, 
perchance, they might clash with popular 
prejudices. While Jiving in a pro-slavery 
state, for instance, he ·did not hesitate, 
even at the peril of his life, to condemn 
the ownership of man by man. The· in
dustrial slavery of the present he likewise 
condemned. · 

He was a strictly conscientious man, in
tensely practical, and would never profess 
to believe anything that did not commend 
itself to his reason. Placing a firm reli
ance on natural morality, he ever im .. 
pressed upon the minds of his children, 
both by precept and example, love for 
truth and right, teaching them to follow 
the path of duty in every relation of life. 

He was an honest, benevolent man; not 
devoid of faults, it is true, but even his 
failings leaned to virtue's side. He was a 
good neighbor, a true and faithful friend, 
a devoted and affectionate husband, a kind 
and considerate father, and a good and 
useful citizen. 

Waliv in deeds, not years; 
In thoughts, not breaths; 
In feelings, not in figures on the dial. 
His life is ·gl'eatest who thinks most, 
Feels the noblest, acts the best. 

Let me add that he endeavored to do 
his duty in every relation of life. He 
sought to teach his children, both by pre. 
cept and example, habits of industry and 
sobriety, and the fact may be cited in at
testion of his success in this respect that 
none of his children hav ever yet been 
addicted to the use of intoxicating drink, 
nor do any of them even use tobacco in 
any form. They are all, without excep
tion, sober and industrious citizens; and 
they aTe all Liberals. Instead of instill
ing or allowing any orthodox dogmas of 
religions superstition to be instilled into 
his children's minds (as is too often the 
case even with so-called Liberals), he ever 
endeavored to imprint upon their minds 
the principles of honesty, truth, justice, 
sobriety, and industry that are essential 
elements of true nobility of character. 

Though an outspoken and uncompro
mising Freethinker, or Rationalist, he 
nevertheless enjoyed the esteem and con
fidence of all his neighbors, by whom he 
was respected wit!?.ont regard to their re
ligions views or opinions. 

Rest, rest in peace-a last lingering fare-
well. T. THEO. CoLWIOK. 
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" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lQwer, 

Comes a Jl&use in the da.]"'s occupat10ns 
That is known a.s the Children's Hour." 

Nod-a-Bye •rown. 
Twili2ht comes down, twilight comes d<Jwn, 
Ho! for the harbor of Nod-a.-Bye town; 
Drifting away on the billows of dusk, 
Wafted by winds wbich are drowsy with musk, 
A dear little mariner glides from the quay 
Of the here and ftoats out on the measureless 

SF& 

Of the Somewhere-'tis known as the ocean of 
Rest, 

And the quay of the Here is a warm, loving 
breast; 

And the cables which slip at a sailing like this 
Are knotted with love and loosed with a kiss. 
Twilight comes down, twilight comes down, 
Ho! for the harbor of Nod-a-Bye town. 

0 beautiful harbor of Nod-a-Bye town, 
Your lights glimmer brighter as twilight comes 

down; 
They twinkle and gleam through tbe gathering 

dark-
Bright eyes keeping watch for each 1leep.drifted 

bark; 
Your shores stretch away to the bloom-covered 

hills, 
And the breeze tilts the blossoms and out of them 

spills 
The fragrance this dear little mariner sips 
From the chalice some Na.ia.d holds up to his lips; 
And he fmiles as he rocks like a. bird in its nest 
To this port, which of Dreamland is fairest and 

best, 
Where the silver-winged fair:es a.t twilight come 

down 
To burnish the beacons in Nod-a-Bye town. 

0 dear little sailor for Nod-a-Bye town, 
In dreams or awake may you never be blown 
To harbor less fair, to less fortunate strand, 
Over waters less smooth, by breezes less bland. 
By and by you'llsail out on the ocean of Life, 
From the harbor of Peace to the waters of Strife; 
Be tossed by the me~ciless tempest of Fate, 
Or, beca'med in Rome tropic of torture, will wait, 
With racked, longing soul, for some message of 

cneer 
From the heart and the 1ove which now shelter 

you here. 
May you find in these arms while the tears trickle 

down, 
As of old, the fair harbor of Nod-a-BYe town. 

-Detroit Free Press. 

.Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
IV.-OBIENTAL RELIGION. 

"Turkey is the golden land of stories," 
said Madge, looking out into the bright 
sunlight, then roguishly up into Auntie 
Bright's winsome faoe. "It is as full of 
romanoe as of green fields and forests. 
And I know an interpreter of flowery leg

gravely, despite the soft glow on her feat
ures, " that you reoeive these stories 
wholly as legends, with ;nothing to recom
mend them but their value as piotures of 
the superstitions of that time." 

" They serve only to impress upon our 
minds the truths yen want to illustrate," 
said Walter, oonfidently, and Auntie 
Bright smiled. 

" The peouliar oharm they hav for 
me," said Madge, "is the faot of their re
producing the vagaries and illusions of an 
unoultured and fanoiful mind. To me the 
'World's Parliament of Religion' was but 
a mirror reflecting a ohildish attitude 
of mind, whose speculations on the un
known were the produots of imagination 
and ignorance." 

Auntie Bright laid her hand upon 
Madge's sunny head. "A study of the 
earlier and more imperfect forms of faith, 
before genius, yet young, oame to the aid 
of superstition and wove the intricate web 
of fanoy, is an interesting one. Earlier 
Oriental religions were the parents of the 
Christian religion, itself an Orients! faith, 
and romanoe is the foundation of all. 
Brahmanism is the religion of Hindu
stan. Its oreator is Brahm, and Brahma, 
the universal spirit, is the oause of all ex
istence. Dr. J. Muir, in the "Original 
Sansorit Texts," vol. iv., p. 31, givs an 
aooount of oreation strikingly similar to 
the Biblioal aooount. It differs, of oourse, 
and is polythei.&tio where the Christian 
religion is monotheistic. And Buddhism 
is similar. It is greater. Burmah, Cey
lon, China, Japan-in all Buddhistic relig
ion largely prevails. Buddha is the prinoe 
of India, and his history strongly resem
bles the aooount of Christ. Buddha means 
'the wise,' 'the enlightened.' He taught 
that all visible and sensible things were 
but manifestations of the deity. Christ's 
biography is a corrupted oopy of Buddha's, 
sinoe the latter was the antetype. The 
Christian religion was undoubtedly taken 
from the Indian religions, and the Mo
hammedan religion is similar, only 
more fancifully deeoribed and decorated. 
Bountiful immortals are their gods, and 
their oommands: 'Think good thoughts; 
do good aotions; speak good words; and 
worship no demon," thei1: oode of moral
ity. The oaliphl! were appointed as suo
oessors of Mohammed to see that their 
oode was lived up to. That the oaliphs, in 
their power to do good, lived evil, and 
abused their power is not at all strange. 
Enlightened people are guilty of the same 
error. But how they-the oaliphs-did 
so this little legend will illustrate." 

ends, who oould render a perfeot day more NUMAN AND NA-ur; OB, THE oLD WOMAN 
oomplete by favoring UB with a tranBla- WHO OOULD TEAOH TRIOKS TO A FOX, AND 
tion." And she softly patted Auntie THE WISE DOOTOR. 
Bright's sleeve. Walter had just mounted A long time ago, in the time of the kings 
the oool poroh, and his faoe was streaming of the family of Bani Ommieh, whatever 
with perspiration. "Phew!" he exclaimed, family that might hav been, there lived in 
mopping his heated brow. "What a long the oity of Cufah a young man named Nu
speeoh ior a hot day! Hasn't it exhausted man, who had a most beautiful wife. I 
you, Madge?" say most beautiful, for that is the simple 

"Not to suoh a pitiable extent as you English way of speaking of the woman, 
hav reduoed yourself," retorted his sister. but it is as dust to gold in comparison to 
"However, 'what do we liv for if not to the Oriental adjeotivs that desoribe her 
make life less difficult for eaoh other?"' oharms. We are told that 
And disappearing within the shady reoesses "If ever there was a being unique in the 
of the house, she returned with a glass of world, 
lemonade. "All praise be to George Eliot A seoond like whioh sure never was seen, 
for having taught me that line. And now It was she, it was she." 
here's to Cowper-' The oups that oheer This oouple, we are also told, were "like 
but not inebriate.'" two oedars in a garden of beauty," and 

Walter took it gratefully, and after be- further, that her l()veliness was so lustrous 
ooming refreshed, he asked, with a twinkle that her faoe shone in the dark, whioh, I 
in his eyes, "What do you want me to do am a little afraid, may not be quite true. 
now, Madge? You see," turning to Auntie Still, it was long, long ago, and it is oour
Bright in explanation, " Madge never teous to reoeive an old ohronioler's testi
moves in anyone's favor but she demands mony. 
an equivalent. What is it, sissy?" They lived in a palaoe, whioh, we are in-

Madge pouted. "I may desire the formed, was " like the garden of Para
equivalent," she said, '' but I do not al- dise." The lady's name was N a-am, whioh 
ways get it. However, "as a bright thought you will be sure to remember. And it is 
struok her, "you oan help me to ooax related that, in addition to her personal 
Auntie into telling us a story, although beauty, she had a very melodious voioe, 
you must admit that I went to oonsider- and when she sang by the palaoe window 
able trouble for something I well knew the people in the street stopped to listen, 
you would not require ooaxing to per- and if they were not already married, 
form." they straightway fell in love. 

"My sweet, unselfish sister," returned Now the oaliph, as a prophet, had de-
the boy in oomio extravagance. ''Fair na- olared his right to the handsomest women 
tiv of Altruria.'' Then turning to Auntie in the kingdom for his wives, aJi!.d aooord
Bright, he said, in the same bantering ingly the offioers of the state were ambi
tone, "Transport us, 0 learned one, baok tiona to seoure handsome women for him, 
to the land of Persia in Asia, under the and obtain their reward of ohoioe gems. 
golden reign of the Caliphs." The governor of the oity of Cufah was 

"l hope," said Au:utie Bright, very· Hadjadji-prQno{\nQe it quiokly, a:ud ehow 

your good 11ohool training, He was oalled 
'' the orne!." One day, passing N uman 's 
palaoe, he ohanoed to hear her singing. 
He was enchanted. 

"If that lady's faoe is as beautiful as her 
voioe, she is fit to be the wife of the 
oaliph." 

In Mohammedan countries, women weal: 
veils over their faoes, exoept in their own 
household. So Hadjadji instructed his 
ohief of polioe to find a woman who oould, 
by some arti:fioe, oatoh a glimpse of 
Na·am's faoe. The ohief of polioe at length 
seoured the servioes of an old woman who 
oould teaoh trioks to a fox, so she must 
hav been very ounning indeed. When the 
ohief told the old womnn what the goT
erner wanted her for, she answered: 
"If the objeot of your desires be in the 

skies, among the Pleiades, under the 
earth, or on the earth, I will surely :find 
her and put her in your power," whioh was 
a very highflying answer for the old woman 
to make. 

She dressed herself to represent a soft, 
a Mohammedan nun, a hundred years old. 
She put a shawl over her head, and took 
in her hand an iron -shod stiok and went 
in to the street, exclaiming: 

" Listen, 0 ye people. Allah is one 
God! Listen, 0 ye people!" 

Na-am, who was as pious as she was 
beautiful-she must hav been very relig
ious-admitted the trioky old woman, who 
suooeeded in inveigling her into the house 
of the governor, who surprised poor N a-am 
into unveiling her faoe, whioh, we are told, 
filled "the hall with splendor." Hadjadji 
ordered his soldiers to seize poor, hapless 
Na-am and oon..-ey her to the oaliph. 

When the lady found she was deoeived, 
she was struok to the hea1:t with grief, and 
her tears flowed oontinnally. Her beauty 
began to wither. The oaliph was en• 
ohanted when he met her. 
"Her teeth in brightness oould make the 

stars envious, 
Rosebuds opened when she smiled, 
Jewels were scattered about when she 

spoke." 

So says the poet, and he ought to hav 
been truthful, but we do not meet suoh 
oharming women as that now. And Nu
man, the unfortunate husband! When he 
found that his lovely bride was stolen he 
shut himself up, and the youth faded from 
hiB oheek like the emerald-tint from an 
autumn leaf. He must hav a skilful physi
cian, said his friends, but how? 

Now, there oame to Cufah at this time a 
very wise physician. And the father of 
Numan summoned him to appear before 
the wasting form of Numan. The physi
cian was certainly wise. He did not pre
scribe medioin " for a mind diseased." 
Instead, he deolared that if Allah would 
aBBist him, he would find the Jost bride and 
restore her to Numan. The wise physician 
soon discovered the art of the wioked old 
woman who oould teaoh trioks to a fox, 
and learned where Na-am had been sent. 

The oaliph had a sister Abbassah who 
greatly pitied Na-am and helped to nurse 
her. She heard of the wise dootor, who, 
having entranoe to Na-am, informed her of 
his plan to restore her to her husband. 
The young wife was delighted, and the 
roses oame baok to her oheeks. So the 
oaliph had reason to congratulate Abbas
Bah upon seouring so wise a dootor. 

Upon the advioe of the orafty physician 
Numan gained entrailoe into the palaoe, 
oloaked and disguised as a woman. But 
he lost his way and wandered into the 
room of Abbassah, who exclaimed, "What 
foolish woman are you that, without per
mission, hav entered my room?" Numan 
answered: "I am no woman, but a 
wretohed man," and then in pitiful aooents 
told Abbassah his story. Her heart was 
touohed. " 1 will send for N a-am," she 
said. The meeting of the happy pair is 
described in glowing language, almost too 
flowery for praotioal people to appreciate. 
N a-am took her lute and began to sing. As 
she was singing the oaliph approached. 
Abbassah, startled, threw a oloak around 
Numan, and approached the oaliph softly. 
•' 0 Emir the Faithful, I am about to 
tell a story. Listen I for I shall want your 
judgment upon the points I shall present." 
Then in adiplomatio manner, with a olever 
flattering of the oaliph's vanity, Abbassah 
told the story of Numan and Na-am; the 
unoonsQionl! o"liph appe"red deeply inter
ested, 
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"What did the oaliph do, when he dis
covered the ruse?'' He asked, as Abbas
Bah paused. 

She answered: "He drew his sword and 
slew them." 

"What an ignorant ruler! The two 
persons were excusable. He should hav 
learned their story and done them justioe." 

"Emir the Faithful, that is what you 
would hav done." · 

"Yes, a oaliph should be meroiful and 
just." ' 

" Then behold suoh a oase before you." 
AbbaBBah drew aside the oloak and re

vealed to the astonished eyes of the oaliph 
a man. 

" Behold," she said, "in the youth is 
the subjeot of my story, and this woman is 
the stolen bride. 0 Prinoe of the Faith
ful, by your own promise may justioe 
pass by the innooent. The governor of 
Cufah has treated them as I hav told you. 
What shall be done, not to these unfortu
nate people, but to Hadjadji ez Salim?" 

" He shall be driven from the offioe, and 
the wise physician shall hav his p}aoe." 

"Allah is just! And what shall be done 
with Numan and Na-am?" 

" They shall be restored to their palace, 
and Allah, who heareth theory of the just, 
shall be praised." 

The young auditors applauded. 
"That was better than the lemonade," 

deolared Walter, trying to tease his sister. 
But Madge was prepared to agree with 
him. IDA BALLOU. 
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Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politioal Condi-

tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 
Protestant PersecutwnR W!llia.m Cobbett.. 1 
Questions for Bible Worshipers.... . . . . . .. . . . 1 
The RelatiOn of Witohora.ft to Religion. A, C. 

The lefi~oii ;;t · iiiini&iiit¥ ·Biitt.~r tiiaii 'Eter: 10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repeal the Sunday Laws 1 (Including the 
a.ot a.s "Eye"openers," in doing "Missionary ''Origin of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends The Truth Seeker......................... 3 
•nd all inquiring persons, send for a. supply of Revivalism Examined. A. G. Humphrey..... 2 
A A Remarkable Book 1\ lleview of Greg's 
these valuable little eva.agels of truth. Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

They range in prio~ from one to ten cents ea.oh. in Canadian flp -ctator ......... ......... .. 
They are so low in p1ioe that thousands of gen- The Safe Side. H H Brown ............... .. 
erous· hearted persons oa.n afford to buy them for Science and Bible Antagonistic. Cha.s. W a.tts. 

't d' · t' T f th A Secular Prayer. Austin flol;roa.ke ........ .. gra.tUl ous 1str1bu 1on. oo many o em oa.n- Secular Responsibility. G J Ho}yoa.ke ..... . 
not be spread broa.doa.st over our land. Sent, The Sta.~e and the Pulpit. Robt G In_gersoll. 
post-paid, by mail. Super•tltion Displayed. Wm. Pttt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the !noon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

sistenoy of Christians Generally. H. Clay Jasper's Oelebra.ted Sermon on Astrono-

1 
2 
8 
1 
2 
8 

Astro~ff~:oiog'v.' · i::~:L ·nawsoii ... siiowinii 'tlie 
10 

Talk Wliii 'i:h(i ':F'Olii-":Eivaiigeli8i8: ":E 'Woad.: 
story of Christ in the New Testament to ff MD 8 
be but a.n Alleg'lrioa.l representation of Thou~tt~ on Atheism: "o&:Ii':Maii by 'search: 
the sun's course through the different mg Find out God. Austin Holvoa.ke... 3 
zodiacal signs............................. 5 The Theou of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apost1es of Christ. Austin flol_yoa.ke ... --.... 5 The True Ha.sis of M·•rality. Annie Besa.nt.. 2 
The B1ble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Cole wan................................... 5 (Reply to some of the Su .. da.y-sohool 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 8 Stories About Hi n.) .. .. .. .... .. .... .. 3 
'!'he Bible: Is 1t Reliable as a. Guido? 0. Watts. ~ TTwo

1
SiloArt Set

1
rmoncs.h R

1
ev.BThedlologihous.. .... . 1 

Blasphemy and the Bible C B Reynol<ls..... we ve pos es. a.r es ra. &Ufl .. . . .. . .. 3 
'!'ne Book of Esther. A Syeoimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our J!'irst Parents? 

PassE's a.s the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Charles Bra.dla.ugh ....................... . 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. 1!'. Max Muller.... 5 What Did Jesus Teach? Cha.s. Bra.dla.ugh .. . 

3 
3 
3 
2 
1 

Constantine the Great, Portraying_ the Ini- Who Was Jesus Christ? Cha.s. Bra.dla.ugh .. .. 
quity of the First Uhristia.n Emperor. Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bra.dla.ugh .. .. 
S. H. Preston ......... -.................. · 8 When Did Paul Live? Schola.sticus.. ... . .. .. 

The Comstock Postal Law Unoonstitut.ion .. l. What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. "What is the Bible?".................... 1 
B. Wise is now mdiotcd for sendmg a W nders of Prner D M Bennett 1 
Verse from the Bl'ble through th• m•1'l.) 0 · · .. · .. · .. · .. · ~ A Washington a.n Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
T. B. Wakeman......... .. .... ......... ... 10 Wa.sChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Ra.oe. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Dr. Da.nielArter..... .... .................. 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed llystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and In1luenoe on 

Civilization. Charles W a.tts .. .. .... . . .. 5 
The Chr1stia.n Deity. Oha.rles Watts .. ... .. 2 
The Ohristia.n Faith. 200 Questions Without 

Answers ..................... :.............. 2 
Christian Mysteries. A DialoguE' between a 

Christian Missionary and a. Chinese 
Mandarin .............................. . 2 

5 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .• 

Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The C.lmroh and Eduoa.;ion. Anti-Je,uit ..... 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin 

~ THK OONFLII1f BKMEN MENTAL SOIENGK 
Steiner ..................................... 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be StoPJled on Sunday?) By the Editor 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a prefaoe by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 

of The Truth Seeker.................. .. .. 8 
The Constitution and Holy Days and Hoij

da.ys. S P Putnam ... . • . .. .... • . .. .. .. .. 1 
Constructive ~ll.tionalism. Annie Besa.nt.... 1 
The Devil'd Due Bills, or Giv~ the Devil His 

Due. John Svphers. . .. ... .... .. . . .. .. . . 2 
Daniel1n the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Btblioal Biography. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera.· 
ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon soienti1lo phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
1 It is eloquent a.s well a.s convincing. 

Austin l:lolyoa.ke ......................... . 
Deoa.denoe of Christianity .................... . 

~ Price, Oloth, .1. A'\.~sTBUTH SEEKER. The Deolioe of l!'a.ith. J l!l Remsburg.. .. •• 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. W a.tts .. 
Does there Exist a. .Moral dovernor of the 

Universe? An• tin Holvoake . .. .. .. . .. . 3 
Doubts of Infiddls. Questions by a. Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . ... .. .. .. ....... .. 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1 m nor Ma-

terialism. R. S Brigham_, M.D ........ :. 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. .u. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume........ ... . . 10 
Father, Son, and Hol;!':Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. lJ. M. Bennett............ 5 
Fllnndations. John SYI>_hers................... 1 
Free Speech and .Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................................... .. 1 
3 
3 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bra.dlaugh 

Freeth ought and Mod. Progress. Cha.s. Watts 
The Fruits of Chri•tia.nity. Annie Besa.nt .... 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Cla.Ta. Neyma.nn ..• 
The Gospal of Christiauity and the Gospel of 

~ Should It Be Eooem;pt from 
Freethought. AnnieBesa.nt ...• ..... 2 

Has Man a. Soul? Charles Hra.dlaugh......... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Holyoa.ke .................................. 3 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni• E1sberg.. ...... 8 
Is There a. God? Charles Bra.dlaugh . . . . . . . 3 
If You Ta.keAwa.yMyReligion What Will You 

Give Me in lts Ste td? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 
Is America. the New World? L L Dawson... lO 
ln1ldelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
lufidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Ca.teohised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Hobert Burns................... 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .... . 8 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

D. M. Bennett. . ...................... .. 
Is the Bible Indiota ble? Annie Besa.nt ...... . 

Our pamPhlet with this title contains a.n Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement 
of Fa.ots, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value+. by Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the umted States a.n<i in the several St~ttes 
and rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arra.~ged a.s to show a.t 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denomination&. 
Groups. Also1 muoh other matter of especial in
terest to oerta.m Cities, States. and Sections, all 

5 comparisons being based upon official fi~ures. 
2 This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub· 
5 lished. In no other work are the 1a.ots, 1lgures, 
o o.nd arguments to be found. 'l'he figures. being 
8 ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
2 not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
2 have been oowleted- probably about eight 
5 years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 

Jefferson a.n Unbeliever. John E Hems burg. 
The Jews and Their God. I"a.a.c Pad.n ....... . 
La.bor's.Pra.;ver. Charles Bra.dla.ugh ....... . 
Land Quest10n. Charles Bra.dl•ugh ......... .. 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoa.ke ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 
Legend of Ga.uta.ma.Buddha.. Pa.rll.lielingth t 

of Jesus Christ..... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . . .. .. 5 
Logic of Death: or~.-.Why Sh,.,uld the Atheist 

Fea.rtoDie? »yG.J.Holyoa.ke .... ,. 8 
The Logic of LifehDednoed from the Princi-

ples of Freet ougut. G. J. Holyoa.ke . .. 8 
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

Liber{0~~ed.Moriiii¥.'·' ·:M~ii-ctii-ii ·-n·: coiiw&Y.: ~ 
'!'he LibertyofPrintmg Hon. E. P. I;Iurlbut. 3 
Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvm, M.D. 5 
"Manna.." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

People are off in Hell.... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 1 
Ma.teria.li•m and Cr.me. B F Underwood.... 5 
Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts........ 3 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ............................ . 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

.nd will ha.v the dew of morning on them so long 
1.8 the injusti~s of ohuroh exemption is suffered 
• o exist. . 

By single copies the price 1s 15 cents, but as the 
work is pub1ished s_PeoJa.lly for. distributwn. by 
;hose who fa Tor just1oe 1n ta.xa.t10n the folloWing 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. • tl1.00 
Fifty copies~ • 4.50 
Jne hundrea copies • • - 8.00 
Luger quantities at !!J!llOi&l. rates. 
~ddress THE TBUTH SEEKER. New York. 

Is Suicide 
nieBesa.nt .............................. .. 

New Life of AbTa.ham. Charles Bra.dla.ugh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bra.dla.ugh ..•••• 
New Life of .laoob. Olla.rles Bra•lla.ugh ...... . 
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:A Sin? 8 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bra.dla.ugh ........ . 
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400 Years 
OF 

Freetl"lough 
B~ Samuel Porter Putl\am 

Large Octavo, u65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.:i0. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Oj the Most Eminent Freethinkers, oj the Past. 

Four Hundred Years. 

~HE 7.RUTH SEEKER OOMPANYannounced in Octo-
1.~ her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it poqsessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have :fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouB HUNDRED YEARS OF FBEE· 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 
possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfi.ls the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought PJ"ess . 

Price, S5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN .. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
a.n argument for ''limiting government to the 
mere protection of life a.nd property and the dis-

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evldene
and Early Hilotory of Cbristlanuy. 

New Life of Moses. Charles Bra.dla.ugh ..•.... 
'l'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard .............. . 
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pensation of prompt and equal just ce to all." 
Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous Price, I) cents. 

Never Before or Elsewhere ro Fully a.nd Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

The New Age W. S Ilell ..................... . 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besa.nt .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besa.nt .................... . 
On the Religious Education of Children. 

Annie Desa.nt. '' ritten during her 
Transition from Christi&Bity.... ..... 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S. D. Moore ... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. • • .. .•. .. . • 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lnl{_\lnoll........ ...... 10 
Our Father in Elea.ven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson .............................. .. 
Our Lorda.nd Sa.vior"Jesu• Christ. T E Lot g. 

shore ............. .................... :.... 5 
Paine and Wesle;v. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea. for lmpa.rt1a.l Taxation. S B Duryea., T 

B Wakeman, G ~Hawes................. 5 
Protesta.ntlntolera.noe. Johp E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oha.rles Watts.... 2 
A. Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

bY the Bible. Per dozen ....... ··~····.... 10 

Letters and Reulies from Em- Address T:~a.I~~~!'P~~~!:;~rk. 
inent Men. 
Chanter on 

With a Startlinl! WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essa v " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE. New York. 

A new edition of that splendid J?,rose p_oem 
"Life," by "the prince of orators\' Col. R. G 
ln!lersoll. It is larger and better tna.n the old 
ed1tion, a.nd oan be framed or pla.oed upon the 
table as a.n ornament. In the center of the oard 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
ourrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as," one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and \)oet who now, a.s far a.s we 
know, stands &lone 1n the living world." It will 
make a delil{htful present, and will be a &ouvenir 
not only of mtelleotu&l. greatness, but of arti.Btio 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 1llx16 inches, and the 
priae onlY?5 aents, post-paid. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00., 
2PLafavette Pl&ee, New York. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YoU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok~ 
Do your children learn these bea.uti~ .:>ngs of 

Tennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, a.nl > :Ierpoets 
and smg them in _your homes, maki 1g , 1em hap
P}':IInd bright 1-BBND FOB A OOl'l' -U :aen oloth, 
g1lt title, 40 cents: h&l.f bound,llli J '.s. 
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Gems of ~hougltt. 
• 

SWIFTLY the politic goes; is it d*?-he 
borrows a lantern; 

Slowly the statesman and sore, guiding 
his steps by the stars. -Lowell. 

IT is not by turning over libraries, bot 
by repeatedly perusing and intently con
templating a few great models, that the 
mind is best disciplined.-Macaulay. 

SYMPATHY, which makes society possi
ble, is cultivated by social intercourse. By 
habitual participation in the pleasures of 
others, the faculty is strengthened; and 
whatever prevents this participation, weak
ens it.-Herbert Spencer. 
No matter tbongh it towers to the sky, 
And darkens earth, yon cannot make the 

lie 
Immortal; though stupendously enshrined 
By art in every perfect mold of mind
Angelo, Raphael, Milton, Handel, all 
Its pillars, cannot stay it from the fall. 

-Gerald Massey. 

SELF-MASTERY stands at the gates of per
sonality. It is the key without which all 
protest for entrance to the realm of free 
living were denied. It cannot be begged 
or borrowed. It most be wholly yonr 
own. It loses its conning in an alien 
hand. At yonr own waist, who are self
warded, most be belted the fnll equipment 
of freedom.-Horace L. 1raubel. 

A FEW months ago the Fr~:Jethinkers 
of the semi-French city of Barcelona 
arranged a festival to celebrate the news 
from a little town in Western Aragon, 
where a gang of ruffians had attacked a 
supposed witch and dragged her abont in 
a sack, till they were ron ted by the alcalde 
with a posse of local Rationalists. "What 
a sign of the time," said the orator of the 
symposium, "and what a step of progress 
since the days when that mob wonld hav 
been headed ·by a procession of mata
bruxas "-official witch-hunters with their 
inquisitorial experts and fagot-contract· 
ors.-FelixL. Oswald. 

BY science man becomes acquainted with 
canses and effects of things, attending in an 
extensiv and sore manner to his preserva
tion, and to the development of his facnl
ties. Science is to him the eye and the 
light, which enable him to discern clearly 
and accurately all the objects with which 
he is conversant; and hence by an enligh t
ened man is meant a learned and well
informed man. With science and instruc
tion a man never wants for resources and 
means of subsistence; and upon this prin
ciple a philosopher who had been ship
wrecked said to his c0mpanions who were 
inconsolable for the loss of their wealth: 
"For my part, I carry all my wealth with 
me."- Volney. 

VoLTAIRE was a man of hnmor, of good 
natnre, of cheerfulness. He despised 
with all his heart the philosophy of Cal
vin, the creed of the somber, of the severe, 
of the nnnatnral. He pitied those who 
needed the aid of religion to be honest, to 
be cheerfnl. He had the courage to enjoy 
the present and the philosophy to bear 
what the fntnre might bring. And yet for 
more than a hundred and fifty years the 
Christian world has fought this man and 
maligned his memory. In every Chris
tian pulpit his name has been pronounced 
with scorn, and every pulpit has been an 
arsenal of slander. He is one man of whom 
no orthodox minister has ever told the 
troth. He has been denounced equally by 
Catholics and Protestants. -Ingersoll. 

Tms undertaking for another, is the 
blonder which stands ilL colossal ugliness 
in the governments of the world. It is the 
same thing in numbers, as in a pair, only 
not qnite so intelligible. I can see well 
enough a great difference between my 
setting myself down to a self-control and 
my going to make somebody else act 
after my views; bot when a quarter of the 
hnman race assnme to tell me what I most 
do, I may be too mnch disturbed by the 
circumstances to see so clearly the absurd
ity of their command. Therefore, all public 
ends look vagne and quixotic. beside pri
vate ones. For, any laws bot those wh1ch 
make for themselvs, are laughable. If I 
pot myself in the place of my child, 
and we stand in one thought and see 
that things are thus or thns, that per
ception is law for him and me. We are 
both there, both act. Bnt if, without 
carrying him into the thought, I look over 
into his plot, and guessing how it is with 
him, ordain this or that, he will never 
obey me. This is the history of govern
ments-one man does something which is 
to bind another. A·man who cannot be 
acquainted with me, taxes me; looking 
from afar at me, ordains that a part of my 
labor shall go to this or that whimsical 
end, not as I, bot as he happens to fancy. 
Behold the consequence. Of all debts, 
men are least willing to pay the taxes. 
What a satire is this on government! 
Everywhere they think they get their 
money's worth, except for these.-Ralph 
Waldo Emerson. 
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THE GLORY OF lN~'lDELlTY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM .A. MATERIAL· 
whichisaddedapoem on Tholl).&\' Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT B F Under-
of Hamuel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. . "u d · · d Every Christian who asks the idiotic ques- woo.t. w,,tten before Mr. n erwood JOllle 
tion, "What Has I).lfidelity. Done?" should J?e tbe Po~clnc Researrhers. 
induced to read this book, 1f he has to be pa1d THUMBSCREW .A.ND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW C.A.N WE BE S.A. VED ~ Was JPsns 9enturi~s for the _promulgation of C)lristian-
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise 1ty .. B'lmg. t'le Nuremburg (!o!-J~ctlo~; wi.th 
from the Dead 1 Israel W Groh. speCimens from th.e ~oly InqUisitiOn .. 28 pic-

INGERSOLL .A.ND JESUS Showing how tures. The descnpt10ns and reflectiOns by • George E. Ha•clonalrl. 
the two agree. A poe~ by Samuel P Putnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE .LIM~T.A.TIONS OF TOLER-\.TION T.A.IRE delivered on the one hnn-
A d1scuss1on between Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, , ' · f v lt · • d th Hon. Frederic R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth ~ aumversary o o a1re s ea. . 
Woodford, b~fore the Nmeteenth Century Transla- ed bY: Jam!ls Par~on, author of the 
Club of New York. ''Each man has the same L'f of Volta·re. .ro wh1ch are added _the 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great Poems of Goeth ·, George Ehot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L,ngfellow. . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll W .A.S CHRIST CRUCIFIED ~ An~tm 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bierbower. A hwyer's con<ideration of the 
dert is a. Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a. evidence of tba.t allegerl event. 
Protestant. . W .A.S JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

M.A.TERIA.LISM: Its History, and Its In- of nhn-t·~ alle.,ed ac•·• whi •n "'Onld lead one 
fluence U_pon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclu•ion. r. K Wash •urn 

MIRA.CLES .A.ND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND .A. HAND~ And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles othfr Agno•tic Poems. Samuel P. Pu n•m. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's T~e titl" poem i• perhaps the most. popular 
best books. of Mr. Putna'll's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many e litions of it hav• bee'l called 'or. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden A ((.e._'l'be Ide!]-I 
the Clergy. H. J. Seigneuret M.D. a.nd the Real Not DeasJ., but LIVIng;. Frm-

THE NEW GOD "It · ' t t10n, Hone, Thom!l.'l Pame, Nature's uospel, 
• IS a~ open secre Address to Deiiy,au'l ttl" shor'- po'mso often 

th!f.t !ll&n has always !llade his c;lods. TJ!.ey recitfd with great effect by CharlAs Watts, 
ex1st m and through h)-ill, as the 1mage eXIsts G've U• Light 
m and through the mmor .. Take aw~y mau WILL THE COMING M.A.N WORSHIP 
audyoutakeawayGod-thelmagevamshes." U · b 
This pamphlet therefore, is a consideration GOD~ B F nderwood; Written e-
of what kind 'of a God man shonld make. ! fore 1\fr. Underwood joined the Psychic He-
Samuel P. Putnam. searcher•. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one. of that great l RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. 'rhe su9Jects consi<~e~ed are: Or- Freethinkera' International Congr·•s at Chi-
thodoJr Relipon D~n!l' Out, Reli)l'IOU~ Deaths ca~w. Cons ide ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and B~rth~ rhe ReligJ.Ol). of ReCiproCity, M.o-, Subjugation, The C:tnon Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The D_estrnct10n ~~ .Ait, The Drs-· Upon H r, TheologyNeverHelpfnlto Woman, 
covery of Am~nca_,_ Copermcus .and KeiJler, ( Invention Woman's Friend. Freethought the 
Charles Darwrn, t~peClal ProVIdence, The Benefactor nf Wo'll&D 8nsan H. Wi-.on 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN· HER p .A.ST .A.ND PRESENT of God, The Fall of Man. The Atonement, • G ' 
The Second Birth, Inspiration, The Reign of HER RIGHTS .A.ND WRON S. A lect-
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought_:r'he ure delivered before tne Woman Auffrage A~-
Resurrectio~.,. The Judgment-Day, rions socia. ion of Denver, Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions," .NO Bible, No Chilization;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, The Ascenilion, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils_,_ Necessity of Belief, Eter- for a. dollar. 
nal Punishment, ~:~ome Who Are Damned, A<idress TlH'. 'I'RTI'I'H Rl<l'KKRP, CO .. 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson. 

By 'WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning tlie Ortgin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Tdxt to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

40 0 p 2 0 0 Full-Page 
ages. Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sis era, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham~ Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer J<'amily1, Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His' ~ister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's ]'avorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the 'nook of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the '.rruthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, •:gut side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city 
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In the nature of things, 
SAY!:. 

llOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can be' 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published- in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BI OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Selnll: the stor:v of his mentrJ JourneT' frollf, 
orthollox:v to R•tlonrJlsm. 

Pnce, p1.per. 25 cents; cloth. 75 cenu. 
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Jfot fo~ I)a~sons. 
JoNEs: "I hav decided to join the 

church." Brown: "What hav yJu been 
doing?'' -Puck. 

AUNT: "If you're not a good boy, you'll 
not go to heaven." Johnnie: '' But I want 
to go where you go, auntie." 

The q 11estion now agitating the Ohris
tian world is: "Shall we save the Turk or 
shall we shoot him?"-Galveston News.' 

OFT those who read their titles clear 
To mansions in the sky, 

Will wake up rudely yet, I fear, 
To find in Spain they lie.-Puck. 

LADY: "I hope you don;t sell papers on 
Sunday, little boy," Boy: " No 'm · I 
ain't big enough yet to carry de Sunday 
editions." 

Heaven's not Oklahoma, 
Let us giv thanks in prayer; 

For, if it were, when we arrive 
What "sooners" we'd find there! 

-Puck. 

THE ungodly may remark that those at
tendants at the Methodist camp meeting 
.out in Michigan were struck and killed by 
lightning in the big tentjust as if they had 
been wicked people at a circus. 

PARISHIONER: "So your father is going 
to Oakland, Willie. I thought it was 
Sacramento to which he had a call." Min
ister's son: "I don't think it could hav 
been a 'call,' sir, for it was 'raised."'-Ex
change. 

A BuFFALO newspaper man interviewed 
Moody, the Evangelist, the other day, and 
gloried in his scoop in the story of the re
markable escape of a seafaring man named 
Mr. Jonah, who was swallowed by a whale. 
He thought 'twas news. 

A WE.ALTHY Birmingham man, who made 
most of his fortune manufacturing idols 
for the people in India to use in worship, 
is going to giv a handsome sum of money, 
after his death, to help the missionaries in 
India make war against idol worship.-.N. 
Y. Tribune. 

EXPLORER PEARY will please be rescued 
in the regulation way-earnestly reading 
the Testament and chewing the remnant of 
an old boot. These examples must be per
petuated for their inspiring efft~ct on the 
romantic ambition of American· youth.
Cleveland Plaindealer. 

"ARE all the animals in?" asked Noah, 
taking another look at the barometer. 

·"All but the leopards," replied Ham; 
"and I think we have a pair of them spot
ted." Noah shook his head gloomily, and 
muttered something about "that boy com
ing to a bad end. "-Cincinnati Tribune. 

IT is not often you hear humorous things 
in connection with the name of Sidney· 
Lanier. His struggle against disease was 
so heroic and yet so pathetic-his closing 
years filled with such fevered desire to 
speak his message to the world before re
lentless Fate should seal his lips-that men 
often for~et his younger manhood. But 
an amusmg incident recurs to me now. 
Sidney L!!.nier had charge of the choir in 
the old church. The choir was large, fill
ing the whole end of the church with its 
semicircle of singers. Deacons' wives, 
cousins and daughters had gone into it for 
generations, beginning young in the front 
row and gradually retiring, row by row, 
until they dropped out of the rear seats 
into their graves. Sidney passed through 
a trying experience in his effort to get rid 
of the discordant element and still to keep 
his place at the organ without duels. The 
feeling grew warmer. One day, as the 
choir came down from their places, they 
were confronted with a placard which 
read: "Swans sing when they die. Would 
that you were all swans and had sung."-, 
Bo.ston Transcript. · 

ToE following story is told of a corre
spondent who has recently returned from 
a trip to the far West of the United States: 
Two men who had been: sitting together in 
the seat near the door of a railway car be
came engaged in an animated controversy, 
and their loud voices attracted the atten
tion of all the other passengers. Suddenly 
one of them rose and said: " Ladies and 
gentlemen, I appeal to you to decide a dis
puted point. My friend here insists that 
not more than three persons out of five be
lieve they hav souls. I take a more cheer
ful view of humanity than that, Will all 
of you who believe you hav souls raise 
your right hands?" Every hand in the car 
went up. ''Thank you," he aaid, With a 
smile. ''Keep them up just a moment. 
Now, will all of you who believe in a here
after please raise yonr left hands also?" 

Fahc F.cOUOlllf 

Is practiced by people who buy inferior. articles 
of food. '!'he Gail Borden Eagle Brand Con
densed Milk is the best infant food. InJant 
Health is the title of a valuable pa.mphlet for 
mothers. Bent free by New York Condensed 
Milk Co., N.Y. 
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Every hand in the car went up. " Thank I 
you, again," he said. "Now, while all of 
you hav your hands raised,"he continued, 
drawing a pair of revolvers and leveling 
them, ''my friend here will go down the 
aisle, ' and relieve you of whaiever valu
ables yon may happen to hav. Lively, 
now, Jim."-Pearson's Weekly. 

.Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Monthly at $3 per Year. 

Issu.ms oF 1891.-$3. 
Price. 

Truth Beeker AnnualJ..1891 ..................... $0 25 
Men, Women; and uods. Helen H: Gar-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illus-

trated..................................... l! 
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ..................................... .. 
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... ,. 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Volta.ire .......... .. 
The Orisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-

25 
20 
10 
4~ 
25 

son. RobertO. Ad<oms.................. 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hi!{ her Criticism in Theology and Re

ligiOn. 'l'. E. Longshore................ 50 
Issu.ms oF 1892.-$3. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustra-

ted........................................ 40 
Was Ohrist Oruci1led? Austin Bier bower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, anii Oradle. -Helen H. Gar-

dener .................................... . 10 
25 
50 
25 

Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 
Pocket Theology. 'Volta.ire .................. . 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

cock, .................................... .'. 15 
LiberlY m Literature. Testimonial to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll........... . . . 2> 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
· Proctor.... .... .. • • .. .. .. .... .. • .. .. .. .. .. 15 

Oandle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Ho!Y Bible Abridged...................... so 
False Olaims o! the Ohurch. John E. 

Remsburg................................. 10 
Issu.ms OF 1893.-$3. 

Thomas Paine Vindicated. Ool. Robert 
G.Ingersoll............................... 15 

The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
mann...................................... 50 

Orimes of Preachers in the United States. 
M. E. Billings .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • 25 

Resurrection of Jesus .................... ,.... 40 
Handbook of Freethought; w. B. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Ourse; Religion a Disease; Re-

ligion a. Lie. B. P. Putnam............. 25 
Design Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of 

THE TBUTII SEEKEB...... .... .. . .. .. .. . 15 
Abl'aham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian? 

John E. Remsbu~.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. illllB-

trated. B. P. Putnam................... 25 
Oom.mon Sense. Thomas Paine.............. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B..................................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A, Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disol<isures of 

Newhall Convent........................ 10 
Woma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon ............................... . 
Issu.ms OF 1894. -$3. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Self-Oontradictiom of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propert;y: Sllould It be Exempt 

from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... 15 

congress and Sunday La.ws .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick...................................... 50 

Ohurch and Freethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~~~illf:i~: .. :Morg&.ii'X."ii~iiiirts~il: EO 
illustrated by A. Oarey K. Jurist...... 50 

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 
L. G. Reed............................... 15 

Remodeling the Government. With Re
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durm~ the year other standard Freethought 
works Will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at 1!13 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please say 
which ,Year is desired. 

Bingle numbers so!d a.t prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York. 

ne Glory of lnfldelit~ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas ·Paine 
By SAJJIUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. l'utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

THE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
" is not in maglo potions "11Peci11cs" 

or electric clap..trap, hut only 1n 
WISDOM-THE SOIENOB OF llmALTIL 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to ma.intaln vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
Dledleal, Soelal, Sexual Selente, 
~ip~:~en~ 1'J!'l~9~"tA.or;~~ 
standard" ..vork, endorsed by all, 

~tt::a ~~~Zlfh~~"!~~~~~~Ti 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage. 
adaptation, marital failures,. eto., 
are of inestimable value to au now 
married or who ever expeet to be 

~~~J:}l c'h~~~rh-.!l~al~aJ'~:O 
~J~ g¥ti\'r?~e~!l~~~~o~ 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

81.60 bJlllall; Clrculara Free. 
Address TRUTH l:!.l!l.lll.li.lll.R. 

28 Lafayette Place, .!oiew Yorlr. 

-THE-

FREETH I NKERS• PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

'l'RE Al38URDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
GENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE· 

VEALING THE Al3USES 
OJr A UNION 011 

OBUBOB AND 
STATE. 

185 F~U-Page 

lltustratioJlS. 
WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS Olt' 

FACTS~ 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL-
ARS 

T7J MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE AR71ST. 

DESIGl'i'EI BY WAT8?N HESTON, 
WITH PuhTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The illUstrations are c!usifled as follows: 
1 repre.M~nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
11 .. Missionaries. 
1 ,. The Lord's Instruments. 
1111 Bible Doctrines aud Their Results, 
1 ~he Church and Slavery. 
I .. riests and Politics. 
t eland and the Church. 
fl Church's Idea of Civilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
t Unkind .ReJlections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of tha Church. 
Ul Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. • 
& .. Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous, 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church ltobbing the Peopla. 
!! " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Ohuroh. 
10 Woman and the Ohurch. 
6 The Ohuroh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
S The Bible and Scienct:. 
15 The Olergy and Their Flocks, 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin~ like i~ ha' ever be
fore app•ared ia this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it Will ever again be pub. 
lished. We mt~;st give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book i,n thE! reach of a.ll. 
At twice the pnce It woPld have been a. cheap hook. Arttst Heston as a portratt pamter and de
signer is a wonderful st.cces•. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every Liberal in 
America will desire a copv of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fa.i1 hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the P.ict
nres do not make up the whole of 'his volume, There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the. utter 
fal•tty of the church's professions and the h:ypocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the 
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put .n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-ffioston Investigator. 

BO "BEGTNlVI.lVG;" I POPIS AHD Yl{tlll DOINGS 
OR, I ACCOUNT 01!' 

The Fundamental Fallacy. I Vtoars or Ohrtst ana Vtoegerent6 o.t Goa. 

. Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

rea..oning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or" First Oause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
" This volume discmses the question of a. cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one O! the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work> on the snbiect we remember seeing."-THE 
TBUTH SEEKE'I, July 22, 1898. 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSl'PAID. 
""<1,.,... THE TRUTH· BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF · 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Bongs.-

OOliiPILIIID BY L. K. WAB'RBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE· HALF VALUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perchea, located 

within one and a half m1le8 of Media county 8eat 
auct within four mi1es of Chester, Pa.., on the 
Ddaware river. Several BPrings of soft water. 
good timber growinl{ on the place. some rhoice 
apple and pear trees In fruiting condition. House 
&.nd barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Wi hin five minutes walk of the railroad ~~ ation, 
9 miles from Phila.de l12h ta. Trolley line b ;tween 
Media. and Chester, wxth less than five minntes 
~~ . 

The place is specially well located for a 1lor1st, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern honse on it. !fight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land D.El&r it has sold as low as that 
since. Several sma.ller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.utiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $8,500. 

Address W. H., care TIJ.I!: TBUTR SEEXEB. 

$7 5 A MONTH sud••!"""" Lady or 
Gent.. Samples tree. 

guspm teed. Write today. Address P.o. n!x ~SroB~~~~io!~tM~~~~ .................................. 
i AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! ! t 
• \Ve want 1000 more active agents before e 

I 
.Tulylst. Wewillguarantee~20to$30perday. 
can be easilY tuade in any locality; our goodS f 
sell themselves; we furnish a large roll of e 

i
• ~:~t~~C:u'i~tiii:lln !~J}\~af~s~ aJ~it'd :_N:r e 

for full__particu1ars. or we will send with ~ 
same a. Valuable sample of our goods in f 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in e 

, silver or stamps. Established in 1882. Ad- ; 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE co., Boston, Mass. ................................. 

-rd 
ed:yof 
Cli!BII. DR. R. P. FELLOWS, 
!'lll'.wbe<er_ousaw_~adver._.. lflllelaDd. N.,j., 

NO\V READ THIS l 
Dr. I<'Pllows is a st" ch LIBERAL a.n~ • VHY 

success<nl physician. He nas treated DISF;Aj;:F:cl 
OF l'IIEN for twenty years, and his remedte• ore 
an •utgrowth of this long_praotioe, which •hon\•1. 
2ive con1ldenoe to those a.mloted. 
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GIVING ORDERS. 

(AUGUST 10, 1895 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right LiTing, Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Fonr Centnries of Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 
12mo, 800 pp., $1. 

A.pples of Gold. And Othe Stories for 
Boya a.nd Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Honr. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti· 
tion for Children and Yout . The Onl:r Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations a.nd 25 sma.ll.er; la.rge 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 

AN 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 

These twelve Jesus sent forth, and commanded them, saying, Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city 
of the Samaritans enter ye not-Mat. x, 6. 

By A. B. BROWN 
Price, 5 cents. THE '!·RUTH SEl!:lfER, 

28 L!!.fayette Pl., New York 

THE striking tailors of New York seem 
likely to easily win their fight. 

A FEw more wars and rumors of wars in 
tl;te Central and South American states. 

THE next international congress of ge
ographers will be held in Berlin in 1896. 

IN the exports of oopper and iron we hav 
this year exceeded onr best previous 
records. 

BENJAMIN PIERCE CHENB:Y, the pioneer 
in the. expreBB busineBB, died in Boston the 
last of J nly. 

CoTToN is advancing in price owing to 
the bad crop reports and the decrease in 
the world's stock. 

THEBE is further hard fighting reported 
between the Turkish troops and the insur
gents in Macedonia. 

THE delicateBBen dealers of New York 
bav organized to resist the Sunday law as 
it applies to their business. 

THEBE is trouble between whites and 
blacks near Marietta, Ga. Both sides are 
reported to be arming, and some bav been 
wounded. 

ON Angnst 1st Professor Heinrich von 
Sybel, the eminent German historian, died 
at Marbur~. He was born at Dusseldorf, 
Dec. 2, 1817. 

THE New York World figures that there 
are now available for nse in the United 
States, of coined gold and silver and bull
ion, bank notes and treasury notes, $2,554,-
000,000. 

THE Cubans are inclined to think that 
General-in-Chief Campos of the Spanish 
army is practically a prisoner at Bayamo 
with the detachment under his immediate 
command, 

THE New York Grand Jury bas indicted 
Sheriff Tamsen, his ex-warden of Ludlow 
Street Jail, and two ex-keepers, for mis
demeanors in having allowed the escape of 
United States prisoners. 

IT now seems probable that the white 
men who killed the Bannock prisoners in 
Wyoming, and thns came very near pre
cipitating hostilities between the two races, 
will be arraigned to answer for their 
crime. 

ANOTHER massacre of missionaries and 
other Christians is reported as having oc
curred at Kncheng, China, on Angnst 3d. 
Ten British subjects were killed. No 
Americans were hnrt. The perpetrators 
were the Vegetarian order. 

AT Spring Valley, Ill., three hundred 
Negro laborers were attacked by five hun
dred whites, well-officered and armed and 
led by a brass band. Forty of the N e
groes were clubbed and shot and all who 
could get away fled to Seatonville. Their 
homes, some more than a hundred, were 
destroyed and their furniture thrown into 
the streets and burned. The immediate 
cause of the trouble was the robbery and 
murder of a white miner. His aBBailants 
were arrested and jailed. 

THERE is an alarming increase in the 
death-rate in the Whitechapel district of 
London owing to the scarcity of water. 
Women in the streets offer as high as si:r 
cents or more for a pail of water, bnt often 
there is none to be had at any price. 

NEGRo colonists who went from the 
United States to Mexico are suffering ter
ribly. Many hav perished from small-pox 
and the rest would be dead of starvation 
were it not for the assistance rendered by 
a few wealthy men and the United States 
authorities. 

THE foremost architect in the United 
States. Richard M. Hunt, died at New
port, B. I., on July 31st. He was born in 
Brattleboro, Vt., Oct. Sl, 1828. Among 
other great buildings which he designed 
was the Administration Building at the 
World's Fair. He was founder and presi
dent of the Municipal Art Society of this 
city. 

MAYoR STARKWEATHER, of West Su
perior, Wis., has been impeached for ex
torting money from the :firemen and police
men. He was rector of the Episcopal 
church when elected ma1or last fall, hav
ing been taken np as a Joke by the Popu
lists and unexpectedly elected. If reports 
are trne, he blackmailed everybody in 
sight. 

THE Shenango and Mahoning Valley 
manufacturers on Angnst 3d voluntarily 
raised the wages of puddlers 25 cents per 
ton, the largest advance in years. For 
years the wages of puddlers hav been 
dwindling from $8 per ton as a maximum 
to $3 25 as a minimum. Bnt within six 
months the rate has advanced a total of 
$1, now standing at $4.25 for that district. 

AN appeal is made to the press and peo
ple of the United State for funds to erect 
a monument at Alton, Ill., to Elijah Par
ish Lovejoy, murdered there nearly sixty 
years ago for his devotion to the cause of 
freedom. Illinois has appropriated $25,-
000 on condition that $12,500 more is 
raised by subscription. Lovejoy was a 
martyr to the cause of free speech and 
press. The antislavery issue was only an 
incident. 

JUDGE STOVER, of theN ew York Superior 
Court, says that the court cannot consider 
the application for an injunction to restrain 
the police in the enforcement of the Sun
day barber law. He says that this would 
be trne if another department of the same 
conrt (Judge Brown) had not already de
cided the law to be constitutional. The 
courts are of very limited jurisdiction when 
it comes to a question of defense of the 
rights of the citizen. 

Catarrh Cannot Be Cnred 
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot 
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood 
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it 
you must take internal remedies. Hall's Ca
tarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly 
on the blood anrt mucous surfaces. Hall'd Ca
tarrh Cure is not a quack medicine. It was J>re
scribed by one of the best phystcians in this 
c mntry for years, and is a regular prescription, 
It is composed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best blooJ purifiers, acting di
rectly on the mucous surfaaes. 1'be perfect 
combination of the two ingredients is what pro
iluces such wonderful results in curing Catarrh. 
Send for testimonials, free. 

F. J. OH.EN.I!:Y & CO., Prop., Toledo, 0. 
Sold by druggists, price 75 cents. 

RIMES 
OF 

Dff@CHE_RS 

I\~" '-\l\. \ • --.r----14-~"'F=='' ~--,.---" 

~ NEW YORK , __ ,J
TH~oTRUTHoSEE KERCo 

""' N 0 2.8 LArAYE.TTE. 'PLACE: 4'~. 

PRICE 25 CENTS 

AT the last election in Belgium, under 
the multiple ballot electoral system, tbe 
clericals made great gains and secured the 
control of the Chamber of Representative. 
Now they are pushing through a new edu
cational bill. On August 3d the Chamber 
adopted, by the vote of 70 to 59, Clause 4, 
making religions instruction compulsory. 
A few days before there was a great demon
stration in Brussels against the measure. 
A hundred thousand people marched in 
procession. 

THE New York World of Angnst 5th 
fills its editorial page with affirmations of 
and arguments for the fundamental prin· 
ciples of eqnal liberty. '.rhere are three 
broad columns of excerpts from John 
Stuart Mill's "Liberty," nearly a half
column from Herbert Spencerl quotations 
from the Declaration of Inaependence, 
the preamble to the Constitution, from 
Bolingbroke, George Mason, J eft'erson, 
Blackstone, and many other famons men, 
and a clear-cut editorial. 

Remodeling the Government, 

An earnest esea"' for radical reform in our 
mode of goverHment, to which are added brill'ht, 
interesting sketches on Bible tempennce, the 
Christ principle, morality, religion faith, and 
belief, Gods, Theist, and Atheist andspiritolOIIY 

By W. L. WILLIS. 
Well printed in large type on good paper. 

PBIOE, 10 CENTS. 

Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

CAREER OF BELlGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a studv in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all form~ ot religious wor
ship, and treating at leng.th on the authentlcib' 
&nd reliability of the Christian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m paper and 75 cents in 
cloth to ~:i cents in J:!.J!.Perh :iO cents in cloth 

Address T.H.I!l TnUTH SEEKER CO, 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTH SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER, OFFER: 

Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dolla1•s for the same, we toitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer: Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TEXT·Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINXEB's PIOTOBIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts; History~ Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are olassi4ed as follows : Of those represeDting 
'UDole Sam acl tbe Pritata tbere are 18; repreaet-

~--- ---====-~:--- __ - -=--~~ 
-~---- -=-~ ------------

--

CASTING PEARLS BEFORE SWINE. 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, _ 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Olergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Otir Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works. 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7 

This otter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DoL
LABS' WOBTH FOB THBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ffort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do Dot delay, but 
get it DOW• 

__ - __ ---~~-: ~ 
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SPECIMEN PRES~ NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of alL At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and wa judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers' 
M(],gazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and bas done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that bas ever been put in the hands of Freetbinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now ii. 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

----------------~-
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAB, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOB TBUTH SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should :find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Bespectfully, W. F. BBILII, 

http://No.33.-j
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LISt' 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Oivilized World from the time of Cohunbus and Bruno to the time of Inger· 
soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDRI!ID YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreSB. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateat men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• J<'OUK HUNDRED YE&RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.IJ .F U~7HER-To a.id our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, lJOSt 
free, a. copy in boards of 

THR GREAOO'f BOOK OF I'm KIND EVER -CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated B:L:::S~~~N 
Or, if preferred, a. copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap. BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediroval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

Engl~sh: Pa.st and Present. By Richard Chene
VlX Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Moder!l Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Lru ug. 75 cents, 

For~aliion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tiOn of Worms, with observations on their 

, habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 
Smence and Urime, and Science and Poetry.,_ with 

other essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.l:I.S E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eatttrm 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 LafaYette Pla.ce. New York OitY. 

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($8). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SuxEB one year ($8) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($8). By D . .M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE 'TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and James B. 
Alexander's"DynamicTheory" ($2.75). Thisisasplendid offer, for every one · 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomiclilly lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($8) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAB, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for euo. The 

$11.75 Pin and TJlB TaUTB 
BBBXBB one :rear for e5. 

The J~MlrR and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 
\Yill be sent for $4-75. Sugar Spoons and 'l'BUTH ~JI!Il[li:B, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spooll 
~ilt bowl. ooo. more. Address THE TRUTH SEEKl!E. 

All a~e architec•s of fo.te 
Working in thesb walls of time. 

Some w1th maseiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle -the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. HEED. 

Price, - • - - 15 cents. 
Address 'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette 1'1., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re• 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from 
the time of Menu to the present. By :Q.ru. Ben
nett. 1.~ pages, 8vo. Uloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, grit edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
moRt thorough and cxhaustiva work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritnfl ProfeRROr of the London 
University. l.l15 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.: and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL w 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine~ 
Including The Age of lteason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let· 
ters to 1\lr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, 'l'he llelig-ion of Deism 
Uommon Hense. The Urisis, and the !tights ol 
!\Ian; the whole preceded by the Lifo of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. !!00· pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a. full ac
count of all the gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiJ!ed. including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
H9ly Ghost, Jesus Uhrish Vir_gin :Mary1 and the 
Dtble. , 8?5 pages, 8vo. v ol. li descrioes fully 
all religions systems of the world, mcluding 
Judaism, 1\Iohammedanism, and Christianity; 
~he latter occupying_ 372_pag~s. being fully _g~one 
mto., 949, pages. lly D. M. Bennett. Writ
ten 10 pnson nt Albany. In cloth, $8 ner vol
!IIDe. or $5 fo~ the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
rn morocco, g1lt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustrations. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Scienc!).o and Scientific As
PJ!ct of some Familiar 'J:hings. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books rn one volume 
75 cents. 

History of Ancient Egypt, with numerous notes 
and i~lustrations, and an index. By George 
Rawlinson, M.A. In two volumes. Over 700 
pages printed in large typ ;. Postpaid for $1.25. 

Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES. 
A systematicEx'Q_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moet 
int~resting qf EnJl:lish writers upon eyolution, 
besrdes rankmg wrth ProfessOi" Huxley m scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this rs a part of 
his conclusion regardmg the great subJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent- 0 r k s 
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago, The author is also 
the heroine. ~'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks. and disrei;mtable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatevilr he admires and appreciates is sure tc 
be ,worth the attention of the rest of the. world 
Prrce, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 

BOOI{S BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Natnre: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the :3igniftcanct 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Edncation; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Honsehold Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Hnma.n Organism. Oloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natura.l History. illue
tra.ted by H. Faber. Olothl.$!?-_ 

Address THE TrlUTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fa:rette Place. New York. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 1¥. 

~repositions prqved Affirmatiyely and Negs 
trvely by Quotatrons from Scnpture, withou 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cen,s. 

Address THIS OFFICE 

mcutfd)c £rcibcnkcr-1lliid)tr. 
~ir ~allen folgenbe ~iicf)er in 

beutfcf)er @5~rucf)e, roelcf)e fe~r berft~mt fiub: 
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The Bible and the School House. 
"Ba.ck the Bible must go into the little red 

school-house, and the Ohristian Endeavorers must 
keep it there," said Dean Wright, of Auburndale, 
in the Boston convention. Quoting this, the 
Ohristian Statesman says that it expresses "the 
inherent and logical conviction" of the Christian 
Endeavor movement, and no doubt the theocratic 
organ is correct. But " the Little Red School· 
house" is a "patriotic" catch-phrase; what, then, are 
we to infer as to the community of interest between 
the various lodges and the Young People's Society 
of Christian Endeavor ! Are they not all working 
together for the Bible in the schools, the control of 
public education by the Protestant churches ! 
Listen to what the Ohristian Statesman says in this 
connection: 

" This great movement [Christian Endeavor] is di!
tinctivly Protestant. It rests upon the open Bible. Hs 
appeal is to the Bible, as of supreme authority in all 
moral questions.' Its solution of the great problems of 
civil government must be, n.ot a Roman Catholic solu
tion, but a Protestant solution." 

Then it quotes Dean Wright's declaration, and 
avers that he expressed the " inherent and logical 
conviction of the movement." All this being in
disputable, it seems to follow that the great commo
tion raised about "the Little Red School-house" is 
simply a :light between Protestant and Catholic as 
to which one's religious views shall prevail in the 
" solution of the great problems of civil govern
ment." " A plague on both your houses" ; we hav 
neither fellowship nor sympathy with either. But 
it is pertinent to ask the Ohristian Statesman how 
it can hav a P.rotestant solution of these prob
lems when it rejects the Sabbath of the Protestant 
fetich, the Bible, and establishes by law the Sab
bath of the Catholic church. More than this, the 
C~~otholics frankly say that they believe in a united 
state and church when it is possible for that church 
to be their own, but the Protestant theocrats pre
tend to favor religious liberty, although straining 
every nerve to utterly destroy it in the United 
States. Are they not out of their own mouths con
victed of either rank hypocrisy or almost preter
natural stupidity! Can they not see that if it is 
conceded that the- Bible is rightfully in the public 
school, the Catholics may without blame put their 
Bible or catechism there when they hav the power 1 

The Christian Endeavor Conspira~y. 
The great convention of Christian Endeavorers 

in Boston has brought out into a still stronger light 
the determination of the leaders in that movement 
to Christianize the government. The convention 
was widely representativ, there being present dele
gates from many pQrts of the world besides the 
United States. Out of the Christian Endeavor 
movement has grown the "Christian Citizenship 
League," an auxiliary organization intended to take 
the fight for Christ into politics, and this part of 
the program occupied the major portion of the time 
of the Boston convention. With these crusaders, 
"civic reform" means "Christian citizenship," the 
purpose being to unite all denominations in the 
fight for Christ at the polls. Last week we called 
attention to the fact that the Catholics are repre
sented with the l13ading Protestant denominations 
on the executiv committee of the New England Sab
bath Protectiv League, and this is but one of the 
many evidences of the gradual but sure approxima
tion of the various divisions of the religious army. 
They are coming together for the accomplishment 
of Christian unity, which portends the legal sup
pression of all unorthodox opinions. 

"Mankind must be made to feel that it is absolutely 
wrong to divorce the sacred from the secular-to separate 
religion from politics." 

So declared Rev. A. M. Phillips, of Montreal; and 
Rev. William G. Clark, of Chicago, uttered the same 
sentiment whe:a he said: 

" Practical Christianity means, among other things, a 
Christian politician and a Christian statesman. False to 
your nation and yon are false to your god. Loyal to 
either and yon are loyal to both." 

"[Christian citizenshipJ maintains the supreme right 
of J esns Christ to rule municipal and national as well as 
private life. The city, the state, the nation, should be 
governed by the principles laid down by him-principles 
of righteonsneM, of j nstice, of unselfishness." 

That last is from an official publication of the 
Endeavor society. Of course we understand that 
the "principles of righteousness, of justice, [and] 
of unselfishness" here referred to mean only such 
interpretations of the teachings of Jesus as the rul
ing Christian power of the time shall make or ac
cept, and that one of the chief of these "principles" 
is en-forced Sabbath observance. It is indisp»table 
that the millions of Christian Endeavorers are 
pledged to d~ all possible to compel the people of 
this country. to accept the doctrine taught by Jesus. 
Jesus is said to hav "laid down" certain "princi
ples" which, we are told, must be applied to the 
"solution of every present-day problem." Has it 
not occurred to these compulsory moralists that 
Jesus-if such a man ever lived-is dead, and hence 
is utterly without authority over the men and 
women of the present age 1 The priest or legisla
tor who attempts to force any person to accept the 
teachings of Jesus, either as they are read literally 
in the Bible, or as they are interpreted and traves
tied by modern Christians, is a traitor to liberty 
and a rebel against the Constitution which guaran
tees the equal freedom of all the citizens of the 
republic. Of these traitors one of the most con
spicuous is Congressman Elijah A. Morse, who said 
in the Boston meeting: 

"Another element of good citizenship, and condnciv 
thereto, is a sacred, religious regard for the Sabbath 
day, as a day of rest and surcease from toil.. The com
mand given on Sinai, 'Remembar the Sabbath day to 
keep it holy,' was given for every nation and every peo
ple; for that century, for the 19th and 20th centuries, and 
for the 200th century, if the world shall continue so long. 
· · · The command to observe it is side by side 
with 'thou shalt not steal,' 'thou shalt not bear false 
witness.' Christian Endeavorers, love and defend the 
Sabbath day." 

The italics are ours, and help to call attention to 

the fact that "Sabbath rest " is demanded not in 
the interest of man but in the name of "god." Be
cause an old writer says that the tutelar divinity of 
some ancient tribes cQmmanded the '~sacred," "re
ligious," observance of the seventh day of the 
week, honest labor and innocent recreation on the 
first day of the week are to-day made crimes, and 
inoffensiv citizens are robbed, imprisoned, and put 
in the chain gang. The report of the Boston con
vention givs plenty of evidence to confirm our 
contention that the church is now acting in the po
litical field through auxiliary societies. We hav 
been assured that not many of the churches hav 
indorsed the Christian amendment program and the 
Christian citizenship movement. To this we hav 
answered that the churches hav not needed so to 
do; that the various organizations affiliated with 
them were attending to the political side of their 
work. It is merely an illustration of the division of 
labor. The dailies report Dr. Hoyt as saying at 
Boston: 

"They should remember that Christian Endeavor is 
but a servant of the church; that the meaning of Chris
tian Endeavor was to withstand drifts, to combat corrupt 
politics, to keep on saying that the politics of thiS conn
try, city, state, and county are to be pure. There was 
another drift that would hav to be met also, and that was 
Sabbath desecration." 

Yes, the Christian Endeavor society is "but a ser
vant of the church," as are also the Women's Chris
tian Temperance Union, the National Reform Asso
ciation, the Epworth· League, the Divorce Reform. 
League, the Prohibition party, the Boys' Brigade, 
the Sabbath associations, and a multitude more of 
similar societies. All these are doing· the political 
propagandistic work of the churches. By "pure 
politics" is meant politics suited to the tastes of the 
Christian church, and it by no means implies that 
the opposit kind of politics is necessarily "corrupt 
politics." All heresy is immoral and corrupt in 'the 
eyes of the religionist, as witness the assertiop. of 
Dr. Hoyt that the "most immoral in:tluen~e of the 
present day is the secular Sunday neWSJ?aJ?e~," 
meaning, of course, that it sets an exam.ple of 
" Sabbath breaking " that is very likely to be im.i
tated. Read this from the Ohristian Oiti?en, the 
organ of the Christian Citi:l;enship League : 

" One of the significant signs of tbe times is the in
creasing number of young men and young women, all 
over the country, who are identifying themselvs with 
reform movements of various. kinds, an<i especially with 
the Christian Oit~enship J,.eagnes of their respectiv local
ities. In this way each local society of Christian En
deavor, or Epworth League, or Baptist Union ; each 
Young Men's Christian Association, and each ohurch, is 
being made a nucleus of reform. The demand for Ch;ris
tian Citizenship literature, for speakers on the subject, 
constantly increases with the increase of the number of 
those interested. Committees are being appointed by 
the young people's societies and charged with the super
intendence of civic concerns. The churches, not as 
churches, but through their members, are readily and 
rapidly federating for good government and for the con
servation of dis~inctiv and imperiled American institu
tions, such as the American Sunday and the free school 
system. Sermons and prayer meetings and worship he
gin to take the form of political activity. The spirit of 
reform, defensiv and oflensiv, is abroad. Let it stay 
abroad and strike quick and hard until evil is down and 
good is up." · 

There you hav it plainly enough. Is it not very 
easy to see where the church is working and 
through what agencies! She is going to strike 
quickly and hard until "evil is down and good is 
up," that is, until such "'American institutions " 
as the "American Sunday" are impregnably forti
ned in Constitution and law. And what about the 
,"free school system," which is one of the " Ameri
can institutions " to be put "up "7 There is no 
division of opinion here-" back the Bible must go 
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into the little red school-house, and the Christian 
Endeavorers must keep it there," as Dean Wright 
declared in this convention. To make public edu
cation Christian is one of the objects of all these 
friends of "good government." Their sectarian 
purposes are thinly disguised when disguised at all. 

There are millions of Christian Endeavor mem
bers and a million of voters. Soon there will be 
millions of voters in this society alone. And other 
millions in other societies. The campaign is 
planned. The Christian Citizenship League will hav 
branch societies in every city, town, village, and 
ward. Candidates will be watched and questioned. 
There will be a concerted demand for such legisla
tion as they wish, and what Congressman or state 
legislator or councilman will dare refuse ? The 
Bunday fight is on NOW: 

Church Property Taxation in Illinois. 
"Keep up the fight on the Sunday law," says F. 

L. Chambers, of Augusta, Hancock county, III., at 
the close of a letter in which he tells us what he 
and another Freethinker, William Golm, hav done 
to bring the Christians of that· town to a realizing 
sense of the demands of justice in another matter 
-the taxation of church property. The law of 
Illinois exempts from taxation church property ex
clusivly used for ptttposes of religious worship, but 
the good Christians, who are always appealing to 
the common citizen to obey their Sunday law and 
other invasiv statutes, were not too good to secure 
tir.e exemption, through the failure of the assessor 
to list, of the parsonages of the Methodist 
Episcopal and Christian churches, and the lots 
upon which said parsonages were situated. This 
property has for years been on the assessors' books, 
put there by the county clerk in pursuance of law, 
but the churches hav evidently been very near the 
seat of local power, and so the property has not 
been assessed for taxation. Messrs. Chambers, 
Golm, and Samuel Farlow went before the board of 
review, at its session on June 4th, and demanded 
the assessment of the two lots i~ question, submit
ting to the board a decision of the supreme court of 
the state which defined what property was and what 
was not exempt, the decision fully sustaining the 
contention of the Freethinkers. The latter offered 
to assume a.ll costs, including taxes involved, should 
subsequent proceedings declare their claims illegal. 
The board of review and the assessor positivly re
fused to list the property. Next Messrs. Golm and 
Chambers filed with the county board of supervis
ors a statement of the case, with their protest, 
which was referred to the Committee on Equaliza
tion, and this committee reported a recommenda
tion for the taxation of all church property in 
Augusta except that exclusivly used for purposes of 
religious worship. This leaves the lots as they 
were, listed by the county clerk, but not assessed 
by the assessor. On August 3d Mr. Chambers 
submitted the question to the attorney general and 
auditor of state. This is his letter: 

AuGUSTA, HANooox OoUNTY, ILL., Aug. 3, 1895. 
1 o the Attorney General, State of Illinois, Springfield, 

Ill., Sm: I hav the honor to submit the following for 
your consideration, and respectfully ask your decision 
pertaining to the same, viz: 

"'l'he assessor's books hav carried as listed property 
for several years, yet that official has never assessed, the 
following property: Lot eight (8), Block two (2), Aber
nathy's second (2) addition, also out-lot two (2) of out
lots, recorded by Joseph Weinberg, all in the village of 
Augusta, county of Hancock, state of Illinois, each lot 
being occupied by a parsonage, of the M. E. church and 
Ohristian ohnroh, respeotivly, and each being distinctly 
separate from the respeotiv church buildings. The town
ship assessor has been urged to assess this property, it 
being duly listed, and has replied that he would investi
gate the law and be governed thereby. When the board 
of review met in regular session on the fourth Monday of 
June, 1895, Samuel Farlow, William Golm, and the sub
scriber (all resident taxpayers) went before this board, 
when the examination of the assessor's books revealed the 
non-assessment of this property. In our plea for the as
sessment of these lots, we submitted (as read to the 
board of supervisors) a decision from page fifty, Illinois 
reports, Vol. 117, which distinctly defines what property 
is exempt and clearly establishes our demand as just, 
that these lots be assessed. In reply, both the board and 
assessor positivly refused to assess these specific lots, we 
conjointly agreeing to assume all costs, including taxes 
involved, should subsequent rulings declare our claim 
illegal. We (William Golm and the subscriber) then filed 

with the board of supervisors on July 5, 1895, the follow
in communication [clipping from local newspapers] 
marked A, receiving through a special committee, ap
pointed by the board of supervisors in their regular s~s
sion, their report thereon mar ked B, both clippings here
with inclosed, which report leaves these two lots exactly 
as they were, as they hav been continuously 'listed,' as 
recommended by this report, but hav never yet been as
sessed since occupied by parsonages as described. 

"In section 97, Olanse I., Revenue Laws of Illinois, it 
is distinctly stated that the board of sn~trvisors shall 
assess all property 'listed' by the county clerk. 

"We respectfully appeal to yon, as attorney general, 
for snob action as is reqnisit to compel the assessment of 
the property, providing snob action is not inconsistent 
with your legal requirements. And we would also re
quest your opinion thereon. Very regpeotfnlly, your 
obedient servant, F. L. 01IAMBERS." 

The Hancock county board's failure to obey the 
law in the case of the Augusta churches shows what 
a "pull " the church has with electiv officials. If all 
Freethinkers were as much alive and as persistent 
as our comrades in Augusta, the Freethought party 
would be much more respected than it is now, and 
the cause of justice would receive a great impetus. 

Since the foregoing was written we hav received 
copies of the replies of the attorney general and of 
the auditor of state to the protest of Mr. Cham
bers, and reproduce them for the information and en
couragement of our readers : 

"SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Aug. 6, 1895. 
''F. L. OHAMBEBs, EsQ., Augusta, Ill., Dear Sir : 

Your communication of the 3d instant is received and 
contents noted. It is evident from your statement that 
the assessor has neglected to do his duty. There is no 
law of this state exempting a parsonage from taxation. 
It is not too late, however, for the assessor to make 
amends. He should assess the property at once, and re
turn it to the county clerk. This he can do even after 
he has returned his books. 

'' I note the action of the supervisors in regard to the 
matter, and would advise yon to present it again to them 
at the September meeting, and call their attention espe
cially to the fact that they hav not passed upon the ques
tion submitted in your petition. If the board of super
visors take any action upon the matter at their September 
meeting, and yon feel aggrieved by the same, yon can 
hav an appeal taken under section 97 of the Revenue act, 
provided their action comes within the provisions of the 
law. 

"In the meantime, yon had better consult the state's 
attorney of your county and ask his assistance as a public 
officer. It is the duty of the attorney general to attend 
to the matter after it comes into the auditor's hands, and 
is certified to the Supreme pourt, but there is no duty 
before this that devolves upon him in relation to the 
matter. 

"If the assessor makes an assessment of the property 
it will, perhaps, not be necessary for yon to follow the 
matter np before the board of supervisors. There is a 
case in Volume 57 of the Appelate Oourt Reports, page 
681, holding that property may be assessed after the re
turn of the assessor's books, which will giv sufficient light 
upon the subject. Yours truly, 

'' M. T, MoLoNEY, Attorney General." 
The state auditor replied as follows: 

"SPBINGFmLD, ILL., August 6, 1895. 
"F. L. 0RAMBERS, EsQ., Augusta, Ill., Dear Sir: Re

plying to yours of the 3d instant, we will say, we hav no 
doubt that the property mentioned by yon is subject 
to assessment and taxation. The second clause of section 
2, Revenue law, provides as follows, viz.: 

"'All church property actually and exolnsivly used for 
public worship when the land (to be of reasonable size for 
the church building) is owned by the congregation.' 

"The language of the statute is plain and explicit, 
'actually and exclnsivly used for public worship.' This 
language could not ba construed to in('.lnde the parson
age, even if snob parsonage stood upon the same or an ad
joining lot, because a parsonage is in no sense a house of 
public worship. Again, ' the land to be of reasonable 
size for the location of the church building;' for the loca
tion of the church building, the building for public wor
ship, and not the parsonage or residence of the min
ister. 

"There are a number of decisions of our Supreme 
Oonrt bearing upon this question, in all of which the 
court holds that the statute of exemption should be 
strictly construed. In 26th Ill., page 482, the First Meth
odist Episcopal Ohnroh vs. the Oity of Ohioago, under a 
statute more liberal than the present one, where a build
ing the third and fourth stories of which were each in one 
large room and wer11 used exolnsivly for religions pur
poses, while the first and second were rented for compen
sation and the proceeds applied to religions purposes, the 
court held the portion rented for compensation was tax
able and the portion occupied for religions purposes was 
not. The court said: 'The meaning of the law is as ap
plied to religions buildings and furniture that they must 
be used directly for sacred and not for secular purposes.' 
This case is cited to show how strictly the courts are in· 
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olined to construe statutes exempting property from tax
ation. 

"It was the duty of the assessor to assess the property 
mentioned by yon; as he failed in his duty it was then the 
duty of the board of supervisors to assess it as provided 
in section 97 Revenue law, as cited by yon. As I under
stand the law the auditor has no power to compel the as
sessment of property, but in case any township or num
ber of townships fail to return an assessment to the 
county clerk he may require the county clerk to certify the 
assessment of the previous year. I would therefore re
spectfully suggest that the county attorney be consulted. 

"Yours truly, DAviD GORE, Auditor P. A." 
So the protest of a very few Freethinkers in a 

little town will open the way for the enforcement 
of the law in the entire state and thus compel the 
church to pay its taxes upon millions of dollars' 
worth of land and buildings not "actually and ex
clusivly used for public worship." The church has 
too many-one would be too many-unjust privi
leges which are intrenched in the law, but she 
should not be permitted to enjoy any not so in
trenched, and she should be dispossessed at the 
earliest possible moment of those which are so in
trenched. 

Nauseating Cant or Dense Ignorance. 
Belle Kearney, writing from Geneva to the 

Woman's Journal, describes her visit to the famous 
castle where Bonivard, "the champion of Gen
evese liberties, was chained for six years, to satiate 
the vengeance of the savage Duke of Savoy." She 
tells of the smooth, sloping stone on which the 
condemned prisoners were put to sleep the night 
before their execution; she pictures the gallows from 
which their bodies were thrown to the lake, three· 
hundred and fifty feet below ; in the torture-room 
she saw the pulleys to which prisoners were attached. 
and drawn up by their hands or hair while their 
feet were burned, the marks of the hot irons yet 
visible on the wood of the column which bore the 
pnlleys; she saw also the beam with the iron collar, 
the latter used to encircle the necks of the victims 
to terrify and crucify them, and in another part of 
the castle she was shown the square, railed opening 
through which prisoners were told to go and they 
would find their liberty. After proceeding a short 
distance they would fall upon knives which cut 
them to pieces, and their bodies would drop into the 
lake. Then this Christian woman moralizes : 

"It was all so horrible! We were glad to get into the 
sunlight again, and thanked God that the sweet religion 
of Jesus Ohrist had turned cruelty into kindness, crime 
into charity, and made all men brothers." 

This is utterly disgusting. Does not this advo
cate of woman's rights know anything about the 
history of Europe and of Christianity? Does she 
not know that for centuries the man who could in
vent a new torture with which to torment the man 
who had a new idea was the best friend of Christ's. 
church, and was sure of heaven, while the man who. 
was tortured was as sure of hell? Does she not; 
know that under the rule of Christ's church the art. 
of torture was developed to the highest degree of' 
refinement, and applied as never before in the-, 
known history of the world ? Does she not know · 
that Protestant vied with Catholic in the work o£.: 
torture ? When at Geneva, did she forget that'; 
it was there that one of Christ's ministers, John 1 

Calvin, burned slowly to death at a green-wood fir&J 
another of Christ's ministers, Michael Servetus, for· 
a difference of opinion T Is sh~e,n9t a,.ware that ta->
day the prevalence of cruel ~ij~d~ and the cruel! 
treatment of domestic animals and of criminals and' 
of those suspected of crime, is generally in a direct 
ratio to the intensity of belief of the people in the 
religion of Christ? And, finally, does she not real
ize that if orthodox Christianity be true God will 
torture the innumerable billions of his prisoners, 
subjecting them eternally to torments in compar
ison with which the su:lferings in:flicted by the Chris
tian Duke of Savoy would be as the ecstasies of the 
blessed? 

"Turned cruelty into kindness?" But slavery is 
only just now extinct in Christian lands, after more 
than eighteen centuries of Christianity, and men 
accused of crime are yet burned at the stake by 
Christians. Christian Spain and Mexico still de
light in the bull-fight; and in the Christian United 
States pigeon-shooting matches are of daily occur-
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renee 1 in Christian Austria and Germany horses are 
deliberately run to death in the play of mimic war, 
and in Christian Switzerland and America Christians 
send fellow Christians to prison for working on a 
pat'ticular day, in America even subjecting' them to 
the horrors of the chain-gang and convict camp. 

"Made all men brothers "T In Europe five mill
ions or more men are armed and drilled and the 
nations are impoverished in maintaining these vast 
equipments on land and sea for almost the sole pur
pose of slaughtering fellow Christians on the slight
est provocation. Elurope has stolen Africa and is 
to-day partitioning it out among her nations, killing 
ruthlessly such unfortunate native as do not know 
any better than io object. France is murdering 
Hovas in Madagascar and imprisoning American 
citirtens who are under suspicion of having given 
information of her designs to the doomed people. 
Spain is pursuing her traditional policy of robbery 
and slaughter in Cuba. Catholic Christian South 
America is always cutting throats, and here in North 
America it is not many years since Christians took 
at ~he point of the sword all they could from their 
brother· Christians in Mexico, while the echoes of 
our terribie internecine conflict still ring in our ears, 
a conflict growing out of Bible-sanctioned and 
Christian church-defended chattel slavery. At 
present our Christian teachers and rulers and 
preachers are inculcating the g(•Spel of the brother
hood of man by arming and training the children 
in the public and Sunday·schools to fit them in 
time for the work of death. 

sions? Among those who will read papers are 
Elbridge T. Gerry, B. 0. Flower, Mary A. Liver
more, and Anthony Comstock. With Anthony Com
stock's methods of dealing with purity problems we 
are somewhat familiar ; Commodore Gerry has 
great faith in the whipping-post as an evangel of 
sweetness and light, while Mrs. Livermore pins her 
faith to a shot-gun. " I come not to send peace, 
but a sword," the Nazarene is reported to hav 
declared. 

times heated, but could not or would not preserve 
that missionary family which perished in the ordi
nary fire that consumed their house. Now comes 
the news that Rev. E. C. Wheeler, the Baptist 
evangelist, traveling in his car "Emanuel," was 
killed in an accident that wrecked the passenger 
train on the Atlantic & Pacific railway on the Con
tinental Divide in New Mexico on August 7th. He 
appears to hav been the only one killed, although 
several others were injured. The light shed by the 
doctrin of divine providence is too faint for us to 
read the lesson of this "dispensation." We could 
easily tell what it would be if Colonel Ingersoll or 
Samuel P. Putnam should be kille_d in that way, 
but in that event we should hav the assistance of 

Such progress as we hav made-and we hav made 
great progress since the sad ages when it was death 
to question the truth of the dogmas taught by the 
church of Christ-has followed in the wake of sci
entific discoveries that hav disproved the assertions 
of the Bible and of the church regarding "crea
tion," and of historical investigations and Bible 
criticism that hav torn to ta.tters the rema.ining su
pernaturalism and much of the human records de
pended on to hold the people in the meshes of 
Christian superstition. 

--------~.---------
"'Liberty' means naught unless it means that 

others can do what we don't like," writes "Tee
totaller " in the Sunday World. That tells the 
whole story in the fewest words into which we hav 
ever seen it condensed. 

Without belief in the immortality of the soul of 
man, says Rev. Father Cronin, "in days of darkness 
and desolation there is no cheering light in the 
everlasting heavens" Neither is there any brain
maddening glare from the never-dying :fl 'lmes of 
hell. 

"Indoctrinate the masses with the belief that death is 
an eternal sleep, and that all ends at the tomb, and you 
unleash the human heart for the commision of every de
scription of crime."-Oatholic Union and Times. 

The most colossal criminal association in history 
was the Christian Inquisition, and it tortured, 
robbed, and murdered millions of men and women 
because its members believed that man had an im
mortal soul and that to save this soul from hell it 
was necessary to mercilessly extirpate heresy. Un
til the Christian church can wipe out the damning 
record of its own unparalleled crimes it ill becomes 
Rev. Father Cronin to chatter about the demoraliz
ing effects of the teachings of the Freethinker. If 
he wants to learn something further concerning the 
restraining influence of the belief in immortality, 
let him make a careful study of the religious sta
tistics of the prisons and spend a few hours poring 
over the latest edition of the " Crimes of . Preach
ers." 

" The American Purity Alliance" will hold a big 
eonvention 'in Baltimore on October 14th, 15th, and 
16th, to " advance social purity "-by law I No 
doubt, its deliberations will be governed by charity, 
moderation, and wisdom. This must be so, for we 
read that "many of the ministers of Baltimore hav 
agreed to offer special prayers for the success of 
the convention's work, and to preach sermons on 
subjects in touch with it." Who can hav any 
fears of the impartial nature of the convention's dis
cussions and the scientific value of its conclu-

A few weeks·ago we sent notices to those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their sub
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt
ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had no word, and to them we address 
these appealing remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
about it. But the cost of getting out the paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it takes a good deal 
of cash. So we again ask those whose time has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their subscriptions 
now-at once-right off-flo we can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erst demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond to the notice. We dislike 
to m•antion this matter, but Necessity has no fel
lowship with Squeamishness, and we hav to do it. 
We need the money. 

The religious press and the religious editors of 
the secular press are making a great fuss ever the 
alleged saying by a particularly atrocious murderer 
(or alleged murderer) that he is a "believer in the 
teachings of Ingersoll and Tom Paine." There is 
no very good evidence that the man ever said any
thing of the sort, but if he did he is a liar-that is, 
if he alleges or would hav anyone believe that In
gersoll and Paine teach anything that would lead 
him to commit murder. Paine's teaching was "to 
do good." Ingersoll's is kindness and benevolence 
personified. Indeed, Ingersoll's revolt against the 
Bible and the Christian theology is perhaps as much 
due to their cruelty-:-something which shocks him 
immeasurably and which he abhors-as to his per
ception of their inherent falsity. And the Deistical 
Paine can certainly not be quoted in support of 
murder or injustice. But we presume that the 
editors will ignore these plain facts and go on 
stating that it was the teaching of Paine and Inger
soll that influenced the man to commit the mur
ders. We wish, however, they would point out the 
chapter and verse of these men's works which help 
to such a career. They cannot find a single one, 
while we can point them to hundreds from the 
Bible, and cite to them thousands of examples of 
Christians who hav taken human life. But we are 
willing that this man should be an Infidel if it will 
mitigate the Christians' grief over the thousands of 
clerical villains who are pilloried in our little relig
ious brochure," The Crimes of Preachers." 

the ministers and religious editors. 

More Books by Colonel Ingersoll. 
The Fieldingersoll .Discussion.-In 1888 the 

Rev. Dr. Henry M. Field~as genial a minister, per
haps, as the Presbyterian creed permits-wrote an 
open letter to Colonel Ingersoll, with the intent to 
convert him. The letter was published in the North 
American Revi6'11J, a'nd was replied to by the per
son addressed, which reply was also printed in that 
magazine. Dr. Field rejoined, and the Colonel 
answered that. The Discussion, which was entitled 
"Faith or Agnosticism," was subsequently printed 
in pamphlet form, and owing to thfl great interest 
taken in it, the edition was quickly exhausted, but 
not reprinted. And until now the holders of the 
copyright hav declined bo permit it to be reprinted. 
However, permission has been obtained, and we 
hav received from Mr. Farrell a supply of the pam
phlet. It contains over a hundred large pages, and 
is very neatly printed, bound in paper, and sells for 
25 cents, which is low. Every one of our older 
readers will know its value at once. To those who 
do not remember the discussion we can only say 
that they should lose no time in getting a copy if 
they want a controversial treat. Dr. Field does not 
rant and call names in his letters, but writes as a 
gentleman should, thereby distinguishing himself 
above most other followers of the meek and lowly 
one. This attitude gave the Colonel a chance to 
write so as to reach the tender-hearted among the 
Christians, as well as those who can reason, and his 
letters are different from those with which he met 
the arrogant Lawyer Black's epistles, while equally 
convincing. The low price at which this pamphlet 
has been placed should lead to its wide distribu
tion. 

'l'he poor care God takes of his representative is 
scandalous. He has just permitted the cutting to 
pieces and burning of a dozen missionaries in 
China, and Christians all aver the world are fran
tically calling upon the governments of Europe and 
America to act for the protection of others me
naced with a like fate, and to demand reparation of 
China for the wrong already done. What is the 
use of prayer if it is of no avail in a real emergency, 
and where would a miracle be of more service to 
the church of God than in China at this moment! 
It is a peculiar business, anyway. God would not 
let the carnivorous lions eat Daniel, but he did not 
interpose to prevent the Vegetarian society slashing 
hi! Christian servants to death. He saved the He-, 
brew children from the :flames of the furnace seven-

7he Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy on Chris
tianity.-When the Field Ingersoll Controversy 
closed in the North American Review the Chris
tians felt that their champion had been very badly 
worsted in argument, and the publishers of the Re
view engaged the Right Ron. W. E. Gladstone to 
attempt to rehabilitate the Presbyterian creed. 
England's most noted man is a Christian in general 
and particular, and is famous as a controversialist. 
It was thought by the Christian world that, with 
his training, he might make some headway with the 
Infidel. He wrote a long letter to Colonel Inger
soll, which was published in the Review, and to 
which Mr. Ingersoll replied at length, and, .it is 
generally agreed, completely demolished the great
est controversialist Christianity can produce. Un
like the discussion which led to it, this controversy 
was not reproduced in separate form by the 
magazine editors, but Mr. Farrell has at last suc
ceeded in obtaining all parties' consent to its pub 
lication, and has now printed it uniform with the 
other. The price is also the same, 25 cents. S~nd 

here for it. 

Myth and .Miracle.-This is one of Colonel In
gersoll's best lectures, but never before put into 
print. Every one who has heard it will most cer
tainly want it, and those who hav not heard it will 
hav a rare treat in its perusal, as something new 
from the Colonel, which also is something every
body is looking for. It is printed uniform with the 
other pamphlets, and at the same price, 25 cents. 

Will the author of the lines, " There Shall Be 
Light," please send his address or another copy of 
the poem to this office T 



News and Notes. 

Plymouth is the great naval station of England. 
Here are the war-ships, the docks, and the great 
machine shops, in which about 5,000 people are 
employed. There are three municipalities which 
go to make up what might be termed Plymouth
Plymouth itself, Devonport, and Stonehouse. 
Stonehouse lies wedged in, as it were, between Ply
mouth and Devonport. These are in the county of 
Devonshire, and hence the name of Devonport for 
a part of the city. The total of this three-fold 
metropolis is 200,000. It has advanced wonderfully 
since the time of Drake, who sailed forth from this 
harbor and conquered the Spanish Armada, and 
decided the fortunes of Protestant England. It 
is also illustrious as the point from whence our 
Pilgrim Fathers tempted the chances of the un
known sea. I stood upon the very spot where they 
prayed for the protection of heaven and started on 
their momentous voyage. On the very stones at 
my feet are engraved the memorials of this one suc
cess amidst a thousand failures. I hav much more 
kindly feeling for the Pilgrim Fathers than for the 
Boston Puritans. As a matter of history we must 
distinguish between the Pilgrims and the Puritans. 
The Puritans came afterwards and settled mainly 
at Boston. The annale of Cape Cod are not so 
dark and terrible as those of Boston. The Pilgrims 
were rather kindly in their religious disposition, and 
exhibited a tolerant spirit, and therefore I am able 
to render homage to the Pilgrims while detesting 
the Puritans and their infamous despotism. Had 
the Pilgrims been the ruling power in New Eng
land history, I do not think we should read its 
pages now with such blushes of shame and indig
nation. I cannot believe that those who suffered 
so much for religious liberty would hav ever been 
so treasonable to its principles as were the severe 
and cruel Puritans. I will not honor the Puritans. 
I will hate them with every :fiber of my being, un
worthy as they were of the leadership of America. 
Let not the dishonor of the Puritans fall upon the 
brave and noble Pilgrims. It was not Plymouth, it 
was Boston that cursed New England for two hun
dred years with the reign of a barren and bloody 
theology. · 

Hence, as a Freethinker, I was glad to stand upon 
this historic spot, whence England gave its best life 
to America. 

I enjoyed Plymouth and its surroundings. Here 
is one of the most beautiful portions of England. 
The sea views are grand and variable ; the bays, the 
sound, the channel, and the vast, far ocean itself. 
The landscapes are equally magnificent-the hills 
stretching away in immense magnitude, fold upon 
fold, with :fields and groves and fair dwellings to 
the distant horizon. I find a stalwart company of 
Liberals at Plymouth, who keep the flag flying rain 
or shine. I am entertained at the hospitable home 
of Mr. R. S. Smith, who, for many years, has been 
one of the leading citizens, both at Plymouth and 
Devonport. He was a stanch supporter of Brad
laugh, and here was the field of some of Bradlaugh's 
greatest combats and victories. In the early part 
of his career a warrant was issued for his arrest as 
a blasphemer while on the point of addressing an 
audience, but the police-officer was altogether too 
previous and laid his hands on Bradlaugh when he 
had uttered only the customary expression, "Ladies 
and gentlemen." As this could not be construed 
into " blasphemy" by any court of justice, an ac
tion for "false imprisonment" was open, which 
Bradlaugh, of course, pushed with his usual legal 
acumen and success. Determined, however, to 
utter his sentiments in spite of police and church 
power, he secured a boat and stood out a little from 
land and thundered his speech to vast crowds of 
people, while the officers of the law stood helplessly 
by, for it so happened that not Plymouth but Salt
ash, by some ancient arrangement, had jurisdiction 
of the waters to within a few feet or the Devon
port shore, and hence Bradlaugh could not be ar
rested without a warrant from Saltash. The spirit 
created by Bradlaugh is prevailing in this commun
ity to-day. I gave two lectures on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings, July 16th and 17th. The 
weather was somewhat stormy, but I had fair au
diences nevertheless. The reception was enthusias
tic at both places, for America and England came 
together where, for the time being, in 1620 the an
cestry of both separated for the sake of liberty, and 
liberty has triumphed, and the two countries are 
more united than ever, still carrying on the great 
battle for human rights. At Plymouth I lectured 
at Co-operativ Hall, a very handsome hall in a 
beautiful and commodious building. The working 
people hav carried co-operation in England to a 
wonderful extent and business success. This co
oporativ society at Plymouth started only a few 
years ago with seven members and a few pounds 
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capital. It has now a membership of 14,000, and 
does a business of hundreds of thousands of pounds 
yearly, and has a big bank account, and money 
enough to erect one of the most magnificent struc
tures in Plymouth. It borrows money at five per 
cent and loans at four per cent, the object of which 
apparently uncommercial transaction is to giv the 
workingman a good chance to invest his money if 
he has any, and if not, to borrow at reasonable 
rates, and the difference in interest is made up by 
the profits of the trade on the funds invested. Mr. 
Goodenough is one of the original members of this 
Association, and has done more for its progress 
than any other. He is a stanch Freethinker, one 
of the first to take a stand with Bradlaugh and 
Holyoake, both for Freethought and co-operation. 

With my host, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Pearce, a 
young friend, of Plymouth, I take a voyage over to 
Saltash, along the harbor of Devonport, which is 
alive with craft of almost every kind. But that 
which principally attracts my attention are the 
enormous three-deckers. These used to be the 
crack war vessels of the British navy. It was on one 
of these three-deckers that Nelson went thundering 
against the enemy. They are no longer of any ser
vice, magnificent as they appear. They are now 
used as training ships. Saltash is a quaint old 
town, low buildings and narrow, steep streets. It 
was a climb to get to the top of them, but the open 
country was lovely, although it was raining at the 
time. We could see the misty ocean, the various 
shores, and Mount Edgecombe splendidly towering 
amidst the clouds and sunshine alternating. We 
traveled to an ancient monastery, entered the little 
church, and saw a cowled monk kneel before the 
crucifix and utter his pater noster and count his 
beads. How any man could be such a fool in this 
the nineteenth century I could not understand. It 
does convince one of the enormous foolishness of 
the human race to see such an institution as the 
church of Rome, with its ten thousand monks and 
melancholy nuns, flourish and increase. What re
ward is there for its votaries except a bare and mis
erable life like that of the poor devotee I looked 
upon with pity and contempt T 

In contrast with the monastery is the huge rail
road bridge, from Devonshire side to Cornwall, 
built by Brunell, 150 feet high, a tubular suspension 
bridge capable of bearing 1,000,000 tons. It is a 
brilliant triumph of engineering skill, and as we 
look upon its stupendous framework, so massiv 
and so graceful and so useful, we recover our faith 
in human nature and its splendid possibilities. 
Rome must fail, and reason triumph. 

Thursday, after the lectures, I had quite a day 
for sight-seeing with Mr. Smith. First we visited 
the government shops, where the machines cut iron 
as if is were wood, the knife going straight 
through the ponderous masses with irresistible 
keenness. In these vast shops are built the mod
ern war vessels, the tower-ships, the torpedo-boats, 
etc. We are permitted to enter some of these tre
mendous enginries, and to see how the superb and 
destructiv instruments work, so that no floating 
timber whatever can resist them, only solid iron 
and steel. In the afternoon I set sail from the 
Barbican, which the Mayflower touched with her 
keel, and landing on the other side of the harbor, 
am met by Mr. Couch with his carriage, and to
gether we take a drive over the Devonshire hills, 
where the famous cows roam that giv eighteen 
quarts of milk per day. This is the finest country 
in the world for cows, the south of England, pleas
ant and comfortable, with the Gulf stream to keep 
it warm in winter. 

We drive through many winding ways, up the 
hills, and reach Stadden hights, and here certainly 
is one of the most beautiful, extensiv, and varied 
views to be seen anywhere on the globe. Before 
us is the great city itself, with its ten thousand 
dwellings, its fort, Eddystone lighthouse, Ply
mouth Hoe, the hotels, wharves, etc. To the right 
are Dartmoor and its vast ranges, from whence 
comes the river Plym, which givs the name to the 
city, the mouth of the Plym. To the left are the 
vast sheets of water, the port of Devon, by the side 
of wooded Edgecombe, the outer harbor and the 
breakwater, which it took thirty years to construct. 
Beyond the breakwater the English channel ap
pears, sweeping into bays along the far-circling 
shores, and in the misty distance rolls the Atlantic 
itself. And all these shining liquid surfaces are 
covered with hundreds of ships, fishing-smacks, 
boats, steamers, sailing-vessels, ponderous iron
clads, and magnificent floating palaces, that are 
voyaging to Australia and America. Fifty miles 
seaward and fifty miles landward the prospects 
crowd upon the view. It is not simply the mag
nitude, but the infinit variety that attracts. The 
grandeur and vastness of nature are realized, with 
the art and glory of man himself. At one moment 
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we can imagin ourselvs in absolute isolation, and 
in the next we are enchanted with the elegance of 
civilization. 

The old Eddystone lighthouse was :t•ebuilt and 
placed upon a public square. I visited this and 
climbed to the top and enjoyed the splendid out
look. I also wandered around the old port, which 
held out against the king in Cromwell times. I 
looked upon the statue of Sir Francis Drake, one 
of the mighty sea-gods, or "sea-dogs," of English 
history, the man of valor and genius, who did more 
than all the winds of heaven, or a thousand deities, 
to smash the Spanish Armada and save English soil 
from foreign foot. 

I cannot describe all that I experience at Devon
port and Plymouth. They are places of historic 
association and living beauty. I like the comrades 
here. Mr. Berry, Mr. James Couch, Mr. Pascor, 
Mr. Pearce, etc., all are ardent supporters of Free
thought and willing to do their share. I must 
thank Mr. and Mrs. Smith for their generous enter
tainment. I leave Plymouth with d6lightful mem
ories. It was the home of Mr. Foote in the days 
of his youth; and certainly Plymouth is a good 
place to cultivate the burning thought, and fit one 
for the arena of freedom. 

After Plymouth is Birmingham, great, busy, 
massiv Birmingham; a well built city. Some say it 
is the best governed city in the world. However, it 
costs something. The rates are one shilling and 
sixpence to the pound. No Yankee could stand 
that. Birmingham is what you might call an all
round city. It has no specialty like Manchester, 
Liverpool, or Sheffield. It manufactures almost 
everything. There is an air of universality about it. 
It is a ponderous, prodigious combination of all 
sorts of industrial matters. I like it, and enjoyed 
my stay to the utmost. There was plenty of life 
about it. I felt that I was in the heart of a great 
commonwealth, in the midst of intelligent and 
go-ahead people. I know, of course, that Birming
ham is not right on the political question. It has 
gone Conservativ. But what's politics to business 1 
Politics is on the surface, and there's not so much 
difference between the parties after all. We will let 
politics go and ·study Birmingham from a business 
and social point of view, and I must say that notwith
standing the prognostications of some of my Lib
eral friends, I hav a great deal of faith in Birming
ham. It has a population of 500,000. It is always 
on the increase. It has a vast and splendid country 
about it. It must ever be the center of an immense 
business community. It has a basis of solid and 
permanent prosperity. Looking at it from a gen
eral standpoint, as a traveler and citizen of the 
world, I must admire Birmingham. 

And the Freethinkers here are of the right sort. 
I never had a better time in my life. I arrived on 
Friday evening, July19Lh. I am met at the station 
by Mr. Taylor, president of the society, Mr. Par
tridge, secretary, and Mr. Ridgeway, an. old Free
thinker, who has the look and bearing of Bradlaugh 
himself, and has really been taken for Bradlaugh at 
times. Mr. H. Lees Sumner, of Shirley, near Bir
mingham, is also at hand. My first welcome is a 
most cordial one. I am invited for the time being 
to accept the hospitality of Mr. Sumner, which I 
do, and we take an omnibus for Shirley, which is 
about six miles off; and I thoroughly enjoy the 
evening ride through the busy and amply lighted 
streets of Birmingham intG the quiet of the suburbs 
and the wide prospects of the expanding country. 
After the stage ride we hav a walk through the 
woods and rural darkness to the bright and shining 
fireside of my friend, who in the midst of his in
tense activities enjoys the felicity of green fields 
and secluded gardens. He likes a good long walk 
after his day's work. I was indeed delighted to be 
so far out in the country, and revel in almost abso
lute repose. I was warmly welcomed by Mrs. 
Sumner, and the little baby, only five weeks old, 
did not seem to be at all afraid of the Pilgrim. I 
could rest to my heart's content in this genial 
home, and did so. I let the sun rise high on Satur
day morn, before I buckled on the harness. It 
was somewhat showery, an'd the masses of cloud 
hung along the horizon; but the blue sky was not 
altogether conquered, and dashes of sunlight check
ered the scene. I was again on top of the stage 
with four horses in front, and the chariot rolled 
along firmly with the best whip in the country to 
guide the mettlesome steeds, who seemed to de
light in the freshness of the atmosphere and the 
occasional thunder and lightning. 

Saturday afternoon I visit some of the notable 
places of Birmingham, the library, art gallery, the 
Bull Ring, the market, the Arcades, the town hall, 
etc. In the evening I call upon Mr. Daniel Baker, 
who, for years, has been one of the main support· 
ers of Freethought in Birmingham, and has given 
much of hia wealth to aid the work, especially when 
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Mr. Watts labored here, with much success, amidst 
many !liscouragements, keeping the cause vigorously 
at the front. Mr. Baker is over eighty years old 
:b.oW, but the "sweep of years" does not destroy his 
hope for humanity, nor his devotion to truth. I 
'\Vas pleased; too, to :tneet his daughter. His wife 
is :now upon a sick bed. Also here, for the first 
tiine, l met George Jacob Holyoake, who, for sixty 
years, has been a Freethought agitator. He is over 
eighty years of age, but the intellectual fire is not 
diminished. He is keen, alert, ready to lend a hand. 
To lend a hand has, in fact, been one of the great 
purposes of his life. Perhaps no man understands 
better than does Mr. Holyoake the science of co
operation, not as a reli~donist, but as a man of the 
world. In youth he suffered martyrdom on account 
of his outspoken Atheism, and he stands firmly to
day by the principles he then enunciated. He does 
not indulge in any sentimentalities of religion. He 
does not believe in them. He makes no compro
mise with Christianity. He has done what he could 
to prevent the priest from assuming the mastership 
of the co-operativ movement. And he has suc
ceeded. So far as I can discover, the religious ele
ment has been kept out of this co-operativ move
ment in England, much more than in America. 
The curse of labor reform in our country is that 
priests are allowed to run it. Mr. Holyoake saw 
this danger and guarded against it over forty years 
ago. ln a11 hi!! associations with the reform party 
he has not denied his Athei!!m. l should judge 
that :Mr. Itolyoake was a good deal like our Horace 
Seaver. Ite has the gift of pertinacity and of reso
luteness. If he makes up his mind to a thing, he 
stands by it, and an the opposition in the world 
would not indtice him to change. lf he makes up 
his mind to liv to be a hundred years old, I guess 
he will do it. He came to Birmingham on purpose 
to be present and preside at my lectures, which 
afforded me great gratification, for knowing Mr. 
Holyoake by reputation for so many years, I de
sired to see him face to face, and to stand together 
with him in the ranks of Freethought. 

The friends at Birmingham did the best they 
could; but it rained on Sunday, and the audiences 
were not large. It cleared off somewhat by even
ing, so thai at the closing lecture there was nearly 
a ha11 full. t gave three letltures .. Mr. tiolyoake 
presided a.t the morning meeting. He said that as 
liirmingham was his :aativ place he wanted to meet 
the representativ of American Freethought and giv 
him a welcome to Birmingham. The short address 
of Mr. Holyoake was received with the greatest en
thusiasm, and it was certainly a stimulation to my 
own effort; and if it did storm outside there was 
sunshine within. I lectured on " The Bible and 
Modern Thought." In the afternoon Mr. Ridgway 
presided. I gave my lecture on "Christ and the 
Nineteenth Century." The method of -the lect
ure was to accept the validity of the orthodox rec
ord, the four gospels, and then to discover what 
value, if any, Jesus was to the nineteenth century. 
I demonstrated from the record that Jesus was 
ignorant, superstitious, fanatical, immoral, and 
utterly unworthy of the inte1lectual respect of 
the present times. Of course my Christian critics 
after the debate quoted Mill and Renan. I an
swered that neither Mill nor Renan was an authority 
in Freethought, and that on this point I considered 
them entirely unhistoric and unscientific. It is 
nonsense for any man to-day to talk of the com
manding excellence of Jesus. It is false whoever 
utters it, be he Renan, cir Mill, or any the most 

· illustrious of Freethinkers. The moral excellence 
of Jesus is one of the humbugs of the ages, and 
ought to be demolished with all the force of truth 
and intellectual sincerit.y. One man tried to come 
at me with the miracle of the resurrection, and 
wanted to know what became of the body of Jesus 
after it disappeared from the tomb. I answered 
that the body of Jesus, whatever became of it, had 
nothing to do with the question at issue, which was 
the moral character of Jesus as given in the gospels 
which I had demonstrated, according to the gospels 
themselvs, to be valueless and opposed to the prog
ress of to-day. My opponent sat down. He could 
not stand up for the Jesus of the gospel; only for 
an imaginary Jesus. There is not a Christian to-day 
who obeys or tries to obey the teachings of Jesus. 
The discussion was somewhat animated. In tho 
evening I lectured on "Christianity and Woman." 
There was some debate after this, wandering as 
usual all over the universe and scarcely touching 
the points I made. One critic inquired if I did not 
think that Miss Willard and Lady Somerset were 
doing a great deal for the temperanc~ ~ause. I 
answered, "No; that they rather had lDJUred the 
rational temperance movement by their foolish and 
tyrannical methods; that the true methOd of tem
perance was science and education, and not coer
cion and sentimental gush. Of all methods of 
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temperance that of prohibition is the most ortho
dox, despotic, and unsuccessful." 

Mr. Holyoake closed the ·evening with a short 
address; and really, as my friends say, he was never 
in better form. He was animated by the occasion, 
and the audience responded to his keen thrusts 
with hearty appreciation. A vote of thanks was 
given him by the audience. 
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On the platform also with Mr. Holyoake was 
another veteran and well-known Freethinker, Mr. 
Charles C. Cattell, a broad-browed man, gray with 
years, who looks as if he could strike many a strong 
blow for -mental emancipation. I was glad to 
meet oi.te whose writings I had read with so much 
profit-writings clear, logical, and to the point. 
There is a young and vigorous element at Birming
ham, but it is seldom that four such veterans gather 
on one occasion as George Jacob HoJyoake, Charles 
C. Cattell, Daniel Baker, and Joseph H. Ridgway. 
All honor to those who hav made it easier for our 
footsteps to press forward in the thorny path way of 
reform. After the lecture a few of us met at the house 
of Mr. C. H. Cattell and enjoyed a sociable union 
for an hour or so. Mrs. C. H. Cattell is the daugh
ter of Charles Watts, as is also Mrs. Curtis, who' 
was present. We all wished that Charles Watts 
was with us on this occasion, with President Tay
lor and other jovial spirits. 

long continued sickness or permanent disability relief 
could be assured. There should also be a reserve fund, 
so that in case of epidemic the cost per year could not 
exceed the stipulated sum, and so arranged that a poliov 
would hav actual cash value and not be forfeited after 
years of paving dues and assessments. It should of 
course include women as well as men. The matter needs 
serious thought and should be thoron~hly discussed. If 
approved, action to inaugurate the order should be taken 
at the coming convention. 

2. We hav ·quite a goodly number of young men· and 
women, both in Oregon and Washington, who posseBR 
the zeal and natural ability for the work of lecturers and 
superintendents of Secular Sunday-schools but are defi
cient in some branch of education. We need a college or 
university where snob young persons can devote their 
entire time to attaining P"nfioienoy in those branches in 
which they are lacking. Under our present successful 
system of Secular churches and Sunday-schools, with 
regular pastors and snpArintendents, a knowledge of 
music is indispensable. We hav the needed grounds 
allotted, and a deed will be ~iven as soon as the enter
prise is an assured success. Plans and methods of seonr

, ing subscriptions to stock should be disonsBPd. 

Thus the campaign at Birmingham closed with 
brightness and cheer. I hav made friends whom 
I shall remember always. Among the workers here, 
besides those already mentioned, are Robert M.eri
dith, David Thos. Bullows, S. Armfield, who made 
the Pilgrim welcome to his home; W. T. Pitt, J. 
H. Bridges, Mr. Stepton, Mr. J. Terry, etc. Mrs. 
Arm1ield and Miss Lillie Pitt, are also activ in the 
ranks, with other ladies who are not afraid to be 
counted as Freethinkers. There hav been many 
ups and down!! for the cause at Birmingham, but 
there is still a good chance of winning the day, de
spite ·apathy, boycott, and various other things too 
numerous to mention that are always in the path 
of reform. In a city like Birmingham where so 
many elements are in play, where there are so many 
quasi-reforms and half-movements, the straight
out and pioneer rank cannot always advance. 
There will be drawbacks, but while the veterans 
pass off the stage, I am sure that youth will take 
their place with undiminished fire and with wider 
adl'antages for action. 

l cannot write of the " Shakspere day " in this 
letter, the richest of all days, perhaps, in mortal ex
istence. With Birmingham comes Shakspere, for 
Stratford-upon-Avon is only a few miles distant, 
and with choice friends I spend a whole day in that 
land of poesy, and a thousand thoughts throng into 
my mind. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Oregon Secular Union-Annual Convention. 
The Seventh Annual Convention of the Oregon 

State Secular Union will be held at Portland, Or., 
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September 20bh, 
21st, and 22d, 1895. 

All delegates and other Liberals attending the 
Convention will be hospitably entertained by the 
Women's Auxiliary of the First Se~ular Church of 
Portland, conditional only on their writing the sec
retary of the Union, giving name and time of their 
arrival, when they will be met by a committee. The 
Portland Industrial Exposition opens on the same 
day, which will enable visitors to take advantage 
of reduced fares. It is proposed that morning and 
afternoon sessions-except on Sunday morning, 
which is to be awardtld to the Sunday-school work 
-shaH be devoted to the practical business of the 
convention; evenings to be taken up with lectures, 
a dramatic entertainment, and a dance. The busi
ness meetings will be held at Labor Council Hall, 
Union Block, corner of Stark and First streets. 
The evening entertainments, to which the general 
public is invited, will be in the largest and best 
available halls in the city. Definit arrangements 
hav been made for music and singing of the highest 
order. The theatrical performance will be given by 
the Portland Dramatic Club, an auxiliary of the 
First Secular Church-Charles Hagner president, 
C. B. Reynolds stage manager. Sunday morning, 
Sept. 22d, will afford opportunity to observe· the 
workings of our Secular Sunday-school, with its 
lessons, music, recitations, calisthenics, flag drill, 
etc. As secretary and a worker in this field, I 
would respectfu1ly call attention to a few of the 
most important and pressing matters to be acted 
upon by the convention: 

1. It is a matter for reproach that Liberals, as Liberals, 
hav made no provisions for widows and orphans left des
titute. If Liberals join any of the oo-!>perativ ~emwolent 
insurance orders they hav to subscribe to Bible oaths, 
prayers, and other Christian mummery~ We should hav 
a oo-operativ insurance society of _our own, somewhat 
after the order of A. 0. U. W., but without high salaries 
to officers, and with provision 110 that in case of severe or 

3 ThA completion of the buildings at our Secular Park 
at New Era should be provided for, so that next snmmer 
we may hold a three weeks' Secular camp-meeting. · 

4. Type-setting machines and hard times hav redno~d 
the price of type and presses. We greatlv need an outfit 
for printin~ our lesson leaves and instrn!ltions to teachers. 

5. It would be advisable to adopt some form of will, 
codicil, or authorization that could not be contested or 
i!!'IlOred. by virtue of which, fn case of death of a member 
of the Union, our lecturers could hav exolnsiv charge of 
funeral service~ when surviving relative happen to be in 
a state of servility to priestoraft. 

6. It has been suggested that an amendment be made 
to our constitution-of which amendment this is due 
notice-that in future our conventions shall consist of 
regularly elected delegates from established churches, 
Sunday-schools, and societies. 

7. By no means the least imnortant subject for consid
eration is how to get avowed Liberals to be true to the 
causA they profess to love and induce them to support 
our Liberal periodicals. When a professed Liberal fails 
to take and pay in advance for a Liberal paper or maga
zine, how is he any more consistent than the church 
member who professes devotion to the church. yet never 
contributes one cent to its support ? The wisdom of the 
convention cannot be better employed than in devising 
means to increase the circulation of our papers, and giv
ing praotioBl evidence of appreciation of the great and 
good work done by those faithful an<Hearless champions, 
nur editors and publishers. 

The work of salvation is well under way in our 
state-salvation from ignorance, from superstition, 
from priestly tyranny, from fear of death, and from 
servile obedience to Mrs. Grundy ; but no one de
serves liberty who does not contribute his share to 
the emancipation of mankind-who silently enjoys 
the air of freedom, while thousands sicken in the 
pestilential atmosphere of superstition. The per 
secuting spirit is abroad, and eftectiv work must be 
done if the car of human progress is to continue 
onward to the goal of civil and religious liberty. 
Against us are arrayed all monopolists, all who en
joy ill-gotten gains, all the priests, all the ministers 
and other drones of society, and all the hypocrite. 
We are making encouraging headway in the West, 
but it has been mainly by the self-sacrifice of a few; 
the many hav done little or nothing. But we are 
on the right track. Our Sunday-school work is 
enlisting the hearty help of the mothers, and with 
the women on our side eventual triumph is certain. 
We will succeed, not by persecution and ostracism, 
but by education, by justice, by love, by convincing 
people, old and young, that the only way to secure 
their own happiness is by promoting the happiness 
of others. Our convention is called not for mere 
amusement or encouragement of sociability-al
though we highly prize these-but for practical 
work; to earnestly study and to adopt plans for 
more effectiv service. We need the counsel, the 
encouragement, and the presence of the good, the 
true, the zealous, the workers. The Oregon State 
Secular Union appeals to such to attend the con
vention. Giv the subjects herein named your most 
serious attention ; come prepared to state-briefly 
as possible-the result of your thought. Decide at 
once to attend, then make everything bend to the 
accomplishment of that purpose. 

C. B. REYNOLDs, Sec. 0. S. S. U. 
620 Seventh st., Portland, Or. 

Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 
David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined" was first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4.50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert. 
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Observations. 
A voyager around Cape Horn brings this greet

ing from one whom I hav never seen. I under
stand that the writer is connected with the British 
consulate at Coronel. Chili, S. A. The message is 
addressed to" G. McDonald, Esqr.," and reads thus: 

A 
Schoolmate of the fearless "Saladin" (W. S. Ross) 

sends 
A warm remembrance 

to the 
brave leaders of my faith, Ingersoll, Putnam, and the 
McDonalds, and to whom I a~d the feeble spark o! .mY 
Scottish enthusiasm from th1B faraway land of Ohili at 
the mention of their glorious namf>B. Yours in the 
cause. WILLIAM TAYLOR. 

That is graceful and kind. Looking toward 
you, Brother Taylor, I pi\BB it along. 

As long as governments maintain the custom of 
putting offenders against their laws to death, pri
vate murder cannot reasonably be expected to 
become obsolete. Such a custom keeps alive the 
J!Otion that violent and premature death can repair 
1rn injury, and while it continues to be practiced 
officially, individuals influenced by so luminous an 
example will occasionally usurp the corporate func
tion and kill on their own account. This will be 
true more especially in cases of lynching and the 
avenging of private wrong-murders incident to 
brawls and robberies belong to another class. Abo
lition of the death penalty ought to be a great civ
ilizer, and I am in favor of it, not from any care for 
homicides, but for the sake of the example. As to 
the deliberate murderer, having committed the 
greatest possible invasion, he has forfeited every 
possible consideration previously due him from 
mankind. The final disposition of his body is to 
be determined, not by what is best for him, but by 
what will hav the most salutary effect on others in
clined his way. So much is prefatory. 

People living in New York state and its vicinity 
are asked to sign a petition for the pardon of a girl 
named Maria Barberi, who killed her lover, one Ca
taldo, and has for that offense been sentenced to 
die in the electric chair. Bat one side of the story 
has been heard, which is of necessity the Barberi's 
side, for the reason that Cataldo was too dead to 
te6tify at either the inquest or the trial. She avers 
that Cataldo betrayed her and continued to betray 
her for a period covering nearly a year, and that 
because he refused to make the process continuous 
throughout the natural life of one or both she slew 
him, after the manner of her countrywomen, the 
Italians. The other side of the story, as divulged 
by the prosecution, is that Cataldo had saved a con
siderable sum of money earned at his trade of boot
shining, and that the Barberi, desirous of sharing 
the same, voluntarily entered into meretricious 
relations with the deceased. Cataldo deferred the 
division of wealth until her patience was worn out; 
and then the wronged and disappointed one cut his 
throat with a razor and repaired to the bank for 
the money, which was refused her. Her arrest and 
conviction followed. No offspring blessed her 
union with Cataldo. The petitioners for her par
don represent that she acted as every woman should 
whose virtue is gone and who has no money or 
marriage certificate to put in evidence as to the 
fact. Mrs. Susan B. Anthony, one of the signers, 
contends that since the Barberi is a woman, and 
women hav no right to legislate or sit on a jury, 
the female is not amenable to the law. Mrs. Mary 
A. Livermore says that if the girl had been her 
daughter she would hav killed Cataldo herself. 
There is no answering these arguments. If the 
leaders of the woman suffrage movement insist on 
inaugurating the vendetta, nothing but force can hav 
the effect to dissuade them. But as one crying for 
mercy I would plead that though women do not 
make the laws, they are protected by them as well 
as men are if not better, and that even though the 
law should dissriminate against women that would 
be a poor excuse for withdrawing its protection 
from men; that Cataldo is just as dead as though 
a male person had effected his decease, and that 
as the victim was a man it was wholly appropriate 
that a jury of men should condemn his murderer. 
It is not supposable that women can understand 
how it affects a man's feeling's to be killed. Had 
Cataldo taken the girl's life, it might hav been a 
graceful thing to let the ladies pronounce his doom. 

The question of virgin honor has been made an 
unduly conspicuous term in the present problem, 
as it is in all others where there is the slightest 
opening for its introduction. Whatever the Barberi 
may hav conceived her honor to be, it was certainly 
in her own keeping and was not ravished from her 
by force. I hav often wondered why some women 
and men who become homicidal or litigious over 
the loss of their honor did not take the precaution 
to get it insured at full value. 
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But another case has arisen here in New York 
which deserves to be considered along with the 
foregoing. It is briefly stated. Kate Weil lived 
for a year with Filippo Giampapa, and a boy was 
born. The father thought so much of his son that 
the mother deserted both and returned to her par
ents. Filippo followed and solicited her with much 
earnestness to marry him and legitimize the young 
one. She refused and he stabbed her. Iv is the 
Cataldo-Barberi case reversed, with a child in the 
balance on the man's side. I should be interested 
to know how believers in the equality of the sexes 
before the law can make a heroin of Barberi and a 
criminal of Giampapa. The truth is that both are 
murderous brutes, male and female, the produat of 
Roman Catholicism and the political institutions of 
Italy. They are built 

"with narrow foreheads vacant of our glorious gains, 
Like a beast with lower pleasures, like a beast with lower 

pains"-
as Mr. Tennyson might say. The case is in a sense 
a sanitary one, with about as little room for senti
ment as is found in other questions of that class. 
If I were a governor I should not be sure how I 
ought to deal with the accused, and I doubt that 
the petitioners know what they are about. A hint 
that pL ading the baby act will not promote female 
equality might be sufficient to the wise. 

All is not well with the Rev. Dr. Funk's aggre
gation of political reformers at Prohibition Park. 
Last week Senator Ben Tillman, of South Carolina, 
was on exhibition at the park, where he engaged in 
a debate with Professor Dickie and ex-Governor St. 
John, of Kansas, on Prohibition vs the Dispensary. 
A jury of twenty-five reformers, among them the 
Rev. Mr. Boola, Methodist and Prohibitionist, was 
empaneled to hear the evidence and render a ver
dict according to the merits of the discussers. On 
the first dav the Rev. Mr. Boola developed so 
marked an ili'clination to argue with Tillman, and to 
debate the question instead of adjudicating upon 
it, that Manager Haskell, in order to giv the speak
ers a chance to be heard, was obliged to announce 
that on the second day no interruption by the jury 
would be tolerated. This graveled the Rev. Mr. 
Boole ; besides, the other jurymen were obstinate, 
and voted for the dispensary instead of for prohibi
tion, and so the next time he met Haskell there was 
a row. The manager charged him with disorderly 
conduct, and he called the manager a liar, where· 
upon Haskell swatted him on the brow with a bun
dle of religious periodicals. The reverend gentle
man is a scrapper himself and an expert boxer, but 
before he could apply his science on Haskell the 
bystanders intervened, and ihe mill was deferred. 
Boola swore to God he would hav Haskell " put 
over the road," and Haskell warned Boola to keep 
away from Prohibition Park under pain of arrest. 
It is now understood that Dr. Funk, editor of the 
Voice, will move to amend the Basis of Union by 
including the rules of procedure formulated by the 
Marquis of Queensbery and exemplified by Lord 
John Sullivan, late of the American prize ring. 

No, Mr. H. G., of Skull Valley, Yapavai county, 
Arizona, I am not debating Spiritualism with Mr. 
A. D. Swan. We hav some manifestations here in 
New York just now that make his $2 spiritual phe
nomenons look pretty sick. In a Roman Catholic 
church uptown there is a relic of a departed saint 
named Anne, whose full name is unknown to the 
deponent, consisting of a wrist-bone, which has 
been miraculously preserved. Miraculous preserves 
are common in the Catholic household. The bone 
has healing proclivities and effects cures in the 
most mysterious manner. Cripples are uncripped 
every day, and they hav thrown so many canes and 
crutches on the altar of the church that the sexton 
does not expect to buy any wood this fall. He has 
them to burn. One man who wore a cork sole four 
inches thick had his leg pulled at this miracle joint, 
and now he walks without a limp. Anyone doubt
ing the cure may see the discarded cork-soled shoe 
and be convinced. Another man who had been 
speechless for years rubbed the relic across his tho
rax and then went home and swore at his wife, who 
was so overcome with joy that she struck him with 
the stove-handle. It is hinted that this patient had 
just completed a term in the penitentiary, where 
speech is discouraged, but the hospital records 
show that the doctors took five stitches in his 
scalp, so the fact of his wife's hitting him is as 
good as proved. Several other persons, male and 
female, testify how well they are since they touched 
the relic. They do look hearty, and if there were 
any evidence that they had ever been otherwise the 
managers of the relic would hav a fortune at their 
command. With these things occurring so near by, 
how can I deny anything that Mr. Swan affirms as 
taking place in Cook county, Ill. T And how can he 
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doubt the efficacy of St. Anne's wrist-bone, or any
thing else T 

The remarks by Editor Brann of the Waco Icon
oclast on the subject of the new baby at Baylor 
Baptist University are crude in the extreme. He 
is probably correct, historically, in saying that Anto
nia Teixeira, a young girl, was brought from Brazil 
to Texas to be educated in the university nau. ed and 
returned to her people as a missionary for their 
conversion and baptism. His statement that the 
girl has unexpectedly assumed the responsibility of 
motherhood may also be accepted, and his version 
of President Burleson's explanation involving a 
negro servant may be verbally accurate. But Edi
tor Brann's assertion that the child baR the "blue 
eye and wooden face" of the college faculty, and his 
implication that the Rev. Dr. Burleson knows 
more about it than he has revealed, don't go at all 
in this scientific age. A man good enough to be 
the president of a Baptist theological seminary 
would necessarily impress his personality upon all 
who shared the light of his countenance, and Editor 
Brann cannot be so unfamiliar with the laws of 
heredity and prenatal influence as not to hav heard 
how much environment has to do with matters of 
this kind. 

The courage of the amateur theologians who 
control our police department is distinguished as 
moral rather than physical. That is to say, in the 
face of public sentiment and in defiance of the 
Constitution, they hav the fearlessness to arrest all 
ice-men, provision dealers, and vendors of collar
buttons who do business on Sunday. They also 
hav the intrepidity to apprehend females found on 
the streets at night, and even to enter the domicile 
of such and drag them forth. This is moral cour
age. But the same puissant officials who with un
blanched cheek achieve these deeds of valor, hav 
surrendered ignominously to the element distin
guished as lawless in a mere physical sense. It has 
been customary for many seasons for societies of 
organized citizens, on returning from excursions by 
water, to march in a body from the wharf to such 
trains as would take them to tbeir homes. These 
marchers hav often been annoyed by gangs of 
"toughs " creating a disturbance in their ranks for 
purposes of robbery. The law provides that "it 
shall be the duty of the police authorities to fur
nish such escort as may be necessary to maintain the 
public peace and order," and under previous cor
rupt administrations this has been done, as ought 
to be done though it involved calling out the militia. 
Our constabulary, however, hav ignored the prece
dent and simplified matters-at the same time 
shirking responsibility-by forbidding the parades. 
If tbe toughs, thus denied the processionist as 
meat for plunder, should, as a last resort, turn upon 
the isolated pedestrian, there is no doubt in my 
mind that the commissioners, by another exercise 
of moral courage, would prohibit residents of New 
York from frequenting streets reserved to the law
less gangs. From officials who hav so little respect 
for human rights as to revive and rehabilitate a dead 
and popularly damned institution like the Sunday 
law, this refusal to guard citizens in their persons 
and property is what we might most naturally ex
pect. 

In the letter which in Sunday-school literature 
passes as one that Benjamin Franklin wrote to 
Thomas Paine to dissuade him from publishing the 
~·Age of Reason," this sentence occurs: 

For among us it is not necessary, as among the Hotten
tots, that a youth, to be raised into the company of men, 
should prove his manhood by beating his mother. 

If Franklin is the author of this he wrote it when 
America had just officially rejected the established 
religion of its parent, England, and had raised it
self into the company of the nations of the earth 
by administering to its mother a historical thump
ing in that encounter now referred to as tbe Revo
lutionary War. Franklin's illustration, therefore, 
would hav had more force if he had thought of it 
before Paine published the "Crisis" and "Common 
Sense." As applied, it is wholly asinin and infelici
tous, and is open to the criticism of being inap
propriate as coming from a patriotic American. 

GEO. E. MAODONALD. 

They [the enforcers of law "because it is law"] 
do not seem to know that every battle for freedom 
began in an opposition to tyrannical laws. They 
hav not heard that the Stamp act also was a law, 
and that a good many Americans, of whom George 
Washington was the head devil, gained some dis
tinction by outrageously assuming an attitude cf 
hostility to the enforcement of that law. But that 
was the case as to one law, and-there are others. 
-New York Morning Journal. 
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Orthodox Inability to Understand. 
The London Tablet (Catholic) has this to say re

garding evolution and ethics as expounded by the 
lamented Thomas Henry Huxley: 

''The evolutionary hypothesis is no longer held by its 
votaries, as it formerly was, to be the master key to all 
the riddles of creation, and the solution of many of the 
problems raised by it must be looked for in direotioiJB 
far outside the limited range of its own possibilities of 
explanation. Professor Huxley himself practically ad
mitted this in the celebrated Romanes LeotUTe at Oxford 
some two years ago, when he explicitly declared that the 
ethical side of man's nature could never hav been pro
duced by any process of animal evolution, since it not 
only gave no assistance to the organic development re
sulting from the struggle for existence, but was actually 
a hindrance and impediment to it. To acknowledge that 
the entire set of moral faculties which differentiate hu
manity from the rest of creation must hav had some 
source external to the physical causes working to the per
fection of the organic structure, would seem to necessi
tate the abandonment of the whole theory of the Descent 
of Man, so closely identified in popular estimation with 
the energetic advocacy of the philosopher himself." 

Any one at all familiar with the evolutionary po
sition will see at once that either the Tablet has 
misunderstood the utterances of Professor Huxley 
or that expounder of the principles of evolutionary 
science fatally tripped in discussing the relation of 
ethics to evolution. If it be admitted that our moral 
nature, unlike our physical and mental natures, is 
not the product of natural forces and processes, the 
whole field is surrendered. Did Professor Huxley 
trip, did he surrender, as the T'ablet alleges T We 
shall see. 

In 1894 D. Appleton & Company published 
"Evolution and Ethicg and Other Essays," this 
being Vol. IX. of the Collected Essays of Mr. 
Huxley. In the preface to this volume Professor 
Huxley says that he neglected a precaution that he 
had always heretofore observed, and thus disre
garded a ma~im he had received from the scientific 
lecturer, Michael Faraday: 

"He was once asked by a beginner, called upon to ad
dress a highly select and cultivated audience, what he 
might suppose his hearers to know already. Whereupon 
the past-master of the art of exposition emphatically re
plied, 'Nothing!' To my shame as a retired veteran, 
who has all his life profited by this great precept of leo
turing strategy, I forgot all about it just when it would 
hav been most useful. I was fatuous enough to imagin 
that a number of propositions, which I thought estab
lished and which, in fact, I had advanced without chal
lenge ~n former occasions, needed no repetition." 

From which it would appear that Professor Hux
ley had encountered critics and interpreters like 
the editor of the London Tablet. Now what was 
the great scientific teacher's position as to the ori
gin of what is called the " ethical nature!" On t.he 
next page of this preface, in referring to the intro
duction-" Prolegomena "-which he had written 
to accompany the published Romanes lecture, he 
says: 

"All that I hav attempted to do, at present, is to re
move that which seems to hav proved a stumbling-block 
to many, namely, the apparent paradox that ethical na
ture, while born of cosmic nature, is necessarily at en
mity with its parent." 

Here it is distinctly said that the ethical nature 
is "born of cosmic nature." This in itself alone 
disposes of all that the Tablet claims, while it 
serves to show that that was the position taken in 
the lecture at Oxford. And that ethical nature is 
at enmity with its parent, cosmic nature, is only an 
apparent paradox. But there is more to come. In 
the Prolegomena Mr. Huxley describes the estab
lishment of artificial horticultural conditions by 
means of which results are produced that unaided 
nature-'-using the word in its common acceptation 
-would not hav secured in the region where the 
experiment was made. When the· hand of man 
should be withdrawn the garden would gradually 
but surely revert to the state of development to 
which the country about it had attained in the 
course of time. Then Professor Huxley adds: 

"No doubt, it mav be properly urged that the opera
tion of human energy and intelligence, which has brought 
into existence and maintains the garden, by what I hav 
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trin, so much reviled in the early part of that period, 
that ma-u, physical, intellectual, and moral, is as much a 
part of nature, as purely a product of the cosmic process, 
as the humblest weed." 

The italics are ours. That, again, effectually dis
poses of the assertions of the Tablet. Once more : 

"I see no reason to doubt that, at its origin, human 
society was as much a product of organic necessity as that 
of the bees. The human family, to begin with, rested 
upon exactly the same conditions as those which gave rise 
to similar associations among animals lower iii the scale." 

Is this an acknowledgment that "the entire set 
of moral faculties which differentiate humanity 
from the rest of creation must hav had some source 
external to the physical causes working to the per
fection of the organic structure "? Throughout 
the lecture itself-" Evolution and Ethics "~will 
be found illustrations and arguments which can 
leave no room for doubt that Professor Huxley held 
that all that man is_ he has become through the 
"cosmic process." He pointl!l out that in the course 
of development the qualities that had earlier been 
essential to growth become hindrances to further 
growth, and hence man is engaged in a perpetual 
struggle to get rid of his past; he tries to kick 
down the ladder by which he climbed, to drive the 
ape and tiger out of his blood. Mr. Huxley was 
too wise to worship "Nature," with a capital N, as 
some of our " reformers " are inclined to do, for he 
saw clearly that there was the fountain of our im
moral as well as of our moral sentiments, but he 
nowhere denies that she is the mother of us in the 
ethical as well as the physical department of our 
being. The Tablet moralizes as follows: 

"Professor Huxley, however, remained stationary at 
this stage of partial recantation and never pushed the 
views thus formulated to their logical results. There 
could not be stronger proof of the obscuration of the 
reasoning faculties induced by a long course of scientific 
partisanship than such a refusal of the mind to follow a 
clue of which it has already grasped the initial section." 

Inasmuch as Mr. Huxley, as has been conclusivly 
shown, made no "partial recantation," it was not 
strange that he did not push views that he had not 
formulated to their "logical conclusion," nor is it 
astonishing that he did not "follow a clue" of 
which he had not " already grasped the initial sec
tion." Professor Huxley accepted no part of the 
Theistic interpretation of the origin of morals. 
But the funniest thing in connection with the de
liverance of the Tablet is this from the Catholic 
.Review: 

"It would hav been a triumph of grace if Mr. Huxley 
had so far overcome the pride of intellect and the dread 
of what the world would say, as to recognize and accept 
the revelation made by God to man through Jesus Ohrist. 
But, so far as is known, he died as he had lived. Poor 
man, poor man!" 

So Thomas Henry Huxley is in hell because the 
grace of God was worsted in the conflict with the 
pride and "obscuration" of the human intellect! 
Poor God, poor God, very poor god ! 

There is some consolation in this confession of 
the Catholic editor that the champion of science 
did not recant, that he "died as he had lived." 
That admission may be of use against the death-bed 
repentance inventions of less candid Christians. 

" Lots of men who :find the barbers shops closed on 
Sunday hav discovered that they can shave themselvs. 
There will be less work for barbers by the time the Ool
lins law has been repealed. The journeymen barbers 
who are responsible for that act hav been working against 
their own interests."-Buffalo Express. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER gave the barbers this comfort
ing information long ago, before the foolish and 
tyrannical law was passed, and has also shown 
other working people that the general suspension 
of Sunday transit and the cutting oft of Sunday 
amusements would hav similar effects. But " the 
common people heard [the priests] gladly " through 
all the Christian ages, and many of them are still 
short-sighted enough to exchange solid earthly 
prosperity and comfort for stock-one hundred per 
cent water-in the New Jerusalem Gold Paving 
Company. 

called 'the horticultural process,' is, strictly speaking, Tyranny grows by that upon which it feeds. On 
part and parcel of the cosmic process. And no one could a recent Sunday the police here arrested a boy of 
more readily agree to that proposition than I. -. In fact, I thirteen and a girl of fourteen for carrying beer 
do not know that anyone has taken more pams than I . 
hav, during the l~at thiJ:t_y years, to insist upon. the doc- i home 1n cans. Of course, there was not a shadow 
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of legal warrant for this outrageous proceeding ; 
the arrest of the children was as clearly a violation 
of law as was the selling of the beer by the saloon
keeper, saying nothing of· the other aspects of the 
case. To add crime to crime, the children were 
locked up over night, and taken to court as wit
nesses Monday morning. Of course, again, this 
holding of the boy and girl in custody as witnesses 
was without a shadow of authority in law, and sub
jected tl:1em to the criminal influences inseparable 
from a station-house where real criminals of all 
kinds are detained for trial. 

An enforcer of law " because it is law" said in a 
speech the other day that no " law-abiding person" 
had any reason to fear molestation. By "law
abiding " person was meant one who respected that 
particular Sunday statute. In the same spirit men 
were told by the would-be enforcers of the Fugitiv 
Slave act that no person who was "law-abiding'' 
had cause to fear the slave-hunters and their legal 
abettors ; so the inquisitors talked to the doubters 
and heretics of the Dark Ages; so the persecutors 
of the Covenanters in Scotland a_rgued; so the 
prelatists of England tried to soothe the Catholics 
whom they were torturing and slaughtering; so the 
Christians of Tennessee and Maryland taunt the 
Adventists they are sending to prison and the chain
gang, and so all meddlers and despots attempt to 
befog the issue when they are censured for their 
crimes. It is very easy to get an oppressiv law 
passed and to then declare tha.t the "law-abiding" 
will not be injured by it, but the trick does not de
ceive any person capable of reasoning. The law 
has properly nothing to do with religious observ
ances or the particular use made of any day of the 
week, and all so-c !lolled laws that ;presume to meddle 
here are mere ukases of the dominating powers, 
and are unworthy of the slightest respect. The 
Constitution is the supreme law of this country and 
it reserves from attack the fundamental rights of 
the citizen, such as are prostrated by the Sunday 
laws and all similar enactments. As William H 
Seward said, "Government is bound to protect just 
rights, not august ones-just rights in distinction 
from mere legality"; and Sir J. Powell voiced the 
same thought when he said, "Let us consider the 
reason of the case. For nothing _is law that is not 
reason.'' 

Our Missionary Work • 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person gat
ing the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self. Contradictions " as well as the " Age 
of Reason.'' Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary p.ur 
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Aug. 14, 15-Lake Sunapee New Hampshire. 

" 16-Lake Pleasant, Mass ...................... Shakspere. 
" 17- " " .......... Myth and Miracle 
" 18- " " ...................... The Bible 
" 19-Saratot?a, N. Y ................... Myth and Miracle 
" 23-0nset Bay, Mass ................ Myth and Miracle 
" 24- " " ............................ Shaksoere 
" 25- " " ..................... ...... The Bible 

Sept. 1-0lear Lake, !a .................................... Lincoln 
" 3-Peoria, Ill. ........................................ Lincoln 
•' 8-Des Moines, Ia ........................... ....... Lincoln 
" 17-Stamford, Oonn ................................. Lincoln 
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Once More the Standby. 
CoRTLAND, N.Y., July 22, 1895. 

:·. Em ToR: !inclose the $1 in currency 
r d the Fleokten school ease. Please 

'<1 fame to destination. 
V uy truly yours, STEPHEN BREWER. 

In a Good Cause. 
AvoN, July 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $10 to yon to help 
the Wise case along, trusting yon will see 
that it is used to the best advantage to help 
defray the expense of the snit. 

Yours truly, THoMAs TRIPP. 

It Is That to Tbousands. 
SARATOGA, WYo., .Tnly 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: As our subscription has 
just expired, we send $5 for renewal for 
two years. We hav taken it for so long 
that it seems a household necessity. 

Respectfully, Jom:s & WILLIAMS. 

He Wishes and He Does. 
LEE, N.DAK., July 29, 1895. 

M11. EDITOR: I believe I am in arrears. 
Sorry for it. Will try to do better after 
this. Please find inclosed $5 for your 
TRUTH SEEKER, which I would not be with
out for twice the price, and Paine's "Great 
Works Complete." N.C. RUKKE. 

For the Wise Cause. 
SAN MAROIAL, N. M., Jnly 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I herein inclose the sum of 
$5, which comes to yon from San Mar
cial's liberty-loving Freethinkers, for the 
J. B. Wise fund. Certainly that fund 
ought not to go a-begging. 

Yours, etc., W. J. RmLEY. 

To Keep tbe Light Going. 
BYBENE, 0., July 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find herewith $1. 
Move date on t~b, so when I see the oil 
running low, I can get a move on me. 

Pardon me for being tardy, but charge it 
np to tbe banks for looking np the money. 
Yours for U. M. L. all round this planet. 

FRANK EvANS. 

"Travels in Faith " is Excellent. 
REDMON, ILL., July 23, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6-$1 for 
the defense of Wise, the remainder for two 
years' subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

I will add another dollar for eight copies 
of Paine's "Age of Reason." I want them 
for gratuitous distribution. If "Travels 
in Faith," by Captain Adams, could be put 
out in the same way it would be excellent 
as a missionary document. 

Respectfully, MARK RowE. 

Thinks the Arguments Are Valid. 
EsTES PARK, CoL., July 14, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send me "Myth of 
the Great Deluge," "Proofs of Evolu
tion," " Crimes Against Criminals," 
"Essay on Money," and "Government." 

Allow me to say that the " Design Ar
gument Fallacies " is one of the most 
crushing arguments against religion, and 
the most thought-provoking article I hav 
ever read. ENos A. MILLs. 

Two from Presbyterian Pennsylvania. 
PITTSBURG, p A,, J nly 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send me THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for one year and the "Freethink
er's Pictorial Text-Book," and one each 
of the pamphlets named. 

Inclosed find $3.32. G. H. BowDEY. 
P.S.-Since writing my order a friend 

has concluded to send also. So please 
send THE TRUTH BEEKER for one year and 
the "Pictorial Text-Book" per announce
ment to address. 

A Suggestion. 
JERSEY CITY, N.J., July 28, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: !wish to say to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER readers that I want to do what 
little I can to help my fellow man. A new 
idea of mine is this: Why cannot every 
subscriber to THE TROTH BEEKEB send in 
with his subscription twenty-five cents ex
tra every year-" no objections to more" 
-for the benefit of our much-beloved 
Brother Watson Heston, as we all know 
he is not overpaid, and he richly deserves 
it. Individually it is not much; collect-
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ivly, it will do Brother Heston untold 
good. Let ns all "lend a hand." 

Yours without gods or spooks, 
WM. THORPE. 

A Reminder to Delinquents. 
llioXLEMAN, INn., July 17, 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.10-$l. to 
be applied on my subscription to the grand 
old TRUTH BEEKER and the remaining ten 
cents for "Thumbscrew and Rack." 

I hav been rather 11low in remitting, but 
I could not forget it; THE TRUTH BEEKER 
would call to mind tbe deficiency each 
week when it would come into my house 
and there in my presence giv superstition 
a hard slap in the face. A. R. BuMPAS. 

Some Are Not So Liberal. 
TRUXTON, N.Y., July 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I once more renew my 
subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Would send for some books, also help the 
needy, had I the means to do so, but am 
old and poor. Nevertheless I am a Free
thinker, and as liberal as I am able. I am 
outspoken and don't take a back seat for 
any of the church-goers. 

With best wishes for yon and the Truth 
Seeker Company, I am as ever yours for 
liberty and justice, JoHN DEAN. 

Virginia No Better than New York. 
RIOHMOND, VA.., July 28, 1895. 

MR. EviToR : I hand yon twenty-five 
cents, for which please send a copy of the 
" Age of Reason." The new chief of po
lice here undoubtedly is thoroughly im
bued with Christianity, as he is having 
street oars, shoe shining, and newspaper 
printing, etc., stopped on the Sabbath. 
The courts are being filled with trial oases 
in order to test the law. The street cars 
hav not stopped yet, but they hav been re
ported and will await the action of the 
court. We are getting as pions on Sunday 
New York. D. J. PAXTON. 

In Wonderful New Jerse]". 
OoEAN GRoVE, N.J., July 23, 1895. 

MR. EmToR: I hav not received my 
TRUTH SEEKER since the issue dated J nne 
29th. I hav been to the postoffioe every 
week, and get the same reply, "Nothing 
for yon." In this town yon cannot ride a 
wheel on Sunday, but yon may walk along 
side of it to the gate, then yon may ride 
to hell, if yon like. Yon can get the Sun
day papers from a few licensed newsboys 
at whatever price they choose to ask, but 
outside the gate yon can ~et them at city 
prices. Ditto most everything else. The 
wagons, known as "Beer Arks," will sup
ply yon with a dozen bottles on the sl:Y, 
but there is not a licensed saloon in the 
whole borough. Yea, verily, it is a 
sanctified place, and, to the best of my 
knowledge, I am the onlv Infidel here. 

Respectfully yours, JOHN M. SIMMS. 

A Very Rash Christian. 
DALLAS, 'fEx., July 22, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I am an enthusiastic 
reader of tbe old TRUTH SEEKER, and think 
that the cartoons are splendid. Several of 
your papers are sold in this city every 
week. Dallas is a city of about 50,000 
people, and we hav a lively, wide-awake 
Freethonght Society here. Our standing 
challenge to the clergy givs them the 
chills, but none of them has so far mus
tered enough courage to meet ns. We hav 
been organized a year, and now hav about 
100 members. We meet every Sunday at 
8 P.M., in Liberty Hall, 228 South Ervay 
street. We hav had lectures from J. D. 
Shaw, J. E. Remsburg, and others. We 
also hav some good local talent. Mrs. 
Sweeney, of the Women's Christian Tem
perance Union, attended one of our meet
ings, and wanted the name of the lecturer, 
saying that she would pray for him 
if he would acknowledge when God 
touched his heart. The secretary asked 
her if she would accept his name, too, 
and test her God by a time-limit of three 
months, and then, if they were not 
''touched," she should deny the existence 
of God and the power of prayer. She as
sented, but as yet neither of the ''Infidels" 
is affected, though one of the secretary's 
dogs has been sick. 

We are doing a good work here, and are 
Liberalizing the state to some consider
able extent. If yon will send me some 
sample copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER, I wil~ 

distribute them. With best "ishe11 for the 
cause and its advocates, the Liberal papers, 
I remain most sincerely, 

G. s. LINOOLN, M.D., 
President Freethinker~' Association of 

Dallas. 

Born Into Inte11Pctual Liberty. 
ISHPEMING, MIOH., July 91, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Copy of 13th inst. failed 
to reach me. Please send it, t, like many 
others, do not wish to miss even one 
copy, as "I love the trnth,'' and do my 
share to help the good "ork along here 
and make TRUTH SEE:It.ERS go around as 
far as possible. I am rather a new sub
scriber to your paper but old in Infidelity, 
which I am proud to say, and never had 
the struggle to free myself from the fetters 
of theology, as my father was a Liberal in 
Europe ere my birth, but I realize keenly 
the effort necessary to overthrow the false 
teaching instilled from infancy with which 
unfortunately so many are burdened. We 
hav many Liberals here of course in the 
ranks of our best men and women, mostly 
business and professional men. We hav 
no Liberal organization here, which I re
gret, but hav a business men's olnb, where 
many of the non-church goers congregate 
Snnday during church hours. I hav read 
your TRUTH BEEKER more or less since its 
foundation, and always appreciated your 
great efforts in behalf of liberty and equal
ity. I expect to hereafter be permanent 
on your books, and do all possible to se
cure more subscribers. I hav not come 
across anything in yollr paper from this 
iron country, bnt we hav many competent 
writers among the Liberals, who might 
and should make themselvs useful. 

Respeotfnlly, En. Grnsn. 

Human Love "the Tie That Binds." 
ST. JAOOB, ILL., July 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Received paper, together 
with "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book." I am well pleased. Would like 
to say to the enthusiastic brother who 
wishes a trial (mock trial, I suppose) on 
the merit of the gospel story, to involve 
himself in an argument with some blood
of-J esUA minister and report results. I 
should be as eager to read the controversy 
as he could be the report of the " trial." 

What is most necessary is for aU Free
thinkers to work in unison as much as can 
be done; aid one another, and lastly. to 
become thoroughly conversant with the 
Bible. I venture to say, if even the most 
devout Protestant or Catholic sincerely 
investigated this matter impartially, the 
colonel's prophecy "that the churches be
come schoolhouses and the cathedrals nni
"ersities," wonld be fulfilled, the minis
ters and priests becoming teachers of 
science, ethics, and philosophy. 

Love is the strongest natural tie that 
can bind human life. Unbarred, non-in
terfered with, left to its own distinotiv rea
son, it creates the most sublime felicity of 
the human soul (life), as recently shown in 
St. Louis, Mo., in the marriage of a niece 
of Archbishop Ryan to a vory worthy 
young gentleman of Protestant persua
sion. All was done on the part of their 
respeotiv parents to prevent it, but love 
conquered; coming out of the gulch of 
superstition victorious, they landed in the 
glorious realm of liberty, showing the 
progress of the spirit of Thomas Paine 
and hosts of others. May the blessings of 
peace, happiness, prosperity, and long life 
be their reward. 

Yours in fraternal spirit, 
DR. F. F. BERGER. 

Out and About During Vacation. 
PHILADELPHIA, p A,, J nly 22; 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $1 toward de
fending Brother Wise. I trust he will 
come on t victorious, and that Liberals will 
respond to the best of their ability in this 
very urgent case. It is true-that times are 
very much out of joint yet, and our friends, 
as a rule, are not abundantly blessed with 
that which helps to make life happy; still, 
many can help one much more easily than 
one can help many, and I hope the appeal 
in THE TRUTH BEEKER for funds will be 
responded to by thonaands. It may be a 
pleasure for THE TRUTH SEEKER family to 
read a little of my experience these last two 
Sundays; I know it will be for some of 
them, at least, as, when they read it, they 
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will keep it as a memento and for intnre 
teferenoe. 

Our Sunday afternoon meetings beiftg 
closed for the months of july and A11gnllt 
has given me an ojlportttnity to go out and 
visit onr folks through the day. So, ac
cordingly, ! went to Bridesbnrg with Dl.y 
youngest daughter, Geor~ie, the first Stin• 
day, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Platz's, who 
are well known to TH:Ill TRUTH Sllllllx.ER. It 
is needless to say that we had a glorious 
time. Grover Cleveland could not hav 
been treated better had he been there. 
While there we were introduced to Mr. 
and Mrs. Moltz, with their family, who 
are also, I am pleased to state, admirers of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. While there they ex
pressed a desire that I should name their 
seven-weeks-old baby into the Secular 
ranks, but not having my Manual of Cere
monies with me, I promised to name the 
baby the next Sunday, if I came np, as I 
expected to do if my wife was able to ac
company me. Sunday came, and my wife 
not being able to go, my second youngest 
daughter, Eleanor, went with me. We en
joyed another good time, and although 
the mercury was above the nineties, it did 
not prevent the mother from bringing 
her baby to hav the ceremony of naming 
performed. His name is lllrnst tngetsoll 
Moltt. We hope and trust that he will 
grow tlp and be al!l nsefnl in otlr oanlle as 
is the intellectual giant after whom he is 
named. We hope other Liberals will fol• 
low this example by naming their oft'• 
spring after the benefactors of the ra6e. 
I will now close, with the hope that peatle, 
plenty, prosperity, and health may reign 
supreme throughout the entire Free-
thought family. GEo. LoNGFORD, 

Not a Question of Derivation. 
GuELPH, ONT., July 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.75 for 
seven TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALS of different 
years. They are excellent: There is one 
thing wrong-in all the accuracy in them 
and in THE TRUTH BBEXEB, and in the 
"Letters of Friends," many of whioh «!on• 
tain good points, there is the inaconracy 
of calling papists Catholics. I know that 
many politicians pander to popery on ao
oonnt of the vote, but Rationalists mnllt 
be accurate, especially as they are supposed 
to be natural and soientifto. If there were 
a devil and he insisted upon calling him• 
self an angel and desired everyone to do 
likewise, how would that be? A papiat is 
a papist, and isn't anything else; and a 
Protestant is a Protestant, perhaps 
not quite so ignorant, superstitions, or 
intolerant as a general thing, but nearly 
so. All sects and creeds are intolerant 
whenever the power is with them. As the 
word Katholikos doesn't appear in any 
place i:n the entire text of the New Testa
ment, though it does at the head of three 
or four epistles, to intimate that they are 
general and not addressed to any particu
lar church, it cannot be an appropriate 
name either for any Christiau or any Chris
tian sect or church. Besides, the word is 
an adjeotiv, wherever found in classics, and 
the English word "general" is the best 
translation of it. How can an adjeotiv be 
the name of a sect? Or how can a sect be 
called an adjeotiv? The pope derives his 
name either from the Greek pappa, or the 
Latin papa, father, and the papacy comes 
from the same. Then there are papal ab
legates, papal delegates, papal this and 
papal that, including papal dispensations, 
etc. Popery is the only proper name for 
the religion of dupes of the pope. Neither 
is the "Church of Rome " a correct name 
for popery, as Rome was in existence many 
hundreds of years before there was any 
person called a pope; and popery adopted 
the word Roman on account of the pres
tige of the empire. Are papists ashamed 
that they were born and brought up pap
ists? It looks like that. I would think 
that a proof-reader would change the word 
"Catholicism," "Romanism," etc., into 
"popery" whenever he would see it in 
copy. Neither is the wo~d Catholic,. or 
general, applicable either to popery or 
Christianity, as there are hundreds of mill
ions in India, China, and other parts of 
the earth, who never heard of the pope or 
popery, or Christianity. I will not be 
sorry if I never see the "Uhnroh of Ro~e," 
" Catholicism," or " Romanism," where 
the word popery sho-q,ld, be~ in_ T~E 'l,'B~ 
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SEEKER again. I hope to write yon more curse to mankind. And I might add 
substantially before long. AoouRAOY. father, mother, and oldes~ son, who takes 

[With 'the word Catholic as with the precedence of the rest of the family on 
word Infidel it is not primarily a qnes- the authority of the Bible and laws da
tion of deriv~tion bnt of usage. An Infi-~ rived therefrom. So I might rnn the 
del is generally understood to be one who mysterious number into nature with her 
does not accept Christianity, although the snn, moon, a~d eart~-the three seas.ons -
word in Latin means "nnfaithfnl "and was the three periods of life-the first, m1ddle, 
applied as an oft'ensiv epithet. It .:Vas in that and last, all of which are based more or 
sense an adjectiv, bnt everybody now nses less on superstition.. Of course Deism is 
it as a nonn. The doubter is no longer, not so absurd, bnt 1t mnst go before the. 
with ns, "an infidel [unfaithful] dog," sweeping power of trnth and science. 
bnt an Infidel. From expressing a quality What are we to do? Labor and wait for 
the word has com.e to designate a man wh~ ever? One.wonld think el?ctricity alone, 
holds certain views. So of Catholics: even when 1t flows so cop1onsly from the 
To the average intelligence, its nse does points of pens, would demolish the tri
not suggest "general," bnt calls to mind a headed monster. Bnt alas!. no, not. yet. 
church which in broad outlines is the Truth moves slowly, even With the hght
antithe~is of th~ Protestant church. Or it ning of reason, and wait we mnst. Great 
means an adherent of this church, that is, heavens, what I hav llnft'ered from this one 
a man who, as a Christian, is not a Prot- first ·cause alone! Bnt what cannot be 
estant. We prefer to nse the term which cured a.t once mnst be. endured. Le_ft an 
all understand and which is not oft'ensiv orphan, homeless, friendless, penniless, 
in the eyes of those it describes. A church without education an~ now without a 
has a right to choose its own name, as a ~od, as I ~av all-snffimen~ reason .to. be
political party has, and there is no occa- ~1eve there lB not s.nch a bemg,, and 1t 111 aa 
sion to nse nicknames, even though those msnlt ~0 a long ~e of experience of the 
nicknames may be derived with perfect ~ost disastrous kmd to palm oft' on an 
correctness etymologically. For these mnocent, harmless man, CHRIST MAs. 
reasons we always speak of the Disciple An Appeal. 
church by that name, which it calls itself LEEDHIANA, PUNJAUB, INDIA,} 
by, instead of nsingtbe nickname "Camp- .June 28, 1895. 
bellite," bestowed by its opponents and MR. EDIToR: I, like many others here, 
derived from the name of its founder.- hav for a long time been considering that 
ED. T. S.] the religion of Freethonght-the practical 

The "First Cause" Delusion. religion of reason and humanity, virtue 
NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, CAL •} and good works-was the highest phase of 

.Tnly 26, 1895. religion which man, in his evolution and 
MR. EDIToR: I ask the question most stages of religions transition, was bound 

seriously, Why is it that all religions ad- to follow in the long rnn, if he was trne to 
here so tenaciously to a belief in a God, himself. I hav always considered, for my 
when ev.erything in the universe seems to part, that the term "Infidel," as applied 
say there is no God? to honest skeptics and ignorers of formal-

They believe in and talk about a being ities and superstitions, is an equivocation, 
that they bav no adequate conception of, inasmuch as, by the law of gradation and 
and which has been disproven thousands degree, each and every individual in this 
of times by the most exhanstiv arguments world is an Infidel, in a greater or less de
that ever were made on any subject. They gree, to one or another of the faiths in exist
assume a hypothetical, false premis of a ence, whereas the Freethinker is far less 
first cause; when absolutely there can be an Infidel in its vulgar sense, since he 
no snch thing. JJet them reason ever so culls ont the good eclectically and prac
correctly from snch a premia, and they tices it, leaving all dogmas to take them
will invariably come to false and absurd selva off. Either religion (if trne) teaches 
conclusions. This imaginary God they yon to be good and do good, or to be 
make little else than a tyrannical autocrat hypocrite, preaching one thing and prac
of the universe. Yet they attach love, tieing another. In all religions there is a 
mercy, and goodness as attributes to his prominent theory of good, bnt a practical 
others of omnipotence, omniscience, and admixture of evil. Freethonght is, then, 
omnipresence, and all this in the face of the reforming agency in this Babel of 
actual facts of both natural and moral grotesque religious views. When we see a 
evils which we experience every day of onr Christian good, virtnons, etc., we call him 
lives. truly religions, bnt when we look around 

They even go so far as to say evil is good we see equally good Mohammedans, .Jews~ 
in embryo, and that wickedness is the Hindoos, Buddhists, eto. Either all relig
means of producing righteousness. Well, ions, then, are modifications of the same 
perhaps were it not for wrong, we would not fundamental truth, or men are better than 
know what right is, or, for lack of dark- their faith requires of them, in which case 
ness, appreciate light. Almost everything they cease to be religionists and become 
has its antithesis, and goes by contrast and sensible moralists. If we look carefully 
comparison and relativity. Bnt God has into all religions, as exhibited in their 
no relativ, unless it is the devil. This kind codes, we are inclined to believe that men 
of rnns the matter, instead of into the make a good religion, snch as Freethonght, 
ground (or grave), beyond the horizon of and not that religion makes a man good, 
onr knowledge, into the vast unknown. for all religions permit, if they do not 
Still, rather than giv np their God and enjoin, evil. As for the fntnre life, if 
heaven, they mnst h.lv a devil and hell, there could be one after this body is de
and a God the author of everything, I snp- composed, I think the agency by which it 
pose, himself included. Who can not see is rebuilt can take care of it and ns, Let 
the egregious absurdity of snch a being? ns concern onrselvs with this life and car-

Now, this God question should be set- tainty, and not with speculations. We 
tied first. It is the root of the npas-tree, know naught of death, as none of us has 
and a tree is known by its fruits. All died before and returned, and nature con
other questions, in a religions point of tradicts the pol!sibility of reappearance of 
view, are side issues, and settling them the same dead plant or animal jnst as mnch 
merely lops oft' a few of its branches, and as it denies annihilation or creation. Of a 
from the trunk will sprout ont new personal God (onrselvs), a rational Pan
branches, and shade all else about. Of theism, no trne Freethinker speaks ill. 
course, it is by deduction from a prio1·i We are defensiv agencies of the church 
reasoning, Hnt the root mnst be dug np and the parsons, who act on the aggres
and destroyed, or we shall be decoyed and siv, and something in human nature forces 
destroyed. . ns to be aggressiv also. 

Obsta principiis should be onr shibbo- I was born a Protestant Christian, of 
lath as radicals. Cutting oft' the branches, mixed European and Asiatic descent, im
by induction from effect to cause, may do bibing the theology and philosophies of 
temporarily, bnt will not remove the both, and in each transitional conversion 
cause. Science is doing its work bravely, gaining experience. I embraced Unita
bnt it has to work often in the shade of rianism, 'progressed to Mohammedanil!m, 
the poisonous tree. and this has brought me to Atheism, so far 

The number three seems to hav a magic as a personal religions God and prophets 
power with the superstitions: The tri- are concerned, unless we include as minor 
heaEled vampire of a deity on which all prophets Buddha, Sankaracharya, etc., 
monopolies are built, and the church the and seers Edison, Ingersoll, Bradlangh, 
sum of all villainies. Then the tri-headed Voltaire, Paine, etc. 
government vampire, subservient to the I am very desiro~s of learning mo~e 
triple-godhead, The three professions, a . from Freethonght literature, bnt snch 1s 

not to be obtained here, and radical pol
itics is as deficient in India as rational 
religion. I hav collected around me a 
band of Inquirers, bnt at present we are 
too poor to bny any of your works in snch 
necessarily large and varied number as to 
constitute a circulating library, if not for 
distribution. Had any of ns the means in 
this poor conntry(where we Eurasians are 
downtrodden) to individually or collectivly 
purchase a sample copy of each of the 
cheap tracts published for sale in yonr 
issue May 18, 1895, no doubt our band 
would increase, hence onr funds, and we 
could affiliate with yon all, paying for the 
benefits derived. 

The above tracts will cost only about $5, 
and I write to ask yon and other generous 
Liberal and Freethinker readers of yonr 
valuable journal to be so good as to, either 
individually or by subscription, send ns 
the above books (one of each), and any 
others of Bradlangh, Ingersoll, Paine, 
Shaw, Voltaire, Renan, Remsburg, Bnrr, 
and other works of the Truth Seeker Com
pany's publication. In course of time we 
may pay oft the debt, if we are trusted by 
yon. India is slowly getting enlightened, 
though crowded with missionaries, and 
there is no doubt that the first great good 
that would accrue by the reading of snch 
Freethonght literature is moral courage, 
independent reasoning, and the exposure 
of fallacies, even of the enlightened Chris
tian faith. Once missionary efforts are 
neutralized, it would be easy to sow the 
seeds, which are sure to bring ftnit. 

The following kinds of books are most 
required here: 

(1) "The God Idea and Its Fallacy." 
(2) " The Origin of Religions." 
(3) "Bible Contradictions." 
( 4) " Christian Tolerance and Virtue I" 
(5) "Essays on Humanity, Virtue," etc. 
In Madras and Bombay originally there 

were published Freethonght journals, bnt 
these are now defunct for want of enter
prise, tact, perseverance, confidence, or 
philanthropy of projectors. 
If we, who intend to call onrselvs the 

'' Indian Freethonght Reform League," 
under the guidance of Pundit Gorardan 
Dass, .Tailer, Leedhiana (most of ns grad
nates) are only provided with some liter
ature, back numbers of Freethonght jour
nals, and a small hand-press (Victor or 
Baltimorean), self-inking, we shall pnrsne 
the propaganda enthusiastically and gratu
itously, subscribing among ourselvs for 
the cost of stationery, and distributing the 
labor among ourselvs. 

Hoping to hear from yon, and trusting 
yon will publish this, I hav the honor to 
be, sir, yonr obedient servant, 

H. U. R. SNow, 
Sec. Indian Freethonght Reform League. 

Freethinkers the Preservers of Peace. 
SKULL VALLEY, Aruz., .Tnly 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose some lines entitled 
''Death!" written in 1870 shortly after 
leaving a Catholic college. They were the 
result of my conviction (although a Prot
estant) that the Catholics had the safest 
ladder npon which to climb to heaven. 
The lines will testify that I am not using 
the ladder. The vigorous dispute concern
ing Spiritualism vs. Materialism between 
Gao. E. Macdonald and A. D. Swan, made 
me look them np and rewrite them, as yon 
see. The wonder to me, now, is how I, at 
twenty, oould face the ordeal of giving np 
heaven, when, in a few years after, I again 
became a "Christian"-now called "Dis
ciple "-being over-persuaded that the 
fault, by their theory, was in the interpre
tation of scripture, and that the scripture 
was, indeed, good for '' doctrin, reproof, 
and in instructions for all righteousness." 
Yet, in less than a year, I was tired of it, 
the weariness caused first by a good 
brother writing in Brother Libscomb's 
paper that "The unpardonable sin-the 
only sin that will not be forgiven-the sin 
against the Holy Ghost-was the calling 
of Christians or Disciples 'Campbellites !"' 
"Great God!" said I. It was my first 
breaking of the Third commandment 
for eight months-"whatcan't be proved?" 
Bnt I was safe-not so. I, too, had often 
alluded to the " Campbellites." Next I 
was asked by some Adventists (Sunday 
Adventists) to read the Apocalypse. That 
pretty nearly finished me. After that I 
met a Sabbatarian Adventist 'who proved 
conclusivlythat I had not remembered the 
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Sabbath nor kept it holy. Then I knew. 
why the Catholic church did not allow the 
laity to read the Bible; they are better 
dupes and Christians without it. I said to 
myself, "I wish I wa'J ont of it." Shortly 
after the good Lord helped me. I had a 
lame foot and could not wear a boot on it; 
some horses tied behind a wagon broke 
loose, and refused to let me catch them. I 
sat down, took a ree;nlar old-fashioned 
swear at them, and Christ was gone! A 
person sat on the wagon and cried lustily 
about my " lost religion," bnt I s11.id I was 
glad I was "rid of the damned mixed np · 
mess," I put grain in a feed box and the 
devil caused them (the horses, not the re
ligions) to go np and eat. This proved to 
me that grain and the devil and a little 
headwork were almost as good as God and 
prayers on snch occasions. 

Bnt I hav a tender spot for all good 
Christians, Catholics and Protestants, 
priests and preachers alike; nine ont of 
ten good ones do not believe the Bible 
[see Engstrom-Pntnam debate], the only 
trouble is that they hav no confidence in 
the inherent goodness of their fellowman. 
They say, in substance, "I am all right, 
bnt take the fear of hell away from people 
less intelligent than I, and they may bnrn 
my house, ravish my women, steal my 
property, and kill me whenever they con
veniently can." 

I now come to what I really meant to 
hav mentioned at first, and that is A. D. 
Swan's remark that Materialists were as 
illiberal as are those "who would bnrn 
those of different views at the stake." 
History, recent and ancient, proves that 
snch suspicions are the parents of the 
spirit of persecution and hate. That 
suspicion makes ns want "to get in 
the first blow." The times are now when 
Protestant and Catholic glare at each other 
in a not very loving manner, and let a row 
once start, and Protestants will shout 
about Ireland in 1641, Bloody Mary and 
.Tames II of England; while Catholics will 
hav the same right to think evil because 
of Oliver Cromwell, William of Orange, 
and Henry the VITI. No, the mission of 
Freethonght is to keep peace, to maintain 
jnstice, and keep the Goddess of Liberty 
on her throne (and keep onr temper also). 
Let God into the Constitution, and the 
music will commence. 

The trained cadets from Catholic institu
tions will be ready to assert their jnst 
claim to the "Prince of Peace" with shot, 
shell, and bayonet. The bands from Prot
estant institutions will return the favor 
with interest. If the matter were not seri
ous Freethinkers could look on indiffer
ently, bnt that will not be permitted. In 
the meantime it is onr dnty as Freethink
ers, as Materialists and Spiritualists, as 
Theosophists, Adventists, .T ews, and even 
Christians, to keep religion and law sap· 
arate. We cannot afford to make laws 
about unprovable things. We hav too 
many laws about things now that we can 
hear, feel, see, and taste. What will be 
onr lot if those ideas that hav not even 
a claim to enough substance on which to 
base a guess are recognized as facts? God 
and religion mnst remain separated from 
laws of all kinds. 

i am a Prohibitionist, bnt the moment 
it seeks to cloak itself with religion it is no 
longer a secular policy, bnt becomes a 
principle of oppression, and it were better 
that people got drunk than to hav them 
asked, " Do yon believe in the God of the 
Constitution?" The way is open to a thou
sand vagaries in that case. Temples would 
havto be erected to him-grand, beantifnl, 
costly, ''as becomes a mighty nation." 
Days consecrated to his worship. ".Tesns 
Christ, the sovereign Lord," might hav to 
hav a prime minister. People may not b"'e· 
lieve it now, and think it only a sensa
tional statement made for eftect, bnt a mo
ment's reflection will show them plainly 
that he would not be placed in the Oonsti
tntlon if it were not deemed a benefit. No 
matter what th'l offices created might be 
called. their effect, expense, and greater 
evils would be the same. 

Catholic and Protestant may well thank 
Freethinkers for trying to save them from 
their own folly, the least of which is, what 
they are getting ready for so diligently, 
cutting each other's throats. In the mean
time, let all Spiritualists, Adventists, .T ews, 
Materialists, and Liberal Christians be 
agreed on this one thing: No law or office 
unless there is an absolute material neces-
sity for it. H. G. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica· 
tiona for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark a.nd the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dax's occui?,ations 
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour." 

Three Ships. 
Three ships there 'be a-sailing 

Betwixt the sea a.nd skY; 
And one is Now. a.nd one is Then, 

And one is By-and-By. 

The first little ship is all for you
Its masts are gold, its sails are blue, 

And this is the cargo it brings: 
Joyful days with sunlight glowing, 
Nights where dreams like stars are growing. 
Take them, sweet, or they'll be going! 

For they every one hav win~:s. 

The second ship is all for me
A-sailing on a misty sea 

And out across the twilight grav. 
What it brought of gift and blessing 
Would not stay for my caressing
Was too dear for my possessing-

So it sails and sails away. 

'Jhe last ship, riding fair and high 
Upon the sea. is By-and-By. 

0 wind, be kind, and gently blow! 
Not too swiftly hasten hither. 
When she turns, sweet, you'll go with her
Sailing, fioatinl!'. hither, thither-

To what port I may not know. 
-St. NtcholM. 

Sayings of Children. 
Selected. 

A OITY BOY'S YEARNING. 

wish I could move right away from this 
flat, 

Where in :five little rooms we are bound, 
For I'd like to be out in the country once 

more, 
To dig a big hole in the ground. 

No one had thought to teach the minia-
er's little girl a verse for Children's Sun

day, as she was so small. She said she 
conld say one, and her teacher lifted her 
up on the organ. Bonniwell folded her 
ittle hands demurely, and, with the most 

seraphic smile, said softly but distinctly, 
"My papa's fabrit vegetable is custard 
pie." 

"Boys," said a teacher in a Sunday
school, "can any of yon quote a verse 
from scripture to prove that it is wrong for 
a man to hav two wives?" He paused, and 
after a moment or two a bright boy raised 
his hand. " Well, Thomas?" said the 
teacher, encouragingly. Thomas stood np 
and said, '' No man can serve two masters." 
The question ended there. 

Little Dick C- got into trouble with 
a school-fellow the other day, and agreed 
with him to ' hav it out ' before school 
next morning. That evening when Dick 
knelt by his mother's side to say his 
prayers before going to bed, he delivered 
himself as follows, after the usual '• Now 
I lay me ": "And, 0 God, please make 
me strong as lions an' things, 'cause I got 
to lick a boy in the morning-Amen." 

Ethel (aged four): "Did yon know Adam 
named all the animals?" Frances (aged 
three): Did he name the elephant?" 
Ethel: " Of course he did." Frances 
(after a wondering pause): "How did he 
name the elephant?" Ethel (in a superior 
tone): "Why, I suppose he looked at the 
elephant, and he said, ' I think you look 
just like an elephant, and I guess I'll call 
yon- elephant.' That's the way he did 
it." 

Little Isabel's mother had very injudi
ciously allowed the child to drink weak tea 
with her meals instead of milk. One day 
Isabel was taken out to lunch at a friend's 
bonae, and the friend, never dreaming 
that a child could drink anything other 
than milk, placed it before her in a broad, 
low, fancy cnp. The child gazed at the 
milk in silence for a while, and then as
tonished her hostess by remarking disdain
fully, "I are no cat." 

Sunday-school Superintendent: "I am 
glad to see quite a number of new faces 
with us to-day-bright, eager faces full of 
promis, full of interest in the Sunday
school, and rejoicing to be here. And 
now, before we close this little talk about 
the lesson and listen to the report of the 
secretary, I will wait a moment to see if 
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there are any points that hav been over
looked. Has anyone a question to ask?" 
Several of the New Boys: "Goin' to hav 
a Chris'mus tree this year?" 

One of the neighbor's little boys was 
going to a fancy dress party last night in 
the guise of a medirevnl lord of high de
gree. Of course he was all excitement be· 
forehand. In the afternoon he came run
ning i.n next door with the announcement: 
"Oh, Miss 8--, yon onghter see the 
things I'm goin' to wear to the party to
night! There's a doublet, an' hose, an' a 
big hat with a feather in, an' a gold chain, 
an' a cloak lined with vermin!" He prob
ably meant ermin. 
To-day I asked my mamma if I could 

whittle, 
Yes, I did 

"Oh no, my girlie," said she, "you're too 
little," 

So she did. 

But Tom stepped so hard right on my 
toe, 

I cried, I did. 
She said: "Oh, you're too big a girl to 

cry out so." 
That's what she did. 

Why can't I cry if I am little, 
Or, if I'm big, why can't I whittle? 

"Ah, Aunt Annie, I am to be cremated 
to-morrow," exclaimed a small boy joy· 
ously on his arrival home from school one 
afternoon. "Now, does the child mean 
cremated or promoted?" said the aunt to 
a visitor who was present. " It is what 
Alice in Wonderland wonld call a port
manteau word," said her comptmion, 
" but it is not half so bad as something 
my little son said the other day. He an
nounced to every one in the house that 
his baby sister was to be ' crucified ' 
the next Sunday. Of course he meant 
' christened.' " 

"A prophet is not without honor save in 
his own country," is one of the old sayings 
that are never out of date. "You hav 
been very naughty, Nelly," said a writer 
of children's stories to her little daughter 
one day, "and I shall hav to punish you." 
"What are you going to do to me, mam
ma?" inqnired the tearful Nell. "Shall 
yon put me to bed now, in the middle of 
the day?" "No," replied her mother. 
"Well, I don't think anything else wonld 
be so bad," said the child, with renewed 
cheerfulness, '' unless-0 mammal" she 
wailed, as a sudden thought struck her, 
"I havn't got to sit still and hear yon 
read one of the stories you've written, 
havl?" 
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BETTER WORLD 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 

Saw the Vision of the ;~~ld, a.nd all the wonders 
that would be 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out

side of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land without a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger se:r, 
where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na
ked and not ashamed." 

There is something of "Looking 
Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book lS lust what its titfe implies-thump. 

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Chr1stians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that ,Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gospels 
are not authentic, and that li.w.:~~ianit;v: is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a real benefit to man. 

Price. 20 cents, six for $1. 
l,ildre"" THE TRI1TH SElllKEB. 

means 

Columbia 

New Price$100 
HARTFORDS, next best, $80 $60. 

$50 for boys• and girls' sizes. 

POPIS MFG. CO. 
Hartford, Conn. 

BOSTON, OBIOAGO, 
NEW YORK. BAN' FBANOISOO, 

.,.... ____ _. PBOVIDENOE, DUll'FALO. 

An Art Catalogue of these famous 
wheels at any Columbia Agency, or will 
be mailed for two o-cent stamps. 

[AtrGUST 17, 1895 

HOME AGAIN-
Aher a delightful trip and healthful vacation 

I have ret~Jrned home ready for business, and 
shall hereafter be found at the old store person
ally attending to all orders and work my many 
friends may favor :q~.e with. 
lt will be my special endea'l'or to please all and 

to cond11ct business in such a ma11nAr that it will 
be

1 
an obJect and to the interest of all to favor me 

w th their kind orders. 
If in need of a Diamond, Watch, .!!<UY piece of 

Jewelry, Silver or plated w're, Emblem or 
Watch work, please send to me and I will posi• 
t1vly send you best goods a& lowest :prtoes. 

Price lists on application. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, tLL. 

Designer of 
The Otto Wattsfein Watch~ The Ingersoll $ou• 

veni• Spo"n~ The Freeth~ught 8adge. 

OfSIGN fALLACI[S. 
A Re:tu"ta"tion o:t "the ArJ;;U• 

D1en"t· r:rha"t Na-ture Ex
hibi-ts Marks o:t Having 
Been Designed by an In .. 
telligen"t Bein&'• 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The DcldignArgume•t Vitiates Itself By Necea

sitMing an Infinite Series of Designl'rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
UI. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, tor 

His Pr,o_oesses Are Egregjously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously WastefUl, 
They Oftlln Ser:ve No Use, 
They Have Prodnoed Faulty 1\lech&nistn.s. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Onlx Subsei'vienoy; 
and the Watch Arl!ument Is Illegjtimate. v. What Actually Did Gause So-Ca.lled Design. 

VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracinlr a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Price, 15 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Place. NY. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

[LLlrSTAATEO 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poetical and the lliustra tions are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTS I CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con· 
taining eight chapters in refutation of thef 
assumption that the Bible is a divine book o 
IJUFe thought, and correct in all its utterances. 
Pnce, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition 
of the biblical story of man's "creation," and 
"C]1rse," theologicB.lly denominated " the fall." 
Pr10e, 10 cents. 

The Bible Against Itself. Oontaining 
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions 
of the Biblehinvolving_ questions of theology, 
morals, and is tory. Pnce, 10 cents. 

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta
tion of the assumption that he was a divine 
12erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old 
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents • 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negative and affirmative stand11ofnt, showinll' 
what it is not and what it is. Price, IS cents. 

Address THE TRUTR_SEEKEB, 
28 Lafayette pla.oe. New Yor_, 



AuGusT 11, ts~5J • 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ...•.... 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi,.al Condi· 

tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh 
Prote~tant Persecutions William Cobbett.: 
Questions for Bible Worshipers .... 

5 Cheap Tracts · for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinking. The Relatton of Witchcraft to Religion." "'A.". ·a: 

The R~li~~ii:<>r"iiiiDi&ii!tr ·:Biitier iii&ii'Eiar: 
10 

. pal nmshmen~. M. Babcock........... 10 
If yon want terse, trenchant reading m•tter, to Religton of lnhumamty. Frederic Harrison. 10 

q Repeal the Sunday Laws I (Including the 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar.v "OriginofBabbaths.") Bythe.l!lditorof 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends The Truth Seeker ..........•......... 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of Revivalism Examined. A. G. Hnmphrev::::: 

A Remarkable Book J\ Review of Greg's 
these valuable little evangels of truth. !]reed of. Christendom. H. w. Douglas 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. Th Bi~» c
8
apadian SBp•ctator ........•. ••••..•..• 

They are so low in price that thousands of gen-
8 1

e .... e ide, H Brown .................. . 
erons-hearted persons can afford to buy them for c ence and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 

A Secular Prayer. Austin Holl'_oake ...... . 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can- Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake ... : · · 
not be spread broadcast over our land. Bent, The Bta!!(~ and ~he Pnlpit. Robt G Ingersoll: 
post-paid, by mail. Bnper•tition Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon- " . ted Letter to. the Sects of Great Britain 

sistency of Christians Generally. H. Olay SCience of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 
Lnse ..... .•.... .. ....•. ... .. .. .... ........ 10 Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

Astro-rheologv. L. L Dawson, Showing the Talk Wftii "iJie"":F"~ur" ":Evang. ellsts:. ":E" \V~~d: 
story of Christ in the New Testament to ff M D 
be but an Alleg'lrical representation of rn ' · · · ·· · · · · ·· • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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2 

1 
2 
8 
1 
2 
8 

8 
the sun's course through the different Thoug-hts .on Atheism. Can Man by Search-mg Find out God. Austin Holyoake... 3 
zodiacal signs ..... ······.··········· .. ···· 5 The Theorv of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... . . . .. 5 The True Basis of Morality. Annie Besari.t 2 
Tile Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll·. 

Coleman ....................... · .... · .. ···. 5 ~Reply to so~e of the Sn d•y sch I 
Bi"bl Idol tr R b t G I II 8 tori·es Abont~Hi"·n.) . . .... 

11 
••• ~ •• -••••• 0. 0 

.. e a y. o er . ngerso ......... . 
~'he Bible: Is lt Reliable as a Guido? C. Watts. 2 Two Short Sermons, Rev. Theologicns .•..•.. 

8 
1 
8 Blas{lhemy and the Bible C B Reynol<ls..... 5 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh ........ . 

'.rne Book of Esther. A B]lecimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents? 
Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Ch 1 B dl h 

Buddhist Nihili•m. Prof. "'. M•x Muller. . . 5 ares ra aug · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· ··. · · · .. 3 
8 
3 
2 
1 

• • q WhatDidJesnsTeach? Chas.Bradlangh .. 
Constantine the Great, Portrayini the Ini- Who Was Jesus Christ? Chas. Bradlangh .. :: 

g~U: ~re~~~n:.~.~~:.~~~~~~i-~~---~~~~~~: 8 ;~!rPnir~~:f~~~1? ~~t~~~sll~~~~-~~~:::: 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitut-ion .. I. What is the B\ble? A Review of Sunderland's 

(This is the statute under which Mr. J. "Wh t i th B"bl 
B. Wise is now mdictod for sendmg a w a s e i e?" · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··.. 1 
Verse from the Bi.ble through the m·i·l.) onders of Pra:ver. D M Bennett............ 1 

q Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
T. B. Wakeman ......... ·· ................ 10 WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bier bower.... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
Dr. Daniel Arter.····· ... ············ .. ···· 2 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Christianity a Borrowed t~ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Infinence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts . . . . . . . . . . •. 5 
The Chr1stian Deity. Charles Watts .. .... 2 
The Ohristian Faitl!.. 200 Questions Without 

Answers.................................... 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogue between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin ............................. . 2 

5 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 

Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The Church and Ednca,ion. Anti-Je.nit ..... 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin 

~ TIIK UONFLIIYf BETWEEN MENTAL SUIENCK 
Steiner.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Btop11ed on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of-The '.rrnth Beeker...................... 8 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S P Putnam . . . . . .. .............. . 

Constructive R.l.tionalism. Annie Besant ... . 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a preface by 

·B. G. INGERSOLL. 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Givd the Devil His 

Due. JohnSvphers ................... ;... 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

This is the ouly work of its kind in the litera• 
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
1 It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Austin Holyoake ......................... . 
Decadence of Christianity.. . ................. . 

5 Price, Oloth, $1. Address The Decline of Jl'aith. J l!l Remsburg.. . .. . 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chlis. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral liovernor of the 

~ THETRUTHSEEKER 

Universe? An> tin Holooake . .. .. .. . ... 8 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.!_l.~S. 5 
.Evolution Teaches Neither Athei•m norma-

terialism. R. 8 Brigham,., M.D.......... 8 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme....... .... .. 10 
Father,Bon andHol;y:Ghost. TELongshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
F<>nndations. John Sy11_hers... .. .. .. .. ...... .. 1 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley .................................... . 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradlo.ngh 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 

1 
8 
8 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

The Fruits of Christianity. Annie BesanG ... . 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann .. . ~ Should It Be Exempt from 
The Gospel of ChristianitY' and the Gospel of 

Freethonght. AnnieBesaat ....•.... 2 
Has Man a. Soul? Charles Bradlangh......... 8 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin 

Ho,yoake .•••.............................. 3 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Louis Elsberg........ 8 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh .. . . . . . 8 
If Yon TakeAwayMvReligion What Will Yon 

Give Me in Its Stead? H. B. Martin, M.D. 8 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 8 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • 8 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. Benne~t. . . . • . .. . . . . . . . •. . .• • . . . . . 5 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant. .. .. . . 2 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ . ~ 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlangh . . . . . .. .• 8 
Land Qnest10n. Charles Bradl"-ngh...... .. . . . 2 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake....... 2 
LaY Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 
Legend of GantamaBnddha. Paralleling that 

of Jesus Christ..... . . . . . . . .. . . •. . . . . . .. . . 5 
Logic of Death: or\-.Wb_y Shnuld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? .ny G. J. Holyoake .. ..... 8 
The Logic of LifehDednced from the Princi-

ples of Freet ongnt. G. J. Holyoake. ... 8 
,Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

:Liber~0~~ed:M:~ra.iii:f.". ":Moiiourii ·-n·: C~nway: 5 
~ 
8 
5 

The LibertyofPrintmg Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
,Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvil\1 M.D. 
'"Manna.'' Orthodox Descriptions oi How 

People are off in Hell.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • 1 
:Materiali~m an<~ Cr•me. B F Underwood.... 5 
1Mora.l Value of th.,Bible. Ohas. Watts........ s 
!Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine .........••.................. 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

Taxation? 
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our Jlaii!Phlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Valne,;.b¥ Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the umted States and in the several BtM.tes 
and Territories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a gll!tnce the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denominationa.. 
Groups. Also1 much other. matter of especial in
terest to certam Cities, States, and Sections, all 
nomJ?arisons being based upon official fi11nres. 

This pamphlet is the ouly one of the kmd pub
lished. In no other work are the I acts, figures, 
and arguments to be found. ~'he figures, being 
ierived from the Government Oensns of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
bave been com]lleted- probably about eight 
vears hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
~s the injnstil!9 of church exemption is suffered 
,o 9xist. 

By s!ngle c~pies the pr_ice is 15 cepts,. but as the 
work iS pabushed s.PeCially for distrtbntion by 
;hose who fa Tor justice in taxa.tion the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. • $1.00 
Fifty copies • 4.50 
Jne hundred copies • - - 8.00 
L&rger quantities at ~oial rates. 
~ddreas THE TRUTH SEEKER. New York. 

Is Suicide 
nie Besant .............................. . 

New Life of Abraham. Charles Bradlangh .. . 
:New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh ..... . 
New Life of J'acob. Charles Bra::tlangll ...•••• ! A Sin? 

3 

14921 Columbtistolqgersoll \1892 

400 Years 
OF 

Freetl1.ough 
B~ Samuel Porter Putl\am 

Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled Edges. $5. 

With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.:i0. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freeth!tnkers, of the Past 

J!'our Hwndred Years. 

q; HE 7RUTH SEEKER GOMPANYannounced in Octo-
ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 

had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether jt possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine 
hundred, and the fifty port,raits promised in the prospectus have 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the 
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARs OF FREE· 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free
thought as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfi.ls the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $&.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES ll.lORAN. 

A NEW· EDITION 
0!1' 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evldenee11 
and Early History of Cbrislianity, 

~
ew Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh .••...... 
ew Life of Moses. Oharles Bradlangh .•..•.• 
he New Faith. J. L Stoddard .....•......... 

The New Age. W. 8 Bell ..................... . 

8 
8 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for '"limiting government to the 
mere protection of life 21.nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal JUStice to all." 

Colonel Ing-ersoll's Famous Price, 6 cents. 
Never Before or Els~where so Fnlly M.nd Faith 

fully Bet Forth. 
By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 

The Old Re!!Bions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal '.rortnre. Annie Besant .......••• 
On Prayer, Annie Besant .................. : . 
On the Religions Education of Children. 

Annie .Hesant. "ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.......... 2 

Open Letter t<> my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S. D. Moore . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G ln@rloll.......... .. . . 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

our :l!~~S~~ra_s§~-vior J eau·; i:ilii-i8i: · T "Ii:" Loi. ·i: 
shore............. .. . .. ... ....• ..•... •.... 5 

Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G H Hawes................. 5 
Proteetant Intolerance. Joh.D E RemsblU"g • 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts .• :. 2 
A.l'ioture of the Jewish Jehovah a.s described 

llr the Bible. l'er dozen................ .. 10 

Letters and Renlies from Em- Address TRill TRUTHSEEKE'P, 
inent Men. With a Startling- 28 

Lafayette Pl., New York. 

Chanter on WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition ")f that splendid !?rose I>._oem 

ln~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old Great SD.IC"Ides of H"lstory. "Life," by "the prince of orators 'Col. R. G 
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card Schonenha uer' s Celebrated appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
,urrounded by the prose poem, which has been 

Essay " On sru· Cl. de." truthfully described as, .. one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and {>Oet who now, as far ae we 
know, staJ!ds alone lD the living world." It will 
make !!.deh!fhtfnl present, and will be a. •onvenir Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

'rhe Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYKTTB Pt.AOB.. New York. 

not only of intellectual greatness, but of artistio 
workma.IIllhip. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled 

1
edge. The suse is Ulx18 inolies, and the 

Pri~e on 1 'f6 oenta, POit-Pald. 

PBioB, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
2BL&fa.vette vlaoe, New York. 

Truth Seeker Beaders I 
lU. TB YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
. Do your children learn these beanti~ . 'ongs of 
TennysonhWhittier,Longfellow, an.i J .tlerpoets 
and sing t em in _your homes, maki lg .•llem hap
PY. and bright T-BBND l!'On A OOPY -G :aen oloth, 
Kilttitle,4ooeuts; haJ!bound.tG J ns. 



.Jt ot fo~ ]}a~aona. 

N oAR got fnll once, but whatever else 
may be said against him, he knew enough 
to go in when it rained.-Investigator. 

'' KEEP your temper, laddie. Never 
quarrel wi' an angry person, '!Pooially a 
woman. Mind ye, a soft answer's aye 
best. It's commanded-and forbye, it 
makes them far madder than onything else 
ye could say. "-Tid-Bits. 

A CoNNECTICUT cler~yman wears. t.he 
medal for unique and picturesque asmm
ity. He thanked God thai; the frost de
stroyed the apple blossoms in his section, 
and prayed that they might be destroyed 
all over the world. What a hard-cider 
headache he must hav had at one tim.ei
Portland .Ar.qus. 

DoN'T yon :find your religious work to 
your liking?" a Montana minister was 
asked. '' Well," returned the divine, 
slowly, "I can't say that I do. For in
stance, last Sunday, a newly-converted 
member of the church, who sits near the 
door, said he'd fill me full of holes if I 
didn't speak louder."-Harlem Life. 

SUNDAY-SOHOOL teacher (to little girl): 
'' Do yon say your prayers every night be
fore going to bed?" Little girl (promptly): 
''No, ma'am." Sunday-school teacher: 
"Are yon not afraid to go to sleep with
out ssking God to watch over yon during 
the darkness?" "No, ma'am, I'm not 
afraid, 'cause I sleep in the middle."
Firefiy. 

A METHODIST minister from New York 
went to Maine some years ago to deliver a 
lecture, and was entertained by a Congre
gational deacon, and while he was there he 
learned that there had been a very long 
and severe drouth in the state of Maine. 
When it came time for evening prayer, the 
deacon said to the minister: "Now, we 
hav had a long and dry time, and when 
yon offer prayer, pray the Lord for rain." 
The minister prayed ardently for rain. 
There came a wild storm in the night. 
Rain fell in torrents. The next morning 
the deacon found that almost all the hill
side had been washed down in the door
yard, and the fields were despoiled of their 
harvests, and he was heard to mutter to 
bintself : "Oh, how these Methodists do 
exaggerate I" 

THE WIDOW'S DEATH-BED. 
" In ~the resurrection, therefore, when 

they shall rise, whose wife shall she be of 
them, for the seven had her to wife?"
Mark xti, 23. 

THE widow lay on her dying bed, 
With candles at foot and candles at head, 
And feebly turned to the priest and ssid: 
"Father, good father, my soul to-night, 
In an hour, perchance, takes its last long 

flight; 
In an hour, perchance, I shall stand in the 

light 
Of the great white throne, borne down 

with affright-
For the weight of my sins is crushing me 

quite, 
But deeper than this is my present care, 
Deeper the depth of my dark despair, 
For my greatest trouble is how I shall 

fare 
When I meet with my various husbands 

there. 
For each ofthe seven-or WBS it eight?
! promised to meet at the great gold gate; 
Each, as the death-mist dimmed his eye, 
Each, as his soul WBS about to fly, 
With gasping sigh that was half a cry, 
Said to me, "Sweetest, yon and I 
Mnst part, but 'tis only to meet on 

high"-
Or some such conventional bathos BS this; 
And then, with a lingering, ultimate kiss, 
They snccessivly started for heavenly 

bliss. 
But, father, the thought that oppresses my 

soul 
Is what will occur when I reach the goal, 
And :find eight cherubs, in white robes, 

wait 
My coming, at old St. Peter's gate? 
Will they, in the shocked archangel's 

sight, 
Disgrace themselvs by a stand-up :fight? 
And if they don't, but agree to share 
My charms, will celestial society stare 
And turn up it's nose? And, oh, need I 

fear 
The unmarried seraphim's maidenly sneer? 
And if I flirt with each and all, 
Will respectable angels refuse to call? 
Will the inner circle around the throne 
Begin to talk in a spiteful tone 
Of faet young minxes, and purse their 

lips, 
And gather their skirts round sanctified 

hips, 
When we meet to drink water of life in 

sips? 
Will--" here came a cough, a smother

ing sigh, 
A moan-and the lady had gone to try. 

-J. W. Dinsdale, in Lucifer. 
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In the nature ofthings, 

BAY!> 

BOBERT G. INGERSO~ 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand· 
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
rlress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
S911 Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
B'f CAPT. HOBERT 0. ADAHB. 

BeinK the stor:v of his mental Journe-r from 
orthoioxJ' to Ba.tlonalism. 

l'rloe. paper, 25 oentll: oloth.l'15 oenlil. 
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Goms of tp'Aou;g'At. 
ALL our dignity lies in our thoughts.

F. Froebel. 

has no responsibility either. The two go 
together. So if the 1ndividual may not kill 
another individual, neither may a com
munity of individuals kill one of its com
ponent parts.-Banner of Light. 

BAD laws are the worst sort of tyranny. 
They derive a particular malignity from the 
wisdom and soundness of the rest of our 
institutions.-Edmund Burke. 

WHAT we call "tmth," guiding us to 
suooessful aotion and consequent mainte
nance of life, is simply the accurate corre
spondence of subjeotiv to objeetiv rela
tions; while "error," leading to failure 
and therefore toward death, is the absence 
of ilueh accurate eorrespondencie . ...:.Her
bert Spencer. 

EvEBY man has a right to go to ehureh 
on Sundav provided he does not interfere 
with others in their right to go to any other 
ehureh or any other place they choose. 
There is just as much religious liberty in
volved in the right to stay away from 
ehureh and go to other plaoes as there is 
in the right to stay away from other plq,ees 
and go to ehureh.-New York World. 

PBIESTB and ministers, bishops and ex
horters, presiding elders and popes, hav 
filled the world with slanders, with calum
nies about Voltaire. I am amazed that 
ministers will not or cannot tell the truth 
about an enemy of the ehureh. As a mat
ter of fact, for more than one thousand 
years, almost every pulpit has been a mint 
in which slanders hav been coined. -In
ger Boll. 

WIDEN the view. Be not impatient. Do 
not hasten oiroumstanee. It will grow. 
Growth does not only bestow, it conserves. 
Should I force my philosophy upon unwill
ingness? That would be counter-invasion. 
I pick what I ean from events as they 
come. I am content to follow the gradual 
years. I never lose sense of direction. 
For every victory won or defeat suffered, 
somehow my picture grows elearer.-
Horaoe L. '1 raubel. · 

THEBE will be classes as long as man re
mains a progressiv being-classes based 
upon intellect, culture, and vocation, A 
more equable reign of justice will 
stren~hen those classes, emphasize their 
indiVIduality and bless their labors. The 
eftort to array class against class is the 
work of the demagolit who never flourishes 
except in the paradise of fools. There is 
a quest for justice which may be carried 
out, strengthening awhile every noble ele
ment in our civilization, hastening all evil 
at the sa:ry,e time to obsoleteness. Bitter 
class hatred damns humanity, and let him 
be damned who arouses it. The peaceful, 
pervasiv metbpd of reason and righteous
ness should be employed. They bring the 
quickest harvests of permanent good, and 
entail no bedraggling inheritance of wrong 
upon us.-ProgresBiv Age. 

.A MAN, a hero, ruthless Death hath slain· 
A prince we loved, nigh worshiped, Is 

no more; 
His lips !Jropt truth, as heaven the gentle 

ram, 
"Yet fraught with dangers priests might 

well deplore. 
Huxley is dead! his masterwork is o'er· 

But, from the solid bases he hath laid, ' 
Shall rise a temple seen from furthest 

shore-
Truth's lofty fane, with rarest gems ar

rayed; 
The eye that scans its beauty, nevermore 

Shall quail before the serried shafts of 
Error. 
Thrice blest the man, and halest at the 

core, 
Who lifts from myriad lives a pall of terror. 

When Time declares that Truth shall be 
revered, 

Shall Huxley's honored name be more and 
more endeared·, 

-Loth, in AgnoBtio Journal. 

TAKBIN on another ground the moral su
premacy of the community is a term that 
has in a great degree become a supersti
tion, to be worked like all previous super
·stitions to the oppression and hurt of the 
individual. The rights of the community 
are neither more nor less than the rights 
of each individual composing the com
munity, and therefore the community has 
no le~itimate function to perform except 
that of protecting the rights of the indi
vidual. What the latter cannot always do 
for himself the former is expected and au
thorized to do for him, and that is about. 
all. Bights are not acquired or transferrEd 
by the mere fact of association-nothing 
is got by it but power. Renee a thousat~d 
or a million units making a community, 
hav no more right to commit murder th~n 
the units themselvs had before the combi
nation. A writer in a modern publication 
declares that "the rights of the individual 
man are to· day not worth consideration." 
It may be so at a certain point and up to a 
certain limit, but is very far from being so 
a~solutely. If an individual has no rights, 
s1mply beeanse he has become a fraotional 
part of a community, then he manifestly 
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The Glory of lnfl~elity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAI.tiUEL P. PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Ohristians that Infidel-
ity is an inglorious philosophy. . 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 
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FREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH's OLA.IM 

TO BE A DlVINE AND BENEFI· 
CliiNT INSTITUTION, AND BE· 

WALING THE .A:BUSES 
01' A UNION O:P 

OEIUBOH AND 
STATJII. 

185 F:;tt-Page 
lllustratioflS. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATION8 Of 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL-
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON, 
WTTH PORTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The mustrations are o!usi1led as follows: 
a zepl'eiM'nt Sam :plea of Ohristianity's Work. 
1!1 10 MiSSlOnaries. 
l • The Lord's Instruments. · 
1111 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " lhe Church and Slavery. 
I " riests and Politics. 
t •• eland and the Ohnrch. 
11 • Ohuroh's ldea of Civilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
' • Unkind Refiections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Church. 
18 " · Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 Misceilaneous. 

16 represent Uncle, Sam and the Priests. 
g " The Uhurch Robbing the People. 
::1 " Thanksgiving. 
6 •• Sabbath Laws. 
14 " Ohildren ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Chnmh and Thomas Pa.ine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Scienct:. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Ohristians and Mohammeda.ns.-

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_!ike it haA ever be. 
fore IIPI>"IIred in this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ~ver again .be pub. 
lished. We mqst give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book I.n thE! reach of all. 
At twice the pnce It wo11.ld have been s.. cheap hook. Artist Hes,ton as a portra1t-pamte~ and d.e
signer is a wonderful s~occesd, and we Judge from our own feelin~s that near!~ every Liberal. m 
America will desire a cop.v of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism ~e has dedicated his geniu~ to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the p~ct. 
nres do not make up the whole of , his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations~ and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions an!l th!l h:yv<?cri_sy of tnose who uphold them. Altogethf!r the 
book is one of tne best weapons agamst UhrlBt1amty and the church that has ever been put .n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Pri~•• boal"ci ~over"s. $2; cloth., $2.SO· 

lVO "-BEGINNING;" I POPIS AHD Tl{tlli DOIHGS 
OB, I . AOOOUNT OJ!' 

The Fundamental Fallacy.\ Vicars or Onrtst ana: Vtceoerenu oJ GoO:."] I 
Cloth, 75 cents. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
rPasoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "Fir"t Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
" This volume discusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording that even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one o! the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the sul!ject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, July 22, 1898. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters a.nd a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN. HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

DRI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songe.-

OoHPILliiD BY L. K. W ASliBUBN, 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi.Cle. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOB BALE 

AT ABOUT ONE· HALF VALUE. 
A sinall farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half miles of Media county seat 
and within four miles of Ohester, Pa., on the 
Delaware river. Several 8prings of soft water. 
good timber growinl{ on tlie place some ~'hoice 
apple and pear trees In fruiting condition. House 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
Within five minutss· walk of the railroad $tation, 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line between 
Media and Ohester, with less than five minntes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a fiorist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would· put a modern honse on it. Eight 
years ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
a.cre, a.nd no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland sQenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THK TRUTH SJ:J:KEB. 

$7 5 A MONTH andexpen...., Lady or 
Gent. Samples tree. 
A peTmnnent situation 

lf\l:lTanteed. \VTile tod!l.y. Addre!lll P .0. Ro'X 6SOS, Roston, Masa. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· ~ AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER II ~ e \Ve 'vaut 1000 more active agents before e 
.. Julylst. Wewillguarantee$20to$30perday .. 
f canbeea.silyrnadeinnuylocalityiourgood.S f 
• ::~~~~es~~1~\~~fi FeJi~EWs~rid ~1yg~ r5~11 ~~ • e cent. commission on all sa:es. Send to--Nay e 

t 
for full _ _particulars. or we will send with ~ same a Valuable sample of our goods in f 
Solid Silver upon receipt of IO cents In e 

I 
silver or stamps. Establlsheclln 1882. Ad- ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

9n1rd~~&t~~~~~~j~~~~~~£~~~; edyof (J 
ClllB8o DR. R. P, FELLOWS, 
~ whete ~ sa'!_~adver.-' "\JbaelaDde 1'(, ~ 

NOW READ THIS f 
Dr. Fellows is a shnch LIBERAL and a. very 

successfnl physician. He nas treated DISEASE::! 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an autgrowth of this long_pra.ctioe, which should 
~rive confidence to tboae atllioted. 
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I PUBLICATIONS. 

"Hl:tJA VElN AND HELL.•• 
By EMANUEL SWED&NBOI:tG, 

(Se1··vant o.r the Lord Jesus Glwtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 centd. 

Cloth, (oclavo), 875 pages1 special to 'readers of 
thi• Journal, only 25 cents, oy ma.il, prepaid. 

Send for descriptiv catalogud of l::lwedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Prlnting_and Publish
ing Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Remodeling the Government, 
An earnest essav for radical reform in our 

mode of goverBment, to which are added brill"ht, 
interestin~t sketches on Dible tdmperonoe, the 
Ghrist principle, morality, religion faith, and 
belief, Gods, '!'heist, and Atheist andspiritology 

By W. L. WILLIS. 
Well printed in large type on good paper. 

PRIOE, 10 GENTS. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

CAREER OF RELifiiOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
I 
! This book is a study in the evolution of relig
ions ideas, touching all forms ot religious wor. 
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Ohristia.n religion. lt 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents 1n P~tper and 75 cents in 
cloth to ~:Scents in ~a.per~-..:so cents in cloth. 

Address THI!l T.nUTH SEEKER 00. 

Pocket Theology. 
: By VOLTAIRE. ~-

Think not that I came to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword.-Mat. x, 34. 
'l'er~t, witty, a.nd sarcastic dll1lnitiona of •h~ 

lolrioal tflrm•- PriM. WS cen\1.. 

THE East is having the benefit of a hot 
and humid wave. 

HEREAFTER the Banner of Light will be 
published by a stock company. 

THE free potato farms on Long Island 
giv promis of very heavy crops of all kinds 
of vegetables. . 

THE Cuban ii:surgents appear to be 
steadily gaming in equipment, discipliD, 
numbers, and territory occupied. 

THE Iowa silver Democrats are not dis
posed to accept the anti 16 to 1 platform 
adopted by the state convention of the 
party. 

OiToKEMPNER, representing the United 
Societies for Liberal Sunday Laws, is or· 
ganizing branches in the up-state cities of 
New York. 

JAPAN has just closed a contract with 
Alabama producers for 30,000 tons of iron, 
the largest single order ever sent out of 
this country. 

THlliTY-THBEE thousand additional sol
diers are to be sent from Spain to Cuba in 
August and 20,000 more in October. A 
new censor of war news has been appointed 
for Havana. 

JusTICE HowELL E. JAcKSoN, of the 
United States Supreme Court, died at his 
home, six miles from Nashville, Tenn., on 
August 8th. He was born in Paris, Tenn., 
April 8, 1832. 

BY the collapse of an eight·story build
ing in conrse of construction in this city 
fourteen persons were killed last week,' 
and seven are still missing, their remains 
supposed to be in the ruins. 

VERY valuable discoveries hav been made 
in Kentucky, near Marysville, where 
there are about forty mounds on one farm. 
Eight skeletons were found incased in a 
&tone box, the first ever found so buried. 

TE11 tailors' strike in this city has been 
declared off, the strikers having won about 
all they demanded, after a fight lasting 
o:ply two weeks. Only three hundred 
workers, employed by about si1ty small 
eontraotors, are still idle. 

]'BED:j!:RlCK ENGELS, head of the Inter
:pational Socialists, died in London on 
Aug. 6th. He was born in Barmen, Prus
sia seventy.five years ago. He had a 
va~t lund of knowledge, particularly in 
political economy, philology, and military 
science. 

ON August 11th in Old Orchard, Maine, 
at the A. B. Simpson Christian Alliance 
meeting, $65,000 was pledged for mission
aTy work, said to be the largest sum ever 
collected in the world in a smgle day for 
missionary purposes. In five minntes 
forty watches and other pieces of jewelry 
were given by persons ill; the congrega
tion. Mter the collectiOn 100 persons 
were immersed. Epidemics of insanity 
hav prevailed in every age of the world. 
The average superstitions mind is all too 
weak to resist the contagion of example. 

THE trial and imprisonment of ex-United 
States consul Waller by the French au
thoritiesin Madagascar has involved France 
in a serious diplomatic difficulty with the 
United States. No record was made of 
the trial, and so the French government 
has nothing to show that Mr. Waller was 
fairly convicted. 

THE Jackson's Hole scare in Wyoming 
seems to hav had no excusa, so far as the 
fears of whites were concerned. No whites 
were hurt and the Indians killed were 
prisoners who were trying to escape after 
being arrested for- shooting elk on United 
States land. They were arrested by men 
who were themselvs killing elk. The In· 
diana had permits to hunt where they did, 

ABouT 500 miles southeast of Cape St. 
Roque, the most easterly promontory of 
South America, the British ship Prince 
Oscar came in collision with another vessel, 
name unknown, and both ships were sunk, 
the unknown vessel, it is supposed, with all 
her crew. The crew· of the Prince Oscar 
took to the boats and after suffering greatly 
were picked up by a sailing vessel, with the 
loss of six men. 

The World of Aug. 12th is an ''Equal· 
ity" issue, the editorial page being de
voted entirely to editorials and quotations 
relatin~ to the equal liberty of citizens. 
Among the writers represented are Thomas 
Paine, Herbert Spencer, Rousseau, John 
Locke, Professor Bryce, De Tocqueville, 
Ernestine L. Rose, and Benjamin Frank· 
lin; also the United States Constitution, 
the Declaration of Independence, and the 
Declaration of Rights of the National 
Assembly of France. 

A :PROVISioNAL government has been es
tablished in Cuba by the in!'urgents, with 
General Masso as president. He served in 
the revolutions of 1868 and 1870, and has 
vast property interests in the Island. 
J oaqum Ca&tillo has been selected as dip· 
lomatic agent to the United States. He 
was educated at the University of Penn
sylvania and was a surgeon in the United 
States navy ; he was a surgeon on the 
steamer Rogers which went to the rescue 
of De Long and his party of Arctic ex
plorers. 

MBs, CHARLOTTE SMITH, of the Women's 
Rescue League of Boston, is in New York 
asking the Police Commissioners what has 
become of the professional courtesans, 
20,000 in number, who were turned out of 
disorderly houses the past year, as an in· 
cident of the reform movement. She says 
that the churches hav done practically 
nothing for them, the political Christians 

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured 
with LOCAL APPLIOATIONS, as they cannot 
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood 
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it 
you must take internal remedies. Hall's Ca
tarrh Onre is taken internally, and acts directly 
on the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Oa
tarrh Ouro is not a quack medicine. It was pre. 
scribed by one of the best physicians in this 
country for years, and is a regular prescription, 
It is composed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best bloo.i purifiers, acting di
reotly on the mucous surfaces. 1'he perfect 
combination of the two ingredients is what pro
rluces such wonderful results in curing Catarrh. 
Send for testimonials, free. 

F. J. OHENEY & 00., Prop., Toledo, 0. 
Sold by druggists, price 75 cents. 

~~~MT NEWYORK ,_J
TH~"TRUTHoSEE KERCo 

;?-:: 

N 0 2.8 LAF'A'I'E.TTE. "PLACE: 4< 
PRICE 25 CENTS 

nothing, and that they are now on the 
street, a greater menace to morality than 
they were. before, and their situation much 
worse. Mrs. Smith favors official tolera
tion and regulation, including licensing 
and colonization. 

LAST Sunday was not particularly ''dry" 
in New York. The World claims that be
tween four and five thousand saloons did 
business in a more or less quiet way. 
''Speak-easies" are becoming frequent. 
Of course the fashionable clubs were not 
troubled, and the big restaurants and ho· 
tels were less disturbed than on some pre· 
vions Sundays. The cheaper restaurants 
were raided for furnishing wine to their 
guests with meals. Saloon-keepers were 
arrested for ~iving away butter·milk, ice· 
water, and other non-intoxicating drinks. 
One woman was arrested in the hallway of 
her house while carrying a piece of meat 
to the refrigerator in a saloon. An organ 
grinder of seventy-five was locked up, and 
clothing dealers and others were arrested. 
One man was arrested for selling a cigar 

after he had resisted the pleading of the 
disguised policeman to sell him a drink. 

Feed 'I'Ilem PropPrly 
and carefully; reduce the painfully large per
centage of infant mortality. Take no chances 
and make no experiment in this very important 
matter. The Gail Derden Eagle Brand Con
densed Milk has saved thousands of little lives. 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty· nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents, 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
cmsa.de of one aga.inat the Oolora.do beetle I" 
Price, 10 oents. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 oents. 

Add~&!! THE TBUTB BEEK.E~, 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to :reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINKEB'S PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FBEETBINXEB 's PIOTOBIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness d tte Church's 
claim to being a divine and hi::::_,flrEnt institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae::e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. '!'he Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the :Priests there are 16 ~ represent-

ing The Church 'Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; . the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBT.El FOB T.B:BEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who p~d two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
J ou can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
et it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company tbtl credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copv of this most wonderful volume.-Jireethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated .his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and troth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve :first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not no'\f a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BaiLBY. 
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Tit£ TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

:For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by tht~ Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Conrse of l"reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, ~t~rary, social, in~ustrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is m Itself, how manifold are 
its influences and with what promise we can hail its futnre triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRJID YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can he more ~nt~resting or more inspiri:~tg to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still m the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book .. It contains t!te great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateat men m one harmomous and 
magnificent whole, a vivid pictnre of man's sublimest evolution,. with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a oarbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
., I<'OUK HUNDK~D YEct.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE 01:<' CHARGES. 

AN.D .F [JR~ HER-To a1d oU:r friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the .New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THR GREAOOT BOGK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dT estament Stories Comica//y_/1/ustrated Bb::S"t.':-.~oN 

' Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-hound of 
BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT. 

Scientific Books G heap . B esearches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at dliferent 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten· 
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deaJ for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediwval Education. By 
H. S Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past ana Present. By Richard Chene
vix 'l'rench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modem Science and Modern Thought. By B 
Lai 'lg. 75 cents, 

Ji'ormattion o< Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime.._and Science and Poetry, with 
other essays. .Hy Andrew Wilson, F.R.S E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS i 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
.Jt'ourth Eaitton 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part !I.-Researches in Zoroa.strianism; thirtee1 
chapters. 

Part ll.-Derivation of Christianity; twentJ 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1o:iO. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 2R Lafavette Plaoe. New York Citv. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Oomplete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all sciendfi.c matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TROTH SuxEB one year ($3) and a copy of "Old 
Testament Stories Oomic<Uly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE 'fROTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes· 
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-~in AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB 
BEEXEB one year for .5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4 75. Sugar Spoons and 'l'BUTB BEEXEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
gilt bowl, 50c. more. Address THE TRU'l'H t>EEK:E1H. 

All are architects of f•t e 
Working in these walls of time, 

Some WJth mas•iv dted and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle -the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ARE ADD~D 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. HEED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address ., HE TRUTH SEEKE fl., 

28 Lafayette "!., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distingnished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians), from 
the time of ll!enu to the present. By D. M. Ben
nett. 1.(175 pages, Svo. Uloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. B£ F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Bully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine, 
Including The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to lllr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, 'l'he Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, 'l'he Crisis, and the Rights of 
1\Ian; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the Jl'Ods the nations of the earth 
have worshired, mcluding_Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir.f(in 1\Iaryband the 
Bible. 8:.!5 pages, 8vo. v ol. 1I descri es fully,· 
all religious systems of the world, inclndingc 
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;; 
the latter occupyingB72_pages, being fully _gone' 
into. 949 pages. By D • .l'rl. Bennett. Writ
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per vol
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the discursiv contemporary. God and the Sabbath 
were left out of the platform adopted at Prohibi
tion Park because the makers of that platform were 
fishing for suckers-and they are catching them-a. 
very few of them. 

Specimen Theocratic Arguments. 
AUGUST 24, 1895, The Christian .Reformer of August 3d begins its 

===================== editorial utterances with these words: 
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tr.nce ........................................................ 7 oo 
One subscription with three uew subscribers, in one remit-

tr.nce ........................................................ sao 
One subscription w' ;:., r.a new subscriber!, in one remit· 

tanca ....... , ...................................... 10 oo 
Any number over 1lve atthe same rate, invariably with one 

remittr.nce. 

Monet~ ll'11Nl4 be 1et1t !Jfl ezpre, oompanfl'• monefl oraer, 
1101tal oraer, ara.n on New Yorl:, or !Jfl reatsterea letter. 
A.aare11 oommun,oauons ana mal:e ara.rtB, ol'leol:s, post-o111oe 
Cltlt% ezPt'e" mon8fl oraer. Pat/able to E. M. M.A OIJON .ALIJ, 

28 Laf'aflette p!aoe, New Yorl:. 

SPECIAL NOTIC£.-We shall be obliged to our 

readen H they will send us the name and address of 

any Freeth.lnk.er -ho is not a regular subscriber. 

Freethinkers Are Not Deceived. 
A discursiv contemporary rejoices exceedingly 

over the platform put out by the Political Reform 
Union at its recent Prohibition Park meeting. The 
discursiv contemporary says that the platform is 
just what it bas wanted for a. long time, and that 
"Infidels" can find no flaw in it, for it does not 
mention "God" nor the Sabbath! And a. gentle
man in Pennsylvania, who certainly should know 
better, hastens to say that the discursiv contempo
rary's estimate of the Union Reformers' platform 
suits him to a "t." If the editor of th'3 discursiv 
contemporary were informed, as every editor should 
be, regarding the men and influences under that 
platform, he would know that it was built for a trap 
to catch just such people as himself-men who are 
not informed and c&n not or will not make the in
vestigation necessary to inform themselvs. A man 
must be blind who cannot see what these schemers 
are after, especially when John G. Woolley, one of 
the star conspirators, so kindly exhibited the ma
chinery that operates the talking Madonna.. He 
distinctly said that the plan of political union for 
which he was working "honors the church and en
forces the Sabbath." He proposes that all who are 
laboring for the various theocratic and paternalistic 
"reforms" now on the boards shall" combine polit
ically in the name of Jesus Christ the Conqueror, 
and form an interpa.rtisan order of independent 
voters, whose entire scope shall be the head of the 
ticket, in federal, state, judicial, and municipal elec
tions." In pursuance of this plan, the platform 
which has so struck the erratic fancy of the discur
siv contemporary was constructed, with the distinct 
aim of catching enough voters to secure control of 
the executiv officers so as to enforce the prohibitory 
and Sabbath laws now on the statute books, with 
the ultimate object of electing the legisla.tiv bodies 
and enacting such new laws as may be needed to 
complete the triumph of the conspirators. 

:Mr. Woolley boasts that the party standing on 
the platform which has fooled the discursiv contem
porary is "a new clean parby built on Jesus· Christ." 
":Zhe church is in politics," he says, in illustrating 
the modus operandi of his plan; and the Christian 

· Statesman looks for the success of the God-in-the 
Constitution party through the triumph of some of 
these "reforms" engineered by Woolley and his 
astute confreres and supported by such dupes as 

"It is difficult to tell just where to draw the line that 
bounds religious liberty a.nd separates it from an immoral 
and corrupting license, bnt it is necessary often to draw 
the line in an authoritativ manner." 

After acknowledging the difficulty of drawing the 
line mentioned, the Christian Reformer proceeds 
without hesitation to draw it as though it had full 
authority so to do. The religious believers who 
style themselvs " saints " or " holiness people " hav 
recently been holding services in Pittsburg. The 
neighbors came to regard them as nuisances, which 
they may or may not ha.v been, and it does not mat
ter, for that was not the question raised, so far as 
we can gather from the report in and arguments of 
the Covenanter paper. 

"It is stated that the so-called 'holy kiss ' was prac
ticed. The conversation, teaching, and practice of these 
people are said to be of a very qnestionable nature. A 
printed circular was issued and circulated by them which 
the snperintendent of police pronounced to be demoraliz
ing and obscene. They were ordered to take down their 
tent and leave the city. Evidently the right to worship 
God according to the dictates of conscience does not 
carry with it the right to practice immorality in the 
name of religion." 

Let us briefly analyze these charges and argu
ments, for the whole story sounds theocratic and 
smells fishy. There are five :@a.ssages in the New 
Testament in which the early Christians are com
manded to greet one another with a. holy kiss, and 
in none of them is anything said about "~o-ca.lled '' 
holy kisses. From all of which it would appear 
that the Christian has ample warrant for giving and 
receiving this salutation, but the modern Christian 
has a horror of obeying Bible commands, as is evi
denced by his almost total disregard of the teach
ings of Jesus and his fierce persecution of the few 
of his brethren who do attempt to be Bible Chris
tians. In proof of this, notice the hounding of the 
Seventh-day Adventists and the vituperation poured 
out on those who prove that the Bible is not a wit
ness for either tempsra.nce or prohibition. 

The fact that the " conversation, teaching, and 
practice" of any body of people are " said " to be of a 
" questionable nature " does not giv any official a 
right to order them out of town. Deprivation of 
citizen rights is not permissible on mere hearsay ; 
every person accused of wrong-doing is entitled to 
a. fair trial and should not be punished unless and 
until guilt is proved. Neither has the chief of po
lice authority to pass on the character of printed or 
written matter. He is merely a peace officer, not a 
literary censor, a judge, nor a member of a jury. 
The average policeman is not morally or intellect
ually qualified to decide upon the merits or demer
its of literary productions, even if he had the legal 
authority for so doing, which he has not. It is 
probable that the circular of the "holiness people" 
had nothing in it worse than can be found in the 
Bible, and it is likely that everything in it was 
based on the teachings and positiv commands of 
that fetich. Would the chief of police of Pittsburg 
ha.v ordered anyone out of the city for circulating 
the Bible! Would the Christian Reformer hav 
applauded the banishment of any one for such an 
offense ? Consistency never was a conspicuous 
virtue of Christians. But the previously quoted 
statements and assertions of the Reformer do not 
reveal the real animus of that journal and its allies. 

It reproduces from the Pittsburg Commercial Ga
zette some comments which show what is meant by 
all such petty persecutions by officials who usually 
act as the "powers behind the throne " dictate. 
Read this: 

"When a body of men and women hav rendered them
selva amenable to charges of immorality, obscenity, and 
blasphemy, and seek defense or palliation on the plea of 
religious freedom, the police seldom make a mistake in 
compelling them to ' move on.' '' 

WheB. an editor knows so little about the Con
stitution of his country and the rights of man as to 
claim that men and women may justly be ordered 
to "move o;n" because somebody thinks them guilty 
of "blasphemy," his opinions regarding what con
stitutes immorality and obscenity will be found so 
distorted by theological prejudice and superstition 
as to be unworthy of serious attention. This Pitts
burg daily ought to know that in the United States 
there is no such crime as "blasphemy," except in a 
few belated provinces like Maryland and Pennsylva
nia., and that there blasphemy laws are flagrantly 
viola.tiv of the spirit of the Constitution, and gross 
anachronisms in this a~e of science and rationalism. 
This argument of the Commercial Gazette and the 
subsequent demands of the theocratic organ neces
sarily make us very doubtful of the reality of the 
"immorality and obscenity" charged against the 
holiness people. It is probable that those charges 
are as unsubstantial as that of "blasphemy." But 
more than this-how hav these people "rendered 
themselvs amenable" to such charges T Hav they 
had a. trial, as the Constitution guarantees~ Who 
knows that they hav rt~ndered themselvs amenable 
to the charge either of obscenity or blasphemy T 
By what authority does the chief of police proceed 
against them, even under the antiquated laws of 
Pennsylvania, if he has no warrant to arrest them 
or if they hav not been tried and found guilty? Is 
not the order of expulsion simply a. concession to 
popular clamor made by an officer too cowardly to 
take the responsibility of arre.sting and holding for 
trial probably innocent persons T 

The Commercial Gazette says further that " of
fenses against good morals, orderly government, 
and common decency cannot be cloake:i under the 
pretext of [freedom of] religious belief." Among 
these offenses the editor has included the fictitious 
crime of "blasphemy,'' and thus we are served with 
notice that whatever the civil powers, acting under 
instruction from the church, declare to be blas
phemous is "against good morals, orderly govern
ment, and common decency," and, as such, is to be 
suppressed by law. And this is from a. daily paper 
that owes the very possibility of its own existence 
to freedom of thought and expression. Once more 
it says: 

"Men and women may accept, and even proclaim, any 
theory or dogma which may commend itself to their 
judgment, but when they begin to organize churches as 
a means of making converts, and entering upon practices 
which the customs and laws of the country forbid, they 
cannot escape by drawing around them the shield of 
religious toleration." ' 

That is, people ha.v rights if they do not attempt 
to make use of them I It is to be noted that the 
customs of the country are as sacred as its laws, 
which would make it very uncomfortable for the 
Chinese with his queue and the Turkish woman with 
her thick veil. Only the narrowest of narrow pro
vincialism talks in that way. But narrow as it is, 
it is altogether too broad for the Christian Re
former, which says that the tone of the extract is 
correct, but that the line between true liberty and 
license is not drawn in the right place. It objects 
to permitting men to accept and proclaim such dog
mas as their judgments commend, and yet denying 
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to them the right to organize for the propagation 
of those dogmas. Now, do not think for a moment 
that it is going ·to propose to giv them the same 
right to organize that the secular paper concedes 
to them to individually hold and proclaim their opin
ions. Far from it : 

"The broad principle, so often stated by writers on 
personal liberty, is, that whenever anyone's conduct 
affects injuriously the rights of others, the state has a 
right to interfere. In the exercise of its police authority 
the state may suppress whatever injures the public either 
physically, :financially, or morally." 

This is indeed a "broad" principle I Under it 
any tyranny is possible. The true statement is that 
invasion may be repelled and punished. That is 
the boundary of the province of the state. To per
mit it to do more is to open the way for all possible 
kinds of persecutions by the majority of the hour. 
Why did not the Reformer say that the state might 
also rightfully suppress what it thinks will injure 
the public, i. e., individuals, intellectually '! Be
cause that demand would hav shown the most stu 
pid that it was aiming to outlaw unorthodox opin
ions, which is indisputably religious persecution, 
and it virtuously protests against any such imputa
tion. It finds it necessary to mask its real pur
poses behind the pretexts of preserving the prop
erty of the citizen from theft, his health from con
tagion,· and his morals from corruption. Once 
it was perfectly safe to imprison, mangle, and mur
der avowedly to save souls from hell, but the rise 
of Freethought and the development of science hav 
forced the church to work under cover, to do its 
crimes in the name of human earthly virtues and 
needs. " Blasphemy" is no longer a crime against 
the gods, it is an injury to the "morals of the pub
lic." "Obscenity" and " morality" are to-day the 
shibboleths of the tyrants and the would-be tyrants, 
and whosoever is fooled thereby is not wise. Im
mediately following the last sentence before quoted, 
the Covenanter paper says : 

" This will apply to public speaking and the printed 
page as well as to the formation of unlawful organiza
tions. There is a paper published in New York called 
THE TBUTH BEEKER, which week after week contains 
blasphemous language and still more blasphemous pict
ures. If the tone of public morals were what it should 
be, this paper would be suppressed as calculated to affect 
injuriously the morals of the public. It seems clear that 
it is a violation of the law to send it through the mails. 
Our officers usually transgress on the aide of leniency, 
and not on the side of severity, in the enforcement of 
law." 

This is at once frank and deceptiv. It is frank 
in the open avowal of the desire to "stamp out " 
Freethought publications, but deceptiv as regards 
the reasons given for the desire. Instead of hon
estly saying that THE TBUTH SEEli:EB should be sup· 
pressed because it antagonizes the claims of the 
Christian church and is opposed to the union of 
religion and the state, it is asserted that the paper 
injures the "morals of the public," by which, it is 
to be presumed, is meant the morals of individuals 
who read its arguments or gaze upon its pictures. 
"Public morals " and the " morals of the public," 
as distinguished from the morals of the constituent 
individuals who compose the community, are abso
lute fictions, and only a mind steeped in supersti
tion could for a moment entertain the idea of their 
existence. THE TRUTH SEEKER has not degraded 
the morals of its readers. It has advocated the use 
of the reason in the examination of the creeds of 
all the churches of the world; it has protested 
against teaching to the children of the land the 
monstrous falsehood that the crimes recorded in 
the Bible, an·d there attributed to Yahveh, were com
mand-ed by a god infinit in power and justice; it 
has shown that the devastations of nature are in
consistent with the ethics of civilized man, and it 
has demanded that all citizens be ~"qual before the 
law, regardless of their belief or unbelief. There 
is nothing immoral in this, nothing calculated to 
make one man invade the rights of any other man. 
If t,he editor of the Christian Reformer cannot see 
this, we are not responsible ; we cannot engage to 
clear his brain of theological cobwebs; he is joined 
to hir idols. The best that we can do is to warn 
the people of the United States against the trea
sonable machinations of him and his fellow-

conspirators. He never attempts to answer our 
arguments, and only once hav any of the theocrats 
essayed to dispose of our facts, and that was when 
we gave some of the figures which convicted the 
Sabbatarians of wholesale forgery and petitic.n
stuffing in connection with the attempt to close 
the World's Fair on Sunday. They retired after 
one skirmish; it is so much easier to advocate the 
suppression of your adversary than it is to answer 
his arguments and explain or otherwise dispose of 
his facts. Logically and historically, it is the Chris
tian method of argument. 

We do not think that the postal laws hav yet 
been made quite orthodox enough to prevent the 
circulation of THE TRUTH SEIKEB through t:Ue maile, 
although that has been the object of many amend
ments proposed to the original Comstock statutes. 
Undoubtedly, if such extreme bigots as the editor 
of the Christian Reformer could determin the appli
cation of the existing statutes, there would be no 
difficulty in shutting us up and stopping the 
paper ; in fact, these reactionists would do all that 
on general principles, if they could sit on the bench 
and in the jury-box, with no higher authority to 
nullify their usurpations. They are equal to the 
commission of any crime of the kind, as ready as 
Torquemada and Calvin were to suppress dissent 
and torture heretics. They lack only the power, 
and, at the present rate of movement backward 
here in the United States, they will not very much 
longer be without the power. But there will be no 
surrender on the part of the wide-awake Free
thinkers, and we hope sometime to see the Amer
ican people get their eyes open to the real state 
of afiairs ; then they will appreciate the gravity 
of the situation, and stop fraternizing with relig
ious despots masked as reformers. 

Infamous! 
"·Birdie was only four years old, bnt abe had already 

been taught that God loved her, and always took care of 
her. One day there was a heavy thunderstorm and 
Birdie's sisters and mamma even laid by their sewing and 
drew their chairs into the middle of the room, pale and 
trembling with fear. But Birdie stood close by the win
dow, watching the storm with bright eyes. 'Oh mammal 
a'in'l that bn'fn!' she cried, clapping her bands with de
light, as a vivid flash of lightning burst from the black 
clouds, and the thunder pealed and rattled over their 
beads. 'It is God's voice, Birdie,' said mamma, and her 
voice trembled. 'He talks very loud, don't he, mamma? 
S'poae it is so as deaf Betsy can hear, and the other deaf 
folks.' '0 Birdie I come straight away from that win
dow,' said one of her sisters, whose cheeks were blanched 
with fear. 'What for?' asked Birdie. 'Obi because the 
lightning is so sharp, and it thunders so loud.' Bnt 
Birdie shook her head, and, looking over her shoulder 
with a happy smile on her face, lisped out: 'If it fnnders, 
let it fnnderl 'Tis God makes it fnnder, and he'll take 
care of me. I ain't a bit afraid to hear God talk, 
Maizy.' "-Sunday-School Times. 

"A Child's Beautiful Faith," is the heading the 
Sunday-School Times puts on the foregoing silly, 
demoralizing trash. "Child's beautiful faith "'! 
Shame on the parent who will put the trusting in
nocence of inexperienced childhood to such a test 
as that I The man who will print and send out 
among little children such crually false assertions 
as are contained in that story is either an imbecil 
or an intellectual prostitute. He should be lashed 
by the whip of ridicule and cut by the knives of in
dignant criticism until he is shamed and terrified 
into silence. The courtesies of debate are wasted 
upon creatures with ~ouls so small as his. His 
worthless-ten times worse than worthlel'ls-sheet 
has a circulation of more than 150,000 copies. It 
carries the leprosy of ignorance and falsehood into 
every home where it is permitted to crawl. It 
fattens on credulity and leaves a trail of moral 
death wherever it goes. It caters to the most be
sottedly uncultivated, the most reactionary elements 
in the Christian church. Every Christian to-day 
who has even a smattering of modern education 
knows that the thunder is not the voice of a god ; 
he knows that the lightning will kill the trusting 
child as quickly as it will the worst criminal in the 
world; he knows that such teachings as that of the 
Sunday-School :l'imes imperil lives by making the 
ignorant and faith-guided neglect the precautions 
that would often save them, and he knows that when 
the child so taught grows up it will learn that its 
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mother was a liar and is not to bo trusted. In this 
idiotic story the mother's own voice trembled when 
she said that the thunder was God's voice ; she 
knew that the lightning might strike her down, god 
or no god, even while she was telling the conven
tional lie to the little one, jnst as she had probably 
told it the other conventional lie that the doctor 
found it in the garden. Even the elder sister had 
sense enough to keep away from the open window, for 
she had lost som~ of her faith, but the baby, be
lieving the lies of its mother, remained in the place 
of danger. One might as well talk of the "beau
tiful faith" of the child who, having been taught 
that "God loved her, and always took care of her," 
should bend trustingly down to kiss a rattlesake, 
coiled and with head thrown back ready to drive 1ts 
deadly fangs into hPr flesh. Such faith is not 
beautiful; it is ugly, it is deplorable, it is heart
rending. Ecrasez l'infame I 

Mr. Putnam will soon be back in this country to 
look after the fall joint convention of the Free
thought Federation of America and the American 
Secular Union. His last lecture in England will be 
in London on the first Sunday in September. Mr. 
Foote, the president of the English Secularists, will 
superintend the affair and preside at the meeting
A dinner will also be given in Mr. Putnam's hon0:1r 
a few days before he sails from Southampton. It 
will probably be a good one, as the tickets are sold 
for it at four shillings each, which, we understand~ 
will buy a good meal in England, and so our repre
sentativ will not be sent home hungry. This will 
do much to obliterate the strained feeling between 
this country and England consequent upon the 
hilarity of a small tea-party some years back. 

Governor Atkinson, of Georgia, has issued a. 
proclamation in which he thanks God for having, as 
he alleges, delivered him "from the perils of a most 
serious sickness." This is praying on the house
tops instead of in the closet, with a vengeance. It 
is now time for this phenomenally brilliant chiet 
executiv to issue another proclamation, setting forth 
that, as the sev. n doctors he subsequently em
ployed made him sick, he wants the people of 
Georgia to know it and God to giv them a taste of 
brimstone for it. If God cured him but had no 
hand in putting him on the sick-bed, is it not log
ical to infer that the doctors were responsible for 
making him sick in the first place T It is a very 
poor rule that will not work both ways, although 
Governor Atkinson does not seem to know it. 
Perhaps the editor of the Macon News is his theo
logical adviser. 

A writer in a Boston pap<>r says : 

"A system of religion that disputes the right of 'exist
ence to all other religions systems, and that claims the 
exclnsiv right to God's mercy in the world to come, in
vites opposition and attack, and cannot intelligently be 
called religions, certainly not American." 

That exactly describes Christianity, although th~ 
writer had in mind only one division of Christianity. 
It is the fundamental claim of the Christian church 
that man is eternally lost unless he accepts the 
terms of salvation offered by God through Christ. 
Christ is man's redeemer from the hell that was 
earned by Adam, and the King of this world. So 
Pays the church, Catholic and Protestant and 
Greek. The doctrin of exclusiv salvation through 
Christ has inundated the world with blood and 
whitened plain and valley and mountain side withe 
the bones of murdered millions. When Christianit;r 
yields this claim to monopoly of God's favor she, 
yields ev£:>rything. 

A few days ago an Italian was arrested in this 
city for selling ice on Sunday. He was doing an 
excellent business from his wagon. Taken before 
Magistrate Cornell, the latter said: 

"It's a crying shame to arrest a man for selling ice in 
the tenement districts. Why, ice is a necessity on such a 
close, hot day as this. I wish I could let you go, Bacco; 
bnt, unfortunately, as the law st1mds, I must hold you in 
$100 for Special Sessions." 

What can be said in defense of a law when even 
the judges on the bench declare that it is a" crying 
shame " to enforce itT But such are the laws that 
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priests and priest-led laymen giv us. So long as 
we submit to statutes of this kind, so long we shall 
hav to submit, and submission to one leads the way 
for the enactment of others. The most effectiv 
support of tyranny is a people accustomed to and 
tolerant of tyranny. "Bad laws are the worst sort 
of tyranny. They derive a particular malignity 
from the wisdom and soundness of the rest of our 
institutions,'' said Edmund Burke. The worst of 
bad laws are those which the church demands in 
the interest of her supernatural and anti-natural 
dogmas. By the Constitution, church and state are 
separate in the United S~ates, and hence all church 
laws are unconstitutional and void. 

A few weeks ago we sent notices to those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their sub
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt

ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had no word, and to them we address 
these appealing remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
about it. But the cost of getting out the paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it takes a good deal 
of cash. So we again ask those whose time has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their subscriptions 
now-at once-right off-so we can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erat demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our :fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond to the notice. We dislike 
to mention this matter, but Necessity has no fel
lowship with Squeamishness, and we hav to do it. 
We need the money 

Providence has been on a "tear" all summer. 
On July 21st a tornado swept over the camp meet
ing grounds at Roseville, near Zanesville, Ohio. It 
killed one man and one woman and injured seven 
others, most of whom were women. The :first 
Sunday camp meeting of the !!Ieason was in progress 
at ~he time, and the people present had gathered 
in the tabernacle to esMpe the rain. It was here 
that they were struck down, on the very horns of 
the altar, as it were. On August 4th, lightning 
struck the Methodist church in Q1u.ker~own, Hun
terdon county, N. J., during services, and with the 
exception of six children and one woman every per
son in the building was stunned or prostrated. 
Among the injured were the clergyman and his 
wife and the sexton. The latter was terribly 
burned and disfigured. A woman sitting with the 
pastor's wife was horribly burned and lingers be
tween life and death. Others were badly injured. 
Something over a month ago Mrs. W. H. Roland, 
of Van Pelt Manor, N.Y., was on her way home 
from Brooklyn when she was shocked by lightning 
while waiting at the station for a train. Later, she 
was assisted toward her home by some friends, but 
while slowly passing the Reformed church at Van 
Pelt Manor a lightning bolt shattered the spire of 
the church and gave Mrs Roland a shock which 
paralyzed her right side and affected her brain. 
She died, leaving a husband of four years and sev
eral stepchildren. God seems to hav been deter
mined to make away with her by lightning-which 
our forefathers believed was the flashing of his 
eyes in anger-and al!! he failed at the rail way sta
tion he resorted to his church and waylaid her as 
she passed. When Christians stop building 
churches for the fostering of superstition, for the 
worship of gods, Freethinkers will stop calling 
their attention to the shortcoming of the gods. 

The Springfield (Mass.) .Republican, a quite fair 
and able paper usually, makes a most egregious 
blunder in commenting on the "liberty" broadside 
of the New York World. It says that the World's 
enterprise was "a ridiculous performance"; that 
that paper is working for liberty without law, 
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while the men whom it quotes, such as Spencer, 
Jefferson, Burke, and Mill, were writing of some
thing entirely different. Now the facts are, all 
these writers were protesting, as the World is and 
as THE TRUTH SEEXEB is, against bad laws, laws that 
invade the reserv~d rights of the citizen, laws that 
take cognizance of matters that do not come within 
the purview of statute law at alL Very much of a 
like tenor could hav been quoted from the political 
works of Thomas Paine and other dil!ltinguished 
writers not mentioned by the World, for all clear 
thinkers hav recognized that there must be a well
defined limit to the power of a majority no less 
than to that of a king if the individual is to retain 
a shadow even of self-sovereignty. It is preposter
ous to say that the majority may enact any law that 
it sees :fit, and that the minority must submit be
cause the government is in form a republic. If that 
is true, what has become of the constitutional 
guarantees of liberty to liv, to acquire, and to en-. 
j.oy! If there is no limit to the authority of the 
majority, what has become of the constitutional in
hibition of the union of church and state T The 
plain truth is that the minority is under moral ob
ligation to respect all statutes that the law-making 
authority has the natural and constitutional right 
to enact, and the obligation ends right there 
When the king or the majority usurps authority he 
or it is the real law-breaker. Would the .Republican 
venture to claim that if the legislature of Massa· 
chusetts should decree that every person in the 
state must attend religious services once each Sun
day the Freethinking minority would bs under any 
moral obligation to obey the law T The law itself 
would be a usurpation and as such would be null 
and void under the fundamental law of both the 
state and man's nature. So of the Sabblth law 
and a multitude of other enactments of. a usurping 
majority or a scheming minority. It was against 
such unwarranted statutes as these that Mrll-and 
others protested and the World, was amply justified 
in using their protests in the connection it did. 
The .Republican should rise above such fetich 
worship. 

The New York Press has some interesting com
ments on the Ballyvadlea, Irela.nd, witch-burning 
case and the verdict of the jury : 

"There was every element of intent necessary to con
stitute murder in the . :fi rat degree, for the prisoner 
thought that the spirit he expelled from his victim's 
body was that of a witch who had dispossessed his wife's 
spirit. Yet, while there was intent as to the witch, there 
was none as to the wife. It was the murderer's intent 
that she should be restored to her own, of which the 
witch had despoiled her. SHU, as the wife was slain, 
though unintentionally, in the course of the commission 
of a felony, the supposed murder of the. witch, the com
passing of the wife's death remains murder in the :first 
degree. 

"Yet, though technical proof of capital crime was 
clear the man would hav been hanged had he been con
victed of capital crime for seeking to exorcise an evil 
spirit, an action for- which he had divine precedent in 
Judea, and, we do not doubt, centuries of human practice 
in Ballyvadlea, where he lived. That was his true intent, 
whatever form his action took, and that is not a crime; in 
fact, it is in no way known to the law." 

There can be no doubt that the murderer acted 
honestly in obedience to the teachings of the Bible, 
and in harmony with long established precedent, as 
the Press says, and that the manslaughter verdict 
is illogical. So, while the law of the present can 
not recognize the crime of witch-killing and must 
take the intent into account, and as the Ballyvad
lea murderer did not intend to kill his wife, it ap
pears that some other verdict should hav been 
found. The Press says that in this country we 
would hav "dodged the question with an insanity 
verdict." But would that hav been dodging the 
question T It is true, as our contemporary objects, 
that that would hav involved bringing in as crazy 
the wife's family, the "doctor," and most of the 
rest of the village ; very well, they are either crazy 
or imbecil. Allowing all that may be asked in ex
tenuation on the ground of divine sanction and life· 
toni)' belief, it remains true that this explains only 
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the murderoas pursuit of the " witch" ; it does not 
explain the burning to death of the woman ; that 
can be accounted for only on the ground of drivel
ing imbecility, for the veriest slave of the Bible 

must know from experience that :fire consumes the 
body, and that a body so consumed does not come 
to life. Incarceration in a lunatic asylum or in a 
home for the feeble-minded is the only approxi
mately just, the only logical, and the only really 
educativ disposal that can be made of such an irre
sponsible creature as Cleary. That is where Jesus 
would go were he here now, and claiming to drive 
devils out of people and into swine. 

"With God co-extensiv, with an in:finit universe iden
tified with its powers, with its rational order, with its 
transcendent beauty, with its throbbing life; everywhere 
appealing to the heart and revealing truth and dnty to the 
mind of man; with what changed views do we look out 
upon the world and :npon science? Science becomes the 
very handmaid of religion and the order of revelation. 
Just as fast and just as far as we are learning to know the 
universe, we are learning to know God.-.J. 0. L., in the 
New Unity. 

As has so often been said before, for the man 
who sits in comfort in a snug office, who has a full 
stomach and good digestion, is well clothed and 
on fairly good terms with his fellow citizens, it is very 
easy to talk as "J. C. L." does. One talks that way 
because reason is silenced by feeling. Many who 
are thus favorably situated do not talk in that way. 
They reason by induction from a great number of 
observed facts. Their cogitation is neither purdy 
subjectiv nor entirely based on their personal expe
rience. They frankly confess that they know 
nothing of a god "co-extensiv with an infinit uni
verse, identified with its powers," but they say with 
equal frankness that if they could trace in that uni
verse the designs of such an infinit god they 
should hold that god to be morally imperfect; 
they could not do less and be loyal to their own 
moral natures. The only ethics that they know 
anything about, while they are the product of evo
lution in nature, are not sanctior..ed by nature ex
cept as nature is specialized in the most aivanced 
race~ of men. As to the other specific averments of 
"J. C. L ," it is pertinent to inquire where he :finds 
"rational order" in the earthquakes that destroyed 
Lisbon and the cities of the island of Java, in the 
cyclones and hurricanes that prostrate beautiful 
forests, and in the cosmic catastrophes that whelm 
planets and stars in ruin. There is "transcendent 
beauty" in nature! Yes, sometimes, but there is 
often ugliness and hideous deformity. "Throbbing 
life"? Yes, and equally pervasiv decay and death. 
And these everywhere appeal to the heart~ Yes, 
but as often to still it with fear or contract it with 
loathing as to cause it to pulsate with joy and 
admiration. The facts of nature reveal "truth and 
duty to the mind of man"! Yes; it is a truth that 
the sting of the fer de lance is beyond cure, that 
the germs of terrible diseases lurk in the food we 
eat, but these are unpleasant truths, and the duty 
that they and an uncounted number like them im
pose upon us is to maintain a desperate and unceas
ing struggle for existence with the cosmic nature. 
Science is destined to destroy the last vestige of 
supernatural religion for a time, tut when the 
planet on which we dwell begins to die the race of 
man will partake of the common decrepitude, as the 
resources of physical existence commence to wither, 
and the race, like the individual, will pass from the 
mid-life of rationalism to the senility of religious 
second childhood. But that epoch is probably 
hundreds of thousands or perhaps millions of 
years in the future, and so does not vitally concern 
us of to-day. Finally, "just as fast and just as far 

t k th . " as we are learning o now e umverse, we are 
forgetting what our less developed ancestors knew 
about the gods. 

----------~-------
Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 

" 24-0nset Bay, Mass ............................. Shaks~ere 
" 25- " " ............................ The Bible 

Sept. 1-0lear Lalte, Ia ..................................... L~ncoln 
" a-Peoria, Ill .......................................... L!ncoln 
" 8-Des Moines, Ia ................................... L~coln 
" 17-Stamford, Oonn .................................. Lmcoln 

With regard to the merely contingent, or, as it 
may be called, constructiv inju~y whi.ch a :person 
causes in society by conduct ~hiCh ne1the~ vtolates 
any specific duty to the pubhc nor occasions per
ceptible hurt to any assignable in~vidual. except 
himself, the inconvenience is one '!hiCh soCiety can 
afford to bear for the sake of the greater good of 
·human freedom.-Jokn Stuart .Mill. 
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News and Notes. land's greatest bard. ~hey say that mora Ameri
cans visit Stratford every year than Englishmen. 

Shakspere's day! What a day it was-of joy, of It appears that every American tourist makes it a 
roses, of bloom and splendor; a day when man and point to see Shakspere's birthplace without fail. 
nature blend in perfect poesy. The home of Shak-~ But I cannot linger at the monument. It is too 
soere, the river Avon, the green fields, the beauti- modern. I want to get back to the old times; to 
ful church, the embowering groves, the thousand the very hearthstone of Shakspere, and here, in a 
flowers, make a world of delight ; the past and little while, I stand, beneath the very roof under 
present mingling in glory and romance. What which he was born. The big old-fashioned fire
mEmories illuminate the brain at the magic word place is before me. The iron dogs are gone, but 
't Shakspere !" what a long procession moves the very stones are there where the fire glowed, and 
athwart the mind, what pomp, what variety, what on the side are the stone seats under the chimney 
passion, what power. And here is the land of his where, I suppose, little Willie must bav sat when 
birth. Ilere he gathered the treasures of nature, the embers were low and it was cold. At any rate, 
here be caught the music of the birds and plucked I sat myself down on these snug stone seats where 
the flowers, here he felt the flame of love and the Shakspere might hav toasted his shins. This was 
grand ambition of youth, and here, after the tri- in the kitchen with its stone floor. Overhead is the 
umphs of an eventful life, he found the repose of room where Shakspere was born; not much of a 
death. How the heart thrills and the imagination room now, but more royal than the court of any 
kindles at Stratford· upon-A von ! Scott, Burns, prince. I should think about a million names were 
Byron, and then Shakspere, who comprehends them scribbled all over the walls and the window-panes; 
all in the amplitude of his genius ~tnd enriches among them, by careful observation, might be dis
them and us so that poetry and art hereafter are a earned Scott's, Byron's, Carlyle's, Dickens's, Thack
comoon heritage, like the earth, and sun, and sky. eray's, etc., but it is almost impossible to distin-

1 did not come a solitary pilgrim to this memo- guish. In another room opposit is a portrait of 
rable shrine. Not simply the dead, but the living Shakspere, probably the finest extant. To my mind 
world itself was round about my pathway, as vari- it is certainly a veritable portrait, and conveys a 
able as the pages of Shakspere himself, and the noble impression of the poet. This portrait was 
comedy of life softened and glorified its tragedy. discovered a few years ago among some old relics. 
Like Chaucer's company, we found as much wisdom It had a thick, heavy beard upon it. It was found, 
in play as in labor itself, and certainly no one can however, that this beard did not belong to the 
appreciate Shakspere who does not see the jny of original picture, and, being carefully cleaned off, a 
life as well as its shadows. . new face appears-the face of Shakspere himself. 
. I must describe the companions of my delightful It is constantly guarded, being framed in a fire
JOUrney~ vyho added the lust~r of Freethought to proof iron safe, which is locked every night. It is 
the remiDulCences of the poetic past. a priceless treasure. I do not like the ordinary 

Robert Taylor is the captain of the Birmingham pictures of Shakspere. They convey no impression 
h~s_t, and, a~ter bei~g twenty-~hree years in the of genius or character. One might think Shakspere 
militar~ ~erviCe of his country, IB fully capable for was only a comfortable burgher looking at these 
the positiOn. He has traveled over a good part of pictures. It is a heavy unintellectual face that con
the Old W_?rld~ and expects eventually to see the fronts us, in which there seems to be no fine play 
New. He IB a JOlly story-teller. He has gathered of wit and chE!er. But in this portrait now hung 
his materials from many a campfire and curious upon the walls of Shakspere's home, and of which 
a~ventur~, and there is_ not a subject he cannot illu- 1 believe there is no copy elsewhere, we see the real 
m1nate with some tellmg anecdote. James Part- man, as described by Ben Jon son-" honest, brave, 
ridge, the secretary, is a quiet and persevering operi, free, gentle, and witty." Here we see the 
ma~, and do~s the har~ and silent work without lips that the muses might hav kissed; the eyes 
whiCh there IB no public success. W. T. Pitt, the where genius makes the world luminous, and the 
treasurer, has the knack of paying all the bills, dome-like forehead. In connection with this por 
which makes the passage of life a free-and-easy one trait I am reminded of the Kesselstadt mask, which 
to t~e Secular Pilgr~. Joseph H. Ridgway, vice- I think is tb.e most wonderful and pathetic expres
president of the somety, I hav already referred to sian of Shakspere's face ever given. Here we see 
as a. stadlwart vetehran. Mr. Stephl'ln Armfield was the grandeur, the delicacy, the subtlety, tl:te mobil
or~ame to preac. the gospel according to Meth- ity of tbe poet-genius. Thus in the shadow of 
odism, but found m ~reethought and hard work a death, 111.ther than in the fleshly lineaments of life, 
better fi~ld for ?umanity and truth. David Thomas are revealed the depths and intensities of Shak
~ullows I~ the smgerof our paity, who puts the music spere's inner being. 
ID where It does the most good, and adds to the fes- I cannot describe the many relics and curiosities, 
t1v1ty and roiD:a~ce of th_e occasion.; and Charles pictures, books, manuscripts, etc., now gathered 
Henry Cattell JOIDB us w1th Freddie Cattell, the within the poet's birthplace. Amidst the mingling 
gran~son of Charles Watts,. so. that my famous rain and sunshine we journey to Shottery, about 
A~encan co worker has th? dig~Ity of a grand sire, three miles from Shakspere's early home. Here, on 
wh~ch, of cour~e, be ca~nes with vigorous ease. 8 bit of rising ground, is Ann Hathaway's cottage 
This was a typical Enghsh part,, proud of their surrounded by an old garden, in which are many of 
?wn land! yet ~osm?politan in spirit, li_te.rary, poet- the Shaksperean flowers. The cottage has been 
ICal, mu~Ical, histoncal, anecdotal, remim!!cent, and divided into three portions. The central portion is 
_prophetic, so there was plenty of Promethean fire a fairly large room, with quaint chimney corner. 
all along th~ w~y. . There is an old settle with high back, and the win
.- We left Birmmp-ham at 9 40 ID the morning, and dow, under which Shakspere might hav done his 
It w~s about 11 o clock A..M. w.ben we rolled into the courting in the "good old days." Up-stairs is a 
stat~ on at Stratford upon-A yon. Stratford has a pop- beautiful carved bedstead, which shows the care 
ulat10n of about 10,?00. It IB one of the cleanest and and workmiJ.nship lavished on furniture in the Mid
handsom~st towns ID England at ~he present time. dle Ages. This bedstead existed in the Hathaway 
It looks hke a parlor. It has quite an aspect of house before the time of our poet. An old woman 
modern magnificen~e. The old pa;ts of the town has charge of the house, a descendant of the Hath
a.re not 11pparent with?ut a searchmg .l~ok. Igna- sways. She is eighty-three years old, and is a 
bus Donnelly, t~~ a_nh-S?aksperea~, critiC, says that sprightly and chipper old lady. She can talk the 
Stratford was a duty httle town. I can see no day long. She is full of the bld days of her great
evi~ence of this. All towns were dirty three cen- great-grandfather, and gr~at-great-g~andaunt, etc. 
t~ries ago .to what they are now. London was It was a pleasure to listen to her traditions. I liked 
Bl~ply horrible. Strat_ford was no worse than its the cottage and its surroundings. The modern look 
neighbors. It was evidentl>: a town of some i~- has not yet appeared as in bustling Stratford. The 
por~ance, the center of busmess for an extensiv glamour of the old days is almost undisturbed. The 
agncultural country, wher~ crowds would gather garden has an ancient flavor. The flowero are in 
on market days, and a bnght boy would hav a wild profusion, and we are permitted the blessed 
chance to see a vast deal of human na:ure.. It was privilege of plucking a few. At Shakspere's birth
not a. country_ place _that S~akspere hved m, but a place there is a garden in which are blooming, it is 
b~sthng_ tradmg-pomt, whiCh would afford much said, all the flowers spoken of in Shakspere's 
stimulatiO? and knowledge to a youthful genius. drama, but the guardians will not allow one even 
Donnelly IB ~er! m~ch out of ~~? way when he calls to stroll through it, and not a petal is to be had for 
Stratford a duty h~tle ~own . lD order to belittle love or money. They are not so strict at Ann 
Shak!!pere .. At the time ID whwh Shakep'3re lived, Hathaway's cottage and you can roam around to 
Stratford _might be called a leading provincial town, your heart's conte~t, and dream of the lovers of 
and . of this town Shakspere's father was the chief the "golden time." 
m~~strate, and must hav been a man of energy and There is no evidence that the poet's married life 
abil1ty. Stratford was. not ~ stagnant village. was an unhappy one; that he ever ceased his affec
Shakspere was. bor? amidst activ and superior ele- tion for his wife, or that he went to London from 
menta of Engh_sh hfe. . any other motiv than an honorable desire to better 

The first thi~g to attract our attentiOn was the his condition and that of his family. There is no 
handsome Amencan monument, which is gratifying evidence that he ever stole the deer or was arrested 
as the expression of our national feeling for Eng- for any youthful escapade and had to run away. 
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There is no doubt that Shakspere was a manly 
youth, honest, straightforward, energetic, and 
handsome. He went to London to make a fortune. 
He probably had many good friends to help him, 
among them the actors who visited his nativ town, 
and were cordially welcomed and sustained by 
Shakspere's father, who was fond of dramatic en
tertainments. There is no evidence that Shakspere 
went to London penniless, or that he was obliged 
to hold horses at the theater doors for a scanty liv
ing. Shakspere was a first-class business man, 
practical and sagacious, if he was a poet. I hav no 
doubt he went to London with a good capital to 
start with and ample support. He was the kind of 
a man to make friends and to keep them. Shake
pare became for his time a very wealthy man; and 
not by luck, but by foresight, labor, pluck, and per
severance. 

From Ann Hathaway's cottage we drive to the 
church, a noble structure, which shows by its size 
and etateliness that Stratford must hav been a town 
of note before Shakspere's era. What a beautiful 
churchyard i.s here, the sunlight falling through the 
green arches upon the green grass and the solemn 
gravestones, even as when the poet mused and 
dreamed along the banks of Avon. We enter the 
church and wander among the memorials of the 
dead. We stand by the tomb of Shakspere. I can 
only express myself in the noble words of Wat!h· 
ington Irving : 

"There are other monuments around, but the 
mind refuses to dwell on anything that is not con
nected with Shakspere ; his idea pervades the place, 
the whole pile seems to be his mausoleum. The 
feelings, no longer checked and thw8rted by doubt, 
here indulge in perfect confidence. Other traces 
of him may be false or dubious, but here 'is palpa
ble evidence and absolute certainty. As I trod the 
sounding pavement there was something intense 
and thrilling in the idea that in very truth the re
mains of Shalrspere were mouldering beneath my 
feet. It was a long time before I could prevail 
upon myself to leave the place, and as I passed 
through the church-yard I plucked a branch from 
one of the yew-trees, the only relic I hav brought 
from Stratford." 

As I was passing through the same church-yard 
I found the workman cutting down an ancient yew
tree, of which I secured a branch, also some leaves 
and grass, and yellow buttercups and white daisies 
and a beautiful red rose, in whose fading splendors 
I shall ever see the glory of Stratford church. 

From the church-yard we walk past the great 
Lucy Mill, built about two centuries ago, from un
der whose wheel the waters of the Avon swirl and 
dash away; thence we pass over a foot-bridge to 
the other side of the river; and here for a half hour 
or so we remain under the stone bridge of the rail
way, for the rain in coming down in torrents It 
was a picturesque scene, the old bridge, the mill 
and wheel, the church tower just beyond, glimpses 
of the village, a couple of fishermen on the banks, 
the prosperous Londoner, besides the yokel who 
does not seem to hav changed since Shakespere's 
time, and our own company trying to be as philo
sophical as possible. Whim there is a burst of 
sunshine we make a start over the meadows. The 
rain, however, has only stopped in order to make a 
more furious onset, which we meet just we are half 
across. But the rain adds such a misty loveliness 
to the whole scene that I cannot hut remain and 
enjoy it even if I do get wet to the skin. The 
river is flowing along, and beyond it on the wooded 
bank looms· the church in a veil of shining mist; 
and the trees seem to be dripping with a million 
diamonds, and the grass presents the freshnGss and 
cleanliness of an emerald floor, and the roofs of the 
houses glitter where the columns of rain are already 
marching off from the advancing sun. 

All this journeying and sight-seeing does at last 
make us hungry, hungry as bears. We therefore be
take ourselvs to Swan's Nest Hotel. This used to 
be called ''The Leg of Mutton," and the picture of 
the leg of mutton is still there. I like the title 
"Leg of Mutton." It is not so euphonious as 
the present name, but it is more suggestiv to the 
hungry traveler. However, it is a jolly tavern anJ 
we gather around the table and proceed to demolish 
about the best beefsteak I hav ever tackled. As 
they say in Western parlance, it goes to the spot. 
If Shakspere lived on such beefsteak as this, no 
wonder that he produced such glorious poetry. 
Beefsteak is much better than Bacon, I think, for 
Shakspere poetry. 

After the pleasant festivities of the table, we visit 
the Memorial Theater, Library, and Picture Gal
lery. This pile of buildings will always be con
nected with the name of Charles Fowler, who gave 
the grounds and worked energetically for its com
pletion. Within ie a large library devoted entirely 
to Shakspere-his works printed in almost every 
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language. In the last report is noted a donation of 
books in the Cingalese. In the picture gallery are 
• portraits of actors and actresses in their great 
Shaksperian characters, and engravings and paint
ings of many of the famous scenes in the poet's 
plays. W a climb the tower, from whence there is a 
vast and beautiful view of the city and surrounding 
country. In April, the month of Shakspere's 
birth, the theater is open, and the best dramas of 
English literature are produced. There is gener
ally a fortnight's festivities, and it is a woaderful 
occasion for the lovers of hakspere. From the 
building we pass forth into the gardens alongside 
the Avon, where one can sit for hours and watch 
th~ ever· changing prospect and the varying faces of 
people from all parts of the world who come to see 
the memorials of England's greatest glory. 

Thence I go to the grammar school where Shak
spere learned "a little Latin and less Greek." This 
echool and the guild were in existence in the four
teenth century.· The long room on the ground 
floor was the Guild Hall. This hall is interesting 
from the hct that it was the scene of dramatic 
representation in the poet's youth. John Shak
spere, the poet's father, greatly encouraged the 
drama while mayor. This was when W1llie was 
about five years old. Does it not seem probable 
that the child's imagination was fired by witness
ing these performances. Here is the L'ltin school
room in which the poet received his classical educa
tion, and the vary desk is shown at which he used 
to study. Shakspere went to school until his fif
teenth year, when reverses in his father's estate 

· caused him to be taken out to work on the farm. 
Still he might hav been fitted for the. university 
while in school. The school dates from Edward 
VI, and the opportunities for instruction were quite 
favorable. At the time of Shakspere's youth chil
dren were sent to the English schools at the age of 
five, and at seven they commenced the study of 
Latin, the regular course taking about ten years, so 
that boys usually left school for university studies 
at the age of fifteen. Among the books read were 
those of Esop, Ovid, Virgil, Terence, Cicero, 
Horaee, and Seneca. Shakspere might hav been 
familiar with all these authors when he left Avon. 
He had good opportunitieR for a classical educa
tion, much more than Ben Jonson gives him credit 
for There is not a particle of classical scholarship 
displayed in Shakspere's poems that he could not 
hav acquired before he was fifteen years old. 

From the grammar school we turn our steps to 
the New Place where Shakspere pass-ed the last 
years of his life. Alas! the house where Shakspere 
lived is gone, only the foundation is left. It was a 
clergyman who cut down Shakspere's favorit mul
berry-tree in the ~arden, and also demolished the 
house itself in 1759. He left Stratford immediately 
amid the curses of the inhabitants. The New 
Place is, at present, a beautiful garden, with many 
lovely flo wars and smooth greensward, and the 
old stump of the mulberry-tree, which still produces 
some leaves, and is now carefully guarded from the 
ravages of time and clergymen. I suppose the 
modern elegance of the place givs but little idea of 
what it was in Shakspere's time, seeing that the 
building itself is obliterated; but here is the· soil 
on which Shakspere trod when he rested from his 
labors ; and here was the serene ending of a most 
wonderful life. Shakspere's mind was so full in all 
directions; it was in such exquisit harmony with 
nature and equipoise with all life, so calm and deep, 
that be needed no outward pomp for the expres
sion of his genius, no palace, no "golden round,'' 
only the sweet felicity of flo wars and grass and the 
summer's sky. The greatness of Shakspere is 
shown in the placidity of his closing years. 

Returning to "The Swan's Nest" we cross over 
the Avon by the old Clopton bridge. This is built 
of stone and very old stone, too. It was the work 
of Sir Hugh Clopton, lord mayor of London, in 
the reign of King Henry the Seventh. It is 376 
vards in length, and has fourteen principal arches. 
i:t is even for to-day an admirable structure. The 
building of a bridge like this at so early a date, 
Rhows the importance of Stratford. In 1643 the 
Queen of Charles the First, Henrietta Maria, hav
ing to stay in Stratford, chose New Place as h(,Jr 
residence. She was entertained by Shakspere's 
daughter for three weeks during thelile troublous 
times. 

I did not hav an opportunity to visit the cottage 
of Mary Arden at Wilmcote. Mary was the young
est daughter of Robert Arden, esquire of Warwick
shire. Her marriage portion was fifty acres of ara
ble land, six of meadow and a right of commonage, 
which was considerable property for that age. Her 
father's familv must hav been cultivated and well
to-do. In 1557 she married John Shakspere. In 
·1564 the poet was born. 

Mary Arden must hav been a beautiful woman, 
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with good blood and good brain and a happy 
genius. From her motherhood came the crowning 
glory of the human race. In the temple of her 
body nature breathed its divinest melody, and the 
" miracle of birth" revealed its most wondrous joy. 

The Shakesoere day is accelerating its close to 
the Secular Pilgrim. The golden sunlight is over 
all the beautiful city; over the broad meadows and 
winding stream; over the stately church and loveli
ness of the quiet graveyard; over the lowly birth
place, and the gardens and paths of immortal love; 
over the sweet cottages and the embowering roses; 
over the forests thrilling with romance like those of 
Arden itself; over the Memorial building, and the 
Fountain, and the bright dwellings where modern 
luxuriance seems to drop like a jewel into the misty 
past and melt in the mild ra~iance of antiquity. 
Beautiful scene I and in this enchanting hour of 
mingling day and night, the chambers of the brain 
all crowded with imageries of Shakspere, and the 
heart filled with unutterable emotions as the voices 
of the ages seem to call in tenderest music; in this 
resplendent evening we glide over the bosom of the 
river Avon. We see the fishermen along the ba~ks; 
the boys in bathing; the boats sweeping past; the 
dimpling waters whispering to the shores. There 
are the willows and the rushes; the leafy beds of 
osiers; the mossy stone steps; the little bird on its 
precarious perch swaying almost to the water as it 
poises to take flight a~ain; the green meadows and 
blue hills in the dim distance; the cattle coming to 
drink, or standing in the shallow water; the hedge
rows and the flowers reflected in the glassy depths; 
the buds of the water-lily, and the tiny water-rat 
plunging in and leaving a bubble or two on the 
placid surface ; tall poplars and elms that fringe 
the bank, and flowers-the flowers of Shakspere. 
Think of them all-the daffodils, the violet .. , the 
primroses, the cowslips, the Mary-buds, the honey
suckle, the pansies, and columbine. Do we not 
hear the song-

When daisies pied, and violets blue, 
And lady· smocks all sliver white, 

APn cuckoo-buds of yellow hue, 
Do paint the meadows with delight. 

And so, with the rhythm of the poet vibrating in 
the mind, and the river flowing musically along as 
it flowed centuries ago, when 

Sweetest Shakspere, fancy's child, 
Warbled his nativ wood-notes wild, 

dreamily we voyage the A von while the sunset light 
is :fl.ush"ld with the emerald-hues of leaf and grass, 
dancing far as the eye can range to some Orphic 
harmony ; and then our songs break forth, songs of 
nativ land, songs of freedom and of humanity ; and 
from the opulent past, where man has blazoned his 
magnificent genius from nature's burning heat, we 
look into the future with hope born of a thousand 
years of toil, and in the splendor of Shakspere's 
genius and the splendor of his nativ soil, we see 
all life enriched, all work made glorious, and the 
thought and heart of man triumphant. 

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

M.ore Self-Contradictions ot the Bible. 
I note below some " self-contradictions of the 

Bible," additional, I believe, to those in the two 
valuable printed collections THE TRUTH SEEKER has 
already published. They are cumulativ only, and 
do not pretend to any novelty, but you may pos .. 
sibly think them worth going on record, as addi
tional proofs that what is called insph·ation does 
not prevent the Bible from contradicting itself in 
numerous instances, both as to historical facts and 
as to doctrinal and moral statements. If it can not 
be depended upon in either of these matters, what 
is it good for ! I answer : It is a very interest
ing collection of historical, poetical, and theological 
writings, just as much inspired as Homer, Shak
spere, Bacon, Tennyson, Macaulay, or Sir John 
Sumner Maine. 

It would be an interesting and useful undertak
ing to make an exhaustivly complete collection of 
these self contradictions, and to add an account of 
a number of discrepancies of other kinds, such as 
cases of unfulfilled prophecy; contradictions on a 
larger scale, such as those between the whole spirit 
and character of Ecclesiastes, on the one hand, and 
Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, on the other ; be
tween the Gospel of John and the Revelation of 
John, etc.; obvious absurdities and impossibilities, 
like the doctrin of death by sin·, the story of Jonah, 
the facts about the Exodus, the story of the ser· 
pent in Eden, the deluge story, etc.; cases of in
conclusiv reasoning, of which St. Paul alone fur
nishes enough; cases of what may be called 
belligerent piety, such as the quarrel between Paul 
and Peter ; and so on. There should be added a 
very brief summary statement of what the Bible is 
and what it is not, and the quotations and subject
matter should be rearranged and well indexed. It 
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appears to me that any truth seeker would find a 
good deal of healthy satisfaction for his appetite 
for truth in such a volume. 

The following pq,ssages are not in any particular 
order, and some of them are additional cases simi
lar to others alreadv printed. If you should find 
these worth using, I may perhaps trouble you some
time with additional ones. 

Very respectfully yours, PBIGGLl!.S 

1. The house of Eli to walk before God forever: 
I said indeed that thv house and the house of thy father 

should walk before me forever.-! S1m ii, 30. 
But they are not to walk after all: 
But now thA Lord saith. Be it hr from me · · · B 3· 

hold, · · · I will cut off thine arm, and the arm of thy 
father's house, that t.hera shall not be an old man in thine 
house ond all the increas3 of tl'>ine house shall 
die in the flower of their age.-1 Sam. ii, 30-33. 

2. Israel and the house of David to be established 
forever: 

Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel. 
and will plant them, that they may dwell in a place of· 
their own, and move no more.-2 Sam. vii, 10. · 

None of David's seed to prosper or to rule in 
Judah: 

Thns saitlr the Lord, Write ye this man [viz., Coniab or 
Jehoiacbin] childless, a man t.hat shall not prosper in his 
days; for no more of his seed shall prosper, sitting upon 
the thronP of David, and ruling any more in Judah.
Jar. xxii, 30. 

3. Ephraim shall return into Egypt : 
BPcanse Ephraim hath made many altars to sin 

thP Lord acc<~oteth thPm not; · · · they shall return 
to Egypt.-Hos. viii, 11, 13. 

Ephraim shall not return into Egypt: 
He [EPhraim] shall not return into the lancl of Egypt, 

but the Assyrian shall be his king.-Hos. xi, 5. 
4. Paul remained at Damascus after his vision, 

until he went to Jerusalem: · 
Then was Saul certain dayR with the disciples which 

were at Damascus.-Acts ix, 19. 
But Bani · · · confounded the Jews which were at 

Damascu~, proving that this is VP'f!Y GhriAt -Acts ix, 22 
And when Saul was eome to Jerusalem he essayed to 

ioin himself to the disciples. -Acts ix. 26. 
• But showed :first unto them of Dam~scus and·at Jeru
salem · · · · that they should repent.-Acts xxvi, 20. 

Paul left Damascus at once for Arabia, and did 
not go to Jerusalem until three years later: 

But when it pleased God to reveal his s"~n in me • · · 
immediately I conferred not wit.h flesh and blood; neither 
went I up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles be
fore me; but I went into Arabia, and returned again unto 
Dama~cns. Then after three years I went up to J eru~a
lem.-Gal. i, 15-19. 

· 5. Jacob's name was changed to Israel at Penial, 
east .of Jordan : 

Thy name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel; for 
as a prince hast thou power with God and man, and hast 
prevailed; · · · and Jacob called the name of the place 
PeniaL-Gen. xxxii, 28, 30. 

But it was at Bethel, west of Jordan: 
And God said unto him, Thy name iR Jacob; thy name 

shall not he called any more Jacob, but Israel shall be thy 
name, and he called his name Israel. . . . And Jacob 
ealled the name of the place where God spake with him 
Beth-eL-Gen. xxxv, 10, 15. 

6. The building of the temple stopped in the be
ginning of t.he reign of Artaxerxes or Ahasuerus 
(about B. c. 465), and resumed under Darius-as if 
Darius reigned after Artaxerxes: 

And in the reign of Ahasuerus, in the beginning of his 
reign wrote tlre:v unto bim an accusation against the in
habitants of Judah and Jerusalem. · · · Then ceased 
the work of the house of God ·which is at Jerusalem · · · 
unto the second year of the reign of Darius king of 
Persia.-Ezra iv, 4, 5, 6, 24. 

But the temple was finished fifty years before, in 
the sixth year of Darius, whl) reigned fifty years 
before Artax~:~rxes, about B c 515: 

And the elders of the Jews builded, · · · and thishonae 
was :finished · · · in the sixth year of the reign of Da
~ins the king.-Ezra vi, 15. 

7. Noah's grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
spoke various languages : 

The sons of Japheth, Gomer · · · and Javan · · 
· and the sons of Gomer · · · and the sons of J a
van. · · · Bv these were the isles of the gentiles di
vided in their lands; everyone after his tongue, after their 
families, in their nstions.-Gen. x, 2, 3, 4, 5. .. 

(The same for the son~ of Ham, Gen. x, 20; and for the 
sons of Sham, Gen. x, 20, 31). 

At a subsequent date all men spoke the same lan
guage: 

And the whole earth was of one language, and of one 
epeech.-Gen. xi, 1. 

8. Adam's first-born was Cain: 
Ani! Adam knew Eve, his wife, and she conceived. and 

bare Cain, and said, I hav gotten a man fNm the Lord. 
-Gen. iv, 1. 

Adam's first-born was Seth: 
And Adam lived a hundred and thirty yeuF, and begat 

a son in his own likeness, after his image; and called .his 
name Seth.-Gen. v, 3. 

9. The Lord's supper was on the day before the 
passover: 



Now, before the feast of the passover, when Jesus 
knew that his hour was come · · · supper being 
ended · · · he riseth from snpper.-John xiii, 1, 4. 

The Lord's supper was on the day of the pass
over, viz., on the first day of the feast of unleavened 
bread: 

Now, the :first day of the feast of unleavened bread the 
disciples came to Jesus, saying unto him, Where wilt 
thou that we prepare for thee to eat the passover? And 
the disciples · · · made ready the passover. Now 
when the even was come, he sat down with the twelve.
Mat. :xxvi, 17, 19, 20. 

(Mark and Luke to the same effect.) 
10. Solomon had peace on all sides around about 

him: 
He [i. e., Solomon] had dominion over all across the 

river, from Tiphsah to Azzah, over all the kings across 
the river; and he had peace on all sides round about him. 
-1 Kings iv, 24. 

He did not hav peace on all sides round about him : 
Rezon, the son of Eliadah · · · was an adversary 

to Israel all the days of Solomo'l, besides the mischief 
that Hadad did. A.nd Jeroboam the son of Nebat 
even he lifted up his hand against the king.-1 Kings xi, 
23, 25, 26. 

11. The tabernacle was in the middle of the camp 
of the Hebrews : 

The families of the Gershonites shall pitch behind the 
tabernacle westward · · · The families of the sons of 
Kohath shall pitch on the side of the tabernacle south
ward. · · · The families of Merari · · · shall pitch 
on the side of the tabernacle northward. · · · But 
those that encamp before the tabernacle toward the east 
· · · shall be Moses, and Aaron and his sons.-Nnm, 
iii, 23, 29, 35, 38. 

The tabernacle was outside the camp: 
But there remained two of the men in the camp 

and they · · · went not out unto the tabernaole, and 
they prophesied in the camp.-Nnm. vi, 26. 

A.nd the Lord spake suddenly unto ;\t:oses, and unto 
Aaron, and unto Miriam: Oome out ye three unto the 
tabernaole of the congregation. And they three came 
ont.-Nnm. xii, 4. 

12. The ascension of Jesus was on the evening of 
the third day after the crucifixion : 

To-day is the third day since these things were done. 
' · : And they rose up the same hour and returned to 
Jerusalem, and found the eleven gatherl.'ld together. 
· · · And as they thus spake, Jesus himself stood in 
in the midst of them. · · · And he led them out as 
far as to Bethany, and he lifted np his haBds and blessed 
them. And it came to pass, while he blessed them, he 
was parted from them, and carried up into heaven.
Lnke xxiv, 21, 33, 36, 50, 51. 

The ascension of Jesus took place forty days 
after the crucifixion : 

· ' · He [Jeans] showed himself alive after his pas
sion by many infalh"ble proofs, being seen · · · forty 
days · · · And when he had spoken these things, 
while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received 
him out of their sight.-Acts i, 3, 9. 

13. John the Baptist, before his disciples, recog
nized Jesus, and testified to his mission: 

Again the next day after, John stood, and two of his 
disciples, and looking upon Jesus as he walked, he saith: 
Behold the Lamb of God!-John i, 35, 36. 

Disciples of John who knew nothing of Jesus: 
And a certain Jew named Apollos · · · spake and 

taught diligentlv the things of the Lord, knowing only 
the baptism of John.-Acts xviii, 24, 25. 

Paul · · · came to Ephesns; and :finding certain 
disciples he saith unto them, Hav ye received the Holy 
Ghost since ye believed? And they said unto him, We 
hav not so much as heard whether there be any Holy 
Ghost. And he said unto them, Unto what were ye then 
baptized? And they said, Unto John's baptism. · · · 
They were baptized in the name of the Lord J esns. -Acts 
xi:x, 1-5. 

14. A false prophet is known by his recommend
ing other gods than Jehovah : 

If there arise among yon a prophet, or a dreamer of 
dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, and the sign 
or the wonder come to pass whereof he spake unto thee, 
saying, Let ns go after other gods which thou has not 
known, and let ns serve them; thou shalt not hearken 
unto the words of that prophet or that dreamer of dreams. 
· · • And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, 
shall be put to death.-Dent. xiii, 1, 2, 3, 5. 

A false prophet is known by the failure of his 
prediction : 

When a prophet speal!:eth in the name of the Lord, if 
the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing 
which the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath 
spoken it presumptuously; thou shalt not be afraid of 
him.-Dent. xviii, 22. 

15. Man to die in the day when he should eat of 
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil : 

But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil thou 
shalt not eat of it; for in the day that thou eatest thereof, 
thou shalt suTely die.-Gen. ii, 17. 

Man did not die in the day when he ate of it: 
(Bee Gen. iii, 9-23; ending.) Therefore the TJord God 

sent him forth from the garden of Eden to till the ground 
from whence he was taken.-Gen. iii, 23. 

16. Jesus taught to love our enemies and do good 
to them that hate us : 

But I say, Love your enemies, do good to them which 
hate yon, bless them which cnrse yon, and pray for them 
which despitefnlly use yon.-Lnke vi, 27, 28. 

Paul contradicts Jesus, and says our enemies 
ought to be made to smart for it : 
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Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil; the 
Lnrd reward him according to his Wilrks.-2 Tim. iv. 14. 

Seeing it is a righteous thing with God to recm;npense 
tribulation to them which trouble yon.-2 Thess, 1, 6. 

17. Jesus promises the apostles high positions in 
the next world : 

A.nd Jeans said unto them, Verily I say unto you, that 
ye which hav followed me, in the regene~ation when the 
son of man shall sit upon the throne of hts glory, ye also 
shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes 
of Israel.-M~~ot. xix, 28. 

Jesus had 'no authority to giv the apostles high 
positions in the next world : 

Then came to him the mother of Zebedee's children. · 
· · She saith unto him, Grant that these, my two sons, 
may sit, the one on thy righ+. hand, and the other _on the 
left, in thy kingdflm. But Jesus answered and satd, · ' 
· to sit on my ri~ht baud and on my left, is not mine to 
giv.-Mat. XX, 20, 21, 22, 23. 

18. None but Jesus Christ has immortality. 
Our Lord Jesus · · · who only hath immortality.-

! Tim. vi, 14-16. 
All the redeemed hav immortality: 
· · · This mortal must put on immortality. So when 
· · this mortal shall hav put on immortality, then 

shall be brought to pass the sayin11: which is writtE'n, 
Death is swallowed np in victory.-1 Oor :xv, 53-4. 

19. Paul is referred to men for instructions in his 
missionary work : 

And I said, What shall I do. Lord? And the Lord said 
unto me, Arise, and go into Damascus; and there it shall 
be told thee of all things which are appointed for thee to 
do.-Acts xxii, 10. 

Paul's commission given him on the spot : 
· · · I [i. e.,] Jesus hav appeared unto thee for this 

purpose, · · · delivering thee from the people, and 
from the Gentiles, unto whom now I send thee.-Acts 
xxvi, 15-18. 

20. Jesus intended his gospel for the Jews only: 
Go not into the way of the gentile, and into any city 

of the Samaritans enter ye not; but go rather to the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel.-Mat. x, 5, 6. 

I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of 
Israel.-Mat. xv, 24. 

This day is salvation come to this honsEl, for so much as 
he also is a son of Abraham.-Lnke xix, 9. 

Salvation is of the Jews,-John iv, 22. 
Paul and Peter contradict Jesus, and say the 

gospel is for the gentiles also. 
Of a truth I [i. e., Peter] perceive that God is no re

specter of persons; but in every nation he that feareth 
him, anti worketh righteousness, is accepted with him.
Acts x, 34. 

Then hath God also to the gentiles granted repentance 
unto life.-Acts xi, 18. 

That I [i. e., Paul] should be the minister of Jesus 
Ohrist to the gentiles, ministering the gospel of God, that 
the offering np of the gentiles might be accFlptable, being 
sanctified by the Holy Ghost.-Rom. xv, 16. 

21. We should love even our enemies : 
But I say unto yon, Love your enemies, bless them that 

curse yon, do good to them that hate yon, pray for them 
which despitefully use yon and persecute yon · · · for 
if ye love them which love yon, what reward hav ye? do 
not even the publicans the same?-Mat. v, 43; and see 
also, Luke vi, 28; :x, 27; xxiii, 34. 

St. John thinks Jesus thought it quite enough to 
love our fellow Christians : 

Now when Jesus knew that his hour was come 
having loved his own which were in the world, he loved 
them unto the ~nd.-John xiii, 1. 

By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if 
ye hav love one to another.-John xiii, 35. 

This is my commandment, That ye love one another, 
as I hav loved yon.-John xv, 12. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that. 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perrv puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person gat
ing the one will get the other. H is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 
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Observations. 
In 1778 or thereabouts a "paper of chll.racterin 

tiona of prominent America.ns" wa<J prepared fo 
the guidance of the British Commissioners of C.1n 
ciliation, which paper, it is reported, is now appear 
ing in facsimile. edited by·Mr. B. F. Stevens. I hav 
not seen any of the characteriza.tions except one 
reprinted by a religioug journal, apparently having 
reference to Thomas Paine. It i'l as follows: 

Mr. Payne-The Editor & part author of Oommon 
Sense, should not be forgot. He is an English man, was 
a Sohool-master in Philada mnst bs driven to work-nat
urally indolent-and led by His passions. 

It is a misfortune that the identity of the author 
of this "characterization" is hidden from posterity. 
We would like to put something green on his grave. 
He must hav been a perfect j>sycbometer, and per
haps a reader of the stars, rather than of current 
literature, which would accour.t for his knowing so 
much more about Paine's editorial labors than any
~ody else does, and so much more about his dispo
sition than about the spelling of his name. But he 
is guilty of other omissions quite as serious as that 
of neglecting to affix his signature. In addition 
to the intelligence that " Mr. Payne" was "part au
thor" of Common Sense, he might hav told us what 
mute inglorious Milton wrote the rest of the book. 
The statement that Paine must be driven to work 
and that he was led by his passio:r.:s probably left tbe 
commissioners in doubt whether the best way of 
imparting activity to the subject was to get be
hind him and push or to incite him from the front. 
Then, again, having been previously assured that he 
was "naturally indolent," they must hav been more . 
or less surprised at the pernicious activity Paine 
displayed some years later in their own country, 
when nothing in particular had occurred to stir 
him up. In fact, taking another look at their cor
respondent's sketch of "Mr. Payne,'' they could 
hav remarked with propriety that the late School
master of Philada might as well hav been "forgot" 
as described in so misleading a manner. 

In the Far West I hav heard residents speak of 
planting people-generally just after some unpleas
antness had occurred-but regarded it as a form of 
expression not sanctioned by the best usage. It is 
scripture nevertheless, as appears from 2 Samuel 
vii, 10, where the author remarks: "Moreover I 
will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will 
plant them.'' 

The Union Printer and American Craftsman 
does not wish to be understood as holding any 
opinion which, if known to a paying subscriber, 
would cause him to discontinue, but it declares nev
ertheless: 

We are bound to admit that while a large number of 
the inhabitants of this country feel that they should 
drink more or less liqnor on Sunday, it is not in keeping 
with the great American principles of freedom to deny 
them that right. 

With reference to this, and without pointing out 
that "a large number" has no relevancy to the 
question of rights, the Voice (Prohibition and Ag
glomerate) observes: 

So far as we know, no one proposes to deny them that 
right. Does the law that closes the bakeries on Sunday 
deny the right of men and women to eat bread that day? 
Get the mists out of your mind, brother ? It is the traf
fic, not the personal act of drinking, that is being inter
fered with, and to abolish all laws that stop Sunday 
traffic means a week of seven work-days. E>o yon like to 
contemplate that? 

John Stuart Mill held that you might as well 
deny a right as to make its exercise impossible; but 
Mill was a man who could think twice, while the 
editor of the Voice has not that power. The Sunday 
suppression of liquor selling has two objects in 
view-to prevent drinking and to preserve the 
sanctity of the day. If the prohibition-Sabbatarians 
could do it, they would penetnte into private houses 
as they do into private club rooms. They will deny 
this, though I don't see why they should. The 
place where a man wants to drink is the place where 
he happens to be dry, and the liquor suppJ;essers, 
like other burglars and garroters, hav as clear a 
right to operate in one spot as another. If I am in 
Harlem and want a glass of beer, the sneaks and 
spies will giv me less annnoyance by invading my 
premises at that particular moment than by closing 
the uptown hostelries. 

I hav got through claiming any right whatsoever 
for the untrespassing citizen, and won't assert that 
a man has the right to buy or sell liquor or bread 
on Sunday or any other day of the week. I leave 
it to the trespassers to demonstraie their right to 
prevent him: declining to hav the burden of proof 
thrust upon me in a discussion which I hav not 
provoked. 

It may be admitted that "to abolish all laws that 
stop Sunday traffic means a week of seven . werk
days," but what of that T We hav a week of six 
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work-days now, and the laborer who gets in five 
days' work a week is in luck. From the number of 
idle workmen who apply at this office for employ
ment, I infer that the opportunity to earn an bon
eAt dollar on Sunday would not be deemed a mis
fortune. The seven work-days in a week ghost is 
a Sabbatarian scarecrow. 

Making a transparent bluff at argument, the Voice 
a<~ks : "Does the law that closes the bakeries on 
Sunday deny the right of men and women to eat 
bread that day?" Deny them the ·right to eat 
bread I Why, you abominable thief and n.ssassin of 
liberty, it denies them the bread itself. You would 
kill a man by law, and then assure his friends that 
his right to life had. not been denied-if he could 
get it. 

A theologic~~ol writer tells us that "God is to be 
conceived of as in law." Taken along with the the
ory that the personage spoken of is the author of 
our being, we are furnished with a father-in-law not 
previously recognized as such. Prose is inadequate 
to the occasion. 
We find in our singular system of faith 

The queerest phenomenons man ever saw, 
Fol' though we divide on the feminin side, 

Yet all of us hav the same father-in-law. 

There's Mary, the soouse and the mother of God, 
The same by the Holy Ghost bein~ enticed, 

Which was also her sJn. called the crucift11d one, 
And the God and the Ghost and the Son were the Ohrist. 

Now Ohrist, being God, was the father, of course 
(For God, we are told, is the sire of all flesh), 

Of Mary his mother, and likewise her brother 
And husband-which rouses our wonder afresh. 

The Father to Mary was husband and son, 
For never was tale with such mystery rife; 

And the Ghost to his bosom-how could he confuse 'em?
Took mother and daughter and sister and wife! 

Such being the scandalous facts in the case, 
The thought of relationship sticks in my craw; 

And so if Jehovah will pass the thing over 
I'll not urge his duties as father-in-law. 

We are called upon tci go back to first principles 
f<lr the solution of the social purity problem. For 
many joyous centuries, whenever a man and a 
woman disregarded the limitations which custom 
placed upon social intercourse, it was submitted with
out argument that the female had been the beguiler. 
We all remember that after Christ dismissed the 
ca~e againgt the woman caught sinning, the attor
neys for the mob wasted no breath inquiring what 
should be done with the co-respondent. There was 
no precedent to go upon in doing so. In these de
generate days, however, there has been an observ 
able tendency to charge the male with £qual turpi
tude, or in fact greater, since it hath been speciously 
argued that, in order to avoid misdoing, the woman 
must both disregard her own inclinations or neces
sities and resist the solicitations of the man; and 
we hav sympathized with her almost as heartily as 
we hav denounced the wickedness of the villain who 
pursued her. But there is promis of a reversion to 
the previous system, and the Rev. W. J. Ward, a 
chaplain in the service of her majesty the queen of 
Great Britain, stalks boldly forth to the vindication 
of men. In a religious publication he discusses the 
matter, and having premised that " to find the true 
remedy we must go back to the root" (I quote his 
language), he discovers that in the case of women 
unchastity proceeds from desire, from passion, or 
from voluptuousness. "But in the case of men" (I 
quote again), "it is not passion." He italicizes the 
words "it is not passion," and adds: 

In most cases it is the women who tempt and the men 
who are tempted. '' 

There you hav it, sisters, right from one of the 
disinterested sex. Now will you social innovators 
of the Lucif6r family, you woman's rights agitators 
and new women-will you let up on us T Our en
gagement as heavy villains in the social drama has 
expired. 

Considering the impossibility of any person but 
a fool believing the yarn with which Moses accom
panied the delivery of the Ten Commandments, it 
is not at all strange that the Israelites should hav 
found among them no prohibition of ordinary and 
miscellaneous lying. But the omission was not a 
very material one, because the introduction of the 
thunder and lightning display has been the inspira
tion of more bald untruth than such a command
ment would hav prevented if it had been the first 
of the ten. 

Thunder and lightning are and always were use
ful as decorations for an otherwise unattractiv lie, 
and they hav been so used ever si,nce the Decalog 
was promulgated, while the numerous electrocu
tions of blasphemers by. the Almighty may perhaps 
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hav suggested the use of the electric chair. The 
thunder and lightning lie always has a theological 
allusion, and, to make things even, nearly every 
theological truth has so close a resemblance to a lie 
that an uninspired person can hardly distinguish 
one from the other. Now, here is a story from Sul
livan county, this state, that needs only to be told 
in scriptural language to make it true as the gospel. 

Be it known, then, that twelve years ago Hiram 
Hornbeck. the prodigal son of thiEf' n11.rrativ. left his 
home in Neversink, N. Y:, and went West. Whether 
he was ever reduced to standing in with swine for 
a husk lunch the account does not state, but last 
week he walked back penitent and hungry. Shortly 
after his arrival at his father's place a shower came 
up, during which lightning struck a calf in the 
barnyard, and the same bolt, entering the house, 
laid open the family Bible at the fifteenth chapter 
of Luke, and made a black mark opposit the twenty
third verse, which reads: "And bring hither the 
fatted calf and kill it; and let us eat and be merrv." 

The foregoing circumstance is related in the New 
York Sun of August 11, with no comment except 
the heading, which is: "Psalms cxvi. Evidence 
from Sullivan county that David wasn't so hasty." 
The verse cited is as follows : " I said in my haste, 
All men are liars." The rural congregation, the 
Sunday- school, and finally the heathen will get the 
story, with others from which it is copied, without 
the benefit of the Sun's reference and David's com-
mentary. GEo. E. MAcDONALD. 

Witchcraft. 
Frorn the Lonaon Freethtnker. 

The trial of Irish peasants for burning Bridget 
Cleary as a witch should bring home to everyone 
the horrible character of this Bible superstition. 
There is every appearance that ignorance and su
perstition are alone to blame for the atrocity. Had 
the accused persons believed that the poor woman 
was really herself, and not in the possession of some 
evil spirit, they would never hav thought of injuring 
her. Under· such circumstances, it seems as if to 
condemn to death the victims of ignorance and su
perstition is but to add a legal atrocity to that al
ready perpetrated. What is needed is, that such 
instruction shall be given as shall remove the causes 
of superstition. These causes are to be found in 
the popular religion. The belief in witchcraft is a 
legitimate and logical outcome of that religion, and 
it may be doubted if it will be wholly extirpated 
while that retains unquestioning belief. 

The delusion of witchcraft is the natural result of 
a religion that rests on terrorism, for, as Lecky re
marks, the panic which its teachings create over
balance the faculties of the multitude. The belief 
in a devil who is the head of an organized kingdom 
of evil spirits (Mat. xii, 24-26), and who goes about 
seeking whom he may devour, contains in itself the 
essence of witchcraft. "The theory is founded on, 
and supported by, the Bible, as I hav fully shown 
in my recent pamphlet on "Satan, Witchcraft, and 
the Bible." Fear is at the foundation of all relig
ion. One of its chief manifestations is fear of the 
dead, fear that they may retmn to plague the living, 
and the belief that all hurtful phenomena are the 
result of such action by evil spirits. Animism, the 
belief in spirits, is, in the words of the renowned 
anthropologist, Dr. E. B. Tylor, the groundwork of 
the philosophy of religion, from that of savages up 
to that of civilized man. 

In his article on "Demonology," in the Encyclo 
p~dia Britannica, Dr. Tylor says: "No record 
shows the ancient theory more clearly than the New 
Testament, from the explicit way in which the symp
toms of ih& various affections are described, cul
minating in the patient declaring the name of his 
possessing demon, and answering in his person 
when addressed. The similarity of the symptoms 
with those which in barbarous countries are still 
accounted for in the ancient way may be seen from 
such statements as the following by a well-known 
missionary (Rev. J. L. Wilson, "Western Afri(la," 
p. 217) : "Demoniacal possessions are common, and 
the feats performed by those who are supposed to 
be under such in:fl.uence are certainly not unlike 
those described in the New Testament. Frantic 
gestures, convulsions, foaming at the mouth, feats 
of supernatural strength, furious ravings, bodily 
lacerations, gnashing of teeth, and other things of 
a similar character may be witnessed in most of the 
cases." "Among the early Christians," continues 
Dr. Tylor, "the demoniacs or energumens formed 
a special class under the control of a clerical order 
of exorcists; and a mass of evidence drawn from 
such writers as Cyril, Tertullian, Chrysostom, and 
Minutius Felix shows that the symptoms of those 
possessed were such as modern physicians would 
class under hysteria, epilepsy, lunacy, etc." (See 
the~J,' works and :references in Bingham, "Antiquities 
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of the Christian Church ; Maury, " La Magic et 
l'Astrologie." part ii.. chap. ii., etc.) 

Though the belief in sorcery has existed from the 
earliest times, its palmiest days were those of cred
ulous Christianity. SorcAry and saints, miraclAs 
and magic, grew and :flourished together. If 
unanimity could turn fancv into fact, witchcraft 
was a stern reality. Divided on so many other 
points, here Christians were at one. Possession by 
devils, one of the chief features of the gospels, gave 
occasion for the displav of that prime token of or
thodoxy. the power of exorcism. So the thunders 
of the Vatican against witch!lraft were re-echoed 
from Lambeth and Geneva. Indeed. the spread of 
the Bible in the sixteenth century vastly contributed 
to thA renewed persecution of alleged witches. 
The Puritan was as bad as the Inquisit.o:r, and in 
godly Scotland and pious New England some of 
the latest and most horrid atrocitieR took place. 
1'he men of God constantly preached about the 
devil and his agencies of evil, and, as a couseqn<~nce, 
nervous terrors of witchcraft abounded. The ac
cusation was, moreover, a specious plea for getting 
rid of all sorts of objectionable people. The 
witches of the Middle Ages were but the votaries 
of the ancient proscribed religion. There is ll.bund
ant evidence that Paganism survived in Europe 
until close upon the time of the Reformation. The 
witches' Sabbaths were the orgies of Sl.lbazios, a 
development of Dionysius or Bacchus. In stamp
ing out witchcraft the church was really suppress
ing the remnants of a rivaL faith. The charge was 
afterwards leveled at heretics, political and relig
ious opponents, and was also a means of extracting 
the property of the wealthy. Mr. James RussAll 
Lowell, in his essay on "Witchcraft" ("Among My 
Books," First Series, p. 128), remarks: 

I hav already said that it was religiouq antioathy Ol' 
clerical interest that first made heresy and witchcraft 
iflentical, and cast them into the same exoiatorv fire. 
The invention was a Catholic one, but it is plain that 
Protestants soon learned its value, and w ~re not slow in 
making it a plague to the inventor .. It was not till after 
the Reformation that there was any svstematic hunting 
out of witcb.es in England. Then, no doub\ the innocent 
charms and rhyming prayers of the old religi"n were re· 
garded as incantations and twisted-out evidence ag-ainst 
miserable beldames who mumbled over in their dotage 
what they had learned at their mother's knee. 

It has been compute:l that the witchcraft mania 
cost the lives of over nine millions of people, m'>stly 
women .. The Bible text. "Thou shalt not suffer a 
witch to liv " (Ex. xx:ii, 18), has truly been written 
in blood and fire. 

The case in 'ripperary may, in some measure, en
able us to realize the horrors connected with this 
scripture-warranted belief. We may be sure, how
ever, that all the cruelties in:fl.icted by witch-tor
turers were thrown into the backgro11nd by the 
inner agony of those victims of credulity and hys
teria who were looked on as sold to the devil, and 
who often themselvs believed that they had entered 
unwittingly into a contract whereby they would be 
eternally lost. Mr. Lecky, in an eloquent passage, 
points out that no class of victims endured suffer
ings so unalloyed and intense. 

Not for them the wild fanaticism that nerves the sou J 
against danger, and almost steels the body against tor
ments. Not for them the assurance of a glorious etern
ity, that has made the martyr look with exuhation on the 
rising flame as on t.he Elijah's chariot that is to bear his 
soul to heaven. Not for them the solace of lamenting 
friends, or the consciousnesq that their memories would 
be cherished and honored by posterity. They died alone, 
hated and unpitied. Thev were deemed by all mankind 
the worst of criminals. Their very kinsmen shrank from 
them as tainted and accursed. The superstitions they 
had imbided in childhood, blending with the illusions of 
age, and with the horrors of their position, persuaded 
them in many cases that they were indeed the bond slaves 
of S11tan, and were about to exchange their torments on 
earth for an agony that was as excruciating, and was as 
eternal. 

How was it that men could, without pity or com
punction, see their fellows writhing amidst blazing 
fagots for an imaginary crime? The case of Bridget 
Cleary helps us to see that it was their religious 
helief, their Bible-supported superstition, which 
made them regard these as agents of an evil spirit. 
Is it not an anomaly that a government which author
ises the Bible as the word of God should yet try 
for the crime of murder, and perhaps condemn to 
death,* the poor fanatics whom it has left in igno
rance, and who read in the Bible the awful words 
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv "T 

J. M. WBEELEB. 

*Michael Oleary, the husband of Bridget, was sentenced 
to. twenty years penal servitude, and several of his fellow 
torturers to shorter terms. 

-------------------
. FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements, so far as ar-

ranged are: Omaha, Neb., Sept. 1st; Oastana, Ia., Sept. 
2d, 3d, and 4th; St. Oharles, Minn., Sept. 8th; Patch 
Grove, Wis., Sept. lOth, 11th, and 12th; Greenwood, 
W1s., and vicinity, Sept. 14th to 16th; Ashland, Wis., 
'Sept. 18th, 19th, 20th; Fish Oreek, Wis., Sept. 23d, 24th, 
2oth. 
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They Are After the Book. 
GosHEN, N. Y., A.ng. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav made up my mind to 
send $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

BoREN CH. NIOoLAISON. 

FAillliONT, NEB., July 26, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5, 

for which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book," Paine's ''Theologit>al Works," and 
the pamphlets named. JAMEs HoLMEs. 

MITOHRLL, S. DAx., A.ng. 3, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inolo11ed find $3, for which 

please send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the "Pictorial Text-Book." THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is just the paper I hav been 
looking for. Will yon please tell me of 
some cheap tracts that will start a person 
to thinking? Wishing yon success in your 
good work, I am and remain, 

Yours truly, CHAS. WELLER. 
[A. list of cheap tracts is found in our 

advertising columns. We strongly recom
mend their purchase and distribntion.
En. T. S.] 

FoND DU LAo, Wis., A.ng. 3, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6-

$3 of which is furnished by a new snb· 
scriber, and to him yon may send the "Pic 
torial Text-Book "-and $3 to pav my sub
scription to Feb. 5, 1896. Mr. Frederick 
A.. Binney has been telling- in the Twenti
eth Century why we hav to work and wait 
so long to get a subscriber. Had the 
greenback been made a full legal tender it 
wonld hav remained at par with gold, and 
had not the government changed $1,400,-
000 into bonds no resumption would hav 
worried us; and now, the DEmocratic and 
Republican ships being united (they may 
sink), I hope we may hav a change in legis
lation, and out loose from redemption for 
money and the human family. 

Yours trnly, DEW. C. PRIEsT. 

A Generous Friend. 
pARIS, ILL., J n)y 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to pay for 
the paper this year. Send me one of the 
last edition of the " Crimes of Preach
ers" and the ANNUAL, and the balance I 
giv yon. 

Yours, J. CRETO.!IS, 

For Two Books and Paper. 
MT. CLEMENS, MIOH., A.ng. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: A.s it is about time to re
new, yon will find inclosed $6-$4.50 of it 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and premium, the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," and 
the other $1.50 for" Antiquity Unveiled.'• 

Respectfully, CoPLEY CoTTRELL. 

Sound Doctrin, 
NEW YoRK, A.ng. 6, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: The "great Boston love 
feast," set forth by john Peck in last 
week's TRUTH SEEKER, calls for serious 
thought, especially that part wherein he 
says: "Let the American people never 
forget that Christianity is a species of in
sanity, and those who would put the des
tiny of the government into Christian 
hands would place their fortunes in the 
keeping of lunatics." That is sound doo
trin, worthy of consideration. 

s. R. THORNE. 

He Keeps It Traveling. 
XENIA, 0., July 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: My "Old Testament Story 
Book " has been doing missionary work in 
this city for about a year; it is now in 
Dayton, 0., in the same business, and 
more than likely I will never see it again. 
I would not be without one if it cost ten 
dollars, so I take advantage of your very 
liberal offer by inclosing $5 for which 
please send "Old Testament Stories Com
ically Illustrated;" "A.\1 A.bont the Holy 
Bible;" "A.ge of Reason," and renew THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for another year. 

Yours, etc., HENRY FISHERING, 

Back Numbers Brought Him Back. 
CEDRON, KAN., A.ng. 1, 1895. 

M 1. EDITOR: Last year I was a sub
scriber to your paper, the most welcome 
pnblication_that ever made weekly visits 

to my home, and as God, in his infinit 
goodness, saw fit to withdraw from this 
country, and leave us to the mercy of the 
hot winds and chinch bugs for the last 
three years, I felt compelled to stop 
the paper. Being without any good 
reading matter, I picked up some old 
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and they 
persuaded me to re-snbsoribe. Inclosed 
find 50 cents, which will insnre •me THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to the full value of the 
amount paid, at the expiration of which 
time my post-office address will be some
where else I think. 

We hav some men with us who are mod
erately liberal thinkers when talking with 
a Freethinker, but would rather the Chris
tians wonld not know too mnoh about it. 
They can call me Infidel, Agnostic, Here
tic, or anything that snits them best, but 
I want the grand old TRUTH S:o:EKER to aid 
me in battling for liberty. I am not a very 
snooessfnl worker, but 

" Little drops of water 
Make the mighty sea." 

Respectfully, J. S. OGDEN, 

A Small but Activ Society. 
RooKERVILLE, S. D., A.ng 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I send $1 for cheap tracts. 
Another member of our society and my
self thought we would send for this small 
list, examin it, and see if we could get good 
people and children to read them; if only 
small snooeBB attends our efforts at first we 
will be satisfied and nrder more largely in 
the near future. 

We find the greatest difficulty in talking 
to the average Christian is his or ber pro
found ignorance of the Bible and its teach
ings; in arguments with them we call their 
attention to some pernicious or obscene 
passage or chapter, and they generally 
deny all knowledge of it and say it is not 
in the Bible. We also encounter difficulty 
in reaching those who do not belong to 
any church. On those questions they ap
pear to be asleep. They seem to hav a 
horror of any mental exertion. 

We hav organized a society here and 
named it" The Search-Light." We hav 
only three members as yet; we meet once 
a week. 

We are taking your meat excellent paper 
on three months trial; we like it so well 
we will continue to take it. Wishing yon 
the greatest snooess, I subscribe myself, 

Yours truly, JoHN C. CABTER; 

Who Wants a Bookkeeper~ 
MILLERSBURG, 0., J n)y 22, 1895 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $4-
$3 for the renewal of my subscription and 
$1 for the Wise case in Kansas. I would 
willingly giv more if I had the money, but 
the times are so hard here that a person 
can hardly get a cent to lay on top of 
another, and besidPs Ihav just got through 
paying for my son's training in a bnsineBB 
college, and that took about all the money 
I had. 

If a membership in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
family entitles me to any privilege, or if 
I would not impose too mnoh on yonr 
good nature, dear Editor, I would like to 
ask if any one of your readers is in need 
of a bookkeeper or assistant bookkeeper. 
I would be glad if they would giv my son 
a trial. He is a boy twenty-two years of 
age, and of good, steady habits. He can 
furnish the best of references to be had in 
Millersburg, and, for further reference, 
he is the author of the picture in the 
"Pictorial Text-Book," where a saint is 
pulling another cheap soul out of purga
tory. His. name is in the center of the 
picture. 

Wishing snooess to yon and all the read
ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I remain, sin-
cerely yours, JOHN CHEV ALLARD. 

Address, John Chevallard or A.nthonyP. 
Chevallard, Millersburg, 0., Box 337. 

Not Afraid of Discussion. 
EAST 0Tro, N. Y., A.ng. 5, 1895. 

MR. Em ToR: Inclosed please find $6.50 
for the renewal of my subscription to the 
grand old TRUTH SEEKER and" Four Hun
dred Years of Freethonght." Your paper 
is like an old friend, I hav taken it so long. 

"News and Notes," from Putnam, are 
very interesting. I never fail to read 
" Letters from Friends." If some of them 
do write against Spiritualism, all right. 
If independent slate writing can be ao-

onnted for soientifioally, or some other 
way, I shall continue to take THE TRUTH 
SEEKER just the same. I like to hav both 
sides of a question discussed. If someone 
wrote upon the money qnestion, or any 
other interesting subject, I think the rep
nation of your paper would not be injured. 

I was a Sunday-school student in the 
Methodist 'Episcopal obnroh when a boy, 
and became a convert in one of their re
vivals at the age of twelve. I began read
ing the :Hible as any other book, and soon 
found some very large stories. When I 
asked my father how they could be true, 
he tried to satisfy me by saying they were 
miracles. After reading it through I was 
spoiled for a Christian. I am now over 
sixty, and am done believing in gods, 
devils, and hells, except those we make 
onrselvs. C. BuRCHARD. 

A Convert's" Testimony." 
LYoNs, KAN., J nly 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of 
one of your snbl!oribers of this place I hav 
been reading a few copies of your valuable 
paper. I hope to soon become a sub
scriber. We are trying to get np a sub
scription olnb here. Thinking that per
haps a history of my conversion to Free
thought might interest your readers, I will 
endeavor to giv yon a brief synopsis of the 
case. To quote Shakspere, "that which 
has most sapped" my belief in the Bible 
was my ignorance. I joined the ohnroh 
when I was a child because others were 
joining. I said that I believed J esns Christ 
was the son of God because I was re
quested to do so. When I became older, 
and began to read the Bibl", to think and 
reason for myself, I said I did not believe 
all of it, snoh as the Witch of Endor call
ing Samuel up, and other absurdities. 
Realizing that by this statement I invali
dated the whole, a Freethinker gave me a 
copy of "The Genealogy of Christ," by 
Sto·nt. Well, I read it carefully, hunted 
up the evidence, found that it was just as 
it Wlill stated in the so-called Holy Bible. 
I hid the book away, but could not hide 
the impression it had made on my mind. I 
resolved to never read it again, for I 
wanted to believe in part of the Bible, at 
least. But my conscience troubled me 
for professing to believe what I didn't be
lieve. I attended a revival meeting. The 
preacher had a great deal to say about 
the "A.ge of Reason." He hurled male
dictions at Ingersoll and Remsburg, the 
second of whom he designated as "the 
smaller fry." I became more arid more 
disgusted with the false reasoning of the 
theologians. I made np my mind to pro
cure the "A.ge of Reason." "No, we do 
not keep snob books," was the haughty re
ply received from the booksellers. I sent 
away for it. I read it. I expect to con
tinue reading it until I hav absorbed all its 
contents. To me it is the book of books. 
Well, made I np my mind that I could no 
longer be honest and call myself a Chris
tian. So here I am, a convert to Free
thought, and if I hav lost friends I hav 
gained a clear conscience. 

It was with pleasure that I read a letter 
from J. E Remsburg to THE 'fRUTH 
SEEKER lately. I used to be acquainted 
with him in Atchison county. If this 
catches his eye he will remember. I am 
proud of having once known him. Also 
to know that he is having great success as 
a. Freethonght lecturer. Also that said 
"smaller fry" has distinguished himself 
as an author, RowENA GuERIN. 

Those Two Genealogies. 
WEST SALEM, ILL., July 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice an article from 
one of your readers in regard to the gene
alogy of Chri~t as given by Matthew and 
Luke. Now I think Mr. Paine in his 
"Age of Reason" has made a mistake. He 
says in his remarks on this subject, in Part 
II. : "There are only the two names of 
David and Joseph alike in the two lists." 
Now this is not true, for in his own dia
gram of Matthew and Luke's lists I find in 
Matthew's list, Nos. 12 and 13, the names, 
Zorobabel and Salathiel, and in Luke's 
list, Nos. 21 and 22, I find the same names 
Zorobabel and Salathiel. This shows that 
Mr. Paine did not observe the names very 
closely. It is very likely that both lists 
are true ones, as I will proceed to explain. 

Matthew givs Jesus's genealo~y through 
Joseph, and Luke givs that which is by 
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Mary. In Jewish genealogy the women 
were not reckoned,. but the husbands of 
the women were used instead. Thns.Jo
seph was the son of Jacob by birth and 
the son of Heli by the law of marriage, 
or, as we would say, the son of Jacob and 
the son-in-law of Heli. 

If yon will read closely you will notice 
that Matthew in his genealogy uses the 
word "begat," meaning that each person . 
was naturally begotten and a son by birth, 
while Luke in· his genealogy does not use 
the specific term " begat," but says " the 
son of," meaning a son either by birth or 
by the law of marriage. According to the 
reckoning of the Jews, either way did not 
invalidate the genealogical right of Jesus 
to the claim of the messiah. A.s to the 
difference in the number of names given, 
I believe Matthew omitted several and 
perhaps Luke omitted a few, but if 
either did, Matthew omitted the greater 
number. But as every lawyer knows 
'' omission is not contradiction," it does 
not invalidate their claim to truth. I ad
mit that they should hav given them all, 
without sny omission of names, but H 
seems that they did not. If I should 
giv my genealogy and omit my great
!lrandfather's name from the list, would 
that prove me untruthful? 

The Jews, I understand, are still expect
ing the messiah, but if a claimant should 
appear at this or any future time how 
oonld he establish his claims by genealogy? 
Are not the genealogical records of the 
Jews totally destroyed and forever lost? 
This ought to be an unanswerable and con
vincing argument against their expeot~~o· 
tiona of a future messiah. 

Now, if I am mistaken in any of my 
statements, or if I am correct, will yon 
please giv it a hearing in the next issue of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and oblige 

Yours for the truth, Eo. FuLLER. 

Science vs. Religion. 
FILLMORE, ILL., July 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, 
for which yon may continue THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I hav been taking your paper 
for about two months, and I like its pages 
above all I ever read. 

We had a debate recently at this place, 
and I inclose to yon my short talk, which 
spEaks my sentiments straight from the 
shonlder. · L. V. Hrr..L 

Ladies and Gentlemen: Man's natural 
state of existence is a puzzle to every crea
ture upon the entire plannet-one is not 
superior nor inferior, more wise or less 
ignorant than anyone else in this regardf 
Man is mao, woman is woman, and, accord
ing to the Bible, is made in the hnage o. 
God. According to the Bible, God is a 
" true," a "righteous," an "ever-living," 
and an "unchangeable" God, and if we are 
images of him we must likewise possess 
the same characteristics; if he is tme, we 
must all be true; if he is righteon~.<, we are 
made by him in his own image. I cannot 
see wherein his supposed law of religion 
has advanced civilization, strengthened in
tellect, made happy homes, protected vir
tue, fostered hberty, or in any other way 
had any tendency to fit ns to liv even in 
this world, let alone entering his beautiful 
heaven. 

Right here is something that I can't be
lieve, and I can't help it, and I don't be
lieve that God will damn me for this fail
ure to believe. It is a fact that religion 
has always assassinated the liberties of 
man. When the government of the United 
States of America was founded, liberty 
spoke emphatically and said on the Fourth 
day of Jnly,1776: "This government shall 
be founded upon free principles, with equal 
liberty for all American citizens, and there 
shall be no interference with religions 
freedom." A.nd I dare say that the measure 
of liberty we posseEs is the fruit of science 
and Freethought, not of religion. I wish 
to say to yon that I cannot believe that 
religion has elevated mankind more than 
bas science, and I doubt if there is a sane 
man in the .. ndienoe to-night who believes 
or can believe that it has. 

Science leads in the oiviliz~~otion of this 
vast country. Science has weakened su
perstition. has supplanted savagery, and 
has built the beautiful cities and towrs in 
every state of the U.nion; it has connected 
them by railroads, telegraphs, and tele
phones, placing us in direct communication 
with our fellow beings all over the land; 
has built the steamship by which we are 
enabled to visit the other parts of the 
world, and has laid the cable under the 
waters of the Peas, thus connecting us with 
the other nations of the earth. On the 
other hand, the subjects of religion hav 
infrin~ed upon the r1ghts of man, and hav 
demanded privileges that were granted 
against the better judgment of the law-
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makers in the different states, at the be• 
best of majorities or supposed majorities. 

The Sunday law, which is faster and 
faster encroaching upon the liberties of 
man, is a gross injustice to the people in 
l!'eneral, and is not at all in harmony with 
thA Constitution, whieh was framed by ihe 
noble Thomas Jefferson, a firm believer in 
science and libel'ty instead of superstition 
and religion. Religion has wrecked the 
minds and covered the world with the 
blood of its own followers. 

Friends, all that I hav asserted can be 
easily proved, and viewing all without 
prejudice I cannot see whAl'ein religion 
has elevated or civilized mankind. Science 
is the only reformer of man, as truth has 
taught us. Science is the ·promoter of 
civilization. 

He Thinks Spiritualism is Growing. 
CmoAGo, Aug. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: After a four months' trip 
in the West I return home to read a com
munication in your valuable paper of July· 
13th from C. Severance, which accuses me 
of bigotry and intolerance, for which, if 
true, I am certainly sorry. I will plead 
no excuse, but ask the correspondent to 
please read the many belitt~ing terms used 
by Materialists who seek to ignore the idea 
that it is pos~ible for others to know any-

come from out the floor, from behind the 
audience (not from the cabinet), come to 
me, kiss me, and tell me of all my friends, 
both alive and deceased, besides many 
whom I had nearly forgotten, what am ·I 
to think? Slates by the score, that I take 
to a medium, and which never leave my 
hands or eye-sight, on which I obtain the 
most intelligent communications in many 
color11, in answer to my mental questions, 
also fl9wers in colors that I could distinctly 
hear the marking of pencil when being 
drawn (without pencil being placed be
tween the slates) -when I see and hear all 
this, what shall I say? Please don't cry 
" hypnotized," " psychologized," or fool
ized, bnt learn the truth for yourself. 

Of all things essential for a periodical 
to make it a "Truth Seeker," is to open 
its columns for free discussion, for it is by 
an honest exehange of thought that we 
grow intellectually. 

Allow me to add that I am as much of a 
Materialist as ever, believing that nothing 
exists but matter and its accompanying en· 
tity or soul-life in corelation, bebind which, 
and in which, is God, nature, and creation. 

A. D. SwAN. 

thing but the teachings of the past, which Unbelievers and Onr Friend Judas. 
has known nothing but rank or gross Ma- Los ANGELES, CAL., July 14, 1895. 
terialism, or of matter capable of being MR. EDIToB: It has always been a mys-
seen, tasted, smelled, and kicked into an tery to me why people will persist in going 
infinity of shapes, and the life teetotally to hell through unbelief, and it pained me 
knocked out of it. I, of all men, intend much when I saw in his communication 
to speak respectfully of the opinion of that Mr. Billings, of Texas, was headed 
others, and would not do one good Chris· that way. We are told so clearly in the 
tiau act, such as to burn a Materiali'\lic revised New Testament the fate of unbe
heretio at the stake, but would say, "first lievers, that all who go to hell must do so 
investitzate to find the truth and afterward. wilfully, or as the result of a contumacious 
divine the cause." spirit; for the warning is expressed, as you 

So far as the claim that the question of well know, in these words: "He that be
" spirit phenomena has been settled by lieveth and is properly irrigated shall be 
all scientists," I do not so claim, but to the saved, but he that believeth not shall be 
contrary, yet, if it is true, as C. Severance damned." Now, what are we expected to 
says, that "among highly educated people b!llieve? We are expected to believe the 
the belief in a continuance of conscious- so-6alled word of God in its entirety, and 
ness after death has viPibly weakened dur- are not supposed to reject any part of it 
ing the present century," it neither proves simply because it does not agree with our 
nor disproves anything, and when we see ideas of justice, right, and common sense. 
five millions of Spiritualists in the United "God's ways are not our ways," and we 
States who claim to hav proof positiv, evi- must bear this fact in mind when we read 
dence (not belief) to support their belief, his word, as now revised, or as it may be 
it really proves nothing to unbelievers, for later on. What God says goes. Let that 
we see twenty million communicants in the be understood, for, considering the 
Christian churches in our own country, crowded population of hell, it is high 
and yet I fail to believe that one word of time people stopped doubting, and began 
the Book is divine and comes direct from to believe. Mr. Billings talks about the 
God. heathen ideas of what is called orthodoxy, 

Neither does the condemnation of Spirit- and reveals the fact that the doctrine put 
ualism by science disprove its claims, for forth by Universalists and Unitarians are 
science deals mostly with physical and not in accord with his views. Allow me to cor
sa much with the metaphysical, or with the rect him, and possibly, while doing so, to 
real as recognized by our five senses, and insure the salvation of his never-dying 
not with the more sublimate or refined soul. It is wrong and absurd to connect 
matter, as understood by Spiritualists. I orthodox doctrine with heathen ideas, for 
certainly hav the right to claim bigotry the heathen never believed in an endless 
~hen I see those who know absolutely hell and eternal torments? Those tidings 
nothing of the phenomena of Spiritism of great joy were first given to the world 
condemning it in positiv terms, although by our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and 
the door is ajar for them to enter in and nothing in the Bible is more clearly taught 
investigate. than the endless damnation of the wicked, 

"It is an fxhausted subject," says your who, when properly defined, are the un
correspondent, showing how little he believerlil that hav neglected to be irri
knows of the great advancement made in gated in the manner desired by God, 
the last few years in Spiritualism, which which is complete immersion, as I posi
is much more than the progress made in tivly know, for a Baptist clergyman once 
science; and who would think of saying told me so, and quoted scripture in evi
that science is an exhausted subject? The dence. In the two sects quoted by Mr. 
facts are that both are in their infancy and Billings we see private judgment run mad, 
must go hand in hand. How long has it and we behold the awful danger which at
been since hypnotism and other demon- tends the reading of the scriptures when 
strations of the psychic law hav been ·a mortal man presumes to shape God's ideas 
subject of investigation, except in the East, to fit his individual theories of right and 
where the lilnbject of return of sub-con- equity. We must believe as commanded, 
sciousness. or spirit intelligence, has been and not reject the very foundation of 
known for centuries? No one claims that Christianity-an endless hell, from which 
Spiritism, or transference of thought in Jesus Christ came to save sinner 1-if we 
some form, is of new birth, profess to be Christians. If there be no 

Occultism may hav discovered all there hell, then the crucifixion of Jesus was an 
is to learn of the cause and demonstration unnecessary event, and God had no occa
of the forces, but I think not. "We face sian to concoct a scheme which embodied 
the grave to-day with no absolute knowl- immaculate conception and the resurrec
edge that consciousness extends beyond it tion, with all the intermediary acts that 
for any human being." This may be true occurred. If ·· e are going to endanger 
to some, but not for all, and to me is er- our souls with unbelief, let us reject the 
roneous, for while I hav never been dead whole business, and not try to make out, 
and again returned to uncorrupted flesh, as do the Universalists and Unitarians, 
that I know of, yet I hav intelligent com- that Jesus was simply a good man with 
munications from some unknown source moral ideas that would benefit the world if 
that compel me to accept spirit return, un- adopted, for, when we go that far, we be
less I shall :find the communications to come what those sects hav been so aptly 
come from some other source. - termed-" whUewashed Infidels." Ortho-

When I see in several states a human dox Christianity is the only kind taught or 
fOl'm impersonating my deceased daughter, sanctioned by the scriptures, and if we 
of the same size, feature, and conversation, hope or expect to escape hell, we must do 

so by believing, for .. God evidently meant 
what he said. Reason plays no part in the 
salvation scheme, and it is highly essential 
that this fact be known and established for 
all tim~. Says Evangelist Moody: "Don't 
reason; if you do you are lost." And as 
none of the sects do reason, except Uni- · 
versalists and Unitarians, we see why the:v 
alone will be found on the " left hand " 
when Jesus repeats his original remark: 

by reason of the numerous masses and the 
crowds that go to different masses it would 
be hard to tell how great was the average 
daily attendance. In these churches, if 
you count only the males, however, in all 
the services, or in two services, and add 
them together you will get nearly the 
number of males. The young men do not 
attend more than one mass per Simday 
generally, but the women, particularly the 
old women, go five times if they can. "Depart from me, ye cursed, into ever

lasting fire, prepared fo-r the devil and his 
angels." Then will Mr. Billings realize 
how mistaken he was while on earth, and 
engaged in singing, " When the roll is 
called in heaven I'll be there." Then will 
he see the folly of having warmed and 
cherished within his breast those fatal 
doubts which led him to believe hell was a 
myth and Jesus Christ an elder brother 
with a moral mission only. It may be that 
a double-action mind is required to be
lieve all the Bible contains, for there 
are many passages that apparently contra
dict each other, but doubt never rises un
til one begins to think, so the safest way is 
to ~ead and let the parson do your think
ing, cho_osing, of course, one that is 
strictly orthodox. In this way there is 
hope of reaching heaven, and I throw out 
the suggestion, hoping that Brother Bil
lings will see the error of his ways and 
profit by it, for tho man who livs in Texas, 
as I did, for two years, certainly deserves 
the best the next world has to after. 

In conclusion, there is one more fact I 
wish to establish in connection with Judas, 
that g eat and good man who helped to 
save the world from the wrath of God, by 
revealing at the critical time the presence 
and identity of our savior," thus making 
his mission a success. Mr. Billings, in 
common with many others, seems to think 
Judas made a mistake and repented, and 
he quotes the claim that he threw down 
the thirty pieces of-silver. In the account 
of his second death we are told that he 
purchased a field with that money, and the 
fact that he had a clear conscience is 
proven beyond all dispute by the size of 
his abdomen at the time he fell and burst 
open, as recorded. No man with a guilty 
conscience can, or ever did, develop a 
large abdomen, and the fact that the ven
tral parts of Judas when he died the sec
ond time were so large and protuberant, 
disposes·for all time of the idea that his 
conscience was in a state of perturbation. 
I hope his opponents are now satisfied, and 
will unjustly accuse him no more. 

C. SEVERANCE, 

He Wants Facts. 
NEWBURYPORT, MASS., July 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Could you not contrive 
without much expense to determin what is 
the average attendance, male and female, 
in the churches say of four or five large 
towns or small cities in Massachusetts? 
The pl11ces which ought to be selected are 
of two kinds, viz., residential cities like 
Salem, Newburyport, Taunton, Plymouth, 
Newton, New Bedford, Marblehead, and 
manufacturing places, such as Brockton, 
Lynn, Lawrence, Haverhill, Fall River. 

The census should be taken on four 
Sundays in September, and four Sundays 
in January or February, and nothing 
should be published until all the returns 
are in. To do this properly there should 
be one man designated for each church, 
whose name should be sedulously con
cealed from the public. Sometimes the 
leader in the choir is the best man for this 
purpose, as he is not necessarily sect~>rian. 
The time for counting should be during 
the delivery of the sermon at the morning 
service, and the counter or teller should 
state the number of males and females. 
Where church edifices were not too far 
apart it might be possible to hav one man 
count two church meetings. If two ser
vices were held in the same edifice on Sun
day, the teller should report whether the 
persons who attended the second service 
were the same that attended the first ser
vice, so far as to make a general estimate. 
It might be impracticable, and in some 
cases impossible, to do this accurately. But 
by glancing at the pews and taking the 
number in each pew separately (and the 
sex) it would generally appear whether 
there were any new attendants at the 
afternoon service. The only real difficulty 
in getting at an approximato result would 
be in the Roman Catholic churches, where 

I am led to write to you about this be
cause it seems to me that there is a great 
deal of pious fraud in the statements as to 
actual attendance. Thus, an article in the 
Boston Advertiser for July 30, 1895, page 
4, column 4, asserts that the census shows 
that in the Christian churches of the coun
try there are 20,619,806 communicants, or 
about one-third of the entire population 
of the country. "This enumeration," 
comments the Advertiser, "does not in
clude the equally large number of attend
ants upon religious services, who are not 
communicants, both children and adults." 
Such statements appear to suggest that 
there are some forty-one millions of 
people in the United States (adults and 
children) who habitually attend church 
on Sunday. If .this be so, New England is 
the least religious portion of the United 
States, for in New England there is no 
such proportion. A census taken some 
twenty-three years ago in Newburyport, 
then a city of 13,000 inhabitants, on a fine 
Sunday in January, showed ~a Protestant 
attendance of 2,216, men, women, and 
children-a Roman Catholic attendance of 
1,448. Such a census to-day would show 
probably 1,400 Catholics and about 1,400 
Protestants: In 1872 there were nomi
nally in the parish, of Catholics and chil
dren of Catholics, 2,200 persons who lived 
in the city and in the surrounding towns. 
In 1893 the total population in Newbury
port, Newbury, and East Salisbury was 
abont 16,000, and in this number were 
3,500 Roman Catholics. and 12,510 not 
Romanists. 0 f these Roman Catholics, 
somewhat more than one-third commonly 
attend church. There is a larger propor
tion of Catholics who do not attend wor
'ship than formerly. In 1872 the average 
attendance hereabouts of persons who 
called themselvs Catholics, if anything, 
was 65 per cent habitually, i. e., every 
Sunday, unless unavoidably detained. 
Now in 1895 the average attendance of 
nominal Catholics would hardly exceed 40 
per cent. But cif those classed as Prot
estants not one-half are really such. They 
are Agnostics, or indifferent people, who 
neither care nor know what theological 
belief they hav. To cut the whole matter 
short, I express the belief thatin this com
munity of 16,000 souls, there are not more 
than 1,200 Protestants who attend church 
40 Sundays in the yea"; not over 1,500 
who attend 30 Sundays, not over 1, 700 who 
attend 10 Sundays in a year. Of Catholics 
there are perhaps 3,000 who attend once a 
year, 2,000 who attend four times a year, 
and 1,000 who attend 45 Sundays in a year. 
Now this is so far variant from the com
mon impression that it needs verification 
by enumeration. A counting would do it, 
Fraud is now practiced by counting two 
services, forenoon and afternoon, and 
adding them together, thus making the ap
parent number 75 per cent greater than 
the actual. It is disheartening to see the 
success of this false enumeration. People 
really seem to believe that Christians are 
in a majority, whereas Agnostics [indif
ferents, he probably means] in Massachu
setts are in a very great majority, 

Would it not be practicable to take a cen
sus on four successiv Sundays, ~ay from 
Sept. lOth to Oct. lOth, and from Jan. lOth 
to Feb. lOth? I select these periods becanse 
the first represents the time when~ the 
churches are fullest and the last an aver
age time. I suppose June is the month 
when the churches are at their lowest, 
i. e., except the vacation months. A still 
more just way would be to take a census 
on the first Sunday of every month except 
August. The census should state whether 
it was clear, or raining, or snowing, and 
the thermometer record at 10 A.M. For it 
is the weather before· church that de
termine the attendance, not the weather 
during sermon time. Now if only two 
towns were taken as a starter, interest 
would be excited and volunteer tellers 
would probably come forward. 

AGNOSTIO, 
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II) !'J.Larsn' 8 II) ornsr • I sweetness on either side. Balmy breezes 
U U floated in upon us all the way, breezes 

laden with the pe"fume of juniper, sas::a
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall fras, the swamp honeysuckle, aud all 

~iver, Mas.s., to whom all Oommunica-1 the many beautiful woodsey wildings. 
tzonR tor thM Corner should be sent. Tall oaks, sighing pines, hemlock, chest-

nut, and other forest friends swayed back 
"Between the dark and the daylight, 

When the night is beginning to lower, 
Comes a pause in the day's oconpations 

That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Once on a Time. 
At teatime in the ruddy light
Ch~ysanthemums were in their glory

My baby came to say good night, 
And beg for" iust one little stor)." 

I told her how a girl like her 
Came long ago, gomewhere or othe~, 

And bronght her doll ani! m'de a stir 
And begged a stotY from her mothe-, 

Who, tired and listless. alsn cr 1ssed 
The little. stori-begging beauty 

With news of how another glo~sed 
Her irk•ome story-telling dnty. 

Still backward was the tale referred, 
To wearv her. bu' when I ended, 

A• if I had not Raid a word. 
With looks half-pleading, half-offended, 

She c\sgped my ne•k-her cbildish trust 
Had made the ha•dest heart compliant

"A little on'h" sh 1 sa.td, "pl~a~e-ju"t 
About a fairy an l a. giant " 

I kiosed her close, and off I went: 
"Once on a. time," low, slow s.nd stes.dy. 

She hes.ved a si11:h of sweet content
My darling was asleep already. 

-Menztes Macdonald, in Good Words. 

A Day's Outing. 
It was a lovely summer day when we 

went out to Lincoln Park-Bethia, J. W., 
William, Bonnie, and I. 

In tbe morning we sat on the veranda 
when J. W. called, and we told him we 
were intending an outing, and should start 
in an honr, and would he join us? It was 
uncertain, there were some changes of ap
parel to be made, ~ long walk home, etc., 
but, when ready to go, J. W. was on hand, 
spick and span, and happy in anticipation 
of a day's pleasure. William, who has rll
cently become the handy boy in our family, 
was to take care of the dog Bonnie, and to 
see the park for the first time. Tommy, 
the other dog of our household, was to re
main at home, the faithful caretaker and 
watchman on the ~remises in onr absence. 
Bonnie would hav howled all day if left 
behind, being of a very emotional nature, 
and his doleful moans would hav disturbed 
the neighbors; so, decked in a broad pink 
ribbon tied in a bow-knot around his little 
fat neck, his eyes glistened with joy and 
happiness to think he was to accompany us 
on our outing. 

William-well, yon ought to hav seen 
William- one of our family calls him 
Trilby-when he had got himself fixed 
up for the day's excursion. He is a dar It
skinned boy, or man, rather (for he re
members when Lincoln was president), 
about four feet high, with a mustache and 
half side-whiskers. He has all the love of 
color and display peculiar to his race, aud 
Solomon in all his glory wes not arrayed 
li\:e William on this occasion. Very light 
trousers, a gorgeous vest, ornamented 
with a pearl and gold banj:> pin and a 
showy watch-chain that looks like gold, 
from which was suspended a cube of glass 
called a charm, a dark cut-a-way coat, a 
I!'Oif cap that set jauntily upon his head, a 
1hmin~r red necktie, and a frivolous look
ing walking stick completed his attire. 

" I guess I'll mash somebody's heart 
this day," said William, flirting his cane 
as he walked along. We boarded the elec
tric car on Winter street, and were borne 
swiftly down though the heart of the city, 
thence eastward, through Flint village, 
where a large proportion of our French 
population reside, and crossed onr lovely 
Lake Watnppa at the "Narrows." The 
pearl-tinted waters were as bright and 
fair as 

When Massasoit. with kingly tread, 
A long the strand his each ems led. 
Here dwelt his people, free from care, 
Each of his land the rightful heir, 
But, vanished now, from off the spot 
Where chance had cast his happy lot 
No more is seen the Indian face, ' 
No more his wand'rings here we trace. 
Another nation now holds sway, 
And turns the tide another way; 
And where once was forest wide, 
Now stands a city in its pride. 
Beyond the lake we were soon well out 

on the country road, only greenery and 

and forth their branches and flung shadows 
o'er the road-side, while the tangled vines 
and thick shrubbery made misty shadows 
and cool recesses, sen 'ling a thousand invi
tations to spend the day with them instead 
of visiting haunts whose rural beauty had 
been touched and changed by the hand of 
man into form and conventionality. Soon 
we were at "Beulah," a most enchanting 
spot, whereon is a beautiful grove of deep· 
shadowed pines, where camp-meetings are 
held. 

Near by is another grove known as 
Selahhameh, once owned by an eccentric 
but good-hearted man, who has now gone 
to rest. Here he loved to come and com
mune with nature. I remember once of 
eating watermelons a(lro~s the road, from 
his own melon patch, and hearing him the 
while discourse on the Bible doctrins, of 
wh;ch he had his own translations, which, 
if not convincing, were at least original. 

Leaving Beulah behind, we snddanlv 
come out of the fragrant pines, and West
port Factory village is before us, near 
running water, a pretty winding river with 
an Indian name, upon whose banks stand 
cottages and many more pretentious 
homes. Upon the stream stands a mill for 
cleaning cotton waste, and one passeng-er 
remarked that a lot of money had been 
turned out of that same mill. We go over 
the bridge that spans the river. and soon 
we come to pictnre~qne "Greenwood 
Gardens," where shade, !!hrnbbery, and 
the placid waters of a lake combine to 
make a lovely and attrMtiv stopping-place. 
Three mileq more and we are at out desti
nation, Lincolu Park, a lively place, with 
the usual attractions of a summer re!!ort. 

The handsome grove is composed of pine 
and oak trees. and rustic benches, arbors, 
swings, picnic tables are all around the 
sloping hills and dells. Two of the mon
keys, ''Sam" and ''Bill," were running 
races and playing hide-and-seek about the 
grove. "Sam" espied Bonnie in the 
summer house, and· was bent on making 
acquaintance, by patting him on the cheek 
and playing with his ears. Bonnie was 
disposed tl) be belligerent, and resented 
familiarities, but seeing that there was 
blood in the moukey's eye, he discreetly 
retreated behind my chair and snrveyeii 
the old-time man with disdain from tha 
godets of my gown. 

The monkey skipped awav to a baby 
who wag rollin~ on the mossy earth, and 
peered doubtfully into its facA, as thl)ns:h 
he wondered if his children would ever in 
course of time look like that one. William 
was in high feather, visiting the bear, the 
five-leg~ed calf, the theater, the fortune
teller, the glass-blowers, and all the other 
attractions, as long as his pocket change 
held out. I always patronize the merry. 
go-round, and as I had not with me tbe 
children of the Oorner, I invited J. W 
ann Bethia. to a seat in my coach. The 
ride, or the music, seemed to aff3ct their 
heads, and thev were sea-sick, they s11id, 
and before they were once around the rin~. 
they both exclaimed-" Le' me get out!" 
We lolled on the ground, listened to the 
singing birds, the joyous laughter of boys 
and girls and the sighing music of the 
trees. We chatted, recited bits and 
snatches of poems, and read aloud Put· 
nam's "News and Notes" from England, 
from THE TRUTH SEEKER, that we had 
taken along as a pocket companion, and 
George Jacob Holyoake's sublime intro
duction of Putnam to a Birmingham au
dience. It was :fine. " Read it again!" 
said J. W., who admires Holyoake from 
the crown of his head to the sole of his 
foot. He once drove thirty miles to bear 
him speak-that was in England, some 
years ago. Then we read Geo. E. Mac
donald's humorous and instrnctiv sermon 
on "Cyclones and Superstition." Roger 
de Ooverley would never let anybody 
sleep in his church but himself and no
body could think of napping ~bile the 
"Observations" of the sermonizer of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER are before him, 

The dinner hour arrived, the most fash
ionable hour in the world, and it was a 
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New England clambake, cooked in the 
1 
girls in the Oorner who are Spiritualists t 

open air. There were one hundred and 1 ~onld like to hav them write to me, for I 
eioohty anxious faces at the tables and i mtend to b~ a Spiritnlllist when I am 
it ~a~ very amusing to note bow the tried l g~own UP; I '!ould like to correspond 

. . ' With any httle girl. 
hag~ard, fretty, worried looks dlsappea'!'ed !JII remain your little Liberal friend 
with the viands, and left instead smiles ·BLANOlllll G. 0HA1d:IIERLI~, 
and good nature. Olams, lobsters, blue- 818 Penn ave., N., Minneapolis, Minn. 
fish, green corn. sweet potatoes, sausage, [There are many statements in the Bible 
dressing-, hot coffee, all done to a nicety, that do not agree with the truth, and can 
and watermelon for d~ssert. I looked not be acceoted as facbs. Renee they 
about me, ani the pacitleil expression on must be rE>jected by sensible people. 
the facas seemed to say plainly enough, Blanche is a good girl. and when she 
"These are the gods of my idolatry!" grows up she will be just what reason, evi
Anyway, anv other god with cartloads of dence, good jndgmf'lnt, ann sound sense 
spiritual food would hav had to take a back compel her to ·be.-Eo. 0. O.] 
seat on that occasion. 

Across the road was a big white tent 
which bore the legend " Gospel Tent," 
and, a meeting being- advertised at 8 P.M., 
J. W., Bethia, and I walked over to see if 
sinners are being washed clean in the 
same old way. How many do yon suppose 
were present that sunnv afternoon in that 
!?ospel tent ihere amid the l!'reen trees? 
Just us three and no more! We laughed. 
We couldn't help it, as we waltzed across 
the Platform to the recitation of a prayer 
by J. W. 'l'he mn8io of the band and the 
flying feet of the dancers in the pavilion 
held the people at the park. The dance 
music, the theater, the monkeys, goats, 
and merry-go-rounds got the best of it. 
The gospel of happiness and enjoyment 
was being preached, and the other kind 
hadn't a single votary. Is was nowhere. 
William, who is piously inclined, and vi
brates between the Salvation Army and 
the A. M. E. church, said he had made 
several trips to the gospel tent, and he 
"never once seed a soul in it." The souls 
were over in the other place, if anywhere. 

Bat I am spinning such a long yarn. 
We came home on an early car to avoid 
the crowd later, quite refreshed and ex
hilarated by our day's outing at Lincoln 
Park. 8. H. W. 

Correspondence. 
LYoN, KAN., A.ng. 10, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WIXoN: I am a little girl 
twelve years old. I hav been reading THE 
·rRuTH BEEKER lately, and like it very 
much I go to Sanday-school because 
there is no other placa to go to here. My 
Sunday-school teacher happened to read 
the contradiction about Judas. She asked 
me if it wasn't a "hard death for him to 
die." I said: " It was pretty hard on him 
to die two ways." Of course, she saw the 
point, and didn't like it 
·I am reading the "Age of Reason." I 

am also reading the Bibl~>, for, if I am 
going to fight the enemy, I want to know 
what kind of weapons they use. 

GLADYS GUERIN. 

ATORiSON, KAN., Aug. 1, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: The good Lord is to 

blame again. 1le is forev~>r getting into 
th.e soup. At VanMhnl'g, Ky., J'nly 80th, 
Rt~h!'rd Oooley, of Fairview, insane npotl. 
rehg10n, attempted to out his wife's throat. 
hut waR overpow~red, not by the good 
l:..ord, though. He will be committed to 
an "~!'lnm. A revival has been in progress 
at :J!Iauvi~w for some time, and being a 
deeply relie:ious man, of emotional tem• 
peument, Cooley became bereft of tE>ason. 
A_dde~ to this, he was greatly grieved that 
hts wlfe aud children attended a dancing 
picnic a few days ago for the benefit of 
t.bA church. 

What won't these superstitious religions 
idiots do? It is becoming dangerous to 
ha~ them running ~~ot large. I think the 
safest place for all of them is in an asylum, 
for they are all crazy more or less, and are 
liable to do anvthing. Will Mr. Oooley 
be forgiven and saved for attempting this 
terrible crime, and will his wife and ahil
dren be admitted throngh the pearly gates 
ink> the golden city above for dancing at 
this pic.nic, or will they be side-tracked to 
that nther city where the climate is so 
warm? If they escape this terrib\A city 
after committiill!' the sins that God has 
inflicted upon them, then I think that 
there is a good chance for all; so I will 
forever keep my nose out of religions af· 
fairs and aCCAot with free grace whatever 
is to come. Yonr Liber~~ol friend, 

JoHN J. I. REMSBUBG, 
[Our friend John is a reasoner, a phi

losopher, and his conclusions are correct. 
We sbotild pity the weak-minded and de
mented who perform acts shocking to our 
sense of right and justice. 

There's a lot of. work before us, John, 
in trying, as best we can, to nndo the 
effect of a false system of education. We 
may not see great results in our time, but 
our ffforts will tell in the long rnn.
Eo. 0. 0.] 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repair1 clo- ely regnlate and re urn watcheR 2d or 3a 
day. No better work In tbe world Allents 
wante<l in ev•·ry town in the United States where 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Aug. 5, 1895. watches are J?utcher.d instead of restored 1\I,.ny 
DEAR MISS WIXON' As I hav not writ- , a.re now makmg mon~y but many more can make 

ten to the Oorner fo~ a long time I will' ~?~Js e:;J ~!i:g"%~~~~ ~P~er6;0~~r~~ t~f.!~ 
now take up my pen and write again. I send f9r price lists of Watches, Diamonds.' .Jew
hope that yon and the Oorner hav not for- 'I elry, Silver-ware. etc. 
gottel?- me. I hav not forgotten yon. OTTO WETTSTEIN, 

I wlll b~ glad when school begins, be- Desillner of 
ca_nse I hke to go. I hav a little girl The Otto WP-tlsfein Watch; T~e Ingersoll Sou-
fr~end. who savs that everything in the veni• Spo ·n, and The Papular Free-
Bible 1~ true, but I don't think so. Do th?ught Bad.1e. 
yon, Mtss Wtxon? If there are any little E•tahlished 1857. noCHEt.l,E, ILL. 

Get a Columbia Catalogue. Free at 
any Columbia. agency; by mail for two 
2-cent stamps. 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh.. .. .... 5 ................. _. ........................ ~,me---•• 

tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 
Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi"al Condi- ·~I'F.TIIIITIITI!TIITilflfTIITIIIITIIID!r II!IHTIITilmiDTIIIHIIITilmiDmmm mmmmmmnmmmmrmmmm Tlltrtnmmmrm"'~:ll·· 

Prot~stant PersecutiOns W1llia.m Cob nett.. 1 e 14 9 21 c l b t 1· ll ~ I 8 9 2 I Questions for Bible worshipers............... 1 • · 0 Ull\ US 0 qgerSO 1'he Relatton of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. eE ~ 

The keri~~oi:i ·a:r · :B:iilliaiiftY: ':Biitt'er iiiitil.' 'Eier~ 10 ~ 3• 
nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 .

1
8§ ~ I 

Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to Repeal the Sunday Laws 1 (Including the y 

act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar.r •·or[gin of Sabbaths.") By the..Wditorof ~ I 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends The Truth Seeker 3 4 0 0 ears 
and all inquiring parsons, send for a supply of Revivalism Examined. 'A.:·a.:·:Humphriiv::::: 2 II " · ~ 

A Remarkable Book a Heview of Greg's 
these valuable little eva11gels of truth. Creed of Christendom. H. W. Dougl•s ~ 

They range in price from one to ten cents ea.ch. in Canadian {ip•ctator.... .... .... .. .. .. .. 1 e 
They are so lOW in ptice that thousands of gen- §A~:~cnla;::pa~ibl: AnutB rargoo."nYHsiicl'."i:Jak'liaii.'w&'t'ts: ~ ~~ OF § I erous hearted persons can afford to buy them for ., IE 
gratuitous diotribution. Too many of them can- ec ar rayer. ustm 0 ;y:_o e .... "·"· 1 I Secular Responsib' 'ty. G J Holyoake...... 2 
not be spread broadcast over our land. Bent, l'he Bta~e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 3 

post-paid, by mail. Supe~e~tte~t~:sfci'u;:dse!~/d.~~~a~~r!~ 1 iF 1 h i 
An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the !neon- "Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John t t 

sistencyofChristiansGenerally. H.Clay J • c 1 b t dB At ree ~oug 
Astro~ff~:~iog'i.'·L:t·i:ia.wsoii ... siiowiitii't'lie 

10 
Talk ifZ~t~/~z.;:va::;a~8~~.Ei~~:::~ 1 I . . I 

story of Ghrist in the New Testament to ff M D 3 
be but an Alleg1rica1 representation of Thou~~t~ on ·Atiieisill: "6&ti':Maiiii:i.s6~rcti~ 
the sun's course through the different mg Find out God. Austin. Holvoake... 3 e 
zodiaoal signs ............................ · 5 The TheorY of Evolution. 'fhomas H liuxley 10 ~~ . 

Apostles of' Christ. Austin Holyoake ... ·.... 5 The 'frue Basis of M ·rality. Annie Besant.. 2 •• = ~ I 
'fne Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Bible <i:~~l~t:'i."iioiitiri'a::iiiiier8oii:::::::::: g ~~~~tls l~o~IDI£i ~~f> the su.,day-school 3 I B s { p t p t 
~fa~:~~~~~:;~~:!i~~~:sacG~i~~~~lJ!~::~: ~ :t::~l~:l~o~~r:~n~ha~~~·lr~W.~<:fjg~~::::::: ~ . -- 1) amue or er u nam I 
'l'ne Book of Esther. A Specimen of What Were Adam and Eve Our Jfirst Parents? t ""l J.l .J.Jl 

PassNes.ha~1~he Inpspirfe~ V'{.~rd ~1 Gllod..... 5 Charles Bradlaugh........................ 3 ~~ 
Buddhist 1 11sm. ro. •· =ax ... u er. .. . 5 WWhatWDidJJesusCTea.ch? CChhas. BBradl

11
aughh ... 3 ~- -Constantine the Great, Portraying the Ini- h h t? 3 

quity of the First Uhristian Emperor. Wh~D~\:r:~~~arv~':? Charl:~·B~:dl:;::h:::: 2 ·~ Large Octavo, n6s pp., Gilt Sides and I 
The &m~io:{e~~~~~i'Law'il'itcoitiiiiiii;i·ait;.;l: 3 ~g:~i~\'t~iWUi;~v«X R~~y~~a~V%~:rid.e.rland.'•8 1 ~;:;:: Back, Marbled Edges. $5. -

(This is the statute under which Mr. J. "Wh t · th B.bl ?" 1 
B. Wise is now mdict.d for send,ng a a 18 e 1 e .................. .. 
VerBefromtheBl.blethroughtho.mal·l.) Wondersof Pra.:ver. Dli1Benne!t.. .. : ....... 1 With 'I'he Truth Seeker for One Year tlil650 

~ Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 ~ · ' "'l' • • I 1'. B. Wakeman ........................ ". 10 Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bier bower.... 10 
Cruelty and Credulity of the Humai\ Race. Addr THE TRUTH BEEKER 

Chrishl~lft~n~el:ro-:~~wed ·~ystem: .. Bennett: i THE eM Lafayett.Be plafceB, NEeLw YoErk.; "iu~~-: 141 FULL . p A. G E PORT RA.ITS! i==== Christianity: Its Nature and Infl.uence on ~ 
Civilization. Charles Watts............ 5 

The ChrJstian Deity, Charles Watts ....... 2 . o+ the Most Em-~~ent F'l"eeth"nke'l"s, o+ the Past The Uhristian Fait}l. 20J Questions Without . '1 "f/111 "' '1 

<Jhri!ti~w~r;~ierie~·.··A:'i:ii8.iag·Ji~··liaiweeii'a 2 
BRAIN AND Fou'l" Hund'l"ed Yea'l"s. 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

TheCrg~l!~~~~aiiliaib.:"·j()iiiiE'Riilli81iiiri:: ~ oB ~~ ~HE ~RUTH~K~~unced in Octo- ~~ 
<Jhristian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 IJliJiil 00\TDTTiftl B111TlT11Tro\T UTnTIIIAL Slfll1lTnTI ~ 
The Church and Educa.ion. Anti-Je.uit..... 5 Ulfl lUIJ.lUl l!llll lilll.1 IIIDI.U Ullli,un ~- her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It ; 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin nm lllllli'OLOllf I 

Steiner ..................................... 10 AJ.1V um u • had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 3 

<Jong~1s~£~~;~l~=~k~f~:>.(~~~~~~~~~~~ 3 By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., ~-~. were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would -=

1 The c.f:;it~t~!f.u~~~mH~l.~ .D.~~ .. ~~.~.~~~: 1 with a preface by have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed ~-
<Jonstructive Ration!ilism. Annie Besant .. ,. 1 R. G. INGERSOLL. all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not 3 
The Devil'" Due Bills, or Give the Devil His ~~ II 

Dne. John Syphers....................... 2 This is the only work of its kind in the litera- realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 ture of Freethou~t. Its arguments are ba.sed 

Danis.i·u!ft~ rgg1~~:ia.!'.'.~i~~.~~ ~~~~-~~~~~: 5 fci~~e ~~:3!~~cs~ns:~~1ftli'c a:ndd tE~:~ffis~~~~ g•§ in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty-~"~ 
Decadence of Christianity...................... 1 It is eloquent a.s well a.s convincing. E per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 31 
The Decline of I!'aith. J J!l Remsburg.. ..... 5 Price, cloth, $1. Address _ 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts.. l! THE TBUTH SEEKER. ~= three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- ==-~~ Does there Exist a Moral liovernor of the = :i! 

Universe? Au•tin Holvoake. ........... 3 stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ., 
Doubts oflnfidels. Questions by a Weak but $6 6 ::::; 

Sincere Christian.. .. · ................ · 5 7 9 94 4 3 9 hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have § 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 ' ' • IE I 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1 m norMa.- § multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Oonsidering the faci terialism. R. S Brigham) M.D.......... 3 = 
Evolution of Israel's God. A . .u. Rawson..... 5 By the census of 1890, the I that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as ~-~ 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume ....... · · .. · · 10 •bove 1·8 the value of · 
Father,Soa and Holr_Ghost. 'r E Longshore 5 q undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive--and 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 Ch h p t = = 
Fo.>undations. John Sy~hers ................. · · 1 nrc roper y = properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages =_3 Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe I ~ 

Shelley .................................... · 1 of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradl•·ugh 3 · th u 't d Bt t E 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas. Watts 8 

10 
e ru e a es. J::: per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. · Well, the 

The Frnir.s of ChriRtlanity. Annie Besant.... 2 Sho ld r.t B Exempt j'I"Om I ==1 
German Liberalism. Mrs. ClaTa Neymann... 1 U .L' e ~ nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for werE.' 3i The Gosp~l of Christiauity and the Gospel of Taxation? ~ 31 

Freethought. AnnieBesant ......... 2 sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their -~-
Has Man a Soul? Charles .Hradlaugh .... ·.... 8 WHY IT SHOULD NOT 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin REASONS • investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are _ 

JHerecffil~~~~:nsiili.88io'Ii:·i:'Jiiis't't;aii~n~·of.ii8 3 
-- ~= not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and de- ~~ Occurrence. Prof. Louio Etsberg.. .... .. 8 Our p!IJIDlhlet with this title contains an Argn- = = 

Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh . . . . . . 8 ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement lighted that they got such a bargain. 3 
llfYou ~'akeAw&YMY Religion What Will You of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, ==-
[s Am~~I~a~t~nJ!~8~8o'j~1H:r,B-f'g!~~!·,~: 1g ~~1J~~eu~ft~.f~~~~~~~~lfii ~~ecs~~~i~t§~~tJ; As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARs OF FRu 
lnfl.delity. H. w. Beecher...................... 1 and rerritories and in all Cities having 25,ooo or ~~ THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development ~~ lufidels and Charit:l'. Franklin Steiner...... 5 more inhabitants; so a.rra'lged as to show at. 
J:ogersoll Catechisea. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the = and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best~-

Poem on l:tobert Burns................... 8 Leading" Denominations and Denominations.. I 
¥h~e.ffi~1\V:' :.f;g{[~0TJieir · oao.~·e ·and. 'ci:ire 

8 ~~~:ffo c~f~i~~~ft~s:hff[a~:~~~dofs~Jtfg~;, i~ ~ possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free-
D. M. Benne Lt. . . .. ... .. ... .. . .... .. .. .. 5 eomJ1arisons being based upon official fi~ures. ;:;:: thought as a manifestation and in.fluence ; in Part Second, as an ~ 

j[s the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant....... 2 Th1s pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub. lfj-
.Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 Lished. In no other work are the I acts, figures. organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 3 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Padon........ ~ and arguments to be found. ':L'he 1l.gures. being ~ _, 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh . . . .. .... 8 ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will -~ of the men and women who have taken part i.D. the movement. It 
Land Quest10n. Charles Bradl•ugh.. .... ... .. 2 not be superseded until the cemus of 1900 shall I ~-
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.... ... 2 have been Co!!!Jlleted -probably about eigot unites the past and the present. It is a WOrld book and a home :::::::3 Lli.y Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 vears hence. The arguments are unanswerable ~ 
Legend of GautamaBuddha. Parallelingtb.t .nd will hav the dew of morning 01). th!lm BO long = book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

of Jesus Christ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 5 a.s the injusti-::9 of church exemption lB suffered I 
LogicFof DteatD!J.: orB,W}!yJShH,.,ulld tkhe Atheist .oBs=kxis1tn.g.1" conies the nrice is 15 cents, but a.s the magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. -ear o 1e? y G. . o yoa e . .. .. 8 - " " b ~ 
The Logic of LifehDedaced from the Princi- wor is published specially for distl'ibutwn Y $5 Wlfh 11Th T fh S k 11 0 y $6 50 

ples of Freet ougut. G. J. Holyoake.... 8 ;hose who favor justiCe in taxation the following Price, I e ru ee er ne ear, I I • 

Lu11icrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol- reductions are made: ~ ~~ 
yoake .. .. .. ..... .... . .. ... .. .. . .. . ... . .. .. 5 ren copies. - - - • t1.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Liberty and Mora.lit:y. Moncure D. Conway. :1 Fifty copies~ - • - - 4.50 
'l'he Liberty of Printmg Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 Joe hundrea copies - - • 8.00 ~W!UW!U lllillllliJIIIIllllllilW!Uillllll UWUWWIUWIU~IIIilli!U!III!WlUIUI!lliJW!UI!IlillllllllWllWUl.lli:!.le 
Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 Lr.rger quantities at!!I>Elcial rates. __ ................ _. .... __ _. .................... 
"Manna." Orthodox Des~riptions of How A-ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER. New York 

People are off in Hell..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1 
Materialiom an I Or me. B F Underwood.... 5 
MoralValueofth,Bible. Chas. Wat.ts ........ 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vivalDoctrine.................... ......... 1 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An- Is Suicide 

nieBesaut. . ............. .. ......... .. 
New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh .... .. 
New Life of J"acob. Charles Bra 1laugh ..... .. 

2 

=A Sin? 8 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ........ . 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
'l'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard ............. .. 
The New Age. W. S Bell ..................... .. 
•.rhe_Old Re[!gions and the New. W. S. Bell •. 
OnEtern~l 'l'orture. Annie Besant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Basant ................... .. 

8 
8 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 

On the Religious Education of Children. 
Annie Besant. '' ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.... ... .. 2 

Open Letter t ... my Old Friends the Quakers. 
B. D. Moore . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lng~nol!........ .... .. 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

Stephenson .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . 1 
Our Lord and Savior Jesu< Christ. T E Lot g. 

shore. ........... ......................... 5 
Paine and WesleY. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial 'l'axation. B B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G tl Hawes................. 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A Picture of the Jewish J ehova.h a.s described 

b:v the Bible. Per dozen ............. ~.... 10 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ' 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schouenhauer's Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents 

The 'rruth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYBT1'B PLACE. New Yoll"lc. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for · limiting government to the 
mere protection of life And property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal JUSt ce to all." 

Price, o cents. 
Address TRlil 'l'RUTH SEElrE'P, 

28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new editiou of that splendid vrose ~oem 

"Life " by "the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
In~ersoll. It is larger and batter than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel a,nd the baby, 
urrounded by the prose poem, wh1ch has been 

truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and \)oethwho now, as far a.s we 
know, stands alone m t e living .world." It wiJl 
make a deli~htfnl present, and Wlll be a souvemr 
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic 

·workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inohes, and the 
prioe onl:v?5 oenta, post-pr.ld, 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING ' 

A Discovery of tbe Origin, Evidenees 
and Early Hiootory of Cbrisdanity. 

Never Before or l!Jlsewhere so Fully a.nd Faith 
fully Set Fortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, 0.0. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
s•Lafavette Plaae, New York. 

Truth Seeke'l" Beade'l"s I 
HAVE YOU TBE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn thes!l beauti~ 'O!lgs o 

TennfSOnhWhittier, Longfellow, an.i > !lerp oats 
and smg t em in your homes, ma.ki 1g .•!lam hap-, 
P1, and bright ?-BEND FOB A OOPY -G :een oloth 
gllt title, 40 cents; half ~ound. 25 J {•B. 



Gsms of ~Aought. 
lNTENBITY of life is also intensity of 

helpfulness.-Ruskin. 
As soon as some men feel patriotic they 

want to fight.-Galveston News. 

THE desires of a free people are seldom 
prejudicial to liberty. -Machiavelli. 

HE livs long who livs well, and the time 
misspent is not lived, bnt loat.-Fuller. 

WHAT the world needs most is a remedy 
for narrow-mindedness.- Galveston News. 

I,ET ns consider the reason of the case. 
For nothing is law that is not reason.-Sir 
J. Powell. 

A CLEVER theft was praiseworthy among 
the Spartans, and it is equally so among 
Christians, provided thai it be on a suffi
ciently large acale.-Herbert Spencer. 

TRUE courage is cool and calm. The 
bravest men hav the least of brutal, bully
ing insolence, and in the very time of dan
ger are found the most eerene and free. 

WE sleep, bnt the loom of life never 
stops, and the pattern which was weaving 
when the snn went down is weaving when 
it comes np to-morrow.-.H. W. Beecher. 

OF all injustice, that is the greatest 
which eoes under the name of law, and of 
all sorts of tyranny the forcing of the let
ter of the law against the eqnityie the most 
insnpportable.-L' Estrange. 

THE spirit of liberty is not merely, as 
multitudes imagin, a jealousy of onr own 
particular rights, bnt a respect for the 
rights of others, and an unwillingness that 
any man, whether high or low, should be 
wronged.-Channing. 

VoLTAIRE made np hie mind to fight the 
superstitions of his time. He fought with 
every weapon that genius could devise or 
use. He was the greatest of all caricatlir
ists, and he used this wonderful gift with
out mercy. For pure, crystallized wit he 
had no equal. The art of :flattery was car
ried by him to the bight of an exact sci
ence. He knew and practiced every sub
terfuge. He fought the army of hypocrisy 
and pretense, the army of faith and false
hood.-Ingersoll. 

DEMOCRACY is in the music of Wa.l!'ner, 
the art of Millet, the poetry of Whitman. 
It is not a hand given one class at the 
sacrifice of another, a mode of life laid ont 
for the poor, a tribute to or recognition of 
the efficacy or holiness of poverty, bnt 
loyal tenders both hands all around to rich 
and poor, prince and peasant, irrespectiv 
of antecedent or existing titles or family 
prestige, exalting neither possession nor 
disinheritance, frankly everywhere recog
nizing the moyement of its life below and 
above the Jooal and temporary conditions 
that are often misjudged to be the pro
foundest manifests of social and spiritual 

·.tendency.-Horace L. 'l.raubel, 
THE improver of natural knowledge ab

•solntely refnees to acknowledge anthoritv, 
. as snch. For him, skepticism is the highest 
of duties, blind faith the one unpardonable 
. ein. And it cannot be otherwise, for every 
:great advance in natural knowledge has in
volved the absolute rejection of authority, 
·the cherishing of the keenest skepticism, 
·.the annihilation of the spirit of blind faith, 
:and the most ardent votary of science holds 
·his firmest convictions, not because the 
,men he most venerates hold them, not be
•Cause their verity is testified by portents 
:and wonders, bnt because his experience 
;teaches him that whenever he chooses to 
'bring these convictions into contact with 
their primary source, nature, whenever he 
thinks fit to test them by appealing to ex
periment and to observation, nature will 
confirm them. The man of science has 
learned to believe in justification, not by 
faith, bnt by verification.-1homas H. 
Huxley. 

IN onr lunatic asylums we frequently see 
persons sent there in consequence of what 
are called religions mental disturbances. 
I confess that I think better of them than 
of many who hold the same opinions and 
keep their wits and appear to enjoy life 
very well, outside of the asylums. Any 
decent person ought togo mad if he really 
holds snch opinions. It is very mnch to 
his discredit, in every point of view, if he 
does not. Anything that is brutal, erne!, 
and makes life hopeless for most of man
kind, and perhaps for whole races, any
thing that assumes the necessity of exter
minating instincts which were given to be 
regulated, if received, ought to produce 
insanity in every well-regulated mind. I 
am very mnch ashamed of some people for 
retaining their reason when they ought to 
know perfectly well that if they were not 
the most stupid or most selfish of human 
beings they would become non-compotes 
at once.-Oliver Wendell Holmes. 

PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED 
B:v B•v. G. T.lrmr:, M.A. 

:Price, 15 cents,. Addresa this office, 

'1'!-i E TRUTH SEEKER. 

Some Good Pam~hlets at low Prices. 
on the famons text, "The Clergy know that I 
know that they do not know." 

PERSON .tL EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE.. L. R. Sruitb. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
Mailed singly i:or 10 cents each; twelve of any 

PROCEEDING'! OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN IL\IJL, 
WASHINGTON. Being the Spe!i'obes 
of RoN, FREDERICK DoUGLASS and OoL. Bon-

one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 
AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a pnitedSta!es Qonrt th~J.t the Oivil Rights Act 

Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, 1s Unconstitu~wnal. Fifty-three lar~e octavo 
and Expo•ing the Inconsistency of Christians pages, of wh1ch Oolonel Ingersoll s speech 
generall;L H c Lnse occnJ!!eS 88 pages. 

BIBLE T.t.:MPERA.NCE. Showing that j PULPI'l't..PE.W, AND CR~D~E. So long 
Liquor Drinking is Commended Defended, as the .l:'~lp1t speaks to bellevmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible Edwin c Walker posed ch1efiy of mothers, the c~adle w1.ll be 

CHRISTI NITY A REWA.RD FOR CRIME. rocked by ghosts and the race w1ll remain on 
A. its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 

AnthentlCated by the Bible. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerle•s against him. One·of 
ford, M.D. Helen Gardener's bright•st efforts. 

DID MAN FALL t lstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPi6Eci?Itsf)Et~~IOhNS • .A: Lecture by ~~a~!i~ ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Ma~v!n, M.D. GlVlng rea~onable RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L K. 
reasons for Rehg10ns and other DelusiOns. w b • b 1 i · .. ._ -·" f FALSE CL •IMS OF THE CHURCH .ash urns est ectnres, and t 1s,lln.e.,... o "' • h1s, very good. 
John E. Remsburg's !llost noted work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK 
~~~~1i~ke~ost effective ever wrltten by any One of l\1. Babcock's comical sermons. • 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or '!!J.e Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS, :tl.I9t Between Reason and Snpersht10n. T c 
W · hil · · · h 1 Widdicombe. ntten w eJonrn!J~mgmanctnear t e and ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT 
of Yahweh. Uontaming the best moral in- • . · . • strnctions of the world from the great teach- Presenting tbe eVl<lence of the forgery of h1s 

f th f 11 D M B tt all~ed:losnel. H J Seumenret. 
ers 0 e ormer a es. enne ·- SIST.t.:JR UCY A.ND HER AWFUL DIS THE GIANT DEL SION. A paper read '· 

· before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. On~ 9f O,tto Wettste;n's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on Sp1ntnali•m. are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN~'IDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A MATERIAL· 
~fhA~~~:Idt.e~;t~~~s~o;fg~Jlr!~1~~in~:s~ ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F U!J.~er-
Everv Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- wood. W~1tten before Mr. Underwood JOined 
tion, "''What Has Infidelity Done?" shonld be the Parchlc Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMB:SCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED t Was Jeans !Jentnri~s for thf!_promnlgatjon of CJ!.ristian-
Snpernatnra.lly Conceived, and did he Rise 1ty .. Bemg tile Nnrembnrg Qo).l.E_lctwn. wi,th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. spemmens from th!l ~olylnqms1t10n._ 28 pic-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS Showing how tnres. The descniJtwns and re1lectwns by • George E. Macdonald. . 
TH~etUifTATtfNsm.fFB.foL~fif¥ioN': VICTOR HUG9'S ORATION ON VOL· 

A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, TAIR~, de!1vered on the .m~e hnn-
Hon.Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s anmversary of. Voltaire s death. 
Woodford, bl3fore the Nineteenth Century Translated by; James Par~on, author of the 
Club of New York. "Each man has the same Ltfo of Voltaire. To wh1eh are added );he 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great J>Oems of Goethe, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and L'>ngfellow. . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Anatm 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A ls.w:yer's comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of tbat alleged event. 
Protestant. _ · WAS JESUS INSANE T A consideration 

. MATERIALISM: Its H1story, and Its In- of Ohrist's alleeed acts whi~h "'Onld lead one 
:tl.nence Uyon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Washhnrn. 

MIRA.CLE:s AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn'nom. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's Tne title poem iR perhaps the most popnlar 
best books. of Mr. Pntnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it hav~ been called ror. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden Ag.e,_The Ide~l 
t.he Clergy. H. J. Seignenret, M.D. a;od the Real. N,ot DeasJ., but LrvVJg..., Frni-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret twn, Hope, TJ!.omas Pame, Natures uospel, • . Address toDe1ty, and ttl" short. poFm so often 
tb(tt !llan has always !Jlade his ~ods. TJ!.ey recited with great effect by Charl"s Watts 
enst m and through h1m, as the 1mage mnsts Give U• Light. ' 
in and through the mirror. Take away man WILL THE co· MING MAN WORSHIP and yon take away God-the image vanishes." r _ 
This pamphl•t, therefore, is a consideration GOD t B F Underwood; wr1tten be-
of what kind of a God man shonld make. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. ' soarcherR. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel t WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll •. and one. of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. 'J:'he sn9Jects consi<~e~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congro8s at Ohi-
thodo~ Reli~1on D:\'1n~ Out. Relijl'lOn~ Deaths cago. Uonside·ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and B1rth'!J_ rhe ReliglOI;I of Rempromty, M,o- Subjugation The Ca,non Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The Destruction¢ Art, The D1s- • UponH'r,TheologyNeverHelpfnltoWoman, 
covery of Amf!rlca,~, Copermcns ,and Kepler,! Invention Woman's Friend. Freeth ought the 
Charles DarWin, ~::~pemal ProVIdence, The Benefactor of Woman. 8nsan H. Whon 
LatestCreed,God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN• HER PAST AND PRESENT 
of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • ' 
The Second Birth Ins;dration, Tne Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Brought The nre delivered before tne Woman Sn:ffrage As-
Resnrrectio~., The Judgment-Day, Pious socia ion of Denver, CoL, by B F Underwood 
Evasions "rw Bible, No Chilization;" Mira- -
cles of the New Testament, 'fhe Ascension, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils,~, Necessity of Belief, Eter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment ~::~orne Who Are Damned, A1dress T~ TRUTH R'F.EKF.'R, CO .. 
What I Believe, i'n:iiliortality. This lectnre is 28 Lafayette Place, New York . 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Ma.ke You 

Laugh. 

By W'ATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Ortgtn and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv J oshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham., Christ's Great Ancestor, J ephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer J''amilv,~, Samson th St 
Isaac and His ''!:lister,' Ruth and floa~~ng' 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel 
Jacob and Esan, D d G d' F · ' Joseph the Man of Dreams, avi ,~, o. s avorlte, 
Holy Moses..... . ~~~:n~~~i~N~ ~~~:~~t~ of Kings, 
Balaam the JJivmer, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. ' 
Sent by maU or express, prepaid, at the following priceB : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city, 
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In the natureofthings, 
SAYf. 

BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In th"' .u~~oLure of thlng11 t.here can be 
no evidence to establish the claim of 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad· 
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man. 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OA.l'T. ROBERTO • .A.D.A!IS. 

BalDI the stor:v of hls mental journey from. 
orthoclox:v to BatlonaUsm. 

l'rlce, PaPer. 25 cents: oloth.~711 oenw. 
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J'{ ot fo't' "[}arsons. Tae boast as he will o' his Pnggie-* 
Papal 

But strike me teetotal if e'er a gorilla '' 

SNOGGS: "Was it not disgraceful the 
way in which Smige:s snored in church to
day?" Staggs: "I should think it was. 
Why, he woke us all up." 

Miss GoiNG: "Why do yon object to 
baseball on Sunday?'' Rev. Mr. Rooter: 
"Because it is impossible for me to attend 
on that day."-New York Herald. 

HosT: "Why, you're surely not going 
to bed yet, captain. We are going tp hav 
. Prayers presently." Captain: '.' Aw, yes, 
thanks very much. I never take anything 
after dinner." 

MR. JAcoB AMBACHER, of Berkeley, has 
been pronounced snffioientlv unlike the 
rest of us to be sent to the Ukiah asylum 
for the original. He recently entered a 
church and made off with the big Bible. 
The commissioners believed that he wanted 
to read it, and that settled the hash of Ja
cob Ambaoher.-Ambrose Bruce. 

ONE of the best stories told by Dean 
Hole is of an old-fashioned cathedral ver
ger, "lord of the aisles," who, one noon, 
found a pions visitor on his knees in the 
sacred edifice. The verger hastened up 
to him and said, in a tone of indignant ex· 
oitement: "The services in this cathedral 
are at 10 in the morning and at 4 in the 
afternoon, and we don't hav no fancy 
prayers." 

••WHY, deacon, what are yon looking 
for?" asked Golightly, as he observed the 
deacon examining his wood-pile the other 
evening. "Well, I'm just examining this 
load of wood to see if it is all right. Yon 
see, I bought it from Brother Brown yes
terday, and in prayer-meeting to-night he 
called himself so many kinds of a miserable 
sinner that I thought it just possible it was 
the quality of this load of wood that was 
weighing on his mind." 

WANTED I-A million boys and girls to 
attend Sunday-school in Newark, N. J. 1 
Boys taught how to kill each other to date! 
Girls encouraged in anything they want to 
dol Piety not an object! Sunday-schools 
must be crowded! The chance of a life
time! Hoi for the meeting-house where 
you can leave your gun in the aisle while 
:von wait! Nothing like it! Picnics and 
Christmas trees out of the race! Library 
filled with yellow-covered books! More 
blood, more thunder, more fun, more 
show than at any other Sunday-Eohool in 
New Jersey.-.New York Press. 

THIS is old but always good: 
Dr. Furness, of Philadelphia, tells a 

characteristic story about Wendell Phil
lips. " Several clergymen," he says, 
" boarded a street oar in Boston one day, 
and one of them, hell:ing it intimated 
that Wendell Phillips was on the oar, got 
up and asked t.he conductor to point 
him out. The conductor did so, and the 
minister, going up to the orator, said: 
'Yon are Mr. Phillips, I am told?' 'Yes, 
sir.' 'I should like to speak to yon about 
something, and I trust, sir, yon will not 
be offdnded.' ' There is no fear of ·it,' 
was the sturdy answer, and then the min
ister began to ask Mr. Phillips earnestly 
why he persisted in stirring up such an 
unfriendly agitation in one part of the 
country about an evil that existed in 
another part. ' Why,' said the clergy
man, • do yon not go South and kick up 
this fuss and leave the North in peace?' 
Mr. Phillips was not the least ru:ffied, and 
answered, smilingly: 'Yon, sir, I pre
sume, are a minister of the gospel?' ' I 
am, sir,' said the clergyman. 'And your 
.calling is to save souls from hell?' 'Ex
actly, sir.' • Well, then, why don't yon 
,go til ere?' " 

THE ASC!IiNT OF MAN. 
'["Professor Drummond's 'Ascent of 

Man' was discussed in the Assembly of the 
Free church, and very severely handled."] 
What? Sprung frae an ape wi' a danglin' 

bit tailie? 
Evolved by a process o' naiterallaw? 

Wnat? Me, sir? An elder i' kirk an' a 
bailie? 

That boast o' the bluid o' the Yellow 
Macaw? 

Ye'd gar me be takin' me grannfeyther's 
Bible, 

An' write donn "Gorilla," the sire o' 
us a'! 

Na, na! 'Tisna me that's the traitor tae 
libel 

The family tree o' the Yellow Macaw. 
We gang slranght awa', through the son 

o' ta Phairsons 
Tae Noah an' Adam, and back to the 

Fa' 
Au' na~e but respectable kirk-gangin' 

pairsons 
Rae place i' the tree o' the Yellow 

Macaw. 

Baboons! Leave the S~ssenaoh o'er his 
manilla,· 

Shall sit i' the tree o' the Yellow Macaw I 
*Monkey. -Punch. 

Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Monthly at $8 per Year. 

ISSUES OF 1891.-$3. 
Price. 

Truth Seeker Annual,.,1891 ..................... $0 25 
Men, Women, and tiods. Helen H. Gar-

. dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illns· 

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben· 

nett ...................................... . 
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Volta.ire .......... .. 
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... . 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea-

25 
20 
10 
4r 
25 

son. Robert C. Ad .. ms .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put-

nam....................................... 25 
The Hil{her Criticism in Theology and Re

ligiOn. •.r. E. Longshore...... .. .. .. .. .. 50 
IssUEs oF 1892.-$8. 

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote ............. · 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustra-

ted........................................ 40 

10 
25 
50 
25 

Was ChristCruoified? AustinBierbower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, an'll Cradle. Helen H. Gar· 

dener ................................... .. 
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... . 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. . 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

cock,...................................... 15 
Liberjy m Literature. Testimonial to . 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. · 
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll......... . . . . • 25 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Holy Bible Abridged...................... ao 
False U!aims of the Church. John E. 

Remsburg................................. 10 
IssUEs oF 1898.-$3. 

Thomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert 

The ~i:~~fi~:o~:f .. aod.:"ni.""J'&ciaii":H&rt: 1~ 
mann ................................. ~... 50 

Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 
M. E. Billings .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... • .. .. 25 

Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 
Handbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Curse; Religion a DiseiiSe; Re-

ligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam............. 25 
Des1gn A.rg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of 

THE TBUTH SEEKEB.................... 15 
A.braham Lmcoln: Ws.s He a. Christian? 

John E. Remsbur__g...................... 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. Illlls· 

trated. B. P. Putnam................... 25 
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... .... .. .. • 15 
Exa.mination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15 
PleiiBnre and l'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B..................................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclc.sures of 

Newhall Convent........................ 10 
W oma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon ............................... . 
ISSUES OF 1894.-$8, 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald .10 
Relf-Contradiotions of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propertr: SIJ,onld It be Exempt 

from Taxat10n? Reasons Why It Should 
Not....................................... 15 

Congress and Sunday La.ws .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

o~ mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
W1ck...................................... 50 

Church and Frsethougbt. Franklin Steiner JO 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~u~~inl~<>: · · :M<>i:"iiii ·x: "iiaiiiiii8on: ~o 
Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist...... 50 

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun; and Sarcasm. 
L. G. Reed............................... 15 

Remodeling the Government. With Re
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis .................................. .. 10 

Durm~ the year other standard Freethought 
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering plea.se saY 
whichyear is desired. 
. Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
2B Lafayette Place, New York. 

The Glory of lnfldelitJ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SA.MUEL P, PUTNAM, 

This is mie of the best of Mr. 'Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel· 
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

hiiB over 20·0 Recipes. 
Sl.liO bylllail; Circulara Free. 

AdCU'b•• J.' H .Iii '1'.1:1. Ul'.l:l. ld.lll.l!l.li.J!ltl. 
28 LafaYette Place loiew Yor~. 

-TBE-

FRffTHINKERS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE .ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTBFlJLo 
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND liE• 

WALING THE .ABUSES 
011' A UNION OJ!' 

OHUBO:S AND 

185 
STATE • 

Ftrtt .... Page 
lllustratioJlS. 

WITH CDPIOOS CI7ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL .. 
ARS 

. TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY W.ATS?N HESTON, 
WITH PultTRAIT OJ! 

THE ])ESIGNER. 

The mustrations are c~usiiled as follows: 

16 'represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the people. 
l} " Thanksgiving. 
6 •• Sabbath Laws. 
14 Chiltlren a.n<il. the Church. 
l 0 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Chnroh and Thomas Paine.; 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Scienc~. 
15 The Clergy and '.rheir Flocks. 
1 Piet 1 in Our Pevi ten tia.ries. 
4 The AtonemenG Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

1 repl'!lM'nt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
~ " Missionaries: 
l • The Lord's Instruments. 
115 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " ~he Church and Slavery.-
1 " riests and Politics. , 
6 •• eland and the Church. 
i Church's ldea of Uivilililation. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
6 Unkind lte1lections on the Church, 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
'It " Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 " Miscella.neotll:l. 

A most ex~raorqinary pnblicatign, We venture the assertion that.not)rlng: like it ha~ ever be
fore appAared 1u th1s countryhand 1t 1s very doubtful if another one liae 1t Will ever agam be pub. 
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wovld have been a. cheap book. Art;st Heston as a. portrait.painter and de
signer is a wonderful st.ccess. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire a copv of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done' faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Hut the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 1his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fals1ty of the church's professions and the h¥Jlocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Chr1stianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Price~ beard ccvers, $2; elct}\, $2.SO. 

NO H REG INNING;" I POPIS AHD TJ{tllt DOINGS 
OR, I AOOOUNT 01!' 

The Fundamental Fallacy.\ Vtcars or Onrtst ana Vtoeuerents o.1 Goa.~ 
Cloth, 75 cents. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
na•oning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "Firdt Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discn•ses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understaud, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one oc the most comprehensive and conclusive 
:!fOrk• on the subject we remember saeing."-TBE 
'!'BUTitSEEKEU, July 22, 1898 . 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapters a.nd a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PaiOE, 11!1; l'OSTPAID. 
o\ddrflo• THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI&INAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. · 

-With Music Written to All the Bongs.

CoMPILIIID BY L. K. WAB'R'BURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOB SALE 

.A.T A. BOUT ONE·HA.LF V .A.LUE. ' 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m1les of Media county peat 
' and within four mites of Chester, J:'a., on the 

I 
Delaware river. Several springs of soft water. 
good timber growin!{ on the p ace. some Phoice 
apiJle and pear trees 1n fruiting cond1tion. House 
and barn on th.-: place. but &re old buildings. 

I Within five minutes walk of the railroad •tation. 
9 miles from Philade\~hia. Trolley line b>tween 

I 
Media and Chester, w1th less than five minates 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a 1lorist, 
. and it would be a fine snmmt>r residence for one 

who would put a modern ho11se on it. l!'ight 
, years ago the la.nd adjoining sold for $618 per 
I acre, and no land near it has sold liB low as that 

I since. Several smaller places have sold at $1.000 
per acre. The land slopes toward. the southwest, 

l
' overlooking bea.utiful woodland scenery. 

THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,600. 
Address W. H., care THE TBUTll SEBJtBB, 

'$7 5 A MONTH ande:q>enses. Lady or Gent. Samples Cree. 
A permanent situation 

auannteed. Write today. AddressP.O.Box&SOB,Bostou, Mn.11. 

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· t A~e !UMq!9J~ft~! agg!f~~rlr! t 
t 

July1st. Wewillguarantee$20to$30perday ~ 
can be easilytuade in any locality; our goodS f 
::~~~~~~~~~\~:r;v:J~W5~na ~yg~ ~~11 ~~ • e cent. commiSsion on all sales. Send to-Nay e 

t for fulLJ>articulars, or we will send with t 
same a Valuable sample of our goods tn 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in 

#
silver or stamps. Established In 1882. Ad· ~ 
dress, STANDA-RD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

trard 
edyof 
Oi'll8o DR, R, P. FELLOWS, . , 
11r wbel'e you aaw_ t.llls adver....,.. lrtnelauclo J.'ll' • .1. 

NOW READ THIS! 
Dr . .l!'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL an<l a very 

successful physician. He na.s treated DISEABE8 
O.F ME:N for twent;v years, and his remedies are 
a.n eutgrowth of th1s long Practice, which Rhonlcl 
Rive ooD1ldence to those aill.ictedo 
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A GLUrroN AND A WINEBIBBER. 

The son of man came eating and drinking, and they say, Behold a man glnttonons, and a winebibber, a friend of 
publicans and sinners. Bnt wisdom is justified of her ctuldren.-,ht. xl, 19. 

Ji ewe of tAe Weelt. 
THE revolution in Ecuador givs promis 

of being snccessfnl. 

REPORTS of fighting and ma~sacres hav 
been received from Bulgaria. 

AT the present writing, war between 
Pern and Bolivia seems to be inevitable. 

ON Angnst 17th eight men were killed 
and ten injnred by a blast near Clearfields, 
:r~. . 

THJ;J National Democratic Silver Confer
ence at Washington on Angnst 115th was 
slimly attended. 

station and fined by the magistrate the 
next morning. 

SPAIN is mobilizing her reserve!! for ser· 
vice in Cuba, and, in one instance at least, 
volleys had to be fired over their heads to 
induce them to embark for the "Ever
Faithful Isle." 

RETATL merchants in Chicago are agitat
ing for a prohibitiv license ta1: on depart
ment stores for the ultimate purpose of 
preventing the lowering of the selling 
:prices of comiUodities. · 

SILVER Democratic conventions hav re
cently been held in Missouri and Tens. 
The regnlar convention in Mississippi de· 
clared for free silver, and the ontvoted sil
ver men in the Iowa regnlar convention 
seem disposed to bolt. A STRIKE of the garment workers (except 

the coat-makers, who recently won their 
fight) is on in this city. IT is contended that there is no real 

competition between the Standard Oil 
THEBE was a tnmnlt in the Chamber of Compar.y and the Rnssian syndicate, they 

Deputies of Belginm when the religions having, it is said, divided the territory 
education bill passed second reading. open to trade between them, each snpply· 

A coMMISSION is now investigating the ing certain countries. 
recent massacre of missionaries at Kn- SENATOR PEFFER has written a letter in 
cheng, China. Arrests hav been made. which he comes ont strongly in favor ol 

THE fourteenth parliament nnder Queen 
1 
a .currency J:>ased on land valnes .. He has 

Victoria opened on Angnst 12th. Sp~aker 
1 

discarded sllv~r and the snb·trearmry pl~n 
Gnlly was re-elected withont a dissenting as snre remedies, and says that the ch1e1 
vote. tronble with the conntry is interest and 

rent. 
THE bicycle is coming into nse in the . . 

distribution of newspapers. One paper in THE best known p~b~Isher m E~rope, 
Nebraska has bonght sixty for its delivery 'Baron Bernhard Christian Tanchmtz, ol 
boys Leipsic, is dead, at the age of seventy. 

' nine. At a time when there was no inter-
ALL the Lake Superior copper mines nationalcopyright, he songht ont anthort 

hav raised wages since Angnst 1st, gener- and obtained their permission to the re 
ally an advance of 10 per cent. being publication of their works, and voluntarily 
given. paid them. 

THE corn crop of the United States this THE attacks of the Prohibitionists ha~ 
year promises to be very large. It is now resulted in the closing of the HoteJ 
~stimated that it will reach 2,000,000,000 Orleans at Spirit Lake, Iowa, practical!J 
bushels. ruining the resort so far as the patronag• 

[AUGUST 24,·1895 "•1 

PUBLICATIONS. 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 5 cents, 

Interestin_g bnok• by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,""'.. .75 
:: Djvjne Love. and w,~sdom," 248 pp.,..... ,75 

D1vme Prov1dence, 808 pp.,.. .... .. .. .. . .7G 
"Ooniugal Lov,,"472 {'P· ................. $1.00 
"True Uhris tian Relig10n," 982 pp., ....... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained," Vola. 1, 2. 8, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Oatalogue to the American 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Oooper Union, New York. 

Remodeling the Government, 

An earnest essav for radical reform in our 
mode of go..-erl'lment. to which are added bria-ht, 
interesting sketches on Bible temper•nce, the 
Obrist principle, morality, religion. faith, and 
belief, Gods, '!'heist, and Atheis~ andspiritology 

By W. L. WILLIS. 
Well printed in large type on good paper. 

PRIOE, 10 UENTS. 

Addre~s ~·HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

CAREER OF BELlGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
! This book i8 a study in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, ~ouching all f'lrms ot religious wor
ship, and t.reating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Uhristian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa!JeS and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m paper and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:) cents in pa.perl.:JO cents in cloth 

Address TJ:IE T~UTH SEEKtr.R 00. 

Pocket 1" neolog.y. 
By VOLTAIRE. ~ 

i'el'lt, witty, a.nd &arca.stic dafinitiolll of. t~ 
lt:><d(\0\1 t""""-'· Pt'itu~. 1115 MDK. 

LoRD WoLSELEY becomes commander- of the wealthy is concerned. Seventy-fiv• 
in-chief of th" British armies, succeeding gnests had to leave, including Uniteo 
the Dnke of Cambridge, resigned. Lord States Senator Gear and CongressmaL N 0 2.8 LArA'!'E.TTE. 'PLACE: 
W olseley is an Irishman. Henderson. 

A MAGISTRATE in this city fined a private 
detect1v for "shadowing" a man at the in
stigation of his wife, holding him to be 
gnilty of" disorderly condnct." 

IN Alabama timber thieves dng a ditch 
thirteen miles in length tbrongh which to 
float logs from government lands to a saw
mill hidden in the valley below. 

THE .American Wool and Cotton Re
porter says that more than 100 new woolen 
mills hav been constructed in the United 
States within the last six months. 

THoMAs HoVENDEN, the distinguished 
artist, was instantly killed near Philadel
phia on Angnat 14th, while trying to save 
a little girl from an approaching train. 

GENERAL and UNITED STATES SENATOR 
MAXEY (ex), of 'l'exas, died at Enreka 
Springs, Ark., on Angnet 16th, He was 
born in Monroe connty, Ky., March 30, 
1825. 

I:J"' a man forlitets where he is when on a 
park bench in this city, reading his paper, 
and drops to sleep, he is taken to the police 

THE Snnday-closing crnsade has nearly 
·depopulated the northern resorts on that 
day. Bronx Park, Crotona Park, anc 
others in that direction were almost de
serted last Snnday. Two months agG 
there were tens on tens of thousands ol 
people there every Sunday; now they go 
to Coney Island and other places not 
nnder the rnle of this city. 

HARRY DE WINDT, the explorer, pur
poses to make a trip overland from Amer
ica to Enrope, starting from Sitka in 
March, 1896. His object is to explore 
Alaska beyond 1\U St. Elias and the north· 
eastern part of Siberia. He will cross 
Bering Straits in the winter on the ice; the 
distance is thirty-two miles, The whole 
journey will be a long, perilous, and ex
pensiv one. 

GoVERNOR EvANS, of Sonth Carolina, 
says that the "blind tigers" are tfl.king the 
state; that liqnor is sold openly at more 
places than when license was the legal sys· 
tem. He says that the state is paying the 
dispensary constables $ 5, 000 per month, 
bnt that they are ntterly nnable to cope 

PRICE 25 CENTS 

with the situation, and be will now pnt 
every city and town nnder the metropol
itan police if necessary to enforce the law, 

Catarrh f'annot Be Cured 
with LOOAL APPLIOATIONB, as they cannot 
reach th~ seat of the disease. Oatarrh is a blood 
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it 
you must take internal remedies. Halt's Oa
tarrh Oure is taken internally, and acts _directly 
on the olood an1 mucous surfaces Hall's Ua
tarrh Cure is not a quack medicine. It was pre
scribed by one of the best phystoians in this 
c •Untry for years, and is a regular prescription. 
It is comoosed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best blooJ purifier& acting di
reotly on the mucous surfaees. The perfect 
combination of the two ingredients is what nro
,1uces such wonderful results in curing Oatarrh. 
Send for testimonial•, free. 

F. ,T. uH~~NEY & 00 .. Prop., Toledo, 0. 
Sold hy drugJdAts. price 7ii ceots. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE '!RUTH SEllJ"R'ER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 

ITilmnmmme nnnnnnnn11e """"""""" • mmm•: 
RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SUSAN II. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Oonsid,ring from a rational view point thosP 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 
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WHAT THE CHRISTIAN BIGOTS . ARE WORKING FOR. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTB SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to :reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

'1 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name i6 not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETBINXEB'S PICTORIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnes~ ci t.te Church's 
claim to being a divine and ben:::>ficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam ud the :friests there are 16; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. IndUce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us thre.e 
dollars and get both paper and book--FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:tlort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
~ ou can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
et it DOW. .. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has eyer before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany th~ credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success,. and we judge fromonr own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.F'reethinkers' 
Magazine. · 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the caUBe of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profeBBions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that bas ever been put in the bands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

-------------------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 
LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TBUTB SEEXEB: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " comer 
the parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should :find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. Bau..t. 
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Tf\t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ( $3) a.nd S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~ficent work eve_r 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Prom1· 
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. · 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, mora!, l:itt:rary, social, in~ustnal, 
and political movement. It shows what Freeth ought 1s m 1tself, how mamfold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 

·HUNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid ooetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progresa. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery.of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
'1'0 GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the HETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I:<'OU.K HUND!tt<:D VE~RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE 01<' CHARGES. 

AN.D F UR:IHER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subsc'ribm·s as a Premium, post 
free. a copy in boards of 

THE GREATEST BOG.K OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dT estament Stories Comically Illustrated Bii::S~~~N 

• Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-l:>ound of 
BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREE THOUGHT. 

Scientific Books Gheap. Researches in Oriental HistorJ~ 
Ont of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at dtfferent 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deaJ for their money: 
The Rise and Early Oonstitution of Universit,es, 

with a survey of Medimval J;;ducation. n,
R. S Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: P .. st ann Present .By Richard Ohene
vix 1'rench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern '£hought. By S. 
La..i 'lg. 75 cents, 

l•'ormaGIOn o Vegetable Monld through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime, and Science and Poetry.,. with 
other e~says. By Andrew Wilson, F.H.S.E. 
Two books in on a volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and thE~ 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 1 

BvGEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
l!'ourth Eattton 

Part !.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part II.-Researches in Zoroastri11.n1sm: thirteer 
chapters. 

Part III.-Derivation of Christianity; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Ca"Ile the Aryans? Five chap 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:>0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafavette Pla.ce. New York Citv. 

For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($iS) and "PainA't~ 
great Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monut·nent in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The W odd's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4.60 we.will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants thib book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scien~ific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send TaE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial rext-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER ove year ($3) and" The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' ln boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of "Old 
Testament Stories Comic!Uly lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one vear ($3) and "Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-~ in 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR. 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for S4.50. Tll~ 

$2.75 Pin &lid TBE TRUTH 
SEEKEB one Ye&r for 115. 

All are architects of fll.te 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with mas•iv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.TINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle the Priest 
TO WHICH ABE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. Go REED. 

Price, 
Address 

15 cents. 
~HE TRUTH SEEKE '!., 
28 Lafayette "!., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
U'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teHchers and 
philosophers ("·ho were not Chrisrians)l from 
the time of l\Ienu to the present. By D.~·. Ben
nett. 1.07~ pages, 8vo. Uloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, g1lt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough ttnd exhanstivl'l work on the 
claims of supernntnralism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Pro!"essor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by .Jo3ePh Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's -

fhe Gr·pat Works of Thomas Paine~ 
Including The Age of lteason, Examination of 
Prophecies, lteply to Bishop of Llandaff, Le~
ters to Mr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, 'l'he Religion of' Deism1 Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights or 
ill an; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
i\lodem 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count ot' nil the gods the nntions of the earth 
lmve worshiped. including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
tloly Ghost, Jesus Uhrish Vir_gjn :l\Iaryband the 
Bible. 8::15 pnges, 8vo. v ol. 11 descri es fully 
o.ll religions systems of the world, including 
Jutlni,;m, !tlohammedanism, anrl Christianity; 
the latter occupying_ 372_pnges, being fully _g_one 
into. 1»9 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Writ· 
ten iu prison nt Albany. In cloth, $8t>er vol
ume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
m morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. Bv Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
I!!!Ct of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
''llilliams, F.O.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

Historv of Ancient E~rynt, with numerou< notes 
and illustrations and •.n index. By George 
Rawlinson, :r.f A. In two vo!.umes. Over 700 
pages p :intedin large type. Postpaid for $1.25. 

Darwin and After Darwin, 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, 

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES. 
A IU'BtematicExil_osition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the !l'eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists . 
. Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 

interesting of En~J:lish writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge &nd ability. And this 1s a part of 
his conclusion regar:.:ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the clmrch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
Dot organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pilrelymechanicalphiloRopby ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre•ent g~neration m a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possibl;;; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place ba• taken pla"e in the direction of natural
ism, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th (ffidf" 
· ffi"ZStra.ted Price. cloth $2. 

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOll. w k 
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 0 r s 

girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneYhfair educationh and 
much conra!l'e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. ~:he author is also 
the heroiue. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago ~~.mong bluff business-men, kind· 
hearted folks. and disreputable hypocrits. It i; 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price. 25 ~entp. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 

BOOI{S BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1. 
'fhe S!'Cret of the East; or, The OrigiD 

of the Christian Religion and the Jignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
oi N atnre. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Huma.n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Na.tnr&l History. Illll!l
trated by H. Faber. Clothh~ 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alikl' 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland D. D., in 1871. Price. 2ue 

Address THIS OFFICE 

IDcutfdJe £rribenker-tliid)tr. 
frob: ~uf>en folgenbe 58iid)er in 

beutfd)er ®\)rud)e, meld)e fe~r f>erii~mt finb: 

, ~ie Jrrt~ftmer ~ofer5," 
<Eine fritifd]e 43e!eud]tung bes pentateud] im 

£id]t ber mobernen We!tan, 
fd]auung unb <Befittung. 

bon ([ol. ~. @. -3ngerfoll. \f3rei~ 50 ([ent~. 

~n~ ~eili uub ibre 6tellttttg 3ur 
9leligiott ttttb Stirdje nm ~ube 

be\3 19. 3n~r~ttnbertf5. 
bon S)elene S). @urbener. $rei~ 50 ([ent~. 

u 'Jnoberue <S;otterbnmmertmg," 
bon ([ol. ~. @. -3ngerfof1. \f3rei~ 25 ([ent~. 

, mttuber Uttb muubertbnter," 
bon -3o~n $ed. $rei~ 20 ([entl3. 

, ~lnulie uub ~eruuuft," 
ober LE BON SENS, 

bes romifd],fato!ifd]en priefters Jean Meslier. 
4-d.<l,.AAA. 'J'HR 'I'R!T'J'H RRF.KF.R 

, Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that !::3hnk~- · 
Uits bern j!ran3oftfd?en iiberfel,;t von 

t:friiulein \Unna RnootJ. 
SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ pere coul~ not write, etc. Pri?e· 20 cents. 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junms ~ S(lcond 
editien, enlarged, with best ,ikeness of Pame 
Price, 10 cents. 

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 
Bv R, B. Westbrook, A.M. 

Price. 1 0 cent.s 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAl, I 
Prjoe. 25 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
Juni•s and Oasca. Price, 5 cents. 

AddresA THE TRU'l'J:i BEEKER 
28 Lafa:vette Place. New York 

1101 Seiten, feinwanb, $1.00; papier, 50 <£ts. 
Diefe 43iid]er finb in papier,Umfd]!ag unb 

f!arem Drud'. Unfere beutfd]en fefer 
foUten fie weit verbreiten. 

rolun ubreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together &nd 
sent by express\ one dollar will be deducted from 
the Price of eacn. 

i SECULAR M!RRLAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AY.RES. 

"A good book written with a. purpose." 
'Pri oe ~5 CAnts. 

tWO l.l'rTJ..~ 1\~D /1I'rTEHS 
A Story o the Rightway Alm•house. 

A. short story that will interest ohildren and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BU'l'LEI~ BROWN. 
.. rice, Five Cents, 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London "Free
thinker" say•: "It is by 1 ar the best production 
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we hearttly recommend 
it as an excellent text-bo ,k • ,f the subject. '!'he 
manner is good. and th~ stYle is br1ght. Tne 
reader IS earned along on an easy-flowing stre•m 
of science, historY. ethics. and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents. 
.J:J:I._g 'l'HUTB t!EEKEB. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the .Morals a.nd Histor:v 

of the New Testament. 
By l'Bo:r. II' W. ~:&WI!Alll. Priae 25 cents. 

4ddreas 'T'liB ~Bl]TB BEEJUDB, 
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Labor ·is Not a Crime. 
" Religiaus freedom, as guaranteed by the Constitu

tion of the United States, is a good thing, but when car
ried to an uRreasonable extent, as the Seventh-Day 
Adventists hav attempted, it is one of the most danger· 
ous evils that could threaten the republic. By the same 
process of reasoning that it seeks to violate Sunday laws 
it might also claim the right to o:ffer up human sacrifices 
or commit any other crime that might be dictated by a 
disordered brain."-Macon (Ga.) New8. 

What shall be sa.id of the alleged intelligence of 
an elitor who ca.nnot discrimina.te between relig
ious rites tha.t are inva.siv of liberby and life and 
religious observances that injure no ma.n 1 Huma.n 
sacrifices-like tha.t of the da.ughter of J ephthah by 
her father and of Jesus by God-are crimes in 
themselvs, while work and play on Sunda.y, as on 
other days, are not crimes in themselvs, nor even 
misdemeanors. But Sunday freedom is not merely 
a question of religious observa.nce, although to 
those who believe tha.t s~turday is the real Sa.bbath 
it is a denial of religious liberty to punish them for 
working on Sunda.y; the fundamenta.l issue is one 
of human liberty, of the right of the individual to 
seek happiness in his own way, a.t his own cost. 
The News a.ddSI insult to injury by suggesting tha.t 
the Adventists should be put in some state cha.ri
ta.ble institution, as "they are harmless except in so 
far as they seek to break the laws regulating the 
Sabbath, and but for their it·rationa.l ideas on this 
point would proba.bly ma.ke good citizens." The 
coolness of that ! And it comes from the repre
sentativ of divisions of Methodists a.nd Baptists 
who are more under the influence of uncontroled 
impulse, and less educated, than a.ny other Chris
tians in the country, not excepting the Salvation 
Army and the rank and file of the Catholics. " Of 
course, as a rule they [Adventists] are of tha.t class 
whose prejudices are more easily excited and whose 
credulity is more easily imposed upon," says the 
News. Think of that, coming from an editor who 
cannot distinguish between murder and honest 
work! Think of that, as the utterance of a ma.n 
who is so credulous as to believe that one revolu
tion out of seven of the earth around the sun is 
sacred, and so prejudiced in favor of one holy day 
that he is ready to send to the insane asylum his 
fellow-Christians who do not agree with him I 
Surely that is a case of the Africa.n brunette- de
claiming against the dark color of the Swedish 
blonde! 

Protestant Suckers Taking Bait and Hook. 
It is no wonder that Ca.tholics despise Protes

tants; the la.tter are so easily "worked." They are 
so credulous and unsuspicious, that the priestly 
confidence man does not ha.v sufficient exercise for 
his inveigling fa.culties. Were they as logical as 
they are superstitious, Rome would hav had them 
back in the fold long ago. 

Recently there was held in this city the conven
tion of the Ca.tholic Total Abstinence Union. It 
a.ttra.cted wide attention, and ha.s provoked much 
discussion. One of its most nota.ble incidents was 
the exciting scene when Sta.te Senator O'Sullivan 
denounced the present crusade for Sunday closing. 
He exposed the pretensions of the crusa.ders in ~ 
ma.sterly way. His rea.soning was clear and coher
ent, but it provoked fierce resentment, and Arch
bishop Corrigan ha.d to exert his authority to 
restore order, and giv the Senator opportunity to 
conclude his address. Police Commissioner Roose· 
velt followed Sena.tor O'Sullivan, but, as an 
answer to the first spea.ker, his "reply" was woe
fully inadequa.te. It did not touch the question at 
issue, and wa.s sophistica.l and mislea.ding. But it 
sbartlingly illustrated the rea.diness of Protestants 
to play into the ha.nds of the Ca.tholic leaders. Mr. 
Roosevelt and his associates are in ·power because 
the people of this city were tired of Tammany 
methods. Tll.mma.ny was in power la.rgely beca.use 
of the support it received from the Catholic hier
archy, with Archbishop Cortigan at the hea.d. The 
church did not see fit to denounce the non-enforce
ment of the Sunda.y excise law while Tammany was 
in power. Why, then, is it so eager to hav it en
forced now tha.t Tammany is in the dust of defeat ? 
Why the sudden cha.nge of front 1 Why all this 
righteous indigna.tion aga.inst those who will not 
join in the hue and cry for the enforcement of la.w 
"beca.use it is la.w?" Why this lightning change 
of heart 1 What is the game of the church T The 
a.nswer to these questions is not far to seek. 

In Austria, Rome fights against the sepa.ration of 
church and state, against the liberty of religious 
worship. Here she ostensibly favors both. In 
France, while the republic was in the experimental 
stage, Rome anta.gonized it with all the weapons at 
her comma.nd. When, however, it seemed tha.t the 
republic would endure, she had a fresh revela. 
tion, and French Catholics were instructed in their 
duties to the new form of government. So in New 
York; while Tammany controled the city, the hier
archy was hand and glove with it, and did not, ap
pa.rently, suffer very much in its conscience because 
of the failure of the police to close the saloons on 
Sunday. Ta.mmany wa.s then the machine, and the 
church had no objection to helping run it. Now 
there is a new ma.chine, and Corrigan and his 
subordinates are anxious to get their hands on its 
levers. Tammany has ceased to be useful to them, 
and they are ready to throw it over and take up 
with the new love. " The king is dea.d ; long liv 
the king!" Of course, there is nothing the least 
surprising in all this; the change of front here 
pointed oub is in perfect harmony with the tradi· 
tional policy of Rome. But the surprising part of 
the play is the awed stupidity of the Protestant 
dupes. The bait has been brought out right under 
their eyes; it ha.s been put on the hook in the bright 
light of day, and the hook cast into the waters of 
popula.r agitation in full view of everybody, and yet 
the Protestant suckers are piling twenty deep on 
top of each other in the frantic effort to ea.ch be 
first to get the barbs into his gills. If it were 
not for the ever-pre\ent suggestion of imminent 
tragedy, the whole performance would be irresi~t

ibly comic. 

Editor Godkin, of the Evening Post, is caught ; 
he has swallowed everything in sight and only re
grets that there was not more of it so that his ca
pacity for being taken in could hav been put to a 
severer t~>st. In the issue of August 8&h he devotes 
more than a column to the la.uda.tion of the church 
for the attitude it ha.s assumed a.t this moment. 
The convention, he sa.ys, was indorsed by the 
"presence and sympathy of the highest dignitaries 
of the church in this country, and of the special 
lega.te of the Pope himself," but he makes no at 
tempt to explain the silence and inaction of these 
dignitaries while Tamma.ny was in a position to 
gra.nt favors and wa.s profiting by the same "law
breaking " that has so suddenly incurred the di~
plea.sure of said dignita.ries. 

"Many activ politicians were present of the kind that 
attend primaries and manage conventions. Yet the feel
ing of the meeting was so evidently and overwhelmingly 
in favor of enforcing the excise law, especially of oloeing 
tho sa.loons on Sunday, that the lone Tammany orator, 
put up to test the sentiment of Catholics on the great 
Tammany platform of not enforcing the law, retired in 
complete discomfiture." 

Where wa.s this overwhelming "feeling" less than 
a year ago? Those "activ pciliticia.ns," who "at
tend primaries and manage conventions," what did 
they do when Tammany was on the throne! Did 
they or Archbishop Corrigan object to the "grea.t 
Ta.mmany pla.tform of not enforcing the law"! 
Why this a.ccess of Sa.bbataria.n zea.l T Why hav 
they all become so extremely "la.w-abiding" since 
the election of la.st November T 

"Discomfiture is visible in other quarters also. The 
Sun got wind last week of what wa_s coming, was ftatly 
notified, in fact, that the uproarious Tammany campaign 
it was going to conduct on the platform of violating th3 
Snnday law would be a campaign in which the Catholic 
church would take the other side. Since then it has worn 
a distant and abstracted air when the subject was referred 
to." 

So il; appears that the Catholic church can muzzle 
the press! If there had been a gradual growth of 
sentiment in the membership of the church aga.inst 
the "violation of la.w" we should ha.v heard some
thing of it long before the ovedhrow of las~ fa.ll. 
The fact tha.t the cha.nge of front is instanta.neous 
proves that the whole movement is the result of a 
definately la.id pla.n to adva.nce the interests of the 
church by seeking new political affiliations. 

•• Now that the threatened is the actua.l, now that the 
authorities and the representativs of thf' Ca.tholic church 
hav made their position so unmistakable, the hilarity of a 
great many statesmen will in like ma.nner be checked, 
Senator Hill will take a little time to think it over before 
he writes another letter in favor of open saloons on Sun
day, law or no law .. The Democratic state committee 
will be fully as cautious as was the Republican in hand
ling this dynamite cartridge. Inner Tammany circles 
will be again shrouded in that gloom which they thought 
was surely lifting before the prospect of their coming 
back to power as the champions of lawlessness." 

This means simply that the libel"ties of the citi
zens of New York are the playthings of the Catholic 
church; no political party will da.re cha.llenge a 
contest with it by declaring for Sunday freed~m. 
It will no longer trust exclusivly to Tammany, for 
it hae be~n shown that Ta.mma.ny is not absolutely 
master of the city and state. Hereafter the church 
will hold its vote in trust for the party that will giv 
it the most. The Protestant churches also want 
to do that, but they hav not the same sure grip on 
their adherents that Rome ha.s, as the Post shows 
in the closing paragraphs of its editoria.l. Strange, 
is it not, that after all this the Post cannot see that 
Rome, as ever, is aiming at universal dominion and 
hence is perfectly willing to use the prohibition and 
"law-enforcing" sentiments as means to the end 
'sought I Not that there a.re not sincere temperance 
men and women in that church, for there are many, 
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but the temperance question is one distinct and 
apart from the issue now being fought in tbis city 
and state. 

The Post says that the official and authoritativ 
attitude of the Catholic church towards the liquor 
traffic and the Sunday qu~stion has long been 
known. And we hav also known her practical atti
tude. She has generally allied herself with the 
party which was inclined to do the least to restrict 
the first, while as to Sunday observance she has 
been content if her "children " spent the morning 
in the performance of religious duties; for the rest 
of the day they could enjoy themselvs about as they 
saw fit. But the time has come when she thinks 
that it is to her interest to change her policy. As 
often pointed out in these columns, the Catholic 
church is rapidly assuming the leadership in the 
Sunday law movement, and it begins to look as 
though she would soon be found in the same posi
tion in the prohibitory campaign. This infallibly 
indicates that in the judgment of her leaders-and 
no men are more astute-she can greatly augment 
her power by an alliance with the Protestants to 
secure the adoption of prohibitory laws and the 
stricter enforcement of the observance of the Cath
olic Sunday. Once in the saddle she would relax 
towards transgressions of these laws and remorse
lessly enforce conformity in the essential matters of 
faith. "Platforms are made to get in on," as has 
been said, and Protestants and others who help 
Rome·" get in '' on any sort of a moralistic platform 
are the simplest of the simple, utterly unfit to be at 
large without guardians. 

"Of course, the peculiar value of this great Catholic 
demonstration at the present juncture lies in the fact that 
it reveals the existence of an immense political power on 
the side of the observance of law and a quiet Sunday. 
The Catholic vote has undoubtedly been largely a Tam
many vote." 

Is the Post so gullible as to believe that this great 
vote will be shifted in one short year as the result 
only of a change in intellectual and moral convic
tions T No, it understands that it is the mastership 
oj the priest that will transfer the vote from Tam
many to the new machine. It knows that the 
Catholic electorate is "an immense political power" 
because it can be controled by the priest. Listen : 

"It ia further to be considered that the working Cath
olic priests of this city are in a position to know and to 
influence the political sentiments of vast numbers of 
foreign-hom voters. Their testimony ia far more valu
able than that of an equal body of Protestant clergy
men. · · · They also carry greater weight than Prot
estants because their views hav a way of affecting the 
votes of their congregations. Of too manv Protestant 
clergymen the politicians will say, as Lord Carteret said 
of Bishop Sherlock, 'Oh, he talks like a parson; and con
sequently ia so used to talk to people that don't mind him 
that I left him to find it out at his leisure, and shall hav 
him again for all this whenever I want him.' Catholic 
priests are not so open to this charge, and their arraying 
them.selvs, with so many of their people, on the side of 
enforcement of law and resistance to the arrogant preten
sions of aalooniats to special privileges, cannot fail to giv 
a different political aspect to the whole question." 

And still the Post, in its eagerness to catch at 
straws or logs to save itself and its party from po
litical drowning, utters no word of warning against 
the terribly dangerous power of this priesthood, 
and is perfectly willing to use it to choke the life 
out of liberty in the name of" law." Could iolly be 
more fatuous ? 

It seems, then, to be settled that Protestant 
Sa.bbatarians and Catholic schemers hav joined 
forces to secure a "quiet Sunday" by means of un
constitutional and invasiv laws that are in no sense 
needed to protect the personal and property rights 
of the inhabitants of the city or of the state outside 
the city or of the nation at large. With the ·two 
divisions of the church working in real harmony it 
would appear that they can obtain any Sunday law 
that they want, even one decreeing compulsory 
attendance on church services. And any law that 
they could get would be enforced on the same 
ground that the excise and barber laws of this state 
are enforced now-the ground that it is the duty 
of the citizen to obey and of the official to enforce 
laws "because they are laws "-regardless of their 
unconstitutionality or of their criminal character. 

At the convention of the Catholic Union, hereto. 
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fore described, its president, Rev. Father Cleary, 
said that "the liquor power, intrenched behind a 
fortification of wealth gathered from the earnings 
of the unfortunate," had grown " defiant of public 
opinion" and was "desecrating the sanctity of our 
Sunday." "0ttr Sunday" is a very fitting expres· 
sion in the mouth of a Catholic priest, much more 
at home there than on the lips of a Protestant 
preacher, but none the less it warns us that the 
church is much more concerned for the sanctity of 
a day than for the well-being of the patrons of the 
saloon. Did it occur neither to Father Cleary nor 
to the Post that the church itself is "intrenched 
behind a fortification of woalth gathered from the 
earnings of the unfortunate "? Its hundreds of 
millions of dollars' worth of property were not 
earned by the priests and bishops and archbishops 
and cardinals who administer this wealth and wield 
the influence its possession bestows. No inconsid
erable part of this church property has come from 
the pockets of outside~s, through the exemption of 
church property from taxation. Talk as you may 
of the "arrogant power of the saloon," it has not 
yet been able to place itself in the dead-beat list 
with the Catholic and Protestant churches. The 
will to do so may be there, but the ability has been 
lacking. The church has had both the will and the 
ability. 

'fhe Kansas Convention. 
Mr. George W. Jones, the new secretary of the 

Kansas Freethought Association, sends us a re
port of the recent meeting of that organization 
at Forest Park, Ottawa. We judge from the re
port that our Kansas friends had a pleasant time 
and good speeches. From the program, we should 
incline to the opinion that the occasion was more 
social than <•therwise, more attention being paid to 
the amenities than to the business of Freethought. 

As the report we print comes from the secretary, 
we suppose it is official, and includes mention of 
all the work done. If that is so, the Association 
seems to ha.v limited itself to the Harman case in 
its practical work, which is hardly all that should 
hav been done. There is no reference to the posi· 
tion of their neighbor Wise, and the expression of 
their views on the Sunday war is limited to an ex
tract from the letter of the Editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. That the Editor was not as forgetful of 
other issues as the extracts from his epistle would 
hav led one to believe, we print it here entire : 

"NEw YoRK, August 2,1895. 
'' Mns. ETTA SEMPLE, Secretary of the Kansas Free

thought Association-Dear Madam: It would giv me 
great pleasure to be with yon all at your Annual Conven
tion, but Kansas ia a good way from this village, and it 
cannot be this year. 

"Yon hav met to further the greatest cause for which 
human beings can labor-the cause of Liberty-and I 
hope everyone will realize the gravity of the fight now 
on hand not only in your state but all over the country. 
Kansas was once recognized as the foremost state in re
sisting tyranny; but I am afraid that it has retrograded. 
In your prison yon hav one man whose only offense is 
that he tried to make the lot of woman more tolerable by 
educating men to be gentlemen as well as husbands. I 
do not believe that all husbands are brutes, but there are 
enough ignorant ones to make Mr. Harman's work a be
nevolent necessity, and his imprisonment is an outrage 
against the freedom of the press. I hope yon will hav the 
wisdom and the power to do something practical for his 
release. When yon send your greetings to him in his 
cell-now made doubly lonely by the thought that his 
wife cannot be the first to welcome him on his release
send mine, too. 

"Yon also hav in your state another person who is on 
his way to join Mr. Harman unless yon, his friends, can 
make a public sympathy which shall deter the Christian 
bigots from fully expressing their sentiments of love to
ward unbelievers in superstition. Mr. Jacob B. Wise, of 
Clay Center, has done nothing that the church people 
hav not done a million times and more-that is, sent part 
of the 'holy'Bible through the United States mail. The 
animus of his prosecution yon all know. It is to stop the 
Infidel from arguing against the 'holy' book; to prevent 
the minister from being beaten in debate; to fortify the 
pulpit against the pew. There is too much liberty, the 
clergy think, when an unlettered doubter can hav the 
privilege of throwing up to a theologically-educated vicar 
of Christ the imperfections of his paper fetich. Ministers 
think that liberty ends with the freedom to believe. To 
doubt is blasphemy, and would !!\>oil their trade. Mr. 
Wise should hav your heartiest aid, your moral influence, 
and your financial assistance. It is not he alone that is 
stricken, but all of ns. 
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"There is also a great deal of other wo~k te do. The 
Sunday laws are sitting heavier and heavier upon ns each 
month almosb, and the churches are fastening their hold 
upon the country through them. Concerted, determined, 
and persistent opposition should be developed against 
these laws in every town in the land. Let the word be, 
No compromise! no settlement of this question short of 
the repeal of all Sunday laws. 

"There are other matters of vital importance, but yon 
of Kansas hav work enough in these for this year. I hope 
yon will do something more than 'resolute ' and hav a 
good time. Help Wise, help Harman, and do what yon 
can to educate the people so that the dead will govern 
them no longer. Liv for the living, work for liberty, 
and help your neighbors to get sense. 

" I am glad to say that I hav a good mauy friends in 
Kansas. I hope they will all be at your Convention. 
Convey to them my regards and confidence in their abil
ity and zeal. Tell John Remsburg and Collings and 
your other leaders to set their thinkers to work on these 
matters, for, as the incomparable Colonel asks, if God 
didn't intend a man to think, what did he giv him a 
thinker for? But don't ask this question of a minister, 
for he can't answer, and nowadays the clergy are having 
trouble enough, so much, in fact, that they are invoking 
the aid of the United States to protect them. The Rev. 
Mr. Vennnm will tell yon so. 

"I hope yon will send me a long report of good work 
begun by your association at this convention. And you 
must impress upon those there that they are not to back
slide when they go home, when the enthusiasm of num
bers and personal contact has cooled. The war will last 
longer than any of ns, and our soldiers must be on duty 
every day. Only once a year won't do. Remember, 
' That army is the bravesb that can be whipped the 
greatest number of times and fight again.' 

"I confidently look for liberty to be finally and actually 
established in this country. Bat it must be, as in '76, 
the heretics who lead the way. 

"Yours fraternally, E. M. MACDONALD. 

"Editor of THE TRuTH SEEKER. 
It seems to us that it would hav been a graceful 

and useful thing for the Kansas folks to hav 
directed at least one resolution at the United States 
district attorney in regard to Mr. Wise and another 
at the attorney-general of the United States in 
regard to Mr. Harman. They could not hav done 
any harm. In view also of the general enforce
ment of antiquated blue Sundsy law s, and the 
attempted enactment of still more stringent meas
ures, it might hav been well, too, to hav served no
tice on the church people of the state that there are 
a good many people alive who do not approve of 
such doings. We shall still hope that these things 
were done, and that the new secretary forgot to in
corporate them in his otherwise interesting report. 

. 
"Eleven Protestants, including an English missionary, 

his family, and assistants, hav been killed in China. If 
they were massacred for their faith in Christ, who would 
not envy them their fate?"-Gettholic Review. 

Well, we would not. We envy no one who dies for 
a cause. We admire the courage and devotion that 
lead men to take the risk of death rather than sur
render to tyranny, but we do not envy them when 
they die. Life is better than death for those who 
can enjoy it. For those wh) cannot, we may well 
be glad when they are relieved from suffering, but 
so long as life has joy for us we are very foolish if 
we envy them the cerements or · the graveworm. 
Let us be done forever with the deformities of as
ceticism and the fantastic inanities of superstition. 

'' Lightning this season has seriously disturbed the old 
sense of security which the uneducated mind felt in a 
church. Four accounts of death and damage hav come 
to hand to men and women assembled at worship. At 
Quakertown, N. J., a stroke of lightning prostrated 
twenty members of a congregation at the conclusion of 
the benediction, and several of the victims will die. 
There are other uneducated minds who will instantly 
point out that this is a fine example of the utter indiffer
ence of the thins: called providence to the desires of hu
man beings. They would hardly argue, however, if 
spontaneous combustion occurred on a steamship, and 
valuable lives were lost, that there were no owners to the 
vessel. "-N.vm Crinkle, in the World. 

Nym Crinkle must think that the World's read
ers are an uneducated lot, lacking natural sense 
withal, to be taken in by such a non sequitur as 
that. Does Nym Crinkle want to say that God is 
as helpless in the storm as the owners of the vessel 
would be under the circumstances ? That is what 
he does say. The vessel's owners do not want it 
destroyed, but they are finite in knowledge and 
power, and cannot control the elements. Does God 
want the churches destroyed and his worshipers 
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killed by the cyclone and the lightning 1 If he 
does, what becomes of his benevolence T If he 
does fiot, where is his all-wisdom and all-power, 
atid in either e'V'ent what is the relevancy of Crin
lde's illustration T :Newspaper paragraphers should 
fiot get into Water beyond their depth when they 
hav not been educated to swim. 

"Providence" has lately been guilty of another 
mean little trick that but for the admirable disci
plin of a ship's crew would hav been a terrible 
tr~gedy. ln a dense fog, the Lyon ran into and 
sunk the Seaford. 1 he boats were at once manned 
!hid perfect order was maintained. But the boats 
were not lattnched, ~s the Lyon came alongside 
the Seaford and took off her crew and passengers. 
The latter lost all their baggage, but when the mat
ter was presented to the agent of the steamships 
at New Haven that gentleman said that they 
had no redress, as the sinking of the Seaford 
through collision with the Lyon was an " act of 
Providence." Had the Seaford gone down through 
the carelessness of either of the ships, the passen
gers would hav been reimbursed for their losses, 
but as it went down through the carelessness of 
" Providence" they will receive nothing. It was 
ever thtts. 

Those eminently pious" patriots," the editor and 
cartoonist of the .American Citizen, of Boston, are 
to be congratulated on their powers of discrimina
tion. On the first page of that paper of the issue 
of August lOth there is a cartoon entitled "Un
guarded Gates." It is intended to ahow what hor
rible evils flow through the broken gates of restric
tion on the tide of immigration. There are to be 
seen the "Mafia," "degraded politics," "sectarian
ism " (as though there could be a worse aectarian
ism than that represented by such "patriots" as 
the American Citizen and its congeners), "pesti
lence," "crime," "pauperism," "ignorance," "de
generation," "disease." and "filth," and in the 
midst of these "ATHEISM"!! We trust that our 
Atheistic readers appreciate the delicate compliment 
paid them by the A. P. A. paper in thus associating 
their belief with Mafiaism, degeneration, filth, igno
rance, crime, and the rest. 

We hav in preparation, to be out in a short time, 
a new edition of the " Crimes of Preachers." About 
fifteen extra pages are required to hold the latest 
additions to this list of famo~s preachers who hav 
"broken the bread of life'' to their flocks, and inci
dentally, while doing it, about all of the command
ments. To adorn this monument of Christian 
endeavor we hav put on a new cover, of which the 
advertisment elsewhere is a duplicate in black. On 
the book it appears in gorgeous colors-many hues, 
like Joseph's coat. It is very pretty, and the 
preachers cannot find fault with our typographical 
undoing of their holy selvs. But notwithstanding 
the additions and the pretty covers in colors, so 
anxious are we to spread the gospel and to make 
known the work of the church of Christ, we hav 
made no increase in the price, and will still send a 
copy of the book upon receipt of 25 cents, or five 
copies for $1. Orders may be sent right along, and 
they will be filled quickly when we get the book 
away from the binder. 

"There are many jaded souls who must make their 
Sunday serve a double purpose-direct spiritual culture, 
through private reading and church service in the morn
ing, and physical recuperation in the afternoon. Only, 
we may be sure that no Sunday is well spent which does 
not send the spender back to his week-day work, not only 
refreshed in body, but also in spirit, with a little higher 
ideal of justice, mercy, humility, and reverence, with a 
little clearer faith in God, a little more spiritual hope for 
himself, and B little stronger and more enduring love for 
his fellowmen. "-The Outlook. 

The man prevented by Sabbath laws from enjoy
ing himself and recuperating his mental and physi
cal energies on Sunday elsewhere than in the 
church is not very likely to cherish " a little higher 
and more enduring love" for his Christian "fellow
men" who hav denied him the opportunity to rest 
and play in such manner as he thinks best for 
himself. The victim of Sabbath legislation will not 
return to his weekly toil with a "little higher ideal" 
9f tbe justice of his religious :Q.eighbors. On the 
'' 
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contrary, his heart is filled with disgust at their 
hypocrisy and hatred of their meddlesomeness and 
tyranny. It is possible for them to make him su:fler 
on Sunday by means of their intolerant legislation, 
but they cannot thereby make him love their savage 
creed or respect them as men and women. The 
tyrant is never loved by his slaves, although often 
eulogized by the timid among them and fawned on 
by sycophants. Let Sabbatarians take this truth 
to heart. 

" In analyzing the causes of the secularization of the 
church, a modern writer says: 'I believe, if you trace 
its hidden roots far enough, you would always, or nearly 
always, :find that they lie in the prior secularization of 
the Ohristian home ' Substitute for the idea of secular
ization that of [non] attendance upon church services, 
and hav we not the real explanation of the dearth of 
young men in the house of God? Oan we reasonably 
expect devout attendance upon the services of the church 
to come from Ohristless homes?"-Congregationalist. 

The lesson to Freethinkers is a very obvious one
secularize your homes. Let them and your public 
agencies of entertainment and instruction leave 
nothing lacking to be desired by the mind of a 
healthy child. Cultivate intellect, emotions, and the 
body; giv to them the freest and fullest oppor
tunities ior exercise. Leave to the church nothing 
to do for your children but to teach them the fol
lies of superstition, and it will find itself unable 
to do even that. 

" The conflict concerning religion in our day is nar
rowing down more and more to a battle between Pan the· 
ism and Christianity proper. The remembrance of this 
fact may save some good people from much waste of time 
and confusion of thought."-Nashville Christian Advo
cate. 

The " confusion of thought" is in the mind of the 
Nashville editor. Christianity cannot properly be 
set over against Pantheism. The foes of the latter 
are Atheism and Theism. Christianity's foes are 
the other forms of so-called revealed religion, and 
Rationalism. Theism is a part of Christianity, but 
not less is it a part of Judaism, Mohammedanism, 
and some other world religions. Can it be possible 
that the Christian Advocate means that the conflict 
is now narrowed down to the issue of Theism ver
sus Pantheism ! That would amount to the ad
mission that all the distinctiv tenets of "Christianity 
proper"-Speoial Creation, Revelation, the Fall, the 
Redemption, and the Judgment-hav fallen before 
the onslaughts of Rationalism. This is substan
tially true, but we did not suppose that such an 
orthodox journal as the Advocate would for a 
moment concede it to be true in any degree. 

A few weeks ago we sent notices to those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their" sub
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt

ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had no word, and to them we address 
these appealing remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
about it. But the cost of getting out the paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it takes a good deal 
of cash. So we again ask those whose time has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their subscriptions 
now-at once-right oft-so we. can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erat demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond to the notice. We dislike 
to m·antion this matter, but Necessity has no fel
lowship with Sqn.eamishness, and we hav to do it. 
We need the money 

----------~----------
It used to be held by pious people that a bell on 

a church would drive away evil spirits and hold 
the lightning in leash. So the priests were' in the 
habit of blessing bells, that they might be thor
oughly prepared for their work. The account of 
the bell superstition forms a very interesting chap
tef in the histoJ'y of the church. · And the super-
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stition is not dead by any means. On August 4th 
there was performed at Yonkers, N.Y., a ceremony 
that is thus described in the World : 

"A new bell, known as St. Urban, presented by the 
Holy Trinity Dramatic Society to the Holy Trinity Oath
olio church, in Walnut street, Yonker!!, was blessed yes
terday by the Rev. A. A. Lings, pastor of St. Joseph's 
church. High mass was celebrated by the Rev. N. M. 
Reinhardt. The Rev. Francis S. Denes •delivered the 
sermon. Olergymen from all over Westchester county 
and from this city were present." 

In Europe there was a long struggle between 
the blessed bell and the irreverent lightning-rod, 
for it was considered blasphemous to carry God's 
wrathful glances into the ground by means of a 
wire, but common sense finally won, and we hav a 
suspicion that Holy Trinity, Yonkers, is defended 
by other agencies than St. Urban and his resonant 
namesake. 

Juvenil prodigies are generally quite numerous 
in the ministry. Just now two are attracting con
siderable attention. One is a negro girl, Claretta 
Nora Avery, at Darlington, S.C. She is nine years 
old and is preaching at the colored Baptist church 
to " tremendous congregations, many of whom are 
white persona." 

" Her sermons are remarkable in many respects. Most 
remarkable and extraordinary from any standpoint under 
the circumstances. She is self-collected and calm in 
manner, forcible in speech and gesture. Talks with sim
ple and natural pathos, and speaks with the strongest 
convictions." 

So declares the evidently much impressed Dar
lington correspondent of the Charlesten .News and 
Courier. It is in Missouri, if we are not mistaken, 
that the other prodigy is to be found. He is a 
licensed preacher, and a boy of only thirteen years. 
Volubility is the cheapest of· intellectual qualities, 
if it can be called an intellectual quality at all. 
There are many who are natural talkers, and whether 
they talk sense or nonsense depends on something 
besides the mere ability to utter articulate sounds. 
They may be parrots or they may be thinkers. To 
talk fluently and instructivly on science one must 
hav deeply studied and critically observed. To 
talk entertainingly to believers in religion it is not 
essential that one possess a vast or an accurate 
knowledge of facts. The Bible story is taken for 
granted and all that is necessary is to speak with 
earnestness and the kind of eloque:qce that appeals 
to one's congregation. Nothing has to be proved, 
as the man of reason would hav to demonstrate a 
proposition to a really educated and discriminating 
audience. Miss Avery "speaks with the strongest 
convictions." Naturally, for she knows nothing of 
any other side of the gospel story, is undoubtedly 
a child of strong feelings, and, believil;J.g it to be 
her " duty " to save souls from hell, has no difficulty 
in speaking impressivly, to the receptiv emotions of 
the believer. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions Of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ing the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will~ send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions " as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's " Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for· missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 
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News and Notes. 
After my visit to Stratford-upon-Avon, a few 

Birmingham Freethought friends gathered at I he 
house of Mr. and Mrs. Armfield for a farewell 
gathering, hoping that, as the age rolls on, we shall 
meet again and bivouac on the fields of time, and 
join forces for further struggle. Mr. Ridgway leads 
off with an addreset both of welcome and good-bye, 
and Mr. Armfield, Robert Taylor, Mr. Cattell, and 
othHs, add their hearty good wishes, while the 
American visitor responds to the best of his ability. 
It was a joyous occasion, after the inspiration of 
Shabpere, to thus realize the universal genius and 
comradeship of Freethought. 

The movement formerly carried on so strenuously 
by Mr. Watts in Birmingham is sure to make itself 
felt in future years. My faith is ever in the prog
ress of humanity. After a swift journey, for they 
can go in England if they onlr try, I am again in 
London, and am refreshed with a chat on all the 
things that interest a Freethinker, from politics and 
religion, to art and literature, with my friends 
Foote and Watts. The next day, Thursday, July 
25th, I again meet my American friends, Dr. Dar
row and Dr. Morton, and we put in the time at 
Crystal Palace. I find that while I was on my tour, 
my friends, in usual Yankee fashion, in a little over 
a week, had visited Scotland, the North of England, 
and also Paris. I was rather astonished at the ra
pidity of their course, but being busy professional 
men, and obliged to return soon, they determined 
to enjoy as large a glimpse of Europe as possible, 
and they certainly made the most of every minute. 
Crystal Palace is one of those places that the 
traveler must behold, for it contains a vast variety 
of interesting objects. In art, in science, in history 
are displays that one could study for months. The 
varied riches of many countries are here. In the 
evening, especially, with the myriad lights, the ani
mated crowds, the sparkling waters, the solemn and 
toprightly music of organ and stringed instrument, 
and, to wind up, the vast and brilliant rush of fire
works, where every sort of color and fiery particle 
blazes and sprinkles through the heavens, the 
Pala~e is like an enchantment, and, for the time 
bfine-, we seem to be walking the mazes of romance. 
It is impossible to describe the thousand-and-one 
exhibitions that throng upon the view. After this 
visit to Crystal Palace I hav to say good-bye to Dr. 
D.urow. He leaves the following day for America. 

Friday, Mr. J. M. Wheeler takes me to the Tower 
of London. What a sad history is unfolded here. 
The heart aches to think of it. How many a bright 
life has been quenched in these gloomy buildings. 
Here are the mighty armors of the olden time that 
once made men invincible. These cumbrous suits 
appear foolish now. It makes one thankful that 
he can wel\r a modern suit of clothes and snap his 
fingers at these doughty knights, who must hav had 
a hard time of it traveling about in these stupen
dous habiliments. By the way, all these suits of 
armor here and elsewhere are very small, showing 
that the average hight and size of man hav in
creased since the Middle Ages. Once in awhile you 
come across a suit that might do for a six-footer, 
but very seldom. The modern man in strength, 
grace, skill, and virility surpasses King Arthur and 
his famous kBights. There is no question but that 
man to-day is nobler physically than he ever was 
before. Judging from the armor, the warriors of 
old were a rather poor lot, and as for the horses 
they were" slow coaches" indeed. They could not 
go much above a jog trot, and the jousts of chivalry 
would be very tame affairs at the present time. 
The heaviest man was sure to win, merely because 
of his weight. In this old- time royal residence and 
prison-house I wander in the chapel built by 
William the Conqueror, where he himself worshiped. 
I stand in the dungeons where many a prisoner has 
pined in agony, and on the spot where the scaffold 
was erected for the execution of Annie Boleyn, Lady 
Jane Grey, and other illustrious victims. How 
cruel and barborous those times appear whose 
sh!l.dow oppresses us to-day ! I can never enter 
these ghostly buildings, with their record of crime, 
without a thrill of horror. I can but think of the 
awful injustice that has existed in the universe. 
And there seems no help for it. The strong arm 
has triumphed. History is a perpetual puzzle. 
God is always a vanishing point, while man is both 
good and evil, and makes and mars his own destiny. 
Somehow, out of the everlasting turmoil, we hav 
won the vantage ground. The terrific deeds of the 
past are no more. In them, however, we see the 
6Volution of man and the annihilation of the d!'lity. 

Passing from these dark towers-a huge, strange 
relic in the bustle and glamour of to-day's civiliza
tion, seeming like a great ship stranded on a for
eign shore, a wreck of the agel', freighted with the 
wealth of kings, jewels and crowns, swords &nd re-
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galia, and the glistening instruments of war-!! ~ust ~e 1:1et. We rejoice for the mom~nt _in ~he 
walk to the Tower Bridg~>, which arches the Thames Ideal hfe, and poetry touches our heart w1th 1ts liD

near by, in glorious contrast with the ancient palace perial scepter; as Alexander Smith says, "It 
of kings, a modern structure, built for the people, clothes us with kingdoms." Our host is not simply 
and not for a despot. It is the noblest bridge over the.skeptic, the reforme!, the ~arrior, the iconoclast; 
the Thames, with massiv towers. Between these he IS a lover of poetry, 1D all 1ts moods of glory and 
swings the enormous drawbridge through which of song. Especially is he a student of the supreme 
the great ships pass. The traffic over this bridge, and universal Shakspere, through whose domains 
as over the London Bridge, is a marvel to those he has wandered many a joyous day, and gathered 
who first see London. One wonders where all the from wide experience the noblest fruitage of the 
people and the teams and the crowded carriages immortal bard. So the evening passes, and music 
come from, and would think that the great metro- adds its marvel to the occasion, and the soul of 
polis was pouring itself into this one highway. Freethougbt touche3 the bights of human excel
Still, if he went to London or Blackfriars Bridge he lence. It flashes the promethean fire, the fore
would find the same vast mass of tidal business. thought of humanity, the glory of the future, the 

I must confess there is an occasional stupidity in budding of beauty and delight, after the destruc
the English mind that is quite exasperating. Here tion of misery and the wrong. 
are the great towers of the bridge, which we are in- I am indebted to Mr. Victor Charles Jackson, 
vited to climb to the extent of 200 ste~s or more, one of our young Freethought workers in London, 
with the npectation that as we pass aloft from for a delightful visit to Canterbury on Sunday, 
tower to tower we shall hav an extended view of the July 28th, when I am for the first time free from 
Thames and the city. Alas! you are doomed to a the harness. Canterbury is an old and orthodox 
disgustful disappointment. Dit•gust is the only town. The spirit of the past broods over it. Its 
word that can express your feeling when you reach cathedral is· one of the most ancient in England, 
the top to find that you pass from one tower to the and one of the most beautiful and impressiv. It 
other through a closed atchway. I was over the indeed charms the eye with its massiv yet graceful 
bridge before I knew it, and could scarcely believe glory. Its arched roof, its paintf'd windows, its 
that I was on the other side until I went back and columned aisles present a scene of sweet attrac
looked through a few little crevices upon the broad tion, mingled though it may be with the supersti
stream beneath. It made me swear a prayer or two tions of a dead age. Glorious music was pealing 
to think I had been so thoroughly deceived by the through the vast space as we entered. It was a 
massiv stupidity of Anglo-Saxon conservatism. If solemn religious service preparatory to the installs
French or Greek genius had built this lofty high- tion of Dean Farrar, a somewhat advanced theo
way, it would hav been a light and airy structure, logian, who has just been appointed to the place. 
through which might be seen vast and glittering I enjoyed the music; the singing was delightful. 
prospects of the river and the busy traffic. A noble Some of the voices are the finest in England, for 
panorama would hav greeted one, instead of this they take especial pains at this cathedral to secure 
dungeon-like path, through whose crevices you first-rate musical ability; and certainly the music 
catch the sunlight while you stand on tip-toe, and was i:a harmon} with the magnificence of the cathe
wonder that the mind which built such a stupend- dral. But the formalities of worship, the stiff, 
ous bridge should crown it with such a solid piece artificial ceremonies, the dry prayers; and still drier 
of folly. I say to every traveler, Do not climb the preaching, did not conduce at all to elevation of 
stairs of the Tower Bridge. You will be hum- mind. They were like a bitter pill which we had 
bugged if you do. Walk over it, take a good look to swallow in order to get the real good of the oc
from the outside, see the great drawbridge rise and casion, which was simply in the masterful effects 
the stately ship pass through and the tide of traffic produced by the genius of man in the decorations 
roll on again, and that is all that you can do. The of the building, in the superb and unmatched beau
splendid view from the top is shut out by an almost ties of the windows, that flushed with soft yet 
inconceivable blunder. splendid E:ffulgence that must charm the imagina-

It is curious what you will see in London at tion which delights in color, however critical the 
times, a grotesque and yet romantic mingling of art mind, and in the waves of music that flowed on and 
and dilapidation. Just on the verge of B1llings- on as if the cathedral itself were a fountain of 
gate-the dirtiest portion of London, I guess-is melody and all its beautiful forms and hues were 
St. Mary's church-on the hill, a humble looking edi- melting into ethereal joy and splendor. . 
fice, with an air of desolation in the outward view In the afternoon, in fortunate conjunction with a 
that woutJ make one think that the inside must be party of American visitors, and by the courtesy of 
as gloomy as a grave A change, however, passes Mr. Jackson, I had the pleasure of viewing the 
over the vision as we enter, for within are per- cathedral under the guidance of Canon Holland, 
haps the most exquisite and beautiful carvings in who is a most cultivated gentl&man, and who has 
all England-a very gem of art in the slums of made a faithful study of the cil.th~adral and its won
London. This church must hav been on a favored derful history. Thia was the place where Thomas 
and fashionable spot to be so nobly decorated, yet a Becket was murdered. The canon described the 
in process of time the debris of Billingsgate flowed scene with dramatic felicity, so that a vivid picture 
around its site, and imprisoned its precious orna- was presented of the theater of the crime. We 
m-:nts with the environments of poverty. This is could see the crowding monks, the heroic prelate, 
an eviJence of the vastness of London life and its and the relentless knights. _We saw the very spot 
perpetual changes, like those of the sea itself. where the stubborn priest received his death wound; 

After these wanderings Mr. Wheeler and myself where he fell and poured out his life blood upon 
sit down for dinner in the famous Crosby Hall. the pavement. Beneath, in the crypt of the cathe
Tnis is where Richard III received the crown, and dral, we saw the tomb of Becket, and the place 
within it, in the dining-room and smoking-room, are where the king, in penance for the murder, received 
memorials of the dim and dusty past, paintings, three hundred and twenty stripes upon his bare 
armors, carvings, etc. However, the ghost of the back. The canon remarked, with a somewhat subtle 
bloody Richard does not disturb our appetite. We smile, that here was a case in which the value of 
eat heartily, and think that kings are no better penance was displayed, for before the king received 
than common clay, and a crown is a poor bauble the stripes he was defeated on every hand, but when 
compared with a healthy stomach. he went forth from the cathedral after the penance, 
· Friday evening I am again with Charles Watts he waf:l greeted with news of victory after victory. 
and family amidst the greenery of Effra Road. I He was a lucky king without doubt. As usual, God 
hav the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Butland, of was on the side of the heaviest battalions, penance 
Toronto, and her daughter, Miss Annie Butland, or no penance, and the twinkle in the canon's eye 
who is a marvelous player upon the piano, bring- meant as much, but I am afraid he didn't apply his 
ing forth music with the touch of genius. Our logic to the whole case of Christianity. 
friend has a brilliant future if she chooses an artistic We saw the tomb of Edward, the Black Prince, 
career. and the armor he wore in battle, and the tomb of 

Saturday is my busy day for mail, "News and the king and queen, Henry and Eleanor. I must 
Notes," etc., for America. But after these labors I express my thanks to Oanon Holland for his genial 
wander over to King's Cross and meet my friend politeness, and for the wealth of scholarly informa
Mr. G. W. Foote and spend the evening with him tion which he furnished of the great cathedral and 
and his family, with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts, its centuries of existence. 
and Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler, and others. It was de- After visiting the cathedral, we wandered to St. 
lightful to sit out in the garden, on the green Martin's, wbich is said to be the oldest church
sward, with the flowers in perfume and bloom about building in the land. It is indeed an antique struct
you, the trees making soft music, the rich sun- ure, and looks as if it might hav floated down 
light glancing on roof and wall, and making a from the flood. It is situated in the midst of an 
mellow radiance over the scene; while the children old cemetery, where wild grasses and flowers :flour
play, and the elders talk phil_osophy. It was a ish over the graves. Services are going on as we 
charming place for thought, for reverie, for imag- approach, and soft and solemn music fills the air. 
ination. It was one of those resting places for the It is eaid that this was originally a temple of the 
mind, where we forget the strife of the world, the Druids, built 100 A D. It afterwards became 8 place 
injustice and falsehoods, and the stern duties that of Roman worship, and then a Christian church iu 
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370 A.D. This is the legend. Whatever may be the 
facts, the "?orridors of time" stretch far away to 
the foundatiOn stones of this quaint little church, 
and we need not dispute the story as it is given. 

Canterbury is also famous as the place where 
David Copperfield lived, and I think that David 
will be remembered as long as St. Thomas a 
Becket, and with much more delightful associa
tions. "David Copperfield" is to a certain extent an 
autobiography of Dickens, and on that account is 

.intensely interesting, as so is Canterbury and its 
surroundings, connected with the genius of the 
great story teller, who has so much of the wonder
ful exuberance of Shakspere. Mr. Jackson, who is 
an enthusiastic student of Dickens, pointed out the 
house where Agnes used to sit sewing by the win
dow; ·and where Uriah Heep used to look forth 
with his cunning eyes; and als0 the tavern where 
Micawber gave his farewell gorgeous banquet, for 
which he never paid the bill; and there was the 
butcher's shop, etc. All these things, associated 
with the immortal story, gave to ancient Canter
bury the brilliant light of rnodern humanity and 
glorious romance. I shall not forget my excursion 
to this venerable pl-1ce and must thank Mr. Jackson 
for his kindness and generosity. 

Monday I hav to write "New and Notes" again, 
but find a pleasant relief after these literary labors 
in a social reunion at the home of Miss Edith M. 
Vance and Miss Annie Brown. Our women friends 
do not fear to put on the harness and work for 
reform, notwithstanding danger and ostracism. 
Since I hav arrived in E agland, in many places, in 
the field work there has been bitter opposition. and 
but for the protection of policemen there would hav 
been bloodshed and riot. The cruel nature of the 
Christian religion is thus Hpnsei. In these emer
gencies we find that woman d •es not lack in courage 
and devotion. 

On Tusday, July 30~h, I sail with D.r. Morton 
down the Thames to Greenwich, and visit its mu
seum and hospital and observatory. The voyage 
along the river is one of constant animation, so 
varied are the scenes, the vessels, the bridges, the 
shores, etc. The great hospital at Greenwich ex
tends magnificently on the sight as we approach. 
In the museum and gallery are the portraits and 
relics of Nelson, and the melancholy remains of the 
Arctic expedition under the gallantF.ranklin. Time 
forbids a further description. 

In the evening, with Mr. Jackson, I visit the 
India Exhibition, where the great wheel, 300 feet 
high, rolls around, where there is a most brilliant 
exhibition of oriental life, its trade, its. skill, its art, 
its wild and luxuriant animal world; its temples l>f 
worship, its thousand gods It was a resplendent 
scene, ten thousand blazing torches, ten thou!3and 
people, bands playing by the dozsn almost, beauti
ful gardens, cascades and flowing waters. One 
need not travel to India to see its vivid and superb 
variety of human genius. 

Wednesday," News and Notes" and mail again, 
and preparatory work for America on return. The 
Congress of American Freethinkers will be held in 
New York the last week in October. I want all to 
come and listen to the story of Freethought in Eng
land, and join forces throughout the world. 

Wednesday evening r went with Dr. Morton, to 
the magnificent Royal Aquarium, where music and 
the drama add their charms to a display of curi
osities from every age and clime. I also visit, with 
D.r. Morton, the "Old Curiosity Shop" of Dickens. 
It is still standing in the heart of London, a little, 
crooked building, with old books and papers for 
sale, pictures of Dickens, relics, etc. 

I hav to bid farewell this day to D.r. Morton, 
whom I hav found a pleasant American traveler, 
and I hope to meet him again and D.r. Darrow in 
the great West of our own country, and talk over 
our London experiences, which, though but 
glimpses, are, after all, deep and wide revelations 
of human life and destiny. 

Thursday, with my genial and learned friend 
Wheeler, who is interested in all that pertains to 
literature, we visited Chelsea, the home of Carlyle, 
and the house where he used to liv and work, and 
the garden where he used to smoke and muse. Car
lyle has been a great influence in this century, a 
kind of thunderbolt of reform and sincerity. He 
was tremendously in earnest, and although he 
believed in God, he found fault with him also, and 
muttered: "He does nothing, he is asleep." 
Though Carlyle could not waken the deity, he did 
waken man, and set him to thinking and doing. 
Carlyle was a rugged old fellow, but he wielded 
the hammer of Thor and made the sparks fly. I 
plucked some jasmine planted by the wife in the 
garden. In this case I honor the woman more than 
the man. She was equally heroic, equally genuin; 
a woman of fine devotwn and- splendid nobility of 
character. I honor Carlyle, but Jane was the bet-
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ter man of the two, and deserves a more shining 
crown. 

Thursday evening I end my week's London ex
perience at the home of Charles Albert Watts, the 
son of Charles Watts, who is engaged in scientific 
and Freethought publishing business, is editor of 
the Literary Guide, etc. Around his hospitable 
table is Mrs. Watt11, his wife, the twin children, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts, who can rejoice 
in seeing grandchildren gather about them. 
How old we are getting to be, yet no one would 
know it by our looks, only by our children, who 
grow up so fast about our pathway. We spend a 
delightful evening, and are loth to part when train 
time arrives, but we cannot afford to be "left"; we 
must keep up with time and tide. 

Friday, August 2d. I start for Paris. What a 
storv I shall hav to tell next week ! 

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
-------------------

The Cancer of the State. 
Gen. Thomas J. Morgan, Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs, has made some statements in regard to In
dian schools which ought to attract public atten
tion. 

He makes charges against the Roman Catholic 
church, but I am unable to see why every charge 
made against that church will not apply to Protes
tant churches with equal force. He says: "One of 
the greatest contests of tbe ages is now in progress 

. on this continent-the struggle between Protes-
tants and the papacy, between republicanism and 
despotism. 

SJ far as the struggle between Protestantism and 
the papacy is concerned, the contest is a matter of 
indifference to me. If I am to wear the chains of 
slavery, I care but little whether the links are 
forged by Catholicq or Protestants. 

This fight between Protestants and Catholics is 
simply a squabble over the loaves and fishes. The 
one is as dangerous to the state as tbe other; 
neither can be trusted. Moses Harman is in prison. 
Is the outrage any the less because it was perpe
trated by Protestants 1 The Protestants boast of 
the number of Bibles which they distribute each 
year, and yet they are hounding a poor, one-armed 
man, J. B. Wise, for sending a small portion of it 
through the mails. 

What difference does it make to me whether I am 
compelled to pay taxes on Protestant or C<~.tholic 
property 1 It is curious that a man of Mr. Mor
g"n's caliber can see that Catholicism is undermin
ing our republic, and yet can see no danger when 
men are imprisoned for not observing the day set 
apart by Christians for the worship of imaginary 
idols. All of these religious secus are despotic and 
clannish, and Mr. Morgan and his Protestant clan 
had better get the beam out of their own eyes be
fore they attempt to cast the mote out of the eyes 
of others. 

"In a land of free discussion, such as ours, 
there should be no limit to debate, and no effort 
made, by force or other foul means, to arrest the 
progress made by any sect." 

How long is it, Mr. Morgan, since Comstock 
boasted that all Freethought ltterature would be 
" stamped out.'' Does this look like free discus
sian 1 Is Comstock a Catholic 1 Is not the des
potism just the same, whether the stamping is done 
by Catholics or Protestants 1 

·were those Catholics who stoned Ueynolds and 
tore down his tent in New Jersey? Were they try
ing to promote the freedom of discussion 1 Were 
the Protestants of Delaware and New Jersey striv 
ing ·to sustain the freedom of debate when they 
were trying to get Colonel Ingersoll in jail for ex
ercising the freedom of debate which Mr. Morgan 
says must not be limited T 

Mr. Morgan, if there is anyone whom I 'heartily 
despise, it is a Janus-faced hypocrit. 

This fight between Protestants and Catholics 
does not involve the question of republicanism or 
free discussion, but which shall hav the manage
ment of the "little red school-house. ' So far as I 
am concerned, I care but little whether the schools 
are under the control of the one class of bigots or 
the other. No matter which party gets control, the 
Bible will be read, and there will be religious in
struction in the schools, regardless of the rights 
and preferences of all others, and it should never 
be forgotten that this government was not estab
lished in the interest of any class o~ religionists, 
or in the interests of gods, ghosts, or redeemers, 
but in the interests of the whole people of the 
United States. 

"Politics and religion are inseparably blended." 
Mr. Morgan says this of the Catholic church. Is it 
not equally true of the Protestant church T Are 
not politics and religion blended when chaplains 
are paid out of the public treasury ! Are all chap
lains Catholics T Are not politics and religion 
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blended when we are compelled to pay taxes on 
Christian god-houses? Are they not blended when 
we are compelled to observe the Curistian's "holy 
day" just as he may dictate 1 

"A sharper contrast cannot exist than that which 
separates the ideal American republic from the 
Roman Catholic despotism." 

The ideal republic was founded upon the idea 
that the church and state sbould forever be kept 
separate. The members of the convention which 
framed the Constitution, knowing the aggressiv 
spirit of the church, built a wall around the state 
to protect it from the buccaneering practices of the 
church. They declared in the fundamental law 
that CongrABB should make no law respecting the 
establishment of any religion. _ 

Hav ProteRtants never shown a disposition to 
override the Comtitution T Do they not uphold 
the Comstock law? Was it not passed at the insti
gation of Protestants T And did it not put power • 
into the hands of one man which the czar of Russia 
would hardly dare exercise 1 

When public libraries and public parks are 
closed, and bands are forbidden to play on the 
Christian's day, it not that an exercise of d3spotic 
power? 

It bas never been claimed that. these things hav 
an immoral tendency. Then it must be conceded 
that the suppression of concerts and excursions and 
innocent amusements is in the interest of the 
church, and not in the interest of the great body of 
the people 

"The assault made upon our free institutions is 
more subtle and veiled in greater Bfcrecy," etc. 

Mr. M·Jrgan would hav us understand that every 
act of the Protestants is open, honorable and above 
board. Was it open and fair to obtain more names· 
to the petition to close the Ezposition on Sund~y 
than there were inhabitants in the state where the 
signatur s were obtained T If the Catholics were 
ever guilty of a more subtil. and despicable 1\ct. 
then the fear of hell as a preventiv of crime is all 
a farce. 

"The dominant force which has urged on the 
Catholics has been to augment their power, to 
extend the influence of the papacy-to m~k 3 

Roman Catholics out of the Indians, and to secure 
whatever could be secured for the glory of the 
church." 

Mr. Morgan would hav us believ" that the Prot
estants are not prompted by any such ambith•n
that they would not take a dollar from the public 
treasury and use it for sectarian purposes. 

Now let us see what the Protestant churches hav 
drawn from the public treasury in nine years for a 
single object-the education of the Indians: Pres
byterians, $346,120 ; Congregationalists. $217,269 ; 
Episcopalians, $110.166; Friends, $160.557 ; M .. Ll

nonites, $29,590; UnitarianR, $39,150; Lutherans, 
$68,580; Methodists, $33,345. Nobody will contPnd 
that any of these denominations are Catholics, and 
yet according to the record, in nine years they hav 
been given from the public treasury over one mill
ion dollars for conducting schools among the In
dians. 

Now is it reasonable to believe that these denom
inations hav not promulgated their various dogm~>B 
in the schools under their charge T Just so far as 
they hav used this money to instil their religious 
doctrine into the minds of the Indian children, just 
so far has the church and state been united. 

But this is not all the money which has been 
drawn from the treasury in nine years under the 
pretense of educating the Indian children. The 
Catholics hav drawn cut $2,738,571. Then indi
viduals hav drawn out vast sums for the same pur
pose, but always in the interest of some church, 
for Mr. Morgan says "the Indian office entered 
into contract with various religious bodies for the 
education of Indian children in mission or church 
schools." 

All the money which has been given to the vari
ous religious societies in nl.ne years, for the educa
tion of Indian children, according to the report of 
the Commissi_oner of Indian Affairs, in the a~gre
gate amounts to the enormous sum of $4,277,946. 
But of this sum the Catholics hav drawn more than 
one half. 

Now, why has not some of this money been 
given to individuals and societies other than relig
ious 1 Whoever solves this conundrum will come 
to the conclusion that, whatever the government 
may be in theory, in practice there is a union of 
church and state. 

I hav caJl.,d attention to only one hole in the 
skimmer. If all the money which is given to the 
various churches for pretended benevolent pur
poses, and all the people pay in taxes on, and for 
the protection of church property, should be bith
fully reported each year, the people would be 
astounded. 
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A minister, preaching on the Sunday question, Observations. 
said : "There ought to be a stop put to Sunday ex- An importer of curiosities has touched our shores 
cursions they are robbing the church of its dues." with some relics of Waterloo in his possession. 
If the g~vernment should be administered in the They consist of the Duke of Wellington's uniform, 
spirit of the Constitution, all su.ch dues would be I together with Napoleon's hat which the great sol
canceled, and never heard of agam. dier used to talk through, and also the sword that 

Here is something which should make th? bon~s he waved at the head of the army when exci~ed. 
of Paine and Franklin and Jefferson rattle m their The importer judged from the Napoleonic reVIval 
graves. . we hav recently sustained that we were ready to 

The commissioner says : " The schools carr1ed on pay money to " witness " these accouterments, and 
by the Roman Catholics and other r?ligious _bodies was therefore surprised to :find that he would hav to 
were distinctivlymission schools, ~esigned chiefly_to pay duty on them at the custom house. Very few 
proselyte the Indians to the pecu~Iar form. of rel~g- foreigners understand our protectiv tariff system. 
ious faith held by each denomination carrytng on Its It is doubtless true, as in the case of the desiccated 
work among them." It would hardly be thought Saint Peregrinus, that neither the McKinley bill 
that the Commissioner of Indian A:ffairs would nor the Wilson bill has listed old hats and boots, 
make such an admission, but there it is in black and and the reason why they should be taxed and the 
white over his own signature, and shows, to a dan- saints untaxed is therefore inscrutable. An extra 
gero~s exent, that the government is under the con- session of Congress to revise the tariff in this par
trol of the churches. ticular would seem to be desirable, for it is a gross 

This has been going on for years, and these sums injustice that our domestic manufacture of saints 
hav been drawn from the treasury with the full should be laid open to foreign pauper competition, 
knowledge of the government that they were being when there ought rather to be a bounty paid for 
used for sectarian purposes. their exportation. Pending such a revision, the 

If the people do not rebel against this amalga- owner of the Waterloo relics would save money by 
mation of church and state, then they ought not to combining with the manager of Peregrinus. The 
be surprised when they are brought under inquis- appearance of the old saint would be much im
itorial rule. proved by a Napoleonic hat and Wellington boots, 

Now, it is pertinent to inquire whether this gov- while those articles would, of course, enjoy the im
ernment was established "to promote the general munity from customs duties accorded to other 
welfare" of the people or to promote the welfare of wearing apparel. 
the churchef. 

If the people's money can be taxed away from 
them, and appropriated to religious societies for 
missionary work, it is time to inquire whether there 
is any difference between despotism in this country 
and despotism in Russia. 

There can be no more flagrant violation of the 
spirit of the Constitution than to establish any sys
tem of religion by governmental acts. But the gov
ernment does help to establish a system of religion 
every time it grants one dollar for religious pur-

poses. · l"t" 1 · t"t t• d "t The government IS a po I Ica ms I u IOn, an I s 
business is to protect the rights of its citizens and 
to take none of them away. The church is a spirit
ual affair-its kingdom is not of this world, and the 
government can no more take cognizance of its 
notions than it can of the peculiar notions of the 
Digger Indians. To take public money and devote 
it to sectarian purposes is to engender strife among 
the different sects and nationalities in this country, 
and is in every sense un-American, and tends only 
to develop abuses, which all history shows to be in
separably connected with the union of church and 
state. 

It is claimed that these appropriations are made 
in the interest of good morals. Masonry, Odd
Fellowship, the Sons of Temperance, Good Tem
plars, and many other fraternal societies are said to 
be moral institutions. But the government has no 
more right to appropriate ihe people's money for 
the upbuilding of these societies than it has to 
grant money to Buffalo Bill to run his Wild West 
show. 

The aims and purposes of the Constitution are set 
forth in its preamble in the clearest light: 

We the people of the United States, in order to form 
a mo;e perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote 
the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to 
ourselvs and our posterity, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution for the United States of America. 

The government cannot compel people to ob
serve fast days or rites or ceremonies. Whether a 
man observes the old Jewish Sabbath or the Chris
tian's holy day, or none at all, or whether he works 
or plays, or goes hunting or :fishing, on a given 
day, is no concern of the government, so Ion~ as he 
does not disturb the peace. And what Will not 
disturb the peace on one day will not disturb it on 
another. If ringing church bells on Sunday does 
not disturb the peace, any ordinary labor or recre
ation will not be likely to do so. Christians must 
learn that they hav no rights under the Constitu
tion not granted in common to all other citizens. 
Their church property has no more right to be 
exempt from taxation than theaters or railroad 
stations. 

The American people are bound by acts of Con
gress, and not by the commands of an imaginary 
God, supposed to hav been given to a half-chilized 
people three thouliand years ago. J OBN PEaK. 

The National Christian Citizenship League de
sired to hav 100,000 sermons on "national righteous
ness" preached on June 30th. "National righteous
ness" means laws compelling observance of the 
Christian Sunday, and various other kind!! of Aunt 
Naacy le~PslatioA. 

This country has not recently heard much of the 
Rev. Joseph Cook, the Boston lecturer, and a good 
deal of silent gratitude has doubtless been felt on 
that account. Since Colonel Ingersoll so happily 
described Mr. Cook's cult of German meta
physics and New England theology as a combina
tion of sauerkraut and baked beans, it has scarcely 
been necessary that anything further should be 
said. But Cook has got himself disliked by the 
American administration, and so he is again before 
the public eye. It happened at Honolulu, Sand
wich Islands, where the American residents were 
celebrating the Fourth of July. Minister Willis 
presided over the event, and there had been an un
derstanding for a fortnight previous that the rela
tions of the Hawaiian government and the United 
States, being somewhat strained, could not be 
harped upon without danger of snapping a string. 
Cook was apprised of the situation, but neverthe
less, in the presence of Mr. Willis, he proceeded to 
roar against the president of this nation with all 
the noise he was capable of producing. Mr. Willis 
called him to order, and the whole audience, al
though no partisans of our esteemed Mr. Cleveland, 
arose as one man or more, and expressed their con
demnation of Cook. The Rev. Sereno E. Bishop, 
in a letter the New York Independent, describes 
the occasion as one of great enthusiasm, and says 
that when Cook left the platform he was not fol
lowed by any applause. Bishop is a long resident 
of Honolulu, where he publishes a paper, and is 
popular. He will be remembered by American 
readers as the discoverer of the cause of the red 
sunsets which excited the surprise of the scientific 
world some years ago. He saysthatCook appeared 
to be a" big combination of lion and elephant"-an 
elephant, presumably, on account of his weight, and 
a lion on account of the skin he habitually w?ars, 
though his bray undeceived the populace. It is a 
fortunate thing for this ramping and snorting de
claimer that the world is large, for his presence 
twice in the same place is never demanded, and if 
the globe afforded him a more circumscribed· range 
he might ~hortly :find it too small for his feet. 

Ths case of a married couple in Youngstown, 
Ohio, warns husbands with believing wives that 
they had perhaps best go to church occasionally 
although they may hav to violate their inclina
tions in order to do so. A Mrs. Minnear of that 
city requested her husband on a recent Sabbath 
morn to accompany her to the house of prayer and 
worship, but found him obdurate in that respect. 
She went alone, and returning only to :find that he 
had retired for the night, she touched a match 
to his bed and had made good progress toward 
cremating him when he awoke and put out the :fire. 
The couple appeared in court the next morning, 
where Mrs. Minnear alleged the refusal of her hus
band to attend church, and the man, apologizing 
for harsh words used toward his wife, said that 
" the idea of being burned up made him a trifle 
angry." I take it that if there were more women 
with Mrs. Minnear's stern austerity of purpose, and 
who would rather see their husbands warmed up 
here than in the great hereafter, there would be a 
better attendance at some churches. The inhu
manity of man concentered all in self, and woman's 
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devotion touohed and made tenderer by the gospel 
of Jesus Christ, are constantly receiving fresh and 
striking illustrations. 

A New York policeman is the author of a remark 
worthy the attention of all persons who contem
plate suicide on account of the business depression. 
Arresting an individual seeking euthanasia, this 
minion of the law inquired, "What do you want to 
kill yourself fort" "Because," said the man, "the 
times are so hard I do not care to liv." "That," 
returned the copper, "is a very snort-sighted thing 
to do. For if you go and kill yourself now, what 
remedy hav you to apply when ~he times get worse?" 
A man should not recklessly or extravagantly take 
his only life. He should reserve something to fall 
back upon in case of extremity. 

The tombstone of Professor Huxley has been 
provided with an inscription reading as follows : 

And if there be no meeting past the grave, 
If all is darkness, silence, yet 'tis rest. 
Be not afraid, ye waiting hearts that weep, 
For God still giveth his beloved sleep; 
And if an endless sleep, he wills so best. 

There is nothing Agnostic about that. If, as 
Huxley said, Agnosticism means that a man is not 
to say that he knows or believes that which he has 
no means of knowing or reason for believing, then 
the statement that if death is an endless sleep 
it is because God "wills so best," is one that the 
professor could not hav approved. For anything 
that we know, God permits the dead to sleep end
lessly because he can't help it. 

A Disciple paper, the Christian Standard, con
tains the remark, in the form of a complaint, that 
"nine-tenths of our young people, if asked why 
they were Disciples, could not giv an intelligent 
reason for the faith they profess." This growler 
does not seem to know when thingR are well enough 
and to be let alone. As many Bible readers testify, 
it is quite possible for investigators to inadvertently 
disprove the very thing they set out to demonstrate, 
and there is danger that if the young people went 
to searching for a reason for being Disciples or 
members of any other sect, they would discover 
that there wasn't any. 

The Scimitar, a 'fennessee journal, contends that 
if the Italian girl, Maria Barberi, who vindicated 
her honor, and incidentally advertised its loss, by 
assassinating the man to whom she had voluntarily 
surrendered it, had lived in a Southern or Western 
state she would now be at liberty, instead of in 
prison and under sentence of death. That is prob
ably true as regards some of the states in the sec
tions named, but it is not all of the truth. The 
rest of that mighty and ever-uppermost commodity 
is that if the woman had been a resident of those 
parts where the Scimitar's sentiments prevail, a 
party of chivalrous gentlemen calling themselvs 
Whitecaps or Regulators would hav tarred and 
feathered her before she had lived with Cataldo for 
two months; and she could hav preserved herself 
from that fate only by killing her paramour before 
the Committee on Morals arrived. The custom of 
honoring romantic murderers, and that of mobbing 
and flogging such persons as attend strictly to 
their own business, may be classified as products of 
the same uncultivated soil. 

Although editor of the London Agnostic Jour
nal, Saladin (or W. Stewart Ross) is not himself an 
uncompromising Agnostic. In answering a corre
spondent he says: " We, too, in certain aspects, 
incline to be gnostic, not so much with an eviden
tial as an intuitional gnosticism." The total de
pravity wherein I rejoice to hav been born instigates 
me to inquire in what respect, if any, "intuitional 
gnosticism" differs from what is conceived as sub
jectiv illumination; to what extent, if at . all, it 
resembles inspiration, and whether it is not, as a 
matter of fact, the same thing as the operation of 
the holy spirit. Does it or does it not confirm the 
verity of what is known to be untrue! If it does, 
the foundation of a new religion is discovered. · 

GEo. E. MAcDoNALD. 

Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 
David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined" was :first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than :fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4.50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had, 'l'll:is edition is translated frOQl 
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the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert. 

Prot. James H. Cook. 
It becomes our melancholy duty to record the 

death of Prof. James H. Cook, of Columbus, Kan
sas, an oftentimes contributor to these columns, 
and for very many years an untiring worker in the 
cause of Freethought. He committed suicide by 
drowning on the morning of Wednesday, August 
14th. For a long time he has been a severe suf
ferer from a complication of diseases of the elimi
nating organs, greatly aggravated by his extreme 
nervous sensitivness and his habit of morbid intro
spection. He felt that his services during his work
ing years entitled him in the decline of life to a 
greater degree of recognition than he received, and 
he was keenly stung by his poverty, and what he 
thought were the slights of his comrades. He was 
of a delicate, refined nature, alive in every :fiber of 
his being to all that was beautiful in the cosmos 
and in art, and, as a coasequence, vulnerable to the 
attacks of all that was ugly and cruel, wherever 
found. He was a diligent student of human char
acter, and it was one of his delights to analyze the 
mental and moral organizations of men and women, 
either after personal examination or through cor
respondence. , 

Mr. Cook was a lover of liberty, championing the 
cause of the enslaved and oppressed everywhere. 
Only once, so far as the knowledge of the writer of 
this extends, did he lose sight for a time of the fun
damental principle, and that was when his intense 
loathing of intoxicants and tobacco led him to tem
porarily ally himself with the Prohibitionists. He 
antagonized slavery in his youth and later won the 
hatred and incurred the persecution of the church 
and Mrs. Grundy for his devotion to mental and 
social freedom. We hope to be able at a later day 
to giv our readers something of the history of his 
early struggles. His many friends, scattered from 
New England to the Pacific, will, we are sure, be 
glad of such a record, incomplete though it must be. 

Dr. F. A. M. Cook, who sends us the particulars 
of the death of Professor Cook, says that he had 
attended the Old Settlers' meeting on August 2d, 
and came home very much exhausted. He took 
cold and later had a heavy chill. Subsequently he 
was better, as Dr. Cook thought. When a friend 
who had called to see him shook hands with him at 
parting and said, " I hope, Mr. Cook, you will be 
better the next time I see you,'' he replied, "You 
had better wish I would be dead." (He often said 
I!IOmething like this under similar circumstances.) 
When his friend protested against his talking so 
despondingly, he asked " What is the use of living 
and suftering so 1" That evening other friends 
called and he directed Dr. Cook to giv them copies 
of newspapers, thus manifesting his interest in re
form work to the last. He declined to hav anyone 
sit up with him that night. When Dr. Cook went 
over later he had gone to bed. When she called in 
the morning with hot water to make him lemonade, 
she glanced in ~t the window and saw a paper lying 
in his chair. As she reached the door she saw the 
words " watering hole." A second glance showed 
that the bed was empty. At the watering hole, a 
pool only about two and a half-feet deep, she 
found him dead. He had taken the rope from the 
water pail, tied a stone to each end, and placing 
the rope across the back of his neck, had thrown 
himself face downward into the pool. Careful of 
others to the last, he had taken off his shirt to pre
vent its getting soiled, and placed it, with his vest, 
in his trunk. In the pocket of the vest was the 
money for his cremation fees, and his :final instruc
tions. He had written his farewell to Dr. Cook the 
evening before, or very early that morning. Every
thing had been done with the greatest apparent de 
liberation and forethought. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

far as we are able, the work to which he contrib
uted all that he had to giv. On his urn we place the 
tribute of our respect. 

Kansas Liberals Meet. 
The Fifth Annual Convention of the Kansas 

Freethought Association was held in Forest Park, 
Ottawa, August 6th to 11th. inclusiv, 1895. The 
popular meeting-place for Kansas people is the 
beautiful park on the Marias des Cygnes. There 
was good speaking and fair weather, and all had a 
gloriously delightful time. 

Mrs. Etta Sample's address of welcome was re
ceived with interest and attention. It was followed 
by D. W. Hull with a :fitting address, "The Object 
of Freethought Organizations and the Effect of 
Unity." C. V. Williams lectured on the "Conflict 
Between Reason and Religion." A very 1>leasing 
and well-written paper by Miss Laura Knox, on 
"Secular Sunday-schools," was received with great 
interest. Samuel Carter spoke on "Liberal Funer
als." Other speakers were E Z. Ernst, James 
Pontius, Alexander Rose, F. W. Cotton, and J, W. 
Adams. 

A very interesting debate was had on the subject, 
"The Efficacy of Prayer and its Effects on Human
ity," by Rev. J, H. Lathrop and ex-Adjutant-General 
H. H. Artz. Both are good speakers. The best of 
feeling was shown throughout by the speakers, and 
the audience was attentiv and admiring. 

Letters from persons who e<mld not attend were 
read by the president, Etta Semple. Damon Hig
bee, J. H. Cook, E. M. Macdonald, A. Warren, Mary 
Tillotson, W. S. Bell, and Moses Harman were 
among those who wrote. 

Sunday evening we were given a closing address 
by J. F. Oliphant. 

The following resolutions were adopted: 
Resolved, That Congress, in passing what is known as 

the Comstock law; has exhibited a profligate n~e of the 
power in it vested, has overstepped the bounds of reason 
and propriety. · 

That this act, which we most heartily condemn, brands 
useful information as obscene, prevents the spread of 
knowledge that would elevate all humanity, and increases 
and protects ignorance by law. 

That this p • .ver, vested in Congress, if as reckl<~ssly 
used in futuro liB in the past, will in the near future either 
enslave the people of the nation or destroy the govern
ment. 

Resolved, That we, members of the Kansas Free
thought Association assembled in convention at Ottawa, 
do extend to our brother and past secretary, Moses Har
man, our sincere and heartfelt sympathy. That while we 
feel our helplessness to aid him against snob a powerful 
influence as the law which holds him, yet we can remem
ber him and sympathize with him, and we will put forth 
every e:ff<.Jrt to eradicate this growing evil, and thereby 
save other brothers and sisters from like fate. 

A short quotation from J. F. Oliphant's speech: 
Theology has sought with sword and flame to blight 

and blast the purest things of earth. Freethonght nas 
sought with argument and reason to fill the world with 
light and love; to gild the fleeting hours with gold, and 
to heap upon the hearts of men the priceless boon of joy. 
Freethonght taught the valued lesson that oppsition in 
thought is as essential to felicitous government as compe
tition is -necessary to the purity of the trades. Free
thought was the parent of science; theology could not 
hav been, for theology has boundary lines. Freethonght 
has none. The religions say, "Thnsfar shalt thou go and 
no farther." Freethonght says, "To the stars and be
yond!" 

True science has no snob unknown quantity as faith; 
it either knows or does not know. It will not acknowl
edge a heaven that is built upon the sands of "promis," 
until it has seen .tbtl glitter of its throne, touched its jas
per walls, or heard the rustle of an angel's wing. 

Officers of the Kansas Freethought Association: 
Etta Semple, president, Ottawa ; first vice president, 
Samuel Carter, Asherville; second vice-president, 
Isaac Farley, Melvern; secretary and treasurer, 
Geo. W. Jones, Everest; state lecturers, James 
Pontius, Washington; Alexander Rose, Lawrence; 
Isaac Farley, Melvern ; Samuel Carter, Asherville ; 
Miss Laura Knox, Portland. The next annual 
meeting will be held in the full of the moon, Au
gust, 1896, at a place to be selected by a committee 
of seven. GEo. W. JoNEs, secretary. 

General Sherman and the Chaplains. 
Dr. Cook had the body embalmed, went with it 

to St. Louis, and it was reduced to ashes in the General Sherman, says Harper's Weekly, was 
crematory there, in accordance with the long ex· not one of the silent generfl.ls, like Grant and Von 
pressed wish of the reformer. . Moltke. He had the gift of communicating his 

James H. Cook was born in East Hampton, Con- sentiments, both orally and in writing, and he had 
necticut, March 12, 1819. sentiments on many subjects which he was very 

Dr. Cook wishes to extend her thanks to all the ready to communicate. Whatever fault any one 
friends who assisted her in carrying out the wishes might :find with sentiments that he expressed, it 
of the deceased, and to his correspondents she begs was seldom that there was occasion to complain 

b · that he failfld to make himself understood, or to say that as soon as she feels a le she w1ll en-
deavor to attend to unanswered correspondence. cloaked his convictions with obscure or euphemistic 
The last words in her letter ware : ,, I am more in language. The following letter, written while he 
favor of cremation than ever." was general of the army, is interesting, both as an 

The end has come. His sufferings are over. He example ~f his ?fficial epi~tolary style~ and on ac-
lived a thinker and humanitarian. He died a count of Its subJect ILatter · • • 
philosopher. In his life he st~uggled toward "~Y DEAR SIR: Yours of July 24th lS rec~lVe.d, 
~rander hi&'hts. lt is for us to carry forw~rd1 ~Q . ,.Jld 1f ~our ~rother1 the :&ev. ____,. -, of Illinou1, 
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will make his application to the secretary of war for 
a chaplaincy in the army, and send me his papers, I 
will indorse and lay them before the secretary for 
the action of the president, who alone always makes 
these appointments. 

"I never giv original letters to the president or 
secretary of war, because it would be wrong for 
me to do so, as they might refer several applicants 
to me for selection, and I would seem to be com
mitted to the one holding my letter. I think there 
are several Jmndred applicants now, each one of 
whom is stronger in the faith than St. Paul, and most 
of whom, before appointment, are anxious to be mar
tyrs ; but once appointed and confirmed they ob
ject to our frontier posts- because they are ill 
adapted for raising a large family of small children. 

"Of course the whole system is now a farce and 
meant to be so. If Congress wanted the army to 
hav the influence of religion, it would allow the 
commanding officer of each post remote from civili
zation to hire and pay for a minister while employed, 
like surgeons. Of such posts there are nearly a 
hundred, whereas the chaplains are limited to thirty, 
say half of whom are sick, or don't like the isolation 
of Texas, Arizona, etc. Of course there are no va
cancies now, and they are gobbled up as soon as 
the telegraph announces a death-there are no res
ignations-and so greedy are the applicants that 
they will not even wait for the funeral. 

"If your brother wants to join in this scramble 
to become a martyr, let him send me his papers, 
and I will see they are :filed.; and then let him hav 
some Senator or member of Congress to rush to the 
president the moment he learns a chaplain is 'in 
extremis.' Very truly yours, 

"W. T. SHERMAN, Gflneral." 

Insnlting His ., Cloth." 
The New York Sun of Aug. 19~h tells this in

structiv little story : 
Father Ducey of St. Leo's Roman 'catholic church and 

an Atheist had a· discussion concerning religion outside 
the West Thirtieth street police station last night, at the 
conclusion of which the priest, after he had soundly be
rated his adversary, jumped into his carriage and drove 
away. 
It was shortly after 10 o'clock when the priest drove to 

the station house to compliment Captain Pickett on the 
manner in which he was enforcing the excise law. 

After leaving the captain the priest stopped to talk 
with some reporters who were outside listening to the 
singing of the colored congregation of a church aoross the 
street. 

While Father Ducey stood there a well dressed, elderly 
man, who had been asking Sergeant Lane some question, 
emerged from the station house and stopped beside the 
priest to listen to the singing. 

Some one remarked that the Negroes were very enthu
siastic in their form of worship. 

"All religion is nothing more than enthusiasm," re
marked the new comer. 

''Why do :von say that when we hav snob m~~oster minds 
as Cardinal Newman who believe otherwise?" retorted 
Father Ducey. 

"Talking about master minds," answered the elderly 
man, "how about Alexander von Humboldt?" at the 
same time shaking his finger in Father Bucey's face. 

Father D11cey st~ized hold of the man's wrist and 
shoved his arm aside, demanding, in an angry tone, what 
he meant by assuming a threatening attitude. 

"You havinsnlted my cloth, sir," said Father Ducey, 
" and I hav a mind --" 

Seeming suddenly to recover his self-possession the 
priest walked quickly to his carriage. As he entered it 
he turned and said: "I am a member of the church mil
itant." 

"Ohl" answered the gray~bearded man, "I did not 
know yon were a clergyman. Anyway, one would never 
think so, judging from your l11ngna.ge." 

The sentence was lost on Father Ducey, who by this 
time was whirling through Thirtieth street in his car
riage. 

The elderly gentleman was mistaken in one par
ticular-the language of Father Ducey was emi
nently clerical. The priest, no matter to what 
church he adheres, cannot bear contradiction or 
free expression, and is always tempted to bluster, 
although he often nowadays :finds it unprofitable to 
show what he really feels; in this instance Father 
Ducey's prudence put a check upon his temper at 
the critical moment. 

"Religion's Unusual Effect" is the head that the 
World puts on a dispatch from Pine Bluff, Arkan
sas, telling how Jesse Isborg, a Negro, became 
crazed by religion at a revival meeting, prayed all 
night, and in the morning shot his landlady at 
the breakfast table, mortally wounding her, and :fin
ished his career by blowing out his own brains. 
Why did the World put such a misleading head on 
the dispatch! What is there "unusual" in the spec
tacle of a man driven crazy by religion 1 

Col mel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sept. 1-Clear Lake, Ia ..................................... Lincoln 

'' 3-Peoria, Ill .......................................... Linooln 
·u 8-Des MoinesJ. Ia ................................... Lincoln 
•• 17-Stamford1 uoJlll ............................... , .. Lincoln 
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The Pictorial Text-Book Goes 
DAYVILLE, ORE., Aug. 10, 1895. 

1\fR. EDITOR: For inclosed send THE 
TRUTH BEEKER for one year and "Picto-
rial Text-Book" to A. OFFICER. 

GRAY, N. M., Aug. 5, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, for the 

renewal of my subscription, and that of a 
new subscriber, who is a great admirer of 
Freethonght literature. Please send me 
the " Pictorial Text-Book," the "Age of 
Reason," "Liberty of Man, Woman, and 
Ohild," and "A wfnl Disclosures of Maria 
Monk." Yours truly, S. T. GRAY. 

GILTA, OAL., Aug. 4, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, for 

which mal"k me up another year in THE 
TRUTH BEEKER family, and send me Put
nam's "Four Hundred Yea""B of Free 
thought," and for the other $3 send THE 
TRUTH BEEKER for one year, and "Old 
Testament Stories Oomioally Illustrated" 
to Simon Barandun. 

Long may yon liv to fight the sky pilots. 
H. DANNENBRINK. 

TuosoN, Amz., Aug. 6, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4, for 

which send THE TRUTH· BEEKER for one 
year and the "Pictorial Text-Book" to a 
friend of mine. For the balance send me 
"Die Irrthiimer Moses," die "Mod erne 
Gotterdammerung," and "Wunder und 
Wunderthaler," in German, as a friend of 
mine. who is not proficient in English, 
would like to read them, and oblige 

Yours truly, GEo. PusoH. 

For Liberty of Bible Circnlatiun. 
WHITE RIVER, 0AL , Aug. 5. E. M. 295. 
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed fifty oeAts is 

for the Wise Defense Fund. 
Yours, ETHAN ALLEN GATEs. 

Sailors to tbe Rescue of Wise. 
u.s. s. OLYMPIA, MARE ISLAND, OAL.,} 

Aug. 7, 1895. 
MR. ED;rTOR: Inclosed please find $5 for 

the defense of Mr. Wise, of Kansas; $3 of 
the amount I hav collected from my ship
mates, and $2 more I am promised. So I 
send the $5. Very truly yours, 

G. H. PURDY. 

Scattering Seeds of Truth. 
PARKERSBURG, W. VA, Aug. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find $l for "Age of 
Reason" and "Self. Oontradiotions of the 
Bible," about the same number of each. 
Wishing the truth seekers all good health, 

Yours very truly, LEONARD WALTERS. 

He Proves That He Likes It. 
BURLINGTON, !A., Aug. 14, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for " The 
Field-Ingersoll Discussion;" "The Inger
soll-Gladstoue Oontroversy," and "Myth 
and Miracle." The remainder you can 
credit to the Wise Defense Fund. 

My paving for THE TRUTH SEEKER two 
years in advance, as I did a short time ago, 
shows that I appreciate it. I subscribe for 
quite a number of papers and magazines, 
but always read THE TRUTH BEEKER first, 
and I think Reston's pictures are simply 
immense. WILBUR MoSENA. 

He Reads it Through Each Week. 
THORNBURG, !A., July 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 50. P1ease 
apply $1 to defend Brother Wise and lib
erty, as I see by THE TRUTH BEEKER ·of July 
20th that more money will be needed to 
establish the most simple principles of jus
tice when religion is involved in a contro
versy. For the rest, please send me 
" Geological Sketches at Home and 
Abroad," and" Oha.rles Darwin: His Life 
and Work." 

Keep right on with your great work. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER is the only paper I can 
find time to read :through each week. 

E. D. NAUMAN. 

The Car Is Rolling On. 
FREDONIA, N.Y., Aug. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2. Paine's 
works are being read here and sent for as 
never before. No falsehood, by whatever 
name called, or covered by the myths of 
ages, but sooner or later must yield to the 
all-powerful truth that is so rapidly com-

ing up the steeps of time. The engin of 
science and truth is on the track. It is 
surely and swiftly moving toward the goal 
of humanity, the universal brotherhood of 
the races. 

One dollar of the inclosed is for the 
''Field and In~ersoll" and '' G\adstonA 
and Ingersoll" debates, "Myths and 
Miracles," and '' Orimes of Preachers." 

PLINY SMITH. 

Thinks That He Is Good, but Young. 
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Aug. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $4 to renew my 
subscription to your paper, and for the 
book, as proposed in your liberal offer to 
those who renew. The regular price would 
hav been satisfactory, and I would hav re
mitted just as quickly. I hav previously or
dered several copies of the book, but hav 
disposed of them. I hav been at Monroe, 
Iowa., visiting a brother, and hav just re
turned; that is the reason I hav not remit
ted sooner. While at MonToe I listened to 
a lecture by Franklin Steiner, whinh wa'l 
superb, although coming from one so 
young.· Mr. Steiner is already widely 
known, and, if he livs and remains in the 
Liberal field, will be more extensivly 
known in the future. W:u, HART. 

A.t the Grave of W. R. Bachelor, Jr. 
Aug. 15, 1895. 

FRIENDS: I undertake the painful task 
of speaking a few word~ at the final resting 
place of my son. What shall I s&y of 
death? It is birth; it is life. It is the in
exorahle law of nature. Every moment t\ 

man is born; every moment one dies. A 
few years ago we were not; a few years 
hence and all now living will be gone. Do 
you ask me what becomes of the intelli
gence, loves, hopes, fears, of the dead? 
My answer is: Where is motion when the 
wheels stops, or the light when the candle 
is blown out? All in nature -all in the 
universe. The tearful eyes of millions 
follow loved ones to that curtain that has 
never been lifted. 

Thet:~, we all hav to die, for nature's laws 
are unalterable. She seems to " create 
man without purpose, and destroy him 
without regret." Thus I fail to see any 
special providence, or the execution of any 
divine will. Prayers and supplications 
can hav no effect on the laws of fate. 

He that is before you-the fell hand of 
a wasting disease (consumption) was laid 
upon him in the days of his manhood. He 
lingered many months with the certainty 
of death before him. He belonged to no 
church-he was a Freethinker. He never 
murmured in his long illness, but met 
death with calmness and without fear. He 
was conscious to the last. A short time 
before he passed away he called me and 
told me he was dying. And thus he passed 
away and now rests. He was a· filial son, 
a loving brother, a true friend. He stood 
for truth and right. We now leave him in 
the arms of mother earth. Among birds 
and flowers, green fields, babbling brooks, 
and the golden sunshine. 

Farewell-a long farewell. 
DR. w. R. BACHELOR. 

up, make the "bell" a little bigger, put 
the "mouthpiece" close to the pulpit and 
carefully follow the known laws of aooons
tios, and then if the "Thorne of Grace " 
is ever to be reached by an appeal from us 
poor critters, we will hav the in1'lide track 
on the effete aud non-progressiv old world 
where the churches are old and held in 
such veneration that they would not dare 
to try to remodel them. 

As the bell being directed upward will 
catch a good deal of rain-water here in 
Webfoot, it (the water) ·could be turned 
into the baptismal font by a simple gate, 
and that alone would save enough in a 
short time to pay for the extra work. 

Yours for utility and convenience, 
THOS. s. WILKES. 

Mr. S. J. Fleckten. 
LEXINGTON, KY., Aug. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We are living on the out
skirts of an ancient regime, or period, 
which wasoon~istent within itself but which 
lost its great power through many defects. 

We are now left without restraint, wild 
and uncivilized, but the holy cuttle-fish 
religion is a'! strong as ever, its slimy arms 
wound tightly around the public schools 
and the children who attend them. 

These children are willing proselytes, 
stolen from their parents to all intents 
and purposes; a helpless credulity sup
posed to be a part of their nature. This 
ignorant faculty is termed "reverence " in 
later years. 

Mr. Fleokten does not boast of anything 
of the kind. He is the prophet who has 
arisen in our Israel, who has brought to a 
crisis the evils of the school situation, 
oharaot!lrized by suspense, deceit, misery, 
intrigue, and imposition. 

The mass of the people hav remained 
inaotiv, while religions exercises were con
ducted in our public schools, the fien<l 
Fanaticism, also, corrupting the moral 
atmosphere which we breathe. 

At this critical moment comes into the 
arena this true man, armed with the prin
ciple "Sink or swim, liv or die, I am for 
liberty of thought," his noble children 
echoing the same sentiment. 

A slow, temporizing policy will not 
eradicate great evils. Said Washington, 
"We must erect a standard, to which the 
people can always repair with safety., 
The great orthodox leaders, who capture 
the young, are slaves to their party marhle 
statues, without progressiv thoughts or 
noble pity for the world. How would 
they appear beside Oondoroet and Voltaire. 

Respectfully, ALHAZA. 

The Olla Podrida of Astronomy and 
Theology. 

BANTA 0Ruz, ·OAL., Aug. 7, B M. 295. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, to renew 

my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER for 
two years. 

I would like to know if some Ohristian 
scholar can tell the meaning of the follow
ing language: 

The Lord delighteth not in any man's 
legs, neither hath he pleasure in the 
strength of a horse. 

Our God is a. consuming fire. 
Some Suggestions for the Bre'hren. A.nd when the devil had ended all the 

GREENVILLE, OR, Aug. 7, 1895. temptation, he departed from him for a 
M E I h season. 

R. DITOR: read t e paper every I will rend the caul of their heart, and 
week and enjoy it very much, especially there will I devour them like a lion. 
Observations and News and Notes, which For I will tread them in mine anger and 
take me back to the old days of Free- trample them in my fury, and their blood 
thou,qht, of which I hav an almost com- shall be sprinkled upon my garments, and 

I will stain all my raiment. For the day 
plete file. of vengeance is in mine heart, and the year 

I write merely to giv the churchmen a of my redeemed is come. 
practical idea, and realizing the superior- It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands 
ity of a diae:ram to mere written disorip- of the living God. 
tion, I ask Heston to illustrate it. What is meant by the seven eyes in God-

In driving into Hillsboro one day, I no- all-mighty's forehead? The seven stars in 
tioed that all the steeples on the· churches J. Ohrist's right hand? The seven golden 
were shaped like a speaking trumpet Bboh candlesticks? The seven vials of wrath? 
as firemen and sailors use to make them- The seven seals of. prophecy? The .. seven 
selva heard in the midst of great turmoil. gifts of the spirit? The seven deadly sins? 
Now, if the churchmen wanted to hear or any ather of the seven holy or unholy 
the voice of the almighty, the steeples are things which we find always so ingeniously 
all right, ·but the most of the prayers are contrived to set the brains of religious pee
appeals to " him" to do something for us, ple at &ixes and sevens? I do believe that 
and as very little seems to be done it is the whole affair of which they speak and 
just possible that in the din created by the preach, and which is called gospel, has no 
Oatholio and A. P. A. love feasts, cyclones, reference at all to any persons that ever 
steam-whistles, dynamos, holineBB rant- existed, or events that ever occurred 
ers, and the like, that the supplications do upon earth, but is astronomical. The 
not reach the ear of divinity at aU. If we author of "The Diegesis," Rev. Robert 
are to keep building churches and wish to 1aylor, D. D., said it is all to be seen and 
realize the greatest amount of good attain- is all exhibited in the visible heavens; and 
able,. let us turn the steeples "tother" end so it is indeed. "I set my affections on 

• 
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things above, not on things on earth;" that 
is, " I set my nnderRtanding and appre
hension on the great prinoiples of astron
omical soienoe. I do not believe that J esnq 
Ohrist and his apostles were persons that 
ever existed upon earth. The Bible, in the 
historical sense which the Ohristian clergy 
put upon it, is the language of idiooy or of 
stark, staring madness; but it rises into 
grandeur and astonishing wisdom and 
truth when read in its astronomical signi
ficance. 

Hence, the sun speaks that sublimely al
legorical and most correctly astronomical 
language: "I am the resurrection and the 
life. He that believeth in me, though he 
were dead, yet shall he liv, and whosoever 
liveth and believeth in me shall never 
die." Thus the sun pledges to us, not the 
foolish dream of the immortality of man, 
but the philosophical truth of the eternity 
of nature. VICTOR LAINlll. 

Anti-Missionary Vaccination Wanted. 
LEAVENWORTH. KAN., Aug. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The killing of missionaries 
in Ohina is merely an exchange of the re
ligious compliments of the season. A few 
hundred Ohinamen having been killed one 
time and another by the Ohristians in this 
country, it was getting high time that our 
imitativ pagan neighbors should return 
the courtesy. They hav been slow catch
ing on, however, and are away behind in 
the count. The Oht"istians are the best 
butchers, ten to one. Take notice what a 
dandyjobtheydidat Rook Springs, Wyo., 
a few years ago. They massacred a whole 
colony of unarmed pagans (nearly one 
hundred) in less than an hour, and licked 
their chops for more. And our " Ohristian 
government" did not punish the bloody 
fiends either. But "all the same" the 
Ohristians now demand that our govern
ment must declare war against Ohina if 
she does not ferret out and behead the 
slayers of the missionaries. That is differ
ent. No forgivness; no turning of the 
other cheek. Turkey for Ohristian, crow 
for pagan. A fair s&mple of Ohristian 
justice. 

The missionaries should stay at home. 
They force themselvs into communities 
against the wishes of the entire population. 
They decoy the young and poison their 
minds against their parents' religion, thus 
becoming a public nuisance. This is in
famous. It enrages parents, and the "mis
sion" is hated and detested worse than a 
pest-house or a leper's den. That the "pa
gans, hav endured the inflio~ion so long 
and so patiently as they hav speak~ volumes 
for their good breeding and toleration, 
which is infinitly superior to that of the 
Ohristian. 

The very act of sending "missionaries" 
there, as though they were savages, is an 
insult to the nation and to the people. 
Religions propagandism is extremely 
abhorrent to them. It is never practiced 
by Oriental religions, being considered a 
gross breach of the rn'"les of etiqnet. It 
is a vice peculiar to Ohristianity, or more 
likely a contagions disease. May we hope 
that some one may discover a way to vao· 
cinate against it? S. R. Sm:rBERD, 

A Freethought Hall. 
Aug. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Iowa has another Free
thought hall. It has been erected through 
the generosity of Mr. James Hart, of 
Monroe. While not of monster dimension!', 
and wanting in the touches of a Michael 
Angelo, it is of ample size for the com
munity in which it iA situated, and is a 
thing of beauty in addition. Several years 
ago Mr. Hart attempted to buy a lot for 
the purpose in the town of Monroe, Jasper 
Oo., !a. Such a storm was raised against 
the plan that persons owning land asked 
him twice as much as a lot was worth. 
The advocates of "Peace on Earth" 
threatened to burn such an edifice in <:.ase 
it waa constructed. Not intending to be 
foiled, our friend determined to build it 
on hi' farm about a mile from town, and 
there it stands. Though not a regnlar car
penter, Mr. Hart sawed every board, and 
drove every nail, On Friday, August 2d, 
it was ready for dedication. The interior 
had been well furnished with chairs, two 
tables, and an organ. Mr. W m. Hart, of 
Kirkville, Mo., brother to James Hart, 
came up to assist us. He is well kno 'n as 
the author of" The Oandle From Unde:r 
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the Bushel," and his activity in t-he work 
of Liberalism dates from many years ago. 
At eight o'clock in the evening tbe people 
began to arrive, and in a short time the 
road was filled with the buggies and wag
ons of those who Jiad come from a distance. 
The hall was soon filled, and when I began 
to speak we had more people outside than 
inside, and st.m they came. Tbe most 
sangnin of the Liberals expected only a 
moderate attendance, but they were hap
pily disappointed. We hav had lectures in 
Monroe before, but they were poorlv at
tended, and the Christians called them a 
failure. They could not say tha~ thiR 
time. I must relate an amusing incident. 
When Mr. Hart first went to the ball in 
the morning, he found lying at the door a 
monstrous iron bomb, sixteen inches long
and three and three-fourths inches in di
ameter. It was well made, and had evi
dently been put together by a mechanic· 
Two fuses on one end were nearly burned 
away, and a black circle on the step was 
the result. Matches were also found. It 
looked formidable, and was, donbt!Pss, as 
strong an argument as could be offered, 
but it turned out to be like all other Chris
tian arguments- harmless. When Mr. 
Hart opened it he found the contents to 
be half straw and half mud-two splendid 
representative of the Christian religion. 
No doubt the person who placed it there 
would much rather it had contained dyna
mite, and he only showed what he would 
like to do if he could, The name of the 
hall is "The Oak Park Institute." It will 
be open for the discussion of all questions 
pertaining to the good of mankind, and 
partienlarly for Freethonght lectures. Let 
ns hope that we may see manv more build
ings of the kind all over the United States. 

FRANKLIN STEINER. 

No "American Sabbath." 
UHA.RLESTON, S. C., Aug. 10, 295 E.M. 

MR. EDITOR: Without any idea it would 
reach its! columns, but on principle I sent 
the following letter to the World some 
time ago. 

Possibly not brief enough, perhaps a 
little too pronounced, m"Y be unsatisfac
tory elsewise, at any rate I am nllt aware 
its finality was other than the wastebasket. 
F~tnons Protestanism seems quite in a 

way to overreach itself and is acting the 
willing oatspaw to astute and ohnokling 
Catholicism! 

Bnt Catholic chestnuts (roasted or nn
roasted) are not to our eclectic liking
however accommodating our Protestant 
friends-and, "the burnt child dreads the· 
fire," I thin 'k, still carries a searching 
moral. Lours LEviNE. 

SUNDAY "BA.BBA.THI" 
Editor New York World: The World 

moves to impress the truth that facts are 
stubborn things; the theory that attempts 
to ignore them insures its early destruc
tion. 

In a press rApo~t dated Boston, July 
141b, is this item: 

"Dr. Arthur Little, of Dorchester, pre
sided at a meeting npon Sabbath observ
ano", held this afternoon at Park Street 
ohnroh, which was well filled with ChriE
tian Endeavorers. In opening- tho speak
ing, be said U wa11 the duty o(the Repub
lic to Bee that the Lord's Day waB well 
kept. 

"Dr. Page, of Leavenworth, Kan , 
pleaded for the Puritan Sabbath in the 
West, where he said Sunday was a holiday. 
Many Sabbath breakers were from fami
lies formerly worshiping in Park Street 
church." 

Here is news I Here is a glorious chance 
for your state religion. Here is an open
ing for that much desired {by certain re
ligionists) government department of re
ligion (oreedless?) to expound the contra
rieties of the scriptures, the inoapables to 
decide the meum et tuum of the people's 
dearly-bought, perhaps too narelessly 
prized, liberties! Here is a Mnfia-dagger 
for Religions Liberty's fair form! And 
here is the kind of an American that 
would loose the blood-hounds of religions 
proscription! 

For a " religious" body to make the 
plea, It is rest (whatever that facile word 
may be made to mean), when they care 
not a fig more for "rest" than they do for 
the outraged principle, is palpably dishon
est and immoral, and yet snob a body 
pose11 as an immaculate "!-am-holier-than
thou!" and actually believes (amazing!) 
people are snob consummate addle-pates 
as not to detect the ill-disguised hypocrisy. 

''Religions clauses" of any description 
that would control in any matter of 

mooted npinion and belief, are every one 
relics of colonial enaotm11nts; and with the 
4th of July, 1776, for Americans, became 
mere barnacles on the American shin of 
state, which it is becoming- quite evident 
now, should be struck away ere the safety 
and the salline: qualities of the glorious 
craft be 11eriously impaired. 

There is no "American Sabbath " that 
we hear ad -nauBeam, in the sense that the 
govel'nment mav hav anything to do with 
anv holy day of any religion, that it may 
deny liberty by enfnroing a hybrid law that 
is expected to and does giv to one bodv of 
oitiz11nB of one faith a privilege it would 
denv to any oth11r. 

HolidayR are for "rest and recreation," 
and are deservedly popular, and these 
alone come into the state'R purview. 

TherA is a higher question than that of 
"beer " involved! It is a fundamental 
American principle that is challenged. 
The sooner the neople awake to the latent 
possibilities for danger in anv compromise. 
the sooner will the question of the total 
separation of the religions and secular in
terests-the absolute div01·ce between 
church and state-be defl.nitly and forever 
BPt.tJed. 

Let the World champion this distinotiv 
Americanism and see that justice is don<l, 
that the main contention be nnobscnred! 

July 18, 1895. LoUis LEviNE, 

Has God a Soul Factory 1 
MoNTEREY, TENN., July 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased 
with Mr. Pikard's intellectual autobiog
raphy. It may seem strange, but mv ex
perience was almost identical with his np 
to the time I left the church. After pass
ing my final examination for the ministry, 
and after completing all the preliminary 
arrangements for my ordination, I sev
ered my connection with both ministry 
and church. The soul problem is one that 
has occupied my·attention for many years. 
I said to myself, "What evidence is tbere 
to prove that man possesses a dual na
ture?" I read, and read, and sifted, and I 
am still reading and siftine:. and all the 
evidence I hav accumulated points the 
other way. The subject presented itself 
in this light to me : When a young couple 
get married, and the female conceives and 
brings forth a child, every act connected 
therewith is a natural act. Can a natural 
act produce a 11piritnal substance? Reason 
says No. Then, if nature. in her multifar
ious, intrieate and wonderful workings, 
can not produce a soul, there is but one 
other way a soul could be brought into ex
istence, and that would be by special cre
ation by some almighty power. What kind 
of direct evidence hav we in our posses
sion that tends to demonstrate to ns that 
we are immortal? None whatever. If 
there be an almighty being, his most essen
tial attribute must be justice. Does snob 
a being exist? If he has a soul factory in 
the seventh heaven, he must know the des
tiny of eaoh'sonl manufactured there. Not 
only so, but he must also determin, prior 
to its leaving the heavenly factory, to what 
womb, family, and country each soul must 
be transferred. Here is a family of learn
ing, wealth, refinement, and conspicuous 
morality. The wife givs birth to a beauti
ful daughter. It is loved, cherished, and 
trained in all things calculated to make it 
happy. It takes the good path through 
life. Doing good to others affnrds it 
boundless pleasure. It knows no evil, for 
it has never been permitted to witness one 
single scene of wickedness during its ex
istence on earth. This child dies, say, at 
the age of thirty, and goes straight into 
Abraham's bosom. Here is another family, 
living in one of the lowest slums on earth. 
This wife also brings forth a daughter. It 
is trained from its infancy in crime and 
immorality, in order to furnish an ade
quate income for its degraded parents. 
This child also livs thirty years, but during 
all these years it never knew one moment's 
honest pleasure, and, in a fit of melan
choly, it ends its earthly existence by the 
poison route. The orthodox God, being 
omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent, just, 
and munificent, made these two souls, sent 
one on its mission of pleasurable and ecs
tatic delight, which commenced here and 
will never end, and the other was sent on 
its mission of misery, pain, intensified suf
fering, and eternal agony. Where is his 
justice? The orne!, brutal, and blood
thirsty character of the Jewish God is well 
portrayed in 2Sa.mnel xxiv. This chapter 
shows him to be the moet unjust and in
famous monster that ever existed. He first 

of all prompts David to number the 
people, then gets mail at David for execut
ing his own order. It was David that com
mitted the crime, if crime it was, but there 
were 70.000 innocent men who were bu
baronsly mass!lored for David's or1me. 
Where is God's justice? 

I was mneh amused at the description of 
Mr. White's mena~erie. His bills an
nouncing its arrival are incomplete. The 
prison Peter was incarcerated in, the 
aorons Professor Paul made fl.y out of the 
bodies of his patients, the j~wboue of the 
jackass with which Samson slew his thous
ands, a wheel off the chariot Enoch soared 
to heaven in, the giant's bed that was only 
16 feet 4 inches long and 7 feet wide; the 
pillal'B Samson pulled out when he com
mitted suicide, a sample of the eyes 
the Philistines wore when they took a 
peep through the roof, through the people 
below, and the ground floor, when they 
got their last glimpse of Sam~on; the log 
shanty where Samson saw the harlot, and 
a few of the foxes Samson tied together. 
My dears, there are many more curiosities 
not yet mentioned, but if you will look to 
the right, yon will see nothing; look to the 
left, yon will observe the same; look be
fore, it is still there; look behind, there is 
still no change; but if the juveniles, when 
they crawl under the oanva'l, will only 
keep their eyes open, they m~y see some 
of the lice Aaron created when he worked 
his ten miraoleR. In connection with this 
lice business, Moses did not giv the E~yp
tian mag-icians a fair show. Aaron had· 
already used np all the dust there wall in 
the country, so there was none left out of 
which the magicians could make lice. If 
they failed, it was because there was no 
dust left. If Aaron had taken hold of a 
chunk of nothing, and had made his lice 
from it, then he mig-ht hav claimed a vic
tory over the magicians, but as it was, the 
magicians were asked to d' something 
that Aaron had not done. No, no, Aaron, 
this won't do. Giv thA magicians a fair 
show. JOHN PRITCHARD. 

An Address to the Doubters. 
SPRINGFIELD, NEv., Aug. 15, 1895. 

MR 'EmTOR: 0 ye of little faith, know 
ye not, there'fore, that in olden time there 
went forth a great warrior conquering 
cities and laying waste great countries, 
and the peoole marve:ed greatly, saying, 
"Verily, verily, J oshna is a great general"? 
And it c11me to pass that the "virgin de
spoiler," in his many perigrina tiona up and 
down the "vale of tears," allowed Joshua 
to hav many and divers seances with his 
nibbs, and thus they stood pat. 

Know ye not also that his armies were 
marshaled to the music of the most noted 
and world-renowned bands of that or any 
other age? Not even ws.s Gilmore's a cir
cumstance. 

Its leader, Gideon, was the greatest 
band-master east or we9t of Jordan, be
cause, f~rsooth, he could blow a ram's 
horn to a finish. Ye shonldst know also 
that Gabriel as a ram's hornist was not 
in it even a little bit. 

Verily, verily, I say unto yon marvel 
not at his greatness, for even unto this 
day no man bloweth a ram's horn like unto 
Gideon. Now there was in that land (a 
Sabbath day's journey west of Jordan) a 
great and flourishing city, whose king was 
not warlike, neither were the people; nay, 
much more, but were so peace-loving that 
they continually cried out, saying, "Yon 
can play in my back-yard." 

Then saith Joshua (the son of Nun) to 
the centurions and multitude of soldiers, 

, " Be thou strong and of good courage, 
prepare thou' grub,' for although Jo:l:"dan 
is a hard road to travel, thou shalt within 
three days pass over it and to the city of 
Jericho." And they answered, saying, 
"All that thou oommandest ns we will do, 
and whithersoever thou sendest ns will 
go, even though it be over the ' great di
vide.' As we did to Moses on the east of 
Jordan so will we stay with thee toward 
the setting sun." Then said J oshna, the 
son of Nun, '"l'he city of Jericho must 
become a prey to ns that we may O"l"er
throw it, and despoil the people thereof. 
Howbeit," saith J oshna, " it has a great 
non-scalable wall by which they hope to 
save tbomselvs, their cattle $nd their 
aBBes." Then answered the centurions 
and the multitude of soldiers, saying, 
"Woe unto the people thereof, if ye hav a 
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seance with the great 'virg-in despoiler.' "' 
Then spa'ke forth J1shna in a loud voice; 
saying, "Stand ye fast. whilst I seek a· 
seance," and tbeyst1od fast. And it came· 
to paBB as he spa'ke tbeqe thing-s tb11t a· 
mess~~e from the great "virgin despoiler,. 
waq delivered in his ear!J. saying-, "Send' 
ye forth two spies out of Shittim that they· 
may go · forth and view the land eveu 
Jericho, that they may enter into the oitv· 
and see who playeth in their bao'k-vards. ,. 
Then goeth he and taketh two soies out of' 
Shittim and saith " Go forth and enter ye· 
into the city of J erioho wes~ of J ordau, 
and be ye careful to find out how the land' 
lieth, so ye can straig-htway return and' 
tell us." Now it came to pass after he had· 
said these thin~s, that they went forth and 
entered into the dty, and thel' said one to· 
an'>ther, "He that hath eves to see, let· 
him B'le," and it was so. N'>w when th'lV 
had multitndinon'lly seen they said, "Go· 
to. Let ns hav some fun.'' Audit came· 
to pass as they snake these things a certain: 
woman, whose name was R11hab, a 'keeper 
of a dive, lifted up her voice and said, 
"Look ve no farther, I hav the best 
dive, and the best Rel!ntion that dwell in 
the city. Ye are weloome. The la'lt shall 
be first. What say ye?" And they walked 
in. Now straightway it w~li told the king 
of Jericho, saying, "Behold there Oil me 
two men in hither to search the city, and 
are even now at this time carousing- at 
Rahab's dive." Then snake the kin!!.' to 
his people saying, "We cannot suffer 
Israelites to enjoy our chief pla~e of 
amusement." And they arose with one 
accord and covered the distance. But 
Rahab seeing them afar off, saith to the 
spies, " Get thee to the house-top, that I 
may cover thee with flax, lest they make 
thee prisoners and stone thee to death, 
for behold the king seeketh thee even now. '• 
And they did according as Rahab ordered 
them. "Howbeit," saith Rahab, "this 
event shall be s by-word even to the end 
of time." And it was so, even to this day. 
The king marveled greatly, and saith to 
the soldiers, "These men hav absqnatn
lated I believe for a surety. Rahab is the 
cutest woman in the city. She hath the 
greatest dive on earth in which to hide " 
And they with one accord vacated. Then 
went forth Rahab and saith to the spies, 
"I know of a truth that ye are 'toot
ers,' and that the kin!!.' is fooled for once. 
They hav departed. Now, therefore, thou 
hast had thy fun to thy heart's content; 
get thee np that I mav let thee down the 
outer wall that thou mayest go home to 
Joshua, the son of Nun, and report thy 
findings. Thou wilt surely tell him how 
well we did receive and entertain thee, and 
that we will still be doing business at the 
old stand when he, cometh to take the 
city." 

Now therefore know ye not that as soon as 
the spies retnrnedJoshna, the son of Nnn, 
was made glad even to rending his cloth
ing in pieces, and straightway he cried 
out with a loud voice, saying to the centu
rions and soldiers, "Get t!J.ee in readi
ness for the onslaught and especially, 0 
Gideon, get thy ram's horns in tune, for 
much dependeth on the band-master." 

Then cried out Joshua again, saying, 
"Go to. I hav had a message from the 
greatest of all 'virgin despoilers,' saying 
'G() thou and march thee around the high 
walls of the city once each day for six and 
the seventh day seven times shalt thou 
march around it, and the last round shalt 
be called the home-stretch, and thou shalt 
withal hav Gideon the band-master and 
his band to continuously play whilst thou 
marohest and the last and home-stretch
round thou shalt hav them blow one long,, 
loud, and continuous blast even to the ex
tent that no other horn would tolerate, 
and thou shalt see the strength and power 
and wisdom of thy God. Thou shalt see 
that he is indeed a virgin destroyer as well 
as a despoiler. Thon shalt see tbe walls 
fall fiat, and thou shalt see both old and 
young and little babes destroyed off the 
face of the earth forever.'' And it was so, 
Selah! In a horn. 

MORAL. 
Any man who says that he implicitly be

leives the narration that bas here been 
considered (Joshua i, 11, etc.), and that 
the deeds there narrated were ri~hte1n'l 
and that justice was perfectly done to all 
parties concerned, is eithllr crazy, a hyp
oorit, or a natural fool. Z. C. D.mNNIIIY, 
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Ri~·er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day'~ occupations , 
That is known as the Children's Hour. 

A Sermon in Rhyme. 
If yon hav a friend worth loving, 

Love him. Yes, ancll•t him know 
Tll at you love him, ere life's evening 

Tinge hi• brow with sunset glow, 
Why should good words ne'er be said 
Of a friend-till he is dead? 
lf vou hear a song that thrills you, 

Sung by snv child of son~r. 
Praise it. Do not let. the singer 

Wait deEerved praises long. 
Why should one who thrills your heart 
Lack the joy yon may impart~ 

If yon see the hot tears falling 
From a brother's weepin~r eves, 

Share them. And by kindly sharing 
Own your kinship with the skies. 

Why should anyone be glad 
When a brother's heart is sad? 

If a silVBry laugh goes rippling 
Through tlle sun•hine on his face, 

Share it. 'Tis the wise man's saying-
For both joy and grief a place. 

There's healthandgoodness in the mirth 
In which an honest laugh has birth. 

If your work is made more easy 
BY a friendly, heloing hand, 

Sav so. Speak ant brave and truly, 
Ere t.he darkness veil the land. 

Should a brother workman dear 
Falter for a word of cheer? 

Scatter thus your seeds of kindness, 
All enriching as yon go-

Leave them. Trust the Harvest Giver, 
Nature makes good setd to grow, 

So, until its happy end, 
Your life shall never lack a friend. 

.A Letter and Its Answer. 
"1LL FOR JESUS." 

W A.RIIENVILLE, CoNN., June 27, 1895. 
MisS S. H. WixoN-My Friend: Some 

time since I received a copy of THE 
TRUTH Sl!EKER, and my heart was made to 
sorrow to see such a paper. I did not 
know there could be such a bad paper, 
though, years ago, a young gentleman 
friend said to me, " There is something in 
a paper uncle takes which I wish yon would 
see." I said, "Well, bringit over." He 
said, "No, it is THE TRuTH SEEKER, and 
I would not insult yon by bringing such a 
paper into your bouse." Now that I bav 
seen one (the first one, and, I t:rnst, tbe 
last), I don't wonder be would not insult 
me by bringing it here. If any one who 
is acquainted with me should send me 11nch 
a papflr, I should consider it an insult. I 
looked in the children's department, and 
there saw your name. As I saw it, it came 
to me to write to yon, as I often do to 
strangers, and beg of yon to aeek truth 
where alone it can be found, viz., in the 
Bible. the word of God. I beg of yon to 
"Look to Jesus and be saved," etc.* · · · 
I beg- yon to stoP and think what yon are 
doing. Think of the time when yon shall 
stand before God to giv an account of your 
doings, eto. · If yon will think of 
these things, I am sure yon will feel yon 
need the pardon Christ alone can giv, etc. 

· In the paper sent me I saw, too, a 
letter from a boy of fourteen-Charles C. 
Carlton-who said, "Christians didn't 
bother them any more, as they found 
they couldn't convert them." Poor boy, 
I am so sorry for him, etc. · · · A few 
days ago I met a stranger, who, on read-. 
ing the beading of a tract I bad given him, 
which read, "Stop, poor sinner, Jesus 
loves yon," said to me: "All very good if 
one can believe it, but I can't; I'm an In
fidel. I was brought up to love God and 
honor him, but twelve years ago I ran 
away from home, and have drifted away 
from all good," etft. • · • Is it so with 
yon, my sister? Did yonr dear mother 
teach yon to kneel by her side and offer 
your evening prayer? etc. · · · It will 
be a terrible thing to die and not be a 
Christian; terrible, indeed, to die a Christ
less death, to be laid in a Christless grave. 
Turn to him, etc. · · 

DELIA A. GIFFORD. 

The editor of the Children's Corner is 
frEquently in receipt of leters of similar 
import tothe one published above. She 
usually drops them into the waste-basket 
without comment, having little time at 

*Mrs. Gifford's letter covers six closely
written pages, and to print it all would be 
a to1al waste of space. Where ''etc. · · ·" 
occurs, the reader will know that some
thing- has been omitted, and if he has ever 
heard the come-to-Jesus exhortation of an 
excited female, be can imagi~ wh~t that 
something .is.-ED. T. S. 
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her disposal to bestow upon stich miiisivs. 
The evident !!incerity of the writer of the 
aboYe letter leads her to reply through the 
channel of this department. 

Mrs. Gifford appears to be in earnest, 
just as anyone believing the diabolical 
doctrine she professes, ought to be. The 
wonder is that all professing belief in 
eternal punishment are not as sincere ih 
endeavors to i:lave from "the wrath to 
come.'' How anyone believing such hor
rible and barbarous teachings can ever 
smile or be happy is beyond compre
hension. It was hardly courteous to re
flect upon so able a paper as THE TRUTH 
SEEKER in the way that Mrs. Gifford has 
done. If it is an insult to receive papers 
whose doctrine we do not accept, then the 
editor of the Uorner is frequently insulted 
by having forced upon her attention such 
pupers as King's Messenge1·, and other 
religions sheets, to eay nothing of re
ligions tracts. Mrs. Gifford declares 
truth can be found nowhere but in the 
Bible. She surely cannot mean this, for 
truth is everywhere, and the Bible con
tains many proven false statements. 

Does our friend believe the earth was 
made and completed in six days? Scholars 
will tell her it has been millions of years 
in process of formation, and is not finished 
yet. Does she believe the earth is flat? 
That is the teaching of the Bible, but we 
know it is a globe, round and not flat. 
Does she believe the sun stood still at com
mand of Joshua that he might hav more 
daylight to slay his enemies? In respect 
to the earth, any schoolboy will tell ns 
that the sun always stands still, and it is 
the earth that revolves around the ann. 
Does she take all the silly, improbable, 
ignorant falsehoods that are found scat
tered along the pages of "Holy Writ," 
from Genesis to Revelation, as absolute 
truth? Mrs. Gifford begs me to '' look to 
Jesus," and get saved. Saved from what? 
If she will look into our prisons she will 
find them filled, not by Liberals and In
fidels, but by professed followers of J esns, 
and people are obliged to keep constant 
watch and ward against Christian thieves, 
swindlers, adulterers, and murderers, who 
do not hesitate to do their dreadful work 
anywhere, and everywhere, even in the 
very church edifice itself, as•in the case of 
the young women murdered, not long 
since, in a church in California. One 
would think there is work enough to do in 
saving these miserable sinners, bef0re lay
ing siege to those whose daily lives are 
steadfast, moral, and upright. 

Rejecting Christ! There are grave 
doubts in the minds of many Biblical stu
dents whether such a being ever existed, 
his prototype being found in more ancient 
religions. Nothing was written concern
ing him till afteT he bad been dead a half 
century or so, and no history of hiq time 
alludes to him, except Josephus in one 
slight passage which is believed to be an 
interpolation. 

He himself, according to scripture, wrote 
nothing, except on one occasion, when he 
wrote upon the sand, and he never went to 
church but once, and then he went with a 
horsewhip. It is not for me to say that he 
would not take the same implement of 
punishment along were he to go to church 
to-day. The editor of the Corner does noth
ing knowingly for which she should ask 
pardon. Her doings are open and above
board. She is conscientiously doing as 
nearly right as she knows, and cannot tell 
what in her conduct requires forgivness. 

That which Charley Carlton wrote is ob
viously true, and it is therefore in evidence 
that professing people do not believe the 
cruel dogmas they teach. 

In regard to "drifting from all good," 
it matters little what people think, so long 
as men and women do not so drift. It is 
the conduct by which we judge 

Our acts our angels are, if good; if ill, 
The fatal shadows that walk: by us still. 
Perhaps Mrs. Gifford will giv the name 

and address of the young man who 
"drifted," and inquiry will be made into 
the case. It is not common to find prodi
gal sons among true Liberals-they are 
generally on the other side. 

One word in regard to the mother of the 
editor of this Corner. She was a noble 
woman. She taught her children to liv 
true, honorable, and cleanly lives; to be 
honest and truthful ; to avoid evil and 
wrong-doing; to be good, pure1 and true 

in every sense of these sweet words. She 
did not warp their minds by false teach
ings, nor did she bias them in any direc
tion save that of goodness. She contrasted 
the false and true, and let their judgment 
decide which was the better. Bhe taught 
them without prejudice, aiid with a ieii.n
ing oniy toward the right. She taught 
them to fearlessly follow truth where'er 
it leads the way, to be kind, gentle, toler· 
ant, and to owe no one anything but love 
and good-will. Did Mrs. Gifford's mother 
do better than that? 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WOltl{S. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 
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Woman: Four Centuries · f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, 800 pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti. 
tion for Ohilllren and Yout . The Onl~ Free
thinkers' Chi dren's Story-book eT r 1sened. 
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Mrs. Gifford thinks it a terrible thing to 
die and not be a Christian. !t is not So, 
my friend. Y oti are mistaken. Sensible 
people are never afraid to die. It is as 
natural to die as to be born. It is in the 
wise ordering of nature, and, as others 
died to make room for ns, so we shall die 
to make a place for those who are to come. 
It has been the privilege of the editor of 
this Corner to stand by the bedside of dy
ing persons who had not. a belief sach as 
Mrs. Gifford indicates as hers, and they 
passed away as calmly and sweetly as a 
babe at rest upon its mother's bosom, 
without a particle of fear or trouble as to 
the future. It has been her privilege, 
also, to conduct the funeral exercises of 
such by their particular request, they 
making all arrangements for their depart" 
nl'e as calmly as ihotigh preparing for a 1)i0RGAN A. ROBERTSON*S 
pleasant visit to relative and friends. 

The fear, my friend, is with those who 
believe the monstrous and inhuman doc
trin of a ''loving heavenly father " capable 
of punishing his children forever and 
holding them in a lake of fire and brim
stone, solely beca,nse they could not hon
estly say "I believe that Jesus died for 
me," and they would not be hypocrits. 

In conclusion, we thank the unknown, 
but well-meaning lady for her interest in 
our welfa-re. We would assure her that 
our soul is in good condition. It is all 
right, but we take her words in the spirit 
they are given, and shall cherish no enmity 
against her. Religion is a matter of edu
cation, training, and geography. In India 
our friend would bav believed in the relig
ion of the Brahmans. In China she would 

:rn::usrRA.tm 
By Carey K. Jurbtt. 

hav been a follower of Confucius. In The text is poetical and the Illll•trations at~ 
fearful for ministers to behold Persia she would reverence the teachings 

of Zoroaster. In Arabia she would hav 
worshiped at the feet of Mohammed. 
Brought np and ·educated in r. Catholic 
country, she would hav been a devout Ro-

There are 70 broad pages a.nd the price is onlY 
50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl, New York. 

man Catholic. Having been taught by M'Y Repairing De'Partment 
Protestant Christians, naturally she has 
imbibed their teachings. Christianity is a 
small part of the entire religions popula
tion of the globe, and if only Christians 
can be "saved," to use the popular ver
nacular, what an immense number of the 
world's population will be "lost!" 

Now, thifl sister, who exhibits such 
kindly feeling, is, in our opinion, very 
much in the dark. We would like to see 
her converted to truth, and thel:'efore take 
the same liberty with her as she has taken 
with us. She has mnch to learn, and 
should hav read, not simply one side of a 
question, but both sides, before deciding. 
She should read, not with the eye of faith 
and prfjndice, but with the clear, open, 
honest vision of candor, reason, and com
mon sense. Read Volney's ''Ruins," D'Hol
bach's "System of Nature," the "Letters 
to Eugenia," Paine's " Age of Reason," 
Graves's " Sixteen Crucified Saviors," 
and, for diversion, perhaps, the "Crimes 
of Preachers." It would be well to diver
sify her reading with some modern geo
logical works, showing how the world was 
made, Ptoctror's Astronomical series, etc. 
H is not her fault maybe, but anyone can 
see that Mrs. Gifford is behind in her 
reading, and ha~ not been in the habit 
of reasoning about the topics upon which 
she dilates. A little more study, a little 
more reason and exercise of judgment, 
and Mrs. Gifford will come out of the dark 
into the light of truth and understanding. 
With best wishes for a speedy conversion 
to truth as it is in reality, we remain, the 
friend of humanity, ED. C. C. 
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Of course you will ride. All the 
world will-fashion, pleasure, 

~=----:o-----. business- men, 
women, children. 
It takes a while 
sometimes for the 
world to recog
nize its privileges; 
but when it does 
it adapt::; itself 
promptly. There
fore, you who are 
in the world will 
ride a bicycle-a 

COLUMBIA 
bicycle if you desire the best the 
world produces; a Hartford, the 
next best, if anything short of a 
Columbia will content you. 

Columbias, $100; Hartfords, 
$8o $6o; for boys and girls, $so. 

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. 
Boston, New York, Chicago, 

San Francisco, Providence, Buffalo. 

A Oataloguo-comprohensive, beautiful-at an;y 
agoncy freo, or by mail for two 2-oent stamps. The 
book tells of all the new Oolumblo.s and Hartford• 
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S. li. Preston ......... ·................... 3 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticns ......... . 

The Comstock Postal Law Unoonstitn•ion~l. What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. "Wh t · th B'bl " 1 
B. Wise is now ondict_d for send ng a a IS e 1 e? ................... · 
Verse from the Bl'bie through thn mail.) Wonders of Pnver. D M. Benne•t....... ..... 1 

~ Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
T. B Wakeman......... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 10 Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 
Dr Daniel Arter ...................... · · · · 2 28 Lafayette place, New Yor'k. 

Christianity a Borrowed ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and In1lnence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts . .. ....... 5 
The Chr1stian Deity. Charles Watts . . ... . 2 
The Christian Faitn. 20J Questions Without 

Answers.................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogn<> between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

The c~~~~~~nSab'J:i&ih: ·- · joiiii E Re:D:is'biirg.: 
2 
5 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

Christian Schemtl of Redemption. C. Watts 
The Cnnrch and Ednca,ioa. Anti-Je nit .... 
'l'he Church and Freethonght. Franklin 

~ THE OONFLim' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 
Steiner ............ , .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Stop,12ed on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker...................... 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi 
days. S J:' Putnam . .. .. .. ............. . 

Constructive tlationilism. Annie Besant ... . 
Tne Devil'• Due Bills, or Givd the Devil His 

AND THEOLOGY. 
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 

with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
Due. JohnSvphers. . .......... ..... 2 

Daniel1n the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Btblical Biography. 

This is the only work of its kind in the litera
ture of Freethonght. Its a.rguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 

5 to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
1 It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Austin tfolyoake.............. .. ....... .. 
Decadence ,f Christianity.. . ............... .. 
The Decli"e of J<'aith. J <!] Remsburg ..... .. ~ Price, cloth, $1. A'\.'i~sTRUTH SEEKER. Defense of Secular Principles. Ch.s. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral '-'Overnor of the 

Universe? An·tin Hoi oal!:e .... ... . .. 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . .. .. .... ......... 5 
The Ethics or Religion. W. R. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution •reaches Neither Athe1•m nor Mllr-

terialism. J:t. S Brigham., M.D.......... 3 
F.volntioo or Israel's God. A . .L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme._ ...... ·-· .• 10 
Father, Soo, a ad J:lol:y:Ghost. •r E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Fvnndations. John Syil_hers.............. ... .. 1 
Free tlpeech and .l!'ree Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................................... .. 
Few Word" about the Devil. Chas. Bradl•ngh 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 
The Frui;s of ChrJ•tlanity. Annie Be~ano ... _ 
German Liberaliom. Mrs. Clara Neymann .. . 

1 
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3 
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The GospJ! of Christiauity and the Gospel of 
Freeohought. AnnieBdsant ......... 2 

Has Ma<t a Soul? Charles .l:lradlangh...... ... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where tlitnated? Austin 

Ho,yoal!.e .................... ............. 3 
Hereditari 'l'ransmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni• E sberg.. .... .. 3 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh . . . . . 3 
If Yon TakeAw&yMo Religion What Will Yon 

Give Me in Its Ste d? H . .B. Martin, M.lJ. 3 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 
Infidelity. H. W. Beeoner........ ... .. ........ 1 
Iufirlels and Charity. Franklin Steiner.... .. 5 
Ingersoll Uatechised. Wi h Mr. lngers•>ll's 

Poem on l:tobert Burns................... 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . 3 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. 

Our Jlal!!Phlet with this title contains an Argu. 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value by Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the Un1ted States an..t in thtJ several States 
and l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arra,tged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading Denominations and Denominations.. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to oertalll Cities, States. and Sections, all The Ills We Endnr~ Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. BennA•.t. .. ................... .. 
lithe Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ...... . 

5 comparisons being based upon official fi~nres. 
2 This pamphlet is the only one of the km<l pnb-
5 lished. In no other work are the Iacts, figures, 
~ and arguments to be found. 'I'he figures. being 
3 ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
2 not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
2 have been completed- probably about eignt 
5 years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 

Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
'fhe Jews and Their God. Isaac Pad on ...... .. 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlangh ........ . 
Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh ......... .. 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay clermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 
Legend of Gantama Buddha. Par~~olleling th . t 

of Jesus Christ..... .. ... .. .... ... .. . ..... 5 
Logic of DtJath: or, Why Sh "nid the Atheist 

Fear to Die? .By G. J. Holyoake . .. .. . 3 
The Logic of L1fe, Dedtlced from the Princi

ples of .l!'reethongut. G. J. Holyoake . . . 3 
Ln -'liorous Aspeots of Christianity. A. Hol-

}oake ............................... .. 5 
~ 
3 
5 

Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. 
'l'he Liberty of l:'rmtmg tfon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature of the Insane. F. U Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna" Orthodox Des rtptions of How 

People are off lll Hell.... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 
Materialiom ant .Or me. B F Underwood.... 5 

.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
~s the injusti-:~ of church exemption is suffered 
,o 9xist. 

By singlll copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
Nork is published specially for distribntwn by 
;hose who fa Tor just1oe in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ran copies. t1.00 
Fifty copies, - • • - 4.50 
:>ne hundred copies • • - 8.00 
Larger quantities atll)!eoial rates. 
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Moral Value of the Bible. Ohas. Wat,ts.... . 8 
Moody's Serm-•n on Hell. A Criticism of He- Is 
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Natural Religion vs. Hevealed Reltgion. An-
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New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh .. . 
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New T,ife of Jacob. Charles B1·a J!angn .... , .. 3 
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Sin? 

New Life of Jonah. Chas . .Bradlangh .....•... 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh ..... .. 
'I' he New Fatth. J. L Stoddard ............. .. 
The New Age W. S B<lll ..................... . 
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On Prayer, Annie Besant ................. .. 
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On the Relig_~ons Education of Ohildren. 
Annie .Besant. ,, ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.... . .. . 2 

Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S.D Moore............................... 1 

Orthodoxy. !:to bert G Inger .all.............. 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Charles 

l:ltephenson .............................. .. 
OnrLordandtlaviorJesn•Christ. TELo• g. 

shore. .... ....... ........................ 5 
Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg.;.,.... 5 
Plea f,>r Imparoial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B WaKeman, G-« Hawes................. 5 
Prote!tant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. ~ 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A Piomre of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

b:V the Bible. Per dozen.................. 10 

Colonel lnQ"ersoll's Famous 
Letters and Reulies from Em
inent Men. With a StartlinQ' 
Chanter on 

Great Suicides of History. 
Schoueilha uer' s Celebrated 

Essay " On Suicide." 
Paper covers. • Price 26 Cents 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAY.h"TTB PLACE. New Yon-k. 

14921 Columbustolqgerson \1892 

Years 
OF 

Freetl1_ough 
B~ . Samuel Porter Putqam 

Large Octavo, n65 pp., Gilt Sides and 
Back, Marbled · Edges. $.5· 

l\'ith The Truth Seeker for One· Year. $16.30. 

141 FULL-PAGE PORTRAITS! 
Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers, of the Past 

J!'owr Hwndred Years. 

r:f: HE 'I RUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANYannounced in Octo-
1..e; her that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not I 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay . 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In-' l , 
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine

1 l : 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have\ 
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact~ 
that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-asl · 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages\ 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred 
per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the

1 

nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were l 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their/ 
investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and dP
lighted that they got such a bargain. 

As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF FREE-~ 
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best! 
possible picture of human evolution. in Part First we have Free-) 
thought as a manifestation and influence; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given sketches of the lives 
of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It 
unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the 
magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Price, $5. With 11 The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry ii)tO ~h!l P<?'!ers of government, and 
an argument for ,' !1m1twg government to tjle 
mere protection of life a.nd property and the,:hs
pensation of prompt and equal Jnst ce to all. 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address 'J'l'f'll) 'T'RTI'I'B' SEE'KE'P, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid J?rose ~oem 

"Life " by "the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
In!(ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
ed1tion, &nd can be framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the JlOrtraits of the Oolonel a:nd the baby, 
ourrounded by ~he prose poem, wh1oh has ):>een 
truthfully desonbed as," one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and I:Joethwho now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m i e llving_world." It wi.Jl 
make a delillhtfnl present, and Will be a oonvemr 
not only of mtelleotnal greatness, l:lnt of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt; 
boveled edge.· The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and th& 
prioe onl:v 75 oents, post-paid. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEG ESie 
BEING 

A Discovery or tbe Origin, Evidenees 
and Early Hbtory or Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fnlly &nd Faith 
fully Set J<'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, 0.0. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
~·Lafavette Pla.oe. New York. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn these beanti: ongs o 

Tennrson. Whittier, Longfellow, ani ) :terp oats 
and smg them iuyonr homes, maki 1g -~em hap
PY and bright ?-SEND FOB A OOPY -G '&en olotb, 
gilt title. 40 cents: half bound, 25 J '.s. 
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Gems of tpAought. 
EVERY right action and true thought 

sets the seal of its bean tv on person and 
face.-Ruskin. 

IF grand celebrations like those at Kiel 
had to be paid for by the great men who 
enjoy the fun and the champagne there 
would be fewer royal flutters of that kind. 
-Galveston News. 

IT must be remembered that a man 
may apparently hav all_ society agai!J.st 
him and yet be engagea m a work w~1ch 
will certainly and thoroughly revolutiOn
ize its opinions and its habits.-Dr. J. G. 
Holland. 

THE most cultivated minds are usually 
the most patient, most clear, most ration
ally progressiv, most studious of accuracy 
in details, because not impatiently shut up 
within them, as absolutely limiting the 
view, but quietly contemplating them from 
without in their relation to the whole. · · · 
This adaptation to the humblest wants is 
the peculiar triumph of the highest spirit 
of knowledge.-Ja.mes Martineau. 

V OLTA.IRE was annoyed by the meaner 
and baser spirits of his time, by the cring· 
era and crawlers, by the fawners and pre
tenders, by those who wished to gain the 
favor of priests, the patronage of nobles. 
Sometimes he allowed himself to be. an
noyed by these wretches ; sometimes he 
attacked them. And, but for those attacks, 
long ago they would hav been forgotten. 
In the amber of his genius Voltaire pre
served these insects, these tarantulas, 
these scorpion~. -Ingersoll. 

RECOGNIZE the fact that incorporated 
masses of men grow, and acquire their 
structural characters through modification 
upon modification, and there are excluded 
those antithetical errors that humanity re
mains the same, and that humanity is 
readily alterable; and along with exclu
sion of these errors comes admission of 
the truth, that causes like those which hav 
brought social arrangements to a form so 
different from past forms, will in future 
carry them on to forms as different from 
those now existing.-Herbert Spencer. 

STBANGEB, if thou hast learned a truth 
which needs 

No school of long experience, that the 
world 

Is full of guilt and misery, and hast seen 
Enough of all its sorrows, crimes, and 

cares 
To tire thee of it, enter this wild wood 
And view the haunts of nature. The calm 

shade 
Shall bring a kindred calm, and the sweet 

breeze 
That makes the green dance, shall waft a 

balm 
To thy sick heart. -Bryant. 

IT is over and over again in history the 
most clearly taught of all lessons that no 
quarrels are so bitter as antagonisms grow
ing out of religions prEjudices and race 
hatreds. It was for this reason, among 
other exc~llent political ones, that the 
framers of the American organic law pro
nounced against any combination of church 
and state, and declared for absolute relig
ions freedom and equality in this country. 
Men or communities, on either side, who 
are agitating such issues and dragging 
them into politics are utterly un-American 
in spirit. A constitution wonld be but 
waste paper to them had they the power to 
dispose of it.-Houston (Texas) Post. 

THE smoke from the burning censors of 
stupid adoration in the Sistine chapel has 
well nigh obliterated the great outlines of 
Angelo's figures in the ceiling. So much of 
the unreasoning and uncritical adoration 
of George Washing:ton in the_ years past has 
smirched and bedimmed his manly out
lines. "Can't yon take Washington down 
a little? Yon hav set him too high," said 
Carlyle to an American. Nothing has done 
so much tc set Washington down lower 
than where he belongs than the foolish at
tempt to set him higher than where he 
belongs. With him, as with the other great 
children of .men, let us say, "Away with 
myth and fable; truth and reality are more 
wonderful and more beautifuL- Unity. 

THE "people" who exercise the power 
are not always the same people with those 
over whom it is exercised, and the "self· 
government" spoken of is not the govern
ment of each by himself, but of each by 
all the rest. The will of the people, more
over, practically means the will of the 
most nun1erons or the most activ part of 
the people-the majority, or those who 
succeed in making themselvs accepted as 
the majority. The people consequently 
may desire to oppress a part of their 
number, and precautions are as much 
needed against this as against ariy other 
abuse of power. The limitation, therefore, 
of the power of government over indi
viduals loses none of its importance when 
the holders of power are regularly ac
countable to the community-that is, to 
the strongest party therein.-John /Stuart 
,Mill. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

P 
, I on the famous text, "The Olergy know that I 

Some Good Pamnhlets at Low nces. PEfi:~o~\ai~i.1l.~EktE''AFTERDEATH 
f LHPRORADLE. L. R. Smith. 

RE40 AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. PR~~~~~l:~TI~~ 1~\f~~~~:kGA'il~ 
WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 

Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve of any of' RoN. FmmERIOK DoUGLAss and OoL. RoB-
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

'N ANTIDOTE ANALYZED Reply to a, JJnitedSta_ es ~onrt th~t the 0Ivil Rights Act 4 
· · • F h" kj' IS Unconstttntlllnal. ~Ifty-three large octavo Christian .who had attl)oCk"d r!let I,U .ers, pages, of which llolonel Ingersoll's speech 

and Ex flo• I~ the Inconsistency of Ohriotians occn~es 88 pages. 
BIALEraT~MPiiiANCE Showing that: PULPI'l\_PE_W, AND CR~D~E. So long 

· k" · • d d D f d d 1 as the Pulpit speaks to behevmg Pews com-Liquor. J?rm mg IS C_ommen e. • e en e • posed chiefly of mothers, the cradl6 will be 
and EnJomed !ry the Bible. Edwm OCWalkeEr. rocked by ghosts and the race will remain on 

CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR RIM its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 
Authenticated by the :Bible. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerle~s against him. One of 
ford M.D. Hel·n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

DID MAN FALL~ lstheGardenofEden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
a Fact? IsraAl 7V Groh. b TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

EPIDEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture 1Y M. mbcock. 
Frederic R. Ma!"'?n. M.D. Giving rea~onabie RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K 
reasons for Reh¥,Ions and other DCelnsionCs. Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like a.ll of 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE BUR H. his, very good. · 
John E. Remsburg's ~ost noted work, and THE ROARING -LION ON THE TRACK. 
one of .the most Pffective ever written by any One of M. Babcock's comical sermons 

FnfsTthEn~iSTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIJ?NCE vs. RELIGION, or ~~e Con-
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. ~{jj,~~~~:. Reason and SuperstitiOn. T o 

·Written while~ourn!JY.in~ in andne..r the land ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COUR'r. 
of Ya~weh. Oontairung the best moral in- Presenting tbe evi,lence o' the forgery of his 
strnchons of the world from the great teach- alleged gosnel. H J Se•gnenret. 

THESGl~N¥>rnELa-fisio~~~n;:~er read SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS-
before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. One of Otto ·Wettste n's CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
fraternal attacks on S~iritnali•m. are inimical to chasti0':. virtue, and frfedom. 

THE GLORY OF INHDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FRUM A MATERIAL• 
whichisaddedapoemonTholl}!t(lPaine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
of i'lamnel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. d w · b f M u d · d · · d Every Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- woo · ~1tten e ore r. n erwoo Jome 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" shon!d l;>e the P3;~:chic Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND _RACK. Torture 
to do it. Itp.ple~ents Employed m tl;te 15th an!! J6th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED f Was J esns 9entnrif!S for thepromnlgatiOn of C!mstlan-
Snpernaturally Conceived and did he Rise Ity. _B,mg t~e Nnrembnrg QoJl\lctiOn. w1_th 
from the Dead? Israel w' Groh. spemmens from th!Ji::!oly InqmsitiOn .. 28 pie-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how ~~~~ge j~M~ceJg~Ifl~~ns and refiect:ons by 
the two agree. AJloe!ll bz Samuel P Putnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL• 

THE _LIM~TATIUNS OJ<' TOLER\TION TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-
A discussiOn_ between Col Robert G. Ingersoll, dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
Hon. FrederiC R. Condert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. T 1 t d b p t th f th Woodford, btlfore the Nmeteenth Century rans a e Y. James ar. on, an or o e 
ClnbofNewYork. "Eaohmanhas thesame L1f. of Volta1re. To which are added phe 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great Poems of Goeth o, George Eliot 
that the rest of the _wo.-ld ·have to express W ,aS~d Lc"nnRgfleSlloTw. CRUCIFIED ., A t" 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll a • ns m 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bi!!rbower. A hw:yer's comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a eVIdence of tba.t alleged event. 
Protestant. WAS JESUS INSANE t A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In· of f1hrist'" allelled act.• whioll would lea.d one 
finence UJlon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Wash hnrn 

MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nam. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's Tne title poem i• perhaps the most popnla.r 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a. great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT or The many editions of it havo been called ror. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. De:ncated to other poems are: The Golden Ag_e,_The Ide~l 
the Olergy. H. J. Sei>rneuret, M.D. a)ld the Real. Not Dea!l, but LI~ngJ. Frm-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret t10n, Hope, T~oma.. Pame, Natures uospel, 
• . Address to Deity, anil thA shor'· poem so often 

tbat man has always made his Gods. They recited with great effect by CharlAs Wa.tts, 
exist in and through him, as the image exists Give U• Light. 
in and through the mirror .. Take aw~~:y man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
and yon take a. way God-the Image vamshes." 0 ., U d d · b 
This pamphlPt therefore is a consideration G D • B F n erwoo ; wr1tten e-
of what kind 'of a. God 'man should make. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Pntna.m. ' searcher•. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. 'J:'he sn"!Jiects consiqe~ed are: Or- Freethinkers' International CongrPFS at Chi-
thodo~ Relig10n DY¥t!l" Out, Reli,ll'IOU!! Deaths cago. Oonside·ing_: The Cause of Woman's 
and Birth'!J_·flle Relig10~ of Rempromty, ~o- Subjugation, The U~tnon Law and Its Effects 
hammed, The ~estrnct10n 91 Art, The Dis-· UponH r,Theolog.:NeverHelpfnltoWoman, 
covary of Am~rica..._ Copernicus _and Kepler, I Invention Woman'S Friend. Freethonght the 
Charles DarWlll, l:ipemal ProVIdence, The Benefactor of Woman. tlnsan H. Whon 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love WOMAN• HER PAST AND PRESENT 
of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • ' 
The Second Birth Ins,,iration, The Reign of HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
'l'rnth and Love. The Wars It Brought The ure delivered before tne Woman Suffrage Aa-
Resurrectio!l__, The Judgment-Day, Pions socia• ion of Denver, Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Evasionsh" i'jO Bible, No Ctvilization;" Mira-
cles of t e New Testament, 'fhe Ascenilion, Any one of the above for ten cents, a.nd twelve 
Casting out Devils,_ Necessity of Belief, li"ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment. l:iome Who Are Damned, Aridress THE TRUTH RlllEKER. CO .• 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Ortg•n and Authenticit, of the 
Old Testameflt-A Page of Text to Each PictUJe. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham.,., Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer l!'amill Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His • Sister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, David God's Favorite, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses · Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated· covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TKlJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city, 
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In the nature ofthings, 
BAY~ 

IIOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
bet.ter ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. · 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGEBBOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

Travels in Faith. 
Bt OAPT. BOBERT 0. ADAUS. 

BetnK the story of hie mental 3ourne; from. 
ortholiox:v to Bationaliem. 

Prloe. 'Paller, 25 oenlill: oloth. '15 oen'-• 
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MINISTER (in his sermon): "The Lord 
reigns." Deacon (waking up): "And my 
thunderin' old umberill is at home!'' 

NEW MINISTER: "I saw :von going into 
R saloon yesterday, Mr. DeGood." Mr. 
DeGood: "Yes; my wife was off to a 
church society meeting, and I dropped in 
there for something to eat."-New York 
Weekly. 

LITTLE BILLY had been trained to wait 
until served, and not to ask ior his dinner. 
The other day, visitors being present, Billy 
was overlooked. Presently be asked, 
" Mamma, when little boys starve to 
death, do they go to heaven?" 

IF that New Jersey lightning had played 
its pranks with a theater or a concert-hall, 
instead of a church, how many' morals 
would hav been drawn from it for the 
benefit of those who frequent "worldly 
amusements"I-New York Tribune. 

"AND now," shouted the exhorter, 
"what is to be done when a man is rush
ing headlong, with lightning speed, along 
the road to destruction-" Deacon Jones 
(between snores): "Reduce-size o' yer
sprocketl Sb.e's too high gearl"-Oleve
land Plain Dealer. 

A OLERGYMA.N of the Baptist persuasion, 
holding fo,.tll in a Texas town, recently 
commenced his discourse thusly: "My 
dear friends: I want to talk to you about 
the in:finit power of the almighty. He 
created a mighty ocean-and he created 
a pebble.· He created the solar system
and he created the world-and he created 
a grain of sand. My friends, he created 
mel and he created-a daisy." 

THE barber shops are closed in Brooklyn 
to-day, and the soda fountains are forbid 
den to play in New York. Now, if we can 
hav the street cars stopped, the "L" trains 
suspended, and the boles i!l the slot ma
chines stuffed up, we may get back to 
somewhere near the standard of the good 
old New England days, when the Yankee 
farmer used to throw his cider barrel out 
of the cellar if he caught it working on 
Snnda:v.-The New York Reo'lrder, Sun
day, July 14, 1895. 

'• I wouLDN.'T be such a heathen as you 
are, John," said his wife as she stood in 
the doorway dressed for church. "Yon 
could go with me very well if you wanted 
to." "How can I?" he half Fobbed. 
"There's the wood to be split, and the 
coal to be shoveled over to the other side 
of the cellar, and no dishes washed for. 
dinner yet." "Ah, I didn't think of that," 
she murmured, thoughtfully, and giving 
her new cloak a fresh hitch aft, sailed on t 
alone. 

PAT was on his way to church, and on 
the road met the priest. ''Good morning, 
Pat." •' Good morning, yer reverince." 
"Where are you·going?" ''To mass, sor." 
"Well, Pat, what is the meaning of mass?" 
Now Pat did not know, but be was bound 
not to let the priest find it out. "The 
loikes of you asking the loikes of me the 
maning of mass!" ''Now, Pat, tell me, 
anyway." "I don't hke to tell you." 
"But snppose a Protestant should ask 
yon?" " 0 b, I could easily tell him." 
"Well, I will be a Protestant ·and meet 
you at the next corner." So the priest 
walked away and met Pat at the next cor
ner. "Good morning, Pat," "Good 
morning, yer honor." "Where are yon 
going?" "To mass, sor." "What does 
mass mean?'' "Well, if you're a Protest
ant, it's none of your business."-New 
York Advertise?·. 

BY a telegram from Macon, Ga., lovers 
of "civil and religious liberty" may learn 
that fortv citizens of thar. place hav been 
arrested for the crime of selling dry goods, 
groceri~s, meat, and bread on the day of 
the week that some of their fellow men hav 
corrected God by declaring "holy." In 
Tennessee a little while ago a considerable 
numbe~ of persons guilty of the same of
fense were working in the public street 
each with a ball·and··chain attached to hlA 
mortal part. For anything that I know to 
the contrary they are still so working. 
Wherefore, my brethren in the faith, let 
us inflate our American lungs with holy at
mosphere from some contiguous church 
and thank God right stentorionsly that in 
this favored land religiou~ pers~cution is 
unknown-though the wicked must, of 
course, obey the laws. Is it not so, Parson 
Whackbible? Is that not about the truth 

· .of the matter, Ft1ther Bellyworsbip? And 
you, Sister Prirnp1ety, your soul in curl
ipapers against the Second Oommg, hav I 
:not rightly outlined the situation? 0 
.brute bigots, hearted tigerly all and mind
.ed madwise, if you but had the power that 
,you forego for the happiness of hating one 
,another worse than you bate us, bow you 
would make us all smoke! -Ambrose 
IJierce, in .S~n .FranciBoo Examiner, 
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Truth Seeker Library. 
Published Monthly at $3 per Year. 

Issu:ms OF 1891.-$3. 
.Price. 

Truth Beeker Annnal,)891 ..............•...... $0 25 
Men, Women, and uodli. Helen H. Gar-

dener,..................................... 50 
The Age of Beason. Thomas Paine. illus-

trated..................................... 2 
Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. Ben-

nett ...................................... . 
Ohristian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 
VictorHngo'sOration on Voltaire ..........•• 
TheOrisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated ..... 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg .....•• 
Travels in Faith from. Tradition to Bea-

2o 
20 
10 
4~ 
25 

son. Robert 0. Ad.oms .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
My Religions Experience. Samuel .P. Put-

nam ... ; ................................ ;.. 25 
The Hi~her Oriticism in Theology and Re

liglon. •.r. E. Longshore................ 50 
ISSUES Ol!' 1892.-$3. 

Infidel Death-BedS. G. W. Foote............. 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustra-

ted........................................ 40 
Was OhristOruoifted? AnstinBierbower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, &nil Oradle. Helen H. Gar-

10 
25 
50 
25 

dener .................................. .. 
Bible Mqrals. John E. Rt\msbnrg ........... . 
Awful D1sclosnres of Mana Monk .. ; ......... . 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire ................. .. 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

cock,...................................... 15 
LiberH 1n Literature. Testimonial to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... . . . 25 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

Oandle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. Hart·...................................... 40 
The Ho:ly Bible Abridged .......... ,........... so 
False Olaims o! the Ohurch. John E. 

Remsburg................................. 10 
IssUEs OF 1893,-$3. 

'l'homa.s Paine Vindicated. OoL Robert 

~he ~i:~~~~o~f" acid.: "'iii: 'Y&cioiJ. 'ii&rt: 15 

mann .................................... . 
Orimes of Preachers in the United States. 

M. E. Billings ........................... . 
Resurrection of Jesus ........................ . 
Handbook of Freethonght. w. B. Bell ..... . 
Religion a; Onrse; Religion a Disea.se; Re-

ligion & Lie. B. P. Putnam. ........... . 
Des1gn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of 

THE TBUTH SEEKER ................... . 
Abraham Lmcoln: Wa.s He & Ohristian? 

John E. Remsbur_g .................... .. 
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. ill'IIB-

trated. B. P. Putnam .................. . 
Common Sense. Thomas Pain_!~ ............ .. 
Examination of Prophecies. 'l'hos. Paine .. 
Pleasure and l:'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B .................................. . 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein ........... . 
Bible Inquirer. A.Jaoobson ............... . 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newhall Oonvent ....................... . 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon .............................. .. 
IsSUEs OF 1894.-$3. 

Thnn1bscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 
8elf-Oontradiction. of the Bible. W. H. Burr 
Church Propert:y: Bllonld It be Exempt 

from Taxat10n? Reasons Why It Should 
· Not ...................................... . 
Congress and Sunday La.ws ...••..........•. 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick .................................. . 

Ohurch and Freethougbt. Franklin Steiner 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

the light of modern thought. F. D. 
A Tal~n~~inl~io: "':Morg~ii · x: ·:Roi>iirison: 

Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist ...... 
Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Barca.sm. 

L. G. Reed .............................. . 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Ohrist Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis .......•............................ 
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25 
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10 
Dru:m~ the year other standard Freethonght 

works will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the nnn1bers 
published in one year. In ordering plea.se say 
which .Year is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

ne Glory of lnfl~elit~ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
. By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

'l'his is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works. 
and no Freethinker or Inftdelshould be without 
it, to meet the claims of Ohristi&ns that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO.UB.E, 

Price, L() Cents. For sale at this 011i'l9. 

FRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

TBE ABSURDITY AND TTNTRUTE:FUir 
NESS OF THE. CHURCH'S CLA.Il'tr 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI
(IENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE

VEALING THE ABUSES 
OJI' A UNION OJ!' 

CIIUBOll AND 
STATB. 

185 F~U ... Page 
lllustratiOJlS. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 A.TIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

8.1 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUME/1 T OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DEBIGIWJ BY WATSON HESTON. 
WTTH PURTR~IT OF 

THE JJESIGNE.R. 

The illustrations are c1usi1led as follows: 

J re~t Samples of Ohristianity's Work. 
11 " Missionaries. 
1 • The L~rd's Instruments. z • Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " ,;he Church and SlavHy. 
I " riests and Politics. 
fo eland and the Uhurch. 
2 " Ohurch's ldea of Civilization. 
1 '" The Uses of the Cross. 
f " Unkind lteflections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of tha Chnr<'b. 
tll Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
7 Miscellaneous 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Ohurch ltobbing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Ohihlren ana the Church. 
JO Woman and the Church. 
6 The Ohuroh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 " The Bible and Bcienc.:. 
15 The Otergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonemem Scheme. 
4 '.rhd Lord and His Works. · 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Ohristians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that no~hing like lt nn~ ever be· 
fore appAared iu tp.is countryhand it is very d<;mbtfnl if a;not~er OI;J.e line 1t will!J_ ver agam be pub. 
liahed. We must gtve tbe Trut Beeker Company the credtt Clf puttmg the book m th~ reach of .alL 
At twice the price 1t wovld have been a cheap book. Art.st Hes.ton as a portratt pamte~ and d.e
signer is a wonderful s11ccess. and we judge from our own fdelin~s that near!:¥ every L1beral tn 
.o.merica will desire a copv of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism ~e has dedicated his geniu~ to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. Hut the p~ct. 
uns do not make up the whole of his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages nf reading 
matter that ~erve :first as explanations of the illustrations? and secondlY as texts to prove the utter 
fal· ty of the church's professions and t.he h;fiJOcrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Chrtstianity lllld the church the,t bas eve:r been put n the 
b.andli of Freeth1nkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

1;:':lrice. boarc:I covers, $2~ ~lot}\~ $2.SO. 

NO H REGINNLNG;" I POP'S AHD Tlttlll DOJHGS 
OB. I 

The Fundwmental Fnllacy. r 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

reasoning upon which' is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "Fir.t Oause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
" This volume d1scu•ses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th •t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
workl on the subject we remember seeing."-THE 
TBUTH: BEEKE'>; July 22, 1898. 

Nearly 200 pages, with etghteen chapters a.nd a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPA.ID. 
'cldre•• THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SElECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With lllusic Written to All the Bonga.-

OoliiPILliiD BY L. K. WABl'fBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For .sale at This Offi<le. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

A.T ABOUT ONE· HALF V A.LUE. 
A small farm of 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half m•les of Media county seat 
and within four mites of Ohester, Pa., on the 
Delaware river. Several !prings of soft water. 
good timber growin~ on the place, some <'boice 
apple and pear trees m fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but are old buildings. 
\Vi thin live minutes walk of the railroad station, 
9 miles from Philad~lphia. Trolley line batween 
Media and Chester, with less than live minutes 
walk. · 

The pl&ce is specially well located for a florist, 
and it would be a fine snn1mer residence for one 
who would put a modern hou.se on it. Eight 
years &llO the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it hll.b sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking bea.utifnl woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FfJR $3,500. 

Address W. H., e&re TliJi: TBUTII BBEKEB. 

ACCOUNT OJ!' 

Vwars of Christ ana Vtceuerenu oJ (ka.':l 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

$7 5 A MONTH ande<pen .... tedyo;-
G~nt. Samples tree. 
A permanent situation 

gusmntee!l. Write today. AddressP.O.Rox6S08, Boston, Mnn. 

·~·~·~·~-~~·~·~· t A~e ,~~1~~0!91~~~! ag9!f~~J.! t 
~ Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$30perday ~ 
.,- can be easily 1nadein any locality; our goods f 
e ::~~\~;~~~let\i~fj'FeJ!~Ws~n~ ~·wg~ r::,u ~~ • e cent. commission on all sales. Send to.Nay e 
~for full_particulars, or we '\\till send with j 
f' same a Val nable sample of our goods in f 

# 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in e 
sll ver or stamps. Established In 1882. Ad- ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

ward~~~~~r~~~!~~~~~~~~~ edyof ~ 
ClllB& DR, R. P. FELLOWS, 
a.r •be<'e r_ou sa'l'l'_tbls adver......- 11lnelaDd. N.,J... 

1'10\V READ 'rHIS I 
Dr. J!'ellow8 is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 

successful physician. He nas treated DIBEABEtl 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an nutgrowth of tins long practice. wbich Ahonlq 
lrive confidence oo tho!f! •tlliated, 
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THE YOKE AND THE BURDEN. 
Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly of heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls, 

For my yoke iB easy, and my burden is light.-Mat. xi, 29, 30, . 

Jt•ow• of tA• W••lt. 
A sHA.BP earthquake was felt in Peru on 

August 20th. 

IT is stated that the U:aited States will 
be asked to arbitrate the difficulties be
tween Peru and Bolivia. 

ON August 22d railroad property and 
warehouses in Milwaukee were burned, 
entailing a loss of $400,000. 

BBITISH troops are engaged in an expe
dition against the "revolting " tribes 
around .M.ombassa, East Africa. 

THE striking vestmakers, cloakmakers, 
and upholsterers in New York hav re
ceived the increased wages demanded. 

FRANOE is sacrificing thousands of her 
soldiers in the attempt to appropriate 
Madagascar. They are dying like sheep 
from disease. 

THE Maryland Populists nominated 
Henry T. Andrew for governor, indorsed 
the Omaha platform, and declared against 
the coinage of silver at 16 to 1. 

KEm HABnm, the English Socialist lead
er, and lately member of Parliament, but 
defeated for rtiHection, is now in the 
United States on a lecturing tour. 

A TWO-DAYs battle is reported at Mata, 
Ouba, where the insurgents landed an ex
pedition almost under the guns of a Span
Ish warship. Result not known here. 

WHEN we get God into the Constitution 
shall we issue postage stamps in honor of 
the saints? Portugal has just issued one 
in honor of Saint Anthony of Padua. 

IT is reported that six of the Obinese 
who were concerned in the recent massacre 
of the missionaries hav been convicted of 
murder, and that new arrests are being 
made daily. Four of the murderers hav 
been executed. 

J os1!PH LAYDEN, of Malden, Kanawha 
county, W. Va., is seventy-four years of 
age, His wife is fifty-five. On Monday 
Mrs. Layden gave birth to a male child. 
The newcomer is the twenty-eighth child 
born to Mr. and Mrs. Layden. 

IN Kentucky, General Hardin, Demo
craticcandidate for governor, refuses either 
to harmonize his utterances on silver with 
the state platform or to retire from the 
ticket. Oolonel Bradley, the republican 
nominee, is greatly encouraged by this. 

AN infernal machine was sent to the 
bouse of the Rothschilds in Paris on Au
gnat 24th. It was opened by the confi
dential clerk of Baron Alphonse de Roths
child. It exploded, tearing out the right 
eye and amputating several fingers of the 
clerk. 

THE new Home Secretary of England 
bas promised to investigate the case of 
lUra. Florence Maybrick, sentenced to life 
imprisonment some years ago for the al
leged murder of her husband, a crime of 
which many people hav never believed her 
guilty. 

TBE veteran Freethinker, John Ohap
pellsmith, who lived for many years in 
Indiana, died on March 5, 1895, at Shef
field, England, of which country he was a 
nativ. The news has been long in reach
ing this side. Mr. Obappellsmith was 
very old. 
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I PUBLICATIONS. 

; ~~ HllJA VEN AND HELL." 

I 

By EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 
(Servant Q/ the L01·a Jesus Ohrtst.) 

Pa.per, 416 pages, 15 cents. 
Oloth, (octavo), 875 pagesbspecia.l to readers of 

thi• j()urnal, onlr 25 cents, y mail, prepaid. 
Send for descnptiv ca.talogue of Sweden borg's 

works. 
America.n Swendenborg Printing:~nd Publish

ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Remodeling the Government, 
An earnest essa.v for radical reform in our 

mode of goTerRment, to which are added briltht, 
interesting sketches on Bible temper,nce, the 
Ghrist principle, mora.lity, religion fa.ith, a.nd 
belief, Gods, Theist, a.nd Atheist andspiritology 

By W. L. WILLIS. 
Well printed in la.rge type on good paper. 

PRICE, 10 GENTS. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate : The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
! This book is a study in the evolution of relig. 
ious idea.s, t()uohing au forms o1 religious wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticiU' 
a.ud reliability of the Ohristian religion. It 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents 1n paper and 76 cents in 
cloth to ~:Scents in Pa!>erl-.:>0 cents in cloth 

Address THl!J TnUTH BEEKER 00. 

Pocket -.neology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Tern, witty, &nd suca.stic d-'lfinitiom of ~ 
ltud""'l t...rmo l>MN>. l¥i <l<lnUt. 

IN the Ohio Democratic convention Sen
ator Brice was in control and the Ohicago 
platform was reaffirmed. Ex-Governor 
James E. Oampbell was nominated for 
governor. 

A FURNACE in theOarnegie Millsnt Pitts
burg became clogged with gas and an ex
plosion followed, killing eight workmen 
and injuring three others. This was on 
August 20th. 

THE L:quor Dealers' Association of New 
York, to which belong about five-eighths 
of the retail dealers in this city, has con
cluded to make no further fight against 
the enforcement of the Sunday exci~:~e law, 
but to labor for the enactment of a more 
liberal statute. 

AT Ohicago on the night of August 21st 
the roof of the Ooliseum, in process of 
construction, fell in with a tremendous 
crash, ruining the whole structure and en
tailing a loss of hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. The accident caused no deaths, 
as one shift of 300 men had just gone oft 
and the next had not come on. 

N 0 2.8 L.!\F'AYE.TTE. 'PLACE: 

p,1/Ct:. 25 CENTS 

LI HuNG 0HANG's troops mutinied be
cause they had not been paid. Afterward 
they attacked shops in Tientsin and killed 
over a hundred persons. So a I.ondon 
dispatch says. 

THE collapse of the Gnmry Hotel in 
Denver, caused by the explosion of the 
elevator boiler, resulted in more than 
twenty deaths, including that of Gen. 
Oharles Adams. 

IT is now claimed that Oaptain Samuel 
Morey invented a steamboat which, in 
1793, made a trial trip on the Connecticut 
river, fourteen years before Fnlton made 
biB experiment on the Hudson. 

.AT Sofia, Bulgaria, the editor of the 
Svoboda bas been imprisoned for three 
years for publishing an article declaring 
that Prince Ferdinand was morally re
sponsible for the murder of Stambuloff. 

IN Mexico they are taking to punishing 
duelists. Oolonel Romero, who killed 
Verastegui, has been sentenced to three 
years and four months in prison, to pay a 
fine of $1,800, or serve three months more 
in prison, and to pay to Verastegui's widow 
and children $4,500 per year for eighteen 
years. Also the dead man's funeral ex
penses. 

hers shut tight; Syracuse, saloons open 
after 1 P.M., barbers shut tight. 

ON the editorial page of the New York 
World of August 26th three wide columns 
are devoted to an elucidation of the prin
ciple of justice-" What liberty and law 
require of the individual and should secure 
to him "-consisting of editorial and ex
cerpts from the writings of Lalo·r, Judge 
Story, Blackstone, Kant, Willard, Herbert 
Spencer, B. A. Hinsdale, and H. D. Lloyd. 

LAsT Sunday in this city the fashionable 
clubs were wide open, and the hotels and 

''ONE kind of law" was in force in this leading cafes were selling all kinds of 
state last Snndsy as follows: New York drinks, while the saloons in the tenement 
city, beer gardens shut tight, barber-shops districts were tightly closed and a man was 
wide open (until 1 P.M.); Brooklyn, beer held for trial for selling five cents' worth 
gardens open, barber-shops shut tight; of ice to a girl from a tenement house, 
Saratoga and Niagara Falls, both wide another for selling three cents' worth of 
open; Poughkeepsie and Binghamton, writing paper to. a police'?lan, and still 
both shut tight; Albany, Troy, Bnfl',do, another for shoWing a pohceman, at the 
Kingston, Rochester, Utica, Auburn and , latter's earnest solicitation, a pair of rub
Cohoes, side doors of saloons open,' bar- · ber shoes. 

mmmmmme mmmmmme mmmmmm• mmm•: 

RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 
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SOME GOOD THINGS THAT BONAPARTE DID. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of TBE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
...VEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7. o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we ~oill send free a copy 
of the FREETIDNKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-BOoK, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARs). · 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETIDNKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnes3 t.t:.0 Church's 
claim to being a divine and z::fieent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 185 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priest·s there are 16; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Qhristianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:O:er cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We. are giving :five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, sen:l us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARS' WORTH FOR THREE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong efiort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, and 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is worth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not dela1, but 

et it DOW. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany thd credit of putting the book in the 
reach of alL At twice the price it wc.uld hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de· 
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromonr own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkera' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be cBlled the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethoughi,. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ol 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
flilsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the churcll 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAR, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed "corner 
the parson" and all his :flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it shoul(l find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BRILEY. 
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bJST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

Tlit TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.D0 we will send TBB TBUTB SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four cen.turies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethpught as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDBJID YE.ABS OF FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
mo111t shiDing advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deedS of the greateat men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Scientific Books Cheap. Researches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur
~s of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, a.s enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
T.he Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a sUrvflY .s:>f Medimval Education. By 
B. B. Laurie, L.l.<.D. 75 cents. 

K:nglish: PABt and Present. By Richard Cheue
~x Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

1\lodel'!l Soieuce &nd Modern Thought. By B. 
Lw 1!g. 75 cents, _ . 

.Fo:tmanou oc Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. Bl Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

S0ience and Crime~nd Science and Poetry,_ with 
other essays. Hy Andrew Wilson, F . .n.B.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel• 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of ChristiaJlity; 

to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eattton. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part lli.-Derivation of Christia.nity ; twenty 

ah3pters. 
Part IV.-Whence Oa Ule the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafavette Place. New York Oitv. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll. Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4-75. Buga.r f!poous a.nd 'l'lmTB Sl!IEXEB, •5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
llilli bowl, 500. more, Address·THE TRUTH SEEJ.UlR. 

All are architects of fate 
Working in these wa.lls of time. 

Some with massiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.TINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle "the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ABE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED •. 

Price, - • • • 15 cents. 
Address ""HE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette PI., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from 
the time of Menu to the present. By D. JU. Ben· 
nett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. · 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the Loudon 
University. I.II5 pages, 8Vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The.,.J:,and Question: Containing the History of 
.<.mnd Holding in England by Jooeph Fisher, 
F.R.H.B.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeok, M.A. 75 cents. · 

11ln
8
sio:ns: A Psychological Study. By James 
nlly. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine • 
Including The Age of ReMon, Examination of 
Prophecies, Reply- to Bishop of Llaudaff, Let· 
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8Vo. 
Cloth, •a; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Rel!gions of Ancient and 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the ~ods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped, mcludiug_Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir.!Un Marybaud the 
Bible. 835 pages Svo. v ol. II descri es fully 
all religions systems of the world, including 
Juda.ism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; 
the latter occupying_ 872_pag!ls, being fully _g_oue 
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Writ· 
ten in Prison at Albany. In cloth. illS per vol
ume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flo.wers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Baril., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illnstrat10ns. 75 cents. 

Geological Bkeiohes at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Cnn:ent Discnssitm in Science, and Scientific As· 
l!!!Ct o:ff some Fa.milia:r Things. By W. M 
''Villiams, F.C.B. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

Hlstory of Ancient Egypt, wi11h nnmerons notes 
and illustrations, and au index. By George 
Rawlinson, M.A. In two volumes. Over 700 
]jli8oges Pl"inted.i:u large typ3. Postpaid for $1.25. 

Darwin and After Darwin 
AD Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By G:a:oRGE J. RoMANEs. 
A ~ystew,~~:tic Ex11..osition of what may be termed 

t.he Dllo.\'Wln\sm of Darwin, and intended to be of 
service to the j!!eneral reader rather than to pro
fess.ed natUJ"alistR 

Mr. Romaues :is well known as one of the moe! 
inteJ;esting of F.nj:lish writers upon evolution, 
\let"l'ides rankmg w1th Professor Huxley in scien
....,c knowledge ann ability. And this IS a part of 

h\s ronclusiou regan:ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the ,1hurch so often refers: 

'''l'bus whether we look to the facts of adapta. 
iion or to those of beauty, everywhere throng h. 
l"lllt organic nature we meet with abundan; 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence ol 
supernatural design. . . . ·Adaptation and 
lleauty are alike rPceiving their explanation a1 
the hands of a 1m rely mechanical philo•ophy ... 
All nature has thns been transformed before tb1 
view of the present generation m a manner anr. 
io au extent that has never before been pos•ihle. 
and inasmuch as the change which has taker 
pslace ha• taken plB.oJe in the direction of nat ural. 
IE m, &nd this to t.he extent of rendering t.h£ 
JliOOhanical int.,ryretation of nature universal, i1 
I• no wonder if the religious mind has sudrlenll 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is no-.. 
t.b Oodt~ 

Wllutrated Price. cloth •2. 
\.ii<JJI'ARA. THR TRTT'l'H RF.F.KF.R 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, J. 0 cen "ts. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER A..NNUA.L 
t>riae, 15 oeuta. 

For !~~~~!Yb!re~~ isG:h}~t~~~~!;~ young w Q r k S 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Ohicago. The author is also 
the heroine. The na.rra.tive is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hYPoorits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 oenb. Address 

THE TROTH BEEKER. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Reliltion of the Futmre. Cloth •• 1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and tne :i!igui11.cauoe 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Orga.:iusm. Oloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illus
trated b;v H. Faber. Cloth1.•2. 

Address THE TnUTH BEEKER, 
28 LafaYette place. New Yor"lr. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Snnday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
. Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 

Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 200 
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks

pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 
Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins t Socond 

editien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and T1lomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
Juni•s aud Casoa. Price~ 5 cents. 

Address THE rRUTH BEEKER, 
118 Lafayette Place; New York. 

Address THIS OFFICE. 

i.[Jtutfd)t £rtibrnktr-4Biid)tr. 
iillir ~alien folgenbe 58iid)er in 

beutfd)er 6~rad)e, ltleld)e f* lierii~mt flub : 

, ~ie 3rrt~ftmer rolofe6," 
~ine fritifd?e <3eleuc£?tung bes pentateuc£? im 

£id?t ber mobernen Weltan• 
fd?auung unb <Beftttung. 

tlon ([oL ~- @. 3ngerfoU. ~rei~ 50 ([ent~. 

~tl6 meiti ttllb ibre 6tellung 3Uf 
9leligion nub airifJe am ~nbe 

be6 19. 3n~r~nnbert6. 
tlon S)elene S). ®nrbener. ~rei~ 50 ([ent~. 

14 Mob erne ~otterbiimmernng," 
tlon ([oL ~- @. 3ngerfoll. ~rei~ 25 ([ent~. 

, mttnber ttnb munbertijiiter," 
bon 3o~n ~ed. ~rei~ 20 ([ent~. 

, <ilnnlie uub ~ernnuft," 
ober LE BON SENS1 

bes romifd?,fatolifd?en priefters Jean Meslier. 
Uus bem §ran3oftfd?~ iiberfe~t von 

lfriiulriu llluM Ruoop. 
50( Seiten, !einwanb, $1.00; papier, 50 ~ts1 
1liefe <3iic£?er ftnb in papier•llmfd?lag unb 

flarem 1lrud'. llnfere beutfd?en Eefer 
foUten fte weit verbreiten. , 

? £man abreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
, :28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
eeut b:y express\ one dollar will be deducted from 
!ihe Pnce of eacn. 

! SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

OOLLE(ITION OF SEOULAR HYMNS. 
By A. B. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpo8e." 
Price 25 cents. 

T'WO l..ITTJ...£ Ii.£0 /11TT!HS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse, 

\.,short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Centa. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
Bv Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free• 
thinker" sa;r.s: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr. Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it as an eJtoelleut text-book of the subject. The 
manner is good. and the style is bright. The 
reader is earned along on an easy-11.owing stream 
of science, historY. ethics. and common-sense." 

Prioe,_l)aper, 50 cents. 
THE TBOT.U SEEKER, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Morals and History 

of the New Testament. 
B:v J.>Bo:r. "I W. N•WKA!f. Prlae 25 oentll. 

Address ~IIJII ~BUTH BEEUB. 
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FOUNDED BY Do Mo BENNETTe 

E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK. 

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 7, 1895. 

SUBSCRIPTION RAT1ESt 

Single subllcription, in a.dvr.nce •.••.• _ •.•• -········---.. t3 oo 
One subscription two :rears, in a.dvr.nce •..•• -·· --·· •..••..• a oo 
Two new subscribers ...••..••...••••••.••..••...•..•••••...••••••. !) 00 
One subllcription with onenewsll.bscriber, in oneremitta.nce. 3 00 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit· 

tr.nce. . . . • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • . . • . . . • . • • 7 oo 
One subscription with three ReW subscribers, in one remit. 

tr.noe •••••••••..••..••...•..••.•••..•.•..••..••..••...•...•... 8 IJO 
One subscription w'~b. toil new subscriben, in one remit· 

tr.nce.. •• • . • • · •...•.•••...•.•••..••••••••••••••••••• 10 oo 
&n:r number over five at the same ra.te,lnva.ria.bl:rwith one 

remittr.nce. 

Monet~ 111011Zd lle '"'" llfl BZJI!"BII oomJ)GIIII'' mollet/ oraer, 
poltal oraer, dr4/'e 011 Ne'UJ Yorlt. or llfl reaf•terea Zetulr. 
.taare11 oommut~foatfO!II Gild malt6 dr4/'el, o116ob, JIOit-o11106 
a!ld11ZJI!"IIImO!Ietlord6i"IS>allallZ6to E. M. MAODON.ALD, 

ll8 Lal'lll/ette plaoe. Ne'UJ Yorlt. 

SPECIAL NOTIC£.-We •hall be obUged to our 

readen II &hey "Wlll•end n• the na~ne and addr- of 
any J!ree&hlnker "Who is not a relfD).ar •nbscriber. 

A few weeks ago we sent notices to those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their sub· 
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt

ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had no word, and to them we address 
these appealing remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
about it. But the cost of getting out the 'paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it_ takes a good deal 
of cash. So we again ask those whose time has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their subscriptions 
now-at once-right o:fl-so we can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erat demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond to the notice. We dislike 
to · mantion this matter, but Necessity has no fel-

. lowship with Squeamishness, and we hav to do it. 

We need the money 

The "Disturbance" Humbug. 
On August 13bh, John Mathews, a ·Seventh-Day 

Adventist, was tried at Ridgetown, Ontario, for 
violating the Sunday law by putting up hay on the 
farm of Mr. Watt, another Adventist. He. was 
convicted, and the :fine and costs, amounting to 
$20.65, he was ordered to pay within ten days from 
that date, with the alternativ of thirty days' im
prisonment if not paid. As Mr. Mathews positivly 
refused to pay, there is no doubt he is in prison at 
this time. The trial was :first set for Saturday, but 
Mr. Mathews is so sincere and determined that he 
refused to commit what he considered a violation 
of the Fc.urth commandment by attending court on 
that day. One of the witnesses testified that he 
was " disturbed " by the Sunday work of the ac
cused, although when he stood at his gate at sun
down while Mr. Mathews was rBking hay in the 
meadow of Mr. Watts he was more than sixty rods 
from the culprit and there was a thick grove of 
maples between the sinner and the saint I That is 
a fair practical definition of "disturbance," as 

Sd.bbatarians understand it. At the same time, a 
dozen discordant pot-metal church bells, and a 
frenzied Free Methodist exhorter on every vacant 
lot in town, wouldn't cause their nerves to 
quiver even the least little bit. The prosecuting 
lawyer strenuously objected to the defense bring 
ing in the Bible to prove that Saturday is the Sab
bath of the Decalogue. He was wise in this, but 
when he said, "Let the statute settle which is the 
Lord's day," he virtually admitted that he had no 
case against Mr. Mathews, from the view-point of 
the Bible writers, and he also inferentially asserted 
that the legislature may interpret the Bible as it 
pleases, which would of course constitute the civil 
law-making power an ecclesiastical court. This is 
in accordance with the program of the theocratic 
managers. 

To Make Christians Consi~tent. 
The Ohristian Reformer is very much disturbed 

by the non-observance of "Sabbath." It is partic
ularly agitated because Christians" fail to do what it 
conceives to be their "duty" in this respect. The 
Second Brigade of Pennsylvania Home Guards went 
into camp at Glen cairn, a short distance from Pitts
burg, and the railway ran Sunday excursions to the 
grounds. Says a Pittsburg daily: 

" As the hours wore on toward noon the railroad out 
at Glenoairn became a confused spectacle of railway 
coaches, blue uniforms, muskets, gay. dresses, etc. After 
noon there seemed to be s continuous chain of trains" 
both north and south, and it is little short of wonderful 
that no accident marred the day's gaiety." 

The Ohristian Reformer quotes this and sorrows 
publicly. We hav a well-founded suspicion that it 
would hav welcomed a terrible accident as a god
send in the way of a "warning." It laments that 
"all the paraphernalia of a picnic, fair, or Fourth of 
July celebration seems to hav been present on this 
occasion." 

" Of co1ll"l!e religious services were held in five or six 
different places, conducted by as many ministers of the 
gospel, but this was a oomparativly unimportant event, 
and bd nothing to do with the drawing of so large a 
crowd {said to hav nnmbered 30,000], except in cases 
where it acted as a salve.to the consciences of professing 
Christians. The chief event of the day was the dress 
parade in the afternoon. It was this that most of the 
people went to see." 

Where is "the power of God unto salvation" that, 
after about nineteen cent~es of preaching of the 
gospel of the "Prince of Peaoe, ;, it is found that in 
the eminently Christian state of Pennsylvania the 
services conducted by a half dozen of Christ's official 
representative constitute "a comparativly unimpor
tant event" having almost "nothing to do" with the 
drawing of a great crowd to the temple of the war 
god T Is it any wonder that the theocrats want to 
get Christ into the Constitution, when, as they say, 
they cannot get him into the hearts of their own 
people T It may be remarked in passing that a very 
large proportion of the people who attend regular 
church services do so merely to witness " the dress 
parade" 

The Covenanter organ says that the presence of 
Governor Hastings at the encampment was an "offi
cial sanction" of "the wholesale desecration of the 
Sabbath." It was nothing of the kind, for the good 
and sufficient reason that church and state are con
stitutionally separate, and hence disregtlrd of church 
observances and holy days by the officers of the 
state· is in no sense official. Governor Hastings has 
no official political connection with the church. So 
far as belief in its dogmas · and obedience to its 
rules are concerned, he is a private citizen. 

Not only hav the militiamen shocked the Sabba
tarians in the Keystone state, but the Grand Army 
of the Republic has done likewise. It went iuto 

camp at Rock Point on Saturday, August .lO~h, and 
remaineduntil the evening of Monday. The great 
feature of Sunday was. the dress parade, and the 
Pennsylvania Railroad gave Apecial exclirsion rates. 
Comments the Ohristian Reformer: 

" What is popularly regarded as the spirH of patriotism 
directs its energies again11t the Sabb"th, one of our most 
important civil and religious institutions. As a national 
defen11e the Sabbath is of far more value than the state 
militia or the G. A. R. We can get alon~ without these 
fairly well, but we cannot exist as a free nation without 
the Sabbath." 

" We cannot exist as a free nation without the 
Sabbath" means only that the S&bbatarians do not 
think themselvs "free" unless they can compel 
everybody else to observe the Puritan Sabbath in 
the Puritan way. That is what they mean by "re
ligious liberty." Like the Catholics, whom they 
inconsistently hate, they hold religious obligations 
to be above all civil and social obligations. Al
though made so by usurping legislators, the Sab
bath cannot constitutionally be a law-enforced 
institution. 

The Ohristian Reformer :finds that the churches 
themselvs participate in the work' of Sabbath "des· 
ecration." Sometimes the managers of campmeet
ings make arrangements with the railroad compa
nies to run excursion trains to the camps on Sunday 
and sometimes the railroads do so of their own 
volition. During July the Methodists held Pente
costal meetings at Ridgeview Park, Pennsylvania, 
and the railroad ran excursion trains to the grounds 
on Sunday. Says the Covenanter paper: 

" Thus the forms of religion are made the occasion for 
wholesale Sabbath breaking. But the most absurd, gro
tesque, and iniquitous feature of the whole proceeding is 
the running of excursion trains on the Sabbath to Pente
costal revival meetings. The devil and his demons 
doubtless hold a jubilee when they can thus pervert re
ligious services to their own ends. [Did not 'God' from · 
the ' beginning ' know that the Methodists would do this 
and that the devilish jubilee would come off per sehedule?] 
What a spectacle is presented when ostensibly for the ad
vancement of religton the sacred in~~titution of the Sab
bath is thus trampled upon I Doubtless individuals are 
sometimes blessed with the baptism of the spirit at suo.1 
meetings, but for every one so blessad, thousands ar' 
cursed by reason of the desecration of ths s,.bbith. [[f 
a man does not' desecrate' the Sabbath when hs walks 
three miles to a Pentecostal meeting, where is the dese
cration when the railroad train carries him and others at 
a far less eJ"penditure of energy and tim~ per ma~?J 
Ohurch members do not feel their responsibility for t e 
preservation of the Sabbath as thsy should. 0Jndistent 
loyalty to the Lord of the Sabbath requires separation 
from this sin. But it is clear that nothing short •1 
statute law properly enjo1·ced will meet the neoessi!tes 
of the oase as set forth above." 

Italics are ours. This is a plain and uneq riv
ocal demand that the state shall enforce the disctplin 
of the church. And yet tricky theocrats vehemently 
assert that they are utterly opposed to the union of 
church and state! Manifestly, only the memb6rs 
of a church are under ethical ·obligation to ob •erve 
the rites and ceremonies of that church. Th~ 
church is a voluntary association entirely apart from 
the state, and as such makes its own rules, which 
it must enforce without the assistance of the civil 
powers. And it can compel none but its own mem 
hers to obey its regulations. Yet here we hav the · 
Ohristian Reformer demanding that the state shall 
not only act as a disciplinary board of the church, 
but shall outrage justice and deny liberty by com· 
polling all who do not accept the church's regultl.· 
tiona to abjectly obey them I Could insolence be 
more insulting T Could criminal intent be more 
menacing! 

This is one more sweeping demonstration of tl..e 
ritter falsity of the claim made by the more timid 
Sabbath worshipers that they are working for a 
"civil" Sabbath law only, that they do not wish to 



hav Sunday statutes enacted or enforced on relig
ious grounds. The truth is that no one would hav 
seriously urged making honest work aiid innocent 
recreation crimes oil Stmday had it iiot been for 
the desire of the chtuch to seclire a monopoly of 
that day. 

again "a mighty baptism of the Holy Ghost," it 
must bring upoil the stage of action a generation 
imbued with a " clear conviction " of the truth of 
the dogma of ail eternal hell of sgony for all who 
cannot accept the Bible a.s the infallible revelation 
of God's will. The first step in this direction is to 
make the people submissiv to "law as law''; once 

i1aw to Take the Place of i;aith. that form of fetich worship has become a habit, the 
Rev. Jesse s. Gilbert, writing in the Michigan church can galvanize her dead creeds into a sam

Advocate, laments the decay of the emotional in blance of life in the Constitution and laws of the 
religion. He says: country and punish as law-breakers all who refuse 

"Seldom do we any more see the mental anguish, the to bow the knee at her shrines. This would 
prolonged and desperate struggle, with the correspond- eventually giv her the control of the schools and the 
ing e1;nltation and ecst!lsy, that marked the conversions press and enable her to again bring upon the world 
of the olden time. Men are convicted witllont anguish a thousand years of intellectual and moral night. 
~d converted without raptur~. The kingdom of heaven This is. the "movement in favor of ignorance " that 
is_ no longer stormed with prayers, tears, and strong h 
cries, as though to be taken by very force. . · . The to day is sweeping everything before it in t e po-
<lecay of the emotional is seen in all the after litical :field. This is the meaning of the Sabbatarian 
phases of Ohriatian 1ife. The 'amen• <:>orner has fallen crusal1e, of the God in the Constitution campaign, 
into 'innocuous desuetude.' The c'ass-room is well-nigh of the Comstock postal statutes and all similar 
deserted. Preaching is largely argnmentativ and apol- legislation, of the prohibition revolt, and of every 
ogetic. As fervor diminishes, forms increase ; hence re-
sponsiv readings, Lord's Prayer, chants and amens no other scheme ostensibly intended to make the indi-
longer shouted out by happy saints, but rendered in vidual good and happy by a "Be it Enacted" of the 
the highest style of operatic art by trained and paid legislature. The leaders of the church are too as
choirs." tute to openly proclaim all their designs, but they 

Men are enthusiastic, they feel deeply and ex- know that if they can get into the law, under any 
press themselvs fervently, only when they ha.v pos- specious pretext whatever, what they want in the law, 
itiv convictions, when they believe without doubts they can get the law enforced to the advantage of 
that grea~ consequences depend upon certain ac- the church by an appeal to the silly superstition 
tiona. The blind faith of the early devotees is of revel'ence for law "because it is law " which 
gone, never to return. Men no longer realize hell; they are 80 assiduously cultivating. The easy sue
if they believe in it at all it is in a traditional, con- ceases they are winning this year show how the 
ventional way that does not bring the horrible im- poison has already penetrated the minds of a large 
plications of the monstrous doctrin home to their portion of the people. But the Freethinkers are 
consciousness. With most Christians, of even or- not deceived; they, if no others, know the old 
dinary intelligence, it is now merely an inherited enemy of justice and liberty and are not to be 
theory that does not make much of an impression, beguiled by :fine moralistic pretenses. They know 
even at a "revival " meeting. Mr. Gilbert perceives that the church must win back through the state, if 
this, for he says that in other matters people are as she wins it hack at all, the empire she lost through 
emotional as ever ; " in politics, business, and the . biblical criticism and science. In the light of this 
pursuit of pleasure mankind were never more BUB· , knowledge they perceive the trend of the "reform'' 
ceptible to emotion than they are at the present movements in which the chmch is interested. 
time." It should be ~aid. here that men are in e~r- When will the press of the country acquire equal 
nest and grow enthusiastiC about those concerns m clearness of vision! 
which they are the most deeply interested. They I ____ __, ____ _ 
are to-day more interested in business, politics, and I Since the last acknowledgment was made we hav 
pleasure than they are in religion. Mr. Gilbert received $2 from H Schmidt for the Fleckten Fund 
declares that the fact that the people are still very ·and for the Wise Fund the following: E. A. Gates, 
emotional in other departments of life proves that 50 cents; J. F. Miles, $1; G. H. Purdy, $5; Ole 
the decline of the emotional in religion is not due Eidem, 75 cents; W. Mosena, $1.25; H. Schmidt, 
to "an increased education and culture." In this $1; F. D. Rexford, 50 cents; A. W. Beery, $1; Paul 
he is mistaken. Increased facilities for education Fisher, $1; J. L. Abrams, $1; H. Gohrman, 50 eta. 
and greater opportunities for enjoyment of life hav 
marvelously weakened the intensity of belief in the 
old dogmas, and lessened the desire for the "con
solations " of religion. In a word, education and 
invention hav given men and women other matters 
to think about and other work to do. Rev. Mr. 
Gilbert now comes to the heart of the difficulty : 

•' Why, then, is the emotional so largely ignored in the 
religions life of to-day? The answer is not far to find. 
Worldly conformity has chilled the warm current of de
votion, and substituted a formal respectability for old
time fervor. The subtle spirit of doubt with which the 
very air seems charged, and which so largely permeates 
modern literature, has weakened th6l faith of many, The 
truths of Christianity, when firmly believed and in any 
measure realized, tend to excite. Men cannot believe 
that they themselvs, or that others, are upon the brink 
of an eternal hell, and remain unmoved. Judgment, 
eternity, responsibility, sin, and redemption, are all 
truths calculated to arouse. A return to the old paths is 
the only course that will awaken the cold hearts and the 
hardened conscience. There must be clear conviction, 
or there can be no conversion. A mighty baptism of the 
Holy Ghost will rekindle the fire upon the altars of the 
church, turn timid Elis into faithful Elijahs, and many a 
doubting Thomas into a courageous Peter. More than 
anything else does the church need this baptism of power 
from on high, Pentecost restored." 

" Many of those who repudiate the immortality of the 
soul and contend that all ends at the grave, will yet rec
ognize their error to their dire cost." -Catholic Union 
and Times. 

And so your "just" God will eternally torture 
those of his children who, with the brains he gave 
them, could not in their brief lives learn all the 
laws of the nature with which he endowed them 1 

"A man named Francis Schlader, who live in Albu
querque, claims to be Jesus Ohrist. Schlader is in a fair 
way to play an engagement on the chain-gang, "-Gal
vesioV£ News. 

Would the New Mexican Christians put Jesus 
Christ in the chain-gang if his " second coming " 
should materialize at this time T How do they 
know Schlader is not the veritable Christ 1 Would 
they know Christ if he should come T 

The religious papers which hav attempted to jus
tify the persecution of t.he Adventists in Tennessee 
are, according to the American Sentinel's list, five 
in number, and they are all Baptist papers. Roger 
Williams, the Baptist, was banished from Massa
chusetts because he opposed the doctrin that civil 
magistrates should inflict punishment for religious 
error, his objection to Sabbath laws being especially 
pronounced. The Baptists are certainly "degen
erates." 
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be guilty of no more such foolishness. They did 
not know last fall who was the'' boss" of the ma
chine that was running Gaynor 1 they know now, 
thanks to Mr. Gaynor's modest frankness. 

The Oatholic Revieu; says that "it is very pos
sible that some wealthy Catholics, who hav front 
pews in church, will hav h~t holes in hell for their 
injustice to the laborer and the poor." What I 
Has it come to this, that even Catholicism is losing 
so much of the genuin grace of Christian faith that 
a man's belief will not save him? Truly, civilization 
is doing its perfect work. Perhaps some day the 
Catholic will admit that even the Atheist who is good 
to the laborer and the poor can see heaven. If faith 
will not save bad c~tholics from hell, why should 
lack of faith keep good Atheists out of heaven~ 

"Policeman John J. O'Brien arrested Oorwando JJo
coto, a barber at No. 1483 Park avenue, for shaving a 
man yesterday at 1:40 P.M., and took him to the East 
One Hundred and Fourth S~reet S~ation Honse. The 
sergeant sent the man to a cell, and, turning to the re
porter who was there, said: 'Now, if you know anything 
meaner for me to do than that, tell me and we'Jl do it.'" 
-New York World. 

And no doubt he would-such slaves would burn 
their own mothers at the stake fC?r heresy if only a 
priest-inspired "law" had been violated. They a.re 
stone-blind to their duties as men and representa
tive of justice. 

--------~.---------

"The question of righteousness should never decide 
whether an existing law is to be enforced or not. Is it 
the law of the land? 'fh"t question settled in the affirm
ativ, then let the law be enforced. If the law is unjust, 
if it works hardship to innocent persons, still let it be ex
ecuted so long as it remains upon the statute books."
Rev. Thomas C. 1Varner, D. D., Memphis, 

If you really believe what you say, why do you 
denounce the Jews for the crucifixion of Jesus! 
If you really believe what you say, why do you, as a 
Protestant, declaim against the law-sanctioned 
atrocities of the Inquisition 1 Reverend Sir, you 
are either stupid or insincere, and in either case 
you are utterly unfit to be a teacher of the people.
But the friends of justice may well thank you for· 
exhibiting the fiendish doctrin of your class in aU 
its naked horror. You are logical, at least, for you 
perceive and proclaim that righteousness, that 
equity, that justice, are less than dust in the balance 
when weighed against the demands made for your 
fetich. 

" To-day all science, all philosophy and all religion in 
the minds of its interpreters, conspire to show ns what a 
profound faith has been re&ched by any man who can sin
cerely say: 'I accept the universe.' Best of all we be
lieve the number of those who a-re getting some glimps 
of this faith and are thus preparing to accept it is increas
ing.-J. C. L,, in the New Unity. 

If by this H is meant that to "accept the uni
verse " is to admit that all the operations of na
ture are in harmony with the ethical ideal of the 
most developed men and women, then we freely con
cede that the faith which can do that is indeed "pro
found"; it is simply abysmal and unfathomable in 
its depth. Below that self-deception could not go. 
The more sensitiv the individual becomes, the more 
fully he can put himself in the place of the one who 
suffers, the less is he inclined to accept the universe 
as morally perfect. When the man who" accepts. 
the universe " as morally perfect, and the creation 
of an infinit and ethical intelligence, finds it nec-
essary to imprison and judicially murder his fellows1 
for the infraction of the rules of social order, he• 
furnishes the most crushing answer to his own un
tenable theory. 

--------~---------

7 he New Unity thinks that few of its readers: 
" will question the importance of a unitary concep-· 
tion of life." We fear that that is true, but we• 
hope that some of them will call to mind the fact; 
that when the Christian world had such a " unitary 
conception of life" the instincts of mercy and truth. 

Yes, it is " doubt " that has " weakened the 
faith" of the masses as well as opened the way for 
the establishment of the scientific certitude of the 
few. It was the belief in the reality of a hell of 
actual fire that enabled the ignorant and the culti
vated alike to make that "spiritual use of the im
agination " of which Professor Romanes told us. 
Mr. Gilbert has admitted, what the Infidel has 
claimed, that hell was the driving power of the 
Christian machine. If the church would hav the 
world " return to the old paths," if it would hav 

Supreme Court Justice Gaynor, when asked if he were almost racked and burned out of the Western 
was a candidate for mayor of Brooklyn, answered: races. We to-day possess a small measure of free
" We are all in the hands of providence, and provi- dom, owing to the fact that the various sects in to 
dence put me where I am without any seeking or which Christianity is divided cannot enforce a "uni
effort on my part." There are quite a number of tary conception of life." Freedom is the essential 
voters who were instruments in the hands of provi- condition of all progress, and until the majority 
dence in putting the Justice where he is, but who will learns to sacredly respect the rights of the minority 

• 
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the only guarantee of liberty and the only security 
for life is the multiplication of warring sects. It 
would afford us unqualified delight if from this day 
forward no two Christians could agree on a creed 
for a church, no two citizens could build a political 
platform upon which both could stand. 7. hen men 
and women could seek truth without danger of 
persecution, then the civil association would confine 
its labors to the protection of the individual from 
invasion. it seems to us that the self-styled "Lib
eral Christian ,; has read history to no useful end 
whate'Ver. 

111 We hat a iaw, and by our law he ought to 
die,' has been the JUstification of injustice and per
secution in all ages,'' tersely says the American 
Bentinei. The most astonishing phenomenon in 
connection with the clamor for the enforcement of 
law "because it is law,'; regardless of the justice or 
injustice of the law, is the religious and political 
worship rendered by the clamorers to the law
breakers of the past. There was scarcely a man or 
woman whose memory they honor who did not 
nobly conte:l:b.n one or many of the iniquitous laws 
ot the time. Those splendid rebels held, as we do, 
that justice is essential and abiding, statute law 
incidental and ephemeral. They held, as we do, 
that there ar@ sacred precincts of personality into 
which no power, be it czar or majority, can right
fully force its way. The Constitution of the United 
States was framed to guard those sacred precincts. 
All Sabbath laws are invasiv detl.ances of that· Con
stitution and hav the old-junk value only of the 
paper upon which they are printed. This is the 
plain truth in a nutshell, all fetich worshipers to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

ao We know kind hearts who never hear a poor sermon; 
they are such intent listeners that they put merit into a 
poor discourse; ability to listen to a sermon is a mark of 
oivilization. Heathens caunot."-1'/te Central Baptist. 

Maybe that was intended for a witticism. Per
haps it was written in all seriousness. Anyway, it 
may be true that ability to listen to a Christian ser
mon is a mark of Christian civilization. Certainly 
only perBons with very "kind nearts" could listen 
patiently week after week and year after year to 
lietrnons of the average merit or lack of merit, un
less the hearts were engaged in pumping very thin 
blood into very weak thinkers. We hav seen men 
and women sitting under the "droppings of the 
l'ilauctuary" and gazing into the face of the preacher 
with an expression on their countenances which said 
that they Were " taking in" every word he uttered 
'II.S the infallible deliverance of an oracle, while the 
>simple truth was that the whole sermon was an in
taipid, a pointless rehash of unprovable assertions, 
utterly lacking in logic and unsupported by a single 
demonstrable fact, a disco11rse, in short, which 
would hav discredited the ability of a smart boy of 
twelve. They were listening with rapt attention, 
not because they were putting " merit into a poor 
discourse," but because they did not know what 
merit was. ·They knew less than the preacher and 
4'10 were not bored. 

--~~~~~--~~~ 

At Crawfordsville, Indiana, the Sunday law is en
forced so impartially that not even a prescription 
can be filled a.t the drug stores, and the mayor an
nollnced on August 20bh that thereafter not even 
the gas company would be allowed to operate. 
1l:he shutting off of the gas would not make much 
difference, for the darkness at Crawfordsville could 
not be greatly increased by blotting out the sun 
and moon. In Mount Vernon, New York, the 
barbers hav not been disposed to obey the new 
barber Sunday closing law. On a Sunday in Au
gust the shops were raided. One policeman was 
knocked down by a patron as he attempted to enter 
Michael George's shop. Several city officials, among 
.others, were found in the shops and were all taken 
:to the police station, some only partly shaved. 
'When the cases were called for trial, one of the 
men, a deputy sheriff, could not remember whether 
he had been shaved that day, and was held for 
.perjury. The chief of police threatened to hav the 
whole force watching the shops the next Sunday. 
Here we see the entire corps of peace officers di
verted from their legitimlllte work and transformed 
into the perseoutm.s of Ju:mest lp,borers. This iEI 

THE TRUTH s:reEKER. 

idiocy and criminality mixed in about equal propor
tions, and yet supposedly sane and honest men hold 
up their hands in approval of the enforcement of 
this drmnable 1aw, "because it is law." 

t)65 

that the Free thought lecturer receives pay for ·his 
lectures and books, but we are not informed that 
Dr. Hawthorne declines to draw his salary, which, 
it is fairly to be assumed, is as large as his talents 
will command. 

----------~--------
"The laws against the violation of our day of rest are 

unrepealed, and no matter whether just or unjust, wise 
or unwise, · · · the;1 should be enforced. "-Memphis 
Commercial Appeal. · 

It may interest the student of hypoerisy to know 
that the paper which thus :liippantlv places 1t. statute 
enacted by church-driven legislators above justice, 
itself publishes a Sunday edition for dollars and 
cents, thus wilfully trampling upon a law that it 
declares should be remorselessly enforced against 
conscientious Adventists. Such creatures as the 
publishers of the Memphis paper hav sounded the 
depths of hum:an depravity. They could :uot go 
lower if they tried. Commenting on the Oommer· 
cial-Appeal's vindictiv hypocrisy, the American 
Sentinel very justly says: "This sentiment is 
worthy of an inquisitor of the 'Holy Office,' and 
had the editor of that paper lived in the days of 
the Inquisition, he would, if consistent, hav said: 
'The laws against the violation of our religion are 
unrepealed, and whether just or unjust, wise or 
unwise, they should be enforced.' Yea, he would 
hav stood by and seen the cruel, red-hot pincers 
sear and tear the flesh of the tortured victim ; or, 
perchance, he would hav himself heated the instru
ments of torture or brutally bared the breast of the 
shrinking maiden or the devoted mother to the gaze 
of the rabble and to the bloody work of the scarcely 
more cruel iron." All that is needed to reestablish 
the Inquisition is for the church to get enacted, 
under any pretense whatever, anti-heretical laws. 
That done, the blind believers in the enforcement 
of law "because it is law" will help her put them 
into execution, no matter how bloody and cruel the 
means that may hav to be employed, no matter 
what the cost in property, liberty, and life. 

Hypnotism has recently been introduced. as a de
fense in cases of criminal invasion, but it now 
seems that the Pauline principle of the headship of 
the husband may prove. to be more useful in some 
instances. In Williamsburg, a suburb of Brook
lyn, Mrs. Maggie Strippel was brought to the bar 
in Justice Murphy's court for having punched, 
kicked, and pulled the hair of Mrs. Alice Whalen, 
another tenant in the same building. Mrs. Whalen 
testified that just l!efore she was assaulted she 
heard Mr. Strippel tell his wife to giv her, the wit
ness, "a licking." :r'his dialog ensued: 

"Benedict Arnold was not less intelligent than George 
Washington, but one betrayed his country and the other 
saved.it. Robert Ingersoll is as well informed in some 
departments of learning as William E. Gladstone. One 
is a brilliant blasphemer, who, for a consideration of a 
few hundred dollars a night, will denounce Ohrist as a 
trickster and tlie Bible as the most infamous book 'in the 
universe. The other is a Christian gentleman, a man 
whom a nation's treasury could not bribe, nor a nation's 
wrath turn from the path of duty. "-.Rev. Dr. J. B. Haw
thorne, Baptist, of Atlanta. 

Dr. Hawthorne manifests the customary courtesy 
of the clergyman, but he has made a mistake in 
paralleling his comparison of Colonel Ingersoll and 
Mr. Gladstone with that of Arnold and Washington. 
Washington was not a church member and appears 
to hav held only a formal allegiance to Christianity, 
while on the other hand, so far as we know, no one 
has ever questioned the orthodoxy of Arnold. For 
the rest, it is not necessary to disparage the char
acter of Mr. Gladstone in order to giv due credit 
to the many virtues of Colonel Ingersoll. Free
thinkers criticise the expressed religious opinions 
of the English statesman ; they do not attack him 
as a man. Dr. Hawthorne should know that it is 
unmanly to insinuate that Colonel Ingersoll could 
be bribed by the promis of national preferment and 
emolument, or made to hide his honest convictions 
through fear of the disapproval of the masses. 
Had he been amenable to such in:tluences he would 
not, with the brilliant political career that was pos
sible to him, hav taken the position that he did on 
the subject of religion. Will the Atlanta minister 
tell us wherein Colonel Ingersoll fails to be af,:l 
worthy a man as Mr. Gladstone, leaving out of con
sideration his heterodoxy, which the clergyman is 
bound to think a mortal sin ! And again : Where 
has Colonel Ingersoll called the Bible " the most 
infamous book in the universe "! He has indeed 
said that some of the crimes therein attributed to 
Yahveh were infamous, as they were, but that is not 
branding the book as infamous. He has pointed 
out some of its imperfections and showed that an 
imperfect book could not come from a perfect au
thor. The Bible is human, not divine, in its origin, 
and hence is fallible. So long as Christians claim 
that it is infallible they will be confronted by Free
thinkers who will prove that it is fallible. That is 
the offense of Mr. IngerE!QU. Fin!Uly, it is true 

'' ' Did you do this?' inquired Justice Murphy of Mrs. 
Strippel. 

"'Yes, your honor,' she said, slowly, after having 
stood in silence for nearly a minute. ' My husband or
dered me to do it.' 
"'If that's the case,' said t~e justice, cheerfully, 

'you're a dutiful wife, and I'll dismiss the case and dis
charge y0u.' " 

From which we· gather that it is the "duty" of 
the wife to obey her husband to the extent of com
mitting crime when he comm11.nds it. This is a log
ical deduction from the Pauline doctrin, and no 
loyal Christian can find hult with it, but why did it 
not occur to the antediluvian justice to order the 
arrest of Strippel as the principal, and punish him 
for the offense perpetrated by his minion in purau
ance of his orders T If a marriGd woman is not a 
unit, if she is not responsible for what her husband 
commands her to do, then he, as· the "head of the 
family," should be made to answer for her torts 
and trespaeses. Blessed be the Bible ! How 
greatly it has contributed to the emancipation of 
women and the huma.uization of police justices! 
Let us put it in the Constitution. We want more 
such decisions as ~hat of Justice Murphy. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav writte:q us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self- Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perrv puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the •Age of Reason.' I think any person gat
ing the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for· good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason.'' Send both books out by the thousand 
and wateh the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Last Chanee to Obtain a Rare Book. 
David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined" was first published in two volum~s 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was IS

sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4.50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
.very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
students that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert. 
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News and Notes. 
Paris is not like London. It is a different evo

lution of the human race. It has other roots of 
life, and other meaning to the traveler, to the artist, 
to the thinket". It could not be transformed to 
London, any more than London could be trans
formed to Paris. Both are necessary to the com
plete manifestation of the civilization of the Old 
World, and in both, we might say, are contained all 
the elements of the intelligence and energy of 
Europe. London is life itself; Paris is the cream 
of life. London is like a sea ; Paris is like a flow
ing river. Londolll. is the place of business, of 
trade, of commerce, of capital. It is the mart of 
all the earth. Every production of the planet finds 
its center in London, which is a huge magnet of 
attraction to every ship, to every mine, to every fac
tory, to every field and rolling stream. The docks 
of London are a marvel in themselvs. We are as
tonished at the magnitude of the transactions here. 
The:v are colossal in the instruments used ; in the 
vast wealth that is constantly changing hands. 
From remotest quarters of the globe pour in a 
thousand riches. 

Paris is not at all like this. It has not the 
thunder, the roar, tbe vibration, the immensity of 
London. It has not the profound, the immeasur
able sweep of ~;normous forces. P~is is the city 
of glory and happiness; the City of beauty and 
delight. Here we see the perfection of art, of 
pleasure, of ornament. Here we see the joy of life; 
not the burden, the toil, the struggle; but the 
bloom-the gorgeous flower ; the polished jewel ; 
man" full summed in all his powers." 

There is no comparison between London and 
Paris. You cannot judge one by the other. Each 
has its own standard. Each is a law unto itself, 
representing absolutely different conditions of hu
manity. We might say that Shakspere represents 
the English mind in its variability, energy, profuse
ness, brilliancy, and practical common sense, and 
intense love of home and soil. · So the French mind 
is represented by the wonderful Voltaire. How 
different from Shakspere is Voltaire! Yet what a 
world he reveals of thought, of wit and splendor, 
of noble philosophy and heroic action. There is a 
lightness, a bright;ness, and what Carlyle terms a 
persiflage in Voltaire, which we do not find in the 
Englishman, and which is pre-eminently distinctiv 
of the genius of France, and which, to my mind, 
does not_make it any the less glorious or beneficent. 
It is a relief to the gloom and tragedy of e:ristence. 
It is a sort of intellectual carelessness without 
which our hearts would break at the awful sorrows 
we experience. Certainly French literature has 
gifted the world as no other literature has, giving 
piquancy to art, to philosophy, to labor itself, which 
illuminates and electrifies. Where is anything like 
the comedies of Moliere, the romances of Voltaire, 
the novels of Balzac, the poetry of Hugo. and the 
vivid, palpitating, earnest realism of Zola, the 
greatest of living writers, who, from the very dust, 
evolves the brilliant and the beautiful of human 
life, and teaches wisdom from the most common 
details T And in Freethought, in reform, in the 
battle for human rights, what a history does France 
present; what radiance in the darkness of the past; 
what achievements out of mighty sufferings andre
bellion; what happy hope and tranquil industry for 
the ages to come. 

With these thoughts surging in my mind, memo
ries and prophecies. dreams and exultations, I touch 
the deep heart of France in the magnificence of its 
great caFital. 

Fortunately, I am not alone. I hav good Eng
lish comrades with me, Mr. and Mrs. George Ward, 
Miss Robbins, Mrs. Hancock, Mr. and Mrs. George 
Standring, and Mr. Hauy Jones, and by their com
panionship and knowledge I am· piloted through 
the crowding varieties of this resplendent city. 

I leave London on Friday, August 2d, and take 
the route by way of New Haven and Dieppe, which 
is altogether the pleasantest route from London to 
Paris. You see more of the country, and hav a 
smoother sail over the sea. The rich English 
scenery is about us, glowing with harvest, as we 
whirl on the express to New Haven. It is a bit 
stormy when we plunge into the watery path for 
Dieppe, and it looks as if the rain would pour and 
giv us a rough passage on the crowded steamer. 
But soon the clouds roll off, the bright sun appears, 
the billows sweep softly, and we escape sea-sickness 
and enjoy the glory of the blue and shining ocean 
beneath a radiant sky. Soon along the misty hori
zon we behold the hills of France, and the lofty 
cathedral and houses of Dieppe. We sweep into 
its harbor between two high images of the crucifix
ion, placed on either shore, and of course this pre
serves us from all harm. But it was funny, after 
all1 to see these two solemn crosses towering in the 
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midst of busy traffic and travel. I don't think a 
single passenger took off his hat to these religious 
emblems. 

We are soon on the train for Paris, and we pass 
through lovely Normandy, beautiful after the show
ers that had passed over it. There was a glitter
ing freshness in the unfolding sceneries. It was 
sunny France, indeed; that spread its fields and 
woods about us, adorned with cottages and chateaus. 
I felt that I was coming into a domain where a 
new and sprightly genius was reigning. There 
was not the solidity of England, but a grace and 
felicity in the very landscape itself that suggested 
a contrasting race with a vitality all its own. Far 
away could be seen cultivated farms, the sheen of 
harvest, the dark beauty of groves, the winding 
river, the bridges, the boats, the towers and domes 
and dwellings. The first great city we reach is 
Rouen. It has a population of about 112,000. It 
is an important manufacturing place. It is some
times called the Manchester of France. It is· the 
richest of French cities in medieval architecture. 
Its old walls and old houses are being destroyed, 
and it is putting on a modern appearance. Here 
was the tower in which Joan of Arc was imprisoned 
and the castle where she was tried, and the Place 
de Ia Pucelle, the traditional scene of her burning 
in 1431. Here is the house in which Corneille was 
born, 1606, which dwelling is now public property. 
I enjoy a beautiful view of Rouen as we approach 
on the railroad. The bed of the railroad is elevated, 
and the city is stretched out before us in a spacious 
and handsome valley, where the river shines between 
the houses. The cathedral, the palace of justice, and 
other imposing public buildings are seen, together 
with the many factories. I hav not time to remain 
and view this most ancient city; I must speed on to 
Paris. 

It is raining like cats and dogs when we get to 
Paris, an extraordinary thing for this country. We 
hav a deal of trouble to get to our hotel, for we 
don't find a single cabman who can speak English ; 
aad if we try to talk French, it's no use, for we 
can't get the pronunciation. No matter how you 
may try to twist your tongue you fail, and the 
ordinary cabman is too stupid even to catch your 
meaning. But finally we are landed in what is 
called an English hotel, but nobody in it speaks Eng
lish. However, we found an interpreter in one of 
the lodgers, and so settled a:ffairs. We afterwards 
found an English restaurant, where they-did speak 
English, and we felt quite at home, especially after 
we had had a good round of English beefsteak and 
satisfied our hunger. Also at a cafe we found a 
waiter who said he had crossed the ocean forty-two 
times, and he could speak English, French, German, 
etc. The next day we met George Standring and 
afterwards Mr. Harry Jones; and they could apeak 
French enough to get along quite comfortably. 
We had no further trouble about language. If one 
can pronounce about a hundred French words 
correctly, that is all he needs for traveling pur
poses; say, for instance, the names of the principal 
buildings and streets, the names of things to eat 
and things to drink, and the names of coins, and a 
few verbs. You are all right then, and the pleasure 
is, that you need not converse with the waiter, the 
barber, the driver, or "boots." There is some ad
vantage in a limited vocabulary. 

::: aturday we walk along the boulevards, where 
so much of the life of Paris can be observed in the 
multitudes that pass by. We reach the Arc de 
Triomphe de l'Etoile, the largest triumphal arch 
in existence, visible from almost every part of the 
environs of Paris. It was begun by Napoleon in 
1806, and completed by Louis Philippe in 1836. 
The arch is 67 feet high and 46 feet wide. The 
whole structure is 160 feet in bight, and 146 fet~t 
in width. The arch and pillars are adorned with 
colossal trophies of the many wars of France. 
Twelve avenues or great boulevards radiate from 
this magnificent point, the greatest and most illus
trious of which is the Champs Elysees, the :aoblest 
boulevard, I guess, in the world. I shall say 
"guess " hereafter, for the more I travel the less 
certain I am that things are so, however much they 
may seem to be so. It may true that somewhere 
there is a· more splendid avenue than Champs 
Elysees, but at present I do do not believe it. It 
is one and one-third miles in length from the Place 
de Ia Concorde to the Arc de Triomphe. It is 
flanked with handsome buildings, and the center is 
adorned with elms and lime-trees. Innumerable 
crowds throng this immense highway, especially in 
the evening hours, and the splendor of it all is in
describable. Wonderfully lively is the Place de 
Ia Concorde, with its lights, its illuminated groves, 
its open-air concerts, the fountains, the carriages, 
etc. I can only giv a hint of these Parisian glories. 

We stroll next to the woods of Boulogne, a beau
tiful forest covering an area of 2,250 ac.""'3. It was 
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long the resort of duelistt?, suicides, and robbers. 
Down to 1848 it received but little attention. In 
1852 it was presented to the municipality, and it 
has since been a favorit promenade. There is 
nothing like it in London, New York, or any other 
city I ever was_ in. Almost in a moment you are 
transported into the depths of country life. The 
woods are thick, and all sorts of rural prospects are 
presented as you traverse them-glades, leafy 
arches, winding paths, greenswards, and here and 
there beautiful open spaces, without a sign of any 
dwelling. I believe you could walk for miles in 
these woods at times and not see a human being. 
I was astonished at the solitude, so sweet and pro
found, on the verge of this mighty metropolis. 
Through the radiant shadows we walk on to the 
Grand Cascade, a waterfall issuing from a grotto. 
From an eminence a little before it is a fine view of 
the Seine ; to the left is St. Cloud, nearer is the 
Hippodrome de Longchamp, the principal race
course of Paris ; opposit are a mill with two towers 
and the remains of the ancient Abbey of Long
champ, ·with the village of Surennes beyond, and 
a little further off Mont Valerian. Surennes is the 
village where the wedding parties cooe for a din
ner and jolly time, so vivaciously described by Zola. 
We S'e the merry troops coming and going, full of 
happiness, ready for the wine, and music, and 
dancing. Picturesque, indeed, is the little village, 
as we wander over its motley streets, sparkling 
with the merriment of a varied &ssemblage, ever 
moving about, eating, drinking, singing, and lov
ing. as bride and husband go dashing by. 

We then take boat for Paris along the river Seine. 
The city unfolds with ever-changing splendor. St. 
Clouc;t, with its fountains, appears where the old 
palace stood. The palace in which Napoleon III. 
exploited his royalty is now vanished for ever. We 
pass by the great Eiffel Tower, which rears itself a 
thousand feet aloft, the ruins of the palace of the 
Council of State, and underneath the thronged 
bridges. We land and visit Notre Dame, around 
whose venerable walls Paris began many centuries 
ago. This cathedral is on an island in the heart of 
the city. We walk within its storied gloom. It 
was founded in 1163, on the &ite of a church of the 
fourth century. The towers are 223 feet high. The 
view from the top is one of the finest in the city, 
embracing the course of the Seine, with its numer
ous bridges, the public buildings, etc. After th., 
church we visit the morgue. What a study of man 
is here !-the darkness, the terror of life, its loneli
ness, its desolation, its despair. From thence we 
bend our way to where once stood the Bastille. It 
is all gone. Not a rack is left behind. Only a few 
circular stones in the pavement tell the story of its 
existence. The sit~a is now crowded with business. 
Ten thousand feet now hurry along where once was 
the lonely prisoner. The column of July here towers 
into the glorious sunshine in honor of the heroes 
who fell in the Revolution of 1830. 

Sunday is too stormy to take train for V E_lrsailles, 
about twelve miles from Paris. In the alternate 
rain and shine we visit the garden of the Tuileries, 
the statue of Gambetta, the Place du Carrousel, 
etc. Thence to the Hotel des Invalid8s, with its 
conspicuous gilded dome, a vast establishment oc
cupying an area of about thirty acres. The tomb 
of Napoleon is beneath the dome, in an open circu
lar crypt. The walls are of polished slabs of granit, 
adorned with marble reliefs. On the pavement are 
recorded the names of the battles and victories of 
Napoleon. The mosaic represents a wreath of lau
rels. The sarcophagus i9 a single huge block of 
reddish-brown granit, fourteen feet high, thirteen 
feet long, and weighing sixty-seven tons, beautiful 
and massiv in appearance, befitting the grave of the 
mightiest warrior of modern times. Above the 
grave rises the dome to a bight of 160 feet. In 
front of the chapel appears a gigantic image of 
Jesus crucified- a strange combination indeed. 
From the windows the blue and golden tint falls 
upon the cross and figure, giving a somewhat 
ghastly aspect to the solemn grandeur of the scene. 
It fills one with awe to behold these colossal images 
and trophies, but I could not bel p saying to myself: 
"This is a lie and not a truth. This pageantry is 
not for the service of man. It is the incarnation 
of ambition and superstition." 

In the afternoon we visit Vincennes and St. 
Maude. From the top of the tramway we view the 
Palais de Justice, the Tribunal de Commerce, the 
Hotel-Dieu, the Place de Chatelet, the Hotel de 
Ville. We roll into the boulevard Henri IV., and 
thence into the Rue de Faubourg St. Antoine of 
sanguinary and revolutionary fame. What a mighty 
history is connected with this volcanic thorough
fare, teeming still with rebellious spirits I We reach 
the Place de Ia Nation, which forms the eastern ex
tremity of Paris. At St. Maude a Sunday fete is 
going on. It ia a curious sight. All sorts of exhi~ 
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bitions are there-entertainments, music, sleight
of-hllnd, mesmerism, theaters, dancing, and varieties 
too numerous to mention. It is a picture of the 
way the working people of Paris enjoy themselvs. 
They are in favor of a lot of fun, they are not 
eq ueamish in their methods, and they don't believe 
in a solemn Sunday. 

Monday, all the places of exhibition, the Louvre, 
etc., are closed. It is "cleaning up " day. This is 
sensible, to. keep open on Sunday and close on Mon
day for repairs. 

We visit Pere-Lachaise, the largest burial ground 
in Paris. It covers an area of 160 acres. It is in 
the northeast part of the city, on one of its loftiest 
elevations. The number of monuments in this vast 
necropolis is 20,000. 'fhere are IJlemorials of many 
illustrious persons-Abelard and Heloise, Rachel, 
Chopin, Talma, MarshalN ey, L11place, Balzac, Comte. 
It is impossible to enumerate the celebrated dead. 
Entering this wonderful cemetery, the mausoleum 
of thousands, we feel what Wordsworth so beauti
fully sings 

There is 
One great society alo.ne on earth 
The noble living and the noble dead. 

I hav never been in a cemetery like this before. 
There is nothing like it in England or America that 
I know of by report or actual .vision. It is beauti
ful. There is awe, and yet attraction, in its solemn 
glory. It is indeed a city of the dead. Never did 
the phrase, "City of the Dead," seem so appro
priate. There are no head-stones or monuments, 
such as we hav in our cemeteries. The bodies are 
placed in a deep vault, from ten to twenty in each, 
I should judge, and then over these vaults are 
built beautiful little temples, with every variety of 
architecture and sculpture, lovely and sublime, so 
that, as you enter the cemetery, it seems as if you 
were entering a beautiful marble city, with noble 
avenues and glorious trees that bend over and drop 
sweet music as you wander on and on in gentle and 
poetic melancholy, soothed by the sad loveliness of 
the entrancing scene, filled with thoughts of the 
immortal dead, seeing the richness of the present 
world in the glory of that which has vanished for
ever. I visited the graves of the Anarchists and 
Communists in a lonely part of the cemetery where 
they perished, with the red wreaths still :flinging 
their somber splendor over the scene. Blindly and 
madly as they fought and died, with the bloody ban
ner over them, even they represented something of 
the eternal worth of man and his heroic spirit. 
Let the evil be forgotten, and the true and beauti
ful survive in the majestic gloom of death. 

From the lofty central portion of Pere-Lachaise 
is a commanding view of the city, and as I looked 
forth upon the vast and thronging world of the liv
ing, glittering far away with myriad lusters, I could 
but feel that the dead were still with us in the 
d9eds they wrought; in the thoughts they uttered. 

·From the past comes the bloom of to-day. The 
old must ever mingle with the ne~. 

We hav to make the most of our time at Paris, 
and arise at half-past six o'clock, and, like the busy 
bee, ''improve each shining hour,'' for time and 
fortune only permit us to remain until Wednesday 
morning. When we die we hope, like every good 
American, to go_ to Paris. In the meantime, how
-ever, we must make the most of the life that now 
is. Before breakfast we visit the Palais-Royal; the 
R11e de Rivoli, one of the most important streets pf 
Paris, named in honor of Napoleon's victory over 
the Austrians; the Rue du Pont-Neuf; the Made
leine, with its imposing colonnade of Corinthian col
umns; the Place de la Concorde, the finest in th~ 
world, 390 yards in length, and 235 yards in width, 
bounded by the Seine, the Champ Elysees, and the 
garden of the Tuileries. From it are ample views 
of the Madeleine; the Chamber of Deputies, the 
Champ Eivsees, and the Triumphal Arch. 

In 1792 the guillotine began its bloody work 
here. Louis XVI. was executed 1793, Charlotte 
Corday was beheaded, Marie Antoinette suffered 
the death penalty, Danton also, Anacharsis Cloots, 
and Robespierre. Over 2,000 persons hav perished 
here by the guillotine. The bloody past was sought 
to be forgotten, and when the Obelisk of Luxor 
was presented by Mehemet Ali the name Place de 
la Concorde was finally given, and in the beauty 
ancil grandeur of art and industry the terrible 
memories vanish away. 

We also visit the Hall Centrales, one of the most 
interesting and lively places in Paris, a vast struct
ure, chiefly of iron. The " halls " consist of ten 
pavilions, between -which run covered streets. The 
whole building fills a space of twenty-two acres. 
It is the great market center of Paris. An immense 
business is transacted every morning. It is esti
mated that 15,000 vehielelil are employed in the 
traffic. 'rhe supplies includ.e fish, poultry, game, 
oysters, frog11, l!l;r;t!Joil!l, yeget~_'!,}Jes, fruit, butter, and 
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cheese. The show of :flowers is a charming sight. 
Here is where one can see something of the real 
life of Paris, and the men and women in it who do 
the work. Here you see them throng by the thou
sand to buy the necessaries of life. Here you see 
all sorts and conditions of people. It is a study of 
human nature that is quite endless. You might 
spend days in these market places, and always find 
something novel. The frogs and snails were espe
cially novel to me. The frogs look nice and dainty, 
and I could eat them, although it seems as if it 
would take a dozen to satisfy an ordinary appetite. 
I don't believe, however, I can eat snails yet. They 
do not look at all inviting. They are said to be a 
very delicate luxury. I am told that if I could eat 
an English "winkle," I ought certainly be able to 
go a French snail. Well, I havn't tried a ''winkle" 
yet, and rather hesitate to do so. It is said that 
the daily bill of Paris for meat, wine, and bread 
alone amounts to 3,000,000 francs. 

I cannot in this letter enumerate all the places I 
glance at in Paris from 7 A.M. to 12 P M. Of course, 
I visit the Louvre, where there are miles and miles 
of paintings and miles and miles of statues. You 
could not walk through it in a day's travel. I also 
visit the Hotel de Cluny, the galleries of the Lux
embourg and the gardens, the Colnmn Vendome, the 
Opera House, Palace of Trocadero, Statue of the 
Republic, church of St. Eustache, the Place of Ex
ecution, etc~ I found it impossible to visit the 
Catacombs, ·St. Germain, Fontainebleau, Versailles, 
·and the Bourse ; but I feel that I hav seen enough 
of, Paris to giv a broad idea of · its character
istics, its tendencies, its business and currents of 
life. I have seen it in my own way and I 
hav forme.i my own judgment. It is said . that 
Paris is a wicked city. It is no more wicked than 
London, New York, or Chicago. AU that you see 
in Paris can ·be seen in those cities. Paris is a 
cosmopolis of luxury. 
· People come from all quarters of the globe to 
enjoy life here. They come with money. Of course 
Paris will giv them what they want, and generally 
in an open manner and above board. There is, 
however, no more immorality in Paris than else
where, only there is far less hypocrisy. We see 
what is going on. There is no false modesty or 
humbug. There is more personal liberty in Paris 
than in any other city. The police generally mind 
their own business. They don't seem anxious to 
arrest a man or knock him down. I saw one take 
hold of a drunken fellow in a fatherly sort of a way 
and urge him to go home and behave himself. In 
Paris they wisely let human nature alone, unless a 
crime is committed, and then punishment is gener
ally sure. I saw one poor woman fighting ag!linst 
the policemen, refusing to be arrested, crying out 
in wild accents, throwing herself upon the pave
ment, and being dragged along. It might hav been 
an injustice. I do not know. It was a strange and 
sudden eruption into the brilliancy of Paris of the 
·dark and seething channel beneath, of which now and 
then we catch a momentary glimpse. This is not ex
ceptional to Paris. It is so the world over. We know 
not the misery, the crime, the despair that exist. 
It makes the heart sick when some ghastly vision 
sweeps thus vividly upon the view. However, I 
saw only one drunken man and one drunken woman 
while in Paris. 

A week in Paris is crowded with incident. An 
ever-varying panorama is before you, of which I can 
giv only a sketch-a few :flashes of the hundreds of 
scenes, the masses of people, the lights and shad
ows of the city. It is estimated that Paris has a· 
population of over two millions, against the more 
than five millions of London. Here are no such 
billowing crowds as there. Even New York and 
Chicago convey an idea of more business. People 
don't seem to "hustle" at all in Paris, and there is 
no pushing, no hurrying. There is an air of aqua 
nimity about the Frenchman, as if he had reached 
the top and had nothing in particular to do. The 
everlasting go-ahead of the Anglo-Saxon race is not 
apparent. Your real Frenchman is after all a home
body, and there are thousands of quiet firesides in 
Paris. He is somewhat sedate along with his viva 
city. Those who surge the streets, visit all the 
wicked places, and see the sights arc ~enerally for
eigners who when at home go to chm h and prayer 
meeting ; they come to Paris to hav leir "fling," 
and put the blame upon the accommo.lating Pari
sian, who shrugs his shoulders and thinks these 
would-be moralists rather "fresh.". 

I must close my account of Paris with the Eiffel 
Tower, a marvel of human ingenuity. We do not 
see its massivness, its grace, its loftiness, until we 
stand beneath the mighty pillar itself. We then 
realize the grandeur of its construction. It is the 
loftiest monument in the world, attaining a bight' 
of 984: feet. It is a marvelous specimen of the ac
curate skill of moderu scie:uoe. The base covers 

about two and one-half acres of ground, from which 
rises the extraordinary and airy fabric of interlaced 
iron-work. Beneath the first platform is a kind of 
huge triumphal archway. · This first platform has 
an area of 5860 square yards, 190 feet hlgh; the 
second platform is 32 yards square and 380 feet 
high; the third and last platform is 904 feet from 
the ground, thirteen yards across, and can hold 800 
neople. The Lantern overhead rises 79 feet higher. 
One thousand seven hundred and ninety-two steps 
lead from base to summit. 

Of course the American visitor must mount to 
the top of this unique tower; for certainly no
where else is there such a view of Paris and its en
virons. We first ascend by elevator or " lift," to 
the first platform, and here we remain for awhile 
enchanted with the extensiv prospect. The city 
lies before us in its varied magnificence. We then 
take a higher :flight to the second platform. We 
now begin to look beyond the hills of Paris to the 
far country. Having drank in this exhilarating 
view, with a sort of mild intoxication, almost dizzi
ness, we might say, we begin the last and final voy
age to the skies. Slowly we creep up the aerial iron 
pathway, while each moment unfolds a more re
splendent picture. It makes the heart tremble 
somewhat as we climb, climb, climb, for if anything 
should break, there would be a fall, equal to that 
of Adam. It is no use to think of it. We are 
in the cage and must travel upward. It made me 
shrink to look from the Washington monument, 
555 feet high, but now I am nearly a thousand feet 
high. We reach the topmost :floor. and step forth. 
What a wonderful view ! in some directions ninety 
miles, in others fifty miles away. We see all around 
Paris, the vast forests, the ten thousand dwellings; 
the great public edifices, the Louvre, the Tuileries ; 
the cathedrals, the Pantheon ; the winding river ; 
the many hridges ; the hundreds of boats. We see 
Montma , . re, with its towering Catholic church bid
ding d iance to modern thought ; Pere-Lachaise, 
with it.. wooded bight, and beyond the luminous 
fields, the villages, the declivities and vales ; the 
whole vast expanse like a bright, palpitating sea 
sinking into the distant ·horizon with mingling 
glories of azure and of silver. One realizes here 
the greatness of Paris. You seem to be taking a 
b.ird's :flight over its vast extent, while with the 
power of a magician you pierce its thousand ways 
of toil and wealth. You rejoice in the genius of 
humanity, in the skilled hand and illuminated brain 
that could build this mighty monument, and pour 
upon the enraptured vision such riches of land and 
sky. It is a rare and thrilling experience to wan
der in this lofty pavilion ; to see the empire of 
man, the vast world shining beneati.t, and above the 
victorious rays of his advancing science. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

The Savage Thinks He Sees Purpose in Nature. 
There is one thing about teleology* that nearly 

everyone who has thought on the subject must hav 
remarked. It is this-namely, that the more bar
baric and ignorant the people we are concerned 
with, the more abundant in their view is the evi
dence in favor of teleology. To the savage almost 
everything exists as a sign or thing of import in re
lation to some mind. If it rains more than usual, 
producing a :flood, there is teleology in this :flood. 
The gods or demons did not prod.u:J~ it for .naught. 
There is design, there is purpose m 1t. It 1s "real
ized end " for some sky-mind or cloud-thought. 
The wind does not develop into a hurricane for 
naught, the moon is not eclipsed, the lightning 
does not :flash two birds do not fly to the left, the 
entrails do not move, the man does not fall ill, the 
cat does not sneeze, the foot does not slip for 
naught. In all these there is tel.eology, t~ere is de
sign, there is purpo~e. They extst a~ realtzed ends 
for some mind or mmds. The skephc may ask how 
we know this. We can only reply, It must be so. 
Everything we ourselvs produce we produce having 
in view some definit end or purpose. Are we to sup
pose that the gods are intellectually inferior to our
selva that they are such dolts as to produce things 
purp~selessly? So long as we be~ieve that the 
known universe of stars and planets 18 some sort of 
intellectual unity (the belief of Pantheism), or some 
sort of system carried on essentially on the mental 
methods of an anthropoid ape (the belief of The
ism) we must of course, go on believirig in teleol
ogy.' When, however, we discover reasons for lte
lieving that the universe need not necessarily be 1m 

anthropoid ape, or under the control of an ant~o
poid-that there is, in fact, less re~son for ascnb
ing personality or mind to the umverse tha~ for 
ascribing it to a stone-we must, of course, g1v up 
teleology on the grand scale. Lange, who is hostil 

~LEOLOGY-The scie:tloe or dootri.U Qf the fl:tlal oauses 
of tlrlngs.- Webster. 
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to Materialism, writing on teleology in his "History 
of Materialism," says : " All teleology has its root 
in the view that the builder of the universe acts in 
such a way that a man must, on the analogy of hu
man reason, call his action purposeful. • • · It 
can now, however, be no longer doubted that na
ture proceeds in a way whi~h has no similarity with 
human purposefulness. On this point we 
need wait for no further proof ; the facts speak so 
plainly, and in the most various provinces of nature 
so unanimously, that no view of things is hencefort_h 
admissible which contradicts these facts and theli' 
necessary meaning." Teleology is based on the 
crudest analogies. and is on an intellectual level 
with fetishism.-J. H. Beatty, in Agnostic Journal. 

Observations. 
Piety in our public institutions is not on the uni

versal wane, as the theocratic calamity howlers 
would hav us believe. The capacity of one place 
of worship supported by this stat? has been 
doubled within the past two years. It 1s the chapel 
of the King's county penitentiary. 

My respects to Monsieur Delannoy. He is the 
impostor extraordinary who fooled the promoters 
of the grotto of Lourdes until they almost came to 
believe that there must be something in that fake 
themselvs. Delannoy was once a warder in a hospi
tal, and there became convinced that less exertion 
was required to be a patient than to take care of one. 
He therefore shammed paralysis, and heroically en
dured the doctors' treatment for locomotor ataxia. 
But at last the doctors went to blistering him and 
hanging him up by the neck, so that life became a 
burden to him, and in 1889 he went to Lourdes 
to be healed by miracle. The game worked well. 
Arriving at the grotto in an apparently collapsed 
condition, he was carried to the gulch where the 
Virgin Mary is supposed to preside. Here they 
placed him prostrate, and he remained so for some 
hours. 'fhen, as one inspired, he stood up, threw 
away his crutches, and walked forth singing a hymn 
of praise. The other pilgrims formed a pro
cession behind him and joined in the song. De
lannoy at once became famous, and for years his 
miraculous cure haR been used for advertising pur
poses by the promoters of the grotto. His is the 
one case for which Emile Zola, in his work on 
Lourdes, confesses himself to be unable to account. 
But M. Delannoy couldn't stand prosperity, and 
abused his opportunities. He was a natural thief, 
and having a chance to steal he did so. The priests 
were slow to admit that their miracle of grace was 
a common criminal, but the secular authorities were 
skeptical, and the man who had fooled the doctors 
was exposed by a justice of the peace. Delannoy 
"threw a fit" when arrested, but without any good 
result to himself. He was " brought to" by a 
policeman, and upon conviction sentenced to four 
years' imprisonment and to police surveillance for 
ten years. And thus his career has ended. He had 
been shamming all the time. I extend my respects 
to Monsieur Delannoy because, although he is a 
colossal fraud, he has contributed his mite toward 
the exposure of a bigger one than himself. 

The efficacy of prayer has lately undergone 'a 
crucial test in Dallas, Tex., and the residual calx is 
found to be wind. As related by Dr. George S. 
Lincoln, president of the Dallas Freethinkers' Asso
ciation, the circumstances were that Mrs. S. J. 
Sweeney, president of the Dallas Women's Christian 
Temperance Association, attended a meeting of the 
local Freethought society, and requested the name 
of the speaker in order that she might pray for his 
conversion. The name was given her, together with 
that of the secretary, the conditions being, accord
ing to Dr. Lincoln's account, that if neither was 
converted within three months, Mrs. Sweeney 
should admit that there was either no God or no 
force in prayer. Mrs. Sweeney's version of the 
terms is that if neither was "touched" inside of the 
specified time, then she was to allow them (the 
speaker and the secretary) to make the denial. The 
difference between admitting anything and allowing 
another to admit it is not conspicuous, but as Mrs. 
Sweeney seems to think it vital, her amendment 
may be agreed to. The main point is that, in an
swer to her prayers, something was to happen 
inside of the three months beginning on June 4th, 
the date of the meeting. 

This interesting incident, which attained general 
publicity through the newspapers, came to the 
notice of the Rev. Dr. Buckley, editor of the Chris
tian Advocate, who at once put himself in epis
tolary communication with Mrs. Sweeney, in order 
to find out what she had been doing. Her reply 
makes him very weary, for it confirms the report 
as given by Dr. Lincoln, with the exception, before 
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noted, that she never agreed to surrender her 
faith in God whether he paid any attention to her 
prayers or not. It would naturally be supposed 
that faith like this, in a skeptical age, must com
mand the admiration of every believer, but Dr. 
Buckley fails to enthuse. While admitting that 
Mrs. Sweeney's moral courage may be commended, 
he regards the presence of Christians at Infidel 
meetings as of "doubtful propriety," and Mrs. 
Sweeney's indiscretion in being there at all is, on 
the whole, about as serious as the offense of ap
pearing in bloomers. He says further that pro
fessional lecturers against Christianity are not 
worthy of reply. Perchance he means not suscep
tible of reply, but "worthy" is the euphemism he 
employs. "Moreover," continues the editor of the 
Advocate, "no positiv promis can be found in the 
Bible that God will convert such persons in answer 
to prayer. On the contrary, it is explicitly Rtated 
that there are some for whom no prayer will 
avail." Again, "Others are described as 'past feel
ing,' whom it is impossible to renew unto repent
ance, as having committed sins that can not be for
given either in this world or the world to come." 
Let the speaker and secretary rffJ.ect on that, and 
then listen: "Braztln, fierce, profane opponents of 
all religion, as well as those who make it a subject 
of buffoonery, may be prayed for indeed, but they, 
their writings, and their speeches should be avoided 
as one would shun an infected district." Finally: 
"An excellent biblical prescription for dealing with 
such persons, when one finds himself unexpectedly 
in their presence, is this : ' Go from the presence of 
a foolish man, when thou perceivest not in him the 
lips of knowledge.' The presence of Christian 
people in such places invariably makes capital for 
the blasphemer." 

If Dr. Buckley had put his closing proposition 
first, the rest of his objections to Mrs. Sweeney's 
attending the meeting of the Dallas Freethinkers 
would not hav needed to be written. The presence 
of Christian persons does, of course, make capital 
for the Freethought lecturer. That is why they 
are so cordially invited to attend. If you listen to 
a Christian person outside a Freethought gathering, 
especially in a pulpit or at an experience meeting, 
you will hav to either doubt his word or believe 
that he is simply in pain through his inability to 
meet and confound some denier of God and prayer. 
You know he is bluffing, but to call him is to calla 
policemen. When the Christian person enters a 
Freethought assemblage he leaves his power of 
arrest outside, and faces the audience on equal 
terms. His belief not being capable of either de
monstration or convincing argument, he becomes 
capital, or at least raw material, for the "blas
phemer." Dr. Buckley knows how worthless or
dinary religious statements become the minute they 
are denied and proof called for. He sees with im
patience that Mrs. Sweeney has taken the promises 
of God altogether too seriously, as though their ful
filment was to be expected, and hence t.he rebuke. 
Such a thing as her prayers being answered in this 
instance does not enter his head. In fact, he has a 
firm grasp on the truth that prayers are never 
answered, and ten days before the expiration of the 
time allotted to the test he writes in perfect confi
dence that God will pay no attention to Mrs. 
Sweeney's petition. A man of more faith might hav 
hedged, along toward the first of September, but 
while any chance remained that accident could 
bring about the result prayed for he would not hav 
volunteered an explanation of the failure. . 

An event like the conversion of Mrs. Sweeney to 
unbelief through the non-success of her prayers is. 
not to be looked for. She can never hav had any rea
son for believing in prayer, and can therefore hav 
no less. But whether or not in thiR crisis she loses 
faith in God, it would be altogether surprising if 
she did not withdraw whatever confidence she may 
hav reposed in the Rev. Dr. Buckley. 

The City Vigilance League of New York is not 
averse to achieving its ends by the degradation of 
our youth. Into court last week came Frederick 
Schrenker, aged 16, as a witness against a saloon
keeper of whom, he alleged, he had purchased beer 
on Sunday. The magistrate inquired of him if he 
was in the habit of drinking beer in saloons, and he 
replied that this was the first time in his life that 
he had ever done so. Whereupon the magistrate 
addressed him in this fatherly manner: "My boy, 
don't do again what you did on Sunday. You might 
get in the habit of drinking, and that would ruin 
you. The society ought to be ashamed to ask boys 
of your age to get this evidence, and so destroy 
your morals. Let men get evidence against the 
places, and you boys keep out of them." 

Such advice is sound as to the drink habit, but 
in this case the worst of the two evils involved was 
permitted to pass unprobed. The infamy of the 
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transaction lay in the circumstances under which 
the beer was drank. A man once said to another, 
"You are a fool." "Sir," was the reply, "you are 
drunk." "I know I am,'' said the first man, "but 
to-morrow I shall be sober, while you will always be 
the same damned fool you are to day.'' Exactly so 
with the boys employed by the City Vigilance 
League to get evidence against Sabbath-breakers. 
The effects of the beer will pass off in a headache, 
but the influence of a mean act is not so ephemeral. 
For the inebriate there abides abstinence, the tem
perance pledge, and the gold cure, but wh!\t can 
rehabilitate and clothe in self-respect the Sunday 
·sneak~ 

Keir Hardie, ·the ex-member of the British Parlia
ment who has come to our shores as the apostle of 
Socialism, is a disappointing individual. Person.
ally, he is commonplace ; intellectually, consider
ably less. His first break here in New York is to 
applaud the enforcement of the Sunday laws, and 
to express the hope that the assault on Sabbath
breakers at this point is but " the beginning of a 
fight which is to extend all over the country." Pro
ceeding in the same line, Mr. Hardie says that So
cialism is Christianity, and that he has the same 
faith in it as a system of economics that he reposes 
in it as a way of salvation. In addition to being 
sentimentally pious, the Socialist ex-member of 
Parliament is inordinately vain. Nordau would call 
him an egomaniac. Exhibiting his miner's cap to 
an audience, he related that this same piece of 
headgear had created consternation in the House of 
Commons, the ILembers pretending, says he, that 
they objected to the cap ; but, he adds, senten
tiously, " It was not the cap they were afraid of, 
but the head inside of it." Of such timber is Mr. 
Keir Hardie, apostle of Socialism and Jesus Christ. 
One advantage enjoyed by these fellows who are so 
stuck on themselvs is that they are not troubled 
with rivals. 

I wouldn't say it myself, nor would I believe it 
on the word of a male citizen, but when Mrs. M. 
Florence Johnson. a daughter of Moses Hull and a 
contributor to Lucifer, the organ of sex emancipa
tion, asserts, unrebuked by the editor, that woman 
is enslaved because she prefers the comparativ ease 
of chains to the hard work necessary to industrial 
independence, there can be no offense in repeating 
the remark-more especially as it appears to be 
true. The thought has often occurred to this de
ponent that if there were no statute law whatever 
to govern in the matter, the relati0ns of men 
and women would be substantially what they are 
now. That is, the woman would do the house
work and the man would take the responsibility of 
grub-staking the outfit. The question of "sphere" 
has nothing to do with it-it is the line of least re
sistance for both parties. Eliminating that species 
of insanity designated as "love," which is bU:t 
another form of" avarice, and allowing for the disso
lution of the partnership at the instance of one or 
both parties, I conceive that the arrangement is as 
near perfect as any that could be entered into by 
fools. 

Adherents of the Prohibitio}l party, after the 
manner of an evil and adulterous generation, are 
looking for a sign. They want a party emblem to 
.put at the head of their ticket. Some would choose 
a lamb, as a symbol of the innocence and purity of 
the Rev. Dr. Funk, while others suggest a picture 
of Niagara Falls, typifying the eloquence of the 
Hon. John G. Woolley of Chicago. These, though 
beautiful, are basically inadequate. It would re
quire a policeman with drawn club and a Prohibi
tion office-holder with drawn salary to represent all 
there really is in the movement. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 

Jeremiah Hacker. 
All Freethinkers in the United States hav heard 

of Jeremiah Hacker, the veteran fighter of shams. 
To very many his name has long been a household 
word.· Four decades and more ago he was pub
lishing the Pleasure Boat at Portland, Maine. It 
found its way into all parts of the country where 
there were progressiv men and women, and it did an 
immense amount of good pioneer work. It exposed 
the contradictions and barbarities of the Bible in a 
trenchant, homely way that could not fail to leave 
a lasting impression on the mind of the thinking 
reader, and he traveled and lectured in the same 
cause seventy years ago. In a letter to S. P. Put
nam, which appears in "Four Hundred Years 
of Freethought," he tersely tells h~s life story : 

Seventy years ago I commenced lecturing against 
priestcraft. I traveled thousands of miles and delivered 
hundreds of lectures. I never took a fee at the door, 
nor permitted a contribution box to be passed, nor said 
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anything about money. The people were in such a con
dition then that if I had asked for pay they would hav 
said that the dollar was all that I was after. I had to 
force them into the belief that I was working for their 
welfare, and wanted to free them from the bondage of 
the churches. ·. · · In 1845 I met James Arrington 
Olay in Gardiner, Maine. He was the first outspoken 
Infidel I became acquainted with. He published a large 
book and c\rcnlated it free. He gave me five or more, 
for which I pledged my overcoat. I started a Liberal 
p'l.per, the Pleasure Boal, and, with asmall beginning, I 
ran the paper for sixteen years, and sent it at least one 
year to every man, woman, or child that asked for it, 
whether they paid for it or not. I had subscribers 
among the most enlightened class in every state in the 
Union. At that time Maine had vnst quantities of land 
. which it was selling to Shylocks in large tracts. Through 
my paper, and appeals to the governor and legislature, I 
got a law to giv every landless man in Maine, and who 
would settle on it, one hundred and sixty acres of land. 
for fifty cents an acre, and this to be paid in labor
making roads, etc. Then I saw scores of farmers, each 
with a two-hor'se wagon, covered with cloth, containing 
their beds, dishes, tool~, wives and children-all they bad 
in theworld-s\eeringforthe wilderness. · · · I also 
got a reform school established for juvenil offenders, at 
Westbrook, near Portland. 

Mr. Hacker has resided at Vineland, N. J., for a 
number of years, and has kept up his warfare with 
the legions of ignorance and superstition, in verse 
and prose ridiculing and arguing against the doc
trin of biblical inspiration, and attacking the pop
ular follies and wrongs of his time. Six years ago 
his companion, whom, in the old Pleasure Boat, he 
always tenderly and respectfully spoke of as his 
"Mate," was laid to rest at Vineland. And now he 
reposes beside her. For Jeremiah Hacker is dead 
-dead in the fulness of years and of services. 
1 his card from H. G. Heacock, who cared for him 
in tbe closing days of his life, tells how he died : 

That noblest of all our band of Freethinkers, Jeremiah 
Hacker, died at 5.30 o'clock this morning, August 30th, 
and never before in my life hav I witnessed so quiet, 
paacefnl, and painless a death. He had no disease, but 
grew weaker day by day and the candle burned out be
fore he reached the hoped-for century milestone. Last 
May he was ninety-four. . 

The New York Herald of September 1st has this 
account of the man who was an Infidel to the end: 

VINELAND, N. J., Aug, 31, 1895.-The funeral this 
afternoon of Jeremiah Hacker, a poet and author, who 
died on Thursday, at the age of ninety-four, was held 
without rites or ceremonies of any kind, and the body 
was conveyed to the graveyard in an ordinary wagon. 

He wa.s born at Brunswick, Me., in 1802, and received 
only a common school education. When yet a very 
young man he .began teaching school for a living. His 
attacks upon the Bible, howerer, soon gained him wide 
notoriety, and he became editor of the Pleasure Boat, 
published at Portland, Me. Tha paper had an extensiv 
ciroolation, but when on the eve of the rebellion he advo
cated peace the _circulation of the paper quickly melted 
away. 

He then came to Vineland, where his attacks noon tha 
church again put him before the public. He composed 
poems ridiculing the Bible, and, followed by men and 
boys, walked through the principal streets of the town sing
ing his poems and preaching to the crowds. An announce
ment in the daily papers that he would appear in the pub
lic Eqnare alwavs attracted a crowd. Mr. Hacker was 
firm in his belief that he was doing good, and his large 
fortune was spent in inculcating his ideas. He was lib· 
eral to th~ poor. . 

When his wife 4ied, six years ago, Mr. Hacker erected 
two tombstones on his lot at Siloam cemetery. On his 
wife's was inscribed, underneath the usual legend the 
question, " "Where Is God?" On biB ow:n tombstone was 
carved the following: "The Angry, Wrathful Bible God 
Is a Myth." 

These tombstones, so close to monuments piously in
scribed; caused much comment, and many persons vis
ited the graveyard to see "those awful tombstones." 
Lot owners appealed to the trustees to hav the offensiv 
slabs removed, but the trustees became divided over the 
question, and the tombstones are still standing. 

Mr. Hacker was a member of the ''Ten Dollar Ooffin 
Society," of this place, the rules of which will not allow 
any member to be buried. at an expense exceeding $10. 
His last words were a request to be buried in a cheap 
box, and without a hearse. The latter part of the request 
was carried out. but to the first part his friends would 
not consent. Mr. Hacker's death was calm. 

We do not know how large a fortune Mr. Hacker 
had earli.er in life nor after the time of the incident 
he mentions in the quotation we hav made from his 
letter to Mr. Putnam, where he lilpeaks of leaving 
his overcoat as security for a few books ; but it is 

· certain that recently he has been very poor, so poor 
that it was feared he would be thrown on the 
charity of the outside world, and to prevent this 
the Freethinkers of the country contributed money 
for his assistance. 

J eremia.h Hacker seems almost to hav belonged 
to another century. He was' more than double the 
age of the oldest man in THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
with the exception of one compositor, and the 
sprightliest of us can only faintly hope that we 
can retain to the end of life the clearness and 
vigor of intellect that were his to the last. He 
was loyal to the truth as he saw it; he was an 
hone.st worker, a fearless speaker, a generous 
helper, ard in death he signed no treaty of peace 
with superstition, hypocrisy, and despotism. At 
his graveside we uncover in sincere respect for a 
true man, and pled~e our~:~e!rli !mew to b~ttl(l "\lQ-
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ceasingly against the Christian church and all that 
it represents of devotion to darkness and treason to 
human liberty. 

The Old, Old Problem. 
In a recent number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, under 

"News and Notes," Mr. S. P Putnam says: "Of 
course, true philosophy, .as well a 'I true science, will 
result in Atheism and Materialism. There can be 
no other conclusion. It must be conceded that 
material phenomena are the antecedent of mental 
phenomena, and while material phenomena are 
everywhere in time and space as we experience it, 
mental phenomena occupy but a very small portion 
of universal existence. So far as we know, such 
phenomena are only on this planet." 

Is Mr. Putnam justified in the assertion that 
mental phenomena are only on this planet! Does 
he not know that animal life and intelligeace are 
co-existent, be the plane ever so low! That as one 
improves the other also improves, and that when a 
planet is sufficiently developed for life to manifest 
itself it is ready to make that manifestation, let 
that be where it may 1 Our pla~et is no better 
than others equally well-developed, and there are 
celestial orbs far in advance of ours. 

Every force of nature is equally applicable to 
every celestial orb in existence, so soon as it is suf
ficiently developed to receive that force, whether it 
be applicable to only inorganic or also to organic 
exis_tence; therefore that assumption must be a 
mistake. 

The force or principle we call spirit is always 
ready to combine with matter as soon as the planet 
is ready to receive it, and the result is life and 
mind, or intelligence. Now the que:;tion arises, Is 
matter the ruler of this spirit force, or is it the re
verse! Is spirit force older than matter, or the re
verse T I will venture the assertion that they are 
co-existent, and also co-existent with all other 
forces in nature's process of development, which is 
evolution ; therefore I deny that material phenom
ena are antecedent to mental phenomena. Matter 
may be so attenuated or disintegrated that the in
fluence of gravitation is not perceptible, but gravi
tation is ready to assert its power of attraction so 
soon as this matter is sufficiently consolidated to 
feel its force. This, however, is not evidence that 
matter is antecedent to the attraction of gravita
tion. I perceive that Materialism has grown out of 
antagonism to past religions, or rather, supersti
tions, and I want to search for the truth rather than 
antagonism. 

Much in the article quoted from is true, and in 
harmony with the cosmic philosophy, which I be
lieve to be true philosophy. I make another quo
tation: "Clearing away these stumbling-blocks, we 
hav simply material and mental phenomena, known 
only by sensation and reflection, but really known 
as they are." 

This passage requires some definit line to divide 
material from menta] ; we would like to know 
where one ends and the other begins. Is space a 
material property ! Is matter material ! Is time 
material ! Are the fd'rces or attractions, such as 
attraction of gravitation or cohesion, or electrical 
attraction or chemical attraction, material or men
tal T Are they known only by sensation and reflec· 
tion, but known as they really are ! 

I will giv you my opinion on this subject : Space 
is inappreciable to man, except w:hen represented 
by the existence of matter, a substance that can be 
known to man only through his external senses. 
Time is a definit portion of eternity, the unit of 
which is measured to us on the planet earth by its 
revolution on its axis, producing light and dark
ness through the presence or absence of the sun's 
rays, one revolution being called a day, which is by 
man divided into hours, minutes, and seconds; or, 
when added together, are called months, years, or 
other measures of time. 

The forces of nature are not perceptible to our 
senses, excepting through their·application. Grav
itation holds worlds together, and is manifested 
in the dewdrop or in the ocean's depths. Cohesion 
is manifested to our senses through the mountains, 
rocks, trees, metals, etc ; and of the other forces, 
each is known through its effects on nature, and 
only through its effects. I am not prepared to di 
vide these properties into material and mental, 
although part are certainly material in character. 
Do any of these properties possess within themselvs 
intelligence T Yet lifA certainly manifests intelli
gence, which is derived from a union of spirit force 
with matter, although spirit force may not of itself 
possess intelligence, and matter inherently certainly 
does not. Nevertheless, the union can produce 
this effect, on the principle that chemistry may mix 
two inert properties RD<l the QO:Qlbtnation becom~ p. 
terriQle ex:plosiy, 
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The development of each and every planet had a. 
beginning; life on each planet had a beginning, but 
the primary elements in nature are as eternal as a. 
God could possibly be. Space without matter, and 
matter without gravitation or cohesion, or any 
other of nature's forces, is an absurdity. Each of 
these primary properties must of necesdty be in
herent in nature, ready for duty when conditions 
will permit. Growth or development is nature's 
method ; it never goes backward, but advances with 
time. The leaves may fall, but the germ or tree 
puts forth a new growth. 

There are casualties or conflicts octmrring in the 
operations of nature's forces, such as storms, floods • 
fires, earthquakes, and various other phenomena. 
that are destructiv to human life. The earthquake 
is the result of causes and effects that relate to the 
formation or development of the earth itself, but 
has no consciousness of the existence of man, there
fore it might swallow a city without the conscious
ness of its existence. This line of argument will 
apply to all the other forces in nature that are not 
controled by intelligence. They are effects sub
ject to causes which are forces in nature not con
troled by intelligence, and which are not responsi
ble for what man suffers through their agency. 
.There is no god in the case to save man or cause 
him to suffer, but mere casualties or c::mflicts in the 
processes of nature. 

I alluded to the spirit force that coalesces with 
matter and produces life. This life is not a erea
tion, but the effect of an existing cause as certainly 
as the hardened rock is the effect of the attraction 
of cohesion. Man passes the germinal period, the 
pre-natal, and the mundane, and retaina his iden
tity, and in each transition his identity is intensi
fied. The germ cannot be said to contain life, 
although the germ of life is there. · The prA natal 
is life in a very feeble state, but capable of growth, 
and after birth, although quite feeble, the powers 
of individuality are greatly increased, and growth 
or development is accelerated b"oth physically and 
mentally. But after a time the physical attains 
maturity, and then the powers are directed to the 
development of the mental, which increases during 
mundane existence. 

Is it· reasonable that this continuous chain of 
progression should be snapped off in oblivion T [Is 
not the same true of the tree, the infuRoria, the 
dog, the plant-are they not all immortal?] Reason 
says cause must produce its effect, that one step 
taken compels another as the effect of an existing 
cause. Facts corroborate the reasoning, and phi
losophy sustains the evidence of a continuous higher 
existence. 

What hav been mentioned are primary condi
tions, and we hav only to cross the threshold to a. 
higher school of development, of which spirit com
munion givs ample evidence, and this later transi
tion will be followed by others, we hav good reason 
to know. 

Refusing or neglecting to investigate these facts 
is to be compared to the child that fails to learn the 
alphabet, which is a complete barrier to the acqui
sition of further lessons until it is mastered. There 
are other lessons ready for the pupil's acceptance 
as fast as he can receive them. So it is with future 
life-you cannot find the last lesson. 

Montpelier, Ind. WILLIAM ALLEN. 

Col anel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sept. 8-Des Moinesbia ................................... Lincoln 
Sept. 17-Stamford, onn .................................. Lincoln 
Sept. 29 New York city ................................... . 
Oct. 6 -Boston, Mass ....................................... . 
Oct. 7-Manchester. N. H ................................ . 
Oot. 8-Portland, Me ....................................... . 
Oot. 11-Brockton, Mass .............................. Shakspere 
Oct. 12-Pawtncket, R. I. ................................. Lincoln 
Oct.-13-Providence\ R: I ................................ . 
Oct. 20-0hicago, IlL ...................................... . 
Oct. 21-Anrora, lll ......................................... . 
Oct. 22-J oliet, Ill .......................................... . 
Oct. 23-Danville, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 24-Bloomington, Ill ................................ . 
Oct. 25-Bnrlington, Iowa ................................ . 
Oct. 26-Keoknk, Iowa ............................. , ...... . 
Oct. 27-St. Louis, Mo .................................... . 
Oct. 28-Decatnr, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 29-0hampaign, Ill ................................... . 
Oct. 30-Lafayette, Ind ................................... . 
Oct. 31-0rawfordsville, Ind ............................. . 
Nov. 1-0olnmbns, Ind .................................... . 
Nov. 2-Hamilton, Ohio ................................... . 
Nov. 3-0incinnati, Ohio ................................. . 
Nov. 4-Mt. Vernon, Ohio ............................... . 
Nov. 5-Wheeling, W.Va ................................ . 
Nov. 6-Pittsbnrg, Pa ...................................... . 

The annual Congress of the Freethought Federa
tion of America and the American Secular Union is 
to be held this year in New York city-October 25, 
26, and 27. The official call will be published in 
'l'BE TRUTll Sl!lB:KEB next week. 
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~etters of f]Cr1ends. 
They Want the Pictures. 

RIYlllRTON, OR., Aug. 10, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, ~or sub

scription for one vear to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book," "Old Testament. Stories 
Comically Illustrated," and pamphlets. 

Repeotfnlly, J os. ELvY. 

CoLORADO SPRINGS, CoL., Aug. 12, 1895. 
MR EDITOR: Yon will find inclosed $5. 25, 

for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and "Pictorial Text-Book" to J. W. 
Rumsey, and for the balance please send 
me "Sixteen Crucified Saviors" and "The 
Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, Hymns, 
and Reoitaticns." 

CHAS. D. SPRADLING. 

McPHERSON's STATION, B. C. •l 
Aug-. 7, 1895. > 

MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTHSEEK!l]R, 
which a friend lent me, that yon are giv
ing the "Pictorial Text-Book" free to a 
new subscriber, therefore I would like yon 
to send it to me along with THE TRuTH 
SEEKER for one year, also "Old Testament 
Stories Comically Illustrated" "Hand
book of Freethonght," "A~e of R9ason," 
and the "Bible Inquirer.'' 

Yours, E. H. FoRREST. 

After tbe "Voice"-" A Ht>ll Rattler." 
OGDENSBURG, N. Y , Aug. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents. 
for which send me " Myth and Miracle," 
and "Faith or Agnosticism." I hav ex
amined your "Pictorial Text-Book," and 
it is what might be cilled a ''Hell Rattler," 
or, in other words, it is splendid. 

GEo. W. FLACK. 

Good Books to Circulate. 
CmcAGO, ILL., Aug. 19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 50 for 
THB TRUTH SEEKER and "Field-Inger
soll" and "Gladstone-Ingersoll" discus
sions. I am glad the price of the above 
books has been reduced, giving every per
son a chance to compare writings of the 
greatest exponents of the Christian creed 
with those of our truly noble Ingersoll. 

Success to the cause is the greatest wish 
of Yours truly, JoHN C. SPROUG. 

For Foreign Missions. 
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., Aug. 18, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice an appeal from 
Mr. Snow, of India, for tracts. If it meets 
your approval, I will buy $3 of books and 
tracts and also donate some of my own, 
the whole to be forwarded by yon. Our 
friends in India should hav ammunition to 
oppose the missionaries, E. 0. TUITLE. 

[A.ll who desire to follow the good ex
ample of Friend Tuttle can send their con
tributions here, and we will fill their orders 
very generously as to quantity. As to 
quality, use your own judgment within 
the limits indicated by Mr. Snow.-ED. 
T. S.] 

One of the Faithful Guard. 
ADRIAN, MICH., Aug. 17, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I see I am far behind with 
yon in my pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
something that is not common with me, 
and all the excuse that I will now giv is 
that my health is so poor and my life seems 
to be almost run out. I am in my eighty
fourth year, and I hav thought it was 
about time to go, and so I hav let my ac
count run, to be settled at the end of my 
journey through life. But as I still liv, 
I concluded that I would send yon the 
needful for another year, and I will hav 
it passed on, after I hav the reading of it, 
to others. The faithful old TRUTH SEEKER 
I hav always stood by and defended 
as the noblest representativ of the true 
American principles that we hav to-day, 
although I don't wish to be understood as 
in tending to slight other noble Freethonght 
prints. 

Yours as ever for the truth and the 
right, S D. MooRE. 

Christian Mission Aries in C~ ina. 
Los ANGELEs, CAL., Aug. 18, 189!i. 

MR. EDITOR: There are many regrets ex
pressed and much sympathy bestowed on 
Christian missionaries in China, when the 
native rise up and massacre a few and tear 
down their dwelling-houses; but, thus far, 
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I bav never felt the presence of a regret or 
been conscious of any sympathetic feeling; 
for missionaries who force themselvs into 
a country where they are not wanted, and 
attempt to introduce a fighting religion 
that has deluged the world in blood, de
serve all they get, and more too. It is an 
insult to the great Chinese nation to hav a 
lot of Christian fanatics go there and tell 
the people they are on the road to hell be
cause of a false religion, and they must 
worship the god-phantom in Christian 
style or be forever damned. Yet this is 
just what they do, for before they can es
tablish the doctrine of Christianity they 
must destroy a belief in the more ancient 
and more peaceable religion of Confucius. 
It has always seemed to me that it was time 
enough for Christians to go there with 
their system of foolish absurdities when 
they are invit ~d, but modesty and a proper 
regard for the rules of good manners are 
nev"r manifested by the followers of J esns 
in their insane anxiety to convert the 
world. They are going there any way, 
and ram their creeds down the throats of 
people who are their superiors, from a 
religions standpoint if no other, for the 
Chinaman's religion is nowhere revealed 
by a trail of blood, and never, for the glory 
of God, hav they tortured and killed to 
extend H. It is true their religion, like all 
others, is largely destitute of common 
sense, but its oeaoeable character elevates 
it far above Christianity. While it give 
satisfaction to those who accept it, and no 
desire exists for a change, no good reason 
can be given for trying to displace it with 
one many times worse. So, when I see the 
e.fforts made by foolish fanatics to convert 
that great nation by introducing the most 
damnable religion ever generated in the 
minds of the priesthood, the opposition 
they encounter is seen with hearty ap
proval; for, though opposed to bloodshed 
and violence, it seems necessary in such 
oases to compel Christians to mind their 
own business. Christians believe in a God 
endowed with omnipotence and the pos
session of such an attribute insures the es
tablishment of any religion he de~ires; so, 
if God wants Chinamen to be Christians, 
he can make them so at once; and I am in 
favor of leaving tha.t work of conversion 
right where it belongs-in the hands of 
omnipotent God. Thflre is a building in 
this city, erected and owned bv the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union, 
and the corner-stone has this inscriPtion: 
"The battle is God's, not yours," and 
every time it is read I inwardly remark: 
"Then let him fight it." And the same 
feeling prevails in regard to the establish
ment of Christianity, both here and in 
China; for, if God wants the entire world 
to accept it, one little miracle will do the 
business, and miracles, we all know, used 
to be his specialty. 

If Christians will persist in the absurd 
attempt of converting three or four hun
dred million Chinamen, who dislike and 
detest them, then let them reap the conse
quences, without calling for war-ships and 
soldiers to protect them. If they will mind 
their own business they will need neither, 
but if they won't, then, for one, I hope the 
Chinese will compel them to, and kick 
every Christian fanatic out of the country 
who persists in staying where he knows he 
isn't wanted. Let the good work go on, 
and may China soon be rid of the numer
ous and inharmonious sects that love 
Jesus and hate each other_ 

C. SEVERANCE. 

"What One Can Do." 
VERA CRuz, Mo., J nly 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: When I moved to this lo
cality about six years ago, I found the 
blight of superstitions cant in almost com
plete control of the ignorant and unthink
ing parts of the country. At the revival 
meetings the pions sponges would picture 
a hell, or place of torture, that was always 
in waiting for those who chose to giv their 
best food to their children at home instead 
of to the )larson, or would not come under 
the wings of sanctimony and be fleeced of 
one-tenth of their earnings. But, alas! at 
an unexpected time, while one of their 
holy leaders of the Baptist persuasion (who 
had tramped into the country in the early 
spring of 1891 without money or scrip in 
his pockets, and whom rumor accused of 
being a fngitiv from justice) was pouring 
hot shot on to the heads of llOIUliJ whom hiq 

pions supporters had suspected of keep
ing their children away from the mourners' 
bench, he threw his lasso of wrath a little 
too far and very ferociously looped it 
around the horns of old "Infidel Davis." 
This created a tumult in their camp, and 
when all the pions snobs of pretension 
grabbed the rope and tried to haul in their 
victim and found the old Infidel immov
able, they were dumfounded, and, in the 
spleen and venom of their natural Christian 
hearts, they poured on him all the vitu
peration and misrepresentation they were 
able to command. This set the machinery 
of reform at work in earnest, and although 
I had kept almost silent on the subject 
since coming to this country up to that 
time, I told them mv month was open 
from thence on and that I was going to 
down them if it took me the rest of my 
life to do it. I commenced to put it to 
them without :reserve in both private and 
public, and in connection with their mis
representation, abuse, and ostracism they 
even threatened to mob me out of the 
country, but all to no avail. I hav beaten 
them on every hand. I now hav several 
good and able helpers, and we are coming 
out ahead; we hav almost outlived it all. 
Some of my mos~ earnest opponents at 
that time are now among my best friends. 
The people hav gotten their eyes open to 
such an extent that the sky-pilots of the 
country can scarcely get a corporal's guard 
in numbers for hearers; their Lord has de
serted them; their god-houses are rotting 
down; their holy Bible is riddled, and 
now, at the point nearing the close of the 
scene, two of the self-same Baptist pulpit
pounders who lit on me the hardest five 
years ago, are quarreling about Bible 
translations. One of them has got one 
scale off his eyes to such an extent that he 
says he can see that the Bible has not all 
been correctly translated, and he can prove 
it. This makes the other parson wrathy, 
and verily the good work goes on. One 
after another of "gawd's" holy men hav 
been brought to this country to get up 
another revival, but no good, no good
the one of five years ago is t!)e last, and 
holy humbug has been compelled to take 
a back seat. I now hav an agreement with 
a preacher that I will read one of his 
pamphlets if he will read your "Design 
Argument Fallacies," which I wish yon to 
send me. Inclosed find stamps for same. 

Yours for truth, S. B. DAVIS, 

What One Sample Copy Did. 
ELY, IA., Aug. 19, 11195, 

MR. EDITOR : I hav read the Letters of 
Friends with pleasure, and often thought 
I would write. 

I never gave very much attention to 
Freethonght until after hearing R. G. 
Ingersoll lecture on the Bible at Green's 
Opera Honse at Cedar Rapids last winter, 
a'nd reading the sample copy of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER which yon sent Mr. J. C. 
Dvorak. I now read all the Freethonght 
literature that I can borrow, and when I 
can spare a few cents, buy a book. The 
" Age of Reason" I got of you I hav not 
read yet, but lent it to Mr. Dvorak; and 
when he got through and was about to re
turn it, a traveling agent came in and, tak
ing out his catalog of goods, was :ready 
for Mr. Dvorak's order. Mr. Dvorak 
told him that he had a catalog that 
would b'.'at the agent's catalog out of sight, 
and handed him the "Age of Reason." 
The agent looked at it and told Mr. Dvo
rak that he had been looking for that 
book in the book stores and could not find 
one. He asked Mr. Dvorak if he would 
lend it to him, promising to return it in 
good order. Mr. Dvorak thought I would 
not object; so lent him the book. I am 
glad that .lVlr. Dvorak lent the book, and 
if he can do so again, I hope he will; and 
yet that duffer in Washington, D. C., has 
gall enough to say that the " Age of Rea· 
son" is out· of date and belongs among 
the ancient and dusty literature. How 
can there be great sales of it when book
stores will not keep it for sale? 

Both of my parents were baptized and 
brought up under the dark shadows of the 
cross, but after going among the people 
to earn their daily bread they found that 
Christianity is nothing but humbug. So 
they stopped putting their hard-earned 
money into the coffers of the priests. 

While my father was among the living 
he was a subsotiber to a Bohemian paper, 
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called Dennice Novoveku (The Morninu 
Star of the New .Age), published yet at 
Cincinnati, Ohio, by V. Snajdr. It is not 
entirely a Freethonght paper, being also 
political, story, and news. Very often it 
contains articles on Bible absurdities, the 
pranks the priests and preachers are up to, 
etc. It also prints selections from the 
great writers upon Freeth ought. 

August 14th was a great day for the 
Freethinkers of Ely. That day we had 
the pleasure of meeting J. E. Remsburg 
and hearing him lecture on the "Demands 
of Liberalism." The day dawned bright and 
warm, but towards noon the sky began to 
be c'lst over with clouds, and between 2 
and 3 o'clock it began to rain and rained 
for about half an hour. It WlS a ba~ out
look for our lecture. Bat (as the Chris
tians say, "Thank God from whom aU 
blessings fl >W ")about 5 o'clock the clouds 
began to sail away, and we saw the sun set 
in all its brightness, thus giving us a cool 
and beautiful evening. Another pl'ayer 
of the Christians was nnanswer!id, as I hav 
no doubt that a great many prayed for a 
big down-pour of water, not so much on 
account of the drouth as to spoil the 
meeting. I should judge the attendance 
besides the children was between fifty and 
seventy-five. There were a few Christians 
in the audience. We thank them for their 
kindness in attending the lecture. We ex
pected there would be more, but I suppose 
they thought it would be a sin to attend 
and eternal damnation to hear such a lect
ure. I hav been told the few Christians 
that did attend speak very favorably of 
Mr. Remsburg and his address. 

I hope friend Peck will write soon one 
of his humorous, entertaining, and in
strnotiv letters. I hope it will be a long 
one. Yours, JoHN B. WIDRA. 

When Those Laws are Fnndament.allr 
Jnst. 

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Aug. 17, 1895, 
MR. EDITOR: Your "Freethinkers' Pic· 

torial Text-Book" received. 0 a the whole, 
it is a m~~ognifioent portrayal of the vast 
amount of perverse thought that exists iu 
the world to-day, as reflected in the actions 
of creed believers. It is not unlike a pan
oramic illustration of the great and varied 
sufl'drin~ entailed upon humanity by the 
cruel eff<>rts of one portion trying to over
come an inexorable law of nature by re
sorting to every sort and kind of fraud, 
deceit, treachery, and even punishment, 
that the ingenuity of the meanest brain 
can devise. However, we, as Liberal 
thinkers, must be Liberal. Some of Mr. 
Heston's illustrations are radical-are 
overdrawn. And I resent all reflections 
on "Uncle Sam " His (Heston's) illus
trations representing "U nole Sam" in al
liance with the church are severe and un
just. I don't see how any Liberal thinker 
can draw an illustration reflecting on our 
form of government, although it is not 
perfect by any means. It is not what Lib· 
eral thinkers would like to see. · Bat it is 
such a vast step in the right direction, and 
so much better than any other form of 
government that ever existed among men, 
I think its highest praises should be 
sounded. Don't deride "U nole Sam," for 
he is "a daisy'.' for the chance he has had. 
Let's stand shoulder to shoulder and make 
the government better-the foundation is 
splendid. 

I am probably different from any Free
thinker extant. At least I feel that I stand 
alone, so far as I hav ever known. I am 
one of those who believe that every other 
individual creature upon this insignificant 
mundane sphere of ours has a perfect right 
to think as he pleases, and even act as he 
pleases, so long as he does not invade the 
civil rights of any other person. Further
more, he must act within the pale of the 
system of civil laws adopted for his gov
ernment, and when those laws fail to meet 
the wishes of a majority of the people, 
change them by quiet and peaceful exer
cise of the ballot. I believe Mr. Heston 
has overdrawn some of his illustrations, 
but he has a right to think as he does. I 
hav an equal right to think differently, but 
must not do so to his detriment. I may 
convince him that he is wrong, if I can, 
but must not undertake to do so by any 
force that will invade his civil rights to 
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi· 
ness." Alao, I think that in all the dark 
ages1 a,ud a.ll other ages, men ha<l a, full and 
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perfect right to think and believe as they 
chose, so long as they were honest in it 
and did not try to invade the inalienable 
rights of others. Nero had a right to 
think that the early Christians were wrong 
and should be suppressed, but Nero him
self was wrong when he killed Christians 
simply for their belief. He thereby in
vaded their rights. Calvin had a right to 
diffdr from Servetns in thought, but old 
Calvin was in the wrong when he dragged 
Servetns to the stake. The pope had a 
right to believe that Luther was wrong in 
his belief, but the pope should hav stopped 
at that. The dignilaries of the Church of 
England had a right to think that all 
Catholics were wrong in their belief and 
ceremonies of religion, but there they 
should hav stopped. We do not fully con
trol our thought-producing machinery, 
hence we should not lose any civil rights 
for expression of honest thought. 

Very respectfully, H. CLAY Wir.BoN. 

["Uncle Sam," and his nephew11, the 
states, not Mr. Heston, are responsible for 
the present governmental alliance with the 
church. When he and they stop exempt· 
ing church property from equal taxation 
with the homes of the people; when he and 
they stop enacting and enforcing church 
laws regarding the use of Sunday; when 
he and they stop teaching religion in the 
Indian and common Eohools; when he stops 
muzzling the mails and recognizing church 
holy days by proolamat.ion; when he stops 
closing World's Fairs on Sunday at the 
behest of the church-when he and they 
dissolve their alliance with the Christian 
church, Watson Heston will stop calling 
attention to that alliance. Freethonght 
stands for truth, and it is the truth that 
there is an alliance, every day growing 
closer, between· the Christian church and 
''Uncle Sam." 

As to Mr. Wilson's affirmation of the 
right of universal mental liberty, and his 
denial of the alleged right to invade, we 
do not know wha~ he means when he Bays 
that he supposes that he stands alone in 
this regard, that he is probably difterent 
from any other Freethinker living. Of 
course all Freethinkers make that affirma
tion and that denial. That means simply 
the right of private judgment, which is the 
bottom principle of Freethonght. If Mr. 
Wilson stands on this platlo. m he has every 
Freethinker in the world with him.-ED. 
T. 8.] 

Cremation. 
FISHKILL-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.,} 

Aug. 25, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been to the Crema

tory and Colnmbarinm at Fresh Pond, 
Queens county, N. Y., and am so delighted 
with all I saw there. 

CrematioD. is a perfect success. All the 
world needs to convince it of the beauty 
and feasibility of this way of disposing of 
its dead is to make a visit to the place and 
read a few copies of the Urn. 

The Colnbarinm is a building without 
its equal in thiA country. It was :finished 
within one year, and in a time of unprece
dented business depression, and bonds 
sold at par when other values shrunk 
:fifty per cent I Everything speaks of the 
coming age when burying the dead in the 
ground will be thought barbarous and old 
fogyish, 

Some may imagin it a terrible thing to 
ha:v a dear friend cremated, but should 
they once see the process, all snob feelings 
would pass away. Everything is decorous 
and orderly. The services are held in a 
large, handsome room, which has already 
two lovely memorial windows. 

There are niches aU around the walls, 
where beautiful urns of glass and other 
material are set. These hold the ashes of 
the dead, They are wreathed with flowers 
and green vines, and ornamented with 
ribbons; name, age, etc., inscribed thereon. 
All is bright, gay, and seriously cheerful. 

The dead body is taken from the coffin 
and wrapped in a sheet dipped in alum
water, so that when it is moved into the 
oven it does not offend the sight by any 
show of flames. The door is closed upon 
it, and that is the last till the ashes only 
remain. Even the coffin is broken up and 
burned so friends will be sure it will be 
made no further use of. 

The body is not cremated in the coffin, 
because the materials of it would take fire 

at once. Everything is done with a kindly more. The fact is, "where your treasure 
regard for the feelings of the spPotators. is there will your heart be also" is just as 
No clods falling upon the coffin. No true to-day as when repeated (borrowed 
thought of gradual decay and creeping from the pagans) by the Galilean pessi
worms and possible return to life only to I mist. 
di~ ten thousand deaths in the narrow The church gave its pastor, Miss Olds, 
pru!On. three weeks' vacation, and it tested the 

We entered our names in the big book ability and devotion of the other workers 
as visftors. Mr. Parkhurst and wife (who to sustain the interest in her absence. C. 
took me there) are among the largest B. Revnolds.:filled her place as leC>tnrer 
shareholders in the Crematory, and expect while the Sunday-school work and enter~ 
to be cremated when they die, as I myself tainments were most creditably conducted 
would be if I lived near. under the management of those trust-

The average cost is $35 for adults and worthy assistants, Mrs. Olara Bailey and 
$25 for children, while the average cost of the Sunday-school superintendent, Miss 
burial, outside of the money spent for lots Ada Dawey. Miss Olds repaired to Long 
and monuments, is $150. Beach, in search of rest and much-needed 

There will be no terror of grave robbery, strength for the coming fall and winter 
which is now so frequent. campaign, but, with her usual self·abne 

No contagions diseases from drinking gation, in response to the very kind and 
water coming through cemeteries. No urgent invitation of the Secular church of 
waste of valuable lands in or near our Silverton, abridged her holiday to comply 
great cities, devoted to burial places. with their solicitations. 

No digging up and removal of our dead 
by laws that sell us burial lots and yet giv 
us no right to·hold them inde:finitly. 

"Even in Glasgow to·day, how are the 
poor buried? Visit Belvedere and yon will 
see great square holes, ten and twelve feet 
wide and about the same depth. These 
holes will be packed with the dead as so 
many :fish might be packed in a box, and 
then three feet of dirt covers the top!" 
All this within touch of the city and the 
oitv's water supply. 

Bodies from twenty-three diff<~rent conn
tries had been cremated at Fresh Pond 
Crematory up to April, 1895, Germany 
furnishing the greatest number (746). 

The sanitary reasons for cremation are 
snob as appeal forcibly to most intelligent 
people. At present, while there are, no 
doubt, many who would not consent to cre
mation for themselvs or for their families, 
there are but few who do not consider it 
an admirable act, even a necessary pro
cedure, in the case of some parts of the 
community. Our cities are growing so 
tremendously fast, presenting problems 
snob as no other generation has ever had 
to meet, that the question of the disposal 
of the dead becomes a very serious and 
perplexing problem indeed. And the old
fashioned graveyard does nbt meet it. 

Between burial and burning there is no 
difference in the :final result. The differ
ence is in the process. The inevitable 
change is wrought, in the one case slowly, 
in the other quickly; in one by the action 
of olean flame, in the other by the action 
of damp earth. 

I assume, then, that the present way of 
disposing of our dead is not oondnoiv to 
health, and that a better state of things 
would be ours if orematio.a instead of 
burial, were adopted. This will hav its 
enemies from d1ff<1rent quarters. But one 
of the greatest hindrances the advocates of 
cremation will meet will come from the 
church, because of its established forms of 
religion and its theological conception of 
man's fntnre condition. The church has 
in every instance opposed science in her 
onward march to giv light and life to man. 

There is said to be "no :firmer frien·d 
than fire." It burns up all waste, contagion, 
and offensiv material. It is the concen
trated essence of the glorious sunshine. 

Let us, then, all be :fire worshipers, pu
rity seekers, and cleanliness creators. 

'Tis wisdom's way, and hence 
Of all man's methods since the world 

began 
Doth best become the cultured state of 

man .. 
Then, prejudice away, none need to turn 
From the olean ashes in yon sacred urn, 
The innoxious fruit of :fire's refining art, 
And lone chaste remnant of life's human 

part. ELMIRA 8Lli:NKER. 

The Cause in Or('gon. 
PoRTLAND, OR., Aug. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Despite the intensity and 
immensity of caloric, rendering the city 
like a bake shop of Tophet with the lid on, 
the First Secular Church of Portland has 
held her own. The Sunday evening lect
ures and the Secular Sunday-school hav 
continued without intermission or vaca
tion; interest has increased, attendance 
has been excellent, constant additions 
being made both to Sunday-school and 
church. Last Sunday three new members 
signed the membership roll, declaring they 
would do all in their power to advance the 
aims and objects of the church, and pay 
monthly in advance the sum promised as 
dues. It is impossible to sustain an organ
ization without means. The simply sign
inS b~a11ks "mon.nts tq -==--, nothing 

Silverton has always been the banner 
town of Liberalism in this state. Never 
once hav they allowed the banner to trail 
in defeat or disuse, and there is no liabil
ity of Silvertou ever failing to maintain its 
proud and well-earned pre-eminence, for 
all the leading farmers and merchants are 
Liberals-Liberals in very deed as wt>ll as 
profession. Miss Nettie A. Olds scored a 
grand triumph at Silverton. The folio w
ing extract from a most reliable corre
spondent will be read with interest: 

Miss o:ds lectured at our Universal Men
tal Liberty Hall, Saturday evening, 
August 10bh. Her suhjeot was "Salvation 
-the Real and the Jdoal." The harvest 
was at its bight, with the church and 
Sunday-school adjourned for the summer, 
and many awav to the coast and moun
tains, yet the interest to see and hear the 
much-talked of youngest one of the most 
devoted workers and able exponents of 
our principles, resulted in an attendance 
of 150. Miss Olds won the hearts of our 
people here. Our bl'ight, brainy young 
president, Pearl W. GBer, made a few very 
appropriate remarks at the close of the 
lecture, and commented upon the rapt at
tention that had been paid the speaker, 
due to her charming delivery of new, 
bright thoughts and her logical reasoning. 
Her words came from her heart, and 
touched the hearts of all her hearers. Miss 
Olds was the guest of Mr. and Mrs .. T. 
Hammond, whose happy home is a daily 
living illustration of the harmony, peace, 
and joy that result from the practice of 
thP principles of Liberalism. 

On Sunday evening our own Silverton 
brass band rendered a number of exhilar
ating pieces-it was really an admirable 
concert-and called abe audience to
gether. There were fully one-third mQre 
present than on Saturday evening. The 
lecture was preceded by overtures by the 
Rilverton Secular Church orchestra. Miss 
Olds recited "Nameless," with a pathos 
and feeling that proved her an able elocu
tionist. Our own accomplished secretary, 
Miss Myrtle Buff, an able elocutionist, 
charmed the audience with a masterly re
citation. Then Miss Olds delivered the 
lecture, "The Flag Above the Cross." The 
enthusiasm was tremendous, and the long
continued applause testified appreciation 
of the truths and sentiments uttered. 

Some one told of Miss Olds' ability as a 
violinist, and a gAneral demand was made 
on her to play. She consented, to gratify 
the old folks, saying that her knowledge 
of music forbade her to play for the young 
folks of Silverton, who themselvs pos
sessed so much of culture and natural 
musical talent. So she played "Opera 
Reel" and "Soldier's Joy," to the delight 
of the baldheads and graybeards, who 
could scarcely be restrained from " shak
ing their hoofs." The young folks are 
eager for the return of Miss Olds. 

Thanks to Charles Hagner, the most in
domitable worker, whom nothing can dis
onnrage, the Secular Snnday·sohool at Van
couver has become an established success. 
This has not been brought about without 
persistent E:ftort; but from a little few and 
a listless, almost hopeless despondency, be
cause of difficulties and indifference, by 
his zeal and heroic enthusiasm and per
sistence, he has now the satisfaction of 
having awakened a real interest, not alone 
on the part of ~he children, but of the 
adults, and has over twenty children, ear· 
nest students of natural philosophy, and a 
calisthenic class and enthusiastic little 
army in the flag drill. The parents of the 
children appreciate the practical lessons 
taught by the Secular Sunday-school Les
Pon Leaves, and the Gems of Thought 
tersely and pleasingly making indelible 
impresaio:QS ou the young minds, alike of 
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everyday facts of soienoe and simple moral 
truths. · 

The outlook foJ' the Seventh Annual 
Convention of the Oregon State Secular 
Union is most encouraging. The proposi~ 
tion to devote the morning and afternoon 
sessions to practical business and the com
pletion of plans to more successfully carry 
on our work receives many commenda
tions. '.rhe Co-operativ Benevolent Insur
ance Secret Society is heartilv indorsed by 
every: one who has written me on the snb
jeot. 

The Podland Industrial Exposition is 
now an assured fact, so that friends from 
all sections can hav the advantage of the 
reduced rates. The board of directors are 
especially anxious to hav a goodly delega
tion of Washington Liberals present at the 
Convention. They are most eordially in
vited and urged to be present, and are as
sured of a most hospitable and hearty re
ception. (Please notify me as soon as 
possible of your coming, so that satisfac
tory arrangements can be made, and all 
insured desirable homes during their so
journ.) 

The business meetings, day time, will be 
held at Labor Council Hall; the public 
meetings, lectures, and entertainment, 
Friday evening at Turn Hall. Saturday 
evening, grand dramatic performance; in
teresting drama, "Ireland As It Was;" 
followed by the glorious, langhter-provok
jng farce, "Sarah's Young Man." Exhi
bition of the Sunday-school work, Sunday 
morning, 10 A.M. Convention will close 
with a grand ball at Labor Hall, Snn~ay 
evening. 

Our expenses are heavy, and any true 
Liberals who, without doing injnstioe to 
any one who has prior claims, can re
mit :financial help, wilL receive the grati
tude of the committee of arrangements; 
and the remembrance of their having 
helped to make others happy by relieving 
them of anxiety and administering to the 
general advancement of the cause and the 
success of the Convention, will afford them 
sweet source of meditation and rfj ')icing 
in the future. C. B. REYNOLDs, 

Sec. Oregon and Wash. Sec Unions. 

Mortuary-Ellen Hutchison Burt. 
ARMSTRONG, IA., Aug. 18, E.M 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I wish to let the rea1ers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER know that my 
mother, one of its old-time readers and an 
admirer of its founder, died August 7th. 
Her maiden name was Ellen Hutchison. 
She was born in Fifeshire, Scotland, and 
came to this country in 1852. She was 
born and raised in the Presbyterian 
faith, but after the writer subscribed for 
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and she read its out
spoken pages, she tnrt~.ed her back on all 
class opinions, and longed for the complete 
emancipation of the mind of man from the 
thraldom of religions fear. She was very 
outspoken, making herseH enemies some
times thereby, but she would say, "I 
dinna care a curse for folk that dinna care 
for me," meaning, of course, for their 
opinions, as she always was free with them 
as before. She was seventy-three years 
old, and was buried without the aid of the 
church, according to her wishes; for she 
had said that if her family disregarded 
her last wishes by having a preacher talk 
over her remains, and it were possible, she 
would kick the end out of the coffin. One 
of our neighbors, a Mr. Ogilvie, read 
b'orm No. 2 of THE TRUTH BEEKER Collec
tion, and parts of several other forms. 
Two of her daughters failed to attend the 
funeral simply because there was no 
preacher, and those of us who are Free
thinkers were not giving her a Christian 
burial. However, there were many of tne 
old neighbors in attendance, and some of 
them spoke well of the ceremony after
wards, and the preachers of this commu
nity got a chance to see that we could die 
without them as well as liv without them. 
Mother leaves a family of eight to mourn 
her loss, four of whom are Agnostics. Also 
a husband who is an admirer of Ingersoll 
and John Peck. Mother was also an ad
mirer of Heston, and one of her legacies 
to me was the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book," on the flyleaf of which I hav 
written 

Remember 'tis no idle toy, 
A mother's gift-remember, boy. 

Yours, PETER H. BURT, 
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River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion~< tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the da.J:'S occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

When I Am Gone. 
Will grieving friends, when I am cold, 

Beside my narrow bedside stand, 
And softlY kiss the withered hand, 

And speak the name I bore of old, 
When I am cold? 

Will loving feet, when I am dead, 
At fond affection's bidding come, 
And follow to its silent home 

My lifeleBs form, with gentle tread. 
Whm I am dead ? 

Will teni!er h&.nds, when I am gone, 
(]aress the form so silent now, 
And softly touch the marble brow, 

And deck with fi~wers tbe simple stone, 
When I am gone? 

When life is o'er, and I am dead, 
wm loving eyes their brightnESS dim 
With tender tears at thou«ht of him 

Who lies so still upon his bed-
When I am dead? 

Will I! indly lips, when life bas fi '>Wn, 
Recoil the dear ard olden days, 
And cover all my faults with praise, 

And tell the good I did, alone, 
When life has flown? 

0 friends of mine, while I am here 
Imprint your ki•s upon my brow; 
I need your true affection now; 

Oh, let me feel your presence near, 
While I am here. 

Let lovmg 'feet, while shines the day, 
Keep faithful march be' irle my own, 
Nor let me go my way alone; 

Attend me as I tread the way 
While sb1nes the day. 

And let me feel the willing clasp 
Of helping hands to cheer and aid; 
Of what avail, when I am dead, 

Their tender touch and lingering grasp
Tt e1r thrilling clasp? 

And cbeAr me with your g-entle light, 
And with yrur fond sJl:'ection beam, 
0 loving eye•, ere ends the dream; 

I cannot se•, when falls the night, 
Your tender light. 

Oh, do not wait till I em gone. 
But speak the cheering word~ tc-day, 
And chide me when I go astray; 

I cannot hear the chilling tone 
When I am gone. 

-E. A. Marshall. 

How Did Fire Come 1 
There are many pretty myths in rela

tion to the origin of fire, and the people 

symbol as sacred, never letting the fires 
upon the altars go out. To them the ann 
and the stars were emblems of fire that 
they regarded with great awe and rever· 
ence. 

It was another advance when fire was 
made by means of flint and steel, and it 
was probably thought that the very acme 
of perfection was reached in friction· 
matches. In our time electricity is made 
to do what was formerly done by two 
sticks, flint, and matches. Thus progress 
and invention bring light in various ways 
and by many strange devices. 

Nature is a great and good mother, and 
she carries in her bosom everything for 
the comfort and well-being of her chil· 
dren. S. H. W. 

A Brave Soldier. 
There are men who, after a battle, die of 

imaginary wounds, and there are others 
who seem incapable of realizing actual 
danger. Of the latter class was a brave 
fellow whose courage is thus described in 
Regis de Trobriand's "Four Years with 
thA Army of the Potomac." 

He was a strapping Irishman, whom I 
found smoking his pipe at the door of the 
hall where lay the wounded. 

" Well," said I to him, " how do yon 
find yourself?" 

"Perfectly, colonel. Never better in 
my life." 

"Why hav yon got your face half cov
ered with bandages, then?" 

"Oh, a mere nothing-a scratch, I'll 
show it to yon." 

'' No, I thank yon." 
"Yes, yes, you will see what it is." 
Raising compresses and bandages, he 

showed me a gaping wound in the place 
of the eyebrows, which had been carried 
awav. 

"I see," filaid I, " that your wound has 
not been dressed this morning." 

"No, the doctor put this on yesterday; 
but to-day he's so busy wit.h the others, 
who need his help more than I, that I 
didn't want to bother him." 

"And your eye?" 
"Gone. But yon see, colonel, it's only 

the left eye, and that will save me the 
trouble of closing it while I take aim, 
which always did bother me. In a fort
night I'll be back with the regiment." 

Bot the brave fellow n,ever did rejoin 
his regiment. Before the fortnight was 
over he had died of this " mere nothing " 
of which he had made so light. -Pittsbur.q 
Dispatch. 

of ancient times had many theories about it. A Good One at Last. 
No doubt when they saw the lightning '"Did I tell you the latest bright thing 

flashing in the sky they formed some ideas my little boy got o:fl?" asked McBride, as 
regarding it, especially when they ob- he joined a group of friends at the club: 
served that if it touched a tree it became a "Yes, you did," replied all, in concert, 
pillar of fire in an instant. with discouraging unanimity. 

In autumn, when they saw the forest "That's where I've caught yon," re-
trees aglow with flaming colors, they were torted McBride, "for it only happened 
impressed with their beauty and grandeur, last evening, and I havn't seen a soul of 
and unexpressed ideas of fire must hav yon fellows since. Besides, this was really 
awakened in their minds. They must hav a good one." 
thought the lightning had been playing "Then yon havn't told it to us," replied 
among the trees. The scarlet feathers of Kilduff, speaking for the crowd. " Go 
the Southern birds must hav told them, on." 
also, a story of flame and fire. There is "Yes, tell us quickly," added Skidmore, 
an old legend that says: "The fire is a "and let us hav the agony over." 
bird with flaming crest and glowing wings. Thus encouraged, McBride began: • 'You 
It flew from the heavenly ash-tree and know, boys, little people hav sharp ears, 
alighted upon one of our trees, and the and they are not at all backward about 
glory of its presence burned the earth-tree telling any little scraps of information they 
to ashes." From this arose the story of the pick up. This peculiarity has led a good 
phoonix. After awhile, any bird that had many parents to resort to spelling words 
color on its breast or wings would be when their young children are present. 
called a lightning bird, as the robin red- Of course that sort of thing is of no avail 
breast, the oriole, and the black-bird, with after the youngsters learn to spell. Well, 
a red feather in its wings. These were Mrs. McBride and I are in the spelling 
regarded as the bearers of fire from the stage now, and little Freddy is often very 
skiPs. much mystified by our remarks to each 

When in California last year I saw an other. 
implement for making fire in primitiv "Last night we had our new minister to 
times. It was done by rubbing two sticks dinner, and Freddy watched the good 
together until the friction produced flame. man helping himself very liberally to his
The instrument was made by Navarino, an cnits. He thought it a good opportunity 
Indian aged 107 years. My friend, Mr. to put into use the family verbal cipher, 
Emory Munyan, promised to hav Navar- feeling perfectly certain that the minister 
ino make a similar one for me, which he would find it unintelligible. So he called 
did, and it was sent to me after my return out, • Mammal' 
home. "'What is it, Freddy?' asked my wife. 

This curious way of producing fire must " • Mamma, isn't the m-i~n-i-s-t-e-r a 
hav been hailed with delight in the old p-i-g?' spelled out Freddy, triumphantly." 
time. It was, no doubt, regarded as a The fellows had to admit that this story 
great and grand achievement, and no won· about McBride's boy was really a good 
der the people worshiped it, and kept the, one.-Hurper's ~fagazine, 

What the Little F1olks Are Sayjng. 
Florence was communicating a bit of.in

formation to her brother Meryl. "Pooh," 
said Meryl, "I knew that before.'' "But I 
knew it first,'' persisted :Florence. "Yon 
couldn't, for ! hav known it ever since the 
world was made,'' declared Meryl,. tri
Umphantly. .. r knew it before God was 
made," said Florence, " so that settles 
it. h 

One day this same Florence found a 
catechism, and coaxed her mamma to read 
aloud the questions, which she answered. 
When she came to the part relating to the 
crucifixion of Jeans, this question came 
np: "What was given to Jeans to drink 
while on the cross ?" Without a moment's 
hesitation, Florence answered:. "Hire's 
root beer!" The look of consternation· and 
dismay following this reply may be imag
ined, but not portrayed. 

Right Living. 
H. 0. Tripp, of ltingsley, Iowa, writes 

thus of" Right Living": "!tis one of the 
most wholesome and readable volumes I 
hav read in many days. It deserves a place 
in every home." Mr. Tripp is the author 
of a volume of poems entitled, "Around 
the Fireside." It contains many beauti
ful gems, among them being .one on 
" Freedom," and inscribed to our worthy 
friend, Otto Wettstein, whose picture also 
adorns a page. This picture and poem are 
worth the price of the book.-ED. 0. 0. 

Correspondence. 
MILLEDGEVILLE. ILL., Aug. 24, 1895. 

MISS SusAN H. WrxoN: As I hav read 
five of your books, I wish to write and 
tell yon how well I like them. I think 
"Right Living" is grand. It contains 
some of the best thoughts I hav ever read. 

My only sister wrote to yon some time 
ago, and that encouraged me to write also, 
We are alone in our views in the commun
ity, but care not. 

I hav been doing considerable elocu
tionary work lately. I hav taken one 
gold medal in the county as second-best 
in the rural schools, and bav also taken a 
Demorest silv~r medaL On Wednesday 
next I enter at the county fair for a gold 
medal. My piece is "Kate Shelly," which 
I chose because a woman was the chief 
actor in it. 

We don't take THE TRUTH SEEKER now, 
but intend to renew our subscription. 

I would thank any Oorner friend ever so 
much who would be kind enough to send 
me the piece entitled " Grant at Vicks
burg," by George Remsburg, I think. 

Mr. J. E. Remsburg lectured at Mill
edgeville one week ago. I had the piece 
I spoke of, but lent it before I committed 
it, and never regained it. I wish to learn 
it and deliver it in the future. I will 
gladly send any piece I hav to anyone 
sending it to me. 

Your friend and admirer, 
MATTY AvLYN HuNTER. 

[Thanks, Matty, for kind appreciation 
of our books. We ure proud of the at
tainments of a girl who wins gold and sil
ver medals. Live truly, and honors will 
be easy, not only for Matty but for all. 
Always pleased to hear from you. Re
gards to sister.- ED. 0. 0.] 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORI{S. 
Rigbt Living. Ethica as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 

Woman: Four Centuries • f Progress. 
BY Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cants. 

AU in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 
12mo, 300 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting BookhWitbout Supersti. 
tion for Children and Yout . The Oni:y Free. 
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, tongd paper, broad margins, ill us. 
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 
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NEW BOOKS, 
BY 

ROB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
Tile Field- Ingersoll Discus

sion. Price, 25 cents. 
In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry 1\1:. 

Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. l'he letter was published in the 
Nortl~ American .Ileview, and wae 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Iug·ersoll-GVadstone Coii. .. 
trovt•rsy about Christianity. 
Price, 25 cent~. 

When the Field-IogArsoll C,m
troverRy closed in the North Amer
ican .Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
wor.sted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review enguged the 
Right Hon. W- E. Gladstone to at. 
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myt.h and lUiracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as som~
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

The Truth Seeker, 
~{l l,.4FAY1i;l"'lli\ Fi li'LAC5', NE>W Yotrk. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

[ILLUSTRATED 

By Carey K. Jurist-
The text is poetical ani! the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTSJ CLOTH, $1. · 

Address THE 'I'RU'rH SEEKEJt, 
28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

•rene, witty, s.nd sarcastic dafinitiona of lhii!O· 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repair, 
clo•ely regulate and re .urn watches 2d or 3d 
clay. No better work in the world Agents 
wanted in every town in the United States where 
watches are butchoreil instead of restored l'ilany 
are now making money hut mauy more can make 
money easv by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor'. Apply for terms, •lso 
send for prioe lists of Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Desi«ner of 

The Otto Watlsfein Watch; Tre Ingersoll Sou
veni" Spo"n, and The Papular Free

th~ught BacJ.qe. 
Establi.Rhecl1857. 1\QCtUU·I·,:t<;, rr,1·,. 
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Open ~~~~~~r~~ .~.~~. ~~i-~~-~ -~~~- ~~~~~~~: 1 Oonsid ;ring from a rational view point those 
Orthodoxy. Robert G lngerwll........ . . . . . . 10 
Our Father in Heaven. Poem by Oharles fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

Stephenson ....................... , ....... . 
Our Lord and SaviorJesnq Christ. T E Lot g. 
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COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES lliORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for '·limiting government to the 
mere protection of life .. nd proper~y and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal Jnst·ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address THlil 'l'RTT'I'lJ SEE'KEll, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition uf that splendid ~rose Il(lem 

"Life," by "the Prince of orators 'Ool. R. G 
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the 
t~ble as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appe~r t}le portraits of the Colonelll:lld the baby, 
,urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J;>oet who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone Ill the living world." It will 
make a deli~htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtelleotnal greatness,• but of artistic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The size is 12x.16 inclies, and the 
11rioe only?5 oents, post-1lr.id, 

A NEW EDITION 
OJ!' 

THE DIEGESI~ 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees 
and Early History of VhrisLianlty. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 
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Truth Seeker Readers I 
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Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn these beanti; · ongs o 

TennfsonhWhittier,Longfellow, ani J ~erpoets 
and smg t em in _your homes, maid Ig , hem hap. 
Pl and bright ?-SEND FOB A OOPY -G: ~en cloth 
gilt title, 40 cents: half bound, 25 J ,.,~. 



Jf ot for ])~rsons. 
ltosT:Ess (to little six~year-old ·visitor at 

dinner): "Whv, don't yon ask a blessing 
at your house, Tommy? Don't yon thank 
the Lord for what yon eat?" Tommy: 
"No, ma'am; we don't hav to. We pay 
for what we get." 

PASTOR TooaooD: "Don't yon think 
that the great number of Sunday fatalities 
il! a judgment on the American people for 
abandoning the Sabbath of the Puritans?" 
Deacon Hardhead: "Well, I don't know. 
The Puritans bad a good many Sunday 
fatalities themselvs whenever the Indians 
gotnpan excursion."-NewYork Weekly. 

IT was a very hot day, and when Mr. 
Dunnigan happened to meet his daughter 
with her friend, he, wishing to do the po· 
lite thing, invited them to hav .some ice 
cream, an invitation which was at once ac
cepted. When they were seated at the 
table in the ice cream parlor, Mr. Dunni
gan, addressing his daughter's friend, 
aftably inquired, "An' phot koind will 
yez hav, me dear?" "I will take some 
orange ice," she replied. Mr. Dunnigan's 
brow darkened, and glaring at the young 
lady malevolently, he thundered, "Av yez 
do, ye'll arder it yersilf. "-Harper's 
Magazine. 

MB. GoBEL [American missionary in 
Japan] built himself a m1dern house on 
what is known as "the Bluff," south of 
Yokohama, and surrounded his grounds 
with the first fence that was ever built in 
this part of the world. It was made of 
bamboo palings, and the boys in the 
neighborhood used to annoy the good 
missionary greatly by rattling - sticks 
against it as they ran along the street. 
The British admiral lived just above him 
and had a very natty Tommy Atkins for 
an orderly. He wore a little round cap on 
the northeast corner of his head and al
way!! carried a little cane of rattan in his 
hand. One morning, having been sent 
with a message, he appeared before the 
admiral with his face bruised to a jelly and 
his uniform tattered and torn, and cov
ered with dust. "Mercy on us I" ex
claimed the admiral, in astonishment at 
the spectacle, "what has happened to 
yon?" "I beg your pardon, sir," replied 
Tommy, "but, has I was coming halong 
hup the 'ill a-rubbing my stick hagainst 
the missionary's fence, 'e came hont in 'is 
pyjamas and said as 'ow 'e 'ad vowed by 
the grace of God to lick the 'ide hoff: the 
next man who did that, and 'e 'as done it, 
sir." 

AN INCOMPLETE BEVEL&.TION 
While Quaker folks were Quakers st'll, 

somtl fifty years ago, 
When coats were drab and gowns were 

plain and speech was staid and slow, 
Before Dame Fashion dared suggest a sin

gle f:riz or curl, 
There dwelt, 'mid Penfield's peaceful 

shades, an old-time Quaker girl. 

Ruth Wilson's garb was of her sect. De
void of furbelows, 

She spoke rebuke to vanity, from bonnet 
to her toes; 

Sweet redbird waq she, all disguised in 
feathers of the dove, 

With dainty foot and perfect form and 
eyes that dreamt of love. 

Sylvanus Moore, a bachelor of forty years 
or so, 

A quaintly, pious, weazened soul, with 
hair and beard of tow, 

And queer thin legs and shnffi.ing walk and 
drawling, nasal tone, · 

Was prompted by the Spirit to make this 
maid his own. 

He knew it wae the Spirit, for he felt it in 
his breast 

As oft before in meeting time, and, sure 
of his request, 

Procured the permit in due form. On 
Fourth day of that we( k 

He let Ruth know the message true that he 
was moved to speak. 

" Ruth, it has been revealed to me that 
thee and I shall wed; 

I hav spoken £o the meeting and the mem
bers all hav said 

That our union seems a righteous one, 
which they will not gaineay, 

· So, if convenient to thy views, I'll wed 
thee ntx~ Third-day." 

The ceol possession of herself by friend 
Sylvanus Moore 

Aroused hf'r hot resentment, which by 
effort she forbore, 

(She knew.he was a goodly man, of simple, 
childlike mind), 

And chPcked the word "impertinence r· 
and answered him in kind: 

"Sylvanus Moore, do thee go home and 
wait until I see 

The fact that I must be thy wife revealed 
unto me." 

And thus she left him there alone, at will 
to ruminate, 

Sore puzzled at the mysteries of Love, 
Free Will, and Fate. 

-Richard A. Jacksl)n, i~& the Century, 
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FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. his, very llood. 
John E. Remilbnrg's ~ost noted work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
one of th~ most ~ffeottve ever written by any One of M. Babcock's oomioalsermons. 
Freethinker. CI C I" ON 0 FIRS r EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE S EN E vs. REL u-1 , or The on· 
APOSTLE 1'0 THE TRUTH SEEKERS. W?~~~~~~~-Reason &nd Superstition. T 0 
Written whileionrn!JY,inginanctnearthel&nd ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
of Yahweh. Uontatnmll" the best moral in-/ •Pr · t · 1 , th f f h" stm"tions of the world from the great teaon- esent.mg be eVI· enoe o e or«ery o IS 

f h f · D ,... B tt allegedfosnel. H J Be llnenret. ers 0 t e ormer &Ji:es. J.Ll enne • SISTER UCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read ' 
before the Freetbonght International Con-; CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
grass at Chicago. On~ pf o.tto Wettste n's I CONVENT. Showmg that Oonvents 
fraternal attacks on Sptntna.li•m. are inimical to ohasti0':· virtne, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN"IDELlTY. To SPIRITUALISM FRoM A MATERIAL· 
which is added a poem on ThoD?-a~ Paine. One ISTIC STAND p 0 INT. B F Under-
of >~amnel P. Pntnam's most brilliantleotures. d W b f ,...._ U d d · · d Everv Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- woo · t;1tten e ore Jll.l", n erwoo )ome 
tion ~.What Has Infidelity Done?" shoUld be the Po;rchto Reseuchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED f Was Jesus !Jentnrie.s for the,promnlgation of C)lristian-
Supernatnrally Conceived, and did he Rise tty .. B~mg t"e Nnrembnrg qoJI~otiOn. wt.th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. specimens from th!JJ:!oly lnqmsttiOn .. 28 pte-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how hU:~;ge i~~~eJg~~~~ns and refieot10ns by 
the two agree. Ayoem by Bamnel P Pntnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE .LIM~TATIU.SS OF TOLER\TION. TAIRE delivered on the one hnn-
AdtscnssiOnbetweenColRobertG.Ingersoll, dr d , ' · f y 1 · , d th Hon. Frederic B. Condert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. e th s anmversary o o tatre s ea . 
Woodford, b.Jfore the Nmeteenth Centnry Translated by; James Par~on, anthor of the 
Club of New York. .. Each man has the same L1f. of Volta1re. To whtch are added ~he 
right to express to the whole world his idea.s three great J)oems of Goeth•, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the wo,.ld have to express and L"lngfellow. . 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Anstm 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bier bower. A law:yer's con•ideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of that allelled event. 
Protestant. WAS JESUS INSANE t A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In- of Ghrist's allelled aotll whinh would lead one 
:flnence U.JloU Societ~ Dr. Louis Buchner. to that oonclnsion. L K Wash hum. 

MIRA.CLES A.ND MiRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles · other Agnostic Poems. Bamnel P. Pu 'nam. 
of the New restament One of John Peck's Tne title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of 1\lr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it hav• been called for. The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden Ag.e,_The Ide~ I 
the Clergy. H. J. Beignenret, M.D. a_nd the Real. Not Dea(l, bnt Lt~ngJ. Frm-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret t10n, HoPebTpom&.R Patne, Natnre s uospel, • . Address to etty, ani! thA shor• poem so often 
tb~t lll&n has always ~ade ht< 9'ods. Tpey recited with great effect by Chul .. s Watts, 
ex1st m and through htm, as the Image extsts Give U• Light. 
in and through the mirror .. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
and yon take away God-tbe Image vamshes." O ., B F U · b 
This pamphl t, therefore is a consideration G D • nderwood; wr1tten e-
of what kind of a God 'man should make.j fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
Samnel P. Pntnam. • s•archers. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel \WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
man's best .. '.l'he su'!liects consiqet;fd are: Or- Freethinkers' International Congr'PS at Chi-
thodo<t ReligiOn D.v.u!l' Out. ReliJI"IOn~ Deaths oago. Oonside·ing: The Oause of Woman's 
and Btrth":J, l'he ReligJ.Ol} of Rempromty, M,o-, Subjugation The Oa._qon Law and Its Effects 
hammJd, The Destruction~ Art, The Dts-' UponH r,TheologyNeverHelpfultoWoman, 
covary of Am~rlca,., Copermcns .and KeJ)ler, ! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
Charles Darwm, >:~pemal ProVIdence, The Benefactor of Woman. t!usan H. Whon 
LatestCree1,God a..• a Governor.The Love WOMAN• HER PAST AND PRESENT 
of 'God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, • G G ' 
The Second Birth Ins iration, Tne Reign or HER RI HTS AND WRON S. A lect-
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Brought The nre delivered before tne Woman Bnffrage AB-
Resnrrectio!l., The Judgment-Day, Pious socia•ion of Denver,Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions "NO B ble, No Chilizatiou;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, ·.rhe Ascension, Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils,., Necessity of Belief, F.ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment:, oome Who Are Damned, A<ldress TRlil TRU'I'li Rlil'EKRR. 00., 
What I Believe, J.lllJilorta.lity. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 4 0 0 Pages. 2 0 0 F~~t:~~ 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Bisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham..&. Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Qneer l'·amilr · Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His ' Sister,' Rnth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favorite, 
Joseph the Man of' Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the Diviner, Jonah the Trnthfnl Bailor. 
Sent by mall or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, *1.60; Boards, .illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl •• New York city, 
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In the nature of things, 
RAY~ 

BOBERT G. INGERSOU.. 

" In thtl nature oi thmg11 there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text. of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A :finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will tmrely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought., 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadi 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History " and 
SchopenhaueJ;'B Essay. 25 cetlts. 
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Gems of t:p'hought. 
PERSONAL liberty is the paramount es

sential to human dignity and human hap~ 
piness.:-Bulwer. 

IT is the function of government to 
maintain the conditions of liberty, and. be
yond that to let men alone.-New York 
World. 

ALL sin may be pardoned but_ the covert 
it hides in, which must be broken up.-0. 
A. Bartol. [In other words, hypocrisy 
must be done ~o death.] 

MANY perRons are developed far enough 
to be jealous of their own liberties. Few 
persons are snffi~iently amole to battle for 
the liberties of others. -Horace L. Trau
bel. 

I AM not a friend to a very energetic 
government. n is always oppressiv. It 
places the governors indeed more at their 
ease at the expense of the people.-Thoma8 
Jeffarson. 

LET every one insist on reality and sin
cerity, and refrain as much as he oan from 
complimentary usages which involve un
truths. If each resolves to tell as few tacit 
lies as possible, social intercourse will be 
much healthier.-Herbert Spencer. 

IF any man is able to convince me and 
show me that I do not think or act right, 
I will gladly change; for I seek the truth, 
by which no man was ever injured. But 
he is injured who abides in his error and 
ignorance.-M. Aurelius Antoninus. 

THERE is no alleviation for the sufferings 
of mankind except veracity of thotight- and 
of action, and the resolute facing of the 
world as it is when the garment of make
believe by which pions hands hav hidtien 
its uglier features is stripped off'.-Huxley. 

ART should refine our sense of character 
and conduct, of justice and sympathy, 
greatly hightening our · self-knowledge, 
self-control, precision of action, and con
siderateness, and making us intolerant of 
baseness, cruelty, iojnstine, and intellect
ual superficiality or vnlgarity.-George 
Bernard Shaw, in Liberty. 

IT is fashionable to say that he [Vol*aire] 
was not profound. This is because he was 
not stupid. In the presence of absurdity 
he laughed, and was called irreverent. He 
thought God would not damn even a priest 
forever-this was regarded as blasphemy. 
He endeavored to prevent Christians from 
murdering each other, and did what he 
cnnld to civilize the disciples of Ohrist. 
Had he founded a sect, obtained control of 
s•Jme country, and burned a few heretics 
at slow fires, he would hav won the admi
ration, respect, and love of the Christian 
world. Had he only pretended to believe 
all the fables of antiquity, had he mum
bled Latin prayers, counted beads, crossed 
himself, devoured now and then the flesh 
of G::~d, and carried fagots to the feet of 
Philosophy in the name of Christ, he might 
hav been in heaven this moment1 enjoying 
the sight of the damned.-Ingeraoll. 

WHEN the notion is once ·firmly im
-planted in the mind that the source of 
honor is from without rather than from 
within, it must invariably happen that the 
possession of external distinction will be 
preferred to the sense of internal power. 
In such cases the majesty of the human in
tellectand thedignityof human knowledge 
are considered subordinate to thoPe mock 
and spurious gradations by which weak 
men measure the degrees of their own 
littleness. · ' · To talk of the pride of 
hereditary rank is a contradiction in terms. 
The proud man sees in his own mind the 
source of his own dignity, The vain man, 
restless, insatiable, and always craving 
after the admiration of his contemporaries, 
must naturally make grea.t account of those 
external marks, those visible tokens, which, 
whether they be decorations or titleli', strike 
directly on the senses, and thus captivate 
the vulgar, to whose understandings thfy 
are immediately obvious.-Buckle. 

TaE public schools exalt rather than de
base womanhood. While they tend to de
stroy the assumptions of dogma, and 
weaken the authority of ecclesiastical or
ganizations, they, on the other hand, 
strengthen, exalt, and ide&lize the author
ity of truth. Who dare say this is not 
advantaJleons to the individual and to so
ciety? Truth understood and obeyed will 
care for us all here and hereafter, in this 
or another world. We recognize that the 
public schools make it more difficult for 
the ctmrch to control its communicants, 
because of the higher demands made upon 
the church. Intelligence is ever exacting, 
both intellec~ually and morally. This IS 
the chief reason for the public school, and 
any church which is unwilling to meet the 
most exalted demands of the age, any 
church which will not urge its commnm
cants to participate in the noblest oppor
tunities, to that extent declares its weak
ness.-Proqressiv Age, replying to Car
dinal GibbonB. 
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Truth Seeker Library. 
Pnbllslied Molitllly at $3 per Year. 

!Sii"OES oil' 1891.-$3. 
.Price. 

Truth Beeker Annu,_al,__1891 ..................... $0 25 
Men, Women, ati.d udds. Helen H. Ga.r-

~he 1::~~·-:ftiiiBoii: ··T!i.o:Di&s":P&iiia:··ruliB: 
50 

trated......................... ............ 2 
Answers to Chri.Jitian Questions, D. M. Ben-

Chris~e;:-Absurdities:·J'oiin ·p~iili:::;;:: :::: 
Victor Hugo's Oration on Volta~.ire.,. \' '.~ ...•. 
The Crisis. Thoma.s Paine. lliustra.~llu .... . 
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Bemsbntg ...... . 
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Bea-

2~ 
20 
10 
4~ 
25 

son. Bobert C. Ad..ms •• .. .. . • .. .. . ... . • 25 
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller ......... :. . 25 
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Put-

nam .................................... :.. 25 
The Hi!{her Criticism in Theology &nd Re

ligiOn. T. E. Longshore................ 50 
ISSUES OF 1892.-$3, 

ln11.del Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25 
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustra-

ted........................................ 40 
Was ChristCrnoi11.ed? AnstinBierbower.... 10 
Pulpit, Pew, anil Cradle. Helen H. Gar· 

dener .................................... . 
Bible·Morals. John E. Remsburg .......... .. 
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ..••..•••••• 
Pocket Theology. Voltaire ............. ···' •• 
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bab-

10 
25 
50 
25 

cock, ...• : ....•••.•.••.•.•..•.•..... ,...... 15 
LibeJ1y m Literature. Testimoml!!l to 

Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address. 
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll......... .. .. . 25 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A. 
Proctor................................... 15 

C&ndle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 
Hart...................................... 40 

The Holy Bible Abridged.·:.................... 80 
False Olaims ol the Church. John E. 

Bemsburg ..................... ·. ••• .. • •• • • • 10 
ISSUES OF 1893.-$3, 

'rhoma.s Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert 

The ~i-~~fi~~0~i--aoa··n;:-J&ooi:i-·ii&i-t.: 15 

crim:a~f ":Pre&cb.iii8 "fit· iiie "tfirliiia·si8.ie8: 50 

M. E. Billings . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • ••• • •• • • • • • • 25 
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 
Handbook of Freethonght. W. B. Bell...... 50 
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disea.se; Re-

ligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam............. 25 

Deslg¥n!r~~~~t8~~~~-~-- -~-~-~~~?~. -~~ 15 
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christi&n? 

John E. Remsbur_g...................... 50 
Pen Pictures of. The World's Fair. -lllas• 

trated. B. P. Putnam................ .. . 25 
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... . .• . . .. . . 15 
Examination of Prophecies .. Thos. Paine.. 15 
Pleasure &nd l'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL-B.......... .... ...................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A, Jacobson ......... :...... 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newh8.ll Convent........................ 10 
W omlloll: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon .....•••..•••••..•.•...••...•••• 
IssUEs oF 1894.-$3. 

Thumbscrew and Back. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Relf-Contra.diction• of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
Church Propert:y: Should It be Exempt 

from Taxat10n? Reasons Why It Should 
Not ................................ -....... 15 

Congress and Sunday LiLWS •.. • . . ... .. .. .. .. 5 
The Better World. A dip into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick...... ............................... 50 

Church and Freethongbt. Franklin Bt.einer 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

tha light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~~lf~i~:i<>: ··:M<>i-.i&ii · x:-:Roi>iir"isoii. 
50 

· Illustrated by A. Ca.rey K. Jurist...... 50 
Jingles and .Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L. G. Reed............................. . . 15 
Remodeling the Government. With Re

marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness, the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

DurmJl the year other standard Freethonght 
works will be published and sent to subscribers 
as they appear. 

Yearly subscribers at IllS receive aJl the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please say 
which_yea.r is desired. 

Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

The Glory of Infidelity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of Mr. "Putnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that ln11.del
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Addre_ss THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, .10 Centll. For sale at this Ofti '>'· 

·cy------ ··-. Is 

-'!'BE...,_, 

FR [[THINKERS' -PICTORIAL TEXT -BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE AESURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUir 
NESS 'OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE ! DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
0ENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE· 

VBALING THE .AEUSES 
OJ' A UNION 011' 

OBUBOH ANp 
STATB. 

185 F:;tt ... Page 
lltustratioJtS. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATION8 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL .. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY WATS?N HESTON, 
WITH Pu~TR~IT OF 

. THE DESIGNER-

The illustrations are c!QBSi1led as follows: 
1 reprell'llt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
& .. Missionaries. 
1. • The Lord's Instruments. 
II& " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " TI:J.e Church and Slavery. 
1 .. ~1ests and Politics. 
41 •• ireland and the Church. 
t1 Churnb's idea of Civilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
41 Unkind ftefiections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Church. 
11 " Some Allegoi-i.es. 
8 " Heaven. 
8 Hell. 
7 Miscellaneons. 

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the People. 
3 · " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 " Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and Hill Works. 
2 " Prayer. 
10 " The Creeds. 
1 " Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most exiraordinary publication .. We venture the assertion that nothing_like it has ever be
fore appP.ared ia this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub. 
lished. We must give the Trut Beeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wovld have been a cheap book. Arttst Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful stoccess. and we judge from our own foelings that ne&rlf every Liberal in 
America will desire a cop.v of this most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for th!l cause of right and truth. But the Ptct
ures do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations? and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fall!lty of the church's professions and the h:ypocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has eve:r been pnt ·n the 
ha.nds of Freethinkers.-I:Boston Investigator. 

Price, board covers, $2; ~lot}\, $2.SO

.,~..,. ... - ..... 11!' ...... JU?!'M til"l~l~fit, 

NO ".BEGINNLNG;" I POPIS AND Tl{tllt DOIHGS 
OR. I ACCOUNT 01!' 

Vtoars or Onrtst and Vweaerent.! Of Goa. -, 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
The Fundamenta~ Fallacy.! 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the ___________ :.__ _____ _ 
r~asoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "Fir.t Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPr,E. 
"This volume discuqses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th&t even 
the unlearned c&n understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one ot the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the snl)ject we remember seeing."-THE 
TBUTH BEEKE"B, Jnly 2~. 1898. 

Nearly 200pages, with &tghteen chapters a.nd a 
preface, bound neatly.and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
-.do.re.. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI&INAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Bongs.

CoHPILIID BY L. K. W AB"RBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOR SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE-HALF VALUE. 
A small farm uf 10 acres 86 perches, located 

within one and a half miles of Midi& county seat 
and within four miles of Chester, 1'&., on the 
Delaware river. Several springs of soft water. 
good timber growinl[ on the p 1ace some nhoice 
apple and pear trees m fruiting condition. Honse 
and barn on the place. but &re old buildings. 
Whhin five minutes walk of the railroad aration, . 
9 miles from Philadelphia. Trolley line between · 
Media and Chester, with less than five minutes 
walk. 

The place is specially well located for a 1lorist, 
and it would be a fine summer residence for one 
who would put a modern honse on it. Eight 
yea.rs ago the land adjoining sold for $618 per 
acre, and no land near it has sold as low as that 
since. Several smaller places have sold at $1,000 
per acre. The land slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking beautiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $3,500. 

Address W. H., care THE TBUTB SEIIKEB. 

$7 5 A MONTH ande%J>!!I..._ Lady .. 
Gent. Samples free. 
A permanent sltuatton 

guaranteed. Write today. AddressP.O.Box6SOS.,Boatoa, !la11. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· t A~e ,~~IM0!9l~!!! ag~!J~!Jr! t 
t 

Julylst. We willguarantee$20·to$30perday ~ 
can be easily made in any lOcality; our goods ' 

::~~[~~~~~\~:f; Fe:Ii:MF!8:n1 ~1~~ r£11 ~~ • e cent. commission on all sales. Send t':,i!y e 

~
for full_particulars, or we will send with ~ 
same a. Valuable sample of our goods tn 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in 
sliver or stalllpS. E&J;ablished in 1882. Ad
dress, STANDA~ SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

evidences suo-
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, . 

~Whel.'el_008a~~adver.....- 1TJDeJaacJ.ft • .J. 
NOW READ THIS f 

Dr. ]!'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 
successful _physician. He nas treated DISEABEI::l 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an •ntgrowth of th1s !ong_p~actioe. which •bon!~ 
~rivl) con11.den01! ro thOI!e a11liote~, · 
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I P'UBLICA'I'ION "• 

I." Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By EmanuelSivedenborg. Price, II cents. 

· Interesting b 1oki by same author: 
·• Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
:: Djvjne Love. and .V,\sdom," 248 pp.,... .. .75 

D1vme Prov1deuce, 808 pp., .. 00 00 •oo .. oo ,7r; 
"Conjugal Lov •," 472 '(lP· ... oo ........ 00 oo$1.00 
"True Christian Rehg10n," 982 pp., ....... 1.110 
"ApJcalypse Explained," Vo!s.1, 2, 8,4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

O[SIGN fALLACI[S. 
A. Re:tu"ta"tion o:t "the Ara-u

:~n.en"t Tha"t Na-ture Ex
hibi"ts Marks o:t Ravin&" 
Been Desia-ned by an In
tellig'en"t Beina-. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. 'l'he DddignArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Neces
sitating an lnfimte Heries of Desu:n>HR. 

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

HI. [fThAre Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Are Egregiou•ly Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wastet'tll, · 
They Often Serve No Use, 

! They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms. 
rv. What Is Called Des1gn Is Only Subserviency; 

and the Wat.ch Arllument Is Illellitimate. 
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design 
V"II. The Argument of aFust Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketoh of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

CHRIST AND HIS "ARMY" BREAK THE SABBATH. Price, 15 cents. 
At that time Jesus went on the Sabbath day through the corn; and his disBiples were an hungered, and bagan to 

pluck the ears of corn, and to eat.-Mat. xii, 1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Place. NY. 

THE grand conclave of the Knights 
Templar was in session in Boston last 
week. 

ON A.ng. 29~h a torpedo boat upset in 
the North Sea and thirteen persons were 
drowned. 

THE prospects for fall trade are exoel
leBt, so the manufacturers and merchants 
are saying. 

MoB'I!l rioting is reported from China, 
the nativ Christians being the sufferers in 
this instlUloe. 

IT is reported from Sban2hai that there 
were 40,000 deaths from cholera in Peking 
during A.ngnst. 

MAYOR SwiFT, of Chicago, ordered that 
no red ftags should appear in the Socialistic 
reception to Keir Hardie. 

IT is rumored that Turkish soldiers and 
Kurds hav attacked the town of Kemakh 
and several villages in Armenia. 

The CHINEsE government has granted 
the French missions in the Seohnen prov
ince an indemnity of 4,000,000 francs. 

By cloudbursts in AJgeria and Mexico 
on A.ng. 28~h fourteen lives were lost in the 
first-named country and eigbt in the last. 

BY the sudden descent of water into the 
11haft of the Sleepy Hollow mine at Cen. 
tralCity, Col., ov.Aug. 29~b, twelve mineu 
were drowned, _ 

CHoLERA has broken out in Honolulu. 
There bad been eight deaths at latest re
ports. The same disease is spreading rap
idly in sontwestel'n Russia, 

JoHN MoR:f.!EY is engaged in writing a 
history of the present oentury, It is a 
stupendous nnderta~ing, and has oc.onpied 
hi-!II!PIU'e time fo:r several years. 

A. 'VERY ·severe electrical storm swept 
over New York and vicinity late Saturday 
afternoon, A.ng. lUst. Considerable dam
age was done and an inch of water fell in 
twenty minnteM. 

AT the Erie, Pa., oen~ennial there will 
pe a parade of Snnday.sohool children of 
all denominations. This was decided upon 
at a convention of Catholic, Protestant, 
and Jewish clergymen. 

Two Roumanian bear tamers and tra(Jers 
hav been arrested in HnngiU'y charged 
with feeding human i!esh to their animals. 
They hav oonfesse(J that they killed four 
boys lllld fed them to the beiU's. 

THE Metropolitan Traction Co:QJ.pany of 
New York has at last (Jeoided to substitute 
the underground trolley lor horse and ca. 
ble powflr as rapidly as it o&n be done. 
They now nse ahont 6,QOO hor11es. 

THE first white man to be banged in 
.Urioa has just :paid the penalty. He was 
an e~·missionary named Stokes, and he 
was hanged in the Congo Free State for 
supplying arms to the Arabs for their 
war on his own race. He :QJ.ade a fortune 
m trade, 

BY the vote of 60 to 46 the New York 
Liquor Dealers' Association voted tQ sub
mit to the Sunday law. This is not bind
ing on the non-members, of course, and 
it is hinted that it will not be respected by 
the minority of the members. 

ON A.ng. 30th there were arrested at 
Penn's Grove, N.J., twenty Cubans, who 
were taken to Wilmington, Del., and put 
in jail. Twenty-eight oases of arms and 
ammunition were seized. The arrest was 
ordered by Secretary Carlisle. 

NEw YoRK policemen serve their mas
ters by going in disguise into the delioa· 
tessen stores on the East side and buying 
something for the purpose of gett.ing a 
chance to arrest the proprietors. This is 
called "disciplining " the police. 

ON A.ng. 29bh a strike of the employees 
of the Cordage Trust began in the jute 
mill ofthe American Manufacturing Com· 
pony at Greenpoint, L. I., when 1500 men, 
boys, and girls went out. The strike may 
become general in the works of the Cord
age Trust. 

BmLEs must be scarce in Tennessee, 
where Henry Hammel was arrested for 
stealing one from a bookstand. He was a 
laborer and said : " I didn't mean any 
wrong; I just wanted to read the book and 
had no money to buy one." Where are 
the Bible and home missionary societies 
with their millions of Bibles and dollars? 

THE Treasury Department bas declined 
to admit free of duty the clothes and sword 
of the Duke of Wellington worn by him at 
Waterloo, and Napoleon's hat and sword 
worn by him on the same occasion. The 
intention of the importer was to e:J;hibit 
them in this oontry for pay. Dead saints, 
for e:1:hibition for pay in Catholic churches, 
IU'e admitted free. 

WIL:r.IA:M STRONG, ex.associate jnslioe of 
the 1Jnited States Supreme Court, died at 
Lake Minnewa~ka, N.Y., A.ng. 19th. He 
was born in Somers, Conn,, in 1808. He 
affiliated with the God-in-the-Constitntion 
Milooiation as early as 1864, the year the 
national organization was perfected, and 
while he was on the bench of the supreme 
court of Pennsylvania. 

AT 6:10A.M, Sept. 1st, a distinct earth· 
quake shook was felt in Eastern New York, 
lJelaware, :New Jer11ey, and Eastern Penn· 
sylvania. The vibration was from north 
to sou.tll and lasted about ten seconds. 01 
it and its effects, the World says: "In a 
few places the more ignorant or more su
perstitious part of the inhabitants were 
thrown into paroxysms of terror, and be
took thexnselvs to their knees, their prayers 
and their Bibles,'' 

WlLl!IAM STliliNWAY, the piano manu
facturer, is preparing to enter upon the 
manufacture of horseless carriage motors 
on a large scale, at the Long Island village 
bearing his name. The motor is the 
Daimler, which won the grand prize in the 
international · race between Paris and 
Ronen, in 1894, the gold medal and first 
prize at Turin, and the first, second, third, 
and fourth prizes in the round trip race 
between Paril:l and Bordeaux, last June. 

~~t~~~··~----~~;=~~··~~r---·" 

~ NEW YORK· ,_J-
TH~'TRUTH·SEE KERCo 

~ 

N 0 2.8 LAF'A'r'E:.TTE. 'A..AC£ < 
PHIC£ 25 CENTS 

The fuel is petroleum, producing gas ex
plosions at regular intervals. 

SIXTY•NINE excursionists were injured, 
many very serionsl:v, in a Labor-day col
lision on the Sea Beach railway beween 
New York and Coney Island. The disas
ter was caused by a runaway engin which 
had been abandoned with reversed lever 
after previously colliding with another en
gin. It overtook and struck the excursion 
train in the rear, telescoping four oars. 

THE United States district attorney and 
the marshal of Wyoming report to Wash
ington that Tanega, the Bannock Indian 
killed in the late "war," was atrociously 
murdered by Constable Manning and his 
deputies, but that it will be useless to try to 
bring them to justice, as the commissioner 
before whom the case would hav to be 
brought is in sympathy with the outlaws 
and gave them the advice upon which 
they acted, It is suggested that the com• 
missio:uer should be removed, 

A. Chinese circular has this arraignment 
of Christian missionaries: "The: sanguin
ary hogs calling themselvs foreign mis 
sionaries fool both earth and heaven. 
They try to destroy the dignity of our an
cestry and our ancient religion. If they 
were riddled with bullets and out np with 
swords, the punishment would not be too 
g_reat. The dirty dogs! The wild beasts!: 
The foul books! The hypocrite, destroy
ing the religion of the angels for their sav .. 
age doctrine. Every poople in every land 
and on every sea want to see them pun .. 
ished." 

• 
ESSAY ON MONEY 

and its 

R<>lations to the Fiscal Polley of Nation!!'. 

By A, B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE '!RUTH BEHlREB' •. 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 
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THE HEATHEN AND THE HYPOCRITE. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do .more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FREETmNXER's PICTORIAL TExT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free th6 
PICTORIAL TEXT·Boox. 

The pictures in the FREETIDNXER's ·PICTORIAL 
TExT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnoa t.t.o Church's 
claim to being a divine and ~, :fhent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 185 Full-pae:e Illustrations 
with copious citations of ..l!'acts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait "bf the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
'Dnole Sam ud the Priests there ue 16 ; represent-

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; T.he Bible and Sci•ence, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Ilord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrine& and Their Results, 25 ; Chureh 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
U sea of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on th6 second page of 
this issue. We are giving :five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, se)od us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LARS' WORTH FOR TBBEE DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong efiort to obtain it. The book has had a 
.large run ; five U1Aousand copies hav been sold, -.nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wvrth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy ..if you will. Do JlOt delay, but 
get it now.. · 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We. must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company thd -credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge from our own. 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth, But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profei!Bions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
-that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.-· 
Boston Investigator, 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

--~-----e---------
What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 

Pictorial Text-Book, Says ot It. 
LAMAB, Mo., May 8, 1895. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The "Freethinker's Pic
torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will iudeed "corner 
the parson" and all his :flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Bespeetfully, W. F. BRILEY. 
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LlST 
OF PREMIUMS WlTH 

Tl{£ TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one ye~~or ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred YeiU'S of Freethought" ($5). LIU'ge Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, miU'bled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ce:aturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Conrse of Freethought throughout 
lhe Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its futnre triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDR£D YEA11B oF FREETHouam" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shiBing advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric chnrch. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine'e 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This eiition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle 

For $5 we will send THE TBVTH SEEKBR one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

.For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and James B. 
Alexander's " Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and ~ore than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scien~ific matters. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($8) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $( we will send THE TRUTH SnKBR one yeiU' ($8) and " The Free-
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boiU'ds ($2). ' 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year 1$3) and a copy of" Old 
Testament Stories Oomic!illy illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one ye~~or ($3) and "Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically illustrated, '1 in board covers ($1 \. 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate ------------------------
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• FOU.K HUNDK~D YE£.RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D F UR~HER-To tud our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, l>ost 
free, a copy in boards of 

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-~in 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. The 

$2.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTB 
8EEXEB one ye&r for e5. 

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
OldTestament Stories Comically Illustrated B:li:::S~.:~'WN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ Will be sent for $4.75. Sng&r Spoons and 'l'BUTE BIDBKEB, 15. Either kind (Tea or Sngar) Spooll 
lnlt bowl. 50c. more. AddresR THE TRUTB SEEKliJR. 

Scienttfic Books Cheap, B esearcbes in Oriental History, 
All aTe architects of fa.te 

Working in these walls of time, 
Some with massiv deed and great, 

Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

Out of various importations and pnr
c~es of scientific works, at different 
times, we h'lv on hand a copy or two each 
o_f the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling onr readers to get a good 
dell! for their money: 
The Rise and E&rly Constitution of Universities, 

with a snrvey of Medimval Education. By 
8. 8. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

EngliSh: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Mode~ Science and Modern Thought. By 8. 
Lw ug. 75 cents, 

Ji'orma.llion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 

. habits. B_y Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 
SCience and Urime.._s.nd Science and Poetry,_ with 

other essays. ny Andrew Wilson, F.n.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England by Jo3eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; &nd Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

llln
8
sions: A Psychological Study. By James 

ully. 75 cents. 
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub

bock, Bart.f F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
numerous i lnstratwns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Scienc~ and Scientific As
ll!lCt of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

History of Ancient Egypt, with nnmerons notes 
and illustrations, lLild an index. By George 
Rawlinson, M.A. In two volumes. Over 700 
pages printed in large typa. Postpaid for $1.25. 

Darwin an~ After Darwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEORGE J, RoMANES. 
A ustematicExQOsition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
aervice to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalist" 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moat 
in~resting of F.njl"lish writers upon eyolntion, 
besti1i1des rankmg with Professor Hnxle;v m scien-

h 
c knowledge and ability. And this IS a part ol 

is . oonclnsion regar ~; ng the great subJect of 
Dr,S_!gll, to which the ctnr<'h so often refers: 

Thus whether we look to the facts of ada pta. 
tion or to those of beauty, e,·erywhere through
out organic na~nre we meet with abnnrlaut 
evidence of natural canss.ti"n, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence ol 
•npernatnral design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelymerhanical philoRophy ... 
All nature has thus bePn transformed before thr 
view of thP pre•ent gl'nf-ration Ill a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place ha.o taken pilwe in the direction of natural
ism, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_y_GoM" · 

Ulutrated Price. cloth $2. 
4-ild:rAAA. THE TRUTH AEEKFR 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REAJl 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A.M, 
Price. 1.0 cen-ts. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
l?l.'iCQ, S5 "euta, 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 1 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Er:Lttton 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part lli.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

o~ters. 
Part IV.-Whence Ca-me the Aryans? Five chap 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEE:KEl< 
COMPANY. 2B Lafayette Place. New York Oitv 

.JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle -the Pries-t 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address ~HE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette 1'!., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD, Ingersoll's 
Preface by R. &. IN&ERSOLL. w k 

_For Her Daily Bread is the story of two yonng 0 r s 
gu-ls and a younger brother who were left parent- ·. 
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
mnch coura~e, to make t eir way throng the A ddre THIS OFFICE 
world by gomg to Chicago. The an thor is &lso SS 
the heroine. 'l'he ns.rrative is, in the main, a his- __________ _:_ _____ _ 
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among blnff business-men, kind
hearted folks, s.nd disreputable hypocrits. It ia 
jnst snch a story of hnman life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure tc 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address · 

THE TRUTH BEEKEB 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Reli¢-on of the Future. Cloth, $1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origll; 

of the Christian Religion and the :3ignificanc• 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1-

Physical Education; or, The Health-Law· 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalen 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, ~ 

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution 1 
the Outdoor stndy of Natural History. llln· 
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Argument and Action A.re Inconsistent. 
Judge Owers, of Leadville, Col., ;recently handed 

down a decision in a Sunday closing case that is a 
disgrace to the bench-one of those decisions that 
tend to bring the administration of law into utter 
contempt. He denounced the Sunday law of Colo
rado and demanded its repeal; he talked of "blue 
laws'' and New England "witchcraft"; he favored 
local option and said that Sunday laws were sump
tuary in character; he quoted Cooley's declaration 
that "the inability to secure a reasonable enforce
ment of a. law is always a strong indication of its 
unconstitutionality in a free country"; he said that 
the law undoubtedly had its foundation '' in some • 
religious idea" and therefore was not based on any 
economic or sanitary reason ; he affirmed that "Sun
day, as a religious institution, can receive no legal 
recognition without violating the guarantees as to 
religious liberty made in our Constitution''; he ex
posed the rest and sanitary pretexts; he said that 
"the majority of the legislators who aid in enacting 
such laws expect to and do constantly violate them"; 
he pointed out that the continual violation of such 
laws with impunity leads to contempt for all law ; 
he stoutly asserted that " the plea of rest is as in· 
defensible, when made in support of Sunday laws, 
as are the religious grounds upon which such stat
utes are sometimes defended,'' and he proved it; he 
denounced the persecuticon of the Adventists in 
Tennessee and other states ; _he showed how Sunday 
laws "encourage bribery and corrupt politics," and 
he gave a number of other excellent reasons against 
the Sunday statutes. Yet-amazing stultification 
-he held the Sunday closing statute with which he 
was dealing to be constitutional! Has Judge 
Owers ever read the Bill of Rights of his state ! 
7. hat says that " no person shall ever be denied 
any civil or political right, privilege, or capacity on 
account of his opinions concerning religion." Is 
not such denial of citizen right made when the leg
islature incorporates in the statutes of the state an 
edict subjecting to punishment the person who 
shall refuse to observe the holy day of a ch:urch T 
The citizen punished does not believe that Sunday 
is a day different from other days or that the 
church has any right to require him to act as 
though he believed that it was. 
.Ag~, the Bill of Rights declares that no prefer

ence shall " be given by law to any religious de
nomination or mode of worship." Is that not 

plain enough for Judge Owers to understand itT 
Observance of Sunday is a mode of worship, and 
when a law is enacted compelling observance of that 
day a preference is given to that mode of worship and 
to the denomination practicing it, as the Seventh
Day Adventists know to their bitter cost. Judge 
Owers' unconstitutional decision makes a mockery 
of all his fine words, which, ·in this case as in many 
others, " butter no parsnips " and safeguard no 
rights. "Even the devils believe and tremble," we 
are told in an old volume, but we do not learn that 
by doing works meet for repentance they ceased 
to be devils. We trust that Judge Owers will par
don the scriptural allusion in consideration of the 
precedent we hav in James' censure of those out of 
whose mouths proceeded both "blessing and curs
ing," and the denunciation of those others who 
were neither hot nor cold, but merely discreetly 
lukewarm. 

A. Specimen Church Yarn. 
About once in six months, and oftener in dull 

years, the daily papers of some city get from some 
backwoods district a yarn about the awful effects 
of some revival upon some unbeliever. This seems 
to be a dull year, for the yarns might almost be 
said to come two at a time. The accounts usually 
portray the said unbeliever in the act· of being 
stricken dumb by lightning while denying the ex
istence of God or reviling the church. Paralytic 
strokes are also favorit forms of divine vengeance 
on these occasions, while sometimes the blasphemer 
is turned into stone. The latest thing of the sort 
is from Georgia, the home of Methodism in ail its 
superstition and ignorance. It is so good a speci
men of what the Christian imagination can do in 
this line that we giv it entire as it appeared in the 
Atlanta Oonstitution, a journal somewhat remark
able for its bigoted devotion to untruth as promul
gated by the Christian church : 
''Tougue Paralyzed-A Blasphemer Struck Dumb while 

Ridiculing Religious Worship-Now Thinks He Is 
Doomed to Hell-He Writes a Note to a Preacher 
and Asks a Congregation to Pray for Him-Many 
People Converted. · 

"ATHENS, GA., August 27.~(Special.)-A remarkable 
story comes from the little town of High Shoals, located 
fourteen miles from Athens, a story that many may not 
believe, but which is vouched for by one of the leading 
members of Oconee street Methodist church, of this city. 

"Mr. H. T. Rogers, a steward in Oconee street church 
and an old man honored and respected by his fellowmen, 
returned to-day from High Shoals, where he had been at
tending a revival held at the Methodist church at that 
place. Mr. ltogers tells the following awe-inspiring-story 
of an incident that happened at the Shoals Sunday after
noon, and he says it has created a great deal of excite
ment there. 

" The revival has been going on about one week, Rev. 
J. T. Lowe, a consecrated Methodist minister, having 
charge of it. A great deal of interest was manifested in 
it and large numbers of people attended the meetings. 

"Among ot.her citizens of High Shoals is Mr. William 
Haygood, an old gentleman who moved there a short 
while ago from Princeton Factory. He was marshal of 
the town of Princeton. Mr. Haygood is an honest, hard
working· old man, and for many years was a member of 
the Methodist church. Lately he has taken up the doo
trin of unbelief, preaching against heaven and hell, de
claring that no such places exist, and denying many of 
the claims of Christians· as set forth in the Testament. 
During. the progress of the meeting at High Shoals last 
week, Mr. ffaygood would go to the meetings at the 
church and then collect a crowd of men together and at
tempt to answer the argUmentS of the preacher. He de
clared that the preacher was talking nonsense. that there 
was nothing in it, and that they wasted their time in go
ing to the meetings. In such a vein he went on, throw
ing cold water on the revival whenever he got an oppor
tunity. 

" Sunday afternoon the services had been concluded, 
and a crowd collected around Mr. Haygood at Mr. Med
lin's store, at the Shoals. Haygood was proceeding in 
his usual way to argus against tJ!_e meeting, and the men 
were listening to what; he had to say. 

" Suddenly silenee fell upon the crowd, as if rooted to 
the spot. The old man had started a sentence when 
he suddenly stopped. He attempted to complete it, but 
he could not utter one syllable. The crowd was dum
founded, but hoped the old man would soon come around 
all right. But the minutes slipped by and still that 
tongue was silenced. On rolled the hours, but no sound 
came from that tongue. In the midst of his argument 
against religion, his tongue had refused to speak. Was 
it mere chance paralysis, or was it the finger of God that 
had been laid upon that unruly member to rebuke the 
utterances made or to prevent the utterances to come? 
Those were the questions asked by the crowd of them
selva, and a holy awe spread through the crowd. 

"Mr. Haygood went to his home, and everything pos
sible was done to restore his speech, but the golden gift 
came not back. The incident was heralded throughout 
the town, and there were more prayerful hearts there 
Sunday night than ever before in the history of High 
Shoals. 

"Monday morning came, and at the appointed hour 
the meeting was opened at the Methodist church. Mr. 
Rogers, coming along the road, met Mr. Haygood and 
spoke to him cordially. He simply touched his lips, for 
his tongue could not move. · 

"During the progress of the meeting Mr. Rogers had 
to take charge in place of Mr. Lowe, the pastor, who had 
become very much exhausted by reason of preaching 
three sermons on Sunday previous. Mr. Rogers was 
leading the meeting and delivering a disBOurse on Infi· 
delity, telling his experience in discussion with an unbe· 
liever once, and he noticed Mr. Haygood, who sat in the 
audience in front of him. Mr. Haygood began to trem• 
ble and his hands and body shook perceptibly. Tears 
streamed from his eyes and rolled down his cheek, but 
the quivering lips could not fashion words to express his 
thoughts. The congregation noticed him, and looked on 
with wonder. . 

'' He drew a pencil and a piece of paper from his pocket 
and wrote nervously a few lines. Then he passed the 
paper up to the pulpit to Mr. Rogers, who read it aloud 
to the congregation. 

"It was as follows: 
"'I am doomed to helL There is a hell. Pray for 

me. Wn;.L:ru HAYGOOD.' 

"The elfect upon that oongregatiou was electrical. It 
seemed as if they were perfectly awe-stricken. The ser
vices proceeded, and the religious feeling manifested was 
very noticeable. In: the_presence of such a striking inci
dent, the hardest of sinners quivered ~~ond became alarmed 
at his state of mind. 

" The next service was Monday night, and on that oc
casion Mr. Haygood was on hand, but still the power @f 
speech was denied him. He could hear, he could feel, he 
could see, he could walk, but not one syllable could he 
utter. When the mourners were called for he went to 
the altar and fell upon his knees in silent prayer. He 
arose and went back to his seat in the con~regation, but 
he did not feel as if pardon had yet come, and still he 
spoke not. 

"Mr. Rogers left High Shoals this morning and Mr. 
Haygood was still speechless. The people {)f High 
Shoals hav no explanation to make of this wonderful oc
currence." 

The foregoing creation has been extensivly circu
lated, and has lost nothing on its rounds. At times 
the man Haguewood is set down as a thorough, 
dyed-in-the-wool Infidel who made nightly addresses 
against the church, declaring the preachers to be 
frauds and deceivers of the people; other papers 
make him out a backsliding Methodist, while still.. 
others stick to the orthodox version that he was 
affirming there is no God, no heaven, no hell, when 
his tongue suddenly became paralyzed. The Oon
stitution supplements its first version of the fake by 
reporting on the following day that Mr. Hague
wood's power of speech was restored by his conver
sion, from which it is to be inferred that God let 
him talk when he would talk to order. We hav on 
hand five different accounts of the affair, and every 
mail brings more. 

Of course no intelligent person is for a moment 
de9eived by such a canard as this, but to silence ig
norant believers who may recite the tale and grin
ningly call the attention of Freethinkers to it, idiot
ically hinting that a similar fate awaits all who will 
not contribute to the support of the preacher, it is 
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well to hav the story denied in detail. One of our 
subscribers, Mr. H. R. Teal, who livs near the scene 
of the alleged divine visitation, read the yarn in the 
Oonstitution and wrote to the gentleman most in
terested, Mr. William Haguewood, as it turns out 
that his real name is. In reply this letter was re-
ceived: 

"HIGH SHOALS, GA., Aug. 30, 1895. 
"H. R. TEAL, Dear Sir: Yours to hand. In· answer 

to it I write yon concerning the article in the Constitu
tion. The revival has been going on, as Brother Rodgers 
stated. As for me being struck dumb, that is not so. 
Ever since I was twelve years old my powers of speech 
would giv way at times, and . I would go for weeks and 
could not speak or make one bit of noise. As for my be
ing an unbeliever, I was trying to believe that there was 
no hell, but the good spirit got hold on me and I am now 
a believer in the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. As for 
my going to· meeting and attempting to answer the argu
ments of the preacher with a crowd gathered around me, 
that is false. As for being at Mr. Medlin's store on Sun
day with a crowd gathered t~ discuss the subject, that is 
untrue, for I was not there at all. As for going home 
and having everything done to restore my speech, that is 
untrue, for I do not hav anything done when I am in 
that condition. 

" Brother Rodgers did conduct the services on Monday 
morning, but his discourse was not on Infidelity. As for 
taking my pencil and writing nervously a few lines and 
paasing it to Brother Rodgers-' I am doomed to hell'
that is untrue. I did write this: 'Pray for me, and ask 
the church to pray for me,' and handed it to Brother Pow
ell, who :read it to the congregation and requested them 
to pray for me. There was no electrical effect upon the 
congregation. On Mondsy night, when there was an in
vitation for prayer, I went, and God for Christ's sake 
pardoned me, and I am now happy in the enjoyme:at of 
the religion of Jesus Christ. 

"As for my disease, the doctors say it is a spinal affec
tion, and hav treated me accordingly. I am now fifty
nine years old, the fourteenth day of September. There 
was no excitement at all at this place, as all here knew 
me and knew my condition. 

"I am your friend, WILLIAM HAGUEwoon." 
From this it will readily be seen that the imagina

tion of the reporter is a most activ and fertil one, 
and also that the brethren who vouched for the im
posture are equally ready to tell pious lies. The sud
den silence of God's victim is naturally explained, 
and it is found that he never was an Infidel, so that 
-had the divine visitation been a reality instead of 
the fake of a space-filler on a paper published for 
the ignorant-the almighty was wreaking vengeance 
on one of his supporters. Judging from the letter 
of Mr. Haguewood, whose orthography and con
struction we hav taken the liberty to revise, he is 
an unlettered person of about the right caliber 
mentally to make a good Methodist. That he ever 
even tried to believe there is no hell is surprising, 
considering his surroundings and his evident church 
training. He seems, however, to be honest, and has 
not yielded to the solicitation of the preachers to 
maintain the truth of false reports and thus make 
capital for his religion at the expense of facts. His 
letter is a complete and circumstantial denial of the 
whole affair, and puts Brother Rodgers and there· 
porter in an unpleasant light if they care at all for 
their reputations for veracity, which is not likely. 

Christian Failure in China. 
The New York Tribune recently contained a let

ter from Rev. Mr. Donehoo, a Presbyterian minis
ter of Pittsburg, in which he said, in effect, that 
while strongly in favor of missionary work he did 
not believe that the Chinese could be converted to 
Christianity. Referring to his experience with 
them in this country, he says: 

"I hav never yet found one who gave evidence of thor
ough conversion to ChristiQnity, though I hav known a 
arge number who hav been in our Sabbath schools and 

a few who hav professed conversion." 
If this is the best that the church can do here, 

where the Chinese are surrounded by Christians 
and the ministers can make use of all possible 
agencies in the work of attempted conversion, what 
obstacles must be presented to the missionaries 
among the teeming millions of China itself ! The 
New York Sun remarks: 

"Moreover his [Mr. Donehoo's] observations among the 
Chinamen who hav immigrated to this country coincide 
with the reports sent and brought by many of our navy 
·officers, and by American and European merchants and 
other representative who hav visited Uhina and lived 
among the people. They all bear witness to the devotion 
of the Christian missionaries there, but they express the 

opinion that the self-sacrifice is almost wholly wasted, so 
far as the Chinamen are concerned. Like Mr. Donehoo, 
they question the genninness of the conversions of which 
the missionaries are so hopeful, saying that they are 
almost invariably due to the interested motive which 
hav gained for the supposititious· converts the title of 
'rice converts' in China, or people who hav professed 
Christianity for the sake of the loaves and fishes distrib· 
nted among them by the missionaries." 

How much longer will the missionary boards be 
abie to draw millions yearly from the credulous 
Christians of Europe and America for the conver
sion of people who cannot be converted ? How 
long before other Christians will accept the conclu-. 
sions reached by the editor of the Sun f 

"The inference from Mr. Donehoo's remarks and their 
confirmation by American and European visitors to Ohina 
is that the enormous self-sacrifice which the insignificant 
results of missionary effort cost can be expended else· 
where with far greater practical returns. It is that, in 
their humanity, zealous and devoted men and women 
ought not to be stimulated to risk their lives in vain at
tempts to convert to Christianity a people whose evangel
ization has been proved in actual experience to be im· 
possible." 

But what is the Sun going to do about the pos
itiv command of Jesus to his disciples to go out 
and preach the gospel to every creature ' Has that 
order been countermanded ! Is it not the duty of 
the Christian to implicitly obey his Lord? Has he 
any warrant to set up his experience and his com
mon sense against the instructions of his Com
mander, which he finds in the Bible ? Some time 
since we quoted the declaration of a very influen
tial Catholic missionary, who said that he had ab
solutely no hope of the conversion of the Orient. 
When asked why, if thus despairing of ultimate 
success, he continued In the field, he replied to the 
effect that he simply obeyed the before-mentioned 
command of his Savior. Can Rev. Mr. Donehoo, 
Presbyterian minister, and Mr. Charles A. Dana, 
Christian journalist, do less? 

Liberals in Oregon and Washington will bear in 
mind that the state convention of the Oregon Secu
lar Union is to be held in Portland Sept. 20th to 
22d, inclusiv. Those who propose to attend should 
write to the secretary, C. B. Reynolds, 620 Seventh 
street, Portland, Or., who will arrange for their cor
dial reception. 

----------~----------

The Milwaukee Journal, speaking of the com-
mon notion that dogs are more apt to go mad dur
ing " dog days " than at other times, says that 
"popular superstition has joined dog days and mad 
dogs, and for this there is no divorce court but a 
growing intelligence." That is the only cure for 
all other superstitions, including the belief that 
Sunday is a holy day, and its running mate, the ab
surd delusion that because the opinion of fifty-one 
men is that Sunday should be observed as a holi
day by everybody, the forty-ninth man of the other 
forty-nine of the one hundred in the community-
he chancing to be a peace officer--is in honor bound 
to compel his forty-eight dissenting associates to 
do just as the fifty-one day-worshipers think they 
ought. 

In this city as elsewhere where Puritanism is in 
the saddle, the attention of the courts is occupied 
in "rushing through" suits against the violators of 
the Sunday law, while real crimes go unpunished~ 
Long ago the persons held responsible for the poor 
construction of the building in Orchard street, in 
the fall of which several lives were snuffed out, were 
indicted, but the courts hav not had time to try 
them. This is but one case out of very many which 
could be cited. At the same time the men whose 
only offense is that they rendered their fellows a 
service which was desired and asked for are given 
the shortest possible shrift. Amateur societies, 
peace officers, and courts all seem to hav much more 
inclination and leisure for meddling and invasion 
than for defense. The more influence the church 
secures in the legislature and the court room, the 
more we hav of this trifling with the scales of jus
tice. We notice that the other day Father Ducey 
of St. Leo sat on the bench with Recorder Goff 
while the latter was enforcing law "because it is 
law," taking the property of the citizen "without 
due process of law " as the Constitution contem-
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plated. In Catholic Mexico Father Ducey could 
not thus sit beside the civil magistrate to bias his 
decisions and terrorize the victims of oppression. 
Whither are we drifting ! How long before some 
Catholic or Protestant Ducey will sit., as a priest
magistrate, on the bench in the Recorder's court! 

"A daily paper publishes the following correction of an 
article which had appeared in its column 1 the previous 
day: 'Yesterday we gave the particulars of a fire which 
had occurred in the town of Barrie, mentioning the 
names and surnames of the victims. Having obtained 
further information we hasten to rectify certain inaecn
racies in the report of the sad event. There were no vic
tims, since the fire in question never took place, We 
may add that the town of Barrie does not exist.' "-Il 
Motto per Ri.dere. 

This story has a theological application. There 
was once a battle in Heaven, and one-third part of 
the inhabitants were banished to hell after the in
surrection was crushed. That was the earlier bul
letin from the scene of hostilities. "Having ob
tained further information " the ministers " hasten 
to rectify certain inaccuracies in the report of the 
sad event." Nobody was banished, since the rebell
ion in question "never took place." But most of 
the ministers hav so far neglected to say: "We 
may add that the place called heaven does not 
exist." They will come to it, however, for they hav 
already rectified the first dispatches, so far as hell, 
the other locality mentioned, is concerned. 

In giving his opinion upon some Sunday elosing 
cases, Judge Owers of Leadville said that all Sun
day laws are a departure from the principle of home 
rule or local self-government. If this were all that 
the Colorado judge could say against such enactments 
it would not amount to much. Strictly speaking, 
that objection would apply only to national Sunday 
laws, for state laws are local in a legitimate sense, 
although, of course, not so narrowly so as munici
pal ordinances. Individual self-government is the 
real basis of the. protest against Sunday legislation. 
Sunday laws are violativ of religious liberty and 
prostrate the rights of the individual. In principle 
there is no difference between a national Sabbath 
law and a town ordinance having the same object 
in view, although practically the national law is the 
more dangerous because it is so much more diffi
cult to get a bill of repeal through Congress than 
through a city council, and also because the national 
government is usually more remorseless in enforc
ing its laws than is the local government, and it is 
not so easy to boycott national as local tyrants. 

The dailies of August 31st contained this heart
rending dispatch from Sullivan, Missouri: 

"Three children of a widow named JenkiBs while at 
play last evening went to a place near the barn ~ gather 
eggs. One child thrust its hand into what it supposed 
was the hen's nest, and quickly withdrew it, exclaiming 
that the hen had pecked its hand. The other two chil
dren put in their hands with the same result, and then set 
up a loud cry. 

"The mother was at the well with the baby, and the 
alarm so excited her that she left the baby and ran to 
the assistance of the three children, who it seems had been 
bitten by a rattlesnake. During the excitement the little 
babe fell into the well and was drowned. The three other 
children died." 

Will some honest believer in "Divine Providence" 
please tell us why this terrible "accident" was per
mitted T Can there be an " accident " with God? 
The most debased of ·men would hav saved those 
children if he could. God could, but did not. 
Why ! Was he too busy watching the fall of spar
rows and enumerating hairs T Is it possible to be
lieve that that unhappy mother had done aught 
that could merit such torture as the death of her 
four children in that awful way inflicted upon herT 
And. who but a fiend would murder innocent chil
dren to punish their mother for any offense T He 
who reads the open book of the universe and still 
believes in a god of unlimited knowledge, power, 
and goodness is beyond the reach of reason. 

The St. Louis Globe .Democrat says that "it is 
intolerant, bigoted, and cruel to persecute and 
prosecute a sincere, earnest, and religious body 
of men and women, simply because they observe a 
day of rest which does not please the majority of 
people." Very true, but is it not equally intolerant, 
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bigoted, and cruel to persecute and prosecute any 
number of men and women simply because they 
choose their own time for rest and work T This is 
what all Sunday laws do. On July 21st a Seventh
Day Adventist carpenter was arrested in Chicago 
for working on Sunday. When the case came to 
trial a nonsuit was entered, the police captain 
saying that they were after criminals, not honest 
workingmen. Good enough, so far as it goes, but 
.is not this and every other police captain in that 
city enforcing the new barber-shop Sunday closing 
law which Governor Altgeld had the courage neither 
to sign nor to veto T Is not a barber an "honest 
workingman"! The Adventist was properly re
leased, and never should hav been arrested, but 
was he not released because he had a " religious " 
reason for observing another Sabbath than Sunday, 
and is not the law against Sunday work in barber 
shops enforced because the barbers can giv no "re
ligious " reason for working on that day T Hav 
men, as men, no rights in the United States which 
preachers, brawling legislators, and cowardly gov
ernors are under obligations to respect T 

It is commonly supposed by Christians that John, 
when on Patmos, saw heaven in a vision. But 
Talmage says that he looked through a telescope ! 
Listen to this raving of a disordered mind : 

"As we 11tand looking through the telescope of St. 
John, we see a blaze of amethyst, and pearl, and em
erald, and sardonies, and chrysoparsus, and sapphire-a 
mountain of light, a cataract of color, a sea of glass, and 
a city like the s1.1n. 

"St. John bids us look again, and we see thrones: 
thrones of the prophets, thrones of the patriarchs, thrones 
of the angels, thrones of the apostles, thrones of the mar
tyrs, throne of Jesas-throne of God. And we turn 
aro1.1nd to see the glory, and it is-Thrones! Thrones! 
Thrones!" 

There is a whole sermon of this sort of stuff, and 
the Ne~ York 7imes prints it all, making two long 
columns in fine type. We don't know why the 
7 imes prints Talmage's sermons ; it would seem 
that they are fit only for the syndicate sheets, while 
the 7 imes is a paper with a good many pretensions 
to intelligence and a consequently proportionally 
small circulation. It may be that the sermons are 
intended to constitute the humorous department of 
the paper, but if that is the case it should be dis
tinctly so stated, on the same principle that the 
country papers act when they put "Poetry " or 
" Poetical Department" over their original and se
lected verse. The little boy who wrote under the 
figure he had drawn -on his slate the legend, 
"This Is a Horse," was more thoughtful than the 
editor of the 7 imes. To prevent unnecessary wear 
and tear of thinkers, amateur art, cross-roads 
poetry, and pulpit humor should always be plainly 
labeled. 

The mis~hievous notion that certain men, by rea
son of their vocation, are either too good or too bad 
to exercise the ordinary functions of citizens is quite 
prevalent in the South, where, as we hav before had 
occasion to point out, the constitutions of some of 
the states forbid a minister to hold any civil office. 
In other words, the idea of equal citizenship is lost 
in that of class distinctions ba.sed on occupation. 
By a curious coincidence, the church is stronger in 
the South than elsewhere in the countrv, and laws 
against freedom on Sunday and discrimination 
against Infidels are more numerous and stringent, 
and generally more rigorously enforced. A dis
franchised or disbarred class can dominate legisla
tion in spite of its disabilities if it is accepted by 
the voters and law-makers as the teaching class. 
This is precisely the position that the clergy occupy. 
In view of this fact, the demand of the Press and 
Banner, of Abbeville, South Carolina, that the leg
islature ''forever -prevent any minister of the gospel 
from holding office or dabbling in politics " is fool
ish in the extreme. Such a law would vastly aug
ment the influence of the clergy, for whatever sav
ors of persecution redounds to the benefit of the 
persecuted. But there is a vital principle as well 
as a question of expediency involved in this propo
sition. T}le state can rightfully discriminate neither 
for nor against the church. If it debars clergymen 
from office on the ground that they are too good 
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to make and administer laws, it discriminates osten
sibly in favor of the church. If it debars them on 
the ground that they are too bad, it discriminates 
ostensibly against the church. If it forbids them 
to take part in political discussions it denies free 
speech to a class because they are religious teach
ers. The state has nothing whatever to do with 
ministers as ministers ; . it can recognize them only 
as inhabitants of the state, subject to the same laws 
as and no other laws than those which regulate the 
relations of the other inhabitants. 

"No executiv officer has authority to repeal and hold 
void even the worst laws. The assumption of such au
thority by any executiv officer should be made a. felony, 
punishable by the severest penalties and by removal from 
office. "-Judge Owers, of Colorado. 

The appeal from the legislator to the executiv is 
often the appeal from Philip drunk to Philip sober. 
They both stand as the representative of the people 
and both hav large discretion. Perhaps they should 
be held to the strict letter of their instructions, but 
the legislator rarely keeps within the limits of action 
prescribed for him by the Constitution, and his dis
obedience to orders necessitates, if the rights of 
minorities are not to be utterly wiped out, that the 
executiv shall interpose his passiv veto when the 
jurist fails to interpose his activ veto by declaring 
the unconstitutional enactment null and void. That 
is the situation; it is not a question of "two wrongs 
not making one right," as some stickler for statute
ism may be disposed to say; the legislator has 
transcended his powers and invaded the reserved 
rights of the citizens; the executiv, by refusing ta 
follow his lead and join in the unconstitutional ag
gression, simply stands by the original instructions. 
His offense is a technical one, a negativ one, but by 
committing it he aToids the infi.nitly greater actual, 
positiv offense of trampling the fundamental law of 
the state and the equities of social organization. 
Judge Owers talks quite bravely of removing and 
punishing passiv e:recutiv officers, but it is very 
much a question whether he is prepared to follow 
his logic to the bitter end. Had he been an exec
utiv officer of anti-slavery views in the ante-bellum 
days, and had he been ordered to restore a trem
bling fugitiv slave to his master, he might hav 
obeyed, but the suspicion that he would hav "lost" 
the fugitiv somewhere will persist in intruding it
self. Had he been an executiv officer in the time 
of the Inquisition, and had his mother, convicted of 
witchcraft or heresy, been put into his hands for 
torture and death at the stake, he might hav obeyed, 
but it would hav been to escape a similar fate, not 
because of respect for the law or because he thought 
he ought to obey it. 

"Doubtless >there are laws and customs in Turkey in 
conftict with the moral laws of Christianity. The teach
ings of the Bible cannot but hav, therefore, an influence 
that tells against the immoralities of the Turkish govern
ment. But this is not the fault either of the Bible or the 
missionaries who teach it. The same thing is true of our 
own country anil in every other nation 1.1nder the sun. 
The liquor traffic which our own government licenses, 
llie desecration of the Sabbath by the United States mail 
service, the violation of the laws of Christian marriage by 
our loose and corrupt divorce legislation are in evidence 
on this point."-Ohristian Rejormer. 

Such appeals as this to Christian ignorance and 
prejudice are despicable. The Turkish government 
can triumphantly point to the Bible for ample jus
tification for every crime of spoliation, invasiv lust, 
and persecution of which its subjects hav been guilty 
or can be guilty, and the Ohristian Reformer knows 
it, whatever may be the blissful ignorance of the 
mass of its readers. If there were no drinkers of 
intoxicants there would be no sellers of them ; the 
Bible is the text- book of the drinker, and the 
Ohristian Reformer knows it, however successful 
it may be in keeping the truth from the knowledge 
of its subscribers. There is in the Bible no war
rant whatever for the keeping of Sunday as the 
Sabbath; both Jesus and Paul explicitly coBdemned 
the enforced observance of any day as a Sabbath; 
Sunday was the old pagan festival day of the sun, 
a. day of mirth and joy, officially grafted into Chris
tianity by t~e . edict of Constantine the Ca.thplic, 
and centuries later made a day of gloom, penance, 
and persecution by Puritan and Covenanter. It is 

a Catholic holy day, resting on the authority of the 
church alone. All this the Ohristian Reformer 
knows, -despite its contentions contrariwise, which 
are deliberate attempts to deceive the unread Chris
tian laity: The Bible stands for polygamy, for the 
subjection of the wife to the husband, for the 
silence of the woman in the church, and for rape by 
wholesa.le at the command of God, and the Chris
tian Reformer knows it, cant as it may about the 
" sanctity" of " Ohristian marriage." The theo
cratic propaganda is humbug and fraud from begin
ning to end, and the Ohristian Reformer knows it. 

The New York 7ribune has just struck a profit
able lead. In a quietly humorous but il.ltogether 
thought-provoking editorial in its issue of August 
29th it points out that the stock targets of the 
popular caricaturists and newspaper paragraphers 
exist only in the fancy of their creators, as a rule. 
The decollette bathing dress is rarely seen, " the 
fool farmer from W ayback, with goat-like beard and 
straw in mouth and hayseed in hair, exhibiting the 
intelligence of a compound cylinder, triple-screw 
idiot, is familiar to the professional fun-maker, but 
is a stranger to the census "; the "polysyllabic 
speech of Boston is heard only at the funny man's 
desk," and so on to the end of the list of paragraph
istic butts. " They do not exist ; or, if they do, 
only in remote exceptions which serve to prove the 
rule." Then the 7ribune proceeds to inquire how 
much, if any, harm" such wholesale exaggerations 
and fabrications " do. An officer of a prominent 
college for women declared that such attacks had 
greatly injured that institution, and the 7 ribune 
has been informed that the "constant lampooning 
and caricaturing of farmers as cl9wns and gawks 
has operated to keep many young men from engag
ing in agriculture." The New York daily's conclu
sions are embodied in these sentences : 

" Certainly it is an open question whether it would not 
be better for comic artists and paragraphers to sharpen 
their pens and pencils against the many real evils and 
undoubted follies of the world, rather than against foi
bles of their own devising." 

There is one American caricaturist who does not 
fire his shafts against foibles of his own devising, 
but who directs them against " the real evils and 
undoubted follies of the world." That caricaturist 
is our artist, Watson Heston. He sharpens his 
pencil against superstition, hypocrisy, and tyranny, 
and every stroke is a blow for enlightenment, can
dor, and liberty. It would be well if there were 
many more like him in purpose, but it does not fol
low that there is no place for the others, for those 
who amuse without arousing. Life is not all work 
nor all battle, and there must be times of relaxation 
for wearied muscles and strained nerves. In art 
and in letters we need both the teacher and the 
amuser. Sage and clown hav each a place that can 
not be filled by the other. 

A few weeks ago we sent notices tn those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their sub
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt
ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had no word, and to them we address 
these appealing .remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
abo~t it. But the cost of getting out the paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it takes a good deil.l 
of cash. So we again ask those whose time has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their' subscriptiom~ 
now-at once-right o:ff-l!lo we can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erat demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond to the notice. We dislike 
to mention this matter, but Necessity has nd fel
lowship with Squeamishness, and we hav to do it. 
We need the money. 



News and Notes. 

It was a beautiful day when our company left 
Paris. The city sank from view in lusters of light, 
and the variegated landscapes, with silver expanses 
of water, enlarge upon the view as the rapid loco
motiv winds through the realms of Normandy. 
Once more the old and new town of Rouen ad
vanct-s and recedes, villages and farms appear, and 
Dieppe and the bright ocean put in a loV"ely appear
ance in oharruing association. Again we sweep 
by the loftly images of Jesus, into the tumbling 
billows that try to make us seasick with their mu
sical motion, but don't succeed Again the white 
cliffs of England edge the blue and dancing main, 
and in the soft expanse of the harbor we :float safe 
and sound. From New Haven we wend our way 
somewhat slowly on the train to Brighton by the 
sea; and even after Paris Brighton does not pale 
its luster. Brighton is the largest watering-place 
in the world. It has 150,000 inhabitants, and I 
am sure there can be no more attractiv place. Be
sides, it is the" pink of fashion." The aristocracy 
of England flutter here, but the common people 
also can hav a good time. There is plenty of room 
on sea or shore. The ocean spreads far away, 
decked with many a sail, and the city, with its mag
nificent streets and massiv hills, fronts the imperi
ous Neptune. There is variety, animation, business, 
and pleasure all around. There are boats, :fisher
men, the immense piers, the market-places on the 
beach, and the "machines." The bathing-houses, 
or "machines," are on wheels. You get into the 
machine, don your bathing-suit, and the machine is 
then trundled out into the tide, and you can jump 
in from the machine itself, without the trouble of 
walking. They are so wonderfully " moral " here 
in Brighton and elsewhere at English seaside re
sorts that the men and women bathe separately, 
even as they used to sit on opposit sides of the 
ehureh. Perha.ps bathing is still considered a re
ligious ceremony in England, and hence, according 
to orthodox ideas, the sexes must keep apart. In 
France, as in our own country, men and women 
bathe together, even as they ea.t and drink together. 
And I understand that in England this common
sense custom is beginning to prevail, and the old 
pharisaical nonsense is disappearing. 

On Thursday, by the kindness of Mr. George 
Ward, who is mine host on this occasion, with Mrs. 
Ward and Miss Robbins, we take a drive to the 
"Devil's Dyke." This is about four miles from 
Brighton, and is a wonderful spot. The devil 
undertook a big job here once on a time-to scoop 
out the earth and make a dyke or canal by which, 
the ocean could sweep in upon the interior country 
and so create a vast inland sea; but after digging 
an immense basin, some saint or angel stopped the 
devil in his nefarious undertaking, and he was com
pelled to surrender his shovel, and even his ghost, 
for the grave of the devil himself is pointed out. 
There is a cable road over this stupendous chasm, 
and we swung across it in merry fashion. It was a 
dizzying ride. We could peer down into the 
depths of the enormous dyke, 235 feet ; and it cer
tainly made one feel that if he did tumble in, he 
would surely see innumerable stars and Lucifer 
himself. But the cable held us in its wave-like mo
tion, and our lofty voyage to and fro was com
pleted in safety. 

The view from the top of the dyke is one of the 
most extensiv and magnificent in England. From a 
circle of massiv hills the cultivated lands, adorned 
with villages and dwellings, stretch away for fifty 
miles. On clear days one can see as far off as the 
Crystal Palace and Windsor Castle, :fifty miles dis~ 
tant. We seem to be standing on a lofty cliff, and 
like a sea itself the glittering expanses roll away. 

From the Devil's Dyke we direct our course to 
the crowded race-track. It is a gala day ; vast 
numbers of people are in attendance, and all·sort~ 
of shows attract the view. The supreme delight, 
of course, is the galloping horses. I think this is 

. the finest race-course in the world. It is not level 
but is built upon vast hills, and for two miles yo~ 
can behold the steeds flying along, and watch 
them .as th~y thunder .to ~he goal. It is a grand and 
beautiful Bight, and wild lB the enthusiasm of the 
multitude as the splendid coursers bound forward 
neck to neck. They do not hav, I understand 
trotting races in this country, as in America · it i~ 
the running race-the gallop. So far as tr~tters 
are concerned, America takes the lead. The Eng
lish put their skill almost altogether into the run
ning horse. It strikes me, therefore, that America 
surpasses England in the skill of horsemanship, and 
has evolved a finer type of this magnificent 
animal. 

Friday morning I visit George Jacob Holyoake 
. the philosopher and the philanthropist, who ha~ 
made Brighton his home fot the last twenty years. 
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It was a delight to behold his books and pictures party awoke to the fact that the property was use
and the serene abode where he passes his youthful ful, and made a desperate effort to regain control, 
old age. He has a portrait of Thomas Paine, upon and actually did get control of the lower part of 
the back of which is the autograph of Paine him- the building, while the Secular party triumphantly 
self; also a portrait of Richard Carlile, who re- entrenched th,emselvs in the upper part. The Sec
minds one of Ingersoll in the breadth and uobility ular party were not to be caught napping; they had 
of his features, and the face of Ingersoll also greets their sentinels out day and night, and once on a 
us, and that of Mazzini, Garibaldi, Orsini, Harriet time, when the orthodox forces quitted the ground 
Martineau, George Henry Lewes, Herbert Spencer, floor, trusting, I suppose, in the providence of God, 
friends and eompanions in .reform with Holyoake, the Secular party secured possession, locked thti 
showing the comprebensivness of his labors. The door, and ltept the otthodo:t pieket-line out in the 
aroma of revolutionary thought is about us, to- cold. ltesort was then had to the courtsj and the 
gather with the dreams and hopes of a recon- legal right of the Secular party to the property -was 
structed humanity. There was also a small bust of there maintained, and ever since Secularism has held 
"'Voltaire, made in the lifetime of Voltaire, I under- peaceable possession. The . Secular school was 
stand, and certainly its eyes and lips, more than started an:d has become a flourishing institution. 
any picture I hav seen, convey the wonderfully It is a recognized establishment, and in all town 
smiling satire of the immortal iconoclast. It shows celebrations has its place and its banner 'With the 
that deep in the heart of Voltaire, back of all his other schools. It is no longer ostracized. :Elven 
biting jests, was a sweet and sunny _spirit of hu- the orthodox are rather proud to hav such a school 
manity. in their midst as a representativ of universal hu-

Mr. Holyoake presented me with his own book, manity. There is nothing succeeds like success, as 
"Sixty Years of an Agitator's Life." I shall cer- the French say, and when a Secular school does 
tainly prize this book because of the giver and succeed, when it is on a firm foundation, why, then, 
his generous appreciation, and also because of the the churches are ready to do it honor. It is a fact 
charming and unique panorama it givs of English that orthodoxy is always ready to welcome the vic
life and progress for over half a century. Mr. tor. The greatest heresy is defeat. 
Holyoake writes from his own point of view, and The Failsworth Secular Sunday-school is a suc
certainly he has been in the midst of vast and cess, deep-rooted and far-reaching. The youthful 
varied scenes 1 he makes one acquainted With element is continually flowing into it. As the o1d 
the many heroes and martyrs of our cause, and he depart, the new take their place with fresh enthu
infuses into his own narrativ both a philosophic and siasm. The evolution broadens and strengthefHt 
poetic spirit. Mr. Holyoake, in his early youth, did with time. Although vigorous personalities haV' Jld 
write poetry-even religious poetry ; but while the doubt contributed to its advance, yet it does not 
form of poetry has passed away, still the poetic depend upon any one individual for its growth, but 
imagination remains and colors his keen philos- upon humanity at large, and the permanent ele
ophy without disturbing the sharp line of truth, menta that are in it. It shows that Secular educa
giving a pictureEqueness and rhythm to his lan- tion is profoundly adapted to the real nature of the 
guage which makes his history possess the fascina- child, much more so than any religious training. A 
tion of a romanoe of real life. :Mr. Holyoake is Secular school can be as atttactiv in art, in music, 
no optimist; but he has the faculty of making one in :!lowers, in beautiful and poetic accompaniments, 
see the go5d things of this human earthly life. In as a religious school, while, at the same time, it 
the midst of the vast conflict he does not forget the teaches science, common sense, and real duties with
flowers that bloom nor the stars that shine. out the dogmatism and superstition of theology. I 

Our good comrade, Arthur B. Moss, and his two look upon the Failsworth Secular School, not only 
boys, were with us on this occasion, and it was a as an accomplishment, but as a prophecy of noble 
pleasure to thus briefly meet in the passing holidays, and splendid things to come on the basis of simple 
to forget awbile the stress of ~ar; and enjoy the humanity, free from the vague and puzzling ideas 
universe like a child at plliy. :Mr. Moss is doing of God. 
some popular work in the drama, and has made There are two choirs connected with the school, 
quite a hit with some excellent productions which a choir of little childreu, and one of older pupils; 
are Vital with the spirit of modern progress. After also an orchestra of young men. Besides the regu-. 
a drive along the bright shores to Rottingdean and lar Sunday services, they hav, during the season, 
return, with the boundless, glittering sea on one musical and dramatic entertainments, festiTal 
side, and the Pplendid city and the shining hills on gatherings, etc., and there is no dependence on any 
the other, and a call upon our stalwart friend, Mr. outside help. There is sufficient talent in the 
Tripp, who has done so much for Freethought in school itself. The services began on Sunday af
this orthodox community where fashion reigns-and ternoon at half-past two. First there was an over
of course fashion precludes almost any kind of ture by the band 1 then a hymn sung by the choir ; 
thought-we take our departure for London, glad then the "Children's Hymn," and then the address, 
to hav had a view of Brighton, one of the repre- and afterwards music by the band and choir J the 
sentativ cities of the old world. Amidst its wealth same order of e:lereises being observed in the even
and elegance we :find real human nature, the glory ing. The audience room was :tilled ; on the plat
of the outward world blooming into the wide, free form were the singers 1 there was a large display of 
play of intellect and heart. flowers, and the walls were ornamented with pict-

Of course I drift to Johnson's Court while in ures and wreaths. It was in every respect a de
London, to the realms of the Freethinker~ which, lightful service. Mr. Henry Taylor presided in the 
though not palatial, are always illuminated, and afternoon, and Mr. Gimson of Leicester in the even
thence to Gatti's, for we reformers believe that a mg. Mr. Alfred Warren is leader of the orchestra, 
healthful mind should be in a healthful body, and and Mr. Thomas Anderton of the choir. Mr. Wm. 
what conduce! more to a healthful body than a :tlne Jones it! president of the school; Mr. E. Howard, 
English beefsteak and its accompaniments of merry secretary. The American visitor was warmly wei· 
speech and philosophic disquisition? I am always comed and had appreciativ listeners. He spoke on 
in fa,or of a good square meal. We thus lay the "The Bible and Modern Thought" and on " Free
foundations of mental courage and strenuous thought and Morality." The little children were 
thought. good hearers, too. In their bright faces and in the 

Saturday afternoon t take the express for Man- beautiful surroundings of this auspicious service 
chester. Although the sun is shining brightly when one might see the glory of the future, the fnll and 
I start1 one of the biggest storms of the Ieason happy days to come, when over the path of infancy 
pours down its cataracts when l atrive. Mr. West- shall :doat no cloud of superstition; when no dark 
well meets me, and we plunge through the rainy and sange fear shall enthrall, but the sunshine and 
columns to his home, eight miles out. But a pleas- :dowers, the voices of lol"e and truth, shall charm 
ant :fireside awaits me, a jolly supper, and the wine the innocent way. What beautiful hope there is in 
that cheereth God and man, and we :find rest after the the music of childhood I There is the true heaven 
tumultuous conflict. Sundat morning dawns with of our advancing age, in the ever-shining dawns of 
changing skies, now dark, now blue, and between happy births. 
spells I :find my way to Failsworth. It is the an- It was my privilege on this occasion to name the 
niversary of the Failsworth Secular Sunday-school, little child of Mr. Joseph Clough and Mrs. Sarah 
and, notwithstanding the stormful weather, large Jane .Clough. The name enrolled on the banne~s 
audiences are present, men, women, and children, of Freethought is Henry Clough, and I hav no 
and we hav a festival-time indeed, "with a heart for doubt it will be a bright and honorable name in the 
any fate." The Failsworth Secular Sunday-school annals of our cause. 
is a singular institution. It is an evolution that is I must record my meeting with John Haigh, the 
of remarkable interest. It began over :fifty years brother of Joseph Haigh, well known in our Ameri
ago, with somewhat obscure elements, the history can ranks. John walked in :five miles to hear me 
of. w.hich it is difficult to trace. The property was, speak and to giv me a good hearty English welcome, 
ongmally, l understand, in the hands of the church. and I hav no doubt he is just as earnest in the 
Then, by some legal process, it drifted into the pos- cause as Joseph himself. In the pages of TuB 
session of the Secular party. The property, at tha.t TRU'J'JJ SEEEEB they can shake hands across the At-
!i~e, was not considered valuable, and its possibil- t lantic. . . 
1t1es were not regarded. Finally, the orthodox , J ~~ep al~;~o P.o~inowledge the glft of a beaut1ful 
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bouquet of :flowers from Mrs. Howard-a happy 
omen for future work. I enjoyed the hospitality of 
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones. After the services 
we had a pleasant sociable gathering at Mr. Jones's, 
wi~h music and recitations, closing an eventful day 
with the cheer of good fellowship. 

Failsworth has a population of about 15,000. It 
adjoins ·Manchester, and is a manufacturing point. 
The people hav lived here from generations back, 
and it is said that· almost all are related to one 
another, so that it is like one great family. The 
stability and neighborliness of the people account 
perhaps for the growth of the school and the ab
sence of bitter sectarianism. Members of the same 
family divide up, some to the 1:\ecular school, some 
to the Wesleyan, but there is no ill-feeling. The 
ties of relationship overcome the discords of relig
ion, and fraternity prevails. 

I shall always hav a happy remembrance of Fails
worth. It is one of the "day-stare" of the Secular 
movement. It shows what Secularism is capable of 
achieving; that it is not a theory but a practical 
power. It is comprehensiv, and meets the wants of 
humanity in all conditions, except those of fear and 
ignorance. 

Monday morning, by the kindness of Mr. Wm. 
Hilton and his son, Mr. Thomas Wm. Hilton, I 
visit the great shops of Platt Brothers and Com
pany at Oldham. Oldham joins Fa.ilsworth, and 
has a population of 160,000. It is an activ place. 
It has 12,000,000 spindles in operation. It is one of 
the leading centers of cotton industry. It has but 
little ancient history, but its modern development 
is wonderful. In the middle of the last century 
there were but sixty buildings all told in Oldham. 
Besides the cotton industry, there is the working of 
the coal-minel!l, which abound in the vicinity. There 
is not much beauty about Oldham. It is all for 
business. The coal-mines giv a griminess to the 
landscape, which does not suggest Arcadian felicity. 
Huge piles of ,factories, tall chimneys, busy ma
chineries, are what make up the picture of Oldham. 

Among the foremost industrial temples of Old
ham are the renowned factories of the Platt Broth
. ars. I think they beat the world. The buildings 

·· altogether cover a space of 55 acres; 11,000 men 
are employed. I stand at the entrance and watch 
this vast army of workers as they come trooping in. 
It sets one's imagination at work, thinking of the 
colossal power in the hands of these regiments of 
toilers, and I wonder will this army be a triumph
ant army, or will it eventually be an army of slaves, 
no better than the machineries they manufacture, 
There is strength, there is intelligence, there is 
will in this mighty force. In it are the :fibers of 
humanity ; and if it is crushed, civ.ilization will 
cease to be. I could not but feel the thrill of hope 
as this great stream of powerful men went sweep
ing by. It was more than an army with banners. 

The Platt Brothers are manufacturers of every 
description of machinery for preparing, combing, 
spinning, and weaving cotton, wool, and worsted on 
a scale of magnitude unequale<l, The manner in 
which this work is carried on, the efficiency of 
every resource, the toil of thousands, the vastness 
of the capital invested, the splendid organization 
which exists, make this industrial palace of unique 
importance. Its trade extends to every country. It 
is now :filling an order of 42,000 spindles for Fall 
River, Mass. The annual consumption of fuel is 
36,000 tons of coal and 12,000 tons of coke. Of 
material, 36,000 tons of iron and 325,000 cubic feet 
of timber are used each year. As I wandered through 
these vast regions of toil, manifold in aspect, 
watching the beginning, process, and completion 
of the superb machinery, I was deeply impressed 
with the magnificence of human genius, for it seems 
to endow the machine itself with thought, to giv it 
subtlety, wisdom, energy, the gift, almost, of selec· 
tion, as it moves on its biilliant and unerring 
course. One might pass hours in these extensiv 
areas, and still see new exhibitions of skill and in
dustrial power. There is somethin~ entrancing in 
the " world of magic" created by the incessant 
hands of labor. The lurid workshops might re. 
mind one of Milton's picture of hell, but o~t of 
their depths. what a glorious paradise arises, such 
as all the gods hav never been able to create. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 
--------~~~~~~ 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sept. 17 -Stamford, Conn .................................. Lincoln 
Sept. 29 New York city ................................... . 
Oct. 6 -Boston, Mass ....................................... . 
Oct. 7-Manchester. N.H ................................ . 
Oot. 8-Portland, Me ....................................... . 
Oct. 11-Brockton, Mass .............................. Shakepere 
Oct. 12-Pawtucket, R. ! .................................. Lincoln 
Oct. 13-Providence, R. !.. .............................. . 
Oct. 20-Chicago, Til. ...................................... . 
Oct. 21-Aurora, 111 ........................................ .. 
Oct. 22-J oliet, Ill ......................................... .. 
Oot. 29-DanvUle, Ill • .,.,.,,, .. , . .,.,. ... ,, ... , ... ,,.,.,,, 
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Freethought Federation and Union. will be proposed at the coming C)ngress as will 
enable the Union to consolidate with the Free-

FREETHOUGHT FEDERATION OF AMERIO.A. thought Federation of America. . 
SAMUEL P; PUTNAM, President. The ~embers of the Freethought FederatiOn a~e 

141 S th W t St Ch. I also nott:fied that changes of the same nature w1ll 
on a er ·• tcago. b d f 't C t't t' · d th t 't E. C. Rl!liCHWA.T,D, Treasurer ........... 28! W~trren Ave., dhicago e prOJ?OBe or 1 B . ons 1 u ton_ lD or er ~ 1 

MRS. M.A. FREEMAN, Secretary .... toa7 w. Madison St., Chicago may unite as an organized body with the Amencan 
viCE-PREBIDENTB: Secular Union. 

FRANKLIN BrEINER, 1 N. F. GRISWOLD It · th ·1 d · th · Des Moines, Iowa.. Merlden, Conn IS e genera estre at there be one grand 
· national organization adapted to all the needs of 

the present and future work. Without doubt this 
will be determined in a wise, conciliatory, and pro
gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks and meet the 
common enemy, the bigots of the Christian church. 
We work for the future; we wnrk for humanity; we 
work for the best interests ll civilization, for the 
liberty and the progress of aU. Let us stand 

AMERIOAN BEOULAR UNION. 
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Presinent ........... : .141 8. Water St., Chic&2'0 
JULIET H. SEVERANOB, M.D., Vice-President, cor. 64th St., and 

Gra.oe Ave., Chicago. 
HoN. C. B. WAITE, Vic~-Pres., ............. 6050 Oglesby Ave., Chicago 
Jos. H. GBEEB, M.D,,Vice·Pres ................ 127La8alle St .. Chicago 
G. A. F. de LESl'INASSE, M.D., V1oe-Pres .......... Orange City, Iowa. 
Mas. M. A. F&,.EMA.W, <Jor. !:!eo ......... 1037 W. Madison St., Chicago 
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treas .................................. Rochelle, Ill 

Call for the Annual Congress. 
. NEW YORK, OCTOBER 25TH, 26TH, AND 27TH. 

~ o the Liberals of America, Members of the .Free
thought Federation and Secular Union, and 
aU Societies organized jor the .Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Secular Government.· 

It is of great importance that Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
to do and the work cannot be done by isolated 
efiort There are vast ecclesiastical combin·ations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freethought, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
questions immediately confront us: 

The Taxation of Church Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, · 
The Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. The conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now waged both in the 
states and in the national Congress, and a central
ized political power is being established for thE} 
purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters ; and honest Freethinkers are im
prisoned to-day for disoussing questions of. the ut
most importance to human improvement. Against 
these :flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in every state, county, city. 
and village, should be in activ communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the case that a Freethinker 
is alone in his community in the open· support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. Religious bigots assume that 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on account of their own vast ma-
jority. . 

Wh<>n it is well understood that the Freethinkers 
of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Freethought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to supporh his cause. 
The theologian is naturally a coward. He perse
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease his persecutions, but even welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 

· There is a great contest before us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra
cism. We cannot fold our hands and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We must use the same instrumentalities 
that are constantly used by the churches. They 
hav their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessary aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Congress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethought Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be adopted and cordially carried 
out by all the friends of freedom throughout the 
country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
Jwtified that au<Jh amepdmenta to the ()onstitution 
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bravely by our colors and unite in the common 
cause. There are vast and profound principles 
which should harmonize superficial dlfferencel!l. We 
hav no creed to support, but always and everywhere 
the rights of man. This is the mighty battle
ground. Let us rally now as never before, with 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthusiasm. We 
cannot evade the issue, neither can the church itself. 
It is liberty or it is slavery. This is the conflict of 
the ages, and in the American Republic all that is 
most precious and ennobling is at stake. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. 

Freethought Abroad. 
According to the French Freethonght Annual for 1894 

France is divided into 86 political departments. Of these 
81 contain one or more Freethonght societies. Paris has 
42 societies; the department of Seine, 35; 4 departments 
hav 20 to 30 societies each-a total of 101 societies; 15 
departments hav 10 to 20 each, the others less than 10 
each-total number of societies in France, 234. Besides 
these the Federation has 250 individual members, whose 
yearly contribution amounts in all to 1,250 francs. The 
Federation own·s its own building, No.7 Rue de Ecanffes, 
Paris. During- the past year the additions numbered 21 
societies and 43 individual members, making a total of 
258 societies and 402 individuals. Four provincial con
gresses and a large number of minor celebrations were 
held during the same period. The financial report for 
the last year is as follows: The .. Penny fund" (Denier) 
receipts, fr. 935 35; expenditures of same (propag-anda) 
fr. 717.90; the building fund receipts, fr. 3,135.80; ex
penditures, fr. 2,532.60; the Federntion income receipts, 
fr. 4,097,15; expenditures, fr. 3,774.05; leaving a sur
plus for the year of fr.1,644.20, which is a very eood 
financial showing. Of the 25 members elected to the 
"Central Council," E. Pasqnier received the greatest 
number of votes, viz., 83; Ameline the fewest, viz., 61. 
The "Commission of Control," 5 members, B6valet re
ceived 57, Sonbsal, 52 votes. 

A new crematory has been opened at Apolda, Sachsen
Weimar. This makes4 ovens for the German empire. 
·. ·. · The annual congress of the German Freethon11:ht 
Federation was held during the month of May at Munich, 
Bavaria. ·. ·. · Der Freidenker, Cologne, compliments THE 
TRUTH SEEKER highly on its spirit of propaga.ndism. It 
mentions particularly the pamphlet on "Church Prop
erty" and a distribution for a nominal price of Paine's 
"Age of Reason." ·. ·. · Dr. Bruno Wille (portrait and 
biog.rapby in "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght), 
editor of Der Freidenker, labor, invites such of his read· 
era as can translate English, and wish to do so for his 
paper, to inform him, and he will supply them with num
bers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·. ·. · A brilliant lecture by 
Dr. Voelkel, Part !II. of "Shall the Children of Dissent
ers be Compelled to Take Part in the Common School 
Teaching?" has been published. It deals with the women 
of the Bible. This brilliant coterie of ancient female 
worthies is shown in their true light, which is very dif
ferent from that produced by the most Christian theo· 
Iogians. Sixty-six pages. . . The Free Religions 
Society of Berlin, Germany, held its silver jubilee 
March 24th. 

Religion a Matter of Geography. 
Assuming that the supposed discovery that Gen

eral Grant and Jefferson Davis had the same great
grandfather is true, a writer in the New York 
~ imes remarks that it would be curious, if possible, 
"to discover how and why the Revolutionary spirit 
of William Simpson, transmitted through a son on 
the one side and a daughter on the other, took such 
strangely difierent directions and came together at 
last in a deadly conflict in which the grandson of 
John Simpson defeated the grandson of Ann Simp
son." The Hartford ~ imes says: "There seems to 
be nothing strange about it. The two men grew 
up in communities that were subsequently arrayed 
against each other, and each looked at things in 
the light of his association and environment, just 
as a man in Spain is likely to be a Roman Catholic, 
in England a Protestant, and in China a Buddhist." 

The new magistrates are now holding under heavy 
bail men inculpated for selling beer on Sunday, but 
men charged with selling adulterated milk they do 
not hold at all. Whyt Hard to say. Beer is 
what the people want; adulterated milk is what 
they do not want. Perhaps the essence of crime is 
the old Puritanical one that it is wicked to giv the 
,people what they want.-N<Jto York .Jlforniny 
Journal. · 
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Why Jesus Was Crucified. 
It was not for his religious teachings but for his 

alleged political agitation that Jesus suffered death 
on the cross at the hands of the Romans, says the 
Literary .Digest. Such is the contention of a 
prominent Jewish rablti in Germany in a new book 
entitled "Jesus of Nazareth." Dr. Hamburger, the 
author, is "Oberlandes-Rabbiner"-tha~ is to say, 
he holds rank under the Prussian government some
what similar to that of a bishop. This Jewish the
ologian denies that Jesus fell a victim to his oppo 
sition to the religious doctrin of the priesthood of 
his times. Jesus, he thinks, was crucified, like oth
ers before and after him, because Caiaphas regarded 
him as a political agitator only, and likely to lead 
the discontented masses in. open reb&llion against 
their Roman mast&rs. Once in the hands of th& 
Romans, the life of Jesus could nflt be saved any 
more than that of the "messiahs" Judas' and Theu
das. who were executed shortly before Jesus (Acts 
v, 36, 37). That the people of Jerusalem received 
Jesus with joy was sufficient to rouse the Romans, 
who were wont to crucify the Jews by hundreds and 
thousands if they removed the votiv tablets and 
statues gf thA emperors. A review of the book ap
pears in the Nati01~, Berlin. Speaking of the blas
phemy which Jesus is said to hav eommitted-from 
a Jewish point of view-according to St. Matthew, 
St. Mark, and -:·t. Luke, the author says: 

"It wolitld hav been impossible to sentence the 
Christ to death on such greunds. According to 
Talmudic law, the only blasphemy punishable by 
death consisted in uttering Jehovah's name with an 
accompaniment of curses, i.e., cursiDg the almighty 
(Mishner Sanhedrin vii, 5). But Jesus is not ae
cused of having done this. If Jesus called himself 
God, and this was misunderstood, he nevertheless 
could not blil punished for it, as the mortal nature 
of all men is so evident that it is not necessary to 
find punishment for one who calls himself divine 
(Sanhedrin S. 61 b). Besides, Christ recites the 
Jewish artieles of faith, recognizes God as his god 
and the god of his ancestors, and this alone would 
hav been sufficient to free him from the accusation 
nf h&ving called himself God or God's son in an 
anti-Jewish sense (Mark xii, ~9, 30). The charge of 
blasphemy could not possibly be proved against 
him, and the traditional account of his trial does 
not agree with the requirements of the Talmudic 
code. A charge of blasphemy could be preferred 
only before a full conclave of the Sanhedrin, which 
numbered seventy-two members and formed the 
hi~hest court i:11. all secular and religious disputes 
(Gemara Sanhedrin S. 61 b). The oose could be 
hear~ only in ~he temple and in the daytime (152, 
R<Liilhi Sanhednn S. 41 a), could lead to a conviction 
and sentence only on the following day (Mishna 
Sanhedrin iv, 1; Gemera SlMl.hedrin 32), and the 
verdict could not be published before three days 
more had passed to allow time for the defense. But 
even if the sin of blasphemy had been committed, 
no sentence could be pronounced, and, more than 
that, no charge col!lld be preferred against the ac
cused, unless the witnesses deposed under oath that 
the accused persisted in his biasphemy after having 
been warned three times. The Jews extended this 
last clause to all othEl'r capital crimes, and this led 
to a practical exclusion of death sentences espe
cially as the sentence had to be executed by the 
witnesses. In conclusicm it must be m&ntioned 
that nobody could be sentenced upon his own 
assertions, as the Jewish law allowed for suicidal 
intenfictls and melancholia (Maimonides Sanhedrin 
xviii, 69. All the requirements of the case as cited 
here are wanting in the Evangelical accounts. The 
account given in the gospel according to St. Mat
thew therefore clashes wfth all J ewisll law as well 
as with the gospel of St. John, which declares that 
Caiaphas demanded the death of Christ, BOt because 
he deserved deabh, but because a prophecy had to 
be fulfilled. · 

"Nor coald the account given in the gospels come 
fro~ persons '!ho were present, if a proper, legal 
Jewish proceedmi took place, as is claimed in the 
gospels_- . The judges did not sit in open court in 
det?rmmmg upon such cases ef blasphemy, being 
desirous to prevent a public repetition of that blas
phemy. The accused had to make his statements 
before the lawyers ere he was confronted with the 
tribunal (Tosephta. Sanhedrin x, 11). 

"How difficult it was to obtain even a much 
lighter punishment fot- dissenting opinions on the 
subject of religion is shewn in Acts T, 34-40, where 
Rabbi Gamaliel defends the followers of Christ. 
This liberality was not unusual or exceptional· it 
only agreed with the perfect freedom of speech ~nd 
freedom to teach guaranteed by the Talmud. Dis
senting preach&rs were too eommon to excite much 
remark. It was only when Jesus acted against the 
rules laid down by the Sanhedrin that he could be 
punished; as he only accused it of neglect of duty 
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he went free. Cause against him was found in his 
driving the traders and money-changers from the 
temple." 

Observations. 
The fact to which attention is called by Rabbi 

Hamburger, that under the Jewish law Christ could 
not hav been put to death for preaching himself cru
cified, leaves the story of the cross in almost as 
doubtful a shape as the yarn about the tongue
paralyzed Infidel of High Shoals, Ga. But the 
i~norance of the gospel fabricators who represent 
Jesus as having been crucified for an act that was 
not punishable in that way, is advanced enlighten
ment compared with the blindness of the Christian 
world which accepts the deR.th of the Galilean agi
tator and martyr as a sacrifice or as an atonement. 
Sacrifices and atonements, as anyone can see by 
reading Leviticus, where the law governing such 
rites is laid down, must be offered under certain 
specified conditions ia order to take effect or to hav 
any orthodox meaning. For exam11le, they must be 
made veluntarily by the person expecting to profit 
by them. There is nothing to show that one man 
could steal another man's sheep, and, having 
slaughtered it, set it 011t on his table, in the regular 
course of housekee11ing, as an atonement for the 
si 1 s of the owner. He must take his own mutton and 
offer it on the altar of his religion presided over by 
one or more priests. Otherwise it is no more a 
sa&rifi.ce than a bath is a baptism. In order that 
Christ might be an atonement he should hav been 
taken to the temple. by his disciples, the priests 
called in, and the immolation performed with due 
Levitical ceremony. Inl'ltead of this, he was 
arrelilted lty the secular authorities as a rioter, and 
put to death as a criminal ; and if any priest of God 
appeared, it was to denounce a malefactor and not 
t• bless a sacrifice. A public execution is not a re
ligious rite, and has no more theological significance 
as related to a sin or trespass offering than a free 
lunca has as compared With a communion service. 

As D. M. Bennett was wont to remark, Chris
~ianity iB full of errors. 

The Prohibitionists of thilil state held an ecclesi
astical council at Saratoga last week. For political 
purposes the gathering was called a convention. 
After prayer, and an exhortation by a clergyman to 
enter "a campaign for the Lord God Almighty," 
the council proceeded to formulate its confession of 
faith, otherwise its "platform." Trusting in the 
"power of Almighty God," the Prohibition party of 
the state of New York affirmed that" this is a Chris
tian nation," that "a Christian citizen's ballot is 
his testimony and witness," and that an acceptance 
of the church's dictum as to prohibition shall be the 
test of a candidate's fitn&~ for office. The Rev. 
Funk explained that "the Prohibition party stands 
for political sanctification," while that winged and 
articulate ass, the Hon. John G. Woolley of Chi
cago, called upori " all Christian men that they 
stand by the church and make her resolutions good 
in the politics of the land." Three thousand peo
ple with uplifted hands vowed to vote for no candi
date who did not stand upon a platform in full and 
positiv harmony with the official utterances of their 
respectiv churches with regard to the liquor traffic. 
Sabbath laws were indorsed on the " rest" pretext, 
and, by a shameless theft of Republican political 
capital, a telegram was sent to the police commis
sioners of this city, congratulating them on their 
enforcement of the Sunday statutes. It was not 
forgotten to chuck in a few sociological conceits to 
catch the votes of those who worship at the shrine 
of statute law, and who, in the face of universal ex
perience, maintain an abiding faith in acts of the 
legislature. 

In choosing a party emblem or gonfalan, the 
council overlooked the appropriateness of a bladder, 
either inflated or distended, and adopted a fcmntain 
-presumably the one that is filled with blood. 

At the connntion of the New York Populists at 
Syracuse, August 30th, when Mr. Thaddeus Burr 
Wakeman was nomin9.ted for secretary of state, a 
measure of considerable moment was proposed for 
submission to the people. This is it: 

That all laws should be enforced by public offiClers or 
the poliee responsible to and paid by the people only, and 
we favor the suppression of the "Piukertons," "White
caps," "mob laws," "lynchiBgs," Gerry "societies," or 
"agen~s" for the Suppression of Vice or crime ul!lder the 
support and employment of individuals or societies, 
whether incorporated or not, and insist that any useful 
public duties or functions now performed by them be re
turned to the people or to officers paid by and directly 
responsible to the people. 

The authorshi{> of this measure is as unmistakable 
as that of the Declaration of Independence. It is 
Wakeman's, and he is perhaps the only person at 
the convention who knew it was aimed at Anthony 
Comstock. Possibly the locality where Mr. Wake-
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man found himself recalled the old fight, for :l.t was 
at Syracuse that the National Liberal League coD1-
til.itted its life, fortune, and sacred honor to a simi
lar proposition. 

A strange thing happened at this Populist con
vention-no less than the proposal by a Freethinker, 
Mr. David Rousseau, that th& next convention of 
the party be held in conjunction with the Prohibi
tionists, and a motion to appoint a c<mferring com
mittee to effect such union was carried. Hav the 
unorthodox Populists forgotten that the National 
Reform or God-in-the-Oonstitution party and the 
American Sabbath V nion both hold conven:t:l.ons 
next year 1 that both these religious organizations 
havclaims upon the co-operation of Secularists equal 
to those of the Prohibition party, and that both, 
like it, are fishing for gudgeons ? 

When an observatory was erected on Mt. Adams, 
Cincinnati, President John Quincy Adams, who 
was a Unitarian and after whom the obsertatory 
was presumably named, prophesied that the struct
ure would be " a beacon of true science that should 
never be obscured by the dark shadows of supersti
tion and intolerance symbolized by the popish cross." 
The world is :Q.gw notified by a Catholic paper, the 
Review, that :M:r. Adams's prophecy "was long ago 
proved false." For many years the observatory 
has been occupied by the Passionist Fathers, are
ligious order which practices C'llibacy and kindred 
indecencies, and on August 25th a new Catholic 
church was dedicated on the same eminence. Thus, 
as the Oatholic Review ad!Dits, "the beacon of true 
science" has been " obscured by the dark shadows 
of superstition and intolerance symbolized by the 
popish cross." President Adams, though a patriotic 
American, was a poor Christian and a worse prophet. 
The A. P. A. may couut him one of its patron 
saints. 

Members of the Liquor Dealers' Association, who 
a few weeks ago were denouncing the " odious spy 
system" and demanding the right to sell intox
icants on Sunday on grounds of "personal liberty," 
hav surrendered to the police, adopted the odious . 
spy system themselvs, and profess to be assisting 
the authorities to detect violations of the law by 
dealers who do not belong to the association. The 
sta-te of mind thus revealed by the publicans ex-

.plains the largely increased church attendance 
since the saloon'l were closed. The "rummies,'' as 
the courteous VoicP. terms its political opponents, 
are good Chvistians after all, and that, agaiu, ex
plains their inability to perceive that personal lib
erty means libBrty for others as Well as themsell's. 
So many people are developing this defect of late 
that it is hard to say whether, should a universal 
test arise, Liberty would be found to hav any 
friends at all except the plumbline Freethinkers, 
whose name is not legion. 

I see that we-that is, the United States-are 
going to send a commission to China to investigate 
the attacks on the American missionaries at Cheng 
Tu and its vicinity. This is the proper thing to 
do. Outrages on American citizens abroad are in
tolerable. It is only at home that such things can 
be permitted. If Moses Harman or J. B. Wise or 
the Adventists of Tennessee had been outraged for 
alleged offenses against some foreign power, all the 
jingoes in the United States would be drilling, or 
at least advising other citizens to drill-for the 
jing? himself is under suspicion of being a summer 
soldier. The papers of last week contained an ac
~ount of th? mobbing and stoning of Chinese boys 
10 Greenpom t, Long Island; and a statistician pub
lisheR the fact that since last March one hundred 
and four persons, many of tliem women and some 
of them innocent, hav been lynched in this country. 
Let us rally round the :flag, boys, and maintain its 
honor abroad. Its support at home is becoming 
decidedly rocky. 

It was in Ohio that a godly wife set fire to the 
bed of her irreligious husband in order to stimulate 
him to acts of worship, and I took occasion at the 
time to point out how wifely deTotion was both 
stimulated and made tenderer by the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. Another case illustrating the influence of 
the same di~ne powe~ has occurred hereaways. 
We are keepmg up with the procession. In the 
police court Mrs. Annie Ulrich accused her husband 
of trying on several occasions to kill his family 
because its memb&rs did not pray often enough t~ 
satisfy him. Ulrich himself was there, and said: 
"That's right. I'm a good Christian myself, and I 
pray before and after my meals, and also before I 
go to bed and after I get up. I hav tried to raise 
my children in the same way, but my wife has Jet 
them play pinochle before and after meals a.nd be
fo,re they go to bed. She won't make them pray." 
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The justice deemed litm tocl Bi_!1del'e a Christian to 
be at large, and held hini in $500 bail. 

Our Supreme Court has held that this is a dhris
tian nation and thll.t our laws are founded on the 
Mosaic code. It would therefore be interesting to 
know where this upstart of a police justice gets his 
authority for preventing Mr. Ulrich "from sacrificing 
his children, his wife, or any of her relations who 
neglect the means of graca. 

'rhat froward wight, Algernon Charles Swin~ 
burna, is a possii::He successor to Alfred Lord 'ren
Ii)'sorl as Elnglish poet laureate. lf so laureled, it 
will be Mr. Swinburne's functidn to ceiebrate in 
rhyme all births, deaths, and so forth, in the roya1 
family of Great Britain. As the queen is getting 
well along in years, it is evident that a hand will 
soon hav to be hired to sing her dirge, and Swin
burne is good at dirges. It is Herbert Spencer 
who observes that " among the Foolahs in Africa 
Uiere is a s@t of people called singing men, who 
travel about the country singing the ptaisss of 
those who wish to purchase renown." The sur
vival of thA custom in some civilized countries 
shows that the Foolahs are not all dead. 

GE'>. E. MACDONALD. 

A Vision Veiled. 
[The publication some weeks since in Tum TRUTH 

81!lmJtmB of that exquisit nature poem, "When in the 
Night We Wake and Hear the Rain," together with 
some prefatory words of appreciation, ha.v been the for
tunate means of placing in our hands another poem of 
the same character, whioh we are sure our readers will 
put into their scrapbooks beside "l'ha.na.topsis" and 
"When in the Nip;ht We Wake and Hear the Rain." In 
none of them is there a. single. trace of superstition, and 
the melody is flowing and beautiful. We ha.-v so little 
poetry that is free from theological allusion and delusion 
that we shoultl g'iv a. generous welcome to such produc· 
tiom! a.s "A V1sion Veiled." Bryant wrote "Tha.na.top· 
sis '1 when in his nineteenth year, he lived to a ripe old 
age, and occupies a. proud position in the 1!1\laxy of Amer· 
ica.n men of letters. Tile author of "A Vision Veiled" 
if a.s old, was no older, when he penn~d the lines given 
below than was Bryant when his world-famous poem was 
produced, and we hope a. like illustrious career is before 
llim. We make this statement regarding his age on the 
authority of an e:scellent pllotogra.ph which now lies on 
our desk, and which reveals a.n ex!leptiona.lly intellectual, 
keen, refined, and withal well•bala.nced orga.niza.tion.
ED, T. S] 

Rpring comes apace; the sluggis~ pulse of Time 
Quickens with warm vibration, and the void 
Of atmosphere profound expands with life, 
And breathes the silent mystery of birth 
Througll all the cells of baing. In the breasts 
Of rugged trees that stand against the storm, 
Tall, grim, defiant, stirs a. stranger spell 
'l'ha.n e"Y~r threatening thunderbolts could rouse 
Or wild winds wa.ke~the impetuous vital sap, 
F'resh fron:l innumerllble secret springs, 
Trembles and thrills to every tenderest tip 
Of every tiniest twig. The beaten clod 
Beneath the feet swells into bursting bud, 
Green blade, and glorious blossom. All the hills 
But yesterday were white with drifted snow, 
And now are white with pale anemones, 
Purple with violets, and rich with all 
'.rhe rainbow colors of the insect's wing 
That make up beauty. Yonder smiling stream
A thread of silver, winding fold on fold 
In bright embroidery down the sunlit slopes 
And shadowy levels; Jtla.ping in the li~ht; 
Oha.sing the gloom through all the lea.B.es~ woods 
That once were 8ummer's refuge from the noon 
Of her own vaunted season-wanders on, 
Now choked with trembling cresses, now above 
'.rhe shining gravel checkering all its course 
With crystal shallows; weaving evermore 
A mystic measure for the tuneful tread, 
And murmuring in the ear a. nameless song. 

So to the soul of man the voice of Spring 
Speaks with sweet aooents, and the mighty heart 
Of Nature beats against his frozen breast, 
And warms it to her music. Hand in hand 
She leads him forth through all her afH.nent realms 
And chooses for him, half against his WJll, 
The choicest blossom and tile fa.ires~ fruit .. 
There builds the bird, and frames hislovehest lay, 
Rich with luxuriant cadences that swAep 
The lyre of P'ssion to its utmost strings, 
For one sweet ear alone. Is not for htm 
In the wide world a. happiness like thiS? 
He loves, and she is beautiful, even she 
Whom he has passed unnoticed in the throng 
Of youths and maidens on his na.tiv green 
A hundred times before that wondrous day 
Of transformation. Ot the years to come, 
The clouds that fret the prospect, and the view 
Of distant hills that darken a.e he looks, 
He takes no thought-the one of all the world 
Is ·by his side, her breath upon his cheek, 
And love is all a. vision veiled with light, 
And life a splendor and a. dim surprise. 

So when Ambition, like a. troubled dream, 
.Pride like a passing pageant, wealth and powe~, 
Like the swift meteors B.asb10g through the mght, 
Fade into chill oblivion, and there steals 
Over his tired soul that breathless sleep 
Which men name vaguely, with averted gaze 
And awed resolve-if even then his lips, 
Pale a.s the ashes of extinguished fires, 
.Murmur, however faintly "I ha.v lived 
To love and to be loved 1'1 let no hand write 
1he sad word Failure on his wasted b~ow. 

- l!'MDl!JBIOit 4. E4TQN, 
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The Devil. Appear~ in a Church. 
A rare pamphlet in the library of the editor bears 

the following quaint title: "A Strange and Terrible 
Wunder Rouget Verie Lately in the Parish Church 
of BungllV; namely, on the four~b of thys August 
in the Yeere of our Lorde 1577.'' The story, 
stripped of the quaint language in which it is 
couched, and briefly tol~, is as follows : A storm of 
extraordinary fury raged during divine services in 
the church alluded to ; rain fell in torrents and the 
lightning :fla,shed "blue, red, green, and in a mix
ture of indescribable colors," while the thunder 
peals "not only bequieted men and dumb creatures 
but senseless things devoid of all life and feeling 
trembled and shook with terror." 

While the tempest was at its bight, a fiend from 
the lower regions appeared in the midst of the ter
ror-stricken congregation. The account says : "It 
was in forme, as well as could be discerned, of an 
enormous dog, of black color, the sight whereof, 
together with· fearfur :flashes of fire: which then 
were seen, moved ma.ny minds to the belief that the 
end of time had come, and that doomes day was 
upon us." The evil one, for he it was in such 
strange likeness, ran with extraordinary speed into 
that portion of the church where the majority of 
the congregation was seated. In doing so, it 
passed between two persons who were upon their 
knees in the attitude of prayer, grasped and wrung 
the necks of both in an instant, so that they died 
presently as they knelt. As he passed by another he 
gave him such a grip on the back that he was drawn 
together and instantly shrunken up like a piece of 
leather scorched in a hot fire. 

Leaving the church at Bungay, the devil is said 
to hav ":flown with a great noise and rustlin~r" 
to the church at Blibury, seven roUes away. He 
was seen to alight upon the roof and to instantly 
pass through it, dropping from the vautted ceiling 
upon the heads of three persons-two men and a 
b::>y-who were all instantly killed, " beying 
scratched bye the horyd thing and burned to near
lie a cracklying." 

The " Book of Yf' onderous Visitations,'' published 
in 1680-110 years after the events mentioned 
above-says that the prints of the devil's claws 
where he ran down the aisle of the Buug-ay church 
were then plainly to be seen.-NationalRiferenaum. 

Hard Hits at the Fetich Worshipers. 
There are two main ways in which the people as

sert themselvs against oppression through the law
making machinery. One way is by revolution; by 
armed resistance continued covertly through gen
erations, as in Russia, or asserted openly in the field, 
as when our forefathers organized their resistance 
to the stamp tax, for that also had the authority of 
a law which the wooden-headed executiv officers of 
that time were determined to enforce. But armed 
revolutions are exceptional, and the almost univer
·sal way of defeating a11 obnoxious law is through 
the passiv revolt of a whole people-the moral de
termination of the community that a law is bad and 
ought not to be enforced. In the face of such an 
attitude on the part of the people executiv officers 
themselvs, when they are gentlemen, resign their 
positions rather than array themselvs on the side of 
the enemy. 

But when. the executiv authority is not rationally 
directed, and is in the hands of persons each one of 
whom is "wiser in his own conceit than seven men 
that can render a reason," tyrannical legislation 
does not pass away by the easy process of a popu
lar repeal. On th·~ contrary, it produces a sort of 
permanent riot. One of the most striking cases of 
this in our history was that of the Fugitiv Slave 
law. That law was looked upon with opprobrium 
in every Northern state, and in every conspicuous 
instance of its enforcement the troops had to be on 
duty. People would not admit the possibility of 
such 11. violation of freedom in free states. If when
ever you hav to enforce a law you must also fight a 
battle, the violation of the law is eventually winked 
at as a trifle by comparison with the consequences 
of enforcing it. 

But the people of the North were never more 
determined in their opposition to slave hunting in 
free states than the people of this city are deter
mined against the enforcement of a prohibitory 
liquor law in this city, as well as against the en
forcement of a Pn't'itanical observance of Sunday in 
defiance of our Constitutional guarantee of relig
ious liberty. To force upon the people the cessa
tion of all their ordinary amusements or occupa
tions for a Puritanical Sunday is to compel a relig
ious observance of a certain day, and such legisla
tion is in violation of our constitutional rights. 
The people at large, we are sure, love a quiet Sun
day, but there is n:> auth<)rity to compel them to it. 

. -New York .Morning Journal. 
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A Hypocrit Exposed. 
These thirty thousand Adventists want the statutory 

laws which meet the a.pprova.l of some twenty millions of 
Christians in this country ciJ.anged to suit their view-g. 
or amended so as t1 giv them the privile~e of disrega.rd
inp; Sunda.v while deaving tile privile ~e t 'all wllo do n'lt 
believe a.s they do.-K"'o:vvil!P. ('h'l-'1-) Tri,b•e-,e. 

Raplving t'> this, the Amerioan &ntinel sa,ys 
with delightful irony that it supposes that not even 
the 1: ribune can be "held responsible for what it 
does not know, as it would be unfa.ir to so hope
lessly load down even a newsp!l.per." Then it goes 
on to F!how that there is no rea,son wh~tever why 
the J:'ribune should not h!l.V known the re!l.l attitude> 
of the Adventists. La,st A.pl.'il, in a memorial pre
sented to the legislature of 'rennessee, they said: 

We do not ask simply for a. cla.nse exempting us from 
the penalties of the law, but f lr tile rep ea.! of tile law; 
because to ask simply a.n exemption wJuld b~ to a.dmili 
the right of the state to legi~la.te upon su!l'l qtlestions, 
and consent that the legislature mi~bt prop3rly reqnire 
of others that which we are not willing it should ~x.a.ct. 
from us. 

The 1: ribune proceeds. to stultify itself by declar
ing that" the Adventist i~ not compelled to work 
on Sunday," the plain implication being that he is 
therefore without exlluse for his violation of the 
law. It also says: 

The law provides the largest religious freedom con
sistent with common sen~e and good government; it can 
not undertake to adjust itself to exactly suit the views of 
the Adventists whose peculiar ideas lead them into delib
erate violation of the law. 

The rank cant of this talk will bA m~nifest to the 
reader when he learns that the 1: ribune issues a. 
Sunday edition!" .Of course it is not worth while 
to enter into serious argument with such a hypo
crit; he is beneath the contempt of a sincere man .. 
. It is noticeable that the plea of the Knoxville· 
sheet that the Adventists demand special privileges 
is ·the same as that put forth by the actors in and 
apologists for the Sunday-closing crusade in this city. 
It is said that the victims of this crusade demand 
"special privileges," which is unqualifiedly false. 
The party in interest that is demanding and receiv
ing special privileges is the church, which claims 
and exercises the right to be open and do business 
on Sunday. Incidentally, the fashionable clubs 
and the big hotels and cafes are sharing in said 
privileges. . 

----------~----------

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perrv l>uts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to ilo our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A. DOLLA.R A. DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now _let the friends of ll'reethought turn to and 
circulate "Self.Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

TuE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Last Chance to Obtain a Rare Book. 
David Friedrich Strauss's "Life of Jesus Criti

cally Examined '1 was first published in two volumes 
for $9. The edition ran out, and another was is
sued in one volume for $4.50. This edition is 
almost exhausted, less than fifty copies being in 
existence. Of what are left we hav obtained a 
share, and can furnish them postpaid at the last 
price, $4.50. They will not last long, and we ad
vise those of our friends who want a copy to send 
at once. When these are gone there will be no 
more to be had. This edition is translated from 
the fourth German edition by George Eliot, and 
contains 784 large octavo pages of solid reading, 
very clearly printed. It is unnecessary to say to 
fltudents that this is a very valuable work, one 
which the church wishes had never been written, 
but which it cannot controvert. 
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.!. Nice Little Group This Time. 
GRATTAN, MrOH., Ana-. 31, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3, for which 
BeBd THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year and 
~·Pictorial Text-Book" and oblige 

L.A. ELKINS. 

NoRTH AMHERST, 0., Aug. 19, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon hav $3, for 

THB TRUTH SEEKER for one year and the 
"Pictorial Text-Book." 

Respectfully, ALEx. C. KERB. 

KING, N. C., Aug. 22, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: For the inclosed $3 please 

'Bend me THE TRUTH SEEKER and " Pioto
"l'ial Text-Book," as per your offer to new 
;subscribers. S. 0. S<JHAtrn. 

HARLETON, TEx., Ans-. 18, 1895. 
Mn. EDITOR: Please send me THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for one year with "Pioto
"l'ial Text-Book" and the other books 
11amed. Inclosed find $5.10 for same. 

G. w. ALLEN, M.D. 

P:~~:cos, TEx., Aug. 19, 1895. 
M:rt. EDIToR: Inclosed herewith find $3, 

for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one, year together with the " Pictorial 
Text-Book," as per offer. 

Yours truly, C. M. WILSON. 

ATLANTA, GA., Aug. 21, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3, for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and the 
.. Pictorial Text-Book." I also want the 
book "Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated," but am a little short of funds 
just now. W. R. RAY. 

AMsTERDAM. N. Y., Aug. 26, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I received a oopv of your 

paper of August 3d, and inclose $4. 68 for 
one year's subscription for it and the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," eight 
copies " Age of Reason," and the tracts 
herein named. PHILIP PLAYFORD, 

SPRING LAKll!, MI<lH., Aug. H, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3. I accept 

your offer of THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." I shall take pains to lend 
THE TRUTH SEEKER to friends and ac
quaintances each week. 

Yours fraternaally, J. EMERY. 

CRESCENT, Ox., Aug. 24, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3, for 

which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the "Pictorial Text-Book." We 
hav an association of Freethinkers here, 
forty-four members, which almost takes 
the breath from the orthodox in these 
parts. The association was organized last 
spring. Yours against myth and supersti-
tion, J. 0. BREWSTER, 

SoLDIERs' HoME, ORTING, WAsH.,} 
Aug. 1, 1895. 

:Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for paper 
and picture book, also 50ll. for one copy of 
"Age of Reason" and "Voltaire." I am 
an inmate of the Soldiers' Home, am 
seventy-three years of age, from Pennsyl
vania, and of the late Ringgold Cavalry. 

Please send a copy of your paper to the 
home occasionally. We number now 125 
inmates. A. DoBBs. 

NIPoMo, CAL., Aug. 19, E. M. 295. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find money 

to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year. Send it to the Nipomo Freethonght 
and Scientific Library, and we would con
sider it a favor to our struggling little so-

skirmish here over. the trustees for our 
public schools, but a Freethinker carried 
off' the lone term and a Catholic one of the 
abort terms, so, as God in his mercy has 
made the Catholics and Protestants to hate 
each other more than they do us, we are 
all right. With best wishes to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, I remain, 

BERTHA WILsoN FoREMAN, 
Sec. N. F. S. L.A. 

He Is a Center of Instruction. 
CoNTINENTAL, 0., Aug. 20, 18\)5. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5. 1 
hav no very good excuse for not having 
sent it before, so will offer none. Let $4 
apply on subscription to THE TRUTH 
S:mEKER, and send me something good for 
the balance. Three years ago, when I 
came to this place, I was the only ont
llPOken Liberal here. Now there are sev
eral. I hav quite a little Liberal literature, 
and it ill out among the thinking people 
all the time. 

We had Mr11. M. P. Krekel here last 
winter, and she set them to thinking. 
Wishina- yon success, I remain, 

Your11 very truly, A. JA<JKSON. 

}'or Mr. Wise. 
SKULL VALLEY, ARiz , Aug. 28, 1R95. 

M:n. EDITOR: Please find inclosed 50o. 
for the Wise Fund. I had made up my 
mind to sacrifice him, so far as I WBB con
cerned, but concluded it would do no 
good. 

How is it that in this government" for 
the people, of the people, and by the 
people " a poor man can get no julltioe 
unless money is given him? Why is a 
law violated if a man has BO money, but 
by raisina- so much money for him it is all 
right? If a poor man gets in the toils of 
the law, why must he also be a beggar or 
suffer disgraceful as well as painful pun-
ishment? HENRY GoHRMAN. 

Into the Priests' Ready Hands. 
ST. CATHA BINES, ONT., An~r. 16, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, to pay 
on THE TRUTH SEEKER, for a trial sub
scriber. 

I giv my paper away as soon as I read it. 
A great many like to read it, but do not 
want to subscribe for it; they are afraid of 
Mrs. Grandy or that it will hurt their bnsi
nees; and they want it on the sly. They 
will read it if some one else will pay for it. 
But .Freethonght is on the increase in this 
Canada of ours all the same. If we could 
get a Remsburg or a Putnam here to lect
ure this winter I think it would make 
quite a change in the people's minds. 
St. Catharines is a priest-ridden city, and a 
heavily taxed community, giving its last 
dollar to the church. JOHN SE<lORD. 

But Could Not Drop the Trnth Seekt>r. 
HEALDSBURG, CAL., Aug. 21, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: I hav allowed my subscrip
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER to run behind, 
in consequence of our business supplying 
but little income a1!1ove expenses, so that I 
have been considering where retrench
ment should begin. We take many papers 
and magazines. I am loath to giv up any 
as long as my sight lasts, which I cannot 
expect will be much longer, having entered 
on my eightieth year of life. I send my copy 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER to a poor friend, 
whose large family delights in reading. I 
inclose $3. 25 for the ensuing year and a 
copy of Ingersoll's Bible lecture. I am 
delighted with Putnam's "Four Hundred 
Years of Freethought." I call it my Bible, 
aiJd read it oftener than any other book. 

Yours sincerely, THos, P, TURNER, 

ciety if yon would send us "Old Testa- The Heathen Sunday. 
ment Stories Comically Illustrated," as a NEw YoRK, Aug. 18, 1895. 
premium with it, instead of the "Pictorial MR. EDITOR: If we desire liberty the 
Text-Book," as we hav that already. We Sunday law must be repealed. If it is not, 
also want "Right Living," two copies of we are slaves to a set of fanatics. 
"Crimes of Preachers," twelve copies of Some people say, Yon must obey the 
"The Glory of Infidelity," and twelve law. What! when a law take& away one's 
other pamphlets. liberty! I am now nearly eighty·six years 

Our little society is prospering finely, of age; hav traveled in most parts of the 
and our library, though small, is growing. world, and never found any trouble in 
The churches hate us as only true " fol- procuring a drink or something to eat on 
lowers" can hate, and call the Library a Sunday, except at present in the great 
"the Devil's Den," but we are here, and, city of New York. Where is the freedom 
from all appearances, here to stay. There to worship God as the spirit dictates? A 
is a very bitter feeling among the Chris- set of reformers take away my right to 
tian people since the debate last winter, worship my god, nature, in the manner I 
and its influence can be felt even in poli- consider the most reasonable. To forbid 
tics, There has just been quite a sharp 1 11, m!\n to buy bre~ a~<\ 11, driui wbel.l hl;l 

is thirsty, is one of the greatest of tyran
nies. If the God-fearing people think 
that the first day of the week, Sunday, 
should be observed as a holv day, let them 
keep the day holy and enjoy it. But let 
them not deny others the equal right of 
enjoying the same. S. R. THoRNlll. 

A. Pupil Who Understands. 
ELIZABETH, N.J., Aug. 26, 1895. 

MR. -:tnDITo.R: I am still a schoolboy, and 
hav taken a great interest in the question 
of introducing. the Bible into the public 
schools as a text-book, aud think that the 
only department where it might be used 
would be in the kindergarten, where they 
might, for pastime. read the children snob 
stories BB that of Noah's ark, Jonah and 
the whale, and other mythical tales, of 
which the Bible is full. It can go no far
ther, as the pupils in the schools to-day 
take nothing for granted. They know that 
heaven and earth and all things on the 
earth were not made in six days, and that 
no one can go against the laws of nature 
without Bllff'ering the consequences, even 
if it is in the Bible. It is folly for a 
teacher to teach these things in the morn
ing-, and · then, in the course of the day, 
teach just the opposit. It makes her out a 
hypoorit. 

Inclosed yon will find 2/io., for which 
pleBBe send me a copy o~ "Self-Contradic
tions of the Bible," and also a copy of 
"Shall the Bible be Read in Onl:' Public 
Schools ?" and accept this as an idea of 
one who is a member of the public sohonls. 

Respectfully, D. W. HENRY, 

They Are Persecuting Now. 
HooPER, WASH., Aug. 1, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.75, 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and Ingersoll's 
"Argument in the Reynolds Blasphemy 
Trial." I believe in the equality of man
equal rights to all, special privileges to 
none. I am opposed to all Sunday laws. 
If church members are so zealous for the 
observance of the Fourth commandment, 
why don't they keep holy the seventh day 
BB commanded? Or why don't some of 
them take a tumble, and work six days out 
of the week?-"Six days shalt thou labor." 
How would this strike some ofthe stall-fed 
preachers? Is this a land of the free, when 
a few fanatics can cause a person to be 
shut up in jail or put to work in the chain
gang for differing from them in opinion? 
Is this equal rights to all? Is this the 
straight and narrow road to heaven? Is 
this the way they love their neighbor as 
themselvs? Would they revive the flames 
of perseon tion? Do they thirst for blood? 
For shame! Down with the Snnday law! 
Your paper was loaned to -me, and I hav 
read it with interest, and am glad to find 
so many noble-minded men who advocate 
equal rights; they hav my respect and ad
miration. 

I see many works advertised that I 
would like to send for, but cannot at pres
ent .. Yon will hear from me a~ain when 
my ship comes over. Yours for liberty and 
right, H. H. SooFIELD, 

IngerSoll Helps Redeem America. 
GREENE, N. Y., Aug. 23, 1895. 

MR, EDITOR: I received "Liberty for 
Man, Woman, and Child," and like it; it 
is one of the best books I ever read; the 
papers, too, are good. I wish I had seen 
something of that kind a few years ago. I 
would hav got my eyes open. Still it may 
do some good yet. In a week or two I 
may be able to send for more. Some of 
your papers I hav given to young men, 
and now the churches are down on me. 

The little I hav already done has given 
me the title of " Infidel," enemy of the 
church. I hav had many a trial or trouble 
lately; the church members hav worked 
my ruin more than once. I will now try 
to get up again. 

August 28th. -To-night I received THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and I think it is better 
and more powerful than ever before. I 
feel sorry to see so few who know any
thing about such a paper or men like In
gersoll and Paine. I am glad to see 
women are coming out of the dark into 
the marvelous light. 

I hav been here twenty-five years, and 
I am not a voter yet, because I hav found 
so many liars and cowards and hyp
ocrite among the citizens. I thought 
it b.es~ lor llle to keep ou~ 9f ll.!l al!~~embly 
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of liars and hypocrite, I am bad enon~h 
outside them. Robert Ingersoll hum~d 3 

me think better oft he oiti2;ens of \m 3rio~, 
and I would like to sell his books wherever 
I can. ARTHUR HANSON. 

"God'' a "Very Bad Manager, 
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Aug. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Having been a constant 
reader of your paper for several months, 
I feel it my duty as a Freethinking indi
vidual to expre11s my thoughts that others 
may pe. benefited thereby. It has been a 
little hard for me to banish from my mind 
the thoughts of the cruelty of that imag
inary being called God by the people at 
large, and Gawd by the sky-pilots and 
other gospel pedlers. That being is sup
posed and said to be an all-knowing and 
all-powerful being. Now, readers will 
think that to be an all-knowing being one 
must know everything that bs traaspired 
in the past, even back to the beginning of 
time, and to the end of time in the future. 
He must know every act of our lives even 
before we are created. If there is such a 
being BB an all-knowing God, why did he 
make such men as Gnitean, John Wilkes 
Booth, Jesse James, and Jack the Ripper, 
knowing at the time he was bringing 
them into this world the very sins and 
crimes they were going to commit? Did 
he act wisely, or do yon think it more 
foolish than wise? Just think of making 
a man, knowing at the time yon were 
bringing him here that he was going to 
commit some great crime, and that after 
yon had let him commit it yon were going 
to condemn him and send him to hell. It 
is a fine merciful God I He is worthy of 
neither pr11yer nor song; he should be con
dEmned, if there is such a being; but I hope 
there is not, and believe there is not. I 
do not think any all-wise, all-merciful, aU
powerful, all-seeing being would conduct 
his business in such a way. 

Your new friend, JoHN R. Ar.LEN. 

The Theologians Challenged• 
TITUSVILLE, PA., Aug. 7.1895. 

MB. EDITOR: Why do the Seventh-Day 
Adventists disagree with most of the other 
Christians in not observing Sunday as 
their Sabbath day? Now let us see from 
teachings of the Bible the reason why they 
disagree, viz. : 

"Remember the Sibbath day to keep it 
holy."-Ex. xx, 8. And Ex. xx, 9, 10, 11. 

"And they went into Capernanm, and 
straightway on the Sabbath day he en
tered into the synagog, and tanght."
Mark i, 21. 

" But pray ye that your flight be not in 
the winter, neither on the Sabbath day." 
-Mat. xxiv, 20. 

".And when the Sabbath was past, Mary 
Magdalene, and MarythemotherofJames, 
and Salome, had brought sweet spices. 
that they might come and anoint him."
Mark xvi, 1. 

" And they returned, and prepared 
spices and ointments; and rested the S"b 
bath day according to the commandment." 
-Luke xxiii, 56. 

"And Paul, as his manner was, went in 
unto them, and three Sabbath days rea
soned with them out of the soriptnres."
Aots xvii, 2. 

From these few passages we see that 
in both the Old and the New Testament 
Saturday, the seventh day, is recognized 
as the Sabbath day. 

1. There is no divine command for Sun
day observance. 

2. There is not the least hint of a Sun
day institution. 

3. Christ never changed the S11bbath to 
Sunday. 

4, He never observed Sunday as the 
Sabbath. 

5, The apostles never kept Sunday for 
the Sabbath. 

6. There is. no prophecy th&t Sunday 
would ever take the place of the Sabbath. 

7. The word Sunday never occurs in the 
Bible. 

Nine Seventh-day Adventists, Christians, 
in the state of Tennessee, convicted by 
opposing Christians at the last term of 
court, are now working in the county 
chain-gang because they had worked o.a 
Sunday, the day which the Bible does not 
recognize as the Sabbath day. I now 
challenge the theologians to refute the 
bove 11tatemeuta. GEona:m SrNNJ~G. 
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The Genealogy of Jesus. 
WoROESTIIIR, MAss., Sept. 3, 295. 

MR. EDIToB: In the Letters of Friends 
in your issue of An~st 25th is a commu
nication from Mr. Ed. Fuller, of West Sa
lem, Ill., about the two genealogies of 
Christ. As it no doubt refers to mine of 
J nly the 20th, I would like to make a few 
observatio.ns about it. · ' 

·Mr. Fuller is right about the two names 
unnoticed, but I do not see that it helps 
the C~ASe very materially. It rather makes 
it still more complicated. Jt looks to me as 
though the two· names happen to be mixed 
ttp bi two other'lriae altogether dift'erent 
lines. 

myself freely to tha~ eftect and caught but had our misgivings about the size of 
'' sheol " from all sides. Even time-serv~ the audience. Thomas Paine's picture, 
ing non-Christians kicked because I did life-size bust, was set up on the stage, with 
not lock my shop In honor of the defunct. plenty of flowers in front of it. . At 8 
Of course I had no calls from customers o'clock at night the first of the audience 
for the time being, as nearly everybody appeared, ·and such a rush set in that by 
was playing gaping booby in the court- 8:30 over 400 people graced the hall, the 

·house yard, where the performance took biggest audience a lecturer ever had in 
place. Some Catholics and other non- Wymore, and that in spite of the first 
Methodist Christians were sullen but sub- night of a district camp-meeting, where a 
mtssty; Many of them expressed their woman preacher painted to· terrified sin
disapprobation, but lacked backbone to ners the awful consequences of starving 
maintain their independence, and cringed poor preachers, and the reward for filling 
to Methodistic arrogance and imposition. them full of good things. There was also 

Socially, Mr. Cook, the deceased, was a a Democratic county convention in session 
gentleman, having but very few of the at Beatrice. · 

Mr. Fniier takes the ground (and the 
aame is seen in the marginal notes of 
L'AbM Glaire's translation of the Bible) 
that Luke givs the genealogv through the 
woman's side. Now, how could a correct 
,;enealogy of a man be given through his 
fathers~in-law? Suppose some of those 
women had married several husbands, 
which of them would hav been given the 
child for a father? Or suppose one or 
several of them had married Gentiles (as 
in Samson's case), wou:ld Jesus, or rather 
Joseph, hav been of the seed of. David? 
Another thing that cuts it shorter still is 
that Mary's father was J oachi'm, according 
to the church of Rome (whether it is found 
in the Bible or not I could not say, and I 
cannot stop to look it np), and has been 
honored to this day by the Catholics as 
St. Joachim, the husband of St. Ann, 
grandmother of God on his mother's side; 
and I think that old mother of Christian
ity (the church of Rome) is as good an 
authority as any other on those things. 

nsnid · priestly bombastic airs about him. Our audience was composed half of 
In my several talks with him on religion, women; a very promising. feature. That 
I discovered that he realized the weakness our heads were swimming, is putting it 
of his god-scheme, as also his inability to very mildly. Mr. Remsburg delivered his 
defend it when confronted with reason. lecture in the forcible way pecn:liar to 
When I endeavored to draw him into an him, and he took well with the audience, 
argument he would C.:-3Y that we would' his logic makinl{ an impression on many, 
surely get into deep water and be in dan- convincing them that the church claims 
ger of drowning. Being told that I was entirely too much of the benefits to the 
accustomed to that kind of .water and had world, and that its jacket is fully as dirty 
no fear, he would usually excuse himself as is often claimed by ns. To judge by the 
very politely, well knowing that the Infi- audience, the cans& of Freethonght is not 
del could outswim the soul-fisher in the quite so nnpoi;mlar here as Christians want 
waters of fact. to make us believe, of which fact four 

I do not wish to be understood as ob- preachers who were present had an ample 
jecting to honoring the dead, or rather chance to be convinced. We were much 
their living friends and relative, but I de- gratified to notice that not the least mis
test abominable public aft'airs such as the conduct marred the occasion, even when 
one described here, because of the relig- Mr. Remsburg made the people acquainted 
ions importance attached to them. The with that good man and patriot Thomas 
corpse of a wood-chopper is as good as that Paine, eulogizing him for what he had 
of a preacher. If this man was doing good done for this country, and touching the 
here, 'why did his god kill him or permit unbelief of Washington and others down 
him to die instead of keeping him at his to Abraham Lincoln. 

I don't see why Luke or the ghost that 
giv him his information ahould. hav taken 
that route while there was a shorter and 
better road, as Matthew has shown. 

post? We hav made several efforts to organize, 
1\'Lost of the Christuns who timidly de- but hav so far failed through Infidelindif-

nonnce this sort of public religions swag- ference. WM. A. ALLEN. 

Then Mr. Fu:ller says, "As to the dift'er
ence in the number of names given, I be
lieve Matthew ·omitted several, and per
haps Lnke omitted a few." How cou:ld 
Matthew hav truthfully said Abraham be
gat Isaac, Isaac begat Jacob, and so on 
all through the list, if there were some 

gery would cheerfully accept the same 
thing in connection with the funerals of 
their own ministers, and will be quite apt 
to demand it when opportunity offers. 

It is the duty of every real Freethinker 
to ventilate such pomp on the part of ob
trnsiv pietists. Yours for fight, I 

F. L. DAUBBRSMITH. 

that were omitted? Could a man be said 1 Told Yon So. 
to hav begotten his grandchild, or his W N 

0 YMORE, . EB., Aug. 2, 1895. 
great-grandchild? " mission is not con- MB. EDIToR: For some time this burg 
hadiction." All right; but when Matthew was and is still supposed to be a stamping• 
aays a man did something that he did not ground of that more than useless element, 
do, he is mistaken (or he lied), and that the beggar-on-horseback intermediators 
invalidates his claim tothetruthaltogether. between God and man, commonly called 
I hav known many to try to explain this, heavenly dragoons or reverends. Those· of 
but I hav never seen one that could do it the Baptist battalion inaugurated a " re
auooessfully or with any show of logic. vival," and, with their supposed God's 
If Mr;. Fu:ller can do it he will do very help-or rather with an imported evangel
wellmdeed. iat family, quartered around on the faith-

Mr. Fuller next goes on to talk of the fu:l-felt their oats. And as "God had so 
Jews and their genealogical records. What wonderfully blessed the people," Infidels 
hav the records to do with the so-called got a particularly big slice of the blessing 
holy scriptures, if those men were writing in the sermons on Sundays, when the 
under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost? death-bed scenes of Infidels were too 
Could those men hav written from records sweet a morsel for the mind-cripplers not 
away back in the Old Testament time even to roll forward and backward incessantly 
aR f&l' as Adam? Were any records kept in their food-wasting mouths. The chil
then? Were Genesis and the other books dren were told that Infidels were dishon
of the Old Testament written from rec- orable, dangerous, dis;honest men, who 
ords, or are they not claimed to hav been had not the courage to come out, as they 
written from inspiration? had nothing to go on. This became a 

Yoiars for something that looks more nuisance too great to bear, so .a few of ns 
like the truth, J. 0. BELLEFLEUB. concluded to giv the "gentlemen of the 

PmRsoN, IA., Sept, 1, 1895. cloth" a set-down. 
MR. EDITOR: Those Bible apologists who We accepted an offer from Brother 

attempt to reconcile the diverse genealo- Remsburg · to deliver a lecture here on 
gies of Jesus by the excuse that Matthew August 1st. Meanwhile we were not idle, 
giva Joseph's genealogy and Luke Mary's, but worked like beavers to astonish the 
should remember that Mary's father was nativs and make our undertaking a snc
J oachim and not Hell, as Luke has it. cess. Printer's ink was called· into requi
Joachim was the husband of Anna, and sition, and personal exertion was not 
henc~ father-in-law to Joseph. Joseph spared, and soon every telegraph pole and 
might hav another father-in-law by a tor- other conspicuous spot in and around town 
mer wife, but he could not figure in was to be seen ornamented with a poster: 
Mary's genealogy. Theories built on "Lecture on Freethonght. Subject: 
guesswork only lead to worse confusion. 'False Olaims of the Church.' Admission 

s. F. BENSON. free." The rage of the "elect" was great. 
Posters were torn down or mutilated, or 

Indecent Parade. camp-meeting notices pasted on them, but 
NBw HAMPToN, !A., Aug. 25, 1895. just as quickly were they re-posted,' and 

MR. EDITOR : On the 22d inst. I wit- camp-meeting notices covered with our 
nessed the most slavish and degrading oc- new posters, regardless of the friendly ad
ourrence it has ever been my lot to see. vice given by our Christian neighbors, 
Because of the fnneral of a minister all with a Satanic smile, to cease our efforts 
buailleBB places in this town were, as far as to force unpopu:lar ideas on a Christian 
I could ascertain, closed for more than two community (3,000 inhabitants, with six 
hours~ Christians, indifferent&, and Infl· churches, of which only five are able to 
dels, all shut up shop in cowardly obedi- starve their preachers through). 
ence to the ukase of the Methodists, whose At last·Augnst 1st came, when the first 
hierophant the deceased had been. It was Freethought lecture in Wymore was to be 
~ ~eiDorali!llin~ sight; and I eJJ>re~ed . pelh'ered, We h"d rented the ope:r"·ho~se, 

How Did Jesus" Die for Men"~ 
LEAVENWORTH, :K.AN., Aug. 4, 1895. 

MB. EDIToR: Since you took my bit of 
serio-jocoseness concerning Jesus to heart, 
allow me to explain: Yes, IreadJ. Symes's 
articles, but contumaciously refuse to ac
cept his ''estimate" of the Nazarene. The 
only thing in my piece possibly justifying 
yo1;1r speaking of my '' estimate " of J esns 
was my a~sociating him with Paine and 
Ingersoll as an Infidel. 

Our revered Bennett sinned in the same 
way. He gave him a prominent place 
among the" World's Sages, Infidels, and 
Thinkers," remarking that "they will 
hardly deny him the dignity of a Sage; 
they cannot truthfully claim that he was 
not Infidel to much at his time, and they 
will scarcely contend that he was unworthy 
to be esteemed a Thinker. In the character 
attributed to him there is much that is 
lovely, much that is human and benevoltmt, 
much that appeals to the finer feelings of 
our nature. It is not to be denied that the 
moral sentiments ascribed to him were of 
an excellent character, and that some of 
his utterances hav rarely been excelled by 
the moral teachers of the world." 

With Mr. Bennett I believe in recogniz
ing J esns as a sage, Infidel, and thinker
in the domain of spiritual science at least. 
But that he fought the church and was by 
it cruelly murdered is enough for ns to 
know. When Symes declares that ''he is 
all or nothing, a God or a sucked orange, 
his boasted character all the invention of 
his worshipers," he simply writes himself 
down a prejudiced extremist. Between 
the two extremes, " God or a sucked 
orange," there is little to choose. They 
are equally absurd. 

All intelligent and sane Christians hav 
really abandoned the dogma of the god
ship of Jesus. Even in debate with one 
who affirms his godship nothing is gained 
by putting him under microscope and 
scalpel and subjecting his alleged utter
ances to the merciless dissection of ma
terialistic or literal interpretaiion. There 
are far more efficacious methods of prov
ing his humanity. To convert a man from 
belief in the godship of Jesus, you want 
to be fair and accord to him all due honor 
as a man aud cs a great spiritual teacher. 
To belittle or demean him, to rob him of 
that to which he is entitled, is to forfeit 
the respect of your opponent and confirm 
him in his superstition. 

We shou:ld ·take Jesus as a whole, and 
discredit what is inconsistent with his gen
eral character. To believe that he cou:ld 
get Dlad and ourse a ftg-trf,l~ for not bear-
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ing out of season, requires an abnegation 
of sense eqn!il to believing him a god. 
Still, I do not care how imperfect he may 
hav been. Jim Blndso's one act of holding 
" her nozzle. again' the bank till the last 
galoot's ashore," was enough to absolve 
him of all his faults and emblazon a halo 
of glory about his name. 

Jesus and Jim both ''died for men," 
and that places their names upon the high
est summit of human honor. I do not 
care if Jim had forty wives in Natchez
under-the-Hill and fifty here in Pike. I'm 
not the one to pick flaws in his character. 
His name is down in my calendar of 
saints. 

Mohammed is another of my saints. 
With much delight I hav read over and 
over again his life and studied his char
acter and teachings. My human "ideals,. 
are not faultless by any means. An abso
lutely perfect person, real or ideal, I hav 
little use for. We Westerners hav notions· 
and standards of greatness all our own. 

Nearly forty years ago, in the mountains, 
I had a partner, a Miilsourian, who could 
neither read nor write, but who knew how 
to drink whisky, "chaw terbacker," fight, 
swear, gamble, or do pretty much every
thing else, I reckon, except lie, steal, or 
go back on a friend. He was one of nat
ure's noblemen, one of the bravest, truest, 
gentlest, and most loveable men I ever 
met. I saw him stake his life to B!lve a 
friend, and-plump down on my roll of 
saintsand heroes went the name of Charley 
Spangler. 

'' If this be treason, make the most of 
it." 8. R. 8HEPHEBD. 

[Had J esns denounced any of the great 
evils of his time we might accord to him 
the dignity of sage and thinker. But we 
fail to see that he attacked fundamental 
wrongs; he abused the priests IIIld educated 
classes in the community, just as certain 
Christians do the same classes to-day,. but, 
like them, he failed to get to the root of 
the trouble; he denounced individuals 
without understanding the underlying 
wrongs that alone made them dangerous. 
He was '' Infidel," to a certain extent, to 
the old priesthoods, but so was Joseph 
Smith without being an improvement on 
them. As a contributor to THE TRUTH 
BEEKER very voluminously and conclnsivly 
showed, the practical teachings of Jesus, 
where they differed from the similar teach
ings of the Old Testament, were in almost 
all respects immeasurably inferior thereto, 
both on the side of eqnity and that of 
practicability. Vague general assertions 
cannot prevail as against the great mass of 
facts carefully marshaled by Mr. Cooper 
in this paper last year.-Ed. T. 8.] 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, ~all 
lf?i~·er, Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca
tinn-• tor this Corner should be sent. 

prudence and economy, and hence was 
like many another, utterly unable to lay 
np any part of his earnings against rainy 
days-the days that come s~metim~ in al
most every person's life. Fmally., 1n old 
age, the rainy w~ather overtook this p~or 

" Between the dark and the daylight, · 
When the night is beginning to l9wer, 

Comes a pause in the daJ:'s occnpat10ns , 
That is known as the Children's Hour. 

Ke~p Your Eye on the Compass. 
Keep your eye on the compass 
If the sea runs high, 

And the oce m's inky biUows 
Mock the blackness of the E k~. 

When beating up against the wmds, 
So pitiless and strong, 

Keep your eye on the compass, 
And yon can't go wrong. 

Keep your eye on t_he com_pass 
An·l your white hght tnmmrd, 

Though the moon hide in the heavens 
And the stars are dimmed. 

Though the voyage may be lonely 
And the way seem long, 

Keep your eye on the compass, 
And yon can't go wrong. 

Keep your eye on the compass; 
It. will guide yon o'er the deep, . 

It will show yon where the north star 1s 
And where the fl JWfrs sleep 

In the sunny sonth. No matter. 
If the way seems long, 

Keep your eye on the compass 
And yon can't go wrong 

-Cv Warman tn New York Sun. 

How I Shall Get to Heaven. 
Many people seem to be concerned about 

my hereafter, as to hether I shall ever 
reach the heavenly kingdom or not. ~ am 
frequently questioned upon the subJect, 
both orally and by letter. 

To set the minds of these friends inter
ested in my behalf forever at rest, I con
clude to answer their queries, one of 
which came verbally this morning in this 
wise: 

"And do yon think you'll ever get to 
heaven?" 

"Why, yes, certainly," was my reply. 
" If there is such a place, and anybody 
else g-oes there, I shall." 

" What makes yon think so?" 
"Because I hav a right to go there if I 

wish to and no one has any power to keep 
me aw~y," which caused my interlocutor 
to stare somewhat savagely at me, as he 
asked: 

"But what merit he.v yon to enter the 
abode of the sanctified, for the dear 
Ohrist's sake?" 

"None whatever for Ohrist's sake." 
" How, then, will yon be justified, yon 

sinner?" 
" On the score of humanity, and I am 

not a sinner more than yon, or any other 
human being. I obey the laws of the 
state, the health laws, the morallawa, p~~oy 
all mr honest debts-and I hav no other 
debts-and do whatever is in my power to 
ameliorate the condition of the unfortu
nate and unhappy. What more can yon 
ask?" 

As my questioner was silent, I proceeded: 
"If I should die to-night, and my soul, 

which we will take to be the intelligent 
part of. myself, the ego, should suddenly 
find itself free, and able to navigate the 
air it would undoubtedly start on a tour 
of discovery and investigation." 

"Where is heaven?" would be my in
quiry. 

Some one would probably say, "Up 
there !" and direct me which road to take. 
Arriving at the gate of the much-talked-of 
city, I would be halted by the _famous St. 
Peter, who would at once begin to cate
chize me as to my right to enter the heav
enly abode. I should relate to him the 
following incident : Once upon a time, 
while dwelling on the earth, there lived in 
my family a man of African descent, fa
miliarly known as "Joe," or Joseph Will
iams. He was born in Halifax, Va., in the 
condition of slavery, and that condition 
had kept him in ignorance of the exact 
date of his birth. He was held as a bond
man by Christian men who found indorse
ment of their acts in the Holy Hible. Fi
nally, made free by the Great Rebellion, 
he drifted north, and found a home event
ually in our family. 

For many years he was a faithful servi
tor and friend, trusty, fond, and obedieat. 

He was large-hearted, generous to a 
fault, or, as some would say, reckless and 
mprovident, i.e., he had never been taught 

man with the dark skin, and he fell stck 
with a sickness that knows no relief till one 
enters "the low green tent whose curtain 
never outward swings." 

Those knowing the case said, "Of 
course yon will send him to the poorhouse. 
He has no claim on yon, and yon must not 
burden yourself with this sick and infirm 
black mari, who was your servant, but is 
now unable to serve yon longer." 

"For that very reason," I said, " he will 
not be sent to the poorhouse like some 
useless old pauper, there to linger and, at 
last, to die, perhaps unattended and 
alone." 

"But, he will be cared for well enough," 
was the answer; "let him go. Yon are 
not bound to take upon yourself this great 
burden." 

This was the reasoning of the world. 
But he did not go to the poorhouse. 

No. Looking above and beyond caste, 
creed, color, condition of servitude, I saw 
only a poor fellow-creature, sick and suf
fering, and to whom my hands could min
ister. 

He had been my faithful, patient, obe
dient helper these many years, and now, 
in his extremity, should I forsake him or 
begrudge him home and shelter the few 
months remaining to him? Not I. 

And I cared for him, nursed him through 
the trying hours of illness, sat by his bed
side, night and day ministered to his wants, 
and anticipated his wishes. I soothed his 
restless hours of pain, was patient with all 
his querulous complainings, amused him 
with story and anecdote dnring the inter
vals when he would be free from intense 
·suffering; smoothed his pillows, was quick 
to respond to his calls at midnight as by 
daylight; bathed his aching head, held his 
hands in the paroxysms of distress and 
agony; cheered him with kind, encourag
ing words when despondent and down
hearted; performed the most menial ser
vice required in the sick room, prepared 
his nourishment, procured for him all that 
his fancy craved, took many steps, up
stairs and down, watching over him care
fully and kindly. And all through that 
most painful and trying illnes1;1, not one 
impatient word escaped my lips. At all 
times, day and night, I was the care-taker, 
nurse, and friend of this poor, dying man. 

He was a member and officer in good and 
regular standing in the A. M. E. church, 
and, incidentally, I would say that it was 
in support of that church and its pastor 
that -his money had mostly gone. When 
he Jay sick and restless, did pastor and his 
associate members come and care for him? 
They did not. True, they occasionally 
came in to pray, and that was all. When 
very near the closing hour, the pastor 
called and said, "Would yon like me to 
pray, Joseph?" "No," said Joseph, 
"yon hav prayed with me many times, but 
your praying does no good. It does not 
relieve the pain nor help me at all, so yon 
need not pray for me any more." 

S. H. W. 
[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

Auntie Bright's Lectures. 
V. -OONOLUSJON. 

" We are going back to the city in a 
week," said Madge, a regretful cadence in 
her usually merry voice. "Ann tie, can yon 
not tell us something good to carry away 
with ns, and thus add to our already rich 
collection of legends and traditions." 

"Your demands hav been so many and 
variable," said her·annt, smiling, "that I 
shall hav to study np some more before 
venturing to visit yon next winter." 

"Next winter," said Madge, musingly, 
her face resuming its animated expression. 
"Oh, auntie, how I shall look forward to 
that. Just imagin the fireside, and Auntie 
Bright with her charming stories? It 
seems like a desecration to say it, but, 
really, I am impatient for summer to be 
gone. Do yon know that thought will re
call those lines in a magazine I read some
where? 
The summer was not such a dream, per

haps, 
Of bliss as we thought 'twonld be; 

And the brilliant things_ we planned to do 

Went amiss for yon and for me. 
But still it is gone for all of that, 

And we raise our wistful eyes 
To the land where beyond the winter 
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Proud beings fell that hour, 
The young and the passing fair, 

And a flame went up from dome and 
tower, 

The avenger's arm was there! Ano:h~;v:~mmer lies." For wakened pride of an injured land, 
Had burst its iron thrall; · 

ccBnt the story! the story!" exclaimed From the plnmM chief to the pilgrim 
Walter, who had listened to all this with band, 
ill-concealed impatience. Woe, woe, to the sons of Ganll 

So very obediently Ann tie Bright told A ni~ht of slanghter followed; two thon· 
them the story of sand French people fell. 

ccTB:I!l SidiLIAN VESPERs.'' The morning sun with a quiet smile 
It was on Tuesday in Easter. 1282, and Looked round o'er hill and glen, 

Sicilians were holdiD.g a festival on the O'er ruined temple and moldering pile. 
pretty esplanade near the city of Palermo. And the ghastly forms of men. 
The French had long ruled Sicily with an Aye, the sunshine sweetly smiled 

th As ita early glance came forth, iron hand. The Sicilians, whenever ey It had. no sympathy with the wild 
assembled en a public occasion, were snre And terrible things of earth; 
to be reminded of their servile and crnshed And the Jllan of blood that day might 
aondition by some act of tyranny from the read 
dictatorial French. And thev burned with In language freely given, 

h 1 f How ill his dark and midnight deed, patriotic ardor to, throw oft t e rn e 0 Became the light of heaven. 
their opprE)ssors, only waiting for some h 

The maS91\Cre is known in history as t e opportunity. , 
Lent had passed, and the zealous nativs "Sicilian Vespers. 

D · .. d That is all, were at their gayest. ancing, mnsul, .. n 

song combin~d to form Q pretty picture ~~ "Oh Auntie that is tel'ribly meager 
their rnral mnocence and peace. Fatr ' ' , . d 

1 ladies and gallant soldiers feasted from for five long months, sa1d Madge, o a-

little tables on the grasl!, and merry chil-l fn!!~.m sorr dear; but I am positivly 
dren played games nuder the stately trees. , y, A tie Bri ht 

S dd 1 the French officers appeared exhausted, returned nn g , n en Y . kindl 
among them, insolently order_mg them to •I J;; what a greedy girl " cried Wal-

::;~:r~:az~mi1~ :::~~8:1:~:~~~~~ a:~ ter, notwi~standing the foo't that he was 
fierce anger filled the Sicilians' hearts. far from gmltless. IDA BALLoU, 

At last a Frenchman offered an inanlt to 
a lady, who fell fainting in terror at his 
words and impudent conduct. 

"Death to the French!" shouted the 
husband of the injured woman. A young 
Sicilian sprang upon the offending French 
officer and killed him. 

"Death to the French!" shouted the 
people. The Sicilians slew two hundred 
French people on the spot. The tables ar
ranged for the festival were covered with 
blood. The angry crowd armed them
selva with the weapons of those they had 
overcome. 

" Death to the French I" 
It was nightfall. Tha victorians Sicil

ians came rushing into Palermo, striking 
down every French person they met. The 
French people rushed to the church altars, 
but the Sicilians followed them there and 
reddened the churches with blood. 
The startled monks thronged up 

In the torchlight cold and dim, 
And the priest let fall his incense cup, 

And the virgin hushed her hy!fin; 
For a boding clash, and a clangmg tramp, 

And a summoning voice was heard, 
And fretted wall and tombstone damp 

To the fearful echo stirred. 
The peasant heard the sound 

As he sat beside his hearth, 
And the song and dance were hushed 

around, 
And the fireside tale of mirth. 

The chieftain shook in his bannered hall, 
As the sound of war drew nigh, 

And the warder shrank from the castle 
wall 

As the gleam of speal"s went by. 

V~~~VVVV~t( 
@ You su them werywhlr-. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Clttzenshtp throngh the 

lntttatlve and Relerendnm, 
BY J. W SULLIVAB. 

TWO DOLLARS P'Oij OHE. 
~· THE LITTLE FREETHINKER" 

The only pap'r pnblishei for the vonng that ~s 
free f•o_nsnpersttGion One year 50 cents. S1x 
monthF, 25 cents. Sample copies, S cen~s. LtttZe 
Freethtnker has been .enla~ged ~~on<l Improved 
and is now "' \lap?r Ltber11.ls may be, proud or. 
I'll ser d L•tt!e Freethinker, Foo•e s Health 
MontlllV, and The Mav}lower Mauazfne one 
..-ear. tl:ie Home, a16-pag!l •tory pa?er, and welve 
fine f!owe ring bulbs of dlfl'erent kinds,_aliRfllr $1. 

Addreso EL?rHNA. D SLEN.11.E , 
3137 Snowvi.le; Pulaski cono~y, Va. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age, of 20 and 40 years. Addreqs L. C. I., care 
Truth Seeker office. . l0ts7 

My Repairing Department 
ls now complete. I have fac.Iities to repair, 
clo ely regulate and re,nrn watches 2d or 3d 
day. No better worl!: in the. world Al!'ents 
wa.nted in every town tn the TTmted States wMhere 
watches are butch end inst.......-t of restored any 
are now making money but mau ~ wore can mal!;e 
money easv by Bending me the work of thelr 
friends and neighbor.. Apply f<?r terms, also 
~end for price lists of Watohes, Dtamonds, Jew
elry; Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
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The Otto Wetfs'ein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
veni• Spom, and The Popular Free

thought Badye. 
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I Beautiful 
I Bicycl~s... Moo•L 40 COLUM··· 

I r>-Btcycle Beauty comes from graceful lines 
and fine finish, in which points Columbia bicycles excel. B.ut 
there is more than mere looks to recommend a Columbia. 

@ Back of the handsome design and elegant finish is a sterling 
~ quality that over the roughest road ~nd t~e longest journey will 

I 
@ 
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call at a Columbia agency. @ 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as " Eye-openers," in doing " lllissionar y 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evaagels of troth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
erous-hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Olay 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politinal Condi-
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

1 
1 

Protestant Persecnt10ns Wtlliam Cobbett •. 
Questions for Bible Worshipers.... . ........ 
The· Relatton of Witchcraft to Religion. A. 0. 

The kefi'~~<>ii 'ci:f · Ii:tini&iiftr niitier iii&n.· iiliei-: 
10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock ....... :... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the 

•· Or [gin of Sabbaths.") By the .l!:ditor of 
The Truth Beeker......................... 8 

Revivalism .Examined. A. G. Humphrey ... ;. 2 
A Remarkable Book A. lfeview of Greg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 
in Canadian flp•ctator.... ........ ........ 1 

The Safe Side. H B B\'own . .. . • .. .. . .. . • .. . • • 2 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 3 
A Secular Prayer. Austin Holl'_oake.......... 1 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake.. .... 2 
The Bta~~:e and the Pulpit. Robt G lnEersoll. 8 
Super•tttion Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
"Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Ailtrono-

Luse ..•...•................•......•....... 
Astro-rheolog_:r. L.L Dawson, Showing the 

story of Christ in the New Testament to 

Talk Wlii; 'iliii":F~-ai-· ·:E-v&iiieli8iii: · ·E" "W<>O"a: 
10 ruff, M.D..... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .... • .. .. . 8. 

Thoughts on Atheism. Can Man by Search
ing Find out God. Austin HolYoake... 8 

The TheorY of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 
The True Basis of Morality. Annie Besant.. 2 

5 The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

be- but an Alleg'lrical representation of 
the sun's course through the different 
zodiacal signs ............................ . 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Hol}'oake... . .. . 
The B1ble God Visproved by Nature. W. E. 

Coleman .................................. . 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll ......... . 
'.l'he Bible: lstt Reliable as a Guide? C. Watts. 
Blasi>hemy and the Bible C B Reynolds ..... 
'!'ae Book of Esther. A BJ>ecimen of What 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God. .. .. 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. I!'. Max Muller ... . 
Constantine the ·Great, Portrayinl: the Ini-

~~U. Wre~~~!.i.~~~ -~~~~i-~~- .. ~~~~~~: 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitution.J. 

· (This is the statute under which Mr. J. 
B. Wise is now mdictod for send.ng a 
verse from the Bible through the mail.) 

5 (Reply to some of the Su .. day-school 
Stories About Hi n.) .. .. .. .. .. •• .... • • 3 g TTwwo

1
ShoArt Bet

1
rmoncs, R

1
ev.BThedlologihcus....... 1

8 
2 
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5 

Were Adam and Eve Our .l!'irst Parents? 
Charles Bradlangh............ ..... . .. .. .. 3 

What Did Jesus Teach? Chas. Bradlangh.... 8 g Why Do :Men Sfarve? Charles Bradlangh.... 2 
When Did Pan Live? Scholasticns ...... , .. . 1 
What is the Bible? A Review of Sunderland's 

3 
"What is the Bible?" ................... . 

Wonders of Puver. D M Bennett ........... . 
Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
WasChri st Crucified? Austin Bier bower.... 10 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 
T.B.Wakeman ........................... 10 28 Lafayette place, New York. 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. 
Dr. DanielArter........... .... ...... ... .. . a 

Christianity a Borrowed 1\ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Intluence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts ......... . NEW BOOKS 

._ .... ._._ .... _ ........ ._ ..... __.... ...... -...... 
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The Christian Deity. Oharles Watts ..... . 
The Uhristian Fait.B. liOJ Questions Without 

5 
2 
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1 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. · 5 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 
The Church and Educaoion. Anti-Je.uit..... 5 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin 

I ;:: ~U~~~ p ~;; tor p~~;;:r;;~ ~ 
Of the Most Emltnent Freethinkers, of the Past I 

BYING[RSOLL II ~_!I~~~!!~ ~~ [ ~HE 'l.RUTH SEEKER OOMPANYan.nounced in Octo- _ 
1.v ber that this superb work was at last ready for delivery. It a 
had been in preparation for so long that some of the subscribers jl 
were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 3 
have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed ~~ 
all the merits claimed for it by the publishers. They did not ~ 
realize the magnitude of the work, and that the six months' delay ~~ 
in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty ~ 
per cent more reading than they had been promised and nearly ~~ 
three times as many portraits. Such was the case, however. In- ~~ 
stead of six hundred pages of letter-press there are nearly nine ~~ 
hundred, and the fifty portraits promised in the prospectus have ~~--
multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact 

Steiner ..................................... 10 
Congress and Bunda~ Laws. (Shall the M,ails 

gf ~tof~~t'hnse~~~~:.~> .. ~:. ~~-~ -~-~~~~~ 3 
The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi-

days. B P Putnam . .. .. . .............. .. 
Constructive Ration~lism. Annie Besant .. .. 
The Devil' a Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. John Svphers .................... .. 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett .... . 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoake.... .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... .. 
Decadence of Christianity.. . ................. . 
Tlie Decline of Ji'aith. J l!l Remsburg ...... . 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chaa. Watts .. 
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Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The Ethics of Religjon. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athet m nor Ma-

terialism. R. 8 Brigham, M.D.......... 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hnme ............. 10 
Father,Son and HolJ~:Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
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Free Speech and .Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley.................. ................. 1 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradlaugh. 3 
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If You TakeAwa.yMy Religion What Will You 
Give Me in Its Bte td? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 

Is Amerioa the New World? L L Dawson ... lO 
lntldelity; H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Intldels and Charity. Franklin Steiner.... .. 5 
Ingersoll Oatechised. Wi h 1\lr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ... .. 8 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

· D. M. Bennett. .. ....................... . 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ...... . 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Pad on ....... . 
Labor's Pray-er. Charles Bradlangh ....... .. 
Land Quest10n. Charles Bradlo.ngh .......... . 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ........... .. 
Legend of GautamaBnddha. Paralleling that 

of Jesus Christ ......................... .. 
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Logic of Death: or, Wh,y Should the Atheist 

Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .. .. .. 8 
The Logic of Life1 Ded•tced from the Princi-

ples of Freetnougut. G. J. Holyoake.... 8 
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

Liberf0~~~-Moraiiii: · ·M:oD.oui-ii n: · o<>ii-w:a:y.: ~ 
'.rhe LibertyofPrintmg Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 
Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 
"Manna." Orthodox Desariptions of How 

People are off in Hell ................... , .. 
Materialism ani Cr,me. B F Underwood .. .. 
MoralValueofth~Bible. Chas. Watts ...... .. 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ........................... .. 
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The Field -Ingersoll Discus
sion. P.rice, 25 cents. 

In 1888 the· Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. 'Fhe letter was published in the 
North American .Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
~rice, 25 cents. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
wor.:;ted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav nol:rheard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 

Natural Religion vs. Revealed ReUgion. An-
nieBesaut. .•. ...... .. ........ .. 

New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlangh .. . 
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Tra.nsition from Christianity ....... .. 
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L. K. Washburn's Works 
Open Letter t ... my Old Friends the Quakers. 

B. D. Moore .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. • 1 
Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingersoll.............. 10 
Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. T E LoLg-

The False Teaching of the Christian 
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
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shore ................................... .. 
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B Wakeman, G R Hawes ................ . 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Hems burg .. 
Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts .•.• 
A. Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
c!-'lJSade of one against the Colorado beetle I" 
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that the illustrations are the most costly part of the book-as 
undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive-and II 
properly estimating the expense of the extra three hundred pages ~ 
of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred ~ 

per cent more for his $5 than was guaranteed to him. Well, the ~-=
nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for were _ 
sent out, and now we know what the recipients think of their 

§I:;=-I investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are = 
not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and d~ §1• 

lighted that they got such a bargain. ~~ 

As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARs OF FREE· -=~=
THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best I 

possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free- "'=§!~
thought as a manifestation and in1luence ; in Part Second, as an 
organized force. With this history are given ·J;Jketches of the lives 

of the men and women who have taken part in the movement. It ~"'-~ 
unites the past and the present. It is a world. book and a home = 
book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 
magiiificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. ~~ 

Price, $5. With .. The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. 1: 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. ~ 
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COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES :MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for ' limiting government to the 
mere protection of life and property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal just ce to a.ll." 

Price, o cents~ 
Address 'r'Rlll 'l'Rn'l'H SEE1Hr.l>, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid ~rose l!_oem 

"Life," by ·"the prince of orators 'Col. R. G 
In~~:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edltion, and Cl!oll be framed or Placed upon the 
t~ble as Q.ll orn~~oment. In the center of the card 
a.ppea.r the!ortraits of the Colonel~~:nd the baby, 
oUr~OU'Qde by the prose poem, Whlch has been 
truthfully ascribed as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and \)Oetl who now, as far as we 
k11ow, stands alone m tne living world." It will 
make a del].l{htful present, and will be a ftouvenir 
not only of mtellectual gfeatness', but of arti•tic 
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inohes, and the 
prioe oDl:v 75 oenta, post-paid. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESlS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees 
and Early Hb.tory of Cbrisdanity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
2~Lafavette nls.oe, New York. 
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• Do your children learn these beauti~ • ongs o 
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PY. and bright ?-SEND FOB A COPY -G :een olotb 
silt title, 40 cents; half bound, 25 J ;; .s. 
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Gems of ~Aougb,t. 

THERE is nothing more despicable than 
to jnmp over with the majority when yon 
know it is wrong.- Galveston News. 

SUNDAY onght to be a day of rest-a holi
day. Bnt it is not the bnsiness of the 
state to regnlate the work and rest of the 
people or to interfere either wi~h their fast 
or feast days.-New York World. 

FAIR play for the Seventh day keeper, 
the Hebrew and the Freethinker, as well 
as for the Pnritan-Snnday advocate! Less 
than this is illiberal, inconsistent. and 
most decidedly nn-Amerioan. -Boston 
Globe. 

EvERY reader of Huxley's writings in
evitably gets an insight and an impulse 
that forever after makes it harder for him 
to oonfonnd things that contradict or dis
agree with other things known to be trne. 
-Springfield (Mass.) Republican. 

TnouGH all the winds of dootrin were 
let loose to play npon the earth, so Trnth 
be in the field, we do ingloriously, by li
censing and prohibiting, to misdonbt her 
strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple 
-who ever knew Trnth pnt to the worse 
in a free and open encounter ? -John 
Milton. 

THE sympathy which prompts denial of 
self to please others, is a sympathy which 
also receives pleasure from their pleasures 
when they 8l'e otherwise originated. The 
stronger the fellow-feeling which excites 
efforts to make others happy, the stronger 
is the fellow-feeling with their happiness 
however caused.-Herbert Spencer. 

OUR l@gislators are not sufficiently ap
prised of the rightfnllimits of their power 
-that their true office is to declare and 
enforce only our natnral rights and dnties 
and to take none of them from ns. No 
man has a natural right to commit aggres
sion on the eqnal rights of another, and 
this is all from which the laws onght to re
strain him.-1homas Jefferson. 

IT used to be a very hard word to fling at 
anybody to say that he was a Materialist, 
bnt that sort of word does not hnrt so 
mnoh now; and it is rather onrions that a 
great many of these words which hav been 
very hard in one generation, change sides 
and jnst hit the other people in the next. 
These eminent men hav always been few 
in nnmber, bnt we onght to speak of their 
nnmbers with the very greatest respeot.
W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 

r THE great artist is he who goes a step 
beyond the demand, and, by supplying 
works of a higher beanty and a higher 
interest than hav yet been perceived, 
snooeeds, after a brief strnggle with its 
strangeness, in adding this fresh extension 
of sense to the heritage of the race. This 
is why we valne art; this is why we feel 
that the iconoclast and the Pnritan are at
tacking something made holier, by solid 
usefulness, than their own theories of pn
rity; this is why art has won the privileges 
of religion.-George Bernard Shaw, in 
Liberty. 

IN the most general acceptation of the 
term jnstioe is a moral virtne which leads 
ns to' render to every one that which is his 
dne and to respect the rights of others. 
Th~ term is sometimes nsed as synony
mous with fnlness of right and reason. It 
is nsed especially to designate the sot of 
recognizing the rights of a person. The 
Roman law defined jnstioe to be the con
stant and perpetual disposition to render 
every man his dne. This is the definition 
of jnstioe which has been most generally 
accepted by jnrisoonsnlts and pnblioists. 
The essential conditions of justice are 
these: It shonld be eqnal, it shonld know 
no distinction of race or class, it should be 
accessible to all.-John J. Lalor. 

FoR many years this restless man [Vol
taire] filled Enrope with the prodnot of 
his brain. Essays, epigrams, epics, come
dies, tragedies, histories, poems, novels, 
:representing every phase and every fao
nlty of the human mind. At the 88me 
time engrossed in bnsines!', making money 
like a millionaire, bnsy with the gossip of 
oonrts, and even with the scandals of 
priests. At the same time alive to all the 
discoveries of science and the theories of 
philosophers, and in this Babel never for
getting for one moment to assail the mon
ster of superstition. Sleeping and waking 
he hated the ohnroh. With the eyes of Ar
gus he watched, and with the arms of Bri
arens he strnok. For sixty years he waged 
oontinuons and unrelenting war, some
times in the open fields, sometimes strik
ing from the hedges of opportunity-taking 
care dnring all this time to remain inde
pendent of all men. He was in the highest 
sense snooessfnl. He lived like a prince, 
became one of the powers of Enrope, and 
in him, for the first time, literature was 
orowned.-Ingersoll. 
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READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. l>R~X~~~:f;I~~ l~~J~~~~:k\\1~ 
W A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches 

Mailed singly :or 10 cents each; twelve of any of HoN, FREDERIOK DoUGL!.SB and CoL. RoB· 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for'$1. F!RT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 

0 E ANALYZED R I t United States Court that the 01vil Rights Act 
AN ANTID T · r • ep Y 0 8 is Unconstitutional. Jfifty-three large octavo Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, f' h' h u 1 e1 I ll' h 

and Exno•i~ the Inconsistency of Christians ~~~~~e~ 8t11i~es. 0 on lll{erso s speec 
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CHRISTIA.NIT A. REW A.RD FOR CRIME its knees to a devil of its own creation a.nd to 
Authenticated by the :Sible. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerlePs against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Hel"n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

DID MA.N FALL~ lstheG8l'denof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPibEci~tsDEILirgllf:Ns. A Leotnre by &~:ar!!~ ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 
reasons for Reli!{_ions and other Delusions. · Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 

FALSE CLUM:s OF THE CHURCH. his, very good. 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
one of thA most effective ever wntten by any . One of 1\f. Babcock's comical sermons. 
Freethinker. SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Oon-

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE fiict Between Reason and Superstition. T 0 
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before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. One of Otto Wettste.n's CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
fraternal attacks on Spirituali~m. are inimical to chasti~. virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF INto'IDELITY. To SPIRITUALISM FRUM A. MA.TERU.L· 
which-is added a poem on Thomas Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
of Ramuel P. Putnam's most hrilliantlectnres. wood. Wntten before Mr. Underwood joined 
Every Christian who asks the idiotic qnes- the p 3Schic Researchers. 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Done?" should be HU C W N RACK T t induced to read this book, if he has to be paid T MB RE A. D • or nre 
to do it. Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED t Was .Tesns centuries for thf!promulgation of Christian-
. ity. Being tne Nuremburg Collection, with Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise specimens from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pic-from the Dead? Israel W Groh. · :fl b 

INGERSOLL A.ND .JESUS. Showing how h~~;ge i~Er~c~g~~~~ns and re actions Y 
the two agree. AJloem by Samuel P Putnam. VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

THE LIMITA.TIUNS OF TOLERlTION. TA.IRE, delivered on the one hnn· 
Adiscussion betweenCol.RobertG. Ingersoll, dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
Hon. Frederic R. Coudert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. Translated by James Pa.rton, author of the 
Woodford, bt3fore the Nineteenth Century Life of Voltaire. To which are added the Club of New York. ''Each mim has the same f G G Eli right to express to the whole world his ideas three great J>Oems o oeth•, eorge · ot. 
that the rest of the world have to express and Vlngfellow. 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll W A.S CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Anstin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mi. Con- Bierbower. A Iaw:yer. 's comideration of the 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of tbat alleged event. 
Protestant. . W A.S JESUS INSANE t A consideration 

MA.TERIA.LISM: Its History, and Its In- of Christ's alleged acts whioh would lead one 
flnence U_pon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. to that conclusion. L K Washburn. 

MIRACLE:S A.ND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nsm. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's Tile title poem is perhaps the most popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it havA been called for. The 
ForSry of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden A_ge, The Ideat 

H S and the Real. Not Dead, but Living Frni-the ergy. · J. eigneuret, M.D. · tiou, Hope, Thomas Paine Nature's ~ospel, 
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Charles Darwm, l:!PeCial Prondence, The 1 Benefactor of Woman. 8ns:~.n H. Wn:on 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love. WOMAN• HER p A.ST A.ND PRESENT 
of God, The Fall of Man, The Atonement, I 'R GHTS ND NGS A ' 
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Brought The ure delivered before tne Woman Suffrage As-
The Second Birth Ins,•iration, The Reign of I HER . I A. . WRO • leot-
Resurrectio!).., The Jud_gment-Day, Pious sociation of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions "l'to Bible. No Ui'\'ilization;" Mira.- · 
cles of the New Testament, The Ascension Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Casting out Devils Necessity of Belief, F.ter~ for a dollar. 
nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damned, Address THE TRUTH R'lllEKE'R. CO .• 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told~And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Ortgin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

It will 

Corner 

the 
Parson.~ 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Sorue Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham-.J. Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
A Queer J<'amilv Samson the Strong, 
Isaac and His ''Sister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, David God's Favorite, 
Jose.ph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses,_ Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the lJiviner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayett~ Pl., New York oity, 
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In the nature of things, 
SA.Yb 

MOBERT G. INGERSOU.. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the olaim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad· 
dress The Truth Seeker Co •• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along aome oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is· 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and " Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did ·more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam~ 
phlet, and containing the Oentury'a 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGEBSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. · ' 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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GENTLE ALIOE BROWN. 

- It wag a Nbber's daughter; and her nam~ 
was Alice Brown. · · 

Her father was the terror of a s.nall Italian 
town; 

Her mother was a foolish, weak, but ami
able old thing; 

Bnt it isn't of her parents that I'm going 
for to sing. 

As Alice was a-sitting at her window·sill 
one day, . 

A beautiful young gentleman, he chanced 
to pass that way. 

Sbe cast her eyes upon him, and he looked 
so good and true 

That she thought, ''I could be happy with 
a gentleman like von." 

And every morning passed her bouse that 
cream of gentlemen, 

She knew she might expect him at a quar
ter-unto-ten. 

A sorter in the Oustom House, it was his 
daily road. 

(The Oustom House was fifteen minutes' 
walk from her abode.) 

Bo.t AliBe was a pious girl, who knew it 
wasn't wise 

To look at strange ynung sorters with ex
prel!siv purple eyes, 

So she sought the village priest to whom 
her family confessed-

The priest by whom their little sins were 
carefully assessed. 

"0 holy father," Alice said, 'twould 
grieve you would it not? 

To disBover that I was a most disreput
able lot! 

Of all unhappy sinners, I'm the most un
happy one." 

The padre said, "Whatever hav you been 
and gone and done?" 

" I hav helped mamma to Bteal a little 
kiddy from it's dad, 

I've aBBisted dear papa in cutting up a lit
tle lad, · 

I've planned a little burglary and forged a 
little check, 

And slain a little baby for the coral on its 
neck." 

The worthy pastor heaved a sigh and 
dropped a silent tear, 

And said, "You mustn't judge yourself too 
heavily, my dear. 

It's wrong to murder babies, little corals 
for to fleece, 

But sins like these one expiates at half-a
crown apiece. 

" Girls will be girls. Your very young 
and flighty in vour mind; 

Old heads upon young shoulders we m-q.st 
not expect to find. 

We mustn't be too hard upon these little 
girlish tricks-

Let's see, five crimes at h.Uf-a-crown; ex
actly twelve· and-six." 

"0 father," little Alice cried, "your 
kindness makes ni.e weep, 

You do those little things for me so singu-
larly 1lheap. . 

Your thoughtful liberality I never can 
forget, 

Bo.t oh, there is another crime I havn't 
mentioned yet. 

"A pleasant-looking gentleman, with 
pretty purple eyes, 

I've noticed at my window, as I've sat 
a-catching flies; . 

He passes by it every 'day as certain as can 
be, 

I blnsh ttJ say I've winked at him and he 
has winked at mel" 

" For shame," said Father Paul, " my err
ing d~Anghter I On my word 

This is the most distressing news· that I 
hav ever heard. 

Why, naughty girl, your excellent papa 
has pledged your hand 

To a promising young robber, the lieuten
ant of his band. -

" This dreadful piece of news will pain 
your worthy parents sol _ 

They are the most remunerativ customers 
I know. 

For many, many years they've kept starva-
tion from my doors. • 

I never knew so criminal a family as 
yours! 

"The common coo.ntry folk in this insipi l 
·neighborhood · 

Hav nothing to confess, they're so ridicn: 
lonely good; 

And if you marry any one respectable at 
all, 

Why, you'll reform, and what will then 
become of Father Paul?" 

The worthy'priest he up and drew his cowl 
upon his crown 

And started·ofl in haste to tell the hews to 
.Robber Brown; 

To .~ell him how his daughter, who 'Yas now 
for maJ."riage fit, 

Had winked upon a sorter, who recipro
cated it. 
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Good Robber Brown he muflled up his' 
anger pretty well. 

He said: ''I hav a notion, and that notion 
I will tell; 1 

I will nab this gay young sorter, terrify 
him into fits, 

And get my gentle wife to chop him into 
little bits. 

" I've studied human nature, and I know 
a thing or two; 

Though a girl may fondly love a living 
gent-as many do-

A feeling of disgust upon her senses there 
will fall 

When she looks upon his body chopped 
particularly small." 

He traced that gallant sorter to a still sub
urban square, 

-'1'Blil-

FREETHINKERS• PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFtJL
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lllustratiol\S. He watched his opportunity, and seized 

him unaware; 
He took a life-preserver and he hit him on ; 
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And Mrs. Brown dissected him before she 
went to bed. 

And pretty little Alice grew more settled 
in her mind; . 

She never more was guilty of a weakness of 
the kind, 

Until at length good Robber Brown be
stowed her pretty hand 

On the promising young robber, the lieu
tenant of his band. 
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FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS or SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGN'S BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH PURTR~IT OF 

THE DESIGNER-

The IDustratioDS are c!usifted 88 follows: 

lG represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
~ " The ChurchRobbingthePeople. 
l:l .. Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children &nil the Church. 
10 Woman a.nd the Church. 
6 The Church a.nd Thomas Pa.ine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
S The Bible and Science. 
15 The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

8 l'ePI'Jllll'nt S&m~;>les of Christianity's Work. 
r. .. 1\fisstOn&ries. 
1 '" The Lord's Instruments. 
liS " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " J!e Church and Slavery. 
1 " iests and Politics. 
& eland and the Church. 
a '" Church's Ide& of Vivilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
& ,. Unkind lte:ll.ections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutions of the Church. 
Ul ,. Some Allegories. 
8 Heaven. 
8 Hell. 
7 llfiscellane0118, 

A most exir&ordin&ry publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it h&• ever be
fore appA&red in this countryh&nd it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever &gain be pub
lished. We must give the Trnt Beeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of alL 
At twice the price 1t woP.ld have been & cheap hook. A.rt11it Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is & wonderful st.coess. and we judge from our own ft>elin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire & copy of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
ures do not ma.ke up the whole of his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that Rerve first &s explanations of the illnstr&tions1 &nd secondly &s texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h¥Jlocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church th&t has eve:r been put · n the 
b&nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80 
F&lse Ol&ims ol the Church. John E. 

Remsbu;~~-~~·ts9a:~$a:········ 10 
NO "-BEGINNING;" I PQPIS AHD TI{~JI~ DOJHQS 

'l'hom&a · P&ine Vindicated. Col. Robert OB, I AOOoUNT op 

The <tir~~fi~~0~f .. God.:""iii:·y&ooil""ii&rt: 15 The Fundamental Fallacy.! Vwars or Ohrts! ana V!oeaerenu Q/ (}oa.. ·1 

Crim:&~f ':Prii&cib.ers • in' tiie ·uDi.iiiii iHi.tea: 50 
. Cloth, 75 cents. 

M. E. Billings............................ 2~ A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 reasoning upon which is based the belief in & 
Handbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell...... 50 "Creation" or "First Cause" of things. 
Religion & Curse; Religion & Dise&ae; Re-

ligion & Lie. B. P. Pntn&m....... .... .. 25 By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 

Desl~~=~t8~~:f~.s.'.~~-~.~~~~~ .. ~~ 15 
Abraham Lmcoln: W&a He & Christi&n? 

John E. Remsbur_g..... •.• ... ...... .. ... 50 
Pen Pictures of The World's P'&ir. lli1lll-

tr&ted. B. P. Putnam................... 25 
Common Sense. Thom&S Paine ........... -.. 15 
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. P&ine.. 15 
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz, 

LL.B.............. ...................... 50 
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................ 25 
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of 

Newhall Convent........................ 10 
Woma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan 

H. Wixon ............................... . 
ISSUES OJ!' 1894.-$8. 

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 
-Church- Propertr: Bllonld It be Exempt 

"This volume d1scnsses the questio'n of & cre
ator with such plainness of wording th•t eveu 
the nule&riled O&n understand, and &ppro&chea 
it from so many different directions th&t it is 
one of the most comprehensive &nd conclusive 
worke on the subJect we remember seeing."-TliK 
TRUTH BEEKEll, July 22, 1898. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters &Ild & 
preface, bound neatly &nd strongly in cloth. 

P.BIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
&ddre11 THE TRUTH BEEKEB 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK 
A COLLECTION 011' 

ORIGINAL ·AND SELECTED HYMf. 
FOB from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should 

Not ...................................... . 
Congress &nd Sunday Laws ................ . 

15 Liberal and Ethical &!cieties, for Schoo' 
The .Better World A dtp into the future 

of mankind oa ea.rth. Dr. E. B. South-
5 and the Home. 

wick..... ............................ 50 
Church &ndFreethougbt. Franklin Steiner 10 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

tht> light of modern tbonght. F. D. 

A Tal~~,~~v:i<>: · ':Moi-'iai.ii ·A.: ':Roi>iiit'8<>n.: 50 

Illn~trated by A. Carey K. Jurist . . . . • 50 
Jingles &nd Prose; Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 

L G Reed ..................... ·.......... 15 
ltemodeling tbe Government. With Re

marks on the Bible &nd Liquor Busi
ness, the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
Willis.................................... 10 

Durm~ the year. other st&ndard Freethought 
·works Wlll be published &nd sent to subscribers 
&s the:y appear. · 

Yearly subscribers &t $8 receive &11 the numbers 
published in one ye&r. In ordering ple&ae s&:r 
whioh_ye&r is desired. 

Single numbers so!d &t prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

i!B L&f&:rette Pla.oo, New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO:U:BE, 

Price, J.O Cents. For sale &t this Ofll<J,, 

-With Husio Written to All the Bongs.

OoKPILBD Bll' L. K. WABliBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

Desirable Real Estate. 
FOB SALE 

AT ABOUT ONE· HALF V A.LUE. 
A small farm ef 10 acres 86 perches, loo&tfd 

within one and & half miles of Medi& county ~e&t 
&nd within four miles of Chester, Pa.. on the 
Delaware river. Several springs of soh w&tar 
good timber growing on the p)a.oo some ~'hoic~ 
a.pple &nd pear trbeS in fruiting condition. Honse 
&nd barn on $he pla.ce. but are old bulldiu:s. 
Within five minutes· walk of the r&i!ro&d station, 
9 miles from Phil&delJ1hi&. Trolley line between 
Medi& &nd Chester, Wlth less th&n five minutes 
walk. . . 

The place is specially welllooa.ted for & fiorist, 
&nd it would be & 1lne summer residence for one 
who would Put & modern hoase on it. Eight 
:rears &go the l&nd e.djoinlng sold for $618 per 
acre, &nd no l&nd near it h&a sold &Blow as th&t 
since. Several smaller places h&v.e sold &t $1,000 
~r &ere. The l&nd slopes toward the southwest, 
overlooking be&ntiful woodland scenery. 
THE PLACE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $8,600. 

Address W •. H., care TJm TBUTK SBD:EB. 

~ ................................... . 
1 ~~e !~l!!AD!91~~~! .. g~!f~~lr! ~ 
.l July lst. We will guarantee $20 to$SOperday .l 
t' can be easilr,tnade in anylccality; our goods f 
• ::~~rees~~~i~~ff peJi1lW8~na ~~yg~ r:on ~~ e e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Nay e 

J 
for fuHparticulars, or we wlll send with .l 
same a Valuable &:ample of our goods in f 
Solld Silver upon receiPt of 10 cents in e 
silver orsta.t11ps. Established in 1882. Ad· , 
dress, STANDAHD SILVERWARE 
()0., Bostan, Mass. .... ................................... . 

~~:I~~!M~~~~~~~'~J-~~~ 
a.&. DR,R.~FELLO\vs,· , 
__ where~a&'!,~adver......- \TluelaDdeK • .r. 

NOW READ THIS I 
Dr . .l!'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL and & very 

sucoessfulphysioia.n. He n&a treated DISEASE8 
OF MEN !or twentY ye&rs, a.nd his remedies are 
&nRntgrowth of thislon~r nraotioe. which Rhonl(l 
lrive oon1ldenoe ~ those &illiotedo 
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Ot J U \JC, \'1\ 't..NT. 

1'~\t..? U'? 
AND 

SETTLE 

'! ; 

SETTLING AN OLD ACCOUNT. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

~LLUSTRATEO 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poetical and the illustrations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette PI, New York. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 

But I say unto yon, That every idle word that men shall speak, they shall.giv account thereof in the day of jndg
ment.-Mat. xii, 36. 

This book IS just what its title implies-thum]l
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Ohristianit~: on *he world, showing 
what Chnstians have <lone to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a fa.lse pro ph At, that the gospels 
are not authentic, and that uu..:O,~ianit;t is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a real benefit to man. 

Price, 20 cents six for •1· 
A.ddre•• Tih: TRUTH BJIIJIIKlllB, 

NEw YoRK city pays more than one-half 
of the state's taxes. 

The British trades unionist~ in conven
tion at Cardiff, Wales, excluded the Social
ists. 

ENGLISH cricketers vanquished the All 
New York team in a game on Staten Island 
last week. 

THE cost of New York's police service 
for the coming year is estimated at 
$6,750,000. 

OwiNG to the action of the leather trust, 
the price of shoes is to be advanced from 
25c. to 50c. per pair this fall. 

SVEN LovEN, the Swedish naturalist, is 
dead at the age of 87. He was a nativ of 
Stockholm, in which city he died. 

THE accounts of Librarian Spofi'ord, of 
the national library at Washington, are in 
a tangle. He is about $7,000 short, 

THBEE h nndred dollars is now the tariff 
for Sabbath-breaking in New York city; 
selling liquor to children, $50 to $75. 

FIRE among the piers and warehouses of 
the BCJston and Albany railroad at Boston, 
on the 4th inst., caused a loss of $365,000. 

1HEODOBE DuRRANT, the young- man 
charged with the murder of two girls in 
Emanuel Baptist church, San Francisco, is 
now on trial. 

TwRNTY-NINE men are imprisoned in the 
Osceola copper mine at Houghton, Mich., 
which is afire, and there is said to be no 
hope of their release. 

THE American line steamsl:tip St Louis 
has been accepted by the United States 
government for ocean mail llervice. Her 
speed is 20 miles an hour. 

A MAN walked into the Paris bank of the 
Rothschilds on September 5th with a 
bomb, which he endeavored to light, but 
was prevented by the approach of an 
officer. He was arrested, 

BoMBs, arms, and Nihilist pamphlets 
hav been seized by the government at Cra
cow, Russia. These munitions of war 
were found, it is alleged, in the lodgings 
of members of a secret league. 

IN his report on the military expedition 
to Jackson's Hole, Brigadier-General Cop
pinger says that the Indians were blame
less, and that the rough element among 
the whites were responsible for the recent 
trouble. 

MA.JrY women were delegates to the 
Democratic convention of the new state of 
Utah, held September 5th. Among the 
candidates nominated for the supreme 
court was Thomas W. Young, a son of 
Brigham. 

BRIG.-GEN. AUGUST V. KAUTZ, u.s. A., 
died in Seattle, Wash,, on the 5th inst. 
General Kantz participated in the Mex
ican war and in the war of the Rebellion 
he was c~ptain of the Sixth U. S. cavalry. 
He was 67 years old. 

REPORTS of further massacres of Chris
tians come from China. The· Chinese 
authorities hav made several arrests, but 
it is not known whether the real offenders 
or their substitutes will be punished for 
the atrocities committed. 

IT is reported on the authority of Car
dinal Gibbons that Satolli, our papal able
gate, will be recalled to Rome. His rela
tions toward American Catholics will re
main the same, but he will mperintend 
their affairs at long range, 

A HUMANE society has been organized 
in tbis city with the object of effecting 
reform in the penal laws, including the 
abolition of the death penalty. Miss 
Katharine Stagg is president and Thad
dens B. Wakeman legal adviser. 

ONE of New York's park policemen re
cently stopped an En~lishwoman who rode 
her horse astride in Central Park. An ap
peal was taken to the higher authorities, 
who supported the woman in her right to 
sit her .horse any way she wanted to. 

THERE were but eighteen excise arrests 
in this city last Sunday. 'fhe saloons 
being closed, the detective and poli.:Je dis
ciplined themselvs by arresting the 
poverty-stricken hucksters who ward oft' 
starvation by selling suspenders and col
lar-buttons. 

THE Cubans report a battle with the 
Spaniards in which 600 of the invaders 
were killed. The Spaniards report the 
battle, but not the resnlt. The insurgents 
hav captured a fortress at Sa2:naseo, within 
sight of Santiago, the capital of the east 
divi8ion of Cuba. 

AN arson conspiracy has been unearthed 
by the police of Montreal. Some mer
chants and well-known citizens are impli
cated. The fires were set in order to 
swindle the insurance companies, and al
ready more than $1,000~000 worth of prop
erty .has been destroyea. 

THE Rev. William E. Hinshaw, pastor 
of the Methodist Episcopal church at Belle
ville, Ind., is on trial for the murder of 
his wife last January. It is charged that 
Hinshaw killed his wife because he was in 
love with another woman. The accused 
avers that she was shot by burglars. 

AT a Labor-day celebration at Terre 
Haute, Ind., United States Senator Voor
hees highly praised E. V. Debs, president 
of the Railroad Labor Union, denonnoed 
Judge Wood who condemned him, and 
declared that the conviction and imprison
ment of President Debs was unlawful. 

DEFENDER won the first of the aeries of 
international races between 90-foot sloop 
yachts, last Saturday, in the waters out
side New York: harbor, beating her com
petitor, the English yacht Valkyrie, more 
than eight minutes over a thirty-mile 
course. The wind was light, and supposed 
to be most favorable to the English boat. 

A woMAN jumped from the suspension 
bridge between New York and Brooklyn 
last Saturday. She committed this fool
hardy act in order to get a place as a curi
osity iJ;I. the dime :museums, and so contrib· 
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nte to the support of her family, out touud 
herself in custody charged with attempt
ing suicide. She was fined $5. The bridge 
is about 150 feet high. 

AT Specht's Ferry, on the Mississippi, 
near Dubuque, Ia., a boy named Latshaw, 
who was firmg a pistol, missed the target, 
and the bullet entered a cellar and ex 
ploded 600 pounds of dynamite which was 
stored there. The house was blown to 
splinters, and the five inmates includ
ing the boy's parents and a brother and a 
sister, were killed. 

DR. FoRBES WINSLow, the English spe
cialist, now in this country, is authority for 
the statement that the Whitechapel mnr· 
derer known as Jack the Ripper has been 
ident1fied, arrested, and confined in a 
lunatic asylum at Broadmoor, just outside 
of London. He is a religions fanatic, who, 
something like our Parkhurst, imagined it 
was his duty to remove the social blot from 
the face of the earth. His victims were 
pro11titu.tes. 

'l'HE .l:ttlpuouoau l:ltate League conven
tion at Binghamton last week adopted res
olutions affirming belief in the "Amer
ican Sabbath," and commending the 
enforcement of the Sunday law. At the 
Chemung County Democlatic convention, 
Senator David B. Hill delivered a great 
"personal liberty" speech, in which the 
excise reformers were denounced as fanat
ics, and all citizens exhorted to rally in the 
name of freedom from blue laws. It will 
be perceived that there is political pur
pose in the present Sunday-closing cru
sade. 

"HI<JA VEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Servant of the Lora Jesus 0hr1.st.) 
P<~.por, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Oloth, (octavo), 375 pagesbspocial to re&.ders of 
thi• journal, only 25 cents, y mail, prepaid. 

Send for descnptiv catalogue of Swedenborg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing:]Lnd Publisb
inlil' Society, 20 Cooper Union, New York. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTH SEEKEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
...VEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same. we 1oill send free a copy 
of the FnEETmNKEn's PIOTOBIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
·COVers (price TWO DOLLABS) 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PIOTOBIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnes; ~L J Church's 
claim to being a divine ancl ";] cfirent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations 
with copious citatiOn& of .1!-,acts, History, Statistics: 
and Opinions of Scholar& to maintain the argument 
of the Artist. The I: esigna are by WATSON HEsToN 
and include a portrait of thE> designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : or those r~presenting 
"'nole Sam ud the :Priaata there are 16 J represent-

THE DOOM OF PRIESTCRAFT. 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6 ; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The ~rd and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:ller cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving :five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Induce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBT.H FOB THREE DOLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if· it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ff:ort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, <&nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
set it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES, 
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as

sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it 1s very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany thd credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as 8 portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.li'reethinkers' 
.Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly ~s texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapow. against Christianity and the churoh 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

What a New Subscriber, Who Has Received His 
Pictorial Text-Book, Says of It. 

LAMAn, Mo., May 8, 1895. 
EDITOB TBUTB SEEKEB: The "Freethinker's Pic

torial Text-Book" is received, and after a careful 
examination of the work I unhesitatingly pronounce 
it one of the most impressiv Freethought works 
ever issued from the press. It will indeed " corner 
th,e parson" and all his flock, and I shall take great 
pleasure in showing the book to my orthodox 
friends. As a reference book it is invaluable, and 
it should :find a place in every Freethinker's library. 

Respectfully, W. F. BRILEY. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send Tm: TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most mag~cent work eve.r 
issued by the Freethought Press. · 140 Half Tone Engravmgs of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUND:ruw YEABs OF FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with t?e br~htest geni~, radi!'nt with the most spl~ndid poetry, 
rich with the greatest mventions and discoveries, and ennobled With freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 

"pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human lights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatecJt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• FOIJR HIJNDRED YE.l.RS OF FREETHOIJGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGE~. 

AN.D .1! URZHER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will o:ffer To the New Subscrtbers as a Premium, l>ost 
free, a copy in boards of 

THK GREATMT BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
0/dTestament Stories Comically Illustrated Bb::S~1'.S:N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 
BELL~ HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap. BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we caU atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get· a good 
deal for their money: · 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Medimval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Laiug. 75 cents, 

Formallion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. B_y Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Urime~nd Science and Poetry..._ with 
other essays. .tSy Andrew Wilson, F . .n.S.E. 
Two books in one volnme. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
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All Pretense. 
" As to the observance of the Sabbath, I believe it 

should be kept as a day of rest and quiet, as a holy day, 
for this seems necessary to the upbnilding of the nation, 
and for the instillation of a proper respect and reverence 
on this day, which is especi~~olly set apart for religions 
·worship. This I hav always preached in my own dio
ccese.' 

'' ' Do yon, then, believe that a proper observance of 
· the Sabbath implies total abstinence?• 

•• That is what I hav urged in Baltimore. I believe 
:the day should be given up to the uplifting of the heart 
·.to the Oreator.' "-Oardinal Gibbons, in an Interview. 

By this time every person not wholly blinded by 
1prejudice or self· interest should be able. to see that 
ithe demand for a. day of "rest" is a. false pre
tense, that the Sunday-law movement would never 
ha.v been heard of had it not been for the desire of 
the priesthood to monopolize the day. The Roman 
prelate wants a day of "rest and quiet," a holy day, 
and he wants this because it is necessary for " the 
instillation of a proper respect and reverence on 
this day," which is "set apart for religious worship." 
He wants this day to be "given up to the uphft
ing of the heart to the creator." Who is interterlng 
with the cardinal's right to so use the first day of 
the week ! He can hold as many services as he 
·chooses. Freedom of religious assembly is amply 
.Protected. He can celebrate mass, ha.v all the 
solemn music he wishes, preach, hear confessions, 
:administer extreme un•·tion, bury the dead, and en
;ga.ge in all the other " duties" which his church 
imposes. But, to judge from his talk and that of his 
Protestant fellow-conspirators, one would ima.gin 
that the law forbids him and them to worship on 
Sunday. As this is the farthest possible remove 
from the truth, the question forces itself upon our 
attention, What is he and what are they growling 
about! The answer is right at hand. They are 
disgusted and angry because they cannot always, 
as the laws are now, force all .other people to use 
Sunday for purposes of "religious worship," to up
lift their hearts " to the creator " in the way accept
able to the priests and preachers. They feel out
raged because they find some who dispute their 
autho:dty to rob the people of one-seventh of their 
time. That is the hard, cold fact. Their liberty is 
not in danger, but they are determined to murder 
the liberty of their neighbors. In other words, 
they are priests, the enemies of mankind. 

The One Conclusiv "Argument" of the Theocrat. 
Our readers will find some highly interesting and 

very significant matter on page 599 The attack 
on THE TRUTH SEEKER there reproduced appeared 
in both the Christian Reformer and the Christian 
Stot.tesman of August 31st. These papers are the 
representative of the Reformed Presbyterian (Cov
enanter) church and the National Reform Associa
tion (God-in-the-Constitution party). They stand 
for the extreme opposit of every principle of Free
thought and Secularism. To the activity of that 
Association, its newspaper organs, and its lecturing 
and legisla.tiv agents is to be attributed, in a. very 
great degree, the Revival of Puritanism that is now 
sweeping like a. prairie fire over the whole country. 
The Association is the logical and dynamic heart 
and soul of the Sa.bba.ta.ria.n and allied movements. 
Behind and to the right and left of this, the center 
corps of the army of reaction, are deployed all the 
other forces rallied for the overthrow of the secular 
republic and the assassination of civil liberty and jus
tice. Where it leads, they follow as reserves and 
supports, some very close to the front, others farther 
removed, but all with one goal in view-the sup 
pression of Freethought, the establishment of the 
Christian theocracy. 

Unlike the .Reformer and Statesman, TirE TRUTH 
SEEKER does nob fear to let its readers see what can 
be said on the otb,er side. The Editor is convinced 
that he could not possibly fill the space occupied by 
the reprint with anything that could do more to 
awaken Liberals of all shades of belief to a. realiza
tion of the i~minence of the danger threatened by 
the rapid spread of theocratic ideas. It is beyond 
possibility of reasonable ·dispute that the Free
thinker will find himself bound and gagged if the 
present crusade continues much longer to gain in 
popularity and strength. The utterances of the 
Christian .Reformer and Christian Statesman show 
clearly at what points the attacks on us are to be 
made. The boast of Anthony Comstock is to be 
made good-Freethought publications are to be 
"stamped out" under the pretext that argument 
against and ridicule of Christianity are "in de" 
cent" and immoral; and it is to be contended that 
"blasphemy" is immoral because the enemies of 
free speech and press and mails know that they 
cannot suppress THE TRUTH SEEKER and other 
legitimate Freethought papers on the ground 
that they are " obscene" and " indecent" . in the 
usual meaning of those words. The careless masses 
must be fooled into believing that "blasphemy" is 
corrupting and a. menace to "society." In addition 
to this method of suppression, the theocrats will 
employ the blasphemy laws now slumbering in the 
statute books of a. few of the sta.telil, and enact simi
lar or more stringent ones in the remaining states. 

SPECIMEN SOPHISTRIES AND UNSUPPORTED ASSERTIONS. 

Now let· us glance briefly at some of the asser
tions of the theocratic editors. In one paragraph 
we are told that of course we can " see nothing of 
immorality in the blasphemies against God and 
Christ" with which THE TRUTH SEEKER is. said to 
abound each week, but in a. subsequent paragraph 
the question is asked, "Do not the souls of these 
blasphemers shudder when they think of their aw
ful responsibility to a. tribunal, not human, before 
which they shall one day stand!" Only this ques
tion is required in answer to that: If we see nothing 
wrong in the cartoons and arguments named, why 
should our souls shudder at the prospect of some
time standing before a. tribunal, not human, pro
vided it is a. just one 1 But these gentlemen are so 
fanatical in their belief that they seem to be unable 
to understand that what are awful realities to them 

are only myths and legends to others. We do not 
attack "God "-for we know absolutely nothing of 
such a. being-but the ideas of a. god held by our 
Christian and othet- Theistic opponents. It is pass
ing strange that apparently sane and educated 
men cannot perceive so clear a. distinction as this. 
We see in Jesus Christ, if such a. person lived, only a. 
man struggling as we all do with the wrc.ngs of the 
world and the limitations of his own nature. We 
laugh at the claim that he was the son of God by a. 
Jewish virgin, just as the Christian scouts the 
claims made for other virgin-born saviors by those 
who ha.v been educated to believe in them. There 
is far less reason for believing that Jesus was a. 
demi-god than there is for holding that certain 
things should be done in the full of the moon and 
other things in the first quarter, and yet we pre
sume that these Christians do not think that they 
will ha.v to answer at the "tribunal, not human," 
for laughing at the latter superstition. Why can 
they not cOm!Jrehend and concede that we are as 
sincere in our skepticism as they are in theirs! Is 
it impossible for them to grasp the idea. that there 
may be honest differences of opinion on the subject 
of religion, even to the extent that some shall reject 
all the pretensions made for all the teleological and 
"revealed" systems? As to ridiculing the "Word" 
of " God," our critics should know by this time 
that we attack the Bible, not as the word of any 
god, but as the production of fallible men-a. work 
falsely claimed to be of divine origin! We say that 
it is fin. imperfect work, and hence could not hav 
been written by a. perfect being. The task of the 
Christian is to show that the Bible is perfect, not 
to prosecute its careful examiners for" blasphemy.·• 
All heresy and blasphemy laws are in reality laws 
to punish dissenters from the accepted opinions of 
the dominant power. Not discovering any evidence 
of the existence of a. god, seeing in Jesus only a 
human reformer at most, and believing that the 
Bible is a. collection of books written in different 
ages by many men of vastly varying degrees of intel
ligence and goodness, itlogica.lly follows that we are 
not attacking or "blaspheming" either the God, the 
Christ, or the Word. Our criticisms are directed 
against what we conceive to be the unfounded be
liefs of our fellow men and women, and these criti
cisms are no more "blasphemous" than are their 
criticisms of our beliefs. We hav just ad much right 
to prosecute the Presbyterian Covenanters and the 
God in-the-Constitution party as they ha.v to prose
cute us-that is, none at all. When men become so 
stupid or so knavish as to set up the claim that their 
opinions concerning gods, and saviors, and holy 
books and days, are the laws of an infinit God, it is 
time that their pretensions and their creeds were 
laughed at and argued against and antagonized in 
every other legitimate way. · 

BLASPHEMY UNKNOWN TO OUR CONSTITUTION. 

The stuff which the Christian editors quote from 
Judge Cooley (the first paragraph quoted) is are-' 
flection of the old common-law opinion of "blas
phemy," an opinion which was logical and in place 
in the time when church and state were united, but 
which has no relevancy in this age and in a country 
where church and state are constitutionally sepa
rate. It is quite probable that the theocrats per
ceive this as clearly as we do,· and this is why they 
are straining every nerve and exhausting every re
source in the endeavor to put a Christian amend
ment into the Constituti(jn, and thus make church 
and state practically one, and that one the church. 
Referring to the origin of blasphemy laws, and 
noting the discrimination in favor of" controversy 
among learned disputants," made by Judge Cooley 
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in the second excerpt from his " Constitutional 
Limitations," Judge Parker, of Kentucky, in an 
opinion in a blasphemy prosecution, handed down 
in July, 1894, said: 

"Under this constitution [Kentucky's] no form of re
ligion can claim to be under the special guardianship of 
the law. The common law of England, whence our law 
of blasphemy is derived, did hav a certain religion under 
its guardianship, and this religion was part of the law. 
The greatest concession made to religious liberty was the 
right of learned persons to decently debate upon contro
verted points. The essence of the law against blasphemy 
was that the offense, like apostasy and heresy, was against 
religion, and it was to uphold the established church, and 
not in any sense to maintain good order, that there was a 
law against blasphemy. The most superficial examina
tion of the chapter in Blackstone treating of offenses 
against God and religion, must convince any mind that 
the sole aim and object of these laws was to preserve the 
Christian faith, as it was then understood and accepted by 
the established church. · It may seem to us that the pun
ishments for these offenses were severe in the time of 
Bl!lckstone, but they had then been greatly mitigated, as 
the stake and fagot had been of but too frequent use in 
propagating what was deemed to be the true religion. 
Even Blackstone complains that the definition of heresy 
had been too uncertain, and that the subject had been 
liable to be burnt for what he had not understood to be 
heresy until it was decided to be so by the ecclesiastical 
judge who interpreted the canonical scriptures. To deny 
any one of the persons of the trinity, ox to allege that 
there were more gods than one, was a heresy and was 
punished in the same manner as apostasy. 

"Blasphemy is a crime grown from the sBme parent 
stem as apostasy and heresy. It is one of a class of 
offenses delligaed for the same general purpose the fos
tering and protecting of a religion accepted by' the state 
as the tme religion, whose precepts and te.aets it was 
thought all good subjects should observe. In the code 
of law~ of a country enjoying absolute religious freedom 
there 18 no place for the common-law crime of blasphemy. 
Unsuited to the spirit of the ag1:1, its enforcement would 
be in contravention of the constitution of this state and 
this crime must be considered a stranger to the la~s of 
Kentucky." 

This is the American position, the Nineteenth cen
tury position, THE TRUTH SEEKER's position. The 
Christian Reformer, et at., wish to take their law 
from the ages of persecution, from the nations 
where there was a state church, and this proves 
that they are working for a state church, that they 
are ready and eager to persecute. 

Drs. McAllister and George, Rev. Mr. Wiley, and 
the rest of the staffs of the two theocratic papers, 
should know that what they hav quoted from 
Cooley is wholly out of place in a state having a 
modern, a civilized system of jurisprudence. The 
definition of " blasphemy " there given is in the 
language of men who believed that rejection, or 
even mild criticism, of their beliefs was a willful 
attack upon God himself and all that was worth 
preserving in the moral universe. They put them
selva in the place of their deity, and imprisoned, 
hung, quartered, and burned men and women in 
his name and for a criticism of themselvs, which 
they falsely said were criticisms of him. The Free
thinker does not speak "evil of the deity" ; but he 
shows the childishness and barbarousness of men's 
conceptions of what they call the deity. He does 
not engage in this work "with an impious purpose 
to derogate from the divine majesty," for of that he 
knows no more than do the Christians, but rather 
he speaks to rebuke the unworthy views which the 
latter entertain regarding what they are pleased to 
call God. He is not trying " to alienate the minds 
of others from the love and reverence of God," but 
to express his own convictions, and to lead others 
to think for themselvs concerning the cosmos and 
the phenomena of life. Only the most besotted 
superstition could lead a jurist to say that the Free
thinker "purposely" uses words "concerning the su
preme being calculated to impair and destroy the 
reverence, respect, and confidence due to him as 
the intelligeBt creator, governor, and judge of the 
":orld." For the ~r~ethinker, the supreme being 
pictured by the Chnstian does not exist, and hence 
he cannot deliberately set himself to work ~o de
stroy the ~aspect given him as the creator, gover
nor, and Judge of the world. He recognizes the 
existence of no such being, and therefore cannot at
tack him. This should be self-evident. Whatever 
if any, deity he worships, he does not laugh at 0 ; 

criticise. This, too, should be self-evident. The, 
to him, unfounded beliefs of others are what he re-
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jects, just as the Christian rejects the, to him, un- the vengeance that will be meted. out to us when 
founded beliefs of the "pagan" and "heathen." the Sabbatarian has the satisfaction of his desires 

for he has often informed the world that disregard 
of the Lord's Day will of itself bring down the mer
ciless wrath of heaven upon this unhappy land. 

CANNOT SLANDER MYTHS. 

It is the hight oHolly to accuse one of deliberately 
trying to calumniate a man or a god whom one 
does not believe to exist. Could Dr. McAllister 
slander the Man in the Moon if he did not believe 
there were such a being? And yet is it not easily 
conceivable that in a country where the people be
lieved in the Man in the Moon Dr. McAllister would 
be prosecuted for blasphemy if he argued against 
or ridiculed the attributes given to that mythical 
personage 'I The man, lawyer or preacher or editor, 
who asserts that the Rationalist makes a "willful 
and malicious attempt to lessen men's reverence of 
God by denying" the accuracy of other men's con
ceptions of him is foolish -to the verge of imbecil
ity, and when he pleads for a law to punish the 
"blasphemer," he is a criminal in intention, and 
lacks only the opportunity to bt~ a criminal in fact. 
And yet these champions of violence hav tbe audac
ity. to say t~at to differ from them in opinion, to 
smile at anment legends, and protest against savage 
creeds, is to sap "the foundations of society and of 
public order." "Society" must be kept as it is, 
though to prevent the expression of heresy involves 
the shedding of rivers of blood. " Public order" 
must be maintained, by which it is meant that the 
Christian majority must see to it that the expres
sion of differing opinions be ruthlessly crushed 
out. That is what the church has always done 
when she had the necessary power, and that is what 
the theocrats will do in the United States if our 
people do not arouse themselvs in time. The arti
cle we hav quoted is fair notice of their desire and 
intention. 

It is asserted that "the manifest and indisputable 
purpose " of THE TRTUH SEEXER "is to derogate from 
the character and attributes of God." That this is 
manifestly and indisputably false we hav already 
shown; but supposing, for the s!lke of argument, it 
were true-what then Y Who gave the Covenanter 
~~ters authority to speak for God or to punish 
m his name? If, as they assert, he is infinit in 
knowledge and power, what do they suppose he 
c~es for t.he adverse opinions of such comparativly 
microscopical creatures as Freethinkers, or needs of 
the assistance of such microbes as Christians? Do 
they think that he is going to burn us forever be
cause we do not believe that the Bible tells the 
truth when it says that he ordered the indiscrimi
nate slaughter of the Midianites, with the exception 
of the young women, who were given to the sol
diers; or that he will thank them for insisting that 
he did order this and scores of other atrocities to 
be committed! It is merely a futil attempt to ob
scure the issue when these minister-editors assever
ate that THE TRUTH SEBKER manifests "a venomous 
spite at the name that is above every name." They 
know ~hat we hav nothing to do with that name (if 
there IS such a name) in itself considered; we are· 
c~lled to examin only the arguments and preten
siOns of the Christian apologists, and it is our ven
tilation of these that constitutes our "blasphemy" 
and makes THE TRUTH BEEKER "low vile and vul-

" . . ' ' gar m the s~ght of the theocrats. This paper is 
"vile" because it is "contumelious and profane"· 
that is, because it does not accept the authority of 
the Bible and its self-elected guardian, the church. 
But as to the charge of "vulgarity," radical differ
ence of opinion does not excuse that. 2 hat assault 
is made to create prejudice against it in the minds 
of those who are not familiar with its character. 
TH~ TRUTH SEu:u is never vulgar, in which particu
lar It presents a refreshing contrast to the Bible. 

WHY THE TRUTH SEEKER IS HAT.II:D. 

How desperately the Christian hates Freethought, 
and how perverted are his moral sentiments, is 
shown by the declaration of the Statesman and the 
Reformer that THE TBUTH S:a::a:KlliB is "more outra
geously shocking and more disastrous to the wel
fare of society," within the limit of its influence 
than eit~er the saloon, the desecration of Sunday: 
or gambling and lotteries. When even "Sabbath 
profanation" is ranked below THE TRUTH BEEKER in 
capacity to fit men for hell, we may begin to see 
ourselvs as the theocrats see us and to anticipate 

This paper is not amenable to the Comstock 
pos.tallaw as it i~, but there hav been many attempts 
to mcorporate m the law the word " disgusting," 
the bigots foreseeing that it would be easy then to 
get juries who would bring in a verdict against any 
Free thought paper; for to the average Christian all 
criticism of his beliefs is "disgusting," and he is so 
unfamiliar with or defiant of the principles of jus
tice that he would be eager to suppress whatever 
did not suit his taste. If the friends of a free press 
and mails are not instantly vigilant, in season and 
out of season, the law will yet be made a drag-net 
for the capture of all classes of dissenters. " The 
.movement in favor of ignorance" is pushed forward 
by men who are zealous, aggressiv, and unscrupu
lous. They hav no intention to be merciful to an 
unpopular minority, nor to concede the right of the 
Freethinker to propagate his views in his own way, 
as they demand and exercise untrammeled the right 
to propagate theirs. In fact, there is nothing to 
show that they would permit him to propagate his 
views in any way. 

It is high testimony to the efficient work of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER that it has been selected by the the
ocrats as the especial object of their vengeance. 
This is not because we are more "blasphemous" 
than other Liberal papers in the United States, for 
we hav not been more " contumelious and profane" 
than the rest, but it is because we hav antagonized 
the theocrats' treasonable schemes persistently, sys
tematically, and without exception. We hav met 
them at every point and exposed their false pre
tenses and sophistical arguments. Until this time 
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the only Liberal paper that 
has shattered the "rest" mask of the Sabbatarians 
and forced them into the open to fight for Sunday 
laws frankly in the interest of the church. We hav 
been alone in showing that in order to giv the 
laborer a day of rest it is not necessary to enslave 
him and everyone else on Sunday. So far as our 
spac_e and the information at hand would permit, 
we hav kept our readers informed regarding the 
aggressions, attempted and accomplished, of the 
church and its allies. We hav directly appealed to 
othe.r Liberal papers to do likewise, but there has 
not been the intelligent and hearty co-operation 
that we expected and that the exigencies of the sit
uation demanded. It is clear, therefore, that the 
theocrats hav been quicker to perceive the tendency 
and effect of THE TRUTH SEEKER's work than hav in 

. t ' some ms ances, the Liberals themselvs. But, as 
Patrick Henry said, we must hang together or hang 
separately. It is no longer altogether a question 
of Higher Criticism or of Jonah and the whale· and 
while not in any degree losing sight of the R~tion
alistic propaganda, it is very necessary that we
all of us-understand that there will soon be no 
liberty of propaganda of any kind unless we meet 
an~ check the organized forces of ecclesiasticism. 
This is not a holiday parade-not simp1y a question 
of now and then an article against the notion of 
Sunday sacredness. The vindictiv attack upon 
THE TRUTH BEEKER by the Christian Statesman and 
Christian Reformer is the proof, if such proof were 
needed, that the campaign we hav conducted for 
years has been and is effectiv. 

It may be, indeed, that the " sentiment of the coun
try is rising" for our suppression and that of "kin
dred mor~l evils"-such as spending Sunday as one 
prefers; It may be that "society shall be purged from 
the contamination" of our presence and that of 
other outspoken Freethinkers; but we wish to tell 
the Rev. Dr. McAllister that every :flood-tide has its 
ebb, and that tpe church, triumphant as she seems 
to-day in the halls of legislation and in the police 
courts, possesses not a tithe of the absolute author
ity that was hers when she ruled Europe with 
thumbscrew and rack and stake. She of to-day 
must not be too sure that the world is hers. She 
can carry her insolence and cruelty too far for even 
the easy-going American. Our people haT thought 
tha~ church and state were two because the Consti
tutiOn said they should be two, but some know bet-
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ter now, and more will on the morrow of the night 
when she sets herself seriously and without disguise 
to the suppre~sion of heresy. After that she may not 
be even one, or one as the church is. in Mexico, in 
France, and in Italy, the subject of the very civil 
power that she sought to use for the burlesquing 
ofjustice and the crushing of freedom. Let her 
b.e:ware ; repuhe will follow invasion as surely as 
men love liberty and hate slavery. Let her be con
ten~ with the equal opportunity granted and guar
anteed by the Constitution. More she has gotten by 
fraud, and more she still may get and hold for a time 
by fraud and force, but her triumph cannot last. The 
i.nevitable reaction will come, and then she will owe 
it only to the greater sense of justice in her foes if 
she retains even that which is rightfully hers. Let 
her remember the words of her own fetich book, 
that " pride goeth before destruction, and an 
haughty spirit before a fall." 

"A new religion has been started in Hillsboro, Til. 
Well, why not? This is a free country and Illinois suck
ers, dreamers, or frauds hav as good a right to invent a 
new religion as Luther, Oalvin, Henry VIti, or any of 
the other hundreds of inventors of the new religions that 
so abonnd."-Oatholic Union and 'limes. 

By an oversight excusable under the circum
stances, Father . Cronin omits to include in his list 
of inventors the artificers of the Christian religion 
and the patentees of the Roman division thereof. 

T.De Witt Talmage says that the beauties of the 
anci~nt city of Corinth can be described, but that the 
beauties of heaven cannot be described,. This is 
manifestly true, contrary to the rule in the case of 
Mr. Talmage's utterances. Corinth was a real city 
and there are some historical records pertaining to 
it; then what we lack of detail we can supply from 
our knowledge of other cities. On the other hand, 
we hav no credible information regarding heaven. 
In a word, Corinth was on earth; heaven is in 
dreamland. 

On ·August 29th William Conlin, a manufacturer, 
at Camden, N.J., tried to murder his son, who is his 
partner. "He says that he has received orders 
from God to kill his son and, while he is sorry that 
he must do so, he has to obey the divine ordinance." 
Is it probable that. his insanity would hav taken 
that form if he had not read the stories of Abra
ham's purposed sacrifice of his son Isaac and J eph
thah's accomplished sacrifice of his daughter? Why 
do Christians praise Abraham for his great faith in 
and obedience to God and send William Conlin to 
the insane asylum? Who but the most supersti
tiously stupid believe that 'Abraham was any more 
under the guidance of God than is William Conlin? 
The New Jersey manufacturer talked with God just 
as much as did the Arab patriarch. 

Cardinal Gibbons says tP,at he is glad to see the 
Sunday law enforced in this city "because it is 
£rOOd for the law." Ah, then, it is for the law' 
sake that it is enforced? This explains what is 
meant by the demand for the enforcement of law 
"because it is law." The "law" can be kept in good 
he~lth and spirits only by rigorously enforcing it. 
If it is allowed to fall into desuetude it pines and 
dies. However, there are those who say that the 
surest way to kill a bad law is to enforce it. Car
dinal.Gibbons, it seems, thinks that to enforce it is 
the best way to nourish and strengthen it, and we 
confess that we believe that he is right. That does 
appear to be the effect in a nation ·of fetich wor
shipers, wh9re people imagin that law should over
ride justice. We want no enforcement of Sunday 
statutes and similar enactments if enforcement is 
"good for the law." Human dignity and liberty 
require that such a course shall be pursued as will 
be bad for all laws of the kind. 

Samuel P. Putnam landed in this city from the 
American line steamship Paris about riine o'clock 
last Sunday forenoon, Septemb~r 15th. He is in 
splendid health and spirits, after his four months' 
campaigning in the United Kingdom. He likes the 
Freethinkers over there, says they all treated him 
excellently, and he hopes to see them again on their 
nativ heaths and will be greatly pleased to welcome 
any of them who may find their way to this side of 
the salt-water reservoir. What they thought of 
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him and what kind of a "send-off" they gave him on 
the return voyage, may be judged from this report 
of his last meeting, which we quote from the Lon
don .Freethinker of September 8th: 

"Mr. S. P. Putnam delivered his farewell lecture at 
the Foresters' Hall on Sunday evening. Considering the 
wonderful weather, and the difficulty in organizing for a 
fresh meeting-place, there was a very gratifying attend
ance. Mr. Foote took the chair, and made a brief speech 
in introducing the lecturer. Mr. Putnam was accorded a 
most enthusiastic reception. He was in first-rate form, 
and his discourse wa~ both inBtructiv and entertaining. 
It was followed with close attention and evident pleasure. 
At the close our American visitor had ·quite an ovation, 
the audience cheering lustily and unanimously, many 
rising to their feet, the men waving h 1ts and the ladies 
handkerchiefs. Mr. Foote wound up the proceedings. 
with a farewell to the lecturer in the name of the Free
thinkers of England. This elicited another outburst of 
applause, and the meeting came to an ideal conclusion, 
with plenty of hearty hand-shaking and fervent good
speeds." 

Mr. Putnam will now devote his energies to the 
work of preparation for the Annual Congress of 
the Free thought -Federation and American Secular 
Union, calla~ to convene in this city on October 
25th and continue in session three days. As. all 
our readers know, Mr. Putnam is president of the 
joint association, and will be sure to do all he can 
to make the Convention a practical success and the 
national organization an immovable sea-wall against 
the in-rushing waves of theocracy. Let us all take 
hold and help him with earnest sympathy, with en
lightened appreciation of the imperativ demands of 
the hour, and with the pecuniary means for edu
cation and defense. Welcome home, Samuel P. 
Putnam, poet, oratQr, h:istorian, and champion of 
equal liberty. 

-------------------
We strive to be courteous in debate and to avoid 

what might be called intemperance of language. 
:But is it intemperate to call a· liar a liar? It is this 
doubt that always makes it so much a matter of 
discretion, in dealing with the utterances of minis
ters, particularly when the ministers are engaged in 
attacks upon Infi.lels and Infidelity, whether the 
speakers shall be so characterized or not. They 
certainly commit with great frequency the offense 
which makes the term appropriate. The Kansas 
City (Mo.) Journal of September 9th has a con
densed report of a sermon by the Rev. E. N. Allen, 
pastor of the First Cumberland Presbyterian church 
of that city, the subject being "Infidelity: Is it a 
Blessing or a Curse?" Here is a sample of his 
assertions : 

"Outside the gates of Jerusalem, nineteen centuries 
ago, on a slight eminence, in appeartnce remarkably 
like a skull, a mob of Infidels and blasphemers murdered 
in cold blood an innocent Man. Of course, at the time 
they were wor]ted up to a bent of fury, but it was in eold 
blood they laid their secret plans by which he was to be 
taken, condemned, and executed." 

Could mendacity, even pulpit mendacity, be at 
once more stupid and malignant than that? Grant
ing, for the argument's sake, the substantial accu
racy of the gospel narrativ of the accusation and 
death of Jesus, and there is in it not a single state
ment upon which to base the charge that the 
enemies of Jesus were Infidels or blasphemers. Not 
only were they not Infidels in the sense in which we 
now employ the term, but they were not infidels in 
the sense of disloyalty to or disbelief in the creeds 
of their time and country. They were orthodox 
Jews, anxious to preserve their inherited faith from 
the contamination of heresy. If there was an Infi
del or blasphemer concerned in the tragedy, it was 
the victim, Jesus himself, and the Rev. Mr. Allen 
knows this perfectly well. All that he said on this 
point was a deliberate attempt to make use of the 
ignorant prejudices of his congregation for the pur
pose of intensifying their fear and hatred of the 
Infidel by making his skepticism retroactiv in effect 
and therefore responsible for the murder of their 
"savior." There is no other possible explanation 
of the utterances of this minister, for. to suppose 
that he has erred through ignorance or dullness is 
to suppose him actually imbecil, and it is not con
ceivable that such an incapable should occupy even 
a Cumberland Presbyterian pulpit. 

·An excitable and disconnected editor asserts that 
TBlll TRUTH S:m:muB holds that a man who loathes 
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intoxicants and tobacco loses sight of the "funda
mental priiiciple" of Liberalism. This is because 
we said in our remarks on the life and death of 
Professor Cook: 

"Only once, so far as the knowledge of the writer of 
this extends, did he lose sight for a time of the funda
mental principle, and that was when his intense loathing 
of intoxicants and tobacco led him to temporarily ally 
himself wi.th the Prohibitionists." 

Probably no person in the United States but the 
excitable and disconnected editor aforesaid has a 
thiriking machine so out of gear as to permit him 
to torture out of that perfectly plain statement the 
affirmation that the man who is opposed to drink
ing alcoholic liquors and using tobacco is false to 
the fundamental principle of Liberalism. May not 
a person's intense feeling against a certain habit or 
belief lead him to advocate methods of antagonizing 
it that are contrary to the principles of the philos. 
ophy which he professes---"and this without in the 
slightest degree discrediting the justifiableness of 
the feeling against .such habit or belief? To say 
that the forcible suppression of the church would be 
a :flagrant violation of the principles of Liberalism 
is not equivalent to saying that disbelief in church 
dogmas· and hatred of church methods are incom
patible with the acceptance of Liberalism. We 
hav no more made an "argument for the liquor 
traffic" when protesting against sumptuary laws than 
we hav made an argument for Catholicism when op
posing proscription of Catholics, or Seventh-Day Ad
ventism when we hav denounced the persecution 
of Adventists. The simple truth is, ·this excitable 
and disconnected editor is so unfortunately organ
ized that he cannot reason at all by comparison. 
Added to this the fact that not so very long since 
he tumbled helter-skelter into the Infidel and Pro
hibitionist propaganda without any previous ac
quaintance with the logical demands of Freethought 
and Liberalism, and we hav an adequate explanation 
of his utter failure to understand that the Free
thinker is the last mm in the world who should 
advocate resort to the law for the curing of mental, 
moral, and social ills. Let the church hav andre
tain the monopoly of proscription and persecution ; 
she has been using those weapons for centuries, and 
by using them she has bungled and butchered 
every reform movement that has fallen under her 
baneful influence. Cannot the excitable and dis
connected editor get even a glimmering and tran
sient perception of the fact that veteran Liberals 
may venture to differ with him as to methods with
out being enemies of the Improvements which he is 
vainly trying to advance by fury and force? He 
talks about anti-prohibitionists " encouraging the 
liquor traffic." If a law should be enacted impris
oning all preachers and we should oppose the law 
as contrary to the genius of Freethought and a 
cruel invasion of person, there is little doubt that 
he would rush into print with the assertion· that we 
were "encouraging 11 Christianity. If he did not it 
woul!l be because he finds it. iinpossible to be con
sistent in his inconsistency. 

A few weeks ago we sent notices to those of our 
subscribers who were indebted to us on their sub
scription account, and we are glad to say that a 
great many of them kindly responded with prompt
ness. There are many, however, from whom we 
hav as yet had noword, and to them we address 
these appealing remarks. We want some money, 
and want it badly, else we wouldn't say anything 
about it. But the cost of getting out the paper 
has to be paid regularly, and it takes a good deal 
of cash. So we again ask those whose thne has ex
pired to make an effort to renew their subscriptions 
now-at once-right off-so we can hav the where
withal to pay some bills that are due. We owe 
some people, other people owe us. If other people 
will pay us, we can pay some people ; and then 
everybody will be happy. (Quod erat demonstran
dum.) It is very unpleasant to be short of funds 
with a great deal more owed us than we owe, but 
that is our fix now, and hence this reminder to those 
who forgot to respond· to the notice. We dislike 
to, mention this matter, but Necessity has no fel
lowship with Squeamishness, and we hav to do it. 
We need the money. 
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News and Notes. 

I hav the pleasure of another visit with Prof. 
Edwin Johnson, and this time we take a stroll over 
Hampstead Heath This park is nearly as large as 
Central Park, and consists of hil1, forest, and lakes, 
which present a charming variety. In fact, it seems 
more like being in the country on Hampstead 
Heath than in any other place I hav visited in 
Loncion. The views are wilder and more secluded. 
The air of cultivation is not ro apparent. The 
neighborhood is both ancient and rural. There is 
the old hotel, and the chair in which Queen Vic
toria sat when she was a young lady and was in 
danger of an accid~nt from restiv horses on the 
steep Hampstead hill; and in this chair she recov
ered her nerves and equanimity. Since then the 
chair has been held sacred, and the tavern preserves 
its aristocratic dilapidation. Of course the thirsty 
traveler takes a glass of beer at this historic spot, 
Farther on are "The Spaniards" connected with 
the Lord Gordon riots, as depicted in Barnaby 
Rudge. We pass by the grove of pines amidst 
whose melodious songs Keats used to wander in 
his poetic youth, and it is certainly a beautiful spot. 
One can seCl far-off into the glowing country with 
its diversified sceneries, while opposit the busy city 
leoma, and between are the pastures where black
berries used to grow and lovers still wander. Many 
a dream the poet might hav had amidst these deli
cious and contrasting scenes. From one point on 
Hampstead Heath the city can be seen in almost its 
entire extent. This is one of the :finest views that 
England can present. I shall still more remember 
the beauties of this place because, almost imme
diately after the visit, I came across the poem of 
James Thomson (BV.) entitled, •·A Sunday at 
Hampstead Heath," also "A Sunday up the River." 
I did not know that I homson was so great a poet 
until I read those fresh and vigorous idyls. He 
has the ring of Burns, and the airy spaces of Shak
spere. He brings nature right before you, and 
pours forth the genuin human heart. I had read 
his" City of the Dreadful Night," and, while it is 
a.marvelous poem, I did not like it. It is a kind 
of abnormal production, a gloomy curiosity of lit
erature. But the " Sunday on Hampstead Heath" 
is gloriously healthful and jubilant, and, to my 
miDd, ranks Thomson in essential genius with the 
greatest singers of the day. My visit to Hamp
stead Heath made me realize better the :fidelity of 
this bard to nature's opulent display. 

Professor Johnson is a scholar and a philosopher, 
both of :fine literary insight and extensiv reading. 
We talked on all manner of subjects along Hamp
stead Heath, and among his books. He is rich in 
experiences of the remarkable men of this era. 
Like myself he was compelled to giv up his ortho
dox position and accept the perils of out-and.out 
heresy. He has been brave and true to his convic
tions. He has written a radical novel, "The Quest 
of Mr. East." I hav not read it yet, but I hav no 
~oubt it is a suggestiv work. lt is not yet pub
hshed. I hope, however, it will :find its circle of 
readers. Professor Johnson has the pen of a felici
tous writer. 

Friday I take my way to Leicester, and Leicester 
is indeed a han~some place. It has a population 
?f 180,000. It ~s a large manufacturing point, but 
Its atmosphere Is glear of smoke. The chimneys 
must consume their own smoke. The city fathers 
enforce this rule. If a chimney pours forth too 
much smoke there l.s a call at once for a halt of the 
columns, so that the city always presents a bright 
and clean appearance. Leicester is famous in the 
history of England. One of the ancient Earls of 
Leicester was the originator of the British parlia
ment. Here are remnants of the old Roman wall, 
and the Roman Fosse, or public highway, is now 
one of the elegant streets of the eity. There is 
King Richard's Road, along which Richard the 
Third galloped to Bosworth :field, eight miles dis
tant. At the bridge where he passed over is the 
inscription, "Near this spot are the remains of 
Ri~hard the Third, the _last of the Plantagenets.'' 
It IB not known where his body was buried,If at all. 
Some say that it was thrown into the river ana never 
recovered. I journey to Leicester on Friday in or
der to attend an "outing" of the employees of Mr~ 
Sidney Gimson and Company, who hav large man
ufacturing works at Leicester. Mr. Gimson is 
president of the Secular Society at Leicester and 
is activ in our cause. About four hundred' men 
are employed at the company's works, and these 
with their wives and sweethearts, made a rally of 
about six hundred excursionists. The British 
workers do not do anything by halves. They go 
in for a whole day of fun when they set about it 
and enjoy themselvs from morning till night. W~ 
start off before 7 o'clock A.M. A special train of 
fifteen cars is chartered for the occasion. These 
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are :filled full· even the babies join in the festivities 
and don't se~m to get tired. Our destination is 
Skegness, a watering-place in Licolnshire, about 
seventy miles off. On our way we pass through 
old Boston, the original of Massachusetts ~ost.on. 
The Puritans came from here, and the Pilgrims 
from Plymouth. A grim sect were the Puritans, 
and armed with authority. Old Boston has some
thing the appearance of its namesake. You might 
imagin yourself in a part of the "Hub " as ~ou 
roam its ancient streets. It used to be the third 
seaport in England, ranking after London and 
Bristol. London has maintained its supremacy, 
but the glory of Bristol and Boston has departed. 
Other cities hav rushed to the front. The parish 
church st Boston is one of the largest in the king
dom, larger than any in New England, I think. It 
has a noble tower, which is called the "Stump," for, 
as you approach the city, especially in the evening, 
it has the appearance of a huge stump, rising above 
the surrounding dwellings. It is massiv, and, as 
you view it nearer, beautiful in its structure. It is 
a notable landmark. Boston has a population now 
of about 15.000. It has some shipping and man
ufacturing business. The country around is level, 
and rich in agriculture. 

We also pass by Belvoir Castle, pronounced 
"Beaver," the seat of the Duke of Rutland. It is, 
I understand, a French word, meaning" beauLiful 
sight," and certainly there must be an extensiv view 
from its lofty battlements. It is on a high hill 
clothed with forests, the highest elevation in the 
county, from which a vast and level expanse 
stretches, mostly of prosperous farms. The rail
road extends through what are called the " :finn
lands," which were once swamps, incapable of cul
tivation, but hav been drained, canals and huge 
pumps being used for this purpose, and now the 
landscape shines with harvest. Thousands of acres 
hav thus been utilized. We reach Skegness about 
ha1f·past nine, and to the music of the band we 
march to the pavilion, and the broad and shining 
beach, miles in length, over which the children 
rush with joyous excitement, and the older folkR 
follow, equally interested in the ever-varying vano
rama of sea and shore. The childran take off their 
shoes and stockings and paddle barefoot along the 
sands and incoming waters, and it is interesting to 
watch their maneuvers. They enjoy it with the 
recklessness of childhood. Some of the elders take 
to the bathing machines, some to the boats, and 
some sail over the tide on the yacht or steamship. 
It is a checkered scene on every hand. - A long pier 
stretches out into the ocean, upon which the band 
plays, and various entertainments attract for ten 
continuous hours. There is a "switch-back," and 
although this was invented in America, and ran its 
course at the World's Fair, I had to come to Skeg
ness in order to take my :first ride, which was an 
exhilarating affair, something like coasting down 
hill. Various games are advertised, shooting the 
cocoa-nut, etc. · The negro minstrels put in their 
fun, and altogether there is a wide and resounding 
effervescence of jollity. The tide is somewhat insid
ious along these sands, and creeps inward before 
one is aware, and the loiterer is shut off from the 
mainland by an ever-broadening stream, and the 
way people clamber over that watery barrier is 
somewhat amusing to those who are safe on the 
other side. At one o'clock sharp is the dinner 
hour, and we all gather promptly in the vast pavil
ion, and in true democratic fashion proceed to the 
consumption of a "good, square meal," with a pint 
of beer attached. The British workman has a good 
appetite, and eats vigorously, and when -he gets 
through he proceeds at once to the open :firmament 
of heaven, and takes a smoke. He does not wait to 
listen to speeches, as we do in America. Every
body, so far as I can see, is satisfied, sober, con
tented, and happy. The afternoon pursues its 
glorious march. The mists of morning disappear, 
the sky is almost cloudless, and the brilliant sea 
and the vast, level shores, glimmering into distant 
silver, make a resplendent picture. Out on the 
smooth water one can hear the music of the band, 
mellowed into wondrous harmony by the beaming 
distance, while a . million waves break along the 
strand and join their voices to the· sweeping 
melody. Even the donkeys seem to hav an ear for 
music, and trot jubilantly along, with the little 
children shouting and laughing on their backs. The 
silvery afternoon slowly changes into golden twi
light. More beautiful appears the ocean, now 
almost like a mirror. The sails are drooping and 
the boats are lazily :floating. The children are 
tired, but trudge sturdily onward. The crowd 
gathers at the station, and at 8.05 P.M. we start for 
home through the broad and glistening night. The 
earth hath its electric stars, answering ~o the stars 
above, as we thunder through the cities, villages, 
and :fields. At eleven o'clock we arrive at Leicester, 
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and of all the joyous crowd only one man is left 
behind to pay the penalty of too much "income
tax " on the brain. It was a regular British holi
day, and I enjoyed every moment of the b.reezy en
tertainment. It was a delightful " water·sketch" 
of Merrie England." 

The Gimson company paid the expenses of this 
big picnic, the railroad faTe of all the men, and pro
vided the excellent dinner, and they did this with 
no patronizing airs, but in the true spirit of liberty, 
fraternity, and equality. They are genuin men, 
and appreciate the manhood of the worker. 

I suppose right here I might giv some of my im
pressions of the British workingman and his condi
tions. Of course I hav not had time to study the 
matter thoroughly, but I hav learned many things. 
I used to think that the position of the workingman 
in this country was not much better than slavery, 
and the sooner he could emigrate to America and 
"go West," the better. As far as I can see, the 
position of the workingman here is fully aR good as 
in America. He may not receive as much for his 
labor, hut then it does not cost so much to liv. 
Rents and clothing of all kinds are much less than 
in America. I can buy as good a suit of clothes 
here for $7 as I can for $15 in New York or Chi
cago. Shoes that cost $10 in America are only $5 
here, and so on. You can get a shave for 3 cents 
in London that costs 10 cents in New York, and 25 
cents in the Far West. Luxuries, however, are not 
much cheaper. Restaurant living in London is 
fully as expensiv as in New York, Chicago, or San 
Francisco. They hav a fashion here of charging 
for everything. You hav the impression at first 
glance of the menu that you get your steak or chop 
at a less price than at home ; but you hav to pay 
extra for potatoes and other vegetables, for bread, 
butter, napkin, and also two and three pennies for 
attendance, so that by the time you :finish you hav 
paid even more than in New York. You cannot 
get a good meal in London short of 50 cents, and 
it is more often a dollar if you are extra hungry. I 
think, however, that the materials for home living 
throughout England are much cheaper than in 
America; and if you get into out-of-the way places, 
off the line of travel and fashion, you are surprised 
at the abundance, goodness, and cheapness of the 
living. 

I am therefore satisfied from observation and the 
reports of those who should be well informed that 
the workingman is pecuniarily as well off in England 
as in America. 

The British workingman is intelligent and inde
pendent. To a certain extent he has won his rights. 
He is not by any means the "under dog." His 
power is respected. There is getting to be a good 
understanding between employer and employed. 
They are :finding out that both are made of the 
same stuff; both are human beings, witu the same 
interests and the same world to liv in. The old 
feeling of antagonism and distrust is disappearing. 
Of course there are strikes, with niore or less big
otry on one side, and selfishness on the other; but 
arbitration is generally resorted to, and justice pre 
vails. Wrongs exist, but enlightenment and im
provement are on the gain, and the right.:~ of labor 
are more and more a~lmowledged. This, mainly 
by voluntary co-operation, and not by any interfer
ence of the state. 

The British workman takes things easier than 
the American. The American works faster; he will 
get more out of a machine, and of course gets 
greater wages. But if he works faster, he also 
spends faster; and even if he takes a holiday, he still 
"rustles" and hurries through his pleasure as if 
time were short. But the British workman will 
take his time. He doesu't hurry. He enjoys life 
as he goes along. He is tranquil. He makes the 
most of his holidays. He gets all out of them he can. 
He doesn't seem to make it a business to be happy, 
as the American does. He simply is happy with a 
jolly complacency. He makes no fuss about it. 
£he workmen don't labor hard in England, so far as 
the factories are concerned. They hav for holidays 
Sundays, half-Saturdays, and generally half-W ednes
days or Thursdays. They begin work at six in 
the morning, breakfast from eight to half .. past, work 
from that time to one, dinner from one to two, and 
then quit work at :five. It strikes me that this ar
rangement breaks up the monotony of labor better 
than the custom in America. 

While much is yet to be accomplished, I feel that 
labor in England has made magni:tj.cent progress, 
and its vast results are not going into the hands of 
the few. Wealth is on the road to equitable distri~ 
bution. The principle of co-operation, as I hav 
before noted, has been developed with wonderful 
success in Great Britain. An International Oo
operativ Congress is now being held in London, 
whose sessions I hav attended. At the meeting 
yesterday, when George Jacob Holyoake, the fathel 
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of the co-operativ movement in England, was in
troduced by the chairman as of "q-rea.t Britain and 
the world generally," it was stated that in Great 
Britain there were no less than 1, 700 co-opera.tiv 
stores. Enrolled in the ranks are a. million and a 
quarter of members, carrying on a. trade of $250,-
000,000 a. year, with a. profit of $25,000,000 a. year. 
About $200,000 were spent in education, and $90,-
000 in charities. I am glad to hear from Mr. 
Holyoa.ke that from the beginning there has been 
no question of the full equality of woman. She 
has been shareholder, and received the profits as a. 
man. There is a. Woman's Guild connected with 
the movement, for the education of woman, not 
only in domestic brit in social and universal life, 
while woman endears the home and a.leo wields 
the "basket power;" that is, the marketing power. 
Yet she is not simply for the home, but for all the 
world, side by side with man. 

It must be noted that these vast results ha.v been 
achieved by voluntary co-operation, no~ by State So
cialism. The interference of the state in such mat
ters would not only be useless, but injurious. 

Sunday morning, with my host, Mr. Gimson, and 
his little son Humphrey, five yearP old, I wander 
over the stately Abbey Park of Leicester. The old 
ruined abbey is near by, though not in the park 
itself. In this Abbey Cardinal Woolsey died, and, I 
believe, was buried. Only the walls are standing of 
the once grand structure. The sunshine :flouts it, 
as fortune :flouted the poor cardinal himself. The 
people of Leicester who do not attend church come 
to the park to enjoy the Sunday, and the young 
folks make love, and it presents quite a pastoral 
scene. 

In the afternoon I make acquaintance with the 
Secular Society of Leicester. First of all we hav a. 
splendid sociable time. We gather around the 
tables, over one hundred of us, in all. There is a 
delegation of eight good comrades from Derby, and 
another friend travels thirty miles on his bicycle to 
attend the first Freethought lecture of his life. 
Music adds its cha.rm11 to the festal hour. Nobody 
says grace, but before we partake of the tea and 
bread and cake the orchestra pours forth its ani
mating strains. 

It is certainly a great pleasure to satisfy the 
hunger to " the Dorian mood of :flutes and soft 
recorders." It adds to the conversational ability 
of the occasion, and we don't eat so fast. After 
the tables were prrtty well cleared of the delicacies, 
and the tea. which "cheers, but not inebriates" had 
permeated the chambers of the brain, the chairman, 
in the name of the Secular Society, gave a. warm 
and generous welcome to the American visitor, to 
which he responded with cordial good will. The 
party then adjourned to the club-rooms, reading
room, and library until half-past six o'clock, the 
hour for the evening service, at which I gave my 
lecture on "Christianity and Woman." The hall 
was filled. It was one of the best audiences that I 
ha.v greeted in England. There was music by the 
choir, which was excellent every way. I was cheered 
by the animating surroundings of this Leicester 
campaign. . 

I ha.v much to say of this Leicester Secular So
ciety. It has a. noble record, of small beginnings, 
of struggles and of brilliant victory. The building 
in which the society now meets is about as large lis 
the Paine Memorial Hall, Boston. It is a handsome 
structure on one of the best streets of Leicester, 
with ample accommodations for improvement and 
pleasure. 

The origin of this society dates back to 1840. A 
Discussion Class was held in the Mechanics' Insti
tution, originated and animated by George Bown, 
one of the advanced thinkers of that time. Among 
the young men who gathered about him was Josiah 
Gimson, the father of Sidney A. Gimson. The 
subjects brought forward in the class soon became 
the talk of the town. Afterwards a. school was 
carried on· during the week, with lectures on the 
Sunday. A library was also formed. The social 
and Secular views of progressiv thinkers were dis
cussed, and Leicester thus had the opportunity of 
listening to new thoughts. Out of this evolving 
institution, which, having no creed, readily adapted 
itself to circumstances, in May, 1873, was organized 
the Secular Hall Company, and the site of the 
present hall was purchased. In 1881 the hall was 
completed from designs of W. La.rner Sugden, and 
opened on the first Sunday in March. A large 
number of notable Freethinkers were present from 
all parts of England. ' The property now pays an 
income of six per cent on the investment. Secular, 
social, political, and religious advocates are welcome 
to itR pla.tfc;>rm, provided they submit their views 
to criticism "and debate. A long list of illustrious 
names adorns its record. Among them I must 
mention James 'rhomson (B.V), who contributed a. 
poetic ~ddress at the opening of the hall. I must 
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quote a. few lines, for they show the vigorous Athe
ism of the poet, whom I ha.v already referred to as 
a. genius of high order: 

1599 

Lo, all the lands wherein our wandering race 
Ha.v led their :flocks, or fixed their dwelling-place, 
To till with patient toil the fruitful sod, 

tioe Duncan, of Pennsylvania., in 11 Sergeant and Rawle, 
394-409; Justice Story, of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, in 2 Howard's Repode, 198; Bouvier's and 
Burrill's Law Dictionaries, under the word " Blas
phemy"; Wharton's Criminal L~w, vol. i, §36; vol ii, 

· §2542; Bishop's Criminal Law, voL ii, §76.) 

Abound with altars to the Unknown God 
Or Gods, whom man created from of old, 
In hie own image, one yet manifold, 
And ignorantly worshiped. We now dare, 
Taught by millenninme of barren prayer, 
Of mutual scorn and hate and bloody strife, 
With which these dreams ha.v poisoned our poor life, 
To build our Tem}'llee on another plan, 
Devoting them to God's creator, Man; 
Not to Man's creature, God. And thus, indeed, 
All men and women, of whatever creed, 
We welcome gladly if they love their kind; 
No other valid teet of worth we find, 
Who loveth not his brother at his side, 
How can he love a dim dream deified , 

Another name must be added to this extraordi
nary list, that of Professor Huxley, who placed 
himself among the supporters of the society. An 
appeal being made for funds. he wrote, Feb. 12, 
1891: 

Mr. Hnxlev incloses a. small contribution to the special 
fnnd of the Leicester Seonla.r Society in evidence of hie 
full sympathy with the objects of the society. 

To a. request for permission to publish the above 
he replied: 

Yon are quite at liberty to nee my note, and I shall be 
glad if it is of any service. I am, 

Yours very fa.itlifnlly, T. H. HUXLEY. 
Thi~:~ record, it seems to me, places Huxley in 

square accord with the principles of Secularism. 
The importance and far-reaching nature of the 

Leicester movement will thus be understood. In 
Leicester, as in Failsworth, we see that, giv Secu
larism a. far field, it will show its true adaptation to 
humanity. It will satisfy, not perhaps a. "believer," 
but anyone who is willing to accept the truth and 
do his duty. 

In the hall are the portraits of Charles Bra.dlaugh, 
George Jacob Holyoa.ke, and Josiah Gimson. The 
name and fame of the latter cannot .be forgotten 
in the history of this society. He was one of its 
founders, and a most ardent and generous sup
porter. At his death, in 1883, he bequeathed, in 
maintenance of the Institution, an income of one 
hundred pounds for ten years. 

I am cordially entertained during my stay at Lei
cester by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney A. Gimson, and I 
must thank them for the delightful _and instructiv 
hours I spent in this beautiful city, where I had an 
opportunity to see so much of progressiv English 
life. I cannot name all the Secular friends I met 
here. They are many. I shall not forget the gen-
erosity of their reception SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

The Mask Dropped. 
THEOORATIO PAPERS DEMAND THE LEGAL SUPPRESSION 

OF " THE TRUTH BEEKER." 
From the Christian Re.tormer ant% the Christian Statesman. 
A few issues since we referred to TEE TRUTH SEExmB, of 

New York, as containing week after week "bla.ephemone 
language and still more blasphemous pictures." This 
charge, which is very mildly put, considering the oba.ra.o
ter of the paper in question, has called forth a. long edi
torial in reply. The enbeta.noe of this reply is ·in the 
denial that the language and pictures referred to 
are immoral. Says the editor: "THE TRUTH SEEKER 
has not degraded the morale of its readers. It has advo
cated the nee of the reason in the examination of the 
creede of all the churches of the world; it has protested 
against teaching to the children of the land the monstrous 
falsehood that the crimes recorded in the Bible, and 
there attributed to Ya.hveh, were commanded by a. god 
infinit in power and jnetioe; it has shown that the devas
tations of nature are inconsistent with the ethics of l'ivil
ized man, and it has demanded that a.II citizens be equal 
before the law, regardless of their belief or unbelief. 
There is nothing immoral in this, nothing oa.loula.ted to 
make one man invade the rights of any 9ther man. If 
the editor of the Christian Reformer cannot see this we 
are not responsible; we cannot engage to clear hie brain 
of theological cobwebs; he is joined to hie idols." 

Of course the editor of TEE TRUTH 8EEXER and a.II that 
school see nothing of immorality in the blasphemies 
against God and Christ with which that sheet every week 
abounds. But what is the view which the recognized 
authorities in orimina.lla.w take of enoh matters? These 
authorities generally define blasphemy a.e '' consisting in 
speaking evil of the deity, with an impious purpose to dero
gate from the divine majesty, and to alienate the milids of 
others from the love and reverence of God. It is purposely 
using words concerning the supreme being oa.lonla.ted and 
designed to impair and destroy the reverence, respect, 
and confidence due to him as the intelligent creator, gov
ernor, and jndge of the world. It embraces the idea of 
detraction as regards the oha.rooter and attributes of 
God, as oa.lnmny nena.lly carries the same idea. when ap
plied to an individuaL It is a. wi!Jfnl and malicious at
tempt to lee en men's reverence of God by denying hie 
existence or hie attributes as an intelligent creator, gov
ernor, and judge of men, and to prevent their having 
confidence in him as such. Contnmeliotle reproaches and 
profane ridicule of Christ or the holy eoriptnree ha.v the 
same evil effect in sapping the foundations of society and 
of public order and are classed under the same head." (See 
Judge Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, pp. 472, 473. 
See also the definitions of Chief J netioe Shaw, of Maeea.
ohneette, in 20, Pickering's Reports, 213, 216; Cha.noeiior 
Kent, of New York, jn 8 Johnson's Reports, 295-96; Jus-

The above are only a. few of the standard linthoritiee 
that might be quoted on this point. They disagree on a. 
few_pointa, but they agree in the main. And the chief 
point on which a.II agree is this, that blasphemy is a. 
crime against the state, and that it ''saps the foundation11 
of society and of public order." It is thus an offense 
against the public morale and consequently against the 
public welfare, and ought to be suppressed by the strong 
arm ol the law. 

Judged by the laws and the decisions of the courts of 
our country, are the dieoneeione and pictures of the pa
per in question blasphemous and immoral, or are they 
not? Our courts say that "contumelious reproa.chee and 
profane ridicule of Christ and the Holy Scriptures" are 
bla.eph~my; and tba.t they ha.v the evil effect "of sapping 
the foundations of society and of public order." And we 
do not hesitate to affirm that there nev.er were more con
tumelious reproaches and profane ridicule of Christ than 
are paraded week after week in this blasphemous sheet. 
Its editor may assert that its discussions and illustrations 
are in the realm of lawful controversy among lea.rned 
disputants, and therefore justified under the decisions of 
our courts, which ha.v been careful to state that "they 
did not intend to include in blasphemy disputes between 
learned men upon pa.rtionla.r controverted pointe. The 
constitutional provisions for the protection of religious 
liberty 'not only include within their protecting power all 
sentiments and professions concerning or upon the sub
ject of religion, but they guarantee to every one a perfect 
right to form and to promulgate snob opinions a.nd doc
trine upon religions matters, and in relation to the exist
ence, power, attributes, and providence of a. Supreme 
Being as to himself shall seem reasonable and correct. 
In doing this he acts under an awful responsibility, but 
it is not to any human tribunal." (Cooley's Conetitn" 
tiona.! Limitations, pp. 474, 475.) 

The man who draws the shocking pictures of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and the publisher who scatters them 
broadcast over our country, certainly a.ot under an awful 
responsibility to a. higher than any human tribunal. It 
makes ne tremble under the sense of this awful responsi
bility, as weii as fills us with unutterable disgust, every 
time we see the oarioa.tnree of our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ and of God the Father, the manifest purpose of 
which is "to lessen men'a reverence of God" or to deny 
"hie existence or hie attributes as an intelligent Creator, 
Governor, and Judge of men, and to prevent their hav
ing confidence in him as snob." The malignity of the 
impious purpose stands out in the baldest manner. As 
the definition of blasphemy states it, it is on the very face 
of it "an impious purpose to derogate from the divine 
majesty, and to alienate the minds of others from the 
love and reverence of God." Do not the souls of these 
blasphemers shudder when they think of their awful re~ 
eponeibilitv to a. tribuna.!, not human, before which they 
shall one day stand? Or are they eo hardened that they 
will make a. mockery of this appeal to their. immortal nat-
ure and eternal interests? -

But by the very definition of blasphemy this sheet 
should be called to account before a. human tribunal. 
Its manifest and indisputable purpose is to derogate from 
the character and attributes of God; its every issue is 
low, vile, vulgar, and grossly oontnmelione and profane 
in its reproaches and ridicule of Christ and the Holy 
Scriptures. The effect of its circulation oa.n be nothing 
else, therefore, than to corrupt the public mora.le and sap 
the foundations of society and public order. And if our 
courts and the supervisors of our mail service would do 
their duty in protecting the good order of the state, 
maintaining the public morals, and supporting the very 
foundations of society, the blasphemous publication 
would be promptly suppressed. And sooner or later it 
will be suppressed. · 

The saloon is a. corrupter of public morale and saps the 
foundations of society. So dqee the desecration of the 
day of rest and worship. So do gambling resorts and 
lotteries of every kind. The sentiment of the country is 
rising for the suppression of all these and other kindred 
mora.1 evils. Some of these are already under legal ban. 
More outrageously shocking and more diea.etrone to the 
welfare of society tha.a any of them, eo far as its impious 
influence extends, is this weekly paper with its venomous 
spite at the name that is above every name, and that to 
the beet of men and women is as ointment poured forth. 
At that name every knee shall yet bow and every tongue 
confess, and then shall laws against blasphemy be en
forced, and society shall be purged from the oonta.mina.
tion of all enoh contumelious and profane pnblioa.tione. 

Apart from its blasphemy it is unfit for decent society. 
We cannot understand why the poet-office authorities of 
New York city, or the Society for the Suppression of 
Vice and Immorality, do not compel the publishers to 
change the character of the paper or suppress it as an 
enemy of public morale and the nation's weaL 

Probably one of the chief reasons why this publication 
has been permitted to go unchallenged by public officers 
and courts, and by the Society for the Suppression of Vice, 
is the fear of giving it greater notoriety and thus increas
ing its circulation. Reputable journals generally a.re silent 
as to its blasphemies, doubtless for the same reason. It 
is possible that the publishers wonld welcome the adver
tising that would come by a. criminal pro11eontion. And 
they may hope quite confidently for a wider circulation 
through the very notoriety that would come by the ex
clusion of their papers from the mails. For our part, we 
see but one thing to be done in the interest of good or
der and the welfare and safety of the state. And that is, 
let the law against blasphemy in New York, olea.r and ex
plicit as it is, be rigidly enforced. And that would mean 
not only the exclusion of the paper from the mails but 
the prohibiting of the pl'inting and publishing of it as 
well. 

What must the constituency of snob a. journal be? To 
many an office, as to our own, it comes in exchange. And 
even in. making note of it, as we do of other offenses 
against good morale, as a. necessary duty for the welfa.re 
of the public, we a.re often constrained to turn from it 
with abhorrence. But there must be a. large number of 
subscribers on whom this paper depends for its support, 
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and to whom its fetid pollution must possess all the at
traction of a savory and appetizing meal. It was a sad 
thought as well as a keen thrust when Colonel Stone said 
in the committee room at Washington: "I hav only re
ceived four objections to this [the Christian Amendmenq, 
and two of these were written from a lunatic asylum. ' 
But it is a far sadder view of the case to think of the pub
lishers and readers of this paper as men and women, too 
(0, the unspeakable perversion of womanhood to be in 
such a company), with the gift of reason and many high 
mental endowments, delighting in this weekly exponent 
of profanity and blasphemy. The e:reatest boon thA 
civil power could confer on them would be to cut off 
their supply of congenial pabulum and thus induce them 
to seek something more wholesome both mentally and 
morally. 

Observations. 
The American liner, City of Paris, which arose 

above the eastern horizon last Saturday with the 
Secular Pilgrim, Mr. S. P. Putnam, on board, had 
been pretty severely jostled by the old Atlantic. 
She had parted a pump-rod or some other gilguy, 
and was forty hours late. Moreover, she had on 
board a clergyman with a broken leg, the work of 
an enormous wave that came over the bow when 
she was two days out and swept the vessel from 
stem to stern. That the shot was intended for 
Putnam there is reason to believe, and that it failed 
through bad marksmanship is appa~'ent. The Sec
ular Pilgrim was below at the time, and was some
what disappointed, upon coming on deck and learn
ing that a clergyman had been injured, to find that 
it was a Unitarian instead of a Presbyterian. Mr. 
Clarence S. Darrow, of Chicago, got caught in the 
rush and piled up alongside Mayor Hopkins of the 
windy city and forty others, but his unbelieving 
bones were miraculously preserved. 

We are all glad to see Putnam home again, and 
with him rejoice that he escaped from England be
fore the strained relations between this eountry and 
that, over the late yacht races, could lead to a mas
sacre of Americans in the streets of London. 

I am invited by the editor of a Prohibition paper 
to enter with him into a discussion of the subject of 
the suppression of the liquor traffic. I am unanimous 
in declining the invitation. I am opposed to legal 
prohibition on the ground that the sale of liquor is 
not an act of ag-gression against the libertv of any 
citizen. I am familiar with the reasons offered by 
the Prohibitionists in extenuation of their invasiv 
propaganda, but know of none that touches the 
issue. Only the deleterious effects of liquor drink
ing are discussed, and they are conceded. Con
cerning them I am as liberal with concessions as 
the Western candidate upon whom a personal at
tack had been made. He admitted for the argu
ment's sake that he was confirmed in habits of 
gluttony, intemperance, and concupiscence; also 
that he had been twice hanged for horse-stealing 
back in the states before ever he came West; but 
he held that in dwelling so much on these or kin
dred points his opponents were guilty of the fallacy 
in logic· termed mistaking the issue, or ignoratio 
elenchi/ the cause on trial, he maintained, was the 
soundness of his political principles and whether 
he should be elected. 

Were this writer to dfscuss the liquor situation, 
his remarks would not be directed to the question 
of suppressing the traffic, but would be addressed, 
rather, to an inquiry where the politicians acquired 
the authority to place upon it such restrictions as 
they hav already imposed. I am unable to recog
nize their right to raise the price of liquor by im
posts, taxes, and license fees. Talking about 
whisky trusts. the biggest and most voracious liquor 
trust is the United States government, which, by 
mulcting both producer and dealer, doubles the cost 
of the commodity to the consumer. We hav a liquor 
problem to-day because parties other than those 
who manufacture, vend, or buy hav unwarrantably 
interfered, and the elimination of these is its solu
tion. There ought to be no liquor question except 
whether one will drink or decline. 

T'HE TRUTH SEEKER. 

agitating his mind, the walking delegate of the 
Plumbers' Union proposed to the walking delegates 
of the Building Trades Unions that a strike should 
be ordered on the spot. But the sacrilege was not 
consummated. Up rose a delegate from some 
other union and protested. " It would be a damned 
shame," said he, "to strike on a place of worship. 
We can't profane its sacred precincts by a strike." 
By which consideration the other delegates were 
awed, and no strike was ordered. 

This is instructiv, as intimating where "Labor" 
will be found on questions affecting the interests of 
the church. Why did not the Labor delegates 
propose that the allied unions present·the cathedral 
with a memorial window T Such a window, bearing 
this inscription from Lowell's "Parable," would 
serve to keep a pertinent query before the worship
ers: 

Hav you founded your thrones and altars, then, 
On the bodies and souls of living men? 
And think ye that building shall endure 
Which shelters the noble and crushes the poor? 

"God, who knows all things, knows whether I 
am guilty or not." Such is the language of Mary 
Alice Almont Livingston, accused of causing, on 
August 30th, the death by poison of her mother, 
Mrs. M. Evelyn Bliss, a late resident of New York. 
As very little direct. evidence is obtainable in the 
case, there is likely to be a miscarriage of justice 
unlesF< this repository of important information is 
subpenaed. If what Mrs. Livingston says about 
his familiarity with the facts is true, he would be 
the star witness. 

Item of news from Catholic Mexico: A number 
of Catholic missionaries went to Penon Blanc, state 
of Durango, recently, to labor among the operativs 
of a cotton mill. Discovering that many of the 
hands had been married only by civil law, the mis
sionaries threatened them with excommunication if 
they did not get married again by the chur~h. This 
has had the result of breaking up many families, 
the women ~etting rattled and going back to their 
parents. Upon those who surrendered, a penance 
was inflicted, and they were made to walk in a pub
lic procession with halters on their necks and heavy 
crosses on their backs. 

There are people in Mexico who threaten the 
missionaries with prosecution, but it does not seem 
that those poor devils are altogether responsible. 
The penance they impose on the Mexican peons are 
only hempen and wooden figures of the less desira
ble "spiritual" halters and crosses that all Chris
tians affect to glory in. The milk in this partiClllar 
cocoanut is that through civil marriages the church 
loses the enormous fees she charges for consecrat
ing conjugal unions. As marriage by priests is an 
invention of the Christian church and has resulted 
in much profit, it is no wonder the Catholic clergy 
claim it as a sacrament. Everything with a dollar 
in it- birth, baptism, christening, confirmation, 
marriage, more births, christenings, etc., indul
gences, absolution, unction, funerals, purgatorial 
deliverances-the whole of these and perhaps some 
things I hav forgotten to enumerate, are bound as 
by an umbilical cord to the vitals of the church. 
And the dollar makes them sacraments. 

The late William Henry Hurlbert was a poet as 
well as a distinguished journalist. He sang thus 
cheerfully: 

Giv thanks to God for infants damned, 
Doomed from their birth to endless flames; 

The vaults of hell with such are crammed, 
And Satan only knows their names. 

Their wicked parents would not heed 
The mild commandment of the Lord; 

Therefore their unbaptized seed 
By him most justly are abhorred. 

In these days, when political action has taken the 
place of the Christian life, and when hypocrisy is 
accepted as an adequate substitute for belief, those 

"We see," says the Boston Investigator, "that lines hav the jibe of satire and the snicker of irrev
the management of the A. P. A. is evidently being erent mirth. They are orthodox. though, and would 
absorbed by the Protestant church." It maybe, hav been set to music in the" Pilgrim's Harp" had 
though, that this is merely a return to the original they appeared contemporaneously with the Rev. 
source, and that it is not so much the management"- Michael Wiggleworth's prnan, " Hell is crammed 
that is being absorblild as the mist of false pretense -with infants damned, without a day of grace." 
which has hitherto obstructed our vision. What else 
but the Protestant church is interested in bouncing 
the Catholics out of the red school-house and chuck
ing that structure full of Bibles to the ridge-pole T 

Is there anything in the Constitution of the 
Trades Unionists that exempts a church from the 
general operation of the laws of labor which in their 
wisdom they hav framed! In this city, the Episco
palians are building a cathedral at a cost of ten 
millions or less, and all the workmen engaged in 
its construction are non-unionists. With this fact 

If the Protestant missionaries who fled from the scenes 
of disorder in China to the security of Shanghai had not 
been burdened with the care of women and children, they 
might hav stayed at their posts to encourage their neo
phytes to suffer for conscience' sake and to lay down 
their own lives for Christ. As it is, they hav loved their 
wives and their babies more than Him, and sacrificed the 
opportunity of martyrdom in order to take their families 
to a place of safety.-Oatholic Review. 

That rather than hav their own and their families' 
throats cut the Protestant missionaries took to 
their heels may show that they " loved their wives 
and babies better than Him ;" . but, on the other 
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hand, the failure of "Him '' to protect his agents 
shows that He loves his ease better than Them. 
He always lets the devil take the hindmost. The 
necessity of :flight seldom overtakes the Catholic 
missionary, who at the approach of danger may 
seek the seclusion afforded by the petticoat of some 
nativ female. Keeping on tbe best of terms with 
the women of the heathen is one of the forms of 
martyrdom which he is most often called upon to en· 
dure, and the alacritv with which he has accepted tht 
issue has been as eifectual in sacrificing the oppor
tunity of martyrdom as the flight of the uxorious 
Protest.ant. What is needed by both kinds of mis
sionaries is that their God should get a move on 
him and take measures for the safety of his am
bassadors. His habitual neglect in this matter 
brings him under the reprobation of St. Paul, who 
advances the proposition that anyone who fails to 
provide for his own has denied the faith and is 
worse on the whole than an InfideL 

This excerpt is from the report of a ministerial 
conference in Seattle, Wash. I borrow the word 
excerpt from Mr. E. C. Walker, who thinks he will 
not need it this week. The report is sent me by a 
correspondent : 

When A. j_ Hanson, of Pnyallup, arosa to present his 
report, he said he had some good ne'Ws from that great 
hop country. The hop 6rop, the Dl.ain support ot the 
people, w~ a failure; the crop had been cursed ,bY God. 

:nishop :Bowman: "The hops hav not grown?' 
Dr. Hanson: "They hav grown, but hav been cursed 

by the hop louse," 
Bishop Bowman: ''Good." 
And from all over the room voices could be heard giv

ing utterance to the fervent ejllculation: "Thank God." 
It is wonderful that the Almighty should blast so 

desirable a thing as .hops and yet permit the crop 
of clerical jackasses to bloom and mature so abun
dantly in the Puget Sound country, but his ways 
are past finding out. ln California the same brat 
is to be heard when grapes are short, though the 
year's great corn yield causes them no sadness. 
The Washington ministers are not worried in 
especial over the prospect of hard times following 
the failure of the principal resource of the farmers 
in the White river valley, for they are aware that 
the church gets fat on famin. They probably know 
also that over-stimulation leads to remorse, often 
followed by contrition, conversion, and contribu
tion, and that with plenty of whisky in sight the 
population can switch off onto that beverage with
out diminishing the receipts. lf these clergymet1 
hav not thanked God for the demonetii!ation of 
silver and the ruin ol the mining industries of the 
state, involving a smaller consumption of the hop 
product, it is because they hav not thought of it 
in that light. 

My correspondent expresses astonishment that 
love of God should so constrict the bowels of men 
that they can be thankful for the failure of their 
neighbors' harvest. What, then, will he think of 
the people at a camp-meeting in Macon, Ga., who 
prayed that the saLe or an identical God would 
use his power to prevent the arrival of a trainload 
of excursionists who proposed to dance for their 
own amusement, and who-that is, the camp-meet· 
ing savages-accepted the wrecking of the train as 
an answer to their prayer, and praised heaven for 
thll dispensation ? . 

The conclusion I reach is that what is called the 
love of God in a man is a miraculous negativ 
development of the faculty of minding his own 
business. GEQ. E. MACDONALD. 

Light or Night. 
THERE SHAt.L BE LIGHT. 

There shall be light for him who bravely breasts 
The steep ascent of knowledge e'er before him; 

Each upward steps illumes some lesser crests, 
Though still the snmmit casts its shadow o'er him, 

There shall be light for all who boldly press 
Onward and upward, trusting reason's guiding, 

In search of trnth, no matter if in dress . 
Of fable, myth, or creed 'tis found abiding, 

There shall be light so far as human kind 
May struggle upward toward the summit lit 

By cause beyond the grasp of finite mind
Th' incomprehensible, the infinit. 

THERE SHALL 11E NIGHT. 

There shall be night for those content to plod, 
In ruts worn cycles deep by pagan travel, 

In search of that great mystery called God, 
Which finite minds may never here unravel, 

There shall be night where unsupported faith 
Assumes control, and, stifting voice of reason, 

The finite worm presumes to say God saith, 
And asking evidence is deemed high treason. 

There shall be night where priestly powers o'erride 
The civil law, and war 'gainst conscience rages; 

Aye, night as dark as that which occupied 
That Christian era known as the dark ages. 

Muskegon,Mich. A. B. WooD. 

http://SHAT.Ii
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Raining Puritanism. Freethought Federation ond Union. 
The old Puritan Sabbath is going fast. The old Blue 

Laws are passinl'!' away or sinking into deserved disrepute. FREETH{) uG FIT l!'EJJERA TIO N OF AMERI a A .. 
-Kansas Oity Star. . . SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. 

The ~tar would remu;td vouof the fellowtn the tree l . Ul Sontb Water St., Ohicago. 
who hatled the ark as It :floated by and asked to be E. c. RlllWHWA.T.D,"'reasurer ........... 2S! W''lol'r~nAve., Chicago 
taken aboard. His request being refused, he told MRS. M.A. Fl:IEEMAN, Secretary .... 1037 H. Madidan St., Chicago 
N h t '1 'th h' ld h d'd 't th' k VIOE·PREBIDENTB' oa o sat ?n WI Is o scow, e 1 n m FRANKLIN srEINER, IN. F. GRISWOLD, 
there was gom~ to be much of a shower anyhow. Des Moines, Iowa. Mer1den, Co·on 
The f&ct is, it is raining Puritani<~m all over the 
country, with a pretty good prospect for a re~ular 
delttgoe. Wichita is all afloat. Atchison and Kan
sa~ City are under water, and in every part of the 
state the people are fleeing to the hills and tree· 
tops. 

And Sunday-law Puritanism in on a rampage all 
over the United States. It is more alive and ag
gressiv than at any time for a hundred years. The 
Puritans are thoroughly organized, and last winter 
succeeded in several states in p11.ssing new Puritan 
laws. Every state has its Puritan code, and with 
the aid of Comstock, Blair, and others, the United 
States has, during the last fifteen years, added 
quite a good-sized Puritan code to its repertory of 
law. 

Only three months ago Massachusetts enacted 
that: "Whoever is present at a game of sport, a 
play, or any public dinrsion except a concert of 
sa.ered mttsic on the Lord's dav. shall be fined $5." 
For participating, the :fine is $50. For beinl!' the 
manager of said sport, play, or diversion, $500. 
For keeping open a place of business, $50. 

This looks a good deal as if " the old Puritan 
Sabbath is going fast" ! A fine of $5 for merely 
looking at "a game of sport, a play, or. any· public 
diversion." At this rate of "goin~ fast," it will 
soon be a crime to wink or brush a :fly off your nose 
on Sunday. Several state supreme courts, as also 
the United States Circuit court, hav recently sus
tained the Puritan laws. The latter court, in the 
case of R. M. King, who has since died, charged with 
the crime of keeping Saturday instead of Sunday, 
held that the United States Constitution did not 
guarantee religious liberty as against state laws. 

Of course this is not good law construction of 
the Constitution, but it is good enough for Ad
ventists, who ha.vn't very many votes. 

Public Opinion, a neutral New York journal, 
says: 
It is in reality a nationalstrn~gle that has been entered 

upon in this city. This is equally evident from which
ever point of view we look at it. whether as advocates of 
the strictly religions, Pudtan SundBy, or of the Euro
pean, holiday Sunday. Unless all signs fail, the contest 
will prove one of the ~reatest and bitterest in the history 
of our country. 

The Star is simply wh.istling to keep up its 
courage.-Evening Standard, LeavenUJorth, Kan. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self. Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self· Contradictions " as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believeril 
a'ld giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Col •nel Ingersoll's Lectnre Appointments. 
Sept. 29 New York city .................................. .. 
Oct. 6 -Boston, Mass ...................................... .. 
Oct. 7 -Mancllester. N H ............................... .. 
Oot. 8-Portland, Me ...................................... .. 
Oct. 11-Brockton, Mass .............................. Sbakgpere 
Oct. 12 -Pawtucket, R. I .................................. Lmcoln 
Oct. 13-Providence, R. !.. .............................. . 
Oct.. 20 -Ohicago, Ill ...................................... .. 
Oct. 21-Anrora, 111 ........................................ .. 
Octo 22-Joliet, Ill ......................................... .. 
()ct. !1?-:&anville, m ....................................... . 

AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION. 
SAMUEL P. Pu'~'NAH, Presi<lAut ............ 141 R. Wate~ St., Ohica~ro 
JULUT II. >IEVERANa•, M.D., Vice-President, cor. 64th St., ·and 

GracA AvP., Chicago. 
HoN. 0. B. WAITE, Vie.P-I:'tes., ........... 6050 Oglesby Ave., Chicago 
Jos. H. GREER, M..D., Vice-Pres .............. 127La8a le <:lt. Chicago 
G. A. F. de Lt!BPINA.BSE, M.D., Vic1-Pres ......... OrangA Oitv, Iowa 
MRs. M . .\. Fot·'•HA.~, <;or. ::lee ......... 1037 W. \IadisonSt .. Chicago 
OTTo W>TTSTEIN, Treas .................................. Rochelle, Ill 

Call tor the Annual Congress. 
NEW YORK, OOTOBER 25TH, 261'H, A.ND 27i'll::• 

7. o the Liberals of America, Members ot the Free
thought Federation and Seoular Union, and 
aU Sooieties organized for th6 .Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Seoular Government: 

It is of great importan"a that "Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
'o do and the work cannot be· done by isolated 
efiort There are vast ecclesiastical combinations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freethought, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
questions immediately confront us: 

The Taxation of Church Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, 
The Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from. taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places .religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. . The conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now waged both in the 
states and in the national Congress, and a central
ized political power is being established for the 
purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters ; and honest Freethinkers are im
prisoned to-day for discussing questions of the ut
most importance to human improvement: Against 
these flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in every state, county, city, 
and village, should be in activ communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the case that a Freethinker 
is alone in his community in the open support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. Religious bigots assume that 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on. account of their own vast ma
jority. 

Wh<>n it is well understood that the Freethinkers 
of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Freethought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to support his cause. 
The theologia:n. is naturally a coward. He perse
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease. his persecutions, but even· welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 

There is a great contest before.us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra-· 
cism. We cannot fold our hands and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We m11st use the same instrumentalities 
that are constantly used by the churches. They 
hav their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessar} aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Congress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethought Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be adopted and cordially carried 
out by all the friends of freedom throughout the 
country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
notified that such amendments to the Constitution 
will be proposed at the coming Congress as will 
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enable the Union to consolidate with the Free
thought Federation of A.merica. 

The members of the Freethought Federation are 
also notified that chan!{eB of the same nature will 
be proposed for its Constitution in order that it 
may unite as an organized body with the AmeriBa.n 
Secular Union. 

It is the general desire that there be one grand 
national organization ad11.pted to all the needs of 
the present and future work. Without doubt this 
will be determined in a wise, concilig,tory, and pro
gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks and meet the 
common enemy, the bigots of the Christian church. 
We work for the future; we work for humanity; we 
work for the best interests of civiliz11tion, for the 
liberty and the progress of all. Let us stand 
bravely by our colors and unite in the common 
cause. There are vast and profound principles 
which should harmonize superficial diff t>rencee. We 
hav no creed to support, but always and everywhere
the. rights of man. This is the mig-hty battle
ground. Let us rally now as never before, with 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthusiasm. We 
cannot evade the issue, neither can the church itself. 
It is liberty or it is slavery. This is the conflict of 
the ages, and in the American Republic all that is 
most precious and ennobling is at stake. 

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, President. 

There is an old gentleman about who has done 
much for my conversion, that is, for bringing me 
back into bondage to superstition. I met him the 
day after the libel trial, and he said he had just 
buried his daughter, by whose side he had watched 
and prayed for many days and nights; "and," said 
he, "I always thought of you then." "What did 
she die of?" I inquired, feeling sorry for the old 
man's trouble and bereavement. "or cancer," he 
said. " Oh I dear," said I, " what a terrible thing 
t.o die of !" (I never hear of cancer without a 
shuilder more or less). The poo:t old man now be
gan enel'getically to urge my conversion. "What!" 
said I, "worship the thing that m~t'kes cancers to tor
ture his poor helpless creatures! What! He de
serves ten thousand cancers himself!" The old 
gentleman looked sad. He rallied a bit and again 
went for my soul. I repeated, "He deserves a mill
ion cancer_s himself ;" Rnd I was rather earnest in 
asserting it. The old gentleman exclaimed, "Shock
ing!'' and went his way. Why don't they worship 
other noxious things ? snakes, serpents, sharks, 
etc. ? There is less madness in that than in worship
ing the author of all evil. And what can Christians 
think to set up a God, heaven, etc., and then ascribe 
to him the manufacture of cancer T How can peo

'ple worship the thing they feel persuaded is tortur-
ing and killing innocent friends and relative in so 
inhuman a manner! What a frightful m~dness this 
is, to be sure! It beats all other superstitions, an
cient or modern; and stamps the worshiper the 
lowest and most paltry of animals -Joseph Symes 

Twenty years' imprisonment does not seem an 
over-severe penalty to impose on a husband who 
pours paraffine over his .wife, sets her on fire, and 
then stands calmly by while she burns to what is 
commonly known as " a crisp." The resident of 
Clonmel, Ireland, who did all this was moved to take 
such drastic measures by his belief in witches, and 
more especially by his belief that.the woman whom 
he cremated was a member of that reprehensible 
class. The jurors who tried him evidently held 
that Mr. Cleary's opinion on the witch question 
should be taken into account, since they convicted 
him of nothing more serious than manslaughter. 
The case establishes, therefore, that in Great Britain 
it is not murder to torture to death any woman whose 
behavior is eccentric enough to suggest demoniac 
possession. Once it was regarded as a pious and 
commendable act to put such people out of the 
way. Now it is manslaughtAr. Evidently the world 
moves-and ahead.-New York 7. imes. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Newark Liberal League will resume its meetings 

the first Sunday (not the Sabbath) in October. Mr. Put- · 
nam will lecture there in the evening on "Freethonght 
in England." The League meets in Liberal League 
Hall, corner Market and Halsey streets. 

THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Fridays 
at 8.15 P.M., at Mercantile Librarv Hall, Tenth below 
Market street, Philadel:I-hia, September 13th, the Fel
lowship will discuss this question: "What Oan Be Said 
for and Against the Roosevelt Oampaign in New York 
Oity?" 

FRANKLIN STEINER is now lecturing in Wisconsin. He 
will be in New York to attend the Oongress, and then go 
West, lecturing in the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, In
diana, and Illinois. About the first of Jannar:y he starts 
for Texas, Missoori, Kans~s, New Mexico, Arizona, and 
Oolorado, Mr. Steiner has had remarkable success for 
the short time he has been in the field. 
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~etters of qtriends. the professor will be able to show the rev
erend brother that slinging mud is not 
logic, but that is always the preachers' 

And the "Pictorial Text-Book." best weapon, except l~ing. They hllv_little 

W 0 M An 30 1895 I 
else to stand upon agamst the Seonlari.st or 

l!BB ITY, 0.. g • . . F h h y F 
M E I ·t d t· d 1·n THE agamst reet ong t. ours, a ree-

R. DITOR: see 1 a ver 1se h' k f th· t fi • t d" 
T S th t -11 nd the t 1n er o 1r y· ve years s an mg, RUTH EEKER a yon Wl Be J J R 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" and OHN · ISER. 
also your paper one year for $3. Find the With Settled Convictions. 
amount inclosed, and send to 

s. E. 0ARTER. 

DANVILLE, ILL., Aug. 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find a 

draft for $6. Be pleased to put my name 
on your subscription list and send me the 
"Pictorial Text-Book" and other works 
named. Respectfully, D. D. EvANS. 

GEoRGETOWN, OoL., Aug. 27, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4.50. 

Please apply $1.50 to my father John 
Oowen'P subscription, and for the remain
ing $3 send t.he "Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book" at1d TRE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year to the new subscriber herein 
named. Wishing yon success in the good 
oanse, I remain, as ever, your true friend, 

MAGGIE E. OOWEN. 

From the Progressing Sontb. 
GUNTERSVILLE, ALA., Sept. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed $6.50send 
me TRE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and 
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," 
by S. P. Putnam. JoHN BEISSFR. 

A Cheer. 
KENT, 0., Aug. 26, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: Hurrah for Heston! Long 
may he liv to show np to ridicule the idols 
and absurdities of the Ohristian sect.. He 
is now on his best work, illustrating the 
solemn shams of its mythical tramp-god. 
Hoping he may hav courage io continue 
to liberate mankind from its thraldom to 
priestoraft, I am, fraternally yours, 

M. H. HEIGHTON. 

Confirm~d in a Good Habit. 
BRIGHTON, !A., An~. 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: As this is the eighty-first 
anniverEary of my birth, as my snbsorip· 
tion to TRE TRUTH SEEKER is nearly out, 
and as it is my habit to pay in advance for 
my paper, yon will find inclosed $3 to 
continue my subscription for another year. 
I hav been taking the paper since soon 
after it was started by D. M. Bennett in 
lllinois. IRA G. RHODES. 

Grateful Acknowledgments. 
NEwARK, N.J., Sept. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We hav received your pa
per regularly, and thank yon very mnoh 
for your kindness in sending it. Kindly 
publish our thanks (if possible) so that 
other publishers may see them and follow 
your example. Hopin~ that·yon will con
tinue sending ns THE TRUTH SEEKER, we 
remain, Yours respectfully, 
UNIVERSAL WoRKINGMAN's EDUCATIONAL 

0LUB, 

The Pleasure is Mutual. 
WEST SUTTON, MAss., Sept. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am as glad to be able to 
send, as yon will be to receive, the $5 
which I inclose to be applied to my sub
scription. I hav felt ashamed every time 
a TRUTH SEEKER arrived since my sub
scription expired, but the delay was well
nigh unavoidable. 

We heartily approve of the work yon 
are doing. We commend your methods, 
and rejoice at the good results. 

.Fraternally yours, J. E. PHELPS. 

Between Two Elements. 
OENTERVILLE, 0AL., Aug. 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25 for the 
accompanying list of books. I am collect
ing works of this nature as fast as my cir
cumstances will permit. I am about the 
only one in these parts who takes any in
terest in Secular doctrine, or cares to Rpend 
money to read or investigate them. There 
is a large class here who hav no relish for 
investigating anything except food and 
drink, and the rest are mostly under the 
thumb of the priest, or are fettered by 
the creed of religions faith which they 
profess. I read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
also take the Freethought Magazine, be
ing much interested in the outcome of the 
Kaye-Oswald controversy. I hope that 

SACRAMENTO, 0AL ., Aug. 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for TRE 

TRUTH SEEKER another year. I am not 
able to read mnoh now, as my eyesight has 
gone back on me of late. I am now nearly 
seventy-seven, and will soon hav to pass in 
my oheol!:s. 

I hav become thoroughly convinced that 
this life ends all, that the dead know not 
anything, and that all intelligence comes 
through a live brain. Eternal sleep is a 
happy thought. R. BuTTERFIELD. 

Some People Will Not Learn. 
0ADMUs, KY., Sept. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I see my time is out the 
1st of the month. I also see yon want and 
need the monev due yon, which is quite 
natural, and I hope the brethren will 
whack up, for there is mnoh need for every 
one to help all he oan. The ohnrohes 
are closing in wherever they hav the power. 
Politics and religion go hand in hand. 
God goes right on demolishing his houses, 
killing his priests, and stunning and mu
tilating those that hav met to do him 
honor. And still they will not take the 
hint. AsA SMITH. 

A Philosophical "Earthist " 
STURGIS, S. D., Aug. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 
(three Ohristian gods) to be applied on my 
subscription to TRE TRUTH SEEKER. I 
will not say that I can't get along without 
it, for I often do. It does not come regu
larly, but as this is the only life that I oan 
hav any pleasure in, I don't bother myself 
with trifles. I believe that the human 
race, at one time, were all lunatics, and 
the ohnrohes are schools for perpetuating 
the insanity. I believe that when we die 
we are like drops of rain falling into the 
ocean-we shall never see one another 
again, and we do not need to be afraid of 
meeting our past wives or mothers-in-law. 
I remain, a true earthist, 

THos. HoTCHKiss. 

Then Giv Us Free Coinage of Silver. 
HEBER OI~, UTAH, Sept. 1, 1895. 

Mn. EDlTOR: I hav been a long time in 
respending to your call, but it is next to 
impossible to get hold of a dollar since the 
repeal of the Sherman Purchasing aot and 
the reduction of the tariff on lead, which 
hav closed dowu a good many mines, re
duced the number of men and also the 
wages in the rest of them, and taken away 
our home market nearly altogether. The 
prices we hav received in the last two years 
are starvation prices, and if they last mnoh 
longer very few farmers out here in the 
West will own their homes. I think, like 
all the rest of the people in the West, that 
the nation will never prosper until the 
free coinage of silver is restored to the 
people. 

I send yon ~lp-all I oan at this time
but I can't do without the old truth teller 
as long as it is possil!lle for me to pay for 
it. If I were able I would like to help 
Brother Wise, but it seems that those that 
are the least able are the most wiUing. 

Your friend and well-wisher, 
ANDREW LINDSAY. 

Dishonorable rierical Tricks. 
ST. JoHN, KAN., Sept. 1, 1895. 

MR. EmTo.&: I am one of the delinquents 
that yon admonish weekly to settle·with 
the publisher, but I am sorry that I cannot 
pay np in full. But I will send yon what 
I hav and pay the balance as soon as I can 
make the turn, which will be before long. 
I am well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and often wish that I oonld spare the 
money to get all the Freethonght litera
ture you advertise. I am going to move, 
but when I am settled down again I must 
hav your paper once more, for I cannot 
keep house without it. 

A short time ago, one of our friends, a 
good old Freethinker, died, and a few 
days before his death the sky-pilots and 
other Ohristians crowded themselvs upon 

him to convert him, and they prayed and 
talked God and Ohrist enough to kill a 
strong man, and when they got through 
the pilot asked him if he believed in 
Ohrist, and he said, in a murmur, he did 
not believe in a Ohrist, which were the 
last words uttered, and a few days later he 
died. He died an easy death. After his 
death this same ~ang forced a funeral ser
mon on his friends, and now the sky-pilots 
are telling the story that they converted 
that Infidel on his death· bed, which is a 
damned lie. He died in just the same belief 
in which he lived; at least, everything 
pointed that way. OLIVER FRANK. 

Early Steam Navigation. 
DANVILLE, ILL., Sept, 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Ever since Mr. Putnam in
troduced the subject of " the first 
steamer," I hav been expecting some one 
would giv John Fitch's experience, and 
not only giv him ·the credit he deserves, 
but giv the readers of TRE TRUTH BEEKER 
as correct information as oan be found 
concerning the history of early steam 
navigation. My information is taken from 
Johnson's Oyolopedia, and it would be 
profitable for our young readers if they 
would look up the whole article: 

"John Fitch says the happy thought of 
propelling vessels by steam originated with 
him, 1784. In 1785 he commenced building 
his steamboat. The engin of the same 
was the first double-acting, condensing, 
transmitting power by means of or.anks 
ever constructed. On May 1, 1787, Fitch's 
steamboat, the Perseverance, was put in 
motion on the Delaware river and made 
three miles an hour. After many improve
ments were added, the steamboat was suc
cessfully tested in 1788. It ran at the rate 
of one mile in seven· and-one-half minutes 
in dead water. With thirty passengers 
the vessel left Philadelphia and, moving 
against the current of the Delaware, 
reached Burlington, a distance of twenty 
miles, in three hours and ten minutes." 

L. W. LoUTZENIDSER, 

A Correction. 
VINELAND, N .. J., Sept. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: We notice a number of er
rors in the Herald report of Mr. Hacker's 
death, which yon copied. That is all a 
fabrication about his walking the streets 
and singing his poems and preaching to the 
crowds, and his large fortune was a myth. 
He was never a member of the "Ten-dol
lar Ooffin Society," and he never requested 
to be buried in a cheap box and without a 
hearse, but desired a neat, plain, inex· 
pensiv coffin and plain hearse, without 
plumes or glass sides, and his wish was 
carried out as nearly as possible. Not an 
ordinary road-wagon, but a neatly-painted 
hearse conveyed the body to its last rest
ing-place in the beautiful Siloam ceme
tery. Everything was arranged decently 
and in order. He was buried in a beauti
ful coffin, rosewood finish, lined with a 
shirring of some soft, white material. It 
was a casket nice enough for a prince, and 
we oonld but say, as we arranged his 
lovely silver hair that curled about his 
noble forehead, and brushed for the last 
time his long, silken, shining beard, as he 
lay in his coffin: " He looks like a saint or 
a patriarch, pure and holy, taking a well
earned rest." No expression of pain was 
on the oalm face, and he looked not more 
than sixty. Not wishing a crowd, we had 
the funeral private, and the few dozens 
present were true friends, more than will
ing to help. Several friends spoke works 
of praise and tender appreciation, but the 
one sad feature was ~he want of a speaker 
from the ranks of the Libl'rals or In
fidels with the eloquence of an Ingersoll to 
deliver nt the grave a funeral oration that 
would do justice to the memory of the 
grand old hero, Jeremiah Hacker. 

MRs. H. G. HEACOCK, 

A Bigot of a Father. 
NoRTH BENTON, 0., Sept 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Within find $2 to apply on 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the greatest light
bearer of the age. The cartoons show np 
the ridiculousness of the divine theory of 
the Bible better than language. We hav 
a considerable amount of divine foolish
ness here yet., but it is passing away. A 
Methodist clergyman recently advertised 
that he would preach a sermon on the 
" Book of Maccabees," and I went to hear 
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him. He announced his sermon and read 
two verses in Maccabees, after which he 
said a preacher did not know mnoh about 
the Book of Maccabees, and that was the 
alpha and omega of his sermon. I asked 
him if he knew the Book of Maccabees 
was voted on as canonical when the Bible 
was voted into existence? He said he did. 
I asked him: If Maccabees and other re
jected books had got a majority of votes, 
would they hav been declared the word of 
God? and he said he supposed they would. 
Said I: "Does not that settle the divinity 
of the word of God?" but he replied that 
he did not want to discuss that subject. 

I heard the will of a Presbyterian read a 
few days ago, and I mention this to show 
the moral rottenness of the teachings of 
the Ohristian religion. This man, Henry 
Hartzel, was born of Presbyterian parents; 
he was baptized in infancy in the Presby
terian ohnroh, he always belonged to the 
Presbyterian ohnroh, and a Presbyterian 
sermon was preached at his funeral. He 
aoonmnlated a vast fortune. He had 
three women, and outlived them all. 
By his first wife he had three children, 
two boys and one girl; by his second wife, 
five children; by his third wife he had no 
children. He raised these eight, . his 
daughter by his first wife staying with him 
till they were grown up, and, in fact, 
doing the part of a mother to the whole 
family. She was married at the age of 
about twenty-four years, but not to a 
Presbyterian, and went to housekeeping 
in 1851 without a penny's aid from her 
father. Hartzel died last month, over 
ninety. four years of age. He made a will 
in 1890, revoking all his other wills, and 
giving all his estate, both real and per
sonal, to six of his children, whom he 
named, leaving out this daughter-who was 
his slave, as might be said, till she was 
twenty· four years old-because she refused 
to marry a Presbyterian instead of the 
man of her ohoioe. That daughter is not 
in destitute oironmstanoes, and proposes 
to erect a mvnnment in memory of her 
dead mother, which has been neglected. 

Yours truly, 0HESTER BEDELL. 

Belief an Absurdity. 
RICHMoND, VA., Aug. 31, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: It is a remarkable fact 
that a large majority of intelligent people 
allow their minds to become warped upon 
the subject of religion. To doubt and in
vestigate is thought to greatly offend an 
imaginary something called God. Labor
ing under this impression while reading 
the Bible, common sense is for the time 
laid aside, thl' reasoning faculties are 
given over entirely to blind credulity, and 
the consequence is that the scriptures are 
'believed literally, word for word, from 
Genesis to Revelation. It must be re
membered that the supposed inspired book 
was written by men and compiled by men, 
that it is filled with mistakes and contra
dictions, and was finally voted upon in a 
convention to decide which of the books 
were inspired and which were not. The 
result of this meeting was that some of 
them were rejected, and the probability is 
that those that were discarded should hav 
been retained, and vice versa. Theolo
gians hav from time immemorial taken spe
cial delight in harping upon several pas
sages in the New Testament, the substance 
of which is, unless a man believes in Ohrist 
he will be damned; that is to say, unless 
yon believe that Ohrist is actually the son 
of God, and that he is endowed with the 
power of giving an immortal life of hap
piness to all those who profess this faith, 
good deeds stand for naught, and yon will 
be cast into everlasting hell-fire. The 
ohnroh has always insisted that an honest 
disbelief in this creed is the most diabolical 
of sins, deserving and incurring the ilame 
future punishment as murder and rob~ 
bery. Under this amazing dispensation of 
divine law, the world's greatest geniuses, 
philosophers, and benefactors, the most 
refined and cultured element of mankind, 
hav been doomed to the identical fate of 
ruffians and out-throats. Let ns calmly and 
dispassionately consider this, the most 
momentous of all questions; and in doing 
so, I propose to prove that snoh a dootrin 
of eteznal retribution is inequitable and 
unjust, and that it is not in accordance with 
reason. As -an illustration, we will say a 
widow, who has been married twice, goes 
to the oemt~tery and stands by the ~avlllf 
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of her departed husbands. She is in a 
retrospeotiv mood, and as she looks upon 
the -tomb of her first husband, she remem
bers how kind and loving he was to her, 
and what a noble, upright man he had 
been. But he was unable to believe in the 
inspiration of the Bible, and he died as he 
had lived, making no confession or recan
tation whatever. She now turns to the 
grave of the second husband, and it flashes 
aoro~s her mind how di!sipa.ted and orne I 
he was, and what a contemptible rascal he 
was considered. Bnt he was a firm be
liever in the Bible, a member of the 
church, and upon his death-bed he de
clared he would be saved, and that faith 
had washed all his sins away. Which of 
the two men had this woman rather meet 
in heaven? Yet, according to the Bible, 
the one that had made her life happy was 
suffering in torment, and the one that bad 
made it wretched was an angel, epjoying 
perpetual bliss. In the name of justice 
and mercy, I ask, can this be true? Can 
there be anything more absurd than the 
dogma of salvation by faith, _which teaches 
that a certain belief is necessary in order 
to be saved, and that an honest intellect
ual conviction t:> the contrary merits. dam
nation. When a man commits a sin, and 
goes to a priest, who in consideration 
of a sum of money givs him absolution, 
this man- feels and believes that he will 
never suffer the penalty of his sin, because 
he thinks he has obtained forgivness. Al
ways having this easy method of pardon 
in view, he can with impunity do the same 
thing the next day, pay another visit to 
the priest, and again feel contented. I not 
only contend that snob a religion is not a 
restraint, but claim that it is the greatest 
demoralizer upon the face of the earth, 
because it offers an escape from punish
ment. The first step toward reforming 
the world and banishing snp3rstiijon is to 
abolish the idea that a mere belief in the 
supernatural is a universal panacea for all 
our iniquities. 

The gospel of Humanity must be 
preached, which says that we must reap 
the result of our acts, that for every injury 
done ample restitution must be made, for 
there is no pardoning power. This is, 
after all, the only true religion. 

DANIEL J. PAXTON. 

The Canse in Oregon. 
PoRTLAND, OB., Sept. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The Seventh ATmnal Con
vention of the Oregon State Secular Union 
will be held at Portland, Or., Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday, Sept. 20, 21, and 
22, 1895. 

Liberals of Washington are especially 
and most cordially invited. All who at
tend will be hospitably entertained by the 
Women's Auxiliary of the First Secular 
Chnroh. Business sessions will be held 
at Labor Council Hall, Stark and First 
streets; public meetings, Friday evening, 
lectures and musical entertainment; Sat
urday evening, dramatic performance at 
Torn Halle, corner Foo.rth and Yamhill 
streets; exhibition of Sunday-school work, 
under the direction of Miss Nettie A. 
Olds, at Turn Halle, Sunday morning, at 
10:80. That alone will well repay a jour· 
ney from any part of the United States. 
The Convention will close with a ball at 
Labor Council Hall, Sunday evening, 
Sept. 22d. 

The opening of the Industrial Exposi
tion has been postponed for two weeks, 
which will prevent friends from taking ad
vantage of reduced rates. President Jesse 
is negotiating to secure reduced fare on 
railroad lines. In some oases this cannot 
be effected, on account of his not being 
able to guarantee the required number of 
passengers. Be sure to inquire for special 
rates when purchasing tickets for the Con
vention. 

Neither the summer heat nor the exodus 
to the hop-fields has materially affected 
our work in Portland. The attendance 
continues good and the interest unabated. 
The greatest drawback to the work in this 
city is want of a suitable hall in a desirable 
location. When this is obtained, and efforts 
are being made in that direction, we shall 
hav five to eight hundred people every 
Snnday night. Onr Sunday-school is mak
ing glorious headway. Last Sunday we 
had twenty-nine members in the adult 
class, and fifty-four children ill. the oalie 
t!t~_nj,o and -~a~ JIJ.~roh, 

THE TRUTH REEKF.R 

The interest awakened oan be best gaged 
by the fact that the leading miD.isters of 
the city, as they severally return from 
their vacations, make Secularism the sub· 
jeot of their opening sermons. Last Sun
day the two most prominent ministers of 
the city made their sermons the vehicles 
of abuse of Secularism. The enemy are up 
in arms, terribly alarmed, and wailing for 
the loss of their lambs. The imbeoil twad
dle they get off is most pitiable, but with 
all their volubility and the help of the 
Holy Spirit ( i. e , Pneuma-wind) they 
dare not even meet our young Hypatia, 
and the very mention of the old veteran's 
name threatens them with convulsions. 
.Not one of them dares defend his faith in 
public debate. To us it is very encourag
ing to know how deeply our success stirs 
them. "She do move." 

The secretary of the Sunday-school at 
Vancouver, Wash., has just sent in her 
quarterly report, announcing the average 
attendance of children as thirty-eight. 
The greatest interest is manifest. Liberals 
are very desirous that a. lecturer sbonld 
be stationed there, so they can ha.v a. lect
ure every week. Immediately .after the 
Convention we hope to make arrangements 
to this effect. 

On August 31, the Dramatic Company, 
an auxiliary of the church, gavll their in
itial performanol'! at Turn Halle, pre
Panting the domestic drama, "Chimney 
Corner," and the comedy, "Irish Magnet
ism," with a. gem selection of songs by the 
Sunday-school children. The performance 
was admitted by all to be most admirable. 
Both pieces were rendered without a flaw, 
hitch, or error. The reputation of the 
club is secure. 

In the midst of joy we are called to 
momn. The following from the Oregon
ian, the leading paper of this section, tells 
the sad story: 

The fnneral.of Mrs. Catherine Kehm, 
aged sixty years, wife of ConradKehm and 
mother of Katie Kehm Smith, former 
pastor of the First Secular church of this 
city. was conducted under the auspices of 
the First Seonla.r church at the nndertak
inl! parlors of Finlav & Rei~er yesterday 
at 2 o'clock P. M. The oration, a tender 
and touching tribute to the memorv of the 
dead, was delivered by Miss Nettie A. 
Olds, in the presence of a. large circle of 
friends and rela.tiv'l. Mrs. Kehm died 
as she bad lived-a. Secularist. The. in
terment., at Lone-Fir cemetery, was at
tended by a beautiful and impressiv ser
vice, oonolndint?with a song by the Secular 
church choir, "Lay Me Low, My Work Is 
Done." 

Mrs. Kehm had been enjoying good health 
up to a. few minutes before her death. For
tunately her youngest son, Herman, who 
had been spending a. vacation in the conn
try, arrived home just in time to receive 
her parting words and looks of love, and 
to make glad the poor old loving heart by 
his affectionate ministrations. She died of 
hemorrhage of the lungs, within twenty 
minutes after being attacked, leaving to 
the lonAly sorrow of old age her faithful 
husband and life-long co-worker in the 
cause of mental freedom. 

These sudden deaths, which are occur
ring almost every day, remind us we 
should ever be mindful of our duty toward 
our loved one~, and never neglect to glad
den their hearts with words and acts of love 
and kindness; for how very sad must be 
the awakening, after some petty jealousy, 
pique, or passion has caused us to scorn, 
neglect, or fail to minister to them, to find 
them suddenly taken from us. Ah, if we 
could only realize that the happiness of 
life lies in the actions of to-day, and learn 
the lesson that Liberalism teaches, to act 
every day so that to-morrow will bring no 
regrets, we would never be called upon to 
shed the bitter tears of remorse. Life 
hangs upon a. thread; then let us liv so 
that when it is suddenly broken we shall 
never feel that our loved ones passed away 
sorrowing for the lack of that affeotion it 
was our duty to hav bestowed upon them. 

All intending to attend the Convention 
will please write me at their earliest, so 
that arrangements can be made for their 
entertainment. C. B. REYNOLDS, 

Sec. Oregon State Secular Union, 
620 Seventh st., Portland, Or. 

What's to be Done 1 
CmoAao, ILL., Sept. 19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Behind the veil ol the past 
lie years of work, the work of those who 

stood and those who yet stand within the 
arena. of combat with the monster church. 
Placing the results of the combat in a 
calm light of judgment, one must say with 
disheartened spirit that the combat is nn
snooessfnl so far. 

What is to be done in order to hold that 
monster at least so far beneath yon that it 
do not overpower yon? A straining of the 
faonltieiJ is unavoidable, and though every 
effort seems in vain, effort is still to be 
made and work is not to cease. Bnt the 
work which is to be done must be other 
than that which has been ·done. Mere ad
vertised leotnrneering and the spilling of 
ink will not subdue the monster. Taking 
Liberalism aggJ"egatedly, to my results of 
reasoning, it is Pimply impossible to intro
duce etbios of a broad liberal nature if snob 
a. work is not begun with the first essenti'l.l 
object to see that the industry of a land 
becomes not impaired. Indnfiltry is so 
lame now that many are driven to snob 
poverty that the solicitation to hav them 
accept the old religion becomes welcome; 
and hence we see thei:n preach and lie and 
degrade themselvs at the corners of streets, 
spreading the banner of plenty and col
lecting the.beggingsand charity. An army 
of religions beggars is growing and thereby 
fostering the ornde religion which is so 
much abhorred, and with which so much 
injury has been done to humanitv. It 
should be involved in the work of Liber
alism that industry maintains its healthy 
channels, for then alone the work of Lib
eralism will tell. The Freethinker who 
givs wide scope to his investigation must 
understand that Liberalism means practi
cal action, that a. great movement must 
comprise in its component demands a 
furtherance of the essentials of hnm11on 
existence. If it merely confines itself to 
the untruths and curiosities of biblical 
dogmas, and don't become of broader 
function, it will be equally a. curiosity, not 
assisting humanity, and of nnintrinsio 
worth when confronted with the eve-ry-day 
ailments of the people to which it addresses 
itself. 

The largPst possible development of in
dustrial life in the medioin for the sick, is 
the oil for the Freethinker. It is the bul
wark that protects us from relig-ions ty
rants. The religions tyrants work upon 
economic principles; and .whenever in
dustry becomes impaired, it is more or 
less their plot_to hav it so, and to take ad
vantage of the moment, d"a.win!l: mankind 
back into religions fanaticism, thus creat
ing an army of force and crossing the 
earnest efforts of Liberalism. 

The object of second consideration for 
the Freethinker, in his work of Liberalism, 
is to hav an all-seeing eye over the system 
of public schooling, that its teachers as 
well are purely secular and free from any 
taint of sectarianism. A public s~hool is a 
state school, and a state school is not and 
cannot be a. parochial school. A Parochial 
school is the school of a. society, and, if 
the society chooses to send its .children 
there, it may do so, but this society has 
no right to force its artificial svstem of 
doctrine and usages into a. state school. 
A state school may cease to exist if the 
citizens choose to withdraw their children 
from it, but if it ceases to exist it must 
cease as a pure, seon'ar, unadulterated 
state school. It is a. crime and a. villainy for 
any religions, credulous society to inter
fere with a. state school when it don't wish 
to send its children there, and when it has 
its own school and the state don't inter
fere to injure it. 

The third important object for the Free
thinker to look to, in his work of Liberal
ism, as a. fundamental work, is, that he 
must build up a. nniGn of a.otiv workers, 
and hav constitutional provisions for 
the mutual assistance of his fellow-mem· 
ber with respect to the economic well
being of his co-worker. Means must 
be at hand, and if the proper mode of 
operation is found and chosen and prac
ticed, means, sufficiently, will come. It 
depends upon the caliber displayed in an 
organization to assure respect and success. 

If tbe aotiv worker happens to be a. well
to-do man, he is so much better off, but if 
he is poor, and is dependent for a. liveli
hood, he exposes himself to persecution 
and trouble should he make earnest and 
telling and thorough attempts at work of 
agitation. He therefore need<~ every sap
port and an income assured to him, 
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Such are the cornerstones of the edifice, 
and no matter whe.t ecclesiastic precedent 
or bad fungi mav vegetate within the _or
ganization, if the ool'nerstone is well 
f'lnnded the work will flow as smooth as 
oil. If these fnndam<~ntal objects are 
neglected, all attempts will fail because, 
being attempts founded upon sand, the 
showers and storm will clear them away. 
The organiz11otion is laughed at; it becomes 
rent within itself, and the more earnAst 
yon try to be the more insane yon will 
appear when the cornerstone and founda
tion are not there. 

Intelligence must be patronized and, in 
a manner, be snppnrted. The church does 
this. A union must be founded upon 
principles by which it cannot be rent. 
Religion has this. Religion makes use of 
the babe already by a baptism to fnrth~r
its bad cause. It follows up the bab& 
through its childhood and youth, and 
makes use of its intellect bv either en
tirely dwarfing it, or O'l.ptnring it for the 
seminary, where it becomes trained to as
sist in the crimes which the clerical b'l.n
dits commit against the world. 

Beware also of mingling the cause of 
Liberalism with numerous other isms. It 
is idiotic to indulge in Utopian theories·,. 
for they belong to the ideal unreal. That; 
which I can reach is tangible, and there-
fore real, and I cannot afhrd to pass it; 
and reach out farther for anvthin~:e in-
tangible and mere Utopian. Tb.e Free-
thinker must work on· limited gronndl 
where he can reach about. The Free
thinker must be consistent and limited in 
his purpose, and Freethonght cannot be 
of universal function, but it must be oon
s'stently extensiv in its demands and claims 
and purpose. J. U. MANUTH. 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 

ROB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
The Field -Ingersoll Discus

sion. Price, 25 cent!". 
In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 

Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. :rhe letter was published in the 
North American Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older reader.s kuow the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, 25 cents. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in th3 North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
wor.sted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the Review eng11ged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into priut. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rarf\ treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

'l'he 'l'ruth Seeker, 
28 UFAVJ,i'lM B' P~AC~~ New Voll'lc. 

PRIE~TLY UEL18A..Ul: EXPO~Eb 
By Rn. G. T. l'oz, liLA. 

'Price, 15 cents, AddreBI this office, 
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~'AiZdrsn' s ~ornor. 

Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Ri<'er, Mass., to whom all Comm,unica
tion~ tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the dax's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

The Retort~ 
One dav, a rich man, flushed with pride and 

wine-
Sitting with guest~ at table, all quite merry

Conceived it would be vastly fine 
To crack a joke npon his secretary. 

u Young man," said be, "by what art, craft., or 
trade, 

Did your good father earn his livelihood?" 
"He w11.s a saddler, sir," the young man said, 

"And in his line was always reckoned good." 

"A >addler, eh? And had yon stuffed with Greek 
In•tead of teaching yon like him to do! 

"And pray, sir, why diil not your fatner make 
A saddler, too, of yon?" 

At this each fl9.tterer, as in duty bound, 
The joke applauded, and the laugh went round. 

At length the secretary, bowin'i low, 
Said (craving pardon, if too free he made), 

"Sir. by your leave. I fain would know 
Your father' a trade." 

"My father's trader Why, sir, but that's too 
bad; 

Mv father's trs.de! Why, blockhead, art thou 
mad? . 

My father, sir, was never brought so low; 
He was a gentleman, rd bav yon know." 

"Indeed, excuse the liberty I take; 
But if sour story's true, 

How haPpened it your father did not make 
A gentleman of yon?" -Anon. 

How I Shall Get to H€aven. 
II. 

WhAn at last death, the benefactor, came, 
and Joseph lay calm and still, quite free 
from pain and all disturbing influences, 
his body, robed for the last long, sweet 
sleen, was plao!ld in a casket, as good as I 
would desire for myself, and taken into 
the best room in the house. At the proper 
time, friends, both white and dark, were 
invited to come in to psy their last re
spects, and speak the last farewell to the 
clay that bore the name of Joseph, once 
full of life, hope, and animation, now ly
ing limp, cold, aud helpless. 

In acoord~>nce with his wishes, his pastor 
came to speak the last few words at the 
funeral, for I never interfered with his re
ligions fancies, and the singers with whom 
he had been wont to associate came and 
sang the tunes he most liked to hear. It 
was on the 23d day of August, 1894, and 
through the open windows floated the 
strains of 

J eRns, lover of my soul, 
Let me to thy bosom fly, 

While the nearer waters roll, 
While the tempest still is high. 

And then, at the close of the service, 
Nearer my God to thee, 

Nearer to thee, 

was chanted as only the Afro-Americans 
know how to render it. 

And when this service was over, we laid 
his body gently and carefully away in our 
family burial lot in Oak Grove cemetery, 
where sleep my father, mother, and little 
Susie. In all these cares, my sister was a 
willing helper. Together we watched over 
and nursed the sick one, day and night. 

I do not claim that this was more than 
I or she, or anyone, should hav done, or 
ought to do, nor' yet do I tell it in any 
boastful sense, or with any vainglory. 
Nor was it done for Christ's sake, or think
ing that the doing of the same would take 
me to heaven, for such thought never on e 
entered my mind. But that which I did 
was for poor, suffering humanity's sake 
only. 

When I shall hav told this to Peter, he 
will say, "Your name and former resi
dence." I shall reply, "Susan Helen 
Wixon, Fall River, Massaohnsetts, U. S. 
A." "Member of church, and if so, what 
denomination?" he will further inquire. 
"I was never identified with any particu
lar church-my views seemed to be broad
er and more liberal than any church I 
knew of on e~th," will be my answer. 

Then Peter will turn to the busy type
writer who keeps the account of deeds 
done in the body, and will ask this ques
tion, "What does the record say?" 

'THE TRUTH SEEKEH 

Looking over the ponderous tomes till 
he comes to the W's, he will run his finger 
down the long line, where he finds my 
name and calls out, "Wixon, Susan H., 
Fall River, Mass., U.S. A.-Deeds done 
in the body," and he will begin to read so 
many things that I hav forgotten-" little, 
nameleBB, unremembered acts of kindneBB 
and of love," that I shall be astonished 
myself to think they were recorded. " Pass 
to the incident that she has related, if 
there," says Peter, doubtingly. The man 
will turn a few pages, and say, " Yes, here 
it is, only there is more to her credit than 
she has told." "And yon did not do this 
and other deeds for J esns' sake, and hop
ing for reward?" and Peter will look at 
me in some surprise. " No, sir," I shall 
reply emphatically. At the same moment I 
shall catch the sound of a voice chanting 

' low and sweet from a far-off aisle, but 
perfectly plain, these words: "Inasmuch 
as ye hav done it unto one of the least of 
these, my little ones, ye hav do:ae it unto 
me." 

"Is there anybody here to vouch for 
this story as told by this lady and written 
in the Book of Life?" and Peter will ~peak 
up loud and distinctly. Immediately from 
the shining host there will emerge an angel, 
his face glowing with happiness and peace, 
and he says, "I vouch for it-I, Joseph 
Williams. She did it all and more." 

The pearly gates will then swing wide 
upon their golden hinges, the music of 
millions of voices will burst upon my ears, 
and myriads of hands will be outstretched 
to greet me; among them I shall see the 
sister who died before I was born, my 
brothers, my father and mother, dear little 
Susie, and all my loved ones who went be
fore into the unknown country. 

The chieftain of the guard will say, 
"Miss Wixon, yon hav the freedom of the 
city. As you roamed o'er the earth, free 
and fearless, as yon were bound by no 
eoolesiastioal sect, fettered by no creed, 
cramped by no theological chains, we can 
not put them upon you here. Yon hav 
the same liberty here that yon had on 
earth. Go and come at your own pleasure, 
and none shall harm or molest yon." 

With Joseph for my guide, I shall start 
on a tour of inspection. F~om the en
trance we go down a sort of Midway Plai
sance, with booths and inclosures on either 
side. The noise is something terrific, bells 
jangling, folks screaming, horns blowing, 
and music strings twanging, all sadly out 
of tune. "What is all this, Joseph?" I 
ask. "Oh, dey is de different creeds, yon 
know. Yonder is de Mef'dist, an' nex' to 
dem is de 'Pisoopals. Done you see ole 
-- --, dat ye uster know, he stanin' up 
er readin' outer er prayer-book, jess de 
same as eber-see how big he feel. Ober 
dere is de Baptis' folks, all walled up-dey 
is olos' communion, jess de same, dey is. 
An' dey got a puddle in dere whar dey do 
baptizin'." "Where are the Presby
terians, Joseph?" I ask. "Right ober dere, 
Miss Susan; in dere whar de blue lights 
shine, in dat pen, dare's de Preseterians. 
Dem ministers yon nster know, who was 
wid ye on de school oommitty-Rev. Mr. 
--, an' -- --, an'-- -- dey is in 
dere. Sometimes dey gets onten de pen, 
an' dey goes off' by damsels, but dey come 
back mosely. Ober yonder is de Conga
tionals. De Holiness folks, dey is in dat 
little pen yonder, and de Mormons is ober 
dare, and dem folks ye see on dere knees 
in de mud is de Salvation Army. Dem big 
buildings off' der 'longs to de Cat'lics, an' 
here eomes a prie11t wid a bag o' gole in 
both his han's-'tis all for. de ohu'oh, ye 
know. Dat's what dey all say. De Chi
nese an' de Hindoos an' an de nations, dey 
all here, and aere havin' a parley.ment of 
all de 'ligions up dere-ye can go an' see 
'em, if ye wants to." 

We pass one big bazaar on our walk 
through the Plaisance, with all kinds of 
curious images displayed. Joseph informs 
'me they are all the various idols and gods 
used on earth, and now on exhibition in 
heaven. It is a marvelous display and at
tracts many visitors. I am much amused 
as Joseph points out the many emblems 
and objects, grotesque, revolting, fright
ful, or otherwise, and calls them all sacred. 
"Ye see, chile, dey conn ts from de begin
nin'. Dare's beetles an' bugs, an' snakes, 
an' trees, an' oxen, an' oder beasties; im
ages of fakes, too, an' rain-gods, an' sun-

~ods, an' fire, an' debils, an' eberyting dat 
eber was washiped, an' de las' one is a big 
book-see." 

"And where are the golden harps, the 
crowns, and white robes, Joseph?" 

S. H. W. 
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.] 

Too Well Grounded in Truth to be Shaken. 
Mrs. Gifford, in her zeal, has written a 

long letter to one of our boys of the Cor
ner-Charley Carlton-and sent him some 
"Look to J esns" tracts and cards. She 
means well, and is evidently sincere, and 
we all like sincerity and good motive. 
But for Charley, boy as he is, to follow 
her instructions, would be like going back
ward a long way. Our boys and girls of 
the Corner are too well grounded in truth 
to be swayed by the breezes of supersti
tion. They are good, sensible, bright 
boys and girls, and would not do anything 
wrong and injurious for all the world, that 
is, if thev follow the teachings of the edi
tor of this department. Certainly, if Mrs. 
Gifford feels like praying for Charley, he 
will not object, but we know that all her 
prayers, though numbered by the million, 
will only go to show their uselessness. 
The universe is governed, not by prayer, 
but by law, and there are no miracles. 
The other name of miracle is ignorance. 
We are sorry for Mrs. Gifford, and wish 
she could be brought to see the light as it 
is in reason and common sense. She would 
then no longer be miserable and unhappy 
in the anticipation of an eternity of misery 
and unhappiness for herself or anybody 
else, but joy and peace would reign in her 
heart. S. H. W. 

What tbe Little Folks A.re Saying. 
Lulu looked bright and rosy when she 

came into the dining-room, but she said, 
as she poured the cream on her oatmeal: 

"I guess mamma was right about two 
pieces of chocolate cake being too much 
for tea. Anyway, I havn't slept very well. 
Why, I believe I turned over a thousand 
times." 

"Is it possible?" exclaimed papa, look
ing very serious. "Let's see! How long 
were yon abed? Ten hours? That would 
be about 100 times an hour, or once every 
36 seconds. A thousand times! Why, 
how tired yon must bel"-Youth's Com
panion. 

Correspondence. 
RocKviLLE, IDAHo, Aug. 18, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WrxoN: I thought I would 
drop yon a few lines and send yon a letter 
from Delia Gifford that I got the last time 
I wrote to the Children's Corner. Also an 
Indian arrow-head and some rattlesnake 
rattles. I will send yon the collection as 
soon as soon as I get it gathered; it will 
have some of nature's drawings. Yours 
very truly, CaAs. C. CARLTON. 

[Thanks for the pretty arrow-point and 
the rattles. 

Poor Mrs. Gifford! It is quite evident 
that her religion has nearly turned her 
brain, and it is pitiful. While Charley 
is in no need of her prayers, her sincerity 
is to be respected, and if it does her good 
to pray, it can certainly do him no harm. 
He will keep straight on in the path of 
duty, doing all the good he can, and living 
the true and upright life that ever makes 
the respected citizen, the honorable mem
ber of the oommnnity.-ED. C. C.] 

THoRNBURG, IA., Sept. 8, 1895. 
SusAN H. WixoN- Madam: I was 

amused at the pions, motherly advice whiob 
Delia A. Gifford givs you in Tam TRUTH 
SEEKER of Aug. 31st, and greatly delighted 
by your answer. Such expositions never 
come amiss. even in the Children's Corner. 
They are good for the children, and good 
for grown people. Let us hav some more 
occasionally. 

We hav your books, "Story Hour" and 
"Right Living." Both of them are splen
did. For small children the pictures of 
"Story Hour" make good amusement. 
For older ones the text matter is excellent. 

I hav taught school a number of years, 
and while so engaged often wished we 
could hav snob works, free from supersti
tion, in the public school at least. 

Yours truly, E. D. NAUMAN. 
[Thank yon, friend Nauman, for kindly 

words of praise. They help us in our 
work, and take the chill off when others 
say things which hurt, as they sometimes 
thoughtlessly do.-ED. C. C.] 
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" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Prioe, 6 oents. 

Interesting b >ok< by same author: 
"Four Leading Dootrmes," 247 pp., ....... 75 
" Divine Love and •Vtsdom," 248 pp.,..... .75 
"Divine Providence." 808 pp.,.. ... . ... .. . . .7G 
"Ooujugal Lov ·," 472 \)P· •..••.•......... $1.00 
"True Ohris•ian Reluuon." 982 pp ........ 1.50 
"ApJCalypse Explained,"Vol<.1, 2. 8,4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive.O>It.alogue to the !l.merican 

Sweden borg Printi 'g and Publishing Society, 
20 Oooper Union, New York. . 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORI{S. 
Right LiTing. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Oloth, 1!11, 
Woman: Fonr Centuries ••f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, SOO pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 

some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti· 
tion for Children and Yont . The Only Free
thinkers' Ohildren's Story-book ever Issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; la.rge 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns· 
trated oovers; 4to. 224_p_"Q .. boards. $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 

FOR SALE! 
Having been al?pointed administrator of the es

tate of the late Lulie i\Ionro" Power, consisting 
of the Franchise and ~qnipmont of the l?·oncfad 
Age, I now place tho sam~ upon the market. 

.Lt i• the desire of the heirs. Mr. H. H. Power 
anrt daughter, that the paper be Perpetuated. 
Being in its fortieth year and well established1 wi h a circulation reaching into every state ana 
territory in the Uninn. and located at· one of the 
best :points of dtstribntiou in the c.•nntry, I feel 
that 1t wonld be remiss in me not to give those 
interested in Journalism of tb.is ola.s an oppor
tunity to buy and continue it. I will hoLt the 
same OI/eU fo • pnvate sale for SO days If, at the 
expiratiOn of that time, it is not disposed of, I 
wills ell at public sale. 

The oftice 1s fully eqnipl!ed with material and 
machinerv to issue any kmd of pnbhcation and 
commer•ial job work; besides there is over $5:l0 
worth of stock, bJok• an•i valn<ble librarv. 

Address C. E GEISENDORFF, 
Indianapolis, Ind. Administrator. 

TWO DOLL AI\ S FOil OHE. 
"TH~ LITTLE FREETHINKER" 

The only pap or pnblishe<l for the vonng that is 
free from snperstLion One year 50 cents Six 
month•, 25 cents. Sample copies, 8 cents. Ltttle 
Freetltinli:e7" has been enlarged ani! improved 
and is now a Paper Liberals may be proud of. 
I'll Aend L•ttle Freetl!fnli:er, Jt'oote"s Health 
Monthly, and Tl!e Afavflower Magazine oue 
Year. the Home. a 16-Pa&estory paoer, and twelve 
fine fl.owe ing t nibs of aifferent kinds. all for $1. 

Adtlres • ELl\IIN A. D BLENKER, 
3t37 Snowvitle, Pulaski county, Va.. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the Mte< of 20 and40 sears. Address L. C. I., care 
Trn th Seeker office. 10t87 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repair, 
clo ely regulate and remrn watches 2d or 3d 
day. No better work in the world Agents 
wan ten in every town in the United States where 
watches are butchered inst.Rilil of restored Many 
are now making money but. mb< ""ore can make 
money easv by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor•. APPly for terms, also 
send for price lists of Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Desil:mer of 

The Otto Wettsre;,., Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
veni• Spo•n, and The Popular Free

th?ught Badge. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

PROVIDENCE 

An Art 
Catalogue 

of tlzcse famous wltee/3 
and of IIartfords, $.fu 
$6o,free at a11y Colum
bia Ag-e?tcy, or mailed 
for two :z-cellt stamps. 
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Cbea~ Tra&ts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politinal Condi- .................... _..... ................... - ....... . 
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh 1 ~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm rmmlfrmmlflllffilllrmmlfiTllTmlrmmlfrmmlfrmmTl:ill 

Prote~tant Pers~cutiona William Cobbett.: 1 = i 
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§ 14921 Columbus to I ge {{ i 18 92 • 
The ~~~~~;~t!e~~aii~Jait~i~~~~~~~~i:~ :~ § J.J.~ 11 rso ~ : 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 I ~""I 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the == 
"Origin of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 

Reviv~ft::r~~~~~e:!.r·A.:·n:"iiU.iiiplii:e:V::::: ~ ~ 400 Yea· rs ;11 A Remarkable Book a Review of Grer,'s ~ ~ 

Tile J~~;P;~i~~rr~Jg~::: ~: :~: :~:~~:~ :~~ 3~ • ~ · ~~ 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. W a.tts. i ~ They range in price from one to ten cents each. 

They are so low in plioe that thousands of gen
erous· hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Bent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

A Secular Prayer. Austin Hol;y_oake.. .. .. .. . 1 ' 
Secular Responsibility. G J Ho!Yoake ..... : 
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88 L•fayette place, New Yor~. , ar e ges. 5· 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. w 'K 
B. Wise is now mdictod for sendm&: a ~~ With The Truth Seeker for One Year, $6.:'i0. 
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Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. •== ~~ 
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Christian Mysteries. A Dialogn(l between a E 
Christian Missionary and a Chinese We hav received the "Handbook of ~~ 

The clf~~~:~nsab"J:iaib.:···ji>iiiiill":Rem~bilri:: ~ Freethonght." It is a small encyclopedia •= Cf!: HE 7. R UTE SEEKER COMPANY announced in Octo- ~~ 
Christian. Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 of fact, argument, logic, and soienoe, pre- J..Vb th t thi b d 3 
The Church and Educaoion. Anti-Je,uit..... 5 sented as evidence against the false claims 1- er a s super work was at last ready for elivery. It ~ 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin f th d I th" b k had been. in preparation for so long that some of the cubscrt"bers -=JI 
cong~!:!~'i:"J."sill:iiia~·:r:;.w8 .... <Bhaii"th~·M:aii8 10 ~o~: fi~g~:~n t~e ~:gn~ent!0t~~:~:e~~ "' .: ~~ ~~~P~~~t'hnse nknday?) By the Editor 

3 
throw orthodoxy. In his preface to the ~ were getting a little impatient and wondering when they would 3::::;~~ 

The constitution an3 Noi:Y"nays "and. i'J:;}li". work Mr. Bell says: "I hav aimed in pre- have the opportunity to see for themselves whether it possessed 
days. s p Putnam . 0 0 ••• ' 0 •• 0 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 paring this work to put into oompaot and ~ all th m rit "1 . d f •t b th br h Th d.d t 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant.... 1 orderly form a large amount of irrefro- •== e e B c aune or I Y e pu IS ers. ey I no 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Give the Devil His w .e r th •t d h k d h ~· Due. John Syphers.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 2 gable evidence against the superstitions of •eE_ rea 1ze e magni u e of t e wor , an t at the six months' delay 31 
B:~~i.i~~~elr~~~~~el Bpbli~~P~f~ge;!P· ·hy. ·. 2 the ohnroh. I hav often felt the need of in getting it out was due to the fact that they were to have fifty =-

k snob a work for my own nse. The matter ~~ 3e Austin Holyoa e.......................... 5 h "th t d h b ll d E per nt mor r di th th h db • d d I ~ Decadence of Christianity.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 erew1 presen e as een on e from == ce e ea ng an ey a een promise an near y -=---1 
TheDeclineofl!'aith. Jl!lRemsburg ....... 5 someoftheablflstwriterslivinganddead. ·~ thr t• m t •t S h th h I 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts.. ~ As a book of reference I hope 1.t may be a ~~ ee Imes as any por r81 s. uc was e case, owever. n- :::a 

Universe? An,tin Hol~oake .. . ..... ... 8 valuable aid to all investigators and truth s ea o BlX undre pages o letter-press there are nearly nine Does there Exist a Moral Uovernor of the t d f • h d f :::::11~=-~ 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but seekers. Its running headlines, chapter .~ h d d d th fift t •t • d · h Sincere Christian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 5 bends snbbeods ond 1 "fied b" t un re , an e Y por ·r81 s promise ln t e prospectus have 
};~~l~if~~s~!a~~~isgN>-e~th':~ lf.t~~\~~~!·~~ 5 make 'it a' ha~dbo;k.' " 0 :M:~ Bell h~sJ:~r~ lg::: multiplied to one hundred and forty-one I Considering the fact -~::. 

terialism. R. S Brigham., M.D.......... 3 tainly prodnoed a valuable book, and we I§ th t th ill tr t• th t tl t f th b k 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 take pleasure in say in~ that we find it to IE a e us a IOns are e mos cos _ Y par o e oo -as 
~~~f!e~.osno£i~~':f~ol~llb.~~£I~m1~!"i;oD.ii8b."~re 1g be about the most nsefnl work we now hav E undoubtedly to many they will also be the most attractive......:and ~~ 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 in onr library. Every Freethinker should .~ 1 f t• th f th t thr h d d 3 
F
Fonn\];ationhs. JdohL~ Sy2_hers......... . . . . . . . . . . 1 hav this work. It is handsomely bound 

1 
proper Y es Ima mg e expense o e ex ra ee un re pages ~~ 

ree s~eelY~Y-~-~--~~~-~-~~-~s_s .. ~~~~~-~:~~~~ 1 and consists of 381 pages and an index, == of text, it is evident that the subscriber received about one hundred ::
3
=-

Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradl•.ngh 3 and sells for $1 in cloth and 50 cents in t f hi $ h W 
Freethonght and Mod. Pro!!ress. Chas.Watts 3 T II per cen more or s 5 t an was gul\ranteed to him. ell, the 
fi~~Ji~¥,~~!r~ft~;;:~ta~~S:·~fa~:~e~:~~::: i paper.- ruth. -- nearly eleven hundred copies of the volume subscribed for werE~ -~----
The Gospel of Christianity and the Gospel of Says the New York TRUTH SEEKER: "A t d -Freetho~ht. Annie Besant . . . . . . . . . 2 short time ag-o we said this to more than sent ou , an now we know what the recipients think of their 
{i::~~n a~~0H~ll~W~~~~ Bffi~~i~~1i}A.ii.itiD. 3 thirty Liberal writers: There bas been a ;: investment. Judging by the letters that reach this office, they are -~~ 
Hereltoil~~:n.;iiJ."i~~iO"D.:·iiii."s"ti-"8.ti~D.~·oi'ii8 a great deal of talk at various times and by ~ not only satisfied-more than satisfied-but surprised and dE>- :::a 

0 P f . E a good many of the leading Liberals about :::::ai 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh . . . . . . . 3 w 

ccnrrence. ro · Lom8 taberg.····· · · 3 the Positiv or Oonstrnot1"v st"de of Lt"bernl- lighted that they got such a bargain. ::::;::
3 Give Me in lts Ste \d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 ativ as well as a Negntt"v philosophy oon- s or e su Ject matter of Foun HUNDRED Y EABB OF FnEE· 

If Yon TakeAw&yMy Religion What Will Yon ism. It is stated that there is an Affirm- ~ A f th b. 

Is America the New World? L L Dawson ... lO w ~-§~ Infidelity. H. w. Beecher...................... 1 neoted with the Freethonght movement; THOUGHT, it covers nearly every phase of progress and development 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 and that Libe als sho ld b ild a el" . Ingersoll Catechised. Whh Mr. Ingersoll's r n n r IgiOn == and presents them in such orderly sequence as to give the best 

P R b t B or philosophy or system of morality, as I 
Ingers<~I~~n°~Ic<fly'ifn ~~~~:::::::::·:·::::::: g well as destroy the system founded on sn· possible picture of human evolution. In Part First we have Free-
The~~ :.eB~~~~[t~: ~.~~i~-~~~-s-~. ~~~- -~~~~ perstition and supernaturalism." To ob- 1== thought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part. Second, as an 
Is the Bible IndiotR ble? Annie Besant....... g tain for publication the opinion of these 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John·E Remsburg. 5 writers on this snbjeot the matter was pnt organized force. With this history are given sketches cf the lives 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ ~ thus: "Is there an Affirmativ, Positiv, f th d h h tak t · th t 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlaugh . . . . ... . . 3

2 
Oonstrnotiv side to Freethonght? If not, o e men an women w o ave en par m e movemen . It 

Land Questwn. Charles Bradl•ngh.. .. ....... ? •t th t d th t. It • ld b k d h Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake....... 2 the reason why If there be, in what, in um es e pas an e presen IB a wor oo an a ome 
t:~e~eJ~0o&u~~~:r~~<iJgtf.e~~~~li~iir1g.th~t 5 your opinion, does it consist, and in what book. It fulfils the promise of its inception, and is the most 

f J Ch · t ~ should it consist?" We believe with onr 
Logio0ofl>~~~h: ~:. wii:Y sb.;,"U.id.""ilie"A:t"h~i;t 5 contemporary that "this expression of magnificent work ever issued by the Freethought Press. 

Fear to Die? .By G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . 3 opinion on this snbjeot will be one of the $ 
The Logic of LifehDednced from the Princi- most vaJnobJe and interesting oontrt"bn- Price, 5. With u The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50. plesofFreet ongut. G.J.Holyoake .... 8 w 

~~b~:fff~e~;z:~ii7.--?:~~:~::i~·:· 0~~=:~~ 5 :~or:g~~~~:~t~aiom~~~ ~~:rb~~~~~~~:~~e~ ~~ THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. ~ 
The Liberty of Printing Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. ~ new era in the development of the mental ·~llillllllillilllll illllllliUWWllliUIUlUIUIUI WilllliiUIUllUIIIIllllllllliJWillllWllillJWilllllllllliWW illllllllllliilllllll**! 
ftiteratnre of the Insan~. F. R Marvin, M.D. 5 world." We trust every Liberal will read ................................................. .... 

Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How this symposium and oironlate it among his 
People are off in Hell...................... 1 neighbors for their enlt"ghtenment. In Materiali8m ani Crt me. B F Underwood.... 5 

MoralValneoftheBible. Chas. Watts.... . s pamphlet form, 25 oents.-1ruth 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-
Naturv;!!fe:lfl~~~~~~:·:Rev~al(i<i":R"eiiiiion:··AD.: 1 

SEVERAL ministers hav preached ser-
nie Besant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 mons against the wearing of bloomers by 

New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlangh. .. 3 b 1 T 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh...... 3 womedn ioyo ists. he passage in holy 
New Ufe of J'acob. Charles BrMlaugh. ... . . . 8 writ epended upon as a ornsher is found 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh.... ..... 8 in Deuteronomy xxii, 5: "The woman 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... .. 81 shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a 'l'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard .............. . 
The New Age W. S Bell............ . . . . .. . . 5 man, for all that do so are an abomination 
The Old Re\lJ:;ions and the New. W. s. Bell.. 1 unto the Lord." Evidently these ministers 
OnEtern&l ortnre. Annie Besant........... 82 would hav the women discard shoes, stockOn Prayer. Annie Besant........... . . . . . ... 
On the Religjous Education of Children. ings, and their intimate clothing. 

Annie Besant. •'ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.... . . . . 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 
B. D. Moore ............... ··········'· .... 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G lnger3oll .............. 10 
Our Lord and BaviorJesn• Christ. T E Lot g-

shore............. .....................•... 5 
Paine and Wesle:v. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial 'faxation. B B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G K Hawes................. 5 
Prote~tant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. r. 
Philosophy of Secularism. Oharles Watts.... 2 
A. Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as desori bed 

hv t.b~ Bible. Per iloz~n.. . ... . . In 
Plea. for Atheism. Oha.rles Bra.dla.ugh.. •• . . . . 5 

IT is reported that Mr. Keir Hardie, the 
Socialist ex-member of the British Parlia
ment, now on a tour of this country, met 
with a very cool reception at Denver from 
the Populist ex-Governor Waite of Oolo
rado. Waite is said to be opposed to the 
Sabbatarian and extreme moralistic and 
religions views of Hardie, and says that 
all that is good in Socialism is incorporated 
in the People's party platform. 

COVERNMENT. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for •· limiting government to the 
mere protection of life o.nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal Jnst'ce to all." 

Price, o cents. 
A.ddress Tlllil 'T'RTI'I'R SEEl\RP, 

28 Lafayette·PL, New York. 

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that splendid "?rose J!..Oem 

"Life," by "the prince of orators ' Col. R. G 
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old 
edition, and can be framed or vlaoed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of the card 
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
. urronnded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and {>oet1 who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone 1n tne living world." It will 
make a delijfhtfnl present, and will be a •onvenir 
not only of mtelleotnal greatnesS', but of artistic 
workma.nship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt 
boveled edge. The sLZe is 12xl6 inohes, and the 
prioe onl:v?5 oenta, poat-pald. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery of the Origin, Evidenees 
a.nd Early Hbtory of Cllristia.uity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fu.Uy and Faith 
fully Set l!'ortn. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.O. 
PRIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
2'Lafavette pl&ee. New York. 

Truth Seekm• Readers I 
RAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn these beanti: ongs o 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, anJ l :terp oets 
and smg them in your homes, maki 1g !!.em hav· 
Pl' and bright ?-SEND FOR A OOPY -G :een oloth 
a:Ut title, 40 cents: h!Uf bound, 25 J ;; .s. 
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Gems of ~:ho-ag4t. 

LIBERTY, like the sun, should know no 
day of rest.-New York World. 

, THE standard which no genius ever 
reached is his own severe oonoeption.
Hawthorne. 

THE person who takes things for granted 
is c>pt to find that be has no title to them. 
-Galveston News. 

To be able to discern that what is true is 
true, and that what is false is false -thst is 
the mark and character of intelligenoe.
Emerson. 

HUXLEY was a Hiram of Tyre, who fur
nished t1mber and stone out of the prime
~ a! forests and rook.- W. H. Lyon, in 
Christian Register. 

THE influence of Professor Huxley ha~ 
been and, we fear, will continue to be very 
pernicious to the cause of religion.-New 
York Observer (Presbyterian). 

WHATEVER institutions we bav shnuld 
be for the protection of the individual. 
There is nothing else to protect that ought 
to be protected.-E. C. Walker. 

WHAT we need is an individual freedom 
larger even ttJan that which we now enjoy 
-a larger opportnmty for the best men to 
gain all the advantages possible for the 
free employment of their abilities, to the 
end, among other things, that they may 
increase opportunities for others, and es
pecially for men· of humbler powers.
Harper's Weekly. 

THAT f'ur principle [that of liberty] how
ever bsffied or delayed, will finally tri
umph, I do not permit myself to doubt. 
Men will pass away- die, die politically 
and naturally; but the principle will liv, 
and hv forever. Organizlltions rallied 
around that principle may, by their own 
dereliction, go to pieces, thereby losmg all 
their time and labor; but the prmciple 
will remain, and will reproduce another, 
and another, till the final triumph will 
oome.-.Abraham Lincoln. 

PosTHUMous fame will belong to-Huxley 
as one of the great teachers of the last half 
of the nineteenth century, not because he 
broke from tradition, bnt for the reason 
that, following Plato, he beheved that the 
acquisition of wealth, the possession of 
cleverntss, and acquiescence to dogma 
were things which were mean "and not 
worthy to be called education at all."
Barnett Phillips, in Harper's. Weekly. 
[And because he believed all this he 
"broke from tradition," for strict loyat'ty 
to tradition renders impossible snch a life 
as his beliefs demanded.] 

AT present the most powerful and most 
instructed mind has neither the knowledge 
nor the capacity rtquired for symbolizmg 
in thought the totality of things. Occu
pitd with one or other division of nature, 
the man of soiencb usually does not know 
enough of the other divisions ev .. n rudely 
to conceive the extent and complexity of 
their phenomena; and supposing him to 
hav adtqnate knowledge of each, yet he is 
unable to think of them as a whole. Wider 
and stronger intellect may hereafter help 
him to form a vague consciousness of them 
in their totality.-Herbert Spencer, 

IT has been claimed by the Ohribtian 
critics that Voltaire was irreverent; that 
he examined sacred things without so· 
lemnity; that he refused to remove his 
shoes in the presence of the burning bush; 
that he smiled at the geology of Moses, 
the astronomical ideas of J ostma, and that 
the biograpJ:ly of Jonah filled him with 
laughter. They say that these stories, 
these sacred impossibilities, these inspired 
falsehoods, should be read and studied 
with a believing mind in humbleness of 
spirit ; that they should be examined 
prayerfully, askin&P.God at the same time 
to giv us strength ro triumph over the con· 
olnsions of our reason. These critics im· 
agin that a falsehood can be old enough 
to be venerable, and that to stand covered 
in its presence is the act of an irreverent 
scoffer,-Ingersoll. 

'I' HE 'I' HE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB 

THK CONFLltrr BmrEEN MENTAL SCIENC~ 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with & preface by 

.H.. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directlY 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent a.s wella.s convincing, 

l'rioe, cloth, •1· Addresb 
TBE TB"OTB BEEKE~. 

S 
r._ J p hi t t L p 1 I on the famous text, "The Clergy know that I 

orne uOOu amn e sa ow fiGBS. PEfrso*'lai.~ii~V:EMf£lFTERDEATH r IMPROBABLE. L R. Smith. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. PROCEEDING'! OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 

.MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
WASHINGTON Being the Speeches 
of HON, FREDERICK DoUGL!SS and OoL. RoB· 
ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Deoisiun of the 

Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve· of any 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. 

A.N ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a JJnitedSta~ea Qonrt thl!-t t.he Otvil Rights Act 
Christian who had attackAd Freethinkers IS Unoonstttu~wnal. Ftfl.y.three large octavo 
and Ex_"(>oRil!g the Inconsistency of Chri8ti~ pages, of wh1ch Colonel Ingersoll's speech 
genera!!L H C Lnse 1 oocnl!!_es 88 ~es. 

BIBLE 'l'EMPERANCE. Ahowing that I PULPI'l't ... PE_W, AND CR~D~E. So long 
Ltquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the l'n)ptt s~eaks to behevmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker, poskeddcbhte:flliy ot modthtehrs, the CJ;alldle will be 

CHRISTIANITY A. REW 'RD FOR CRIME roo e Y g os san e race WI remain on 
. a . its knees to a devil of its own creation a.nd to 

Anthent10ated by the :Btble. 0 B Whtt- a God who is power leas against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Hel n Gardener's bright st efforts. 

DID MAN FALL~ lstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPii)Eci.:1ufsDEt:~~J'OhNS. A Lecture by TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederio R. Marvin, M.D. Givin__g reasonable REML.IGHI•bOcUoc~.PROBLEM"' 0 L 
reasons for Religions and other Delusions. ~ '"'• ~e ~f • K. 

FALSE CLUMS OF THE CHURCH ~ashburn s best lectures, and it ts,like all of 
• hts, very t!'ood. 

John E. Remsburg's IIJost noted work, and THE ROARINH LION ON THE TRACK. 
~~~bi~ke~ost effecttve ever Wrttten by any One of M. B!l.bCock's comical sermons. . 

FIRSt' EPISTLE ·oF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIHION, or The Con-
APOSTLE •ro THE TRUTH SEEKERS. :fli?t Betw.,en Reason and Superstition. T o 
W ·t h"l · · · h 1 d W dd combe. n ten w 1 eJourn!JY.mgmandne«rt e an ST MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT 
of Yahweh. Uontammg the best moral in- "p . . , . • strnrtions of the world from the great teacn- resentmg tbe ev1 · ence of the forgery of hts 
ers of the former aJres. D M Bennett. alleged l!'osnel. H J Be• !l"nenret. 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper rPad SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DlS· 
before the Freethonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. OnE! !Jf o.tto Wettste n's CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
fraternal attacks on S:e_tntualt•m. are inimical to nhastity, virtue, and frPPdom. 

THE. G~ORY OF lN•lDELITy. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A. MATERIAL· 
which 1s added a poem on Thomas Pame. One lSTIC ST •ND POINT B F U d of Ramnel P. Putnam's most brilliantlectnres. ..... • n er-
Every Christian who asks the idiotio qnes- wood. W~ttten before Mr. Underwood joined 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Uone?" should be the Po~chlc Researchers. 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in ttJe 15th and 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED 1 Was Jesus genturies for the promulgation of Cpristian-
Snpernatnrally Conceived, and did he Rise tty .. B~mg t'>e Nnrembnrg ~o!l!lCtJOn, wi.th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. speCimens from th.e J::!olylnqm,ttJOn .. 28 pte-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS Showing how tures. The descr1pt10ns and re:flect10ns by • George E. 1\farrlonlilil. 
TH~6 liMfTATtOssm~.f~oL~fttTloW· VICTOR HUG~'S ORATION ON VOL· 

A discussion between Coi.Robert G. Ingersoll, TA.IR~, de!Ivered on the . o~e hun-
Ron. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. dredth s anmversa.ry of Voltatre s death. 
Woodford, b<~fore the Nineteenth Century Translated bY. James Pa.rpon, author of the 
Club of New York. "Each man has the same L'f of Volta•re. To whtch are adde1 the 
right to express to the whole world his ideas three great poems of Goeth '• George Ehot 
that the rest of the world have to express and L~ngfellow. 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Austin 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- Bierbower. A l•wrer's con.ideration of tbe 
dert is a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a evidence of Hat alle<reil event. 
Protestant. . W A.S JESUS INSANE f A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, ai)d Its In- of ()hri•t'• alle<red a.ot!< whi'n wonld lea.d one 
finance Upon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. tn that conclusion. TJ K Washburn 

MIRA.CLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
A Consideration of the MarvelS and Miracles other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn nom. 
of the New Testament One of John Peck's T e title poem i• perhaps the most. popular 
best books. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The m11.ny eiitions of it havo bee" called for The 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to other poems are: The Golden A <re, The !<lea.' 
the Clergy. H. J. Seignenret, M.D. a.~d the Real Not Dea!l, bnt Living Frni-

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret tton, HooebT!Joma,.q Pame, Natu,.e'• GosPel, 
h t h al

• d . Address to 81ty, ani! tba short. poomso often 
t 1!- IIJ&n as ways IIJa e hts Q-ods. Tpey recited with great effeot by Oh&rlPB Watts 
~nat m and through b¥n. as the 1mage ensts G;ve U• r ,ight ' 
m and through the =ror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
and yon take awa_y God-tbeima.gevanishes." . _ 
This pamphlet, therefore, is a consideration GOD~ B F Underwood; writt£'n be-
of what kind of a God man sbonld make. I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putnam. ' s-archer•. 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel I WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Rob~rt G. ~l;l'ersoll,.and one. of that great I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
mans best.. .1 he suj)Jects constqe~ed are: Or- Freethinken' International Congr ps at Chi-
thodo~ Religion D}10!l' Out, RehJI'IOn~ Deaths cago. Oonside·ing: The Cause of Woman's 
and B~h'!J_ l'he Rehg!Ol). of ReciproCity, M_o- Subjugation, The Canon Law and Its F-ffects 
hamm-d, The Destruction¢ Art, The D1s- • UpouH r,TheologyNeverHelpfnltoWoman 
covery of Am~nca..._ Copermcns _and Kepler, ( Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght th~ 
Charles Darwm, ~:;peCJal ProVJdence, The Benefactor nf Wo'YJan l"lUS:l.'l H WiTon 
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In the nature of things, 
SAY!> 

lWBERT G. INGERSOlL 

" In the nature of things there can be 
?o ~vid~nce to establish the claim OJ 
mspll'atiOn." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
rlr""" ThEl Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger_ 
soil Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
~otten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire ''and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frentispieoe a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to IDs 
Brother, w hioh so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's greatt. 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oeni"Wr'!f'& 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, wh~se waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Sui11iileR of History" and 
Schopenha,uer's Essay. 25 cents, 
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JY o1,; for ]}araona. 
UNIVERSITY OF 0HIOAGO PROFESSO.R (lee· 

turing): "Now Arsinins was sent as a 
legate to Rome. He was an exceedingly 
wicked man, and was later excommuni
cated. On dying, soon after, he went (ac
cording to all belief) to hell. We shall 
see more of him hereafter.'' 

INDIGNANT AMERICAN: "Why is it, sir, 
that in Russia there is such great prejudice 
against the Jews?" Russian: "Because 
the Jews are a quiet, ino:ffensiv people, 
who attend strictly to their own affairs, 
and do good work for fair wages, just as 
the Ohinese do in this eountry."-Ex. 

BoBBY was very much impressed by the 
remark of the minister at ehureh that man 
was made of dust. "Ma, he said," after 
a thonghtfnl silence. "was I made of dust, 
too?" "Ye11," she replied. "Well, how 
i11 it, then, that my birthday comes in Jan
nary? There isn't any dust in January." 

MoTHER: "There, Willie, is ten cents 
for you. Now, what are you going to buy 
with it?" Willie: "Save it up to buy fire
works for the Fourth of Jnl~." Mother: 
"But yon know yon are savmg money to 
giv to the heathen." Willie: "Yes'm, but 
the Ohinese are heathen, aren't they?" 
Mother: "Yes, dear." Willie: "Well, 
they make the :fireeraekers, so the heath
en'll get my money just the same." 

ABRAHAM AND EPHBAIM, 
He sermoniaed industriously in his didac

tic way, 
And moralized momentously with Ephraim 

every day, 
And taught by tale and proverb and by 

every good device 
The virtnonsness of virtue and the vicious

ness of vice. 

His hortatory homilies intended to impress 
The rightfulness of righteousness, the sin 

of sinfulness, 
Were ever hurled at Ephraim throughout 

the whole year long, 
That he might rightly comprehend the 

wrongfulness of wrong. 

"A youth ean grow up virtuous, if we but 
pay the price; 

If we but saturate his soul with showers of 
advice; 

If we instill," said Abraham, "perpetual 
truth in him-" 

And so in truth perpetually he soaked 
young Ephraim. 

The youth absorbed a sermon every morn
ing ere he ate 

On the awful reprobation of the awful 
reprobate; 

And he swallowed moral theses that were 
meant to edify, 

And he masticated maxims with his gin
gerbread and pie. 

And 'twixt breakfast time and dinner the 
iniquity of sin 

Was taught to him· ind nstrionsly and pa
tiently rubbed in, 

The turpidness of turpitude was dnly ana
lyzed, 

And the evil of depravity was loudly ad
vertised. 

And then right after dinner the enormity 
of crime 

And the wrong of immorality was preached 
till supper time, · 

Then Abraham would sermonize through 
all the evening hours, 

And drench young Ephraim's conscious
ness in moralistic showers. 

Thus through eumnlativ precept did old 
Abraham desire 

Aeenmnlativ virtue should young Ephraim 
acquire; 

He taught him virtue endlessly and waited 
long to see 

How superlativly virtuous young Ephraim 
would be. 

Thus maxim-goaded Ephraim found right
eousness a bore, 

For salve is but an irritant when jammed 
into a sore; 

Even bread is innutritious if yon resolutely 
cram 

An indiscriminate bakery down the burst
ing liiaphragm. 

Thus by hortatory homilies did Abraham 
impress 

The wrongfulness of righteousness, the 
good of sinfulness; 

And taught by tale and proverb and by 
every good device, 

The viciousness of virtue and the virtuous
ness of vice. 

Hence, Ephraim lived a reckless life and 
died a felon's death, 

But gave this vindication with his latest 
dying breath: 

"I hav been sermonized to death; I die, 
to speak precise, 

An ·unprotected victim of perpetual ad
vice." 

-Sam Walter Foss. 
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FR [[THI NK[RS' PICTORIAL TEXT -80.0 K. 

' 

SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RE

VBAL!NG THE ABUSES 
OF A UNION OJ' 

OHUBOB AND 
STA'tB. 

185 F:~U-Page 

lllustratioJ:ls. 
WITH COPIOUS CI7ATIONS 011 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE AR7/ST. 

DE8IG.7'ii·B BY W.ATB?N HESTON. 
WITH PuJtTR.iiiT OP · 

THE DESIGNER. 

The Dlustrations are &usi1led as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
~ " The Church' Robbing the People. 
8 " Thanksgiving. 
6 •• Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children and the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Chnroh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History; 
3 The Bible and Scienc~. · 
15 The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our PeDitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

J repre~~eut Sam:ples of Christianity's Work. 
& .. MissiOnaries. 
l • The Lord's Instruments. 
1111 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 .. The Church and Slavery. 
1 ~riests and Poli~ics. 
C •• ireland and the Church. 
11 • Church's ldea of Uivilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
C '" Unkind i!efiections on the Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
18 Some Allegories. 
8 " Heaven. • 
8 ,. Hell. 
'I' Miscella.neous. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ba• ever be
fore app,ared iu this country, and it is very doubtful if another one li~e it will ever again be pub
lished. We must give the Truth Beeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wo11ld have been a. cheap hook. Art1st Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful s~>cces '· anoi we judge from our own feelinJ$"S that nearl.y every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of thb most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Jllr. Heston deserves' o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fa.i hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages nf reading 
matter that se•ve first as exp,anations of the illustrations~ and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fal~ttY of the church's profe~s10ns and the h:ypocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether. the 
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put ·n the 
iJ.III!!.ds of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator. · 

NO "'BEGINNING;" I POPIS AKD t'i{tllt OOIHQS 
OB, 

Willis ................................... . 10 The 
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought 

works Will be published and sent to subscribers 
Fundamental 

I AOOOUNT OF 

Fallacy.\ Vtoars or Ghrtst ana Vtceuerents QJ Uoa.. 

as they appear. . 
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers 

published in one year. In ordering please say 
which year is desired. 

Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 L&favette Place, New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
Jiy T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, .LO Cent11. For sale at this Offi<:l~. 

OfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A. Re:futation o:f the Argu

:n~.ent That Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi"'ned by an In
telligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 
I. The Dcldign Argumellt Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite l:leries of Design!'rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

.His Processes Are Egre_gj.ously Blow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Ca.lled Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Address 

Price, 15 centE. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Place, NY. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
reaqoning npon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or" First Cause" of things. 

BY WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discusses the question of a. cre

ator with such plainness of wording th • t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches . 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the subject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH 8EEKE'II, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters &nd a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; l'OSTPAID. 
o\<Jdreo• THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Bonge.-

OoMPILI!lD BV L. K. WABltBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

THE ELIXIR OF Llf:E 
is not In magic potions "specifics" 
or electric clap-trap, bnt only in 
WISDOM~ SOIENO:& OF HEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the moat complete book of 
llledieal, Soeial, Sexual Selente, 
by an.eminent_physlclan of35 years 
expenence. The u old, original, 
~tapdard " "1\'0rk, endorsed by all, 

f:i~~~ g; ~~Y! toe~rJ'~~.~b~t~~Tt 
has proyjdentially saved thon•ands. 
Its essays on Dlftrriage. parentage, 
adaptation, marital failures,, etc., 
are of inestimable value to au now 
married cr who ever expect to lie 
~~~J~:j c~1ii~~l~aN~~.E~;to 
wood cnts, 21 cbromosesbowlng 
origin of life-development of man, 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

S1.60bylllall; ClJ."culan Free. 
Address TRUTH BEEKJ!l.U, 

2S Lafayette Place 1oo ~w Yorll. 

Cloth. 75 cen t.R. 

$7 5 A MONTH &ndnpenieo. IAd.ro• 
Gent. Sn.mples tree. 
A permanentc situation 

gU:t.ranteed. Write today. AddressP.O.Rox DSOS,Bo&toa, ll'loa.~ 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~ # AN,. EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! # e \Ve want 1000 more active agents before e 
.. Julyist. Wewillguarantee$20to$30Perday .. 
f' can be easily made in any locality; our good& f' 
e :i!;~~~~~t1\~~fiFeJ~~5~nd ~~g~ rtc,ll ~~ 8 e cent. commission on all sale~. Send to-Nay e 
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dress, STANDAR'U SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, !\lass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 
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THE CARPENTER'S SON MAKES A FALSE PREDICTION. 
For as Jon as was three days and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the son of man be tbrtle days and three 

nights in the heart of the earth.-Mat. xii, 40. 

THERE was a killing frost last week over 
New England and in the Middle states and 
lake region. 

AN earthquake at Tegucigalpa, Mexico, 
on the 12th caused the death of 300 persons 
and a property loss of $750,000. 

THEBE are said to be 30,000 prostitutes 
in New York city. On an average they liv 
nine years after becoming snch. 

CITizENs of New York who favor a 
"more liberal Sunday law" will hold a 
monster parade on September 25th. 

THE gold reserve in th~ United States 
treasury is reduced by shipments abroad, 
and another issue of bonds is discussed. 

STREBAGE rates on the Cunard line of 
steamers hav been raised to $26 and re
duced rates by rail to embarkmg points 
abolished. 

DUBING a thunder shower at Allegheny, 
Pa., on the lOth three churches were struck 
by lightning. All the churches were 
Presbyterian. 

Two hundred Chinese, who landed at 
Vancouver, B. C., en route for the Atlanta 
Expositlon, will not be permitted to enter 
the United States. 

TwENTY persons hav been arrested at 
Bucharest, Bulgaria, npon the charge of 
complicity in a conspiracy against the life 
of Prince Ferdinand. 

NoNE of the miners entombed in the 
burning Osceola mme, near Houghton, 
M.icb., on the 7th, were rescued. Nearly 
thirty bodies hav been recovered. 

HENRY M. STANLEY, the African Explorer 
from London,1s m New York. He will go 
West as far as San Francisco, and on his 
return will report whether the country is 
satisfactory. 

SouTH CABOLINA has a constitutional 
convention now in session. The problem 
before it IS how to provide for universal 
male suffrage and at the ~ame time curtail 
the Negro vote. 

OF the seventy persons injured in' the 
Sea Beach railway collision ne~r New York 
on Labur day, bnt two hav du:d. One 
was a minister, the Rev. John A. Edmonds, 
of Arlington, N. J. 

LATEST advices from the Orient are to 
the effect that Chma refuses to punish the 
murderers of Christian missio11artes, and 
that the Vegetarian fanatics are preparmg 
to commit further outrages. 

SPAIN has paid the Mora claim of $1,-
449 000. Mora is an Amencan citizen 
wh~se estates in Cnba, worth $5,000,000, 
were confiscated by the Spanish govern
ment twenty-five years ago. 

AT the Grand Army national encamp
ment at Lonibville, Ky., September 12th, 
Gen. Ivan N. Walker, of Indiana, was 
elected commander-in-chief. During the 
war General Walker was in command of 
the Third Indiana VolWlteers, 

THE Melbourne Harbin,qer nj Light 
says that Mrs. Mabel Besant Scott, only 
daughter of Mrs. Annie Besant, was bap
tized into the Roman Catholic church on 
May 1st. 

CHoLERA has secured a strong hold in 
Honolnln, where the difficulty of treating 
it is enhanced by the lack of nativ confi
dence in the health authorities. .rhe dis
ease has also appeared in Tangier, Mo
rocco. 

AN accident, Sept, 11th, on the Great 
Northern railroad between Ashton and 
Evansville, Minn., caused the death of 
seven persons. Thirteen were seriously 
injured. All the dead were residents of 
St. Panl. 

THE New York Central railroad rmfs a 
train from this citv to Albany and back at 
the rate of 64k miles an hour. England 
has heretofore held the record for swift 
railroading, bnt this is the fastest train in 
the world. 

MBs. MABY E. LEAsE, the Kansas Popu
list, is reported to hav espoused the "na
tionalization of the liquor traffic "-all 
breweries and distilleries to be under gov
ernment control, and government agents 
to supervise the sales. 

To quell a riotous strike of miners, the 
mayor of Ishpeming, Mich., swore in a 
crowd of the strikers as special police. 
The new officers arrested aJI non-union 
men who appeared, and in that way order 
was partially restored. 

A MEDDLING parson in Paterson, N. J., 
named Wood, who, in collusion with his dea
con and another merqber of his church, laid 
plans for securing evidence against a sa
loon keeper for the purpose of getting his 
license revoked, has been arrested on a 
charge of conspiracy. 

THE troops at Fort Logan, Col., one 
day t"ecently; tested a new "emergency 
ration" prescribed by the war department, 
and in ·a few hours the medical officer had 
fifty men on his hands suffering from grip
ing pains in the stomach, and had to go to 
lJenver for assistance. 

THE editors of the German papers Vor
waerts and Volksblatt are nuder arrest 
for speaking in uncomplimentary terms of 
the recent celebration of the German vic
tory over France in 1870. Emperor Will
tam expresses his determination to sup
press Socialism in h1s domain. 

MoRE than 24,000 Spanish troops hav 
been landed in lJnba this month. There is 
talk that the United States may soon rec
ognize the belllgerent rights of the Cu
bans. Meanwhile preparatiOns for the 
prosecutiOn of filibusters are going on, and 
Spain is purchasing ships in New York, 

The New York police did not fulfil their 
promis to suppress the sale of hqnors in 
the rich men's clubs of the city last Sun
day. There was no suffering in any of 
these institutions, and the Union League 
Clnb, of which Police Commissioner 
Roost:velt is a member, was wet, as nsnal. 
Twenty-seven saloon keepers were ar
rested. 

CHARLER C. MooRE, editor of the Blue 
Grass Blade, Lexmgton, Ky., has been 
arrested on a charge of sending obscene 
literature through the mails. The matter 
complained of is his advertisment of Mrs. 
Besant's work, "Law of Population." 
Mnore is a careless writer, and got np the 
advertisment in the same manner in which 
everything else from his pen is written. 
It is rather flippant, in view of the delicacy 
of the matter discussed, bnt, except that it 
dots injustice to the book itself, it is as 
harmle~s as Mother Goose's melodies. 
The arrest is probably instigated by the 
clergyman who had Moore prosecuted last 
year for blasphemy and failed to secure a 
conviction. At last accounts Editor Moore 
was in jail in default of $1,000 bail, 
which, though doubtless ·able, he refused 
to giv, declaring that he would spend his 
life in jail before he would fight the case 
in court. It is likely to prove a very se
rious matter for the accused. 

THE international yacht races off Sandy 
Hook, on the New Jersey coast, between 
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The Glory of lnfldeilt~ 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
By SAMUEL P, PUTNAM, 

This is one of the best of Mr. 'Putnam's works 
and no l!'reethinker or Infidel should be witho11t 
it. to meet the o1a.ims of Christians that Infidel
ity is a.n inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a. copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

nnnnnnnnn• nnnnnmnme mmmmmm• mmm•: 
RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

Ry NUSAN H. \VIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Oousidaring from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be· 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRIUE. 8100. 

Addre~• TRF. TRUTH REEKER. 
28 Lda.vett.9 Pl&oe, New Ynrlr. 

tile Americlln yacht Defender ud the Eng. 
lish yacht Valkyrie, did not &nd satisfac. 
torily, though the superiority of tlut 
American boat was demonstrated, :Before 
the start of the second race the Valkyrie 
fouled the Defender, carrying away the 
latter's topmast stay and seriously crippling 
her. The Valkyrie won this race by 47 
seconds, bnt it was awarded to the Defen
der, which had lost two minutes at the 
start, on account of the fonl. In the third 
race the Valkyrie crossed the starting line 
and then quit, Lord Dnnraven, the nom
inal commander, alleging that the course 
was not cleat' of excursion boats. His ac
tion is severely criticised on this side of 
the Atlantic, and is commended on the 
other, though nobody thinks that heconld 
hav won the race if he had sailed, The 
owners of the Defender hav proposed to 
resail any or all the races, and prizes worth 
from $2,000 to $10,000 havbeenoffered the 
Valkyrie to enter a new contest either here. 
or elsewhere on the Atlantic coast, bnt . 
Lord Dnnraven declines everything. The .. 
cnp ia awarded to the Defender, 
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ond, we want more subscribers to help pay .its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
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present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
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to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
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a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
.three dollars for the same, we ~oill send free a copy 
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and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious .citatione of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholare to maintain the argument 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong effort to obtain it. . The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, "nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

1 of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portmit of the designer. The pict
ures arP classified as follows : Of thosP representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as-
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instrum·ents, will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 

Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book iJ;J. the 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour ow:R 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 

a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Freethinkers' 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some Magazine, 
Allegories_, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7· Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib-

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. P1·eini- eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 

ums for them can be found on the second page of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
th · th' ff d th · 't · 't n t 

1 
pages of reading matter that s.erve first as explanations of 

ree 1ll Is O er, an · ere lS no profi m 1 ex~p ..1 the illustrations, and secondly. as texts to prove the. utter 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscr1p- falsity of the church's profeBSlons and the h~cr1sy of 
tions. the subscribers will also probably buy a those who uphold the~. Alto~e~he! the book lB one of 

' . . ' ' . the best weapons agamst Ohrist1amty and th~ church 
few books from bme to t1me, and the small margm that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.-
on them may make us whole. Induce yowr neigh- Boston Investigat01·. 
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us th1·ee 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBTH FOB THBEE DOLLABS. 

'Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
Esper for one year. 
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For $6.60 we will send Tas TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of l"reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRJID YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilring advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateGt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 
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BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books· Cheap. Researches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediwval Education. By 
8. 8. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thonght. BY 8. 
Laiug. 75 cents, 

Formallion oc Vegetable Monld throngh the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. B_y Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Urime..._and Science and Poetry.._ with 
other essays. .oy Andrew Wilson, F . .n.B.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 
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WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 1 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M,O, 

Fcrurth EatttO'fl. 
Part ! . .:_Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. • 
Part 11.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Arl'&DB? Five chap 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.50. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 LafaYette Pla.ce. New York Oitv. 
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can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4.60 we will send TaE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send TaE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send TBE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of" Old 
Testament Stories Comic~ly lllustrated," in cloth covers. ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send TaE TRUTH SEEK.mR one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically lllustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-~in 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER 
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FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
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· $2.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTH 
BEBXEB one year for.5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 
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All are architects of fate 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with mas"iv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

.TINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 
Tingle -the Pries-t 

TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G, REED. 

Price, - - - - l5.cents. 
Address .,.HE TRUTH SEEKE~. 

28 Lafayette 1-'l., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

ihe Truth Seeker Library. 
Q'be World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians) from 
the time of 1\Ieuu to the present. By D. ill. Ben
nett. Ul75 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of snpernnturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Joseph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Stndy. By James 
Bnlly. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine, 
Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply- to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to l'tlr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Heligion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, 8Vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

file tiods and Religions of Ancient and 
lUodern 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir_gin l\Iaryband the 
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. ll descri es fully 
all religious systems of the world, including 
Judaism, :Mohammedanism, and Christianity; 
the latter occupying_372_pages, being fully gone 
into. 949 pages. lly D. l\I. Bennett. Writ· 
ten iu prison ut Alhany. In cloth. $3 Per vol
ume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
in nwrocoo, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Frnits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
nnmerons illnstratwns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Cnrrent Djscnssion in Scienc~ and Scientific As
lli!Ct of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
'.Villiainll, F.C.S. Two books m one volnme 
75 cents. 

Darwin and After Darwin, 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By. GEORGE J. Ro:MANES, 

A systematic Exposition of what may be termed 
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
aervice to the general reader rather than to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of En~lish writers npon evolution, 
besides ranking With Professor Hnxley- in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his conclusion regara;ng the great snbJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapts.. 
ion or to those of beauty, everywhere through- · 

out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. • . • Adaptation and 
lleauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelymechanical philo~ophy ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of thl' pre•ent g£>neration 1n a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has·taken 
place hit!< taken place in the direction of natural
lsm, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical inter]lretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_x_God7" 

lll'l!.Strated Price, clogt.J. $2. 
Address. TH..I!i TRUTH SEEKER. 

CAREER OF BEUGIOU~ IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ions ideas, touching all forms ot religions wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Christian religion. h 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~;es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents m paper and 75 cents in 
cloth to 25 cents in pa.per~-.50 cents in cloth 

Address THE T.nUTH SEEKER CO. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL w k 
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 0 r S 

girls and a younger brotherwhowere left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and 

. much courage, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. 'I'he author is also 
the heroine. 'I'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human life as we shonld ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

BOOI{S BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
fhe Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion Clf the Futmre. Cloth. 11!1. 
rhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the .3ignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth. $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus
tra.ted by H. Faber. Clothl,$!1- _ 

Address THE T rlUTH SEEKER, 
9R T,o.fo.vette place. NAw Yo,.Jr. 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 20o 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shn.ks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius 1 Socond 
editien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the identification of Paine as 
Juni•s s.ud Casc~~o. Pric.!!.t 5 cents. 

~ i l ress TH.l!l TRUTH SEEKER 
28 Lafs.vette PJ.a.ce, New Y or 
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9Rnn nbreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
sent by express, one dollar will be deducted from 
the Dnce of eacu. 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. B. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpose." 
Price 2~ CAnt~. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn B.>ok1 
Do your children learn these beauti; ongs o 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, ani> :J.erpoet& 
and smg them in _your homes, maki 1g . 1em bap• 
1>¥, and bright ?-I:!END FOB A OOPY -G. een Clllt h 
01tlt title. 40 oeot•: ho.lf bonnil. 25 l .~ 

The Hible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" sa;r.s: "It is by far the .best production 
of Mr. Moss a pen, and we heartily recommend 
it &A an excellent text-book nf the subject. The 
manner is good. and the style is bright. The 
reader is carned along on an easy-:flowing stream 
of science, historY. ethics. and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents. 
TB.E TBU'l'B B.lfiEKEB, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. 
Examination of the Mora.ls and History 

of the Now Testr.ment. 
By PBO:r. J1' W. NIIWIIIAN. Prlae 25 oentll •. 

Address ~BJII ~BUTB Bllll!IKIIIB. 
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" The Truth Seeker" Prohibited in Canada, 
but Still Circulating. 

That THE TRUTH SEEKER is cutting deep and get
ing at the vitals of the Christian superstition is 
more and more evident every day, a<~ the eflorts of 
the church bigots to suppress it attest. The frantic 
cry of the National Reformers, as the God-in-the
Constitution party style themselves, was noticed 
in these columns last week, and this week we must 
expose another attempt to suppress our paper. In 
cidentally this last assault furnishes the best possi
ble answer to those Christian who want to give our 
postmasters and post-office officials the power to 
decide what shall be circulated through the mails, 
and shows that, could CJmstock get his law 
amended as he wants to, no paper in the country 
would be safe if it opposed the adm~nistration in 
power. In this decision against THE TRUTH SEEKER 
by the postmaster-general of Canada we have another 
convincing illustration of the injustice irrespon
sible power can inflict. We want the Canadian 
press to particularly ponder on the wording of their 
law, which renders "scurrility" a sufficient excuse 
for suppression, leaving it to the postmaster-gen
·eral to decide what scurrility is, and making his de
cision :final, unappealable, and irremediable. Under 
this decision, it will be very easy to suppress the po
litical press, as there never was a political campaign 
conducted in which both parties did not use what 
the party in power can call scurrility in discussing 
the other fellows' candidacy. 

The opposition to THE TRUTH SEEKER is of course 
on account of its alleged blasphemy. Even the 
malignity of a Roman Catholic postmaster-general 
cannot make it scurrilous, which is, as Webster 
gives it, "using the low and indecent language of 
the low and indecen·t people, or such as only the 
license of bufloons can warrant." At no time did 
this paper ever " contain low indecency or abuse," 
nor was it. ever "mean," "foul," "vile," or "ob
scenely jocular." No stretch of language can make 
it come under any of these definitions, though no 
political journal could escape one of them, so we 
lmow that it is its "blasphemy" which makes it ob· 
:noxious to the post-office people of Canada. · 

The postmaster-general of Canada is Adolph 
. Caron, a Roman Oatholio bigot. We have a sub

scriber in Guelph, Ont., named Robert Mitchell, 
who missed getting his paper, and as we sent it 
regularly, we asked him to make inquiry of his 

postmaster as to its non-delivery. With this expla
nation the following correspondence is very inter
esting: 

"IN HASTE. 
"GUELPH, ONT., Aug. 26, 1895. 

"Dear Sir: I wrote our post-offi"e inspector and re
ceived the inclosed. Our Postmaster-General Caron is 
a French Canadian papist of the densest ignorance and 
full of superstition. He gets his instructions through 
what is called Cardinal Taschereau by the dupes, but of 
course a British dominion like Canada shouldn't have a 
popish postmaster-general. Had. we had a Protestant 
postmaster-general, even, such a thing would not have 
happened. Yon should make a terrible racket at Wash
ington and have all Canadian papal publications stopped 
from demoralizing the United States of America. I have 
not yet received the back numbers, but hope to; will be 
glad to hear from yon shortly. 

'' Sincerely your friend, RoBT. :MITOHELL. '' 
The letter of the post-office inspector referred to 

by Mr. Mitchell is the following : 
"STRATFORD, Aug. 24, 1895. 

"Dear Sir: I am in receipt of yours of the 23d inst, 
re non-receipt of TRUTH SEEKER. In reply I beg to in
form yon that this paper is prohibited transmission by 
mail in Canada. H. G. HoPKIRK, P.-O. Inspector. 

"D. M." 
Upon receipt of this we wrote to Mr. Caron, 

saying: 
"NEw YoRK, Aug. 27, i895. 

"PosTMASTER-GENERAL CARON, Ottawa. Ont., Dear 
Sir: One of our subscribers-residing in Guelph, Ont., has 
forwarded us a letter to him by a post-office inspector at 
Stratford, as follows: [letter as above.] 

"Will yon be kind enough to tell us why this prohibi
tion? We know of no Canadian law which we violate, 
and neither can our subscriber find any. Will yon kindly 
point out the law which enables the postma.,t~ter of a 
friendly country to condemn ana confiscat~. without 
trial, the publications sent from anotller country on 
which the regular postage has been paid? 

"Yours very truly, E. M. MAODONALD." 

To this inquiry the postmaster-general's secretary 
replied: 

"OTTAwA, Sept. 6, 1895. 
"E. M. :MAODONALD, EsQ., Sir: I am directed to ac

knowledge your communication of the 27th ultimo, mak
ing inquiry in regal'd to the exclusion of your paper, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, from the Canadian mails, and, in reply, 
to say that the postmaster-~eneral may legally, under au
thority conferred upon him by the Post-office act, pro
hibit the transmis3ion by mail in Canada of any publica
tion which he considers as being of a scurrilous or blas
phemous character. 

"I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

This reply not 
we wrote again : 

"W. D. LESuEUR, Secretary." 

fully meeting our requirements, 

"NEw YoRK, Sept. 10, 1895. 
" A. P. CARON, EsQ., Postmaster-General, Ottawa, 

Can., Dear Sir: I am m receipt of your favor of the 6th 
in reply to mine of the 27bh nit., in regard to the official 
exclusion of THE TRUTH BEEKER from the Canadian 
mails, and I again beg leave to trouble yon for informa
tion. Your secretary says that yon may under the Post
office act exclude scurrilous or blasphemous matter. 
Will yon kindly inform me if the act defines such matter 
or whether it is left to the judgment solely of the post
master-aeneral? Also, will yon inform me as to which 
issues of THE TRUTH BEEKER, or what matter contained 
in any issues, is decided by yourself to come under either 
definition? Will yon also inform me whether there is any 
appeal from your decision, and to what -tribunal such ap-
peal should be made? I am yours truly, 

''E. M . .MAODONALD ... 
To this the secretary made a longer response, as 

follows: 
"OrrAwA, Sept. 14, 1895. 

"E. M. MAODONALD, EsQ, Sir : I am directed to ac
knowledge your letter of the lOth instant, in which yon 
make certain inquiries as to the provisions of the law un
der which the postmaster-general has lately decided to 
exclude THE TRUTH SEEKER from the Canadian mails, and 
I am inst!!!.~tel! to re:;Iy to yc~r i:;.;;_niries as follows; 

" 1. The Post-office act does not define the sense in 
which the words • scurrilous' and 'blasphemous ' are em
ployed therein. The interpretation of these terms, for 
the purposes of the act, is left to the postmaster-general, 

"2. The postmaster-general cannot quote the date of 

the issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER to which his attention 
was called, nor specify the particular article, or articles, 
which, at the time, seemed to him more especially open 
to the charge of s"nrrility or blasphemy. He had no 
hesitation, however, in deciding-and hie .opinion was 
supported by that of the minister of justice-that, on ac
count of the character of its contents, the paper was one 
which, under the law, ought to be excluded from the 
mails of this country. 

"3. As the Post-offioe act empowers the postmaster
general to decide on the chilracter of any publication 
claiming admission to the mails, there is no appeal from 
his decision. I am, sir, 

"Your obedient servant, W. D. LESuEUR." 
And to make the thing complete and leave no 

doubt of the intention of the post-offiBe, we get this 
official card from the postmaster at Guelph : 

"PosT-OFFIOE, GUELPH, Sept. 14, 1895. 
"SIR: The last number of your publication addressed 

to Robt. Mitchell, BJX 133, Gnelph, hil3 not been hken 
out of my office by the pilrty addressed, for the following 
reasons: Transmission in Canada prohibited. Kindly 
stop, as it is sent to Dea I Letter offiJe every week. 

"Your obedient servant, D. HESTON." 
So here we have as complete a suppression of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER in Ca.nada as the ven,omous power of . 
the post-office will permit. Two other postmasters 
besides this one at Guelph have been bothering 
t.hemselves in the m3.tter and giving our subscrib
ers and ourselves trouble. B:1t THE TRUTH SEEKER 
still rea.ches its· friends in Ca.nada and will continue 
to reach them until there is some other turn -of the 
machine. 

Religiously, Canada is a very bigoted country. 
Ontario is run by the Protestant church, and Que
bec by the Catholic hierarchy. Of course to both 
of these branches of Christianity heresy is a crime
indeed, the crime of crimes, the positively unforgiv- · 
able sin. But as they cannot get at a man's mind 
to punish him for thinking, they have made the ex
pression of his belief blasphemy, and punish him 
for that. And to still further protect their pet sys
tem of superstition they deny men the right to have 
papers and books attacking it. For years we have 
had trouble occasionally in getting books to those 
who live in Canada. The following letter, which 
we received last month, is now of considerable inter
est, as, taken in connection with the prohibition of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, it indiMtes a well settled deter
mination on the part of bqth Protestant and Cath
olic churches to suppress the publications of this 
office. We certainly feel highly gratified at this 
tribute to our influence and effeBtive work against 
the Christian church: 

"NANAIMo, B. C., Aug. 19, 1895. 
"THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, Gentlemen.- The 

book 'Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,' lor 
which I wr~te some time ago, found its way to the cns· 
tom house on the 15th inst. In the evening I received 
a postal card to the effect thilt the book had been 'seized 
by customs.' I called at the cus~o:n honsa next day,and 
saw the inspector, or 'boss' ma'l, who told me he could 
not let me hav the book, for all such literature had been 
condemned by the chief of the customs as 'immoral/ and 
therefore could not be allowed to pass through the post. 
The customs offiner here said he had no~hing to do with ' 
the matter himself ; he was only acting on instructions 
from headquarters. He showed me the instrument of 
authority and read it, and the aforenamed book was one 
of ·those condemned. This sort of thing is a bit tough 
os. men who prefer to use the brain power with: which the 
Lord hag endowed them, instead of bt.ing led by the 
petticoat representative of the frill-work of Christianity. 
I was much disa.ppointed in not getting the book. It 
was not for myself but for another. 

"On Friday I was speaking to a man here named · 
Hardy. He sells a good many Freethonght books, and 
he told me that the book in question had, for a long time 
past, been a considerable eyesore to the clergy of this 
city, and they haTe done all in their power to rrevent the 
sale 'of it. In fact, the Presbyterian minit!ter, McRaie, 
has stopped Hardy on the street on more than one occa
sion and tackled him on the subject. Hardy holds that, 
.the book not being immoral, he will sell it so long as he 
can get customers to buy it. 
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"In the course of the short conversation I had with 
the llustoms officer he told me that for some time past he 
had been worried by these people to prevent this book 
being passed out of customs, as they maintain it is both 
obsc?.ne and immoral, so to satiafy their clamor he was 
compelled to write to headquarters for instructions. 

N · · t t · I Dare Not Avow the Intent to Persecute. dozed the customs officer of anaimo m o ea~mg . . . . . 
u the " Old Testament Stories"! The notorwus With the legal-fetiCh worshiper It IS suffiCient that 
c~nsorship of Russia is duplicated on this side of wrong is done in the name of law. He can see no 
the Atlantic and if it can be applied to religion it I injustice in fining and imprisoning men and women 
may soon ;each politics. The Roman Catholic for violation of Sabbath laws. He holds that they 
church is in the saddle in Canada, and every one nre the aggressors because they ~av disregarded 
acquainted with the history of that infamous ~ns.t.i- "Law," with a big L .. Therefor~, they are no.t p~r
tution knows that it will stop at nothing to gam 1ts seen ted. They are simply pumshed for their dis
ends and increase and perpetuate its power. The turbance of the peace of the .state. He cannot 
denial of mail privileges to THE TRUTH SEEKER is distinguish between j~st a~d _unJust law-un~ess he 
but a step backward to madievali10m. A few happens to be one of the v10t1ms. And all this not. 
months ago the church suppressed a French paper withstanding that the heroes whom he honors, 
which c;:iticised and exposed t-he church officials, the martyrs whom he reverences, even the very man
and they hav 80 far terr01·ized the press of Mon- god whom he worships, were ~he law.breakers of 
treal that the journals dare not advarbise a lecture their time and suffered as such m the dungeon and 
by Colonel Ingersoll for which his managee had upon the rack, at the stake and on the scaffold 
arranged, and the engagement had to be canceled. aud the cross. . H~ seems u~able .to ~ee that stat
If the people of Canada do not arouse they will utes enacted to hm1t the non-mvas1~ hberty ~f the 
find themselvs in a pret-ty bad plight. Bad as it is citizen are simply edicts of persecutwn, that m the 
now who with a bit of knowledge, does not know nature of things they cannot be anything else, that 
that' it wiil soon be much worse¥ it is impossible for them to possess the dignity and 

"This city is one of the lowest on the P:icific slope, be
ing little better than a cesspool of vice, corrnphion, and 
immorality; and the only really respectable portion of 
the community are those who belong to no church or 
creed whatsoever. 

"What do the clergy do here to stay the downward 
course of this oth.erwise fair city? Nothing whatever. 
But they have time to stop the sale of a comic picture
book. These lean-souled vicars of Christ have no 
influence whatever over the people of this cit.y outE>ide of 
their own little flock of geese, and very little over them. 
The tearing up of roy book in the customs office, before 
my face, I hold to be a mean and contemptible trick, the 
outcome of prejudice, bigotry, and hypocrisy. TEE 

TRUTH SEEKER is read quite ext(ilnsively in this city, and 
a short article would give the Freethought cause a good 
lift up and the blooming hypocrites a good dressing 
down. I haven't time to write a stiff letter to our Free 
Press, and if I had the Free Press wonld not publish it, 
because the Free Press is not free. I was speaking to a 
friend here who is one of us about the tearing up of my 
book, and he said he believed it was an illegal act of the The Effect of the· New York Republicans' Snn-
cuEtoms, and that you might find it to your interest to day Plank. 
deal with the authorities on the subject or take action The action of the Republican party in this state 
against them. This patiy tyranny may cause inconven-
ience and loss to many of us. Yours truly, in adopting as one of the planks of its platform the 

"J. H. HoBBS." resolution introduced by that notorious pietist, 
We know of no legal remedy in this matter, ex- Warner Miller-to wit: That the party is in favor 

cept a suit by the aggrieved citizBns of Canada. of the maintenance of the "Sabbath" in the inter
Some time ago the customs officials seized the "Age ests of labor and morality-has had the effect of 
of Reason." Capt. R. C. Adams then imported materially widening the scope of the struggle now 
copies from 'this office, and notified the customs going on in this state. Police Commissioner Roose 
people of his action and invited them to seize the velt began the Sunday closing of the saloons to 
books in order that a test case might be made. stop the blackmailing of the saloon-keepers by Arch
After considerable correspondence, and much see- bishop Corrigan's political organization known as 
sawing, the customs officials backed down and de- Tammany Hall. But "Teddy" has been patted on 
livered the books. But for years this thing has the back so much by the ministers that he is begin
been- going on in a desultory way, and the seized ning to think that he is a messiah to lead the world 
books have included Ingersoll and other writers to Sunday righteousness, and in his later speeches 
Matter sent from one country to another is subject talks as if the closing of all business on Sunday were 
to the laws and official rulings of the country to the proper thing. The issue has therefore broad. 
which it is sent, and the senders from the other ened and is now in a shape to suit Liberals much 
country seem powerless. These decisions against better than when it was a question simply of 
the "Old Testament Stories" and THE TRUTH whether or not a man should be able to get liquor 
SEEKEB, coming so close together, indicate that the on Sunday. 

· determination to suppress Infidel literature has The Democratic party will meet the Republican 
taken an organized and comprehensive form, with plank by declaring in favor of local option. Our 
the animus mainly directed against THE TRUTH present Sunday law bears the signature of Governor 
SEEKER because of its more aggressive and persist- Hill, Tammany Democrat. In enacting it Tammany 
ent and wide-spread work. It is needless to say Hall allied itself with the Puritans of the state. 
that we shall fight this attempted suppression in The Puritans wanted the law in order to persecute 
every way, and instead of keeping our paper and "Sabbath" breakers. Tammany wanted it to use as 
books out of Canada shall try to get more in. a club to blackmail ~<aloon-keepers. At that time 

The action of Mr. Caron in ordering THE TRUTH the Catholic church did not seem to attach so much 
SEEKEU from the mails of the country is one of the importance to Sunday observance as it has come to 
most high-handed outrages against the rights of do since allying itself with the God-in-the Constitu
the people of Canada that can be conceived. Even tion party, and it did not care if the saloon-keepers 
though the Freethinkers are comparatively few in broke the law every Sunday so long as Tammany 
number they have the same inherent right to get retained control of the city, and so kept the church 
the paper of their choice that the most bigoted in funds. At the present time, for good and suffi 
Methodist or the most besotted Roman Catholic cient financial and other reasons, the Catholic 
has. And the power lodged with him by the ig- church is on the side of tlie Puritan Sabbatarians. 
norant legislature will yet be used in a way to make If local option is had, therefore, it is doubtful if 
the people regret the act. Any journal can be this city will be carried for it against the wishes of 
suppressed at his will, there is no appeal from his this church, whose authorities will hav to be pretty 
dictum, and no responsibility attaches- to his acts. well satisfied where they are coming in before they 
He does not even know what articles in THE TRUTH reverse the policy they ar~ now committed to. Lo
SE1!KER, or what issue of the paper, he objects to. cal option, the present cry of the Democrats, will 
All he says is, that he does not like the paper and be found to be inadequate to solve the problem, even 
thinks it should be suppressed, and suppresses it so should they carry the state, and they will naturally 
far as his power extends. He may take it into his be forced to take broader ground. It is inconceiv
bigoted head to suppress a Protestant paper or an able that New York will continue forever to be run 
opposition political paper, and there is no remedy. like a country town, and the real issue of Sunday 
The Canadian editors and publishers are completely law or no Sunday law, not only for saloons but for 
at his mercy, which mercy is the mercy of the all businesses and interests, will come up inevita
Roman Catholic church, and we all know what that bly. It cannot be kept down ; the political parties 
mercy is. Give her the power and she will hang, . will be forced to take sides, which will probably 
and burn, and imprison, and torture now as she did split them, for there are Liberal men in both par
of old. Under the law, Caron is the autocrat, the ies and both parties cater to the church-" work 
full-armed censor of the press, the despot who can the religious racket," as they call it. 
ruin any paper in Canada. What the Liberals want is a general fight on the 

How do the Canadian press like the prospect? Sunday question, on principle, and not on the excise 
How do the Protestant papers like being under the question. Every man should determin for himself 
thumb and at the mercy of a bigoted Roman Catha- what ·he will do on Sunday, as he does on other 
lie T How would the Roman Catholic papers like days. And if the two' great parties shall get to 
being under the thumb and at the mercy of such a fighting on this point, Liberty will be the gainer
man as the Presbyterian minister McRaie, who bull- for the laws can hardly be worse than they now are. 

. I 

sacredness of defensi.v laws which all 'protected by 
them are under solemn obligation to obey. In this 
connection the American Sentinel of September 
12th has these very pertinent observations: 

"It is denied by some that the Adventists ate 
persecuted. But persecut.ion bas never been called 
by that name by those who engaged in it-it has 
always been 'ONLY ENFORCING THE LAW.' Nor has 
there been, as a general thing, any attempt to jus
tify persecution avowedly in the interest of religion. 
In every age and in every country religion~:~ intoler
ance has been defended, to a greater or less extent, 
on the ground of public policy. Dissenters hav 
ever been accused as enemies of the state, subvert
ers of social order, disturbers of the public peace, 
and violaters of the civil law, just as Seventh-Day 
Adventists are to day stigmatized as Anarchists and 
indicted for acts ' against the peace and dignity of 
the state.' " 

These are truths that it would be supposed all 
could understand, and that would naturally occur 
to the minds of thoughtful persons. But they do 
not make any impression in certain quarters-in 
fact, not only do men not arrive at the truth in this 
matter by their own excogitations, but they are un
able to see it when presented to them by others. 
Slaves of the grossest superstitions, the editors of 
many of the papers of this city, including some of 
the most serious and conscientious, earnestly con
tend that the law should always be enforced and 
obeyed "because it is law," regardless of its consti
tutionality or justice. They applaud wholesale rob
bery and other forms of persecution, and condemn 
as enemies of society and promoters of crime those 
who see more clearly than themselvs. When they 
know that the Sunday law, for instance, was enacted 
in the interest of a class and that that class is using 
the law for the purpose of tormenting those who 
differ from its members in opinion and habits of 
life, precisely as it was intended to be used, and 
that they are justifying the persecution on the 
ground that " the law must be enforced because it 
is law"-in:the face of all these plain and indisputa
ble facts, they keep up their parrot chatter about 
the "duty" of enforcing all laws-although they at 
the same time know that there are thousands of 
dead laws in the book3-and pour out their sick
ening adulation on officials who admit that the laws 
they are enforcing with so much simulated virtue 
are crimes against the guaranteed civil rights and 
equal liberty of the citizens of the town and state 
and nation. These editors are blind leaders, but 
they are likely to make the discovery that all the 
people are not their blind followers. The manufac
ture of political capital can become too open an 
industry. 

The Oatholic Union and 7. imes says that the 
continued cruelties of the Turks and the Chinese· 
"upon inoffensiv heralds of the cross cry to heaven· 
for vengeance." How about turning the other· 
cheek, Father Cronin T But of course it is too' 
much. to expect Christians to practice what they 
preach. Then, again, it would seem that if God 
really wants the world to be converted to Christian
ity he would take some effectiv means of protecting: 
the "inoffensiv heralds" whom he has "called" to 
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do the work. It is very easy to call upon "Chris
tian " governments to punish the "heathens" for 
the killing of Christian missionaries, but if the 
church controled the governments, as she once did, 
who would insure even for one day the lives of 
heathen missionaries in Christian lands ? 

"Pray, pay, and praise are three verv religions p's. 
Do yon use them freely, rea!ler?"-The Soldier. 

Observation and history show that the Christian 
prefers to use those three other p's-prejudge, pre
varicate, and persecute. 

"Things are queerly mixed in some parts of this city. 
They are mixed in the two blocks of Lafayette place. A.t 
one end of it is the exoellent statue of the Rev. Father 
Drumgoole, the 'Newsboys' Friend.' Near the other 
end of it is the charming See Honse of Bishop Potter, op
posit to which are the offioes of an Infidel paper, a Prohi
bitionist pape•, a Socialist paper, and two papers for tail
ors. "-New York Sun. 

And the Infidel paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, is the 
best of all of them, even if Roman Catholic Post
master-General Caron of Canada doesn't like it. 

"In this free land of ours when ecclesiastical anthoritv 
is exercised so as to control the rights of citiz9ns, ~r 
abridge the privileges of citizenship, it is time for us to 
inquire whereunto the thing will grow. "-Nashville 
Christian .Advocate. 

That sounds good, and yet the Christian Advo
cate favors Sabbath laws, exemption of church prop
erty from taxation, and most if not all the other 
means whereby "ecclesiastical authority controls 
the rights of citizens and abridges the privileges of 
citizenship.'' Fair words are often used only to 
deceive. 

Detroit is in the grasp of the Sundayites ; clos
ing there is more complete than in New York. The 
Civic Federation (evidently the Sabbath Union un
der a less offensiv name) "took up the matter of a 
quiet a.nd law-abiding Sabbath observance and en
listed all the young people of the Christian En
deavor and other societies." These young folks are 
taking their initial lessons in the degrading and 
criminal school of the spy and informer. It will 
be noticed that this closing crusade is frankly for 
"Sabbath observance," meaning, for the observance 
of Sunday as a religious holy day ; not for the 
" Sunday rest " hypocritically demanded in the as
serted interest of the "laborer," crushed under the 

·ruthless feet of "brutal monopolists." What a sham 
this "rest" pretext is! 

The Christian Reformer opines that "the greatest 
boon the civil power could confer" on the readers of 
THE TBTUH. SEEKER "would be to cut off their supply 
of congenial pabulum and thus induce them to seek 
something more wholesome, both mentally and 
morally." The prescription is a very simple one, 
but it is not new. Persecuting doctors of divinity 
hav always m!l.de a large use of it in their practice. 
The ·catholic nostrum-dispensers long believed that 
it was a "sure cure" for the Bible-r~ading malady, 
and so they forbade the circulating of that volume, 
trusting that those who found such "pabulum" 
"congenial," on discovering that "their supply" was 
"cut off," would ''seek something more wholesome 
both mentally and morally." We extend our sin: 
cere felicitations to the Presbyterian editor, for we 
know that he must greatly enjoy his home-coming. 
At last, back under the dear old roof-tree of Holy 
Mother Church, he can crawl into the cradle where 
in its infancy his creed was rocked and "ask once. 
again for the rattle and the bib " of the original 
Christian superstition and tyranny. Rome is gath
ering her wandering children back into her capa
cious arms. 

·"It is supremacy, not precedence, that we ask for the 
Bible; it is contrast, as well as resemblance, that we must 
feel compelled to insist on. The Bible is stamped with 
specialty of origin, and an immeasurable distance sepa
rates it from all competitors."- W. E. Gladstone, 

It is very kind and considerate of Mr. Gladstone 
to do no more than ask for supremacy for the Bible. 
Here, in the United States, and also in England, 
his fellow Christians are in the habit of demanding 
that the people who do not believe tbe book is of 
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divine origin be taxed to pay for the teaching of its 
doctrine in the public schools. In fact, it is only 
recently that they hav become modest enough to 
make a respectful request that it be considered on 
its literary and historical merits. Hitherto it was 
a "thus saith the Lord," "believe or bll damned." 
But it is more than the science and the critical 
scholarship of the age will grant-the asked-for 
supremacy for the Bible. It must take its place 
among other books as a human production. The 
Nashville Christian Advocate hopes that the utter
ance of the ex-}»remier of England will "strengthen 
the spinal column of some preaching brother or 
layman who is inclined t.o be panicky in the face of 
foes that hav been routed again and again." The 
way in which the Christian champions hav "routed 
again and ag~in " the critics of th;e Bible is by 
"again and again " accepting the results of the 
critics' investigations and then claiming that they 
always believed that way themselvs! 

"To dare to apply the law of Christ to any public ques
tion is said to be a uniting of church and state, and that 
is regarded as a treasonable offense under the Constitution 
of the United States. The secret of all these aUacks on 
Christian missionaries and Christian reformers is antag
onism to the truths of the divine word.''-Ohristian Re
former. 

The attempt of the theocrats to incorporate the 
doctrine of the church in the Constitution and laws 
is an attempt to unite church and state, and the 
union of church and state is treason to the secular 
Constitution. If it is not treason, why are the theo
crats trying to amend the Constitution ! The op
pol!lition to the schemes of the theocrats is ctmsed 
by our knowledge of the evils that :flow from the 
union of the civil and the ecclesiastical, and by our 
love of religious liberty, not by any hatred of such 
truths as the Bible may contain. It ill becomes the 
Christian Reformer to talk of hatred of the truths 
of the Bible, while it is expending every energy it 
can command in the endeavor to compel the citi
zens of the United States to observe Sunday as 
the Sabbath, when it well knows that the Bible 
does not recognize that day as the Sabbath, and 
that Jesus, Paul, and James protest against a com
pulsory Sabbath of any kind. 

"Bob Ingersoll's pocket was picked in Missouri the 
other day of $250 in cash and a draft for $700. · What 
will he say of this? He cannot blame the man, for, if 
lnger.soll's logic be right, the man has offended no law, 
there being no standard by which we can condemn the 
pickpocket, since he had s chance to get the money and 
got it. There cannot be a moral law unless it has some 
great head, and, as Ingersoll's argument is that there is 
no great head, each man has the right to be a law unto 
himself. Go for him again, slick-finger! Pluck him just 
after he has done one of his high-sounding talks on 
beauty and while the cash is there in his inside pocket!" 
-Richmond State. 

And yet, in the face of such evidence as this, there 
are people who maintain that man was originally 
perfect ! Who can believe that the descendants of 
a perfect man and woman could llver hav fallen into 
such intellectual and moral depths as that in which 
this Virginia editor is hopelessly :floundering T On 
the other hand, there is nothing strange in this 
phenomenon if we acoept the evolutionary hvpoth
esis of man's origin and development, for that 
recognizes the fact that not all men in human form 
hav advanced along parallel lines; some are en
lightened, some only civilized, while still others are 
in the semi civilized, the barbarian, and the savage 
stages, and some are still lower, for, as Dr. Freder
ick R. Marvin aptly says-it would seem prophet
ically-"There are paths of development behind the 
ape, and there are men who tread them." 

"To what extent is Christ the light of the world? Is 
he simply a teacher of men? I find it no easy task to be 
as patient as I ought to be with the shallowness of men 
who think and speak or' Christ only as a great pedagog, 
making men better simply by making them wiser. It is 
based on the unwarranted assumption that. sin is not a 
very serious matter, born solely of ignorance. That it 
is lodged solely in the intellect, and that the easy and 
certain cure for it is education."-Rev. Dr. J. B. Haw• 
thorne, Baptist, of .Atlanta. 

Does not Mr. Hawthorne know that true educa
tion cultivates the whole man T Is he unware of 
the fact that the ignorance in which. the scientific 
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observer and thinker finds the roots of all " sin " is 
not merely deficiency of intellectual knowledge, but 
moral poverty as well? He is ignorant who does 
not know how to liv with his neighbors with the 
least possible friction, no less than he who does not 
know the primary branches of school science. AU 
"sin" is malformation, miseducation, or mal-adjust
ment, and education is the only preventiv. No 
person of sense claims that "sin" (injury of self or 
others) is "not a very serious matter;" that state
ment is an orthodox travesty of the Rationalistic 
idea. The constant struggle of m!l.n is to escape 
from "sin" and the imperfections of external nature, 
but it is mental and moral insanity to claim that 
the mistakes he m!l.kes through ignorance, and 
under the spur of imperious desires, merit an eter
nity of pain, and th!l.t nothing c!l.n save him from 
that hell of agony but belief in the sufficiency of 
the sacrifice of an uno:ffending man-god. 

When Cardinal Gibbons returned from R'lme re
cently, he said, in an interview, in which he was 
asked what the Pope thought of a:ffa.irs in the 
United States : 

"He believes fully in tue cnst:>m of the American Con
gress of opening the sessions with prayer, and considers 
that a government in which religion has such a high 
standing is on a sure foundation." 

It was unnecessary for Leo to make either of 
these statements, or for Cardinal Gibbons to repeat 
them to the attentiv reporter. It goes without 
saying that . the pope approves of any custom or 
law that tends to the union of church and state, 
and that he thinks that a government that stands 
with its hat off to, and its hand in the public 
treasury for the benefit of the church is "on a sure 
foundation." It is out of the re~ognition of the 
power of the priesthood, which public prayers giv 
evidence of, that the church gets satisfaction, for 
the prayers themselvs are the most perfunctory 
performances imaginable, listened to with ill-con
cealed impatience by a large number of the mem
bers, and escaped from by others by absenteeism. 
They add no dignity to the services of religion, they 
reflect no credit on those who are responsible for 
them, and they emphasize the low moral standard 
of the church, which is willing and eager to take 
the money of dissenters by unconstitutional legis
lation and use it for the purpose of propagating the 
creed of a sect. 

A man named Marable was convicted of murder 
in Virginia. It was th9ught by some that he was 
innocent, or, at least, that when a woman who was 
to be tried l~tter was put on the stand, with her 
witnesses, it would be shown that Marable was not 
chiefly responsible for the crime. So Father W al
bers tried to induce Governor O'Ferrall to grant a 
respit until after the trial of the woman. This the 
governor refused to do, fearing that if the respit 
were granted there would be a resort to lynch law. 
The priest, describing his interview with the con
victed man after his failure to secure the postpon"
ment, says: 

"At last I said: 'Marable, what do yon think now?' 
He did not answer me for several minutes, but at last he 
lifted his head and said:· ' The Lord's will be done,' add
ing with a deep sigh, 'but it's unjnst.' 

"I believe it's unjust, and that Marable deserves his 
sentence no more than the engineer and fireman of the 
train that was held up last fall deserve to share the sen
tence of Morgan." 

"The Lord's will be done, but it's unjust"! 
How much that tells of the righteous revolt of the 
human against the infamous doctrin of the divine 
justice, which, so far as we are concerned, is a pure' 
fiction. If Marable is hanged, 'and if the priest still 
thinks that the sentence was unjust, how will he 
reconcile this miscarriage of justice with his belief 
that his god is a just god? As an educated man, 
the priest must recognize that while there was 
always room for honest error in the verdict of the 
jury and the refusal of Governor O'Ferrall to inter
fere, no such excuse avails in the case of a god of 
unlimited knowledge and power. Why should a 
man of thought and of generous impulses cling to 
a creed adapted only to savages in the animistic 
stage of development T Why does he not step out 
into light and liberty ! 
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Call tor the Annual Congress. 
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 25TH, 26TH, AND 27TH. 

7 o the Liberals of America, Members ot the Free
thought Federation and Secular Union, and 
al! Societies organized jor the Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Secular Government: 

It is of great importance that Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
to do and the work cannot be done by isolated 
eftort There are vast ecclesiastical combinations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freethought, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
questions immediately confront us: 

The Taxation of Church Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, 
The Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. The conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now Wtl.ged both in the 
states and in the national Congress, and a central
ized political power is being established for the 
purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters ; and honest Freethinkers are im
prisoned to-day for discussing questions of the ut
most importance to human improvement. Against 
these flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in every state, county, city, 
and village, should be in a.ctiv communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the case that a Freethinker 
is alone in his community in the open support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. R9ligious bigots assume that 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on account of their own vast majority. 
Wh~n it is well understood that the Freethinkers 

of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Freethought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to support his cause. 
The theologian is naturally a coward. He parse. 
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease his persecutions, but even welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 

There is a great contest before us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra
cism. We cannot fold ou.:.· bands and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We must use the same instrumentalities 
that are constantly usea by the churches. They 
ha.v their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far. 
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessary aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Congress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethought Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be adopted and cordially carried 
out by friends of freedom throughout the country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
notified that such amendments to the Constitution 
will be proposed at the coming Congress as will 
enable the Union to consolidate with the Free
$pou8ht Feder~tion of AmericQ.. 
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The members of the Freethought Federation are 
also notified that changes of the same nature will 
be proposed for its Constitution in order th~t it 
may unite as an organized body with the Amer10an 
Secular Union. 

It is the general desire that there be one grand 
national organization adapted to all the needs of 
the present a.~d fu~ure W?rk. W~t~out doubt this 
will be determmed m a wtse, conmlu;!tory, and pro
gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks and meet the 
common enemy, the bigots of the Christian church. 
We work for the future; we work for humanity; we 
work for the best interests ot civilization, for the 
liberty and the progress of all. Let us stand 
bravely by our colors and unite in the common 
cause. There are vast and profound principles 
which should harmonize superficial differences. We 
ha.v no creed to support. but always and everywhere 
the rights of man. This is the mighty battle
ground. Let us rally now as never before, with 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthusiasm. We 
cannot evade the issue, neither can the church itself. 
It is liberty or it is slavery. This is the conflict of 
the ages, and in the American Republic all that is 
most precious and ennobling is at stake. 

S_AMU:EL P. PuTNAM:, President. 

The Brotherhood of Man. 
To an observer of the human mind as manifested 

in all phases of the history of thought, the clash 
and din of diverse creeds, the thunder of the par
sons and the shouting, and the fanaticism and re
ligious intolerance of the present day afford a sin
gular prospect. 

" God is love," we are told in holy writ. The 
palpably inconsistent statement that " God is a con
suming fire " is also found in the same holy writ. 
Is he both ? Possibly he consumes us with the fire 
of love. I fancy the inquisitor-general kindled 
many such fires. 

" Peace on earth, good will toward men,'' rings 
out from the pulpit. and the good book heralds 
forth the promis, "I came not to bring peace, but 
a sword." There is much of this sword doctrin in 
the Bible. But which did he bring T The testi
mony of the written page tells too well the story. 
Was it a sword T We are answered by the groans 
of millions who perished on many a gory field ; by 
the wailing of orphans, and by the shrieking vic
tims of dread Bartholomew's day, whose echoes 
reach us min~led with the doleful reverberation of 
te deums. Is God a consuming fire T Go read the 
page of history, illp.mined by the fires of Smithfield 
and written in the blood of martyrs. 

All tpis is the result of a doctrin which exalts 
the love of an intangible deity above that of father 
and mother, and the veneration of saints above the 
idols of the household. Is it any .wonder that men 
so instructed should become hardened to all the 
feelings of humanity, callous to the supplications of 
innocence, and fit only for acts of unfeeling bar
barity T 

Take the church, with her record of murder and 
rapine ; her long and inglorious warfare with 
science, from Galileo to Darwin ; and yet in none 
of these was she more infamous than in her pitiless 
eftort to stifle love, the sweetest emotion known to 
the human heart. But the church was not without 
scriptural authority: "If any man come to me and 
hate not his father and mother, and wife, and chil
dren, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own 
life also, he cannot be my disciple " (Luke xiv, 26). 
Such expressions come with fitting grace from one 
who says, "I a.m. come to send fire on the earth " 
(Luke xii, 49), and that he will be "revealed from 
heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming fire tak
ing vengeance on them that know not God " (2 
Thess. i, 8). "Cursed be he that keepeth back ltis 
sword from blood," saith the Lord (Jere. xlviii, 10). 
These debasing doctrins, impressed upon the mor
bid brains of enthusiasts, are well calculated to de
stroy all love for humanity. 

St. Paul, who first placed a premium on celibacy, 
opposed matrimony, and all those sentiments which 
lead to it. He says (1 Cor. vii, 1), "It is good for 
a man not to touch a woman." "Nevertheless," he 
continues, " to avoid fornication let every man ha.v 
his own wife, and let every woman ha.v her own 
husband." Filthy and abominable, this sentence 
may well bring the flush of hQnest indignation to 
the cheek of every man who possesses an atom of 
love or respect for woman. Is this the sole justi
fication of marriage T We hope not. Again (1 
Cor. vii, 9), the same saintly philosophel' suggests 
the a.lternativ of marriage, rather than ''burn." He 
also says : " He that giveth her in marriage doeth 
well, but he that giveth her not in marriage doeth 
better" (1 Cor. vii, 38). Little marvel that St. Paul 
was a bachelor l 

It is time we were setting aside the antiquated 
doctrins of fear and hate, and substituting for th~z:q 
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something that will giv happiness. Let there be 
tolerance, friendship, love. We are all brothers, 
living on the same little planet ; pilgrims, f:\B it 
were, all traveling toward the same country-a 
country that lies beyond the dark waters-and why 
rend asunder the golden chain of friendship T Tbe 
short years of life soon pass away, and then we 
part. It is well to liv in peace while we are here. 
Maladies which baffie the skill of physicians often 
vanish before a smile, a friendly grasp of the hand, 
or a kind word or two. In this world there 1\re 
weeping eyes ; faces wan and wasted by the affiic
tions of years ; human beings dying for a gentle 
look, or a friendly deed. 

The religion of this country is a sham, an empty 
shell, a "gilded halo hovering 'round decay." It 
has caused more enmities than friendships, and 
broken up far more homes than it has united. 
Parsons will talk of the poor-whom they. recognize 
in public only when no one is looking. Female re
formers will arise in church and descant upon the 
sufferings of the masses ; but should a poor man 
accost one of them upon the street, she would dtaw 
her r-ighteous skirts about her, elevate her patrician 
nose, and sweep grandly on. 

All this must change. Freethought is thumping 
at the door of the human mind, and will never 
cease till the supremacy of conscience shall be es
tablished, with that ideal of the centuries, the uni-
versal brotherhood of man. · SPB:ED MosBY. 

Jeff6rson City, .Mo. 

Those Missionary " MartyrF~.'' 
Let the missionaries go to China if they will, or 

to any other part of the globe. Where they go is 
their own business, as long as they take the risk 
themselvs. But when they clamor for protection, 
we hav a right to see whether they deserve it. If 
they go into the mission-field in the spirit of mar
tyrdom, we shall respect their motivs, however we 
may suspect their wisdom. But they cannot enjoy 
the double privilege of martyrdom and citizenship. 
Let them make their choice. If their attack on the 
heathen has to be supported by gunboats, it is ob
vious that their enterprise is not "spiritual." They 
must be enrolled as ordinary traders. 

The fact is, the missionaries are not invited, and 
are not welcome. They force themselvs upon the 
heathen. And in doing so they expect-and when 
possible ea:act-a. tolerance which they would never 
exhibit themselvs. Just imagin what would hap
pen if the Chinese sent missionaries to England ! 
Brutal attacks hav been made at Liverpool upon a 
little body of Mohammedans, who do not go out 
into the streets to proselytize, but confine them
selva to their own mosque. And it must be remem
bered that nearly a hundred million Mohammedans 
are subjects of the British empire. Nay, we need 
not take such an extreme illustration. Christians 
here, in the United Kingdom, brutally ill-treat each 
other. Take the following newspaper report of an 
occurrence in Ireland on Sunday, August 25th: 

On the street preachers making their reappearance at 
Sligo yesterday they were beset by a large and violent 
crowd, and, despite the efforts of a hundred police, they 
were assaulted with stones, rotten eggs, and filth, so that 
in a short time their clothes were completely spoiled. 
Several policemen wer11 struck by stones, bnt not seri
ously injnred. After three·qnarters of an hour the mis
sionaries were escorted to their lodgings by the police. 

Rotten eggs and ordure show contempt, stones 
show hatred, and bloodshed shows the spirit of 
murder. Only withdraw the police, and dead bodies 
would strew the ground. 

Suppose the preachers at Sligo were foreigners, 
with strange dress and manners; suppose they 
spoke in ridiculouCJ broken English, and at the same 
time gave themselvs airs of immense superiority; 
suppose they told the people that they would all go 
to hell unless they accepted the preachers' creed, 
whether they understood it or not; and suppose . 
they broadly hinted that they had powerful friends 
in the country they came from, who might come 
with war- ships and big guns if the people did not 
behave themselvs. Does any man in his right 
senses ima.gin that this would not incense the peo
ple terribly, and that some of the most fierce and 
fanatical would not be provoked to deeds of vio
lence T-

0 wad some pow'r the giftie gie us 
To see on.rsels as it hers see us I 

Christianity is the most intolerant religion that 
ever disgraced the earth. It has shed oceans of 
blood, and it still persecutes wherever it has the 
power. What right has such a religion to make 
such a fuss about the consumption (as Gibbon 
would call it) of a few missionaries T And when 
the consumption occurs in China, where Christian 
England has forced a big opium trade in spite of 
the protests of the Chinese government, the howl
ing of the Christians is enough to shake the world 
with la.ughte:r.-G, W: JJoote, in the Freethinker. 
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News and Notes. 
Again upon the lovely ocean, and homeward 

bound. Again the shores sink from view, and 
again the mighty ship, plunging through the glis
tening billows, is for the time being the bounded 
world of humanity. 

The past summer appears a dream floating before 
the mind's eye like a wondrous panorama. In the 
sunshine, beneath the boundless heavens, we muse 
and meditate, while with soft, continuous th~nder 
through blue depths the huge vessel speeds with 
flying banners. It is beautiful, serene, rejoicing, 
all the shining expanse, while fresh winds giv vigor 
and elasticity to the frame; while, as the sea itself, 
the mind sparkles with a thousand thoughts. Like 
a mirror it reflects the gorgeous scene. This is 
pure happiness, a dia.mond·like existence, without 
burden, without care. An ocean voyage is poetry, 
music, romance. We are borne along whether we 
will or no, and abandon ourselvs with inexpressible 
delight to the changing glory of wave and sky. 

Farewell to England, to its ancient grandeur, its 
accumulated wealth of centuries, its blossom in 
to-day's life of a thousand years of toil. The 
"golden eloqueBce " of Sha.kspere was never so 
deeply felt. The more we appreciate England the 
better we understand all the world. 
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sorts of "isms" are on the move. Liverpool is more walked, and beyond, in the keen sunset, can some
like Chicago than any other city I know of. It is times be discerned .the faint outlines of the hills of 
compa.rativly modern, and there is no ancient flavor France. From the pier we journey to the lofty 
about it. It is a city of to-day. It has something walls, where Hotel Granville fronts the main, one 
of the rush and roar of Western life, and lacks the of the most beautiful hotels I ha.v ever seen. It is 
oriental ease of time-honored inf!ltitutions. It has more picturesque than most buildings of the kind. 
not even an old cathedral, but must build a new There is an element of poetry in its architecture.· 
one. Liverpool, therefore, like Chicago, is open to It haf!l towers and turrets and spacious roofs. It is 
all kinds of influences, tendencies, commotions, and not all straight up and down, but there are curved 
reforms. It is not tied down. It has no deep roots lines and sunlit spaces, where, in ordinary hotels, is 
into the mighty past, like London and Edinburgh. confinement and gloom. It is in harmony, I think, 
No knights, no castles, haunt the memories of Liv- with its environments, the tall cliffs, the vast sea, 
erpool. She is pre-eminently the "child of the sea." the glowing bights shadowed by stately groves. 
From "watery Neptune" she derives her pomp and In the moonlight and starlight, through dim 
pride and circumstance. majestic pictures, we· return to Margate, to Terrace 

Liverpool takes its name from the Welsh; the Hotel, and Hearts of Oak restaurant., which are 
words Ller pwl, signifying "place of the pool." along the Marine Drive. We receive a jolly wei
The "Domesda.:v Book" does not contain the name come, for the landlord is S. H. Munns, an old-time 
of Live~pool. In King John's time it was only a Freethinker, side. by side with Bra.dlaugh, and at
fishing village. During the reign of King Edward ways ready to do his level best. Our appetite is 
the First it had only 800 inhabitants. In 134 7, good, and the dinner is delightful. After the din
when levies were made by Edward Ill. upon Lon- ner we sit upon the broad portico, with the sea be
don for 25 ships and 662 men, Bristol 22 ships and fore and the stars above, while below the crowds 
608 men, Hull 16 ships and 466 men, for the war pace along the brilliant streets, and occasional 
against France, Liverpool was required to furnish music bursts athwart the electric lights. and the 
only one bark and six men. In Queen Eliz!l.beth's tide comes glistening in, until all the sandy spaces 
time the place is described as "her majesty's poor shine with lustrous waves. Amidst these bewitch
decayed town of Liverpool." In 1634, when Charles ing surroundings, with nature and the human heart 

This earth of majesti.hfhi~=~:~~ ~:rs, I. m11de his levy of ship money, Liverpool was let in magnetic attraction. we indulge in reminiscences 
This other Eden, demi·paradise, off with £15, while Chester paid £100 and Bristol of the past, of Bra.dla.ugh's mighty battle, with 
This fortress built by nature for herself ~ £1,000. The Liverpool of modern times began whom my confreres had fought and won, and whose 
A~ainst infection and the hand of war, about 1738 In 1800 the population was 77,000; Rpirit ~ill walks abroad, unchained by death and 
This happy breed of men, this little world, in 1868, 500,000; to-day, with the incorporation of burning in the thoughts of to-day and to-morrow. 
This precious atone set in the silver sea. surrounding municipalities the "Greater Liverpool" How wonderfully life expands when we thus look 

The last two weeks seemed to go like a flash. I will enroll a population of over one million. It will on the limitless sea and the limitless stars. It was 
can only giv a glimpse of these crowded days. It· thus be seen that Liverpool is mainly a city of the a glorious night. I shall not forget its manifold 
was as if the hand of time was turning a ka.leido- nineteenth century, and with its marvelous and scenes, its stars and waves, its circling lamps, its 
scope, and each moment preRented a new picture widespread trade possesses the characteristics of murmuring people, its joyous companionship, its 

I spent an evening with Edward Truelove, the this teeming ag~, having much of the dash and en music of hope, "ring out the old, ring in the new." 
oldest Freethinker in the world, I guess. He is in ergy and comprehensiv spirit of the great cities of On the morrow we drive to Broa.dstairs, and 
his eighty-fifth year. He is like a mountain, over America. I find a good deal of the Yankee in this thence walk along the margin of the sea to Rams
whose face ha.v passed the storm~ of conflict, but ocean-nurtured metropolis. Farewell to Liverpool. gate. It is beautiful, the tall cliffs for our pathway, 
is now shining in rugged serenity. He has always I hope to see again its spacioM docks, its thousand the sea a hundred feet beneath, murmuring and 
shown great courage in the publication of radical flags, its villas imd mansions, itf!l handsome parks glistening on miles of shore with faint melody, 
books, and has suffered imprisonment therefor. and gardens, its noble Mersey, and its brilliant while like little biries almost seem the people that 
He gave me many reminiscences of his extra.ordi- Freethinkers, who will certainly keep these busy wander up and down ; and the great blue spreads 
nary experiences, and I realized more than ever shores illuminated with reason and liberty. beyond in immeasurable glory, w}J.ile on the other 
the savage nature of that Christian theology which Margate flows on the vision next-Margate by side. masses of green fields and golden harvests 
still sways in the laws of England. The tortures the sea, one of the" peculiar institutions" of Eog- mingle with the dark splendor of groves. We pass 
of imprisonment are but little understood. It. is a land. We might say of it, ••Age cannot wither, nor around the magnificent estate of the noble Monte
living death. Man is treated like a machine. Every custom stale, its infinit variety." One would miss fiore. the philanthropist who made all the world his 
right is violated. It is bad enough when criminals quite a picture of English outdoor life if he did country. It was a place where one's mind might be 
are thus treated; but what shall we say when those not go to Margate and its brilliant surrounding£~, filled with great and beautiful ideas, so broad and 
who are devoted to the improvement of mankind Ra.msga.te, Broa.dsta.irs, etc. Broa.dstairs was ooe universal is the a.l!lpect nature presents. It is 
are compelled to endure this terrific ordeal? We of the favorit abodes of Dickens, where he wrote enough to make us boys again, and when we come 
cannot too highly honor those who, like Holyoa.ke, "Bleak House." It is certainly a lovely place for across a venerable man who might be Merlin or any 
Truelove, Bennett, and Foote, ha.v conquered meditation and romance. I went down with Foote other bearded vision of antiquity, whose only means 
through these depths of solitary suffering. They and Watts, and we surrendered ourselvs to the of living was a cocoanut gallery, it behooved us of 
hav given to our time a noble realm, but at an a.w- beauty of sea and land, ann roamed through realms course to try a hand. You p~y a penny a shot. If 
f11l cost,_which we are sometimes apt to forget in of lively enchantment. The moment you strike you hit the cocoanut, the cocoanut is yours. If not 
the enjoyments of these happy days. Margate you are in the midst of a. big crowd. It the old man is a penny ahead. Only . one of us 

Mr. and Mrs. Truelove celebrated their golden seems as if everybody was coming there. You made out to hit the cocoanut, but it was good exer
wedding about five weeks ago. At their home at: wander to the beach, and it is covered with thou- ercise, and made us breathe the atmosphere of 
Hornsey they still giv welcome to Freethought sands of people. All sorts of shows are rampant- youth. This is one of the favorit games along the 
friende. In Mr. Truelove's library, gathered through the minstrels, the shooting-galleries, the phreno- seashore .. From Ramsgate we pursue a roundabout 
many years from his bookstore, are rare Free- logical lecturer, the donkeys, etc. Hundreds of course to Margate, where we again refresh the inner 
thought publications, not to be found even in the children with bare legs splash through the waters, man at the Heart of Oak restaurant, bid farewell to 
British Museum. He has portraits of Godwin, digging holes in the sand or building castles. our comrade and host, Mr. S. H. Munns, and his 
Hetherington, Watson, etc. He has the table upon The "machines" go in and out; the boats fly; the wife, and return to London, beneath the illumina
which Thomas Paine wrote the "Rights of Man," steamships roll, packed to the brim, and far away tiona of the harvest moon. 
which bears an inscription recording the fact, spreads the immensity of the ocean with its million On Saturday my good friend of Wales memory, 
placed there by Clio Rickman, who owned the table flashing waves. It is a vast and animated scene. Mr. Horatio Montefiore, takes me to another sea re
when Mr. Truelove first saw it in his early manhood Everybody is happy, and abandons himself to the sort, Bognor. This is down towards Portsmouth. 
at Rickman's house. In after years, by strange impulse of the moment. It is the fashion to do as We ride through a beautiful country, great hills on 
coincidences, it came into Truelove's possession. you please .. Nature smiles with exhilarating change- either side crowned with bountiful forest, with here 
Mr. Truelove also showed me a picture of Paine's fulness. The sunshine is gorgeous, and the houses and there a castellated mansion ; anon the noble 
iron bridge, tlie first iron bridge built on this and streets are bathed in splendor, and wherever structure of Arundel appears and the vast cathedral 
planet, and which still arches the river at Sunder- you look there is the joy of untrammeled life. It built for the Catholic church by the duke of Nor
land. Many phases of the world's history flashed does people good to come to these great, bright, folk; all smidBt scenery of magnificent loveliness. 
before me in my brief visit with this remarkable beautiful shores and be "real folks," to be as out- It is wonderful how green the landscapes are in 
veteran, whose life has spanned so much of the spoken and rollicking as the sea itself. It is health England at this season. _It is like the freshness of 
nineteenth century. to the whole man, body and brain, this wild and springtime. The fields fairly glitter. There is 

Liverpool is my next lecturing field, August 25th, wondrous motion of the waters; this glory of the nothing like it in America except in June. After 
and here I again receive a hearty Lancashire wei- heavens; this free, democratic, cheerful, luminous June the !!lOber brown, with harvest gold, begins tq 
come. The hall is full in the evening, and though- intermingling of all sorts and conditions of human· prevail. But in England it is still a brilliant green 
the challenge for debate is ·given, no Christian op- ity on the broad level spaces of the spangled shores fla.ehing against the dazzling harvest and "cloth of 
ponents appear. They seem to be discouraged, or upon which the sea-god pours his brightest jewels. gold " of innumerable buttercups. They say that 
perhaps they will resort to guerrilla warfare and Great coaches, with "four-in-hand," speed from there is a still more brilliant green in Ireland. If 
attack the lecturer when he is far across the Atla.n- Margate to Ramsgate, and it is a charming drive. so, it must be a Jascinating land indeed, a jewel 
tic. Liverpool has a varied and interesting Free- For a while we leave the blue ocean behind. Green "set in the silver sea." These vivid colors seem at
thought element, which branches out in manifold fields and groves, beautiful gardens, and delightful most like music as they strke the vision. If there 
directions-literature, science, politics, an-;1 philos- homes, clothed with ivy and roses, expand upon the is such a thing as a " symphony of colors" then 
ophy. Mr. Ernest Newman has fine promis in the view. Then again the ocean appears as we dash Engla.ndandlrelandarea.ttuned togloriousmelody, 
:field of art and criticism, for he has the faculty of down the declivity into the bustling town. Rams· with these emerald hues at the gateways of sum
.appreciation and the talent of expression. Mr gate, if anything, is more jubilant than Margate. mer and autumn. Bognor is not like Margate. 
Lawrence Small, Mr. W ollett, Mr. Roberts, Mr At some portions of our way we can scarcely push It is a different picture of ·English life, quiet 
Towers, Secretary Doeg, the Balfour brothers, etc, along, so intricate is the multitude. We reach the and a.ttra.ctiv. There are no crowds here, no rush 
are generously equipped for the service. Liverpool immense pier, from which there is an extensiv view al}d turmoil. The broad sea is before you-the 
is not an easy field. It demands work and expendi- of sea and shore. For miles the chalk cliffs stretch lovely beach, with two or thr~e hundred peop~e 
ture, There are so many forces in play here that their battlements in white radiance. We see the roaming leisurely along, and chlldren at play. It. lB 

Freethought m'Q.st w~tob ~JJ.d win it' ch~DQC, All cloudy lands of DQver7 where King Lear once . a. pleasing scene if one wants perfect re11t. lt w-
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mates and soothes. At Margate you must be on the 
go; you must keep up with the procession. At 
Bognar you can float away in dreams; you can take 
things easy. There is just enough excitement to 
tingle the blood while allowing you to sink away in 
delicious slumber. There i3 good companionship 
here. If one wants a bower of paradise he will find 
it at Victoria hotel, Mr. E. Lawford-Webb proprie
tor. You hav the best of everything, with all the 
loveliness of country life about you, and, when you 
desire, the far-off glistening sea mingles with the 
radiance of tree and flower and grass. Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Taylor extend their hospitality to the 
American visitor, and the merry children also ani· 
mate the circle. Lawn tennis adds its variable 
fortunes and dancing colors to the charm and 
music of the sea. I had a thoroughly enjoyable 
day. I hav not found any of that " British re
serve" yet. So far as my experience goes the Brit
ons are as open, generous, and hospitable as the 
typical Westerner himself. They will giv you a 
good hearty handshake, and make you feel at home 
with frankness and joviality. The elegance of civi
lization does not diminish the real humanity of the 
Briton. He has too much business with all the 
world to be a provincial. Those who do the work 
in England, who keep its commerce, trade, litera
ture, science, on the move, are those who giv the 
stranger a generous welcome. I must thank my 
friend Montefiore for a happy introduction to Eng
lish good-fellowship, and for the enjoyment of noble 
sceneries. I hope America can sometime repay 
these delightful experiences. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

To the Freethinkers of America. 
Having returned from Great Britian I am now 

ready for work in America. The first thing is the 
National Freethought Congress to be held in Octo
ber at New York, Hardman's Hall, corner of 19th 
street and Fifth avenue, a handsome and commo
dious hall, of easy access, in the central part of the 
city. We expect to hav a grand gathering, espe
cially of the E~stern Liberals. I hope that every 
one will do his best for this Congress. Be present, 
and aid us, and send funds if able. The Liberals 
of New York hav nobly responded to the call. Let 
all do the same and succes.:; is assured. The object 
of the Congress is to enlighten the people, create a 
wide interest in Freethought, and arrange plans for 
work. I hope that every Freethinker throughout 
the entire country will lend his aid. Let the West 
join with the East in generous support. The fol
lowing are the contributions already made: 
THE TRUTH SEEKEB .............................................. $25 00 
N. F. Griswold ....... , ........................................... 25 00 
E. E. Hitchcock .................................................. 25 00 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sen........................................... 20 00 
H. M. Taber....................................................... 20 00 
A. McGinnes ....................................................... 10 00 
L. D. Crine ................. : ....................................... 10 00 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr ............................................. 10 00 
James L. Parshall .............................. : ................ 10 00 
Wm. Broad belt .................................................... 10 00 
A. Lewin............................................................. 2 00 

Send contributions to E. C. Reichwald, Chicago, 
or directly to me, 28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York, 
care of THE TnuTH SEEKER. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Jlr. Putnam's Farewell to Albion.; 
From tll.e London Freetl!fnker. 

Early in May I went down to Southampton with 
Mr. Charles Watts to meet Mr. S. P. Putnam, the 
president of the American Secular Union, who had 

-come over from the great Western republic to see 
this little isle set in the silver sea, and to salute his 
Freethought comrades in the land which produced 
Thomas Paine and Charles Bradlaugh. On the 
first Sunday in May I took the chair at Mr. Putnam's 
first lecture; on the first Sunday in September I 
took the chair at his last lecture. During the inter
vening four months he had "done" England and 
Scotland as few Americans hav the opportunity of 
"doing" it in such a brief time. He had visited 
most of our principal cities, from Plymouth to Ab
erdeen; he had seen a great deal of our finest land
scapes, and he had inspected many places of ancient 
historic interest, from a crumbling old Durham 
church to the stately fane of Westminster, where 
lie the ashes of old kings and warriors, and men of 
light and leading, whose names sparkle forever like 
jewels on the forefinger of time. He had lectured 
to enthusiastic meetings of Freethinkers, and had 
everywhere been received with the most generous 
hospitality. And everywhere he had made friends 
by his geniality, good-fellowship, and racy Yankee 
humor. And when the last few days of his stay 
with us arrived, it was but fitting that we should 
entertain him, as Britishers love to entertain their 
friends, at a good dinner; not the paltry dish of 
herbs which t.olomon thought better than a beef
steak with wrangling, but a real square meal, ample 
IUld BRtisfactory, such as lllight prompt a man to say: 
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Not e'en the gods upon the past bav power, 
And what has been has been, and I hav had my hour. 
Well, the dinner to Mr. Putnam came off on 

Wednesday, September 4th, at the Holborn Res
taurant. The repast was, of course, all that could 
be desired. There is nothing shabby at that es
tablishment. And the company was representativ. 
Naturally, most of them were Londoners, but a few 
were up from the country. Mr. Gilbespie came 
from Newcastle, and Mr. Sydney Gimson from Lei
cester. Mr. G. J. Holyoake, the veteran, came up 
from Brighton. But he was not the only veteran 
present. There was Mr. Edward Truelove, a hero 
and a martyr of free speech, born in the same year 
as Mr. Gladstone. There was also Mr. George 
Anderson, a rare mixture of shrewdness and benev
olence, whose memory goes back to the days of 
Robert Owen. He loved and admired Charles 
Bradlaugh, but he is broad-minded enough to con
tinue his support to the movement under new con
ditions. Mr. Charles Watts belongs to a younger 
generation, though time is thinning his locks and 
sprinkling them with gray, without quenching his 
eloquence or dulling his fire in debate. Mr. Touzeau 
Parris was there, with his well-stored mind, his 
ready tongue, and his sagacity enlivened with smiles. 
Mr. Robert Forder, the faithful old secretary of the 
National Secular Society; Miss Vance, his new and 
energetic colleague; Mr. A. B. Moss and Mr. W . .Rea
ford, who hav fought so long and gallantly in the 
open-air lecture-field; Mr. James Rowney, who is 
winning laurels in the same warfare; and last, but 
not least, my dear old friend and co-worker, Mr. J. 
M. Wheeler ; all these and scores of others met 
around the festiv board, which was graced by the 
presence of well-dressed, smiling ladies, who were 
brave enough to be Freethinkers. Mr. Putnam sat 
on my right, looking plumper and· jollier, if that 
were possible, than when he landed on the shores 
of old England. 

After the dinner came the speech-making. My 
own address as chairman was, I trust, suitable to 
the occasion. Mr. Holyoake followed in a speech 
marked by felicitous diction, and containing a highly
finished eulogy of Colonel Ingersoll, as well as a 
handsome tribute to Mr. Putnam. Mr. Sydney 
Gimson, who spoke for the provinces, was bright 
and telling. He also hoped that Colonel Ingersoll 
would come over to England, but, whether he came 
or not, the Freethinkers of this country had learnt 
to admire and love Mr. Putnam for his own sake, 
and did not merely regard him as a John the Bap
tist to a Jesus Christ. Mr. Parris was wise and 
witty. His brief speech bristled with good points. 
Mr. Watts finished the flow of English eloquence 
with characteristic dignity, and then Mr. Putnam 
rose to respond to the toast of his health. The 
whole company rose with him and cheered him to 
the echo. It was impossible for flesh and blood to 
be unmoved at such a greeting. Mr. Putnam was 
visibly affected, but his platform training served 
him in good stead, and he launched out into a really 
brilliant speech, abounding in humor, pathos, and 
nervous eloquence. When he sat down the applause 
was worth hearing. I only wish it could hav been 
heard by our comrades in America. 

Some music on the piano, a few capital songs, and 
an inimitably-rendered satirical reading by Mrs. 
Charles Watts, added to the general enjoyment. 
Finally, there came an impromptu addition to the 
official program. Mr. George Anderson proposed 
the health of the President of the National Secular 
Society, in a generous little speech, which was 
heartily applauded. After the president's response, 
the company broke up with "Auld Lang Syne." 
Then came a lot of handshaking; in fact, it must 
hav made Mr. Putnam sore for several days. 

Mr. Watts and I spent Friday evening with Mr. 
Putnam, and the next day Mr. Watts saw him off at 
Waterloo Station, I having to travel to Scotland. 

Thus ends a most interesting episode in the re
cent history of the Freethought movement in Eng
land. Mr. Putnam has returned to the land of his 
birth, but he has made an indelible impression upon 
the Freethinkers of England. They like his elo
quence, and they love his personality. He carries 
with him their unanimous good-wishes. They hope 
he willliv long to lead the anny of Freethought in 
America, and they also hope he will come over 
again to old England. Whenever he comes he will 
find a host of eager hands stretched out in glad 
welcome. G. W. FooTE. 

After four months' sojourn amongst us, Mr. 
Putnam sailed on Saturday last for New York, in 
the steamship Paris. With other friends I saw our 
friend off from Waterloo Station at 9:40. Mr. Foote, 
having to start for Glasgow, could not be at the 
station. At 12:30 I received the following tele
gram: "On board 'Paris.' Good-bye. Free
thought alway~.~s. P. Po-TNAM." · 
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l-am sure the readers of the Freethinker will 
wish our American visitor a safA and pleasant voy
age. During his stay with us he has made many 
friends, who will be glad to giv him another wel-
come to old England. CHAhLES WATTS. 

Canadian Secularists in Convention. 
The annual convention of the Canadian Secular 

Union was held at Toronto, Saturday and Sunday, 
Sept. 7th and 8th. Among those present from a 
distance were: Mr. A. Roe, Wingham; Mr. Wm. 
McDonnell, Lindsay ; Mr. A. Keith, Listowel; Mr. 
Hollingworth, Beatrice ; Mr. Jickling, Listowel ; 
Mr. Clark and Mr. Horsey, Agincourt; Mr. Helm, 
Peterboro; Mr. Dale, Brampton, etc. Capt. R. C. 
Adams, president, being engaged in important 
business on the Pacific coast, was unable to be 
present. Mr. Hollingsworth, of Muskota, occupied 
the chair, and the president's address was read by 
the secretary, Mr. J. Spencer Ellis. In the course 
of the address, President Adams said: 

" It behooves Secularists to be especially on the 
alert at this time, to see that instruction in their 
principles is made accessible to young Christians. 
The great need is the circulation of Liberal litera
ture. An able and acceptable paper like Secular 
7. hought should by all means be sustained and its 
sphere enlarged. Such good work as is done by 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its letter-writing corps 
and its distribution of Paine's 'Age of Reason,' and 
'Bible Contradictions' ought to be emulated in 
Canada." 

Captains Adams declined re-election as president. 
The secretary made a brief report detailing the 

work of the past year. Letters were read from 
George Martin and John Grant, Montreal; J. A. 
Rollins, Exeter; Charles Etler, Gravenhurst; B. 
Marcuse, Danville; Henry J. Bird, Bracebridge; 
M. O'B. Ward, Peterboro; Walt. A. RatcliffP, 
Listowel; David GardinElr, Sunderland ; B. C. 
Gesner, Moncton; Franklin Steiner, Des Moines, 
Ia. ; M. Stead, Halifax, N. S.; Chas. Laperche, 
Howicb ; W. R. Bell, M:orpeth, and others. 

The officers elected for 1895-6 were as follows : 
President-Allen Pringle, of Selby, Ont. 
Vice-Presidents-let, W. -G Hay, Listowel, Ont · 2d, 

R. T. Holman, Summerside, P. E. I.; 3d, A. Roe, Wing
bam, Ont. 

Secretary-J. S. Ellis, Toronto. 
Treasurer-A. Earsman, Toronto. 
Executiv Committee-Geo. Martin, Montreal; Capt. 

Robt. C. Adams, Montreal; W. S. Hodgins, Waterloo; 
W. Algie, 4lton, Ont.; John Taylor, Torontoi.M· Rat
tenbnry, Charlottetown, P. E. L; Wm. Keith, Listowel; 
W. Stewart, Ponsonby, P. Q.; Mrs. Hepburn (nee San
derson), Toronto. 

Among the resolutions passed were these: 
Resolved, That this Union is gratified to know that 

steps are being taken by the American Secular Union 
and the Freethought Federation of America to close up 
their ranks for the attainment of their common objects, 
and sends fraternal greetings and wishes for a succes&ful 
Congress in October next. 

Resolved, That the Execut.iv Committee of the Union 
be urged to more vigorous efforts to issue propagandist 
literature, and especially such as to influence the French 
people of Quebec. 

Greetings were sent to Messrs. Watts and Foote 
and to the other Secularists of England, and a vote 
of thanks passed to THE TRUTH SEEKER and other 
Liberal journals of the United States for papers 
sent to the reading-room of the Toronto Society. 

Commenting upon the proceedings, Secular 
7. hought says editorially: "The Convention was 
not as numerously attended this year as usual, but 
the enthusiasm shown by the friends in all parts of 
Canada proves their unabated interest in our cause, 
and we look forward confidently to a more success
ful season's work than that of any previous year. 
Our new president's name, well known as it is all 
over Canada, will be sufficient guarantee that the 
interests of Freedom will not be neglected in the 
future any more than in the past, and we bespeak 
the hearty co-operation of all Canadian Secularists 
in any measures he may propose for their advance
ment. 

"It is with a feeling of great regret that we part 
company with Captain Adams as president. During 
the five years in which he has filled the office of 
president be has endeared himself to all our mem
bers by his uniform kindliness of manner, his 
promptness in responding to all sorts of appeals, 
and his untiring energy in the disch.arge of his 
duties, often at a great expense of time as well as 
money. We are gratified to know, however, that 
he will be shoulder-to-shoulder with us in the work 
of the future, in which he is still as deeply inter
ested as he was on the day he first joined the Free
thought ranks." 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October: 
.f'J."iday evening, Oct. 4th-" Signs of the 'l'imes," Kath· 

e:riue Stag,, 
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Observations. 
Although the late Professor Huxley was an Infi

del and incurre<l a rebuke from the Rev. Dr. Wace 
for not calling himself one, there are religious edi
tors who are willing to risk the fate of the untruth
ful in order to convey to their readers the notion 
that he was otherwise. A Catholic magazine givs 
Professor Tyndall as authority for the statement 
by Huxley that if there were no one else to instruct 
his children in the Bible, he would so instruct them 
himself; and it is implied that he would teach the 
book to his children as the infallible truth about 
the matters of which it treata. To expose that 

· swindler it is only necessary to read what Huxley 
said about the Bible. Under any circumstances 
there is pleasure and profit in quoting this wise 
author, but when at the same time the quotation 
denudes some incorrigible misstater of fact, the 
pastime becomes a hilarious joy. In October, 1893, 
Huxley wrote· as follows: 

The doctrin of Biblical infallibility was widely held by 
my countrymen within my recollection: I hav reason to 
think that many persons of unimpeachable piety, a few 
of leat'ning, and even some of intelligence, yet uphold it. 
But I venture to entertain a doubt whether it can pro
duce any qhampion whose competency and authority 
would be recognized beyond the limits of the sect or the-
ological coterie to which he belongs ...... The truth is that 
the pretension to infallibility, by whomsoever made [his 
holiness the pope will pay attention here], has done end· 
less mischief ; with impartial malignity it has proved a 
curse, alike to those who hav made it and tho!'e who hav 
accepted it; and its most baneful shape is book infallibility. 

The Catholic who accepts the infallibility of the 
pope, and the Protestant who accepts the infallibil
ity of the Bible, may mingle the bones for what 
consolation and support is discoverable for them 
in these words, and the one who gets it will not 
need au ~>xpress-wagon to carry home his winnings. 

In Huxley's first "Lecture on Evolution" is a 
passage frequently cited by the religious press to 
show that this man of science admitted the plausi
bility of the Genesis story of creation .. Here it i~;~ : 

Though we are quite clear about the constancy of the 
. order of Nature at the present time and in the present 
state of things, it by no means necessarily follows that 
we are justified in expanding this generalization into the 
infinit past, and in denying absolutely that there may 
hav been a time when Natme did not follow a fixed order, 
when the relations of cause and effact were not definit, 
and when extra natural agencies interfered with the gen-
eral course of Nature. . 

Of course if we allow that "extra-natural agen
cies interfered with the general course of nature," 

· then the Genesis narrativ is as likely as any other 
to be true ; and here the misinterpreter of Huxley 
ends his quotation and begins his exegesis. He 
does not reproduce the next sentence, which givs 
us the supplement, thus : 

Cautious men will allow that a universe so different 
from that which we know may hav existed; just as a very 
candid thinker may admit that a world in which two and 
two do not make four, and in which two straight lines do 
inCllose a space, may exist. 

That is to say, the Genesis story is about as prob
able as the hypothesis that somewhere two and two 
are three or three and a half, or that parallel lines 
meet at both ends. It really looks as if Huxley 
was poking fun at Moses. But this student of 
nature knew pretty near where he was at. He never 
attempted to mix science and superstition, or to 
beguile others into that sort of error. He said 
very plainly that those who accepted the conclu
sions of evolution as to the basis of life placed their 
foot on the first rung of a ladder which is the re
verse of Jacob's, and leads to the antipodes of 
heaven. 

Mr. John C. Sprong, of Chicago, directs my atten
tion to the following bit of gratuitous guessing, 
which is printed in Self- Oulture, a magazine, irre
claimably Catholic: 

Had Thomas Paine's mind been clear in his last mo
ment's, he would undoubtedly hav died in the communion 
of th·e Catholic church. If he had lived to our time, and 
had appeared on the platform of the Parliament of Relig
ions to listen to Cardinal Gibbons's exposition of the 
supreme place of chal'ity in Christianity, he would beyond 
a doubt hav acClepted without qualification such an inter
pretation of the essentials of religion. 

There is no uncertainty about Paine's "last mo
ments." His mind was clear, and he deliberately 
rejected the offices of the priests. Therefore 
the supposition that he could hav died in the 
communion of the Catholic or any other church 
lacks the basis of observed phenomena which all 
speculation must hav in order to prove successful. 
He disliked popery more than evangelical supersti
tion, because, more than the other, it came between 
"man and his maker"- an interference which he 
especially resented. 

When we begin theorizing- about what the prom
inent characters of the past would do were they 
permitted to be contemporary with ourselvs, a wide 
field is opened up. We might say that if Jehovah 
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lived in these days, he would be the corporation deity 
of the gang of fanatics who are harassing Christian 
missionaries in China. If some of the popes were 
living, they would be in the penitentiary. If the 
Virgin Mary were not fortunately deceased, her 
character would be impugned by her orthodox 
neighbors. If Jesus Christ were on earth, Coxey 
and Keir Hardie _would not be in it. The disciples 
brought up to date would be seining for porgies 
with Capt. Silas Latham-all but. Judas, who would 
hav Comstock's job and do outsid~ work as a Park
hurst "angel." It might be uncomfortable to hav 
all these misfits thrown back upon us at once, but 
we would manage to distribute them. 

Editor Green of the .Freethought Ma,qazine has 
had nothing to say why sentence should not be 
passed upon Mr. J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan., 
who sent a passage of scripture through the mails 
unaccompanied by the context, and was arrested for 
violating the moral law. I feel justified in alluding 
to this matter because for the past few months Mr. 
Green has been generously puffing the Blue Gra.ss 
Blade, of Lexington, Ky., which during the same 
period of time has printed every week an advertis
ment so openly violativ of the postal law that the 
authorities hav locked up the editor, C. C. Moore, 
on a charge similar to that brought against Wise. 
The September Magazine contains two notices of 
the Blade as :flattering as though Moore had writ
ten them himself; yet Mr. Green must hav read the 
matter complained of by the postal authorities, and 
knew then if he knows now that it is indecent. 
Life is short and the :flight of time all too swift for 
a fat and indolent man, but I would that it were 
October so we might learn whether Mr. Green will 
assume the same attitude in the case of Moore that 
he does in the case of Wise-that is, whether he 
will stand by his own opinion or renounce it in favor 
of the opinion of the parsons who stimulated the 
prosecution. This is a Crisis, and-
Once to every man and nation comes the moment to 

decide, 
In the strife of Truth with Falsehood, for the good or 

evil side. 
If Brother Green does not " feel the soul within 

him climb" to meet the emergency which copfronts 
him, I venture to hope that he is too far compro
mised to say so. 

The great men who after death are shanghaied 
into the service of the church are not the only ones 
to suffer ~t the hands of religious editors. The 
Bible is also made to bear false witness. The Ad
vocate says that "Spiritualists should not be allowed 
the use of orthodox Christian churches for funerals," 
and "neither should orthodox Christians participate 
in funeral services with tlie representativs of Spirit
ualists.'' By way of argument the editor then pro
ceeds: "When Paul attempted to console the church 
in the loss of friends, he had not one word to say 
about their coming back. So Jesus said: 'I go to 
prepare a place for you.' " So Jesus said, meaning 
that his language justified Paul's omission, would 
amount to a criminal assault on veracity if the 
truth had any legal rights that religious editors were 
under obligation to recognize. The next words of 
Christ after those quoted by the Advocate to prove 
that return after death is a delusion are these: "I 
WILL COME AGAIN." 

The revival of the curfew in many parts of the 
country is an indication of the stern-way we are 
now .making toward medievalism. A curfew is a 
bell rung at candle-lighting. If after the prescribed 
hour a child under the age of consent is detected 
in the act of being upon the public street, by or in 
default of its parents' permission, a fine of one hun
dred dollars, more or less, is incurred. The custom 
of course has its origin in the hen-roost, though its 
present adherents are insensible of that fact. They 
take a hint from Mohammed, who prayed that the 
mountain might come to him, but learning that that 
natural object was sedentary in its habits, he went 
to tho mountain. The clergy, who are the volun
teer herders of the populace, seeing that a peniten
tiary cannot at present be erected in every town 
without exceeding the legal indebtedness, hav started 
in with the material at hand, and propose to make 
every child's home its own jail. Parents are hon
ored by appointment as assistant jailers over the 
fruit of their loins. It is superfluous to inquire
Whither are we drifting? We are hell-bent for 
Puritanism.- · 

It is true, as the New York Sun rises to remark, 
that things are mixed in Lafayette Place. There is 
some sort of Catholic juvenil institution down at 
the lower end, with a statue of F~~other Drumgoole, 
"the newsboys' friend," who befriended these and 
other urchins by making Catholics out of them. (I 
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suspect the little rascals know what has become of 
my boy's hook-and-ladder truck with horses attached 
that galloped when the wheels went round.) Also 
a Socialist paper which enjoys sustenance drawn 
from a fund left by old Dr. Habel for purposes 
similar to those of the Legitimation League of Eng
land. Not counting the Astor library, the Mercan
tile library, the Churchman office, and the contig
uous Germania theater, right alongside this maga
zine of heresy is the distilled small Voice, pious 
and Prohibition; while straight over the way is the 
Episcopal see house, occupied by Bishop Potter. 
The bishop is a good enough neighbor, though not 
socially inclined in this direction. Neither he nor 
Mrs. Potter has ever called. From reports I learn 
that he is a gentleman and a scholar who knows a 
little of everything, even theology, and he belongs to 
a church that has the reputation of never interfer
ing with its members' politics or religion. Barring 
a graveyard with a four-story mausoleum in it, I 
know of nothing to compare in point of cheerfulness 
with Bishop Potter's see house. In this establish
ment we hav grown to look upon the structure with 
unruffied equanimity; but when Park & Tilford's 
grocery wagon drives up to its door and the driver 
proceeds to unload boxes of the Milwaukee brew, or 
baskets of hochheimer, or· cases of red-eye above 
proof, it is stated that Dr. Funk of the Voice expe
riences a dryness of the throat which impedes res
piration, and he regrets being a Prohibitionist 
instead of an Episcop!!.lian. 

I believe I am guilty of no unpardonable enthusi
asm when I say that could the lamented Lafayette 
revisit the glimpses of the thoroughfare named 
after him, he would be interested. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet.. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus: "As a missionary document' 
the 144 Self Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with tbe 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense.'' And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let tbe friends of Freetbought turn to and 
circulate "Self Contradictions " as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad 
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur-
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Sept. 29-Brooklyn, N. Y .......................... Which Way? 
Oct. 5-S. Framingham, Mass., The Foundation of Faith 
Oct 6 -Boston, Mass ............... The Foundation of Faith 
Oct. 7-Manchester. N. H ......................... Which Way? 
Oot. 8-4-Portland, Me ................................. Which Way? 
Oct. 9 -Gloucester, Mass ................................... Lincoln 
Oct. 10-Leominstel', Mass ................................ Liberty 
Oct. 11-Brockton, Mass .............................. Shakspere 
Oct. 12-Pswtucket, R. !. ................................. Lincoln 
Oct. 13-Providence, R. !.. ......................... Which Way? 
OClt. 20-Chicago, Ill ....................................... . 
Oot. 21-Aut'nl'a, 11! ......................................... . 
Oot. 22-J oliet, Ill .......................................... . 
Oct. 23-Bsnville, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 24-Bloomington, Ill ............................... .. 
Oct. 25-Burlington, Iowa ............................... .. 
OClt. 26-Keokuk, Iowa ................................... .. 
Oct. 27-St. Louis, Mo ................................... .. 
OClt. 28-Decatur, 111 ...................................... .. 
Oct. 29-Champaign, 111... ................... ; ........... .. 
OClt. SO-Lafayette,- lnd ................................... . 
Oct. 31-Crawfordsville, Ind ............................ .. 
Nov. 1-Columbus, Ind ................. _. .................. . 
Nov. 2-Hamilton, Ohio ................................... . 
Nov. 3-0incinnati, Ohio ................................ .. 
Nov. 4-Mt. Vet'non, Ohio ............................... . 
Nov. 5-Wheeling, W.Va ................................ . 
Nov. 6-:-Pittsburg, Pa ...................................... . 
Nov. 7-Aitoona, Pa ......................................... . 
Nov. 10-New York city .................................. .. 

:rHlll First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hiill, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly evet'y Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12. 30. 
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The Lamp Still Burns. 
WHAT CirEER, IA., Sent. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Yon will find inolosed $3, 
for which please send me THE TRUTH 
SEEKER one year and Watson Heston's 
" Pi otorial Text-Book." 

Re~peotfnlly, Crus. MACAULAY. 

BANGOR, MraH., Sept. 7, 1895. 
Mn. EDITOR: Seeing your very liberal 

offer .to new subscribers, and wishing to 
take advantage of it, I inclose iB 3, for 
which send to my address THE TRUTH 
SEEKER one year and a copy of the "Free 
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

HENRY HosNER. 

A. Perennial Fount, 
SEATTLE, WAsH., Sept. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is our 
hope and joy. ·We would feel utterly lost 
if it did not appear every week. 

Yours, JoHN ODIN. 

Seed-Sowing in Maine. 
HALLOWELL, MAINE, Sept. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose a renewal of my 
subscription to your very interesting pa
per. I broadcast every number among 

·people of brain and thought, and trust 
they may enlighten and purify many. 

EMELINE A. PRESOOTr. 

"The Truth Seeker" at a Parity. 
LAsEA, TENN., Sept. 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find the amount 
for which I am indebted to yon for the 
only paper Wilrth its W!'ight in gold. THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is read by few in this state, 
owing to ignorance and mperstition-in 
other words, the fear of hell. 

Yours to a finish, J. C. SPEER. 

.Against Mookery at Funerals. 
NIPoMo, CAL., Sept. 2, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed twenty-five 
cents for the "Secular Marriage and Fu
neral Ritual and Collection of Secular 
Hymns." It seems to me that the mookery 
of religions ceremony at the gl'sve of the 
~eat Huxley should be a warning to all 
Freethinkers not only to be prepared to 
oondnotSeonlar funerals if necessary, but to 
prepare a written Ptatement of their wishes 
in regard to their own funerals, and giv it 
into the keepin~ of some trusty person. 
The members of our society, at least, are 
aroused to action in the matter. 

BERTHA WILSON FoREMAN, 
Seo. N. F. S. L. A. 

Death of an Old Friend. 
NEw YoRK, Sept. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Hiram Anderson, one of 
your oldest subscribers, died of blood 
poisoning on Sept. 2, 1895, at the age of 
sixty-eight. His death was a blow to his 
many friends, and being one of these I 
send this word. No other member of the 
family would notify yon, as they are all of 
the orthodox Christian class who would 
hold no communication with Freethinkers. 
Yon will not discontinue Mr. Anderson's 
paper, as I receive and read it myself, and 
hav been doing so for a long time. When 
his subscription expires I will renew it. 

I hav found a place for your paper in 
the reading-room of the New York Turn 
Verein, Bloomingdale, to which I belong, 
and think it will do a great deal of good 
among the members of our sooietv. 

Yours truly, HARRY SaHEER. 

No Moss for Him. 
FARMINGTON, CAL., Sept. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send me the tracts 
and pamphlets named in accompanying 
list. 

I am going to get the moss off of mv 
back in religion as well as politioR, even if 
it is not the same as my pa did. I think if 
the great mass of the people should do 
likewise and throw their prejudice to the 
wintls, we should not long see, as now, 
30,000 people (according to the late census 
reports) owning one-half of the entire 
wealth of this nation, and the highways 
filled with tramps. Every millionaire 
means so many thousand tramps, for all 
wealth, whether created by interest, rent, 
gambling, or other scheming methods, is 
the product of labor. The poor m!ln in 
his prejudice marches up to the polls and 
votes the same ticket as Pullman, Carnegie, 
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Gould, Vanderbilt, and Rockefeller, and 
then wonders why he does not receive any 
benefit therefrom. The two dominant 
parties hav never threatened the gigantic 
monopolies with government ownership 
and control of railroads and telegraphs, to 
be run on the same plan as the post-o:ffioe, 
which enables the publishing houses to 
send our daily and weekly papers at the 
rate of a cent a pound, while a private 
company would not be likely to look at 
them for less than five cents; and still the 
people of this country, on aooonnt of their 
prejudice, would die, almost, before they 
would consent to !lny alteration of their 
religion or business interests. 0 preju
dice, thou art the devil. 

SHERMAN L. FALL. 

Kissing tbe Hand tbat Smites. . 
DALLAs, TEx , Sept. 12, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send yon a 
poPm which is meant to express something 
of the spirit of Christian tyranny. As yon 
see, I sent it to the America'!. Sentinel, 
which I mistook for a Liberal paper. I 
suppose I ought to hav sent it to yon at 
first, but then it would not ~o oleaTly hav 
shown bow the tyranny of Christian envi
ronment oan warp and bind otherwise 
good-minded men. From this letter of 
rPjeotion I infer that the Sentinel editor 
is a good man, bound hand and foot by the 
dogmas of Christianity. General Free
thought and individual independence are 
yet to be accomplished. 

Fraternally yours, B. C. TABER, M.D. 
[Following is the letter from the editor 

of the American Sentinel, to which Dr. 
Taber refers.] 

NEw YoRK, Sept. 1, 1895. 
13. C. TABER, M.D .. Dallas, Tex .. Dear 

Sir: Your esteemed favor of the 26th nit. 
has been received and rEad with inteTest., 
as also the po<>m, "The TennPssee B'ly's 
Soliloquy." We appreciate v<1ry highly 
your commendation of the SP.ntinel, as 
also yonl' kindnPss in favoring ns with a 
contribution. We do not see onl' way 
clear. however, to publish this "SGiilo
qny." because, as von yourself suggest, 
we think it a little "too radical." It con
tains a number of expressions which would 
probably be offensiv to many people, and 
withal place the TenneRsee boy, who is 
supposed to be soli.lr,qnizing, in the atti
tude of criticising Christianity in gPneral; 
whereas, we do not think thflt true Chris
tianity is at fault. The Sentinel is a 
Chl'istian paper. and w~> cannot publish 
anything tht would reflect upon Chris-
tianity. Very respectfully yonl'B. 

"AMERIOA..c"! SENTINEL," per C. P. B. 
Now for the poem: 

THE TENNESSEE BOY1S SOLILOQUY. 
An outrage has been committed, 

They •ay, in old Foo Chow-
Some Christian missions been outwitted 

In a heathen Chinese row. 
They used them up the same old way 

They used to one another; 
Bnt now, 'tis heathen dogs, they say, 

Then, 'twas the Christian brother. 
But, mother, what is all this fuss 

About the heathen d~gs, 
When they hav taken father off 

For cutting np some logs, 
For yon to cook our dinner 

When we went to making hay 
On what some old ohnroh sinner 

Calls his holy Sabbath day? 
I don't see what thA diff~renoe is 

Between the heathen dog 
And the conscientious Christians 

That are meaner than a hog. 
It seems to me they better let 

The heathen dogs alone, 
And start a little miBBion school 

Of common sense at home. 
With father in the chain-gang 

'l'o settle the ohnroh rules, 
Wa b!oys will keep on thinking, 

That the Christians all are fools. 
When I grow np I'll fight snob stnfi 

With all that I oan gain, 
And make the Christian brotherhood 

J nst rise up and explain. 

Mr. Steiner Makes a IIi', as Usual. 
OMAHA, NEB., Sept. 10, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: On Sunday afternoon, Sep
tember 1st, the Omaha Philosophical So
ciety introduced itself to the public in an 
appropriate manner. The feature of the 
occasion was a lecture by that popular 
young Freethinker, Franklin Steiner, the 
subject being" Morality Without Super
stition;" and notwithstanding the fact that 
the universal dullness of the times made it 
impossible to raise sn:ffioient money to ad
vertise the lecture as it should hav been, 
nevertheless when the time anived the 

spE)aker found himself confronted by an 
audience of about three hundred, quite a 
number of whom were ladies. Among the 
audience were several from Conn oil Bluff~, 
headed by snob sturdy pioneers in the 
cause as Mr. Blinn and Mr. Burgess. The 
intelligence, decorum, and general bear
ing of the audience was far above the 
average of people who attend leot.nres. 
There were many Liberal Christians pres
ent who, be it said to their credit, behaved 
better than their more orthodox brethren 
sometimes do at lectures of this kind. 0 ur 
president, Mr. J. W. ;Logan, in a few well
chosen remarks, introduced Mr. Steiner, 
who, in a masterly manner, delivered snob 
an address as our people here seldom hav 
the good fortune to listen to. 

Mr. Steiner wasted no time in :flights of 
imagination, but confined himself through
out to the most stubborn facts. He at
tacked no individuals, but creeds and su
perstition received the merciless blows of 
truth. Mr. Steiner must hav confined 
himself strictly to truth, as no "sky-pilot," 
or anyone else P"esent, attempted to ques
tion anything he said. From the begin· 
ni.ng to the end he received hearty ap
plause. Had the lecture been advertised 
in the papers, and held at night instead of 
in the afternoon, the hall, as Mr. Steiner 
said, would not furnish standing room. 

Several Freethinkers, who never even 
visited our society before, were on hand, 
and after the lecture was over paid their 
admission fee and joined ns. This alone 
shows what a lecture, once in awhile, will 
do. During the evening several gentle
men and ladies of our society paid the pop
ular young orator a friendly call, when the 
time was passed in social chat and mutual 
exchanges of friendship. Mr. Steiner will 
always receive a warm welcome to Omaha. 

JoHN MaARDLE. 

Bible Stories. 
1\fR. EDITOR: A recent correspondent of 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, writing of the fall of 
the walls of Jericho by the sound of rams' 
horns, asks if anyone is fool enough to be
lieve the biblio~~,I aooonnt. 

This seemingly miraonlons story may be 
easily explained by a little study and com
mon sense. 

It is quite evident that the only way the 
attacking party saw to take the city was 
by undermining its strong walls; and it 
waR wise strategy to make pretense of the 
miracnlons in so doing in order that the 
event might be credited to their god. To 
prevent the miners and S!!,ppers from being 
heard and discovered at their work, the 
oironit of priests and tooting of rams' 
horns was made daily, and on the seventh 
dav, being then ready to cave in the wall 
at different points, the racket of the horns 
and loud shouts of the multitude were 
kept np until the wall tumbled in, after 
which the city was soon destToyed. This 
no doubt was the way of it, if any credence 
is to be given the legendary tale. 

So also may other stories of the same sort 
be explained away by those whose minds 
are not so blinded that they cannot reason 
on anything related in the Bible, no mat
ter how absorb or improbable. 

The story of Elijah's test by fire with 
the prophets of Ba"l is one that oan be 
seen through very readily when one brinl:l'B 
the probable faots before his mind as he 
would try to solve any sleight-of-hand per
formance, and the wonder is that these 
priests did not detect the trick. But Eli
jah waited until the going down of the 
sun, when the poor priests of Baal were 
exhausted sad smarting from the wounds 
they had given themselvs while praying 
all day, "0 Baal, hear ns," and tormented 
by Elijah telling them to "pray louder," 
they were not in a condition to take mnoh 
notice of his work dig-ging a trench and 
having water poured into it, or to observe 
when he poured petroleum or naphtha on 
the water and secretly set it on fire, as it was 
getting dark when he called them to come 
near and see the fire which blazed upon 
the water and ran over tlie stones covered 
with the :fluid. But their giving np and 
shouting in favor of the Israelitish god, 
did not save them, for four thousand of 
them were taken out to the brow of a hill 
and slaughtered and their bodies thrown 
over the precipice. 

This horrible intrigue and murder 
wrought by the hand of this saintly 
prophet, I once heard extolled by a 
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preacher in a sermon with this subject as 
a text, bn t, child as I was, I oonld see only 
the cruelty of the murderous work, which 
one of Heston's pictures so vividly por
trays. 

How easy it is to see in the exodus, how 
the pillow of fire by night and the olond 
of smoke by day was made to be a divine 
guide, when to camp or when to go for
ward through the wilderness. This delu
sion was kept up by prohibiting, on pain 
of death, anyone from coming near the 
ark except the priests who bore it and 
kept up the blaz9 by night and the smoke 
by day. This device would hav been of 
use to large trains when crossing the plains, 
as many would differ as to time or place of 
camping or how long to remain. 

Many of the Bible stories are explained 
in "Types of Mankind." That of S 11,mson 
and his foxes is given as a wrong transla
tion of the Hebrew words, .foxes meaning 
shooks of grain turned or tied end to end, 
instead of tail to tail, a very natural way 
of setting the fields of the Philistines on 
fire before a single fox oonld hav been 
O!I,Ught, and these would hav run for the 
woods instead of the grain fields. 

So also the narrativ of Elijah being fed 
by ravens. The word "raven" in Hebrew 
has the same meaning and nearly the same 
form or o haraoter as the word " rob her," 
or "robbers," which meant the wander
ing Arabs or Badonins of the desert. As 
these passed the brook Kedron, and saw 
the old prophet sitting there with nothing 
to eat, they gave him of their fare of bread 
and meat, which would be a very unnat
ural thing for ravens to do. 

I might show up many other incredible 
things which are believed by those who 
will not or dare not throw the :flash-light 
of reason on anything that is in the book 
they call holy, but send men to prison 
for transmittin~ its divinely written pas
sages through the m~~,ils. It needs another 
Paine to clear this rubbish from the path 
of progress. L. HuTamNSON. 

A.s to Competition and Sp)culation. 
CLAOKAMA.s, OR., Sept. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Do we not boast of being 
reformers? Then where is our reform in 
the matter of financial justice? It is 
claimed by some th~~,t governments oan do 
nothing but conform to the usages and 
customs of the people, just as though they 
had no power to lay the hand of justice on 
extortions and oppressions. 

The history of the world np to to-day 
shows that the laws are so shaped that the 
rich may oppress the poor, and might may 
rule over right. As a consequence, money 
:flows into the ooffdrs of the few, to the 
detriment of the many. Hence a ory of 
distress arises from every people in the 
civilized world. 

This condition of aff,.irs will not last 
mnoh longer. When we hear volcanic 
rumblings beneath the earth's snrfaoe, we 
know an eruption is tllreatened, and un
less the forces underneath find relief. the 
consequences are destrnotiv. Statesmen 
should beware ho :v they sot in this matter, 
and look immediately to the welfare of 
the people, and not alone to the interests 
of the few. 

But where is the remedy for these evils? 
Philosophers tell ns that to find a remedy, 
we must first find a cause; and I giv it as 
my opinion, deduced from long and care
ful observation, that speculation is the 
main cans l of the finanoial distress of the 
world. I cannot find that there ever was 
a money panic that was not caused by 
speonlstion. And yet speculation and 
competition, twin thieves, are not only al
lowed to exist, but are encouraged by law 
as legitimate levers of business. 

Speculation is to get property into our 
possession without rendering an equiva
lent; and the principle is just as wrong to the 
amount of five cents, ss it is to the amount 
of millions; while competition is a race be
tween the swift and tlie slow, the stronger 
and the weaker, and invariably results in 
favor of might over right. 

The claim that to rule speculation and 
competition out of use would be detr.i
mental to the prosperity of the country, is 
a fals9 claim. It is true, it would be inju
rious to that mode of making a living, but 
the sooner that result comes around, the 
better for all concerned. For then strict 

·and merited justice would step in as the 
rule of support, and men would. only get 
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what they earned, and would get all they at three months. He further stipulated 
earned. Nothing less, nothing more. that, if at the end of the three months ne 

I am fully persuaded that if speculation and Mr. Charlesworth, or either of them 
and competition were condemned as orimi- had not ma~e a public confession, the lady 
nal acts, and made punishable by law I was to admttGt.hat there w:as no effioanv in 
th • prayer, that od was a failure an.d did not 

Spiritualism Once More. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., Sept. 10, 1895. 

ere are many men who would not know exist. To this the lady agreed and th 
how to make the first turn for their own teotnr~r and secretary si!med t:b.i~ very ex~ 
support. They hav lived 80 long in the t:t:aordmary challenge. Mrs. Sweeney de
sweat of others' faces that it would go hard mea t~e stiPnlatio?, and on that there is a 
with them to make the nAeded and jnst 8qn~s1tiOnk of ve,.aOity. The time was np at 
change B t I t o o oo last Tuesday eveninoo and I will 

· ~ e such suffar the oonse- say I am not touched not mat~riallv " -
qnenoes nnbl they are relieved by repent- M~. Charlesworth ~ave in his testi~ony 
anoe. Far better that suffering should and It was that he had not undergone any 
fall on the man of idleness than on the oha11ge of heart. 

MR. EDITOR: Hope is an indispensable 
factor in hnmau happiness, and yet we all 
know that hope is utterly destitute of reli
ability. Ingersoll terms it an inveterate 
liar. Aristotle called it a waking dream. 
NeverthelEiss what people desire they hope 
for, and what they hope for they expect to 
get. The hope of imm'lrtality is not of re
cent birth in the mind of m'\n, but the 
manifestations aff·nded by Spiritualism 
are the only evidence to sustain that hope 
which haa yet been given to an anxious 
world. Are these spiritualistic manifesta
tions suffi..lient and satisfactory? To some 
they are, to others they are not, and the 
world is divided in opinion where honest 
and sincere investigators hav seen the 
same in all their pha~es. Intelligent peo
ple not blinded by church creeds, if they 
hav given evolution any· study, now accept 
that theory in ao!lonnting for the presence 
of man on the earth. The evolutionary 
theory takes us back to a time when, the 
earth being in an incandescent state, no 
form of sentient life did or could exist. 
With changes which came through the 
lapse of incrmo'3ivable periods of time the 
earth was fitted for low orders of living 
entities, and they appeared spontaneously, 
improving in species and increasing in va
riety, until we see the present culmination 

man of toil. Speculation is now rampant Mr. Paget read the following correspond-
. t enoe· 
m moe every part of our country but · "D T s 

t W h
. . ' ALLAS, EX , ept. 5 1895 

more so a as mgton OI!.y, perhaps, than " MRs. S. J. SwEENEY, c"ity D~ar 
anywhere else. Oar laws are so shaped Madam : The time limit to yon'r three 
that through the bond and banking sys- months of prayer for the conversion of 
tem of finances, a few men control the 1\fr. Charlesworth and Mr. Paget expired 
country's currency and these men do not A(lf mthy memory serv.e~ me right) last night. 

1 
• s ere were conditiOns on both sides to 

use so~npn one care to deal justly with the be filled I should be pleased to hav von 
peoples ~o~ey. They are allowed to attend our Sunday night meeting. M:r. 
speculate m .every conceivable way, and Pag-et and Mr. Charlesworth will do their 
they haste to use this liberty to our detri- part, ~nd we shall expect yon to do yours. 
ment. Assnrm~ yon of my love for truth, and 

S 
1 

t· d expressmg the desire that men become 
peon ~ ton an competition in all things moral and good, I remain sincerely, 

com 'DerOial. should cease at once, and all "G. 8. LINOOLN, 
good men m every nation should lend " President Freethinkers." 
their efforts in that direction. Nor should "0FFIOE oF EvANGELISTIO SuPERINTEN-
they forget the_prohibition of the sale and " DENT, DALLAS. TEx., Sept. 6. 1895. 
use of useless and vitiating articles of f DRf. Gth' S. LINOOLN, Daar Sir: Your 
trade Th . avor o e 5th at hand. I was quite ~'~ll'"-

. ere are many thmgs sold over prised, but will answer yon briefly y 0 
our counters to-day of no material benefit miEqnoted me in public print and ~hen I 
~o any~ne. In such oases the buyer in- corrected the mis~ake in the n.~xt issue yon 
Jnres himself and family financially, a thing voted my correctiOn false. That ended the 
he has no moral right to do while the matter as far as I am concerned I c~nnot 
seller aids and abets thi~ injnr; aud takes ~h~s~ni to plaote mysetlftand th~ G.:>d I love 
th t · h f · r oanno expeo o receive anything 

a m exo ange or which he renders an but ridicule. I shall be pleased and I 
unequal equivalent. think ~ble to ~uswer any argument yon 
If we ever expect universal justice to make -m a pnbho meet.ing I am arraT\going, 

rule supreme among us, why not begin or through yonr.favnrtt paper, the Times
now the real work to bring it about and Heratld. I reahze Mr. Charlesworth is a 

. . • grea power for good as evil. I hav and 
cease oonmvmg at the francis of custom will still continue to oak God t h h" h k . . . • . w o o ange 
w _Io ~or ~nJnry oontmuonsly ? The his heart that his wonderful mag-netic in-
mlllennmm will never come to us until we, flnen~e may be exerted for good. Please 
by our efforts, prep~re the way for it tell him for me that until the ink fades 

W p · from the paper, or until my life closes I 
M. HILLIPS. will remember him each day at the thro~e 

Freethought in Texas-That Prayer Test of graM he scorns. My morninoo lesson 
• reads: .Tere. xiv, 10, 11, 12. o 

DALLAS, TEx., Sept. 12, 1895. "Respectfully, S. J. SwEENEY." 
MR. EoiTOR! The Fredthinkers of Texas " "DALLAS, TEx., Sept 6, 1895. 

are moving ahead. and keeping things Mas. S J. SwEENEY, City, Dear Mad. 
stirred up along the orthodox lines. Oar am: Yon may hav been so excited that 
society in this city is d:liog some very g:lod :y:on did not fully understand the oondi-

k tiOn'! of the test, but over two hundred 
wor , and ooolsionally a reporter drops in people will testify that our own version 
and givens a write-up. Tne papers here .~as the correct one. We made a mistake 
are treating us kindly, considering the m not putting it. into writing at the time 
fact that orthodoxy still hangs like a fog and hav all the mterested parties sign it 
bank over the L:>n"l S~ar state. Tae Dallas To err is human, and I feel that yo~ 
N d th T ong~t to come ~P and say that there was 

ews an e imes-Herald hav both a misnnderstandmg. Yon will be accorded 
given ns space, and they always insert no- a hearing at least and no church would al
tioes of our meetings. We are growing low ns that much._ Our platform is open 
right along and will soon be recognized as to yon or. a:nyone else, and while we may 
a power in this community. We stand perhaps r1dtonle yon, we will allow yon to 

1 h S 1 
do the same with us. Yon may talk on 

square y on t e eon ar platform, and de- p~ohibition or anything von please and I 
mand equal rights to all. Oar secretary, Will see that yon receive just tre~tment. 
Mr. 0. Paget, deserves the praise of all Co~e, let us reason together. We will 
Freethinkers for the way he nails lies. [Mr. review your lecture of course. We seek 
Paget investigated the Georgia "fake " the truth. If yon hav it bring some of it 

to us. Yonr letter will be read before the 
exposed in these columns September 14th, society. Please let me know about this 
and the result was published in the Times- public meeting of yours and whether yon 
Herald of Dallas.] will ~llow a word from the 'other side. • 

Our prayer test, with Mrs. Sweeney and Assnrmg yon of my respect for yon per
God on one side and Mr. 0. Paget and sonally, I remain most sincerely 

Mr. J. R. Charlesworth on the other, has "Presid~~?·/~e!tci~~~~~-" 
turned out just as the R~v. Dt. Buckley Mr. Paget read Mrs. Sweeney's scrip-
predicted. Who dares say we hav no in- tnral lesson, the last verse being "When 
spired prophets in these days? Here is they fa'<t I will not ~ear them o~y; when 
the report of the meeting from the Dallas th;ev offer burnt offermg and an oblation I 
News: wlll not aooept them; but I will consume 

them by the sword and by the flame and 
Th~ Freethinkers had their prayer test by t.he pestilence." 

of life and intelligence in mortal man. 
That he was always a physical being in 
some form must be admitted, but whether 
he is a physical and a spiritual being com
bined is something we do not yet know ; 
and if he really is, we are confronted with 
the conundrum, How long has he been 
such, and at what stage in his evolutionary 
unfoldment did he acquire a dual nature, 
the spiritual part of which is immortal and 
indestructible as a ocmsoions entity? Im
mortality is denied by Spiritualists to 
every fmm of oons!lions life except m~n; 
and yet evolution tells us there was a time 
when undeveloped man existed in a state 
not attended by immortality any more 
than the ape or gorilla, which form~ of life 
and consciousness perish with the body. 

Such being the case, wa must suppose 
the soul of man to hav had a mysterious 
birth at some time during his unfoldment 
into a higher type of animal; and when 
the reasonable possibility of such a thing 
is considered it increases the doubt that he 
has such a thing as an immortal soul. 

We must never lose sight of the fact 
that mortal man is an animal, though in
cased in broadcloth and under a plug hat, 
and as the same characteristics are seen in 
all animals there is nothing in man's nat
ure to reveal his superiority in the animal 
kingdom except his improved physical 
form and more highly developed reasoning 
faculties. He propagates his species like 
other animals, requires food and digests it 
like them, and must also hav his periods 
of rest and sleep. He is born like au ani
mal, and dies like one; and who really 
knows, in these days, any more about his 
preeminence over the beast in death than 

. Solomon knew? So great, however, is 
man's self-conceit that he says: "I alone, 
of all living creatures, possess an immortal 
soul destined to remain forever conscious." 
A little more modesty might lead him to 
change his opinion, for nothing in this 
world is plainer than the fact that nature 
has no more regard for a man than she 
has for a mouse, both being exterminated 
with equal indifference when they get in 
the way of natural forces. It was Margaret 
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told in plain words what a spirit is. "A 
human spirit,·~ said he, "is but a quantity 
of nitrogen gas, possessing a current of 
the Almighty, called by scientists electric-
ity." Here we hav the secret of the ages, 
and the mystery of life aud death stands 
revealed; for he further says: "Only a 
current of electricity coursing in the gas
eons copy of a human body provides it 
with life and the power of motion. This 
strange power was operating the body 
when the spirit was in it, and it was but a 
continuation of the power in the spirit 
when a gross body was cleaved from a 
finer one." This explanation fa probably 
as good as any, and the person who be
lieves that man bas an immortal spirit en
dowed with endless oonsoionsneBB may as 
well believe it is nitro~:ren gas with a streak 
of electricity as snmething else, for how 
the fact can be proven, so that knowledge 
mav supersede belief, is not made known. 

While Spiritualism is flooding us with 
communications, and mediums are paid in 
money for their services, it would seem, 
from a practical point of view, that no 
reasonable offer should be refused. Yet 
when Horace Greeley was living he once 
offered a handsomely salaried engagement 
to a medium if the daily London Mark 
Lane reports could be given him for pub
lication in the Tribune, the same to be 
verified by mail before pavment. The 
o:ffqr was not accepted, and I hav known. 
of others that were declined when a good 
sum of money Will! promised for informa
tion that "spirits," if there were any, had 
the power to giv. While mediums will tell 
your fortune for $2, and charge from $1 to 
$5 for a private Btlanoe, they consider a 
practical offer like Greeley's "making 
merchandise" of the spirit world ; but as 
the sinful difference between anoh an offer 
and the tender oi payment for fortune-tell
ing is not so great as to be readily detect
ed, their inability to perform any part in 
getting the desired reports may hav been 
the real cause for refusal. As everybody 
knows, mediums and o1airvoyants diagnose 
disease where yon tell them pretty near 
what ails yon by giving several leading 
symotoms, and most Spiritualists think a 
medium oari learn all about your internal 
arrangements, though a thousand miles 
away, from a look of hair ; but how their 
faith will stand the recent disclosure made 
by a noted and prominent lecturer on 
Spiritualism, I cannot tell. He had had 
no end of mediums trying to discover, for 
fourteen years, what ailed him ; but none 
of them was snooessfnl. Finally some ma
terialistic doctor mistrusted a tape worm, 
and the proper medioin removed one of 
those snstainers of the'' design argument" 
eighty feet long. Where, oh, where, were 
the spirits that hover round us for fourteen 
long years, and what ailed all the clairvoy
ants, any one of whom can see through a 
brick wall, if they tell the truth? 

Mr. Swan, did I hear yon speak? 
C. SEVEBANOE, 

By the census of ISI!O, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Slwuld It Be Exempt from 
Taxation~ 

last mght, the nature of which is explained Mr. Paget said that this was rather an 
by the following rem'\rks of Mr. 0. Paget: uncharitable way of dealing with seekers 
"On the 4th day of June, 1895, we assem- after truth, but h11 felt he could survive 
bled in this hall to hear a lecture, the the prayer. The Women's Christian Tam
third of the series by Mr. John R. Charles- peranoe Union, he said, gathered from 
worth. Dallas, Waco, and other points to Fort 

Fuller who said that Nature never did be- REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOi'. 

"The lecture was entitled, 'Is There a Worth, to pray for prohibition, and again 
God?' and the speaker claimed that while their _pra1.ers were not heard. "Did yon," 
there might be one, there was no actual he sBid, ever hear of a cyclone wl."eoking 
evidence to prove it. He went over the a dano~h_onse, and did yon ever hear of 
ground from the earliest historic records one str1kmg a town that it did not knock 
to the present day, a·nd claimed that in the the steeple off some josshonse? Why, if 
economy of nature there was no neoeBBity there was a personal God, don't yon know 
for a God. At the conclusion of the leo- that he would destroy the first ward of 
tnre Mrs. Sweeney, evangelist of th11 Dal- thiR city?" . 
las Women's Christian Temperance Union The speaker concluded by readin~ a 
arose and asked the lecturer if he would number of letters from people at a dis
giv her his name, and that she would pray tanoe, who said that they were watching 
for him, and if he felt his heart touched Mrs. Sweeney's prayer tAst with interest. 
he was to make as public an admission of He was followed by Mr. Charlesworth 
the fact as he had of his unbelief in a deity. who spoke at considerable length in th~ 
The secretary of the Freethinkers' society same strain. There were about two hun
then arose and asked the lady if she would dred persons present. 
kindly accept his name; that he, like the Yon can see by these notes that the 
lecturer, doubted the existence of Jehovah 
-all he stipulated for was a time limit- Freethinkers' Association of Dallas, Tex., 
that he did not want to wait till he was is alive, and that it is making things in-
dead, as they might say he made a death- teresting for the orthodox. ' 
bed recantation, The time limit was set Yours truly, G. S. LINCoLN, M.D. 

tray the heart that loved her; and yet one 
of nature's ocean storms wrecked the ship 
Margaret Fuller sailed in, and drowned 
her with the same unconcern it did the 
rats that thus perished. Possibly they 
found annihilation and she regained lost 
consciousness in another world, but who 
knows? While nature thus destroys hu
man life there is little reason to suppose it 
is preserved and perpetuated in an invisi
ble form and world after the death of this 
body; but as Bolingbroke said, man hav
ing once tasted of life, dislikes the thought 
of giving it up, so hope !lomas iu and· pro
claims another. But Spiritualism, as be
fore stated, presents the only evidence 
ever encountered. If we hav a spirit form 
or body that snrvlves the physical one, it 
must be composed of somethihg, as Mr. 
Swan admits. Still, I know of but one 
Spiritualist lectux:er and author who ever 

Our Jlamphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Eqn,al.ity of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, g1vmg, from the Census of I8.90 
the Value.,. by Denominations, of Church Prooor~ 
ty iri the united States and. in the several St&tes 
and ·r!Jrritm:ies and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more mhab1tants; sn arranged as to show at 
a gla1;1ce the relat~ve ~tanding as to We~th of the 
Leading Denom1nat10ns and Denommo.tiona. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest tg certalJ! Oities, States, and_ Sections, all 
eom~ansons bemg based upon offiCial fi~Jnres 
. Th1s pamphlet is the only one of the kmct pub

lished. In no other work are the tacts, figures 
a.nq arguments to be found. 'l'he fignr~s, being 
:lenved from the Government Census of I890 will 
not be superseded until the cen•ns of I900 shall 
have been completed- probably about eight 
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd wip Jla v _the dew of morning 01;1 them so long 
a.s th\)IDJnStl~9 of church exemption is suffered 
,o ~XlSt. 

By single copies the price is I5 cents, but as the 
work is pnbiished specially for distributiOn by 
;hose who fa Tor justice in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. $11.00 
Fiftv copies. - - - • 4.50 
Jne hundred copies - - - s.oo 
La.rger quantities at SI!!lcial rates. 

A.ddress 'l'BE 'l'BU'l'll BEEKEB. New York. 
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I unto death for opinion's sake. I see those it in Illinois, and she intends to take it un
who were ostracized, abused, tortured by til she dies. She was sixty-four. years old 
t h Ch,.· t' church who were slowly last Febru!lry. Two of her children got 

11e -Is,le.n • . up a surprise-party for her, and those who 
Edited by Mms SusAN H. Wr:ww, Fail bumed at the stske, 0 ':. stArved m dun- atJended clubbed together and got her 

Ri~·er, Mass., to wllorn aU Ccrrmnm·ica.-~ geoDs, because thev bs110ved thoy had a I "Four HundrPd Years of Freethonght" 
tiom• for this Co7ner should be <:eni. ri!?'ht to think new thoughts and prncls.im and "Woman, Church, and State." Ther~ 

"BetweEn the dors and the d~~Ylight, 
\\hen ihe night is beginning to lower, 

Cernes a rause in the day's occupation• 
'!hat is knov.n as the Children's Eonr." 

The Secret of Success. 
One day in huckleberry time, when little Johnny 

Flails 
And hglf a drzen other bon were starting with 

their pails 
To gather berries, Jo~mny';; p~, in talking with 

him, said 
That he could tell him hoJw to pick so l:e'd come 

out ahead. 
"First find your bush," sai<l John:u·;; pa, "arcl 

then stick to it till 
You've picked it dean. Let thooe go chasing all 

about who will 
In search of better bmhes, but it';; picking tells, 

my son. 
To look at fifty bushes doe•n't c:nnc like picking 

one." 

In;~.. truths, Now they tH'G teachers of I was only on~> who did not want to gAt her 
! ;'!l newer t.ruths Bnd the wise flock to those. My fathet' ~!so took THE TRU'-';H 
! 6 ·"- , ' I SEF·KER before he d1ed. I hav followed In 
1 heRr rnem. . their footsteps and am a Freethinker, too, 
! I am escorted to one of the beaut1fal I and I pxpect I will sometime take THE 
j white mgnsions over whose portal is writ- TRUTH ~EEKER myself: 
! ten "Home," and oiJ.ce more the me~be:s I bel! eve I co~ld. wnte all afternoon to 

f onr family are toO'ether. The meetmg 1s 

1 

you, but, as this IS my _first letter, and 
c. t d d "' rather long already, I thmk I had better 
swee ·au sacre . cioRe 

Upon a neighboring hillside, I perceive Y~ur affectionate Freethinker friend 
a great number of lovely children dressed MAY HUMPHREY: 
in white, and with wreBihs of ros~s on . . 
their heads. They run to meet me. They h [Such n;ctel~ ':ntten iett~~s :s th: :?ove 
~arrv banners and waving flags. Little 8 ow goo raimn~ an " so I oun a Ions. 
h d. I k d l:ttle f cea sra When you hav hme .o do so, May, ask an s c asp my nee., an '· . a o d 
pressed to mine. I cannot see beyond delar d~rdanb mka tof let dyotu _read thle tttwo 
th th m nd there I·s no sp en I oo s re erre om your e er. 

em, . ey are so any, a G' d d · h 
d f t c y "Thi·s I·s the IV gran rna our love an best w1s es. nee or anvone o ~a. , · . 

Children's Corner." While I feel the Her _example Is to be comct:ende~. Good 
throbbing hearts close prEssed to mine, re~dmg shows the bent and quality of the 
amid the~joy of the hour, a voice Fays, mmd.-Eo. C. C.] 
"Into your handq are committed these ----------And Johnn• did as he was tolcl, and. sure enough• 

he found others children. Teach and train them in the BY sticl;ing to his bush while a'l the 
chaeed around 

What the Little Folks Are Saying. 

In search of bet'El' picking 'twas as his 
said, 

way they ~hould go, the way of truth, and 
father when they are old they will not depart 

from it." Thus shall I find myself in 
heaven with my chosen work before me. For while· the otherg looked he worked, and 

•o came cut ahead. 
And Johnny recdlectEd !his when be became a 

man, 
And first cf all be lsid him out a well determined 

plan. 
So while the bnHiant triflers failEd wilh all their 

brain" and pu;ch. 
Wise, steady-going Jchnny won by" sticking to 

his bush." 
-Nixon Waterman 1n St. Nlclwlas. 

How I Shall Get to H~eaven. 
III. 

"Havn't seen no wite robes, nor crowns, 
nor gold harps. Nobody seen 'em. Dere's 
some folks been heah ever sen' Cupid was 
a puppy, an' he old dog now, an' dey 
hain't seen 'em. Why, chile; dere's folks, 
po' white trash, dey be, goes sneakin' 
ronn' a-tryin' to fine de gold sidewalks, 
so's to rip 'em up an' sell 'em. But dere 
ain't no gold sidewalks. If dere. was, de 
sun would make 'em so hot ye couldn't 
walk on 'em, an'· dey'd dazzle de eyes 
right outen ye. 

"No, dere ain't no gold harps here, 
~huah," continues Joseph, "Dere's de fid
dles, an' de cornets, an' de orgins, an' de 
Salvatiolfers, dey's got de triangles an' de 
tamerinee," 

"Well, where is the Great White 
Throne, Joseph?" 

"Miss Susan, I'se been a-lookin' for it 
eber sen' l'Ee been beab, an' I can' fine it 
nowhars. De deakena and ministars, dey 
can' fine it. Dis is de place whar de th'one 
orter be, but it done seem to be heah." 

Joseph then bends toward me and whis
pers confidentially, "Dey do say, Miss 
Susan, dat Kunnel Ing'sol!, he done gone 
an' tore de th(\ne all down. I dunno if it 
be so, but dat what deys all a-sayin." 

As we pass along through the Plaimnce 
all sorts of hideous sights and sounds 
greeted us, mingled with the comical and 
clownish. Heads bobbed over the walls 
of various denominational pens, some of 
whom I remember to hav seen before. 
Some evidently recollect me, for they eay 
among themselvs, "How came she here? 
I wonder how she got in," etc. 

I am glad as we emerge from the din 
and confusion of the Babel, of which, I 
wish there were time to giv a full descrip· 
tion, and come out into the open country, 
so to speak, the residential part of the 
city not made by hands, eternal in the 
heavens. The . grounds present a lovely 
appearance, roses, lilies, and waving 
palms, in all the gardens. I am reminded 
of a California. climate and a California 
landscape. The co-operativ plan prevails 
and harmony is everywhere. I perceive a 
higher type of countenance than I beheld 
in the Plaisance. The noises of the Plais
ance are no longer heard, but I catch the 
notes of singing birds; and the tinkling 
gush of fountains and :flowing waters amid 
transcendent groves and purpling moun
tain shadows breathe Nature's charming 
melodies. 

Here are the abodes of the free and lib
erally inclined. I meet all the Secular 
pilgrims who journeyed with me on the 
earth. I see also Giordano Bruno, Serve
tus, and many others, who were persecuted 

S. H. W. 
[Of course, the above is simply a fancy 

sketch of a visit to heaven. 'rhere is really 
no evidence, such as is accepted in courts, 
by testimony and proofs, human and oth
erwise, that there is any such abode out. 
side the visible. Heaven in its most rea
sonable form would seem to be, not a 
place but a condition, as is also its oppo
sit, and is the contingent of right deal
ing, good conduct, right living. If human 
consciousness continues beyond the gr~<ve, 
he who has done the best he could on 
earth need hav no fear. 
Who does the best his circumstance allows, 
Does well ; acts nobly ; angels oa.n no 

more. 
It is my belief that people do about as 

they are obliged to do, taking into account 
the circumstances of birth, trainine-, he
redity, education, environment, fxample 
of others, etc. Many would, without 
doubt, do much beiter, if they only knew 
how. 

Speaking for myself, individually, the 
future has no terrors for me-none what
ever. I cannot change, or alter, one law 
of nature, and would not if I could. 
Should the intelligence that animates this 
brain of mine survive the mold and de
cay of dissolution, donbtless it will find 
somewhere its own place and its own work. 
If this little span of life, on the contrary, 
is rounded by a sleep that knows no wak
ing, which seems highly probable, it is in 
the wise ordering of nature, and there is 
no complaint to make. Nothing harms or 
alarms unconsciousness. We shall be
come as the particles of being were before 
birth, and in any case, all is well. We 
should return to the bosom of Mother 
Earth with all the happy confidence and 
trust of childhood. When we know that 
we hav done ihe work that came to our 
hands to do, to the best of our ability, 
there can be nothing to fear, nothing to 
make afraid. 
For m~des of faith let graceless zealots 

fight, 
His can't be wrong whose life is in the 

right. 
In faith and hope the world will disagree, 
But all mankind's concern is charity. 

-ED. C. C.] 

Correspondence. 
PATOli GRovE, Wis., Aug. 11, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WIXON: I am fourteen years 
old, and am the next to the youngest of a 
family of four. The rest are all boys
Harry, George, and Arthur. Harry is 
nineteen, George sixteen, and Arthur 
eleven. Our father and mother are both 
dead. George, Arthur, and I Jiv with our 
aunt near the town of Bloomington, and 
go to the Bloomington school, which is 
considered the second best in Grant 
county, and Grant county is quite noted 
for good schools. I hav been m the High 
school one year. I can graduate from it 
in three years by taking the regular course, 
but, by studying a little harder, I can fin
ish in two. I think I will qo that, and 
then I want to go to a normal or to the 
University of Wisconsin. 

My grandmother has taken THE TRUTH 
SEEKER ever sinoe Mr. BeiUlett first started 

A little boy had a colt and a dog, of 
both of which he was exceedingly fond. 
His generosity was often tried by visitors 
asking him, jnst to hear what he would 
say, to giv them one or both of his pets. 

On one occasion Johnny told a gentle· 
man, who had often teased him in this 
way, that he might hav the colt, but not 
the dog. 

His mother naturally expressed surprise 
and asked: 

"Why, Johnny, why didn'tyougiv him 
the dog instead of the colt?" 

" Don't say anything, mamma," he 
whispered; "when he goes to get the colt 
I'll set the dog on him."- Youth's Com
panion. 

"Father," asked Tommy, the other day, 
"why is it that the boy is said to be the 
father of the man?" · 

Mr. Tompkins bad never given this sub
ject any thought, and was hardly prepared 
to answer ofi-hand. 

" Why," he said, stumblingly, "it's so 
because it is, I suppose." 

"Well, pop, since I'm your father, I'm 
going to giv yon a ticket to the theater 
and half a dollar besides. I always said 
that if I ·was a father I wouldn't be so 
stingy as the rest of them are. Go in, pop, 
and hav a good time while you're young. I 
never had any chance myself." 

Mr. Tompkins gazed in blank astonish
ment at Tommy. Slowly the significance 
of the hint dawned upon him. Producing 
a silver dollar, he said: 

" Take it, Thomas. When you really do 
become a father, I hope it won't be your 
misfortune to hav a son who is smarter 
than. yonrself."-Chicago Mail. 

Swiss Boys. 

Switzerland, strange to say, celebrates 
the anniversary of its independence only 
every 100 years, and the sixth anniversary 
took place not long since. One wonld al
most imagin that the Swiss youth would 
almost forget his country if this national 
fete. coming at such long intervals, was 
the only festival. But it is not. Switzer
land is the l<:tnd of heroism, and so many 
and various are the historical events that 
each village and town has numerous cele
brations and military displays. The boys 
on theee occasions turn out with all kinds 
of instruments, musical and unmusical
Alpine horns, drums, cattle bells, whips, 
tin kettles-and pass through the streets 
making as much noise as possible. The 
costumes in Switzerland are numerous and 
picturesque. Among Alpine herd boys, a 
noticeable pretty dress is the short, dark 
trousers, blue blouse, and black silk cap, 
with its bright· red border.- New York 
Mail and Express. 

A Story of the Rightway Almshouse 

A:short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH. SFllllKlllR 00., 
28 Lafa.yette PI., New York. 
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SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rigbt LiTing. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Oloth, $1, 
Woman: Fonr Centuries nf Progress. 

By Susa.n H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
A.ll In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, 800 pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

TheStoryHour. AnExceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti. 
tion for Children a.nd Yout . The Only Free· 
thinkers' Children's Story.book ever issued. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns· 
trated oovers; 4to. 224 pp., boa.rdR, $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 

A NE'\-V BOOH:. 

EDEOLOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A Treatise on the Generative System, 
In three parts, inc:uding 

Pre-u a tal lufhtenct·, (Influence which &f. 
fects an unborn child.) 

Lhnilatiou of Offspring and 
Hygiene of the C~euerative Systent. 

Containing 
Plain Facts on Prtmte Subjects J'vr all .Adu!ts. 

This book deals in a• open, 
frank, but d,licatd wav, with all points of in

terest on th~; generative system. 
It treats of 

Personal and Soatal PnyslolOIJI/ and Hy(Jiene. 
WHAT THE MARBI m OuoHr TO KNow 

In order toliva heal hy lives and produce hea' hy 
off;pring. 

It is free from medical technicalitie•, wri~ten 
on the highest moral planP, and in such a way 
that evervone may re•d ana underatand it. It is 
most high! commended by the pre.s. eminent 
ph~sicians, a uri prominent people of alt callings. 

It1s printed from large, new, clear-faced type, 
on good paper, in one volume, well bound. 

Price, .loth, $1 50. 
Addre:s . THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

L K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty.nine poor 
btoken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. " Think 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cent2. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents. 

Add feu T'R'E TRUTH REEKER 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED 
R" ~·"'· G. T. li'olt, liLA. 

Price, 15 cents, Address this office. 

TWO DOLLAJt.S FOll OH£. 
"THE LITTLE FREETHINKER" 

The only papsr publisherl for the vonng that is 
free fromsuperstioion One year 50 cents. Six 
montbP, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cent.s. Ltttlp, 
Freethinker has been enlarged anrl improved 
and is now a paper Liberals may be proud of. 
I'll send L1ttte · Freetl!inleer, lf'oote's Health 
.MonthlY, and Tl!e Mayflower Mauaz1ne one 
year. the Home, a 16-page Rtory paner, and twelve 
fine flowering bulbs of different kinds~,!Lll for $1. 

Address ELMINA. D l:lLENn.ER, 
ata7 Snowville, Pulaski county, Va. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age, of 20 and 40 years. Address L. C. I., care 
Truth Seeker office. 10t87 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I ha.ve fa.cilities to repa.irl 
clo ely regulate and reLUrn watches 2d or sa 
day. No better work in the world Agents 
wanted in every town in the TTnited States where 
watches are butcherEd instA•.rt of restored Many 
are now making money but m&uof wore can make 
money easv by Bending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor•. Apply for terms, also 
send for price lists of Watches, Diamonds, ,Jew
elry, Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein Watch; T/oe Ingersoll Sou
venir Sporyn, and The Popular Free

thought Badge. 
Esta.blished 1857, ROCHELLE, ILL, 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi pal Condi-
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

Prots~tl).nt Persf!cuttons Wtlliam Coboett.. 1 
QuestiOns for Btble Worshipers....... ....... 1 
The Relatton of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The R~fi~oii ·a:r ·:iiiiDi&i:iit~ ·ni;tier iii&ii :Eiei-: 10 

pal Pnnishment. :M Babcock ........... 10 
ReligiOn of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repe~l the. Sunday Laws I (Including the 

JElo<EOLOGY: The Science of Generativ "HI<JA VEN AND HELL.•• 
Ltfe. By Sydney Barrington Elliot, I By EM:A.NUEL SiVEDENBORG 
M.D. Oloth, $1.50. Sold at this office. (Servant of the Lora Jesus- Onrt~t.) 
This is a book that every man and wom- 1 P4per, 416 pages. 15 centa. 

an should read and should possess for fre-/ Qlo.th. (oc\avo), 375 pages, special to re5.<iers of 
quent reference. It is a valuable treatis on · th~' J ~ufm~l. onlr 2:1 cents, by m~il, prepaid. 
generativ life, and deals mora parti~ularly wo~~s. or descrtpttv ca.taloina of Swedenborg's 
with one special phase of the subJec.t to . A.meri.can Swendenborg. Printing~ud Publish
which little or no attention has been g1ven mg Somety. 20 Cooper Umon. New York. 
-the power and possibilities of pre-natal 
influence. 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionarr 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evaagels of truth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
erous. hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

· Ortlnn of Sabbaths.") By the .l!:ditor of 
The Truth Seeker......................... 3 

Revivalism l!)xamined. A. G. Humphrev. .... 2 
A Remarkable Book "- lleview of Greg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 
in Canadian Sp ctator .. ........ ~ ••.....•. 1 Pre- natal influence is the influence, 

2 physical, mental, and moral, which, acting 
~ through the parents, affects the unborn 
2 child, not only during actual pregnancy, 
3 but for some time prior to it. The author 

The Safe Side. H B Brown ................. . 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 
A Secular Prayer. Austin Holl'_oake ........ . 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake .. : .. . 
The Sta!(e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
Super•tttion Displayed. Wm. P•tt's Celebra-

NE'W' EDITION. 

PBOSE-PUEMS AHD SElECTIOHt 
By ROBE~T G. INGERSOLL. 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Clay 
Luse ..................................... . 

Astr.J- l'heolog;•. L. L Dawson. Showing the 
story of Christ in the New Testament to 
be but an Alleg~rical representation of 
the sun's course through the different 
zodia.Dal signs ............................ . 

Ap·l\st es of Christ. Austin Hol_yoake... . .. . 
The Btble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. 

Coleman .................................. . 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll ......... . 
., he Bible: Is tt Reliable as a Guid~? C. Watts. 
Blasphemy and the Bible C B Reynolds ..... 
'l'ne Jlook of Esther. A S_ptcimen of What 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God .... . 
Buddhist Nihilism. Pr<;lf. ~·.Max Muller ... . 
Constantine the Great. Portraying- the Ini

quity of the First Uhristian Emperor. 
S. tl. Preston ............................ . 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitution .. l. 
('.rhis is the statute under which Mr. J. 
B. Wise is now mdict,d for sendm~ a 
verse from the Bible through the mat!.) 

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
"Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

Talk ~liii · i:b.ii · :F"otii:. · :E"~&iii8if8i8: ··E. w .;·<>d.: 
10 ruff, M.D..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 3 

Thoughts pn Atheism. Can Man by Senrcn
mg Fmd out God. Austin Hol voake... 8 

The TheorY of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 
The True Ba•is of M •rality. Annie Besaut.. 2 

5 The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 
5 (Reply to some. of the Suaday-school 

Stortes About HI n.) .. . . • . . •.• . .. . . . . • 3 
5 Two Short Sermons, Rev. Theologicus....... 1 
3 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh.... ... .. 3 
2 Were Adam and Eve Our .l!"irst Parents? 
5 Charles Bradlaugh........................ 3 

What Did Jesus Teach? Chas. Bradlaugh. ... 3 
5 Why Do Men l:!tarve? Charles Bradlaugh.... 2 
5 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus..... ..... 1 

Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 3 
23 Lafayette place. New York. 

r. B. Wakeman......... . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . . 10 NEW BOOKS Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. 
Dr. Daniel Arter .......................... . 

Christianity a Borrowed l'lystem. Bennett. 
Christianity: Its Nature and Infiuence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts .........•.. 
The Chr•stian Deity. Oharles Watts ...... . 
'.rhe Uhristian Fait». 20~ Questions Without 

Answ~rs ...............................•.... 
Christian Mysteries. A DialoguE' between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

2 
2 

5 
2 

2 

BY 

ROB'T G. ING[RSOLL 
Mandarin ............................... . 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The Church and Educa,ion. Anti-Jeouit ..... 
'.rhe Church and Freethought. Franklin 

2 
5 The Field -Ingersoll Discus-
~ sion~ Price, paper, 25 cents ; 

cloth, 50 cents. Steiner ..................................... 10 
Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 

be Stop~ed on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Truth Seeker ..................... . 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi-
days. S P Putnam ...................... . 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant ... . 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Dne. John S:vphers •..........•...•......• 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett ..... 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoake ......................... . 
Decadence of Christianity ..........••....•....• 
The Decline of l!'aith. J .ffi Remsburg ......•. 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral l:lovernor of the 

Universe? Au~ tin Holyoake ........•... 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian ....................... . 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athei•m norMa-

3 

2 
2 

5 
1 
5 
~ 

3 

5 
5 

terialism. B. S Brigham., M.D.......... 3 
Rvolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume........ .. . . . 10 
Father, Son, and Hol;[ Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John SyQ_hers... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 1 
Free Speech and .Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ......................... .-....••.... 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradhmgh 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 
The Frnir.s of Chri•tianity. Annie Besam ... . 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Olara Neymann .. . 
The Gosp,l of Christisuity and the Gospel of 

Freethought. AnnieBesant .•....•.. 
Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh .•...•..• 
Heaven and Hell: Whore l:!ituated? Austin 

Holyoake ..............•.•..•............•. 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Lonis Elsborg •....... 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh ..... . 
If You TakeAwa.yM:v Religion What Will You 

1 
3 
3 
2 
l 

2 
8 

3 

8 
3 

Give Me in Its Ste .d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 3 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson ... lO 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Iufidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns .................. . 
Ingersoll on McGlynn ....................... . 
The llls We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. Bennett. . ......................... . 
I~ the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ...... . 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Padon ..•.•.•• 
Labor's Pray-er. Charles Bradlaugh ......... . 
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3 

5 
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In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter ~o Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. :rhe letter was published in the 
North American Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
proc11ring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
woroted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Land Questton. Charles Bradl"-ugh ..........• 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake .....•. 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . ~ Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 

This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 
best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 

·looking for. 

Legend of Gautama.Buddha. Paralleling that 
of J esns Christ. . . . . . .................... . 

Logic of Death: or, Why Sh..,uld the Atheist 
Fear to Die? .By G. J. Holyoake ...... 

The Logic of Life1 Dedaced from the Princi
ples of .Freetnougut. G. J. Holyoake .... 

Lu•Hcrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-
:voake ...........•.......................... 

Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. 
'!'he Liberty of Printing. Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature of the Insane. F. R Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

People are off in Hell ...•••....•.....•.•••• 
Materialism an 1 Or me. B F, Underwood .... 
Moral Value of tho Bible. Chas. Watts •......• 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Be-

vi val Doctrine ............................ . 
Natural R•ligion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

nie Besant .............................. . 
New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh ..... . 
New TMe of J'acob. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
New Life of Jonah. Ohas. Bradlaugh ........• 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard .............. . 
The New Age. W. S Bell ..................... . 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant ..........• 
On Prayer, Annie Besant ..........•.......... 
On the Religious Education of Children. 

Annie Besant. "ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity ......... . 
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2 
Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 

S.D.Moore ................................ 1 
Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingersoll .............• 10 
Our Lord and Savior Jesu-1 Christ. T E Lot g. 

shore ................. ········••····••••···· Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg ..•..... 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G R Hawes •.....•........•• 
.•Proteetant Intolerance. John E RemsQlU"g .• 
Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts .••. 
A. Pioturo of the Jewish Jehovah as dedCrtbed 

5 
5 

5 
5 
2 

hv t.h~ Rible. Per <loz1m. ..•••••• 10 
ll'lea for Atheism. Charles Br&dlaugh........ 5 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 

This lecture is a consideration of 
the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won· 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYI:!'T1B PLACE, New Yol!'ko 

has clearly demonstrated that having well
born children is within the reach of almost 
all parents. The physical, mental, a:ud 
moral development are each separately 
considered. It is shown how to impart 
good physique, strong vital organs, and 
desirable mental and moral quahties, even 
under unfavorable circumstances. Talent 
for special pursuits can be imparted, and 
numerous cases in point are given-cases 
of many of the world's most renowned 
men, showing why they were so, when 
their parents, brothers, and sisters were 
entirely lacking in the qualities they pos
sesseEI. Many opinions and upwards of 
five hundred cases from the most eminent 
medical authorities in this country and 
Europe are given as corroborativ evidence 
of the author's position. 

As a natural sequence to pre-natal influ
ence comes the prevention of conception. 
To hav well-born children it is neeeasary 
that parents should know how to control 
procreation, that generation may take 
place only under the most favorable cir
cumstances. While abortion is condemned 
in the strongest possible terms, the regu
lation of procreation by preventing con
ception, so as best to secure healthy, well
born offspring and limited in every family 
to the number that can be carefully pro
tected and supported, is strongly recom
mended and fully indorsed by ·a strong 
array of authorities in medicin, law, and 
theology, from Plato to the present time. 
Prevention of conception is emphatically 
declared to be harmless, effectual, and en
tirely satisfactory. 

The last part, on Hygiene and Physiol
ogy .of the Generativ System through all 
the phases of generativ life, from child
hood to maturity, is a compilation from 
the most eminent authorities upon the dif
ferent subjects discussed, and the most 
valuable of its kind in circulation. Some 
of the chapters of this part are on Physical 
Essentials for Marriage, Sterility, Events 
of Married Life, Government of Sex in 
Reproduction, Hygiene of Pregnancy, 
Painless Parturition, etc., etc •. This part 
treats thoroughly upon all points of in
terest to married people. 

This book, though quite new, has al
ready become famous. Whole pages in 
many of the largest daily papers, and sev
eral pages in leading journals, hav been 
devoted to it. It is most highly recom

Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand
some Quarto, containing over 

400 pages. 

The book is designed for, and will be accepted 
!!Y. admiring friends as a ra.re p3rsonalsouvenir. 
To help it serve this purp)se, a fine steel portrait, 
with autograph fac simile, ha.& been prepared 
especially for tt. In the m ~re elegant styles of 
binding It is eminently suited for presentation 
purposes, for any season or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christi .. n Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, My Choice, 
before the G. A. tt. Why? 
at the Academy of Ima'l"hation, 
Mnsi•,N. Y. Science. 

A Tribute to Ebon C. If Daa.tb En<l' &.ll, 
Inger.<oll, Here and There, 

A Vision of War, Ho<V Long 1 
A.t a Child'• G ·ave, Liberty, 
Benefits for lui11ries. Jehovah and Brahma, 
We Build, "!'he Free Soul, 
A Tribute to the Rev. Lif~. 

A.lexander Olark, Tribnte to Henry Ward 
The Graot Banquet, Bee •her, 
Apostrophe to t .tberty, Tnbute to Courtlaudt 
A Tribute to Joiln G. Palmer, 

Mills. The Brain. 
The Warp and Woof, ~he S.or,dLeaves. 
The Cemetery, Origin a~d Destiny. 
Origina!itv, What is Poetry? 
'l'hen and No"', My Posioiou, 
Voltaire, Good and Bad, 
Lazarus, 'l'lle M.raculous Book, 
wh.t is Worship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, ., he Ab.Jlitwnists 
God Silent, Provir!ence, · 
Al~ohc l, The ~Ia.n Christ, 
Augu,te Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
The Infidel, At the Gra.ve of B;nia-
Napo\eon. min W Parker, 
The Republic. · Fashion and Beauty, 
Dawn of the New Day, Ap stro_I!_he to Sctence, 
Reformers, Elizur Wright, 
The Garclen nf Eden, &The Imagwation. 
Thomas Paine. NoRespecterofPersons 
The Age nf Faith, Abraham Lincoln, 
Origin of Religion, The Meanin6 of Law, 
The U opardonable Sin, What is Bhsphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Home Reasons, 
~·ree Will,· Selecdons, 
The King of Death, Love, 
The Wise Man, The Birthp!aceofBnrns 
Bruno. :i\frs. I·1& Whitin~r 
The Real Bible, Knowles, 
B•nedict Soinoz!, Art and Moralit", 
The First Doubt, Tribute to Roscoe Conk-
The Infinite Horror, ling, 
Nature, Trib ... te to Richard H. 
Night a ol ~Iorning, Whiting, 
The Conflict, Mr~. Mary H. Fiske, 
Death of the A~ted, Hora.ce Seaver, 
The Charity of Extrava- The Music of Wagner, 

l!&nce, Leaves of Grass, 
Wom~n, Vivi~ection, 
The Sacred Myths, The Republi l of Medioo-
Inspiration, rity. 
Religious Liberty of the A Tribute tJ Walt Whit-

Bible, man. 
The Lmgh of a Cilild, 

mended by the press, Eminent physicians, In cloth, beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
lawyers, and prominent people of all mo•occo, !l"ilt edges, $5; half calf. m Jttled 
callings It is the most authoritativ and edges, Ilbrary .style, $4.5.0;. full Turkey • . Morocco, gtlt, exqlll<Itely fine, 
valuable book on pre-natal mfluence ever $7.50; full tree-calf, highest 
published. It should be carefully read by \ possible finish, $9. 
every thinking man and woman. Sent to any address, by expre>s. prepaid, or mail 

post free, on receipt of prtce. 
. I•I-~elllper.:d Babies . . A. (Jbeaper Edition trom same 

are not desirable many home. Insnffictent nour- I plates good paper wide 
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PATRIOTISM, as some people understand 
it, is pride in our power to harm the rest 
of the world.-Puck. 

THE average American pulls the cap 
down over the eyes of liberty and then ex
pects her to see.-Horace L. 1raubel. 

ONLY largest souls are able to disoern 
and love sincerity of purpose amid the 
bungling feebleness of achievement.
George Eliot. 

IN all lives there is a crisis in the forma
tion of character. It comes from many 
causes, and from some which on the sur
face are appuently trivial. Bat the result 
is the same; a sudden revelation to our
selva of our secret purposes, and a recog
nition of our perhaps long shadowed, but 
now masterful convictions. -Benjamin 
D'Israeli. 

WHEN, Scrnday after Scrnday, men who 
profess to be our instruotors in righteous
ness, read out the statement, "In six days 
the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, 
and all that in thEm is," in innumerable 
churches, the~ are either propagating what 
they may eas1ly know, and therefore are 
bound to know, to be falsities; or if they 
use the words ia some non-natural sense, 
they fall below the moral standard of the 
much-abused J esuit.-Huxley. 

VoLTAIRE approached the mythology of 
the Jews precisely as he did the mythology 
of the Greeks and Romans, or the myth
ology of the Ohinese or the Iroqcrois In
dians. There is nothing in this world too 
sacred to be investigated, to be under
stood. The philosopher does not hide. 
Secrecy is not the friend of truth. No 
man should be reverent at the expense of 
his reason. Nothing should be worshiped 
until the reason has been convinced that 
it is worthy of worahip.-Ingersoll. 

IT is much harder to examin and judge 
than .to take up opinions on trust; and 
therefore the far greatest part of the world 
borrow from others those which they en
tertain concerning all the a:fhirs of hfe and 
death. Hence it proceeds that men are so 
unanimously eager in the pursuit of things, 
which, far from having any inherent real 
good, are varnished over with a specious 
and deceitful gloss, and contain nothing 
answerable to their appearance. Hence 1t 
proceeds on the other hand, that, in those 
things which are called evils, there is noth
ing so hard and terrible as the general cry 
of the world threatens. Thus the multi
tude has ordained. But the greatest part 
of their ordinances are abrogated by the 
wise.-Bolingbroke. 

" LovE is the fulfilling of the law," we 
are told· but to judge by the hatred that 
is being preached in every direction, it 
would seem that not love, but hate is the 
all-essential factor. All this horrible 
hatred is the direct result of the disposi
tion to domineer every thing and every
body, and whenever the would-be despot 
sees himself foiled in his unholy ambition, 
a destructiv hatred takes possession of 
him. It would be well for all the people 
if they would closely scrutinize the shib
_boleths of all would-be leaders. No one 
can become either morally, mentally, or 
physically sound until he becomes self
poised, individually, freely investigating 
and fearlessly thinking out his own con
clusions.-Living Issues. 

Is it at sll surprising that the number of 
those who hold the opinions of the church 
in"light esteem should so rapidly increase? 
How can that be received as a trustworthy 
guide in the invisible, which falls into so 
many errors in the visible? How c~11: that 
giv confidence in the moral, the sp:mtual, 
which has so signally failed in the phys
ical? It is not possible to dispose of these 
conflicting facts as '·empty shadows," 
" vain devices," " errors wearing the de
ceitful appearance of truth," as the church 
stigmatizes them. On the contrary, they 
are stern witnesses, bearing empaht10 and 
unimpeachable testimony against the eccle
siastical claim to infallibility, and fasten
ing a conviction of il'(norance and blind
ness upon her.-Prof. J. W. Draper. 
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IWBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
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inspiration." Such is the text of the 
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All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand· 
some pamphlet. :Price 25 cents. Ad
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The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 
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pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to Hi8 
Brother, which i!o many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. · 
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Jt ot for I) arsons. 
"ToMMY," said the visitor, "hav you 

read the books in your Stmda.y-schoolli
brary ?" " Some of them," he replied, 
rather doubtfully. "Oan you tell me 
what happened to .the boy who went fish
ing on Sunday?" "Yes; he caught three 
bullheads and an eel." " How do you 
know that?" "Oos I was him." 

Mns. GRAY: "Was your prayer-meeting 
good last night?" Mrs. Green: " Rather 
uninteresting. None of the men who 
spoke had ever done anything very bad." 
Mrs. Gray: "But wasn't Mr. Graybeard 
there?" Mrs. Green: "Oh, yes; but you 
don't expect he'd confess any of his real 
crimes, do you?'' Mrs. Gr"'y: " Well, he 
might run a risk of being arrested."-Ex. 

"OH, well," said Flotsam, "you may 
laugh at it as a superstition, but tile fact 
remains that it cured my rheumatism. I 
suffered for ten years, but since I've 
carried that horse chestnut in my pocket I 
havn't had a twinge." "You carry a horse 
cJJ.estnut, do you?'' asked Skepticus. 
"Yes." "Let's see it." "Great Apollo! 
I can't find it. I must hav left in that euit 
of clothes my wife gave to the ragman last 
fall. "-Judge. 

A SooTOH chaplain was recently ap
pointed to a prison in a certain town. He 
was a man who made the most of his office, 
and entering one of the cells on his first 
round of inspection, he very pompously 
addressed the occupant, and the following 
passage occurred. Ohaplain: "Well, sir, 
do you know who I am?" Prisoner: "No, 
nor I dinna care." Ohaplain: "Well, I 
am your prison chaplain." Prisoner: "Oh, 
ye are; weel, I hae heard o' ye before." 
Ohaplain (letting his curiosity get the bet
ter of his dignity): "And what did ye 
hear?" Prisoner: "I heard the last two 
kirks ye were in ye preached them both 
empty; but ye'll no find it sic an easy mat
ter tae dae the same wi' this ane." 

TIM AND JOE, 

Tim and Joe were school-boys many years 
ago; 

Tim was called a "Christian;" an "Ag
nostic " Joe· 

Tim would swailow anything, if once it 
'peared in print; 

Joe believed in nothing 'thout some logic 
in't. 

Tim was what the boys all called a "goody, 
goody" boy, 

A sort o' "milk-and-water" chap, with 
brains 'bout half alloy; 

He never had been known to hav a great 
amount of " snap;" 

What brains the poor boy had were always 
fed on "Bible pap." 

He scarce could tell a cabbage from a 
pumpkin, on the farm; 

What mattered it to him, ignorance here 
could do harm 

So long as he was certain that "sinners " 
all were lost? 

If they couldn't accept his creed, they 
must "go to hell or bust." 

He'd read the story o'er and o'er 'bout 
Jonah in a whale, 

He loved to tell how Samson caught three 
hunered foxes by the tail, 

And slew some three score Phillies with 
the jawbone of an ass, 

How old King Neb. had eagle's claws and 
.fed himself on grass. 

Joe dared to doubt the yarn about Mr. 
Balaam's talking mule, 

For this Tim said that Joe would go to a 
place not very cool, 

For " Didn't the ass giv Balaam's corns 
against the wall a jam? 

And didn't_ Balaam 'cuss' him? and 
didn't Balaam --?" 

Said Joe: "I often wonder why the gift is 
always given 

To those who know so little here to know 
so much of heaven. 

Why, Tim," said Joe, "ihe heathen 
boys make gods of stone and wood

They pray exactly as you do-get an
swers just as good. 

"You pray for rain-they pray for rain
you ne1 ther get a drop, 

But old D .. me Nature 'bides her time, 
then it rains till she says "stop." 

And as these boys passed on through life, 
Joe always thought it q'leer 

That those who know so much of heaven 
should know so little here. 
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from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should 
Not ..................................... .. 

Congress and Sunday La.ws ....... : . ....... ; 
The Blltter World. A dtp into the future 

of mankind on earth. Dr. E. B. South-
wick .................................... . 

Church and Freethoug!Jt. Franklin Steiner 
Religion and the Bible. An old subject in 

th~ light of modern thought. F. D. 

A Tal~u:n;l'l!~o: ":Mi>i:'i&.ii • x: 'iio"biirisoD.: 
Illustrated by A. Carey K. Jurist ...... 

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm. 
L. G. Reed ............................. .. 

Remodeling the Government. With Re
marks on the Bible and Liquor Busi
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. W. L. 
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fR[[THINK[RS• PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTBFtJL. 
NEBS OF THE OHUROH'B OLAIM 

'.IX> BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
<lENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE· 

VBALING THE ABUSES 
OJ!' A UNION OP 

CIIUBOll AN:D 
STA'l'Jil. 

185 F:;U-Page 
lllustratiof\S. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL .. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH PORTRAIT OF 

THE 1JESIGNER. 

The illustrations are c!!W!i1led as follows~ 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
~ " The Church Robbing the People. 
3 " Thanksgiving. · 
6 •• Sabbatli Laws. 
14 Children and the Church. · 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Pa.ine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Scienc.:. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Peoitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammeda.ns. 

1 repreBI'nt Samvles of Christianity's Work. 
& .. Misswnaries. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
:1r> 01 Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 "' ~e Church and Slavery. 
1 " · ests and Politics. 
& •• eland and the Church. 
g • Churoh's Idea of Civilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
o& • Unkind .Reflections on the Church. 
9 • Persecutimis of the Church. 
11 "' Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. 
8 .. Hell. 
'I' Miscella.neons. 

A most ext~aordinary publication. We venture the assertion that.not.hing_like it ha~ ever be
fore appRared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another 01,1e like It will!lver agam be pub. 
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of puttmg the book~ thE,l reach of all. 
At twice the price 1t wo11ld have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portraJ.t. pamter: and d.e
signer is a wonderful s11ccess. and we judge from our own feelin!)"s that nearlf every Liberal m 
America will desire a cop.v of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be. called the artist-hero of Liberalism :ije has dedicated his geniUlj to 
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. ·There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as expl_anations of the illnst):ations1 and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's profe5sions and the h:yvocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogethf!r the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put .n the 
hands of Fre!lthinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

P.-ico9 bQar'd cQver's, $2; ciQt}~, $2.SO, 

l'-~<'C,....... 'J:'"Q:P TD.1U'I.'J1 8~~ 

BO "BEGINNING;" I POP.!S 4HD T'l{tllt DOJKGS 
OR, ACCOUNT 01!' 

Willis .................................. .. I 
10 The FundaJnental Fallacy. I 

Dunn!)" the year other standard Freethonght 
works Wlll be published a.nd sent to subscribers 

Vtcars or Chrtst ana Vtceaerent3 ai-(j.""Oii:"":i 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
as the:y appea.r. 

Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers 
published in one year. In ordering please say 
which year is desired. 

Single numbers so!d at prices quoted. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Offi'l~. 

UfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A. Re:tuta"tion o:f "the Argu

ID.en"t Tha"t Na-ture ~x
hibi"ts Marks o:f Having 
Been Desig"ned by an In
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS I 
I. The DodignArgumeBtVitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite ~eries of DeRign~r~. 
II. If '.rhere Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
HI. IfTh<'lre Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregiou•lY Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Place, NY. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
r•agoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or "Firot Cause" of things. 

BY WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
" This volume discu•ses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understaod, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
workg on the subject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH 8EEKE«, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, with etghteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatlY and strongly in cloth. 

P.aiCE, $1; POSTPAID. 
A.ddreo• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home, 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

COMPILED BY L. K. WA81'l"BURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi~e. 

THE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
' is not in magic potions "specifics,. 

or electric clap-trap, bnt only in 
VhSDOM---TRE SOIENOE oF liEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, sh1m disease 
learn to ma.intain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
11Iedieal, Social, Sexual Sclcnte, 
~i!l~~:~:.en~ ?::s~~~~.of03~~~?, 
standard" 1Vork, endorsed by all. 

j';'~i~~ g~ ~1~W't;~I:f~~'ln':bft~n~t 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 

:~~tfii:'e~ti:a"G'f!~{~~~~~":n ~g;y 
married or who ever expect to llo 
§~~~~:-.:'J c'h~~~~f~al~~~.Es~~go 
wood cnts, 21 chromoseshowing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has. over 200 Recipes. 

ll.liObyltlall; Circulars Free. 
Add.r~ss "J.'H.I!l "J.'.tW"J.".ti J:!.l!l.l!lJU!<tl. 

28 Lafayette Place ~ew Yorlr. 

$75 A MONTH and-- w,. .. -
Ger~t. Samples free. 
A pennanent sitnation 

guaranteed. Write today .. Address P.O. Box &SOB, Boston, MasL 

·~·~·~·~·~·~-~~· ; AN~- EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! I 
• 'Ve waut 1000 more active agents before e 
.. Julyist. We will guarantee$20to$30 per day .. 
f' can be easilfvmadein any locality; our goods f' 
• ::~~~e~~~~ir:f; 'Fe1t'ilfls~~ ~1rg~ r:'ou ~~ • e cent. commission on a.u sales. Send to-Nay e 
~ for fulLParticulars, or we will send with ~ 
f same a Valuable sample of our goods tn f' 

i 
Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents In e 
silver or stamps. Established in IBS2. Ad- ~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Ma.ss. 

·~·~·--..·~·~·~·~·~· 

emrd~~~~[~~~~~~~~~i~ edyof~ ofsuo-
Cilllll.. DR. R. P, FELLOWS, . . 
__ where lOll sa..-;:_ thisadver...,... 1flaelaact.l.'f,.J. 

NOW READ THIS f 
Dr. l!'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 

successful physician. He bas treated DISEASE~ 
OF MEN for twent;v years, a.nd his remedies a.re 
a.n cmtgrowth of th1s long_llractice, which Rhonl<,l 
~rive oonlldenoe to thoae &1llioted. 

http://ia.ll%22-
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THE CARPENTER'S SON WON'T RECOGNIZE HIS MOTHER AND RELATIONS. 
But: he answered and said unto him that told him, Who is my mother? and who are my brethren ?-Mat. xii, 47, 48. 

[SEPTEMBER 28, 1895 

mmmmmm• mmmmmm• mmmmmm• mmm•i 

RIGHT LIVING I 
. Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of. Science. 

By SUSAN II. ll'IXON. 

Sixty Cllavters 

Consid ring from a. rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be. 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Adilre~• THF. TRUTH BEEKER, 
2S Lafayetto Place, New York. 

1 ne Glory of lnfl~elity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
By SAI'fiUEL P, PUTNAlf.l, 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
a.nd no Freethinker or Infidel should be withont 
it. to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is a.n inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a. copy, 12 copies for $1. · 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

CHoLERA is increasing in Tangier, Mo
rooco. 

SEVEN of the murderers of missionaries 
hav been executed by the Chinese au
thorities. 

AT Willimantic, Conn., on Sept. 21st, 
Herbert H. Leonard, prosecuting agent 
for Windham county, called on all the 
newsdealers, and by threats of prosecuting 
them, it is said, persuaded them to sign an 
agreement not to sell Sunday newspapers. 
The papers were sold the next Sunday by 
others, however. 

RIMES 
BENTON RIDGE, 0., has.recently snfftlred 

. from a furious revival of religion, and one OF 

Df~~CHE_RS 
_IN the athle~lC contest O!l :1'4anhattan of the converts is building a large t_ank, 

Field the Amanca~ athl~tes won m all th,e which he will fill with water, so that an
contests, the Eaghsh losmg all the world s other convert can show the depth of his 
records. faith by attempting to walk upon its sur-

Two vessels hav recently been seized by I iace. He is likely, incidentally, to show the 
United States officers on the charge of depth of the water. 
bei.Dg engaged in operations against the ON Sept. 29~h Lieut.-Gen. John Mc-
Sparuards in Cuba. Allister Schofield will retire as commander-

. . . . ' in· chief of the armies of the United States, 
THE qh10kamauga natiOnal mthtary park and Nelson A. Miles goes to Washington 

was dediCated on Sept, 19th. There was a as senior m'ljf)r-general. General Ruger 
concou~se. of _40,000 people and a great takes Nelson's place as commander of the 
many distmgmshed speakers. Department of the East. Miles is not a 

LATEST !lstimates are. that the corn. c~op I graduate of West Point. 
of the Umted States will reach two bllh_on I THE clergy of New York and Brooklyn 
bushels. Iowa heads the column Wit_h 1 took occasion on last Sunday to eulogize 
about 300,000,000 b~shels, and. Kansas Is I the Republican convention for its expressed 
second, With Missouri a close thud, determination to maintain the Sabbath 

THE investigation into the massacre of lla~s. Among the eulogists ~as Thomas 
missionaries at Kucheng has been resumed, Dixon, whom a very few Liberals hav 
The man who gave the order for the been deluded _into thin~ng possessed of 
1ilaughter of women in the missions has· some progressiv tendenCies, 
been summoned to Kucheng for trial. THE Dominican order of Catholics has a 

THE American liner Edam was flUnk in a large vinyard somewhere in California, 
E I. h Ch 1 Th and ships the product East. In Brooklyn 

fog in the ng Is anne · e passen- there is a convent where the ~isters sell gers and crew were saved by 1\ fishing 
vessel, the Vulture, the ship that wrecked wine without a license, supplying a large 
her, the Turkestan, having vanished in the parish with the beverage at great profit to 

themselvs. Other liquor dealers hav com-
fog. plained to the revenue officers. 

THE Central Labor Union of New York HARRISON MILLARD, the well-known 
refused to permit Delegate McGill, of the composer and song writer, died in this 
Plasterers' Union, to serve in the office to city on the lOth inst., of Bright's disease. 
which he had been elected because be de- He was sixty-five years of age. The songs 
clined to raise his hand when taking the of Millard were commended by President 
pledge of office. Lincoln in war times; and being severely 

THE Belmont-Morgan syndicate which wounded in the battle of Chickamauga, he 
placed the last issue of government bonds was appointed by Mr. Lincoln to a clerk
has ceased to exist. The contributing ship in the custom house, which he held 
members received, including interest, until1885. 
profits to the extent of 6:65 per cent for THE Spanish cruiser Barcaistegui was 
the time the transaction was pending, an sunk in the harbor of Habana on the night 
equivalent of about 13 per cent per annum. of Sept. 19th by a collision wiih the mer

IN Italy, the United States, and wher
ever else there are It .. lians, the 20th of 
September was celebrated with great dis· 
play and rejoicing. It was the twenty
fifth anniversary of the capture of Rome, 
of the unificiation of Italy. The pope and 
the Catholic church generally denounce 
the celebration in unmeasured terms, and 
in many churches special prayers for the 
" prisoner of the Vatican " were offered. 

chant ship 1\'lontera. Admiral Delgado 
Parejo, commanding the Spanish forces in 
Cuban waters, all but one officer of the 
cruiser, and a number of the crew, making 
forty-six victims in all, were drowned. 
Later the Cubanlil claim that the ship was 
destroyed by a torpedo sent against her 
by an insurgent launch. 

IT is reported that the Cuban patriots 
hav captured the port of Banes on the 
north coast, which was the first step toward 
the launching of the Cuban navy, said to 
be ready in varbus ports of other coun
tri€s, It is expected that Mexico and 
other a~ates will soon recognize the bel
ligerency of Cuba, thus opening neutral 
ports for the coaling and refitting of the 
patriot fleet. Spain will dispatch 25,000 
more troops to the island in October and 

come for the United States to prevent 
further oppression in Cuba. 

ON Sept. 18th the Atlanta Exposition 
was opened, Two of the most notable of 
the incidents of the day were the speech of 
Prof. Booker T. Washington, Negro, presi
dent of the Tuskegee Normal and Indus
trial Institute, and the appearance of a 
body of Negro soldiers marchin~ with the 
white troops of Georgia and Louisiana, 
Professor Washington's address was greet
ed with the wildest applause by the im
mense audience, and prominent Southern
ers say that it marks the beginning of a 
new era in the South. The exposition 
promises to be a great success, although 
the movement was started in the midst of 
the financial depression and when the 
Southern banks were issuing scrip to tide 
over the business difficultie!l. 

LAST Sunday the police raided the 
clothing stores in Baxter street, this city, 
making twenty arrests under the Sabbath 
law. Many of the poor fruit sellers were 
also arrested, One man sold a policeman 
in plain clothes a necktie and another sold 
him a collar and both spent the night in 
cells, as did another who sold a policeman 
a straw hat. Other arrests were made for 
selling a pair of shoes and a stone jar to 
masked policemen. All this was in the 
United States, 

50,000 in January, Rev. W, H. Thomas, Sept. 21st was the warmest day of that 
the distinguished minister in Chicago, said r date in New York for fourteen years and 
in a sermon last Sunday that the time had Sept, 22d the warmest of that date in 

twenty-five years. Both days were hotter 
than any previous days of the same year, 
the thermometer registering 96 degrees in 
the shade at the top of the Equitable 
building where the United States mete
orological station is situated. The heat 
was continuous all day, having been 81 at 
1 A.M. and 79 at midnight Sunday. At the 
Rame time, a verr cold wave swept over the 
Far West. In Wyoming there was a snow· 
blizzard the like of which had not before 
been seen in September in that region for 
twenty-five years. Snow fell over a wide 
area in the Rockies and adjacent territory 
and the temperature fell with phenomenal 
rapidity. Chicago had the three hottest 
consecutiv days of the season. At La 
Crosse there was on the 22d a storm with a 
50-mile wind and the mercury fell 44 de
grass in 30 minutes. At Wichita the mer
cury dropped 50 degrees, getting down to 
45, At Marengo, 111,, the mercury went 
down on the breath of a cold storm from 
99 to 40. At Minneapolis 2:81 inches of 
rain fell. 
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CONDEMNED BY THEIR OWN DECLARATIONS-WHAT KEEPS SOME CHRISTIANS FROM COMMITTING CRIME. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTB SEBXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for gre.ater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work .. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"awa.rd them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
...VEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we 'oill send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINXER's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT·Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINXEB's PwTOBIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulnes' .l J Church's 
claim to being a divine anct -- · tieent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 1 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations. 
with copious citations of Facts, Eistory, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict-
11res are classified as follows : Ot tho~:~e representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Ohurch, 10 ; The 
Church and ThomRs Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4 ; Prayer, 2 ; The Oreeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1 ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving :five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Inil.uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DoL
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBBB DOLLARS, 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong efiort to obtain it. . The bouk has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, <md 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it; 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany th~ credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful suooess1 and we judge fromour o~n 
feelings that nearly every Lioeral in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero.of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his geniull to Freethough~ 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
~s of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

, Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book iind the 
paper for one year. 
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l.lSY 
OP' PREMIUMS WlYB 

Yilt TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 we will send THB TBUTB S:mEDB one year ($3) and S. F. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
BOIL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought 88 an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDRJID YEARs oF Ji'BEETBOUGBT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adomed with the br4\'htest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. . No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'OU.K HUNDRED YE&RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AND .F URZRER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premlium, l?Ost 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GRKATFSI' BOOK OF l'ffi KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bll:ls~'{,~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap. Researches in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, 88 enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities, 

with a survey of Mediwval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix 'l'rench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
La.iltg. 75 cents, 

Formanon or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. B_y Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Urime..._and Science and Poetry.,_ with 
other essays. l:5y Andrew Wilson, F.n.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRAOING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel• 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eattton. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part 11.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
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Working Together tor Evil. 
The Oatholic News of New York reports a ser

mon by Father Belford, of Brooklyn, that is very 
interesting reading when taken in connection. with 
the pronunciamento we reprinted two weeks ago 
from the Ohristian Reformer. We will begin with 
this compa.ra.tivly mild statement: 

"The true church must make its members good citi
zens. The Catholic church is the friend of every legiti
mate government, bnt it is independent of any. No 
doubt the church, like men, finds one form of government 
more favorable to its interests and development, bnt she 
succeeds under all, and she helps all by teaching obedi
ence to authority and fostering every good gift with 
which God has blessed man." 

If as a. test of itsgenuinness the" true church must 
make its members good citizens," it would seem to 
follow that the Catholic is not that true church. 
This is not saying that a vast number of Catholics 
are not good citizens, but the evidence is not forth
coming that the majority of these are made good 
citizens by the teachings of the church; while, on 
the other hand, there is a large element who owe 
faithful spiritual allegiance to the church but are 
sadly lacking in the qualifications of good citizens. 
We think that even Father Belford would admit 
thus much, especially if he should carefully examin 
the records of the penal and reformatory institu
tions of the country. How, then, c~n he honestly say 
that the true church "must" make its members good 
citizens! There is no quali:fication here-" its 
members," as he uses the expression, must mean all 
its members. To say that a part of its members 
are good citizens is to say nothing, for any church 
can say that, whether it is a "true" church or a 
fall!le church, and the same can be said for those 
outside ·of all churches. 

It is not true that the Catholic church is inde
pendent of any government. On the contrary, it is. 
dependent on every government that grants it special 
favors, as the United States and the several states 
grant special favors to all denominations. The 
church secures millions yearly through the exemp
tion of its property from equal taxation, and to this 
extent it is dependent on the government. From 
the United States it has also received large sums in 
connection with its Indian schoc•ls, and from New 
York and Arizona it has likewise obtained millions 
for various purposes. While it has not until re
eently taken so aotiv an interest in the enactment 

and enforcement of Sunday laws as ha.v the Protes
tant churches, it is now awakening to the impor
tance of that form of heresy hunting, and hereafter 
will be found in the front ranks of those who are 
striving to force all the people to observe as a· holy 
day the Sabbath of the Catholic church. No, the 
Catholic church iE\ not independent of government, 
but as it once dominated all government, and as it 
never changes in purpose, it can be accepted as 
indisputable that its ambition, like the ambition of 
the Protestant theocrats, is to make all governments 
dependent on the church. Farther along Father 
Belford says the same thing, only in slightly more 
disguised phraseology. Priest and preacher alike 
grow bold as tliey near the goal of. success. 

It is very true that the church teaches obedience 
to authority. She could never hav become the con
science-keeper of mankind if she had not insisted 
that obedience was the supreme virtue. It is espe
cially important that she insist upon that now that 
the people hav the ballot in their hands. They hav 
tasted power and may become restiv under the rule 
of sacerdotal tyrants. It is vitally necessary to 
the church that they be baught to submit to all 
laws that they hav been induced to enact, for many 
of those laws are directly inimical to their own well
being and are solely for the increase of the prestige 
and wealth of the church. They must be taught to 
reverence law as law, lest they refuse to be slaves for 
the benefit of their civil and spiritual task-masters. 
They must be made to lose sight of the Constitu· 
tion and of the equal justice that should protect all 
men, regardless of their numbers or of their beliefs, 
and to :fix their eyes on the Will-'o·the-Wisp of sta.t
utism. 

"Neither are the people absolute. Their authority is 
not aright; it is a trust held from God, to whom they are 
accountable for the nse they make of it. The church 
cannot interfere with the state, bnt she can say that a law 
is nnjnst and that it may not be obeyed. In judging the 
church for things done in the Middle Ages, we must not 
separate her from the age or state of society," 

No, the people are not absolute, that is, the 
majority hav not in equity an absolute right to dis
pose of the property, liberty, and lives of the mi
nority. But it is not true that their authority is a 
"trust held from God," and when the church as
sumes to nullify human law in the name of God she 
trespasses, although it may be that, in given in
stances, the law is wrong and she is right. ~hen 

she speaks truth, but speaks it in a forged name. 
To the reasoning mind it is manifest that if a law 
is unjust it is not God who is wronged but the hu
man victims of the statute, and hence the appeal 
from the legislature is not to God but to the indi
vidual. The legislature is not accountable to God 
or to gods but to the source of its authority, the 
people, and if the people, aggregated, themselvs do 
wrong, the wrong is done to the minority whom 
they oppress, not to denizens of other worlds, if 
such there be. The church should not interfere 
with the state, but she does interfere, always has in
terfered, and shows no sign of an intention to cease 
her interference, although the fundamental law of 
the United States sternly forbids all interference of 
the kind. And the trouble is that she does not in· 
terfere to make more secure the rights of men 
and women, to keep separate the church and state, 
but she interferes to weaken and overthrow the rights 
of men and women by uniting church and state. 
'rrue it is that she may say that a law is unjust and 
is not to be obeyed, but this not because she claims 
a commission from the skies. She can say that, as 
every other society can say it, as every individual 
can say it, by virtue of the inPtinct of self·defense 
inherent in every organism, juab as the Freethinker 
says it when contemplating the monstrous Sab-

bath laws enacted at the command of the church, 
just as the victim of the Catholic Inquisition 
might hav said it, just as the Jew may say it in Rus
sia to-day. 

In passing, it will be well to notice Father Bel
ford's plea for the Catholic church of the Middle 
Ages. He says that in judging her for the acts 
done then we must not separate her from the age 
or state of society. But why not, pray T If she 
is the church of God, instituted by the Son of 
God, and if into the hands of her high priest he put 
the keys of heaven and the sword of earthly au
thority, she is above ages and states of society, as 
it is claimed that God is, and therefore she molds 
circumstances instead of being molded by them. 
When the church ceases to make the arrogant claim 
that she is the church of God, the one true church, 
through the ministrations of whose priests alone 
men can be purged of sin and ticketed for heaven, 
we wiH consider the extenuating circumstances al
luded to by the Brooklyn pastor, but not before. 

"Enemies of the church do not hesitate to SI'Y that she 
saved Europe, that she was the only moral power in the 
world. The church looks upon the American Republic 
as a legitimate government. She approves the Constitu
tion, bnt she does not say that it is an ideal goverament. 
She believes that it is poBBible to construct a government 
in which church and state will remain distinct, bnt in 
which the influence of religion will be more felt and its 
rights more respected." 

Saved Europe from what! From herself! Cer
tainly the people of Europe hav never had a more 
dangerous foe, not even in the worst of their most 
despotic civil governments. In what did her alleged 
morality consist ! In her remorseless crushing of 
freedom of thought and expression T In such 
moral influences as the thumbscrew, the rack, the 
iron boot, the stake ! In her celibate priesthood T 
Was her moral influence manifested in the extirpa
tion of Moorish civilization in Spain and the cruel 
slaughter of the Jews T Was the papal court moral T 
In what aspect could the Crusades J?e considered a 
movement of moral regeneration! Or the merci
less massacres of the Albigenses, the Waldenses, 
the Huguenots! 

The Catholic church approves the Constitution, 
but she does not approve it ! That is not a. contra
diction. It is a Jesuitism. The Protestant theo
crats talk in the same way. They all like the Con
stitution in so far as it does not curtail their own 
liberties. · They do not like it in so far as it guar
antees the equal liberty of dissenters. If either 
class felt sure of the possession of sufficient power 
we should very quickly hear the demand for the 
recognition of that particular division of the church. 
But as they are in deadly fear of each other they 
hav to content themselvs with a guarded request 
for a greater recognition of the influence of relig
ion. In fact, of course, the state cannot recognize 
religion without recognizing the church. ~hat the 
priests and preachers very well know, but they 
think that the people are too stupid to see it, and 
they do not reckon without their host, so far as the 
masses are concerned. Both divisions of the army 
of reaction make the same claim that "it is possible 
to construct a. government in which church and 
state will remain distinct, but in which the influence 
of religion will be more felt and its rights more re
spected." Here they stand, Catholic and Protes
tant, on the same platform. We know how the 
Protestants want to keep church and state " dis
tinct." Sabbath laws, Bible in the schools, God, 
Christ, and Bible in the Constitution-those are a 
few only of the knives that they would use to cut 
the, connecting bonds of church and state ! What 
hypocrite they are I And what fools we would be 
were we deceived b;r their transparent devices I 



Under the Constitution there is absolute freedom. 
of religious worship for the Christian. The circu
lation of the Bible is unhindered. Any man can 
become a minister, and can preach freely to whoever 
chooses to listen to him The churches can accumu
late property, engage in home and foreign mission
ary work, and in every other way propagate their 
creeds uninterfered with by the civil powers. And 
yet, in the face of all this, here come the Covenant
ers and the Catholics clamoring for a government 
under which the rights of religion will be " more re
spected "! How could the rights of the church be 
more respected than tliey are now T What does 
this astonishing demand mean ? The church could 
hav no greater liberty than it has to-day except the 
liberty to rob more and enslave more fully, and that 
would not be liberty but usurpation. This demand 
means that the church wants the opportunity to 
dictate to the citizen how he shall conduct himself 
on the :first day of the week, what views he shall 
hold in order to exercise the functions of an elector 
and a public official, how he shallliv his private life, 
and what he shall say, print, write, paint, and send 
through the mails. Two weeks ago we laid before our 
readers the utterances of the foremost representa
tivs of Protestant ecclesiasticism ; we reproduced 
the demand of the Christian .Reformer and the 
Christian Statesman, that is to say, the demand of 
the National Reform Association, the Sabbath Un
ions, and allied organizations, that THE TRUTH SEEKER 
be denied the use of the mails and that " blas
phemy" be punished by law. That is what Prot
estant theocrats mean when they ask for a govern
ment that will accord opportunity for greater influ
ence to the church and will more respect the "rights" 
of religion. What Catholics mean by the same 
request may be judged from these words of Father 
Belford's: 

'' She looks with dread upon indifference in religion, 
and on the fact that in this country, ont of 65,000,000 of 
people, only20,000,000 are Christians and less than 7,000,-
000 are Catholics. She cannot obey any law that makes 
marriage dissolvable except by death. She carmot bnt 
protest against any system of education that teaches 
error or fails to teach religion. She holds that there is 
not more right to spread the poison of error than the 
poison of dtsease, and she holds that the state shonld con
trol the speaker and writer of evil as well as the manaic 
and the lep~r." 

The priest is not unaware of the fact that the 
strength of the church is greater than these figures, 
at first glance, would indicate it to be, for to every 
church member must be added a certain percentage 
of the members of his own family who are under 
the age of discretion but who count the same as 
adults in the census. This makes the total of nom
inal church adherents about two-and-a-half times 
the total of church communicants, for the Protes
tants, and about fifteen per cent more than the 
number of communicants for the Catholics. Thus 
there is a grand total of about 57,000,000 of com
municants and juvenil adherents. But it is very 
certain that the rolls of membership, especially in 
Protestant churches, are not to be relied on for ac
curacy, as competent Protestant witnesses whom we 
hav recently quoted in these columns hav testified, 
and as it is from these membership rolls and from 
the church officers that the census enumerators got 
the figures given above it will be only fair to deduct 
several millions from the grand total of 57,000,000 
church adherents, reducing it to 45,000,000, or 
50,000,000 at the most, which is still large enough 
to :fill the mind of every friend of equal liberty and 

· every true patriot with the gravest apprehensions. 
The Catholic church sets herself against civil 

marriage and the divorce that logically is permissi
ble under civil marriage laws. When marriage is 
held to be a sacrament it is easily seen that we can 
not admit the validity of divorce, but once it is con
ceded that marriage is simply a civil contract, it 
inevitably follows that the contract is dissolvable, 
as are all other civil contracts. Sentiment in ultra 
Protestant circles is gravitating rapidly towards 
Rome as regards marriage and divorce, as in other 
particulars, and so we find the theocratic party 
demanding that only "Christ's law of divor<:e" shall 
be recognized by the state, meaning that divorce 
shall be granted only for adultery, and permission to 
remarry denied. The difference between the Oath-
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olic position and the position of the reactionary 
Protestants is comparativly slight, much less than 
the difference between that of the latter and that 
occupied by the progressiv element in the Prot
estant churches and those not affiliating with any 
church. Aside from the sectarian strife over the 
question of religious education in the common 
schools, the Catholic church and all the backward
looking elements in the Protestant churches are 
practically one army, and for the Freethinker there 
is not the turning of a wrist in choosing between 
the two. 

In the last lines that we hav quoted from Father 
Belford the reader will see that the same position, 
precisely, is taken by the Catholic priest that was 
taken by Dr. McAllister, Dr. George, and the other 
Protestant priests who are responsible for the at
tack upon THE TRUTH SEEKER and the liberty of 
utterance'· for which it stands, which attack we 
quoted and commented upon at length in our issue 
of September 21st. Here there is not the slightest 
difference in the platform of the Catholic and Prot
estant. Unlike political platforms, these platforms 
are not constructed merely to get in on, but they 
are made to stand on, TO AOT ON, TO ENFORCE 
TO THE LETTER AND BEYOND. Blas
phemy laws and heresy laws are to be revived and 
enforced ; Freethought is to be " stamped out "; 
Christianity is to hav another noontide, civilization 
another midnight, the Dark Ages are to come again. 
In this, Rome and Geneva are one in purpose and 
method. 
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loving people are going to be fooled by the " rest" 
and ''morality" confidence game. 

A hit·or-miss Prohibition publication says that 
THE T~UTH SEEKER is an "apologist for the liquor 
interest." Of course the editor knows-if knowl
edge can be aslilumed as one of his possessions
that we are no more apologizing for the liquor in
terest than he would be apologizing for the Pres
byterian church if he should protest against its 
forcible suppression. 

--------~~--------

The Scottsboro, Alabama, Age says that Judge 
Bilbro's "devotional exercises in the opening of his 
court win praise from all church people." Un
doubtedly. If he should issue an omnibus injunc
tion restraining all the people in his diocese-beg 
pardon, we m:ean jurisdiction-from absenting 
themselvs from religious services on Sunday it is 
probable that that act would also "win praise from 
all church people." "Religious liberty," as they 
understand it, means the liberty to do as they 
please at the. expense of other folks. 

A prohibition paper has yet to learn that Harman 
and Wise in Kansas are imprisoned under United 
States instead of state law, and therefore hav been 
arrested and prosecuted by federal instead of state 
official!?, so that neither of the parties recently or 
at present dominant in that state is responsible for 
the persecutions. The Comstock postal statutes 
put Harman and Wise in prison, and for those laws 
members of Congress of both the chief parties are 
responsible. So also representative of both organi
zations favored the God-in-the-Oonstitution amend-

Canada's Greatest Essayist on the Action ot 
Canada's Postmaster-General. ment to the Constitution. Freethinkers, in voting 

for members of Congress and for state legislators, 
THE GRANGE, ToRONTO, Sept. 30th. 

DEAB SrR: You may be sure that you will always 
find me on the side of perfect freedom of opinion. 
Beliefs which cannot maintain themselTes by argu
ments in fair lists against all comers, ought not to 
be maintained at all. 

In the number of THE TRUTH SEEKER which you 
have sent me there is much to which believers in 
Christianity would object, as they would to many 
of the utterances of my late friends, Professors 
Huxley and Tyndall. But there is nothing, so far 
as I can see, to justify or excuse the exclusion of 
your journal from circulation. 

Yours faithfully, GOLDWIN SMITH. 
To E. M. MAcDONALD, 

Editor THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York. 

The Cartoon. 

The Christian often declares to the Freethinker : 
"If I believed as you do, I would lie, rob, murder, 
or commit any other <lrime." Hence it follows 
that. the moral influence of Christianity does not 
make the believer either moral or good at heart, as 
it fails to eradicate the desire to do wrong.; and 
the Christian is deterred from crime, not from any 
love of morality and right, but only through the 
influence of brutal superstition and cowardice. If 
the Christian would not commit the crimes he says 
he would, then he either tells a falsehood or exposes 
his ignorance of the true basis of morality, and his 
declaration reflects no credit on his religion, his 
morals, or his juilgment. Verily, what infamously 
bad people those Christians are at heart, if we can 
believe their own assertions, and how contemptible 
must be that creed which instead of making men 
truly good, only deters them from crime through 
fear! 

'£he Republican platform in this state declares 
for the "maintenance " of the Sunday law "in the 
interest of labor and morality." But that is all 
sham, of course, meant to cover the surrender to 
the church. This is shown by the utterances of the 
Zribune, the senior Republican organ, which talks 
piously about Sabbath " desecration," calls the 
Democratic convention " the Sunday Desecration 
convention," prates of the "sacredness of Sunday," 
and in every other way tries to make it appear that 
Sunday as a holy day should be maintained by law. 
It remains to be seen how much longer liberty-

hav to watch men rather than parties. 

"We hav certain laws in reference to the Sabbath. 
Certain work and certain things shall not be done on the 
Sabbath day. The Republican party has taken the posi
tion that these laws are right and they dare not retreat 
from it." 

So said Warner Miller with white face and trem
bling voice in the Republican convention in this 
state, and his earnestness scattered the plans of 
the bosses and carried the convention for the 
"maintenance" of the Sabbath laws. In the light 
of his interpretation, what becomes of the plea of 
many of the persons activ in the Sabbath law en
forcement fight that they want the law enforced 
merely because it is the law and that such enforce
ment will and is intended to lead to its modification 
or repeal? Miller says that the laws in question 
are ri,qht and hence must not only be enforced now, 
but kept on the statute books for all time. So, 
after all, this battle is not simply one for the main
tenance of law, as law, but for the maintenance of 
the church's Sl!l.hbath law, as a Sabbath law. It 
would seem that the atmosphere is getting clear 
enough for even the "no danger" people to see at 
least the headlines of the theocrats' program. 

In the struggle for equal liberty no dependence 
can be placed in the partisan press, religious, polit
ical, or other. The Turners of Syracuse hav de
manded the repeal of the present excise laws of the 
state and the legalization of the Sunday opening 
of art institutes, libraries, music halls, theaters, and 
agricultural and industrial expositions. Where
upon the .Morning Journal declares that while 
" local option must come," "the secularization of 
the American Sunday will never be accorded." It 
was but a few weeks ago that this very paper said 
that the people of New York would never submit 
to the "Puritanical observance of Sunday in defi
ance of our constitutional guarantee of religious 
liberty." This it affirmed definitly: 

"To force npon the people the cessation of all their 
ordinary amusements or occupations for a Puritanical 
Snnday is to compel a religions observance of a certain 
day, and such legislation is in violation of onr constitu
tional rights. The people at large, we are snre, love a 
quiet Sunday, bnt there is no authority to compel them 
to it." · 

Why this right-about face! How comes it that 
the Morning Journal has so suddenly discovered 
that one of the reforms it was then demanding 
and supporting by unanswerable argument will 
"never be accorded," while the other, local option, 
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''must come"! The answer is found in the fact 
that in the interval between the two declarations 
its party has held a state convention and pro
nounced for local option, but has dodged the Sab
bath law issue where it has not pronounced for 
such a law in the interest of "morality and temper
ance." The Journal has no principles but the ex
pediencies of peanut politicians. 

"A man ought to be true to his party. That is why we 
are here, and we hav come to stay. Break us, will you, 
ye dirty politicians? Well, break, and be damned in the 
hell of honest history. The breaking boughl!!, the falling 
trunks, the snapping roots will testify the truth even in 
death, and church and country in the generations that 
are coming on shall speak in honor of the 'whip' of God's 
unorganized democracy, the Prohibition party." 

That is a sample piece of scoria thrown out by 
that volcano of pious "reform," John G. Woolley, 
while in a state of eruption at Boston the other 
day. It may be well to explain for the benefit of 
some of our American readers that a "whip" is a 
member of a political party whose duty it is to 
"round up" the representative of his party in the 
legislativ body and hav them at hand when a vote 
is to be taken. The term is an English one and 
has not yet been acclimatized in the United States. 
This being understood, the significance of Mr. 
Woolley's remark becomes apparent at once. The 
Prohibition party is the divinely-appointed " whip" 
to bring "God's unorganized democracy" up to the 
polls to vote for Sabbath laws and all the other 
"reforms " dear to the heart of the pious paternal
ist. 

Nothing is more true than that the worshipers of 
the unjust laws of to-day are also the worshipers of 
the violators of the unjust laws of the past. The 
pantheon of humanity is filled with the statues of the 
glorified rebels. Those who are the readiest to 
crucify the thinker and the freeman of this age are 
the loudest in their praises of the persecuted 
thinkers and freemen of the ages gone. Even the 
preachers who are in a delirium of savage joy over 
the enforcement of the Sabbath law "because it is 
law," gladly lay their sacrifices on the altars of the 
dead insurgent heroes, real or mythical. Here, for 
instance, is Dr. Talmage, preaching on the legend 
of Daniel in the den of lions. He says: 

"I suppose the people in the street gathered under and 
before his window and said: ' Just see that man defying 
the law! He ought to be arrested.' And the constabu
lary of the city rush to the police headquarters and re
port that Daniel is on his knees at the wide open window. 
'You are my prisoner,' says the officer of the law, 
dropping a heavy hand on the shoulder of the kneeling 
Daniel." 

Cannot Talmage and his fellow-persecutors see 
the application of this to the existing conditions 
and the actors in the great drama now on the stage! 

A few weeks ago we had occasion to quote and 
comment on a story for children told by the Sunday
school 7 imes, in which a little girl would not come 
away from the open window during a severe elec
trical storm because she had been told that " God" 
would always take care of her. We severely de
nounced such faLse teachings and the paper which 
carried them to hundreds of thousands of children 
who are not old enough to know that the forces of 
nature are no respecters of persons and take no 
cogniz~~once of faith and childish trust. The Chris
tian. Reformer quotes a part of the paragraph and 
then says, referring to our indignant denial 'that 
THE TRUTH SEEKER is immoral, " Its own blasphemy 
is not demoralizing, but faith in God is." Expo
sure of Christian humbug is always "blasphemy," 
of course, and of all Christian humbugs the delu
sion of divine providence is one of the most gross, 
so we suppose that the theocratic editor really 
thinks we are "blasphemous." This is a reluctant 
concession of his honesty at the expense of his in
tellect. But really, in spite of this. concession, it is 
very difficult to think that· an educated man in this 
age of the world can believe that the forces of na
ture can be stayed or turned aside by the faith of 
the religious devotee. Before accusing us of " blas
phemy" in saying that "lightning will kill the 
trusting child as quickly as it will the worst crimi
nal in the world" it would hav been well for the 
Ohristian Reformer to explain why so many 
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churches hav been struck by lightning this season, 
in some instances wounding or killing several of the 
worshipers, as at Quakertown, N. J. In its own 
city of Allegheny three churches of its own denomi
national family, the Presbyterian, were struck in 
one day, as the dailies reported. Which is the 
more "blasphemous," Dr. McAllister, this fact or 
our mention of it ! 

The Freethought Letter Writing Corps will this 
week pour in upon Adolph Caron, postmaster
general of Canada, a flood of protests against the 
exclusion of THE TRUTH SEEKER from ·the Canadian 
mails. And for this purpose the Corps is composed 
of not only the regularly enlisted members but of 
all other readers as well. No matter where you re
side, write, argue, protest. All subscribers in Can
ada should denounce this outrage upon their rights, 
committed by a mere executiv officer, a servant of 
theirs, who haQ no more moral right to prescribe 
what they may receive through t-he mails and read 
than has the czar of Russia or the Arkoond of Swat. 
Subscribers in the United States and elsewhere 
outside of Canada are equally concerned in this 
matter and their remonstrances should be heard 
with those of their brethren in the Dominion. All 
are interested in the paper, all desire its prosperity, 
all will suffer to the degree that this usurping big
ot's ruling aftects for ill the cause represented by 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Within the next two weeks 
Postmaster-General Caron should receive thousands 
of letters that will challenge his attention and com
pel him to ask himself what justification he has for 
this high-handed proceeding. Request him to tell 
you what it is that he objects to in the paper and 
why he objects to it. Put him on the defensiv, in 
his own thought and conscience at least, even if 
you cannot extract from him a single written or 
printed word in vindication or extenuation of his 
despotic conduct. His address is Ottawa, Canada. 
Now all together. 

Oppressiv statutes and the endeavor to enforce 
them are the most prolific producers of hypocrisy. 
Every step in the latter-day Sabbatarian march to 
empire multifariously illustrates this fact. Tennes
see, where the war against the Adventists is hottest 
and most unrelenting, is naturally fairly overrun 
with hypocrite. We hav recently called attention 
to a few of them. Here is another. W. P. Mc
Donald is the editor of the Spring City Herald. In 
that capacity he has done his full· share of shrieking 
for the enforcement of the law in the case of the 
Adventists, "because it is the law." He is also the 
captain of Company "G," 2d Battalion, N. G. S. T. 
In the latter capacity he on August 5th published 
in a Spring City paper-while eight Seventh-Day 
Adventists were serving in the chain-gang there for 
"violating the Sabbath "-an order to his company 
directing its members to ass~mble in the armory at 
2 P.M. of Sunday, August 18th, for the purpose of 
starting on the march to the state encampment at 
Crossville. Failure to obey the order would be 
followed by arrest and punishment. And yet the 
Constitution of Tennessee says that " no person 
shall, in time of peace, be required to perform any 
service to the public on any day set apart by his 
religion as a day of rest." Blessed be the hypocrite, 
for they shall inherit the kingdom of cant. In this 
connection one of the editors of the American 
Sentinel writes: 

"Sunday, June 30th, just on the eve of the session of 
the court at which the Rhea County Adventists were con
victed for Sunday work, one for lifting a wheelbarrow 
over a fence, the writer of this note saw state militia 
marching in the streets of Dayton, almost in the shadow 
of the court house in which the Adventists were sen
tenced three days later." 

Facing foes as unscrupulous as these, who can 
believe that the battle for equal liberty is won, or 
that it can be won without united action ~nd des
perate :fighting all along the line! 

The logic of the partisan and fetich worshiper is 
something marvelous in its way. The New York 
7ribune, referring to the Warner Miller resolution 
adopted by the state convention of the Republican 
party, pledging that party to the "maintenance" 
-not enforcement, merely, mind you-of the Sab-
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bath law, says: "So now the Republican party of 
this state stands to-day-for what! For a 'blue 
law?' Not at all. Democrats enacted it. Repub
licans offer no apology for enforcing it." This 
is at once insincere .and sophistical. It is in
sincere because Miller's resolution commits the 
party to the maintenance of the Sabbath law as 
well as to its enforcement-or, rather, enforcement 
must be considered as only the condition of main
tenance, that is, the indefinit continuation of the 
Sabbath regime while the Republican party has it 
in its power to repeal the Sunday statutes. The 
7 ribune's assertion is sophistical because it implies 
that .the concealment by the "fence" of the booty 
of the burglar relieves both from the charge of 
theft. In other words, a blue law is not a blue law 
if one party enacts it and another enforces it ! Re
duced to the syllogistic form the 7 ribune's reason
ing would hav this appearance : 

That only is murder-in which the crime is planned 
and executed by the same person. 

In the case of the killing of Smith by Brown, it 
is established that Williams planned the deed. 

Therefore Smith was not murdered. 
Would-be criminals will please take notice and 

guard against punishment accordingly. Again the 
7 ribune: " Does it [the Republican party J stand 
for ' bigotry '! Not at all. There is no bigotry in 
a law which one party passes and another, accept
ing its duty and its responsibility, rigidly enforces." 
This is equivalent to saying that· if a Methodist 
majority enacts a law for the suppression of Free
thought literature and a succeeding Baptist major
ity enforces it there is no bigotry in the law nor in 
the intentions of its enactors and enforcers. White
law Reid should get off the editorial tripod and go 
to school again for a few years, taking his place at 
the foot of the primary class. 

A discursiv contemporary, before mentioned, con
founds the tentativ declaration made by the Con
ference of Political Reforms at Prohibition Park 
with the platform of the Prohibition party, and by 
so doing renders even more pointless all its criti
cisms of our comments upon it. That conference 
was not a convention of the Prohibition party, but 
a gathering of representative of various "reform" 
forces, and its purpose was accomplished when 
it put out this declaration upon which all could 
agree. The conference acted in harmony with the 
plan formulated by Woolley, which contemplated 
the election of executiv officers to enforce all existing 
laws (necessarily including all Sabbath stat
utes), the leverage thus given to enable them to secure 
more repressiv statutes and :finally to put into power 
the "new clean party built on Jesus Christ," the 
party through which "the church is in politics," the 
party built up on the plan that "honors the church 
and enforces the Sabbath." Like many other "re
forms" within the scope of the "plan," Sabbath 
observance enforcement was understood instead of 
expressed, because it was' the policy to express 
nothing that would drive away possible adherents, 
like the receptiv editor of the discursiv contempo
rary. This latter gentleman does not distinguish 
between "anti" and "non," although the two locu
tions are utterly dissimilar in meaning. He speaks 
of the " anti-Sunday plank in the Prohibition plat
form," when he means only the omission of allusion 
to the Sunday issue in the tentativ declaration, not 
of the Prohibition party, but of the Conference of 
Political Reforms. On the surface, the declaration 
is non-Sabbatarian, not anti-Sabbatarian, but tbe 
purpose of the overwhelming majority of its ac
ceptors is pro-Sabbatarian. AEJ to the Prohibition 
party, the discursiv contemporary says that it "is 
the nearest approach to an Infidel party known to 
American politics." We suppose that this must be 
so, for "extremes meet." The funniest of funny 
things about this whole business is the lumping of 
Cleveland, Harrison, and Bidwell together as Pres
byterians and denouncing them as such in the at
tempt to prove that the other parties are all more 
religious than the Prohibition. Evidently no oi:J.e 
hlljs yet told our discursiv contemporary that 
General Bidwell was the Prohibition candidate for 
president in 1892. 
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Call tor the Annual Congress. 
NEW YOBK, OOTOBEB 25TH, 26TH, A.ND 27TH. 

Z o the Liberals of America, Members of the .Free
thought Federation and Secular Union, and 
aU Societies organized jor the .Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Secular Government: 

It is of great importance that Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
to do and the work cannot be done by isolated 
eftort There are vast ecclesiastical combinations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freetho~ght, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
question!! immediately confront us : 

The Taxation of Church Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, 
The Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. The. conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now waged both in the 
states and in the national Congress, and a central
ized political power is being established for the 

· purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters ; and honest Freethinkers are im
prisoned to-day for dis~ussing questions of the ut
most importance to human improvement. Against 
these flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in every state, county, city, 
and village, should ba in activ communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the case that a Freethinker 
is alone in his community in the open support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. Religious bigots assume that 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on account of their own vast majority. 

When it is well understood that the Freethinkers 
of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Freethought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to support his cause. 
The theologian is naturally a coward. He perse
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease his persecutions, but even welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 

There is a great contest before us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra
cism. We cannot fold ou~· bands and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We must use the same instrumentalities 
that are constantly used by the churches. They 
hav their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessar;,· aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Congress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethoug-ht Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be. adopted and cordially carried 
out by friends of freedom throughout the country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
notified that such amendments to the Constitution 
will be proposed at the coming Congress as will 
enable the Union to consolidate with the Free
thought Federation of America. 
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The members of the Freethought Federation are 1 makes them more effi.caci~us-or whether th~y w;e 
also notified that changes of the same nature will in reality more e~e~tual m dermat.ology! which. Is 
be proposed· for its Constitution in order that it the branch of me.dicJn most ne~ded m rehc practice 
may unite as an organized body with the American -the fact remams that the J~alous fury of _the 
S 1 U ·0 I priests of Treves and Argenteull has not prevailed ecu ar Dl n. . . . . 

It is the general desire that there be one grand against the rehcs of Au-la-~hapelle. ~or centuries 
national organization adapted to all the needs of the people hav been commg there m e~ormous 
the present and future work .. Without doubt this num~e~s, and .a few ~eeks ago, when the rehcs were 
will be determined in a wise, conciliatory, and pro- exermsiDg the1r healing powers, the crowds were ~s 
gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks and meet the great as they were d';umg the Dark Ages-or m 
common enemy, the bigots of the Christian church. 1440, s~y,_ when, as hist~ry _tells us, a roof broke 
We work for the future; we work for humanity; we down, ktlhng scores of pllgnms. . . . 
work for the best interests ot civilization for the In 1895, the roofs were crowded with pilgrtms
liberty and the progress of all. Let u~ stand just as they were. in 1440, and probably with very 
bravely by our colors and unite in the c_?m.mon much the sam~ kmd of l?eople. The boas~, of the 
cause. There are vast and profound pnnmples Roxpan ch~rch Is th~t sh~ Is sempM· eade"!'- always 
which should harmonize superficial differences. We the same -and Judgmg from the mtellectual 
hav no creed to support, but always and everywhere caliber of th~ Roman ~atholics who go to Treves, 
the rights of man. This is the mighty battle- to Argenteui~, and Aix-la-Chapelle, very probably 
ground. Let us rally now as never before, with she b,?asts aright. . . 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthusiasm. We Th~s year, a~ the resp~ctful_Contmental JOurnals 
cannot evade the issue neither can the church itself. describe and Illustrate It by mstantaneous photo-

' t . . " E It is liberty or it is slavery. This is the conflict of grap~s, the scene was "mos I~pressi~. very 
the ages, and in the American Republic all that is mornmg at ten o'clock, a herald, m medu~val garb, 
most precious and ennobling is at stake. ~ppeared upon a stone g~lery far up amid th~ fly-

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, President. mg buttresses of the anment cathedral of AlX·l~-

The Holy Relics of A.ix-Ia-Chspelle. 
We hav frequently mentioned in these columns, 

says the San Francisco Argonaut, the bitter war 
which has long been waged between the towns of 
Treves and Argenteuil over their respectiv " Holy 
Coats." Both of these places claim to possess the 
garment worn by the ·savior of mankind at the time 
when he was about to be crucified-the same one, 
nrobably, which was cut up and divided among the 
Roman soldiery. Each town maintains that its 
"Holy Coat" is the only true and veritable garment, 
and that the oth~r is a fraud. Each town yearly 
gathers in large quantities of the shekels of the 
faithful, who annually repair to the churches where
in the sacred relics are preserved, for the purpose 
of curing themselvs of all sorts of maladies. Ac
tiv as is the quest of the priests of Treves and 
Argenteuil for the money of the pilgrims, their 
crusade against their rival is still more actiT. 

But there comes a time once in seven years when 
they bury the hatchet, cease at.tacking one another, 
and join forces against a common enemy. This 
common enemy is the cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle. 

At Aix-la-Chapelle the relics are not only more 
numerous than those at either Treves or Argenteuil, 
but they are infinitly more powerful. At Aix-la
Chapelle, the priests not only possess a garment 
once worn by the savior, but one belonging to his 
mother as well. But let us make a list of these 
wonderful relics. 

The "greater relics," so-called-there are a num
ber of minor ones, but we shall not weary our read
ers with these-are thus set down in a reverent 
Continental journal, from which we take the partic
ul!U.'s: 

First-The white gown-or "shift," as the Ger
man word used might be delicately translated
which was worn by the Virgin at the time when her 
son, the savior, was born to her. It is five and a 
half feet long. 

Second-The swaddling-clothes, of brown wool, 
in which the infant Jesus was wrapped. According 
to tradition, they were fashioned from a nair of old 
gaiters or leggings belonging to Saint Joseph, his 
mother's husband. 

Third-The fine linen shroud, spotted with blood, 
in which were enveloped the remains of St. John 
the Baptist, after his head was cut off. 

Fourth-The linen which was wrapped around 
the body of the savior during the crucifixion. 

There are a number of other relics in the great 
cathedral of Aix-la.-Chapelle, but in view of the size, 
the sanctity, and the healing power of those we 
hav mentioned, they are not worth enumerating. 

Once in seven ye11.rs, during the month of July, 
the priests of the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle ex
hibit these wonderful relics to the adoring gaze of 
the faithful. From all over Germany-nay, from 
all over Continental Eurone-bands of pilgrims 
pour into the city of Aix-la Chapelle. It goes with
out saying that the well ones are much edified, the 
sick ones are cured, and all leave large quantities 
of coin of various realms in the pious hands of the 
priests of the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle. It is 
at this time that the priests of Treves and of Ar
p-enteuil. forgetting their quarrel over their "Holy 
Coats," join forces, and attack the authenticity of 
the holy relics of Aix-la-Chapelle. 

But they hav not succeeded. Whether it be that 
the faithful are grateful to the Cathedral Chapter 
of Aix-la-Chapelle for tapping them only once in 
seven years instead of once a twelvemonth
whether it be that the greater number of relics 

Chapelle. Sounding a fanfare upon his herald s 
trumpet, he made proclamation as follows: "Hear 
ye ! Hear ye ! The faithful will now be permitted 
to gaze upon the smock of the holy virgin. Con
template it respectfully for the sake of God and the 
glory of Mary, in order that she may intercede for 
you with her divine son," etc. 

Then entered the clergy close upon his heels. 
There, high up in air, w1th grotesque stone gar
goyles grinning at them, not unlike those on the 
towers of Notre Dame, the priests assembled. 
From the stone gallery, a crimson velvet tapestry 
was hung. and on this as a background there were 
suspended, one after another, the shift of the virgin 
Mary, the lintln which wrapped the crucified one, 
the shroud of St. John the Baptist, and the swad
dling-clothes of Christ. And as the lesser priests 
held these " holy relics " in place, over them there 
stood the bishop, with miter and crozier, and 
blessed the rabble of pilgrims, crowding the roofs 
and the streets far below. And around them, far up 
on the flying buttresses, the great stone gargoyles 
grinned, while below, in the infernal regions, doubt
less the devil laughed. 

When the "exposition of relics " is finished, thEre 
sweeps into the cathedral a vast crowd-leprous, 
ulcerated, lame, halt, and blind. To them the 
priests pretend to minister, and to the priests they 
giv their offerings. As it was in the Dark Ages, so 
is it now. 

For the events we are describing took place in 
the city of Aix-la-Chapelle, in the empire of Ger
many,.in the month of July, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five. 

Verily, the boast of the Roman church is true
she is semper eadem-" always the same." 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible,'' should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R. 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense.'' And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN .. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason.'' Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TBUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad 
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur-
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

There Are Too Many That Way. 
''I see Si Hoecake claims to be a Freethinker. D.> 

you reckon he is?" 
11 Wal, not when hi$ wife is around, anyway,"~Puck. 
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News and Notes. 
From Bognor, through the varying palaces of the 

moonlit night, I again return to London. 
Sunday morning, September 1st, dawns with 

cloudless sky. I drift in the morning sunshine over 
to the home of Foote, and take my last smoke in 
the garden where happy hours hav passed. I hav 
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. George Ward, and meet 
our veteran comrade Tripp, of Brighton. In the 
afternoon I go to Finsbury Park, where Stanley 
Jones is wrestling with the Christians. He has a 
two hours' battle of it, but maintains the cause at 
every point. Stanley Jones is well equipped and 
has the energy and enthusiasm of a born reformer. 
He is one of the best workers in the field. I take 
tea with Mr. and Mrs. Fleming, and then we make 
our way to Foresters' hall, where I deliver my last 
lecture in England, "Ingersoll and Freethought," 
to a splendid audience-splendid iD numbers, splen
did in enthusiasm, splendid in its welcome to Mr. 
Foote as the representativ of British Freethought, 
and to his co·worker from America. I must thank 
Mr. Foote for the thorough-going manner in which 
Jae has supported my labors in the field, and for his 
whole-souled greeting to me as a guest. .He has 
been a comrade indeed, with chivalrous devotion 
to the cause. Success has been the result, as wit
nessed by this great and applauding gathering. 
Mr. Foote is a man full of resources. If one oppor
tunity fails, he seizes another. He has recently 
made a vigorous movement upon the West End, at 
St. James's hall. Bradlaugh in his palmy days 
made no effort upon this side of London. The im
portance of Mr. Foote's new departure is now con
ceded, and he has won fresh laurels in this cam
paign. He has met new faces and enlarged the 
sphere of Secular work, while abandoning no post. 
I believe the Freethought forces in London were 
never in better condition for advance, under this 
brave and cautious leader. I am sure that the series 
of lectures at Foresters' hall will be a pronounced 
success. The enthusiastic conclusion of my own 
labors marks the beginning of a victorious winter's 
campaign. Mr. Watts lectures the next two Sun
days, and he is a favorit with London audiences, as 
elsewhere, and always draws the full quota of our 
columns. I must thank him also for his unstinted 
aid. He arranged the whole course of my lectures 
in such a way that I could do the most work and 
see the best of the country. I could not hav accom
plished nearly as much without his cheerful assist
ance. I can only hope to repay the generosity of 
my British comrades when they come to see the 
grandeur and magnificence of America. Of course, 
while I admire the old country, with its vast accu
mulations of knowledge and art, I must still affirm 
that America beats the world, for in it is the im
measurable promis of the future. We may not hav 
done much yet, but think of the mighty theater, 
with mountains, rivers, lakes, and plains, in which 
millions of the human race will develop. Well, 
Foote and Watts must come to our shores, and I 
will show them a thing or two when they arrive. 
They shall hav a warm welcome, and they shall be 
assured that the Freethinkers of America appreciate 
the work they hav done as the representative of our 
British brethren; and through them we will join 
heart and hand with· all transatlantic comrades. 

THE TRUTH· SEEKER. 

past. After the tower we were guided into the 
State apartments, the Vandyck room, the Zucca
relli room, the Ante-room, the Grand vestibule, the 
Waterloo chamber, St. George's hall, the Guard 
chamber, and so forth; The paintings, statues, 
porcelains, curiosities that I looked upon, I cannot 
enumerate. It was a vast display, and I don't see 
that the queen can own it any more than the rest 
of us, for we certainly could enjoy all its beauty and 
draw lessons from its historic associations, its won
ders of human ingenuity and power. 

After we had visited the castle, and enjoyed an 
excellent repast purveyed by our good friend Victor 
Jackson, the same generous comrade secured a 
"trap," and we had a drive through the great park 
and to Runnymede. The "long walk," I believe, 
surpasses the world for grace and ornamentation. 
It is straight as an arrow for three miles-direct 
from the royal entrance of Windsor to the statue of 
George the Fourth. On either side are wide ranks 
of trees, and beyond these are open spaces of green 
fields, which, again, are hedged in by ampler for
ests. As we ascend towards the statue, the scenery 
broadens. Forest on forest appears ; fields are add
ed to fields; farther on are smooth pastures flecked 
with wandering herds, while the majestic castle, 
illumined by the setting sun, crowns the landscape 
with superb form. With soft, grassy banks, and 
bosom rippled by passing boats, the river flashes on 
our sight. The fair meadows of Runnymede stretch 
away where the shafts of sunset seem to glimmer 
on the armor of old barons. Quaint houses edge 
the road, with ivied walls and rose-embowered win
dows. Green hedges slip by us as we near the 
lighted streets, and the horse, spurred by thoughts 
of supper and guided by a skillful hand, gets on an 
extra move. It was a time when I could see Herne 
the hunter, and Falstaff, and the merry wives of 
Windsor, the oak in the moonlight with the fairies 
dancing about it, and the many-colored lanterns. 
Windsor is not simply the home of royalty. It is a 
palace of poetry, and its surroundings are replete 
with legend and romance. I must thank my friends 
for this day. Windsor Oastle will not be forgotten, 
nor the companions associated with its entrancing 
scenes. 

Tuesday is another day of notable experience. I 
visit Epping forest and its vicinity, the greatest 
play-ground in the world, where for miles one may 
wander in sylvan solitudes. This forest is now pre
served for the pleasure of the people. For centuries 
it was encroached upon by avaricious landlords, but, 
by act of parliament, hereafter its "contiguity of 
shade'' will be untouched, and millions can roam in 
its bowers and drink the pure air of heaven-espe
cially on Sundays. Such is the march of the people. 

Forder takes me out, and we land at Aybridge, 
Essex. Mr. Moody meets us at the station and 
takes us to White Hart hotel, of which he is proprie
tor. We hav a delightful welcome from both Mr. 
arid Mrs. Moody, who are Freethinkers, and together 
we take a drive to King's Head, at Ohigwell. This 
is an antique place, celebrated by Oharles Dickens 
in "Barnaby Rudge" as the Maypole. Of it the 
novelist says: "Such a delicious old inn, opposit 
the churchyard; such an out-of-the-way, rural 
place." It is to-day just as Dickens described it in 
"Barnaby Rudge." He lived here himself when he 
wrote that great book. It is said that Queen Eliz
abeth lodged here. No one knows when it was 
built, but scarcely any change has overtaken the 
place in its structure. The walls, the rooms, the 
window-panes, are the same. It is a place for dim, 
sweet memories. The garden is especially lovely. 
It has all sorts of little nooks, bowers, flower-beds, 
and grassy plots. No wonder Dickens loved thia 
place and fostered his genius with its exquisit sur
roundings. It is now kept by Tucker Bros., who 
warmly welcomed the Secular Pilgrim, having them
selva been denizens of America. If within twelve 
miles of London one wishes to see real old English 
buildings and rural life, and enjoy the luxury of 
unru:ffied quietude, he must find his way to King's 
Head, Ohigwell. It was to me a poetic revelation 
of the "things that were." 

White Hart hotel is also an attractiv caravansary. 
Mine host Moody is a provider of all good things, 
and believes in one world at a time. This is a 
favorit haunt of those who hunt and fish, and the 
little village is at times as crowded as the thorough-
fares of London. My day at Aybridge '\'as one of 
especial entertainment. 
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that reformers love to congregate here, for they can 
hav the good things of life, with brilliant surround
ings, in a free-and-easy fashion. I hate some hotels. 
It seems a sacrifice of radical principle to enter 
their stiff and stately corridors. But the Holborn 
has a broad and wholesome look, inviting to the 
iconoclast while he admires the beautiful. 

So we gather here, and it was one of the happiest 
occasions of my life. The friends are numerous 
and widely representativ of Freethought in Eng
land. George W. Foote presides over the festivities, 
with the Pilgrim on his right and the redoubtable 
Watts on his left. George Anderson, George Jacob 
Holyoake, Parris, Forder, Ward, Wheeler, Moss, 
Rowney, Mr. Gimson of Leicester, Mr. Gilhespie of 
Newcastle, Mr. Tripp of Brighton, 0. A. Watts, Ed
ward Truelove, Mr. Heaford, and Victor Jackson 
are among those who brighten the circle. The 
ladies who grace the banquet are Mrs. Foote, Mrs. 
Watts, Miss Jessie Nowlan, Mrs. Oharles A. Watts, 
Miss Vance, Miss Annie Brown, Mrs. W ilrd, Miss 
Robbins, Mrs. Heaford, and Mrs. Wheeler. Mr. 
and Mrs. Sumner are present and Mr. and Mrs. 
Moody of Aybridge. I cannot enumerate the whole 
because the names shine along somewhere toward 
a hundred, good and true friends, who link Eng
land and America in glorious comradery. From 
time immemorial eating together has been the sym
bol of companionship, a very sensible, solid mate
rialistic, and humanitarian custom which will no 
doubt endure as long as man has a good appetite 
and a generous heart. We did full justice to the 
ancient and honorable regime, and the Holborn 
certainly did its part in the hospitable program 
with triumphant felicity, while we did the rest. 
However, we did not consume in silence. The play 
of fancy mingled with the satisfaction of the mate
rial frame. Then came the after-dinner speeches, 
upon whose sacred altar Mr. Foote offered himself 
as the first victim. No one could do it more grace
fully, or with more genial effec~." He brought us 
at once into the glow of fellowship by his eloquence 
and humor. He did not clothe the occasion with 
melancholy. He looked upon the bright side of the 
farewell hour. "We are simply going to different 
fields of labor," he said, "and the same flag floats 
over us all." Then was drank the health of the 
representativ of American FreE~thought .. This was 
responded to first of all by George Jacob Holyoake, 
who spoke good words for American Freethought, 
of Ingersoll and his coadjutors, whose work is fol
lowed with interest throughout Great Britain. Mr. 
Holyoake referred to the letters of the Pilgrim, 
which he declared displayed a luminous knowledge 
of the fields of labor through which he had passed. 
I was glad to find that I had hit the mark and was 
on the whole a correct observer, for I considered it 
of the first importance to giv a veritable picture of 
these British Isles. Mr. Holyoake was followed by 
Mr. Gimsom and Mr. Parris, whose words were in
deed pleasant for me to listen to, and then came 
Watts, who is always good, and on this occasion es
pecially so, for he spoke out of the experiences of 
many years and many places. We had been 
together both in England and America, side by side 
with Ingersoll, with Bennett, with Macdonald, in 
the New World, and now with Foote and all our 
brave allies in the Old. Mr. Watts touched the 
deepest chords of the occasion and voiced its 
noblest meaning, and made a fitting and inspiring 
close to the splendid words which had been spoken 
in sympathy with the kindred people of America. 
I made response with heartfelt utterance to these 
fraternal greetings, and in behalf of America spoke 
the message of progress and universal brotherhood. 
"We need these occasions " I said, " in order to 
rejoice in hope and courage. We cannot work 
alone. We must work together. Liberty, science, 
and humanity are the words that blaze on our ban
ners, and above ia the noble motto of Paine, 'The 
world is my country.' " 

The speeches were follqwed by a recitation from 
Mrs. Oharles Watts, whose humorous descriptions 
of mankind and elevation of woman were recei\'ed 
with many plaudits. We were delighted that the 
"weaker sex" had such a brilliant representativ who 
was able to hold her own with such sparkling wit, 
and thus added to the eclat of the banquet. Then 
music filled the air, and merry songs made glad the 
heart. Mr. George Anderson afterwards gave one 
of the best speeches of the evening. Mr. Anderson 

Monday, August 26th, was also a day of pleasure, 
for I visited the far-famed Windsor Oastle with Mr. 
Victor Jackson and the secretaries of the National 
Secular Society and the London Federation, Miss 
Edith M. Vance and Miss Annie Brown. The sec
retaries were formerly residents of Windsor ; Miss 
Brown's father for nearly half a century has been 
employed in Windsor Oastle itself, and so with 
t)lese friends I had plenty of chance to see the glory 
of this magnificent structure, the largest royal resi
dence in the world. I do not know whether we 
could hav a Windsor Oastle without royalty or not, 
but it is certainly a precious gift to the present 
generation, and may it endure when democracy 
shall triumph. Kings and queens hav· flourished 
here and their day is gone; but not with them 
shali vanish the splendor of this imposing edifice. 
I cannot describe all I saw; I can only giv glimpses. 
Of course I climbed the Round Tower, and was re
paid for the somewhat difficult jour~ey up the wind
ing staircase. It was a memorable VIew that greeted 
the eye-the river Thames winding along, Eaton 
Oollege, the great forests, the deer and cattle, the 
vast fields, the city itself at my feet ; the castle with 
its walls and turrets, its moat, its gateways, its pa
vilions and chapels, its assemblage of massiv halls 
and chambers. Before me lay the accumulated 
result of the toils of many kings. It was a bright 
and beautiful picture, for little of tragedy is con
nected with Windsor Oastle, "The muses' and the 
monarch's seat.'' It reminds one of gorgeous rev
elry, of the brightness and not the darkness of the 

And now time rolls on to the farewell banquet. 
seldom speaks; he does the work; but when he 
does speak it is to the point. He referred to the 
arduous labors of Mr. Foote; the many difficulties 
that beset him ; the magnanimous spirit in which 
he had met them ; the bold methods to which he 
had resorted, and the success he had attained. He 
•spoke of the necessity of standing loyally by Mr. 
Foote, in order that there might be unity and con
centration in the Freethought ranks and victory for 
the cause. He proposed the health of President 

The Holborn is one of the most famous restaurants 
in London .. It is a bright, handsome, cheery place. 
It has an air both of elegance and comfort. At 
the hour of dinner, music fills its spacious halls. 
Flowers are seen on every side with tropical luxu
riance. In the Holborn you hav the "golden 
mean," art and beauty without depressing pomp 
or the restraint of rigid upholstery. No wonder 
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Foot~ which was drank with ringing applause. 
Mr. F~ote eloquently answered, affirming t~at he 
did not claim to be infallible, but that he dtd the 
best he could, and would continue to do so. He 
did not ask support for his individual opinions, but 
for the measures devised as chief of the party whose 
sole purpose was the advancement of the cau~e. In 
these we must combine. The response gtven to 
Mr. Foote shows that he has the entire confidence 
of t~e party ; that the heart of Freethought Britain 
is with him, and with Mr. Watts, Mr. Anderson, 
and hundreds of unflinching supporters, he will 
push forward the lines to assured victory. 

We close with singing "Auld Lang Syne." I can 
sing that song myself, and therefore it was a unani
mous melody. Everybody takes a hand in it, as 
well as a note. I join hands with Anderson on the 
final stanza, and this stanza is given with a vim 
that the bards of Scotland cannot surpass. What 
visions of the past, what glories of the future, are 
in this beautiful song, whose music is heard the 
world over, beside a thousand camp-fires and hearth
stones; on mountain, plain, and sea; in cottage 
and palace. After the song we still linger. This 
is the last time I shall see many friends. We shake 
hands and say good-bye. We know not what i11 before 
us, but we hav a heart for any fate. It's no use to 
repine or trust in providence. We trust in our
selva and hope for good fortune. There may be 
sundering oceans, but humanity bridges them all. 
The heart of man is mightier than time or space. 

SAMUEL p. PUTNAM. 

Important-Which Way! 
In his great lecture, " Which Way!" Colonel In

gersoll givs a commanding view of history and the 
two ways by which humanity has traveled-the 
"narrow way" and the "broad way," the way of 
theology and the way of freedom and science. He 
givs a pict11re of human development which is won
derfully instruotiv and kindles hope for the future. 
But the glory of to-day has been won only by toil, 
self-sacrifice, and martyrdom; and the glory of the 
future can be accomplished only in the same way. 
One of the most important points made by Inger
soll is concerning the two different methods of 
government, theological and secular-government 
by priests and government by the people. Grad
ually, amidst tremendous conflicts, the government 
by the people has triumphed. The theological 
government, however, is Rtill strong, and the ques
tion in our Republic, "Whieh way?" is by no means 
decided. It is for the American people to choose, 
and choose they must. From present indications 
it looks as if the old-fashioned, cruel, barbarous, 
theological way would be adopted. The Liberals 
must meet this issue and e:ftectually settle it. If 
they arouse themselvs they can choose the way of 
this Republic, the way of freedom, of science, and 
of humanity. "Which way?'' is a far-reaching 
question, and the eloquence of Ingersoll is a trum
pet blast to those who realize the necessity of con
tinued e:ftort. 

The great Freethinkers' Congress this month 
will emphasize the supreme queAtion. It is impor
tant to sustain this Congress.. We need the means 
for work and success. Do not fail to forward 
contributions. If each friend will do his share, all 
is well. In addition to the generous contributions 
reported last week I hav the pleasure of recording 
the following : 
R. G. Ingersoll .................................................... $25 00 
Hon. C. B. Waite ..... ,........................................... 5 00 
Daniel T. Ames................................................... 5 00 
L. G. Reed.......................................................... 5 00 
D. Freidenrich... ................................................. 2 00 
John L. Way....................................................... 2 00 
William Soudamore.... ... .... .. ... ... ...... ......... ...... ...... 2 00 

Send all contributions directly to me, in care of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

A Victory for Justice. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER some weeks ago gave an 

extended account of the efforts made by a few Free
thinkers of Augusta, Illinois, to secure the equita
ble taxation of the parsonages of the Christian 
and Methodist Episcopal churches in that town, 
illegally exempted by the assessor and board of 
aupervisors. The attorney-general and state audi
tor had decided that the buildings should be taxed 
under the law. What follows is the sequel to the 
story as told before: 

J>ETlTION FROM AUGUSTA TOWNSHIP. 
To the Honorable Board of Supervisors of Hancock 

County: Your petitioners respecttully show unto your 
honorable body, that they petitioned your honorable 
body at your last meeting to assess lot eight (8) in block 
two (2) in Abernethy's second addition to the village of 
Augusta in said county, and lot two (2) of the out-lots re
corded by Joseph Weinberg to said vill~e of Augusta, 
reference being hereby had to said petition; that your 
honorable body neither granted nor refused the prayer 
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of said petition, but ordered t~at hereafter all church 
property in the said county be listed for. taxes except the 
buildings used strictly for public worsh1p; that your pe
titioner, F. L. Chambers, presented this matter to ~on. 
M. T. Malony, attorney-generalof ~his state, andrecetved 
a letter from said attorney· general In reference thereto, .a 
copy of which is hereto attached and made a part of th!s 
petition [Attorney-General Maloney's letter appeared 1n 
our former presentment o~ the case]; t~;tat the assessor of 
Augusta township upon bemg shown sa1d l~tter promptly 
assessed said property and forwarded his assessment 
thereof to county clerk; that your petitioner !Ias _received 
a letter from said county clerk, a copy of which IS hereto 
attached, informing your petitioner, F. L. phambers, that 
the matter will be referred to the state s attorney and 
your honorable body. 

Your petitioners further show unto your honorable 
body that they are residents and taxpayers of Augusta 
township and that they respectf-.;r,l~y pe~ition your !tonor
able body to take direct and pomtiv actiOn upon th1s mat
ter, and assess said property according to law. 

Dated this 4th day of September, 1895. 
F. L. CHAMBERS, 
WILLIAM GOLM. 

CARTHAGE, ILL., Aug. 24. 1895. 
F L CHAMllERs, EsQ., Augusta, III., Dear Sir: The 

ass~ss:m:ent of the M. E. and Christilin parsonages of 
Augusta received. M. E. parsonage valued at $300, 
Christian at $200. I hav not made the entry on the as
sessors' books yet, but hav referred the matter to our 
state's attorney and will also call the attention of th~ board 
of supervisors to the same, at the September meetmg. 

Yours truly, E. MoOLuRlll, 
Clerk Board of Supervisors. 

On motion of Mr. Bush, said petition was re
ferred to the committee on equalization, and the 
clerk read the report of the committee on equali
zation on the assessment of certain church property 
in the village of .Augusta, which is as follows: 

To the Hon. Chairman and Board of Supervisors: We, 
your committee on equalization to whom ~as refe~red the 
assessment of certain church parsonages In the VIllage of 
Augusta, namely! lot 8 block 2 i_n A!Jernethy's second 
addition to the VIllage of Augusta In BSid county and out
lot 2 of out-lots recorded by Joseph Wienberg to said 
village of Augusta, beg leave to report that after due 
consideration we recommend that the county clerk be au
thorized to extend taxes on said property as returned by 
the local assessor. GEo. W. FRAZER, Chairman. 

Mr. J. F. Crawford moved that the above be 
amended by the insertion of the word " not " before 
the word " authorized." Motion lost. 

Mr. Sanderson moved that the report be received 
and adopted. Mo~ion lost. 

Mr. Crawford moved that the report of the com
mittee be laid on the table. Motion lost. 

DEAR Sm: The assessment of the M. E. and Christiap. 
parsonages of Augusta has been placed on the collector s 
book and the tax will be extended on the same. 

Yours respectfully, E. MoCLU:RE, Clerk. 
This is a splendid victory, because the battle was 

one for the secular principle and was won by the 
wise and determined fighting of two or three men 
in the face of much opposition and against the 
strong force of local public sentiment. The exam
ple of our comrades Chambers and Golm _sho?ld 
encourage Liberals everywhere to demand Justtce. 

Religious Fervor or Emotional Insanity l 
It is a long time since there has been witnessed 

in this country such an extraordinary display of 
religious emotionalism (if, indeed, there was any 
religion in it) as that at the Old Orchard camp
meeting ground down in Maine last Sunday morn
ing. Such an outbreak of religious frenzy would 
not be surprising among the ignorant, superstitious, 
and excitable Negro population of the South, but 
that it should occur in a staid, intelligent, and con
servativ New England community almost justifies 
the inquiry, " Is civilization played out?" 

It appears that a Christian Alliance revivalist, 
Rev. A. H. Simpson, has been conducting a series 
of revival meetings on the famous old camp ground. 
The attendance last Sunday was unusually large, 
and the appeals of the preacher in behalf of mission 
work were so impassioned and e:ftectiv that, when 
contributions wer~ called for, Simpson was literally 
overwhelmed with o:fterings. The audience was so 
inflamed by the preacher's zeal and earnestness that 
it became frenzied. A description of the remark
able scene says that the sermon was interrupted by 
the handing in of checks and money, and at its 
conclusion Rev. Mr. Holden, of Texas, went forward 
and laid upon the platform a deed of his entire 
property, consisting of land in California worth 
$10,000, and which, he said, ought to bring $7,500 
at a forced sale. Mrs. Holden joined in the gift, 
which swept away the couple's home and all they 
had saved, and, amid the excitement caused by the 
remarkable sacrifice, Dr. Simpson shouted, "Be
lieve and let go I" They did let go. Mrs. Mary D. 
Perkins, of Boston, pledged some property which 
she thought ought to bring $4,500 ; Mrs. S; M. 
Ely, of St. Louis, sent forward a note for $500, the 
proceeds of the sale of her diamonds, and tenders 
of various sums followed in quick succession, and 
in many instances simultaneously. Louise Shepard, 
the vocalist, tore her diamonds from her ears and 
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sent them to the platform, and, emulating her ex
ample, other women divested themselvs of their 
diamonds and precious metal jewelry, and sent it 
to Dr. Simpson by the hatful. One man contrib
uted $1,000, accompanied with a note that he 
hadn't a dollar left. Profiting by an appeal once 
successfully made by Frederick the Great, Miss 
Shepard said that she would meet those who 
wanted to "exchange gold for iron for Jesus' sake," 
and during the recess which followed she was kept 
busy giving iron watches for gold watches and iron 
crosses for jewelry. In all, 36 gold repeaters were 
exchanged for iron watches and valuable jewels 
were surrendered for iron crosses. The latter and 
the iron watches bore the inscription, "Gold for 
iron for Jesus' sake.'' As the report reads, "one 
woman, with a patient face, and poorly dressed, 
came up and passed out a gold watch that was 
evidently of old-fashioned make, probably her one 
valuable bit of jewelry. She looked at it for the 
last time, shed tears she could not keep back, and 
then gave it to Miss Shepard, saying, ' for the sake 
of Christ, I wish I could do morE~.'" When the 
gift-giving, which aggregated $75,000 in money and 
pledges, had ceased, Dr. Simpson said that, so far, 
men and women had given up only their earthly 
possessions, and he inquired, " How many of you 
will giv your lives for Christ? How many of you 
are ready to be sent to the mission fields in Africa?" 
One after another announced "I will go," until 
forty had responded. 

Every reader must judge for himself whether all 
this was a manifestation of religious fervor or of 
emotional frenzy. There are no doubt people with 
an old-fashioned sense of propriety and honesty 
who will insist that the people who gave all their 
possessions in a moment of frenzy should hav their 
gifts returned to them. Such persons will say that 
sane people do not giv away the savings of their 
lives, the means of saving themselvs from depen
dence and pauperism, and leave themselvs naked 
and helpless to the world. They will say that no 
matter whether those Old Orchard donors were 
hypnotized, narcotized, terrorized, ecstacized, or 
fanaticized it is clear they were sufficiently demoral
ized to entitle them to protection from the conse
quences of a temporary frenzy. Indeed, if there
vivalist is himself a man of honor, he will volun
tarily return those contributions and refuse to take 
anything from them until they shall hav returned 
to their . normal condition. If he will not do it 
voluntarily the authorities at Old Orchard should 
compel him to do so. 

No one will question the right of sane and re
sponsible persons to contribute liberally to the 
Christianization of the heathen of Africa and the 
Orient, however some may doubt the wisdom of 
such efforts. But assuredly there are poverty and 
heathenism enough at home demanding the prayers, 
preachments, and philanthropies of the charitable 
and the good. If missionaries are needed anywhere 
in this wide and wicked world, they are needed at 
this very tjme in Tennessee, where certain good 
Christians hav decided that the religious doctrine 
held by the Seventh-Day Adventists are wrong, 
particularly that feature of their creed that recog
nizes the injunction of the Bible to rest on the 
seventh day. In spite of their predilections in the 
way of moonshine whisky _and killing revenue 
officers and duelling and perpetuating bloody 
family feuds, the people of Tennessee are as pious 
and ready to fall into religious frenzies as the peo
ple of Old Orchard. A number of excellent Chris
tians hav been indicted and put in the chain gang 
to work on the public roads for reserving the right 
to observe Saturday as their day of rest-the Sab
bath prescribed by the Bible. Divested of its legal 
flummery the sole charge upon which they hav been 
sentenced to ignominious labor as criminals is that 
their religious belief di:fters from that of their neigh
bors. So long as such outrages can be perpetrated 
in this country in the name of the Christian Sab
bath it is ridiculous to spend money and sacrifice 
lives in converting the Confucians of China and the 
Buddhists of India to Christianity. There could 
be no greater absurdity than sending missionaries 
to China while we hav a whole state full of heath
ens in .our own land who persecute and torture 
their fellow beings for a quibbling and inconsequent 
difference in rlilligious belief, to say nothing of the 
swarms of other heathen in the slums of New York, 
Boston, Chicago, and every other large city in this 
"Christian land.''-.Minneapolis 'l'imes. 

The American Protectiv Association are endeav
oring to hav the Papal Ablegate banished by legis
lativ enactment. If the Yankees were true freemen 
and upholders of their independence, they would 
simply laugh at any man who, dressed up as a 
clown, pretended to be the agent of an almighty 
deity.-Secular Z hought. 
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Observations. 
A contributor to Lucifer, discussing the matter 

of dress, observes : " We are slowly advancing, and 
it may be that Christian nations will in the remote 
future become as civilized as Japan." The Kansas 
people may be able to see further into the forward 
vista than those of the East, but to us here the 
thought of such a possibility would be regarded as 
an apocalyptic vision of extreme wildness. The 
tendency is in the opposit direction. It is true 
that none of the political parties has taken up the 
matter, but the Republican plank dealing with the 
interests of morality is known to be a stab in the 
general direction. Meanwhile the cry of the pul
pit is, "Down with bloomers," and t~e wea~ers of 
those articles of dress are strengthenmg thell' sus
penders in anticipation of a decisiv assault. It is 
well to be reasonably hopeful, but exaggerated 
enthusiasm may do more harm than good. 

Among the new stories that Ohauncey M. Depew 
brings back from Europe is an account of his visit 
to the holy gulch in the foothills of the Pyrenees 
called the Grotto of the Virgin at Lourdes. He 
saw there he says, a young woman who, acccprding 
to the st~tement of the promoters who exhibited 
her, was lately affiicted with tw~nty-eight-or 'Yas 
it orie hundred and twenty-eight T - "runnmg 
sores" on her leg. Having importune? the Virgin 
and been dipped in the creek, a cure iS alleged to 
hav resulted, and she was the star miracle of grace 
when Ohauncey struck the camp. Of course he 
had to see her. She repeated her lines as she had 
been taught to do; the attendants parroted their 
parts, and then the limb was liberally displ~yed. 
The spectator testifies that he could det~ct discol
orations of the flesh, as though there might once 
hav been boils on it; but then, having said thus 
much in the interest of popular delusion, he adds: 
"I did not see the girl before the cure." That is 
the fatal defect of all miraculous cures. We do not 
know the patients before and after taking. If .there 
is anything the matter with them t~ey are not 
cured; and if they are cured, there .is always a 
hopeless lack of evidence that anythmg ever was 
the matter with them. This broad general remark 
explains all the particular cases of healing by faith. 

A citizen of Italy, though in the enjoyment of 
connubial advantages, might be excused for saying 
he does not know whether he is really married or not. 
The Oatholic church forbids its members to enter 
into matrimony through the civil gateway, and 
holds that all relations und~"r state sanction are 
illicit. The state, in retaliation, denounces relig
ious marriage as" concubinage." Oivil officers who 
perform the ceremony are anath?matize? by the 
pope, and if a bill now before ~arhament is pass~~· 
all priests who celebrate marriages before the ClVil 
ceremony has taken place will be prosecuted by the 
government. In a sc~~p of t~is k!n?, between rival 
candidates for a pOsitiOn which is in all respects a 
sinecure it cannot be easy for the people to decide 
offhand 'which ought to win, if either, or whether 
a compromise is the more desirable. It wo~ld, 
however, be plainly to the advantage of both priest 
and politician to make the fight a short one. For 
if those coupled by the church .become convince.d 
from experience that . t~e sanction of the st~te iS 
superfluous; if those JOmed by the state arrive at 
the same conclusion as regards the offices of the 
church and if then the church-coupled and state
joined 'compare notes and learn that neither hav 
Jost anything through the absence of secular sanc
tion on the one hand and church sanction on the 
other, they are likely to discover between them that 
both altar and throne hav been getting an unearned 
increment which may as well be shut off. Then 
there would be the devil to pay, with no parson or 
squire to heat the pitch. 

A medium named Batdorf, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., it is learned, has been arrested for using the 
mails for alleged fraudulent purposes. I presume 
that Mr. Batdorf is one of those persons who pro
fess ability to cure disease by correspondence, or to 
foretell the future to magnetize paper or slates or 
planchets, or to il~part mediumistic powers-none 
of .which things it is likely that he can do, though ~e 
may honestly think that h? does them. ~ll. ~~s 
prosecution raises the question whether it iS legiti 
mate for the shrewd to profit by the credulity of 
the foolish. If it is not, it seems to me that a good 
many persons will hav to ?hai?ge their occupation~. 
ULder the universal apphcat10n of such a rule-if 
all must demonstrate the value of their services ~~
fore receiving pay for them-how would our politi
cians liv T Even the gentlemen who framed and 
voted for the law to suppress spirit mediums might 
find themselvs open to an engagement. And then 
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how about the priests and ~inisters who, u~der t~e 
pretense of insuring you a JOyful welcome in a dis
trict not reached by any postal system, accept an 
honorarium for prayers and blessings, for masses 
and sermons, for the exposition of alleged relics, 
and for other services of no appreciable valueT They 
even profess to sanctify marriage ~nions which to 
all intents and purposes are bargams and sales of 
the person, and a fraudulent use of both males and 
females. These are permitted to conduct their 
bogus trade, I apprehend, on the principle that .a 
fool and his money are soon parted, and there is 
no help for him. The medi~mist~c craft is com
parativly modern, and the law is designed to prot~ct 
those who are not yet on to its curvatures and sm
uosities; but the church, on the other hand, is such 
an old stand-by fraud that even the farmers from 
Wayback, who don't read the papers, hav no excuse 
for being taken in by it. I see no other reaso~ 
than this for the discrimination between such medi
ums as are fraudulent and all ministers. 

The adherents of the doctrin of design, the be
lievers in the purposefulness of creation, hav not 
as yet been utterly routed and driven from their 
strongholds by the advocates of evol~ti~n- Among 
the eTidence relied on by the evolut10msts to con
fute their opponents, the so-called teleologi~ts, is 
that of the rudimentary organs-those parts m hu
man bodies which really hav no function, and yet 
exist in form. They pomt to our useless muscles, 
such as those which in the lower animals are em
ployed in whisking the ears or twitching the s~in, 
or to the little fold in the corner of the eye, which 
is all that remains of the nictitating membrane, o~: 
third eyelid, observable in other animals and in 
birds ; and they ask the teleologists why w_e hav 
these if we were created perfect. The evolutionary 
theory is that such organs, inherited from our 
brute ancestors, are bound to disappear when they 
are no longer of use, and that those· mentioned are 
now on their way toward extinction. B~t an ac
ceptor of the design argument. bares his n;t~nly 
bosom, and, calling our attention to the Vlsible 
remnant of a mammary system, inquires why it 
continues to exist, unchanged since the Pliocene 
epoch, if useless organs always tend t? disappear. 
And the evolutionist cannot say a word in reply ; for 
if this apparatus is not useful in the male organ
ism, beast or human, then, according to the evo
lutionary doctrin, it ought not at present to be 
there. 

Evidently neither the evolutionists nor the "pur
posefulists " hav looked at this thing at long range, 
casting a prophetic eye over the future develop
ments of the race and individuals. It is altogether 
too early yet for conclusions, but the rapid advance 
of the female sex, and a noticeable tendency toward 
effeminacy in the other-here the New Woman and 
there the Dude-ought to suggest something to the 
thoughtful. It is boldly argued by scientific per
sons-Mrs. E. D. Slenker, for example-that woman 
is really the superior sex; and of course, if t.hat is 
so, it is only a question of time when she wlll a~;~
sume the supremacy and man will be reduced to the 
subordinate position now occupied by her. Natu
rally, also, there will be an exchange of duties. 
The superior being is not likely to ~it in .the h?use 
while the other one attends to busmess m an mfe
rior manner. And if this reversal of duties occurs, 
it follows as a matter of logic that the activ partner 
of the concern is not going to be hampered with 
the care of infants. Any man can see how it would 
cripple him if he had to nurse children while en
gaged in business pursuit.s, and it could not be 
otherwise with a woman. We see a great many 
strange things in this universe which a facet~o~s 
creator has provided for our amusement, and it iS 
quite conceivable that the authority with which he 
has dressed the male sex is only temporary. Per
adventure, then, the parts that in our ignorance we 
regard as without function are only dormant, that 
is, taking a rest. When we contemplate the extent 
to which woman has within tbe past few years 
usurped the place-s wherein man was thought to be 
secure, and when we consider the efficiency with 
which she now does the work that formerly only a 
man could do, we naturally cast about us for a cor
responding invasion of the doma;n of woman by the 
opposit sex. Somebody must fill the corset she 
leaves vacant; and the _question is whether the cir
cumstances here discussed indicate wit-h any cer
tainty who it will be or how well the J1ecessi~ies ~f 
the case will be met. Gynrecomasty, which iS 
necessary to a perfectiy satisfactory performance of 
the office aforesaid, is not altogether unknown at 
present, and it may hav been common to Eocene 
man. A recrudescence of it is certainly among im. 
aginable events, an~ if it occurs the teleol?gist's 
goose is cooked-he iS down~d for keeps; while the 
scientific doctrin of Adaptation, the causal and me-
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chanical view of living nature, will be placed· on .a 
firm foundation. GEo. E. llionONALD. 

Archbishop Corrigan'R :Miracle-Joint. 
Oolonel Ingersoll lectured in Oolumbia theater, 

Brooklyn, last Sunday evening to a large audience. 
His address was entitled " Which Way?" If the 
New York Press is to be believed, "he went out of 
his way to make personal attacks," but when it is 
known that the passages complained of are embod
ied in the lecture as printed in pamphlet form, the 
statement of the Press loses some of its force. Here 
is what Oolonel Ingersoll said that stirred up the 
faithful: 

"At the present time, in the city of New York, 
Oatholic priests are exhibiting a piece of one of the 
bones of St. Anne, the supposed mother of the Vir
gin Mary. Some of these priests may be credulous 
imbeoils, and some may be pious rogues. If they 
hav any real intelligence they must know that there 
is no possible way of proving that the piece of bone 
ever belonged to St. Anne. And if they hav any 
real intelligence they must know that even the 
bones of St. Anne were substantially like the bones 
of other persons, made of substantially the same 
material, and that the medical and miraculous qual
ities of all human bones must be substantially the 
~ame. And yet these priests are obtaining from 
their credulous dupes thousands and thousands of 
dollars for the privilege of seeing this bone and 
kissing the box that contains the ' sacred relic.' 

"Archbishop Oorrigan knows that no one knows 
who the mother of the Virgin Mary was ; that no 
one knows about any of the bones of this unknown 
mother; he knows that the whole thing is a theo
logical fraud ; knows that his priests, or priests un
der his jurisdiction, are obtaining money. under 
false pretenses. . 

"Oardinal Gibbons knows the same, but neither 
of these pious gentlemen has one word to· say 
against the shameless crime. · 

"They are willing that priests, for the benefit of 
the church, should make merchandise of the hopes 
and fears of ignorant believers; willing that fraud, 
that produces revenue, should liv and .thrive. . 

"This is the honesty of the theologian. If either 
of these gentlemen should be taken sick, he .w?ul~ 
not touch the relic ; he would send for a physiman. 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
THE Newark Liberal Leagne will resume its meetings 

the first Snnday in Octob!lr (to-morrow), at 177 Halsey 
st corner of Market. Addresses by T. M. Fuller, for
m~rly an orthodox clereyman, as follows: At 3 o'clock 
p M. "The Universal Law of Prayer." At 8 o'clock, 
,; W~s the Hnman Raae Ever Lost?" Mr. S. P. Pntnam 
lectnres before the Newark Leagne Oct. 20th. 

JAMES E. LARMER, JR., of 119 Poplar st., New :EJ;aven, 
Oonn., is to make a lecturing tonr across the contment, 
opening at Newark, N. J._ ~hence he goes throng~ 
PennsylVBnia Ohio and Ilhnms, and westward to Cali
fornia. His ~nbjecis are "Fact~ ~bo!lt ~~e Bible," and 
"The Rise and Decline of Ohrlstiamty. Mr. Larmer 
will attend the Convention in New York, Oct; 25th, 26th, 
and 27th. 

THE Friendship Liberal Leagne, Georg~ L<?ngford, 
secretary meets at 7:30 every Snnday evenmg m War
ner's Hah, Broad and' Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 
Oct. 13, 2:30 P.M., "The Snnday Qnestion.•: Franklin 

Steiner. At 7:30, "Jeans Ohris6 as a Gnid!l for Hu
manity." Franklin Steiner. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, :t20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October: 
Oct. 11-"Jesns: God, Man, and My~,h." E. J. Bowtell. 
Oct. 28-" My Theory of Soul Atoms. 0. S. Hartmann. 
Oct. 25-Union Meeting with A.S.U., 5th av. and 19th st 

THE Women's Liberal Leagne of Philadelphia mE)ets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett ~mld
ing northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, secretary. 218 So. ~ighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30A.M. 
to 10 P.M.; dnes, 15 cents per month. October lectures: 
Oct. 9-" The Battle with the Pinkertons." Ex-Burgess 

McLuckie, of Home11tead. . 
Oct. 16-" The Historical Develo:rment of AnarchlSDl," 

John Most. . , 
Oct. 23-"Vegetables vs. Hnman Parasites.' Max Stal,-

ler, M.D. . 
Oct. 30-"Lincoln and Ghrist." Dr. Barr. 

Colonel lng('rsoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Oct 5-S Framingham Mass., TheFonndation of Faith 
Oct' 6-Boston Mass ... : ........... The Foundation of Faith 
Oct: 7-Manch~ster. N. H ......................... Which Way? 
Oot. 8-Portland, Me ................................. Which _Way? 
Oct. 9-Glonoester, Mass ................................... L~ncoln 
Oct. 10-Leominster, MaBB ................. _ ............... Liberty 
Oct. 11-Brockton, Mass .............................. Shakspere 
Oct. 12-Pawtucket, R. I ................................ :.Ltncoln 
Oct. 13-Providence, R. !.. ......................... Which Way? 
Oct, 20-0hicago, Ill ...................................... .. 
Oct. 21-Anrora, 111. ....................................... .. 
Oct. 22-J oli&t, Ill ......................................... .. 
Oc.t. 23-Banville, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 24-Bloomington, Ill ................................ . 
Oct. 25-Bnrlington, Iowa ............................... .. 
Oct. 26-Keokuk, Iowa ................................... .. 
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~ettera of q;,riends. 

The Procession is Unbroken. 
CBEBRY VALLEY, WAsH., Sept. 9, 1891>. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and " Pictorial Text-
Book." Gxo. B. KITTLE. 

LIMA, 0., Sept. 16, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $11.50 

for "Short History of tbe Bible," "Picto
rial Text-Book," and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one year. ALFRED A. CBEPS. 

The Work Will Go On. 
MAuoo, FLA., Sept. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose renewal of my 
subscription for one year. I am much 
pleased with it. May yon continue the 
good work yon hav begun. Wishing yon 
every success, Yours, etc., WM. BRowN. 

After Years of Waiting. 
CANASTOTA, N.Y., Sept. 16, 1895 

MR. EDITOR: After over two years' im
patience I am able to send for "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethonght," and add 
one more year's subscription to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. My subscription is over
due, bot I waited so as to send for the 
book and paper together. Yours for troth, 

MRs RosELLA L. S'!'ISSER. 

Of Course He is Pleased. 
NoRTH AMHERST, 0., Sept. 9, 1895. 

M "l. EDITOR: The "Freethinker's Pio
toriKl Text-Book" and the first number of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER duly to hand, and 
many thanks. I am more than delighted 
with the book-it should be in the hands 
of every Freethinker in the country. I 
am going to use my influence here in its 
behalf. lnoloAed please find a small order. 

Yours truly, ALEXANDER C. KERR. 

A Tribute to D. M. Bennett. 
CoNTINENTAL, 0., Sept. 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which 
please send me "Christian Questions and 
Arguments Answered." I want them for 
distribntirm among some of my Christian 
friends. I consider it the most convincing 
and oonolnsiv thing I hav yet· seen in Lib
eral literature. The copy that I got of 
yon a .. short time ago, among some other 
pamphlets, is going the rounds, bot I want 
some more. A. JACKSON. 

The Intrinsic Greater than the Exchange 
Value. 

CITY OF MExwo, Sept. 6, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER came 

regularly to me while I was in Oaxaca, also 
"Popes" and "Pictorial Text-Book," all 
of which hav given me much satisfaction. 
If the price for the books were equal to 
their intrinsic value, I would still owe yon 
a small fortune. 

Herewith I inclose $6. · Please do me the 
favor to square the old account, and send 
to my new address books named herein. 
If there should be any money left, please 
place it to the Wise Fond. 

Very sincerely, A. J. RIGBY. 

We Wish Yon Victory. 
CoRSIOANA, TEx., Sept. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please credit inclosure on 
my subscription account. I am behind 
time, I know, bot having been besieged so 
long by a formidable enemy, poverty, I 
am compelled to struggle and learn better 
tactics to conquer hereafter. I am now in 
a good way to assault his fort and make 
him pay the interest owed me for the last 
four years. I shall divide and send yon 
soon a slice of the spoils in order not to 
feel as bad as I do when threatened with 
the discontinuance of your paper, without 
which I would get the blues. 

We are muzzled everywhere on Sunday 
now, except in France, where, if yon hav 
money to spend, yon are at liberty to do 
so. PAUL COEFFEY. 

For Defense and Propaganda. 
CAPLINGER's MILLs, Mo., Sept. 13, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: lnolosAd please find $3-$1 
for the J. B. Wise Fund, $1 for the Fleck
ten school oase,andfortheremaining dollar 
yon may send me eight copies of " A~e of· 
Reason," as I think I can use that number 
to good advantage in this benighted re
gion. The wind-pedlars hav been with us 
tor the past two or three weeks, adding 
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fuel to the flames of hell and branding In
fidelity as denying God, Bible, and every
thing that is just and good. Infidels know, 
and all the Christians I hav heard expre6s 
themseivs believe, that what was said, or 
the greater portion, at least, was gross 
superstition and misleading, and as a re
sult some of them (Christians) hav ex
pressed a desire to investigate the subject 
for themselvs and ask me to get them a 
copy of our bible (the "Age of Reason"). 

Yours for troth, W. A. WHINREY. 

We'll Greet Yon Again in '96. 
WARIIEN, 0., Sept. 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I send yon herewith my 
renewal for THE TRUTH SFEKER. This 
will very possibly be my last remittance, 
as I am now in my eighty-fourth year, and 
the mile-stones of life most in the nature 
of things be nearly all passed. I cannot 
say, however, that life has not been worth 
living. I hav tried to liv not for myself 
alone. I hav found the roses and thorns 
growing upon the same bosh, and be it 
fate or be it what it may, I hav tried to do 
my dntv as I saw it, regardless of conse
quences or destiny. 

We are never dead sore we are right on
less we believe those who are opposed to 
us all wrong. I still believe more confi
dently than ever that our orthodox friends, 
the enemy, are all wrong. 

Wishing yon success and prosperity, I 
remain, Yours, THOMAS DouGLASS. 

Additional Facts about Jeremiah Hacker. 
BARRE, MAss., Sept. 19, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I was surprised that no 
mention was made in the mortuary notice 
of Mr. Hacker that he and his wife up to 
the time of her death-six years ago-for 
several years had received regularly each 
month $20 from that grand, good man, 
Photias Fisk, and after her death he was 
paid $10 a month until Mr. Fisk's death 
in 1891. I am greatly surprised if Mr. 
Fisk did not leave an annuity of $120 to 
Mr. Hacker during his life. 

Another important omission -Mr. Hack
er, for forty years, was too hard of hearing 
to engage in common conversation. When 
I lectured in Portland, Maine, in 1858, he 
called to see me and was so deaf I could 
converse with him only through some of 
his friends. I never knew he was restored 
to his hearing. I feel it doe him and his 
friends that these facts should be noted in 
connection with his demise. 

ELLA E. GIBSON. 

A Live Liberal in a Live f'ity. 
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I read the denial from Mr. 
Hagnewood of High Shoals, Ga., in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Here is another denial 
that appeared in the Minneapolis Times, 
which I secured from the postmaster at 
Athens, Ga.: 

Readers of the Times will remember 
reading a short time ago a telegraph item 
from AthenA. Ga., in which it was related 
that Wm. Hagnewood, while profaning 
and declaring that there was neither God, 
heaven, nor hell, was struck dumb, and that 
great excitement prevailed throughout 
that community. E. B. Mohler, with 
Harrison & Smith, of this city, had enough 
interest in the matter to write a letter to 
the postmaster at Athens, Ga., and in re
ply rPoeived the following letter: "Dear 
Sir: No troth in the sensational features 
of t.he matter. Mr. Hagnewood is diseased 
and subject to attacks of partial paralysis, 
always losing his power of speech under 
excitement. He did not blaspheme. Re
spectfully, James Farrel, postmaster." 
This letter will be interesting to many peo
ple. 

I will follow up every snob fake story 
that is sent to any of our flapers here and 
havthe troth known. Of course the send
ers of snob a tale hav an excuse, for Paul 
lied for the glory of God, and they hav to 
in order to keep his glGry before the peo
ple. Minneapolis is a fine city full of busi
ness on Sunday, and has many Freethink
ers. Yon can see the streets undergoing 
repair, and even buildings being erected, 
on Sunday; yon can buy anything yon 
wish, and see all kinds of sport, and the 
city is in its bloom. We are just through 
with a great carnival and fair week. Any 
Christian can hav an argument through 
onr papers, and our city editor on the 
Times will help the Liberal out if he 
needs any help. 

Yours for trnth1 ]/. B. MOElLER, 

The Book Agent in a New Role. 
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Sept. 23, 295, 

MR. MDITOR: I am afllioted with inter
mittent mental exeroitations other than 
those pertaining strictly to bread and but
ter, and here is a set of them: 

Sunday, September 22d, I was visited by 
some friends. A portion of the entertain
ment consisted of a miniature Freethonght 
campaign conducted hy myself. It was 
precipitated by exhibiting "Four Hun
dred Years of Freethonght." A ladv sat 
down by me and I proceeded as if canvass
ing to sell her a copy of the book. Others 
were listening, and finally the "book 
agent's" flow of words was snob that the 
lady arose, walked sway, and refused to 
return, bot, npoa invitation by another 
party, the "agent" continued, and soon 
the canvasser began to warm the ideas of 
the othAr party also. By this time the 
ladv had returned and began asserting as 
true various things only imagined by her
self. She is very confident the Lord 
watches over her and everybody else, and 
told the following as her reason for so be
lieving: One time she was sick and in 
much pain. A baby boy of hers "knelt 
down by the side of the bed and made one 
of the sweetest little prayers ever heard." 
Immediately her pain left and she went to 
sleep. She knows the pain left because 
that little boy asked the Lord to drive it 
away. 

We sat down to dinner and neither dis
cussion nor excitement had subsided. Af
ter a few moments one of the party re
marked that she was hungry before sitting 
down at the table, bot that the talking had 
taken away her appetite. Then said I, "To 
be consistent with the prayer story, the 
Lord most hav taken the appetite away," 
bot I explained it as follows: The words 
of the child and the thoughts relating to 
the child had distracted the attention of 
the mother from her pains, and being wea
ried, she dropped asleep. For, had the 
child prayed silently any length of time, 
unbeknown to the patient, there would 
hav been no cessation of pain from that 
cause. Just so the mind of the hungry 
lady was distra.oted from her appetite by 
the discussion, and she was temporarily nn
oonsoions of the sensation of hunger. The 
one who believes in the prayer core re
fused to admit that if the " Lord " took 
away her pain, he also took away the 
hunger. However, the oases are exactly 
parallel, and if the Lord had anything to 
do with the bodily pain he likewise took 
pity on the stomach. 

I told the lady that, with her belief, if 
she were out in Denver, Col., now, she 
would be camping out at night to get in 
line next morning and be favorably af
fected for any malady by touching the 
Messiah who is doing miracle!! among 
the ignorant and superstitions. She knew 
better than that, however; bot let that 
Messiah be indorsed by one preacher, and 
she would undoubtedly believe in all that 
he is reported as doing. 

Through my influence, she had read a 
little in Paine's " Age of Reason," and 
said her opinions of Paine had been favor
ably changed. 

I conduct private campaigns with indi
viduals, often three hours at a time, and 
am surprised at the tenacity with which 
they hug a fraudulent idea. Ingersoll 
says he sometimes thinks there is nothing 
quite so powerful in this world as a lie. 
To some extent I believe in the dootrin of 
election. The elect are the ones who can 
be helped and think their way through 
and beyond the mists of mere guess-work 
to the solid basis of what we do know. If 
we do not know a thing, it is a fact that 
we do not know it. Asserting a guess or a 
lie to bo true does not alter the status of 
the lie nor humiliate the troth, as troth, 
when revealed. · 

After worshiping the cool breezes and 
natural scenery in the woods at Fordham, 
the party disbanded for the day without 
an added subscription for "Four Hun
dred Years." However, fair warning; 
truth and book agents are persistent. 

L. D. CRINlll. 

A Grave Misapprehension of Principles 
and Facts. 

SPRINGFIELD, ILL,, Sept. 15, 18115. 
MR. EDITOR: I want every reader of 

THE TIHJTH SEEKE:a to hunt up l!.is copy 
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of Sept. 7, 1895, and torn to the de
partment of "Letters of Friends" and 
read an editorial comment on my letter 
published therein, and note what yon eay 
in reply to my reference to " alliance" of 
church and state. I want every reader to 
note the line in italic letters, to wit: "Ev
ery day growing closer." This phrase 
follows the statement: "It is the troth 
that there is an alliance," and comes be
tween that statement and what follows: 
"Between the Christian church and Uncle 
Sam." So there is no mistaking the edi
torial comment to mean that there is an 
alliance between the Christian church and 
the state, and that it is "growing closer" 
each day. 

Now, I desire to submit to yon, Mr. 
Editor, and to all the readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, the proposition that if this state
ment is true, there is certainly not much 
hope for the Liberal thinkers of this govern
ment. The outlook for our government 
ever being oontroled by Liberal thought is 
certainly very discouraging. The phrase: 
''Every day growing closer," means pro
gression-going forward. It means, of a 
certain condition now existing, that snob 
condition is becoming stronger, more 
powerful, and more folly each day meet
in~ the wishes and desires of those advo
cating and responsible for snob condition; 
which means that all the work that has 
been done and is being done along the 
lines of Freethonght amounts to nothing; 
that the labors of Freethonght journals, 
lecturers, and teachers o:mnt for naught. 
It means that THE TRUTH SEEKER, which 
has labored so long and earnestly in the 
field of Freethonght, had better "shot up 
shop," as its labors don't count; the alli
ance between ohnroh is "every day grow
ing closer." The labors, the works, the 
teaching of Thomas Paine, hav heen in 
vain. The scientific writers, Voltaire, 
Hae£lkel, Bacon, Renan, Draper, Comte, 
Darwin, and Huxley hav wasted their life's 
energies; although they are extensivly 
read by thousands of people of this re
public, the alliance between church and 
state goes right on "every day growing 
closer." The splendid work of our most 
eloquent exponent of Freethonght, Col. 
B. G. Ingersoll, is " love's labor lost." It 
cannot count, if the alliance is "growing 
stronger" every day. 

Now, friend Macdonald, I had made up 
my mind that any man who possessed the 
courage of his convictions sufficient to 
labor along year after year, in the face of 
vast opposition, and publish a·Freethonght 
journal, as yon hav been doing for several 
years, most certainly be a philosopher. 
And yon may be, and the above statement 
may be credited to a "slip of the pen." 
We sorely cannot credit snob statement as 
the one herein referred to, to the sober, 
deliberate judgment of a philosopher. 
Snob statement, adhered to, means that 
the author of it does not believe in the 
eternal law of progress and development; 
that the author does not believe in the 
eternal, inexorable law of mental evolu
tion; that the author does not believe in 
the influence. work, and effect of all the 
labors of the Freethinkers of this republic. 
Compare conditions of government to-day 
with the conditions of government onder 
our laws a century ago. Compare, then 
say the church is still "growing closer 
every day" in alliance with the state? 
Facts, absolute facts, show that the state is 
rapidly getting out of the olntobes of the 
church. Compare the conditions, and yon 
will plainly see that the church doesn't hav 
the influence to-day that it once had in the 
formativ processes of legislation. The true 
philosopher most admit that all honest hu
man effort counts for something. There 
is a vast amount of human effort expended 
for Freethonght in these modern times. 
The "rank and file" of our citizenship 
are receiving education on the subject, 
and in turn they are also aiding in 
spreading the gospel of Freethonght, 
honor, and troth. Does not all this count 
for something? If it does, then the alli
ance between church and state cannot be 
"growing closer every day," for it is a 
oonnteraotiv force, to destroy the force 
of efforts made by creed believers to 
bring the church and state closer together, 
Our republic is a very creditable concern, 
for its age and. the chance it has had. 
An<l it is ~etting better. Its allia~oe witb . 
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the church is growing wider and weaker 
" everv day" instead of closer. 

Very truly, H. CLAY WILBON. 
[We are certainly much more surprised 

by Mr. Wilson's letter than he possibly 
could hav been by our comment on his for
mer one. Why, will be seen by what 
follows. First, as to general propositions : 
The phrases, "eternal law of progress and 
development" and "the eternal, inex
orable law of mental evolution " are all 
very well as slogans, but,· like U:ost other 
slogans, they need to be interpreted by 
snientific observation and common sense. 
Evolution is simply change, and it may be 
retrogression as well as progression, from 
the human view-point, which is the only 
one we hav. Evolution necessarily includes 
involution. Decay is the complement of 
growth. All organisms, from the simplest 
to the most complex, from the tiniest to 
the largest, hav· their periods of growth, 
of maturity, and of decay, and then comes 
death, that is, dissolution. As to the "in
exorable law of mental evolution" in the 
case of individual man, let the senility of 
old age furnish the comment. As to the 
"eternal law of progess and development" 
in the evolution of worlds and systems of 
worlds, read the testimony of the astron
omers. 

But even if it were admitted, to save 
time in argument, that the general direc
tion of cosmical change is forward, that 
the latest snn or planet launched in space 
is an advance upon its predecessor; even 
if it were admitted, for the same· reason, 
that the leading races and nations of to
day are in advance of the leading races 
and nations of the past, that our civiliza
tion is, on the whole, better than that of 
any previous period-even if all this were 
admitted, the question at issue is not af
fected, for we cannot blink the fact that 
races and nations, like the individuals com
posing them, rise to power, flourish for a 
time, sink into decrepitude. and are ulti
mately extinguished. Where is the 
Egyptian civilization? Where is the old 
Greece and the old Rome? What is Spain 
now measured by what she was'! And 
yet their H. Clay Wilsons, in those nations' 
days of plenitude of power and glory, 
could hav answered those who pointed 
out the dangers of the time in the same 
words that our H. Olav Wilson answers 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Progress may be 
eternal, measured by eternitY; but it is 
not when measured by time. If it is, why 
is the China of to-day the China of thou
sands of years ago? Even if it were true 
that a nation once great will be great at 
the end of time, which of course no sane 
person can serionslycontend, it would not 
follow that it will be great in all the inter
mediate centuries and eons. There are 
eddies and by-currents and floods and low 
tides in the current of history, and it is 
only by ignoring- these and the funda
mental fact that evolution includes invo
lution that Mr. Wilson is enabled to place 
hie trust in the abstractions he mentions 
with so much positivness. 

Granting, again, to save time, that the 
tendency of evolution in human society is 
continually and steadily onward, it is still 
to be remembered that that progress is the 
resnlt, largely, of human intelligence and 
prevision, and not the fruit of the opera
tion of blind "law" independent of the 
exertions of men. The recognition of 
this fact is all-important in reform work. 
Evils are to be eliminated, not by sitting 
down and waiting for " evolution " and 
the "eternal law of progression," but by 
applying our knowledge to the removal of 
the predisposing conditions. As Herbert 
Spencer says: 

It would be absurd to expect that inor
ganic evolution would continue if mole
cules ceased to attract or combine, and it 
would be absurd to snppos11 that ora"anic 
evolution would continue if the instincts 
and appetites of individuals of each species 
were wholly or even partially suspended. 
No less absurd is it to expect that social 
evolution will go on apart from the nor
mal activities, bodily and mental, of the 
component individuals-apart from their 
desires and sentiments, and those actions 
which they prompt. 

Onr conviction that the union of church 
and state is each day growing closer on 
the Western continent by no means im
plies that the work of Paine, and the scien
tific teachers, and Ingersoll, and THE 
:fRUT~ ~Elll:ij:E~, a~d ~4 ~~~ 9t!l~r ;Free-
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thought workers, "amounts to nothing." 
Snch a conclusion would be nothing less 
than absurd. Much good seed has been 
sown, bnt not enough; much !lf it has 
sprouted and is growing, but not enough. 
On the other hand, the Christian sowers 
hav not been idle; where we hav sown 
much they hav sown more. They had a 
long established organization with millions 
of adherents to begin with; we had no or
ganization and but a few scattered soldiers 
of liberty. We hav recruited from their 
activ corps and from the great indifferent 
reserve. They are learning better each 
day how to transform those indifferents 
into activ fighters. This explains why the 
church and state are each year growing 
closer together. The very fact upon which 
uncritical Liberals build the airy fabric 
of their hopes-the decay of the old doc
trinal creeds-is the source of our present 
danger. By ceasing to insist on belief in 
the devil and in hell the churches, but 
more especially their political auxiliary so
cieties, are gathering their millions of re
cruits. A certain proportion of these re
cruits are voters and they are the menace 
of the politician; he is afraid of them, and 
through that fear he givs them the re
pressiv laws they want. What men will 
do at the polls for so-called "moral" re
forms-chief of which is Sabbath observ
ance-is becoming more and more the test 
of admission to the church, rather than 
what they believe about abstract theolog
ical dogmas. The Young People's Society 
of Christian Endeavor has millions of 
mem hers, a large proportion of them the 
sons and daughters of parents who are not 
church members, some of them the chil
dren of Freethinkers. They stand solidly 
for the church in legislation. The same 
is true of many other l!\y organizations, 
some com nosed of young people, some of 
adnlts. To ignore these facts would be 
fatal to safety. The church is beaten in 
the field of science and criticism bnt 
this by no means implies that she has re
linquished her desire and intention to rule 
mankind or that all danger from that 
source is over in this country. On the 
contrary, a great and desperate struggle 
is right before us, yea, we are in the be
ginning of it now. It is no time for blow
ing rose-perfumed soap-bubbles. 
If Mr. Wilson thinks that to recognize 

danger and to affirm that at this time the 
church is regaining through politics some
thing of what she lost in the arena of de
bate, is to say that all the labors of the 
Freethinkers of the past and present hav 
gone for nan~ht, how will he deal with the 
fact that in Belgium, where the Freethink
ers are splendidly organized and wide
awake, the Catholic church, by means of 
the new plural ballot law, is in the saddle 
and will not stop until she has made relig
ions instruction a part of the curriculum 
of the public schools? Does the fact that 
Catholicism is now dominant there in the 
halls of legislation prove that the scientific 
men and Freethinkers of BAlginm and of 
the world hav taught and suffered in vain? 
It now seems probable that Mexico is to 
accept a papal delegate officially credited 
to her government, and it is certain that 
the church is in a mnch better situation 
there than she was twenty years ago. Did, 
then, Jnarez and his compatriots spend 
treasure and blood and life for nothing? 
Hav the Freethinkers of Canada been 
wasting their energies because THE TRUTH 
BEEKER is now shut out of the mails of 
that country by a narrow-minded official 
acting under a despotic law? In a word, 
does the success of the church, here or 
elsewhere, through the plural ballots of 
priests or the votes of the ignorant and 
superstitions masses, constitute a valid de
nial of the benefits of the campaign of ed
ucation we hav so long been conducting? 
Who supposed that we had educated the 
bulk of the people into acceptance of the 
principles of Freethonght and Secularism 
or that the church could not frighten law
makers into her service if she chose to 
transfer the fight against mental liberty 
from the pnlpit to the ballot-box? Well, 
she has chosen so to do. 

The union between church and state is 
every day growing closer and closer. The 
aggregate evidence of the facts is against 
Mr. Wilson. There hav been, of course, 
little gains for us here and there in the po
litical field, but they are no more than 
elldiee in the strong oqrreut setting the 

other way. We hope for a turn in the cur
rent and are doing all we can to produce 
it, but we cannot shut our eyes to the plain 
fact that we are now on the defensiv. 
Church property is still exempt from tax
ation, and during recent years the prop
erty of 11nch bodies as the Young Men's 
Christian Association has been frequently 
exempted bv special acts or general legisla
tion. The Bible has been put out of some 
schools, but. has gone into others, and at 
best the fight here is a drawn one. J after
son refused to appoint a day of prayer, but 
no President since has declined to do so, 
and the governors all defer to the chnreh 
in this particular. Chaplains are in all 
public institutions, and even political con
ventions are opened with prayers, while 
some parties incorporate recognitions of 
Christiim and Theistic dogmas in their 
platforms. We hav heard during the past 
year of several courts of justice where the 
sessions are opened with prayer, including 
at least one of the Maine courts. The 
latest report of this kind to reach us is 
from Scottsboro, Ala., where Circuit Judge 
Bilbro has adopted the practice of opening 
his court every morning with a short lesson 
read from the Bible, and prayer. The 
Scottsboro Age says that it is an innova
tion in that part of the conntrv, but it re
gards it as "a beautiful and important 
practice," and hopes it will very soon be 
adopted in every county in the state.· We 
should think that this was bringing the 
church right into the holy of holi'ls of the 
state, but lest Mr. Wilson should dissent 
we will say no more. 

Would-be citizens hav been denied nat
uralization because they did not believe in 
the Christian fetich-book. Here is a dis· 
patch appearing in the New York World 
of September 21st, this year: 

John Zing, eightv yea'"!~ old, of Union 
Hill, went to the Court-House in Je,.sey 
Oitv ye11t.erdav to be made a cit.izen. Con
flt.ahle Wise brought him before J ndge 
Hoffman. 

After askin~ +.he necessary questions 
the MUrt told Zing to put his hand on 
the Bible in orde? to B"'"ar alJAgiance to 
th" Constitution of the United StatAs. 

Zing refused to touch the book and 
J ndge Hoffman promptly declined to make 
him a citizen. 

But the church is making her most de
termined attacks on the liberty of the press 
and the freedom of the citizen on her Sab
bath. As all our readers now know, THE 
TRUTH BEEKER has just been denied BflC

ond-class mail privileges in Canada. For 
years there has been a persistent and 
strongly-supported attempt to get through 
Congress a bill that would put the same 
arbitrarv power of exclusion into the 
bands of our postmaster-general that the 
Canadian Post-office act givs the post
master-general of that country. Existine: 
postal legislation in this country, secured 
by the devoted henchmen of the church, 
has alrea<ly grievously oppressed such 
11arnest Freethonght workers as D. M. 
Bennett and Dr. Foote. In New York, in 
Detroit, in Richmond, and hundreds of 
other places, the old Sabbath laws hav 
been rigorously enforced during the past 
year; in hundreds of other places more 
stringent ordinances hav been adopted or 
laws enacted where there had never before 
been legal recognition of the Sabbath
this is particularly true in California; four 
states, California, Illinois, Missouri, and 
New York, hav closed barber-shops on 
Sunday, while Massachusetts has passed a 
law against Sunday amusements which 
fines even the spectators and excepts noth
ing but "sacred concerts" or other enter
tainments under religiouB auspices. The 
quoted and italicized words are all the 
comments that that law needs. Toronto 
was once very mnch like other cities where 
the Puritans had not taken control of 
things. but some years ago a crusade was 
started, directly under religions impulse 
and guidance, and it was not long before 
it became the typical blue-law city of the 
continent, wher~ not even the parks were 
open and the Btreet cars could not run. 
We stop here because there is not the space 
to spare for the continuation of this enu
meration of the evidences that the union 
of church and state in this country is every 
year growing closer and closer. Our files 
contain much of this evidenct;~, but only a 
part of what was available. One more ex. 
tremely significant fact should be men
tioned, one that is no doubt well known to 
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Lawyer Wilson, and that is that during 
the past few years several state supreme 
courts hav passed upon the validity of 
Sabbath laws, and they hav, without ex
ception, to the best of our knowledge, sus
tained snch laws. If Mr. Wilson knows of 
a case to the contrary he will confer a 
favor by citing it 1n these columns. Hav
ing the legislators in a panic over the fear 
of antagonizing the millions of auxiliary 
Christians and the regulars, and also hav
ing the c:>nrts uniformly with them, is 
there any wonder that the more aggressiv 
threaten to suppress THE TRUTH BEEKER 
by enforcing the old or securing the en
actment of new "blasphemy" laws?-Ev. 
T. 8.] 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 

ROB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
The Field- Ingersoll Discus

sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. The letter was nublished in the 
North American .Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

--·-
The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con

troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

When the Field-Inuersoll Con
trover~y closed in the North Amer
ican .Review the Christians felt that 
their cham pion had been very badly 
worsted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. "He wrote a long. letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. ·These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is somi:!thing that everybody is 
looking for. 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
This lecture is a consideration of 

the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - "This was. 
This is. This shall be." The le'ct
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

The Truth Seeker, 
29 UFAY~1"?.B PLACE, New York-

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES. 
A new edition of that sPlendid prose ~>_oem 

"Life," by "the. prince of orators "Col. R. G 
In¥ersoll. It is larger and bet•er than the old 
edttion. and can be· framed or Placed upon the 
table as an ornament. In the center of t.he card 
appear the .Portraits of the Colonel and the baby, 
;Urrounded by the prose poem, which has been 
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces 
of the orator and J.>oet. who now, as far as we 
know, stands alone m the living world." It will 
make a delil{htful present, and will be a •ouvenir 
not only of mtelleotual greatness. but of arttstio 
workmanship. It is printed on heavY board, gilt. 
boyeled edge. The sum is _12'1:16 inches, and ~he 
·pr1oe onl:r?5 oentll, post-pa~d. 

I~ 
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Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass,, to whom all (Jommttnica
tionR for this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

A Chestnut in a New Burr. 
A roaming S~ot, once on a day, 

Stood bv Niagara's tide, 
And watched the sruges leap and play, 

The boiling rapids glide. 

To him advanced, with pompous mien, 
A pert and vauntful wight; 

Said; "Sir, I'm sure you'v~ never seen 
In Scotland such a Eight." 

Now him the Scot disdainful eyed
" Hoots! yes, and muckle mair; 

E'n but twa mile3 from whaur I bide 
There's something far more rare." 

"And. what may that be, sir, I beg!" 
In somewhat of surpriee. 

"A PEacock wi' a timmer•teg !" 
Our pawky Sc lt rePlies, 

-Scottish American. 
•wooden. --------

Don't. 
"I'm tired of 'don'ts•:· said Margaret B, 
"Just as tired of 'don'ts' as I can be, 
For its 'don't' do this, and don't' do that, 
'Don't' worry the dog, 'don't' scare the cat, 
'Don't' be untidy, and 'don't' be vain, 
'Don't' interrupt, 'don't' do it again, 
'Don't' bite your nail!', 'don't' gobble your food, 
'Don't' speak so loud, it's dreadful!} rude, 
'Don't' mumble your words, 'don't' say 'I won't,' 
Oh! all day long it's nothing but don't'! 
Some time or other I hope-don't' you? 
Some one or other wui sa.y, 'Please do'!" 

-Harper's Round Table. 

Some Popular Errors About Snakes. 
EDIToR CHILDREN's CoRNER: Having 

some knowledge concerning snakes th.1t I 
hav never seen in print, I hav concluded 
to make use of this rainy day to enlighten 
the readers of the Children's Corner, ·or, 
at least, let them know what that knowl
edge is. 

Onr horror of snakes is inherited from 
our prehistoric ancestors, who, doubtless, 
had more trouble with them than any of 
their descendants. 

Snakes must hav been.Primitiv man's 
most formidable and des"t:rnctiv foe, The 
large ones laid in wait to swallow him, and 
the small ones bit and poisoned him when 
hiding from beasts of prey and the car
nivorous monsters of the period. Hence 
onr horror. Originally, in the United 
States, the rattlesnake was the most poi
sonous and more numerous than any other 
kind. In the thinly and unsettled parts 
this is still the case. But the rattler dis
appears before the white man, and the 
white man is not sorry. The king, and 
large chicken snakes, are said to be his 
untiring and destrnctiv foes, but, some 
how, when the white man does not help 
to exterminate him, the rattler is the most 
numerous, but after the settlers come the 
chicken snake is ten times as numerous as 
the rattler. Consequently I suspect that 
the stories about king and chicken snakes 
being the rattlesnake's deadly and victori
ous foes are the offdpring of wishes rather 
than of facts. I will confine myself to 
what I hav seen rather than to what I hav 
heard. 

The most common error stated in books, 
newspapers, magazines, Qnd by people in
numerable, who ought to know better, is 
that rattlesnakes, prairie dogs, and screech 
owls liv happily and peacefully together in 
one hole or dwelling. Nothing is further 
from the truth. They all liv in holes in 
one "dog ~own," but I know, for a cer
tainty, that prairie dogs don't knowingly 
"visit with" a "rattler." The rattler, it 
is true, likes to be sociable, and hav the 
dogs "call around and stay to dinner," 
but if any dog calls, he is never permitted 
"to go back to his folks;" the rattler 
"loves him so well that he could just eat 
him," which he literally and emphatically 
does at every opportunity. 

Another error is that snakes charm or 
mesmerize their prey. I hav seen this 
stated in books big enough to tell the 
truth, but it is not so, just the same. 

The facts are, poisonous snakes are less 
agil than non-poisonous. The rattler is 
comparativly clumsy, and with the excep
tion that he can strike one-third of his 
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length with great swiftness,. is otherwise 
slow compared to garter snakes, king 
snakes, and chicken snakes, cats, mice, 
rats, rabbits, etc. So he lies in wait and 
strikes his prey with his fangs, which ren
ders his victim so crazy with paralyzing 
pains that it does not know what to do; 
meanwhile the rattler, with head erect 
and hideous, greedy-looking countenance, 
moves around excitedly until his agonized 
vict;m comes again in striking distance, 
when it is either seized or struck the sec
ond time, and that is all there is to the 
charming or mesmerizing theory. 

Once, on the Staked Plains in Texas, I 
saw a rattle-snake glide up to an occupied 
prairie-dog hole. No dogs appeared for a 
long time, but in about thirty minutes a 
half-grown dog's head appeared at the top 
or rim of the hole. Instantly the snake 
struck at him, and the dog disappeared 
down the hole. I thought the snake had 
missed him, but in half a minute the dog 
emerged again; meanwhile the snake had 
been excitedly moving around the hole, 
and was not able to hit the dog as it rushed 
out. The dog, who was about the size of 
a house rat, ran around apparently in 
fearful agony, until it again came near the 
excited snake, which struck it the second 
time with his fangs and knocked it ovfilr. 
Strange to say, the snake did not seize it, 
but took a station near the dog hole, until 
the little fellow fell helpless ; then the 
snake seized it. I could not watch the 
snake any longer, although much I wished 
to, as my horses had started with the 
wagon, and I had a long, hard run to catch 
them. I hav often wondered why the 
snake did not seize the dog when he bit it 
the second time. It must hav been that 
the snake knew the dog had teeth which, 
in its fright and agony, it would be apt to 
use if held fast. Mr. S. S. Bowman, near 
Childress, Tex., a very intelligent man, 
had the eame views I had about rattle
snakes, prairie dogs, and screech owls, and 
called my attention to the fact that prairie 
dogs frequently bury a rattle snake in one 
of their holes. They doubtless shut him 
off from getting down to their living 
rooms by closing the hole below him with 
ps.cked dirt, a thing they can do nicely, 
and then close the top on him, which ac
counts for holes that look as if they had 
caved in or been spaded till the hole was 
closed. So we can see that even a 
"ra.tthr," with the best location for his 
business in a prairie dog town, will some-
times make a "failure in life." H. G. 

(To BE CONTINUED.] 

Correspondence. 
ON BoAllD U.S. MoNITOR AMPHITRITE, 

U, S. NAvY YAllD, NoRFOLK, VA., 
Sept. 24, 1895. 

DEAR M:rss WIXoN: I know yon will 
surmise, as well as some of the readers, 
what is the matter with me, and probably 
yon will think that I hav eloped to parts 
unknown; but such is not the case. !had 
intended to write to the Corner ere this, 
but I just kept putting it off until now, 
but I guess yon will pardon me for being 
so neglectful, as I shall try .to be more 
prompt in the future. We hav not been 
much molested this summer with our 
cousins, the mllsketos, but when we were 
cruising around the Southern waters this 
summer we were nearly distracted with 
the sand-:B.ies, which, instead of stinging 
like a mnaketo, take a piece of :B.esh in the 
bargain. Well, what do yon think they did? 
One hot and sultry night, while we were at 
anchor in the harbor of Brunswick, Ga .. 
they came in a whole drove and carried 
off the quarter-deck awning, and the next 
night retnl'ned with ca:u.vas overalls, which 
they made out of the awning, 

I was home on a furlough the first of 
the month, and enjoyed myself immensely. 
I will hav to remru.n in the service for four 
years yet, as I am now only seventeen. I 
will be glad to hear from any of the 
readers. 

With best wishes I remain as ever your 
devoted friend, CHAS. W. PowER. 

[We did not know we had a sailor boy 
belonging to the Corner. We see he has 
learned how to spin yarns sailor fashion. 
Tell us a story of the sea, Charles.
ED. C. C.] 

SHERMAN, MIOH., Sept. 10, 1895. 
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: Probably yon 

hav entirely forgotten me, but I hope you 
will grant me a little space in your Corner 
once more; and perhaps when you see 
my name will remember having received 
letters from me before. 

It has been about two years since I 
wrote yon last, and I hav changed my oc-

cnpation slightly since then, in so much 
that now I'm teaching instead of attending 
school. I hav taught four months in a 
distriot two·and·a-half miles from home. I 
board at home, and walk to and from my 
school. Don't yon think I ought to be 
healthy? Well, I am; havn't been real 
sick since I began teaching. 

I am celebrating a short vacation at pres
ent. Not in the prescribed manner of go
ing to a resort, however. No. l am 
flourishing the dish-cloth, sewing carpet 
rags, daubing paint, driving horses, cook
ing, reading, etc. If yon liv on a farm 
von can readily understand what " etc." 
means. For amusement I attend church, 
dances, prayer-meetings, and baptisms. 

Next Monday I expect to begin another 
four-months' term in the same district. A 
minister who livs next door to us loaned 
me a book a week ago, telling me to be 
sure to read it. It is "A City Without a 
Church," by Henry Drummond. I hav 
read about twenty pages, and :B.nd some 
new ideas, but cannot say I am in love 
witb. the book. 

Qaite a revival of religion has struck 
this community, and I fear it has injured 
some quite badly. Two of my brightest 
pupils hav been "carried away," as it 
were, by the prayer-meetings which hav 
been a result of the revivaL Several at
tempts hav been been made to "save" my 
soul, but they hav been unsuccessful, and 
I bav been given up as a bad sinner. 

Now I know yon hav enough of my chat
ter, so with a few inquiries I will close. 
What has become of Inez E. Plumb? 
Friend, il yon still live, answer my last 
letter. . 

I would like another correspondent
someone who is a great talker like myself, 
but who I hope can say more in fewer 
words. Hoping I hav not wearied yon, 
Miss Wixon, I remain, yours for freedom 
of thought and speech, 

AuRA SoUTHWICK. 
P.S.-Miss Wixon, I enjoyed ever so 

much your answer to that most worthy 
lady who thought it her duty to point out 
the straight and narrow path to yon. It 
was splendid and right to the point. 

M. H. S. 
[Very glad to hear from yon again, and 

to know that yon are engaged in valuable 
and interesting work. Teaching school is 
one of the most honorable employments, 
and to know how to do other kinds of work 
is a great advantage. Revivals are a mild 
form of insanity that wears oft after 
awhile, sometimes, however, bearing bad 
results. Sorry one has struck your town, 
-ED. C. C.] 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 
12mo, 300 pp., $1, 

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1 25. 

TheStoryHonr. AnExceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting Book1 Without Supersti· 
tion1 for Children and Youtn. The Only Free· 
thinKers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illua. 
trated oovers: 4to. 224 pp., boards, 1!11. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 

A Story of the Rightway Aim 9house 

A.short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH 8ElllKF.R CO .. 
28 LafaYette Pl .. New York. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Don't Worry Yourself 
and don't worry the baby; avoid both unpleasant 
conditions by giving the ohild pure, digestible 
food. Don't use solid preparations. Infant 
Health is a valuable Pamphlet for mothers. Send 
your address to the New York Condensed Milk 
Company, New York. 

Coi'I'espon«lence Waute•I 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age of 20 to 80. Had some experience in book-
li.eopiug. Address M. 0. H., 

2t40 oare Truth Seeker Offioe. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age< of 20 and40 years. Address L. 0. I., oare 
Truth Seeker offioe. 10t87 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repair 
olo•ely regulate and reonrn watches 2d or 8d 
day. No better work in the world Agents 
wante<l. in every town in the United States where 
watohes are butchered inst.Ao.if of restored Many 
are now making money but m..u ~ 1ot0re oan make 
moneY easv by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor<. Apply for terms, also 
send for prioe lists of Watohes, Diamonds, Jew. 
elry, Silver-ware, eta. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wetfsfei" Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
veni• Spo-n, and The Popular Free

thought Badge. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL, 

means 

Columbia 
THE; BF;S'l' 
BICYCLE 

New Price$100 
HAR.TFORDS, next best, $80 $60. 

$50 for boys' and girls' sizes. 

PlJBLICATIONSo 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
BY Emanuel Sweden borg. Prioe, 5 oents. 

Interestinl, books by same author: 
;; F911;r r,ading Doctnnes,",~7 pp.,.... .. ,75 
.. Drv~ne ove. and w,\sdom, 248 pp.,..... . 75 

D1vme Providence, 808 pp.,,............ .n; 
;; Coniushal.L<?w," 472 J?P· .,.,. .............. $1. oo 

True r1st1au Rel1g10n, 982 pp., ....... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained,''Vols. 1, 2, a, 4 eaoh, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the Americ~~on 

Swedenbo~g . Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Unlon, New York. 

A NE'W BOOK. 

ED EO LOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M,D, 

A. Treatise on the Generative System, 
In three parts, including 

Pre•Datal Influence, (Inftuenoe whioh af
fects an unborn child.) 

Lh:nit~tion of Offspring, and 
Hygiene of tbe (itenerative Systenl., 

Containing 
Platn Facts on Prtvate Subjects for all Adults. 

This book deals in an open, 
frank, but delicate waY, with all points of in

terest on tha generative sy"tem. 
It treats of 

Personal ana Sootal PhyslolO(J!/ ana Hy(Jtene. 
WHAT THE MARRIED 0UGirr TO KNoW 

In order to live healthy lives and produce healthy 
offspring. 

It is free from medioal teohnicalitie&, written 
on the highest moral plane, and in suoh a w~~oy 
that evervone may read and understand it. It is 
most high!. commended by the press. eminent 
physicians, and prominent people of all callings. 
It is printed fJ;om large, new, olear-faoed type, 

on !l'ood p~per, m one volume, well bound. 
Price, ,loth, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. SHAI~L THE BIBLE BE READ 
By A. B. BROWN IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Price, 5 oents. THE TRUTH SEEB'ER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 

Bv R. B, Westbrook, A.M. 
:.P~i~e~ 1 Q cents. 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinking. 

If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar :1 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

Pover~y: Its Effects on the Politi~'al Condi-
tiOn of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

Prote~tant Persecutions William Cobbett.. 1 
OuesRtwns_for Bible Worshipers..... .. .... .. . 1 
The elatiOn of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

The ke-li~~~ii ·ai 'B:iiDiaii!~ ·:Batter iiiitii :Ei8r: 10 

R li 
p.al Punishment. lli Babcock........... 10 

e g1011 of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repea~ tqe .Sunday Laws I (Including ·the 

' Orunn of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 
R 

. Th
1 

eTruth Seeker......................... 8 
eviva ism Examined. A. G. Humphrev..... 2 

A Remarkable Book !\ Review of Greg's 
!]reed of. Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

1 
2 

THE WOMAN'S- BIBLE. 
Part I of u The Woman's Bible" is Bow For Sale. 

IT IS A PAPER BOUND BOOK OF 125 PAGES, 
Part I Consists cif Commentaries on the Pentateuch, by Members of the 

"Revising Committee." 
They range in price from one to ten cents each. 

They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
erous_· hearted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

The J~f~~fJ~a~ irctator · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Sc~enc;;I and Bible AnPa.r;.?~stic: 'bli.as·.·wa:t"ts: 
AS ulec aRr Prayer. Austin Holyoake ......... . 

ec ar esponsibility. G J Holyoake ..... . 
i REVISING COMMITTEE. 

l'he Sta!J:e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
Super•tition Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra
" ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 

~ ELIZABETH CADY STA.NTON, ELLEN BATTELLE DIETRICK, 
REV. PH<EBE H 'N AFORD, LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE, 

Science of, the Bible." Being the Rev. John· 
Jaspers Celebrated Sermon on Astrono-

An A~[~fe~~y'7,~~h~fs~ia!xJ~~~~M~e J.~3Y~; Talk Wiiii ·ilia· :F'otir' ·:E~itiii8H8i8: · ':E 'W ~-oci: 
Astro~F~:oiog·,;: · £: t ':Ditwsoii: · siiowinii iii a 10 Thou~~~ ~iP-A.ii;8i~m.: · · ciB.it'iriitii iiY. ·saa:r'cir: 3 

story of Christ in the New Testament to mg Find out God. Austin Holvoake... 3 
be but an Alleg'lrical representation of The Theory of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 
the sun's course through the different The True Ba~is of Morality. Annie Besant.. 2 
zodiacal signs............................. 5 The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Ho_l_yoake... . . . . 5 (Reply to sotve of the Suuday-school 
The Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. T Stories About Hi ·n.).. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 3 

Cole man............. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5 wo Short Sermons, Rev. Theologicus....... 1 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 8 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh......... 3 
'l'he Bible: Is It Reliable as a Guidb? C. Watts. 2 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents? 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Charles Bradlaugh 3 
'fhe Book of Esther. A SpFcimen of What What Did Jesus Teach? "cb.as.':Bradialiiili.:::: 3 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Why Do)\'Ien Star_ve? Charles Bradlaugh.... 2 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~'. Max Muller. . . 5 W.ben. Did Paul Live? Scholasticus..... .. .. . 1 
Constantine the Great, Portrayin!( the Ini- Washing~on an l;Jnbeliever. J E Remsburg... 5 

guity of the First Christian Emperor WasChristCrumfied? Austin Bierbower .... 10 
S. H. Preston ............................ : 3 Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitutionhl. 28 Lafayette place, New York. 
(This is the statute under which Mr. J. 
B. Wise is· now Indict.d for sendmg a 
verse from the Bible through the mail.) 
1'. B. Wakeman......... .. .. .. .. . ... . .. . .. 10 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. 
Dr. Daniel Arter......................... . 2 

Christianity a Borrowed •ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Inftuence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts . . .. . .. .. .. . 5 
The ChrJstian Deity. Charles Watts . .. .. . 2 
The Christian Faitn. 20~ Questions Without 

Answers.................................... 2 

Book Notes. 
Anyone having a set of the Humboldt 

Library, cloth bound, and wishing to dis
pose of the same at a reasonable figure 
may find a purchase by addressing this 
office. · 

Christian Mysteries. A DialoguE' between a 
Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin ............................ .. 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 
Christian SchemA of Redemption. C. Watts. 
The Church and Educadon. Anti-Jeonit ..... 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin 

"No Beginning, or the Fundamental 
~ Fallac

1
dy,f" ~s tdhe title of a book issued by 

2 onr o r1en and schoolmate, Hon. Wm. 
5 H. Maple, of Chicago. After a careful 

~e~ding of it we are compelled to say that 
1t 1s one of the clearest, most logical and 
convincing productions upon the question 
of the begilinin~ of creation we hav ever 
read. Mr~ Maple is a scholar and a logi-

Steiner ................................... 10 
Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails . 

be Stop?ned on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The l'ruth Seeker............ .. ..... 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S P Putnam . .. .. .. ........... . 

Constructive RlLtionalism. Annie Besant .. .. 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. John S vphers. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. 

Austin Holyoake ........................ .. 
Decadence of Christianity .................... . 
The Decline of :B'aith. J ~Remsburg ..... . 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral <iovernor of the 

cian, and has studied the cause and effect 
of things to the bottom. Every real 
thinker and student should read the work 
as it is a lesson in common sense and phi: 

5 lost;>phy worth stndying.-D. M. Boker, 
~ Ed1tor Santa Ana Standard, Cal. (Price, 
~ $1. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.) 

Universe? An• tin Holvoake......... ... 3 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian...... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
.Evolution Teaches Neither Athei'm norMa-

THl!l New constitution of South Carolina 
w~ll disfranchise all illiterate Negroes, but 
will not so affect ilJiterate whites. It wiJJ 
also so arrange educational concerns that 
the Negroes will not be educated in the 
future, thus tending to reduce the num
bers of those who will be able to vote. 

terialism. R. S Brigham~ M.D.......... 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume........ .. .. 10 
Father,Son and Hoi:!': Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear oi'Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Fl.)nndations. John Syp_hers.. ... .... .. .. . ... .. 1 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................. ·· , ............... · 1 LATER experiments seem to show that 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradlaugh 8 th K 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 3 e rag-Jorgensen rifie, adopted by the 
The Fruit.s of Christianity. Annie Be~ am.... 2 war department at an expense of more than 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann... 1 $300 000 d f h" h 25 000 h b 
The Gospal of Christianity and the Gospel of • an ° W 10 • av een 

Freethought. AnnieBesant .. .. ..... 2 made at the Springfield armory, will hav 
Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh.... .... . 8 to be abandoned, as it becomes too hot to 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Austin handle after a few shots and cannot be de-
Herelfil~~:nsmissiozi: · iiiU.8ii.-~ii~nii ~-r" its 3 

pended upon for accuracy for a di~tance of 
Occurrence. Prof. Loni• Elsberg.. .... .. 8 more than SOO yards. 

Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh .. ... 3 
If You TakeAwa._yMyReligion What Will You THE Labor Ex!lhange, with headquarters 

GiveMeinltsSte~d? H.B.Martin,M.D. 3 O 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... o at lathe, Kans., is spreading quite rapidly 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 in the West. It is intended to employ the 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 idle who wish to work·, the payment for 
Ingersoll Catechised. With Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns................... 8 services or products is in the form of ala
lngersoll on McGlynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 bor certificate, good for any products de
The Dis We Endure: 'fheir Cause and Cure 

5 
posited· with the local Exchange, or, by 

Is theDBi~ie ~~~~~t!bre? "Aiinie":B"es.~ni".:::::: 2 means of the Exchange clearing house, 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 5 with other branches. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden........ ~ 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlaugh . .. .. .. .. 8 
Land Question. Charles Bradlo.ugh........... 2 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake....... 2 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 
Legend of GautamaBuddha. Paralleling that 

THE Hungarian Reichstag has finally 
passed the remaining Church reform bills, 
including the removal of all hitherto ex
isting Hebrew dieabilities. The civil mar
riage law became effectiv October 1st. 
The first bride under thA new law will be 
the daughter of Deputy Mezei, and many 
coming marriages, both of Hebrews and 

of Jestts Christ..... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 5 
Logic of Death: or, W'-!y Sh,uld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? By <:i. J. Holyoake .. .. . 8 
The Logic of LifehDedaced from the Princi- · 

pies of Freet ougut. G. J. Holyoake.... 3 
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

yoake .................................... .. 
Liberty and Moralit;y. Moncure D. Conway. 
The LibertyofPriutrng. Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 
Literature' of the Insane. F. R Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

5 Christians, hav been announced through
:~ out the provinces. The churches hav been 
g busy during the last few days with wed

dings of devout Catholics under the old 
law. People are off in Hell...................... 1 

Materialism ani Cr1me. B F Underwood .... · 5 
MoralValueoftheBible. Chas. Watts....... 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ............................ . 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

nie Besant. . ...................... .. 
New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlaugh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh ..... . 
New T~ife of J'acob. Charles Bratllaugh ...... . 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OB New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ........ . 

New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 
The New Faith. J. L Stoddard ............. .. 

2 
3 
8 
3 
3 
3 THE CONFLIIn' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE 1 

The New Age. W. S Bell............ .. ...... .. 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. ~ AND THEOLOGY. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant ......... .. 
On Prayer, Annie Besant............ ... .. .. 

2 
8 

On the Religious Education of Children. 
Annie Besant. "ritten during her 
Transition from Christianity.... . . .. 2 

Open Letter to my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S.D. Moore................................ 1 

Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingersoll.............. 10 
Our Lord and Savior Jesus. Christ. '1' E Lot g. 

shore............. ... ...................... 5 
Paine and Wesle_Y. John E Remsburg........ 5 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G tl Hawes................. 5 
Proteetant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.... 2 
A l'ioture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

'lnrt.he Bible. Per nozen., . ........ 10 
l'lea for Atheism. Oharles Bradlaugh........ 5 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of Justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1- Address 
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SOME P.RESS OOMMENZS: 
We have read some of the passages of the commentary prepared for the "Worn

an's Bible" by that very accomplished American woman and Biblical student, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. T.b.ey are a great deal more satisfactory than many of the 
comments upon the same texts that we have read in other and more pretentious 
commentaries. Mrs. Stanton's interpretative remarks are often shrewd and sensible. 
-[Editorial New York "Sun." · . 

If the Revision Committee continue this style of exegesis, we venture to predict 
that there will be sensations in the religious world such as no mere man of our time, 
no Cummings, nor Colenso, nor Beecher, nor Briggs, has been able to arouse.-[N. 
Y. "Press." 

Thechapterpublishedfrom the advance sheets of the" Woman's Bible" last week 
very naturally created a widespread sensation. The "Woman's Bible" promises to 
be an iiJ?.portant contribution to the literature of Holy Writ.-[N. Y. "Recorder." 

The announcement that the proposed "Woman's Bible" willsoon be published 
has stirred up many of lihe clergy. The work will be simply a commentary on cer
tain portions of the Bible relating to the status of women.-[N. Y. "Tribune." 

An association of "np to date" women is engaged in making a new translation of 
the Bible. This is great news.-[" Charivari," Paris, France. 

The "Woman's Bible" is a translation by a joint committee of American and 
English women and is the most serious labor yet undertaken by the women's rights 
leaders.-[Albany ''Evening Journal." 

The Sisterhood of Advanced Women has decided to take a bold step toward the 
complete emancipation of the sex. It has long groaned under certain implications of 
servitude contained in a few passages of scripture, and has, therefore, determined to 
abolish these disabilities by publishing a " Woman's Bible."-[" Pall Mall Gazette." 

The most marked step in this iconoclassic direction is the ,movement to publish 
the "Women's Bible." It is being prepared by some of the good and advanced 
women of the day, who are met in their many reforms ·with the stubborn arguments 
of some of the passages of the scriptures that tend to justify low ideals. Their aim is 
to omit the immoral teachings of the Mosaic law and aU the unwholesome passages. 
Expurgated editions of the poets there have been, but it remains for the ingenious 
new woman to devise an expurgated edition of the Bible.-[Minneapolis "Times." 

The new" Women's Bible" is one of the remarkable productions of the century. 
-[Denver" News." 

The theological world of Chicago is thoroughly stirred by the announcement, 
published in the '1 imes-Herald this morning, that Elizabeth Cady Stanton and nearly 
a score of cola borers in the persons of distinguished women, wilJ undertake a revision 
of those portions of the scriptures dealing directly-or indirectly with the relative 
positions of man and woman, and wilJ publish ·the result of their labors in a new 
Bible, which is to be .known as" The Woman's Bible.-[C.Irlcago "Post." 

Price, Fi:f"-ty Cen-ts. 
Address European Publishing Co., 3:5 Wall St., New York city. 

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman 

and Man Will Want lt. 

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE. 
By Matilda Josly,n Cage. 

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how 
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A 
glance at its contents will show this: . 

The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great 
freedom~ put that thf! tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In: this 
chapter m.rs .. Gage plarms tha.t to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its 
first conceptioL. of mherent nghts. . 

Chapter II deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman by the 
church, was not regarded as a ):qiman be~ng; marriage was looked upon as vile· wives we're sold 
as .slaves; women driven to smcide; ~he mfiuenc:e of the church was unfavorabie to virtue. The 
celibacy of the cle~gy produced degrading sens\).ality, and woman was the victim of these brutes. 

.. Chapter III I~ on The Canon Lf!-W, showmg how the church controled woman by: making the 
legrtimacv of marriage depend upon Its own control of the ceremony. Ancient civilization gave 
place to Chris.tian barbarisp.r, the clergy became a distinct ):>qdy-at once a" holy" and an unholy 
ca~te. Lear.mng W•B proh~bited to women, h'!l~band~ prohibited from leaving them more than one
thud of theu property; daughters could be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected 
no change. 

. . OhaJ?ter IY-MarqJiette-is on Feudalism and its deg:radation of women, the rights of "lords 
spiritual, ' the Immorali~Y of the heads of the church, bapti~m of nude women in the early Christian 
church .. It also deals With some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries 
the Enghsh debauchenes, governmental cnme-makers, etc. ' 

C~apter V-Wit<:hcraft. I.n the days of_ this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the 
possession of even a httle lea~ningwas sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep 
a _pet was dangerous, so rabid were the clergy not to suffer e. witch to liv. This persecution for 
wrtchcraftwa_s !t continna.nce.of the church's policyfor obtaining nn\ver~al dominionoverm~~onkind. 
Wom11n ph,XSIC1ans of the Middle Age_s were P\lrBecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it fn 
Amenca. .L he first synod convened m America was to" try a woman for heresy, and others were 
stripJ.J.!ld and whipped for not agreeing with the clerjl'y. 

'!'he chapter on." WIVe!\" shows how the disruption of the Roman emrire was u~favorable to the 
personal nnd .Proprietary nghts of woman-that the sa.le of daughters was practiced in England 
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives was regulated by 
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not adriritted as witnesses
that civil marriag~Js opposed b_y the church. 

In Cilapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first 
synod of the .Heformation convened to sanction this institutiol!.l that Luther and the other "prin
~Ipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of J!'Oreign Missions. The Mormon the- · 
ocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects. 

In the last t~rcs cha,pters Mrs. Ga~e treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration 
of woman's snffenngs as mterferenc11 With her •· curse, ' of woman's degradation by the church to 
labors unfit for slaves1 of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church·to-day, and of how little 
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization. 

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by 
the chnr~h, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No 
woman, 1t seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution 
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality1 and degraded her person. To the 
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ougnt to be widely read for the good iii 
will do. , . 

In cloth, $~; tn ll.alJ-leather binding, $8. 



Jf ot for ])arsons. 

"JOHNNIE, why did not the lions eat 
Daniel?" "'Oanse they didn't know he 
was so good_" 

LITTLl!l GIRL (in church): "Why does so 
many people put tnose little envelopes on 
th' contr1bution plate?" Little Boy: 
"Them's to keep the pennies from makin' 
so much noise."-.New York Weekly. 

MAMMA (to little girl of four who has 
been naughty): "Yon wicked girl! Ynu 
know if I cannot see you some one can." 
Little Girl: ''Who can, then?" Mamma: 
"God can." Little Girl: "Where is he, 
then? I can't see him. You know I'll hav 
no peeping." -

"TILL He Oome"-meanwhile the earth 
is ~u:fficient for the elect. Not many years 
~ince an archbishop Jay dying. St)id a 
~ympathetic prelate, ''Brother, do yon 
wish to arrange for hereafter?" "Damn 
•Hereafter.' York's quite good enough 
for me." This was rt.lated to the writer 
by one whom that self-same archbishop 
ordained as curate in the Ohnrch of Eng
land.-Literary Guide. 

"Now, as announced," began the good 
man, "I shall proceed to giv thirteen rea
wns why riding the bicyle has a tendency 
to send the soul as straight to perdition as 
a bee goeth to a buckwheat patch." (Pro
found silence.) • • • ''And now, thir
teenthly, the wheel has a tendency to di
vert interest in the preached word; to lure 
to distant and frivolous paths; to drag the 
earnest soul to the outside world. If this 
is not the case, will some brother or sister 
deny it? I challenge ye to controvert this 
unwelcome truth. I pause for a reply from 
the congregation"-- (There was no re
plv I There was no congregation! It was 
off on its wheel!)- Cleveland Plain 
Dealer. 

IN Germany, some malcontenls are cir
culating ECrrptural texts, such as the fol
lowing: ''lt IS better to tru·t in the Lord 
than \o put confidence in princes" (Psalm 
cxviii, 9). "Pnt ye not confidence in a 
ruler" (Micah vii, 5). "Pnt not your trust 
in princes" (Psalm c:x:lvi, 3). "Woe to 
thee, 0 land, wh~'n thy king is a child" 
(Eccles. x, 16). "That which is highly 
esteemed among men is abomination in 
the sight of God" (Luke xvi, 15). "Go 
to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for 
your miseries that shall come upon you " 
(James v, 1). The purpose of the malcon
tests is to show that, if al! anti-revolution
ary literature is prohibited, the emperor 
will hav to interdict the Bible.-Lo>~don 
Freethinker. 

A WISCONSIN minister, says 'lhe Chris
tian Register, aistribntes through the 
community where he live the following 
startling and, to a reverent mind, irrever
ent and ghastly announcement: 

THEATER! 
By command of King of king-s, and at 

the desire of all who love his appearing, at 
the Theater of the Universe, on the Eve 
of Time, will be performed the 

GREAT ASSIZE, OR DAY OF .JUDGMENT. 
The scenery, which is now ac\ually being 

prepared, will not only surpass anything 
that bas yet been seen, but will infinitly 
exceed the utmoet stretch of human con
ception. There will be a just representa
tion of all the inhabitants of the world in 
their various and proper colors; and their 
customs and manners will be so t>xactly 
and so minutely delineated that the most 
secret thoug-hts will be discovered. 

This theater will be laid out after a new 
plan, and will consist of pit and gallery 
only; and, contrary to all others, the gal
leryis fitted up for the reception of people 
'of high (or heavenly) birth, and the pit for 
those of low (or earthly) rank. 

N. B.-The gallery is very spacious, and 
the pit without bottom. 

l'BINCil'AL l'ERFO lli!EBS. 

Judge .............................. The Son of God 
Jurymen ............ The Saints of the 1\'Iost High 

(Drnnkarns,Swearer•,Sabbath-Break-
1 ets, Extortioners, Lovers of Hinfnl 

Prisoners.\ Pleasures, Fornicators, the Fearful 
and Unbelieving, and Whosoever 
loveth and make•h a Lie. 

W·t P ses A~els. Ministers, Conscience, and 1 n s · Word of God. 
Jailer ...................................... Abaddon 
Ministers of Vengeance .. Angels of Bottomless P1t 

Tickets for the pit are sold at every place 
of Temptation, where the lust of the :fl.esh 
and the lust of the eyes and the pride of 
bfe are displayed. 

Tickets for the gallery may be had gratis 
at the "fountain open for sin and unclean
liness," but will only be given to those who 
are willing to deny all ungodliness, and 
take· up the cross daily, forsake aU un-
righteousness, and follow Ohrist. · 

Tickets not transferable. No money 
will be taken at the door, and all who are 
admitted into the galleries must be 
sprinkled with the blood of Ohl'ist, and 
~ealed with Immanuel's signet. 

'TH J~~ Tll, UTH RREK~R-

P hi L P 
1 I on the famous text, "The Olergy know that I 

Some Good amn ets at ow fiGBS. PEfso~~at.~!fi~l~~~EAFTERDEATH 
l' IMPROBABLE. L. R Smnh. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS PROCEEDING'! OF THE CIVIL RI6HTS 
' .MASS .MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 

WASHINGTON. Being the Sp .. .,.cbee 
Mailed singly :or 10 cents each; twelve of amy of HoN, FREDERIOK DoUGLASS and CoL. Ron-

one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. RBT G. INGERSOLL on the' Decisi n of the 
AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a UnitedSta1es Oonrt that the 01vil Itights Act 

Christian who had attackAd Freethinkers, is Unconstitutional. H!ty-three largeuctavo 
and Exoo•in_gthe Inconoistency of Chri•tians pages, of which I.Jolonel Ingersoll's speech 
generallr.. H c Lnse. occn{!!es 88 ~es. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowing that PULPI'l't_PEW, AND CRADLE. So long 
Liquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the .Pnlpit speaks to believing Pews com-
and EnJ'oined by the Bible. Edwin c Walker. posed chiefly of mother•, the cradle will I.Je - C rooked by ghosts and· the race will remain on 

CHRIS'riANITY ARE WARD FOR RIME its knees to a. devil of its own creation and to 
Authenticated by the l'llble. 0 B Whit- a God who is powerlePs against him. One of 
ford, M.D. Hel •n Ga.rdener's brillhtPst efforts. 

DID .MAN FALL 7 IstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BF.f· 
a Fact? Isra"l 7v Groh. TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

EPlnEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture by M . .Habcook. 
Frederic R. marvin, M.D. Givin_g reasonable RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K 
reasons for Religions and other Delusions. Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like a.ll of 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. his,verYJmod. 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and THE ROARING LION ON THE TRACK. 
~~:~hi~ke~ost pffective ever written by any One of M. Ba.boock's comical sermons. 

FIRSt' EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Oon· 
APOSTLE 1'0 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKERS. ~?~JI~~~g~. Reason and Superstition. T c 
Written whilejonrneyinginanctne.rthe land ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
of Yahweh. uontaining the best moral in- Presenting the evi"enoe ot the forgery of his 
strn~'tions of the world from the great teacu· alleged gosnel. H J Se1gnenret. 
ers of the former a_ges. D M Bennett.. SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DI,"· 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read '"' 
before the ~·reetnonght International Con- CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
gress at Chicago. One of Otto Wettste n's CONVEN'.r. Showrng that Convents 
futernal a.ttacks on tlpiritnali•m. are inimical to oha.sti~. virtue, and freedom. 

THE GLORY OF IN -lDEL.TY. To SPIRITUALISM FROM A MATERIAL· 
which is added a. poem on Thomas Paine. One ISTIC STANDPOINT B F U d of "amue! P. Putnam's most brilliantleotures. • n er-
Every Christiau wbo a.sks the idiotic qnes- wood. Wr1tten before Mr. Underwood joined 
t10n, "What Has Intldellty Done?" shoUld be the P3;tchio Resea.r~hers. 
induced to read this book, if he bas to be paid THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
to do it. Implements Employed in tbe 15th a.nd 16th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 7 Was Jesus centuries for the_ promulgation of Christian-
S t all c · d d did b R" ity. B11ng t'le NnreJllbnrg Collection. w1th 
f~~r~e ¥read? Y~~e~tw'G~~h. . e tse specimtns from the lfolylnqni•ition. 28 pia-

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how tnres. Tho descriptions and refteotions by 
the two agree. A poem by Samnel p Putnam. George E. Macdona.ld. 

THE LI-MlTATIOSS Olo' 1'0LERo\.TlOX VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
A discussion between Co! Robert G. Ingersoll, TAIRE, delivered on t.he one hun-
Hon.Frederio R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewa.rt L. dredth's anniversary of Volta.ire's dea.th. 
Woodford, before the Nineteenth Century Tra.nslated by James Part-on, an thor of the 
Club of New York. •· Each man has the same L·f of Volta.ire. To which are added the 
right to express to the whole world his ides.s three great Poems of Gaeth •, George Eliot. 
that the rest of the world have to express a.nd L-lDgfellow. 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED 7 Au~tin 
maintains this, the o~hers deny it. Mr. Oon- Bier bower. A h'l'l'rer's con•ideration of the 
dert is a. Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a. evidence of that allelled event. 
Pro~tstant. WAS JESUS INSANE 7 A consideration 

MATERIALISM: Its History, and Its In- of l;hrist'• alle~red aor .. whi~h would lea.d one 
ftnence Upon ::!ociet~ Dr. Louis Buchner. tn that concmsion: L K Wa.shbnrn 

MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles otber Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nam. 
of the New resta.ment One of John Peck's T- e title poem iR perhaps the most. popular 
best book~. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, a.nd a great 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The many editions of it havo been ca!Jed 'or The 
Forgery of the uld Testament. Dedicated to other poems a.re: The Golden .\ge, 'l'be Hea.· 
th Cl H J S · MD and the Real. Not Dead, but Living Frui-e Prgy. · · elgnenret, · · tion, Hope, Thom&R Paine, Na.tnTe's <lospel, 

THE NEW GOD. "It IS a~ Open secret AddcesstoDeity,an<ltnoshorr.po msooften 
tb~t !llan has always !!lade hi~ c;lods. Tpey recited with grea.t effect by CharlAB Wa.tts, 
ex1st m and through h!m, as the Image eXIsts · G•ve U• Light. 
m and through the =ror. Take away man WILL THE COMING MA.N WORSHIP and yon take away God-tbe image vanishes." r _ 
Tbis pamphl t, therefore, is a consideration GOD 7 .B F Underwood; written be-
of what kind of a God man should make. I fora l\lr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Samuel P. Putna.m. • s archers. 

ORTHODOXY. A }Pcture by Colonel t WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Robert G. Ingersoll,, and one. of that great I RESS. A tecture delivered at the 
man's best .. '!'he sn1>Jects cons1qe~ed are: Or· }'ree~binkers' Interna.tional Congr ps a.t Chi-
thodo;x: ReligiOn D~n~ Out. Reli~1on~ Deaths cago. Ounside ing: The Oanse of Woman's 
and B1rth'!J_ Che Relig10l!- of Remproe1ty, M.o-, Subjugation The Canon Law and lts RffActs 
hammed, The Destru~tton 9-f Art, The D1s- • Upon H r, TheologyNeverHelpful to Woma.n, 
covery of Am~r1ea,~, Oopermcns .and Kepler,! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
Charles Darwm, ~:~pemal Provtdence, The Benefactor nf Wo01an- I'IDS:t'l H. Whon 
Latest Cre.ed, God a• a Governor. The Love WOMAN• HER PAST AND PRESENT 
of God, 'lhe Fall of Man. The Atonement, • G · ' 
The Second Birth Ins iration, Tne Reign of HER RI HTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Trnth and Love. The Wars It Bronght_J'he nre delivered before tne Woma.n Anffrage A•-
Resnrrectio!J., The Judgment-Day, rions socia ion of Denver, Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Evasions "l'lo Bible, No Cnilization;" Mira-
cles of the New Testament, :rhe Ascenllion, Any one of the above for ten cents, a.nd twelve 
Casting out Devils,~, Necessity of Belief, l<:ter- for a dollar. 
nal Punishment!.! ~:~orne who Are Damned, Aoidre•s ~ 'l'~TT'I'lf RlilRI[F.'R, CO .• 
V. hat I Believe, .unmortality. This lecture is 28 La.fayette Place, New York. 
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In the nature of things, 
SAn 

BOBERT G. INGERSOT.t. 

" In the nature of things there can I e 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of th*' 
Colonel's new lecture entitle_d 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis'
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A :finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
"Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
~otten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a :fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury'B 
famous portrait of Lineoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. · Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Sohopenhauer's Essay. 25 oents, 
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NE"W" EDITION. -~-Ge~s of ~'Aougb.t. 
IF yon would win applause ~.>xpress the 

sentiments of others--Galveston News. 
PROSE-POEMS ABD SEL£CTIOBS. F R ffTHI N Kf RS' PICTORIAL TEXT -BOOK. 

By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
IF we knew onrselvs, we should not Revised and greatly Enlarged, A Hand-

judge each other harshly.-George Eliot. some Quarto, containing over 

THEBE ought to be no liquor question 
except whether one will drink or decline.
Geo. E. Macdonald. 

BE· free and conscious of all yon are: 
Dignity and a selfness great; 
Life at one with the farthest star, 
With all of nature in everv state. 

-J. William Lloyd. 

THE natural rights of men, civil and po
litical, are liberty, equality, security, 
property, social protection, andresistance 
to oppression. Liberty consists in the 
right to do whatever is not contrary to the 
rights of others.-Thomas Paine. 

IF the story of the Fall is not the true 
record of an historical occurrence, what 
becomes ·of Pauline theology? Yet the 
story of the Fall as directly confiicts with 
probability, and is as devoid of trnstworthv 
evidence, as that of the creation or that of 
the deluge, with which it forms an harmo
niously legendary series.-Huxley. 

THOUGH it is not to be supposed that ca
dences will ever convey emotions exactly 
as words convey thoughts, yet it is quite 
possible that the emotional language of 
the future will rise as much above our 
present emotional language, as our intel
lectual language has already risen above 
the intellectual language of the lowest 
race.-Herbert Spencer. 

INQUIRY into the evidence of a doctrin is 
not to be made once for all, and then 
taken as finally settled. It is never lawful to 
sti11.e a doubt; for either it can be horJestly 
answered b:v means of the inquiry already 
made, or else it proves that the inquiry 
was not complete. "But," says one, " I 
am a busy man; I hav no time for the long 
course of stud_y which would be necessary 
to make me m any degree a competent 
judge of certain questions, or even able to 
understand the nature of the arguments." 
Then he should hav no time to believe.
W. K. Olitford. 

THE prevalent idea among Christian 
tribes and gentiles is that the oldest uni
versity in the world is in Europe. This 
error we wish to correct. In the tenth and 
eleventh centuries the university of Fez, 
in Africa, was almost the only 11eat of 
Arabic and Christian learning in the· 
world. Before universities existed in Paris, 
Oxford, Cambridge, Padna, or Bologna, 
students fiocked to Fez from Andalusia, 
France, and England; and at the present 
day Fez is the chief Western seat for lan
guages and learning in connection with the 
Mohamme_dan religion and theology,
The Mosfem World. 

BURNS. 

BROTHER of Homer,Natnre's darling child, 
Best prophet of this dainty-cultured age, 
When men, by far-sought fancies grandly 

spoiled, 
Find trnth'sfair face in thynntntored page; 
Thy home-spnn words let_ silken dames 

dispraise, · 
And book-learned wits thy plowman 

phrase despise; 
There livs a power in thy fresh bickering 

lays 
That kins thee with the best that star the 

skies. 
Thy song is like the purple-vested Ben 
Rooted in granit, round whose shoulders 

sweep 
Salubrious airs, and lucid fountains leap 
Joyful into the warm green-winding glen, 
Where rushing rivers pour their warring 

tide, 
And grand old pine-trees toss their branchy 

pride. -John 8. Blackie. 

AGAINST all miracles, against all holy su
perstitions, against sacred mistakes, he 
[Voltaire] shot the arrows of ridicule, 
These arrows, winged by fancy, sharpened 
by wit, poisoned by trnth, always reached 
the center. It is claimed by many that 
anything, the best and holiest, can be 
ridiculed. As a matter of fact, he who at
tempts to ridicule the truth ridicules him
self, He becomes the food of his own 
laughter. The mind of man is many-sided. 
Truth must be, and is, willing to be tested 
in every way, tested by all the senses. 
Bnt in what way can the absurdity of the 
" real presence " be answered, except by 
banter, by raillery, by ridicule, by per
sifiage? How are yon going ta convince 
a man who believes that, when he swallows 
the sacred wafer, he has eaten the entire 
'Trinity, and that a priest drinking a drop 
of wine has devoured the Infinit? How 
are yon to reason with a man who believes 
that, if any of the sacred wafers are left 
over, 'they should be put in a secure 
place, so that mice should not eat God?
-Ingersoll, 

400 pages. 

The book is designed for, and will be accepted 
by, admiring friends as a rdore person&lsouvemr. 
To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait_, 
with autograph fac.simhe, ha• been prepareu 
especiallY for It. In the more elegant s ty,es of 
binding it is eminently suited for presentation 
purposes, for any season or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration «J.elivered on The Christian Nigh', 

DecoratiOn Day, 1882, MY Choice, 
before the G. A. tl.. Why? 
at the Aca.demy of ImagiRation, 
MusiA,N. Y. Science, · 

A •rribute to Ebon C. lf Death Ends All, 
lngerdoll, Here a.nd There, 

A Vision of War, how Long? 
At a Child's Grave, Liberty, . 
Benefits for Injuries, Jehovall and :Srahma, 
We Build, '.rhe Fre.e Soul, 
A Tnbute to the Rev. J"ife, 

Alexander Clark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Grant Ba.nquet, Bee3her, 
Apostrophe to Libert~ Tr1bnte to ·courtlandt 
A Tribute to Jonn u. Palmer, 

Mills. The Brain, 
The Warp and Woof, ~he B<LcrodLeaves. 
Tbe Cemetery, Origin and Destiny. 
Originality, What is Poetry? 
'!'hen and No~, My Po•hion, 
Voltaire, Good and Bad, 
Laza.rus, '!'be :M,raculoud Book, 
"' h .. t is Worship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, '• he Abolitton,bts, 
God Silent, Provi<ienoe, 
Alcohcl, The Ma.u Christ, 
Augn•te Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
'£he Infidel, At the Grave of Benja-: 
Napoleon - min W. Parket', 
The Republic, Fashion and Beauty, 
Dawn of the New Day, 4P~stro11_he to SCience, 
Reformers, Elizur Wright, 
The Garden of Eden, D'£he Imagmation, 
Thomas Paine, NoRespecterofPersons 
The Age of Faith, Abr .. ham Lincoln, 
Origin of Religion, The Meaning of. Law, 
The Uopardonable Sin, What is Blasphemy? 
The Olive Branch, l:!ome Reasons, 
~·ree Will, Selecdons, 
The King of Death, Love, 
The Wise Man, TheBh·tholaceofBurn3 
Bruno. Mrs. ·Ida. Whitin~r 
The Real Bihle, Knowles, 
B~nedict Spinoza., Axe and Mora\itv, 
'l'he First Doubt, 'l'ribute to RJscJe Conk-
The Infinite Horror, ling, 
Nature, Trib .. te to Richard H. 
Night a· il Morning, Whiting, 
I he Cunftict, Mr!. Mary H. Fiske. 
Death of the Ag-ed, Horace Seaver 
ThbCharityofExtrava- The Music .Qf Wagner, 

O!ance, Leave• of Grass, 
Wom•n, - Vivi•ection, 
The Sacred Myths, The Repubh' of Medioo-
Inspiration, rit~, 
Reli~iousLibertyofthe ATnbute t> Walt Whit-

Bible, -man. 
The L•ugh of a Child, 

In cloth, beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
morocco\ gilt edges, $5; half calf. m,,tt!ed 

edges, ibrary style, 1!!4.50; 1uU Turkey 
Morocco, gilt, exqui•it~ly fine, 

$7.50; full tree-calf, highest 
possible finish, $9. 

Sent to any address, by expt'e•s,_prepaid, or mail 
post free, on receipt of price. 

A. Cheaper Edition from same 
plates, good paper. wide 

margins, cloth, $1.50. 
Address TilE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO:UBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Offi'l'l. 

DfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A. Re:futa"tion o:f "the Argu

:rnen"t Tha-t Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desia-ned by an In
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS I 

I. The D<ldignAxgumeJltViti&tes Itself By Neces
sitating an Infinite Series of DeRu:tn .. rR. 

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Axe Egregiou•ly Slow, 
They Axe Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Fault:v Mechanisms. 

[V. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Wat.ch Arg-ument IR Ulegitlwate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design, 
VII. The Argument of • First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Price, 15 cents; 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Pla.o~. I' Y. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

'I'el'lle, 'Witty, md sarcastic dllfinitiona of •~ 
lodoll ~. Prioe, ll6 oeuN. 

SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NEBS OF THE OHUROH'S OLADI 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
OBNT INSTITUTION, .AND lm

VBALING THE ABUSES 
01' A UNION 0:11' 

OBUBOll .AND 
ST.ATB. 

185 FuU-Page 
lllustratioqs. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATION8 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
AR8 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 0,. 
THE ARTIST. 

DE8IG1'i"8 BY WATSON HESTON, 
WITH Pul£TRAIT OF 

THE DESIO-NEB. 

The illustrations are ~usi1led as follows: 

1 lePl'!lii"Ut Saml>les of Ohristisnity's Work. 
& .. Misswnaries. 
1 • The Lord'd Instruments. 
81 " Bible Doctrines and Their Resulte, 
1 " JJle Church and Slavery. 
1 '" riests and Politics. 
' " eland and the Uhurch. -
11 • Church's ldea of Uivilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
' • Unkind J:teftections on the Church. 
t • Persecutions of the Church. 
1J " Some Allegories. 
8 " -Heaven. 
e '" Hell. • 
'1 Miscella.neotlll. 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church liobbing the People. 
3 .. Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Church. 
10 Woman and Lhe Church. 
6 The Chnrllh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in NaLural History. 
8 The Bible and Scienc~. 
15 The Clergy and '£heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Peoitentiaries-
4 " The Atonemen' Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
II Prayer. 
10 The Oreeds. 
1 Christians and Moha.nuned&ns. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_like it ha• ever be
fpre appP.ared iu tP,is countryhand it is very doubtful if another OJ?-e liae it will_!!ver again be pub. 
hshed. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of puttmg the book m the reach of aJl. 
At twice the price 1t woTlld have been a cheap book. Axt•st Heston as a. portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful s11ccesd. and we judge from our own f~elin~;s that nearl:y every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of thid most wonderful volume.-rFreethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done fahhful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Hut the ptct
o.res do not make up the whole of 1his volnme. There are nearly two hundred pages nf reading 
matter that Reeve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondlY as texts to pJ;Ove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h:yJ~ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put 'n the 
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

Pric•, b~at"d c~vers, $2; Glcth, $2.SO· 
Adcb'.,_ ._...._ ... D.UJ:'U; liiRR~ 

NO HBEGLNNLNG;" I POPIS 4KD Tl{£18 DOJHGS 
OB, I The Funda1nental Fallacy.

1 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

reasoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Oreation" or" Firot Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"This volume dlscusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording that even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one OL the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work'! on the subject we remember seeing."-TH>: 
TRUTH BEEKER, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, wiuh eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound nea.uy arid strongly m cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. -

AilnrA•• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School~ 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songe.-

Oolln'rLBD BY L. K. W AS"fBURN,

Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offio~.>. 

HE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
is not In )Dagio potlonsb"specifics" 
wx:~~clat~'SE o~t £.~ 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain It 
by reading the most complete book of 
Medleal, Soelal, Sexual Sclente, 
by an eminent _physician of 85 years 
experience. · The " old original, 
standard" ..vork, endorsed by all, 

i':~~~~~=~~n.fR~~.kft~nTi 
has Pr<'videntially saved thousandS. 
Its essays on marria~e, parentage, 

~:~\"~~ii=!~l~~~ah ~g;v 
married or who ever expeet to be 
~~1J:.\'j ct~~~~l~ .. l~~ .. E~~ 
wood cuts, 21 chromosesbowlng 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX hilS over 200 Beclpes. 
nn ''Y •"-"'" bJ Mall; Ciro ulan Free. 

Address TRUTH SEJ!VI..I!l.U. 
28 LafaYette l'lace lliew York. 

AOOOUl'I'T 01!' 

Vtcars of Chrtst and Vtceoerent8 o.1 0-otl. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

$7 5 A MONTH ~~~'15 
gu9.ranteed. Write todsy. Addres1P.O.Rox630S,Boltoll, !Ius. 

~·~.._.."' ....... ~."'· 
iAN' EXTRAORDINARY OFFER I II 
• We waut 1000 more active agents before e 

~ 
Julyist. Wewillguarantee$20to$3()perday ~ 
can be easil made in any locality; our goods 
sell themselves; we furnish a large roll of e 

e ~:::i~~"osni:;H;:lJ"n !'~lf~at!'s~ ~~~'d ~r e 

i 
for fulLJ>artlculars, or we will send wit~ ~ 
same a Valuable sample of' o~r goods in f 
Solid Silver upon receipt of IO cents In e 
silver or stamps. Established In I882. Ad·~ 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. . ...... "-•"-•"-•"-•"-•"-•"-• 

rem· 
evidences of sao-

DR. R. P. FELLOWS, 
-.rwbereJ'QDS&W_thlaadver.~ 11baelaad. J!t..a. 

NOW READ THIS I 
Dr.l<'ellow• .s a shnch LIBERAL antl a v..ry 

snc<·eesful physician He !las treated DISEASES 
OF MEN for twenty years, and his remedies are 
an rutgrowth of thislong_practioe. whioh ohpp'd 
~rive oonftdenoe to tho~e allio~4 · 
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RIGJ-IT LIVING·I • 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 
By SlJSA.N H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from &1 r&tional view point those 

f&ir hums.nities th~~ot ms.ke life worthy to be. 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 
28 Ls.fa.yette Pla.oe, New York. 

1 He Glory of Infidelity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine. 
E By SAMUEL P. PUTNAr.I. 

THE CARPENTER'S SON TEACHETH AN INHUMAN DOCrRIN. 

This is one of the best of-Mr. l'utn&m's works 
!Lnd no }freethinker or Infidel should be withou$ 
!t• tp me!)t the.cla.ims !Jf Ohristia.us th&t Infidel
Ity IS &n mglonous Philosophy. 

For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall hav more abnndanoe: blit whosoever hath not, from him 
Ehall be taken away evm that he hath.-Mat. xiii, 12. 

10 cents a. copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

JY •'fiJ• of tit.• Woelt. 
IN 1894 158,120 tons of copper were pro

duced in the United States. 
THE treasury balance for September is 

on the right side of the ledger. 

THE French forces in Madagascar are 
marching on Antananarivo, the capital. 

A LANDSLIP in the Arabian province of 
Yemen destroyed 100 lives in tbe village of 
Hndeya. 

ON Sept. 26th six miners were smothered 
by an explosion in the Belgian mine at 
Leadville. 

THE troops in the :field hav elected Bar
tolome Ma~so president of the provisional 
Cuban republic. 

THE death of Dr. Burnette, of New York, 
seems t-o sm:ely prove that cancer is inoen
lable by contact. 

HALL CAINE, the English novelist, an
thor of "The Manxman," is now in the 
United States on a visit. 

THE great need of the Cuban insurgents 
are arms and ammunition. There has been 
no serious fighting lately. 

IT is now asserted by leading Catholics 
that a representativ of the Vatican will be 
received at the Mexican court. 

THE correspondents in the Orient say 
that Russia is tightening her grip on Asia 
while England is losing influence there. 

T. DE WITT TALMAGE goes to Washing
ton as co-pastor with Dr. Sunderland of 
the First Presbyterian church of that city. 

THE 26 inch locust night stick has again 
been given to the New York policemen. It 
was taken away by the late Superintendent 
Byrnes. 

GoVERNOR CULBERSON convened the 
Texas legislature in extra session to enact 
a law that will prevent the proposed Cor
bett-F1tzsimmons fight. 

JUDGE JENKINS has appointed Frank B. 
Bi~ow, of Milwaukee, and Edward W. 
McHenry, of St. Paul, receivers of the 
Northern Pacific railway. 

THERE is· talk in Mexico of annexing 
Cuba to that nation. The Spanish colony 
there is very sensit1v under the open sym
pathy t~hown for the insurgents. 

ON Sept. 23d J ndge Pratt at Toledo held 
that the rights of an £mployer over the 
employee end by the discharge of the lat
ter, and hence that blacklisting is illegal. 

TYPHIOD fever is epidemic in Chicago. 
To t:;ept. 26th forty-two deaths had oc
curred in eleven days out of a total of 
nearly one thousand cases. Physicians do 
not agree as to whether the epidemic is due 
to bad water or to impure milk. 

ON Sept. 25th a prooesl!ion, variously es
timated to contain 13,000 to 40,000 men, 
marched through the streets of New York 
with music, flage, and bannera as a protest 
against blue laws and the present method 
of enforoillg the Sunday excise statutes. 

A LARGE number of cells in the Tombs 
prison in this city hav as many as three 
occupants each and hundreds of prisoners 
IU'e begging for the trials they cannot get. 

CARROLL D. WRIGHT, United States 
Commissioner of Labor, and a UnitiU'ian, 
has been elected professor of economics in 
the new Catholic University at Washing
ton. 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY-GENERAL HAR
MON orders United States District-Attorney 
Black, of Chicago, to prosecute the Beef 
Combine for violation of the Anti-Trust 
law. 

:r'HE bomb· thrower who, a few weeks ago, 
tried to wreck the Rothsohilds' bank in 
~ari~ has been sentenced to three years' 
1mpriBonment and to pay a fine of 100 
francs. 

THRRE soldiers were killed at the Sandy 
Hook proving grounds on Sept. 28th by 
the premature and backward discharge of 
a Canet rapid fire gun which they were 
testing. 

CARNEGIE's Homestead steel workers de
mand a ten per cent increase of wages. 
The upward tendency of the iron and steel 
market lately is given as the chief cause of 
the demand. 

NEARLX 7,000 children cannot be accom
modated in the schools of this city owing 
to lack of room. About 40,000 children 
':'nd adults will attend the night schools, 
Jnst opened for the term. 

BY order of the health authorities the 
holy well at Guadalupe, Mexico, is to be 
cleaned before the great pilgrimage of this 
month begins. It is said to be almost as 
:filthy as the holy well at Mecca. 

LAST Sunday there were the usual ar
rests of barbers in Brooklyn for disregard 
of the Collins law, and of pushcart men, 
clothing dealers, and Chinese grooerymen 
in New York for Sunday "desecration." 

Loms PASTEUR, the eminent French 
'!Jacteriologist, died on Sept. 28th at 5 P.M. 
In Garohes, near St. Cloud, in the environs 
of Paris. He was born on Dec. 27, 1822 
at Dole, in the department of the Jura: 
France. 

THE British Shipping Federation has a 
system of free insurance for sailors. The 
number of insurance books issued since 
1892 has been about 46,000 and the number 
is increasing a~ the rate of 800 or 900 per 
month. 

ENGLAND told the Chinese government 
that n':lle~s ~h~ Viceroy of Seohnen, in 
whose JUrisd1otlOn the massacre of English 
missionaries took place, was degraded at 
once the English admiral would act China 
has yielded to the demand. · 

DURING the last six weeks the Chamber 
of Commerce of New York has had a com
mittee at work making a oanvas.'J of the 
new qongres~ on the free coinage of silver 
questiOn. It 1s found that 88 in the Honse 
will vote for free coinage, 216 against 
while the remaining 52 are doubtful o; 
thei~ views not known. The free coinage 
bst 1s made up of 30 Republicans, 51 Dem
ocrats, and 7 Populists. In the Senate 
there will be 39 silver men, with possibly 
t~o more from Utah, and 43 opposition. 
S1x Senators are doubtful. 

IMES 
OF 

Df~EbCHE_RS 

THE experiment of carrying frei~ht on 
the trolley roads, inaugurated on the line 
running trom Newburg on the Hudson to 
Walden, twelve miles distant, givs gratify· 
ing and promismg results, 

UNITED STATES CoMMISSIONER OTTO at 
Key West, Fla., discharged the alleged 
Cuban filibusters arrested near Bahia 
Honda, holding that nothing had been 
proved against them. This was on Sept. 
25th. 

THE United States Board of Geographic 
Names has adopted the Spanish spelling of 
Cuba's capital, Habana, and Korea will 
hereafter appear with the initial K. China's 
greatest river will be Yangtze instead of 
Yangtse. 

THERE is cholera in Constantinople. 
The h.ealth officer at Angel's Island, San 
Fran01soo, says that some time ago 200 
steerage passengers were landed in that 
city from the steamer Belgic, on board of 
which four persons had died of cholera. 
He urges the greatest vigilance in guard· 

ing the port and removing unsanitary 
agencies. 

ON .Sel_lt. 23d United States Judge Weld 
a~ ~Ilmxngton, Del., instructed the jury 
sittmg on the case of the 21 Cubans ar
rested on Aug. 29th on the charge of fitting 
out an expedition in this country to wage 
war on Spain in Cuba. He held that the 
purchase and shipment of arms did not 
constitute a violation of the neutrality 
laws, which would be contravened only by 
an expedition regularly organized and 
equipped. The jury promptly brought in 
a verdict of "not guilty." The release of 
the .~en was oele.brated all over the city. 
Poht1oal and so01al ol~bs paraded, the city 
was decorated, the prisoners were g:iven a 
banquet, and even the bell on the 01ty hall 
was rung. The arrests had been made on 
the direct order of Secretary Carlisle. 
The government holds the twenty-seven 
oases of arms seized on the Taurus when 
the men were arrested. If the officials' or
der them confiscated the Cubans will sue 
lor their recovery. 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasQns, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec· 
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Onr 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t'ewa.rd them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we 1oitl send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINKEB's PI<JTOBIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 
-TllEl pictures! in the FBEETHINKEB's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 185 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citation9 of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Soholar9 to maintain the argument 
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THE ANIMUS OF THE ANIMALS. 

I of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSoN HEsToN 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Churcll., 11;. Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Th,air Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The ·Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and ¥ohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; heland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofler cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. In~uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if yo~_,~;r.e not now a subsC'l'iber, send us three 
doll an :e,~.t both paper and book-FI"h DOL
LABS' W~"jli'&'I!"'BBBB DOLLARS. 

.. \>,,; 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a. 
strong efiort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, <md 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it; 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company th~ credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will deshte 
a copy of this most wonderful volmne.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his geniua to Freethought;. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volnme. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever. been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
ol all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $8 and get the book illd the 
paper for one year. 

---------------------------------------=--==-=======--------------~~ 
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When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

. For $6.60 we will send TBE TBUTB S:mEUB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large. Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of :Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
raoe. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUND:ruw YEABS OF FREETBOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progreBB. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateat men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid :{>icture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400.YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rate 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"' Jt'OIJ.R HUNDKI!:D YE£.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE 0.1' CHARGES. 

AN.D .F UR7HER-To ru.d our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

TIIK GBKUm BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER GONCEIVKD. 
0/d'Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bil:ls~1'.~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of 
BELL~ HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap. BesearGhes in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of seientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Bise and Early Constitution of Universities 

with a survey of M.edimval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
La.i ug. 75 cents, 

Formaltion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime...!Lnd Science and Poe~ry__,_ with 
other essays. .tly Andrew Wilson, F.n.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of ChristiaBity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

l!'ourth Et!.tttcm. 
Part L-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part U-Resea.rches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap 

ters. 
ElegantlY bound in cloth, price, $1.:JO. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 2!1 Lafa.vette Pla.oe. New York Oitv 

For $6 we will send THlll TBUTB S:m:mxEB one year ($3) and "Paine'a 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send Tu:m TBUTB Sux:mB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send Tu:m TBUTB SmmuB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send Tu:m TBUTB Sux:mB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send TBE TBUTB Sux:mB one year ($3) and " The Free· 
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send Tu:m TBUTB S:m:mx:mB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomically illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send TBE TBUTB SuxEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically lliustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for euo. The 

.2.75 Pin a.nd THE TatrrB 
BBUliB one year for •5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for e4.75. Sugar ~oons a.nd 'l'BUTB SEBXEB, •5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon 
lrilt bowl, 500. more, Address THE TBUTB ldEEKJ!)R. 

All aTe architects of fate 
Working in these wa.lls of time, 

Some with ma.ssiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 
Tingle the Priest. 

TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, 
Address 

15 cents. 
""HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette "!., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

Tne Truth Seeker Library. 
fhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers a.nd 
philosophers (who were not Christians), from 
the time of Menu to the present. B;y D. M. Ben
nett. 1,00'5 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Snpernatnral Religion. An inquiry into 
tile reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1,115· pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Jo;eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and HlBtorical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Ll.&nda.ff, Let
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 P'!-Jl"es, SVo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gUt edges, 

·~~ . 
. "v uods and Religions of Ancient and 
~lodern 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the godR the nations of the earth 
tlave worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
tioly Uhost, Jesus Chrish Vir_gin l\lary1 and the 
tlible. 835 pages, Bvo. voL 11 descrioes fully 
dl religious syHtems of the world, including 
.Judai,m, Mohammedauism, and ChriRtianity; 
tbe latter occupying_87~_puges, being fully _gone 
tnto, 1149 pages. lly V. l\1. Dennett. Writ· 
ten In prison ut Alhun:v. ln cloth, $3 Per vol
llllle. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
1u morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Ba.rt., F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents. 

Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Ourrent Discussion in Scienc~and Scientific As
p_ect of some Familiar ·~·nings. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

-Darwin and After Darwin. 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs. 
A systematicExp_osition of what ma_y be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
~=~rn~~~:/s~~~ral reader rather than to pro-

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of En~lish writers Jlj)On evolution, 
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his oonclusion regan;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapts.. 
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causaticw, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a. pnrel:vnechanical philo~ophy ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before the 
view of the pre•ent generation m a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been possible; 
and inasmuch as the change which has taken 
place hiLl' taken plaoo in the direction of natural
ism, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical inte131retation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th• 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th_2_UodT" 

DJutrated. Price, clo~ t2. 
A.ddJoe&s. TJ:L)!; TRUTH SEE:KEB; 

CABEEB OF BEL:GIOUS IDEA~. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUrTLE. 
This book is a stud v in the evolution of relig. 

lou~ i··•a•. •ouching all f ·Jm., o. religious wor
st.ip, and treating at length on the authentici~ 
and reliability of the Christian religion. h 
is a 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
re duced from 50 cents m raper and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:i cents in _p_I!Jler~ :iO cents in cloth 

Address THE T.nUTH BEEKER 00. 

Preface by R. 6. IN&ERSOLL. w k 
gi~l~ra~3~ ~o"it~g~~t~~l~et~\~~~o~~fl~'7t0p~~~t~ 0 r S 
less, with a little money fair education and 
much coura~e. to make their wa.y through the 
world by golnl'f to Cbioago. 'lhe author is also 
the heroine. 'l he narrative is, in the main, a his. 
tory of a working-girl'slife and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It i• 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatevsr he admires and appreciates is sure tc 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Reli~tion of the Futmre. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of thl>l East; or, Th~ Origb] 

of the Christian Religion and the Jignificanc< 
of its Rise and Decline. Cl<:'th. $1. 

PhyRical Edncation; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalen1 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Clotb, $1 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution t{! 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illu• 
tra.ted by H. Faber. Clotht.$2~ 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER, 
9$1 T,af'avc4-:+A plQ.OP "1~>"" V""""lr 

Works of W. H. Burr. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40.000 •old. Price, 15 cemB'. . 

Snnday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderla.nd. D.D., in 1871. Price. 200 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins t Socond 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, CommoD Sense, and Thomas 
PaJne. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the ld.!lntJ.fication of Paine as 
JUlli•s aud Oasoa .P"rioe!li cents. 

\.ddress THE ·~·BUTH SEEKER 
118 L&f&yette l'l&ee, New York. 

Address THIS OFFICE 
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IDCan at>reffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
.eeker Library." lf all are ordered together and 
.ent by express, one dollar will be deducted from 
bA t>r1ce of "..ch 

A SEGULAB MABRIA.GE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpose." 
P1"inA 2fi nAntA. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok~ 
Do your children learn these be a uti; ongs o 

l'ennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, anl J :I.erp oets 
and sing them in your homes, maki 1g 1em bap
or,andbright?-SENDFOB A OOl'Y -G·~enolnth 
,.It title. 40 oentA: ha.lf honno1. 2fi • ·" 

The Bible and Evolution. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" sa:!':": "It is by far the best production 
of Mr Moss R pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a• an excellent text-book '•f the subject. The 
manner is good. and the st:vle is brtght. The 
reader is earned along on an easy-ftowingstream 
of science, historY. ethioa. and common-sense." 

Prioe,j)aper, 50 cents. 
TBJ!l TROTli l:i.lllEKEB, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY 
Exr.minatlon of the Morale &nd HletorY 

of the Naw Teetr.ment. 
By l'uo•."' W. N•WKAN. Prloe Jl5 aantlo· 

A.ddre11 'RBB "':BUTB SIIIIIIIUI&a 
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SPECIAL NOTICG.-We •hall be obll&'ecl to our 

reader. H they will •end o• the DllJD.e and addren ol 

any Freetlllnk.er -who is not a regular •nb•crlbel". 

We shall next week print the :first installment of 
a long paper by J OBN PEcK, entitled ":Z he Old Story 
in Plain English. With Notes and Comments." 
Our readers all know Mr. Peck and know that he 
writes vigorously and hits hard. It would not be 
:a bad idea for those who hav Ohri.stian friends 
:amenable to reason to send them a trial subscrip
.tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months, to 
include the issues of the papers containing these 
articles .. It costs but half a dollar. 

A. Contemptible Fraud. 
Rev. Alexander P. Dole, of the Paulist Fathers, 

has this to say about the present. Sabbath observ
ance :fight in New York: 

"There is going on to-day an organized conspiracy in 
which thousands of well-meaning citizens are engaged, 
whose avowed purpose is to cut the heart out of our 
Christian Sunday under the plea of personal liberty. I 
protest against this ruthless invasion of the very sanctuary 
of God by the destroying foot of the Philistine, whose 
only god is his belly. The butcher and the baker hav 
been closed every Sunday for the last hundred years, and 
never was there a word about restricting personal liberty. 
But close the saloon on Sunday, and personal liberty, 
that bulwark of free government, is strangled." 

Our Catholic priest is like the Protestant priests 
who hav preceded him in the Sabbatarian crusade 
-he is unable to stick to facts. It is not true that 
·during the last hundred years no one has protested 
against the compulsory closing of the meat market 
and the bakery on Sunday, and Rev. Mr. Dole can 
:scarcely hav the excuse of ignorance for his glaring 
misstatement. Neither is it true that there is a 
<Conspiracy to "cut the heart out of our Christian 
Sunday under the plea of personal liberty." No 
one proposes to meddle with your Christian Sun
day, any more than Freethinkers propose to meddle 
with the Bible Sabbath. The protest and the battle 
is against your persistent and largely successful 
attempt to force your Christian Sunday on those 
who do not care to observe it. Worship all that 
you like on that day; be as idle as you wish; stay 
at home or go to church; that is entirely your own 
affair. But mind your own business and keep your 
noses out of that of other people .. That is all that 
is asked of you. " I protest against this ruthless 
invasion of the very sanctuary of God by the de
rJtroying foot of the Philistine.11 That is rodo-

montade, and false at that. No Philistine is invad
ing any body's sanctuary. It is the priest of. the 
sanctuary who is invading the mart of the Philis
tine and spoiling him, just as of old God's" chosen 
people, invaded and spoiled and massacred the 
"heathens" round about them. That is simply 
another instance of the wolf pouncing on the lamb 
under the pretext that the la1tter has roiled the 
stream by going into it below the place where his 
lupine lordship is drinking. The religious tyrant 
has never lacked for excuses for his crimes, but of· 
justification he can show none. 

State Universities and the Churches. 
Prof. Richard T. Ely, the well-known educator 

and writer, has again brought himself p'rominently 
before the public by the promulgation of a scheme 
for the practical union of religious and secular 
higher education. His latest article on the subject 
appears in the Cosmopolitan for October. His 
general position is that the state university is the 
capstone of the structure of public education. A 
university ought to hav available at least a million 
dollars.a year. Only through taxation can the vast 
sums necessary be raised. Hence Professor Ely 
frowns upon denominational and other private in
stitutions of learning. Private philanthropy may 
pioneer the way by donating to public institutions 
for specific studies before the people at large are 
awake to the importance of this particular work. 
That is about the limit of its usefulness. "If we 
were at the very beginning, the writer would pos
sibly say, 'No private universities of any sort.' 
But we hav to deal with an actual situation " This 
being so, the professor would discourage all new 
foundations and favor the concentration of the ex
isting schools of the various denominations. 

Now to what is this leading? It is self-evident 
that the churches will not relinquish sectarian in
struction. They are committed to it by the inex
orable logic of their position, Protestants no less 
than Ctltholics. Professor Ely-perceives this and 
sets himself the task of convincing the ecclesias
tical educators that the churches will lose nothing 
and will gain much by gradually abandoning their 
own schools and committing to the state universi
ties the education of their youth. The arguments 
that he uses are ingenuous, to say the least, while 
the scheme itself is simply breath·taking in its au
dacity. If Professor Ely were not so enthusiastic 
a collectivist, so serious a propagandist, and so 
pious a man withal, one could scarcely resist har
boring the suspicion that he is making fun of the 
religious people. 

The first reason which he offers to the churches 
in support of his proposition has relation to the 
missionary work. He says: · 

" How can yon justify yonrselvs in giving money to do 
work which the tax-payers are willing to do, when there 
are so many tbings that need to be done, and which the 
tax-payers can by no possibility be persuaded to do? 
Think of the needs of home and foreign missions! Re
member the appeals from educational institutions in the 
missionary fields." 

Put a little more plainly, this means that the 
tax-payers will not appropriate money for the sup
port of foreign missions, therefore the church 
should let the tax-payers foot the bills for the home 
educational missions, leaving the churches free to 
devote all their spare cash to the conversion of the 
outside heathen. Thus with the Bible in the com
mon schools, the church relieved of the higher edu
cation of her embryo ministers and her lay workers, 
and her property exempt from taxation, she would 
hav no ground for just complaint except the failure 
of the state to build her places of worship and pay 
the salaries of her preachers; and these " reforms" 

would follow the others as a matter of . course. 
Again Professor Ely: 

"The calls upon all persons who are willing to improve 
the vast opportunities for usefulness afforded in our day 
are such that they should husband their resources and 
not waste them in needless duplication. Bnt this is not 
all. There is no reason why there should be hostility be
tween the state universities and the churches, but every 
reason why there should be the closest relations. Relig
ions denominations hav every opportunity which they 
can desire to exercise inflllen<le upon the stnients of the 
state university. Fjrst may be mentioned the Young 
Men's Christian associations of state universities, which 
are an important channel of religions inflnence. There 
is opportunity to strengthen SU<lh institutions. Profes
sorships of the evidences of Christianity and like subjects 
might very wall be established in connection with these 
associations, and these professorships could be controled 
by their trustees. Ap1ut from this, there is no reason 
why any religions denomination, or any group of relig
ions denominations, should not at the seat of state univer
sities construct halls or dormitories which should furnish 
homes for stnden~s. It is noteworthy that ihe colleges of 
Oxford were originally simply dormitories, and were 
called ' halls.' " -

The last sentence has considerable significance. 
Reasoning from analogy, we legitimately infer that 
Professor Ely thinks that the denominational 
" halls" contiguous to the state universities will 
ultimately become colleges supported by the state. 
But to continue this quotation: 

" Such a hall could be established directly opposit the 
grpnnds of a state university, and it would attract many 
students. As this hall, which indeed might be called a 
college, named after some great religions light, would be 
nader the control of trustees appointed by the founder& 
and supporters, there is no reason why the religions life 
of the institution should not be an earnest and activ one, 
Family prayers could be held every morning, and relig· 
ions services condncted during the week, as well as on 
Sunday. Any religions denomination might make such a 
hall a center of activity. Professorships could be estab· 
lished, and those things taught which are of peculiar im· 
portance to the denomination or denominations inter
ested; for example, church history, evidences of Chris· 
tianity, and Christian ethics. There could be a principal, 
a highly educated man, to receive a salary equal to that 
of a well-paid college professor.'' 

There seem to be here two main immediate ob
jects in view, with a hidden and more remote one 
to be reached in course of time. The first immediate 
object is the one already mentioned by Professor Ely, 
the lifting of the larger portion of the burden of edu
cation now carried by the denominations and trans
ferring it to the shoulders of the state, thus releas
ing a large volume of church .revenues and turning 
it into the channels of foreign mission and school 
work. The second immediate object is the bringing 
of higher education more directly and fully under 
the influence of Christianity. At present there are 
each year tens of thousands of students in the state 
universities and private non-sectarian schools who 
are partly out of the religious atmosphere, who are 
receiving a purely secular education, and therefore 
are likely to be lost to Christianity. Young men 
and women prefer to go to the more famous insti
tutions, like Harvard and Yale, and the state uni
versities of California, Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
Kansas. Necessarily there are included among 
these many of the children of activ churchmen. 
And as the constantly widening :field of university 
work calls for continually augmenting revenues the 
struggle for existence becomes harder and harder 
for the denominational institutions. Unless they 
hav the. means to do the work done by the secular 
institutions they are at a fatal disadvantage, for 
multitudes of youths will go to the schools offering 
the better opportunities, regardless of the religious 
bias of their parents. So something· must be done. 
If church people can be induced to transfer their 
children from the privately-supported religious 
schools to the state-supported secular schools, ao· 



companying them there with all the reli?ious infl.~
ences available, and giving them instructiOn at the1r 
own expense, for the present, in a few purely relig
ious bunches, it m!'y be possible, it is thought, to 
largely nullify the rationalist work of the univers
ities. Whebher this schem9 would be a success to 
any considerable eXtent would depend upon the de
gree to which they could direct the ~blirses _ot 
study in the universities and the selectiOn o~ In

structors therein. Given control in these dtrec· 
tions, they would hav it in their power to greatly 
accelerate the "movement in favor of ignorance." 
But if their schemes failed to work in this particular 
they might lose more than they would gain, for the 
quota of students f;Jrmerly religiously influenced 
and instructed in the denominational institutions 
would be subjected to the same danger of being led 
away after false deities that menace the present 
students in the state universities and the more inde
pendent private institutions. Professor Ely is play
ing with :fire; he may succeed in starting a confla
gration that will consume civilizition, or it may 
merely burn out of it the Christian dross. 

The ulterior object hinted at in the preceding 
paragraph is the ultimate state-support of the de
nominational "halls" or colleges, or perhaps even 
the transfer to the universHy proper of their func
tions. In one way or. another, education in all its 
-departments is to be made religious, and made re
ligious largely or wholly at the expense of the tax
payer. This is shown still more conclusivly in the 
next to the closing quotation which we shall make 
for this article. 

Professor Elv censures Protestants for antagoniz
ing the state u;u_versity in the interest of denomi
national colleges, and tells them that they hav no 
logical ground upon which to stand in their oppo
sition ·to Catholic parochial schools while they do 
this. He quotes an English Congregationalist, him
self the principal of a theological seminary in Eng
land, as saying that he did not see how Protestants 
could advocate sectarian colleges and oppose Catho
lic parochial schools. If he had added that the 
Protestants insist upon making the common schools 
the seed-beds of Protestant or at least of Christian 
.theology, his rebuke would hav had more apparent 
point. But where does the professor himself stand 't 
Is he not committed to the position that Protestants 
and Catholics alike should make the tax payer put 
up the money, or most of the money, for the edu
cation of Christian ministers ! It is indisputable 
that Professor Ely wants the denominations to cen
ter " their activity about public institutions'' and 
this means, as a matter of course, that all the stu
dents in all the universities are to be put and kept 
during all their colleg;e life as closely under tll.e 
" moral " and relig~ous tutelage of the clergy as. is 
possible. The whole atmosphere of the university 
town is to be made religious; any number of de
non;~,inations-sa.y twenty or :fifty-will build halls 
OJ;' dor:n;~.itories, and as these will be run with the 
w.oney begged from the credulous masses and the 
a,mbitious possessors of large wealth, it is easy to 
see that ~ompetition will be crushed out and the 
students forced, by the absence of free homes, to 
patronize the dormitories. That this is not a 
strained interpretation of the scheme is shown by 
what is given below, no less than by what we hav 
previously quoted: · 

"The attitude of the Protestant who fights state uni
versities and then complains that they are irreligious, is 
a most painful one." 

The moral of it being that the Protestant (and 
the Catholic also, of course) should help the state 
universities and make them religious I By a parity 
of reasoning, the churches should assist the com. 
mon schools with the same end in view. But it is 
not practicable to surround every common school 
building with halls or chapels; how, then, is the or
thodox complaint that the common schools are 
irreligious to be answered! By retaining the Bible 
and having daily prayers and religious song ser
vices! J;lut whose Bible T And there is the old 
:fight again between Catholic and. Protestant, say
ing nothing of the rights of the Freethinker and 
the Jew. 

:Professor Ely quotes from a letter he has received 

from ·a "well-known Corigregational clergyman." 
Here are some suggestiv sentences: 

"I hav been thinking mnoh of your plan for connect
ing the. ohnrohes more closely wHh the state university. 
l wish that there was such a condition of a:lhirs in ohnroh 
and state as to make snob a proposition hopeful of popu
lar favor. [If nothing more is contemplated .t~an a vol~ 
nntary ohnroh mqvement, what has the oond1t10n of af7 
fairs in the • state' to do with the building of the halls?] 
it :would go a long way in the line of solving the mno~
disoussed and growing question of ohnroh and state m 
their nmtnal relations to education. It seems to me that 
your plan ought to satisfy both the pronounced secular· 
ist and the advocates of Christian education.. Your pl~n 
would allow perfect religious freedom, wh~le providing 
for the religions development of the students. [Would 
there be no orthodox ostracism of the students who 
should prefer to go to the Freethonght dormitory, if one 
were built, and, by the way, would one of these be toler
ated?] It would giv no grounds, either, for the cry of 
the interference of the ohnroh with public instruction." 

How hollow this last sentence sounds after read
ing what Professor Ely has written concerning the 
Christianizing of the universities! 

If there is to be continuous progress in the affairs 
of men, education must not be permitted to fossil
ize; minds must be ever receptiv; investigation 
must be all-sided and fearless; the truth must be 
sought regardless of its possible E:ffect on ancient 
theories. Revelation, resting on authority, is neces
sarily inimical to the New. Priests, holding that 
truth is given by gods, not found by men, seek ever 
to bind man back to the Old. Giv them the molding 

~(;._...... . . 
of the youthful mind, and you put into:-~heir hands 
the warrant of intellectual and moral death. The 
priest must not dictate the education of our chil
dren, in common schools or state universities. To 
the extent that he does, civilization stands still or 
retrogrades. Against the contemplated and accom
plished treasons of clergy-led P?liticians we hav no 
defense other than secular education, given in press 
and school and on the platform. If we would not 
perish we must keep or make all these free. 

" Truth Seeker" Work Bearing Fruit. 
It has been customary in the Central Labor 

Union of this city for delegates and newly-elected 
officers to hold up the right hand when taking the 
obligation to perform their duties. It was only ari 
orthodox habit, for the law of the state does not 
require it, nor do the constitution and by-laws of 
the Union. No delegate or officer could be com
pelled to thus recognize the religious beliefs of his 
fellow-members, but some of them were sure that 
they had a right to exact this observance. They 
know better now. 

Mr. James McGill is the delegate of the Plaster
ers' Union to the Central Labor Union. He is a 
Freethinker and when presiding officer in his own 
union he has quietly ignored the hand-raising cus
tom, to the great scandal of some labor reformers. 
With this record, it was not strange that, being 
elected to an office in the Central Labor Union, he 
should neglect to raise his hand when called up to 
take the obligation. This happened on Sunday, 
September 22d. At once there was a protest from 
the pious. Mr. McGill answered that the elevation 
of the hand was not essential. Delegate Fitzgerald 
said that it was, that "all the san city " of the obli
gation was in the lifting of the hand. " If that is 
so,'' retorted the Freethinker, "I certainly shall not 
raise my hand.'r He was told that there was not a 
state in which he could make an affirmation without 
raising the hand. But he refused to comply with 
the demand made, and so, while the other officers 
took the obligation, he was left out in the cold by a 
vote of 15 to 13, overruling the chairman, who had 
decided in his favor. 

During the week Mr. McGill was equipped 
with the' law of this state, which says nothing about 
the raising of the hand, and with the decision of 
Judge Barrett in the case of the Editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Judge Barrett said that the rais
ing of the hand had no more to do with the affirma
tion than the cut of the clothes. At the meeting of 
the Union on Sunday, September 29th, Mr. McGill 
was ready for his opponents. He read the pro
visions of the fundamental law and the decision of 
Judge Barrett in the case cited. There was an
other hot debate, but in the end Chairman Farley 
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ruled that as the motion adverse to Mr. McGill 
adopted at the previous meeting had not been sub. 
mitted in writing, as the constitution of the Union 
requires, it was null and void and he therefore ~e
clared it rescinded. This probably ends the a:ltair, 
as the religious element recognizes that there is no 
ground for longer contest. But as it appeared last 
week that the orthodox members of the Central La. 
bor Union might try to take further action inimical 
to the rights of Mr. McGill and as it was very desira
ble that they should explicitly name the authotit;t 
or authorities upon which they relied in support of 
the claim they had made, THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER sent 
to the secretat·y the letter which follows : 

NEw YoRK, Oot. 4, 1895. 
JoHNS. HENRY, Secretary Central Labor Union, Clar

endon Hall, New York, Dear Sir: The newspaper reports 
having not fully informed ns as to the reasons which hav 
led your organization to refuse to permit Mr. James Mc
Gill of the Plasterers' Union to affirm without raising his 
hand, will you kindly answer the following questions at 
your earliest convenience.? 

1. Is the Central Labor Union incorporated under 
the laws of the state of New York? 

2. Upon what provision of the State Constitution or of 
the statutes do yon base your claim that the hand must 
be raised in making affirmations? 

3. If, however, yo&.r action has been taksn in con
formity with the requirements of the constitution or by
laws of the Central Labor Union, please quote the para. 
graph or clause of said constitution or by-laws that makes 
obligatory the raising of the hand in making an affir
mation. 

By supplying 
favor upon, 

this information yon will confer a 
Yours respectfully, 

E. M. MAODONALD, 
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

It is the duty of the secretary to submit to the 
Union all communications received, but at the meet
ing on Sunday, October 6th, nothing was said of 
the letter from THE TRUTH SEEKER and business was 
hurried to a conclusion. It is fairly inferable that 
Mr. McGill will not agiun be disturbed, and that 
this incident kills the hand-raising custom in the 
Central Labor Union. The thanks of all Free
thinkers and other friends of separation of secular 
from religious conc.erns are due to James McGill 
for his fearless and timely smashing of a bad prec
edent. And we cannot help feeling that our con
tests with the election inspectors and clerk of the 
court hav already borne very good and substantial 
fruit. Let Freethinkers everywhere assert them
selva and defend their rights. 

Two Ways of Looking at the Matter. 
The subjoined cards tell their own stories: 

"GANANOQum, CAN., Sept. 2, 1895. 
"THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.: Please discontinue my pa

per. Sometime in August THE TRUTH SEEKER was 
stopped by the P. M.-General, since which time I havre
ceived only two or three copies. I owe yon one dollar, 
which I will remit very soon. Fraternally yours, 

• • HENRY SMITH." 

" 0BIBLLA, ONT., Oot. 5, 1895. 
"THE TRUTH SEEKER: We -intend to get np a olnb and 

hav your paper sent by mail to Niagara, and from there 
by express. Yours, JOHN Mo0LINOHY." 

Were we a citizen of Canada, and were the 
postmaster general or any other official to hav the 
impudence to tell us what not to read in the way 
of newspapers, we should not discontinue the sub
scription. On the contrary, we should look around 
to see how we could circumvent him. We would 
be willing to spend several times the amount of a 
regular subscription to defy him, and should call 
his attention each week to the fact that we had the 
paper he condemned, and intended to hav it, and 
read it, and circulate it to the fullest extent of our 
ability. When officials-the accidents of politics
take themselvs so seriously as to set up a censor
ship of a citizen's reading matter, it is time for that 
citizen to get up on his feet and object with all the 
lung power wherewith he is endowed. 

Mr. McClinchy's way of doing it. we like. better. 
It is more American, and will produce a great deal 
better results in the future. Official upstarts who 
interfere with the liberties of the people must be 
snubbed and defied and taught to keep their places 
as servants of the people, without trying to become 
their. masters. They ought to be removed from 
office. Turn the rascals out. 

l 
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Shameful Editorial Stnltification. 
The New York World has for months been mak

ing a strong fight against the Sllbbath laws. It 
has devoted pages of editori!ll space to the elucida
tion and defense of the fundamental principles of 
Liberty, Equality, and Justice. But just now a 
political campaign is on and, as usual, everything is 
to be sacrificed to "harmony." It is supposed to 
be necessary to unite various "reform" elements 
against Tammany. The State Democracy and the 
Republicans hav agreed on a lot of resolutions, 
among them these: 

"Every citizen is entitled by the fact of his citizenship 
to enjoy the largest measure of personal freedom consist
ent with the welfare of the community and not in con. 
fiict with the moral and religions convictions of his fellow· 
citizens. · 

" While we believe that the sanctity of Sunday should 
be maintained in the interests of religion, of public 
morals, a11d of health through rest from all unnecessary 
labor on that day, we also believe dne regard should be 
had to the sentiments and customs of that large portion 
of the community who desire on that day to enjoy some 
orderly and harmless recreation." 

The World says that "these resolutions are in 
line with the popular demand for Liberty, Equality, 
and Justice which the World has voiced ever since 
the headlong Rooseveltian crusade began." They 
may be in line with what the World meant, but 
they are not in line with what the World said. 
The moral and religious convictions of certain citi
zens ha.v nothing to do with the question of equal 
rights. If it is admitted that they hav, religious 
liberty is only a dream. The genius of our institu
tions is that the majority must not force the minor
ity to profess or act upon the religious convictions 
of such m!Jojority. Tile "sanctity of Sunday" 
sh'}uld n'Jt "ba mlinta.ined in the interest of relig
ion," aui th3 World knows it perfectly well. It 
ha'3 simply got down into the mire of politics and 
is eating filth for the sake of votes. Will the 
United States ever see such a thing as an h~nest, 
fearless, and consistently independent newspaper? 
Even the World is unable to resist the seductions 
of the harlot of politics. 

The Overburdened Politician. 
The politician is the most severely burdened of 

mortals. He must bear water on both shoulders, 
balance on his head a tub for the popular whale, 
and carry a pail in each hand. Here is Chairman 
Hinckley, of the Democratic Central Committee of 
New York: 

"I believe in all laws which are in the interest of labor 
and morality, bnt whether the ExciFe law of this state, as 
it is now being enforced in New York on Sundays, is in 
the interest of labo! and morality is quite another mattE'r. 
I believe in a proper observance of the Sabbath. I was 
brought np to respect the Sabbath. If I had my way I 
would not hav anything occur on Sunday which could 
reasonably be looked upon as an offense to church goers. 
At the same time I detest anything like Puritanical laws, 
or any laws which interfere with tne proper enjoyment of 
the day by people whose habits and customs are radically 
different from mtne." 

He either did not understand or had not the 
courage to say that "labor and morality " are mere 
catch-words of the Sabbatarians; that neither the 
laborer nor ethical development can be helped by 
laws enacted in the interest of a particular religious 
belief; that all special laws for_ Sunday hav their 
source in a desire to favor religious people at the 
exp,.nse of their fellow citizens, and are partial, 
unJust, unnecessary, and demoralizing. What dif
ference does it make to others what he believes 
about the "observance of the Sabbath," if he does 
not try to force hie inherited notions on his neigh
bors! It is not at all a question of "observanc6." 
Z hat is wholly a private matter. That it is intro
duced in political discussions and platforms is one 
o( the most ominous signs of the times. Who cares 
whether or not Mr. Hinckley was "brought. up to 
respect the Sabbath "! That l.s no more fit for po
litimJ.l discussion than what he was "brought up " 
to think about the Trinity or grace at meals or 
evening prayt:rs! It would be just as proper to 
legislate regarding any of these as concerning 
"Sabbath observance." Let it be distinctly under
~tood that the performance of religious obligations, 
(>f wlliclt tY,e oh.sep~nc~ of J'}9~Y days is clearly a 
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part, is a matter for the individual conscience, not· 
for majority votes to determin at the polls or in the 
chambers of legislation. Mr. Hinckley should hav 
no difficulty in understanding that he cannot con
sistently detest Puritanical laws and at the same 
time decree that nothing shall be done on Sunday 
that is "an offense to church-goers." There is not 
the slightest room for doubt that " the proper en
joyment of the day by people whose habits and 
customs are radically different" from theirs is "an 
offense to church-goers." This is the cause of the 
whole trouble ; this is the origin of the Puritanical 
laws which Mr. Hinckley says that he detests. It 
is an "offense" to the Sabbatarian for the cars to 
run on Sunday a thousand miles from his home ; it 
is an " offense " to the Sunday worshiper in Maine 
for a man to be shaved on the first day of the week 
in Alaska. 'The reasonableness of the inhibited 
labor or amusement has nothing to do with the 
present issue, for " what could reason"bly be 
looked upon as an offense to church-goers" is nf)t 
considered by the makers of Sunday statutes; if it 
were, they would cease to be the makers of Sunday 
statutes. They are influenced simply by what the. 
church-goer thinks about any given act, regardless 
of its intrinsic reasonableness or unreasonableness. 

At the recent diocesan convention of the Protest
ant Episcopal church {)f New York the Australian 
ballot system was used in the election of the mem
bers of the Standing Committee. Inasmuch as the 
Austraiian sy!ltem was, designed for the double put
pose of preventing the bribing of venal electors 
and the protection of wageworkers who might 
otherwise fear to vote against their employers' sup
posed interests, the use, in a religious convention, 
of this bar to fraud and intimidation cannot fail to 
attract the attention of the observant. 

" Man is of few days and full of trouble," but 
he would hav far less trouble and liv longer if he 
had more sense. He doesn't know much on the 
average, and so h~ keeps on in the old ruts of su
perstition and intolerance, tormenting himself with 
a false conception of duty and his neighbors with 
his insane attempts to make them think and act as 
they do not want to think and act. This from the 
World of October 1st tells a characteristic story of 
human idiocy and knavery, mingled in fairly equal 
proportions : 

''Among the criminals who stood before Magistrate 
Crane in the Jefferson Market court yesterday was Reu
ben Becker, who keeps a hosiery store at No. 122 Seventh 
B.venne. He pleaded guilty. Policeman Reilly, who was 
on the lookout f::~r law-breakers, found Reuben's store 
open on Sunday and asked Reuben if he had a pair of· 
stockings for lady's wear. A member of his family, he 
said, had hung her best Sunday stockings on the clothes
line, where they attracted the attention of a hungry goat, 
The goat had eaten them. and the now stockingJess lady 
could not go to church. Reuben sympathized with the 
unhappy lady and brought ont a presentable pair of 
stockings, price 10 cents. Reilly bought them and ar
rested Reuben. 'I thought I would be helpil).g the 
cause of religion,' Reuben pleaded in court. ' I don't 
like to hold yon, my good man,' said the magistrate, 
bnt it's the law and I must. Fifty dollars' bail for trial 
in general sessions.' " 

Here we hav a sensele!JB law that indue~;~ the 
policeman to lie like a land agent in order to get a 
trailesman into trouble for such an innocent act as 
selling a pair of hose, and the tradesman to lie in 
court in the hope that a pretense of interest in re
ligion will lessen his punishment. Here we hav a 
law which enables an officer to seduce a dealer into 
violation of it by an appeal to his sympathies and 
his gallantry. Here we hav a magistrate who thinks 
that it is his duty to help the policeman persecute 
an inoffensiv citizen ; and, finally, here we hav a 
sentiment in the minds of the people that permits 
the continuance of this farce, th~s burleeque of jus
tice, this travesty of commoJi sense, this fools' 
dance on nothing. 
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Canadian Papers on the fanadian P.M. G. 

A Confession of Weaknrss. 
Frorn the Hamtlton, Or.t., Herala of Septt mber 30th. 

A Freethought jf)urnal published in New Yorlr, 
called THE TRUTH SErKER, has been baned out of 
the Canadian mails by order of ::3ir A. P. Cuon, the 
postmaster general. THE TRUTH SEEKER is not the 
sort of paper to attain a very fXbensiv circulation 
in a country like C!lnada, where the masses of peo
ple are as orthodox in their uttered ideas as can bt>, 
but it seems a bit idiotic to attempt to suppress it 
when publication of such a journal· as Secular 
'I hought is permitted in Toronto, and when wo1 ks 
on Atheism and Agnosticism and kindred subj•cts 
can be proaured in every bookstore in the land. 
The fffort to suppress publications of this nature 
always looks like a confession of weakness. 

No "Index Expurgator ius" Needed. 
From the 'Hamilton Evmtno Times. 

It is raported th<~t the Cu.st.)JlS DJpHtment hav 
seized cedain books of a controversial character, 
alleging that they are immoral, and that the pious 
and highly m )r..tl postm!Jo3ter-genara.l has forbidden 
the uae of the mails to certain j')urnals on the same 
.ground. We know nothing about the papers in 
question, but the bf)oks are b b!'l found in m1.ny of 
our bast libraries. Moraover, we object to the 
making of any man the arbitrary censor of liter
ature in c~nada. We need no "index expurga
torius" here; our politicii.l.ns hav enough to do 
without attempting to impose on us a cabinet 
standard of orthodoxy. And when the Canadian 
people can be saved only by ~he good officas of a 
moral censor _we don't think either Caron or Foster 
will be in demand. 

Editor Dana Revolts. 
From the New York Sun. 

Mr. E. M. Macdonald, Elitor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, "a journal of Fraethought and Reform," 
invites us to express our opinion on the act of Post
master-General C!lron of Canada in orderi~g the 
exclusion of his pap9r from the mails of the Domin
ion, on the ground that it is a scurrilous. and blas
phemous publication. 

We understand that, under the laws of Canada, 
M. Caron possesses the power of determining the 
question absolutely. If he holds a publication to 
be blasphemous, that settles it, and the mails are 
closed to that publication. The only remedy is a 
change in the government, or a change in the law. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER is undoubtedly an honest and 
candid paper, but it is not adapted to suit a pioas 
Catholic like M. Caron, or a pious Protestant eithar. 
It is what is ordinarily described as an Infidel pub
lication. Christianity and the Bible it rejects, criti
cises, and assails, not we believe with scurrility and 
blackguardism, though its picture ijlustrations 
sometimes go pretty far in that direction, and its 
arguments are often calculated to shock and st·\rtle 
reverential and simple Christian spirits. Its discus
sions are otherwise like those of Thomas Paine in 
the days of Washington, or of Abner Kneeland in 
Boston forty years ago. . 

We hold to liberty, and w~ revolt at the arbitrary 
act of the Canadian postmaster-general. But if the 
Canadian people support him, what remedy is there 
short of a long agitation, with a doubtful conclusion! 

TaE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are »eported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
~~ond giviug ~ ~Jew 4ir~~~~Q.q ~o their tqought11, 

A similar arbitrary act was performed by the 
postmaster-general of the United States when he 
ordered the exclusion of lottery advertisments from 
the mails. An act of Congross, subsequently en
acted, justified the order, though it was held by 
eminent lawyers to be clearly unconstitutiol,l~,~ol .. ~~~ 
no attempt has been made to repeal the a~t dr t.o 
procure the revered of the order, because the pub,
lic sentiment is no~ very strongly agalns~ lotteries. 
In the same way the majority of the Canadian· peo
ple are likely to support M. Caron ·in. his. cru_sade 
against Infidel periodicals, beca~se they ~re. or; pre
tend to be Christians, and are vrilling to silene~ all 
criticism by any means the law may put into their 
hands. Yet if any pomical passion should beci>me 
mixed ~ith the controversy, they may adopt a dif
ferent. policy in:· a hurry, and engage with zeaL_ in 
prbmoting and establishing the very liberty which 
they now condemn and suppress. - · • · 
' • • J '.. • ~ • 
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Freethouyht Federation and Union. enable the Union to consolidate with the Free
thought Federation of America. 

The members of the Freethought Federation are 
FREETHOUGHT FE.DERA.TION OF AMERICA. also notified that changes of the same nature W~l 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. I be proposed for its Constitution. in order th~t tt 
141 Sonth Water St., Chicago. may unite as an organized body wtth the Amertcan 

E. c. R1!liCHWA.LD,'I'reasnrer ........... 281 Wa.rr~n Ave., Ch~oa.go Secular Union. 
MRS. M.A. FREEMAN, Secretary .... l037 w. Madison St., Chicago It is the general desire that there be one grand 
FRANKLIN srEINER~ICE-PREs/i§_E;:sJmswoLD, national organization adapted to all the needs of 

Des Moines, Iowa. Menden, Co'lln the present and future work. Without doubt this 
AMERICAN SECULAR UNION. will be determined in a wise, conciliatory, and pro-

SA.MUEL P. PuTNAM, Presi<lent ............. 141 s. Water St., Chica.JZo gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks and meet the 
JULII!idr~ce S::::~"t~~&li:·D., Vice-President, cor; 64th St., and common enemy, the bigots of the Christian church. 
HoN.C.B. WAITE, ViOA-Pres., ............ 60500g!esbyAve.,Chicago ·we work for the future; we work for humanity; we Jos. H. GBEEB, M.D., Vice-Pres .............. 127LaSa'le 8~ Chicago . f th 
G. A. F. de Ll!:SPINAssE, M.D., Vice-Pres ......... Orange vity, Iowa. work for the best interests o:t civilizatiOn, or e 
Mas. M. A.. Fa.,EMAN, Oor. Sec ......... 1037 w. Madison St .• Cnioal!o l'b t d th . f 11 L t s stand OTTo W£TTSTEIN. Trea.s .................................. Rochelle, 111 1 er y an e progress o a . e u 

Call for the Annual Congress. 
TO BE HELD IN HARDMAN HALL, NINETEENTH ST. AND 

FIFTH A.VE., NEW YORK, OCTOBER 25, 26, 27. 
To the Liberals of America, Members of the Free

thought Federation and Secttlar Union, and 
all Socie~ies organized jor the .Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Secular Government: 

It is of great importance that Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
to do and the work cannot be done by isolated 
eftort- There are vast ecclesiastical combinations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freethought, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
questions immediately confront us: 

The Taxation of Church Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, 
The. Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. The conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now waged both in the 
states and in the national Congress, and a central
ized political power is being established for the 
purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters; and honest Freethinkers are im
prisoned to-day for discussing questions of the ut
most importance to human improvement. Against 
these flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in .every state, county, city, 
and village, should be in activ communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the ca3e that a Freethinker 
is alone in his ·community in the open support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. Religious bigots assume that 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on account of their own vast majority. 

When it is well understood that the Freethinkers 
of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Free thought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to support his cause. 
The theologian is naturally a coward. He perse
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease his persecutions, but even welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 
· There is a great contest before us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra
cism. We cannot fold OUl' hands and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We must use the same instrumentalities 
that are constantly used by the churches. They 
hav their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far. 
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessary aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Congress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethought Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be adopted and cordially carried 
out by friends of freedom throughout the country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
notified that such amendments to the Constitution 
will be proposed at the coming Congress as will 

bravely by our colors and unite in the common 
cause. There are vast and profound principles 
which should harmonize superficial differences. We 
hav no creed to support, but always and everywhere 
the rights of man. This is the mighty battle
ground. Let us rally now as never before, with 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthusiasm. We 
cannot evade the issue, neither can the church itself. 
It is liberty or it is slavery. This is the conflict of 
the ages, and in the American Republic all that is 
most precious and ennobling is at stake. 
. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, President. 

Katie Kehm Smith. 
It is with deep sorrow that THE TRUTH SEEKER 

announces that Katie Kehm Smith is dead. The 
letter given below tells the sad story, which must 
shock and grieve every Freethinker who has known 
or known of this bright, fearless woman and her 
work. We lament the loss ,of the Duttons and 
Gove and Tompkins and Colwick, all with the 
snows of age upon their brows, and Cook at seventy
six, and Hacker at ninety-four, but they had been 
with us many years and we could not expect to keep 
them much longer. It is a different thing to say 
farewell to Katie Kehm Smith, laying down her 
burden at twenty-seven. We cannot help feeling 
that she had not lived out a third of the days that 
should hav been hers. There was so much to do 
and she was doing it so well. She had taken up a 
neglected department of the Freethought propa
ganda and had already shown us that it was pos
sible to educate our own children in Secular Sun
day-schools, to so conduct those schools as to make 
them at once attractiv to old and young, and well
springs of genuin. knowledge. We can best honor 
her memory by walking in the path which she has 
opened for our feet, and by making it a broad high
way to a future of learning, liberty, justice, and 
lo.ve here on this our mother earth. Here is the 
letter from the bereaved companion: 

EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Dear Friend: My wife, 
Katie Kehm Smith, died at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Chas. G. Ca.spary in John Day, Grant Co., Or., Septem
ber 18th, 9:30 PM., and was bnried at Wagner, Grant 
Co., Or., on the 21st·at 3 P.M. She sleeps in a qniet; 
beautifnl VBlley, mostly settled by Secularists-her lov
ing and loyal friends. She did not seem to suft'dr, or to 
snspect that she wonld die. She was taken down with 
fever-her doctor said typhoid-abont Angnat 8~h, and 

·canceled some lecture engagements to rest a few days, 
bnt it was more serions than anyone snpposed. She never 
finished her Eastern Oregon campaign. She died in the 
field, at the front, five hnndred miles from home, in the 
interior of the state. I reach11d her Angnst 18th, and 
was with her constantly. Mr. and ltlrs. Caspary did all 
they conld-they were nntiring. This is the first chanoo 
I hsv had to write to_yon. Mr. Carl Wagner delivered 
the fnneral address. Very respectfully, D. W. SMITH. 

From "Four , Hundred Years of Free thought" 
we quote the following biographical sketch: 

"Probably the youngest prominAnt lecturer in 
the Freethought ranks is Katie Kehm Smith, of 
Oregon. She was born at Warsaw, Til., and received 
her education in the public schools. In 1885, at the 
age of seventeen, she graduated from the Ottumwa, 
Iowa, high school and immediately began life as a 
teacher, which pursuit she followed in Iowa and 
Oregon for over six years. At sixteen she became 
a convert to Freethought and ever since has been 
an outspoken and aggressiv worker in the cause. 
She is a student, an observer, and a thinker. As a 
teacher, she saw and met the common people in 
their every-day lives She saw them willingly bear 
the burden of an expensiv church and clergy; she 
saw them work hard and innocently divide the 
fruits of their toil with these, sacrificing comfort 
and happiness in this world for the sake of their 
'souls ' in the next. She therefore early resolved 
to do what she could to take people's eyes off their 
' souls ' and turn their attention to their bodies. 
She delivered her first lecture at the age of seven
teen, and although a teacher, and often opposed 
and ostracized by Bible bigots, she never neglected 
an opportunity to expose the myths and evil effects 
of Christianity. She is impatient to hav the people 
see the wrongs they endure and break the fetters 
which bind them. She also realizes that as these 
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wrongs are the slow results of centuries of priestly 
rule, it will necessarily take persistent and syste
matic effort for a long time, to right them. 

"In 1891 she married Hon. D. W. Smith, of Pod 
Townsend,_ Wash., but did not sacrifice her identity 
nor lose her interest in Freethought. Her husband 
encourages and seconds all her efforts. Since 1891 
Mr. and Mrs. Smith hav urged the plan of organ
izing Secular churches and Sunday-schools and 
placing each, or a circuit of them, in charge of a 
competent person duly appointed by the state or
ganizlltion, whose business it shall be to lecture 
regularly, at a regular time and place ; that the lack 
of regular lectures, by regular lecturers, is why 
Freethought societies heretofore organized hav not 
flourished. To prove the practicability of this. plan, 
Mrs. Smith organized, Jan. 29, 1893, tbe First Sec- . 
ular Church of Portland, and soon after the Port
land Secular Sunday-school, and has lectured for 
this church ever since [and to 1895]. Her audi
ence has steadily increased, until at the end of a 
year it numbers between three and four hundred, 
and is as large as any orthodox church in the city." 

Until lately Mrs. Smith wrote the lessons for the 
Secular Sunday-schools of the state and was also 
secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union. Here 
she did most efficient work. In manner and speech 
she was gentle, with the charms of the orator and 
the reasoning of the logician. Our regular readers 
are familiar, through her frequent and interesting 
reports from the front, with her recent campaigns 
in the Far Northwest. 

For ourselvs and THE TRUTH SEEKER constituency 
we offer to her bereaved companion and all her 
relative and personal associates sincere sympathy 
in this hour of gloom. They hav the satisfaction 
of knowing that she was one of those whose lives 
hav made for truth and peace and equity. Nothing 
better can be said of any of the dead, she has 
helped make it possible for it to be truly said of an 
increasing proportion of those who shall hereafter 
return to their constituent elements. For her 
grave, roses and carnations and lilies-of-the-valley, 
but not yew nor cypress. For her memory, sweet 
remembrances. For us who remain for a little 
time, unceasing battle for the cause under whose 
flag she died in the van of the conflict. 

The Serpent on the Cross. 
In his lectnre last Sunday night Mr. Symes 

showed the essential identity of Christianity and 
serpent-worship. Details cannot be given here. 
He took for his text John iii, 14, "As Moses lifted 
up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the 
son of man be lifted up," etc. The connection of 
this with the cock-and-bull story in Numbers xxi 
was shown; and by reference to Hezekiah's "Re
form" (2 Kings xviii, 4}, he showed that the wor
ship of Nebushtan, the brass serpent, had been a 
permanent practice in Israel from time immemorial; 
and that the tale in Numbers was invented to ac
count for this worship and to excuse it, after the 
worship itself had been condemned. 

In the early church and for several centuries 
there existed a sect called Ophites, Serpentians, 
Naassenians,or Nahassenians, who, like many others, 
worshiped the serpent. They held that the God 
who made the world and planted Eden was the bad 
God, who gave a bad command to Adam and Eve; 
that the serpent who led them to eat the forbidden 
fruit was Christ, a good God ; that the so-called 
fall of the couple was really a rise, an introduction 
to saving knowledge; and that this Christ or ser
pent had come to destroy the deeds of the bad God 
of the Old Testament. The name Na.hassenians is 
almost literally Nehushtanians, or worshipers of 
Nehushtan, especially if we rtad that name, as we 
well may do, Nahashtan. As the OphiteR are said 
to be older than Christianity, the probability is that 
they were a survival, more or less direct, of those 
whose God Hezekiah destroyed in the vain hope of 
crushing out the worship offered to it. 

It is all very well to call those serpent-worPhipers 
heretics; but the word heretic flung at your rival 
is mere abuse, and signifies that you hav no argu
ment or reason by which to convince him. Gie
seler's Ecclesiastical History, vol. I., p., 143, says 
the orthodox Christians used the serpent as a sym
bol, and that symbol was a serpent on a cross. The 
word !!ymbol may be understood how you please. 
The present crucifix is but a successor of the older 
crucifix which consisted of a crucified or crossified 
serpent. Remember, Crossified and Crucified are 
but different modes of spelling the same word. 
And the fact stated by Gieseler shows that there 
was a wide-spread Christian belief that Jesus and 
the serpent were one (in some sense of the word 
one). In fact, serpent-worship was once as ortho
dox as any worship in the church. These are in
teresting facts, which will not be acceptable to the 
Ohristians.-.Melbourne Liberator. 
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" News and Notes. 

. Friday afternoon, Sept. 6 hh, I take a farewell smoke· 
with Saladin, who sends his good wishes to the Free
thinkers of America, and pr~sents me with his 
brilliant book "Janet Smith," which I read on my 
homeward voyage. Friday evening, with Mr. and 
Mrs. Foote and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner, I visit for 
the last time, this journey, the home circle of Mr. 
and Mrs. Oharles Watts. Here is the hearthstone 
where I received the first welcome, and here is the 
adieu. The evening was a happy termination to 
my eventful pilgrimage; a coi1ch1sion that looked 
forth to many golden to-morrows. Friendships are 
formed, broadened, strengthened, and enriched by 
thought, by hope, and by sympathy. It is good
bye, and all hail the hereafter .. 

morning; as Ohauncf'y again picturesquely described ,..atery domain. I suppose our vessel presents the 
it, it was like the battle of Waterloo. Almost every-· samA appearance to those who gaze upon it from: 
body was slain. The saloons were deserted and that palatial steamer. Nothing is more stirring 
also the decks. For a time indeed we were locked than the sight of a great ship at sea, especially 
in and not permitted to go " out doors " at all. It amidst the grandeurs of a storm. To the glory of 
was dangerous, for one man, a clergyman forsooth, the sea is added the glory of man himself ; his art 
already had his leg broken. SevPral were on deck resplendent on the liquid plain, imperious along 
just before breakfast, when a huge wave swept along, the surge of nature's mightiest force. 

When I awoke Saturday morning the biggest 
thunder storm of the season was roaring over Lon
don. I did not like the outlook. It was too mel
ancholy to quit London and England amidst such 
a shower of tears. It cleared off a bit after break
fast, and when my friend Wilson's equipages swept 
up to the door of the hotel to take me bag and bag
gage to the Waterloo station, there was a lull in the 
fury of the elements. With the unpleasant weather 
I hardly expected to see any friendly faces ; but 
Watts was there, George Ward, Mr. Guest, and 
others, and there was no lonely departure for the 
Pilgrim Watts was tbe firRt to greet and the last 
to say good-bye in Merrie England. As the train 
rolled out of the station, long as I could see the 
company I waved adieus. When we reach the open 
country the sun,.hine fills the landscape and my 
final glimps of England is one of beauty and de
light. In a couple of hours the crowded express 
arrives at Southampton, and the great steamer 
Paris awaits the one thousand passengers she is to 
proudly bear over the heaving deep. I find this 
world is not so very big after all. I am continually 
meeting friends. Travelers meta.t one point I strike 
at another. Passengers are on board the Paris that 
were 'Yith me on the Berlin ; and on the deck of the 
boat I was met by Olarence ':l. Darrow of Ohicago. 
It was simply a chance meeting. He came from Paris 
and I from London. With Darrow was John P. 
Hopkins, formerly mayor of Ohicago. I like Hop
kins. He is a bright, genial traveler, and thoroughly 
democratic in manners. He is full of ideas and 
keeps his eyes open. He does not. think Obicago is 
the whole world, but recognizes the merits of 
foreign people. Although a member of the Catho
lic church, he is very liberal in his ideas of religion 
and history, as many nominal Catholics are. I think 
Hopkins has the courage of his convictions. He is 
Jefiersonian in his political doctrine, and he thus 
represents an element in American politics which I 
hope will be victorious. Ohicago Liberals all know 
Darrow, who is at the front of the "coming men" 
of this age, an orator, a philosopher, a reformer. 
and a lawyer-but honest and fearless in the last 
capacity as Abraham Lincoln himself, whom he re 
semble& in spirit and level-headed power. Darrow 
is a man of the people and stands for the people 
every time. He has the soul of the poet, and is de
voted to the glorious golden visions of William 
Morris, the noblest bard of England to-day. I hav 
not met anyone who is more widely read than Dar· 
row in literature, or who is better equipped for the 
stirring issues of the present time, or who has a 
broaJer perception of the future. I waJ glad to 
meet him, for it brightened my voyage with home
like associations. 

tossing furiously over the ladies' cabin, and piled When the storm is over the reanimated passen
about forty chairs and a dozen passengers in a gers again throng the decks, and happiness prevails. 
promiscuous heap. It was dire. confusion for a On Thursday evening there is an entertainment in 
minute or so, and when the remorseless billow re- the saloon, for the benefit of the Sailors' Homes at 
treated, among the debris of chairs was this man Southampton and at New York. These entertain
with a broken leg ; another with a cracked crown. menta are ·a graceful affllir. They are a kind of 
etc. After that the gates were barred on all the festival for the passengers, and the spirit of human
passengers. I hav concluded that I am a "good ity illuminates them. Some members of Daly's 
sailor." I did not hav a single qualm or lose a single company are with us, professional singers, etc., and 
meal. I found it pretty difficult, however, to travel the display of talent is varied and attractiv and 
from one end of the ship to the other ; one had to hearty applause greets everyone who contributes to . 
hang on to railings and chairs and tables, and the the pleasure of the occaRic.n. Darrow reads a poem 
way the deck went up and down gave a buoyancy which has quite a sparkle of radical thought,. and is 
to the step, at times, more than desirable. The appreciated even by that fashionable audience. 
"inner man " in my case, however, retained his Ohauncey Depew is quite an ideal chairman for 
equanimity. I understand this was a test occasion, such an occasion, and his after-dinner speeches come 
and that if anybody survived without a tribute to in fine play. His stories are well told, and he can 
old ocean he was fit to grapple with any storm. garnish a chestnut with delightful variations so that 
It was even reported that the captain himstillf was it. has an air of novelty. It seems that Ohauncey 
on the verge, but this was officially denied, it being Depew goes to the theater in spite of his evangel
asserted that the capt.ain was sea-sick only once, ical associations. He confesses that when he is all 
and that forty-seven years ago. I guess, however, tired out and feels blue, and wants to be recuperated, 
from the story Obauncey DFp~w relateP, that there he goes to the theater and refreshes himself with 
was some pretty awful sea-sicknesR about. As this its comedy. He doesn't go to a prayer-meeting or 
story is also confirmed by Bishop Potter it must be listen to a sermon. He endures the latter from a 
true. A lady was lolling on deck fearfully demor- sense of duty, but the former he enjoys and is ben
alized and looking up to heaven with a most pitiable efited thereby for the battle of life~ Ohauncey is 
expression. The head of a man equal1y suffering something of a. pagan after all. He averred that 
was laid upon her lap A sympathizing p~ssenger "all the world's a stage, and all the men and 
remarked to the lady, "You are quite sick?" "Yes, women merely players," and that the most honest 
I am," she gulped. ''How is your husband T'' " I player of all is the actor himself, who makes no 
don't know how my husband is; I havn't seen him pretense about it. Ohaun<iey says he has crossed 
the whole day." The somewhat amazed passenger the ocean thirty times. No wonder he is a kind of 
queri~>d, "Isn't he your husband ?" pointing to the "old sea-dog," and he isn't sick· at all the whole 
head in her lap. " Oh, no," she groaned. "I don't voyage. Out of his fund of observation and va.ried 
know who he is; I never saw him in my life before-'' experience he givs us a bright and humorous ha
Thus does sea-sickness level all distinctions. It is rang, and the evening's amusement is a most sue-
more democratic even than death. cessful affair financially and otherwise. 

Only two or three met. me at the table. The We are twenty-four hours late. Something hap-
saloon presented a forlorn appearance. After pened-a pump broke, I believe-and only one 
awhile the doors were opened and we could go on engin was in use for a day or two. Then there 
deck.· It was a glorious view to thoPe well enough was an alarm· of fire one morning, but it ended in 
to enjoy its vast and tumbling magnitude. Might- smoke ; the origin of this, I understand, was "fat 
ily the billows rolled along and broke in tremendous in the fire," but you reslly don't know the truth of 
and far glittering spray. I saw the mountain these things, for the officers will never tell. They 
waves, with great shining, sweeping valleys between, keep mum or tell a "white lie," which of course is 
ever changing, ever rushing, crest piled on crest wise. It wouldn't do for the passengers, as a gen
and depth succeeding depth, with enormous swirls eral thing, to realize that there was any danger. 
and eddies; black walls, manes like ten thousand For a moment a tremor of horror went through the 
horses leaping, vast gulfs into which the ship ship, as the smoke rolled into the cabins, but what
plunges, down, down, and then upward, like a mag- ever the peril, it was fortunately averted. 
ndicent bird, springs across the seething spaces. At Alas! the Ehruria, which left England three 
times the sun appears and the horizon extends with hours after our ship, passed us by. It was remem
molten brilliance, as if sea and sky were melting in bered, however, for our consolation, that the Paris 
a furnace heat. The black clouds would again had several times passed the Etruria, only we were 
cover the sky; the rain descend, the winds whistle, not on board at the time. How many fine things 
the masts creak, and the mighty surge bound furi- do happen when we are not there! 
ously upon the struggling ship. Anon the rainbow All things come to an end, and so did the ocean 

Ohauncey Depew is also on board. He has a 
kindly-beaming Presbyterian face, as if he were 
thoroughly satisfied with the universe ; with God, 
devil, heaven, hell, etc., all being foreordained to 
his especial comfort. He is one of the saints. I 
don't expect to scrape acquaintance with him, for 
he is in the altitudes of orthodoxy, while I am a 
born rebel. Still I rather like him. It's my opin
ion that his religion is but skin deep and at heart 
he's a good fellow. At any rate, he doesn't put on 
any airs. 

There are over one thousand passengers besides 
the· crew, which numbers three hundred and eighty. 
So we hav a little city on the deep of about 1,400, 
composed of all sorts and ~onditions of people, law
yers, doctors, clergymen, editors, governors, mayors, 
senators; actors, merchants, stock brokers, bankers, 
etc. As to the ladies, I suppose they are all angels 
without any particular occupation. At .least they 
grace the ship with beauty and fashion. 

spans the curtained sky with vivid colors. It hangs voyage, with its various incidents and accidents. 
over the sea with perfect brilliancy. The waters pour Saturday dawned bright and beautiful, a dazzling 
in many-hued streams athwart its misty foundations, day indeed. The sea was smooth, and flashed blue 
while beneath its central glory the broad bright and green; it was like an immense floor beneath the 
ocean sparkles like a bossed and silver shield, as if cloudless dome of the sky. The Eihip is in good 
the sea-god in all his pomp attended the fleet- trim. Its great heart beats rejoicingly. It sweeps 
ing vessel. From the rainbow we glance to the the broad plain with buoyant motion. Its banners 
opening West with its promis of to-morrow. The make music with the waves below. Two thousand 
mists gather and float away in vanishing lusters. eyes are looking for land. Old ocean's reign is 
The pathway of the sun becomes one blaze of gold. almost over, and star-crowned Oolumbia will now 
Like giants the billows leap against the accumulat- rule the hours. About four o'clock in the afternoon 
ing splendors, and then fall back, themselvs covered the dim edge of land appears. We know not if it 
with the overflowing brightness. How beautiful is a cloud or a mirage, so faint and waverin~ are 
the night approaches, its deep dark-blue flecked the outlines. These grow steadier. The fnnges 
with clouds, the straggling battalions of the disap- along the horizon increase with varying aspect
pearing storm. What thoughts rush upon the trees, towers, huge animals, a man on horseback, 
mind, thoughts exultant, glorious, incommunicable, with other grotesque shapes-until at last we know 
thoughts of man and his resistless spirit who reads it is land, solid land, and a great shout arises from 
the stars a thousand million leagues away, and all the ship. A thousand hearts beat happily. ':£he 
plows the unfathomed sea and defies its mightiest lights begin to ·appear as night darkens, glimmer
tempest. The phosphoresence bubbles in the silver ing fitfully, one by one at first, then a constellation 
pathway of the ship, and far in the gloom we catch of them; then great spaces of radiance appear, and 
the vanishing diamond drops. One might imagin finally the whole horizon is decorated with a million 
that beneath this luminous veil WCilre the halls of torches, and the sea reflects the effulgence. New 
mermaids and fairies who watch with jealous eyes York lifts its flaming tiara, with Long Island on 
the sweep of the majestic palace above, the invader one side and Jersey shore and Staten Island on the 
and the scorner of their beauteous domains. other. At half-past ten Saturday night we anchor 

The weather the first day out and the following 
Sunday was simply lovely and I anticipated a de
lightful voyage. · A change, however, came o'er the 
spirit of the deep and the waves began to ro~l 
mountain high. As Ohauncey Depew remarked, 1t 
was the plains of Normandy coming over, but the 
hills of Switzerland going back. It was disastrous 
~Q mos~ Qf ~h~ ~Qmfany on board. On ¥onda;y 

While the storm glowers the steamship Teutonic, at quarantine. We remain on board until morning, 
from New York to Liverpool, lifts itself from the and are up before sunrise. We see the red ball of 
tempestuous horizon and moves majestically along, :fire ascend. It is a glorious prospect, the flaming 
a mile or two from our own ship. It presents a rays on river and shore; on the houses, ships, and 
striking appearance in the midst of the billowing forts ; on the great bridge, on the statue of Liberty. 
sea. The mighty waves hav no E:ffect upon its calm •We wait patien,tly for the custom-house o~cers to 
and stately motion. They roll obediently from her climb aboard, and then the ship moves on to the 
ofty :prow~ a:Q.d let her pass like a queen pf the dpck. We crowd the deck. ~he ~re"t city setJQ16 
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to welcome us with its shining columns. Its roofs 
and windows appear besprinkled with innumera 
ble jewels. The glad waters sing about our path. 
The broad river opens its silvery portals. The pier 
is thronged with hundreds of waiting friends. 
Handkerchiefs wave and voices of welcome tremble 
on the air. Soon the giant vessel is at rest, and we 
rush ashore. Home again. Much hav we seen 
and learned of the wonderful Old World. It has 
wisdom, art, magnificence, the treasures of centu
ries. But America is the land of promis, the land 
of the future. We turn to it with more devotion 
than ever. Mor~ beautiful floats its starry flag. 

SA.JIIUEL P. PUTNA.J\1. 
-------------------

Observations. 
As a colQred delegate took occasion to remark, 

the coons had the dogs up a tree in the South Caro
lfua Constitutional Convention. A white delegate 
introduced a resolution providing that marriages 
betwe~n Caucasians and persons having Negro 
blood in their veins should be declared off. The 
colored delegate offered an amendment to the effect 
that white "III.en guilty of illicit communication with 
Negro women should be disqualified for holding 
office, and that the children resulting from such 
offenses should inherit the property of the father. 
He set forth that the degradation and deterioration 
of his race by intermixture with whites were marked 
and deplorable, and that none but the lower classes 
of his people would consort with whites anyway. 
He also called for a single, standard of morals for 
both races. Said he: "If a Negro improperly ap
proaches a white woman, he is lynched, while if all 
the white men who hav taken advantage of our girls 
were even disqualified for public positions, this con
vention would hav to adjourn for want of a quo
rum." The dogs up the tree barked vociferously, 
but they did not come down, and miscegenation 
received its death-blow by the adoption of the 
white man's resolution, minus the amendment. 
The effect on the increase of the saddle-colored 
populaion will be watched with interest. 

' t 
The Chinese Vegetarians and theologians who 

slaughtered the Christian missionaries hav explained 
their conduct. The missionaries offended their 
sense of propriety by eating meat, which involves 
the taking of animal life, and such being contrary 
to the principles of all good vegetarians, they slew 
the offenders. Remembering that the Mongolians 
hav condescended tQ place the occidental on a level 
with the hog, which animal cannot be denied the 
possession of animal life, the Vegetarians would 
appear to hav laid themselvs liable to a charge of 
inconsistency in killing them off. Still, their course 
might bear favorable comparison with the practice 
of those other religionists who profess to love God, 
and prove it by disdaining his works and by deny
ing any inherent virtue to the only image of him 
they hav in the world. 

If you don't see what you want, look for it under 
the head of "Socialism" on the European continent. 
The program of the Socialist Congress at Breslau 
contains the proposition that, religion being inimi
cal to progress, the party will discourage all sys
tems of faith. Again, it is proposed to abolish all 
laws that place unmarried mothers and their off
spring in an invidious position, and all women are 
to be elevated to an exact political equality with 
male citizens. These planks alone might make a 
basis of union better on the whole than that formu
lated at Prohibition Park by the gulled innocents 
but the program is said to fill six newspaper col~ 
umns, and there is no guessing what wild schemes 
it embodies. Unlike the Socialism of Europe, the 
collectivism of our own country is approaching un
der religious am>pices, and: the vehicle it travels on 
will be used later as the hearse of free opinion. 
But so long as state affairs are controled by the 
whims of majorities, and so long as church sup
porters are in the majority, Socialism will loom up 
as the comint.r slavery in _ Europe as well as in 
America; and the Freethinker who advocates it any
where is twisting a rope for his own neck. A So
cialistic postal system has created a Caron in Can
ada and a Comstock in the United States. 

If the Puget Sound ministers are right, God is 
no match for the subtle and scientific agriculturists 
of the state of Washington. The ministers hold 
that the hop louse which has destroyed so much of 
the crop. in the White River valley is a special 
messenger fr~m ~he Almighty, sent to discourage 
the beeJ!-brewmg mdustry: I copy from the Seattle 
.f'ost-Intelligevcer the following reply to the min
isters by Mr. Ezra Meeker, of Puyallup, the leading 
hop-grower of the Sound country: 

"In this morning's report of the Methodist con~ 
f13repce," s11;ys }Jr; l\:[eeker, "l nQtice qnder the 
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heading ' A Curse on the Hop Crop ' that Preacher 
Hanson, of Puyallup, reported he ' had some good 
news from the great crop country-the hop crop, 
the main support of the people, was a failure; the 
crop had been cursed by God.' Whereupon Bishop 
Bowman said, ' Good, ' and from all over the room 
voices could be heard giving utterance to the fervent 
ejaculation, ' thank God.' For the edification of 
the reverend fathers and fervent brethren I wish to 
publish to them and to the world that I hav beat 
God, for I hav 500 acres of hops at Puyallup and 
Kent that are free from lice, the ' curse of God,' 
and that I believe it was the work of an emulsion of 
whale oil soap and quassia sprayed on the vines 
that thwarted God's purpose to 'curse ' me and 
others who exterminated the lice.'' 

Mr. Meeker's letter has a stinger in the tail of it 
that may make the Rev. Mr. Hanson squirm. He 
says: "I want to recall to the memory of the Rev. 
Mr. Hanson, that the church in which he has been 
preaching for a year past was built in great part by 
money contributed from gains of this business 
' cursed by God.' For myself I can inform him 
that as a citizen of Puyallup I contributed $400 to 
buy the ground upon which that church edifice is 
built, every cent of which came from this same hop 
business ' cursed by God.' I would ' thank God' if 
they would return the money and thus ease their 
guilty consciences.'' 

I am afraid Ezra will never see his money again, 
and it will serve him right if he does not. 'rhe relig
ious parasites of the Northwest are worse than hop
lice or potato-bugs, and he should hav been aware 
of that fact before he joined in their cultivation. For 
his information I would say that the moral whale 
oil soap and quassia necessary to neutralize 
their devastations is obtainable from the Truth 
Seeker Company. Families sprayed fifty-two times 
per annum for $3. 

It is a well-known fact that not all of t-he articles 
appearing in a paper as editorials are written by 
the person whose name is at the head of the edito
rial column. Sometimes an editor hires a hand to 
express his thought while he discusses the outlook 
with a rural visitor or turns· off mimeographic epis
tles to delinquents. This being the case, I prepared 
the following open letter and offered it to the Editor 
of Tm: TRUTH SEEKER as a leader. To my surprise, 
it was declined, under a pretext which, I hardly 
need say, was in my opinion fallacious. The let
ter contains suggestions that certainly should be 
made, and I present it here with this explanation, 
but with no apologies : 

To MR. RICHARD B. OLNEY, Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C., Respected Sir: If you are n 
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as we hope you are, 
although your name does not appear on our list of 
paid up subscribers, you must be aware of the ef
forts at present made in the United States and 
Canada to turn us down. In this country some of 
the clerical gentlemen who occupy editorial chairs 
hav called upon the authorities to suppress us, and 
the next wind that sweeps from the pulpits may 
bring to our ears an appeal to the secular arm. 
But it is not of these that we would particularly 
speak. With a fair :field and no favors, we hav the 
conceit to think that we can hold these gentlemen 
level; while as regards contests about controverted 
points in theology, wherein it is our luck to differ 
with them, they might almost be called quitters. 
Their attempt to run under your guns after crossing 
the line shows that they hav had enough of debate. 
In Canada the case is different. There the postal 
authorities hav actually had the audacity to shut us 
out of the mails. We recall nothing that we hav 
ever done to offend the Canadian government. 
Whatever it is, the offense is unintentional, for, to 
tell yoa the God's truth, as the saying is, Mr. Olney, 
we hav managed to liv as an American citizen with
out worrying ourself, and scarcely informing ourself, 
whether Canada had any government or not, though 
sundry groans from her tax-paying population hav 
led us to infer that she had. Until Mr. Adolph 
Caron, the Kanuck postmaster-general, brought 
himself to our notice by denying us the transporta
tion facilitieR we had paid for in the mail wagon he 
runs through the provinces, we were just ignorant 
enough of natural history not to know that such a 
Neanderthal kind of a man had survived the Mio
cene epoch. 

Of course we are aware-or we should not hav felt 
ourself slighted when Brother Cleveland put you 
instead of us into the place you occupy-that you 
hav no more control over the postmaster-general of 
Canada than you hav over the wild cayuses and 
cold waves of Manitoba, and therefore we do not 
expect you to call Mr. Caron to time by :firing an 
ultimatum across his bows; but from the defiant 
attitude ;your de:partiilent h~s ~ssull).ed to.w~rd 
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China on account of certain outrages on mission-
aries, we infer that the United States intends to 
ms:intain missionary rights in foreig~ lands. Now, 
we are a missionary to Canada, which, as much as 
any part of this green earth that we can call to 
mind at the present writing, needs the sort of en
lightenment we are here to spread. And we con
tend that our claim to missionary rights in Canada 
is a good deal superior to that of the Christian 
emissaries in China, for the reason that while the 
Chinese object to being evangelized, there are citi
zens of the Dominion, right to the contrary, who 
want us bad enough to pay $3 a year to hav us 
come. You understand, of course, Mr. Olney, that 
we do not go ourself. We are the Board, and if 
you hav noticed, tbe Board always stays at home to 
look after the Fund. Our missionary is the journal 
in which these lines appear, and while we cannot 
exactly say that it has been massacred by the 
paynim in their blindness, we can offer you docu
mentary evidence that they hav come as near to 
holding a lynching bee as the circumstances will 
allow-that is to say, our missionary has been 
buried in the Dead Letter office, which is the next 
thing to getting out a brass band and welcoming 
us in person to a hospitable grave. 

In the matter of the apostles to the Ohinee, 
England called for the head of the particular 
official responsible for their decease, and he was 
degraded before sundown. Why not run a little 
bluff on Canada and get Caron degraded! His 
crime is not so serious as that of the viceroy of 
Sechuen, but the difference is equalized when we 
remember that Caron would not hav far to fall. 
Just speak to Mr. Herbert, Secretary of the Navy, 
about our fix, and if there happens to be a govern
ment vessel in commission, from a man of war to a 
lighter, that he is not at present using as a pleasure 
craft, hav him start her up the Erie canal as a 
commerce destroyer. After he had blown up a 
few canal-boats loaded with Canadian spuds, and 
sunk a scow or two of Ontario onions, the Domin
ion government would get rattled and begin to 
inquire if thill thing couldn't be arbitrated. Then 
make your own terms, not forgetting such adver
tising as they might throw our way. If Mr. Her· 
bert feels like making an extra dollar out of the 
trip by picking up an occasional subscriber for our 
journal, we will talk with him about discounts and 
commissions. 

We hav chatted quite familiarly with you, Mr. 
Olney, anent this affair. Now let the Adminstra
tion sing its grand, sweet song. 

Yours forever, THE EniTOB. 

I am not oblivious of the strain this letter will 
lay upon the relations between this country and 
Canada, nor of the imminent danger that it will put 
off annexation many a weary year, but better sacri
fice the entente cordiale, the modus vivendi, and 
the gaiety of nations than endure Caron. 

Governor Culberson, of Texas, without the con· 
sent of the governed, lately called an e:s:tra session 
of the legislature to enact a law prohibiting pril!:e
:fights. This is not popular government, for if the 
people of 'fexas could hav had their way, the pro
posed :fight would hav come off. On the principle 
of chosing the least of two evils, there is no doubt 
that the voters of the state would prefer an extra
~rdinary session of pugilists to devise measures for 
preventing the meeting of the legislature. 

GEo. E MAano:NALD. ------------America Ahead, as Usual. 
Dr. Buckley, of the Christian Advocate, New 

York, has the honor to lead the way with a Chris
tian lie about Huxley. He puts it tentativly, but 
no doubt it will soon reach the dignity of a full· 
grown assertion. His words are: "Huxley, it is 
said, wished, a few days before his death, to be 
buried with the service of the Church of England." 
Who said this, Dr. Buckley, before you, and how 
comes it be said in New York when it is not said in 
England?-London Freethinlcer. 

Those of our readers who contemplate buying pianos 
should read the advertisement of J. E. Remsburg & Son 
which appears in our columns and write them for further 
particulars. They handle a first-claSB instrument and. 
claim that they can save purchasers at least $100. A few 
days ago Mr. Remsburg went into a music house at Fort. 
Worth, Tex., and asked the price of an Adam· Schaaf 
piano, the one he sells. The dealer asked $375 for it. 
Mr. Remsburg had previously Sli'Dt one exactly like it to. 
Belton, Tex., for $245. Mr. Frank Beverly, an old. 
TRUTH SEEKER subscriber, who purchased it writes as, • 
follows: 

"FRIEND REMSBURG: The piano arrived all right, in, 
good condition and in tune. It was tested by an expert 
and pronounced an excellent instrument. Mrs. B.everly: 
is highly pleased with it. It givs perfect satisfactio~. 
We are both greatly obliged to you for sending us such a 
~(>O\l piano." ' 
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A. Unitarian View of Sunday Laws. 
The possible absurdities of high civilization seem 

about equal in church and state. Probably the 
bight of narrowness was never. reached until a 
country based on common schools began to estab
lish one kind of morality for six days in the week, 
and another kind of morality for the seventh. New 
York city is rapidly :finding out what comes of 
such impossible notions. Morality, of course, un
der any rational interpretation is an action or 
course of action that advances our own well
being together with that of our neighbors. In 
evolution terms, to be moral is to will on a line with 
our own honor and manhood-to increase our life 
and redeem it from waste. Immorality is life 
waste-and therewith it is the destruction of 
character. It is impossible to create a specific 
Sunday morality. If whisky selling tends to 
the damage of seller and buyer, it is no more 
a curse on Sunday than on Monday. If it is in
herently innocent to pick a basket of apples on 
Tuesday, it is on others. When our Puritan fathers 
undertook to legislate sin into a Sunday shave they 
did so because they literally thoug-ht a supreme 
revelation ordered it. But New York aldermen 
and New York legislators are not troubled with 
such convictions. The Sunday laws are results of 
old superstitions. They are are held on to after 
the superstitions are dead, because the religious 
public is not ready to face the question of natural 
morality and liv by it. It simply is im
possible· to create a one-day morality. What is 
right on Saturday is right on Sunday. · 

The time has long since passed when we could rest 
all together-we cannot play alike or worship alike, 
or think alike. Who shall lay down the law as to 
how we shall keep Sunday? By and by the ma
jority will turn around and say, We hav had enough 
of your law; now you shall hav some of ours. You 
hav told us what we shall not do ; now we will tell 
you what you shall not do. We will shut up your 
churches as we now shut up your barber shops and 
your other Sunday indulgences. We will keep you 
indoors and forbid the Sunday display of new 
dresses on the avenues. Sunday began two hun
dred years ago by driving all to church and :fining 
those who stayed away. It has come down to for
bidding this and that, while not a tenth of the 
people go to church. You are on the wrong track. 
You are· wasting your moral force trying to keep 
up the semblance of a sacred twenty-four hours. · · 

Then comes the personal liberty question. Can 
you tell exactly where the line is going to be drawn! 
Can we forbid "Tom and Jerry" a saloon tipple 
when we know that mayor and aldermen and law
yers and not a few priests and parsons hav their 
wines o.r worseT Can we understand just what 
is rest to some one whose temperament or occupa
tion is different from our ownT One of our most 
famous authors was unable to keep in health with
out sharp physical exercise every day, and he took 
it sawing wood. Going to church is the severest 
possible labor to some people. They need rest 
from brain labor. 

The whole Sunday enforcement business should 
be given up. The aim of law and of religion should 
be to enlarge the opportunities to rational rest. 
Spend all our moral force on permissivness and 
help. Our churches should hav play-grounds and 
gymnasiums as well as sermons. When Agassiz 
:first came to America he complained that the worst 
feature of society was Sunday restrictivness. He 
had been accustomed to hear his preacher discourse 
in the morning and play ball with him in the after
noon. Even John Calvin sometimes adjourned his 
evening service and went with all his congregation 
to the theater. "Better theaters than ours"T To 
be sure ; and we would hav, better theaters if we 
gave up our Puritanic struggle to giv the devil the 
best chances at pleasure and rest. I write as one 
who rarely goes to a theater ; but I claim the 
green :fields on Sunday. I insist on my right to 
take my rest with games that discharge the blood 
from my brain. We are an overworked nation. 
Insomnia and insanity are multiplying. Our time 
for rest we must hav whether in the middle of the 
week or at the beginning or the close. The church 
must learn to giv us something besides the hard 
work of listening to logic, or the harder work of list
ening to illogical sentiment. The subje~t opens out 
very widely, because we are infusing our whole social 
life and our legal code with the mischief of two 
kinds of morality. The key to the whole difficulty 
is, "Do unto others as you would that others should 
do unto you " on every day in the week alike. Giv 
up your seventh day r~liltrictive code. Enlarge your 
religious privileges to cov.er all that is helpful. 
Make your church everything that is wholesome 
an~ saving. Think of the whole governmental 
force of NE!w York clapvin~ their P.a:n<l.l!l ove:r "a dry 
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Sunday," no matter how wet or whisky-soaked 
Wednesday or Saturday is. Nor does any one be
lieve a single soul saved from evil desire. They 
hav simply put the handcuffs on for one day and 
then taken them off for six.-E. P. P., in the New 

. Unity. 

A.n Honest Confession. 
Some ministers seem to hav an incurable itch 

for claiming that all the men who hav :figured 
prominently in public life are Christians. Mr. 
Lincoln has almost been canonized, and Gen. Grant 
has been put forward as possessing all the graces, 
though neither one of them ever joined the church 
or made the slightest public profession of faith in: 
Jesus. We once heard a minister of our own de
nomination, in a public address, enroll Andrew 
Johnson among the disciples. And no~, at last, it 
is gravely affirmed that Edwin M. Stanton is en
titled to the same honor. That Mr. Stanton was a 
man of consummate ability need not be said. But 
if he was a Christian, save the mark! A little com
mon sense is not a bad thing even in the pulpit. It 
seems to us that the whole business of paying court 
to great names, eveD" when they represent irre
proachable characters, is essentially vulgar. Is our 
holy religion so lacking in attractivness that it 
m~st needs be commended to the world by a parade 
of Its. most not.ed ~dheren:tsT Or has it anything 
to gam by deckmg Itself with the ambiguous com
pliments of men who never submitted themselvs to 
its demands? The less of all this the better. We 
are sick of the pulpit toadyism that pronounces its 
best eulogies over those who are not the real dis
ciples of Jesus Christ.-Nashville Christian Advo
cate. 

"Four Hundred Years" a Dook for All Civil
ized Nations. 

CoNOORD, N. H., Sept. 30, 1895. 
DEAR FRIEND PuTNAM: Your work, in the main, 

pleases me well. It is a truly valuable contribution 
to the literature of the times. And I hope it may 
so prove to you-financially, as well as in other 
considerations. 

A neighbor and friend of mine, a nativ of France, 
has your book now, and is very much pleased with 
it. He thinks it should be translated into French, 
and ~h~t it would meet a ready sale in his country. 

It IS mdeed a book for France, and for all civil
ized nations, as well as for America. 

I am glad you hav written it, and in my life-time; 
and hoping it, and all your efforts in behalf of un
trammeled civil and religious liberty, may hav great 
success, I am, Most fraternally yours, 

PARKER PILLSBURY. 

Vale Bible I 
I close its lids and calmly turn away; 

There is no hope in all its musty pages. 
Across the moorlands of the vanished ages, 

Whose the lean hounds of Superstition bay 
In snarling rings forever round the gray, 

Half-buried tombs of scribes and hoary sages, 
Whose God in infant's blood his wrath assuages-· 

From my long quest hav I returned to· day. 
Back to the present, with its life and light, 

I hav returned with empty, bleeding hands; 
I found no pearls, but only shifting sands 

In all that land of bigotry and blight. 
With calm contempt I hear the rusty gate 
Of the swart Past swing to with raucous grate. 

FRANK T. CRAMPTON. 

An Outline of the Congrl'ss. 
The Freethought Feder.ation and Union Congress 

will open at Hardman's Hall, Friday morning, Octo
ber 25th, at 10 o'clock, with an address by S1muel 
P. Putnam on "Rome or Reason: Which!" Com
mittees will be appointed, and other business trans
acted. Daniel T. Ames and others will speak on 
Friday afternoon; Dr. E.- B. Foote, Jr., on Friday 
evening, when the New York Liberal Club unites 
with the Congress. This will be an important and 
interesting meeting, for old-timers are expected to 
be present, and the New York Liberal Olub is a 
historic power. Saturday sessions, morning and 
afternoon, will be devoted to business. Saturday 
evening Susan.H. Wixon will giv an address, "Will 
the New Woman Go to Church?" followed by 
Franklin Steiner. Sunday morning T. B. Wakeman 
will speak on "Religion Under Evolution," and E. 
C. Walker on "The National Reform Association: 
Its Position and Work." Sunday afternoon, Henry 
Rowley and Henry Bird will speak. The Newark 
Liberal League and Brooklyn Philosophical Asso
~iation u:1ite with this session of the Congress. Sun
day evening, L. K. Washburn will speak on "Lib
erty and Education the Basis of the Republic," and 
Samuel P. Putnam will giv the closing address on 
''Evolution1 frogress, and Fr~ethou~ht." A :paper 
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is expected from E. M. Macdonald on" New York 
Politics and Freethought Principles," and from 
GeorgB E. Macdonald on" The Worth and Worth
lessness of an Oath." Also letters from Hon. C. B. 
Waite and others. The object of the Congress is 
to enlighten the people to present Freethought in 
its living aspects, as liberty, justice, and civilization. 
No Liberal can afford to stay away from this Con
gress. It is a means of information which nothing 
else can giv. Our ablest and best-infor~qed speakers 
will be on hand. A solid array of facts ~nd argu
ments will be presented. We must reach the peo
ple. Mass meetings are one of the mo11t potent in, 
strumentalities for agitation and tilduc~tion. Come 
if pos~ible. And, if possible, let UE! enter the fall 
campaign with the best resoul'ces at our command, 
Send all contributions directly to 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 
Care of THE T~UTB SEEKER. 

Contributions acknowledged by Treasurer Reich. 
wald: 
F. A. Whitney .................................................... $ 1 00 
E. W. Haines..................................................... 5 00 
J. F. Ruggles...................................................... 1 00 
J. H. Hunt......................................................... 10 00 
A. C. Lake............................... .......................... 1 00 
J. Duelmeyer ............................... ,...................... 2 00 
C. Cottrill.......................................................... z 00 
M.A. Martin ............................................. ,........ .1 00 
J. P. Thornquest .......................... ,...................... 1 00 
A. Theuball.............. .... ........................... ............ 2 00 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THB First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 

Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee· 
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

TB~ Ash~an~ (Wis.) Daill(_ News, of Sept. 19th, in 
speaking editorially of Franklm Steiner's lectures in that 
city, us~d these words.: "' Th~ Evide1;1ce of Christianity 
Tested was the subJect discussed last evening at the 
Opera House by Mr. Franklin Steiner. It was a schol
arly address ably delivered. The criticism on Chris· 
tianity would no doubt shock many' religious persons 
although Christianity is indebted to such thoughts for it~ 
P!ogress in the pa~t. !\{r. Ste.iner's manner and expres
SIOns pro~e tha~ With h1m fidehty to truth is his first and 
only consideration." 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford 
secret~, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evening in war: 
ner's Hiill, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 
Oct. 13,, 2:30 P.M., "The Snnday ,Question." Franklin 

Stemer. At 7:30, "Jesus ChriBG as a Gnide for Hu
manity.". Franklin Steiner. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October: ' 
Oct. 18-" My Theory of Soul Atoms."· C. S. Hartmann 
Oct. 25-:--Union Meeting with A.S. U ., 5th av. and 19th st: 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, secretary. 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free 
and all are invited. R11dical Library open from 7:30A.M: 
to 10 P.M.; dues,_15 cents per month. October lectures: 
Oct. 16-" The Historical Develorment of Anarchism." 

John Most. 
Oct. 23-"Vegetil.bles vs. Human Parasites." Max Stal

ler, M.D. 
Oct. 30-"Lincoln and Christ." Dr. Barr. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islan.d Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for October: 
Oct. 13-" The Demoralizing !Hfluence of Christianity." 

E .• T. Bowtell. 
Oct. 20-" Freethought in England." S. P. Putnam. 
Oct. 27-'' The Society meets with the National Congress, 

at Hardman Hall, 19th street and 5th avenue, 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for October: 
Oct. 13 -" Freethooght in England." S. P. Pntnam. 
Oct. 20-"The Spoils System." Att'y Chas. B. Wilby, 
Oct. 27-" Sunday Lawll." Att'y S. A. Miller. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
. '·4: Oct. 12-Pawtucke.t, R. ! .............. ::.-, .................. Lincoln 

Oct. 13-Pr?vidence, R. ! .............. ~ ............. Which Way1 
Oct. 20-Ch1cago, Ill ...................................... .. 
Oct. 21-Aurora, Ill. ....................................... .. 
Oct. 22-Joliet, Ill ......................................... .. 
Oct. 23-Banville, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 24-Bloomington, Ill ................................ . 
Oct. 25-Burlington; Iowa ................................ . 
Oct. 26 -Keokuk, Iowa .................................... . 
Oct. 27-St. Louis, Mo ................................... .. 
Oct. 28-Decatur, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct, 29 -Champaign, Ill ................................... . 
Oct. SO-Lafayette, Ind .................................. .. 
Oct. 31-Crawfordsville, Ind ............................. . 
Nov. 1-Columbns, Ind ..................................... · 
Nov. 2-Hamilton, Ohio ................................... . 
Nov. 3-Cincinnati, Ohio ................................ .. 
Nov. 4-Mt. Vernon, Ohio ............................... . 
Nov. 5-Wheeling, W.Va ............................... .. 
No'v. 6-Pittsburg, Pa ..................................... .. 
Nov. 7-Altoona, Pa ............. .-........ ; ................. .. 
~ov. 10-~ew York cit;v ..... ~ ................. , .... ,, .... , 
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~otter a of '}Crf ends. 

For tbe Cruise and SomP- Pictures. 
DANBURY, CONN., BPpt. 17. 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: For the.inolo~ed $3.50Aend 
THE TRUTH BFEKER for one year, and the 
"Pictorial Text-Boolr," also" Glanbe nnd 
Vernnnst, oder LeBon Sans." 

CHAS. E. RAu. 

CLINToN, TLL., Sept. 24. 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: InolosPd please :find $3. in 

return for which please send me THE 
TRUTH BEEKlm for one year, and your 
"Freethinker's Piotori"l Text-Book," to 
Henry C. Moore. C. H. MooRE. 

NoxoN, MoNT., Sept. 17, 1895. 
MR. EmTos: Inclosed :find $8. Please 

forward "Bible Mythq." "Godly Women 
of the Bible," "Bible Irqnirer," "Sakya 
Buddha," "Pictorial Text-Book," THE 
TRUTH BEEKER for one year, and other 
pnblieations named. H. W.MoRSE. 

To Help RP-sist the "Supprt>ssors." 
UTIOA, N. Y., Sept. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send yon $1.50 
to apply on subscription. Hope yon will 
receive it before yon are snppreesed .. Will 
remember yon again soo.ll. 

D. F. TOMPKINS. 

}'or Education and Deff'nSt>. 
UNIT.RBSITY, ClAL., Sept. 20. 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8 15, for 
which send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year; 
books as per list herewith; Fleckten De
fense Fund, $1; Wise Defense Fund, $1. 

L. SCHLEGEL. 

The Appreciation is Self Evident. 
BuRLINGTON, !A., Sept. 24. 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7.30, for 
which renew my subscription to THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, and send books as per list. 

I suppose it is not necessary for me to 
say how much I like the paper. The fact 
that I renew my subscription is proof 
enough that the paper snits me to a dot. 
I distribute my papers when I get through 
with them. JOHN CAIRNS. 

Would Ask Awkward Qnestions. 
BusHNELL, ILL., Sept. 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for a selection 
of pamphlets. I believe the great need of 
the Freethonght cause now is more indi
vidual earnestness. Ask good Christians 
in cases of terrible calamities what the 
snffel'ers had done to make God angry. 
This is a very good way to bring on a little 
interesting talk. Of course, everything 
is as an infinit God wants it to be. 

Your sincere good wisher, 
s. L. BABBITT, M.D. 

One of the Savers of Sodom. 
SoDoM, 0., Sept. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Sometime ago, I think in 
May, I renewed my subscription for THE 
TRUTH BEEKER up to July 1st, 1895. By 
an oversight of yours my tab reads '96, 
and I cannot let yon cheat yourself that 
way, for the best of parers. Yon will now 
please find $5; $3 50 for subscription and 
for "Old Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated," and for the rest send eight 
copies of "Age of Reason," "Self-Con
tradictions of the Bible," and "Myth and 
Miracle." RoBERT BROWN. 

He Sees the Point. 
NEw YoBK, Sept. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Prohibited in Canada! It 
is wen, certainly, to feel highly gratified 
at this tribute to your influence and Effeo
tiv work against the Christian church. 
The embargo on THE TRUTH BEEKER will 
increase the circulation of the paper. We 
Freethinkers need excitement. When 
bigots say " Shall not," the independent 
mind says "I will." Fight them by get
ting more books and papers into Canada. 
That will secure the approval by an Lib-
eral-minded men. B. R. THORNE. 

Not Unequally Yoked. 
GENESEO, ILL., Sept. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: As usual, I am a little be
hind. Times are close here, but we can 
not do without the grand old TRUTH 
BEEKER (I mean, when I say "we," wife 
and I). Inclosed find $5 on subscription 
and for two copies "All About the Holy 
l3ible," two copies "Liberty of Man, Wo-
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man, and Child, "·and eight copies "Age of 
Reason." Hopin~ yon will continue to 
st.rike hard at orthodoxy, aud that yon are 
well and happy, I close by wishing good 
luck to the Bad~e-pin man. 

Yours, L. G. BARNES. 
P S -Mn. L. G. Barnes sends an extra 

:fifty cents for the Fleokten school case. 
She is a worker in our cause. L G. B. 

Not Insultt>d, Knowing the Sourcf'. 
GRAFTON, W. VA., Sept. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: .I hav been reading THE 
TRUTH SEEKER Jor three year11, and must 
say that I never perused a publication with 
greater satisfaction. I see in the last issue 
that the Pky·pilots are after yon and de
mand the paper's suppression. Hav we a 
censor in this country? If so, what is his 
name? If we hav, has he tb.e authority to 
decide what is blasphl'mons? In his ab
sence, who is? Is it Comstock? I know 
that for centuries it was the rule with the 
black-coated gentry to denounce as blas
phemous anything that ran counter to 
their lop-sided conceptions and dogmas. 
I also notice that the Christian Reformer, 
et al, don't speak very flatteringly of your 
readers. Well, I don't feel offended; one 
has to consider the source. This much I 
will say, that my fellow· beliAvers in this 
town and vicinity will- compare favorably 
in every respect' with any E>qnal number 
of Christians. P. LAMBBEOHT. 

ApprPciates Heston's Work. 
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., Sept. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH 
BEEKER for several months through the 
Springfield News Co., and I like it so well 
that I shan continue to take it. I also 
take the Freethinker, Investigator, .Ag
nostic Journal, and J!lreethought Maga
zine, and am well pleased with all of them, 
but I like THE TRUTH BEEKER better than 
any of them on account of those "horri
ble" pictures that shock the Christians so 
much. I hav purchased quite a large 
number of books from yon through the 
News Co., and am we]] pleased with all of 
them. I hav just :finished reading "Men, 
Women, and Gods," and I hope that 
every woman in the country will read it. 
I am trying to organize a Liberal Club in 
Springfield, but it is very uphill work, as 
the people here take too much stock in 
gods, witches, and devils. If I succeed 
in organizing a club it will probably be 
named the Truth Seeker Club, which I 
think is a very appropriate name for it. 

Please let me know if yon hav any por
traits of R. G. Ingersoll and Thomas 
Paine. Wishing yon success in your good 
work, I remain, sincerely yours, 

GEO. K. CLARK. 
[We hav a fine photograph of Colonel 

Ingersoll for 50 cents and a lithograph of 
him for the same. Of Paine we can supply 
a lithograph for 7[> oents,-ED. '1'. S.] 

Santa flans vs. Jesus Christ. 
FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Sept. 30, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I had a religions "confab" 
with an Adventist awhile ago, during which 
"confab" my conversation ran somewhat 
like this: I told him that the fable of Jesus 
Christ was the cruelest fable ever invented 
by mortal man; that it had cost many 
millions of lives; that it had been the 
cause of untold suffering, as well as some 
happiness resulting from imagination. 

The fable of Santa Clans bas been a 
bleseing to mankind, or children-kind, the 
world over, wherever its influence has 
been felt. Millions of fathers and mothers 
hav taught their children to hang up their 
stockings by the old chimney corner, or 
by the modern stove-pipe, at night on the 
24th of December, and allow dear old 
Santa Clans to come down the chimney 
and :fill their stocking• with peanuts and 
candies and other goodies. Those dear 
children arise in the morning, and their 
dear little hearts are made happy, and 
their bright eyes dance with merriment 
and delight to see their stockings thus 
:filled, and they, all the time, thinking that 
Santa Clans did it. 

I told my friend that I had a record of 
over 14,700,000 people who had been burned 
at the stake and otherwise tortured and 
put to death in the name of Christ and re· 
ligion I And that that was enough to make 
me condemn both Christ and religion. 

I told him if he would admit that tMre 
was prob~~obly a J"esns Christ upon every 

other planet throne:hont the bo,.,ndless 
universe, I would talk with him about ours. 
But in that case ours wonld not be the only 
hegotten son of God by millions. And if 
there was not any other Christ but ours, 
he would hav to fly from planet to planet, 
and world to world, all through the uni
verse to "save" the population on those 
other worlds, and that was a piece of non
sense. He admitted the force of my ar
gument (for I talked "With force and power 
and emphasis in my voice), but thought 
he would han~ onto Christ awhile lon~er. 
I told him to hang onto him, but that was 
an the good it would do. 

HENRY H. GILMAN. 

Hell's Sulphurous Clouds RPcedA. 
KAu KAUNA, Wis., Sept. 25. 1895 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will :find sub
scription for THE TRUTR BBBKER. After 
this expires I will renew my subscription 
for a year or six months, just as my funds 
will permit me to do, for it would be im
possible for me to go without the paper 
entirely. I will try to use economy in 
something else, so I will be able to take 
tM paper the remainder of my days. I do 
think it improves the mind of almost any
one. One thing, it shakes off all that 
dreadful fear of hell. I try to make 
good use of my papers by sending them 
out abroad to convert and enlighten peo
ple. I did think I would hav them bound 
in book form, but I see I can do more 
good by lending thPm. If I only could 
persuade some of those old orthodox, hyp
ocritical church members to read them, I 
think I would be doing noble work. If 
they only get a glimps of Robt. G. In
gersoll's portrait, they think it is poison 
and not flt to gaze on. I -think that the 
Freethonght question is progressing won
derfully, and I say amen to it. That is the. 
best wish I hav for it. 

Yours truly, MRs. MIKE SMITH. 

The Attention of C. Severance is So· 
If cited. 

AKRON, 0., Sept. 28, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: In answer to C. Severance 

on Spiritualism, allow me to a!k the gen
tleman where and of whom he obtained 
the information that Spiritualism recog
nizes man as the only immortal entity of 
nature? There may be some Spiritualists 
who do not accept the teaching of spirit 
philosophy, but our friends in spirit life 
speak of immortality as an embodiment of 
individuality connected and correlated 
with matter as much in all other organ
ized life as in man; that every rose that 
blooms on earth has its never-dying prin
ciple in spirit matter; the trees, in maJestic 
beauty, tower upward as on· earth. Man 
is not the great "I am" in many ways, 
and, like Mr. Severance, I think nature 
knows of no pre-eminence of man over a 
beast, except in better development. And 
as for the power or attribute of.reaeoning, 
it can be found in most, if not an, other 
animals in snob a degree as to correspond 
with their animate nature. Reason, like 
conscience, is but a creature of conditions, 
and consequently of dictation, to a large 
degree; both "hope " and "desire " en
tering largely into the re1mlt, and a "plug 
hat" by no means makes man a god or so 
pre-eminently superior to the lower ani
mals, for in many respects they hav de
veloped attributes that man has not. Evo
lution has not been accepted by the great 
body of educated thinkers as true, but 
more as probable or possible than other
wise, for the chain has many missing links, 
and there are many arguments against it. 
While no student of nature will deny that 
nature in her wondrous ways shows a pro
gressivness in nearly all animate life aRd 
a grand unfoldment for the good of all, it 
is not an accepted fact that man came from 
a relativ of the monkey, or the monkey 
from the vegetable kingdom. However, 
it is not evolution that we are discuss
ing, but the philosophy of modern Spirit
ualism. 

Mr. Severance brings many things into 
the argument that hav little or no bear
ing on the subject in question, and I might 
as well quote the old epitaph of Solomon 
Peas: 
Here under the sod, beneath these trees, 
Lies the body of Solomon Peas; 
Peas is not here, only his pod; 
He gave up his soul, it went to God. 

The facts are, we bav "proof poaitiv "of 
the continuity of man in an immortal state 
after passing from earth, unless it can be 
shown that the many phases of phenomena 
attributed to spirit power really come by 
the agency of some other occult power. 
Mr. Severance says: "Are these Spiritual
istic manifestations sufficient and satisfac
tory. To some they are, to others they 
are not, and the world is divided in opin
ion where honest and sincere investigators 
hav seen the same in all its phases." I hav 
many a time dug an honest worm, impaled 
it on a hook of honest steel, spit honest 
saliva upon the bait, and, with honest 
"hope," failed to catch a fish; while other 
fools, like myself, could catch fish with a 
pin-hook, and, in consequence, I cannot 
reason that fish cannot be caught with a 
hook. 

My friend seems to discourage " hope," 
and tells of what some great inte11eot has 
said about it; vet hope is the mainspring 
of all human action, and without U our 
life would be miserable. 

As for Horace Greeley's after, if snob 
was made, it was no criterion in the case 
whatever, for ·he may hav made the offer 
and given no opportunity for spirit po"Wer 
to demonstrate or comply with his de
mands. Should I deny the fact of tele
phonic communication, and then keep 
clear of all telephones, it could never be 
demonstrated to me that the intelligent 
tones of a human voice can be transmitted 
by wire. The diagnosing of disease by 
some peculiar media has also been proven 
a fact, yet hundreds of mediums claim 
snob power who are not, by nl}tnre, con
stituted clairvoyant in any sense, but more 
frand-voyant, and impose upon the public 
to get their money. Three witnesses once 
testified that they caught a certain Irish· 
man stealing chickens; six others swore 
they knew nothing of it; the prisoner, 
after conviction, being asked what he had to 
say about it, replied that "it is a diTil of 
a country where thray can bate six." Yet 
he was a convicted thief all the same. Mr. 
Severance, do yon hear? A. D. Sw.AN. 

The Other Sidt>. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., Sept. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: As a rule, we candidates 
for hell do not waste much time on relig
ions papers that seek to prolong decaying 
Christianity, for, if our time possesses the 
value of a setting hen's, the oomparativ loss, 
at that value, would be immense. 

However, as someone has been kind 
enough to send me sample copies of a pa
per "devoted to truth and righteousness 
as taught by the apostles of Jesus Christ," 
I hav given the same some attention. 

It seems, from a plain statement by the 
editor, that Freethinkers are not the only 
persons who become delinquent on the 
subscription list, for he eays: "We hav 
not less than six thousand dollars due us 
on our list, and nearly all of these delin
quents hav received many notices; some 
of them a dozen or more. Each week we 
send out notices for near or about one 
thousand dollars. In response we receive 
not mQre than fifty dollars." In conse
quence, he declares it the greatest injustice 
ever committed by Christians in regard to 
an honest effort to do good. But let him 
be consoled by the thought that God has 
prepared a very warm place for snob peo
ple in the next world, for it is full of com
fort and satisfaction, 

Among other articles is found a full ac
count of the burial of Jeans, which excited 
intense interest, on account of the fresh
ness of the subject and the charm which is 
ever fonnd in the contemplation of the 
grave. If this article did not increase the 
weekly remittance of delinquents, then 
they must fail to appreciate it or be un
able to raise the wherewith. 

Yet such a declaration does p.ot prove 
the immortaljty of the BOlli. 

Further information confirmed the death 
of Jesus; and it is safe to say no room now 
exists for the doubt that he is really dead. 
I am thoroughly satisfied that he is dead 
and was buried, but, oh, how mnob trouble 
this world has seen because of his refusal 
to stay in his grave, part of which is out
lined in communications that tell of in
harmony, and congregations split up and 
divided, Says one brother: "The work 
iB still growing darker and more sinful as 
the days go by. I told yon about the in· 
novators propping the windows and lock
ing the doors against us, and taking the 
l3ible ap.d h1:mn books 011t of the cha"el1 
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and now, as· a last resort, they hav gone 
into court and prayed for an injunction." 
All of which is sad, though confirmatory 
of predictions made by J esns in regard to 
strife, the realization of which establishes 
his fame as a prophet. . 

Another brother jumps onto a rh•al sect 
whioh, of course, he does not like, and 
denounces it as "a daily fornicator with 
the world," which is a pretty serious 
charge, to say the least, and I really hope 
it cannot be proven outside of the clergy 
who belong to it. No reasonable doubt 
exists as to their guilt, but that the whole 
sect is so baci and immoral, I cannot be
lieve without sustaining evidence. 

An essay on Infidels and hell would not 
hav been recognized as dealing with such 
a subject had it not been for the heading; 
but the advice of the editor to correspond
ents requesting them not to roll their 
maanBCripts up in a newspaper, when letter 
postage is required· by law, was indirect 
evidence, but snffioiently strong, to show 
that some Christians thus get the best of 
Uncle Sam. 

As life is a mixture of joy and sadness, 
the happy thought so often alluded to that 
J esns died to save sinners, was offset by 
the letter of a brother, who said: "Our 
meetings closed August 11th without any 
addition to the ohiuou. The time for the 
meetings did not seem to be well-chosen, 
for some were affiioted in one way and 
some in another; but the worst of all 
affiiotions seemed to be the progressiv 
worldly-mindedness." 

Another brother says he " threw down " 
(is this slang?) twenty-seven meetings in 
May on account of the drouth and the tear 
up of settlements in the Indian Territory; 
which would indicate that God is largely 
responsible for the "throw downs" and 
the failure of the gospel in that arid sec
tion. Another servant of the Lord Jesus 
revealed the. fact that he got into that 
country on 'borrowed money, was dead 
broke and willing to preach for nothing if 
his fare was paid from place to place. He 
did not seem much discouraged under 
such adverse conditions, for the hope of a 
large reward in the next world doubtless 
buoyed him up. Before I finished read
ing these interesting papers, I was as 
much shocked as the editor, for some new 
preacher has declared, so he affirms, that 
he can eat all the hell there is and not 
aooroh his mustache. If that is not trifling 
with sacred things, then the editor and I 
are mistaken; and any preacher who will 
thus attempt to destroy the Infidel's fn
tnre home is really a foe to Christianity 
and the perpetuity of priestoraft, for hell 
is the foundation of the whole business. 

0. SEVERANOll:. 

A Word to the Proscriptivs. 
OLINT, T:mx., Sept. 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Your valuable issue of the 
21st inst. came duly to hand, but being oft' 
from my ranch I did not see it till to-day. 
I read first the articles of the Christian Re
former and Ohristian Statesman copied 
therein, and my wrath and indignation 
were at a white heat by the time I was 
through with that devilish and hypocriti
cal attack upon our beloved Freethonght 
publication in particular and upon human 
liberty and progress in general. Then I 
read your reply thereto, and that "sorter" 
cooled me oft' a little, for, metaphori
cally speaking, yon skinned the wretches 
aliTe. The wonder to me is that yon could 
do it so coolly and gentlemanly like-am 
free to confess that if I had been put 
at that job I should hav been careless 
enough to let the scalpel slip and go far 
below the cuticle. 

"Do not the souls of these blasphemers 
shudder when they think of the1r awful 
responsibility to a tribunal, not human, 
before which they shall one day stand?" 

Behold above the stock in trade upon 
which these heresy h nnters, whose name 
is legion, liv and fatten, so permitted to do 
by the fears, the ignorance and supersti
tion of the masses, brought about from of 
old by this Bible religion and its cunning, 
power-loving priesthood. 

"If yon say anything bad a boat our 
church, or us saints here upon ea~th, and 
don't join in the heavenly procession, and 
pay your dues to support in stat~ us duly 
appointed ambassadors from heaven, our 
great big God.. will go for yon ' awful ' 
when he gets yon in his ' other wgrld,' 
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while we will lie back on o'nr golden 
thrones, and .enjoy the agonies of the 
damned, and in looking over the battle
ments of heaven down upon the dreadful 
pits where the fiery waves of darkness 
'gainst the rooks of deep damnation break 
(as we can't just yet jail and shackle and 
torture them here), we shall be greatly re
joiced and thankful to see the Editor of 
the aforetimeTRUTH SEEKER tossing about 
in the sulphurous billows, and crying 
aloud for the historic drop of water which, 
of course, we will take great pleasure in 
denying him.-Selah." 

Such is their holy creed, and such the 
animus exhibited in their publications. 

Now, Doctors McAllister and George, 
Right Rev. Wiley, and the rest of your 
kidney, having had your vile say about 
T11111 TRUTH BEEKER and other dissemi-

ton, keep stirring them up with the pole 
of your artistic genius. Your pictures 
instruct those who cannot understand 
arguments. , We'll stand by yon so long 
as we hav a dime to giv yon a dinner, and, 
Mr. Editor, do yon help to turn "Tam
many" loose next election. B attar open. 
dins and saloons with freedom and soci
ability and human nature, althrmgh ac
companied with a little vice, than New 
England blue laws, Presbyterian and 
other priests on the top, then the union of 
church and state, a censorship of the press, 
the stoppage of everything but orthodox 
speech, the jailing of enoh hrretios as yon 
and I, and, in short, the hell of the Dark 
Ages triumphant again. 

s. G. ETHERIDGE. 

nators of good morality, minus the insan- Arguing Against a Pleasantry. 
ity which yon call religion, as a private in 8AMOTH, ILL., Sept, 22, 1895. 
the ranks of Freethonght and Secularism E. M. MACDONALD, TBUTH SEEKERS, et 
I wish to say a word to yon holy men, but al, Greeting : As I am in arrears, inclosed 
not in the way of argument, for yon de- find $3 to tally my tab a step higher. THE 
spise reason and common sense when in TRUTH SEEKER is performing a philan
oonfliot with your religions creed: In the thropio work; go on in this grand dis
days of my youth and ignorance I was nn- charge of duty; slay the argus-eyed mon
der the domination of just about such star of superstition that has from time 
sacred tea&hers as yon are. They told me immemorial been fostered by senseless 
I was utterly depraved, and as I could not creed and custom. 
"believe and be baptized," they had me Show the stolid Snndayites the folly of 
"hair-hung and breeze shaken" for a long their fanaticism. Deal a rib-roaster to 
time, and in that imbeoil condition of the devotees of the union of church and 
mind they got many an honest dollar from state. Snow up the dogmas of the ootopns 
me which I now wish I had back to giv to orthodoxy, and go on in exposing the bar-
THE TRUTH SEEKER. barities of their fetich book. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson was the man who Freethinkers must be the standard-bear-
first opened my eyes to begin to see ers of freedom. 
the clerical imposition and fraud. With In your issue of Sept. 7th the "Observ
all your claims to learning and piety, er" observes: "Eliminating that species of 
I don't think yon can hav the assurance to insanity designated as 'love,' which is but 
class yonrselvs with that scholar, poet, another form of avarice, and allowing for 
philosopher, genius, Infidel, and perfectly the dissolution of the partnership at the 
pure man. If yon hav the brains to nn- instance of one or both parties, I conceive 
derstand, go and read ·him, and he may that the arrangement is as near perfect as 
teach yon ·something of justice and char- any that could be entered into by fools." 
ity. After that THE TRUTH SEEKER may While I've perused the pointed puns of 
kindly lend yon a few books from its li- the "Observer" with pleasure, the above 
brary to save yon from the hell of bigotry, does not pleasantly meet my approval. As 
sectarianism, fanaticism, and hatred of I am only a country chap, without the 
your fellow men who cannot bow down proverbial hayseed in my hair, perhaps 
before the monster that your diseased im- one would say, "I wouldn't attempt a 
agination has created and called God. criticism of that philosopher, wag, and 
But yon will stick to John Oalvin because humorist." I reply with some trepidation, 
it is to your pecuniary interest to do so- " That wag, poet, and philosopher is 
John Oalvin, the author of the most dia- only human, therefore fallible, as the 
bolioal religions creed on the face of the above pessimistic observation demon
earth-Oalvin, who warmed himself at the strates." Now, if all people were of a aim
fire that consumed the body of the gentle ilar opinion as Mr. Macdonald, and put it 
Servetns, and stirred up the religions fury into practice, where would this old world 
and fanaticism that set Europe on fire and wag to? Would it not wag back to barba
oonsigned multitudes to the stake, the rack, rism and intellectual night ? Would there 
and the dungeon. Isn't it plea'!ant to con- be any poetry, art, music, and all that 
template that the originators of many which refines, transfigures, and exalts the 
different sects and religions had to be soul to an ethical existence, the essence of 
fiends in human shape, as, for instance, that which Mr. Macdonald affectionately 
Constantine and the Popes, John Oalvin, designates as '' a species of insanity ?" 
Henry VHf., etc. And now, reverend Take love from the human heart, and 
doctors and divines, as yon hav hissed out would life be worth the living? Does Mr. 
your hatred and holy venom upon Heston Macdonald desire to deprive the grief
and the Maodonalds because in the dis- stricken mother of that love she· fondly 
charge of their ·duty and .in self-defense lavishes upon her little babe, when at the 
they are slightly interfering with your brink of the grave her heart goes out in 
thriving God business, I will voice the tender, maternal passion for her· own flesh 
sentiments of thousands of the most in tel- and heart's blood, who soon will be low· 
ligent and virtuous men in this oonntry ertid gently down into its dark and damp 
when I say that a man who believes, or "windowless palace of repose," free from 
pretends to believe, the Presbyterian pain, and perhaps forever removed from 
creed, so horrible and so repugnant to the mortal gaze ? 
humane instincts of all enlightened people What would yon substitute for love?
that its paid priests are afraid or ashamed lust? Do yon consider-" honor bright" 
any longer to reveal its Mohnna-like -that such a mother is suft'aring with a 
features from the pulpits-that such a "species of insanity," and shonld'be con
man is either a fiend, a fanatical dupe, or fined in some retreat for the feeble·mind
a knave of the deepest dye, and is not a ed? Is a man "insane" because he builds 
good citizen in any country. So yon see, a home, diligently labors to provide for his 
reverend and holy doctors, tllat we hav "otherhalf"andohildren? Ofoonrselove 
our opinions of yon as well as yon hav must necessarily sanctify any matrimonial 
yours of us, and yon may denounce and or free-love alliance. Oonld lust sanctify 
pray as much as yon please, but in the end it more ? Is not "love" the theme of the 
we'll establish justice and teach yon better poet, the plot of the novelist, the back
manners. ground of the artist, and the forte of the 

Mr. Editor, these ministers are thirst- musician? and without "love." would not 
ing for blood. Oan't yon send over to all these be a lost art? I understand that 
Ohina and get the heads of some of their yon are married ; if so, was Mrs. Badge. 
recent victims slain upon the demand of pin foolish enough to accept the undivided 
Christians for blood because poor Ohina is devotions of an "insane" man? 
helpless, and present them on a silver sal- When a noble-hearted woman will hero
ver to these humble followers of the meek ioally withstand the brutal assaults of a 
and lowly Jesus, so as to appease their ap- drunken husband-will go down in the 
petites for a time? gutter, and implore him tearfully to not 

This letter don't amount to much. The touch it more-is she "insane" for so en
best reply to Brothers MeA., G., and W. during and endeavoring to litt him from 
is the $3 inclosed to pay my subscription a lecherous life ? 
to THl!l TRUTH S:m:mitER in advance. lief!- 1 !f you advocate luiJt theories, oontrari-
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wise to the general O:lnoeption of "love," 
think what infln<moes will be thrown 
around coming ganerations, during thll' 
period of prenatal life and afterwards? Is. 
a home a home where the ties of aft'eotionc 
and love is not ? In my estimation, love· 
educates the brain and ennobles the heart. 
Without love, our progeny would be lust
brats, and as a consequence, equally as 
criminal. Where is the sense in producing: 
such progeny ? 

If love is a "species of insanity," I sin
cerely advise every young man and woman' 
to forthwith court "insanity" for thejr 
life's health and happiness, If I am mis
taken, I hontlstly believe I am advooatiBg 
a noble and praiseworthy cause. Snob a 
cause fires the patriot's heart, and he will 
lay down his life if need be. 

Freethinkers everywhere should set a 
shining flame of love before their less lov
ing Christian brothers. As THE, TRUTH 
SEEKER is such an able and impartial fo
rum for the agitation of advanced ideas, I 
ask yon to extend me a hearing. 

Yours f or a life of love, 
Oms. D. McBRIDE. 

MR. EDITOR : The remarkable effect 
which mv observation has had on the mind 
of Mr. McBride is wholly nnexp9oted by 
me, I submit that I oonltl not hav fore
seen that it would lead him to a baby's 
grave, to a field of battle. and to "a re
treat for the feeble-minded." I know that 
I said nothing about maternal grief, which 
your correspondent appears to hav had in 
view in drawing his picture of the infant 
lowered into its damp and otherwise un
sanitary place of repose. I must deny 
having tried to discourage noble-hearted 
women from withstanding the assaults of 
husbands in a state of inebrietv and tear
fully advising them to swear oft'. If a wif& 
thinks that a husband who falls into the· 
gutter is better than none at all, she will 
exercise the right to,ga down there after 
him. Again, I hav not deprecated the· 
sentiment of patriotism, though I hold 

·that dying for a problem is a poor way to 
solve it, and that a man who will forfeit 
his life to maintain any government as yet 
established is affiioted with an excess of 
enthusiasm. These beim~ the varieties of 
emotion cited by Mr. McBride to iUnstrate 
the utility of love, and none of them being 
the one I had in mind when I wrote the 
sentence that does not " pleasantly meet 
his approval," I am not harassed by any 
felt obligation to discuss them at length. 

To tell it just as It is, Mr. Editor, I am 
forced to distrust the analytical powers of 
Mr. McBride's mind. I am afraid, too. 
that he has not made the question in hand 
the subject of protracted thought. I am 
convinced that his letter mi~ht be im
proved by judicious revision. In the first 
plaoe, if he is addressing myself, as in the 
argnmentativ part of his communication 
he is apparentlv doing, why that stately 
salutation to E. M. Maodonaltl, truth seek
Pre, et a\? Unless I am the party hailed as 
Et AI, where do I come in as a second per· 
son singular? Why are the Editor and 
his constituents examined on a charge that 
is brought against me? I wonder if it is 
a fact that Mr. McBride thinks in words 
having the same initial. It would seem so 
from such combinations as ''tally my tab," 
"folly of their fanaticism," " octopus or
thodoxv," "perused the pointed puns," 
and so forth. Or is this done for effect ? 
If the latter, then I shall be doing him a 
favor in apprising him tnat the eft'~ot is 
bad. His work is too coarse. "Apt allit
eration's artful aid," in. his case, is not 
a;>t, it is the opposit of aid, and there is 
no ..1d about it. It has been invoked to 
the neglect of sense, as in the case of 

. the octopus, for there is certainly some-
thing incongruous in the conception of a 
devil-fish as a dogmatist, as there is also 
something ungrammatical in the use of 
the plural pronoun in the same sentence. 
Skipping to other places, I would ask 
if "argus- eyed monster" is approved 
diction in Samoth, Ill. What is the mat
ter with "hydra-headed?" What sense is 
there in the followmg question : "Is not 
'love' the theme of the poet, the olot [!] 
of the novelist, the background [I !] of ~he 
artist, and the forte [can he mean motivlll 
of the musician, and without 'love' would 
not all these be a lost art?" All what?
the poet, the novelist, the artist, and the 
musician? They are the subjects of the 
inquiry, but thev cannot with propriety be 
called an art. Does Mr. McBride mean to 
ask whether poetry, etc., would not be lost 
arts, or whether the agents, the poet, etc., 
would not be lost artists ? The thing act
ually lost, if it ever existed iii his mind, is 
the meaning of Mr. McBride. The only 
tangible thing he has advanced is his sub
scription. 

Criticism is more grateful to me than 
verb~l compliments, for the reason that it 
is more likely to be deserved and often has 
the appearance ol greater sincerity. So I 
thank Mr. McBride, and in taking leave of 
him venture to hope that he will cultivate 
habits of clear thinking. G. E. M. 

'i 
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e'AiZdren' a eorner. 
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 

River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
tion!l tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour_" 

The Land of Dreams. 
Over the River of Drooping Eyes 
Is tbe wonderful land of dreams, 

Where liliBs grow as white as snow, 
And fields are green, and warm winds blow, 
And the tall reeds quiver, all in a raw-

And no one ever cries; 
For it's a beautiful place for girls and boys, 
And there's no sc)lding and lots of noise, 
And no lost baU3 or broken toys-

Over the River of Drooping EJes 
In the beautiful land of d1:eams-

Over the River of Drooping Eyes 
Is the wonderful land of dreams; 

There are horns to blow and drums to beat, 
And plenty of candy and cakes to e~t. 
And no one ever cleans his feet, 

And no one ever tires ! 
There are plenty of grassy places to play, 
And birds and bees they throng all day_ 
Oh, wouldn't :ron like to stay 

In the beautiful land of dreams? 
-Gnicaqo IntertOI--

Some Popular Errors Abont Snakes. 
II-

!n a recent number of the San Fran
cisco Examiner '' Rene Bache" says, 
"'For what purpose does the snake rattle?' 
is still unsolved." This is strange, to put 
it mildly. But if the readers of the Chil
dren's Corner will "stay with me" I think 
we can solve the problem. That the rattle 
is a great disadvantage to the snake in his 
encounter with mankind is true, but so is 
any conspicuous habit of all other animals. 
But with everything else the rattle is of 
great advantage, as everything is careful to 
keep away from it_ A -horse once bitten 
never forgets it, and the progeny of a bit
ten animal is said to be more sensitiv to 
snakes and rattles than others_ Not long 
ago, close by, while reaching under a bush 
with a pick to loosen some gold-bearing 
gravel, I heard a rattle, and I assure yon I 
did not stop there to discuss the tariff, 
silver, or design theories. Yet what could 
the poor snake .do when I returned with 
some rooks and a sharp shovel? But in 
the case of a horse, cow, coyote, dog, or 
other animal, the rattle was all he needed 
to make him victorious, and as long as he 
stayed where he was they could not harm 
hlm. There is every reason to believe that 
a rattlesnake never rattles when he strikes 
anything he intends to eat. He bites only 
to get food and protect himself. His sup
ply of venom is, probably, limited; if he 
had an unlimited supply he could affvrd to 
bite without rattling. I presume the 
greater number of rattlesnakes never bite 
anything, only as they want it to eat, in the 
whole course of their lives_ They need 
the venom to paralyze, with poison, rats, 
mice, birds, rabbits, prairie dogs, and 
other creatures they liv on. When for 
any reason his stock of venom gets low his 
chances for food are diminished_ The 
rattle is his "bluff," and does him just 
as well or better than if he bit three or 
four animals or people a day; and as he is 
honest and means just what he says when 
he says, "H-r-r-3-r-s-r-r-s-r," which inter
preted means "Get away I git I or I'll-" 
He commands the respect (although he 
has not yet succeeded in getting the love) 
of all who come in contact with him. This 
disposes of "why does he rattle?" The 
sound of a large one is something like a 
child's smap rattl~ moved very swiftly. 
Sometimes he bites without rattling_ Some 
years ago I saw a little boy, near Fort 
Worth, 'fexas, who was bitten that way 
while walking in a garden path; the snake 
-nearly three feet long-caught his big 
toe and held on until the boy got to the 
house before he was shaken off tearing the 
skin and flesh to the bone. ' I think the 
snake meant to swallow the little wiggling 
toe, and forgot to take in consideration 
that the rest of the boy was fastened to it. 
Six days after I saw the boy on horseback 
five miles from home, not much worse off 
than many boys with badly stubbed toes. 
They put turpentine and tobacco on the 
wound, This was a st~ndard remedy in 
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the Boston mountains in Arkansas and 
Northern Texas at that time. I hav given 
turpentine internally to my own horses 
and other stock when I suspected snake 
bites and always with gratifying results. 
But I do not wish to be understood as in
dorsing it unqualifiedly, as I do not know. 

The latest discovered antidote is hypo
dermic injections· of· strychnine. But I 
think turpentine given internally and ap
plied externally should be experimented 
with by those who hav the facility; but, 
possibly, it i\'1 too simple, and has not the 
elements of greatness, like remedies that 
either kill or cure, and require the skill 
and knowledge of a doctor. However, if 
this article induces experiments with the 
remedy stated by competent and responsi
ble parties, more will hav been accom
plished than I expected when! commenced 
writing. 

The pain from raU!esnake bites is said 
to be terrible by those who hav been 
bitten. A great many never fully recover. 
A man here this spring was bitten eight 
years ago. He is lame, and has a running 
sore from it. Many oases prove fatal. 
The rattler is not formidable on open 
ground. I knew a large fami.ly, nearly all 
girls, traveling overland from Minnesota to 
the Southwest, across the "Sand Hills " of 
Western Nebraska, where there were as 
many rattlers a few years ago as I ever 
saw anywhere. At first the cry of "rattle
snake" would cause a squealing and a 
stampede of all the girls, but in six weeks' 
time, an eleven-year-old girl swinging a 
bridle by holding to the headstall, killed 
one while the family sat down to a camp
fire supper, tbe others scarcely getting up 
"to see the fight;" the comment running 
about like this: "Oh, I could hav killed 
him in half the time!" "Now, she had 
better be careful!" "Why didn't she hit 
him when he started to run the first time?" 
This shows how easily we get accustomed 
to necessary dangers. The tactics of these 
girls was to get the snake to retreat and 
then hit him with the bridle-bit as stated. 
So many bridles had got broken that or
ders were given not to use any more bridles 
in snake encounters_ One day one of these 
girls stepped on the neck of a rattler with 
her bare foot, as he lay, after a shower, 
half way out of a hole sunning himself. 
That gave them all a cautionary shook that 
lasted some time. It is also well to men
tion that that summer was very cool, and 
it seemed to me the snakes were more 
clumRy on that account, and consequently 
more easily conquered. It also made them 
come in sight more frequently to sun them
selva. 

Once, while I was a soldjer in tbe United 
States army, and we were marching up the 
Gila river in Arizona, one of our lieuten
ants cut off the head of a very large snake 
with his sword. The father of a large 
Mexican family of strolling players from 
the state of Chihuahua,"' Mexico, who were 
camped near by, took the snake saying, 
"Mny bueno, bneno. "t Some of the old
er soldiers said the Mexicans were going 
to eat the rattler. I went with others to 
their camp and they had it out up into 
pieces (skinned) frying in pans. There 
were some very pretty girls in the party, 
but the thoughts of those beauties getting 
on the outside of that hideous rattlesnake 
sent a chill through me. And when, at 
night, they played the guitar and sang 
sweet songs of love in Spanish, I was con
tent to stay in camp with no beauty to 
contemplate except that afforded by a 
government blanket branded U. S. in the 
middle. No grace of limb, nor charm of 
voice, nor flash of love-lit eye could rid 
me of the thought that inside of it all 
stuck a piece of rattlesnake. 

The readers of the Children's Corner 
will all go to bed now, and if they don't 
dream of '' seraphims whose footfalls tufted 
on the velvet floor," I am not to blame_ 

H. G. 

"'Pronounced Chee-wah-wah. 
tMne wano, wano; signifies very good, 

good. 

He Hit the Kaiser. 
0 oe day last winter the German emperor 

and empress, while out sleigh-riding, came 
aoros!l three little boys in the Thiergarten 
who were so busy snowballing as to over
look the 'imperial couple's approach until 
quite close, and then ohan9e .l;la<l it ~ht 

one of the snowballs hit the monarch on 
1 

the nose. - / 
"Did it hurt yon, Herr Kaiser?" asked 

the little culprit, in so anxious a tone as to 
1 

• 

set emperor and empress both laughing. 
''Yon can hit me "resumed the little fel
low "and we'll o~ll it square:" At whieh 
the;e was more laughter. · 

The emperor, took the~boy's address, and 
next day sent him a comical memento of 
the incident. -------

What tb.e LitH!! Folks Are Saying. 
The parson (meeting Johnny, who is 

just returning from a swim): "Johnnie, 
can yon tell me where little boys who 
bathe on Sundays go to?" Johnnie: ''Aye. 
Yon come along with me, and I'll show 
yer."-Jud,qe_ 

"My tooth aches awful," said Willie. 
"Don't_ think I'd better go to school to
day." " No, yon needn't go to s!lhool. 
I'll take yon to the dentist instead," said 
his mother. "I think-I guess !-I'd 
better go to school after all," rejoined 
Willie. "The tooth aches, but it don't 
hurt any."-Harper's Round Table .... 

The indignant father raged and stormed 
over the dinner. Little Malo>el had cried 
·out that she didn't like the meat. "Why, 
yon ought to giv thanks," cried the out
raged pater. "When I was a boy I de
lighted in crusts, and never used sugar." 
The little one thought a moment. " How 
thankful yon must be that yon are now 
living with mamma and mel" she liaped.
Philadelphia Gall. 

Book Notes. 
The Review of Reviews says of W. H. 

Maple's "No Beginning, or the Funda
mental Fallacy :" "The old idea of a 
'creation out of nothing,' which was taught 
to a good many of us when we were young
sters, is-to use a familiar expression
' about played out.' Mr. l\iaple's thesis is 
very well sustained in so far as it com
bats tbat idea. He employs the resources 
of both logic and scientific discovery in a 
convincing and oommcn sense way, and 
ought not to offend the feelings of the 
most orthodox who is willing to argue hon
estly.'' Price of "No Boginning," $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. . 

An Ounce of Prevention 
is cheaper than any quantity of cnre_ Don't give 
children narcotics or sedatives. They are un
necessary when the infant is properly nourished. 
as it will be if brought up on the Gail Borden 
Eagle Brand Condensed l\Iilk 

PUBLICATION~. 

IISUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Oloth, $1, 

Woman; Four Centuries of Progress. 
By Susan H. Wixon_ Paper, 10 cents. 

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Bomanoe 
12mo, 800 pp_, $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 PP- 1 $1 25. · 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book1 Without Supersti· 
ti<!nkfor Ohil!lren and Youtn. The Only Free
thtn era' Children's Story-book ever issued_ 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; llu·ge 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
tr-.ted covers; 4to. 2.24 liP-· boards. $1. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00-

1'\VO l.11'1'l.e Il eo /111'1'EHS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse 

A;short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 

Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00_, 
28 LafaYette PL, New York-

Travels in Faith. 
~ CAI'T. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Beinll: the storY of hi! ment&l joumer frou: 
orthoao:IY to R•tionfiliBm_ 

'Plo1t~a. n .. nA'I'. 2~ nAntA: oint h. 'TPi nRnt11. 

Correspondence Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age of 20 to SO. llad some experience in book-
keoping_ address M- 0. H-, 

2t4'J care Truth Seeker Office_ 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the age< of 20 and 40 rears_ Addregs L. C- I., care 
Truth Seeker office_ lot87 

My Repairing Department 
" HI<JA VEN AND HELL." Is now complete_ I have facilities to repair 

By EMA.NUEL SWEDENBORG, clo-ely regulate and re.urn watches 2d or sci 
<lay_ No better work in the world Agents 

(Servant of tne Lord. Jesus Gnrtst_) -wanted in evPrY town in the United States where 
Ps.per 416 pages 15 centa- -watches are l)utchert_d instA<LO of restored Many 

( • • are now maktng money but m~u ~:wore can make 
qlo~h. octavo), 375 pages. spect,!tl to re~ders of money easv by Sending me the work of their 

thiq JOUrnal, only 2l? cents, by ma.Il, prepaid_ , friends and neighbor.•- Apvly for terms, also 
Send for descrlPtiv cataloguo of Sweden borg sl send for price lists of Watches Diamonds Jew 

works-_ . . _ . elry, Silver-ware, etc_ ' ' -
_ Amen_can Swendenborg_ Prmhng and Publish- 1 OTTO WETTSTEIN 
mg SometY-20 Cooper Umon,; New York 1 ' 
SHA.J L THE BIBLE ' Desi~tner of ~ . BE REA.D l The Otto Wettstein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou-

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? · I veni• Spo•n, and The Popular Free-
Bv R, B, Westbrook, A.M. · thought Badge_ 

Price, 1 0 cents_ Established 1857- ROCHEI, .. ,E, ILL-
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Cheap Tracts for Distribntio~ to 
Start Christians Thintin~. 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politioal Condi-
tion of the People. Charles Brad! a ugh. 

Protestant Persecutions William Cobbett.~ 
Si)uestions for 'Bible Worshipers .............. . 
.~:he Relation of Witchcraft to Religion . .A.. C. 

The R~fltloii ·or 'iiiiffi&iiftY: ne'tter iiiail :Eier: 10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harl'ison. 10 
Repeal the Sunday Laws I <Including the 

"Origin of Sabbaths.") Bythe.l!lditorof 
The Truth Seeker ....................... .. 3 

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE. 
Part I of a The Woman's Bib:e H is How For Sale. 

PAGES~ IT IS A PAPER BOUND BOOK OF 
' 

125 If you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-ope.ners," in doing "Missionary 
Work," con:venien.t.to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangelS' of truth. 

Revivalism Examined. .A.. G. Humphrev .... . 
.A. Remarkable Book A Review of Gr.eg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

2 Part 1 Consists o/' Commentar·ies on the Pentateltch, by JJfembers of the 
1 "Revising Committee." 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
ei'olis· hear.ted persons can afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spre_ad broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

in Canadian Sp•ctator ......... .......... . 
The Safe Side. H B Brown ................... : 
Science and Bible .Antagonistic. Chas. Ws.tts. 
.A. Secular Prayer . .Austin Hol;y_oake ......... . 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake .... .. 
The Sta~e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
Superet!tion Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted Letter to the Sects of Great Britain 
" Sciepce. of the Bible." Being the Rev. John 

Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on .A.strono-

2 
3 
1 
2 
3 

.A.n .Antidote .A.nalhzed ExJosing the In con- m:y ........................ ."....... .. · .... .. 
· sLiust

8
eency of C ristians enerally. H. Clay 

10 
Talk ~~~Jjr. -~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~: .. ~ -~ ~~~~ 3 

" ... • ·" .... """ .. " ·" ........ "·" Thoughts on .A. theism. Can Man by Searcll-
.A.stro-Theolog:v. · :r... L Dawson, Showing the ing Find out God. .Austin Holvoake... a 

story of Christ in the New Testament to The Theorv of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 10 
be but an Alleg'lrical representation of The True Basis of Morality. .Annie Besaut.. 2 
the sun's course through the different The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 
zodiacal signs.:........................... 5 ~Reply to some of the Su.o.day-school 

REV.ISING COMMITTEE . 
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON, ELLEN BATrELLE. DTEl'RTCK, 
REV. PHCEBE Ho\NAFORD, · LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE, 
CLARA. BEWICK COLBY,. MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE, 
REV. AUGUSTA CHAPIN REV. OLYMPIA .BROWN 
MRS. MARY A. LIVERMORE. MISS FRANCIS ELLEN BURR, 
MRS. MARY SEYMOUR HOWELL, MRS. CHAPMAN CATT, 
MRS. JOSEPHINE K. HENRY, MISS HELEN H. GARDEN,ER, 
MRS. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, MRS. CHARLOTTE BEEBE.. WILBOUR 
MRS. SARA A. UNDERWOOD, MRS. LUCINDA B. CHANlJLER, 
MRS. CATHERINE F. STEBBINS, MRS. M. LOUlSE THOMAS, 

MRS. LOUISA SOUl'HWORTH. , 
-----.Apostles of Christ. .Austin Hol_yoake ... · ..... , 5 t · .A.b t H' ) 3 

The Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. Or!eB on l<Yt ... · .. · ............. .. 
Coleman................................... 5 ~wo1Shft S~fmon~, R1evJh~logicus....... 1. 

Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... a Wwe ve pos ea. har es ra aughp......... 3 
tSOME PRESS COMMEN'IS: 

We have read some of the passages of the commentary prepared for the "Wom· 
an's Bible" by that very accomplished Americau woman. and Biblical student, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. They are a great deal more satisfaatory thau many of tile 
comments upon the same texts tllat we have read in other and more pretentious 
commentaries. Mrs. Stanton's interpretative rema.rka are often shrewd and. sensible. 
-[Editorial New York" Sun." 

'l'heBible:Is!tReliableasaGuide? c. Watts. 2 ere .Adam and Eve Our .l!'irst arents? 
Blasphemy and the Bible. c B Reynolds..... 5 Charles Bra<Uaugh........................ 3 
'!'he .Book of Esther. .A. B.Pecimen of What What Did Jesus Teach? Chas. Bradlaugh.... 3 

Passes as the Inspired Word of God..... 5 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh.... 2 
Buddhl.st NI'h1'11'sm Prof ~' Max Muller 5 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.. ... .. .. . 1 

· · •· .. ·" Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
Constantine the Great, Portrayingtheini- WasChristCrucified? .Austin Bi~rbower .... 10 

g~iU, ~re~~~n::i.r~~ -~~~i~~~~~- -~~~~~~~: 3 .A.ddre28ss LTaHfEa.yeTtRteUpTlaHces. NEeEwKEYoRr~. 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitutional. 'K 

(This is the statute under which Mr. J. 
B. Wise is now indilltdd for sendmg a 
verse from the Bible through the ma.il.) 
T. B. Wakeman......... .. .. ........ .... .. 10 

Cruelty a.nd Credulity of the Human Race. 
Dr. Daniel.A.rter..... .......... ........ .... 2 

Ohristia.nity a Borrowed Elystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Intluence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts .. . .. .. . .. .. 5 
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts. .. .... .. 2 
The Christian Fait.IJ.. 200 Questions Without 

.Answers.................................... 2 
Christian :Mysteries. .A. Dialogue between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
Mandarin................................. 2 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg.. · 5 
Christian SchemA of Redemption. C. Watts. 2 
The Church and EducMiou. .A.nti-J eouit..... 5 
The Church and Freethought. Franklin 

Steiner ..................................... 10 
Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 

be StopQed on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The Trnth Seeker.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S P Putnam ...................... .. 

Constructive Rationalism. Annie Beaant ... . 
The Devil's Due Bills, or Give the Devil His 

Due. JohnSvphers....................... 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. .A. Biblical Biography. 

.A. us tin Holyoak e ........................ .. 
Decadence of Christianity ..................... . 
The Decline of J!'aith. J E Remsburg ...... .. 
Defense of Secular Principles. Ohas. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a. Moral Governor of the 

5 
1 
5 
~ 

Universe? .A.n•tin Holvoake............ 3 
Doubts oflufidels. Questions by a Weak but 

Sincere Christian......... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1•m norMa-

terialism. R. S. Brigha~ M.D.......... 3 
Evolution of Israel's God. .A. . .u. Rawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. David Hume....... .... .. 10 
Father, Son, and Hol;r Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Sy12_hers.. ................. 1 
Free Speech and Free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley..................................... 1 
Few Words about the Devil. Chas. Bradlaugh 8 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 3 
The Fruit;s of Christianity. .Annie Besant.... 2 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann... 1 
The Gospel of Christianity and the Gospel of 

Free thought . .A.nnieBesant .. ..... .... 2 
Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh.... ..... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? .Austin 

Holyoake .................................. 3 
Hereditary Transmission. Illustrations of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Louis Elsberg.. .... .. 3 
Is There a God? CharlesBradlaugh...... ... 3 
l[f You Take .A. way Mv Religion What Will You 

Give Me in Its Ste~d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 8 
Is .America the New World? L. L. Dawson... 10 
Intldelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi,h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Burns........... .. .. .. .. 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 3 
The Ills We Endure: Their Cause and Cure 

D. M. Bennett ......................... .. 
Is the Bible Indictable? .Annie Besant ...... . 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Paden ...... .. 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlaugh ........ .. 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 

AOB'T G. INGfASOLL 
The Field -Ingersoll Discus

sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with' the intent to convert 
him. The leUer was published in the 
North American Review, and was 
replied. to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 eta. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had beim very badly 
wor.;;ted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can l?roduce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Land QuestiOn. CharlesBradlo.ugh ...... : .. .. 
Large or Small Families? .A.. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 

5 
2 
5 
~ 
8 
2 
2 Myth and Miracle~ Price, 25c. 
5 

This is one of dolonel Ingersoll's Legend of GautamaBuddha. Paralleling that 
of Jesus Christ..... ... .. .. ........ ....... 5 

LogicofDeath: or1.-.Wi!Y Shnuld the.A.theist 
Fear to Die? vy G. J. Holyoake .. .... .. 8 

The Logic of LifehDeduced from the Princi-
plesofFreet ongnt. G.J.Holyoake .... 8 

Ludicrous .Aspects of Christianity. .A.. Hol-

Liberr0~~~· ru:;;r&iiii." · ·ru:~i{oui-6' n·. · cc,;;.;;&;,.: ~ 
'l'he LibertyofPriutmg. Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 
Literature of the Insan~. F. R. 1\farvin, M.D. 5 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

· People are off in Hell...................... 1 
Materialism an rl Cnme. B F Underwood.... 5 
Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts........ 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. .A. Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ........................... .. 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. .A.n-

nieBesant.. ............................. 2 
New Life of .A.b~aham. Charles Bradlaugh... 8 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh.. .... · 3 
New Life of J'acob. Charles Bradlaugh. .. . . . • 3 
New Life of Jonah. Ohas. Bradlangh.. .... ... 8 
:New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh....... 3 
'T'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard............... 1 
'The New .A.ge. W. S BelL...................... 5 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell.. 1 

· .On Eternal Torture . .Annie Besant........... 2 
•On Prayer, Annie Besant........ ... .. . .. .. .. . 8 
.On the Religious Education of Children. 

.Annie Besant. Written during her 
Transition from Christianity.......... 2 

·Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Quakers. 
S.D. Moore................................ 1 

'Orthodoxy. Robert G Inger3oll........ .... .. 10 
Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. T E Lot g. 

shore....................................... 5 
!Paine and Weslev. John E Remsburg........ 5 
!Plea for Impartial Taxation. 8 B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G R Hawes................. 5 
Prote~tant Intolera.nce. John E Remsburg.. 5 
!Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. . . 2 
1\ Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

hv thfl Bible. Per ilozf!n.. . ... . . . . 10 
Plea. for .A. theism. Charles Bradlaugh.. •• .. .. 5 

• 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some~ 
thing new from' the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
This lecture is a consideration of 

the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - "This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was· never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

~he Truth Seeker, 
28 bAFAYH'lf?. 2 Pl.ACR, New Yol!'ko 

If the Revision Committee continue this· style of exegesis, we venture to predict 
that there will be sensations in the religions world such as no inere man of our time, 
no Cummings, nor Colenso, nor Beecher, nor Briggs, hils been able to arouse.-[N. 
Y. "Press." 

The chapter published from the advance sheets of the " Woman's Bible" last week 
very naturally created a widespread sensation. The '' Woman's Bible" promises to 
be an important contribution to the literature of Holy Writ.-[N. Y. "Recorder." 

The announcement that the proposed "Woman's Bible" will soon be published 
has stirred up many of the clergy. The work wrll be simply a commentary ori. cer
tain portions of the Bible relating to the status of women.-[N. Y, " Tribune." 

An aBSociation of "up to date " women is engaged in making a new translation of 
the Bible. This is great news.-[" Clla.rivari," Paris, France. 

The "Woman's Bible" is a translation by a joint committee of American and 
English women and is the most serious labor yet underl;aken by the women's rights 
leaders.-[Albany "Evening Journal." 

The Sisterhood of Advanced Women has decided to take a bold step toward the 
complete emancipation of the sex. It has long groaned under certain implications of 
servitude contained in a few passages of SClriptnre, and has, therefore, determined to 
abolish these disabilities by publishing a" Woman's Bible."-[" Pall Mall Gazette." 

The most marked step in this iconoolassic direction is the m:>vement to publish 
the" Women's Bible." It is being prepared by .eome of the good and advanaed 
women of the day, who are met in their many reforms with the stubborn arguments 
of some of the passages of the SClriptnres that tend to justify low ideals. Their aim is. 
t.o omit the immoral teachings of the Mosaic law and all the unwholesome passages. 
Expurgated editions of the poets there have been, but it remains for the ingenious 
new woman to dAvise an expurgated edition of the Bible.-[Minneapolis "Times." 

The new "Women's Bible" is one,of the remarkable productions of the century. 
-[Denver "News." 

The· theological world of Chicago is thoroughly stirred by the announcement, 
published in the 1imes-Herald this morning, that Eliz3.beth Cady Stanton and nearly 
a score of cola borers in the persons of distinguished women, will undertake a revision 
of those portions of the scriptures dealing directly or indirectly with the relative 
positions of man and woman, and will publish the result of their labors in a new 
Bible, which is to be known a3 "Tile Woman's Bible.-[Chicago "Post." 

Price, Fif-ty Cen-ts. 
Address European Publishing Co., 3ii Wall St., New York city. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The v _lume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical char-acter-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It~ durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Ma. 
GEoBGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows: 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says : 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with t):J.Ose of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of .tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." • 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is our 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to o:tler 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full clescription of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., Atchison, I(ttn.. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar !Woons and •rnUTB BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Te& or Sugar) Spoon 
!lilt bowl, 50o. more. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

'· L 



Gems of ~'hougla,t. 
OF all deceivers who ha.v plagtied .the 

world, none are so deeply ruinous to hu" 
man happiness as those impostors who pre
tend to lead men by a light above Nature. 
-Logan Mitchell. 

ON the Sunday and every other day 
every man has a right to do everything ex
cept injure others or disturb the general 
peace. If he is interfered with in that 
rie;ht he is bossed too much.-New Yerk 
World. 

To the mass of the people nothing is so 
eostly as thought. The f&ct that, taking 
the world over, ninety-nine people ont of 
a hundred accept the creed to which they 
were born, exemplifies their mental atti
tude toward things at large. Nearly -all 
of them pursue mechanically the routine 
to which they hav been accustomed, and 
are not only blind to its defects, but will 
not recognize them as defects when they 
are pointl'd out. And the reluctance to 
think which they show evervwhere else, is 
shown in their dealings with children.
Herbert Spencer. 

THE teaching of the '' Sermon on the 
Mount" is immoral. "Take no thought 
for to-morrow, what ye shall eat, or what 
ye shall drink, or wherewithal ye shall be 
clothed." This injunction, so at variance 
with a,11 economy, prudence, and wisdom, 
is uttered. not once incidentally, but three 
times. It constitutes the passport of the 
indolent tramp, the voucher of the im
prGvident ~ponge on society, and the sense
less excuse for the bi"I!'Ear. No wonder 
the mythical Jesus "had not where to lay 
his head," if he acted as he preached. He 
did not deserve any.-.A, S. Hudson, M.D 

WHAT effect will lolric hav upon a relig
ious gentleman who firmly believes that a 
god of infinit compassion sent two bears 
to tear thirty or forty children to pieces 
for laughing at a bald-headed prophet? 
How are such people to be answered? 
How can they be brought to a sense of 
their absurdity? They must feel in their 
fiesh the arrows of ridicule. So Voltaire 
has been called a mocker. What did he 
mock? He mocked kings that were un
just; king11 who cal'ed nothing for the suf
ferings of their subjects. He mocked the 
titled fools of his day. He mocked the 
corruption of courts; the meanness, the 
tyranny, and the brutality of judges. He 
mocked the absurd and cruel laws, the 
barbarous customs. He mocked popes and 
cardinals and 'bishops and prie8ts, and all 
the hypocrits on the earth. He mocked 
historians who filled their books with lies, 
and philosophers who defended supersti
tion. He mocked the haters of liberty, 
the persecutors of their fellowmen. He 
:mocked the arrogance, the cruelty, the 
:impudence, and the unspeakable baseness 
of his time.-Ingersoll. 

NEARLY twenty-two centuries ago, in 
pitless mockery, the savage triumphant 
Brennus, the leader of the maraudin~ 
Gauls, shrieked out the above words ["Vee 
Victis "], as he fiung his heavy sword into 
the Peale already unduly pressed earthward 
by the false weights with which it was piled. 
And the vanquished Romans, with sul!en 
brows and unwilling hands, heaped on the 
gold coveted by the greedy Gaul. But 
thousands of years before Brennus spoke 
or ever the pillaging Gaul began to ravage 
the nations of Europe, "Woe to the Van
qnishedl" was the cry heard in every re
gion and corner of the earth. . Ever since 
life showed itself upon the globe, the fierce 
struggle for existence began, and the cease
less strife continues to be waged in undi
minished violence and fury. Vee V1ctisl 
Woe to the vanquished, and for the victors 
survival, until that time comes (and come 
it must, sooner or later) when those better 
fitted for· the crnel war of extermination 
march upon the battle- field. The rocks 
tell the story; tell of the ruthless fighting 
that has been in the eons of the past. No 
cry for mercy is ever answered, no quarter 
is ever given, in the savage battle of life. 
One generation goes oft the scene and 
another generation comes on; one type of 
being disappears and another takes its 
place, bnt it is ever, "Woe to the Van
quished!" In the rocks we see the monu
ments of the life that was before us, and 
we read, " We lived, we fought, we died. 
We conquered, and others made room for 
us; we were overcome, and we gave our 
places to others. So will it be with you!" 
Their joys, their sorrows; their hopes, 
their despair; their dreamful, watchful 
sleep, wearier than our waking hours-all 
these things are forgotten, unrecorded. 
All we know is that it was ever "Woe to 
the Vanquished!" And over all this havoc 
and misery and incessant warfare, the 
Christian's Bible teaches that a loving God 
sits" enthroned above all hights," !coking 
down complacently upon the work of his 
hands, and deeming it good, and listening 
enraptured to the song which the morning 
stars sing together, and whose weird 
chorus is "Vee Victisl"- Winmpeg, in 
Secular Thought. 

Some Good Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
on the famous text, "The Olergy know that I 
know that th~;r do not know." 

PERSOS -tL EXIS l'ENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L R Smitb. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
Ma.iled singly :or 10 cents each; twelve of any 

PROCEEDING'\ OF THE CIVIL RIUHTS 
.MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
of HoN, FREDERIOK DoUGL!SS and OoL. RoB-

one, Ol' an assortment of twelve, for $1. ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Deoisi •n of the 
AN- ANTI. DOTE ANALYZED Reply to a pnited8ta..'es Qourt thl).t the Otvil Rights Act 

. . .. ' • . Is Unconstttntlenal. li'Ifty-tbree large octavo 
Christian .wlio had a.tt!!oclt"d .. Fr_eethi.n~ers, pa.e:es, or which Oolonel Ingersoll's speech 
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In the nature of things, 
SAn 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text. of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
~otten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to ffis 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and!, 
Schopenh~uer's Essay. 25 cents • 

• 
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"You are accused of seeking cheap no
toriety." "It isn't cheap," protested the 
Rev. Mr. Howlont; "I hav to pay full 
rates for getting my sermons printed. 
They won't evAn giv me the usual minis
terial discount. "-Indianapolis Jrmrnal. 

Tsis is how a minister introduced a 
visiting parson to his congregation: " Otir 
brother will now address yon. His sub
ject is 'Hell,' of which he has made a 
special study for years. . Indeed, I may 
say he knows all there is to be known 
about it, for he seems to havbeen specially 
fitted for it." 

GILBIIIBT P ABKI!IB recently encountered a 
Canadian bishop whom he had known in 
his boyhood. The bishnp pompously in
quired: "Ah, Gilberti and are you still 
writing yonr-ah -little books?"' Mr. 
Parker answered promptly: "Yes, bishop. 
And are yon still preaching yonr-ah
little sermons?"-Judge. 

A METHODIST clergyman had finished 
reading the scripture lesson in a week i'ay 
prayer meeting recently held in a New 
Jersey village. Looking out over the 
meager audience, he asked Mr. Smith to 
start some appropriate song. Mr. Smith 
thumbed over the leaves of his hymn-book 
and began in an unknown key: "I love 
to steal"- This wall clearly wrong and 
the leader stopped to take a fresh hold 
lower down the register, and again sang 
out: "I love to steal"- Again he stopped 
short. He could not get tbe right pitch. 
Some of the younger persons present tit
tered and giggled. Smith'a face was red, 
and the perspiration was beginning to 
ooze from every pore. Mopping his face, 
he made one more effort to grasp the 
proper note, fairly shouting: "I love to 
steal"- The clergyman with solemn mien 
arose, and, glancing at the now hopeleBBly 
confused Smith, said: " I am very sorry to 
hear it, brother. Will Mr. Jones kindly 
lead us in prayer?" 

AT THill PEARLY GATE. 
Hard by the gate, the turnkey Peter 

Sat in his easy chair, 
Where he could catch each anthem's meter, 

And look down the golden stair; 
For to that pond'rons pearly portal 

Great hosts of pilgrims come, 
There many a sanctimonious mortal 

Sues for a harp and a home. 

Well, as he sat in the light of the city, 
As he for ages bad sat, 

Mourning, perchance, ·with a glimmer of 
pity, . 

That daylight so long should grow fiat;
Silent a spirit, all battered and gory, . 

Just from the murderer's hand, · 
Stood there, a can.didate ready for glory, 

Fresh from a safe Btble land. 
Brought then a cherub a roll of writing 

Tbat Peter the turnkey took; 
" This," to the spirit in voice affrighting, 

He saiif, "is thy life's long book. 
Oft hast thou succored thy helpless neigh

bor, 
And cheered on his way thy friend, 

Of purity, truth, and kind love's labor 
Full were thy days to their end. 

"But Doubt grew strong i:u Faith's fair 
garden, 

Trust vanished before Research; 
Never a prayer came up for pardon, 

Thou never wert seen in church!" 
Paused he no moment his sentence to 

ponder, 
Tightly the portal he jammed; 

" Thy home is the region of darkness 
yonder, 

Hasten thee lienee and be damned." 
Scarce had he gone when a ghastly mortal 

Up from this mundane speck . 
Clambered and stood at the turnkey's 

portal 
With a hangman's rope on his n~>ck. 

"No record of thee ha.v we," said Peter; 
"Thy life is as hell's black pit"-

. (The anthem of heaven waxed sweeter and 
sweeter-

A parson had counted a-bit.) 

''But thou, in the day thy life was ending, 
Took thought to save thy soul, 

And died on the arm of faith depending, 
Thy faith hath made thee whole!" 

The angel host drew near to meet him, 
And welcome to heaven its own; 

The elders sage sped forth to seat him 
On his burnished golden throne. 

Their harp· strings rang to a song victo-
·rions · 

For this new-born sun of night; 
They sang till the ring on his neck grew 

glorious, 
"Of such is the City of Light." 

Oh, be good and true, and doubt, I pray 
you, 

Lest heaven be yours as well; 
'l'hrongh life and death take this to stay 

yon, 
Yon are safer twice over in hell. 

-...Walt A. Ratoliffe, in 8eoular Thought. 
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Gent. Samples free. 
A pennanent situation 

euaranteed. Write today. AddressP.O.Box6S09,Boaton, !las .. 

."".~""·"'·""·~""·"""' i AN·· EXTRAORDINARY OFFER II# 
• We want 1000 more active agents before e 
.11 July 1st. We will guarantee $20 to$30 per day .11 
t' can be easilymadeinn.nylocality; our goodS t' 
e :!~~l~~~~~\~~fi 'J.?:tf'NiJ:18~n~ ~yg~ r;]p g~ e e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Hay i 
.1J for fu!LJ>articulars, or we will send with 
t' same a. Valuable samPle of our goods in e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents in i 
I 

silver or stamps. Established In 1882. Ad
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 
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SUOo 

DR. R, P. FELLOWS, " 
!IJII"_Wbere~aaw:_~adver....- Vhu1Ja.ad.l'I,.J.1 

NOW READ THIS f 
Dr. l''ellow• is a sta.nch LIBERAL and a very 

successful _physician. He has trea.ted DISEASE8 
OF MEN for twent;v years, and his remedies are 
a.n ·utgrowth of tb1s long_p_raotioe, whiob sho~~ 
lrive oonlldenoe to those amioted. 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
- . 

Ethics as Understood by a 
Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXt)N. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from aJ rational view point those 

fair humanities tha.t make life worthy to be• 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRIUE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 
28 Lafayett& Place. New York. 

Jhe Glory of lnfi~elity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P, PUTNAM. 

WHAT THE MERCIFUL JESUS PROPOSES TO DO. 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's work8, 
and no l!'reethinker or Infidel should be withon$ 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel· 
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

And shall cast them into a furnace of fire; there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth.-Mat. xiii, 41, 42. 
10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Addre3s TEHl r,~crril H!l on oo 

BELOIT CoLLEGE has opened its doors b 
women on eq11al terms with men. 

THE Republicans of Massachusetts hav 
renominated Frederick T. Greenhalge for 
governor. 

If GEoRGE W. N. YosT, the inventor, died 
in this city on Sept. 25th. He was sixty
four years of age. 

A coNTRACT has been signed for the lay
ing of a new ocean cable between Brest, 
France, and New York. 

Ex-SENAToR MAHONE, of Virginia, died 
of paralysis, in Washington, D. C., on the 
8th inst., aged 69 years. 

~THERE hav been 700 deaths to date from 
cholera in Tangier, Morocco, and forty 
per day are reported at 'l'etuan. 

THE new constitution of South Carolina 
will absolutely forbid divorces, refusing 
even to recognize those granted in other 
states. 
II THE Spanish warship Cristobal Colon 
was wrecked during a storm on the coast 
of Cuba. She was one of the blockading 
fleet. The crew escaped. 

R:JRERT CRoZIER, who was presiding 
judge in the W11lker-Harman trial at Os
kaloosa, Kansas, in 1886, died of paralysis 
at Leavenworth on Oct. 2d. 

THE Empire Theater of London has been 
granted an unconditional license. It was 
shut last year through the efforts of Mrs. 
Ormiston Chant and others. 

THE directors of the Southern Exposi
tion at Atlanta refused by a large adverse 
majority to entertain H. H. Cabiniss's mo
tion to open the Exposition on Sunday. 

AT the laying of the corner-atone of a 
church at Lorain, Ollio, on Oct. 6th, a 
platform gave way and one child was 
killed and more that twenty persons in
jured, ten it is believed fatally. 

THE Massachusetts Democrats h1v nomi
nated George Fred Williams, ex-Congress
man; for governor. The American Pro
tectiv Association was denounced by reso
tion, as it was also by the Republican con
vention. 

THE Republican representativ conven
tion for the counties of Pocahontas and 
Humboldt, Ia., has just adjourned (Oct. 
5th) without making a nomination. It has 
been in session since J nly 16th, and 7,137 
ballots hav been taken. 

THE congress of Social Democrats of 
Germany met at Breslau on Oct. 6l;h. 
There was a large attendance. In his 
speech Herr Bebel denounced the policy 
of Protection, which he declared was bol
stered only by capitalism. 

THE Chicago Great Western Railway 
now furnishes to the passengera on its lim
ited trains between Chicago and Minne
apolis and St. Paul copi~s of six dai!ies, 
three illustrated weeklies, and eight 
monthly magazines, and they may retain 
the papers if they desire IJO to do, 

IN three hours after it convened both 
houses of the Texas legislature passed an 
act forbidding pugilistic encJunters and 
bull-fights. The act contains an emer
gency clause, so that it goes into effect at 
once, thus preventing the Corbett-Fitz
simmons fight. 

HJALMAR HJoRTH BoYESEN, the Nor
wegian novelist, died suddenly of heart 
failure at Southampton, Long Island, on 
Oct. 41h. He was born at Fredericksvoern, 
Norway, Sept. 23, 1848. He came to the 
United Slates in 1869, and his works were 
written in English. 

THE riots in Constantinople resulted in 
eighty deaths. They grew out of the re
fusal of the authorities to receive a peti
tion from the Armenians. The foreign 
men-of-war acting as g11ard ships hav been 
ordered to moor in the harbor for the win
ter in order to protect foreigners in case 
of need. 

"PoPE LEo received over a million sym
pathetic letters and telegrams last Fridav 
-the twenty-fifth anniversary of Rome's 
spoliation by the Infidel bri.gands," says 
the Catholic Union and Times, having 
in mind the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
the occupation of the capital of Italy by 
ths troops of Ihly. 

MANUEL RoMERO Rumo, Mexican Min
ister of the Interior since 1877 and father
in-law of President Diaz, died on Oct. 3d 
from an operation for the removal of a 
cancer. Next to Diaz he was the most 
prominent man in Mexican affairs. He 
was born in the city of Mexico, and was 
sixty-eight years of age. 

THE Sonj;h Carolina Constitutional Con
vention bas adopted a clause forbidding 
the marriage of a white person with a per
son having any Negro blood. but rejected 
an amendment o:lf.;red by a Negro delegate 
providing for the punishment of any white 
man who should associate outside of mar
riage with any woman having Negro blood. 

MAJOR BLACK was reelected to Congress 
for tho Tenth district of Georl'tia at the 
special election held Oct. 1st. Black and 
'l'homas Watson were opposing candidates 
for Congress at the last regular election 
and Major Black was declared elected. 
Mr. Watson charged fraud and Mr. Black 
challenged Mr. Watson to go before the 
people again, which was accepted. 

THE reports from Cuba are conflicting 
as usual. The Spaniards report a seven 
hours' battle, in which 3,800 Cubans and 
1, 600 Spaniards were engaged. The for
mer were routed with a loss of two killed 
and two wounded, while the Spanish loss 
was four wounded! The Cubans report 
that their General Sanchez dashed into 
S3nta Clara one day last week and carried 
off a large supply of arms, ammunition, 
and provisi one. 

THE Cuban Provincial D"elegates hav 
met, issued a declaration of independence, 
adopted a constitution, and elected a per
manent government in. place of the pro
visional one with Masso at the head. The 
new government is composed as follows: 
President, Salvador Cisneros (Marquis of 
Santa Lucia), of Puerto Principe; vice
president, Bartolome Masso, of Manza-

RIMES 
OF 

0Jl~E~CHE_RS 

N 0 2.8 l..AF'A'rtTTE. 'PLACE 
;.PRICE 25 CENeTS 

nillo; war secretary, Carlos Roloff, of 
Santa Clara; foreign, Rafael Portuondo, 
of Santiago; treasury, Severa Pina, of 
Santo Espiritu; interior, Santiago J. Sani
naries, of Remedios ; general-in-chief, 
Maximo Gomez; lieutenant-general, An
tonio Maceo. 

THE THE 

BRAIN AND BIBLE; 
OR 

TWO _DOLLAltS FOil OHE 
"THE LITTLE FREETHINKER" 

The only paper published for the young that is 
free from superstition. One year 50 cents. Six 
monthP, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cents. LzttZe 
FreetMnlcer has been enlarged and improved 
and is now 1t paper Liberals may be proud of. 
I'll send Lttt!e Freethinlcel', Foote's Health 
Monthly, and The Mav;tower Maua:ztne one 
year. the Home, a 16-pageRtory paner, and twelve 
fine flowering bulbs of differ~nt kinds~] for $1-

Address ELMINA D. SLEN1u;R, 
4t41 Snowville, Pul&Bki county, Va. 

THK CONFLII1r BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE ESSAY ON MONEY 
AND THEOLOGY. and its 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

B. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are blllled 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of Justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, *1- Address 
THE TBUTH SEEKEB. 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 'I RUTH SEl!l"KER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price. 95 oent1, 
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SOME UNCLEAN BIRDS FROM A FOUL NEST. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Off 
I ofthe Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON er 1 and include a portrait of thE' designer. The pict
ures arP classified as follows: Of thos~ representing 
Uncle Sam and ·the Priests there are 16; representWe wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of TuE TBUTB SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to .emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"awa.rd them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

Z () any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBBETmNKEB's PmToBIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will s~nd you free the 
\PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PmToBIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 1 85 FuJI-pae::e Illustrations. 
with copious citations of Facts, Eistory, Statistics, 

and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks-
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomp,s Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; ·Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7 

This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving :five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. In~uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not . now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBTB JI'OB TBBJillll DOLLARS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. · The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, <md 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you '"Nill. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company th~ credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would·hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Preethinkers' 
Afagazine, ' 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought. · 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and. the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the ohuroh 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

'Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $8 and get the book and he 
paper for one year. 

,.i 
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1'1{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.60 wE~ will send THill TBUTB SEBXBB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of l"reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
BOIL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
raoe. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HuNDBIID YEARS OF FREETHoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
historv, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the gt"eatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEA.RLY SUBSCRIBERS at re~nlar rat 
($12 in 811), and we will ~end the UETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'UlJK HlJXDtU:D VE"-RS OF FREETHOlJGHT"' 
FRI<.:E OJ<' CHARGES. 

AN.D .F UR'l HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselveF, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREATm BOOK OF I'm KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated B:ll:~'\:~~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Sc~ent1fic Books Cheap. Researches . in Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

oha.ses of 110ientific works, at dlfl'erent 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deat for their money: 
The Rise and Early Oonstitntion of Universities 

with a survey of Mediwval Education. By 
R. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. . 

English: p ... t an\l Present By Richard Chime
vixTreneh,D.D. 75cents. 

Modem Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
La; 'lg 75 cents, 

Formadon o Ve;;etahle Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 

. habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 
Science and G'rime0nd tlcience and Poe~ry, with 

other essays. J5Y Andrew Wilson, F.R.S E. 
Two hooks in on" volume 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, . 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M,D, 

Jl'aurth El!.ttton 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Ca1De the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. 
Elegantly hound in cloth. price, $1~:l0. 

Address all orders to THE. TBUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafavett.. Pla.ce. New Yol'k Oitv 

For $6 we will send THill TROTH SlllliiKIIIB one ye!lr ($3) and "Pain11's 
great Works Oomplete"($3). This ed.ition of Paine's W!lrks contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Obicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TuB TRUTH Suxn one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send THill TBUTB SEBKBB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and. more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send Tu111 TBUTB SIIIBXBB one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send TuB TBUTB Sl!lliiXBB o:oe year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THill TBUTB SBBXBB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Oomiclilly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50)-

For $3.60 ~e will send THill TBUTB SuXBB one year ($3) and "Old Tes
tament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-~ in 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEXER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. The 

$2.75 Pin and TBE TRUTB 
SEEEEB one year for e5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoor 

Will be sent for $4 75. Sugar SPoons and 'l'BUTB Sl!'IEKEB, e5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spocn 
~ilt bowl. 5oo. more, Address THE TRU'rB t!EEKEm 

All a~e architects of fate 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some W1th mas.•iv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhrme. 

SINGLES tlF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 
Tingle the Priest 

TO WBICB ABE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address .,.HE TRUTH SEEKE ~. 

28 Lafayette ~-'1., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re 

formers. The Biographies of three hun 
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians) from 
the time of l\Ienn to the present. By D. i\1. Ben 
nett. 1.075 pages, avo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
mo•t thorough ant! exhaustive work on the 
clatms of supernaturalism ever written. By F 
W. Newman, Ementn" Professor of the London 
University. 1.115 pages, avo. In cloth, $4 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Land Question: Containing the Hi~tory of 
Land Holding in England, by Jo,eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and H1storical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birheck, liLA. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Sully. 75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine 
Including The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, ltepl,v to Bishop of Llandaff, Let 
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, 'l'he Religion of Deism 
Common Mense, 'l'he Crisis, and the Rights of 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine 
and a steel-plate portrait. aoo pages, avo 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and 
Modern 'l'ilnes. Vol. I gives o. full o.c 
count of all the gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped. iuclndmg_.Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Uhost, Jesus Chrish Virgin lllaryband the 
Bi l.>le. a35 pages, avo. v ol. li descri es fully 
11.11 religions systems of the world, including 
Jndai<m. Mohammedanism, and Christianity; 
the latter occnpying-372_pn.ges, Leing fully J:one 
into. W9 pages. lly D. 111. Bennett. Writ 
ten iu prison ut AlhanY. In cloth. $3t>er vol 
Ulllt'. nr $5 fnr the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
1n lllurocco, gilt edges, $a. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
numerous illnstrat10ns. 75 cents. 

Geo•ogical Sketches at Home and Abroad. B:r 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R S. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
IJBCt of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
'1¥illiams, F.C.S. Two books 1n one volume 
75 cents. 

Darwin and After Darwin, 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, 

By GEoRGE J. RolllA.NES. 
A systematicEx!!_osition of what may he termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to he of 
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro
fe•sed naturalist" 

:Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most 
interesting of F.nJO!ish writers upon evolution, 
besides rankmg With Professor Huxley in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his l'Onclnsion regar J:ng the great subject of 
DesiJin, to which the c;~ nrch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence of 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty ara alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelymechanicalphilo•ophy ... 
All nature has thus hePn tranAformed before the 
'View of thP pre•ent generation lU a manner and 
to an extent that has never before been pos•ihle; 
and inasmn~h as the change which has taken 
place hao taken pla.:e in the direction of natural-
18m, and this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it 
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht 
wordo of its traditional enemy-Where is now 
th~_Uodt'' 

lllustrated Price. cloth,. $2. 
\.d<b'MS. TH]j; TRUTH SEEKER. 

CAREER OF BEL'GIOU) IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Relle;lon of Science. 

By ttUDSON TU fTLE. 
This hook i• a stud- in the evolution of rPlig

ions irle&.ll. on chin. all f • m · o rPligions wor
!bip, and tr~ating at lenutb on the antbenticiU" 
and reliability 01 the Christi•n religion. H 
isa 12mo huok of 146 PRies and the price is now 

. re dnced from 50 cents m r n.per and 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:i uents in J>J!perh :iO cents in cloth 

Address THI<.l TnUTH SEEKEB CO. 

Preface by R. s. INGERSOLL Works 
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 

girls and a younger brother who were left Parent
less, with a little money fair education and 
much conra~e. to make their way through the 
world by gomg to Chicago. 'l he antnor is also 
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a his· 
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The Ohristian Statesman and the Ohristian Re
former, in their current issues, indorse the action 
of Postmaster-General Caron of Canada in exclud
ing THE TRUTH SEEKER from the mails. This was 
to be expected, but the editors of these organs of 
the God-in.the-Constitution party go further and 
demand the total suppression and stamping-out of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, not only by excluding it from 
the mails, but by prohibiting its publication ; and 
the state and general government are called . upon 
to take measures to that end. We shall attend to 
these gentlemen next week. 

We giv in this issue the :first installment of 
a long paper by JOHN PEcK, entitled''~ he Old Story 
in Plain English. Wzth Notes and Oomments." 
Our readers all know Mr. Peck and know that he 
writes vigorously and hits hard. It would not be 
a bad idea for those who hav Christian friends 
amenable to reason to send them a trial subscrip
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER for three ·months, to 
include the issues of the paper containing these 
articles. It costs but half a dollar. 

A Craze That Is Endemic Among Christians. 
Our readers hav heard of the Holiness people 

and their camp-meeting at Indian Spring, Georgia, 
where they prayed that God would interpose to 
prevent the arrival of an excursion of the Uniform 
Rank Knights of Pythias, from Macon, a part of 
whose entertainment at Indian Spring was to be a 
dance on a large scale at the hotel. The Holiness 
folks regard dancing as the abomination of abomi
nations. Well, as it happened, the excursion train 
was wrecked, with disastrous results. The Holiness 
people accepted this as a direct answer to their 
prayers. A correspondent of the Macon ~ elegraph 
writes from Indian Spring that he heard a young 
preacher say: 

"The railroad authorities are in no way to blame for 
the accident. Close enmination has shown that the 
track was secure, the machinery perfect, and no mistake 
of judgment on the part of offiBials was made. It was 
God who did it, and did it for a lesson, too. Every dol
lar taken from the road for wounds will be ill-gotten 
gain, for the accident was a rebuke to worldliness by the 
Divine Power." 

The correspondent asked another man, "Are you 
not sorry for the trouble caused by the wreck 1" 
The answer was, " God's will be done, and blessed 
be his name." The Macon N~ttt~> 1ua.A Gn editorial 

on the subject, under the head, "Are They Crazy T" 
and it concludes that "They," the Holiness people, 
are crazy. If they .are crazy, then all Christendom 
was once crazy-, for all of Christendom believed, 
nothing doubting, that God would answer prayer 
and would send his judgment upon a!l who diso
beyed him and upon the nations whose rulers were 
wicked. If the Holiness people are crazy, then the 
National Reform.Reform Association is crazy, from 
private to commander-in-chief, for they hold and 
proclaim that the :financial convulsions, the forest 
tires, the floods, the drouths, the labor troubles, 
and all the rest of our afil.ictions are God's judg 
ments for our national shortcomings, the violation 
of the Sabbath being particularly provocativ of 
divine vengeance. They further declare that if we 
do not mend our ways and do on Sunday as the 
Covenanters want us to do, our nation will be wiped 
out by the besom of heavenly revenge. The Holi
ness people at Indian Spring hav excited the indig 
nation of their fellow Christians of Georgia because 
they were so ~actless as .to say what they believed 
right among the friends of the injured and the 
mem,bers of the order to which they belonged. It 
is not always safe to charge God with "judgments"
of which your powerful neighbors ~re the victims, 
even though those neighbors themselvs hold to the 
abstract principle that he will smite the unright-· 
eous. They feel such specific charges to be impolite 
reflections on thems<>lvs; for of course they are not 
the unrighteous, and the Holiness folks should hav 
perspicacity enough to know it. In the course of 
its comments on the incident, the News says : 

"We do not wish to argue their peculiar religions. 
views with them, for all people of intelligence, regardless 
of sect, consider them absurd and disgusting, but we 
would point out to them the cowardly, contemptible, 
hideous side of their nature when they attempt by prayer 
and fasting to make God cJmmit such a crim.e as the ·one 
they charge against him. . The inhuman Wretch who 
might draw a spike or place a crosstie on the track 
would be promptly and rightfully lynched, and yet these 
holiness cranks would attribute an act eqtially heinonl!! 
to a merciful heavenly father. What a frightful, wicked, 
heartless creature must be the G.Jd they worship, and 
how unworthy the homage of these sanctified souls-the 
earth's purest and heaven's own; loaned to us but a little 
while that a few bright rays of holy light might flash 
from their sacred bodies and shed its benign infl11ence 
over a benighted world. We recognize the impossibility 
of caring for all of these imbecils, but the worst of their 
number should be confined, or else some effort should be 
made to restrain them and prevent any display of vio· 
lence." 

Now there is nothing" peculiar" about the Holi
ness people's belief that God will answer prayer 
and visit his judgments in this world upon the dis
obedient. Every Christian is bound to believe that 
prayer is heard and answered and that the lives of 
the wicked shall be cut short. The only pet,uliarity 
of the sect mentioned and of the Covenanters is 
that they still avow their belief in special judgments, 
and this is probably because they are not so en
lightened or are more sincere than other Christians 
It is indeed true that if a man had been caught 
wrecking the Macon train he would hav been 
lynched, and yet Georgia Christians keep right on 
worshiping Go~, but this is because they are illog
ical. If there is a god who knows everything and 
does everything, he knowingly wrecked that train, 
just as surely as if he had answered the prayer of 
the Holiness people by drawing a spike cr placing 
a crosstie on the track. There is no possible escape 
from the conclusion. Predicate an in:finit God, and 
you assume that he briilgs evil as well as good upon 
the children of men. For other Christians fio call 
their Holiness brethren " imbecile" and demand 
their confinement because they really believe the 
Bible, is unfair ,and unkind. 

Christian Brotherly Love. 
There is just now much newspaper discussion of 

the possible dismemberment of the Turkish empire 
in E11rope. The Christian nations are all eager for 
slices of the land of the sul~ans. The partition 
somewhat generally agreed upon by the newspapers 
is this: Bulgaria will hav a part of Macedonia, and 
A.ustria a strip through to Salonica. To Greece 
will go Epirus and the islands of the Egean; France 
will appropriate Syria, and Russia will absorb Ar
.menia. Italy will take Tripoli. The Sultan is to 
be retired to Asia Minor, having for his capital· 
Broussa or Konieh. Some of the editorial prophets 
think that Constantinople will be a free city, while 
others are convinced that it will be assigned to some 
weak power, presumably Bulgaria. The Bosphorus 
and Da.rda.nelles, i~ is assumed, will be made free 
to all nations, through international agreement. 
A.ll this seems easy enough on paper, but, as the 
New York ~imes pertinently remarks, the business 
is not settled yet and is not likely to be soon. 
There are many difficulties to be surmounted :first, 
such as the control of the lines of railway extension 
from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf, Rus
sian communication with the Indian Ocean, the 
control of the Kurds, a new Arab caliphate, and 
the possession of Jerusalem. All these are delicate 
and important diplomatic .questions, but the one of 
greatest present moment and interest is the occu
pancy of Jerusalem. In this connection the ~imes 
says: 

"Ever since the final conq'lest of the H:Jly Places by 
the T11rks there ha~ been the keenest strif3 batw3en the 
different Christian churches in .E11rop3 and A.sia for the 
strongest iafl113nca at J ern sale !D.. 0 a.e reSillt has been 
the establishment of comm11nities of m:Jnks and. priests 
of the Latin, Greek, and Armenian chnrohes, as well as 
of the C Jpts, J 1cobites, and ottlars. T a. sse h n· derived 
their income chiefly from the throag3 of pilgrims, and 
hence any place or position that might prova attrac;iv to 
the superstitions pea~nts has b3en ea~erly sought and 
often fought for by the royal hierarchies. Tll.e Mntests 
arising in connection with the E •ster ceremonies, which 
hav risen to such a pitch as to req'lire the presence of 
Turkish troop~ to keep order in the Holy S3plllcher, hav. 
long been a scandal to Cilristendom and an object of 
the most supreme contempt to Islam. A m?d•~s vivendi 
has indeed baen arranged, and Greeks, Rlman Catholics, 
Armenians, a ad others are somewhat held in ctleck, but 
it is still true that the jealousies and riv..lries continue, 
and are as intense as ever, if less obtrnsiv. Any advan
tage gained by one becomes im!D.ediately a source of vex· 
ation to the others, and it not infreq11ently is the case 
that the various embassies a.t C Jnstllntinopl~ and the 
courts of ll111rope find some of their m )St dtftllnlt q!les
tions arising from the petty sq11abbles of priests over 
some newly discovered relic." 

The sword that Jesus came to bring, as he is re
ported to hav declared, has never been sheathed 
through all the Christian centuries. The ~ im6s 
says that" one of the most potent influences which 
led to the Crimean war" was a disturbance raised by 
the quarrels of Roman Catholic and Greek priests at 
Jerusalem. Such quarrels and disturbances are 
chronic manifestations. of Cilristian love. "So long 
as the ruling power is alien or non-Christian," contin
ues the ~ imes, these troubles can usually be settMd. 
"It is, however, scarcely possible for any one of 
the churches interested to permit a rival to gain 
the supreme advantage." Hence the present 
dilemma.. Palestine geographically belongs to 
Syria, and in Syria France has claimed since 1860 
to hav a prior right as against the other Christian 
nations. It is asserted that the popes hav long an
ticipated the coming of the time when French rnle 
would giv them the control of the "holy places." 
France has much influence in Aleppo and Mosul, and 
both places are centers of Roman Catholic activity. 
On the other side is seen Russia, jealous of the ex
tension of the Latin power. The Russian peas-



antry and priesthood, slavishly submissiv under the 
grossest political and social tyrannies, are yet almost 
sure to make trouble if to Rome is given the city 
of Solomon. The Times quotes a gentleman said to 
be thoroughly acquainted with the situation who 
dtJclares th&t "were the cur to permit France and 
the Roman C~tholic church to get control of J eru
s!\lem, his people would tear him from his throne." 
This religious jealousy and hatred i:nay seriously 
aff 3Ct the stability of the Franco. Russian alliance. 
SJ far as the return of the Jews to Jerusalem may 
be thought of as a possible solution of the problem, 
it is generally conceded that Russia would rather 
lea.ve the Turk in possession, such is the bitterness 
of Christian feeling against the countr.ymen of the 
Christians' ''savior." 

"Peace on earth and good will to men '' certainly 
Jid not accompany the advent of Christianity, and 
it is fortunate indeed for the world that Christians 
hav spent and continue to spend so much of their 
strength in fighting each other. Their quarrel
someness and their vindictiv intolerance would else 
hav crushed out the last vestige of human liberty 
and justice. May their internecine bickerings mul
tip~y and hold their attention in part until they be
come civilized ~Jnough to respect the rights of their 
nei~hbors. 

The Silvers.11iths of C~nada. 
"Sirs, ye know that by this craft we hav our 

wealth. Moreover, ye see and hear that, not alone 
at Montreal, but almost throughout all Canada 
T:a:E TRUTH SEE~E~ hath persuaded and turned awa; 
much people saying that they be no gods, which 
a_re ~ade with hand.s and minds ; so that not only 
this o.ur craft is in, danger to be set at naught, but 
also that the temple of the great goddess ::. te . .A,nne 
de B.eaupre should be despised, and her magnifi. 
cence should be destroyed, whom all Canada and 
the world worshipeth. And when they heard these 
sayings, they were full of wrath, and cried out, say. 
ing, Qreat is Ste. Anne de Beaupre of the Canadi
ans.'' 

According to the story in the nineteenth chapter 
of Acts, when Paul and his companions came to 
Ephesus and preached that the images made by 
~en were not gods, one Demetrius, a silversmith, 
who made silver shrines for the temple of Diana, 
and to whom and his fellow craftSillen the worship 
of Diana tlms brought " no small gain," called to
gether the "work~ en of like occupation" and ha
ranged then;l in the manner set forth in the fore
going quotation. The situations at IUphesus and 
in Canada differ chie6y as regards tb,e names of de
~ties and, places. The E.phesian cJ."aftsmen, like 
those of Oanada. in a later a,ge, at once set about 
Sl,lppressing the miserable icono,clasts, the heartless 
villains who had the au,dacity to preach a doctrin 
that might reduce the reven,ues of the image-makers. 
They seized Gains and Aristarchus, the companions 
of Paul, and, rushed with them to the theater. 
".A.nd the whole city was filled with confusion; . . 

S,ome therefo,re cried one thing, and, som,e 
auother ;, for the assemb~y was confused ; and the 
t;r;tm;e part knew .not wherefore they were come to
~ether." So it is iu Oauada to-day; the majority 
o! the people do .not understand why THE T~Ul'H 
S~EKER is shut out of the m,ails ; some say that it is 
blasphemous, o~hers that it is iudeceut, others that 
it is scurrilous, aud others approve the e:x;clusiou 
si~ply because it is excluded. The silversmiths, 
the priests, aloue know why Carou has issued his 
e~ict; they aloue know what they waut aud how to 
get it ; it is ~.~eir craft that is threateued, tlwir 
wealth-gettiug that is iu dauger, their soft places 
that are j,eopaTded. They a,re the true successors 
o~ the silversmiths of Ephesus, who of a.U iu that 
surging mob imprecating Paul aud his fellow
pJ;"eachers knew what tb,e trouble was aud what they 
were after. Tb,e reader of this will the better per-

. ceive th.e e:x;act parallelism of the two eveuts wheu 
h,e J,"ea,ds the stories of the througing pilgrims and 
the " miracle cures " at the shrines of Ste. Auue de 
Beaupre aud St. Douat de Moutcalm, which stories 
he will fiud ou page 665, following the vindictiT 
fulminatious of the ~rue Witness and the Repre~ 
sentativa. There is too much mouey for the church 
iu the shrine iudustry sud related euterprises for 

the priests to sit quiet while THE ThUTH SEEKER dis
perses the fogs of iguorauce and superstitiou iu the 
darkness of which ouly is it possible for such indus
tries to be profitably couducted. "Sirs, ye kuow 
that by this craft we hav our wealth." Such au 
argumeut is absolutely irresistible wheu addressed 
to priests and their lay henchmen who hav .no com
preheusiou of or repeat for liberty of thought aud 
freedom of expressiou. This fully explaiuJ Carou's 
despotic order. 

To return to the scene in Ephesus : "And Alexau
der beckoued with the baud, aud would hav made his 
defeuse uuto the people. But when they knew that 
he was a Jew, all with oue voice about the space of 
two hours cried out, Great is Diana of the Ephe
sians." So wheu T:a:E TRUTH SEEKER audits frieuds 
and the frieuds of a free press aud free mails would 
make their defense, the whole mob of priests aud 
their dupes, Catholic and Protestaut together, led 
by the ~rue Witness, the Provideuce Journal, the 
Christian Statesman, aud the Christian 'Reformer, 
recoguiziug in the pleaders for fair play the hated 
Freethinkers, lift their voices in a freuzied aud iu
termiuable chorus of " Great is the god aud great 
are the saints of the Christians; dowu with the 
heretics ; shut that blasphemous paper out of the 
mails; forbid it to be printed; imprisou the editor 
and the artist; set up the Iuquisitiou ouce more, 
for our craft is iu danger." 

It is complained that THE 1'RUTH SnuB is 
" scurrilous " aud " disgusting" in its letter-press 
aud illustratious. The 'I ruli Witness and Catholic 
Ohronicl~ professes to be surprised that we should 
doubt the alleged fact of our owu scurrility. It is 
much to. be regretted that the paper with the long 
.name did .not see iit to set us a better example ; it 
should hav giv~u us au object lessou in the ameu
·ities of jourus,lism; as a supposedly obedieut disci
ple of " the Lord " it was its duty to turu the left 
cheek to us for a blow after we had smitteu it upou 
the right, iustead of striking back so viciously. Iu 
counectiou with our paper we fiud such choice u
pressious as these : "Abomiuatious "; "diabolical 
publicatiou "; "boorish iguorauce "; "blasphemous 
lauguage''; "crimiual sheet"; "miserable and vulgar 
represeutatiou "; " inferual piece of vileuess '; 
"audacity"; "iusoleut aud false"; "abomiuable 
depths"; "miud that is eutirely perverted." If 
the postmaster-geueral of Cauada were a fair
miuded mau aud desired to impartially euforce the 
provision of the Post-office act that deuies the 
privilege of the mails to " scurrilous " sheets, the 
'I rue Witn•S:S and Catholic Chronicle would .now 
be goiug to its subscribers by express, charges pre
paid. Deuuuciatiou followiug persisteuce iii. uu
fouuded statemeuts after those statemeuts hav beeu 
disproved by fair preseutatiou of the facts aud by 
houest argumeut, is oue thing, but deuuuciatiou 
aud vituperatiou wholly unaccompauied by any 
marshaliug of facts or aligument of arguments is 
quite auother. THE TRUTH SEEXER has argued 
agaiust the uureasouable dogmas of the Christiau 
creed, it has deuounced the iutolerauce aud cruel
ties of the Christiau church, aud it has laughed at 
the frauds aud fables of the Christian priest. If 
the postmaster-geueral of Cauada and his news
paper aud pulpit backers are able to show that our 
arguments are fallacious, that our deuuuciatious 
are based upou misappreheusious or misrepreseuta
tious of history, that the alleged frauds are .not 
frauds, that the asserted fables are historically aud 
scieutifically true, why do they .not do it? There 
is .no law deuyiug them the right to the freest ex
pression; they lack .neither mouey .nor traiued 
apologists. Is .not the attempted suppressiou of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER by au unjust law a full confes
siou that they are uuable to auswer our argumeuts, 
that they canuot deuy .nor explaiu away the facts we 
preseut, and that the more light that is throwu 
upou the frauds and fables the more fraudulent and 
fabulous they appear? 

The Mt. Forest R-IJresentative does not beat 
arouud the bush iu the least ; it does .not preteud 
that this paper is " scurrilous" or "disgusting"; 
it fraukly approves its exclusiou from the mails be
cause it is au Iufidel journal, because it is, as is 
asserted, " a blasphemous sheet," '' oue of Satau's 
ageucies for dissemiuatiug doubt." We si10uld 
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judge that the editor of the Representative is either 
a Catholic or a Presbyterian; which, it would be 
difficult to determiu from the sample we hav of his 
method of disputation. Wheu talking about TuEi 
TRUTH SEEXER the representativs of these two 
churches use language so strikiugly similar that 
unless we can see the label, we are at a loss to 
properly classify our critic. It is a pretty archaic 
orthodoxy that, in thil!l age of the Higher Criticism 
and increasing eulighteumeut, talks of" Satau" and 
his wiles. Even where the belief in a personal devil 
yet lingers most Christians are a little reluctant to 
express their faith in his majesty, but the N egt·o 
camp-meeting exhorter, the Covenanter, aud the 
Cauadiau C<~.tholic hav, equally with the Irish witch. 
burners, the courage of their ignorance. It is not 
strange, therefore, that the ~rue Witness and Mt. 
Forest Representative join with the organs of the 
God-iu-the-Coustitutiou party in the United States 

· iu the clamor for the extermination of Freethought 
papers. It is .not remarkable that they are foolish 
euough to set a fire that, with a turu of the wind, 
would sweep into their owu temples aud sauctums. 
They are so bliuded by prejudice born of their in
tellectual limitations that tho>y cannot see that the 
freedom of the press must be maiutained or the 
miuority of each hour is at the absolute mercy of 
the majority of that hour. They are so sure that 
they are the custodians of the decrees of heaven 
that they are ready to precipitate upou the coun
try all the horrors of religious persecutiou. Thev 
are so coufident of the power of truth that they 
dare .not trust what they call the truth iu a free and 
opeu eucouuter with what they deuomiuate the 
falsehoods of Satau. Untaught by the mistakes of 
the past, uuinfl.ueuced by the progressiv impulses 
and hopes of the preseut, they look lougingly back 
to the ages of Christiau darkness wheu the new 
thought was the only warraut .needed to stretch 
the thiuker on the rack or chaiu him to the stake. 

The Sunday Question the Real Issue. 
Our Episcopal brother, Dr. Huntington, of Grace 

church, has come to the conclusiou that the preseut 
issue in New York is .not primarily either the eu
forcemeut of law "as law," .nor the suppression of 
the liquor traffic. Hear him : 

"No. The question really at the fore is the Sunday 
question. An attack is making upon the immunities of 
the weekly rest as those immunities ha.v been defined by 
usage and by law. It so happens tha.t in this particular 
case the hostil movement has sprnng up in the qnarter 
known as 'the liqnor interest,' and that is what is con
fusil)g people's minds, but there are other points from 
which the assault might just as naturally come.'' 

"The questiou really at the fore is the Suuday· 
questiou "I So THE TRUTH SEEKER has persistently· 
maintaiued, despite misappreheusiou, apathy, aud 
deuuuciatiou. "Rest" has beeu dragged in to se
duce the ''laborer"; "temperauce" has bee.n· 
dragged in to lead astray the friends of moderatiou, 
aud abstinence; "morality" has beeu dragged iu, 
to befool the lovers of purity, and "respect for lawr 
as law" has been dragged in to deceive those who' 
might escape the other snares. But the fight is' 
really over the claim of the church to determiu for· 
meu aud womeu how they shall employ oue seveuth 
of their time. We are grateful to Dr. Huntington 
for pulling dowu the mask in the sight of'the peo
ple. Sabbath laws are .not .needed t0 secure for the 
wage-worker a period of rest. They are not needed 
to promote the cause of temperance. They are not 
required .nor are they other thau hurtful wheu em
ployed osteusibly to promote morality. Their eu
actmeut and enforcemeut serve only to make " the 
law" an object of contempt and hatred. Their oue 
purpose and use is the glorificatiou aud eurichment 
of the church. The side issues cunningly brought 
iu are what are "coufusing the people's miuds," as 
Dr. Huutiugtou iucautiously admits. 

"Dr. Huntington said the points he proposed making 
were that Sunday observance was no mere specialty of 
the Hebrew code, or the survival of discredited Paritau
ism, but was an essential and permanent feature of 
Christian ~~rality. '~he people of New York are livi:og 
under Obr1shan morality. Therefore legislation which 
infringes upon the weekly rest should 'emanate only from 
the body w~th which sovereignty is· lodged, and never 
become subJect to a purely mu11icipal control, or what ia 
popularly known 1).1 'local option.'" 
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Which means that, while we hav a majority of A. Succes~ful Skirmish. 
Christians, we are to be forced to observe Sund'ay In our account of the contest in the Central 
regardless of our opinions concerning aacred days Labor Union over the question of hand-raising in 
and also regardless of the constitutional guarantees the installation of officers, we said that Mr. James 
of religious liberty. It means that he, a Christian McGill, the Freethinking delegate Of the Plaster
clergyman, discards the authority of the Bible and ers' Union, had ignored the pious custom when 
takes the holy day of the Catholic church for his presidiBg officer of that Union. It was when he 
Sabbath. It means that he identifies "Christian was. presiding officer of the Building Trades Section 
morality " and the decrees of Catholic emperors of the Central Labor Union that Mr. McGill dis
and councils. It mean_s that he holds that the peo- pensed with the religious flummery mentioned. In 
ple of New York are in duty bound to obey these other respects our narrativ was strictly correct. 
decrees of Catholic authorities rather than the laws Now we hav the pleasure of announcing that at the 
framed in harmony with the Constitution of the Re- meeting of the. Central Labor Union last Sunday 
public. He totally ignores the. fact that the weekly Mr. McGill was duly installed as an officer of the 
holy day is of lunar origin, and that the week has Union with "his hands in his pockets," as the 
varied in length from four to ten days. If we are to World puts it. There was sharp debate over the 
be compelled to observe Sunday because we" are liv. 'question. The Mercury tells the story in a few 
ing under Christian morality," what becomes of the words ; 
pretext that Sunday laws are designed as a secular "Delegate Hoadley, who was chairman of the meeting, 
protection of the secular rights and needs of the ruled that the matter had been settled by previous action 
laborer? Finally let no Freethinker or wage- and that the delegate should be pledged. Mr. Lloyd, of 

. · ' . the Tin and Sheetiron Workers, appealed from decision 
wo~ker. fall to note t~at Dr. HuntlDgton calls all. of the chair. Delegate Hoadley stated that his decision 
legislation that permits Sunday work and recrea- was based on the simple fact that the constitution of the 
tion an infringement upon " the weekly rest," thus Central Labor Union does not require any snob action 
insinuating that the modification or repeal of our from the delegates· unless. they ohoos~ to hold np their 
Sunda statutes would be an· invasion of citizen hand. The delegates snstamed the ohatr by a very close 
. Y • . vote, and the matter was settled finaliy by Mr. McGill 

rights, a complete mverswn of the truth. being pledged as a member of the grievance committee." 
Dr. ~~ntington says t_ha_t. the peo~le ~~ this state The attendance· was small and the vote sustain-

are "hvmg under Christian morahty, therefore ing the chair was 13 to 12. Had there been a fuller 
th_e legislature alone should hav the_ power to liber- meeting the vote in favor of the purely non-relig
ahze the Sunday st~tutes ; the City governr:oent ious affirmation would hn been more than propor
ehould never be p~rm1;ted to. m~ke su~h altAratiOns. tionally larger The religious element is very 
What a non sequztw·. It Is Impossible for a rea- bitter over its defeat. James McGill has done a 
sonable p~rson t? see an! logical. connectio_n between gooi work; he has established the fact that the 
Dr. Huntington s prem1s and h1s conclusiOn. Freethinker has the same rights in the Oen.tral 

The people of the sf.ate of New York are living Labor Union that are possessed by Christians, and 
under Christian morality. he has helped make more general the knowledge 

The people of the city of New York are includad that the law of the state, no more than the law of 
in the people of the state of New York. the Central Labor Union, requires any religious 

Therefore the people .of the state of New York acknowledgment from witnesses, jurors, and offi
cannot grant to the pllople of the city of New York cials. One can affirm or swear, as he chooses, and 
loc'll self.government as regards the observance of he is not required to lay his hand on the Bible or 
Sunday. lift it toward the sky. 

Why not ? If they can grant to the cities local ----------
Sf' If-government in some things, why not in the "Men never were and never will be on a universal foot-
matter of Sund:1y laws 1 What has the alleged ing of equality in the social scale. The reason is obvious. 

Men are not bom with the same intellectual or ph:ysioal 
living under Christian morality to do with it? But qualities, Some come into the world possessed of minds 
it goes without saying that if the relativ attitudes with great intellectual oaJ>aoity, while others are born al
of the two jurisdictions were reversed, if it were most into insanity. Some are created with bodies that 
firmly believed that the large cities of the state will develop nnsnal physical strength; others, again, are 

weak and puny from birth. Thus it may be seen that 
would enact more stringent Sunday laws, while the some men, endowed at the outset of their experience 
state outside the cities was known to be averse to with superior mental and physical qualities, are destined 
such laws arid to hav a probable majority in the to succeed in a greater measure than their less fortunate 
legislature, it ·would not take Sunday worshipers fellows. "-Archbishop Janssens, New Orleans. 
five minutes to find any number of sound reasons· This is all very obvious, but it should be equally 
in favor of local self government for the cities obvioufl, even to Archbishop Janssens himself, that 

"If this precious franchise be of God, man cannot an
nul it. If this protected circle was really scored by the 
finger of the Almighty, no temporary madness of the 
people can permanently efface it." 

''If this precious franchise be of God," what 
right has the church to enforce it by the arm of 
the civil law under a constitution that decrees the 
eternal separation of church and state? The belief 
that Sunday is a " franchise from God " is a re
ligious dogma and as such cannot be legislated 
upon by a secular state. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Speech on the "Declaration 
of Independence" and His" Vision of War." 

For many months this speech has been out of 
print and unobtainable. By permission of the 
Colonel and his publisher we hav now put it into a 
neat pamphlet, with fancy colored cover, and a por
trait of the speaker. We hav included also the 
"Vision of War," which many hav desired to hav in 
compact and cheap form to hand to friends. The 
price of the pamphlet is ten cents. T.~e "Declara
tion of Independence" is the centennial oration 
delivered July 4, 1876, at ·Peoria, Ill, and the 
"Vision of War" is an extract from a speech" de
livered at the soldiers' reunion at Indianapolis, in 

September of the same year, beginning, " The past 

J'ises before me like a dream." 

the fact is an unanswerable objection to the doctrin 
of divine providence. If there exists an irremedi
able inequality in the capacities and consequent 
conditions of men, it inevitably follows, if Theism 
be true, that God designed that this inequality 
should exist, and hence it is folly to pray to him to 
undo his own work, even to the slight extent 'of 
making lighter the burden of some particularly pious 
saint. On the other hand, the naturist sees in this 
inequality, not the unalterable :fiat of a god, but the 
result of different conditions of growth, and he 
knows from history, observation, and personal ex
perience that it is possible to greatly soften the 
fierceness of the struggle for existence and happi
ness. For him, there is always hope of improve
ment; for the logical Theist, there is none. What 
God has willed will be. Election and predestina
tion are the unescapable corollaries of the God idea. 

"Foreign customs hav no claim to consideration on 
American soil. It is a pretty piece of presumption for 
the foreigner to tell the American people what customs 
shall prevail and haw the American Sunday is to be reg
ulated The sentiment of the American people is able to 
regulate its customs and fashion its own laws for Sunday 
observance, while the foreigner has no right to dictate to 
the American people on either their customs or laws. 
When the foreigner despises the American life and en 
deavors to thrust upon ns the odious social customs of 
the land fro.n which he fled, it is time to rise in revolt 
against this insolence."-Rev. Father Cleary. 

Reverend Father, about how many generations 
of your ap.cestOJ.'I! w~r~ "4qteric;~ans "! A.nd will 
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you kindly inform us how Sunday comes to be a 
holy day for Americans ! Did the Catholic church 
originate in America T We all know that it did not 
and that Sunday is the holy day of that church. The 
"Sabbath," then, as accepted by American Christian
ity to-day, is a foreign institution, and as it is such 
no appeal for it can be made to us on the ground of 
patriqtism. And, Father Oleary, do you suppose 
that we are all so dull as to forget that, so far as 
your church is concerned, it is still foreign ; that 
you get all your orders from a foreigner, and that, 
consequently, you are helping " to thrust upon us" 
the customs and beliefs of a foreign society-the 
Latin church T But more than this in regard to the 
Sabbath laws: Naturalized laymen of foreign birth 
hav equal citizen rights with naturalized and nativ
born priests, and they, equally with nativ laymen, 
may well resent the impudence of priests of all kinds 
who dare presume to say how the citizen may spend 
Sunday. The "insolence" is all your own, Sir 
Priest, yours and your allies'. You hav the effront
ery to tell Americans that- they must keep holy the 
Sabbath of an Asiatic and Southern European 
church; that they must trample their own Consti
tution and deny liberty in order that that church 
may dictate to them what they may do on the 
priests' day. The American people are under no 
more obligation to respect your Sabbath than they 
are to celebrate the birthday of the Queen of Eng
land or the anniversary of the battle of Sedan. 

A High-Handed Outrage. 
From the Proaresstve Thtnker. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, a leading Free
thought paper, has been prohibited from passing 
through the mails in Canada. . It is .well known 
that Canada is· oppressed by the papish priesthood, 
and the various churches there are living under 
conditions that affiicted the sixteenth century. Such 
an outrage would not be tolerated in this country 
for a single moment. 

-------------------
Brother Mendnm's Perspicacity. 

From the BostOn Investf,gator. 

We see thv.t the New York TBUTH SEEXEB has 
been excluded from the mails of Canada by the post
office authorities of that country on the grounds 
that it is a blasphemous publication ;-

That this is no more than could reasonably be 
expected of a Catholic postmaster-general such as 
now occupies that position in Canada ;-

That we hope that our contemporary will test 
the legality of this action of the post-office depart
ment of Canada, in order to ascertain whether or 
not the freedom of the press is to be preserved in 
that dominion ;-

That this action on the part of the Canadian gov
ernment is outrageous ; and we sympathize with 
our esteemed contemporary in its struggles for its 
natural rights. 

-------------------
An Empty Boast. 

From the St. Oathertnes 1\'ews. 
One of the boasts of Canada is that it is a land 

in which civil and religious liberty is enjoyed to the 
fullest extent. It is an empty boast, however. · · 

If religious liberty is ~o be enjoyed, let it be to 
the full. A man is the guardian of his own con
science, and no one has the right to dictate to him 
what he shall believe. There are some subscribers 
in St. Oatherines to a paper published in New York 
called THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is devoted to certain 
lines of thought which may not be orthodox, in the 
common sense, and particularly so as regards the 
Roman Catholic church. These subscribers hav 
been informed by the postmaster here that he has 
received instructions from Postmaster-General Ca
ron at Ottawa not to deliver their papers. It would 
be interesting to know on what grounds such action 
is taken. At the same time there can be i'ound on 
the shelvs of most of the book· stores in Canada 
any of the works of noted Infidel writers or relig
ious controversialists, and they are freely sold. 
Some of them are even to be found in the public 
libraries. Why is a distinction made T 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Oct. 13-Providenoe, R. I.. ......................... Which Way 
Oct. 20-0hioago, Ill ....................................... . 
Oct. 21-Anrora, 111 ......................................... . 
Oct. 2~-J oliet, Ill ......................................... .. 
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h Federation and Union. enable the Union to consolidate with the Free-Freethoug f thought Federation of America. . 

especially urged to expedite the inauguration of 
said society. 

The members of the Freethought FederatiOn a~e 
FREETHOUGfiT FEDERATION OF AMERIOA. also notified that changes of the same natur~ w~l 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. I be proposed for its <?onstitution. in order th~t It 

A bill for the amount expended for supplies for 
Lesson Leaves issued during the past four months 
was met by prompt contributions of those present, 
and all pledged themselvs. on return to their sev
eral homes to at once make special effort to se
cure contributions to continue the Sunday Lesson 
Leaves, etc., and to remit at earliest moment to the 
treasurer of the Union, so there might be no break 
or delay in sending out ~esson Leaves and prepar
ing the quaderly series for speedy issue. 

141 South Water St., Ohicago. may unite as an·orgamzed body wtth t. he AmeriCan 
E. o. Rll:IOHWI\.TD, "'rea.surer .•..••••.•• 28! Warren Ave., Oh~oa.go Secular Union. d 
MRS. :M.A. FREEMAN, Secretary .... l087 ~~-Madison St., Ohioago It is the general desire that there be one gran 

VICE-PRESIDENTS: national organization adapted to all the needs of 
FRANKLIN BrEINER, I N. F. GRISWOLD, k W'th t d bt this 

Des Moines, Iowa. Menden, Oo··.l; the present and future wor . 1 ou ou 
.AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION. will be determined in a wise, concili>\tory, and pro-

SAMUIILP.PuTN.ur, Pre ii\Ant •.. _. .•••..•. _.l4tS. WaterSt.,Ohica.llg gressiv spirit. Let us close our ranks_ and meet the 
JULUT H. ~EVERANq~. M.D., VIce-President, cor. 64th St., an th bt'gots of the Christian church. 

Grace AvP., OhiCa.g:o. . common enemy, e . 
RoN. o B W.uT&, Vi •P-l'res., ...•....•••• 60500glesby Av~ .• gh!cago We work for the future· we work for humamty; we 

It was ordered that the deed conveying the ten 
acres for camp meeting grounds at New Era be 
recorded. There being a very general desire to 
hold five or six weeks' Secular camp-meeting at the 
New Era ground next summer, a committee was 
appointed to examin the condition of the building 
thereon. The necessary work can be done very 
cheaply if done at once. Contributions for this 
purpose are solicited so that the amount already 
expended may not be lost and the bui_lding ~o to de
struction when a very small expendtLure will make 
it a desirable and valuable property. 

Jos H GREER, M.D., Vioe Pres .............. 127LaSa•Ie S • hiCago • ' . •1. t' f the 
G. i. F de L&sPINAssE, M.D, Vioa-Pres ......... Orange Oitv •. Iowa work for the best mterests 01 CIVI 1za Ion, or 
MRS. M. A.. F ... ···KA~. Uor. :leo ......... 10.37 w. Madison SRt., Onlltcagl~ l'b t d. t'h progress of all. Let us stand 
OTTo W1-TTSTEIN. Treas........... .... ............ ....... oohe e, 1 er y an e 

bravely by our colors and unite in the c?m.mon 
cause. There are vast and profound prmmples 
which should harmonize superficial ddl'E>rences. We 
hav no creed to support, but always and everywhere 
the rights of man. This is the mighty battle 
ground. Let us rally now as never b~fore, with 
earnest convictions, courage, and enthmasm.. We 
cannot evade the issue, neither can the church Itself. 
It is liberty or it is slavery. This is t~e conflict ~f 
the ages, and in the American Repubhc all that Is 
most precious and ennobling is at stab. 

Call tor the Annual Congress. 
TO BE HELD IN HARDMAN HALL, NINETEENTH ST. AND 

FIFTH A.VE., NEW YORK, I?OTOBER 25, 26, 27. 
Z o the Liberals of America, Members ot the Free

thought Federation and Secular Union. and 
all Societies organized jor the .Purpose of 
maintaining a purely Secular Government: 

It is of great importanoe that Freethinkers 
should combine. It is of more importance now 
than at any previous period, for there is more work 
to do and the work cannot be done by isolated 
e:ftort. There are vast ecclesiastical combinations 
organized for the express purpose of overthrowing 
Freethought, and also of uniting church and state 
in a more dangerous form than ever before. These 
questions immediately confront us: 

The Taxation of Ohurch Property, 
The Bible in the Public Schools, 
The Sabbath Laws, and 
The Liberty of the Press. 
Property to the value of a billion of dollars is ex

empt from taxation in the American Republic, in 
many places religious exercises in the public schools 
are on the increase, and the very foundation of uni
versal education is being destroyed. The conflict 
in regard to Sabbath laws is now waged both in the 
states and in the national Oongress, and a central
ized political power is being established for the 
purpose of aggrandizing the authority of the church 
in civil matters ; and honest Freethinkers are im· 
prisoned to-day for disoussing questions of the ut
most importance to human improvement. Against 
these flagrant and ever accumulating acts of injus
tice we must unitedly contend. Freethinkers 
throughout the Union, in every state, county, city, 
and village, should be in activ communication, and 
ready to meet at any point the encroachments of 
the church. It is often the ca3e that a Freethinker 
is alone in his community in the open support of 
Liberal thought and principles, and for this reason 
suffers persecutions. Religious bigots assume tJ~at 
they can trample upon the Freethinker's rights 
with impunity on account of their own vast majority. 

Whon it is well understood that the Freethinkers 
of this country are joined together and will defend 
one another at all hazards, the rights of Freethought 
will be respected and the individual Freethinker 
will hav the power of numbers to support his cause. 
The theologian is naturally a coward. He perse
cutes only the minority. He does not trust in God 
unless God has a big majority. When the theolo
gian realizes that the Freethinker is not a solitary 
unit, but the representativ of a great force, he will 
not only cease his persecutions, but even welcome 
him to social equality. A theologian is very con
siderate towards a powerful party, however much 
he despises the humble citizen. 

There is a great contest before us. We must be 
an organized party or submit to defeat and ostra
cism. We cannot fold ou~· h~~onds and do nothing. 
We must become an intellectual, social, moral, and 
political power through a generous and permanent 
comradeship. We can do this only by public meet
ings, congresses, associations, and a Freethought 
press. We must use the eame instrumentalities 
that are constantly used by the churches. They 
hav their great gatherings, their synods, their coun
cils, their conventions, and in this way the churches 
create an immense enthusiasm and exercise a more 
potent sway. These are human, practical, and far
reaching means, and Freethought must avail itself 
of such necessary. aids. 

All, therefore, are urged to come together at the 
National Oongress of the American Secular Union 
and the Freethoug-ht Federation of America, to be 
held in New York, October 25th, 26th, and 27th, 1895. 

It is hoped that there will be a large attendance, 
and that measures of co-operation, greater advance 
and usefulness will be adopted and cordially carried 
out by friends Clf freedom throughout the country. 

The members of the American Secular Union are 
notided that auch amendments to the Constitution 
will bi propoeed at tbe eo.JDiDg Oougress as will 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. 

The officers for the ensuing year are: 
President, W. W. Jesse, of Portland. 
First Vice-PrPsident, Nettie A. Olds, of Portland; 

Second, B F. Hyland, of Oorvallis; Third, Mrs J. E. 
Hosmer, of Tillampok ; Fourth, 0. E. Reynolds, of 
·.rmamook. 

The Cause in 9regon. Secretary, Peal'l W. Geer, of Silverton. 
. Treasurer, 0 B. Reynolds, of Portland. 

The Seventh Annual Oonvent10n of the Oregon The public entertainment given at Turn Hall on 
State Secular Union WBS held at Portland, Oregon, I Friday evening was one of the most memorable of 
Sept. 2~, 21, 22, 23, 18~5: . the convention, it being a public demonstration of 

The time was unpropitiOus, preventiDg yery large the practical benefits of local organization. Almost 
attendanc~, but _a 1ar~e amount of. busmess was the entire program of music and recitation was 
most sati_sf~ctorily dispatched. Lo_ng speeches furnished by the Secular Sunday-school children, 
were pro~b~ted; yet all ~ad fullest hberty to pre- showing the results of the labors of Miss Nettie A. 
sent thetr y1ews: ~nd while e~ch made e~rnest de- Olds in developing the musical and elocutionary 
fense of hts opmions _and w~shes, all, ~!thout ex- abiiities of the children. The exhibition gained 
caption, cheerfully a~quiesced lD the deCisions of the the hearty applause and encomiums of the audi
majority. The sessiOns were prolonged ovel" Mon- ence. The Convention Ball, given by the Ladies' 
day, makin~ four days, and the most p~rfect har- Auxiliary at Labor Oouncil Hall on Saturday even
mony p~evatled throughout. In all particulars the ing, was a social triumph and reflected great credit 
conventiOn was a grand suc?ess. on all concerned. All the committees were com-

Mr. Ohas. Hagner, president of . the ?:"ortland posed exclusivly of ladies of the Auxiliary, and 
Secular Ohurch, opened the conventiOn with a ?Or- their duties were discharged with a grace and 
dia~ welcome to the Oregon State Secular Umon, fidelity that resulted in every one present having 
whiCh was. responded to ?Y ~ood Father W. ~· one of the most enjoyable evenings of their lives. 
Jesse, president of the U01on, lD an able and tn- Our venerable friend, A. K. Olds, of McMinnville, 
tensely interestin~ speech. . inspired by the geniality of the surroundings-
Amon~ t.he most Important busmess transacted although he has passed his eighty-fifth birthday

was the mdorsement of the work done by the com- was induced to show the young fellows how the 
mittee on Lesson Leaves and Sundar school work beaux cut tho" pigeon wing" half a century ago. 
the past four months; the committee was re- The grace and agility he displayed stirred the 
appointed with the addit~on of Mr. Pearl <;leer, of envy of the young men. 
Silverton, the young supermtendent of ~he Silverton The interest of the convention centered in the 
Secular Sunday-school, and now c.onsists of 0. B. exhibition of the Secular Sunday-school work, at 
Reynol?~· Miss Nettie A. Olds, and Pearl '\f. Geer. Turn Hall, on Sunday at 10 A :r.r, under the per-

Provision was made so that the Lesson Lea~es sonal direction of Miss Nettie A. Olds. It is the 
will be printed qu~rte~ly, and sent to the superm- Secular Sunday- school work that has given the great 
tendents, who can distnbute the lessons ~ach week. impetus to the cause of Secularism in the state of 
A'!l explanatory, or key lesson sheet, will ?e fur- Oregon. The regular course of the Secular Sunday
Dished, so that teachers c~n the more readily con- school was gone through with-the opening songs, 
duct the lesson. The ca~rymg ou~ of the plans f~r- the recital in concert of the opening poem, reading 
mulated and approved_will necessitate funds. Will of the minutes of last Sunday meeting, formation 
all good and true Ltberals, who hav the Secular of classes lessons and review calisthenic drill and 
Sunday-school work at heart, "take due notice and flag mar~h The exercise: closed by si~ging 
govern themselvs accordinglv!" Remit at once to "March AV:.ay to Fre€dom,'' and remarks by visit-
0. B. Reynolds, treasurer, 620 Seventh st., Port- ing members. Sunday night, at Turn Hall, a 
land, Or. . . . crowded house testified their appreciation of the 
. Th~ executiv committee .'":as mstr~ct~d to author- histrionic ability of the Portland Dramatic club, 
tze suitable pe~so~s to sohmt subscrtptiOn_s to sto':k an auxiliary of the Port.land Secular Ohurch. At 
and schol~ships lD the Sec~ar Umversi~Y· ThiS the convention, Mr. J. E. and Mrs. M. B. Hosmer, 
movoment ts of the utmost Importance, since very of Tillamook announced their desire to devote 
many who are willing and anxious to fit themselvs themselvs to the Secular Sunday-school work, and 
for lectur~rs and Secular Sun~ay-school t~ache~s received credentials as lecturers of the Oregon State 
and supenntendents a_re educa~10nally defiment In Secular Union. Resolutions were passed indorsing 
some one or more. studie~. It Is _to be hoped some the action of Assessor Oaptain Greenleaf for his 
o_f our wealthy frtends will contnb~te to an educa- endeavors to hav church property, heretofore ille
tiOna.l _fund for the p~upose _of_ helpmg the worthy gally omitted from the assessment roll, pay its just 
and smtable workers m obtammg the necessary ed- taxation. 0. B. RuNOLDs, 
ucation in any branches they lack to make them Treas Oregon State Secular Union 620 7th street 
efficient workers, until the university can be built Portland, Or. ' ' 
and endowed. 

The much vexed question as to requirements for 
membership in the Oregon State Secular Union was, 
after very full and earnest debate, harmoniously 
and positivly settled. Henceforth all contributing 
members to Secular Churches, Sunday-schools, or 
other auxiliary societies are, by such membership, 
constituted members of the Oregon State Secular 
Union. All others can become members by paying 
the sum of fifty cents per annum in advance. A 
per capita tax of five cents per quarter is to be paid 
to the Oregon State Secular Union on each con
tributing member of subotdinate organizations. 

A oom:Qlittee consisting of 0. B. Reynolds, Geo. 
BaUey, ~ud Nettie A. Olds was appointed to draft 
constitution ~~oud by-laws for the Seoulo.-r Oo-opera· 
tiv Insuranoe Society, with instl'Uctions to report 
to the_exeoutiv committee of the 'Oniou, wbo werQ 

The Weekly Union, Oatholic, of this city, says 
that it is in a position to know that at least 30,000 
voters· of the Oatholic church societies and Irish
American associations will be certain to vote against 
Tammany this year if to vote for Tammany means 
to raise the Sunday embargo now resting on the 
city. A few weeks ago we indicated the change of 
front of the O.ttholic church, showing that it was 
preparing to become as determined an opponent of 
Tammany as it had hitherto been its devoted friend 
and supporter, and that there was in fact an alli
ance of the Oatholios and the Protestants in the 
interest of Sabbatarianism. The statements of the 
Weekly Union are confirmatory-though this con
firmation was not needed-of the conclusion we 
had reaahed from a carQfg• @Xtuniuation ol tbe evi .. -
deuoe theu --~· ~<t 
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The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and 
Comments. 

The popular opinion in regard to God I believe 
to be erroneous; It is believed that he is the source 
of all good, and that every blessing comes directly 
or indirectly from his hand ; that he is kind and 
merciful-that he has a tender regard for his chil
dren, and is more indulgent than an earthly parent 
can be ; that he is clothed with almighty power 
and infinit knowledge,' and knew from the begin
ning everything that would occur, even to the 
last tick of time ; that he planned from the first 
everything that would take place, from the falling 
of a sparrow to the most stupendous operations of 
nature. 

It is believed that he provides the seed-time and 
brings forth the harvest; that we are indebted to 
him for the sunshine and the rains and dews which 
fall from heaven; that there is nothing which the 
eye can behold or the imagination conceive, which 
is not the work of his hands. Such are the lessons 
taught by the church, and from such teaching all 
must infer that Go<\ is good. But if only the good 
deeds of men were recorded, even the worst men 
would appear good, for bad men perform many 
good acts. 

With the idea in the mind that God is the author 
of all things, let us consider conditions as we act
ually find them here. 

Clothed with almighty power and infinit wisdom, 
he might hav provided for us unalloyed happiness; 
instead of which we are subject to disease and 
death, our bodies tormented with aches and pains, 
and in many instances our friends cannot administer 
to our wants without being in danger of contract
ing the disease. Every one might hav been en
dowed with a love and regard for his fellowman 
which would hav prompted him to work for the 
good of all and find delight in promoting the gen
eral welfare ; instead of which he is filled with 
hatred and revenge, and enslaves, persecutes, im
prisons, cheats, robs, and defrauds, and wages cruel 
wars, and lays his brother's country waste, and putb 
to death defdnseless women and helpless children 
who never gave offo1nse to any. 

Then we hav cancers which !lat away our lives by 
inches-consumption which wastes us away by slow 
degrees. Some are born deformed and idiotic. 
Or.hers are placed, by circumstances beyond their 
control, where they die of st.arvation. Some die in 
disasters which no human· foresight could prevent. 
Epidemics depopulate whole cities and countries, 
and leave only desolation in their track. Lions, 
tigers, and panthers, and the whole carnivorous 
family, can liv only by preying upon the lives of 
other animals. 

There are birds which can liv only on insects, 
and whose lives must cease when they cease to take 
the lives of other sentient crraturfls. The hawk 
family can liv only on other birds and small ani· 
mals. Many kinds of fishes whose lives depend 
upon the slaughter of other fiqhes and animals. In
sects which devour other insects-insects which 
worry and torment and poison larger animals. 
R;~.ttlesnakes and cobras, tarantulas, centipedes, 
scorpions, which bite and sting us and hold us in 
terror and dread. Volcanoes belching forth fire 
and destruction, and engulfing whole cities. Earth
quakes, which destroy the habitations of men, and 
disrupt and change the physical conditions of en
tire countries. Drouths follow floods, and floods 
suceeed drouths. Thousands die of famin pro
duced by drouths, and other thousands are swept 
away by floods. Poisonous herbs and weeds choke 
out the grain and vegetation upon which we sub
sist, and insects destroy the grain, root and kernel, 
and others sting and annoy us. . 

Thus we find that there is a constant war of the 
elements-war among animals-they tear and worry 
and devour each other. 

So, takina into considention all the animals on 
the earth, d:an included, the sages ha.v come to in
quire whether tbere is not as much suffering and 
misery as there is happine3s and enjoyment. 
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and if' everything was brought into existence by 
the fiat of his power, and if he is the author of all 
good, so must he be the author of all evil. 

Now, if this being is unchangeable, can his pur
poses be changed by prayer? If he planned every
thing from the beginning, and everything must 
take place just as he planned it, can he do some
thing different without changing? If God is un
changeable he must be deaf to our entreaties. He 
can pay no more attention to our petitions than he 
would to the growl of a tiger. 

And the idea that he has doomed one of his 
creatures to enjoy the happiness of heaven, and 
another to endure the torments of hell, is horrible. 
If he ever brought one human being into existence 
knowing that he .would be consigned to everlasting 
torment, he is a monster. 

How does a place of everlasting torment com
port with the idea of a merciful God who bad the 
power to bestow happiness upon all? It is claimed 
that a certain few will be ultimately wafted to a 
place of eternal bliss. But why wait until after 
death ; why not make us as happy here as hereafter, 
and why should this blissful abode be reserved for 
the few! 

Would it not hav been more magnanimous and 
godlike to shower the blessings of heaven upon all 
the mortals of earth! And if there are to be no 
tears~ no suffering, no dying or parting in heaven, 
would it hav detracted from his glory to giv us 
such conditions here T 

If Christians want to pray, why not ask God to 
change our conditions and giv us a better lay 
here, where we would be sure of the benefit! But 
there is neither philosophy, or reason in asking an 
unchangeable God to grant us favors. And the 
silly habit of praying in our institutions of learning 
is offering an insult to science in her. own chosen 
temples. 

According to the Christian belief, a death has 
never occurred among all the countless millions 
who hav peopled the earth; The body is only the 
husk-the shuck; this only has died. The soul, the 
real man, bas not died. It bas lived on and livs 
to day, and willliv forever 

If souls liv forever they cannot be annihilated ; 
they must ·be eternal,. and what is eternal 
never was created. So that all of the souls 
which hav animated the bodies of men up to 
the present time were in existence before man'c 
advent upon the earth, and must bav been coeval 
with God himself. And the souls must be in ex· 
iRtence to-day which will animate all the living 
bodies down to the latest generations. Of all the 
living souls which must be in waiting to be utilized 
by bodies yet to be born, might not one be found 
diseEgaged, so that we might examin it and get a 
knowledge of it by our senses, and know for a cer
tainty that there is such a thing in existence ? So 
far as all scientific tests can be applied, the verdict 
is " not proved." 

My opinion is that mind is all the soul that man 
ever possessed. I do not believe that a new-born 
babe has any more soul than a horse, for it does 
not know half as much. All the soul a man has is 
produced by the action of the brain, and when the 
brain ceases to act there is no soul to be wafted to 
regions of eternal bliss or consigned to eternal tor
ment. If a part of the human family could liv 
under water like fish, and a part could stand the 
effects of fire without injury, and a part could be 
frozen without being hurt, and if a part was cold
blooded, and a part could liv without eating and 
another part without drinking, and if poisons wue 
a healthy diet for some and death to others, I might 
be led to believe that there is hell for one and 
heaven for another. 
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God commanding bloody barbarians to wage war~s 
of extermination and kill old and young, even un
born children, the idea would shock a savagf!. 
That the people may hav been told, and that they 
believed that God gave such commands, is reason
able, and that a blood thirsty monster like Joshua 
should pre~end that God gave ·such commands in 
order to make the people carry out his inhuman 
designs is equally reasonable. I do not believe 
that men were ever born who had sufficient fore
sight to peer into the future and foretell coming 
events. There is no trouble in prophesying when 
the people are sufficiently ignorant. The best the 
wisest can do is to tell what may tunspire in the 
future by what has taken place in the past, but this 
is not prophesying. It must be admitted that the 
foremost scientists of the present time possess a 
scope of vision unknown .to the ignorant masses of 
three thousand years ago. Yet they would be the 
first to ridicule the idea that any mortal was ever 
born who had the_ power of telling even what 1be 
next hour might bring forth. Who can doubt that 
the scientific drift of the present time is far in ad
vance of what it was in the times of the so-called 
prophets? And yet if any noted scientist should 
proclaim that be could foretell coming events he 
would be regarded as a lunatic. 

As for the book called the Bible, it is easy to se~ 
that men who from childhood hav been taught 
to ree-ard it as the word of God should look 'upon 
it with reverence. Wnetber the book counts for 
good or evil, whether it is reasonable or ridiculous, 
makes no kind of difforence. · 

The Mohammedans, Mormons, Persians, Chinese, 
hav their so-called sacred writing<! and reverence 
them as Christians do the Bible. All of these 
books bav certain features in common. All con
tain much that is good, mixed with much that is 
evil and even ridiCulous. · 

D.d God dictate all of these wri.tings? If he did 
not, man mu~:>t hav been the author of some of them. 
If man had an object in writing a part of them, might 
he not hav had an object in writing the whole of 
them 1 If a part was written by God and a p,art 
by man, God ought to hav given a rule whereby the 
genuin could be distinguished from the spurious. : 

As far as I am informed, there is nothing in these 
books which would require the wisdom of a God tq 
write. If the Bible was written by God be certainly 
is not a very dignified or even decent Gt>d, and I 
would not blame him if he denied the authorship of 
a great p11rt of it in polite company. 

These books, purporting to collie from the band 
of God, contradict each other, and parts of the sam~ 
book are in plain contradiction to other parts. It 
would seem like a rational conclusion that these 
contradictions could not hav emanated from a per
fect being. 

The first thing we read in our Bible is, "God 
created the heaven and the earth." Christians are 
taught that all things are embraced in the "heave~ 
and the enrth," and are the work of God's bands, 
and that be pronounced them all "very good." · 

But the first man and woman that God made and 
finished to a gloss with his own hands proved a 
great disappointment. A single act, which God 
must bav foreseen, involved the entire race in ruin 
and death. God planted a tree in the garden where 
be put his first pet couple, and the fruit of that 
tree contained the seeds of sin and consequ.ent ruin 
of the race. 

Did God hav .foreknowledge 1 What do you 
suppose he was thinking about when he planted 
that tree ? Did God create everything? W asn:'t 
his bead a little fuddled when he made the serpent 
and called it a good job? 

Cain killed his brother Abel and the iniquity of 
the people became "very great," and matttrs went 
on from bad to worse, until they became so griev
ous that God could stand it no longer, and he got 
mad and stamped and stormed and tore his hair, 
and, said, "I'll teach you fellows down there a lesson 
which you will not soon forget." So he brought 

With these facts in view, what must be thought 
of the teaching of the church that God is the au
thor of all things and that he is only good? 

Then, after pas~ing through this life with all of 
its sorrows and· aftl.lctions, its losses and bereave
ments, God has brought a devil into existence to 
tempt and lure us to commit e~il det1ds and then 
torment us in hell forever. Is 1t reasonable to be
lieve that a God clothed with almighty power and 
infinit wisdom, and full of mercy, would inaugurate 
such a system T If God had the wisdom to see 
and the power to execute, he cannot be regarded 
as good. 

Is a God worthy of our adoration who caused so 

But we are all begott_en alike, all conceived alike, 
and all born alike, and all subject to the same 
general laws, and to my mind it seems rational that 
the fate of one should be the fate of all. I think 
when a man dies he is dead to all intents and pur
poses, and that there is nothing remaining for 
angels to make happy or devils to torment. About 
God and the soul, heaven and hell, I know not any
thing and I know of no one who does. These 
matters are beyond the reach of human ken, and to 
questions in regard to them there can be but one 
honest answer, and that is, "I do not know." In 
the absence of any knowledge, the bAst we can do 
is to use our reason and get what little light we 
can from analogy. 

I do not believe that God ever tallred with men 
or W"Ote on tables of stone or any other tables. It 
is more reasonable to believe that Moses or some 
one else did the writing and imputed it to God to 
deceive a superstitious people and giv him influence 
and make his power felt among them. 

I do not believe that God is a. pr-inter, or book
binder, or author, or that be has in ftllY way ever 
beell OQDOerDed m the book bufiiDfllBiJ, And &il for 

on a great flood, .which swept from the face of tHe 
earth all that he bad created except one favorit 
and his family, and then resoived to take a new 
start. But a second time he was overtaken with 
hard luck. The first thing his favorit did after 
the long wet spell was to get drunk, and his cut
tings up were such as to bring disgrace upon his 
patron and protector. And God was wroth, and be 
looked fierce and his hair stood on end and his 
eyes glared and he frothed at the mouth, and he 
talked to Noah, and he said, "As my soul liveth I 
hav made another blunder. In very deed, I took 
you to be a man of parts. I selected you from all 
the bums and dead-beats and God forsaken rapscal
Hons on all the face of the earth to be my special 
agent whE>n I made up my mind to bring on that 
wet spllll, and made you captain of that big boat 
ud tru~tted tbe whole m1u1agi:og to your care, from 

much suft'drin~ when he bad the power to make all 
beings happy' If God is the 1\Uthor of au thin8s, 
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the mastodon all the way down through to the 
monkey and parrot, even to :fleas and lice, and now 
you have played this lousy trick on me.. Noah, I 
am ashamed of you-you are a drunken sot. 

You got drunk last night, 
You were drunk the night before, 

You'll be drunk to-night 
And drunk forever more. 

Noah, you are a bad egg; there is only one thing 
to be done, you must go to the gold cure." 

At such a turn of things it is no wonder that 
God got discouraged and felt sorry that be began 
the creation business in the first place. On account 
of the wickedness of the world, which he pro
nounced very good, he openly declared that it "re
pented him that he created man upon the face of 
the earth." Everything must hav been sadly out 
of joint to make an unchangeable God repent Who 
could hav blamed him if he had taken the world 
by the tail and jerked the whole hell-deserving 
hotch-potch concern out of existence! 

JoHN PEcK. 
[TO BE CONTINUED.]. 

Observations. 
I learn through Ed. W. Chamberlain, Esq., that 

Dr. Batdorf, the Michigan medium who was pr·e
sented to the grand jury on an accusation of mak
ing a fraudulent use of the mails, is out of the 
toils. The jury failed to indict him. A knowl
edge of the ground upon which this body turnEd 
Medium Batdorf loose would furnish food for 
thought. Were the members of the jury con
vinced that he really furnished spiritual information 
to his correspondents, and is the failure to indict 
to be taken as an indorsement of mediumship such 
&S Dr. Batdorf practices 1 I trust not, for that 
is really not the question at issue. I would 
rather think that Grand Rapids bas enough men 
to form a grand jury who recognize the principle 
that th_e purpose of the postal system is to carry 
the mails, and that the duty of the officials is 
neither to smell out unorthodox thoua-ht nor to in
terfere between the sender of a letter or a paper 
and the _p~rson to whom it is addressed. The per
son rem1ttmg a dollar to a fraudulent medium, a 
lottery dealer, a green goods agent, or any other 
fake, makes a better use of it than he would if he 
contributed the amount to the salary of a pos~ 
office inspector like Oomstock, or any other sneak. 
The postal system, as aforesaid, is to transport mail 
matter, and the officials who hav turned it into a 
moral and religious detectiv agency are the individ
uals who make a fraudulent use of the mails. If I 
were on a grand jury having jurisdiction they would 
be presented for indic~ment. 

Why all this discussio>J. among Sa.bbatarians 
about th:e proper observance of their holy day, and 
why t~err hesitancy about the framing of a law and 
the fixtng of penalties for its infraction¥ On this 
question I am with the Prohibition party of New 
York state, so far as it declares: 

We oall upon the people of the state to repudiate and 
consign .to oblivion any politico.! party that shall propose 
t? submit a coml!l~ndment of the deoa.log to the local op
tion of corrupt mt1es. 
. ~hat is s~und. Oorrupt cities nor any other 

CitieS hav a right to decide that a citizen shall or 
shall not hav other gods before Jehovah, or whether 
he shall take the appellation of the same in vain or 
otherwise. Local option cannot make the enforce
ment of Sunday laws just; and the matter of hon
oring parents, com~itting murder, adultery, theft, 
or perJury, or covetme- a neighbor's wife is not a 
municipal problem. Sunday observance' is either 
an individual affair or it is a universal issue. There 
is but_ one authority for the Sabbat.h, and that is 
the B1ble. And the Bible says this : 

"These are the words that the Lord hath com
manded, that ye should do them. 

THE LAW. 

"Six days shall work be done, but on the seventh 
day there shall be to you an holy day, a sabbath of 
rest to the Lord." 

THE PENALTY. 

"Whosoever doeth work therein shall be put to 
death." 

If there is anybody who thinks that the enforce
~e~t ?f laws, the in,fraction of which involves the 
~fhct10n of the death penalty, is a local matter, he 
IB not much of a jurist. Furthermore if there is 
~yone who imagins that the enforcem~nt of a law 
IB separable from the in:tliction of the penalty pre
scribed, he is off his trolley. 

I do not suppose that the members of the Re
publican convention who framed a platform calling 
for the maintenance of the Sunday law, nor those 
members of the party who profess to believe in.the 
law of God, know of the existence of this divine 
statute. Nor is it to be supposed that the mem-
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hers of the Prohibition party know that it is among 
the commands for whose enforcement they hav de
clared. But this is certain : If, after their attention 
has been called to the law, they do not either de
mand its enforcement and the in:tliction of its pen
alty, or else repudiate its authority and the author
ity of all other Sabbath laws, they are miserable 
hypocrits and cowards. 

"I am of opinion," remarks Mr. Walter Scott, 
editor, of the Leader, published at Regina, N. T., 
Canada, " that the people will strongly uphold the 
postmaster-general." Mr. Scott's speculation has 
all the appearances of a successful guess. The peo
ple of Oanada would uphold Postmaster-General 
Oaron in excluding Freethought literature from the 
mails, and the people of the United States would 
uphold Postmaster-General Wilson in a similar or
der; for the pe3ple of this country, like those of 
Oanada, unite a theoretical belief in liberty with a 
hankEring after the suppression of those who exer
cise it. I hav never seen any reason for reposing 
the slightest confidence in the judgment of the 
majority, who are less likely to be right than the 
minority, and are even more prone to go wrong 
than legislators al!d courts. That the comparativly 
few public offieials should occasionally do the cor
rect thing is quite conceivable, but that a majority 
out of seventy millions should agree upon the 
truth, all at the same time, is a presumption too 
violent for calm consideration. That is what givs 
us pause when the referendum is proposed. In my 
opinion, the less in:tluence the majority has on the 
framing and passing of laws touching the liberties 
of individuals, the better chance there is for those 
liberties to survive. An honest election, if it were 
possible to hold one, would be a very ignorant and 
bigoted election, and I am not sure that we should 
gain anything by it. An ano~ymous correspond
ent from Wairarapa, New Z9aland, offers this 
thought for my consideration: "According to pres
ent ideas, a man muat know something about pigs 
before he is allowed to be a judga of them at a pig 
show, but any fool can judge which man is the best 
for a public office " It is from somewhat similar 
premises, I infer, that Mr. Scott reasons that the 
people of Oa.nada would uphold Postmaster-General 
Oar on. 

The "purpose of the sanctuary," that is, the use 
of the pulpit, may be hard to come at, but the Rev. 
Dr. Parkhurst has tried to tell us what it is. Says 
he: "It is not the object of the sanctuary t9 make 
scholars or tn make thinltere,17 but ''to draw the 
~oul that is i.J. the mab., and the great Father-soul 
m whose temple we assemble, so into relation with 
each other that they shall touch." All who think 
they comprehend that process will of course be con
vinced that they understand what Dr. Parkhurst 
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indorses Parkhurst's statement of the object of the 
sanctuary, but that he is wholly unsound, from a 
religious view-point, when he implies that the 
uttered words of a preacher should be the expres
sion of ideas originating in his mind. As near as 
language can define the thought of a sermon, it 
should resemble that conditi.on of the cosmos de
scribed by the writer of Genesis when he said it 
was "without form and void." The sound of it as 
uttered must produce a certain mental agitation 
in the hearer, but no information should be im
parted. The think tank is to be stirred, but noth
ing put into it. Verifiable facts introduced in a 
sermon rob it of its spiritual value, and it is no 
longer a sermon-it is a lecture. Mr. Gladstone has 
made this point clear. He says that in a sermon 
we are not to look for scientific precision, but for 
general statements which admit exceptions. It 
must aim at moral impressions merely, and be 
open to criticism in detail. So far as it deals with 
facts, therefore, it is not to be taken seriously as 
meaning what it says, while from the scientific point 
of view it may mean nothing at all. We must es- · 
tablish a differentia between J!Cientific and relig
ious truth, for that which is true in religion may 
without prejudice be scientifically false. 'rhe 
Living Church, an Episcopalian paper, goes so far 
as to say that "the facts of theology are. beyond 
human discovery." What, then, is the use of ask
ing the preachers to explain the meaning of their 
language, or even to use language which has any 
meaning T The worshipers most impressed by th~ 
proceedings are those who listen to the Catholic 
service, which is conducted in Latin, and the hear
ers do not understand any of it. 

The Rev. Samuel Jones frequently illustrates his 
remarks with anecdotes more or less decent. Here 
is one that he givs on the authority of a commercial 
traveler. On a visit home the drummer aforesaid 
found his little girl sitting on the :floor playing with 
her kitten. While doing so she said: "Kit tie, you 
are a sweet little thing; I love you and I know who 
you~ mommer is. Old pussy is your mominer. But; 
kitty, I don't know who your popper is, for I never 
saw him. I expect your popper is a traveling 
man." Jones applies this story to Ingersoll, whose 
mother, he explains, is the earth, but whose father, 
he intimates, is that migratory individual who goes 
about seeking whom he may devour or seduce. 
But the application is not very close. I should 
suppose that even befo:re he repeated the drum
mer's story for the first time the evangelist might 
hav considered how appropriately the e-volu
tionary ancestor of that anecdote could hav been 
related of the J udean carpenter and joiner who held 
~pon his knee the. future lord and savior of the 
Reverend Samuel J oftes. 

means, but to me it is a pseud-idea. Dr. Buckley, The voice of the liar who told the tale of paraly
editor of the Christian Advocate, may or may not sis superinduced by blasphemy at High Shoals, Ga., 
~bink he _grasps Dr. Parkhurst's thought, but he still Fchoes through the religious press. One Jas. 
~ndorses It ~s "a true statement, equally philosoph- T. Lowe, doubtless a Methodist dominie, writes 
10al and scnptural," together with the further as- from Rehoboth to the Wesleyan organ at Atlanta 
sertion that "scholasticism and intellectualism in that the tongue of Haguewood was paralyzed while 
the pulpit are unhQly devils that merit nothing but he was asleep after denouncing the sermon of the 
exorcism." day on his way home from church. Except that 

In the_ same issue of his paper :Or. Buckley Haguewood's tongue was not paralyzed while he was 
quotes w1th approval a criticism, by a religious ex- asleep, and that he had not denounced any sermon, 
change, of preachers who Use pet phrases which Lowe's account may be true. The only really india
denote ment~l la.Biness rather than close thinking, putable assertion of the religious and so-called 
~nd add~ to.It this: "Whoe-ver utters such phrases secular press is that the paralysis, though Hague
Is not thmkmg at all while he utters them. His wood has been subject to it for years, was a "warn
mind is busy with what is to come or is in a state ing pro-vidence." I am candid enough to admit that · 
of blank vacuity." Seeing that, as :Or. Parkhurst nobody can disnrove that any event is a "warning 
says, the sanctuary is not to make thinkers, a providence." Neverthel~ss, if there is an impartial 
preac?er who talks along without doing any think- God who attends to the Ananiases. why has not the 
mg himself would seem to be the right man in the perpetrator of this indecent assault on veracity 
ri_gh~ place, a~d Dr. Buckley's condemnation of been t~verlastingly belted with the club of his bon
him 1s not cons1stent with his indorsement of Park- est wrath T 
hurst's contention that intellectualism is out of They are holding an etposition at Atlanta just 
place in the pul~it .. What could more fittingly now for th'l display of the remarkable products of 
emanate from a mmd m a state of."blank vacuity'' the adjacent back country, of which there should 
~h~n the ~ords quo~ed ab'?ut drawmg the Poul that be no scarcity. Visitors from a distance would be 
IS lD man mto relat10ns with the great Father-soul interested in exhibits illustrating the latest meth-

T
who owns the building where the meeting is held ? ods of lynching; explaining improved l!lystems of 

he word " soul " de "be th" t "bl · . sen s no mg angi e, and gettmg the drop on a political antagonist; exempli-
~e~ther does_ the. compou~d, ~·~ather-soul." To fying the proper way of conducting a camp-meet
t~;::,g two th~ngR mto relat10n_It 1s necees.ary, first, ing or concealing a clandestin distillery; and show-

they exlst_; second, to d1scover their where- ing at a glance how morality may be maintained 
abouts, and, th1rd, to ~pply_ some sort of a _Process and promoted by means of the rawhide and the re
~alc~at~~ to effect the1r umon. Some stat1stics as volver. The theology of the South, which, accord
• 

0 ·a e t :ranee ?etween them would be useful ing to the New York Independent, is unsinged by 
~~c~::w a y, and It would ?e a further advantage the fire of the higher criticism, would also excite 

when the tackle IS made, so that effort the curiosity not only of all Northerners, but of the 
:_ay b~ stusp:~ded at the proper moment. All whole civilized world, including Japan, which is 

es: h a a el_ng absent, Dr. Parkhurst's mind heathen. But the managers might secure all these 
mu~ t av been lD a state of " blank vacuity" so far attractions, and yet find their exposition incomplete 
as

1
. ~c 8 adr~ concerned; and from what I know of as a local exhibit, unless somewhere-conspicuous 

re tgiOus Iscourse and religious philo h I d · 1 · • • • h ld 
1 

d sop y, ! among won era, mirac~es, prodigies, marvels, mon-
s ou cone u e that Dr. Buckley is sound when he_ at:rosities, st>ect~cles~ and !1-Stol,lnding phe:Qomen~ 
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the liar who started the Haguewood paralysis yarn 
was found in a group with the ministers, religious 
editors, and minor falsifiers of fact who hav vouched 
for the fake in pulpit and press. 

GEo. E. MAODONALD. 

Contributions to the Congress. 
The full program of the National Congress of 

Freethinkers will be published in next week's 
TBUTH SEEKER. It will be a rich and attractiv 
presentation of Freethought principles by our best 
speakers and writers. It is what is needed at the 
present time. In spite of many difficulties, the 
Freethought party was never in a better condition 
for advance. This Congress is pre- eminently favor
able for the combination of our forces. Every 
Freethinker who is present will add to its power 
and influence. This Congress is for the agitation 
and the education of the people. If we wish to hav 
sound politics we must hav an intelligent constit
uency. Broad and deep and thorough must be our 
methods of reform. Freethought is science and 
philosophy as well as liberty and justice. It can 
not succeed without co-operation and organization. 
The best things in human development are attained 
by unitE!d and universal effort. Let Freethought 
show its numbers and enthusiasm. 

The following are the contributions to our work 
in addition to those already reported. If each 
friE!nd will likewise do his share, success is certain. 

s. P. PUTNAM. 
L. Fowler ..............................•........................... $25 00 
G. A. F. de Leepinasee...... ...... ...... ... ..... .... .......... 10 00 
<leo Stephens. . ....... ........ ..... ............. ..... ............ 10 00 
Silas B Latham. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . 10 00 
S. Toomey........................................... ..... ... ...... 6 00 
D. Crosby.,, ..... ,,,,.............................................. 5 00 
Mrs. Mabel M. l"arbe!L...................................... 5 00 
Henry Bird.,, .. ,................................................... 5 00 
J. A. Greenhill.................................................... 5 00 
Mrs. P. Van Hotter............................................ 5 00 
A Beveridge...................................................... 3 00 
MichaAl Ryan...................................................... 3 00 
J. A Kimble....................................................... 2 00 
D. Hoyle............................................................ 2 00 
A. H. Chandler................................................... 2 00 
Theo. Holly........................................................ 2 00 
G. Henber. ...... .. ................... ........ .... ... ... ...... ...... 2 00 
n. M. Worley..................................................... 2 00 
B. Doescher ................................ :...................... 2 00 
B. C. Parson~..................................................... 2 00 
Mr. and Mrs. Ruth BrettelL..... ...... ...... ............ ... 2 00 
A J. Colver........................................................ 2 00 
N. 8. Whitnev .................................. ;................. 2 00 
F. D. Rexford.................................................... 2 00 
A. Kim ball. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . 2 00 
Geo. Hendee....................................................... 2 00 
N. Gaertner....................................................... 1 00 
H. Bernhard....................................................... 1 IJO 
A.. B. Lenno:t.................................... .................. 1 00 
Gus Pfeifer......................................................... 1 00 
Philip Bruch....................................................... 1 00 
Micbe9l Bruch............ ..... ...... ............ ...... .......... 1 00 
S .I!'. Bemson................... ................. .................. 1 00 
Jos. Wenzel.................................... ................... 1-00 
S. J. FJeckten.................................... .... ........... 1 00 
M S. TroyAr. ...................................................... 1 00 
R. L. Tavlor.............................. ......................... 1 00 
Mrs. M 'Lefort................................................... 1 ·oo 
1ilJisha HaJJ......................................................... 1 00 
M. Northen..................... .................................... 1 00 
Wm. Fray ................................. ."........................ 1 00 
M. A. Hewitt...................................................... 1 00 
Jos. Rb.ody......................................................... 1 00 
B. S. Richmond................................................. . 50 

Published with ·Regret. 
The Ingersoll Secular Society held a special meet 

ing at the residence of Mr. Reuben Rush, 443 
Broadway, South Boston, Sunday, Oct: 6, 1895, to 
consider the action of the Paine Memorial Corpora
tion in ejecting the said society from Paine _Hall 
without notice, and to transact such other bus1ness 
as might be deemed expedient. It was the ~nani
mous expression of the members that the act10n of 
the Paine Memorial Corporation was unprecedented 
in a Liberal community, and unwarranted under 
any circumstances. A committee was appointed to 
draft resolutions in regard to the matter, and a 
committee of ways and means was elected to con
sider plans for the future, to rep~rt at a subsequent 
meeting. The following resolutiOns were adopted: 

Resolved, That while the Ingers~ll Secnl~r Society 
realizes and appreciates the benefits It has received _from 
the Paine Memorial Corporation in the many years It has 
held ite meetings in Paine Memorial _Building, _we, the 
members of the Ingersoll Secular Soc~ety,, heartily c~n
demn the action of the said corporat10n m summarily 
ejecting our association from its ~uilding, leaving ns ~s a 
society entirely at the mercy_ of OirCnD>:stances, and With
out a home or time to procure one m season, for our 
regular me~ting the firet Sunday in October. . 

Resolved That this action of the Paine Memorial Cor
poration is ~njnst, unkind, and discourteous, an~ totally 
unworthy of any body, particularly professed Liberals. 

Voted, That a copy of these .resolutions be sent 
for publication to the Invest~gator, THE TRUTH 
SEI!.KRR, and Secula1· 1 hought. Signed, 

WM. RocKwooD, President, 
T. GEOFFREY KEATING, Secretary, 

Ingersoll Secular Society, So. Boston, Oct. 6, 1895. 

'THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Why This Paper is Contraband in Canada. 

One of Mr. Caron's Church FelloW's Tears His Hair 
Over The Truth Seeker. 

From the Montreal True Wttness ana Oat1wlfo Onrontcte 
Last week we received a marked copy of a New York 

publication, enti~led THE TBUTH BEEKER. F!!om what we 
can judg-e of this sheet its promoters are likely to go on 
for ag-es in their trnthseeking, and certainly they are not 
liable to find that which they seek. Certainly they are 
very raPidly moving in the very opposit direction to 
truth. On the title pa~e, and in larg-e letters, we read 
the very sig-nificant words. "Prohibited in Canada." On 
glancing at the so-called illustrations, and we suppose the 
reading matter is intended to correspond with theRe 
abominations, we feel grateful to the Canadian authorities 
for having prohibited the circulation of such a diabolical 
publication. The editor givs a series of letters that 
passed between him and the Canadian post-office depart
ment; they suffice to illustrate the boorish i~tnorance of 
the person who wrote the postmaster-general and to jus
tify most fully the course of the latter in ordering- the 
confiscation of such a periodical. We would not dare 
reproduce any of the blaRphemons langna~e contained 
in that criminal 11heet; and we fail to see how any self
respeotin~ man-Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant, 
Freethinker or whatever else he may be-could possibly 
allow such literature (we use the term for want of a better 
one) into his home. _ 

The editor consecrates a column to the glorification of 
their special artist ( ?), one Heston. If the caricatures on 
the first and last pages are samples of his artistic acquire
ments. we certainly cannot compliment his friends upon 
their taste, refinement, or sense of the beautiful. There 
is neither thought, originality, nor talent exhibited. He 
draws a room that might be the section of a barn; anum
ber of dilapidated "sun-fishes," supposed to represent 
the twelve apostles, but so far from suggesting even a re
mote idea of them that he finds it necessary to state who 
they are; a miserable and vulgar represent.ation of a 
couple of old beggars looking in at the door-Our Blessed 
I..adv and St. Joseph are intended to be thus pictured; 
finally Onr Lord, in the middle of the room, easilv recog
niz"ble by the hair, features, and halo, but otherwise 
dressed in the ,:mnerally accepted garments of the tramp 
in caricature. Under all this we find a text of scripture, 
snR"e:esting that Our Lord is ashamed of His Holy Mother. 

The perpetrator- of this infernal piece of vileness has 
t.he audacitv to demand of the postmaster-~eneral of 
Canada why this publication is prohibited. He wants to 
know what his paper contains that is vile and "scnrril
ons" or "blasphemous," within the meaning of the Post
office act. The reply he received was as exact and as 
steadfast as his demand was insolent and false. We draw 
attention to the existence of such a sheet simply to let 
our readers know to what abominable depths can sink the 
mind that is entirely perverted, and to· beg of our post· 
office authorities to be more vigilant than ever-for the 
fact of this copy having come to us shows that others are 
smuggled into Canada. 

Shocked at the Infidel's Audacity. 
From the Mt. Fo1·esc Representati'lte. 

If there is one thing more than another Postmaster
General Caron deserves credit for, it is prohibiting the 
Infidel paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER, printed in New York, 
transmission by mails in Canada. All we regret is that 
the postmaster-general's prohibition is not altogether 
prohibiting the paper from being circulated, for the pub
lisher had the audacity to forward this office a copy of his 
blasphemous sheet, containing a marked article, in which 
Hon. Mr. Caron is assailed with the low venom which 
might be expected from a characterless publication. We
trust the prohibiting of THE TRUTH BEEKEB in Canada 
will be rigidly enforced, for, like the devil it serves, 
there is no truth in it-its name, as well as its contents, 
being deceptiv. It is neithe:r a "truth seeker," a "truth 
finder," nor a "truth giver," but one of Satan's agencies 
for disseminating doubt and poisoning the minds of the 
public against all that is good and holy. 

"By 'fhis Craft We Hav Our Wealth." 

The Rich Mine that Caron & Co. Are Defending for 
the· Cbnrch. 

A thousand pil~rrims from Montreal visited the shrine 
of St. Anne's to-day, under the auspices of the Oblat 
Fathers. · 

A woman belonging to St. Peter's Cathedral, Montreal, 
claims to hav been miraculously cured of deafness at the 
shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre to-day.-It~ms of News, 
July 3. 

From La Semaine Reltgieuse. 
Miss Paq~ette, a country school teacher of Ste. Moniqne, 

who had been suffering for a long time from an incurable 
disease, was completely cured while making a pilgrimage 
to the Shrine of St. Donat de Montcalm. Previous to 
this no less than ten physicians had declared her case 
hopeless, and now Dr. Charles S. de Martigny in a letter 
declares the cure in question to be due to miraculous in
tervention. 

The next case was that of a firm's bookkeeper in a large 
establishment in this city who in balancing his books 
tried in vain to discover an error of ten cents in his ac
counts. Doring two months he tried both night and day 
to discover the error, but all to no purpose, and at last the 
young man in question decided to offer a High Mass in 
honor of St. Antoine to be followed by a novena during 
which he recited si quaeris miracula, and during the 
fifth or sixth day the mistake of ten cents was found. "I 
attribute," writes the bookkeeper, "this favor to the all
powerful intercession of St. Antoine and I am t.~ppy to 
proclaim it. " 

From the Montreal Gazette. 
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coming from Massachusetts, :Main a, and New Yorlt alone. 
Three steamers arrived there this ntornin~ crowded ...,itb 
visitors, and so did several trains from Q1111bec. Com~ 
mencing at daybreak Low Masses were said no to 10 
o'clock. 66 in all, over 6,000 ueol)le ColltntUnicating. 
Afte'l' Grand Mass, at which the vestments preesnted 
by Queen Anne of Austria were wcrrn, the'l'e wss a ltl"&nd 
procession of the relics, of clergy Btld pilgrims. Tben 
there was veneration of tlte relic. R<!T. Lord Douglas, 
of I:ondon, and Mgr. Conroy, of Og-4ensburg, were 
amongst the distinguished priests present. 

A Hopeless Court of Appeal. 
REGINA, N. W. T., CANADA, Oct. 7, 1895. 

EDITOB oF THE TBUTH SEEKER . .Dear Sir: Reply
ing to your circular of October 1st, regarding Post
master-General Caron's statement that "there is 
no appeal from his decision," and your inference 
that he can at pleasure ruin all Canadian publish
er.s who offend him, I beg to say that he and vou 
both are mistaken. There is the appeal at the bal
lot box, which is very effectiv. In your case, I am 
of opinion that the Canadian people-rightlv or 
wrongly, I do not judge-will very strongly uphold 
the postmaster-general. 

Yours very sincerely, W ALTEB SooTT. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions <>! 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "AgEl' 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R 
Perrv puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in handi 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get-
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing· 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operation!:i, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible" to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends. 
FOR A. DOLLA.R A. DOZEN Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions " as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
DuRING the first week of October J. E. Ramsburg held 

a debate at Dublin; Tex., with Rev. W. H. Kittrell. 
S. P. PUTNAM lectures at Boston, on November 3d and 

lOth, and at East Dannie, Mass., November 24th. Mr. 
Putnam will lecture in New England during the montb. 
of November. He desires engagements at all possible 
points in this section. Friends will commnaicate with 
him at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care of this office. 

THill First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee· 
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evening in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallooe streets, Philadelphia. 
Oct. 20-Two addresses bv Henry Rowley; 2:30 P.M., 

"WhatisAtheism?" 7:30P.M., "Miracle and Proph
ecy." 
THill Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even

ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
'York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October: 
Oct. 18-" My Theory of Soul Atoms." C. S. Hartmann. 
Oct. 25-Union Meeting with A.B. U ., 5th av. and 19th st. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M.1 
P. McLeod, secretary. 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30AM. 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. October lectures: 
Oct. 23-"Vegetables vs. Homan Parasites." Max Stal

ler, M.D. 
Oct. 30-"Lincoln and Christ." Dr. Barr. 

THill Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for October: 
Oct. 20-" Freethonght in England." S. P. Putnam. 
Oct. 27-" The Society meets with the National Congress, 

at Hardman Hall, 19th street and 5th avenue. 
The local French [Canadian] newspapers report more 

miraculous cures said to hav been worked at the shrine 
of La Bonne Ste. Anne, a crippled boy having left his 
crutches behind him in the church on Tuesday, and Mrs. THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
John Morency, of St. Johnsbury, having been instantly in G. A. R. Hall, 115 w. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
cured the same day of serious illness of four years' stand- f Octo be . 
ing. The feast of St. Anne was the occasion of very or r · . , , . 
solemn service at the Basilica of St. Anne de Beaupre 1 Oct. 20-" The Spmls System. Att Y Cll:as. B. Wllby. 
to-day, which was crowded with pilgrims, over a thousand Oct. 27-" Sunday Laws." Att'y S. A. Mlller. 

·. ' 
-~ 
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~etters of t]iriends. 

A 'Steady Dl'mand for Heston's Works. 
NEWBERRY, S. C., Oct. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for one 
year's snbscrifllion to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and ''Freethinker's Pictorilll Text· Book." 

Yours respectfully, G. MciNTURFF. 

NoRTH ToPEKA, KAN., Oct. 1, 295. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for 

one year's subscription to TEE TRUTH 
SEEKER and" Pictorial Text-Book." 

Respectfully yours, WM. H. WINTERS. 

u.s. s. MARION, MAllE TSLAND, CAL.,} 
Sept. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed here
with t3, for which please send me THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and "Pictorial Text-Book." 

Very respectfully, A. CRAIG. 

XENIA, ILL., Sept. 30, 189&. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, for which 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and 
the •• Pictorial Text· Book," ''Hand-Book 
of Freeth ought," and the pamphlets here-
with listed. H. BLACKBURN. 

PoRT HAMMOND, B. C., Sept. 20, 1fl95. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for 

which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year, and a copy of the "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text-Book," and oblige, 

ARCH'D FERGUSON. 

ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 28, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Reading several copies of 

your paper and finding it snits me well, I 
inclosF> $4, for which send it one year and 
the "Pictorial Text-Book," also the pam-
phlets named herein J. MoscKoWITZ. 

BAL~MoRE, MD., Oct. 1, 189'i. 
MR. EDITOR: Herewith please find $8 

for renewal of TRUTH SEEKER for another 
year; one copy of" Ejeology;" "Which 
Way?" by Ingersoll, and "Great Ingersoll 
Cont~oversy." The remaining llf3 for one 
new subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, to 
whom send" Pictorial Text Book." The 
first mentioned works send to my addresR. 

Yours b:nly, F. PoRTUGAL. 

NEwToN, MAss., Oct. 3, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Jnclo8ed find$ 5, for which 

send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one year; the 
"Pictotial Te11t-Book ;" "Secular Mar
riage and Funeral R1tnal and Collection 
of Secular Hymns;" "Career of Religions 
Ideas;" "Crimes of Preacher~;" "Self
Contradictions of the Bible," and "The 
Glory of Infidelity." 

·Yours sincerely, JoHN RIOH.ARDSON. 

BLUE HILL, NaB., Sept. 30, 1895. 
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please send THE TRUTH BFEKER for one 
year, and the" Pictorial Ttxt-Book." I 
hope yon will continue the pictures in the 
paper, the Chr stian RFjormer to the con
trary notwithstanding. When Rev. E N. 
Allen says a mob of Infidels nineteen cen
turies ago mnrdertd a man tJesns) outside 
the gates of Jerusalem, he says what he 
knows to be a lie; they w.ere sturdy, stanch 
believers ~ho killed the innocent reformer. 

Yours truly, JoTHAM MARTIN. 

It Takes Rig"t Hold. 
WHAT CHEER, IA., Sept. 30, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: '' PictOiial Text Book'' re
ceived all right, and it is a clincher. 

Many thanks, CHAS. MACAULAY. 

Don't Like Canadian Bigots. 
FA:nao, N.D., Oct. 1, i895. 

MR. EDITOR: I hope yon will pardon my 
delinquent subscription. Inclosed yon will 
find sufficient amount to pay np to date 
and one year in advance. I must hav the 
paper. Hoping that yon may frustrate 
the damnable schemes of the Canadian 
bigots, I am, always for THE TRCTII ~EEKER 
and Freethonght, C. W. McDoRMAN. 

Is Going to Take in the Dominion. 
IowA CITY, IA., Oct. 1. 1895. 

MR. EmToB: Inclosed find the remainder 
of my year's subscription. I do not ~on
der that ... God's servants" want THE TRUTH 
SEEKER suppressed. They cannot answer 
the arguments of truth and liberty, but 
must resort to that old degrading scheme 
of force. "Truth crushed to earth sh~l 
rise again " shall be said of THE ·TRUTH 
SEEKER if, for a time, it is over~hadowed 
by the cloud of suppression, but it will 
come out with the stars and striDes flJating 
over them as their emblem of liberty, and 
the defeated clergy will be weaker and 
wiser for their folly. I wish yon all suc
cess in the fight that is now on, and am 
sure of your victory in the end. 

Yours truly, E. M. ALLEN. 

One Standby, Whatever HappPns. 
WEST McHENRY, ILL., Stlpt. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find renewal to 
your valuable paper for two years· more. 
I hav delayed remitting, thinking that I 
could get at least one new subscriber. I 
giv away THE TRUTH SEEKER, when I hav 
re~>d it, and hav put copies in .the post
office-in boxes of those who I felt sure 
would like to subscribe for it-men who 
were able and liberal in their views, but 
when I called on them they made all kinds 
of excuses. Yon can imagin my surprise. 
They all admire the paper, and would be 
pleased to bav it sent to them, but think 
$3 a big sum. 

I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever 
since it was published in Paris, Ill, and 
shall continue while I liv. I am not quite 
four score years yet, and think I hav a few 
more years to read it. I am pleased with 

·Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free-
thought." 

I would like to liv to see THE TRUTH 
SEEKER deli vert d to every post-dlice in the 
U mted States. Only one comes to this 
office. My best respects to all interested 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Yonrs·tr!!Iy. 

WM. c. HowARD. 

.Mortuary- John A. WalthaU. 
REoMoN, ILL., ~ept. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 for 
twelve copies of "Self· Contradictions of 
the Bible," and the remainder to pay what 
is due THE TRUTH SEEKEB on account of 
John A. Walthall. That noble, kind, and 
honest man has gone to rest. "He wakes 
not in the night to hear the rain." He 
loved, and lived for humanity; his life 
was full of duty done, and all- who ever 
knew him will say with me, He sleeps the 
sleep of the righteous. 

J uhn A. Walthall was one of the fir at 
and btst friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
rendering material assista1.1Ce to D. M. 
Bennett whtle in P~ris, lll. 

L ka all true reformers, he never was 
hampered with an excess of this world's 
goods, but possessed a bright intellect, a 
kind heart, aud a wiJlmgness to industri
ously employ his wonderfully mechanical 
brain and hand twelve to sixteen hours a 
day for between sixty and seventy years 
-the most il}dnstrions and self-sacrificing 
man I ~:ver knew. If in our endeavor to 
make others happy we increase our own 
enjoyment, then John A. Walthall must 
hav been one of the blest. I was away 
when be died. I thi11k his death occurred 
August 31st. MARK Ro\\E. 

Thf>y are Helping Thf>mst>lvs. 
SNOHOMISH, WAS II., :;ept. 27, 1895. 

J'\IR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a V to Eqaare 
np to Jann..ry, 1896. I hav been trying 
for the last two years to get enough over 
and above my living to pay np my sub
scription to the best paper on earth, Tar. 
TRUTII SEEKER. I hav at last succeeded. 
I am satisfi~d that yon are in need of it. 
and would send more if I could. 

We hav been looking for that great wave 
of prosperity that the daily papers hav so 
much to say about. sweepmg over tne 

Canada Will Yet be Free. country. Bot it has not reached here 
DoRA, Mo., Oct. 1, 1895. yet. It must hav got caught in a cyclone, 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, and twisted into smithereens, 
for which s~nd the paper as long as the As the government does not try to do 
amount lasts. There are a good many anything to relieve the distress through
Liberals in this part of the country, but out the country, the producers propose to 
they are not able to subscribe for your obtain relief through the Labor Exchange. 
most noble paper, I 11m real sorry to know There are several branches in this state, 
tha; thq postwaster.genPral of Canada haR and it will keep on organi<~ing until there is 
taken11teps to shut 'l'Blll 'l'nUTB SEmKER out i one in every town. I hl\v read up on it to 
of that country, ANTON Flaow:a. ' llome e1te~t, and I h~v beoo~e thoroagbly 

convinced that it is the grandest institu
tion on earth or anywhere else. Free
thinkers are always in the front rank for 
any great reform for the betterment of 
the human race. Therefore they should 
investigate the Labor Exchange move
ment. Anyone wishing to investigate can 
obtain the necessary books by addressing 
the Ptogressiv Thought Company, Olathe, 
Kansas. J. S. MARTIN. 

Preacher Ahead of the .Mother-in-Law. 
. RoMuLus, Mwa., Sept. 22, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Someonewastalkingawhile 
ago about marriage ceremonies being per
formed by justices of the peace. That is 
right, but when your mother-in-law must 
hav a preacher, what is one to do? That 
was where she had me about two months 
ago. I had to consent to the services of 
a preacher for fear of "what people would 
say." But I was loaded lor him. He was 
a Baptist of confessedly Agnostic convic
tions, so it was easy to get along with him. 
He first showed me a book fall of nonsen
sical ceremonies, padded like a World's 
Fair Sunday closing petition with religion. 
I told him my belief was that marriage 
was a civil ceremony, .to which he heartily 
agreed .. I then asked him what he thought 
of this, pulling a written ceremony from 
my pocket. He examined it and said, "It 
is good." 

As long as it pleased my wife and myself 
and the preacher, too, it might be worth 
a perusal as a successful compromise. 
Here it is, all of it: "(Addressing groom by 
name) Dll yon take this woman to be your 
wife? Answer: I do. (To bride) Do yon 
take this man to be your husband? Pre
sumably same answer. (1'o all) If there 
is anyone present who obj !Cts to the com
pletion of this ceremony, let him now 
speak. 

"(After pause.) 
" I then, by the authority vested in me 

by the people of the state of Michigan, 
pronounce yon husband a ad wife." 

How does that strike yon as a secular 
ceremony for a preacher to use? It is all 
there, too, none of it having got away. 

He is the kind of preacher whom it is a 
delight to meet, to entertain, to travel 
with, or to attend his church. He is truly 
e pl•J'l'ibus unum, if that may mean an ex. 
ceptionat spscimen in a ~eat number. I 
wanttld to c•tch him and retain him as a 
curiosity. He even opposes putting God 
in the Constitution. If we can find two or 
three more like him, I believe the country 
is safe. Yours, F. E. RoMINE. 

Religion in the Snnth. 
BAcKwooDs, GA., Sept. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: As I hav never seen a let
ter from Georgia in THlc TRUTH SEEKBR, 
I hav concluded to write yon one. I send 
yon my name and address. but cannot per
mit yon to publish the same, as that would 
mean pecuniary ruin. 

I am located in the ''wire grass" region 
(Lower Georgia), among the tall pines, the 
Methodists, Bdptists, HarJsheUs, and saw
mills; where ignorance is at a premium 
and education away down below par, and 
the "market very weak;'' where supersti
tion wears a crown of glory, and reason is 
a bpggar and an outcast; where "belief" 
and "faith " wear wreaths of laurel, and 
''science" is a meaningless word. 

As I write, I look out of my window. 
Far away in the west a great ball of fire is 
slowly sinking below the tops ot the dead 
pines. Their naked branches seem to re
mind me of the long gone years, when the 
world, "according to law," stood still. In 
the distance the sunlight glimmers on the 
steeple of a liLtle white "god house," 
whose windows will soon rattle at the ap
proach of the on-rushing vestibule. I 
don't know whether "God" approves of 
his windows being rattled or not, but truly 
"force" is no respecter of window~, 
whether they be in Gild's houses, or those 
of other people of less note. 

The people here are all firm believers in 
GJd and a flat world. In fact, the county 
board of education has several times de
cided that the world is fl~&t, and the afore
said board of education is a tribunal that 
is "hard to d ~wn'' It is said that some 
three or four years ago, they refused a 
young man from Massachusetts a certifi
Oite to teach sohool in the oounty, beoanse 
rumor bad it tba' said young man bad 
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publicly remarked .. that he took no stock 
in either hell-fire or the devil," a ad "that 
if S~&mson ever slew three thousand Philis
tines with the j!1ow-bon11 of an as9, he must 
hav been a Methodist preacher tmd talked 
'em to death." 
· I went to a "foot wash" some time a~o. 
I wonder how man:y of your readers eyer 
went to a foot wash? I tell you it would 
hav made old Isaiah snicker. Some of the 
brethren's feet were pretty rusty. One old 
fellow had toe nails that looked like claws, 
and while his feet were being washed the 
"holy laugh" c~&me on him. His eyes 
seemed to become set, his lower jaw 
dropped, his hair stood up like the quills 
on a porcupine, and while his whole body 
twitched spasmodically, there issued from 
his month the sound that a person might 
make while trying to pronounce continu
ously the word "hat," and leaving oft' the 
final letter. 

Such is the work of "God." It is sad 
indeed to look upon it. I am sometimes 
tempted to believe thah of all the freaks 
and monsters with which the hypocrisy of 
priesthood has ever tilled the skies, "God" 
is the worst. 

I suppose very few of your readers hav 
ever attended a protracted meeting of 
Georgia Nfgroes. Their conduct, while 
snft'dring from religions excitement, is 
fully as foolish and ridiculous as that of 
·the whites. One night, not long ago, I 
went to a Negro protrac~ed meeting. The 
preacher was a curiosity. He was as black 
as the ace of spades, and his teeth, which 
were faultless, and wb.ite as snow, were 
constantly showing, giving him a ghastly 
appearance. N Jtwithstanding his limited 
vocabulary, his descriptiv powers were re
markable. As he stood there in the dim 
light of the lamps, resembling some being 
from the regions he was describing, the 
picture he drew of the final punishment 
of those who failed to believe was anything 
else than that calculated to inspire the 
heart with love and reverence. He de
scribed the d:~.y of judgment. He told 
how, at the last, the chosen would be 
caught up and remain suspended in the 
air, iooking down with plllasure upon the 
old world wrapping up in fl .. mes, and hear
ing with j()y the shrieking and howling of 
the lost. Indeed, I can sc~&rcely describe. 
the utter contempt and loathing with which 
he, poor ignorant Nell:'ro 1hongh he was, 
inspired me for his "God " and his mt>rcy 
(?)"which endnreth forever." A fiend so 
infernally atrocious, a monster so savage 
an~ cruel, although only a creature of the 
imagination, fills me with unspeakable 
loathing and disgust. The congregation 
sang: 

0 sinner you can't stand the fire! 
0 sinner yon c~&n't stand the drell 
0 sinner yon can't stand tbe fire!!! 

to a wild, weird, and unearthly note. No 
wonder some of the poor creatures had 
"fits" and" trances;" no wonder the state 
asylum is filled with religions devotees. 
Yet, in the face of all thi~, Smith's "His
tory of Georgia," which is prescribed by 
the state authorities for use in the public 
schools, says that a Negro may be promi
nent in the church, and that his standing 
will in no way b" impaired by theft; that 
religion does not in any way serve to check 
their natural propensity to commit petty 
crimes. This is a fatal admission, coming 
as it does from so high a Christian source. 

Long may Tam TRUTH SEEKER and its 
noble promulgators flourish; may the 
number of souls from which it strikes the 
fetters and shackles or superstitiOn be le. 
gion. A GEoRGIA. ATHEIST. 

Lecture Notes. 
PATCH GRov111, Wis., Oct. 2, 1895. 

MB . .I!JDITOR: Omaha, Ntlbra~ka, is a 
city of one hundred and twenty-five thou
sand people, a great railroad center, &Bd 
the key to the Western states. No more 
progressiv place exists west of Chicago, 
and it was to be expected that I would 
find there many good Liberals, and I was 
not disappointed. They hav organized a 
society, and christened it "The Omaha 
Philosophical Association." Its platform 
is free for dise>nssion of all questions, but 
my visit was the occasion of the first Free
thought lecture they ever had. J. W. 
Logan is president, W. M. Vtctor, secre
tary, and S. G. Emery,. treasurer. Mr. 
Jobn MoA.rdle me.de most of the arran~re· 
we11~q tor tb~ ~c,eUng, a~<l altboush • 
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laboring man, working for a laboring 
man's wages, he raised all the funds, and 
did all the rusUing after his working 
hours. This ought to be a lesson for those 
Liberals of means and leisure who declare 
it impossible to arrange for lectures. An 
interesting faot in Mr. McArdle's life is 
that he and his wife, also a strong.Lib
eral, were united by H. P. Putnam, when 
the Secular Pilgrim wasa Unitarian minis
ter in Om~~oha. Mr. F. J. Griffin is an 
aotiv member, and did good work to 
make our meeting suo!lessful. Mr. Victor 
is a Liberal throughout, and Mr. Logan, 
though much interested in finan!lial sub
j sots; has been in the past and is now an 
Mtiv Freethinker. The same can be said 
of Mr. Emery and Judge Butlett. Mr. 
W. E. Blinn and Mr. Bnshby came over 
from Council Bluffs. I hav noticed a 
tendency on the par~ of Liberal organiza
tions to devote their time to the disoussilm 
of political and social questions almost to 
the exclusion of Freethought. This is a 
mistake; the po!Hioal q'lestion is disoassed 
on every hand, and the people do not want 
to hear it continually. Liberalism is not 
often dealt with publicly. In many socie
ties and debating clubs it is a forbidden 
topic. Hence tbe people will go to a place 
where they can hear it. In Omaha, we 
had about twice the audience they ever 
had when a politio:l.l question was discussed, 
aud my experience in Liberal societies 
almost invaribly proves this to be true. 
No subject should be excluded, but it is a 
mistake to monopolizs all the time with 
one. Early Monday morning, friend Mc
Ardle accompanied me to the depot, and I 
took the train for Castana, Iowa. Al
though the looomotiv was injured and we 
had to wait for another, it was not long 
until I arrived and shook hands with mv 
genial correspondent, Leon A. Hoadley. 
c~stana is an old stamping-ground for 
Freethought lecturers, for in the time of 
Franklin A. Day, whose generosity in our 
cause is fresh in the memory of many who 
read these words, "the intellectual yeast 
was always rising." To-day his two sons, 
Preston and Joseph, take his place. Mr. 
Hoadley's f&ther was a pioneer Freethinker 
in this locality, and now his mother and 
two sisters, as well as himself, help hold 
the fort. I was billed to giv three lec
tures, and gave two in Joseph Day's hall 
to good audiences. Some weeks previous 
the church had secured the hall for one of 
its side-shows, and they happened to 
want it on the third night of my lectures. 
The Adventists very kindly granted us the 
usa of their church, and I gave a lecture 
on the Sunday qneation to a full house. 

Prominent in attendance each night was 
Hon. F. F. Roe and wife. Notwithstand
ing his out~poken Infidel opinions he was 
elected to represent Monona county in the 
legislature, and by a large majority. 
Messrs. Aaron Davis, Myron Wylie, Mark 
D. Hanshot, and Mr. Norcross are strong 
supporters of Freethought. I was the 
guest of the Hoadleys, and spent a pleas
ant day with Mr. Aaron Davis. Mr. Davis 
in his younger days was a whaler, and has 
in his possession many m~mentoes of that 
now almost extinct occupation. He holds 
what to many at the present time is a relic, 
and possibly not a similar dooumeat is 
held by any man in the West. It is an 
American seaman's "protection paper," 
certifying that he was an American citizen 
and thua preventing his being impressed 
into the English service. I had a short 
visit with Preston Day and wife. Mrs. 
Day, though an invalid, has a burning in
terest in mental emancipation· which bodily 
in:flrmities cannot quench. 

From Castana I go to Orange City and 
spend a day at the hospitable home of Dr. 
and Mrs. de Lespinasse. The doctor is a 
strong individualist, but if all _were like 
him we would certainly haY no need for 
government. 

My next appointment is St. Charles, 
Minn., where I am met by my ever-aotiv 
and genial friend, B. Peabody. Having 
been there before, I knew what to expect. 
St. Charles has a well-developed and firm 
Liberal element that is not afraid to show 
itself. Even the minil!lters are Liberal. 
Rev. Mr. Smith, of the Methodist church, 
is a broad-minded man, and Rev. Brown, 
formerly of the Congregational church, 
has left orthodoxy for UuitarianisDI, I 
aave two leoturee-one Sun_day morning 
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and the other Sunday afternoon. Mr. ana 
Mrs. James came in from Eyota, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Johnson from Kasson. I spent a 
day with Mr .. Peabody at his home, amid 
the enjoyment of books and conversa
tion with" mine host." Nor must I for
get my visit with Leonard Knapp. When 
a pioneer settler of Wisconsin, he had 
nothing to read but the Bible, and he read 
it, and from that day to this has been a 
Freethinker. He knows it almost word for 
word. He is an admirer of Robert Burns, 
and delights to read his poems aloud. I 
was disappointed in not meeting my friend, 
E. E. Crooks, who has moved to Halt Lake 
City. Wherever he. is Liberalism has a 
stanch defender.·-

From St. Charles, my destination is 
Patch Grove, Wisconsin. A journey of 
eighty miles down the lef~ bank of the 
Mississippi brings ·me to Bagley, where 
the veterau_Infidel, Jas. Hicklin, meets me 
with a buggy. It is a nine-mile drive to 
P~&toh Grove, over hills and rooks, but in 
two hours we are at the Bidwell house, 
kept by John Bidwell, an Infidel to the 
core. I soon learn that Freethought has 
a history in Patch Grove. Years ago a 
branch of the National League was organ
ized. The most iniluential men in the 
locality were Liberals. A large brick 
building called the "Academy," w~ioh 
adorns the hill, was built chiefly by Free
thinkers. The upper story is used for a 
school room ; the lower is fitted up as a 
hall, with a stage, and on the wall hangs a 
portrait of Thomas Paine. Once at a pub
lic entertainment, the Methodist preacher 
turned this picture face to the wall, 
but it was not only replaced in its orig
inal position, but the meddlesome sky
pilot 1eoeived a severe rebuke. While 
the old "stand-bys" of former years are 
gone, Liberal thought is still in the ascend
ancy. A county fair and a big revival at 
Bloomington diminished our audience 
somewhat, but not to injure the success of 
the meetings. The first night two Metho
dist preaohers were present, but neither 
accepted my invitation to criticise. If the 
condition of the Methodist church, the 
only one in the place, is indio~~otiv of Chris
tianity, it is in a dilapidated state. That 
and the parson's house are in a falling
down condition-yet it is the only church 
in the village. Among the hard workers 
of past years are the Hicklin Brothers, 
James and Walter. Their names are on 
the old League Charter. Mrs. Mary 
Humphly, though advanced in years, and 
living in the country, came in every night. 
John and Susan Bidwell are yet in the 
front ranks. Mr. and Mrs H. F. Young 
and daughter are proud to make a stand 
for liberty. Robt. Collier was an early 
abolitionist, as well as an Infidel all his 
life. He lived in Salem, Ohio, when Jo
seph Barker was there. .ltlr. Waffenden 
also carries many years of service in be
half of humanity. FBANKLIN STEINER. 

deed, to leave their homes and work, on a 
minutia's notice, to assist at the funeral of 
one whom they had never heard speak and 
who was known to them only as. an honest 
representativ of the Secular cause. 

A man having been :sent ahead to carry 
the news to Wagner, Mrs. Smith's friends 
there had all 'arrangements made. necessary 
for the burial. Word was sent to Lone 
Rook to notify the Liberals of that place, 
and from far and near hundreds of friends 
were present at the funeral to pay their 
last tribute . ta' their Liberal friend and 
lecturer, and by far the largest procession 
ever "een in that settlement followed to 
the grave. 

Mr .. C. N. Wagner, a stanch Liberal, 
delivered the funeral oration, which was 
well received by even the Christians, who 
were present in goodly numbers. Our 
thati)rs are due to all the Liberals of that 
plaoe .for their. prompt assistance in this 
hour of need. 

Mrs. Smith was buried on Saturday 
evening, Sept. 21st. The news of her 
death was somewhat unexpected by her 
friends at Wagner, as the last reports they 
received of her illness were favorable and 
news of her relapse had not re'\ohed them. 

Mrs. Smith came to Wagner sometime 
in June, and delivered the 6ration on the 
Fourth of July. She also had three de
bates at that place with a blustering and 
over-bearing Baptist minister, who was 
supported by two other preachers. Al
though the odds in numbeJ:"B were against 
her she nevertheless ·acquitted herself su
perbly, and over twenty ~igners to the 
Oregon State Secular Union were the re
sult of the victory. After this she went to 
Mitchell, where she had. another tilt with 
the same preaohers, the result of which 
you will find in the inclosed clipping from 
the Mitchell Monitor. After delivering 
several lectures at Prineville, Dayville, 
and other plaoes, she arrived at this place, 
John Day City, on Aug. 5th. But she 
already showed signs of having overtaxed 
her strength, and after delivering two 
leotnres here and one at Canyon City, she 
was persuaded to rest at least one day be
fore proceeding to Prairie City. Her ap
pointment there, as at other places, wa~ 
canceled shortly afterwards. While Mrs. 
Smith was with us, she did e:reat work for 
the Oregon State s~oular Union and the 
Liberal cause in general. in Oregon, mak
ing converts wh3rever she went, and it is 
somewhat strange to the Liberals out here 
that no mention was ever made of her in 
any of the published reports from Oregon. 
Her success in converting Christians to 
Secularism was almost marvelous. Mrs. 
Smith died as she had lived, a stanch 
Infidel and Liberal, and although the 
story has already been started (as was to be 
expected) by our Christian neighbors that 
she recanted and called for ministers to 
pray for her, I am in a position to know 
that there is no truth whatever in the re-
port. CHAS. G. CASPARY. 

In Eastern Oregon-Katie Kehm Smith's Below will be found the editorials from 
Work and Death. the Monitor, followed by a quotation from 

JoHN DAY, 0~ .• Sept. 24, 1895. another local paper and the Monitor's 
MR. EDITOR: At different times during comments thereon: 

the last six weeks hav I begun writing a 
letter to THE TRUTH BEEKER, but each THE AFrERMATH. 

Now, that tae smoke of b"ttle has cleared 
time, before I could close, something has away, we can look over the field and make 
happened which caused me to leave my an approximate estimate of the losses on 
letter un:flnished. But the end has come, either side in the great contest recently 
and there will be no more changes made. engaged in between the Baptist division of 
Mrs, Katie Kehm Smith, the greatest Lib- the army of the Lord and His Satanic 

Majesty's legion. 
eral lecturer and debater on this coast, Of course, and as predicted by the 
died of typhoid fever at my house on the Monitor, a victory was claimed by both 
night of Sept. 18, 1895, at half-past nine. the contending parties, and there is where 
She was taken sick on Aug. 8th, and never the matter must rest for the present at 
left her bed again alive. Her husband, least. Yet it would seem to us that the 
Mr. D. w. Smith, arrived at her bedside status of religion and Infidelity had taken 

on a somewhat different aspect in this 
a few days after she was taken sick, and community-Infidelity having become a 
watched by her, day and night, until life little more pronounced and a~gressiv. 
left her. On Sept. 19th, after hurriedly The debate, which lasted some four 
preparing the body to be taken a long days, was marked throughout by a vin-

diotiv, venomous spirit, not only by the 
distance, Mr. Smith and myself started worthy defender of divine inspiration, 
with it for Wagner, where she had deliv- but also upon the part of some of his fol
ered her :first lectures and had her first lowers, who were ever on the alert to 
debates in E.lstern Oregon, and where her show a feeling of hatred toward the op
friends were most numerous, On our road p~sing side whenever opportunity was 

o.ffored. ThiR action on t·he part of the 
we were met by Mr. Wainsoott and other Christian element had a tendency to spur 
Liberals, of Fox Valley, and Mr. Jose,..h .the friends of the "bad cause" up to a 
Putnam, of Monument. They had beim' spirit of-resentment. ·Under such circum
notified of M.rs. Smith's death, and fur- stances, deliberate_ discussion could not 
nished valuable aid, enabling us to make be carried on. Personalities were in-

dulged in, outside issues were drl!.gged in,, 
good time over this mountainous country. until, at time.s, the subject of debate was 
They alao escorted us to Wagner and at· en•ir_eb lost sight of1 especially when the 
tended the funeral, Good Liberals, in- learned okampion or Christianity would 
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relate some "cook-and bull story" about 
the ill treatment he had received at the 
hands of the Monit,r, or would throw 
open some imaginary gha~tlv wound 
which had been inflicted upon his person 
by some one of Mitchell's bloody out
throat citizens. All this kind of digression 
had the eft'dot of showing that the divine 
man was at least weak in. the :flesh, as all 
mortals are said to be. The doctor re
minded us in his taotios of debate of the 
minister who was preaching on the text 
of man being created in the image of his 
maker, with all God-like attributes, etc. 
He became imbued with the idea that he 
was himself peculiarly Christ-like, and in 
ordar to test the matter, he proposed to 
come down from the pulpit and hav the 
congregation come forward and revile 
him in all manner of ways, for the space 
of five minutes. Of course. they came for
ward and stepped on his bunions, pulled 
his ears and nose, and did other annoying 
things, all of which he stood with com
mendable Christian fortitude. Finally, 
however, a member of the flock approached 
with a rotten eg-g in his hand and com
menced tapping it upon his forehead. The 
odoriferous hen-fruit was broken at last, 
when the imitator of Christ drew his 
watch and gave notio<~ that he had just one 
more minute to stand the Christ like 
business, and then he would lick the son
of-a-gun that broke the egg on his face. 
In the wind up of the great debate of last 
week, on Friday, a great commotion was 
created by the ladies of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union presenting 
the learned divine Moore with quite a 
number of beautiful bouquets. This ac
tion on their part was fdlowed by the 
naughty InfidPIR brine:ing in their gifts 
for the little In:fldelleoturer1 in such pro
fusion as to almost ohsoure ner from pub
lic gaze as •he stood among the fragrant 
display of Ea.~tArn Oregon's oh...,ioest speci
mens of Flora's world. In addition to the 
e:ift of flowers the little IRdv received the 
lib~>ral donation of some $32 in cash. 

N IJW, after having view11d this matter in 
all its varied aspects, and lookin~ at the 
re•ults as they are, was not the Monitor 
right in its advice and counsel to our God
fearing people when it admonished th~>m 
to let Katie Kehm "say b•r little piece" 
and depart hence without let or hindrance? 
Nothing but a stubborn helli:t and a per
verse nature will certainly attempt . to 
throw anv burden of blame at the door of 
the Monitor. 

In our editorial Ol)lumns will be found 
an article under the caption of "The 
Aftermath," in regard to the recent de
bate. Our readers expect us to say some
thing on the subject and there it is. To 
some th'l arttole may seem a little severe, 
but to those familiar with the facts in the 
case, it will be looked upon as j 11st. The 
Monitor did not seek warfare from the 
first, and would hav gladly held its peace, 
if publio opinion and t.lte public good 
would hav permitted. We hav been on 
the defensiv throughout. In one instance, 
at least, our business interests were at
tacked. A pangraph in our paper wll.s 
read to one of our patrons and so perverted 
as to induce him to oome to the publication 
o~oe with the intention of withdrawing 
hts support. The paragraph was again 
read to him verbatim as pub!ished in the 
entire edition, and all was satisfactory. 
The paragTaph wRs in relation to the attack 
made upon the MoYiiior af.ld its editor at a 
religious meeting of the Salvation Army. 
We shall giv no names just now. It is pos
sible that any of our readflrs can guess 
who did the dirty work to which we hav 
made allusion. 

"Katie Kehm Smith, of Portland, the 
'champion ' of sectarianism in Oregon, 
met her match r~oently at W11gner, in the 
Lone Roek country, in the person of Rev. 
J. T. Moore, of Mitchell. Kate has a style 
peculiarly characteristic of an In:fldel. She 
givs what she calls a history of the origin 
of religion, quoting voluminously from 
Paine, Bob Ivg3rsoll, U~;~derwood, et al., 
proving to the · satiAfaotion ' (gratification 
of desire) of her Infidel followers, that all 
Christians are deluded, ignorant fa:Qatios. 
She came to Wagner to deliver a Fourth of 
July oration, and elated at the idea of hav
ing so much brain in the country all ab 
once her followers challenged anybody, 
Averybcdy, to discuss the Btble with her. 
Reverend Moore aoc.epted, and one who 
was there informs us that Mr. 1¥1, handled 
the su\lject so ably, and did the lady up so 
effaotU:ally that there is quite a change in 
sentiment at Wegner, and the good people 
there hav d<>oided to proceed at nnoe with 
the building of a church. "-Moro Observtr, 
[rhe above sounds very nice, and is a 
stereotype of the story brought to this 
place by one of the principals in the oon
tPat, but it was not published as reported. 
We since learned, and from good author
ity, that the people of Wagner bav no 
thought of erecting a church edifice at 
present. No more idea of it than they 
had before the celebrated debate coourred. 
The "one who was there," and reported 
to the Observer, O!Ul et\tJily be ~U~~~tl<l
ED, ll[onitor.J 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall 
Hi,..er, .Mass., to whom all Communica
tion tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occn\'ations 
That is known as the Children s Hour." 

A Misunderstanding. 
Pelerene Perry and I fell out 

(Or Pe!erene he fell out with me); 
If I 5hcn!d tell how it came ab~nt, 

Yon would know as much as we. 

Anyway, I was not to blame 
(Thon"h Pelerene laid it all on me), 

But right in the middle grandpa came, 
And took us both on his nice fat knee. 

"What is the trouble with my little girl~" 
Grandpa smiled so tenderlY 

That I looke~ d~wn and nulled ill} curl, 
And sa!d, "Why, PellJ 's mad with me." 

Dear grandpa said, with a bigger smile, 
"Pelly, my boY, do let us see! 

Don't pout your lips in that ugly style; 
I wouldn't qn!ll'rel, it seems to me!" 

Then Pelerene pulled at his sailor knot, 
"I didn't.'~he cried: "' $l e's cross with me,·' 

Then all of us langhedandkissed on the spot, 
'Cause nobody really was cross, yon see. 

-CoraStuart Wl!eele1·. 

A Happy Family. 
I know a happy family of cunning boys and girls 
Who hav such round and rosy cheeks and pretty 

golden curls, 
In all that they may hav to do they pleasantly 

agree, 
And every OM of them is kind and good as 

good can be. 
They never call each other names nor puU each 

other's hair 
Nor find the slightest bit of fault with what they 

hav to wear. 
They never cry at night beeange they hav to go 

to bed . 
Nor ever frown at any one, no matter what 1s 

said. 
Not one of them was evEr known to try to tease 

the cat 
Or even hav a wish to do a naughty deEd like 

that. 
When they are asked to do a thing, they never 

sa.y, "I shan't., 
BecanEe they're sawdn•t boys and girls, and so, 

you see, they can't. -,Nixon Jl aterman. 

Mr. Hudson's Hobby. 
Miss SusAN H. WTXON, Dear Friend: 

Please excuse the liberty I take in address
ing yon in the above manner, but I think 
all true Freethirkers should be and are 
friends. I am thirty-four years old and 
hav a very limited education-am able to 
read plain English, that is all. I hav al
ways been a Freethinker, though I did not 
know there was an Infidel paper printed 
in the world until, about t.hree years ago, 
a friend lent me a TRUTH SEEKER. Since 
that time I bav read every column, and I 
intend to as Ion g fiB I can raise the stamps 
to buy it, and if I were able I would hav 
every book the Trut~ ~eeker Company 
publish, but. poverty 1s m the way, so I 
can get only a few. I therefore ask it of 
you as a great favor. to help me select. I 
hav' read ''Right Living." Ingersoll's 
Lectures, "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought," Paine's '' Age of Reason," 
"Freethinker's Text-Book,"" Old Testa
ment Stories," ":Brain and Bible," and 
various small tracts, and I like them all. 
Every time I read a chapter in them I won
der hew people with a college education, 
with a spoonful of brains in their heads, 
can look a perf on in the eye and say the 
scriptures are inspired by an all-wise crea
tor. 

Miss Wixon, I bav a hobby and I am 
sure yon can help me out. Though I never 
believed in the Christian's god I nsed. to 
think I had a someihing called a son!, 
which the lower animals had not, but 
science bas never discovered a soul, and if 
evolution is a fact we are one with the 
animal kingdom. Now, I hav lived in the 
wilderness all my life, and many are the 
wild deer I hav slain for pleasure and 
profit, but I am done killing any animal 
kind unless it be a savage beast, and I 
don't know but what thPy hav as good a 
right to life as savage man. r.J;n~ Chris
tians say God gave them dom1mon, but 
where does the h:ildel get his authority? 
Some good doctms bav said we could liv 
on a vegetable diet, and for three years I 
hav not tasted meat of any kind, and I 
feel better and can stand hard work bet
ter. I used to iroagin I eDjoyed .taking 
the life of an animal, but now 1t lB a 
greater pleasure to see them play in all 
their natural ~?lory. 

appetite? Can you recommend some g?od 
book for a mineral hunter? (Am gomg 
to explore the Cal!cade mountains next 
summer.) What is the best book on nat
ural history? 

I humbly beg pardon for intruding on 
your valuable time. 

Yours for justice and truth, 
ED. HUDSON. 

Armstrong Creek. Wis., Sept. 28, 295. 

[It is to be acknowledged that man nat
urally requires little if any flesh food to 
sustain life. Our friend has demonstrated 
that he can liv very well without it_ So 
can and do many others. But it has be
come the custom to devour the flesh of 
animals, and most of the people like to be 
in the fashion, The teeth of man do not 
indicate that he is by nature carnivorous, 
His teeth are not like those of the tiger or 
dog, nor yet like those of the herbivorous 
animals, as the cow or sheep. But. they 
are of the same nature as the ape and gor
illa's who liv on fruits and nuts. A great 
deal of meat as food generates earthy salts 
in the blood, snd is a frequent cause of 
rheumatism, neuralgia, and carbuncles. 
There is, also, much diseased meat in the 
market, which is a prolific cause of disease. 
One cannot be too cautious, if he must eat 
meat., in its selection. An animal infected 
with trichinre or tubercnlnsis cannot be 
wholesome food. The editor of the Corner 
knows of a once bright little boy who was 
thrown into convulsions, and has become 
idiotic, a perfect wreck, through the use of 
milk from a cow diseased with tubercu
losis. It is sa:fe to cook milk thoroughly 
by boiling, as then disease germs are de
stroyed. The :Brahmans es.t no meat, and 
they number 100,000,000. They denounce 
our custom of killing and eating ani
mals as monstrous, a great shame to civ
ilization, 

We are akin to animals of all kinds. We 
should be gentle and kind toward them. 
It is a question whether it is kindness to 
murder and devour them. In Thomson's 
" Seasons " we read that-

Ensanguined man 
Is now become the lion of the plain, 
And worse. 

Shall he, fair form, 
Who wears sweet smiles and looks ·erect 

on heaven, 
E'er stoop to mingle with the prowling 

herds 
And dip his tongue in gore ? 

The beast of prey, 
Blood· stained, deserves to bleed, but yon, 

ye :fl.ocks, 
What hav you done ? ye peaceful people, 

what 
To merit death ? You who hav given us 

milk 
In luscious streams, and lent us your own 

coat 
Against the winter's cold? And the plain 

ox, .. 
That harmless, honest e.niroal 
In what has he offended? He whose toil, 
Patient and ever-ready, clothes the land 
With all the pomp of harvest-shall he 

bleed, 
And struggling, groan beneath the cruel 

hand, 
Even of the clown he feeds ? and that, 

perhaps, 
To swell the riot of the autumnal feast 
Won by his labor. 

The best work for a mineral hunter 
would be, we think, Dana's "Mineralogy." 
Dana's "Geology," revised edition, is a 
standard work and coroprehensiv, but 
the work on mineralogy is a smaller book 
and handy to take with one in hiP rambles 
over the mountains. "Nature and Man 
in America," by Professor Shaler, of 
Harvard University, is also another good 
book for a companion over the plains and 
monntains.-ED. C. C.] 

Ethel's Ide I\ of Thunder, 

came up. At the first roll of thunder 
Ethel inquired: 

"Is that a blast, ma.mma ?" 
"No, Ethel, that is thunder." 
"Do the men make it with powder?" 
"No, my child, God makes it." 
"How does be do, mamma? Does he 

touch it off and run?" 

How He Fell. 
A youngster who livs out in the South

ern part of the city, says the Louisville 
Commercial, had just been dressed in his 
clean clothes for the evening, and was out 
on the sidewalk playing with his little 
friends, when he fell in the gutter and 
covered himself with mud and water from 
head to foot. He went home with his 
heart full of dread. When his mother saw 
him she threw up her hands in horror. 

"Now, what hav you been doing?" she 
cried. 

"I fell in the gutter," whimpered the 
young hopeful. 

"By this time the mother had him in 
her clutches, and, giving him a good shake, 
asked: 

"How in the world did you fall in the 
gutter?" 

"Sideways," sniffdd the youngster. 

Abo•t the Kaleidoscope. 
You hav all seen and been amused by 

one, no doubt. Your great grandparents 
probably eiJjoyed them as much as yoa 
hav done, for they were invented by Dr. 
:Brewster. of London, in 1818. They were 
popular at once, and could not be made 
fast enough to supply the demand; 200,-
000 were sold in three months. The study 
of the beautiful forms displayed by the 
kaleidoscope is a great pleasure ; they are 
always new, always changing. It is sad to 
say that the inventor was defrauded of his 
rights, and reaped but little advantage 
from the enormous sales of his toy. 

What the Little Folks Are Sayiu~. 
Teacher: "As the twig is bent the tree 

is inclimd. Do yon quite undershnd 
what that means?" 

Scholar: "Yes, sir. When bicyclists 
grow up they'U walk stooping." 

The kid had smashed his father's shav
ing mug and done sundry other damage, 
when his mother discovered him. " 0 
Freddy 1" she exclaimed, horrified, "what 
will your papa say when he comes home 
and sees what you hav done?" "Well, 
mamma," he replied, with half a smile, 
" I don't think I would like to repeat it 
it before you."-Puck. 

The professor was lecturing on some of 
the habits and customs of the ancient 
Greeks to his class. "The ancient Greeks 
built no IOOfs over their theaters," said 
the professor. "What did the ancient 
Greeks do when it rained?" asked Johnny. 
The professor took off his spectacles, pol
ished them with his handkerchief, and rE>
plied calmly: '' They got wet, I suppose." 

s•ckness Among Children 
is prevalent at all sea.sons of the yea.r, but can be 
avoided largely when they are properly cared for. 
Infant Health is the title of a Valual,le pamphlet 
accessible to all who will send addreas to the N. 
Y. Condensed Milk Co, N.Y. City. 

PUBLICA'I'ION~. 

"Intercourse Batween the SLUI and Body." 
By Ema.nuel Swedenborg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interesti'l, bnok• by same an thor: 
;: F!JD;r eading Doctnnes,",;M7 pp.,.. ... . .75 
,. DD!v!ne Love. and w,',srlom, 248 pp.,..... .75 

1vm~ Providence, 808 pp.,............. .7G 
"Conjugal Lov"," 472 VP· ................. $1.00 
"True Christia.n ReligiOn," 982 pp ......... 1.50 · 
"ApJca.lypseExplained,"Vo!s.1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Cata.logne to the American 

Swedenborg . Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 CooPer Unl on, New York. 

A Story o • the Riqhtway Almshouse 

A.short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. · 
Frice, Five Cents. 

A.ddress l'HF. 'i,P.TJTH AF.F.KF.H CO., 
28 Lafavett.e Pl.. New York. 

1'ra vels in Fajth. 
BY OA.PT. HO.C.WRT 0. ADAMS. 

Now, Miss Wixon, will yon kindly giv 
me your opinion on the sul:ject, and what 
has been written relativg to 1t? They call 
roe a "crank," a "fool," etc., for not eat
ing meat, bnt I don't care for that. I want 
them to answer the question, where they 
get their right to take life to satiofy their 

Little four-year-old Ethel recently ac
companied her mother on a visit to friends 
in Nevada county, and for the first time 
in her life heard heavy blasting in the 
mines, says the San Francisco Fost. Cu
riosity soon took the place of fear, and her 
mother was compelled to explain the pro
cess in every detail. She told the little 
girl how the miners drilled holes in the 
hard rock, filled them with powder, put in 
a fase and, after touching a match to it, 
ran to a place of safety to await the explo
rion that would break np the rocks into 
bits. Ethel was greatly interested in it all, 
and her mother took her to see the whole 
process. 

A few days afterward a thuuder storm 

Beina the etor:v of his ment&l lourner frorr 
ortho<!ox:v to Rt.tiont.llem. 

Pnoe. o&oer, 2r, oent.o: olot!l n oeat.. 
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SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rlgbt Living. Ethicl:l as Understood by 

a. Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries ,, f Progress. 

BY Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 

All in a· Lifetime. A Liberal Romanoe 
limo, 800 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 863 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti. 
tion for Children and Yont . The On!~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever iSsued. 
66 full-page illnstrationa and 25 smaller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns. 
tr-.ted covers: 4to. 224 nn .. boards. $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH 8EEKl!lR 00 

ED EO LOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A Treatise on the Generative System, 
Iu three parts, including 

Pre•n atal luflneuct•, (Influence which af
fects an unborn child ) 

Limi•ation of Offspring. and 
Hygiene of the Genera live System, 

Containing 
Plain Facts on Private Subjects for all Adults. 

This book deals in an open, 
frank, but delicat~ wav, with all points of in

terest on the generative sytittm. 
It treats of 

Personal and So~ial PhystolO(Jll and Hygtene. 
WHAT THE MARRHD OuoHr To KNow 

In order to live heal• hy lives and produce healthy 
offopring. 

It is free from medicA.! technicalitieP, written 
on tbe highest moral plane, and in such a way 
that even one may re•d and nnderotand it. It is 
most high! commended by the pre""· eminent 
phtsicians, a11rl prominent people of ali callings. 

It 1s printed from large, new, clear-faced type, 
on good p1per, in one volume, well bound. 

Price, cloth, $ L 50. 
Addre;s THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 La.fayette Place, New York. 

~~M~~~~~~~t4 
~You will ride~ 
~ a llicycle ~ 
\.1 Of course you will ride. All the ~ 
§I world will-fashion, pleasure, 

business - men, 
women, children. ~ 
It takes a while 
sometimes for the 
world to recog- ~ 
nize its privileges; !I 
but when it does 
it adapt:; itself ~ 
promptly. There- !f 
fore, you who are ~ 
in the world will 1 
ride a bicycle-a 

~--~ ~ COLUMBIA 
bicycle if you desire the best the 
world produces; a Hartford, the M 
next best, if anything short of a I 
Columbia will content you. 

Columbias, $100; Hartfords, 'J 
$8o $6o; for boys and girls, $so. ~ 

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn. ~ 
BoBton, New York, Chicago, 

San Francisco, Providence, Duffalo. 

A atalogUo-comprehon .ive, heaut._if-ul---.,-t _a.;;ny=:, 
Aitmcy freo, or hy mn.il for two 2-oent starn pR. The 
book telhJ of all t.l1r. new Or>lumblas and JIA.rtforda 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have factlities to repair1 clo·ely regulate anrl re.urn watcheR 2d or au 
da.y. No better work in the world Agents 
wante<l in ev.ry town in the United States where 
watches are butch err d instr; •. cf of restored 1\'lany 
are now making mon>JY but I!:!B·u" ...,ore ca.n make 
money easv by Sending me the worlc of their 
friends a.ncl neighbor•. Apply for terms, •lBo 
eend for price lists of Watc-hes, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-wa.re, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wetlsleltl Watch; r~.e ft,gersoll Sou
veni" Spo· n, and The Popular Free

thought Badge. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

if you want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionary 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 

Poverty: Its Effects on tlie Politinal Condi-
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

Protestant Persecutwns W1lliam Cobbett.. 1 
Questions for Bible Worshipers............... 1 
The Relatwn of Witchcraft to Religion. A. c. 
The «sn~~.Jii'or 'iiiiDiaD..i'tY: 'Better iiiaD.'iliiai-: 10 

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the Sunday Laws 1 (Including the 

"Origin of Sabbaths.") By the .l!lditor of 
The '!'ruth Seeker......................... 3 

Revivalism Examined. A. G. HumphreY..... 2 
A Remarkable Book a. lleview of Greg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE. 
Part I ·of HThe Woman's Bible" is Bow For Sale. 

IT IS A PAPER BOUND BOOK. OF 125 PAGES:" 
-

Pa1·t I Consists qf Commentaries on the Pentateuch, by Members of the· 
''Revising Committee.'' 

They are so low in ptice that thousands of gen
erous. hearted persons oan afford to buy them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

in Canadian Sp•ctator.... .. ......• ..... •• 1 
The Safe Side. B B Brown .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . 2 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts. 3 
A Secular Prayer. Austin Hol;r_oake.... .... .. 1 REVISING COMMITTEE. 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake...... 2 ELIZABETH CADY STANTO"T, ELLEN BATrELLE DIETRTCK, l'he Staf(e and the Pulpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 3 ~• 
Snper•t1tionDisp!ayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra- REV. PH<EBE H~NAFORD, LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE, 

ted Letter to the Seote of Great Britain 1 CLAR!. BEWICK COLBY MATILDA JOSLYN GA.GE 
"Science of the Bible." Being the Rev. John ' ' Jasper's celebrated Sermon on Astrono- REV. AUGUSTA CHAPIN, REV. OLYMPIA BROWN, 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon- Talk mwy1t.h ... t.h .. e .. F .. 
0
•
11 
.. r .. E"v'a'n"g··e·li:s·t·s ..... E ... W .. 

0 
.. 

0
.d·-· MRS. MARY A. LIVERMORE, MISS FRANCIS ELLEN BURR, 

sistenoyofChristiansGenerally. H. Clay· MRS. MARY SEYMOUR HOWELL, MRS. CHAPMAN CATT, 
Astro~F~=~iog·v."t:t"nawsoii,"siiowiniitiie 10 Thou~~~,; ~fA.tiieism: "68:n.':Man'i)i'8earo.ti: 8 MRS. JOSEPHINE K. HENRY, MISS HlilLEN H. GARDENER, 

story of Christ in the New Testament to ing Find out God. Austin Hol:voake... 3 MRS. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, MRS. CHARLOT'l'E BEE BE WlL BOUR 
be but an Alleg')rical representation of The Theor:v of Evolution. Thomas H Huxley 1o MRS SARA A UNDERWOOD MRS LUCINDA B CHANDLER 
the sun's course through the different The True Basis of Morality. Annie Besant.. 2 · · • · ' ' 
zodiaoa.t signs............................. 5 The Truth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. MRS. CATHERINE F. STEBBINS, MRS. M. LOU£SE THOMAS 

Apostles of Chris~. Austin £Iolyoake.... ..... 5 <Reply to some of the Sunday-school MRS. LOUISA SOUTHWORTH. 
1'ne B1ble God Disproved by Nature. W. E. Stories About Hi'l1.) ... ............ ....... 3 __ _ 

Coleman................................... 5 Two Short Sermons, Rev. Theologians....... 1 SOME p .RESS OOMMEN:l S: 
Bible Idolatry. Hobert G. Ingersoll.......... 8 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh.... ... .. 8 W • 
'l'he .Bible: Is1t Reliable as a Guido? c. Watts. 2 Were Adam and Eve Our .First Parents? e have read some of the passag11s of th·e commentary prepn·ed for the "Wom-
Blaspilemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds..... 5 Charles Bradlaugh........................ 3 an's Bible" by that very accomplished American woman and .Biblical student, Mrs. 
'l'Jle .BP~~e~fa!t~~i~spti·e~P.W~~~f 'lfot~~~ 5 ;g~tlj'fu:~~s~~a~:~hbh~~~~~- ~~!:H!~~L:: ~ Elizabeth Cady Stanton. They are a great deal more s~tisfa!ltory tha'l many of the 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~'.Max Muller.... 5 When Did Paul Live? Soholasticus..... ..... 1 comments upon the same texts thq,t we have read in other and more pretentious 
Constantine the Great, Portraying the Ini- Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 oomme t ·8 M St t • · t t t' e k• e ft h d d 'bl · f th F' t Ch · t' E WasChrist Crucified? Austin Bierbower .... 10 n ar1 B. rs. an on B m erpre a 1ve r mar oar o ens rew an ilens1 e. 

~~1u. ~rest~n .. 1.~~ ..... ~~~-~~~ ... ~~~~?~: 3 Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, -(EidfitorialNewYork "Bun." l . 
The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitutional. 23 Lafayette place, New York. the Revision Committee con tiline this stye of exegesis, we venture to predict 

(This is the statute under which Mr. J. that there will be sensations in the religions world snoh as no mere man of our time, 
B. Wise is now >ndiot"d for send,ng a C · C 1 h B · h b b verse from the Bible through the mail.) N E W B 0 0 K S no ummmgs, nor o enso, nor Beeo er, nor r1ggs, ~s een a le to aronse.-[N. 
l'. B. Wakeman.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 Y. " Press." 

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. The chapter published from the advance sheets of the "Woman's Bible" last week 
Dr. Daniel Arter .......................... · 2 BY very naturally created a widespread sensation. The "Woman's Bible" promises to Christianity a Borrowed ~ystem. Bennett. 2 

Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on R 0 B J T G IN G [ R s 0 LL be an important contribution to the literature of Holy Writ.-[N. Y. "Recorder." 
Civilization. Charles Watts............ 5 · The announcement that the proposed "Woman's Bible" will soon be published 

1t: sg~t:tt:~ ~:it~·. ~~ag~~;n~~: witb.;;~i 2 I has stirred up many of the clergy. The work will b6 simply a commentary on oar-
Answers.................................... 2 tain portions of the Bible relating to the status of women.-[N. Y. "'rribnne." 

Christian .Mysteries. A DialoguE' between a An association of " up to date " women is engaged in making a new translation of 
Christian Missionary and a Chinese the Bible. This is great news.-[" Charivari," Paris, France. 

The c!f~l!~i~~~aiiliaiii."'ji>hil: E 'R'Bms'burg:: ~ The Field -Ingersoll Discus- The "Woman's Bible" is a translation by a joint committee of American and 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts. 2

5 
sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; English women and is the most serious labor yet undertaken by the women's rights 

The Church and Educaoion. Anti-Je,uit..... leaders.-[Albany "Eveninoo J onrnal." The Church and Freethought. Franklin cloth, 50 cents. ., 
Steiner ... : ................................. 10 H The Sisterhood of Advanced Women has decided to take a bold step toward the 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails In 1888 the Rev. Dr. enry M. complete emancipation of the sex. It has long groaned under certain implications of 
be Stopped on sunday?) By the Editor Field wrote an open letter ~o Colonel servitude contained in a few passages of scripture, and has, therefor~, determined to 
of The Truth Seeker...................... 8 l h d bil b bl h "W , B'bl , , p M 11 G The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· Ingersoll, with the intent to convert abo is these isa · ities Y pn is ing a oman s 1 e. -[' all a azette." 
days. S .1:' Putnam .... ·.................. h' ,h l tt bl' h d . th The most marked step in this ioonoolassio direction is the movement to publish 

Constructive Rationdism. Annie Besant.... 1m . .L e e er was pu 18 e m e the "Women's Bible." It is being prepared by eome of' the good and advanced 
Tlie Devil'd Due B1lls, or Give the Devil His North American .Review, and was d h Due. John S.vphers..... .... .. .... .. . ... .. 2 women of the ay, who are met in their many reforms wit the stubborn ar~nments 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett.···· 2 replied to by the person addressed. of some of the passages of the B!lriptnres that tend to justify low ideals. Their aim is 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. A k h to omit the immoral teachings of the Mosaic law and all the nn wholesome passa

0
"'8B. Austin Holyoake.......................... 5 ll our older readers now t e value E d f h h b b t ·t . f h · 

Decadence of Christianity...................... 1 of this discussion. To those who xpnrgate editions o the poets t ere ave een, n 1 remams or t e ingemons 
The Decline of .l!'aith. J !!l Remsburg........ 5 new woman to devise an expurgated edition of the Bible.-[Minneapolis "Times." 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chrts. Watts.· ~ do not remember it we can only say · The new "Women's Bible" is one of the remarkable prod notions of the century. Does there Exist a Moral uovernor of the 

Universe? AUFtin Holyoake............ 8 that they should lose no time in -[Denver "News." 
Doubts of Infidels. Questions by a Weak but procuring a copy if they want a con- The theological wodd of Chicago is thoroughly stirred by the announcement, 

Sincere Christian......... ............... 5 published in the limes-Herald this morning, that Eliz~beth Cady Stanton and nearly The Ethics of Heligion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 troversial treat. 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1 m norMa- a score of oolaborers in the persons of distinguished women, will undertake a revision 

terialism. R. S Brigham, M.D.......... 3 of those portions of the scriptures dealing directly or indirectly with the relative 
Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson..... 5 Th 1 11 Gl d t C positions of man and woman, and will publish the result of their labors in a new Essays on Miracles. David Hume....... ...... 10 e ngerso • a S one On• B bl h b T W , B'bl [Ch' "p t , 
Father, Son, aud J:Ioi:~CGhost. •r E Longshore 5 troversy about Christianity. i e, w ioh is to e .known a~ " he oman s 1 e.- 1oago os . 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 Price, Fif-ty Cen-ts. 
Foundations. John Sy!l_hers.............. .... . 1 Price, paper, 25 eta ; cloth, 50 eta. 
Free ~peech !!,nd .l!'ree Press. Percy Bysshe Address European Publishing Co., 3li Wall St., New York city. 

Shelley..................................... 1 When the Field-Ingersoll Con-
Few Word8 about the Devil. Chas. Bradtsmgh 3 Ni. 
Freethought and Mod. Progress. Chas.Watts 3 troversy closed in the orth Amer-
The FruiGs of Chri•tlanity. Annie BeRanu.... 2 ican .Review the Christians felt that German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann... 1 
The Gospal of Christiauity and the Gospel of their champion had been very badly 

Freethought. AnnieBesant ........... 2 wor.;ted in argument, and the pub-Has Man a Soul? Charles .Bradlaugh..... .... 3 
Heaven and Hell: Where ~ituated? Austin lishers of the .Review engaged the Holyoake.................................. 8 
Hereditary 'rransmission. Illustrations of Its Right Hon. w~ E. Gladstone to at-

Occurrence. Prof. Louid Etsberg........ 3 tempt to rehabilt'tnte the Presbyte-Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh .. .. . .. . 3 "' 
IfYou TakeAw&yMyReligion What Will You · d H t 1 1 tt GiveMeinltsStetd? H . .B.Martin,M.D. 3 r1an cree . e wro e a ong e er 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson ... 10 to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 lntter repl1'ed nt length and, 1't 1's Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 ,. "' 
Ingersoll Catechised. WLh Mr. Ingersoll's generally agreed, completely demol-Poem on Robert Burns................... 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... 3 ished the greatest controversialist 
The Ills We Endure: 'rheir Cause and Cure 

D. M. Benneut. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 5 Christianity can produce. These 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant....... 2 letters are now for the first time Jefferson an Unbeliever .. John E Remsburg. 5 
The Jews and 1'neir God. Isaac Paden........ 6 available in pamphlet form. 
Labor's Pra;ver. Charles Bradlangh . ........ 3 
Land Questwn. Charles Bradl•ugh..... .... .. 2 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake....... 25 Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ........... .. 
Legend of GautamaBuddha. Paralleling that This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

of Jesus Christ..... ...................... 5 b 1 t b t b f t Logic of Death: or, Why Sh"uid the Atheist est eo urea, u never e ore pu 
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .. .. .. . 3 "nto pr1·11t Everyone who hns henrd The Logic of Life, Deduced from the Princi- 1 · "' "' 
pies of Freethougnt. G. J. HoJyoake. ... 3 1't will most certainly want it and 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hoi- ' 
yoake .... . .... .. .... .. . .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 5 those who hav not heard it will hav 

Liberty and Morality. Moncure D. Conway. ll t t · 't 1 'rhe Liberty of Printmg Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 a rare rea 1D 1 B perusa , aS some-
Literature of the Insane. F. n 1\'larvin, M.D. 5 thing new from the Colonel, which 
"Manna." Orthodox Desuriptions of How 

People are off m Hell...................... 1 also is something that everybody is 
Materiali.m ani cr,me. B .1!' Underwood.... 5 looking for. 
1\lora!ValueofthuBible. Chas. Watts ........ 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

viva!Dootrine ............................ . 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

1 Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
nie Besant ............................ .. 

New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh .. . ~ This lecture is a consideration of 
8 the difference between the natural New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh ..... . 

New Life of J'aoob. Charles Bra, 1la.ugh ...... . 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ....... .. 
New Life of 1\loses. Charles Bradlaugh ...... . 

3 
3 and the supernatural, and some 

'l'he New Faith. J. L St,oddard .............. . r reasons why the former is the best 
5 way to go. Perhaps no one of Col-The New Age. W. S Beli. .................... .. 

The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besant ................... .. 

~ onel Ingersoll's orations has won 

On the Religions Education of Children. 
Annie Besant. '' ritten during her 
Transition from ChristianitY.......... 2 

Open Letter tv my Old Friends the Quakers. 

8 more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

S.D. Moore................................ 1 
Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingenoll.............. 10 
Our Lord and SaviorJesu• Christ. T E Lotg-

shore....................................... 5 
Paine and Wesley. John E Remsburg~....... 5 
Plea filr Impartial 'raxation. S B Duryea; T 

B Wakeman, G tl Hawes......... .. .... . 5 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg.. 5 
Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.... 2 
~Picture of the Jewish Jehovah as described 

hv tbe Bible. Per nO!I:Ail. . • • .. • . . . 10 
.:Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5 

The Truth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYRTI& PLACE, New Yorko 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnesb study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described ~ 

"The v .::lume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It, durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MB. 
GEoBGE STEOK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report-. 
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining· 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch._ 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris; 
Conservatory, says: 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied theil" 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou: 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to ofte 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station Within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on f pp1ic~~otion. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate buying a piano it will be to 
your interest to·correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SOB., Atchison, Kan. 

Correspondence Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women; between 
the age of 20 to 80. Had wme experianoe in book-
keeping. Address M. C. H., 

2t40 care Truth Seeker Office. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women betW&tln 
the ages of 20 and40 years. Address L. C. I., care 
Truth Seeker office. u; l 
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THE law is sacred. Yes, but rebellion 
may bJ S'!.Ored too.-George Eliot. 

FoR trnth has sneh a force and snob a mien, 
As to be loved needs only to be seen. 

-Dryden. 

THE miracle to be accounted for is the 
incredulity of the Jews, not the resnrrec
tion.-Didtrot. 

ONlll facb of hnman nature on!:!ht not to 
escape the prPachers. The way to get peo
ple to church is not to forbid them every
thin~ eha on S11ndav with the i<lea of 
forcing them to go.-New York World. 

LET us reverently, bnt honestly, look 
the qnestion in the faoA. Divorced from 
matter, where is lifP? Whatever onr faith 
may sav, onr knowled,qe shows them to be 
indissolubly jQined. Every meal we eat, 
and every cnp we drink, illustrates the 
mvsterinns control of mind by matter.
Tyndall. 

PATRIOTISM is nationally what egoism is 
indiv<daally-has, in fact, the same root; 
and along wit.h kindred benefits brings kin
dred evils. Estimation of one's society is a 
reflex of self-estimation, and assertion of 
one's society's claims is an indirect asser
tion of one's claims ass part of it.-Her
bert Spencer. 

IF a man, holding a belief which he was 
tanght in childhood or persnaded of after· 
wsrds, keeps down and pnshes away any 
doubts which arise abont it in h:s mind, 
purposely avoids the reading of books and 
the company of men that call in question 
or di~cnss it, and regards as impions those 
questions which cannot easily be asked 
withont distnrbin~ it-the life of that man 
is one long sin a!:!ainst mankind.- lVilliam 
Kingdon Clifford. 

CLING fast th'ln nnd:Jr all circumstances 
to self.ownership. Refu>e all bribes for 
its sake. Accept nothing which will weaken 
self-ownership in yon or in any other man. 
If the politician of any party comes to yon 
and offers to make yonr position better, to 
render yon any servi~e. to build np any 
pnblic system, by placing restrictions 
either npnn :rourselvs or npon others, re
fnse his <.,Jl'er. He has no trne commission 
to do these things. He has no commission 
to dispense good and evil and to make you 
dependent on himself and his ~<ifts. His 
gifts are an impertinence and a knavery. 
The one service and the only one he can 
perform for :von is to increase liberty, to 
get rid of large bits of his own handiwork, 
and to snrronnd self-ownership and the 
consent of each Person as regards his own 
actions with effioient protection.-.Aube· 
ron Herbert. 

HYPoCRISY bas always hated Ianohter, 
and alw9ys will. Absurdity detPsts hu
mor, and stupidity despises wit. V ultaire 
was the master of ridicnle. He ridicul"d 
the absnrd, the impossible. He ridicnled 
the mythologies and the miracles, the 
stnpid lives and lies of the saints. He 
fonnd pretense and mendacity crowned 
bv credulity. He found the ignorant many 
controled by the cnnning and crnel few. 
He fonnd the historian saturated with 
superstition, filling his vclnmes with the 
details of the impossible; and he fonnd the 
scientists satisfied with "they say." Vol
taire had the instinct of thf' probable. He 
knew the law of average, the Sf& level; he 
had the idea of proportion, and so he ridi
culed the mental monstrosities and deform
ities-the non sequiturs-of his day. Aris
totle said women had more teeth than 
men. This was repeated again and again 
by the Catholic scientists of the Eight
eenth century. Voltaire conn ted the teeth. 
The rest were satisfied with "they say." 
-Ingersoll. 

PREHISTORIC arcl:Jreology is a new sci
ence. I can remember when neither its 
name nor its methods were known to the 
most learned anthropologists. B.,t it has 
already 1anght us by incontrovertible ar
guments a wonderful trnth, a trnth oppos
ing and reducing to naught many teach
ings of the sages and seers of past genera
tions. Thr-y imagined that the primal 
man l:Jad fallen from some high estate; that 
he l:Jad forfeited by his own falseness, or 
been driven by some hard fate, from a 
pristine Paradise, an Eden garden, an 
Arcady; that his ancePtors were demi-gods 
and heroes, h1mself thexr degenerate de
scendant. How has prehi~toric arcl:ire
ology reversed this pictnre? We know 
beyond cavil or question that tbe earliest 
was also the lowest man, t.he most igno
rant, the most brntisb, naked, homeless, 
half-speechless. Bnt .the gloom surround
ing; this distant background of the race is 
relieved by rays of glory; for with knowl
edge not lees positlv &re we assured that 
through all.hither time, through seeming 
retrc..gressxons and darkened epochs the 
advance of the race in the main tow~rd a 
condition better by every standard has 
been certain aad steady.-Prof. D. G. 
Brinton. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 

S 6 ~ P hi t t 1 P 
1 na.l Punishment., Some Who A.re Damn~d 

Orne Do am~ B S a Ow riGBSI What I Believe, lmmorta.lity. This lecture is 
on the famous text, ·· 'l'he Olergy know that I 
know that th!!Y do not know." 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. PEr:~~~~~~f~~'EI,~\~~~~~-DEATR 
PROCEEDING"! OF THE CIVIL RI6HTS 

MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
Mailed singly :or 10 cents each: twelve of ~~,ny WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 

one, or an agsortment of twelve. for $1. of HoN. FBEDEBIOK DouGLASS and CoL. RoB
ERT G. lNGEliSOLL on the Deoisi .. n of the 

AN ANTIDOTE A~ALYZED. Reply to a UnitedRta•es Oourt that the 01vil Rights Act 
Christiau who had attack Ad Freethinkers, is Unoonstitutiona.l. lfifty.three large octavo 
and EAPO·in_g the Inconoistency of Chrbtians j pa~es, of which Oolonel InA'ersoll's speech 
gPnerally H 0 LnsA. occn\!)_es 38 pages. 

BIHLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowin~ that PULPl'l't..PEW, AND CRADLE. So long 
Liquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the Pulpit speaks to believing Pews com-
and Eujoined hy the Bible. Edwin C Walker. posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle will be 

CHRIS l'lANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME rooked by ghosts and the race will remain on 
Authenticated by the 1'11ble. 0 B Whit- its knees to. a devil of its o~n ore!lotion and to 
ford l\l D a God who IS powerle•s aga1nst h1m. One of 

DH) MAN FALL 1 Is the Garden of Eden He! ll Gardener's bright•st efforts. 
a Fact? Isra"l 7J Groh THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 

EPI HEMIC 'DELUSIONS. A Lecture by TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable M. llabcoc~. 
re~tsons for Religious and other Deln•ions. RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CH U lWH. ~ashbum's best lectures, and it is, like all of 
John E. Remdbnrg's niost noted work, and hi•. very good. · 
one of th<> most pffective ever written by any SCIENCE TS. RELIGION, or The Con-
Freethinker. fiiot Between Reu.son and Superstition. T 0 

FIRS I' EPISTLE OF DENNETT TilE Widd <"om be. 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
Written while journeying in and ne.r the land Presenting the evi 'ence or the forgery of his 
of Y ~thweh. UontaininA' the best moral in- alleged_gosnel. H J Se gneuret. 
strn~tions of the world from the gre~tt teacn- SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
ers o,f the, formPr ages. D M Bennett. CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 

THE GIANT pELUSION. A p~per rPe.d CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
before the ~reetuought Internat10nal Con- are inimical to chastity virtue and freedom 
f;:t:r:!r ~ft~~rfs0(m ~~~rft~.:l~~~- Wettste n's SPIRITUALISM FROM A MATERIAL~ 

THE GLORY OF IN' LDELtTY. To ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
which is added a poem on Thomas Paine. One wood. W~1tten before Mr. Underwood joined 
of -<amuel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. the Pa;E<'hlc Researrhers. 
Every Christian who asks tne idiotic ques- THUMD:SCREW AND RACK.. Torture 
t10n, "What Has Intidehty Done?" should be Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 
indue~.d to read this book, if he has to be paid 9entnries for th~promulgation of Christian-
to do 1t. 1ty. B~mg the Nuremburg Collection, w1th 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 1 Was Jesns specimtns from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pic-
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise tnres. Tho descriptions and reflections by 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh George E. l'IIardonB.ld. 

INGERSOLL AND n:SUS. Showing how VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
the two agree. Ayoem by Samuel P Putnam. TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-

THE Ll.Ml'fATIUSS OF TOLER \.TlON dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
A discussion between Cot Robert G. Ingersoll, Translated b~ James Par~on, author of the 
Hon.FredericR.Coudert.Ex-Gov.StewartL. Lof of Volta1re. To which are added the 
Woodford, b~fore the Nmeteenth Oentnry three great poems of Gaeth,, George Eliot. 
Club of New York. •· Each man has the same and L.,ngfellow. 
right to express to the whole world his idea.s WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED 1 Anstin 
that the reRt of the world have to express Bierhower. A r .. wrer's con<ideration of the 
the_ir thnugh_ts to him." ColoJ;~el Ingersoll evidencE\ of tl>at alle~teil event. 

. mam~ams thll!, the other.s deny 1t. Mr, Oou- WAS JESUS INSANE 1 A consideration 
dert 1s a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a of nhri>t'- a.lle~ted aO'·• whi•,b would lead one 
ProteRtant. . to that concln•ion. r, K Washburn 

MATERIALISM: _Its Hl,.tory,_ a"d Its In- WHY DON'T HE LEND A HANDt And 
ftuen,ce Upon -<omety. Dr. Loms Buchner. other Agnoqtic Poems. Samuel P. Pn'nom. 

MIRACLES A_ND MIRACLE WORKERS. Tne title poem i• perhaps the most popular 
A Con.1derat10n of the Marvels and Miracles of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 
of the New restament One of John Peck's many editions of it havo bee" called 'or The 
best books. other poems are: The Golden A ee The Idea' 

MOSES DEFORE THE COURT, or The a!'d the Rsa.l Not Dea!l. but Li-rtng Frni-
For~?ery of the vld Te.tament. Dedicated to tlOn, HooebTP,omas Pame, Nature'A Gospel, 
+he Cl<rgy. H. J. Sei~rneuret, M.D. Ad9,ress t'! e1ty, ani! tn~ shor• poFmso often 

THE NEW GOD. "lt 1s an open secret remtfd. Wl!h great effect by Char lAs Watts, 
that man has always made hi< Gods. They IGLLveTUHLElghCtO. M 'G 
exist in and through him, as the image exists W IN MAN WORSHIP 
in and through the mirror .. Take away man I GOD 1 B F Underwood; written be-
and you take away God-tne Image van1shes. "I fore 1\fr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
T his pamphl- t, therefore, is a consideration • s· archer•. 
of what kind of a God man should make. I WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
!:lamuel P. Putnam.. I RESS A 1 t d 1· d ORTHODOXY. A lPcture by Colonel ~ , ec ure. e 1vere at th~ 
Robert G. Ingersoll. and one of that great Freeth1~ker~ I~ter~atlonal Congr'PS at ChJ-
man's best. 'l'he subiects considerfd are: Or- cago. U~nslde mg · The Oause of Woman s 
thodox Religion D:rin(l' Out Religious Deaths , SnbJnHgatlOn, The Canon Law and Its FffActs 

dB' th• rh R li r· R • ·t 1· Upon r, TheologyNeverHe\pful to Woman, an lr .J...' e e glOJ;l o emprom y, M._o-, Invention Woman's Friend Freethought the 
hamm-d, Tne DestructiOn !)f Art, The D1s- Benefactor "f Wo.,au 1'\us":~.., H w· .. 
covery of AmeriCa, Oopemwus and Kepler, WO"'AN• HER p 1 on CharieR Darwin, Special Providence, The ,,. r • AST AND PRESENT, 
Latest Cree i, God aR a Governor. The Love HER RIGUTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
of God, 'fhe ¥all of M;an •. The Atone.ment, ure delivered before tne Woman Ruffrage AA-
The Second Birth, Ins 1rat10u, Tne Re1gn of socia ion of Denver, Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought 'l'he 
Resurrectio!l., The Judgment-Day, Pions Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Evasions "l"o B ble, No Civilization;" Mira- for a dollar. 
cle8 .of the New. TestHmeJ;~t, !'he Ascension, 1 Address TJJlil 'T'lUT'l'l'f Rli!lilKJil~. CO., 
Castmg out Dev!ls, NecessitY of Belief, l<'ter- 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It wnl 

Make You 

laugh. 

By·~ATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning tt.e Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old T~stament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

400 P 200 Fuii-Pago 
agos. Picturos. 

CONTENTS. 
Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera., 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
tBS.~e~~,fHj~i\¥Sister,' Samson the Strong, 
One of Twins, Ruth and Boaz. 
Jacob and EHan, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, David,. God's ]'avorite, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams; Some r:;tories from the Book of KinNs, 
Holy 111oseH. Ad t f' " Ba· ls.am the Dl·v1·ner, ven ures o the ProJ:lhets, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TBIJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York city. 
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In the nature of things, 
SAYb 

IM>BERT G. INGERSOT.L. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co., New York. 

The Great Inger_ 
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A :finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men . 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
g-otten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a :fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
. This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 
lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cantil. 
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SIIE: "Rev. Hooper Rnrp preaches a 
special sermon this evening on 'Dives.' 
Won't you come, Rob11rt?" He: "No· 
I'm sick and tired of this moral reforn: 
business. "-Puck. 

MR. HAYTON: "If ther snit is worth fifty 
dollars, as yon say, I don't see how yon 
can afford to sell it for six-ninAty-sevenl" 
Mr. Isaacs (confidentially): ''Hark, main 
frendt, I dells you somedingsl I vas a 
goot G!!otholio, nndt der briest says I must 
do penance; so I s<>lls you dot suit at a 
brice vot nearly bankrupts mel"- Puck. 

Two Kentuckians quarreled while trying 
to swap horses, and immediately shot each 
other to death. Incidents like these make 
the disappearance of the horse a des'rable 
consummation. We suppose there was 
never a horse-trade yet that did not draw 
the inherent dishonesty of the swapperR to 
the surface with the strength of a powerful 
plaster. Horse-trading bl\s emptied pul
pits and left no ohuroh-offi!ler the right to 
paSR the Contribution-box. It is amazing 
that the profes9ional reformers did not 
prohibit him ages ago.-Judge. 

FIRST BROTI'llllR (at o~ean Grove): "Good 
morning, brother! What a perfectly di
vine Sabbath morning! -What a trnlv re
ligiouq feeling pervades this holy Spot! It 
was a heaven-born idea for the founders to 
look the gates on the Sabbath morning, 
and thus shut out sin and worldly busi
ness." Slloonil Brother: "Amen, brother! 
Amen! But whither dost thou journey?" 
First Brother: "Oh, I'm going over to 
Asbury Park to purchase milk and Sunday 
po.persl Where do you go?" Second 
Brother: "I'm going over there, too. I 
want to get some bread for breakfast."
Puck. 

CAN Judge Gaynor permit this? We 
hav his word for it that he. is ''in the 
hands of Providence," and yet here are a 
number of his friends trying to remove 
him from that protecting embrace and ar
ranging a meeting to be held on M nnday 
evening, at which a boom for Gaynor for 
mayor will be launched. This look!! seri
ous, and the judge should realize the im
portance of preventing his friends from 
interfering in the myste~ions ways of 
Provid'lnoe. That he has some grasp of 
the situation is shown by h s plaintiv re
mark to a reporter of the Brooklyn Eaqle 
yesterday. "I wonder," said he, "if I 
will ever get any one to balieve it," refer
ring to his statement that he could not 
convince neople that he ''did not want to 
run for offiae two years ago," that he •' did 
not want to run for offi!le oue year ago," 
and that it was useless for him "to try 
further to do it now." Perhaps not, jn '~ge; 
we don't know. But wh~n your friends 
try to take yon bodily out of the hands of 
Providence, it is time for yon to call a halt: 
How would it do to issue an injunction 
against the Gaynor boom?-1ribune. 

THE general reader has probably h11.d a 
surfeit of apocryphal specimens of • • En"'
lish as she is wrote,"answers by sohooi
ohildren to qnestions in history, etc., but 
the following samples are gennin, and 
worthy of preservation. They are taken 
from recent Sunday-school examination 
papers, and were q•toted last month before 
the Presbyterian Commission of Victoria 
by Mr. Wishart the examiner in connec
tion with the "Allan BoqueRt ": Q11estion: 
"What is dfcotual calling?" Answers: 
"Calling two or three times at once, or 
else oalllng all the time." "The work of 
'God's. grace whereby we are enabled to liv 
more unto sin and die unto righteousness." 
"The work of G ·d's grace wher.,by w11 are 
removed into. another world." Q. "What 
is nrgEid in the Tenth Commandment?" 
A. "Not to be thankful for what we've 
got." "To do everything without covet
ousness, and look upon onrselvs with full 
contempt." Q. "Giv a proof text show
ing that we should pray for what is re
quired for the supPort of life." A. "We 
should pray that Christ would be kind to 
our pnents, deliver nB from evil, dinner, 
breakfast, bread, and butter, and other 
requisite.'' Q ''What two oJq,sses of men 
ca. me tn see the child J "BUB at Bet.hlehem ?'' 
A. "W1ld men of thEI E\st." "Wise men 
of the East offt1~ed J "Bns the franchise" 
(frankincense). Q "W nat cheering worns 
dtd the Lord spea..k to P.ml nt Corinth?'' 
A. "Y nn shall never see my face again." 
Q. "Who was the first martvr?" A. 
•· Martin Luther." "Agrippa." · Q. "What 
were his last words?" A. "I am the light 
of the world." "Be sure and kill David." 
Q. " What would hav saved Sodom from 
aest.rnotion ?" A. ''Ten riotous persons." 
"Water-the:v had no fire brigade.'' Q. 
"Why did God command Abraham to 
offer up Isaac?" A. "Because he was not 
a good man, and did not keep the Flab
bath." Q. "Name three wave in which 
the Sabbath was broken in Jerusalem in 
Nehemiah's time." A. "They married 
Infldels, wor•hiped asses, and trod wine 
presses.'' "Hawkers ran about the 
streets.''-"X,"in "Harbinger of Light." 
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NEW EDITION-· 

PBOSE-PDEMS AID SElECTIDIS. fREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK 
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. · I 

Revised antl greatly Enlar~ed. A Hand
some Q11arto, oontainmg over 

400 pages. 

The book is desie:ned f1r, and will be acc~pted 
~. alimiring friends as a r.r~p~rson•lsouvemr. 
To hqlp 1t servA thi• purp JSe, a fine •tPel portrait., 
with "ut,,.,e:raph fac simi e. ha• been prepared 
e~peciallv for 1t. In the m 1re "lega'lt styes of 
b• nding it is eminently suitqd for presentation 
purposes; for any sea.son or occasion. 

CONrE~Til: 
Oration delivered ou The Chri~tia.n Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, fu Choice, 
before the G A.. tl. W hv? 
at the •ca.demy of Im!l.l!iRation, 
Musi ,N.Y. Bctence. 

A 'l'r1bute to Ebon C. If D•~th W.nli~ All, 
I~ger<oll, Here and. There, 

A Vision of War, )<o" Long? 
<\.t a Ohilli'• G .a.ve, J"iberty, 
Beneftt• for Iuj11ries. Jehovan and Brahma, 
We B~ild, 'rhA Free Soul, 
A Tr1bute to the Rev. f.if .. , 

t\.1exa.nder Clark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Gra't B .. nquet, B·e her, 
Ap••t•nphe to olberty, Tribute to Courtlltndt 
A Tribute to Jonn G. Palmer, 

Mill•. The Brain, 
TheWarPa.udWoof, 'JhoS,cr dLeaves. 
T~" Cemetery, Origin aod D>stiny. 
Ori~ina.lit-.-, Wh•.t is Poetry? 
'l'hen and Now, Mv Po"i•ion, 
Voltaire, Gooil and Bad, 
Laza.ru•, 'l'ne M raonL:ms Book, 
""h .tis Worship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Rumbold'., ''he Ab~litwnists, 
God S'Lient, Provi-ience, 
Alcoh<l, The Mm Ch-ist, 
A>tgu,te Comte, The Dlvinq Salutation, 
The Infidel, At the GNve of B.nja-
Napol~on, min W Parke•, 
The Republic. Fashion and Beotuty, 
D .. wn of tile New Day, 4J> strol!_h.e to Smence, 
Reformers, E!iznr Wrie:ht, 
The Gar~ en nf 'Eden, 'l'hP rm~~ogmation, 
Thomas Paine. N ·J ReBpe~ter of Persons 
The Age .,f Faith, Abr•ham Lincoln, 
nril!'i'l of R•ligi"n; '!'he M•anin, of Law, 
The U 'P&rdon<tble Sin, What i• .l:ll•sphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Some Reasons, 
••ree Will, Selec ions, 
Th" King of Death, LoVP 
The Wi,e Man, The BirtholaceofBnrns 
Bruno, MrR- I ·a Whitin2' 
Tne Rea.! Bible, Knowles, 
B ·neiliet Soinoz11o, Art and M,~alit,., 
'Ph' F1rst Doubt, 'l'ribu Ge to RJscJe Conk-
The Infinite Horror. ling, 
N ~ture, Trib .te to Ric bard H. 
Night a o'l Morning, Whitingo, 
• h• 0 ofii~t. Mr<. Mary H. Fiske. 
neath of the Ae:ed, Hor•c~ Heaver 
TheCharityof Extrava.- The Music of Wagner, 

"'an .... e, L~ave~ of Grass, ~ 
Wom n, Vivi•e·tion, 
Th" 8q,ored Myths, The Republl 1 of Medioo-
lnl'lpi~ation, ritv, 
RA!ie:ious Liberty of the A Tribute try Wa.lt Whit-

Bib'e, man. 
The L .ugh of a C!J.ild, 

In clo'h- bev•led board•, gilt edgA•, $~.50; half 
mo-occo, e:ilt edgAR,$>: half cdf. m •ttled 

edg's, librarv style, M 50; !nU Turkey 
Mor"cco, gilt, exq 1i ·it,ly fine, 

$7.50; full trea-calf, highest 
possible finish, $~. 

Bent to au:v adiress, bvexp•e•B, prepaid, or mail 
post frae, on receipt of price. 

A Cheaper Editictn from · tllame 
plates, good paper. wide 

margim~, cloth, $1.50-
Address THE TRUTH REEKER, 

28 Lafayette PL New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OR, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
BV T. C. WIOOICO:UBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Offi'l~. 

U[SIGN fALLACifS. 
A Ref:ut;at;ion of: the Ar"u

:rnent; That; Nat;u:re ~x
hibi-ts Marks of: Having 
Been. Deshrned by an In
telligent; Being-

SYNOPSIS 1 

I. The D<ldign ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By N eces
aita.ting an lnfimtP Her1es of DeRignE<rs. 

II. If '£here Were a. Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. • 

UL If l'IH1re Were One He Could Not Be Wise. for 
His Processes Are Egregwu•ly Slow, 
They Are Egregionsly Wasteful, 
They OfGen Serve No U•e, · 
They Have ProJ.ilcPd FaUltY Mechanisms. 

CV. Wha.t la O&lled Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch 1\rl!'nruent 1• lllegltlm•te. 

V. What t\.ctuallyDid Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom•· and Design 
VIL The Argument of "Ftrst Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

28 La.fa:vette I:' lace. I' Y. 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

~'u••· witty, &nd aarca.stic d.3finitiona of >h"~ 
lotrloal tumJ, Prioe.llfi cenk. 

SHOWING 

'l'HE ABS~DITY AND UNTRUTHFUL
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIJI{ 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE

VEALING THE ABUSES 
OJI' A UNION 011 

(lP:UBOH AND 
STATR. 

185 F:.U-Page 
lllustratioi\S. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

STATISTICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGNS BY WATS7.N HESTON, 
WITH Pulf.TRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The illustrations are c!usifted as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
fa " The Church ltobbing the People, 
8 " Thank•giving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Chilciren ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
3 The Ohnr~h and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
s The Bible and Science. · 
15 The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Per>itentiaries. 
4 The Atonemem Sc!!eme. . 
4 Th~ Lord and H1s Works. 
ll Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

1 re~t Samples of Christianity's Work. 
I! " Missionaries. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
Ill " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 • ~he Church and Slavery. 
a .. riests and Politics. 
t eland and the Uhnrch. 
g • Church's ldea of Civilization. 
1 • The Uses nf the Cross. 
t • Unkind rleliections on thil'Church. 
9 Persecutions of the Church. 
JlJ Some Allegories. 
a " Heaven. 
II ,. HelL ' 
t MiscellaneOUB. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha• ever be
fore app•ared iLl this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one liKe it will ever again be pub
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit cf putting the book in the reach of alL 
At t.wtee the vrico lt WOT'ld have been a cheap hook. Art,st Hest.on as & portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful s"cces-<. and we judge from our own f~elin~s that nearl¥ every Libera.! in 
america will desire a copv of thi8 most wunderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberelism He has dedicated his genius to 
Jl'rPethou.ht, and has done fai hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Hut the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of his \Oiume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter th- t Re ve first as exp,anations of th ~ illustra.ti· ns? and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
fal •• ty of the chnrcn's profe5s10ns and the hypocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of t.,e; best weapons against Christianity 11nd the church that has eve:r been put :n the 
b!!.nd.• of 'l<rP.At.bmkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

NO HBEGLNNLNG;" I POPES AKD 1'f(tllt DOJHGS 
OR, 

The Funda1nental 
I ACCOUNT 01!' 

Fallacy. I Vicars of Christ ana Vtceoerents oJ Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-•ense exposure of the error in the 

r•a~oning npon wb.icn 1s ba;ed the belief in a 
"Creation" or" Fir-t Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.l\'I H. MAPf E. 
"This volume <hscu•ses the question of a cre

atorwi'h sucb. pla'une•s of wordino& tn•t eveu 
the unlearned c•n u .1ders ta d, a ad appr aches 
it from •o m ... ny d1ff >rent directions that it is 
one o, the most. comprehensive aud conclu"ive 
wo• k • on the onbje t we remember seeiug."-THE 
TRUTH 8EFKE '• July 2~, 1898. 

Nearly 21JOpae:es. wi h e•ghteen chap'ers and a. 
preface, bonn t nea Jy and strongly 1n cloth. 

PJIICE, $1; POSTPAID. . 
o\ilil•<>.. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSM/AN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI61HAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOR 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School8 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Song~-

COMPTI.~n RV L. K. WAS'R'BURN. 

Price, $1.50. For su.le at This O:ffi~f'. 

$7 5 A MONTH and-- Lady .. 
GeoL Samples fret. 
A pennanent situation 

21J:Lnln teed. Write today. Addreu P. 0. Box &sos, Bostoa, llln11. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· t A~; I~r~~0,!to9!~~~! ag~!f~~u t 
; 

Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$Wperday ~ 
can be easilf,Iuadein any locality; our goods f' 

e ::~~}~~~~~i~~f; 'FeJ.i~W5~n~ ~~g~ r;},ll ~~ e e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-Nay e 

f 
for fnll_particulars, or we will se'lld with ; 
same a Valuable sample of our . ,;oods in 
Solid Silver ripon receipt of 10 cents tn e 
silver or stamps. Established In l8Jl2- Ad-; 
dress, STA:Ni>ARD SILVERWARE 

-CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

.ard~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~;~ edYOf~ 
01J11, DR. R. P. FELLOWS, - _ 
__ where J'Oile&~~adver....- 1fluelaDd.1'f.S. 

li NOW READ THIS f 
Dr.l•'ellow~ is a sta.nch L 'TIRBA'L an<l a very 

' successful physicia.n. at na.s t ·eated DISEASES 

I OJ<' r..n;N for twenty yeal:h .•. ud his remediA• are 
an <'Utgrowth of this 1ong pr& Jtice, which shoul.d 
!live confidence oo tb0.1e .allcwd. 
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THE CARPENTER'S SON IS RECOGNIZED. 
·;ls not this the carpenter's son? Is not his mother called Mary, and his brethren, James, and Joses, and Simon, and 

-Judas.-Mat. xiii, 55. 

NICABAGUA has settled her foreign debt 

OWING to the well-ordered limitation of 
supply, the price of silver is rising. 

NATIV Italian troops in Abyssin~a hav 
·whipped a force of anti-Italian native. 

THE French hav conquered Madagascar 
and established a protectorate over the is
land. 

ENGLAND is consuming yearly larger 
quantities of meat per head of lb.e popu
lation. 

IN Belgium on Oct. 6th a wild locomotiv 
telescopt:d three coaches, killed 18 persons, 
and injured 100. 

THE number of Armenians killed in the 
Constantinople riots is now said to be 200. 
Fresh massacres are reported at Trezibond. 

IT is reported that the Japanese troops 
in Formosa hav routed the main army of 
the Black Flags, consisting of 10,000 men. 

A SHIPPING strike is threatened at Bel
fast and on the Clyde. If all go out who 
are expected to more than 100,000 men 
will be idle. 

FBANKLIN LEoNARD PoPE, a famous 
electrician, was killed at his home in Great 
Barrington, Mass., on Oct. 13th. Three 
thousand volts passed through his body. 

THEBE was rioting between Catholics 
and Liberals in Barcelona, Spain, over the 
suspension by the government of a profes
sor who published a book declared to be 
heretical. 

LAsT Sunday it rained in torrents in 
New York. Nevertheless three poor men 
who sold umbrellas on the street were ar
rested and fined. This is the age of crim
inal fools. 

IT is reported that Herr Liebknecht, the 
president of the German Socialistic con
gress recently in session in Breslau, will 
be prosecuted for high treason because of 
utterances in connection with Emperor 
William. 

SENATOR IRBY, of South Carolina, is re
ported to hav denounced the Bllffrage sec
tion of the new constitution of his state as 
a "political monstrosity-one of the most 
dangerous schemes ever concocted in the 
brain of man." 

REv. DR. RYLANOE, just returned from 
England, says, anent the question of local 
option, that it "would be not at all dread
ful" if we follow the example of England, 
where the public houses are open five 
hours on Sunday. 

AT Ferrol, Spain, workmen made a dem
onstration against naval officers who the 
day before had assaulted newspaper men. 
The marines had to be called out. Popu
lar sympathy is said to be with the journal
ists and workmen. 

A LARGE number of men, including sev
eral of the leading engineers of the mine, 
were killed or badly injured by an explo
sion of gas in the Dorrance colliery of the 
Lehigh Valley Coal Company in Wilkes
barre, Pa., on Oct. 7th, 

IN Westphalia an order to close the ·beer 
gardens and other similar places at a much 
earlier hour than usual led to disturbances 
which were with difficulty quelled by the 
gendarmes and police with drawB swords. 
More trouble is anticipated. 

A DISPATCH, permitted to come through 
by the Spanish censor, announces that the 
Cubans seized in Aserrados Bay, near 
Santiago, a pilot boat which had been 
equipped as a cruiser, disarming the crew 
and taking the machine gun. 
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RIG I-IT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 

By SIJSAN II. WIXt)N. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considoring from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE. $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

,T~e Glory of lnfl~elity 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

This is one of the best of 1\Ir. l'utnam's works, 
and no Freethinker or Infidel should be without 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00, 

THE Supreme Court of Kansas has de
·clared unconstitutional that part of the 
prohibitory law of the state which permit
ted officers to force doors and make arrests 
without warrants. 

A woMAN was arrested in Catania, Sicily, 
for poisoning children with phosphorus. 
She confessed the crime, saying that she 
wanted revenge for the death of two of 
her own children, who were bewitched. 
Her victims so far number 23. 

N 0 2.8 l.i\F'A'rE.TTE. llLACE 

A HURRICANE swept over La Paz, Mex
ico, on Oct. lOth. Four lives were lost, a 
large number of persons injured, 184 
houses destroyed, 19 craft beached, and a 
government cutter sunk. 

THE Good Government clubs of this 
city per6ist in keeping their municipal 
ticket in the field, declanng that the fuBion 
between the Republicans, the State De
mocracy, et al., was the result of deals. 

IN Chicago on Oct. 7th a trolley car was 
"held up" by five masked robbers and 
the twenty passengers were relieved of 
their valuables, one being shot and three 
beaten for refusing to surrender property. 

OF 100 Congressmen who answered the 
question of the Washington Post, 17 said 
that they would, for various reasons, op
pose a resolution condemning a third term 
for a president. Two of these were Demo
crats, the others Republicans. Many Con
gressmen are in favor of a single term of 
six years; some of a single term of four 
years. 

WILLIAM WETMORE SToRY, sculptor, 
poet, novelist, and lawyer, died on Oct. 
7th at Vallambrosa at the residence of his 
daughter, the Marchesa Peruzzi. He was 
born in Salem, Mass., Feb. 12, 1819. His 
three children are all distinguished artists, 
one, the Marchesa Peruzzi, a musician, 
Waldo, a sculptor, and Julian, the husband 
of Emma Eames, a painter. 

AT the Atlantic Garden, in New York, a 
very respectable place, the police would 
not last Sunday permit the serving of even 
ice water, and finally forbade the appear
ance of two singers on the stage. It is now 
the rule that raw oysters do not constitute 
a meal; only with fried oysters, or with 
the bivalves cooked in some other way, can 
the customer get a glass of wine. 

THE municipal election in Indianapolis 
on Oct. 8th reversed the verdict of last 
year, the Democrats this year electing all 
their nominees by majorities ranging from 
1,500 to 3,500. The change is attributed 
partly to the unusual division of the Ne
gro vote and partly to dissatisfaction with 

',fl, IC£ 25 CENT~' 

the Nicholson liquor law and the enforce
ment of the prohibitory laws previously 
on the statute book, particularly the shut
ting up of everything on SundQy. 

THERE are new complications in Corea. 
There has been a riot during which the 
queen disappeared and it is supposed that 
she was assaBSinated. The Tai Won Kun, 
the father of the king, is now supreme. 
He has compelled the king to degrade the 
dead queen to the rank of a concubine and 
to outlaw her family. Men in Japanese 
dress and armed with Japanese swords 
were among the rioters. They are sup
posed now to hav been Soshi, hired bravos. 
Japan had sent P.er ablest diplomats to 
Corea's capital, but they could effect noth
ing against the opposition of the queen, 
who was intensely pro-Chinese in her sym
pathies and would eee no foreign woman 
but the wife of the Russian minister. 
Russia is Japan's great rival at the Corean 
court and for the dominance of the Orient. 
The chief procurator of the court at Yoko
hama has been sent to Seoul to direct an 

exhauativ examination into the circum-. 
stances of the asmssination, 

T"WO DOLLARS FOR OHE, 
" THE LITTLE FREETHINKER " 

The only papar publisheil for the :voung that is 
free fromsuperstBion One year 50 cents. Six 
monthP, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cents. LtttlP. 
F1·eethtnJcer has been enlarged and improved 
and is now a paper Liberals may be proud of. 
I'll send Little Freetlttnlce.r. J!oote's Health 
Monthly, and Tlw MavJtower Maaaztne one 
year, the Home, a 16-page story paner, and twelve 
fine flowering bulbs of different ldndsia!l for $1. 

Addres• ELMINA D BLEN mR, 
4!41 Snowville, Pulaski connty, Va. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

R<Jlations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 'lRUTH SEl!JKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THE RELIGIOUS FANATICS. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBuTB SuxEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"awa.rd them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

Z o any subscriber now on our li8t who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollar~ for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINXEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-Boox, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make thiB offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we· will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-Boox. 

The pictures in the FBEETBINXER's PICTORIAL 
TEXT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abu&les of a union of church and 
state. It has 185 Full-page Illustrations. 
with copious citation9 of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholar9 to maintain the ar1ument 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav leen sold, '\nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you :tin get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get itnow. 

of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of thos~ representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church ·Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Ohurch, 10; The 
Church and Thomp,s Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as-
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's this country, aud it 1s very doubtful if another one like it 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 

C 
Seeker Company th~ credit of putting the book in the 

1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; burch reach of all. At twice the price it would he.v been a 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; signer is a wonderful successt and we judge fromour own 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the feelings that nearly every Lioeral in America will desire 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some M-:i~i~~.this most wonderflll volume.-.FTeethink61'8' 

Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7· Mr. Heston deserves to be callec:l the artist-hero of Lib-
This o:fter cannot apply to renewals. Premi- eralism. He has dedicated his genins to Freethought, 

and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
ums for them can be found on the second page of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
this issue. We are giving :five dollars' worth for whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
hr · thi m d th · :fit · •t t pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 

t ee m s Ouer, an ere 18 no pro m 1 excep the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip- falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
tiona ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
few books from time to time, and the small margin that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
on them may make us whole. Ini'uce your neigh- Bo8ton Inve8tigator. 
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. S d b 'b d t th b k f . . , en us a new su son er an ge e oo ree 
Or, ~t you are not now a subscnber, send us three of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE l>OL·\ subscriber, send us $3 and get the book "nd he 
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBJIJI DOLLARS. paper for one year. 

... ,_ 
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Cheap Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkin~. 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing "Missionar, 
Work." convenient to ha.n<l to neighbors, frieuds 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little eYI!uJ.gels of truth. 

They range in price from one to ten cents each. 
They are so ww in p1 ice that thon•ands of gen
erous hearted persons can aff~rd to buy them fur 
gratuitous dbtribnt.ion. Too many of tbem can
not bcl spread broadcast over our land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon
sisteucy of Uhriotians Generally . .li. UI11.Y 
Luse ................... .. ............... 10 

Astr<l-l'heolog-'. L L Dawson, Showing the 
story of Uhrist in the New T~ota.ment to 
be but an Alleg'lrical represent•tlOn of 
the ann's course through thd diffe,ent 
zodiaJM signs............................. 5 

Apost es of Christ. Anstin tiolyoake... . . . . 5 
Tile B,ble God Vis proved by Nature. W. E. 

Cole.ua.n ................................... 5 
Bible ld<li11otry. Robert G. Ingersoll.......... 3 
'rile .Bible: Is.t Relia.bleasaGnid? C. Watts. 2 
Bla.sphemy and the Bible C B ReynoUs..... 5 
1'ue l:look of Esther. A Sp cimen of What 

Passes as the Inspired Wo.d o- God..... 5 
Buddhist Nihilism. .Prof. •· . .Max Muller.... . 5 
Constan'ine the Great, Port. ayJ••K tue Ini

quity of the First Uhrist1an Emperor. 
S. H. Preston ............................ . 

The Comswck .Postal Law UnconstJtn·ion .. l. 
(ThiS is the statute under which Mr. J. 
B. Wise i. now ndi<·t d f ,r send ng a 
verse from the Bib.e through thE> mail.) 
T. B. Wakeman......... ...... ... ... ... ... 10 

Cruelty and UJ·.,dnlity of the Human Race. 
Dr. Daniel Arter. .. . .. . .. .. . ... .. . .. . .. . . .. 2 

Cbristi~~omty a .Borrowed ystem. Bennett. 2 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

Civilization. Ch!!.rles Watts .. ..... ... 5 
The Cllr stian Deity. uharles Watts . ..... . 2 
The UhrJstJan Faita. 20" Questions Without 

Answ~rs..... ..... .... .... ....... ........... 2 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogut- between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 

Poverty: Its Effects on the PolitiAaJ Condi-
tion of the f eople. Charles .Bradlaugh. 

Prot stant t erseout.ons W1lliam Cobo&tt .. 
Q<testiom for Bib~e Worshipers ..... , ......... . 
The Relat10n of Witchcraft to ltel!gion. A. U. 

L1·all ....................................... 10 
'rhe Relic:iou of Humanity Bett•r than Eter-

nal Punishment. ·M Bab~ock .......... 10 
Religioll of fnllnmanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the t;u,day Laws! (LJclnding the 

• Or•gin of Sabbaths.") By the.l!oditorof 
TheTruth Seeker .... ,.................... 8 

Revivalism l!:xamined. A. G Hnmphrev.. ... 2 
A Re<Uarkable Book ' Heview of Greg's 

Creed of Chnstendom. H. W. Dongl•s 
in Uanadian Sp eta tor.. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1 

'l'he Safe Side. H B B own .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 2 
Science and Bible Ant<tgonistic. Chas. W~ttts. 3 
A ::lecular Prayer. Anst1n Holyoake.... ...... 1 
Secular Responsibility. G J Holyoake... ... 2 
The Stage and the Pnlp.t. Robt G Ingersoll. 8 
Super titbn Disp1ayed. Wm. P tt's Celebra-

ted , .Ptter to tile Sects of -Great B itain 
"Scieucp of the Bib!"·" .Being the Hev. John 

Jaspe,'s Celebrated Serm~n on A"trono-

Tah Wftb."ili.~ .. :F~rii-.. :E:V&iii~li~t8: .. E .. w~~.i: 1 

ruff, ll.D. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
Thoughts on Atheism. Can Man b;• Se•rcn-

tng Find out God. Austin Hoi ,-oake... 8 
'!'he Tbeorv of Evolution. 'l"ho.nas H Huxley 10 
Toe l'•ne Ba i> •·f M rality. Annie Besa .t.. 2 
The Truth of Histor{. Robett G Ingersoll. 

(Reply to so 1 e of the Sn-da~<school 
Stories About Hi .) . .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. 3 

Two 8·10rt Se, mons, Rev. 'l'hfo!ogicns....... 1 
Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlan~h... ... .. 3 
Were Adam and Eve Our Jdrst Paren·s? 

Charl~s Bra•llangh........................ 3 
What Did Jesus Te&ch? Ohas. Bradlangh .. . 3 
Why Do 11en t>tarve? Charles Bradlaugh.... 2 
Wuen Did Paul Ltve? Scl!ol;sticus.. ... . .. .. 1 
Washington an Unbeiiever. J E Rem• burg.. 5 
WasChristCrn~ified? Aust.in Bi-'~obower ... 10 

Address THE TRUTH SEEt<ER, 
28 Lafavf\ttf\ n!A<'A. li!Pw Vnrk 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 

ROB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
Mandarm ............................. . 

The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 
Christian Scheme of Redemption. c. Watts. 
The Cnurch and Ednca iou. Anti-Je ,nit ..... 
The Church and Freethonght. Franklin 

~ The Field- Ingersoll Discus
~ sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 

cloth, 50 cents. 
Stamer .................................... 10 

Congress and Sunday Laws. (Shall the Mails 
be Stopped on Sunday?) By the Editor 
of The l'rmh Seeker .................... . 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· 
days. S 1' Putnam .. .. . .. ............ .. 

Constructive l:t"'tion .. l!sm. Annie Besant .. .. 
The Devil'• Due Bills, or Giv<' the Devil His 

Due. JohnSvphers. . ................ 2 
Daniel m the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Bwgraphy. 

Austin tlolyoake ......................... . 
Decadence of ChrlBtuLnity ................... .. 
The Declioe of l''aith. J 1!: Remsburg ...... . 
Defense of Secular Principles. Ch.,s. Watts .. 
Does there Exist a Moral o.:tovernor of the 

Universe? An·tin Hqlcoake ......... .. 

5 
1 
5 
~ 

Doubts of Iuiidels. Questions by a. Weak but 
Sincere Unristian.. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 5 

The Ethics or Reiigwn. W. K. Cliff·mi, F.R.S. 5 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1 m norMa.-

terialism. it. S Brigham, M.D.......... a 
F.volntio, or Israel's Gvd. A- L. !:lawson..... 5 
Essays on Miracles. D>tvid Hnme........ ... .. 10 
Father, Sou, aud tlolyG!Jost. "1' E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. l\1. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Syphers................... 1 
Free Speech and .l!'ree Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley..................................... 1 
Few Word, about the Devil. Chas. Bra<l.•ngh 3 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas Watts a 
The FroJ.J-.s of Chri,tianity. Annie Beeano.... 2 
German LiberaJi;m. Mrs. Cia·a Neymann... 1 
The G,Jsp >I of llhristl!l i~y and ohe Goo pel of 

Freeohought. AnnieBds&"t .... ... .. 2 
Has Mau a Son!? Charles .tlrad)an

1
7 h......... 3 

Heaven and Hell: Wh,re Sitn~>.te ? Austin 
Ho yuaKe .................... ............ 3 

Hereditary •.rransmiBsion. Illustrations of Ita 
Occurrence. Prof. Lonio E.sb ,rg ....... . 

Is There a God? Charles Bradlan>{h ..... . 
If Yon ·rakeAw~tYM< Re igion What Will Yon 

Give ~fe in Its Ste d? H. B. MartJD, M.D. 3 
Is America the New World? L L Dawson... 10 
Intidelity. H. W. Beecner.. .... .. .... .. ... . ... . 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll llatechised. Wi h Mr. lngersull's 

Poem on Hobert Burns................... 3 
Ingersoll on McGlynn . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. 3 
The Ills We Endnr~: Their Cause and Cure 

D. 111. Benne t. . .. . .. .. ... .. .. ...... .. . 5 
Is the Bible Iudicta ble? Annie Besant....... 2 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E J:temsbnrg. 5 
The Jews and Tneir God. I-aac Paden........ 6 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlangh . ...... .. 3 
Land Question. Ch~~orles Bradl•ngh.. ......... 2 
Large or :3mall Families? A. Holyoake....... 2 
Lay ::lermon. Robert G. Ingersoll............. 5 
Legend of Gantama Buddh .... .Par~~olleling th;t 

of Jesus U!Jr1st..... .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. 5 
Logic of D"ath; or, Why Sh~nld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? l:ly G. J. Holyoake . . . . . . 3 
The Logic of Life, Ded JCed from the Princi

ples of Freethoug.,t. G. J. Holyoake ... 3 
Lncticrons Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

Yoake .............. ...................... 5 
Liberty and Morality. Moncure D Conway. 2 
'l'he Liberty of .l:'nnting Hon. E. P. Hurlbut. 8 
Literature of th" Iusan '· F R Marvin, iii. D. 5 
"Manna." Orthodox Des r.ptions of How 

People are off m I:Iell....... ... .... .. .... .. 1 
Materi&liom an • Ur m,. B F UnderwJod.... 5 
Moral V&lne of th Bible. Cha~. Wa ts. ... .. .. 8 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A C:iticism of Re-

vival Doctrme ........................... .. 
Natura_! R Jigwn vs. Revealed Rel:gion. An-

me Besa .• t. . .. . . .. .. .. ...... .. 
New Life of Ab-aham. Charles Bradlaugh .• 
New uifeof David. Charles Bradlangll .... :. 
New f4fe of Jacob. Ctlarles Bra J .. ugn ..... .. 
New Life of Jonah. Uhas. Bradlangh ...... .. 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh .... : .. 
'l'he New F&ith. J. L Sr.vddartl ............. .. 
The New Age W. 8 Bdi. .................. .. 
The Old R"'gions and the New. W. s. Bell .. 
On Etern ,J Torture. Annie B•sant .......... . 
On Prayer, Ar:nie Besaut ................. .. 
On the Relig•on< Edncation of Children. 

2 
3 
a 
3 
3 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
3 

Annie Besant. ritoen dnnng her 
Transition f. om Chnsttanity. ... ... 2 

Open Letter t ... my Old l''riends the Quakers. 
S. D. Moore .. • • .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... • 1 

Orthodoxy. ttobert G Inger ol!............ .. 10 
Our Lord and Savior J esn · Uhnst. T E LOJ g. 

. shore. ........ .. ...................... 5 
Pame and Wesley. John :E Remsburg ....... 5 
Pie& f •r Imparolal 'lax&twn. S B Duryea, T 

B WaKeman, G u Hawes....... ...... 5 
Protestant Intu!erance. John E Rem• burg • n 
Philosophy of Seculansm. Charles Watts .. :. 2 
A Pic,nre of the Jewi"h Jehovah as deocnbed 

hv t.h<> Rthle. PAr riozAn. ..... ... 10 
Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh........ 5 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. :rhe letter was published in the 
North American .Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readertl know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should . lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy abont Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their cham pion had been very badly 
wor,ted in argument, and the pub 
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest· controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and :!Uiracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into priut. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rar"' treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking fo:. 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
This lecture is a consideration of 

the diffdrence between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

The Truth Seeker, 
2~ bAFAYHTiei PL.ACB, New Yoll'k 

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE. 
Part I nf H The Woman's Bib!e" is Bow For Sale. 

IT IS A PAPER BOUND BOOK OF 125 PAGES, 
Part I Consists qf Commentaries on the Pent(~te1~ch, by Members of the 

"Rev ising Committee." 

REVISING COMMITTEE. 
ELTZABETH CADY ~HAN rON, ELLEN BATTELLE DTETRTOK, 
REV P.H<EBE H \N '\FORD, LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE, 
CLAR\. B~W!CK COLBY, MAriLDA JOtiLYN GAGE, 
REV. AUGU:HA CHAPIN, REV. OLYMPIA BROWN, 
i\iRS. MARY A. LlVER'\WRE, MiSS FR\.NOIS ELLEN BURR, 
MRt:l. MARY SEYMOUR HOWELL, MRS. CJ::lo\PMAN CAr-r. 
'\'IRS. JO"li!:PEIINE K HENRY, MISS HFLEN H. GARDENER, 
MRS. ROBERr G lNGERSOLL, MRS CHARLOl.'·rE BEEBE WILBOUR 
MRS. SARo\ A U'lDI!JRWOOD, MRS LUCiNDA B. CHANDLER, 
MRS. CATHERINE F. S l'EBBINS, MRS M. LOU1~E 1'HOMAS, 

MRS. LOUISA SOUTHWORl'H. 
-----

SOME PRESS OOMMEN1S: 
We have read so~e of the passag"s of the commentary prepared for the "Wom

au'B Bible" by that very accomplished American woman and Biblical student, Mrs. 
Elizabetn C!ldy S&anton. Taey are a great deal more satisfactory than m!l.ny of tb.e 
comments upon tbe same texts tb'lot we hne read in other and more pretentious 
commentaries. Mrs. Stanton's interpretative remarks are often shrewd and 11ensible. 
- [Eiitorial New York" Sun." 

If the R;vision Committee cJntinue this style of exegesis, we venture to predict 
that there will be sensations in the religious world such as no mere man of our time, 
no Cn'llmin~s, nor Coleuso, nor Beecher, nor Brig~s, has been able to arouse.-[N, 
Y. "Press." 

Tn.,onapterpublished from the advance sheehof the" Woman's Bible" last week 
very naturally created a widespread sensation. The "Wtlman'<~ Bible" promises to 
be s.n important contribution to the literature of Holr. Writ.-[N Y. "Recorder." 

The announcement that the proposed "Woman s Btble" will soon be published 
has stirred up many of the clergy. The work. wtll be snnply a commentary on cer
tain oortions of the B.ble relatin~ to tne status of women.-[N. Y. " .rribuue." 

An association of "np to dtite" women is engaged in malting a new translation of 
the B.ble. This_is great news.-[ 'Ch,.rivari," Paris, France. 

The "Woman's B1ble" is a translation by a joint committee of American and 
English women and iR the most serioos labor yet undertaken by the women's rights 
1eaders.-[Albany '' Evenine: Journal." 

The Sisterhood of Advanced Women has decided to take a bold step toward the 
complete-emancipation of the sex. It has long groaned under certain implications of 
servitude contaiued in a few pas~ages of scripture, and has, therefore, determined to 
aboli~h these disabilities by publishing a "Woman's Bible."-[" Pall Mall Gazette." 

The most m"rlted step in this iconoclaasic duection is the movement to publish 
the" Women's Bible." It is being prepared by ~:ome of the good and advanced 
women of the day, who are met in their many reforms with the stubborn arguments 
of some of the p!lBsages of the s;,riptures that tend to jn~tify low ideals. Their aim is 
to omit the immoral teachings of the Mosaic law and all the unwhoiAFome passa"'eB. 
Expurgated editions of the poets there have been, bnt it remains for the ingen~us 
ntlW woman to il"vise an expurgated edition of the Bib\1'.-[\1 nneapolis 11 l'imes." 

The new 11 Women's Btble" is on~ of there Jlatkable Productions of the ce.ntury. 
-[D~nver·" News." 

The theologic~~ol world of Chicago is thoroughly stirred by the announcement, 
oubhshed in the 1 imes-Herald this moumg, tha~ Euz1oeth Cady Stanton and n~arJy 
a score of cola borers in the persons of distingUished women, will under takA a revision 
of those p1rtions of the scriptures dealing directly or indirectly with the rdative 
oositions of m11on and woman, and will publish the re•ult of th9ir labors in a new 
Bible, which is to be known aq "Tne W<Jmlln'a B ble.-[Ohicago "Post." 

Price, Fi:f'-ty Cents. 
Address European Pnblisbing Co., 33 Wall St., New York city. 

PIANOS, -PIANOS ' • $225; $250; $275. 
After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi~ 

cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this. 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright. 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The v _lume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand! 
Pianos, while the q ua.lity is of the most exquisite musical character-pure,. 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It'! durability and its capac-~ 
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a. 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (•t is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Mx. 
Gl!oEGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says : 

'' I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the b0st American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou, 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to o fte• 
them to TROTH SEIIKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station Wlthin 1,000 miles of Chi· 
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate uo;ying a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSB DRG & SON., Atchison, Kan. 

Correspondence Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women betwPen 
the age of 20 to 3~. Had some experience in book-
li.eoping. address M. 0. H., 
- 2t4U care Truth Seeker Office. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women betw&en 
tile age~ of 20 a.nd40 years. Address L. 0. I., caru 
Truth Seeker office. tOtS 
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The God Is the Image of His Worshipers. 
As are the worshipers, so is the god. What they 

love he loves, and what they hate he hates. He is 
their magnified but not distorted reflection. If 
they are cannibals he is a cannibal. If they are 
cruel he is cruel. If they are Covenanters he is a 
Covenanter. If they would rob, imprison, and 
slaughter non-observers of their Sabbath, he will 
do the same, exceeding their ferocity only because 
of his ability to torture endlessly. That they 
would rob, imprison, and slaughter the ''Sabbath
breakers" and " blasphemers" is proven by the fact 
that they think their god would do it. In their 
thinkers are ne<·essa.rily born all his thoughts. In 
their hearts burn all the passions and hatreds that 
find expression in his edicts of veng<>ance. If the 
people in their collectiv capacity do not suppress 
"Sabbath breaking" and "blasphemy," they will 
themselvs be unable to escape "the penal judg
ments" of God, says the Christian Reformer (see 
page 681), and the literature of theocracy is satu
rated with this poison. But not only may we right
fully infer what the theocrats would do from what 
they say their god will do, but we hav their own 
specific affirmations in evidence against them. For 
instance, on February 24Lh of this year, Rev. Mr. 
Omdvina, Presbyterian, said in a serm,on atPeters
burg, Indiana : 

" If the government continues as it has for the last 
twenty-five years in disregarding the Sabbath, it is the 
duty of the Presbyterians and Methodists and all the 
rest of the Lord's people to defy it and deslroy it cff the 
face of the earth; to rise up as one man and put it down." 

The uncompromising anti-theocratic position of 
TnE TBUTH SEEKER has forced the organs of the 
god-in the- Constitution party to act very incau · 
tiously, as it. seems to us. They could advocate the 
incorporation of the chief Theistic and Christian 
. dogmas in the national Constitution and the enact
: ment and enforcement of the most rigorous Sunday 
ilaws, and not run much risk of frightening the 
:masses, for the masses hav not very acute powers 
<of analysis, and were quite likely to be lulled to 
:sleep by the sophistical protests of the theocrats 
against a union of church and state. They could 
also with comparativ safety proclaim their adher
ence to au antiquated ecclesiastical conception of 
marriage and divorce and could champion various 
tyrannies in the names of temperance, purity, mor
ality~ and the rest, trusting to the obtuseness of 

the voters to prevent the latter from seeing through 
these almost transparent disguises of theology. 
But when they drop their masks and demand the 
suppression of a Freethought paper on the ground 
that it is "blasphemous," they in effect say that 
from now on they intend to fight openly for the 
union of the state and the church. They can no 
longer shuffie; they can no longer darken the wa: 
ters with the cuttlefish ink of false pretenses ; they 
can no longer with their moralistic shibboleths de
ceive any but imbecils. "Blasphemy " is a theo
logical crime, and it cannot be made anything else. 
In defending blasphemy laws, jesuitical casui,;try is 
a sword of lath. Even the few "no-danger" Lib
erals and the indifferent multitudes cannot fail to 
perceive that there is a heresy hunt afield when the 
clerical hounds are baying on the track of " blas
phemers." 

Now it is to be seen whether on a~y part 
of the North American continent it is possible 
for any government to maintain itself while gag
ging the press on the frank and specific charge of 
"blasphemy." Will any government but that of 
Canada dare attempt to enforce the decrees of the 
church censors ? So long as the issue was certain 
to be made sometime, we are glad that it is made 
now. Better now than after the theocrats ·are 
intrenched behind a Christianized, prostituted Con
stitution. This premature attack on THE TRUTH 
SEEKER may, and we believe will, make much more 
difficult the task of the Sabbatariaus and other the
ocrats. The revelation of their m_ost cherished de
sires and intentions comes too early, for them. We 
believe there is a limit to the gulfibility and tyran
nical impulses of the American people. We believe 
that that limit has been reached. Until this hour 
the champions of "the movement.in favor of igno
rance" hav had matters pretty much their own way. 
They hav succeeded in most of their schemes be
cause they were able to conceal their ultimate pur
posEls from the eyes of all but the sentinel Free
thinkers and a few others; the most monstrous 
usurpations and invasions hav been acquiesced in 
because the people were uncritical, and credulous 
of fair professions of devotion to "morality," 
"purity," and the rest of the personal virtues. But 
when it comes to interfering, undisguisedly in the 
interest of the church, with the freedom of the 
press and mails, we cannot doubt that there will be 
a new alignment of forces. It is too incredible to 
believe that a majority of the inhabitants of this 
country are ready to giv up their long-boasted 
liberty of speech and press at the dictation of any 
combination of churches, when the demand is made 
honestly in the name of religious dogma, as it is at 
this moment. The Catholics in Canada and the 
Covenanters in the United States hav been indis
creet; in their eagerness to crush Freethought and 
Secularism they hav come out of the shelter of their 
intrenchments of deceptiv moralism into the open 
plain of candid theocracy, and their ranks are ex
posed front, flanks, and rear. We must make the 
most of this bad strategy, but we must not depend 
too much on it for victory. There is more than a 
skirmish before us . 

THEY FEAR ARGUMENTS AND FACTS. 
It is significant that while THE TRUTH SEEKER re

prints their attacks upon it, the Christian States
man and Christian Reformer do not reproduce 
our replies. We are glad to let our readers see 
what the autocrats hav to say in their denunciations, 
but they do not venture to put our arguments be
fore their readers. If they dared let both sides be 
heard, they would not be so eager to suppress THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, for that willingness could come only 
from confidence in their own position or from a 

sense of justice at lea.st p~rtially developed. The 
intellectual and moral bia.s that keeps our de
fense out of their columns is the same intellectual 
and moral bias tha.t impels them to clamor for the 
denial to us of the privileges of the mails' and for 
the prohibition of the publication of THE T11UTH 
SEEKER. Cowardly and intolerant in one thing, 
they are cowardly and intolerant in all. 

"Prohibited in Oanada," which we print on the 
first pa~e, is not the badge of our sha.me, but the 
badge of shame of the bigot Caron ; and all, includ
ing the Pennsylvania theocrats, who approve his 
despotic act, by thah approval make that shame 
their own insignia. " Michael Servetus was burned 
by John Calvin " is a statement of fact which re- _ 
fleets no discredih on Servetus, but it is an indelible 
brand of dishonor· on the narrow brow of Calvin, 
the mental progenitor of the editors of the States
man and Reformer. When Dr. McAllister and his 
associates say that "THE 'l'RUTH SEE:&EB seems to 
glory in its shame," they conveniently forget that 
it is the time-honored prerogutiv of the victim of 
intolerance to "glory" in his martyrdom, and that 
the succeeding ages always build the monuments 
to the martyrs, not to those who' made them mar
tyrs. There are stones raised in Scotland to honor 
the memory of the Covenanters who died in defense 
of such religious liberty as they could conceive, and 
now their degenerate successors in America are in 
the forefront of tho3e who would m~ke ma.rtyrs of 
the men and women who are pleading for greater 
light and a wider liberty. No, Sirs, the shame is 
yours, not ours. 

The stupidity of tyrants is chronic and phenom
enal. After all their defeats through all the centu
ries they still imagin that they can crush thought 
and stifle aspiration. 'fhe plant, weighted down by 
the stone, will, so long as life lasts, struggle up
ward to the light and air. Growth is imperativ. 
It will never take " No" as a final answer. The 
priest or the king or Demos may imprison or kill 
the originators or acceptors of a new idea ; he or 
they together inay do this for ten or a hundred or 
a thousa.nd years, but in the end defeat will come. 
One or a score of civilizations may hav been crushed 
in the repressiv process, but the thought livs after 
the murderers of men are dust. Thoughts are 
born of organiz"tion and circumstances, and while 
man livs in a world of conditions the suppressed 
thoughts will recur in old or new forms, in spite of 
all prieste and emperors and mobs. The Reformer 
realizes that to deny us the right to circulate THE 
TRUTH SEEKER in the mails might help to increase 
the demand for it, but, like every tyrant and would
be tyrant before him, the Covenanter editor fondly 
imagins that sterner and more radical repressiv 
measures would result in the suppression of the 
evil thing. To pursue this policy to its logical end 
means the est_ablishment of the Inquisition, with all 
its instruments and instrumentalities of torture and 
death. Just as in the case of prohibitory laws, 
when one "blasphemy" law fails a more drasbi.c 
one will be enacted. THE TRUTH SEEKER is not 
suppressed and is not likely to be very soon, but 
the assault upon it is a timely notice that the pro
gressi~ r.lements hav to face the same old vindictiv 
and unscrupulous foe that burned Bruno and 
hanged the "witches" on Gallows Hill. There can 
never be religious liberty where Christianity is 
dominant. It is the most intolerant religion that 
ever cursed the world, and the nation that giv:S it 
political power is doomed. 

WE ARE EXAMINING THE CREEDS OF MEN, NOT OF GODS. 
• The Christian Rejormer says that THE TRUTH 

SEEKER's "weekly aim is to cast reproach upon 
Christ and his religion." Whatever clergyman 
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wrote that knows very well that the statement is 
not true, for we hav already disposed of that claim 
of the proscriptive. Knowing nothing of "Christ" 
or of a religion established by him, we cannot 
throw reproach upon him or it. Our work is to 
point out the weaknesses and falsities of the relig
ious system which the Christian church avers was 
founded by a man-god some nineteen centuries 
ag.,, and to resist to the utmost of our strength the 
endeavors of a meddling churJh to still further 
curtail the liberties of the people of the United 
S~ates. . When the Christian Reformer proves be
yond the possibility of reasonable doubt that the 
New Testament teachings are really the teachings 
of a mfl.n named Jesus Christ our criticism thereof 
will rdect upon his ability or character, as tha 
case may be, but until that time comes we are 
really criticising the human writers, translators, 
councils, and other individuals and bodies respon
sibllil, as we are very sure, for the Bible as it has 
come to us, these criticisms extending to the minis
ters who are now expounding it to the people. Our 
clerical antagonistJ are very eager to put themselvs 
in the places of their god and savior; they are always 
ready to insist that when they are attacked God 
and Jesus are, and the worst of it is that they 
think they hav a perpetual commission to judge and 
hand over to punishment these " enemies of God," 
who, after all, are merely the critics of priests. 

The ministers hav a very infa~.ttile conception of 
law and the duties of officers. They wonder "that 
any responsible offieer of our government who 
may see a copy of the paper" "does not immedi
ately take steps to stop its publication." Dr. 
George and his fellow conspirators do not seem to 
know that there is no law in this country for the 
suppression of papers; that the most that the "au
thorities in New York city" could do would be to 
arrest the publisher if they could find any law that 
they thought he had violated. But arrest is not 
conviction, and even if the publisher were sent to 
prison, that would not "suppress" the paper, un
~ess it ruined ~ts busin.ess, which certainly would 
not follow in the case of THE TRU'l'Bi SEE~ER. A 
dozen editors and publishers might go to prison 
and yet the paper liv and prosper. We shall ba 
enlightened if our loving brethren of the cloth will 
point out any law of New York under which the 
paper could be " suppressed " or the publisher 
prosecuted. As to the Comstock postal statute, 
that is a menace to all journals dealing with do
me3tic and physiological questions, but TnE T:auT:a; 
SEEKER is not working in that field and we hav no 
fear, for ourselvs, of that unconstitutional statute. 
So our suppression by the " national government" 
cannot be accomplished "without any delay," as the. 
Statesman confidently asserts that it can. Xou will 
hav to wait, good gentlemen. 

Even if it were true, which it is not, that we are 
" reviling God and his word, and ridi,cul;ing the 
savior," it by no means follows that -w;e would be 
"corrupting the morals of the commlll),ity,." Pre
suming that the morals of individ,uals a,re. DJ,eant, it 
is to be said with much emphasis that ri,dicule of 
sacred books and ghosts is :Q,ot an ill).m.ora.l action 
nor necessarily provocativ of imD).oraJ a.etions in 
others; and even if the opposit were true, it is :no 
part of the business of government to forbid. such 
ridicule. That is what the Chinese hav been doing, 
and now all the "Christian nations" a.re called 
upon to "avenge" the murdered. missionaries. lt 
makes a great deal of difference whose ox is gol'ed. 
It is no part of the duty of th,e "civil authorities, 
to protect the citi.?;en, again.at " blasphemy ,. and 
heresy. Thank;s to th.e fathers of the republic, who, 
fortunately, were not Covenanters, we hav no 
"constitutional provisions" for the punishment of 
"the crime of blasphemy," and the "suppression" 
of the journals which dare call in question the 
fictions retailed by priests at so much per year. 

BLASPHEMY UNKNOWN TO OUR BUPBEME LAW. 
The Ch1-istian Statesman, citing the opinions of 

numerous authorities in law in support of its dic
tum that blasphemy is an offense under our laws, 
declares that " this :first essential point is simply 
beyond controversy." This remains to be deter
mined. The English common law is supposed to 
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govern the decisions of our courts only in the ab- one reason that they could giv to which the skeptic 
sence of positiv constitutional or statutory enact- had no sufficient .answer ready was brute force. 
menta. It is upon this English common law that The antiquated definitions quoted by the jurists 
the theocrats depend to secrire the suppression of I named show this plainly enough. The gravamen 
blasphemy, except in a few states which still retain of the offanse of THE TRUTH SEEKER and other prop
the blasphemy statutes of their earlier days. But agandists of Freethought is "the annoyance of 
is it not clear that in a country which has no state believers." Argument against or ridicule of his 
religion the courts cannot take cognizance of philosophy or superstitions "annoys" the Christian. 
alleged aftronts offered to the deities and sacred Just as the Sunday worshiper is" annoyed" because 
books of any religion T Our Constitution explicitly a train is carrying the mail on the first day of the 
forbids Congress to make any law "respecting an week on the other side of the continent, so he is 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free "annoyed" when the Rationalist disproves the al
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of leged divinity of his "savior," or Watson Heston 
speech or of the press." So far as any laws which pokes fun at the canards recorded in the Bible. 
Congress otherwise might enact are concerned, this But he never sees the other side of this "annoy
effectually protects the citizen of the United States ance" business. The mission of his church is to 
again'st prosecutions for blasphemy, and it also argue and ridicule all other religions and Rltional
safeguards the freedom of the press, including, of ism out of the world, but he would be horribly 
course, THE TRUTH SEEKEB. Again the Constitu- shocked if the "heathens " or the Freethinkers 
tion supersedes the common law, and hence as should resort to blasphemy laws to check its propa
citizens of the United States we are likewise safe ganda. 
from attack for the offanse of blasphemy under the The common law upon which Justice Story 
common law. But at this point we are met with based his opinion in the Girard Will case is super
the proposition that the constitutional prohibition seded by the First and Fourteenth amendments to 
of religious legislation restrains Congress alone, the Constitution, as heretofore shown. 
leaving the state legislatures free to set up a state "Any ordinary jury in any of our courts" might 
church if they wish and pereecute to their hearts' indeed do as the Statesman asserts, but then it is 
content. Possibly the courts would hav sustained to be remembered that our present system of 
this view prior to June 16, 1866, but subsequent to selecting juries is admirably adapted to the pro
that date they would hav been compelled to take curement of orthodox . jurymen. That system 
account of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Con- makes ignorance almost absolutely essential to 
stitution, section 1 of which has this prohibition: service on a jury. With juries properly consti-

" No state shall male~ or enforce any law which shall tuted, drawn by lot from the whole body of the 
abridge the pr.vileges or immu'lities of citizens of the people of the given jurisdiction, and judges of 
United States." the law and the fact, the enforcement of blasphemy 

Absolute freedom of opinion and expression in statutes would be practically impossible except in 
matters of religion is secured to each citizen of the a few out-of-the-way pagan corners. The jury 
United States by the First Amendment to the Con- represent the whole electorate, and an electorate 
stitution. This is one of his "privileges or im- unanimously in favor of blasphemy laws would be 
munities." Therefore, when the states are for- very hard to find in this age of enlightenment. 
bidden by the Fourteenth Amendment to make or sOME FRAT.EBNAL suGGESTIONs. 
enforce any law abridging these privileges or We hope that Brother McAllister, or McCrory, 
immunities, they are in fact forbidden to make any or whichever one of the other editors is giving that 
law :recogni:?!ing the alleged " crime of blasphemy " " trumpet no uncertain sound" will not rupture a 
or enforcing the common law recognition of that blood-vessel by his windy exertions ; he will find 
o:ftense. This would seem to be conclusiv, the it a long and diffieult task, we imagin, to induce 
precedent-inspired opinions of Cooley, Shaw, the authorities of this city to attempt the "prohibi
Sto:ry, and the rest to the contury notwithstand- tion of the publication " of THE TRUTH SEEKER. As 
ing. In the last "blasphemy" case tried in this before said, they will first hav to find some law 
country, that decided by Judge Parker in Ken- under which to proceed before they can "suppress 
tucky, and a part of whose decision we quoted in the blasphemous sheet." Would it not be a good 
our last previous answer to the theocratic organs, plan to convene the synod of the R9formed Pres
it was. held that the crime of blasphemy was un- byterian church and hav it enact the much-needed 
known to the law of that state, and for the reason statute T But we suppose that that will not be 
already advanced by us and waved aside by the possible until after we get God and Calvin into the 
Covenanter advocates, that is, that where there is no Constitution. However, it may be pos3ible for the 
state church there is no state punishment for the two Covenanter papers to be moved to New York, 
rejection of the dogmas of any church, which is all • in which event some of the editors might be trans
that constitutes the "crime of blasphemy." We formed into "authorities" by means of the alchemy 
believe that Judge Parker's decision would be sus- of a "reform" municipal ticket. Then the real 
tamed in the higher courts. entertainment would begin. 

11 TO THE ANNO"IANOE OF BELIEVERS"!' Seriously, what would bacome Of civiliz'l.tion if 
Until we are reasonably sure that our legislatures 

may enact and our courts enforce blasphemy laws, 
we need not devote much time to the consideration 
of the definitions of blasphe-ny, nor wear ourselvs 
out trying to discover whether THE TRUTH SEEKER 
answers to the description of a " blasphemous pub
lication." The definitions given by Justice Story 
and Judge Cooley hav no application to the argu
ments of Freethinkers of any school, as we hav 
already clearly demonstrated in this and preeeding 
articles. Only Theists can" blaspheme'' God; only 
Christians can "blaspheme" Christ. In other words, 
only believers owe obedience and respect, for to all 
others the objects of worship are non-existent. 
Analogously, only citizens can be guilty of traason 
to a human ruler, although aliens niay wage war 
upon him directly, for he is a tangible existence and 
they know him or know of him as such. In the 
case of the gods and christs, however, no attack is 
made by the R"tionalist upon these dream-children 
of the theologian, he being concerned only with the 
claims put forth and the arguments made by men 
like unto himself. And right here is the real source 
of all blasphemy laws ; in every age priests hav 
found themselvs out-argued by skeptics, and the 

such men as Postmaster General Caron and the 
editors of the Christian Reformer and the Chris
tian Statesman could control the politics of the 
world for even one hundred years! They are am
bitious to secure this control and they are working 
adroitly and systematically to this end. It will not 
do to underestimate their strength, as the many 
Sabbatarian victories won during the last year and 
the situation in Canada bear ample witness. It is 
essential to understand that whoever give aid and 
comfort to the various invasiv schemes now promi
nently before the public is playing directly into the 
hands of the theocrats. All the societies and par· 
ties fostering these schemes are, directly or indi
rectly, tributary to the National Reform Association. 
They are all recruiting for it. Every step they in
duce our legislators to take is a step in the direction 
of God and Christ and Bible in the Constitution. 
Theocracy, not Secularism, profits by their triumphs. 
Our work is laid out for us by the priesthood of 
superstition, now, as ever before, the greatest ob
stacle in the way of progress. 

The New York Sun asks in a not encouraging 
voice: "If the Canadian people support him [Post· 
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master-General Caron], what remedy is there shorh 
of a long agitation, with a doubtful conclusion?" 
None that we know of; but better an almost hope
less agitation than that silent submission to outrage 
that never achieved anything. The Sun is not yet 
denied ciraulation in Canada, and may not feel called 
upon to pull an oar in this contest; but THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is deniad snch circulation, and, for our part, 
vie intend to agitate, with determination if not with 
hdpe, until the niails are free or we are beyond the 
tiead of them. 

'rhe OhriBtian .A.duocale says that it is reported 
th~t during the Christian Endeavor convention in 
IJoston a saloon-keeper put the sigtt, "Christian 
Endeavor Punch,'' in his window. A policeman 
ordered it removed. The saloonman denied and 
defied the power of the o1tlcer. 

"The policeman;s reply was simply: '1f you hav uo 
better sense of propriety than that, the police commiE~ 
sioners hav a sense of propriety which will forbid them 
issuing yon a license another year.; It came out in• 
stailtly .'1 

Froni which it appears that the police are em~ 
powered to decide on the " propriety '1 of trades
men's signs and to secure their removal by threats 
df destroying the dealer;s business. This suggests 
some interesting possibilities. 

" Philosophy is good enough in its place, brtt it is A 
poor match for hunger, thirst, and paesion. For hn:tige:t 
there must be bread, for thirst, water, and for the mas
tery of passion the grace of God.';-Religious Telescope. 

. Our Disciple contemporary forgets that as man 
must find or provide the bread and the water, so 
must he, by education, by study and application of 
cause and effact, and by the development of char
acter, obtain the ability and the desire to k8ep pas
sion within the limits of rational appropriation to 
beneficent service. Like hunger and thirst, it may 
spur to unwise as well as to wise use. "The grace 
of God," that is, the fervor of religious faith, stimu
lates to emotional ex~ggeration and hence tends to 
weaken self.control, while the study of science not 
only clarifies the mental vision, but puts a restrain
i:iig hand on passional extravagance. 

"We are not desirous of having anything to do with 
such trashy literature as this. I think the postmaster did 
perfectly right in excluding your paper from CANADA, 
the less it is circnlated the better for it is not fit for a 
sensible person to read Especially a Canadian 

" Canadian Editor." 
We hav printed the letter of our anonymous cor

respondent just as he wrote it, presuming that he 
knew what he wanted to say and how to say it, as 
certainly must be true of a Canadian editor who 
thinks that THE TRUTH SEEKER is "trashy" and "not 
fit for a sensible person to read, especially a Cana
dian." If we only knew what paper he edits we 
might be better able to judge of his qualifications 
for passing on the trashiness of literature, but as 
we cannot compare his paper with ours we hav to 
content ourselvs with the general assertion that the 
contents of THE TRUTH SEEKER compares very fav
orably, as regards timeliness, truthfulness, and so
lidity, with the contents of the average newspaper 
of the ordinary type. But the meat in this nut is 
this: If trashiness is to shut papers out of the 
mails, how will the ruck of newspapers, religious 
and political, get to their subscribers? Is our 
"Canadian E iitor" ready to pay express charges 
on his sheet? And what business is it of Post
master· General Caron that some papers are in tel 
!actually less weighty than others T We had sup
posed that postage was paid on the basis of avoir
dupois weight, not mental. 

"It is much more easy to disbelieve than to believe. 
This is obvious on the side of reason, but it is also true 
on that of the spirit; for to disbelieve is in accordance 
with environment or cnstom, while to believe necessi· 
tates a spiritna.l use of the imagination. "-Prot. Geo. J. 
Romanes. · 

It is easier to disbelieve than to believe the tales 
of the priest, because the evidence is all on the 
side of disbelief. That is, for the properly edu
cated man ; for the ignorant man, the evidence 
often appears to be the other way. This fact em. 
phasizes the vital importance of scientific educa
~jQn. Jt is 'fl-O~ trq.e t~!!o~ " ~9 disbelieve is iu accord-

ance ·with environment or custom." All established 
theologies are supported by -environment and cus
tom, and even new theologies are more helped than 
hindered by them, for new theologies are merely 
old theologies reorganizad-in their essentials of 
belief in the gods, in good and evil spirits, in life 
after the dissolution of the body, and in future 
states of happiness and misery, they are closely akin. 
As between theology and Rationaliem, it is the for
mer that is buttressed by environment and custom. 
One thing we will admit, that to believe may neces
sitate a "spiritual use of the imagination," for that 
implies only the wandering of the untrained fancy 
into tha realm of the unknown, where one guess is 
as good as another. 

~~~~~~--------

Gail Hamilton (Mary Abigail Dodge), the well-
known writer, was some months ago very sick and 
it was not thought that she could survive the at
tack. But she recovered, and about the first work 
she did was the preparation of a paper which she 
recently had read in the Congregational church at 
Hamilton, Massachusetts. Describing her prostra· 
tion ~t Washington and her subsequent experiences, 
she said that her brothers, Stanwood and Brown 
:Oodge, both of whom are dead, one of them having 
died less than a year ago1 "appeared to her and 
conversed with naturalness. She sometimes felt 
that she would like to speak and inquire if she were 
really in the other world, but found it impossible 
to enunciate syllables." This is from a newspaper 
summary of her narrativ. It is difibult to under
stand how a person of Gail Hamilton's natural 
ability and education can mistake subjectiv sensa
tions for objectiv realities, especially in this age of 
psychological investigations. It is now a common· 
place truth that when the rest of the body is sick 
ihe brain often passes out from the control of the 
will, and the impressions registered in its earlier and 
more plastic state dominate all later and present 
ones. When the normal person is in normal health 
those impressions are below consciousness, and are 
calle,d up only by association or in a conscious effort 
to remember. It is strange that intelligent people 
shoald so often attach more importanca to the "vis
ions1' of a diseased and perhaps dying brain than 
they do to the conclusions of the same brain or 
others of equal or greater strength when in a state 
of heaith. The dying person "sees" those whom 
he has loved or hated and the places with which he 
is familiar, and " hears " the voices and the music 
that in years past left their records in the sensitiv 
cells of his brain. The phonograph is unwinding 
its endless scrolls, the kinetoscope is flll.shing its 
millions of impressions, and the dulled senses catch 
here and there a note, or envision now and then a 
picture from the gillleries of the Past. 

The pastor of Grace Episcopal church, Rev. Dr. 
William R. Huntington, preached on a recent 
"Sabbath" on the Sunday law question. This he 
did at the request of the New York Sabbath Com
mittee. He declared that the essence of Sabbath ob
servance " consists in the setting apsrt, in the name 
of God [italics ours], of one-seventh portion of 
time as time is reckoned by days, for absolute im
munity from toil." Whether this one-seventh of 
time should be the first or seventh day he said was 
immaterial ; "the discovery of the sphericity of the 
earth has m'lde all wrangling about that point ab
surd." Now this is rank heresy, for the true 
believer and acceptor of the Bible as the word of 
God has nothing whatever to do with considera
tions involved in the discoveries of scientific men. 
Dr. Huntington knows that God eet apart one
seventh of time for rest and worship-at least, he 
says that he knowe this. But how does he know 
it 1 Clearly his only source of information is the 
Bible:_the Bible, which he, as a Christian minister, 
is bound to accept and obey. The Bible writers 
knew nothing of a spherical earth and nothing of 
the modern Christian pretense that any one-seventh 
of time would do just as well as Saturday. The 
Bible distinctly says that the Beventh day is the 
Sabbath, not the seventh portion of time, and 
probably there is no one who has a more lively ap
preciation of this fact than Dr. Huntington. him
self. If it be true that the Gh.ri~ti"n neeq ~o~ 9.a.re 
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which day, S!loturday or Sunday, is observed, it is 
pertinent to ask the persecutors of the Seventh
Day Adventists what grounds of complaint they 
hav against these people. As they observe one
seventh of the time, Saturday, as a Sabbath, why 
are they fined, imprisoned, and put in the chain
gang for working on Sunday? When Dr. Hunting
ton talks of "absolute immunity from toil" on the 
Sabbath day, does he forget that he draws his 
large salary in return chiefly for the work he does 
on the first day of the week? Does he forget the 
Sunday services of his sexton, his ushers, his organ
ist, his choir singers T Did he never take thought 
of the coachman and outriders of his fashionable 
parishioners, nor of the horses whose lines they 
hold under the summer sun or in winter's cold, 
through the hour or more of his preaching ? Are 
his house-servants excused from all work on Sun
day? Hypocrisy is the deadliest vice of our time, 
as it is the most prevalent and fashionable. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Speech on the " Declaration 
ot Independence" and His •• Vision ot War." 
For many months this sptlech has been out of 

print and unobtainable. By permission of the 
Colonel and his publisher we hav now put it into a 
neat pamphiet, with fancy colored cover, and a por
trait of the· speaker. We hav included also the 
"Vision of War," which many hav desired to hav in 
compact and cheap form to hand to friends. The 
price of the pamphlet is ten cents. The "Declara
tion of Independence" is the centennial oration 
delivered July 4, 1876, at Peoria, Ill, and the 
"Vision of War" is an extract from a speech de
livered at the soldiers' reunion at Indianapolis, in 
September o.~_ the same year, beginning, "The past 
rises before me1ike a dream." 

A Paine Exhibition in London. 
To THE EDITOR OP THE TRUTH SEEKER-Sir : Our 

"Thomas Paine Exhibition " will open in South 
Plac~'~ chapel, London, on December 2d of this year. 
I shall be glad if you will make this known, so that 
those who possess relics of Paine and his American 
friends may send them to us. The articles should 
be addressed to "The Paine Committee, South 
Place chapel, South Place, Finsbury, London, E. C., 
England." An account of any expenses incurred 
by those sending loans should be sent to me. The 
articles will be safely returned to the owners. I 
may say that we hav all of the usual engravings of 
Paine, but would be glad of any caricatures. 
Portraits are desired of Elihu Palmer, Colonel 
Fellows, Steven Grellet, William Carver, James 
Cheatham, Abner Kneeland, Elias Hicks, Colonel 
Ingersoll ; and we should like to hav a picture of 
Paine's house at New Rochelle, and his house at 
Bordentown, N. J., if such pictures exist. Auto
graph letters of Paine, or of his friends (contempo· 
raries), would be very useful, and the utmost care 
will be taken of them. Those who lend us articles 
should write their names and addresses with dis
tinctness, so that they may appear in our catalog. 
The time is getting rather short, and I tmst you 
will giv us prompt aid in this matter. 

Yours very truly, MoNCURE D. CoNWAY. 
Russell HanBionB, Southampton Row, London, 

W: 0., England, Oct. 10, 1895. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
J. E. REMSBURG has finished his work in Texas and 

now goes to the Dakotas. He wlll start East about the 
first of December. 

FRANKLIN STEINER will return WFst after the Congress. 
The Ohio Liberal Scciety of Cincinnati is arrangmg a 
debate between Mr. Steiner and Prof. J. S. Van Oleave 
of that city. 

IT is arranged that S. P. Putnam will debate with 'Mr. 
Elwell before the Brooklyn Philosophical Association. the 
first Sunday in December.z.. ~D the following q,t:-est1o~, 
"Does Science Teach the .l!.ixtStence of a God? It 1s 
expected there will be a large attendance. Christians 
are cordially invited. 

S. P. PUTNAM lectures at Boston, on November 3i and 
lOth and at East Dann;s, Mass., November 24th. Mr. 
Pnt~am will lecture in New England during tne month 
of November. He desires engagements at all possible 
points in this section. Friends will communicate wUh 
him at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care of this office. 

THE Women's Liberal Le11gne of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett ~aild
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave: and Greens~; !\{1ss M. 
P. Me-Leod, secretary. 218 So. E1ghth st. AdmlBBton free, 
and a;ll are ip.vited. Radical Libral'y open from 7,8() A M. 
to l(}P.M.; dues, 15 cents per mOnth. October lectnres~ 
Qot. ~-"~inooln and O~ist." Dr. Barr: 

---~~~·----~----~--- ···~-- ·~-- ----------~· --~---~~~----~·--~~. ~~--------~----~---~~-· f. 
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The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and I for the last three or four thousand years, is not 
Comments. apparent. . 

· The twelve who were chosen to promulgate fh1s 
II. scheme of salvation could t.alk to comparativly few 

The centuries came and went, and all things I people. yet there were then thousands consigned 
seemed to hav a general hellward tendency. to eter~al torment every day. Now, does this look 
Every human being brought into existence was like a scheme designed by a merciful being pos· 
doomed to eternal torment. For there was no sessed of unlimited wisdom and power T The fate 
way on earth or among me~ whereby one s~ul could of millions depending upon the efforts of twelve 
be saved. One vould thmk that a mermful God men! Does this not look more like a human ar
would cease to bring sentient beings into existence ranaement than it does like a measure with al
when every one was doomed beforehand to pass an mig0hty power and wisdom behind itT 
eternity where the :fire is not quenche_d and the If this had been God's plan, the means adopted 
worm dieth not and the smoke of their torment would would hav been commensurate with the ob
acse~deth forever. . . ject to be obtained. It has been nearly two thou-

Fmal_ly, after m~tu~e dehberatwn,_ he ca_me to ~he sand years since the twelve were sent out, yet 
conclusiOn that brmgmg human bemgs mto ex1st- there are millions who never heard of this plan of 
ence only to be tormented forever was not the salvation and never will, and the consequence is an 
proper thing for a God to do, so he matured a plan eternal exhibition of fireworks in the lower conn
whereby one out of a thousand might stand so~e try. With God all things are possible, yet this 
chance for escape. There was a young Jew gul slipEhod plan seems to be the best he could devise. 
who had a child whose reputed father was Joseph, After the son of the ghost was born and the re
but whose real father was a ghost. The plan as demption scheme had been fully perfected between 
perfect~d was that everyone who would ·believe God, the son, and the ghost·, could not some means 
that this son of a ghost was a real God, and at the hav been devised so that the minds of all might be 
s~me time only a ghost, as old as h_is fa.ther, and impressed with a knowledge of and belief in this 
h1s father no older than he, and that there was no universal redeemer and not hav their salvation de-
di:ffere!'lce in .age, power, or wisdom between God, pend upon what t~elve men could doT . 
the child, and the ghost, could be saved. So twelve Suppose an epidemic was likely to sweep all the 
me~ were singled out to preach th~ new scheme of people from the country, and a sure remedy should 
deliverance. They were to be neither naked ~or be discovered, would it not be considered the bight 
clothed, barefoot nor shod, _and were to tra~el w1th- of folly to send out twelve men to tell the people, 
out a cane, and to take neither gold nor silver nor when it was well known that not one iu a hundred 
even shin-plasters. Thus equipped. they were to could be informed, and that ninety and nine would 
sally forth and warn the people agamst the wrath die~ W auld not the press and steam and electricity 
o_f God and tell them how they could secur_e celes- be brought into requisition, and would not the de
tial. quarters and escape_ t~e awfu~ pum~hment sired information be spread to the remotest parts 
wh~ch all ~ad been subJec~ed to s1!'lce th~ s~ake of the country as on the wings of the wind? 
whispered m the ear of Mother Eve m God s httle God could command all of these appliances ; why 
garden spot. . . . did he not use them? If the state of civilization of 

But I for~ot to mention that th1s ch~ld of a ghost two thousand years ago is comidered, it will be seen 
w~s born w1th flesh, bl?od, an~ bones hke any ot?er that the means ~dopted to spread the glad tidings 
child, and s?owed no signs of Its ghostly p~termty. were just such as might be expected. Learn how 
It had nursmg sore mouth and an awful hme cut- the people of that period drew their water spun 
~ing .t~eth, and poor Mary, wh~ had no experience and wove, plowed, sowed, harvested, and ~round 
m raisi!'lg ghosts, wa~ greatly a~armed when he had their grain, and you will be satisfied that God had 
the cohc, and as catmp was scarce the !oung ghost no more to do with spreading this goose-spell or 
gave the !oung mothe~ no end of worriment. . gospel the.n he did with the bungling utensils and 

The ~htld f?rew up like any other boy, but o~wg implements of that period. Then the idea of God 
to the mEffiCJency of ~he scho~ls or the overs1gh~ getting so mad that he could not recover his equa
of the father ghcst., h1s educatw_n was sadly neg- nimity until he killed himaelf is too silly for serious 
lected. He betrayed no marks of h1s ghostly progen- thought. and all this because 8 woman ate a banana 
itor,. only occasionally he va~ished out of the sight two tho~ sand years ago, when God planted the 
o~ h1s mother, and she ,was m sore ~rouble to find tree and knew she would gobble the fruit just as 
him. Although Josepn had been :;nde·tracked by a minister will go to a circus where he is 
the . ghos_t, yet he . manifested grea.t~r inte~est ~n ~~~eknsown. God knew the consequences of that 
findmg ~1m tb_an h1s ghostly father d1d. I~ IS sa1d banana, and instead of taking precautionary mess
that dur!ng h1s absence he was confo.undmg the ures which would hav prevented the necessity of 
doctors m the temple .. No doubt he ~1d conf?und his committing suicide, put the temptation di
them, _for he has been m the cc.nfoundmg busmess rectly before her. Does this not seem more like a 
ever. smce: He learned the trade of yoke a~d plow legendary tale than the work of an all-wise God T 
~ak1_ng w1th Joseph, and became very pro:fiment. It ~Recently a building collapsed in the c1ty of New 
Is sa1d that ?e could make the best y~ke and plow York, and a number of m .. n were maimed or killed. 
of any man m the l_and. Great Scott. what would The priest was sent for and went through some 
Barnum not have g1ven for a sample of those yokes farcical maneuvers before they took their :final de· 
and _Plows fror;n the hands of tha~ gh_ostly me- parture. Does anyone of rational mind believe that 
chamcT ~ut, hke many _another mu'!gmded man, these hie-hoc horum tricks performed by the priest 
he le~t this useful occupat!o~ and turned preacher. over the body of a dying man hav anything to do 
That s where he _got the pm m. the wrong hol_e. with his final destiny T Does it make any difference 

The people d1? not like h1s sermons; h1s lan- whether a wafer is put upon his tongue or his toe
guage was o~ensiv. _He called the pe?ple a ge~- nail' Did God ever institute such a nonsensical 
eratwn of VIpers, children of th~ devil, and sa1d ceremony? No, and it would never be p:rac
t~~y ~auld not escape. the damnatiOn ?f hell. Re- ticed if it did not bring grist to the eclesiastical 
hgwmsts are always ~~tolerant, and hke the New mills. Does God require one to be plunged under 
Engla~d fathers, knowmg_ that the dead cease from water nnd to eat bread and drink wine and call them 
troubhng, ~hey strung h1m up after the most ap- the body and blood of a man who died two thou-
proved fashwn, as they would any other malefactor, d b da ned, Is it t b t 
as they considered him. s~n yea~s ago, o~ e . m' . . no a ou 

" w · f . 1 h t1me to dtspense with this o.d fetich and be gov-as 1t or crimes that av done b ~ 
He groaned upon the t.ree? erned y com~on sense . . 

Amazing pity, grace unknown, I do .not behave that God ever had ~nyth1~g to 
And love beyond degree." do with the actions of men, or that he IS partial to 

Christians say that this son of a ghost was cruci- a few and will punish the many. I do not believe 
fied on account of their sins. There is no doubt that he ever appeared to men, or talked with them, 
about the magnitude of their sins, but how they or manifested himself to them in any way. Or that 
could sin backward for two thousand years is not he meddles with the affairs of men, or that he cares 
apparent. whether men help and assist each other, or whether 

The sins of the people hav about as much to do they cut each other's throats in the strifes of war. 
with the crucifixion of Christ as they hav with the If he had anything to do with the aff<£irs of men he 
death of Julius Cresar. Christians hav put hun- would not allow millions of men to be slaughtered 
dreds to death, actuated by the same spirit which in war, nor would he suffer countries to be de
crucified Christ. God had nothing to do with the voured by floods, or parched by drouths, nor ships 
transaction. If Christ was crucified in accordance to be sunk at sea freighted with human lives, nor 
with God's will, then Judas was only an instru- epidemics to rage. 
ment in the hand of God, and every Jew will be If a man falls upon a rock, God will not soften 
admitted to heaven with exclusiv privileges. God the rock, whether he be Christian or heathen. It 
must hav been imbued with the most savage in- is said that Ohrist walked on the water, but he 
stincts to contrive to bring human beings into n<3ver gave that power to anyone to save him or her 
existence for thousands of years when he knew that from drowning. Lightning has no choice between 
every soul would be used as fuel to feed eternal a church and a theater, and sometimes puts a man's 
£tames. Why this plan of salvation was not matured light out 'when he is on his, .knees. If God woul'd 
earlier, so as to h-aY sa'ved all who had been bo'rn- like to p'ie'vent these cala.mitre~:~ 3Pd cQ.®o4 thei1 h'~ 
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lacks the power. If he can prevent thEm and will 
not, then he is not good. 

The truth is, we liv in a world which is gov
erned by law, and all the superstitious notions 
which ever swayed the minds of miPguided men, 
and sJl the gods which hav been fashioned in the 
minds of men, cannot change one of these laws. H 
a stone be cast into the air it will return to the 
earth, and all the gods, big and little, cannot pre
vent it. 

It is said that when Christ WI\S crucified the sun 
was darkened. That may hav been so, but all can 
rest assured that it was not eclipsed by a dying 
man. When men get off their knees and cease 
mumbling to a being which has no existence save 
in the imagination of men, and study the laws of 
nature more closely, they will learn that their silly 
twaddle affects nothing either on earth or in heaven. 
Until these la.ws are better understood men will be 
imposed upon by all manner of supernatural shams 
and be governed more by super2tition than by 
reason. 

Some years ago, after midnight, I aroused some 
of the people of the village to witness a grand dis
play of the aurora borealis. "Behold the hand of 
God," said one. "What a grand diPplay of Almighty 
power," said another. "Can a man look upon that 
scene and not be impressed with an idea of the ex
istence of a God?" said a third. 

There was no more display of God's power in 
that phenomenon than there is in a cloud or curl of 
smoke. Though the cause may not hav been un
derstood, the thinking mind would say, " Though I 
do not understand the cause of the appearance, the 
cause exi~:~ts, and I see only the result, as I do of 
many other causes which the wisdom of man will 
yet discover." But ignorance is prone to put the 
11ame imaginary power behind every phenomenon 
not understood. 

From a mite to a molehill, from a molehill to a 
mountain, from a mountain to a world, from a 
world to a universe, no action, no change, can take 
place except in obedience to law. 

If water be poured on a grindstone in motion, 
the water will fly cff in the direcLion in which the 
stone is turned, and the drops will revolve in the 
same direction. If the motion of the stone be re
versed the water will fly off and the drops will 
revolve in the opposit direction from what they 
did before. Every drop of rain which falls from ·a 
cloud, every shot which falls from a tower, is gov
erned by the r.>ame law which causes a world to 
revolve on its axis. The motion of every feather 
and every leaf which fltes in the air is governed by 
law. I hav spent hours in watching the motions of 
leaves as they fall from the trees in autumn. One 
sa1ls away in the breeze like a hawk poised on level 
wings, another rolls over and over in the air, an
other plunges straight down and whirls around and 
around like the screw of a steamer. I hav watched 
the descent of those leaves and examined them 
closely. The one that sailed away without turning 
had a smooth flat surface like a pit:ce of paper. 'Ihe 
one that rolled over was curled. The one that 
plunged down head first with a whirling motion had 
a heavy head and stem with two fl1nges turned in 
opposit directions Take a large feather and 
throw it up into the wind a hundred times, and it 
will show a similar motion every time. Out the 
feather in two, and throw up the halves, and see 
how the motion of the butt of the feather will differ 
from the motion of the top, and each will d1fft1r 
from the motion of the whole feather. 

Such experiments and a thousand others which 
may be tried will satisfy the reasoning mind that 
we liv in a world of law, and that there is no God 
in it at all. Study the law~ of nature more, shout 
and sing and pray less, and you will be a wiser and 
better man. 

On the route to the Siberian mines is a station 
beyond which the friends and relative of the pris
onPrs are not allowed to go. Here they take their 
:final fsrewf:'Il. Daughters hang upon the necks of 
their fathers, wives cling lovingly to husbands, and 
mothers for the last time embrace their sons. Oh ! 
the tears and the sorrow, the tendf:'r hand·shakes 
and heart-breaks that that station has witnessed. 
Then these poor condemned ones are starved and 
whipped in the mines until the last trace of inde
pendence and manhood is blottPd out. They get so 
benumbed that they take no note of time. They 
forget the day of the month and week and their age, 
and even their names. We hav in this country 
at the present time thousands of people who are 
out of employment and on the ragged edge of 
starvation. There are families of father, mother, 
and little children who know not in the morning 
where they will be at night-perhaps in some barn or 
nestled away under some straw stack, if some human 
monster does not deny . them tha.t poor privilege. 
TJ:te'A tl;}in]{ of a l!ldtlier ~e'~ging for ~ mo'uthful of 
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food to appease the hunger of a starving child. 
Starving herself, yet more than satisfied to be able 
to giv her starving child a mouthful of food. Oh, if 
there is a God who has the power to abate these 
evils and prevtnt the sufferinQ"s of mortals on this 
earth, and will not do it, then I hate, curse, execrate, 
and abominate that God with every fiber of my 
being. JouN PEcK. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

Religious Toleration in Maryland. 
There are two facts that conspire to make the 

history of religi'lus toleration in Maryland of sur
passing interest to the student of American history. 
One is that the lord proprietary was a Roman Oath
olio ; the other is that Maryland, it is claimed, was 
the first of the original thirteen colonies to estab· 
lish religious toleration by statute. • 

Confronted by the history of centuries of intoler
ance in other countries, Roman Catholics tuz:n with 
satisfaction to the history of Maryland, and point 
to it with pride, as an evidence of the tolerant char
acter of "the church." 

After exhausting the very meager materials found 
in the Old World with which to support the p<tpal 
~laim that " the church" is tolerant, Oardinal Gib
bons says: 

Turning to our own conntrv, it is with no small degree 
of satisfaction that I point to the state of Maryland as the 
cradle of civil n.nd religions liberty, and the "land of the 
sanctuary." Of the thirteen original American colonies, 
Marvland was the only one that was settled by Catholics. 
She was also the only one that spread aloft over her fair 
Iande the banner of liberty of conscience, and that in
Tited thfil oppressed of other coloni!'!l to seek an asylum 
beneath its shadow(" Faith of Oar Fathers," p. 272; edi
tion of 1893). 

There are, at least, two fatal errors in this para
graph : first, Maryland was not settled e':l!clusivly. 
nor even princi.pally. by .R()man Catholics; and 
seMnJ,. religious liberty 1oas nl!ver established in 
that colony either b.11 Oatholics ~r by Protestants. 
The act of April 21. 1649, was an act of toleration 
merely. providing th'\t "no perRon within this prov
ince, professing to believe in Jesus Ohrist, shall be 
in any ways troubled, molested, or discounte. 
nanced, for his or her religion, or in the 'free exer
cise thereof." ("History of the Unitfld States," by 
Bancroft, vol. I, part I, chap. 10, p. 168 ) 

The same act provided that " whatsoever person 
shall · · · deny the Holy Trinity, or any of 
the persons thereof, shall be punished with death." 
And that "whatsoever person or persons shall from 
henceforth use or utter any reproachful words or 
speeches concerning the blessed Virgin Mary, the 
mother of our Savior, or the holy apostles or evan
gelists. or any of them, shall in such case for the 
first off.:~nse forfeit to the lord proprietary the sum 
of five pounds ste?ling or the value thereof. · · · 
And every such offender or offenders for every second 
off dnse shall forfeit ten pounds sterling or the value 
thereof. · · And every person or persons before 
mentioned offending herein the third time, shall for 
such third offense forfeit all his lands and goods, 
and be forever banished and expelled out of this 
province ("Archives of Maryland ARsembly," vol. 
I. p. 244:. See also Ba~croft's "History of the 
United States," vol. I, part I, chap. 16, pp. 168, 169). 

H will be readily conceded that this was very far 
short of religious liberty ; it was simply toleration 
for believers in the Christian religion. It is true 
that it was far in advance of any other colony at that 
time except Rhode Island, t but it was not religious 

"' The statute to which reference is here made was 
passed by thA Maryland assembly in 1649, thirteen years 
after Roger Williams and otJrers wh_o had suffcre~ pers.e
cution in Massachusetts had estabhshed, at Providence, 
as Arnold says, "a pure de_mocracy, whi_ch jr1r fh.fl first 
time guarded jealously the rig~t~ of c~>nscience ~y Igaor
ing anv power in the body pohtic to mterfere with those 
matters that alone concern man and his mak:er .. " It was 
not however until March 14 1643, six years before the 
act ~f tolflratlon was p'\esed i~ M-~oryland, that the." Pa
tent for Providence Plantations" was Issne_d, priOr to 
which time the le~islation of the colony was w1thont royal 
eanction.-See" Patent for Providence Plantati~ns,_" an~ 
foot note to the same, in "Charters and Cl)nstitutlOns, 
vol. 2, p. 1594. 

t R'>ger Williams was expelled from Massachusetts in 
January, 1636. "Within two years," ~ays Bancr~ft, 
"others fled to his asylum. The land which he occupied 
wa!'l within the territorv of the Na~ra~~:aneetts .. In March, 
1638, an Indian deed from Canomcns and J~hanto~omah 
made him the undisputed possessor of an extensiv do
main" (History of the United States, vol. I, part I, chap. 
Hi, p 254.) l b 

This it should be remembered, was e even years a-
fore the Maryland act of toleration. Moreover, ~hode 
Island had religions liberty from the first day of ItS set
tlement ; and five year.s before the Maryla:nd act of toler~
tion Williams published and defended In England his 
vie~s of religions liberty. BancPo.ft. says: . 

"The principles which he. rw111~ams] firs~ snstamed 
amid the bickerings of a colomai p1ms~, next m ~he gen· 
eral court or MassachnRetts, and then 1ntr~dnc~d 11)-to the 
wilds on Narra~~:ansettBav, he fonndoccastOn,_In 1~4, ~?. 
publish in J.l1!lgland, QOnd _to d~fjjnd, as t}:\e basis of the re· 
Jigious freedo~ of ~nkmd" (ld., p. 2115). 
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liberty. In practice it did not secure even tolera
t.ion to all believers in Jesus Ohrist. "The Q ua.kers 
were pflrsecuted in Maryland as badly as in Vuginia 
and Massachusetts." For example: "In 1658, 
Joseph Ooale and Thomas Thurston, preachers be
longing to that body, were treated with great se
verity by the authorities anil compelled to flee the 
country" ("History of the United States," by Ed
mund Oilier, vol. I, p. 77; published by the Oas
sell Publishing Oo., New York). 

But let us consider brie:tly the question to 
whom belongs the credit for a measure of religious 
toleration in Mary land. 

As before stated, Maryland was not settled by 
Roman Catholics but very largely by Protestants. 
The charter was issued on the twentieth day of 
June, 1632, to Oecil Oalvert, the second Lord Balti
more. The following November, Leonard Oalvert, 
brother of the proprietary, sailed from the Isle of 
Wight with two hundred colonists to effect a set
tlement in Maryland. 

The vessels, the Ark and the Dove, sailed by way 
of Fortune Island, Barbados, Bnd St. OhristophAr's, 
and did not reach Maryland until March, Hl34 
A.fter cruising about in the Chesapeake Bay and 
the Potomac river, they dropped anchor in St. 
Mary's river. ~ 

Leonard 0<1lvert gained the good-will of the na
tive, who were preparing to abandon that particu
lar locality, and purchased from them for some 
cloth and a few axes their right to the soil. Ban· 
croft says: · 

Upon the 27th [of March, 1634], the emigrants, of 
whom at least three parts oj jour were Protestants, 
took q11iet pol"session of the land which 1he govnnor had 
bought ( "HiRtory of the United States," vol. I, part I, 
chap. 10, p. 161). 

It is probable ·that the relativ proportion of 
Catholics and Protestants in Maryland remained 
about the same, and though the government was in 
the hands of the lord proprietary, who was a Catho
lic it would hav been quite impossible for him, 
ev~n had he desired to do so, to hav denied tolera
tion to so large a msjority of his subjects. Bancroft 
says: 

In the mixed population of Maryland, where the ad
ministration was in the bands of Catholics, and the great. 
majorit.u &{ the people were Protestants, t~ere was no 
unanimity of sentimtn~ out of. which a domestiC constitu
tion could hav harmomonsly nsen (ld., p. 166). 

This was about the time of the conflict in Eng
land between the Parliament and Oharles 1., and 
Lord Baltimore had to look well to his rights in 
order to retain any authority at all. Leonard Oil
vert, the proprietary's _deputy, went to Engl~nd in 
1643 to consult with hiS brother, LordBaltimore, 
about affairs of the colony. Claybourne was still 
claiming Kent Island, and the Presbyterians, Epis
copalians and Puritans, WilO formed a large propor
tion of Lord Baltimore's subjects, were restless 
under the power of a Oatholic, and were desirous 
of establishing Protestantism, so-called, as the re
ligion of the colony. 

In 1645, a petition was presented to the House 
of Lords, asking that the government of Maryland 
might be settled in the hands of the Protestants. 
For some reason this petition was not acted upon, 
and the "politic Lord Baltir~J.Ore," says ~ancroft, 
" had ample time to prepare his own remedies. To 
appease the Parliament, he rem~ved Greene [.r.he 
Roman Oatholic governor], and lD August, 1048, 
appointed in his place Wm. Stone, a Protestant of 
the Ohurch of England" (Id., p. _167). A very si~
nificant fact in this connection IS that Lord Balti
more required Governor Stone to take and subscribe 
the following oath: 

I do further swear I will not by my~elf, nor any other 
person, directly tr9uble, ~olest, ~r disconnte~ance any 
person whatsoever m the said P!ovmce! professtng to be
lieve in Jesus Christ; and, I_n particular,. no Roma~ 
Catholic for or in respect of his or her rehg10n, nor hiS 
or her f~ee exercise thereo~ wit_hin said province~ so as 
they be not unfaithful to his said lordshtp, '?r molest or 
conspire against the civil government estabhshed under 
him (ld., p. 168). 

This shows very clearly that ~nstead of being ~n a 
position to dictate to others m ma~ters of fatth, 
had he been so disposed, Lord Baltimore was ap
prehensiv lest re_li~io~s tolera!ion might be de
nied to his co-rehg10msts ; as, mdeed, there was a 
manifest disposition in the colony to do, and as the 
charter would hav warranted, for at that time 

the assembly held in April, 1649. pla<~ed upon their 
statute books" ("History of the United States," 
vol. I, part I, chap. 10, p. 168), this act of tolera
tion. 

It is not our purpose to deny that Lord Balti
more himself was a liberal-minded man; and it is 
very probable that he entertained charitable feel
ings toward Protestants. But even had this not 
been the case, his environment and the circum
stances under which he received and held his charter 
were such that he could not well h1.1.v taken any other 
course than that which he did take in securing for 
his subjects religious toleration. England was at 
that time Protestant, so-called, and the charter 
granted Lord Baltimore by Obarles I. established 
in efiect the Anglican Ohurch as the church of 
Maryland~ It gave the lord proprietary authority 
to found "churches and chapels, and places of 
worship in convenient and suitable places within 
the premises; and of causing the same to be dedi
cated and consecrated, according to the ecclesiastical 
laws of our kingdom of England."* 

Speakin~ of this phase of the charter, Bancroft 
says: " Christianity, as professed by the Church 
of England, was established [by the charter]; but 
the patronage and advowsons of churches were 
vAsted in the proprietary ; and, as there. was not an 
English statute on religion in which America was 
specially named, silence left room for the settle
ment of religious aff o&irs by the colony" ( "History 
of the United States," vol. I, part I, chap. 10, p. 
158). But it would hav been in fl~grant violation 
of the charter to hav established RJman Catholi
cism, for an express provision of that instrument 
was that all acts concerning religious establish
ments were to be " according to the ecclesiastical 
laws of our kingdom of England." 

It will be seen at once that it was quite out of the 
question for Lord Baltimore to establish the Catho
lic religion in Ma.rylsnd; t he did the only thing 
that was possible for him to do· under the circum
stances to secure even toleration for those of his 
own faith; he established religious toleration for 
all who professed faith in Ohrist ; and the fact that 
representativ Catholics appeal to the history of 
Maryland, in proof of the tolerant spirit of Catholi
cism, demonstrates t.he paucity of such evidence. 

But even if all that is claimed for Maryland were 
true, it would by no means establish the claim that 
is made in behalf of R')me. Oardinal Gibbons him
Relf states the principle which dominates Rome 
everywhere. He says : 

Many Protestants seem to be very mach disturbed by 
some such argument as this: Catholics are very ready 
now to proclaim frPAdom of consDience, bP~anse t~ey are 
in the minority. When th~>y once succeed_m gettmg t~e 
upper hand in numbers and power, they will destroy this 
freedom, bec~nse their faith teaches them to tolerate no 
doctrin other than the Catholic. It is, then, a matter of 
ab~olnte necessity for us that they should never be al-
lowed to get this advantage. . . · 

Now in all this therE! is a great m1stake, which comes 
from n'ot knowing the Catholic doctrin in its fnllnePs. I 
shall not lay it down mvself, lest it seem to hav been -got
ten up for the occasiO'l. I shall q :ote the great theo
Irgian Becanue, who lan?ht the docam of the schools of 
Catholic theol,gy at the time when the struggle was hot
test between Cltholicity and Protestantism.· He says th~t 
religions liberty may be tolerated by a ruler when It 
would do more harm to the state or to the community to 
repress it. · · · This is true Catholic tA_aching on ~his 
point, according to Becan us ano all Ca.thohc theologians 
("Faith of Our Fathers," pp. 268, 269). 

This is indeed, as the cardinal states, "the true 
Oatholic teaching upon this point," and it ought to 
be universally recognized as such by Protestants. 
When Rome grants toleration she do~s not do it as a 
matter of prin£'iple, but er;s a matter of policy / and 
as a matter of policy, partial rPligious toleration 
w&s established in Maryland.-American Sentinel. 

~-;Federal and State Constitntions, Colonial Charters. 
and other 0 rganic Laws of the U nittd States," compiled 
under the order of the Onited States Senate, by B~n: 
Perley Poore, p. 812 The original charter is_in Latm, 
but an excellePt translation of a portion of It may be 
found on page 72 of "The Relation of Religion to Civil 
Government," published by Putnam's Sons, New York. 

popery was outlawed in Engla~d. . 
It was in April of the followmg year tihat the act, 

already referred to establishing religious tolera
tion, was passed. Bancroft says: "To quiet and 
unite the oolony, all the offenses of the late rebellion 
were effaced by a general amnesty ; and, at the 
instance of the Oatholic proprietary, the Protestant 
governor, Stone, and his council of eix, composed, 
equally of Catholics and Protestants, and. _the rep
resentativs of the people of Maryland, of whom 
fo'nl~ jt'l!e w~e (/atlr:(}ft"'c'S, at a gene'ral sessiou of 

t The ''America Oyclor ro iia," article ''Calvert," i!ays: 
" It does not appear that L )rd Baltimore, or any of the 
seitlArs had any intention on founding the colony of pro
claiming absolute religiouR freedom, and one of the first 
acts of the assembly of 1639 was to make the Roman 
Catholic religion the cre€d of the state." We hav not 
verified this statement, but the assembly of 1640 declared 
that the "holy church, '!"itbi!l this provinc~, shall hav 
and enjoy all her rights, hbertles, and, franc~Ises, wholly 
and without blemish." See Bancroft s " History of the 
United Stattls," veL I, part I, chap. 10. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Oot. 27-St. Louis, Mo ................................... . 
Oct. 28-Decatur, Ill ...................................... .. 
Oot. 29-Champaign, Ill... ................................ . 
Oct. 80-Lafayette, Ind ................................... . 
Oct. at-Crawfordsville, Ind ............................. . 
Nov. 1-Colnmbns,In~t ................................... . 
No". 2-Hatnilton, Ohio ................................... . 
Ni::iv. 8-'0tn¢nnati1 ()hio ..... ~ ............ , ............ .. 

-·--· ·~ -·~~-~~~~~~- ------·--· 
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Freethought Federation and Union. 

FREETHOUGfiT FEDERATION OF .AMERIOA. 
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. 

141 South Water St., Chicago. 
E. c. Rl!liCHW-\ T n, 'T'reasurer ........... 2~~ WM~trdir~n As~·· g~i~~ggg 
MRS. M.A. FREEMAN, Secretary .... l087 "· a son ., 

VIOE-PRESIDENTS: 
FRANKLIN Sf'EINRR, I N. F. GRISWOLDid c I 

Des Moines, Iowa. Mer en, o JD 

AMERIOAN BEOULAR UNION. . 
L p Pu'I'NAl!l' Pre'i<iPnt ........... r.141 A. Water St., ChlCal!'O 

~= H: ~EVERANQ"'• M.D., Vice-President, cor. Mth St., and 
GrRCP AvP., C1htcago. 0 1 b A r.h· 

RoN. 0 B WAITF, Vi~P~Pr11•., ............ 6050 I!' P" 'l;' s~·· Ch~~:~g 
J 8 B. GRFER, M.D., Vtre Pres ............... 127La8a le c· I 
Go A F de LEsPINASSE, M.D , V1oe-Pre• ......... O!ang~t lbvh. owa 
Mns.'M. A. FR"'~HA", oor. ileo ......... to37W. Mad1sonR~' hell~an OTTo WETTSTEIN. Treas...... .... .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... c • 

Annual Congress of Freethinkers. 
TO BE HELD IN HARDMAN HALL, NINETEENTH ST. AND 

FIFTH AVE., NEW YORX, OOTOBER 25, 26, 27. 

PROGRAM. 
Friday morning, 10 o'olock,-Address,~y Sam~el P. Pnt

nam, "Rome or Reason, Which? Appomtment of 
committees. · 1 T 

Fridav afternooD. 3 o'clock.-Addressby Dame . Ames. 
... Evolution Under the Microscope." Short speeches 
by friends present. Music and recitations. 

Friday evening, 7.30 o'clock.-Address by President E. 
B Foote of the Manhattan Liberal Club. E. W. 
ohamberiain on "Freedom of Mails." M. Oppen-
heimer, "Sunday Qa~stion." . . 

Saturday morning, 10 o clnck_.-Busme~s meetm~ of 
the American Secnlar Union, election of officers, 
amendments to constitution, pract!cal work, e~c. 

Saturday afternoon, 3 o'clock.-BusmesR meetmg of 
Freethought Federation, election of cffiaers, amend
ments to constitution, conference and addresses. Let
ter from Hon. C. B. Waite. 

Saturday evening, 7.30 o'clock.-Address by Susan H. 
Wixon. "Will the Coming Woman Go to Church?" 
Geo. E. Macdonald, "Worth and Worthlessness_of 
an Oath." Address, Frar,klin Steiner, "Necesmty 
of Freethought A~itat.ion." 

Sundav mornine-. 10 o'clock.-Address by T. B. Wakeman, 
"Religion Under Evolution and its Relation to the 
State." Address, E. C. Walker, "The National Re
form Association, Its Positiou and Wmk." Henry 
M Taber " Church Taxation." 

Sunday afte~oon.-Addrees by Henry Rowley, "Our 
Warfare." Henry Bird. "Evolution in Thought." 

Sunday evaDing, 7. 30 o'clock. Address by L. K. Wash
burn "Liberty and Education thA Basis of the Re
public." Samuel P. Putnam, " Evolntion, F rea
thought, and Progress." 

Musio will be furnished at sessions of Congress by Mrs. 
E. M. Macdonald and others. . 

It is requested that friends make a sne~tal effort t<? be 
present at first sessio~~; of Cot;~gress Fnday mormng. 
Thi~ is important. Invrte all friends. Seats free. 

Special to Freethinkers of New York and Vi· 
cinity, 

It is hoped that every friend who can will be 
present at the first session of the National Congress 
of Freethinkers, which will open with an address by 
Samuel P. Putnam on" Rome or Reason: Which?" 
This will giv the key-note to the Congress and out. 
li11e its great and important work. We must learn 
the lessons of history. The experience of the past 
must be our guide for the future. Do not fail by 
your presence on Friday morning, October 25bb, to 
help the cause of reason, of humanity, of Free
thought. If we can do nothing else, w_e, a.t leas~ 
can giv the cheer and eclat of an enthusiastrc audi. 
ence. 

An .Appeal. 
I hope that every friend of the Freethought cauRe 

will contribute something to the work of the Con
gress and of the coming year. Giv what you can. 
Every little helps. There are the Wise and the 
Fleckten cases. We must be prepared to defend 
and maintain our rights, in these, our comrades, who 
stand for principles of the first importance. We 
must hav money for law expenses, for the publica
tion and distribution of pamphlets, for Congres
sional work at Washington. We purpose to use 
every cent to the best possible advantage, and make 
our small means efiectual. Do not be discouraged 
because you can giv but little. If all join forces, 
we can hav a fund at our disposal by which we can 
push the fight. We must do this, if we would hav 
Freethought in this republic. The aggressions of 
the church are becoming greater every day. The 
church. is busy with its many organizations. It is 
constantly on the move. The question of free 
speech, free press, and free mails is thrust upon us. 
We cannot be indifferent. Let the ranks close, and 
let us do our level best. Send all contributions to 
E c. Reichwald, of Chicago, or to me, core of the 
'.frutb. Seeker Company. S. P. P. 

Important Notice. 
I bav not had time to answer the kind and gen

erous letters which I hav received from many 
frjen4s ~ ~upport of the Qon~r~sl:l a:g.d ita work. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I hav been crowded with business and my co~re
spondents must excuse me from not acknowledgmg 
by personal letter their good. words. and gifts. All 
contributions will be published m THE TRUTH 
SEJrKER and I desire especially that those who hav 
forwarded funds to. me, or to Mr. Reichwald, 
•rreasurer will see that their names and amounts 
are publisbed in THE TBUTH SEEXEB ; if not in the 
list, do not fail to let me know at once. The fol
lowing are the further contributions to the work. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 
Wm. Smith ........................................................ $10 00 
E .• T. Dorethy .................................................... · 5 00 
C. Elmendorf ........................................ · .. · ....... · 5 00 
0. Ricbnor.......................................................... 2 00 
Geo. W. Colles ................................................... · 2 0~ 
P. Donham ........................................................ · 2 0 
Paul Fisher......................................................... 2 00 
C. C. Johnson .................................................... · 2 0~ 
T. 0. Beal ......................................................... · 2 0 
Geo. H .. Look.................. .... . ...... .... ... .. .. .... . .. .. ... 2 0~ 
Jo\ln Wmn ........................................................ 2 0 
J. H. Brown ...................................................... · 2 00 
Robert Binns....................................................... 1 00 
Mrs. J. D. Francis............. .. ... ...... ....... ........ .... . . 1 00 
J. M. Hartin....................................................... 1 00 
Marshall A. Warren...... . . ...... . .... . . . .... . ...... . ..... . . 1 00 
J-ohn Nuessle.............................................. ... . ... 1 00 
J. E. Coy ............................................ · ......... · · · 1 00 
J. E. Phelps...................................... .... . . . .. .... . . 1 00 

Received by Truth Seeker Company for the Con
gress: 
W. S. Taylor .................................. : .................... $10 00 
S. S. Bryan......................................................... 5 00 
Julius Fehr........ .... ........................... ............. ..... 5 00 
A. z. Hoole . ...... ............ ..... .............................. . 5 00 
John Ardson........................... .... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 5 00 
E. A. Stevens...................................................... 5 00 
Dr. M. G. Beck................................................... 5 00 
Asa Auger ..................................................... ···· 2 50 
W. Hodg3on...... ... ...... ...... .................. ...... .......... 2 00 
S. R. Wetherill................................................... 1 75 
E. P. Bosworth................................................... 1 50 
E. E. Curtis........................ . .... . .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... 1 50 
S. T. Hazleton.................................................... 1 00 
C. A. Orcutt....................................................... 1 00 
::9. E. Davies....................................................... 1 00 
J. E. Welch......................................................... 1 00 
T. B. Barrows.·.................................................. 1 00 
T. F. Wright....................................................... 50 
James Yates........................................................ 50 

The following friends hav contributed since my 
last report. I hope to hear from others, for it 
takes more money to carry on a Congress than 
many hav any idea of. Enry little will help. 
Names of all donors will be published in the book 
of the full proceedings of the Congress, a copy of 
which will be sent free to every contributor. 

E C. REIOHWALD, Treas., 
141 So. Water street, Chicago. 

G. Lincoln .......................................................... $20 00 
F. J. Porter . ...... ...... .................. ........................ 15 00 
Jules Dnez......................................................... 5 00 
0. Childs .................. ,......................................... 5 00 
M. S. Palmer...................................................... 5 00 
P. F. Spencer..................................................... 2 00 
John Leitsch....... ................. .... .................... ...... 2 00 
John Lomax....................................................... 2 00 
Chas. Henshaw................................................... 2 00 
W. I. Fox.......................................................... 1 00 
John A. Smith ..................... ·.............................. 1 00 
P. B. R9asoner .................................................. , 1 00 
Louis Calais........................................................ 1 00 
Remy Calais........................................................ 1 00 
John A. Joat....................................................... 1 00 
L. P. Tibbe............ ......................... .................... 50 

News and Notes. 
COLUMBUS AND CINCINNATI. 

I found a good company of Liberals at Columbut~ 
and lectured on Sunday afternoon, October 6th, 
as no hall could be procured for an evening meet
ing. A fair audience was present, considering the 
limited means at our disposal for advertising. 
I believe that Columbus, the capital of the great 
state of Ohio, with a population of 125,000, could 
be made a center of Freethought work. But it re
quires time and patience, and some one ~o take the 
lead. I met quite a number of stanch frrends: Dr. 
J. B. Schueller, J. J. Burdge, Frank Montgomery, 
Mr. Joseph Simpson, Samuel Goodman, Charles 
Augustus, J, H. White, Mr. Pomery, Dr. Fox, 
Adams and others. I must thank Mr. and Mrs. 
Simpson and their daughter, Miss Ora Simpson, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Burdge, for their generous hos
pitality to the pioneer worker, and for their aid to 
make his labors successful in this important field. 
Mr. Joseph Simpson's father was a Freethinker in 
E ogland in the early days of George Jacob Holy
oake, about 1840, and was obliged, on account of 
the Christian boycott, to emigrate to this country. 
Freethought, therefore, is the inheritance of this 
family. Mr. J. J. Burdge is a contributor to THE 
TRUTH SEEXER. He was formerly a schoolmaster, 
but the Christians were opposed to his scientific 
teachings and wanted religion and the Bible in the 
schools. On account, th£refore, of the honesty of 
his convictions he was obliged to seek other means 
of support; but fortup.ately, although be did not 
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hav the Lord on his side, he had nativ genius and 
tact, and could labor both wj,th hands and head ; 
and he is thousands of dollars ahead on the pe
cuniary side of the matter, besides the possession 
of independent brains. He has made for himself a 
place in the world fr_om whic~ all the s~aves of ~u
perstition cannot drslodge hrm. He 1s well m
formed, a student of science and history, and thor
oughly understands the principles of freedom and 
progress. I enjoyed my few days' ;isi~ with him. 
The time passed pleasantly along, wrth mtellectual 
and social pleasures. 

Mrs. M. M. Lyndol is an all-round activ worker. 
~he believes in reform with every fiber of her being. 
If there is anything to be done for Freethought she 
is ready to do it. Dr. J. B. Schueller is one of the 
most influential citizens of Columbus, and has the 
open hand and heart for the unpopular cause. Frank 
Montgomery I met years ago, when the first Free
thought lecture was given at Columbus, and he is as 
hospitable and true as ever. 

On Sunday morning I attended the funeral. of 
little Emily, daughter of Mr. ap.d Mrs. J. H. Whrte, 
six years old. She died suddenly, being severely 
sick only a day or two before the sad event oc
curred. It was a deep afiliction for the parents, to 
hav the light of home thus darkened. Many friends 
gathered around when the last offerings were made 
of memory and love. Only human sympathy can 
shed its beauty and hope in such experiences of 
bereavement. In the beautiful sunshine we passed 
to the final resting-place in the city of the dead. 
We placed the silent form in earth and covered 
it with flowers. So must we meet death with mu
tual courage and devotion, not to forget, but to 
make its darkness shine with tender stars of aftec
tion and remembrance. To our good and true 
friends, who are ever faithful to the cause, we giv 
our deepest sympathy and respect. 

Our Spiritualist friends use the hall in which I 
spoke afternoon and evening, and I was pleased to 
hear my radical comrade of Chicago, Professor 
Lockwood. 

Through the kindness of Mr Simpson I was 
enabled to visit the great state penitentiary. This 
has a population of 2.000 criminals-a city in itself. 
There are great workshops here, and many forms 
of industry are going on. It furnishes an inter
esting panorama of compulsory morality. The 
chaplain here has the biggest audience of any in 
the city, and, as he says, all are under conviction. 
This is a model theological heaven. I did not see 
many signs of intelligence among the prisoners. 
The idle room, where those who hav nothing to do 
loaf all day, is about as near to hell as anything I 
ever saw. Such empty faces I never witnessed. I 
think a little physical suftering would be a relief to 
this awful stupidity. In comparison the hardest 
labor is paradise. 

From Columbus I go to Cincinnati, and here is 
always a big and hearty welcome. The forces are 
at the front. George E. Light, Secretary Allen, Mr. 
and Mrs. Foster, Stlverman, and dozens of others, so 
many that I cannot name them all, add to the 
pleasure and the enthusiasm of the hour. I hav an 
appreciativ audience and lecture on "Freethought 
in England," which proVBs to be a very fruitful 
subject, and arouses quite a. discussion, in which 
eTen Liberals differ, for Liberals are not supposed 
to agree on everything. It givs quite a zest to the 
debate to hav these conflicting ideas, which are the 
result of honest investigation and not of blind 
submission. The rattling fire, pro and con, was 
illuminating and electrifying. I always enjoy 
Cincinnati. There is ll).enty of life there. 

I am arranging for a Freethought campaign in 
Ohio the coming December and January. I hope 
the Liberals of the Buckeye state will make a gen. 
eral rally, and · hav one or more lectures at every 
possible point. There are thousands of Liberals 
in Ohio who ought to be organized for the work. 
If every friend will do his share, all is well. Agita
tion and education are the needs of the hour. I 
want to hear from every friend who is interested in 
our advance movement. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

28 Lafayette place,· New York. 

Observations. 
In his speech on the Declaration of Independence, 

Colonel Ingersoll is generous enough toward the 
papacy to make the following admission : "The 
Catholics of Maryland were the first people on the 
new continent to declare universal religious tolera
tion. Let this be remembered to their eternal. 
ho:n,or." The piece on "Religious Toleration in 
Maryland " on another page of this paper has a ten-. 
dency to tame the enthusiasm which I once felt over .. 
the matter to which thG colonel refers ; but if any 
Protestant should be inclined to sneer at the empti
ness of OatholiQ ~Ji'O~~s~ioV:s C?f toleration, I would. 
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refer him back to the words of Colonel Ingerscll, 
who, in the same speech, further says: "Let it be 
remembered to the disgrace of the Protestant gov
ernment of England, that it caused this grand law 
to be repealed." Catholics complain that the Free
thought orator is not fair with them, but in this 
instance he has given them more credit than they 
deserve. In establishing religious toleration in 
Maryland the Catholics made an arrangement anal
ogous to that which the hen suggested to the horse 
while pickin~ up oats under his nose. The· hen 
agreed that if the horse would not tread on her toes, 
she would try to avoid stepping on his. The priests 
knew that, in the game they were playing, the odds 
were with the Protestants, and that at any moment 
there was liable to be a horse on them. 

Protestants, as well as Catholics, are willing to be 
understood as favoring greater liberty than they in
tend to concede, and their professed " liberty of 
conscience in the interpretation of scripture " is a 
twin deception to the Catholic's "religious tolera
tion." The Reformation, during which so many 
Christians abjured the errors of Rome and em
braced those of Protestantism, is thought to hav 
been conducted on a platform whose central plank 
was "freedom of private judgment," but truth com
pels the historian to say that this fair-sounding 
phrase meant only the freedom of the Protestant to 
judge and reject the doctrin of the Catholic church. 
A man might use his reason, too, in deciding 
what certain scriptural passages meant, but he was 
not at liberty to reject any of them as untrue. The 
one thing that both papists and Protestants agreed 
upon was the suppression of unbelief. The Reforma
tion gave us an infallible book in the place of an in
fallible pope, and the persecution of freedom of 
thought went gaily on. 

And if Catholics and Protestants are deluded in 
the belief that either one church or the other favors 
liberty of thought, the citizens who thinks that his 
right to disbelieve is guaranteed by the civil Consti
tution and laws is £qually hallucinated. There 
is no such guarantee, though the right to "worship 
God" according to the dictates of individual con
science has been so construed. I hav never seen a 
a law or a constitution that granted the right not to 
worship God at all. The fact is that no civil or 
religious statute acknowledges the existence of the 
Freethinker; he ie de bonis non-goods not admin
istered upon-and is at the mercy of religious and 
judicial whims. · 

"Our New Humanity," a quarterly publication of 
marked ability from Topeka, Kan., is a neoterism 
in magazine literature. It is for woman, but proud 
man may read it with profit and humiliation. To 
the head of a family it is as an agricultural report to 
the farmer, and contains much information about the 
preliminary requisite to a good yield-not necessarily 
a generous yield but a prime one-of children. The 
popular carelessness concerning this matter of cul
tivating the race is confessedly great. The ques
tion of demand is ignored, and no attention is paid 
to seasons, to the adaptability of soil to product, 
nor to the manner and quality of the seeding. The 
little human weeds that epring up in the household 
nursery patch are a volunteer crop. The contribu
tors to ''Our New Humanity" think that more sys
tem might be introduced int? this b~anc~ of in
dustry. In view of the conspicuous sCientific tone 
of the magazine, it is difficult to account for the 
generous recognition accorded by t~e edito~ to the 
sentiment of love between persons ddferenhated as 
to sex ; for love is a totally unscientific and perpetu
ally disturbing element in the human economy. The 
tilling of the stirp under the influl:lnce of this aberra
tion of the intellects would find its parallel in agri
culture if the husbandman were to plow with a 
cannon and plant with a shotgun. "Our New Hu
manity" cont6mplates marriage as a habit in which 
it is undesirable to be confirmed. 

Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., contributes to the maga.zine 
an instructiv article on "Paternal Impressions." 
It is a matter productiv of more or less curious in
quiry why the bachelor president of the Liberal 
Club has never put himself in a way to make inde
pendent observationil in this interesting branch of 
biology. 

The Iowa State Bystander is a weekly newspa
per published by Negroes at Des Moi~es, and it is 
full of unvarnished good sense, espeCially on the 
religious question. The editor rebukes the colored 
people of the city because only fifteen of them 
went to hear Ingersoll lecture, while three hundred 
attended a minstrel show. "Hon. Robert G. In
gersoll," he reminds them,." ne.ver deliv~~ed a lect
ure without saying somethmg In oppositiOn to op
pression of all kinds. Ingersoll took Ne.gro lectur
ers to his own ho!Xle and made them welcome, 
while ministers of the gospel refused to hav any-
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thing to do. with them." Yielding space for a little 
" plain talk " on religion, the .Bystander advises the 
poor washerwoman who has made a dollar at the 
tub to sink the coin in her own pocket rather than 
giv it to a presiding elder, who is a "uselers and 
expensiv luxury." Itinerant preachers are con
demned, because their tramping about give them 
opportunities to lead women astray, as the white 
preachers do. Finally, the Negroes, says the editor, 
giving a parting caress to preachers generally. 
"support too many rascals who are ignorant and 
too lazy to work." If the colored brother will con
fer with his white neighbors they may inform him 
in a burst of confidence that they are in the same fix. 

To Mr. C. Dutton, Grand Mound, Ia..: The Sledge
hammer is at hand. Your proposition that the 
government issue money as it needs it to pay run
ning expenses:_presumably to be received back in 
taxes and canceled-is open to the objection that 
it is based on common sense, and therefore is fated 
to be unpopular. Gi~ the public some scheme that 
is wilder than any in vogue, and the world will 
extend the glad hand ; but introduce for general 
acceptance a plan that is feasible on its face, and 
you shall become a<>quainted with the marble heart. 
Let us get from off our knees before the throne at 
Washington, and do a little private rustling. I 
would call your attention to the Labor Exchange. 
which is endeavoring to work out the financial 
problem without the aid of the government. Most 
of our money transactions are with our neighbors, 
and it ie a great deal easier to make some arrange
ment with them for the medium of exchange than it 
is to revolutionize the government ·'Voting on na
tional questions is as futil as praying. to God; and 
an individual or group of individuals providing 
themselvs with the necessary medium are more 
practical than the mere voter to the extent. that the 
worker is more likely to get what he wants than the 
man is who only prays. Our government finances 
are going to seed, as you can see, and it is time that 
something else was sprouting. The Labor Ex
change is a promising germ. 

In an article on the deceased Professor Huxley, 
the animatA Professor Michael Foster writes as fol
lows in Nature: "Future visitors to the burial
place on the northern bights of London, seeing on 
his tombstone the lines-

' And if there be no meeting past the grave, 
If all is darknf'ss, eilence, yet 'tis rest. 
Be not afraid, ye waiting hearts that weep; 
F vr God "still giveth his beloved sleep," 
And 1f an endless sleep he wills-so best '-

will r!lcognize that tbe Agnostic man of science had 
much in common with the man of faith." Ap
parently that is true. Future visitors to Huxley's 
g-,.ave, reading tbe Theistic inscription upon his 
tombstone, will observe that he shared the common 
lot in having a family of such unscrupulous piety that 
they c:mld not even leave him t9 the eloquent si
lPnce of dPath, but must make· him seem to voice 
sentiments that he never held while living. Some 
men of faith doubtless hav wives who do not re
spect their opinions-and in this regard Professor 
Huxley '' had much in common " with that class. 

GEO. E. MAODONALD. 

'fhe Attack Renewed. 
F1·mn tlte Gnrtsttan Reformer. 

Since the discnssion of the blasphemous character of 
THE TRUTH SnEXER in these columns that papAr has been 
excluded from the mails in C11nada. The E htor n.nd · 
manager of lHE TRUTH SEEKER wrote to the post-o:flbe 
department in reference to the matter, and in his reply 
the secretary eaid: ''The postmaster-general cannot quote 
the date of the issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER to which 
his attention was called, nor specify the particular article, 
or articles, which, at the time, s~~med to him more espe. 
cially open to the charge of scurntit.y or blasphemy. He 
had no hesitation, however, in decidmg-anct his opinion 
was supported by that of the minister of j astice-that, on 
account 1 f the character of its contents, the paper was 
one which, under the law, ought to be excluded from the 
mails of this country." 

This prollibition is being used by the paper to advertise 
itself. It prints the badge of its sllame on the first page 
above thehPading, in bold type, "Prohibited in Canada." 
The prst-offioe authorities of that country hav set a good 
example to our own postmaster-general. But this action 
does not reach far enough. The paper is no doubt being 
sent into Canada, and there may be a larger number of 
copies distributed by other agencies than ever went 
through the mails. And it is probable that the exclusion 
of the paper from our own mails would increase the de
mand for it among a certain class of readers. Curiosity 
to see the prohibited sheet would lead many to purchase 
it. All in all the publishers would no doubt regard ex
clusion from the mails as a most acceptable gratuitous 
advertisment. And they would be content to seek other 
means of distribution if only the demand for the paper 
were largely increased. · 

The only radical cure for the evil is the suppression of 
the pnblication on the ground of its blasphemy and its 
irjnryto the public welfare. ~he fact ofits blasl?hemous 
character is beyond all questiOn.- Its weekly aim is to 
cast reproach upon Chrisl and· his religion. The only 
woJl.de1 is th!lt f1Dr res~Qn!!il;lle o~cer of our goverJW;!.ent 
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who mn.y see a copy of the paoer witn its orofane ridicule 
of the Lord Jesus Christ doP!! not immediately take steps 
to stop its pnblinatirn. And once more we Clll noon the 
authorities in New York city to deliver themselvs and 
thA city and state and nation from this bnrnin,go disg"race. 

Where doe11 the ~uilt of the blasphemy of this publica
tion rest? Primal'ilV, of course, on the publishers. 
'l'hAy send it out week bv week on its errand of reviling 
God and his word, and l'idiculinst the savinr. and thus 
corrupt-ing the morals of thn community. Bnt the civil 
authorities are placed in offioe for the purpos"', among 
other thini7R, of protectin~ the people from all snob in
juries. And if they permit the continued commission of 
the criminal and injurious acts, the I?Uilt of the said 
crimes and injuriPs.paqses ovAr also to them. And if, in 
their savereign place back of the officers of the govern
ment, the people P~>rmit such dereliction of official dntv, 
the guilt of the blasphemv reRts finally upon them. As 
the real sovereign under God the people are bound to lay 
down in fundamental law snob. rules of conduct for the 
~overnment as will keep it in harmony with the divine 
law. And if from the want of necessary constitutional 
provisions, or from the fai.Inre to demand the faithful 
f'Xecution of them and of statutes resting on them when 
they are enacted, the crime of blasphemy goes un
checked. the sovereig-n people are in the last analysis 
responsible for it. Thev are the depositories of the 
rightful anthoritv of civil ~overnment. If they do not 
use that authority faithfully for the ends for which it 
is ~ven they are responsible to G-.d himgelf, and he will 
hold thA sovereign people to a strict account. The indi
vidual blasphemers :may escape punishment from the 
government. but the unfaithful people will not escape 
the penal jnil~ments of him who proclaimAd amidst the 
thunders of Sinai the law which reads: "Thou shalt not 
ta~e the name of the L-.rd thy God in vain; for the Lord 
will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in 
vain." 

From tile Gllrlsltan &atesman. 
Our charge a~ainst THE TRUTli B!!EKER of Ne,.. York 

bas stirred up the wrath of that j ,nrMl. It denies the 
charge, a!! a matter of course ; and affirms besides that 
there can be no such crim" as blasphemy where church 
and state are not united. We do not. thinlr it nec~>ssary to 
reprint tb.e citat.ions alrPady made from Judge Cooley's 
anthoritativ wot k on "Constitutional Limitations," nor 
to ~iv once more the r~ferences to othAr recognized au
thorities in American ln.w. such as B1nvier, Burrill, 
Bisbnp, WhArton, ChiAf .T'l!ltice Shaw of Massachusetts, 
and Justice Story of the United States Supreme Court. 
Those and other high anthorit.i.e", too numerous to men
tion, dE::fine blasphemy as an offense under our laws. This 
d~>cision has been given over n.nd over again in our courts 
which recogniz" no union of church and state as existing 
among us. This first essential point is simply beyond 
controversy. 

The second point isPq'lally clnar. THE TRUTH BEEKER 
is a blasphemous publication. It could not be more ac
curately described than it is in the standard definitions of 
blal!l>hPmy. For example. Justice Shory, in the cele
brated Girard will case. Paid that the divine origin and 
truth of Christianity ar!l admitted in our law, "and there
fore it is not to b3 maliciously anrl openly reviled and 
blasphemPd against to the annovance of believers or the 
injury of the pnblic." Judge Cooley defines blasphemy 
n.11 "contumelious reproaches a1ld profane ridicule of 
ChriRt;" and again. as "pnrposelv using words concern
in~ thn 811oreme Being calculated n.nd desi~ned to im
pair and destroy the reverence, respect., and confidence 
ilue to him as the intelligent Creator, G.Jvernor, and 
Jnrlge of the worlil." 

Every issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER comes under all these 
definitions. Its aim is to ~catter abroad contumelious 
reproaches and profane ridicule of Christ. In the most 
shocking picturE's, with texts nf 8\lriptnre underneath 
thPm, ifbl'aps ridicule and Mntumely on the Savior. It 
malicionslv and onenly revilPs and bla~phemes ae:ainst. 
Clh.ristianity and its divine auth'>r to the a mol/a"cll of 
b~iP.vPrEJ and the injun of the public. It purposely uses 
both pictures and words "to imnair a nil deqtroy the rev
Al'ence, respect. n.nd confidence due to God a 1 tbe Creator, 
Governor, and Judge of the worlil.." Any ordinary jary 
in any of our courts with tbP leeal ilpfiait.ion of blasphemy 
and sample copies of Tm: TsUTH BEEKER taken at ran
dom from its issnPs for months and years before them 
would pronounce its publishers gniltv of blasphemy. 

Since our arraignment of this sheet for blasphemy 
n.bout a month ago it has been ex~lnded from the mails of 
Canada. The character of the sheet was brought to the 
attention of the Canadian postmaster-general, A. P. 
Caron, E ·q., and the secretary writes in reply to an in
quiry from a subscriber who nr: long-er received his p11.per: 
" He [the postmaster. general] had no hesitation in de
ciding-and his opinion was supported by that of the minis
ter of justice-that on account of the character of its con
tents, bfl paper was one whioh. under the law, ought to be 
excluded from the mails of this country." In the same 
connection it is Flaid that the naper iR '• ooen to tbe charge 
of scurrility and blasphemy." Tm: TRUTH BEEKER seems 
to glory in its shame, and parades on its first page in 
large type above the title, the words, • • Prohibited in 
Canada." It s11.ys, however, that it "still reBChes its 
friends in Canada, and will continue to reach them until 
there is some other turn of the machine." We hope the 
Canadian government will prove eqaal to this new emer
gency. 

And now we again giv the trnmpat no uncertain sound, 
and call upon our authorities to do what the post-offioe 
authorities of Canada hav most righteously done. '!'he 
guilt of the awful blasphemy of this paper will be shared 
by the United States government, if, after attention is 
called to the charaoter of its weekly contents, the admin
istrators of our post-offiBe continue to distribute it 
throughout the land. · 

This is the present 11rgent duty of our national{!overn
ment. And this can be done without any delay. Bat the 
civil ~nthorities of New York city hav a farther duty 
resti~g upon them. And that is the prohibition of the 
Pllblio~tion of the paper which week hy week deJ"ntly 
tramples under foot the law of the commonwealth .. Here, 
again, the principle holds good that when the executors 
of the law tolerate crimes which the law was intended to 
prohibit they become guilty of the crimes themselvs. 
The only way for the o:ffioers of government to clear the4' 
IJ}Qrts is ~ sq.ppre!ls ~e blasph~mo~!j she~t. 
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~etters of (jtrfends. 

Don't Show These Orders to Mr. Caron. 
DANBUFY, CONN • O!>t. 7. 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send THE TRt:Trr 
8Eli!XER and the "Pictorial TE>xt-Book." 
Inclosed find $3. FRANK RAu. 

NEWNAN, GA., Oct. 8, 18!15. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed plt>ase find $4, for 

which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER, the 
''Pictorial Text-Book," and the pamphlets 
named herein. CHAS. M. SPEER. 

CLAEK, S.D., Oct. 2, 295. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, ff\r which 

send your "Pictorial TeTt-Book," and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for one yFa~ to this 
new subscriber. 0. M. BAKER. 

PoRT GAMBLE, WASH, Oct. 1, 189!1. 
MR. EDITOR: Plea11e send me as per your 

offer, THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, 
and " Pictorial Text· Book," alB'> "Age of 
Reason," for which please find inolosPd 
$3.25. Yours truly, C. P. J. JENSEN. 

HARWICH, MAss., Oct. 9. 1895. 
MB. EDITOR: Yon will remember that I 

pledged rr yself to g'et a snb11oriber or pay 
the price of a yPar's subscription E'xtra 
So please find $3 within, for which send 
THE TRUTH SEFKER and " Piotoris 
Text-Book " to Mrs Hattie Lothrop. I 
feel very 1!'1arl to l!'et a 11nbscriber. There 
are Freethinkers enoul!'h in this town to 
subscribe for a hnndred copies, yet there 
are none that I can get to subscribe, but I 
will never giv np trying tiJI I die. 

B. F. RoBBINS. 

GABF~LD. N. J .. o .. t. 7, 1895. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay for 

subscription to THE TRUTH 8FEKER for 
one ypar, and a orpy of the "Freethink
er's Piotoriul Text-Book." May be it will 
interest you to I> now that I bav formed a 
sort of "Freethinker's S"oiety," and am 
averaging a new convert daily. Hav also 
set a great many Christian<~ (who did not 
know why they were Christians) to think
ing very serione1y. None of them can 
even begin to an11wer the Freethinker'~ 
argument. Yon wm find twenty-five cents 
in stamps to pay for five copies of "The 
Bible God DieprovFd bv Nature." 

H, RADCLIFFE WELLS, PH. G. 

Canadian GonrnmPnf Disgrac~>d. 
NAUGATUCK, CoNN. Oct. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find five oente, 
for which please Eend me sample copy of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am going to 
subscribe, and I want to find bow mnob 
the price is. I see by the New York Sun 
that your paper is excluded from the mails 
in Canada. It is a disgrace to the govern-
ment. CLARENCE CURRIER. 

The West Extends Its .Arms. 
LEvaN, UTAH, Oct. 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $5 to renew 
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
two years. There is a great opportunity 
here in the WE>st for Freethonght if some 
of our leading Liberals would giv ns a call. 
To Ingersoll would be tendered an ova
tion snob as a candidate for the presidency 
could not command, even from members 
of his own :(:arty. Yours for progress, 

GEO. LARSON. 

Every Little Hdps. 
NEw HAVEN, 0., Oct. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please send me pamphlet: 
"Woman: Four Centuries of Progress," 
by Susan H. W1xon. I want to pass it 
around to the women here. I wish I had 
more means to spend for reading matter. 
I am trying to do all I can for the spread 
of Freethonght here; I goiv away all the 
books and papers that I get to any who 
will read them. 

Yours in truth and liberty, 
THOS. 8. CHARITY. 

Not a H liday Parad~>. 
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Oct. 9, 1e95. 

MB. Et>JTOB: I inclose you herewith $~, 
which pays up back snb~cription. Hope 
yon can knock out those infernal Cana
dian bigots. Of course it's blasphemy to 
them; anything is if contrary to their re
ligions prejudices, but, then, we hav to 
fight mch~big'otry' e'v'erywhere. The Sun-

day closing is just one phase of the fight, 
and if I am not mistaken there's hot work 
ahead. FRANK D. BLUJ!I. 

Wants to H~lp Most Effectivly. 
CHICAGo, ILL., Oct. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I inclose yon $1.50 for THE 
TRUTH 8BEK1m; I hav often proposed to 
myself that I would pay what I had used 
up of my subscription and stop my paper. 
But I could not see how that would help 
yon .. I want to keep it as long as I can, 
and when I cannot afford to take it any 
lone:er I shall be very sorry, indeed. 

Will send you the balance in a few days. 
Very truly yours, JNo. HUDSON. 

That is What We are Here For. 
GREEN CoVE BP'Gs., FLA., Sept. 26, 1985. 

MR. EDITOR: Just arrived here, having 
been away a long time, and.find my TRUTH 
BEKKER comes rel!'nlarly, though I am 
sadly in arrears. I inclose yon $3, which 
will bring it np to Nov. 1, 1895, and will 
remit yon later for subscription in ad
vance. I hav looked over a few of the late 
papers and find you are yet hammering 
away at and trying to enlighten the 
"Christians." Keep np the good work 
and believe me, I remain, 

Very truly yours, JoHN M. HowARD. 

From the Land of the Theocrats. 
LITTLE CooLEY, PA., Oct., 18!15. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, which 
please credit on my subscription. I ex
pect to read THE TRUTH SEEKER while I 
liv. if the theocrats do not succeed in sup
pressing it. It is worthy of every man's 
support. That there is a person in America 
who eon eiders its pages "indecent," "llcnr
rilons," or ''blasphemous," pas seth my 
comprehension. But any adverse com
ment upon the sacred myths of the past 
has always been thus looked upon by the 
pions pilots to the skies. 

Yours truly, F. M. MoRTON. 

God-Crazy People Always Dangerons. 
CANAL DoVER, 0., Oct. 7, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find tl2. Yon 
will giv me credit for $6 for two years for 
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and giv Mr. S. P. 
Putnam the other $6 to be applied to ex
penses of the Freethinkers' Convention. 
I hope the superstition of Canada will not 
succeed in barring your paper from that 
priest-ridden country, but this attempt is 
only a repetition of history. God-crazy 
people are liable to do anything, because 
their brains are subservient to their hearts; 
Jehovah says the heart is very wicked, and 
I believe this holds good in the Christians 
especially. Wishing yon success, 

Yours, 8. TooMEY. 

More Subjects for Heston~ 
FoREST GROVE, On., Sept. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inalosed find postal-order 
to pay np my TRUTH BEEKER to January. 
Of course you hav heard of our great loss, 
the death of Katie Kehm Smith. · She was 
the life of the Liberal cause in Oregon. 
We keep the Freethonght library open, 
and wiiJ, probably, also run the Sunday_ 
school this winter. At the present all the 
ungodly are off picking hops. We are 
glad that Oar Put. has landed, and not 
been swallowed by a whale. Tell Heston 
he has not illustrated the threshing ma
chine Ppoken of in Isaiah xli, 15, 16. Also 
Jesus being hung on a tree (Acts v, 30; 
x, 39; Galatians xi, 3-13; 1 Peter ii, 24). 

Yours truly, M. R. CHENEY. 

An Awkward Question in a Daily. 
ANAHEIM, CAL., Oct. 2, 1895. 

liefs created by the action of the brain in 
man without forethought and reason. 

Although my sabsoription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER has ·not expired, I desire to ren~'W 
it for another year. Inclosed find $b 50 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER with premium 
("Pictorial Text-Book") and the pam-
phlets named. R. LUEDKE. 

A. Rhode Island Well-Wisher. 
W ooNSCCKET, R. I., Oct. 4 1895. 

J\IR. EDITOR: I beg yon many pardons 
for not remitting before. I hav no excuse 
to offer except it is that I did not hav the 
dust to send. I appreciate your kindne!s 
in sending me the best of all papers j ast 
thesame;wonld nothav found any fault if 
yon had stopped my paper when the sub
scription expired, but should hav missed it 
very mnoh. I hope I may be able to take 
and pay for it as long as I liv.. Please 
find inclosed $3. I would like to be able 
to send yon a thousand times as mnoh to 
carry on the battle against the would-be 
destroyers of our liberty, but as I cannot 
I will hope that yon will come off more 
than victorious. WM. SLATER MauRY. 

Is Better Satislled than Caron. 
UNDERWOoD, MINN., Oct. 8, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to apply 
on subscription. We farmers are ha.,.d np 
at present; and please accept my thanks 
for carrying me as far as yon did-it is not 
the first time, and I don't suppose it will 
be the last. I hav taken your paper for 
about ten years, and hope to stay with yon 
a good many years more. It is the only 
Freethonght paper I take. There are 
other good papers in that line, but there 
is only one E. M. Macdonald. G. M's 
Observations are very interesting reading, 
too, and Heston's pictures are very handy 
for people who can't read; with a little PX

planation they will open the eyes of old 
people who hav never seen before. 

Yours truly, KRIST WmsoN. 

A. fommon Misapprehension of "Infl· 
delity." 

CHICAGO, ILL., Oct. 6, 1895. 
MB. EDITOR: InoloRed find $3 to pay on 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year. I find it most difficult to make the 
acquaintance of the right sort of "Lib
erals." A number of addresses hav been 
given me as those of Infidels, but they are 
found usually to be a mild kind of Chris
tian, or of a misguided class of Infidels 
who send their children to Christian San
day-schools, and do not wish to be exposed 
in their deceit, even to their children. 

I am now directing my work among the 
colored citizens of this city, and, singn 
larly enough, it promises better results. 
It is rare, indeed, to find a doubting 
Thomas smong tho~e people, but he is 
generally a radical when one is found. 

Yours truly, E. G. TAYLOR. 

Many of 'fhose Big Collections This 
Year. 

WAco, TEX , Oct. 7, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand yon $1 

for eight copies of the "Age of Rea
son " for distribution to Christians, with 
the hope that it may be the means of 
setting them to thinking and eventually 
get them "converted." 

I hav just read your item in this number 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER in regard to thP 
camp-meeting in Maine and the giving of 
jewelry, etc. The same thing happened 
at the Holiness camp-meeting in August. 
The extremists j!'ave their jewelry, etc., 
amid tears and shouting, •md a. good time 
generally. Some one aptly remarked that 
the collection would hav made a very good 
commencement for a " pawnshop." 

With best wbhes for yourself and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, I am, yours truly, 

WILL A. :t'{IBK. 

He Approves A.nti·Thercratic Work. 
CocoANUT GRovE, FLA., Oct. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: While sending yon $4.50 
for a year's subscription to THE TRUTH 
BEEKER and ''Cosmian Hymn-Book," I 
would also send the assurance of my gen
nin appreciation of the good and effectual 
work being done by the paper. The pict
ures speak plainer than words and are, I 
believe, more effectual often in causing 
people to think;. 
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of Freethinkers and Liberals in compel· 
ling them to pay for the sap port of 
ohnrohes, by the exemption of ohtlroh 
property from tantion; teaBhing relig.ion 
in sohool-honmes that all are compelled to 
support, also restricting the rights of Lib
erals to Sanday recreation and amusement, 
All to enable priests and preachers to do 
more work and earn more shekels on their 
business day. 

It seems to me that constant agitation 
and work. must eventually bring redress 
and justice. BAMUJ!IL RHODES. 

Let Yonr "Think Fixtures" Work. 
BANTA ANA, CAL., Oct. 1, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Fmd inclosed $8. 50, Please 
extend my subscription one year, and 
send "Old Testament Stories," as per ad
vertisment. I am sorry I could not come 
to the front with my renewal socner, and 
I thank yon for sending the paper regu
larly, jast as yon did before my subscrip
tion expired. 

The Rev. J. H. Allen proves by as
tronomy and G.Jd that the earth is jast 
5,666 years old, and Prof. J. L. Wortman 
proves by geology and Adam that man ex
isted on this earth at least 1,500,000 years 
ago. The reverend gentleman and God 
ddl'dr with the professor and Adam 1,494,-
334 years. Now the q 'lestion arises : 
Which party prodaoes the most credible 
evidence? Are both theories correct with 
that string of seven figures between them? 
I would answer both questions in the 
words of our Colonel: "He that hath 
brains to think, let him thi.ak." 

The only thing necessary to make any 
man, woman, or child see the utter ab
surdity and inconsistency of the clergy 
and their book, is to take off the fetters 
from their brains and. giv their " think fix· 
tures" a chance to work. 

I am sincerely yours for "truth." 
A. A. STEWART. 

They are Already United. 
HAV.ERHILL, MAss., Sept. 29, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I write yJn from Massa
obnsetts, the state in which the "cradle of 
Liberty" is supposed to rook, to inform 
yon that Massachusetts liberty is like the 
"Flyin~ Datohman," a myth-a delusion 
of the first water. 

The American Proteotiv Association was 
organized principally to keep church and 
state separate, but at present the order is 
oontroled by religions cranks of the "be
lieve or be damned" stripe. It is a grPat 
school, and I believe will wo1k out all 
right in time. 

Liberals and truth seekers are numer
ous enough, but are not aggressiv enough 
for their own protection. A little persecu
tion, which they are sore to hav in the 
near future, will do them goo.d. If In
gersoll and other Freethonght advocates 
would fix up a plan for a social organiza
tion similar to the ohnroh, and for edaoa
tion in and protection of their rights, it 
would be a great boon to the oppressed for 
conscience' sake, and would, I believe, 
maintain the rights of a free people. 

Church and state must be separated, 
not "kept separate," as it is termed now, 
for they are already united and viciously 
at work. But the days of oharoh oppres
Bion anrl religions persecution are num
bered. If they carry things too far they 
will find two can play at the same game, 
and it needs no prophet to foretell the out
come. Religion of to·day puts one in 
mind of a late En'>W in the spring, around 
under the walls and fences, while the 
great fields, where the snn shines, are 
bei:p.e: plowed and planted whh good seed. 

Yours for liberty, E. E. D.~tMERITT. 

.An .Answer to Dr. McAllister & Co. 
SuLTAN, WAsH., Oct. 6, 1895. 

M 'l. EDITOR: In the Los Angeles HP.rald 
of Septemper 15th, is asked the qaestion, 
"What is God?" This paper is a daily and 
weekly and has a very large circulation. 
I am a subscriber and can say I never be
fore found so direct a qaestion in it re
garding God. I was surprised to see the 
answers as given by most of the Los An
geles reverends. I firmly believe the q aes
tioner is not satisfied with their opinion. 
I would like to see your answer published 
in "Letters of Friends," not only on the 
subject, "What ie God," but also where is 
heaven? What is the devil? Where are 
hell, soul, spirit, ghost, and goblins? [The 
answer to these questions is very short. 
These things exist only in the imaginations 
~f belte'v'ers in them.-ED~ T. 8.} My 
o'wn anriwer is that all are superstitious be-

I like your constant method of keeping 
strictly to business and fighting the en
orO'a'obment of unjust laws on the rights 

MR. EDITOR: We assure yon that we fully 
understand the situation of TH'm TRUTH 
SEEKER in Canada, also what certain Chris· 
tian papers in the United States hav pub• 
liehed regarding your very able and noble 
Efl' •rt in behalf of religions freedom and 
full liberty for all mankind. We know 
yon must hav money to carry on the pnb· 
lioation of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and we 
hav really suffered in our mind for the 
reason that we could not spare the money 
to pay our subscription. The editorials in 
any number of your paper are worth a 
year's subscription, while it would be very 
hard to s·et a price on those splendid an~ 
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instrnctiv letters of Mr. Blmnol P. Put
nam. "News anti N 'ltes" will be read 
more extena:vlv in the fntnre and with 
deeper intel'IISt than they are at th'l pres
ent time. Who can set a price on "Obser
vations?" Wherever the blow is aimetl, it 
falls on priest or church with tellin~ e.ft ~ct. 
Without a doubt THE TRUTH BEEKER is 
the most iustrnctiv paper of this age, and 
it is for this reason that it is being perse
cuted bv the followers of the mythic\l 
God-Christ. Mv family and myself hav 
held fast to $3, and were intending to 
send the same to THE TRUTH SEEKER. We 
hav a fine property here, yet we found it 
impossible, during the last two years, to 
sell anything for cash. The times now 
hav a more cheerful appearance, and we 
expect to soon do more for your paper 
than we hav yet done. My family are all 
girls-seven of them, two manied, and 
five at home. Mrs. Peak, my wife, wants 
me to tell yon that if THm TRUTH SmEKlllR 
is in any manner persecuted, yon can de
pend upon substantial help from ns. Yon 
will find inclosed $3 to apply on subscriP
tion, and will soon send yon more. We 
will stand firmly by The Truth Seeker 
Company, and yon will please excuse this 
roughly-written letter, while we remain, 

Fraternally yours, R. B. PEAK. 

That's the Way to Talk to Them. 
L'lRAIN, 0., 0Bt. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: An accident occnrrPd here 
to-day that well illustrated the tender and 
loving mercy of God. At the layin~ of 
the corner-stone of a Catholic church, a 
platform was built on which the people 
might stand to witness the ceremony. It 
broke down and seventeen people are now 
in the hospital and about seventy injured; 
one little innocent babe killed, and they 
say seven more will die. This is from 
latest reports, and is as near corrPct as I 
can learn, as we all know it is hard 
to learn the truth from eye-witnesses, 
and two. persons seeing the same occur
rence will giv contradictory accounts. 
Had it been a gathering of disbelievers, 
hundreds would hav said it was a just 
punishment on them sent by God for their 
unbelief. About six months ago this same 
church was burned down and the women 
of the house where I roomed, being 
awakened by the fire gong, came and 
called my room-mate and me, tellingns that 
St. Mary's church was on fire. As soon 
as I learned the cause of the commotion, I 
went back to bed, saying: "That being 
the case, my assistance is not needed, for 
it is God's honea, and if he don't want it 
to burn he can pnt ont the fire much 
easier than I can;" and later, when they 
wanted me to contribute for rebuilding, I 
said: "Why, if God made the earth in 
six days he can certainly build churches 
much easier than I ean, and if he had 
wanted that one he would not hav burned 
it down." This kind o-f Iogie could not 
be reasonably answered, so they invari· 
riably ended by saying, "Oh, yon are one 
of those unbelievers!" 

Lorain is a place of some 12,000 popu
lation, and has an orthodox mayor. He 
wants to hav all business stopped on Sun
day, and just a short time ago a Hebrew 
was arrested and fined $10 and costs for 
selling a thirty-six-cent shirt on 811nday. 
This is outrageous, and I think there will 
be a change in the mayoralty the next 
election. 

We think of having Remsburg here to 
lecture in November, as we learn he will 
be through these parts. It is going to be 
hard to find B hall suitable for the pur
pose, and I do not know whether we will 
be snccessfnl or not. 

Wishing yon well, I am, yours truly, 
HARLAN c. WILLIAMS. 

More About "The Labor Exchange." 
BAY CITY, MICJH., Oct. 8, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice recently an item 
in THE TRUTH BEEKER concerning The 
Labor Exchange, and thought perhaps 
your readers would appreciate a short let
ter about it. 

Early in 1890 G. B. DeBernardi and 
others presented a petition to the circuit 
court for one of the counties of Missouri, 
asking that a benevolent association called 
The La.bor Exchange might be organized, 
and in March the petition was granted and 
the association "nly started forth. This 
ia the p~r'ent b'o'dyb'r denfral brg&;nization, 
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the balance of the association consisting of 
"branches" established wherever fifteen 
or twenty people can be found who prefer 
co-operation to competition as a social 
and business system. 

One dollar is asked of each memb!'lr as a 
life membership fee, which is devoted· to 
paying certain expenses which cannot be 
paid with the sort of currency provided by 
the association. 

This currency is issued as follows: A. 
member produces some article, or does 
some work for the branch in its business; 
he brings the article to the branch, or per
forms his labor, and the branch issues to 
him a "certificate of deposit" showing 
that he has depnsited so much labor, or so 
much value in the article, at the goinll': 
market price, for example: Oaeday'swork 
at $1 50, or one pair of shoes at $2. The 
member has an acaonnt opened with him, 
and under the obligation and agreement 
entered into when they become members, 
all members will accept such certificate in 
payment for labor or articles, and it is in
tended to circulate similarly to money 
among all the members. It may circulate 
outside the membership if accepted bnt 
such is not the intention, so not conflicting 
with United States laws. Although issued 
only to members, the certificate may· be 
presented for redemption at the branch 
by anyone, when it is canceled on being 
redeemed by the branch turning over to 
the person presenting it goods which it 
may hav on deposit, or can readily get for 
such person. As it is issued to the mem
ber individually, he must indorse it like a 
check besore disposing of it, and it is ne
gotiable in the same manner as a check. 
Small change is provided for np to $5, 
which, when it returns to the branch, is not 
canceled, like the certificates. 

A producer deposits what he has pro
duced, and the branch, by its manager, is
sues him certificates, thus there is always 
a demand for products at the market 
value, and if one can make anything, he 
can hav circulating medinm, or money. It 
thus encourages the unemployed. Non
producers who hav their income in United 
States dollars can "produce" in this way: 
By buying for cash goods at wholesale and 
depositing same in the branch, thus get
ting reasonable prices for themselve and 
their fellow- co-operators. 

Bnt the details cannot be gone into in 
this letter. I will be pleased to giv further 
information on the subject, however, or it 
may be had by applying to The Progressiv 
Thought Co., Olathe, Kansas. 

Yours, A. B. LENNOX, 

The Successors ofthe Witch-Hangers. 
THREE RIVERS, MAss., Oct. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : So it is prohibition in 
Canada, eh ? Where will it be next ? 
Prohibition possibly in all the New Eng
land and We~;tern states? Well, now, that 
would be pretty rambnnktious. We wimld 
lament very much to be deprived of onr 
congenial pabnlnm, especially after having 
feasted upon so many choice and delight
fully blasphemous morsels. Faith I and 
if it be blasphemous to state onr disbelief 
in the holiness of the Christian's champion 
book, let ns then one and all make the 
most of onr preRent opportunities. The 
Society for the Introduction of Impious 
Literature has been doing a great work of 
late. It has freely circulated the cleverly 
illustrated TRUTH BEEKER among those 
worthy families who love their enemies, 
and believe Mary remained a virgin al
though she was the mother of Jeans. Holy 
Moses! what an all-powerful odor of 
sanctity was stirred np thereby I Those 
pictures, bless 'em, went ~tfaight to the 
spot with killing eff~ot. Great Jupiter 
and Jove! how those devotees did Equirml 
Their skin was tender, and they excitedly 
exclaimed, with bated breath, Blasphe
mous! sacrilege I horribile dictn I They 
wanted to suppress the paper instanter, 
and wipe it out. Finally, they eased np a 
little and described some of the interesting 
remarks occurring in the paper. Their 
indignation was exceeded only by their 
vituperation, which was laughable in the 
extreme. 'l'heir feelings must hal' been 
t·erribly lacerated, bnt, don't char know, 
"whom the Lord loveth he cbasteneth." If 
the Pharisees will read T:a'm T~UTH BEElOI!R 
through it ought to teach them a lesson or 
two regarding their flimsy Chrif!tianity. 
All churc4e's c·ont3in a fe'vi gullible jays 

who are ROrfllv IZrieved to obs11rve that the 
Rpirit of the L'lrd fails to touch the minds 
of the fia-de-siecle yo!! the. The j '3sniticallv 
intellectn<tl pulpit pounder evenq np mat
ters, however, bv touching them for a 5'3r 
or 103r ocClaqionally, It is all for the L')rd 
aud the L'lrd loveth a cheerful giver. We 
must Jay np treasures in heaven by filling 
the church ccff3rs. We do not begrnd~e 
them their paltry gold and silver, for God 
knows the times are hard and the ministers 
are having a devilish hard time of it check· 
ing the extraordinary increase of skepti
oism, dishelief, and Higher Criticism t4at 
is sweeping over the land. Nothing is 
good or bad bnt thinking m~kes it so. 
Cotton Mather, D. D., a very learned man, 
familiar with fourteen langna"Ces, took for 
his text, "Thou shalt not suff3r a witch to 
liv." And now, dear young ladies, will 
von believe it possible? A few days after· 
wards the grim Pilgrims with Cotton's 
sermon ringing in their ears ran across a 
witch. She was a poor lonely widow, 
about three-score-and-ten, living in the 
wilderness. Forthwith they yanked her 
ont of her humble cabin a.nd away they 
went with another victim for the jugger
naut. By ministerial discourtesy she was 
termed an old hag and, being possessed 
by old Satan, was also a she· devil. The 
judges who condemned her to be strung 
np by the neck were no hoodlums or 
Mohawk Indians, bnt we despise them just 
as mncb as though they had been. 

Salem witchcraft and Salem priestcraft 
showed the marvelous gullibility of the 
L'lrd's chosen children at that period. 
We are somewhat advanced since those 
bewitching events happened. Are we to 
attribute onr advance and onr progress to 
Christianity or to Freethoaght? It does 
seem as though the credit were more dne 
to the latter than to the former all through 
history, as we interpret it. · We trust 
that THE TRUTH BEEKER arti.st will depict 
some of the early methods of propagating 
theology. The early methods were mns· 
cnlar; the present are taffy and marsh
mallow, fignrativly speaking, and all ow
ing to their decline in power and influence. 
A picture showing John Hnss and Bruno 
being hustled off by fire, or some scene 
of Saint Bartholomew's massacre, ought 
to make an impressiv picture. A redskin 
massacre ain't in it witha venomous white
skin's massacre. While these historical 
pictures might be somewhat harrowing to 
onr Christian fraternity, never mind, let 
ns jibe them with shafts of wit and ridicule, 
and see if they love their enemies. 

LORD HARRY CHESTRRFIELD. 

.A Prescription for Covenanters. 
HENDRICKSON, Mo., Oct. 8, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: Thirty years ago there was 
not an outspoken Liberal among my ac
quaintances in Southeast Missouri Being 
at that time, and ali the time since, en
gaged in the practice of physic, my ac
quaintance was and is extensiv, over an 
area of some five counties. Outside of a 
half dozen law libraries and my own, con
sisting of some three hundred or four hun
dred volumes, there was not a single 
library in the whole area above referred to. 
Enter whatever house yon might and, as a 
rule, yon found a Bible, a song-book, and 
an almanac. Under extraordinary circum
stances yon found the "Life of Christ " 
and Fox's "Book of Martyrs," and this 
ended it. . Among this people yon found 
the most intense religions feeling. In fact, 
it was bnt very little short of insanity. 
Camp-meetings, and other "distracted" 
religions gatherings, were held and pro
tracted for weeks, and the nights were 
made hideous by the yells and groans of 
the poor, ignorant men, women, and chil
dren Hell was uncapped, and the souls 
of the damned, writhing and rolling in the 
lurid flames of boiling snlphnr, were made 
visible to the distorted vision of these poor 
deluded mortals. And they were in dead 
earnest. They were totally ignorant of 
letters; in fact, the great mass of them 
could neither read nor write. Their 
preachers were bnt little better informed, 
yet they were possessed of a large measure 
of boldness, hypocrisy, and duplicity. 
The long-eared animal upon which Balasm 
rode had not a more powerful voice, even 
admitting that he had more brjlin, than 
many of these chosen month-pieces of the 
Lord. Every word in the Bible was writ-' 
ten by the finger of God, The Bible did 
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not onlv flOfl,fctf.ll a revelatioll from God, 
bnt it wa~ a revelation of G 1d. If any
thin~ was fottud in the Bibl"l, it wa'! trne
'llrflbat•"m est, notwithstau<Iins:" its ab'!nrd
ities. These po'lr ignorant mortala did not 
know that booki haol been voted ont of 
the sacred C!lnou, an<l that, in after years, 
thev had been voted in again; that verses 
and chapters of that holv b'lok hai been 
changed, curtailed, and lengthened to snit 
the occa9ion-on"'ia arl d'3i glorlam. 
These delnded m'lrtall'l did Mt kMw that 
"the N~w Tel'!tament of onr L'lrd and 
savior .Teens Christ" wa.s not written until 
more than two centuries after the death of 
Jeans, or until two c9ntnries after he is 
end to hav died, because it cannot be 
proven th"t he ever lived or died. He was 
filius nullius in law, and fraus pia; in 
fact. 

Yet with all this an <I these, I see in a re
cent C'lPV of THm TRuTa: SI!:EKlliR tb.at 
some fanatics, with m'lre piety than patri
otism, with more bigotry than tolerance. 
With more superstition than reason, with 
more falsehood than truth, desire and 
urge the g wernment to lay its heavy hand 
upon that noble, truthful, logical, and able 
sheet, and crush the life ont of it. Why? 
Can't yon an<~wer it, Mr. Fanatic? Can't 
your God defend his holy cau~e? He.v 
we iavoked the government to stop yon 
from uttering and circ•dating a lot of slush 
·which is and ha'J been fillin~ onr insane 
asylums with your disoiples? There is 
not an Infidel in this country bnt would 
shoulder the mnsket to defend your rights 
under the Constitution of this nation. 
They would shoulder them as q 'liokly to de· 
fend their own rightll-and don't yon for
get it. It is to be re~retted that fanati
cism and intolerance force men to claim 
rights and privileges they cannot aClcord to 
others. Bach men as these above referred 
to seem totally unable to see that their 
course is calculated to destroy all religions 
liberty, and bring swift destruction upon 
tbemselvs. If their aim is to destroy this 

·government, I want to whisper to them 
that that little game was attempted some 
thirty years ag-o, and failed. Bstter not 
try it again. One important article in onr 
creed is: Grant to every man the rights 
and privileges yon claim for yourself. 
This is founded upon the Golden Rule, 
which was hoary with age before Jeans 
was born, or the Christian religion thonght 
of. Hoping THE TRUTH BEEKER may con
tinue to liv, grow, and spread until the 
last vestige of superstition, bigotry, and 
intolerance shall be swept from among 
men, I hav the honer to be your friend, 

H. c. DAVIDSON. 

$67g,6g4,439· 
By the census of 1890, the 
above is the va.lue of 

Church Property 
in the United StatAs, 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOi'. 

Our pamphlet with this title contains an Argu. 
ment for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Va.lue .... b:y Denominations, of Church ProPer
ty in the un1ted States and in th1se•era.l Sb,tes 
and rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants: so arra<ged a,q to show at 
& glance the relative standing as to Wei.lth of the 
Leading D •nominations and Denomina.tion&. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of espeoia.l in
terest to certain Cities. St-ates. and Sections, a.ll 
ooml?ari,ons being baaed upon of!iuia.l ft~ures. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the km<t pub
lished. In no other work are the 1acts, figures, 
a.nd arguments to be found. 'l'he figures. being 
ierived from the Government Census of 1890, will 
not be superseded until th0 cen .,us of 1900 shall 
have been completed - probably about eight 
vears hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
a.s the injnsti-:9 of church exemption is snfiered 
.o sxist. · 

By si:iJ.g!9 copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distributiOn by 
;hose who favor justice in taxr.tion the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. • - • • .1.00 
Fiftv copies • • • • 4.110 
Jae hundred copies • • • 8.00 
Larger quantities JU. sp!lcia.l rates. 

lddrAR& THE TRUTH BEElUlR. New York. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAl'T. ROBERT 0. ADAMS. 

lla\ng the story of his mental jonrner from 
orthodoxy to Bationalillm.; 

Pnoe. ~per.~ oeuts: ~oth, 75 oen~. 
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lndeiJrndent Editors Discus~ Caron. 

A. Cordial Hop~ EXJnessrd. 
From t/,e Canton, S.D., Daily .A avocate.. 

The Truth Seeker, a journiil of Freethought, 
published at New York, has been denied the priv
ilege of the mails in Canada, and t.he publisher is 
warming to his chosen theme in good shape. When 
a country becomes so bigoted that a publication of 
that character is denied the privileges accorded re
ligious paperl'l, it is high time for the people to 
pause and think. This is not the age of suppression, 
but the age of broad, free thought, not only in re· 
ligious lines but others as well. The Truth Seeker i" 
not, perhaps, a paper which everyone would care to 
read, but it contains nothing which is obscene in 
any sense of the word. The Advocate hopes to see 
The Truth Seeker win in its fight against the ty
rannical postmaster general of Canada. 

Sonnd on the Main Is~ne. 
From the Hope Valley, R I., .Advertiser. 

The Truth Setker, a ''journal of Freethought 
and reform," has been denied the privilege of the 
mails by the postal authorities of Canada. Its pub
lisher appeals to the editors throughout the United 
States for vindication, and sends a copy of The 
Truth Seeker as an example of its belief and its 
teachings. The copy before us contains a picture 
of what the publisher evidently intends to be his 
idea of a Christian. In one hand is a murderer's 
knife, in the other an incendiary's branj, while on 
his back is a bundle containing vices and crimes, 
and he is restrained from destroying humanity 
only by superstition and cowardice. It does not 
B.eed to say that The Truth Seeker is badly in need 
of tbe truth. It is hardly worth while to point out 
its 1 bels on the character of Christians. The day 
has go:.:~e by when the church should endeavor to 
defeat the aims of such publications, for the en
lightened people of this day and generation do not 
nefd to hav it pointed out that the man who calls 
himself a seeker after truth and proves it by mis
representing his neighbor is hardly to be accepted 
as a safe guide. So far as permitting The Truth 
Seeker to uEe the mails is concerned, we are not in 
favor of censors:Uip on the part. of the government. 

[We are afraid that the Advertiser's editor is a 
careless reader. Under the cartoon which he criti
cises (Oct. 5th) is the line "Condemned by their 
own declarations-what keeps some Chri•tians 
from committing crime." This alone should hav 
shown him that the picture was intended to show, 
not our "idea of a Christian,'' but ctlltain Chris
tians' idea of them8elvs. Turning to the editorial 
pages our critic would hav found, under the head 
of "The Cartoon," an explanation thereof. begin
ning with this ~entence: "The Christian often de
clares to the Freethinker: 'If I believed as you do, 
I would lie, rob, murder, or commit any other 
crime.'" The t'artoon was meant to show this sort 
of Christians just how they appear to others. 
There are many of them, as every Freethinker who 
has eng11ged in argument with Christians can bear 
witness.] 

The JPwish PrPss on thP- Outrage. 
Fn;m t'-e Chicaoo Occident. 

It seems that our Canadian neighbors are in dead 
earnest in prohibiting any and all publications 
which may not be in strict conformance with the 
notions of that dominion. Thus quite a lively cor
respondence has been exchanged betwPen the pub
lishers of The Truth Seeker of New York and the 
postmaster-general of Canada in reference to The 
Truth Seeker's exclusion from the Canadian mails. 
We hav always inclined to the belief thali English 
authorities were liberal in disseminating literature. 
The sweeping allegations of the Canadian post
master-general are too vague and smack altogether 
too much of medieval censorship. M. Caron 
is either a full-fledged Jesuit or a rampant papist. 
His attempt to suppress the organ of Freethought 
will only enhance its circulation a hundredfold in 
all the British possessions. 

From the .A mertcan Israeltle. 
The Truth Seeker of New York city, which styles 

· teelf "A Journal of Free thought and Reform," has 
been prohibited from circulating through the mails 
in Canada by Postmaster-General A. P. Caron at 
Ottawa. The law forbids the carrying in the mail 
of any publication that is scurrilous or blasphemous, 
and leaves it to the judgment of the postmaster
general to determin whether or not it is so. From 
his decision there is no appeal. Practically the 
law is the same in the United Statl's. Without 
entering into the merits of the case, we hav no 
hesitation in saying that the law is a bad one. Tb& 
refusal to carry a newspaper in the· mail, a daily 
possibly excepted, is tantamount to suppressing it. 
This is takin~ away a citil!len's property, and to dC) 
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this without due judicial process is in violation of 
the fundamental principles of our government and 
the Canadian as well. · As the law is now 
it givs the postmaster-general the power to forbid 
the circulation of any existing paper through the 
mails or refuse the registration necessary for trans
mission at newspaper rates to any new venture. 
This is greater power than should be_ in the hands 
of any man, and is liable to abuse. Under the law 
there is no remedy. The law as it stands 
is ridiculously unjust and not in accord with the 
spirit of either people. It should be amended at 
once, in Washington and at Ottawa. 

A. Scurrilous 1ran!laction. 
From the Prouresstve Thtnker. 

One of the most novel incidents of recent times, 
approximating to ltussian tyranny, is that of the 
postmaster-general of Canada, in prohibiting. the 
transmission of The Truth Seeker, of New York 
city, through the mails, because, it was alleged, it 
is of a "scurrilous or blasphemous character." 

The postmaster-general of Canada is a Roman 
Catholic. He is determined his creed shall not be 
SRsailed, nor its follies exposed; Without inquisi
torial powers to imprison, torture, and burn heretics 
and unbelievers, he does the next best thing-si
lences opposers by denying them access to the 
people. Canada has heretofore been classed with 
free governments. Now it must take rank with 
those of the Middle Ages, which were the tools of 
the pope, and were used to advance his power. 

The last half century has been prolific in lessons 
adverse to attempts to restrict th ~ expressions of 
honest thought in the interest of e1·ror. Forty 
years ago the pro-8lavery party, by unparalleled acts 
of violence, gained control of the territorial legisla
ture of Kansas. It thought to silence opposition to 
its favorit institut.ion by legislation, so it passed 
an act, section 12 of which we copy from its statutes: 

If anv free pertmn, by speakine-, or by writing, shall 
assert or maintain that personR hav not the right t'l hold 
slaves in this territory, or shall introduce into Kansas, 
print, publish, write, circulate, or cause to be introducPd 
into this territOTy, written, printed, published, or circu
lated in thi11 territory, any book, paper, mal'!azine, pam· 
phlet, or circular, containmg any denial of the right of 
persons to hold slaves in this territory, such person shall 
be deemed guilty of felonv, and ptmished by imprison· 
ment at hard hbor for a term not less than two years. 

No prosecutions were made under the law, so 
violent was popular opinion against it, though a 
proslavery mob collected in an adj 1ining state, in 
dFfiance of law, destroyed the Free Strite printing
offices, one of which, the Herald of .Freer/om, was 
soon revived, and its circulation was more than 
quadrupled in consequence. Four years later, all 
the fool laws were repealed, and the party so anx 
ious to cripple the freEdom of the press was retired 
to perpetual obscurity. · 

If Mr. Caron, the present Catholic head of the 
post-office department in Canada, shall persist in 
his action, it can only be for a limited period. He 
will pass away, and a better man, imbued with no
bler and more liberal principles, will succeed him. 
Instead of curtailing the circulation or infl.aence of 
Tbe. Truth Seeker, it will double and quadruple 
them, and we hav no question it will survive, in
creasing in power, until a wiser generation shall 
come upon the stage, and ridicule the follies of the 
petty tyrant who foolishly thought to do the Holy 
See a favor. 

Mr. Caron's Extraordinary Decision. 
From Secular Thought. 

The attack by the Canadian post-office authorities 
on the New York Truth Seeker shows very clearly 
that, though nominally a free country, like our big 
neighbor to the south, we, like it also, are living 
under laws which render it easy for officials to vio
late every principle of freedom. Several papers in 
the States hav been refused the use of the mails on 
a mere question of opinion; and many editors and 
others hav been imprisoned and fined for express
ing their religious views. It is not to be wondered 
at, therefore, that Canadian officials, who are cer
tainly not vastly superior to those in the pay of 
Uncle Sam, either in honesty or in their notions of 
justice, should imitate their friends across the line, 
and should attempt by an arbitrary use of power, 
to forcibly suppress opponents whose arguments, 
they cannot answer. Were the Canadian people 
really a nation of freemen, they would not submit 
for an hour to such tyrannical proceedings; but 
unfortunately, while the Catholic half of the people 
will follow implicitly the orders of their priests the 
Protestants will in the main be glad to see a trouble
!lome opponent squelched, no matter at what sacri
fice of freedom. They forget that, if the hand 
that wreaks this petty veng~ance is sustained, they 
themselvs. may befo).'~ Jong. su:lfe.r from tt·e a.tten
tions, 
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We need not enter into the matters that hav led 
the postmaster-general to suppress our New York 
contemporary. We cannot imagin that any reason 
could be assigned for suppressing it that would 
not apply with almost equal force against any Free
thought journal. lf it be the weekly cartoons that 
are so very objectionable, then we might ask, ls it 
worse to vaint a picture thail to describe its every 
detail? If it be our contemporary's often t:~tber 
umisal-'-well; say bluntness; shall we get Oscar 
Wilde out of prison and inst~ll him as our Canadian 
Inspector of Newspaper lE3thetics? We do not 
say that we greatly admire many of Mr. Heston's 
cartoons. Some of them are comical enough, but 
others are simply grotesq_ue 1 they neither point a 
moral nor adorn a newspaper. But neither we nor 
the post-office people are called upon or are entitled 
to decide such q_uestions for other people; A lli.rge 
number of our friends approve them and wish to 
receive them, just as many others appove and wish 
to receive their weekly quota of the stuff that ap
pears in the "religious" papers. The q_uestion is; 
!las anybody the legal right to decide this matter; 
and to con1iscate the journals for which subscribers 
hav paid t 

The correspondence which has passed would 1:1een:i 
to show that Sir Adolph Caron, our postmaster
general, claims to hold the office of danadian Grand 
Inq_uisitor and lrresponsible Literary Autocrat; at 
whose decision men are either to change their opib.
ions or submit to the confiscation of their property. 

H this interpretation of the law be correct, there 
can be no reason why Sir Adolph Caron should not 
suppress Protestant publications, many of which, 
in our view, are far more blasphemous (if such a 
orime as blasphemy exists) than anything ever 
issued from the Freethought press; and all of 
which are heretical and blasphemous according to 
the Roman church. We would suggest that, in or
der to preserve intact the state of moral-and re
ligious-purity now existing in Canada, a large 
placard should be put up at each customs port of 
entry-

................................................................................... 
NOTICE. 

1 AMERICAN FBEETHINKERS AND FREETHOUGHT AND i 
; Lm&RAL LtT.ERATURR NoT ALLOWED TO 15N'!i!:R : 
; TliE HoLY LAND ol!' CANADA. · . 
; For tbe present, this will not apply to Prote~tants or i 
; to ProteRtant publications; or to Bmk Cashiers, i 

Preachers, Snnday-school Snperintendents, and ; 
others w1th pocket:i full of Boodle. ! 

The absurdity of the postmaster general's deci
sion is exemplified in the fact that it makes no al
lowance for the reform of the delinquent journal. 
Even if Editor Macdonald felt inclined to amend 
his ways, and issue a sheet specially prepared to 
suit the views of Postmaster-General Caron, he 
would hav no opportunity of doing so. The de
cision is as the laws of the Medes and Persians. 
"There is no appeal!'' Supposing The Truth 
Seeker should issue an eJition specially expurgated 
for the innocent Canadian market, would not Sir 
Adolph listen to an appeal! Truly, we are a mighty 
free people-as far, that is, as our post-office auto
crat will allow us to be so. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R 
Perrv puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 14:4: Self .Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the •Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
''Self-Contradictions of the Bible" to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many difl'erent ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self· Contradictions " as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from· this method of reaching intelligent believet@ 
and giving a new direQtion to their thou~httt. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall 
River, MaBB., to whom all C'ommunica
tionR tor thiB Corner Bhould be Bent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Honr." 

When Jimmy Comes from School. 
When Jimmv comes from school at 4 

J-e·r-n-s-a 1-e-m I how things bPgin 
To whirl and bnzz and bang and spin, 

And brighten up from roof to floor 1 
ThA dog that all d<Ly long bas lain 
U~on the ba. k p'>rch wagp his tail 

And leapq and barks and begs again 
The last Pcrap in the dinnPr-p•il, 

When Jimmy comes !rom school. 
The cupboard latches clink a tnne, 

And m t~er from her kni·ting stirs 
To tell that hungry boy of hers 

That 'upper will be read) soon, 
And then a slab of pie he takes, 

A c1rkv and a quince or two, 
· And for the brePzy barnYa~d h~Pak•, 
Where even thing <'riei "How d'ye do?" 

When Jimmy comes from school. 
The rooster on the garden fPnce 

Stirs np and dJwn and crows and crows, 
As if he knows, or thinks he knows, 

He, too, i~ of some consequence. 
Tbe guineas join the chorus, too, 

And just bAsi•1e the window sill 
The red bird, swinging ont of view, 

On 1:. id hip;h perch, begins to trill, 
When J1mmy comes fcom school. 

When Jimmv comes from school, take care I 
Our hearts begin to throb and quake 
With life and j lY, and every ache 

Is gone before we are aware. 
The earth takes on a richer hne, 

A softer light falls on the fiowera, 
And overhead a brighter blne 

Seems bent above this world of onrs, 
When Jrmmy comes from school. 

-James Newlon Matthew. 

would be acceptable-some, at least, of 
tbose. curiosities for the benefit of the 
Children's Corner, because they will cer
tainly prove interesting, not only to the 
children, but to any who may chance to 
read them. It is, r~>member, nearly fifty 
years since I first went out there. It 
was when the Indian, the buft'<~olo, the deer, 
the elk, the wolf, the prairie dog, rattlE:· 
snake, and screech owl were in all their 
~lory; and for any man to tt>ll me that the 
three latter did not burrow together in 
one hole only exposes his ignorance of 
such thiBgB. The prairie dogs lived in 
what we then called dog towns-that is, 
there would be several hundred acres of 
prairie land thickly covered with small 
mounds of dirt about eightPen inches in 
diameter at the base, running up twelve 
to fifteen inches high, and about six 
inches at top, or just room enough for the 
occupant to sit comfortably. The entrance 
was near the top and invariably on the 
south side of the mound. These dol! 
towns would sometimes be as much as ten 
miles apart, bnt often closer, and in every 
town yon would find the rattlesnake and 
screech owl. They lived together and 
burrowed together, for I hav not only 
seen thousands, but millions of them go in 
the same holes one right after the other. 
How they had their apartment11 divided oft 
I do not know. I often wish that I had 
investigated. When one would approach 
the hole, and all three were there, the dog 
would go down first, then the owl, then 
the rattler. I never saw them quarreling 
or fighting; they seemed to liv happily to
gether. 

But I am making my article too long, so 
hoping this will be interesting reading for 
the children, believe me, 

Yours truly, JoEL M. BERRY. 
.National Military Home, Ohio. 
[Both of our correspondents may be 

~o l e Popular Truths About right. Mr. Berry saw the owls, prairie 
Snakes. dogs, rattlesnakes living together as one 

I see in your issn'l of Q(ltober 5th a family in the old days of a then wild conn
short article headed, "Some Pnpnlar try; But as civilization advanced it swept 
Erron About Snakes," Now we think over the wilderneEB and the prairies, and 

even the above-mentioned creatures Ielt that your correspondent, whoever he is, 
has made a splendid strike and has done its touch and power and resolved them-
comple;te justice to the heading of his selva into separate families, each after its 

own kind, It may be so,-En. C. C.] 
article, because any more erroneous state-
ments than he makes about snakes, prairie Robin Hood. 
dogs, and screech owls we hav never seen No character is history, ancient or mod-
in print. See how inconsistent he is. He ern, is more fampns than Robin Hood, the 
admits that all accounts in books, news- merry outlaw of Sherwood Forest. "He 
papers, magazines, and by people innnm- was a valiant outlaw," declared an eminent. 
arable, state that the prairie dog, the historian, "living free and bold in the 
rattlesnake, and the screech owl liv to- green forest, waging frank and open war 
gather in one hole. This statement he against sheriff and law." In the sixteenth 
denies in toto and brings up a little inci- century he still had his commemoration 
dent that be witnessed in Texas to sn:rport day, and it is related of Bishop Latimer that 
hie denial. he was unable to preach, even to empty 

Now let reason hav a show. Which pews, because it was" Robin Hood's day," 
would most likely be true, all that we hav and be was denied even the satisfaction of o b
ee en in books, newspapers, magazines, taining his church keys. They assumed pas 
and written by people innumerable, or his seesion of the church to turn it into a thea
statement and that of Mr. S. S. Bowman, ter. It was not, however, Robin Hood, but 
to whom he refers for support? yeomanry, that England loved. "God haft'e 

Then in the incident he refers to he says mersey on Robin Hodys salle and saft'e· all 
that the prairie dog was half-grown and god yoemanry." That is how many of the 
about the size of a common house rat. It old ballads end. Sir Walter Scott give a 
must hav belonged to a breed of very charm in~ account, in "Ivanhoe," of this 
small dogs, for of the millions Of them Nottingham hero, and King Richard's ro
that I hav seen on the plains between mantic friendship ; his .Joyal a'nd com
Missouri and California a full-grown one mendable determination to repeal the 
was as big as four house rats, . vigorous forest laws when gaining ascen-

Another error, he ~aye be saw sta'ted in dency to the British throne. This, how
books, is that snakes charm or mesmerize ever, he was unable to carry out, basely 
tbeir prey. He does not seem to hav and cruelly thwarted by his unnatural 
much faith in books and what people say. brother, who succeeded through nnnning 
Now in this I know he is as badly mistaken artifice and successful assistnnce from his 
as in the other, because I hav seen the knights, etc. (though strenuously opposed 
woods rattlesnake charm a bird and take by Sir Ivanhoe), in disp'acin~ and murder
it right oft the limb of a tree. I killtd ing the genial king. And R<>bin Hood's 
the snake after he had got the bird in his free, untrammeled life oftered a tempting 
month and wag about to swallow it. That allurement to the troubled heir ; he was 
I hav seen and done. He does not speak wont to stay with Hood many hours at a 
of the woods rattlesnake at all in his arti- time. 
-ole. Perhaps he does not know there is "In 110mer when the shawes be sheyne, 
such, But there is, and it is much larger And leaves be large and long, 
than the prairie rattler. I hav killed Hit is fulle mery in feyne forests 
.some which measured over six feet, while To hear the fonlys song." 
··the prairie rattler is seldom over four feet. They loved the blithesome summer-time. 

Now in order to make myself under- "Merry RJbin thPn delighted in exercise of 
·stood it will be well to explain j net a little. bow and spear. New friendships were thus 
Ten years of my early life, or from 1846 to. furmed, and free exchange of blows al-
1856, was spent out on the plains between ways prepared the wav for good fellow
Missouri and California, including both ship. It was then "Little John's" loyalty 
those states. That gave me a splend.d was tested. He was 7 feet high, and con
opportunity to witness the sights then to quered the valiant Robin, who liked him 
be seen in. the Western world. I would for it, though it was often the source of 
like to describe in detail-and will, if it kindly jest : 

i 

"Ah, John, bv me fh...,n settest noe store, 
And t.hat I f~irly finde ; 

How oft I send I mv men before 
And tarry myself behind ? 

" It fs no cnmnin a knave to ken, 
An a man but heare him speake, 

And were it nut for bn~st.in~ mv bowt>, 
John, I thy head would breake." 

Robin often. enjoyed a friendly aet-tn 
with valiant sbPpherd-boys and simple 
townsfolk skilled in use of arms. 

"' Oh tbat were a shame,' said jolly R ~bin, 
'We bein!!' three and thou bnt one.' 

The pinde1* leapt back then thirty good 
foot, 

'Twas thirty-good foot and one. 
"He leaned his ba(lk fast unto a thorn, 

His foot against a stone, 
And then he fon!!;ht a long summer's day, 

A summer's day so long." 
AudRobin did not always iain the ad

vantage. 
'''I pass not for length,' bold Arthur 

replies: · 
'My staff is of oke so free; 

Eight foot and a half, it will knock down 
a c~~.lf, 

And I hope it will knock down thee.' 

"Then Robin could no longer forbear. 
He gave him such a knock, 

Quickly and soon the blood came down, 
Before it was ten o'clock. 

"Then Arthur soon recovered himself, 
And gave him snob a knock on the 

crown, 
That from every side of bold Robin's 

head 
The blood came trickling down. 

"Then Robin raged like a wild boar; 
As soon as he saw his own blood: 

The bland was in hast, he laid on so fast, 
As though he had beeri cleaving of wood. 

".And about and about and about they 
went, 

Like two wild boars in a chase, 
Striving to aim each other to maim, 

Leg, arm, or any otller place. 

"And knock for knock they lustily dealt, 
Which held for two hours and more, 

Till all the woods rang at every bang, 
They plied their work so sore. 

" 'Hold thv hand, hold thy hand,' said 
Robin Hood, 

'And let thy quarrel fall; 
For here we m!'y thrash our bones all to 

mash, 
And yet no coyn at all. 

" 'And in the forest of merry Sherwood, 
Hereafter thou shalt be free.' 

' God a mercy for nought, my freedom I 

H only neeiei tftis evidence of snperl
ority in A•thnr'11 skill with staff a'ld spear 
to enthron~ him hrever in th'3 affJotion of 
"brJld R lbin." N nv th \t blow 1 h~v been 
ex(lh•mged, thev j •in baud~ in frie'ld~hip, 
singing- merrily, in the words of R,hon: 
"Tben R 1bin to'lk th'3m by th'l bauds, 

An<l danceti ranCid abl!lt the oke-tree, 
For three m3rry men, and three merry, 

men, 
And three merry men we be." 
Whether snc'I a ch!l•acter really existed 

or not, is donbtfnl. There is a lamentable 
absence of documents to establish the fact, 
historians tell us, and vet., in the chronicles 
of twelfth century deeds, "bold R >byn 
Hood3s" ex;>loits st~nd out clearest of all. 
This iR one of the my~teries where tradi
tion and history, C(lri m~lv interming-led, 
leave nmatisfact'lry evidence in statistics, 
and ple:Bty of store for romanM and con-
jecture. IDA. BALLOU. 

We hav received a fia.e photograuh of 
Charley Power, apprenti(le in the U. S. 
N wy, The picture represents a bright, 
manly fa(le, intelligent and wide-awake. 
We are proud that he is oae of our Corner 
boys, and we hav no doubt he will yet 
make a mark the world. Aim for the high
est, Charles, be brave, self-reliant, true, 
and honors shall come toyon.-Eo. C. C.] 

Young Dothers 
should en.rly learn the n ces .itv of keeping 11n 
h•nd a supply of Ga:l Borden Eagle Braud Con
densed Milk for n >rsing babies as well as for 
general cooking. It has stood the test for 30 
year8, and rts valne is recognized. 
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boup;ht, M R • • 0 f f 
I may thank my ·staff and not thee.' '.f epaJrJng epar men 

"'Who are you, then?' a5ked R:>bin, II I 1 t I h f Tt' t · 
"'I'm a .tanner,' bold Arthur reply'd, cfo ~~;' rc~:;ifa:e eand rea~~n a;~tc~~s u:.a~d 
'In Nottmgham long hav I wrougnt; day. No better work in the world Agents 

And if thou wilt come there I vow and w .. nteil in ev. ry town ip. the Tini~ed States where 

I
. watches are bntchen d 1DRtAI><1 of restored M .. ny 

swear · are now making m,m ,y bn~ c:~~ou .- ~o~ore can make 
I will tan thy hide for nought.' money eas' by Sending me the work of their 

. frJends and neigu b >r ·. Apply for terms, •l·o 
"'God a mercy, good fellow,' said Jolly· ~end f•Jr price lists of Wakhes, Diamonds, Jew-
R~ ~~m~~~~ 

"Smce ihon art so kind and free; I OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
And if thou wllt tan my hide for nought, l Designer of 

I'll do as much for thee.'" , The Otto Wet•s~ein Watch; Pe /rtgersol/ Soul venir Spo n, and The P.:pular Free-
* Man skilled in pinning sheep in the [ thought BarJ.qe. 

fold. 
1 

Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL; 
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cr>-Btcycle Beauty comes from graceful lines 
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Qoms of <pAough,t. S fi d P hi t t L P 
r I nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damned 

Ome 00 am~ e S a . ow rrres ' V. hat I Belleve. Immortality. This lecture iP 
U 1 I' on the r~~omou8 ttJxt. "·.rhe Ulergy know that l 

know that the~ do not know." 
i PERSO~ >\LEX IS l'ENCE AFTER DEATH 

IN the entire list of English and French READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. I.liPROBABLE.. L R. Smith. 
kings not one has been eminent for ability, PROCEEDINH~ OF THE CIVIL RIHHTS 
virtue, and peaceful administration.- .MASS MEETING A1' LINCOLN HALL, 
John 8. Bittell. Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve of anY WASHINHl'ON. Bemg the Speeches 

IT is indeed most wonderful how error, one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. of HoN, FREDEBIOK DoUGL 1SS and CoL. RoB· EBT G. INGERSOLL on the Deoisi• •n of the 
once enthroned, will oftentimes perpetuate AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a UnitedRta·ts Court that the C1vil Rights Aot 
its sway, even in tbe very sunlight of truth. Chriotiau who had attackAd Freethinkers, is Unoonstitntienal. Htty.thtee large octavo 
-EZ· Gov. Sylvester Pennouer. and E&Po•ing the Inconoistency of Chriotians j pages, of which I.Jolonel Ingersoll's speech 

" generalll_ H C Lnse. occuQ!_es 88 pages. 
PAIN is the oorrelativ of some species of BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowing that PULPl'J't.. PEW, AND CRADLE. So long 

wrong-some kind of divergence from Liquor. J:?rinking is C,ommended, Defended, as the Pn.Jpit SP,eaks to believing Pews .com-
and EnJOined hy the B1hle. Edwin C Walke~. posed oh1etly of motner•, the cradle Will be 

that course of action which perfectly ful- CHRISI'lANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME rooked oy ghosts.and phe raoe will.remainon 
flls all reqnirements.-Herbert Spencer, Authenticated by the Bible. o B Whit- 1t" knees to. a dev1l of 1ts o~n creation and to ford M V a God who Is powerle•s against h•m. One of 

ATTAOKED on every side, he [Voltaire] DID MAN FALL~ Is the Garden of Eden Hel "G~rrlene•'s bright st effor~s. 
fought with every weapon that wit, logic, a Fact? Isra"l N Groh THE RELIGION OF HU.liAN ITY BET· 
reason~ scorn, contempt, laughter, pathos, · EPI oEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture by TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
and inaignation could sharpen, form, de- Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonabfe M. !}" hcoc~. 
vise, or use. He often apologized, and the re..sons for Religions and other .l.Jeln•ions. RELIGIOUS PROBLE:tlS. One of L. K. 
apology was an insult. He often recanted, FALSE CLUMS OF THE CHUI:tCH. ~ashburn's hest lectures, and it is, lib all of 

th · th d t· John E Rem< burg's most not\ld work and h1•. very good. 
and e reoantatu;ln was a ousan 1mes ' one of thA most ~ffective ever written by any SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-
worse than the thing recanted. He took Freethinker. fiiot BetwPen Reason and Superstition. T 0 
it back by giving more. In the name of FIRS l' EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE Widd •·?rube. 
eulogy he fl,~yed his victim. In his praise APOSTLE ·ro THE TRUTH SEEKERS. ST. MAT ~HEW ~EFORE THE COUR~. 
there was poison He often advanced by Written while journeying in andne.r the land Presenting tue ev1 ence o' the forgery of h1s 

· ' b · of Yahweh. Uontaining the best moral in- alleged gos,el. H J Be l?neuret. 
retreating, and aSBerted Y retraction.- stru<'tions of the world from the great teacn- SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
Ingersoll, ers ~f the,former &_K~s. D M Bennett.. CLOSU~ES REGARDING NEW HALL 

No man's belief is in any case a private THE t .. IANT DELUSION. A p~per rt>ad CONVENl'. l:ihowmg that Convents 
matter which concerns himself alone. Our he fore thll freethonght I:ntematiOnal Con- are inimical to chastity, virtue and frPedom. 

gress at Chicago. O,n«'! !>f O.tto Wettste n's SPIRITUALISM FROM A MATERIAL· 
words, our phrases, our forms and pro- fr...ternal attacks on Sptrltnah m. ISfiC STAND OINT B F U d 
ceeses and modes of thought, are common THE GLORY OF IN lDEL 1TY. To · .L P • n er-
property, fashioned and perfected from which is added a poem on Thomas Paine. One wood. W~. tten before lllr. Underwood joined 

of "'amuel P. Putnam's most brilliant lectures. the P~~~:rh!C Uesear hPrs. 
age to age; an heirloom, which every suo· Ever.r Chri8tiau wbo asks the idiotic qnes- THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
oeeding generation inherits as a precious t10n, 'What Has Inlidehty Oone?" shoUld he Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 
deposit and a sacred trust, to be handed induced to read this book, if he has to be paid centuries for ttJEU>romulga;ion of Christian-to do it. ity. B~lni( t ·e Nureillbnrg Collection. w1th 
on to the next one, not unchanged, but en- HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 7 Was Jesus specim, ns from th!l ~oly Inqnbition •. 28 pio-
larged and purified, with some clear marks Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise tnres. The descnpt10ns and reftectwns by 
of its proper handiwork. Into this, for from the Dead? Israel W Groh G ... nrge E. ~ra <lnnal<l. 
good or ill, is woven every belief of every INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL• 

h h h f hi f II A the two agree. Aj>oem by Samuel p Putnam. TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-
man w 0 as speeo 0 s e ows. n THE LllllTATIU.\S OF 'fOLERlTION dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
awful privilege, and awful responsibility, A discussion between Col Rohe~t G. ln«ersoll, Transla•ed hy James Parton, author of the 
that we should help to create the world in Ron. Frerleric R. Condert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. L f of Volta re. To whiCh are adderl; phe 
which posterity will Iiv.-Professor (,lij- Woodford, htJfore the Nineteenth Century three great Poems of Goeth·', George Eliot. 
-F. d Club of New York. '·Each man has the same and L ·ugfAllow. . 
Jor • right to express to the whole world his ideas WAS CHRIS r CRUCIFIED t Austm 

THE weakness of even an old and ridion· that the rtlst of the world have tn exprtlss Bi~r' owe•. A l'wret'• con•ideration of the 
1 

. th their th.,nghts to him." Colonel Ingersoll eviilen"~ of tl>at. a1Jegecl event. 
one argument 18 wor y of new exposure, main~ains this, the oLhet:a deny it. Mr. con- WAS JESUS INSANE 7 A consideration 

so long as it deceives any rational being. dert 1s a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a of hri t' alltl!!ed ac, whi , 11 .,..onldlead one 
I think that is the point which should de- Prot~Rtant. . tn that cnno·n•io'l r. K Waqh'>nrn 
oide whether we, as Freethinkers, ought MATERIA LIS~: .Its HtRtory._ and ~ts In· WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND t And 
or ought not to attack an error or an &r· finence Upon "<octety. Dr. Loms. Bnc nAr. otnn Agnootio PoemR. Samnpl P. Pn•n•m. 

MIRA.CL:ES A_ND MIRACLE l\ ORKERS. T e titl" poem 1• perhaPs the modt populH 
gument. An argument which really has A ConstderatiOn of the ~larvels and Miracles of Mr Putnam's many poems, and a great 
ceased to deceive may well enough be of the New Testament One of John Peck's many e litioos of it hav bee., ca!Jed 'or 'l'he 
treated with indifference; but the very hest hook•. other po.,ms are: 1 he Golilen o\oe, 1'he I "lea 

eake t that ld b d h ld b a MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The a: d the Real Not DeasJ., hut Livi,ng Frni-
w B . con e use s on e n Forgery ofthe vid Teotament. Dedicated to tiOn, Ho'-ebTJ>.oma• Pame, Natu•e" Gospel, 
object of attack so long as it has power to the Clergy. H. J. SeigneureL, .M.D. AdtJ,~ess t'! eity,au.-1 t••" shor ~o mso often 
impose upon sensible people. An argu- THE NEW GOD. "It 18 an open secret rPCit"d w~th great effect by OharlAs Watts, 
ment is nothing of importance except in that man has always made hi< Gods. They WIGLLve UT•HtE,IghCtO. MI"'G -u, v WO S 
't "" t It · ·t t" 1 t h" h exist in and through him, as the image exists i •' .1!1."-~' R HIP 18 t.ueo-s. 18 18 ptao ICa par w 10 in and through the mirror .. Takeawayman GOD7 B F Underwood; written bP· 
shorud decide us to attack its theoretical, and yon take awayGod-tueimagev~tn shes."! fore llllr U11derwood joined the PsYchic Be-
and to expose in it whatsoever is calculated This pamphl t, therefore, is a consideration s •rcher•. 
to mi.elead,-Jos~ph Sumes. g~~!,tP~~~~no~~ God man should make. tl WOJIE.\.'~S': F~UR CENTURIES OFd PROG-

TBE brawn of social order is in relation· ORrHODOXY. A lt>ot.ure by Colonel R S ~ , lecture. dehvere at th_e 
ships spontaneously formed and seen in Robert G. Ingersoll .. and one. of that gre~<t Fr;ALhinker~dl~ter?atlonal Congr Ps at Ch}· man's hest. 'l'he subJects consider.d are· Or- ca_o. IJ~nsJ e mg. The Cause of Woman s 
their proper limitations. There is no thodox Religion Dying Out. Religions Deaths SnbJnl?atiOn, The Canon Law •nd Its~ ffpcrs 
forced bond Wh.oh wt"ll evoke th~ soci"aJ d B"rth• ,.h Reli · f R · · Upon H r, Theol· gy Never Helpful to Woman, 

1 " an 1 a· ;~oh e glOI). 0 empromty, M_o- Invention Woman'M Friend. Fr..ethonght the 
conscience. There is no free comoienoe hamm • T e DesLrn~twn !>f Art, The D1s- BAnPfactor~f Wo.,.,an ."\n8:t·' H Wi•on 
which violates others for self, society for b'hv:.~~ 0b~~t~~c~P~~fa1rn~~~~id~gc~ep.ft:"e W0:11AN: HER PAST AND PRESENT, 
the individual. The free conscience makes Latest Cree i, God a• a (foveraor. Tbe Love HER RIGHT-I AND WRONGS. A 1ect-
free and respects freedom. Outward so- of God, 'I he fall of M;an .. The Atone:meot, nre de~ivered he fore tne W "man Rnffrage A•-
briety will follow 1·nner will. Men wi"ll The Second Birth, Ins Hatton. Tt•e Reign of socia 1on of Denver. Col., hy B F Underwood. Truth and Love The Wars It Bronght The 
walk self-poised by powers from within Resnrrectio!l., The Judgment-Day, Pions 
Turn the nfxt page after trust-freedom Evasionsb" r<o B ble, No Cnilization;" Mira-

Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
for a dollar. 

appears. Take down the scaffold whtn the cles ,of t e New TeRt•me~t, fhe Ascension, Castmg out Dev.ls, NecessitY of Belief, Eter-
bnilding is done. New York is saved from 
destruction not by anything done at AI· 

Address Tfi"l'1 'l'RTI'fll'J Alili?.K"F.ll, CO .. 
~Lafayette Place, New York. 

bany, not by the reign or the rule of Tam
many, but by self-regulation and common 
amenities passed from each individual soul 
to each other,-Horace L. 'l.raubel. 

I AM not so much concerned, however, 
with what seems to me the shallowness and 
inoonl*qnenoe of the Optimistic position 
as with its bearing on social conditions. 
What must this be? There can be but one 
answer, I think. Its effect upon the con
science of sooiPty must be that of a scoth
ng cordial. For centuries the church has 
stilled the cry of the millions for a share 
of this world's goods with lavish promises 
of celestial bliBB, and the House of Have, 
holding this earth fast in its grip, has been 
content to run a bare chance for the life 
to come, while generously oonoedine: to 
the House of Want an undisputed claim to 
the whole continent of the blissful here
after. It was an arrangement by which 
those who d1d not get tarthly turkey ao· 
cepted the other kind of bird as the best 
dish under tbe circumstances.- William 
Johnson, in Conservator. 

Is there a man who pretends to liv lux
uriously housed up; sereened from all 
work, from want, danger, hardship, the 
victory over which is what we name work 
-he himself to sit serene, amid dcwn
bolsters and appliances, and hav all his 
work and battling done by other men? 
And such man c&Jis himself a nobleman? 
His fathers worked for him, he says, or 
successfully gambled for him; here he sits; 
professes, not in sorrow, but in pride, that 
he and his hav done no work time out of 
mind. It is the law of the land, and is 
thought to be the law of the universe, that 
he, alone of recorded men., shall hav no 
task laid on him, fXCept that of eating his 
cooked victuals and not flmgmg himself 
out of window. Once more I will say, 
there was no stranger spectacle ever under 
the sun. A veritable fact in our England 
of the nineteenth oentury.-Oarlyle, 
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In the nature of things, 

BOBERT G. INGERSO~ 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co •• New York. 

The Great Inger. 
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to · the same. A :finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and ''Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a :fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons.of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand· 
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam· 
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose wave1 

touched all the shores of thought.'' 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25· oentil, 
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J{ot fo~ 'I)a~aona. 
A NEW law teaches us that it is sinful for. 

a man to let his beard gr:>w on Sanday.
Judge. 
~ B~~:FOBlll some preachers will throw a 
stone at a sin they waat to know who is 
nl:Ader it.-Ram's Horn, 

" I WENT to Snnday-school yesterday " 
a little girl said to her aunt, "and the 
teacher asked me who made me. So I j '1St 
told her nobody made me. I wonder if 
she thought I was a paper doll! " 

TRAMP: "Yes'm, it's hard to break 
away from all yer bad habits at once ; but 
I've given np some of 'em." Ll\dy: 
" Which ones hav you given up? " 
Tramp: "Well, mum, I don't get Rhaved 
on Sunday any more. "-Brooklyn Life, 

MR. GoTHAM: "Why do you always 
carry that tin pail with :von when yon go 
fi'lhinl~ on Snnday?" Mr. Vr.m Blunt (of 
Hoboken): ''I put me main fish vat I 
catch in dis pail, mit de cover on, unil den 
ven I go me home de neighbors dink it 1s 
noddiogs hnt a kettle of beer. "-New 
Yvrk Weekly. 

Ta:m Rev. Mr. Longnecker (solemnly): 
"My young friend, do yon realize that 
every ninth man is a clrnnkard, every 
seventh person an opium fiend, every fifth 
woman a victim of hysteria, and every 
fourth mall a slave to ·tobl\cco." Young 
Swtft: ''No, I wasn't aware of it, but 
then I haven't been training with the same 
crowd von do." 

ONE Sunday recently a deacon who had 
charge of a collection plate saw an old 
lady drop a penny into it and pass into the 
church. In a short time she reappeared, 
and taking a penny from the plate, went 
out. The ddacon, calling her back, a~ked 
for an explanation of her conduct. "Oh," 
said she, '• I am in the wrong church."
St. Louis Humorist. 

T:a:E Scotch Archbishop Foreman, in the 
sixteenth century, was such a poor Latin 
scholar that when he was obliged to visit 
R lme he found great ddfi mlty in con
forming to some of the customs of the 
pope's table, to which he was invited. Eti
qnet rf qnired that the Scotch bishop 
should take part in uttering a Latin bene
diction over the repast and the illiterate 
gnest bad carefully committed to memory 
what he believed to be the orthodox form 
of wordR, He began with his "Bdnedi
cite," exnecting the cardinals to respond 
with "Dominius," but they replying 
''Dans" (italian fashion) so confns!1(l the 
good bishop that he for~ot his carefully 
conned phrases and "in good broad 
Scotch" said : " To the devil I giv you 
all, false cardinals, •· to which devout aspira
tion pope and cardmals who understood 
only their own language, piously replied 
"Amen." 

THE meaneRt thing I ever heard of was 
done by a young man with a good educa
tion. I will tell Yon ab~nt it. His name 
was Howard P Duncan, and I kaew him 
very well. We were educated together 
and graduated on the same shingle, I was 
abo~t to say. Bnt he had m'lre ingenuity 
than I. He could m1ke the tutor behave 
that the moon WllS made of green cheese, 
whereas I could not make the same faculty 
believe what it already knew. If [said the 
earth was round like a ball and slightly de
pressed at the poles, for the first time there 
would be a feeling of doubt in the minds 
of my instructors. Bnt Howard, after de
livermg the valedictory, went forth into 
the world for himself. He felt a certain 
rerngnance to industry which showed that 
his blood had a sligb.t ar1stocratio tinge. 
He tried two or three easy professions, 
but finally turned his back toward them 
aU. He was offdred a situation at $4 J per 
month to teach, but tnrned bitterly on bis 
heel and said, with some asperity, tha 
"he would rather pump thunder in hell at 
five cents a clap." Those were his very 
words. That reml\rk was the index to tbe 
man's whole character. He would say 
things at all times that other people after
ward bitterly regretted. Finally, he de
veloped a new diseast>, and his antop~y 
was very promising, For this reason he 
was greatly sought after by the medical 
colleges. He was ~offared over $100 for 
his remains. But he hung out. H111 boy
hood home had oft'.Jred him $500 to go 
away and remam, to which his faLner had 
offered to add $800 He asked my ail vice, 
and I told him to hang out for $1,000, for 
I felt sure it would b-:~ given. ThiS prOV€d 
to be true. I helptd to make np the 
amount. Finally, he got five of the ablest 
medical colleges above $100 and sold his 
carcass to each of them. Tnen, stricken 
by remorse, he came to the mercy seat, 
thinkllJg that it would be just the thJDg for 
a sedentary man, embraced Obristianity 
and three or four of the most desirable 
workers 1n the Ladies' Auxiliary, became 
a missionary, went to the tropics, and a 
week after he landed the chief bad him np 
at hill house for dinner,-Eill Nye, 
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R~h<?ionsLibertyof the A Tribute to Walt Whit-

Bib•e, . ma.n. 
The L .ugh of a. Child, 

In clo'h. beveled boa.rd•, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
mo·occo1 ~rilt edgeai $5; ha.lf oa.If. m 1ttled 

edgos, ibra.rv stye, 414 50; full Turkey 
Mor~cco, gilt, exq 1i•it•l.Y fine, 

$7 50; full ueA-calf, h1ghest 
· possible finish, $9. 

Sent to a.nv a.dciress, by expre>s, prepa.id, or ma.il 
post free, on receipt of pr1ce. 

A. Cheaper Edition from same 
plates, good paper. wide 

margins, cloth, $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 La.fayette Pl .. New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between. Reason and Superstition 
By T. V, WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, LO Vents. For sale a.t this Offi'l'l. 

OI s I G N fA L LA c I [ s I 

A Re:tutation o:t the Argu
:rnen-t Tha-t Na-ture ~x
hibi-ts Marks o:t Having 
Been Desia-ned by an In• 
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS I 
I. The Dadign Argumel!.t Vitia.tes Itself By Neces

sita.ting an Infinite 8enes of Desl~rn .. ra. 
II. If '£here Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If J'h,.re Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are EgregJ.on"lY Slow, 
They Are Egregionsly Wa.stefnl, 

· They Of&en Serve No U•e, 
They Ha.ve ProduoAd Fa.u1tv Mechanisms. 

IV. Wh~ot Is u .. ued Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the War.oh Argument Is UlegJtima.te. 

V. Wha.t A.ctua.!lyDid Ca.use So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom ,. a.nd Design · 
VII. The Argument of R F1rst Ca.use. 
Embra.oinll a. Suooinot Exposition of Evolution 

and a. Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette Place, ~ Y, 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

'll.'<SI!u, 'ft'11Jty, md ea.roiU!ilic dllfinitiollll of ihH
l~idcsl tiJl'DlJ, l'r!oe, • cenw., 

SHOWING 

THE .ABSURDITY .AND UNTRUTBFUJ:r 
NESS OF THE CIIUROR'S CLAIM 

TO BE .A DIVINE .AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, .AND BB

VB.ALING TIIE .ABUSES 
, 01' A UNION OP 

CIIUBOH AND 

185 
S!l'.A.TB. 

F;ilt-Page 
Jltustratioqs. 

WITH COPIOUS CI7ATION8 01 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

81 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01 
THE ARTIST. 

DEBifl.N'R BY WATS?N HESTON, 
WITH PultTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The mustratiou aN c!usilled as follows: 
16 reP~:esent Uncle Sa.m a.nd the Priests. 
2 " The Ohuroh ll.obbing the l'eople. 
8 " · Tha.nksgiving. 
6 " Sabba.tli Laws. 
14 Children aml the Church. 
10 " Woma.n a.nd the Church. 
6 " The Church a.nd Thoma.s Paine. 
4 Studies in Na.tura.l History. 
8 The Bible a.nd Scienct:. 
15 The Clergy a.nd Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Peoitentia.ries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord a.ndHis Works. 
2 " Prayer. 
10 " The Creeds. 
1 Christia.ns and Moha.mmeda.ns. 

1 re~t SamlJles of Christianity's Work. 
6 " Miss10na.ries. 
1 • The L<>rd'• Instruments. 
115 " Bible Dootrines a.nd Their Results, 
1 " lhe Church a.nd Sla.very. 
1 " dests a.nd Politics. 
t " eland a.nd the <Jhurch. 
II • Churoll's ldea. of Uiviliza.tion. 
1 • The Uses nf the Cross. 
t " Unkind rle1lt:ctions on the Church. 
It • Persecutions of the Church. 
111 " Some Allegories. 
8 " Hea..ven. · 
I 10 Hell. 
7 Mi.scella.neous. 

A most exira.ordina.ry publioa.tion. We venture the assertion tha.t nothing like it hilA ever be
fore a,ppAa.red in this countryha.nd it is very doubtfnl if a.nother one li•e it will ever a.gain be pub. 
lished. We must give the Trut Seeker Compa.ny the credtt c f putting the book in the rea.ch of all 
At twice the pric<J lt woPld ha.ve been a chea.p hook. Art,st Heston a.s llo portra.1t painter a.nd d&
signer is a. wonderful st.cces•. and we judge from our own f .elin~s tha.t nea.r1y every Libera.l in 
America. will desire a. COl1.Y of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Ma.ga.zine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be oa.lled the a.rtist-hero of Libera.lism He has dedica.ted his genius to 
Freethought, a.nd ha.s done fa.i• hful a.nd noble work for the ca. use of right a.nd truth. But the plot
urea do not ma.ke up the whole of ·,his volume. There a.re nea.rlytwo hundred pa.ges nf rea.ding 
ma.tter t.ha.t serve first a.s expia.nations of the illustra.tinns, a.nd secondly a.s texts to prove the utter 

~
a.lsltY o.f the church's profmJslons a.nd the h:n>ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
ook W one of tne best wea.pons against Chnstia.nity a.nd the church tha.t ha.s ever been put :n the 
a.nds 'Ot-Freethinkers.-[Boston lnvestiga.tor. 

:Pricze, bea:r'd cevere, $2; cict}\, $2.SO. 

NO "BEGLNNLNG;" I POPIS AND Tl{tlll DOIHGS 
on. I AOOOUNT OF 

The Funda~tal Fallacy. 
1 

Vwars of Ohrtst ana Vweaerenu Qf Goa. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
r~'a.•oning <Upon which is ba.sed the belief in a. 
" Creation" or" Fir.,t Ca.use" of thing8. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume d1scn•ses the question of a. cre

a.tor with such pla.inness of wording th~t evet' 
the unlea.rned can nndersta.od, a.nd a.pprra.ohes 
it from so ma.ny diffarent directions that it i8 
one or the most comprehensive and conoln•ive 
work• on the sul1jec•t we remember seeing."-TB!t 
TRUTH SERKE'I, Jnly 2~, 1898. 

Ne&l'lY 200 pages, wirh eighteen cha.p'ers and a. 
prefa.oe, bound nea.Lly a.nd strongly 1n oloth. 

PBIOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
&.ddraa• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
JI'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School~ 
and the Home. 

-With Muliio Written to All the Songs.-

Oollll'ILBD BY L. K. WA.SJJBURN, 
Prioe, $1.50. For sa]e at This Qffi,.P, 

THE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
isnotin ~c potions "speclfics" 
OJZ electric cJap-tra.p, but only in 
WISDOM-TJDll SCIENOJC OJI' HEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain It 
byreadlng the most complete bOok of 
.Medleal, Sodal, Sexual Selente, 
by an eminent _llhysiclan of 35 years 
experience. ·The "old, original. 
stap.dard" ..vork, endorsed by all, 
i11X'1~ted by many1 equalled by none. 

DSI:ll'td by wish ro aid humanity, it 
has providentially sa.ved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 
adapta.tion, marital -failures,. eto., 
are of Inestimable value to lill now 
married to be 

over 200 Recipes. 
Mall; Clre~tlan Free. 

AddresH ~'HE TROTH I:!J!l.l!lliJ!lK 
28 Lafayette l'laoe lllew York. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

$75 A MONTH audupeo- Wdy« 
GeDt. Sample• tree. 
A pennanent altuattoa. 

JtUS.tanteed. Write today. AddressP. 0. Box 630S,Boston, Mu .. 

..................................... "" ....... 
t A~~ !~lM0m~~J~~~! agP!f~~Jr! t 
~ 

Julylst. We will guarantee$20to$30perday ~ 
can be easil made in any locality; our goodS 

• sell themsefves; we furnish a large roll of • 

e ~~~l~"o"u'::!Hsr:iln~~lfl~at.:'s~ "iJ~~~ ~r e 

~ 
for fuU_j)uticulars, or we will SP"-d wit' ~ 
same a Valuable·sample of our JOOds In f 
Solid Silver upon receipt of lU cents In 
sliver orst:<mps. Jo;stabllshed In 1882. Ad- i 
dress, !'TAN:o>ARU SILVERWARE 
CO., BoRton, Mass. ............. ~ .............................. . 

~d~~~~]~~~~~r~~~~~~~~~ eayot~ suo-
Qiillll. Address, DR. R. P. FELLOWS, , , 
!'lr-Wbere !Otllla~~adver...~ \llaeJaade 1'1.~ 

NOW KI<JAD THIS! 
Dr. I<'el'ow• is. a stanob LIBERAL and a very 

mccessfulphysioia.n. He nas tr~ated DISEASEI::! 
() F 1\fFN fnr t\l·eot;r vo••R, a.nd his remedies &4"! 
an outgrowth of tlns lone 11ractice, whioh sho~!} 
r1ve conndeuoe ~ tboa .. ulioted. 



THE CARPENTER'S SON SEEKETH SAFETY IN FLIGHT. 
When Jesus heard of it, he departed thence by ship into a desert place apart: and when the people had heard thereof 

they followed him on foot out of the cities.-Mat. xiv, 13. 
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PUBLICATION~. · 

u HI<JA VEN AND HELL." 
By E'cB.NUEL SrVEDffiNBORG, · 

(Servant Of the Lora Jesus Ohrtst.) 
P tper, 416 pa.ges, 15 cents. 

Oio+h. (oo 'ltvol, an p>~.·ores 1 ~peotal to readers of 
thi j •11 ·n tl. oul v 25 cents, oy m 11l, prepaid. 

He·•d for desor.ptiv oataiOlUo of Swedenborg's 
work~. · · 

American Sweudl'nborg Printing_and Publish
ing Rooietv. 20 Cooper Union. N.,w York. · 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book IS just what i~s title implies-thump. 

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Ohr1stians have done to advance their relig. 
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false propi>At, that the gos.Pels 
are not authentic, and t.hat L ....... ;o~ianit;9: is a bor
rowed system of religion. Tha~ the Bible is not 
In &Coord with li!oienoe, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, &Jld that religion la 
not areal benetlt to m&Jl. 

Price. 20 cents, six for *1· 
lul<lrAoo 'rRlll TROTR RlllliiKJIIB 

Is Controversy Dangerous? 
By W. F. JAMffiSON. 

This liitle book goes down to the very bed-rook 
of hum~~<n libeny, 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH BEEBEB. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations, 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 1 RUTH SEll:ll ER 
28 Lllfayette Pl., New York 

THE Chilian cabinet resigned Oct. 17th. 

AFTER 87 cases and 62 deaths the cholera 
in Honolulu has been completely checked. 

LILIAN DREw, the actress, died in New 
York on Oct. 13th as the result of an oper
ation for the ramoval of cancer. She was 
born in Franklin, Conn., about thirty 
years ago, and her name was N annie M. 
Hastings. 

OF the 47 candidates for the state senate 
whom the New York Herald questioned 
concerning their attitude toward more 
liberal excise laws and the enforcement 
of Sunday laws, more than one-half were 
non-committal. 

RIMES 
IT is reported from Madrid that 12,000 

additional troops start immediately for 
Cuba. 

IT is affirmed that England will main
tain her rights in Venezuela by force if 
necessary. 

FIFTY ·persons were drowned on Oct. 
18th by the upsetting of a ferry- boat near 
Cairo, Egypt. 

THE English mission chapels at Changpu, 
Fokien province, China, hav been de
stroyed by rioters. 

THE Secretary of the Interior of Sal 
Salvador has forbidden the press to make 
collections for the Cubans. 

THE great exodus of Canadians to the 
United States Js almost if not quite a po
litical issue in the D.>minion. 

IN the. South Carolina Constitutional 
Convention, Senator Ttllm~n's inalienllble 
homestead proposition was voted down. 

THE price of wool is going up because 
of the scarcity and thlll increased demand, 
which latter in its turn is due to the busi
ness revh>al. 

THE Spanish authorities in Cuba are 
regularly sending political suspects to the 
penal colony dungeons at Ceuta, on the 
African coast. 

DR. ANToNIN DvoRAK has resilwed the 
directorship of the National Constrvatory 
of Music, owing to the se1ions illness of 
members of his family. 

THE governor of Goa, Portuguese India, 
cables the home governmtnt that tne 
Portuguese troops hav j .1ined the insur· 
gents and are pillaging tne country. 

SAN FRANCisco bas had bloomer b~lls 
and bloomer marriages, and now a bloomer 
l'estaurant has been opened. In " The 
Bloomer Cafe" the waiters are attired in 
bloc.mers. 

THE United States trea•ury department 
dectdes that b;cycles bought in Canada 
and brought over the line by their owners 
for thPir personal use will be admitted 
free of duty. 

JAPAN expresses her regret for the riot 
in Seoul, which resulted in the death of the 
Corean queen, and will hold the Japanese 
responsible for it to a sterri accountability, 
regardless of rank. 

THE citizens of Massachusetts, of both 
sexes, will on Nov. 5th express at the polls 
their preferences in the matter of confer
ring the suffrage on w~men. The legisla
ture is not Lound to abide by the referen
dum but it is supposed that it will be 
mor~ or less iDflnenced thereby, no matter 
what the result. There is a Man Suffrage 
Association and an Equal Suffrage Associ
ation, and mass meetmgs and manifestcs 
are the order of the day, 

THE Presbyterians of New York are in 
a Eqn~bble over the licentsing by the pres
bytery of Otsego of a graduate of Union 
Theological Seminary, which institution is 
under a boycott because of the retention 
by it of Professor Briggs. 

MoRRis SoaoENHOLz, convicted of or
g-amziog arson plots involving the imper
iling of hundreds of livet>, was on Oct. 
18th sentenced by Judge Fitzgerald of 
thts city to forty-eight years' imprison
ment in Sing Sing prison. 

THE quarter of New Orleans known as 
Algiers was almost entirely destroyed by 
:fire on the morning of Oct. 20th. Loss, 
about $350,000; 1,000 people are homeless. 
The fire is supposed to be incendiary, 
started by the owner of a house for the 
purpose of getting insurance money. 

FREDERICK WILLIAM HoRN, a National 
Liberal and a member of the Reichstag, bas 
been sentenced at Dresden to ten months' 
imprisonment for le~e majeste (treason). 
Even at the exoiration of tbat time, Herr 
Horn will be released onlv on condition 
that he finds .snreUes in 10 000 marks ($2,-
500) for his subsequent good behavior. 

DB. E. C. SPITZKA, in a paner recently 
read before the Soc•ety of Medical Juris
prudence in this city, maintained that the 
New York law punishing those who at
tempt suicide in a dead letter, for there 
has been no decrease in the number of 
suicides. In fact, suicide has become 
more skillful dnce the law was enacted, as 
was naturally to be expected. 

Two thousand garment workers, on 
strike in RJchester, N. Y., hav taken their 
families and quit the city for good, the 
Untted Garll.lent Workers' Association 
having- provided work for them elsewhere. 
The Association claims to co11trol all 
skil!ed workers, so that the Rochester 
mannfaBtnrers will hav dJffiBulty 1n getting 
men to take the places of those who hav 
left. 

THE Twenty-Second annual convention 
of the National Women's Christian Tem
perance Union convened in Baltimore Oct. 
18th. M•ss Willard in her opening ad
dreFs indorsed the theater censorship bill 
introduced in the New York legislature 
last winter by Senator Mullin, and favored 
the change of the name of the Prohibition 
party to the Home Protection party, 
"Prohibition'' had a negativ sound, and 
consequently many clergymen were reluct
ant to advocate the principles of the party 
in their pulpits. The change desired and 
the reason urged in support of it are emi
nently characteristic. Iri church work 
these days masks are at a premium. 

OF 

0fi~Eb CHE_RS 

DR. GmoRGE STRAWBRIDGE, of Phila
delphia., who has j•1st returned from in
specting the water· supply systems of lead 
ing European cities, says that all filter 
their water, and all except Antwerp use 
sand beds. Antwerp uses a mechanical 
filter, with the· oxide of iron process. 
London uses a sand filter, and similar fil
ters are in general use even in E_oglish 
small towns. They are hardly used aG all 
in the United States. 

THE entire Japanese legation bas been 
recalled from Seoul, Corea. The head of 
the legation was Gen. Viscount Mmra, a 
noted J apauese scholar and lieutenant-gen
eral in the army. He has occupied thA post 
but two months. By the reca•l Japan 
seems to hold the legation responsible for 
the riots that re~ulted in tbe assassinatioa 
of tbe queen, or, at least, to blame for per
mitting Japan to aopear to be mixed np in 
it. It now seems probable that Russia will 
interpose to end the Japanese nominal 
protectorate over Corea. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rlgbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries c f Progress. 

By Sus&Jl H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
Ul In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, 800 pp., 1111. 
A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Hour. AnExceptionally Hand· 
some and Interest~g BookhWithout Supersti· 
tion1 for Children and Yout . The Onl:y Free
thinKers' Children's Stor:v-book ever 1ssued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 sm~~<ller; large 
tvpe·, heavy, toned paper, broad margins,illua
tr':lted covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1. 

A.ililrARR TRill TRTTTR REEKER CO 

TWO LITTLe rteo /1ITT£HS 
A Story o' the Riqhtway AlmshtJUSil. 

A.short story that will interest children md 
parents. 

By JENNm BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Vents, 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO., 
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AN EXPOSITION OF TH:g TREASONABLE AND DEVILISH DESIGNS OF CHRISTIAN REFOR,¥ERS. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE_ TBUTH SEEXEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t'eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

:Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEETIDNXEB's PICTORIAL TExT-Boox, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLABS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PioToBIAL TExT-Boox. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PI<JTOBIAL 
TBxT-Boox were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
alaim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
nres are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and -the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4 ; Prayer, 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Inrluce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBEB DOLL.A.BSo 

Read what the papers ·and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to . obtain it. The bonk has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, omd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture ihe as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like U 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a _portrait-painter and de· 
signer is a wonderful success, and wo judge fromour own 
·feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desil'e 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Preethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his geniui to Freethough\, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypooriay of 
thOSe who uphold them. Alto~ether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinker&
Boston Investigator. 

, Send us a new subscriber and get the boot free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $9 and get the book .ud the 
paper for one year. 
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Chea~ Tracts for Distribution to 
·start Christians Thinking. 

·If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as " Eye-openers," in doing " Missiona.r y 
Work,~' convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of truth. 

They range in prioe from one to ten cents ea.oh. 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politioal Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

Prot3stant Persecutions William Coboett.. 1 
Qnestionsfor Bible Worshipers............... 1 
The Relatwn of Witchcraft to Religion. A. O. 

The Rr:,mgoii.ot ':i=i:iiD.i&D..itY "Better tiiaD." Eter: 10 

nal Punishment. .M Babcock........... 10 
Religion of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the Sunday Laws! (Including the 

•· Origin of Sabbaths.") By the Editor of 
The Truth Seeker....................... . . 8 

Revivalism Examined. A. G. Humphrev..... 2 
A Remarkable Book a Review of Greg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 
in Canadian Sp•ctator . ..........•........ 

The Safe Side. H B Brown ..................•. 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Wa.tts. 

1 
2 
8 
1 

~ THUMBSCREW AND RACK. 
10 Cts 

PER COPY 

12 COPIES 
$1.00 

By UEO. 1~ 
M.A.CDON.A.LD, 
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In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. The letter was published in the 
North American Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a. copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth; 50 cts. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
worated in argument, and the pub· 
lishers of the Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a. long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 
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This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 
best lectures, but never before put 
into priilt. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 
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The Truthfulness of Methodists. 
" God save Canada," says the Epworth League 

~paper, Onward, of Toronto. This is Editor With
row's heading of an article teeming with misrep

-resentations and vilifications of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
•(See page 693). C:mada certainly needs some 
,power to save her from her bigoted and untruthful 
·officials and editors. They will only plunge her 
;more deeply into despotism and degradation. 

"Error hath a million tongues." The Metho
dists are a numerous folk. Editor Withrow takes 
pains to inform us that the circulation of Onward 
is 38,000 copies. There are many more Epworth 
League organs, and we presume that they will all 
echo Onward's falsifications of the record. These 
young people do not know anything about THE 
TRUrH SEEKER; their leaders can tell them anything 
they please and be perfectly safe from contradiction 
and correction. The only way their consciences 
can be pricked is by a libel suit that will reach their 
pockets. 

Here is a letter from the editor of Onward which 
accompanied his libelous notice of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER: 

"ToRONTo, Oct. 18, 1895. 

and " indecency " hav relation to sex matters ; we 
do not deal with those subjects; hence our journal 
is not " obscene " and is not helping to disseminate 
that " moral pestilence " against which Anthony 
Comstock is said to be waging " such a prolonged 
and sucoessful war." If the assertions of Onward 
are based on fact, why has not our paper become 
one of the victims of Comstock's " successful war"? 

Why could not Editor Withrow be decent enough 
to treat an antagonist with fairness? Would it not 
hav been sufficiently shocking to his readers to be 
told that their postmaster-general had detected a 
"blasphemous" and "scurrilous" United States 
editor in the act ·of leading the people of Canada 
into the broad way of Freethought T Why raise 
against him the cry of " obscenity " when no such 
charge had been officially made or could be truth
fully preferred T We cannot avoid the thought 
that we are classed with the purveyors of "obscene" 
literature because even Canadian Methodists shrink 
from the espousal of blasphemy laws on their own 
merits, or demerits. 

The editors and publishers of Canada "sedulously 
exclude from the printed page anything that would 
bring a blush to the cheek of innocence or besmirch 
the young mind." Not less does THE TlsUTH SEEKER 
In fact, we know that our pages will compare more 
than favorably with those of the political and re
ligious press. For one thing, we aim to always tell 
the truth ; unlike Onward, we would not knowingly 
bear false witness against our neighbors. 

In this connection it might be pertinent to men
tion the fact that the Epworth League is engaged, 
as a part of its work, in the study of the Bible. We 
will ask Mr. Withrow if it is not true that if THE 
TRUTH SEEKER should print in its columns in ea:
tenso any of a large number of passages in that 
book it would thereby become amenable to the un
constitutional statute so zealously enforced by Mr. 
Anthony Comstock, and that its publisher would 
probably be arrested for circulating obscene matter 
through the mails ! Perhaps Mr. With~ow is not 
aware that J. B. Wise, a worthy citizen of Kansas, is 
now under indictment in the federal courts for send-
ing Isa. xxxvi, 12, written on a postal card, through 
the mails to Rev. Mr. Vennum. Is there not, then, 
considerable danger that reading this book will 
" besmirch the young mind " of the Epworth 
Leaguer T 

We hope that Mr. Withrow will be honest and 
fair enough to reprint in Onward this reply to that 
paper's aspersions upon THE TRUTH SEEKER. We 
shall cut this article out and mail it to him with a "THm TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: I am in receipt of a 

copy of your paper and reprint editorial. I inclose my 
editorial note on the subject. I believe these sentiments personallett_e_r. _________ _ 

What of Catholicism To-day ~ are shared by ninety-nine hundredths of the Oanadian 
people. I think you will find little sympathy in your 
crusade against the Oanadian government for their re- Picking up the New York Catholic News of Oc
fueal to make the mail the means of diffusing immoral tober 9th, we take notice of several recent utterances 
teachings. Yours truly, W. H. WITHROW. of official spokesmen of the Catholic church that 

" [Per. K. G.]" - seem to call for quotation and comment. In an 
Ninety-nine per cent is an exaggeration, but there article on the Catholic Winter School at New 

is no doubt that a majority of the people of Canada Orleans, apparently written by Rev. J. F. Mullaney, 
would, if they were informed of the fact, approve we find this : 
the exclusion of our paper from the mails. How "The church's guiding light, lay and clerical, must 
could it be otherwise, when they depend largely upon keep pace with the intellectual progress of the age, and 
such journals as the True Witness and Catholic go out, David-like, to combat the Goliaths of error and 
Chronicle and Onward for their information T Kept. to confound the false philosophers of Positivism, Atheism, 
in utter ignorance of the character of the excluded Agnosticism, and kindred evils. There is need to. show 

. the world that the church welcomes the awakemng of 
per10dical, they naturally acc~pt the statements of scientific thought and true ethical culture ; that she is 
their trusted teacher1;1 as to 1ts nature. not afraid of so-called scientists and social reformers; 

If Editor Withrow knows anything about the that she loves the light-ay, that she is the light of the 
matters of which he wrote, he knows that THE TRUTH world." 
SEEKER was not excluded from the Canadian mails There is indeed a great need that- the church 
because of "indecency" and "obscenity," but be- show the world that she welcomes the awakening 
cause Postmaster-General Caron held it to be of scientific thought and ethical culture, but where 
"blasphemous " or " scurrilous." (Onward is scur- is the evidence that she does T Like the Protest
rilqus in its attack upon this paper.) "Obscenity" ant organizations, the Catholic church never leads 

in thought and action; no one of them takes a step 
that is not nenessary to be taken in order to keep 
from being left.hopeleasly behind. Nothing of the 
new is accepted unless it is thought that it can in 
some way be made to support the old creeds and 
perpetuate the old institutions. Whatever happens, 
the status must be maintained, in name at least. 
That is now Christian and Catholic which not 
so very long ago was rank heresy, but never 
mind; the church has kept the name, the au
thority, and the revenues, and no more was 
absolutely essential. To those who cannot think 
·she seems to hav yielded nothing. Through all 
vicissitudes there has come, after all battles 
and all surrenders there remains, for the Catho
lic, the infallible church founded on tradition; 
for the Protestant, there remains the name of the 
once infallible book and it is yet good to conjure 
with so long as the masses of believers do not look 
under the label. Easy-going optimists will hav it 
that the old creeds are quite dead, but they are 
only masquerading in worked-over garments. Once 
the appeal was to the fear of hell ; now it is to the 
moral sense, and the moral sense of to-day is, for 
the most part, ·saturated with the pi>ison of religious 
medievalism. The church is desperately struggling 
to regain lost ground ; the great conflict of the 
present and the near future rages and will rage 
about controverted principles of conduct. If the 
church wins here she can rule and will rule just as 
despotically as she ·did when she was supreme 
through frank defense of her claim to speak au
thoritativly in matters of religion. 

• • • Men talk against the ehurch,' says Oardinal Newman, 
• but they owe it to the church that they can talk at all." 

"Claim everything in sight," has heretofore been 
the motto of the church, but of all the claims she 
has made this is the most astounding. Possibly 
we would also be blind as bats if it had not been 
for the church? It is even thinkable that the solar 
system is to credited to the church. 

On October 2d there convened in Washington 
a national Eucharistic congress. At this congress 
Bishop Keane declared that " the perpetual pres
ence of the word made :flesh is the thing of para
mount importance in the world." That is, the 
gross delusion that the wine and bread of the eu
charist are the actual blood and :flesh of a young Jew 
who is said to hav been executed in Palestine in the 
neighborhood of two thousand years ago is the most 
important thing in the world. Think of it I Surely 
there is a terrible need to " show the world that 
the church welcomes the awakening of scientific 
thought." 

"Lucifer was the first who would not bow to the 
word made :flesh, and he is striving to build up his 
kingdom and he has powerful auxiliaries," adds 
Bishop Keane. While the chutch continues to 
treat those ancient legends and metaphors as rec
ords of actual persons and events, what right has 
she to ask us to believe that she has put herself into 
harmonious relation with modern science ? 

"The bishop then referred to the desecration of the 
Sabbath and said: • What are you doing to prevent this? 
How can you tire in this work, when men claiming to be 
in search of liberty are seeking license? " Do you forget 
who I am?" asks the blessed Lord. "Do you forget 
that I am the lion of the tribe of Judah? Do you forget 
the scourges I hav sent upon the wicked? Do you forget 
that I inspired my apostle Paul to pronounce the fearful 
warning that he who desecrates the tempi& of God I will 
destroy utterly, as the temple of. God is sacred?"'" 

When did Christ send scourges (convulsions of 
nature, diseases, war, and the rest), that fell not 
on the righteous as well as on the wi('ked T And 
why does Bishop Keane permit the unthinking to 
fancy that "the temple of God " is Sunday, a dura. 
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tion of timeT ·He does this when he couples Paul's 
denunciation of the desecration of the body of man 
with his own talk about the " desecration of the 
Sabbath." Again, he leaves a false impression in 
regard to the attitude of Paul on the Sabbath 
question. Paul did not believe in enforced Sab· 
bath observance, so far as the record shows, nnd 
Bishop Keane cannot be ignorant of that fact. 
"One man esteemeth one day above another; an
other esteemeth every day alike. Let every man 
be fully persuaded in his own mind." What chance 
is there for "Sabbath desecration" under that rule? 
In this instance, Paul, eighteen centuries before 
Bishop Keane in time, is also eighteen centuries 
ahead of him in development. 

Referring to the differences in the views and opin
ions of men in regard to religion1 the bishop said 
that these differences were "brought about by the 
emissaries of the evil one." How sincerely has the 
church accepted the results of scientific research 
and the fruits of historical and biblical criticism 
when its high dignitaries talk such superstitious 
nonsense as that T But t-he Bishop and his relig
ion are condemned by his own words. If religious 
differences are due to the machinations of the 
devil, then the Catholic church is the child of the 
devil, for Christianity is one of the youngest of the 
great religions of the world, and hence came as an 
intedoper, a wedge of division. 

" Why in God's name should we not trust and 
love one another!" excitedly exclaims the bishop. 
There would be a great deal more trust and love in 
the world if it were not for meddling and tyran
nical churchmen and moralists. Quite likely Bishop 
Keane and the Editor of THE TBUTH SEEXEB would 
get along very well as neighbors while each attended 
strictly to his own affairs, but we very much fear 
that the bishop could not so contain himself; he 
would be eager to force the Editor to subscribe to 
some creed or pursue a certain line of conduct. He 
would not be willing to put his dependence in love 
and reason and time to bring the Editor to what 
he would call the right way of thinking and doing. 
Oa his human side the Christian is about like the 
rest of us, but on his theological side he is distrust_ 
ful, quarrelsome, intolerant, and cruel. In other 
words, the acid of his creed sours the milk of 
human kindness in him. 

R.ev. Joseph Yasbeck, the Maronite missionary, 
said that of the 3.,000,000 Armenians, only about 
100,000 are allied with the Catholic church. But 
the separation of the others is formal to a large 
extent, the Eastern princes and patriarchs refusing 
to recognize the authority of RoD;J.e, while the East 
has yet the Roman mass and ceremony. That is, 
such is Father Yasbec~'s version of the matter; no 
doubt the E_astern churchmen would aasert <:luite 
the contrary. However, that is J;J.Ot of material im
portance here;_ what is to follow is more suggestiv: 
"Hundreds of A,rmenians had said to hi:tn : ' There 
is no real difference between us ; lt;Jt the sheJ?herds 
agree and we will follow.'" That i.s v:ery character
istic of theological sheeJ? .Presumably the FJ,'otest
ant fiock would also troop hac~ to R,ome iJ their 
shepherds could agree with those in the Vatican. 

"He closed with an eloquent e~hortation that the East
ern church might be brought back befm;e Ji'ope L.eo's 
death, in order that the pont~'a, grea.t desire n:dght be 
accomplished." 

But will not Leo kJ;J.ow of it whe:a it is accom
plished, even if he dies first? Are not those who 
"die in the Lord" able to see what takes plaee on 
the earth after they hav left it? Rev. Mr. Yasbeck•s 
expressed wish would seem to indicate that he has 
some doubts in the matter; perhaps he does not 
beliE:Ve in immortality after all; it is not at all un
usual for the augur to hav no faith in his auguries. 

Among the resolutions adopted was one favoring 
Sunday observance'·' as a practical means of sanctify
ing the Holy Eucharist." That would be all right, of 
course, if the Sabbath observance was the voluntary 
oiering of those who l>.elieve that the Holy Eucha
J.'iat stands in need of sanctification, but when we 
are asked to giv our suffrages for statutes of the 
state that are intended to force us to observe a holy 
day for the sake of sanctifying a churchly supersti
tion, it is certainly carrying audacity almost to the 
utmost limit conceivable. When Rome asks that 
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much now, while she is trying to make the world 
believe that she is adjusting herself to the new 
scientific order of things, what would she not de
mand if she were not under this necessity to cater 
to the demands of the spirit of progress T 

Like the Protestant Women's Christian Temper
ance Union and all other similar organizations, the 
Oa.tholic Total Abstinence Union makes much use 
of the absurd claim that temperance is a virtue pe
culiar to Christianity. Rev. James M. Oleary, presi
dent of this Union, has recently issued a bulletin to 
his fellow workers. He speaks of "Christian so
briety," "the holy cause of Christian sobriety," and 
bids his brethren be "devotedly Catholic.'' We 
should be pleased to know wherein the abstinence 
of a Christian differs in effect from the abstinence 
of a Buddhist or a Freethinker, so far as its result
ing sobriety is concerned. But there is a difference 
in some other respects; the Christian who thinks 
temperance is desirable cannot refrain from making 
the false claim that temperance is the result of the 
teachings of Christianity and should therefore take 
the name of "Christian temperance" or "Christian 
sobriety." He ignores the indisputable facts that 
the Bible teaches neither prohibition nor temperance 
and that the nations that hav been afflicted with 
Christianity are among the most intemperate peo
ples in the world. When we say that the Bible 
does not teach temperance, we mean, necessarily, 
that the overwhelming preponderance of its testi
mony is on the drinking side; a few texts condemn 
the use of wine and strong drink, but only a few, 
either absolutely, or relativly to the number of those 
which directly commend such use or, by their failure 
to condemn when mentioned, imply that it is harm
less. 

The Catholic News says, referring to the work 
of the " League of the Sacred Heart " : 

"The aggregation of good works recorded in the Octo
ber Messenger as offerings for the intentions ncom
mended to the League of the Sacred Heart amounted to 
4, 698,920. That all these prayers are not without practical 
results, the numerous favors, both spiritual and temporal, 
recorded in thanksgiving, bear elcquent witness. Truly 
'More things a.re wrought by prayer than this world 
dreams of.'" 

It would be more accurate to say that all that are 
wrought are wrought in dreams, except in so far as 
the earnest wish back of the prayer spurs the one 
who prays to attempt once again the accomplishment 
of that which he desires, or the prayer (wish) uttered 
aloud has a certain effect upon the human hearer. 
But what shall be said of the church, claiming to 
keep up.with the march of knowledge, that sustains 
an organization within itself through which alone 
nearly 5,000,000 prayers to ghosts and dead men 
are registered in one month ! Is not such a church 
a survival from the animistic stage of developement? 
Is not the superstition fostered by its priests and 
which in turn enriches them, as gross as that of 
the African or Australian savage T All al1ke pray to 
the dead and to "the sky people," and the answers 
that the " civilized" devotee receives differ not 
from the answers received by the root digger and 
the tree climber. 

Rev. James Oonway, "Assistant Director of the 
Apostleship of Prayer," tell us that devotion to the 
" sacred heart of Jesus " is not, " in its widest 
sense, of modern origin," for it has been practiced 
in all ages by individual members of the church. 
Then he adds : 

" However, the devotion to the Sacred Heart, in the 
special form in which it is now practiced in the church, 
is decidedly the devotion of the age. By an especial di
vine providence it has been revealed and propagated in 
our time, when the love of many has grown cold, in order 
to rekindle in the hearts of men the fire of divine love. At 
first it was a small spark in the heart of a poor, resource
leBB religions; but by the will of the Divine Master and 
by the co-operation of the Holy Ghost, U became a great 
fire." 

Does not this of itself go far to show that the 
Roman church, instead of trying to lead its people 
out of darkness and malaria on to the sun-kissed, 
wind-swept bights of science and moral health, is 
really striving to guide them into still lower cafions 
of intellectual gloom and ethical decay T Mr. Con
way urges priests to take pains to cultivate this 
form of beating the air with vain prayers. Did 
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some optimist say that the warfare with supersti
tion is over T 

The Connntion, and After. 
The Freethinkers' Annual Congress has come 

and gone. The Secular Union and the Freethought 
Federation hav been combined into one organiza
tion, to be called the Secular Union and Free. 
thought Federation. The officers elected for the 
ensuiJ:!g year are tried and true workers, well wor
thy of the confidence and support of the Free
thinkers of the whole count-ry. The attendance 
was good, the addresses, readings, and music were 
excellent, there was plenty of enthusiasm and an 
abundance of good fellowship; neither personal 
jealousies nor unreasoning differences of opinion 
disturbed the prevailing harmony, the collections 
and pledges were most gratifying, the resolutions 
adopted are a cohcise summary of the Secular de
mands and of the reasons justifying the demands, 
and, in short, the Congress was, in every way, a 

success. 
It is expected that during the coming year the 

Fleckten school case in Minnesota will be pushed 
to a conclusion, and it is also hoped that Mr. Jacob 
Wise will be rescued from the toils of the Comstock 
law, where he is held for doing in a small way what 
Christians and Christian societies are constantly do
ing in a large way, that is, disseminating the "word 
of God" through the mails. Theocratic schemes 
at Washington will be watched, Sabbath legislation 
in the states will be antagonized, and the utmost 
possible will be done to educate the American peo
ple in the principles of pure secularism, and to 
arouse them to a sense. of the great dangers menac
ing the liberties of all Freethinkers and other non
Christians through the machinations of the Protest
ant theocrats, who are preparing the way for "Holy 
Mother Ohurch," forging the sword of legal church 
authority for her to wield after the secular Consti

tution is corrupted and church and state are one in 
the fundamental law and that one the church. The 
extent of this good work must depend upon the 
abundance of the sinews of war that are provided. 
Mr. Put.nam and Mr. Reichwald will no doubt soon 
make known in detail the program of labor for the 
immediate future. 

Welcome and success to the reorganized "Secular 
Union and Freethought Federation"! 

Now and again the sweeping current of theocracy
strikes a slight obstruction that partly stays its' 
course for a mo'llent. The latest that has come·. 
under our observation was encountered at Linwood, 
Ohio, where the reciting of the Lord's Prayer in• 
the public school has been stopped. A father took 
his child from the school because of the prayer, 
notified the teacher, and consulted the attorney for 
the schools, who replied "that prayers had been 
eliminated from the schools, and that a state law 
forbid anything of a sectarian nature being taught 
in the public schools.'' This opinion of the attorney 
is in harmony with the decision of the supreme 
court of that state given as long ago as 1872. The 
court held that the Bible is a sectarian book within 
the meaning of the constitu~ion and that Christian 
teachings are sectarian te!!.chings. That would of 
course bar the Lord's Prayer and everything of the 
kind. All that Freethinkers in Ohio hav to do with 
regard te> religious instruction and ceremonies in 
the public schools is to assert their rights under 
the state constitution, as interpreted by the su~ 

preme court. We should like to see the same ques_ 
tion raised in-other states now, after twenty-three 
years more of theocratic propaganda. 

"We are no longer pestered by the vicious proposition 
that laws are enacted rather with a view 6lf silencing the 
murmurs of the good than for the purpose of restraining 
the passions of the bad." 

So says the aristocratic Rev. Dr. Huntington, 
speaking of the Rooseveltian crusade. We presume 
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that by the "bad" he riieau the people who want to 
buy a glass of beer, a collar, a piece of ice; a pair of 
hose on Sunday, and that by the "good" he means 
the millionaire members of his :tiock and others like 
tlieni, who hav their wine cellars, their well-stocked 
larders, their high-priced chefs, and all the other 
accessories of rich feeding and bibulation, and so 
do not care a cent about open shops on Sunday. 
Then, if they are not satisfied at home, they can 
order their hostlers and coachmen to break the 
Sabbath and take them down to their fashionable 
clubs, where there is more wine and there are more 
cigars and billiard tables and various other stimu
lating and amusing and time killing supplies and 
diversions. We should all love the "good" very 
much, for they hav not yet attempted to get a law 
to compel us to go to church on Sunday and other
wheres associate intimately with them. 

The exolnsion of the paper from the mails in Canada is 
nsed as an advertisment for the paper both in that conn
try and in oar own. The same effect might follow its 
exclusion from the United States mails. It would still 
be published and would probably fatten on the notoriety 
given to it in thiB way, if this were all that the civil au
thorities would or oonld do. Bat this is not all that can 
a.nd shQnld be done. The law can and should lay its 
strong hand on the publishers and compel them to cease 
sending oat the sonrrilons and blasphemous sheet which 
destroys the reverence of God, dishonors his laws and 
the laws of the state, and depraves the morals of the 
people. Are there not friends enough of pnblio decency 
and morality in New York to expunge this foal blot 
without delay from the fair name of the Empire state ?
OhristiaY~. .StatesmaY~.. 

The above gem of charity is the concluding par
paragraph of the article reprinted in these columns 
last week-this paragraph being omitted for want 
of room. We presume that Mr. McAllister means 
to S!l. y that this paper destroys reverence for God, 
instead of God's reverence, but he does not say 
that. When it is established as a fact that "God" 
has emitted a code of laws it will be time enough 
to talk of the dishonoring of them. As to our dis
honoring the laws of the state, we do not see how 
our alleged "blasphemy" can do that so long as 
New York has no blasphemy laws. To dishonor 
the non-existent would be indeed a miracle. Re
garding the asserted depravation of the morals of the 
people, we do not understand how telling the truth 
and defending the equal liberties of all the inhabit
ants of the country can hav that eftect. It is our 
earnest conviction that even "inartistic" ridicule of 
religious absurdities is less demoralizing than cir
culating falsehoods about the death beds of Infidels, 
giving currency to fables concerning "judgments 
on blasphemers," and doubling, quadrupling, and 
sextupling, in summing up, the actual number of 
petitioners for the Sunday closing of fairs or for 
the passage of a national Sunday law. 

Rev. A. W. H. Hodder, of the Sixteenth Street 
Baptist church of this city, speaks right out in 
meeting, and tells us that Sunday should be kept as 
a holy day. He says nothing of the weekly "rest" 
for the rest's sake, which omission· shows that he 
is more honest or. less cautious than his fellow 
ministers and the politicians who are sailing under 
the false colors of the rest and morality dodge. 
The Sunday rest of which he incidentally speaks is 
to be taken so that we may obey God, who "or
dained that one day in the week should be set apart 
that man might turn aside from the ordinary affairs 
of the world to perform those duties which he owes 
to his maker." To this end Sunday laws are to be 
enacted and enforced to compel tho~e who do not 
voluntarily perform this religious duty to do so in 
order to escape judicial robbery and imprisonment. 
Of course this is union of church and state and noth
ing else. Mr. Hodder says that "a powerful and gi
gantic foe, imported from other lands," "would de
stroy the holy observance of our Christian duty." 
Such a statement is sadly lacking in candor. The 
minister knows that nothing can destroy the " holy 
observance" of his "Christian duty" but his individ
ual failure to perform that duty. Sunday will be 
observed by those who hav the requisit faith and 
whose inclinations do not prove too strong for their 
sense of duty. Mr. Hodder has perfect liberty to 
observe "the Sabbath." But what he wants is the 
;po~er to colj}!pel everybody else to observe it, 
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Hence his demand for Sunday laws. No one has 
asked him to " throw our religious customs over
board.." The strife has grown out of the Sabba
tarian attempt to compel other people to accept 
the ~·religious customs ,; of the Puritans. 

" The American Sabbath is threatened by the Euro
pean invaders tliat try to trample on oar Christian customs, 
sneer at oar religions observances, and defile the land 
with the godless festivities of the continental cities."
Rev. Mr. Hodder. 

Independent foreigners and nativ-born citizens 
may "sneer" at the religious observances of the 
Christians, but that fact should delight the heart of 
the genuin follower of Jesus, for that "teacher" 
told them that they should be blessed when men 
should revile them, and persecute them, and s!t.y 
evil things of them falsely for his sake. They 
were told to rejoice and be exceeding glad, for 
great should be their reward in heaven. It will be 
noticed that this promis was conditional ; they 
should rejoice, and they would get this reward 
only when the evil things said of them were 
false. It may be the realization of this awk· 
ward condition that makes them now so sensitiv 
to ridicule and criticism-what is said of . them 
and their " Christian customs" by these beastly 
"European invaders" is true, and so they are "re· 
viled '' here and hav no hope of any reward in 
heaven. It is too bad. But Mr. Hodder should 
remember that while his superstitions may be 
sneered at by the "godless" he is still at perfect 
liberty to cherish them and perform his various in
cantations, while on the other side of the line 
his agents, the law-carpenters, are continually 
building prisons for his " godless" contemners. 
If he chooees, he can meet sneer with sneer, but 
we are at the mercy of the law-men and cannot re
tort in kind when the policeman's club is raised to 
intimidate us into due observance of "Christian 
customs." 

"Never before, I think, has Christendom been so im
patient of the things which divide it, and never were the 
hearts of men, at any rate throughout the Anglo-Saxon 
world, so widely or deeply stirred with a desire to be not 
only one of faith, bat of one fellowship and one order in 
Jesas Christ."-Bishop Potter, Epi8copalian. 

Why are Christiane impatient of denominational 
lines! Is it because their faith is growing stronger 
or because it is growing weaker? To an outsider 
it appears that they do not now so much as formerly 
care to subject their creeds to the strain of contro· 
versy. To closely examin the foundations of each 
is a dangerous process in this age of doubt and 
discovery. What shatters the claims of one must 
injuriously affect the claims of all. So it is politic 
to cease emphasizing differences and insist upon 
unities. They hav found that Christian blood is 
thicker than Infidel water ; that the system is in 
less danger from varying interpretations of texts 
than it is from the criticism that results in the re 
jection of the alleged divinity of the texts. It is 
necessary that they deal less harshly with their 
brethren in order that they may be in a position 
to deal more harshlv with the Freethinkers. Hence 
this continually increasing pressure for the reunion 
of Christendom. In almost all instances the desire 
for church federation is inspired not by a broaden
ing charity for divergent views but by the wish to 
compel the world at large to accept the " Christian 
Sabbath" and ''Christian morality" as a whole. 
Realizing that they cannot hold their own in the 
realm of mind, they turn to the ballot.box as their 
predecessors turned to the kings and popes. To 
use the ballot box effectivly for the extirpation of 
heresy they must be united. 

The Catholic Review, commenting on the dis
cussion between Cesare Lombroso and Max Nordan 
as to the propriety of including Wagner and I!Dolstoy 
among the "decadents," as Nordan has done, says 
that they agree that the "predominant symptom of 
modern vice is egotism, or megaloma!!ia." As these 
writers are A~nostics, it asserts, they should be 
able to see that the real cause of all these ills is the 
departure from Catholic Christianity, for while the 
latter teaches the supreme duty of loving God 
above all things and our neighbor as ourself, anti
Catholicism weakens and de~~roys ~he effect of tb~~ 
teaQhing. It continues: ' · ~' ·· 
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"This fact is appa.ren~ when one visits the crowded and 
miserable slnm!l of oar grea~ cities ani reflects that .a 
larga proportion of the misery an 1 crime that are ri'e 
there would not exist only for the oold-blooied selfish
ness of persons, many of whom deem themselvs to be 
good Christians, who liv in lnxnry in the same cities, de
riving a considerable portion of their worldly means from 
conditions that are dependent on wretchedness and vice. 
This is because the religions spirit of the times, begot
ten of the schisms that hav rent Christianity into shreds, 
has taught men that their chief aim should be comfort 
and pleasure, and so widely has this teaching been snooess
fnl that even the mass of thos3 who profess to believe in 
Christ are, more or less nnoonsoionsly, impelled my H. 
What the world needs for.its rehabilitation is the resusci
tation of the geuerone, chivalrous, self-denying spirit 
that is essential to the really Christian life." 

One unfamiliar with the history of the psst, 
reading the foregoing, would naturally conclude 
that "crowded and miserable slums" side by side 
with careless and selfish wealth had not been known 
in Christendom before schisms had "rent Chris
tianity into shreds." The church no less than thq 
state, in the ages when the church was one, derived 
no inconsiderable portion of its " worldly means 
from conditions that [were] dependent on wretch
edness and vice." Its prelates and its popes lived 
in luxury, while the masses fared on arusts and 
were housed in hovels. In those days the church 
could make its chattels believe that some were 
destined by God to be rich and to rule, while the 
many were to be rewarded in heaven if they sub
mitted uncomplainingly to the sufferings insepara
ble from the conditions by· which it had pleased 
God to surround them in this world. The same 
gospel of classes is propagated now, as witness the 
sermon recently preached in Richmond by Arch
bishop Jan.ssens of New Orleans, but the spread of 
intelligence c~uses much of this seed of error to fall 
on soil in which it cannot germinate. Men se 
that those who preach most loudly the duty of self
sacrifice are the very ones, as a rule, who repudiate 
the principles of equal justice and liberty, through 
the application of which alone will it be possible 
to reduce poverty and vice to the minimum. Men 
see the church covetously seize the scanty earnings 
of the poor to use in the erection of million and 
ten-million dollar temples of superstition, and then 
turn about and double-tax the homes of the labor
ers to pay the taxes on these costly edifices wherein 
are set up the idols of medievalism. Only when all 
men become wise enough to intelligently seek their 
own pleasure and comfort .here on this earth will 
the race fairly start on the forward march. Charity 
is a mere stop·gap, a tempora.ry binding of the 
wound, a transient shelter. As an individual 
manifestation of sympathy it has its place, but as 
an organized substitute for opportunity and equity 
it is the curse of the world. 

God Save Canada. 
We hav received a oironlar from a publisher of Infidel 

books in the United States complaining that his blas
phemous publications, including a comic history of the 
Bible and a paper which contains caricature pictures of 
oar Blessed Lord, are refused transmission in oar Cana
dian mails. He complains bitterly of the tyranny of the 
Canadian government and seeks to enlist the aid of 
Canadian editors in denouncing this "bigotry." 

Thill Infidel editor ask! too mnoh. The Canadian postal 
department is ran at a large ammal loss in order to sap· 
ply all parts of oar vast conn try with cheap postal facili
ties with a distribution of that great modern ednO!l.tor, 
the newspaper. It never was designed to the be. the vehicle 
for spreading broadcast over the land the indecencies, ob
scenities, and blasphemies which characterize the satanic 
press of the United States. While that country has some 
of the noblest papers in the world it has also some of the 
vilest. 

The man who would scatter the contagion of smallpox 
or cholera in the mail would be regarded as the vilest of 
felons. Bat his crime would be white compared with 
that of the man who would diffuse the moral pestilence 
against which Anthony Comstock is waging snob a pro
longed and snooessfnl war. We establish a quarantine 
against smallpox and cholera, bat rnnoh more necessary 
is it to safeguard oar young country from the con
tagion of moral pestilence. 

We congratulate the Dominion of Canada on the parity. 
of its press. Its editors and publishers sedulously exclude 
from the printed page anything that would brmg a blush to 
the cheek of innocence or besmirch the young mind. And 
well they may. Theirs is a great privilege and a great 
responsibility. The press finds welcome admissiol!- to all 
of oar homes and exerts an influence not less,· we JUdge, 
bat more potent than that of a teacher or preacher. Qod 
forbid that it should be perverted to inculcate Infidelity 
and vice. · 

We rejoice that the vast preponderance of Canadians
Catholics and Protestants alike-whether Grit or Tory, 
wiU support the government of the day in refnsil!-g to be
come the partners in crime of the infamous publishers of 
infamous papers in the dUfasion of their vicious teanh
~ngs,-Onward, 
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The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and 
Comments. 

. III. 

When the wager of law was in vogue, if a certain 
number of witnesses would swear that they be
lieved that the accused was innocent he was ac
quitted. These witnesses must be sworn in the 
most sacred places and in the most solemn manner. 
It was believed, when men were sworn in such 
sacred places and solemn manner, and in the pres
~nce of Almighty God, who took cognizance of all 
the actions of men, that the great autocrat of the up
per world would come down upon him with his great 
calamity hammer and grind him to powder if he 
swore falsely. There are numerous accounts of men 
who had testified falsely being struck dead on the 
spot. Notwithstanding a.ll of these solemn and pre
cautionary measures the courts were the most unre
liable of any known in history. The courts swarmed 
with sanctimonious scoundrels who would swear 
away a man's life with as little compunction as a 
terrier would manifest in shaking a rat. Ecclesias
tics almost invariably escaped justice. All of this 
holy mummery has nothing to do with a man's moral 
character. The more of this holy slush the people 
hav imbibed, the lower their standard of morals has 
been. When a man is made to kiss an old 
greasy book in order to lasso his honesty, it looks 
to me like inculcating morals by injection. I hav 
been present when hnndreds of witnesses were sworn, 
and as far as my acquaintance goes the men whore
fused to be put through the holy gospel process were 
the men in whom I had the greater confidence, and 
I cannot call to mind an instance where a man 
whose morals were shaky refused to kiss the old 
book of spooks and ghosts. A man who will bear 
false witness, to injure one man or to favor an
other, is not trustworthy, and all the books, holy or 
unholy, will not transform him into an honest man. 

A high state of civilization is reached only by 
slow degrees, and church dogmas hav never served 
as stepping-stones, but hav had a tendency to fill 
men with hellish hate and slavish superstition which 
hav only impeded their progress. Wherever the 
people hav most trusted in God, there has been 
found the lowest state of morals. 

Under the wager of battle they settled all dis
putes, claims, and criminal complaints by battle, 
fully believing that God would uphold the right. 
But God had no more to do with these battles than 
he has with a drunken row on the street. Another 
case where faith in God brutalizes men. 

At another time every claim and accusation was 
settled by ordeal. There was the ordeal of boiling 
water or oil, from which the accused must fish a 
small stone or ring, under the firm belief that in 
every instance God would protect the innocent. 
There is one case, as well authenticated as any of 
the holy happenings, in which the accused held his 
arm up to his elbow for two hours in a boiling 
cauldron of water without injury. Teach a man 
from youth that God protected the three Hebrew 
children in the fiery furnace, and then it is easy to 
cram such nonsensical drivel down his throat. 

There was also the ordeal of red-hot iron. It was 
believed that if the accused was innocent God 
would enable him to w~tlk over red-hot plowshares, 
or carry red-hot irons in his hands, without injury. 
According to the statements, this feat has been per
formed hundreds of times without harm. If any 
one can tell how the people were imposed upon in 
regard to such statements, he can tell how the 
people were imposed upon in regard to the mira
cles of the Bible. 

Then there was the ordeal of fire direct. Some
times the hand of the accused was held in a :flame. 
Sometimes huge pyres were built, and the one on 
trial must walk through the :flames. It is stated 
that a monk walked between two piles of blazing 
wood, ten feet long, five feet high, and four and a 
half feet wide-the passage between them being 
six feet wide-and he walked through over glow
ing coals bare-legged and bare-footed without 
singeing the hair on his legs. Then he desired to 
return, but was prevented by the admiring crowd. 
Make a. man believe that he is a special favorit of 
heaven and he is unfitted to associate with men on 
·the earth. 

Next comes the ordeal of cold water, into which 
the accused was thrown to test his or her innocence 
or guilt. If guilty, it was believed that God would 
not suffer the pure water to receive him, and he 
would :float. No doubt God had as much to do 
with the water as he does with the water when a 
fool minister plunges a lot of other fools under 
water when the mercury is below zero. If you want 
to produce a lot of high-pressure fools, stuff them 
with theological notions. 

Then there was the trial by balance, by which the 
guilt or innocence of the accused was determined 
by weight. This mode of trial was more particu-
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larly applied to witches and sorcerers. The ohe I Freethought Federation and Union. 
suspected of being a witch was put upon the scale . 
and weighed, and. after a. little time was weighed 
again. If guilty, the accused would hot weigh as Rome or Reason : Which ~ 
much as when weighed before. Sometimes a Bible I Address by Samuel P. P<~tnam at the Opening Session or 
was put at the opposit end of the scale beam, and tl1e FroetlJinkers' ~ational Congres11, Hardman's 
if guilty the l3ible would outweigh the witcb. Of HRll, New York, Friday, October 25, 1895. 
course God would not allow his holy book to be Cardinal Manning was one of the shrewdest and 
outweighed by a witch. Thus it will be seen that most potent representative of the Church of Rome 
the more they trusted in God the bigger fools they in this century. He was the incarnation of its 
grew. principles and its authority, of its supreme ambition 

The ordeal of the cross was often resorted to. The and unfaltering hope. The Church of Rome de
two contending parties were made to face a cross sires and aims to be the one commanding power 
or crucifix, with arms extended like a cross. The upon this planet. It allows no rival. It will brook 
one who could hold out the longer was adjudged to no opposition. Subtly, persistently, comprehensively 
hav justice on his side. All will see that this was it pursues its determined course. It accommodates 
simply a test of physical endurance and determined itself to civilization for no other purpose than to 
nothing in regard to justice. But they believed subdue that civilization. It is a vast conspiracy 
that they were serving God, and, as we know to-day, against human liberty, human knowledge, and 
the more they tried to serve God the more they human progress. It is like an invisible wild 
outraged justice and humanity. Through all the beast, forever crouching and forever ready to 
Christian ages, the more the fool Christians hav spring. It is the darkest, the most dan
tried to do for God, the more they hav neglected the gerous, the most stupendous inheritance of the 
real interests of their fellow-man. ages, a perpetual menace from the superstitions of 

Besides these there was the ordeal· of bread and the past to every achievement of the untrammeled 
cheese, and the ordeal of the eucharist, and the mind. 
ordeal of Lot, and perhaps some other ordeals Rome is a wily power. It clothes itself in the 
which I know not of and which should never hav dazzling garb of philosophy, and would be eloquent, 
been known to anybody. artistic, poetic. It would ally itself with reform 

There were religious ceremonies connected with and education. It professes to be the poor man's 
these ordeals, some of which would prove interest- friend. It adorns its pathway with :flowers. Rome 
ing, but they are too long to be written out. A is no fool. It understands the world with w:\l.ich it 
piece of bread or cheese was prayed over and blessed deals. It uses ignorance, but H also uses wisdom. 
and the culprit was compelled to eat it in the pres- It enlists every intellectual power of which it is 
ence of a gaping multitude who believed that if he capable. It excludes nothing. It seeks universal 
was innocent he could eat the consecrated bread or empire by every potency of human heart or brain. 
cheese as he would ordinarily do, but if guilty, God, It won't do to say that Rome is merely a mass of 
who was supposed to giv attention to all of these prejudice, ignorance, and superstition, which civili
little matters, would cause the consecrated bit to zation will surely sweep away. Rome is all this, 
stick in his throat and choke him. When we un- but so admirably organized, so wonderfully en
derstand the minds of the people these things are not dowed, that prejudice, ignorance, and superstition 
strange. When once a man comes to believe that actually use art, philosophy, poetry, and the tri
God has to do with all the eoncerns of men, and umphs of human genius for its enduring sway, and 
that with him all things are possible, he can be enthral humanity by the most 11oble powers of the 
stuffed with any kind of absurdity, if "God , is on mind. 
the label. Rome builds de~p- tt is no sliperAciai structure. 

The Christian superstition known as the Bier Right To argue against Rome rettuires the widest range 
ought to be noticed in this connection. If a person of thtiught, the most skillful perception. Rome en
was murdered it was believed by the god-crammed trenches ~tself in every conceivable strategy of the 
imbecile that if the murderer touched the dead reason. It bristles with logic. It fights not simply 
body of the murdered it would bleed. Sometimes with the sword, but with keen and brilliant dialectic 
hundreds were marched by and made to touch the weapons, for it seeks so to dominate that it would 
dead body in order to detect the murderer by the make all men willing slaves to its enormous author
blood which would flow. The story is well authenti- ity. It is so greedy in its pursuit of power that it 
cated that a. man was murdered and thrown into would reign in every province of man's mental do
the river, and that one of his bones was washed main. It would convince every one by the action 
ashore, and even the old bone bled when touched of his own reason that he ought to be the most 
by the murderer. abject of slaves. By one's own will Rome would 

I hav only hinted at these tricks and ordeals; annihilate his liberty. What an all-comprehensive 
a full account would fill a volume ; and yet i tyranny it aspires to be! 'fo overthrow Rome re
am afraid that even the brief allusion which I hav quires the most radical and courageous exercise of 
given to them will be considered tedious, but I the mental faculties. We are not contending against 
wanted the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to know brute force as brute force, but brute force equipped 
something about the Christian jurisprudence when with the strength and grace of genius itself. 
God presided over and ruled the courts. This subtle, intellectual method of Rome, using 

Some may think that the statements in regard to intellect for its own dethronement, is well ill us
these trials are beyond the facts, and fictitious. Let trated in an article by Cardinal Manning in the 
me assure the reader that they are far short of the Nineteenth Century entitled "Without God, No 
facts; and I would say that if we had lived in those Commonwealth," from which I will give a few ex
times we should hav been concerned in and ap- tracts to demonstrate my argument. 
proved of those trials ; and further that if Chris- "I will set down," says the cardinal, " as briefly 
tianity were left unrestrained it would return to its as I can the meaning and reaso~s for the proposi
old usages as naturally as water runs down hill, and tion I here affirm, namely, that the social and civil 
I will prove it. Every Christian believes in a god commonwealth of mankind had its origin, and still 
who is all-powerful and all-wise, that he cannot do has its perpetuity, in the knowledge of God, and in 
wrong, that he is interested in and directs the af- obedience to him springing from that knowledge, 
fairs of men, and that he is always on the side of so that without God no commonwealth is possible. It 
justice. A Christian cannot be found who will deny therefore follows that the theory now so commonly 
either of the above propositions. If he does, he is accepted, that between church and state there ought 
not a Christian. to be no union ; that the state in its origin and 

Now, when we come to understand how a Chris- action is secular, and that religion must be left to 
tian would naturally be affected by these beliefs we individuals, cannot stand" 
hav the key to the philosophy applicable to the It will be seen that in his fundamental premise 
Christian courts and ordeals. If God is all-wise he the cardinal opposes himself directly to Free
can see the right, if he is all-powerful he can do thought and Secular principles, to the Constitution 
right. If God cannot do wrong and directs the af- of the United States and the Declaration of Inde
fairs of men he will direct them right. If God is pendence. In the Constitution there is no recog
on the side of justice, justice must prevail. nition whatever of God, even by name ; and while 

If two men should step into the arena to-day to his name is in the Declaration it is merely a name 
settle a. dispute with swords or guns, we would say without authority, for it is affirmed that "govern
the most dextrous would win, but not so then. menta derive their just powers from the consent of 
They believed that God was on the side of justice the governed." 
and would uphold the right. If a man was put to Radical and far-reaching, therefore, is the oppo-
trial by the ordeal of fire or boiling water they be- sition of Rome to republican liberty. 
lieved that God would protect the innocent, and "There are three imperishable relations in human 
allow only the guilty to suffer. life," continues the cardinal, "authority, obedience, 

Why did these beliefs cause the Christians to run brotherhood; and these relations are not the result 
into such absurd and barbaric practices T Simply be- of original compact, or of enactments of men, but 
cause there is not one of the propositions which I are inseparable from the order of human life. 
hav stated and by which they 'Were governed, true. Authority, obedience, and brotherhood are the 

[To BE CONTINUED.] JoHN PxoK. three ultimate and all-sufficing laws of the human 
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commonwealth. . Equaiity, iiberty, a~d fraternity 
are the. parody and perver!3ion. of this divine order." 

The issu~ is thus distinctly stated as between 
Rome and· Re!i.son. 

With Rom.e it. is aut~ority, · obe4ience, and 
brothPrbood based upon obediimce and authority· 
with Reason it is liber.ty, f'tiuaiity, a~d fraternity 
based upon the principles qf universal human nat
ure. We accept the gauntlet thrown down by the 
cardinal; it is ~iberty, equality, ap.d true fraternity 
against autbortty, obedience, and a false brother
hood, the cb:l.ld ol theology, which at the bidding of 
the cbtirch bas drawn the sword and slain millions 
9f the human race. The brotherhood of the church 
bas :hot one particle of comn;10n humanity to il
luminate its cruel bigotry. The "brotherhood" is 
siinpiy the unity of t)le slaves of Rome against 
human rights, human liberty, and human progress. 

Upon our banners shall forever blaze the noble 
words, Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. From 
the point of view of Cardinal Manning, in the 
bosom of the church ~f Rome, these are a "parody 
and a perversion." From our point of view, the 
free and cultured reason of humanity, they are the 
most inspiring trutbA and grandest hopes in the 
long and toilsome march from barbarism to civil
ization. The music of these words will never cease 
RO long as man bas a heart of love and a brain of 
fire. 

Again says the cardinal : " There can only be 
conceived two fountains of law. It springs either 
from the will of God, or the will of man." 

Observe the deep cunning and sophistry of the 
advocate of Rome. He would have only two alter
nati\'es for the "fountains of law,'' the " will of 
God" and "the wili of man.;' Granting t.bat there 
are "fountains of law," there is a third alternative: 
eternal nature itself, of which God and man are 
simply evolutions. But according to reason and 
science there are no "fountains of law," in the 
sense that there are beginnings to law. Law or 
method is co-eternal with existence itself. Given 
existence, there is law, God or no God, man or no 
man. If existence is unbeginning and unending, so 
law, or the mode of existence, is unbeginning and 
unending. There can be no existence without a 
mode or law. It is absurd, therefore, to talk of the 
"fountains of law." There are none anywhere in 
the universe. Is there any "fountain" to the "law 
of gravitation," that is, was there ever a time when 
the law of gravitation did not exist! Was there 
ever a time when two and two did not make four T 
when the square of the bypotbenuse was not equal 
to the sum of the squares of the other two sides of 
a right-angled triangle T Was tbere ever a time 
when two parallel lines on the same plane would 
meet T Was there ever a time when the whole was 
not greater than a part ! God, if there is one, can 
only express a law, like man himself. He can 
neither make nor unmake a law. He must obey the 
law, or the law will unmake him. God exists, if at 
all, according to law, and without law God is not. 
There may be "fountains" or "causes" of events, 
but not of the law by which the event occurs. The 
" fountains" and the " causes " are the results of 
the law, its consequence, and not its antecedent. 
Law attends all events, like being itself, and being 
cannot create law, for there can be no being with
out a way or method of being, and law is the 
method of being, and necessarily must be un
created. How closely we must follow the cardi
nal. We must watch him at every step. Give him 
" fountains of law " and be slips airily away into the 
" will of God " as the "fountain" of all; but deny, 
as scientifically we must, his "fountain of law,'' and 
be is stuck in the mud of his own creation. He 
can no farbber go. 

He makes a struggle, though. He says, " To
ward those who deny the existence of a Creator, 
I have no farther duty until they have made 
up their mind to say whether mankind is cre
ated uncreated, or self-created." What a play 
upo~ words is this l How utterly meaningless is 
the cardinal's proposition when analyzed. He 
thinks be bas the unbeliever in a logical dilemma. 
Jt is nothing of the sort. The cardi~al is s!mply 
floundering in a mass of words w1th~ut 1deas. 
·Creation is not a word of reason or SCience. It 
is so many letters and that is all. It co~ers an 
intellectual blank. In answer to the cardmal, we 
say, man is neither created, uncreated: nor self-cre
ated. He is evolved, and all that is 1D man to-day 
existed without beginning in the eternal forces of 
nature. The word evolution covers the whole 
ground, and totally ex•·ludes creation, or any ref
erence to it. We might as well talk of man as a 
"vacuum" as to talk of him as a "creation." 

Farther along the cardinal gives bimseV dead 
away. He says : "And now I a~ prepar~d to bear 
an objector say • You are assummg the eXIstence of 
law of nature and God.' I do assume these truths." 
.. :' .. ··- .... 
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,The mirdinai admits. that God. is a;n assumption, 
wbicbis very true, and therefore at the root of his 
~'law," his "nature,'; his "divine order/' his church, 
1s an assumpt~on. The cardinal is forced to this. 
He must confess that the whole fabric of his the
ology, of his revelation, of his authority, is an as
sumption, · and man is called upon to obey an 
assumption, to worship an assumption, to build 
temples to an assumption, to give millions of dol
lars for the glory of an assumption. He must perse
cute heretics for the honor of an assumption. He 
must imprison, burn, slay at the command of an 
assumption. His reason and conscience must be 
subordinate to an a<>sumption. The state must be 
under the rule of an assumption. God is an assump
tion, li.s the llardinal truly says, but this assumption 
is so interwoven with man's se]flRhness and greed, 
and savagery, and ignorance, that it bas become a 
most disastrous a.ssumpti.6n, afi.d a very real evil in 
human history. :itome is based upofi. an assump
tion, but not the less terrible is its despotism. 

Cardinal Manning affirms that both church and 
state are of divine origin, and that obedience is 
due to each. His words are : "'the Christian law 
says to children ' Obey your parents,' and to sub
jects, 'Let every soul be subject to the higher 
powers, for there is no power but from God ' '1 

The state, therefore, is to be obeyed, no matter 
what its character. It is the representative of God. 
Christians, therefore, are bound to respect it, no 
matter bow bad its laws. The Church of Rome is 
not alone in this affirmation, for John Wesley, a 
faithful Christian, upheld the infamous government 
of George III. and condemned the American Revo
lution as contrary ·to the commands of the Bible. 
Of course that is the logic of it. If the powers that 
be are ordained of God, then we must submit ; if 
we believe in God, we must bend the knee to whom
soever holds the authority. Not only does Rome 
insist upon its own authority, but upon the au
thority of every tyrant, of every unjust legislation, 
of every corrupt government. To maintain its own 
prestige. Rome clothes with the same divine prestige 
every government ever instituted by human society, 
whatever its vices and crimes may be. 

Freetbougbt and reason maintain the contrary; 
that governments are made by the people, for the 
benefit of the people, and when they do not benefit 
the people, they are to be abolished. The govern
ment is subordinate to the people, an instrumen
tality in the bands of the people for certain purposes. 
The people make it, and they can unmake it at any 
time, without any consultation with God, church, 
Bible, or pope. 

If the state is divine. then of course it bas the 
ri~bt to persecute, and Cardinal Manning acknowl
edges this. He says that in the first period of the 
church it was an illegal society, and its religion an 
illegal religion, " and if its religion bad not been 
the revelation of truth it ought not to bav been 
practiced." The state, therefore, bas a right to per
secute a false religion, according to the cardinal ; 
which position is opposed to Freethought and 
reason, for the state bas no right to persecute any 
religion, false or otherwise. As Ingersoll says, 
every man bas a right to think wrong. If be bas 
not this right, be bas no rights at all. If one's 
rights cease the moment be is mistaken, of what 
value are his rights? The right to think at all im
plies the right to think in every direction, right or 
wrong. 

The right to persecute a false religion implies 
the right to persecute all religions, for who is to 
decide as to the true religion T-tbe majorit-y; and 
it comes to this by necessity, that the true religion 
is what the majority approve, and the false religion 
is what the majority condemn. If you grant the 
state any religious function whatsoever, you must 
grant it the right to decide what is true and false 
in religion; and if it bas the right to persecute, it 
bas the right to decide upon whom that persecution 
shall be inflicted. 

From his point of view Cardinal Manning de
scribes the awful consequences of an Agnostic or 
Secular parliament. "What," be cries, "would re
strain such a legislature from abolishing the legal 
observance of Christmas, of Good Friday, and of the 
Sunday T Why should not such a legislature abol
ish all oaths of every kind T Why should not such 
a parliament abolish chaplains· and cease to take its 
seat at prayers! Why not bold morning sittings 
on Sunday, and general elections of Sunday, and 
throw open, not museums only, but theaters, on 
Sunday T Why should it not abolish all laws 
against blasphemy!" 

These results, which seem so abhorrent to Cardi
nal Manning, are most devoutly wished for by the 
reasonable and freethinking man. 

Cardinal Manning wrote this article in opposi
tion to Charles Bradlaugb. He was one of the 
most bitter opponents of the great Freethinker in 
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the Jlouse of Commons, and Bradlaugb scored him 
with fiery eloquence. In the same way the church 
once opposed the rights of the Jew. In the early 
days of Disraeli be was scorned as of this race. 
He answered back to his tormentors : "I am proud . 
to be a Jew, for one-half of Christendom worships 
a Jew and the other half worships his mother." 
The Jew bas triumphed and so bas Bradlaugh tri
umphed over the assumptions and tyranny of the 
church of Rome. Cardinal Manning could not 
stem the tide of progress. He bas, however, 
shown the unchangeable barbarism and supersti
tion of his own church. Rome does not alter. 
What it was in the Middle Ages it is to-day. Car
dinal Manning is, perhaps, its most famous and 
accredited representative in these modern times. 
Cardinal Manning, who cultivates art, science, phi
losophy, philanthropy, charity. and all the !!races of 
an educated people, be is the devotee and defend~r · 
of Rome-.,.-be still affirms the union of church and 
state and the authority of Rome. He flouts at 
liberty, equality, and fraternity. He admits that 
God is a.n assumption, but we must obey him with
out question. He declares the divine right of 
kings and the sinfulness of rebellion against the 
higher powers. He justifies persecution on the 
ground that no one bas a right to practice a false 
religion. He would maintain the cruel Jaws of the 
past against blaewhemy. He would enforce the 
observance of Christmas, Good Friday, and Sun
day. He sets himself directly in opposition to the 
rights of free reason. Rome bas not surrendered 
a single claim. It grows wise with the ages, but 
gains not a single virtue or trait of justice or spark 
of liberty. Our warfare with Rome is to the death. 
It cannot be otherwise. 

Rome trembles before the statue of Bruno. Well 
it may, for the martyrs of the past will be the con
querors of the future. 

Having demons~rated by its owp ablest defender 
what Rome is to-day, the question arises as to 
the relation of Rome to the state, according to its 
own creeds. It affirms that the state is a divine 
society or organization and that they necessarily 
co-operate. But suppose they do not co-operate ; 
suppose tb~>se two "divine authorities " do not 
agree? Will they agree to disagree as of £qual 
authority, or must the one succumb to the otner, 
so that really after all there is but one divine author
ity! There is no question as to the claim of Rome. 
It arrogates the right to overthrow the author
ity of the state itself when that authority opposes 
its own. The church as a church can oppose any 
government and command its members to do the 
same. The union of church and state is not an 
equal union; but a union where the state, although 
of divine authority, is in absolute subjection to the 
demanJs of Rome. In order to maintain my argu
ment I will quote from the leaders and documents 
of the church to show its treatment, not only of 
heretics, but of the state itself. 

From Dr. Strong's book, "Our Country," the fol
lowing selections are made : 

Bishop O'Connor says : " Religious liberty is 
merely endured until the opposite is carried into ef
fect, without peril to the Catholic world" 

The Catholic Review says: "Protestantism of 
every form has not and never can have any right 
where Catholicity is triumphant." 

The archbishop of St. Louis says : " Heresy and 
unbelief are crimes and in Christian countries, as in 
Italy and Sp~~,in, for instance, where all the people 
are Catholics, and where the Catholic religion is an 
essential part of the law of the land, they are pun
ished as other crimes." 

The Boston Pilot says: "No good government 
can exist without religion, and there can be no re
ligion without an inquisition which is wisely de
signed for the promotion and protection of the true 
faith." 

The Rambler, a Catholic paper of London, says : 
·"Religious liberty, in the sense of a liberty pos
s&ssed by every man to choose his religion, is one of 
the most wicked delusions ever foisted upon tlfis 
age by the father of all deceit. The very name of 
Liberty-except in the sense of a permission to do 
certain acts-ought to be banished from the domain 
of religion. It is neither more nor less than false
hood. No man bas a right to choose his religion. 
None but an Atheist can uphold the principles of 
reHgious liberty. Shall I foster that damnable doc
trine that Socinianism and Calvinism and Anglicism 
and Judaism are not every one of them mortal 
sins, like murder and adultery! Shall I bold out 
hopes to my erring Protestant brother, that I will 
not meddle with his creed if be will not meddle 
with mine T Shall I tempt him to forget that he 
:!las no more right to his religious views than be bas 
to my purse, to my bouse, to my life-blood T 'No, 
Catholicism is the most intolerant of creeds. It is 
intolerance itself, for it is the truth itself." 
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The St. Louis Sh6phera of the Vallt~y says: 
" The ·catholic who says the church is not intoler
ant belies the sacred spouse of Christ." 

Every cardinal, archbishop and bishop in the 
Catholic church take an oath of allegiance to the 
pope, in which occur the following wo~ds : " Here
tics, schismatics, and rebels to our satd Lord (the 
Pope) or his aforesaid successors, I will to my ut
most persecute and oppose." 

The pope's encyclical letter declares : "The 
Romish church has a right to exercise its authority 
without any limits set to it by the civil power. 
The pope and the priests ought to have dominion 
over temporal affairs. The Romish church and her 
ecclesiastics have a right to immunity from civil 
law. In case of conflict between the ecclesiastical 
and civil powers, the ecclesiastical power ought to 
prevail." 

Gladstone says : " The pope demands for himself 
the right to determine the province of his own 
rights, and has so defined it in formal documents 
as to warrant any and every invasion of the civil 
sphere. Rome requires a convert who joins her to 
forfeit his moral and mental freedom, and place his 
loyalty and civil duty at the mercy of another." 

Says Bismarck in a speech, April16, 1875: "This 
pope, this foreigner, this Italian, is more powerful 
in this country than any one person, not excepting 
even the king. And now, plea!¥l, consider what 
this foreigner has announced as the program by 
which he rules in Prussia and elsewhere. He be
gins by arrogating to himself the right to define 
how far his authority extends. And this pope, who 
would use :fire and sword against us, if he had the 
power to do so, who would confiscate our property 
and not spare our lives, expects us to allow him full, 
uncontrolled sway in our midst." 

Bishop Gilmore, March, 1873: «Nationalities 
must be subordinate to religion, and must learn 
that we are Catholics first and citizens next." 

Cardinal McCloskey: "They [the Catholics of the 
United States] are as strongly devoted to the sus
tenance and maintenance of the temporal power of 
the holy father, as Catholics, in any part of the 
world, and if it shall be necessary to prove it by acts, 
they are ready to do so." 

Cardinal Manning, in a sermon, puts the follow
ing sentences in the mouth of the pope: "I ac
knowledge no civil power. I am the subject of no 
prince, and I claim more than this. I claim to be 
the supreme judge and director of the consciences 
of men ; of the peasant that tills the fields, and of 
the prince that sits upon the throne; of the house
hold that livs in the shaded privacy, and the legis
lator that makes laws of kingdoms. I am the sole 
last supreme judge of what is right and wrong." 
Again he says: "Moreover, we declare, affirm, de
fine, and pronounce it necessary to salvation for 
every human qreature to be subject to the Roman 
pontiff." 

Cardinal Ballarmine teaches: " If the pope 
should err by enjoining vices or forbidding virtues, 
the church would be obliged to believe vices to be 
good, and virtues to be bad." 

Having shown that Rome claims universal domin
ion, and purposes to attain this by every means in 
its power, not only by the persecution of the indi
vidual heretic, but even by the destruction of gov
ernments if need be, the final question arises, How 
are we to meet these mighty claims of Rome T 
With what forces are we to antagonize its enormous 
power? There are only two, Protestantism and 
Freethought. 

Protestantism has made a mighty onset against 
Rome, and for a time was successful. But Prot
estantism has become a creed and church like 
Rome, and as such it cannot contend against the 
more ancient ecclesiastical power. Protestantism 
is founded upon the infallibility of the Bible, Rome 
upon the infallibility of the church. Rome has a 
much stronger foundation in history and logic, and. 
in human nature itself. 

Overthrow the infallibility of the Bible, and the 
Protestant church has no foundation. Its corner
stone is removed and it tumbles to pieces. The in. 
fallibility of the Bible is overthrown to day by 
Christian scholars themselvs. There is no longer 
any hope for this doctrin among enlightened be
lievers. Rome, therefore, has an immense advan
tage over Protestants, for to destroy the infallibil
ity of the Bible is not necessarily to destroy the 
infallibility of the church, since the latter infalli
bility is not based upon the former. Rome is not 
b-qilt upon the Btble as a book, but upon a direct 
supernatural intervention of divine energy and 
will; and the Bible is simply a record of this trans
action. The transaction itself in its origin is inde
pendent of the Bible. The Bible, history, tradition, 
and the existence of the church itself to-day in its 
porhp and ·power and venerable glory, are the tes
t~o:riies to· tbi,s tl'&I!.saction. The ch-qrch of ItoiQE} 
ii ~.: I " , ' , ._ , . _ , , , 
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does not need an infallible Bible. No matter how On Resolutions: Susan H. Wixon, Fall River, 
the :Sible is regarded by modern criticism, whether Mass.; E. C. Walker, New York; Henry Rowley, 
as a fallible or infallible record, this does not touch Brooklyn; T. B. Wakeman, New York; Ed. W. 
the infallibility of the church itself, which has ~ts Chamberlain, ~ew J[~rk. . . 
foundation in the act of God, and not in any hts-~ On Oredenttals: E. C. Retchwald, Chtcago. 
tory of that act in Bible or tradition.. T?erefore, On Amend?lents =. Dr. E. B.. Foote,, Jr., ~ew 
Rome is not involved in the same rum wtth Prot- York; Frl;lnkhn Stamer, Des Momes; Henry Btrd, 
estantism, because its fortunes a.re not dependent Newark, N. J. 
upon the fortunes of the Eible. Bound up with The morning session closed with an invitation to 
the infallibility of the :Sible, when that infalli- all who indorsed the Nine Demands to leave their 
bility is swept away by modern thought, Prot- names with the secretary, which quite a number 
estantism becomes a dissolving view; while the did. Some left a contribution also, and a $20 col
rock of Rome's infallibility is untouched. The au- lection was tile result. The introductions and 
thority of the churoh, a vast, living, magnificent, handshaking& that always occur at such times were 
and potent organization, must be overthrown by conducted with warmth, and it was very plain that 
other means than those that destroy the infallibil- the Congress was starting out under most favorable 
ity of a book. auspices. 

You cannot appeal from infallibility to infallibil- On the afternoon of Friday there was an in-
ity. You cannot .overthrow the ch~trch of Rome ~y creased attendance. Exercises opened with a reci
any Protestant Btbl.e.. Use ~he .Btbl~ a~ Y?u ~tlJ, tation by Mrs. Johnson-" A Freeman's Resolution," 
you cannot fatally mJure thts gtganttc mstttuttOn, one of William Denton's poems from "The Truth 
fo_r the church o.f Rome is not founded upon the Seeker Collection." Later, Mrs. Johnson gave 
Btble, but the Btble upon that. with fine effect a selection from "Four Hundred 

There is only one appeal against the tyranny, in- Years of Freethought " including the poem on 
tellectual, sp.iritual, and political, of R?me, and Bruno by G. E. Macdo~ald. 
that appeal Is to the free human reason ttself, un- President Putnam said " I am glad to see so 
trammeled by any Bible, any creed, or any priest- many veterans of the cause present but we also 
ho.od. Protestantism W:ill ~e shiver~d to pieces in need youth in our movement, and 1 'am therefore 
thts great contest. Itwilletther.fallmtothe bosom glad to introduce to you Mr. :ffidward l>obson, thl! 
of Rome, or sweep onward mto Freethought. youngest, I think, of our F'reethought letltur~rs, 
Into ~ome. will finally be ga~~ered every for"! of who will give you an address, and a good one, on 
des~otts?t, t~norance, superstttt~n, and dogmattsm. , F'reethought and Civilization.' " Mr. :Dobson tol
Agam~t ~~ wtll be arrayed the .s01ence of the world, lowed with an excellent paper, in which he had no 
the pnnctples o~ th.e DeclaratiOn of Independence~ di.filculty in showing that Freethought was not only 
and every aspuat10n for hUI;nan fre~dom and the source of art education· and science but also of 
p~ogress. It is Rome or Rea~on. Every indi- the m~teria1 pro~perity of ~ations. ' 
VIdual must choose. Every natiOn must choose. Professor Ames who had been named on the 
There is no middle ground. 'l'here can be program as the speaker of the afternoon was una
no compromise. Rome claims all. Against this, ble to attend. but Dr. s. W. Wetmore ~f Buffalo 
reason must maintain its supremacy. With Rome although a late accession to the Freeth~ugbt ranks' 
it is slavery, retrogression, ignorance, prejudice, took the platform and read a valuable paper o~ 
superstition, and barbarism, whatever may be the "Church Taxation." 
outward attraction. Scieilce, philosophy~ art, liter- The reading of a letter from Judge C. B. Waite, 
atur~, must .bend the ~n~e to Rome or. cease to of Chicago, former president of the American Sec
:flounsh .. Wtth reason, tt ~~ human happme~s and ular Union, with music and recitations, occupied 
human tmprovement. It ts the sweets of hberty the remainder bf this sessiofi 
and the riches of civilization. It is the full bloom 'l' .. h F ·a . v · ; · · uild ..... b. e 
f h · · · t 11 t d · h t lt · th e n ay e enmg s exerCises were e .. - 11 

o umantty, m m e eo an m ear . ts e t f th f M h tt L. 'b 1 dl b · f f It th t · h f . managemen o e amous an a an 1 era . u . exerCise o every acu y; e rmmp o genms D F t J. ·a d d · ..... .. 'd d f 1 r. oo e, r., pre& e ; an m ope.ulllg a81 
an ° ove. that the session would be devoted to the disctissioti 

REPORT OF THE CONGRESS. of two particular demands of Liberalism---"free 
mails and a free Sunday. 0 n the Sunday issue 
there would probably be little divergence of opin
ion, but there might be some who would regret to 
hav the old Comstock question raised again. Nev
Artheless new outrages under the postal laws bad 
forced it to the front, and the dangers foreseen by 
that clear thinker, Stephen Pearl Andrews, were 
upon us. In Kansas Moses Harman was in prison, 
and Jacob B. Wise under indictment. Our neigh
bor, Canada, had excluded THE TRUTH SEEKER from 
its mails as blasphemous. Here Dr. Foote read 
from the Ohristian Statesman and Ohristian Re
former to show that the same outrage is contem
plated in this country. From the speaker's point 
of ·view the real blasphemies are committed by the 
religious press. He called attention to copie!!! of 
the Epworth News, one of which contained a pic
ture of an angel comforting Elijah. This illustra· 
tion, designed to perpetuate fable as a fact, was 
blasphemous in the eyes of science. Moreover, to 
stuff the minds of children with such worthless 
trash was injurious and demoralizing. The second 
picture showed the ascension of Cb.rist, a mythical 
and impossible event. It was blasphemy to the 
truth, and Freethinkers had a better warrant in 
fact to demand their suppression than believers 
had to call for the suppression of the pictures by 
Heston. 

The annual Congress of the Freethought Federa
tion and Secular Union, called to be held at Hard
man Hall, New York, October 25th, 26th, and 
27th, opened last Friday morning at 10 o'clock, 
according to program. This being the first session, 
there was not a large crowd present at that time, but 
enough were on hand to make the prospect cheer
ful. The first person from a distance to report at 
THE TRuTH SEEKER office was Treasurer E. C. Reich
wald, of Chicago. The first arrivals from inside the 
state were J. K. Ingalls, Glenora ; Geo. L. Pratt, 
Ridgeway; Eugene V. C. Myers, and Ferdinand 
Wells, Germantown; Dr. S. W. Wetmore, Buffalo; 
U. G. Beck, Elmira; W. T. Galloway, Stony Ford; 
W. S. Galloway, Hankins; W. W. Ames, DeRuyter; 
H. M. Parkhurst and Mrs. Parkhurst, Henry Row
ley and A. S.Barnes, Brooklyn. Susan Wixon and 
her sister, Bethiah, of Fall River, Mrs. M. Florence 
Johnson, W. B. Clarke, and Capt. J. H. Handy, rep
resented Massachusetts, and Mrs. A. N. Booth and 
and Mrs. Kate M. Gillen came from New Jersey. 
Among the town folks were L. G. Reed, E. E. Hitch 
cock, Prof. E. C. Beall, Miss S. Levin, Mrs. Amy 
Scudamore, S. R. Thorne, Mrs. Fred Leland, Dr. 
Stevens, the Drs. Foote, E. W. Chamberlain and fifty 
others. Those who came later got lost in the crowd. 

When President Put:Jam bad called the meeting 
to order the audience listened to a piano and violin 
duet by Mrs. Macdonald and Mr. R. A. Kelly, who, 
it may as well be said here, placed everybody under 
deep obligation to them for their services as musi
cians all through the Congress. These and the 
other musical entertainers-Mrs. Kelly, Mr. Kelly, 
Sr., Miss Kelly, J. R. Macdonald, and Miss Hicks
received an appreciativ vote of thanks. Geo. E. Mac
donald, on motion of Franklin Steiner, was elected 
secretary of the Congress. Mr. Putnam read the 
Nine Demands, and then deliveted the address 
which precedes this report. He departed somewhat 
from tb.e printed text, prefacing the main BpPecb 
with an outline of the purposes of the organization 
and the attitude of Secularists toward religion as a 
creed and as a political power. He spoke with 
great earnestness and was heartily applauded. On 
motion of E. C. Walker, the chair appo~nted com
mittees as follows : 

On Nominations: E. M. Macdonald, New York; 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., New York; L. K. Washburn, 
~evere1 Mass~ '· · · · · · · · · · 

Lawyer Ed. W. Chamberlain spoke to the same 
subject, giving a brief history of the Comstock 
postal laws and the outrages committed under them. 
These laws belong to the class resembling sausages; 
we may hav some respect for them until we find 
how they are made In the present case, the stat
utes were enacted in the closing confusion of the 
most disgraceful congress in the history of the na
tion. After a thorough exposure of the vice society 
and its methods, Mr. Chamberlain read a resolution 
favoring the abolition of postal censorship. 

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., presented the case of Louis 
Waisbrooker, publisher of Foundation Principles~ 
now under indictment. He also related the history of 
the National DefensA Association, which bas done 
so much to thwart the efforts of Comstock and his 
society when directed against scientific and reforma
tory work. 

J. ~-Ingalls, of Glenora, N. Y, the veteran Land 
reformer, recited with vigor a commonweal poem 
that won hearty applause. 
~oses Opl?enheim.er spoke on the Sunday ques-, 
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tion, poi11,ting out that what are called Sunday 
crimes differ fundamentally from actual crimes, in 
that "While real o:llenses would be suppressed by the 
pedple whether there was any law on the subject 
or not, nobtidy cares to assist the police in enforcing 
these Sabbath laws. These Puritan statutes, Mr. 
Oppenheimer said, must not be confounded with 
the laborer's claim t9 a day of rest. What the la
borer wants is say thirty-six consecutiv hours of 
abstinence from labor in every week, and he does 
not care whether .he rests on the Mohammedan 
Friday, the Jewi11h Saturday, or the Christian Sun
day. The speaker proposed that since it was im
possible for all to rest at once, there should be an 
agreement between employers and employees 
whereby alternate days of rest could be secured, as 
is now done in the office of newspapers which are 
published every day. This would be the way of 
liberty. 

Mr. Wakeman, being called upon to pronounce 
the benedictory speech, said that he must appear 
without preparation. He was conducting a polit
ical campaign alone, and found the labor fatiguing. 
Still, he need~;~d no special preparation for this sub
ject, for he had got that twenty years ago. The 
trouble between Liberals and the churches arises 
out of their different views of the world and man. 
The churches take the theocratic view, and would 
govern the righteous by the supposed law of God, 
while e:tcluding and consigning to hell all who did 
nut look at the matter in that way. "Even my Pro
hibiti<Jn friends," said the speaker, "go astray in 
this, and regard Sunday liquor selling as a sin to 
be punished by God, instead of treating it as a 
question of economics. They even go back to the 
decalog for instructions, and charge upon those 
who favor a free Sunday the heresy of submit
ting a command of God to the vote of corrupt 
cities. As if it made any difference as to authority 
whether a measure originated on Sinai or in the 
Sixth ward." Religious morality is restrictiv and 
exclusiv. Natural morality is inelusiv and would 
improve all and condemn none. The rest day, 
whenever it is had, should giv time for recreation, 
and in establishing it we must be governed simply 
by convenience. Mr. Wakeman alluded to the case 
of Mrs. O'Hearn, the New York woman who was 
sentenced to three months' imprisonment for selling 
a glass of whisky to a police spy and who had that 
day been pardoned by Governor Morton. The news 
was recei-ved with hearty cheers. On the subject of 
free mails, Mr. Wakeman said that any use of the 
postal system e:tcept for conveniency of communi
cation was a misuse and usurpation. 

Saturday morning's session was a sort of com
mittee meeting, the tedium of which many members 
evaded by staying away. The <;Jommittee on 
Amendment reported through Dr. Foote, Jr:, a 
form of constitution for the American Secular Umon, 
effecting the union of that organization with the 
Freethought Federation, which was adopted. 

A letter was read from Mr. A. B. Reynolds, of 
Hazleton, Kansas, proposing to devote a tract of 
land to the purposes of a Freethought Home. The 
Freethought Federation not being an incorporated 
body, and incorporation of a national organization 
not being prac~icable, the Congr~ss was at a loss to 
see how it could avail itself of Mr. Reynolds's gen
erous ofter. The secretary was instructed to re
spond to Mr. Reynolds, stating the facts in the 
matter and extending the hearty thanks of the Con
gress. 

Mrs. A. M. Freeman's report as secretary of the 
American Secular Union was read by Mr. Steiner, 
as follows: 

SEOBET4RY0S REPORT. 
I regret exceedingly my inability to be with yon upon 

this occasion and to report to yon personally the work 
accomplished during the past year; bnt i!l _h~alth pre
vented this as it also precludes the possibility of my 
longer con tinning to act as secretary, which office I here
with resign. Whosoever may b~ ~leched as my. successor 
I am snre will receive your nndtvided and nnstinted sup
port. It is a matter of congratulation that at this Con
~ress a union of onr Secular societies is to be effected. 
For this alliance the credit is largely dne to Judge C. B. 
Waite, who for three years was p~sident of the A. S .. U. 
Mr. Putnam, who was elected presi~ent of bot~ orgamz~
tione at the last Congress, has wisei:r COD;tmned ~his 
policy of peace, and once more ~ecnlarists will be united 
under one banner in defense of hberty. 

The present board of officers has not been idle. Yon 
are aware of Mr. Putnam's success in England-the 
splendid ability with whi~h he presented !reethonght 
from an American standpomt. Our young friend, Frank
lin Steiner has been eonl!tantly in the lecture field, and 

·bas won for himself many deserved laurels. 
To E. C. Reichwald, treasurer of the Federati<?n, ma!lY 

thanks are dne. He has performed not ot>ly his dnttes 
as treasurer bnt has acted largely as secretary. Ot~o 
Wettstein of the American Secular Union, although m 
Germany 'for a year, has continued with _his able. pen to 
giv ns his sympathy and enppo~t. The vice-prestdent of 
the State of Illinois for the U n10n, whose name I am not 
at liberty to mention, has sent ont J?lany .hundred PI\I~
phlets combating Sunday Jaws, Bible m the pnbhc 
schools, et9. Dr, Juliet H, Severance, Dr, Joa!lp~ H. 
~-----·-
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Greer, Dr. G. A. F. de L·espinasse, N. F. G'riswold-all 
these deserve mention for their faithfulness to onr cause. 
.1ndge Waite has published many able articles since his 
resignation as president, showing that his interest in 
Secularism has not decreased. As for yonr secretary-' 
eM has traveled nearly aoross the continent Aince last 
October. tast winter she lectured in Philadelphia; 
Northport, L. I.,; before the Manhattan Liberal Olnb, 
New York; at Newark, N. j.; Willimantic, Conn.; Bos
ton and Brockton, Mass. ; Harwich, East Dennis, Oster· 
ville, and Cotuit on Cape Cod; Mechanicsburg and Cin· 
cinnati, 0., and in Sheridan, Ind. Then in May and 
Jnne she traveled through the far West, giving three 
lectures in Trinidad, Col.; th-ree in San Marcial, N. M.; 
fonr in Tucson, Ariz., one in Tempe, and six in Prescott. 
The terminus of the route was within about three hun
dred miles of Southern California. On the return trip 
lectures were given at Albnqnerqne, N. M.; Sante Fe 
was visited; also ·Ma-rysville, Kan. Mr. Putnam had 
spoken at all these places last winter and had aroused an 
interest in Secularism which will lead to grand results in 
the future. New Mexico and Arizona are B'lon to be ad
mitted into the Union as States. Secularists demand 
that their constitutions shall provide for the taxation of 
church property. This question is at present of great 
interest to the citizens of these territories. 

To the Liberal publications the Union and the Federa
tion are under many obligations. The way to liquidate 
these is for the members of each organization to snpport 
the Freethongb.t press. Until this is done to a far greater 
extent than at present, no great headway can be made in 
SecnJar work. Freethinkers mnst keep posted in regard 
to what is going on. The enemy is alive, alert, activ, 
every orthodox individual familiar with the objech to be 
attained. Liberals will do well to imitate this Christian 
zeal. 

In retiring from this position, which I hav felt my ina
bility to fill, I desire to thank the !llembers of both or
ganizations for the invariable kindness and courtesy ac
corded me. Hoping that mnch more may be accom
plished in the fntnre than has been in the past, I am, 

Yours sincerely, MRS. M. A. FREEMAN, 
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union and Freethonght 

Federation of America. 
A communication from D. W. Smith, of Oregon, 

on the subject of Secular Sunday-schools was sub
mitted to the Oongress. Prof. D. T. Ames made. 
an earn£ st speech in behalf of action looking to the 
establishment of such schools in every state. E. C. 
Walker pointed to the specific objects of the Fed
eration, and suggested that work and means be 
focalized on them. At the same time, he said, the 
work of Mrs. Smith in Oregon, and the example 
there set for other states, could not be too highly 
praised. Mr. Myers suggested that the letter of 
Mr. Smith be published for general information, 
which was agreed upon. Dr. Foote spoke of the 
appropriateness of appointing somebody capable of 
such a task to pronounce a eulogy upon the work 
and worth of the late Katie Kehn Smith, of Oregon, 
of whom he spoke in terms of high pt·aise. " We 
would be most fortunate," said Dr; Foote, "if we 
had a woman of equal genius in every state of the 
Union." · 

At this point Mr. F. B. Woodbury, secretary of 
the National Spiritualists' Association, of Washing
ton, D. C., announced himself, bringing greetings 
from the society which he represented. Mr. Wood
bury said the Spiritualists were every year paying 
more and more attention to the organization of 
Sunday-schools for the children. Having been 
heartily welcomed by President Putnam on behalf 
of the Congress, Secretary Woodbury made a brief 
address, which, if it had been made by the most 
radical Secularist., could not hav had a truer ring. 

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, honorary vice-president 
of the Association of Spiritualists, spoke to the sub
ject of incorporation of Freethought societies. Miss 
Cadwallader pointed out as one of the objections to 
such incorporation the fact that no elections of 
officers would be legal in any other state except 
that in which it was incorporated and bad its head
quartere. 

The Committee on Nominations, through Chair-
man E. M. Macdonald, reported these officers; 

President, Samuel P. Putnam. 
Secretary, E. C. Reichwald. 
Treasurer, Otto Wettstein. 
Vice-Presidents, C. B. Waite, T. B. Wakeman, 

John E. Remsburg, Franklin Steiner. 
The foregoing were elected, the vote being cast 

by the secretary of the Congress. This was a 
meeting of the American Secular Union. 

Saturday afternoon the business of the Free
thought Federation was dispatched. Secretary 
Reich wald read his report, as follows: 

At my last report, at the previons Congress, there re
mained in the treasury a b~lanoe of $142.5_1. _ 

Since then I hav received by contrzbnt10ns, etc., 
$480 78 making a total of $623.29. Ont of this there has 
been e~pended as follows: Prmting pamphlets, $166.fi0; 
stationery and stamps, $254 63; hall r~nt and adverti_sin_g 
expenses, $55.15; donation to the Wis.e fnn?, $10; met
dental expenses-addressin~ and foldmg cucnlars and 
pamphlets, $41. 75; thns leav:mg on hand, Oct. 18th, a b~l
ance of $95. 26. 

The report was adopted. The Committee on 
Nominations reported for the Federation the officers 
chosen by the Secular Union, and they were elected. 
Prof. D11,¢.e~ T. 4-mes, editor of the .Penma'?''~ 
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Journal, delivered an address on " Revelation 
Under the Microscope of Evolution," and there 
were short speeches by the ex-Rev. Mr. Fullert 
who is just out of the Baptist shell, and by Mrs. 
Cadwallader, of the Spiritualist Association. 

In the evening of Saturday, before a crowded 
house, Miss Susan H. Wixon gave an address upon 
the "New Woman." It was a bright and witty 
paper, and the audience expressed their delight by 
all appropriate methods, including a magnificent 
bouquet. · 

The president read a letter from J. D. Shaw, ed
itor of the Independent Pulpit, and Geo. E. Mae
donald ensued with some serious observations on 
the "Worth and Worthlessness of l!.n Oath." 

These speeches and the music and rec:i:tationlf, 
with the encores demanded, absorbed so much of 
the evening that Franklin Steiner had but fifteen 
minutes left in which to present his ideas about; 
"Freethought Agitation." Mr. Steiner made goocl 
use of his time. 

Sunday morning's meeting had the largest at
tendance of any of the day sessions. There wer& 
three addresses-" Church Taxation," by Henry M. 
Taber; "The National Reform Association," by 
E. C. Walker, and a "Lay Sermon" by T. B. Wake
man, on a text from Thomas Paine. In the after
noon the hall was crowded by accessions from the 
Brooklyn and Newark societies, both of which had 
adjourned their r,egular meetings in order to attend 
the Congress. · Professor Peck, the Spiritualist 
lecturer, gave a short talk. Henry Rowley, of 
Brooklyn, spoke on" Our Warfare," and President 
Bird of the Newark League discussed "Evolution 
in Thought." 

The closing session was held Sunday night, and 
theJ;e was st!\nding room only. Miss Susan H. 
Wixon, chairman of the Committee on Resolutions, 
read the following, which were adopted with no 
dissenting voice: 

Resolved, That we reaffirm the fundamental principles 
of Secularism, the total separation of chtach and religion 
from the state. We demand the equal taxation of all 
property not owned by the national, s~ate, and municipal 
bodies, regardless of the '' sacred " or secular nse to 
which it is pnt ; the unconditional repeal of· Sabbath 
Jaws ; the complete secnlarizlition of the public schools, 
removing therefrom the Bible, inhibiting prayer and 
other religions exercise!!, and teaching therein only the 
facts of science ; the abolition of aU state-paid chaplain
cies ; the elimination from the procedure of onr courts 
of all vestiges of the compulsory oath ; the prohibition of 
the issue of religions proclamations by the president and 
governors ; the cutting off from religions societies of all 
state revenues, whether appropriated for educational or 
other purposes ; the constitutional denial to the legis
lature of authority to legislate for the enforcement of the 
rules of so-called "Christian morality" at the expense of 
the equal rights of all citizens, and the severing of all 
other bonds that hold togather the theological and the 
civil. 

Resolved, That as we, as Freethinkers and Secularists, 
are unalterably opposed to a theocracy, we look with grave 
apprehension npon all snch recruiting agents of the 
National Reform Association (the Gad-in-the-Constitution 
party), as the Women's Christian Temperance Union, 
the Young Men's Christian Association, the Young Peo
ple's Society nf Christian Endeavor, the Epworth League, 
the Sabbath unions the Prohibition party, the Women's 
Auxiliary Sabbath Society, and aU similar societies, in so 
far as they are the political committees of the churches 
and hav come into existence to counteract through theo
cratic legislation the intellectual and ethical progress of 
this age of historical investigation and scientific dis
covery. 

Resolved, That we earnestly protest against the perse
cution of the Seventh-Day Adventists in Tennessee, Ar
kansas, Maryland, .Georgia, Texas, and other states, be
cause they hav conscientious convictions against observ
ing the first day of the week, Sunday, and desire to ob
serve the seventh, Saturday, and we rejoice in the nn· 
compromising stand taken by that body of Christians in 
favor of the complete secularization of ~he state. 

Historical investigation has brought to light the fact 
that the early Jews were unacquainted with the .seventh
day rest, and that it was not nntiJ after their return from the 
Babylonian captivity that snch a sacred day was known 
among them. The week is of lunar origin, being a sub
division of the lunar month, and has varied and now 
varies in length among d1ff~rent tribes and races from 
fonr to ten days. The Christian Sunday has not even 
the warrant of the authority of the Bible. It is the pe
onliar property of the Roman church, being simply the 
old "day of the ann" appropriated to the service ·of the 
Christian priesthood. D"Y .and night are caused by t.be 
revolution of the earth on its axis as it sweeps in its orbit 
around the ann, and it is only the grossest superstition to 
hold that the first, or the seventh, or the seventh thous
andth of these revolutions is more sacred than any other or 
than all the others. Sabbath laws based on the alleged 
revelation to the Jews, on this superstitions belief in the 
sacrednesss of a particular revolution of the earth on its 
axis, or on the assumed right of the state to dictate to the 
citizen when he shall work, when he shall rest, and when 
he shall play, are usurpations and crimes, :flagrantly 
violativ of the guarantees of religions liberty imbedded 
in our Constitution, and of the equal rights of the citi
zim, and they are demanded, enacted, and enforced pri
:inal'ily "and chie:fl.y in the interest of a church which 
4erires the gr!)ate:r part of its revenues from the Sunday 
labors of it!i own ministers and other employees. 
. tt·i~ against tr~e public policy to ontl~w _honest labor and 
mhoqentrecreat10n, and such ontlawryismseparable from 
Sabbath laws. AU ~hat is necessary in the way of statu. 

. (?ONTINUED ON JO>AGE ~00.~ 
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Still Acting Wisely. 
CHARLESToN, S. C .• Oct. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, 
for one year's subscription to THE TRUTH 
REEKER and a copy of your "Freethinker's 
Pictorial Text• Book." S. RITTENBEEG. 

EUREKA, UTAH, Oct. 7. 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, 

for which Rend the "Freethinker's Pict
orial Text-Book " and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one :vear, ''Old Testament Stories," 
-and pamphlets named. Mnrn 0Rso. 

BEAVER FALLS, PA., Oct. 16, 1895. 
MR. EniToR: At last I am able to send 

subscription. Find inclosed $3 for your 
most excellent paoer and the " Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours sincerely, A. J. PIPES. 

NAUGATUCK, CoNN., Oct. 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed $3, for which 

please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year and the " Pictorial Text-Book." 

It is a shame that the paner is not al
lowed to go through the mails in Canada. 

Yours sincerely, CLARENCE CURRIER. 

4
' Bracing Up" vs. "Miracle." 

DENVER, CoL., Oct., 295. 
MR. EDIToR: I send von herewith $2, 

and later I hope to send balance and an 
ori!er for some books. Denver is having 
o. Messianic boom just now. Thousands of 
dupes go daily to be treated by our Fro.nois 
Schlatter, s shoemaker, who says, "I am 
the Christ," when anyone happens to ask 
him if he is that much landed individual. 
I do not think he has healed anyone who 
really had much of an ailment. There is a 
great deal in simply braoin~ up. 

I. N. SnoRE. 

He Has Done Good Work. 
PALo, IA., Oct. 16, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I ~ish to say a few morA 
words to the brave ones who are not afraid 
to sneak out their true sentiments, inde
pendent of any one. I want to tell friend 
Putnam that I, as an En!!'JiBhman, bav 
taken great pleaRnre in reading his letters 
from the land of my birth. I bav traveled 
over some of the parts of the country he 
has written about. and I still love the land 
where I first 10aw the light. I am glad to 
hen.r such good news from her. 

Now I WiRh to say a few words to the 
Congress. I hope every one will lay self 
to one side and work for the general good. 
I hope yon will bav a good time and ac
complish much for the cause in behalf of 
which yon hav met. Be united in every
thing that is good and true. I do wish I 
was young, and bad p)ent.y of means. so I 
could do something for the cause. But I 
am old and poor and cannot do as I would 
like. My best wishes to alJ of yon. 

Yours truly, JoHN STRATFORD. 

They Tl1ink Thf'y are Sf'nt of God. 
MAESHALLTOWN, IA., Oct. 12, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3 in 
payment of one year's subscription to THE 
TJIUTH SEEKER, 

The contributor who, in a recent issue, 
took the ground that a 'Christian must in 
the nature of thinglil be insane, struck the 
right lead. No one but a lunatic or worse 
would or could compose and send out to 
the world such insane ravings as the or
t'hodox t.rscts iPBued by the "Sent of 
God," of Tabor, Iowa. I should say they 
were, and with that idea firmly implanted 
in what they call their "minds." Power 
is the only essential lacking to usher in 
again an era of the fagot and stake. It is 
more than strange that so many Liberals 
are quietly watching the trend of events, 
and just as quietly submitting thereto 
without even a protest. WAll, the sooner 
a few Infidels and "scoffers at holy 
things " are burned at the stake the 
quicker the reetwill awake. 

Yours respectfully, M. V. WATSON. 

He Played a Trump Card. 
LoNDoN, ONT., Oct. 18, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Herewith find $1, for which 
kindly forward a dozen of the "Cnntra
cliotions of the Bible," which I desire to 
send to the heads of the· different schools 
here. My little girl came home from 
school yesterday and said : "Papa. the 
teacher Eays we are all to bring our Bibles 
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to school." I told her to ask the teacher 
what she intended teaching her out of the 
Bible. On her return she said the teacher 
told her the Bible was to teach her who 
made the world, when it was made, how 
long it took to make it, and when we are 
to rest. I happened to hav a copy of the 
144 Contradictions, and so gave her that to 
take to school in place of a Bible. I don't 
know what the outcome will be, but I pro
pose to put a stop to that Bible nonsense 
in the school, as far as lies in my power. 

Yours truly, W. F. DoLL. 
[" When to rest "I It will be remem

bered by our readers that a committee of 
the Reformed Presbyterian church was 
appointed to take measures to introduce 
Sabbath observance literature into the 
public schools. Has the work already be
gun ? Judcing by the for~going it looks 
that way.-ED. T. S.] 

The Right Kind of a Brother. 
DoLGEVILLE, N. Y., Oct. 13, 1895. 

MR. .i!;DIToR: Inclosed find $5.50, for 
which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER one 
yen.r to Mrs. C. E. Guile ; the "Freethi'ok, 
era' Pictorial Text-Book" and "Mistakes 
of Moses " to Edwin Tucker ; " and twelve 
copies of "Self-Contradictions of the Bi
ble" and eight copies of "The Age of 
Reason," to addresses found on aooom
panving sheet. 

Four mouths ago I was a zealous worker 
in "the Lord's vinyard." My Infidel 
brothf'lr, Edwin, induced me to read Col
onel Ingersoll's oontrover~ies and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free
thought." Where once I was blind, now I 
can see the light of the world is not Jesus, 
but science, reason, truth. 

Those " horrible " pictures of Christ 
were, at first, very shocking, but Ed. and 
I both enjoy reading his weekly visitor, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

We hope that Freethonght societies will 
be so numerous when we die that our fu
nerals need not be conducted in accordance 
with relig;ons customs. 

We stand ready to do all 1n our 
power in defense of "liberty, science, and· 
humanity." We no longer believe that 
Christianity is conducive to domestic 
peace, love and joy. Believe me, 

Yours, sincerely, HIRAM TuoKER. 

Wonld De "Disturbance of Religions 
Worship!" 

Jij'Ew ORLEANS, LA., Oct. 19, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I write this to submit a 

Pnggestion. I hav spent two months at 
Knox·~iJle, Tenn., and this place, and hav 
found the orthodox churches, which are 
numerous and fine, distressingly popular ; 
but it is some consolation to see that the 
largest audiences appear when a violin solo 
or a string band is previously announced. 

The great impediment to the cause of 
Freethonght is the difficulty of reaching 
the masses, who bav been warned against 
listening to Freethinkers or reading their 
literature. Then, to obviate this, why can
not our lecturers attend their church meet
ings and ask questions of the preachers that 
will bring to the notice of the audiences the 
absurdity of the dogmas they preach? I 
bav known this done several times in New 
Orleans recently. It created some sen~a
tion in the audiences and comment by the 
local press. A Freethinker will find little 
difficulty in flooring the shepherd in the 
presence of his flock. If they refnB'3 the 
privilege to questioners they do not follow 
the example of Jesus. Then it would be 
opportune to publish an explanation in the 
local papers. I do not know if this method 
of working for our cause has been tried to 
any extent, but it seems to me practicable. 

Yours sineerly, S. S. BRYAN, 

And yet Freethought" Depraves the Pall• 
pie"! 

MEMPHIS, TENN., Oct. 19, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Another devout mf'lmber of 

the church and Sunday-school offiClial bas 
"gone wrong."· This time it is A. K. 
Ward, secretary of a large barrel and head
ing factory here. Brother Ward forged 
the names of securities to nearly three hun
dred thousand dollars' worth of pll.per, 
floated it through the brokers, and last week 
skipped out to British Honduras before his 
numerous victims were apprised of any
thingwrong. He was devout, and even unc
tuous, and only ten days ago gave a valuable 
lot in this city for a church site. Thus is 

it, ever sol ]iully ninety-nine hundredths 
ol the thousands of swindlers and default
ers Jiving sumptuously in Canada are pious 
Christians and were prominent in church 
and Sunday-school. There is a cause for 
this which we will try to define. 

Brother Ward was ~reatly beloved and 
esteemed by the church brothers and sis
t!'rB here on account of his holy zeal for 
Christ; and now his seat is vacant in the 
church, and hia office in the Sunday-school 
will bav to be filled by another. If Chris
tians were not oontroled by a blind fanat
ical zeal instead of reason, they never 
would trust one another even a little bit; 
but they never stop to eonsider, neither 
will they Jearn from exverienee. The or
thodox religion taught Brother Ward that 
he was a "child of wrath Bold ttnder Bin_H 
He was further made to believe that his 
"own righteousness wllB as filth ail.d rags," 
and that fai\h, not motality, was the chief 
disideratnm in the "blessed t>lan of salva
tion.'' When contemplating and meditat" 
ing on this stupendous robbery which he 
was about to perpetrate, he no doubt re" 
alized that he would inc'lt.r the deepest 
~:milt; but what need he care for guilt? 
Was not therA a fountain filled with blood 
drawn from Immanuel's veins? And 
plunged beneath that crimson flood, would 
he not lose all his guilty stains? Why 
should he hesitate on account of guilty 
stains when the Christian religion furnished 
him such a cheap and convenient method 
of getting ;rid ot them? And then, as a 
further consideration and temptation for 
OhTistians to incur moral indebtedness, 
did not "J esns pay it all-all the debt I 
owe?" Thus the law of Christian heredity, • 
and unnatural religions education, is re
ducing our people to a race of swindlers. 
Christians may protest and denounce, but 
the stubborn fact remains. Out of over a 
thousand convicts in our state prison, ao· 
tnal statistic!! proved all but tw" to be 
zealous believers in the Bible; not an Infi
del or Spiritualist among them. The phi
losopher and thinker would natnrallv con
clude that there was certainly some vital 
relationship between the belief in Christian 
dogmas and actual crime. Well did the 
immortal Theodore Parker state in his 
"Experiences as a Minister," "There is 
not a virtue, but the Bible can produce an 
argument against it." Truthfully did 
Beecher say in his " Sermon on the True 
Religion" that "the practice of the 
ohnroli. of Christ on earth has simply been 
infernal. I know what I say. I speak 
no hasty words. I declare that through 
long periods the characteristic actions of 
the church of the Lord Jesus Christ hav 
better befitted the administrations of 
devils than men." And why in the devil 
can't good-meaning Christians hav sense 
enough to see it? 

Christ is credited with saying one thing 
his followers would do well to heed and 
vraotioally obey as a measure to their 
financial safety. His command to watch 
preceded his command to pray; and my 
advice to Christians, who hav unlimited 
license to sin, is to do energetic watching 
and let the other fellow do the praying. 
It might prevent bankruptcy in a number 
of oases every year. WARREN SMITH. 

•l'be Christian mother, believing herRelf 
totally depraved, marks her unborn child 
for sin. 

No Snffaring in Hell. 
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., Oot. 16, 1895. 

M1. EDIToR: The chief stronghold of 
Christianity is a belief in hell. It is the 
strength of the church logician-the 
summum summarum of the old scholastic 
learning which has permeated the laby
rinth of ages and now reposes, like a sleep. 
ing Gorgon, in the imaginations of the 
ignorant. Nature knows no hell, nor ex
hibits an evidence of it in all the multi· 
plioity of her creation. 

Things which exist affJrd evidence of 
their existence. The thing itself is often 
such evidence. But it must be patant to 
the senBeB, or discoverable by some proc
ess of reasoning. The bare assertion is no 
proof, although adhered to without hesi
tancy by millions of true believers. The 
hell theory has been propagated for cent
uries and frequently acquiesced in by 
learned men ; yet this is no proof, nor 
does it afford sufficient reason for its ac
ceptance by a rational man. The dootrin 
of transubstantiation too has been fer-
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vently embraced by countless generations, 
yet I dare say a chemical analysis will 
demonstrate that wine is only wine, and 
not blood. Hell has never been soientifl
oally discovered; it has never been the 
subject of ocular oQservation, and its 
existence can never be logically proven. 
But, conceding its existence, how could 
man be punished there ? 

In order to attain that exqnisit degree 
of anguish and suffering which we are 
told is the lot of those Who abide in that 
torrid clime one lll.ttst be made to feel the 
sensation of pain. 

Now, pain is necessarily the resuit of 
physical or mental disquietude, arisiiig 
from the stimulation or agitation pf !ioine 
one or more of the various nerve fibers of 
the body. Physioai paiil. is perceivable 
only by means of the sensor:v; nerves; 
throdgh which we Mv the sense of.feeliii.g, 
When these nerves are destroyed there 
can be no pain nor physical sensation of 
any description. A portio~ of the surface 
of a wound will slongh off and become dec 
void of sensation; it becomes dead tissue, 
and the patient will observe that what was 
once sensiti'v and painful he may now suf
fer to be touched without experiencing 
any sensation at all. The nerve is dead
the once living tissue is devoid of life, and 
the effete matter will fall away and de
compose. 

So it is with man. Death is a state of 
complete dissolution-the utter extinction 
and annihilation of the physical; animal 
being. The possibility of sensation is for
ever gone. 'l'be body is resolved into the 
elements ; the future has no torments for 
the lifeless clay. 

It is alleged by some, however, that the 
future pain is all endured by that mythical 
ignis fatuus of the human fancy (I know 
not what else to call it) known as the soul. 
But a soul is not a physical entity, hence 
cannot suffer physical pain. And the 
writer humbly submits that a soul without 
nerves would suffer quite moderately in 
hell. 

But there are things prodnotiv of mental 
anguish without the intervention of antag
onistic physical agencies. Thus, the cog
nizance of facts which conflict with the 
strongest sympathies-exempli gratia, the 
misfortune or death of a friend, the failure 
of a cherished project, ete.-are often the 
sources of the keenest mental snftering. 
True, we hsv enough of these ills while 
here; but they will not be prolonged be
yond the life of man. It cannot be so. 
There can be no reason for believing as 
true that which is actually and necessarily 
impossible. Such a belief can only be de
nominated an absurdity. Ingersoll terms 
it "idiotic." 

I hav but little patience with that school 
oi' metaphysicians who ascribe to the 
mind the attribute of immortality. Will 
they never understand that but for the 
brain the mind could not exist, and that. 
the destruction of the one terminates the 
life of the other? This greatly discussed 
and much praised "soul " is so far de
pendent upon our weak and suffering 
bodies that it is affected by the very food 
we eat! Take the inebriate, for an in
stance. Long and exoessiv use of intoxi
cants will leave a sufficient quantity of 
alcohol upon tl:ie brain to cook portions of 
it (just as it coagulates the albumen of an 
egg), and in such oases the capability of 
thought is materially diminished and the 
moral sense often destroyed. It may be 
suggested by the smart.ness of debate that 
alcohol is not a food. Yet, if a deleterious 
drug by affdoting the brain has a baneful 
effect on the mind, it should be also true 
that a beneficial and salutary food would 
work to the contrary. And such is the 
fact. 

The period allotted to human existence 
is brief, and its termination sure; and the 
mind too must go, with the brain upon 
which depends its being, into inevitable 
and eternal dissolution. Here all sublu
nary ills must end with life and soul or 
mind. There is no hell nor future state 
nor prison for the damned. Those days 
are past when men believed in spooks and 
witches, ghosts and hell. 

Be these to ages past oonfin'd; 
0 IIrB ope the reign of kingly mind. 

The church is driven to her dernier 
resort, and her future is to rule through 
love of good or not at all. 

SPEED MOSBY. 
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Where lllustratiolis Do Not niustrate. 

AIDIISBURY, MAss., Oot. 13, 295. 
1\h. EDIToR: I inclose $1, for which 

please send the following: "Candle From 
Under the Bushel," "Plea for Atheism," 
" The Bible ; What is It ? " "Bible Tem
perance," "All in a Nutshell," "Pulpit, 
Pew, and Cradle," and small tracts. 

These little works I like to hav on hand 
to lend to friends who can think twice. I 
always circulate THE TRUTH .SEEKER and 
other Liberal papers which I take, after 
reading them. I hav sent my protest to 
the bigoted postmaster-general of Canada. 
He may never read it, but probably some 
one will. 

1 am sorry the ftgbt for liberty in New 
York happened to involve the li<J.nor tra:ff:l.o, 
fer the reason that most people are too 
thick-headed to understand that yon are 
against· religions laws rather than in favor 
of rum. There is one criticism I am going 
to make, and of course yon will receive it 
without stopping my paper as a punish
ment for disagreeing with yon. In re
fusing to publish my communication on 
Prohibition yon are inconsistent. Yon 
frequently complain because secular papers 
do not publish communications which op
pose religion. The editor of a paper is the 
only person to decide what is better fitted 
for the paper than for the wa:ste basket. 
Like the postmaster-general of Canada, 
there is no dppeai from his decision. Ed
itors of secular papers do not wish to dis
seminate the doctrine of some of their 
correspondents, and it is the same with yon. 
I think yon will admit that I discussed the 
prohibition principle in a very broad spirit, 
as I advocated the suppression of the liquor 
traffic only as a means of securing equal 
rights for all. All laws are prohibition in 
some form or other. I understand that yon 
believe in law, but hold that one should not 
be punished till an actual crime is com
mitted. (If my understanding is incorrect 
I hope yon will set me right.) Suppose a 
highwayman meets yon on a back road and 
dem!inds yon to " throw up your hands l " 
W onld yon not shoot him if yon had a 
Ghance ? According to your theory yon 
\fonld ha\' no right to oppose him until he 
had aotnally robbed yon. Yon own a 
honse ; yottr neighbor owns one on the ad
joining lot ; it is his property ; he has a 
a right to do what he pleases with it ; he 
sets it afire ; your house is in danger ; yet, 
according to your theory, yon hav no right 
to interfere with your neighbor's actions 
until your house is actually ablaze. He 
may not intend to burn your house, but he 
can't tell what the result will be, conse
quently I dispute his right to set his own 
house afire. Again: A man points a gun 
at yon, W onld yon allow it ? He may not 
intend to shoot yon ; he may not even 
know the gun is loaded, yet I ventut"e to 
say yon dispute his right to point the gun 
in the direction of your head. A great 
many guns hav been pointed at men and 
no injury resulted, and yet yon object to 
such recklessness. Yet, according to your 
theory, yon would hav no right to object 
to all the men in the city pointing guns at 
yon until yon were actually shot. The 
holder of the gun might be punished for 
criminal carelessness, but that wouldn't 
help yon any. I think it would hav been 
better to forbid any one to point a gun at 
another. · 

A man drinks intoxicating liquor, in con
sequence of which he loses the power to 
decide between right and wrong. He is 
perfectly safe when not under the influ
ence of liquor, but now he is a dangerous 
man. In a fit of drunkenness he assaults 
yon with a dangerous weapon ; he kills 
yon; he is arrested, tried and hung. The 
result of that drink is, two men hav been 
murdered. Now, do yon not think it 
would hav been better to hav taken away 
that man's liberty to get that intoxicating 
liquor ? But yon may say that he did not 
intend to hurt yon, and there are many 
who drink and do no harm in consequence. 
True ; and many point guns at others with 
no evil intentions, and often with no evil 
oonseqnenoes, and yet the danger is so 
great that I think yon will admit that it is 
better to restrict a man's liberty to point 
a gun at another than run the risk of a 
tragedy. · It is useless to belittle the evil 
consequences of rum drinking. Life and 
property are never safe where there is 
drunkenness. If only one drink .in a 
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thousand resulted in ai!sanltl tobbery, or 
murder, the evil would be great enough to 
justify the prohibition of the liquor tra:ff:l.c. 

Your friend, J. A. Wr:tsoN. 
[We did not refuse Mr. Wilson's com

munication because he advocated Prohibi" 
tion, but because we had other reasons 
which were good, We hav printed a great 
many articles advocating prohibition and 
other doctrine with which we do not agree. 
Agreement with the editor is not the stand
ard by -which articles for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER are measured, Mr. Wilson's il
lustration by citing the action of the 
Canadian postmaster-general is therefore 
pointless; and his other illustrations or 
arguments answer themselvs to clear 
thinkers. Before yon let your very near 
neighbor burn his house yon will make 
hifii gttarantee that yottrs is not burned-: 
and yoii will hat that gttarantee satisfac
tory. ·when a highwayman says hold ttp 
your hands he has already encroached 
upon your personal liberty and yon will 
resist him. Mr. Wilson must revise his 
method of thinking. He quits too soon; 
He is on the right track, but he must go 
deeper. His illustrations would apply to 
the teaching of religion as well as to the 
liquor traffic, and yet we assume that he 
would not advocate ihe legal sUppression 
tif the ohnrohes.-ED. T. S.J 

Wants a Freeillought Political Party, 
SAN Jos:E, Oct. 10, E.:M. 295 .. 

MR. EDIToR: I wish to make a few re
marks in my humble wayas to what action 
should be taken by the Freethonght Con· 
grass which meets October 25th, although 
they may not amount to much, coming 
from so obscure a source. 

Among the questions put to the contrib
utors to your symposium published in 
THE ANNUAL of 1889, the eighth and 
eleventh were the most important then; 
they are all-important now, and should 
be answered again at the oomiBg Congress. 
The position taken at that time by J. H. 
Burnham was correct. Time has verified 
all that Mr. Burnham said on that oooa
tion. The time has again arrived for .po
litical action on the part of Liberals, and I 
hope they will not let it pass unimproved. 
The position taken, and answers given by 
the 24 Liberals to those questions pro
pounded by the Editor are curious read
ing now, in view of the progress made by 
the religions bigots all over this country. 
Mr. Putnam in issuing the call for the 
coming Congress says; "It is of great im
portance that Freethinkers should com
bine. It is of more importance now than 
at any previous period, for there is more 
work to do and the work cannot be done 
by isolated effort. There are vast eoolesi
astioal combinations organized for the ex
press purpose of overthrowing Free
thought, and also of uniting oharoh and 
state in a more dangerous form than ever 
before." Exactly. And as Geo. E. Mao
donald puts it, "It is superfluous to in
quire, Whither are we drifting? We are 
hell-bent for Puritanism." And what are 
we going to do about it? Continue to wob
ble up to the polls on each succeeding elec
tion and vote with the old political (or
thodox) combines? Or take the Nine 
Demands of justice (Liberalism) as a basis 
for a platform, and mold a Liberal Ameri
can party with the great Ingersoll as our 
Rtandard bearer, and strike for liberty or 
death? The only difference between the 
old parties that I can discover is this, 
the Republican party has ontstolen them 
all. The principles of the Republican 
party were buried with its first president, 
the great Lincoln. It matters not who the 
standard bearers of the old parties are, 
whether a Harrison, a Cleveland, or a 
Depew fresh from Rome, the Bible pound
ers rule them all. How can a purely secu
lar government be administered with relig
ions bigots as officers from president down 
to pound-keeper? There is not such an 
animal as a Liberal Christian; he behaves 
himself only when stripped of all power to 
act like the devil he worships. He is never 
quite so happy as when he can get a law 
enforced to compel somebody else to be as 
big a damn fool as himself. And the only 
way to put a quietus to all this nonsense is 
to organize a Liberal political party, with 
broad and Liberal-minded men as candi
dates, men who hav some idea of jnst~oe, 
some idea of what constitutes religious 
liberty, some idea that others hav rights 

they are bound to respect. I firmly be- all means. We hav taken an interest in 
lieve that in 1896, if this course is pur- yon, and wish to see yon get well." · A.IIld 
sued by the .Liberals, the Editor of THE I was a stranger! Bring on your narrow
TRU'I'H S~mKl!lR will see it crowned with path walkers who would do likewise. It is: 
snooess, The Liberals hav everything to a high, dry, fine country here, but it does 
gain by taking separate political action; not seem to help asthma any-my case at 
therefore, let us keep up and at them. least. 

Of all the cowardly animals that walks In a recent number of THE TRUTBr 
on his hind legs the most cowardly is SEEKER was a Jetter from a subscriber who 
the Liberal who throws up his hat on spoke about organizing a benefit 110ciety 
election day and hurrahs for some hyp· for Liberals. It is a good idea, I think, 
oorit for office because he is a Demo- one to which serious consideration should 
orat or Republican, as the case may be. be given. As it is now, a Materialist can 
Why not hurrah for the orthodox God and not join any of the secret societies unless 
be consistent? Now, Mr. Editor, there is he proves himself nnwor~hy of the name. 
no publication in America to-day whose · "Liberals' Mutual Benefit Association!" 
outfit is better offioered, better manned, and sounds fine, don't it? 
better armored to fire the first gun in this It is said that "money is the root of all 
grand and important political lilepartnre evil;" but, in my opinion, the lack of it is 
than THill TRUTH SEERER, because it has more of an evil. There are a great many 
been selected from among all others by Freethought books and pamphlets I would 
the enemy as their most dangerous antago- like to purchase and read, but the lack of 
nist. ton hav answered all their argn- money prevents my doing so. The edi
ments, and they havappealed to the law, to torials in THE TRUTH SEEKER interest m& 
the government, to suppress yon. There- more than anything else in that paper. In 
fore, yon should urge upon the coming the issue of May 25th were twQ-one en
Congress of Liberals this all-important titled, "Some More Witnesses for .Teens, 
mcve for a Liberal political party; a party or Christ;" the other headed, "On Which 
which dares ignore all gods, all popes, all Side Is J nstioe?" In the issue of May 18th 
priests, and make this li government "of is another, with the heading, "Leaning on 
the people, by the people, and for the Thrioe-Brokeri Reeds." I was very much 
people." Equal rights for all, special privi- pleased with them, and would like to send 
leges for non~. I hav no nee for the several copies to Christian friends, but ill
dhuroh and none whatever for the priest, health makes my pocket-book too light. 
but I do believe in the religion of Liberty Brother Severance is a foeman worthy 
for all. At no time during the strnge;le of Mr. Swan's steel, and it appears as if he 
for Independence were one-fourth of the were one too many for the latter gentle
colonists in fa'for of that move, and only man. He has been through the mill of 
for those who were considered at that time Spiritualism and knows whereof he speaks. 
the suicidal and fanatical adventurers, the His letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sap
few brainy, brave, and earnest Liberals, tember 28th is a hard nut for Spiritualists 
men who loved liberty more than church, to crack. I am patiently awaiting Mr. 
would we enjoy the little freedom we hav Swan's rejoinder. · 
to-day. Furthermore, we find the church Christians-and some Liberals, too-are 
then as now arrayed on the side of super- continually praUne; about what a good 
stition and slavery. man Christ was. I can't see it that way, 

I sincerely hope that some Paine or Suppose yon were traveling with a man in 
Lincoln may arise in the Freethonght the winter in the state of New York. Sup
Congress and urge this matter so forcibly pose yon should see an apple-tree in the 
and eloquently upon thJ't body of Liberals distance, and this man should hurry up to 
that they may unanimously agree to po- it hoping to find apples thereon, and, not 
litioal action; then Liberalism will be finding any, should get angry and curse 
respected because it can make itself felt. the tree beoa'!!.se of its barrenness, would 
Your Freethonght journals will quadruple yon not think the man crazy? This is ex
in circulation, because of the political actly what Cht'ist di<i, except in his case it 
measures demanded and the opinions was a fig-tree (see Mark ii, 12). There are 
therein expressed, and because we hav the others. 
most eloquent orator, the most fearless What became of those who arose from 
Freethinker, the most typical American, to their graves and appeared unto many? (see 
lead us and proudly bear the banner of Matt. xxvii, 53.) 
freedom in this new and splendid depart- Christians will tell yon that Jonah was 
nre for equal liberty for all. swallowed by a "great fish;" but Christ 

L, R. TITUS. said it was a whale (see Matt. xii, 40). 
[We need no political parties formed on Solomon was a wise man, but he ejaon-

religions lines of division, but the Liberal lated through his bonnet when he spoke 
electorate, small but compact, used as an about the ants (Prov. vi, 6-8). The sup
independent wedge to split any and every position is that they gather food in sum
party that refuses equal religions liberty. mer for winter use; but I believe they 
Minorities can do effeotiv work when act- hibernate in cold countries during the win
ing as a balance of power . ....:.ED. T. !::!.] ter, and in warm countries they do not 

On Several Topics, 
NEENAOH, CAL., Oct. 11, 295. 

MR. EDIToR: In your issue of July 6th 
was a letter from myself, in which I used 
the abbreviation "P·H'd." Yon asked its 
meaning, A newEpaper man, or journalist, 
necessarily is thrown, more or less, among 
those who make their living out of the 
space-box-in other words, among printers; 
and it seems passing strange to me that 
you, who run such a large print shop as 
THE TRUTH SEEKER establishme11t must 
be, and are, therefore, no stranger to 
prints and their ways, should be in the 
dark as to the interpretation of that term. 
The word is "Pan-handle." When a 
half-drunken type-sticker reels up to you 
and says, "Shay, gimme t. o."(ten cents); 
or, "Shay, yonse know me-got t. o. ?" 
yon may know that he is trying to " pan· 
handle" yon, The term is not confined to 
any one part of the United States either, 
for I hav heard it used by prints from 
many different sections of the country, in
cluding New Yotk and its metropolis. 

Through the letter above referred to I 
found that there are a great many more 
noble people in the country than I had 
thought there were. I wish to thank all 
those who were so kind as to write to me; 
and I wish to say, too, that two of nature's 
noblemen liv here, and they a're known as 
the Sandberg Brothers, It made no dif
ference to them whether or no I was able 
to work any, They 'Wl'ote: "Come up by 

need to lay away any store. Am I right? 
Mr. Putnam says he can buy for $7 in 

England a snit of clothes that would cost 
him $15 in either New York or Chicago, 
and that he can get shaved in that country 
for three cents. At the same time he says 
the condition of the laboring man is as 
good there as .i.t is here. I think that three 
shaves an hour is a high average. How
ever, at that rate, an English barber would 
earn $1.08 in a dav of twelve hours, or 
$6 48 per week. An American barber, 
getting ten cents a shave, would earn 
$21.60 in the same time. The English bar
ber could not buy a $7 snit of clothes with 
his week's wageR, while the American bar
ber could purchase a $15 snit and still hav 
left more than his English brother-trades
man earns in a week ! 

Miss Wixon believes in suffrage for 
women, and I wish to &Ak her how she 
would like to hav Delia Gifford. and women 
like her, make )Bws for her. Snob women 
far outnumber Freethinking women, and, 
if they were allowed to vote, they, with 
the help of male-women, would change the 
present order of things so a Liberal would 
hav no rights. I believe in letting other 
people do as they see fit, so long as they 
do not encroach upon my territory; and, 
as I know I would hav no rights the fanat
ical ohnrohites would consider themselvs 
bound to respect should women be allowed 
to vote, I am opposed to letti11g thPm hav 
the ballot. If all were like Miss Wixon, 
things would be different, yon know. 

What is that Canadian postmaster·gen
eral's name-Carrion? He is a stench to 
my olfactory orgaa. F. G. BALL. 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 697.) 
tory enactment in order to secure to wage-workers a 
weekly rest is a provision ~hat all employer~ shall.releo~fl 
their employees from serVJce for a consecnttve tbut.y-s1x 
hours each seven days, leaving to operators and woTkers 
pPrfect lfberty to arrange among and between tbem
~:elvs all necepsary detailE, precioely as is now done witb
<'nt law in daily nPwspaper office Iii and in various other 
industries where Sunday labor is required for the con
venience of t.be people or to prevent loss. 

Resolved, Tbat as we see the gradual encroachments 
and growing limitations upon tbA liberties of speech, of 
the press, and the mails in the United Stat.ps since the 
piiFFa"'e of the first Comstook postal Jaw in 1873; 
Th~t as we see this and- similar federal statutes giv ap

parent sanction to the agents which an irresponsible pri
vate amateur detectiv association turns loose for its own 
sectarian purposes, and to get money out of the credulous 
and gn1lible under pretense of suppressing vice, and for 
its partisan ends inflaming the worst prejudices and pas
siam that can be engendered by ignorancE>, superstition, 
srd bigotry; 

That as we see these statutes invoked by unscrupulous 
or fanatic theologians for the gratificaticn of their hatred 
of those who expcse the nnreasonablel"'less and falsity of 
thPir religions; 

That as we see these laws applied to the most corrupt 
purposes, in disregard of citizens' rightet, by a judiciary 
false to its obligations to maintain the constitutional 
gnarantl'es of freedom; 

That as we remember the outrage upon D. M. Bennett, 
the fiendish eight years' persecution of Moses Harman, 
the prosecution of Lois Waisbrooker, and the groteEqne 
vindictivness of the recent EBVBI!e attack upon Jacob 
B. Wise-that as we remember all these, we point to 
the recent attempted exclusion of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
from the mails of Canada as an nbibition of what intol
lerant theocrats are longing to do in this country; and 
we reiterate the protest made by Freethinkers against 
these laws twenty yearR ago, again calling upon all who 
value liberty to resent these encroachments by all legiti
mate means in their power. 

Resolved, That Mr. S. J. Fleckten, of Kandiyohi, 
:Minnesota, in his almost single-handed fight against re
ligions instruction in the public schools of his state, de
serves and should receive the ·hearty encoural!ement and 
Rnbstantial help of every Freethinker in the United 
States. It is neces!!ary to make a test case in that statP, 
and to do so rrqnires the expenditure of some hundreds of 
dollars for counsel (now engal?ed) and the payment of 
court expenses. The Secular Union and Freethou_ght 
Federation is prepared to support Mr. Fleckten in his 
struggle for the fundamental principle of Eecnlar educa
tion, and it asks the Liberals of America to giv it the 
timely financial assistance imperativly needed. A similar 
contest carried to a successful issue by Mr. Robert Fram, 
of Barber county, Kansa~, encourages us to hope for an 
eqnally cheering result in MinneEota. 

Resolved, That moral duties and the prrctice of the 
virtues, based upon secular, social, and patriotic grounds, 
should be firmly impressed upon the minds of pupils in 
our public ecbools, in order that they may develop into 
good and noble citizens of the world in which we liv. 

ReJJolved, That no one bas a moral right to warp and 
bias the mind of childhood religiously, or in any sectarian 
sense; therefore, the Bible should, in justice, be ban
ished from the public schools of this country; such 
schools being maintained by people of diverse religions 
views, they should be, in every sense of the word, purely 
and decidedly secular. 

Resolved, That we recognize in the-Secular Sunday
school an instrumentality capable of producing most 
beneficent results for Freethonght and Secularism ; that 
it makes for social harmony and happiness and the edu
cation of our children in many branches which, at pres
ent, at leost, cannot be taught elsewhere. It is our earn
est desire that the Freethinkers of Oregon be enconr· 
aged in every way to carry forward the noble enterprise 
inaugurated by the late Katie Kebm Smith, and that the 
Freethinkers of all other states do all that they can to 
establish similar schools. The officers and other mem
bers of the Secular Union aud Freetbonght Federation 
~honld consider the time and means well expended which 
they can appropriate for the initiation and building np 
of Secular Sunday-schools in their respecliv states and 
localities. While the national organization, with the 
limited means at its disposal, and its own vitally impor
tant special defensiv work to do cannot REsume in any 
del!ree the direction of this worthy constrnctiv labor, it 
believes that the state and local societies hav it in their 
power to accomplish very much in this direction. Free
thinkers should use all available means to instruct their 
children in the principles of Freet.hougbt, and to that 
end should establish these Secular Sunday-schools, and 
encourage the production and circulation of periodicals 
and other literature suited to their recept.iv minds that 
they may grow up in the atmosphere of science and true 
mental liberty. 

Resolved, That man and woman are the two hemi
spheres of the human globe, the two interdependent parts 
of the human family, and therefore neither can right
fully rule the other or enjoy privileges at the expense of 
the ot.her. To deny by law or social conventi0n £quality 
of opportunities is unjust and unsafe, and must be disaR-

. trons in its conseqnencefl, both in: mediate and remote. To 
take from woman the disabilities at present resting upon 
her is simply the recognition in practice of the principle 
that right and wrong are not determined by sex. That 
civilization is noblest which most nearly securEs to the 
individual man and the individual woman full opportunity 
for the development of their pow€rs of body and mind, 
and safegnaJds to the utmost the right of self-direction. 

Rll80l1Jed, That as promulgators of human rights we 
believe that woman should enjoy opportunities and €Xer
cise equal rights with man, and we cordially invite her 
co-operation in the prosecution of the work before ua, to 
the end that she shall share Equally its benefits and bless
ings. We warmly welcome her to a free expresEion of 
her opinions upon our free platform, and we applaud her 
efforts in casting aside the fetters put upon her by 
bigotry and superstition. 

Re8olved, That we distrnRt and disapprove all attempts 
of the state to lay down rules, based on differences of be
lief, to compel the citizen to subordinate his honest con
victions to those of other schools of thought in matters 
pertaining ~o his and his faw.ily's health and prosperity. 

IN :M:Ul:ORIAM• 
Resolved, That the members of this association hav 

learned with deep sorrow of the untimely death of that 
most earn£>Pt and useful worker in the cause, Katie ltehm 
Smith, of Oregon; we realize that she did a work never 
before successfully attempted; that she was a pioneer in 
Secular Sunday-school labors. and that it will bl'l most 
difficult to find those who are by temperament and natn
ralaptHude adapted to continue and extend the system 
of Seonlar Sunday instruction with which ber name will 
remain associated as orildnator and organizer. We sym
pathize with Comrade D. W. Smith in his personal be
reavement and with t.he Freethinkers of Oregon and the 
Pacific coast in the loss of their devoted leader. 

In the death of Katie Kebm Smith, Freethonght loses 
one of its bravest and clearest thinkerfl, and one of its 
briebtest women. 

The removal of her presence from the earth in the dawn 
of her womanhood, and in the midst of rare usefulness, 
brings sadness and sorrow into the ranks that held her in 
high esteem and loving r£>gard. 

In her all too brief life, she accomplished ~rest good 
in the field of Freethonght. By earnest and untiring 
efforts she demonstrated- that there is a place for a Seen
Jar church and a Secular Sunday-school. An earnest, 
outspoken, industrious worker, a candid and ardent lover 
of her race, she never faltered in the work she voluntarily 
chosl', and she Jived to bless and benefit all who came 
within her Fphere of influence. In the prosecution of 
her mis~ion she knew no wearinefls, and she bas left upon 
the world an impression that can never be effaced. Her 
name will be a star of hope. an inspiration to generations 
vet to come, as well as to the comrades who survive her, 
Through her efforts for the elevation of her fellow-crea
tures, she bas left the world better than she found it, and 
through her works she bas become immortal. 

In the hour of bereavement human sympathy is all the 
real solace that can be given. Time is the great healer of 
wounds, and out of the bitterness of grief peace at length 
cometh. Watered by tears, the flowers grow and bloom 
amid the shadows of regret. This Congress extends its 
tenderest sympathies to those who weep for their beloved 
dead. Katie Kebm Smith will not be forgotten. Upon 
her !?rave we lay the ivy wreath of friendship, the roses 
and lilies of lov~. 

Resolved, That we glady honor together the names of 
Jeremiah Hacker and J. H. Cook, who after more than 
half a century of pioneer work bav passed away with a 
record of unfaltering devotion to human rights. 

GREETING TO EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS. 
Resolved, That this Congress recol!nizes the cordial 

sympathy of our comrades of Great Britain and other 
conntrie8, and recognizes the generous manner in which 
they hav welcomed our official r£>prepre~entativ, and in 
the Epirit of like fraternity we invite George W. Foote, 
president of the British Secular Society, and Charles 
Watts, vice-president to visit our shores, and we assure 
them a hearty and universal reception by the Freethink
ers of America. It is hoped they will be present with us 
at the national Congress of 1896. 

GREETING TO MATTIE A. FREEMAN. 
Resolved, That this Congress hears with regret of the 

ill health of l\Irs. M. A. Freeman, late secretary of this 
association, by reason of which she is compelled to resign 
her official position, while in fnll sympathy with the work 
of the organization. The Freethinkers of America recog
nize the value of her many years' service; the talent and 
devotion she bas given to the cause; the elcqnence both 
of pen and tnngne by which she has advanced our cause. 
It is hoped that the labors of the past will still be crowned 
with snccess in the future, and the unflinching heart and 
brain still contribute to human knowledge and progress 
in the grand comradeship of Freethougbt. 

Amidst great enthusiasm letters were read by 
Franklin Steiner from Charles Watts and G~o. W. 
Foote, of England, and then L. K. Washburn, of 
Revue, Mass., was introduced. The cheering which 
greeted his appearance must ha.v convinced Mr. 
Washburn that he occupied a. place very close to 
the hearts of the Liberal party. His address on 
''Liberty and Education" was responded to with 
the heartiest applause throughout. 

President Putnam, who was on the program for 
a Epeech, said that if be had not been advertised to 
speak he would adjourn the Convention a.t this 
point, and let the audience go just a.s it was, filled 
with the inspiration of Washburn's eloquent words. 
He thPn spoke briefly upon " Freetbought and 
Progress," and it may be relied upon tba.t he said 
nothing to modify the enthusiasm. With votes of 
thanks to the speakers, to the musicians, and to Mrs. 
M. Florence Johnson, the elocutionist, the Con
gress ended. 

This report is but a. hasty summary of the events 
of this splendid gathering, whose echoes will be 
heard until, reinforced by hundreds of accessions 
to the ranks in this country, and joined by the 
brethren from oYer the sea., the Congress of 1896 
shall convene. 

Next week THE TROTH SEEKER will contain ac
knowledgments of contributions to the expenses of 
tbe Congress, with notes on the proceedings, letters 
read. etc., and a general summing up of results, for 
which there is not space in the present issue. 
There is therefore a. la,.ge quantity of interesting 
matter yet to come. Later the many valuable ad
dresses will be published in the Union's annual 
report. 

The Canadian Censorship. 
l!'rom the Alnertccin Senttnei. 

The Truth Seeker, a "Journal of Freetbought 
and Refo1·m," published in this city, b~s been ex
cluded from the mails in Canada, under a ruling of 
the postmaster-general, because of its "scurrilous 
and blasphemous character. '1 

It seems that the particular feature of The Truth 
Seeker which bas rxcited the ire of the Oanadian 
authorities is the pictures which appear each week 
upon the first and last pages of the paper. These 
pictures certainly are objectionable from a Chris
tian standpoint. Those appearing on the last page, 
especially, are certainly blasphemous, and we con
fess that we do not like them. They are not only 
wicked because they ridicule sacred things, but 
they are often grossly unfair. We belieYe they 
burt The Truth Seeker ; but that they justify its ex
clusion from the mails is quite another question. 

"Blasphemy" is an exceedingly elastic term. In 
some countries to speak against the Virgin Mary is 
to be guilty of "blasphemy." In the early history 
of Maryland, to speak reproachfully of the virgin 
was an offense punishable by a. fine of £5; a second 
offense, by a fine of £10; and a third offense, by a 
confiscation of all property and banishment from 
the colony. 

Genuin Christianity has no use for civil power, 
neither bas it anything to fear from The Truth 
Seeker, or from any other paper of like character ;" 
and spurious Christianity cannot be trusted with 
the power to define and punish heresy. Those 
who favor the exclusion of The Truth Seeker and 
other Infidel publications from the mails, would not 
stop there; they would likewise exclude everything 
that opposes them. At a National Reform Con
vention held last November in New Castle, Pa., 
Dr. McAllister, the editor of the Christian States
man, exhibited a copy of The Truth Seeker to the 
audience and called attention to the cartoons on 
the first and last pages, and said that it was simply 
"secularism gone to seed." That statement was 
as grossly unfair as are some of The Truth Seeker's 
cartoons; but that was not the worst thing the 
doctor did. He spok11 of the American Sentinel in 
the same connection and classed it with The Truth 
Seeker, though he certainly knew there was an im
passable gulf between the two papers. 

But bad as was Dr. McAllister's statement, it was 
not sufficiently strong to satisfy Dr. H. H. George. 
He arose, an::l referring again to The Truth Seeker, 
the Sentinel, and to certain religious liberty tracts 
that had been distributed in the town, said: " They 
all emanate from the same source and are of the 
same character." He could not well hav made a 
statement that was more utterly devoid of the 
truth. The Truth Seeker is, to say the least, Ag
nostic. It is diametrically opposed to the Christian 
religion, while the Sentinel is emphatically Chris
tian and is edited by ministers of the gospel, and is 
supported almost wholly by Christian people. Thus 
it appears that the same spirit which excludes The 
Truth Seeker from the mails because of its blas
phemies, would go farther if it could, and exclude 
from tbe mails those Christian papers which do not 
teach the popular theology of the day. Both Oanada 
and the United States would better endure the 
evils that they bav, rather than place themselvs in 
the power of a lot of theocrats who would speedily 
bring upon them evils which they know not of. 

Ingersoll's new lecturP, ''The Foundations of 
Faith," is in press and is for sale at the low price 
of twenty.five cents Same style as his other re
cently issued pamphlets. 

Lectures antt Meetings. 
S. P. PUTNAM lectures at Boston, on November 3d. and 

lOth, and at East Dennis, Mass., November 24th. Mr. 
Putnam will lecture in New England during the month 
of November. He desi~es engagements at all possible 
points in this sec~ion. Friends will commnaicate with 
~im at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care of this office. 

THE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia holds 
two meetings on Sunday, November 3d, cor. Broad and 
Wallace sts. At 2:30, address by James Yearsley en tilled 
"My Protest;" at 7:30, Samuel W. Sparks, on "The 
Mistakes of Ingersoll." 

FRANKLIN HTEINER's appointments, so far as now ar
ranged, ,are: Nnsbna, N. H., November 3d; Scio, 0., 
10th; Massillon, 0., 11th; Farmdale, 0., 12th, 18th, 14th; 
Lorain, 0., 17th; Grove City, O.J 18th, 19th, 20th; Oin
cinnati, 0, 24th; Greentown, Ina., 29th, and December 
1st. Mr. Steiner will also lecture in Covington, Ind., 
Whitehall, and Fillmore, Illinois. Address htm in care 
of THE TRUTH Sl!'EKER. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, ll€i W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for November: 

Cohnel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. Nov. 3-" The Power of the Boss." W. H. Beecher. 
Nov. 4-Marietta, 0 bio .................................. The Bible THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets evel:'y Friday even· 
Nov. 5-Wheeling, W. Va ....... The Foundations of Faith ing in German Masonic Hall, 920 East 15th street, New 
Nov. 6-Pitisbnrg, Pa ............. The Foundations of Faith York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November: 
Nov. 7-Aitoona, Pa .. _. .............................. ·:···TheBi?le Nov ~-Debate: "Protection V8. F:ree Trade," ):Ienry 
Nov. 10-New York ctty ...... ~::·The FoundatiOns of Fatt4 1 ~~c~olas a~d !{en;ry Row]ey: ' · · ·- ···: 
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!Jlrlited by Mxss SusAN H. WIXoN, Jiall 
R~ver, Mass., to whom all Communioa
tionH for this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight 
When the nig_ht is beginning to l~wer, 

Oomes 11- pause m the dai'B ocoupations 
That 1s known as the Children's Hour." 

Farmer Brown and Juqtice. 
Good Farmer Brown in years long past 
His lot beside a stream had cast, 
And muoh good cash had he .laid down 
By selling ohiokens in the town. 
Prime, plump, and tender were they all 
And brought him prioes never small. 

But, s11.d to tell, there sometimes came 
Wild floods that well deserved the name. 
They carried off full many a ooop, 
And thus ourtailed his chicken soup. 
For many years he bore this well 
Until at last worse luok befell. 
So wild and high the waters ran 
He found himself a chickless man. 

Angry at this was Brown indeed 
And sought a lawyer with all speed. 

"I want to sue the state," said he. 
Then danoed the lawyer's eyes with glee 
And, writing down the farmer's name, ' 
He said, " Well, sir, let's hear your claim " 
With burning oheeks the farmer told ' 
His losses from the waters oold, 
Oonoluding, with an angry brow, 

"Justioe is what I'm after now." 

"Ju6tioe !" the lawyer said in soorn, 
"She died, my friend, ere you wsre born 

You say the waters took your chicks; 
Well, rivers often play those tricks," 

"But· come," continued Farmer Brown, 
While deeper grew his wrathful frown. 

"You must, I sav, a way provide 
That I may be indemnified. 
Somebody, now, I'm bound to sue, 
To get again what is my due." 
The lawyer smiled, and said, "Oh, well, 
Put on a fifty and I'll tell 
How you this trouble may elude 
And oiroumvent those waters rude." 

The good man paid the fifty down, 
For f~ir and square was Farmer Brown. 
Then said the lawyer, with a smile, 

"My rule beats justice by a mile." 
And, with a wink, that rivaled Puck's, 
He softly said, "My friend, raise ducks!" 

-Clara J. Denton. in Youth's Gom;panton. 

Thankful. 
(A DIALOG) 

Clergyman: Do you love God? 
Tonie: I am not sure that I love any one 

since-my dear mamma died. 
0. : But you should love God. 
T.: God who? 
0.: There is but one God. 
T.: You are mistaken. There are _be

tween one and two hundred gods. 
0. : It is you who are mistaken. It is 

almost incredible that anyone can be so 
ignorant in such an enlightened age as 
this. 

T.: If there is but one God, then he or 
ahe has a great many names. Now, I often 

·hear people say "the Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost." 

.. · 0.: God is always •' he." The Father, 
Son, and Holy Ghost are one. 

T.: Oh, no; I hav heard them called a 
blessed trinity. Yoni, one of the gods of 
India, and Dea, a Roman god, were fe
males. 

0.: There is but one true God, and you 
should love him. 

T.: Why should I? 
0.: For giving you life, and allowing 

you to liv. 
T.: But what if I am not thankful. 
0. : You should be. 
T.: That is impossible. My life is too 

unhappy, too miserable. 
. 0.: How so? You hav a home, a father, 
and mother, and little brother. 

T.: I hav a father who is never at home, 
except evenings, and early in the morning, 
and who really cares for but little except 
to obtain wealth. I hav a stepmother who 
is cross from the time she gets up in the 
morning until she retires for the night. 
My half-brother is a torment and torture 
to me except when asleep. He invades my 
room at all hours. Disarranges, carries 
oft', and loses or destroys the contents and 
keys of my trunk and bureau drawers. 
He calls me bad names, and, if I am busy, 
amuses himself by kicking, pinching, or 
pricking me with pins; or, ifhe hasa stick 
in his hand, he will strike me. If I pro
test, my stepmother's anger increases ten
fold. What hav I to be thankful for? 

0.: That you hav food and shelter from 
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the night, the cold, and the storms. Re
member, whom the Lord loveth he ohas
teneth. You must love those who perse
cute you and pray God to soften their 
hearts. 

T.: If this God you speak of was a good 
God he would soften their hearts without 
being asked. 

0.: You shook me with your wickedness 
and depravity. You say you are unhappy. 
How can you expect God will bless you 
an.d make you happy ? 

T.: You told me whom the Lord loveth 
he ohasteneth. 

0. : I see you are on the direct road to 
hell, and are sure to get there, so I will 
say no more. 

T. : Then good-bye until we meet again. 
Mrs. Jaynes (a Liberal and Tonie's 

aunt): My poor Tonie, I could not help 
listening to your conversation with the 
clergyman. I did not know before of your 
treatment and suffering. I leave in a few 
days for my Western home. I am very 
lonely since Nina died. Would you like 
to go with me and take her place there ? 

'l'.: Do you really mean it, auntie ? 
Mrs. J.: I certainly do. 
T.: Oh, I would be so glad. 
Mrs. J. : Do you think your father 

would be willing ? 
T.: Yes. I know he would be glad to 

hav m~ out of the way. 
Mrs. J.: Then· as soon as I hav spoken 

to him, which I will to do to-night, we 
will call it settled. · 

T. (embracing Mrs. J.): 0 auntie, it 
seems· too good to be true, How happy I 
will be, and if I am happy I do think I 
will be good. Now I am thankful. 

(0URTAIN.) 
8. ATHENA MAGOON. 

Sum in Division. 
General Knox, of Revolutionary fame, 

was ~-man of quick perceptions and ready 
wit, · and withal was accustomed to say 
what he pleased. After the war he lived 
at Thomaston, Me., where he had a large 
estate. · 

Gen. George Ulmer, of one of the neigh
boring'towns, presented himself to Gen
eral Knox one day as a land surveyor. 
He detailed somewhat ostentatiously his 
long experience, together with his recent 
purchase of a new and very superior set of 
instruments. If General Knox needed 
any service in his line, he would engage to 
giv perfect satisfaction. 

"You're the very man I hav been look
ing for I" exclaimed General Kuox. " I 
hav a hundred acres of land which I wish 
to divide into house lots of ten acres each. 
How many will it make? 

Uulmer was considerably disconcerted 
by the suddenness of the question, aud, 
naturally enough, was prepared to find it 
difficult. He began to collect himself, 
mentally re· stating the premises, and striv
ing' to acquire sufficient coolness to solve 
the problem correctly . 

General Knox counted as many seconds 
as he thought neoesary, and then inter
rupted the other's cogitations by remark
ing, abruptly, "Oh, well, it's no matter 
about an immediate answer. Any other 
time will do just as well," and at once fell 
to talking about something else. 

Ulmer was so chagrined at his own stu
pidity that he never broached the subject 
afterward.- Youth's Companion. 

Correspondence. 
PITTSBURG, p A., Oct. 19, 1895. 

DEARMxssWxxoN: At last I hav plucked 
up courage to write you a letter from this 
priestly, religious city of Pittsburg. Sev
eral times before I hav started to write, 
but being dissatisfied with my attempts 
hav torn them up. I liv with my grand
parents on a farm about seven or eight 
miles out from the canter of the city. 

I do not hate the doped Oathohos and 
Protestants, but· pity them, and would 
gladly do all I can to help them. 'l'hey, 
on the other hand, are generally vindiotiv 
toward Liberals. Grandma raised a family 
of nine who are all Freethinkers. 

Some of the people around here think 
that the more they suffer on earth, the 
more glory they will gain in their world 
above, where the repentant murderers go. 

We hav to read the Bible in school and 
if anyone asks a question which would help 
him to light he is told that he must not go 
behind the Scriptures.· Therefore he is 
ever kept in darkness. 

It is now getting late and I must close, 
although I could write longer. Ifsome of 

the boys or girls between fifteen and sev
enteen will write I will answer. 

Yours for Freethonght, 
OLIVE B. w ALBH. 

[Olive is right in her conclusions. We 
should not hate those who differ from us, 
but by in a gentle and rea~onable way to 
show them the truth. Religion is largely 
a matter of education. Hobbes, a cele
brated Freethinker and philosopher, said, 
"Superstition is religion out of fashion, 
and religion is superstition in fashion." 
There is a great deal to do before the fash
ionable l!uperstition can be banished from 
the world. Olive can do her part in the 
great work, and we are sure she will,
ED. 0. 0.] 

Book Notes. 
"Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon. 

This book givs an admirable course of 
study in ethics, and supplies a longfelt 
want of an ethical text-book especially 
adapted to the comprehension of children, 
as well as of older persons whom it is 
wisely and appropriately designed to in
terest while teaching them valuable ethical 
!essons. It could be used to good purpose 
m lyceums, and in families. It is an ex
cellent book and should be widely circu
lated. Price, $1. For sale at this office. 

At the last meeting of the Tulare Ooun ty 
School Board in June, MissSuaan Wixon's 
book, "Right Living," was added to the 
list of library books for selection by sehool 
district trustees, the price being $1. The 
book was written for the instruction and 
guidance of youth especially and has been 
adopted by many Eastern school boards 
and introduced in colleges. The attention 
of teachers and district schools trustees is· 
directed to this highly meritorious work 
when selecting and ordering additions to 
their libraries.-Tulare Valley Gi!izen, 
Cal. 

"No Beginning, or the .Fundamental 
Fallaoy,"is the title of a new work by Mr. 
W. H. Maple, who is well known to the 
people of Lucas county. It is devoted to 
a logical demonstration of the non·exist
enoe of a first cause or beginning. · · · 
It opposes supernaturalism and favors ra
tional right doing as the true theory of 
human advancement. Mr. Maple was al
ways reoo11:nizad as a strong man intellect
ually, and when it is considered that this 
work is the product of years of the most 
careful thought. and critical research it 
may be supposed that in this diseuseion he 
has given to the; public matter that must 
appeal to the highest capabilities of think
ing people. W:e do not mean by this that 
the work is a)jstruse or metaphysical in 
character, btit ·_that· it appeals to pure rea· 
son, and in so doing will necessarily wield 
a powerful influence for good in freeing 
many minds from the cobwebs begotten of 
ignorant superstition and unreasoning in
tolerance. We regard it as a masterpiece. 
· · · In a literary sense it has few equals. 
The language ie pure, the style elegant, 
without any apparent effort at ornateness, 
and the printer has done his full part in 
producing a book that will grace any li
brary. -Ohariton (Iowa) Democrat. Price 
of the book $1. Address THE TRUTH 
BEEKER. 

A Pound of Facts 
is worth ooeans of theories. More infants are 
sncce;sfully raised on the Gail Borden Eagle 
Brand Condensed Milk than upon any other food 
Infant Heawtis a valuable pamphlet for moth: 
era. Send ·ynur address to the New York Con
densed Milk Company, New York. 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL 
FOR 

1.896. 
Edited by CHARLES A. W ,\.T ri!. 

CoNTENTS: Balfour's "Foundations of Belief:' 
An Agnostio Rejoinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
and ·t.s Equivalents, Amos Waters; The l\Ian, 
Jesus Chriot: The Germ of tbe Ohr1stian Mvt-h, 
J. Allanson Picton; Psyche: A Puem, W. Stewart 
Hoss (Saladin)· Mmd as Controled bv l\Iatter, 
Constance 1!:. Pluruptre; Tbe Faiths of Onr Foro
fathers, Oha.rles Watto; A.n Agnostic VieH of 
Theism and Monism R. Bithell, B So., t'h.D ; 
The Old Te3tament Library J. J. Gould; Im
mortality, W. A. Leonard: The t'hysiological 
Bias of Religious Leaders, Furneanx Jordan, F. 
.RC8 

Price, 25 cents, 
Addre's THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

TWO DOLLAltS OHE 
"THE LITTLE FREETHINKER" 

The only paper published for the Young that is 
free from supersthion. One year 50 cents. Six 
monthP, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cents. Ltttie 
Freethinker has been enlarged an<l improved 
and is now ~ paper Liberals maf be proud of. 
I'll send Little Freethinker, l!'oote's Health 
Monthly, and The Mal/flower • Magaz·tne one 
year, the Home, a 16·page story paoer, and twelve 
fine nowering bulbs of differPnt kinds~,... all for $1. 

Addiess ELMINA D. SLEN11.ER, 
4t42 Snowville, Pulaski county, Va. 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Soience Cloth, $1, . 
Woman: Four Centuries c.f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 oents. 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, aoo pp., 1111. 
A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

B!Jme and Interesting BookhWithout "Bupersti. 
t10n for Children and Yout . The Only Free. 
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; larg11 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
tr'lted covers; 4to. 224vv .• boards. $1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

t'\40 LlT't'L£ ~eo /1lt't'£HS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. 

A short story that will interest ohildren ap.d 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cent~~Jo 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,, 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the·, Christian 

Church. "The '.fhirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church a.re thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Prioe, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness or Prayer. li Think 
a minister's praying G_od to kill griiSshopper~. 
or trying to ind"Q:oe the Deity to undertake • 
orlJ.sade of one against the Oolor!ldo beetlp tl' 
Pr10e, 10 oen ts. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 oeuts, 
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 o~nt11, 

AddreAA THE TBUTH REEKEB. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. AD.A.MB, 

Belnii: the story of hll! mentr.l iourDBl" frtiiD 
orthocloxy to .R•tionr.liBJI.I, 

P1'1as. nauer,l!6 cent!!; '.4oth, 75 tlfln.,._ 

An Art 
Catalogue 

oft!zcse famotts wltee/$ 
and of Hart fords, $db 
$6o,/ru at any Co/mil
cia Ag-e,.cy, or mailed "' 

'for two :l·CCilt stamps. 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to rep&ir1 olo-ely regulate and re,urn watches 2d or sa 
day. No better work in the world Agents 
wante<l in every town in the United States where 
watches are l!utchered inste9<1. of restored Many 
are now malnng money but m.u f llotOre can make 
money easY by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor,. Apply for terms, also 
send fqr price lists of Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, S1lver-ware, eto. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wet/sfein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
venir Spo~n, and The Popular Free-

thought Badge. . 
Established 1857. RO()HELLE; ILL, 
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·Jt ot for I}arsons. S G d
. p hi t t L p r nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damned 

Om. e· oo· a· m~ e· s a ow fiGBS. what I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is on the famous text, .. '£he Olergy know that I 
know that the:v do not know." 

PERSON H EXISl'ENCE AFTER DEATH 

P . .~.:A •• "D. I"d you ask dod to giv you READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. IMPROBABLE •. L. R. Smith. 
At' PROCEEDINGs OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 

your daily bread this morning?" Bobby: MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
"No, papa; I looked in the pantry last .Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve of any WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
night and saw that there was enough to one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. of HoN, FnEDERlOK DouGL~ss and CoL. Ron-
last for three days."-Harper' 8 Baz(J,1", ERT G. INGERSoLL on the Deoisiun of the 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Court that the Civil Rights Aot 
"1 HAV been requested," said the good Christi&n who had attacked Freethinkers, is Unoonstitutienal. }'i!ty-three largeootavo 

:ff and Expo•ing the Inoonsistency of Christians j pages, of which <Jolonel Ingersoll's speech 
pastor, beaming over the pulpit, "to o er generall;L H cLose. ocon~es 88 ~ges. 
prayers for rain, but the superinten.de:t;~t BIBLE TJ<:MPERA.NCE. Showing that PULPIT PEW, AND CRADLE. So long 
informs me that the Sunday-school piCniC L1qnor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the Pulpit speaks to believing Pews .com-
is arranged for Tuesday. "-Rockland Tri- and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walke,., posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle w1ll be 

CHRIS'fU.NITY A REWARD FOR CRIME !'"ooked by ghosts and ~he race will.remain on 
bune. Authenticated by the Bible 0 B Whit- 1ts knees to. a devil of 1ts o~n orel!-t10n and to 

ld ford .MD · a God who lS powerl!J•s agamst h1m. One of 
"MY friend "said the long-coated o DID MAN FALL ~ Is the Garden of Eden Hel•n Gardener's bnghtest efforts. 

man solemniy,'"hav you made preparation F t 1 1 liV Groh THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
for the day of judgment!" "Sir," re- EPiDEcMICsDaELUSIONS. A Lecture by TERTHAN ETERNALPUNISHMEN:r. 
plied the young man, "that's how I make Frederic R. Marvin, .M.D. Giving reasonable .M . .Habooc~. 
my living." "Young man I" "I'm em- reasons for Religious and other Delusions. RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 
P

loyed in the sheriff's offiDe." FALSE CLA.IMS OF THE CHURCH. Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and h1s, very good. 

UPON the recent death of an eminent di- ' one of the most effective ever Wl'ltten by any SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Oon-
w Freethinker. . fiiot Between Reason and Superstition. T 0 

vine the following bulletin was placed by FIRS'f EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE Widdicombe. 
the family on the door of his late residence: APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. ST. MAT~ HEW ~EFORE THE COUR"I;. 
"Mr. Smith departed this life for heaven Written while journeying in andne~r the land Presentmg the eVlrlen~e of the forgery of h1s 
at 11 o'clock A.lll." Some passing wag, of Yahweh. Oontaining the best moral in- alle@dfosnel. HJSelgneuret. 

strnotions of the world from the great teach- SISTER UCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
possessed of more drollery than reverence, ers of the former a&es. D .M Bennett. CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
placed underneath the notice, a telegraph THE GIANT DELUSION. A p~per read CONVENT. Showing that Oonvents 
blank filled out in the following manner: before the freethonght InternatiOnal Con- are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom. 
"Heaven, 121\l.-Mr. Smith not yet ar- gress at Ch10ago. On!! !>f Otto Wettste.n's SPIRITUALISM FROM A MATERIAL· 

· · p t " fratern11l attacks on S~1ntnali•m. 
rived, getting uneasy. e er. THE GLORY OF lN ~·IDELtTY. To ISTIC STAND~OINT. B F U!l~er-

T. B"' puritan did not believe in the ioy which is added a poem on Thomas Paine. One wood. W~1tten before .Mr. Underwood ]omed 
"" • of ~a,mnel P. Putnam's most brilliantleotnres. the Pd;rchlc Researchers. 

of eating. :a:e only ate to pray. Time at Every Christian who asks the idiotic.qnes- THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 
the table was time wasted fro Ill hoeing and tiou, "What ffa.s Infidelity Oone?" shoUld be Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 
Prayers and killing Indians, so he liked to induced to read this book, if he has to be paid centuries for the promulgation of Christian-

:fi 1 h to do it. ity. Being the Nnrembnrg Collection, with 
hav his meals ·on the . ve.cent- nne · HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 1 Was Jesus specimens from th!J J:J;olylnqnisition .. 28 pic-
counter principle-compact, quic~ly s~al- Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise tures. The descnpt10ns and refieot10ns by 
lowed. and no matter about tne digestiOn. from the Dead? Israel W Groh George E. M.acdonald. 
Nobody was loo~ing on to see whether INGERSOLL AND JJo.:SUS. Showing how VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 

f · a· t I t the two agree. A poem by Samuel P Putnam. TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-
that part o It was accor mg o aw or no . THE LIMITATIONS OF TOLERi.TION. dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
And so the United States pie had its growth. A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, Translated b;y: James Par~on, author of the 
-'-:P,rqokly'll, Eaqle. Bon. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. L1fo of Voltaire. To wh10h are added ~he 

Woodford, b~fore the Nineteenth Century three great Poems of Goeth~, George Eliot, 
fm;:ACl!ING in the abbey Oanon Wilber• Club of New York. "Each man has the same and L•mgfellow. . 

force told a story of the celebrated Welsh right to express to the whole world his ideas WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED ~ Austin 
Preacher, Ohrietmas Evans, who dared that the rest of the world have to express Bierbower. A h.wyer's comideration of the 

their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll evidence of that alleged event. 
publicly to express his thankfulness for main~ains this, the other:s deny it. Mr. Con- WAS JESUS INSANE t A consideration 
Jenny Lind's beautiful singing. A mem- dert lS a Roman Catholic, .Mr. Woodford a of Christ's alleged acts whinh would lead one 
b f his e ati"on a strait laced Oa! Protestant. . . to that conclusion. L K Washhnrn. 
er 0 congr gw • w . - MATERIALISM: _Its Htstory,_ and Its In- WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ And 

vinist, standing on the steps of the pulpit, finence Upon Somety. Dr. Loms Buchner. other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pu'·nani. 
a11ked the preacher whether a man· dying MIRA.CLES AND .MIRACLE WORKERS. T~e title poem i• perhaps the most popular 
at one of Jenny Lind's concerts would go A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 
to heaven. "Sir," replied Mr. Evans, "a of the New Testament One of John Peak's many editions of it havA been called for. The 
Oh · ti "II t h h h best books. other poems are: The Golden Age, The Ideal 

riB an WI go 0 eaven w erever e MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The a:od the Real. Not Dea9, but Liv\ng, Fnti-
dies, but a fool remain!! a fool even on the Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to t1on, HopebTP,oma.~ Pame, Natures uospel, 
pulpit steps." Even the sober abbey con- f.lJe Clergy. H. J. Seigne-qret, .M.D. Ad<:Iress tq e1ty, anrl. tllA short._poemso often 
gregation could hardly stifte its enjoy- THE Nl;W GOD. "It 18 an open secret re~ntfd ~th great effect by OharlAs Watts, 
ment of this repartee.- Westmin-ster Ga- that man has a,lways made his Gods. They w1<£r ¥ilEg~OMING MAN WORSHIP exist in and through h~m. as the image exists " r . 
ifette. in and through the =ror. Take away man I GOD~ B F Underwood; Written be-

agd yon take away God-the image vanishes." I fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
THE SK~·l'ILOT. 

You hav often seen the the Pilot, 
As he sa:uctimonious stands, 

In his glossy coat of broadclot}l, 
With a Bible in his hands, 

And his empty head bent forward 
In a pion!! sort of way, 

As he as:!rs the ~ord to clothe him 
4nd to feed him day by day. 

And you've often he~rd the :filQt 
Expounding Moses's law, 

And heard him tell th!l story 
Of great Samson's ass's jaw; 

~ut that he sho~ld ea~n his living 
W1th the sweat upon his brow; 

f you tell him ne'er so gently 
Yon will raise a holy r9w. 

No! that ne'er would suit~ the Pilot, 
Who with work's not in accord, 

And he hurries up to tell you 
He's a servant of the Lord; 

If the best you hav you giv him, 
He will want it better still; 

For the shepherd must be paid for, 
And the sheep must pay the bill. 

How he talks of golden pavements, 
And the city's pearly gates; 

f[ow an everlasting mansion 
Each poor La!?'arus now awaits; 

And he tells us that the weather 
In that city's always waTI¥-

But he shears his sheep in winter 
To protect his own sleek form. 

How he shuns the poor that labor, 
And the rauper m the ditch, 

And proclaims they were created 
To be servants of the rich; 

Then he helps the great to plunder 
And grind the weak and low; 

"I'm about my Fath!')r's business!" 
He says. "He made it so." 

You hav often met the Pilot 
At the picnic and the tea, 

At the concert and the lecture, 
Where he always paSSts free; 

~nd you've always met him smiling
What has be to make him sad? 

He has all the world can giv him, 
So he thinks we should be glad. 

He's a " worker ( ?) in the viny ard," 
So he digs, and prunes, and hacks 

In the glorwns work of piling 
Burdens on the sinners' backs. 

He's the Pilot of Life's Ocean, 
Though its chart he'll never know; 

And he'll Iand-or sink-you somewhere, 
If you giv him half a show. 

- W. .A. Ratcliffe, in$eculq,r 1'-houqht. 

This pamph}et, therefore, is a consideration ' saarcher~. 
qf what kind of a God man should make.\ WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
8amnel P. Putnam. I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 

O~THODOXY. A lecture by Oolonel Freethinkers' International Cougr•ss at Chi-
- Rob~rt G. I~~ersoll,.and one. of tb,at great cago. Conside•ingi The Cause of Woman's 
.._mans best .. J,he sn1JJects cons1qe~ed are: Or- . Snb;iug_ation, The C1mon Law and Its Effects 
~-::::, tl;10do:" Relig10n D,nn~r Out. R.eli)l'lOllll. Deaths ', Upon H 'r, Theology Never Helpful to Woman, 
...,.,-and B1rth':J_ f'he ReliglOJ?. of Rempromty; M_o-! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
'",hammed, The DestructiOn ¢ Art, The D1s- Benefactor of Woman. Hns:tn H. Whon 

"11 covery of Am~rlca, Copermcns.and Kell.ler, WOMAN• HEn PAST AND PRESENT 
:=._ Ch1,1r!es Darwm, ~jpemal Prov1dence, -The , • ~• r r ' 

Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love HER )liGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
"§ of God, 'l'he Fall of .Man, The Ato.nement, ure delivered before tne Woman Suffrage A~-
:;;; The Second Birth~,.Ins,•iration, The Reign of socia ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 

Truth an<:I Love. '.L'he Wars It Bl'onght T\:le a_ R\lSUJ:"rectlO~..> 'J;'he J'!ld~mep.t.{:lay, Pi!> us AnY one o,f the a.bove for ten cents, a:nd twelve 
::;;;: EvasiOns," .No :B1ble,li[o Ondlizat10n;" ll:bra.- for a dollar. 
· cles of the New' Testarqent, The Ascenaioii, ' Aii!reas TJ!li1 TRTJ'J'l{ RF.KKF.R. 00 , 
~ CI[L&tint: out :P~vils,li[~~ess~t;v af ll,elil)f, Ete~- 28 Lafayette Place, New Yo"rk. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It wUI 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By "W A':!"'SON ~:mS.TO~ • 
Tbe Storie!! f:luworousl¥ To/p-And Hard Facts 
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Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
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Isaac and His' l:lister,' Ruth and Boaz. 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
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In the nature of things, 
SAYI> 

BOBERT G. INGERSOlL 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make meD 
better ; for if a man reads it one nigM 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the . 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand,,: 
some pamphlet. Every Freethinbrr 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cen•L 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great,, 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam- . 
phlet, and containing the Omtury'a. j 

famous portrait of Lincoln-said tO'-. 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous LetterSI 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History, ani) 
SQho:penhauer's Essay. 25 centij. 
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Gems of·~hougAt. 
SLoWLY comes the future, swiftly as an 

arrow flies the present, while the past 
stands forever still.-Anoient Sxge. 

PROBABLY all will admit that political 
life is healthy only in proportion as it is 
conscientious; but a few will admit that, 
as a corollary, political life carried on by 
party warfare is unhealthy; and that po
litical beneficence may fitly seek to miti
gate and, as far as possible, abolish such 
warfare. · · · Yes, party-loyalty has 
come to be a fancied virtue to which the 
real virtue of veracity is sacrificed.-Her· 
bert Spenoer. 

ON the whole, an artist gains 
somethin!'t by being attacked. His indi
viduality is intensified. He becomes more 
completely himself. Of course, the at
tacks are very gross, very impertinent, 
and very contemptible But, then, no 
artist expects grace from the vulgar mind, 
or style from the suburban intellect. Vul
garity and stupidity are too very vivid 
facts in modern life. One regrets them, 
naturally. But there they are. They are 
subjects for stndv, like everything else. 
And it is only fair to state, with regard to 
modern journalists, that they always 
apologize to one in private for what they 
hav written against one in pnblic.-Anon. 

HERE is another discovery made by 
Hugh Price Hughes. "How altonishin g 
it is," he exclBims, apropos of the Vestal 
Virgins, "that woman occupied all through 
the history of Rome a position of such 
commanding influence and authority "
and he puts in another note of admiration. 
B11t there is nothing at all astonishing in 
the matter. Paganism honored mother
hood. Christianity reviled it, and taught 
that the first baby born in the world was 
the oft'dpring of " sin." Nothing is clearer, 
aCJ Principal Donaldson admits, than that 
Christianity degraded woman from the 
proud and honorable position she had at
tained to under the pagan law of the Ro
man empire.-London Freethinker. 

WE hav no right to believe a thing true 
because everybody says so, unless there 
are good grounds for believing that some 
one person, at least, has the means of 
knowing what is true, and is speaking the 
truth so far as he knows it. However 
many nations and generations of men are 
brought into the witness-box, they cannot 
testify to anything which they do not 
know. Every man who has accepted the 
statement from somebody else, without 
himself testing and verifying it, is out of 
court; his word is worth nothing at all. 
And when we get back at last to the true 
birth and beginning of the statement, two 
serious questions must be disposed of in 
regard to him who first made it: was he 
mistaken in thinking that he knew about 
this matter or was he lying?- William 
Kingdon Clifford. . 

AROH.li!:OLOGY, however, "is, after all, a 
dealing with dry bones, a series of infer· 
encea from inanimate objects. The color 
and the warmth of life, it never has. How 
can we dirine the real meaning of the 
fragments and ruins, the forgotten sym
bols and the perished gods, it shows us? 
The means has been found, and this 
through a discovery little less than mar
velous, the most pre~:rnant of all that an
thropology has yet o.lfdred, not yet appre. 
eiated even by the learned. This dis
covery ia that of the physical unity of man, 
the parallelism of his development every
where and in all time; nay, more, the nigh 
ab10lnte uniformity of his thoughts and 
actions, his aims and methods, when in the 
same degree of development, no matter 
w-here he is, or in what epoch living. 
Scarcely anything bnt his geographical 
.environment, using that term in its larg
.est sense, seems to modify the monotonous 
.sameness of his creations,-P?·of, D. G. 
Brinton. 

.HE [Voltaire] did not intend to giv 
priests ~he satisfaction of seeing him burn 
or suffer. Upon this very point of reca~;~t
ing he wrote: "They say I must retract. 
Very willingly. I will declare that Pascal 
lis always right. That if St. Luke and St. 
Mark contradict one another, it is only an
other proof of the truth of religion to those 
who know how to understan.d sn(lh things; 
.a.nd that another lovely proof of religio~;~ 
is that it is unintelligible. I will even 
&vow that all priests are gentle and disin
terested; that Jesuits are honest people, 
that monks are neither proud nor given to 
intrigue, and that their odoris agreeable; 
that the Holy Inq 11isition is the triumph of 
humanity and tolerance. ln a word, I 
will say all'that may be desired of me, pro
yided they leave me. in repose, and will 
1110t persecute a man who has do~;~e harm 
io no~;~e." He gave the best years of his 
·wondrous life to succor the oppressed, to 
,shield the defenseles, to reverse infamous 
.decrees, to rescue the innocent, to reform 
,.:t;he laws of Frtuca, to do away with tort
.:nre, to soften the hearts of priests, to en
Jlighten julges, to civilize the people, and 
to banish from the heart of man the love 
,flnd lust of wa.r.-Ingersoll. 
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DESIGN fALLACI[S. 
A. Re:futation o:f the .A.rgu

DJ.ent That Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi~ned by an In!" 
telligent Being. 

SYNOPSIS! 
I. The Dodign Argnme11.t Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite Series of DesignHs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregjonsly Slow; 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Prodnoed FaultY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom v and Design. 
VII. The Argument of &First Cause. 
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothinll: like it ha• ever be
lpre l}p~red iu this conutryhand it is very doubtful if another_ one li~e it Will ever again be ppb._ 
hsheq: ·We I)lUSP give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the boo)!: in the reach of 111L 
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Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism Jie has dedicated his genius tp 
,Freethought, and has done fai•hful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. J:lnt the pict
ures do not make up the whole of ·,his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages • •f reading 
matter that Rerve first as explanations of the illustrations~ and secondlY as texts to prove the utteJ" 
falsity of the church's professions and the hfiJocrisy of tnose who uphold them. .Altogether t!le 
book is one of toe best weapons against Christianity and the church the.t has ever been put ·n tlie 
il.allds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 
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PUBLICATIONS, 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 6 cents. 

Interesti~~g bnoks by same author: 
:: F9~r Leading Dootrmes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
.. :g!v!ne Love. and w,\sdom," 248 pp.,..... .75 
"C1V1.ne Prov1denoe, 308 pp., .............. 7& 
"TonJngal,Lqve," 47~ :{JP· ...... , .......... $1.00 
" rue Ohnshan Rehgwn," 982 pp ......... 1.50 

ApooalypseExplained,"Vols.1, 2, 8,4eaoh, $1 
Send for Descr~pti.ve Catalogue t.o t~e American 

Sweden borg. Prmt1ng and Publishmg Society 
20 Cooper Union, New York. ' 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER • 
. This book lB just what its title implies-thum_p. 
mg whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of C!J.ristianity on ihe world, showing 
)Vhat Chpst1ans have done to advance their relig. 
1on and 1m pede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was~ false prophet, ~h~t ~he gos.Pels 
are not autnent1o, and that IJ.u •• .;~l&nltY, is a bor. 
rowed systell! of rel~gion. That the Bible is not 
m aooord With Bo1enoe, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion 111 
not areal benefit to man. 

Price, 20 cents, six for $1. 
Addl'ess THill TRUTH 8BIIIIltlll8 

Is Controversy Dangerous? 
I By W. F. JAMIESON. 
This little book goes down to the very bed-rook 

of human liberty, 
Price, 25 cents, 

Address THE TRUTH SEEBER. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
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Relations to the Fiscal Polley of Nations. 
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See the p~rable of the Loaves and Fishes.-Mat. xiv, 17-20. 
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THE mint at New Orleans ie practically 
abandoned. 

THE apple crop of the year is estimated 
at 8,000,000 bushels more than last yeal', 

Br two explosions on a ship near Kin 
chow, China, 500 on' of 700 soldiers were 
ltilled and drowned. 

]'mLD·MA.RSEL\L DUNBT•ADELSHEL!t, of 
Austria, committed suicide, with his wife, 
on account of financial trouble. 

ON Oct. 21st the Health Department of 
Chicago declared both diphtheria and ty
phoid fever epidemic in that city. 

AN experiment in the use of the electric 
trolley for the propulsion of boats on the 
Erie Canal is being tried at Buffalo, 

THERE was a gain of 54.000,000 pounds 
of tin.plate manufactured in the United 
States the first year of the operation of 
the new Tariff. 

ON Oct. 21st fourteen more Chinese were 
put to death at Kuoheng, China, for par
ticipation in the massacre of English mis
llionaries at Hwasang. 

THE Children's Home at Star~ard, in 
the S;j:msohek District of Polish Prussia, 
has been destroyed by fire. Ten children 
were burned to death. 

Ex: GovERNOR OLIVER AM:o:s died at North 
Easton, Mass., on 03t. 22:!. He was the 
son of Oakes Ames, the great shovel man
ufacturer. He was 64 years of age. 

IT was very cold for the season in Eng 
land on Oct. 24th. Snow fell in Lanca
shire and other places during the night, 
and there were 12 degrees of frost in Lon
don. 

JAPAN has arrested Miura, its late and 
deposed minister to Oorea, holding him 
gnilty of gross neglect, if nothing worse, 
in connection with the assassination of the 
queen. 

MoRE attacks on Christians are reported 
from Armenian Turkey. It is difficult to 
determin how mnoh of truth and how 
mnoh of religions and political capital 
there is in these bulletins. 

THERE is now some talk that Russia and 
Japan will divide Oorea between them. 
The situation seems to be grave, as Russian 
warships are movin~ so nth toward the Co
rean coast next to Japan. 

A SPECIAL officials' train on the Lake 
Shore and MiDhigan Southern and New 
York Oentral railways matte the run from 
Chicago to New York. 980 miles, in 17 
hours 45 minutes and 23 seconds. 

FREE Cuba day at the Atlanta Exposition 
has been postponed from Nov. 6th to Dec. 
17th, it is said by the order, substantially, 
of the federal administration. Governor 
Matthews, of Indiana, will deliever the 
oration. · 

ANOTHER expedition has sailed from the 
Delaware river with men and munitions 
for Cuba, It is commanded by the 
lion of the first president of the provisional 

Cuban republic of twenty years ago, Gen
eral Cespedes, 

A ?tUIL train on the Pennsylvania rail· 
road was wrecked near Harrisburg on Oct. 
24th. Two lives were lost, several persons 
were injured, and four mail oars were 
burned. Fifty thousand letters were de
stroyed and the total loss on mails equals 
$100,000. 

Cmcaao will annex and reclaim 169 acres 
of the lake front for park purposes, 
Drives, trees, boulevards; musical hall. 
and duplication in stone of the World's 
Fair buildings are proposed. But the 
scheme may fall through, as the state has 
a claim to all submerged lands. 

TnE New York Commissioners of Chari
ties and Correction hav promulgated reso
lutions abolishing all the boards of visiting 
and consulting physicians in the various 
city hospitals, and providing for a reor
ganiz~tion before Nov. lat. It is charged 
by the outs that this is a political game. 

Ex-CoNGRESSMAN LYNCH, of Mississippi, 
hopes to be able to defeat the attempts in 
his stfl,te and So nth Carolina to disfranchise 
the Negroes. He proposes to hav candi
dates nominated in all districts. It is not 
expected that any will be elected under 
the discriminating constitutions of the two 
states, but an appeal will be taken to Con
gress on the ground that Congress alone 
has the right to determin the means of 
choosing its members. 

By the census of 1890, the 
above is the value of 

Church Property 
in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation? 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NO'J.i. 

Our pamphlet with this title contains an Argu
ment for Equality ot Taxation, and a Statement 
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890, 
the Value.,.b:y Denominations, of Church Proper
ty in the umted States and in the several States 
a.nd 'l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or 
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at 
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the 
Leading D.enominations and Denominations.. 
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial in
terest to oertam Cities, States. and Sections, all 
Domparisons being based upon official fi~nres. 

This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub
lished. In no other work are the facts, figures, 
and arguments to be found. 'l'he figures. being 
:lerived from the Government Oensus of 1890, will 
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall 
have been completed- probably about eight 
vea.rs hence. The arguments are unanswerable 
.nd will hav the dew of morning on them so long 
~s ~he injusti-cg of church exemption is suffered 
• o 9:-tist. 

By singl-a copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distributwn by 
;hose who fa Tor justiCe in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. lll.OO 
Fifty copies, • 4.!i0 
Jne hundred copies • • - 8.00 
L&r~er quantities at ~oial rates. 

A.ddress THE TRU'J.'Ji BEEKER, New York. 

RIMES 
OF 

~~EtCHE_RS 

NO 2.8·Li\F'AYE:TTE. 'PLACE: 

'PRICE 25 CENTs 

The Glory of Infidelity sRAIN AND sfBLE; 
WITH A POEM ON 

Thomas Paine 
By SAliiUEL P, PU'.I'NAl!I, 

This is one of the best of Mr. Putnam's works, 
and no :h'reethinker or Infidel should be withont 
it, to meet the claims of Christians that Infidel
ity is an inglorious philosophy. 

10 cents a copy, 12 copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO, 

DIRECT LEGISLATION • 
By the Cittzenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
BY J. W. SULLIVAN. 

Price, 25 cents. Address To TBVTB SEEKBB, 

OB 

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENGI 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with & preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the liter&• 

ture of Freethought. Its argumjlnts are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice. 
It is eloquent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, $1. Address 
THF. TRUTH SEEKER. 

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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STATE. 
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When Ch1·ish'a."-1 /tQve 1::-}te.
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COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS BEFORE. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTB SEEKEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more e:ffectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

:1 o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEETBINKEB's PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PxoroBIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FBEETBINKEB's PxoTOBIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The :Cesigns are by WATSON HEsToN 
and include a portrait of tht> designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of thosE> representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomas Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4 ; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer, 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, 1; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probabl;J, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Ine1uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBEB DOLLABS, 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The bock has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, <&nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothin~ like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it 1s very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a-wonderful success, and we judge fromour O'lfll 
feelings that nearly every Lioeral in America will desire 
a copy of this :most wonderful volume.-.H-eethinkers' · 
Magazine~ · ·· 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethough" 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Fraethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

• Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all · .tpense to you. Or, if you are not nowa 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 

• 
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When Renewing Your Subscription1 Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 wt. will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one year ($3) an~"-~~~~;or $5 we will send Tum TBUTB SuuB one year ($3) and "Paine'~ 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freeth ought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 great Works Ooniplete "($3). This edition of Paine's w .>rks contains a 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, a 'ld 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi- of his monument in New Rochelle. 
nent Freethinkers of the past four ce11.turies. For $5 we will send Tu:m TBUTB SuuB one year ($3) and "The World's 

The object of this work is to present the Course of ::i'reethought throughout Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger- F ~ .. e:.o will d T T S ($3) d J B 
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human or tJP~.u we sen BB BUTB BBKBB one year an ames · 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, Alexand{lr's "Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
its induences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
HUNDBED YEARS oF li'BEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human ll · f d · ll tt 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, can help but be we -m orme m a scientific ma ers. 
rich with the greatest inventiOns and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's For $4:.50 we will send Tu:m TBUTB SBBKBB one year ($3) and "The 
most shiBing advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 
pioneer workers of to·day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can affolld to be without this book. It contains the great- For $4: we will send Tu:m TBUTB Su:s:::mB ODe year ($8) and " The Free• 
est lhoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateat men in one harmonious and thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 
magnificent whole, a vivid Jilicture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added For $4: we will send Tu:m TBUTB S:mBKBB one year ($3) and a coPY of u Old 
glory of woman's emancipation from the ch$8 and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at reg11lar rat 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"'FOUR HUNDRED YE.l.BS OF FBEETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF CHA.RGES. 

AN.D .1i URT.HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will o:ffer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREAOO'f BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bl.:::S'%:~~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scient; fie Books Cheap. BesearGhes 
I 

ID Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities 

with a snrv!lY of Medimval Education. By 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Moder~ Science and Modern Thought. By B. 
LaJ ug. 75 cents, 

Formamon o< Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime,_and Science and Poetry,~. with 
other essays. Jjy Andrew Wilson, F . .n.B.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRAOING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christianity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M,D, 

Foo.rth Etltttcm 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:i0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 Lafayette Place. New York Oitv. 

Testament Stories Oomic~ly lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 
For $3.50 we will send THE TBUTB S:m:mKBB one year ($3) and " Old Tes• 

ament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for euo. The 

$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB 
SEBEEB one year for e5. 

-------------

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoor 

Will be se.nt for $4.75. Sugar Rnnrtns and '!'RUTH 8»El!EB, 85. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spocll 
It bowl, 50c. m'lre. Aidress THill TRUTH 8EE l:ER. 

All are architects of fate 
Working in these w<~lls of time, 

Some with massiv deed and great, 
Some with ornaments of rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle the Priest 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. Go KEEDo 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address "'HE TRUTH SEE:KE"R, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re 

formers. The Biographies of three hun 
dred of the mo8t distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from 
the time of Menu to the present. B~ D. lll. Ben 
nett. 1.071\ pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gllt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidealy the 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F 
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London 
University. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great W orli:s of Thomas Paine: 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England"" by Jo>eph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical l:lketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James 
Bully. 75 cents. FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let 
ters to 1\Ir. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille Jordan, 'l'he Religion of Deism

1 Common Sense, 'l'he Crisis, and the Right9 ox 
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

fh~ \>ods and Religions of Ancient anti 
Modern 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of all the gods the nations of the earth 
have worshiped, including:_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy Ghost, Jesus Uhrish Virg_in l\Iary1 and the 
Bible. 835 pages, Svo. v ol. 11 descrioes fully 
a.ll religions systems of the world, including 
Judaism, ~lohammedanism, an<l. Christianity; 
~he latter occupying: 372_pages, being fully _g_on& 
mto. 919 pages. By D . .l\1. Bennett. Writ
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per vol
!lme. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
m morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Bart.i F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with 
numerous i lnstratwns. 75 cents. 

GeolOgical Sketches at Home and Abroad. By 
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Onrrent Discussion in Scienc.E2.> and Scientific As
Il_ect of some Familiar ·~·hing•. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books ln one volume 
75 cents. 

Darwin an~ After Uarwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory 

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs. 
A systematic Exposition of what may be termed 

the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of 
;:~~aent~~~:tfs~~eral reader rather than to pro. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the meet 
interesting of F.nglish writers upon evolution, 
besides r><nkmg withProfessm- Hnxle;v in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his .Clonclnsiop. regar;;og the great subJect of 
Des _!gil, to which the r,t: nrch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of ada pta. 
ion or to those of beauty, everywhere through. 

out organic nature we meet with abundant 
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence ol 
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and 
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at 
the hands of a pnrelymechanicalphilo•ophy ... 
All nature has thus been transformed before t.h< 
view of the preRent generation In a manner an0 
to an extent that has never before been pos•ibl;; 
and inBBmnch as the change which has taker, 

lS
pla.ce h&!' taken pla<Je in the direction of natural. 

m, and this to the extent of rendering thf 
mechanical intArpretation of nature universal, i1 
is no wonder if the religions mind has snddenlJ 
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th• 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is noll 
th_z_Uod'" 

lllutrated Price, cloth .... $2. 
. Mdl"e8& TRt•; TRU'J'H AF.RKF.R 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ions ideas, touching all form3 ol religions wor
ship, and treating at length on the authenticity 
and reliability of the Christian religion. lt 
isa 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
re dnced from 50 cents 1n r>!l.Per and 75 cents in 
cloth to ~:i cents in QI!Jler. :iO cents in cloth 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

For !~~f~!ybte~~ is8:h}~t~~~~~~~ young w 0 r k s 
girls and a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and 
much conra~re, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg_ to Chicago. 'l"he author is also 
the heroine. '!'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a workiDg-girl's life and experie'lce in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business- m m, kind. 
hearted folks, and disreputable hypo, ri ts. It ia 
just such a story of human life as we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of-Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Fntmre. Cloth. $1. 
'fhe Secret of th«~ East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the :3igniftcance 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, 1!!1. 

Physical Education; o:r, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus
trated by H. Faber. Cloth4.$2. 

Address THE TnUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafavette Place. New York. 

Works of W. H. Burr 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 20c 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius t Second 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the 1dentt.ftcation of Paine as 
Juni•s a.ud Casca Price, 5 cents. 

&.dress THE TBUTH BEEKEB 

Address THIS OFFICE 

meutfd)e $reibenker-1Siid)er. 
Wir ljnlien folgenbe ~iid)er in 

beutfd)er 6~rnd)e, weld)e feljr lieriiljmt finb: 

, S)ie 3rrt~ftmer rolofee," 
\line fritif<fle :Beleu<fltung bes pentateu<fl im 

£i<flt ber mobernen Weltan• 
f<flauung unb <Befittung. 

bon ([ol. ~- @. 3ngerfoH. jpreil\l 50 ([ent!\1, 

S)n6 meili nub ihe 6teUung 3ttr 
9leligion nub Stirdje nm ~nbe 

bee 19. 3n~r~unbert6. 
bon .t)elene .t). ®nrbener. jpreil\l 50 ([ent!\1. 

u roloberlte ~otterblimmerung," 
bon ([ol. ~- @. 3ngerfoU. jprei!\125 ([ent!\1. 

, mtmber nub munbertbliter," 
bon 3oljn jped. jprei~ 20 ~ent!\1. 

, <ilanlie nub ~ernttnit," 
ober LE BON SENS, 

bes romif<fl·fatolif<flen priefters Jean Meslier. 
:ztus bem §ran3olif<flen iiberfeJot von 

ijeiiulein 'ilnnll anoo"'. 
50\ Seiten, Eeinwanb, $(.00; papier, 50 c!:ts. 
Diefe :Bii<fler finb in papier.Umf<fllag unb 

flarem Drud'. Unfere beutf<flen Eefer 
foUten fie welt verbreiten. '· 

IDlnn abreffire, "'J!he ':rruth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
3eeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
sent by express, one dollar will be deducted from 
~he Drwe of each. 

A SECULAR M!RRIAGE AND FUNER!L RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a purpose." 
Price 25 cente. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn Blok~ 
Do your children learn these beauti: ongs o 

TennysonhWhittier, Longfellow, an.i J llerpoetl 
and smg t em in _your homes, makllg ··!lem hap
PY. and bright ?-SEND FOR A OOPY -G:een oloth 
•ult title. 40 cents: h&lf bound. 25 J "',&. 

The Bible and Evolution. 
Eh Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" sa:r,s: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr Moss s pen, and we heartily recommend 
it aa an excellent text-book of the subject. The 
manner is good. and the style is bright. The 
reader is carried along on an easy-ftowing etream 
of science, historY. ethics, and common-sense." 

Price, paper,jO cents. 
TBJ!l TBuTH BEEKEB, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY 
Examination of the Morale and Hlstor:v 

of the New Teetament. 
B:v l"Bol'. I' w. N•WJUIII, Prloe ll5 oenu.. 

.A.ddre11 ~ ~BtJTB SlllliiKIIII•· 
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SPEVIA.L NOTIVG.-We •hall be obliged to our 

readen H they _.lll.end o• the n&Dle and addre• ol 

any Freethinker _.ho 1• not a relfll.).ar •nb•crlber. 

The Relations of Crime to Belief. 
Referring to the alleged statement of the swin

-dler and probably multiple-murderer, Holmes
now on trial in Philadelphia-that, " I am a. be
liever in the teachings of Paine and Ingersoll," the 
Catholic News comments : 

" If he were a believer in God it would be surprising 
that he could be such a fiend as he is said tu be, but there 
is nothing startlingly inconsistent between his creed and 
his crime. Perhaps that is the reason the secular papers 
do not prominently announce his Infidel views." 

The same paper says that if the Editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER will "make a. paper that is decellt 
and that deals in gentlemanly controversy " "there 
will be no doubt that the postmaster-general of 
Canada. will allow it to go through the mails in that 
country." We are always willing to be gentle
manly in discussion, but the editor of th~ .News 
must certainly realize that our position is an ex
ceedingly difficult one. Our antagonists are Chris
tian ministers and editorJ, and the ordinary mortal 
who could always preserve the amenities of debate 
under such circumstance would be more meek than 
Moses, more non-resistant than a Quaker, more 
patient under provocation than the Christian who 
does not turn his left cheek to the smiter of the 
right. To illustrate, take the foregoing assertions 
of the News in connection with the alleged Infidelity 
of Holmes-would not the Freethinker who cauld 
treat the writer of those averments as a truthful 
man be considerably more mild-tempered and mild
mannered than the average orthodox " saint" T It 
goes wHhout saying that a. person capable of edit
ing a journal like the News knows that multitudes 
of believers in a god ha.v committed crimes as atro. 
cious or more atrocious than those charged to the 
man on his trial in Philadelphia ; that he knows 
that thousands of these criminals were members of 
the Catholic church, and devoted believers in its 
dogmas, and that the names of many such ene
mies of humanity are blazoned with exceptional 
conspicuousness on the pages of history, where all 
may see them. Let him study the prison records 
of the present and he will ascertain-supposing, 
for charity's sake, that he is now ignorant of the 
fa.c~-that the inhabitants of our penitentiaries are 
almost to a. man believers in the gods and Christs 
and sacred scriptures. Indeed, he cannot be 
wholly ignorant in the premises, for some of his 
fellow churchQJ.en right here in this state hav 

pleaded for greater opportunities for the religious 
ministrations of Catholic priests and sisters in the 
penal institutions of New York, frankly on the 
ground that there were very many Catholics in 
those institutions, as everybody knows, of course. 
"Why, then, in one paragraph say that it would be 
" surprising " for a believer in a god to be the fiend 
that Holmes is said to be, and a little farther down 
in the same column beg for gentlemanly treatment 
at the hands ·of Frethought controversialists? 
Does this editor expect Atheists to accept such 
"compliments " with Chesterfieldian bows and 
suave expressions of regret? And then to be told 
that there is nothing "startlingly inconsistent" be
tween. the '! creed " of Paine and Ingersoll and 
crimes like those which Holmes is under suspicion 
of committing is, we suppose, but another evidence 
of the truthful and gentlemanly instincts of the 
priest whom Mr. Herman Ridder hires to edit the 
Catholic News, and to be gratefully received as a. 
special favor by all Liberals ! 

Paine and . Ingersoll ha.v not taught that the 
whole human family is so hopelessly depraved that 
nothing less than the sacrifice of a sinless man-god 
can giv them even a chance for salvation. They 
hav not taught that belief in this human sacrifice 
will atone for a life of crime and transport the 
believer to the realms of the blessed while his un
believing Victims are wrapped in the flames of an 
endless hell. They hav not taught that while the 
debit of every possible crime against man may be 
canceled by the credit of faith in the atoning blood 
of Jesus, the undefinable and imaginary " sin 
against the 'Holy Ghost '" will be pardoned in 
neither time nor eternity. Paine and Ingersoll hav 
not held up as the exemplars of the young and as 
" fathers of the faithful " and men " after God's 
own heart" the Old Testament heroes, many of 
whom were guilty of about every crime conceivable, 
who "waded through slaughter" to thrones, and 
massacred opposing nations, men, women, and 
children, saving only the maidens for the ravening 
hands of their blood-drunk soldiers. Paine and 
Ingersoll hav not subscribed to the infamous doc
trine of exclusiv salvation; they ha.v not advocated 
persecution for opinion's sake; they hav not de
fended the Bible-sanctioned and church-practiced 
murder of "witches." Paine and Ingersoll hav 
opposed the slavery that neither Jesus nor Paul 
dared condemn ; they hav demanded the equality 
of rights for woman denied to her by Paul and by 
the church through all the centuries of its su
premacy; they hav asked for the equal liberty of 
citizens and for even-handed justice between man 
and man; they ha.v exposed fraud, let in the light 
on superstition, and made cruelty odious. No 
wonder that the priests of the church grown rich 
by fraud, the priests of the church whose stock in 
trade is superstition, the priests of the church 
whose indelible record is that of the cruelest hier
archy that ever cursed the world-no wonder 
that the priests and priest-editors of this church 
fear and hate the teachers of Freethought and 
would deny the most palpable facts of history and 
the ·clearest deductions of reason in the futil 
attempt to make it appear that a notorious criminal 
-or a man acDused of great crimes-owes his 
criminality to the fact of his asserted Infidelity. 
But while the press is not so free as it should be, 
it is yet too free to permit such slanderous imputa
tions to go uncontradicted and unexposed. 

Recurring to Holmes : The reporter of the World, 
describing the personal appearance of the accused, 
said that there was a very sharp and peculiar 
"bump, on the otherwise flat surface of the top
head. "It would be said to mean reverence, by the 

usual phrenologist, but not reverence for human 
life-at all events, not in this case." It is a. fact of 
mental science that great spirituality and venera
tion godward are often associated with the most 
atrocious crimes manward. For instance, if a man 
has been taught that it is his duty to God to smite 
the " children of the devil," the cruelty of the 
smiting will be in a. direct ratio to the intensity of 
the faith. Of this close connection of the destrlic
tiv and the spiritual elements in a man we find 
many illustrations in the Bible and in the religious 
history of all ages. What Abraham purposed to do 
to his son to please God has been done by many 
men and women since, with the same end in view, 
most frequently as the direct or indirect result of 
their reading of the Abraha.mic legend. One of the 
latest reported attempts to imitate the "Father of 
the Faithful" was made at Buffalo on October 26th, 
inst., by Louis Hirschberger, who "has for some 
time past been afflicted with religious mania," as 
stated in a. dispatch to the Sun. On the evening of 
the previous day, Friday, he told his neighbors that 
he had eaten meat that day, and that for this crime 
against the canons of the church he had been 
commanded by God to sacrifice his five children. 
He took a board and cut five holes in it; then he 
dragged the children out Of bed and forced their 
heads into the holes. At this time his wife appeared 
and rescued the children. Later in the day he re
newed the attempt and was just ready to cut off the 
heads of the children with an ax when their cries 
brought the neighbors to the scene in time to pre
vent the "act of faith." Then the man was arrested. 
We hope that the Catholic News will not think that 
we are going beyond the limits of " gentlemanly con
troversy" when we ask why it is that these at
tempted and accomplished bloody sacrifices are 
invariably inspired by religious precedents andre
ligious faith. 

That Holmes might hav been another Abraham 
or Freeman or Hirsch berger is more than probable. 
Referring to him, the Evening Sun says : 

"With his mental development, his present and p&l!l' 
tendency for evil operating in the opposit direction, 
Holmes would hav been a religious enthusiast, probably 
a fanatic. He might even hav tried to establish a new 
sect, would certainly hav got many women and a few 
weak-minded men to look upon him as having come from 
the deity." 

The prospect certainly does not appear bright 
for the success of the pious attempt to make H. H. 
Holmes, alias Herman W. Mudgett, logically or in 
fact a disciple of Thomas Paine and Robert G. 
Ingersoll. 

Still Fearful of Doubt. 
Rev. N. D. Hillis is the successor of the late 

David Swing as pastor of the independent congre
gation meeting in Central Music Hall, Chicago. 
The Inter- Ocean of October 7th givs three solid 
columns of eight-point type to a report of a sermon 
delivered by Mr. Hillis the previous Sunday. Th~ 
reverend gentleman began in this way : 

"Ohristianitychallenges investigation. It covets anal
ysis and exhibits its proofs. With the calm confidence 
that beccmeth certainties, it takes nothing for gran~d, 
but thrusts everything into reason's crucible. No man is 
asked to believe against his judgment. Bather is he to 
withhold faith until the argument ·overcomes his doubts 
and compels his belief. Christianity's spirU forbids 
faith outrunning the facts." 

A little farther along he .says : " Ohristianity's 
appeal is to the reason. Its foundations are facts 
and arguments." It is a great pity that the world 
has had to wait nineteen centuries for Mr. Hillis 
to' tell it the truth about the spirit, methods, and 
foundation of Christianity. Really, is it not asking 
a little too much io expect us to believe that the 
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Bible and the church through all the years of its 
existence were all in the wrong and that Mr. Hillis 
is alone in the right concerning this matter' Is it 
true that historic Christianity challenged investi
gation! Let the questioner arise in almost any 
church in the land to-day and we shall see just how 
greedily its ret>resentativs "covet analysis." It 
"exhibits its proofs," to be sure, and then it 
suavely remarks : "Accept these proofs or-go to 
hell. If you doubt or reject, we will make this 
earth as near like hell as the means at our com
mand will permit." If there is anything in the 
creed of Christianity that is not " taken for 
granted " we shall be under obligations to Mr. 
Hillis if he will point it out to us. 

No dogma of the church of Christ has ever been 
willingly put by Christians into" reason's crucible"; 
the usual practice has been to put the investigators 
of the dogmas into the fire. Every man in the 
world is asked "to believe against his judgment" if 
his judgment is unable to assimilate the affirm!l.tions 
of Christianity. The man is not" to withhold faith 
until the argument overcomes his doubts and com
pels his belief," for that implies that he may doubt 
to the moment of his death, and so die unbelieving, 
and Christianity says that if he does that he walks 
from his death-couch over the precipice into the 
"bottomless pit" of eternal agony. The phenom
enon presented by th~ faith of Mr. Hillis remaining 
after the "facts" heretofore believed to support the 
claim that the Bible is a revelation from a god hav 
been completely disposed of, proves that, in his case, 
at least-and his case is typical of that of the great 
majority of the more intelligent Christians, those 
who are familiar with the dispersion of the "facts'' 
-"Christianity's spirit " does not prevent "faith 
outrunning the facts." Christianity has ever 
shunned the appeal to reason, and its foundations 
are assumptions concerning which it is impious and 
dangerous to argue. 

Mr. Hillis devotes a third of his sermon to the 
praise of reason, and then he talks of the " tragedy 
of doubt" through the remaining two-thirds, seem
ingly forgetting that doubt is the child of reason, 
and that without it there would hav been no tri
umphs for reason after the birth of the first thought. 
Doubt, estimated in its relations rightly, should 
produce no" tragedy." Only a religion that falsely 
predicates a divine and infallible revelation makes 
doubt sinful or disastrous. Doubt is the precursor 
of a greater truth. Doubt is the mother of dis
covery, of invention, of progress. Without doubt 
there would be no Rev. N. D. Hillis to preach to 
that vast congregation in Central Music Hall. 
Without deubt there would not be the greater min
ister who, in the future, will preach more truth 
from that pulpit, and from other pulpits which to
dsy echo nobler and broader truths than were 
heard therefrom twenty years ago, before doubt 
had eaten into the heart of error as it is eating now 
and as it will eat through the decades -to come. 

When this "liberal" Presbyterian says that 
"there are multitudes upon whom doubt has fallen, 
gashing and scorching their souls as with swords 
of fire"; that " the lives of some hav become pa
thetic tragedies," and that those persons oftentimes 
" seem like mariners who once were anchored in 
harbors, safe and peaceful, but who hav seen the 
ropes part strand by strand until, anchorless and 
rudderless, they hav drifted out into the sea and 
the night," we realize that he, like the Christians 
of past ages, fears to put his creed into the 
"crucible of reason,;' and that his faith, like the 
faith of his predecessors, has outrun the facts and 
hence distrusts the doubt that may lead to the ex
posure of the sham foundations of Christianity. 
How distasteful doubt is to even the most tolerant 
of {}hristians is shown by an anecdote told with 
i:lvident gusto by Mr. Hillis. A youth about to 
enter Baliol College informed Professor Jowett that 
he could find no signs of God. "To whom the 
great Platonist replied: ' Young man, I will giv 
you until just 5 o'clock to find God, or leave this 
college.' At the appointed time he returned, hav
ing found him for whom his soul had sought not 
long, but successfully." We wonder if the Rev. 
Mr. Hillis is really satisfied when men "find God" 
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under the compulsion of self-interest, that is, when 
they pretend to find him, under the fear of the in
fliction of temporal penalties if they do not 1 This 
minister tells us that God resents the presump
tion of the man who, with more knowledge than 
his fellows, cannot believe as they do and hence 
begins to doubt, to question the creeds they accept. 
When we do this, " God takes us at our word. He 
rises into his own invisible majesty. He goes forth 
upon ways which are not our ways, and we are left 
alone. And presently we say in our vain hearts, 
•There is no God."' We do not remember to hav 
ever read a more naive explanation of the origin of 
Atheism. Plainly stated, it amounts to this: God 
having failed to provide evidence of his own exist
ence which is absolutely conclusiv at first glance to 
every brain that he has also made, the more 
thoughtful and inquiring of these brains ask for 
additional evidence. Then God gets on his dignity 
and hides himself in his "invisible majesty," what
ever that may be, thus forcing the poor doubters into 
"blank Atheism." As Atheists go to hell, accord
ing to the orthodox creed, it follows that God de
liberately sends them there by refusing to convince 
them of his existence, as he could easily do if he 
were not so touchy. Presumably, this is the way 
in which Mr. Hillis would treat inquirers, for the 
god, the creature, is like the man, the creator. He 
shows how much the Christian loves the "crucible 
of reason." 

Is this Stupidity or Cunning 1 
''THE TRUTH SEEKER has been very severe in its con

demnation of the Christian Reformer and the Christian 
Statesman of late. The reasons are because these papers 
hav declared that THE TRUTH SEEKER should be -sup
pressed for blasphemy and because they hav approved 
of the action of the Oanadian postmaster-general in pro
hibiting that paper in Oanada. It has declared these 
papers to be the enemies of free speech and possessed of 
the spirit of persecution. But while THE TRUTH SEEKER 
boasts of its friendliness to free speech and a free press, it 
is more intolerant of true freedom than the Sultan of 
Turkey or the Pope of Rome. As its cartoons from week 
to week are more blasphemous than anything in the 
printed columns, so its cartoons represent more clearly its 
sentiments on free speech than its printed words. In its is
sue of October 19, there is a cartoon designed to set forth its 
idea as to the proper way to dispose of the Reformer and 
Statesman. TLis cartoon represents these papers as be
ing in a condition into which they could be brought only 
by the use of outside physical force. The only foroe that 
would undertake to place them in this condition is that 
represented by THE TRUTH BEEKER. While we hav de
clared in plain English that THE TRUTH SEEKER should be 
suppressed for blasphemy, that sheet has declared that 
these papers should be suppressed for expressin.e: this 
opinion. This has been done by the cartoon in a manner 
at" once more emphatic, passionate, bigoted, than is pos
sible by mere spoken or writtlln words. It displays a 
spirit of satanic bitterness, hate and revenge. Let us 
hear no more of this paper's devotion to the cause of 
liberty. "-Christian Reformer. 

This is one of the rarest curiosities of argumenta
tion. How a brain of the most ordinary intelli
gence could conceive such a notion is beyond our 
ken. The editor of the Covenanter paper must be 
a literalist of the literalists-as, indeed, was to be 
expected of a Presbyterian. He utterly lacks im
agination, the sense of perspectiv, artistic intuition, 
acquaintance with pictorial representation. Let 
the reader turn to THE TBUTH SEEKER of October 
19th and he will see at a glance what a blunderer 
the Christian editor is, how astonishingly he has 
misinterpreted the meaning of Mr. Heston. The 
part of the cartoon to which he alludes represents 
two members of the canine family chained to the 
skull of John Calvin. Now he says that this repre
sents our " sentiments on free speech"; that it was 
"designed to set forth its [our] idea as to the 
proper way to dil!lpose of the Reformer and States
man. This cartoon represents these papers as 
being in a condition to which they could be brought 
only by the use of outside physical force. The only 
force that would undertake to place them in this 
condition is that represented by THE TBUTH SEEKER." 
Whew! 

Who ever heard such a jumble of absurdities as 
that uttered outside of an asylum T How could 
physical force chain the Covenanter papers to the 
skull of Calvin? And, mind you, we are told that 
nothing but physical force could do that. Could 
the skull of Calvin be produced, and would the 
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Statesman and the Reformer stay chained to a de 
caying piece of bone, even if it could be found! 
And why should THE TBUTH SEEKER wish to chain 
the Covenanters to the dead past ! Is that not the 
last thing that we would desire to doT Is it not 
our constant complaint that they are already cen
turies behind the age and that they are a menace 
to the liberties of the people of this country because 
they are thus living in the shadows of the Dark Ages! 
As a matter of fact, it is more than probable that the 
Reformer editor understands very well the mean
ing of that cartoon, but as his readers do not see 
THE TRUTH SEEXEB, and as his blind description of 
the cartoon conveys no information concerning its 
appearance or lesson, it feels safe in thus misrepre
senting it. The picture describes itself; it prints 
its lesson in the largest kind of type. It shows 
that by their delusions the theocrats of the National 
Reform Association are self-chained to the past, to 
the creed of Calvin, and that from the brain of Cal
vin, brooded over by the vulture of Superstition, 
were hatched that foul brood of falsities and tyran
nies for which the Covenanters stand to-day and 
the first of which they wish to incorporate in the 
Constitution of the United States and the second 
wreak upon their unfortunate unbelieving fellow 
citizens. There was no excuse whatever for the 
Reformer's utter perversion of Watson Heston's 
meaning; there was no excuse whatever for its as
sertion that THE TRUTH SEEKER had declared that 
the Covenanter papers should be suppressed for 
expressing the opinion that the Freethought paper 
should be suppressed, or for any other cause. 

Not Altogether a Question of Race. 
The Philadelphia 1 elegraph praises the South 

for its devotion to enforced Sunday observance, and 
says that it sets an inspiriting example to the 
"reckless cities of the West, which hav almost 
abolished the American Sunday." The New Or
leans :Z imes·IJemocrat is pleased with this praise, 
and admits the fact upon which it is based, but 
modestly says that it is not the superior morality 
of the South but the great preponderance of Anglo
Saxon blood in the veins of her people that is to be 
taken as the explanation of the phenomenon. It is 
simply a question of race, it declares ; the immi
grants from the continent of Europe hav brought. 
their demoralizing habits into the North, while the· 
South has remained Anglo-Saxon and consequently 
Sabbatarian. -This is partly true ; there is, indeed, 
a smaller infusion of the continental races in the 
population of the South than in that of the North, 
and it is also a fact that the foreigners of this class 
hav brought with them certain customs and habits 
that make the enforcement of Sunday laws ex
tremely difficult in districts where they are numer
ous. But if we stop with the recognition of this 
phenemenon we shall leave out of the account some 
very important factors. Religion, rather than race,· 
is at the bottom of this difference between the 
North and the South. Christianity is much more 
primitiv in form and widespread in extent in the 
South than in the North ; but that this is not wholly 
due to the preponderance of the Anglo-Saxon ele
ment in the population of the South is proven by 
the fact that England has contributed to the Free
thought movement of the age many of the most 
learned and famous expositors of science and critics 
of the Bible, which the South cannot claim to hav 
done. Here in the North, although we depend upon 
the Germans and other foreign-born or -descended 
citizens to help us maintain our secular institutions, 
we sadly recognize the fact that the rank and file 
of these are more concerned to secure free Sunday 
beer than they are to obtain the repeal of all Sab
bath laws. Their platform is altogether too narrow, 
as the demands of the various "reform" organiza
tions in this city this fall conclusivly show. When 
we come to inquire concerning the racial strains in 
the blood of the activ workers for the total abroga· 
tion of Sunday laws, we find that the lines are 
drawn on religious belief, and that, as it happens, 
the leaders, by a large majority, are of so-called 
Anglo-Saxon lineage. The Seventh-Day Adventists 
-than whom no more uncompromising opponents 
of Sabbath legislation can be found-are nearly all 
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nativ Americans. To show about how the matter 
stands in the Freethought organizations, it will be 
sufficient to point out that in the recent Congress 
of the Secular Union and Freethought Federation, 
the Committee on Resolut;ons, which submitted a 
report demanding the absolute repeal of Sunday 
laws, was composed exclusivly of "Anglo-Saxons"
four Americans and one Englishman. 

point in the directions they issue each year for the 
guidance of registry and other election officers. 
George T. Carr has rendered a substantial service 
to the cause of free citizenship. 

" Look at the bust of Black Hawk and yon will see the 
same condition. The Indians, especially a certain class 
of them, are murderous, but reverential towards the 
Great Spirit. Italy, and even our own country, furnishes 
many pions murderers, and phrenology explains the 
reason of it." 

It may be taken as a rule that the line of cleav
age between the friends and the enemies of. Sunday 
laws is a religious one, the two conspicuous excep
tions being the Seventh-Day Adventists and the Sev
enth-Day Baptists. True, the religious intolerance 
at the root of Sabbatarianism in the nativ popula
tion is always subject to modification by the local 
foreign element-as, for example, the Sabbatarian
ism of the North is mitigated by the rationalism of 
the accessions from continental EuropA, while that 
of the South is intensified by the religiosity of the 
African contingent-but it can safel.y be said that 
the more marked the religious faith of the man the 
more likely he is to favor rigid Sunday laws. The 
average percentage of religious belief is much higher 
in the South than it is in the North, because the 
South has been disastrously checked in her devel
opment, and the inevitable result is tbat Sunday 
laws .are more severe there and more strictly en
forced than in other portions of our country. 

"If we believe the holy scriptures we know that money 
earned on the Sabbath and pleasure obtained on the Sab
bath are both unlawful and will bring down the judgment 
hand of God in defense of his day sooner or later."-8. 
J. Crowe, in Christian .stateBman. 

When that hand does come down, won't it smite 
the preachers right and left ! 

Preaching three weeks ago on the Sabbath lawe, 
Rev. Dr. Huntington, Episcopal, took for his text 
Prov. xxii, 28, "Remove not the ancient landmarks 
which thy fathers hav set." Then why does he try 
to remove them? Why does he not become an or
thodox Jew! Why does he help send missionaries 
to the "heathen" with the purpose of cajoling or 
frightening them into removing the ancient land
marks which their fathers set! As a matter of 
sober fact, if the earliest man and his descendants 
down to the present time had acted in accordance 
with this injunction to leave all the old landmarks 
intact, that is, to refuse to progress, Rev. Dr. Hunt
ington would not be here now. Instead, there 
would be an ape-like man munching a cocoanut in 
Asia or splitting bones in a cave in Europe for 
the purpose of getting the raw marrow. The dif
ference between the lowest cannibal and Dr. Hunt
ington is due solely to man's disregard of the "an
cient landmarks." 

Here is an interesting item of newe from the Sun 
of November 2d: 

" George T. Oarr asked for a writ of mandamus in the 
supreme court to-day to compel the election officers of 
the second election district of the third assembly district 
to reconvene ~~oud register him. It appears that last Sat
urday, when Oarr went into the place to register, he re. 
fused to swear, and said that he would affirm. The 
chairman, Oharles L. Brockmier, asked him to raise his 
hand, and when he refused Brockmier refused to register 
him. He at once brought an action through his attorney, 
James H. Laird, to compel the board to register him 
and the matter:came before Justice Barrett to-day. 'I am 
surprised,' said the court, 'that the officers should hav 
known so little nf their duties as to refuse to register a 
citizen because he refuses to raise his hand. A great 
many of the Friends affirm, and the. Hebrews frequently 
do so with their hats on. There is no reason why the 
plaintiff's name should not be registered.' J nstice Bar
rett then granted the writ ordering the Board of Registry 
to convene to-morrow night at 7:30 o'clock and register 
Mr. Oarr's name." 

Will the election officers of New York never learn 
that the position of a man's hands has nothing to 
do with the credibility of his evidence or his ability 
to. vote? No wonder Judge Barrett is surprised at 
the ignorance of the officers who refused to register 
Mr. Ca.rr with his hands suspended ; this judge has 
certainly often enough laid down the law on this 
subject for the fact to be known to all officials that 
a citizen may affirm, and affirm with his hands in 
his pockets, if he chooses. The Board of Police 
Oomii).issioners should embody instructions on this 

The Sunday law of Louisiana is to be tested, as 
to its constitutionality, in the United States Circuit 
Court. Robert Mogel, a. grocer, has brought the 
suit. He claims that, as he pays a. state license to 
the state of Louisiana., a municipal license to the 
city of New Orleans, and internal rennue taxes to 
the United States, and as these licenses run for one 
calendar year, they are contracts that he may con
duct his business for an entire year, and that an 
entire year consists of 365 days. He claims that 
the Sunday law of the state is illegal, null, and void, 
and for these reasons : 

"1. Because it is an act' of a legislature of the state, 
when said state, in violation of the fourteenth amend
ment to the Constitution of the United States 'denies (to 
your orator) the legal protection of the laws,' and is de
prived of his property and liberty in the exercise of his 
constitutional rights. 

"2. Because said act is violativ of a contract under 
contemporaneous law, by which he is legally entitled to 
carry on his said business one year, upon'the payment of 
licenses required under existing laws, and said year being 
365 days." 

·We do not see how any competent judge can fail 
to hold that Mr. Mogel's position is well taken, for 
certainly it is supported by the Constitution and 
common sense. We hope 9ur Freethinking friends 
in New Orleans will keep us informed as to the 
successiv steps taken in the prosecution of this suit. 
Simon Belden is Mr. Mogel's solicitor. 

There is good news from Portland, Oregon. C. 
B. Reynolds informs us that Assessor Greenleaf of 
that city placed upon the tax roll all lands owned 
by churches, outside the lot upon which each church 
stands; all church hospitals and denominational 
schools. On an appeal to the county court, it was 
decided that the tax roll must stand as the assessor 
had made it. The court held that no property 
could rightfully be exempt from taxation unless it 
conferred upon all taxpayers benefits equivalent to 
the amount of taxes remitted. Hospitals run in the 
interest of churches werA not public charities, but 
used for propaganda work in behalf of the denomi
nation owning them. Denominational schools that 
charged any tuition-whether a. large or a small 
amount-were not public charities, and were not 
entitled to exemption. They benefited a. special 
few and not all taxpayers. Every exemption added 
to the taxes of all other taxable property. There 
will be an appeal to the circuit court. The raising 
of the question in this form is leading to much dis
cussion, which cannot fail to be productiv of good. 
In behalf .of all our readers we thank the Oregon 
Freethinkers for their eminently timely work and 
we hope that their example will be followed in 
every state. And here is something else for all to 
do: Giv the facts stated by Mr. Reynolds the 
widest possible publicity in your local papers. Let 
us know the result of your attempts to get impor
tant news printed. 

-------------------
In a leading article in this issue of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER attention has been called to the fact that a 
high development of ''spirituality" and "venera
tion," as indicated by phrenology or by professions 
and acts of religious devotion, is no guarantee of 
the ethical soundness of a man or woman. Since 
that article was written, a. letter has appeared in 
the New York World (issue of Nov. 1st), communi
cated by Prof. E. E. Candee, from which we make 
the excerpts that follow: 

"In the description of Holmes, the great murderer, in 
this morning's World, it is said: 'The top head is flat, 
except for one high bump rising suddenly and sharply. 
It would be said to mean reverence by the usual phrenol
ogist, but not reverence for human life-at all events, 
not in this case.' 

When professors of mental science, depending 
upon the public for their living, and great newspa
pers, dare to publish the truth that "veneration, 
whiJq it give a tendency to worship, does not re
strain one from being either dishonest, treacherous, 
or murderoue," and that murderers are "reverential 
toward the Great Spirit," there is hope for the 
overthrow, or at lealilt the weakening, of the delu
sion, so sedulously fostered by the clergy, that it is 
necess~ry to support the church in the interest of 
morality, even though we do not believe in its theo
logical doctrine. 

We hav engaged Mr. W. E. Rowe, of Crooks
ton, Minn., to prosecute, to what we hope will be a 
successful finish, the Fleckten school case. Mr. 
Rowe is associated with· the Steenersons of his 
town in the legal profession, and it was ·through 
them that we 'ngaged him. The Steenersons are 
well known as stanch and courageous Freethinkers 
as well as men of prominence and substance in their 
community. Mr. Rowe feels sure that he has tne 
winning end of the suit, and will endeavor to force 
the bigoted Christians of Kandiyohi to respect the 
rights ofFreethinkers equally with the Christians. 
The suit will cost money of course, and we ask 
the friends of liberty to send for the purpose what 
they can spare. Up to date we hav received about 
sixty dollars. We ought to ha.v about two hun
dred. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Speech on the "Declaration 
of Independence " and His." Vision ot War." 
For many months this speech has been out of 

print and unobtainable. By permission of the 
Colonel and his publisher we hav now put it into a 
neat pamphlet, with fancy colored cover, and a por
trait of the speaker. We hav included also the 
"Vision of War," which many ha.v desired to hav in 
compact and cheap form to hand to friends. The 
price of the pamphlet is ten cents. The "Declara
tion of Independence " is the centennial oration 
delivered July 4, 1876, at Peoria, Ill, and the 
"Vision of War" is an extract from a. speech de
livered at the soldiers' reunion at Indianapolis, in 
September of the same year, beginning, "The past 
rises before me like a dream." 

" The writer seems to think this is od,d, but there are 
numerous cases of murderers of relativly large venera
tion or reverence. Veneration, while it give a tendency 
to worship, does not restrain one from being either dis
honest, treacherous, or murderous. From the description 
given, Holmes is deficient in conscientiousness or desire 
to do right, and benevolence or kindness and desire to do 
good, which would play a much larger part ill restraiuing 
a man of murderous tendencies. 

Several scholars and able controversialists hav 
published replies to Balfour's Quixotic attacks on 
the evolutionary philosophy of life, but they all ha.v 
been guilty of the indiscretion and misplaced geii 
erosity of treating the " Foundations of Belief " .as 
a serious metaphysical work of great subtlety and 
strength. As a. matter of fact, aside from the ques
tion of mere style, the book is as feeble as are the 
efforts of any half-baked young preacher with semi
modern tendencies to pron the "necessity" of re. 
ligion as a "complement to science." The veriest 
tyro in philosophical literature ought to be 'able to 
point out Mr. Balfour's obviously fallacious and 
amusing (if unconscious) method of assuming the 
very things which the book was written to demon
strate. There is no "argument" in the book that 
is not pueril and that has not been refuted a. thou
sand times ; and if the same matter were put forth 
in a less felicitous manner by an ordinary theolo
gian, and not by a "future English premier'' dab
bling in theology, it would not get any notice e'ten 
in the most inane portion of the religious press. I 
am very glad to see that Spencer, in his masterly 
and cruelly effectiv article in the last J!ortnightly 
Review [already reproduced by Tm: TB-UTH SEEKER], 
deals with the English politico-theological Quixote 
in a straightforward way, without throwing any 
aops to his large gaping suite and without sugar~ 
coating the pill he prepares for them. Nothing can 
be more eloquent and significant than the serenity 
and good humor with which Spencer disposes of 
the Balfouria.n "best"· points, and the calm way in 
which he insists on treating Christianity merely as 
one of the many superstitions of which ·the wide 
world is so full. Indeed, the article -is in Spencer's 
'most happy vein, and the radical who does not de
your it misses a rare inteP,ectual treat.-Libertv. 
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THE CONGRESS OF FREETHINKERS 

Proceedings Which Will Serve to Make 
the Occasion Memorable. 

THREE DAYS OF SUSTAIBED EBTBUSIASM. 

As Mr. Rowley Remarked, It Was Good to be 
There-Some of the Speeches Made and Let
ters Read, With Notes of Minor Events-It 
Is Now the "American Secular Union and 
Freethought Federation"-The Constitution. 

The proceedings of the Freethinkers' National 
Congre~s for 1895 are like a good story that is 
worth going over the second time. THE TRUTH 
SEEKER has already given ,whitt might be called the 
news of the event, and it now remains to return 
and bring forward some of the bulkier matters 
that could not be included in that instalment. 

The first set speech following that of the presi
dent, already printed, was the address of Dr. S. W. 
Wetmore of Bufialo, N. Y., which dealt with the 
exemption of church property from taxation. Dr. 
Wetmore explained that this was his maiden speech 
as a Freethinker, but he had his subject well in 
hand, and contributed some valuable information. 
He said, in part : 

Therl! is no ~eas'?n why churches, church property, 
theolOgical se~mar1es, schools, colleges, hospitals, asy
lums, nunnenes, and convents should be exempt from 
taxation, any more than Masonic temples, medical col
leges, or law schools. The rapid increase of ecclesiastical 
wealth is perfectly amazing. There is to-day in the 
United States alone more than $800,000,000 worth of 
church property. Of this amount the Methodists hav 
about $140,000,000, the Oatholics about $120 000 000 
the Presbyterians, Baptists, and Episcopalians each noi 
far from $100,000 000. In Buffalo alone the Oatholics 
bav mo~e. th~ $7,0~0,000 worth of church property. 
The rap1dliy With which churches are mcreasing is more 
than amazing. There were built during the year 1893 in 
the United States alone more than 800 Methodist churches 
to say nothing of the other denominations, and yet nearly 
every religious sect _hav more organizations than churches. 
The Roman Oatholics hav 1,500 more organizations than 
chur~hes. The Presbyterians need 1, 000 more. The 
Baptiste could use 3,600 more. The Oongregationalists 
need 100 more. The Methodist church (South) needs 
2,400. The Methodist church (North) needs 3 000. We 
hav many churches in America whose values 'mount up 
into the millions. I believe it is generally understood 
that the Protestant Episcopal church organization in the 
city of New York is contemplating the erection of a 
oatnedral_to cost $10,00~,000. If these religious zealots 
could be mduced to _think an:d reason, they might see 
how m'\lch more philanthropic they could be if they 
'!fOuld erect obse!vatories. schools, and temples of learn
mg where evolution, astronomy, geology, and the various 
sciences might be taught, and facts and truth made plain. 

The letter from Judge Waite, ex-president of the 
~erican Secular Union, which has already been 
prmted elsewhere, was full of figures relating to 
the religious population and the wealth of churches. 
Judge Waite believed that statistics overstated the 
population and understated the wealth. Instead 
of twenty millions of church-members in the coun
try, he doubted if there was half that number. 
Religious strength increased mainly in a financial 
way. Thus, in 1850 the valuation of church prop
erty in the United States was $87.328,801; in 1860, 
$171,398,932 ; in 1870, $354,483,581; in 1890, 
$679,694,439. Since 1850 the value of church 
property has increased nearly three times as fast as 
the population of the country, but church member
ship, outside the C!\tholic church, has not kept pace 
with the growth of the country. Census returns 
show that the scepter of power is passing out of 
Protestant hands into those of Catholics. The 
need of Liberals, said Judge Waite, was organiza.
ti!)n, and the interests of reform demanded resist
~nce t~ the Bible in the public schools, persistence 
m havmg church property subjected to taxation, 
and opposition to Sunday legislation. 

A subject that took a strong hold on the interest 
of those prEl,Sent was that of Secular Sunday-schools 
like those of Oregon. In this respect, Oregon is: 
as THE TRUTH SEEKER has once called it, the banner 
sta~e. Mr. D. W. Smith of that state is ready, with 
a httle encouragement, to come East, paying his 
own expenses and working free, in order to intro
duce here the system of Sunday-schools to which 
his companion, Katie Kehm Smith, devoted the last 
years of her life. He wrote to the Congress as fol
lows: 

The Secular Sunday-schools Mrs. Smith regarded as 
the key-stone of the arch of Secularism. A.s to their im
portance pennit me to call your attention agtrln to her 
~~~ter to the <?ongress of 189~. I could not emphasize it 
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better than she has done. The question is, Oan the sys
tem she so successfully inaugurated in Oregon be con
tinued and extended? If not, why? If made a national 
instead of a state aft'~ir, and managed on the same lines, 
would it not flourish as well, if not even better than it 
has here? I hav been intimately connected with all of 
the details of the work here with her, and from that ex
perience I hav no hesitation in sr.ying that if your Oon
gress will adopt her system and appoint a superintendent 
to carry- it out, you will soon hav started in dift'drent 
states a large number of Secular Sunday-schools that you 
will all be proud of. Permit me to suggest, further, that 
you should also appoint a secretary and treasurer, each of 
whom will be expected to perform the usual duties of 
those offices, and the three officers so appointed to con
stitute an executiv committee, to hav full control and 
management of the work, with authority to solicit funds 
to carry it on, and to expend such funds. This committee 
would provide all lessons and books needed, and supply 
each school organized; as far as practicable, hav all the 
exercises uniform, and also prescribe what each school 
should pay for the supplies furnished. The superintend
ent should be chairman of fue committee and the organ
izer of schools. 

There was a thorough appreciation of Mr. 
Smith's earnestness, and a general expression of 
regret that the work that he proposed could not be 
taken up by the national organization. Should any 
state or local Secular union conclude to try the 
Sunday-school experiment, it could depel).d upon 
the co-operation of the Union and Federation. Mr. 
Smith's name has been familiar to the readers of 
Liberal papers for many years, and he is well and 
favorably known throughout the Northwest, having 
once held the office of mayor of Port Townsend, 
Wash., the port of entry on Puget Sound. 

Secretary Woodbury of the National Spiritual
ist Association of America, with headquarters at 
Washington, D. C., received the welcome he might 
hav expected when he announced that he was " one 
of Horace Seaver's boys." In the course of his re
marks he revealed this very interesting state of 
things in Washington. Said he: "The nation's 
capital is indeed in the lap of Rome. Catholic 
priests meet and pass resolutions thanking the 
president of the United States of America for 
favors granted them. The Sisters of Charity in 
Washington are a privileged class, who go into the 
institutions and offices of the government on pay 
day, and stand by the doors of these places solicit
ing money from the clerks as they emerge ; and 
woe to the man who does not come down with 
the cash. And I hav been recently informed that 
one of the most prominent government officials has 
on his bond a Catholic church of that city." The 
Spiritualists are vitally interested in the repeal or 
modification of the medical laws which in some 
states do not permit a citizen to die without the 
benefit of an allopathic physician. Many spiritual 
mediums practice the healing art, and under these 
discriminativ laws are liable to arrest for doing so. 
The Congress passed a resolution expressing dis
trust and. disapproval of state attempts to regulate 
such matters. 

There was a good hearty cheer Saturday evening 
when President Putnam informed the audience 
that he had a letter from Mr. J.D. Shaw, editor of 
the Independent Pulp'tt, of Waco, Tex., which he 
would read. The letter was as follows : 

WAco, TEx., Oct. 20, 1895. 
DEAR MR. PUTNAM: I cannot meet with you and 

other Liberals in the New York Congress, soon to 
convene. I sincerely wish I could. I am main
taining the struggle of my life now, and if I save 
and keep in the field the Independent Pulpit, 
through which I uphold the Liberal cause, it will 
require all my means and my closest personal at
tention. 

Please be kind enough to say to those in attend
ance that my heart is with them, and that, while 
they are discussing plans for strengthening Liberal
ism in New York, I am standing at my pol!!t here in 
Texas. 

The hard times that hav been upon us hav 
greatly embarrassed me, and sometimes I fear I 
shall be driven from the field, but then I nerve my
self by reflecting upon the glorious cause in which 
I am engaged, take fresh courage, and toil on as if 
victory were in sight. 

I hope you will hav a large Congress, and I wish 
for it wisdom and for~::;sight enough to plan a suc
cessful campaign against ignorance, bigotry, and 
superstition, and for the inculcation, by rational 
methods, of truth, honor, purity, benevolence, and 
freedom. Very truly, J.D. SHAW. 

Mr. Putnam's next task was one that nobody had 
ever before been called upon to perform-namely, 
that of introducing George Macdonald to an audi
ence of Liberals. The recruit was sympathetically 
viewed by the large assemblage, and with his eye 
fixed on the countenance of his friend, Capt. Silas 
Latham, he proceeded with considerable confidence 
to advance the followin~ pro:position!J. M11-tter of an 
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introductory or irrelevant character is omitted from 
this synopsis of the address : 

THE WORTH AND WORTHLESSNESS OF AN OATH. 

MB. CHAIRMAN, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN: I find no 
account of the origin of the oath, and if I could 
find one I should hav no means of knowing 
whether or not it was true, and for that reason the 
subject will not be treated historically. The cus
tom of exacting an oath must hav been founded 
upon the presumption that all men are naturally 
liars; and if the Christian oath originated at or 
about the same time as the literature upon which 
that religion is built, the presumption is not so 
violent a one as we might at first thought sup
pose. Judging men by those writings, it was a good 
guess. 

There hav always been, we may assume, what 
you might call two kinds of talk-one kind touch
ing the subjectiv, the other the objectiv. One was 
the result of inspiration, and may be termed 
prophesying or preaching ; and I doubt if it was 
intended to instruct, so much as to edify. 'rhe 
other kind of relation had reference to something 
that had happened on earth, and was the plain, 
every-day truth. It must be supposed, then, that 
the necessity arose of compelling individuals to 
stick to the facts in a cause, instead of expounding 
their ideas about the order in which those facts 
ought to hav occurred. Thence arose, among other 
ordeals, the custom of having i;he relator summon 
his deity to witness the accuracy of his remarks 
anent the matter in hand; and there is not much 
room for doubt that the original oath was an im
precation and invoked the vengeance of the deity 
having jurisdiction, in case the attestation was 
false. 

The oath of civilized peoples is not now acknowl
edged to be an imprecation, but merely a reminder 
of the grim fact that Ood, in his government, re
gards false swearing as an indictable oftense. I 
incline to the imprecation theory, because the oath 
in some form appears to hav been used before God's 
government, except on earth, had been established, 
and before the other world was settled. This 
method of scaring a witness to the point of differ
entiating what comes from his imagination from 
that which arises from his knowledge of the facts, 
constitutes, so far as it is successful, the present 
worth of an oath. 

It is represented in defense of the oath that it 
adds sanctity to the proceedings ; but if it is re
membered that the more of sanctity there is about 
a thing the more likely that thing is to be a hum
bug, such a defense of the oath is liable to break 
down. 

Sanctity in any sort of institution is precisely 
analogous to piety in an individual; and if to say 
that a man is pious conveys any information at all 
as to his reliability, it is of an adverse kind. The 
universal fact is that when we know nothiDg of a 
given individual except that he is pious, our sole 
instinctiv impression is that he is slippery-his 
piety needs to be indorsed by some of the collateral 
virtues, such as paying his debts and telling the 
truth. And even if to piety is added an unusual 
concern for morality or great patriotic enthusiasm, 
still his word will pass current only when so coun
tersigned. 

I once had it called to my notice how those orna
ments of character which we hav to accept on the 
profession of the one who claims to possess them, 
sometimes fail to satisfy all the human require
ments. A Western rancher and miner came into 
the newspaper office where I was at work, and 
asked me to write for publication a few appreciativ 
words about a neighbor of hie~-one James Blodg
ett-who had lately died. He said he wanted a 
piece to send to his friends in the East. In re
sponse to my request for some data to work from, 
he handed me a clipping from our loathsome con
, temporary down the street, which he said contained 
some "statistics.'~ I read what the other editor 
had written, including this: "Deceased was a most 
exemplary man. As a citizen he was public spir
ited. He was a good neighbor, a loving husband, 
an indulgent father. At a tender age he united 
with the church, and he lived a more than ordina
rily consistent Christian life. He knew that his 
redeemer lived, and that upon the last day he should 
stand upon the right hand of God the father. His 
bereaved family and friends are consoled by the 
thought that their loss is his and heaven's gain." 

I knew enough about the deceased to know that 
the language of our contemporary was not strictly 
historical, and that it would probably suit his 
friends in the East just as well as the truth; so I 
asked my caller why he didn't send that notice to 
them. He mused on the lines for awhile, repeating 
portions of them as though there might be a chance 
that ~he;y would sound better tha11 the1 looke~, 
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"Good neighbor," said be-" yes, be was. Loving 
husband-no doubt, of course. Right band of 
God-and so on and so forth " Having finished, 
be drew a long breath and appeared troubled. I 
said: "It is all right, I guess." 

"Ye-e-a-s," be stuttered, about half breaking 
down; "it's all right, I suppose, but it's damned 
little to say about a man like Jim." He did not 
recognize Blodgett by the description. He seemed 
to think that Jim's real virtues bad been ignored, 
and that the enumeration of these minor qualities 
was an implication that be bad no others worth 
mentioning. And it was a logical conclusion; for 
that which is recommended on account of its sanc
tity, is in the majority of instances destitute of in
trinsic value. 

A further fallacious plea on behalf of the oath is 
based up0n its age. We are informed that it is a 
time-boaored institution, and contemporaneous 
with enlightened jurisprudence; but if it is an 
offender, bow does the fact t.bat it is an old one im
prove its standing in court? It is not so old any
way as the ordeal by fire or by water, or as the 
wager of battle-which interesting barbarities bav 
been left behind, and that incantation called the 
judical oath may as well go after them. They are 
not beautiful in use, and in desuetude they should 
not be divided. 

But the real argument in favor of the oath is 
that swearing on the Bible is binding on the con
science. Still I am not convinced by it. A person 
who will lie on the witness stand, or anywhere else, 
whether sworn or not, when be knows that by so 
doing be effects a miscarriage of justice between 
man and man, bas no conscience which can be 
bound. The only thing that is binding on him is 
a jail. 

After all, it is a question of character. The citi
ZPn with a reputation for veracity to maintain can't 
afford to risk it by bearing false witness, and the 
oath cannot make his testimony any more than true. 
O~bers will swear to anything that enhances the 
prospects of the side that retains them, and they 
are a good deal clearer about their duty_ to say 
whatever bas a general tendency in that direction, 
than they are about the necessity of telling the ex
act and undeviating truth. As for the oath, they 
pass that over as a sort of ceremony of introduc
tion between tbemselvs and the clerk of the court. 

Justice bas two defenses against perjured testi
mony-one is the respectable character of the wit
ness, and the ot.ber is the penitentiary. 

I bav been told that the ceremonial of the oath 
lends dignity to the administration of justice
something, I infer, like the shaking bands between 
two pugilists before proceeding to discuss the 
merits of the case. But to me that is one reason 
why the oath should be abolished. Formality is 
apt to conceal a fraud. There are many institu 
tiona which, if you should happen to peel the 
glamour off from them, would be found not to bav 
anything underneath. Dignity, in a man, covers as 
many sins as charity-in fact, it covers more, be
cause it costs less. It takes money to be charitable, 
but one may be dignified on a small salary. There 
is nothing so cheap as personal dignity, and gen
erally nothing is so exasperatingly stupid. But the 
dignity of state and of public affairs is another 
matter-to the extent that, while it retains all the 
stupidity, it loses its merit of cheapness. 

The judicial oath, when analyzed, means abso
lutely nothing. Who will venture to say what the 
phrase " So help me God " bas the distinction to 
mean T What clerk of a court, if asked by a wit
ness to explain it, could say a word by way of 
definition T I need not tell you that eminent jurists 
differ as to its true meaning. When eminent jurists 
agree on a subject it is a sign that there is no 
further market for opin~ons about it. It is pre
cisely for the reason that it oannot be construed in 
the language of sense that it is deemed sacred and 
is called solemn. 

Lord Starr, who composed the "Institutes of the 
Laws of Scotland," appears to bav held the opin
ion that only "Quakers and fanatics" could object 
to taking the formal oath. Freethinkers were ig
nored. MPmbers of the English Parliament-until 
Bradlaugb came to teach that nation smile sen~e
swore or perjured tbemselvs, as the exigencies of 
the case might require, " upon the true faith of a 
Christian." 

According to McMasters, the restrictions of 
American governments immediately after the Revo
lution were such that no Atheist, no Freethinker, 
no Jew, no Roman Catholic, no one but a Protest
ant, could be governor o~ New Jersey, New Hamp
shire, Connecticut, Qr Vermont, while in Massachu
setts and Maryland the restrictions were the severest 
possible, for there none but " rich Christians'' were 
eligible. An inquisition into a candidate's belief 
necessarily Pf~c~4e4 hi~ tn~-g~~~9Jl into office,, and 
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inability to take the Protestant oath and swear 
upon the Protestant Bible was the bar to political 
rights. As a scheme to keep the offices in the bands 
of Protestant Christians, the oath bas been a great 
success. 

Prior to last year Atheists were not permitted to 
testify in the courts of Tennessee. In 1894 a wit
ness in that state who wanted to. avoid testifying 
against an acquaintance who, to his knowledge, bad 
been guilty of a crime, aPked to be excused on the 
ground that be was an Atheist, which was a lie. He 
was too ignorant to know an Atheist from an Ante
diluvian. The court bad him stand aside until the 
next day, when, having slept and prayed over the 
problem, His Honor decided that the witness was 
competent. The court did not state its process of 
reasoning, but it must bav been something like this : 
The witness bad told a falsehood when be said be 
was an Atheist, which being the case, be was of ne
cessity a Christian ; and being a Christian, though 
an untruthful one, and not being a truthful Atheist, 
his testimony was admissible. With such a court 
and such witnesses, the justice that is dispensed in 
Tennessee is a natural product. What can't be 
settled by praying and sleeping and lying, might as 
well be left to destiny. 

Even legislators could see the monstrousness of 
a casA like that, and so at the last session of the 
Tennessee l&gislature, an act was passed permitting 
Atheists to affirm; but the new law bas a string on 
it, and Tennessee juries may take a witness's un
belief into account in judging of his credibility. In 
courts where a witness is rejected one day, on ac
count of unbelief in a supreme being and future 
rewards and punishments,. or where his unbelief is 
allowed to vitiate his testimony, be may appear on 
another day professing a change of sentiment and 
become altogether reliable. 

These are some of the absurdities of the judicial 
oath, which bas as many more absurdities as there 
are other aspects of it to be discussed. It is as 
empty in legal proceedings as are the series of 
interjectional expletive that are used by profane 
swearers to illuminate their speech, and not once 
in a hundred times is it one-half so sincere. It 
belongs to a group of religious observances and 
incantations which are yet to be weeded out of 
legal, judicial, and legislativ proceedings. Then, 
in place of being sworn in the name of some deity 
of which be knows nothing, the witness in a court 
of law will be warned that, whatever may be his 
habits as to the practice of veracity, in the present 
instance be is expect<ad to tell the truth under .the 
terror of an indictment for perjury. Then, as now, 
the dishonest witness will take his chances ; but 
the man who tells the truth every day of his life 
will make no invidious distinction when talking for 
the enlightenment of a court and jury. 

The address of Franklin Steiner, vice-president• 
of the organization, will appear with the other of
ficial addresses in the Union's official report, to be 
issued shortly. He spoke on the "Necessity of 
Freetbougbt Agitation," which is an important 
subject, for whatever may be done in the way of 
secularizing the state, the truth will remain that 
the foundation of a secular state is the secular indi
vidual. 

At the Sunday morning session, Henry M. Taber 
gave the following address : 

OHUROH TAXATION. 

My subject is capable of a very wide range and 
is of momentous importance, embracing many 
questions of incalculable interest to this commun
ity and to the country at l&,rge, such as the arrant 
injustice of exempting church property from taxa
tion ; its serious effect on property other than that 
of the church, and the, doubtless, fearful conse
quences of enormous aggregations of ecclesiastical 
w.ealtb by reason of such exemption. 

The injustice of exempting church property from 
tax11.tion may be illustrated by supposing that the 
property of a certain community is owned one· half 
by a church corporation and the other half by an 
individual. We will suppose it necessary that the 
sum of $10,000 be raised by taxation. If the 
property be equally and equitably taxed. tbe church 
and the individual pay one-half (or $5,000) each. 
But if the church is exempt from tax, then, of 
course, the full burden of taxation falls on the in
dividual, who is compelled to pay the whole tax, 
viz., $10,000. 

The systein known as that of exempting church 
property from taxation is an evasion of the well
known principle which underlies the Constitution 
of the United States and of the several states, with 
reference to the question of religion, there being 
express provisions against the appropriation of pub
lic monays for the support of religion, or indeed 
of any recognition of any religion. We bav the 
high authority of the late Judge Stor;v, of tbe l:;jq. 
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preme Court of the U r:iited States, for saying that 
it is unconstitutional for any one to be "compelled 

to support any place of religious worship 
or to maintain any ministry against his consent." 

Are not Freethinkers and others opposed to the 
dominant religions now supporting places of wor
ship. and now maintaining a ministry or aiding 
therein T What difference does· it make whether 
our legislators openly present so much of the tax
payers' money every year to the support of the 
churches, or whether such churches are exempted 
by legislativ action from the operation of a general 
tax law! None whatever. " Tax exemption is 
equivalent to direct appropriation." It "is simply 
the presentation of a receipted bill for taxes." 

Let no one say that we bav not a union of church 
and state in this country, so long as the practice of 
exempting church property from taxation continues. 
We are contributing, practically, to the support of 
the church, the same as if we bad a state church
precisely the same as in countries where a union of 
church and state is recognized. Thotnas Jefferson 
says, "It is wicked and tyrannical to compel any 
man to support a religion in which be does not be
lieve." 

The exemption of church property from taxation 
is one phase of the violation of that principle of 
church and state separation, which is the corner
stone of the republic, and which violation met the 
sternest condemnation of Washington, Franklin, 
Jefferson, Hamilton, Madison, and Paine. 

Professor A. L. Rawson !lays: "This exemption 
of church property from taxation obtains in a gov
ernment whose fundamental law contains a pro
test against the methods of government by the 
church." 

Section 1. of the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States reads: "No state 
sba.ll make or enforce any law which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States; nor shall any state deprive any per
son of life, liberty, or property, without due process 
of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdic
tion the equal protection of its laws." 

In contra'\'Elntion of this federal law, bav not the 
several states of this Union made and enforced laws 
by which citizens of the United States, who are 
owners of property other than than belonging to the 
cburcb, are denied the privileges and immunities 
accorded to property owned by the church ? 

Does not every state which permits church prop
erty to be exempt from tax, deprive tax paying 
persons of their property (their money), to the ex
tent that is necessary to equal the amount of such 
exemptions! And is not this inequality and injus
tice perpetrated "without due process of law," 
when the states, in effect, confiscate the property of 
their citizens in the interest and for the benefit of 
the church! 

Is it not, practically, a fact that those whom the 
states compel to pay an increased amount of taxes, 
by reason of the church being exempt therefrom, 
are denied that "equal protection" which the con
stitution of the United States guarantees to its 
every citizen T And can they be protected from the 
burden of taxation, equally with the church, when 
this money of the non-exempt only is arbitrarily 
taken possession of by the states, the church only 
being benefited thereby. 

The late William Cullen Bryant maintained that 
" the separation of church and state should include 
the total discontinuance of contributions of public 
money-direct or indirect-to the support of any 
religious institution." 

President Garfield insisted that "the divorce be
tween church and state should be so absolute that 
no church property· anywhere-in any state or in 
the nation-should be exempt from equal taxation." 

The New York 7 imes recently said : " There is 
no reason why large plots of land should be free 
from taxes, while the bumble home of the poor has
on that account-to pay an increased share to the 
public revenue." 

Rev. Franklin Wilson says : " Injustice is shown 
when the rich, refined church-goers of the elegant 
cathedral receive a far larger exemption bonus than 
the bard-working, devoted mtmbers of the mission 
chapel." 

James Parton speaks of the "infinit wrong of 
taxing a working~an's home to its full value and 
letting a ten-million-dollar cathedral go tax free." 

The theory of our government iii! that all interests 
that are protected by the state should contribute, 
equally, to the support of the state. If the churches 
do not contribute to the support of the state, they 
are clearly not entitled to the protection of the state. 
Churches are proteelted by our police and fire dP
partments, and when injured or destroyed by mob 
violence, the city pays for the damage done ; and 
yet they contribute not a dollar for the protection 
~<Jcorded th~m-
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Rev. Doctor Shipman, of Christ church ~ this 
city, says : "That which is protec~ed .bY. govern
ment may justly be compelled to mamtam 1t. · 
I would like to see all church property throughout 
this land taxed to the last dollar's worth." 

Protests against the great wrong of exempting 
church property from taxation, we learn, is heard 
from a majority of the clergy of Wisconsin, and 
from very many of the clergy of other states; from 
the Independent, the Christian Union, and a large 
number of other religious newspapers; from the 
Baptist Preachers' Association of Baltimore, the 
Ministers' Association of the United Presbyterian 
Church in Pittsburg, and other similar Christian 
organizations. 

'fhe most frequently adduced reason why churches 
should be exempt from taxation is the moral in
fluence they are supposed to exert. But do they 
exert such influence! Do they encourage that en
lightened desire for knowledge, that persistent, 
unbiased search for truth, which is the basis of 
true morality; Do they discourage that injustice 
with the practice of which no morality can be 
genuin T Do they recognize the moral obligation 
demanded by the Golden Rule! Do they render 
to Cesar (or the state) the things that are Cesar's! 

The late Dexter A. Hawkins has shown by sta
istics which he had gathered that attendants on the 
schools of the Christian church became inmates of 
jails in the proportion of more than three to one of 
those who were educated in our public schools ! 

This is not a question in favor of or against any 
religion, but of principle; the principle that every 
member of the community is entitled to precisely 
the same rights as any other member, and that no 
person should be required to pay for the support 
of the Christian religion any more than a Christian 
should be required to pay for the support of Mo
hammedanism or Agnosticism. 

To quote from that mental Hercules of the Man
hattan Liberal Club, Thaddeus B. Wakeman: 
"Those opposed to the exemption of church prop
erty hav conscientious convictions against furnish
ing means to teach the doctrine of total depravity, 
hell, fall of man, atonement, forgivness of sins by 
prayer, absolution by penance, baptism, infallibility 
of pope, church, Bible or revelation." 

Dr. Wetmore, in his address on Friday afternoon 
last, quoted from Rev. James Freeman Clarke's 
"Ten Great Religions," which placed the value of 
church property in the United States in 1850 at 
$87,000,000 ; in 1860 at $171,000,000 ; in 1870 at 
$354,000 000. Samuel Roberts's estimate for 1880 
was $746,000.000; that of Judge Westbrook for 
1890 was $1,500,000,000, and that of General 
Grant for 1900 was $3,000,000,000. 

The above estimates indicate that the value of 
church property about doubles decenially. On 
that basis the value of church property will rise in 
1930 to $25,000,000,000; in 1950 to $100,000,000,-
000, and within the lifetime of many now living to 
$1,000,000,000,000. Enormous as is this sum, it does 
not include the value of institutions which are un
der the control and influence of the churches and 
which are also exempt from taxation. Nor is any 
account taken of assessments which are remitted to 
the church, nor of direct gifts to churches. 

Are not these :figures appalling T Are they not 
alarming! Do they not turn the thoughts of re
flecting people to those periods in the history of 
the world when a remedy was found for the injus
tice of governmental support of the church (through 
exemption of church property from taxation)! 

In the New York 'lribune, some years since, ap
peared a communication from a Roman Catholic 
clergyman denouncing the wrong, to the non-ex
empt, of the exemption from taxation of church 
property and hinting at its possible confiscation in 
this country. 

Dr.·Wetmore has also called your attention to 
the well-grounded apprehension and doubtless pro
phetic utterance of General Grant-that "such 
vast amount of untaxed property will not be looked 
upon acquiescently by those who hav to pay the 
taxes, and (if continued) will probably lead to great 
trouble in our land, possibly to sequestration and 
through blood." 

E. J. Donnell, Esq., says: "The time always 
comes-sooner or later-when society recognizes as 
a truth that property exempted from taxation be
comes, in time, the property of the whole com
munity." 

James Parton tells us that "at the beginning of 
the French Revolution more than one-half in value 
of the real property in France belonged to the 
church. What was the consequence 1 Bankruptcy, 
pauperism, revolution, and confiscation. The 
same causes produce the same effects. Let us then 
learn wisdom from the folly of others and make all 
property bear its share of the common burdens 
and thus escape injustice, dishonesty, pauperism, 
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revolution,. and confiscation. We commenced 
wrong by exempting any property from taxation. 
Let us take· a new departure, before it is too late." 

It is difficult to understand how any honorable 
Christian can defend such a wrong as that of com
pelling non-Christians to contribute to the suppo.rt 
of the Christian religion, unless it be that Ch~IB
tians regard the dogmas of the church of more u:~
portance than principle, than justice, th~n consti
tutional provisions of law. It is also difficult to 
understand how .any intelligent and patriotic Chris
tian can shut his eyes to the calamitous conse
quences which, in time, are sure to result from the 
enormous and alarming growth of church property 
by reason of the unwise and inequitable system 
which obtains of exempting church property from 
taxation, and against which system all right-minded 
and patriotic citizens will, or should, unite in a 
chorus of profoundly earnest and solemn protest. 

The National· Reform Association's deadliest 
enemy on earth, E. C. Walker, devoted a forty-five 
minute paper to unearthing the conspiracies of this 
Protestant Jesuit organization, most popularly 
known as the God-in-the-Constitution party. We 
may hold, as many Liberals do, that Christianity as 
a belief is undermined, and that it is bound to fall 
before the attacks from without and the pressure 
from within the church, but what better off are we 
if that belief is embodied in the law and we are 
robbed of liberty by hypocrite instead of fanatics! 
Mr. Walker's address will appear in these columns 
in its order. 

T. B. Wakeman's Lay Sermon should be heard by 
the missionary societies,· provided those societies 
are amenable to reason. He spoke of the efforts 
making to engraft the religion and civilization of 
modern Europe and America upon other and older 
races of people. This could no more be done, he 
said, than apple-tree scions could be grafted into 
old-growth forest trees. The attempt was sure to 
result fatally to the race upon which the experiment 
was tried. No Chinaman, for example, could be 
made to understand Western civilization, and no 
Chinaman couid become a genuin convert to the 
Christian religion. Missionary effort in China had 
resulted in the present execution of some twenty
five heathen, who of course had gone to hell any
way, so that more souls had been precipitated into 
perdition than could hav been saved if the Christian 
religion were true. The same results that are seen 
in Chiila are visible in Egypt, whose ancient inhab
itants are a departing race. Contact with modern 
civilization, even to tbe adopting of our clothing, 
is fatal All we can do for these races, farther than 
to break up their barbarous customs, such as sacri
fices and cannibalism, is let them alone. These 
customs they appear, as a general thing, ready to 
abandon, and they acknowledge themselvs better 
off without them, but their national life, their forms 
of civilization, such as they are, and their national 
religions, are so bound up with their very existence 
that to destroy these is to destroy the race. Inci
dentally Mr. Wakeman said that those who come to 
us with their oriental philosophies and endeavor to 
engraft them on our civilization are introducing a 
mildew as fatal to healthy thought as leprosy is to 
a sound body. 

The Brooklyn and Newark friends made the Sun
day afternoon meeting memorable by their presence 
and numbers, and Henry Rowley voiced a sentiment 
that was bound to be uttered when, after listening 
to the splendid music of the quartet, he remarked 
that it was good to be there. It was a common 
enough saying, but the surroundings made it im
mensely significant and expressiv. The meeting 
was a glorious occasion. 

In the evening came the resolutions, published 
last week, and Washburn's address, which will pass 
through these columns, thence to pamphlet forin, 
and onward into literature. 

Nothing could be better as a peroration than the 
following letters from the champions of Freethought 
in England: 

LoNDON, Oct. 12, 1895. 
MY DEAR PUTNAM: My present letter must be 

brief, for I am upon the eve of ·starting for a three 
weeks' tour, during which time I shall be lecturing 
or debating every night. . 

You are about to hold your Freethought Con
gress. I sincerely hope that it will be in every way 
a grand success, as it deserves to be. If all the 
friends are as earnest and energetic as. yourself, 
failure will be impossible. 

Judging from the papers, America stands in need 
of practical Freethought as much as ever she did. 
Superstition is activ, persecution is far from being 
dead, and theology is still blighting the happiness 
and impeding tbe progress of your great country. 
I sincerely hope that at your coming Congress 
much will be done to check the influence of these 
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three mighty evils, which hav ever been the persist
ent enemies to mental freedom, personal rights, 
and national advancement. 

I know from experience that you hav brave 
hearts and willing hands in America; all that you 
need is united action in :fighting the common foe. 
With such a force as Colonel Ingersoll, aided by 
workers like yourself, the Editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and his able brother George, you are bound 
to do work for which generations yet to come will 
be indebted to you. 

The Freethinkers of England will watch your 
progress with much interest, for our aims are mu
tual, and our goal-true liberty-is the same. It 
is my desire that at your next Congress I, with my 
friend and colleague, Mr. G. W. Foote, shall be 
present, and once more, for a brief time at least, 
mingle with those toilers for humanity with whom 
I hav worked in the past, and of whom I hav the 
most pleasing recollections. · 

In the meantime, go bravely on with your noble 
work, and "never say faiL" 

Giv my warmest regards to my many personal 
friends among you; and with every wish for your 
united success in the cause of freedom and justice, 
believe me as ever, Yours most sincerely, 

CHARLES WATTS. 

NATIONAL SxouLAR SooiETY, } 
LONDON, ENG , Oct. 14, 1895. 

1 o the Annual Congress of the Liberals of America 
at New York: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: President Putnam de
sires me to send you a communication from England, 
and I do so with great pleasure. Some day or 
other-next year probably-! shall hav the deeper 
pleasure of greeting you face to face. 

I should begin by saying something about Presi
dent Putnam's visit to England, which he found 
still solidly rooted in its old position in the sea, 
just where Shakspere died and left it. It is prophe
sied that our island is to be towed over to your 
continent for safety, but I fancy it will stop here 
after all; and the world, and even Freethought, 
will be the better for variety. We hav something to 
learn from you, and perhaps you hav something to 
learn from us. It is given to no country to monopo .. 
lize the wisdom and originality of the planet. Mr. 
Putnam found many things here to admire; on the 
other hand, he brought with him a most welcome 
spice of your American humor. He has none of 
that stillness which the platform has too often in
herited from the pulpit. He is a proof that a man 
may be serious without solemnity, enthusiastic 
without fanaticism, and earnest without ceasing 
to be genial. And this is as it should be, for 
it is not enough to break away from the fetters 
of faith, unless we steep ourselvs in the :finer 
spirit of humanity. Mr. Putnam struck ua as 
being full of the milk of human kindness. There 
seems no envy or enmity in his composition. The 
man who falls out with him must hav a genius for 
quarreling. We congratulate you on having such a 
leader at the head of your army. The soldier who 
smiles when he sees the enemy will be the last to 
run away. 

We gathered from Mr. Putnam, that America is 
"free and independent " in theory, but a good deal 
the reverse in practice. It is under the curse of 
religion and priestcraft. You seem to hav developed 
in a single century most of the evils that with us 
are the legacy of ages. This does not prove that 
you hav a double dose of original sin. It proves 
that theology is the one great overwhelming evil of 
human society, and that if it be not checked it will 
sweep on like an advancing tide on a level shore, 
and drown the noblest conquests of political and 
social progress. 

We hav an endowed religion ; so hav you. We 
hav a hired man to say prayers in the legislature; 
so hav you. We hav blasphemy laws; so hav you. 
We hav laws that rob Freethinkers of the common 
rights of citizenship ; so hav you. We hav the 
Bible thrust into public schools ; so hav you. We 
hav Sabbatarian laws, maintained by clerical pro
tectionists, who hate the competition of a free and 
open market; so hav you. We hav a huge black 
army exploiting our industry, and promising :fine 
things to fools in the next world in return for cash 
and comfort in this world ; so hav you. 

Let us shake hands across the Atlantic. We are 
companions in misery. Your duty is the same as 
ours. We hav both to :fight theology in the name 
of humanity. We hav to enter the Bible-darkened 
school and liberate the children. We hav to de
stroy every kind of privilege, and inaugurate the 
reign of equality. We hav to secure freedom not for 
one or some, but for all ; freedom to investigate 
freedom to think, freedom to speak, and freedom t~ 
liv. We hav to annihilate the despotism of au
thority, and establish the free republic of reMon. 
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Happily the bane in your case was followed by 
the antidote. The poison of theology came to you 
from Europe, but from Europe came also the coun
teractant of Freethought. Names· that dwell upon 
our lips are .not foreign to yours. It is one :flag 
that flies over the forces of true Liberalism, though 
they be scattered to the ends of the earth, and never 
touch each other's hands for the width of sundering 
space. One flag, I say; the grand old flag of Free
thought; shot-torn, blood-stained, but ever flying 
in bold challenge to Xerxes hordes of tyranny and 
wrong. It was this flag that inspired the heart of 
Bruno till it burst in the fire of his martyrdom ; it 
was this flag that Voltaire held high over Earope 
for half a century, while his eye melted with pity 
for the persecuted, and his brow darkened with the 
prophecy of doom to their oppressors; it was this 
flag that Thomas Paine grasped afterwards, and to 
which he was faithful in prison and amidst the vilest 
ingratitude ; it was under this flag that Charles 
Bradlaugh fought and won a hundred battles for 
~uman liberty; it is this flag that Ingersoll carries 
over your continent, while engaged in what Whit
man says is the business of all true poets : " To 
cheer up slaves and horrify despots." 

We are not Brunos, Voltair~>s, Paine a, Bradlaughs, 
or Ingersolls, but we are all men and women, and 
may all be soldiefB in the great army of liberation. 
And under the flag consecrated by their eloquence, 
their toils, their sacrifices, and their blood, we may 
be glad to stand, and happy to fight, and proud to 
die. 

American soldiers of the grand army, I salute 
you in the name of your English comrades. Be 
bold and brave; be also vigilant and skillful; let 
courage go hand in hand wHh wisdom, and your 
victories will cheer us in our own fight with the 
enemies of mankind. Yours faithfully, 

G. W. FooTE, President. 

The New Constitution. 
Constitution of the American Secular Union and Free

thought Federation, adopted at the Congress held in 
New York, Oct. 25, 26, 27, 1895. 

PREAMBLE. 
Realizing that the safety of republican institutions is 

imperiled, the advance of civilization impeded, and the 
most sacred righta of man infringed by the least interfer
ence of the state in matters religions, we hereby organize 
to help secure throughout the United States a practical 
compliance with the principles involved in the "Demands 
of Liberalism." 

CoNSTITUTION. 
Article I. This organization shall be known as the 

American Secular Union and Freethought Federation. 
Article II. (A) The general object shall be to effect 

a total separation of church and state. (B) As speoifie 
objects, in order to accomplish the general object, we in
dorse the Demands of Liberalism. · · · 

Article III. Mode of work: The means to be employed 
in order to secure compliance with the foregoing demands 
shall be lectures, conventions, and agitations through the 
rostrum and press. 

Article IV. Membership. All persons indorsing the 
Demands of Liberalism, and desirous of propagating the 
principles involved therein, may become members of this 
organization by signing the constitution, or sending their 
names to the secretary for that purpose together with one 
dollar or more f6lr the treasury. Such persons shall be 
enrolled as annual members, be entitled to a certificate 
signed by the president and secretary, and be entitled to 
vote at any meeting or congress of the society after being 
enrolled for three months. All life members of the Na
tional Liberal League, formed in 1876, and of the Ameri
can Secular Union, shall be continued as life members of 
this society. 

Article V. Annual Congress. An Annual Congress 
shall be held at such time and place, and with such ses
sions, as the Board of Directors shall arrange for, a~d 
public notice shall be given of the Congr.es one month m 
advance. 

Article VI. Officers. The officers of this society shall 
consist of a president, two or more vice-presidents, a 
secretary, and treasurer. The president, two vice-presi
dents, secretary, and treasurer shall constitute a Board 
of Directors, and this Board shall be entrusted with the 
management of the affairs of the society. 

Article VII. Election of Officers. The officers shall 
be elected annually, and shall hold office until their suo· 
cessors are elected. All elections shall be by ballot. 

Article VIII. The duties of officers shall be those 
generally pertainiDg to those of president, secretary, 
treasurer, and Board of Directors. · 

Article IX. All moneys contributed to the funds of 
the society shall be used for practical oa~paign purposes, 
and for the distribution of Freethonght hterature. 

Article X. All local societies now in affiliation with the 
Amerioal Secular Union continue in such relation to this 
org_anization, and all societies ba~e.d o.n the Nine De~a»;ds 
of Liberalism are invited to affiihate. All such so01et1es 
shall be absolutely independent in the administration of 
their affairs, and ehall simply be united in cordial fellow
ship and efficient co-operation of the freest kind. with this 
society and its congresses. Neither shall this Unio~ be 
responsible for the acts or utterances of any local so01ety 
or any individual. 

Article XI. No change shall be made in this constitu
tion except by a two-thirds vote of the members present 
at any regular meeting called by the Board of Directors, 
notice of such change to be given one month previously 
in the call for a meeting. -=------

Financial. 
To the previous acknowledgments of receipts for 

the expenses of the Congress and for campaign 
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work, the following are added by President Putnam: 

F. D. Cummings ....... $5 00 
E. Livezey................ 5 00 
James Warburton ...... 5 00 
Wm. Krim ......... ,...... 5 00 
Timothy White.......... 5 00 
Capt. Soott. ........ ... .. .. 5 00 
Capt. Cole................ 5 00 
D. Cummings............ 5 00 
Henry O'Neil............ 2 00 
Wm. H. Morris......... 2 00 
Dr. C. W. Wetmore .. 2 OJ 
Dr. E B. Foote, Sr~.. 2 00 
J. P. Eldridge .......... 2 00 
.Jacob Snyder ............ 2 00 
E. Chantler ....... , ....... 2 00 
U. L. Wever ............. 2 00 
W. H. Jackson .......... 1 50 
Conrad Waldsmith .... 1 00 
S. Brewer ................. 1 00 

Geo. Longford .......... $1 00 
E. W. McFadden ...... 1 00 
J. K. Ingalls............. 1 00 
W. S. Galloway ......... 1 00 
W. W. Ames............. 1 00 
W. T. Galloway......... 1 00 
A. S. Brown............. 1 00 
Charles Laperohe...... 1 00 
T. L. Beebe ............... 1 00 
B. F. Robbins........... 1 00 
John Rowe................ 1 00 
Will Blythe ............... 1 00 
Garcia Leon.............. 1 00 
John Hickling .......... 1 00 
Cyrus W. Coolid5e, ... 1 00 
Thomas J. Jones ....... 1 00 
L. Hutchinson.......... 25 
G. W. Smith............. 25 

Pledges paid : Daniel T. Ames, $5 ; L. D. Crine, 
$10. 
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where Ingersoll spoke this summer. -Mr. Wood
bury says he can talk better across this banner 
since the great orator magnetized it. Colonel In
gersoll will be pleased to learn that his aura is all 
right. 

-A word properlyplaced may express more than 
a long argument not strictly relevant. Contrasting 
the New Woman with the Old Woman, Susan H. 
Wixon observed that when the latter was assured 
by the minister that nineteen hundred years ago a 
child was born without a human father, she believed 
it. Tell the same story to the New Woman, and 
she will say "Pshaw!" The point did not require 
further elucidation; the soberest auditor smiled, 
and the speaker passed to the consideration of 
other matters. · 

-While ·Dr. Foote, Sr., was addressing the audi
ence Friday night on the subject of Comstock prose
cutions a gentleman arose to inquire why the 

The following sums hav been received by the American Bible Society was not indicted on the 
Truth Seeker Company: same charge as J. B. Wise. That gave Dr. Foote 
Emily J. Castle ....... $25 oo E Wienandt... .......... $2 oo a chance to tell the story about Goethe, who was 
J. E. Vankirk .......... 19 00 J. M. Palm ............... 2 00 called upon by a delegation of ministers to help 
Thoe. Tripp............. 10 00 Mrs. J. E. Marden.... 2 00 organize a society for the suppression of immoral 
G. Webber............... 5 00 L. Anderson .... : ....... · 2 00 literature. Goethe acquiesced, and proposed that 
L. Plack.................. 5 00 Jonath~>n Bassnett.. ... 1 00 th b . •th th B'bl N th• f th 
Capt. J. H. Handy... 5 00 J. G. Witham ............ 1 00 ey egm w1 e 1 e. o mg ur er was 
Frank Hart............. 5 00 J. P. Williams........... 1 00 heard of the movement. · 
J. 0. Bently............ 5 00 P. Seide, Jr ............... 1 OO -The .supreme pity and commiseration which a 
E. P. Peacock......... 5 00 W. 0. Freese .... _ ....... 1 00 S . ·t 1' t k f .1 t h. 
Max Levy................ 3 oo P. Seide. Sr ............... 1 oo . p1r1 ua lB spea er never Bl s o express for· 1s 
A. P. Tanner............ 3 00 Arthur Reese ............. 1 00 hearers when addressing an audience of Freethink-
W. A. Griswold....... 2 00 Mary J. Jones ........... 1 00 era should impress the latter with the deeply sym-
Dr. A. Slaman ...... _... 2 00 P. J. Cullen ............... 1 00 pathetic nature of their spiritual brethren and their 
J. F. Kirby.............. 2 00 D. R. Wollison ......... · 50 l t t t W •th f · 
Mr. Lerioh...... ...... ... 2 oo own os s a e. " e are w1 you so ar as you 

. . . _go," observes the kindly speechmaker, "and we are 
Secretary RCJtchwald acknowledges these contrt- - 0 1 b 

0 
f th " B t th• . n ess so ecause we g ar er on. u 1s 

buttons: only amuses the Materialist, who will hav it that 
A. W. Sturdy .......... $10 00 S. G. Hodge ............. $1 00 belief in a future life is one of the illusions which 
Jacob :ransig .......... 10 00 Mrs. M. Florence 

1 00 
his spiritual brother has omitted to leave behind. 

John Simmons ......... 10 00 Johnson .............. .. 
Jno. Mahara .......... __ 5 75 L. D. Crine ... . ......... 1 00 
Jno L. Moore .......... · 5 00 F. E. Reardman ....... 1 00 
Jno. D. Powers...... 5 00 E. P. Bosworth ......... 1 00 
Mrs. Charlotte Palm. 5 00 H. F. Ebers.............. 1 00 
L. K. Dnby .......... ,.. 5 00 H. M. Taber............ 1 00 
Chas. Werner.......... 4 00 Mrs. L, P. Lllngley ... 1 00 
W. H Pepper.......... 3 00 Vincent DaDbzys .... 1 00 
L. Schlegel.............. 2 00 A. W. Shatford......... 1 00 
M. J. Kittering....... 2 00 George Buckley ....... 1 00 
E. Carpenter............ 2 00 S. Farnham............... 50 
A. J. Frost............... 2 00 Lyman Kellogg......... 50 
J. D. Kinnee............ 2 00 Carl Meroal............... 50 
W. H. H. Stebbins... 2 00 Albert Desprn........... 50 
N. E. Knox............. 2 00 Jerry Brockway........ 50 
R. McDougal......... . 2 00 C. H. Hall................ 50 
S. Walter................ 1 75 F. A. Kenlan............. 50 
A. A. Woodhams...... 1 50 E. Tsankenpole......... 50 
J os. Haigh.............. 1 00 G. G. Gabrion.......... 50 
L. Roser.................. 1 00 J. B. Danby.............. 25 
Wm. R. Mills ......... 1 00 Sam Pfarrer.............. 25 
John Wolf............... 1 00 P. Gillespie............... 25 
Geo. A. Co::~per ...... · 1 00 L. Hall..................... 25 
Jonathan Wells....... 1 00 H. Kramer................ 25 
Mrs. P. Mnsenbaoher 1 00 Wm. Sohoeneshaefer. 25 
Helen Cellar............ 1 00 C. Goletyer............... 25 
F. H. Lang............. 1 00 C. Huber.................. 25 
Geo. W. Robinso.n.... 1 00 Ruga Hoha............... 25 
A. F. Draper........... 1 00 J. Knoni............ ....... 25 
Albert Herriott....... 1 00 A. K. Munson........... 20 
Jas. Kane................ 1 00 A. Keilen.................. 15 
E. C. Walker.......... 1 00 J. Schmalz................ 15 
Mrs. L. C. Gilpatrick 1 00 Geo. M. Frink ......... 10 
J. C. Blaisdell........ 1 00 Geo. Lnbig............... 10 
R. P. Harrington.... 1 00 . 

The collections at the Congress amounted to $104 78 

Notes of the Congress. 
-Charles Watts's pen slipped when he addressed 

his letter to the Congress, and his greeting came 
"backed" to Mr. Putnam at New York, "U.N. S." 
But it couldn't go wrong. Anybody could see 
that U is U, N stands for nited, and S is States all 
over the world. 

-There were three master mariners at the Con
gress-Captain Latham, of Noank, Conn.; Captain 
Handy, of Cotuit, Mass., and Captain Kinnier, of 
Nyack, N. Y. They were of interest to the ob
server as belonging to a class whose members never 
use profane lsnguage. 

-,-GeOl'ge Francis Train attended the Saturday 
evening session, but did not speak. Mr. Train's 
diction as a public speaker is said to be somewhat 
archaic, reminding the listener of that style which 
is preserved to us in the writings of Smollet, Dean 
Swift, and the jocular parsons of their day. 

-Mr. E. C. Reichwald, secretary, is a conservativ 
on the subject of extending the scope of the Union 
and Federation beyond the Nine Demands of 
Liberalism. He says that since he has iJeen in the 
office he has met a great many generous people 
who, while not joining or contributing, were willing 
to help the organization fight their battles. 

-Secretary Woodbury, of the National Spiritual
ist Association, brought with him a handsome 
American flag, with which he draped the speaker's 
stand. It was the one that rested on the desk at 
the Spiritualist camp-meeting at Lllke Pleasant, 

-The evolutionary doctrin of adaptation to en
vironment was fairly well illustrated by a story told 
by Henry Bird, president of the Newark Liberal 
League, who spoke on "Evolution." A woman 
who raised chickens found her hen-house full of 
water and her poultry drowned. She went to the 
landlord for redress, but not getting any appealed 
to the court. Relating her grievance to his honor, 
the judge, she told about the fate of her chickens. 
"And then," said she, "when I asked the landlord 
to pay for my birds, the only satisfaction he gave 
me was to ask, •Why the devil didn't I keep ducks1'" 
In localities where the ability to swim is necessary 
to survival, fowls will be found to hav webbed feet. 

-Mr. Henry M. Taber, of this city, did the hand
some thing by the Congress. Besides giving a 
good address, he contributed liberally to the funds, 
decorated the platform with a banner wrought by 
the hands of his mother when past ninety years of 
age, and made the lady entertainers grateful and 
proud with splendid bouquets of costly flowers, 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" 
contains the following reference to the subject of 
these remarks : " Henry M. Taber is my friend and 
one of the best of men. In business he isj ust, 
honorable, faithful, reliable. He keeps his word 
and does as he agrees. For integrity no man's 
reputation is better than his." The foregoing 
words were written by Robert G. Ingersoll. 

-Dr. J. Hartmann, of this city, addressed the 
following communication to the president of the 
Oongress : " Will you ple·ase announce that young 
ladies and gentlemen between the ages of twenty
two and thirty years, who desire to receive a gra
tuitous education in the several natural sciences, 
may do f'O (on condition that they pledge them
selva to serve the cause we are advocating) by send
ing name, occupation, residence, and statement of 
present educational acquirements to the office of 
the Truth Seeker Company." Dr. Hartmann is an 
educated gentleman, and is known to New Yorkers 
as a practical philanthropist who distributes one 
thousand loaves of bread to the poor on every New 
Year's day. He is the author of a work published 
at this office entitled "The Creation of God." , 

-The London Christian Evidence Society had a 
representativ in the hall-at least, there was an in
dividual present who described himself as such, 
though he exhibited no credentials. He kept his 
sign up as a debater, and maintained his bluff dur
ing two sessions. Putnam and Steiner were ready 
to engage him whenever he could produce docu
ments in evidence that he was an accredited repre
sentativ of a Christian church, but they had no 
time to waste combating his individual opinions. 
Rowley, however, being a free lance, offered to 
joust with him in public or in private, which cooled 
his ardor for debate. To observe the bight to 
.which the president of the Brooklyn Philosophical 
Association towered above the champion of the 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 716.) 
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Rl'gardll'SS of Dr. Mr.AIIIster. 
DETROIT, MIOH., Oct. 21, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4 for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER one year for a friend, 
and "Pictorial Text-Book." And accord
ing to your advertisment you can send the 
book to mt>. Also send me $1 worth of 
tracts for distribution. . E. CHOPE. 

Re-establishing His Status. 
DEwEFSE, NEB., Oct. 19, 1895. 

M11. EDITOR: My term of snb!'cription 
to THE T.RUTH SEEKER being up on the 
15th inst., I will hasten to place myself 
again in good etanding; accordingly you 
will please find inclosed $6.50 for TRoTH 
S:t~EHER one year and "Four Hundred 
Y£ar!l of Freefhougbt." 

Yours tzuly, V. ANDERSON, M.D. 

Boiling Onr. 
DonEsTowN, PA., Oct.. 23, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Man·~ days are few, and his 
troubles many. Your remarks on a quo
tation, not q~ite in this shape, in your 
issue of October 12th, caused me to boil 
over. When so much has caused me to 
get up to boiling point of late, shall I sim· 
ply simmer down and hope? That man 
Caron up in Canada is enough to make a 
man sick, and my hope is that they will 
go on showing their teeth and put the 
screws on titzht as possible. Notbing else 
will bring about a reform so quickly. By 
Jove, I wish they would put the boots to 
the Sunday papers. Inclosed find $2. 
Mark me paid to Jan. 1, 1896. With 
best wishes, Yours, J. HART. 

Canada Bas Drawbacks. 
MELliOBE, MoNT., Oct. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The books I ordered of 
:von came all right, and I enjoy them 
hugely.. Thomas Paine's "Age of Rea
I!On" is a jewel. I never could hav 
thought that such a humane man lived 
one hundred years ago, and from what I 
had heard of him it was an agreeable sur· 
prise to me. As soon as I can I will send 
for several more of your books. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER also comes regu
larly. Oh, I feel thankful that Caron, of 
my nativ land, bas no control over my 
mail. Canada's climate, politics, and re
ligion do not suit me. These are enough 
to keep me away, and I tell you, Friend 
Macdonald, you hav a job to civilize or, as 
I may say, humanize that country. Even 
my own folks giv me the cold shoulder 
because I am an Infidel, except when they 
want money. I remain, 

Your well-wisher, J.P. LAMOTTE. 

A Vigorous Octogenarian. 
CHEHALIS, WAsH., Oct. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 due 
you for THE TRUTH SEEKEll. 

I am now in my eightieth year. I was 
born on the lOth of the tenth month 
(October)~ 1816. I feel that the time is 
near for me to hand in my " chips." I 
hav outlived all my brothers and sisters. 
All my broW:lers lived and died Infidels in 
the estimation of the Christians, and there 
is no doubt that I will die one also. I am 
in belief an Atheist, and do not believe in 
spiritism or soulism after death. . 

I hav read THE TliUTH SEEKER from the 
time it was first published by D. M. Ben· 
nett, and still read it, and do not want you 
to stop sending it to me. If I am in 
arrears you are sure to get it in the event 
of my deatb, I like it better since you 
hav taken hold of it; giv the holy flock, 
the sky-pilots, and all such men as Com
stock, Talmage, Cook, and others, with 
the Puritan Christian Statesman, and all 
other bigots a showing up. Hold them up 
to your readers and warn the latter of the 
dangers that threaten them. 

Thank the gods, you hav already done 
good; already we see the change that has 
taken place in this and other parts of the 
country in the awakening of people to the 
danger ofthe Sundaylaws andGod and 
Christ in the Constitution. 

•rHE TRUTH REEKER. 

the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and its Editor are appreciated and thanked 
for writing what they think is the truth. 

Now I would like to ask these people 
who u~dertake to dfspotically force upon 
us their interpretation of what God's will 
is regarding a certain day of the week, if Yours for the good of humanity, 

N. BEERY C'OFFMAN. 

Much Dangerln Optimism. 
ENID, 0. T., Oct. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I am not entering the field 
of discussion with H. Clay Wilson and 
yourself as to whether or not the alliance 
"between the churches and Uncle Sam is 
every day growing closer," but I am 
glad to furnish an extract from a ser
mon by Dr. J. E. Roberts, of Kansas City, 
which indicates to my mind that there is 
a broader and more Liberal discussion of 
the subject within the churches, and this 
will insure thought, and thought will find 
fact, and facts will convince the reasoning 
mind. I believe in the reasoning of the 
great body of people, that thev will arrive 
at iust conclusions. I do not think we hav 
m~ch to fear from thA churches now as 
churches, but I do think that their leading, 
designing ad!J.erents see a vast field for 
their designs in the various auxiliaries 
which are among the young who are not 
reasoners as yet. 

I 
they will be kind enough to inform. ~s 
whether this is Sunday, or whether 1t IB 

Monday. If this is the day that God or
dered us to abstain from work; if this is 
the day that we are to observe and they 

I look upon the church influence in leg
islation as a desrerate effort to withstand 
the advance of Liberal thought which, but 
a few years ago, was not, to their thinking, 
dangerous, but which has asserted itself 
now so as to cause alarm to them. Twenty
one years ago THE TRUTH SEEKER was 
started at Paris, Ill., for the reason that 
the public newspapers would discuss 
the subject of religion only on one side, 
while now the big dailies print a whole 
speech of Col. Ingersoll in such discuesion 
as a news item. Times hav changed, and 
I think for the better, but patriots must 
not desert their colors. 

On the 8th instant Rev. J. J. Stanton, a 
Methodist minister of this place, was ex
pelled from the church for keeping open 
his ice cream parlors on Sunday the past 
season. Some of the congregation had 
purchased goods from him on Sunday, and 
the presiding elder had seen his place 
opened before, and had passed upon his 
character once before, since he had seen it 
open. Respectfully, JAMES H. PAliKB, 

An Interminable Sunday. 
NEw YoliK, N.Y., Oct. 22, 1S95. 

MB. EDITOR: At a Socialist Labor Party 
mass meeting at Grand Central Palace, 
New York city, Monday evening, October 
7, 1895, Chairman Matchett said: 

For the benefit of those who may hap
pe:;:;, to be in this hall, who think that God 
has told them that they must try to en
force their blue law-their idea of how 
some certain day in the week should be 
observed-! should like to make a few re. 
marks, to propound a query. 

1t is said in the Mosaic deecription of the 
creation that the world was made in six 
days ; that God got through With the job 
on the sixth day, Satur~ay night, and he 
said everything was good and all hi:mky
dory. Then he wae going to test the next 
day; going to celebrate that day by rest· 
ing on the completion of so good and grand 
a work. And God told Moees that we must 
observe that day and keep it holy; we 
should do no work on that day, but we 
should worship him and thank him for giv· 
ing us this happy world, don't you see? 
in which we liv, 

can compel us to observe it, we must ob· 
serve their idea of what we can or cannot 
do on that day-then I shall be compelled 
to ask them whether we are living to-day 
in a Sunday or a Monday. Because, if we 
are living in a Sunday, it is going to be a 
Sunday probably for the whole lifetime of 
the human race; and if Monday, there will 
never be any Sunday for us to observe. 
(Applause.) Reported by L. D. CRINE. 

Remsburg In Texas. 
CoMMEROE, TEx., Oct. 25, E. M. 295. 

MR. EDITOR: This little priest-ridden 
village, with its five temples of supersti· 
tion, has just passed through a storm that 
shook it from center to ciTcumference, said 
shock being caused by the appearance of 
the "silver-tongued brunet" from Kansas. 
Mr. J. E. Remsburg delivered his lectures, 
"The Bible and Morality;" "Some Flaws 
in Christ's Credentials," and "False 
Claims," at this place on the 14th instant, 
and to say they were grand would only be 
putting it mildly. The most gratifying 
feature of the lectures was the triumph of 
truth over fanaticism, the churches having 
raised a dismal howl and a storm of oppo
sition against the lectures. We had rented 
the Odd Fellows' Hall, paid for it, and had 
written permission from the secretary to 
use it. A large crowd had gathered to 
hear the lecture billed for Sunday after
noon, the 13th, but when Mr. Remsburg 
arrived, and the hour came, the hall was 
barred and locked, and locked and barred, 
and those cowardly assassins of free speech 
refused to allow us to use the hall, after 
acoepting our money and granting per· 
mission to use it. They had us handi
capped, but only for the moment. We 
secured another hall, but could not get it 
in shape until next day, owing to the Sun· 
day law. The lectures were at 10:30 A.M, 
3:BO P.M., and 8 P.M. Monday. The audi· 
ences at the day lectures were small, but 
at night a magnificent crowd was on hand, 
and every one present was well entertained. 
Mr. Remsburg certainly knows how to 
capture an audience. Only one preacher 
attended, and he held his peace. How
ever, 11fter the. last lecture he started a 
conversation with Mr. Remsburg, object
ing to the statement that "forgivness for 
sin is a license to commit crime," and 
asked Mr. Remsburg to "suggest some
thing better than forgivness." The Kan
sas brunet replied: " If you sin, you must 
stand the consequent penalty. 'As ye 
sow, so shan· ye reap.' The effect of a 
·cause cannot be arrested, so the only rem· 
edy is to quit sinning." The reply was so 
apt and quick it brought roars of laughter 
from those standing around, and com· 
pletely floored the sky-pilot.. 

Mr. Remsburg did not forget the hall 
episode and used it with telling effect. 
The Odd Fellows, in seeking to injure ns, 
did our can11e a service that will be more 
lasting in its influence than a dozen lect· 
ures. 

Mr. Remsburg is a noble man engaged 
in a noble work. It is really wonderful 
how he sways an audience with his magic 
eloquence, while his argument is so well
gJOounded, his premises so well-taken and 
so· self-evident that conviction is carried 
deep to the heart. He is a dangerous man 
-dangerous to falsehood, bigotry, and 
fraud, but the friend of true manhood, 
truth, aad honor. HARRY C. BAILEY. 

To Convert Ingersoll. 
RrOHMOND HILL, L. I., Oct. 23, 1895. 
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Methodist church. His latest letter, ac
cording to the Herald, is as follows: 

"Since you began to lecture against the 
Bible thirty years ago, the Methodist 
church has increased greatly, while other 
denominations hav grown also. We now 
hav 2.800,000 communicants-a gain of 
1,800,000. Our church proputy has in
creased in value from $29, 000 000 to more 
than $161,000,000, a gain of $12,000 daily 
for thirty years. In the meantime you hav 
not been able to overthrow a single 
church.altar. Colonel, we hav beaten you. 
Colonel, you had better join the Methodist 
church. Saul of Tarsus persecuted the 
church, and he came in. You had better 
come in." 

No Freethinker who chances to read the 
doctor's exhortation, and for a moment 
considers the mathematical facts in the 
ca<Je, can deny that the growth of Method
ism as well as of other denomination• has 
been, to say the least, truly phenomenal
that is, if figures mean anything. And· 
should the eye of any devout disoiple of 
John Wesley chance to fall upon the doc
tor's statements, he would undoubtedly_ be 
unable to suppress the involuntary "amen" 
or "hallelujah" at the enoouraging pros
pects of tho speedy overthrow of and Tis· 
itation of divine vengeance on all Infidels. 
But if the same disoiple (or even the doc· 
tor himself) were to read the left hand 
column of the same page of the Herald, 
we think he would not be at a loRa to know 
that not all the people (the Freethinkers 
especially) are ignorant of the fact that 
quantity is one thing, while quality is 
another. 

The article to which we allude and quote 
from states how the prison chaplains, the 
members of the Salvation Army, and at last 
Lady Henry Somerset hav, it is said, been 
balked in their efforts to reclaim one who 
has acquired the reputation of being the 
wickedest woman living. In said article 
Sir Haverlock Ellis is quo~d as saying in 
his book on the '' Criminal " that ''no 
class of the community has so large a per
centage of Christian believers as the crim· 
inals. Rarely, if ever, do you find an 
avowed Atheist, seldom a Deist, but almost 
always a firm believer in some orthodox 
cult," the so-called wickedest woman (Jane 
Cakebread) being not an exception to this 
almost invariable rule. 

Taking these observations together with 
Doctor McCabe's figures, we think that 
Colonel Ingersoll, or any other Free'
thinker, may with pride say that he is 
thankful to the evolution of circnm!tancea 
that he does not happen to be a "ChriOJ-
tian believer." T. L. BEEBB. 

Some Curious Bible Sayings. 
N A'!'IONAL MILITARY HoME, Omo,l 

Oct. 1, 1895. .l 
MR. EoiToB: I got my book, the 

"Crimes. of Preachers," all right; it is 
just splendid. 

You seldom, if ever, find an educated, 
honest man who believes in the holy Bible 
!lS the word of God. 

Well, it used to be taught when I was a 
child, and I do not doubt it is taught still 
in some bac\-country districts, that the 
world and the systems of planets were all 
completed in six days. But science in the 
last thirty or forty years has been so popu
larized, thanks to the press, that the people 
hav found out that that is an absurdity, aa 
impossibility. They hav found out that 
beyond a peradventure it has taken mill
ions of years of growth to produce the 
world and what is in it to-day. The church 
people, those who used to teach that the 
world and all of the universe was made in 
six days, now hasten to say-seeing they 
are put in ahole-"Oh, no, nol the world, 
of couree was not mado in six days as we 
understand days ; not six days between 
the setting and rising of the sun or be
tween the rising and rising of the sun. 
It means six cycles-six periods comprising 
millions of years in each period. That is 
what is meant i~ thi~ histor;v ()f cre~t!-on." 

MR. EDITOR: According to the New York 
Herald, Sunday, Oct. 20th, it appears that 
various amusing though fruitless efforts 
are being made by the Salvation Army and 
Methodists to convert Colonellngersoll to 
Christianity, the latter of the two sects 
being the more persistent. We are in
formed that the Rev. Doctor McCabe, of 
the Board of Home Missions of the Metho
dist Episcopal church, is in the habit of 
writing a letter or leaflet eaoh month, in 
which -he points out to the great unbeliever 
~~~t tper~ is ;v~t tirpe fo):' bill!- to join the 

I propose in this to giv the readers of 
Tam TRUTH SEEKER just a few of what we 
will call the curious sayings lYe find in the 
Bible. In fact, they would be curious say
ings to be found in any book, but they 
come to us through the Bible, so we will 
call them by their original names. They 
are sayings that seeminglv at least, hav 
not a particle of truth, reason, or good 
sense to support them, yet they are palmed 
off on us as Bible truths, and we are ex
pected to believe them. The first that 
shall claim our attention will be what Hi 
says in regard to the man "Melchisedec." 
Hebrews vii, 1 to 4, tells us that there was 
a man whose name wa11 " Melohisedec." 
Moses tells us about the same man in Gen
esis xiv, 18. It says that he was a priest of 
the most high God; that he was king of 
Salem, king of Righteousness, king of 
Peace; that even the patriarch Abraham 
gave him the tenth of all his spoils. Then, 
to cap the climax, it says that he was 
without father, without mother, without 
descent, having neither beginning of days 
nor end of life. Now consider, he says, 
how great this man was. Truly a great 
man, if there was any truth in the state
ments made concerning him; but they are 
as void of truth and reason as a horse is of 
holiness. If the statements the writer 
makes there in regard. to his genealogy 
were true, it would knock that of both 
God and Jesus into the shade, because the 
Bible tells us that even Goli had a begin
ning, St, .:r olm ~ars (i! 11 ~)1 "~n ~h~ ~q-

Continue to expose the untruthfulness 
pf tpe hply flock, for I am cop:yin~ed that 
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ginlling was the word, and the word was body and soul are both worn out there is 
wHh God, and the word was God. The not much to be given; let the church hav 
same was in the beginning with God," If all the glory of such conversions, 
that don't say that GJd had a beginning Poor "Little Curly Head!" She is 
then we don't know what words mean. dead now, worn out in the cause of hn· 
We could cite plenty more instances where manity, How many appreciate the sacri
it speaks of the beginning of God, but one flee? It was no ordinary star that went 
is as good as a hundred for out purpose, out at her death, but the brightest in in
We take it word for word from the Bible, tellect, and the noblest in character. On 
and that is enough. But this man Mel- the 19th day of last month (it was my 
chisedec is to hav neither beginning nor birthday) they laid her to rest on the 
end, and as for Jesus, we all know what sunny hillside of Hay Stack valley (I never 
the Bible says in regard to his genealogy; see the place with my mind's eye but I 
it is not necessary to repeat it here. Now, think of sunshine) with a pansv on her 
we don't dispute that_ there may hav lived breast. · She thongbt little of jewelry, but 
a man called Melch1sedec; he may hav. she loved the flowers. I was not there, 
been a ~reat man, but we do dispute most 

1 

but they tell me she looked wasted and 
emphatiCally that he or any other man, pitiful. Dear litttle woman friend. How 
Jeans included, ever has, or ever will, come she suffered 1 The waste of nature is in
into this w?~ld; or go out of it, on any I deed cruel, if the grave ends all, as in 
othe~ condttwns than those nature has ! many instances it may well do; but in 
provtd~d. If there ever we~e a man called i this particular case, who can say? She 

. Melchisedec, he was !!lorn mto the world I was so honest and true that she would not 
the same as other men are; had a father believe that others could lie In debate 
and mother, and liv~d and died thousands I Abe was too good. Her opp~nent never 
of ye.ars ago .. That 1a what nature, reason, "lied," but was many times mistaken. 
and JUSt a little good sense would teach To her her enemies were such thronob 
us, but if yon. want to ?e a Bible ?npe ignora~ce, and her friends were hon~r 
yon must behave what It says, let It be personified. I cannot write of our friend 
true or fal~e, reasonable or nnreas:>nable. aa she deserves. GEo. w. CRAWFORD. 

In speakmg of J esns, we find some very 
curious sayings in the Bible. In the very 
flrst verse in the New Testament it is said 
that he is. the son of David; it tells us in 
as many as twenty different places through 
the book that he is the son of David. St. 
John tells us that he is the only begotten 
son of God. Matthew tells us that he was 
begotten };ly the "Holy Ghost," whatever 
that is. Mary, his mother, tells us that 
Joseph is his father. In as many as fifty 
places he is called the son of man; it don't 
say what man-we wish it did. One seems 
to hav about as ~ood a claim as auy of the 
others, for it is impossible to tell whicl;l one 
it is; if either, we should like to know. 
Jeremiah xxxii, 27, says:· "Behold, I am the 
Lord, the God of all flesh, Is there any
thing too bard for me?" Yes, we should 
say there is, if the Bible tells the truth. 
It says (Judges i, 19) that he drave out the 
inhabitants of the mountain, but could 
not drive out the inhabitants of the valley 
because they had chariots of iron. Iron 
chariots were a little too hard for the Lord 
to handle. JoEL. M. BERRY. 

Death-Bed" Conversions." 
CoNDON, OR., Oct. 6, 295. 

MR. EDITOR: Seeing a picture in your 
paper some time ago representing that the 

. different "Saviors" of the world were 
born on the 25th of December, prompts me 
to inquire, Did Christmas always come on 
that day? 

[No, Christmas was formerly observed in 
April and May. It was changed to De
cember in order to conform with the ens· 
tom of the so-called pagans, who cele
brated, on the 25th, the lengthening of the 
days, which begins about that time.-ED. 
T. S.] 

Human beings are so constituted that, 
so far as my observation goes, they are 
more inclined to tell things as they want 
them to be than they are to tell them as 
they occur. A while back somebody told 
through this country that Mrs. Katie 
Kehm Smith bad five preachers praying 
over her and had become converted and 
joined the church. Many good Christian 
people were happy in telling and having 
this told to .them. They loved the best wo· 
man on earth for her true worth. They 
were glad that she would not burn forever 
in hell, and were much concerned that she 
should get into the right Christian life
boat, However well the report may hav 
pleased many, the cold and unsympathetic 
truth is different.' She was surrounded and 
cared for by Infidel friends, from the time 
she was taken sick until she died. No man 
of God was there. If it had been otherwise, 
she would hav been so incapacitated by 
the delirium of fever to avail herself of 
his counsel, however the hope of heaven or 

. the fear of hell might hav persuaded her. 
But death-bed conversion amounts to 

little anyway. Grandpa Littleton Younger 
was an Infidel and an excellent violinist. 
When he had lived to be so old and childish 
that he didn't know anything, and mixed 
up Yankee Doodle and Old Hundred on 
the fiddle, he joined the church. And thus 
it is, " Here, God, I giv myself to thee, 
·~s all that I can do," though when the 

Steiner and Rowley in Philadelphia. 
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 21, 1895, 

MR. EDIToR: I am highly delighted to 
report that we hav enjoyed these last two 
Sundays intellectual treats frcm two -very 
able speakers. ·The first Sunday Mr. 
Steiner gave us two discourses, his after
noon subject being, "The Tyranny and 
Absurdity of Sunday Laws" (which is the 
issue of the day), and in the evening, 
''Jesus Christ: Is He a Proper Guide for 
Humanity?" which can also be truly said 
is not a dead issue, nowitbstanding our 
Single Tax friends think that it is, and, I 
regret to say, some professed Liberals 
also. · 

The lecturer handled his subjects very 
ably and made his mark. The debate that 
followed was insignificant, the chief re
marks being from a Single Taxer, who 
claimed that our Liberal lecturers were 
fighting a man of straw; that Christianity 
is a dead issue. Yon may be sure this 
warmed up our speaker, as in his reply to 
his critics at the close he completely de
molished these notions. 

Notwithstanding the very inclement 
weather, it raining all day, we had a much 
larger audience in the afternoon than we 
expected; in the evening it was our pleas
ure to see the large hall filled to hear the 
discourse upon "Jesus Christ." This 
false teacher was very skillfully disposed 
of as an unworthy guide for humanity to 
follow, and the proofs were drawn from 
the Christian Bible; he proved conclnsivly 
that to be a follower of Jesus a person 
would land either in the penitentiary or in 
the lunatic asylum. Criticism followed 
the lecture as usual, but the defenders of 
the so-called meek and lowly Jesus were 
very weak in their arguments, so that the 
lecturer had a very easy task to demolish 
what they presented. It is a great pity 
that we cannot get an able clergyman to 
come and meet our champions of Free
thought; but no, they know that we know 
that they do not know, as Colonel Inger
soll truly remarks. The lectures, I am 
pleased to say, were a grand success; the 
applause that greeted them was immense, 
which shows that Mr. Steiner is very 
highly appreciated here. We were pleased 
to learn that he is kept busier than for
merly. We hope he will be kept con
stantly on the go, as he is a very promis
ing young worker in our ranks. 

Now I come to Henry Rowley; though 
last, he is by no means least, for it is the 
general opinion here that he is the intel
lectual giant of America, not even except
ing Colonel Ingersoll. Had his lectures 
been in print he might hav disposed of a 
great many. His discourse for the after
noon was, "What is Atheism?" and we 
must say without any exaggeration or bias 
that it was the grandest philosophical lect
ure in defense of Atheism ever given be
fore our society. Nevertheless he kept 
the audience in roars of laughter most of 
the time. He very aptly described the 
difference between the Agnostic and the 
Atheist thus: The former when he goes 
in ·the w~~er to bathe togQ4~s tl:u~ w~ter 

with his toes and draws them back with a 
shiver before he goes in, while the latter 
plunges right into the water without cere
mony, 

Dr. Westbrook was present and is look· 
ing well after his summer vacation. He 
gave a few remarks after the lecture, but 
as I was called out by a reporter I did not 
hear what he said. I learned later that 
Mr. Rowley is anxious to debate the sub
ject of "Theism vs. Atheism " with the 
doctor a month hence. I hope the debate 
will take place. The doctor has promised 
us a lecture in defense of Theism when
ever we are ready for it. 

Mr. R:>wley's evening discourse was 
"Miracle and Prophecy," which I can as
sure your readers he handled without 
gloves, and created r~ars of laughter and. 
applause. Every seat was filled, while 
people stood in the aisles. Mr. Rowley 
has a splendid, soft, musical voice, and 
having a fine physique, has a very com
manding presence, In his reply to his 
critics, who consisted of lawyers and doc
tors, he showed great skill as a debater, 
without taking any undue advantage of 
his opponents. At the close a vote of 

·thanks was tendered unanimously to Mr. 
Rowley for his very able lectures, with the 
expressed hope that he would giv us 
another visit soon. 

As my letter is getting rather lengthy, 
I will conclude by saying that such a brill
iant talent should never rust for want of 
opportunities to work, and that I pledge 

'my word that no Liberal society will ever 
regret having engaged Henry Rowley to 
lecture for them, for he is, without ex
aggeration, the very best philosophical 
speaker up to date in our ranks, and the 
Philadelphia Liberal League wishes him 
success wherever he goes. 

GEo. LoNGFORD, Sec. 

Shall We Liv Foreved 
Los ANGELl!lS, CAL., Oct. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Spiritualism teaches that 
man is immortal, and Noah Webster says 
"immortal" means lasting forever; having 
unlimited existence. Mr. Swan asserts 
that unless the phenomena attributed to 
spirits are produced in some other man
ner, we hav "proof positiv" that man is 
immortal. The work "unless " is what 
makes the question debatable, for if the 
claims of modern Spiritualism were fully 
established, doubt would disappear. We 
do not know that the maBifestations which 
excite wonder and credulity in m!lny, are 
the work of disembodied spirits, for 
science has found out that many of them 
are not, and will, in time, probably de
monstrate that none of them are. Hypno
tism, thought transference, illusions of 
the senses, optical delusions, and uncon
scious cerebration, hav been found to 
remove the necessity of a spirit to account 
for certain phenomena; and all that can
not be accounted for by those explanatory 
methods are now very few in number. It 
was never supposed that the victim-of de
lirium tremens saw anything but mental 
images of snakes, and it is safe to say that 
all spooks, phantoms, or phasmas that ever 
appeared to any human being were pro
dnood solely by the action of the brain. 
Thanks to science, we are beginning to 
know something about the brain and the 
possibilities that are embodied in the 
nervous system; and while definit details 
are somewhat lacking in complex modes 
of motion, facts are becoming so numer
ous in relation to t_he powers of mind and 
body that a spirit world will not much 
longer side-track the man in pursuit of 
causes. 

All philosophy and science end when 
they get tQ disembodied spirits, same as all 
explanations that terminate in God are no 
explanations at all. A natural cause ex· 
ists for all things, and to seek it O!!tside of 
this objectiv world, and apart from force 
and matter, is to desert the path of reason 
and common sense. Matter, such as that 
of which this world and our bodies are 
composed, haJ always been despised and 
held in ~ontempt because of theological 
and metaphysical doctrine ; and Spirit
ualism now comes to the front and talk:~ 
about our " casket of clay " and the dis
advantages the soul labors under while 
united to a body of flesh and blood. AU 
this in the face and eyes of the fact, that 
outside of hope and desire, mixed with 
f~ith, ther~ i~ ~o po~tiv certainty th~t 
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what is called the son! survives the death 
of the despised body. Mr. Swan· denies 
that evolution has any bearing on the 
subject of immortality as proclaimed by 
modern Spiritualism, but the origin of 
man must hav some connection with his 
end. The advent of man upon this earth 
was a9 evolution delares, or by special 
creation according to Genesis; ·a.nd Mr. 
Swan seems to accept the latter explana
tion. But, whichever is true, the fact 
that the human raoe had a beginning, and 
no form of life at one time could exist on 
this earth, is something no one will dis
pute. If as conscious individuals, we hav 
been produced by force and matter after 
a beginningless eternity of time, what 
reason hav we to Anppose we shall remain 
conscious individuals for an eternity to 
come? Hope and desire are the principal 
factors in sustaining such a belief; but 
when the unreliability of hope is men
tioned, Mr. Swan says, Don't discourage 
hope; we need it. 

I will admit that hope is a good thing in 
its way, and has much to do in keeping us 
agoing in this world ; but there are a 
limited number of the human family that 
prefer facts to fiction, and seek for them 
regardless of their influence on the emo. 
tiona. Materialism has the strongest in
dications of being a stubborn reality. If 
it is true, all gennin truth seekers want to 
know it, and to science, instead of senti
ment, do~snch people turn. Credulity ex
ists without effort, but doubt results from 
thought and study; so while it is an easy 
matter to believe wh11t we think is de
sirable, like another life and a heavenly 
father to protect us here and there, 
thought and study produce doubt every 
time. 

Spiritualists, as a rule, any more than 
Christians, do not Tead much that conflicts 
with their faith, and one side of the ques
tion is all they look at. For many years 
I was what is known as a ghost chaqer, and 
when my faith in another life was the 
stronge3t, the least wal known of the facts 
which Materialism puts forth. I was con
tinually in search of more tests, and al· 
ways felt not quite satisfied; so the fol
lowing, in a recent Spiritualist paper, was 
noted with some interest: "We hav asked 
for· phenomena until we stand to-day with 
our lives full, and thoroughly saturated 
with it, and yet the instant we see a me
dium, we rush forward for phenomena." 

I never knew it to fail, and a lecture that 
does not wind up with a test medium on 
the rostrum never draws like one that does . 
Mr. Swan·asks authority for the statement 
that Spiritualism denies the immortality 
of animals. My reply is that spirit com
munications and noted advocates of it hav 
so deolared. "Are all or any anim•ds im
mortal?" was once asked a prominent an
thor and lecturer. He said, "I emphati
cally answer, So far as my knowledge 
goes, not one!" He then stated that the 
faculty of independent seership was born 
with him, and yet never had he seen or 
heard of an immortal dog, cat, or any 
other animal; and while seeking the cause 
for their non-immortal nature, he found 
they were not high enough in the scale of 
life to elaborate the indestructible essences 
of the spirit body. It is true that some 
''spirits " end writers assert the contrary, 
but the testimony that predominates is 
against animals in spirit life. The awful 
poesibitities which open up with the belief 
of Mr. Swan that bnimals and every other 
form of life are immortal, mn~t on reflec
tion cast a damper on celestial anticipa
tions; for that eighty-foot tapeworm would 
be a resident of the spirit-world, and some 
spirit would hav to pack it around through 
an endless eternity, as all forms of life are 
there immortal, and no compound of 
spirit medicin could exterminate the di
vinely favored creature. It would be there 
to stay, and when I meditate on immor
tality with the possibility of endless life 
with a tapeworm in my spiritual stomach, 
annihilation at death seems greatly to be 
desired; and with all the other uncertain
ties which confront life in another world, 
I am led to hope, as I now believe, that we 
shall not liv forever. C. SEVERANCE, 

Pocket Theology. 
By VOLTAIREo 
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cross made any sort of contest between them 
ridiculous to think about. The gospeler must hav 
been impressed that way, for nobody saw him after
wards. 

-Some of the visitors used eloquent language 
with reference to the American flag as the symbol 
of everything that is free and enlightened. The 
veteran J. K. Ingalls remarked aside that patriotism 
or love of country was commendable provided it 
was worthily bestowed, but it must be remembered 
that all flags symboled the invasiv tyranny of gov
ernments as well as their guarantee of protection to 
citizens. It may be recalled by some that Old 
Glory has shielded slave-holders when serfdom was 
outlawed under the .flag of Great Britain, and that 
at the present time American citizens are tried for 
religious offenses in courts over which float the 
St.ars and Stripes. It is better, on the whole, to 
stand by a principle than by a piece of cloth, the 
significance of which is subject to perpetual re
vision by parsons and politicians. 

-A lady physician who was present from New 
Jersey had a good thought to offer not only to the 
Freethinkers but to all the residents of New York. 
It related to the school question. We hav a law 
making it compulsory upon parents, and all persons 
standing in parental relations to children between 
the ages of eight and sixteen years, to send those 
children to school. But as it happens there are 
more than six thousand five hundred children in 
New York city for whom .there is no room in the 
school-houses. The lady's proposition was that the 
school board should take possession of some of the 
church buildings that stand empty six days in the 
week and fit them up as school-rooms. Since the 
city protects the church buildings without recom
pense, such as other protected property makes in 
the form of taxes, the right of the public to use the 
sanctuary for school purposes cannot be disputed; 
and since the churches make loud professions of 
friendliness to education, they cannot object to such 
a practical method of doing education a sErvice. 

-A queer character drifted into the meetings 
once or twice when the wind set from the direction 
of the luny orb. While the revised constitution 
was under consideration, he inquired, with sup
pressed emotion, if that was just for this society or 
for the whole United States Learning that it was 
restricted to the Freethought Union, he snorted 
and then sat down, showing very plainly that he 
was not satisfied. Later, after Mr. Woodbury had 
spoken, be arose and said that now the audience had 
listened to a Spiritualist he supposed a Freethinker 
might speak his mind. He was allowed to go 
ahead, when he made the most rambling address he 
had in his repertory. E. C. Walker raised his voice 
to a point of order, and the orator went away, 
leaving a trail of red-hot expletive behind him. He 
came back later and tried to speak, but was ignored. 
He volunteered the information that he was 
used to that sort of treatment. His particular de
lusion is that the creator resides in his cranium, 
and that his thoughts are emanations from the di
vine mind. 

-E. C. Walker scored a good point in his paper 
on "The National Reform Association "-a point 
so clear and sharp that the National Reformers 
cannot help seeing and feeling it-when the said: 
"We read in an old legend that 'in those days came 
John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness · · · · 
and saying, Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven 
is at band.' Therefore John has been called the 
Forerunner of Christ. He announcd his coming, 
it is said, and prepared the way for him. We read 
in the records of our time that in these days comes 
the National Reform Association preaching in the 
wilderness, and saying, Repent ye, for the kingdom 
of Rome is at hand. The leaders of the God-in-the
Constitution party are the John the Baptists of the 
Church of Rome. They are its forerunners. They 
are announcing its coming and preparing the way 
for it." The church of Rome gets from the public 
treasury two dollars for every one dollar drawn 
from that source by her Protestant accomplices. 
Protestants crack the safe and she robs the till. Let 
Protestantism place a chair of theology beside that 
of the president of the United States, and the pope 
will sit in it. 

-Mrs. Cadwallader, the medium and inspira
tional speaker, thinks she has the joke on the Bos
ton Freethinkers. While the present odious Sun
day law was before the Massachusetts legislature, 
and while Mrs. Cadwallader was lobbying for an 
amendment permitting mediums to hold seances 
Sunday nights, she heard that a lecture was to be 
delivered in Paine Hall on "Sunday Laws." She 
canceled an engagement in order to be prese;nt, ex
pecting to get some points about the law then 
threatening the rights of Freethinkers in that state, 

f'H~E~ TRUTH SEEKER, 

but the lecturer made no reference to it, and at the 
close of the meeting she learned that no one pres
ent had heard of it. The Massachusetts Liberals 
who read THE TnuTH SEEKER evidently were not 
interviewed by Mrs. Cadwallader, for this paper de
voted considerable editorial space to the matter at 
the time. Mrs. Cadwallader remarked that she 
found it somewhat difficult to address a Free
thought audience on account of the different vo
cabulary necessary to be used. Those who hav 
listened much to inspirational speakers hav doubt
less observed this distinction. 

-Through some oversight a resolution con
demning the action of the Philadelphia authorities 
in arresting spirit mediums failed to get before the 
Committee on Resolutions. One like the following 
would doubtless hav been well received: Resolvrd, 
That while Catholic priests are permitted without 
molestation to display the alleged relics of defunct 
saints, ostensibly for the cure of diseases but in 
reality to increase the revenues of the church and 
the superstition of its members; and while the en
tire Christian ministry subsists by vending for 
money its professed knowledge about other worlds 
and the sure method of reaching the right one, the 
interests of impartial justice demand that the same 
immunity should be extended to so-called spirit 
mediums; that the future, except as it may be 
judged by the past, is to us wholly unknown, but 
persons asserting their ability to reveal the events 
which it has in store should be on an exact 
equality before the law; and furthermore, were all 
such persons to be regarded as impostors, still, as 
between the mediums and the ministers, the former 
are so weak in numbers, and their professions are 
so modest when compared with the preposterous 
claims of the latter, that they should be secure in 
the practice of their chosen calling so long as any 
pulpit in the land is occupied by a minister of the 
Christian gospel. 

~------------------
Lectures and Meetings. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Snnday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. 

THB Firat Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets1 regu
larly every Snnday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olas, lee
tnrer. Snnday-school at same place at 12.30. 

S. P. PUTNAM lectures at Boston, on November 
lOth, and ~t East Dennis, Mass., November 24th. Mr. 
Putnam will lecture in _:New England during the month 
of _Nov_emb~r. H~ desues_ engage_ments at all possible 
pomts m this sechon. Friends wlll commuaicate with 
him at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care of this office. 

T1D!l Women's Liberal Leag11e of Philadelphia meets 
Weft.nasdaw- eoveninge, at i o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, norihOOllt corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, seoretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free 
and all are in vi ted. Radical Library open from 7:80 A. :r.r: 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

FRANKLIN STEINER's appointments, so far as now ar· 
ranged, are: Ashland, Pa., November 7th 8th· Colum
bus, 0., lOth; Massillon, 0., 11th; Farmdale, b., 12th, 
13th, 14tJ;l; Columbus, pt!l; <J:rove City, 0., 18th, 19th, 
20th; Sew, 0., 21; Cmcmnati, 0., 24th· Greentown 
Ind., 30th, and December 1st; Covington'Ind 2d sa' 
4th; Fil_lm~re, Ill., 5th; Whitehall, Ill, 7th, Sfu. 'Ad: 
dress htm m care of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
. THE Ohio Liberal Socieo/ meets every Sunday evening 
mG. A. R. Hall, 115 W. SIXth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for November: 
Nov. tO-Manifestations as presented by Medi-cms· "Is 

this SP.iritualism ?" Prof. Geo. W. Stock. · 
Nov. 17- The Egyptian Book of the Dead." Judge E. 

Thompson. 
Nov. 24-Joint Debate. Franklin Steiner and Prof. John 

B. Van Cleve. 
. T~ Manhattan Libe!Bl Club meets every Friday even· 
mg m German Masomc Hall, 220 East 15th street New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November: ' 
Nov. 8-"Indiv:id':lal :r,reedom the True Basis of All Hu-

man AssoCiatiOn. Geo. W. Hopping Chas H 
Matchett. ' · · 

Nov. 15-" Standards of Value-What or Which?" John 
DeWitt Warner, Dr. Charles B. Spahr 

Nov. 22-"The Sunday Laws." Wm. J~y Groo Ed-
ward Grosse. ' 

Nov. 29-"The AuthorityandNecesflitvofFaith" Rev 
E. J. 0. M~llington, Thaddeus B. Wakeman.' · 

Calling the Ministers to Order. 
From the New Yorle Sun 

The Morm?D: missionaries hav as much right to propa
gate ~he rehgwn of Mor~oniam in the state of North 
Carohna as the Pre~b_yterian missionaries in China hav 
to prop~gate the rehgwn o! Presbyterianism there. We 
should hif:e to know th:e difference between the conduct 
of the C_h~ese ~an_dariD;S and Vegetarians who drove out 
the Christia.D; missionaries and that _of the clergymen of 
North Carc;>h:r:ta wh:o hav sent a wntten warning to the 
~ormon mission~,ries there to "retire from our commnn
It;r, ~nd at op.ce. The Chinese hav degraded the anti
miBSiom.uy_vi~roy, and chopped off the heads of a lot of 
the anti-mJssionar;r Vegetarians. What kind of punish
ment should be given by somebody to the Rev M D 
Bynum and the Rev. H. if. Jenn~tt, of New Hili, Wak~ 
c~unty_, ~· C.~ The stories told In China against Chris
tian ~Issionn:ries are even worse_ th:an those told in North 
Carolma agamst the Mormon missionaries. 
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Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, "Self- Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand. 
'!ith the 'Age ?f Reas~m.' I think any person get
bng the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implemen~s !or this sort of agricultural operations, 
we .are wdhng to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible" to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad ... 
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TnuTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age· of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, i~ still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

The Canadian Censorship. 
From the Light of Truth (8ptrituallst). 

The not unexpected announcement that The 
Truth Seeker publications hav been prohibited from 
the Canadian mails is the latest in the line of pres
ent persecutions. It appears that The Truth Seeker 
has been suppressed without notification or trial 
on its mailability by a Roman Catholic postmaster
general named Caron, who pronounces it "scurri
lous" and "blasphemous," and from whose deci
sion there is no appeal in the Canadian law. This 
is a tremendous power to place in the hands of one 
man who is amenable to nothing or anybody, and 
who cannot be reached by any legal process. Yet 
the Canadians hav given this power to a Roman 
Catholic bigot and put him at the head of their post
office department. When a man can say officially 
that he "has no hesitation in deciding that on' ac
count of the character of its contents the paper 
ought to be excluded from the mails," as was said 
in the case of The Truth Seeker, and has the power 
to construe the terms " scurrilous" and "blasphe
mous" to suit his own opinion, the day of liberty 
for the press has set in a dishonorable oblivion. 
The . T;uth ~eeker is a Freethought publication, 
and 1t 1s aga_mst Freeth ought that this suppression. 
has been aimed. Any other publication of like 
character would su:ffer the same fate. As we under
stand it, no particular issue nor any article in it is 
condemned, but the whole publication is refused 
transmiseion in the Canadian mail. 

The power to thus tyrannize ovar one publication 
implies the power to set up a sort of Inde>e ErqJur
gatoriuB over any other obnoxious paper, and we 
may liiOon look for the tentacles of the Canadian 
post-~ffice octopus. to be pl.ac?d upon some Orange, 
Amertcan Protecttv AssoetatlOn, Methodist or any 
political journal that advocates measures ~ot con
genial to the Romish hierarchy. 

Mental liberty in Canada is a meaningless term. 
Protestant papers in Quebec are under the thumb 
and at the mercy of Cardinal Taschereau, who owns 
~ostmas~er-General Caron,, while Catholic papers 
m OntariO truckle to a dommant Protestant regime 
and between the two free thought and a free pres~ 
hav a sorry time of it. 

But the question here brought forward ir this : 
What shall be the nature of the protest against this 
persecution? Plutocracy and its crass churchianic 
annex hav about strangled the freedom of the press 
on this continent. In this case there should be a 
vigorous .m?vement set afoot at Washington to find 
ou_t why 1t IB that a Freethought paper published in 
this country is denied transmission through the 
mails of a country at peace with ours. 

From Semtlar 7'hou(Jht. 
The postmaster-general's disallowance of the 

Canadian mails to the New York Truth Seeker has 
called forth some comments, a few of which we re
print. No.d?ubt the bulk of the papers are ortho
dox, and reJOICe at the set-back given to Freethought. 
All the more honor, then, for those who speak out 
boldly for liberty. · 

Ingersoll's new lecture, '' The Foundations of 
Faith," is for sale at the _low price of twenty-five 
cents. Same style as his other recently issued. 
pamphlets. 
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Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, :Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunioa" 
tion11 tor this Corner should be IJent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When•the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause in the da.1:'s occupations 
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

Nancy's Nightmare. 
I am the doll that NancY broke l 

Hadn't been hera a week. 
One little sqnPeze, and I sweetly spoke; 

Rosy and fair was mv cheek. 
Now my head lies in a corner far, 

My body lies here in the other; 
And if this is what human children are, 

I never will Jiv with another l 

I am the blok that Nancy read 
For :fifteen minutes together; 

Now I am standing here on my head, 
While she's gone to look at the weather. 

My leaves are crushed in the cruelest way, 
There's jam on my opening page; 

And I would not liv with Miss Nancy Gay, 
Though I shouldn't be rea:i for an agel 

I a.m the frock that Nancy wore 
Last night at her birthday feast. 

I am tbe frock that Nancy tore 
In seventeen places at least. 

My buttons are scattering far and near, 
My trimminll" is torn to rags; 

And H I were Miss Nancy's mother dear 
I'd dress her in calico bags! 

We are the wordg that Nancy said 
When these things were brought to her view, 

All of us ought to be painted red, 
And some of us are not trne. 

We splutter and mutter and snarl and snap, 
We smolder and smoke and blaze; 

And if she'd not meet with some sad mishap, 
Miss Nancy must mend her ways. 

-Laura E. Rtoharils, £n St. Ntaholas. 

The Freethought ·Convention in 
New York. 

"'Tell ns something about the conven
tion;" were the parting words of a friend 
of the Children's Corner, when we said 
good-bye at the pier in New York, bound 
homeward. But yon will all read the re
port well told by others, and it would take 
too m noh time and space to go over the same 
ground in our little corner. But it was a 
glorious gathering of noble men and large
hearted women in Hardman Hall on the 
25th, 26th, and 27th of October, and those 
who were unavoidably absent, for it is not 
to be conceived that a true Liberal would 
p~rposely stay away, missed mnoh. The 
weather was superb, and the sun shone 

· b~ightly every day. There was the best 
of good cheer and hearty greetings that 
made light, brightness, and warmth, in
doors as well as out. 

There is something in the grasp of a 
Freethinker's hand that is inspiring and 
helilth-giving-a cordiality and gracious
ness that does not come with any other 
sort of hand-clasp. The editor of the 
Corner was pleased to meet some very dear 
friends, some she had not seen iu a long 
while, others she had known but met for 
. the first time. The music was excellent, 
·iboth vocal and instrumental, and it will be 
!long ere the echoing notes of Mrs. Eugene 
Macdonald and the strains of the king of 
instruments in the hands of Mr. Kelly will 
cease to vibrate in our ears. • 

Among the very little folks present, like 
new plants ·springing np in the dew and 
sunshine of Freethonght, were handsome 
Master Macdonald, son of the inimitable 
George and the mother who is all Grace, 
and pretty, bright-eyed Gertrude Gillen, 
and sweet baby Harman, who came all the 
way from the West to plead for human 
rights. There were other little ones pres
ent whose names were not learned. Daisy 
Wixon was not there, but she will come 
another time. Her grandpa and grandma 
Thorpe and aunt Hattie were on hand, 
dilitingnis hed by all the old-time earnest
ness and energy. 

It was a representativ congregation 
throughout, distinguished by high thought 
and noble resolve. There were brows on 
which was written intellectual develop
ment, eyes that sparkled and ftashed with 
wit and wisdom, like sunbeams on the 
dimpled river. 

There were no " old folks" at the Con
gress-that is, the Editor of the Cornel' 
didn't see any. People baptized in the wa
ters of Liberality never grow old. 'l'he 
years run lightly o'er their heads, mingling 
here and there a silver thread with brown 
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or black, and tracing delicate lines upon 
faces that are always like the morning, but 
they do not leave decrepitude or old age. 
So if yon desire to be always young, keep 
in line with Liberal thought, move with 
the onr1ent of the times, that is ever tend
ing toward a larger freedom of thought 
and speech. 

Wakeman, solid as a rook and gentle as 
a child -can he ever grow old? No, not 
even if he were governor of New York, 
and he ought to be. Can Eliza Bnrnz, 
the Ingallses of Glenora, Dr. Wetmore, 
Henry M. Taber, whose roses, cosmos, 
smilax, and chrysanthemums adornedihe 
rostrum at the hall and were a sweet and 
delicate oftering to the recipients thereof 
-can snoh grow old and wither and per
ish? Never! Through their brave at;~d 
blessed deeds they liv in perpetual youth 
and become immortal. 

S. P. Putnam was the presiding genius 
of the convention, bright, breezy, and 
thoughtful; aided by his handsome lieuten
ant, Franklin Steiner, he made everybody 
happy. Edward Dobson was one of the 
younger speakers, and carries truth to 
every listening ear. He is a a correspond
ent of our Corner. 

E. C. Walker, quiet, serious, and hard. 
working, made pleasant hours for every 
one. There was no need for anyone to be 
sick in the convention. If they were, 
coming into the genial presence of Dr. 
Foote, Sr, and Dr. "Ned," Jr., they 
would be cured by the pure personal at
mosphere of these worthy and devoted 
followers of truth and progress. And Mrs. 
Foote is as lovely and oharlning as yon 
can imagin. No wonder they are good 
who come within the range of her sweet 
inftnenoe. E. C. Reiohwald and Henry 
Rowley, both intellectual men, resemble 
each other so mnoh as sometimes to be 
mistaken one for the other. E. C. Cham
berlain is the same yesterday, to-day, and 
forever, pledged eternally to that which is in 
accordance with truth and right. It was 
good to see Washburn again on the plat
form, as vigorous against injustice as ever, 
and Daniel T. Ames, Mr. Oppenheimer, 
and the Bird who won't sing for the new 
woman; it was a pleasure to know they all 
are for liberty and truth. Mr. Macdonald, 
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, like one of 
scriptural mention, went about doing 
good, very quietly, but always efteotivly. 
Florence Johnson, graduate of the Emer
son School of Oratory in Boston, made 
Hardman Hall ring many times during the 
Congress with stirring recitations. She 
has a deep, fall, ftexible voice, and, as an 
elocutionist, is well qualified to attract 
and entertain. 

This running scribble should be brought 
to a close, and must be, with muob still 
left unwritten. Too bad, but it must be 
so. Our home in the city was with the 
Broadbelt family up-town, in a most de· 
lightfnl locality, and with friends whom 
to know is to admire, esteem, and love. 
Bethia accompanied the editor of the Cor
ner, and joins her in full expressions of 
appreciation of the hospitality that made 
our stay in the elegant home above men
tioned a perpetual pleasure and delight. 
Mr. Broadbelt is a genius, a designer, 
inventor, and builder of homes; fearless 
and outspoken, a lover of humanity who 
has made his own way in the world, his 
career is still onward. The attraotiv row 
of houses, recently completed, is a credit 
and honor to his oomprehensiv mind. 
Dear Mrs. Broadbelt has a great heart in 
which to hold her many friends, and a 
winsome grace that charms and blesses 
eve1y one. Geraldine and Portia are the 
lovely names of the lovely daughters of 
the household. They are distinguished @y 

gentle manners, strong, good sense, and 
the wisdom to apply it, hence they are 
Freethinkers, from whom, one day, the 
world will hear. 

" Beauty," the white oat, white as 
snow, goes daintily about the house, while 
"Gnvvy," the intelligent dog, knows his 
own place at meal times, and other times 
as welL He is one of the family, and he 
knows it.-ED. C. C. 

Health and Happiness. 
1,-INTRODUOTION, 

The subject of health and how to main
tain it is one in which all are interested. 
The problem is lamiliar to everybody, for 
the reason that the slightest deviation 

from the normal state of health invariably 
produces an unpleasant impression. No 
sooner are we made aware of the dis
agreeable presence than we hasten to do 
our utmost to remedy the evil, or seek for 
some one to remedy it for ns. In ordi
nary disturbances, simple in character, 
Nature, the impartial nurse, the great 
healer of ills, comes to our aid and recti
fies and re.establishes the lost equilibrium. 
This aid is conditional, however, on our 
implicit obedience to her laws, and will 
not be rendered unless in proportion to 
our intelligence we exercise discretion and 
judgment in our conduct. Animals are 
entirely dependent on Nature as a healer; 
and although they possess neither the in
telligence nor the inventiv power of man, 
they seldom suffer from ailments due to 
violation of her laws, such as excesses or 
immoderate indulgences. 

Not having actual knowledge, the an
cients tried to explain abnormal bodily 
states or conditions (ill health) by methods 
which had no relation whatever, direct 
or indirect, to nature except as a total 
misconception of natural facts. Conse
quently the seeds of grave errors were 
planted in .the minds, and these developed 
into supernatural wonders and miracles; 
and, to sustain them, finth and belief were 
necessary. Credulity, which is the result 
of ignorance, is a very important factor in 
producing superstition, imposition, and 
fraud. This in part accounts for belief in 
the many wonderful '' faith cures " we 
hear 9f in modern times; but in this age 
of advancement in the medical sciences 
the general public ought no longer to be 
deluded and misled by the notions of our 
unenlightened forefathers. The state of 
our health does not in any sense rest on 
any imaginary supernatural interference, 
but on natural and well-regulated conduct 
in life. . 

In order to hav a clear idea of the matter 
of health and of sickness (or derangement), 
we must first learll to regard the human 
body, like that of the lower animal, as 
nothing more than a living or vitalized 
machine. We must think of the various 
organs in the body as vital mechanical con
trivanoes that are constantly in motion 
while the system is in a living state ; and 
when any organ or one part of the ma
chinery is impaired the whole structure 
suffers. The idea of supernatural inter
ference of a religions kind, snob as mira
ole, faith, etc., must be entirely dismissed 
from the mind. 

Human happiness-our joys and pleas" 
urea-depends upon health ; contentment 
depends upon sufficient nourishment, cloth
ing, and shelter. To obtain the latter, we 
must exert oarselvs and pursue some 
aotiv occupation, physical or mental ; in 
short, we must work. In other words, 
everyone is bound to struggle to preserve 
and protect the body against external and 
internal encroachments. 

To establish and maintain the health is a 
very important task, and at the same time 

it is our imperativ duty. If we wjsh to 
participate' in the pleasures of life, to 
contemplate the beauties of nature, or look 
at the world and see it in its brightest as
pect, the body must be in a state of health. 
When health is wanting, or the system is 
impaired, we are unfitted to perform our 
duty properly, nor are we able to concen
trate our thoughts ; mind and body are 
out of tune and out of harmony with na
ture. 

Every intelligent reader will see the im
portance of this subject, and it should 
stimulate all to obtain information suffi
cient to guide them judiciously and dis
creetly in their conduct, thus avoiding un
necessary pain and discomfart. 

Is there anything on earth we are so so
licitous about as our own well being? 
How anxious is the mother for the health 
of her child; how pleased when it is well, 
smiling, and playful, and how sad, alarmed, 
and grieved when it is ailing, peevish, 
and sickly? Would it not be well for 
mother and child-indeed, for everyone
to know how to shun errors and mistakes 
in the art of living, so as to avoid tres
passing on the laws of'natnre? These laws 
teach ns not to overtask our physical abil
ities; not to overstrain the physiological 
functions by excess of food or drinks; not 
to overtax the organs of our appetites; to 
avoid exposure of our bodies to the inclem
ency of the elements; unnecessary expend· 
itnre of the life forces of the animal econ
omy, etc. 

The infant is the miniature man or wo
man. Raise a healthy infant, and yon 
raise a healthy child, which in turn be
comes a healthy citizen. The beginning 
of life is exolnsivly in the hands of the 
mother; she nourishes it, tenderly oareil 
for it, nurses and Qlothes it, sees to its hy
gienic condition, watches over its growth 
and development. It presents the mirror 
of nature to her; when she holds np her 
own offspring she sees her own image re
fteoted in that of her child. How carefully 
she examine the still undefined features 
of her babe to discover some resemblance, 
some parental likeness, some slight expres
sion. This contributes by far the most in
teresting subject in the world to her; it is 
the topic of the hour, the anxiety of the 
time, the hope of the future, and all the 
wisdom she possesses, with no small 
amount of pride, is ·concentrated in the 
love, tenderness, and aftection for her in
fant. 

The next article will be the first of a 
series on the art of nursing and raising 
children. M.D. 

COVERNMEN.T. 
By CHARLES MORAN. 

An inquiry into the powers of government, and 
an argument for •· limiting government to tbe 
mere protection of life ~~.nd property and the dis
pensation of prompt and equal jnst'ce to all." 

Price, 5 cents. 
Address THF. 'T'RU'T'H BERKEl?, 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York . 

COL'Dl'IIBIA8-They almost :fl,y. 

Bicycling 
;_;,women 

Physicians recommend bicycling. Dame Fashion says it is "good 
form." Two new models for women's uao in 

eotumbia Bicycles. 
Model ..f2 Columbia has beon especially designed 

for· the many ladies who prefer to wear knicker
bockers rather than cumbersome skirts. 

Ladies' wheels also in Hartford Bicycles at lower 
prices-$80, $60, $50. 

POPE MFG. CO. 
General Offices 
and Factories, 

HARTFORD, Coaa.· 

aOSTON 
NI!W YOIUC: 
CHIC.A.QO 
eAN JlfftANOISOO 
PPtOVIDENO& 
aUFF.A.LO 

Send for Catalo~ae. Free at any 
Columbia Agency, or by mail for two 
a-cent stamps. · 

Six handsome Paper Dolls, ahow• 
fng l&dlcs' bicycle costumes by noted 
doalgners, mi!Lilecl for tivo a-cent stamps. 
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Gems of ~'!ought 
MANY a bloody war has been fonght 

merely to promote the political interests 
of a cowardly sqnad of ambitions dema
gogs.-Galveston .Ne-ws. 

IT will be a ma-rvelous thing-the trne 
personality of man-when we see it, It 
will grow naturally and simply, flower
like, or as a tree grows.-Anon. 

KEEP as near the shrine of trnth as yon 
can. It is not always the most popular 
place to be, bnt it shonld be the place in 
all the universe most dear to yon,-P1·o
gressiv Age. 

IF we gnarded woll the passes of private 
freedom, the by~ways of social and relig
ions emancipation, the political forces as 
an immediate seqnenca wonld vanish for 
want of sustentation. Political tvrannv is 
birthed in social intolerance.- Traubel. 

WHETHER in parent or child, anger, how
ever cansed, and to whos!.>ever directed, is 
detrimental, Bnt anger in a parent towards 
a child, and a child towards a parent, is 
especially detrimental; becanse it weakens 
that bond of sympathy which is essential 
to beneficent controL-Herbert Spencer. 

'Tl:!E '!'RUTH S~EKER 

Some Good Pam~hlets at Low PriGes. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damned 
What I Believe, Immortality._ This lecture is 
on the f>Lmous text, •• •.rhe ()!ergy know that I 
know that th~y do not know." 

PERSON :1L EXISl'ENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RIGH'fS 
MASS MEETING A'f LINCOLN HALL, 

Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve of any WASHINGTON. Being the Spe~ches 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. of RoN. FREDERIOK DoUGLASS and CoL. RoB

ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 
AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a United States Court that the Oivil Rights Act 

Christian who had attacked Freethinkers, 1 is Unoonstitn~ienal. Fifty-three large octavo 
and Ex_po•in_g the Inconsistency of Christians 

1 

pages •. of whwh Colonel Ingersoll's speech 
generall;L H C Lnse. occupies 88 ~es. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Showing that PULPI'I\__PE_W, AND CR~D~E. So long 
Liquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, as the l'n.Jpit speaks to bellevmg Pews .com-
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker. posed chietly of mothers, the o~adle WIJl be 

CHRIST UNITY A REWARD F0
0
R CRWIM;E ffsc~~~e~~~~0J!~i~~1 {i!e 0~~eo~~h~~m:~~ ~~ 

Anthentwated by the l'l1ble. B hit- !\_God who is powerle•s against him. One of 
for~J M.D. HelAn Gardener's bright•st efforts. 

DID 111AN FALL 7 IstheGardenof Eden THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
EPI6~ciluf8DE'L1J~]:<i:_~s. A Lectnre by TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable MLI. GBaibOcUoc~t.PROBLEvS 0 f L K 
reasons for Religions and other Delusions. RE S n. • ne o • • 

FALSE CLA.IMS OF 'fHE CHURCH. . Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and his., very good. 
one of the most effective ever wntten by any SCIE:NCE VS. RELIGION, or The Con-
Freethinker. fii9t Between Reason and Superstition. T C 

FIRSr EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE WiddiCombe. 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. ST. MAT':f'HEW ~EFORE THE COUR~. 
Written while journeying in and ne4 r the land Presenting the eVIrlence of the forgery of his 
of Yahweh. Uontaining the best moral in- alleged_gosnel. H J Smgnenret. 
strnctions of the world from the great teach- SISTER LUCY AND HER .A. WFUL DIS· 
ers of the former llJreS. D M Bennett. I CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A Pf!>Per read CONVEN'f, Showing that Convents 
before the Freethonght International Con- are inimical to chastity:. virtn~rand freedom. 
jFess at Chicago. On~ !>f o.tto Wettstem's I SPIRITUALISM FRUM .A. lll.A.TERIAL· 

THEateG'Lbii~ckOF SINI~!l~ELITY. To ISTIC STAND~OINT. B F u!l~er-
which is added a poem on Thomas Paine One wood. W~1tten before l\Ir. Underwood Jmned 

f ~ 1 p p t • t b ·ru tl t the P3;[Ch1C Researchers. 
~v~::~1risti~n n~~~ ~~s t~~ i~Yotfg ~::: THUMBsCREW AND RACK. Tortnre 
tion, "What Has Infidelity Oone?" should be Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 
induced to read this book, if he has to be paid centuries for the promulgation of Christian-

WE hav lost many good things of Cer
vantes' and other writers bec~n3e of the 
tribunal of religion and dnlness. One 
Aonins Palearins was sensible of this, and 
said that 'the Inquisition was a poniard 
aimed at the thro..1t of literature.' The 
image is striking, and the observation 
jnst; bnt the ingenious observer was in 
conseqnllnce immediately led to the stake. 
-L D'Israeli. 

to do it. ity. Being the Nnrembnrg Collection, with 
HOW CAN WE BE SAVED T Was Jesns specimens from th~ H;oly Inquisition .. 28 pic-

Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise tnres. The descn11t10ns and refieot10ns by 

IF yon wish depth, genins, imagination, 
taste, reason, sensibility, philosophy, ele
vation, originality, natnre, intellect, fancy, 
rectitude, facility, flexibility, precision, 
art, abundance, variety, fertility, warmth, 
magic, charm, grace, force, an eagle sweep 
of vision, vast understanding, instruction 
rich, tone excellent, urbanity, suavity, 
delicacy, correctness, pnrity, clearness, 
elcqnenct>, harmony, brilliancy, rapidity, 
gaity, pathos, sublimity, and universality 
-perfection indeed-behold Voltaire.
Goethe. 

from the Dead? Israel W Groh George E. Macdonald. 
INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how VICTOR HUG~'S ORATION ON VOL· 

the two agree. A poem by Samuel P Putnam. TAIRE, delivered on the one hnn-
THE LIMl'fATIONS OJ<' TOLERA.TION. dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 

A discussion between Col.Robert G. Ingersoll, T~ansl~~:ted bl': James Par~on, author of the 
Hon.Frederic R, Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. Llfd of Voltaire. ~o which are added phe 
Woodford, bofore the Nineteenth Century three great ]loems of Goethe, George Eliot. 
Club of New York. "Each man has the same and L'lngfellow. . 
right to express to the whole world his ideas WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED t Anst1n 
that the rest of the .world have to express Bi~rbower. A Ia.w:yer's comideration of the 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll eVIdence of that alleged event. 
main~ains this, the other.s deny it. Mr. Con- WAS JESUS INSANE t A consideration 
dert IS a Roman Cathollc, Mr. Woodford a of Ohrist's alleged actF whioh would lead one 
Protestant. . to that conclusion. L K Washburn. 

MATERIALISM: _Its Htstory,_ and Its In- WHY DON'T HE LEND .A. HAND t And 
tlnence Upon Somety. Dr. Loms Buchner. other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pn'nam. 

MIRACLES AND MIRA.CLE WORKERS. T~e title poem is p~rhaps the most popular 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 

ANoTHER discovery, also very recent, 
has enabled ns to throw light ou the pre
historic or forgotten past. We hav fonnd 
that much of it, thought to be long since 
dead, is still alive and in onr midst, nnder 
forms easily recognized when onr atten
tion is directed to them. This branch cf 
anthropology is known as Folklore. It in
vestigates the stories, the superstitions, 
the beliefs and customs which prevail 
among the unlettered, the isolated, and 
the yonng; for these are nothing less than 
survivals of the mythologies, the legal 
nsages, and the sacred rites of earlier 
generations. It is surprising to observe 
how mnch of the past we hav been able to 
reconstruct from this hnmble and long 
neglected material.-Prof. D. G. Brinton. 

IT can, says Mr. Lecky, be no exaggera
tion to say th~t the church of Rome has 
inflicted a greater amonnt of unmerited 
suffering than any other religion that has 
ever existed among mankind. The Prot
estant chnrch prosecuted to the fnll extent 
of her power; and, although the persecu
tions at her hands were never so sanguin
ary as those of the Catholic, the principle 
was affirmed qnite as strongly, was acted 
on qnite as constantly, and was defended 
qnite as pertinaciously by the clergy. 
And the examples given by Mr. Leckv of 
the persecutions by Protestants in Eng
land, Germ!iny, Holland, Ireland, Scot· 
land, France, Sweden, and America, and 
the fact that persecution was advocated or 
practiced by Lnther, Calvin, Beza, J nrien, 
Kn·ox, Cranmer, Melancthon, and other 
lights of the Protestant chnrch, prove that 
the spirit of intolerance of unbelief and 
heresy was qnite as bitter with them as 
with the Catholics. - Literary Guide, 
Supplement. 

No less frnitfnl [than the researches in 
Assyria] hav been modern reEearches in 
Egypt. While, on one hand, they havre· 
vealed. a vt:ry considerabl~ nnmber of geo
graphical and archreolog10al facts proving 
the good faith of the narrativs entering 
into the books attributed to Moses, and 
hav thns made onr early sr.cred literature 
all the more valuable, they hav at the 
same time revealed the limitations of the 
sacred authors and compilers. ThEy hav 
brought to ligM facts utterly disproving 
the sacred Hebrew date of creation and 
the main framework of the early biblical 
chronology; they hav shown the snggestiv 
correspondence between the ten ante
diluvian patriarchs in Genesis and the ten 
early dynasties of the Egyptian gods, and 
hav plac~:d by the kide of these the ten 
antediluvian kings of Chaldean tradition, 
the ten heroes of Armenia, the ten primeval 
kings of Persian sacred tradition, the ten 
"fathers" of Hindn sacred tradition, and 
mnltitndes of other tens, throwing mnch 
light on the manner in which the sacred 
chronicles of ancient nations were gener
ally developed.- Prof, Andrew D, White 
in l!opular Science Monthly. 

of the New Testament One of John Peck's many editions of it hav• been called for. The 
best books. other poems are: The Golden A_ge, The Ideal 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The a)ld the Real Not Dea~. but Liv~ng_, Frni-
Forgery of the Old '.restament. Dedicated to t10n, HopebTjl.omas Pame, Natures uospel, 
the Clergy. H. J. SeignenreL, M.D. Ad9-ress tq eity, and ttl• short. poem so often 

THE NEW GOD "It is an open secret re.mtfd W1th great effect by Charles Watts, • . G1ve U• Light. 
th(Lt !Dan has always !Dade his (Jods. T~ey WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
enst m and through him, as the Image ensts . 
in and through the mirror. Take away man GOD T B F Underwood; written be-
and yon take away God-the image vanishes." 1 fore 'Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
This pamphlet, therefore, is a consideration • SP&rchere. 
of what kind of a God man should make. I WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
Samuel P. Putnam. I RESS. A lectnre delivered at the 

ORTHODOXY. A lectnre by Colonel Freethinkers' International Congr•Fs at Chi-
Rob~rt G . .q~ersoll •. and one. of that great cago. Cons ide· ing: The Cause of Woman's 
mans best ... Lhe snpJects consiqe~ed are: Or- . Subjugation, The Canon Law and Its Effects 
thodo]( Reh~Ion Dy~n!t Out. Reli_g10ns_ Deaths ', Upon flor, Theology Never Helpful to Woman, 
and Birth'!J_ I'he ReligiOI)- of Rempromty, M_o-! Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
hammtd, The Destrnct10n !>f Art, The Dis- Benefactor of Woman. l:!usan H. Wi-.on 
covery of Am~nca, Copermcns .and Kepler, WOMAN· HER PAST AND PRESENT 
Charles Darwm, Spemal Providence, The ~ • • 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
of God, '.rhe Fall of Man. The Atonement, nre delivered before tne Woman Suffrage As-
The Second BirthJ}ns_•iration, The Reign of socia1ion of Denver,Ool., by B F Underwood. 
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought The 
Resnrrectio~~ The Judgment-Day Pions Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Evasions ".NO Bible, No Chilizationi" Mira- ~ for a dollar. 
cles of the New Testament, The Ascension, 1 Address TJn<) T'RTT'I'li RlllEKF.R. CO .• 
Casting out Devils, Necessity of Belief, Eter- 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By 'WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of ·Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

4 ~ ~ Pages. 2 ~ ~ 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, BloodvJoshna, 
Sume Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, l Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, J ephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
tBS.~e~~J'fr't;.ilr Sister,' ~~~~~~jhfl~~~~ng, 
One of '.rwins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esan, David God's Favorite, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Home Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Holy Moses"'. . Adventures of the Prophets, 
Balaam the .uivmer, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. · 
A.ddress THE TBlJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., l!vew York city, 
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In the nature ofthings, 
SAYb 

IWBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of things there can~ be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
• . "Voltaire was the greatest man of 
his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSoLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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Jf ot for- I}ar-aona. 
"·I BUPPosm yon say your prayers, my 

little man?" "Yes. sir." "DJes your 
father say his?" "He doesn't hav to; his 
father's dead." 

"OouLDN'T your husband be induced to 
try the faith cure?" " I think he could. 
He's tried dozens of things he didn't be
lieve in."- Vogue. 

SUNDAY·SOHOOL TEAOBER: "What is 
faith?" Small Boy: "Takin' an umbrella 
to church when the minister's goin' ter 
pray fer rain."-2'ruth. 

Dxos:: "I sa:v, Bob, what's Pantheism? 
Heard it mentioned in church." Bob: 
"Don't know. Sounds like Duwin. R~
ligion for panthers, probably." 

JONES: " I ate· a piece of mince Pie for 
breakfast last Snnday morning." Brown: 
"Well, what of it?" "I had terrible 
dreams at chnrch."-2'own 2'opics. 

"I DON'T see much difference between 
yonr sacred concert programs and your 
secular concert programs." "The sa.cred 
concerts are giv.:m on Sunday. "-Life. 

MoTHER: "I don't know what in the 
world to do with my son. He is a born 
rover." Nei~hbor: "Why not make a 
Methodist mmister of him?"-New York 
Weekly. 

SuNDAY·SO!IooL TEAOBER: "Yon knew 
your lesson oerfectl~ this time, Tommy." 
Tommy: "Yes'm. ra BRid he'd let me go 
fishing this afternoon if I didn't miss any 
of it. "-Life. 

WHEN some people discover that they 
can't sing well enough to be paid for it, 
they offer their services to the church 
choir, and say they will giv their voiee as 
their contribution to the church. 

MRs. W J.TTS: "Why were yon not at 
the church Thursday night?'' Mrs. Potts: 
"I was out of the citv. What was going 
on?" Mrs. Watts: "We celebrated the 
silver anniversary of the boy evangelist's 
work in the missionary field. Oh, we had 
a lovely time. "-Indianapolis Journal. 

A PoRTUGUESE artificer who ·was sus
pected of Freethinking was at the point of 
death. A J esnit who came to confess him, 
holding a crucifix before his eyes, said: 
" Behold the god whom yon hav so much 
offended; do yon recollect him now?" 
"Alas! yes, father," repli~d the dying 
man; "it was I who made him."-.Argo-

. naut. 

,c. GRANT ALLEN' relates that he was sitting 
'one day under the shade of the Sphinx, 
turning for some petty point of detail to 
his Baedeker's guide-book. A sheik looked 
at him sadly and shook his head. "Mur
ray good," he said in a solemn voice of 
warning; "Ba~deker no good. What for 
fOU use Baedeker?" "No, no; B~Adeker 
1s best," answered Mr. Allen. "Why do 
yon object to Baedeker?'' The sheik 
crossed his hands and looked down on him 
with the pi tying eyes of Islam. '' Baedeker 
bad book," he repeated; " M nrray very 
good. Murray say, ' Giv t.he sheik half a 
crown'; Baedeker say, 'Giv the sheik a 
shilling." '-Frank Harrison's Family 
Magazine. 

ON WBE~LS. 

One parson says a multitude
E'en leaving out the ladies

Upon their bicycles, to-day, 
Are steering straight for hades. 

Another vows he's visions had 
Mnoh more to mortal liking, 

Wherein he saw on heaven's gold streets, 
The blessed angels biking. 

Their wheels, we're told, were gilded, too, 
To match the heavenly highways; 

And pretty saints in bloomers sped 
Along the gleaming byways. 

Thus, parsons tho' they're prej ndiced, 
Betwixt 'em make ns feel now 

Whichever way a body's bound 
He "gets there" on. a wheel now. 

Male cyclers still may take short cnts 
To sheol thro' Ohicago, 

Tho' biking saints in bloomers there 
Are under an embargo! 

-M. N..B. 
SolliE little time ago the minister from 

.Saarboro, Me . .!.. exchanged pnlpitfl with the 
minister from ;:;acarappa, in the same state. 
When the Sacarappa minister arrived at 
Scarboro he was met by a deacon, who 
said to him: "Mr. Jones, I do hope to
day that in your prayer yon will make an 
especial effJrt for rain. Oar crops are be
ing destroyed, and I can see nothing but 
deeolation here." So when the minister 
was about making his petition, he said1 "0 Lordi I pray the that thou wouldss 
send copious rains upon the soil of Scar
boro, that it may bring forth a bountiful 
harvest, and that the people will be made 
glad, and, 0 Lord! they will bless you 
for it. I desire, 0 Lord, to state that 

'T'1YE THUTI-l SEEKER, 

I mak ~ this petition in the namA of the ' · 

~~~~~h~ritoo~. ~~ath~odl~i~~r w?sd~~~~~ . F A f f T H I N K f. R S • 
PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOKe say 1t 1s not ram th:.t the soli of Scarboro 

needs. It is more top dre>sing."-Boston 
Budget. 

NE'W' EDITION. 

PBOSE-PDEMS AID SELECTIOBS. 
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand
some Qaarto, containing over 

400 pages. 

The book is designed for, and will be accepted 
try', admiring friends as a rarepersona.lsonvenir. 
To help it serve this pnrpJse, a fine steel portrait, 
with autograph f&c simile, ha> been prepared 
especially for it. In the m Jre elega.nt styles of 
binding 1t is eminently suited for presentation 
purposes .• for any season or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christian Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, My Choice, 
before the G. A. R. Why? 
at the Aca.demy of Ima.giBation, 
Mnsio,N. Y. Science, 

A Tribute to Ebon C. Tf Dea.th Ends All, 
lngeraoll,. Here and There, 

A Vision or War, Row Long? 
At a. Child's G'ave, Liberty, 
Benefits for 'Injuries, Jehovah and Brahma, 
We Build, The Free Soul, 
A Tnbute to the Rev. T,if.,, 

Alexander Clark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Grant Banquet, Bae,her, 
Apostrophe to r.ibert~ Tribute to Conrtlandt 
A Tribute to John u. Palmer, 

Mills. The Brain, 
The Warp and Woof, ~he Se.cred Leaves. 
The Cemetery, Origin and Destiny. 
Originalit,y.,.. Wha.t is Poetry? 
Then and ~ow, My Posicion, 
Voltaire, Good and Bad, 
Lazarus, The Mtraculous Book, 
Wh~t is Worship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, 'l'he Abolitionists, 
God Silent, Providence, 
Alcohcl, The Man Ch,.ist, 
Augu<te Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
The Infidel, At the Grave of Bmja-
Napoleon min W. Parker, 
The Rellublic. Fashion and Beauty, 
Da.wn of the New Day, Ap lstro_Il_he to Science, 
Reformers, Eliznr Wright, 
The Garden of Eden, The Ima.gination, 
Thomas Paine, No Respecter of Persons 
The Age of Faith, Abraham Lincoln, 
Origin of RA!igion, 'J'he Meanin!!l of Law, 
The Unpardonable Bin, What is Bh.sphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Sotne Reasons, 
l<'ree Will, Selecuions, · 
The King of Death, Love · 
The Wise Man, TheBirthnlaceofBnrns 
Bruno. Mrs. Ida Whiting 
The Real Bible, Knowles, 
B•nedict Soinoza, Art and Moralit7, 
'l'ha First Doubt, Tribute to RoscJe Conk-
The Infinite Horror, ling, 
No.ture, Trib.1te to Richard H. 
Night a• ~Morning, Whiting, 
•rhe Conflict, Mr3. Mary H. Fiske, 
Death of the Aa-ed, Hora.ce Seaver, 
The Charity of Extrava.- The Music of Wagner, 
·l!ance, Leaves of Grass, 

Wom•n, Vivi•eotion1 
The Sacred Myths, The Repnbli J of Medioo-
lnspiration, rity, 
RelH!"ionsLibertyofthe A Tribute tJ Walt Whit-

Bible, man. 
The L1ngh of a Child, 

In cloth. beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
morocco! gilt edges, $5; half calf. mottled 

edgAs, ibrary style, $4.50; full Turkey 
Morocco, gilt1 exqni•ital_y fine, 

$7.50; full uee-calf, highest 
possible finish, $9. 

Bent to any address, by expre3s, prepa.id, or mail 
post free, on receipt of pnce. 

A. Cheaper Edition trom SJ.~.me 
plates, good paper. 'vide 

margins, clotl1, $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl.. New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition 
By T. C. WIDDICO:l:IBE, 

Price, LD Cent•. For sale at this Offi'l'!. 

OfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Ref:-u:ta:tion of: "the Argu.

:anen"t That; Nat;u.re Ex
hibi-ts Marks of: Having 
Been Desig-ned by an In
telligent; Be ina-. 

SYNOPSIS I 

I. The Dodign ArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Neces
sitating an Infinite ::!eries of DesignE-rs. 

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Are Egregionsl;v Slow, 
They Are Egregiously: Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Ouly Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

v. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronom v and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a. First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Addrese 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

28 Lafayette l'laoe, NY. 

SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHF'OI. 
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAllll 

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BE

WALING THE .ABUSES 
011' A UNION 011 

(JBUBOH AND 
STATB. 

185 Fwtt-Page 
lllustratiofl$. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATIONS a; 

FACTS, 
'HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Ot 
THE Alf-1/ST. 

DESIGNS BY WA.TS7N HESTON, 
WITH PVRTR~IT OF 

THE DESIGNER. 

The illustrations are c!lli!Si1led as follows: 

18 repreeent Uncle Sam and the Priest!i, . 
2 " The Church Robbing the .t'eopl&o 
8 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 " Children ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Scienc~. 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Moha=edans. 

1 re~t Ba,m:ples of Christianity;s Work. 
II " Miss10nanes. 
1 ., The Lord's Instruments. 
116 "' Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 ., The Church and Slavtry. 
1 " \!riests and Politics. 
t " ireland and the Church. 
II • Church's ldea of G'ivilizatioa. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
t • Unkind .Reflections on the Church. 
11 " PersecntiO'lls of the Church. 
ta " Some Allegories. 
8 •• Heaven. a .. Hell. 
't Miscella.neot18, 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin!l: like it ha" ever be
fore appPared ia this conntryhand it is very doubtful if another one like it Wlli ever again be pub
lished. We must give the Trnt Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of alL 
At twice the price 1t wonld have baen a cheap book. Artist Heston as & portratt painter and de
signer is a wonderful stocceso. and we ;judge from our own foelinl)'s that nea.rl:f every Liberal in 
America will desire a COl\V of this most wonderful volnme.-[Freeth1nkers' Maga.zme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Free thought, and has done fai hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. lint the plot
urea do not make up the whole of , his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that Herve first as explanations of the illustrations? and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h~ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is ·one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has .eve!" been put :n the 
b.ands of Freethin.kers.-[Boston Investigator. 

NO H_1JEGI.NNLNG;" I POP&S AKD TJ:(tJQ OOIHQS 
OB, I AClOOUl'IT 01' 

Fallacy. \ Vtoars or Ghrtst ana Vweuerents Q! Ooa. 

Cloth, 75 cents: 

The Fundamental 

A common-sense expognre of the error in the 
r•Moning npon which is based the belief in a 
"Creation" or" Fir;t Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
" This volume discusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
worki on the snbjeot we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKE~, July 22,1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bonnd neatly and strongly m cloth. 

PJnOE, $1; POSTPAID. 
A.ddreeo THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

0oJl[l'ILBD BY L. K. WAS liB URN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offiae. 

THE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
~r ng~~~'&-I~~ PDt!~':"'b~rg~cs~ 
WISDOM-THE W"OIENolll OF HlOALTIL 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain It 
by reading the moat complete book of 
Dledleal, Soelal, Sexual Selenre, 
by an eminent physician of 35 years 
experience. ·The "old, original, 
st..nda.rd" -work, endorsed by all. 
~~g ~~ ~"fi!i.;'~fJ'g~':,~t~nTi 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 
adaptatwn, marital failures,. etc., 
are of inestimable value to au now 
married or who ever expeet to IJe 
P::~1J:j cb~~~f~ah~: .. E.~~o 
wood cuts, 21 chromoseshowing 
origin of life-development of man. 
A.PPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

St. 50 by Mall: Clrculara Free. 
Address TRUTH 8~.1!lKJ<.:U. 

ll8 Lafayette J.>.a.oe r...,w \:orl!. 

$7 5 A MONTH andUJ>O!.>- led,. or 
Geal. Samples tree. 
A pennanen~ situattoa. 

£1!Sranteed. Write todsy • .Address P.O. Box OSOS, Boatoa, !fa ... . ................................. "" ...... 
I AN·· EXTRAORDINARY OFFER II# 

# 
We waut 1000 more active agents before e 

July 1st. We will guarantee$20to$30perday 
can be easil tnade in any locality; our goodS e sell themseLves; we furnish a large roll of t 

• ~:~~~e:n'i~V~:l%n~~!I~~af~s~ ~~~'X flo-N:r • ~ for fu!LJ>articulars, or we will s""d wit~ ~ r same a. Valuable sample of our !loods In f' e Solid Silver upon receipt of 111 cents In i 

'

silver orstamps. Established In 1882. Ad
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. ............. ~ ........................... . 

~d~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~l~~~ edyof ~ 
011118.- DR. R. Po FELLOWS, " . 
~-Wberel_Oillla'!_~advs,.....- 1T_laelaad. fto.lo 

NOW READ THIS.f 
Dr. I•ellows is a stan Jh LIBERAL and a very 

successful physician. He nas treated DISEASE::! 
OFMFN for twentv v«'~rs, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of this long_Jlraotice, which should 
~rive ooDJldeDoe to tlao 1e •mioted, 
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PUBLICA'J'ION!il. 

•• HI<JA VEN AND HELL." 
lly EM:ANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Sm·-vant of the Lora Jesus Ghrts!.) 
P<tper, 416 pages, 15 cent~. 

Cloth. (oo·avo), 875 pagesbspeOtal to rer.<lers of 
thi' j m·u •I. only 25 cents, y m.\il, prepai<i. 

t:!end for olescr.ptiv c»tttlo~no of t:!wedenborg's 
work~. . . 

Ameriottn Swendenborg Printing and Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity •. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 1s just what its title implies-thump. 

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world showing 
what Chr1stians have done to advance their relig. 
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false proph11t. that the gos}lels 
are not authentic, and that I.J.,.;.:,~ianitr. is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a real benefit to man. 

Price. 20 cents, six for •x . 
.\ct.lr<1AA ·rRl!ll'ROl'il 'lll!l!l1[818 

Is Controversy Dangerous? 
By W. F. JAMIESON. 

This little book goes down to the very bed-rook 
of human liberty, 

Pdce, 25 cents, 
4tldress THE TRUTH HEEEER. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

But whe n beaw the wind. boisterous, he was afraid; and beginning to sink, he cried, saying, Lord, save me.-Mat, xiv, 29, 30. 
Price, 5 oents. THE 'I RUTH SE&RER, 

2S Lafayette Pl., New York. 

THE New York Weekly Sun has sus
pended publication. 

MGR. SATOLLI has received notification 
of his elevation to the cardinalate. 

THE Pennsylvania Railway has just or
dered the building of 6, 000 freight cars. 

TARIFF receip~s for October were $9,-
299,000, as against $7,597,600 for October, 
1893. 

WINTER wheat is threatened by the 
severe drouth which extends over nearly 
the whole country. 

THE earthquake in the Middle Wast has 
increased the flow of the natural gas wells 
of Indiana 60 per cent. 

A BOMB was exploded in the Monastery 
of Corjuela, Biecay province, Spain, and 
seve:ral monks died of fright. 

MAYOR STRONG of New York has declared 
himself in favor of having saloons open on 
Sunday from 2 to 5 and from 7 to 9 P. M. 

MoHAMMEDAN rebels are defeating Chi
nese troops in the province of Kansu, and 
hav captured the capital, Lan-l'cheou·Fu. 

THE Ribot ministry in France resigned 
on Oct. 28th. The railway scandal and 
the Socialists are responsible for its down
fall. 

AN accident on the Baltimore & Ohio at 
Elm Grove, W.Va., resulted in the killing 
of two persons and the tiJjury of forty 
others. 

M. BoURGEOIS has formed a new French 
ministry, vice the Ribot Cabinet, which 
resigned last week. The new ministry is 
composed of Radicals. 

LIEUT. R. E. PEARY has given up the 
thought of reaching the North Pole, and 
will settle down to routine work as civil en
gineer in the Brooklyn Navy-Yard. 

AMBASSADOR MIURA and other Japanese 
officials supposed to be implicated in the 
assassination of the queen of Corea llav 
been put on trial by the Japanese govern
ment. 

AT a fire in a six-story sweat shop on 
Pelham street, New York, the night of 
November 2d, four watchmen lost their 
lives and several other persons were 
injured. 

THE king of Ashantee has rejected the 
British ultimatum, saying that he prefers 
war and is prepared for it. England will 
at once dispatch troops to bring the king 
to terms. 

CoMMANDER HEYERMAN, of the United 
States Navy, died on board the North 
German Lloyds steamer Havel while on 
his way to Dresden. He was born in 
Prussia, Feb. 17, 1844. 

BuRRELL BoND, an ex-slave, has just put 
on the market at Memphis 300 pounds of 
tea raised by himself in Arkansas. Mr. 
Bond expects to engage extensivly in the 
culture of the tea plant. 

IT is reported that the first act of the 
new French ministry will be to secure the 
repeal of the anti-Anarchist law, enacted 
in the panic following the assassina
tion of President Carnot. 

FoLLOWING the ·earthquake in the Mis
BiBBippi Valley, which was felt in fourteen 
states on Oct. 31st, came one in Rome on 
Nov. 1st. Like the first, the last was quite 
severe and created a panic among the 
people. 

GENERAL CAMPos, commanding the 
Spanish forces in Cuba, says that it will 
take 150,000 men to suopress the insurrec
tion if the government of Spain insists 
upon methods of coercion instead of con
ciliation. 

ON June 30, 1895, there were 969,544 
United States pensioners-more than the 
combined army pension list of all the . 
fighting European powers. The net in
crease during the fiscal year was 860. The 
estimate for next year foots up $141,450,000. 

THEODORE DURRAN'l;, has been found 
guilty of murder in the first degree for the 
killing of Blanche Lamont in the Emanuel 
Baptist church in San Francisco. He is also 
accused of the murder of Minnie Williams, 
whose body was likewise found in the 
church. 

THE Lincoln monument at Springfield, 
Ill., is a ruin, and Governor Altgeld and 
the other trustees favor its being torn 
down and a substantial one erected in its 
stead. Apparently of solid granit, it is in 
reality a rickety structure of brick, ve
neered with granit slabs. It cost over 
$200,000. 

HERMAN W. MUDGETT, alias H. H. 
Holmes, was found guilty of murder in the 
first degree for the killing of Benj. F. Pite
zel. The jury(Philadelphia) too.K but one 
ballot. He stands charged with many 
other murders. The verdict was a general 
surprise, as it was thought that the evi
dence produced in this case was insufficient 
to warrant such a result. 

AT the trial in Berlin of the editors of· 
the Vorwaerts and Volksblatt for having 
attacked the emperor, the presiding judge 
explained the charge of lese majeste on 
the ground that in view of the inviolabil
ity of the emperor nobody has a right to 
say anything against him. This is the 
identical position taken by the theocrats 
here in regard to " God. 11 

HENRY GEORGE was announced to speak 
on the Single Tax at Wilmington, Del, 
last Sunday. The city attorney held that 
the address would be a profanation of the 
Sabbath and in violation of Delaware law. 
It was finally arranged that the police 
should attend the meeting and use their 
judgment as to whether or not Mr. George 
in his address departed from the ethics of 
his subject and descended to politics. 
These infallibilities decided that the ad
dress was all right. 

SENATOR TILLMAN has won his fight in 
the South Carolina Constitutional Conven
tion-the clause of the new constitution 
disfranchising illiterate Negroes while 
leaving a loophole for the admission of 
illiterate whites was adopted by a vote of 

RIMES 
OF 

T~CH[RS 

69 to 37. It was declared during the de
bate that it was all nonsense to talk about 
this provision giving the whites a majority 
-the Negroes were learning, and hence to 
think of depending on a " fair vote 11 was 
suicidal for the whites. 

IN the South Carolina Constitutional 
Convention woman suffrage was voted 
down, 121 to 26. Senator Tillman favored 
it, with a property qualification, as the 
best means of maintaining white suprem
acy, and Ex-Senator Sligh asked: ''Which 
would you sooner hav, white supremacy 
maintained by the votes of white women or 
white supremacy maintained by the mus
ket? There ia no other alternativ." Mr. 
Miller, a Negro delegate, appealed for 
universal suffrage for men and women. 

A Goo«l Child 
is usually healthy, and both conditions a,re de
veloped by the use of proper food. The Ga,il Bor
den Eagle Bra,nd Condensed Milk is the best in
J ant's food ; so ea~ily prepared that improper 
feeding is inexcusable and unnecessary. 

Travels in Faith. 
BY OAl'T. BOBERT 0. ADAMS. 

Bein~~: the etor:v of hie ment•l journn fruar 
ortholioxy to .B•tion•liem. 

Pnoe. n•uer, 25 oentll: '.;1oth, 75 flflnllil 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have faoilit.ies to repillr1 cia' ely regulate and re mrn watches 2d or sa 
da,y. No better work in the world Agents 
wa,nted in every town in the United Sta,tes where 
watches are butchered instA•<I of restored Ma,ny 
are now ma,ldng money but :eno1' 11110re oan maJr.e 
money easv by Bending me the work of the1r 
friends anil neighbor•. Apply for terms, also 
send for price lists of Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wettstein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
venir Spoon, and The Popular Free

thought Badge. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 
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A CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR-MORAL INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTH SEEKEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more e:ffectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to l."ewa.rd them; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: . 

~ o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a n6'1.0 name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINKEB's PxaTOBIAL TEXT-Boo:s::, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARs). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PxaTOBIAL TnT·Boo:s::. 

The pictures in the FBEETHINKEB's PxaTOBIAL 
TExT-Boo:s:: were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 1 85 Full~pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
111d Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows: or those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Ohurch, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and ThomAs Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
.History, 4; The Bible and Scienca, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and. His 
Works, 4; Prayer 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 i Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; PersecutionR by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no pro:ii.t in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probabll, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small mat'gin 
on them may make us whole. Inrluce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVB DOL
LABS' WOBTH FOB THBBB DOLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies ha?' been sold, 'Uld 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
vou Clln get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like i' 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany thtl credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromonr own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volnme.-Jireethin~s' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethonght~ 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. Bnt the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages nf reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the chnrcb. 
that has ever been pnt in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of al1·1 .tpense to you. Or, if you are not nowa 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book .nd the 
paper for one year. 
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When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 we will send THB TBUTH SEEEEB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of I'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its ili1J.uences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDB.I!:D YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer worlters of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greateGt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS.OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at reg_nlar ra 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•' FOU.R HUNDRED YE~RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF UHA.RGES. 

AN.D F URTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the B ew Subscribers as a P'remium, {lost 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GRKATm BOOK OF l'ffi m EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated Bli:ls"\.'f.'WN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-hound of ' 

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOJ]GHT. 

Scientific Books Cheap. Researches in Oriental History~ 
Out of various importations lfnd pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise &nd Early Constitution of Universities 

with a. survey of Medimva.l Ednca.tion. By 
B. S. La.urie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Pa.st a.nd Present. By Richa.rd Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modem Science a.nd Modern Thought. By S. 
La.iug. 75 cents, 

Forma.llion or Vegetable Mould through the a.c
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
ha.bits. By Cha.rles Da.rwin. 75 cents. 

Science a.nd Orime...!Lnd Science a.nd Poetry, with 
other essa.ys. l:ly Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is a.dded, 

WHENCE OUR A.RYA.N A.NCESTORS! 
Bv 6EOR6E W. BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eatttcm. 
Pa.rt L-Resea.rches in Jewish History; ten cha.p 

ters. 
Pa.rt TI.-Researches in Zoroa.stria.nism; thirteen 

cha.pters. 
Part ITI.-Deriva.tion of Christianity ; twenty 

c~pters. 
Pa.rt IV.-Whence Ca.111e the Arya.ns? Five cha.p. 

ters. 
Elega.ntly bound in cloth, price, $1.:50. · 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY. 28 La.fa.:vette Pla.ce. New York Cit:v. 

For $5 we will send Taa TRUTH Sams:ma o·ne year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send TH:m TBUTH Sauaa one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M:. Bennett. 

For $4.50 we will send TH:m TBUTH Saas:aa one year ($3) and James· B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies i,t 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4.50 we will send TH:m TBUTH S:m:mE:B:B one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send TH:m TBUTH S:m:m:s::mB one year ($8) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4 we will send THE TBUTH S:m:m:s::mn one year ($8) and a copy of "Old 
Testament Stories Comically llinstrated,, in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send TH:m TBUTH S:mEEJDB one year ($8) and " Old Tea
amant Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for I!IUO. The 

1!12.75 Pin &nd THE TRUTH 
B:&EKEB one year for ill5. 

-------------------------------
. The TRUTH 

SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoor 
Will be sent for 1!14.75. Snga.r Snnnns a.nd 'l'BUTH B»EKEB. 15. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) B poon· 
l!.'ilt, bowl. 500. more, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

All a.re architects of fate 
Working in these walls of time, 

Some with massiv deed a.nd grea.t, 
Some with oma.ments o1 rhyme. 

JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle the Priest 
TO WIDCH AllE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. HEED. 

Price, 
Address 

15 cents. 
""HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fa.yette 1:'1., New York, 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker library •. 
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dr~d of the most distinguished teachers a.nd· 
philqsophers (who were not Christiansh from· 
the time of Menu to the present. Bv D.1u. Ben
nett. 1,l17~ pa.ges, 8vo. Oloth, $3; 'lea.ther, $4;. 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into· 
tlie rea.lity of divine revelation. Decidedly the 
most thorough a.nd exha.nstive work on the 
cla.ims of snpernatura.lisn1 ever written. By F. 
W •. NeWJ?la.n, Emeritus Professor of the London 
Umvers1ty., 1,115 pa.ges, svo. In cloth, $4; 
lea.ther, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The La.nd Question: Containing the History of 
La.nd Holding in Engla.nd, by Joseph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; a.nd Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of La.nd in Engla.nd, by Willia.m 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. . 

lllnsions: A Psychologica.l Study. By Ja.mes 
Bully. 75 cents. FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine
Inclndin_g The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophemes, Uepl;v to Bishop of Lla.nda.ff Let
ters to J'rlr. Erskme, Essa.y on Drea.ms, Letter 
to Ca.mille Jorda.n, The Tietigion of Deism 
Common Sense, The Crisis, anti the !tights of 
Ma.n; the whole preceded by the Life of Pa.ine, 
a.nd a. steel-pla.te portra.it. 800 pa.ges, 8vo. · 
Cloth, $3; lea.ther, $4; morocco, gilt edges .. 
$4.50. 

rhe Gods and Religions of Ancient and· 
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of a.ll the gods the na.tions of the ea.rth 
ha.ve worshiped, including_ J ehova.h, Sa. tan, the 
H,oly Ghost, Jesus Ohrish Virgin l\Ia.ryba.nd the 
B1ble .. 8?5 pa.ges, Svo. v ol. 11 descri es fully· 
all r~hg10ns systems of the world, including. 
Jnd&Ism, Moha.mmeda.nism, and Ohristia.nity; 
phela.tter occnpying_372_pnges, being fully _gone. 
mto, 11!9. pa.ges. By D. l\'1. Bennett. Writ·· 
ten In prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 Per vol
!lllle, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;, 
In morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Flowers, Fruits, and Lea.ves. By Sir John Lub
bock, Ba.rt.~.F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with 
numerous ilmstra.t10ns. 75 cents. 

Geologica.! Sketches a.t Home a.nd Abroad. By 
Archiba.ld Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents. 

Ourrent Discussion in Science, a.nd Scientific As
Jl8Ct of some Fa.milia.r Thingo. By W. M 
Willia.ms, F.C.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

Darwin and Alter Uarwin 
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory. 

:By GEoRGE J. RoMANEe. 
Al!ystema.ticExiJosition of wha.t may be termed 

~e Darwinism of Da.rwin, a.nd intended to be of 
service to the ~enera.l rea.der ra.ther tha.n to pro
fessed naturalists. 

Mr. Romanes is well known a.s one of the moet 
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking with Professor Hnxle;r in scien-
1:Ulc knowledge and a.bility. And this IS a. pa.rt of 
~is. conclusion rega.re~;og the great subJect of 
~sign, to which the church so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of a.dapta.. 
"on or to those of bea.nty, everywhere through. 
~;~ut orga.nic na.inre we meet with a.bnnda.nt 
evidence of na.tnra.l ca.nsa.tion, while nowhere do 
we meet with a.ny independent evidence of 
superna. tura.l design. • . • Ada.pt.a.tion a.nd 
llea.nty a.re a.like receiving their expla.na.tion a.t 
the \la.nds of a. purelymechanica.l philoRophy ... 
.AJl ua.tnre has thus been tramformed before thf 
uew of th£' pre~ent generation m a. rna.nner and 
1iP a.n·extent tha.t ha.s never before been posHihle; 
and ina.smnch a.s the cha.nge which has taken 
place hll.l' taken plao.Je in the direction of natural

. ~t;U. alld this to the extent of rendering the 
w,echa.:nica.l intArpreta.tion of na.tnre nniversa.l, it 
li! :no woJ;~,der if the religions mind ha.s suddenly 
li,wa.ke:r;~,ed to a. new a.nd a. terrible force in th2 
~ords of its tra.ditiona.l enemy-Where is now 
~ · U;odf" 
~utra.ted Price. cloth $2. 

&rl<JrASII. THE TRUTH A'F.EKER 

CIBEEB OF BELifriOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSO~ T~TTLE. 
This book is a. study in the evolution of relig

ions idea.s, touching a.ll forms ot religions wor
ship, a.nd trea.ting a.t length on the authenticity 
a.nd reliability of the Ohristia.n religion. It 
is a. 12mo book of 146 pa.~es a.nd the price is now 
re dnced from 50 cents 1n Pit per a.nd 75 cents in 
cloth to 2:5 cents inQ~~,Perh:iO cents in cloth 

Address THE T~UTH BEEKER CO. 

For !~~f~C:ilyb~re~~ is6;h}!!~~~~!:~ young w 0 r k s 
girls a.nd a. younger brother who were left parent
less, with a. little money fa.ir ednca.tion a.nd 
much conra.~e, to ma.ke their wa.y through the 
world bJ! gomg to Chica.go. 'l'he a.nthor is a.lso 
the herome. '!'he na.rra.tive is, in the ma.in, a. his
tory of a. working-girl's life a.nd experience in the 
city of Chica.go a.mong bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, a.nd disreputable hypocrite. It is 
just such a. story of hnma.n life a.s we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interesteil in; a.nd 
wlia.tev!lr he admires a.nd appreciates is sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 

THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Fntmre. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion a.nd the Jignifica.nce 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Na.tnre. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Orga.msm. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Na.tnra.l History. ll!Us· 
tra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth~,$2. 

AddresR THE T.tlUTH BEEKER, 
28 !,afo.vette ttla.ce. N~>.,. YorJr.· 

Works of W. H. Burr 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144 

Propositions proved Aflirma.tively a.nd Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Bnnderla.nd, D.D., in 1871, Price, 20c 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins t Socond 
editien, enla.rged, with best likeness of Pa.ine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the 1dentl.tlca.tion of Pa.ine as 
Jnnhls &lld Ca.sca.. Price, 5 cents. 

Ad ress THE TRUTH BEEKER 

Address THIS OFFICE 

IDrutfd)r £rribrnkrr-1ll~id)rr. 
lillir ~alien folgenbe 58itd)er in 

beutfdjer 6.)Jradje, tue{dje fe~r lierii~mt finb: 

, ~ie ,3rrt~ftmer 9Jlofe~," 
(fine frit!fd]e Beleud]tung bes pentateud] im 

£id]t ber mobernen Weltan• 
fd]auung unb <fiefittung. 

tJon @:ol. ~- ®. 3ngerfoll. ~rei{! 50 @:ent{!. 

~ll~ meiti ttnb ibre 6tellnng 3ttr 
9leligion nub Stird)e am ~nbe 

be~ 19. ,3a~r~nnbert~. 
tJon .t)elene .t). ®arbener. . ~rei{! 50 @:ent{!. 

u 9Jloberne (ijiitterblimmerung," 
tJon @:o{. ~- ®. 3ngerfoll. ~rei{! 25 @:ent{!. 

" munber nub mnnbert~liter," 
tJon 3o~n ~ed. ~rei{! 20 @:ent{!. 

, <ilattlie nub ~ernnnft," 
ober LE BON SENS, 

bes romifd?·fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier. 
Uus bern £ran3ofifd]en iiberfeut non 

lJriiuleln IUnna Rnoo"'. 
501 Seiten, l£:einwanb, $(.00; papier, 50 <£ts. 
1liefe Biid]er f!nb in papier.Umfd]lag unb 

flarem 1lrucF. Unfere beutfd]en Eefer 
follten f!e welt nerbreiten. 

unan abreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes a.re called "The Truth. 
Seeker Libra.ry." If a.ll a.re ordered together and · 
;ent bf express, one dolla.r will be deducted from, 
.;be PrlCe of ea.ch. 

A SECIJL!R MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL, 
AND 

OOLLEimON OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A «ood book written with a. purpose."· 
Price 25 cantR. 

Truth Seeker .Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn BJok~' 
Do your children lea.rn these bea.nti ~ ongs o 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, a.nJ} herpoets• 
a.nd smg ~hem in your homes, ma.ki 1g uem hap- .. 
Pf. and bnght ?-SEND FOR A OOPY -6 •een C!llth 
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A C11rions Confession. 
''The postmaster-general of Canada has prohibited trans

mission by mail, in Canada, of a Freethinker's paper issued 
in this city, on the ground that it is a scurrilous and blas
phemous publication. Authority to do this ie conferred 
on the postmaster-general by the Canadian post-office act. 
The editor and manager of the prohibited journal has sent 
to the newspapers of the country a circutar in which he 
begs them to come to his aid. 'We appeal,' he cries, 
'to the editors of the country, to public opinion, as the 
only tribunal which can rebuke such acts. Where is the 
freedom of the press on this continent ? Where has our 
boasted religions liberty gone, when a Freethinker is de
nied the right to put 'his thoughts into the mails of a 
country supposedly at peace with ours?' It is not neces· 
sary to exam in this man's paper very closely to ascertain 
that the postmaster-general of Canada was fully jnstified 
in preventing its transmission in Canada. Everything a 
Christian holda sacred is reviled in its columns. "-New 
York Catholic News. 

The gist of all this is that an official is justified 
in suppressing publications that Christians do not 
like, It is a curious confession, after all. Ts:E 
TRUTH SEEKER is said to revile " everything a Chris
tian holds sacred." Suppose we analyze this state
ment a moment; it is probable that we shall be 
surprised to see so many things that the ordinary 
mortal respects but which the Christian does not. 
For instance, this paper has never "reviled" 
the truth; it has always searched for it; it has 
never proclaimed the demoralizing doctrin that it 
is better to keep on the " safe side " by pretending 
to believe when the mind could not really render 
assent. This paper has not "reviled " science ; it 
has said that men should search everywhere for 
knowledge and apply it for their own and their fel
lows' benefit. This paper has not reTiled justice; 
it has always demanded that all the inhabitants of 
the country hav equal opportunities under the law:s, 
and speedy and fair trials when accused. of crime. 
This paper has not reviled mercy ; it has ever taught 
that we are all the children of heradity and environ
ment, and that- therefore punishments should not 
be vindictiv and cruel, but correctiv and protectiv 
only, and no greater than will secure the ends 
sought, especially protection. This paper has not 
reviled liberty ; it has strenuously insisted that per
secution for opinion's sake is unwise, unjust, and 
atrocious. This paper has not reviled the principle 
that human life is sacred ; it has insisted that life is 
to be taken only under the severest stress of self~ 
defense. These are a few of the differences between 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Christian, if the Oatho. 
lie News is to be believed when it says that we re
vile "everything that the Christian holds sacred." 
As THE TRUTH SEEKER does not revile truth, nor sci
ence, nor justice, nor liberty, nor mercy, nor human 
life, it is clear that the Christian does not hold any 
of these sacred, if it be true, as asserted, tha~ we re
vile everything tliat he does hold sacred. If the 
Oatholic News is satisfied with the logical conclu
sion from its own premis we assuredly hav no com
plaint to make. 

--~---------------
The Election and the Sunday Law. 

At the election on the 5hh inst., New York city 
reversed the overwhelming rebuke which it last 
year administered to Tammany Hall and elected all 
of that organization's judicial and county candidates 
by large majorities. On the other hand, the up
state districts overcame the Democratic majority 
below the Bronx and gave the Republican state 
ticket a majority of about 90,000, while securing 
both branches of the legislature by a large prepon
derance. 

What are the lessons of these results, and what is 
the prospect for a free Sunday in the city and 
state! 

It is certai-h that the people of the city who last 
year' voted for reform and this. year for Tammany 
were under no delusions when they this year cast 
th"'ir ballots for the old corrupt organization. They 
did not expect to secure through Tammany a repeal 
of the Sunday law, nor did they believe. that the tiger 
had changed its stripes. Their one purpose was to 
show the powers that be that they are opposed to a 
Puritan Sunday. The World-which is antago
nistic to Sabbatarian legislation but worked for the 
fusion ticket and against Tammany-says that the~;~e. 
voters were foolish, that they should hav supportJd. 
fusion if they wanted to secure a modification of 
the odious Sunday statutes. There is no evidence 
whataver in support of this proposition. Not one 
faction of the fusionists dared to demand any
thing that an honest friend of Sunday freedom 
could accept ; nothing that was bottomed on a 
fundamental principle of equal freedom. The 
same was true of Tammany and the other or
ganizations. But, on the other hand, the chief 
element of the fusionists-the Republicans-were 
pledged to the "maintenance " of the Sabbath in 
"the interest of labor and morality." It was cer
tain that, whatever the result in this city, that party, 
if successful in the other parts of the state, would 
prevent any change in the blue laws. Had the in
dependent people who last year voted against 
Tammany not been so distrustful of that organizil
tiou its majority this year would hav been doubled. 
But tens of thousands of anti-Sabba.tarian voters 
preferred remaining away from the polls, or taking 
the slim chance of the fusionists doing something 
for Sunday liberty, to again giving direct help to 
Tammany Hall. . 

The election fight is over. In the state the Sun
day worshipers are in the saddle. In this city 
Tammany has some offices, and it is seen that the 
inhabitants of this town would hav brought it back 
to full power, if they could, rather than endure the 
rule of the Puritans. That is, as badly as Tam
many is hated for its many offenses, the people of 
New York city prefer being ruled and robbed by it 
to submitting to the tyranny of the Puritans. That 
is one lesson of the election. The other is that the 
pagans are for Sunday laws and the inhabitants of 
the metropolis are opposed to them, at least in the 
form they hav at present. While here the voters 
will take Croker in preference to Roosevelt, the 
country districts pile up an enormous majority in 

favor of the proposition that it is expedient and 
just to enforca in the city a law that is so distaste
ful to the large majority of its citizens that they 
are willing to again enthrone Tammany as a pro
test against that law and its enforcement. 

Mr. Roosevelt announces that he shall enforce 
the Sunday law more rigorously than ever, if pos
sible, and this in the face of the demonstrated fact 
that the people of the city do not want the statute. 
Mr. Warner Miller, who secured the insertion of 
the Sunday law maintenance plank in the Republi
can platform, declares that the result of the election 
in the state shows that the majority of the voters 
favor the legal maintenance of the "American Sun-· 
day," and it is probable that he is right. Last year 
his party made Sunday shaving and hair-cutting
perfectly innocent acts in themselvs-crimes on Sun
day, and not an opposing party in the state dared 
take issue with it. Therefore we may reasonably 
anticipate that the incoming legislature will in· 
crease rather than relax the stringency of the Sun
day statutes. 

In view of all these facts, it becomes Freethink
ers and all other friends of the free Sunday to 
seriously face the probability tha£ 1896 will repeat 
1894 and 1895 and that at its close we shall find 
ourselvs possessing still less freedom of action on 
the first day of the week, and that this will be true 
not only in New. York but in many other states as 
well. The tide of retrogression is still :flowing 
heaVily, and it will take years of the hardest kind 
of hard work before we can hav the satisfaction of 
seeing it on the ebb. The work of education that 
lies at our hands is altogether too great for our 

· slender resources, but we cherish the hope that the 
masses of Liberal peof>le will soon get their eyes 
open to the fact that there is really a serious strug
gle before them, and that that conflict is· one to the 
death between the hordes of reaction and the forces 
of progression. 

Some Q11eer Propositions. 
A friend of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER, Mr. Harry Shaw; 

of Portland, Maine, had a discussion on religion 
with his employer, and the latter gentleman sub
mitted in writing, under the head of " Science and 
Reason," eight propositions which he wished Mr. 
Shaw to send· to Colonel Inger~oll or THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for consideration and answer. Our sub
scriber.forwarded them to u,s and we now take them 
up in their regular order: 

"I. -As far back as science and the human mind can 
trace, we find matter iu a gaseous state, without life, mo
tion, torm, or light, and such all science acknowledges to 
ba the beginning of the universe." 

There are sever~l errors in this statement. In 
the first place, there is not perfect unanimity among 
sciE>ntific men with re3pecb to the nebular hy
pothesis ; the aggregation theory of the formation 
of suns and planets has some adherents whose 
reasoning on the subject deserves respectful con
sideration. In the second place, it is not conceded 
that there was ever a time in the history of the 
cosmos when motion was abse?J.t. To the scientific 
mind, the proposition is unthinkabl.e. In the third 
place, science postulates atoms as the primary com
ponents of all kinds of matter, and it is impossible 
to conceive of a division of substance, however 
minute, that has no form. In the fourth place, 
science has nothing to affirm in regard to "the be. 
ginning of the universe." No human mind can 
conceive of the "beginning'' of the cosmos, as a 
whole. The scientific mind recognizes that all 
forms of matter, from molecules to suns, are sub
je~t to the law of growth and its complement, 
decay, or, rather, that all forms of matter grow and 
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decay, and the observed sequence of this growth 
and decay we name law. But of the absolute "be
ginning" of the elements of which the universe is 
composed. scientific men kno·w nothing and affirm 
nothing. 

"II.-The advt>nt of life cannot be traced to this con· 
dition, and in no subsequent time can it be found that this 
dead matter ever generated living things." 

While it might be admittod that the initial trans
formation of non-living into living matter has not 
been observed, it is a phenomenon of universal ob
servation that living matter is nourished by so
called non-living matter, and that life has never 
been found dissociated from matter. Matter is 
here and life is here, and it is the first that manifests 
the latter. It is not a violent assumption to say 
that life is the natural manifestation of matter 
under certain conditions and forms. The alternativ 
is the assumption of the injection of life into the 
matter of the universe, at some period, from outside 
the universe. But is there any outside to the uni
verse 1 Can we conceive of a limit to the universe? 
If we can, what is beyond that limit! Is it life T 
If it is, how could we cognize it independently of 
the matter with which we hav always found it asso
ciated in the universe? 

"III. -As far as the best knowledge goes, life in the 
universe must hav had a cause other than dead matter." 

But it will not help us out of the dilemma to as
sume said cause. If the universe is inadequate to 
produce the phenomenon of life, how are we to ac
count for the existence of the extra-cosmical cause 
of life which we hav invented to supply the defi. 
ciency! It must, logically, require a still greater 
cause, and so on in an ever-augmenting ratio and 
an infinit series. On the other hand, what warrant 
hav we to assume that any matter is really " dead ''T 
It would much puzzle the inquirer to find any mat
ter that did not possess and manifest certain qual
ities, and he might discover that he had undertaken 
quite a task if he should attempt to show the 
dividiiJg line between such a manifestation of those 
qualities as is exhibited by chemical affinity and that 
displayed by what is called organic growth. 

"IV.-Life alone begets life, therefore there must hav 
been life outside of the universe of dead matter, since 
every effect must hav an adequate cause, and life in the 
universe had a beginning." 

This covers substantially the same ground as II. 
and III., and the answer to them applies to this. 
There are the same assumptions that the matter of 
the universe is inherently lifeless, that there are 
limits to infinity, and that to posit a greater mys
tery to account for the mystery of life in the uni
verse settles the question at issue between the 
teleologist and the naturist. In addition, the pre
viously-stated fallacy is given a new form in the as
sertion that " life in the universe had a beginning." 
But did it? Until we know exactly what life is, it 
is very rash to say that there was a time when this 
infinit cosmos was utterly lifeless, when the ulti
mate atoms of which it is now composed and their 
aggregations did not in their relations with each 
other produce any manifestations of life whatsoever. 
To us it is more reasonable to hold that there was 
always life in the universe which is now p~rmeated 
with it than to hold that life was at some date 
injected into a previously dead infinity by an "un
caused cause" lying outside of that infinity, the con
ception of two infinities or of one infinity and of 
something outsid~ of it being in itself impossible 
to a sane mind. 
· "V.-All TRANSFORMATIONS are the effects of adequate 

causes, and since there cannot be an effect before a cause, 
therefore the first effect must hav had an uncaused FI. ST 

OAUSE." 

All causes, so far as our observation goes, are 
themselvs the effects of previous causes ; we hav 
never seen a first cause or an uncaused cause. It 
was invented by teleologists to help them out of 
their difficulties, which, it is needless to say, it did 
not do. We hav already shown the fallaciousness 
of the idea in our remarks concerning an alleged 
extra-cosmical origination of life. As "all trans
formations are the effects of adequate causes," what 
were the adequate causes that transformed some
thing else into the alleged" first cause"! "Nothing 
from nothing comes," and the difference between 
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the teleologist and the naturist is this: The natur
ist accepts the universe as uncreated ; he admits 
that he knows nothing of first causes or of last 
effects, and hence that he can examin only second
ary causes and effects. The teleologist, on the con· 
trary, refuses to accept the universe as uncreated, 
and insists that he knows the first cause, and that 
this first cause is an uncreated God, whose inten
tions he deems himself capable of making known to 
the human race. The naturist deals with the tan
gible universe of which he is a part and of which he 
knows a little. The teleologist assumes to interpret 
the will of an intangible God of whom he knows 
nothing. 

"VI.-The uncaused first cause must be greater than 
all effects." 

As an "uncaused cause" is incomprehensible as 
a conception, we need say no more here than to re
fer the reader to what has preceded this. But it 
may be worth while to point out that when discuss
ing causes we are apt to confuse magnitude and 
adequacy. A man is driving a span of horses at
tached to a heavily loaded wagon; just as the top 
of a hill is reached a hornet stings one of the hors"s 
and a runaway is the result. The frightened ani
mals dash down the hill and when they reach the 
foot and start across the railway track an express 
train crashes into the wagon and is wrecked. Fifty 
passengers and employees are killed and twice as 
many mangled. In this case was the cause greater 
than the effect f The hornet was an initial force 
and was adequate, but it is an abuse of language 
to call it greater than the e:ftects. 

"VII.-The effects of the first cause furnish us with 
UNMISTAKABLE exhibitions of designs and plans." 

All the small capitals we hav used in these quo
tations were first employed by the 'J;'_heistic objector. 

If the last quoted affirmation is true, and if our 
critic was right in his previous averments, it is well 
to inquire why the designer created a universe 
wherein there was no sign of life for uncounted ages. 
And what of the goodness or wisdom of a designer 
who so prodigally wastes life in the effort to create 
immortal souls! Whatever design may be discov_ 
ered in the operations of natural forces, it certainly 
does not manifest the best use of means to accom
plish results. If we are to be permitted to use our 
reasoning faculties in determining whether or not 
there is evidence of design in Dl\tu ... e, it follows that 
we must use those faculties according to the laws 
of their own development and manifestation. In 
other words, we will reach such conclusions as the 
facts that come under our observation appear to us 
to warrant. If, then, we can see no design in nat
ure, who is responsible for our failure! The "un
caused first cause," we are told, designed all things, 
including our reasoning faculties. It seems a queer 
evidence of design for the brain of man to deny 
that it was designed. Did the first cause design 
that some of us should be unable to see evidences 
of design and thus be precipitated into hell? 

There is another point of view that should not 
escape the attention of the believers in an intelli
gent designer. Designs, plans, are "unmistakable 
exhibitions" of weakness ; they prove that the de
signer, the planner, was only a designer, a planner. 
Men hav to design and plan because they are limit~d 
in power and wisdom. When you claim that your 
God designs, that he plans, you in effect say that he 
is limited in wisdom and power, which an· infinit, all
powerful being cannot be. This leads right into 
another and related absurdity, for it is preposterous 
to speak of infinity as a being. To be a being is to 
be limited, and infinity cannot be limited. But 
you must hav a limited existence if you are to hav a 
designer, a planner. So if the "effects of the first 
cause furnish us with unmistakable exhibitions of 
designs and plans," it proves that that first cause is 
lacking in wisdom or power or both-is, in short, 
a finite being. 

In the universe we see e'rtdences of growth, of 
adaptation, but it is only in the work of man and 
some of the more highly organized animals and in
sects that we perceive what we call design, and so 
we giv to the operations of nature the name we be
stow upon our own and related manifestations of 
intellect. But there is a wide difference between 
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growth and making. Our bodies grow; we make 
wagons. 

""YIII. The entire universe did not come about by 
chance, is not run by ohanee; hence must hav a supreme 
mind back of and through it." 

As we are unable to conceive of a time when the 
universe, in some form, did not exist, we are ready 
to agree that it no more came "about by chance" 
than it was designed by an "uncaused cause." 
There is no evidence that it "came about " at all; 
so far as we know, it always was. Modern science 
knows no such accident as '' chance " ; neither does 
it admit that the universe is at the mercy of the 
caprice of a man-like law-giver residing somewhere 
outside of it. It contains within itself all the 
powers that it manifests. It is, it does, and that is 
all that we know about it. We are parts of it and 
we cannot transcend our environment. We see 
that causes produce effects and so we formulate the 
"law" that like causes produce like effects. The 
law is subjectiv; the facts to which it refers are 
objectiv-objectiv to others even when subjectiv 
to a certain thinker. 

If we are so illogical as to posit a supreme mind 
which ordains all that comes to pass in the universe 
we at .once find ourselvs in a labyrinth of ethical 
contradictions. We find our eel vs treating our fel
lows as criminals for doing, by retail, acts that the 
"supreme mind" is constantly doing by wholesale. 
In other words, we in effect hold that the" l!!upreme 
mind" teaches us that it is wrong for our fellows to 
do exactly what it designed that they should do 
and what it is itself doing all the time on a scale 
immeasurably greater than it would be possible for 
the entire race combined to compass. 

" The Never- Ending Audacity of Elected 
Persons." 

The president's unconstitutional thanksgiving 
proclamation this year is more than usually unc
tuously pious. It might easily hav been written by 
Rev. Father Lambert or Rev. Dr. McAllister. It is 
a disgrace to the president as a man and to the 
office he holds. He is the executiv of the whole 
nation and as such he is neither Christian nor Infi
del, and hence should be, as an official, absolutely 
silent on the subject of religion. Instead of being 
so, he seemingly takes particular pains to obtrude 
his personal belief in Theism and in divine provi
dence upon the dissenting citizens of the country. 
He starts out with the assertion that "the constant 
goodness and forbearance of Almighty God which 
has been vouchsafed to the American people " in 
the last year " call for their sincere acknowledg
ment and devout gratitude." Even if that were 
strictly true, it is not a matter for official proclama
tion and enjoining, but for personal recognition and 
spontaneous individual rendering. But of what 
portion of the American people is it true 1 Is it 
true of the maimed victims of fires and railway and 
steamship accidents, and of the sorrowing relative of 
the dead! Is it true of those whose homes are in 
the drouth-stricken or the :flood-swept districts ! 
Is it true of the sufferers from the actions of mur
derers and burglars and swindlers and legislativ 
and municipal looters! It is so easy for us to be 
cheerful and thankful under the affiictions of others ! 

"To the end, therefore, that we may with thankful 
hearts unite in extolling the loving care of our Heavenly 
Father, I, Grover Oleveland, president of the United 
States, do hereby appoint and set apart Thursday, the 
28th day of the present month of November, as a day of 
thanksgiving and prayer, to be kept and observed by all 
our people." 

Imagin a man dying- by inche!! from cancer or 
gangrene "extolling the loving care of our Heavenly 
Father "! Would the meanest of earthly fathers 
knowingly fasten in the :flesh of his child the roots 
of cancer or plant therein the germs of gangrene T 
How loving was the care of this ghost for the sail
ors who last winter clung for days to the icy masts 
of their vessels stranded and storm-driven on the 
Long Island shore, and slowly stiffened and fell at 
last into the waters raging below ! Ah! Grover 
Cleveland, you talk as your masters, the priestly 
medicin men, talk, without wisdom, without truth, 
in cruel and hollow mockery of the groans of the 
agonized and the stony and despairing grief of the 
bereaved. 
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Is this thanksgiving pronunciamento a recom
mendation or. a command? It sounds much more 
like the latter than the former. "I · · · do hereby 
appoint and set apart Thursday · as a 
day of thanksgiving and prayer, to be kept and· 
observed by all our people." That is an order, 
and nothing less. It does not suggest, it demands, 
it decrees. It is not advisory, but mandatory. It 
is certainly altogether too bad for a political official 
to even suggest in a state paper the propriety of 
performing a religious act, but when his tone and 
words are those of a czar commanding his subjects 
to pray to the national deity the usurpation has 
become simply intolerable, and every defender of 
civil and religious liberty owes it to his own self
respect and to the cause he loves to openly and 
conspicuously perform his usual labors on t.he day 
selected for the adoration of the ghosts and to set 
the zeal of effacement on the individuality of the 
citizen. If we tamely submit, without protest by 
example, as well as by utterance, it wiil not be long 
before the thanksgiving proclamations of our em
perors and the satraps of the provinces are com
mands in fact as President Cleveland's is this year a 
command in form and manner. 

"On that day Jet ns forego our usual occupations, and 
in our accustomed places of worship join in rendering 
thanks to the giver of every good and perfect gift for the 
bounteous returns that hav rewarded our labors in the 
fields and in the bdsy marts of trad{3, for the peace and 
order that hav prevailed throughout the land, and for our 

_ protection from pestilence and dire calamity, and for 
the other blessings that hav been showered upon us from 
His open hand. And with our thanksgiving let ns humbly 
beseech the Lord to so inclil1e the hearts of our peo
ple nnto him that he will not leave us nor forsake us as 
a nation, but will continue to use h!s mercy and protect. 
ing care, guiding us in the path of national prosperity 
and happiness, enduing us with rectitude and virtue, and 
keeping alive within ns a patriotic love for the free insti
tutions which hav been given us as our natural heritage.'' 

" On that day let us forego our usual occupa
tions." We take it that we may be pardoned for 
assuming, Mr. President, that you will on that day 
forego your usual occupation of slaug}ltering and 
mangling for " fun " the birds which " the giver of 
every good and perfect gift " endowed with life and 
the capacity to suffer, ·according to your creed. No 
doubt they would be glad if you would keep every 
day of the-year as a Sabbath or a time of thanks
giVIng. Z hen those inoffensiv creatures would 
indeed hav something for which to be thankful. 

"In our accustomed places of worship "T Per
haps President Cleveland is not aware that there 
are many thousands of the people of this country 
who hav no "accusto:ned places of worship"; who 
are so poor that they cannot possibly dress in a 
way that will open to them the doors of our fash
ionable churches. And perhaps he is also not 
aware that there are many others who never enter a 
church from the beginning to the end of the year 
because they hav no belief in the doctrine preached 
there, and no patience with the tyrannous methods 
of those who patronize these untaxed temples of 
superstition. At all events, he tells us that this 
day of thanksgiving and prayer is "to be kept and 
observed by aU the people.;' BetwAen those who 
cannot and those who 'IJJill not do as he so imperi
ously recommends, there are multitudes who will 
disregard or defy his illega.l proclam\lotion. It might 
contribute to the enlightenment· of the nations if 
some one could induce him to frankly answer this 
question: Where do you, as the civil executiv 
officer of t!l.e United States, get your authority to 
officially perform a religious function and officially 
recognize a particular 1·eligion as divine and true? 

Our political high priest is discreetly silent re
garding those whose "labors in the fields and the 
busy marts of trade" hav not been rewarded with 
"bounteous returns," although he implies that they 
should be equally thankful with the more fortunate 
ones. We are slightly curious to know how he 
would hav phrased his unconstitutional platitudes 
if the crops had generally been a failure. And yet 
his words are just as much a mockery to the ones 
who lost their season's labors as they would be if 
the sufferers were double their present number. 
'' Our " protection from " dire calamity " will not 
call to life those who were not so protected, as, for 
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instance, the hundreds who went down with the 
prow-pierced Elbe, or those who only the other day 
were torn to pieces or burned into unrecognizable 
cinders in the Detroit Journal building. To these, 
and to many more, "His" was not the "open hand" 
of benefaction but the clenched fist of malevolent 
destruction. 

If "the Lord" wili induce the people to incline 
their hearts to him he will feel so good that he will 
not "leave us nor forsake us as a nation"! That 
style of composition would make a primary school
boy very proud. It is the same as saying that if 
Williams can induce Robinson to like Williams, 
Williams will be good to Robinson. It all depends 
upon Williams whether or not Robinson can like 
him, but if Williams does not make Robinson like 
him he, Williams, will incontinently kick Robinson 
out for not liking him. 

It appears to be necessary to inform Mr. Cleve
land that no one, not even a god, can endue another 
with wisdom and virtue. We may hav wisdom and 
virtue, but we cannot be ''obsessed" thereby. We 
cannot put them on and take them o:ff as we would 
an overcoat or a hat, and neither can another do 
that for us. As for the "free institutions which hav 
been given us for our natural heritage," we ques. 
tion whether that which is given to us can properly 
be said to be a natural heritage. If anything comes 
to us through nature we hav a prescriptiv right to 
it and no extraneous power can giv it to us. But 
our institutions we inherited from our forefathers, 
who won them from priest and king. Therefore 
they are a political, not a natural inheritance. But 
they are rapidly losing their free attributes through 
the scheming of priests and other enemies of 
liberty, not excepting presidents who violate their 
pledge of office by preaching sermons in proclama
tions and otherwise trampling the Constitution, 
which guarantees absolute religious freedom, under 
their feet. 

"With Voltairean inconsistency, THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
while caricaturing Christianity in its low, ribald fashion, 
talks about ' the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and ninaty-fi.ve."'-Oatholic Union and 1imes. 

Father Cronin doesn't stick to the record. THE 
TRUTH SEEKER never uses the expression "the year 
of. our Lord" except in quotation marks or in a sa
tirical vein when referring to some particularly atro
cious example of " Christian morality " or to some 
more than usually marvelous exhibition of super
stition. In, our business relations it is convenient 
to use the date in which " Christian nations " ex
press the passage of time, just as Father Oronin 
would find it convenient if not imperativ to use the 
date in common use in China, Siam, or other non
Christian countries, if he lived there. In neither 
case does or would such deferring to local custom 
imply an admission of the alleged divine origin of 
either of the dominant religions. 

It isn't a great way from now to the sun festival 
known as Christmas-an adaptation of pagan rites 
to Christian necessities-and those who intend to 
follow the pretty custom of making presents to 
their friends on that occasion will find on another 
page of this issue of TH:m TRUTH S:mEKER a list of 
books suitable for that purpose. If our frimds 
desire we can hold the books till a few days before 
the festival and mail or express them so that they 
will reach the destination at the right time. A 
present that we would recommend is to send to 
your Liberal friend who does not now take it, a 
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER a year for $3, which 
carries with it a copy of the "Freethinker's Picto
rial Text-Book" in boards. For $3.50 we will send 
cloth bound book, with gilt side stamp-a hand
some present indeed, with the added attraction of 
a weekly remembrance from yourself to your friend 
in the shape of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Such a present 
will do you good, your friend good, and us good
a combination of goodness which seems hard to 

. resist. 

Some time since a meteor :flashed across the l!lky 
at Nocona, Texas. According to the veracious 
chroniclers, the stream of fire which it left in its 
wake at first assumed the shape of a capital S, then 
changed to J, and then to 0.. At tb"t time a revi-
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val was in progress at Nacona and Rev. Mr. Hum
phreys, who saw the phenomenon, interpreted it as 
a sign of the second coming of Christ, and we are 
told that the revival was continued in order to giv 
him an opportunity to materialize. It is not sur
prising that it is in Texas where Christian mobs 
burn criminals to death at slow fires, a la John Cal
vin. Ignorance and superstition are naturally as
sociated with extreme cr!lelty and utterly unscien
tific methods of dealing with social offenders. The 
recent torturing and burning to death of a mur
derAi' at Tyler were witnessed by 7,000 people, 
including very mauy women and children. The 
revengeful Christians who thus interpreted their 
" master's " command to recompense evil with good 
and to turn the left cheek when smitten upon the 
right, were too ignorant of the force of example and 
the principle of heredity to realize that what they 
were doing was the most forcible of object lessons 
in crime, and that they were planting in the minds 
of young children, born and unborn, a thirst for 
blood and a disregard of human suffering that will 
be sure to produce in the future tenfold more crime 
than the awful death of the murderer will prevent. 
It would seem that even very stupid people could 
see how terribly demoralizing such exhibitions are, 
but in communities so Christian that mobs break 
down stockades and drive away guards that they 
may get into a prohibited inclosure to see a legal 
hanging, acquaintauce with scientific facts must be 
wholly wanting. In comparison with such dense 
ignorance, stupidity is superlativ intellectuality. 

That the coincident observance of a Sabbath by 
one part of the people and the pursuit of their 
regular labors by another part is not necessarily 
productiv of " disturbance" or preventiv of the 
opportunity to rest is demonstrated in the city of 
Westerly, situated on the boundary line of Rhode · 
Island and 0Jnnecticut. The railway station and 
post-office are on the Rhode Island side of the line, 
and the public library on the Connecticut side. But 
the most distinctiv feature of Westerly is its two
Sabbath week. We will let the New York Herald 
describe the situation: 

"Many of its people are Seventh-Day Baptists. One of 
the largest churches in the town has a congregation 
whose membsrs observe Saturday quite as sacredly as 
their Christian neighbors keep the following day. Their 
stores and factories are closed at six o'clock on Friday 
evening, and business is resumed again on Sunday morn
ing. One of Westerly's daily evening papers is published 
o:n Sunday, but its presses are religiously silent on Satur
day. To the stranger the strangely contrasted scenes of 
Saturday and Sunday are surprising. Ohurch bells ring, 
the organs peal, and congregations assemble, while on all 
sides is heard the hum of busy commercial industry. The 
best of feeling, however, prevails among the religions da
nominations." 

What a pity it is that all over the country there 
cannot be the same harmony in diversity ! There 
could be easily enough were it not for bigotry and 
intolerance, for it is not reasonable to suppose that 
human nature at Westerly is materially different 
from human nature at other places. The secret of 
the anomalous state of affairs in Westerly is divis
ion of opinion with its consequent division of power. 
The lesson is that liberty is dependent upon the 
schisms among Christians. A speaker at the late 
Congress in New York said that it would be a good 
thing if all Protestant churches in a town would 
combine into one organization. By a parity of 
reasoning, it would be a good thing if the thus re
organized Protestants would then combine with the 
Catholics. As a grave matter of fact, nothing 
would be more disastrous to Freethought and, 
progress generally; But to return to the Sunday 
question: Paste this item about the two Sabbaths 
at Westerly in your scrapbooks; it will be very 
useful to refer to when Sunday worshipers tell you 
that freedom on Sunday is incompatible with order 
and would make slave~ of the wage-workers. 

00LONEL INGERSOLL delivered his new lecture, 
" Foundations of Faith," to an immeme audience in the 
Star theater, New York last Sunday night. In discuss· 
ing the Sunday q nestion, he alluded to the recent elec
tion, in which the Sabbatarians were beaten, and said, . 
"Republican, as I am, I am glad they failed. I am de
ligHted over their defeat." Bad laws, he added, should 
be repealed, not enforced; and if a bad law oould not Q~ 
repealed, it should be i~nore(l, 
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The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and 
Comments. 

IV. 
If a man put his hand into boiling water t~-day 

whether a saint or a. devil, we say that he will be 
scalded, God or no God. There is a physiological 
law which men must observe or sufter the conse
quences. If a saint and a sinner engage in combat, 
the best muscle and greater dexterity will win, and 
God will not interfere, nor does he care a rush 
whether· justice triumphs or not. 

This is rank heresy, but if we ever get out of 
the mire of sul)erstition, it will be through natural 
law truth, and reason. But against these Chris
tia~ity has ever waged a relentless war. Mention 
the rise and growth of any science in modern times 
that Christianity has not opposed ; mention any 
great scientist that Christianity bas no.t ~er~ecuted 
or killed. As a consequence, as Cbristiamty ob
tained sway over the minds of men, science declined 
and ignoranre and crime increased. As civilization 
has advanced Christianity has declined, and igno
rance and crime hav been abated. 

We can never make rapid advances toward a 
higher civilization until the minds of the people are 
lifted above the clouds of superstition. And the 
first step in th"t direction is to eradicate tbe idea 
that there is a God who is directing the affairs of 
men. God never protects the feeble. The cunnint! 
and the powerful always triumph, without regard 
to what is right or just. 

If a inan be thrown overboard in the middle of 
the Atlantic, he will drown. God will pay no more 
attention to him than he would to a porpoise, for 
the good reason that there is no God. Oh, how 
this statement will wring the heart of a Christian. 
You might as well take away the clay god of a Dyak. 
The Dyak thinks his clay god will help him out of 
innumerable troubles. In this respect the Christian 
and the Dyak are on the same level. Both are mis
taken. All the evidence which could be brought to 
prove the existence of a God would not giv a man 
a judgment in a court of justice for a peck of bran. 

The next step is to break down the reverence for 
the old book of fables ; to teach the people that 
a god had nothing to do in writing the account of 
creation as recorded in the book of Genesis ; that 
the idea of making people out of dirt and human 
ribs is too childish to be entertained by men of ra
tional thoue-ht; that the snake story and fish story 
-the flood story, and all about Samson and Sam
uel, and the three Hebrew children, and the great 
bear story, and the uphill journey of Elijah-are 
mere t.rash with which God had no more to do than 
he had with writing Hudibras. 

We hav seen that just in proportion as these 
nonsensical stories and the idea. of an overruling 
providence controled the minds of men, they were 
jealous, cruel, and intolerant; that t.here was a 
strange relation between crime and injustice and a 
belief in these foolish stories and a God who took 
cognizance of the affairs of man. I't may be 
broadly stated that those who liv the most blame
less lives are those who hav outgrown these super
stitions. 

In the times alluded to we hav seen that the peo
ple verily believed that God directly managed the 
affairs of men, and that he would not sufter any 
injustice to be done, and that he would protect the 
innocent and punish the guilty. We now see how 
those acting under this hallucination tortured each 
other, and condemned the innocent to the most 
cruel punishments, and acquitted those who were 
guilty of the most inhuman crimes ever entered 
upon the calendar. 

In nearly all of these barbaric proceedings eccle
siastics were either Pxempt or had favors shown 
them, so that they generally escaped trial or con
viction. 

0 ye misguided men and women, learn from 
these lessons that there is no God who pays any at
tention to the ongoings of this world. 

Cannot all see that a belief in such a God as the 
Christians worship is incompatible with the crimes 
and cruelties which hav at all times followed in the 
wake of the Christian religion T The feeble and 
helpless, the old and the innocent, hav been tor
tured and imprisoned, and bloody wars hav been 
waged, and millions hav been slain, and yet God 
has never lifted a finger or entered a protest. 

Facts will bear me out in the assertion that the 
stronger the belief in an overruling providence, the 
more brutal and inhuman men hav proved to be. 
The more God, the more crime. The greater the 
anxiety for a state of bliss hereafter, the greater 
the suffering here. The greater the dread of hell, 
the more hell they had on earth. 

Ob, the Bible! that great curse of man, written 
in a barbaric age by men of the lowest human in
stincts; filled with rape and murder, deceit and 
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cruelty, incest and obscenity, superstition and filth, 
force, slavery, drunkenness, rapine, and war. 

The Bible writers were guilty of all of these prac
tices, and instead of God creating them in his own 
image, these barbarians fashioned a god which was 
but a reflex of their own ignorance, crimes, and de
baucheries. And Christians of to-day hav the mis
taken idea that these men, filled with hellish hate, 
persecution, superstition, and low desires, are pat
terns of virtue worthy of imitation, and that the 
God which these writers clothed with cruelty and 
maledictions is worthy of adorat.ion. 

As far as I am able to learn, Voltaire was one of 
the most humane men of the times in which he 
lived. And Voltaire assailed the savage ideas and 
inhuman practices as narrated in the Bible with a 
keenness of wit and a marvelousness of sarcasm 
which were never equaled before or since. His 
hie-best ambition was the elevation of the race. 
And yet the church pursued him with its poisoned 
arrows of persecution as long as he lived, and then 
held the terror of Christian outrage over him when 
dying. 

Compare the Infidels, whose writings hav given 
the church the nightmare, with the Chr1stians whose 
inhuman record I hav alluded to. Will the Infidels 
·suffer by the comparison? Cannot the tracks of 
Christianity be traced by human blood T Are there 
any atrocious crimes of which it has not been guilty? 
Hav not the Infidels been instrumental in ex
posing the tricks and insincerity of ecclesiastics, and 
in leading men out of superstitious darkness, and 
in teaching lessons which hav made men more tol
erant, and are they not doing it to- day T And has 
not the church followed them· with curses and de
nunciations, with lies and persecutions T Withdraw 
the efforts of Infidels and Christianity would drift 
back to the old crimes and persecutions as naturally 
as ducks take to water. 

Science has put many of the old superstitions to 
the rout, and, in a measure, broken the teeth and 
pulled out the claws of the church, and the hounds 
of persecution are constantly on its track. 

Instead of promoting good morals and elevating 
the race, Christianity has turned men into monsters, 
and caused them to torture and murder each other, 
and, instead of promoting human happiness, has 
turned the world into a scene of misery which 
would make devilS" dance with joy. 

Every great discovery of science, and nearly every 
mechanical improvement, has met with opposition 
from the church. Astronomy, chemistry, geology, 
geography, philosophy, and nearly every branch of 
science during the last three hundred years hav· 
been gradually rolling back the waves of supersti
tion, and the church has spent its force in cursing 
and decrying science and scientists. Copernicus, 
Galileo, Bruno, and many others might be cited as 
examples. The steam engin, the propelling of 
boats by steam, the fanning mill, and· many other 
mechanical improvements, made the church gnash 
its teeth and froth at the mouth, because, as Chris
tians asserted, they interfered with the arrange
ments of God. 

The Christian is not only opposed to all improve
ments, but he is unfitted for American citizenship. 
He knows nothing of equality; he is favored with 
spiritual light, while others W3lk in darkness; he 
is connected with a celestial family, while others 
are children of tbe devil; he believes that he is half
brother to God Almighty, and first cousin to Jesus 
Christ, and claims special privileges on account of 
his superior family relations. Somehow, through 
the Bible, he believes that he holds the power of 
attorney from God Almighty to transact most of 
his business on earth. Being favored of God he 
cannot understand why he should not receive favors 
among men. If favors are not tendered to him, he 
will try to take them by force. He cannot stand 
before or among men as an equal; he is unfitted to 
sit on a jury or upon the judge's bench; he could 
not pass imva.rtial judgment between a Christian 
and an Infidel ; he has never learned that an Infi
del has any rights which he is bound to respect. 
He tells the Infidel just how he must spend his 
Sundays and what books he must hav in school, 
determine the character of the teacher, and dictates 
the management of the school. He insists that 
men shall read such literature as he may select, and 
ask him what they may send through the mails. 
If you study a Christian you will find this all true, 
but he never considers himself a usurper. 

Christianity transforms a man into a tyrant. 
Tell a Christian what you think about God and he 
calls you a blasphemer and claims the right to roll 
you under his foot. If you difter from a Christian 
in opinion, instead of love and charity, ht:J manifests 
all the instincts of a tiger. It turns him into a 
ferocious beast, and he will injure you in person or 
business, and only lacks the power to imprison you 
or put you to the torture. 
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Are not these the ear-marks of Christianity T 
Does not history establish the truth of 'every accu
sation and statement which I hav made and a great 
deal more! 

What does it mean that good citizens are in 
prison because they exercised their privilege to 
send mat.ter through the mails 1 Why, they did 
not ask Christians what they might send. How 
does it happen that men guilty of no crime.are be
hind prison ba.rs! · Simply because they did not 
ask Christians bow they might sp~nd their Sundays. 

Now I want to show the difference between a 
Liberal and a canting Christian bigot. I presume 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav noticed the 
artirlAB in that p11per under dBte of September 21st, 
p. 599, headed "The Mask Dropped." But I am 
afraid that all bav not scanned the articles closely 
enough to understand their true inwardness. 
These articles are quotations from two Christian 
papers, and they show clearly enough that they 
dare not enter the arena in fair competition, paper 
against paper, brain against brain, but they abandon 
the fiAld of open discussion and propose to crush 
out THE TRUTH SEEKER. These Christian vandals 
know nothing of the rights of others. They hav 
no compunction about destroying the buE>iness of 
another when it com~s in competition with their 
own. They care nothing about depriving the read
ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER of the pleasure and profit 
of the weekly visits of the paper, not because of its 
immoral tendency. but on a~'count of its tendency 
to scuttle the "Old Ship Zion," which has been 
freighted with ignorance, proscription, and super
stition all through the Christian centuries. One of 
these God-befogged editors says that "the Editor 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER sees nothing of immorality in 
the blasphemies against God and Christ." Who is 
to judge of what constitutes blasphemy T Why, the 
Christian editor, of course. It would not be blas
phemy to hold up a mud god to ridicule, but to 
ridicule his fetich is a 'great crime. 

"But what is the view which the recognized au
thorities in criminal law take of such matters T " 

We hav no lawful God in this country against 
which a man can blaspheme. I hav no power to 
prevent the editor of the Christian Reformer from 
putting up any kind of God which suits him. 
Neither has he any legal right to force me to do 
reverence to his imaginary sky monarch. Whether 
I pray or whistle jigs to him is no business of the 
law. As for law and authority, I wonder if the edi
tor of the Christian Reformer has forgotten that 
women hav been whipped, tongues torn out, eyes 
dug out ; that men hav been imprisoned, branded, 
cropped, slit, cut and mutilated in the most hor
rible manner, under Christian "law and authority." 
If there is a lawful God in this country, why are the 
Christians fighting for one nowT 

The Christian editor defines blasphemy as a " wil
ful and malicious attempt to lessen men's reverence 
for God by denying his existence or his attributes 
as an intelligent creator, governor, and judge of 
men." 

Who knows about God's attributes, or that he 
exists at all? In the name of just.ice, is a. man to 
be punished to please a Christian, when nobody on 
earth can prove that he has committed a crime? 
Besides, hav I not shown that the more men were· 
governed by this great bugaboo of the skies, and 
the more confidence they had in the Bible as a direct 
revelation from God, the more like unfeeling savagEs 
they acted T And the sooner this God is blown up, 
banished, or busted, the better it will be for the 
people. 

"They [the authorities] all agree that blasphemy 
is a crime against the state, and that it saps the 
foundation of society and public order." 

In a government where every man is a sovereign, 
one man's opinion is as good as any other's, and 
blasphemy cannot be construed into a crime against 
the state. But this editor, in his blind zeal, would 
puH down the bulwark of liberty and trample the 
rights of men under his ruthless feet to make the 
church the state. 

This is what he is after, hence his ferocious charge 
on THE TRUTH SEEKER and fJVery other influence 
which has a tendency to chechmate his nefarious 
scheme This sanctimonious brigand would hav 
you understand that he is much mterested in the 
welfare of society, but when you get to the juice in 
the lemon you will find that he would pull down 
the temple of liberty, and dance with fiendish glee 
upon the ruins, to make the church the supreme 
power in the land. He is not singular-there are 
thousands striving for the same end, and the sun 
of liberty will cease to shine if their purpose is ac
complished. 

This hypocrit says of the Editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER: "It makes us tremble under the sense of 
this awful responsibility." 

This language shows an earnest desire on the 
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part of the Christian editor for the future welfare 
of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, or else he would 
not tremble on account of his awful responsibility. 

Judging from the spirit of his article, the Chris
tian editor is guilty of two sins peculiar to most 
Christians-lying and hypocrisy. The truth is, if 
he had the power, he would send the Editor of THE 
TROTH SEEKER to hell in a minute and stand on the 
hatchway to prevent his escape. This testy tyrant 
groups together the saloon, the gampling den, the 
lottery, and all other kindred evils, and then says 
that "Tam T:RUTH SEEKER is more disastrous to the 
welfare of soci~>ty than any of them.'' Drink, even 
to beastly drunkenness; get the last cent that some 
poor fool has got by some gambling device; rob the 
unsuspecting people by any kind of lottery scheme; 
these, in the estimation of a Christian, are mere pec
cadillos compared to exposing the crimes of Chris
tianity, or showing up the rottenness of the church, 
or exposing the tricks of ecclesiastics. 

Now, my Christian friend, don't think that I am 
talking to that other fellow ; I am talking to you. 
By the spirit you manifest, you would ruin the 
business of the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, break 
down his reputation, and that of all others of his 
philosophy, and reduce him and them to beggary, 
and then torture and imprison as in times gone by. 
Not because he or they hav iojured you, but because 
they hav tried to substitute reason for superstition. 
Take away your religion and you would bear no ill 
will to either him or them. J OBN PxoK. 

The Canadian Censorship. 
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE HON. ADOLPH 0ARON1 POST 

MASTER- GENERAL OF OANADA. 
A censorship of the press, or any curtailment of 

the freedom of speech, should be odious to every 
man on the American continent, whether under a 
dependency of Great Britain, or the paramount 
government of the United States, based on the ex
pressed will of seventy millions of persons. The 
principle and practice of a national postal service, 
sworn in the interests of the whole people, was well 
established in Great Britain long before it was made 
permanent by Constitution and statute in these 
United States, and any infringement of the rights 
secured under that department of the public ser· 
vice, even in a British dependency, on this American 
continent, should be resisted as a revival of a power 
that died with the "Dark Ages." · 

The faithful historian has recorded that that ar· 
bitrary power was for!Derly exercised in England 
by the well-known" Star ChR.mber," and after the 
abolition of that court, in 1641, it was wielded by 
Parliament, which, in 1662, attempted to regulate 
the matter by a statute which ran only a limited 
number of years, and, in 1692, this statute was ex
tended two years more, but in 1694 the right of the 
crown to render the printing of writings, journals, 
etc., dependent on its permission-that is, the cen
sorship-ceased entirely. 

So much for British precedent in the matter of 
an established censorship, and I am not aware that 
any recognized official of the British government 
to-day attempts to wear the odious honors of that 
defunct institution. And if not, it then becomes a 
pertinent question, How can a temporary officer of 
a colonial dependency exercise such exploded and 
unwarranted powers in the suppression of free 
speech and its inseparable complement-free press 1 
The answer of an enlightened statesman and true 
patriot would be, that no such power can now exist 
in a free community, much less could any merely 
delegated official of the British home government 
assume any such outrageous authority. 

And as to the :floating newspaper denial of the 
right of appeal from this wanton edict to the home 
government, that is non-existent bosh ab initio. 
No wrong believed to be suffered by a subject of 
Great Britain in Canada but may be properly rep
resented in England for final determination. There 
can be no such thing as Dominion despotism su
perior to the power of Great Britain. And if a 
statute has been framed by a Canadian parliament 
pretending to grant any such outrageous power to 
the postmaster-general of the Dominion, it must, 
from the necessity of the reason and the law, be null. 
Hence the recent inhibition of the passage of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, a weekly publication devoted to 
"Freeth ought· and Reform," published in the city 
of New York, United States, through the Canadian 
mails, was not only the commission of a :flagrant 
wrong, but a wanton invasion of the rights of the 
subjects of Great Britain in Canada, an~ a disti;nct 
and irritating insult and defiance of the JUSt claims 
of the government and citizenship of the United 
States to free intercourse with a neighboring and 
friendly people. 

Did Mr. Caron forget that the United States is 
vigilant in the defense of the plain rights of its 
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citizens, even on foreign soil T If a condition of 
war had existed, something might be said in de
fense of embargoes on .the free transit of mail 
matter, but it happons that Great Britain and the 
United States, in their interrelations, as sovereign 
powers, are at peace ! Had the postmaster-general 
of Canada been a true-born Englishman, and 
thereby a patriotic vindicator of British liberality 
and justice, I might quote for his edification the 
noble sentiments of the gmnd old Milton, on this 
very theme of free speech and free press. 

Two centuries and a half ago that loyal subject 
of the crown of England said: "A fair stage and 
no favor. Let truth and falsehood gmpple. Who 
ever knew truth come by the worse, in a free and 
open encounter?" 

And the patriotic and enlightened founders of 
the government of the United States simply fol
lowed in the footsteps of that noble man when they 
imbedded in the Constitution the grand doctrin of 
Mental Liberty, by securing to all freedom of 
speech and of the press. And without stopping 
here to discuss the imaginary oftenses of eccliasti
cal and theocratic lunacy, I will only reiterate the 
words of the immortal Thomas Jefferson in his sec
ond inaugural in regard to the treatment of all 
questions of public interest. He said : " The public 
judgment will correct false reasonings and opin
ions on a full hearing of all parties, and truth needs 
no other legal restraint." 

But Mr. Caron may attempt to reply that these 
Jeffersonian doctrine, although they may be bind
ing on the citizens of the United States, can hav 
no extra-territorial operation-that they do not 
reach into the Dominion of Canada; but I hav not 
failed to show that these salutary doctrine of the 
right of free expression on all themes of public 
interest are of British origin, and are, in Great 
Britain, maintained to-day. Even with church and 
state connections still retained there, freedom of 
the press has so liberalized public opinion that no 
special creed can be enforced by law, although pub
lic revenues may be perverted in that direction. 

The real trend of political and social progress, 
especially in the British empire, is toward a freer 
enjoyment of speculativ or religious opinions ; and 
the popular movement to-day in North Briton is 
the disestablishment of the Scottish kirk-that 
theology (religion) may be separated from the state 
and made to rest on its own merits. It is too late 
in the day of human progress to introduce retro
grade courses in the governmental treatment of 
men's opinions. Speech and the press must be 
free in civilized communities. The dogma and the 
dagger of the inquisitor can no longer be applied. 

So that, if Roman Catholicism is claimed to be 
the established religion of Canada, it must be a 
mark of wise poli"Y in the propaganda to "make 
haste slowly." 

But is it a fixed fact that the people of the 
Canadian Dominion are under the tyrannic foot 
of Rome? And must the Protestant population of 
that once favored colony be compelled to accept 
just such crumbs as fall from the table of a domi
neering hierarchy? That may, "in the course of 
human events," be an issue on which the people of 
Canada may be called to pass, and this ungracious 
ruling of the postmaster-general may, after all, be 
an unintentional factor in bringing about an ad
justment of the people's rights. But the writer of 
this letter disowns all acrimonious feeling toward 
Canada and its inhabitants, many of whom he num
bers among his friends ; and it is in the spirit of 
true friendship and on principles of the most 
exalted comity that he would suggest the imme
diate rescinding of this odious and impracticable 
ruling of the postmaster-general. . 

That would be a statesmanlike · handling of the 
vexed matter. And it is no humiliation, but rather 
an honor, to undo what has been wrongly done ; 
and if, as I believe, the postmaster-general has, in 
this case, overstepped a wise discretion in interfer
ing with the freedom of the postal service, the rem
edy is easy, honorable, and at hand. 

The mail department of all civilized governments 
has its acknowledged proper and rational bound
aries, and when the citizen or subject has paid the 
regulated fees for such service, he is then entitled· 
to hav his mail matter conveyed to its destination 
without inquisitorial espionage or undue interrup-
tion. I am, with due regard, · 

Yours truly. W. C. STunoo. 
Sunapee, N.H., Nov. 4, 1895. 

The Verdict of the Independent Press. 
From the J!armer's Trtbune. 

The Truth Seeker, published in New York, criti
cises rather caustically the religious beliefs of the 
day and has just been excluded from the mails in 
Canada. A doctrin or belief that will not bear the 
open light of investigation, criticism, and compari-
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son might reasonably be suspected of not being 
altogether substantial. 

From the Ttmes, Monterey, N. L., Mextco. 
The Editor of 'rhe Truth Seeker complains that 

his paper is proscribed in Canada. He ought to be 
happy; it is the best advertisment he could possi
bly receive. Those who wish The Truth Seeker 
will find a way to get it. The postmaster-general 
of Canada happens to be an indiscreet Catholic, 
from whose decision there is no appeal, and he 
naturally does not like The Truth Seeker, or, for 
that matter, any other paper that conflicts with his 
ideas. 

From the Coosa Rtver News, Centre, .Ala. 
The News is in receipt of a copy of The Truth 

Seeker, a journal of the Freethought religious 
character, published in New York city, in which an 
editorial explains that the postmaster-general of 
Canada, Mr. Adolph Caron, has forbidden The 
Truth Seeker.to pass through his mails to Canadian 
readers. This is· wrong, as the said official offers 
to cite no violation of Canadian law, and if the lib
erty of the press is to be abridged in this manner 
a newspaper which contained an advertisment of 
Ingersoll's lectures might as well be forbidden the 
use of that country's mails. We differ as far as the 
poles from the pt.rsuasion of the paper in question, 
but religion invites attack [!], and it appears as 
though the Canadian official has been guilty of a 
narrow and foolish act which he should immedi~ 
ately rescind. 

From the Progressive .Age (PopuUst ana Pro7ttottton). 
The Truth .Seeker, a Freethought journal, ably 

conducted, and clean and courageous, has been de
nied the Canadian mails. We do not understand 
why this should be. While not agreeing with all 
The Truth Seeker publishes, and feeling at times a 
disposition to criticise some of its cartoons, we hav 
never seen anything in its columns 'that would jus
tify such action on the part of the postmaster
general of Canada. It is a species of bigoted tyr
anny which should meet with reproof among all 
people of the Western world. Hon. Mr. Caron 
should be wiser than to giv such importance to a 
paper ·he wishes to ruin. He has taken a good 
method to popularize The Truth Seeker. Ontario 
and Manitoba will not tolerate such impudent fanat
icism, and Mr Caron will find that Cardinal Tasche
reau, whose dictation in matters of this kind he fol
lows, will be unable to stem the tide of indignation 
which his generalship has aroused. We hope The 
Truth Seeker will pursue him to the very gates of 
purgatory or force him to grart fair play. 

From tlte Banner of Light. 
The inherent right of a free press to an unob

structed circulation in the mails can scarcely be 
disputed with seriousness by anybody. Aboye all 
things, the regulation of such a right ought not to 
be allowed to fall into the hands of any one man, 
possessed of arbitrary power, to do as he chooses in 
any given case. No form of religion, and no stand
ing in politics, should clothe any individual with 
such great power for good or evil. The Truth 
Seeker, a New York publication, has virtually been 
suppressed in Canada by the postmaster-general 
there of his own motion, and without at first any 
notification to the publishers.. On bei.11g inquired 
into it is learned that it is refused transmission in 
the Oanadian mails because the postmaster-general 
simply decides that " on account of the character of 
its contents the paper ought to be excluded from 
the mails" of Canada. He could just as easily, and 
for as little reason, exclude any or all other papers, 
on grounds that satisfy himself alone. There is no 
appeal from his decision, and it can be reached by 
no legal tribunal. There is no redress at present 
available but that furnished by public opinion. The 
United States has a postal treaty with Canada. If 
she can forbid our papers from circulating there be
cause the opinions they express do not happen to 
suit a single official, what does the treaty amount, 
to anyway ! · 

From the Conse1·Dator (Ethtcal Culture): 
The edict of the Canadian postal authotities 

against the circulation of The Truth Seeker is one as 
to which those who love freedom can be of but one 
mind. Goldwin Smith has written of it: "You 
may be sure that you will always find me on the 
side of perfect freedom of opinion. Beliefs which can 
not maintain themselvs by arguments in fair lists 
against all comers ought not to be maintained at all." 
Many men who are strong enough to hold a club 
seem run away with the notion that judgment is 
in the butt of that club, and that they are special 
agents delegated to use it on some person or principle 
which has incurred their displeasure. The policeman 
who attended a labor meeting and hearing the ex· 
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pression "we must hav a revolution of thought," 
threw himself between the speaker and the meeting, 
declaring "this thing must stop!" is brother-bludg
eoner to the Canadian postal usurper who impudently 
steps between The Truth Seeker and its subscribers, 
presuming to dictate to grown men and women the 
terms upon which they may receive their intellectual 
pabulum. There are- thousands of people on our 
si.ie of the border who will view this invasion with a 
sense of joy. But it is safe to say that those who 
love liberty will giv to The Truth SeEker entire sym
pathy and such practical aid as may in the condi
tions prove within reach. This official act does 
not injure The Truth Seeker. It hurts C<lnada a 
good deal. Its shows how vast is the advance of 
The Truth Seeker beyond the halting place of 
Canada's official pietists-

From the Times, Logansport, Ina. (Prohibition). 

The I imes has received a ml'lrked copy of The 
Truth Seeker, published in New York, now in its 
22d year. This paper has recently been prohibited 
from the Canadian mails by Adolph Caron, the 
Ca.tholic postmaster-general of that country. The 
Truth Seeker is a Freethought paper, and while we 
hav no desire to enter into any extended considera
tion of its merits or demerits, we wish to enter our 
protest against this dictatorial and absolute one
man power, from whose decision there seems to be 
no appeal whatever. What is to hinder Mr. Caron 
from prohibiting from the mails any paper against 
which he may chance to "get his back up!" It is 
not necessary to agree with the policy of a news
paper in order to accord to it a fair treatment. We 
think The Truth Seeker about as narrow and un
philosophical regarding the Sunday saloon question 
as it is possible for a paper to become, but we are 
not ready to say that it should be denied any one 
of the rights granted to our favorit paper-the 
New York Voice, which is published only two doors 
from the Truth Seeker office. There is no more 
liberal class of people in America than the Prohi
bitionists, but they do not regard license as syn
onymous with liberty ; nor do they take kindly to 
such high-handed outrages as this latest caper by 
Adolph Caron. 

From the Sunaay Gazetteer, Denison, Tex. 

The Canadian governm·ent, instead of keeping 
along with the procession in this era of supposed 
liberty of speech and freedom of the press, is over a 
century behind the times. It seems the postmaster
general has been vested with the extraordinary 
power of individual censorship over all printed mat
ter that enters the dominion, and can suppress and 
confi.!!cate at will. He has recently ruled that the 
New York Truth SeekEr, one of the best edited and 
most liberal papers published in the United States, 
and, above all, the fairest to an opponent, cannot 
pass through the Canadian mails on the ground 
that it is blasphemous. When asked what there 
was about the paper that rendered it blasphemous, 
or what particular issue contained blasphemous lan
guage, he refused to giv the information. It seems 
that neither the publisher of The Truth Seeker nor 
the Canadian subscribers hav any redress, the post
master-general being both judge and jury when it 
comes to saying what shall and what shall not pass 
through the mails. Of course the charge against the 
paper is absurd. In a free country there can be no 
blasphemy in discussing any question, involving re
ligion or anything else; but then, Canada is far from 
being" the land of the free." Meantime, the paper 
is served to Canadian patrons by express, and we 
hav no doubt its circulation, and thereby its influ
ence, will be greatly increased by this bigoted at
tempt to suppress it. The postmaster general will 
find, if he livs long enough, that even in Canada 
the only effectual way to dispose of a supposed 
error is to refute it. It's too late in the day to 
keep knowledge from the people by crying wolf, or 
attempting a censorship of the press. 

From the Coast Seamen's Journal (San FrancEsco). 

The Truth Seeker of New York has recently 
been refused transmission through the Canadian 
mails under an act empowering the postmaster
general to exclude matter of a "scurrilous or blas
phemous" nature. As everybody knows, The Truth 
Seeker is a Freethought paper, run in the interest 
of secular government and education and of reason 
and science, as opposed to dogma and superstition. 
Whether or not we agree with this principle is im
material; the thing that concerns us is that others 
may differ from us in principle, and if a mere differ
ence of ideas, prejudices or convictions is to be the 
gauge of cersorship, no paper in the country will 
hav the assurance of a week's life. If we can judge 
by the evidence of our eyes and ears there are some 
people who disagree with the Journal upon radical 
ifQ\lUa$, No aoub~ t4~$e peop~e u pl~ced m. po· 
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sitions of authority would exercise it to suppress 
what they consider dangerous doctrine. We deny 
our critics the power to prove themselvs right by 
the argument of force, and if need be we will fight 
to maintain the untrammeled exercise of reason, as 
we consider it. In the case of rhe Truth Seeker, 
as in our own or any other, the critics may be hon
est-indeed, they may even be right in their view 
of the principle advocated by the objectionable 
publications. On the other hand, they may be dis
honest and wrong. The proof of these questions 
is a purely personal affair and its whole scope may 
be summed up in the individual's undoubted right 
to quit reading the papers in question. At any rate, 
no person can be either honest or right in endeavor
ing to suppress opinions which do not concern him 
personally, and this rule applies equally to post
masters and to private citizens. The truth of this 
is finely vindicated in all cases by the fact that just 
in propodion as suppression is attempted publicity 
is widespread. · · · 

The Canadian postal law under which The Truth 
Seeker is excluded is a limited censorship in theory, 
but, as is shown in this case, it is the most abso
lute suppression in practice. The law does not 
define the words " scurrilous " or " blasphemous," 
but leaves the construction entirely io the humor 
of the postmaster-general, and from his decision 
there is no appeal ! The grossest abuses follow as 
the inevitable result of such a law. Any amount of 
political mud-slinging, society scandal, etc., is al
lowed unquestioned passage, but unorthodox pa
pers are stopped. So we see that in practice the 
law doesn't aim at the language of a paper so much 
as at its purpose. We hold that while the purpose 
is good the language is immaterial. and that where 
there is any question upon the merits of either 
purpose or language it should be settled by the 
public, represented by a jury of citizens, and not 
by an official censor, the very nature of whose being 
precludes the possibility of a fair decision. We trust 
that the postmaster-general of Canada will see the 
error of his ways, and that in the meantime The 
Truth Seeker will reap the full advantage of the 
big ad it is getting. 

--------~~--------

Observations. 
Monsieur Caron, postll'aster-general of Cana

da, who takes exception to the style of controversy 
in vogue nowadays, might hav found a better 
field for his talents if he had lived a few hundred 
years ago-in the days, for example, when Catholics 
and Protestants were debating the Seven Sacra
ments. Martin Luther, at that time, expressing him
self concerning the Catholic clergy, observed: "The 
papists are all asses, and will always remain asses. 
Put them in whatever sauce you choose, boiled, 
roasted, baked, fried, E~kinned, beat, hashed, they 
are always the same asses." Paying his respects to 
his holiness the pope, he goes on : " The pope was 
born out of the devil's posteriors. He is the rav
isher of virgins, the greatest of pimps, the governor 
of Sodom." King Henry VIII., who appears to hav 
been the Gladstone of his age, published a book 
against the new doctrin, and Luther touched off his 
majesty in the following lively style: "This rotten 
worm of the earth having blasphemed the majesty of 
my king, I hav a just right to bespatter his Eng
glish majesty with his own ordure. King Henry 
is a liar." On the othel' side, a papist, said to hav 
been Sir Thomas More, concludes an answer to 
Luther by leaving him "cum suis merdis et ster
coribus cacantum cacatumque." Which, being in
terpreted, means that Luther needed a bath in the 
worst way. John Calvin, who had no more use for 
a Lutheran than he had for a Catholic, was accus
tomed to gently conclude his remarks to an ad
versary with the queAtion, "Do you hear, you 
damned dog?" Beza, the cultured disciple of Cal
vin, referring to a Lutheran minister, called him an 
ape and accredited him with the possession of parts 
similar in proportions to those of a wild jackass. He 
also expressed the conviction that the said minister 
should be hanged to the first tree. The Catholic 
party had the same vivacity of style, and if their 
language was translated into a newspaper the pres
ence of the journal in a mail bag could be detected 
by the sense of smelL I do not understand that the 
works of these writers and reprints of their contro
versies are excluded from the Dominion. 

A majority of the voting soverPigns of New York 
who cast a ballot last week indicated by their choice 
that they liked •rammany rule better than the Sun
day-school disciplin introduced by Dr. Parkhurst. 
A year ago they voted the other way, but then they 
had had no experience of life under Roosevelt. Now 
that they hav had that experience they prefer the 
tiger to the anaconda. It is deemed better to be 
bitten somewhat, or to hav the leg pulled, than to 
be co:ttl!ltdcte<l i~ a vital part. Tamma11,y alwayfl 
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gave the citizen his Sunday liberty provided he paid 
for it, though it was not always ready to accept 
eternal vigilance as legal tender for that necessary 
of life ; but under the reform administration such 
liberty has been a contraband article altogether. 
The result of the voting is all the more diverting 
because of the Roman Catholic church professedly 
withdrawing its support from the winning side just 
before election and going over to the losers. That 
was an error on the part of Archbishop Corrigan, 
who allowed hima~lf to scud before what he mistook 
for a popular breeze, and will now be compelled to 
claw back. 

I did not vote. Between two evils it is some
times vouchsafed to the citizen to choose neither. 
This was one of those occasions. 

At the Manhattan Liberal Club the other night 
Mr. Henry Nichols and Mr. Henry R:>wley debated 
the subject of Protection vs. Freetrade. The man
uscript address of Mr. Nichols, who opened the de
bate in behalf of Protection, was an attack upon 
England and the Cleveland administration. Mr. 
Rowley, who is an Englishman, discussed Mr. Nich· 
ols and Freetrade, and the audience, sharing the 
belligerency of the speakers, got hot under the col· 
lar. It was beautiful. The chaotic state of politics 
gave Mr. Nichols an opportunity to attribute all 
national woes to Democratic misrule and all bless
ings to Republican influence; and of course Mr. 
Rowley could transpose the terms and make out 
just as good a case. Mr. Nichols showed very 
clearly that England was growing opulent at our 
expense by reason of the low- tariff Wilson bill, but 
at the same time her own Freetrade policy has re
duced her to such a condition of poverty that one 
person in every ten is a pauper and half the families 
of the United Kingdom are living in one room 
apiece. Freetrade had also lowered wages in Great 
Britain so that the average pay of skilled labor, 
when employed, is a dollar a day. Mr. Rowley 
pointed out that England, with the exception of 
Turkey, was the only Freetrade country in Europe, 
and that labor was vastly better paid there than in 
Germany, France, Belgium, or any other protected 
country. English miners got one dollar and a half 
per diem, while in Pennsylvania, the center of pro. 
tected industry, miners received only 60 cents a day. 
The statement about families livinli!' in one room 
each he characterized as a lie. Mr. Nichols showed 
how values had shrunk under the Wilson bill, and 
made affairs look so bad that a hearer would be 
abrmed if he did not stop to reflect that the coun
try was still here, that its area remained stationary, 
and that nothing had disappeared off its surface. 
He said that Protection needed to be supplemented 
by greater facilities for distribution, which was an 
equally important matter; and Mr. Rowley wanted 
to know how a toll of from ten to ninety per cent 
advalorem could facilitate distribution or exchange. 
It was a beautiful debate, and demonstrated that 
not even an artificial impediment to trade, such as 
the tariff is, can wholly paralyze industry in a 
country with resources like those of the United 
States. It also demonstrated that the business 
uncertainty caused by tariff tinkering has a very 
strong tendency to bring about that kind of· dis· 
aster. 

The more discussion of the tariff I hear or read, 
tbe more vociferously I call for the previous ques
tion, to wit: Resolved, That no aggregation of in
dividuals can possess the just right to draw a line 
across the surface of the earth and to deny them
selva and all others the natural privilege of crossing 
it, taking their portable goods with them. In feu
dal days men grew rich and finally became barons 
by camping near a ford in a river or near a moun
tain pass and taking toll from merchants compelled 
to go their way. So tenacious is the said custom 
that governments like our own, professing to pro
tect citizens in the possession of property, hav uni
formed retainers at each port of entry to levy the 
same form of blackmail upon the chattels of way. 
farers. 

Brother T. B. W ~keman, who was the New York 
Populists' candidate for secretary of state, got only 
about six hundred and twenty-five votes in this 
city, which will hardly be enough to overcome the 
pluralities of the other parties above the Bronx 
river that forms the northern boundary of the 
town. The election came too late for Mr. Wake
man to show his real strength. He would hav got 
more votes if he had polled the Freethinkers' Con
gress ten days earlier. 

This is a problem that has been submitted to a 
religious contemporary for solution: A man who 
concedes the right of divorce for scriptural reasons 
only is by his wife accused of unfaithfulness, and 
throush perjured testimony she baa got a bill from 
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him. Now he knows that he has never violated his 
marriage vow, and that the divorce is therefore with
out bibljcal sanction .. Hence, "in the sight of God " 
he is still the woman's husband. But she refuses to 
liv with him, and the court has dissolved his claim 
to marital rights. What he wants to know is 
whether, under the circumstances, he may marry 
ag-ain. The clerical editor to whom he appeals says, 
No ; not until the woman does. This I regard as 
no solution of the problem at all, for the woman 
may ne~er catch another man, notwithstanding the 
contentiOn of the elder Weller that more widows 
than single women get married. Besides, she has no 
more right to marry than he has, and it would be 
doing the Garden of Eden act over again for him to 
place her first in the tranPgression. I would advise 
him to step off at the first opportunity. That 
would indubitably remove the impediment which 
now exists, and he would kill two birds with one 
stone; i.e., he would at the same time free himself 
from the grip of his conscience, and get a wife ; 
thereby so combining and realizing the means and 
the end sought that everything would seem to be 
c:>ming his Wf!>Y· God might not be pleased, but I 
really don't see what he could do about it. 

The Boston Herald helps 8. fool to pub1ish his 
folly by reprinting (though with adverse comment) 
the assertion of a writer, discussing Ingersoll, that 
"as to real argument, many are the boys and girls 

. in our high schools with a reference Bible in their 
hands who could wind him up so tight in Bible 
logic that it would bring the blush of shame to his 
hcA." If Boston has such bright boys and girls as 
that in her high schools she should call ia her min
i3ters and send the youngsters out to do battle with 
t':!.e Infidel. The Rev. Henry M. Field, the Right 
Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Judge Jeremiah Black, and 
other clergymen, statesmen, and jurists hav taken a 
turn at the crank, and so far hav they failed to wind 
up the Colonel or to make him red in the face, 
that the Truth Seeker Company extensivly ad
vertises their discussions as campaign literature for 
Freethought. The Christian world is neglecting 
the means of grace if it doesn't set the aforesaid 
high-school youths and maidens at the cheerful task 
of coiling down the Colonel's sophistries. We 
should, then, of course, see some religious publish
ing house putting forth their work side by side 
with the arguments of the wound-up unbeliever. 
And at about that time we shall hav an arithmetic in 
which two and two multiplied together will giv a 
product of five. 

A. New York daily prints an illustrated article 
with a sextuple heading, the biggest line of which 
is, "Theosophy's Origin Exposed." The public has 
hitherto been led to suppose, or at least asked to 
believe, that Theosophy is an ancient East Indian 
cult with headquarters in the Himalaya mountains, 
where the immortal Koot Hoomi and other astral 
sages dwell. But Mr. Henry J. Newton, a promi
nent New York Spiritualist, now says that it 
originated in his house in 1875, and was carried 
thence to India by Alcott and Blavatsky. Mr. 
Newton produces documentary evidence, in the 
form of the original constitution of the Theosoph
ical Society~ of which a facsimile is publisheli, to 
prove that this is so. The members pledged them
selva "to ever maintain absolute secrecy respecting 
the proceedings of the said society." The pledge 
which heads the list of fifty-fourchartermembers ism 
the handwriting of John Storer Cobb, who fifteen or 
twenty years ago was quite prominent in the reform 
ranks, and among the signatures is that of Dr. R. 
B. Westbrook, of Philadelphia. No wonder Theoso
phy has failed to establish itself among the accepted 
delusions of this country, for it began wrong. 
Colonel Olcott should hav started it in India-or, 
better still, in Palestine-and then imported it. Or 
he might hav taken Mormonism as an example, be
ginning among the superstitious and illiterate and 
importing proselytes of the same class from Euro
pean countries. As soon as he had got the mob, 
with paid offices in the society, the educated sharp· 
ers would hav joined him and he could hav secured 
exemption from taxation, together with public ap
propriations for the founding and maintaining of 
Theosophical institutions, after the manner of the 
Roman Catholic and Protestant churches. His 
miracles were all right, but he erred in asking in
telligent people to believe them before there were 
any votes behind the movement. 

GEO. E. MACDONALD. 

Ingersoll's new lecture, "The Foundations of 
Faith," is for sale at the low price of twenty-five 
cents.a,Same styl~;~ ll13 )lil(l otheJ" recently iB!i!Ued 
pamphlete. 

T.HE TRUTH SEEKER. 

When Death Takes a Christian. 
A PICTURE DBA WN FROM LIFE. 

The Christian was old and feeble, and lay on his 
death-bed. He had no fear of death, for throughout 
his long life his faith h!Jod never failed him, and he 
was confident that his God would ·receive him 
kindly and care for him. He had believed and tried 
to teach others to do likewise. 

In business the Christian had been a hard, close 
man. He had ruled his employees like a despot. 
He exacted every cent that was due him when it 
was due. It mattered not who might suffer. He 
suspected everyone of wrong-doing. He trusted 
only God. · 

When he bought food for his family, he haggled 
till he got it at his own price; When the food was 
prepared and on the table the family paused while 
the Christian gave thanks to God for the blessing. 
The Christian's prayers were long and loud and 
full of sounding phrases. His bargains were sharp 
and one-sided. But he believed! 

Now he lay dying. For days he had prayed 
pitifully to God to take him home (he was sure of a 
home), and· ease his pains. God was busy at the 
time, and could not attend to the matter at once. 
Perhaps he was looking over the lists of sparrows 
which had fallen during the previous month. Any
way, the prayers were not answered. The Chris
tian was a Protestant, therefore God's vicegerent 
or secretary of state, tbe pope, couldn't attend to 
his needs. So the Christian suffered on. 

When the end drew near the Wealthy Daughter 
came and found him, and ordered the rest of the 
family about. The Poor Daughter had cared for 
the Christian and taken his jibes and insults for 
years. She had no reiigiori, or at least expressed 
nor professed any. She loved her father. She 
cooked the meals, bought the medicine, sat by the 
dying Christian and nursed him. The Poor Son-in
law left his work, and although half sick himself he 
sP.t by the bedside and attended the Christian for 
twelve days and nights. When he rested a moment 
it was on the :floor, in the spot which his wife, per
haps, had just vacated to relieve him of his charge. 

The Wealthy Daughter, a professed Christian, 
slept each night on a cot loaned by the Infidel Rel
ativ, who was detested by the Wealthy Daughter. 
The Infidel did not loan the cot for the purpose for 
which it was used. . 

A. Christian neighbor left his work one day and 
came in to assist the Poor Son-in-law who was about 
exhausted. The Wealthy Daughter offered him 
three dollars. He refused to accept pay for his ser
vices. The Poor Son-in-law lost several days' wages 
and bought medicine besides. No one offered him 
three dollars a day. 

The Wealthy Daughter had lunches five times a 
day. The Poor Daughter prepared them. The 
Wealthy Daughter's husband, her daughter, and 
her son-in-law, came and ate and departed. 

The Poor Son came early and stayed late. He 
worried about the old man's money and belongings. 
He wanted his share. He intended to hav it. Be
fore the Christian died he said everything was fixed 
and down in black and white. The Infidal Relativ 
called each day to see the Christian. Sometimes he 
wiped a tear from his eye as he looked about at the 
hungry wolves gathering to rend the corpse, each 
anxious for a share and growling already. 

The dying Christi)m told the \"{" ealthv Daughter 
that she had always been good to him and he loved 
her. The same Wealthy Daughter had expressed 
the wish that the old man would not call at her 
home, as his clothes were not fashionable. The 
dying Christian told the Poor Daughter nothing. 
She had worked and slaved for him for years. 

The Christian died. The preacher said he had 
been a good, kind man, generous and fair to all
and a Christian. He said other things. He also 
accepted two dollars for saying thelll. It was the 
last two dollars the Poor Daughter had after buy. 
ing flowers for the dead. The Wealthy Daughter 
bought no :flowers. She said enough would, doubt· 
less, be given. · 

The Infidel was silent usually. He said he 
thought the preacher was a robber. He couldn't 
understand why a man who received a regular sal
ary for attending to certain business should accept 
other money for work connected with his business 
or profession. The Infidel was frowned upon. 
The Christian was buried, and if he left anything in 
black and white, or in silver and gold, no one has 
been able to find it. 

The wolves are snarling and fighting. The Infi
del wishes he might speak his mind, but he is mar
ried into the family and for his wife's sake holds his 
peace. He is glad the Poor Son-in-law and Poor 
Daughter can now rest in their beds instead of on 
the :floof1 fQ..- the Wealthy Daughter has gone away 
again, . · 'l'aE lN:!l'lDE~-
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Pretty Good for Evarybody. 
- From the New York Ttmes. 

Several thousand copies hav been sold by the 
Truth Seeker Company of its recent book, "Four 
Hundred Years of Freethought," by Samuel P. Put
nam. It is an exhaustiv and striking showing of 
the work that has been do~e by men of advanced 
thought from the earliest times to the present. Col
onel Ingersoll is among those who hav com
mended it. Even such readers as are slow to sym
pathize with advanced thinking will be impressed by 
the record here made, while those who welcome 
the most liberal discussion will .find it a perfect 
storehouse or mine of information. 

The Secular Union. 
Secretary Reichwald acknowledges the following 

contributions to the work of the American Secular 
Union and Freethought Federation, received since 
his last report : 
Geo. K Miiller ......... $10 00 
M. M. Murray .......... 10 00 
Willett Phillips......... 5 00 
S. Pabst................... 5 00 
F. B. Wambangh...... 5 00 
Geo. P. Dreisbach.... 5 00 
Oapt. 0. 0. De Rndio 3 00 
Robt. Gunther.......... 2 50 
G. M. Gates............. 2 00 
B. Anders0n............. 2 00 
Azel 0. Kentev......... 2 00 
Thos. Salmon........... 2 00 
Mrs. Fred Thompson. 2 00 
A. N. Wood.............. 2 00 
J. G. Schuman.......... 2 00 
L. L. Reis................ 1 85 
W. J. Ribley............. 1 50 
J. P. Miller.............. 1 00 
Mark H. Sherman..... 1 00 
N L. Johnson.......... 1 00 
David L. Evans........ 1 00 
S. R. Shepherd......... 1 00 
0. B. Hoffman.......... 1 00 
Wm. Mosena......... ... 1 00 
J obn Gordinm. ..... .... 1 00 
J. J. Dietz................ 1 00 
Ernst Platz............... 1 00 
A. N. Nelson............ 1 00 
A. J. Mnir................ 1 00 

Wm. B. Young ........ . 
Jas. McMullin ......... . 
Armstr"ng Bros ...... . 
Jack Plnmmer ........ .. 
Mrs. Olive Plummer. 
Mrs. L. A. Turney .. .. 
John Drew .............. . 
Joshua Crowell ....... .. 
T. Cameron ............. . 
P. Britt ................... . 
John Crowley ........ .. 
B. A. Onrtice ........... . 
A. Carpenter ............ . 
John Oairns ............. . 
Benj. Roth .............. . 
E. R. Brown ........... .. 
Q. Kretzo.er ............. . 
lJ. 0. Wismer .......... . 
T. Theo. Oolwick ..... . 
Geo. Tibbits ............ . 
J. W. Lyons .......... ; .. 
F. J. Leicham ........ .. 
W. W. Oox ............. .. 
Frank Honton ......... . 
E. Locklein ............. . 
J. J. Donohue ......... . 
F. Silliman .............. . 
L. Lowenstein ........ .. 

1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
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50 
50 
50 
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To TRUTH SEEKER has received for the same 
purpose : From C. C. Fisk, l!l2; from R. Schubert, 
50 cents. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
T, M. FULLER, the e-x-minister who spoke at the recent 

Freethonght Congress, will deliver Liberal lectures. 
Address, 116 Pearl street, Paterson, N. J. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. 

THE First Secular Ohurch of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical Society meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., in Washington Hall, 18th and Har
ney streets. Questions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discussed. All are welcome. 

S. P. PUTNAM lectures at East Dennis, Mass., on No
vember 24tb.. Mr. Putnam will lecture in New England 
during the month of November. He desires engagements 
at all possible points in this section. Friends will com
mnaicate with him at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care 
of this office. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build· 
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave: and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, secretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30AM: 
to 10 P.M.; dnes, 15 cents per month. 

FRANKLIN STEINER's appointments, so far as now ar
ranged, are: Oolnmbns, 17th; Grove Oity, 0., 18th, 19th 
20th; Scio, 0., 21; Cincinnati, 0, 24th; Greentown' 
Ind., 30th, and December 1st; Covington, Ind., 2d, 3d' 
4th; Fillmore, IH., 5th; Whitehall, Ill, 7th, 8th. Ad~ 
dress him in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evening in War~ 
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace . streets, Philadelphia. 
November 17th, 2.30 P.M, address by Ex-Burgess John 
McLuckie. Snbj oot, " Oarnagie's Patriotism as Il1ns
trated in the Homestead Troubles." 7 30 P M., address b'v 
Dr. Barr. Subject, "What About God and the Ghrist?;, 
All welcome. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati Program 
for November: 
Nov. 17-" The Egyptian Book of the Dead." Judge E. 

Thompson. 
Nov. 24,-Joint Debate. Franklin Steiner and Prof. John 

S. Van Oleve. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November: 
Nov. 15-" Standards of Value-What or Which?" John 

DeWitt Warner, Dr. Charles B. Spahr. 
NpT. 22-"The Snaday Laws." Ww. Jay Groo, Ed

ward Grosse. 
Nov. 29-" The Authority and Necesf!ityof Faith." Rev, 

ll], ;r. Q. Millington, Thaddeus B. WakelWUl. 



~sttsrs of f}lrfsnds. 
Sui'ing the Action to the Word. 

NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 27, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR; Inclosed please find $3 in 

payment for one year's benefits conferred 
by THE 'TRUTH SEEKER and a copy of the 
"Pictorial 'l'ext-Bnok." I may be putting 

-a sad crack in the Sabbath by writing this 
little business 00mmnnication, but my con
'BCience, being elastic, does not twinge. 

Sincerely yonrs, THos. E. LINDSLEY. 

For the Sowiog of tlle SPed. 
LAHoMA, 0. T., Oot. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclo~ed find $21.50. Please 
Pend me the "flplf.Contradictions of the 
Bible;" "Hard Knocks at Christianity;" 
Ingersoll's "Argument in Re:vnolds Blas
pbPmy Trial;" "For Her Daily Bread;" 
"Glory of Infidelity," and for tbA balance 
of the money yon will please dfer those 
1l:indP 11f pamphlets freP to the poor. 

Respectfully, J. C. LooMILLER. 

,Could Not Resist a Good Temptation. 
FoREST CITY, !A., Oct. 21, 1895. 

MR. EmToR: I hav bPen taking so many 
papers that I thought I must forego THE 
TRUTH Sl!EKER, but I cannot resist any 
longer, for those sample copies hav in
duced me to in,7est $3 more in literature 
that helps free men from the bondage of 
Anperstition. Please sPnd me the paper 
for one year and the "Text-Book." and if 
yon can afford it, put i11 the "Glory of 
Infidelity." B. A. PL.UMMER. 

In Defeme of Equal Rights. 
LUMBERVILLE, PA., Oct. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Although I take more pa
pers than I can read, your paper fills a 
want no othe.r one supplies, and as it is a 
duty that every Liberal owes to the conn
t,ry he livs in to support the advocates of 
Freethonght, to oppose the encroachment 
of theological bigotry, and to aid that pub
lication which is bearing the brunt of the 
nneqnal contest, and considering THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to be such a paper, I inclose 
for subscriPtion ~5, which yon will place 
to my credit. 

Yours for freedom of thought, 
WATSON KENDERDINE. 

Judging Christians by their Utterances. 
MARSH, IDA., Oct. 17, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find sixteen cents 
for the list of pamphlets I here inclose. 
Raise the flag of liberty above superstition. 
I will try to help yon some through the 
cheap tracts yon advertise. Such rascality 
aq the prohibiting of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
in Canada is some of the work of our 
modern enemy-loving Christians, who 
wo ld cut our thro!\ts if they thought their 
God would bear them through in safety. 
I liv in a priest-rid!len country where Lib
erals are scarce and the days growing dark 
with superstition. It is necessary to try 
to spread the light of reason. 

Yours as ever, A. E. BENOIT. 

He W onld Kill Them with Light. 
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y., Oct. 12, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I see that my subscription 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER bas recently E-X

pired. I therefore send yon herewith $3 
to pay for another year. I am thoroughly 
in sympathy with your great paper in its 
activ campaign against ignorance and su
perstition, the arch enemies of civilization. 
Let the good fight go on in the hope that 
ultimately the bats and owls of supersti
tion may be routed from their hiding 
places- ignorance and credulity- and 
driven into the broad daylight of science, 
whe.re their hideous deformitiee will be 
apparent to all mankind, and when "to be 
hated will be but to be seen." 

J. W. HoDGE. 

A Vote of Thanks. 
FIRsT SECULAR SuNDAY-SCHooL, l 

VANcouvER, WASH., Oct. 28, 1895.) 
WHEREAS: By the kind efforts of Mrs. 

Allise Burrows, recording secretary of 
this Sunday-school, the Truth Seeker 
Publishing Company, of New York city, 
has favored us by the presentation of four 
beautiful mottoes; therefore, be it 

Resol'lled, That we in concert express 
our hearty thanks to to the Truth Seeker 
Company, of New York city. Be it fur
ther 

Resolved, That a copy of these resoln· 
tiona be entered upon the minutes and one 
cor:v be sent to the Trnth Seeker Pnblish
ing.Company, of New York city, and one 
copy to t.he Li!tle Freethinker, edited by 
Elmina D. Slenker, of Snowville, Va. 

JAMES E. BEAL, Supt. 
GEoRGE E. ScHUELE, Reo. Sec. 

Making the Light Shine. 
SwAN RIVER, MINN., Oct. 24, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I delivered some forty or 
fifty TRUTH SEEKERS in Minneapolis last 
summer. In all, I think, I hav delivered 
about three hundred copies of yonr paper 
in that city, and hope to deliver thousands 
of copies in the future, and it seems to 
me that, from the number I hav given 
away in the last five years, some may llav 
been sown on good ground and the receiv· 
ers hav subscribed for it. 

Buddha may hav been the light of Asia, 
but THE TRUTH SEEKER is one of the great 
lights of the world, and I think when I 
renew my subscription it will be for two 
copies a week instead of one, and if every 
~nbscriber who is able would do the same, 
it would help our cause wonderfully, and 
the good effected by so many copies scat
tered abroad would offset some of the 
devilish work of the preachers, and the 
Young Men's Christian humbug, and other 
superstition-fostering societies. 

S. G. CooPER. 

In Answer to the Theocrats. 
RAPID RIVER, Oct. 26, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: " These are the times that 
try men's souls." So said the great Paine 
of his times, and our own are a more 
warped edition. We hav stood on the bor
ders of freedom and beheld the purity, 
liberty, and light of the land, and must 
not be driven back into theological filth, 
slavery, and darkness; better a grave. They 
hav made an attack on THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and every Freethinker must make it a 
fight to the death and furnish the funds to 
continue the fight for years. I hereby 
pledge my word to subscribe $25 every 
year while the fight lasts. unless some ac
cident deprives me of the means. It seems 
plain from the utterances of the theocrats 
that nothing less than censorship and final 
suppression of the secular press is on their 
program; and as a great many of the secu
lar newspapers are controled by them, the 
editors will pile the fagots for their own 
literary and perhaps bodily cremation. 

Yours fraternally, ToM WALKER. 

An Inquiry After Mr. Bond. 
RRALITos, TEx , Oct. 15, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: As the weather is changing 
to cool nights, I e.m reminded of my dear 
friend, B. L. Bond, who spent last winter 
with me. As we were the onlv two in this 
part of the world who did not welcome 
the preachers and their money-making 
schemes, we spent most of our time to
gether. I became very fond of him and 
when he went to other parts, I could not 
help shedding a few tears of sorrow be
cause of his leaving me all alone at the 
mercy of the Bible-sharks. I hav written 
to him several times, but hav got no an
swer. The last time I heard from him he 
was in Georgia, attending camp-meetings 
and making Baptist speeches. I am 
afraid that the chicken-eaters hav captured 
him. If so they hav a prize in him and 
we lose a friend and hard fighter for 
trnth and ju~tice. I still hav faith in him 
and hope he will come out all right in the 
wash. 

Please giv the above space in your good 
paper, and should it come to the eyes of 
B. L. Bond, who is a subscriber, he will 
at least know I am still his friend, and a 
friend to truth and justice, and an enemy 
of all swindling schemes called religion. 

Wishing your valuable paper success and 
hoping it will find a place in every home 
in the world, I remain 

Your friend, PERRY DowNS. 

Yes, Wisconsin is at the Front. 
WAUKESHA, Wis., Oct. 21, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I hav just read your excel
lent criticism of Prof. Ely's scheme for the 
practical union of religions and B€Cnlar 
higher education. I hav read some of Prof. 
Ely's works, and waa favorably impressed 
with one of them in particular, viz: "So
cial Aspects of Christianity." Of course it 
contains some pions nonsense, but on the 

whole the book is well worth reading by 
every liberal minded person. I was there· 
fore surprised and disappointed to find he 
is advocating practically the union of 
church and state. He will, however, hard
ly convert many educators and thinkers to 
his way of thinking on that subject, es
peciallv not in this state. While stopping 
a few days in Milwaukee, I took occasion 
to visit the state normal school in that 
city, and was very much pleased with the 
way the "ope.ning exercises" were con
ducted. In my day, only 15 years ago, the 
normal schools at Whitewater and Osh· 
kosh, and of course all the other normal 
schools, always opened with religions E-X

ercises consisting of reading from the 
Bible, singing hymns, and ofl:ering prayer 
by the president. These were somewhat 
modified a little later, when Mr. Carl Doer
flinger, of the Milwaukee F1·eidenker, at 
one time one of the board of regents, sncc 
ceeded in making it optional for students 
to attend during these excercises, but did 
not succeed in breaking up the practioe 
of holding religions exercises. A few years 
ago the question whether or not Bible 
reading in our public schools should be 
allowed was brought before tbe supreme 
court of the state of 'Wisconsin, and, to the 
credit of that body be it said, it decided 
against the religionist!!, showing that the 
reading of the Bible and other religions 
exercises were clearly unconstitutional. No 
doubt THE TRU'!'H SEEKER is familiar with 
the decision to which I refer. Since then, 
so far as I know, no religions exercises hav 
been held in any of the schools of the state 
supported in whole by the state. At 
the Milwaukee normal school, no ex
ercises of any description were held in the 
morning, but the afternoon session is al
ways opened by singing some school song, 
followed by an address by the president or 
some one of the professors. The one I 
listened to was on the subject of child 
training in the public schools. I think 
Wisconsin's Freethinkers may well feel 
proud of the attitude their state has taken 
on the subject of religions exercises in the 
public schools. 

Yours truly, J. J. SmRLEY, M.D. 

After Relics and Miracles. 
RocKVILLE, S. D., Oct. 27, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: At a meeting of our so
ciety it was suggested-in view of the fact 
that shrines are becoming quite popular as 
a means of working miracles and healing 
the sick, and also a fruitful source of 
revenue-that a committee be appointed 
to take under advisement the securing of 
sacred relics, to be inclosed in a tactile 
box-that is, a box susceptible of being 
touched-and bring the same within touch 
of the people. We herewith send for pub
lication the report of said committee. It 
might not be amiss to mention in this con
nection that such publication might hav 
the effect of softening the asperity of the 
postmaster-general of Canada to the e;tent 
that he would reconsider his late action 
denying, to THE TRUTH SEEKER mail fa
cilities in his dominions, as he is engaged 
in the samo business. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE. 
We, your committee appointed to con

sider and report upon the securing of cer
tain sacred relics for the purpose of a 
shrine, beg leave to make the following 
report: 

1. The flaming sword was in the hands 
of a cherub east of the garden of Eden. 
This cherub is a winged creature with a 
human col!ntenance-he draws the chariot 
of Yaveh. Ezekiel visioned him; John, 
the revelator, was intimately acquainted 
with him. The cherub dropped the sword 
at the garden wall when Adam and Eve 
died. The Jews kept this sword red, and 
Jesus brought it to Peter, and the chnroh 
has kept it flaming to this day. We hope 
to secure it when the church lays it down 
-probably to-morrow. 

2. Cain's club was thrown eleven feet 
southeast from the blood of Abel in the 
field. God placed it in the hands of the 
Jews, and we can hear its dull thud from 
every quarter of the globe. It is not an 
Infidel weapon-report unfavorable. 

3. The jawbone of the ass i~ now in use 
by 111,000 clergymen of the United States 
to kill and dwarf the intellects of millions of 
people. Their strength has moved from 
the hair to the cheek and gall, and ilil made 
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manifest by the brazen insolence of the 
priests. Report unfavorable. 

4. Jonah's gourd grew up in a niglit to a 
hight and size to protect a man from the 
rays of the burning sun. A worm ate it 
off at sunrise, and when Jonah saw its 
leaves wither he was willinl!' to enter the 
pugilistic ring with old Billy himself. 
This happened 2757 years ago. It is not 
stated in the divine record that this gourd 
had seeds or that gourds were common 
before that date, but since gourds jitrow in 
all warm and temperate parts of the earth 
we may know this gourd bad seed or that 
God dropped a few packages of them. 
Since the gourds of to-day are vines we evi
dently hav lost the art of growing them like 
a godj he made them stand up like a tree; 
we can only make them crawl like a snake. 
God taught his choPen people the art of 
lying,, stealing, murdering, making bair
oil and bread, but all the arts and applied 
sciences, such as poetry, painting, agri
culture, medicin, telegraphy, railroads, 
printing, astronomy, government, etc., 
are purely the work of the devil. To raise 
gourd trees with our seed we must go to 
the devil for aid. If our seeds were ex
hibited as relics your committee is unab'e 
to say if miracles would be wrought, or 
the sick healed, or this society benefited 
financially-still it might be a novel exhi
bition and hav a sednctiveffect. We rec
ommend that the president of this society 
make a trial seed exhibition. Your com
mittee respectfully ask for more time to 
consider this matter. Submitted, etc. 

SEARCH LIGBT. 

Katie Kebm Smith. 
LoNE Rocx, OR., Oct. 1, 1895, 

MR. EDIToR: Yon already hav the sad 
news of the death of Mrs. Katie Kehm 
Smith. I suppose it is nnnecesEary to ten 
yon she died in the glorious faith she had 
lived, and for which she had worked nearly 
all her life like a young soldier. She was 
brought by Liberal friends sixty miles to 
Haystack and laid away by many loving 
hands in the Infidel cemetery, where they 
will raise a fine monument to her memory 
next summer. :But, ahl the monument 
she has raised herself by the grand, noble, 
self-sacrificing work she has done for Ore
gon will be more enduring than the ilnest 
sculpturing on marble. An impressiv 
burial service was read by Mr. Carl Wag
ner in a voice tremulous with emotion, 
but it lost none of its beauty by that. 
Still, there were seen some of the scandal
mongering lambs of God who had given 
their hearts to Jesus, laughing at the 
"sport." How could the poor, heartless 
things help it? 

We need the tenderest sympathy of all 
Libenls, for we hav lost the brightest star 
of the Pacific coast. I know I shaii not 
wound anybody by saying this, for I feel 
that every Liberal heart in Oregon throbs 
with the same feeling. There is nothing 
we can say to her poor broken-hearted 
companion and relativs to heal- snoh sor
row as this. Old Father Time, in his re
lentless course. had given her to us and he 
has taken her away; in his endless cycles 
he may blunt the most poignant grief, but 
never heal the wound. My heart is too 
sad to write more at prel!lent, but as we hid 
away the beloved and loving face we were 
admonished that the 

Lives of great men all remind us 
We can make our lives sublime, 

And, departing, leave behind us 
Foot-prints on the sands of time. 

By permission I send you the following 
song by Mrs. Smith: 

SONG OF THE CREEDS. 

AIR.-" Good-bye, My Lover, Good-bye." 

The Ship of Truth is sailing on, 
Good. bye, old dogmas, good-by; 

Superstition is nearly gone, 
Good-bye, old dogmas, good· bye. 

The People sit at Reason's feast, 
Good-bye, old dogmas, good-bye; 

No more to be duped by Preacher or 
Priest, 

Good-bye, old dogmas, gcod-bye. 
Bye, dogmas, bye-lo, etc.; 
Good-bye, old dogmas, good-bye. 

The Methodist hell is waning fast, 
Good-bye, hell-fire, good-bye; 

Good sense is gaining ground at last, 
Good-bye, hell-fire, good-bye. 

The brimstone pit is getting cooled, 
Good-bye, hell-fire, good-bye; 

The people who think will not be fooled, 
Good-bye, hell-fire, good-bye. 
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Bye, Wesley. bye-lo. eto., 
Good John Wesley, good· bye. 

T!Hl Pope of Rome is fallible. too, 
Good-bye, confession, good· bye· 

His onre for sin will never do, ' 
Good·bye, confession, good-bye. 

Onr pnblio schools will surely go 
Good-bye, confession, good-by~; 

If left to those who kiss his toe, 
Good-bye, confession, good-bye. 

Bye, Leo, bye-lo. eto.; 
Good-bye, Pope Leo, good-bye. 

The Baptist faith is changing fast, 
Good-bye, immersion, good-bye; 

FrPethonght i11 doing her work at last, 
Good-bye, immersion, good- bye. 

In water alone they hav lost their hope, 
Good-bye, immersion, good-bve; 

Unless it is used with plenty of soap, 
Good-bve, immersion, good-bye, 

Bye, Baptist, bye.Io, eto.; 
Good-bye, immersion, good-bye. 

The faith of Talmage is all a sham, 
Good-bye, poor Talmage, good-bye; 

Hi11 hearers full of lies he'd oram, 
Good-bye, poor T"lmage, good-bve. 

Three times his ohnroh went up in flame, 
Good-bye, poor Talmage, good-bye; 

No help from JesuR ever oame, 
G'>od ·bye, poor Talmage, good-bye. 

Bye, Talmage, bye-lo, eto.; 
Good· bye, poor Talmage, good-bye. 

The Presbyterians ha v changed their oreed, 
Predestination, good-bye; 

Their babies now are saved indeed, 
Predestination, good·bye. 

Snob senseless faith must take its flight, 
Predestination, good-bye; 

When Reason sheds her beautiful light, 
Predestination, good-bye. 

Bye, Baby, bye-lo, etc,; 
Predestination, good-bye. 

MRs, A. M. CRAWFORD. 

Mr. McBride's Wealth of Words. 
SAMoTn, ILL., Oot. 23, E.M. 295. 

MR. EDIToR: Permit me say-if it is 
not taxing your patience and spaoe too 
mnoh-that it seems to me that yon hav 
your facetious brother employed " to 
poke fun " and charge your correspond
ents who honestly differ with him of being 
non compos mentis, regardless of the in· 
flnenoes of condition and environment. 
l'Jl say to THE TRUTH BEEKER's "Gem" 
that yon intentionally, or otherwise, never 
tonohed the snbjeot under consideration. 

Yon say, " These being the varieties 
of emotion oited by Mr. McBride to 
illustrate the utility of love, and none 
of them being the one I had in mind when 
I wrote the sentence that does not 'pleas
antly meet his approval,' I am not harassed 
by any felt obligation to disonss them at 
length." What "one" did yon hav in 
mind, if any? The Editor entitles my 
communication, " Arguing Against a 
Pleasantry." Is it "pleasantry" for your 
friends to dub them apposit candidates 
for the asylum, simply beoanse they think 
love better than a loveless life? Or, per
hap!!, yon didn't hav this "one in mind" 
when yon " wrote the sentence." Do yon 
sincerely deem it .. pleasantry " to oall 
those "insane" who praotioe what they 
preach as mnoh as possible? Yon or the 
Editor, or both, oan tackle the above easy 
question. Is it "pleasantry " to assail a 
man with the aooneation of " insanity " 
because he has wooed and won a wife, and 
reared a fine flook of children? If so, 
are yon not oraoking chestnuts at the ex
pense of all the beautiful in existenoe?
of the heaven here? That yon are "forced 
to distrust the analytical powers of my 
mind" is not strange, sinoe I've read your 
" Observations" from their first appear
ance to the present time, and probably 
that will aooonnt for it, I admit your 
•' denials." I must al§o "deny" having 
exerted any painstaking efforts in my es
say ; but it was written o.ne day while 
waiting for dinner; on the other hand yon 
earn your livelihood by your assiduous 
literary applications. So, Mr. Macdonald, 
you'll surely pardon me, for I was hungry, 
besides it wasn't the "one I had in mind," 
anyway. Yon say that my "work is too 
coarse." Too "coarse" for what? I 
think yon devote a pretty prolix reply to 
my extensiv coarseness. 

Yon ask: "I wonder if it is a foot that 
· Mr. McBride thinks in words having the 
same initial?" If I were to adopt your dic
tion of delivery, I'd retort: "That's none of 
your business;" but as I oan afford to be 
more refined a:ad true to myself, I'll say that 
I usually "think in words having the same 
initial;" so yon will readily see that the 
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11 efteot is not bad," for if it was I oonld 
pertinently point to your phrase of ' 1 stately 
salutation." Could I not consistently say 
of yon as yon hav of me, that '' 'apt alliter
ation's artful aid' in his oase is not apt," 
etc.? I'll refp,. yon to your poem entitled 
"Paine: The Knight Errant of F;eedom '• 
in whioh yon say: ' 
Who fell where furrow and field ran red-

To orash of cannon and shriek of shell, 
No alliterativ display in that, are they? 

Do yon thus woo th'l muses for "effect" 
merely, and is the efteot " bad?" 

Again, yon philanthropically apprise me 
that "there is certainly something incon
gruous in the oonoeption of a devil-fish as 
a dogmatist, as there is something ungram
matical in the use of the plural pronoun in 
the same sentence." I employ the words 
''orthodox ootopns " fignrativly; therefore 
to use the "devil-fish orthodoxy as a 
dogmatist," would, I think, be perfectly 
proper; while I cheerfully confess that the 
"personal pronoun "is "ungrammatical.'' 

Onoe again I quote from your poem: 
0 ohl\mpion, bravest of all the past! 

0 Freedom, fairest of all the flames! 
Lnng may the pledge of your fealty last 

For ever nnit~d be your names. ' 
And long as flowers from the soil shall 

spring, 
Toilohed by the warmth of a May-day 

bright, 
A blossom and tear shall the lady bring 

To drop on the grave of her faithful 
knight. 

Now, aooording to your logio, what do 
yon mean by this line: 

0 Freedom, fairest of all the dames! 

Why express "Freedom" in the femi
niu. gender? and does the "fairest dame" 
wear bloomers and straddle a bike along 
with other "new women?" The other two 
last lines: 

A hlossom and tear shall the lady bring 
To drop on the grave of her faithful 

knight. 

What lady? the " fairest dame" Free
dom ?-and will this handsome knigh tess liv 
perennially to drop tears and blOFBOmB '' OD 
the grave of her faithful knight?" Did this 
knight get killed in a joust, or did he ex
pire serenely in bed? What a spectacle! 
tears trickling down the comely cheeks of 
" Freedom!" Why weepe!'lt thou, " fairest 
dame?" Is it beoanse thou hast a lasting 
job of dropping blossoms? 

Now, Mr. Maodonald, by the light of 
your own logio, does not your lines reflect 
" incongruities ? " Aooording to your 
estimation, the similitudes, metaphors, 
and figures of speech of Burns, Byron, 
Shakspere, Shelley, Whittier, and Whit
man, and others, are all " inoongrn 
ities." I am painfully surprised that a 
word-weaver of your prominence has failed 
to perceive this. If yon were a king's jE>s
ter or "oonrt oritio," the situation would 
be different. 

"I would ask if 'argus-eyed monster' is 
approved diction in Samoth, Ill.?" yon 
inquire. At the present I am agnostic on 
that, but I intend soon to make a canvass 
of the plaoe, and will repo?t the snooess of 
the enterprise for your especial edifica
tion. Of oonrse I must observe the time
worn conventionalities of Samoth, else I'm 
not ''in the swim I " '' What is the matter 
with 'hydra-headed ? ' " "Hydra-head
ed " is all right, although it may be a little 
bit soft in the upper story, like some lnok
less wights who fall in " love " and be
come "insane," as though all of us, ao
oording to the specialist, hav a link or two 
lost and cankered in our complex mental 
machinery. 

Yon ask in a sort of "spooney" fashion 
if there's any "sense" in this question: 
" Is not ' love ' the theme of the poet, the 
plot [I] of the novelist, the background 
[II] of the artist, and the forte [oan he 
mean motiv?], of the mrisioian, and with
out ' love ' would not all these be a lost 
art ? " 

I retort, Yes, sir! Could there be any 
poetry without the poet ? Any art without 
the artist ? Any · mnsio without the musi
cian ? And am I not justified in declaring, 
fignrativly speaking, that without "love" 
the theme of the poet, and the plot of the 
novelist, eto., is fntil ? "Love " oonld 
not wholly be the theme of poetry, nor the 
plot of the novel, sinoe it would monopo
lize the business, but it oan wholly be the 
theme of the poet, and the plot of the nov
elist. See ? Relativ to the "motiv of the 

musician," why dabble in the words of lost art." Sinoe these are not an art 
"alliteration," after almost exhausting bn~ its agents, they might become losi 
your vocabulary of invective on the same? artists, but not "a lost art." My idea 

Ho says: "I hav not deprecated the was to prompt Mr. MoB ride to find out the 
meaning of his own mental operations and 

sentiment of patriotism, though I hold then to express that meaning in terms 
that dying for a problEim is a poor way to whi11h would convey it to the minds of his 
solve it, and that a man who will forfeit readers. I suggested "motiv " as a sub
his life to maintain any government as yet stitnte for the "fo:rte" of the musician 
established is sffiioted with an excess of he~anse, i~ musio, forte means powe,.fnl, 

W 
while motw has reference to the subject. 

enthusiasm." hen the bugle of war blew Mnsioal composition may be, in one sense, 
a blast in eaoh patriot's ear, and Father the forte of the mnsioiau, but his theme is 
Abraham kept his steady hand upon the called the motiv, or motivo. The misuse 
helm of the Old Ship of State, three hun- of terms is almost as immoral as nntrnth
dred thousand more ohivalrio sons re- fnlMnessM. B "d , _, . 

d d t h" II f 1 r. o "1 e s "emal th~t he "exerted 
spon e o IB oa or vo nnteera: In the . any painstaking efforts" when writing his 
South the black man labored for little food essay makes us wish . dinner had been· 
and lashes; and over the question of slav-. ready sooner; also to hope that the oook 
ery the South seceded and stigmatized the was more oon~oientions than the writer. 
map of the Union. In fanoy we oan see Rllally, Charle~, yon should be ashamed 
them all-John McBride my father of that OI)Dfesswn. ~o-r _whenever yon oft~r 

• • an essay fo-r pnbhoatwn yon should bs 
Henry Macdonald, yonr father. Your able to say: "HerEl are the best thonghtR 
father was nnm bered with the. slain, nn this anbj 90t that hav oome to me. and I 
along with 279,376 brave privdtes pan- hav chosen my words with the ~neat<~st 
oplied with glory; my father is to-day oare that I am capable of exercising. R'l
a physical wreck. Did not your father speot for mv reade~s and fo,. mvself would 

. " deter me from domg less." Yon would 
and .~hose heroes die to s?lve the pro~- Bts<;> praotioe oondensathn and save the 
lem of slavery and sPoeeswn? And did Editor the trouble of flippin!? so muon· 
they not nobly sncoeed? And would yon, froth: oft your communications with a blue 
as a patriot,io soldier's son, aoonse them of pencil bef<;>re they are set up. 
being "affiioted with an excess of enthnsi- The ~losm~ pa-rl!.~raphof Mr. MoB ride's 

.,, "I f 
1 

, letter IB bnDI'lomba. He shontd l,av re-
asmr pause or a rep Y· served it for July 4- G. E. M. 

CHAs. D. McBRIDE. 
MB. EDIToR: Your correspondent, Mr. 

McBride. is improving. He is evidently 
stirred to his profoundest depths, and a 
person so -roiled is sure to write more 
vigorously than when merely waiting for 
his dinner. If his championship of the 
tender passion does not win him the last
in_g re~ard of all :f!mng _women who agree 
With htm, then chivalry IB dead. !believe, 
thou h, that a warrior bold with spurs of 
gold, singing merrily his Jay, and therein 
vowing to liv for love or die, is still appre
ciated by some members of the female 
sex. Touching that peculiar state of oon
so!onsnes_e known as_ t~e feeling of love, I 
m1ght pomt _to the killings, the suicides, 
and the various abuses (some sixteen per 
cent of the whole) having their rise in this 
aberration of the intellect, but a sense of 
compassion, whioh I admit to be unscien
tific, deters me from dl'awing a statistic 
on Mr. McBride. Sometime when, in
stead of writing a oom:position for THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, he takes his pen in hand 
to inform his Dulcinea of the condition of 
his mind towards her ; and when, years 
afterwards, he reflects on what he said to 
her, this little discussion will reonr to him 
and he will acknowledge that I was more 
t.han half right. In whioh opinion his 
Dulcinea, if she be then his wife, will doubt
less ooinoide. The seriousness of the love 
madness is diminished by the oironm
stanoe that it is temporary, and in general 
the onre may be safely entrusted to nature. 
I hav not reo<;>mmended an insane asylum, 
and am surprised that Mr. MoB ride should 
aomise me of having done so. 

Concerning the lines of poetry your cor
respondent has addnoed, it is of oonrse 
admitted that all of their peculiarities, in
cluding rhythm and rhvme, are introduced 
for effect. Whether or not the effect is 
bad, the reader must judge. But what is 
permissible in poetry may he wholly out of 
plaoe in prose writing 

I see. that Mr. ~o~~ide doe~ not grasp 
the pomt of my orltiOism of his dogmatic 
octopus. The faot is, the figure is defeotiv 
beoanse dogmas are altogether foreign t~ 
the octopus. Orthodoxy has been likened 
to the octopus for the reason that it has 
many arms or tentacles (whioh reach into 
the state house, the oonrt, the school, and 
the home), and therein lies the foroe of the 
comparison .. -~· ~oBride's acknowledg
ment of falhbihty In the matter of gram
mar give hope that his present opinion 
on the correctness of his figures may not 
be final. A!'l to "argus-eyed" and "hy
dra-headed," the former m~>ans no more 
t~an a watoh_fnl jailer, ~bile the latter sig
nifies a mnltifarwns evil, or an evil having 
many points of action, and "benoe not to 
be repressed hy a single effort." One may 
be argus-eyed an~ yet benevolent, while 
the hydra-headed IB totally bad. Mr. Mc
Bride meant hydra-headed wben h~ wrote 
the ohnroh down as argns·eyed. He has 
!J-Ot as yet B?qui!ed _the habit of fixing an 
Idea clearly m his mmd before transferring 
it to paper. 

Concerning Freedom and Thomas Paine 
Mr. McBride's remarks are somewhat 
trifling. FreedC'm is frequently personi
fied as a woman, and there iR nothin"' 
out of the way, that I oan see, in the notio~ 
of her weeping at the grave of 'I'homas 
Paine, her devoted champion. We are 
told that she shrieked when Kosciusko 
fell. Says Mr. McBride: "Now Mr 
Macdonald, by _the light of yonr own'logio: 
does not your hnes reflect Incongruities?'' 
I_ must reply that I do ':lot th'iok that my 
lines does.. He alB<? misses the point in 
syntax whtoh I raised over his query 
whether the poet, painter, novelist, and 
musician, without love, would not be "a 

Book Notes. 
Boston Ideas says of W. H. Maple's new 

book, "No Beginning. or the Fundamental 
Fallacy " : "The book is an immense sat
isfaction. It begins with a true premia. 
It st11.nds on firm foundation. It has a 
deeply earnest motiv. · It manifests fresh
ness of thought in ail directions. Mr. 
Maple makes with his words a verv olear 
path before the reader's thoughts. He does 
n?t at~empt to oonfnse by intrioaoies of 
dtaseotwn, though necessarily the depths 
to whioh he delves throw up to light many 
a problem-working utterance. Straight
forward clearness marks his method of 
placing abstractions in the mould of con
creteness. Mr. Maple's book is one of 
whose publication to be glad. It places 
certain truths powerfully before the read
Pr's thought, and it keeps so oonoentrated
ly to the point of expressing itself clearly 
and directly as to constitute, as a champion 
of reason, one of the very strongest of 
essays we hav ever read; Price of the 
book $1. Address THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

A volume of 139 pages hearing the title 
of "Crimes of Preaoaers in the United 
States and Canada" may be aooonnted 
among the oddest literary curiosities of 
the ~ay. ~he worlr. which purports to 
oontam a hst of offenses committed by 
pastors of ohorohes of all denominationP 
was first pnplished in 1881, and the pres~ 
ent volume Is the fifth e~;tion of the book 
and brings the list of offenders down to 
the present year. The list is transcribed 
!rom !lewspapers, and. certainly makes an 
Imposmg array of onme committed by 
professed teachers of morality Bnd re
ligion. ["Crimes of P~eaohers " New 
York: The'J'mthF!IlAke-rComnauy. Prioe 
25 oents.] -San Fraiwisco Oall. 

Th~y silently 'Yandered, in pairs, an•1 alone, 
llnt took the <hrection t.ne halo had flown 
And soon,lyine under the southernmost wa'l 
They found tbe great halo, not damaged aG ail. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

Ill T'STRP.TED 

By Carey K. Juris-t. 
The text is poeticltl and the llin~trations are 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 hroad pages and the price is only 

50 CENTS! CLOTH, $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE"R, 

~ L•.f&vette P[. New Yo•k. 

DIRECT LEGISLATION. 
By the Cit1zenship through the 

Initiative and Referendum, 
By J. W SULLIVAN. 

l'rioe, 25 cents. Address To TB'D'TJII!IITiB.Ir:BB, 
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(S'AiZdren' s eorner. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H, WIXoN, Fall 
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica
t·iun.• tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
1'hat is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

Lament of a Little Girl. 
My brother Will. he used to be 

The nicest kind of girl; 
He wore a little dress like me, 

And had his hair in curl. 
· We played with clolls and tea-sets then 

And every kind ol toy, 
But all those good old times are gone

Will's turned into a boy. 

Mamma has made him little snits, 
With pockets in the pants. 

And cut off all his Jellow curls 
And sent them to my aunts. 

And Will, he was so pleased, I believe 
He almost jump ad with joy, 

But I must own I didn't like 
Will turned into a boy. 

And now he plays with horrid tops 
I don't know how to spin 

Ann marb:es that I try to shoot, 
But never h1t or win. 

And leap-frog-I can't giv a balk 
Like Charley, Frank, or Roy. 

Oh, no on~ knows how bad I feel 
Since Will ho.9 turned a boy. 

I hav to wear frocks just the same, 
And now they're mostly white. 

I hav to sit and just be go:d. 
Wh\le Will can climb and fight, 

But I must keep my dresees nice, 
And wear my hair in curl, 

And worse-oh, worsest thing of all!-
1 hav to stay a girl. 

-Philaaezpnia Item. 

.A Letter from a Musical Student. 
DEAR Miss W:rxoN: Perhaps yon hav 

not forgotten my having occasionally writ
ten yon from Canon City, Col. About six 
months ago, in the freshness of their 
spring robe, I left, for a time, the wild and 
beantifnl B.ockies for the purpose of at
tending the musical department of "Beth
any College and Conservatory of Music '• 
in this little Swedish world, or Young 
Sweden as it is familiarly known. Often 
hav I -in the heat of summer-sighed for a 
breath of the cooling western breeze and a 
draught from some rippling mountain
stream or gushing spring. 

This little Swedish settlement is situated 
in the valley of the Smoky river, and is 
one of those numerous central points of 
the United States. It is also a central 
point of its own individual state. The 
town is small, 'surrounded by an extensiv 
farming country, and these, the sturdy 
folk from the land of the midnight sun, are 
a live, industrious, and prosperous people. 
They are in this ptirticnlar progressiv and 
justly proud of their educational facilities. 
Bethany is young and growing steadily. 
It may be truly said that religion is the 
only whim these people tolerate. (Is there 
no possibility of our people establishing 
an institution even better through the ex
tinction of this relic ?) Its art, its music, 
its literary work, all its educational re
sources, are of high order. The school is 
a Lutheran institution and although su
perstition is thoroughly diffused through
out, I am glad to say that in at least one 
particmlar it is not of the radical orthodox 
type. 

A few days since, I heard a new student 
-to use a Western expression, a tender
foot-in the mathematical department de
fine Algebra to a younger student s.s "a 
species of arithmetic; " therefore I feel 
safe in saying that this Lutheran supersti
tion is a species rather than a branch of 
the old tree. 

The people are constant attendants at 
church, but, unlike many other sects, they 
are rather liberal on the first day of the 
week and seem not so fearful that they 
will desecrate .the "American Sabbath. '• 
The day with them is nE"over too good on 
which to perform necessary work. We 
often hav on Sunday band entertainments 
in the park or practice for chorus, band, 
or orchestra when a concert is near at 
hand. Although other sects might take a 
week day for it, should circumstances re
quire it, they might even swear on Sun
day. 

The students of the school number over 
four hundred. The professors of music 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Liberals should remember that good books make 
lasting impressions, and please as well every day 
in the year. A Lioeral book .in the right 
hands olten changes the V1C"'S ol sev• 
eral persons. 

I 

1Ht :: f{OLIDA 1S. 
We have qgite a number of books appropriately 

bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack 
them carefully so they can go any distance in the 
mail, or by orepaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : 

Four Hundred Y6ars of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll. lly Samuel p. 
Putnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
traits of the most eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living ann dead, of the 
past four hundred years. Large octavo, 
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth
ic• as Understood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living" is well bcunf\ in cloth 
and printed on good paper. Price, $1. 

An Unofficia: Patriot. A Historical Story 
of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 
Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictoririi Text-Book, in 
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2. 

Old Testame~t Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient aflrl Modern 
Times. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Jngersoif' s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk 
cloth. $2.50; tree calf, $9. Uheaper cloth 
edit10n from same plates, $1.50. 

Jngerso/1' s Principal Works; Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some ~Iistakes of Moses: Interviews ou 
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5. 

Lif"!. A Prose Poem. With Pictures of 
Colonel Ingersoll and Grandchild. By R. 
G. Ingersoll. In color, on boards, beveled, 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

Abraham Lincoln: Was He A Christian? 
By John E. Remsburg. ('loth. $1; 

The Creation of Gcd. By Dr. J. Hart
mann. Red cloth, $1. 

pleasure an; Progress. By A.. M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Cloth, $:. . 

]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man. By Winwood Reade· 
Cloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethoughf. By W. S. Bell. 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll• 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire· s Romances, Profneely Illustrated. 
Half ca!f, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

Darwin and After Darwin. By George J. 
Romanes. Silk oloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting book1 Without Su
perstition, for Children ana Youth. The 
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and 
25 smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper, 
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best a.nd only com
plete life of Paine. Half cmlf, $10 ; in 
Cloth, $5. 

part on's Life of Voltaire, Of which the 
same can be sald as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf. $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church, 
Joslyn Gage. 
$2. 

and State. By Matilda 
Leather, $3; cloth, gilt top, 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the. " Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Emp1re." Half 
calf, $4; vellum oloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By ProfeBBor Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D. Half O&lf, $8; vellum 
cloth, $1.50. 

. Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Cloth, $:!.75. 

cosmian Hymn Book. With music to all 
the sou11s. Edited by L. K. Washburn. 
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

JQr For Other Book8 See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..!l!lf 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York, 

and painting are artisls of a high order, 
The little Swedish settlement is even now 
noted for its music and art. An auditorium 
with a seating capacity of four thousand 
was lately completed and dedicated to edu
cation by a series of six grand concerts, 
which were, through rain and mud, at
tended by fully three thousand people. 
We had a chorus of three hundred voices 
and a band and orchestra of over one 
hundred pieces. Yes, on this occasion the 
storm king favored us once again. He 
has been quite attentiv the pllst season, 
particularly on noted occasion. However, 
at intervals he has allowed to some extent 
a realization of what a dry season in Kan
sas means. 

During the paqt summer, living near the 
open windows of a popular church, Ire
ceived many a draught of religions enthu
siasm, which, tr>gether with the hot winds, 
were sufficient warnings of the "wrath to 
come." I now hav a better realization of 
that distant clime. 

I once overheard a conversation on 
"Books," by a company of young people. 
One of the company-a young man-was 
dilating on the attractiv features of a cer
tain religious work. His remarks were 
concluded with the statement that the 
book contained the most "graphic descrip
tion of heaven" which he had ever had the 
pleasure of reading. It struck me as on 11, 

parallel with that exclamation so often 
used by Christians on beholding a so-called 
likeness of Christ-'' Oh, how very nat
ural." Not having made their acquaintance 
I was unable to ascertain by what source 
the speaker was enabled to judge of a de
scription of a country so unknown and re· 
mote. However, returning to my subject, I 

hav the past summer felt that, had I suffi
cient command of geographical terms, I 
might giv a "graphic" description of the op
posit region. At any rate, I can now in bet· 
ter grace pardon Dante for his "Infernal 
Regions," as I hav been able to feel some
thing akin to the probable inspiration of 
Holmes in his production of " The Hot 
Season." 

But autumn, with its fro!ty mornings, 
sunny noons, and beautiful sunsets, is with 
us once again. We need think no more of 
the heated summer winds until their re
turn, and let us hope some western gold 
excitement, or the redemption of silver, 
will then hav called us where, through the 
beautiful pines, sigh the cool, fresh breezes 
of far away mountain-tops, where snow 
and flowers are companions even on a mid-
summer day. ORELLA LoOKE, 

Lindsborg, ICan11as. 

No Quarrel With Jesus. 
A friend of mine living in Middlebury, 

Vermont, told me of an old farmer who 
lived in a neighboring village and who, at 
the age of 96, found the • 'machinery " re
fusing its work as in former days and so 
made up his mind that he must die. The 
old man, though a sometime attendant on 
church, was not a member, but he had a 
pions daughter, who called in her clergy
man (B.ev. Mr. Bacon) to see her father. 
The clergyman, among other questions, 
asked the old man if he had made his 
peace with Jesus. "Made my peace with 
J esns?" said the nonogenarian, "why, he 
and I never had any quarrel." 

This is a true story. 
HENRY M. TABEB, 

I 
Correspondence. 

NEw YoRK CITY, Oct. 27, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my second 

letter to the Corner. Quite a length of 
time has passed away, however, since I last 
wrote. I am now in the sixth grade io. the 
grammar department. I hav been at the 
head of my class ever since I wae promoted 
into it in September. 

My mother and grandpa (L. G. Reed) 
took me to Hardman's Hall to hear yon at 
the Freethonght Congress last evening. 
We all thought your lecture was splendid, 
I wanted to hear Miss Wixon very much, 
for I hav some books written by yon. 

I am a Freethinker now, and mean to be 
one always. Often the girls in school ask 
me what my religion is? My answer is al
ways, " I ha v none." I take m nsic les
sons. and hav some very pretty pieces. 

Your loving friend, EsTELLE BoYD. 
[My dear Estelle, it would hav been a 

great pleasure to hav taken yon by the 
hand at Hardman Hall, also your mamma 
and grandpa. When the girls at school 
ask yon what your religion is, tell tbem it 
is to do good and be good.-ED. C. C.] 

BELLEVUE, KY. Nov. 5, 1895. 
DEAR MISs WIXoN: I thought I would 

write to the Corner once more. It hag 
been nearly a year since I wrote last. I 
hav been reading the Children's Corner 
every: time papa gets THla TRUTH SEEKBR, 
and I think Aunty Bright's lecture was 
very nice. My papa has a large picture of 
Thomas Paine and also the complete works 
of Paine. Papa is going to celebrate his 
(Paine's) birthday by inviting some of hill 
friends and sonding up some fireworks. 

We had quite an exciting time at our 
Bellevue schools this week. The school 
board tried to hav the Bible read in 
school, but the mayor and papa and a 
great many more of the people would not 
allow it, My teacher is a Catholic, and 
mamma says th~~ot if they read t4e Bfble i11, 
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school she (my teacher) would hav the 
right to bring her prayer-book. 

Yon asked me some questions when I last 
wrote you which I cannot answer, as I am 
only eleven years old, and do not know 
enough, but hope to be able to answer 
them some day. NELLm J. HELD. 

[An interesting letter, which we trust 
may be followed by others from Nellie. 
Papa has helped to gain a great victory in 
excluding the Bible from the public 
schools. Such schools should be entirely 
secnlar.-En. 0. 0.] 

Health and Happiness. 
II,-OllSERVATIONS ON THB ART OF NURSING. 

Birth is a physiological process quite in 
harmony with the natural laws which pre
vail throughout the vegetal9le and animal 
kingdoms. The new product inherits all 
the parental properties which are the in
herited qualities of those parents' ances
tors, in addition to the tendencies acquired 
during the period of their existence. But 
although the inbnt at birth possesses all 
these endowments, the experience, culture, 
and education must begin anew with every 
newly born being. All mothers of the in
telligent class of animals nurse, aid, care 
for, and nourish their young more or less. 
This is especially noticeable among birds 
and mammals. The infant of the higher 
vertebrate class is, for a time at least, de
pendent on its maternal parent for sup
port. She watches over her babe, protects, 
guide&, trains, and iustructs it, and, so to 
speak, prepares it for an independent ex
istence, She exhibits all the primary 
qualities of maternal duty, and, with in
stinctiv motherly love, carefully guards 
her young against unnecessary exposure 
or InJury. She is not without solicitude, 
anxiety, and pity, and, according to the 
intelligence she possesses, usually makes 
every exertion to surround the little one 
with all the comfort in her power to be
stow. The human mother, endowed with 
intelligence of the highest degree, should 
be still more watchful in the particular 
care she givs her young, which contributes 
so largely to her own happiness. A mother 
who wishea to hav her babe healthy, well
nourished, and prosperous must be observ
ant, diligent, and painstaking, that she 
may notice every change in the infant in 
case anything occurs that is not quite in 
conformity with health. 

Size of the Infan.t. The body of the 
child at the moment of birth varies in 
length from 16 to 21 inches. The male in
fant generally measures one inch and a 
quarter more than the female. It increases 
during the first month about one-quarter 
to one-half inches in length, ·one inch for 
the second month, five-eighths of an inch 
for the third, and one-quarter to three
eighths lor the following months. The 
child increases in size, during the first 
year, about seven and a half inches; for 
the second year about three and five
eighths inches; for the third year two and 
three-fourths inches; for the fourth and 
fifth year about two and a half inches; and 
in the six following years about two and a 
quarter inches a year. The size of the 
child doubles during the first six years. 
An insufficient alimentation (or feeding), 
scrofulous bones, rickets, etc., retard the 
growth; acute febril (feverish) diseases act 
in the opposit way; a too rapid growth en
feebles the child and makes it pale and 
thin, and it requires nourishment and hy
gienic attention accordingly. 

Weight of the Infant. The weight of 
the infant varies from five to nine pounds, 
and averages about six and a half pounds 
at the time of birth. The male weighs more 
than the female, there being a difference 
of from four to eight ounces. Immedi
ately after birth, the child loses weight 
in consequence of the evacuation of meco
nium and urin, and the elimination by 
the skin and lungs-a loss not counter
balanced by the alimentation, which is not 
yet very abundant. The diminution of 
weight continues for about the first three 
or four days, the loss in all being about 
three or four ounces. Frequently, on the 
first day, the diminution is three and a 
quarter ounces, and ceases about the third 
or fourth day, if the child is nourished 
naturally, or a little later if nourished arti
ficially. The average increase of weight 
is from three fourths of an ounce to one 
ounce per day during the first five months; 
from five to seven ounces the seven follow-
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ing months, and it weighs at the end of the 
year about twenty-one pounds, almost the 
triple of its initial weight. At seven years 
of age the child weighs nearly twice as 
much-forty to forty-five pounds-and at 
the age of fourteen, the weight is ninety 
pounds, more or les~. The weight of the 
adtllt is twenty times the weight of the 
newly born. It is important, in order to 
be well assured that the nourishment of 
the infant by the mother is satisfactory, 
to ascertain, by weighing it regnlarly, 
whether the increase in weight is normal. 
The infant ought to be weighed immedi
ately after birth, as soon as dressed, The 
weighing should be repeated every two 
or three days, always at the same hoar, 
during the first few weeks ; then every 
eight days up to about six months, and 
every fifteen days during the rest of the 
year. The time selected for these exami
nations ought to be furthest removed from 
the last nursing, and the result written 
down in a book kept for that purpose. 
Thus the mother may learn the actual in
crease of the weight of her baby. An in
crease of weight of about two· thirds of an 
ounce to one ounce per day during the 
first month may be considered nor
mal, and all children who do not gain 
two-thirds of an ounce per day may be re
garded as ailing or badly nourished. To 
this rule there are exceptions, however. 

The Temperature of the infant at birth 
is slightly higher than that of the mother; 
later, it is the same as in the adult. (Nor-
mal temperature, 99.5.) M. D. 

PUBLICATIONS• 

11 Intercourse Between the Soul and Body." 
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interestin_g books by same an thor: 
"Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,.... .. .75 
:: D!vine Love. and w,\sdom," 248 pp.,..... -7e 

DiVIne ProVidence, 308 pp.,.. ... ..... .. . .7., 
"Conjugal Lov~." 472 J?P•- ................. $1.00 
"Trne Christian Religwn." 982 pp., ....... 1.50 
" Apocalypse Explained," Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the t\.merican 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

T~O DOJ..l.Al\S FOll OHE 
" THE LITTLE FREETHINKER " 

The only paper published for the vonng that is 
free from superstition. One year 50 cents. Six 
month•, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cents. Ltttle 
Freetntnker has 'been enlarged e.nn improved 
and is now a paper Liberals may be prond of. 
I'll send LtttZe Freethinker, l!oote's Health 
Monthly, and The Mayflower Magazine one 
:vear. the Home, a 16-pagestory paner, and twelve 
fine flowering bnlbs of differ~nt kinds, all for $1. 

Address ELMIN t\. D. BLENKER, 
4t42 Snowville, Pulaski county, V&. 

Is Controversy Dangerous? 
By W. F. JAMIESON. 

This little book goes down to the very bed-rock 
of hnman liberty, 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THIRTY YU."RS IN Tll~ BUSINESS. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 
Commission Merchants. 

Apples, Eggs, 
Cranberries, Cheese. 

Potatol'B, Dried 
Bntter, Frnits, etc. 

Promptness our main object. Correspondence 
solicited. Car lots a speoialty. 

We fill Orders for All Kinds of Produce. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago. 
45 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repair1 clo•ely regulate and re mrn watches 2d or 8U 
day. No better work in the world Agents 
wanted in every town in the United States where 
watches are butchered inBtAo.il of restored Many 
are now making money but m11o11., 'lllore can make 
money easy by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor•. Apply for terms, also 
sendforprice listsof·Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-ware, eto. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto W6ttstein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
veni~ Spoan, and The Popular Free

thought Badge. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 
the ages of 20 and40 years •. Address L. 0. 1., care 
Trn th Seeker office. 10t87 

Cheap Tracts for Distribution to 
Start Christians Thinkingct 

If yon want terse, trenchant reading matter, to 
act as "Eye-openers," in doing " Missionary 
Work," convenient to hand to neighbors, friends 
and all inquiring persons, send for a supply of 
these valuable little evangels of trnth. 
"They rauge in price from one to ten cents each. 

They are so !ow in ptice that thousands of gen
erous. hearted persons oan afford to bny them for 
gratuitous distribution. Too many of them can
not be spread broadcast over onr land. Sent, 
post-paid, by mail. 

Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi.,al Condi-
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh. 1 

Protestant Persecutions William Coboatt.. 1 
Questions for Bible Worshipers............... 1 
The Relat10n of Witchcraft to Religion. A. C. 

Lyall ....................................... 10 
The Religion of Humanity Better than Eter-

nal Punishment. M Babcock........... 10 
Religiou of Inhumanity. Frederic Harrison. 10 
Repeal the· Snnday Laws! (Including the 

•· Orill'in of Sabbaths.") By the .l!:ditor of 
TheTrnth Seeker......................... 3 

Revivalism l!:xamined. A. G. Hnmphrev..... 2 
A Remarkable Book a Review of Greg's 

Creed of Christendom. H. W. Douglas 
in Canadian BP-ctator ........ .......... .. 

The Safe Side. H B Brown .................. .. 
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas' W~ttts. 
A Secular Prayer. Anstin Hol;[!)ake ........ .. 
Secular Responsibility. G J HolYoake .... .. 
l'he Sta!'l:e and the Pnlpit. Robt G Ingersoll. 
SnperPtition Displayed. Wm. Pitt's Celebra-

ted t..etter to the Sect~ of Great Britain 
"Science of the Bibl~." Being the Rev. John 

Jasper's Celebrated Sermon on Aetrono-

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 

An Antidote Analyzed Exposing the Incon
sistency of Christians Generally. H. Clay 
Lnse ..................................... . 

Talk ~liii 'iii~· 'iici~~- ·:E·-va.iig.8H8i8: · ·:E· w~~d.: 
lO ruff, M.D..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

Thoughts on Atheism. Can Man by Search
ing Find out God. Anstin Holvoake... 3 

The Theorv of Evolution. Thomas H Hnxley 10 
The Trne Basis of M,;rality. Annie Besant.. 2 

5 The Trnth of History. Robert G Ingersoll. 

Astro-l'heology. L. L Dawson, Showing the 
story of Christ in the New Testament to 
be bnt an Alleg'>rical representation of 
the ann's course through the different 
zodiacal signs ............................ . 

Apostles of Christ. Austin Holyoake... .. .. 
Tne B1ble God Disproved by J)lature. W. E. 

Coleman .................................. . 
Bible Idolatry. Robert G. Ingersoll ........ .. 
'J'he Bible: Is 1t Reliable as a Gnid~? c. Watts. 
Blasphemy and the Bible. C B Reynolds ..... 
~'ne Book of Esther. A Specimen of What 

Passes as ·the Inspired Word of God .... . 
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. ~·.Max Muller ... . 
Constantine the Great, Portrayiog_ the Ini

quity of the First Ohristian Emperor. 
S. tl. .l:'reston ........................... .. 

The Comstock Postal Law Unconstitn•ion><l. 
<This is the statute nnder which Mr. J. 
B. Wise is now mdictod for send,ng a 
verse from the Bible through the maiL) 

5 (Reply to sowe of the Suuday-school 
Stories Abont Hi•n.) ... ...... .... ...... .. 3 

5 Two Snort Sermons, Rev. Theologicns.. ... .. 1 
a Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh.... .... . 3 
2 Were Adam and Eve Our .l!'irst Parents? 
5 Charles Bradlaugh........................ 3 

What Did Jesus Teach? Chas. Bradlaugh. ... 3 
5 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlangh.... 2 
5 Woen Did Panl Live? Scholasticns..... ..... 1 

Washington an Unbeliever. J E Remsburg.. 5 
W asChrist Crucified? Anstin Bier bower.... 10 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 3 
28 Lafa.yette place, New York. 

T. B. Wakeman......... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 10 
Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. 

Dr. DanielArter ......................... .. 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 2 

2 Christianity a Borrowed f:ystem. Bennett. 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on 

Civilization. Charles Watts . . .. .. .. .. .. · 5 
The Christian Deity. Oharles Watts . . . . . . . 2 
The Uhristian Fait!l. 20J Questions Without 

Answers .................................. .. 
Christian Mysteries. A Dialogue between a 

Christian Missionary and a Chinese 
2 

ROB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
Mandarm ................ · ....... · ... .... 

5
2 The Field- Ingersoll DI"scus-The Christian Sabbath. John E Remsburg .. 

Christian Scheme of Redemption. c. Watts. 2 sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 
The Cnurch and Educa;ion. Anti-Jeouit..... 5 
The Chnrch and Freethonght. Franklin cloth, 50 cents. 
oong~!:~~<i'siiD.iiaY.'tliw8: .. d'ili8.ii'ili6':M8.ii8 

10 
In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 

be Stopped on Sunday?) By the Editor Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
of The Trmh Seeker.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 8 

The Constitution and Holy Days and Holi· Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
days. 8 .P Pntnam ....... :. .... .......... 1 h' 'Tlh 1 tt bl' h d • th Constructive Rationalism. Annie Besant.... 1 liD. .L e e er WaS pu lS e 1D e 

The Devil'• Due Bills, or Give tha Devil His North American Review, and was Due. John Syphers.. . .. ................. 2 
Daniel in the Lion's Den. D. M. Bennett..... 2 replied to by the person addressed. 
Daniel, the Dreamer. A Biblical Biography. All our older reader:> know the value Anstin Holyoake.......................... 5 
Decadence of Christianity .... · ................ · 1 of this discussion. To those who 
The Declice of l!'aith. Jill Remsburg........ 5 
Defense of Secular Principles. Chas. Watts.. 2 do not remember it we can only say 
Does there Exist a Moral Uovernor of the h th 

Universe? Am tin Holvoake. ... .... . ... 3 t at ey should lose no time in 
Donbts oflnfidels. Questions by a Weak bnt procuring a copy if they want a con-

Sincere Christian.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 
The Ethics of Religion. W. K. Clifford, F.R.S. 5 troversial treat. 
Evolution Teaches Neither Athe1· m nor Ma-

terialism. R. S Brighami'..M.D.. .... .... 3 
Jilvolntion of Israel's God. A. . Rawson..... 5 The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con

troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

Essays on Miracles. David Hnme ............. 10 
Father, Son, aod Holy Ghost. T E Longshore 5 
The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett............ 5 
Foundations. John Syphers................... 1 
Free Speech and .!free Press. Percy Bysshe 

Shelley ................................... .. 
Few Word• abont the Devil. Chas. Bradl•ugh 
Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Chas. Watts 
The Fruir.s of Christianity. Annie Besam .. .. 
German Liberalism. Mrs. Clara Neymann .. . 
The Gospel of Christisuity and the Gospel of 

Freethonght. AnnieBesant ........ . 
Has Man a Sonl? Charles Hradla.ugh ....... .. 
Heaven and Hell: Where Situated? Anstin 

Holyoake ................................ .. 
Hereditary Transmission. Illnstrat.ions of Its 

Occurrence. Prof. Loni• EJsberg ....... . 
Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh ....... .. 

1 
3 
3 
2 
1 

2 
3 

8 

8 
3 

If You TakeAway My Religion What Will Yon 
Give Me in Its Ste;d? H. B. Martin, M.D. 8 

Is America the New World? L L Dawson... lO 
Infidelity. H. W. Beecher...................... 1 
Infidels and Charity. Franklin Steiner...... 5 
Ingersoll Catechised. Wi.h Mr. Ingersoll's 

Poem on Robert Bnrns ................. .. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
wor.:;ted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Ingersoll on McGlynn ........................ . 
Thellis We Endnre: Their Canse and Cnre 

D. M. Bennett ........................... . 
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant ...... . 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. John E Remsburg. 
The Jews and Their God. Isaac Padtn ...... .. 
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh ........ .. 
Land Qnestwn. Charles Bradl•ngh ......... .. 
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ...... . 
Lay Sermon. Robert G. Ingersoll ............ . 
Legend of Gantama Bnddha. Paralleling that 

of Jesus Christ ......................... .. 

8 
3 

5 
2 
5 
II 
8 
2 
2 Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 
5 

This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 
Logic of Dllat!J.: or, Why Sh"nld the Atheist 

Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake . . . .. . 3 
The Logic of Life, Dedaced from the Princi

ples of Freethongnt. G. J. Holyoake .... 
Lndiorons Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

8 

best lectures, but never before put 
into pri:ut. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking fo;:. 

yoake .................................... .. 
Liberty and Moralit:y. Moncure D. Conway. 
The LibertyofPrintmg Bon. E. P. Hnrlbnt. 
Literature of the InsanP. F. R Marvin, M.D. 
"Manna." Orthodox Descriptions of How 

People are off in Hell ..................... . 
Materiali.m ant Crrme. B F Underwood ... . 
Moral Valne of the Bible. Chas. Watts ....... . 
Moody's Sermon on Hell. A Criticism of Re-

vival Doctrine ........................... .. 
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. An-

nieBesant ............................ .. 
New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlangh .. . 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh .... .. 
New T,ife of J'acob,.- Charles Bra•1langh ..... .. 
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh ........ . 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh ..... .. 
'l'he New Faith. J. L Stoddard ............. .. 
The New Age. W. S Bell .................... .. 
The Old Religions and the New. W. S. Bell .. 
On Eternal Torture. Annie Besant .......... . 
On Prayer, Annie Besant ................... .. 
On the Religions Education of Children. 

· Annie Besant. "ritten dnring her 
Transition from Christianity ......... . 

5 
~ 
8 
5 

1 
5 
8 

1 Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
~- This lecture is a considerlition of 
s the ~fference between the natural 
: and the supernatural, and some 
~ reasons why the former is the best 
5. way to go. Perhaps no one of Col-
~ onel Ingersoll's orations has won 

2 
Open Letter t" my Old Friends the Quakers. 

S.D.Moore ................................ 1 
Orthodoxy. Robert G Ingerioll.............. 10 
Our Lord and Savior Jesns Christ. T E Lot g. 

8 more general applause from enlight
ened audiences· than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." Tbe lect
ure was never before printed in 

shore ...................................... . 
Paine and Wesle_y. John E Remsburg ....... . 
Plea for Impartial Taxation. S B Duryea, T 

B Wakeman, G .U Hawes ............... .. 
Protestant Intolerance. John E Remsburg., 
Philosophy of Secularism. qharles Watts .... a Picture of the Jewish Jehovah a.s described 

h:v the Bible. Per nozen ............... .. 
Plea for Atheism. Oharles Bradlaugh ...... .. 

5 
5 

5 pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
5 Send for it. 
2 

10 The Truth Seeker, 
5 28 LAFAYRTT& PLACE. New York, 
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JY ot for ])arsons. 

NoT IN TRADE.-She: "A penny for yonr 
thoughts." He: "I hav none for sale. I 
~m a free thinker." 

FRIEND: "Are yon happy ?" Spirit 
(through medium): "Perfectly so." "Can 
yon state what has pleased yon most since 
yon left ns?" "The epitaph on my tomb
stone. It both amazes and delights me." 
- T_,xas Sirtin,qs. 

JINKs: "Smithson strikes me as being a 
sort of religions broker, bnt I'm blamed 
if I ean tell whether he's a bull or a bear." 
Filkins: "Why not?" Jinks: "Because 
he's long on countenance and short on 
works. "-Harlem Life. 

ST. PETER: "Yon had five diffarent fail
lues while on earth, had you not?" 
Wraith: "Yel", sir; bnt I alwavs settled in 
fnll with my preferred creditors." St. 
Peter: "Well, I'll send for St. Panl, and 
if I can get him to refund to me, may be 
I'll let yon in."-Puak. 

"THE actions of some of these reform
ers," said the cornfed philosopher, "re
mind me mnch of the way my father nsed 
to pnll weeds in the garden for about a 
minute to show me how easy it was. Then 
he would go off and sit down in the shade 
and leave me to keep Bt it all the fore
noon."-Indianapolis Journal. 

A CLERGYMAN asked an nnedncr.ted wo
man whether she liked his written or un
written sermons the best. After thinking 
for a few moments she said: "Why, I like 
yon best without the book, because yon 
keep saying the same thing over and over 
again; and that helps me remember what 
I hear a good deal better."-Tit-Bits. 

THE Boston Journal says that Johnny 
and Willie, aged respectivly six and fonr 
years, were engaged in a hot discussion as 
to their ages. Willie of course claimed to 
be the older of the two, whereupon Johnny 
replied: "Yon ain't either the oldest, 
'cause when I was born yon wasn't nnffin' 
bnt dnst lay in' round np in heaven." 

A SAco young man who livs some dis
tance ont of town went to church Sunday 
on his wheel and as he was getting off was 
Fpoken to by one of the good brothers and 
reproved for using a wheel on the Lord's 
day and especially for using it in going to 
church. The yonn~ man turned around 
and looking at the horse that was covered 
with foam from ·his journey m the hot sun, 
remarked that in h1s opinion it was mnch 
more Christian like to nse a wheel on snch 
a hot day than go to church with a horse 
and then let him stand in the snn. The 
deacon was squelched. 

BRIDGET O'HooLmAN, an elderly Irish 
cook, had been induced to go to a quiet 
littltJ snbnrban town to liv in a wealthy 
gentleman's family. Two weeks after her 
arrival she declared her intention of re
turning to the city. "Why do yon leave 
ns, Bridget?" asked her mistresfl, in a 
grieved tone. '' We pay you the very 
highest wages." "Ye do, ma'am, an' yer 
a perfect Ieddy. Oi'm not Iavin' troo anny 
fault av de fam'ly, but this place is snch a 
dead old place, wid no chanee to do anny. 
thing loively in it, that, begorry, oi hav to 
mek np a pack o' lies iv'ry toim!l oi go to 
confession, or oi'd hav nothing to confesh!" 
-Harper's Drawer. 

O:a:ARLES A. DAvis has been training with 
Colonel · • Bob " Ingersoll so long that his 
mind naturally rnns on the fntnre state of 
mankind. He has an unfortunate impedi
ment in his speech, bnt says Ingersoll can 
talk enough for both of them. The other 
day he was sitting in his office in Broad
" ay gazing dreamilv ont of the window. 
An actor sauntered in and sat down by his 
side. "Charley" turned n)!)on him those 
large blne eyes of his and asked somewhat 
abruptly: "Are yon an Ag-g-g·g-gnostic?' 
" What's that? What's that ? What's 
that?" asked the man, with a puzzled look. 
•· D-d-d·do you believe in h-h-hell? Are 
yon an Agnostic?" "Hell? Yes; I'm er 
-well. I'm again Roosevelt every time."
New York Herald. 

AN editor, who died of starvation after 
making Dr. Tanner ashamed ·of himself, 
was being escorted to heaven by an angel 
who haa been sent for that purpose. 
"May I look at the other place before we 
as·cend to eternal happiness?" asked the 
editor. " Easy," said the angel. So they 
went below and skirmished around, taking 
in the sights. The angel lost track of the 
editor and went around hades to hnnt him 
np. He found him by a big furnace,· fan
ning himself and gazing iR rapture at a 
lot of people in the fire. There was a sign 
on the furnace which read, "Delinquent 
Subscribers." "Get a move on yon," said 
the angel; "we mnst go." ''Yon go on," 
said the editor; "I am not coming. This 
is heaven enough for me." 
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nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damned 
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1n the nature of things, 
SAYb 

HOBERT G. INGERSOU. 

"In the nature of things there can l:.e 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .. New York. 

The Great Inger_ 
soli Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
'Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
" Voltaire " and " Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentury' s 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 centa. 
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Gems of ~hought. 
IF we contemplate the method of N a

tore, we see that everywhere vast results 
are brought about by accumulating minute 
aotions.-Herbert Spencer. 

TALK about those subjects you hav had 
long in your mind, and listen to what 
others say about subjects you hav studied 
but recently. Knowledge and timber 
should not be much used until they are 
seasoned.-0. W. Holmes. 

ONE might point out how the Renascence 
was great, because it sought to solve no 
social problem, and busied itself not about 
snob things, but suffered the individual to 
develop freely, beautifully, and naturally, 
and so had great and individual artists, 
and great and individual men.-Anon. 

GovERNMENT cannot undertake to pro
tect the feelings of the people. Govern
ment can protect only the reputation, the 
person, and the goods of those who are 
under its jurisdiction. It cannot under
take to shibld from the annoyance of their 
own bigotry and intolerance, those who 
imagin that others should do as they do 
and believe as they believe.-American 
Sentinel. 

LET us assure to the individual an in
creasing measure of personal freedom. 
Dissolve legal darkness, dissipate political 
clouds, break down all barriers of law 
whiou keep men apart. Let the Sundby 
alone. The conscience will take care of the 
Sunday. Trust more to men and less to 
lAw. Do not spend too much time upon 
political movements. Remember the so
cial monitors and conventions-the un
registered gods, who, after all, are the 
preservers of social health and the inspir
ers of social development. Let the po
litical class disappear. Do not murder 
it. Outgrow it. Pass it by as the tree 
in autumn sheds its leaves.-Horace L. 
1raubel. 

WALT WHITMAN. 
Thou stood'st alone and sang'st thine un

schooled song, 
The crowds passed-on and did not deign to 

hear 
Or answered thy new music with a jeer; 
B_ut still above the hootings of the tnrong 
Thy voice rose - resolute, complacent, 

strong, 
Till one by one thy listeners drew near. 
And, when they heard, they marked thee 

as a peer 
Of those great souls that to all time belong. 
'l'he pretty thoughts of pretty little men 
Were not for thee to utter; strong and 

rude, 
Upwelling from an ever untamed heart, 
'l'hey flowed unhindered from an untamed 

pen, 
Thy soul, content in its own solitude, 
Refused 'he paints and pedantries of art. 

-Sam Walter Foss, in Conservator, 

IT is the duty of every man to destroy 
the superstitions of his time, and yet there 
are thousands of men and women, fathers 
and mothers, who repudiate with their 
whole hearts the creeds of superstition, 
and still allow their children to be taught 
these lies. They allow their imaginations 
to be poisoned with the dogma of eternal 
pain. They allow arrogant and ignorant 
parsons, meek and foolish teachers, to sow 
the seeds of barbarism in the minds of 
their children-seeds that will fill their 
lives with fear and pain. Nothing can be 
more important to a human being than to 
be free and liv without fear. It is far bet
ter to be a mortal free man than an im
mortal slave. Fathers and mothers should 
do their utmost to make their children 
free. They should teach them to doubt, 
to investigate, to inquire, and every father 
and mother should. know that by the cra
dle of every child, as by the cradle of the 
infant Hercules, crawls the serpent of su
perstition.-Inge?·soll. 

ETHNOLOGY in its true sense represents 
the application of the principles of induo
tiv philosophy to the .products of man's 
faculties. You are aware that that philoso
phy proceeds from observed facts alone; 
it discards all preconceived opinions con
cerning these facts; it renounces all alle
giance to dogma, or dootrin, or intuition; 
m short, to every form of statement that 
is not capable of verification. Its method 
of procedure is by comparison, that is, by 
the logical equations of similarity and di
versity, of identity and difference; and on 
these it bases those generalizations which 
range the isolated fact under the general 
law, of which it is at once the exponent 
and the proof. By such comparisons, eth
nology aims to define in t.lllar terms the 
influence which t-he geographical and other 
environments exercise on the individual, 
the social group, and the race; and, con
versely, how much in each remains un
altered by the external fcroes, and what 
residual elements are left, defiant of sur
roundings, wholly personal, purely human. 
'l'hus, rising to wider and wider circles of 
observation and generalization, it will be 
able at last to offer a oonolusiv and ex
baustiv connotation of · what man is-a 

,, 
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necessary preliminary, mark you, to that 
other question, so often and so ignorantly 
answered in the past as to what be should 
be.-Prof. D. G. Brinton. 

NEW' EDITION. 

PROSE-POEMS ABD SELECTIOBS. 
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand
some Quarto, containing over 

400 pages. 

The book is designed for, and will be accepted 
l>y, admiring friends as a r&re personal souvenir. 
To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, 
with autograph fac-simi.e, ha• been prepared 
especially: for it. In the more elegant styles of 
binding it is eminently snited for presentation 
purposes, for any season or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christian Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, My Choice, 
before the G. A. 1:1.. Why? 
at the Academy of ImagiRation, 
Musi~, N. Y. Science, 

A 'rribute to Ebon C. If Death Ends All, 
lnger.oll, Here and There, 

A Vision of War, now Long? 
At a Child's Grave, Liberty, 
Benefits for lujuries, Jehovah and Brahma, 
We Build, 'l'he Free Sonl, 
A Tnbute to the Rev. J,ifP, 

Alexander Clark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Grant Banquet, Bee 1her, 
Apostrophe to l•ibert~ Tribute to Conrtlandt 
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Mills. The Brain, 
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Toe Cemetery, Origin and Destiny. 
OriginalitY, What is Poetry? 
'!'hen and Now, My PosiGion, 
Voltaire, Good and Bad, 
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Wh£t is Worship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, '• he Abolitionists. 
God Silent, Proviclence, 
Alcohcl, The Man Christ, 
Augu.te Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
'l'h~ Infidel, At the Grave of Bonia-: 
Napoleon min W. Parker, 
The Republic. Fashion and Beanty, 
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Reformers, E!izur Wright, 
The Garden of Eden, I i•l'he Imagmation. 
Thomas Paine. NoRespecterofPersons 
The Age of Faith, Abruham Lincoln, 
Origin of Religion, 'l'he Meanin~ of Law, 
The Unpardonable Sin, What is llhsphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Some Reasons, 
l<'ree Will, Selecoions, 
The King of Death, Love 
The Wise Man, TheBirthplaceofBurns 
Bruno. Mrs. Ida Whitinll: 
The Real Bible, Knowles, 
B•nedict Spinoza, Art and Mora!itv, 
'l"he First Doubt, 'l'ribute to Roscae Conk-
The Infinite Horror, ling, 
Nature, Tribute to Richard H. 
Night a· il Morning, Whiting, 
'J he Cunflict, Mr3. Mary H. Fiske, 
Death of the Aged, Horace Seaver 
TheCharityof Extrava· The Mnsic of Wagner, 

~:ance, Leaved of Grass, 
Wom•n, Vivisection, 
The Sacred Myths, The Repnblia of Medioo-
Inspiration, rity, 
Religions Liberty of the A Tribute to Walt Whit-

Bible, man. 
The Lmgh of -a Child, 

In cloth. beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
moroccoi!illt edgesi $5; half calf, mottled 

edges, ibrary sty e, $4.50; full Tnrkey 
Morocco, gilt, exq nisitely fine, 
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possible finish, $9. 

Sent to any address, by express, prepaid, or mail 
post free, on receipt of pnce. 

A. Cheaper Edition from same 
plates, good paper, wide 

margi11s, cloth, $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl •• New York. 

Science Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By·T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, _LO Cents. For sale at this Offi<J'l. 

DfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Re:fut;at;ion o:f t;he Argu

:.nent; That; Nat;ure Ex
hibits Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi-=-ned by an In
telligent; Being'. 

SYNOPSIS I 
I. The DcldignArgumeBtVitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite Series of DesignE-1"!1. 
II. If '!'here Were a Designer He Conld Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egregiously Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced FanltY Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Oalled Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Canse So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VII. The Argument of a First Canse. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY TH-E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
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Price, 15 cents. 
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8 " Thanksgiving. 
6 " Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children an<il the Church. 
10 Woman and the Ohurch. 
6 The Chnmh and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. -
8 The Bible and Scienct:. 
15 The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Peoitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 PrP.yer. 
1C The Creeds. 
1 Caristians and Mohammedans. 

8 reprelflllt Samples of Christianity's Work. 
ll. - "' Missionaries. 
l • The Lord'o Instruments. 
15 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " The Church and Slavery, 
1 .. l!dest• and Politics. 
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2 Church's ldea of Uivilization. 
1 The Uses of the Cross. 
t Unkind .deflections on the Church. 
~ Persecutions of the Church. 
t1 Some Allegories, 
8- Heaven .. 
e Hell. 
'l Miscellane0118o 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha- ever be
fpre appP.ared iu t):tis countryhand it is very doubtful if anotjler m;te liKe it will!Jver again be pub
hohed. We mnst give the Trut Seeker Company the credtt of puttmg the book m the reach of all. 
At twice the priccllt wol'ld have baen a cheap book. Art.st Heston as a. portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful St<Cceso. and we judge from our own feelin&"s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire a copv of thi• most wunderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Hut the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 1his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages uf reading 
matter that serve first as expLanations of the illustrations? and secondly as texts to prove the ntter 
falsitY of the church's profe•sions and the hVJtocrisy of tnose who uphold them, Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever hP.P.!l put ·n the 
hands of Freet.hinkers.-I:Boston Investigator. _ 

NO ".BEGLNNLNG;" I POPIS AHD 1'1{£18 DOJHGS 
OB, 

The Funda'Jnental 
I ACCOUNT OF 

Fn.llacy. I Vicars or Ohrtst ana Vweoerent& oJ Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

reasoning npon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or " First Canse" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"This volume dlscusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording tn•t even 
the unlearned can nnderstatJd, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one Oi the most comprehensive and conclusive 
worki on the subject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKElJ, Jnly 2~, 1893. 

Nearly 200 pages, whh e1ghteen chapter~ and a 
preface, bonnd neatly and strongly m cloth. 

PRICE, $1; POSTPAID. 
.&ddreae THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songe.-

CoMPTLKD BY L. K. WAS'I'fBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

HE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
iS not in !ll8-ltic potions "ape clues" 
or electric cJap-trap, but only in 
WISDOM-THE BCIENOE OF HEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain Vigor and regajn it 
by reading the most complete boo)< of 
Dledleal, Social, Sexual Selenre, 
by an eminent_physician of35 years 
experience. The •• old, original, 
standard" -.vorl<, endorsed by all, 
~~g·:~a gy ~~!! t:~:t~~,~b~rt~~Yi 
has provifentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on marriage, parentage, 
adaptation, marital failures,, eto., 
are of inestimable va.lue to 8JJ now 
married or who ever expect to bo 
r~~]J:~ c~:~~~fh~~al~~garr:.s-~go 
ril~ g~~r?~ei!\~%':n~~~o~~ 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

Sl.OOby Mail; C)lrcnlarl Free. 
Adtlr._,, •. lHJ!l '£RUTH SJ!l.l!lb.J!ll'· 

28 J.ll.fa:vette Plaoe tliew York. 

$7 5 A MONTH ande%p011..., todyor 
Gent. Samples tree. 

gu:tran teed. Write today. Address P. 0. n"!x tS~~B~~~o!:tMa~!~ 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· # AN·· EXTRAORDINARY OFFER ! ! # e \Ve wa.ut 1000 more active agents before e 
; 

Julylst. 'Ve will guarantee$20to$30perday; 
can be easil made in any locality; our goods 

• 
sell thernserves; we furnish a large roll of e 
samples entirely Ji'R.BE and allow 60 per e cent. commission on all sales. Send to-day e 

~ for full _ _particulars, or we will se~d with ~ 
f' same a Valuable sample ot our .Joods in f 

; 

Solid Silver upon receipt of iO cents in ; 
sliver or stamps. J<~stablished In 1882. Ad· 
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

rem
of suo-

DR. R. P, FELLOWS, _ 
• -.boo>'e :voo saw_ t.hls adver.--' •rme1Rn4. K, .J, 

.-.u \\' itJ;AU 1'111,..! 
Dr. l<'ellows is a stanch LIBERAL and a very 

•uccessfnl physician. He bas treated DISEASES 
OF MEN for twent:r years, and his remedies are 
an outgrowth of thts long practice, which Rhould 
ll'ive oonftdenoe to those afllioted. 
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a judge of the superior court in chambers, 
including proceedings supplementary to 
execution; he may sit in the court of 
Special Sessions; is ex-officio member of 
several important boards; in certain llases 
he acts with the state Board of Canvas
sers in canvassing election returns, and 

. in case of riot he may call out the militia 
in bis jnrisdiction to aid the civil anthori· 
ties in suppressing violence. In 1885 Presi
dent Cleveland selected M-r. Matthews to 
succeed Fred Don~las as Recorder of the 
District of Columbia, but the Senate re
j Acted the nomination, the opposition be· 
ing led by John J. Ingalls, who coined the 
expression, "A black Democrat is a mon· 
strosity." 

THE GALILEAN'S ARMY WON'T WASH. 

THE results of the elections on the 5th 
inst. are, briefly, these: The Republicans 
carried Ohio by a plurality of about 100,-
000, defeating Ex-Governor Campbell, 
Democrat. In the legislativ districts the 
Republican plurality is much greater, giv
ing the Republicans a very large majority 
and insuring the election of aU nited I::! tate s 
Senator of that party to succeed Brice, 
Democrat. In Pennsylvania the Repub
licans were triumphant by a majority of 
about 170.000. New York is Republican 
by 97,600, and the legislature is over
whelmingly Republican. In the city, 
Tammany won by about 20,000, electing 
all its candidates, while the Democratic 
state ticket ran ahead of Tammany some 
30,000, In the lOth Congressional district 
Amos Cummings, Democrat, was elected 
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of 
Campbell, Republican. In Kentucky, 
Bradley, Republican, is elected governor 
over Hardin, Democrat, by a plurality ap
proaching 10,000. The legislature is also 
Republican, giving them a United States 
Senator, another gain. Maryland also 
went Republican, electing Lonndes gov
ernor by a plurality of 19,000 The legis· 
latnre will elect a Republican U. S. Senator 
to succeed Gibson, Democrat. Republican 
successes in Kentucky and Maryland are 
remarkable. In Mississippi the I>emocrats 
won by 25.000. Utah adopted the new 
constitution and becomes the 45th state, 
giving the Republicans two more United 
States Senators. Massachusetts reelected 
Greenhalge, Republican, governor by a 
plurality of about 65.000. An unofficial 
advisory vote was taken on the question of 
municipal suffrage for women, both men 
and women votmg, and the propositi0n 
was defeated by an adverse majority of 
77,000. In Nebraska the Republicans de
feated the Populists by something like 15,-
000 plurality. Iowa elected a Republican 
governor and other state officers by a plu
rality of 75.000. In Virginia the Demo
crats elected two-thirds of the members of 
the legislature who were selected this year. 
New Jersey elected a Republican governor 
by a olnrality of 22,000, the first time in 
twenty-seven years that that party has 
elected a governor in New Jersey. Mayor 
Pingree was re-elected in Detroit by a 
heavy majority. 

Why do thy disciples transgress the tradition of the elders? for they wash not their hands when they eat bread.-Mat. xv, 2. 

THEBE is much disaffection in Turkey 
and revolution may come. 

A NEW ministry has come into power in 
Turkey with Hali Rifat Pasha as Grand 
Vizier. 

ON Nov. 7th Timothy Healy was removed 
from the Execntiv Committee of the Irish 
National League. 

THEBE was a million-dollar fire at the 
corner of Broadway and Bleecker street, 
N. Y., on election night. 

THE explosion of a locomotiv on the Le
high & Hudson railroad on Nov. lOth near 
Warwick, N.Y., killed four men. 

THE council of the Choctaw nation has 
decned that discussion of land allotment 
is treason and punishable with death. 

NEARLY all maritime traffic in and about 
New York harbor was stopped last week 
for more than five days owing to a dense 
fog. 

FIVE leaders in the Vegetarian riots in 
China in which English missionaries were 
killed were beheaded at Foochow on Nov. 
7th. 

THEBE is more trouble in Armenia, and 
extensiv massacres are reported, while re
forms are promised by the Sultan's govern
ment. 

THE Spanish government will, it is said, 
offer the Cubans modified home rule, and 
it is predicted that the latter will refuse to 
accept it. 

MAYoR STRONG's new board of Park 
Commissioners consists of W. A. Stiles, 
Samuel McMillan, Smith Ely, and S. V. 
R. Cruger. 

THE Leather Trust on Nov. 4th shut 
down the 100 tanneries under its control 
for 60 days, thus throwing 15,000 men out 
of employment. 

Sroux CiTY is to hav a glucose factory 
which will use 15,000 bushels of corn daily, 
and will be the second largest establish
ment of its kind in the world. 

THE Chinese government has appointed 
Li Hung Chang Imperial Commissioner 
Extraordinary to suppress the Dnrgans' 
rebellion in the Northwest provinces. 

REAR ADMIRAL RoBERT W. SHuFELDT of 
the United States Navy died at Washing
ton on Nov. 7th. He was born in Red 
Hook, Dutchess Co., N.Y., Feb. 21, 1822. 

AN overwhelming majority of the elec
tors of New York cast their ballots for the 
appropriation of $9,000,000 for the im
provement of the canal system of the state. 

EuGENE FIELD, the poet, died in Chicago 
of heart disease on the morning of Nov. 
4th. Mr. Field was also a humorist and 
journalist. He was born in St. Louis Sept. 
2, 1850. 

THE new, Bourgeois, ministry in France 
bas forced the retirement of M. Christo
phle, head of the Credit Fancier, and 
promises to reopen the question of the 
Panama scandal, 

ON Nov. 7th fifty Brooklyn clergymen 
met and organized for the purpose of se
curing the enforcement of the Sundar ex
cise and Sunday laws in that city. 

THE morning dailies are rapidly coming 
down to one cent. Two of the latest to 
reduce their price from two cents to one 
cent are the New York Morning Journal 
and the Chicago 1 ribune. 

THE premises and plant of the Illus
trated American were destroyed by fire 
on the morning of Nov. lOth. The build
ing contained the finest collection of pho
tographs and drawings in America. 

INsURGENT victories are reported from 
Cuba, and public meetings in Philadelphia, 
Boston, and elsewhere in the United States 
adopt resolutions demanding the recog
nition of the belligerency of the revolu
tionists. 

NEw YoRK Spiritualists hav brought out 
a play, called '' Miracnla," said to hav been 
written under the direction of the spirit of 
Bartley Campbell. The ooening perform
ance was given on Nov. 8th at the town 
hall, Flushing, L. I. 

THE Detroit Journal building was 
wrecked by a boiler ~;xplosion on Nov. 
6th. More than thirty bodies hav already 
been taken out and there are also a large 
number of injured, The collapsed part 
included the mailing department, the en
gin and the stereotypers, and also Hiller 
& Co.'s book bindery. 

HERR LuTGENAU, a Socialist leader, who 
has been returned to the German Reich
stag after a reballot in the district of Dort
mund, has been sentenced to five months' 
imprisonment on the charge of treason for 
reprod ncing in his newspaper, the Arbeiter
Zeitung, an article headed, "Another of 
These Imperial Speeches." 

THE South Carolina Constitutional Con
vention has adopted the suffrage article. 
Qualifications for suffrage until Jan. 1, 
1898, are either ability to read and write, 
payment of taxes on $300 worth of prop
erty, or ability to understand and explain a 
section of the Constitution when read. 
After 1898 the latter alternativ is stricken 
oft, leaving only a simple educational or 
property qualification. Those who cannot 
be registered for voting include all con
victed of various crimes, omitting crimes 
of blood-guiltiness. 

AMDBEW CARNEGIE gave a million-dollar 
library building to Pittsburg. It was dedi
cated on Nov. 5th. The World says: "One 
of the great features of the library art 
section will be the perfect reproduction of 
sixteen of the greatest pieces of sculpture 
in the world. As a great howl against the 
nude has been raised the Board of Trustees 
decided to-day to add a slight drapery to 
the figures. Pittsburg sentiment in this 
respect, however, had been anticipated. 
The casts were made in London and each 
was furnished with a fig leaf, which could 
be taken off or left on. So, if Pittsburg 
feeling undergoes any change after ac
quaintance with the statues, a return to 
the original plan of the promoters will 
cause no expense. But this may involve 
some danger. While an attendant to-day 
was adjusting the fig leaf on Apoxyomenos, 

representing an athlete, the figure fell over 
and was smashed to pieces." 

.QUEEN RANAVALONA. of Madagas~Jar in 
the new treaty w1th France definitly rec
ognizes the French prott:ctorate, "with 
all its consequences." France will be rep
resented at Antananarivo by a resident
general, who will control all external ques
tions and dealings with foreigners, as well 
as the interior administration of the island. 
France assumes no responsibility with re
gard to engagements, debts, or conces
sions that the government of the queen 
may hav undertaken prior to the signing 
of the treaty. This would seem to indicate 
that the Waller concession would not be 
interfered with if its legality can be main
tained. 

THE Democrats of Albany elected James 
Campbell Matthews recorder by a majority 
of 2, 000. It is said to be the most sub
stantial honor ever conferred on a Negro
American. The recorder of the city of 
Albany has the power to perform all the 
acts and duties that may be performed by 

RIMES 
OF 

;p~E~ CHE_RS 
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to t"eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

:Z o any subscriber nottJ on our list who will get 
.a new name for the list. for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, ttJe toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PxoToRIAL TExT-Boo:s::, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : &nil us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we. will send you free the 
PICTORIAL T:mxT·BooK. 

The pictures . in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
jWd Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

SOME SNAKES IN THE GRASS. 

of the Artist. The resigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of the designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Ot those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Ohurch, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and ThomRs Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4 ; Prayer 2 ; ThE~ Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

. This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probabl:h buY, a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Inil.uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not nottJ a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOBTB J'OR TBBBB ~OLLAR&. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, omd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wvrth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and wo judge fromour dWn 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Preethinkers' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the at"tist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genin~ to Freethonght.. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot · 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up fue 
whole of this volumo. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

' Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book ~d the 
paper for one year. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

Tl{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 we will send THlil TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of Preethought throughout 
the Oivilized World from the time of Oolumbns and Bruno to the time of Inger
solL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
an.d political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRJID YEARs oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and· the greatest deeds of the greateflt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slaverY of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• I<'OU.R HU~'DRI<~D YE&RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D F U.R~ HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subsm•ibm•s as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GREA.TF.Sf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old 7 estament Stories Comically Illustrated B:li:S~'f.~oN 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

Scientific Books Cheap. Researches 
I 

In Oriental History, 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, st different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universitie"' 

with a survey of Medimval Education. BY 
S. S. Laurie. L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modem Science and Modern Thought. By S: 
La.iug. 75 cents, 

Formauion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime..!'nd l:lcience and Poetry, with 
other essays. J:SY Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E. 
Two books in ona volume. 75 cents. 

EMBRACING THE 
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and DeYel· 

opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 
Derivation of Christianity; 

to which is added, 
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ 

Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Fourth Eattton. 

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 
ters. 

Part IL-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 
chapters. 

Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 
chapters. 

Part IV.-Whence Came the Ary&IlB? Five cha.p. 
ters. 

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0. 
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

COMPANY. 28 LafaYette Place. New York CitY. 

For $5 we will send THill TRUTH SIIIIIIKIIIB one ye"r ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send THill TaUTH SIIIBUB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SHIIIIKIIIR one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid ofl:er, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SE.BKliiR one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH S:m:mKER ODe year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories OomicMly lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send THlll TRUTH SmEK.BR one year ($3) and " Old Tea
amant Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. The 

$2.75 Pin and TaB TBUTB 
BEEltEB one ye&r for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoor 

W:ill be sent for $4.75. Suga.r Spoons a.nd 'l'BUTH SEEKER, 115. Either kind (Tea. or Buga.r) Bpocn 
g1lt bowl. 50c. more. Addre3s THE TRUTH BEEKEIR. 

All are architects of fate 
Working in these walls of time. 

Some with massiv deed and great, 
Some with ornament• of rhyme. 

.JINGLES OF 

HUMOR, 
SARCASM, 
AND FACT. 

TO 

Tingle the Priest; 
TO WHICH ARE ADDED 

A Few Select Prose Pieces. 
By L. G. REED. 

Price, - - - - 15 cents. 
Address ""HE TRUTH SEEKE!l, 

28 Lafayette PJ., New York. 

FOR ANY OF 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re 

formers. The Biographies of three hun 
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
philosophers (who were not Christians), from 
the time of 1\Ienu to the present. By D. M. Ben 
nett. 1.075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, g1lt edges. $4.50. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into 
tlie reality of eli vine revelation. Decidetllr the 
most. thorough ant! exhaustive work on the 
claims of 8Upernatnralism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Ementus Professor of the Lontlon 
University. 1.115 pages, 8\·o. In ·cloth, $4" 
leather. $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. ' 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Jooeph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
IJ!lCt of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
Williams, F.C.S. Two books 1n one volume 
75 cents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. Ingersoll's 

The Great Worlis of Thomas Paine
Including The Age of Heason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Heply to Bishop of Llantlaff Let
ters to ~lr. :Erskine, :Essay ou Dreams. 1:etter 
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism, 
Common Hense, The Crisis, and the Hights of 
Man; the whole preceded hy the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient anti 
~lodern 'l'imes. VoL I gives a full ac
count of all the gods the n>ttions of the earth 
have worshiped. including_ Jehovah, Sat»n, the 
Holy Ghost, .Jesus Chrish Virgin l\Iaryband the 
B1hle. 835 p!Lges, 8vo. vol. II descri es fully 
n.ll religious system" of the world, including 
Judaism, ~lohumnJC<htuism, ant! Christianity; 
the latter occupying- 372 vages, being fnlly_g_one 
into. \149 pages. l3y IJ • .IlL Bennett. Writ· 
ten in prison ut Albany. Jn cloth, $3 Per vol
~me. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7; 
w nwrocco, g1lt edges, $8. 

Darwin and Atte r ll arwin 
Preface by R. s. INGERSOLL Works 

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young 

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, 
By GEORGE J. ROMANES. 

A syatematicExiJosition of what may be termed 
the Darwinism of Darwin, and in tended to be of 
service to the j:'eneral reader rather than to pro
fessed naturallsts. 

Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the meet 
interesting of English writers upon evolution, 
besides ranking with Professe>r Huxle,v in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of 
his conclusion regarc:;ng the great subJect of 
Design, to which the nhurch so often refers: 

"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through
out organic nature we meet with abundan<. 
evidence of natural causatinn. while nowhere do 
we meet with any independent evidence o! 
RUpematnral design. . . . Adantation •.mo 
l>eauty are alike receiving tbe;r explanation "-' 
the hands of a pnrelymechanical philosophy ... 
All nature has thus been tran,formecl before t.l" 
view of the. present generation 10 a manner an·. 
to an extent that has never before been pos,ilok; 
and inasmuch as the change which has takeu 
pla.ce ha.R taken plaue in the direction of natural
IBm, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the 
mechanical interpretation of nature universal. i1 
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly 
awakened to a new and a ·terrible force in th~ 
words of its traditional enemy-Where is no"' 
th_:r_God!" 
lllustra.~~c:e• c~ifF. *rFRn'l'H Rll:'ll:'KF.R 

girls a.nd a younger brother who were left parent
less, with a little moneyhfair edncationh and 
much coura!(e, to make t eir way throng the 
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also 
the heroine. ~'he narrative is, in the-main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the 
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputabl~ hypocrits. It is 
just such a story of human lif~ >tA we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and 
whatever he admires and appreciates i• sure to 
be worth the attention of the rest of the world 
Price, 25 cents. Address 
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Futmre. Cloth. $1. 
'fhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin 

of the Christian Religion and the 3ignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. Clc>th, 1!11-

PhlsicalEdncation; or, The Health-Laws 
o Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $!. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus
trated by H. Faber. Clothii$2. 

Address THE T :UTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fa.yette Pla.oe. New Yorlr. 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. Works of w. H. Burr 
Their Ultimate : · The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
This book is a study in the evolution of relig

ious ideas, touching all form• or religious wor
ship, an.d t~~ating at length .on. the au~henticity 
and rehab1ilty of the Uhrtst1an religion. It 
isa 12mo book of 146 pa~es and the price is now 
reduced from 50 cents 1n raper and 75 cents in 
cloth to !!:Scents in Qaper~-~0 cents in cloth 

Address THE Tl>UTH REEK~;R 00. 

Pocket Theology~ 
By VOLTAIRE. 

~el'le, witty. and Sarcastic d.<:fini tiont c;i l.!l~O 
loldO&l tl!rm.c. PriO'l. :iE r.r.~n\t 

Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40.000 sold. Price. 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 20c 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins1 Second 
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

J unins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Oonway's 
objections to the 1dent1fication of Paine as 
Juni•s and Ca.sca.. Price, 5 cents. 

~dress THE TRUTH BEEKER 

Address THIS OFFICE 
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ID1an abreffire, "The Truth Seeker," 
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and 
sent by express, one dollar will be deducted from 
the Drice of each. 

A SECULAR Milll.AGE A.ND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLEIITION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a. purpose." 
Prioe 2!\ cAnt•. 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
HAVE YOU THE 

Liberal Hymn B.)ok1 
Do your children learn these beau ti: ongs o 

1'ennyson. Whittier. Longfellow, a.nJ J J.erp oets 
and smg them inyour homes, maki 1g '!em baP• 
Pf. a~d bright ?-~END FOR A COPY -G • een Clllf h 
<7llt. t.1t.IA. 40 n1mt•: half honntl. 2~ r .• 

The Bible and Evolution. 
Bv Arthur B. Moss. 

Of this valuable book the London " Free
thinker" says: "It is by far the best production 
of Mr Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend 
it a• an excellent text-bo<>k nf the subject. ~'he 
manner is good. and the style is bright. The 
reader is oarr1ed along on an easy-flowing stre&m 
of science, historv. ethics. and common-sense." 

Price, paper, 50 cents. 
THE TRUTH I:IEEKER, 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY 
EXI,min&tion of the Mor&ls &nd History 

. of the New Teet&ment. 
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The Great " Moral Risk" of Preaching. 
We should think that by this time Christian men 

and women would understand that God doesn't 
like ministers, and that the clerical is an "extra
hazardous" vocation. Every few days, at the most, 
we read in the dailies of the sudden taking-off of a 
preacher. Many are stricken down in the pulpit 
itself, while in the act of breaking the bread of life 
to the perishing. Clearly, these are dispensations 
of divine providence, heavenly warnings and visita
tions. Suppose that Colonel Ingersoll or S. P. 
Putnam or Susan H. Wixon should drop dead while 
speaking in a Freethought meeting-would not the 
fact be heralded from one end of the land to the 
other as •' another smiting of the blasphemer by the 
hand of God"? Why, to make up the deficiency in 
actual dispeneations of this kind conscientious 
Christian hoaxers now and again invent "blasphe
mers" and "judgments" upon them and telegraph 
and furnish to the newspaper syndicates careful 
descriptions of the first and detailed and horrifying 
accounts of the latter. This is merely preliminary 
to stating that on October 9th Rev. Samuel Y. 
Lum, a retired Presbyterian clergyman and mis
sionary, was struck at Rutherford, N. J., by an ex
press train and instantly killed, and that on Octo
ber 6th Rev. Lawrence Lorain Langstroth, one of 
the oldest and best known divines in the Presby
terian church, was stricken with "apoplexy "-un
doubtedly a miserable medical euphemism for" hand 
of God "-in his pulpit at Dayton, Ohio, and a few 
moments later expired in the arms of two physicians 
who happened to be in the congregation. Addi
tional emphasis is given to this last "dispensation" 
by the fact that Mr. Langstroth had been retired from 
the activ ministry for some years on account of his 
age, but had been called on this occasion to assist 
in special communion services and to deliver the 
address of the morning. Besides being a noted 
minister, Mr. Langstroth had done some useful 
work in the world, for he wa.s the inventor of the 
famous Langstroth movable frame hive now used 
by bee-keepers in all parts of the ceuntry. Yahveh 
was always of an unreliable, petulant temper, ac
cording to the Bible, and it is probable that he hit 
Mr. Langstroth in a sudden outburst for the latter's 
participation in the communion incantation at the 

. age of eighty-five, when he was certainly old enough 
to know better. 

}'or and Against Peace and Civilization. 
In the literary department of the Evening Post 

of November 9th inst., an editorial writer indicahes 
some of the forces that are operating to make war 
unpopular and to unite the various races and na
tions in fraternal bonds. Referring first to the 
stxong feeling of international friendliness pro
duced by the rapid growth. of Socialism, particu
larly in France and Germany, he continues: 

in the extent to which it misleads the people. lf 
we depended upon the daily paper for our informa
tion concerning reform movements and the princi
ples that underlie them, we should know almost 
nothing about either that could be safely assumed 
to be fair or accurate. As before said, exce'pt the' 
pulpit, the daily press is the least trustworthy of 
our sources of information. 

'• Besides the reasons for amity between nations which 
industrialism furnishes, the close intercourse which pre
vails between scientists is another bond that makes for 
peace; it would seem almost like a contradiction in terms 
for the scientific men of France and Germany to wish to 
go to war with each other-at least to engage in anything 
more than a war of arguments." 

It is indeed inconceivable that the peaceful emu
lation of scientific investigators should lead to the 
perpetuation of the war insanity. Science makes 
for peace. Scientific men become acquainted, 
through their studies and publications, personally 
and by correspondence, and there is nothing to in
duce them to :fly at each others' throats. Only in 
l!lO far as they are still under the maleficent influence 
of religion and provincial patriotism will they en
courage international quarrels. We feel instinctivly 
that the scient.i:fi.c student who becomes -excited in 
discussing politics and religion and expresses ha
tred of nations other than his own and of religion
ists who do not accept the creed professed by his 
mother, is at the most not more than half emanci
pated from the dominion of the old disturbing su
perstitions, and that his brain has not been cooled 
by the dispassionate methods of inductiv reasoning. 
Literature, art, music, all hav the same influence as 
science. In this connection the Post remarks: 

"And now comes a new tie which, according to M, 
Brnnetiere in the Revue des Deux Mondes, will do much 
to make France (the country most to be feared) look with 
more friendly eyes upon the na~ions of the North. This 
is the absorbing interest which she is takiog at the pres
ent moment in the literatures of the North. When one 
is just awaking to the power and beauty of the life of a 
people as depicted by its great novelists and dramatists, 
one is not in the humor for taking up arms against that 
people." 

Archooological investigations, undertaken by the 
more or less closely federated scientific societies of 
the world, also tend to make war unpopular. Free
dom of international commerce ; the dissemination 
of the books of each nation among the other na
tions; art and musical interchange; intermarriage; 
railways, telegraphs, telephones, all the agencies 
that cheapen transportation and make travel easy 
and safe, hav their'in:fluence for peace. These may 
be called-taking them to include many not enu
merated-the affi.rmativ forces of modern civiliza 
tion. They all are helpful to man and will eventu
ally disband the armies of the world. 

The negativ forces are primarily race prejudice 
and religious exclusivness. Th"y are making about 
all the trouble now between the nations, aided by 
sensational journalism. When the people, under 
the uplifting impulse of science, art, literature, in
dustry, and free commerce, become sufficiently en
lightened to want the news that -heralds the real 
progress of the race, instead of the chronicles of 
courts and cabinets, the bloody records of armies 
and navies, the daily paper will be almost wholly a 
truly educational and moralizing power; as it is 
to-day, apparently compelled to cater to the least 
desirable elements in human nature, it is so bad in 
many ways that at times one is tempted to believe 
that it does more harm than good. But probably 
this would be an extreme view to take ; we will giv 
the press the benefit of the doubt. However, there 
can be no question that it stands next to ~he pulpit 

But this is partly a digression-what we wished 
to say was that at present-as during the ages that 
hav passed-religion is one of the most potent 
breeders of war. The so called "Eastern Question'' 
is very largely a question of religious differences 
and hatreds. In it are inextricably blended the 
issues that divide the Mohammedan and the Chris
tian, and the Greek, Roman, and Protestant families 
of Christianity. In India there is perpetual jealousy 
and conflict between the Mohammedan and the Hin. 
doo, greatly intensified and extended -by the pres
ence and dominance of the Christian. Mohammedan 
and Christian civilizations front each other through
out Africa, and they both war against the more 
primitiv religions of the native. . Christianity is 
forcing its missionaries into China at the point of 
the bayonet, and it compels the Chinese authorities 
to execute by wholesale those Chinamen who forci
bly _object to the invasion. Were China equipped_ 
for war as are the Christian nations, the world would 
be shaken to its very center by the greatest relig
ious struggle that ever deluged it in blood for the 
love of heaven. 

Into the internal politics of every Christian na
tion enters the religious issue in one form or 
another. And it is everywhere an apple of discord, 
a firebrand threatening the temples of order and 
liberty. In Russia the orthodox Christian of the 
Greek church hates and persecutes the Jew and the 
Stundist. In Italy the Pope of the Roman church 
sullenly demands temporal sovereignty. In France 
there is simply an armed truce between the church 
and the state. In Germany Protestant reactionists 
join hands with the Catholics in the attempt to 
make illegal the discussion of religion and marriage, 
and the Jew is harried by the anti-Semites. In 
Spain and the South and Central American Repub
lics the Protestants fare hardly at the hands of 
their Catholic brethren, and the Freethinkers re
ceive more than their share of religious missile. In 
Sweden to publicly advocate- anti-Christian views 
means fines and imprison~ent. Austria is intoler
ant of Free Religion, and at Jerusalem only Turk
ish soldiers keep the warring Christians from ex
terminating each other. Manitoba is torn· by 
dissensions and threatens to secede from the Do
minion because of a quarrel growing out of minor 
differences in a creed. In Ireland only the restrain
ing hand of England prevents CJ.tholics and Prot
estants from constantly fighting. England, Scot
land, and Wales a1'e always in more or less of a 
fever over church establishment and disestablish
ment. England is in a bitter struggle with the 1 

question of religious teaching in the public ~chools, 
and throughout the United Kingdom the Free
thinker can make no bequest to a Freethought so
ciety and one-seventh of the time is monopolized in 
the interest of the church. In Mexico the Roman 
church is striving fiercely to recover the civil power 
she lost when Benito Juarez etruck her chains from 
the limbs of his countrymen. In the United States 
and Canada the Freethinker and the Adventist are 
under the thumbs of Catholic and orthodox Prot
estant, THE TBUTH SEEKER is shut out of the Cana. 
dian mails, the aggressiv Sunday law advocates are 
winning victories on every hand over the rights of 
man, and throughout the country the law-making 
bodies are acceding to the· demands of Christians 
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that thezr conceptions of truth and right be made 
obligatory upon all the citizens of the republic. 

In a word, religion everywhere brings hatred, 
strife, and tyranny. With race animosity and venal 
or cowardly journalism it stands barring the march 
of science, art, literature, industrial comity, the 
fraternity of communities and peoples. 

Hypocrisy Extraordinary. 
TuE TBUTB SEEKER assumes that none of its regu

lar readers was deceived by any of the pretenses 
urged during the present Sunday closing crusade 
by our Police Commissioners in their own behalf 
or by their newspaper and clerical backers. But 
if we are mistaken, here are two little facts which 
throw a wonderful amount of light on their J esuiti
cal pleadings : It was very often said that the cru
sade was justified by the evil nature of the traffic 
which was most affected by Sunday closing. In 
the dailies of November 13th we learn that William 
Dihm, Secretary of the Retail Flower Dealers' Pro
tectiv Association, complained to Captain Pickett, 
of the West Thirtieth Street Police Station, that the 
wholesalers and street pedlars were actually selling 
on Sunday such demoralizing articles as cut :flowers. 
Captain Pickett at once detailed a roundsman to 
investigate, and that officer reported that the 
charges were true, that there was a large business 
done, especially in delivering on Sunday the :flowers 
ordered on Saturdry night, churches and funerals 
requiring a great many of "God's" beautiful and 
fragrant "gifts." Thereupon Captain Pickett in
structed his men to notify all dealers that the busi
ness must be stopped. Then a delegation of the 
dealers called on the captain to present their side 
of the case. 

"There are about 150 florists in the city who hav a Sun
day trade. On an average they sell $75 worth each Sun
day or about $11,000 altogether. 'The authorities might 
as well try to stop funerals on Sunday as the sale of flow
ers,' said Mr. Thorley. 'It is neither practicable nor 
sensible to refuse to permit the delivery of flowers on 
Sunday. We supply twelve or thirteen churches with 
flowers. and plants. Among onr customers for Sunday 
flowers are some people prominent in the reform move
ment, and many people who are strictly religions. It is 
folly to say we could deliver the flowers on Saturday. 
They would never snit. Flowers are so perishable that 
they must be delivered on the day they are used.'" 

Of course we are very glad that the churches and 
some pious " reformers " are getting their fingers 
pinched in their own trap, but the incident shows 
how little the cha.racter of the traffic has to do with 
the fight against the saloons, as, indeed, had already 
been shown by the numerous arrests for the crime 
of selling ice, hose, handkerchiefs, and other un
questionably "moral " articles. Another claim of 
the authorities was that they were enforcing the law 
11 because it was the law"; they often insinuated and 
sometimes openly asserted that they did not like 
the law, but so long as it was on the statute book 
they were bound by their oath to enforce it to the 
best of their ability, without discrimination-but, 
by the way, they did discriminate. Now Mr. Roose
velt and Mr. Parker and Mr. Andrews, of the Po
lice Board, go to the dinner of the Methodist Union 
on the evening of November 12th, and Mr. Roose
velt makes a speech in which he demands more law 
so that he can still more oppressivly enforce the 
law now on the book. His men cannot enter a 
saloon at any hour without a warrant; Mr. Roose
velt wants the law amended so that they can, and 
he wants several other changes in the same direc
tion. And this is the man who has told us so often 
that he was enforcing the Sunday excise law and 
the Sunday laws merely because they were laws and 
he wanted to disciplin his men ! He did not like 
the laws himself-and now he wants more of them! 
Mr. Roosevelt declares that while ''the election 
went the other way " " it will not alter our course 
in the least." In other words, while professing to 
enforce the law as the will of the majority, he will 
continue to enforce it after the m .. jority of those 
affected by it hav declared that they do not want 
it I Is it or is it not true that all laws derive their 
validity from the consent of the governed? 

At the swearing in of recruits to the German 
guard the other day, Emperor William said to 
them : "You should trust to God to preserve your 

own honor, and be faithful to your emperor and 
country, whether against a foreign or domestic 
foe." William strangely neglected to tell the young 
warriors how their honor could be preserved by 
any other person, even by a god. To us it appears 
indisputable that honor is an attribute or a part of 
character, and character is developed from within, 
not imposed from without. Each man's character, 
including his honor, is in his own keeping, but his 
reputation may be brightened or tarnished by 
others, presumably even by a god, as when one 
traduces another. It is possible that Emperor 
William meant reputation when he said honor. Oth
erwise his remark was void of sense, even in intent. 

"MADRID, Oct. 16.-The Archbishop of Damascus in 
, an address to-day at Kittoria to the Spanish troops, who 
are about to depart to re-enforce the army in Cttba, de
clared that the Pope, like a new Moses, had raised his 
hand toward heaven, and wa! praying that the angel of 
victory might accompany the Spanish army." 

Of course ; religious imposture naturally fore
gathers with political tyranny. But it is equally 
safe to say that if Cuba secures its independence, 
Rome's infallible spiritual head will hav a new rev
elation, just as he did when the last republic was 
established in France. It is a pity that his previ
sion does not equal his infallibility ; if it did, he 
would be spared the mortification of seeing the 
"angel of victory" perching on the standard. he had 
cursed. Strangely enough, "heaven's" vicegerent 
on earth seems to be totally unacquainted often 
with the policy of the home government. 

"A circle of women, called 'The Twelve-O'Clocks,' is 
being formed to pray every day at noon for the Meth
odist American University about to be founded in Wash
ington, D. C. May 'The Twelve-O'Clocks' bring much 
light and many graces to the new institution, so that 
it may soon come to teach the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing bnt the -truth. Then it will become an 
annex to the Catholic American University."-Oatholic 
Review. 

A very kindly greeting from Catholic to Prot
estant, ending with a cordial invitation to be 
swallowed. And it is quite sure that if either swal
lows the other it will not be the Catholic who will 
take the Jonah part. The Protestant may think that 
he is insulted by the patronizing air of th~ Catholic, 
but he cannot afford to be very resentful; he stands 
in too urgent need of the help of the Catholic in 
his legisla.tiv schemes for the taming of the Free
thinker, and his schismatic Protestant brethren. 

A correspondent of the Peoria Journal narrates 
the incidents of a robbery of which Colonel Ingersoll 
was the victim. Referring to the picking of the lect
urer's pocket at Elmwood, which was reported in the 
dailies at the time, the correspondent says that this 
robber probably would not make any great profession 
of morality, in which respect he differs considerably 
from the chief actor in the daylight "hold up" in 
Chicago, where Mr. Ingersoll was also an involuntary 
contributor to the prosperity of others. The Ad
vance is the leading Western organ of the Congre
gational church. In its issue of September 12th it 
printed ''among its editorials, leaded as original mat
ter, without quotation, remark, or credit, about a col
umn from Ingersoll's magnificent address of the 5th 
inst., in Elmwood, word for word, paragraph for 
paragraph." So far as known to the correspondent, 
all the "secular papers, great and small, that printed 
all or parts of the address, did so with the usual 
proper credit to the author," it baing reserved for 
the representativ of a great denomination to appro
priate without credit the brain-creation of the Ag
nostic. It would appear that the matter taken was 
so good that the Christian editor could not resist 
the temptation to lay it before his readers, but did 
not like to hav them know that it came from an In
fidel. But he should hav had enough foresight to 
think of the consequences when such of them as also 
read the secular papers should discover the fraud. 

On November 6th five Seventh-Day Adventists, on 
trial at Dayton, Tenn., for Sabbath-breaking, were 
acquitted by the jury without the latter leaving their 
seats. The Adventists hav always refused to em
ploy lawyers and hav conducted their own defense, 
but at this trial Judge Lewis Sheppard, of Chatta-
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nooga, and Ex-Congressman Snodgrass, of Dayton, 
volunteered in their defense and made eloquent and 
successful appeals for reason and against prejudice. 
Judge Parks intimated in his charge that "the cases 
were trumped up on questionable testimony pro
cured at the instigation of witness-fee speculators 
aud fee-grabbing officers." It is said that this will 
probably end the persecution of the Adventists in 
East Tennessee, as any number of good lawyers are 
ready to defend them without request and without 
pay in order to vindicate religious liberty. We are 
very glad to hear this, for the sake of the Advent
ists and because it speaks in praise of members of 
the legal profession, who are commonly accused of 
working only for money, regardless of right or 
wrong. But these decisions do not touch the ques
tion of Sunday liberty per se. It is still to be 
determined whether human liberty will be recog
nized by the courts of Tennessee. All that has 
been partially decided is that there is a certain 
measure of religious liberty in that state. Men 
may work on Sunday if they religiously ·observe 
Saturday; now we want to know whether they may 
work or play on Sunday if they do not religiously 
observe Saturday or any other day. We want an 
affirmativ deci.,ion in which there will be no doubt 
about the facts-we do not want any question of in
competent or venal witnesses to be intruded. We 
want an affirmativ decision in which there will be 
no doubt concerning the principle at issue-we 
want to know whether or not an American citizen 
may rest seven days in a week or work seven days, 
as he himself elects. 

"BALTIMORE, Nov. 12.-The Hev. E. T. Root made 
an address yesterday at a meeting of Presbyterian minis
ters, on the criticisms of the American missionaries in 
Armenia made by Admiral Kirkland, of the United States 
navy. Admiral Kirkland is quoted as having said that 
the missionaries are a 'bad-lot.' Mr. Root said that it was 
at the request of the American Board of Foreign Miesions 
that Admiral Kirkland was recalled."-New York Sun. 

Presumably, Admiral Kirkland knows by this time 
that the American Board of Foreign Missions is 
very near to the throne, and that, while the occu
pant of that throne may without orthodox censure 
officially recognize the Christian religion as divine 
and virtually command his subjects to faithfully 
observe one of its holy days, it is an unpardonable 
Otft'ense for an officer of the United States Navy to 
express his opinion of some of the ministers of that 
official religion. Admiral Kirkland was removed 
from his command because he ventured to criticise 
the representative of Christianity ; what would hav 
happened to him had he expressed an adverse 
opinion of the creed of that religion can only be 
conjectured; possibly he would hav been cashiered 
and dismissed from the service in disgrace. It is 
all right for the ex-officio commander-in-chief of 
the armies and navies of the United States to sot; 
the seal of his unconstitutional offi Clial approval'. 
upon the dominant religion, but it would be noth
ing short of crime for a subordinate officer to caH 
in question the truth or morality of any of its doc
trine. Now that Admiral Kirkland has had his 
little experience with the Christian dynamo that 
runs the machinery of this government, it is proba
ble that our naval officers will prostrate themselvs 
in the dust whenever they chance to meet an Amer
ican missionary abroad or come in contact with one 
of the home officials of the Board. 

Owing to official procrastination and minor 
causes, the blanket ballots (4,200,000) ordered for 
use in the late election in this city could not be got 
ready without Sunday work. "No attention was 
paid to the Sun.day law," says an account in the 
World, " and a policeman was stationed to sea that 
there was no interruption of the important work 
going on inside." The contl'actors hunted over the 
printing and binding establishments for two hun
dred of the deftest folders in the city, and these 
girls worked from early morning until late at night. 
Luncheon and midnight supper were served in the 
building, and the girls ate without leaving their 
tables. The last truck-load of ballots, accompanied 
by a crowd of pressmen and decorated with :flags, 
reached the folding room from the printery about 
noon, the men cheering lustily when the last bundle 
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was delivered. During the day the folders were 
paid double the usual wages, and those who labored 
in the evening received two and one-half times the 
customary rate. "The cutting machines ran con
tinuously. A dozen man and women with stamping 
machines numbered the ballots from 1 to 1,000 for 
each district." We suppose that this Sunday "des
ecration" was called a work of "necessity," but we do 
not now call to mind any passage in the Bible that 
excepts works of " necessity" from the operation of 
"Gods law of the Sabbath." If the representative 
of the people may determin what Sunday labor is 
"necessary" for the good of the people collecbivly, 
why may not the individual units of the "people," the 
source of all authority, determin for themselvs sever
ally what Sunday work is "necessary" for them as in
dividuals T Hav the officials constitutional authority 
and a right in equity to prescribe the conduct of the 
non-invading person! If the bill offered in Congress 
last year were to become a law, work, just as "nec
essary" for the individual as this ballot-folding was 
for the aggregation of individuals, and most of it 
far less harmful in its results, would be outlawed; 
while laborers, men or women, could be robbed of 
their hard-earned wages by "whoever should first 
sue for the same." Think of legislation as infamous 
as that seriously proposed and strenuonsly urged 
by a large number of " Christian men and women" 
here in "free America''! And, bear well in mind, 
the project is not abandoned nor its advocates di;j
couraged. 

A united Christendom means the checking of all 
moral and social growth, if not the killing of every 
germ of progress and the indefinit perpetuation of 
the superstitions and terrible evils that are indis
solubly associated with the anti-naturalistic Chris
tian regime. They are blind who cannot see that 
the church is more dangerous now than at any pre
vious period of her history, because she is on the 
surface abandoning her strict theological orthodoxy 
and operating through all the channels that reach 
the untrained reasoning faculties and the prejudice
poisoned emotions of people whose ancestors for 
centuries hav been miseducated and morally per
verted in the schools she has virtually controled. 
The word " schools " is here used in its broadest 
sense, as including every means through which the 
brain and passion of man has been shaped and fired. 
Once the shibboleths of the church oppressiv were 
theological; now they are ethical, but the means 
employed are as nearly the same as circumstances 
will admit, and the end sought differs in no essen
tial particular. Enforced conformity is the goal 
of the Christian. He has never been able to un
derstand the principle of spontaneity, of choice, of 
free growth, of the survival of the most fit. He 
has never been able to differentiate righteousness 
from law-compelled evasion and concealment. His 
very terminology proves this. In this connection 
take a recent utterance of our Presbyterian neigh
bor, the Observer: 

" Christian unity would manifest itself most effectivly 
in allowing each denomination to preserve its theological 
and ecclesiastical autonomy, and in emphasizing the duty 
of combining for the promotion of temperance [meaning 
prohibition], social purity [meaning the enactment and 
enforcement of laws for the still more cruel crushing of 
the unfortunate victims of convention and deplorable in
dustrial conditions], municipal and national righteous
ness [meaning the erection of sectarian walls to shut the 
Freethinker and other non-Christians out of public 
positions], and for the evangelization of spiritually desti
tute localities." 

This is confirmatory of the position taken by THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, that "the movement in favor of 
ignorance" is intended to assassinate liberty in the 
nama of "Christian morality," just as in the past it 
has been crushed in the name of Christian ortho
doxy. " The times are ripe for the manifestation 
of such unity among the followers of Jesus Christ,'' 
continues the Observer, and it is sadly true. Are 
we prepared to face the issue 1 

Ingersoll's new lecture, " The Foundations of 
Faith," is for sale at the low price of twenty-five 
cents. Same style as his other recently issued 
pamphlets. 

THE TRU'TH SEEKER. 

New England News and Notes. 
There is much of the poetry of life on the gre~~ot 

Sound steamers that voyage from New York to 
Boston. There are happy crowds amidst the most 
brilliant surroundings. Music is in the air. A 
sumptuous repast is provided, and all that is needed 
is a. dollar or two to enjoy the dinner like a prince. 
You are on a floating palace indeed, and for the 
time being can revel in felicitous scenes. If you 
are a wise man, and hav paid your fare to the 
"Hub," you can forget the past and the future in 
the gorgeous present, with its flashing lights, melo
dious strains, and merry company, far more attra.ctiv 
than the angels of heaven. With what glorious 
movement the boat swings around the :Battery and, 
between innumerable lights, pursues its majestic 
course along the broadening waters ! 

In the morning the quaint and somewhat ancient 
city of Fall River is before us-a manufacturing. 
city where the spindles flourish, and dusty ware
houses like battlements extend along the bights 
which loom from the sea. We are three Secular 
pilgrims, Mrs. M. Florence Johnson, Franklin 
Steiner, and myself; and in the early morn we 
climb the hills, and" through the pathways of trade, 
and along the electric line, find the residence por
tion of this busy city, where old time elegance and 
modern fa2hion adorn the elevated view. Here we 
find the ancestral home of Susan H. Wixon and her 
sister, and receive a most genial welcome at this 
Freethought fireside, where the genius of New 
England breathes the spirit of the good time com
ing, the new woman and the new man. We are all 
capable of improvement, no doubt. We passed a 
delightful morning hour, even if it did rain. 

Fall River is a tremendously orthodox place. It 
is crowded with Catholics. There is but little 
chance for Freethought to come to the front as a 
distinct issue. It can only exercise a general influ
ence, which unquestionably it does notwithstanding 
the many temples of superstition scattered about 
this city of 90,000 people. It has some very fine 
houses and libraries. F!ill River is by no means at 
the low water mark of civilization. There is con
siderable of the high tide of progress, and quite a 
latitude of toleration. 

I was pleased to meet James Warburton and 
son. Mr. Warburton was originallyfrom England, 
and was quite familiar with many of the places 
mentioned in my letters. He was for many years 
in the workshop, but love of flowers at last made 
him a florist. His gardens are well known for 
their excellence and beauty. His son now conducts 
the business, and Mr. V\arburton, having lived the 
scriptural age, will now for the next quarter of a 
century enjoy philosophical leisure, without the 
shackles of church or creed. He was present at 
our New York Congress. 

We had a pleasant variation in our journey to the 
" Hub." It was raining when we arrived here. 
However, our usual quarters, M. T. Rush's, 40 
Blossom street, were ready for our use, and we had 
a good night's sleep. Sunday morning came with 
shining skies. A .fine audience greets us in the 
familiar precincts of Paine Hall, Ernest Mendum 
of the Investigator, Ralph Chainey, Stillman, Dr. 
Noyes, Dr. Taylor, Mr. Palmer, Curtis, M. T. Rush, 
Ryan, etc., are present. I lectured on " Free
thought in England." After the lecture there is 
quite a ripple of discussion, especially in regard to 
the questions of Socialism, God, and immortality. 

I lecture two Sundays at Paine Hall. There is a 
large and varied element of Freethought in Boston. 
It is hoped that by united e:llort it may be brought 
to a better condition than ever before. Boston is 
an important place, with the Investigator, Paine 
Hall, and a radical constituency. Puritanism is 
fast disappearing with the rush of trade and the ac
cumulation of wealth. The building of the subway 
creates quite an upheaval in the central portion of 
the city, but this will be of immense benefit when 
completed, and one of the most brilliant triumphs 
of engineering skill. Some of the most magnificent 
buildings in the world are being erected here, and 
add greatly to the appearance of the metropolis. 
If Boston should take in as much territory as Obi· 
cago, it would contain almost as vast a population. 
In some respects Boston is the most elegant and 
comfortable city on the continent. All parts of it 
are easily attainable. It is snugly and solidly 
built. Its winding and intricate thoroughfares, 
splendid shops, ancient structures, and crowds of 
people fascinate the somewhat bewildered traveler 
as he occasionally finds himself lost in picturesque 
mazes. Boston seems to date back to the antedi
luvian period in some of its remarkable strata. I 
sometimes imagin that Boston Common was the 
original habitation of Adam and Eve. 

On Monday evening, November 4th, Steiner and 
myself visit the home of L. K. Washburn, at Revere. 
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Washburn has the true Yankee facultv of going· 
ahead, and his home is a kind of Mecca for the 
Secular Pilgrim. It giTB courage and enlighten
ment and more faith in Freethought and progress. 
As Washburn's lectures indicate, he has a compr'e
bensiv view of the intellectual qualities of the age. 
He understands the world of to·day, and the true 
method of reform. 

I visit South Boston and the Rush Brothers, who 
as usual are in the swim of enterprise and business. 
I hav the pleasure to announce that Mr. Thomas 
Rush is the father of a boy now about five months 
old-the brightest baby of its size in the world-

Fresh as a morn and brilliant as a star. 
All hail the little stranger. It would be difficult 

to keep on the path of civilization if the babies 
didn't giv us the benefit of their trials and tribula
tions ; for notwithstanding these they make the 
sweetest music of our homes. 

I was pleased to meet Russell Marston, who for 
so many years has been prominent in Freethought 
work. He is now 7~ years of age, but is hale and 
hearty yet, with the bright eye, clear complexion, 
and dauntless spirit of manhood's prime. To meet 
such veterans reminds one of the exultant line, 

Hope springs eternal in the human breast. 
Our friend Marston, like the captain at the helm, 

still looks forward. 
I giv two lectures at Brockton, Mass., and am 

quite delighted with my experience at this place, al. 
though I hav to tread somewhat the rugged path 
of the pioneer. I hav, however, the sturdy support 
of Mr. Thomas Tripp, who, with magnificent gener
osity, takes upon himself almost the whole burden 
of the campaign, and pushes on in spite of oppos
ing forces. He is a Liberal Spiritualist, and has 
no limitations in his creed, either for this world or 
the next. He believes in all humanity, and would 
join hands with every soldier in the battle for free
dom and justice. He is an all around thinker. and 
a man of great practical success. He is the author 
of over seventy inventions, all of which are in use. 
Some of them are remarkable for their ingenuity 
and brilliancy of operation. It will be seen that 
my friend has a clear brain and can penetrate the 
secrets of nature. Whatever he may discover in 
the beyond, he certainly has mastered the world to 
good uses, and is a Secularist of the most pro
nounced type. I enjoyed the hospitality of his 
home. Mrs. Tripp is equally broad in her views 
and devoted to the Freethought cause. Their 
home is at Avon, near Brockton, a beautiful resi
dence, where one can find both rest and inspiration. 

At my first lecture Mrs. May S. Pepper, a test 
medium, was present, and her really interesting 
manner helped to fill the hall to overflowing. An 
orchestra also furnished excellent music, so the oc
casion was one of unusual interest. Mrs. Pepper 
is certainly an extraordinary mind reader, or spirit
revealer, or whatever we may call it. It is not 
necessary to discuss the question now. All these 
manifestations are of exceeding interest to the sci
entific student. They certainly attract the multi
tude. One thing is sure, whatever the source of 
.th.e mental exhibition, it was thoroughly radical. 
There was no theology or Christianity in it. I 
heartily indorse every sentiment uttered, although 
I cannot say who uttered them. It might be sub
jectiv, or it might be objectiv, but it was Infidelity 
to the core. My lecture was on the " Rights of 
Man " and I am certainly willing to join hands with 
anydne who will speak a word for this cause. 

I did not hav so large av. audience at my second 
lecture. This was to be expected, for, after all, 
many like the glamohr of "manifestations," but are 
not ready for hard, long thinking. However, there 
are those, both Spiritualists and Materialists, who 
desire to know the truth, and who do not expect to. 
attain it except by intellectual struggle; who see 
the necessity of earnest action here and now, and 
giv cheer and sympathy to an unpopular movement. 

s. P. PUTNAM. 

Funds tor the Union. 
Secretary Reichwald, of the American Secular 

Union and Freethought Federation, reports the 
following contributions: 
Russell Marston ...... $10 00 Jas. I. Elliott ........... $1 00 
Wm. H. Clark......... 2 00 Jno. A. Calder .......... 1 00 
Nelson L. Pidgeon... 2 00 G. Dempster ............. 1 00 
T. S. Dent............... 2 00 E. B. Fleming.......... 10 

[In the last list published, $1 credited to A. Carpenter, 
should hav been credited to A. Chapman.] 

IN addition to Mr. Steiner's list of appointments _as 
published, ho spoke, on Nov. 15th, in Cortland,_ O!Uo, 
an'd on the 25th lectures for the ~ibe~ls of LotnsVI~e, 
Ky. Liberals in Texas, Kansas, M1ssourt, and the Indian 
Territory should Wfite hi~ at e~Qe to :e<>x 88~, Dee 
Moines, Iowa, 
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Ingersoll in New York. 
The latest lecture of Col. Robert G. In#!"ersoll, 

which he has entitlfd "The Foundations of Faith," 
is one of his greatest. When it seems as if the Bible 
as a mine of impossibilities has he'D exhausted, t~e 
Colonel puts in another shot, and a new lead lB 

opened. He delivered this lecture in New York on 
Sunday evening, Nov. lOth, in the Star theater, at 
Broadway and Thirteenth street. A block and a 
hQJf below the theater is Grace church edifice, the 
most conspimous structure in lower Broadway. It 
obstructs East Eleventh street, and travelers on 
that thoroughfare who wish to pass from Fourth 
avenue to Broadway must go up to Twelfth or down 
to Tenth. It hac:; about a half-million dollars' worth 
of untaxed property, together with such a hold on 
the adjoining real estate t.hat no building which 
would obstruct the down-town view can be reared 
at the northeast corner of Broadway and Tenth 
street. On the evening mentioned the managers· 
of this church had men "working outside "
,,pullers in," like those to be encountered in front 
of Chatham street clothing-stores-accosting pass
ers-by and soliciting them into the sanctuary. 
Said one of them to the Editor of THE TBUTH SEEKER, 
"Will you join our service this evening 1" ~aid 
the Editor, "Not th"s evening. I can do better, 
having a press ticket for the Colonel's lecture." 
And so the twain parted. 
· There was no need for pullers-in that night at the 

Star theater, for expectant listeners performed the 
service of pushing one another in as fast as the man 
at the box office could accommodate them with the 
necessary certificates of deposit, while the sidewalk 
speculators did business on a rising market where 
quick sales and large profits was the commercial 
code. Colonel Ingersoll was present at 8 o'clock, 
and sat in the middle of a family group at the rear 
of one of the boxes, out of sight of all but a few 
spectators who had front seats. He wore a brown 
slouch hat with dents in it, and looked like a jolly 
farmer. He does not like to talk to an audience 
otherwise disturbed, and he therefore waited until 
the corners were filled before he appeared upon the 
stage. Then it was wonderful how the audience, 
which had been buzzing like bees swarming, became 
suddenly still. It was as if the sound had been 
turned off and silence turned on by touching an 
electric button, and it came so quickly that the 
ears sang as they do just after a loud report. The 
usual burst of applause followed. The Colonel is 
not growing visibly older or stouter, though he is 
tremendously heavy about the shoulders, which are 
so square that his coat drops straight down from 
the collar. He has a substantial girth below an ex
panse of linen that suggests a snowy hillside and 
coasting, and his dress suit sat upon his massiv fig
ure without wrinkle or fold. His countenance 
beamed in a way that showed he was glad to see 
so many of the friends present. He said •·ladies and 
gentlemen " in a tone of voice which indicated that 
he intended to giv them something worthy of their 
serious consideration, and then he launched his 
lecture. The address is in print, but, compared 
with the orator's delivery of it,, the book is what 
sheet music is to the human voice. The pathetic 
passages brought out some of the women's hand
kerchiefs ; other portions were responded to with 
a fervent " yes" from earnest male listeners, and 
its humor was caught in all parts of_ the house. 
The discovery that the creator must hav rested on 
Tuesday, since according to the account he did 
nothing on that day, and that therefore we should 
hav two sabbaths a week, created a good deal of 
merriment; and the suggestion, which nobody 
seems to hav thought of before, that Judas had to 
betray his redeemer to secure his own salvation, 
must hav made a deep impression even on the 
Christian mind. If there was a Roman Catholic 
in the house his discomfort can be estimated when 
the speaker, referring to the skulls of the wise men 
from the East, which the church claims to possess 
as relics, said he did not know what cemetery was 
overhauled to obtain them; that there was great 
uncertainty about relics generally, and that the in
vestigator who should arise to inquire into their 
genuinness would immediately be told to sit down. 
''When the sleight of-hand man is on the stage," 
said he, "don't meddle with the curtain." 
· Following are selections from the address: 

The Age of the World and Man. 
The geologists demonstrated that the author of 

Genesis was mistaken as to the age of the world, 
and that the story of the universe havin.!:! been 
created in six days, about six thousand years ago, 
could not be true. The theologians then took the 
grou):ld that the " days " spoken of in Genesis were 
periods of time, epochs, six "long whiles," and 
that the work of creation might hav been com
menced millious of years ago. The change of days 
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into epochs was considered by the believers of the 
Bible as a great triumph over the hosts of Infidel
ity. The fact that Jehovah had ordered the Jews 
to keep the Sabbath, giving as a reason that he 
had made the world in six days and rested on the 
seventh, did not interfere with the acceptance of 
the "epoch " theory. . 

According to the Bible, Adam was certamly the 
first man, and in his case the epoch theory cannot 
change the account. The Bible givs the age at 
which Adam died, and givs the generations to the 
:flood-then to Abraham and so on, and shows that 
from the creation of Adam to the birth of Christ it 
was about four thousand and four years. 

According to the sacred scriptures, man has 
been on this earth five thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-nine years and no more. Is this true T 

Let me giv you a fact : The Egyptians were 
astronomers. A few years ago representations 
of the stars were found on the walls of an old 
temple, and it was discovered by calculating back· 
ward that the stars did occupy the exact posi
tions as represented about seven hundred and fifty 
years before Christ. Afterward another repre
sentation of the stars was found, and by calculating 
in the same way, it was found that the stars did 
occupy the exact positions represented about three 
thousand eight hundred years before Christ. 

According to the Bible, the first man was created 
four thousand and four years before Christ. If 
this is true, then Egypt was founded, its language 
formed, its arts cultivated, its astronomical dis
coveries made and recorded about two hundred 
years after the creation of the first man. 

In other words, Adam was two or three hundred 
years old when the Egyptian astronomers made 
these representations. Nothing can be more 
absurd. 

Two Rest Days. 
According to the Bible, Jehovah made the world 

in six days, and the work done each day is de
scribed. What did Jehovah do on the second dayT 
This is the record: "And God said, Let there be 
a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it 
divide the waters from the waters. And God made 
tho firmament and divided the waters which were 
under the firmament from the waters which were 
above the firmament. And it was so, and God 
called the firmament heaven. And the evening and 
the morning were the seclilnd day." 

Now, we know that there is no firmament, and 
we know that the waters are not divided by a firma
ment. Consequently we know that, according to 
the Bible, Jehovah did nothing_on the second day. 
He must hav rested on Tuesday. This being so, 
we ought to hav two Sundays a week. 

David as a Collector. 
We are told by this inspired book of the gold and 

silver collected by King David for the temple-the 
temple afterwards completed by the virtuous Solo
mon. According to the blessed Bible, David col
lected about two thousand million dollars in silver, 
and five thousand million dollars in gold, making a 
total of seven thousand million dollars. Is this 
true T There is in the bank of France at the pres
ent time (1895) nearly six hunqred million dollars, 
and so far as we know, it is the greatest amount 
that was ever gathered together. All the gold now 
known, coined and in bullion, does not amount to 
much more than the sum collected by David. Seven 
thousand millions. Where did David get this gold! 
The Jews had no commerce. They owned no ships. 
They had no great factories, they produced nothing 
for other countries. There were no gold or silver 
mines in Palestine. Where then was this gold, this 
silver, found T I will tell you: In the imagination 
of a writer who had more patriotism than intelli
gence, and who wrote, not for the sake of truth, 
but for the glory of the Jews. Is it possible that 
David collected nearly eight thousand tons of gold 
-that he by economy got together about sixty 
thousand tons of silver, making a total of gold and 
silver of sixty-eight thousand tons 1 

The average freight car carries about fifteen tons. 
David's gold and silver would load about four thou
sand five hundred and thirty-three cars, making a 
train about thirty-two miles in length. And all this 
for the temple at Jerusalem, a building ninety feet 
long and forty-five feet high and thirty feet wide, to 
which was attached a porch thirty feet wide, ninety 
feet long and one hundred and eighty feet high. 
Probably the architect was inspired. 

Is there a sensible man in the world who believes 
that David collected seven thousand million dollars' 
worth of gold or silver? There is hardly five thou
sand million dollars of gold now used as money in 
the whole world. Think of the millions taken from 
the mines of California, Australia, and Africa during 
the present .century, and yet the total scarcely ex
ceeds the amount collected by King David more 
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than a thousand years before the birth of Christ. 
Evidently the inspired historian made a mistake. 

The Wise Men. 
Matthew says: "Now when Jesus was born in 

Bethlehem of Judea, in the days of Herod the king, 
behold there came wise men .from the east to J ern
salem, saying, Where is he that is born king of the 
Jews? for we hav seen his star in the east and are 
come to worship him." 

Matthew does not tell us who these wise men 
were, from what country they came, to what race 
they belonged. He did not even know their names. 
We are also informed that when Herod heard these 
things he was troubled and all Jerusalem with him; 
that he gathered the chief priests and asked of them 
where Christ should be born and they told him that 
he was to be born in Bethlehem. Then Herod 
called the wise men and asked them when the star 
appeared, and told them to go to Bethlehem and 
report to him. When thE>y left Herod, the star 
again appeared and went before them until it stood 
over the place where the child was. When they 
came to the child they worshiped him, gave him 
gifts, and being warned by God in a dream, they 
went back to their own country without calling on 
Herod 

Is this story true! Must we believe in the star 
and the wise men ? Who were these wise men ? 
From what country did they comeT What interest. 
bad they in the birth of the king of the Jews? 
What became of them and their star! Of course I 
know that the holy Catholic church has in her 
keeping the three s.lrulls that belonged to thea& 
wise men, but I do not know w:here the church ob
tained these relics, nor exactiy now their genuin
ness has been established. 

An Anachronism. 
We are told in Matthew, chapter xxiii, verse 31), 

that Christ said: " That upon you may come all the
righteous blood shed upon the earth from the blood 
ofrighteous Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, son 
of Barachias, whom ye slew between the temple and! 
the altar." 

It is certain that these words were not spoken by 
Christ. He could not by any possibility hav known 
that the blood of Zacharias had been shed. As a. 
matter of fact, Zacharias was killed by the Jews, 
during the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and this 
siege took place seventy-one years after the birth o£ 
Christ, thirty-eight years after he was dead. 

There is still another mistake. 
Zacharias was not the son of Barachias-no such 

Zacharias was killed. The Zacharias that was slain 
waR the son of Baruch. 

But we must not expect the "inspired" to be 
accurate. 

Polite Saints. 
Matthew says that at the time of the crucifixion 

"tho graves were opened and that many bodies of 
the saints which slept arose and came out of their 
graves after his resurrection, and went into the 
holy city and appeared unto many." According to 
this the graves were opened at the time of the cruci
fixion, but the dead did not arise and come out 
until after the resurrection of Christ. 

They were polite enough to sit in their open 
graves and wait for Christ to rise first. 

Judas. 
Besides, it is hard to see why Christians hate, 

loathe, and despise Judas. According to their 
scheme of salvation, it was absolutely necessary that 
Christ should be killed,-necessary that he .should be 
betrayed, and had it not been for Judas, all the 
world, including Christ's mother, and the part of 
Christ that was human, would hav gone to helL 
Yet, according to the New Testament, Christ did 
not know that one of his disciples was to betray 
him. Jesus, when on his way to Jerusalem, for the 
last time, said, speaking to the twelve disciples, Ju
das being present, that they, the disciples, should 
thereafter sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve 
tribes of Israel. Yet, more than a year before this 
journey, John says that Christ said, speaking to the 
twelve disciples: " Hav not I chosen you twelve, 
and one of you is a devil." And John adds : " He 
spake of Judas· Iscariot, for it was he that should 
betray him." Why did Christ a year afterwards, 
tell Judas that he should sit on a throne and judge 
one of the tribes of Israel T There is still another 
trouble. Paul says that Jesus after his resurrec
tion appeared to the twelve disciples. According to 
Paul, Jesus appeared to Judas with the rest. Cer~ 
tainly Paul had not heard the story of the betrayal. 

Why did Christ select Judas as one of his disci
ples, knowing that he would betray· him T Did he 
desire to be betrayed! Was it his intention to be 
put to death T Why did he fail to defend himself 
before Pilate ! 

According to the accounts, Pilate wanted to save 
him. Did Christ wish to be convicted T 
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The Christians are compelled to say that Christ 
intended to be sacrificed-that he selected Judas 
with that end in view, and that he refused to defend 
himself because he desired to be crucified. All this 
is in accordance with the horrible idea that without 
the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin. 

The Incarnation, 
The New Testament informs us that Christ was 

the son of Joseph and the son of God, and that 
Mary was his mother. How is it established that 
Christ was the son of God T It is said that Joseph 
was told so in a dream by an angel. But Joseph 
wrote nothing on that subject-said nothing so far 
as we know. Mary wrote nothing, said nothing. 
The angel that appeared to Joseph or that informed 
Joseph said nothing to anybody else. Neither has 
the Holy G-host, the supposed father, ever said or 
written one word. We hav received no information 
from the parties who could hav known anything on 
the subject. We get all our facts from those who 
Muld not hav known. How is it possible to prove 
that the Holy Ghost was the father of Christ T 
Who knows that such a being as the Holy Ghost 
ever existed T How was it possible for Mary to 
know any~hing about the Holy Ghost 1 How could 
Joseph know that he had been visited by an angel 
in a dreamT Could he know that the visitor was 
an angel ! It all occurred in a dream when voor 
Joseph was asleep. What is the testimony of one 
who was asleep worth T All the evidence we hav 
is that somebody who wrote part of the New 
Testament says that the Holy Ghost was the 
father of Christ, and that somebody who wrote 
another part of the New Testament says that 
Joseph was the father of Christ. Matthew and 
Luke giv the genealogy and both show that 
Christ was the son of Joseph. The " Incar
nation " has to be believed without evidence. 
There is no way in which it can be established. It 
is beyond the reach and realm of reason. It de-

-fies observation and is independent of experience. 
The Trinity. 

Christ, according to the faith, is the second per
son in the Trinity, the Father being the first and 
the Holy Ghost the third. Each of these three 
persons is God. Christ is his own father and his 
own son. The Holy Ghost is neither father nor 
son, but both. The son was begotten by the 
father, but existed before he was begotten-just the 
same before as after. Christ is just as old as his 
father, and the father is just as young his son. 
The Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father and 
Son, but was equal to the Father and Son before 
he proceeded, that is to say, before he existed, but 
he is of the same age as the other two. So, it is 
declared that the Father is God, and the Son 
God, and the Holy Ghost God, and that these 
three Gods make one God. According to the 
celestial multiplication table, once one is three, 
and three times one is one, and according to 
heavenly subtraction if we take two from three, 
three are left.· The addition is equally peculiar; if 
we add two to one we hav but one. Each one is 
equal to himself and the other two. Nothing ever 
was, nothing ever can be more perfectly idiotic and 
absurd than the dogma of the Trinity. 

Is it possible for a human being, who has been 
born but once, to comprehend or to imagin the ex
istence of three beings, each of whom is equal to 
the three T Think of one of these beings as the 
father of one, and think of that one as half human 
and all God, and think of the third as having pro
ceeded from the other two, and then think of all 
three as one. Think that after the father begot the 
son, the father was still alone, and after the Holy 
Ghost proceeded from the father and the son, the 
father was still alone-because there never was and 
never will be but one God. At this point, absurd
ity having reached its limit, nothing more can be 
said except: "Let us pray." 

Sacrifice. 
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not only stupid, but malicious. It is not only un
scientific, but it is heartless. Its god is not only 
ignorant, but infinitly cruel. It not only prom
ises the faithful an eternal reward, but declares that 
nearly all of the children of men, imprisoned in the 
dungeons of God, will suffer eternal pain. This is 
the savagery of Christianity. This is why I hate its 
unthinkable God, its impossible Christ, its inspired 
lies, and its selfisb, heartless heaven. · · · 

That word [hell] drove pity from the hearts of men, 
stained countless swords with blood, lighted fagots, 
forged chains, built dungeons, erected scaffolds, 
and filled the world with poverty and pain. That 
word is a coiled serpent in the mother's breast, that 
lifts its fanged head and hisses in her ear: "Your 
child will be the fuel of eternal fire." 

That word blots from the firmament the star of 
hope and leaves the heavens black. That word 
makes the Christian's God an eternal torturer, an 
everlasting inquisitor-an infinit wild beast. 

The Peroration. 
But, says the prejudiced priest, the malicious 

minister, "You take away a future life." I am not 
trying to destroy another world, but I am endeav
oring to prevent the theologians from destroying 
this. If we are immortal it is a fact in nature, and 
that fact does not depend on Bibles, or Christa, on 
priests or creeds. The hope of another life was in 
the heart long before the " sacred books " were 
written, and will l'emain there long after all the 
" sacred books" are known to be the work of savage 
and superstitious men. Hope is the consolation 
of the world. 

The wanderers hope for home.-Hope builds the 
house and plants the flowers and fills the air with 
song. 

The sick and suffering hope fnr health.-Hope 
givs them- health and paints the roses in their 
cheeks. 

The lonely, the forsaken, hope for love.-Hope 
brings the lover to their arms. They feel the kisses 
on their eager lips, though they may die alone. 

The poor in tenements and huts, in spite of rags 
and hunger, hope for wealth.-Hope fills their thin 
and trembling hands with gold. 

The dying hopes that death is but another birth, 
and love leans above the pallid face and whispers, 
"We shall meet again." 

Hope is the consolation of the world. Let us 
hope that if there be a God, he is wise and good. 
Let us hope that if there be another life, it will 
bring peace and joy to all the children of men. 
And let us hope that this poor earth on which we 
liv may be a perfect world-a world without a 
crime-without a tear. 
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self to man, how does it come about that there is 
such a wide discrepancy between the revelations of 
science and the so-called divine revelations. It 
strikes me that there are very few intelligent Chris
tians who would discredit every branch of science 
which does not agree with the Bible. 

Every sci~ntist knows that there are nn general 
mistakes in regard to the facts of astronomy, 
chemistry, geology, phil(lsophy, or geography. 
And every scientist knows that the facts of science 
and the statements in the Bible never can be har
monized. Hence the war between science and the 
church will continue to be waged .. 

The tpind of a scientist is trained to investigate, 
compare, and analyze. Every truth has its weight. 
Every new discovery is critically examined, and 
reason is ever on ·the throne. 

With the Christian it is different. From early 
childhood he has been taught that every statement 
in the Bible was written by the unerring finger of 
God. To deny any part of the Bible is to throw a 
lie into the face of the Almighty. To deny any 
statement of the Bible would be equivalent to 
losing his claim on the home at the head of the 
golden ladder, and consign him to the place where 
things are kept hot. · Such a man dares not reason, 
the risk is too great. 

If told that it is impossible for snakes and asses 
to talk, he replies, "The fact is written down in 
God's word, and God cannot be mistaken." If 
told that man's strength lies in his muscle and 
not in his hair, he refers you to the case of 
Samson, and triumphantly asks, "Who is right, 
you or God~" If told that a man never lived 
three days and three nights in the belly of a big 
fish, he replies, "With God all things are pos
sible," and scores another triumph. If told that · 
there are certain laws of nature which never change, 
he calls you a heretic, and tells you that God has 
changed even the law of gravitation, and cites you 
to Christ, who went up in such a hurry that he did 
not giv directions as to where he could be addressed, 
and to Elijah, who went up half-cocked, and gave 
such a grand display of pyrotechnics. When told by 
geologists that there is indubitable evidence that 
the world was not made in six days, he shudders as 
he thinks that geology will be the means of sending 
thousands to the headquarters of Old Nick, where 
brimstone is the only fuel, for doubting the state
ment in Genesis. 

Let it be intimated that it was not an act of jus
tice to send bears to tear forty-two children to 
pieces; that the punishment bore no just relation 
to the offense, the Christian replies it must hav been 
just, because it was inflicted by God himself. 

When told that the wars of extermination which 
The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and were waged, in which men, women, and children 

Comments. were brutally butchered, and women were ripped 
up alive, were inhuman and cruel, the answer is that 

v. God commanded those wars, and none but hell-
" Pe_ace on earth and good will to men" is the deserving heretics will accuse God of injustice and 

Christian motto. In theory and practical results, cruelty. 
it is war to the knife and knife to the hilt, and pro- When a powerful savage tribe, instigated by no 
scription and persecution to all who differ from motiv but plunder, made a descent upon a weaker 
him. The God myth is the great drive-wheel to tribe and took by force their oxen, camels, sheep, 
Chistian intolerance. When the Christian's motiv and goats, and all they possessed, and led the pea
is understood, it will be found that he is not work- ple into captivity, the Christian defends the plun
ing for the benefit of man but for the glory of God. dering horde by saying that they were instruments 
And every man becomes his enemy whenever he in the hands of God to punish his enemies who war
does anything which the Christian imagine will be shiped other gods. 
displeasing tG his fetich. Thus it will be seen that there is no war so un-

As long as the Christian believes in this great just, no crime so dark, no outrage .so great that the 
imaginary Mogul of .the skies he will cling to his Christian will not indorse it when he believes it is 
Bible. As long as he clings to his Bible he will be sanctioned by the gre!l.t, cruel war-god above the 
trying to shape the thought and actions of men to clouds. 
the civilization of three thousand years ago, and Thus all sense of justice is lost; all the milk of 
there is the end of progress. human kindness dried up, and the greatest outrages 

As long as the God idea remains we must expect justified when men believe that the Bible is the 
to be hated and scorned, boycotted and persecuted, word of God, when they find indorsed all the crimes 
by every device which Christian ingenuity, backed enumerated here, and many more, fouler, deeper, 
up by fiendish malice, can invent. and darker. 

Suppose that all belief in this heavenly nonde- In the light of these facts let anyone look over 
A man steals, and then sacrifices a dove, or giv,s 

a lamb to a priest. His crime remains the same. 
He need not kill something. Let him giv back the 
thing stolen, and in future liv an honest life. 

A man slanders his neighbor and then kills an 
ox. What has that to do with the slanderT Let 
him take back his slander, make all the reparation 
that he can, and let the ox alone. 

script should be blotted out. Would not the sun the history of the Christian religion and he will hav 
and stars continue to shine and the planets to re- the key to all the ignorance, crime, injustice, ,and 
valve T W auld men turn to monsters, and worry inhumanity which has characterized the Christian 
and butcher each other, and moral chaos reign 1 religion in every century since its first promulga
There are thousands who take no stock in the sky- tion. And there is no way to reach or reform a 
perched Mikako, and as far as I know they are in- Christian so long as his faith is grounded in a cruel, 
offensiv people, while thousands are found in the vindictiv God and his great book of fables, foibles, 
jails and penitentiaries who hav worn out the nonsense, and impossibilities. The Christian is 
knees of their pants bowing down before this im- compelled by his belief to act just as he does act 
aginary judge who is supposed should hold court and always has acted, and he always has been and 
above the clouds. A man who has reasoned him- is now a dangerous man without knowing it. An 
self out of the God-myth has reasoned far enough insane man is always dangerous and ignorant of 
to know that a blameless life can only conduce to the danger. 

There is no sense in sacrifice, never was and never 
will be. . 

Make restitution, reparation, undo the wrong, and 
you need shed no blood. 

The Inftnit Wild Beast. 
If Christianity were only stupid and unscientific, 

if its God were ignorant and kind, if it promised 
eternal joy to believers, and if the believers practiced 
the forgivness they teach, for one I should let the 
faith alone. 

But there is another side to Christianity. It is 

happiness. For every Atheist reported, name and The question is, how shall we break the spell 
address to be given, guilty of a crime, I will agree which holds them midway between folly and insan
to giv the name~'~ and addresses of fifty criminals ity, and makes them reject the most important 
who believe in a God, and one-fifth of them will be' truths and accept the most monstrous errors. 
priests and ministers. We must put reason against blind faith, break 

If there is a god of truth who ha(revealed him- , down their confidence in gods and god-written 
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books, show them that hell and heaven exist only 
in a distempered imagination. As long as they 
fear hell and hope for heaven and believe in a God 
who will everlastingly punish them if they do not 
accept every statement in a book which contains a 
hundred contradictions and indorses as many 
1lbominations, they will grovel in ignorance and be 
a curse rather than a blessing to their kind. 

JoHN PxoK. 

:Mrs. Stanton's Birthday. 
The eightieth birthday of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton, woman suffragist and reformer, was cele
brated at the Metropolitan Opera House, this city, 
on the evening of Tuesday, November 12th. There 
were three thousand women present, and a number 
of men, the latter being in the main those who are 
identified with Freethought and radical movements 
-among them T. B. Wakeman, Henry M:. Taber, 
Dr. Foote, and J. K. Ingalls. On the platform with 
Mrs. Stanton were gathered nearly a score of the 
pioneer woman suffragists, · Susan B. Anthony, 
Isabella Beecher Hooker, Matilda Joslyn Gage, 
Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Elizabeth Sheldon, and 
others. There was also present John W. Hutchin
son, of the musical Hutchinson family, who, as 
Miss Anthony said, in the old days sang abolition 
into the hearts of the people when the orators could 
not talk it into their brains. 

Mrs. Mary Lowe Dickinson, president of the 
National Council of Women, presided, and in her 
introductory remarks stated that the organizations 
having members present represented more than a 
million women in the United States. Telegrams 
and messages were too numerous to be read, and 
only the names of the senders could be given. In 
the addresses there was a general tone hostil to the 
church. The Rev. Anna Shaw, who spoke first, de
clared: '' rhe worst chain that has ever bound 
women has been the chain of religious superstition." 

Miss Anthony read a list of "pioneers either 
present or sending greetings," and also of those 
whom death has taken from the ranks. Of the liv
ing she mentioned, paying a tribute to each, Parker 
Pillsbury, Amy Post, Lucy N. Colman, Matilda Jos
lyn Gage, Mrs. Olive H. Fraser Ingalls (wife of 
J. K. Ingalls), who was at the first woman suffrage 
meeting held in this state, and C. B. Waite, who 
fifty years ago published the Liberty Banner at 
Rock Island, Ill. It appeared that the pioneer abo
litionists were also pioneer woman-sufiragists. A 
souvenir distributed to the audience contained the 
names of persons in sympathy with reform, 
Anthony Comstock's with the rest, though what 
claim thatdisreputableindividual bali! to be numbered 
among the supposed benefactors of mankind those 
who know him best will find it hardest to determin. 

There were many speakers on the program, in
cluding Mayor Strong, who was represented by his 
secretary, Mr. Job Hedges; M. Carey Thomas, 
president of Bryn Mawr College; Clara Barton, 
president of the Red Cross Society ; Mary T. Burt, 
president of the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union; Mrs. W. R. Brooks, of the society for work 
among the Indians; Rev. Ida Hultin, Unitarian; 
Harriet Hosmer, artist; Emma Blackwell, M.D.; 
Mrs. E. B. Cheney, missionary; Mrs. Fannie Barrier 
Williams, colored ; Isabella C. Davis, Harriette A. 
Keyser, C. Chapman Catt, Ella Dietz Clymer, Lillie 
Devereaux Blake, and Mrs. Mary Wright Sewall. 
Not all of these, however, had opportunity to speak. 
Musical exercises formed part of the celebration, 
not the least notable of which was singing by a 
large choir of colored children. In the course of 
the evening a " Tribute" in the form of a large sil
ver cup was presented to Mrs. Stanton by the New 
York City Woman's Sufirage League. 

When an address by Mrs. Stanton was announced 
the audience arose, waving handkerchiefs and cheer
ing. Mrs. Stanton, supported by a cane, advanced 
to the front of the stage and spoke briefly. Though 
her limbs were feeble, her voice was strong and 
penetrated every part of the immense auditorium. 
"I thank you all very much," she said, "for the 
tributes of love, respect, and gratitude which hav 
been sent to me in telegrams and letters, and ex
pressed in the presence of this great audience. As 
I am not able to stand very long, nor to talk loud 
enough, I hav invited Miss Helen Potter to read 
what I hav to say to you. Before I sit down I want 
to say one word to the men who are present. From 
all they hav had to listen to and to read in the pa
pers for the last forty years they may hav come to 
the conclusion that the new woman is going to 
crowd them entirely off the planet. I want to as
sure you all that, as long as you hav mothers, wives, 
and sweethearts, they will look out for you. I take 
pleasure in introducing Miss Potter, and you will 
think I hav said quite enough before she gets 
through." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Miss Helen Potter, who is an elocutionist and 
reader of distinction, then read from Mrs. Stanton's 
manuscript the following address, which provoked 
both applause and laughter: 

It is a long time, nearly half a centu~y, since a few per
sons met in a little Methodist church Ill Seneca Falls to 
discuss the status of woman under the laws of New York. 
That was the first Woman's Rights Convention ever held, 
and there the first demand for suffrage was made .. ~ut 
the vast majority of women ridiculed the idea of poht1cal 
rights for themselvs; the press caricatured the c1nven
tion; the pulpit denounced it, and many who tooK part 
withdrew their names and hav been seen no more on o11r 
platform. . 

Within two yeaTs conventions were held ID half a dozen 
different states; letters Qf sympathy came from women 
all over this country, and from. Italy, Fra~ce, an~ Ger
many, from thos!) who were takmg an achv part ID the 
revoli:i.tions of '48. 

And at that very time, strange to say, the earthquakes 
began in California, showing that old Mother Earth sym
pathized in the general upheaval, in the rebellion of her 
daughters against the creeds, codes, and customs of old 
civilizlltions. At that time, too, .the invisibles began to 
knock and move tables; a new interest was awakened in 
psychological manifestations. 

In the first place I propose to-night to settle the que~
tion of woman's sphere, so that we may never hear It 
mentioned again. That region has been traveled over 
so often that there is not a tree or flower or blade of grass 
to be found on it anywhere, yet excursions of men are, 
from time to time, surveying that old worn-oui land to 
find woman's sphere. Ever since Eve left paradise the 
trend of human endeavor has been in this direction. 

Those who could pen poetry or prose hav written about 
it; those who could orate in any language under the sun 
hav talked about it; statesmen hav declared its limits in 
laws and constitutions; bishops in scriptures and ser
mons; editors in journals; actors in tragedy; artists in 
pictures, and scientists in osseous formations, muscles, 
nerves, and the size and quantity of feminin brains 

While Franklin, Kane, Lockwood, Greeley, and Peary 
hav been sailing amid polar ices to find the North Pole, I 
hav been traveling in the realm ol the possibilities to ftnd 
the voting poll and woman's sphere. I crossed, spyglass 
in hand, the imaginary lines of diameter and circumfer
ence supposed to bound it, took reckonings at every 
degree of latitude and longitude, all through the temper
ate, the torrid, and the frigid zones, and, halting one 
day, I found an old document purporting to hav been 
written at the dawn of creation when the gods were in 
consnltauon in regard to the creation of man. 

They said, "Let us make man in our own image, male 
and female, and giv them dominion over the earth, and 
all that dwells thereon." Here is the first title deed to 
this green earth, given equally to man and woman. 
Here we hav the first hint of "God's intentions." 

Here Mrs. Stanton interposed a eulogy of man, 
and described his accomplishments in the material 
and spiritual worlds. She then continued : 

I imagin that at this point some carping women are 
saying to their neighbors: "Where do we come in? If 
man is such a wonderful being, fills all space, and is in 
every department of industries, where is onr sphere?" 
It is plain to every rational mind that if man is every
where, doing everything, and woman of necessity must re
main her allotted time on this planet, their sphere must be 
the same. They are, ever must be, indissolubly bound to
gether as mother and father, hti~band and wife, sister 
and brother, in childhood, in marriage, in all life's strug
gles, ever sharing each other's joys and sorrows. With 
tears of affection and immortelle wreaths they perform the 
last offices of love and friendship for each other, and in 
the bosom of Mother Earth, side by side, they rest at last 
together. 

The other thought I would emphasize to-night is the 
next step to be taken in our march to freedom. We 
must now make the same demand of the church that we 
hav made of the state during the last fifty years, for the 
same rights, privileges, and immunities that man enjoys. 

First: We must see that the canon laws, the Mosaic 
code, scriptures, prayer books, and liturgies be purged 
of all invidious distinctions of sex, of all false teaching as 
to woman's origin, character, and destiny. 

Second: We must demand an equal place in the offices 
of the church as pastors, elders, deacons; an equal voice 
in the creeds, disciplin, in all business matters, and in 
the synods, conferences, and general assemblies. 

Third: We must insist that all unworthy reflections on 
the sacred character of the mother of the race, such as 
the allegory of her creation and fall, and Paul's assump
tions as to her social status, be expunged from our 
church literature. Such sentiments cannot inspire the 
rising generation with respect for their mothers. 

Fourth: We must demand that the pulpit be no longer 
desecrated with men who read these invidious passages 
of scripture and preach from texts that teach the sub
ordination of one-half the human race to the other. 

On the following day Mrs. Stanton and many of 
the other pioneers held a reception at the Hotel 
Savoy, and all the audience were invited to attend. 
It was not so formal an occasion as the celebration, 
but there was equal enthusiasm. Among the feat
ures of the reception was a poem read by William 
Lloyd Garrison, Jr. The Massachusetts men who 
lately voted against woman suffrage were dealt with 
very caustically by Mrs. Anna Shaw. 

A plaster cast of the clasped hands of Mrs. 
Stanton and Miss Anthony has been taken and will 
be reproduced in marble by Miss Meg Culbertson. 
There are a sufficient number of the pioneer woman 
sufiragists that their eightieth birthdays may be 
celebrated about twice in a decade. Miss Anthony's 
will come in 1900. -----

Mrs. Stanton Tells a Funny Story. 
When Elizabeth Cady Stanton was a young woman 

she helped to educate a young man for the ministry,. 
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a circumstance which she now recalls with cons.id
erable amusement and is fond of citing as an exam
ple of the peculiar proneness of woman to "make 
a ladder of herself for man to climb on," and of the 
equally notic~able tendency of the latter to regard 
the said ladder with contempt, and to forget that 
he has used it. 

It was the cust.om then in the Presbyterian 
church, to which Mrs. Stanton belonged, for parti~
ular congregations to undertake the education for 
the church of some particular young man, and in 
this case the responsibility was assumed by a group 
of enthusiastic young ladies. The fortunate youth 
chosen was an exceptionally bright, handsome fel
low, and most of them were in love with him; Mrs. 
Stanton supposes she was, too. Besides that, they 
thought they were engaged in God's service, and so 
they worked and begged untiringly, getting up 
bazars and festivals and resorting to all the other 
devices whereby the feminin "church-worker" is 
accustomed to extort money from a selfish public. 

By these means they were enabled to send their 
protege to college and then to a seminary, fr?m 
both of which institutions he graduated with h1gh 
honors, receiving a call at once, on leaving the l!'t
ter, to a very important church. The young lad1es 
then presented him with a nice little _library, and 
just before his ordination they gave hun, as a last 
act of devotion, the finest suit of clothes that they 
could buy, complete in every detail from the shiny 
silk hat to the polished boots. 

Last of all they asked him to come and preach 
for them. He did so, and, with the modesty and 
good taste of which only a budding theologian 
would hav been capable, he took for his text the 
34th verse of the 14th chapter of 1 Oorinthiane, 
beginning: "Let your women keep silence in the 
churches." 

"And it was a very good thing, too," says Mrs. 
Stanton, "for it had the effect of so thoroughly 
disgusting us all that we never educated another 
minister." 

Observations. 
A member of the German Reichstag has been 

sent to jail for four months, for criticising the em
peror. His offense is technically termed "laze
majesty," which is next in turpitude to sacrilege. 
We hav no such ofiense under American law, though 
the word " scurrility" in the post-office act means 
substantially the same thing. Any adverse criti
cism of a monarch, or any disrespectful act toward 
him, is leze-majesty. For example, a~ one time any 
person was guilty of this offense who changed his 
clothes in the presence of a statue of the emperor, 
or imitated the garments worn by his majesty. A 
while ago the emperor of Germany wrote a song-
said by musicians to be very "bum"-and some 
critics at Hamburg who made sport of it were 
arrested and prosecuted. Their ofienae was laze
majesty. Our institutions hav not been threatened 
by any such sacrilege since General Coxey walked 
on the grass in Washington. 

It is necessary sometimes that a newspaper re
porter should be intelligent. Another may do 
justice to a sermon, but he has no business to at
tempt the reporting of anything else. To exem
plify: the young man sent by the New York Sun 
to write up the Sunday afternoon session of the 
late Freetbought Congress should hav been at 
church. He heard President Bird of the Newark 
Liberal League, who is a :florist, say something 
about the multiplication of :flowers and sex in 
plants, and immediately experienced a violent ama
tory impulse; and when Mr. Bird in further devel
oping this fascinating branch of evolution-to 
which Darwin devoted a great deal of study-ob
served that there was sexual attraction among 
:flowers as among human beings, and that with the 
latter this force influenced even religious gather
ings, reflex action got in its work on the represent· 
ativ of the press. While in the consequent state 
of collapse he wrote his report of the proceedings. 
After indulging in the expression of an opinion 
totally opposed to that of his editor-in-chief about 
the exclusion of TBE TRUTH SEEKER from the Cana
dian me.ils, he turned his attention to Mr. Bird, who, 
he said, " elaborated his ideas in a manner hardly 
suitable for publication-unless it were in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER;" to which withering sarcasm he 
added a few hebetudinous lies about the conduct 
of the audience, and so dried up his imbecil drivel. 
A half-witted donkey introduced in the hall stern 
foremost, while asleep, would hav obtained just at 
clear an impression of the significance of the meet
ing as that which the reporter conveyed to the 
readers of the Sun. 

.---
"In Canada, by the way, THE TRUTH SEEKER has 

been :put under the ban as a scurrilous and obscene 
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publication." So says Liberty, and :t request my 
Uncle Benjamin to revise his statement and tell it 
just as it is. ~he charge is not obscenity, but blas
phemy. In th1s country the religious spook has 
been largely divested of its former immunity from 
adverse criticism, though the moral spook retains 
what the other has lost ; but in Oanada it is still 
unsafe to disparage the theological Giascutis. 
That is to say: here_, the citizen may say what he 
chooses about the 'rheos if he will observe silence 
as tp the Phallos j while in the :Dominion both are 
?eld in awe, a~d neither may be montioned except 
ui a reverential tone of voice. It is an offense 
against accuracy, Mr. Tucker, to say tweedledum 
when the facts require that you should say twee
dledee. 

The council of the Choctaw nation has decreed that 
di_scussion of land allotment is treason and punishable 
With death.-News of the Week. 

Land allotment will be understood as private in
stead of community ownership of the soil. But the 
foregoing item is not quoted for the purpose of dis
cussing the land question. It is to direct attention 
to the beautiful system the wise men of the Oboe
taw nation hav discovered for settling it without 
discussion. Apart from the restrictions always put 
upon debate by religious medicin men, I hav heard 
of nothing approaching it except the course adopted 
by certain Socialistic persons who attended the 
meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Olub, Nov. 8th, 
when "Individual Freedom" was the topic for dis
cussion. These political economists listened with 
marked attention and approval to Mr. Matchett, 
who expressed the views they had been instructed 
to applaud, and then endeavored incontinently to 
howl down all whose trend of thought was in some 
ather direction. So odious was their conduct in 
this respect that the professed enemies of Socialism 
would need to exercise great ingenuity to devise a 
more successful scheme for demonstrating the un
desirable results of that eeonomic system. Herr 
Oppenheimer, who has talked Socialism at the club 
for the last ten years, blushed for them, apologized 
for them, and finally repudiated them. Mr. Wake
man, who is more Socialistic in his theories than 
Karl Marx himself, administered reproof that would, 
doubtless, hav put the Choctaw Indians to confu
sion and shame, knowing it to be deserved. And 
still they hooted. Inquiry among other attendants 
with collectivist sympathies led to the identification 
of the disturbers as the disciples of Brother De 
Leon, editor of the People, from whom an explana
tion is due. He ought to tell us whether members of 
the capitalistic class would hav behaved better or 
worse. 

Mr. Orine's suggestion that the binding force of 
religious superstition might be profitably employed 
to restrain persons in certain stages of development 
may hav something in it. Pending domestication, 
some .zoological specimens are safest in a cage. 

Following the· example of Mr. George Gould, 
who last year purchased social eminence and a 
measly French count with his father's money and 
his sister's trousseau, our citizeness, Mrs. W. K. 
'Vanderbilt, has traded her daughter and $5,000,000 
for an insignificant English duke. The dicker 
was announced as a marriage, and a number of 
months were devoted to the preliminaries-includ
ing financial settlements and a rehearsal of tile 
wedding, at which the duke was not present, pre
sumably for the reason that he might ha.v forgotten 
that it was only a rehearsal and overacted his part. 
But the actual marriage occupied probably less than 
five minutes, so it is plain enough that the union 
of the minor contracting parties as husband and 
wife was simply an incident. The duke needed 
money, and had his title to raise it on; the Vanderbilt 
family wanted blue blood, and had money to buy it 
with, and the girl was a handy vehicle of exchange. 
The duke of Marlborough is an undersized strip
ling, who in Chicago would be called a runt ; the 
girl is a slim brunet, who has never been noticed 
for graces of mind or person even by the news
papers ; hence the prospect that the next duke 
of Marlborough will be gifted by nature is not 
hopeful. 
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the thing would seem almost as :flagrant as that of 
the persons who for smaller considerations and less 
ostentatiously make other contracts, and are there
for pulled by the police. 

A dirty, infamous sheet yelped: THE TnUi'H SEEKER 
has once or twice fallen in our mail. Its sole object 
seems to be to promote irreligion, immorality, and an
archy. The postal department of Canada has ruled 
against _H as immoral literature, and we think our self
reepectmg postal people will soon do the:m:selvs and 
commo-;;_ decency the same credit. No one but one in 
!egue with. the powers of darkness could produce such 
mfamous hterature.-Eaptist Record, Meridian, Miss. 

I hav turned the dictionary over to discover what 
" yelped" means in the first line of the forego. 
i?g selection from the religious press, but get no 
hght. . Without doubt it is a fighting word. The 
Record tells its subscribers who can read that this 
journal is ruled against as immoral. I know that 
when a man is a natural-born liar, or has become 
one for Christ's sake, it is unkind to restrain him in 
the use of his gift, but really the editor of the Rec
ord must be solicited to come down. Oall it blas
phemy, brother, and do not mar the beauties of 
your style with inaccuracies of statement. Put 
a gun in your belt and camp on the trail of the 
!~fidel. Shoot right and left, and then up in the 
Mr. Giv us more hostil language. It is time for 
unbelievers to be apprised that God never sent his 
only begotten son on earth for his health. 

In the penitentiary at Kingston, Oanada, there 
are four hundred and ninety-four ( 494) convicts, of 
whom one (1) is a Jew and one (1) an Infidel. The 
492 others are Christians, and are provided with 
two chaplains at an annual cost of $2,400, or about 
$5 a head. Nothing appears to be done for the 
Infidel and the Jew, although they are entitled, in 
equity, to $10 worth of Judaism and Infidelity per 
annum. Or will it be said that the chaplains are 
hired for the benefit of these twoT That would be 
logical, I think, for there is no sense in preaching 
to a convict that same faith under the influence of 
which he committed his offense. When a man's 
religion lands him in jail, he should be permitted 
to jar loose from it. But the theory that religious 
instruction in the Kingston penitentiary is for the 
minority is shown to be untenable by the fact that 
there are two chaplains-a Catholic priest with 
147 parishioners, and a Ohurch of England minister 
with 131 communicants-when one would answer 
the purpose of a Jew or an Infidel just as well as 
more. The fact is, the unbelievers are not provided 
for at all, which is wholly inconsistent. If the ref
ormation of a Christian can be effected by giving 
him more Christianity, the same method ought to 
work with the others. The isolated Infidel, there
fore, would be justified in demanding an annual 
subscription to Secular 7 hought. 

In their overtures for union with the Roman 
Catholic church, the Episcopalians are not getting 
exactly what you could call the glad hand. A dis
tinguished Catholic theologian of New York, being 
asked what he thought about the proposition, re
plied that in his opinion it was "too late in the day 
to baptize the bastard of Henry the Eighth." Not 
every hour does a rift in the clouds of human iras
cibility giv us an opportunity to behold the true 
figure of Christian Charity, but when we do get a 
glimps of her we hav to acknowledge that she is a 
bird. Goo. E. MAcDONALD. 

Thanksgiving, 1895. 
Banks are bustin' everywhere, 

And Grover says, "Praise God;" 
Making the tramp and millionaire, 

And Grover says, " Praise God." 
Did Grover work and earn his gold, 
And not "come in" on deals so bold
Were he in winter pinched with cold, 

Would Grover still "praise God"? 

The hireliiig press deceives the land, 
And Grover says, "Praise God;" 

With cries of '' Plenty on every hand," 
And Grover says, '' Praise God; " 

But when the despot leaves his throne, 
From which he's made the poor to groan 
Through bonds and gold -when Grove is gone, 

The toilers will '' Praise God." 
A. B. LENNOX. 

The Postal Censorship. 
From the Lonaon Freethtnleer. 
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of his pen he stops the circulation of this paper in 
the whole Dominion, and there is absolutely no ap
peal against his decision. It is really astonishing 
that "free" people should hire a man to carry their 
letters, and let the fellow dictate what they shall 
read. Yet so it is, and they submit to it like a lot 
of sheep-all but the Freethinkers. 

The Christian Reformer calls for the suppression 
of The Truth Seeker. Tqis is to "induce" its 
readers to" seek something more wholesome." The 
Truth Seeker remarks that "the prescription is a 
very simple one, but it is not new." Of course not. 
It is as old as the first rogue who joined the first. 
fool to hunt dowR the first honest man. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Speech on the "Declaratiom 
of Independence " and IDs " Vision of War." 
For many months this speech has been out of 

print and unobtainable. By permission of the 
Colonel and his publisher we hav now put it into a 
neat pamphlet, with fancy colored cover, ·and a por
_trait of the speaker. ·we hav included also the 
"Vision of War," which many hav desired to hav in 
compact and cheap form to hand to friends. The 
price of the pamphlet is ten cents. The "Declara
tion of Independence " is the centennial oration 
delivered July 4, 1876, at Peoria, Ill., and the 
"Vision of War" is an extract from a speech de
livered at the soldiers' reunion at Indianapolis, in 
September of the same year, beginning, "The past 
rises before me like a dream." 

It isn't a great way from now to the sun festival 
known as Christmas-an adaptation of pagan rites 
to Christian necessities-and those who intend to 
follow the pretty custom of making presents to 
their friends on that occasion will find on another 
page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER a list of 
books suitable for that purpose. If our friends 
desire we can hold the books till a few days before 
the festival and mail or express them so that they 
will reach the destination at the right time. A 
present that we would recommend is to send to 
your Liberal friend who does not now take it, a 
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER a year for $3, which 
carries with it a copy of the "Freethinker's Picto
trial Text-Book" in boards. For $3.50 we will send 
cloth bound book, with gilt side stamp-a hand
some present indeed, with the added attraction of 
a weekly remembrance from yourself to your friend 
in the shape of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Such a present 
will do you good, your friend good, and us good
a combination of goodness which seems hard to 
resist. 

Lectnres and Meetings. 
T, M. FuLLER, the e~-minister who spoke at the recent 

Freethought Congress, will deliver Liberal lectnres. 
Address, 116 Pearl street, Paterson, N. J. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Snnday evening in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Sta.rk streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lee
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12. 30. 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical Sooiety meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., in Washington Hl~ll, 18th and Har
ney streets. Qnestions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discussed. All are welcome. 

S. P. PUTNAM lectures at E11st Dennis, Mass., on No
vember 24th. Mr. Putnam will lecture in New England 
during the month of November. He desires engagements 
at all possible points in this section. Friends will com
muaicate with him at 28 Lafayette place, New York, care 
of this office. . • 

THE Women's Liberal Leagne of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green at; Miss M 
P. McLeod, secretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30A.M 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Snnda.y evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for November: 
Nov. 24-Joint Debate. Franklin Steiner and Prof. Joh:r:& 

S. Van Cleve. 

If this young couple had gone before a justice of 
the peace, or behind a door, and exchanged the vows 
which neither is expected to keep, anyone who 
should offer remarks about the matter would de
serve to be snubbed; but the splurge they hav made 
is scandalous and must be so characterized. When 
young ladies permit it to be advertised so exten
sivly and so persistently that they are about to 
undisguise themselvs in the presence of the antago
nistic sex, they force upon public attention pro
ceedings which in their nature are anatomical and 
private. If several high-salaried clergymen had not 
given the exhibition their sanction, the indecency of 

There is a good deal of sham liberty in " free and 
independent " America. A wretched fellow called 
Comstock, secretary of the Vice Society (as old 
Cobbett used to call the original body in England), 
pretty well decides on his own hand what literature 
shall pass through the United States mail. It now 
appears that the postmaster-general of Oanada has 
prohibited the transmission of our gallant contem
porary, the New York Truth Seeker. By a stroke 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, :a20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November: 
NoT. 22-"The Sunday Laws." Wm. Jay Groo, Ed· 

ward Grosse. 
Nov. 29-" The Authority and Neoes11ityof Faith." Rev. 

E. J. 0. Millington, T~deus B. Wakeman. 
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Eleven More Recruits. 
FARGo, N.D., Nov. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please ilnd $3 for 
yon,. excellent TRUTH SEEKER and "Pic-
torial Text-Book." E. HERZMAN. 

No. GREENFIELD, N.Y., Oct. 30, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for THE 

TRUTH BEEKER one year, and the "Pic-
torial T.ext-Book." ED. P. LAwToN. 

ARDMORE, Mo., Nov. 4, 1895. 
M;R. EDIToR: I inclose yon $3 for one 

year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours truly, JAMES P. DUNCAN. 

PLANO, TEx., Oct. 31, 1895. 
l\fR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 25, for 

which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER one 
vear with" Pictorial Text-Book" and the 
ANN~AL. En. M. CoLDWELL. 

SAN MARCIAL, N. M., Nov. 7, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3 for 

one year's subscription to THE 'fRU'!'H 
SEEKER, and the "Pictorial Tfxt-Book." 

MRS. LYDIA CAMPBELL. 

GRANT CITY, Mo., Oct. 31, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed plea8e find $3, for 

which send THE TRUTH SEEKER to my ad
dress for one year, and your "Pictorial 
Text-Book." T. E. CARPENTER. 

IRvoNA, P A., Oct. 30, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3.50, for 

which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for one 
year, the "Age of Reason," and the "In
gersoll -Gladstone Controversy " about 
Christianity. Do not forget the " Picto-
rial Text-Book." H. J. GREEN. 

ELY, lA., Nov. 1, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which 

please send TRUTH SEEKER one year, and 
"Pictorial Text-Book" toW. F. Barger. 
As I was entitled to the book for new sub
scriber, and as I hav the book, I wish yon 
to send it to him, which I hope yon will 
do, as it adds one more to our family. 

Yours fraternally, J. C. DvoRAK. 

BIG SPRINGS, TEx., Oct. 28, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER and Putnam's "Four Hun
dred Years of Freethonght," as my broth
er's subscription has run oint, and I can't 
be without the paper. The fifty cents ex
tra is for the Congress, and to help pay ex
pense9; am sorry I cannot be present my
self. Yours in thought, R. ScHUBERT. 

PARK RIVER, N. D., Oct. 15, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $19. Send 

TRUTH SEEKER and" Pictorial Text-Book" 
to new subscribers whose addresses are 
given elsewhere. Credit $5 from Sander 
Sol! of this place for Liberal purposes; $2 
for myself for the same; the balance for 
one year and five months' subscription for 
·myself to THE Tl:IUTH BEEKER and tbe 
books named. I would hav sent this 
money sooner, but money was too scarce. 

The theocrats and so-called Christians 
closed mv place of business and put an 
injanctional order thereon immediately 
after after S. P. Putnam's lecture at this 
place last fall. It would seem that it makes 
them feel good and happy to see Liberals 
in trouble or misery, and still they preach 
"love." 

They would rather hav a murderer, a 
burglar, a scandalmonger, or a swindler 
join the Methodist Episcopal church than 
see an honest man sell a glass of malt, be
cause the former are better people in their 
estimation. It is a good thing that tastes 
are not to be disputed. Some of the worst 
Sabbath-breakers we hav around here are 
noted for their hypocrisy and the high 
standing in the M. E. church. But their 
little schemes and infractions of the Sun
day Jaw are overlooked, simply because 
they are Methodists. On the other hand, 
if a man does not take any stock in that 
Methodist humbug, they hav him arrested 
simply for loading a water tank on his 
wagon on Sunday during harvest time, and 
this outrage was perpetrated on one of our 
best citizens in this town only a few weeks 
ago. 

Our local M. E. preacher, or, as Mr. 
Putnam calls him, "The Reverend Smei
ler of Park River," recently went to Jern-
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salem to smell around. If they don't cru
cify him there, he will probably be back 
soon with a piece of old gunnysack and 
tell his deluded congregation that "it is a 
piece of Christ's coattail," which would be 
a new discovery in Christian science. I 
believe in equal rights and privileges, on 
all questions, for every man, woman, and 
child, regardless of creed or nationality. 

I hate to see a whip used for bringing 
people to church. If the church is God's 
institution, why don't he take care of it? 
Why should he hav to call upon the 
government to help frame laws to keep 
his chosen people straight? Every good 
thing takes care of itself if left alone. 

The church people do not even pay taxes 
on millions of church property, and then 
they want to be protected, while we tax
payers are not protected. 

I, for one, and many other Liberals and 
non-sectarian!!, hope and trust that that 
uncalled-for, unwarranted, and cowardly 
attempt of the jesuitical A. P. Caron, 
postmaster-general of Canada, to suppress 
the freedom of the press, and especially 
your excellent Freethonght organ, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, will prove abortiv and a 
farce. If a bigot of the stripe of A. P. 
Caron at Ottawa, a priest-ridden Roman
ist, is allowed to use his official position to 
crush the truth as publishEd in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, what will not the theocrats do 
next? If your paper is to be prohibited 
circulation through the mails, why not 
prohibit the Bible also, because it is 
clearly apparent and manifest to the mind 
of eve"y intelligent and impartial reader 
of the Bible that certain parts of that so
called divine book, chiefly the Old Tes
tament, are more trashy, more scurrilous, 
more shockin~ to human decency, and 
more blasphemous-than any article or edi· 
toril\1 ever published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER or any other newspaper, the 
Police Gazette not EXcepted? 0 consist· 
ency, thou art a jewel! 

Yours for truth, right, humanity, and 
liberty, JoHN MUNDIGAL. 

For Munitions of War. 
MILwAUKEE, Wis., Nov. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I forward yon another 
year's subscription to keep the old paper 
on the warpath. If it can't go to Canada, 
keep it going where it can, as the ignorant 
are not all dead yet; so keep it before 
them. Truth will prevail sometime. 

Yours truly, J. P. WHIPPLE. 

Yes, They Are Hearing About Us. 
BoULDER CREEK, CAL., Oct. 28, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: For the first time since the 
beginning of all things I see the great 
dailies of San Francisco hav had telegraphic 
reports from and hav actually published a 
synopsis of the proceedings of the Ameri
can Freethought Federation. · The world 
moves. Yours truly, C. C. RoDGERS. 

" Converted Reprobates." 
LoNDON, ONT., Nov. 7, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5 to 
pay my subscription for the torch of 
reason. I hav been a little negligent-not 
for the want of money exactly, but for the 
want of time. I want yon to send me 
some pamphlets, radical ones, of course
" Bible Morals," "Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," Ingersoll's lecture on the 
Bible, and "Hard Knocks at Christianity." 

I receive the paper pretty regularly; 
sometimes they keep it over Sunday, 
but I hav not time to read much lately; 

·though I like the pictures all the same. 
These pamphlets are good when yon get 

into the company of a lot of those con
verted reprobates who are not prohibited 
in Canada. J OSEPU ALLASTER. 

H~lp Us, and We Will Educate Canada 
Yet. 

BuRi.INGTON JuNcr., Mo., Oct. 29, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Yon will please flnd 50 

cents, for which send me your paper three 
months, beginning with the date of 19~h 
inst., containing the first article of John 
Peck. There is much Freethonght exist
ing here and I will take great pleasure in 
placing my papers where they will do the 
most good. If the Trnth Seeker Company 
could afford it, it should flood benighted 
Canada with its publications per express 
charges prepaid. 

I hav been much interested in the sam
ple copies you sent me, especially in the 

graphic and entertaining letters of Mr. 
Putnam, lately in England. Your fight 
for the personal libert.y of mankind is 
noble and heroic and must win in the end. 

Yours truly, G. W. MAY. 

There Is Peace in the Woods. 
McMuRRAY, WAsH., Oct. 26, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR: The fanatics hav begun 
already here on the Pacific Coast in the 
bigger cities and towns, but, thanks to 
the goodness of nature, there is peace in 
the woods yet. 

I was in· Seattle a few days ago and heard 
one of those Jes-cs worshipers tell people 
that Sir Walter Scott died with the knowl
edge that there was a God and a hell and 
that Thomas Paine died drunk, and all this 
within twenty-five feet of a TRUTH BEEKER 
that was hanging as a sign for a news
dealer, and it seemed to me that Heston's 
cartoon was smiling at that man's lies. 
When will the Christians learn to tell the 
truth? Perhaps never, for if they did 
they would be Christians no more, for 
Christianity in itself is a falsehood, and as 
the tree is so will the fruit be. That is the 
natural consequence of the law of cause 
and tffect. J. 8. ODEGAARD. 

A Woman's Arraignment of Religion, 
LEXINGTON, KY., Nov. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Canada was once a peace
ful land nndtr the rule of the French, but 
not as at present, holy, consecrated, and 
pure. It has the same religion that dyed 
the hand of Cain when he slew his brother 
Abel. 

Religion has filled temples, like that of 
Pegn, with beautiful women, whose honor 
was sacrificed to pay the expenses of the 
place; snob houses, now, secularized, pay 
a tax to tho church. "Please draw it 
mild," is their rEquest,. Women were 
murdered in ancient times to pacify the 
gods, but this was considered a holy act. 

Plantns speaks of tables in holy houses, 
loaded with luxuries, rows o:f gaudily
dressed courtesans being present. Moses 
was not able to suppress these things (ac
cording to history) in the temple, amid 
show and fretted gold, rich embroidery, 
coarse luxury. At such times truth is 
bound hand and foot by men of the most 
hardened cbaract~r-holy tools Without 
them how could the church be sustained? 

The holiness of Canada is bent only on 
preserving intact the slavery of heart and 
brain, the groveling darkness, the loath
some chicanery of religion. In th~ Holy 
Land men abhor the atmosphere of Free
thought, their strongest citadel of safety 
being founded on dreams and fallacies 
presented with a cool and fiendish audac
ity which belongs only to religion. 

What will the greedy saints of this Holy 
Land do in the baUle between noble prin
ciples and religions falsehood, which is 
just ready to convulse society? Remem
ber, religionist, your habit ·of deceit, your 
teaching of myths to the m~:~sses, how yon 
hav crippled the human intellect to pay 
your board. In the midst of hollow 
grandeur does not the earth tremble be· 
neath your feet? Deeper and deeper will 
yon sink in the quagmire of religions vice 
till your very name will be lost in oblivion. 

Respectfully, ALHAZA. 

Liberals, Not ~bris'ians, Must Support 
Our Cause. 

FALUN, RAN., Nov. 5, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, which 

apply on my subscription. I am late, but 
can't help it. Owing to the maneuvers of 
the Demo·Repnlican party, there is very 
little money in circulation with us. 

I had almost concluded to let THE TRUTH 
BEEKER go on account of the scarceness of 
coin, though I like the paper in every way 
and am one of your old standbys, bni yon 
know the whole need no physician (my 
case), but my conscience revolted. This 
question arose: Who shall support the Lib
eral papers and the men at the front of our 
army? The answer was, Only the re
deemed, tlie Liberals; so in order to attain 
peace I must remit, and your exclusion 
from Canada should make every Liberal 
act doubly quick. I hav in my travels 
met men who claimed to be Liberals and 
had at one time been Christians and lib
erally supported the church and its shep
herds, but now remain fossils and do not 
giv a nickel to the Liberal cause; and thou
sands of others who hav got plumb dis-
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gusted with the Christian religion and do 
not know nor care to know that there is 
such a thing as Liberal literature pub
lished on this terra firma. 

I hav been waiting to see Ingersoll, with 
his talent, force, and ability, take a hand 
in the people's fight on money, transporta
tion, the initiativ and referendnm and 
help to once more restore this republic to 
the people and make it the land of the free 
and the home of the brave. I hope yon 
can stay at the helm till the Demo-Repub
lican fog has cleared off and the people 
get their innings. I know yon will then 
be secure. Your for righting all wrongs, 

Gus. EcxwALL. 

Emotion Dependent on Physical Changes. 
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Nov. 2, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Speed ·Mosby argues 
neatly in this week's issue that we hav no 
experience of physical pain except in con
nection with distnrb!mce of the sensory 
nE>rves, and that at death these nerves, in 
common with the rest of the body, are dis
sipated into their constituent atoms that 
go to form other bodies, etc. Even if we 
admit a hell, there is therefore a high im
probability that our "souls" could feel 
physical pain there. With mental pain 
Mr. Mosby deals otherwise. It appears to 
me he need hav made no such distinction, 
and thereby had a stronger case. Back in 
1855, Herbert Spencer, in his "Principles 
of Psychology," pointed out the obvious 
fact that every mental emotion is accom
panied by numerous bodily changes, such 
as heart-beating, quickened breathing, 
perspiration, derangement of the digestiv, 
sexual, and excretory organs, etc. He 
suggested that in a pleasant emotion these 
changes were beneficial to the body; in a 
painful one, harmful. Modern psychology 
goes further and says that, in these bodily 
changes, and in them alone, emotion has its 
origin. An emotion only follows the re
ceipt by the brain of nerve messages an
nouncing such bodily changes. With on t 
nerves, no emotion, painful or pleasurable. 
No body, no pain, physical nor mental. 

ScuTuM. 

A Vicarious Trip to Europe, 
CHICAGo, ILL .. Nov. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: 0 n Monday I had the ex
qnisit pleasure of visiting the newly_ 
elected treasurer of the Secular Union 
and Federation at Rochelle, Ill., Otto 
Wettstein. I found this Freetbongbt sage 
amid a dazzling array of diamonds and 
other gems that burst upon my view like 
the startling vision of Aladdin. He is 
preparing for the holiday season, and has 
ordered a large quantity of precious stones 
and the latest novelties in gold and silver 
jewelry. It was my intention to leave 
that night, but I was· prevailed on to re
main, and am very much pleased that I 
came to that conclusion. The Freethonght 
pilgrim always receives a royal welcome at 
the home of the W ettsteins. Mrs. W ett
stein possesses that charm of making one 
feel thoroughly at home, and was full of 
delightful reminiscences of a year's soj onrn 
in· the beautiful city of Heidelberg. Mas
ter William Cullen Bryant was in a sort of 
ohrysalis state. While there he had an 
effort to cast off his English. Now the 
tron ble was to forget his German. 

After supper a great collection of views 
of the celebrated university city were 
brought out, and for some time we were 
practically transported to the classic pre
cincts of the N eckar and the Rhine. The 
town of Heidelberg is situated at the foot 
of Castle Hill, a spur of the Ki:injgsstnhl, 
on the south bank of the Neckar, and 
about five miles from its junction with the 
Rhine, and is a citi of romantic beauty. 

The chief attraction for strangers is the 
hmons castle, which overhangs the west 
part of the town. It towers on Castle Hill, 
or more properly the Jettenbnbl, 330 feet 
above the Neckar. The older portion is 
only a ruin, yet its extent, its magnificence, 
its beautiful situation, and more than all 
its interesting history, render it by far the 
most noteworthy, as it is certainly the 
largest and grandest, of the old castles of 
Germany. It was f·~nnded about the mid
dle of the thirteenth century and passed 
through various vicissitudes, snfhring se
verely during the Thidy Years' War; it 
was three times dismantleil by the French 
and at last struck by lightning and com· 
pletely destroyed. 
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Within the castle grounds a modern 
building or palace has been erected, which 
contains an interesing antiquarian museum 
and the celebrated Great Tun, or wine 
cask, which will hold 49,000 gallons, It 
makes one thirsty to think of it. 

Some of those buildings in the castle in
closure contain the finest examples of 
Renascence architecture in Germany. 

Next to the castle, the University is the 
great attraction at Heidelberg, the library 
of which contains some 300,000 volumes. 
This noted seat of learning is largely pa
_tronized by English and Americans. 

It would be almost impossible to find a 
lbether •example of the medieval and mod
•ern ideas and architecture than are to be 
'found in this vicinity. To me its greatest 
·claim to distinction is that in 1848 was held 
:at Heidelberg the convention that led to 
.the revolution in that year. 

Besides tbe German views, there were 
·others of Belgium and England, more es
,peoially London and Southampton. The 
Wettstein party visited the Tower in Lon
·don, and though an expert ·in diamonds 
Mr. Wettstein failed to carry •off the 
4

' Crown .rewels." They took snap shots 
'&t the "Queen's Guards," Honse of Par
liament, and the Strand from the upper 
story of an omnibus. I certainly feel as 
though I had had a trip to Europe. .I must 
(llose, for a party of us are to start for 
Atlanta to-night. E. A. STEVENS, 

Pulpit Voiees. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., ~ov. 4, 1895. 

Mn. EDIToR: A new feature of the As
sociated Press reports is condensed ex
tracts from sermons all over the country; 
and the pith of the parson's Sunday dis
course is thus sent broadcast. The ideas 
thus disseminated are naturally varied ; 
and the variations run from utter non
sense and sentimentalism to pions plati
tudes, and limited evidence of common 
sense found only in remarks that wander 
from strict connection with theology. One 
parson says ; "Our great preachers to-day 
are preaching for big salaries, fine man
sions, and sumptuous living, and they are 
getting them;" and the man who made 
this truthful assertion might hav added 
that he was not included in that number 
of the worldly minded, for the simple 
reason that he lacked the necessary great
ness to obtain such results. Only that and 
nothing more, for the parson who would 
refuse an increased salary has not yet been 
located. Another one turns loose some 
information about prayers not generally 
known, for he asserts that "the man who 
prays wields one of the greatest and might
iest forces in the whole universe; in fact, 
he sets in motion all the forces of the uni
verse." So startling a statement needs 
verification ; but preachers never present 
evidence, and without it I must continue 
to believe what Brick Pomeroy once said 
on the subject, that while prayer may ease 
a man's soul a tin horn blown up a chim
ney will accomplish just as much. As all 
known facts in connection with prayers 
sustain the experimental conclusions of 
Mr. Pomeroy, those who desire facts in 
regulating belief will hardly believe the 
preacher's positiv but proofl.ess declaration. 

Another parson says : " No man has a 
right to think as he pleases unless he 
pleases to think right." This is a brilliant 
remark, and from his standpoint no man 
has a right to be anything but a Christian, 
for to think otherwise than Christians do 
would destroy his right to think at all. 
That this idea is generally held by Chris
tians is sn~tained by some of their editorials 
lately reproduced in your columns, where
in the government is requested to ac,t in 
suppressing Freethought ideas. It would 
be just as sensible to regulate a man's 
breathing by force as his thinking, for 
both are involuntary movements of the 
human machine, and no process, includ
ing fire, wheel, and rao:Jk, has ever made all 
men think alike. What is right in the es
timation of some is wrong in that of others, 
•but if thinking is to be regulated by the 
clergy as they desire, then the right to 
think is summed up in: Accept Christianity 
or get ()ff the earth. 

That old gag, "love," is the theme of 
another parson, who says if the whole 
Bible was reduced to a sentence that sen
~enoe would be love, for that is all that is 
aught ill tbe ~:g.any books of the Bible. 

Such remarks are liable to giv him a 
reputation as a humorist, for the old book, 
which has never been rejected as divine 
authority, is still published with its de· 
man!l of an eye for an eye and a tooth for 
a tooth; and the curses there invoked on 
enemies savor of most anything but love; 
while the hell-fire dootrin of Jesus seems 
to rest on a very peculiar kind, to say the 
least. 

Another one declares that the gospel 
has captivated and liberated human 
thought, but he forgot to clinch this 
"liberated" statement by referring to 
Canada, where prohibition meets the 
human thoughts embodied in THE TRUTH 
BEEKER, and believers in the gospel refuse 
them entrance to the Dominion. Such 
has ever been the attitude of gospel be
lievers; and instead of liberating thought, 
snppres•ion has been the dominant idea 
wherever the gospel had the power found 
in majorities. Thought has had one con
tinual fight for liberty wherever the gos
pel has been known with power and influ
ence, and there are no signs on the hori
zon to indicate that anything different can 
be expected. These parsons are given 
special privileges_ by the press just now, 
and their inane and inaccurate statements 
are considered the proper thing for the 
people to read, but when a San Francisco 
daily lately published an extract of a 
recent lecture by Ingersoll it met with ad
verse comment by another for so doing. 

The public press is in the conspiracy of 
silence toward Freethongbt, but the other 
side will be kept prominently before the 
people by the weekly publication of 
"pulpit voices," which are as profound 
and instrnotiv as the prattle of a child. 

C. 8EVERANOE. 

Mistakes of the Creator. 
Cul!:VELAND, 0., Nov. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: According to the teaohin~s 
of Christianity, man is a weakling, a help· 
less infant, one might say, dependent 
upon God the Father for the very breath 
of life. According to the Bible, from 
which the Christian takes his one, the con
trary is apparent. 

God, the infinit, the a~l-powerfnl, is 
m<J.de to appear the victim of circum
stances rather than the ruler of the nni
versA. He startR in by creating the earth 
and the animals which inhabit it, and 
finally creates man. Then, as though the 
idea just struck him, he discovers that he 
has created no companion for man. On 
looking about he discovers that in his 
shortsightedness he used up all his mate
rial and is reduced to the extremity of 
using one of the man's ribs, out of which 
he made woman. 

Things then bowl smoothly along for a 
time. Then the woman, in search of nov
elty, tackles a tree whereon grew certain 
fruit which was labeled "Hands Off." 

Woman then, as now, did just as she had 
been told not to do. Adam, like the average 
Christian, was not at the " stealing " of 
the apple, but came in for his share of the 
spoils all right. Adam was a guileless 
creature. 

No one ootild blame a child now-a-days 
for playing with any bright object it might 
find in its path, even if it was something 
which we had cautioned the child. not to 
touch. Adam and Eve are represented as 
being childlike. The mistake God made 
was in planting the tree where he did. He 
wished that fruit for himself onlv. Why 
plant it in some one else's garden? 

If a human being has a cinch on any
thing, he does not arrange matters so that 
others may hav easy access to that which 
he is particular about concealing. It 
seems to me that if I bad had control of 
something and did not want to lose that 
control, thereby putting others on an equal 
footing with me, I could hav arranged bet
ter than was done in this case. 

The Roman ohnroh tried the same plan, 
with the same result, although they made 
even greater efforts to keep all knowledge 
from the people. Prayers and tithe days 
were all they needed to know. In the case 
of the Roman ohnroh it was man against 
man, so there was some excuse for the 
failure. 

Another mistake that God made was when 
he made the devil. The devil is a wily 
chap and has caused God much sorrow and 
trouble since. It is impossible to enumerate 
_all the devil's doings. If God had made 

every human mind as we find it in doctors 
of divinity, a.ll would hav been well. The 
tree would hav remained untouched, for 
such minds are like buckets. They may 
be filled with anything, and will hold the 
contents without leakage. It is odd, too, 
that when man had devoured and digested 
the fruit of that tree he soon got beyond 
the control of God. Then God's wrath 
wall aroused and he resolved to get even. 
This was a very human-like resolution. 

Now, Christianity teaches the ignorance 
and folly of becoming angry, and we now
a-days look upon a spirit of revenge with 
scornful eyes. Christ taught that if any
one "smite thee on one cheek turn unto 
him the other also." These may not be the 
exact words. Any how, no one, not even 
the most zealous Christian, to-dav prac
tices it. More satil!!faotion is found in 
''smiting" back. 

But let us continue. God decided to 
olean up the earth and try it over again. 
He decided t:> drown the inhabitants. This 
was nngodlike, considering he is the God 
of mercy. It was a good way to get the 
evidence of his errors out of the way, 
however. Bat he made an error in saving 
anything from the former worthless crea
tion. If a man were to remove the rotten 
shingles from a roof, he would not use 
those same shingles or any part of them in 
reshinglingo, would he? 

About the only act in the firRt creation 
which was successful was the f;'rk and del
uge act. God had begun to learn from 
experience, it eeems, and in this case in
trusted the title r6le to Noah. Perhaps he 
reasoned that this man would Noah 'nnff 
to stay in while it rained. This was nec
essary for the success of the plan. 

There is one thing not accounted for in 
the cargo of the ark. No mention is made 
of the strange beasts whose skeletons hav 
been unearthed by geologists. This is a 
sad error. 

God finally saw his mistake in saving alive 
anything from the first creation, and he 
seems to hav got sulky and begun to 
threaten fire as the next purifying agent 
to be tried. 

Men were too greatly occupied to listen 
to this; but a few heard, and these were 
commissioned to commit any crime for 
Jehovah's entertainment. This plan failed. 
God saw that he must get down on earth, 
and look after things himself. He couldn't 
trust man any more. We know how he 
got down on earth, according to script!!re. 

Well, arrived on earth, he seemed to de
velop trampish propensities and relied 
on his gift of speech to get along. There 
didn't seem to be any money in what he 
talked about, and but few people listened 
to him, or took any stock in his kingdom. 
He paid only in promises, and from a med
dlesome disposition soon got into trouble. 
He was ornoifl.ed like any other offender 
against the law. It seems that he made 
his death an excuse for staying dead, and 
the world grows better day by day. It is 
assumed in this article that the story told 
by the scriptures is true. 

GEo. H. LoNG. 

At tlle Manhattan Liberal Club. 
NEw YoRK, Nov. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: At the Mllonhattan Liberal 
Club last evening, Mr. George W. Hop
ping, a business man of New York city, 
and Mr. Charles H. Matchett, a Socialist 
labor agitator of Brooklyn, were announced 
to debate the subject, "Individual Free
dom the True Basis of all Human Associa
tion." Mr. Hopping being sick and un
able to be present, Mr. T. B. Wakeman 
secured and read as much of his paper as 
he had prepared. 

This meeting to me conveyed an impor
tant lesson, not so much from the instruc
tion imparted by the speakers as from the 
disorder caused by certain persons in the 
audience. Very rarely is there any mani
festation of disorder at the club, but on 
this occasion, a portion of the time, a cer
tain few, twenty or thirty in number, 
caused the audience to appear more like a 
seething, hissing, howling mob than like 
an assemblage of civil people, and these 
few, undoubtedly not intentionally mean
ing to be disorderly, were strangers to the 
club room and it would appear were drawn 
there because of their familiarity with the 
name and ideas of Mr. Matchett, which 
ideas only they wished to hear expressed. 
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Socialism may be right in theory, but if 
in practice its adherents are going to be
come a c !amorous mob and giv manifesta
tion of what Thomas Paine had to contend 
with in connection with setting up the 
F renoh Republic, i. e., the ensuing Reign 
of Terror, it is better for even those sen
sibly in sympathy with the Socialistic 
movement to desist from rendering assist-· 
ance, until we become sufficiently civilized 
as a people to be assured that the possibil
ity of mob violence has passed. Mr. 
Wakeman says the reason the movement 
does not progress more in numbers is be
cause an American citizen refuses to lay 
aside h1s dignity as such and unite with an 
element that might throw society, if it had 
the power, into confusion. It is fair to 
assume by the action of several young men 
at this meeting, who were probably repre
sentativ of those who constitute the So
cialist party in this country, that if 
prompted bv their leaders, they would 
throng' up Fifth avenue with sticks and 
stones determined to commit violence upon 
the rroperty rights of those who there 
dwell. Such would never do, and every 
good citizen, no matter of what nationality 
or political or ~eligion~ belief, would op
pose them, and of the result there could 
be no doubt, as the orderly element as yet, 
and probably always will, predominate 
here in Amllrioa. The dwellers on Fifth 
avenue hav equal rights and are entitled 
to equal governmental protection with 
th0se who are loyal to Soci~~olistic ideas. 
There are undoubtedly wrongs imbedded 
in Fifth avenn::J, but sncb. wrong3 must be 
redressed by winning the peaceful support 
of the great body or majority of the peo
ple. A threatening attitude by those who 
oppose, or who call themselvs Socialists, 
will I).Ot aooomplisl;t their desired results. 
The brain and rational arguments must 
control in all thing3, and not wild clamor 
and confusion. This exhibition on the 
part of several present shows how dan
gerous it is for a speaker to SllY in the 
presence of some people, who hav not been 
properly educated, what those people hav 
not heard said before, or what they may 
happen to consider contrary to their ideas, 
and it emphasizes the necessity and im
portance of the intellectn<J.l broadening 
and tb'l spirit of toleration instilled into 
those who regularly- attend the Manhattan 
Liberal Club. Snob. free platforms are 
needed everywhere to make us good citi
zens. Those whose fa'.les are familiar at 
the club conducted themselv3 like civil 
men and women, and doubtless our stranger 
friends will do the same finally, if they 
accept Mr. Wa1reman's invitation to be 
present every time they h11.v a chance, and 
come to understand the purposes of the 
club, and that free discussion means that 
other people are to be protected in the 
right to ~ay what a listener may not be
lieve to be true. W9 must sharpen our 
wits and correct by ra.tional argument the 
errors of those who say what we do not 
beli11ve to be in accordance with truth. 
Let brains and orderly words clash, but 
hisses and nn_beooming conduct, never. 

I will point out to Liberals, if they do 
not already know it, that Mr. Matchett 
says he is an Atheist, against which our 
young friends made no demonstration. If 
they hav philosophically thought them
selva into the same p:>sition, all right, but 
if they ag-ree to Atheism in imagination 
only and are still narrow and illiberal 
minded, it shows that superstition alone 
does not make people intolerant. When 
people are intolerant because grossly ig 
norant, or savage. in their natures, I hav 
always maintained that if religions theories 
or anything else incomprehensible that ex
cites their curiosity and attention be ttfught 
them, snob .teachings are good as a first 
step from savagery, as they tend to bring 
about harmony and order, and then the 
next step to be taken is to the rational dis
covery and teaching of fact. 

There was nothing in Mr. Matchett's ac
tion or speech to suggest that he would 
call about him a disorderly following, and 
in fact the fair spirit in which he dealt with 
his side of the debate won the approbation 
of the club. If his friends attend the 
Liberal Club often, always in the spirit of 
learners, and hear their favorit topic and 
others philosophically discussed, in time 
they will be surprised to see how little they 
knew upon their initiation at the club. 

L. D. CRINE. 
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eAiZciren' a eorner. 

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, .Fall 
Ri~·er, Mass., to whom all Oommunioa
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the d&J''S occn~;~ations 
That is known as the Children s Hour." 

Cause for Complaint. 
"I don't like grandma at all," said Fred, 

"I don't like grandma at all," 
And he drew bis face in a queer grimace

The tears were ready to fall; 
And he gave his kitten a loving hug, 
And disturbed her nap on the soft, warm rug. 

"Why, what has your grandma done?" I asked, 
"To trouble the little boy? 
Oh, what has she done, the erne! one, 

To scatter the smiles of joJ ?" 
Through quivering lips the answer came, 

" She-called-my-kitty-a-horrid-name." 

" She did? are yon sure?" and I kissed the tears 
Away from the eyelids wet. 

"I can scarce believe that grandma would grieve 
The feelings of either pet. 

What did she sa~?" "Boo-boo!" cried Fred, 
"She-called-my-kitty-a-quadruped!" 

-Cur ])umb Antmals. 

Down in the Grass. 
What did yon get for the stooping 

Down in tb& grass so low; 
I heard the rushing of many winds 

Through a green world come and go, 
And the dream of a song in a faint white flJwer 

Before it began to blow. 
And this got I for the stooping 

Down in the grass so low. 

This much I got for the stooping 
Down where the soft winds blew, 

The feel of the moist young green things 
That feed on the sun and dew. 

And the song that I learned from the small, white 
flower, 

It singeth the whole day through. 
This much I gathered, a. little young song 

rhat bloomed in the grass and grew. 
-Anna H. Brancn. 

"H. G." Holds the Fort. 
DE~R Miss WixoN; I see in your issue 

·of October 26th that Comrade Joel M. 
Berry takss issue with me and writes vig
orously in defense of the generally ac
cepted notion that prairie dogs, screech 
owls, and rattlesnakes liv peacefully in 
one hole, emphasizing the matter with the 
statement that he was a "plainsman" (and 
probably a trooper onder Harney and 
Kearney.-H. G.) of as early a date as 
1846. That is interesting, and I hav no 
doubt that he had many noteworthy ex
periences. U ndonbtedly he could tell more, 
having seen more of buffalo, elk, bear, 
mountain lion, Rocky Mountain sheep, and 
Indians than the undersigned. I also 
acknowledge that his knowledge is older, 
bnt I doubt ii it is truer, better, or more 
extensiv about matters concerning my 
communications of October 5th and 12th. 
I bav no corrections to make and reaffirm 
all I wrote then. If facts j nstified the as
sumption that prairie dogs, screech owls, 
and rattlesnakes all lived harmoniously 
together, I would say so ; in fact, if true, 
I would gladly say that the owls milked 
the she-dogs and fed the milk to the rat
tlers, but it is not true, and so I leave that 
to the millions who adhere to Mr. Berry's 
delusion. There is no other logical con
clusion for them, unless they believe that 
rattlesnakes ·on the plains liv on "wind 
pie" and "air podding," and the "health
giving azone of 'the Great West.'" The 
mistake of Comrade Berry is easily ex
plained. Mark Twain casually affirms the 
harmoniosity (Is that· a good word, G. E. 
M.? I think the God of Israel is with me 
now, or that word would not hav appeared, 
and Comrade Berry is a "goner," sore 
pop I) as advocated by our good Comrade. 

cerity-saying nothing about vehemence
of his belief for proof. Such statements as 
the Comrade has made hav been made time 
and time again. Assertions alter not the 
troth. He exultantly points to my lack of 
faith in books and the opinions of the mol· 
titnde. Books are of human origin, Com· 
rade-I neither believe nor disbelieve them 
without reservation. Some books are 
more entertaining than truthful, and others 
more truthful than entertaining, just as 
with men. I am too fond of books, as a 
matter of fact. 

The Comrade, in military parlance, 
makes a literary sortie, bot givs plain no
tice that he depends for his strength on his 
mighty reserve of books, magazines, and 
the multitude's inclination to believe the 
astounding and improbable rather than the 
simple and reasonable. 

How regularly his harmonious inhabit· 
ants hunt their holes! How like a mixed 
brigade on a march! First, dogs (cavalry); 
next, owl (infantry); then rattler (artil
lery). Bot he did not exam in the "bar· 
racks." Here I hav him "flanked," as I 
hav examined them on six different occa
sions particularly, and I don't know how 
often casually. In no case did I see a rat· 
tier in a "live hole;"* in none of them did 
I see the sign of a dog track where rattlers 
were. In only one case did I see a dogt 
ron into a hole containing an owl. The 
owl was not disturbed; he doubtless made 
as polite a bow to the dog as to nie. (They 
can make a French dancing-master die 
with envy when making bows.) The owl 
occupies only vacant holes (of which there 
are always many) to get out of the son
shine. And at night, I hope it will be 
taken for granted, that a screech owl occn· 
pies itself as the owl family generally does. 
Bot this, as Geo. E. Macdonald remarked 
about another matter, "has too much 
common sense to entitle it to popnlar ap
provaL" 

I do not remember to hav seen an owl 
ever "hunt his hole" to escape when on 
top of the ground, bot I hav often seen 
them fly to some other part when pressed 
to closely. Although some may hav gone 
onder ground, I do not doubt the state
ment of Comrade Berry that he saw snakes 
ron into holes preceded by prairie dogs, 
they (the snakes) had nothing to fear un
less they ventured too far, as stated on 
October 5th in this journal, and were bnr· 
ried. Otherwise, I hav no criticism con· 
cerning his descriptions of prairie dog 
towns, and stand corrected as to what 
might be the size of prairie dogs generally. 
In some localities they are as large, and 
larger, than Comrade Berry says; in others, 
hardly the sizes that were indicated in my 
former communications. 

I don't know anything about the "woods 
rattler," bot the incident he refers to as· 
proof of its mesmerizing powers, by his 
own description does not convince me. So 
far as I can see my "little incident in 
Texas," to which he so scornfully alludes, 
would prove mesmerism almost as readily 
as the incident he relates. 

The snake going up and taking a bird 
from the limb of s tree looks like a very 
commonplace physical affair. Ten thou· 
sand different common explanations conld 
account for it : the bird might hav been 
watching Mr. Berry and not "tending to 
biz." It might havbeen previously bitten 
and poisoned, etc. Had Mr. Berry seen 
it coming from afar and fly into the snake's 
month, after alighting on the limb, we 
might say" perhaps." H. G. 

*Means inhabited by dogs, so-called by 
professional dog poisoners. 

t'' Prairie dogs" are very large ground 
squirrels, and liv mostly on grasses close 
to their holes. 

The trouble with Comrade Berry, as well To F. G. BALL.-You ask if we would 
as the thousands of subsequent seers, was want Delia Gifford to make laws for ns. 
that they were looking for phenomena and No; and we do not suppose she would ever 
expecting to see conditions to sustain a hav the chance. Granting that she did, 
preconceived "notion," instead of look- however, would that fact be any worse 
ing for facts to explain the actual existing than the present situation? Who makes 
state of things. the laws for yon and for ns at the present 

It were, perhaps, well to drop the mat- time, Brother Ball? Is it not some Delia 
ter now, but as the good Comrade was Gifford in male attire? How many real 
rather caustic, I may be pardoned for call· Freethinkers can you find in the Senate 
ing attention to his assertions in a general and Honse of Representative in your 
way. To begin, he is rather dogmatic and state? Not many. 
his descriptions of incidents are so general Suffragists base their premises not upon 
that they prove nothing, or almost any- expediency alone, bot upon the principles 
thing, unless he wishes us to take the sin· . of right and justice. When a young man 

comes of age, voting age, nobody objects 
to his employing the franchise because he 
is a member of the Young Men's Chrie
tian Association, Christian Endeavor So
ciety, the Epworth League, or a part of 
the Sabbath-school. Does he know any 
more of politics than his sister of equal 
age? If this is a government of the peo
ple, for the people, and by the people, the 
whole people, then it is bot just that the 
people should participate in it. 

If it is a government of one-half the peo
ple, by one-half the people, then the disfran
chised half should inquire the reason why. 
If this disfranchised half of humanity has 
rights and is held accountable to the law, 
is taxed by law, as is the fact, it should 
hav the power of representation. 

So far as experience has gone in suffrage 
lines for women, the voting has been by 
intelligent women who hav thrown the 
weight of their inflence in other than re
ligions Iines.-ED. C. C. 
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Send for descriptiv catalogue of t:;wedenborg's 
works. 
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A NE'W BOOK. 

EDEOLOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A. Treatise on the Generative System, 
In three parts, including 

Pre•uatal Influence, (Influence which af
fects an unborn child.) 

Li01i1ation of Offspring. and 
Hygiene of the Generative SysteD1. 

Containing 1 

Platn Facts on Private Subjects for all .Ad1tlts. 
This book deals in an open, 

frank, but delicat9 waY, with all points of in
terest on the generative system. 
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Price, cloth, $1.50. 
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Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 1s just what i~s title implies-thump 

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Chr1s tians have done to advance their relig 
ion and impede the progress of man. It show 
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gospels 
are not authentic, and t.hat l.J.u.:.>~ianit;~~: is a bar 
rowed system of religion. Tha.t the B1ble is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion Is 
not a. rea.! benefit to man. 

Price. 20 cents. six for 1111. 
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"THE LITTLE FREETHINKER" 
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free from superstition One year 50 cents. Six 
mont be, 25 cents. Sample copies, 8 cent.s. LlttlR 
F?·eethinA;er has been enlarged an<l. improved 
and is now a. pap~r Liberals may be proud of. 
I'll Reml Ltttle F?'eethfn~<;er, 1o oote's Health 
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Is Controversy Dangerous? 
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of human liberty, 
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E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 
Commission Merchants. 
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Apples, Eggs, 
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Butter, Fruits, etc. 

Promptness our main object. Correspondence 
soli~ited. Car lots a specialty. 

We fill Orders for A.II Kinds of Produce. 

14:1 So. Water St., Chicago. 
45 

My Repairing Department 
Is now complete. I have facilities to repa.ir

1 clo-e!y regulate and recnrn watches 2d or Sa 
da.y. No better work in the world Agents 
wanted in ev.ry town in the United States where 
watches are butcherEd instA<L<f of restored Many 
are now making money but ml!oll-r -.ore can make 
money ea.sv by Sending me the work of their 
friends and neighbor•. Apply for terms, also 
send for price lists of Watches, Diamonds, Jew
elry, Silver-ware, etc. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Designer of 

The Otto Wet/stein Watch; The Ingersoll Sou
veni• Spo·n, and The Popular Free

thought BarJ.qe. 
Established 1857. ROCHELLE. ILL. 

PIANOS, PIANOS ' • 
$225; - $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The v ~lume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the qur.lity is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It'! durability and its capac
ity for st.and.ing i~ tune, is unparalleled in the hisl:.ory of piano-making. In a 
word, th1s p1ano 1s made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu· 
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STEOK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scule, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SwNon FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

" I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to o:ffe 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi-
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. . 

If you or any of your friends contemplate bllying R. piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., Atchison, Kan. 
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Ht'alth and Happiness. 
III.-OBSEBVATIONS ON THE INFANT OON· 

TINUEID. 

The pulse in the infant beats from 120 to 
140 times a minute during the first week of 
its life, 110 in the second year, about 100 
up to the fifth year, and 90 on to eight 
years. The pulse is higher in children 
than in adults and slower in boys than in 
girls. Sometimes it is irregular both in 
force and frequency, which it is well to 
know in order not to commit errors in 
making diagnosis. 

Respiratory Movements.-The number 
of respiratory (breathing) movements in 
the newly-born is 44 per minute; later, it 
is 35 to 40 to about the third year, and 90 
up to the fifth year. This rapid breathing 
in the young age is necessary to the 
greater quantity of heat the child ought to 
pr?dnce, its body, owing to its small size, 
bemg more exposed, and thus cooling 
more easily than that of the adult. Dur
ing the first period of life, the respiration 
is almost entirely diaphragmatic (that is, 
produced by movement of the diaphragm, 
or midriff, the muscles between the chest 
and the abdomen), because the true respir
atory muscles are not yet developed. 

The .Attitude.-The infant retains after 
its birth a flexion, or bending, of its limbs 
forward, a position of the head and body re
sembling the attitude of the growing little 
one beneath the maternal bosom. All its 
movements appear at first purely automatic 
(without intelligence), but little by little 
its motions become voluntary. The hands 
soon get the habit of closing upon objects 
presented to them, and are quickly placed 
upon the bosom of the nurse. The babe 
instinctivly places its hand upon its 
mother's breast and gently strokes it. 
This mild irritation is not without a pur
pose, for as the nursling lies peacefully 
feeding its apparently playful stroking of 
the maternal fount causes an increased 
lacteal (milky) flow, thus satisfying more 
amply its immediate want. 
It is not until toward the second month 

that the child begins to support its own 
head, which, too heavy for ·the slender 
neck, up to this time turns this way and 
that. There is also a want of muscular 
development and muscular co-ordination 
-that is, of strength and the experience 
in using it. At the fourth or fifth month 
the child holds up its head while sitting; 
at seventh and eighth months the child 
moves in every direction with facility, 
but only toward the eighth or ninth month 
only does it try to sustain itself upon its 
limbs. Very many do not walk before a 
year. 

Color of the Skin.-At birth the face of 
the baby is dark-red or a little purple; 
from the third to the fifth day the general 
redness is replaced by a yellowish tint 
more or less intense in proportion as the 
primitiv red was darker or lighter. At 
the end of a few days a general rosy tint, 
deeper upon the cheeks than elsewhere, 
makes its appearance, but not until the 
end of two or three months does the color 
proper to each constitution manifest itself, 
and then one is able to distinguish brunet 
children from blond. These shades are 
singularly influenced by race, by isolation, 
by climate, by temperature, and by habi
tation. Thus, children of the city, condi
tions being equal, are more pale than 
nurslings of the country, and the children 
of the South are darker than those of the 
North. 

The coloration of the skin varies in dif
ferent diseases; as, for example, in jaun
dice the skin is a more lively yellow than 
the normal, and at the same time the con
juntiva (the membranes which cover the 
ball of the eye and which line the eyelids) 
and the nrin are colored by the biliary 
pigment (from the liver). In grave dis
eases of the newly born, such as pneu
monia, thrush, etc., the normal rose color
ation or dark red is replaced by a notice
able pallor, 

The Fall of the Umbilical Oord.-That 
Part of the cord which remains adhering 
to the infant, after having been severed, 
begins to dry immediately and falls off 
from the third to the fifth day, sometimes 
later. The falling off of the cord and the 
work of elimination which usually accom
panies it exposes the child to several acbi
dents-some of which migh' prove very 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Liberals should remember that good books make 
!asting impression~. and please as well every day 
1n the year. A LtberaJ book in the right 
hands often changes the vie-s of sev
eral persoll!i. 

THt :: JfOLIDA 1S. We have qnite a number of books appropriately 
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack 
them carefully so they can go any distance in the 
mail, or by Prepaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : . 

Four Hundred Years of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel p, 
Pn~nam. 148 full-page half-tone por
traits of the m'lst eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living and dead, of the 
past four hundred years. Large octavo 
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right ~iving. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth
lCR as Understood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living " is well bound in cloth 
and printed on good paper. Price, $1-

A" Unofficiaf Patriot. A Historical Story 
. of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 

Oloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in 

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2. 

Qld Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Go~s and Religions of Ancient anrf Modern 
Ttmes. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Jngerso/1' s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk 
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9. Oheaper cloth 
edition from same plates, $1.50. 

Jngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some Mistakes of Moses ·b Interviews on 
Talmage; What Must We o to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, h&lf calf, $5. 

Lifll. A Prose Poem. With Pictures of 
Colonel lng_ersoll and Grandchild. By R. 
G. Ingersoll. In color, on boards, beveled, 
gilt _edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

Abraham Lincoln: Was He A Christian? 
By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1. 

The Creatirm of God. By Dr. J, Hart
mann. Red cloth, $1. 

pleasure an1 Progress. By A.M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Cloth, $1. 

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. Bvo. Cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man. By Win wood Reade· 
Cloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell. 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll. 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

A"'" A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated, 
Half caU, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After Darwin. By George J. 
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting book~ Without Sn
IJerstition, f<;>r Childre.n ana Youth. The 
Only Freethmkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and 
25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned paper, 
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

Conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best and only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in 
cloth, $5. 

parton' s Life of Voltaire, Of which the 
same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church, and State. By Matiljia 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth, gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the "Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellum 
cloth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Cloth, $:!.75. 

cosmian Hymn Book. With music to all 
the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn. 
Cloth, gilt side st&mp, $1.50. 

JQ;'"' For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Oataloglte. -8f 
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serious-such as hemorrhage of the um
bilicus, erysipelas, and gangrene, inflam
mation of the cord, or tetanus. These ac
cidents ought to be avoided by proper 
dressing of the cord and compresses to 
protect it from irritation, dragging, etc. 
A simple plan is to draw the cord through 
a burnt hole in a piece of fine linen, wrap 
it up and place it on the left side of the 
child, and put a compress over it, the lat
ter to be held in place by means of the 
bandage, which is usually passed twice 
round the body and fastened with safety 
pins. Let the cord drop off naturally and 
not try to detach it prematurely, 

seldom do we see a child smile before it is 
three weeks old; indeed, it does not truly 
begin to laugh before it is a month old. 
The eyes move, during the first few days, 
in every direction, without any determined 
aim; they become very sensitiv to daylight 
at the end of two weeks, and the attention 
becomes more fixed, apparently, so that 
the child recognizes surrounding objects 
at the age of about six weeks or two 
months. 

mmmmmme mmmmmme mmmmmm • mmme;;"~ • RIGHT LIVING I 

The Large Fontanels. By fontanels is 
meant those soft membranous places on 
top of the head, front and back, which 
have not yet been converted into bone, 
The anterior (front)· fontanel is quadri
lateral (four-cornered), and measures in 
length about 1~ to 2 inches and about 1t to 
1! from side to side. The posterior (back
ward) fontanel is smaller and triangular in 
shape. These membranous portions of the 
skull gradually become smaller by ossifi
cation (turning into bone), In healthy 
children the fontanels diminish, become 
firmer and entirely close at the end of the 
year. The closing is seldom delayed to 
the second year, except in case of rickets 
or hydrocephalus (dropsy of the brain), 
when they remain open much longer. 
Pressure of any kind should be avoided. 

The Physiognomy. When the newly
born is in good health and nothing agi
tates it, its face is without any expression; 
no movement whatever, no wrinkle or 
fold, is noticoable; it is full, round; the 
month is firmly closed and the child 
breathes freely through the nostrils. Very 

Sickness and suffering alter the traits 
and disposition of the newly-born. Under 
the influence of a passing colic, we see the 
face wrinkle or contract, and the child 
cries. Pneumonia causes a continual alter
ation of the features, such as the dilation 
of the wings of nose, pallor of the face, and 
redness of the upper part of the cheek. 

In Oholeraic Enteritis (inflammation of 
the intestine) the alteration of face is oro
found and rapid; in a few hours the face 
pales, the nostrils contract, the eyes be
come hollow, and surrounded by a blue 
circle, the cheeks projecting, the month 
sunken aud shriveled. In infantil atro
phy, whatever the cause (chronic enteri
tis, thrush, inanition), the face of the 
newly-born takes on an aspect of semi
decrepitude (old age); the features are 
contracted, the skin is loose, wrinkled, 
and of an earthy tint, with all the bones 
projecting. At the same time the eyes are 
brillia11t and the face is grimacing. In 
eclampsy (convulsions) ~t is the face gen
erally that reveals the first convnlsiv move
ment, but presently the globes of the eye 
and the twitching lips become the seat of 
spasmodic movement, 

Healthy sleep, etc., will be considered 
in our next. J, HARTMANN, M, D. 

Ethics as Understood by a 
Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

•Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be· 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $I.OO. · 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO, 
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FOR 
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Edited by CHARLES A. W !.TTS. 

CoNTENTs: Balfour's "Foundations of Belief:' 
An Agno3tic Rejoinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
and ·ts E_qnivalents, Amos Waters; -The Man, 
Jesus Chn•t: The Germ of the Christian 1\I:vth, 
J. Allanson Picton; Psyche: A Pvem, W. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin)• Mmd as Gontroled bv Matter, 
Constance E. Plnruptre; Tbe Faiths of Om Fore
fath.ers, Charles _Watt•; Ap. Agn:>stic View of 
The1sm and Momsm-l- R. B1thell, B.Sc., Ph.D.; 
The Old Testament Library J. J. Gould; Im
mortalitY, W. A. Leonard; The J:'hysiological 
Bias of Religions Leaders, Furneanx Jordan, F. 
RC.S. 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 



Gems of ~houg'ht. 
INTOLERANCE is nne of the most danger

ous intoxiosnts.-Galveston New.~. 
THE law of morality is just as hmnau as 

the law of nsture.-Bei·thold Auerbach. 

ALL history proves the utility of emblem 
adulation in p1'omotin;t the purposes of 
tyranny.-E. Stillman Doubleday. 

IN fact, the popular novel that the pub· 
lie call healthy is always a thoroughly un
healthy production, and what the public 
call an unhealthy novel is always a beauti
ful and healthy work of srt,-Anon. 

EvERY step of civilization in the direc· 
tion of individual rights has been a gain 
for the common people. To reverse the 
operation would be t1 turn back the hands 
on the dial of progress.-Pittsburg Dis· 
patch. 

SAvAGENI!SS begets savageness, and gen
tleness begets gentleness. Children who 
are unsympathetically treated become un· 
sympathetic, w heress treating them with 
due fellow-feeling is a means of cultivating 
their fellow feeling.- Herbert Spencer. 

THE questions of labor are not to be 
settled by supreme court and legislativ 
fist. They must appeal to the private soul 
and rise to solution in the loftiest intelli
gence. Riot may be error, but it is not 
the error for which we reach the probe. 
The appeal from force on the one side to 
force on the other is a mere measuring of 
physical swords which leave~ tbe spiritual 
status nntouched.-Horace L. '11·aubel. 

I RECEIVED a letter from a lad, asking 
me to find him an esr,y berth. To. this I 
replied: "You cannot be an editor; do not 
try the law; do not think of the ministry; 
let alone all ships, shops, and merchandise; 
abhor politics, don't practice medicin; be 
not a farmer nor a mechanic; neither be a 
soldier nor 11 sailor. Don't work Don't 
study. Don't think. None of these are 
eas:y. 0 mv son! You hav come into a 
hard world. I know of only one ea~y 
place in it, and that is the grave."-Hem·y 
Ward Beecher. 

WE may believe what goes beyond our 
experience, only when it is inferred from 
that experience by the assumption that 
what we do not know is like what we know. 
We may believe the statement of another 
person, ·when there is reasonable ground 
for supposing that he knows 1 he matter of 
which he speaks, and that he is speaking 
the truth so far as he knows it. It is wrong 
in all cases to believe on insufficient evi · 
dence, and where it is presumption to 
doubt and to investigate, there it is worse 
than presumption to believe.-P1·ojessor 
OV!Jord. 

WE find that the lives of all visible ani
mals are liable to be, and in countless cases 
are, destroyed by a far lower life; that man 
himself is destroyed by the microbes, t.he 
bacilli, the infinitesimal. We find that for 
the sake of preserving the yellow fever germ 
millions and millions hsv died, and that 
whole nations hav been decimated for the 
sake of the little beast that givs us the 
cholera We hsv also found that there are 
animals, call them what yon please, that 
liv on the substance of the human heart, 
others that prefer the lungs, others again 
so delicate is their palate that they insist 
on devouring the optic nerve, and when 
they hsv destroyed the sight of one eye 
hav sense enough to bore through the car
tilage of the nose to attack the other. 
Thus we find the other side of this propo
sition. At first sight the lower seemed to 
be sacrificed fC!r the _sake of the higher, 
but on closer mspectwn the highest are 
sacrificed for the sake of the lowest.-In
gersoll. 

WE desire to know about a man, his 
weight and his measure, the shape of his 
head, the color of his skm, and the curl of 
his hair; we would pry into all his secrets 
and his habits, discover his deficiencies 
and debilities, learn hiE! language, and in
quire about his politics and his religion, 
yes, probe those recesses of his body and 
his soul which he conceals from wife and 
brother. This we would do with every 
man and every woman, and, not content 
with the doing it, we would register all 
these facts in tables and columns, so that 
they may become perpetual records, to 
whiCh we giv the name "vital statistic~." 
The generations of the past e~cspe such 
pPrs0Dal investigation, but not our pursuit. 
We rifle their graves, measure their skulls 
and analyze their bones; we carry to on~ 
museums the utensils and weapons, the 
gods and jewels, which sad and loving 
hands laid beside them; we dig up the 
foundations of their houses and cart off 
the monuments which their proud kings 
set up. Nothing ia sacred to us; and yet 
nothing to us is vile or worthless. The 
broken potsherd, the half-gnawed bone, 
cast on tne refuse heap, conveys a messsae 
to us more pregnant with meaning, mo'::e 
ndicstiv of what the people were, than the 

boastful inscription which their king caused 
to be engraved on royal marble.-Prof. D. 
G, Brinton. 
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1n the nature of things, 
SAYb 

JWBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby eYoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture,'' remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and" Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
'l-7ill surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing. the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. Witb 
" Great Suicides of History " and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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ror of fire, address the followin~ prayer to I By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
their favor_ite saint: "0 holy St. Florian I Revised ancl greatly Enlarged. A Hand· SHOWING 
Protect this house; born the others." some Quarto, containing over 

"Do you think woman will ever success
fully fill the pulpit?" "I see no reason 
why she should not. It ought tn hA easy, 
with the sleeves she wears."-Indianap
olis Journal. 

Br.ARNEY.-His reverence: "I can't take 
your cab, Pat. I see your horse has been 
on his knees." Pat: "Arrah, yer river
ence; be aisy about that. The 'last place 
he had was with a praste, and faith he had 
to keep up a simblance of religion."-'.Syd
ney Bulletin. 

WHEN a boy I attencled a colored bap
tizing in Bath county, Kentucky. A I1uge 
number of negroes had joined the church 
under t.he eloquent ministrations of old 
Uncle Gawge Murray. The aged and very 
black preacher had one huge negro man 
out in the stream, which was very swift, 
and had immersed him, but lost his hold 
on him, and the convert went rising and 
sinking like a porpoise down the current. 
But he caught a projecting timber on the 
opposit bank, and after ejecting from his 
month and nostrils enough water to irri
gate a small garden, delivered himself of 
these remarks in a highlv indignant man
ner: "Look er heah! Ef dis foolishnis 
doan stop pretty soon some white gemman 
in dis countrv gwine ter loose a mighty 
valubel niggah. "-Chicago 1'imfJs-Herald. 

ADMIRAL PoRTER was a very strict dis
ciplinarian on shipboard, though cordial 
and kindly in his social relations. Once 
when a new chaplain, whom the old "sea 
dog " had never met, had been sent to 
the admiral's ship, there was a slight mis
understanding the following forenoon, 
Sunday. The new chaplain had waited a 
long time before beginning divine service 
for the admiral to come on deck. Finally 
the chaplain concluded to proceAd without 
the admiral's presence, and hadjnst begun 
with the words from the Episcopal service: 
"The Lord is in his holy temple; let all 
the earth keep silence before him." At 
this juncture the admiral came up and took 
his seat, remaining until the service was 
conclndtd The new chaplain was then 
presented to the admiral, who received 
him quite cordially, but after the presen
tations were made the admiral remarked: 
"I desire to hav you understand, Mr. 
Howard, that hereafter, while you are on 
board this ship, the Lord is not in his holy 
tPmple until I am on deck."-Ohicago 
Times ·Herald. 

ADVIOE TO PARSONS. 
Shut your eyes when a popular sin sloshes 

round, 
And step to one side if yon' re mmght on its 

ground, 
Let the plain-featured sister take care of 

herself, 
Or soon yon will find yourself laid on the 

shelf. 
But cultivate early a taste for the fair 

ones-
Your choicest of smiles must be beamed on 

the rare ones. 
If old Madam Rumor should hint at a 

wrong . 
And slight indiscretions around you should 

throng, 
You must call on your friends to accord 

yon a hearing 
And show them the compass by which 

you've been steering; 
'Tis the latest that's out, and givs you the 

option 
Of choo9ing 'most any route for your 

adoption 
That has for its purpose to build up a 

church, 
Tho' religion and decency's left in the 

lurch; 
And if they stand by you and whitewash 

yon well, 
For them and their friends yon will preach 

no more hell. 
·Of course you may lose a few members 

who hold 
The faith apostolic is left out in the cold. 
Snob old fogy notions of course you'll ig· 

nore, 
And tell them the second birth's now a 

great bore. 
The dilemma presented, of course, has two 

horns-
Take whichever you please, but keep off 

my corns. 
This ode that I owed to the parson thus 

ends, 
Tho' mixed, it with worldly theology 

blends. 
But I'll say to the parson, you cannot giv 

place 
To mammon unrighteous and hold the 

Lord's grace. 
The moral, you'll see, is as clear as a 

bubble; 
If ~reachers fight sin, they will get into 

trouble. -Anson .Rudd. 
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UfSIGN fALLACifS. 
A Re:futat;ion o:f the Argu

:rnent; That; Nature J:ax
hibit;s Marks o:f Having 
Been Desi~ned by an In
telligent; Being. 

SYNOPSIS: 

I. The Dcdign Argume11.t Vitiates Itself By Neces
sitating an Infinite ~aries of Design,.rs. 

II. If '!'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be 
Beneficent. 

UI. IfThAre Were On~ He Could Not Be Wise, for 
His Processes Are Egregiousl;v Slow, 
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They Often Serve No U•e, 
They Have Prodaoed Faulty Mechanisms. 
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v. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
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1111 " ·Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " ~he Church and SlavHy. 
I " riests and Politics. 
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a • Church's ldea of tlivilization. 
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8 •• Heaven. 
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16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
~ " The Church ltobbing the People, 
8 •• Thanksgiving. 
6 •• Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children and the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
3 The Bible and Scienct:. 
15 The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our PeDitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 " Prayer. 
10 11 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha~ ever be
fore appP.ared ia this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one liKe it will ever again be rub. 
Iished. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach o alL 
At twice the price 1t woT'ld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as n. portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful SI•Ccess. and we judge from our own feelin~s thatMnearl:y- every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethlnkers' agaz1ne. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freathought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 'his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrationst and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h:y-pocrisy of tnose who nphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons again.st Christianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
h9.!!.ds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. 

~r!ce9 board covers~ $a.;. clot}\, $2.SO, 

NO "BEGLNNLNG;" \ POPIS AHD Tl{tlll DOIHGS 
OR, I ACCOUNT OJ!' 

Fallacy.\ ·nears or Ohrtst and Vtoeaerents Q/ Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 

The Funcla1nental 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
r•a•oning upon which is based the belief in a 
"Creation" or "Fir;t Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"Thio volume d1scu•ses the question of a cre

ator wit·h such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclu$ive 
work~ on the subject we remember seeing!'-THE 
TRUTH SEEKEl!, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 2QOpages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly 1n cloth. 

PJliCE, $1; POSTPAID. 
A.<lrlrR•• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for-Schools 
and the Home. 

....:With Mnsio Written to All the Songs.-

COMl'TLED "RV L. K. W ASl'l'BURlll 

Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offi·1f'. 

is not in magic potions "specifics" 
or electric clsp-trap, but only in 
\VISDOM-THE ScmNOE OF HEALTH. 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book of 
J!Iedieal, Soda!, Sexual Sclenre, 
~ip~':;::.;'~ent /~l"~9!;\'i1,of;J§;,";.7, 
sta.~fi.ard,. "1Vork, endorsed by all, 

~~~~~ g~ ~JJ;DJ!i.:'~i:fll~'},~J't~~Ti 
has providentially saved thousands. 
Its essays on n1arriage. parentage, 

~.i'1~1n:'~ti~ .. ~l!"~f~~~¥~~ ':{g;v 
mnrrll\d or who ever expcet to be 
W~~1J~:j c~,;;l~~l~al~~.E:.g:o 
wood cnts, 21 cbromoseshowing 
origin of life-development of man. 
APPENDIX has over 1200 Recipes. 

Sl.50 b7lllall; Circular» Free. 
Address ' '!'RUTH S.l!lE.Ii.l!ll:t. 

28 Lafa.:vette Plaoe ~ew Yorlr. 

$7 5 A MONTH andezpeo- lAdy .. 
GenL Samples tree. 
A pennanent situation 

guaranteed. Write today. AddressP.O.Rox6SOB,Bo&ton, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· t A~: !~t~~q!9J~!~! aJI!f~!Jr! t 
; 

July 1st. We will guarantee $20to$30perday ; 
can be easill, made in any locality; our goods 

• ::~~l~~~~l~i~:f;'F~~fls~n~ ~yg:. ~~11 g~. • e cent. commission on allsa.les. Send to-Nay e 
~ for full_particulars, or we will se».d with f f" same a Valuable sample of our ~JOods in e Solid Silver upon receipt of 10 cents In 

; 
silver or stamps. Established In 1882. Ad
dress, STANDARD SILVERWARE 
CO., Boston, Mass. 

·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~· 

ward only rem· 
edy Of evidences of suo-

,. OBI& DR. R. P. FELLOWS, . , 
!JIIr_WIIere ~ 8a'!_~advw....- V1aeJaad. 1"..1. 

NOW READ THIS f 
Dr. Jt'ellows is a stanoh LIBERAL and s very 

successful physician. He has trEated DISEASE~ 
"'~<'MEN for twenty """rR. and his remedies are 
a.n t"utgrowth of thislonaJ!ra.otioe, which shoQld 
•n "e oonll.denoe ~o tll.oae aJIUoted. 
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THE CARPENTER'S SON COMPARES WOMEN TO DOGS. 

Then came she and worshiped him, saying, Lord, help me. Bnt he answered and said, It is not meet to take the 
children's bread, and to cast it to dogs.-Mat. xv, 25, 26. 

GoLD is again on the way to Europe. 

THE Democrats of Boston hav nominated 
Josiah Quincy for mayor. 

THE first severe nor'easter of the season 
raged along the Atlantic coast Nov. 14th. 

EBEN D. JoRDAN, the head of the Bos
ton firm of Jordan, Marsh & Co., died in 
that city on Nov. 15th. 

BY the foundering of the steam launch 
of the British cruiser Edgar 48 men were 
drowned off the coast of Japan, 

JusT now the reports from Turkish Ar
menia indicate that the victims are Mo
hammedans rather than Christians. 

THE British steamer Leo foundered off 
the coast of Denmark and fifteen of the 
twentr-two persons aboard were lost. 

IN spite of the very heavy sentences re
cently imposed np~n c~nvict~d fir~bngs in 
this city, incendiarism Is agam ragmg. 

A BRIGHT comet was discovered in con
stellation Virgo on the morning of Nov. 
17th by Mr. B. D. Perrine at Lick Ob
servatory. 

SENATOR DAVID B. HILL is going on the 
lecture platform. He will open in the Au
ditorium, Chicago, on Dec. 6th, his snb
j ect, " Liberty." 

DuRING the last year the United States 
Life ·Saving Service helped 483 wrecked 
vessels, saving of the 5,402 persons on 
board all bnt 20. 

THE United States grand jury for Wyo
ming failed to indict any of the whites 
who massacred the Indians near Jackson's 
Hole last summer. 

VIETOR E. LENNSTRAND, the Swedish 
Freethongbt leader, died at Gefl.e on Nov. 
1st. A mortn~ry notice will appear in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER soon. 

Ex-PRESIDENT HARRISON presided at 
the Presbyterian Mission meeting in New 
York on Nov. 15th. Ex-Secretary of State 
Fost~r was the principal speaker. 

A PRIVATE detectiv agency in Chicago, 
consisting of thieves and ex-policemen, 
murdered an innocent man on Nov. 14th 
in mistake for his brother, a pal of the ex
burglars in the detectiv force. All hav 
been arrested. 

As to the present condition of affairs in 
Cuba, it is useless to hazard any state
ments. Both sides claim many victories; the 
special correspondents are widely apart in 
their assertions, and each "great " news
paper denies the truth of the cable dis
patches of the others. 

WILLIAM LIEBKNEOHT, Socialistic leader 
and editor, has been sentenced to prison 
at Breslan for fonr months, having been 
convicted on a charge of treason. In 1872 
be was imprisoned on a charge of high 
treason bnt was pardoned at the end of 
two ye~rs .. In_ both instances the •: trea
son " consisted m utterances that the Impe
rial authorities did not like.l 

THE United States battleship Texas is 
reported damaged in the dry-dock at 
Brooklyn where she was being cleaned. 
It appears that parts of the vessel were too 
light to stand the strain of her great 
weight. There has been trouble with 
other of the new war vessels. 

THE Chicago Times-Herald, Inter
Ocean, and Evening Journal followed the 
example of the Tribune in reducing their 
price from two cents to one cent, and now 
the St. Louis Republic and Globe-Dem
ocrat hav reduced from five cents to one 
cent in the city and two in the country. 

IN Kan~as, at the late election, J ndge 
David Martin was elected Chief J nstice of 
the state. The Populists did not put np a 
candidate against him, bnt C. K. Holliday 
ran as an independent candidate and re
ceived an unexpectedly large vote, espe
cially in Wichita and other anti-prohibition 
places. 

IN a speech to the Georgia legislature on 
Nov. 13th Ex-Speaker Crisp announced 
himself in favor of the free, unlimited, and 
independent coinage of silver at the rate 
of 16 to 1. This is supposed to be indica
tiv of the platform upon which he will offer 
himself as a candidate for the United States 
Senate. 

ON Nov. 16th an electric car went through 
the open draw of the viaduct that spans 
the Cuyahoga river in Cleveland, and 
twenty persons went with it into the river 
100 feet below. Only one of them was 
rescned. There hav been many bad acci
dents of various kinds at the viaduct 
before. 

Now cruising near the Levant, watching 
Turkey, are thirteen of England's first
class battleships, and fifteen cruisers; 
eight French battleships and eleven cruis
ers; thirteen B.nssian vessels of all classes, 
and the entire commissioned force of Italy, 
which will be practically a part of the 
British fleet. 

THERE i8 something in a name, occa
sionally. Three times within the last seven 
years Rev. Father F. A. Manifold bas re
signed important positions in the Prot
estant Episcopal church and entered the 
Roman Catholic fold. As he is a compara
tivly young man, he is likely to change 
his fold many more times before he dies. 

IN the circuit court at Brooklyn before 
Judge Ga.vnor and a jury Emil Schaefer 
was on Nov. 15th awarded a verdict for 
$1,500 against Dr. Schelling of the city 
Health Board for damages sustained at the 
hands of the latter in vaccinating Schaefer 
in defiance of his protests. It is a triumph 
for the anti-compulsory vaccinationists. 

Dn. LuEGER, Anti Semite leader in the 
Austrian Reichsrath, was on Oct. 29~h 
elected Burgomaster of Vienna, The em
peror refused to sanction the election, and 
Lneger was re-elected by the Municipal 
Council on Nov. 13th by a majority of 92, 
Thereupon Dr. Fribeis, president of the 
Imperial Commission appointed last May 
to administer the affiirs of the city during 
the temporary abolition of the Municipal 
Council, announced in behalf of the lien
tenant-governor the dissolution of the 
council. Then followed an Anti-Semite 
pnblio demonstration. 

A LATE item of insurance news is to the 
effect that women are no longer regarded 
as " extra-hazardous " risks, and the dif
ference of about $5 pt~r $1,000 against 
them in the annual premium has disap
peared. "There is still a difference in 
favor of the men in the cash value of ton
tine policies, bnt even this discrimination 
is likely to be abolished soon by the large 
companies." 

JUDGE GIBBONS, of Chicago, declared 
the State law closing barber shops on Sun
day unconstitutional because it was class 
legislation. . An appeal was at once taken 
by the Barbers' Sunday Closing Associ
ation, The Chicago barbers are greatly 
at variance on the subject of Sunday clos
ing, a majority of the owners of shops 
being against the law, while the men who 
do the actual work are equally divided. 

A PETITION carrying 60,000 signatures-it 
is alleged-will soon be presented to the 
Board of Education of Chicago, It asks 
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Laughing Babies 
are loved by everybody. Those raised on the 
Gail Borden Eagle Braud Condensed Milk are 
comparativly free from sicknels, In rant Health 
is a valuable pamphlet for mothers. Send your 
address for a copy to the New York Condensed 
!lillie Company, New York.· 

JUST OUT. ANOTHER NEW BOOK! 

Pa tr ioticA ddresses 
BY 

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, Ill., SEPT. 5, 1895. 

-and-

Decoration-Day Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 301 1882. 

His Address delivered at Elmwood, Ill., Sep
tember ~th, 189;, at the reunion of his old regi
ment, thA Eleventh Illinois Cavalry-als~ his 
famous Oration delivered on Decoration Day, 
ISS!, before the Grand Army of the l:lepublio, at 
the Arademy of l\Iusio, New York. 'l'bese two 
olassirs are published in book form for the first 
time from revised manu•oript-, and ar• the only 
authorized and correct reprints. It also contain• 
a handsome half-tone portrait of the Colonel 
and his litLle grandson, Robert G. Ingersoll
Brown. Printed on goo<1 paper, large type, wide 
margin~. in one volume. 

Price, cloth, 50 cts; paper, 25 cts. Sent 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Correspondents Wanted 
With Liberal and Freethinking women between 

I 
the ages of 20 and40 years. Address L. C. I., care 
Truth Seeker office. Iot87 

for the restoring of the reading of the 
Bible to the public schools. The petition 
was prepared and circulated by the Wom
en's Educational League and has the in
dorsement of Mgr. Satolli, Archbishop 
Janssens, of New Orleans; Bishop Heslin, 
of Natchez, Miss.; the Right Rev. J. J. 
Keane, rector of the Catholic University 
at Washington; Bishop John H. Hennessy! 
of Wichita, Kan., for the Catholics, ana 
of Dr. Paul Coens and Dr. Kohler for the 
Jewish congregations of New York. With, 
the women, the Catholics, the Protestants, 
and the Jews united it looks squally for· 
liberty, Krs. Kimball, the spokeswoman 
of the League, said: "We hav received a: 
great many communications from the 
Catholic clergy, and in no instance hav.
they opposed the move, so long as it is• 
strictly non-sectarian in its nature." It isz 
the plan of the Union to prepare "non
sectarian " passages of scripture for use• 
in the public schools, the selections to be· 
made by a committee composed of differ•· 
ent religions denominations 
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A HADEAN THANKSGIVING-WHAT THEOLOGY HATH PROVIDED. 

S 8 
• I NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer I of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HEsToN P Cl8 1 and include a portrait of tht> designer. The pict-

ures are classified as follows: Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and ·the Priests there are 16 ; representWe wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its in1luence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Onr 
present subscribers can do a g-reat deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

:Z o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we to ill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not nmo on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
'TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
:claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 1 85 Full-page Illustrations, 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
,.nd Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
I.Jhurch, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and Thomp.s Paine, 6 ; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works. 4; Prayer 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Re1lections on the 
Church, 4 ; Persecutions by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofl:er cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions ; the subscribers will also, probabl), buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. I'TWuce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, if you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVlll DOL
LABS' WOBTB FOB TBBBB ')OLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not. worth while to make a 
strong eflort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, q,nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
vou "an ~ret a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtfnl if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Beeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist He11ton as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and wo judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copv of this most wonderful volume.-.Preethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages nf reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the ritter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypooriay of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 
' Send 11 s a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book aDd the 
paper for one year. 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUM.S WITH 

Tltt TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

•· For $6.60 we will send Tru: TBUTB SBExBB one year ($3) and S. P. 
. .Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
· pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 

issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceuturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Oolumbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethonght as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. " FoUR 
HUNDBJID YBABB Ol!' FBEE'rBOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
mo11t shiirlng advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatetJt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUB.SCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• FOU.R HUNDRED YE.£.RS OF FREETHOUGHT" 
FREE OF UHA.RGES. 

AN.D .1i URTHE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, -post 
free, a copy in boards of 

THK GREATFSI BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 8lJ:::S~~~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

RIMES 
or 

0f~E~ CHE_RS 

N 0 2.8 l.AF"A"YE.TTE. PLACE: 
'fR/C£ 25 CJ:.N TS 

For $6 we will send TuB TBUTB SBBXBB one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erecte1 in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $6 we will send TuB TBUTB SBBXBB one year ($3) and "The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4:.60 we will send TuB TBUTB SBBXEB one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid ofter, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4:.60 we will send TuB TBUTB SBBXBB one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4: we will send Tru: TBUTB SuxEB one year ($3) and " The Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4: we will send TuE TBUTB SEEXEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comically illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.60 we will send Tru: TBUTB SEBXEB one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

. The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT TS. SUPERSTITION. 

ANO 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for e•.5o. The 
$2.75 Pin and TliB TBUTB 
BBBXBB one YeiU' for .5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spocn 

Will be sent for $4.75. SngiU' Spoons and 'l'RlJTB S:HXBB, $5. Either kind (Tea or SngiU') Spocn 
2ilt bowl. 500. more, Address THE TRUTH SEEKEiB. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest and most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The vclume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Ih durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Mn. 
GEoBGE STEox, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follow.s : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scble, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made speci~£1 arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend, to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to o:fte 
them to TnuTB SEEXEB readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate l•-Yl!1..., a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., Atchison, Kan .• 

ED EO LOGY 
The Bible Inquirer, :;o;~~s 1~~s~:~~t;lgo,the 

A KEY To BIBLE INVESTICATION; Church Property 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A. Treatise on the GeneratiTe System, 
In three parts, inclnding 

Pre•natal Influence, (lnfinence which af· 
fects a.n unborn child ) 

Cr'VTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

:With Refer.,nces. to the mqst ..:'lain and Striking ~elf-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
P~ptnres. Inclndu~g Qnesttons Answered Affirmatively and Ne15at1Vely by Qnotations from the 
B1ble. Also, Other B1ble ""Referen~es of Importance. 

Fourth Edition, Re-vised and Enlarged.--Price, 25 Cents. 
4-rldres• THE Tl!.UTH SEEKER. 28 T·-.favette Place. NewYorlr. OitT. 

FOR ANY OF 

Ingersoll's 
Works 

Address THIS OFFICE 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLEUTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. B. AYRES. 

"A good book written with &pnrpose." 

l'rio ~5 oent.l!. 

in the United States. 

Should It Be Exempt from 
Taxation~ 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NO'J.i. 

By singl5 copies the price is 15 cents, hnt a.s the 
work is pnbiished specially for distribntion by 
;hose who favor jnstioo in taxa.tion the following 
rednctions are made: 

l'en copies. .1.00 
Fifty copies, 4.50 
Jne hnndred copies - 8.00 
LU'ger qnantities at special ra.tes, 

A.ddress THE TBUTH BEEKER, New York. 

Lhnitation of Ofh~ring. and 
Hygiene of tile Generative System. 

Containing 
Platn Faots on Prtvate Sul>tects for all Adults. 

This book deals in a.n open, 
frank, bnt delicate waY, with all points of in• 

terest on the generative system. 
It treats of 

Persona! ana Sootal Physto!ou'IJ ana Hvutene. 
WHAT THE .MARBI•D OUGH L' To KNoW 

In order to live heal by lives and prodnce hea.lf hy 
. oft'•pring. 

It is free from medica.! technicalitiep, written 
on the highest moral pla.nP and in such· a way 
that evervone may read and nndersta.nd it. It iB 
most high!· commended by the press. eminent 
physicians, and prominent people of all callings. 
It is printed from large, new, clear-faced type, 

on good paper, in one volnme, well bound. 
Price, cloth, $1.50. · 
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any Free&hlnker who is not a regular •nb•crlber. 

A Very Queer Proceeding. 
It is becoming more and more evident that the 

people of this city are owned by various religious 
and semi-religious orders and societies. The World 
of the 3d inst. tells a very interesting and signifi
cant little story. Three years ago Annie Sigalove 
was employed in a Coney Island resort. She became 
ill and was taken to Bellevue Hospital. While 
there, she was offered a home by a Sister of Charity. 
Accordingly, she went before Police Judge Grady 
and, with the consent of her mother, was committed 

to her marriage. What is lacking! By what au
thority is she held a prisoner through the collusion 
of the managers of the House of Mercy and the 
Gerry Society ? This concludes the story : 

'''I hav talked with Mrs. Sohaffner, the Tombs Angelo 
about the case,' said Lawyer Greenthal, ' and she says she 
thinks the girl should be released.' Mrs. Schaffner 
nodded assent. The judge replied that if Mrs, Schaffner 
was on the girl's side there ought to be no trouble in ob· 
taining her release on application to the proper authori
ties.'' 

Now the question arises as to the extent of the 
authority of Mrs. Schaffner, who without injury 
to our argument may be conceded to be a most 
worthy person. Is the. retention in Catholic pris
ons by the connivance of the Protestants of the 
Ger·ry Society the fate of those whom Mrs. Schaff~ 
ner thinks should not be released ! In a word, are 
persons guilty of no invasiv act to be imprisoned at 
the will of this or that sQciety or of this or that 
individual T Do the people of this city and state 
hav any rights that houses of mercy, Gerry societies, 
and " angels " are bound to respect, or does every
thing depend upon the whims and caprices of said 
societies and " angels "! 

The Freethought Congress and the "Irish 
World." 

dry.'' Ever since his surrender Pat;ick Ford meekly 
takes off his hat in the presence of a gray-headed 
absurdity. 

"Some people are disposed to regard persons who be
lieve in no religion as inclined to be broad, liberal, and 
brimful of toleration. It is not !lo. There are cases 
where unbelief in the individual ends in indifference. as 
to what all the rest of the world says or thinks; but such 
cases are the exception, not the rule. The Roman em
perors had no religions faith of any sort, yet they sub
jected the Christians to tortures horrible to relate,· The 
leaders of the French Revolution were Freethinkers, but 
they deluged France with Christian blood, closed all the 
churches, and plundered and murdered the religions 
simply because they were religions." 

Patrick Ford is the editor and proprietor of the 
Irish Wm·ld. The Irish World was once a great 
paper, made great by the masterly writings of Infi
dels, such as Henry Appleton and Sid~ey H. Morse. 
It might be a great paper to day had not Patrick 
Ford abjectly surrendered his brains and his man
hood to the Catholic church: But when it spoke 
he dared not disobey, he abjured his principles, his 
!Dfidel editorial writers were frozen out, and the 
Irzsh World ceased to be a paper for thinkers, for 
thinkers must starve when fed on the meager and 
adulterated rations doled out by the church. · So 
in Archbishop Corrigan's paper of November 2d 
we find the editorial from which excerpts are given 
below: 

to the House of Mercy. It will be observed that 
there was no difficulty in getting her committed to 
the home; as to getting her out of it-well, that is 
another story, which we are trying to tell. Recently 
Annie wrote to her father, asking to be released, 
Rnd he began legal proceedings. Judge Gilder
sleeve of the Superior Court decided that he had no 
jurisdiction in the matter. Mr. Sigalove's counsel, 
Robert Greenthal, told the court that Annie was 
twenty-two years old, that a young man was anx
ious to marry her, and that he would marry her be
fore her rel.ease, in the House of Mercy, or in the 
open court We are utterly at a loss to understand 
why it was necessary to mention any of these facts 
in order to make a showing to secure the girl's re
lease. She was not committed for any crime, and 
she went to the House freely, with her mother's con
sent. Why she could not leave just as freely, es· 
pecially with her father's consent, is too much of a 
puzzle for the plain citizen to understand. Mr. 
Greenthal also stated that when Annie was commit
ted, her mother consented to the arrangement only 
on condition that her daughter be released within 
six months. Now comes on the scene another of 
our paternalistic organizations, " The Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children." Its counsel 
tells Judge Gildersleeve that Annie is but eighteen 
and that her habits and conduct are such that she 
should not be released. In the absence of positiv 
evidence to the contrary, the girl's father is to be 
presumed to know more about her age than any 
meddling junta of so-called "philanthropists.'' 
But beyond this presumption is the fact that Annie 
was not committed because of her " habit.s and 
conduct," but because she wished to accept the 
offer of a home made by the Sister of Charity, and 
the further fact that the law of this state permits a 
girl to marry at eighteen. The Gerry Society ad-· 
.mits that she is eighteen and her par~~ts consent 

In the first place, the persecutions of Christians 
by the Roman emperors hav been greatly magnified 
by church writers, and in the second place the Ro
man emperors were not Freethinkers. They all 
had a religious faith of some sort. The real up
lifters of France at the time of and more especially 
preceding the Revolution were Freethinkers, but 
Robespierre and many others who w~re responsible 
for the Reign of Terror were not Infidels. Thomas 
Paine, the Freethinker, risked his life in voting 
as a member of the Convention against the death 
of the king. For centuries the church had helped 
rob and imbrute the people, and hence it is not 
strange that when the latter awoke from the sleep 
of ages they broke from the control of the enlight
tened and humane naturists and retorted in the 
true Christian 2pirit and because of their Chris
tian training upon the monarchy, the nobility, and 
the priesthood who were responsible for their suf
ferings and their degradation. France was drunk 
with wrong and hate. The triple powers of super
stition, robbery, and tyranny had created the very 
conditions that led to their own temporary down
fdl. They had all been cruel, they had all tortured 
the poor, the unfortunate, the heretical, and they 
reaped in a slight measure as they had sown. That 
they did not reap more, and more destructiv, whirl
winds was because their teachings and their object 
lessons had in some degree been neutralized by the 
light-spreading and mercy-inculcating principles 
and acts of the Freethinkers. If the property of 
the churches was tak:E>n-well, the people had cre
ated it. 

After some unbased remarks concerning the al-

" '.That is right, friend,' said the Quaker to a sailor 
who cursed and . blasphemed at a great rate ; ' that is 
right; out with that vile stuff, and thou shalt be the bet
ter for it.' The Freethinkers of this country, who this 
week bav met in convention herein New York, hav acted 
on the Quaker's advice. For two days they vomited 
torrents of blasphemy and abnsiv ribaldry against relig
ion, the Christian name, and the Catholic church in par
iicnlar, Their indecency is so gross as to make it un
printable." 

leged relation of the Freethought organization to 
the Protestant semi-religious societies, the Irish 
World concludes : 

Patrick Ford, do you know anything about what 
you are pretending to describe ? Were you at any 
session of the Cqngress T Dld you hav a reliable 
representativ there T Or are you depending upon 
the imagination of a reporter of the Sun, who laid 
all stress on the one trivial speech of the conven
tion, and even grossly misrepresented that, saying 
that it was indecent and unprintable {as you now 
insinuate all the proceedings were), when it was 
nothing of the kind ? Like the Christian States· 
man, the Christian .Reformflr, and the Canadian 
papers, that do not dare let their readers see our 
answers to the arguments of those who sustain THE 
TRUTH SEEKER's exclusion from the Canadian mails, 
the Irish World resorts to the old Christian trick 
of asserting that the Freethinkers' utterances are 
"indecent" and hence "unprintable.'' It is so 
much easier to make such assertions, regarding the 
truth or falsity of which the Christian paper's read
ers can hav no means''of judging, than it is to at
tempt a refutation of the Infidels' arguments. Of 
course, protests against church tyranny and scien-
tific exposition·s of the origin of religious creeds are. 
''blasphemy"; equally of course the satirizing of 
childish and savage superstitions is "abusiv ribal· 

" These are the people who are trying to secularize the 
Christian Sabbath and secularize education. Their spec
ial aim, however, is to get control of the schools, which 
they would make godleBS, beHaving that if they capture 
the schools, the rising generation and the future will be 
theirs. Their every word, aspiration, and movement 
betray a satanic perversity; and, like Satan, they know 
what they are working for-a compliment that cannot so 
readily be paid to the perceptiv faculties of some who are 
pleased to be known as liberal Christians, and who are 
doing their stupid best to aid in their evil designs the 
children of unbelief. 

"Infidelity hates the Protestant sects in so far as they 
are Christians, but Protestantism, as the enemy of Rome, 
it looks upon as an ally. The papacy is the one great foe 
against which all the forces of hell aX"e united. It is the rock 
against which the waves forever dash themselvs in vain. 
The Freethinkers themselvs, in their recent convention, 
took note of this fact. 'In the contest between Rome 
and reason,' said President Putnam, 'Protestantism will 
be shivered to pieces. It will either fall into the bosom of 
Rome, or sweep onward into Freethonght.'" 

It is not true that the Freethinkers are trying to 
get control of the schools, if by that is meant the 
desire and intention to teach therein the distinctiv 
tenets of Infidelity, in so far as Infidelity has such 
tenets. But it is true that we desire to free the 
public schools from sectarian teaching of all kinds, 
for those schools belong to the whole people; and 
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the church has no right to divert the money taken 
from the taxpayers of all religious beliefs and of no 
religious belief to the propagation of the creeds of 
any part of the people. How superficial is the 
knowledge of the Irish World regarding the mat
ter is shown by its attempt to identify the organized 
Freethinkers with the Protestant religio-political 
societies. While the Protestant societies are clam
oring for the re~ention of the Protestant Bible in 
the schools, the Freethinkers are as determin
edly opposed to such retention as they are to the 
introduction of tb.e ceremonies and catechism of 
the Catholic church. 

eluding the Freethinkers, the Adventists, and such 
other classes as at"e opposed to religious instruction 
in the common schools. In the Chicago :Z imes
Herald of November 16th we find the names of this 
committee, together with some alleged arguments 
in favor of the conspiracy, which alleged arguments 
we shall notice furtl!er along. William J. Ona.han, 
who not long since received a decoration from the 
Pope, represents the Catholics. Considering his 
occlesia.stical affiliation, it is not surprising to learn 
that Mr. Ona.han is an activ promoter of a society 
that has set itself the task of determining for the 
people, without their consent, what they ~ay read 

used in the courts and the schools can it truly be 
said to hav been selected as the basis of the govern
ment's religion and morality. But to argue. that 
its use in the schools justifies its use in the schools 
is to assume the very thing that is in dispute and to 
reason in the vicious circle. Regarding its employ
ment in courts, Mrs. Cook should know that only in 
a very few of the most belated states is the laying 
of the hand upon or kissing the Bible compulsory; 
in all others the witness or juror or voter is giv"n 
the choice of swearing or affirming. If he is so 
superstitious that he believes tha.t he cannot tell the 
truth unless sworn with his hand on a collection of 
old legends and scraps of history, he is permitted 
to take that form of adjuration, but if he is intelli
gent enough to know that the modern law requires 
him to tell the truth under the pains and penalty of 
perjury if he does not, and if he desires to do so, he · 
is permitted to affirm, knowing that whether he 
affirms or swears he is liable to human punishment 
if he lies. Then it follows that if the compulsory use 
of the Bible in the courts proved that the law dee
ignated it as" the basis of its religion and morality," 
its disappearance from the courts proves that the 
law has ceased, or is rapidly ceasing, to regard 
it as "the basis of its religion aud morality." 

That the Catholic church is sunken just as low 
in superstition as is the United Presbyterian, is 
shown by the fact that its representative, like the 
representative of the Covenanter church, talk seri
ously about the cunning and perversity of a mythi
cal personal devil, and they all compliment the 
wisdom of their god with the supposition that he 
made this devil knowing when he made him that he 
would to the end of time play his little joker on 
God's right bower in at least ninety-nine out of 
every hundred games. 

Sometimes we hav occasion to accept Protestant
ism as our ally against the invasions of Rome, and 
sometimes we accept Rome as our ally against the 
invasions of Protestantism. We stand for the equal 
civil and religious liberty of all citizens, and there
fore whoever comes on to our platform is welcome 
to work in the common cause ; but we make no 
sacrifice of principle to secure such assistance. 
When either Rome or Geneva givs us aid in fight
ing one invader we are not thereby pledged to 
assist either, as the case may be, to invade the other 

. or the Jew or the "heathen." 
Rome is indeed the great rock in the way of the 

peaceful and safe navigation of the ocean of life. 
The various Protestant sects are only so many 
parts of it, now broken away by schism and scat
tered about it, some of them submerged and very 
dangerous, but all dangerous because they are of 
the same material as the Roman parent. To drop 
the metaphor, the Protestant sects are composed of 
those who are too credulous to be Freethinkers and 
not logical enough to be full-fledged Catholic Chris
tians. They are united with Rome against Reason, 
but are themselves exposed to the fire of both Rome 
and Reason. 

The Reactionary Movement in Chicago. 
As briefly mentioned in our News column last 

week, there is a movement on foot to p11:t the Bible 
back into the schools of Chicago. It was started 
in 1893, when visitors to the World's Fair were 
asked to sign a petition to that effect. Thus names 
were secured which represented Christian senti
ment not only in Chicago, but all over the Union, 
and now it is announced that prominent church
men, of the Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant divi
sions of religionists, residing and doing business 
in states other than Illinois, hav indorsed the 
scheme now at the front. Thus this attempt to 
force the teachings of Judaism and Christianity 
into the public schools of Chicago is something 
more than a local fight; it has been made a general 
issue, in which all citizens of the republic may 
legitimately join, not only by the expression of 
opinion through the press but by letter and 
petition to the Board of Education of Chicago. If 
the views of Catholic priests, of Protestant minis
ters, and of Jewish rabbis, who liv in the District 
of Columbia, in Louisiana, in New York, in Kansas, 
and in Mississippi may he used to influence the 
Board, why should not the views of producing and 
tax-paying citizens of those and other states also be 
used for the same purpose 1 

The Chicago Woman's Educational Union will 
present this petition, said to bear 60,000 signa.-. 
tures, to the Board at an early date. It is asserted 
that the present plan was offered by the late Pro
fessor Swing. In brief, it is that a committee, rep
resenting the chief divisions of the Christian church, 
and the Jews likewise, select from the Bible such 
parts as they think will not set the conspirators to 
fighting among themselvs, and then unitedly force 
this compilation upon the people of the city, in-

and what they may admire in pictorial art and 
sculpture. Dr. J. H. Barrows represents the Prot
estant denominations; C. C. Bonney (who would 
not permit Freethought works to be sold at the 
World's Fair) stands for the New Church, and Mrs. 
Elizabeth B. Cook looks after the prejudices and 
interests of the Woman's Educational Union. Dr. 
Emil Hirsch was requested to represent the He
brews, but he declined to do so, owing to his objec
tions to the plan, and so that place on the commit
tee is vacant at present. 

The women who are engineering this scheme are 
a simple lot, if we may judge them by their spokes
woman, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Cook. She finds it im
possible to be consistent in two consecutiv sen
tences. Listen for a moment to this paragon of 
profundity: 

"The reading of the Bible in our sohools without note 
or comment does not imply that it is inspired or unin
spired writing. It simply givs the pupil an introduction 
to that volume which the United States government rec
ognizes as the book of 118Cred writings, which contains 
the moral standard of our government." 

How does the Bible come to be a " sacred " writ
ing if it is not inspired T How does it come to be 
" Holy Scriptures," which Mrs. Cook also calls it, if 
it is not inspired f It is not honest to play with 
the accepted meaning of words as Mrs. Cook does 
in this instance. By " sacred writings " the people 
understand inspired writings, and by " Holy Scrip
tures " they understand scriptures written by God 
or by the inspiration of God. 

Again: When and where has the "United States 
government " recognized the Bible as a collection of 
sacred writings ? The Constitution, the fundamental 
law to which the United States government owes 
obedience as much as does the humblest private 
citizen, recognizes no sacred scriptures whatever, 
and it forbids the government to make any law re
specting the establishment of any religion founded 
on any sacred scriptures. See how simple a fact 
disproves Mrs. Cook's assertion I But she adds that 
this sacred volume "contains the moral standard of 
our government." Is that true T · No. What 
Congress would dare reenact the Levitical Code ? 
And coming to the New Testament, is the teaching 
of Jesus tha "moral standard " of any government 
on earth T Jesus said-unless the record has been 
falsified-that when fitruck upon one cheek a man 
must turn the other cheek to his assailant. Our 
battleships and cruisers and torpedo boats, our regu
lar army and militia and police, our armed and 
drilled regiments and brigades and corps of com
mon and high school and Sunday-school boys, all 
tell us how Christian men interpret this command. 
The recent frantic shrieking for vengeance on the 
Chinese murderers of Christian. missionaries is an
other forceful commentary on the same command. 
Jesus said-so we are told-that when the robber 
takes Mrs. Cook's gown she must voluntarily hand 
him her sealskin sack, but it's a hundred to one 
that she will call up the police station instead. 

" The law delights in exactneBB, and designates the 
common version of the Bible as the ba&is of its religion 
and morality." 

We are at a loss to know whether Mrs. Cook 
means that the law's love of exactness is shown in 
the definitness with which it indicates its selection 
of the Bible for the purpose named, or in the exact
ness of the moral precepts of the book itself. If 
the latter, we would remind her that the moral 
teachings of the book are a mass of good, bad, and 
indifferent precepts, of absurdities and irreconcilable 
contradictions. If the former, we would call her 
attention to the fact that only when the Bible is 

Chicago is to be the storm center of what may 
prove to be the decisiv struggle over the invasion 
of the public schools by the fetich book of the 
church ; so far the papers hav carefully abstained 
from interviewing anyone who takes a common 
sense view of the matter, but we may be sure that 
the Secularists of Illinois are not asleep and that 
the bigots and the temporizers will all hav to 
answer some, for ~hem, very awkward questions. 
It should be clearly understood from the beginning 
that it is far more the principle involved in the 
teaching of any religion by the state, than the k.,ind of 
religion that is taught, that is dangerous. 

The Theocratic Winter Campaign. 
On November 8th a Conference on Sabbath Re

form was held in the Twelfth Street Reformed Pres
byterian church, New York, at which addresses were 
made by a number of clergymen. On November 
25th and 26~h a Sabbath convention was held in Oil 
City, Pennsylvania. Among the signers of the call 
for this meeting were the pastors of Baptist, Meth
odist, United Presbyterian, and Presbyterian 
churches, and many prominent business men. At 
the late state convention in Oakland, the full or
ganization of the California Sabbath Association 
was affected. National Reform meetings hav re
cently been held in Mifflintown, McAlevey's Fort, 
and Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. Among the dele
gates elected in the last-named place to the forth
coming national convention of the Gad-in-the-Con
stitution party were two Baptist ministers, the 
president of theW. C. T. U., the president of the 
Women's Christian Temperance Alliance, aud rep
resentative of the Y. M. C. A., and the R. R. Y. M. 
C. A. Is there any room for doubt that the theo
cratic movement is growing T 

A new drawing-in theocratic society with a "tak
ing " name has beeu forme~I. It is called the 
"Loyalty League," illustrating anew the aphorism 
that " patriotism is the last resort of the scoundrel, '• 
the best definition of " scoundrel " being this : "A 
man who iu the name of religion, moralitv, or 
patriotism seeks to trespass on the constitutional 
and equal rights of the citizen." When it is known 
that R. M. Downie and Rev. H. H. George are in 
this new conspiracy it will at once be understood 
that it. means the worst kind of mischief. At a 
meeting held at Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, "Dr. 
H. H. George gave from his experience as a Chris
tian lobbyist in Washington conclusiv reasons why 
Christian citizens should organize to protect the 
Christian institutions of the country." This is dis. 
ingenuous to a degree. The only legitimate Chris
tian institutions in the country are the churches and 
their subsidiary organizations. No one is menacing 
those institutions with assault through the law, or 
by illegal force. "W'hat Mr. George and the Loy
alty League mean by the formation of societies to 
"protect the Christian institutions of the country" 
i~;~ the organi:,::ation of the theocratic churchmen for, · 
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. the purpose of transforming the civil institutions 
of the country into Christian institutions. Only 
this and nothing more, nothing less. John A. 
Dodds said that " the Loyalty League is. intended 
to sustain the same auxiliary relation to the state 
that the Christian Endeavor and all such young 
people's societies sustain to the church." Exactly· 
Those societies are intended to do the political work 
of the churches and the Loyalty League is intended 
to do the religious work of the state. Or vice versa, 
as may be necessary. The opinion is expresfled that 
"ere many months the Loyalty League will be 
known in every state in the Union." "One of the 
practical aims of this League is to secure perma
nent headquarters in Washington, the capital of the 
nation." 

A call is out for a national convention of the Na
tional Reform. Association, to be holden in Balti
more, December 12th and 13th. It is declared that 
marriages following divorce are "adulterous"; that 
" laws for the protection of the Sabbath and for the 
suppression of blasphemy are shamelessly violated,'' 
and that "in many cities and in some whole states, 
the Word of God has been banished from the pub
lic schools." The chief object of this convention is 
to promote the proposed transformation of the 
United States Constitution into a Theistic and 
Christian creed. It is apparent that another raid 
is to be made upon Congress. The convention will 
be held in a Baptist church. "Christian churches, 
societies of Christian Endeavor, and other young 
people's unions, Women's Christian Temperance 
Unions, and all kindred organizations are invited 
to send delegates to this convention." Has all this 
no significance for " no danger " Liberals ! We see 
that the name of the agent of the United States 
government's imitation of the Russian " Third Sec
tion," Anthony Comstock, is attached to the call 
for this convention. Comment would seem to be 
needless. 

All the theocratic news here given we hav gleaned 
from the columns of the official Christian States
man. In addition, we learn from the Baltimore 
Sun that the Churchman's League, an Episcopal 
organiz11.tion in Washington, is going to try to in
duce Congress to forbid Sunday work and recrea
tion in the District of Columbia. Of course the 
Episcopalians will hav the cordial, assistance of all 
the other theocrats. Probably the Episcopal soci
ety is acting under the instruction of the central 
theocratic organization. It is time that the Free
thinkers were settling down to wurk. 

The Methodist and the Freethinker. 
Below we reproduce two letters that hav recently 

passed between Toronto and New York: 
ToRoNTo, Nov. 15, 1895. 

E. M. MACDONALD, EsQ., 28 Lafayette place, New York 
-Dear Sir: Yon hav not printed Onward's article, which 
yon so strongly denounced, and I do not recognize your 
right to demand the reprint of your long tirade. If yon 
do not regard the pictures and advertisments on your 
last page as indecent and sonrrilons, then no words of 
mine can convince yon. I sincerely wish that your abil
ities were better employed and in a manner to which upon 
your death-bed yon will look back with greater satisfac
tion. I trust that yon may yet be brought to a better 
mind and that yon nl!le your talents for the welfare of your 
fellowmen. Yours truly, 

Per K. G. W. H. WITHROW. 

NEw YoRK, Nov. 22, 1895. 
W. H. WITHRow, Editor of Onward, Toronto, Oanada 

-Dem· Sir: Your note of the 15th inst. contains some 
surprising statements. Yon say that THE TRUTH SEEKER 
did not print the Onward editorial which it denounced. 
Onr reply to the article in question is spoken of as a 
''long tirade." That ''long tirade" appeared in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER of November 2d; a copy of that issue was 
sent to yon, and yon hav evidently seen the reply to your 
article. In the fifth line of onr reply we say, referring to 
your attack, " see page 693." This was printed in leaded 
ten-point type on page 691, and all yon had to do was to 
turn over one leaf and yon would see your article in fnll 
under the head yon had yourself pnt on it. What, then, do 
yon mean by the assertion that we had not inserted your 
attack? Did yon say that to excuse to your readers your 
failure to print our reply? That yon had read onr criti
cism is proven by your reference to onr request to yon 
to giv it a place in the columns of Onward. As a self-

. assumed teacher of morality, yon hav placed yourself in a 
.most equivocal and mortifying position. 

We indulged in no "tirade"; on the contrary, we 
merely presented some facts and arguments which yon 
bav deemed it the part of prudence to avoid facing, and 
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that by the resort to what in other than a religions editor 
would be called a discreditable enbterfnge. 

Regarding the length of anr "tirade," yon no doubt 
know that it contained, excluding your letter, less than 
three hundred more words than your attack to which it 
was a rejoinder. 

We cannot afford to be less courteous than yourself. 
We sincerely wish that yonr abilities were better em
ployed than in bearing false witness against your oppo
nents, and we hope that yon will hereafter nse them in a 
lesl!l anti-social manner. We trust that yon may yet be 
brought to a better mind, that yon will cease nsingyonr 
talents. in aid of the suppression of free speech, press, and 
mails, and that in fntnre yon will not only discourage 
persecution bnt will refrain from misrepresenting the ut
terances and actions of the victims of persecution. This 
letter, preceded by your last, will appear in the editorial 
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Will yon print them in 
Onward'/ Yours for truth and equal liberty, 

E. M. MACDONALD, 
Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

These communications are self-explanatory; now 
it remains to be seen what the man who furnishes 
mental and moral pabulum for the young Meth
odistiJ of Canada will do to 10quare his conscience 
with the truth. 

----------~----------
There seems to be a lull in both religious and 

anti-religious activity in Germany. The member
ship and revenues of the Freethought Society hav 
fallen off since the meeting last year, although a 
new society has been formed at Nuremburg since 
the meeting this year. On the other side, much in
difference. is manifested. At the church elections 
in Wiesbaden but 123 out of 10,000 voters appeared 
at the polls. The annoyances and persecutions . to 
which Freethinkers in Germany are subjected 
should stimulate them into greater activity, it would 
seem-and the same is true in the United States. 

"If Ohristianity will save a man, it will save a nation 
which accepts it."-.Rev. H. H. Georqe. 

If it saves a man it saves him because its teach
ings influence him to a better life than he would 
otherwise lead. But he is an individual, and he can 
accept its teachings because they appeal to his rea
son and his impulses. The nation is not an organ
ism, it has neither reason nor impulses. No teach
ings can appeal to the non-existent. Acceptance by 
any number of individuals of the teachings of any 
religion is an entirely different thing from the forc
ing on the minority by the m11.jority of the doctrine 
of a church. Such forcing saves neither the indi
vidual nor the aggregation of individuals which Mr. 
George oalls the nation. 

-------------------
An American Presbyterian minister quotes with 

great glee from an address delivered by the late 
Earl of Shaftesbury as follows: 

"I do not believe in the history of diplomacy, or of 
any of the negotiations carried on between the nations of 
the earth, we can flnd anything equal to the wisdom, the 
soundness, and the pure evangelical truth of the body of 
men who constitute the American mission in Trtrkey. 
They are a marvelous combination of common sense and 
piety." 

The foregoing was brought out to offset the opin
ion expressed by Admiral Kirkland concerning the 
same miSSIOnaries. There can be no doubt that the 
praise bestowed by the Earl of Shaftesbury is that 
of a partisan ; what he says about the "wisdom" 
and the " s~undness " of the American missionaries 
in Turkey is to be read in the light of his declara
tion regarding their" pure evangelical truth." The 
Earl of Shaftesbury is unmistakably a prejudiced 
and interested witness. 

The way Christians love their enemies is very 
peculiar, as several little incidents that hav hap
pened in Europe during the last few months will 
show. In Sweden, 0. Ljungdahl, a Freethought, 
lecturer, was sentenced to three months' imprison
ment for blasphemy ; Dr. Bruno Wille, president 
and lecturer of the Free Religious Society of 
Berlin, was sentenced to pay a fine of 1,000 marks 
or sufter imprisonment for 100 days for teaching 
the children in the Society's Sunday-school ; the 
Philosophical Society of Hanover has been closed 
by order of the police because the opinions ex
pressed there are dangerous to the doctrin of the 
divine origin of government, and the Freethought 
Society of Munich has met the same fate. Inas
much as the National Reform Association maintains 
thl't goverumeDt is instituted by God and the Free-
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thought Federation denies that it is, there can be 
no doubt that the latter would be suppressed if the 
former . could get Congress and the state legisla
tures to respectivly submit and ratify the proposed 
Christian amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. The Christians of Germany are 
mentally so unequal to the task of competing with 
the Jews that a new Anti-Semitic organization, com
posed of the remnant of the old Anti-Semitic League 
and of ultra-Protestants, has been formed for the 
purpose of excluding Jews by law from public posi
tions and from taking any degree in the professions. 
The Pope has put on the ecclesiastical blacklist two 
works by Don Odon de Buen, and the Spanish gov
ernment has removed him from his professor's 
chair in the University of Barcelona. We hear 
much about something that is called "Christian 
liberty." There was a fine exhibit of it in Mecklen
burg, Germany, some time ago. The child of a 
workman had died and the mother aske.d a preacher 
to come to the grave and pray over the body of the 
little one. There was no money in prospect and 
the minist!)r did not heed the request. Thereupon 
the mother knelt at the graveside and offered a 
prayer herself. Then she was imprisoned, presum
ably because she had no license to talk to God. 

It isn't a great way from now to the sun festival 
known as Christmas--an adaptation of pagan rites 
to Christian necessities--and those who intend to 
follow the pretty custom of making presents to 
their friends on that occasion will find on another 
page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER a list of 
books suitable for that purpose. If our friends 
desire we can hold the books till a few days before 
the festival and mail or express t~em so that they 
will reach the destination at the right time. A 
present that we would recommend is to send to 
your Liberal friend who does not now take it, a 
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER a year for $3, which 
carries with it a copy of the "Freethinker's Picto
trial Text-Book" in boards. For $3.50 we will send 
cloth bound book, with gilt side stamp-a hand
some present indeed, with the added attraction of 
" weekly remembrance from yourself to your friend 
in the shape of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Such a present 
will do you good, your friend good, and us good.:_ 
a combination of goodness which seems hard to 
resist. 

Hiram Maxim, the inventor, has contributed some 
articles to the New York World on the missionary 
industry, and they hav not been received very favor
ably by our Christian friends. His first article,· in 
the issue of October 19th, was accompanied by a 
reply by the missionary boards. In the issue of 
October 26th he answers the reply. He points out 
that there is only one name under heaven whereby 
men can be saved from hell. · 

"Ohrist is universally regarded by Ohristians as their 
ssvior. If we believe in him we shall be saved. The 
greater number of Ohristians believe and teach that, if 
one is once offered Ohristianity·and does not believe and 
accept it as trntb, be will without doubt be eternally loet. 
They exhort ns to hav faith and teach that the greatest 
of all sins is a negativ one-not to believe. 

"Now as all onr missionarJ' efforts and teaohings in 
Ohina a;e for the purpose of rescuing· the souls of the 
Ohinese from eternal torture, I hold that if onr relig
ion or the manner of teaching it, is snob that if fails 
alt~gether to save souls, and rather tends to increase the 
number of those sent below, it is a gloomy and igno
minious failure and worse than useless, and I think I shall 
be able to show that, aooording to onr own theory and 
teaching, the only result of onr missionary labors in 
Ohina has been to send countless millions of Ohinamen to 
everlasting torment." 

Starting from these premises, Mr. Maxim shows 
that the preaching of Christianity in China has 
during the last one hundred years sent the BOl~.ls of 
hundreds of millions of Chinamen to hell. Not one 
Chinaman in ten thousand who hears the gospel is 
conveded; therefore he is sure of eternal death, 
when he would otherwise hav been saved, if he was 
a good man according to the light he had under his 
ancestral religion. Mr. Maxim thinks that this is a 
terrible responsibility for any set of men to impose 
upon themselvs, but the costly business will not 
willingly be abandoned, we may be sure. There is 
too much fanaticism and money invested in the en. 
terprise for that, 
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The Old Story in Plain English, with Notes and 
Comments. 
OONOLUSION. 

For a thousand years few doubted the reality of 
heaven and hell, or the existence of God, or the au
thenticity of the Bible. History marks that period 
a,s a reign of ignorance, wars, cruelty, and op
pression. Oh, the black despair of that thousand 
years! The poor, deluded mortals would pray 
while they tortured, sing hymns of praise to God 
while others were suffering the most excruciating
pains, and return thanks when, by the most cruel 
torture, they had put a doubting heretic out of the 
way. What must be thought by those acquainted 
with its history of the claim that Christianity has 
been a great civilizer T 

Think of a slav111 ship in which human beings are 
packed away like herrings in a box, and every day 
the cargo overhauled and the dead bodies thrown 
into the sea. And then think of prayers on board 
that vessel every day because they thought that 
God would giv them a more prosperous venture if 
his aid was invoked, even by man-stealers. A firm 
belief that the Bible is the word of God will trans
form men into persecuting savages, and forever 
hold them to a level with the ferocious instincts of 
those who wrote it. To follow the example of 
men, even though ignorantly, who determined the 
rights of others by brute 'orce and robbed and en
slaved the weak, and then claim that it all had the 
sanction of God, can only hav a disastrous moral 
influence. Until the laws of our being are changed 
the same causes will produce the same e:ffects. 

In old Bible times a chieftain would gather 
around him a horde of marauders and make a de
scent upon some weak tribe and kill the most of 
them, and make slaveil of the rest and take their 
cattle and plunder them of all their stores, and 
then he would retire on one side and hold a pahver 
with God and then return with a message sanction
ing the act. And then he would perform some 
hocus-pocus tricks and pass them off on the un
thinking multitude for miracles, and then they 
would think through their boots and talk through 
iheir hats and call him a man of God, and treat 
him as a sort of holy hybrid with the body of a man 
and 'the spirit and power of God. The Christians 
of to-day are taking thelile human tigers of old Bi
ble times as patterns for imitation, and insanely be
lieve that there can be no pqa.ce on earth, or good 
will to men, until all shall follow the example of 
thes" bloodthirsty desperadoes. · 

When the world's great account is made up it 
will be found that Christianity had its origin in 
lying, deception, and fraud, imposed upon the ig
norant by Christian mountebanks. 

The idea of a battalion of men jumping out of 
their graves and perambulating the country, is too 
r:diculous to be believed by any whose brain has 
not been soaked in superstition. Some may hav 
been buried a. half century, some more recently, all 
at different periods, a.s death poked them in the 
short ribs. What an uncanny sight they must hav 
presented. Whether they ma.Pched in single file or 

.in double columns, or ran promiscuously through 
the country, deponent sayeth not. Some must hav 
been clothed in flesh, others must hav shed a ver~ 
unpleasant odor; snme must hav had their clothes 
on, and others sailed under bare poles. 
Such a marvelous set no man ever met 

Or heard of in story or in song; 
Some musical hummers, young 11aints and old bummers, 

Were seen to parade in the throng. 

If a hundred men should swear to such an occur
ren"e to.da.y, no scientist would credit the story. 
Neither would he believe that men, in violation of 
the law of gl'a.vity, ever went up from the earth 
bodily. According to the statement, they went up 
·flesh, bones, breeches, and brogans. 

What became of their clothes? Do they hav a 
pawn-shop in heaven, where Ikleheimer and Jacobs 
deal in second-hand clodingT 

Great guns, what a. relic a patch from the bosom 
of Elijah's old breeches would make! 

Did they hav a button factory up there and work 
the bones of those who ascended into buttons, a.s 
Christians say the button makers did with the bones 
of "Old Tom Paine T" · 

It was only the soul or spirit which survived; the 
bodies must hav p~rished. What mus~ hav been 
the consequences when decomposition set in? There 
must hav been a. great demand for salts of ammo
nia among the heavenly hosts. 

Could not God mllnage to drop down a toe nail 
now and then when Christians run short of relics' 

There would not be a cripple in all the land if 
one of Elijah's old shoes should be thrown down 
with God's trade mark upon it. . 

How degrading the idea of spending millions of 
dollars every year to send such stories to the hea.-
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then. No greater heathens can be found than those 
who can he imposed upon by sucb nonsensical 
drivel. No wonder tha.t paupers and bums and 
fishermen were sent out to tell these stories; decent 
people could not be induced to engage in the busi
ness. 

One paper says what we want of a. navy is to 
protect our missionaries in foreign lands. Another 
paoer says there is nothing that China. needs so 
much as American lead. That's the doctrin; if the 
heathen don't receive the holy gospel-froth gladly, 
just shoot him down like a corn-pulling crow. 

The heathen had better learn quite early in the 
morning that Uncle Sam is going to protect his 
straw God because smut bag Tony and Talmage 
and Miss Willard and a few Sunday-school teach
ers say he must. The Chinese must learn that 
Christ was not crucified for fun, and if they don't 
stop making up faces a.t our missionaries Uncle Sam 
will float over some of his big stomach pumps and 
pump 'em full of lead. 

Draw the people's money out of the treasury and 
send off soldiers immediately to back up the mis
sionaries. If the heathen don't know a good thing 
when they see it, it is no fault of ours. · 

How important it is that the heathen should 
know that a. ghost can beget and a virgin bring 
forth a child ; that snakes and asses can talk ; that 
strength lies in hair and not in muscle; that rams' 
horns are more potent in leveling down solid walls 
of masonry than a park of artillery; that the jaw
bone of a.n a!ls is far more effectiv for making bits 
of human skulls fly up into the air than the Irish 
shillalah ; iha.t the shortest and quickest way to de
vastate an enemy's country is· by foxes with illum
inated tails; that the greater the number of wives 
and fancy women a. man keeps around him the 
more he gains the favor of his heavenly joss. Now 
I think the heathens hav been Christianized about 
enough, and I guess the heathens think so too. 
It don't seem to improve them any, and, besides, it 
is very expensiv. It costs about twenty-five thou
sand dollars to convert a heathen, and then he is 
not a.s good as he was before. And then he never 
stays converted any longer than he has access to 
the missionary's flesh pots. It is about time for 
the heathens to tell the Christians that a.s far as 
commercial relations in religion are concerned they 
had better be broken off. " Our religion is quite 
satisfactory to us ; if it does not suit you, you had 
better keep away. We prefer our own religion to 
your religion of hell and hate. At least reform 
yourselvs before you try to reform us. When you 
come a.s friends and visitors, or on legitimate busi
ness, you will be welcomed. When you come a.s in
truders and meddlers, interfering with our matters 
which do not concern you, you will receive the treat. 
ment due to intruders and meddlers. Our manners 
and customs and our religion are well suited to our 
people, but we shall not try to force them upon 
you, and if you insist on forcing yours upon us, 
we shall pointedly insist upon your minding your 
own business. 

"When you come here and try to make us hate 
our fathers and mothers, our sisters and brothers, 
and interfere with our household affairs and. break 
up our families, our objections may be backed 
up with demonstrations not altogether agreeable. 
If you cannot observe the rules of common decency 
and not ob•rude yourselvs where you are not 
wanted. and cannot show some signs of good breed
ing and of a. good-mannered people, we shall 
object to your mingling with our people. 

''Your religion affects only the poorest and lowest 
element of our people. and a.s soon as the inducement 
is tsken a. way they fall back more depraved than ever. 
Christian chicanery does not improve them.. There 
is no such thing as true conversion. They remain 
Christians only so long a.s they are feasted, favored; 
and fondled. We hav tried the experiment and it 
has not proved a success. If you wish to convert 
our people you must take them to your own shores 
for better or worse, and then not throw them back 
upon our hands after you hav perverted the little 
virtue there was in them. 

"And now we say to all the Christians, when we 
want you a.s religious teachers we will send for you 
Until such time please manifest a.s much courtesy 
a.s is recognized by savages-do not come unbidden. 
If you do we shall treat you as saV!Iges." 

Would Christians take the hint? Not even after 
they are kicked. They are not built that way. 
They came of low parentage, and were sadly neg
lected in the bringing up. They are ill-mannered, 
and ha.v no sense of justice, and were never taught 
to respect the rights of others. They are a. brassy 
set, and a.s brainless as they are brassy. They in
trude themselvs where they are not wanted. They 
seek favors when not .entitled to them, and try to 
take by force that which is justly denied them. In 
short, I know of no heathens who more than they 
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need to be converted to decency, good manners, and 
probity. 

Christian !I love Jesus and hate men; they revere 
a.n old book and ignore science. In their blind zeal 
to serve God they turn a. deaf ear to the cries of 
humanity. To gain heaven they neglect many 
things essential to their happiness here. To es
cape hell when they die, they liv a hell of a life here. 
To teach men to respect their religion, they hav 
forfeited all respect for themselvs. To keep men 
from speaking evil of their religion, they hav pulled 
out tli.eir tongues. To giv men a practical idea of 
the pains of hellfire, they burnt them a.t the stake. 
To show that God is love, they hav persecuted 
thousands in his name. To make men tell the truth, 
they make a man kiss an old book full of lies and 
fables. •ro show their mercy and cha .. ity, they never 
forgiv. To show their humanity, they hav enslaved 
their kind. They proclaim peace on earth and good 
will to men by standing armies, great guns, and 
powerful war ships. Their practices hav b~en in 
direct opposition to their professions from start to 
finish. J oBN PEcK. 

A Thanksgiving Pray~r. 
Our great and pions Grover has appointetl us a day 
When each and every citizen should crook his knees and 

p-ray, 
And offer thanks to him who rules from somewhere up 

above 
For blessings he has given us thronsth his abounding love. 
Like loyal subject, therefore, I will hasten to obey; 
So bow your heads and listen, all, to what I hav to say: 
0 Lord, we feel to thank thee that in this, the present 

year, 
Wa exercise our gift of prayer without the slightest fear 
Of thumbsorews, pincers, red-hot boots, or rack, or fag

ots' flame, 
To torture us or murder us in thy most holy name, 
Expand our hearts, 0 Lord, and let thy grateful children 

see 
The blessings great and numerous they hav received 

f-rom thee. 
And firstly we would tender thea our fervent thanks, 0 

Lord, 
For our religions president, of whom thon'st donbtlel!s 

heard, . 
Who sits so calmly by the stream and casts h1s hook and 

bait, 
While seventy million people groan 'neath his enormous 

weight. 
Still we would thank thee more to let a happy day draw 

near . 
When another Thomas Jeft3rson shall occupy his "cheer." 
And we will never seek to know our ruler's creed or clan, 
Just so he's not, as Grover is, a Presbyterian. 
For thou, 0 L:>rd, dost know full well the tenets of that 

creed-
Not thou thyself, nor Ohrist thy son, nor both, could 

e'er sucoeed 
In governing a people if yon had your noddles crammed 
With thoughts of hell and brimstone, and of countless 

infants dammed. 
We trust 0 Lord (thy pardon, b'lt it is for j JY wa laugh), 
That Gr~ver's the last president to feed us on snch chaff. 
To-day let all the criminals within our j 1tls giv thanks 
That up to date no Infidel has justly j•Jined their ranks. 
And let the sewing girls rt'j oice, as they for thy son's sake, 
At 40 cants per dozen, still hav fl1nnel shirts to make 
Fnr heathen children far away whom they will never see, 
While their own aged parents liv on public charity. 
Let hordes of idle mining man who walk or lie or sit, 
In hungry idleness, about the month of some old pit 
In humble gratitude return their thank~ with one accord 
For the blessings of starvation which thy generous hand 

hath showered; · 
While sixty thousand tramps who roam this land we call 

so fr~>e 
Send up· their loud thank giving song to Grover and to 

thee. 
For drouth and famin, floods and fires, and blasted fields 

of grain, 
We bless thee, God of nations, and we sound thy praise 

again. 
We feel to g-lorify thy works, that over all the globe, 
While honest toil is clothed in rags, thy servants wear the 

robe. 
But the promis thou hast given us most joyously we 

seize-
Though, in the winter of this life, peradventure we may 

frf'eZe, 
The next will be quite different, where earth's battalion's 

swarm, 
And thou with fire eternally wilt keep thy children warm. 
Giv ear, 0 Lord, unto our prayer, and let it quick as

cend-
May justice come on earth to stay. Amen, 0 Lord-

Amend! P. SHANNoN. 

It is the baldest hypocrisy that makes this ["the 
maintenance of the Sunday law''] a." labor ques
tion," a.s the 1. ribune pretends that it is. Every 
morning newspaper of repute, including the 1.rib· 
une, is published seven times a. week. Yet every 
editor, reporter, compositor, pressman, and office 
boy has his one day in seven off. This plea of 
maintaining the Sunday laws "in the interest of 
labor" is a. fetch. The Sunday laws stand upon the 
statute books openly and avowedly a.s laws designed 
to enforce the observance of "holy time." That is 
the language of the law itself, as anybody may see 
by reading section 264: of the Penal Code.-New 
York World. 

SEND for free catalog of our publications. 
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Reflections of a Physician. 
Oanst thou by searching find out God?-Job. 
It is both amazing and amusing to bear the 

average Christian talk about Go.i. They know 
him as well as you know your best friend. In 
sickness they appeal to him with the greatest con
fideace, but they don't forget to send for the doc
tor; and in nine cases out of ten, if the doctor is 
an educated man, he is an Infidel. If the sick 
recover, God has done the work; if he die the 
doctor killed him. ' 

Some years ago I attended a man through a very 
severe attack of typho-malarial fever. Meeting 
him soon after he got up, I expressed my pleasure 
at se'eing him· out again. He looked sober, shook 
his head, and remarked that if it had not been for 
the mercy of God he should hav been in his grave. 
I turned quickly upon him and asked him if God 
. was practicing physic. He stared at me in mute 
surprise. I told him I did not know the gentle
man to whom he referred, but had often heard of 
bini, and -that if he really knew that God was 
engaged in the practice of physic I would quit, as I 
could not afford to '' buck " against a doctor of 
infinit wisdom and power. But, I continued, 
there are some difficulties attending the practice of 
your God which seem to. me to be con.tradictory 
and absurd. He is all-wise and all-powerful. He 
"creates good, and he creates evil" (lsa. xlv, 7). 
Why does he create evil T Would it not be ·in
finitly better if there was no evil in the world T 
Can that which is perfectly good produce evil ! 
Admitting that your God has a right to punish the 
bad, has he the right to make them bad, or to make 
them so that they become bad T Why does he lay 
the heavy hand upon his own children-the Chris
tians T Why do one-third of our race die in 
infancy T 

My little lecture was closed by informing my 
friend that the finite mind could not comprehend 
the infinit; that his God was a creature of his own 
diseased brain. There was considerable merriment 
exhibited by the by-standers, and an impression 
made on my friend which I believe he never forgot. 
The fact h, every nation and individual make their 
own god, and generally in their own image. Xeno
phanes said, six hundred years before the Chris· 
tians' God was said to hav been born, that the 
Ethiopians represented their deities as black with 
flat noses; while the Thracia.ns make them blue
eyed, with ruddy complexions; and, similarly, the 
Medes and the Persians and Egypt.ians portray 
their gods like themselvs. He adds : 
So, if oxen or lions had hands and could work in mim's 

fashion, 
And trace out with chisel or brush their conception of 

godhead, 
Then would horse depict gods like horses, and oxen like 

OX !In, 
Each kmd the divine with its own form and nature en

dowing. 
When we ascend the scale from the illiterate, su

perstitious Christian to the learned doctor of divin
ity, we are sometimes surprised at their teachings 
and admisl'lions. Listen to Dr. Mansel: " We are 
absolutely incapable of conceiving or proving the 
existence of God as he is; and so far is human rea
son from being able to construct a theology inde
pendent of revelation that it cannot even read the 
alphabet out of which that theology must be 
form'ld '' (B!impton Lee 1859 4th ed, p. 40). He 
goes on: "We are compelled, by the constitution 
of our minds, to believe in the existence of a.n Ab· 
solute and Infinit Being; but the instant we at
tempt to analyze, we are involved in inextricable 
confusion. · · · Our moral consciousness de
mands that we should conceive him as a Personal
ity, but personality, as we conceive it, i> essentially 
a limitation ; to speak of an Absolute and Infinit 
Person is simply to use language to which no mode 
of human thought can possibly attach itself " 
(Bampton Lectures). A large volume would be re
quired to set down extracts from Dr. Mansel, Moz
ley, Milman, Newman, and others upon this subject, 
the gist of which is, you cannot comprehend or con
ceive of the existence of a God by Reason, but that 
it can only be effected by Revelation and Faith. 
That is to say, you prove the existence of a God by 
revelation, and the revelation by God. Is this a 
petitio principii'! If you spend an hour in read· 
ing the views of great men upon this great, incom· 
prehensible, and inconceivable subject, you will be 
ready to sing the following good old doggerel : 

It wriggles in and wriggles out, 
And leaves a body still in doubt, 
Whether the snake that made the track, 
Was going Boutll or coming l!Jack. 

Hendrickson, Mo. H. C. DAviDSON. 

If· God made us in his image, we hav amply re
~urned the compliment.-.F ontanelle. 

THE TRUTH SEEK'IGR. 

Genesis. 
I.-THIC CREATION, CHAPTERS I, II. 

No other country, except perhaps Great Britain, 
goes t~rough such a wretchedly gloomy Sunday as 
the Umted States. On the European continent Sun
day is the merriest day in the week ; theaters are open 
on that day, if on any; families pay each other visits, 
amusing themselvs with a diversity of innocent 
games ; afternoon concerts are very common in even 
the smallest towns ; and in every village there is at 
least one fiddler leading the jolly young farmers to 
the dance on some barn floor ; Sunday in Europe 
is the day of rest, recreation, and pleasure. Why 
is it that in this country we find a church at almost 
every second corner, often only a wooden barn with 
a. hen-coop on the top of it, still oftener, if of stone, 
with the upper half of its head cut oft, very seldom 
in complete condition, but still always claiming the 
name of church! Why is it that on this day of 
recreation people stalk around as if they were in 
pain, or making penance in a hair-cloth shirt? 

Principally, I presume, because they take after 
their forefathers, who were a set of religious cranks, 
and, whilst in opposition to the tyranny of intol
erance in the old country, yet hardly settled in the 
new, here made laws of a still more oppressivly in
tolerant character, of which laws some are to this 
day on the statute books, and therefore, according 
to Mr. Parkhurst and consorts, must be obeyed, 
however crazy they may sound. 

Our Sabbath is also kept so strictly, because it is 
insisted upon by some twenty per cent of our pop
ulation, to be found mostly among the upper and 
middle classes of ~eople, who think the present 
state of things so convenient for their own well
being that can't agree to a radical change; who are 
afraid that ignorance will change into vagrancy, if 
no fear of punishment hereafter keeps it in check; 
who consider ~hat science should hav respect for 
the convi<·tions of ignorance; who themselvs imagin 
that they believe in something so vague that they 
don't know what it is, and therefore call it" a God," 
sneering at Ingersoll because he is supposed to be
lieve in "nothing," but otherwise giving full allow
ance to any kind of creed, however lunatic its ap
pearance, from Salvation Army and the Christian 
Endeavorers upwards. These people don't believe 
in the Bible, tho~gh feigning to do so ; but they go 
regularly to church, their business requiring their 
presence there ; merchants of every description, 
high and low, go to church to capture customers; 
office candidates to solicit voters; doctors to im
press the ladies with sickness; young larks to im
press the ladies with love, and so on. This class of 
people is the curse of a nation ; it possesses the 
ruling influence; it teaches its children; it indue's 
its friends and relations ; it compels its subordi
nates ; in fact, it determine almost the whole popu 
lation to accept its belief as it is feigned. How 
such mighty influence is possible seems strange, and 
we can account for it only from the fact that hardly 
any of these trusting believers in the B,ble ever 
read this book themselvs, except half asleep, always 
taking the preacher's words for those of " the 
book." 

Read the B ble, and you will meet with some of 
the most idiotic nonsense, the vilest falsehoods, and 
the most rascally vices you can think of. Let us 
study together its two first chapter•, containing a 
description of the creation of. the world. In the 
beginning God created the heaven and the earth 
(i, 1); afterwards he created heaven a second time 
on the second day (v 8). and the earth a second time 
on the third day (v. 9); or else he created on the first 
day light on the earth (v. 2) that did not yet exist! 
Here it is indeed true that extreme simplicity of 
language is as perplexing as extreme a:ffectation ; 
especially confoundmg are those exceedingly tedi
ous, not to say ludicrously droll, repetitions of the 
same statement. As for contradictions, that's the 
only feature in these two chapters quite logically 
carried through. Now, if we feel inclined to com
promise with this first contradiction and say that 
probably the condition of the earth, mentioned in 
verse 2, means the condition of subl'!tance before the 
creation, we would hav every denomination in Chris
tendom harnessed against us, for they all think that 
God made everything from nothing, though I can't 
see wherefrom they hav got such a wonderful no
tion, the story of the creation not uttering a sylla
ble in that direction. But however willing our 
mind, we cannot explain this conundrum: God 
creates light, day and night, on the .first day (v. 3-5), 
but the sun not sooner than on the fourth day (v. 
14-19); on the first <lay he divides the light from 
the darkness, and on the fourth day he makes great 
lights to divide the light from the darkness ! Can 
any creation-story be more utterly nonsensical T It 
is strange that our great philosophical geniuses in 
theology as yet liv in a .kind of doubt regarding 
the nature of God, of heaven, and of the sheep in 
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the next world. I think verse 8 ou~ht to giv them 
a good clue: The substance altogether consisting 
of waters, is divided into two by a big horizontal 
plate called heaven, under which are piled dry land 
in one heap and waters in another, and on the lower 
side of which at-e pasted up sun, moon, and stars, 
and above which are, according to our understand
ing, other waters. What conclusion comes nearer 
than that the heaven is a big ocean ; that God is a 
big fish therein, let ~s say a whale, for a comparison . 
of the verses 21 and 26 will prove that the whale 
is. a fish, and that all sheep are to be fishes in eter
nity T Where hell is to be located, and of what to 
consist, we are not here at liberty to say, as God 
didn't create that place during his first six working- · 
days. 

It seems that as far as to create "every creeping 
thing that creepeth upon the earth" (v. 26), God 
didn't aim above his might; he only needed to say, 
" Let it be ; and it was so;" and after it was so, he 
always made it, to be quite sure of it. But when 
he was going to make Adam and Eve, he almost 
had to giv up the job unfinished. It is true that 
chapter i, verse 27, in a summary way, s~ates that 
he cre~~oted male and female on the sixth day. But 
chapter 2 is more explicit ; it goes even so far as to 
say, twice in immediate succession, that God had to 
sit down and t~]!:e a day's rest "on the seventh day 
from all his work, which he had created and made" 
(c. ii, v. 2-3), and that, instead of having created 
male and female, as chapter i, verse 57, has it, he, 
some time in the next week, I suppose, saw that 
there was not a man to till the ground (v. 5), and 
therefore rolled together a heap of mud which he 
formed into a man (v. 7). Notice, that this time he 
didn't say, "Let it be," but that he had to blow. 
into its nostrils to get it to liv. He leaves man to 
philosophize over his sudden existence, and occu
pies himself with digging and planting a garden in 
the eastern part of Eden ; this done, he carries his 
man over his back into the garden (v. 8) ; then he 
carries him out of the garden again, returns alone, 
makes those two memorable trees in the midst of 
the garden (v. 9) ; and now he is carrying in the 
man a second time (v. 10), from which we must de
duce the fact that he carried him out again .after 
the first time. We can easily ima.gin what a beauti
ful picture this carrying-business made: God him
self, the old man, trudging along, Adam holding 
fast on his back, his arms around the old man's 
neck, and his legs encircling his hips. . It is a won
der that M. Dore didn't reproduce it on canvass. 

It seems that God bore a good will towards his 
Adam, because he promised him lots, just as our 
political candidates do, and kept his promises as 
well as they do. He even felt compassion for his 
solitude (v. 18) ; all the animals made a review be
fore Adam, from which he might choose any one as 
his compll.nion. Though Adam .gave every animal 
its name (v 19 ), there was not among them a single 
IaRs lovely enough to excite Adam's tender passions 
(v. 20). God was placed in a very awkward posi
tion ; what should he do! At last he hit upon a 
luminous idea; just as our dentists do, he made use 
of some painless gll.B ; and while Adam was asleep 
the old man performed a very dangerous operation ; 
he took out one of his ribs, " closed up the flesh in 
its stead " (v. 21), whatever that means. And, lo, 
when Adam returned to his senBP.B. there lies at his 
side a creature so charming that Adam immediately, 
although he could never hav dreamed about it, 
and nobody had told him, yet understood that " this 
was now bone of his bones, and flesh of his flesh" 
(v. 23); and therefore he called it woman, because 
it was taken out of man, from which we hav to 
believe that Adam originally was an Englishman. 
And for such belief there is just as big reason as 
for Rudbeckin's opinion that he was a Swede. The 
qull.int little geographical sketch we find in v. 10-14 
may give rise to and proof of any opinion in this 
line. 

The good old man had intended to keep Adam 
in the garden for the purpose of dressing him and 
holding him in good care (v. 15), but the big pal'ade 
of animals, his disappointment iii finding AdaDjl too 
fastidious, and lastly his delicate rib-operation must 
hav completely deranged his faculties of memory; 
for as yet the man and the wife had to go about 
naked ; but they didn't care, they were not at all 
ashamed (last verse). From which, compared with 
the sinful knowledge of nakedness in the next chap
ter, we may infer that not to be ashamed of one's 
nakedness is to be like Adam and Eve before their 
fall into sin. This inference should be considered 
quite correct ; and the tendency of the maeculin 
sex-nowadays to admire tights on the stage, and the 
passion among our ladies to expose their forms, 
should be considered as a step forward to the bliss
ful state of paradise upon earth, for which we hav 
so long been yearning. Bs that as it may, it has 
nothing to do with the nature of God as pronounced 
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in the two first chapters of the Bible ; neither does 
it concern the nature of God. Whether this nature 
is pronounced in a cultivated language, or in one so 
wretchedly crude that, leaving free scope for fancy 
to build upon, it is thought fit .for the foundation· 
of so many contrarious churches. We must not 
judge ·from the outer form, but from the general 
impression of its contents. 

Dr. Gordon has overthrown orthodoxy and all 
the historic creeds of the church. He puts St. 
Augustine and Calvin into limbo. He discards with 
frank disgust the horrors of their theology. Re 
declares the great value of the Unitarian tnovemebt 
and that it has saved to the Christian religion the 
real worth of Jesus. However, he avoids becoming 
a Unitarian by still adhering to the special divinity 
of Jesus, The general impression is this: That the ~ai'th is 

the center of the universe, as if it weren't only a 
sand upon the shore of the ocean, among t,hese 
myriads of stars and solar systems which :flitter 
around it! That the great lights were made only 
to serve the earth, as if the earth itself weren't 
bound to move around the sun, perhaps its mother, 
surely millions of times bigger than itself ! . That 
woman was made from a rib of man, as 1f man 
didn't hav down to the present day an even num
ber of ribs, and nowhere a piece of closed-up :flesh 
in their stead T That man was made to hav do
minion over the earth, both the animal, vegetable 
and mineral kingdoms ; as if not most people ~ould 
quiver from fright before any master of the wilder
ness, a lion, a tiger, a bear, perhaps fainting _away 
even before the monster touched them ; as 1f not 
rats and m_ice, bugs and lice, in fact all parasitical 
animals, exercise a dominion over man far stronger 
than man ever will over them ; as if not fruit, blos· 
som, and perfume kill as often as they o~ey; as if 
earthquakes, falling rocks, treacherous glamers, huge 
ice mountains upon the ocean, the ocean itself when 
in fury-shortly, this whole tremendous nature
didn't in:flict upon humanity such terror as to make 
the benefit it takes therefrom a very small recom
pense indeed, for all its sufferings ! The being that 
inspired man to write the first and second chapters 
of Genesis was more ignorant of the composition of 
the earth than we are now-call that being God, if 
you like. AKSEL SANDBERG. 

NewR and Notes. 

OLD SOUTH OHUROll THEOLOGY-" FLOWERS OF FREE

THOUGHT"-" BIRDS OF PRAY." 

Rev. Mr. Savage, in his sermon last Sunday, Nov. 
17th, gave a review, with some extracts, of the late 
book of Dr. Gordon, pastor of Old South Church, 
entitled " The Christ of To-day." It seems that the 
Rev. Dr. Gordon has :floated far away from the an
cient theological landmarks. In some things he is 
more radical than Theodore Parker himself; and 
yet hie book is received with encomiums by the or
thodox press. It shows the immense advance of 
the times, how far we all are from the horrible 
theology of the Puritans. Not one of the old fa· 
mous points of Calvinism does Dr. Gordon retain. 
They are frankly abandoned or quietly ignored. 
The five points of Calvinism are as follows: Par
ticular election, particular redemption, total de
pravity, irresistible grace, final perseverance. Dr. 
Gordon repudiates the doctrin of election and 
reprobation ; of total depravity, of eternal hell. He 
believes in the final salvation of all men. The only 
orthodox doctrin that he retains is that of the deity 
of J esns. He refuses the old doctrin of the trinity, 
and affirms only the threefold nature of God, what
ever that may be. If Dr. Gordon had written this 
book twenty-five years ago he would hav been 
driven from the pulpits of Boston ; now he is the 
most popular of its orthodox representative. He 
is in the swim. 

He overthrows the doctrin of the infallibility of 
the Bible. He admits that it is not scientifically or 
historically correct ; that the apostles themselvs 
were limited, even in their inspiration, and did not 
hav an adequate idea of Jesus, and did not there
fore giv a perfect delineation of either his charac
ter or purposes. He even seems to hint that Jesus 
himself was not perfect in wisdom, and was to a 
certain extent the child of his times. He affirms that 
the substance of the Bible is true which unfolds 
the divinity of Christ. What that substance of 
truth is will not be found in the verbal utterances 
of the apostles, but in the advanced criticism of 
to-day, illuminated by the science of the nineteenth 
century. The Bible, according to Dr. Gordon, is 
not to be the master of human reason, but is to be 
interpreted and accepted by that reason itself, 
which must judge the scriptures as to whether 
they are true or false. According to Dr. Gordon, 
we are not to believe a thing because it is in the 
Bible, but because it is reasonable and is supported 
by evidence. He utters this radical idea, that we 
are not to judge J e!'IUS Christ by the character of 
God, but that we are to judge the character of God 
by that of Jesus Christ. This means, if it means 
anything, that the humanity of Jesus is the measure 
or standard of the divinity of God. This makes 
humii.nity the supreme thing; and is equivalent to 
aaying that God as an object of faith is the crea
tion of human reason. 

This book shows how utterly the old orthodox 
religion, the religion of our fathers, has been repu
diated by the cultured minds of the church itself. 
If one should read the sermons of Jon a than 
Edwards, and then this book, they would be amazed 
at the chasm presented. They would wonder how 
it is that the theological succossors of Edwards 
hav evolved to such a tremendous distance. Yet 
the Old South church reverberates with the new 
theology. and the congregations receive it with 
delighted applause. Heresy is triumphant and 
dwells in the habitations of orthodoxy. Only one 
string is left that binds to the old~the deity of 
Jesus. When that is snapped asunder, what will · 
become of the churches' lt looks as if there would 
be a landslide of enormous proportions. 

We now Mttle to some radical English books that 
do not sail under false colors; books that mean 
what they say and say what they mean. These 
books are of great value to the student of modern 
philosophy. "Flowers of Freethought" are two 
volumes of editorials on living topic~'~ written by 
Geo. W. Foote, editor of the L'lndon .Freethinker. 
I do not know of anyone in England who has 
gathered together a larger store of information 
than Mr. Foote, or who uses it with more happy 
effect. Taking all these editorials together, they 
exhibit an abundant knowledge of history, M litera
ture, and of philosophy. Mr. Foote is a dweller in 
libraries, as well as a mail of the world. He 
browses among books ; he gets the best they con
tain, and he givs it to his readers in a most avail
able and interesting manner. These eaitorials are 
short, always to the point, fresh with illustrations, 
clear cut from beginning to end. Mr. Foote's lan
guage is like an arrow ; it moves straight to the 
mark. There is no :flourish, no involution of sen
tences, no fireworks. When you read Mr. Foote 
you know exactly what he is driving at ; there is no 
obscurity. 

"Flowers of Freethought " are good booke to 
take along on a journey. They are like a friend 
with whom you can talk for awhile, and then keep 
a golden silence. You can pluck a ''Flower of 
Freethought " here and there, and read according 
to your own sweet will. You are not obliged to 
read continuously. You do not hav to tackle a whole 
volume. You hav a hundred articles to pick from, 
on a wide variety of subjects, and in every article 
you will find the philosophy of Freethought keenly 
and lucidly expressed. In America these books 
ought to hav a large sale, for they are admirably 
adapted to our hurrying life. It is very seldom 
that an American will undertake to read a whole 
volume. He hasn't the time. He's on the rush; 
has but a few minutes to spare. The "Flowers of 
Freethought" are just the thing. He cannot put 
in his few minutes to better advantage than by a 
perusal of one of these terse and freighted edito
rials. In a small compass he will find a great many 
stimulating ideas. These are just the books to put 
into one's traveling bag. They are better than a 
summer novel, for, while equally entertaining, they 
are also profoundly and variously instructiv. 

A different kmd of book is "Birds of Pray." Saladin 
is a free lance in shining armor. He dashes along 
in the paraphernalia of glittering war. He is in 
for a fight; and he likes to hit hard. This is one 
of his best books. His wit, his knowledge, his 
sarcasm, his poetry, his picturesque descriptions, 
his pathos, his invectiv, his splendid rhetoric, consti
tute an extraordinary volume. Saladin has much 
of the "Old Scotch" in him, the" usquebaugh" of 
Burns's genius ; and we are sometimes dazed by his 
brilliancy, and don't know exactly whither we are 
tending, the lights :flash so furiously. But Saladin 
is sure to bring us to some elevated spot, where 
wide landscapes open on the vision. Saladin is not 
merely a rhetorician or word painter. He has won
derful information; has all sorts of odd bits of knowl
edge which illuminate his pages; and in the midst of 
his apparent wildness he is driving on with a deter
mined purpose. He has an end in view and he 
reaches it. Saladin takes his own way ; and though 
it may appear circumlocutional, he gets there. 
The lightning strikes, although the path is zig-zag. 
Saladin is popular in America. These electric bat
teries of thought are suited to our style. 

s. p ~ PUTNAM. 
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-The Swedish Freethinkers held a congress in 
September. 
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Freethought Abroad 
-During October there were founded two new 

Freethought societies in :i!'rance, t~ree in 13elgiui:li, 
four in Spain, and one each in Sweden and Italy. 

-t>r. August Specht, editor of Menschenthum, 
and .Freien Glacken, who some months ago cele
brated his twenty-fifth jubilee as a Freethought 
lecturer, passed his fiftieth birthday July 2d. Dr. 
Specht is, next to . Professor Buchner, the best
known German Freethinker. 

-The Dutch Freethought work, "Dominee, Pas
tor of Rabbi," by J. G. ten Bokkel, has been trans
lated into German and French, and is not alone 
distributed in all Dutch colonies, but copies hav 
reached Grand Rapids, Mich., to the number of two 
hundred. The book ought to be translated into 
English. 

-The D~nish House of Representatives has, with 
one dissentinQ" vote, passed a bill proViding that 
anyone, whether preacher or not, shall be allowed 
to giv religiot1s lectures in the state churches. ~he 
resiiit of this measure, if it becomes a law, will be 
of greater importance to the intellectual develop
ment of the Danish people than even the Roforma
tion. 

-Mogelhaes Lima, the prominent Portuguese 
republican, FreethinkPr, j.ournalist, and author, has 
published a work of 300 pages entitled "0 Libro 
da Pez" (0 Liberty of Peace). It is a very interest
ing book for Freethinkers and all lovers of peace to 
read, and its free circulation would do considerable 
to hasten the approach of that time when " swords 
shall be beaten into plowshares." It is published 
by Casa Bertrand, Lisbon, Portugal. Price M cents. 

-At the funeral of the French Freethinker, "\Tic
tor Poulain, who recedly died at Roubaix, the 
funeral cortege numbered over 5,000 personl!l, while 
the secular services at the grave were attended by 
about 15,000. ·. ·. · Genuin Catholicism is getting 
scarce in France. The VJllage of Bourront (De
partment Seine-et-Marne) which, in 1789, had 
600 inhabitants, with 300 Easter communicants, 
has now 1,200 inhabitants, with but 94 communi
cants. Paris, with its 2,000,000 inhabitants, has 
scarcely 100,000 communicants, and of these 
four-fifths are women; while in the country, 
where orthodoxy is the strongest, 25 per cent are 
female and 8 per cent male devotees. But on a 
pinch no doubt the church could rally many more. 

-A new Freethought paper of Socialistic ten· 
dencies, La Revolucion, has appeared at Barcelona, 
Spain. ·. ·. · The Freethinkers of the Spanish prov
ince Cataluna, Spain, hav organized for defensiv as 
well as offensiv purposes. Prof. Odon de Buen is 
the leading spirit. · . · . · The great Spanish Free
thinker, Ram6n Chies, died a year ago and on the 
anniversary of his death memorial services were 
held in all Spanish Freethought societies and Ma
sonic lodges. The money collected for a monument 
in his honor has reached the sum of about 8.000 
pesetas ($1,600). ·.·.·The Spanish government stirred 
up a wasp's nest when it discharged Prof. Odon de 
Buen from the University of Barcelona. Telegrams, 
editorials, and public meetings denouncing the 
church-inspired action are pouring in from all over 
Spain and its colonies, and even from foreign coun· 
tries. 

-The Flemish Freethinkers held a very success
ful congress at Gent on September 15, 1895. Socie
ties from five cities were represented. The courage 
of our Belgian brethren is severely tried by the re
cently enacted school-law. Yet what would hav 
discouraged other nationalities seems to hav the 
opposit result in Belgium. Five new societies hav 
organized during the last two months, several local 
Freethought congresses hav been held, besides nu
merous socials, excursions, etc. It has been decided 
to protest against the enactment of the law, the pro
tests to consist of : One petition from each Free
thought society, signed by its president and secre
tary; one monster petition signed by as many 
grown persons as possible; public demonstrations. 
Of the latter several hav been held, notably at Gaud, 
Charleroi, and Ixelles, besides the national one at 
Brussels. The first, held July 13th, had over 12,-
000 participants; the latter, July 28th, 100,000. 

A Covenanter Paradise. 
Section 176 of the Russian criminal code rewards 

with twelve to fifteen years' hard labor in Siberian 
mines and lifelong exile everyone who spea}s 
against the Trinity, the holy mother Ma1'y, tfi.e 
cross of Jesus Christ, the spiritual inhabitants of 
heaven, or the saints and their pictures. Section 
177 banishes for life to the uttermost corner of Si
beria those who hav been found guilty of the above 
mentioned crimes in the privacy of home. Sectfon 
178 givs six to eight years' hara -labor and lifelong 
exile to all critics of the Christian religion. 
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Observations. 
'.rbEJ publisher o£ a popular American magazine 

has offered the Ron. W. E. Gladstone some tempting 
inducements to contribute to his periodical a series 
of articles on sacred subjects, but although theol
ogy is the field wherein the aged warhorse is most 
often pleased to cavort, he declinelil to be led into it 
again on this side of the A:tlantic. Tb:ere is nothing 
in this, however, to occasion surprise. When Mr. 
Gladstone was there last the publishers sprung a 
surprise on him by inviting Colonel Ingersoll into 
the same inclosure, and he is no doubt apprebensiv 
that they may do it again. He has made no protest 
that the course was crowded, that there were too 
many spectators, or that his opponent carried too 
much ballast, but I suspect that his sympathy with 
Lord Dunraven is deep and sincere. 

Christian, and yet the existence and destiri.'y of all: 
evangelical Chri,stians rest U:pon . the question of 
her anatomical chastity: . 

ago a you·ng man and wom·an went td jail in the 
same state for embodying them in condu~. Mr. 
.&llen, therefore, ·claims too much when he takes alf 
his own anyt~ing more than the stories he writes. 
A:.s for his object in putting his ideas in novel form, 
namely, ~0 bring them before the novel-reading 
youth and girl, 1 pope he will accomplish it, though 
1 bav ,doubts. The novel-reading youth and girl 
wlll skip the edifying parts of his story and will 
Iiot distinguish between the exalted morality of hilf 
characters and the turpitude of those made familiar 
to' them in the ordinary sensational novel. Few ex• 
cept such as h,av anticipated Mr. Allen in thought 
will see what he is driving at, and they will read 
him. for recreation as other novel-reading persona 

A St. Louis girl, Miss Louise Marie Ivory, be
cathe engaged to marry :Dr. Melvin !teeve Moore of 
that city; So says the Ohrbnicle of the l!Jtb inst.; 
and as the wedding ~as to occur on the Monday 
following that date, I suppose that they are bus
band and wife now and that ere this the worst has 
happened. The remarkable thing about the mar
riage, and what leads me to mention it, is the lan
guage of the bride's mother. Louise is a Catholic, 
while Melvin is a Freethinker, and Mrs. Ivory says: 
"I would rather take my daughter to her grave this 
afternoon than bav her marry Dr. Moore." Nothing 
else is alleged against Dr. Moore except his unbe
lief; and a St. Louis correspondent thinks that the 
case is worthy of being recorded by my pen, with 
comment. I think so too, hence the above; and 
my comment would be that it is lucky for us all 
that our religious friends cannot always choose our 
destination for us. Mrs. Moore is especially to be 
congratulated that her mother, though godly, was 
not privileged to escort her to the cemetery in pref
erence to the hymeneal altar. 

The sneaking assassin Hannigan bas been ac
quitted by a jury of his peers. The story of his 
crime I hav related before He bad a sister who 
associated with a man named Mann, and offered her 
unborn child as a sacrifice to the moral J ebovab. 
Before she could recover her health, Hannigan at
tempted to shoot Mann at her bedside, frightening 
her so that she died. A few weeks later be assas
sinated Mann in the street. Throughout his trial 
for murder he conducted himself as a craven. He 
allowed the plea of insanity to be entered in his 
behalf, and the jury acquitted him on that ground, 
the verdict at once restoring him to "reason." 
While he was on trial his old father died-the mur
derer's third victim. At the funeral, which Hanni
gan was permitted to attend, be was greeted with 
cheers, which shows either that the persons cheer
ing did not believe him to be insane, or thah they 
had no more sense than to applaud the bloody acts 
of a lunatic .. Whichever is the case, no comment 
is necessary on that point. 

In Oneida county, this state, four young men 
are in jail for wrecking a passenger train and caus
ing the loss of two human lives. Their act is said 
to hav been inspired by the career of Jesse James, 
the train robber. Hannig-an's acts were inspired 
by Christian morality. The difference between the 
two inspirations, so far as results are concerned, 
is not in any degree prejudicial to the ethical sys
tem of Mr. James. 

4-nybody whti is led to believe, either from the 
"Woman's Bible," or from ather evidence, "that 
the leaders of woman's suftrage/' so many of them 
as are wome·n, "are what is called Freethinkers i, 
will not be far out of the. way. T.here are two divi
sions of the movement. One demands the suffrage 
in the name of right and justice, regardless of con
sequences. This division is led by Freethinking 
women like Mrs. Stall.ton. The other division de
mands the suffrage in the name of Christ in otder 
t.hat God may be voted into the Constitution, the 
Bible into the sc,hools, and Ohristian doc'trin gen
erally into civil law .. This divisio~ is led by the 
churches, Anthony Comstock, and Dr. Funk, and 
the women like Mrs. Grannis, Mrs. Livermore, and 
Miss Willard, who imagin tbemselvs leaders, are 
only followers. Their voice is beard from the pill
ion, but a minister occupies the saddle and pushes 
on the reins. 

,.;.;..,__._ ... 

· The author of "The Wo:tlian Who bid," Mr. Grant 
Allen, the Engiish noveHst, has niade anothe:t as
sault on sanctity in his new tltory, "British Barba
rians." Mr. Allen calls Bfitishets barbarians be
cause they hav so many customs like those of bar
barous tribes, and under the word " taboo ;, he 
colnpr~heilds th~ numerous ,religious, social, and 
political fads upheld by the English public. There 
are taboos of time, such as Sunday, with its special 
sanctimonious deportment; morning and evening, 
demanding certain changes of apparel, and so forth. 
There are taboos of place, such as private grounds 
and preserves, and the interior of churches. Then 
there are social taboos, as, for example, the accident 
of birth or of wealth ; and under this head comes 
also the marriage taboo, so that a wife is taboo to 
all men except her husband, and unaccompanied 
young girls al'e taboo to young men. I am not 
very clear on the real meaning of taboo, since the 
word belongs to a language I do not understand, 
but it is taken to mean something not to be 
fooled with. This explains the title of the book. 
The story is about a young man of engaging 
exterior and of superior mental parts who wins the 
love of a young woman equally gifted. The fact 
that she is a wife and mother givs her pause for a 
time, but her scruples are finally overcome by his 
arguments and her own inclinations, and she goes 
to Iiv with him. The husband follows and shoots 
the man; the woman shoots herself. It is a very 
good story. If I were to criticise it, I should say 
that the lady would hav done the graceful thing if 
before leaving her husband she had notified him of 
the proposed change in her arrangements. Not 
that in this instance she left him without putting 
the house in order and setting the victuals where 
he could get hold of them without too much 
trouble, for the family was forehanded and kept a 
maid, but in many cases it is different, and a man 
would be somewhat put out if he came home and 
found his wife gone for good. In a work heralding 
a new era, such details should be provided for. At 
least a fortnight's notice ought to be given by the 
wife, and I would not compromise with Mr. Grant 
Allen on less than ten days. Of course, I concede 
the right of the woman to take the step here dis
cussed, or at least I admit that I hav no business 
to mix up in the affair, which is a better way to state 
the matter of rights, I think: if you are going to 
interfere in any case, first prove your right and then 
go ahead ; the rights of the other parties will then 
take care of themselvs. 

tead other novels. GEo. E!. M.Acl>o:lll'ALD'. 

Our :Missionary Work~ 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in the,ir . opinion the work, "1Jelf- Contradicticms of 
the Bi!Jle," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R 
Perrv puts it thus :: "As a missionary doclXIDent 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in hand 
with the 'Age of !tea son.' I think any person ge~ 
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
8ense." And as it is our delight to furnish tbe 
implements for ibis sort of agricultural operstions1 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible 'f to those who 
will distribute it among their Christian friends~ 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve .copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason.'' Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the cauntry with 
them, and let the Christians know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth· 
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies ol 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight diff'erent ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur- · 
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believer• 
and giving a new direction to the~ thoughts. 

Lectures and .Meetings. 
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford, 

secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evenin~ in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

TBE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical Sflciety meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., in Washington Hall, 18th and Har
ney streets. Questions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discussed. All are welcome. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build· 
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green at; Miss M 
P. McLeod, secretary. 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30A.M. 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November: 
Nov. 29-" The Authoritv and NeoesFJitv of Faith." Rev. 

E. J. 0. Millington, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, 
ON November 11th the Vancouver Secular Union gave 

a very successful anniversary entertainment in Sons of 
Veterans' Hall in commemoration of the admission of 
Washington into the Union as a state. The program 
consisted of essays, recitations, and songs, concluding 
with a dance. 

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements: 
Dec. lst ....... Nashua, N.H. Dec. 22d ...... Cincinnati, 0, 
Dec. 6th, Manhattan Lib- Dec. 29th,· Farmdale and 

eral Club, New York. vicinity. 
Dec. 15th, ..... Columbus, 0. Jan. 5th ......... Chicago, Ill. 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs . 
avenues. Sunday. Dec. lst.-"Why Are the Many 
Poor?" William Han11on. 1 

The New York Morning Journal prints a sympo
sium on the " Woman's Btble," which except for 
the appreciativ contribution of Mrs. Anna H. Shaw 
would be a total condemnation of thaL work. Mrs. 
Shaw is the clergywoman who at the late celebration 
of Mrs. Stanton's birthday said that the worst chain 
that had ever bound womankind was the chain of 
religious superstition. The other symposiasts are 
T. De Witt Talmage, Dr. Joseph H. Rylance, and 
Mrs Elizabeth Grannis, editor of a religious paper. 
Talmage says you might as well publish a shoe
maker's Bible as a woman's Bible, and offers other 
remarks derogatory to the enterprise; Dr. Rylance 
characterizes the work as ridiculous, while Mrs. 
Grannis declares that it is "utterly preposterous 
that a committee of women should presume to giv 
us a Woman's Bible." Mrs. Grannis also says that 
"the best women everywhere are evangelical Chris
tians, and these will be led t0 beliAve that the lead
ers of woman suffrage are what is termed Free
thinkers." The calm insolence of the lady in cltlim
ing that evangelical Christian women are better than 
other women is equal to her humility in deprecat
ing female commentary on the scriptures. In what 
WfJ.Y spe herself is be.tter than Mrs, Stanton, Mrs. 
Gage; Mrs. Gardener, or .any other F,reetbink
i:rig . woman, or even those Christian women not 
evangelical, she does not take the space to explain. 
The mother of Jesus Christ was not an evangelical 

M:r. Allen calls "British Barbarians" a "Hill-top 
Novel," and further explains: "I propose in future 
to add the words, 'A Hill-top Novel,' to each one 
of my stories which I write on my own account, 
simply and solely for the sake of embodying the 
force of my own opinion. Whenever, therefore, 
the words, 'A Hill-top Novel,' appear on the title
page of a book by me, the reader who cares for 
truth and righteousness may take it for granted 
that the book represents my own original thinking, 
good or bad." Herein, I am afraid, Mr. Allen 
takes himself too seriously. In the first place, his 
"own opinion," however honest, will carry no 
weight except with those who hav learned to lean 
upon him, and these may not be many. What the ra
tional person relies upon is the strength of argument 
and the reasonableness of precept, which are inde
pendent of their author. In the second place, there 
is no " original thinking" in " The Woman Who 
Did " or in " British Barbarians." Only the form 
is original with Mr. Allen ; the thoughts hav been 
familiar to reformers for twenty years, to my own 
knowledge, and the testimony of others leads me to 
say double that length of time. There is a man in 
the United States penitentiary at Fort Leavenworth, 
Kan., for printing these thoughts. A few years 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
Dec. let-" Ohio's Pernicious System of Taxation." Mr. 

H. P. Boyden. 
Dec. 8th-" Is the Pulpit Losing its Power?" Mr. E. C. 

Wilmot. 
Dec. 15th-" The Cuban Republic." Attorney A. A, 

Brown. 
Dec. 22d-" Americanism and Catholicism." Samuel P, 

Putnam. 
Dec. 29th-" The New Woman." Mrs. Louise Mann· 

heimer. 

Ingersoll's new lecture, '' The Foundations of. 
Faith," is for sale at the low price of twenty-five 

' cents. Same style as hi~;~ other recently issued 
pamphlets. 
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~sttsra of f]l.rfonds. 

A Change of Address. 
SALISBURY PoiNT, MAss., Nov. 16, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I send yon to· day $2, which 

yon will please place to my credit. 
I wonld rej!'ard it as a favor if yon wonld 

saY in THE TRUTH SEEKER that I shall 
probably remain at Salisbury Point during 
the winter, and that if there are any Lib
erals here or abont I wonld like to hav 
them call on me or communicate with me 
that we may join hands and praise God in 
spirit and in trnth. JoHN PECK, 

Why Still Further Reduce Receipts ~ 
OxFORD, N. S., Nov. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR : Inclosed herewith plea~e 
find $3.35 to renew my subscription to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and for pamphlets. I 
notice that attempts are being made bv 
Postmaster-General Caron to exclude the 
paper from the Dominion, bnt trnst that 
snob rulings will be overridden. I see 
by yonr qnotatim:i.s from Christian papers 
that some.of them s~y that the postal busi
ness of this oonntry does not pay. I wonld 
like to know the reason why, if snob is the 
case, the mails should be allowed to carry 
only snoh matter as the Christian majority 
of the conn try shall say is good, in defiance 
of the minority, whose judgment is pyob
ably as good, or better than theirs. Fur
thermore, l do not think that the character 
of the postmaster· general of Canada will 
stand strict investigation in recent govern
ment scandals. Wishing yon snccess, 

I am, yonrs trnly, E. H. SCHURMAN. 

Wants His Favorit Pabulum. 
DALt..ARDSVILLE, TEx., Nov. 4, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I am a little late in sending 
in my snbsoription, bnt I hope yon will 
pardon me when yon hear 1hat I hav held 
back a few days with the hope and expec
tation of sending yon $4 for books with 
which to do missionary work in my vicin
ity among my honest bnt ignorant and 
superstitions neighbor,., Bnt having failed 
n~;~ to this date, and fearing yon might ont 
off my snnply of pabnlnm, which is so 
congenial to mv taste, I decided I had bet
ter 8end on what I had and trnst to lnok 
and hard work for the remainder. So in
closed yon will find $3 for sn.bsoription to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $1 for books
" Age of Reason," "Bible Contradictions," 
''Crimes of Preachers " '• Cbnroh Prop
erty,,. and "All Abont the Holy Bible." 
I will send yon the address of a few of my 
neighbors who are Liberally inclined. 

Yo~ friend and well-wisher, 
L. H. LOPER. 

T}ley Wollld if They Could. 
PoRTLAND, ME., Nov. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I mnst hav vonr book on 
"Design Fallaoiel';" "WasJPsnslnsane?" 
"Was Christ Crnoifi~d ?" "Personal Ex
istence After Death Improbable," and 
"The Father, Son. and Holy Ghost." 

I am sorry that they stopped THE TRUTH 
SEEJrnR from going through the mails in 
Canada. I lived two years in Montreal 
and know that the Catholics and Protest
ants are right at the point of war on re
ligion. That is where I first read "1\faria 
Monk," and I fonnd ont that the nun
nery where that happened was torn down 
and a new one bnilt np near Monnt Royal. 
Montreal is called one of the cities of 
ohnrobes, Notre Dame Catholic ohnroh be
ing the largest in America. In Montreal, 
while I was studying the Bible, I became 
an Infidel or Freethinker. I hope the 
Christians here hav not the power to 
stop THE TRU'!'H SEEKER from going 
through th~'~ ·mails. I think it is the 
best paper I hav ever read in regard to 
freedmu of thought. The Constitution 
seems to intend that everybody shall 
hav eqnal rights. HARRY SHAw. 

The Pastor Did Not Answer. 
NEw YoRK, Nov. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: In Colonel Ingersoll's lect
ure on " The Foundations of Faith " at 
the Star Theater last evening, he refers 
chemically to the theory of bodily resur
rection, and says, in substance: A. person 
dies and is buried. The material of his 
body serves to fertilize the soil and makes 
the grass grow. An ox eats the graBS and 
takes the hnman atoms into his body, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

which are converted into beef. Some man 
eats the beef and the other man's chemi
cal atoms are worked over into the second 
man's body, who dies and is buried. Now, 
Ingersoll asks the pointed question, At the 
time of the resurrection which of the two 
will be entitled to the atoms that belong 
equally to both? It will be noticed this 
question ignores any possible claim of the 
ox to the atoms. 

This reminds me of when I was a Sun
day-school learner in Oswego, N. Y., 
where I was attending a state normal 
school, and at that time believed it was 
my dnty to go to Sunday-school. The 
various ohnrohes of the. oity sought to 
maintain Snnday-sohool classes composed 
of the normal students. Being trained to 
the Methodist persuasion in my youth
though never baptized nor united with the 
ohnroh, which was dne to my heretical 
instinct and because there were certain 
theological conundrums which the clergy
men, Snnday-sohool teachers, nor my per
sonal friends were able to elucidate to my 
yonthfnl satisfaction-! naturally inclined 
my steps to a Methodist Snnday-sohool, al
though among ihe normal students in Os
wego it was generally understood to be in 
~ooor_danoe with the best policy, hearing 
m mmd the advantages of graduating, to 
attend one Presbyterian ohnroh, its Snn
day-lichool and prayer meetings, because 
the principal of the school, Dr. E. A. Shel
don, and other members of the faonlty, 
attended that Presbyterian church. 

The pastor of the Methodist ohnroh 
where I attended Snnday-sohool-thongh 
I mnst now admit it was a sort of bore to 
attend-was the Rev. Mr. Darling, D.D. 
One Sunday in class he was expounding 
and elucidating the lesson and diagnosing 
the fine points of spiritual ills and diffi
onlties, with the skill, knowledge and in
spiration which only doctors of' divinity 
can command. In some connection the 
doctor touched npon the subject of the 
resurrection. Of oonrse, in Snnday
eohools, the yonng chicks, being learners, 
are granted the privilege of asking ques
tions, trusting to the sonnd discretion of the 
chick to ask only snob questions as conform 
to theological propriety. However I had 
studied chemistry a little and kne~ some
thing abont atoms, compounds, and chem
ical disintegration. Consoi...,nsly becom
ing a triflo bold for a heavenward-bound 
pilgrim, and in th0 spirit of experiment
i?g analytically with the mental propor
tiOns of a doctor of divinity, I asked so all 
the class heard if he really thought that 
at the resurrection the exact chemical 
atoms wonld assemble again and reunite 
into the same body in the same manner and 
form, long after the body .had been decom
posed and the chemical elements had been 
disseminated through and npon the earth 
by the aothn of water trickling through 
the soil. The doctor strnok a posture and 
looked stunned at my yonthfnl impudence. 
It was clear he thought I was in a bad way 
t~ ~eoo?le a good Methodist. I actually 
pitied h1m, as, not wishing to pnt him into 
a corner, I BI\W that I had ruthlessly pro
po~nded a question abont a dogma npon 
which, together with others of like import, 
the doctor depended for his livelihood. 
The members of the class gasped speech
lessly to think I wonld dare chill the at
mosphere of that bonae of God by inti
matmg a well-founded donbt regarding a 
fundamental Christian tenet. 

My analytical experiment with the 
learned doctor's mental equilibrium de
monstrated to me in the twinkling of an 
eye that if I wished to be regarded as a 
desirable Sunday-school pnpil, I mnst not 
make another snob break and even this 
break alone might prove ·fatal to my cor
dial retention in the class. However, 
being possessed of a litronger instinct for 
trnth, free sreeoh, and investigation, than 
for dogma and guesses, I was conscious 
that if popular Sanday-sohool sentiment 
in this generation wonld not uphold me in 
~noh a bold advance, the instinotiv honesty 
m man, a few hundred generations from 
then, or sooner, wonld sustain the propri
ety of the question raised. 

The reverend doctor did not answer the 
pilgrim learner. He_ merely grunted, and 
had_ the olas~ remamed oontinnonsly in 
sessiOn to this day, I do believe he wonld 
hav ventured an intelligible reply. 

L. D. CBINE, 

Thoughts on Thanksgiving- Dedicated 
to President Cleveland. 

MR. EDIToR: Is it to be expected that 
the poor-those who hav had to struggle 
with misfortune, want, and disease; who 
know and hav known nothing bnt toil and 
poverty all their lives-can snob as these 
feel like joining in Thanksgiving, in view 
of the ills that hav afll.ioted them all 
through life, and of the adverse oironm
stanoes over which they hav no control, 
and hav struggled in vain to overcome, 
that hav beset them? And those of the 
middle class and walks in life, who hav by 
hard labor aoonmnlated jast a little to make 
them comfortable-to whom are they in
debted? Was it not their own exertions 
that ha.v produced and given them that 
which they possess? 

Now, the third class of human beings, 
the rich and very rich, who invent schemes 
to plunder their fellow-man; who hav 
laws enacted to favor their purposes of 
frand and speculation, getting acts of in
corporation nnder which they shield their 
actions; yonr corn and flonr exchanges 
that pnt down the price of grain at harvest 
time and pnt np the pl'ioe of bread to the 
poor; the acts of incorporation granted 
to railroads, trusts, InSn.ranoe companies, 
banks, savings institutions, bo2ns mining 
companies, and the rest-this class of peo
ple hav a complete monopoly over their 
fellows, through legalized swindles and 
permitted robberies; and whom will they 
thank bnt themselvs? 

They contribute to the ohnrohes and to 
the Yonng Men's Christian Associations 
a few thousand dollars, while at the same 
time defrauding their fellow hnman beings 
of millions. These people who get their 
money by defrauding nnder the cover of 
law go to the Christian ohnrohes on 
Thanksgiving days to giv thanks. Is it 
not all a sham, when their founder's and 
pattern's instrnotions to snob as these- the 
rich-were to sell all they had and distrib· 
nte it to the poor? Bnt the qnery arises, 
Does the hnman race owe any service or 
thanks to godR, devils, or any other pow
ers, seeing that we are brought forth naked 
in the world. with air only to breathe (and 
that fnqnently very malarious), without 
any will of onr own, subject to all the ad
verse climatic changes, which we hav to 
overcome the best we can? In fact, the 
reasoning mind sees clearly and distinctly 
that all we hav, and all we enjoy, is the 
result and product of onr own exertions
whether for good or evil. Yet we are 
always in conflict with tho laws of universal 
nature, and we mnst be on the alert to 
avoid storms and tempests, cyclones and 
other terrible forces in nature; we 
are subject to drouth and exoessiv rains 
and to disease and death in every form: 
all of which can be obviated only in a de
gree by constant care and watchfulness. 
In view of all this, does the hnman race 
own any part'onlar thanks or oblations to 
any being or to any power that has placed 
them here in this world nnder all the ad
verse conditions and circumstances nnder 
which they exist? R!ltner is it not the 
dnty, and should not the obligation rest on 
that being or power, that placed them here 
to take charge of them? ' 

Seeing, therefore, that onr entire de
pendence mnst be npon onrselvs, let ns be 
wise and institute only snch government 
as will oondnoe to onr own happiness and 
comfort and that of the race. The offer
ings of Thanksgiving are vain oblations 
only equaled in the dark and snperstitions 
agss by the ~ffering of "she-goats and the 
fat of rams." Be11ides, onr government is a 
secular government (not a theocracy), a 
government "by the people, for the 
people." 

When will the hnman race cast oft this 
superstition of rendering thanks that are 
disregarded alike by high heaven and hu
man reason, and become wise and learn 
and teach how best to promote its own 
happiness in this world? And is it possible 
for the hundreds of thousands in any con
dition of life, who hav had their property 
destroyed by floods, cyclones, tidal waves, 
earthquakes, fire, or any other of the de
strnotiv forces in nature, and the lives of 
fathers, mothers, hnsbands, brothers 
wives, and children taken by these fearfni 
calamities, to join in rendering .thanks to 
any power? It is nnnatnral to thank the 
hand or the power that smites us and no 
good being wonld require it. ' 
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And those who hav been fortunate, and 
profess to be Christians, let them comply 
with the conditions that the Christians' 
law imposes, as given by its founder and 
pattern, "Giv to them that ask, and lend, 
hoping for nothing in return." "Let them 
sell all they hav and giv to the poor;" in 
other words," giv to their less fortunate 
neighbors and follow him in poverty, 
"The foxes hav holes, the birds of the air 
hav nests, bnt the son of man hath not 
where to lay his head." We ask then 
who are Christians? We hav non~, onl; 
in name, and thanksgivings avail nothing. 
Giving thanks changes no Jaw of nature. 
It offers no consolation or help to the 
afll.ioted. The innumerable ills that afll.iot 
the race remain, and will remain nntil man 
give more attention to the wants of his 
fl\Jlowmen and less to the gods-and on 
this the hopes of the race mnst rest. 

E. LIVEZEY. 

About "Life-Entity" and the Rest. 
AKRON, Omo, Nov. 10, 1895. 

MR. EDIToll: Mr. Severance so mis
quotes what I write on the subject of 
Spiritualism that it is hardly worth my 
time to answer him, for it is the best ascer
tained fact that the readers of THlll TRUTH 
SEEKER want, and a quibble of words to 
keep np an argument is unnecessary. 

I well know that immortality at this 
time cannot be proven by science, for Mr. 
Severance says science does not deal with 
"metaphysical " things, and as an immor· 
tal spirit cannot be handled with pincers 
made of iron, of oonrse science is bnt 
a "dead-head " in snob investigation. 
However, there are those who hav more 
than the nsnal five senses, so that man in 
a spiritual form, is visible to them e~en 
though Mr. Severance and myseif are 
blind in that direction. A. microscopic lens 
often discovers things that the hnman 
optic, unaided, oonld not see. It is plainly 
visible, without a glass, that what Mr. 
Severance knows he learns from books 
edited by others, and seeks not the new 
fields of discovery for himself. If this 
was not the case he wonld not so misstate 
to mislead others, the language I nee. ' 

A simple belief or an opinion proves 
nothing. And while both Mr. Severance 
and myself may accept the theories of evo
lution, it does not prove evolution to be a 
fact, or that it has been accepted by sci· 
enoe, for science teaches no snob thing· 
neither does it teach that onr universe wa~ 
created six thousand years ago by Jeho
vah, the Jewish God, for Babylonia was a 
popnlons country anterior to that time. 
Evolution has nothing whatever to do with 
the proof or evidence of immortality. Yet 
if · man has evolved, by progression, 
fr?m some lower order of life, it oer
tamly goes to show a progressiv nature 
and it wonld be nothing strange that pro'
gression should continue thronghont all 
eternity. If man was first created as 
Genesis teaches, we mnst believe as the 
story continues to teach, that he is' immor
tal, even though all other life may end at 
the death of the physical body. Spiritnal
i~m teaches nothing of man's pre-natal 
llfe, bnt only of a life beyend the grave, 
and that from demonstrated facts as 
gleaned from nature, through her ooonlt 
forces and laws that we now so little un
derstand. Science fails to teach ns of 
many things we wish to know; and should 
I read all the works on physiology, psy
chology, anatomy, ew., and stndy well my 
encyclopedia from beginning to .end, I 
should not learn that the brain, any more 
than the heart or great toe, oonld. create 
itself or man; neither can it create or 
originate one single thought, unaided by 
entity-life, eleotric.al energy, mind, son!, 
or eternal, vital, or what yon please to call 
it, that makes organic life superior to in
organic or dead matter which produces 
nothing. The brain is no more the seat of 
life than the heart; each has its functions 
to perform, and a less injury to the heart 
will produce death than to the brain. The 
brain, while being the sensitiv organ of 
animal life, in which is centered the nerves 
of the whole system, the home of the 
mind or sonl, is no more a vital organ 
than the heart, and has less functions to 
perform. While we sleep, the heart and 
lnn?s are at work, automatically, and do 
their part as mnoh as the brain. 

We know nothing more of the origin 
of man than we do of his destiny; we first 
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}onat<~ .him in. pORRiblv, a cell or in a pro
toPlasmin RtatA; ani!, in a wav, we tnce 
him to hil'tb; to old at!'e and dAatb; thence 
he fadAR from the view of m01•tal BAUBf'B 
into ethareal or snblimat<l matte!', that onr 
five senl!eB cannot recogniza. I aqk in the 
name of reason, iR it anv mor<! mvRterion!l 
to think that life has a continuity after thA 
death of the physical bodv than a pre-Mtal 
lifA in the mas'ltAB of natural forCAs before 
conceived in the womb of her who bore 
him? Our ig-norance alone m'\kes it a 
mvAterv, like nearlv all that nature does; 

ScienCA is but the storehon9a whel'etn 
we deposit our rich and well-eal'ned invest
ments after long years of toiling in the 
broad fields of discovery, which at first 
looks dark and dismal to our view, but 
often prove bnt the opening of some new 
field to bring to us jov and glad tidings. 

Science has shown Jehovah to be a myth, 
and like the legends of William Tell and 
Santa Olans, his fable has hall its day and 
rule and must giv way to truth as gleaned 
fro~ the pages of nature's great book. I 
will repeat what I hav heretofore written,. 
for the benefit of those whom Mr. Sever
ance would mislead. 

In mv letter to THE T.RUTH Sl!l"EKlllR of 
Oct. 12th I said that ''we bav 'proof posi
tiv • of the continuity of man in an immor
tal state after pasRing from eal'tb, unless 
it can be shown that the many phases of 
phenomena attributed to spirit power 
really come bv the agency of some other 
ocnu.lt power." 

In answer to this Mr. Severance under
takes to tell what ecience has already 
learned about spirit phenomena, telling us 
that "all philosophy and ecienoe end when 
they get to disembodied spirits." In the 
name of good sense, what other ocr1uU 
agency does he refer to that givs us t~e 
phenomena of Spiritualiem? He car~;tes 
the idea that hypnotism, thought trans• 
ference (neither of which was recoe-niz<~d 
by science a few years a~o), illusion of the 
senses, etc., causes the phenomena, but 
none of these is an occult (unknown) force. 
The first two are now partially known and, 
understood and no longer cla!!sed as occult. 

Science is continually adding to her 
knowledge the discovery of new forces, 
new properties in the elements, new phe
nomena of observation, and new channels 
of communication with the great chemical 
laws of nature's resonl'Ces; her labol'atory 
of mystery is being opened up to the un
derstanding of man; and, with all this,. we 
hav the best of reasons for believing, if not 
for positivly knowing that man live beyond 
the grave. 

I hav expended both time and money to 
diBprove spirit-return, and from. a co~
flrmed Materialist I am now a behever m 
the immortality of all life entity as much 
as in the immortality of matter, both of. 
which change forms and features by natu-
ral law. . 

I believe (which proves nothmg) that 
man is being created, or produced, from 
the vital elements of life, like all other 
animate creatures, by the unity of sex 
functions that produces an i>ldivid>Aallife, 
built up from the warp and woof of physi· 
cal elements or matter creating or7anic 
life from inorganic matter by the atd of 
life-energy that we cannot understand. 

Physical man, efter death, has identi
cally the same organs as before death, yet 
has, perhaps, instantaneo~sly been_ co~
verted from an animate bemg to an mam
mate. Why the change? Simply because 
the man of individuality, he who repre
sented the physical form, by which the 
physical optics of vision could see hi.m, 
has vacated the house or shell that could 
no longer answer his purpose and must, 
by necessity, evolute, progress, or pass on 
to another stage of existence. I could not 
accept of such belief were it not for the 
many demonstrations of proof that hav 
fully convinced me that the real man does 
not die, A. D. SwAN. 

The Political Polyphne. 

DUBUQUE, KAN., Oct. 29, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I would like to call the at

~ntion of the public, through the medium 
of TH111 TRUTH SEBK"ER, to the need of a 
political barometer with which to mea~nre 
the sentiment of the people on any gtven 
issue at any election in any state or local
ity, 'I hav reasons to _beli~ve t~at com
parativly very few readmg, mtelhgent vo-

ters al'e in favor of ev"'l'V plan"k in any one 
Pal'tv nlatfol'm anfl obj"nt to all the planks 
in all the other partv platforms. 

To compal a man, if he voteq, to sub· 
Rcribe to a lot of cnt-and-rll'ied plsnJk'l of 
one platform in a job-lot without the priv
ilege of choosing what be wants fl'pm all 
the platform!! iR rifiicnlons, to sav the least. 
T n ortler to vidicate a P"inciple, Ol' to make 
his wisheR known on a few isRnes, 'he mnRt 
indorRe many that he does not want, thBt 
are directly a!!'ainst hiq best interest and 
judgment, anfi he is counted ag-ainst othel' 
platforms that contain planks which he 
likes. 

In order to illngtrate the injustice done 
the voter, the party, and the officer, and 
the misunderstanding liable to arise be
tween them by the bresent method of rAp-

, resentation, I will offer my own experience 
as an example. 

Being raised in a Repnblic"n section by 
a R'3pnblican father were as good reasons, 
yon will admit, for me being a R'3pnblican 
as a msjority of the "vulgar masses" hav 
for belonging to either of the parties. 

As a matter of course I imbibed Repub
lican principles, chief among which was 
the high tariff policy. . · 

When I became of ag-e I took Mr. Gree
ley's advice and came West to grow up 
with the country and located on a claim 
in central Kansas. 

Being as poor as the renowned church 
mouse I was obliged to Iiv in a sod house 
or ·dn;ont for years, part of the time with~ 
out a board in the roof or floor. 

With lumber held at an exorbitant price, 
and not a tree in sight, or ever likely to 
be, from which could be manufactured a 
foot of lumber, the high tariff on that item 
began to lose its charm for me. 

When the K~nsa~ blizzards began to 
make me shiver so my teeth rattled, pro~ 
tected as I was only by cotton clothing, 
and not a sheep or a pound of wool for 
sale in the county, a high tariff on wool 
or its mannfactn .. ed products did not seem 
to be consistent with my best interest or 
comfort. 

In the course of time I married and be
gan raising a family, as most all do who be
lieve in " home production." When my 
children cried for sngal', cake, or candy, I 
explained to them that the price of sugar 
was so high I could not afford to buy it for 
them, and then went to the polls and vo
ted for the party that believed in protect
ing my children from the plea~nre of 
sweets so dear to every child. So it grad
ually dawned upon me that it was not to 
my financial interest that everything T 
bonght or wanted should be high priced, 
while thr.t which I had to sell should be 
cheap. The price on my principal product 
-wheat-was, and for generations to come 
will be, regulated by a free trade market 
in fair competition with the rest of the 
world. The tariff on it" is a dead lett'lr 
and only intended to placate the guileless 
farmer, and I recommend that it be placed 
on the wind, if it can be done snMessfnlly, · 
to keep the Mexican and Canadtan prod
nets out. I became a thorough free 
tratler. 

I could not even see cleal'ly how high 
briff could hav benefited inv father,living 
where he was, in northern Missouri. How 
was I to make known my "change of 
heart" to the party? For each voter to 
write to his state and national representa
tive explaining how he stands, and how he 
wishes them to vote on each question, is 
impractical. I did not wish to leave t~e 
party I was raised in. I liked most of tts 
platform, but could not be reconciled to 
the high tariff plank. 

My representative continued voting and 
working for higher tariff, honestly believ
ing they were representing me and car;y
ing out my wishes as E!Xf)ressed by votmg 
for a party whose chief battlecry was high 
tariff'. 

What was I to do? I could not be a 
Democrat, for my interest in their natiopal 
policy of lower tariff was more than bal
anced by my objection to their state and 
local policy. I could not indorse one with
out indorsing the othf.'r. My interest in 
national affairs had to be sacrificed for my 
local interest. · _ 

Was I to foreg-o my right of franchise by 
being unable to express my wish intelli
g~ntly to either party in the field? I tried 
it o~ce more. I cast my vote that counted 

nne in tbe Phenomenal mBj""itv of 82 000 
KBn•u•R roller! Up fol' t.b., G. 0 P. 

I b'llieved it t.o he tb"' itnh of tb<! Part.v 
to take un new iR!IUAB. inangnl'ate l'efol'm'l, 
or moilifvtbeil' old polhiAB t.o snit chaug-eil 
conditions, or the chane:ed Rentiment of 
th"' mlljol'itv, if snob was tb<~ C"!!e. 

I believed mv repregentativs, at lea11t, 
could BAe cleal'lV what was bASt for me 
arid work for mv in•erAst no matter what 
planks were in the party platform. 

It se.,med clear to ma that what was best 
for me was also bes~ for a large msj'lrity 
of the cit.izans of this con!!'J'I'ISBional di!l
tl'ict., and of the state for that matter, as 
they consume the same class of cmnmodi
tie~ that I do, and, being engaged in the 
same industry. hav the same claqR of Dl'od
ncts to.sell. What was the result? Wbv, 
the party, and even my representative, 
mieinterpl'eted my vote. But how were 
they to know what planks T likAd frAm 
those I disliked? They supposed I waR 
"stuck" on all of them, and tbe bigb tariff 
in particular. The party organs .;oare~ 
themselvs hoarse in eulogizing the mtelli
gence of the farmer who could see so 
clearly that high tariff was to his best in
terest. Then I gave up in despair and de
cided to not go to the polls any more, as I 
could not vote either for or against any-
thing. . . 

To cap the climax, and add msnlt to In
jury, a stnmper came around telling a 
campaign lie-no story-to the effect that 
he had had a vision in which be waR trans
ported to the lower regions, commonly 
called hell. A guide showed him around 
through the different apartments. Coming 
to one over the entraneq to which were 
the wo;ds "dryin~ room," upon entering 
be saw a great number of men hanging- on 
books. In answer to his inquiry what it 
all meant, the guide informed him that 
they were Kansas farmers who voted for 
high tariff, and that tbev were too green to 
burn and had to be dried out first. 

A few enterprising politicians caug-ht on 
to the racket and organized anotbel' p•uty 
in which to corral tl:te "soreheads" from 
the oth~>r l'arties. I fell in line. There 
were planks enough in their p 'atfo"t'm to 
enable almost anybodv to he pleased with 
some on a of them. I liked some of them, 
while others werA directly contl'arv to my 
ideas of good policv, justice, and practica
bilit.y. · I was obliged to !!wallow the whole 
mess-no way of separating them-whole 
hog or none. I believed and hoped that 
the obiectionable planks would not, or 
could not be enacted into law. · 

T had the pleaqure, then, of readin~ a 
diff~l'ent set of enlogiAs. It was "Anal'nb
i~m !" "Communism II" "Patel'nalism! II" 
And thA deVil only knowswbat iRBUe!l were 
not cbargPd to the poor innocent "bav-· 
11eeds" of Kansa11. It was dPOlared that we 
were incanab'e of s<~lf-govel'nm~;~nt.; that we 
did not know what we waTtt.erl; tbat W"' 

votPd for high tal'iff one Alection, low tal'iff 
the next AlPction, A.Dd for both, and most 
PVAl'Vthing "'lRe, t.h<! n<>xt election. · 

Onr cretlitors in tbe E'\st wanted nR 
placed in tbe bands of a receiv"'l', but no
bodv would assn'lle the responsibility of 
talrine- chnrge of us. 

Now, tbe fact iq, it is not RO mncl.t the 
lack of intelligence on the .part of the voter 
as it is the fanlt of the preRent method of 
expressing it at the nolle. I do not el'j'ly 
having- uncomplimentary epithets hurled 
at me by people who misconstrue my vote, 
whether done through ignol'ance or other
wise. I bav about concluded to renounce 
my right of franchise, and boycott all t~e 
parties, and just let them go to the dogs if 
I am not to be provided with some method 
of expressing my desires at the polls in a 
manner more consistent with the intelli
gence of an American citizen. So there 
now. w. H. K"ERrt. 

[TO BE OONOLUDED.] 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book 1s just what. i~s title implies-~hump. 

ing whacks a.t superst1t1on. It dea.ls mth ~he 
effect of Ohristiani ty on the· world, s_homp.g 
what Christians have done to a.dvance thmr rehg. 
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a. fa.lse prophAt. ~h,l!-t ~he _gospels 
a.re not a.uthentic, and t.hat tJ .... ~.uunty 1s f!o bor
rowed system of religion. Th~~ot the B1ble 1s not 
in a.ocord witb Science.. that the ato;te.me~t 
scheme is futile a.111d foohsh, a.nd tha.t rehg10n ~s 
nota. rea.! benefit to ma.n. . ~ _,.e 

Price. 20 cents. SlX for .1. 
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R'\tl'lll:inl,i rfJ. '"1-.tl\~l"l,; li,•f.'D.'\n). New 
y,.. .. "k: E. l> C-.bv & C'l. Pap<!l'. _12uo .. 
Ill nn. Illnstl'ated cover. Prtce, 50 
Mnts. 

Th"' l'aqqin"' of AH-x. A N'lvAl. llv ¥~s. 
Ma"j"l't<! P"ul. R-.qt'ln: 1\.l'qna Prthl,~sb
inoo C'llll"lanv. 12"U'l, 266 Pp. Prtce, 
paper, 50 nants; cloth. $1.25. 

Birt111 of Prav: A l)iqcnl'!livRqrieR of M;_'ln
ng-l'anbs. Bv W. Rt<~wal't.lt'lq!! (Sl.l'\dtn). 
L'lndon ~ W. Stqwart & Oo. Olotb, 
12mo., 224, P?· Pri<le, $1 2!i. 

IdAal .Ttt'ltic..: or, Natnl'al R!li"'n':" _A.nPli<!d 
to Ethic•. "E<lonominq, an'llt'lhg-ton. A.n 
Eq•av. 1\.lso two Ann"ndinas. "'"titled 
"The B"q"'" of c .... titnil"." A.nil "'Evol~
tion or "Eniooen<>qiq?" Bv 'F{ Croft. litl
)Ar.' L'l1ldo~: W. Stew'\"t & Co. Olotb, 
12mo., 203 pp. Price. $1.50. 

Mv TransMndAntal Exn11"i"'nnes qth 
Soil'it.s. 'M'lstlv tbl'on'!b_l\fv 9wn Con
scions Clai.rvovanM, fJlatl'andtenne, and 
ntb.,r TTibAr'lnt. and D~v'llopAit P'lwers. 
With Foul' Illnqtl'ations. "Rv He1l1'V 
L!lcroix. Boqton: C'llhv & Riclt. Pa
per, 12mo., 104 pp. Price, 25 cents. 

Th"' Fallen St.ar, ol', th."' liistorv of a li'al!le 
""'R'lli!rlon. "Bv Sil' 'E. L. B<Ilw~". But. 
-Also- A ·DiqB'll't.'ltion on th<~ Origin of 
,.Evil: "Bv L'll'd 'Bl'nug-l.tam. Illnqtnted. 
... N .. w Yor"k: Pete"!' Eilkler. Oloth,12m">., 

129 pp. Price, $1. 
Whv I a'll a Veaetaria1l. An A~ dress De
~Jiv .. reil Befor; th" CbiC'\g-o Ve~eta .. ia!l 
-societv. Bv J. H'lwal'd M'lore. Clu
~oa"'o' Thq Wal'd W"ng-b Publishing C'>. 

Pape.r, 12'D.o., 42 pp .. ~itb au apneudix 
C'>ntaining menus. Prtce, 25 cents. 

On tbe R'lad to tb"' L"k"'. A Noval. Il
ln'ltiated. "Rv S'\m .Flin... Cbin"~o: 
Clmrles H. Kel'l' & Co. Olotb, 12mo., 
295 pp. Price, $1.60. 

Th"' A!!'nost.ic Annual for 1896. E'litad bv 
fJharles A. WattR. L'lnd'l1l: w. s;.ewal't. 
& Oo. Papal', 12.no , 64 pp. Prtce, 25 
cents. 

A Chide to Svst"'lla~ic R~adin'!S of tbe 
E'lcvclop.,dia "Britannica. "Bv Jamqq 
R"ld..,.in, Ph. l). ChiM~oandNewYol'k~ 
The W!lrnel' Company. Oloth, 8vo., 316 
Pp. Price, $2. 

The Pronl-o"'t" of Tsra<~l: "Ponnlar Sk~tnb<!R 
fl'om Old '{'qqtll'D.<!Tlt. liigt'lrV. Bv Cul 

""'lieinl'iclt C'lrnill T~anRlated bv S't.,tou 
.F C'l!lkl'an. F•nnti!lni.,ce. Chi'lag-o: 
'l'h"' Ooen Court Prthliabin~ Comn•nv. 
Cloth, giH top 12uo., 194 pp. With 
Index. Price, $1. 

A W" """ D ~pa,.f.nl'e. (T n Theolo!:!'v.) "Bv 
W. K. M. B'ls•.'ln: Tb"' Arena Pnblisb
ing C'lmPany. 12"Uo., 244 pp., P"per, 50 
cents; cloth. $1.25. 

A"i"tonia: A. lt'lro.•ntc'I-'F£lqt.nl'vof tbe New 
~worM. Bv Caqt.,llo N li'llfol'<'t. B'>B· 
t.'ln: Arenq, PrtbliRbing- flo'll.panv. 12uo., 
234 nn. Pric,, papel', 50 cents; cloth, 
$1.25. 

Th"' 'E'\1'1: A. 'l-'ra~'l~v iTt Fiv" A11tq. With 
t.l,e Rta!:!'e "Rnqin"sq. fla11t of Qbq,l'acterq, 
OoRtnm<><~, R<>lativ p,.,q;F .... nR .. "Etc. ·"Bv 
.T 'lReph TJa"•"n. R"n Fra'lCtS'Io.: Th"' 
Hic"ka:Jndd Co. 8vo., 32 pp. Prtce, 25 
cents. 

''N'l "B~~innin'l; 'lr, t'l<! Frt'l.ia'll.<~ntal 
F'\lla"y "is a n"m'll'lU-~"TIBe e~o-.qiti.'ln ~f 
th" er~nr in tloa l'<>asomnt? np"n wlncb IB 
based the bQli"'' in a Cl'.,ation ol' fil'~t cause 
of things. Bv W'llia'll 1I. 1\{q,plfl A'! a 
m<~t.apbyslc'\1 exogoRis it is ll"w•,.ful, and 
in it.s argnmAnt to frQ"' m'\nkind f•nm BU· 
pArstitiouq fears it ....;11 Pl'nv!l a gorlsand 
to m"nv who woul<i !lbRk'l oft tbe frig-btfnl 
nightmare bv enabling t.h"'m to und<~rstand 
t.h"' l'eal c~us•R of Avants in natnre.
Weekly Journali.9t, Boston. 

Mr. Map~es's book ["No Beghming"] 
is one of whose publications to be glad. 
It places certain t.rutbs now<>rfnllv before 
the readAr's thought and H k<~epl! so con
centratedl.v to thfl point and eXOl'es~es its
elf so clearly and directly as to constttnte 
as ch"mpiou of reason, one of tbe v<~ry 
strongest essays we hav ever read.-Bos
fon Ideas. 

THIRTY YEA"RB IN THl!l BusiNEss. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald &; Bro., 
Oommiision Merchants. 

Fruits !-Vegetables 
·Apples, Eggs. · 

Ora.nberrie~. OheesA .. 
Potato~•. Dr1ed . , 

Butter, Frutts, etc. 

Promptness our main objent. O!>rrespondenee 
solicited. Oar lots a S{>eOJa.lt:v. 

We fill Orders for All Kinds of Produce. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago. 
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Jiall 
River, Mass., to whom all C'ommunica
tioru tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lqwer, 

Comes a pause in the da)''s occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

The Turkey's Soliloquy. 
When dreary day was nearly spent, 
And careless winds the saplings bent, 

· A gobbler, sitting on a fence, 
Mused o'er his sad experience. 
While tears rolled down his narrow cheek, 
And lost themselvs in tiny ~reek. 
He dreamed awhile, then muttering low, 
Compared the Now and Long Ago? 

In ages gone it was unknown 
To prophet-priest in Eastern home, 
That westward far a continent, 
To balance that of Orient, 
Lay quite beyond the setting sun. 
Where it is day when theirs is done; 
A hemisphere of marvel• rare, 
By nature formeil with equal care; 
Its life and Jove as snllerfine 
As any known in Palestine; 
Its prairies broad and si:very glens 
Gave food and nests for turkey-hen~. 
And right we had to rest or roam, 
To go abroad or stay at h"me. 

We mourn the PaEt when we were free, 
Fowls domestic we grieve to be; 
i\Iy hens confined in narrow ccop, 
Ofttimes so low they l:.av to stoop. 
For hither came the strangest race 
Of man with long and pallid face; 
I=ortal he, and mortal we, 
He argues, but we disagree. 
He knew us not when first be came, 
Had ne'er before seen bird the same. 
To taste our fi esh he shot us down, 
And roasted us till we were brown! 
We oft could dodge tbe Indian arrow, 
But Christian shot miss not the· marrow, 
He captures all on~ little ones, 
And fatten• them till autumn comes, 
That they maY die to fatten h 1m 
Who prates so much of Snndav sin. 
Thanksgiving-time is worst of all; 
Oh how we dread his stealthy call! 
Hehl thank the sky for naily breail, 
Then with an ax chop off our head. 
0 grief to see amid the stor.es, 
Such wofnl sight-my lnveil one's bones! 
And plumage which they prondb bore, 
Used now to wipe his dirty floor! 

I too shall bleed next Christmas eve, 
And ha.v short time to mourn and grieve. 
I=ortal prove the man to be! 
Then hope I for mortality. 
It may be that, in some age hence, 
The man shall sit upon !L fence, 
And mourn his loss of liberty
Lost through pions stupidity. 

L. G. REED. 

A Woman Speaks. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Apropos of the dis

cussion in the Children's Corner of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER abont snakes, prairie dogs, 
and owls, all living in the same holes, my 
hnsband, who has lived in this oonntry 
since the close of the war, and who has 
crossed the plains several times, says they 
do liv in the same holes, bnt not as a happy 
family by a.ny means. 

The dogs make the holes for their homes, 
as it is their natnre to do. Then the snakes, 
being larger and stronger animals, enter 
the holes and make their homes with the 
prairie dogs on which they prey, as do the 
owls. The owls hav to watch ont for the 
snakes, and the dogs for both. The dogs 
wonld not stand mnoh show bnt for the 
fact that P.nakes hav no means of tearing 
their food and mnst swallow it whole, and 
a snake cannot swallow B ·fnllgrown prairie 
dog, bnt they get the little ones. Again, 
a snake cannot strike unless it can coil, 
which it cannot very well do in the limits 
of a dog borrow. In the dog towns the 
gronnd, underneath the snrface, is honey
combed with miles of pasFages, and every 
hole has many ontlets so the grown dogs 
can escape. Think what wonld happen if 
animals, which breed as fast as they do, 
had not many natnral enemies to keep 
them down. They begin to breed at a 
year old, and hav from fonr to six at a 
litter. I do not know whether they breed 
more than once a year or not. Here, in 
the mountains, their natnral enemies are 
hawks, owls, eagles, coyotes, badgers, and 
ferrets, thongh the last are not ·common. 
Down on the plains the prairie dogs are 
mnch larger than here, and, in addition to 
the natnral enemies here that I hav enu
merated, there is a. species of small fox, 
called a "swift, .. which is very destrnotiv. 
Yon might think, with all those enemies, 
they wonld soon become extinct, but :p.ot 
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so. They breed so fast that unless the 
farmer takes aotiv measures also, his 
chances of B crop are very small. Onr 
method here is to soak wheat in water in 
which strychnine has been dissolved, and 
pnt a spoonful of the poisoned wheat at 
the month of the hole, or take bisnlphide 
of carbonate, pnt a spoonful on some cot
ton, or something else, and pnt it down· 
the hole and cover it np, when it an:ftooates 
all that may be in the hole. 

A few years ago a law was passed in 
Wyoming giving a bonnty of five cents on 
each prairie dog scalp delivered to the 
oonnty clerks. The law ran two years and 
in that time the state paid ont more than 
one hundred thousand dollars. The next 
legislature made haste to repeal the law, 
bnt the man who introdnoed the bill will 
go to his grave as " Gopher Johnnie." 

I hope I hav not been too prolix, and 
that it may be interesting to the readers of 
the Corner, and, in oonolnsion, will say to 
onr friends, don't be acrimonious over 
snoh little things, and remember that ani
mals hav different habits in different local-
ities. FLORENOE B. JoNEs. 

Saratn,qa, Wyo., Nov. 3, 1~95. 

Thanksgiving in Revolutionary Days. 
Many fnnny stories are told of the early 

Thanksgiving days. The town of Col
chester, for instance, calmly ignored the 
day appointed by the governor and held 
its own Thanksgiving a week later, when 
the sloop from New York, bringing a hogs
head of molasses for pies, had arrived. In 
Revolnntionary times Thanksgiving was 
not forgotten. The Connoil of Massaohn
setta recommended that November 16, 
1776, be set aside for "acknowledgments 
for mercies enjoyed." In the next year 
Samnel Adams recommended a form of 
Thanksgiving proclamation to the Conti
nental Congress. Doring the War of In
dependence Congress appointed eight days 
of Thanksgiving. They fell in April, May, 
Jnly, and December. The appointments 
were made in the form of recommenda
tions to the heads of the varions state gov
ernments. With one exception Congress 
suspended business on the days appointed. 

He Has a Big Heart. 
Isn't this a pretty story abont a dear 

little fellow, whose name is Herbert, who 
livs down sonth in Dixie, and who is only 
fonr years old? His baby brother's death 
had made his mother very sad and very 
lonely. One day Herbert came npon her 
soddenly, seated in the window, where she 
thonght no one wonld see the tears she 
was striving to hide. Bnt Herbert's big 
black eyes saw. He ran to her and threw 
one plnmp arm abont her, calling to his 
elder brother: "A.rthnr, yon'd better come 
and pnt yonr arm aronnd mamma on the 
other side. She's crying. "-New York 
Times. 

Correspondence. 
ARMsTRONG CREER, WIB., Oot. 14, 295. 
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Dear Fr.end: 

Some say everything that is, is right, 
thongh I never oonld see it in that way. 
Now, Miss Wixon, I hav another hobby, or 
idea. Thongh it may seem foolish to yon, 
I can't help it nntil some one can show me 
where it is wrong. My idea is simply this, 
to amend the Constitution so as to abolish 
Congress and establish a home govern
ment, so that the toiling millions of men 
and women oan vote in their own town 
directly for all laws that direot}y concern 
them. Elections twice a year, or as often 
as needed. Now, the fact is that the 
interests of the working class are not 
fairly represented nnder the present sys
tem, and that reforms in all governments 
are largely experimental, and more a ques
tion of hone11ty than of great statesman
ship, and· snch a system wonld nndonbt
edly create among laborers an indnoement 
to co-operate and try to stndy their condi
tions and wants. At the present time only 
one· half of the working people are allowed 
to vote, and I believe one-half that do vote 
hav a very vague idea of what they are do
in~, whether it is for their interest, for the 
millionaire's, or for nanght. Of oonrse, if 
we oonld all liv np to the rnles in yonr 
book on ''Right Living," we wonld hardly 
need a government, and, right here, I want 
to thank yon from the bottom of my heart 
for having written that book. lt is the 
grandest book I ever read, and I feel that 
I am paid a great many times over for 
reading it, and I want to say, I think yon 
are doing the noblest work that woman 
ever did by being honest with children, 
and teaching them how to liv withont bo
in~ oowarqs Of hypoorits. Fof the past 

few years I hav been trying to stndy hn
man 11atnre and I hav -come to the oonoln
sion that w'hen we get a person's h.onest 
ideas of a God, we hav a pretty good mdex 
to his general ohbraoter. There are not 
many free people in this locality; they de
clare that God rules the world and all 
there is in it. and when I lend them THE 
TRUTH BEEKER, or "Right Living," "Fonr 
Hundred Years of Freethonght," or any 
good book on Freetho~ght, they will, pe~
haps, read a page or chapter and lay It 
aside for a novel, or any light literature, 
which they seem to enjoy with great~r aat
isfaotion. I hav a book on natnral history 
called the "Living World," by J. W. 
Bnel, in which the anthor holds that the 
Genesis aooonnt of oreatfon and approved 
science harmonize exactly; that evolution 
is trne, also the special creation theory.* 
Now, to tell the trnth, I hav not mnoh 
confidence in snob people. Will yon kindly 
recommend some other work on the same 
snbjeot. I hav taken np more of yonr 
time than was intended. Plea!!e exonse 
one seeking the trnth. When I get in the 
Western oonntry I will sorely remember 
yonr reqnest. 

Respeotfnlly and sincerely yonrs, 
Eo. HunsoN. 

[We thank onr brother for his very flat
tering commendation of "Right Living." 
It is trne that if all oonld carry ont its 
teaohin,gs anc!. principles we might come 
very near to heaven npon earth. And that 
is certainlY what we shonld aim for. We 
are trying to teach the children how to liv, 
and we believe we are making some prog. 
ress, with the aid of snob friends as hav 
fonnd the best of life in the philosophy Of 
Freethonght. Send for Trnth Seeker 
Catalog for books snob as yon desire.-ED. 
C. C.] 

* The ''Order of Creation." a disonssion 
between the late Professor Huxley, W. E. 
Gladstone, and others on the biblical and 
the natnral order in which different forms 
of life appeared npon the snrfaoe of the 
earth, throws a good deal of light npon 
this question. It maybe had ofthe Trnth 
Seeker Company for 50 cents. 

Health and Happiness. 
IV.-OBBEBVATIONS ON THE INFANT OON· 

TINU11D. 

Healthy Sleep.-Dnring the first month 
a child in perfect health and abundantly 
supplied by a healthy nnrse sleeps nsnally 
twenty ont of the twenty-fonr honrs; 
awaking to nnrse every two or three honrs 
dnring the day and twice or three times 
dnring the night. As the child grows 
older (the second or third month or so) it 
becomes more wakefnl, thongh it will 
nsnally take a nap of several honrs in the 
morning and a shorter one in the after
noon, while it sleeps from early evening 
nntil the following morning-probably 
waking once or twice to nnrse. 

The sleep of a healthy child is tranquil. 
The features are in repose, the expression 
of the oonntena.nce, its breathing, eto., 
indicate the most perfect ease. Nothing 
is more snggestiv of comfort, oomposnre, 
and well being, or more typical of perfect 
grace, than the posture of a naturally 
healthy child dnring its sleep. 

It requires bnt a slight disturbance of 
the health of the child to break the ordi
nary calm and make it restless, fretfnl, 
peevish-its sleep interrupted by startings, 
cries, and dreams. Very little irritation 
in the digestiv canal, imperfectly digested 
food, irritation of the gnms at the time of 
teething, worms, or slight fever, is sn:ffi
oient to distnrb the slumbers of the infant 
and to show that something is wrong. In 
pronortion to the seriousness of the dis
turbance the indications will vary-there 
will be nneasy sleep, the disturbed oonnte
nanoe (contraction of the brow, workings 
of the features), tossing, frequent chang
ing of position, the di:ffionlty in lolling 
the child to sleep, painfnl dreams or night
mares causing the little one to scream and 
struggle in its sleep, or to wake in a most 
terrible fright, occasionally refusing to 
sleep in the bed or crib, when the nnrse 
or mother is obliged to walk with it or 
·soothe it by movements of a rooking-chair 
or cradle. Whenever any of these dis
turbances ooonr it behooves the mother or 
nnrse to become watohfnl and vigilant and 
to exercise that patience, care, and sweet
ness of temper which hav won for good 
mothers the name of ministering angels. 
Seek to relieve the infant by removing 
the oanse of disturbance. 

:5oth the nnrsin~ and the sleep on~ht tQ 
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be snbjeot to certain rnles. It is better to 
habituate the infant to nnrsing at regnlar 
honrs, and for the same reason aoonstom 
the child to sleep in its cradle, which is by 
far the best. When the child sleeps do 
not take it np in yonr arms or place it on 
yonr lap, as is frequently done. Place it 
in its cradle and let it go to sleep. Once 
nsed to do this, it will sleep despite any 
noise or movements in the room. It is 
better for the babe not to sleep in the 
same bed with its parents. Accidents hav 
ooonrred and infants hav been sn:ft'ooated 
from one oanse or another. Besides, a 
sleep of ibis natnre is not reonperativ for 
either nnrse or child. Do not load the 
child immoderately, while it sleeps, with 
heavy covering, nor snrronnd it with 
onrtains with the intention of keeping the 
air oft', for the child gets overheated and 
breaks into perspiration, which only 
weakens it and makes it susceptible to 
cold. It is an excellent practice to aeons
tom the child to retire at an early honr in 
the evening. When the little one is asleep 
do not wake it nnder any pretext; and 
whenever an opportunity is presented for 
the babe to sleep in the open air let it do 
so; it is strengthening. 

The (}ry.-The so-called ory proper of 
the newly born always takes place dnring 
expiration (out-breathing); sometimes a 
second ory is noticed, a repetltion, bnt it 
is neither so strong nor so prolonged as 
the first. The first ory of the newly born, 
which is probably dne to the disagreeable 
impression the air makes npon the exterior 
surface of the body, is always sustained 
and easy with infants born alive. .(The 
lnngs perform the respiratory fnnotion for 
the first time, prodnoing the "ory " by 
inspiring oxygen and expiring carbonic 
acid.) Doring the first few months of its 
life the infant cries nnder the inftnenoe of 
divers oanses; it is therefore important to 
be able to distinguish and recognize them. 
The ory of the infant may be dne to too 
tigM bandaging or its bed may not be well 
arranged; then all that is necessary is to 
relax the clothing or rearrange the bed. 
The ory of hnnger is emitted bnt once in 
two honrs when the time of feeding is 
regulated and the child has become habitu
ated to sleep in its bed withont having 
reoonrse to that evil habit of cradling, 
rooking, or oarryit:~g in the arms, bnt chil
dren who, notwithstanding they are in 
perfect health, ory on all ooeasions are 
almost always children badly raised. 

The ory of pain is distinguished from 
the ordinary ory, as it does not cease when 
yon try to amuse or pacify the child by 
changing its position or by nursing it. An 
excellent means has been suggested by 
which to distinguish between the two cries 
-that is, expose the infant to the light, 
and if the ory is only caprice, you will see 
the child open its eyes wide, become in
stantly calm, and allow itself to be fondled 
without manifesting either impatience or 
anger; bnt if theory is provoked by oolio, • 
which is often the case, the light will no 
longer appease it, and the ory becomes 
sharper every time yon press npon the ab
domen. Another proceeding to which the 
nursling will frequently yield, if its ory is 
from anger, consists in gently stroking the 
top of the head from the back forward. 
Under this gentle and nniform friction, 
the face of the child assumes its ordinary 
repose. 

Infants do not begin to secrete tears 
until the third or fonrth month, and 
consequently these oan furnish no sign of 
pain before that time. The ory mnst be 
distinguished by its peculiarity. It may 
be incomplete, pai;:;.fnl, or sn:ft'ooating. 
The incomplete ory is characterized by 
the feebleness of the first effort, or by the 
resumption, which may be dne to congen
ital weakness of the infant; to imperfect ex
pane-ion of the lnngs at birth, or to engorge: 
ment of the lnngs. The suffocating ory, in 
which the resumption oan be heard, is al
most a certain indication of inflammation 
of the lnngs. The painful ory, which 
always terminates by a little sustained final, 
or is transformed into a simple plaintiv 
groan, appears in almost · all aonte sick
nesses of the first childhood, snob as pneu
monia, enteritis, or peritonitis. In the 
acute ory, it is important to know, there
sumption becomes dominant and takes on 
a piercing eound ; it oan be heard when 
the tonsils or larynx are the seat of irrita
~iou.. ln spasms of tb.ll ~lot~is~ a s~an 
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cry, resembling hiccottgh, announces the 
end of the spasm. . 

The next article will tell how to ex-
amin a child. J. HARTMANN, M.D. 

The Secon" Sum~ner. 
many mothers believe, is the most precarious in 
a child's life; generally it may be true, but yon 
will find that mothers and physicians familiar 
with the value of the Gail Borden Eagle Brand 
Condensed Milk do not so regard it. 

NEW BOOKS 
BY 

ROB'T G. INGERSOLL 
The Field -Ingersoll Discus

sion. · Price, paper, 25 cents ; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter ~o Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. The letter was published in the 
North American .Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readers know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they sJaould lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican .Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
worsted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished .the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

.Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
This lecture is a consideration of 

the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

'rhe 'rruth Seeker, 
28 LAFAYMT115 PLACE. New York 

THE LATEST OUT. 
'l'ho supposed lmpoastblo bns 

boon uccompltshcd nnd at lnat 

Gu'A~'A*~~~~nt~~~~lC'llNW ti·m~~ 
ES !oronlyONEDOLT.AR. Ourwntch~ 
os hu. vo rene hod a. world-wldo fl\mo nnd tholr 
sn.lo hn.s oxcoedod that of nny other watch 
over produced. This unoLI.AR WATCll 11 

ls tho 5th and lo.st of the famous American 
sorles and marks a point In watch manurac~ 
turtngpnstwhtch an or tho mono~ and In~ 

~~~~\~ie~~ ~~o~~~;!~c:~:i~vr~~ ~o~ho~t~~f~~o~ 
send samples directfL"om fa!.'. tory to lndlvld

un.l buyurs. This wntch ts a rogulnr American patent lovor1 
ln.nturn pinion, dust proof case, timed..' tested, regulated ana 
glinrnntocd for one yotu. On receipt o1 $1.00 wo wnt send tho 
wntch postpaid with our yeal's' gun ran too. It yon will montton 
th1s p:Lpor wo wmtucludo troo a handaomo chain and charm 
also our Cn.tnlogue oflOOO novelties. Address, 

· · ROBTo H. JNOERSOLL & BRO., 
Dopt, 80 Go CORTLANDT STREET, N. Y. CITY. 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Liberals should remember that good books make 
lasting impressions, and please as well every day 
in the year. A Liberal book in the right 
hands often changes the vie"U7s of sev• 
eral persons. 

I 

TH( :: f{OLID_~\'S. 
We have q~ite a number of books appropriately 

bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack 
them carefully so they can go any distance in the 
mail, or by prepaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : 

Four Hundred Years of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll. By Samttel P. 
Putnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
traits of the most eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living and dead, of the 
past four hundred years. Large ootavoJ 
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marblea 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right Living. By Su98Il H. Wixon. Eth
ics as Understood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living " is well bound in cloth 
and printed on good paper. Price, $1. 

An Unofficial Patriot. A Historical Story 
of the Oivil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 
Oloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text~Book, in 
cloth, with gold l11ttering and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In pla.itt boards, $2. 

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient anrl Modern 
Times. J.I'wo volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Jngersolf s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings a,nd Sa,yings. Silk 
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9. Oheaper cloth 
edition from same plates, $1.50. 

Jngersolf s Principal Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on 
Talmage; What Must We Do to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5. 

Lif'l. A Prose Poem. . With Pictures of 
Colonel Ing_ersoll and Grandchild. By R. 
G. Ingersoll. In color, on boards, beveled, 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22:x28. 
inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

Abraham Lincoln : Was He A Christian? 
By John E. Remsburg. ('loth, $1. 

The Creation of God. By Dr. J. Hart
mann. Red cloth, $1. 

pleasure an 1 Progress. By A. M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Oloth, $!. 

The World's Sages, Thinker.s. and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco. gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man. By Winwood Reade· 
Oloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell. 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll· 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

Allin A Lifetime. by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire· s Romances, Proful!lely Illustrated. 
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After Darwin. By George J. 
. Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and I.&J;eresting book1 Without Su
perstition, nrr Children ana Youth. The 
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and 
25smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper, 
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best anit only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, 11!10; in 
cloth, $5. 

part;n's Life of Voltaire, Of which the 
same can be said as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church. and State. By Matilda 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth. gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the " Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3 ; vellum 
cloth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Oloth, $2. 75. 

cosmian Hymn Book. With music to all 
the sonj}s. Edited by L. K• Washburn. 
Oloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

I6J" For Other Books See the .Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..@JI 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 LafJ~.}"ette Place, Ne"U7 York. 

<let a Columbia Catalogue. Free at 
any Columbia agency; by mail for two 
2-cen t stamps. 

I 
PUBLICATIONS. 

" Intercourse Between the Soul and Body.' 
.By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 6 cents. 

Interestiol, b,ok• by same author: 
;; J;!>~r r,ading Doctnnes,",ll47 pp.,...... .75 
" !V!ne ove_and w,\sdom, l!48 pp., ...... 'j'5 

D1v1ne Providence. 308 pp.,............. .'/'5 
"Conjn~al Love," 472 {'P· ................. $1.00 
"True Christian Rehg10n." 982 pp., ....... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained," Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenborg Printing and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

For the Holidays! 

The H Otto Wettstein" Watch. 
The be$t watch in the world for 1he money: In 

silverine case $19; 4 ounce coin silver, $25. B~st 
14kt fiiled gold open faoet$>8; bunting. ~30 to $35. 
l:!olid gold. $4~ to $150. adifs' Eame quality, in 
best 14kt filled !'old cases, $28. Solid gold, * 85; 
$40, $50, $75 to $150. 
Begu•ar Grades Best A•nerican Watches. 
In •ilverine cas£s, 7 jeweled, $4.75; 15 jeweled, 
$7.25; do. adjusted, $8.75; do. 17 jeweleo. $10.75. 
Jl'or 4oz silver case add $6; for be~t open. face 
fille<l gold add $9; for bunting, $10 to 11!15; for 
solid gold J4kt, 8 30 to 11>50 more. Lailie5' 1n beRt 
l4kt. filled cases 7 jAweJed $11.5~; 15 jeweled, $:5; 
14Kt soliil. gold, ~8 50 to $20 more. With diamonus 
npto $:59. 

Jliantontls and Opals. 
Pin8, ring•, and studs, $6, $8. $1P, $15, $~5. f50\ 
$100 up. Opals do. $8, $5. ~7, $:0, $20, $35 to $50: 
Also in ~ombination with rn b1es, emPraJdF, 
pearls, eto Plain and chased rings, emblemf, 
chains, eto. Yon will save 20 per cent to order of 
me. 

Sundries 

All the Gorham Col!'pan;'R fine8t sterling silver 
spoons and noveltiPs; 1847 Rodgers' .Bros., best 
phted wue; the Ingersoll Sonvenir SJJO~n is 
now only $2. Freethon~ht. BadgE-Pin~. $2, $8, $4, 
with ois.mond, $6to $14; cbarms.$8, $4, $5, *6· $8; 
$14, $ 0 to $80, and everything else pertaining to 
a first-class jewelrv store. 

all goods sent prepaid and cash ref nnded if 
not satisfactory. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
BO()HELLE, ILL. 

• 
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Goms of ~AougAt. 
FoRGETTING one's self, or knowing one's 

self-around these everything turns.
Berthold .Auerbach. 

THE essence of knowledge is, having it, 
to apply it; not having it, to confess your 
ignorance.-Oon{uciwr. 

THEBE are people who claim the right 
to look after somebody else's business in 
their own way.-Galveston News. 

THE mystery of the beginning of all 
things is insoluble by us, ami I, for one, 
must be content to remain an Agnostic.
Darwin. 

SoMETIMES when you think your neigh
bor i!! enjoying himself because he annoys 
you, he really annoys you because he is 
enjoying himself.- Puck. 

IT is little to know that honesty is right. 
It is everything to know what is honest, 
and to hav that knowledge is to ·suppose 
application.-Horace L. 1raubel. 

To him the impulse of a .kindly deed 
Was more than any article of creed; 
And whosoever chanced his face to scan, 
Fogot the preacher, but revered the man. 

-Clinton BcfJllard. 

IN centuries before ours the public 
nailed the ears of journali&ts to the pump. 
'Ihat -wss quite hideous. In this century 
journalists hav nailed their own ears to the 
keyhole. That is much worse.-.Anon. 

EACH man in whom dissatisfaction is 
aroused by institutions which hav survived 
from 8 Jess civilized past, or whose sympa
thies make certain evils repugnant to him, 
must regard his Ieelings thus excited as 
units in the aggregate of forces by which 
progreEs is to be brought about; and is 
called on to expend his feelings in appro
priate deeds.-Herbert Spencer. 

FEw great men hav existed of whose his
tory we hav so unsatisfactory a knowledge 
aswehavofthatof Jesus. How much more 
clear and distinct, beyond all comparison, 
is the .figure of Socrates, which is 400 years 
older. It is true, indeed, that of the his
tory of his [Socrates'] youth and educa
tion we likewise know but little, but we 
know accurately what he was in his ma
ture years, what he attempted and what he 
effected. The .figures of his disciples and 
friends 11tand out before ns'With historic 
clearneBB; with regard to the causes and 
course of his condemnation and the facts 
of his death we, are perf€ctly informed.
Strauss. 

VoLTAIRE was, for a long time, a be
liever in the optimism of Pope-" All 
partial evil universal good." This is a 
very fine philosophy for the fortunate. It 
snits the rich. It is flattering to kings and 
priests. It sounds well. It is a .fine stone 
to throw at a beggar. It enables you to 
bear with great fortitude the misfortunes 
of others. It is not the philosophy for 
those who suffer-for industry clothed in 
rags, for patriotiEm in prison, for honesty in 
want, or for virtuous outcasts. It is a phi
losophy of a class, of a few, and of the few 
who are fortunate; and, when misfortune 
overtakes them, this philosophy fades and 
withers,-Ingersoll. 

To get you well indoctrinated with a 
horror of brin stone it was necessary for 
the bird of pray to get hold of you while 
you were, as yet, very young. Had he 
allowed you to ruch twenty before he 
commtnct?d this training, ten to one if 
brim~tone wculd hav frightened yon. Oon· 
sequently, when you were o1ly a few days 
old, and practically little more than a piece 
of dough, upon which he could leave the 
horrible impresPion of his craft, even 8S the 
cross is stamped upon an unbaked bun, he 
received you into the church through that 
srcb aic incantation known as baptism, 
He terrified your part:nts mto having you 
baptized m the name of a three-pronged 
God-not a three-legged stool; for, ac
cording to him, if yon died before you 
were damped, you would certainly be 
dlllllned.-Saladin, in" Birds of Pray." 

THE free and philosophic spirit of our 
nation has been the theme of admiration to 
the world. This was the proud distinction 
of Englishmen, and the luminous source of 
all their glory. Shall we then forget the 
manly and dignified sentiments of our an
cestors to prate in the language of the 
mother or the nurse about our good old 
prejudices? This is not the way to defend 
the cause of truth. It was not thus that 
our fathers maintained it in the brilliant 
periods of our history. Prejudice may be 
trusted to guard the ou~wor.ks for a short 
space of time, while reason slumbers in 
the citadel, but if the latter sink into a leth
argy, the former will quickly erects stand
ard for herl!elf. Philosophy, wisdom, and 
liberty support each other; he who will not 
reason is a bigot; he who cannot is a fool; 
and he who dares not is a slave.-.Academ
-oal QueBtionB. 
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In the nature of things, 
SAY~ 

IWBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

" In the nature of things there can t e 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecttire is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire " and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de- • 
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
h"ill surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSoLL's great 

lecture, printeq in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" aiid 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cent•· 
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~:~ .. ~0:.~::·::-_ Pnos~O~s iiDSEllUm&s.' FRHTHINKfRS' 
ond, and Lord Ross claimed he gazed so I By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

PICTORIAL T[XT-BOOK~ 
far into spaoe with his telescope that it . 
would rt>qnire 500,000 years for light to Revised and greatly Enla_r~ed. A Hand-
travel that distance. Where, oh, where is some Quarto, oonta1nmg over 
the throne of God with Jeans on the right 400 pages. 
hand side? The book is designed for, and will be accepted 

Qy, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. 
OLD MERCATOR (to little Billy Duoks, To help it serve this purpose, a fine st.eel portrait., 

just left sohool, who applies for situation with autograph fac·simi•e. ha• been prepared 
ffi b d d te t . · 1 especially for 1t. In the more elegant styles of 

as o oe oy, an pro noes 8 Imoma binding 1t is eminently suited for presentation 
from clergyman): "We don't want you purposes, for any season or occasion. 
on Hundays, my good little boy. Hav you 
a reference from any one who knows you 
on week daya?"-8ydney Bulletin. 

MRs. P:rous: ''Why Mary, you are a 
perfect heathen. I told you to tidy up 
things before the minister oalled, and you 
never even dusted the Bible. Whatever 
did he think?'' Mary: "I'm sure, ma'am, 
he never noticed that, for I saw him put 
his hat on it, and he was looking at the 
purse in your hand." 

JUDGE STRINGER: "I understand t.hat, 
during his reoent illness, Tarantula J aok 
experienced a ohange of heart?" Alkali 
Ike: "You bet he did. When he found 
himself at death's door, with Dr. Slade do
ing his level best to pull him through, he 
sent for Preacher Harps, confessed his 
sins, made his peace with heaven, and re
solved to lead a better life if he was spared. 
And when I dropped in to see him this 
afternoon, I found him propped up in bed 
before the open windew with his revolver 
in his wasted hand, peacefully shootin' the 
glass out of the back winders of the Sal
vation Army hall, aoross the alley. "-Puck. 

IT is because we desire to see in thiB 
place the largest available oolleotion of en
tertaining " oharaotere " of all kinds that 
we bewail the removal of Brother Talmage 
to Washington. He has been one of the 
features of life in New York, aud one of 
its attractiv sights, if not a genuin Amer
ican lion, warranted. We hav reasons for 
desiring to see here Schlatter, the miracle 
worker of Oolorado, and also Olaretta 
Avery, the wonderful little ten-year-old 
Negro girl preacher of South Oarolina. If 
this city is ever to deserve its name of 
" the Paris of America," it must rake in 
all the living curiosities that are wander
ing around anywhere at large.-.New York 
Sun. 

A HOLINESS camp-meeting bas been in 
progress some time at Haines's Grove, a 
few miles from Lamar, and shortly alter it 
had begun, a gaudily-painted poster that 
astonished the native in that vicinity was 
pnt up by the roadside, painted thus: 
"Eureka! Here we are! Great Gospel 
Show and Holy Hippodrome at Haines's 
Grovel Greatest display of legendary 
traditions ever plaoed on exhibition. Two 
performances daily, under the manage
ment of Happy Oharlie, the world
renowned pulpit-pounder and sky-pilot, 
assisted by Hallelujah Jones, the efficient 
m&Bticator of yellow-le~ged chicken. In 
our gallery of Gospel myths and holy relios 
may be seen the following: Oore of the 
apple that Eve ate; Jacob's ladder; gold 
brioks from the streets of the Now Jeru
salem, and cinders from the other plaoe; 
blubber from Johah's whale; broomstick 
ridden by the witoh of Endor; gangplank 
over whioh the animals walked into the 
~rk; Noah's log book; olub with whioh 
Oain slew Abel; Satan's poker and shove!; 
eto., eto. New attraotions added daily. 
You keep the grub wagon rollin~; we'll do 
the rest. "-Kansas Oity Journal. 

"WHAT's that oopper oan for? Oolorin' 
pickles?" inquired Mrs. Jones of Widow 
Brown. "No; them is all that's mortal of 
poor William," explained the widow, as 
she wiped away a tear. "Goodness, me; 
you don't mean to say you've had him 
oanned like oorn beef," exclaimed Mrs. 
Jones. "My, no; I sent his body to the 
oreamery and had him insinuated and 
them is his mortal remains-just a handful 
of dust, Mrs. Jones," and the poor widow 
sighed and wiped away two tears. "I 
don't believe in that; I think it's down
right weeked," declared Mrs. Jones, with 
a show of asperity calculated to induoe an 
explanation. " It does kind o' seem so, 
don't it, M:rs. Jones?" moaned. Widow 
Brown tearfully, "but it was mortifyin' 
the flesh to purify the speret. William 
wasn't a downright week-ed man, though 
his sinfnlneBB would orop out onoe in a 
while1 more especially when I tried to con
vert nim. He'd allus laugh right to my 
faoe an' say: 'Mary Jane, you oan't make 
me believe that flre an' brimstone business 
hereafter. I been a ~ettm' my share of it 
right along.' " Mrs. Jones rolled her eyes 
toward the ceiling in horror, and the widow 
moaned, "Then when I ~:ot roused up 
an' more eloquenter, he'd- say: ' Mary 
Jane, you can't never oonvinoe me that 
there's a hotter plaoe than right here.'" 
Mrs. Jones groaned. '' Bnt I allusdeo!ared 
I'd oonvinoe him, if it was my last aot, an' 
if his speret is in them ashes I'd just like 

. to ask him if it was hot enough for him." 
· .-.San .lilranoisco Post, 
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1 " Y.e Church and Slavery. 
1 " iests and Politics. 
t •• eland and the Uhnrch. 

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Bobbing the :People. 
8 " Thank8giving. 
3 Sa.bbath Laws. . 
14 Children and the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 

fl • ChnrQh's ldea of Uivilization 
., ·1 ., 11 ·The Uses of the Cross. 

t 11 Unkind J.le:flections on the Church. 

4 · Studies in. Natural History. 
B The Bible and Scienct:. 

W • Persecutions of the Church. 
1J 14 Some Allegories. · 
a " Heaven. . · 
8 • Hell. 
7 Miscella.neoua, 

15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 TheLordandHisWorks. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammeda.ns. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha• ever be
fore appP.ared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub. 
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all 

. At twice the price 1t wovld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a portrait painter and d&
signer is a wonderful SI\CCess. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every Liberal in 
America will desire a COl'.\' of this most wonderful volume.-t:Freetbinkers' Magazme. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pfct. 
ares do not make up the whole of 1his volume. There are nearly two hundred pll.ges of reading 
matter that Re"ve :llrst as explanations of the illustrations~ and secondly as.texts to prove the utter 
fald1ty of the church's professions and the h:yllocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put :n the 
hands of Freetbinkers.-t:Boston Investigator. . 

NO "BEGI.NNLNG;" I POPIS AND Yl{€.1ll OC)ti(QS 
OB, I ACCOUNT 01' ' 

The Fundamental Fallacy.\ Vtcars or Chrtst ana Vtce11erenu o.1 Goa. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense exposure. of the error in the 

rPa•oning npon which is based the belief in a 
" Creation" or" First Cause" of things. 

By WILLIAM H. MAPLE. 
"This volume d1scu•ses the question of a. cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlear11ed can understand, and apprcaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one or the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the subject we remember seeiug."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKE'l, July 22, 1893. 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapter5 and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly m cloth. 

. PBIOE, $1; l'OSTPAID. 
'ilrtrA•• THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSM/AN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Sonll~-

OOMPTLl!D RY L. K. WASlfBURN. 
Prioe, $1.50. For sale at This Offi~e. 

$7 5 A MONTH omdfl%J'O!I- todyor 
Gent. Samples tree. 
A permanent aituattoD. 

gnarsn teed. Write today. Addre!s P. 0. Box 6308, Bostoa, !IUie 

file:///riests
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SOME FAITH-CURE BUSINESS. 

fNoVEMBER 30, 1895 ~~ 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANNUA.L 
FOB 

i896. 
Edited by OHAHLES A. W !\.TTS. 

CoNTENTs: Bslfnur's "Foundations of Belief:' 
An Agnostic Hejoinder. S. Laiug; A!{!losticism 
and ·ts ~:qnivalent•, Amos Waters; The Man, 
Jesus Chrbt: The Germ of the Christian Myth, 
J. Allanson Picton; Psyche: A Poem, w. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin)•lllitnd as Oontroled bv Matter, 
'Constance E. P urnutre; The Faiths of Onr Fore
fathers, Oharles Watt•; An Agnostic View of 
Theism an•t Monism H. Bithell, B.Sc.. Ph.D.; 
The Old Testament Liorary. J. J. Gould; Im
mortality, W. A. Leonard: The l'hy~iologioa.l 
Bias of Heligions Leaders, Fnrneanx Jordan, F. 
no.s. 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE THUTH SEEKEH. 

RiGHTLTviNG1 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 
By SUSAN II. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities tha.t make life worthy to be · 

And great multitudes came unto him, having with them those that were lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and many 
others, and cast them down at Jesus' feet; and he healed them.-Mat. xv, 30. 

lived. It will help everybody. 

THBBE were heavy gold shipments to 
Europe last week. 

THE Republicans of Boston hav renom
inated Mayor Edwin M. Curtis. 

THEBE are reports of fresh massacres of 
Armenian Christians by Kurds. 

THE Cuban insurgents are steadily ad
van~ing in the direction of Havana. 

IN Italy there are 77,128 priests, besides 
monks, nuns, and other ecclesiastics. 

FBEDEBIOO SoLER, a prominent Spanish 
Freethinker and poet, has died at Barce
lona. 

Sm HENRY PoNSONBY, ex-private secre
tary of Queen Victoria, died in London 
on Nov. 21st. 

IT is reported that the Cuban insurgents 
are destroying many sugar plantations 
owned by Americans. 

JoiiN REDFERN, the famous tailor, who 
oonoeivPd the tailor- made gown for women, 
died in London on Nov. 22d. 

THE mint at Philadelphia is coining 
150,000 one-cent pieces a day, at a daily 
profit to the government of $1,200. 

AT a fire in Chicago on Nov. 22d five 
persons lost their lives and several more 
are-expected to die from their injuries. 

IN San Jose, Costa Rica, a priest, Zabe
lata, has been arrested for engaging in a 
conspiracy to ml!lder Protestant mission
aries. 

NINE bodies washed ashore near Finis
tare, France, indicate that a serious wreck 
bas occurred somewhere in the English 
Channel. 

IF the Iron League retaliates with a 
lockout against the striking bousesmiths 
in New YoJkoity, all the building trades 
will go out. " 

Joy MoRTON, son of the Secretary of 
Agriculture, has formed a rook salt trust 
which is "equeezing" the Beef Combine 
badly, it is reported. 

THE Dakotas, Minnesota, and other 
Northwestern states were visited by a snow 
storm on Nov. 19th, accompanied by quite 
severe cold and high winds. 

HEREAFTER all bake shops in New York 
will be closed by the police after 10 A.M. 
Sundays. Gompers & Co. are said to be 
responsible for the new crusade. 

JABJ!Z SPENOER BALFOUR, the pious 
swindler of the Liberator companies of 
London, was found guilty, together with 
three of his associates, on Nov. 20th. 

PBoTXBTANTISM maintains 593 mission· 
aries in Japan, at an annual cost of $1,400,-
000. The Catholics hav 81 missionaries and 
97 monks and nuns, and the Greek church 
two missionaries. 

RuBTEM P ABBA, a conspicuous Christian 
dignitary of Turkey, and at the time of 
his death ambassador to England, died in 

London on Nov. 20th. He was an Italian 
by birth, and before he entered the service 
of Turkey he bore the title of Count Ma
lina. 

THE housesmiths in New York hav gone 
out on strike and the trouble may involve 
all the building trades. The Iron League 
refuses to arbitrate, as suggested by the 
State Strike Commission. 

DESPITE the antitoxine treatment diph
theria is declared to be epidemic in many 
parts of Chicago. To Nov. 20th the deaths 
in the city from that disease had averaged 
ten daily during the month. ' 

MACHINERY introduced into a oigaret 
factory in St. Petersburg led to a strike, 
in which the workmen broke up the ma
chinery and threw it out of the windows. 
A thousand strikers were arrested. 

UNDER a special waiver of the anti-con
tract immigration l'lws, Austin Corbin has 
imported 700 farmers from Italy to settle 
on lands in Arkansas. Each man pays 
from $1,000 to $2,000 for his farm, in easy 
payments. 

THE Portuguese minister to the United 
States, Augusto de Zeguira Thedim, died 
in Washington.on Nov. 21st. Just six days 
before his father-in-law, Senbor Martens, 
Portuguese minister to the Vatican, had 
died in Rome. 

To-DAY bids are opened at the Navy De· 
partment for two more battleships, to cost, 
with armaments, about $5,000,000 each. 
Tiley will each carry thirteen eight-inch 
rifles and fourteen eie-ht-inoh rapid-fire 
guns, and the crews-officers, seamen, and 
marines-will number 520 men for each 
vessel. 

UNITED STATES JUDGE RINER at Chey
enne decides that the Indians hav a treaty 
right to hunt in the region about Jackson's 
Hole, where several were murdered by 
whites last summer, fgr doing what it is 
now held to be their right to do. Recently 
a Wyoming grand jury refused to indict 
the murderers. 

IN 1890, of the less than 5,000,000 inhab
itants of Portugal only 938,165 could both 
read and write, while 110,607 could read 
but not write. The state church is the 
Roman. To improve the educational facil
ities, the government has determined to 
start 1,800 new primary schools, which 
will be under the control of the state 
oburoh. 

THE late Superintendent of the New 
York police, Thomas Byrnes, took away 
the long and heavy night stick from the 
men, but it has lately been restored by or
der of Commissioner Roosevelt, and now 
Reform Justice Mott holds that a police
man may club a man to death if necessary 
to get him to the station house, even if his 
own life is not in peril. 

ON Sunday, Nov. 24th, an express driver 
was arrested in New York on a charge of 
violating the Sunday law by delivering a 
trunk at a railroad station. Magistrate 
Crane held that it was a work of necessity 
and discharged the man. Now the police 
are arresting everybody who sells food 
after 10 A.M. Sunday. This is done on the 
complaint of two alleged labor. leaders, 

Gompers and Weissman, who claim that if 
people can buy food on Sunday some 
bakers will hav to work Saturday night!! 

ON Nov. 21st a fire in the Canal Street 
manufacturing district of Chicago de
stroyed thirteen plants and two big mod
ern buildings, consuming a million dollars' 
worth of property. Four hundred women 
at work in a shirt waist factory had a nar
row escape from death, as they became 
panic-stricken. They were saved only by 
the steadfastness and coolness of the eltl· 
vator men and other male employees. 

M. BARTHELllMY SAINT· HILAIRE died in 
London on Nov. 23d. He was a little over 
ninety years of age and had a distinct rec
ollection of Napoleon the Great. He was 
one of the seventy-five senators elected at 
Versailles to serve for life. He was Min
ister for Foreign Affairs when a French 
protectorate was established over Tunis. 
In later years be furnished for the London 
papers many articles of note against Irish 
Home Rule. His chief literary work was 
a full translation of the writings of Aris
totle. 

ON Nov. 19th Calvert Vaux, next to 
Frederick Law Olmstead the most distin
guished landscape architect in the country, 
was drowned in New York harbor. It is 
not known whether he committed suicide 
or fell into the water accidentally. Mr. 
Vaux created Central Park and it will be 
his most fttting monument. He was 72 
years of age and at the time of his death 
had in charge ~he work of laying out the 
grounds for the Botanical Gardens at 
Bronx Park. He also tlesigned Prospect 
Park in Brooklyn, ani! put>lio parks in 
Chicago, Buffalo, and Niagara Falls. 

JUST OUT. ANOTHER NEW BOOK! 

PatrioticAddresses 
BY 

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, ILL. SEPT. 51 1895. 

-and-

Decoration-Day Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 30, 188~. 

PRICE, $I.OO. 

Address THE THUTH SEEKER CO, 

They silently wande~ed, in pairs, ani\ a.lone, 
But took the direction the halo had flown, 
And soon, lying under the southernmost wall, 
'£hey found the great halo, not damaged a.t all. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

'ILLUSTRATED 

By Ca1.·ey K. Jurist. 
The text is poetical and the lllnstra.tions a.re 

fearful for ministers to behold. 
There are 70 broad pages a.nd the price is onlY 

50 CENTSr CLOTH, $1. 
Addre5B THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl. New York .• 

L K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Ohristia.n church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. 
crusade of one aga.inst the Uolora.do beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus InsaneW Price, 10 cents. 
What Is Christianity~ An Inquiry into 

theN ature of Christianity. Price, 10 cents. 
The ·Followers (lf .Jesu~. An Interestin~ 

dr•ss. showing that P.Iofessino: Christian• of 
tc-day are not in reality the ·• followers of Je
sus " Price. 10 cents. 

Add•A•• 'I'R'Ill TRUTH REEKER. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BHOWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE 1HUTH SEEKEH,. 
His Address delivered at Elmwood, Ill., Sep

tember Mh, 189\, at the reunion of his old regi
ment, the Eleventh IllinOis Cavalry-al~n his 
famous OratiOn delivered on Decoration Day, 
188~. before the Grand Army of thA lle]lublic, at 
the Academy of Music, New York. 'l:llese tWO ~1. iQ DOLL Jl ns. ~on 0 01:'•, 
Classics are published in nook form for the first ,. Jill ~"''- ~ .O.). ,__.., 
time from revised manuocript, and are the only 
authorized and correct reprints. It. also containe "THE LITTLE FREETIUNKER" 
a hand.ome half-tone portrait of .the lJolonel 
and his little grandson, Hobert G. Ingersoll- 'l'ho only pap9r published for the Young that is• 
Brown. Printed on good paper, large type, wide · free from suporsti~ion One year 50 cents. Six. 
margins, in one volume. monthP, 25 cents. Sample copies, 3 cents. Ltttl~ · 

Freethinker has been enlarged and improved, 
and is now a paper Liberals may be proud of .. 

Price, cloth, 50 ots; paper, 25 ots. Sent 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE THUTH SEEKEH 00., 
28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

I'll send Little Freethinlcer, .hoote's Health· 
MonthlY, and The MayJ!ower Mauaztne one 
year, the Home, a 16-page story paver, and twelve, 
fine flowering bulbs of different kinds,..,.a.lJ for $1. 

Address ELl\HNA. D. !:!LEN1~EH, 
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va. 
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Christian Unity~What the ReligiouslBigots:Would Like.-<Companion picture next week.) 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Off 
I of the Artist. The I.:'esigns are by WATSON HESTON er I and include a portrait of thE' designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : Of those representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; representWe wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TBUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want· more subscribers to help pay its 
,expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to :reward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7. o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TEXT-BooK, in board 
covers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TExT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TExT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-page Illustrations. 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks-
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and ThomP.s Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4; Prayer 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Redactions on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12 ; Heaven, 3 ; Hell, 6 ; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This o:O:er cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
tliree in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probabl;), buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Iru1uce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us thre~J 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBTB FOB THBEJII ')OLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ffort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand. copies huv been sold, ~nd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany thtl credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Freethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib· 
eralism. He has dedicated his genius to Freethought.. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ot 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages (If reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers,
Boston Investigator, 

Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the book and the 
paper for Qne Jear. 
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LIST' 
OF PREMIUMS TRUTH SEEKER 

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEIXER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 great Works Complete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever picture of Paine, of the statue propos-ad to be erected in Chicago, and 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi- of his monument in New Rochelle. 
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. For $5 we wil! send THE TRUTH SEEXEIR one year ($3) and "The World's 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of Freethonght throughout" Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger- F IIIL• e:.o ill d T T S ($3) d J B 
soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human or 'l!'~.u we W • sen HE RUTH E~X~R one ye~r an ames · 
race. ~t .reveals Freethought as an intellectual, mora!, ~t~rary, social, in~ustrial, Alexander's" DynamiC Theory" ($2. 75). This Is a splendid ofter, for every one 
';lll~ political movem~nt. It shows ~hat Freethoug~t.Is m Itself, h?w manif::!ld are wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
Its influences, and With what promise we can hail Its _futur~ trmmph. FoUR hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science and no one who studies it 
HUNDRJID YEABS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human , , . . . . ' 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, can help buli oe well-mformed m all SCientific matters. 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's For $4: 50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The 
~011t shining advance. Nothing can be more ~nt~resting or more inspiri~g to the Freethinke~'s Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.60). 
p10neer workers of to-day, to those who are still m the van for human rights and 
progreli!li!. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great- ~~ For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The Free
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatetlt men in one harmonious and thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added . . " 0 glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. For $4:Jwe will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of ld 

Testa.ment:Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 
HOW 

TO GET 400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

For $3.50 we will send THlll TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes· 
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates _ ---------
($12 in all), aud we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"'FOUR .HUJ\roKED YE.&.RS OF FREETHOlTGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D F UR7.HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, {lOst 
free, a copy in boards of 

THH GRK!Tm BOOK OF ITS .KlND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated B:b:~"%:~s:,N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

RIMES 
or 

t'~E~ CHE_RS 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 

AI!ID 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

Will be sent for $4.50. The 
$2.75 Pin a.nd TBE TBUTB 
SEEKEB one year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4. 75. SugiU' Spoons and 'l'BUTB Sll)EKEB. l!i5. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) Spoc n 
· gilt bowl. 50c. more. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest end most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described: 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the moat exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Ihl durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime."· 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Mn. 
GEORGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the beat living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 
· " I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 

merits, compared them with those of the b6lst American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend, to introd·.1ce these superb pianos, we are prepared to ofte 
them to TBUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. • 

If you or any of your friends contemplate u .. yir.;.: a piano it will be to 
you» interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., Atchison, Kan. 

IEDEOLOGY 
The Bib 1 e Inquirer-, Ch . ~£o;~ehis ~t~s~:pl~! o1890, the t 

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION; UrC roper J 

By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A Treatise on the Generative System, 
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Harvard Theology. 
The American Citizen, of Boston, Protestantly 

pious and "patriotic," is greatly worried over the 
influence of the teachings and spirit of Harvard 
College. It says: 

"No one will deny that the influence of Harvard Col
lege has to a vast degree shaped and educated the thought 
of New England; snd, as all know, the policy of Harvard 
and the culture of Harvard hsv been in the direction of 
ultra Liberalism, its creed being 'No matter what you 
believe if you are only sincere.' So the drin has teen 
away from the old Puritan idealaof right and wrong, to 
a slipshod, mock theology, which believes in anything or 
nothing as may be convenient, provided there is' peace.'" 

To intolerant believers in dogma it must indeed 
seem terrible to place character above profession. 
That men should prefer to mingle with people who 
are sincerely in error rather than with those who 
are hypocrits must be very trying to the nerves of 
those whose great anxiety is to hav everybody be
lieve as they do. Of course we recognize the fact 
that it is very bad when people sincerely believl:l 
that they hav a right to persecute others for differ
ences of opinion, but persec.ution by sycophants is 
not one whit lers odious and disastrous than perse
cution by sincere fanatics. And in this instance we 
are not aware that the "slipshod, mock theology" 
of the graduates of Harvard and of those others 
who hav felt the influence of the spirit of that 
school has led or will lead to the countenancing of 
persecution of anybody for heresy. In fact, indif
ference about dogma naturally tends to make one 
tolerant of diversity of view, and it is only when an 
indifferentist becomes a politician that he may also 
become a persecutor, and then only to advance his 
own inter~sts by pleasing his bigoted constituents 
who still cling to "the old Puritan ideals of right 
and wrong." Not of "right and wrong" in con
duct, but of right and wrong in belief, for the old 
Puritan, and the new Puritan as well, had, and haE!, 
a greater horror of intellectual error than of moral 
delinquency. This may seem to be a harsh thing 
to say, but all history proves that the most atro· 
cious butcheries of human kind hav been perpe
trated in attempts to prevent or extirpate heresy. 
Therefore, we can atand a great deal of the " slip
shod" theology of Harvard, but pray to be deliv
ered from the Puritanism represented by such 
jour;flals as the American Oiti2en. 

"Voltaire Came to Save Christianity." 
On November 3i Rev. J. E. Roberts delivered in 

All Souls' Unitarian church, Kansas City, a sermon 
in which he compared Jesus and Voltaire. In this 
discourse the clergyman paid a fine tribute to the 
genius, the humanity, and the services of the great. 
French Infidel. It was held that he made possible 
the modern life of comparativ liberty and peace. 
"The plain is habitable because the mountain is be
yond. Ceaselessly it passes the electricity from the 
surcharged earth and receives the hurtling bolt 
flung from the palpitating cloud. Such times has 
history, times of convulsion, times when the old 
order reels and quakes, times when the earth tra· 
vails and the mountain is brought forth, the moun
tain that is to receive the lightning and the dawn 
and smile at both. 

who has to confess that " whatever men may think 
about ideal Christianity, Christianity as it existed 
in Europe up to the seventeenth century was, from 
any standpoint-moral, intellectual, or economic
the most pronounced failure ever recorded since the 
pathetic story of man began." 

It is only the lingering ~fluence of that baleful 
superstition that leads Mr. Robeds to declare that 
"God" sent both Jesus and Voltaire into the 
world to "sweeten life." There is just as much 
evidence that he sent Torquemada and John Calvin 
to embitter it, to make it a foretaste of the eternal 
hell to which the religion of exclusiv salvation 
foredoomed all but the smallest fraction of the hu-
man race. 

The Theocrats Are Obtuse Pupils. 
The Christian .Reformer of November 16th re

turns tothe charge upon THE TRUTH SEEKER. All 
the points it attempts to make are based upon mis· 
apprehensions and misinterpretations. When the 
.Reformer comes to reasoning on the principles 
involved in the contest between Secularism and 
Theocracy and the facts cited by us, it is hopelessly 
at sea. As our theocratic friends. are the Bourbons 
of religion, it is· perhaps not remarkable that they 
are such unreceptiv pupils; the Bourbon has never 
been noted for his readiness to le!l.rn. As an in
stance of the unreceptivness of the editors of the 
.Reformer, take this: We had quoted the opening 
sentences of E. C. Walker's address on the National 

"Voltaire was the mountain. Rugged, defiant, 
implacable, lightning-scarred, storm-enveloped, im
movable, august, sublime, he towered above Europe 
and the eighteenth century with unspeakabl scorn 
for superstition, secular or sacred, and with un
quenchable devotion to reason and light. Kings 
exiled him. Police officers arrested him. Bastiles 
and prisons confined him. Ignorance hated him. 
Superstition execrated him. The priesthood de
nounced him. The saints slandered him. They 
moved him not; ·Scarred and scathed, but un
changeable, the mountain received the lightning 
and in its ample strength took the storms and 
hushed their fury into impotent and harmless calm." 

"If Jesus came to save the world, Voltaire.came· Reform Association at the recent Congress of Free-
to save Christianity," says Mr. Roberts. But there thinkers; here is what he said: 
was little in the recorded teachings of Jesus that "We read in an old legend that 'in those days came 

John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness, 
could help save the world, while Voltaire did much and saying, Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at 
to shatter the ecclesiastical prison which was built hand.' Therefore John bas been called the Forerunner 
on the foundations laid by the Nazarene or those of Ohrist. He announced his coming, it is said, and 
who formulated the doct1:ins attributed to him. Rev. prepared the way for him. We read in the records of 
Mr. Roberts has been abl9 to recognize the worth our time that in these days comes the National Reform 

Association preaching in the wilderness, and saying, 
of Voltaire, but he·is yet too much enveloped in the Repent ye, for the kingdom of Rome is at hand. The 
glamour of hereditary conceptions of Jesus to analyze leaders of the God-in-tbe-Oonstitution party are the 
his utterances and their effect upon mankind. John the Baptists of the church of Rome. They are its 
"Voltaire was the people. He was that people in forerunners. They are announcing its coming and pre-

. t paring the way for it." rebelhon against the yrannies and superstitions of 
the past, and in their instinctiv and passionate hope The Christian .Reformer disposes of the parallel 
of the future. In him died a hideous past an·d in in this summary fashion : 
him a benign future was born" "The continents "Both the editor and the speaker hsv certainly got 

things a little mixed. They hav the relation of John to 
and the islands of Europe were cursed and cor- Ohrist all right. John was the forerunner of Ohrist be-
rupted by superstition, ignorance, bigotry, in toler- cause he went before him, announcing !lis coming and 
ance, and immorality, and all under the authority preparing the way for him. Bnt how any such relation, 
and sanction of religion and the church. The either as to time or mission, can be· found to exist between 
bloodiest annals ever inscribed on the page of his- the National Reform Association and the Roman Ostholic 
tory were written by the age of faith in Europe.;, church, it is difficult to see. .The Roman Ostholic church 

has been here for some centaries. It has had its reign 
All this is true, and it is equally true that this over the nations. The National Reform Association 
wrong and misery were due to the attempt to fix came forward long ages sHer Roman Catholicism to pro
men's attention on a life beyond this. Did Jesus nounce the doom and wind up the career of Roman 
discourage this other-worldliness 1 He did not; on Catholic tyranny on the one hand, and of secularism in 

government on the other. It is somewhat amusing to be 
the contrary, he encouraged it. He declared that told in THE TRUTH SEEKER's columns of a • forerunner' 
his kingdom was not of this world; he asserted that who, instead of preparing the way, comes after au.d pro
the more one suffered here the more blissful would nounces the ovedhrow." 
be his state of existence in "heaven;" he "awakened You are mistaken; the Editor and the speaker 
in man a new spiritual longing," to use Mr. Roberts' hav not" got things a little mixed"; on the contrary, 
own phrase, and that "new spiritual longing" in- there is not the slightest excuse for the theocratic 
tensified the sectarist's hatred of new thoughts and editors' apparent misunderstanding of the parallel 
lit the flames of millions of martyr fires. We are shown. They certainly know the position occupied 
not dealing with what some unknown Jesus may by the Freethinkers, and the Adventists as well, 
hav said, with the teachings that may hav been ut- concerning the effect that the success of the Cove
tared by one who is not correctly repori.ed in the nanters would hav upon religio\ls liberty in the 
Bible, nor yet with the influence of this hypothet- United Shates; they know that we hav consistently 
ical reformer upon the ages that will fvllow ours. rp.aintained, fl'Om the beginning of the theocratic 
But we are dealing with the Jesqs of tho New Tes- movement for the subversion of the secular Consti
tament as he is there represented and with his in- tution, that it could not succeed without the aid of 
fluence upon the ages that hav passed. We are the Catholic church, and that if with her aid it 
judgin~r the tree by its fruits, not by what rnight I should succeed, the Catholic church would be the 
hav been its fruits, and what those fruits were every chief beneficiary of the triumphant plot. We ~re 
reader of history knows, not excepting Mr. Roberts, not quite so simple as to try to make that wh1ch 



comes after the forerunner of that which has gone 
before. It is needless to protest that no Free
thinker has thought of saying that the National 
Reform Association is preparing the way for the 
Greek church or the Roman power of the Middle 
Ages or the Scotch Kirk or the English Establish
ment. There can be no doubt that the Reformer 
very distinctly understands that present cond~ti~ns 
were in mind when the National Reform Assomatwn 
was affirmed to be the forerunner of the_ Roman 
Catholic church. "We read in the records of our 
time that in these days comes the National Reform 
Association preaching in the wilderness, and saying, 
Repent ye, for the kingdom of Rome is at hand.;: 
declared the lecturer. The "kingdom of Rome 
in what sense 1 Not spiritual, surely. What then? 
Political, of course. The National Reform Associa
tion is work;ing for the political recognition ~f 
Christianity. Our Constitution as it was and Is 
forbids the union of church and state; hence the 
Roman Catholic church has never been the state 
church in the United States, no more than has the 
Protestant division. All the special privileges en
joyed by the churches, Catholic, Jew, and Pro~est
ant, hav been illegally granted to them by legisla
tors, judges, or executiv officers; all these fruits 
were stolen. But now appears on the scene the 
National Reform Association with a scheme for the 
legalizing of all the usurpations by which the 
churches hav heretofore profited; it purposes to so 
-amend the Constitution and change the laws as to 
make permanent all these usurpations and other 
and worse ones that it sssures us are on its program. 
This means, necessarily, that the church is to be 
the supreme political power in the United States. 
The National Reform Association is thus the fore
runner of the politico-ecclesiastical hierarchy of the 
future. It is preparing the way for the state 
church, or church-state, rather. The !undamental 
principles it advocates are the principles of ~1JmeJ 
and Rome will be the most important partner in 
that church-state-if she is not the whole firm, 
which is more probable-if the Presbyterians suc
ceed in their attempted debauching of the intellects 
of the Protestants of the country. 

This is a secular republic, in theory. and so far as 
the Constitution has availed to make it such, in fact. 
The National Reform Association says that the 
principle is wholly bad and it has set itself the task 
of transforming the secular republic into a Chris
tian republic. Rome likewise says that; the secular 
principle is wholly bad, and her astute leaders are 
closely watching the work of the Protestant theo
crats. They are more than willing that the Re
formed Presbyterians and Baptists and United 
Brethren and Universalists shall pull the chestnuts 
out of the fire for them ; they know that Protest
antism is hopelessly divided on doc trin and will 
unite only to pass tyrannous laws in the interest of 
Christianity; they know that it islosi:ng both to Ra
tionalism and to Rome; they know that if the Chris
tian amendment should be adopted the Protest
ants would fight so among themselvs as to whose 
special interpretations of the Bible should be 
favored that they would be an undisciplined and 
quarreling mob as contrasted with the drilled and 
united legions of Rome-in short, they know that 
the National Reform Association is the John the 
Baptist of the political kingdom of Rome in the 
United States. And if the Covenanters cannot see 
that this is so they ought to hav gual!'dians, and 
they will hav them when their bigotry and folly hav 
delivered them bound hp.nd and foot into the clutch 
of the" Scarlet Woman." 

It is more than " somewhat amusin.g" to read the 
Reformer's comical boasts about pronouncing the 
doom and winding up the career of Roman Catholic 
tyranny, especially when we take into consider.ation 
the fact that its methods are those that Rome her
self introduced to public favor in other lands cent
uries ago. It is fatuous for the pupil to suppose 
that he can excel his teacher in molding men's 
beliefs by legislation. D.rs. McAllister and George 
evidently want to go "dead broke," or they would 
never sit down to such a game with Saiolli and 
Gibbons for antagonists. It is a very risky pro-
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ceeding for ordinary mortals to try to beat the 
devil with fire. They are not in it. 

The Reforme?· is still worried about that cartoon 
in which itself and the Christian Statesman are de
picted as chained to the skull of Calvin. Its re~
soning is so deliciously naive that we must quote It 
here: 

"He [the Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER] declares that 
it means that these papers are self-chained to a dead past, 
and attempts to show that our interpretation is an impos
sible one. Of course we knew that the interpretation 
now given by THE TRUTH SEEKER was a possible one [Ab, 
yon did?], but we knew that it could not be the trn~ one 
because it ignores entirely some of the most promment 
and emphatic points in the cartoon. The cartoonist, p~r
haps unwittingly, put into it some of the ve~om and bit
ter hate that are in his mind, and now dames that they 
are there. [Why this conft:sing of the cartoonist a?d 
tbe Editor?] But we insist that they are there and no In

terpretation that omits them satisfies all the points of the 
cartoon. Mr. Heston, the cartoonist, represents these 
papers not only as dogs, but as mad dogs. He represents 
them as chained of course, because they are mad. In 
looking around for something to chain them to he _lit 
upon the skull of John Oalvin. Dogs do not volnntarlly 
become affiicted with hydrophobia, neither are they born 
with it. After they become affiioted with it they do not 
chain themselvs and put up public notices to guard the 
people from danger. But men do suppress mad dogs for 
the sake of safety to themselvs and others. We insist 
that the most natural interpretation of the cartoon is that 
it reveals the intolerant, persecuting spirit of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. It may be that the Editor did not intend to 
reveal his real spirit so plainly, but we hold that he has 
done it. [Another confusing of the Editor with the car
toonist]. If he persists in declaring that we hav misread 
the cartoon, we insist that he shall retract every word 
that he has spoken or written charging the National Re
form movement with the spirit of persecution. If the 
cartoon is so plain that any one can understand it, as 'rHE 
TRUTH SEEKER maintains, much more are our written 
and spoken words easily understood. Orime should be 
punished because it is an injury to the public and a vio
lation of law human and divine. Our position as to THE 
TRUTH BEEKER is that it should be suppressed, not be
cause it advocates Secularism, not bec11use it is Infidel and 
Atheistic, but because it is full of blasphemy. Let ~t 
eliminate this feature from its pages and we would treat It 
with the same tolerance that we giv to other respectable 
unbelievers." 

'Ihe Christian editor is determined to be perse
cuted; he will be a martyr, God helping him, 
whether or not anyone wants to offer him as a sac
rifice. His literalism, as before remarked, is very 
pronounced, and hence will not admit the possibility 
that the artist may not hav wished to chain him to 
a stake or a cellar floor. But he ignores the sug
gestion that if the artist had intended to indicate 
the fate that he, the artist, wished to inflict upon 
him, he would not hav shown him chained to the 
skull of Calvin, and this repudiation of literalism in a 
particular where to cling to it would tell against his 
theory, makes us suspicious of the sincerity of his 
contention. Of course it would be preposterous to 
say that Mr. Heston would for a moment suppose 
that two dogs could be chained to a skull, even if 
that particular skull could be produced, so as to 
hold them prisoners, and still less reasonable would 
it be to maintain that he meant that the entire edi
torial stafts of the two theocratic papers could be 
chained to and held captiv by the skull. Were not 
the theocratic editor so possessed by the desire to 
forcibly suppress those who do not agree with him, 
he would never hav imagined that that cartoon 
meant aught else than it shows upon its face, the 
self-binding of the National Reformers to the dead 
past, represented by the skull of their theological 
father, John Calvin. 

We are told that" dogs do not voluntarily be
come affiicted with hydrophobia, neither are they 
born with it." But hydrophobia is a disease to 
which dogs are subject, some developing it under 
certain conditions of their systems, and others be
ing inoculated with it through the bites of their 
affiicted fellow canines. Dogs being born with dog 
natures are necessarily in danger of developing the 
disease and of receiving it from their mates. Not 
all Christians devel_op the theocratic hydrophobia, 
but they are all subject to it, and it is absurd be
yond the power of words to express to insinuate 
that Freethinkers hav forced the poison into their 
veins. 

The Reformer insists that the cartoon, as it in-
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terprets it, "reveals the intolerant, persecuting 
spirit of THE TRUTH SEEKER." ~ut. if me? may 
rightfully suppress mad dogs-which IS admitted
and if we hold that the same treatment should be 
accorded to the theocrats-which is not admitted
what fault can the Re(o1·me?' find with us if we do 
attempt to defend ourselvs by chaining itself and 
the Statesman? If we should do that we would be· 
doing nothing more than it avows its de!!ire to do 
to us. Why does our falsely assumed desire to 
suppress it reveal an "intolerant, persecuting 
spirit " while its unquestioned desire to suppress 
us re;eals only the loftiest love for man and God T 
We hold the theocratic position to be wholly wrong, 
but we hav no desire, nor hav we expressed any de
sire, to prosecute theocrats. All we ask is tha~ they 
shall not be given the political power that wlll en
able them to prosecute us and other dissenters. 

We are utterly unable to see any conneetion be
tween our explanation that the cartoon means that 
the theocratic editors are self-chained to the past 
and the demand that we therefore withdraw all our 
charges to -the effect that the N:;ttiona.l Ref~rm 
movement is animated by the spirit of persecutiOn. 
It has made its own record, and no matter what our 
cartoons may mean, that record cannot be effaced. 
The Reformer may say that crime only should be 
suppressed, and that theocrats would not interfere 
with us if we were "respectable unbelievers," but 
such professions are very much like cobwebs; they 
can be seen through. So long as theocrats are 
ready to punish "blasphemy" as a crime and hav 
Christian judges and Christian juries to define the 
offense, there is no possibility of liberty of press 
and platform. " Blasphemy " is not a crime, and 
by no possibility can it become a crime ; the essen
tial element of crime is invasion, and "blasphemy" 
is not invasion. But the definitions of "blas
phemy," given by Cooley and other jurists and here
tofore quoted against us by the Reformer and 
Btatesman, would necessarily~ if embodied in law 
and that'law enforced, suppress every Freethought 
publication that uses plain English, if Christian 
judges and juries had in their hands the fate of the 
offenders. Even as high-priced books that deal with 
problems of sex and because of their great cost 
and technical style are read chiefly by persons of 
wealth, education, and "respectability," are not 
molested by the mousing vice societies, while cheap 
pamphlets that put in easy words the same informa
tion and theories and because of their small cost 
and simplicity of diction are read by the common 
people, are ruthlessly hunted out of the market; so 
the Christian Reformer would call for the suppres
sion of such Freethought publications only as are 
adapted to the comprehension of the masses. n 
knows that the advanced thinkers and the better 
educated class generally are lost to Christianity al
ready, but it hopes to hold the millions, and hence 
it is especially enraged against papers that present 
the truth in simple, direct, and forcible English. 

A Catholic Echo of the Covenanters. 
"The Oanadian government ceases joking when it is 

asked to transmit through its mails obnoxious and blas
phemous publications. Recently has this commendable 
spirit of the postal authorities shown itself by prohibiting 
an English New York paper, which not only preaches the 
naked unbelief of a Bob Ingersoll, but which alse, in the 
most ignorant manner, insults our faith. The Oanadian 
government is right; and it is aleo its duty to protect the 
believing element of the population from the insults to 
its holiest beliefs. 

"That this scandalous paper spits poison and gall 
against Oanada, is no more than can be el'pected. The 
godless hav no peace. Perhaps will the unbridled small
writing of the paper finally result in that our postal de
partment will pay special attention to the distribution of 
such scandalous literature. "-Dm· Herold des Glaubens, 
Catholic, St. LouiB, Mo. . 

From this it appears that a publication may be 
denied the privileges of the mails if it is "obnox
ious" to the ruling class. It is unquestionable that 
this is the meaning of the Covenanter and Catholic 
outcry against THE TnuT:a SEEKER. The paper is 
obnoxious to them, and as they believe that the 
righteous are the inheritors of the earth and they 
are the righteous, as has been said before of similar 
fanatics, they can see no reason why they should 
not suppress whatever they do not like. But in 
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deference to a supposed popular aversion to perse
cution frankly for difference of opinion, they gen-

. eraliy allege as an excuse for their impertinence and 
tyranny that the offending person or paper is "scur
:til.ous" or " blasphemous " or "indecent" or " ob
scene." But these epithets are ali of the nature of 
masks, disguising, to the eyes of the undiscriminat
ing, the repulsiv features of religious and moral- in
tol.erance. 

T.he Latest Prayer Test. 
The Christian thaumaturgists are at it again. 

They are once more manufacturing arguments for 
the Rationalists. They seem determined to impress 
on the common mind the fact that prayer is not 
ans~ered. Men and woman of exceptional powers 
of intellect atid capacity for observation are already 
convinced that prayer goes ]ust so fat as the vocal 
organs of the incantationist are able to project it, 
but the masses of unsciontific and unthinking peo
ple are still under the delusion that it goes much 
farther; that, in truth, it reaches a far-away region 
called "heaven" and penetrates the ear of a being 
who is named "GJd." And they even believe that 
this magnified man pays heed to the quintillions of 
supplications that are thus tumbled into his auricular 
appendages and accedes to the contradictory re
quests of his subjects. But every few years the 
masses receive an object lesson that staggers the 
open-mouthed faith of at least a small number of 
them. Thirty-five years ago began the terrible civil 
conflict that cost hundreds of thousands of lives 
and billions of dollars' worth of property, Both 
North and South the people prayed to God that he 
would bestow victory on their side. Remarkable 
as it might seem at first thought, they prayed to the 
saine god. This opened the eyes of a few. The 
South was beaten; God " gave victory" to the 
North, and this probably opened the tlyes of a few 
more. But the South remains the.most religious 
part of the nation, and so we may suppose that this 
prayer· test did not do very much to enlighten its 
Christian people. Neither did the assassination of 
Abraham Lincoln let light into the brains of the 
credulous devotees on the hither side of the Po-

·tars thought that, as private prayers were asked for, 
they would nQit mention the matter publicly before 
their Thanksgiving sermons. Others, notably the 
suburb.an preachers, prayed long and fervently. At 
the CJlumbian L~b:)r churllh, the headquarters of 
the Salvation Army, the praying, under the lead of 
•'Joe the ·rurk," was fast and furious. This is his 
prayer, as reported : 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has oftended in that it has 
exhibited the " naked unbelief" of Ingersoll. Pre
sumably we should hav been free from that charge 
if we had clothed the Agnostic's arguments in the 
garments of hypocl'isy, or if the Colonel himself 
had done so. Orthodox people always hav a great 
abhorrence for the unclothed, quite possibly because 
there is absent from it all suggestion of the mys
terious and forbidden. However, our greater of
fense is that we hav insulted "our faith," that is, 
the general faith of the Christians, including the 
Covenanters, and the particular faith of the Catho-

.lics. There is nothing ambiguous about this; it is 
tnerely the unblushing atllrmation that in America 
it is justifiable to suppress a paper which a certain 
school of religionists aver" insults" their faith I If 
you tell a dovenanter, through letter-press or pic
ture, that Sunday is no more sacred than Monday, 
he declares that you are a "blasphemer " and hav 
committed a "crime against the public." If you 
tell a Catholic, through the medium of types or 
cartoon, that abstaining from eating meat on Fri
day is a superstition, he asseverates that you hav 
insulted his faith, his "holiest beliefs." 

Of course holiness is not an attribute of any be
lief; religious belief depends upon evidence-and it 
takes precious little of it to satisfy Presbyterians and 
Catholics-and the evidence is no more sacred than 
the evidence that proves or disproves the truth of 
an assertion concerning any other matter of human 
knowledge or imagination. No belief, religious or 
otherwise, is rightfully exempt from adverse criti
cism and ridicule, and only superstition and bigotry 
will impel any man to say that Canada is under ob
ligation to '' protect the believing element of the 
population" from "insults to its holiest beliefs." 
The "believing element" has no mora rightful claim 
to such protection than has the unbelieving element. 
But to the orthodox religionist there is no faith 
but his own sacred and deserving of the protection 
of the civil power. 

No, the "godless hav no peace"-where the godly 
hav any chance to distul'b them. Giv the godly the 
laws they want, and the godless will hav short 
shrift. This will never be a world of peace until it 
is a godless world. Men filled with the love of god 
hav no room for the love of man unless the men 
they rule over are of the same faith as themselvs. 
This is the most important lesson of human expe
rience . 

.Der Herold des Glaubens agrees with its Re
formed Presbyterian contemporaries that the postal 
authorities of the United States ought to follow the 
example set by those of Canada, ~nd shu~ th.is 
"scandalous" journal out of the malls. Th1s will 
no doubt delight Brothers McAllister, McCrory, 
Stevenson, George, and thfl re>t of the Protestant 
theocrats, but we would whisper in their ears a 
word of prophecy: When you hav successfully 
played the Forerunner part and the Christ of _Rome 
is in the fede1•al Constitution you or your ch1ldron 
will awake some fine morning to find a Roman 
Catholic holding the postal portfolio at~ ashington 
and your Presbyterian papers served JUSt as THE 
TRUTH SEEKER has been served in Canada with the 
.cordial approbation of yourselvs and your far-seei.ng 
Jesuit allies. "They who take the sword shall per1sh 
by the sword." If you had good business sense you 
would unite with the Freethinkers in working for 
the total secularization of the state. That way lies 
your only safety in the end. Continue in ~our 
present course, and we shall indeed be crum~ed 
first but before we are dead you will be decoratmg 
·~he ~rossod poles to the right and left of us. 

"0 Lord we h"v an arch enemy who is traveling over 
the country: He is working against Thee. He is work
ing against us. He is endeavoring to injure the cause. 
We hav all faith in Thee. We believe that Thou canst 
do this thing. Thou hast answered our prayers before, 
and we believe .;hat Thon wilt do it now. 0 Lord, Thou 
hast everything and c"nst do eve~ything. Save this ene· 
my. Make a friend, a co-worker of him. 0 God, Thou 
art all-powerfnl and boldest everything in Thy hands. 
Answer this our prayer." 

Then followed a half-hour of religious frenzy that 
would hav put a combination of Howling and Da.nc
ing Dervishes to the blush. 

to mac. 
A little more than a decade and a half after the 

close of the Civil War came the mortal wounding 
of President James A. Garfield by Guiteau. The 
surgeons probed for the pistol ball, but could not 
find it. For weeks the president lingered between 
life and death. Meanwhile the Christians prayed. 
They prayed in the privacy of their homes and in 
their churches. They prayed spontaneously and in 
ordered concert. Clergymen prayed. L'Lymen and 
laywomen prayed. Children prayed. Days were 
given over to prayer by the whole nation. God was 
begged to spare the life of the stricken man. Men 
and women prayed to him in English, in German, 
in Dutch, in French, in Swedish, in Danish, in Nor
wegian, in Russian, in Bohemian, in Spanish, and 
in many other other languages. He was prayed to 
not only in the United States, but in the British 
Isles, on the Continent of Europe, in Mexico and 
South America, and in other lands. He was prayed 
to by Trinitarians and by Unitarians, by believers 
in the eternal agony of the wicked and by merciful 
annihilationists, by Catholics and Protestants and 
Greeks, by Methodists and Presbyterians and Uni
versalists, by Disciples and Episcopalians and 
United Brethren, and all the rest of the sectarists. 
But all in vain. God did not deign to tell the sur
geons where to search for the bullet. He did not 
deign to stretch forth his arm of might and save 
his believing son, the ex-minister. James A. Gar
field died in spite of the prayers of the nations. 
This indeed was a prayer test, and it was not a 
prayer test made to order. It came in the course 
of human events, and there could not be said of 
it by hedging Christians, as was said by. them of 
the proposition of Professor Tyndall, that 1t was an 
attempt to make God a party to his own humilia
tion. James A. Garfield died, and with him died 
the faith in prayer of thousands of men and women. 
The Garfield object lesson is yet instructing the 
people. One would suppose that the medicin men 
of the church would never court another such fail
ure. But they hav. 

Now, if God has all the power that "Joe the 
Turk" says that he has, he can convert Colonel In
gersoll without an eftorb. But if he does not" save 
this enemy" we sh"ll be .forced to conclude that he 
does not want CJlonel Ingersoll to be a Christian. 
In that contingency, there is no help for the Free· 
thinker-he can't be an "Endeavorer," and so we 
hope the "saved" will stop abusing him. He is one 
of the elect of G,)d unto damnation, and couldn't 
believe that Jonah had a saloon stateroom in the 
whale, even if he tried to all his life. 

But the Cleveland episode was only the beginning· 
of the latest great prayer test. At 2 P.M, Sunday, 
December 1st, all the Christian Endeavorers of the 
United States and Canada, supported by the uni
formed legions of the S11.lvation .Army, were to pray 
for the conversion of the Agnostic lecturer and author. 
Up to the time of going to press the invocations 
hav not taken effect; THE TRUTH SEEKER is informed 
that Colonel Ingersoll is still in full possession of 
his senses, and the ever-genial Charles A. Davis, 
his advertising manager, is kept busy fixing dates 
and arranging routes for the winter campaign. As 
the New York Sun says, tho woman president of the 
"May You" branch of the Christian Endeavor 
"has forced upon the public a prayer test bound 
to be of extraordinary notoriety." After the smoke 
of battle clears away there will be a good many 
more Infidels in the country than there were before 
she fired the first gun. 

J. B. Coulter, one of THE TBUTH SEEKER's sub. 
scribers, was on November 4~h murdered at his 
home, two miles east of Cobden, Ill. He was killed 
by a charge of shot which entered his forehead. 
As a watch and money on his person when killed 
were not taken it is apparent that robbery was not 
the object of the assassin. Mr. Coulter was 69 
years of age. His funeral services were largely at
tended and were secular. 

Ingersoll's new lecture, "The Foundations of 
·F ith " is for sale at the low price of twenty-five 

a ' . d 

On Thanksgiving Day the Christian Endeavorers 
of Cleveland prayed for the conversion of Robert 
G. Ingersoll to Christianity. At whatever place 
they were at noon, they were pledged to there offer 
up a prayer for this purpose. The woman president 
of the " May You" branch of the society made the 
suggestion, and it was so well received that it was 
embodied in what might be called a general order 
to all the members. Some of the Clevela~d J1linis· 

On November lOth the statue of the Virgin Mary 
was crowned at New Orleans with imposing cere
monies. A committee of women had begged of the 
citizens the jewels for the crown, but the most sig
nificant feature of the occasion was the opening of 
the exercises by the firing of a salute of twelve guns 
at six o'clock by a detachment of the Louisiana 
Field Artillery, while gun salutes were continued at 
intervals during the evening. We suppose that this 
fresh evidence of the growing recognition of relig
ion by the state will be very gratifying to our friends 
of the NatiQD.al Reform Association, and we may 
reasonably expect that they will cal~ attention to it 
in their coming convention at Bal_t1mo~e as one of 
the most pleasing and encouragmg s1gns of the 
times But should some one there facetiously ob
ject that the participation of_ th~ state troops i~ ~he 
ceremony of crowning the V rrgm was a reco~mbon 
of a sect of Christianity, we should be obhged to 
maintain that the point was not well taken. We 
confess that we cannot understand why Protestants 
are so eager to let the Catholics hav all the benefits 
of the female member of the divine quartet. We 
are constantly told that the eftect cannot be greater 
than the cause and hence the mother of God must 
be greater th~n God ; and if God incarnated in 
Christ should be in the Constitution and be recog
nized as King of the nation, it is not reasonable _or 
fair to deny to his mother some measure of offiCial 
recognition. ~he should be at least Queen Regen~. 

~ants. Same style as his other recently ~s~ue 
\ 

pamphlets. 
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Superstition in Present Times. that his own practice furnishes many examples of 
[From "Recent Recrudescence of Superstition," by the kind ; but every therapeutic miracle, he adds, 

Prof. E. P. EvANS, in the October Popular Science has its explanation, and we are gradually becoming 
Monthly.] better acquainted with the laws which govern the 

The convention of Catholics held at Cologne origin and evolution of su<·h phenomena, and better 
[Germany] during the last week in August, 18_94, able to trace them to their natural causes. Two 
passed a resolution urging the immediate foundmg factors are absolutely essent.ial to cures of this kind; 
of a university at Fulda, which should be sane- first, a peculiar mental constitution of the patient, 
tioDAd by the pope, controled by the bishops, and easily accessible to confidence, credulity, or, as it is 
wholly independent of the state. The kind of in- now called, suggestibility; secondly, a certain 
stru~tion which young men would receive in such definit form of disease confined to a very small 
an institution may be easily imagined. The hexa- province in the domain of therapeutics, and com
hemera of the fathers and the works of Albertus prising only those a:ffections which the influence 
Magnus would be the text-books in natural science, exerted by the mind upon the body suffices to heal. 
while theology and philosophy would be nothing To this class of ailments belong partial or com
but a rehash of the quiddities and quodlibets of plete paralysis, cramps, convulsions, and similar 
Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus. functional disorders, tumors and ulcers, muscular 

Two books recently published may be cited as atrophy, defectiv vision, and other troubles of a 
fair specimens of the sort of researches to which the hysterical nature, which can be cured by hypnotic 
professors of the proposed ~ulda University would suggestion, or by impressing upon the mind of the 
probably devote their time and talents. The first patient the conviction of their non-existence, or by 
of these volumes is entitled "Wunder und gottliche appealing to the firm belief in some remedy which 
Gnadenerweise bei der Ausstellung des heiligen has no intrinsic virtue. Under such circumstances 
Rockes zu Trier im Jahre 1891 ;" aktenma.':!sig dar- a cripple may recover the use of his limbs simply 
gestellt von Dr. Felix Korum, Bishop von Trier, of by being commanded to rise up and walk, or a per
which a fourth edition has just been issued by the son suffering from tabes dm·sualis may be restored 
Paulin us printing- office in Trier t Treves). When to health and strength by wearing a holy relic of 
it was announced in 1890 that the "holy coat" of high repute or by going on a pilgrimage to some 
Trier would, after a lapse of forty-six years, be woncler-working shrine. In both cases the cure is 
again exhibited for the adoration of the faithful, effected by the exercise of credulity under more or 
many sincere Catholics could hardly believe that, in less morbid and abnormal conditions produced 
tbe latter half of the nineteenth century, such an either by somnambulism or superstition ; but in nei
appeal to the crassest religious credulity would be ther case is the result attributable to supernatural 
made, or that it would meet with any general re- causes. The sole aim of the physician is to heal 
sponse. Nevertheless the exhibition took place in the sick, and he should be liberal-minded enough to 
the following year and was crowned with immense make use of any remedy which experience has 
success. Vast crowds of people flocked to the proved to be e:ffectiv-it may be a pill or a pilgrim
sacred shrine, and rumors went forth throughout age, a dose of sulphur or devotion to a saint. 
the l!md of persons who had touched the garment An admirable reply to Dr. Korum's book is a 
and proved its miraculous virtue by being healed brochure of eighty-three pages written by Friedrich 
of their infirmities. This immense concourse of Jaskowski, entitled "Der Trierer Rock und seine 
devotees presented to the eyes of the bishop a "glo- Patienten vom Jahre 1891" (Saarbrucken: Ca.-1 
rious spectacle " and is characterized by him as in Schmidtke, 1894). The author is a Catholic priest 
itself a " moral miracle ;" a mind less blinded by in the diocese of Trier, and therefore under the 
bigotry, and therefore more capable of tracing the jurisdiction of the bishop, the absurdity of whose 
logical connection between cause and effect, would statements and the untenableness of whose argo
discover in this marvelous phenomenon only the ments he so courageously exposes and so conclusivly 
natural result of the kiud of religious instruction refutes. The holy coat, he says, has been in the 
that has been systematically imparted by the Oath- custody of the cathedral since the twelfth century, 
olic clergy to the souls intrusted to their special and was exhibited and adored as a sacred relic proba
care and spiritual cure during the last .fifty years. bly a dozen times from 1512 to 1810, but during 

Dr. Korum seeks to giv his brochure a quasi- these three centuries no healing virtue or wonder
scientific character by a so-called "documentary working power was ever ascribed to it. In 1810 
representation" of the miracles wrought by the some ignorant and superstitious devotees reported 
"holy coat," consisting of certificates issued by that miracles had been wrought by it, but these 
obscure curates and country doctors and indorsed stories were not indorsed by the ecclesiastical au
by an episcopal commission of theologians and thorities. Not until 1844 did the popular demand 
physicians, who hav very discreetly forgotten to for miracles become so loud and persistent that 
sign their names to their reports and thus relieved Bishop Arnoldi finally yielded to it and announced 
themselvs of aU personal responsibility for their officially that "bodily wonders " or miraculous 
opinions. The council of Trent decreed that no cures had been performed. If the holy coat can 
new miracles are to be accepted as authentic unless restore the sick, Jaskowski thinks it rather odd that 
allowed and approved by the diocesan bishop, who, it should hav no power of self-restoration; it gets 
after taking the advice of theologians and other moldy when shut up in a damp closet, wears out by 
pious men, is to come to a decision which shall be use, and has to be cleaned, darned, and patched 
consentaneous to truth and piety (veritati et pietati like any other garment. The miracles of healing 
consentanea). Unfortunately, the interests of cited by Dr. Korum are then subjected to a critical 
truth and piety are not always identical, and the examination and shown to be utterly unworthy of 
demands of the former are apt to r>rove fatal to the credence. In several instances the persons said to 
claims of the latter. The diseases reported by our hav been cured died shorUy afterward. Of the 
author as having been healed were nervous and thirty-eight cases cited, thirteen were men and 
hysterical affections, chorea or St. Vitus's dance, twenty-five women. "This predilection for the fair 
and a few cases of certain milder forms of lupus S<lX " is a rather suspicious circumBtance, indicating 
and tabes, which, as is well known, often disappear that the maladies were mostly hysterical and nerv
for months and even for years without the aid of ous and might be easily ameliorated by any influ
medicin or miracles. It is also essential to a mira- ence that, would powerfully affect the imagination, 
cle that the afflicted person should be instantane- without the aid of either medicin or miracles. 
ously relieved, or "cured from that very hour." The success, both devotional and pecuniary, which 
The bishop, however, records no instance of this attended the exhibition of the holy coat of Trier in 
kind; as a rule a very considerable time elapsed, 1891 on German soil excited the religious and patri
often weeks and months, befol"e the contact with otic zeal of French Catholics, who resolved to try 
the ''holy coat " began to produce any perceptible what healing virtue might still inhere in the "holy 
effects; meanwhile the patient had been subject to seamless coat" of Argenteuil. This rival relic, the 
a variety of sanitary influences, such as change of gift of the Byzantine Empress Irene to Charle
scene and other diversions, any one gf which might magne, had not been officially exposed and had its 
hav brought about the desired result, and in some therapeutic powers publicly tested since 1680, and 
cases also underwent medical treatment. Under it was decided that the "elevation" should take 
such circumstances it would be the bight of absurd- place from May 14 to June 10 in the year of grace 
ity even for t.hose who admit the possibility of the 1894. No sooner was this announcement made than 
miraculous healing of disease to claim that the re- it greatly alarmed the jealousy of •rrier, whose 
covery was due to supernatural causes. Indeed, of b~shop published a pastoral letter denying the gen
the thirty-eight cureR said to hav taken place during umness of the coat at Argenteuil, and inviting the 
the exhibition of the "holy coat," Dr. Korum owns faithful to pay their devotions only to that at Trier. 
that twenty-seven may hav been effected by natural This view was also taken by a French ecclesiastic, 
means, thus leaving only eleven in which he would the B~nedictine Abbe Vonel, who wrote a pamphlet 
fain discover the working of divine agencies. declarmg that the legend of the Argenteuil relic 

One of the most eminent of modern neuropa- had no historical foundation, and that the whole 
thologists, the l~te Professo~ Charc_ot, published thing was merely a "pious illusion," which the 
shortly before h1s death an mterestmg paper on church should hav sufficient love of truth as 
fai.th-healing, in which he acknowledges the reality well as sense of her own worthiness to repudiate. 
of the cures performed by this means, and states . This conclusion filled the inhabitants of Argenteuil 
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with consternation ; especially the tradesmen and 
innkeepers of the little town on tbe Seine uttered 
loud and indignant protests against the attempt to 
tarnish the traditional glory of this sacred shrine 
and to diminish the prospect of putting money in 
their pockets, while the people of Trier rejoiced at 
the condemnation and probable extinction of a 
dangerous competitor. At this juncture Mon
seigneur Richard, archbishop of Paris, intervened 
and induced the Abbe Vonel to withdraw his bro. 
chure from publication. In order to remove any 
lingering traces of skepticism from the puhlic mind, 
the bishop of Versailles submitted a small piece of 
the holy seamless coat to the chemists of the Gobe
lin manufactory, who reported that the web might 
possibly date from the time of Christ, and that the 
stains may hav been produced by blood; whether 
it was really the vesture upon which the Roman 
soldiers cast lots they would not undertake to de
cide. This vague and utterly worthless document 
was eagerly seized upon by the bishop and printed 
in the newspapers as a confirmation of the truth of 
ancient tradition by modern science. 

We may add that the ecclesiastical authorities of 
Argenteuil do not deny the genuinness of the relic· 
at Trier, but only assert that it is an upper gar
ment, one of those which Christ's crucifiers parted 
among them, whereas theirs is an under garment, 
worn next to the skin, and therefore endowed with 
greater healing virtue than could possibly be pos
sessed by a mere overcoat. The masses, however, 
do not seem to hav been s<>riously a:ffected by the 
accusations and recriminations passed backward 
and forward between the guardians of the two 
shrines vying for public patronage. On May 14th, 
the first day of the "elevation," thirty-seven ex
tra trains left Paris for Argenteuil, and forty-two 
thousand persons paid their devotions to the won
der-working coat ; and when the exhibition closed 
on June lOth half a million pilgrims had visited the 
little town. 

Another book indicating the rank growth of super
stition in recent times is Dr. Theobald Bischofberg
er's " Die Verwaltung des Exorcistats nach Mass
gabe des romischen Benediktionale," of which a new 
edition, revised and enlarged, was published by Roth 
at Stuttgart in 1893. The author evidently prides 
himself upon his powers as an exorcist, and relates 
with great unction and assurance his experiences 
in casting out devils by a hocu'!-pocus worthy of an 
American medicin-man or an African conjurer. In 
the section of his manual entitled "Recognition of 
Demoniac Diseases" he states that the signs of dia
bolical possession are quite conspicuous, but not 
altogether infallible, such as understanding foreign 
tongues without having learned them, and reveal
ing the place where objects hav been hidden, ape
culiar faculty now known as mind-reading. 

Diabolical possession, if permitted to continue for 
a long time, finally gets to be chronic and inveter
ate, and develops into an organic and incurable 
disease. Very often, too, it is quite impossible to 
determin whether the demon is the originary cause 
of the malady or mlilrely takes occasion of it to get 
possession of the person through the breach made 
by illness, like an enemy lying in wait and ready to 
seize every opportunity to assault· the temporary 
citadel of the soul. Women, however healthy, are, 
from the very nature of their sex, subject to various 
hodily indispositions from which men are wholly 
free, and are therefore more liable to demoniac 
a:ffections; hence the vast number of unfortunate 
women who hav suffered as witches in times past, 
not necessarily because they were wicked or morally 
corrupt, but because they were weak, the devil tak
ing advantage of their physical infirmities to get 
possession of their persons and to make them 
the agents of his will. 

The theory that •' sin is the source of demoniac 
infestations" is accepted by Dr. Bischofberger only 
in its general application to the human race; if ap
plied to individuals and families, he thinks it often 
works great injustice. He censures the conduct of 
many guardians of souls, who say to those afflicted 
by demons: "It serves you right; you ought to 
lead a different life; Satan has power only over bad 
people." Such remarks betray a lamentable igno
rance of the devil's devious ways and cunning de
vices. Equally reprehensible is it to tell mothers 
who seek help from the church for their suffering 
children: "Your child has been baptized and is in 
a state of saving and sanctifying grace and inacces
sible to devils. You must consult a physician." 
The truth is, adds our author, little children are 
very freq Ltently demoniacally possessed for the same 
reason tnat women are. 

Demons are said to watch with lively interest the 
progress of modern science and to build great 
hopes upon it. On one occasion, when the priest 
came with consecrated oil (oleum simplex) and 
holy water and began to utter the prescribed exor-
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cism, the evil spirit cried out: "Woe I·s me .r I Th R I" • e e IgiOn of Deeds and the Religion of 
thought that rubbish had long since gone out of 
vogue and been discarded as dead superstition." Words. 
In the ages of faith it was customary to cast out Ever:y: B~oic was a Stoic, but in Christendom where is 

the OhrJstlan?-Emereon. 
devils in the presence of the whole congregation ; 
but, owing to the growth of skepticism even among 'Tis writ: "In the beginning was the word!" 
so-called believers, it is now deemed better to do I·t I pause, perplexed! Who now will help afford? I cannot the mere word so highly prize· 
soorsum a multitudine (apart from the crowd), I must translate it otherwise, ' 
which would be attracted by idle curiosity rather If by the spirit guided as I read. 
than by the spirit of devotion. It is desirable, "In the beginning was the sense!" Ta.ke heed 
however, that the priest should select from the· The import of this primal sentence weigh ' Lest thy hasty pen be led astray r ' 
kinsmen and friends of the energumen a number Is force creativ then of sense the' dower? 
of pious men who, after confessing and taking the "In the beginning was the power!" 
communion, shall sustain him by prayer and fast- Thns sho~ld it stand: yet while the lines I trace 

A somethmg warns me once more to efface 
ing. Dr. Bischofberger firmly believes that our The .spirit aids; from anxious scruples fre~d 
insane asylums contain many demoniacs who might I write: "In the beginning was the deed!" ' 
be healed by the church, but whom "science falsely -(Joethe. 
so called" has condemned to the madhouse and the Robert Burns once said that of all nonsense 
strait-jacket; he condemns the priests who would religious nonsense is the most nonsensical. Burns 
fain show their enlightenment by indorsing the spoke of the religious nons.ense of 'his time, but his 
decisions of the alienist, and exclaims: " 0 spirit 1'ule holds good when apphed to the religious non
of the age! How strongly hast thou infected even sense of our own time. Religion is rmbject to the 
the clergy!" It may also be regarded as a conces- laws of evolution; th.e ~eligions of the present hav 
sion to this spirit that it is now admissible to call evolved from the rehgwns of the past and are in 
in a physician in order to repair the damages done many resp~c~s an improvement upon their parents, 
by the demon to the bodily organism, whereas in the but the rehgwus nonsense of the present is as non
middle ages, and indeed down to the seventeenth sensical as i~ ~as centuries ago. Some fine speci
century, the church positivlyforbadeany such inter- mens of rE>l·giOus nonsense are put on exhibition 
vention, and maintained that the divine power every year. during ~he long winter evenings at the 
which cast out the devil would also heal the breach. church revival meetmgs. The Methodist church is 
With the general decline of faith in miracles it is especially activ in this line. It beats all its rivals. 
permitted to hav recourse to medicin, which, how- The midwinter exhibitions of the Methodist church 
ever, must be blessed by a priest before being ad- are perhaps the finest of the kind we hav in this 
ministered to the patient. country. The revivalists are undoubtedly well-

Curiously complicated knots and intricate twists meaning men and women; they are honest and 
and tangles in the hair of animals "are always signs sincere ; they work for what they believe to be the 
of demoniac infestation." Some eleven years ago benefit of mankind, aBd yet I hav no hesitation in 
the cattle of a peasant in Dr. Bischofberger's parish saying that th~ ~evival mMti~gs, far from being a 
had their jaws so cramped and contracted that they benefit, are an IDJury to mankmd. The enthusiasm 
could hardly eat. The demoniac attack, although of the revivalists is very commendable and many 
severest at feeding time, extended more or less over Freethinkers and reformers em take l~ssons from 
the whole day and night. If the cows succeeded them.. Without enthusiasm we cannot accomplish 
in getting a little fodder into their mouths, they anythmg great. In fact, I am of the opinion that 
would keep it there almost motionless for half an if the movement of progress. is very slow, it is to a 
hour or more, and only swallow just enough to keep great extent due to the fact that many of the so
them alive, and after fnur or five weeks they were called reformers and Freethinkers are not activ 
all reduced to the verge of starvation. Our learned workers ; they lack enthusiasm. Ideas cannot be 
doctor of divinity then went through with the pre- of great value unless their possessors can use them 
scribed benedictions of kine, fodder, stall, etc., as for the benefit of others. Heine says: 
he informs us, and standing before each animal We.do not take pos!<ession of our ideas, but are possessed 
in turn said, " I command you, demon, in the name by them. 
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, that you desist They master us and force us into the arena 
from tormenting this creature of God and no Where, like gladiators, we must fight tor 'them. 

longer disturb it in the exercise of its natural func- ~ut_ people w~th no enthu~iasm seldom fight for 
tiona." Gradually they began to chew their food their Ideas. Giv us enthusiastic men and women 
slowly, and no sooner was a cross burned in the and the world will be saved ; but while enthusiasm 
tuft of hair between the horns than they fell to and can do a g_reat deal of_ goo~, it can also do a great 
ate with a ravenous appetite. deal of evil. Enthusiasm m the wrong direction 

In another case with which he had to deal he cannot but be harmful. 
found the devil more obstinate. A peasant woman The aim of the revival meetings, it is claimed, is 
had suffered from various ailments, and after giving to convert unbelievers to "Christianity" and thus 
birth to a child fell into a state of extreme nervous save them from a burning hell in the next world. 
prostration. The prceoeptum probativum indicated " Save your souls, flee from the wrath to come " is 
demoniac infestation. By the usa of consecrated the burden of their song. The sufferings of' the 
oil and the proper benedictions the evil spirit was unconverted in the Hames of hell are portrayed in 
cast out of the woman, but went into the stable, sue~ dark colors that weak-minded persons are 
where the cattle became strongly agitated. The terrified to death and often become insane. The 
bovine benedictions expelled it from the cattle, when revival meeting often furnishes inmates for the 
it returned to the woman, from whom it passed into lunatic asylum. An English man of science who 
her husband and children, but, owing to their good p~ides himself on being_ a Catholic, not long ago 
health and bodily soundness, it could find no firm tried to prove th~t there IB real "happiness in hell," 
foothold there and was easily driven out, where- b~t our Methodist. friends of the revival meetings 
upon it went back to the woman and one of the reJect such a doctrm as unworthy of notice. Let 
cows. A veterinarian gave the animal some medi· scientific Catholics talk as they will; let the revised 
cin, which the priest had blessed, and benedictions version of the Bible put out the Hames·of hell· it 
were pronounced upon the entire building with all makes no difference to them; they keep on pre;ch
its inmates, men and cattle. Shortly afterward it ing a red-hot hell, as if nothing had happened. 
was found that the devil, instead of going back to Strange our Methodist brethren will not preach an 
hell as told to do, had taken up his abode in the old-fashioned .hell in ~heir ordinary Sunday ser
well, which was about half a dozen yards from the mons ; they wtll sometimes even admit that hell is 
house, for no sooner did the cows drink the water not a place but a condition, but as soon as they 
than their hair bristled and stood on end; also the start a revival meeting, they "raise hell" in 
woman had a relapse after taking a sip of it. Dr. earnest and are very liberal in distributing fire and 
Bischofberger expelled the devil from the well by brimstone. 
throwing into it a little consecrated salt, and, after We constantly boast of the great achievements 
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inclined to think that the nineteenth century is .not 
a reality but a dream, that Darwin and Haeckel 
never existed, and that we still liv in the Middle 
Ages. 

I hav said, and I say again, that I hav nothing to 
say against the revivalists as men ; I hav nothing 
but admiration for their zeal and sincerity. If they 
really believe that Calvin and Torquemada are en
joying eternal bliss in heaven, while Goethe and 
Darwin are in hell, it is not only their right but 
their duty to say so ; but what shall we say of a 
religion that teaches us such a monstrous doctrin T 
Think of a heaven whieh has no place for many of 
the best and greatest men, but which welcomes some 
of the worst specimens of humanity, who become 
"converted" on their death beds ! Think of a God 
who damns a good man for failing to believe some
thing which he could not believe ! 
· To convert men to Christianity, or at least to 
that portion of Christianity which teache!) us to be 
kind, merciful, pure in heart, to hunger and thirst 
after righteousness, to do our duty regardless of 
how it may affect our personal happiness, to make 
peace with our brother-man before offering a sacri
fice at the altar of God, and to do as we would be 
done by, is a praiseworthy work; but how much of 
such Christianity do we find in our churches! How 
many " Christians " m!'.ke a practical application of 
the teachings of Jesus T The name of Jesus is 
altogether too often on the lips of the professed 
Christians, but of what use is the name if it does 
not inspire men to liv better lives and improve the 
condition of the world T "In the beginning was 
the word," quotes the so-called Christian, but 
Goethe, who was of a true religious nature, says: 
"In the beginning was the deed." This is the 
Alpha and Omega of true religion ; this is the hope 
and consolation of humanity. "I cannot the mere 
word so highly prize," but what is the religion of the 
churches if not the mere word! If the deed exists 
at all, it is so hidden in an obs.c;ure corner behind a 
mass of creeds, doctrine, and ceremonies that it is 
almost invisible. 

Imagin a man who had never crossed the thresh
old of a Christian church, but who is acquainted 
with the teachings of Jesus. Let such a man find. 
his way into one of our orthodox churches during a 
revival meeting and h~ will not be able to under
stand what connection there is between the church 
performances and the religion of Jesus, and yet 
the worshipers of the "word" honestly believe 
that they are real Christians doing the will of 
Jesus. 

We are in a great need of revivals, but not of the 
Sam Jones type. Let us hav a grand revival of the 
religion of humanity which teaches us to educate, 
enlighten, and make this world a paradise. If the 
churches want to do some good, let them preach 
such a religion. They must vacate the realm of the 
unknown and keep their feet on terra firma. If 
there is a God, he is able to take care of himself ; 
he has no need of the help of the priest and parson. 
Let the churches cease talking so much f!.bout 
heaven and hell; let the preachers stop giving us 
nonsensical descriptions of how the inhabitants of 
those countries enjoy themselvs. ATe the preachers 
sure that they know the truth about heaven and 
hell! They hav never visited the realm of the un
known ; all they can do is to guess. Are we under 
obligation to accept their guess as the only true 
oneT Cannot every thinking man do his own guess
ing about matters which admit of no proof? Why 
should we trouble ourselvs about problems beyond 
the power of men to solve! Why gaze at the stars 
and leave the mud undur our feet in its present 
condition T Heaven and hell are mere shadows, but 
the world in which we liv is a reality. So let our 
ministers do something for this world, let them try 
to alleviate the sufferings of this life. Instead of 
helping God, let them help man; instead of fighting 
an imaginary, invisible Satan, let them fight the 
real, visible Satan of crime, vice, injustice, and ig
norance; let them, in short, become teachers of 
mankind; let them say, with Abou Ben Adhem: 
"Write me as one who loves his fellowmen!"' If 
they do this, the future generations will rise and 
call them blessed, but if they persist in following 
their present course, the future will hav no use for 
them. They will become fossils to be placed in a 
museum of antiquities. CYRUS W. CooLRIDGE. 

Oyster Bay, L. L, N. Y., Nov. 18, 295. 

·chasing him with the weapons of the church from of the ni~eteenth century, of the great statesmen, 
one nook and corner to another, finally succeeded poets, philosophers, scientists, and inventors it has 
in getting rid of him and purgating the whole produced; of the great progress we hav made in all 
premises. "We thus see," he concludes, "how the departments of knowledge. All this may be true. 
demon makes every effort to deceive, weary, and It cannot be denied that the present century has 
discourage the officiating priest." done. a ~reat deal to enlighten and elevate humanity. 

In conclusion, the author of this manual of exor- Pessimists may bewail its faults and limitations; 
cism says, " People fondly imagin that these cun- they may call our attention to the fact that the con
ning devices of the Prince of Darkness may hav dition of the masses is no better now than it was a 
been practiced in former centuries, but that they hundred years ago; that slavery exists in fact 
hav been dissipated by the light of the nineteenth if not in name; that greed and avarice are tri: 
century like the mist before the sun.'' His thirty- umphant. These are, of course, serious and dam
seven years' experience as a priest prove this opti- aging charges; still, I am of the opinion that in 
mistic assumption to be wholly unfounded. spite of all faults this century is by far the greatest' 

in the history of the world. But when I enter a 

A Youthful Friendship Renewed. 
From the Lontlon .Freetlltnker. 

A few days ago in conversation with Mr. George 
Anderson we learnt that he had just be6n in communi
cat.ion with a friend he had lost sight of for more than 
forty years, and all through one of Mr. Putnam's let
ters in THE TROTH SEEKER. The friend in question 
saw a reference to George Anderson there, and said to 
himself," Why, that must be my George Anderson." SEND for free catalog of our publicatioiJs. Methodist church during a revival me~::tiiJg, I am 
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He wrote and discovered that it was, and now they 
are " Dear Georging " and "Dear Williaming" each 
other as though they had parted only yesterday. 
So strong is the friendship formed in the godlike 
time of youth. 

Fifty years ago Mr. Anderson belonged to a Young 
Men's Society at Arbroath, and he converted nearly 
all the members to Freethought; though the Society 
degenerated when he left it, for when he returned 
some time afterwards he found them discussing 
whether an old maid or a young widow made the 
best wife. 

It was at this period of his life that Mr. Anderson 
became acquainted with William Cant Sturoc, who 
visited America, settled down there, and so disap
peared. The place of his settlement was Sunapee, 
Sullivan Co., N.H. He wa.s admitted to the bar in 
1855, and is now a respected citizen, widely known 
for intelligence and integrity, for liberal thought 
and a certain poetic gift which even law has not 
succeeded in suppressing. A portrait of him ap
peared in the Granite Monthly for December, 1893. 
The £ace is keen and intellectual, with geniality and 
humor about the eyes and mouth. · 

Mr. Anderson asked Mr. Sturoc whether the law 
over there was as badly against Freethought as it is 
here. Mr. Sturoc replies that there is no state law 
against selling tickets or charging a door-fee on Sun
day, but municipal regulations hav lately been en
forced to put down Sunday theatricals and concerts. 
There are occasionally fanatical outbursts, encour
aged by the clergy, against individual rights. So
cieties may take and hold property, but the inten
tion of testators is sometimes frustrated by bigoted 
judges. 

Mr. Millington's errors. This contention, Mr. 
Wakeman said, could not be fought to a finish, for 
the reason that the combatants were not in the 
same ring and could not reach each other over the 
ropes. Mr. Millington lingered in the world of 
tradition and theology, and his method was theo
logical and traditionary, while Mr. Wakeman had 
long since thrown that method overboard and 
swabbed the decks. He no longer relied on testi
mony, but upon evidence. We might doubt the 
testimony of Copernicus or of Newton, but an 
eclipse proved that the Copernican system and 
Newton's mathematics were correct. Science is 
verifiable truth, and there is no other way to prove 
anything: . Thought and ~hings agreeing constitute 
truth. _ Mr .. Millington believed in God, but what 
god T How does he pre sen~ him to ~mi.' minds! He 
must be conceived of as the Eternal Fact, the totality 
of the world, or he is a spook-an illusion of the 
childhood of the race, as Santa Claus is of the individ
ual. The ol9 theological god is out of history and out 
of the thought of enlight~ned people. No creator 
is thinkable. Phenomena form an infinit series, and 
to attempt to lollow them back to any beginning is 
like carrying out . a cir.culat!ng decimal-for ex
ample, dividing H) by 3. Theology is opposed 
because it is not true, and neither is it good. The 
difference between science and religion is not in
tellectual, but ethical; for to teach, as theology 
does, the creation and afterwards the extermination 
of the human race, is untrue and immoral. The 
man who still promulgates the old superstitions of 
the Bible is out of all comity with the progressiv 
world. Consciously or unconsciously he is a fraud, 
and the truth is not in him. The Old Testament 
creation story is absurd. but the crowning absurd
ity is the creation of Christ as a redeemer-the 
notion that God made men good, that they degen
erated and made it necessary for him to drown 
them out; that the descendants of the survivors 
got worse still, and that God was compelled to kill 
his own son as an excuse for saving them. Such 
teaching, in addition to being absurd, is basely im
moral. The idea of exclusiv salvation has had the 
effect of turni!l_g the earth into a huge blood pud
ding, and the Christians of to-day owe mankind an 
abject apology for the atrocities committed in the 
name of their religion. 

posed to do away with the churches and substitute 
the Liberal Club, with its salacious discourse, wherA 
a man could not safely bring his family. (At this 
the wearer of the badge-pin glanced apprehensivly 
at his own family, but as one member thereof was 
tight asleep and the other on the broad grin, he 
was reassured.) And then your literatute, said Mr. 
Nichols · what hav you got! He went on to say 
that th~ publisher of the leading Freethought 
journal-meaning THE TRUTH SEEKER-had con
fessed to him that the policy of the paper was to 
cater to the degraded element. (The present pub
lisher authorizes the writer to say that so far as he 
is a judge the above statement by Mr. Nichols has 
all the elements which constitute a lie.) Time pre
vented the speaker from elaborating his views, but 
he is understood to be something of a conservo.tiv, 
especially on the population question. As a suc
cessor to the Rev. George Vaughan, he leaves noth
ing to be regretted. 

Mr. Rowley, of Brooklyn, was refreshing after 
the old gentleman who had las~ spoken, and gave 
new life to the discussion. He declined to ac
knowledge the authority of faith, which was always 
great, he said, in proportion to the ignorance of the 
person who exercised it. The man who walked by 
faith needed no knowledge, and generally possessed 
little; while those who possessed knowledge had no 
use whatever for faith. Science made no demands 
on credulity. If we doubt, we hav only to investi
gate and verify; and if we do not choose to do that, 
we pay the penalty by continuing ill-informed. 
Tempus was fugiting rapidly, and Mr. Rowley had 

The Liberal Club. 
The writer of these lines attended, on Friday 

evening, November 29th, the 767th regular meeting 
of the Manhattan Liberal Club. Upon his waist
coat, made conspicuous by a moderate exuberance 
of person, he wore the badge-pin of Freethought. 
There was a debate in sight, and the ball was inor
dinately full, soms of the listeners occupying picnic 
chairs in the vestibule. Mrs. Emma Beckwith pre
sided, impartially extending or shortening the time 
of the speakers as their e:fforts seemed to her good 
or otherwise. · 

The Rev. E. J. 0. Millington, who is understood 
to be a Presbyterian, opened the discussion· of the 
subject-" The Authority and Necessity for Faith." 
Mr. Millington is still a young man, with a build 
like Franklin Steiner's and a face twice as long. 
His thick auburn hair lay smooth across the top of 
the head and undulated properly elsewhere. His 
hands were white, his countenance pale. He was 
armed with a roll of manuscript. Having made his 
bow, he assured the audience that it gave him great 
pleasure to be there. He represented no church, 
and would not be held responsible for what any 
school of theology might teach. He would define 
faith as "assent to testimony." If the testimony 
appeared satisfactory, we were justified in believing. 
He quoted Aristotle, Dr. McCosh, and Professor 
Drummond, and also cited Ingersoll, but did not 
quote him, to show that the highest knowledge is 
not scientific. His faith, he said, was not contrary 
to anything that he knew, nor was it antagonistic 
to reason. He was an evolutionist, but he found 
that evolution made great demands upon his faith
he must accept the testimony of the men who had 
done the investigating. The value of the testimony 
was the thing to be fought over. Defining _his 
own faith, Mr. Millington said that he believed in 
God, the creator and father, and his good will 
toward mankind; in the Lord Jesus Christ, the 
reality of sin, and the necessity and possibility of 
redemption; that the wages of sin were death, and 
the gift of God the eame old life eternal; that the 
gospels were a perfectly credible history of Christ, 
but that Christ himself is the real authority. Inci
dentally, he would be pleased to defend the relia
bility of the gospels against any who chose to ques
tion it. Christ became inexplicable on the hypoth
esis that he was merely human. He was not re
lated to his age and nation, nor even to any other, 
and such was his marvelous nature that he in him
self furnished the only necessary proof of the exist
ence of God. Humanity could not hav produced 
him. There was magic in his name, which was 
mighty unto redemption from sin, and the Rev. 
Mr. Millington would rest his case upon saved men. 

Mr. Millington made a good impression. He was 
not at all abusiv; he gave Freethinkers the credit 
of searching for truth with as great earnestness as 
the same quest is followed by Christians, and be
lieved that all could get together on a platform of 
~oing good. Only, he prophesied, when we got 
there, Christ would be the central figure. He took 
pis seat cheered by hearty applause. 

l'l!~:g ~~m~ Mr. Tha<l~~HEl ij. W ~keman tq correct 

Christ, said Mr. Wakeman, never existed as one 
man. There was no man living in the first cent
ury who held the notions attributed to Christ 
by Mr. Millington, and if Jesus of N'lzareth were 
in the hall he would not understand a word the 
reverend gentleman had Paid. Mr. Millington's 
Christ was an ideal of the nineteenth century. No 
man Christ, who walked on two feet, is known to 
definit history. He has been removed, and the 
Christ of the gospels is the composit photograph of 
at least five di:fferent characters, or appearances, 
who embodied the notions of the Jewish insurgents 
against the Roman government. This will appear 
from reading the New Testament history in the fol
lowing order: 1. The espistles of Paul ; 2. Revela
tion; 3. Mark'R gospel; 4. Matthew~ 5. Luke; 
6. The Acts ; 7. St. John. The notion was that 

. when the messiah came the kingdom of heaven men~ 
tioned in the Lord's Prayer would descend from 
the sky, the Romans would be wiped out, and the 
reign of David restored to the Jews. Christ is re
ported as saying that those within the sound of his 
voice would witness these things. The Christ idea 
is the worst enemy of the human race. It is em
bodied in the czardom of Russia and in the pope
dam of Rome. Its fruits are witnessed in the his
tory of Christianity and in the Armenian atrocities 
of to-day. 

Mr. Wakeman was even more vociferously cheered 
than Mr. Millington had been, and there was a 
short discussion by volunteers. Mr. Henry Frank 
supplemented Mr. Wakeman's notion of God as the 
Eternal Fact by suggesting that the deity might 
be conceived of as the Moral Energy of the uni
verse. He added that Christianity once depended 
on the miracles of Christ; that it had afterwards 
changed its base to his bodily resurrection, and 
now, driven from that refuge, it rested its case on 
Christ's personality, which was quite as unstable as 
the foundations it had abandoned. 

Then Mr. Henry Nichols got in a word or two. 
Mr. Nichols inhabits this immoral sphere by a su
preme act of condescension, and attends the meet
ings of the Liberal Club at a great sacrifice of self
respect. He first instanced the fact-which is 
admitted by all, of course-that the world owes its 
civilization to the ~enign influence of Christianity. 
All our educational institutions are Christian. An 
audito.r suggested Girard College, but Mr. Nichols 
put h1m down at once by stating that the Chris
tians controled Girard's institution. The interrup
ter could only murmur "Stolen!'' while Mr. Nichols 
We~t tri\H!lJ?h~Dtly Oil,. ;He ask(lc;l ~f ~t Wf!.f! JlrO-

a short inning. . . 
Mr. Millington, in his rejoinder, mai:titaii:J.ed two 

points: First, that belief in God rests on testimony, 
and he adopted Santa Claus as an illust~ation. The 
child believes in Santa Claus because 1t finds the 
gifts on Christmas morning. This point seemed to 
the audience generally to prove exactly what Mr. 
Wakeman had said on the same subject Secondly, 
Christ must hav been divine because there is no 
other name to "kunjer" with and save men from 
sin. Find another, said Mr. Millington, slapping 
his shin with one hand and banging the desk with 
the other, and you hav proved your case. 

Mr. Wakeman, in rejoining, had no difficulty in 
finding the names. He mentioned the lights of 
science and Freethought-Darwin, Huxley, Thomas 
Paine-at which Mr. Nichols arose and solemnly 
asked, "Do you class those men with Bob Inger
soll and your crowd here?" Mr. Wakeman told 
Mr. Nichols that he did, and the audience told Mr. 
Nichols to sit down-and he sat. The speaker 
said that he and the colonel could not agree on 
many points, but that all his opposition to the gre~t 
iconoclast in minor matters was swallowed up m 
admiration for the services of :tngersoll as a de
stroyer of superstition ; for this he was ready to 
kiss the hem of his garment. Mr. Millington kept 
his feet much of the time while his opponent was 
speaking, and the two alternately shook their 
fingers at each other and addressed the audience. 
Neither succeeded in maintaining his gravity, and 
general hilariousness prevailed. The debate proved 
so interesting withal that the house was still 
crowded when at 11 o'clock· the disputants shook 
hands and expressed a hope to meet again in this 
world. 

A Plea for United Action. 
The evolution of Freethought in this country has 

reached the point when co-operation is the supreme 
necessity. There is not only more defensiv work 
to be done ; not only is the enemy more aggressiv 
and dangerous, but the time has arrived for the 
process of building, of organizing the fruitfll of vic~ 
tory into means of human progress. If we do :not 
do this, all the bitter struggles of Freethought will 
only make the church more powerful ; for, in its 
own way, the church will use the advantages attained 
by Freethought to aggrandize itself. _ Not tt:nly 
does the church throttle the individual Freethinker', 
but it robs him also of the results of his sacrifice, 
It condemns his good name, but appropriatel!l his 
intellectual property. If Freethought itselt doe9 
not evolve into an organized power, it will simplf 
play into the hands of the church. The church will 
use it, as it uses art, science, and philosophy, to su
gar the pill of its tyranny. The church fights the 
individual Freethinker; it will kill him if possible, 
for it cannot use the Freethinker as a living man. 
But when the Freethinker is dead it can and does 
claim his discovery, and uses it to make more brill
iant its own laurels and enlarge its despotism. It 
will not do to fight the church single-handed, for 
when the most valiant Freethinker dies, the church 
claims his body, buries him, defames him, and 
utilizes his mental wealth. Is it not time that 
Freethought should claim its own; that it should 
be an indepen_dent mo~eD?:ent, and enjoy the frui.t~;~, 
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of its own glorious victories 'i Is the church to be
come the final master of the human race, so that 
even the Freethinker is its servant! This will as
suredly be ·the case if there is no co-operation 
among Freethinkers. 

The church is the arch-monopolist, and it would 
monopolize intellect and all that in_telledt produces. 
It will snatch the honey of the Freethinker's lonely 
toil, while it leaves him to starvation and martyrdom. 

The conflict between the forces of the church and 
radical Freethought is fundamental. It is not 
the results of Freethought which benefit the world, 
so much as its method, wh~ch is always the suprem
acy of reason and experience, and the utter aboli
tion of faith. lt is not the truth merely that is of 
service, but the way in which we acquire the truth. 
One may accept truth with slavish spirit, as he ac
cepts gold and jewels. The gold and jewels are of 
value, but of what value if worn merely as the orna
ment of servitude? or what value is truth if you 
accept it as you would accept error itself, without 
toil or investigation T It is not the truth itself 
that is best, but the constant search after the truth 
by free inquiry. The church frequently accepts the 
results of Freethought, like the robber that it is ; 
but it opposes tooth and nail the method of Free
thought. It is the method of Freethought that 
keeps eternally bright the progress of mankind, 
and denes the church. It is the method upon 
which we organize, not upon the results of 
that method. We organize upon no truth, however 
large and permanent, but upon the way in which 
that truth is discovered and sheds its blessings 
upon the world. 

We do not organize upon any creed, even if that 
creed contains the beauty and grandeur of all ascer
tained truth ; for the moment we do this then as
certained truth is the prison-house of the human 
mind. Ascertained truth is always limited, and if 
made the boundary of human thought it becomes 
radically false. Being a true thing in a false rela
tion, it is the most abominable of lies. 

We organize upon the basis of free inquiry in 
every direction and to every possible result. It is 
this basis, this method, that the church is now at
tacking and which we must defend. In behalf of 
this method of Freethought we do not in this 
American Republic hav free speech, free press, or 
free mails. More and more is the church endeav
oring to place its restrictions on these, for more 
and more it sees that the method of Freethought is 
eventually its destruction. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

we are fighting against barbarism and tyranny, and 
the progress of man is our inspiration and strength. 
Join the Union and Federation at once. Now is 
the time. We hav one national organization, and 
it was never in better trim for work. Giv us the 
means to go forward as never before in the cause of 
liberty and civilization. 

Address all communications to E. C. Reichwald, 
secretary, headquarters, 141 South Water street, 
Chicago. 

Remember that we are struggling, not for our
selvs only, but for all the world, and the genera
tions that come after us. Our contest is as deep 
and broad as humanity itself. The voices of the 
martyred past are with us, and the happiness of 
unborn millions is our goal. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, 
President of American Secular Union and Free-

thought Federation. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 
Dr. G. E. Morrison, in his book, "An Australian 

in China," shows that it will take the Protestant 
missionaries, at the rate of conversion that they 
reached in 1893, about 125,000 years to bring the 
400,000,000 of the population of China into the 
fold of Christ, admitting that all the so-called" con
verts " remain in the fold after they are corraled, 
which, of course, is too preposterous to believe, in 
the light of experience. Certainly not a very en
couraging prospect. 

--------------------
It is pleasant reading, this note about Prof. Hja.l

mar Hjorth Boyesen, given out on the authority of 
the Philadelphia Press: "His most important 
achievement was his work on Goethe, which was 
translated into German. He was told by the Prus
sian Ministry of Instruction that it would be used 
as a text-book if he would expunge sundry Liberal 
passages, and to his lasting credit be it gratefully 
remembered, now that he is gone, he refused to 
alter his opinions to earn royalties." Literary in
dependence is so rare in this age that such an ex
ample as that set by Professor Boyesen is very re
freshing and encouraging. It is the most lament
able fact of the time that our writers are, as a rule, 
the slaves of the dollar, the p3rson, and the young 
person. We call it the most lamentable fact, be 
cause without free and fearless writers corruption 
and tyranny can degrade and oppress without let 
or hindrance. 

"According to popular opinion, he [Ingersoll] has 
spent a large part of his pllblic life ridiculing the Bible. 
He has never uttered one 11ingle word of ridicule for the 
Bible itself. He has only ridiculed certain unfounded 
conceptions of the Bible which he regarded as standing 
in the way of human freed•)m and the progress of human 
thought."-Rev. Minot J. Savage. 

Mr. Savage is partly right and partly wrong. It 
is true that Colonel Ingersoll and other Freethink
ers hav ridiculed the conception of the Bible as an 
infallible revelation of t:b.e will of a perfect god, but 
he and they hav also ridiculed the Bible itself-that 
is, many parts of it-bee a use of its inherent unreason
ableness and the cruelty, in numerous instances, of 
its precepts. No matter what its origin, the Bible 
contains much that calls for ridicule, and Ingersoll 
has not refrained from bestowing it. Not all the 
conceptions of the book which he has ridiculed are 
"unfounded"; in fact, the most of them are based 
on the clear and unmistakable affirmations of the 
volume itself. 

--------~~--------

We are therefore in the midst of a battle ; the 
battle for human rights, the right to think, the 
right to be free and equal. We hav against us a 
mighty and disciplined host. While there are many 
thousands openly upon our side and a silent ma
jority of millions, still we are at a disadvantage 
because we lack a common organization. At pres
ent, in Freethought, it is too much every man for 
himself. A great deal is accomplished by this in
dividual effort, and it should be maintained con
stantly; but in addition to individual effort, why 
should we not hav combined and universal effort! 
Every activ Freethinker must see the availability 
of this united action and that it is the condition of 
complete success. The American Secular Union 
and Freethought· Federation is the only national 
organization to carry on the warfare for political 
freedom. We must support this or cease to co
operate, let things drift, and allow . the church to 
manipulate politics without oppooition. Undoubt
edly there are thousands of Freethinkers in this 
country who are willing to unite. Let us reach 
them by all possible means, and enroll them in our 
ranks. The officers of the Union and Federation 
need the support of every Freethinker. Do not fail 
to become a member. The fee is only nominal, 
one dollar; and the fund thus raised will be of 
invaluable service. In Maryland the mob who were lynching a man 

We must work in Congress, on the platform, and "reverently took off their bats" while prayer was 
through the press. .The non-taxfl.tion of churches, offered for the soul of the victim. In consonance 
the Bible in schools, and Sabbath laws are the with invariable Christian custom, they were ready 
great questions that confront us throughout the 
land. Other questions are looming in the future- to ask God to hav mercy on the soul of a man for 
Gad-in-the-Constitution, blasphemy laws, and re- whose body they could show no mercy. So hot were 
strictions of the mails. To meet these questions they for the vengeance they formally asked their 
we must hav am organized force ; we must hav com- God not to duplicate that they could not wait for 
radeship and disciplin. If a few thousand will thus the guilt or innocence of the prisoner to be judi
combine we shall exercise a vast influence. cially determined and his punishment, if he was 

Let every activ Freethinker do what he can _to adjudged guilty, meted out by the officers of the 
secure memberships. Write to the secretary_ fo~ m-
struction for documents, and the constitutwn. law which they pretend to reverence. Of them a 
Organize' a local society wherever possible, and affili- correspondent of the World truly says: "They are 
ate with the national association. Induce your possessed by the same ignorant fanaticism, the 
friends to contribute to the cause. Let us make a same mistaken zeal for a perverted idea of justice, 
grand effort for a five thousand memb~rship this which made our ancestors burn witches at the stake," 
year. This will mul~ipl:y our means ?f usefulness and he adds that "the one effectual remedy for 
8 hundredfold. It will msure the trmmph of our h a· , . d t" 
cause. Three hundred Greeks held back a million sue . Iseases IS e uca 100· And he might well 
J?ersial).s~ We can do the like by united action, for . hav said still furtpe:r that that edu.c11.t~ol1 will not 
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be advanced by putting the Bible back into the 
schools in Chicago, or keeping it in the schools else
where. 

It isn't a great way from now to the sun festival 
known as Christmas-an adaptation of pagan rites 
to Christian necessities-and those who intend to 
follow the pretty custom of making presents to 
their friends on that occasion will find on another 
page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER a list of 
books suitable for that purpose. If our friends 
desire we can hold the books till a few days before 
the festival and mail or express them so that they 
will reach the destination at the right time. A 
present that we would recommend is to send to 
your Liberal friend who does not now take it, a 
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER a year fOl: $3, which 
carries with it a copy of the "Freethinker's Pi eta
trial Text-Book" in boards. For $3.50 we will send 
cloth bound book, with gilt side stamp-a hand
some present indeed, with the added attraction of 
a weekly remembrance from yourself to your friend 
in the shape of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Such a present 
will do you good, your friend good, and us good
a combination of goodness which seems hard to 
resist. 

SoME REASONS WHY. By Robert G. Ingersoll. A new 
lecture never before in print. Paper, 25 cents. 
Contents: Some Reasons Why. Duties to God. In
spiration. God's Experiment With the Jews. Civil
ized Countries. A Comparison of Books. The New 
Testament. Christ's Mission. Eternal Pain. 

Something of the epigrammatic eloquence and 
logic of this lecture can be seen from the conclud
ing paragraphs : " The· Old Testament filled this 
world with tyranny and injustice, and the New givs 
us a future filled with pain for nearly all the sons of 
men. The Old Testament describes the hell of the 
past, and the New the hell of the future. The Old 
Testament tells us the frightful things that God 
has done; the New, the frightful things that he 
will do. These two books giv us the sufferings of 
the past and the future-the injustice, the agony, 
and the tears of both worlds." 

Oolonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Dec. 8-K;lDSilS City, Mo ............................... The Bible 
Dec. 9 -Sedalia, Mo ............... The Foundations of Faith 
Dec. 10-Indianapolis, Ind ..... The Foundations of Faith 
Dec. 11-Newark, 0 .......................... . 
Dec. 15-Washington, D. C ...... TheFoundationsof Faith 
Dec. 17-Baltimore, Md .......... The FoundationR of Faith 
Dec. 22-Brooklyn, E. D. (Williamsburg), N.Y. 
Dec. 29-Jersey City, N. J ................ . 

Lectill'es and Meetings. 
THE Friendship Liberal Lea"'ue, George Longford, 

secretary, meets at 7:30, every §unday evening in War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 

THE Newark, N.J., Liberal Lea~ue meets every Sun
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at 177 Halsey st., corner of 
Market. Dec. 8th-Edward Dobson; subject, "Civiliza
tion and Freethought." 

Ta:e First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Sta.rk streets, regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lec
turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical Society meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., in Washington Hall, 18th and Har
ney streets. Questions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discussed. All are welcome. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M 
P. McLeod, secretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30A.M. 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, :120 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Dec. 6th-S. P. Putnam; subject, 
"Freethought in England." 

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements: 
Dec. 6th, Manhattan Lib-· Dec. 29th, Farmdale and 

eral Club, New York. vicinity. 
Dec. 22d ...... Cincinnati, 0. Jan, 5th ......... Chicago, Ill. 

I 

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avimues. Program for December : 
Dec. 8th-" The New Africa." T. McCants Stewart. 
Dec 15th-" Was Lord Bacon the Author of Shakspere's 

Plays?" S. H. Nichols. 
Dec. 22d-" The Saviors of the World." Henry Rowley. 
Dec. 29th-" Natural Religion." Frederick W. Taylor. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. B. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
Dec. 8hh-" Is the Pulpit Losing its Power?" Mr. E. C. 

Wilmot. 
Dec. 15th-" The Cuban Republic." Attorney A. A. 

Brown. 
E>ec. 22d-" Americanism and Catholicism." Samuel P. 

Putnam. 
Dec. 29th-" The New Woman." Mrs. Louise Mann~ 

heimer. 
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Tbey Want the Pictures, 
FLoRENCE, KAN., Nov. 17, 1895. 

MR, EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for 
which send me THE 'l'Ru"'H SmEKER for one 
year, also the "Pictorial Tf\xt-Book" as a 
premium. E. M. SIKES. 

AvocA, 0. T .. Nov. 18, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I hav a hard time down 

here with God's dear children contending 
for freedom of thought. Inclosed find $3 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Pictorial 
Text-Book." JNo. M. SPENCER. 

He Is All Alone. 
RoCKVILLE, IND., Nov. 18, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 
to pay for my paper for this year. I am 
the only person so far as I know who gets 
THE TRUTH SEEKER at this post-office. 
As to Grover and his Thanksgiving proc
lamation, yon hav uttered my sentiments 
in your last issue. Cansda-well perhaps 
the less said the better. While your paper 
is good all through, some parts of it are 
better than the others, and among the best 
is Geo. E. Macdonald's "Observations " 

LEANDER JACKS. 

What a Single Effort Produced. 
LYoNs, KAN., Nov. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $13, 
for which send the paper with premium 
books to names in list. I feel now as 
though I had done something in a substan
tial way for the paper of freedom as well 
as getting a fine premium for myself
" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." 
I hardly thought it worth while to make 
the effort, but one never knows what he 
can do till be tries. 

We had J. E. Remsburg here the 17th 
of last month. His snbjeot was "Fslse 
Claims;" the hall was well filled and the 
lecture was wall re.oeived. L. WELTZ. 

We Think It Is " Good Spelling." 
NEw YoRK, Nov. 20, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR: While reading several arti
cles in your issue of November 16th, I no
tice in every case where the words such as 
have, executive, imagine, and offensive oc
cur, the "e" at the end of each is dropped. 
Why is this done? surely it is not good 
spelling. "ANxious SUBSCRmER." 

[In the words indicated, and in others, 
the "e" is "silent," that is, it performs 
no function in those words. That is why 
it is dropped, as a first step in spelling re
form, and in harmony with one of the rec
ommendations of the American Philolog
ical Association. If "Anxious Subscriber" 
·will read a copy of the New York Inde
pendent he will notice similar omissions, 
and if he will consult the new Standard 
Dictionary be will find a large number of 
words with the improved spelling indicllted. 
Progress in this direction is nece11ssrily 
slow, but it is bound to come.-Eo. T. S.] 

Only if They Stimulate Us to Work. 
HAMMOND, IND., Nov. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. 50. Please 
send "Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated," sud renew my subscription to 
the paper. 

It seems to me the Eastern row is bon nd 
to end in "tslkee, talkee" after all. Old 
Mother Victoria has too many Moham
medan subjects in her dominions and says, 
"Let's moral suasion a little while longer." 
It all comes from the blanked missionaries' 
disobedience of the command of their 
Jesus: "Into any city of Samaria enter ye 
not." We hav now three or four Christa 
in various parts (lf the country playing to 
the credulous, with Talmage and Sam 
Small, l:lnokley, and McCabe. The latter 
is converting Ingersoll with all the earn
e!ltness of a country parson praying for 
rain. The Sunday fads, the beer fsdl!l, 
Vennnms and Carone, are doing more 
work and better work for the emancipa
tion of the race from hereditary supersti
tion than all other agencies combined. 
Do you see it that way, George? I do. 

Faithfully yours, WM. E. RENWICK. 

An Unfavorable Opinion of the Cartoons. 
RENsSELAER FALLs, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1895. 

Tl-i.E TRUTTI SEEI{..ER. 

The paper is able edited. Your editorials 
are of the highest class, and a spirit of 
fairness, reason, and logic permeates them. 
In brief, I am exceedingly well pleased 
with THE TRUTH SEEKER in every re
spect save one, viz., the cartoons of Wat
son Heston. 

While some of his pictorial work is of a 
high order and fitly portrays the grandeur 
of our cause, on the other hand, a great 
deal of it is really shocking, not only to 
the Christian, but to those Liberally in
clined. Moreover, I hav talked to nearly 
all the Freethinkers in· this vicinity on the 
e,nbject, inoludingS. G. Newcomb, a former 
subscriber, and Mr. Flack, of Ogdens
burg, N.Y., who is now a subscriber, and 
they all agree with me tho.t those illustra
tions do more harm than good to the cause 
of Liberalism. 

It is almost impossible on that account 
to use yonr paper as a m'ssionary docu
ment. The moment yon shook an indi
vidual he seeks no further. I believe if 
your subscribers could vote on the ques
tion, a large majority would be found op
posed to the illustrations. 

Inclosed please find $3 to apply on sub-
scription. C. C. VAN WATERS, M.D. 

011' Its Hinges. 
TuRIN, GA., Nov. 20, 1895. 

To WATSON HESTON, the Unvarnished Art
ist of the Age. 

The gate is off its bingeq 
When Heston strikes a boss

Lo ! how a Christian cringes 
At every skull and cross. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When a nation Prices goods

The tyrant who infringes 
Should dangle in the woods. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When taxes run too high; 

Each man should price his ''tinges" 
And goods of every dye. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When men demonetize 

The silver of the "pinges" 
Whose stamp is in the skies. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When a ruler speculates 

On bonds and snrnm-''stinges," 
In these United States. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When churches pay no tax; 

Down with the lie that swinges 
A man for printing facts. 

ThA gate is o:ff its hinges 
When bigots rule the state, 

And every coward cringes 
Around Saint Peter's gate. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When bloomers shan't be worn 

By a pretty girl who singes 
A long dress every morn. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When a lass shan't ride a wheel 

And show her pretty fringes 
Three feet above her heel. 

The gate is off its hinges 
When woman is a slave, 

And men drink holy " vinges " 
And call on God to save. 

The gate is o:ff its hinges 
When a P. M. G. dictates; 

Wben Carrion crow impinges 
We smell the British states. 

R. M. TENCH. 

Perhaps Angels Are Red or Yellow. 
MoNTEREY, TENN., Nov. 18, 1895, 

ment, viz., their church accommodation, 
and they are exceedingly anxious to induce 
Christian gentiemsn of high character to 
build up homes amongst them. A while 
ago I bt\d a little confab with one of our 
..-prominent" citizens about the contra
dictions of the Bible. He seemed aston
ished when I quoted a few, and informed 
him where he would find more, and re
ferred him to W. H. Bnrr's little work, 
which I had loaned to anothPr "promi
nent" citizen. He mentioned this conver
sation to his pastor, a she!O)p-shearer and 
wool appropriator. This eloquent gentle
man honored me in his next piece of pul
pit twaddle by asserting that it was a very 
easy task to silence any Infidel by proving 
that there were no contradictions in the 
Bible. I politely sent him word that, as 
he was supposed to know more about the 
Bible than any of his flock, it would sffurd 
me great pleasure to meet him in open de
bate, and that I was prepared to take the 
affirmativ and prove that the Bible con
tained a large number of contradictions. 
The reverend gentleman has, since then, 
displayed an enormous amount of eloquent 
silence. This, however, was the means of 
bringing me in contact with several men 
who looked upon me as a curiosity. They 
had never before come in contact with a 
gennin Infidel. After a little talk, bow
ever, they found their views and mine, on 
ethics, morality, and creeds, were not far 
asunder; but they had not thought of 
such things before, but would do more 
thinking in the future. 

Respectfully, JoHN PRITCHARD. 

Reticent Clergymen. 
Mr. W. H. Maple, the author of "No 

Beginning ; or, The Fundamental Fal
lacy," which the Truth Seeker Company 
advertises, sends the appended challenge 
to clergymen and other believers in su
pernaturalism; but although a number of 
eminent doctors of divinity hsv received 
both the challenge and a copy of the book, 
not one of them haa as yet deigned to re
turn an honest opinion on the subject of 
inquiry. Following is Mr. Maple's circular: 

In my search for the basic truth under
lying the religions beliefs of the world, I 
hav arrived at the conclusion that the only 
conception of the universe that is in har
mony with the products of human intel
lect generally, is the one which identifies 
"God" with nature. To my mind science 
and religion can be fully reconciled only 
in one way, and that is by completely 
eliminating supernstnnlism from concep
tions of the supreme being. 

This view requires, it is true, a modifi
cation of the word religion, but definitions 
must necessarily change with advancing 
knowledge. 

In my opinion, the only God whose ex
istence is unquestionable, whose almighti
ness is beyond dispute, is the totality of 
natural things. 

I hav seen fit to put-in my book, "No 
Beginning," as plainly and as briefly as 
possible -some of the mental processes that 
hav led me to such conclusion into the form 
of an attempted demonstration of the non
existence of a first cause or beginning for 
that aggregate of substance and force 
which we denominate the universe. I 
claim to prove, with all the cert!linty of a 
mathematical demonetration, the non· ex
istence of a first cause; and in the interest 
of truth, and that alone, I invite candid 
criticism on the question of the sufficiency 
of my logic to establish this main thesis of 
the little work. 

If in your opinion the argument ad
duced fails to sustain the conclusion ar
rived at, please to point out in the plainest 
possible manner its defects, and thus 
greatly oblige, Yours very respectfully, 

WM. H. MAPLE. 

Did Not Observe His Own Rules. 
ST. JoSEPH, Mo., Nov. 14, 1895. 
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betraying Joseph's confidence, and then 
beating him out of the honor of being 
Christ's father. He committed adultery, 
one of his great forbidden sins, one for 
which he cursed all mankind. God com
mitted the same sin, and thereby reapt 
gr,eat glory and fame by it. And yet, 
when two little innocent people who were 
as guileless as babies, would eat a little 
apple, he would tear them from their little 
garden and forever keep them out of the 
kingdom of heaven. I think he must hsv 
been a very unjust God when he would 
not let his people do things that he could 
not refrain from doing himself, and it is 
one of the greatest wonders in the world 
that Joseph did not bring snit for divorce 
against Mary, and likewise bring snit for 
damages against Jehovah for alienating his 
wife'a affections. That would be done 
to-day should the same kind of business be 
carried on. JoHN R. ALLEN, 

That Picture ! 
SNowviLLE, VA., Nov. 20. 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : Some, even among Lib
erals, are saying Heston's picture of the 
burning of the Negro (in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Nov. 16) is too hard on Chris
tians-that they are not more cruel and 
vindiotiv than Infidels are. But it is evi
dent that they must be so. Believing in 
an angry, cruel, vindiotiv God, and a Jesus 
who wanted his enemies brought before 
him and slain, naturally cultivates these 
feelings in their own hearts. Contrast the 
vitnperativ utterances of Jesus with the 
mild, kindly,oonsiderate opinions of Inger
soll in hi11 " Crimes Against Criminals," 
and see which dootrin tends most to make 
loving, merciful, and noble-hearted men, 
women, and children. -

A Bible God, who sends fire, flood, and 
pestilence upon his helpless children, who 
are precisely a3 he, 10,000,000 years before 
they were born, intended they should be; 
and his son Jesus, who called all who came 
before him, and taught a theology differ
ent from his, " thieves and robbers," and 
called his contemporaries, who failed to ac
cept him, "serpents and vipers ;'' who 
sent people who could not believe him 
"into everls9ting fire prepared for the 
devil and his angels "-is not such a God 
and such a son of God calculated to im
bue a race with their own wicked, mali
cious, abhorrent cruelties? The Christian 
mob burned the ignorant, helpless mur
derer only a psrt of one day and in a com
mon wood fire-God and J esns condemn 
millions of men, women, and children to a 
sulphurous fire all day, a million of days-
10,000,000,000,000,000 days and as many 
more after that, and no hope of an end to 
it. Indeed, Heston's picture is not too 
hard on such a belief, one that creates and 
molds such mobs. 

But, say yon, what must be done with 
such a wretch as that Negro was? How 
shall we punish him? 

I fear yon will hardly accept my judg
ment as the correct one; but I say now, as 
I said long, l<mg years ago, as all real 
thinkers must say, once they shake off the 
coils of the serpent of theology-Never 
punish at all! Confine or sequestrate 
criminals so they oannt>t injure others. 
Let them hav all the liberty possible, all 
the happiness possible, so they earn their 
own living and their own privileges. Edu
cate them into a higher and better mo
-rality. Remember they are like idiots or 
insane people. They are victims of hered
ity, training, and environment. They could 
no more help being themselvs than you 
could help being yonrselvs. Do you think 
that poor, ignorant black man would hav 
done as he did had he been born of an 
Ingersoll and reared in his family? 

Condemn the crime, but be just to the 
criminal. 
Each of us inevitable; 
Eo.oh of us limitleBB; 
Each of us with his or her right upon the 

earth; 
Each of us allowed the eternal purports of 

the earth; 
E11oh of us here as divinely as any is 

here.- Whitman. ELMINA. 

Has No Reason to Feel Thankful. 
SP!liNGFIELD, ILL.' Nov. 15, 1895, 

MR. EDITOR : I hav been a Liberal for 
about seven years and a subscriber to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for nearly three years. 

MR. EDITOR: My TRUTH SEEKER did not 
arrive week before last (November 9th), 
and I am disappointed, If yon hav a stray 
copy of that date please send it, What do 
yon think of the following: "A Montgom· 
ery special to Alabama State Herald tells 
of a smart Ysn"kee who is selling pictorial 
Bibles to thE) Negroes in that country in 
which all the angels appear black instead 
of white. He is selling the Bibles as fast 
as he can deliver them at $8 each." Of 
course the Herald laughs at the ignorance 
and superstition of the Negroes, but fails 
to observe that the believers in white an
gels are equally as ignorant and supersti
tions as the Negroes. This slick Yankee 
is no worse than the revereml cormorants 
who feast off the labor of the washer
woman and half-starved needlewoman. 
Since trade has commenced to revive there 
are many of our great powder towns in 
the South which are endeavoring to induce 
capitalists and others to locate with them, 
and they always offer one grand induce-

MR. EDITOR: In speaking of the impos
sibilities of this life we are led to think 
of the one and only Christ so frequently 
spoken of in the New Testament, and what 
an impossible relation existed between him 
and himself. For, according to the teach
ings of the book of holy sayings, he was the 
father and son and the holy ghost at one 
and the s!lme time. The father of God 
and the son of God, therefore he must hsv 
been his own grandfather; and as he was 
the father of God, we, as children of God, 
are grandchildren of Jesus Christ; and if 
such could hav been the case, how did he, 
before he was born into the world, gain 
association with his mother and poor Jo
seph? He must hav been very ignorant; 
and what a great sin God committed in BO 

MR. EDITOR: In the last issue of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER I notice you devote some 
space to the discussion of eight proposi
tions sent yon by a Mr. Shaw, of Maine
which said propositions were handed to 
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him by some believer in an "uncaused 
first cause." I take this means of ao
qnainting you with the fact that, in my 
jadgment, your discussion of these propo
sitions is the most profound and philo
sophic discussion of those questions that it 
has ever been my pleasure to read, Your 
answers and postulates coincide with my 
own views exactly. 

So, Mr. Editor, while we may differ on 
some economic and current legislativ 
questions and conditions existing in our 
country to-day, we are oertr..inly of "one 
mind " on the greatest problem involving 
existence itself, in its relation to origin 
and destiny. 

Also, I want to congratulate you on the 
critique in same isme discussing the presi
dent's Tbanksgiving proclamation. I hav 
nothing for which to thank an alleged 
ruler of the universe. I hav recently lost 
by death, a bright, healthy, happy ·little 
son six and one-half years old. He had 
just arrived at that p~int along the high
way of life where he was beginning to do 
something and ws.s a source of interest 
and pleasure to his puente. He had just 
started to school, was learning· nicely, and 
would ask ·a countless number of questions 
which puzzled his elders. He had every 
reason for wanting to liv. He loved his 
home life; he loved his younger brothers 
and all his little playmates, and he was in 
turn beloved by all. His health and 
pleasures were all carefully lookfld after 
by his fond parents, and his every wish, 
in reason, was gratified. He possessed an 
inquiring mind, and thus early in life 
gave great evidence of that quality of 
mind that betokened philosophical re
search in mature years. He was all in all 
that fond parents could wish. And I fail 
to understand why such a bright., promis
ing, healthy, and vigorous boy should be 
suddenly taken away by brain fever within 
a week. Don't tell me that a "wise, 
mel'oiful, powerful ruler of tbe universe" 
has to do with his untimely taking away, 
If such were true, it would more intensely 
embitter me against such a ruler. There 
is no power but the immutable forces of 
nature, that occasioned his dissolution. 

And to contemplate the taking away of 
our dear little boy without any apparent 
reason makes one think that the creation 
of the human family, or rather the de
velopment from the forces of nature, of 
the humari family, was an a great blunder, 
if there is any power responsible for our 
existense other than the inherent forces of 
nature. It is sad to lose one of our own 
flesh and blood. To me it has left an 
aching void in my entire being. 

Very truly yours, H. CLAY WILSON·. 

Still in the Pit of Ignorance. 
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 17, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The Interstate Exposition 
here is an excellent affair, and does credit 
to its projectors. It is patterned after the 
"White City" at Chicago, though of 
course on a smaller scale. The grounds 
were admirably adapted to the purpose 
and hav been well laid out and the various 
buildings placed properly to suit the gen
eral landscape. The instruotiv purposes 
of the fair are well worth a visit from any 
part of our country, for here are to be 
seen fruits of genius that hav ripened in 
the last few years. One thing is to be 
regretted, though, and that is the closing
of the Fair on Sunday. The Christian 
element here hav things in tightly fitting 
harness, ·and theaters, stores, and other 
places of amusement and business are 
closed on Sunday. This, of course, cor
rals the mass of people in the churches on 
that day, and they (the churches) are hav
ing a picnic, if crowded houses may be 
termed such. I went to the First Baptist 
Church this morning and could not get in 
the door for the crowd that surrounded it. 
Seeking other fields, I struck the Congre
gationalist church, where I was so fortu
nate as to get a seat; but it filled up so 
densely that some persons, including my. 
self, had to leave to avoid suffocation-one 
lady fainting outside the door. But while 
in the church I obtained some new and 
interesting points in the conduct of their 
busines~. All of the orthodox churches 
dish up the same old dogmatic hash as of 
old, with perhaps some new forms thrown 
in as spice. They are working like Trojf1ns 
and drumming like wholesale grocers. 
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I had never been in a Congregationalist 
church before this morning, and bad 
thought that that sect was not so cramped 
in its ideas as some of the others; how
ever, on seeing and hearing, I concluded 
that they were about the same. On an 
ordinary, four-foot, revolving blackboard, 
on the right hand side of the pulpit was a 
picture that I would call amusin~ did I 
not reflect that it was used to stultify my 
dear fellow creatures. I was so inspired 
by the sight of it that- something I sel
dom attempt-! too out note book and 
pencil and made a rude sketch of it. 
Y. P. S, C. E. (Young People's Society of 
Christian Endeavor) was on a blood-red 
field. There were clouds upon the right 
of silver and gold color. A circle (the 
earth) inoribed "Rejecting Christ" was 
as black as the original board, as was also 
a pit, underneath the earth, labeled "The 
Consequences." The pit, extending round 
to the left, with a cavernous looking roof, 
was surmounted by a dim likeness of 
human shape and ·heroic size that would 
hav made me shudder to look at when 
I was a child. 

And this is Christianity. Let us more 
fortunate Freethinkers abate no effort to 
deliver our people from it. S. S. BRJ AN. 

The Political Polyphone. 
CONCLUDED. 

The remedy for the evil, that most .every
one will admit exists the moment his at
tention is called to it, is in the.adoption of 
the· polyphone. The polyphone, as its 
name denotes, is a phone from the polls·, 
or a political telephone, for the transmis
sion, in black and white, of the wish of 
each individual voter on each iesue, direct 
to his representativ. It is suggested by 
the Australian ballot system of voting, and 
consists simply in placing the platforms of 
all parties on the ballot, or consolidating 
all the platforms into one and so placing 
it. The r latform to be divided into na
tional, state, and municipal or local issues. 
The wish of the voter on each issue is in
dicated by marks opposit each plank thus: 
x (for), o (against). When no mark is 
made the voter is neutral, or has not de
termined. 

It is of vastly more importance that the 
voter hav a choice of planks than that he 
should hav !'1. choice of candidates, but he 
could hav both where the Australian ballot 
system is used. The man who stays at home 
and attends to his own business is seldom 
personally acquainted with candidates for 
any office higher than road overseer. The 
rabid inferior party papers hav lying 
about the private character of candidates 
reduced to such a fine art that the non-pro
fessional cannot distinguish between false
hood and truth. A man can be fairly well 
posted on every question of importance by 
reading the very best that can be said for 
and ll.gainst it in the non- partisan papers 
(which are the papers people should read), 
and hav as good an idea what is best for the 
country and himself in particular as most 
anyone else has. The adoption of the Poly
phone might be objected to by some on 
the ground that it would revolutionize 
politics. But what needs revolutionizing 
more than modern politics in the United 
States ? Some of the most prominent ad
vantages to be derived from the adoption 
of the Polyphone might be enumerated ; 
others will readily be suggested to the 
thoughtful mind: 

First-It would be virtually submitting 
every important national, state, and mu
nicipal measure to a direct vote of the 
people interested. 

Second-It would annihilate sectionalism 
and class legislation, which, under the 
present system, will become more and more 
pronounced at each succeeding election. 
Each individual and each section of the 
country would then be equally and fairly 
represented with each other individual and 
section. Of course alJ individuals and 
sections would be in the minority on some 
particular issue, but would also be with the 
majority an others, so that no section could 
claim a victory over another section. 

Third-It would do away with polyparty
ism. The colossal hubbub kicked up every 
four years incident to election, deranging 
commerce, partly suspending industry, 
and so disgusting to all, would be a shame 
of the past. There would then be only the 
majority party and the minority party ori 
each particular question, and each. indi-

vidual and section would equally belong to 
both parties. No radical change could 
then be made in the administration or 
policy of the government unless demanded 
by a majority of the people, and if the 
majority make a mistake in their demands, 
and reforms or policies do not prove satis
factory, they can promptly correct their 
mistake by voting a repeal or modification 
at the next election. 

Fourth-Every campaign would then be 
"a campaign of education," not only on 
the tariff or currency question, but on 
each and all qu<>stions agitating the people. 
It would be the standing and continual 
duty of the minority party to educate the 
majority party out of the errors of its ways, 
and vice versa. It would stimulate dis
cussion in the press, even throughout 
the rural districts, and throw it into proper 
and legitimate channels, viz , the dis
cussion of the merits or demerits of the 
issues and not the merits or demerits €lf the 
private characters of the candidates. 

Fifth-All legislators would then hav the 
desires cf their immediate constituents re
duced to figures and placed before them, 
and their duty would be plain and unmis
takable. They would be in duty bound 
to work for the interest of a majority 
of their constituents as expressed at 
the polls, no matter if it was con• 
trary to their own interest or judg
ment. Under the present system the rep
resentativ represents himself and nobody 
else. He substitutes his own private in
tel'est and opinion for those of his constit
uents. His interest and opinion may be 
antagonistic and diametrically opposed to 
those of the people he is supposed to rep
resent. That condition is brought about 
by several reasons. 1. He cannot know 
positivly what the majority wish. 2. He 
is seldom engaged in the same ooClupation 
or profession that the majority are, hence 
his sympathies and interests are not identi
cal with theirs. 3. Political advancement 
and emoluments, so much desired by mos.; 
politicians, and offices are bestowed upon 
them for work performed for the party in 
general and not for services rendered their 
constituents in particular. · 4. And last but 
not least is the influence of lobbyists fur
nished by trusts and syndicates to inform 
legislators what their constituents most 
need and must hav, and in the absence of a 
voice from the people most any recom
mendations can be driven home to the 
conviction of the legislator, especially if 
said recommendations are lubricated with 
a liberal supply of the oil of political war
fare. 

Sixth-It would be a perfect process of 
measuring the desires of the people on any 
question of importance, and all reforms or 
changes advocated by any considerable 
number of citizens could be placed upon 
the Polyphone, and the strength of the issue 
could be tested. It would act as a safety. 
valve where the discontented element. that 
will be around long after the advent of the 
millennium, could air their grievances. 
They would be compelled to fight the 
masses of the people upon the rostrum and 
through the press for a redress of wrongs 
instead of going a-gunning for rich men 
and officers. 

Seventh-It would bring out a full vote 
at every election, for everyone would be 
vitally interested in one particular plank 
at least, and would go to vote for or against 
it, and incidentally, while there, would be 
likely to vote on all in which he was interest· 
ed, As it is now, many do not vote, saying 
that one party is as good as another or as 
bad as another, and no party will do any
thing to help them. Indeed it is practi
cally of no use to vote so long as one cannot 
make known what he wants a reoresentativ 
for. 

is not that just what the mf1sses are doing? 
Are not some of their emphyees drawing 
double wagas? L'\w m~kin~ should be 
'put on a business basis on th9 part of the 
people as it is on the part of the lobbyist, 
the trust, and the politician. 

Ninth-The moat effiClient statesmen that 
the nation produCleB iU any section Oonfd 
then be put in offiCle.and kept there so long 
as they wished to remain. Their tenure 
of office would not depand on the ups or 
downs of any isme, but altogether upon 
their ability and honesty in representing 
their constituents. A~ it is now, our most 
capable statesmen m w be throwu out of a 
job through no fault of theirs, while an 
unqualified, dish•mes\ scoundrel may ride 
into offiCle and power on the crest of a re
actionary wave of public sentiment on any 
issue. The offi 1ial terms of our offiClers ira 
the army and navy do not depend on the 
whim of the p9ople or any petty issue ; 
then why should that of om civil officers 
depend on it? M~y not that be the reason 
statesmanship has not been developed to 
its highest possibilities ? Men who hav 
given the best part of their lives in pre
paring themselvs for the duties of direct· 
ing the destinies of a nation are then sud
deilly relegate~} to 'private life by the 
dissatisfied element votin!?; another ticket 
just to hav a change, expecting a change 
in parties will increase the value of what 
they hav to sell and reduce it on what 
thAy buy. 

The press is the great educator of the 
people, the molder of public opinion. It 
must be depended on to guide the ship of 
state in a proper course. Evolution is 
preesing forward in all branches of human 
achievement. Why should not a little of it 
be infused into the science of governm'3nt ? 
The grand inventions and the applioa
oation ofsteam·and electricity by mechani
cal ingenuity hav annihilated time and dis
tance, The nations of the earth are nearer 
together and more intimately connected 
to-day than were the states of the Union 
fifty years ago. Conditions are rapidly 
changing. What is good policy in one de
cade may not be in the next~ No political 
part.y can keep in power perpetually by 
harping upon its glorious achievements in 
a past generation. The people now hav 
very little reverence for a rook-ribbed, 
hide-bound party that is unable to insert a 
new plank in its platform or modify an old 
one for fear of losing votes. The inordinate 
caution of the Republican party in not 
changing its platform brought about the 
very condition it so much dreaded-its 
defeat. An elastic; flexible party, with the 
use of the Polyphone, could remain in 
power indefinitly if it would heed its dic-
tates, W. H. KERR. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book rs Just what i~s title implies-thumJl

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
what Christians have done to aiivance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows 
that Jesus was a false prop hAt, that the gospels 
are not authentic, and t.hat ll.o..u:~~ianity is a bor
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not 
in accord with Science, that the atonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a real benefit ~o man. 

Price. 20 cents. six for 1U. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 

Is Controversy Dangerous? 
By W. F. JAMIESON. 

This little book goes down to the very bed-rock 
of human liberty, 

Price, · 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH REEKER. 

THIRTY YEAllS IN TBl'l BusiNEss. 

· ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. c. Reichwald & Bro., 
Commission Merchants. 

Fruits [~\Vegetables 
Apples, Eggs, 

Cranberrie8, Cheese. 
Potatoes, Dried 

Butter, · Fruits, etc 

Eighth-Politics would be eliminated 
from the offices of public trust. All officers 
would be non-partisan except in a private 
capacity. They would be employed to 
perform specific duties and would be held 
accountable to their employers and not to 
any party. The moment they failed to 
represent a majority of their employers 
without a satisfactory excuse they should 
be handed their time and promptly " fired." 
If I Should hl"re o bond to work for me a year Promptness our main object. Corre~pondence 

~ ~ solicited. Car lots a speCialty. 
at stated wages per month; and ~e should We fill Orders for All Kinds of Produce. 
leave me and work for my neighbor, I 
would be voted a fool if I continued pay- j 141 So. Water St., Chicago. 

45 ing him wages. And yet, to some extent, 
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Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, liall 
River, Mass., to whom all Communica
tions for this Go1·ner should be Bent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pauoo in the da:r's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour.'' 

which has come the nearest \o doing jus
tice to the heading of his article, I am 
very willing to leave to the readers of the 
Corner to decide. He says he has no 'Cor
rections to make, yet he says that he 
stands corrected as to ~he size of the 
prairie· dog generally. Then, if he would 
look straight out, see things, not try to 
evade them, as Mr. Clough says, he might 
stand corrected on several more points. It 

kindest feeling and regards for Comrade 
H. G., and hop'e he will take good care of 
the foi't till I get there. 

-JoEL M. BERRY. 
National Military Home, Ohio. 

How Lincoln Examined a Young Man for 
tile Bar. 

C. C. Brown, of tbe law firm of Brown, 
Wallace & Brown, Springfield, is the sur
viving partner of the old firm of Stuart, 
Edwards & I.incoln, the Stuart being that 
Major Stuart, who believed in Lincoln 
from the beginning, and lent him law 
books to study before the unpromising 
youth left Salem town and tried the tem
per of the capital, and the Edwards being 
the husband of a Miss Tod, sister of Mrs. 
Abraham Lincoln. 

ob)ect of Mrs. Delia Gifford's anxiety as 
to the saving of his soul. That good lady 
need hav no fears for the safety of our 
Charles. He for whom nature has charms, 
who learns to read her open book, written 
millions of years ago, who can traoe hElk 
handwriting on the rocll:s and ledges, is 
far superior to those who see only the 
myths and fables of two thousand years 
ago.-ED. C. C.] 

The Dear Old Flag. 
(To Henry M. Taber, who, at the recent Free

thought Conl!ress in New York citv, exhibited a 
"United States flag made by his mother when she 
was ninety-three years of age.) 

:Bright stars upon an azure field, 
Held by the reel and white, 

Of ligh1lst worth, they ever yield 
Rich treasures of delight. 

The dear old flag-a brilliant mass 
Of jeweled hope and love, 

l'rotects alike., each clan and class, 
Where'er it tl.oats above. 

This gracious flag, some memories bind 
That time cannot Hase; 

Fond memories that hold enshrined 
A sweet and lovely face. 

Dear memories of one who wrought 
With keen, unfailing sight; 

Whose earnest wish and truest thought 
Were ever for the right. 

.And when the y£>ars deep shadows cast, 
And numbered ninety-three, 

"'Mid thronging vi~ions of the past, 
She wrought this flag for thee. 

So patiently, with grace and skill, 
She stitched with loving hand, 

And blended well. her own good will 
To all of every land. 

More precious far than untold gold, 
Is this fair banner now; 

Her I ove, within each starrr fold, 
Doth still unfading gl<>w. 

Though dead, her works yet speak and tell 
Of loyalty and truth, 

Where honesty and justice dwell 
In everlasting youth. 

0 dear old flag, we honor thee 
Wherever thou art set! 

Thou art the symbol of the free, 
Fair Freedom's coronet. 

November, 1895. SUSAN H. WIXON. 

H. G.'s Fort As~aulted. 

is manly and noble to acknowledge our 
faults and mistakes, but it is more manly 
and noble still not to hav any to acknowl
edge. And to cap the climax, he admits 
that he doesn;t know anything about the 
woods rattler or his mesmerizing powers. 
I thought he did not at the time I wrote, 
that is the reason I spoke as I did. Now 
he admits that I was correct. He mis
quotes me where he speaks of the snake 
going up the limb and taking a bird oft'; he 
doesn't look straight out. I did not say 
the snake went up to the limb and took a 
bird oft', but that the snake was on the 
ground and mesmerized the bird, and the 
bird went down to the snake. "Fact 
shall be fact for me and the truth the 
truth forever." Then he says that ten 
thousand different explanations might be 
given for a common occurrence like that. 
Now that is certainly a good many ex
planations for one little incident, and I 
will leave Comrade H. G. to figure them 
out-too big a task for me. He says the 
bird may hav been watching Mr. Berry 
instead of attending to business. What 
would hav been the result had the bird 
been watching Comrade H. G. instead of 
me? He would likely hav known more 
about such things, would he not? Per
haps. The trouble with Comrade H. G. 
is that he doesn't "look straight out." 
He has his own preconceived notions, and 
then calls all deluded who do not see as he 
does. "I will leave that," he says, "to 
the millions who adhere to Mr. Berry's 
delusion." Well, if I am deluded I hav 
the satisfaction of knowing that I hav the 
millions with me. But suppose that Com
rade H. G. is the deluded party (which, 
by the way, is as probable as any) he will 
not hav the millions to sympathize with 
him. Then he will begin to wish that he 
had "seen things-not tried to evade 
them." Assertions alter not the truth, he 
says. Very true; and just such statements 
as Comrade H. G. has made hav been 
made time and time again, but they did 
not affect the truth a particle. I thought 
that he did not hav much faith in books, 
and said so in my article. He now comes 
out ·boldly and admits that I was correct, 
and says that he neither believes nor dis
believes them, only with reservation, or 
so far as they agree with his ideas and 
notions of things. His inclination is to 
believe that he is right and every one else 
wrong But that has too much common 
eense to entitle it to popular approval. I 
do not doubt the statf3ment. He says that 
Comrade Berry has seen snakes run into 
holes preceded by prairie dogs. He 
doesn't dispute my statement about them 
living in towns, but he does dispute the 
statement that the dog, snake, and owl all 
liv out on the plains harmoniollBly to
gether. But as long as I hav the Jmillions 
on my side, as he says, I will feel perfectly 
safe, and leave it to the readers of the 
Corner as to who is justly entitled to the 
fort. Books, he says, are of human origin. 
But is that any reason or excuse why they 
should not be truthful and believed? I 
am at present reading one of the best 
books I ever read in my life-" Right 
Living," by Miss Susan H. Wixon. I get 
new ideas and see things I never thought 
of before; but because they are new and 
do not happen to agree exactly with my 
former ideas of things I don't come out 
and say, like Comrade H. G., that I 
neither believe nor disbelieve them; be
cause the author's experience is as ten to 
one of mine, and because I can't see as far 
and plainly as she can, is no reason that I 
should doubt the truth of her statements. 
I would kindly advise Comrade H. G. to 
get Miss Wixon's book and read it, if he 
has not already done so, for it will assist 

I see in your issue of November 23d that 
Comrade "H. G." claims the fort and 
undertakes to smooth things over the best 
he can; but in my opinion he gets them 
mixed up wonderfully. It were better 
perhaps to dtop the matter now. As he 
says, but as he was rather caustic, I may 
be pardoned for calling attention to his 
aBBertions in a general way. To begin 
with, I think the mistakes of Comrade 
"H. G." are easily explained, as he was 
kind enough to refer to one of the great 
sayings of Mark Twain by way of illustra
tion, I will be generous enough to refer to 
the sayings of one of our great men, viz., 
A. H. Clough, and see how they will hitch. 
He says: "I will look straight out, see 
things, not try to evade them. Fact shall 
be fact for me, and truth the truth for
ever." Now, I ask, is not that a worthy and 
truthful saying? If it is, then it places the 
fort just where it belongs and it places 
Comrade H. G. in a true light, and he is a 
"goner," sure pop. He commences by 
admitting that mine is the generally ac
cepted opinion of the facts in the case, and 
emphasizes his statement by saying that I 
was probably a trooper under Harney or 
Kearney. Now I wish to make the state
ment and emphasize it by saying that Com
rade H. G. is in this matter, like most all 
other oi his statements, badly mistaken; 
for I never was a trooper under anyone, 
although I hav belonged to different 
troops. Perhaps Comrade H. G. doesn't 
know the difference between a troop and a 
trooper. A little consultation with Web
ster will set him all right in that respect. 
He also admits that my knowledge of 
these things is older than his, and that it 
is interesting and noteworthy, and no 
doubt I could tell more about these things 
than he could. That is just what I 
thought in the beginning; that is what 
prompted me to write my first article. 
But he dtmbts whether it is any truer 
than his. Well, I started out to tell the 
truth-my article being headed "Some 
Truths About Snakes,"- while his was just 
the reverse, viz., "Some Errors About 
Snakes." We must giv Comrade H, G. 
credit for sticking m~nfully to his text 
!"lld doing ~ustioe to bis subject; and as to 

him, as Mr. Clough says, to "look 
straight out, see things-not try to evade 
them." But if he has already read it, I 
am afraid he has done as he says-neither 
believed nor disbelieved it. In that case 
it has not done him much good. 

lu (_lOJJ.Qlusio:q I will say tb~t l hav the 

''I was examined by Lincoln for admis
sion .to the bar," said Mr. Brown. "At 
that time the judge traveled about the 
circuit, and there was a committee ap
poiated in each county seat, I presume, 
who1e duty it was to examin all appli
cants for membership and report upon 
them. Lincoln and Herndon were the 
committee here at the time, and I met. 
them in their office. The examination was 
brief and not all to the point, I remember." 

"What were some of the questions?" 
"There was but one-the old one

' Which way does the Mississippi river 
:flow ?. ' and the answer was the old answer 
to it: 'The Mississippi river flows down 
stream.' After that I took them down to 
Chatterton's restaurant and treated them 
both to fried oysters and pickled pig's feet. 
They ate very heartily, and all the time we 
were eating Lincoln told stories. 

"Of course, Lincoln knew I had been 
studying law in Major Stuart's office, and 
he had no fears but I was qualified, I sup· 
pose. Anyway, he and Herndon made a 
favorable report, and I was admitted to 
the bar, "-Chicago Times-Herald. 

Christmas Gifts. 
Alice B. inquires if to Freethinkers 

Christmas is appropriate for presents to 
friends? 

For that matter any time when the spirit 
moves is a good time to kindly remember 
our friends. We should not be governed in 
this respect by · clock or calendar. Our 
friend, Jason Waters, once suggested that 
the Fourth of July was much more a sig
nificant occasion for a gift period in the 
United States than any other time in the 
year. But, as the custom has become es
tablished of remembering friends in De
cember, people of all ways of thinking 
seem to hav fallen in with it. Christmas 
is only an old Pagan festival under another 
name, and in its original meaning is really 
rather attractiv than otherwise. Those of 
Liberal views can take the opportunity to 
spread the gospel of Freethonght by the 
presentation of books that teach no super
stition. TIIE TRUTH SEEKER carries an 
excellent assortment of good and useful 
literature, a sel€ction from wh_ich not only 
may serve to open the eyes of some to the 
truths of a larger liberality, but, at the 
same time, advantage an excellent journal 
of Freethought and Reform. Alice need 
hav no qualms of conscience as to observ
ing the winter solstice by the presentation 
of a good book.-ED. C. C. 

L. G. Reed writes thus of our lecture 
on the " New Woman: " " I had the pleas
ure of listening to your interesting lecture 
on the 'New Woman,' delivered at one of 
the sessions of the Freethonght Con
gress. The lecture was not only fnll of 
instructiv facta, but it must receive the 
prize for originality and apt humor. I 
wish every Christian woman had a copy of 
it. Hope it will be published in THE 
TRUTH SERKER. How strange that woman 
should admire most the apostle who most 
degrades her." 

[Thanks, brother, for kind words of ap
proval.-ED. C. C.] 

[The editor of the Corner is under obli
gations to Charles C. Carlton for a box of 
nature's curios, including arrow points and 
a beautiful spear head from !dado. Oliver 
Carlton sends, also, a soft and silk-like 
pelt of some small animal unknown to the 
editor of the Corner. Its fur is very 
handsome. These friends will pleace ac
cept thanks for additions to her cabinet. 
Cha:,:l~s if! tb,e la<l w}lo rece~tl;y W!I-B th~,J 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORJ{S. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 

By Susan H. Wi1on. Paper, 10 cents . 
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, 300 pp., $1. 
A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for 

Boys anq Girls. 12mo, S83 pp., $1 25. 
TheStoryHour. AnE.xceptionally Hand· 

some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti
tion for Children and Yout • The On!~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 sma.ller; large 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
tr~ted covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards,_$1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEAER CO. 

TWO Llt't'L£ R£0 /1lt't'£KS 
A Story of the R(qhtway Almshouse. 

A short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 

JUST OUT. ANOTHER NEW BOOK! 

PatrioticAddresses 
BY 

{)OL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, ILL .. SEPT, 5, 1895. 

-and-

DecoratiOn-D _ y Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 30, 1882. 

His Address Q.elivered at Elmwood, Dl., Sep
tember 5th, 1895, ai the reunion of his old regi
ment, the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry-also his 
famous Oration delivered on Decoration Day, 
lBBl, before the Grand Army of the Republic, at 
the Academy of Music, New York. ~J:hese two 
classics are Published in book form for the first 
time from revised manuqcript, and are the only 
authorized and correct reprints. It also contain~< 
a handsome half-tone portrait of the Colonel 
and his 1\ttle grandson, Robert G. Ingersoll
Brown. Priuted on good paper, large type, wiqe 
margins, in one volume. 

Price, cloth, 50 eta; paper, 25 eta. Sent 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

They silently wander-ed, in pairs, ann alone, 
But took the direction the halo had flown, 
And soon, lying under the southernmost wall, 
'!'hey found the great halo, not damaged at all. 

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S 

{rZ:t:USTRJI.TED . 
By Carey K. Jurist;. 

The text is poetical and the Dlustrations are 
fearful for ministers to behold. 

There are 70 broad pages and the price is only 
50 CENTSt CLOTH, $1. 

A,dqress THE TRUTH SEEKEJl, 
~Lafayette Pl., New York.· 
' . - ~ :. ·-:. .. _ :'•• 
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Health and Happinf8S. 
V.-HOW TO EXAMIN A OBILD. 

Meconium.-Almoat immediately after 
birth the newly born evacuates the con
tents of the intestinal eanal, a slimy, vis· 
cons matter, of a blackish brown color 
almost inodorous, and slightly acid: 
known as meconium. Occasionally this 
evacuation does not take place for three 
or four days, in which ease the evacuation 
may be induced by administering a light 
pnrgativ (as the syrup of chicory), The 
entire mass thus evacuated amounts to 
about two or three ounces. During the 
first two days of its life the infant gen
erally evacuates only meconium; on the 
third day the matter is mixed with verita
ble digested food, or, among infants that 
nurse well, even on the second day. The 
meconium is expelled at several different 
times and in unequal· quantities; a rapid 
evaoaation is a sign of good alimentation. 
Among infants badly nourished the 
elimination is protracted. The stools of 
an infant at the breast present the char
acteristic color on the fourth day, and 
number from two to four in twenty-four 
hours during the first few days; later 
from one to two only. Frequent liquid 
stools, colored green or mixed. with gum
mons, cheesy, and fatty drops, are always 
indioativ of bad digestion, 

The examination of the infant, in order 
to be complete, ought to be done at two 
different times: during sleep and during 
the waking state, or when it is agitated. 

Dnring sleep one can more readily ap
preciate the physiognomy and the attitude 
of the child, the color of the skin, the 
mode and number of respirations, the 
number and force of the pulse, which may 
be felt without waking the child. Let the 
hand glide very cautiously and lightly to 
the wrist and place the extremity of the 
index finger on the radial artery, that is, 
on the thumb side and under surface of 
the forearm near the bend of the wrist. If 
the child makes a movement of the arm, 
follow the movement; it will rest very soon; 
·the sleep is not interrupted, and the pulse 
.can be eonnted without difficulty lthe pulse 
.of a new-born infant is about 120 in one 
minute, and becomes slower as the child 
grows older). 

When the child is awake study especially 
the characteristics of the cry, the manner 
in which the child holds its head; how it 
swallows; the play of the features, and its 
manner of behaving in the presence of a 
strong sunlight, when infants will more 
readily submit to an examination. At the 
same time examin the expression round its 
month, the lips, the openings of the nose, 
and the brow. Then introduce a finger 
in its month; observe if it anoka at once 
with force, as it will if vigorous and well; 
at the same time examin the condition of 
the gums, tongue, and throat. Mothers 
ought to habituate children to willingly 
open their months for inspection, and they 
may be readily taught this playfully, so 
that in case of serious illness the condition 
of the throat may be ascertained and t-reat
ment given, if necessary, without diffi
culty. To obtain full view of the month 
and pharynx (the space back of the soft 
palate, the nvnla and movable curtains 
·which separate the cavity of the month 
:from the pharynx, or the anterior or pos
,terior pillars of the pharynx, between the 
two which are located the tonsils), intro
duce the handle of a teaspoon into the 
month, place it on the tongue and press it 
down, when the entire interior of the 
throat will be seen. 

When the first inspection is terminated, 
the child should be completely undressed, 
in order to examin methodically all the 
functions-in order to ascertain whether 
the first impressions were correct, and to 
avoid errors that might be committed in 
making a diagnosis- suooessivly passing 
in review the members, the thorax, and 
the abdomen. 

It is oomparativly easy to examin· the 
thorax by exploring the chest-that is, 
listening to sounds, first, by auscultation 
(listening to the breathing, as the air passes 
in and out of the lungs, the respiratory 
murmur); second, by percussion, which 
is done by placing the left hand on the 
chest and striking with the right middle 
finger, hammer fashion, on the fingers of 
the left hand, producing different kinds of 
sounds, which may be clear, dull, or tym-

I 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends 
Lib~ral~ shonld_remember that good books mil-k~ 
!astmg unpresswns. and please as well everv day 
m the year. A Liberal book in 1.he right 
hands often changes the views of sev• 
eral persons, 

I 

THt :: f{OLIDA 1S. 
We have <mit~ a number of books appropriately 

bound for Hohday purchasers, and we will pack 
the)ll carefully so.they can go any distance in the 
mall, or by nrepaid express. The following are 
all good books ;for the purpose : 

Four Hundred Years of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel P. 
Putnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
traits of the most eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living anil dead, of the 
past four hundred years. Large octavo 
1165 pages, ~ilt sides and back, marbled 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth
ics as Unilerstood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living" is well bound in cloth 
and printed on good paper. ~rice, $1. 

An Unofficia: Patriot. A Historical Story 
of the Oivil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 
Oloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in 
clotll., with gold lettering and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In phlin boards, $2. 

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Gods and Religions of AncientandModern 
Times. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Jngerso/1' s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk 
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9- Cheaper cloth 
editwn from same plates, $1.50. · 

Jngersolf s Principal Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some Mis~kes of Moses: Interviews on 
Talmage; What Must We Do to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5. 

L if11. A Prose Poem. With Pictures of 
Colonel Ingersoll and Grandchild. By R· 
G. IngersolL In color, on boards, beveled, 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of B. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

Abraham Lincoln: Was He A Christian? 
By John E. Remsburg. (']oth, $1. 

The Creatian of God. By Dr. J. Hart
mann. Red cloth, $1-

pleasure an! Progress. By A. M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Cloth, $1. 

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Oloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man, By Winwood Reade. 
Cloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell. 
Oloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll. 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire's Romances, Profusely illustrated, 
Half caH, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After Darwin. By George J. 
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2-

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting book~ Without Su
perstition for Children ann Youth. The 
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and 
25 sm:1ller; ~arg~ type, heavy. toned paper, 
broad margms,tllnstrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best and only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in 
cloth, $5. 

part on's Life of Voltaire, Of which the 
same can be satd as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church, and State. By Matil,da 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth, gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the "Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellum 
c1oth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75. 

t;osmian Hymn Book. With music to all 
the songs. Edited by L. K. Washburn. 
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

_., For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . .JI!!If. 

A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, Ne-w York, 

I 
panitio, etc; So also may the heart's 
sounds he heard and the normal thereby 
distinguished from the abnormal rapidity 
of the heart's action. The exploration of 
the abdomen is particularly important, 
the digestion being the capital function in 
the newly-born and that which perhaps 
troubles it most easily. One must never 
neglect to examin the seat from time to time 
around the orifice, as, if there is indiges
tion, the fecal matter in a short time pro
duces erythema and excoriations. Look 
at the tongue, note the odor of the breath, 
and pay attention to the number, abund
ance, oolor,and general nature of the stools. 

The examination of the urin may be 
made in ordinary oases by inspecting the 
linen of the child. It is easy to detect by 
the coloration whether it is charged with 
salt, icteric, or sanguineous. If the nrin is 
to be examined by the doctor, it is better 
to procure it after an interval of sleep. 
This enables the physician, in certain oases, 
to discover a nephritic albumen due to 
scarlatina, which escapes the attention of 
the mother. 

By applying the nose to the open mtlnth 
and smelling the breath, one may easily 
detect whether the breath is naturally 
healthy, acid, fecal, or fetid-an excellent 
method of ascertaining the condition of 
the stomach, etc. In case of fever, too 
much reliance may be placed on the pulse; 
the variations in children are too extensiv 
to explain the intensity of the febril 
movement and the progress of the malady. 
The thermometer, on the contrary, renders 
in the first infancy greater service than at 
any other age. In oonolnsion, we may say 
that there is no doubt that the most pre
cious element in d.iagnostioating the newly-

born is observation of the coloration of 
the integument li. e., the skin), the atti
tude, the physiognomy, and the cry. 

J. HARTMANN, M.D. 

Starved to Death 
in the midst of plenty. Unfortunate, yet we hear 
of it. The Gail Borden Eagle Brand Condensed 
Milk is nndonbtediy the safest and best infa:1t 
food. .Jnf'ant Health is a valuable pamphlet for 
mothers. Send your address to the New York 
Condensed lHilk Company, New York. 

PUBLICATIONS, 

••HI<~A.VEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Servant of the Lord Jesus Ghrist.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cento. 

Cloth, (octavol, 375 pagesbspecial to readers of 
thi9 journal, on y 25 cents, y ma,il, prepaid. 

Send for descriptiv catalogue of Sweden borg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing and Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL 
FOR 

i896. 
Edited by CHARLES A.. W !.TTS. 

CoNTENTS: Ba.lfc~r's "Foundations of Belief:' 
A.n Agnostic Rejoinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
and •ts Equivalents, A.mos Waters; The Man, 
Jesus Chri•t: The Germ of the Christian Myth, 
J. Allanson Picton; Psyche: A. Puem, W. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin)!· Mmd a• Controled by- Matter, 
Constance 1!:. P nrupj;re; The Faiths of Our Ford
fathers, Charles Watt•; An Agnostic View of 
Theism and Monism ,R. Bithell, B.Sc., J:'h.D.; 
The Old Te•tament Library J. J. Gonld; Im
mortality, W. A.. Leonard; The PhyRiological 
Bias of Religions Leaders, Fnrnea.nx Jordan, F. 
RC.S. . 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I 
Truth Seeker Readers I 

HAVE YOU TliE 

Liberal Hymn BJok1 
Do your children learn these bean ti Z ongs o 

Tennyson. Wh~ttier, Longfellow, ani l :terp oets 
and smg them myonr homes, maki lg •'Clem h&P· 
py- and bright ?-SEND FOB A 00l'l1 -G •aen oloth 
ll'ilt title. 40 cents: half bound. 25 J ~··· 

For the Holidays! 

The H Otto Wettstein " Watch. 
The best watch in the world for the money: In 

silverine case\ $19; 4 ounce coin silver, $25. Best 
14kt fiiled gola open face.~-$28; hunting, $30 to $85. 
Solid gold. $4~ to $150. .Ladies' same quality, in 
best 14kt. filled !told cases, $28. Solid gold, 1!185, 
$40, $50, $75 to $150. 

Regu tar Grades Best Ainerica.n Watches 

In silverine cas~s, 7 jeweled, $4.75; 15 jeweled, 
$7.25; do. adjusted, $8.75; do. 17 jeweled, $1Q 75. 
For 4oz silver case add $6; for best open ±'lee 
filled gold add $9; for hunting, $10 to $15; for 
solid gold 14kt, ~30 to $50 more. Lanies' m best 
14kt. filled cases 7 jAweled $11.50; 15 jeweled, $:5; 
14kt solid gold, $8 50 to $il0 more. With diamonas 
up to $15Q. 

Dia~nonds ai1.d Opals, 
Pins, ring•, and studs, $6, $8. $10, $15, $25, $5~, 
$100 up. Opals do. $8, $5. $7, $10, $20, $85 to $50. 
Also in ~ombination with rubies, emerald~. 
pearls, etc Plain and chased rings, emblemf, 
chains, etc. Yon will save 20 per cent to order of 
me. 

Sundries. 
All the Gorham CompanY's finest sterling silver 
spoons and noveltiAs; 1847 Rodgers' Bros., best 
plated wue; the Ingersoll Souvenir spoon is 
now only $2. Freethonght. Badge-Pins, $2, $3. $4, 
with diamond, $6 to $14; charms. $8, $4, $5, $6, $8, 
$14, $ 0 to $30, and everything else pertaining to 
a first-class jewelrv store. 

All goods sent prepaid and cash refunded if 
not satisfactory. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
BOCHE)...LE, ILL. 
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JY ot for ]}a:raons. 
SuNDAY-ScHooL TEACHER: "What are 

we to understand by this passage: 'Ye 
ask and receive not, because ye aEk amiss?' " 
Precocious boy: "Ought to ask a widow." 
-St. Louis Republic. 

A PREACHER asked a university don what 
he thought of his serm:m. "I was dis
gusted. I heard in it what I hope never 
again to hear in a sermon." " Indeed I 
why, what was that?" "I heard the clock 
strike twice." 

NuMEROUS are the people who hav 
"bnilded better than they knew." A 
small boy in one of the public schools was 
asked to define a demigod. ''A demigod," 
he said, ''is a vessel that holds wine, gin, 
whieky, or any other liquor." 

THE window display made by a Glasgow 
newspaper in conneDtion with Saturday's 
race included a dial to indicate American 
time. " That clock's clean wrong," said 
a man as he pushed his way intp the thick 
of the enormous crowd that had ass em bled. 
"It's a gweed five hours ahint." "Hoot, 
min!" answered the wag. "If they hadna 
pitten back the time the race wid hae been 
encroachin on the Sabbath day." "Losh, 
freen, I never thocht o' that. N aebody 
can beat the Yankees for cute dodges."
Westminster Gazette. 

TouRIST : "Hello, uncle I Where are 
:von going with that cart-load of chickens?'' 
Uncle: "I done gwine kyar dem chickens 
olean out f'om ol' Ksintnck." Tourist : 
"What are yon going to do that for?" 
Uncle: "Case I done got some p'ints on 
some qnar doin's dat's gwine tn'n up 
when dis yer man Bradley be'n sot in the 
Gub'nor's cha'r." Tourist: "Indeed I 
What's gain' to happen then?" Uncle: 
"Dey done say dat he's gwine waxinate 
dis yer state wid dat Roozewelp biznesss 
what dey be'n wnkken down ter New York, 
an' ef dat's de case dis nigga's bonn' ter 
bab de~e chickens whar they won' be 
'rested fo' laying eggs on Sunday. "-R-ich
mond Dispatch. 

THEBE used to be a young man (we for
get his name) from Charlotte, N. C., who 
occasionally made forays and incursions 
into this country with a panorama. It 
consisted of home-made pictorial repre
sentations of Daniel in the Lion's Den, 
the Last Judgment., the Destruction of 
Sodom and Gomorrah, the Interior of 
the Temple at Jernsall'm, and other events 
and scenes supposed to be historic. They 
were perpetrated on many yards of cloth 
and apparently by violent physical exer
tion, the desperate exercise of a fancy 
:flamed by acoholic stimulation and en
tirely reckless expenditure and application 
of paints of vivid colors and endless 
varieties. · · · For our part we never 
blamed the panorama gentleman from 
Charlotte for representin~ the Apostle 
Paul being struck by red lightning while 
wearing a pink toga and a yellow helmet 
and riding bare-legged on a piebald horse 
with short stirrup leathers like a jockey. 
Neither did we object because the prophet 
Daniel was placed in orange-colored 
ulster overcoat among the lions. The 
purpose was to catch the public eye, and 
few people among the public could deny 
the correctness of the costumes or situa
tions, and nobody could prove that St. 
Paul did not ride a piebald horse on the 
occasion of his electric admonition to 
change his course of life. · • · When 
the canvas is large and the audience dis
tant the paint must be spattered on abun
dantly and vividly, and the long repressed 
imagination must hav leave to break forth 
riotiously and do some limber and be· 
wilderingtnrns.-Greenville(S. O.)News. 

THOBE acquainted with Department 
Commander Weissert and Department 
Chaplain Wharton can best appreciate the 
following : They are both good talkere, 
and at soldier gatherings are apt to be 
called on to make a few remarks. In com
pany with severa,l other Milwaukee com
rades, they were invited to attend the 
anniversary camp-fire at Oconomowoc. 
While on the cars, the commander took a 
vacant seat and commenced studying up 
something for his evening's speech. After 
a long silence, he suddenly addressed the 
chaplain: "Say, Wharton, what was the 
name of the man in the Bible who tied 
the foxes' tails together?" "Goliah, of 
course!" "Of course. Yes, yes. I knew 
it all the time, but I couldn't recall his 
name," said Weissart, as he fell into an· 
other reverie. The hall was packed full 
with an expectant and eager crowd. In 
the middle of his speech, and in illnstra· 
tion of some point, Weissert paralyzed his 
audience by saying: "Everybody knows 
that Goliah would never hav been heard 
of except for his exploit of tying the foxes' 
tails together." There was a deathlike 
silence, a stifled groan from the chaplain, 
who occupied a seat on the platform, and 
then the very rafters shook. " Great 
Scott I Weissert," said Colonel Gray in 
a stage whisper, "Goliah didn't tie the 
foxes's tails." '' Goliah didn't tie the 
foxes' tails?" "No, he didn't. Don't 
make a fool of yourself," responded the 

THE TRUTH t':\EEK~~:h:, 

colonel. "Well, all I know about it is," 
said Weissert, as he turned and pointed 
his finger at the suffering parson, " all I 
know about it is what the chaplain told me 
an hour ago. He told me Goliah did tie 
the foxes' tails, and he was there and saw 
him do it!" 

nal. Punishment, Some Who Are Damned 
What I Believe, Immortality. '£his lecture is 
on the famous text, '"fhe Olergy know th:tt I 
know that th~y do not know." 

PERSON !L E.xiSl'ENCE AFTER DEA'l'Jl 
IltiPIWBABLE.. L. R. Smit.h. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RHHITS 
MASS MEETING A'l' LINCOLN HALL, 
WASHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
of RoN, FREDERICK DouGLAss and CoL. Ron-

s 6 d P bl t t L P 
! ERT G. INGERSOLL on the Deoisi,,n of the 

Orne 00. am~ e s a ow fiGBS pnitedSta~es Qonrt th~t the Civil Rights Act 
1 IS Unconst1tntwnal. .l<'lfty-thl'ee large octavo 

pages, of which <Jolonel Ingersoll's speech 

I 
occu@es 38 ~ges. 

PULPIT PEW, AND CRAULE. So long 
. . • as the Pulpit speaks to believing Pews com-

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
Mailed smgly 10r 10 cents each; twelve of any posed chiefly of mothers the cradle will be 

one. or an assortment of twelve, for $1. rooked by ghosts and the 'race willl"emain on 
AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a its knees to. a devil ofits o~n Cl"e~tion and t~ 

· · h h d tt k d F th' k a God who IS powerle•s agawst h1m. One of Chnst1an .w o a a f!oC e r!le 1.11 .ers, HeJon Gardener's brightost efforts. 
~~~e~;~osmlf~ht~~~~ns1stencyof Chnst1ans THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 

BIBLE T~MPERANCE. Showing that TERTHANETERNALPUNISHMENT. 
L1quor Dl"inking is Commended, Defended, 1\I. Babcock. 
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin c Walker. RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 

CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME Washburn's best lectures, and it is,like all of 
Authenticated by the Bible. 0 B Whit- his, very good. 
ford, M.D. SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-

DID MAN FALL7 IstheGa.rdenofEden fiictBetweenReasonandSuperstition. T C 
a Fact 1 Israel W Groh. Widd•combe. 

EPmEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture by ST. MA'I'THEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Giving reasonable Presenting the eviilence of the forgery of his 
reasons for Religions and other Delusions. all~ed_gosnel. H J Se,gnenret. 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE .CHURCH. SIST.t.;R LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
one of ~he most effective ever wntten by any CONVENT. Showin"' that Convents 
Freethmker . · · al · "'· , f d FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE are 1Dim1c t? chast11jy, vll'tne, an'\ r~e om. 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. SPIRITUALISM FRU.M A l\lA'IERIAL· 
Written whileiourneyinginanctnear the land ISTIC STAND~OINT. B F U~~er-
of Yahweh. Containing the best moral in- wood. W~1tten before l\Ir. Underwood Jomed 
strnctions of the worlil from the great teach- the P3~chw Research~rs. 
ers of the former ages. D lii Bennett. THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read ImpleiJ?.en~s Employed in t~e 15~h and !6th 
before the Freethought International Con- !Jentun~s for .,thepromnlgatwn of C!.JnstJan-
!fress at Chicago. On~ !Jf O.tto Wettstem's 1ty .. Bemg t e Nurernbnrg Q~Jl~ctwn, m.th 
fraternal attacks on Sp1ntnali•m. spemmens from th.e Holy Inqm,ltwn .. 28 pic-

HOW CAN WE HE SAVED~ Was Jesus tnres. ~he descnpt10ns and rcflectwns by 
11 C · d d d'd . George E. Mae donald. 

~npernatnra y once1ve , an 1 he R1se VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. T 1 E d 1· d h 

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how A R, , e_tvere on the .o~e nn-
the two agree. A poem by Samuel p Putnam. dredth s anmversary of Volta1re s death. 

THE LIMlTATIOSS OF TOLER~i.TION Translated b~ James Parton, author of the 
. . • r · L-f · of Volta•re. •ro wh1ch are added the 

Ad1scusswn.between Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, three great ):loems of Gaeth•, George Eliot. 
Ron. Fredenc R. Condert. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. and L-mo-fellow. 
lX~~d:fk~/1/~~fr: \~ta~~n~t;~~t~ t~~~~~ WAS CHIUST CR U CIF lED ~ A us tin 
right to express to the whole world his ideas Bierbower. A hwyer's comideration of the 
that the rest of the world have to express evidence of that alleged event. 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll WAS JESUS INSA.NE ~ A consideration 
mainpains this, the other,s deny it. Mr. Con- of fihriet's alle!!'ed act• whi'h "'Dnld lead one 
dert 1s a Roman Catholic, Mr. Woodford a to that conclusion. LK Washlonrn. 

nliif-Eii¥l'fisM: Its History and Its In- WHY DON'T ~E LEND A HA.ND ~ And 
U S · D L '· B other A.gnost10 Poems. Samuel P. Pn 'nsm. finence pan omety. r. on1s nchner. T•e title poem ie perhaps the most, popular 

MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles many editions of it havA bee" called ror. 'J'he 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's other poems are: The Golden A ~e. '!'be Ideal 
best books. and the Real Not Dead, but Living, Frui-

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The tion, Hoce, Tpoma~ Paine, N~ture's Gospel, 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to Address toDe1ty, ani! tno shor .. po'mso often 
the Clergy. H. J. Seigneuret, M.D. re.citfd w:i:th great effect by Charl~s Watts, 

THE NEW GOD. "It is an open secret G1ve Us L1ght. 
that man has always made his Gods. They WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
!Jxist in and through h!m, as the ~mage exists GOD~ B F Underwood; written be-
Ill and through the =ror .. Take away man fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Re-
and yon take away God-the Image V9.ll!Shes." I searcher• 
This pamp~let, therefore, is a consideration tWO"" 'N· F .. OUR CENTURIES OF PROG of what kmd of a God man should make. I 1u.a. • I • 
Samuel P. Putnam. RESS. A lecture delivered at the 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel Freethinkers' International Congr•Ps at Chi-
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great cago. Oonside·ing: The Cause of Woman's 
man's best. 'l'he subjects considered are: Or-. Subjugation, The Oanon Law aLd lts Effects 
thad ox Religion Dyin~ Out. Religions Deaths Upon H "r, Theology Never Helpful to Womari, 
and Birth~'£he Religwn of Reciprocity, Mo- Invention Woman's Friend. Freethought the 
hammed, The Destruction of Art, The Dis- Benefactor of Woman. 8ns:m H. Wixon 
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Cbarles Darwm, ;:;pemal Prov1dence, The • ' 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
or God, The Fall of Man. The Atonement, nre delivered before t.tJ.e Woman Suffrage As-
The Second Birth,,.,Ins, iration, The Reign of social ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought The 
Resurrection The Judgment-Day, Pions Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Evasionsh"No Bible, No Chilization;" Mira- for a dollar. 
cles of t e New Testament, The Ascension, Address TFT'Ii1 'l'RTI'f''R' Fl'RF.'KF.R. CO .. 
Casting out Devils, Necessity of Belief, Eter- 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
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In the nature of things, 
SAYI> 

IIOBERT G. INGERSOTJ... 

"In the nature of things there c~n be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad· 
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friencs will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de· 
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
'h'ill surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. Witb 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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~:::~:..:~::~~,c~m- PBosETn~siiDSELiCTmHs. FREETHINKERS' PlffiRIAL TEXl-800(, 
tinguished as pleasures and amusements is I By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. -
disappointing,-Herbert Spencer. Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand- SHOWING 

BRUTAL and vulgar minds, when by ac- some Quarto, containing over 
cident they find themselvs on the side of 400 pages. 
respectability, forego none of the privi
eges of the position.- W. B. Young. 

You must measure the strength cf a man 
by the power of the feelings which he sub
dues, not by the power of those which 
subdue him. And hence composure is 
often the highest result of strength.-Fred. 
w. Robertson. 

"THE essence of knowledge is, having 
it, to apply it." First to know-first to 
acquire. Then to_ dispense-to mix the 
elements of the social world to new com
binations. Absurdly do we play wanton 
with a precious fact and submit it to ejec
tion from half the prover territory of its 
inheritance.-Horaoe L. 'l.raubel. 

Tour.ousE was a favored town. It was 
rich in relics. The people were as igno
rant as wooden images, but they had in 
their possession the dried l!lodies of seven 
apol!tles-the bones of many of the infants 
slain by Herod-part of a dress of the Vir
gin Mary, and lots of skulls and skeletons 
of the infallible idiots known as saints. In 
this city the people celebrated every year 
with great joy two holy events: The expul
sion of the Huguenots, and the blessed 
massacre of :::St. Bartholomew. The citi
zens of Toulouse had been educated and 
civilized by theohurch.-Ingersoll. 

THE student of human affairs should be 
wide visioned and philosophic in preparing 
himself to giv out conclusions as to any 
age or generation. If he allows himself to 
be covered up and confused by the intense 
interests of the present. his judgment will
be weak because based upon inadequate 
data. Just as well go to the business man 
or the cobbler for profound generaliza
tions and well based reasons, as to him 
who reads history for pleasure and for 
mere facts, without the power and habit 
to detect the relation which events bear to 
each other, and to the age which gave 
them, and to humanity out of which the 
events grew. This inability to interpret 
human history or comprehend human at
tributes leads to pessimism or tyroish op
timism. He who judges mankind and 
reaohes conclusions as to its destiny, by 
reason of his own experier ces or the ex
periences of his community, or even those 
of his nation, over a short period of time, 
is sure to fail.-Progressiv Age. 

THE time will come, and that soon, when 
sound historians will adopt as their guide 
the principles and methods of ethnologic 
science, because by these alone can they 
assign to the isolated fact its right place in 
the vast structure of human development. 
In the past, histories hav told of but little 
but of kings and their wars; some writers 
of recent date hav remembered that there 
is such a thing as the People, and essayed 
to present its humblest annals; but how 
few hav even attempted to avail themselvs 
of the myriad side-lights which ethnology 
can throw on the motivs and manners of a 
people, its impulses and acquisitions! It is 
the constant aim of ethnology to present 
its results free from bias. It deprecates 
alike enthusiasm and antipathy. Its mis
sion is "to define the universal in human
ity," as distinguished from all those traits 
which are the products of fluctuating en
vironments. This universal, however, is 
to be discovered, not assumed. Take, for 
instance, the doctrin of evolution as ap
plied to man. ·It is not only a doctrin but 
a dogma with many scientists. They look 
with theological ire on any one who ques
tions it. I hav already said that in the 
long run and the general average it has 
been true of man. But that we hav any 
certainty that it will continue true is a 
mistake; or that it has been true of the 
vast majority of individuals or of ethnic 
groups is another mistake. As the basis 
for a boastful and confident optimism it is 
as shaky as sand. Taken at its real value, 
as the provisional and partial result of our 
observations, it is a useful guide; but 
swallowed with unquestioning faith, as a 
final law of the universe, it is not a whit 
more inspiring than the narrowest dogma 
of religious bigotry. Ignorant of his past, 
i~norant of his real needs, ignorant of 
himself, man has blundered and stumbled 
up the thorny path of progress for tens of 
thousands of years. Mighty states, mill
ions of individuals, hav been hurled to 
destruction in the perilous ascent, mistak
ing the way, pursuing false paths, follow
ing blind guides. Now anthropology steps 
in, the new Science of Man, offering the 
kn.owledge of what he has been and is, the 
young but wise teacher, revealing the fut
. ure by the unwavering light of the past, 
.offering itself as man's trusty mentor and 
friend, ready to conduct him by sure steps 

. upward and onward to the highest summit 
which his nature is capable of attaining; 

. and who dares set a limit to that?-Prof. 
. D. G. Brinton. 

The book is designed for, and will be accepted 
!ry', admiring friends as a rarepersC!lnal souvenir. 
'l'o help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait-, 
with autograph fac-simi'e, ha• been prepared 
especially for It. In the m'>re elegant styles of 
binding it is eminently suited for presentation 
purposes, for any season or occ_asion. · 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christian Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, My Choice, 
before the G. A. R. Why? 
at the Academy of Imaghtation, 
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SHARP earthquakes were felt in several 
·places in Greece on Nov. 26th. 

THE French mission at Luihsiang, 
Ohina, has been destroyed by native. 

MoRE riots and killings of Christians are 
repo_rted as having occurred in Turkey. 

JABEz S. Balfour, the religious swindler 
of London, has been sentenced to 14 years 
penal servitude. 

A RIOT is reported as having taken place 
in Madagascar, in which a missionary and 
his family were killed. 

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY HERBERT in his 
annual report says that more battleships 
and torpedo boats are needed. 

PoPE LEo on Nov. 29th created nine 
cardinals, including Mgr. Satolli, and con
firmed the appointment of twenty-four 
Italian bishops. 

!Tis said that the crop of Florida oranges 
will not this year reach more than 60,000 
boxes, owing to last winter's freeze, as 
against 5,000,000 last year. 

SENATOR DAVID B. HILL's lecture course 
in the Northwest has proved a financial 
failure and he has abandoned the tour 
after delivering four lectures. 

ARTHUR STADTHAGEN, a Socialist mem
ber of the Reichstag, convicted of libeling 
the Prussian ministers and police, has 
been sentenced to a year's imprisonment. 

BisHoP A. W. WAYMAN of the A. M. E. 
church died at Baltimore on Nov. 30th. 
His diocese included Iowa, Illinois, In
diana, and Wisconsin. He was 74 years 
of age. 

A SEVERE storm swept over a part of the 
North on Nov. 25th, particularly the lake 
region. Ohicago streets were blocked with 
snow, and many wrecks are reported on 
the lakes. 

ON Sunday, Dec. 1st, the Sunday law 
was more rigidly enforced than ever in 
New York city. Flower sellers, egg deal
ers, and other red-handed criminals were 
rushed in by the police. 

UNDER a new law of Minnesota town
ships can secede from one county and ioin 
another. Objecting to a bond issue, seven
teen townships of Oass county hav just 
1?2-ne over to Orow Wing county. 

A REAL " dispensation" has hanpened at 
Fairmont, Tenn. Rev. D. F. Levy has 
just died there of blood-poisoning caused 
by running a splinter into his knee when 
he threw himself violently on to his knees 
to pray. 

ON Nov. 29th at the Tilly Foster iron 
mines near Oarmel, N. Y., earth and rock 
caved in at the mouth of the inclined shaft 
and rushing 300 feet to the bottom, killed 
probably a dozen workmen and mangled 
several others. : 

ARTHUR ARNOULD, of France, died in 
Paris on Nov. 25th. He was the author of 
a history of the Inquisition and other 
books. Darii:g the Revolution of '71 he 
was a leader of the Oommune and was 
elected to the National Assembly. 

IT has at last been decided by the courts 
that the Negroes, formerly slaves, of the 
Cherokee country, are entitled to a portion 
of the money paid the Cherokee nation for 
the Cherokee Strip. The Negroes will get 
about $1,300,000, and their proper interest 
in the unsold lands. 

REv. J. T. M. JoHNSTON, D.D., pastor 
of the First Baptist church of J e:fferson 
Oity, Mo .. declared in a sermon on Nov. 
24th that United States Minister Terrell in 
Tmkey ought to be hanged for not pro
tecting, as he alleged, American mission
l'ries against the Mohammedans. 

AN explosion in a cartridge factory at 
Palms, Island of Majorca (belonging to 
Spain), resulted in the death of seventy 
persons, whose bodies hav been found, and 
the probable fatal injurr of more than 
twenty others. It is said that the explo
sion was caused by a workman who had 
been diemiesed. 

MoRE victories for the Oubans, via 
Ouban channels of information; more 
burning of sugar plantations by the insur
gents, and more denials by the Spaniards 
of the asserted Ouban triumphs. It seems 
certain, however, that several expeditions 
hav recently landed men, arms, and am
munition for the revolutionists. 

IN Oleveland on Thanksgiving Day the 
Christian Endeavorers and Epworth Leag
n.ers prayed for the conversion of Oolonel 
Ingersoll. The incantation was partici
pated in by several thousand persons and 
was performed in private. At the Salvation 
Army meeting and in some of the churches 
there were public magic rites of the same 
class. 

THE 'rRUTH SEEKER. 

TBE CARPENTER'S SON MEETETH OHUMS FROM A FOREIGN PORT. 
And after six days Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother and brina

eth them up into an high mountain apart. And was transfiaured before th~m · and his 
face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the"'li,.ht. And behold there 
appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking with him.-Mat~ xvii, 1, 2; 3. ' 

T":o Libera!s are among the winners of I OCTAVIUS BRooKs FRoTHINGHAM, the 
the literary priz~s o:ffer~d by the New Yqrk i radical Unitarian clergyman, died in Boa
Herald, each the first 111: his class. Julian' ton on Nov. 27th. He was born in that 
Hawthorne gets the prize of_ $10,000 for city in 1822. First an anti-slavery advo
the best novel, th~ work being entitled cate, he in 1867 became the first president 
"Between Two Fire~." Edgar Fawcett of the Free Religious Association. He next 
secures the $2,000 pr1ze for a short story, became a transcendentalist and a disciple 
entitled, "A Romance of Old New York." of Mill and Spencer. In 1879 he severed 

THE Parliament of the Dominion of 
Canada will meet in its sixth session on 
Jan. 2d. The Manitoba school question 
will be the subject considered. It seems 
very probable. tnat if Parliament passes a 
remedial order for the restoration of Oath
olio schools in Manitoba, in accordance 
with the decision of the English Privy 
Oonncil, Manitoba will secede from the 
Dominion, which means the establishment 
of an independent crown colony. 

IN the Republican House caucus in 
Washington on the night of Nov. 30~h the 
only exciting contest was over the chap
laincy, for which eight ministers engaged 
in a hot and undignified scramble. Sun
day was "desecrated," the fight lasting 
until past midnight and the selection tak
ing place in the " holy [dis] q niet of the 
Sabbath morn." Rev. H. U. Ooudon, of 
Michigan, won the $900 prize, with Rev. 
H. D. Fisher, of Kansas, a close second. 

ON Nov. 29th the police of Berlin sum
marily closed eleven Socialist clubs. Ed
itor Foerster has been sent to pri~on for 
three months for rermitting a certain arti
cle to appear in the Ethische-Kultur. Dr. 
Charles Parkhurst says that New York 
newspapers that opposed the Sunday cru
sade would in Berlin hav been confiscated, 
machinery and all, and their managers 
put on bread-and-water diet, thus intimat
ing that ttJey would hav been served right. 

THE Pennsylvania miracle-liar is again 
sending his stories to the papers. His 
latAst is of a girl near Wilkes barre. Seven 
years ago a playmate thrust a finger in her 
left eye, blindmg it, and the right soon 
lost its sight also. Four years ago she 
heard a sermon in which it was declared 
that God would do anything for those who 
had faith in him. She acted on the priest's 
advice and has been praying ever since for 
the restoration of her sight. Now she is 
gradually recovering the power to see. The 
miracle is that anyone can believe this to 
be a miracle. 

all his church connections and thereafter 
reckoned himself among the Agnostics. 
During his later years he devoted his en
ergies entirely to literature. 

NoVEMBER 29th there died in Ellischan, 
Bohemia, Oount Edward Francis Joseph 
Taaffe, for fourteen years prime minister 
of Austria. He was born in Prague, in 
Bohemia, 62 years ago, of noble Austrian 
parents, but was descended from an an
cient Irish family, and held the title of 
Viscount of Oorren and Baron of Bally
mote, Sligo, in the Irish peerage. In the 
park of his home in Ellischan he had 
erected a massiv vine-covered ruin, a per
fect reproduction of his ancestral castle 
of Ballym?te. 

ALEXANDRE DuMAS III. died in Paris 
on Nov. 27th. His grandfather, the 
founder of the family, was the son of a 
MarquisdelaPailletrieand a Negro woman, 
a slave. whom he had made his mistress 
in San Domingo when he was its gov~>rnor. 
Alexandre I. owed more to his mother 
than to his hther, for she belonged to that 
race that tlnjoys the distinction of being 
the only race of any color that ever freed 
itself from slavery without assistance. 
Damas III. is the last of the name. All 
three of the Damas achieved success in 
the battle ef life. 

THE 

BRAIN 
OB 

THE CONFLIC'T BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENC! 
AND THEOLOGY. 

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., 
with a preface by 

R. G. INGERSOLL. 
This is the only work of its kind in the litera. 

ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based 
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly 
to the reader's sense of logic and love of Justice. 
{t is eloqnent as well as convincing. 

Price, cloth, IU. Address 
'l'liF. TRUTH RF.E"KF.H 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 
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NEW BOOKS 
BY 

~OB'T G. ING[RSOLL 
The Field -Ingersoll Discus

sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M. 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. The letter was published in the 
North American Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readert! know the value 
of this discussion. To those who 
do not remember it we can only say 
that they should lose no time in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
troversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 cts. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
worsted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the Review engaged the 
Right Ron. W. E. Gladstone to_ at· 
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long le~ter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price, 25c. 

This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 
best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rare treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 

This lecture is a consideration of 
the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
rations, his visions - " This was. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

The Truth Seeker, 
29 &-AFAY~TI~ PLA-CE, New Yoll"k-

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A. Discovery of the Origin, Evidences 
and Early Hi!ltory oil Christianity. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully a.nd Faith 
fully Set l!'ortll. 

By REV. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address TH]l TRUTH SEEKEB 00 .• 
'l·I,a.favet,t,e nlaoe. NAw Yol"k-

THE LATEST OUT. 
'l'ho 81l})JlOHCd lmpOAAllJlO hiUI 

hcon neemupliHlu•d O.IHI ut lnat. 
wo nr0 ublo tn g-1 vo yon ouo or our 

GUAltAN'l'EgJ} Ai\IBltlCAN WA'J'CH-
ES fnronlyONBDOJ,J,AH. Ourwntcll
oB hnvo ro!Lched n. world-wldo fnmo o.nd tholr 
u:~lo has oxceeclml thnt of nny other watch 

produeod. This HJ)OLLA1t WA'l'Oll" 
lith and last of tho famous American 

aorloa and marks rt point ln watch manufac
turing- p:u;t which all or tho money and In
g-enuity ot tho world can novor go. r1•o lntro .. 
dnco thnm quickly, we will for IL short tlmo 
snnd HllllliJleH dlroctfrom fnr.tory to lndivid

unl bnyerH. This watch Ian 1·egullu American pntont lever 
lrtnlern pinion, dust proof cuse, timed, teatod, rognlnted nnd 
gnanmtr~ed fot' ono year. On receipt of$1.oowo Will send tho 
wn.tch poatpiLhl with our yonrH' g-unrunteo. Hyou Will mont! on 
th!H pnpor we wllllncludo fi'CO n. hnmlaomo chnln uuU charm 
also onr Crltrlloguo onooonovoltles, .Address, 

ROBT. H. INCERSOLL & BRO., 
Dopl, bU 6& COlt'rLANil'r BTllEE'r, N. Y. CITY. 
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Christian Unity and the Res-u,lt. 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more effectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to :reward them; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7. o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we toill send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT•BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has 1 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
ud Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The Designs are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of thE' designer. The pict
ures are classified as follows : 0! thosE> representing 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16 ; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; Thanks
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and ThomP.s Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His 
Works, 4 ; Prayer 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2 ; Missionaries, 5 ; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25 ; Church 
and Slavery, 1 ; Priests and Politics, 2 ; Ireland 
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Reflections on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions by the Church, 9; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This otl:er 'Cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip
tions; the subscribers will also, probabl;), buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. I1Wuce your neigh
bor to subscribe, and so get the book for ymerself. 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, Bend us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL
LABS' WOB.TH FOB. THBBB ')OLLABS. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong eftort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, cwd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is wvrth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do vot delay, but 
get it now. 

SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication, We venture the as
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany thtl credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success, and we judge fromour own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desirl) 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-Preethinkers' 
Magazine, 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He. has dedicated his genius to Freethought. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ol 
right and truth, But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy· of 
those who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator, 

, Send 11s a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $3 and get the bo()k and the 
paper for one year. 
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l.lST 
OF PREMIUMS WlTB 

Tl{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.1>0 we will send Tu TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four ceBturies. 

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRED YEARs oF FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the b~htest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greate1.1t men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slaverv of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
"'FOUR H~'DRED YE&.RS OF FREETH OUGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.JJ F UR!!HER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, {lOst 
free, a copy in boards of 

THE GRKATF.Sf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONOEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated B:b:~~1',S:N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of ' 

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT. 

IMES 
OF 

0f~CH[RS 

For $1) we will send THill TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete "($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, .and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 
.':; For $1) we wil! send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and." The World's 

Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 
For $4.1>0 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 

Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid ofter, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4: •. 1)0 we will send THill TRUTH SEKKliiR one year ($3) and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 
~ For $4: we will send THill TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Free

thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 
For $4jwe will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 

Teatament~Stories Comically lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 
For $3.1>0 we will send THE TRUTH S:m:mKER one year ($3) and " Old Tea· 

tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $(.50. The 

$2.75 Pin &nd TBE TBUTB 
BEEKEB one ye&r for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spo~ n 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar B~oons and 'l'BUTB B:I!)EKEB, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) Sporn 
gilt bowl. 50c. more. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest end most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The vclume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. Its durability and its capac
ity for standing in tun~, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; MR. 
GEORGE STEaK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says: 

·"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend, to inhoduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to ofte 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate u.yiP.;,: a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., .Atchison, Kan. 

The Bible Inquirer, ~~o;~~s~t~s~:l~; 0~
890

.the . 

A KEv To BIBLE INvEsTICATION. Church Property 

I E B~D~B~N~ ~,9.,: 
A Treatise on the Generative System, 

In three parts, including 
Pre•ll a tal Influence, (Influence which a.f

fects an unborn child.) 

' Cf'VTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

:With Reference~ to the mqst ..-'lain and Striking .Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
Pcnptures. Includmg QuestiOns Answered Affirmat1vely and Negatively by Quotations from the 
Bible. Also, Other Bible References of Importance. 

~ Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 
Address THE Tll.UTH BEEKER. 28 J.-.favette Place. New York Oit:v, 

FOR ANY OF 

Ingersoll's 
Works 

Address THIS OFFICE 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLEGTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. B. AYRES. 

"A good book written with a. purpose.' 

l'rio 25 cents. 

in the United States. 

Should It Be Exenvpt from 
Taxation~ 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD N01\ 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is pnbiished specially for distribution by 
;hose who faYor justice in tax&tion the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. 
Fifty copies, 
'Jne hundred copies • 
La.rger quantities at special rates. 

*l-00 
4.50 
8.00 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, New York. 

Lhnilation of Offli)>ring, and 
Hygiene of the (,enerative SystCIIl• 

Containing 
Plain Facts on Private Subfeots for all Aaults. 

This book deals in an open, 
frank, but delicate way, with all points of in

terest on the generative system. 
It treats of 

Personal and Bocial Phy.~iolouv and Ilyuiene. 
WHAT TBE MARRIBD OUGHT TO KNOW 

In order to live healthy lives an<l produce heal1 hy 
offspring. 

It is free from medical technicalitie~hwritten 
on the highest moral planP and in sue a way 
that evervone may read and understand it. It is 
most high! v commended by the press, eminent 
physicians, and prominent people of all callings. 
It is primed from large, new, clear-faced type, 

on good paper, in one volume, well bound. 
Price, cloth, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
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FOUNDED BY De Me BENNETT, 

E. M. MACDoNALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. 

28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK. 

SATURDAY, • - DECEMBER 14, 1895. 

SUBSCRIPTION KATIES: 

Single subscription, in advance .... ·-~····-··· ........ -.:ta 00 
One subscription two :rears, in advance ..... --·-····· .. ··· :i 00 
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One subscription with one new Sllbscriber, in oneremittmce. 3 00 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit· 
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One subscription with three 11.ew subscribers, in one remit-
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One subscription 'il ith four new subscribers, in one remit-
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&n:v number over 11ve at the same rate,invarlabl:vwlth one 

remittance. 

Monel! •hOVZa be •e11t bl/ ezllren oomj)atlll'• mOllS!/ oraer, 
po•tal oraer, ara.tt 011 New Yorl:, or bl/ real•terea Zetter. 
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SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged to our 

readen II they wlll•end n• the na:.ne and addreu ol 

any Freethinker -who ls·not a regular •nb•crlber. 

Some Funny Utterances to a Sermon. 
Rev. Dr. David James Burrell, of the Marble Col

legiate church of this city, ·said in a sermon the 
other day, referring to the laboring man, that he 
" is coming to his own-coming to that standard 
the pattern for which was set by the carpenter of 
Galilee." That is rich, surely. Consulting the 
alleged record, we find that "the carpenter of Gali
lee" told servants to obey their masters, and yet 
Rev. Mr. Burrell praises the results of strikes! The 
servants of whom Jesus spoke were slaves, and yet 
they were told to obey. The carpenter did not 
utter one word in condemnation of slavery. As to 
the pay of free workmen, he held that the man who 
labored three times as long as another was entitled 
to no greater wages than the other. Mr. Burrell, 
the modern laboring man demands not merely equal 
but increased pay when he works over-hours. The 
pattern for the standard of the present-day work
ingman was not " set by the carpenter of Galilee." 

"In the social world we see a convention of women. 
That means the coming of the new woman -not the 
women who are loudly agitating, who want a woman's 
Bible, who are its authors, and who attack the preachers 
of the word of God. They are the same old women. But 
there is a new woman who glorifies her sex in the name 
of sister, mother, wife, and who finds her coign of van
tage in the home and in the many fields of women's 
industry. This new woman is a combination of Ruth 
and Esther, with all womanly kindness and charity of 
Ohrist." 

Perhaps Dr. Burrell is not aware that the new 
woman who wants " a woman's Bible" is the same 
woman who pioneered the way in "the many fields 
of women's industry." Then it is all very well for 
Dr. Burrell to praise Ruth, and there is no stain 
upon her name, but it is very much to be doubted 
that he would be a.s lenient of the same conduct in 
one of the "new" women as he is of the conduct of 
Ruth, who kept the cus~oms of her mother-in-law's 
people. As for Esther, she took the place of the 
queen, who herself had too much self-respect to be 
made a display of for th entertainment of the 
king's drunken cour~ and later Esther received from 
the compliant monarch an order for the hanging of 
the already murdered ten sons of an old enemy of her 
race. So vindictiv was she that she could thus take 
vengeance on the mangled bodies of men who had 
done her no injury I Is this the best selection that 
Mr. Burrell could make from the heroine of the 

Bible to set off against the ungodly new women I papers hav been utterly unable to find a flaw in the 
who are trying to make that Bible express a little editorials of 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER, so far as the prin
respect for their sex T ciple of equal religious freedom is concerned. Nei-

Regarding the" charity of Christ," it may be nee- ther hav they attempted, except in a perfunctory, 
essary to say that it was not displayed to any great faint-hearted way, to dispose of the facts we hav 
extent in his fierce dedunciations of those who did marshaled and the arguments we hav presented. 
not agree with him. We are perfectly willing that Clearly, they hav recognized the futility of any such 
Dr. Burrell should say, in answer to this, that the effort. They hav repeatedly charged us with "per
Bible misrepresents Jesus. Only by discrediting secuting intolerance" but they hav never dared to 
the Infallible Oracle can he remove the blemishes attempt to make good their charges by the citation 
from his Christ. of our own words. How, then, it may be asked, do 

"To win," says the preacher, "reformers must they try to support their accusations! Well, they 
hav political charity and forbearance." But how turn their imaginations loose on Mr. Heston's car
can political or any other kind of charity and for- toons; it is comparativly easv to prove anything by 
bearance be manifested by "reformers" whose only a cartoon-particularly if the editor's readers do 
conception of "reform" is bayonet rule T "In the not see it, as in this instance-'-and the Christian 
state election we achieved victory for the American .Reformer seems to hav early realized this, for it 
Sabbath and temperance reform." Where is the has on previous occasions, as our subscribers know, 
forbearance in forcing the minori~y to observe the asserted that THE TRUTH SEEKER's pictures evi
Sabba~h of the dominant power T danced the possession by us of a vindictiv desire to 

"There has come an end to destructiv criticism, and persecute the lamb-like Covenanters and other ad
the credit of the Bible is more firmly established. That vocates of persecution. In its issue of November 
old book has come to stay until God's people hear his 16th the theocratic organ makes charges in connec·_ 
words from his own lips." tion with our first page car~oon in the number for 

This will certainly be news to the hundreds of November 2d similar to those it had made against 
writers whose very recent criticisms of the Bible the John Calvin cadoon of an earlier date, and 
hav been so destructiv; it will be news to the pub- which we disposed of last week. It says: 
lishers who are putting them upon the market, and 
to the reviewers who are trying to find in them 
some comfort for orthodoxy. In view of the fact 
that the vast majority of educated men and women 
believe either that the Bible is a purely human pro
duction or that at least many parts of it are inter
polations and corruptions, wbile in past ages all 
Christendom held it to be the very word of God, 
i~spired and inerrant-in view of this fac~, we say, 
it takes considerable assurance to assert that the 
credit of the Bible, manifestly as the revelation of 
God, is more firmly established than it was before 
the work of criticism began. That seems to us very 
much like whistling when ontl's courage is at zero. 

Still Evading the Issue of Religious Liberty. 
The National Reform Association demands the 

adoption of a Christian amendment to the Consti
tution, and such other changes in that charter and 
in the laws as will recognize the Christian's god, 
Christ, and the Bible, as supreme in the govern
ment. It wishes to thus shut Freethinkers out of 
all positions of public trust, if not to disfranchise 
them, to make and enforce blasphemy laws, estab
lish a stronger press censorship, support religion 
by direct appropriations as now by the exemption 
of church property from taxation, compel all to ob
serve the first day of the week as a Sabbath, main

. tain religious instruction in the public schools, and 
force upon all "Christ's law of divorce" and other 
canons of what it is pleased to call "Christian 
morality." It has been and is the work of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to enlighten the people regarding 
the proximate and ultimate designs of these theo
cra£s, to show what is the logical outcome, in perse
cution, of the principles they hold, and to urge all 
lovers of equal liberty to resist the encroachments 
of the foes of the civil republic. To this end THE 
TRUTH SEEKER has used argument and satire, ex
pressed by means of letter-press and cartoons. It 
has consistently and persistently frowned upon all 
suggestions of retaliation in kind ; its demand has 
been that the Constitution remain as it is, guaran
teeing the rights alike of Christian, Jew, Infidel, 
and pagan. Is has opposed and opposes all forms 
of proscription for opinion's sake; it antagonizes a 
press censorship of any kind, and in all other ways 
it has stood unflinchingly for the equal rights of 
citizens of all schools of thought. The theocratic 

"There is a· cartoon representing the members of the 
National Reform Association as murderers, quoting in 
part a sentence from the Christian Retormr;r to the 
effect that when Ohrishians hav the power they hav the 
right to acknowledge GJd and to enforce his law againsh 
immorality. We charge T11m TRUTH SmEKER with 
slander and the spirit of parsecuting intolerance. H is 
either this or som9thing else as ba:l or WJrse. Aacusa
tions against us of crimes equiva.lent to murder are 
frequent in its columns. Does the editor of that paper 
believe in capital punishment for murder in the first 
degree? If so, he believes thah w~ should b3 put to 
death, for that is ~he crime with which he charges us. 
Does he believe in imprisonm3nt for life for such a 
crime? Then that is the panishm 3nt he would mete out 
to us. Would he let us ·off with les3 punishment, or none 
at all? Then he either believes tb.at such criminals as 
murderers should not be punished, or else he does not 
believe his own charges against us. He may take which
ever horn of the dilemma he pleases. If he believes his 
charge of murderous spirit made against us, and would 
invoke the penalty of the law against us, our statement 
that he is of an intolerant and persecuting spirit is true. 
If he believes the charge and would not so punish, he 
takes a position that would break down all civil govern
ment by letting criminals of all kinds escape. If he 
would let us es!lape becaase we are guilty of no such 
crime as he charges, he is guilty of the b1sest kind of 
slander. We insist, therefore, that until this matter is 
clear~d up we are justifiable in making the charge of per
secuting intolerance against THE TRUTH SEEKER." 

Let us see about this terrible cadoon. On one 
side, in the foreground, stands a figure dressed in 
Puritan garb, wrapped in the cloak of religion, 
wearing the label " Christian Reformer"; the hands 
are outspread piously and the eyes turned heaven
ward as in prayer; from beneath the lower garment 
slightly protrude a pair of cloven hoofs; in the 
background appear the gable and steeple of 

1 
a 

church. On the other side in the foreground stands 
the same figure, stripped of his disguise of gown 
and cloak and hat and mask, and revealed as the 
devil of theocratic treason. He is· trampling upon 
the Constitution of the United Sta~es; in his right 
hand he grasps the blood-dripping Sword of 
Christ; in his left he holds an unfolded scroll upon 
which are written these sentences from the Christian 
.Reformer of July 27, 1895: " The government will 
be transformed so as to harmonize with Christian 
principles. Nor do the people need to wait until 
all are converted before this is done. Where Chris
tians hav the power they hav the right to do it." 
Above the scroll, upon a wall, are seen quotations 
from Washington, Franklin, Grant, and Garfield, 
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all expressiv of the principles of separation of re
ligion and the stat~. Behind the devil of theocracy 
there lies upon the ground the skull of murdered 
Liberty. In the background there is a crowd over 
which floats the banner of the Society of Christian 
Endeavor. This crowd is gathered about a stake 
to which an Infidel is chained, and the fagots at his 
feet hav just been ignited. 

Now is this picture a libel upon the theocrats 1 
It has its sanction in the quotation from the Chris
tian Reformer to the effect that the Christian ma
jority has a right to transform our civil government, 
equally protectiv of the rights of Christian and In
fidel, into a government which will recognize and 
enforce Christian principles, logically and avowedly 
~t the expense of those who do not accept the said 
Christian principles, thus destroying the equality 
before the law of Christian and Infidel. There is 
no question about this; it is the ten thousand-times 

THE TRUTH SEEK"BR. 

would they shrink from adding the rack, the thumb
screw, and the stake to their list of reformatory 
agencies? There is nothing in the history of the 
church to justify the supposition that they would 
voluntarily pause in their crusade in the name of 
God. In the light of the indisputable and gen
erally undisputed facts cited, it is certain that Mr. 
Heston's cartoon is not a libel on the National Re 
form Association. Now we ask the C!wistian Re· 
jormer to explicitly say what it would do with 
"blasphemers " in the contingency presented. 

The absurd questions asked by the Covenanter 
paper can be answered in a very few sentences. In 
common with other Freethinkers, we balieve that a 
free press and free mails are equally important with 
free speech. We believe that progress is depend
ent upon freedom of investig.ation and expression. 
We are opposed to all theories of constructiv 
treason or constructiv invasion of the individual. 
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al"ticle, when, as we before stated. it was distinctly 
said in the criticism which he says he did read, just 
where the reprint would be found, and it was 
there, only two pages further on, under the heading 
he himself had given it. 

We cheerfully admit that Mr. Withrow is the 
sole ju~ge of what shall go into his own paper, and 
we are not trying to prove th11t we hav a right to 
hav what we choose printed in Onward. But 
nevertheless we must insist that if the editor of 
that paper wished to '' tote fair," and if he was not 
afraid to hav his l'eaders see our simple statement 
of fact, he would print our letter in reply to his 
own. The matter which he refused to print did 
not embody doctrine "subversiv of morality and 
religion, of good citiz9nSlhip, of l:~.w and order," 
even from h\s point of view, tmless he deems a 
refutation of his false assertions subversiv of all 
these things; which, of course, it is q 11ite possible 
he does, for it is not difficult to think that he, as a 
devout believer in the Bible, imagine that it is in
cumbent upon him to ioitate the example of 
Yahveh, although pntting the "lying spirit" into 
his own mouth instead of that of the prophet of 
his enemies. 

Hav you ordered your holiday books? If not, 
see the list offered on page 797. 

''Ingersoll's latest is the same old hash in a new dish." 
Catholic Union and Times. 

Father Cronin's latest is the same old hash in 
the same old cracked, crime·discolored dish of the 
church. 

admitted and boasted purpose of the theocrats. To constitute a crime there must be the overt act. 
The devil of theocracy stands upon the overthrown Forgery, libel, and slander are such overt acts, as 
civil Constitution. So the theocrats admit it is are theft, arson, rape, murder, and torture. But 
their intention to stand, and they are at present the advocacy even of Sunday laws, blasphemy 
arguing and working for the amendment that would statutes, and all the rest of the vicious legislation 
accomplish this result if adopted. The symbolical proposed by the theocrats, is not an overt act. It 
representativ of theocracy grasps the Sword of is mf'rely the expression of opinion, of ill-founded, 
Christ; so would the priest of theocracy wield the bigoted opinion, we are bound to believe, but 
sword of King Jesus, either himself or by proxy. it is never safe to forbid by law the expression of 
Liberty has been slaughtered. With the theocratic even ill-founded and bigoted opinion. Truth at
program realized in practice, how much life would ways in the end if not at once suffers more than 
there be left in liberty in these United States! The does error by such interference. The schemes ad
Infidel is being burned at the stake. In the ages vocated by the National Reformers are criminal, 
that are past, neither Catholic nor Protestant has when measured by the e:ffects that would follow 
hesitated to thus destroy the "enemies of Christ." their inauguration, but the doer, not the theorizer, 
Would they hesitate now T In portions of this is to the one to be restrained or punished. Not The press dispatches say that Mrs. Henrietta. 
country Christian mobs hav this year burned at the the editor who argues that the blasphemer should Pierce, of Wheeling, W. Va., died of starvation on 
stake, with the refinements of torture, fellow Chris- be imprisoned but the man who imprisons him is Thanksgiving D<ly. Examination revealed that she 
tians who hav committed crimes against individuals. the criminal in fact. Only the free passage of the had eaten nothing for days. She was a comparativ 

But the Christian points to his Bible and declares currents of controversy can make a healthful stranger in the city and was unable to find work. 
that there is a crime worse than outrage or murder, atmosphere. But when the bigot advances from But while her neighbors did not know of her con
and that this crime that can never be forgiven is words to deeds he has passed from the arena of dition God did-or Theism is false-and so he is 
blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. If mere mur- reason to that of brute force and must take the responsible for her pitiable death on our official 
der may be forgiven upon profession of belief, if consequences of his acts if he meets with resistance. thank day. 
repentance will erase every debit mark against man If the enactment and enforcement of blasphemy In Texas they burn criminals to death at slow 
except that made by blasphemy, does it not logi- laws resulted in the killing of " blasphemers," the fires and hold that Sunday recreation is a crime. 
cally follow that the Christian will more cruelly pun- men who voted for the law and those who enforced Cruelty and superstition are inextricably interwoven. 
ish blasphemy against the Holy Ghost than he will it would morally be guilty of murder, and only their' A double scull championship match was arranged 
any crime committed against man or woman 1 The possession of the machinery of the government, or to come o:ff on the lake at Austin on November lOth. 
Christian of the past did this; with him, as with the forbearance of the friends of the victims in case Mayor McDonald positivly forbade the race, and 
the God of the Bible, blasphemy was the most hein- these should come into power, would save the all because November lOhh happened to be Sunday. 
ous of offenses, and he ruthlessly murdered mill- persecutors from prosecution and punishment. Whatever the pretext may be upon which this mad
ions in obedience to the commands of his theolog- The Ohristian Reformer will see that we hav dling and intolerable action was taken, the real 
ical conscience. Would the theocrat of to day do not taken either horn of the dilemma that it pre- cause of the order, as of the law or ordinance ap
di:fferently if he had the power and could not sup- sented. We hav demonstrated that the teachings pealed to authorize it, is the fear-well-grounded, 
press Infidelity by milder punishment T Hav not of the theocrats would logically result in the very no doubt-that to permit other attractions to com
the Christian Reformer and its allies in the theo- crimes that Mr. Heston depicted, and so hav proved pete with the churches on Sunday would gre:11ly 
cratic press repeatedly declared that the Editor of that they are not libeled by the cartoon. We hav deplete their congregations. But what right hav 
this journal is guilty of the crime of blasphemy and shown-what they should hav known before-that legislativ and executiv officers to prevent fair com
that the paper should be suppressed because of the Freethinker would not punish for the expression petition T 
this? And if, as the Bible says-if, as the Chris- of opinion, no matter how ridiculous, ignorant, or 
tians of the ages gone hav solemnly affirmed-bias- intolerant that opinion may be, and we hav also A correspondent suggests that if Colonel Inger
phemy is the one crime that God will never pardon, made it clear that when Dr. McAllister and his co- soll had been stricken with paralysis and had then,. 
and if, again-as the National Reformers so posi- workers pass from theory to practice they will find in this weakened condition, gone into the church, 
tivly claim-it is the province of civil government us ready to resist their acts of invasion, if we deem and this just at the time the Christian Endeavorers 
to enforce on earth God's law, including the decree such resistance_ expedient. were praying for his conversion, it would not 
against blasphemy, what is to be done with us when bav proved anything beyond his own personality. 
the theocrats get all the power they are now after! A.n Elusiv Canadian Christian. Necessarily not, but the people who prayed and 

Suppose that We 0 t . t "bl h " ill W their fellow Christians would hav I·nsi"sted that 1"t c n mue o asp eme ; w we eek before last we printed here two letters, 
be let alone 1"f si"mple fines nd ho t t f · did prove something else. As a rule, they "con-a s r arms o 1m- one written by the editor of the Epworth League 
prisonment do not avail to stop our presses? Has paper, Onward, of Toronto, and the other by the vert" heretics and Infidels only when they are 
it not always been the case that suppressiv laws hav Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Below will be found suffering with weakened bodies and brains. And, 
grown more and more severe and their enforcement the rejoinder of Mr. Withrow to the last men- singularly enough, they think that the few roo-
more remorseless and cruel until the opposition was tioned communication : mente or hours that the dying man spends in this 
crushed out or successful rebellion b ok th world after he has been "converted" completely r e e power ''TORoNTO, CAN., Nov. 26, 1895, 
of the tyrant 1 If THE TRUTH SEEKER should sur- "E M. MAcDONALD, Esq, 28 Lafayette Place, New neutralizes the testimony that he gave for Free-
viva fines and imprisonment and confiscation; if, York, N. Y., Dear Sir: On. my return from Atlanta I thought during the years of his physical and in tel
driven into subterfuges, it should appear under found two or three copies of 'raE TnuTH SEnKER with lectual health. They are the only people we know 
another name orb · t d 1 d h" a mass of other mail matter. I read your criticism but who think that the beliefs of a diseased brain 

. 
8 prm 8 on concea e mac mary did not see the reprint of my article. But even if i had 

and be distributed in the n1"ght as has b d are of more importance than the opinions of a ' een one I would still deny your right to hav whatever yon choose 
before and is done in Russia now, where would the printed in the paper which I edit. That paper was estab- brain in health. That impressio:~ is one of the real 
theocrats stop in devising adequate deterrents 1 lished for the special purpose of promoting a belief in "mysteries" of Christianity. 
Suppose that lengthening terms of imprisonment the Bible, which it is your purpose to destroy. I decline 

to make that paper the veht"cle for p 1 t• d t · Belief in a god is the greatest of brain-turners. 
did not prevent the continued publication of bias- romn ga mg oc rms which I believe to be snbversiv of morality and religion The conception of an absolute personality that 
phemous literature, would they confess themselvs of good citizenship, of law and order. I remain ' · t f · th ff · f • 
b 1 

th • In er eres m e a ,urs o men m answer to prayer 
eaten so ong as ey possessed political authority "Yours very truly, W. H. WrTHnow." 1 d 1 · 11 t h · ea. s ogiCa y o t e Idea of sacrifice, which, of 

to suppress blasphemy? If death by hanging or We confess that we are unable to under<tond · 1 k f " " course, Is mere y a ind o bribery. God-intoxica-
E:lectrocution did not accomplish the results desired why Mr. Withrow did not see the reprint of h1·8 t· b "ld ~ . 10n may e very m1 or very severe, ot: it may stop 
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at any of the intermediate degrees, but as soon as 
it has reached a certain stage the victim is liable at 
any moment to bid farewell to all normal restraints 
and become a raving maniac. Where the god notion 
has taken a strong hold on the mind, insanity most 
often assumes the form of religious homicidal 
mania. Then you hear of the Abrahams, the Free
m'l.ns, and the rest of the child-sacrificere. Thus, 
only a short ago Mrs .. Elias Gilder, of Allentown, 
Pa., killed her babe to placate her angry divinity. 
After hacking the child's ankles with a butcher
knife and badly beating its body, she completed the 
work of sacrifice by smothering it. 'I'he studious 
observer will note, in this connection, that the deity 
to whom the offering was made is the local one
the deity indigenous to or adopted long ago by the 
people to whom the god-demented woman belongs. 
This illustrates again the purely human origin of 
all god-concepts and the non-supernatual develop 
ment of religions. 

The rejtlction of the dogma of an eternal hell 
does not necessarily prove that the rejector is a 
Liberal Ol' that in practice he would be less intol
erant than his more orthodox brethren. Dr. A. A. 
Miner's affiliation with the God-in-the-Constitution 
party is a case in point. And the other day the 
New York State Universalist Convention in session 
at Troy adopted a resolution indorsing the Sunday 
closing crusade in this city. The Universalist or
gans repudiate the principle of evolution, and that 
church is itself a striking example of involution. 
It long since ceased to grow, and Universalists ap
pear to think that it is necessary for them to be 
ultra conservativ in order to retain their standing 
as Christians. Their main body was long since 
passed by the advance guard of the old "hell fire" 
denomination&, which, when Universalism was a liv
ing power, were out of sight in the rear of the 
small but aggressiv party of earnest reformers led 
by Murray, Ballou, and their successors. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

To the Friends of the "Ironclad Age." 
You are herewith introduced to THE TRUTH 

SEEKER. While a few, perhaps many of you, hav in 
the past taken both papers, many more hav not. 
It is therefore incumbent upon us to explain to you 
the cause of this introduction, and at the same time 
bid you a sad if not a last farewell. Whatever 
prestige the Ironclad Age had came through the 
peculiar individualities of its founder, J. R. Mon
roe, M D , and his successor, Mrs. Power. For 
many years before the demise of Dr. Monroe it was 
his well-known wish that the paper should be per
petuated and that his son son, V. H. Monroe, M.D., 
should occupy the editorial tripod. The son felt 
that he could not sacrifice a large practice (which 
his sire had done before him) to giv the paper the 
atteution r£quired. It then devolved upon his 
daughter, Lulie Monroe Power, to take up the work 
of her lamented father. This she did, and bravely 
carried it forward, laying it aside only when life 
ceased. For the sake of the well-known wishes of 
both Mrs. Power and her father, and for the cause of 
Freethought-which has all too few champions
we endeavored to form some alliance by which the 
paper could be continued. The paper without an 
editor was a ship in mid-ocean without a rudder. 
Failing in this, together with the accumulation of 
debt and discouragement, the estate was forced 
into the hands of an administrator. This made it 
necessary to sell the plant, which was done at a 
sacrifice. 

It also became our duty to fulfil our obligations 
to subscribers who bad paid in advance. This 
labor of love THE TRUTH SEEKER has undertaken to 
do for us ; we hav placed in its hands the subscrip
tion list, and hope we can assure it of the good 
will of the friends of Mrs. Power and ourselvs. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER will now take the place of the 
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Thanking our friends for many past favors, and 
trusting the new acquaintance will prove mutually 
agreeable, we are, fraternally, 

R. H. PowER AND DAUGHTER PEARL. 

The foregoing leaves little for us to add, as it 
explains the whole reason why the sub3cribers to 
the late Ironclad Age are now receiving THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. 

It is a matter for deep regret that the Age did 
not receive sufficient support to warrant its contin
uance; for, as Mr. Power says, Freethought has all 
too few champions. We hav known, read, and ad
mired the Age for a great many years. We hope 
that its former readers will now admire and read 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for as m!my more. We shall 
certainly do our part to make the acquaintance 
pleasant and to build up an abiding friendship be
tween them and ourselvs. 

Another religious murderer was executed the Ironclad Age in making weekly vi~its to both those 

We hav assumed the obligation to send THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to those who hav paid in advance for 
the Age. ·This will cost us a good deal. There is 
one o_f our new friends paid to 1910. We are glP.d 
to know so generous a friend, and shall take great 
pleasure in honoring the obligation we hav assumed. 
On the other hand, the accounts due the Age for 
subscriptions hav been transferred to us. We hope 
these will be promptly paid, so that the two ac
counts may balance. And we ask these friends also 
to renew their subscriptiolls as soon as they hav 
read a few numbers of T:n:l!l TRUTH SEEKER and be
come satisfied that it is what th;ey want, which we 
think will not take them long to do, for our artist 
and contributors make the paper one of the most 
interesting publications to be found in this country, 
for all whose minds are free from superstition. 
Those whose subscriptions to the Age were paid in 
advance will get THE TRUTH SEEKER for the same 
length of time they would hav received the Age, 
though the price of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a little 
higher, as the paper is larger, and in exchange for 
this courtesy we hope they will promptly renew 
when that time is reached. 

other day. He was Charles N Smith, of Illinois. 
He killed his child and sister-in-law. According to 
his confession, he intended to kill his whole family, 
but not the sister-in-law. He said that he regretted 
her death. He was at one time a professional 
base-ball player. Then his thoughts turned to re
ligion, and his investigations led him to conclude 
that the Catholic religion was the true religion. It 

who ha.v paid in advance and those who hav not; 
for as we expected the latter to renew for the Iron
'clad, so shall we still hope that they will renew by 
sending the amount of their arrearages to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, with as much in advance as they 
conveniently can. We f~el sure that this arrange
ment will please the friends of the Ironclad better 

should be noted in passing that it was only after than any other we could make except to continue. 
he thought seriously on religious matters that he We hav also transferred to the Truth Seeker Com

With these few words of explanation, we submit 
our paper to the kind consideration of our new 
friends, hoping tha£ the acquaintance may be as 
long as we feel sure it will be agreeable. 

EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKlllR. 

became a criminal. In his confession occurs this 
passage: 

"At last, by an unseen hand, I was lifted high enough 
to be able to see that there was ne hope of re· uniting with 
my family here upon earth, and the world having no 
pleasure for me, I calmly and deliberately, with a ra
tional mind, decided that if I could not liv with them, 
I would be united with them in heaven, and took 
that means of accomplishing my desire. · · · I did 
it under the belief that God, knowing the injustice under 
which I was suffering, would judge me leniently and 
justly." 

The foregoing is from the Quincy (Ill.) Herald 
of Nov. 22d, 1895 It is clear that the unfortunate 
man's mind was unbalanced, although his reasoning 
was orthodox. There is no contradiction in these 
two statements. He argued to himself that he 
would hav time to repent and prepare for heaven, 
as he did. He died on the gallows in the odor of 
sanctity. Smith says that he committed the crime 
believing that his God, knowing the injustice under 
which he was suffering, would judge him mercifully 
and justly. It appears not to hav occurred to him 
that if God had w shed to treat him fairly'he would 
hav prevented the injustice which, unprevented, 
led to the double crime. Besides, where were the 
mercy and justice of God when he permitted-nay, 
ordered, from the beginningless beginning-the 
killing by Smith of the unoffending child and girl T 
Smith cannot now consider these questions, but 
there are in the United States about 120,000 minis
ters and religious editors '\,VhO hav no business to 
pretend to interpret " the will of God" while they 
are unable to solve these problems acceptably to 
~11 thin!dn~ and huiila:p.e men and wome:p., 

pany all the books, copyrights, good will, etc., of 
the former publishing business of the Ironclad 
Age, and those desiring these books will find them 
at the Truth Seeker Office. We know from many 
years' dealing with them that our successors will 
do everything they can to continue the .pleasant 
relations which hav existed between the Ironclad 

Mr. Samuel P. Putnam spoke on "Freethought 
in England" before the Manhattan Liberal Club 
last Friday evening. The lecture is deep and 
thoughtful, and as an outline of the evolution of 
rationalism in Great Britain it is thoroughly in
structiv. Mr. Putnam leaves New York for the 
West this week. 

and its subscribers and friends, who will find .. An earthquake in Constantinople just now, if it were 
prompt and generous people to deal with, and we severe enough, would clear the political atmosphere for 
solicit our friends to send them as prompt and gen- the time being, calling the truce of God among the infu-

riate factions and enforcing it at least upon such as were 
erous orders. Speaking for the late Mrs. Power buried in its ruins. There has been enough scattered 
and ourselvs, we ask every subscriber to renew his seismic agitation in the vicinity during the last year to 
Ironclad subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER at lay in the dust the dome of Sophia and the crescents of 

Dolma B~~ogche and the Yildiz Kiosk and all its other tam-
once. You will find the paper different in many plea and palaces if it had been concentrated -c.pon them. 
respects from the old Ironclad, though nearer than Relief from critical social and political conditions is not 

t d d always to be expected from an opportune cataclysm, but 
any o her an equally etermined in its advocacy of the thing might happen, and if Constantinople were to 
liberty and Freethought principles. As there is drop out of sight beneath the waters of the Bosphoros, 
now one less Free thought journal claiming your as Lisbon once did beneath the Tagus, it would extinguish 

a lot of political jealousies and rivalries old and rooted as 
loyalty and support, let our friends be as deter- the Symplegades, and might be productiv of salutary 
mined that others shall continue to exist. consequences all around,"-New York Tribnne. 

As it may be of interest to our frionds to know Which, being put into few words, means that the 
the destiny of the Ironclad Age equipment, we only agency at God's command for stopping the 
will say that it was sold to a Christian syndicate, quarreling of his children of differing religious 
they being the highest bidders, and what was for faiths is wholesale destruction of life by natural 

convulsions. " The truce of God" is sounded by 
forty years knOWJ?. as the "Den" is now the rendez- the bugler of indiscriminate murder. Is it true, 
vous of a score or more of D.D.s. 7.hey had no then, dear Christian friends, that your God can 
trouble to sell $50,000 stock for cash, and hereafter sheathe the sword of religious slaughter only in the 
the Ironclad equipment will grind out thousands •ruins of engulfed cities, amongst the crushed bones 
of copies weekly of the su:per~titiop-b~eeqip.~ lf~st- and mangled dash of innocent women and children T 
minster End(ja'l}qrcrQ. . We wish ~ou ~oy of your resourQeful "ll!lH~tlwr.'' 
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The Christian and the Hottentot. 
From the American Qum·terlY Register, cond:ucted: bV B. B. 

Eaward:s, Record:tng Secretar?J of the American Ed:ucat!on 
Society, Bos:on. Jll"ass., 1833. 

The term South Africa is of course an indefinit 
one. By it is comprehended, in general, the Brit
ish colony of the Cape (which includes a space of 
120,000 square miles) and the various countries and 
tribes north to about the twenty-sixth degree of 
south latitude 

The Hottentots within the colony of the Cape of 
Good Hope, the Bushmen, the Corannas, and the 
Namaquae, all speak the same language (allowing 
for varieties of dialects and accents), hav nearly the 
same physical peculiarities, and are branches of the 
sa.nie original stock. 

When the Portuguese first visited the Cape of 
Good Hope they found the inhabitants rich in cat
tle, living in a comfortable manner, and possessed 
of sufficient spirit to repel aggression. It was said 
that they were remarkable for the excellence of their 
morals, that they kept the law of nations better 
than most civilized people, and that they were val
iant in arms. When the Dutch took possession of 
the colony the Hottentots se£'m to hav been much 
more numerous than they are now rl833]. All the 
Hottentot tribes were distinguished by the appella
tion, "The good men." Bogaert relates that dur
ing the first fifty years of the Dutch occupation the 
native had never been detected in committing an 
act of theft upon the property of the colonists. The 
first that took place happened in the y'llar 1700. 
The oftender was discovered and seized by his 
countrymen, who brought him to Cape Town and 
delivered him over to the inhabitants. After hav
ing been punished by whipping, he was banished 
by his own people from the colony, as unworthy to 
liv in it. Barrow, and M. Leva.ilant, both very 
intelligent travelers, bear the most unequivocal tes
timony to the benevolence and integrity of the 
Hottentot character. Dr. Phillips says that he has 
never been able to discover from his intercourse 
with the nativs, or from any other source, that they 
ever attained any distinct notion of a supreme be
ing, or that any idea of a future state of existence 
had at any period prevailed among them. Africaner, 
the most intelligent nativ of South Africa who has 
ever been known, declared that, previous to his ac
quaintance with the missionaries, he had no idea of 
a spirit, creator, or supreme ruler. By the God of 
the white people he only understood something 
under that name which they might carry about with 
them in their pockets. Neither the Hottentots nor 
the Bushmen hav any word in their language to ex
press the deity. The missionary, Brownlee, says 
that the Caffres hav a word to express a supreme 
baing, but none to designate a future state. 

The Dutch formed a settlement in 1652. The 
site chosen was on the southern edge of Table 
Bay, and the party consisted of one hundred males. 
This number was speedily recruited by fresh arriv
als from Europe, and the population has continued 
up to the present to double itself within the space 
of about twenty years. Their weakness at first, 
perhaps, contributed to confirm their peaceable de
portment toward tbe native. The Dutch East 
India Company, under whose control they were 
placed, seem not then to hav regarded the conquest 
or occupation of the country as an object worthy of 
their attention. It was considered merely as an 
appendage to :Batavia, and a convenient station for 
watering and refreshing the fleets engaged in their 
eastern commerce. Accordingly, for a number of 
years the intercourse between the old and new oc
cupants was conducted in the most amicable spirit. 
As the Colonists increased in number, and began to 
feel their security and strength, and the difficulty 
of supplying their wants by barter and fair pur
chase, their encroachments daily augmented until 
they were no longer tolerable. Posts were formed 
in advance of the fort, and productiv patches of 
land began to be considered as the property of the 
settlers. The Hottentots gradually withdrew from 
the Cape. No limit being fixed to the extension of 
the colony, the number of farmers, or boors, as they 
were called, rapidly increased ; and as they removed 
farther and farther from the seat of government, 
their trade with the native began occasionally to be 
interrupted by disputes and quarrels. It soon be
came obvious that the very existence of the native 
was about to be considered as subservient to the 
boors. The successiv governors, either from weak
ness or want of correct information, were led, at 
first, to wink at the aggresions of the colonists, and 
finally to aid them in their enterprises. As early as 
1702, a party of Dutch boors took by violence from 
a single kraal of Hottentots about 2,200 head of 
cattle, and 2,500 sheep, shooting, at the same time, 
several men, women, and children. The Hottentots 
were soon reduced to great indigence. Such of 
them as preferred famin itself to slavery, retired, 
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with the few she.ep and goats left them, to the 
mountains, or to the most barren and uninviting 
parts of the desert, acquiring the name of. Bus~
men or Boschjes-men. Others, who remamed 1D 

the fertil territory, gradually lost their independ
ence, sinking into servitude as herdsmen and do
mestics of the boors. The Bushmen, who had for 
a long time suffered with exemplary patience the 
injuries heaped upon them, finding that no retreat 
could protect them from the cruelties of their op
pressors, sought resources of annoyance from the 
desperate condition to which they were reduced. 
The colonists, smarting under the retaliatory acts 
of the Bushmen, formed the project of exteTminat
ing them. Accordingly, about the year 1770, they 
sent to the seat of government the most vilifying 
representations of the Bushmen, accusing them of 
incessantly plundering the property of the colonists. 
In the year 1774, the whole race of Hottentots who 
had not submitted to servitude were to be seized 
or extirpated. The llrivil@ge of slavery was de
signed exclusivly for the women and children ; the 
men, whose natural habits disqualified them for the 
pm·poses of the colonists, and whose revenge was 
probably dreaded, were destined to death. The 
decision of the government was followed by an or
der for raising three commandoes, or military par
tiE's, who, under the command of field-cornets, were 
to scour the country, to surprise the kraals, to 
shoot the men, and to divide the women and chil
dren among the different members of the expedi
tion. This horrid system continued till1794, when 
the colony fell into the hands of the English. Hos
tilities did not cease for a day between the Bush
men and their implacable enemies, who considered 
the murder of a free Bushman as a meritorious act. 
The boor, when traveling across the country for 
pleasure or business, massacred the native as game 
or noxious animals, and it is not improbable that 
the number killed by the regular commandoes fell 
short of those murdered by private individuals 
Barrow says, in 1797, that he had heard one of 
these wretches boast of having destroyed, with his 
own hands, nearly three hundred of these unfortu
nate Bushmen. The effect of this system was to 
transform them from peaceable, contented, and 
useful neighbors and visitors, into ferocious and 
vindictiv enemies. "They knew themselvs," says 
Barrow, " to be hated by all mankind, and that 
every nation around them was an enemy planning 
their destruction. Not a breath of wind rustled 
through the leaves, not a bird screamed that were 
not supposed to announce danger." The degrada
tion of the Hottentot character was the necessary 
result of such treatment. 
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slavery; in other words, the African being com
pelled to liv in company with the men who robbed 
him, he had, as a result, become civilized ; which 
means, perhaps, simply that he now believes in 
the Christian religion, often gets drunk, often com
mits crimes, after the example of his white Christian 
brother. 

But the facts should not be overlooked, as re
corded in the above-named mi~onary report, that 
it was nearly fifty years after Christian settlements 
were formed on the lands of " the good men " that 
the first criminal was found among the Hottentot 
inhabitants (1700). And if common school history 
states facts, it was in 1620 that the first ship load 
of black people were brought as slaves to the 
United States by the notorious Dutch trader. · 

When the white men of the South, almost to a 
man, fled to the seat of war in defense of their 
beloved institution of slavery, leaving their families 
-their mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters-to 
the sole care of the colored man, the fidelity and 
devotion with which he guarded his trust stand as 
a monument of evidence that these white men well 
understood the integrity of the heart of the African 
race. The pages of history during that four years 
of protracted warfare were unstained by a record 
of robbery, rape, or murder at the hand of the 
colored man. No, not even in retaliation for the 
many like crimes against him, or his, during his 
long years of bondage. Faithful unto the end, he 
labored for the best interest of his charge; and 
when at last his stolen freedom was returned to 
him, alone and empty-handed he went forth to 
meet his fate in an unequal struggle for bread upon 
a strange and uncertain battleground. 

Chicago, Ill. EMILY G. TAYLOR. 

Obstacles in the Way of Christianity in Japan. 
The Christian readers of the Chicago Record

they must be Chistians, for the Record prints no 
Sunday edition, and fought bitterly for shut Sunday 
gates for the World1 s Fair-were no doubt disa
greeably surprised when they read Mr. Curtis's 
account of affairs in Japan, a summary of which 
account is reproduced below from the editorial col
umns of the Columbus (Ohio) Journal, and the 
Christian readers of that latter paper no doubt share 
the unpleasant surprise of the Recor<l's readers. 

"In one of his recent letters from Japan to the 
Chicago Record Wm. E. Curtis makes the statement 
that that country is a land without faith. In al
most every schoolhouse you can find an Infidel. 
The works of Herbert Spencer, John Stuart Mill, 
and other authors of the same sort were translated 
into the Japanese language as soon as the Bible, and 
reprints of many scientific volumes of the controver
sial sort can be purchased in any bookstore for less 
than they cost in England. There are weekly and 
monthly publications devoted to the discussion of 
scientific topics which are not only open but able 
antagonists of the Christian faith, and it is from them 
that the missionaries meet with the greatest opposi
tion and discouragement. He relates that one of the 
nativ faculty of a Christian university, founded by 
the prayers and the contributions of the pious peo
ple in the United States and managed by the Amer
ican board of foreign missions, himself a graduate of 
Yale college, has recently renounced the church that 
pays his salary, and is now making frequent public 
addresses that would do credit to Colonel Ingersoll." 

His Martyrdom Completed. 

The foregoing bit of history, copied from are
port of Christian missions in South Africa, pub
lished more than sixty years ago, illustrates the 
usual methods, so far as practicable, by which 
Christian nations deal with the occupants of coun
tries they invade for the purpose of plunder and 
conquest. The methods described seem also to 
be strictly in accord with those employed by the 
Jews, under direction of their Jehovah, as recorded 
in the Jewish-Christian Bible (see Num. xxxi, 14-18; 
Dent. vii, 1-3 ; 1 Sam. xv, 8, 9). The only remarka
ble matter in the above recital is, perhaps, that the 
Hottentot inhabitants of South Africa, as found in 
the early part of the seventeenth century, were 
honest to an extraordinary degree, no theft having 
been known among them for more than fifty years. 
No historian would for a moment think of risking 
his reputation by making a like statement concern- We hav to record the death of Viktor Emanuel 
ing any other race of the human family. And be- Lennstrand, one of the founders and martyrs of 
hold, these people were without a god, without a organized Freethought in Sweden. His imprison
bible, and without a system of religion. For cen- ment for blasphemy, and subsequent establishment 
turies all other nations hav held that these were of Fritankaren, appealed strongly to the sympa
necessary to make man just, humane, and moral. thies of English Freethinkers. Viktor Lennstrand 

Priest and preacher alike hav confessed through was born at Gefle on January 30, 1861, so was only 
the pulpit, the platform, and the press that were in his thirty-fifth year. He was educated at Upsala 
it not for the fear of an angry God they would reck- University, where he became acquainted with the 
lessly plunge into viciousness and crime. Even works of Darwin, Spencer, Mill, and other Free
women of apparent refinement, culture, and educa- thinkers. With the courage of his convictions, he 
tion hav unblushingly declared that were they got into a conflict with the authorities by lecturing 
without fear of future punishment, there was no in Upsala against Christianity, in 1887. In March 
crime they would not cheerfully commit. Yet on of the following year the Swedish Utilitarian Soci
the shores of Africa dwelt a people without hope of ety was started. By May he was sentenced to a 
future reward, and without fear of future punish- fine of 250 crowns for denying the truth of the 
ment, who, in the excellence of their morals, Christian religion, and, as he continued his propa
surpassed all nations of the earth. Peace and pros- ganda, on November 29th he was imprisoned for 
parity reigntld; no wealthy class was supported in three months for the same offense. Mr. Lennstrand 
idleness by the toiling poor ; no dens of infamy, defended himself manfully, and challenged the pros
no saloons, and-no churches. Alas! that history ecution to prove that what he said about the Bible 
must record the fact that the people of nations God was false. These were the first prosecutions 
owning a god, a religion, and a Bible, invaded the for blasphemy in Sweden since 1821, when Profes
country of "the good men," seized their lands, stole sor Erik Gustav Geijer· was indicted for his work 
their goods and chattels, and either massacred or on "The Protestant Creed," and was acquitted. 
enslaved men, women, and children. Having full information of the case from our veteran 

It has frequently been asserted that the civiliza- friend, Capt. Otto Thomson, a subscription was 
tion of the black man was due to the accident of · started in England, and we had the mournful satis-
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faction of contributing towards the expenses of his 
imprisonment. Continuing his advocacy, Viktor 
Lennstrand founded .Fritankaren as a journal of 
Freethought, and lectured throughout Sweden. 
During ~889 he was subject to no fewer than eight 
prosecutwns for blasphemy, each time being acquit
ted when brought before a jury, and sentenced 
when brought before the official tribunals. His last 
prosecution was for a pamphlet on "The Idea of 
God," which has been translated and published in 
English. Eventually he served two sentences of 
three months at Malmo, and one of six months at 
Stockholm. Of a delicate constitution, it is only 
too likely that these imprisonments ruined and 
shortened his life, as, in the opinion of his friends, 
he was not the same man afterwards. Though he 
continued his activ propaganda, he has been for 
some time past suffering from ill-health, and went 
back to his nativ place to die. Of an impetuous 
nature, it seems likely that the sword has worn out 
the sheath. In the Social .Demokrater (November 
2d) Hjalmar Branting, the Socialist leader, and one 
of his former opponents, pays a tribute to him as 
an enthusiastic fighter and a distinguished propa
gandist. Lennstrand will be remembered for his 
sufferings and his efforts to arouse Sweden from 
her pietistic lethargy. We hope that Swedish Free
thinkers will unite over his grave to continue the 
work which he so valiantly began.-.Freethinlcer. 

Modern Idol Worship. 
Americans are wasting pity on the poor, ignorant 

Indians of Mexico for their adoration of the splendid 
painting of the Virgin of Guadalupe, while thousands 
of our· own people assemble to do equal homage 
to a piece of carved wood believed to hav been 
wrought to represent the same woman whom the 
Guadalupe painting represents. A little more than 
a month ago at Guadalupe Hidalgo a $400,000 crown 
of gold and jewels was placed over the top of the 
painting with great pomp and religious ceremony. 
Last Sundav in the American and enlightened city 
of New Orleans the block of wood was crowned 
with a diadem of gold, jewels worth many tens of 
thousands of dollars, and with almost equal pomp and 
ceremony, conducted by perhaps fewer archbiehops 
and other clericals. The ignorant Indians hav 
been taught to believe, and hence do believe (for 
ignorant people generally believe whatever their 
religious instructors teach), that the painting was 
wrought by miracle on the tilma of a passing Indian, 
and that the picture itself possesses some psychical 
power whereby it can work miracles. The suppos
edly intelligent people of New Orleans hav been 
taught that their sacred block of wood was carved by 
some unknown human artist, was thrown aside among 
other old lumber in the garret of a conv-ent in France 
until a superstitious nun came across it just before 
her departure for America in the early part of the 
present century, when she brought it over and set 
it up in a niche of the Ursuline convent in New 
Orleans-but all the same they hav been taught, 
and doubtless verily believe, that this wooden image 
has wrought miracles. They rob the brave firemen 
of New Orleans of their just meed of praise for 
saving the convent from distruction by fire, by at
tributing the salvation of thq building to the devout 
prayers offered up before this block of wood ; and 
they strip the last leaf of laurel from the brow of 
Old Hickory and his heroic little army and cast 
them at the butt-end of this wooden idol by .attrib
uting to it the "miraculous " salvation of the city of 
New Orle~~ons from invasion of the British forces in 
1815-as though that inanimate chunk had more 
to do with putting Pa.ckingham in a pickle than 
did the splendid strategy and steadfast heroism dis
played out on the plains of Chalmette.-EaJ. 

The Same Rights tor All. 
A few years ago The Truth Seeker of New York 

forwarded to a patron in C~~onada a few copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason." The authorities there in
tercepted the books, and refused to allow them to be 
delivered. The secular press of the country was 
perfectly silent ~n regard to this inv~sion of natu
ral rights and dil'lrespect for the comity of states. 

A few days ago some Bibles were shipped to Tur
key. They were stopped at Beyroot by the Turk
ish authorities, and flaming headlines now grace the 
columns of our dailies with " More Villainies in 
Armenia." 

Turkey is a Mohammedan country. Its people 
mainly indorse the teachings of their prophet, and 
repudiate Christianity. Why do not the authorities 
of Turkey possess the same right to suppress the 
circulation of what they deem pernicious literature, 
as hav Christian nations T The religious press re
joiced when the Dominion suppressed Paine's work, 
but howl with rage, and would gladly involve the 
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world in war, because their fetich was prevented 
from reaching its destination. 

M~n;y a ti~e. we hear from Christian pulpits: 
"This IB a Christian nation." It was but a little while 
ago that Talmage made this declaration in substance, 
and it was echoed by lesser lights in every part of 
the land. Apply the same principle to Mohamme
dan and Buddhistic countries, and an overthrow of 
these countries is threatened. 

The Progressive thinker favors the toleration of 
all religions in all countries. Canada should not be 
bulldozed into the reception of literature which 
they consider obnoxious to their institutions; nei
ther s~ould it be done in Turkey. It deplores vio
lence m any country to suppress opposing beliefs. 
Still it concedes the same right to Turkey and China 
to oppose Christianity in their countries as has 
Russia to slaughter or drive out Jews from their 
country. The crime of killing and enslaving Jews 
and Mohammedans in Spain at the close of the fif
teenth ce~tury by Christians is not paralleled by 
the expulsiOn and slaughter of Christians in Ar
menia. In Spain, the lands, the personal property, 
the persons and government of the subjugated peo
ple, were turned over to Christians, and princesses 
were made scullions in Christian kitchens.- The 
Progressive 7. hinker. 

A Happy Thought. 
The following is from the London Law 7. imes, 

and eontains the suggestions of Judge Chalmers, 
a writer therein : 
. "In connection with the subject of perjury, there 
IB a further amendm6nt of the law which I think 
would be beneficial. I refer to the abolition of the 
oath in civil proceedings. As far as I can judge, an 
oath has no longer any religious sanction for the 
masses. A county court witness swallows an oath 
as easily as he does an oyster, and the administra
tion of the oath becomes an irreverent farce. 

" A cynical friend of mine suggests that, though 
the religious instinct be dead among the people, 
the sporting instinct is happily very much alive, 
and might be utilized in the cause of truth. In 
county court cases he would substitute a shilling 
bet for the present oath. The witness, instead of 
being made to swear, would be made to bet a shill
ing that he would speak the truth. 

"No doubt a much greater proportion of truthful 
evidence might be obtained in this way, and a great 
deal of useless profanity might be avoided; but the 
Anti-Gambling League, like the poor, are always 
with us, and my friend's plan is not feasible. For 
myself, I should like to see a simple declaration sub
stituted for the oath, with a reminder that the wit
ness was liable to be punished for perjury if he did 
not speak the truth." 

A Cbange of Method. 
Commenting on the Christian Endeavorers' pray

ers for the conversion of Colonel Ingersoll, the New 
York Sunday News makes this good point: "But our 
present business with this manifestation is not to 
anticipate its results, but to remark upon the im
provement in human methods, affecting conversions 
in religious belief, which we are experiencing, in con
trast with those which were used by our respected 
ancestors. Two centuries or less ago Mr. Ingersoll 
would not hav been reasoned with or appealed to. 
He would simply hav been tortured until life 
should be half extinct in his wretched body, and 
would then hav been roasted in a slow fire with 
pious deliberation. Such was the treatment uni
versal in Christendom of all who dared repudiate or 
doubt the established faith. In those days the thou
sands of good Christians who now pray for him would 
hav looked upon his dying agonies and rejoiced 
and triumphed. What a wonderful change, what 
a glorious improvement has come upon human nat
ure in those two centuries!" To the attention of 
those who say that science and Freethought hav 
had no effect upon Christianity we commend this 
great improvement in the proselyting methods of 
the church. 

They Will Change the Laws Likewise. 
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to Huxley's Inscrutable First Cause, or to the pan
theistic 

God of the granit and the rose, 
Soul of the ep~~orrow and the bee, 

whici:t the Spiritualists invoke T 
The National Reform Association should by all 

means be compelled to decide whose God they in
tend to compel us to acknowledge officially and as a 
people. They should also state exactly what they 
expect to follow this indorsement of a deity up 
with. They should define what penalties will fall 
upon those who unfortunately subscribe to an entire
ly different ideal of deity from that which the Na
tional Reform Association may decide to adopt for 
the American people, and how this official indorse
ment will influence the relations of church and 
state. 

The fact is, the National Reform Association are 
striving for something impossible and wholly un
desirable. Their action is the first step toward a 
state church. And they will hav to remodel not 
only •the Constitution but the public sentiment of 
the country to accomplish their purpose.-St. Louis 
Sunday Post-.Dispatch. 

Observations. 
A correspondent of the New York .Voice, himself 

a Prohibitionist and a Christian, charges that the 
Prohibition party, as represented by its platform 
and its speakers, aims at a theocracy in this coun
try. The editor meets the accusation with denial, 
and tries to refute it with argument and fact, but 
he leaves the case worse than he found it. Of the 
Prohibition speakers he says: "They do favor a 
Christian government, and so do we, and so, we are 
pretty confident, does the Prohibition party. We 
believe that the Christian principles are the stand
ards to which the nation's laws should conform." 

He goes further. "We do believe," he states, 
"in just what the preamble of the Prohibition party 
says, namely, that 'Almighty Goa' is ' the source of 
all true government,' and 'his law' is the standard." 

That is what the editor of the Voice believes. 
What he says he does not believe is "that any 
ecclesiastical interpretation of God's law is 'the 
standard to which all human enactments must con
form.'" 

It will be seen, after a moment's scrutiny, that 
what Dr. Funk, editor of the Voice, says he believes 
is in fact exactly what he says he does not believe. 
I am not going to place in parallel columns the dec
laration of the national Prohibition party that "Al
mighty God is the source of all true government," 
and the words of the Declaration of Independence, 
that ''governments derive their just powers [not 
from Almighty God, but] from the consent of the 
governed," of whom God is not one. The blind and 
deaf testify to the difference between these two 
principles. One asserts a theocracy-from theos, 
god; the other a democracy-from demos, the peo
ple. Unless words are frauds, like some who use 
them to deceive, a government derived from a god 
would be a theocracy. 

But if Dr. Funk were to tell the truth-which he 
is not likely to do-he would admit that the notion 
of governments derived from God is a pseud-idea. 
There is no God, and therefore nothing is derived 
from that source. There is, however, a set of men 
called ministers, who, with a mendacity, a gall, a 
nerve, a monumental cheek-an access of assurance 
which if displayed regarding the verifiable would 
distinguish them as the chiefest impostors known 
to the human family-pretend that they hav the 
law of God in a book, and that they are authorized 
to construe the same for the governing of their fel
low citizens. What they tell us is all we know 
about God, and they are all conscious or uncon
scious liars. Any man searching for this god runs 
against these ministers, for they are He with a cap
ital H, and their word is all there is of his "law.'' 
The theocracy, then, when we get close to it, is a 
hierarchy-that is, government by ministers. 

The National Reform Association is about to 
make another determined effort to hav the consti
tution of the United States so amended as to "suit
ably acknowledge God." But whose God? The 
association should be requested to .properly define 
this before seeking popular support to so moment
ous a step. 

But Dr. Funk says he does not believe in ecclesi
astical interpretations of God's law. Then I w<tuld 
like to hav him show me an interpretation of God's 
law, accepted by two or more persons, that is not 
ecclesiastical. He can't do it and he will not try. 
He is an ecclesiastic himself. He may point to the 
Bible as the law of God, but neither he no nor any 
other sane and civilized person would consent that 
the Bible should be embodied in the civil law. His· 
plan for enforcing God's law is as follows, in his 
own words: "The churchel!l can, by instilling Chris
tian doctrine into the minds of the people, and thus 
by molding their convictions, secure the enactment 
of laws that conform thereto.'' 

Is it to be the God of the Calvinist or of the U niver
salist ? Are the American people to officially indorse 
the God who is satisfied with sprinkling, or the God 
who insists upon immersion? Is the Constitution 
to acknowledge the Trinitarian or the Unitarian 
conception of the Deity T Are we to bow as a nation 

Churches and doctrine l The publisher of the 
Standard Dictionary will not define the churches 
as anything but ecclesiastical bodies, nor Christian 
doctrine as anything but interpretations of God's 
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laW:. And there we bav the ecclesiastical interpre
tation which Dr. Funk says be does not believe in. 

If what this spokesman for the Prohibition party 
bas said is any indication of the state of his mind, 
he favors an ecclesiastical government for the na
tion, and is pretty confident that the Prohibition 
party shares his convictions. The trouble with him 
is that he is a sort of Jesuit, a shuffier, an evader, 
a hypocrit-words which I dislike to use, but I am 
speaking descriptivly, and they describe him. I hav 
not the gift of telepathy, and cannot read his mind. 
I can, however, read his words, and they mean that 
he believes in a theocracy, but does not believe in 
calling it one. Regarding the Voice as a business 
proposition, as a religious journal. as an opponent 
of the liquor seller, as aB organ of collectivism, and 
as an advocate of compulsory moralism, I can for
mulate Dr. Funk's creed in such a way that those 
who do not read him consecutivly may know his 
gen~ral drift. It is: 1. The almighty dollar; 2. 
Almighty God ; 3. Prohibition; 4. Socialism; 5. 
Asexualization; the whole being reduced to a com
mon denominator in an almighty Funk. 

Kin.d reader, did you join the Christian Endeav
orers m prayer for the conversion of Colonel Inger
soll? A woman writing to a daily paper suggested 
that the Endeavorers should ask the Supreme 
Power to make them as noble in character and as 
useful to the world as the Colonel bas shown them 
bow to be; but I do not learn that any of them did 
so. They were willing to pray for what looked 
like the impossible, but they bad to draw the line 
somewhere. 

A Freethinker living in an Illinois town writes : 
One of the leading physicians of this village stated 

that what made him believe the Bible. to be inspired was 
that there was not a_ grammatical error in it. We con
te!lded that for anythmg he knew the original manuscript 
might be fu~l of grammatical errors, but he said he would 
not be c~nvmced until we furnished proof. Are there 
grammatical errors in the original manuscripts? . 
. The qu~stion might be answered briefly by say~ 
m_g that, m the first place, no manuscript of the 
~Ible known to be the original is in existence; and, 
m the second place, if such manuscript were at 
hand we should not know whether its grammar was 
go~d or bad, ~or the reason that we bav nothing by 
whiCh to test Its accuracy. Scholars inform us that 
the Bible as it is in Hebrew iR the respository of 
the Hebrew language. It is t-herefore the model 
for writers of that tongue. We should remember 
that the language must be placed first and the 
grammar afterwards, as historical events must oc
cur prior to fihe history which records them. The 
grammar book is no authority except as it expresses 
the genius, logic, and usage of the language. If 
the Hebrew grammar bas no other basis than· that 
afforded by the scriptures, then to test those scrip
tures by any grammatical rules would be idle 
except as determining the competency of the per
so~ who formulat?d the _rule~. 'rbe manuscripts of 
~~ICb our authorized Bible IB a translation are not 
m the Hebrew. If the original so-called word of 
God wa_s written in that tongue, we bav only a 
tra~slatwn of previous translations. The gram
matical accuracy of the orignal manuscripts hav no 
more to do with inspiration than inspiration bas to 
do :with the grammatical accuracy of these Obser
vatiOns. 

.I may sa! that the authorized version of the 
Bible contams grammatical errors. "Our father 
wh~ch art ~n heaven " is one. Matthew xvii, 1, 
whiCh ment~on~ "an high mountain," contains an
~ther, and It ls frequently repeated in the New 
Testament. "Lest the cross of Christ should be 
made of n?ne .effect" (1 Cor. i, 17) is wrong, as the 
same locution IB when elsewhere employed. Never
theless the a~thorized version is regarded as a 
model of Enghs~ ~n account of its age and general 
excellence- qu~hties not due to inspiration, but to 
the lapse of bme and the literary ability of the 
translato~s. ~n English man of letters, always 
~rammatical himself, was asked if a certain pub
lished statelll:ent was untrue, and he replied that it 
w~s ~orse: It was badly written. On a similar 
prmC1ple the leading physician mentioned by the 
correspondent may deem grammatical accuracy 
a better test of inspiration than probability of 
st~tem?nt; but I do not know of anyone who agrees 
with him. 

A young Englishwoman, Miss Edith Lancbester 
was recently adjudged insane because she contem: 
plated social suicid_e. Miss L_anchester loved a young 
man, but, re~ardm~ marriage as servitude, an
nounced her mtentwn to become his wife only 
a~atomi.cally, not legally. That was deemed suffi
Cient eVIdence of the unsound state of her mind and 
per conservativ family ba(J. no di:jficult;r in pro~~rin~ 
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her commitment to the asylum. Her young man 
found out where she was, effected her release, took 
her to his bed and board-and the sun still shines. 

The English press and public hav been vocal 
over the affair for the past month. They are in
dignant, not at Miss Lancbester, as we should bav 
to be here in order to divert suspicion from our
selvs, but at her family and the physician who 
certified to her insanity. The matter bas given 
them a chance to discuss the question whether 
social suicide is a sin, and they seem to hav de
termined that it is not a mortal one. Mr. G. W. 
Foote, editor of the London Freethinker, writes an 
excellent article in which, without condemning Miss 
Lancbester, be argues that those who reject the 
guarantees of society " are bound to consider the 
consequences; they bav to think, not only of them
selva, but of other persons; and when the principal 
third persons are children, whose introduction to 
the world is a matter in which they bav not been 
consulted, it seems to us both wise and just for 
'advanced' lovers to respect marriage while agi
tating for its reform." Of course, that is reasonable. 
I too~ the same view when I contracted matrimony. 
Now, If we can ascertain what proportion of chil
dren born of such unions as that into which Miss 
La~cbester bas entered ever become a charge upon 
soCiety, and then compare that proportion with the 
proportion established under legal marriage, we 
shall hav a basis of fact upon which to rest our 
conclusion that such unions as hers are not to be 
tolerated. 

Henry Fran~ ~dded something to the totality of 
thought on rehgwus progress when he said at the 
Liberal. Club the other night that Christianity bad 
successivly based its claims upon the miracles of 
Christ, upon the resurrection of Christ, and finally 
upon the personality of Christ-the first two posi
tions being now untenable and the third one 
shaky. He might bav added that Christianity bas 
already s~ught a fourth refuge, namely, the civil 
law, espeCially such as enforces the observance of 
"holy time." When it was so that anybody who 
doubted the miracles, the resurrection, or the per
sonality of Jesus cou!d be drawn and quartered, 
burned, or h~mged until be was dead, strict Sunday 
o~servance was not required, although it was pro
VId~d for by the statutes which protected from 
demal those other articles of faith. Now that we 
are permitted to question with impunity the ex
ploded dogma~ of past ages, the political church 
ta~es its stand on. the " Sabbath," which it pur
lomed from pagamsm, and for which it is now 
fighting with the fierceness of pirates defending 
stolen goods and knowing that the salvation of 
tbe~r ~ecks depends upon successful resistance 
to JUStice. It is the last resort, and by some is 
called patriotism. 

Brethren, let us be of good cheer. Oar public 
men are experiencing an access of light. Mr. Reed, 
the speaker of the House of Representatives, bas dis
cov?red ~ha~ the ?uty of the present Congrelils is to 
avmd tar1fftmkermg and let the business interests of 
the country hav a chance to take care of tbemselvs. 
He is indubitably right; for the natural risks of 
bu.siness enterprise are sufficient, without any arti· 
fimal ones sprung upon the community by fool 
legislation.. And Mr. Cleveland also bas thought 
out sometbmg. He bas found that when an obli
gation i~ met it should be canceled; that rehy
pothecatiOn of government notes is a failure and 
that with paper and gold at a parity the redem~tion 
?f ten ~ollars of paper with one dollar of gold is 
~mpract~cabl?. As he. remarks, "the government is 
m the situation of owmg to the holders of its notes 
debts payable in gold on demand which can neither 
be retired by receiving such notes in discharge of 
obligations due the government nor canceled by 
a~tual payment in gold. It is forced to redeem 
Witho~t redei?ption, and t.o pay without acquit
tance. Now, If Congress will take a hint from Mr. 
Reed as to the absence of any urgent necessity for 
con~tructiv legislation ; if it will see tb'lt the 
t~x Is removed from banking and all the restric
t~ons ta_ke.n o!f the issue of money in any form de
srred; If It will allow the medium of exchange like 
vehicles of transportation, to be manufactur~d to 
meet the necessities of trade ; if, to be brief it will 
let the financial interests of the country take care 
?f tbemsE-lv~, as they are bound to do when not 
mterfered With, th~ people :Will enjoy exactly that 
degree of prospenty to wbrch their efforts entitle 
them. GEo. E. MACDONALD. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments. 
Dec. 15-W:asbington. D. C ..... The Foundations of Faith 
Dec. 16 -Rtc~mond, Va .......... The Foundations of Faith 
Dec. 17-Bidttmore, Md .......... The Foundations of Faith 

D
Dec. 19-Hoboken, N. J ........ :.~lle Foundations of Faith 

ec. 22-Br~okly~, E. D. (Wllhamsburg), N. Y .... Bibble 
:Pee. 29-.:ferae;v City, N. ,:r ••• , • .'~he Fovnd~~io~s of :faith 
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NewR and Notes. 
The fires of Freetbought bav not altogether gone 

out on Cape Cod. The beacon lights glow here and 
there. Cape Cod is not really a favorable locality for 
tyranny and superstition. There is too much ocean 
about it. The sunshine is more brilliant than in 
Boston ; and even in winter shining landscapes ap
pear. The glory of Cape Cod is not simply in 
summer; but even at this season it presents an 
attractiv appearance when the golden time of 
autumn :flows into the white days and keen nights 
of winter's effulgence. It is generally from ten to 
fifteen degrees warmer on the cape than in other 
parts of Massachusetts in the cold season, while in 
warm weather the cooling bre~zes of ocean moder
ate the atmosphere. As an all-round year's resi
dence Cape Cod bas many inducements. 

It was a beautiful day when I arrived at East 
Dennis, one of the most beautiful days of the glori
ous autumn weather. There is something wonder
fully charming in these golden autumn days, so 
soft, soluminous, so suggestiv of departing summer 
and approaching winter, a mean between the two
a ~urial and a prophecy ; for beyond the gloom of 
wmter we catch the glories of the spring-time. 
These are days of quiet, when you feel like :floating 
a ways in dreams. The " sweet, strange mystery" 
of the poet's brain haunts the scene, the glittering 
splendor of the sky so mingles and contrasts with 
the desolation of the fields and woods. 

I am met at the station Saturday noon by Mr. 
Joshua Crowell, and enjoy the hospitality of his 
New England home, where the memories of the past 
mingle with the life and hopes of to-day; for Cape 
Cod still retains the ancient :flavor. The families 
here can generally trace their descent back to the 
early settlers and the Pilgrim Fathers. The lines 
of succession are unbroken. There is but little in
trusion of a foreign element, and we seem to touch 
elbows with the generations gone by. East Dennis 
is an entirely country place, and all the inhabitants 
pursue the "even tenor of their way" without the 
hum and bustle of metropolitan industry. It is an 
agreeable change for the oft-traveling Pilgrim. In 
the afternoon Mr. Crowell givs me a drive over the 
several villages of this wide-spread township. On 
one side the mighty ocean rolls and sparkles away, 
and finds no shore upon which to break towards 
the orient save that of Europe. Landward stretch 
the gentle hills, clothed mostly with diminutiv ever
greens, while the fields and valleys are darkly 
embossed with cranberry patches, whence the 
wealth of the Cape at present proceeds. The 
houses are old-fashioned, some going back two 
hundred years or more, and only now and then are 
th_e streets of the vill~ge disturbed by foot of pedes
trian or roll of carriage. Hardly any business is 
transacted; and the country-store bas only an oc
casional visitor. The meeting-house is still the 
meeting-house of the olden time, and reveberates 
with Puritan theology. As the meeting-house in 
the early days was the fort and refuge of the settle
ment in times of peril, it stands upon a hill in 
melancholy prominence, surrounded by the dwell
ings of the dead. Here and there are modern 
buildings amidst the picturesque landscape and 
fine school-houses. The school-house grows if the 
church does not, and . indicates that Cape Cod is 
not confined to the anCient landmarks in its pursuit 
?f knowledge. It was quite a delightful afternoon's 
JOUrney through these variable prospects, sea and 
land mingling in ever-shifting panorama; and the 
golden sunset :flooded all with an ineffable halo. 

Sunday was a different day in this uncertain sea
son. It dawned with a :flash of splendid sunrise 
then grew dark and tbreatenina, and now and the~ 
it jus~ ventured to rain. But ~otwithstanding the 
recalmtrant weatb~r I had two good audiences, 
afternoon andevenmg. There is a very sturdy ele
ment of Freetbought in this place, which bas been 
developed from the loins of Puritanism, and bas its 
elements of strength. Freetbought is an evolution 
on Cape Cod. Its seeds were :floated over on the 
Mayflower. They possess a vitality which springs 
from the very soil itself. 

I ha~ thus enjoyed my Cape Cod experience. 
There IB something original and unique in this 
part of the country, and I am greeted with genuin 
~ew E~gland_ warmth and sympathy. It is an in
VIgoratmg episode. 

Milford, Mass., is my next lecturing point, and 
here we gather together for a real old fashioned 
Thanksgiving dinner, with thanksgiving, however, 
to the cook, an~ to our own genial friends, with no 
prayers, but a JOlly good appetite. Mr. and Mrs. 
B?xt?n are always ready to welcome the Secular 
Pllgr1m. Mrs. M. Florence Johnson and her three 
da_ugbters are present-Pearl, Bertha, and Olive; 
Miss Pearl Buxton, and Miss Benson of Chicago . 
1\:Jiss Louis~ :1\finc)len, Qf low!\, a studeJJ.t of Emer: 
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son C )llege of Oratory, is a guest of the occasion. 
Mr. C. C. Johnson, Mr. Lilly, and others are in our 
ranks, and it was quite a Freethought fe~tival with. 
out any regard to the governor's proclamation. 
~fter dinner the time sped by with music, recita
tu~na, etc., each one of the party contributing some
thmg to the eclat of the occasion. This is a 
Thanksgiving long to be remembered, radiating in 
the heart of New England 

Friday is a beautiful d'\y, and we wander over 
~ear's Hill, ~ne of the memorable places in the 
h1story of M1lford, where the bears used to con
gregate, and the Indians likewise. From this em
inence are extensiv prospects in every direction. 
Milford has now a population of about ten thou. 
sand. It is a handsome town with an air of pros
perity. There is a latent Freethought element in 
it which has not been developed. The churches are 
prominent, but the spirit of Liberalism prevails 
within them, and hell-fire is about forgotten. 

I lecture in the evening and the hall is respect. 
ably filled. Eo.ough are present to encourage future 
l ffort. I was glad to meet with new friends and to 
make a beginning. Not since the time of Professor 
Denton hav any distinctly Freethought lectures 
been given here, and it now seems as if something 
might be done. 

Mr. C. C. Johnson is one of the old citizens of 
the place. He has been a Freethinker, I guess, for 
over half a century. He was built that way. He 
has traveled extensivly, and with his eyes open, and 
from many a source has gathered the materials of 
his Freethought philosophy. 

Mr. Lilly, who presided at our meeting, has been 
through the same struggle as myself. For many 
years he was an earnest Christian, pop:1! :!1' in church 
work, the Bible class, etc., and even when his heresy 
became known the church was loth to giv him up. 
He was too thoroughly in earnest and would not 
compromise. He found it impossible to do so, even 
though the church is of a Liberal spirit. The creed 
is still there, and he was compelled to reject it, root 
and branch. He has taken his place under the 
colors of Freethought. 

Mr. Clinton B. Fisk, T. N. Sherman, and others, 
are TRUTH SEEKER subscribers and pioneers of our 
cause. Mr. Buxton takes in both worlds, but as 
long as this world lasts he is in favor of doing the 
best he can for truth here and now. 

Mrs. M. Florence Johnson was present at the New 
York Congress, and her eloquent recitations are 
remembered by all. Her daughters are gifted with 
the genius of music and will, no doubt, in days to 
come, thrill our advancing ranks with Freethought 
melodies. 

Milford is a pleasant :field of labor. The camp
fires burn brightly. Youth and age are in the work, 
and art and poetry cheer the footsteps of the pio
neer. 

Nashua, N. H., is next on the list. I believe this 
is the first time I hav given a Freethought lecture 
in New Hampshire, my nativ state. I hav preached 
orthodox and Unitarian sermons there, delivered 
speeches and essays in academy and college, and 
made Fourth of July addresses long ago, but 
not until Sunday, December 1st, did I ever put 
forth in this staid and puritanic commonwealth my 
radical convictions. I was glad of the opportunity, 
and it would rejoice my heart above anything else 
to go all over this state and help demolish the grim 
theology that :flung its awful shadow over my youth 
and made my life such a struggle, useless and bar
ren in many respects. Those who hav not been 
brought up in orthodoxy fail to realize what a curse 
it is; how it saps the heart of youth, takes away 
hope, and withers the faculties. I hate orthodoxy 
with every fiber of my being, for I hav felt ita fangs 
through many years of toil. 

This effort at Nashua has been started and en
couraged by Mr. W. B. Well man, who has long been 
a resident of Nashua, and who is well-known for 
his courage, honesty, and persistency in attacking 
any wrong when he meets it. He has a large faith 
in the spiritual philosophy, but that does not blind 
him to the preaent issues. He is ready to do the 
work at hand. Mr. E. H Everett and a few others 
join with him. The campaign is no easy one, and 
will require plenty of patience and bravery, but 
Mr. Well man and his comrades are not the ones to 
surrender. 

Mr. Steiner gave the first lecture of the course, 
and it was quite successful and created a good deal 
of agitation and interest. I gave the second lect
ure, and there was an increase of attendance. 
There is a Unitarian and Universalist church at 
N a.ahua, besides a larl{e number of other churches. 
As we occupy the pioneer position, and easy-going 
Liberals like to keep with the crowd, and so avail 
themaelva of the Unitarian or Universalist society, 
it is evident that we must be in the minority and, 
to ~ (Serta.jn e;J;teJlt1 accept unpopularity and ostra-
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cism. I hav no doubt there is a large Freethought 
element in Nashua, notwithstanding the fashion and 
wealth of the churches. I think a good beginning 
has been made. My soldier comrade, J.P. Guild, 
was present and recited some of his stirring poems. 

Nashua has a population of about 20,000. It is 
a manufacturing city, and has quite a foreign ale
men t, especially French. It is greatly changed since 
I was here about twenty-three years ago. It is 
evidently on the increase. In a place so activ and 
growing as this there certainly ought to be a Free
thought organization. I guess my friend, Mr. Well
roan, will see to this. 

This ends my New England campaign and now, 
for the time being, I turn to the West. I must 
keep on the go. I expect, however, to return to 
Boston in January to aid in the New England Con
vention and Paine Celebration to be held here Jan
uary 26th. This is an important occasion, and I 
hope that New England Freethinkers will be pres
ent in large numbers. I hope the anniversary of 
Thomas Paine will be utilized throughout the 
country for Freethought celebrations. From Bos
ton to San Francisco the beacon lights should glow. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

A Note from Secretary Reichwald. 
I giv herewith the names of a few more do

nora: W. T. Carter, M.D., $2 ; W. Whittick, $2,50; 
T. E. Chidester, Ph.D., $5; Samuel Rhodes, $2 45. 
And it may be well to say that if. any hav not seen 
their names acknowledged in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
they should kindly advise the secretary to that 
effect. We are about to publish the pamphlet of 
our last congress. Every contributor's name will 
appear in that pamphlet, and we don't want to 
miss any. Please state the amount and to whom 
sent. E C. REIOHWALD, Sec., 

141 So. Water street, Chicago. 

The Abominable Comstock. 
The arrest and arraignment at the instance of 

Mr. Anthony Comstock of an established and re
spectable bookseller as a dealer in obscene litera
ture, which evidently he is not, brings up once 
more the question whether the powers of' inquisition 
devolved upon or assumed by Mr. Comstock can 
safely be reposed in any individual, and especially 
whether they can safely be reposed in a person like 
Mr. Comstock, who is a specialist, so to apeak, in 
pornography. It is a curious fact that a man can 
not devote himself to such specialties without 
losing his mental balance and overdoing his busi
ness. In the case of a man who assumes the special 
functions which Mr. Comstock has taken upon him
self the fallibility of the specialist is increased, 
because, in order to render a fair judgment 
upon the question whether a work of art or of 
literature is obscene, one needs a very wide ac
quaintance with literature and with art. It is of 
course not at all the question whetheJ;" a passage 
or a picture might not appeal to a particularly pru
rient mind. Shakapere and the Bible abound 
in such passages. The question is whether the 
intention of the author of the work, and ita neces
sary tendency, are of an in:B.ammatory or brutaliz
ing character. In this "the hand of little employ
ment hath the daintier sense." A casual citizen of 
equal knowledge would be a much better judge 
than an agent for the Society for the Suppression 
of Vice. And Mr. Comstock has sufficiently shown 
that if any man c.an be trusted to decide off hand 
what is obscene literature or obscene art, he is not 
the man. A man who thought it his duty, in the 
interest of morality, to suppress "Tom Jones," is a 
man to whom no discretion can in such matters be 
confided. Such a-suppression is a conclusiv proof 
of the incapacity of the censor. 

In the present case it is maintained by Comstock 
that the q ueation has already been adjudicated and 
the book pronounced indecent. But this plea re
quires much qualification. It is asserted that the 
adjudication came about as follows: Comstock 
called at the shop of a French bookseller and de
manded the work in question, which he thereupon 
proceeded to mutilate with a penknife for the pur
pose of extracting exhibits, thus destroying a work 
valued at $50 and in:B.icting a fine of that amount 
in advance of any judicial proceedings whatever. 
The bookseller, being arraigned, being imperfectly 
acquainted with English and under great llpprehen
aion, pleaded guilty of an offanae which nobody 
really believes that he had willf.J.lly committed. It 
is the aoceptance of this plea of guilty, it is said, 
that constitutes the adjudication in this case. It is 
true that no owner of a library would like to submit 
to a common jury the question whether he was not 
the possessor of obscene literature, but imperfect 
as such an adjudication would be, it seems that it 
is more tba~ was h~d in this cas~. 1\t:r. Comstock's 
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victim has very properly demanded a t"ial by jury. 
If he is acquitted, it will clearly appear both that 
his arrest was. an outrage and that the arrest of the 
French bookseller was an outrage, and the injury 
ef his propcdy a wrong for which he is entitled to 
redresa.-fftw York ~ imes. 

Our Missionary Work. 
Several of our good friends hav written us that 

in their opinion the work, " Self Contradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's "Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. J. R 
Perry puts it thus : "As a missionary document 
the 144 SelfContradictiona will go hand in hand 
With the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and atones, necessary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural operations, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those who 
will distribute it among their ·christian friends, 
FOR A DOLLA.R A DOZEN. _ Or we will ·aend 
twelve copies to as many di:fferent ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self Contradictions" as well as the "Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christiana know what their holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is worth. 
less as a guide to any good. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason " to eight different ad· 
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The beat results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thoughts. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Newark, N. J., Liberal League meets every Bun· 

day afternoon at 3 o'clock at 177 H!llsey st., corner of 
Market. 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Lon~ord, 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday evening in War· 
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia, 

THE Freethinkers' Association of Dallas, Texas, meets 
every Sunday at 8 P M. in Liberty Hall, 228 South Ervay 
street. Dr. G. S. Lincoln, pres.; 0. Paget, sec. All are 
welcome. 

THB First Secular Ohurch of Portland meets in Labor 
Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets regu
larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. OldS, lee· 
tnrer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30. 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Phi.losophical Society meets every 
Sunday at 2 30 P.M., in Washington Hall, 18th and Har
ney streets. Qt1.estions pertaining to theology, Free
thought, and science freely discusged. All are welcome. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Skerrett Build
ing, northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, secretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. Radical Library open from 7:30 A.¥. 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

FRANKLIN S'IEINER has just ended a lecture tourof over 
three months' duration. Leaving Des Moines, Ia,, the 
last of August, he returned Dacember lOth. He starts 
out again early in January for Missouri, Texas, Kansas, 
and Indian Territory. In March he goes East again. 
Mr. Steiner wants to begin the new year right-that is, 
with a large number of engagements. Address him at 
Box 882. Des Moines, Iowa, or in care of the T.rnth 
Seeker Oompany. 

S. P. PuTNAM's lecture engagements: 
Dec. 15hh ...... Oolumbus, 0. Dec. 29th, Farmdale and 
Dec. 21st ....... Linwood, 0. vicinity. 
Dec. 22d ...... Oincinnati, 0. Jan. 5th ......... Ohicago, Ill. 

N. B.-Mr. Putnam will lecture in Oolombus, 0., Sun
day, Dec. 15th, in Odd Fellows' Building at 2 P.M., stand
ard time. It is hopad that all Freethinkers in the vi
cinity of Oolumbns will make an eftod to attend. Sub
ject of lecture, "Free thought in England." 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December: 
Dec. 13hh-" Vaccination and Hygiene." Dr, M. R. 

Leverson. 
Dec. 2Jth-"Woman'sRightsaudWrongs." L. G. Ree(l, 
Dec. 27th-" Stirpiculture and Prenatal Oultnre." :M:, 

L. Holbrook, M.D. 
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad Business 
Oollege, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for December : 
Dec 15th-" Was Lord Bacon the Author of Shakspere's 

Playa?" S. H. Nichols. 
Dec. 22d-" The S!lvioTs of the World." Hen~ Rowley. 
Dec. 29th-" Natural Rsligion." Frederick W. 'fay lor. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: 
Dec. 15hh-" The Ouban Republic." Attorney A. A. 

Brown. 
D,ec. 22d-" Americanism and Catholicism." Samuel P, 

Putnam. 
Dec. 29th-" The New Wom~ll." Mrs. Louis~ l\!aDD• 

heimer, 

http://2im.es
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Still Into New Fields. 
AUBURN, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: In accord with your prop
osition to giv the "Pictorial Text-Book" 
with THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, I here
with send yon $3.35 for TRUTH SEEKER, 
"Pictorial Text-Book," "World Alma
nac," and "Miracles and Miracle Work-
ers." C. MILLER. 

EMPoRIA, KAN., Nov. 21, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I inclose yon $3 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER and'' Pictorial Text-Book. •' 
Send it to the address of Simon Booker. 
I am trying to get yon up a list here in 
Emporia. We hav so many churches here 
it makes it hard work. I hope I may be 
able yet to do the cause some good. 

Respectfully, S. E. NoRTHINGToN. 

By the Antlrority of Chnrch Conncils. 
DEERFIELD, !A., Nov. 14, 18!!5. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to renew 
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

In an old Bible I read many years ago 
were several apocryphal books and with 
them the song of the three holy children 
which occurs in the third chapter of Daniel; 
also the history of Bel and the dragon out 
off from the end of Daniel. I venture to 
ask yon, through THE TRUTH SEEKER, by 
what authority those parts of Daniel were 
thrown out ? Hav yon any book which 
givs a history of the time, place, and by 
whom the Bible was canonized? 

Respectfully yours, GEoRGE BRoWN. 
[The best small work on the Bible canon 

is Bronson C. Keeler's "Short History of 
the Bible." It is an excellent book and 
costs in paper covers only 50 cents; in flex
ible cloth, 75 oents.-ED. T. S.] 

Persecution Makes Friends. 
WINONA, MINN., Nov. 26, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR : Theocracy has its disciples 
in Minnesota as well as in the East, and 
they are busy perfecting organizations, by 
means of which their ideas of government 
will be engrafted in and enforced through 
civil laws. 

In the city of Minneapolis, and in my own 
city, the good ministers hav been aotivly 
engaged perfecting " Christian Citizen
ship Leagues," etc., whose objects are the 
enforcement of all laws and especially 
Sunday law!!, and the promotion of ''Chris
tian citizenship." 

·The people of Minnesota certainly need 
some of the wise men to look after their 
officers and legislators (so the clergy think); 
but they will find opposition all along. 

I will subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
in a few days, even if it is deprived of the 
use of the mails of the United States by 
those whom it displeases. 

Yours for Freethonght, W. Pu~SCH. 

Rome. 
WYNNE, NEB., Nov. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: The recent celebration of 
the anniverEary of the occupation of Rome 
by the Italian troops in 1870 called out 
the indignation of all Catholic Christen
dom. Among other foolishness uttered on 
that 1Jccasion, this appeared in the· Wais
enfreund, a red-hot Catholic sheet : "For 

Petri will be free and independent in the 
capital of Christendom." 

Rome was taken from other nations and 
given to the pope by Charlemagne, one of 
the greatest butchers who ever lived. 

WM. B. ALLEN. 

The Fntility of Prayer Demonstrated. 

EL RENo, 0Kr..A., Nov. 20, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I am an old soldier; served 

in the late rebellion, and was in hell eigh
teen months in Andersonville. Florence, 
Danville, and Castle Thunder, Richmond. 
I hav seen one thousand men in rags and 
starving and sick all down on their knees 
praying to God to release them, asking 
him in the name of Christ for water and to 
let them liv to see their mothers and 
fathers, brothers and sisters, their dear 
wives and little babes once more; praying 
for God to soften the rebels' hearts, and 
praying to God to strengthen our armies, 
so that they could be released from prison, 
relieved from the terrible punishment 
they were receiving. If ever there was 
faith shown in God it must hav been in 
those prisons. 

No doubt that millions of people hav 
heard of the great providential spring that 
broke out in Andersonville stockade. I 
was there and saw for myself. In the 
spring of 1864, I think, there was a freshet 
in the creek that ran through the prison. 
There was a very heavy rainfall that 
caused the creek to take a sudden rise and 
the water came down in a great torrent 
and washed out about fifty feet of the 
stockade on both sides. Well, the "reba" 
went to work and put in new logs; set 
them down five feet deep in the ground 
and tamped the ditch with clay around the 
logs to keep them in their places. Now 
the soil there was a sandy loam about two 
feet deep; then came the red clay, and by 
resetting the stockade it dammed np the 
creek. Then the water forced its way be
tween the clay and the sandy loam and 

·broke out inside of the dead line, and that 
was the great providential spring. I was 
an eye-witness of all this. If God oatised 
this spring he ought to hav caused another 
to break out and furnish ham and eggs 
and bread for the poor starving inmates of 
the Andersonville hell. I there lost all 
faith in prayer; yon may pray to God to 
giv bread, but will hav to work for it or 
starve. 

I read the Bible to understand it and 
found the third day's work was a fraud; 
how could the trees and vegetables yield 
np their fruit if the sun and moon and 
stars were not made till the fourth day? 
I would like to hav some minister tell me 
which was the best of the beings, God or 
the devil. God killed millions of ancient 
people, if the Bible is true, and the devil 
never killed one that I could find any 
account of in the Bible. I believe he 
tried at one time to get Christ to kill him
self by jumping off some pinnacle or 
mountain; though I think he (the devil) 
was fooling him or trying to. 

I believe the Bible is nothing but the 
laws and history of the Jews, and is a con
glomerated botch at that. 

I wish yon good success and will send 
yon some new subscribers. 

G. W. KELLE!l, 

these and other reasons we protest against Moody a Good Hypnotizer. 
the present occupation of Rome by the ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 24, 1895. 
Piedmontese [not Italians]. We always MR. EDITOR: The exposition is progress-
shall protest, and our children and theirs ing nicely under a full head of steam 
shall do the same. The Piedmontese shall (energy) and is now graced by the pres
find no rest from such protests and deolara· ence of your fellow-townsmen of New 
tiona, coming from all parts of the world, York and Brooklyn. A day was dedicated 
demanding that Rome shall be restituted to each delegation, and I trust that the 
to the pope. We demand and insist that ceremonies instituted by the Atlanteans 
the head of the church, as ordained by were befitting the occasion. Those from 
God, be made again king of Rome. The the city of churches may note while here 
time will come when some powerful per- that Atlanta is in the same line, if in the 
sonage will listen to our prayer [why does rear of Brooklyn. There are sixty-one 
not their God do that?] and will drive out churches in Atlanta, besides the big taber
the invaders and will giv the holy city nacle recently built for Mr. Moody, who is 
back to the pope. The pope will not always now here preaching. An old citizen here, 
remain a prisoner in the Vaotioan ; but the a Methodist, remarked to me, "Mr. 
Rome of Constantiiae [the murderer]; Moody has great magnetic influence;" 
Charles the Great [the great converter and and this is the secret of his success. As a 
land-robber], and of the holy Leo; the hypnotizer he would be as successful and 
Rome of the councils and canonizations draw as good houses at fifty cents a head 
will be restored, sooner or later, in the one as some professionals that I'hav seen per
way or other, but come it will, as the his- form in the theaters. His style is most 
tory of the church shows, and the shaking simple, but his manner of relating snoh 
throne of the Piedmontese will be either old stories as that of Noah's ark and the 
removed or collapse, while the successor of . prodigal son, embellished with numerous 

surmises of his own (he ''has no doubt," 
etc.), plays on the sensibilities of those 
who hav emulated from babyhood the 
characteristics of that silly, and com
paratively worthless, domestic animal, the 
sheep, until they are worked np into snoh 
an emotional state <Jf mind that they will 
believe anything Mr. Moody then tells 
them-like a dozen subjects I ones saw 
who believed that their coats were on 
wrong side out when told so by the hyp. 
notist. Mr. Moody outdraws all the side
shows. Ttne, he does a great deal of ad
vertising. Numerous agents go all about 
the city distributing his handbills; nnrner
ons notices appear in the papers, and the 
adjournment of most of the churches at 
certain times for his benefit tend to bring 
him large audiences. I will not deny that 
he may do some good in individual oases, 
but it is for those who hav no higher am
bition than to be sheepish and let some one 
else do their thinking. And this method 
I consider more detrimental to the welfare 
and development of the human race at 
large than anything else. 

I spent to-day (Sunday) in a typical 
Christian way. I went to Trinity (Meth
odist) ehnroh on Trinity avenue and heard 
a sermon on the text, "Remember the 
Sabbath day to keep it holy." I had to take 
a rear seat where I could hear but little of 
the discourse, hence I was not irritated by 
the dootrins; so I listened b the choir, 
which was a good one, Rnd dozed peace
fully through the sermon like a stanch 
deacon. The assistant minister, who did 
some praying, is an old-time friend, whom 
I met here again recently. He is a Meth
odist, and preached on the circuit where I 
lived in the year 1860. I was then a small 
boy living in the country, surrounded by 
wealth in abundance. The rich planters 
owned extensiv estates and slaves by the 
score and hundred, Nearly all were 
Christians in those times. They had texts 
in the Bible that justified slavery. Estab
lished by the law of the land and sanc
tioned by the Bible, the Sonthron con
sidered it as proper to own slaves as 
horses. But now all is changed. All 
know that slavery was a great wrong and 
are glad that it is swept away forever from 
our shores. It was a long step upward in 
progress. And so free thought and free 
speech will carry ns onward and upward 
until mental slavery is swept away forever. 

S. S. BRYAN. 

Infidel Discourses in a Christian Chnrch. 
MARTINSVILLE, ILL., Nov. 11, E.M. 295. 
MR. EDIToR: I esteem it my duty to re

port the sad event of the death of Dr. 
Martin Flenner, a pioneer of Freethonght 
in this community; a man endowed with 
the characteristic of doubt to snoh a de
gree that a logical exercise of his senses 
and faculties forced him from one conclu
sion to another until he anchored his 
hopes and conclusions upon the advanced 
and scientific principles of the eternity of 
matter, and rounded np his life at the 85th 
mile·stone on this mundane sphere. 

He was a man born and raised in the 
United Brethren church, which eliminated 
him on account of a growth of mind which 
orthodoxy cannot tolerate and survive, 
and by an exercise of the mind and what 
means his environments presented he 
evolved to the position of an Agnostic, 
which position he maintained and advo
cated until the spark of life expired in a 
calm and placid death. 

Through our social converse over a year 
before his death, he determined to write 
out some of the conclusions he had 
reached through his observations and ex
periences while in an aotiv and conscious 
state, and hav snoh conclusions read at his 
funeral to forestall such falsehoods as are 
apt to be circulated by adverse minds. 
This wise provision proved very &dvan
tageons and useful in disposing of the 
falsehoods which the pions were so ener
getic in setting afloat, three weeks before 
his death, to the effect that he recanted 
and had accepted Christianity. The read
ing of his disc_onrse refuted everything 
thAy had circulated, and the statement I 
made on the occasion showed oonclnsivly 
that he died as he had lived, in full con
fidence that science is more reliable than 
any creed or Bible. I shall herewith send 
yon Dr. Flenner's discourse; also what I 
composed by copying and quoting from 
the sentiments and facts gleaned by the 
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reading of THm TRUTH SmEKmR and Inde
pendent Pulpit and their publications, 
and yon can use these documents as yon 
think best. It is my opinion we should 
make an effort to discard the prevailing 
customs of Christianity, especially the 
custom of holding religions incantations 
over our Liberal friends, and this mi.n be 
done most effectually by encouraging all 
Liberals to put their best thoughts on pa
per. If any lack the literary ability to do 
this well it will be easy to find others who 
can help those thus deficient. This would 
strengthen them and giv ns an opportu
nity to penetrate minds we can reach in no 
other place or manner than at funerals. 

Herein yon will find 75 cents, for which 
send THE TRUTH SEEKER to Wm. Conley. 
I remain, as ever, an enthusiastic admirer 
of your glorious and powerful paper. 

J. T. HousmR. 

Seeking the J.ight. 

CARTERVILLE, ILL., Nov. 12, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: I received a copy of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER a few days ago, and I will 
try to write a few words, mainly for my 
own instruction. Although born and nur
tured under a Methodist roof, I hav always 
been a Freethinker, but not an Infidel. I 
always believed in a God, but not a Bible 
God. I also believe that nature demands 
one day's rest in seven, but don't think 
there should be any compulsion about it. 
This 1s my conviction in a nutshell. If 
the after-life is a theory, what a grand and 
sublime thought to possess a belief so fixed 
that one may see with the eye of faith the 
heavenly tableau that awaits the coming of 
the soul. This savors a little of orthodoxy, 
but it is a fond hope to cherish, and I trust 
it will be realized. What a sad old earth 
this is to liv on if there is no hope beyond 
the grave I Of course the writings of the 
Old Testament, as well as of the New, so 
far as narration of events and the nature 
of the people are concerned, sound like an 
unreasonable tale to Freethinking people. 
For instance, the "fish tale," albeit if this 
were of a novelistic order, with Jonah for 
the hero of the tale, it might snit those 
who delight in romance ; but that is not an 
orthodox interpretation-we are asked to 
believe with all our heart from Genesis to 
Revelation without consulting reason or 
exercising thought ; let it be fish tale, apple 
tale, salt tale, or fox tail, we are com
manded to regard it as the word of God. 
I hav studied the Bible conscientiously, 
and I must confess that it contains some 
good moral lessons, and great examples of 
perseverance. Again, there are some in
cidents recorded which are not moral, and 
which are too ridiculous and crude for 
belief. 

In snoh an age of obscurity as that in 
which these tales were written some of our 
American historical events would be chron
icled as miracles. For instance, Capt. 
John Smith, while on an expedition np the 
rugged Chickahominy river, was captured 
by the Indians, and when the club was 
raised, we are told, one Pocahontas fell 
in love with him, and through her inter
cession his life was spared. But even this 
has been discredited, that is, the love part, 
because snoh intercession was a matter of 
Indian usage. However, it is a grand cor
ner-stone on which to build a house of su
perstition and cover it with a miracle. In 
the light of historical research superstition 
is fast dying out, and with it must go su
pernatural religion. So many people be
lieve the Bible because so few read it. It 
is a matter of fact that the majority of 
Christians allow the preachers of their re
speotivdenominations to do their thinking. 
As there is very little said in the Bible 
about music, art, science, or other achieve
ments of this kind, I hav concluded that 
people are farther advanced in this direc
tion than they would be if the fact were 
otherwise. Still, I hav heard this argued 
in the negativ by learned Christians, who 
pointed to the pyramids of Egypt and the 
temple of Solomon as proof. They further 
say that Lot's wife-the pillar of salt-is 
standing to this day where her transform&. 
tion took place. For authority they cite 
Dr. Livingston as an eye-witness. Through 
the courtesy of the Editor I will ask if this 
is true. It has not been my intention to 
argue Infidelity or Christianity, but rather 
to seek information. 

ELLIOTT. WILLIAMS. 
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Some Religions Meditations. 
Los ANGELES, CAl: .. , Nov. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Looking down thron6:"h the 
ages by the aid of history, we find that re
ligion has always been the most intolerant 
thing in the world; and that damnable 
trait seems as strong and deathless to-day 
as ever. Religions of all kinds are afil.icted 
with it; but none to so great an extent as 
our pet superstition, Christianity, This 
cruel and bloody religion, with a record 
that throws in the shade the doings of the 
unspeakable Turk and the Apache Indian, 
has always sanctioned physical force and 
sought the aid of statute laws in extending 
its power and influence, It has never 
been satisfied with the mo.ral forces found 
in pnrsnasion and argument, but has in
sisted on being aided by the state in every 
possible manner. It has demanded and 
obtained Sunday and blasphemy laws, and 
its influence has been seen and felt in the 
enactment of others which had for their 
object the restriction of human rights. It 
never could, and cannot now, tolerate the 
idea of free thought and the right of every 
man to express his honest opinions; and 
when it has power to act. it will not permit 
freedom of thought and speech. It has 
done nothing in the past it would not do 
in the present, if not restrained by outside 
influences; for Christianity, without such 
restraints, is pure fanaticism with no re
spect for rights or reason. Both branches 
of this hellish religion, Protestant and 
Catholic, are the foes of intellectual liberty, 
and the mind of man must hav its limits 
and restrictions where they hav power to 
establish them. The circular method of 
thinking is the only one they tolerate, and 
that is to start with their assumed pre
mises and swing around to conclusions 
that jibe with the starting-point. To strike 
a tangent and follow an idea that does not 
thus return is heresy; and heresy must be 
stamped out and discouraged by the iron 
hand of secular governments, if Christian
ity can insure the action of such forces. 

Its only hone lies in so doing; for unless 
free thought and free speech-which can 
be snppresl!led in no other manner-are de
stroyed, intelligence will continue to dis
sipate the doctrine of original sin, vicari
ous atonement, and a red-hot hell. Truly 
the condition of Christianity is desperate, 
for its waning power carries with it a 
prediction of ultimate destruction; to pre
vent which, intelligence mnst, by fair 
means or foul, be suppressed. 

The prohibition of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
in the Canadian mails, and the bigoted and 
asinin demands of two prominent organs 
of Christianity in this country, should 
reuse to action the defenders of liberty 
everywhere, for the attempt to muzzle the 
press and deny the right of free speech 
strikes at the root of all our liberties. 
From Canada, that paradise of priestcraft 
and abode of mental slavery, we expect 
little in defense of human rights; but 
here, in the United States, where intelli
gence is greater and more general; where 
so many marks of progress are seen in our 
advancement as a nation, there is reason 
to suppose the encroachments of religions 
tyranny will be met by snncessfnl resist
ance. But just think for a moment of the 
sublime gall which those Christian fanatics 
possess, who are crying for the suppression 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Here we are un
der a government that recognizes no re
ligion, with a Constitution which guaran
tees free speech and a free press, and yet 
because those rights are exercised in a 
manner not pleasing to the preachers, they 
want the gag applied. It is evident that, 
in their opinion, Christians alone hil.v those 
rights which the Constitution insures to 
all; but let them insist on the repression 
by law of their opponents, whom they can 
not answer or meet snccessfnlly in argu
ment, and see how they come out. We hav 
passed that period in the world's history 
where the church was superior to the state, 
and though some laws yet exist that dis
grace our statute books because of their 
discriminating character in behalf of re
ligion, it is not at all likely that any more 
will be enacted to giv bigots and fanatics 
power to muzzle their opponents. [But 
thev are being enacted every year.- ED, 
T. S.] Without special privileges which 
Christianity has always had, it would decay 
so rapidly that its devotees would be para
lyzed with as~onishment. In a fair field 
with no favor, the triumph of Freethonght 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

would be insured beyond a doubt· for 
with all the great efforts to corral the' chil
dren and stamp upon their plastic minds 
the fables of Christianity; with prayers 
and Bibles in many public schools, and a 
public press that favors in everv way this 
absurd superstition, Freethonght still gains 
and Christianity loses in numbers. The 
zenith of Christianity was long ago passed, 
and though it still retains its fighting char
acteristics and its rabid intolerance, its 
days of domination hav fled to reappear 
no more. Destiny does not decree a the
ocracy for the future of this country, and 
no matter how much religions fanatics may 
desire it, they will never see it. A nice 
conflict is now ~n between the two great 
sects of Christianity, and no possibility 
exists of their ever uniting for warfare on 
Freethonght. The A. P. A. movement is 
of great importance in widening the sep
aration of these dual sects, and they 
should be encouraged in every possible 
manner to continue their manifestation!! 
of mutual hatred, for the more time they 
devote to each other. the less they will hav 
for interference with the rights and the 
works of the Freethinker. Christian dis
cord from Luther's day to ours has been 
a great blessing to humanity, and the bit
terness with which these two classes of 
Christians assail each other is prod~ctiv of 
much satisfaction. Show me a nation with 
one religion, said Voltaire, and I will show 
yon a despotism; but present indications 
do not point to one in this country, and it 
is well for ns they do not. While they 
fil!ht among themselvs Freethonght is, in
directly, benefited. So let the good work 
proceed with vigor and persistency. 

C. SEVERANOE, 

Secular Sunday-Schools. 
FREMONT, WASH., Nov. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: The Secular Sunday school 
is of more importance than all else in the 
advancement of our cause. 

Wherever there are five Liberals and 
five children obtainable as pupils a Secu
lar Sunday-school can and should be 
started and maintained. If rightly con
ducted it will in every instance prove a 
power for good. 

In organizing Secular Sunday-schools 
the first reqnisit is a self-sacrificing worker, 
one who loves children, one who cannot be 
discouraged by opposition or indifference 
on the part of those from whom was ex
pected the most hearty a~sistance and 
encouragement, one content to know the 
good being accomplished is well worthy of 
all the effort made, one willing to toil and 
endure, confident of the grand result that 
at last is sure to reward every effort and 
sacrifice made. With such a one to act as 
superintendent, and with such teachers as 
snob a true worker will inspire, the success 
of the school is certain, its growth and 
power only a q nestion of a short time. Aim 
to make the exercises of the school of such 
interest-alike to old and young-that 
each and all will really want to attend, and 
feel sorry if, for any cause, they are un
able to be present. D.J not despise the 
day of small things. The Tacoma, Wash., 
Secular Sunday-school commenced with a 
few children and half a dozen adults, all 
that then could be induced to take the 
leaet interest. The Portland, Or., Secular 
Sunday-school, in the great city of Port
land, had to be held at first in Mr. Charles 
Hagner's private house-seven all told. 
To-day there is an average attendance of 
sixty-five children and twenty-five adults. 

The children need to be divided into 
classes ; do not be discouraged if there is 
but one child in a class ; make it so en
joyable to that one that it will talk 
of the school and the good time there, 
and thus induce others to attend. Provide 
the kindergarten class-children from 2 to 7 
years old-with perforated cardboard (so 
that the little ones can easily put needle 
and bright colored worsted through) in 
simple outlines of cups, cats, caps, sun
bonnets, pail, horse, box, dog, etc. The 
little ones will be delighted to do such 
work and be proud of its accomplishment. 
Procure a nnm her of strips of bright col
ored pasteboard to be plaited in various 
forms. Five cents' worth of seed-peas
soaked over night-and a handful of tooth
picks afford opportunity for development 
of the children's constrnctivness, in mak
ing bedsteads, tables, stools, houses, 
fences, etc. 

Olass A are children from 7 to 11. Here 
are taken baby steps in science lesson 
leaves containing interesting little stories 
by which the children are induced to 
think and become familiar with the science 
of everyday things. Olass B are children 
from 11 to 16. Lessons in natural philos
ophy are given. The Lesson Leaves are 
in form of question and answer, simple as 
possible, making very plain ·every difficult 
or unfamiliar term ; inciting to thought, 
study, and more careful observation and 
investigation. 

The Adult Class studies the same subject 
as Olass B-natnral philosophy. Let the 
chief effort be directed to making the 
lesson if possible more interesting and the 
explanations more simple and telling. 
From this class must come the teachers. 
Draw out hints and suggestions for more 
effectivly carrying on the work of the 
school. 

Hav the opening song, class-poem, and 
closing song pasted on cardboards to be pre
served. Keep a supply, so as to hand one 
to each in attendance. Always open school 
promptly on time. Call to order, dis
tribute cards, and commence with the 
opening song (encourage all present to 
join in the singing), reading of minutes of 
preceding meeting by the secretary (giv
ing number in each class, subject of lesson, 
number of visitors, and all items of in
terest). Then recitation in concert of 
the class poem by all present. Form 
classes <see that every one present, es
pecially any new comers, are made wel
come and properly located). Teachers at 
their posts ; in cases of absence their places 
supplied. Lesson in classes twenty min
utes ; then all assemble together for re· 
view of the lesson by superintendent. Call 
for volunteers to recite "Gem of Thought," 
or "Thought to be Remembered," from 
previous lessons. In every lesson the 
'' Gem of Thought" should be expressiv 
of some moral truth, thus impressing on 
all the importance of striving to attain to 
better, purer, more useful, and conse
quently happier lives. 

After review of lesson, form for calis
thenic drill ; let the motions be made to 
music if possible, and induce all, old and 
young, to take part. Follow with march 
and flllg drill. March to seats, depositing 
flags and receiving presents, giving the 
children orange, apple, nuts, candy, or a 
glas·s of lemonade. It costs but a trifle, 
but pays well in increase of attendaace. 

Members, teachers, and friends should 
be frequently reminded to impply the su
perintendent with songs, duets, choruses, 
short poems, and recitatiorui, copied or 
cut from books, papers, periodicals, and 
magazines, so that the superintendent can 
furnish each pupil with just what is most 
suitable and the child can best do justice 
to; on Saturday afhernoon giv instrnc· 
tiona in elocution and the proper delivery 
of the recitations, and drill in songs, duets, 
choruses,· etc. One Sunday evening of 
each month giv a musical and literary 
entertainment by the Sunday-school pupils. 
All the parents will be interested, and in
duce others to accompany them, and thus 
others will be interested in our work. 
Charge a small admission fee. 

The <lne field on which the orthodox 
church now concentrates all its power and 
energy is the social; she realizes the hu
man craving for sociability, the passion to 
assemble in numbers for amusement and 
enjoyment. Alas I how many children of 
Liberals hav been seduced into the church 
by its sociil.bility, and our neglect to pro
vide any place of assembly or amusement. 
If we fail to provide Secular Sunday
schools and Secular churches our young 
folks are very liable to go to those pro
vided by Christians, and form attachments 
prejudicial to their best interests. So long 
as the church can hold the keys of social 
life and control the religions training of 
the children, we may expose the fallacies 
of her teachings, but her influence will be 
undiminished. Strive to make your Secn
lar Snnday-sahool the most enjoyable and 
the happiest place possible ; be sure that 
in every respect, alike social and educa
tional, it shall be far superior to any 
orthodox Sunday-school. 

Experience has demonstrated that it is 
in every case an advantage to 'call the so
ciety a "Secular church;" by so doing 
much of prejudice is overcome and many 
pr1vlleges secured. "A rose by any other 
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name would smell as sweet." Why permit 
prejudice against a name to prevent our 
using it, when by so doing we are greatly 
advantaged and no one inj·nred ? 

If, among members of the Secular 
church and Sunday-school, there is any 
musical ability-vocal or instrumental
cultivate it to the utmost. There should 
be rehersals one night in ·each week, and 
all who p:>ssess any musical ability be per
suaded to attend, and at every such re
hersal make spacial effuts that every one 
present has a really enjoyable, jolly, social 
time. If there is any dramatic talent it 
should be carefully developed. Form an 
amateur dramatic club ag auxiliary to the 
church. E3hblish the "Women's Auxil
iary" to which women not members of the 
church or Sunday-school should be in
vited, for the discussion of the "Topics of 
the Times," and to unite their efforts in 
practical charity and benevolence, and iri 
devising ways and means to help the Sun
day-school. The monthly musical and 
literary entertainment should consist of 
music, songs, duets, choruses, recitations, 
and, when practical, a good farce, fol
lowed by a dance. 

On the walls of the room or hall hav ap
propriate mottoes, and nictnres of distin
guished scientists and Liberals; this will 
often lead visitors to converse on our aims 
and objects, serve to awaken interest and 
a spirit of inquiry. Hav conveniently 
within reach sample copies of our Liberal 
papers and periodicals and small pamphlets 
to giv-in extreme cages-but it is gen
erally much better to loan than to giv. 
Loan under most urgent entreaty to take 
great care of and return by specified day. 
The more highly they think yon prize the 
reading matter loaned, the more interested 
they will be in reading it. 

In summer excursions and picnics care
fully planned can be m~de a source of 
revenue, as well as increasing membership 
both of church and Snnday-school. 

There can be no more noble, glorious 
work than educating the children out of 
superstition into knowledge of snience; 
~raining them to think for themselvs; free
mg them from the bonds of error and su
perstition, and helping them to become 
natural philosophers, that is, genu in truth 
seekers. · 

Any further help or information reqnired 
will be promptly affJrded by writing to 
Miss Nettie A. Olds, McMinnville, Or., or 
to myself, at Fremont, King Co., Wash. 

I will furnish opening and closing songs, 
class poems, and firat month's Lasson 
Leaves free to any who desire to make a 
real earnest eff.)rt to start schools. 

There should be a Secular Sunday~ 
school in every public school district. 
Surely it is worth makin"' the eff.Jrt· 
don't wait for some one mo:e competent: 
but go to work, make a start, and help 
will Come to yon, C. B. REYNOLDS, 
Sec. Wash. Sec. Union, Fremont, Wash. 

JUST OUT. . ANOTHER ~EW BOOK! 

PatrioticAddresses 
BY 

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, ILL, SEPT. 5, 1895. 

-and-

Decoration-Day Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 30, 188.2. 

His A.ddress delivered at Elmwood, Ill., Sep~ 
tember ~th, 189i, at the reunion of his old relfi· 
ment-, the Eleventh I!lino1s Cavalry-a!~~ his 
famous Oratwn delivered on JJe.oration Da.y 
188~. before the Grand A.rmy of the .tlepnblio a.i 
the A.cademy of Music, New York. 'l·neoe two 
O!assios are Pn)llished in bo_ok form for the first 
t1me frpm revised manusoqpt, and aTA the only 
a.nthor1zed and oorreot reprmts. It also contain~ 
a hand,ome half-tone portrait of the Uolonel 
a.nd h1s ltt.~le grandson, Robert G. lngersoll
Browp.. J?rmted on good paper,large type, wide 
margms, m one volnme. 

Price, cloth, 50 ots; paper, 25 cts. Sent 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION NOT HISTORY 
Examination of the Mor&ls &nd History 

of the N11w Testament. 
By Paol'. If W. NIIWUN. Price 25 oenta. 

Address ~Hlll 'I:BU'rH BEEK:IIB. 
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Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXON, J!all 
Rit·er, Mass., to whom all Oommunwa
tionR tor this Corner should be sent. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is begh,ming to l9wer, 

Comes a pause in the da)' ~ occnl?at10ns , 
That is known as the Ohildren s Hour. 

Wynken, Blynken, and Nod. 
[No less on authoritY _thsp Andrew .!-'~n~k~~s 

nron"nllced En gene Fteld s pobem, "f Y t th' 
Bl ken, and Nod," one of the ~st, 1 no · e 
ve~ be•t. child poem in the Enghsh language. 
It iF as follows :J 

W!nken, Blynken, and Nod one night 
Sailed off in a wooden shoe-

f:'ailed on a river of crystal light 
Into a sea of dew. . ?'' 

• Where are yon going aud what do yon w1sh. 
The old man asked the three. 

"We hav ocme to fish for the herring fi~h 
That liv in the beautiful sea: 
Nets of silver and gold hav we,"' 

Said Wynker, 
Blynken, 
And Nod. 

The old moon laughed and sang a song 
As they rocked in the wooden Fhoe, 

And th~ wiJI'd that Fped them all night long 
Ruftled the waves of dew. 

~he little stars wHe the herring fish 
Tho t lived in that beantfnlsea. . 

'Now cast your net wherever yon Wish
Never afeared are we." 
So cried tt e stars to the fishermen three

Wynken, 
Blynhen, 
And Nod. 

All night long their nets they threw 
To the stars in twinkling foam. 

Then down from the Ekies came the wooden shoe 
And the voyagers were home. 

Twas all so pretty a sail it seemed 
As if it could not be, 

And some folks thought 'twas a dream they'd 
dreamed 

Of sailing that beautiful sea, 
Bnti shall name Yon the fishermen three; 

Wynken, 
Blynken, 
And Nod. 

Wynken and Blynken are two little eyes, 
And Nod is a little head, 

And the wooden shoe that sailed the skies 
l! a wee one's trundle bed. . 

So shut your eyes while mother smgs 
Of wonderful sights that be, 

And yon sha.llsee the beautiful things 
As yon rock in the misty sea 
Where the old shoe rocked the fishermen three

Wynken, 
Blynken, 
And Nod. 

:More About Snakes. 
Having read those snake stories in the 

Children's Corner, I thought I would tell 
my snake story, which is true. We do 
not hav many snakes on Galveston Island, 
and those are usually of a harmless kind, 
commonly called chicken and garter 
snakes. Chicken snakes are supposed to 
make their meals of both eggs and young 
chi~kens. I do not know what they exist 
on when the supply give onto. Last July, 
in my garden, I came across two young 
snakes which I killed. I did not know the 
species ; they were of ,. uniform mottled 
brown color. I keep a cow and hav a feed 
box which contains meal and bran, Rats 
like meal, and my cat, which is a first- class 
mourer and ratter, could not make a show
ing in the decrease of the rats, which would 
clamber over each other in their haste to 
get out of sight when we went to feed the 
cow. I also hav a honeysuckle vine on the 
east-end of my front gallery, where spar
rows hav just reveled and multiplied un
molested, and took chances with the chick
ens in getting the most wheat. Such was the 
condition of affairs around home when last 
July I left for Comfort, Texas, to be gone 
a month; a glorious month I had getting ac
quainted with bigger snakes (bull and water 
moccasins six and eight feet long), fishing 
for trout in the famous Guadalupe river, 
and hunting petrified oyster and clam
shells on the mouniain tops, fifteen hun
dred feet above the level of the sea, not 
forgetting the Indian arrow-heads on the 
hills adjoining the river. September came 
around, and I am home again. I visit 
my cow, but what has happened ? The still
ness of death in my feed house ; no meal 
sack cut open; I go ur to my gallery-no 
welcome chatter of sparrows ; I felt lonely. 
Why they had deserted me I could not 
think. The problem solved itself in this 
way : One evening we had some friends to 
vjsjt us, and were sitting on our lower 
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gallery, when a snake dropped from the 
upper gallery and fell half its length on 
the top step, but wriggled off in the dark
ness. An old Texan sitting by said it was 
a female rattler. Two days later, I lifted 
the ivy from the upper gallery, and his 
snakeship was there basking himself in the 
sun. I had it killed, but woe is me I I 
killed m:v best friend, for on opening him 
a full g~own rat was found inside. Since 
then the sparrows hav come back, and rats 
are on the increase. The snake was about 
four feet long, light-brown in co!or, with 
dark-brown stripes on his back. Could 
some reader inform me how non-poisonous 
snakes catch their game, and do female 
rattlesnakes hav rattles or not ? 

Very sincerely yours, 
Galveston, Trx. SARAH E. WILEY, 

"Right Living" Among the Comrades 
of the G. A. R. 

"Right Living" created quite a sensa
tion in camp on its arrival. I got my 
book at noon on Monday, the 18th. You 
kindly put in one of your lectures with the 
book, so as soon as I undid the package I 
handed the lecture to a comrade to read. 
On Tuesday morning be came to me and 
asked: "Does the same lady who delivers 
this lecture write tbe book?" 

"Yes," I told him; "same one." 
"Then I am going to hav it," he said, 

" for this is one of the most sensible lect
ures I ever read." 

I wrote you at once to send me another 
book. During the forenoon I was reading 
to several comrades about Linooln and 
the Illinois railroad, and about the old 
lady advising the minister which road to 
take. Another said; "I believe, Mr. 
Berry, I will take one; for I hav a daugh
ter down in Dayton who likes good read
ing." So I immediately wrote you to 
send me two books. Then, in the even
ing, another comrade said to me that be 
would take one. He also said that he had 
a family in Dayton, and when he read the 
book be would giv it to them. So you see 
by that mPans the book will likely be 
introduced where it was never beard of be
fore, and may be the means of selling more, 
How easy it is for anyone to do a kind
ness when they do not know or think at 
the time that they are really doing it! 

I think that I ~hall be able to sell two or 
three more books, for every one who has 
looked at it so far :bas been favorably im-
pressed. JoEL M. BERRY. 

National Mil. Home, 0. 
[The above was not written for publica

tion, but it speaks so well for the right 
impulse of the human heart, that we 
desire to giv it to our readers. We thank 
our friend JI.'Ir. Berry and the comrades of 
the G. A. R. for their interest and patron
age of ''Right Living." There are no 
braver mer;. in this world than they who 
periled life and limb to preserve the 
liberties of this fair land. Equally as 
brave are those who stand ready to .battle 
for mental liberty, for the preservation of 
the Constitution, end for all that makes 
life valuable and desirable.-Eo. C. C.] 

Correspondence. 
0RILLIA, ONT .• Nov. 23, 1895. 

DEAR Miss WixoN: To-day I received a 
Cbristi<J.n paper from Chicago, and took it 
to my father to see what he thought about 
it. He said, "It is a goody-goody paper." 
I opened it and the first story was called, 
"How Katie Was Found Oat." Ob, it 
was sickening. She had taken her grand
father's watch and looked at it. Her 
grandpa said God saw her take it, and He 
told him about it. Now, how could God 
tell him she took it? I hope this will be 
in print, though I cannot see it, because I 
am a Canadian girl, I wish some girl who 
has written to TIIE TRUTH BEEKER would 
write to me. ELMA A. MoFFATT. 

[We are happy to know that our girls 
and boys of the Corner hav the ability to 
reason and to see bow ridiculous some 
things are, They cannot be caught with 
chaff. Our religious friends keep the edi
tor of the Corner well supplied with copies 
of the New York Weekly Witness, Young 
Crusader, and other similar papers, be· 
Bides numerous tracts, and specially 
marked passages. We are obliged for 
their courtesy, but there is very little, if 
anything, of value in these papers. When 
we apply the touch of common sense, they 
do not stand. Our friends should learn to 
exercise reason and judgment,-En. C, C.] 

H('alth and Happiness. 
VI.-FIRST CARES OF THE NEWLJ-BORN, 

When the child is born the attendants 
must not content themselvs with merely 
wiping it. Let it be plunged into a basin 
of tepid water, and dried with a soft, fine 
piece of linen. The body is f~equen~ly 
covered with a fatty substance, m whtch 
case first rub the skin with olive oil, and 
then wash and clean it completely in the 
bath. Hav old, clean linen, well warmed, 
to wipe and dry it. After the child has 
been washed inspect the little body to see 
whether there are any marks or malforma· 
tiona about the mouth, gums, tongue, 
back, arms, head, etc. Shaping or mold
ing the head is not customary among us, 
though it is oe;casionally practiced by mid
wives. It was once the custom. on the con
tinent, and is still in many districts in 
Europe. The head should be neither 
pressed nor molded, though there are 
those who believe that by doing so they 
giv it a more agreeable shape. These 
manipulations are not only useleEs, but 
for the most part dangerous. When the 
fontanels are large or membranous, or 
the sides of the head not completely de
veloped (.ossified), let the head be covered 
with a very light muslin cap to protect it 
against the curious or meddlesome fingers. 
Envelop the umbilical .cord in a small 
compress of fine linen, and place it on the 
left side of the abdomen; or, better, take 
a small piece of linen, burn a bole in 
the center, and pass the umbilical ?ord 
through it. We thereby get an anttsep· 
tic action of the charred margins. Over 
this compress of burnt cloth· lay another 
compress made of a few folds of linen and 
put a woolen bandage around the body. 
Let the bandage be about four fingers 
wide, drawn moderately tight, and tied by 
means of strings. The compress ought to 
be changed every day until the cord falls 
off. If the navel is red, angry looking, or 
inflamed, place the powder of a burnt cork 
on the inflamed part When the cord has 
fallen off entirely, put over the navel a 
little compress of fine linen, of the size 
and form of a domino, and about the 
thickness, to be held in position by a band
a"'e as above described. This i'l an excel
l;nt means of avoiding umbilical hernia. 

In order to make the arms of the infant 
pass easily into the sleeves of its chemise, 
surround the hand with a piece of paper 
in the form say of an old fashioned candle 
extinguisher without so much point (call 
it, if you will, "a baby manohette "); that 
prevents the thumb from extending and 
getting in the way when the child is dress
ing. 

The infant being dressed in its little 
chemise, or swaddling, either the one or 
the other ought to be provided with strings 
behind, avoiding the use of pins. Some 
put a bandage over that, about two fingers 
in width, below the armpits, wrapping it 
round the body without tightening it too 
much. The lower part of the bandage 
ought not to be drawn so tight; it 
should be arranged in such a manner that 
the child may be able to move its limbs. 
Never inclose the arms of the newly-born 
in the bandage. As soon as the infant is 
dressed, it is recommended by some to giv 
it a teaspoonful or two of sugar-water; 
then put it in its cradle, on its right side. 
The right side is preferable during the first 
few days of its life. The mother, or nurse, 
ought not to hav the infant sleep with her 
in the same bed, for the reason, as previ
ously stated, that it is likely to be inad
vertently smothered. 

Form and Oomp'lsition of the Cradle.
The cradle generally in uae at the present 
day combines pretty nearly all the qualities 
desil·able-that is, comfort, hygiene, and 
solidity, Whether of iron, wood, or wic· 
kenvork, they should always be somewhat 
elev11ted from the floor, supported by feet. 
Cradles not raised in this manner, but sim
ply resting on the floor, should not, under 
any circumstance, be used, as they expose 
the infant to humidity, draught, etc,, and 
leave them within easy reach of domestic 
animals. In recent years cradles are so 
constructed as to close entirely; that is .to 
say, the upper portion is so fashioned that 
it can be lifted up by a string into a sort 
of hood-resembling the hood of a car
riage-or kind of cradle-parachute, so that 
the nursling is in perfect security, One 
or two mattresses of straw or bay, or a 
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little mattress of horsehair, or of varec, 
composes the bed and forms the base of 
the cradle, the mattress being covered with 
a suitable woolen blanket and sheet. The 
sheeting, or cotton cloth, out of which the 
sack is made which contains the hay or 
straw, should hav a longitudinal slit in it, 
so as to permit the stirring up and airing 
of the contents. In case it becomes moist 
or wet, it is best to expose it to the sun or 
a current of air. The pillows should al
ways be made of horsehair, varec. or hay. 
Feathers, oilcloth, caoutchouc, sheepskin, 
old clothes, that are frequently placed un· 
der children, should by no means be used 
on account of the beat, bad odor, humid
itr, etc., which they maintain in the cradle. 
If there are curtains to the cradle, they 
should be of light material that will not 
intercept the passage of air. Cllre should 
be taken not to cover the infant too 
heavily. The little ones are generally in 
a state of perspiration, which not only en
feebles them, but makes them susceptible 
to cold the moment they are taken out of 
their beds. 

Occasionally it will be found necessary 
to warm the nursling in its cradle during 
winter. For this purpose use a rubber 
bag, a bottle of either lead or stone filled 
with warm water, well secured and wrapped 
in a piece of flannel, placed at the foot of 
the cradle. This produces a gentle and 
a"'reeable heat and the infant need not be 
o;erloaded with covering. Never place a 
heated brick or an iron in the cradle. The 
material in which it is wrapped is inflam
mable and may set the cradle on fire. 
Such accidents hav occurred, and nurs· 
lings hav perished through such impru
dence. 

When the infant grows sleepy it should 
not be taken in the arms of the nurse, or 
placed on the knees, as is frequently done. 
Put it into its cradle; it is much better c ff 
there than elsewhere. Thus the child be
comes habituated to sleep in its bed, which 
is the earliest kind of training or dieciplin 
it nceives. In proportion as the child 
grows, the less sleep it r£q'lires. The nurs
ling should, however, not rest continually 
in its cradle; exercise is requisit. This is 
given by carrying it about on the ar~. 
Promenading diverts its attention and gtvs 
it strength. The weather being pleasant 
and agreeable, every opportunity should 
be taken to hav babies out in the air. 

J. HAhTMANN, M.D. 
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RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

Consid,ring from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make lifo worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRUJE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO, 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Rigbt Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Science Oloth, $1, 
Woman: Fonr Centuries ,,f Progress. 

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 
12mo, 300 pp., $1. 

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for 
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1 25. 

The Story Honr. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting BookhWithont "Supersti
tion for Children and Yont • The Onl~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 sma.ll~Jr; ~arge 
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margms, tllns
tro:.ted covers; 4to. 224 P.I>·• boards, !Ill. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO --
TWO 1..11'1'1.~ R~D /1l1'1'EHS 

A Story o • the Rightway Aim hous11 

A short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address 'J:IUil '.l'llU'l'U SEEKER co,, 
I 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Liberals should remember that good books make 
lasting impressions. and please as well every day 
in thA year. A Liberal book in the right 
hands often changes the vie,vs of sev• 
eral persons, 

TH~:: f{OLIDA 1S. We have qnite a number of books appropriately 
bonnd for Holidav purchasers, and we will pack 
them carefully so they can go any distance in the 
mail, or b v urenaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : 

Four H·1ndred Years of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel P. 
Pntnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
trait; of them 1s.t eminent Freethinkers 
anrl philosophers. living ancl dead, of the 
past four hundre<l years. Large octavo~ 
1165 pages, ~tilt sides and back, marblea 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth
ic• as Un<!Ar~tood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living" is we'! bound in ~loth 
an<l printe<l on Jl'ood paper. Price, $1. 

An Unofficial Patriot. A Historical Story 
of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 
!)loth, $!.2.'\; pape ·, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in 
cloth, with gol<l lettering and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2. 

0 d Testame~t Stories Comically Illustrated 
iu cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient a.1d Modern 
Ttmes. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth,$~ per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

fngersolf's Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk 
oloth. $2 50: tree calf, $9. Uheaper cloth 
edi1·on f,·om same plates, $1.50. 

fngerso/1' s Princi.1al Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some Mist_!l.kes of Moses: Interviews on 
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5. 

Lif'l. A Prose Poem. With Pictures < f 
Oo'onel Ingersoll and G:andchild. By R· 
G. Ine:ersoll. In color, on boards, beveled, 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

A ra~am Lincoln: Was He A Christian? 
By John E Rem,burg. 'loth, $l. 

The Creati'n of G-d By Dr. J. Hart
mann. Redclo.h,$l 

p1eas1re an Progress By A.M. Lorentz, 
LL B. Cloth, $'. 

] ha Wol'ld' s Sages, Think~rs, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pag-es. Svo. Cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man. By Winwood Reade· 
Cloth, IBL 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell. 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll. 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

A" In A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated. 
Half ca~f. $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After D<.~rwin, By George J; 
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting bookt Without Su
perstition for Children ana Youth: The 
Ouiy Freethinkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and 
25smJ.ller; larga typd, heavy. toned paper, 
broad m<J.rgins, illnstrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best and only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in 
cloth, $5. 

partm' s Lite of Voltaire. Of which the 
same can be satd as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church, and State. By Matilda 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the " Deeline 
and FaU of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig . 
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellum 
cl.oth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. A.lexander. Cloth, $2.75. 

cosmian Hymn Book. With music to all 
the songs. Edited by L. K. Washburn. 
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

Jtir For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogtte. _g 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New- York. 

A NEW EDITION 
OF 

I 

L K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian churoh are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Prioe, 10 oents. 

THE DIEGESIS 
THE 

BEING 

A. Discovery of tbe Origin, Evidenees 
and Ea.rly Hi .. tory of Chris.ianity. 

BETTER WORLD The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully and Faith 
fully Set Fortn. 

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE 
By Dr. E. B. S 0 U '1' H W I C K. 

For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could 
see, 

Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonders 
that would be 

SO said the poet Tennyson, and al· 
though what he saw was more or 
less remarkable he was on the out· 

side of the tent relatively to our pres· 
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without 
telling us how he got there, relates 
the many and strange adventures that 
befell him in a land wit'b.out a sun or 
a newspaper, but where light and 
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ; 
where women are the stronger Bel, 

where all dress alike, wear no buttons, 
go in bathing together, and are "na-

. kod and not ashamed." 
There is something of " Looking 

Backward" in this book, with a spice 
of Gulliver added, and it is totally de
void of religious superstition. It will 
be read with interest and curiosity. 

Published and for sale at this office. 
P•·:ee, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents~ 

~HALL THE BIBLE BE K.KUJ 
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M. 
Price, 1 0 oen ts. 

Address THE 'rRUTH 8JllEKEU, 
28 Lafayette Plaoe, blew :1 ork. 

Religons Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was J esos hsane ~ Price, 10 cients. 
What Is Christiani 1 y~ AtJ. lnqniry into 

the Nature of Christianity. Price, 10 cents. 
The }'ollowers f f Jesu '• An Interestin~ 

dr, se, showin!l' that professine: Ohrhtian~ of 
tc-day are not m realits the ''followers of Je
Ens " !'rice. 10 cent5. 

Ad<l ·~•· <'Hl<! Tll.n'I''R REEKF.R 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

RAlations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price. 5 cents. TH.Ill1HUTH SEitHER, 

THIRTY YEA"S IN TH• BUSiliESS. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reiehwald & Bro., 
Commi;sion 1\Ierchtmts. 

Fruits [·Vegetables 
Apples, Egg~, 

OranbenieP, Cheese. 
Potatofs, Drit d 

Butter, l<'ruits, eto 

P1·oruptness our main object. Correapondenc 
solicited. Car lous a spema!ty. 

We fill Orders for All Kinds of Produce. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago 
45 

By REV. ROBERT 7AYLOR, D.O. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
2·L~Lf~Lvette nlllCe. New York 

For the Holidays! 

lhe H Otto Wettstein, Watch. 
The bait watch in the world for the money: In 

silverine case1$19; 4 ounce coin silver, 11!25. BPst 
14kt fiiled go! a open face, $;8; bunting, $80 tG $85. 
Solid gold. $41 to $150. Ladits' same quality, in 
best 14kt filled I' old cases. $28. Solid gold. ~35, 
$40, $5~. $~5 to $!53. 
Hegu' ar Grades Best il.JDerica.u Watches 
In •ilverine cas•s, 7 jeweled, !1!4.75; 15 jeweled 
$7.25; d 1. adjusted, $8.75; do. 17 iewele<l, $10.75. 
]for 4oz silver case add $6; for be~t open face 
filled gold add $9; for hunting, $10 to >1!15; for 
solid ~rold l4kt, 930 to 11'50 more. La.ilie>' m best 
14kt. filled cases 7 jAweled l!l11.50; 15 jeweled, $:5; 
1ht solid gold, as 50 to$20 more. Withdiamonas 
up to $.50. 

Dian1.onds and Opals. 
Pins, ring•. and studs, $6, $8, $10, $15, $~5. $5), 

110~ up. Opals do. $8, $5. ~7. $10, $20, $35 to $50. 
]80 m ~ombination with rnbtes, emeralds, 

pearls, etc. Plain and chaEed rings, emblemP, 
cha~ns, eto. You will save20 per oent to order of 
me. 

Sundrie11 
All the Gorham Co~rpan;'s finest sterling silver 
spoons and noveltiAa; l847 Rodgers' Bros., best 
p!oted wue; the IngeJsoll Souvenir spoon is 
now only $2. F£eethough• BadgE-Pins, $2, $8, $4, 
with diamond, $6 to $14; charms. $8, $4, $5, $6, $8, 
$14, $ 0 to $80, and everything else pertaining to 
a first-class jewelry store. 

A.!! goods sent prepaid and cash refunded if 
not satisfactory. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 
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NEW BOOKS 
BY 

~OB'T G. INGfRSOLL 
Some Reasons Wby. Pap., 25 '· 

A New Lec'ure never b'lfore in 
print. Contents: Some Reasons 
Why. Duties to God. Inspiration. 
God's Experiment With the Jews. 
Civilized Countries. A Comparison 
of B::wks. The New Testament. 
Christ's Mission. Eternal Pain. 

Foundations of Faith. 25 cents. 
A Consideration of the Old and 

New Testaments, and the Doctrines 
upon which the Cn.ristian Raligioa 
is founded. A new lecture deliv
ered for the first time in the faU of 
1895. Large, handsome pamphlet. 

The Field- Ingersoll Discus
sion. Price, paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. · 

In 1888 the Rev. Dr. Henry M· 
Field wrote an open letter to Colonel 
Ingersoll, with the intent to convert 
him. The letter was published in the 
North American .Review, and was 
replied to by the person addressed. 
All our older readerd know the value 
of this discussion. To those· who 
do not remember it we can only say 
tha~ they should lose .no tini~ in 
procuring a copy if they want a con
t.roversial treat. 

The Ingersoll-Gladstone Con
troversy about Christianity. 
Price, paper, 25 cts ; cloth, 50 eta. 

When the Field-Ingersoll Con
troversy closed in the North Amer
ican .Review the Christians felt that 
their champion had been very badly 
woroted in argument, and the pub
lishers of the .Review engaged the 
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone to at
tempt to rehabilitate the Presbyte
rian creed. He wrote a long letter 
to Colonel Ingersoll, to which the 
latter replied at length and, it is 
generally agreed, completely demol
ished the greatest controversialist 
Christianity can produce. These 
letters are now for the first time 
available in pamphlet form. 

Myth and Miracle. Price; 25c. 
This is one of Colonel Ingersoll's 

best lectures, but never before put 
into print. Everyone who has heard 
it will most certainly want it, and 
those who hav not heard it will hav 
a rarA treat in its perusal, as some
thing new from the Colonel, which 
also is something that everybody is 
looking for. 

Which Way? Price, 25 cents. 
This lecture is a consideration of 

the difference between the natural 
and the supernatural, and some 
reasons why the former is the best 
way to go. Perhaps no one of Col
onel Ingersoll's orations has won 
more general applause from enlight
ened audiences than this. It con
tains that most magnificent of pero
ratiops, his visions - " This w'as. 
This is. This shall be." The lect
ure was never before printed in 
pamphlet form. It is splendid. 
Send for it. 

The Truth Seeker, 
!a9 bAFAV~T1& PLACE, New Yorke 

Truth Seeker Readers I 
RAVE YOU TR:S 

Liberal Hymn BJokl 
Do your ohildron learn these be a uti; ongs o 

Tennyson. Whittier, Longfellow, auj J .lerpoeta 
and smg them in.your homes, m&ki 1g . um hap. 
Pf. and bright t-8END FOB A COPY ..(} :een cloth 
g1lt title, 40 oents.: half bound, 25 J ',p, · 
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Gems of ~houg'At. 

INTELLIGENCE forbids ns to follow any 
banner where truth and justice do not 
lead.-E. Stillman Doubleday. 

TBE EenEe of rights, by whose sympa
thetic EXCitement men are led to behave 
justly toward one another, is the same 
sense cf right by which they are prompted 
to aHert their own claims-their own free
dcm to exercise their faculties-and to 
resist every encroachment. This impulse 
brooks no restraint, save that imposed by 
fellow-feeling.-Herbert Spenoe1·. 

I DEAL with hnman nature, and I am 
concerned only with the spiritual and 
mental sides of man. I hav no sympathy 
whatever with the pet schemes of sooial 
and political reform- snch theories as 
Henry George's and Edward Bellamy's do 
not attract me in the least. I aim to 
influence ths mind and thoughts of men, 
to create characters and individuals. If I 
can make the people think rightly, then all 
the rest will follow without legislation, 
without restriction.-Ibsen, as reported 
in an Interview. 

No ONE blames a man for doubting on 
the issne of a war, a law snit, a horse race, 
or other speculation. If the subject be 
cne npon which men can reason, which 
they can perfectly understand, doubt is 
qnite inncceat and proper. It is only in 
religion and religions mystery that donbt 
is dubbed immoral and denounced as a 
damning sin. Where yon can understand 
donbt is permissible and may be a virtue; 
bnt in a matter wherein yonr reason can 
never play a part donbt IB most damnable. 
-Joseph Symes. 

WITH authority, punishment will pass 
away. This will be a great gain-a gain, 
in Jact, of incalculable value. As one 
reads history, not in the expurgated edi
tions written for EChoolboys and pas~men, 
bnt in the original authorities of each 
timE-one is r.bwlntely sickened, not by 
the crimes that the wicked hav ccmmitted, 
bnt ly the pnnisllments that the good hav 
illflicted; and a ccmmnnity is infinitly 
more brutalized by the bab1tnal employ
ment of punishment than it is by the 
occasional occurrence of crime.-Arzon. 

WHAUVER men may think abont ideal 
Christianity, Christianity as it existed in 
Europe np to the seventeenth century wa!!, 
from any standpoint-moral, intellectual, 
or economic-the most pronounced failure 
ever :recorded since the pathetic story of 
man began. The church conld save noth
ing bnt itself. It did not attempt to save 
man fo:r this world. Its aim was to smooth 
bis passage to the next. Men were at the 
mercy of pestilence, famin, and disease. 
When the sailors of Colnmbns returned 
from the West Indies they brought with 
them a frightful and nameless disease. 
That disease at once spread over all En
rope, No class was exempt. Rich and 
poor, the clergy and the laity, ruler and 
beggar, it smote them all. Such was the 
frightful immorality of the times.-Rev. 
J. E. Roberta. 

So LONG ass Bible is pnt into the peo
ple's hands, professing to be the inspired 
word of God, and at the same time 
abounding in contradictions and obscur
ities, so long will men of different tem
peraments and different inclinations draw 
from it opposing doctrins, And as these 
doctrins are supposed to me beyond the 
jnriEdiction of hnman reason, they can 
only be supported or destroyed by an· ap
peal to the ve:ry documents from which 
they are drawn. There is the primary 
farce of setting np a self-comradic.ory 
volume as the oracle of trntb, and the 
secondary farce of trying to reconcile 
these contradictions from the very volume 
that produced them. So that there is no 
hope, in matters of religions controversy, 
of that ultimate agreement npon a given 
question, which is an inevitable stage in 
the development of science.- Wm. Rob
erta, in Free Review. 

VoLTAIRE was the champion of the 
oppressed and the helpless. He was the 
Cresar to whom the victims of church and 
state appealed. He stood for the intellect 
and the heart of his time. And yet for a 
hundred and fifty years those who love 
their enemies hav txhansted the vocabu
lary of hate, the ingenuity of malice and 
mendacity, in their efforts to save their 
. stupid creeds from the genius of Voltaire. 
"From a great hight he surveyed the 
world. His horizon was large. He had 
some vices-these he shared in common 
with priests-his virtues were his own. 
He was in favor of universal education-of 
the development of the brain. The church 
despised him. He wished to pnt the 
knowledge of the whole world within the 
reach of all. Every priest was his enemy. 
He wished to drive from the gate of Eden 
the che:rnbim of superstition, so that the 
children of Adam might return and eat of 
the fruit of the tree of knowledge. The 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

church opposed this because it had the 
fruit of the tree of ignorance for sale.
In,qersoll. 

nal Punishment, Some Who Are Damne.d 
Vi hat I Believe. Immortality. This lecture ts 
on the famous text, "The Olergy know that I 
know that theY do not know." 

PERSON A.L EXISl'ENCE AFTER DEA1'Jl 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smitb. 

Some Good Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CIVIL RHHI'fS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
WASHINGTON. Being the Speli'ches 
of HoN, FBEDERIOK DoUGLA8B and CoL. Ron
EDT G. INGERSOLL on the Decisiun of the 
United States Court that the Ctvil Rights Act 
is Unconstitutienal . .II ift,y.three large octavo 

Mailed singly ror 10 cents each; twelve of any j pages, of which Colonel Ingersoll's speech 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. PULPI1\esfEW~eAND CRABLE. So long 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a as the i>ulpit speaks to believing Pews .com-
Christian who had attacked Freethmkers, posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle wtll be 
and Ex_posil!g the Inconsistency of Christians rocked by gl:iosts and the race will remain on 
generally. H C Luse. its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 

BIBLE TEMPERA.NCE. Showing that a God who is po;werl!JPS against him. One of 
Ltquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, HeJon Gardeners bnghtfst efforts. BE 
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin c Walker. THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY T· 

CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME TER THAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
tCJ~~~~~:lf.ated by the Bible. o B Whit- REfi~i~uc~.PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 

DID MAN FALL ~ Is the Garden of Eden "{ashburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 
I I qr G h hts. very good. 

a Fact 1 srae " ro · SCIENCE -vs. RELIGION or The Con-
EPillEM_IC DEL l;JSIONS. . A; Lecture by flict Between Reason and S~perstition. T C 

Fredenc R. Marv~n, M.D. Gtvmg rea~onable Widd•combe. 
reasons for Religwus and other Deluswns. ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COUR~. 

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. Presenting the evirlence of the forgery of hts 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and alleged_l:(osnel. H J Se•gneuret. 
one of the most eftective ever wntten by any SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
Freethinker. I CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE CONVENT. Showing that Convents 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. are inimical to chasti~. virtue and freedom. 
Written whileiourn!JY.inginandnear the Iap.d' SPIRITUALISM FRUM A MA'fERIAL· 
of Yahweh. Oontammg the best moral m- ISTIC ST 'NDPOINT B F U d -structions of the world from the great teach- . lU . • !1. er 
ers of the former a.ges. D M Bennett. wood. Wz:ttten before Mr. Underwood Jomed 

T GI N ELUSION A d the Pdrchtc Researchers. 
HE A T D • Pf!oper rea THUMBsCREW AND RACK. Torture 

before the .freethought Internatwnal Col)- ImpleJ¥ents Employed in tl!.e 15th an!'! ~6th 
gress at Chtcago. OnEJ !Jf O_tto Wettste.n s centnnes for th~promulgatwn of Chnshan-
fraternal attacks on Sptntnalism. it . Being the Nnrembnrg Collection, with 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED ~ Was J esns slecimens from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pic-
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise tures. The descriptions and reflections by 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. George E. Macdonald. 

INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
the two agree. A poem by Samuel P Putnam. TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-

THE LIMITATIONS OF TOLERA.TION. dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
Adiscnssion betweenCol.RobertG. Ingersoll, T~anslated b:y: James Par~on, author of the 
Hon. Frederic R. Condert Ex-Gov. Stewart L. L1fo of Volta1re. To whtch are added _the 
Woodford, b~fore the Nineteenth Century three great poems of Gaeth•, George Eliot, 
Club of New York. "Each man has the same and L'>ngfellow. . 
right to express to the whole world his ideas WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED~ Anstm 
that the rest of the .world have to express Bierbower. A bwrer's comideration of the 
their thoughts to htm." Colonel Ingersoll evidence of tl>at alleged event. 
main~ains this, the other:s deny it. Mr. Con- WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 
dert 1s a Roman Cathollc, Mr. Woodford a of Christ's alleged acts whi•lh ,..auld Iea.d one 
Protestant. . to that conclusion. LK Washbnrn. 

MATERIALISM: _Its H1story,_ and Its In- WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND 7 And 
flnence Upon Somety. Dr. Lams Buchner. th A t" p s 1 p p • 

MIRACL;ES A_ND l\liRACLE WOR~ERS. ~,8ertitl~n~~e
1~ i~~~:hap:fh~emo~t :a;~~~ 

A Constderatwn of the Marvels and Mrracles of Mr. Putnam's many poems, and 11 great 
of the New Testament. One of John Peck's many editions of it have been called for. The 

MobSeEstSboBokEsF. ORE THE COURT Th other poems are: The Golden A!1.e,_The Ide~\ 
, or e aud the Real. Not Dead, but LIVmg Frm-

Forgery of the Old Testament. Dedicated to tion, HopebThomas Paine, Nature's Gospel, 
the Clergy. H. J. Seigneurs~, M.D. Address to eity, ani! thA short. poem so often 

THE NEW G6D. "It is an ope:a secret re.citrd wi.th great effect by Charles Watts, 
that man has always made his Gods. They Gtve Us Ltght. 
exist in and through him, as the image exists. WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
in and through the mirror .. Take away man I GOD t B F Underwood· written be-
and yon take away God-the tmage vamshes." I ,.. U d d . . ' . R This pamphlet, therefore, is a consideration ' fore wr. n erwoo lamed the Psychto e-
of' what kind of a God man should make. \ searchers. 
Samuel P. Putnam. I WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great Freethinkers' International Congr<Fs at Chi-
man's best .. ').'he sn!Jjects consi~ez:ed are: Or-. cago. Oonside•ing: '.rhe Cause of Woman's 
thodoJ< Rellgwn D~\{ Out, Re~l/l"lOUS, Deaths ·. Subjugation, The 01mon Law sud Its Effects 
and Birth!!J.:.rhe ReliglOl). of Rem prom ty, M_o- ! Upon H or, Theology Never Helpful to Woman, 
hammed, Tne Destrnctwn !Jf Art, The Dts- Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
covery of Amenca,_ Copermcns and Kepler, Benefactor of Woman. l:lnsau H. Wi .. on 
Charles Darwin, ::spemal Providence, The WOMAN: HER PAST AND PRESENT, 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love HER RIGHT"' AND WRONGS A I t of God, 'l'he Fall of Man, The Atonement, . " • eo -
The Second Birth~,.Ins~,.iration, The Reign of nre dellvered before tne Woman Suffrage As-
Truth and Love. ·J:he Wars It Brought_ The social ion of Denver, Col., by B F Underwood. 
Resurrectio~., The Judgment-Day, .t'ions Any one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
Evasions," .NO Bible, No Chilization;" Mira- for a dollar. 
cles .of the New. Testamel).t, The ~cen~ion, Address TH'F. TRn'l'll R"Wol<l"KF.R. CO., 
Castmg out Devils, Necesstty of Belief, Eter- 28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It will 

Make You 

Laugh. 

By w-ATSON HESTON. 

It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 
Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to £aciJ Picture. 

40 0 Pages. 2 0 0 Full-Page 
Pictures. 

CONTENTS • 
Sustaining a Theory, Bloody J oshna, 
Some Giants, The Campaign ef Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham:F Christ's Great Ancestor, Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
tB~~e~~d' frlfsi\r Sister,' ~~~~~~~hB~~~~ng, 
One of Twins, Uns~able as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, Davtd God's ]'avorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the 'Book of Kings, ' 
Holy Moses'o· . Adventures of the Pro bets, 
Balaam the lvtner, Jonah the Truthful saNor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
A.ddress THE TBlJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., :t<tew York city, 
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In the nature ofthings, 
BAY!> 

~BERT G. INGERSOT.t.. 

"In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
" Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGEBBOLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. Witb 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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"'f\1 0/; ~0'1!' ~ct'!!'S0%\8 :Of course~ do,' said !J'ather McDermott; 
..1 1 T' ft • and be qmck about 1t.' 'All right,' an-

================= swered McGinty, 'I'll do it if you say so, 
A PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION -Smythe· bnt the Lord save my sonll' and jumping 

"I hear that Dr. Fourthly. preached I ~n. ~e ,altar, he shon~ed at the top of his 
against the stage for two mortal hours last Dnce. Ladies and gmt~emen, Father Mc
Snnday." Tompkin~: "Yes; it was a. very th~P~~: wants ye.to g1v three c~~~rs for 
e:ffectiv discourse. Every one present bas estants-bip, hip, booroo! 
been dead againstcontinnons performances 
ever since. "-Puck. 

Tam late Dean Stanley used to relate that 
a gentleman once called to tell him that 
be bad been into the abbey, and bad knelt 
down to pray, when the verger came 
np to him and told him be mnst not kneel 
there. On asking why not, the verger 
said: "Why, sir, if I was once to allow it, 
we should bav them praying all over the 
place." This recalls the gentleman visit
ing a church, and asking the sexton 
whether people .ever used it for private 
prayer, to which be replied: "I ketcb'd 
two of·'em at it once."-Argona:ut. 

A WITTY and popular New York clergy
man bad a laughable experience recently. 
One Sunday lately, just as be was going 
np the steps of his church, be WJlS asked 
by an old lady-who did not know him 
well enough to recognize him in the street 
-to help her np the steps. This be did 
with courtly grace. On reaching the top 
the old lady asked who was going to preach 
that day. "Rev. Mr. Blank," be replied, 
giving his own name. "Ob, Lord!" ex
claimed the old lady, "help me down 
again. I'd rather listen to a man sharpen
ing a saw. Please help me down again. I 
reckon I won't go in." The clergyman 
smilingly complied, remarking as be left 
her, "I wouldn't go in either were I not 
paid for it." 

WE take pleasure in informing our read
ers that we hav secured as an assistant 
young Mr. Olarence Hornbeak, who bas 
in the past acted as onr regular correspon
dent at Rocket Oity, and at the same time 
con tribnted Po me brilliant Rensational news 
items to several of the Kansas Oity and 
St. Louis dailies. He is the author of the 
sensation that was so widely copied in the 
Eastern papers, which was to the effect 
that, shortly after the return of J obn So
eysmitb, a penitent prodigal, a violent 
thunderstorm arose and lightning killed a 
calf on the farm where John's parents re
side, hit the family Bible, opened it at the 
fifteenth chapter of Luke, and marked the 
twenty-third verse, which reads as follows: 
"And bring bitber the fatted calf and kill 
it, and let ns eat and be merry." Mr. 
Hornbeak will make a specialty of acting 
as society, snake, and pickle-dish editor of 
this paper, and all social, sensational, and 
zoological ma~ters of interest will be 
handled by him in his nsnal brilliant and 
masterly style.-Puck. 

FA TilER O'HALLORAN bad a telephone 
pnt into the parsonage in connection with 
the church and the parochial school. Pat
rick McFee, his reverence's bandy man, 
was instructed in the nse of the instru
ment, and it was only the next day, when 
Pat, dusting ont the church, beard the 
ringing of the telephone bell. Taking 
down the receiver, Patrick was pleased to 
bear Father O'Halloran's familiar voice 
asking him something or other about his 
work. In essaying to answer be remem
bered that his reverence was a long way 
oft, and therefore be shouted into the 
tranemitter at the top of his voice. "I 
don't understand yon, Patrick," said the 
telephone. Patrick tried again with no bet
ter success. On his third trial be came 
near splitting the telephone, bnt again 
came Father O'Halloran's voice, "I can't 
hear what you're saying, Patrick." Pat 
had by this time lost something of his pa
tience, and, as he stood gathering his 
breath for a fourth blast, be couldn't re
frain from soliloquizing in a low tone: 
"Ah, may the divil fly away wid the onld 
fool!" Bnt Pat dropped the telephone 
like a bot potato and fell to his knees in 
dismay when be beard Father O'Halloran's 
voice once again: " Now I hear yon per
fectly, Patrick. "-Boston Transcript. 

HERE is a story that George W. Monroe, 
who is starring this ileason in "A Happy 
Little Home," vouches for: "I attended 
the dedication of a new Oatbolic church in 
Sayville, R. I., the other Sunday," be 
says. "Father McDermott, a friend of 
mme, who is the rector there, bad worked 
very long and bard to raise necessary funds 
for its erection. This, coupled with the 
fact that among the contributors were 
three Protestant ministers of different de
nominations (Presbyterian, Episcopal, and 
Methodist), who bad signified their inten
tion to be present at the ceremonies, served 
to bring t0getber an extraordinarily large 
crowd. Just before the services began 
the three ministers walked in and found 
there was not a seat to be bad. Father 
McDermott discovered them standing at 
the back, and calling his sexton, a little 
Killarney man who rejoices in the name of 
McGinty, he whispered to him: 'Get three 
chairs for the Protestants.' 'Do yon 
mane it?' asked McGinty, a look of aston
ishment spreading over his freckled face. 

NE"W EDITION. 

PROSE-POEMS ABD SELECTIOBS. 
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand
some Quarto, containing over 

400 pages. 

The bqo_k is d~i~signed for, and will be accepted 
l:ly, adm1nng fnends as a rarepersanalsonvenir .. 
To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, 
with autograph fac-simile, has been prepared 
especially for it. In the more elegant styles of 
binding 1t is eminently suited for presentation 
purposes, for any season or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christian Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, My Choice, 
before the G. A. R. Why? 
at the Academy of ImaghJ.ation, 
Mnsi~, N.Y. Science. 

A Tribute to Ebon C. If Dea.th Ends All, 
lngerooll, Here and There, 

A Vision of War, Jiow Long? 
At a Child's Gta.ve, Liberty, 
Benefits for Injuries, Jehovah and Brahms., 
We Build, The Free Soul, 
A Tnbnte to the Rev. LifP, 

Alexander Clark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Grant Banquet Beecher, 
Apostrophe to f,ibert~ Tribute to Conrtlandt 
A Tribute to John u. Palmer, 

Mills. The Brain. 
The Warp and Woof, The SacrfdLeaves. 
The Cemetery, Origin and Destiny. 
Originality, What is Poetry? 
Then and Now, My Poshion, 
Voltaire, Good and Bad, 
Laza.rns\v The Mtracnlons Book, 
What is orship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, 'l'he Abolitionists,_ 
God Sllent, Provirlence, 
Alcohcl, The Ma.n Chl'ist, 
Angnote Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
The Infidel, At the Grave of Bsnja-: 
Napoleon min W. Parker, 
The Republic. Fashion and Beauty, 
Dawn of the New Day, ApJstro_l2_he to Science, 
Reformers, Eliznr Wright, 
The Garden nf Eden, The Imag1nation, 
Thomas Paine, No Respecter of Persons 
The Age of FB.lth, Abraham Lincoln, 
Origin of Religion, The Meaning of Law, • 
The Unpardonable Sin, What is Bhlsphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Some Reasons, 
li'ree Will, SeleCLions, 
The King of Death, Love 

·The Wise Man, TheBirthplaoeofBnrns 
Bruno, Mrs. Ida Whiting 
The Real Bible, Knowles, 
B•nedict Sninoza, Art and Moralitv, 
'I' he First Doubt, Tribute to Roscoe Conk-
The Infinite Horror, .ling, 
Nature, Tribnte to Richard H. 
Night a• rl Morning, Whiting, 
'J'he Conflict, Mrd. Mary H. Fiske, 
Death of the Aged, Horsce Seaver. 
The Charity of Extrava- The Music of Wagner, 

gance, Leaves of Grass, 
Wom•n, Vivisection, 
The Sacred Myths, The Republic of Medioo-
Inspiration, ritv. 
Religions Liberty of the A Tribute to Walt Whit-

Bible, man. 
The Laugh of a Child, 

In cloth. beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
morocco} gilt edges. $5; half calf. mottled 

edges, ibrary style, $4.50; full Turkey 
Morocco, gilt1 exquisitely fine, 

$7.50; full uee-calf, highest 
possible finish, $9. 

Sent to any address, by expre3s, prepaid, or mail 
post free, on receipt of pr10e. 

A. Cheaper Edition from same 
plates, good paper, wide 

margins, cloth, $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

28 Lafayette Pl .. New York. 

Science Versus R_eligion, 
OB1 TBE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price. lD Cent•. For sale at this Offi'l~. 

D[SIGN fALLACI[S. 
A. Re:tutation o:t the A.rgu

:~n.ent That Nature Ex
hibits Marks o:t Having 
Been Designed by an In
telligent Bein~r. 

SYNOPSISt 
I. The Dadign ArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Neces

sitating an Infinite Series of DesignE'rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egre_g_ionsly Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; 
and the Wa.tch Argument Is Illegitimate. 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI. Astronomv and Design. 
VIL The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Addresl! 

Price, 15 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

118 Lafayette l'laoe, N.Y 

fR[[THI N K[ RS' PICTORIAL T[XT-BOOKr 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUT~ 
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLADI 

TO BE A DIVINE .AND BENEFI• 
CENT INSTITUTION, .AND RE

VEALING THE ABUSES 
011' A UNION 01' 

CSUBOll AND 
STATB. 

185 Fc.tt-Page 
IHustratfoqs. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7 ATION8 fl. 

FACTS, 
HISTORY. 

87 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL. 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Ill' 
THE ARTIST. 

DE8IG1ftJ BY WATS?N HESTON. 
WITH PoltTRAIT OF 

THE JJESIGNE.R. 

The mustrations are clll88i1led as follows: 

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
2 " The Church Robbing the l'eople. 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children ana the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History. 
8 The Bible and Science, 
15 The Clergy and Their Flocks. 
1 Piety in Unr PeDitentiaries. 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Work:!. 
2 " Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
l Christians and Mohammeda.ns. 

1 re~t Samples of Christianity's Work. 
& " Misswnaries. 
1 • The Lord's Instruments. 
1111 " Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 
1 " J!e Church and Slavery. 
I .. ests and Poli~ics. 
fo " eland and the Church. 
g • Church's ldea of Civilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
fo ,. Unkind .Reflections on the Church. 
t " Persecutions of the Church. 
11 " Some Allegories. 
8 " He&ven. • 
e '" Hell. 
'I' " Miscellaneollll. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_like it ha• ever be
fpre &pJ;!e.&red in t).lis conntryhand it is very doubtful if another o:g.e like it will !JVer again be pub. 
hshed. We must g1ve the Trnt Seeker Company the credit of pnttrng the book 1n the reach of alL 
At twice the price 1t wo11.ld have been a cheap book. Art1st Heston as a, portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful sHccess.- and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly every Liberal in 
America will desire a copy of this most wonderful volnme.-[Freethlnkers' Magazine •. ' 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to 
.l!'reethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
nres do not make up the whole of 1his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter that Rerve first as explanations of-the illnstrationst and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
faisity of the church's professions and the h:yiJocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the 
book is one of ;';ne best wea.pons against Christianity and the church tha.t has e~m: been put ·n the 
i:lands of Fr~~thinkers.-[Boston Investigator. . 

Price~ bQard cQvera, $2; cslotl\, $2.50· 

fl"'<b-'""" '1:'H'Jif TR.UTU S~:E~ 

NO ".BEGI.lVlVI.lVG;" I POPIS AHD Tl{tllt OOJHGS 
OB, I A.OOOUN'l' 01!' 

The Fundamental Fallacy. \ Vtcars or Ohrtst ana Vweaerenu 01 God. 

Cloth, 75 cents. 
A common-sense exposure of the error in the 

reasoning upon which is based the belief in a 
"Creation" or ~·First Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discusses the question of a cre

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can understand, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one of the most comPrehensive and conclusive 
workij on the subject we remember seeing."-THE 
TRUTH SEEKE1l, Jnly·2~, 1893. 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PRICE, $1; POSTPAID. 

Addres1 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
FOB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
· and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

COMPILED BY L. K. WASl'IBURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Office. 

.THE ELIXIR OF LIF.E 
is not in magic potionsb"speciftcs" 
Wxs~~~~~18tf"~~E o'i-t £.~ 
Wise men study nature, shun disease 
learn to maintain vigor and regain it 
by reading the most complete book ot 
Dledleal, Social, Sexual Selenfe, 
by an eminent _physician of 35 years 
experience. 'The "old, original, 
standard" ~ork, endorsed by all, 
i':i~;~~~ ~~ ~~'l! ~~::i'R~,~b~t~nTt 
has providentially saved thousandS. 
Its essays on n1arriag_e,_ parentage, 
adaptation, marital failures,. etc., 
are of inestimable value to a.u now 
married or who ever expect to be 
r~~lJ:;;'j c~.:;i~~fh~ .. l~::? .. J'~:O 
wood cnts, 21 cbromosltshowing 
origin of life-development of man, 
APPENDIX has over 200 Recipes. 

ctrcnlara Free. 
Address SEEKEB, 

28 Lafayette l'laoe lllew Yorlr. 

$75 A MONTH aod._-. w,.or 
Gen&. 8ample• tree. 

Rt~aranteed. Write today. Address P.O. s!xim:~:~:~t;;!: 
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ANOTHER FISH STORY-RAISING FUNDS. 

Go thou to the sea, and cast an hook, and ta~e up the fish that first cometh up; and ~hen thou hast opened his mouth 
thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and giV unto them for me and thee.-Mat. xvn, 27. 

PBTER CoNLIN has been made chief-of
police of New York city. 

SPAIN is still sending troops to Cuba. 
Spanish victories are reported. 

YvE~TE GUILBE:BT, the famous music hall 
singer, is now in the United States. 

THE Apaches are reported to be again 
on the warpath in the Gila Valley, in Ari
zona. 

THREE distinct torrents of lava are :B.ow
ing from Atria del Cavallo on Mount Ve
suvius. 

WoMEN will henceforth be permitted to 
become regular students in the Hungarian 
universitieP. 

NEw YoRK bad its first snow of the sea
son- a slight :B.urry only-on the morning 
of Dec. 9th. 

GREAT BRITAIN calls on Venezuela for 
$60 000 for arrests "on English soil," 
Th~ republic will not pay. 

CoNGRESS convened in its Fifty-fourth 
seBI!ion on Monday, Dec. 2d. Thomas B. 
Reed was elected Speaker, 

SAID PASHA declined the Sultan's offer 
of the office of Grand Vizier and took ref
uge in the British embassy. 

WILLIAM E. H. LxcKY, the historian, has 
been elected by the Liberal Unionists to 
Parliament for Dublin University. 

DR. NANSEN, the Norwegian Arctic ex
plorer, has_ been h;E~rd _ fron:t by carrier 
pigeon. His expeditiOn 1s domg well. 

THE American Federation of Labor met 
in convention in New York on Dec. 9th. 
Delegates are present from Canada and 
England. 

THERE has been a week of dieastrous 
weather around the British Isles and along 
the North Sea, with much destruction of 
property, 

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND bas nominated 
for associate justice of the Supreme Court 
Judge Rufus W. Peckham, of the New 
York Court of Appeals, 

EDUABD voN KtLANYI, the originator of 
Jiving pictme t-xhibitions, died in New 
York on Dec. 4th, He was born in Die
ben, Hunga~y, 43 years ago. 

IN Milwaukee the mini~Sters and W. C. 
T. U. women are running amuck against 
theatrical bills, even going to the extent of 
tearing them down themselvs. 

THERE is a ~tron~~: movement on foot in 
Oklahoma for statehood, either for that 
territory alone or inc~uding the five civil
ized tribes of the Indian country. 

HERMAN AHLWABDT, the German Jew
baiter, bas come to the United States to 
lecture. He says the progress of the Jews 
must be stopped by law, and that the lower 
Catholic cler~ of Germany are with his 
party. The Jews of New York-:-some of 
them-propoee to treat him to ancient eggs 
when he speaks. 

ON Dec. 8th three men were killed and 
four injured by a switch engin jumping 
the tracks in the yards of the N. Y., N. 
H., and H. railroad in Harlem, New York. 

GEoRGE AuGUSTUs SALA, the distinguished 
journalist, died in Brighton, England, on 
Dec. 8th. He was born in Manchester 
Square, Nov. 24, 1828. His father was an 
Italian. 

A FRoTHINGHAM memorial meeting was 
held in this city last Sunday, at which the 
poet StEdman, Prof. Felix Adler, Jndge 
Barrett, and others, eulogized the late Lib
eral teacher. 

THE insurgent forces of Gomez and 
Maceo hav been united; the destruction 
of property continues; Spain is pouring 
fresh troops into the ishnd-this is the 
latest from Cuba, 

SoUTH CAROLINA's Constitutional Con
vention has ratified the new constitution 
and adjourned. The Negro delegates re
fused to sign the c mstitution because of 
the article on snffrag~. 

THE Spanish courb at Havana baa sen
tenced Gen. Julio Sanguily, the Cuban, to 
perpetual imprisonment. It was the first 
civil trial ever accorded a political prisoner 
by the Spanish authorities in Cuba. 

IT is claimed that 60,000 Armenians hav 
been killed during the last year-an esti
mate greatly needing confirmation, On 
the other side there are reports of Arme
nian slaughterings of Mussulmans, 

THE speeches delivered at the Atlanta 
Expos.tion by Ex-Governor Tillman and 
Governor .Evans of South Carolina were 
severely denounced in a set of resolutions 
adopted by the Exhibitors' Association. 

A LETTER-CARRIER in Fall River, Mass., 
has been arrested for delayin~ the distri
bution of the mails. He had hidden 600 
pounds of mail which he had been unable 
to deliver during the eight hours he was 
supposed to work, 

Recalled Stormy Times. 
"Well that looks natural" said the ol<l soldier, 

looking at a can of condensed milk on the break
fast table in place of ordinary milk that failed on 
account of the storm. "It'd a Gail Borden Eagle 
Brani we used during the war." 

WANTED 
Situation in a respect .. ble familv, by an exoeri
enced honsekeeoer. speaking Garman, French, 
and English- Refereno~s given and required. 
Address Box 1,555, Iowa City,la. ~150 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. 
The Bible or Nature: A Contribution 

to the Religion of the Fn1mre. Cloth. $1. 
The Secret of th~ East; or, The Origiv 

of the Christian Religion and the 3ignificance 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. an. 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Nature. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Human Organ1am. Cloth, $1. 

Zoological Sketches : A Contributian to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illus
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~.$2. 

Address THE TnUTH SEEKER, 
28 L&f&yette pJ.aoe, New York. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

II Intercourse Bdtween the SJUI and Body.' 
Bv Emanuel Sweden borg. Price,~ cents. 

Interesting b ·ok< by same author: 
·• Four Leading Doctnnes," 2-17 PP·•---- ... 75 
:: U!v!ne Love. and w,~sdomt'' 248 ppo,o o o o o 02~ 

D1 vme Pcondence, 308 pp., .... - ..... -.. . ~~ 
"Conjugal Lov ,"472 pp ..... , ... _ ........ $1.00 
"True Christian Rehgion," 982 pp.,. __ .... 1.50 
"A.pJcalypse Explained,"Vols.l, 2. 3,4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogne to Lhe American 

Swedenborg. Printiog and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Unton, New York. 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL 
FOR 

1896. 
Edited by CHARLES A.. W :\.TTS. 

CoNTENTS: Balfour's •· Foundations of Belief:' 
A.n A.gno3tic Rejoinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
and ·t.s l!:qnivalent•, Amos Waters; The Man, 
Jesus Chriot: The Germ of the Chr-stian Mvth, 
J, A.llamon Picton; Psyche: A Pvem, W. Stewart 
Ross !.Saladin)• Mmd as Controled bv Matter, 
Constance l!l. PlnlllPtre; The ~'aiths of Our For<
fathers, Cha.rles Watt•; A.n Agnostic View of 
Theism and 1\Ionism ,R. Bithell, B So., t-h.D ; 
The Old Te•tament Library .r_ J. Gonld; Im
m1rtality, w. A.. Leonard: The Physiological 
Bias of Religions Leaders, Furneanx Jordan, F. 
RC.S. 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 

Scientific Books Cheap. 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to whicl.. we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universitie«> 

with a survey of Medimval Education. By 
B. B. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modem Science and Modern Thought. By B. 
Laiug. 75 cents, 

Forma~ion or Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. B?.: Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Crime....!Lnd Science and Poetry-.~. with 
other essays. .HY Andrew Wilson, F.tl.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England, by Joseph Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, l'<I.A. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As
pect of some Familiar Things. By W. M 
'Villiams, F.C.S. Two books Ill one volume 
75 cents. 

The Truth Seeker Library. 
'll'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re· 

formers. The Biographies of three hun
dred of the most distinguished teachers and 
phi!osophm•s (who wero not Uhristinns)l from 
the time of 1\lenn to-tho present. llyD.Ir .Ben
nett. 1.075 pageH, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Supernatural Ueligiou. An inquiry into 
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly tho 
most thorough and exhaustive work on the 
claims of snpernatnmlism ever written. By F. 
W. Newman, Emeritus Pt·ofessor of the London 
University. 1.115 Pttges, Svo. In cloth, $4; 
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Wol'ks of Thomas Pain!', 
Including The Age of lteason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let
ters to 1\lr. Ersltine, Essay on Dreams, Letter 
to Camille J ordtm, The Religion of Deism 
Common Hense, The Crisis, and the Hights of 
!'r[an; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, 
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, 
1{!4.50. 

The Gods anti Religions of Ancient ana 
1\lod.:>ru 'l'imes. Vol. I gives a full ac
count of ttll the got!~ the nations of the earth 
havo worshiped. including_ Jehovah, Satan, the 
Holy tlhost, Jesns Christ1 Virr:in Mar~:l and the 
lllhle. 8:J.'; pages, Svo. \ ol. 11 descr1 1es fully 
n 11 religious systems of the world, including 
Judai.<m, Mohttnmwtlnnism, nntl Christianity; 
the htttl'l· occupying_ 872 pages, being l'nl!y go!1e 
mto. YHl pag.,s. fly V. 111. llouuett. Wnt
ten in pri"'ll "t Albany. In cloth. $8 Per vol
tune, nr $o for the two volumes; in loather, $7; 
in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 

The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth 
iieelter Librnrr." If all are ordered together an<l 
sent by expross\ one dollar will be deducted from 
~he Dru:-e llf uH.c ' 

Works of W. H Burr 
Self·Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively a.nd Nega.
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-AU Days Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderla.nd, D.D., in 1871. Price. 20o 

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that ShakB
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He J uninsl Socond 
editi0n, enla.rged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's 
objections to the ldentlfication of Paine a.s 
Juni•s a.nd Casoa. Price, 5 cents. 
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Researches 
I 

ID Oriental History, 
. EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment or Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christiaulty; 
to which is a.dded, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS! 
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

Fourth Eattum 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part H.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Caute the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. · 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:JO. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
OOMPANY. 28 La.fayette Place, New York Oity, 
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OUR OHAMPION-SET 'EM UP AGAIN, BRETHREN! 

Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

greatly extend the circulation of Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB. 
First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
for greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, and consequently more eft'ectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, .and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to l'eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

7. o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FBEETHINKEB's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLABS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PIOTOBIAL TnT-BooK. 

The pictures in the FBEETmNKEB's PIOTOBIAL 
TnT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
state. It has I 85 Full-pae::e Illustrations, 
with copious citations of Facts, History, Statistics, 
and Opinions of Scholars to maintain the argument 

of the Artist. The :Cesigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of thE' designer. The pict
ures are c~!'ssified as follows : Ot those representing 
Uncle SaD! and the Priests there are 16; represent
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2; Thanks
giving, 3; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Church, 11 ; Woman and the Church, 10 ; The 
Church and ThomRs Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, 
1 ; The Atonement Scheme, 4 ; The Lord and His 
Works, 4 ; Prayer 2 ; The Creeds, 10 ; Christians 
and Mohammedans, 1; Samples of Christianity's 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, 
1 ; . Bible Doctrines and Their Results, 25; Church 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland 
and the Church, 4 ; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Redactions on the 
Church, 4; Persecutions· by the Church, 9 ; Some 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7. 

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi
ums for them can be found on the second page of 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip· 
tions; the subscribers will also, probably, buy a 
few books from time to time, and the small margin 
on them may make us whole. Inil.uce your neigh· 
bor to subscrilJe, and so get the book for yourself. • 
Or, it you are not now a subscriber, send us three 
dollars and get both paper and book-FIVE DOL· 
LABS' WOBTB I'OB TBBBB ')OLLABB. 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ffort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, cmd 
·everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

SPEC.DlEN PRESS NOTICES. 

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the a&· 
sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
will ever again be published. We must giv the Truth 
Seeker Oompany the credit of putting the book in the 
reach of all. At twice the price it would hav been a 
cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de· 
signer is a wonderful suooess, and we judge fromom.' own 
feelings that nearly every Liberal in America will desire 
a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.Preethinker&' 
Magazine. 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Lib
eralism. He hQs dedicated his genius to Freethought, 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of 
right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
pages nf reading matter that serve first as explanations of 
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
those who uphold them. · Altogether the book is one of 
the best weapons against Christianity and the church 
that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
Boston Investigator. 

Send 11s a new subscriber and get the book free 
of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
subscriber, send us $8 and get the book and the 
paper for one year. 
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LIST 
F PREMIUMS WITH 

Tl{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers 

For $6.50 wt1 will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "FoUl' Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of Freethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger
soll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR 
HUNDRED YEABS OF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human 
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
most shilling advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to thoso who are still in the van for human rights and 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatoot men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regnlar rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• .t,OIJR HIJNDKED YE&RS OF FREETHOIJGHT" 
FREE OF CHA.RGES. 

AN.IJ F UR:ZHER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, {lOst 
free, a copy in boards of 

THK GRK!TFSf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated B:li::S~:r.~N 
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

crvTAINJNG 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

With Refer~nces to the most ..:'lain and Striking Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
"criptures. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the 
Bible. Also, Other Bible References of Importance. 

3 Fourth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents. 
A.ddxese THE TTtUTH SEEKER. 28 J,o,favette Place. New York Oit;v. 

FOR ANY OF 

Ingersoll's 
Works 

Address TH IS OFFICE 

A SECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLEUfiON OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

"A good book written with & purpose.' 

Prio 25 oent.s. 

For $1) we will send TH.III TRUTH SEliiXliiR one year ($3) and "Paine'e 
great Works Complete"($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 
- For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKIIIR one year ($3) and "The World's 
S:ges, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKIIIR one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid ofter, for every one 
wants this book. It has over ~ thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. 

For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKIIIR one year ($3} and " The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

:::: For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3} and " '.rhe Free
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4 _we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send TH.III TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

.·The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
Al'ID 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $UO. The 

$2.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTB 
SEEKEB one year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and 'l'RUTH SEEKEE, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spocn 
~rilt bowl. 500. more, Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEa. 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest end most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described : 

"The VJlume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It'! durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a. 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style}, but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair; Mn. 
GEoRGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned sc~le, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 
Material and workmanship are superior." 

The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 
Conservatory, says : 

"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 
merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elt>gance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made special arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend. to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to ofte 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate L> yi r-;.; a piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSBURG & SON., Atchison, Kan. 

in the United States. 

Should It Be Exenvpt from 
Taxation~ 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NO~l'. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distribution by 
<hose who faYor justice in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. 
Fifty copies, 
~ne hundred copies • 
L&rger quantities at special rates. 

$1.00 
4.00 
8.00 

A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER, New York. 

IEDEOLOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A Treatise on the Generative System;. 
In three parts, including 

Pre-untal Influence, (Influence which af-·· 
fects an unborn child.) 

Lbnilntion. uf Offs_,Pring. and 
Hygiene of 1.be Generative SystcJD,. 

Containing 
Plain Facts on Private Subtects .for all Aauus . . 

This book deals in an open, 
frank, but delicate wav, with all points of in-· 

terest on the generative system. 
It treats of . 

Personal a11a Social Pl!vstolO(J'I/ ·ana Hvoiene;. 
WHAT THE MARRI•D OUGIIr To KNow 

In order to live heal• hy lives and produce healthy
offspring. 

It is free from medical technicalitie~hwritten' 
on the highest moral 12lane and in sue a way 
that evervone may read and understand it. It is' 
most highl commended by the press, eminent· 
phYSicians, and prominent .people of all-callings. 
It is printed from large, new, clear-faced type, 

on good paper, in one volume, well bound.-
Price, cloth, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,. 
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One subscription two Years, in advance .... ·-···-······"··· ll oo 
Two new subscrlbel'll ............................................. ll 00 
One subscription with onenewsubsoriber, in one remittance. ll 00 
One subscription with two new subscribers, In one remit-
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One subscriPtion "'ith four new subscribers, In one remit· 
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&nY number over flve at the same rate, invariably with one 

remittance. 
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readen ll they -wlll•end oil the niUile and addren ol 

any Freethinker w-ho is ·not a regular •nb•crlber. 

Fun for His Satanic M~esty. 

delivered the last speech, and· then·" Blalock re
turned to Tennessee and Byrd to Dalton, each 
claiming that he had vanquished his opponent." 
As to the number of souls saved by the match game 
of sound, that matter has been lost sight of in the 
excitement which " still runs very high among the 
Murray county folks." But the devil is laughing yet. 

Modern Christian Apologetics. 

;quentially adds: ''And yet no man has.done more 
to injure Christianity." . It is passing strange that 
Christianity, assumed to be the expression of eter
'nal truth, has been so damaged by "a moment 
brawling at eternity." It is wonderful that God 
·should hav permitted his divine religion to. be shat
tered by a m~re "phrase-huckster." However, 
there is doubt in the matter, for less than forty 
lines farther-along the editor forgets this admission. 

Between the orthodox Christian position that the ·and declares that through the changes in Christian 
Bible is the inerrant word of an infinit God and the beliefs wrought by Ingersoll and his .fellow-critics 
.Rationalist position that it is the imperfect produc- "Christianity has advanced to firmer ground." The. 
tion of finite men, there is irreconcilable .contradic- apologist neglects to inform us how. Mr. Ingersoll 
tion, It follow~, then, that if the Christian world ·could injure Christianity and yet advance it to 
admits that the Bible was made by man it surren- . firmer ground. We cannot escape the suspicion 
ders the citadel of revelation, and Christianity, as a that the Christianity that was so badly injured and 
system of supernatural religion, goes into bank- the Christianity that now stands on firmer ground 
ruptcy. In the light of this truth, what are we to are not the same Christianity. 
think of the reasoning abilities or the sincerity of "As for his arguments, they are not new; the basis of 
Christian apologists who now adduce the fact of the his declamatory unbelief is old as human thought. Vol
human origin of the Bible as a defense of Chris- taire sneered before him ; Volney philosophized before 

him; Tom Paine railed and. jeered before him, They . 
tianity, and assert, both inferentially and by direct . were hard, logical, analytical, steril. He covers the 
statement, that Infidels, having accused God of hardness aud sterility with_ the flowers of rhetoric." 
teaching polygamy and murder through the Bible, If the great age of the arguments used by Colonel 
are now out of court because it is proved that, God Ingersoll militate against their strength, what must 
did not write the Bible T Could self-stultification and be the weakness of the dogmas which he attacks T 
absurd misrepresentation of opponents further goT If a criticism is old, older must be that which is 

The I imes, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, is one of criticised. The book precedes the review of the 
the ablest and fairest papers in the Northwest, and book. Older than the searching criticisms of Celsus, 
yet it sometimes has editorials that are simply and Voltaire, and Paine, and . Ingersoll, are the 
amazing in their puerility,_ and that are most unjust theological notions that they hav riddled ~ith the 
in stating the views, or the alleged views, of Free- shot of logic and science. Then, again, "Voltaire 
thinkers.· In its issue of November 24th it has a sneered before him" T Yes; he sneered at fraud 
long criticism of "Ingersoll and His Methods." It and superstition and cruel priests. Is that any 
begins with the expression of its admiration of the reason why Mr. Ingersoll should not sneer at the 
orator and citizen, and proceeds to denounce the same! Has fraud become h_onesty, superstition 
"skeptic, the iconoclast, the eloquent advocate." been transformed into knowledge, an.d Qruelty 
It describes him as a "prosecuting attorney, with a flowered into mercy with the _lapse of years T: "Vol
case against the Almighty, _and a mission to destroy ney philosophized before him" T Yes;_ and where 
·the 'Foundations of Faith.' " Does the I imes, then there was one Volney there are now thousands 
like the theocratic organs, need to be told that no who hold to the principles he formulated or re
Freethinker has "a case against the Almighty"; formed, modified only by the greater scientific light 
that Freethinkers are fighting, not a god or gods, of the present. Because Volney exposed the. re
but the imaginings of men which dreamers call the ligious sophistries current in his time is no reason 
Will or Word of God! As to the ''foundations of why Ingersoll should not expose the religous soph
faith," if there are such foundations, established by istries current to-day. " 'Tom' Paine railed and 
infinit truth and. goodness, no Infidel can move jeered before him "~ Yes; if it pleases you to 
them; but so far the alleged" foundations of fe,ith" characterize Paine's common sense arguments as 
hav been traced to nothing more substantial than railing and jeering T The ephithets will not hurt 
the fancies of mystics. him-neither will they add to your credit as a 

Salvation by noise is nothing new in religious 
annals. But on Nov. 23d there was held near 
Rome, Ga., a rather curious tournament. The 
chief contestants were not, as the innocent reader 
might naturally suppose, the spirit of God and the 
evil one, nor yet the ministers of the Lord and cer
tain blasphemers of the holy word. They were, on 
the contrary, two bands of· women, lovely women, 
belonging to two rival divisions of the church mili
tant. For a week a debate had been in progress 
between Rev. Mr. Byrd, of the Christian church, 
and Rev. Mr. Blalock, of the Missionary Baptists. 
Every day they had met in the court house, and be
fore large audiences each had praised the creed of 
his own denomination and mercilessly exposed the 
deficiencies and evil dogmas of the other shepherd's 
chart of eternal life. It is said that at the conclu
sion of the discussion there were enough split hairs 
lying about to furliish ample filling for a consider
able number of mattresses. A dispatch to the 
Atlanta Constitution says that "toward the last the 
battle became so obstinate that some exceedingly 
vigorous language was used." This we -can well 
believe, but it does not appear that any one was 
pounded to death on t.his, occasion, as sometimes 
happened in the most Christian Councils which de· 
termined by ballot and muscle what books should 
go into the Bible for succeeding generations of 
Christians to quarrel about. By Sunday the fever 
of religious fervor was very high. The Baptist sis
ters planned to ·hav a great demonstration, "a reg
ular jubilee of prayer and praise." But the scheme 
was betrayed to the enemy, and the Christian church 
women called out the reserves-but there was no 
reserve in the way they shouted I . ,However, we an
ticipate. At the close of Mr. Blalock's last speech, . 
"at. a given signal the leader of the Baptists opened 
up and the other sisters joined in." Then they 
were painfully surprised. The Christian women 
were ready, and at the word they took part in the 
noise contest. The devil sat upon a window-sill 
and laughed until his sides ached.. The scene is 
described as one such as those present had never 
before. beheld. But the Christian women carried 
the day. ''Numerically tbey were the weaker, but 
in enthusiasm and lung power they madeup for 

Ingersoll, we are told, has "musical mannerisms"; Christian apologist. The " Higher Criticism" which 
he is "the greatest phrase-maker of his time"; he yon apparently accept has already gone. farther 
constantly plays an "exquisit .fugue of domestic along on the way which Paine indicated long ago. 
love and universal liberty and brotherhood "; "he With comparativly few exceptions, the men of ada
adds to borrowed reason an artificial sentimental- cation in the Protestant Christian church of this 
ism''; "he is the apostle of the shallow";_ "he age hav repudiated about all agains~ which the 
bedizens impiety with pretty words"; "he answers "Author-Hero" "railed and jeered." Ingersoll has 
an organ tone with a jingle, a poem with a jibe''; no reason to be ashamed of the company of the 
"he ie a phrase-huckster preaching the gospel of great world patriot and pioneer humanitarian. 
unrest, a moment brawling at eternity," and "he "They were hard" T Perhaps; they lived in a hard 1 

buffets at the form because the essence is.beyond age, an age of unveneered Christianity~ it required 
him." All of which is mildly amusing in its way, but men of iron will and dauntless courage to face 8 
it does not answer the Freethinker's argument nor church that hesitated never in the choice of weapons, 
dispose of the facts to which he calls the Christian's whose hands were red and whose garments were 
attention. While we must admit that Mr. Ingersoll, clotted with the blood of heretics and witches. The 
like all other men, is but a moment, and while we hour demanded granit-hard men, not. milksops. 
might e~en concede, just to please the Iimes, that Voltaire and Volney and Paine were the me~ for the 
the exhibition of "musical mannerisms" and the hour. And yet there hav lived no men who had 
playing of an "exquisit fugue" are not out of har- ears more sensitiv to the cry of pain, U10re quick to · 
mony with "brawling,'' we must sadly but firmly strike down the sword of the tyrant and wrest away 
refuse ~o recognize as true the assertion that Inger- the lash of the slave-driver. They were "logical " t. 
soli is "brawling at eternity." The fantastic theo- Yes.; a deadly offense in the eyes of Christian apo~o
ries of Jewish and Christian cret:.d-makers are not gists, medienl and modern. They were "analyti~ 
eternity, by any means. cal" T Yes; to the cost of the church. "Steril "T 

After saying all that we hav just quoted, and Never; rather, so fertil were they that, without the 
much more of the same nature, the Iimes inconse- Christian label, you would take the great majority the desparity in numbers. The Christian paeacher 
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of latter-day Protest~nt scholars to be their lineal 
descendants. 

Now we are coming to the absurd position indi
cated in the first paragraph of our article-that is, 
that as the errors in the Bible are the mistakes of 
men, Ohristianity is not affected by proving the 
Bible to be a human production. Mr. Ingersoll, it 
is said, has " made havoc with a number of anti
quated dogmas which Christianity is well rid of.;' 
It would be just as .rational to say that Christianity 
would be well rid of itself, for the " antiquated 
dogmas " which it has been forced by outside criti
cism to slough off include nearly every fundamental 
tenet of Christianity. The six days' creation, the 
fall of man, the Noachian1lood, the virgin birth, the 
bodily resurrection, verbal inspiration (implying 
an infallible revelation), eternal hell-all hav gone 
or are rapidly going. 

"With the practical abandonment of the inspiration 
1heory, and the acceptance of the historical portions of 
the Bible as history, subject to the errors of fact and 
opinion which belong to history, to the alterations of 
time and the progress of humanity, Ohristianity has ad
vanced to firmer ground. If what men hav given as 
God's utterances were true, then the old charge, which 
has traveled down the years and found its latest lodg
ment in Ingersoll's month, that God teaches polygamy 
and murder, is true. And not until reason was consulted 
and those passages in the Old Testament accepted as only 
the utterances of fallible men, was Ohristianity in a pOsi· 
tion to fight back." 

ranged. But proving them to be the errors of men 
does not take them out of the Bible and hence does 
not liltrengthen the ridiculous claim that that col
lection of more or leslil ancient documents is the 
Word of God. 

The Passing of a Pioneer. 
N.D. Goodell, of Sacramento, Cal., in his eighty

second year, has passed away. He was one of the 
pioneers of California, and emigrated to the Pacific 
coast from Belchertown, Mass., in 1849. With the 
Puritan blood in his veins, for more than half a 
century he has been a pronounced Freethinker. 
He has occupied a leading position in Sacramento 
since 1860. An architect by profession, he built 
some of the finest structures, both public and pri
vate, in the capital of California. The funeral was 
largely attended, and Mr. Goodell was honored by 
all the people of whatsoever belief. Says the Sac
ramento Record· Union: 

''Mr. Goodell left behind him an enviable reputation 
for honesty, uprightness, good cUizenship, and nnosten
tation. Everybody knew him, and all respected and 
loved him. He was adored by his family, who deeply feel 
their loss. Mrs. Goodell and one daughter, Mrs. H. 0. 
Botsford, of San Francisco, survive him. 

" Many an old pioneer's eye grew dim when reference 
was made to the sterling obaracter and geniality of their 
comrade, in whose company they had spent so many 
hours in the long years of their association with him. 
Hallowed memories were revived of the ' days of old ' 
when he and they were beginning life anew in the 
Golden state." 

N. D. Goodell had been for many years a sub
scriber of TRE TRUTH SEEXER. His hospitable 
home has always been open to the Liberal worker, 
and he was a stanch supporter of Freethought 
while published at San Francisco. Long will he 
dwell in the memories of his co-workers; his genial 
and sturdy virtues will shine in the annals of his 
adopted state, and in the history of Freethought. 

S.P. P. 

Of course this is simply stupid, but if Freethink
ers noticed only such arguments of their opponents 
as were not stupid th~y would hav very little to 
criticise. It seems incredible that an educated man 
should make the assertion that. Ingersoll claims 
that" God" teaches po}ygamy and murder, or tha.t 
this " old charge " was made by Freethinkers in 
centuries past. The merest tyro in discussion 
ought to know that Rationalists hav constantly 
maintained that the imperfections found in the 
Bible prove that it was not written by a pedeQt, 
God, that it is the work of men. Upon th~Et'iJn~ 
perfections rests the inductiv argument agajnst the The Treachery and Crimes of Sunday Law 
inspiration of the scriptures. Freethinkeu ha:v Enforcers. 
ever insisted that the Bible should. be judged by the. One Sunday recently Gustav Schultz, doing busi-
same rules that are applied ip estimating the 'ialue .. ness at 873 Third avenue, this city, had pulled 
of any other book. It has been. demonstrated' a 'down the curtains at 10 o'clock and was preparing 
·million times that if a god didt w:cite the Bible or fto close at that hour, when in rushed Detectiv 
inspire its writing, then that god! is 1ili.e a..utho:r. of aU i Jioh n T. Prunty with an unlighted ciga..r in his 
its false and immoral tea~hi:Qgs, is to. 1:te debited i mouth and exclaimed : "I want a box of matches." 
with all the ignorance, superstition. eruelty,. and i Schultze handed the sneak the matches and then 
blood-lust found therein. The Ohrisl!ian has ever 1 found himself under arrest, and passed the night 
been in this dilemma: H~ must admit. either that iin the statien house. Of another sneak, a regular 
the Bible was written by mJJn or that the God jpo1iceman~ the 8un of November 25th narrates this 
claimed to hav written it was grossly ignorant, vin- :disgraceful story: 
dictivly unjust, utterly incompetent, atnociously i •• Ft>liceman O'Oonnor, of the McDougal Street station, 
cruel. Now we a..r.e coolly told that the Freethinker !after ptlll:tin? on plain cl?thes yes~erday, ra~g the door 
says that God t a h · · 1 d t . 1 bell of Loms Bredens~em, who hvs over hts saloon at 

. . . e c es v~rl?us lmmora . oc rms, '455. West Broadway. When Bredenstein opened the 
when, m fact, 1t 1s the Chr1st1an who says 1t when he 1 door, O!Oonnor, who is sickly looking, pretended to be 
affirms that the Bible was inspired by an all-power- 'gasping fmr breath. 
ful and all-wise God. It has been the work of the '"What do yon want?' the saloon-keeper asked. 
Freethinker to make the ·Christian see the absurd- " 'Friend, I'd like to get a drink,' gasped the police· 
't f hi t t' man. 1 Y 0 s own ~n en IOn, and now that he sees it " 'I can't giv yon a drink to-day,' said Bredenstein. 
at last he alldaclOusly asserts that he alone sees it! • Don't yon know it's SlDlday? • 
They were not far out of the way who said that the "'I know that,' replied O'Oonnor, 'but I'm sick. 
time would come when the church would accept In- Yon can see that for yourself.' 
gersoll as one of its brightest lights and vocifer- "'Yo~ ~er.ain~y do look, sick,' said the saloon-keeper 
ously proclaim itself the discoverer of the human sy~~athizmgl:, but I cant b~eak the law.' ' 
0 

· • f th B'bl For Gods sake, man, don t turn me away, pleaded 
rJgm 0 e . 1 e. . . the apparent invalid. 'I'm so sick that I must hav a 
For centur1es the Ratwnahst bas been consult- drink.' 

ing reason and trying to make the Christian under- "This was too much for Bredenstein. He invited the 
· l!ltand that his fetich was made by men like unto spurious sick m_an into the hall and, nnlooking his !aloon 
himself, and now that the fact has at last effected a do~r, went behmd the ?ar and poured out a b~g drin~ of 

1 
d t · h' . . . . whisky. He brought 1t back to the shammmg pohce

o gmen m. ~~ mmd the B1bholater r1ght about man, who drank it slowly, and appeared to feel much 
faces and sm1rkmgly announces that owing to this relieved. The saloon-keeper took the empty glass out 
remarkable "Christian discovery "Christianity is in into the barroom and washed it. When he returned 
a position to fight back"! In a position to fight O'Oonnor put his hand on his shoulder and said: 
'"--k ' B t wh 't · d d th t Ch . t' 't " 'I arrest yon for violating the excise Jaw. • 
utW • u en 1 1s conce e a r1s 1an1 y "'Wh tl' h h . . a s outed t e saloon-keeper, 'yon don't mean 
1s an evolutiOn, what reason is there for fighting to say that you're an officer? • 
back! Then Christianity, as a revealed system of "'That's what I am,' said O'Oonnor. 
religion, has surrendered, and hereafter its a polo- . "Bredenstein was taken to the Macdougal Street sta· 
gists, 'no longer armed with the "sword of the tl~n and then to ~eft"erson. Market court. When ar
spirit" and the "Word of G d" t d b ttl raigned before ~agls~rate SJmms he told of the circum· 

• O ' mus O a e stances under wh1ch h1s arrest was made. He denounced 
w1th the purely secular weapons of science and his arr.3st as an outrage, and said that he had tried not to 
reason. violate the law since it had begun to be enforced. 

"Contradictions are taking their proper places, " 'Is this man's story true?' said Magistrate Simms 
addressing O'Oonnor. ' 

as errors of man." Exactly; just where the " 'Yes,' replied the policeman, his face turning red. 
Rationalist has been insisting that they should be "• Officer, I am surprised, • said the magistrate se-
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verely. 'This man has certainty been guilty of a 
violation of the law; but a man wearing the uniform of 
the New York police department that will resort to such 
a low piece of trickery as to play on the sympathy of a 
citizen in order to make him violate the law is certainly 
no honor to the force, and, moreover, will never make a. 
good offioer. This man was willing to keep the law, but. 
by your persistence and false representations, yQn ·in-· 
dnced him to violate it. I regret that I hav to hold him. 
for trial.' 

"Bredenstein was later released on bail. He hurried' 
home to his wife, who is ill." 

But the magistrate's rebuke will do no goodl 
while the policeman's chiefs in Mulberry street; 
wink at his crimes and while the Sunday law, in\ 
any form, remains to put clubs into the hands of 
bullies and skeleton keys into the hands of legalized 
house-breakers. If any occupation is a crime on 
Sunday it is a crime on all days, and if it is not a 
crime on other days it is not a crime on Sunday. 
The police can properly arrest only for the commis
sion or the imminent commission of crime. 

Something for Colonel Ingersoll's Friends. 
We hav made a lot of glass paper weights with 

the photograph of Colonel Ingersoll in them which 
we can furnish for 50 cents each. The picture 
is a very good one, the weight is heavy, and every 
Freethinking business man ought to hav two or three 
on his desk to hold his papers down. The ladies will 
of course be pleased with so handsome an orna
ment for center-table or mantel. In the library, 
too, and wherever there a..re papers to hold down, 
it will come handy, as well as being a souvenir of 
the greatest heretic in the world. Sent by m&il or 
express prepaid for 50 cents. 

In the city election at Fall River, Mass., on De
cember 3d the Editor of our Children's Corner, 
Miss Susan H. Wixon, was elected school trustee 
for a term of three yea..rs. There were four candi
dates, and the thl'ee receiving the most votes were 
elected. Miss Wixon stood next to the highest, 
above the Rev. Mr. Lyman. The vote was as fol
lows: Bennett, 7,292; Wixon, 6,506; Lyman, 6,192; 
Brady, 4,101. This is a signal triumph for so pro
nounced a Freethinker as Susan Wixon in so ortho
dox a city as Fall River. We extend to her the 
feli'citations of the whole Truth Seeker family. 

The daily papers report that the state superin- · 
tendent of schools of Minnesota was recently asked i 
w}iether it was permissible to open the public ' 
l!lchGols with the Lord's Prayer. The question was. 
re.ferred to Attorney-General Childs, who has ren- · 
dered an opinion in which he holds that such 
service would be in violation of Section 16 of the , 
state constitution, which prohibits the granting of ' 
any privileges to any form of religion. We do not ; 
kuow who sent the inquiry to the superintendent; : 
it may hav been the counsel of Mr. S. J. Fleckten,. 
although a query coming from him would more• 
likely hav had relation to the reading of the Bible1 
in the schools. As the case is reported, the ruling· 
shuts out religious exercises, but the next attorney 
general may reverse the decision of his predecessor 
and so giv the church the innings. It would hav 
been better, perhaps, if the opinion of Mr. Childs 
had been favorable to the Christians, thus giving 81 

chance for the Secularists to appeal to the highestr 
court in the state. But possibly the church party 
will now take the appeal, which will be just as well. 
We hope to hav fuller particulars before our nexfr 
issue goes to press. 

There hav been more arrests of Seventh Day 
Adventists in Ontario for working on Sunday. 
Among those arrested was the pastor of the Advent
ist church. He was working on the new church 
building. The opposition set fire to and burned 
three thousand feet of lumber put on the premises 
for the proposed church. Later, the good Chris
tian enemies of the Adventists evidently came to 
the conclusion that it would be safer to attack their 
victims under the forms of law. Hence these 
prosecutions. The spirit that prompted the burn
iiJg of the lumber was the same that led to the. 
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.enactment of the Sabbath law. In one case we hav 
:illegal violence resorted to for the propagation of 
'the "divine truths" of Christianity, and in the 
·.other case we hav legal violence. The difference is 
>in the form only ; the essence of invasion is the 
•same. 

" Bishop Nicholas has been instructed by the 
Holy Synod of St. Petersburg to build a cathe
dral in Chicago to cost not less than $500,000." 
So says a press dispatch. The cathedral must 
cover an acre of ground ; the architecture muet 
follow the established lines of the ecclesiastical 
forms of Russia, and the priest-house will be the 
home of the head of the denomination in the West
ern world. With the land covered, this piece of 
church property will represent a handsome sum of 
money exempt from taxation. It is one more con
crete reason why the Freethought Federation 
should be amply sustained in its work for the secu
larization of the state. 

"Laporte, Ind., Nov. 22.-David L. Pearson, living 
near New Buffalo, has become insane through the belief 
that the reoent earthquake was the beginnmg of the end 
of the world, Miss Alice Pearson, aged eighteen, his 
daughter, was also affected by the strange hallucination 
:and has been adjudged insane." 

It was not so very long ago that the belief among 
Christians that earthquakes and other natural con
-vulsions presaged the end of the world was not 
regarded as a "strange hallucination" by any 
means. And "end of the world" meant not merely 
the destruction of the earth, but the coming of the 
Great Judgment, when all who were in their graves 
and the multitudes of the living should be sum
moned to the bar of God, there to answer for the 
sins done in the flesh, the righteous to be trans
ported thence to the resplendent heaven of the 
"saved," and the wicked-an immeasurably greater 
multitude-to be hurled into the gaping mouth of 
the bottomless pit, where the worm of agony should 
never die and the flames of undying death should 
burn forever. It is more than probable that the 
"end of the world" which frightened David L. 
Pearson and his daughter into insanity was this 
same figment of the theological imagination. 

"Ingersoll takes away, but he givs nothing for that 
which is taken. He would destroy Christianity. But 
after he has taken reverence from the heart of women, 
after silenoe has succeeded prayer on the lips of child
hood, after hope of immortality has :flown from the tired 
brain of age, after the crucifix is snatched from the rapt 
eyes of the dying, what will he substitute that will satisfy 
reverent souls? "-Minneapolis Times. 

How can one drive from the brain of man a 
falsehood without putting in its place the truth 
which proved it a falsehood T As to taking "rever
ence from the heart of women," it might be deemed 
necessary to know why she any more than man 
should retain reverence for myths. Then the 
heart's function is to circulate the blood, not 
to retain or reject reverence; the brain will at
tend to that part of the business. There is no 
good reason why children should be taught false
hoods to unlearn in later life ; they must come to 
know sooner or later that only their fellows, and 
their own exertions, can answer their prayers. 
They will respect us all the more and their lot in 
life will be easier if we do not consciously deceive 
them. If the human entity is immortal, it is so as 
a fact in nature, not because we cling to the belief 
that it is immortal, against all opposing evidence, 
merely to furnish an anchor of hope for "reverent 
souls." Not what "reverent souls " fancy ought to 
be, but what is can be cognized by man. The 
"rapt eyes of the dying" believer may gaze on the 
crucifix for all that we shall do to hindf:!r, but to 
many of us there has come too strong a conviction 
of certain facts in the universe for us to hav any 
desire to look in the unescapable hour of death 
upon a symbol of the non-existent. We would 
rather see the faces of our loved ones than two 
crossed pieces of wood or ivory held in the hand of 
a liberty-stabbing priest. 

At Oskaloosa, Kansas, it was announced that the 
meetings at the Gospel tent would be closed Sun
!lf!.r ~venin~ by - leoture7 entitled~ '' frqrq tl}e ij~ll-
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room to Hell," with an admission fee of twenty
five cents-to the tent, not to hell. That suggests 
two or three queries : If it is wrong to work and 
engage in trade on Sunday, how does it become 
right for the god-spellers to make money by selling 
seats on Sunday in their tent T If it is legal for 
them to take twenty-five cents at the door on Sun
day evening, why is it not legal for any other per
formers to do the same T Is it "moral" to announce 
such a subject-" From the Ballroom to Hell"
a subject which is always handled in a sensational 
manner by clergymen and which was selected 
simply because of its broad suggestion of salacious
ness ! But it was a good business stroke-such an 
announcement is sure to bring out the deacons and 
the boys. 

Ingersoll Unconverted. 
Fro'Tn the :New York Sun. 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll found a heavy mail from 
the Christian Endeavorers who hav been praying 
for him in convention when he returned home from 
his Western trip, and he said last night to the Sun 
reporter: "No, I hav not been converted by their 
prayers, I am glad to say, and there is no occasion 
for taking a 'before and after' picture of me." 

"Why glad!" asked the Sun reporter. 
"I want to finish my days without the consola

tion of a hell," said the Colonel, looking very sol
emn, though there is nothing in his appearance to 
indicate that his days are likely to be finished for 
half a century more. 

"Did it annoy you to hav the Endeavorers take 
such a public interest in your conversion !" 

"Dear me, no," said Colonel Ingersoll. "They 
meant it kindly and for my good. The only differ
ence of opinion that we hav is that I believe that 
this world is natural and they believe that it is 
supernatural, something that was constructed by 
sleight of hand, by some one up in the clouds. 
That is all." And Colonel Ingersoll settled back 
comfortably in his chair, as if the difference of opin
ion were too trifling to discuss. 

"But what if you should be converted T" sug
gested the Sun reporter. An expression of mock 
terror spread over the Colonel's rosy cheeks as he 
replied: 

"That would be a dreadful misfortune, and I 
should be unhappy all the rest of my life." 

"If you had absolute faith in the Christie relig
ion, would it make you unhappy!" 

" It certainly would. How could it be otherwise T 
A mari of intelligence who is a Christian and 
who has imagination couldn't help but be un
happy. Just think of the hell that it holds out. If 
he is a Christian he must believe that the people 
whom he knows and loves on earth are to be sepa
rated in death, and some are to go to hell and some 
are to go to heaven, and they are to stay there for
ever. It would make me very unhappy to believe 
that. This is to be for eternity. I hav asked 
many Christian people, ' What are you going to do 
in heaven T' and they reply that they are going to 
be happy there. 'But how are you going to be 
happy T' I ask. Are they just going to do nothing 
and be happy, or are they going to get their happi
ness from playing on golden harps all the time ! 
Are they going to be happy knowing that some of 
those whom they loved here are suffering eternal 
tortures in hell! I couldn't be happy under those 
circumstances." 

"Admittmg the truth of the Christian religion, 
wouldn't you wish to be converted T" 

" Why, if there is some one up in the clouds to 
whom these people who pray giv advice and in
struction how things should be run down here, I 
certainly want _to know about it. But, you see, I 
don't believe that there is. I should very much 
dislike to accept the Christian religion and. all that 
it holds out even to those who believe it and liv 
by it." 

Colonel Ingersoll hadn't time to read all of the 
hundred or more letters that were waiting for him, 
and the two or three that he had opened struck 
him as being very foolish. One writer made a vio
lent attack on the Colonel and another wrote in a 
kindly, arguu;entativ way. Neither produced any 
effect, however. 
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To the Friends of the " Ironclad Age." 
You are herewith introduced to THE TBUTH 

SEEKER. While a few, perhaps many of you, hav in 
the past taken both papers, many more hav not. 
It is therefore incumbent·· upon us to explain to you 
the cause of this introduction, and at the same time 
bid you a sad if not a last farewell. "Whatever
prestige the Ironclad Age had came through the 
peculiar individualities of its founder, J. R. Mon
roe, M.D., and his successor, Mrs. Power. For 
many years before the demise of Dr. Monroe it was 
his well-known wish that the paper should be per
petuated and that his son· son, V. H. Monroe, M.D., 
should occupy the editorial tripod. The son felt 
that he could not sacrifice a large practice (which 
his sire had done before him) to giv the paper the 
attention required. It then devolved upon his 
daughter, Lulie Monroe Power, to take up the work 
of her lamented father. This she did, and bravely 
carried it forward, laying it aside only when life 
ceased. For the sake of the well-known wishes of 
both Mrs. Power and her father, and for the cause of 
Freethought-which has all too few champions
we endeavored to form some alliance by which the 
paper could be continued. Failing in this, to
gether with the accumulation of debt and dis. 
couragement, the estate was forced into the hands 
of an administrator. This made it necessary to 
sell the plant, which was done at a sacrifice. 

It also became our duty to fulfil our obligations 
to subscribers who had paid in advance. This 
labor of love THE TBUTH' SEEKER has undertaken to 
do for us ; we hav placed in its hands the subscrip
tion list, and hope we can assure it of the good 
will of the friends of Mrs. Power and ourselvs. 
THE TBUTH SEEKER will now take the place of the 
Ironclad Age in making weekly visits to both those 
who hav paid in advance and those who hav not; 
for as we expected the latter to renew for the Iron
clad, so shall we still hope that they will· renew by 
sending the amount of their arrearages to THE 
TBUTH SEEKER, with as much in advance as they 
conveniently can. We fael sure that this arrange
ment will please the friends of the Ironclad better 
than any other we could make except to continue. 
We hav also transferred to the Truth Seeker Com
pany all the books, copyrights, good will, etc., of 
the former publishing business of the Ironclad 
Age, and those desiring these books will find them 
at the Truth Seeker Office. We know from many 
years' dealing with them that our successors will 
do everything they can to continue the pleasant 
relations which hav existed between the Ironclad 
and its subscribers and friends, who will find 
prompt and generous people to deal with, and we 
solicit our friends to send them as prompt and gen
erous orders. We ask every subscriber to renew 
his Ironclad subscription to THE TBUTH SEEKER at 
once. As there is now one less Freethought jour
nal claiming your loyalty and support, let our 
friends be as determined that others shall continue 
to exist. 

Thanking our friends for many past favors, and 
trusting the new acquaintance will prove mutually 
agreeable, we are, fraternally, 

R. H. PowEB AND DAUGHTER PEABL. 

The foregoing leaves little for us to add, as it 
explains the whole reason why the subscribers to 
the late Ironclad Age are now receiving THE TBUTH 
SEEKER. 

We hav assumed the obligation to send THE 
TBUTH SEEKER to those who hav paid in advance for 
the Age. This will cost us a good deal. There is 
one of our new friends paid to 1910. We are glP.d 
to know so generous a friend, and shall take great 
pleasure in honoring the obligation we hav assumed. 
On the other hand, the accounts due the Age for . 
subscriptions hav been transferred to us. We hope 
these will be promptly paid, so that the two ac
counts may balance. And we ask these friends also 
to renew their subscriptior.s as soon ·as they h!'-V 
read a few numbers of THE TBUTH SEEKER and be
come satisfied that it is what they want, which we 
think will not take them long to do, for our artist 
and contributors make the paper one of the most 
interesting publications to be found in this country, 
for all whose minds are free from superstition. 
Those whose subscriptions to the Age were paid in 
advance will get THE TBUTH SEEKER for the same 
length of time they would hav received the Age, 

Among the uncanny utterances called out by the though the price of THE TBUTH SEEKER is a little 
Oleveland Christian Endeavorer's prayers for the higher, as the paper is larger, and in exchange for 
salvation of R. G. Ingersoll, was the statement of this courtesy we hope they will promptly renew 
Olaude Falls Wright, secretary to the late Madam when that time is reached. 
Blavatsky, who in a lecture at Chickering Hall on With these few words of explanation, we submi~ 
" Occult Phenomena," declared that the Endeavorers our paper to the kind consideration of our De\\J 
" are doing a great wrong and are practicing sor- friends, hoping that the acquaintance may b.e f\B 
eery or black magic." According to the calendar this long as we feel sure it will be agreeable. 
i~ t~e !~~~ g~Qade of tb~ :Ninet~eqtq Qentury ! 1 ~Dl'r<)B o~ TH~ T~~T~ S:m,E~EII. 
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·Faith and Superstition. 
The leaders of the Christian ~burch who know a 

thing or two are warily dodging the Christian En
deavorers' Ingersoll prayer test. Theyknow it won't 
succeed, and they are preparing to evade the logical 
consequence. If Ingersoll is not converted after 
ten thousand prayers of faith, or more, of what 
value is prayer? Fair-minded people will see this. 
If Christianity is true, why should not Ingersoll be 
converted? There is a no more honest inquirer 
than Ingersoll. He is perfectly willing to change 
his mind, giv him sufficient evidence. All that 
Ingersoll asks is evidence-this and nothing more. 
These prayers do not ask God to do an impossi
bility; they ask him to do a comparativly easy 
thing, to furnish to a sincere mind sufficient testi
mony to the truth of the Christian religion. 

Now God either can't or won't convert Ingersoll, 
and these prayers either show the unkindness of 
God or the weakness of God. If God can't con
vert Ingersoll, of course the deity is limited ; and a 
very great limitation it is. God must be very weak 
in logic, in knowledge, in wisdom, if he cannot 
prove the truth of a religion he himself originated. 
Think of an infinit God in such straits as this. It 
practically dethrones him and leaves him at the 
mercy of the devil. 

If God won't convert Ingersoll, what can we 
think of him as a God of love? Ingersoll is one of 
the brightest intellects of the human race; yet God 
won't convert him when he has the opportunity. The 
Ohristian Advocat1 intimates that Ingersoll has 
committed the sin against the Holy Ghost, and 
therefore is outside the pale of mercy. It also says 
that there are some who are not to be prayed for. 
They are "past feeling, and their consc;ences are 
seared as with a hot iron." Again, declares the 
Advocate, " Jesus gave instruction to his apostles 
not to make special e:ftorts to secure the conversion 
of a certain class by personal appeals. ' Giv not that 
which is holy unto the dogs; neither cast your 
pearls before swine, lest they trample them under 
their feet and turn again and rend you.' " 

Such is the subterfuge of the Ohristian Advo
cate. Ingersoll· is beyond redemption. Like 
Pharaoh, his heart is hardened. He has committed 
the unpardonable crime, and prayers are useless. 

The Ohristian Advocate draws a distinction be
tween faith and superstition, and of course inti
mates that the Christian Endeavorers are engaged in 
a Fluperstitious performance, in which we all agree. 
"Paith," it says, "believes that if two persons, or 
even one, shall ask anything ' according to God's 
Will,' he will grant it whether the prayer is o:ftered 
at one time or another. Superstition fRncies that 
if there be a concentration at a moment by a large 
number something will be done by God that other
wise might not be done.'' 

The Ohristian Advocate reminds one of the 
aphorism of Hobbes's, that faith is superstition in 
fashion, and superstition is faith out of fashion. 

The definition which the Advocate givs to super
stition is the time-honored definition of faith itself. 
Jesus and the apostles teach that same superstition. 
Prayer changes the will of God or it does not. If it 
does not it is useless. What is meant by "effectual, 
fervent prayer "1 What is meant by the woman 
who entreats the judge until he changes his mind 
aud grants her request? The whole teaching of the 
New Testament declares that prayer does a:ftect the 
counsels of the Almighty; that it does influence 
his will. There never was any other conception of 
prayer until modern science compelled its abandon
ment. 

What is the use of prayer if nothing is accom
plished ? If the prayer does not reach the throne 
of grace and produce an effect, why pray? Hav 
not the words of Jesus ever been the hope and 
consolation of the Christian on his knees T " If two 
of you agree on earth as touching anything that 
they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my 
father which is in heaven." Here it is distinctly 
affirmed that the Christian prayer is an originating 
cause ; that it produces an effect on God's mind, 
and " something is done by God that otherwise 
might not be done." 

Prayer is vital to the Christian's belief. Take 
away his faith in prayer and you take away the 
heart of his religion. If you make prayer merely 
an exercise of the human mind, with no effect on 
God, the soul of prayer disappears, and it is an 
empty formality. 

Faith, as the Christian Advocate defines it, is 
simply logic-for of course if you ask " according 
to God's will" the prayer will be granted. But if 
no prayers were uttered at all it would be just the 
same. Whatever is according to God's will happens. 
It is· not faith to believe this, but logic. It re
quires no more faith to believe this than that two and 
two :m~.b f9H!'1 g~ t!;l.p,t ~ whole i~ IJ:r~~t!:lr tha4 ' 

part. But faith transc?nds l~gic. As ;rert~llian 
says, "It believes the lmpo!lslble; and 1t. behaves 
because it is impossible." Faith does behave th~t 
prayer is answered-that it does act upon the :Wlll 
of God, and does move it and change its opArabon, 
both in the physical and spiritual world. There is 
no avoiding this conclusion. The Advocate's d_efi
nition of fR.ith destroys the very substance of fa1th. 
If all the Christians in the world were certain that 
God had foreordained that Ingersoll should go to 
hell, would they pray for him ? · Of courRe not 
Why do Christians pray for Ingersoll ? Because 
they believe that their prayers will help save him. 
They believe that their prayers are a force in the 
universe that will produce an event that otherwise 
would not be. The Advocate givs a verbatim 
report of one of these prayers and proves what is 
here affirmed. It is an old-fashioned, orthodox 
Christian New Testament prayer, just the kind of 
prayer that Jesus tells his disciples to o:fter: 

0 Lord, we hav an arch em•my whn is traveling over 
the country. He is working against Thee. He is work
ing ae-ainst us. He is ende~>vorine- to injure the cause. 
We hav all faith in Thee. We believe that Thou canst 
do this thine;. Thou hast answered our pl'avers before, 
and we believe that Thou wilt do it now. 0 Lord. Thou 
bast evArvtbine: and canst do AVerytbing. S"VA this ene
my. Make a friend, e. co-worker of him. 0 God. Thou 
art all-powerful and boldest everything in thy hands. 
Answer this our prayer. 

As the Advocate admits, this prayer throws the 
responsibility upon God. The Christians hav donfl 
their part; what will God do? Simply nothing, of 
course. But what does it prove? It proves the 
uselessness of prayer. . 

It is no wonder tbatkeen-witted ChristianR dread 
the test. They see the reRult. It will destroy both 
faith P.nd superstition. It will be evidence of the 
falsity of Christianity. It will show the weak
ness or the heartlessness of God. It was a foolish 
move on the part of the Christians. It will be a 
boomerang. There never ""as a better opportunity 
to answer prayer; there never was a better chance 
to pour the divine light of Christianity over this 
land. Ingersoll is the shining mark. The heart of 
Christendom bas gone out to him in ten thousand 
petitions. Will not God do something? Will he 
refuse these prayers? Will he make no sign ? Will 
he be dumb as a wooden idol, and thus prove him
self to be no better than a creation of the human 
fancy T 

This is the logic of the situation. The Ohristian 
Advocate sees it. It does not propose to butt its 
head against a stone wall. It hastens, therefore, to 
dub the whole performance a superstition. It 
washes its hands of ·the affair. It takes the safe 
position of the old minister. When asked to pray 
for rain, he said he would " when the wind was in 
the right direction." SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
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every day and prostrate himself toward Mecca in 
prayer! 

"Go out here in Wall street and try to persuade 
the people to go to church three times a day. You 
couldn't club them into it. The best of them only 
attend service once or twice a week, What are we, 
as a religious nation, that we should attempt to 
force our religion upon every other nation on 
earth T We might as well start out to make silk 
hats for the world, and club every head into the 
right shape to fit them. 

.,, See how humane the Turks are to animals. I 
don't know how many hundred thousand dogs there 
are in Constantinople, but probably there are fifty 
to each block. Every few minutes, if you are watch
ing what goes on around you, you will see a Turk 
go over to a bake shop, buy a bit of bread, or some
thing else that the dogs will eat, and feed them. 
Nobody owns these creatures. They hav been 
common property for a thousand years, I suppose; 
yet, ugly and mangy as they are, they never go 
hungry. Nor do they ever su:fter violence. Strik
ing a dog in the streets of Constantinople means 
imprisonment for a year. Why, I've seen a team 
come along one of those narrow streets when a dog 
was lying in the way, and the driver would stop his 
donkeys and lift the dog out of the way, rather 
than run the risk of hurting him. I never saw any 
one beat or kick a donkey in Turkey. The people 
recognize that these creatures are their faithful 
servants, and treat them kindly. The love existing 
between the Turk or the Arabian and his horse is 
proverbial. 

"What hav we in the way of religion to teach 
these people T Nothing. It's pure bumptiousness 
for us to try to 'convert' them. They neither want 
nor need our religion. They've got a better one 
of their own. Better for them, I mean, not for us. 
They are already more religious, as a people, than 
we are. 

"Another point. What order of men are they 
whom the English and the American religious bod
ies send out as missionaries? If you hav ever no
ted closely the students in our training schools for 
the ministry you must hav discovered that as a class 
they are far from representing the best, or even a 
very good, type of American manhood. Many of 
them are young men from country towns and vil
lages who could not make a decent living in any 
other calling. They go to these schools, in many 
instances, because they can get their education at 
half price, or free. Of course their poverty is no 
disgrace; but they are poor in every sense of the 
word. They hear a sermon by some returned mis
sionary who wishes to arouse interest in the country 
in which he has lived, and straightway they are 
called to labor in the same field. Such sermons are 
apt to take hold of the less intelligent and more 
impressionable men; and it is often the men who 
are not fitted to take the high rank among the min-

Light on the Armenian Question. istry in their own country who feel themselvs drawn 
"I've just returned from Constantinople," said to work in a foreign land. The result is that we 

Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith, the author' and artist, to send out the most incapable specimens of our rural 
a Boston Herald representativ in New York, two population-men of uncouth manners, who hav 
or three days ago; " While there, I had an oppor- learned a little Latin and Hebrew-the representa
tunity, through talks with Minister Terrell and tivs of half a dozen religious sects, which are at 
two of the Sultan's aides, to learn all the inside constant war with ea<·h other about their creeds
facts about the Armenian atrocities. The whole to convert a cultured, courteous, pious, humane, 
matter has been grossly misunderstood, if not mis- temperate race, whose unified religion enters as 
represented, in this country. The root of the much into the life of its members as does their 
trouble lies in the missionaries sent out to Armenia business. · 
from England and America. Instead of trying to "Now and then we hear of some girl in a conn
help the people, they teach them that they are ill- try town who thinks she has a mission to do good 
treated, and sow the seeds of discontAnt and re- to the heathen. She had far better go down to the 
hellion. They hav started all the difficulty, and factory in her own village and minister there; but 
when the blame is properly placed it will rest upon no, there is no glamour about that. Imagining that 
their heads. she is a new Joan of Arc, our hysterical friend tells 

"We hear a great deal in this eountry about • the some missionary body all about it, and they send 
barbarous Turk.' Now, I hav traveled and painted her over lo Turkey. You can picture to yourself 
all over the globe, and know pretty well the in- the amazement and disgust with which the Turks 
habitants of all countries; and let me tell you that regard such missionaries. Superb specimens of 
I never met a more civilized, humane, intelligent, physique, they look upon these little wizened, dried
cleanly, pious, and chaste man than the typical up, spectacled women with infinit contempt; just 
Turk. He is quiet and respectable; he is pre- as they scoff at the idea of adopting a religion on 
eminently kind and good to his family; and his which the various schools cannot agree. 
religion enters into every part of his life. On my "Well, colonies of such boors and cranks go 
former visit to Constantinople, four years ago, I met over to Armenia, or somewhere else, and found 
a good many Moslems; and during my recent visit I schools. The children come to be taught, and 
came to know many more Turks of the best eventually they join some one or another Christian 
classes ; and I make that statement without hesita- church. They are pariahs as long as they liv
tion. marked boys and girls, branded men and women, 

"For instance, I spent several days painting in who hav lost caste among their fellows. What hav 
the streets of Constantinople. The sultan would they gained! •Christianity,' you may sa,-. Very 
not giv a permit to do this, because he had refused true ; but if they would lead pure and noble lives 
such a privile~:re to divers Englishmen, and he did under the religion of Mohammed, how are they 
not wish to establish a dangerous precedent. He better off! We surely cannot believe that heathen 
sent an official to accompany me on my trips, and who lead good lives according tp their .lights do 
every day that man left me three times and went not go to heaven. 
into the mosque to say his prayers. Just think of "Pretty soon some one comes along and hits a~ 
the power of a religion which makes every man of a Armenjp.n over the head. The missionaries keep 
w£9lt~ l!!l!tig!! ll'y ~e!d~ his lmEJi!!~!!B thr€!~ tim~@ . t~U!n~ t~~~r $Ql!n~t3 ~~Q tb.~ pQ<?~ peopl~ tQ!I!HbD 
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Turk did it. They tell them that they are abused 
and stir them up to rebellion. The result is blood: 
shed, as you hav seen. Here on my desk is a letter 
just received from Mr. Terrell, with whom I had 
many conversations when in Constantinople. He 
says: 'We hav certain information that 10,000 hav 
been killed within a month.' ,-,.hat official state-. 
ment, of course, includes those slain on both sides. 

"He adds another statement, equally significant, 
to the effect that so far as can be learned, not one 
American missionary has been injured.. The Turks 
like the Americans who come to Constantinople far 
better than the Englishmen, and they like America 
better than England, partly because as a nation we 
do not meddle with their affairs. When I hav been 
painting in the streets I hav never been subjected 
to discour:tesies from the crowd which always as
sembled to watch me, except two or three times; 
and on· those occasions they supposed that I was 
an Englishman. When they learned that I was 
flU American they ceaHed to annoy me, and even 
apologized for their rudeness. And they carry this 
esteem for Americans to the point of sparing our 
missionaries, even when the latter hav sown the 
seeds of discontent in the hearts of their subjects. 

tries to which ·we can with advantage send mission
aries with a knowledge of medicin, we can really 
benefit the Turk and the Armenians by teaching 
them mechanic arts and agriculture. And in that 
direction lies our rightful activiti€ls in their behalf ; 
not in the way of religion. For a people whom you 
can hardly induce to go to church once a week, save 
to hear a sensational sermon, to teach religion to a 
race who go gladly and enthusiastically to worship 
Jehovah whom they believe to be behind the blank 
wall on the Mecca.ward end of their mosques, is the 
most arrogant bumptiousness.'' 

Justice. 
Everyone recognizes more or less definitly the 

beneficial results of. Justice as the foundation for a 
social system. Whatever his circumstances or sur
roundings, every individual comprehends the ne
cessity and has a desire for the establishment of 
just means to a just end. In the wilds of Africa, 
on the bights of India, or in the midst of our 
present civilization; whether he be semi-civilized, 
savage, or barbarian; whether he has but the fewest 
minute details of the commonest form of education, 
or whether his mind be stored with the product of 
the highest educational facilities, there will always 
be present to his consciousness some understanding 
of Justice. 

"The English talk of forcing the sultan to abdi
cate. They can do it, of course; but it would cost 
thousands of lives-in fact, it would necessitate a 
war of extermination, as I can show you very 
shortly. 

" The sultan did not desire this bloodshed. He 
knew very little about it. But, like every other 
ruler, he is surrounded by numbers of men who 
are trying to gain favors or permits at his hands, 
and some of these men obtained commissions to 
slaughter the infidel. When the sultan givs an 
order to kill the infidel, the Moslems say, 
'Thou art the son of Mohammed. Thy command 
is Allah's will.' England threatens to depose the 
sultan unless the massacres are f topped. Then 
the Turks say, ' They are going to depose our 
sultan for carrying out the will of Allah,' and every 
man of them will fight to the last drop of his blood 
to prevent it. Indeed, we would despise them if 
they did n.ot. 

" The sultan himself has known very little of the 
massacres which hav resulted from his permits, be
cause the facts hav been kept from him ; but Mr. 
Terrell has told him a good many plain statements 
about this and other matters, and the sultan likes 
him for it. · 

" However, the sultan has ordered investigations 
which will result in laying the facts before him, 
and he intends to enforce his reform scheme. And, 
by the way, when he told the English ambassador 
to read to that mass-meeting his communication in 
which he said that he intended to prosecute these 
investigations, it was one of the wisest diplomatic 
moves of recent history. 

"The United States is very fortunate to be repre
sented at the sultan's court in this crisis by so able 
a m~n as Minister Terrell. Why he accepted the 
post I cannot imagin, for he was a prominent m,an 
of affairs in this country. I suppose he thought it 
would mean a pleasant change and an outing on 
the Bosphorus. He went over there and landed in 
the midst of this turmoil, and he has worked day 
and night till he is fagged out. Mr. Short is an
other man of the same sort-clear-headed and able. 

" One day I called on the American consulate 
and found several people considerably excited. A 
man had just landed from America and had bean 
set upon by the Turks. Mr. Terrell had !escued 
him, and found out that he was an Armeman who 
had gone over to America, stayed there four years, 
and taken passage back to his own country the very 
next day after taking out his naturalization papers. 
He had landed in Armenia with $3,000 and a port
manteau full of revolutionary tracts. He claimed 
protection as an American citizen, and M:r. TerrPll 
managed to save his neck and sent him on to 
Athens. 

But our missionaries and those sent out by the 
English can, if they will, do immense good. They 
can teach the races among which they mil.ke their 
homes to plow, to harrow, to make and use tools, 
and innumerable other things in which they are 
far behind us. There is very little use to carry 
our knowledge of medicin to the Turks, because 
the latter are never sick. They are temperate in 
an things; they drink no wine (their religion for
bids it) ; and they eat very little meat. Above all, 
they are the cleanest people on the globe. Your 
orthodox Turk bathes three times a day. When 
you enter a restaurant in Constantinople, the first 
thing they bring you is a bowl of hot water and 
some fresh tow to wipe your hands on. Then they 
bring you cold water and a fresh towel. ~Now, 
disease is bred by dirt and intemperance, and 1n the 
J'bsence of these there is health. 

" J3-gt1 1.\ltbough ~~~~ey is uot Olltl 91 tQ~ (lQU;g.-

The Subservient Press of Maryland. 
To THE EDITC)R oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: The Na

tional Reform Association (God-in-the Constitution 
party) having called a convention to be held in Bal' 
timore, Dec. 12th and 13th, the following article 
was taken by your correspondent to the office of 
the Baltimore American and submitted for publi
cation. The proprietor of that paper, Gen. Felix 
Agnus, read the article in my presence, expressed 
his unqualified approval of it, and unhesitatingly 
agreed that it should be published. But it did not 
appear, being shortly returned with the statement 
that it could not be used at present. 

We hav not a free press in Maryland. Our 
journals lead in nothing. They appear to be under 
a censorship and too cowardly to admit the expres
sion of views on questions affecting the liberties of 
the people. Draw you.r own conclusion after read-
ing this rejected communication. E. L. 

Baltimore, Md. · 

Editor Baltimore American: The purpose of 
theN ational Reform Association, whose convention 
is to be held in this city December 12th and 13th, 
is thoroughly revolutionary, as the call for the con
vention shows ; its purpose being to change en
tirely the character of our Constitution. 

The Constitution of the United States was wisely 
framed by the fathers of this Republic. Are we 
wiser than the authors of that noble instrument~ 
The name of God was omitted because they wished 
to establish religious liberty, and a purely secular 
form of government. Church and state were to be 
"forever separate." It was declared that "Con
gress should make no laws for the establishment of 
any religion." Religion, as Madison declares, was 
not within the "purview of government," and Wash
ington affirmed. in the Treaty with Tripoli, "that in 
no sense whatever is this government founded on 
the Christian religion." Thomas Je:fferson said that 
our government was founded upon "reason and 
freedom of opinion." . 'I'hese are the foundation 
principles of our government. The qu.estion arises, 
Is it policy to change its form and inaugurate a 
new scheme ; to make this a religious government, 
to put God, Christ, and the Bible into the Consti
tution, and radically reform its spirit and purpose? 
Does not this proposed reform of our Constitution 
lower it from its present attitude of universal jus
tice T Is it not retrogression T 

After all the wars instigated throughout the 
world by fanatical religionists, hav the American 
people come to the conclusion that a union of 
church and state is desirable, and that Washington, 
Franklin, Madison, and others who gave us our 
Constitution were mistaken T We appeal to the 
American people to take no backward step on this 
question, to not diverge to the path of tyranny and 
wrong, but to preserve the liberties given to us by 
the fathers of this nation. Religious persecution, 
tyranny, and despotism would be the inevitable 
result of a compulsory religion, no matter how 
good that religion would be in itself. If Christian
ity is true, it needs no support from the state ; if 
true, it must appeal in this day of enlightenment 
to the individual reason and conscience. It must 
triumph through reason and not through force. 
The state, as Washington said, "is not persuasion, 
but force." Therefore religion (the church) and 
state, as President Grant held, " must be forever 
separate." Religion, to be of any possible value to 
man, must be accepted froely and through reason 
and evidence. 

Man clings to the preference for that which is 
just rather than unjust, though there are no abso
lute tests by which the two may be distinguished ; 
for as diverse as are the circumstances that encom
pass mankind in life on this earth, just so variable 
are the different aspects and views of the course 
which it should follow. 

We are generally agreed that the groundwork of 
life is utility; that whatever we may determin is 
useful, good, or beneficial is what we should en
deavor to accomplish or acquire. It is useful for 
us to hav some occupation that affords us remuner
ation for our labors ; it is useful for us to prosecute 
our researches and arrive at new scientific facts in 
nature. It is good for us to lead wholesome lives, 
to liv in comfortable homes, to possess the neces
saries and some of the luxuries. It is beneficial to 
us if we can surround ourselvs and others with 
joy and happiness. Our personal liberty, the right 
to own and dispose of property, etc., are all recog
nized as the necassary corollaries of just laws and 
just government, and they are demanded by every 
human being for himself if not always for his 
fellows. 

But Justice can hardly be said to hav any natural 
source or standard. Different communities are at 
variance with one another ; and for that reason, if 
for no other, Justice must be considered as a hu
man product, the result of the association of man 
with man and the recognition of the necessity for 
some established rule of conduct providing for 
equality and equity. Hence governments and 
legal enactments ; and every government that is 
worthy of support must be erected on that founda
tion. 

Liberty of mind and body is the sure result of 
Justice, and never for one moment should a law 
exist that tends to defeat this end. For from 
the bights of freedom must flow all that can raise 
mankind to the noblest understanding of our rela
tions one to another. There is nothing in this 
world that will bring about a proper amalgamation 
of the pure crystals of human life, that will clear 
the channels of progress from the shoals and bars 
that rise from the lower depths, so surely and com-
pletely as true Justice. F. MuRRAY. 

Misdirected Missionary Zeal. 
Inspired by a holy zeal to save 

His fellow kind from Death's eternal sting, 
The father, like a soldier true and brave, 

Forsook his pleading child to serve his King. 

Through bitter storms he labored at his post, 
Tho' oft despairing of the promised goal, 

Until, amid the untamed pagan host, 
He gained for God a single willing soul. 

To heaven's gate he brought the savage wild, 
And counted then his mission done fnll well; 

When, hasting to regain his absent child, 
He found him scoffing on the brink of hell. 

-Clifford Howard. 
--------~~--------

The National Reform Association is therefore 
engaged in a dangerous undertaking-dangerous 
to the state and dangerous to " pure and undefiled 
religion." These "reformers" are endeavoring to 
make Christianity a tyranny and by so doing to 
destroy whatever good qualities it may !~OBsess. 
They are also endeavoring in their zeal to revo
lutionize our government-to entirely alter its 
fundamental principles-to change it from a secu
lar government to a theological government. We 
hope the people will understand this question and 
be satisfied with a _Constitution that guarantees 
equal rights and impartial liberty to all its citizens 
irrespectiv of l.?e!ief1 f!J!!«.! wll~ther secularists or 
J"elisioDist~:h E. Lrv~u. 

Three thousand Christian Endeavorers are to 
pray at the same hour for the conversion of Col. 
Robt. G. Ingersoll. To the extent that these peo
ple are sincere we admire them, but we hav not one 
whit of faith in their influence either upon Jehovah 
or Ingersoll. A widow's tear or a baby's smile 
would penetrate the colonel's heart more deeply 
than the prayers of the twenty million Christians 
of the republic. In ethics, which is broader than' 
religion, Colonel Ingersoll is a model man. He can 
not intellectually accept the dogmas of Christianity, 
nor can he accept what his heart most earnestly 
yearns for-the declaration of immortality. What 
will you do with such a man? What will these 
Christian Endeavorers do with Colonel Ingersoll, 
who, in all respects, save that of belief in certain 
dogmas, is a tender, honest, brave, and noble man! 
Will they damn him T They cannot get the people 
of the Western world to vote with them on this 
question. The time is past when damnation can 
be meted out to a man because of his intellectual 
beliefa.-Progressiv Age. 

I 
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Observations. 
The unconversion of Ingersoll fails to proTe that 

God does not always answer prayer. We are in
formed by a no less distinguished theologian than 
the Rev. Dr. Ward, editor of the Independent, that 
when God omits to grant Ollr petitions, it shows 
that he has chosen to respond in the negativ I No
body can deny this, because it is equally true of 
great wooden gods, medium-sized brass gods, and 
little tin gods on wheels. 

art· and that. when the Freethinkers of New York 
and vicinity recently met in convention on Fifth 
avenue and Nineteenth street, they were not among 
the enthusiastic attendants. They do not now 
pass the fashionable locality of these meetings to 
the credit of the Freethinkers, nor did they con· 
tribute to the hall rent. Nothing remains to be 
said to them but Good-bye. 

An article by Police Commissioner Roosevelt, I 
grieve to see, is copied from the Forum into the 
Investigator. I should regret to see the same in 
any paper published to do good. This Mr. Roose
velt is at the head of a band of legalized brigands 
who seize upon persons and hold them for ransom. 
The ransom may be called a fine or bail, but that 
does not alter its nature. He justifies the spolia
tion on the ground that he is enforcing the law. 
But he does not hav to enforce the law. He could 
avoid it by resigning his office and going back to 
the peaceful walks of life. The way he uses the 
law reminds me of the fate of a man I once knew
" Jim" Anderson of Returning Board notoriety. 
Anderson was in Virginia City, Nev., if my memory 
does not mislead me. There was bad blood be
tween him and another man, and it was understood 
that open hostilities woUld be inaugurated at their 
first meeting. While walking with a friend Ander
son met his enemy, who seized the friend, using 
him as a shield, and, firing over his shoulder, 
pumped Anderson full of lead. James would not 
shoot for fear of killing his mate, and so he died. 

As a Thanksgiving Supplement the Coast Sea
men's Journal, of San Francisco, Cal., issues the 
"Red Record," which is "a brief resume of some 
of the cruelties perpetrated upon American seamen 
of the present time." Sixty-four cases of buckoism 
(a sailor term for brutality of. a ship's officer) are 
cited in this work, and forty of them were recorded 
at the port of San Francisco. The details of as
saults upon seamen strain the credulity of one 
living under the benevolent police rule of New 
York, where his legs may peradventure come to 
the rescue of his head. According to the testimony 
quoted in the "Red Record," men who accidentally 
or unavoidably dropped a quid or a clew on deck 
while aloft hav been knocked down, jumped upon, 
and more or less of the life beaten out of them by 
captains and mates. Flogging on board vessels of 
commerce is abolished by act of Congress, but the 
rope' s-end and the cat hav been ad<>quately replaced 
by pump-brakes, boathooks, handspikes, belaying
pins, marlinspikes, brass knuckles, chunks of holy
stone, and also by bottles after their contents has 
been transferred to the interior of the officer wield
ing them. In the group of offenses for which these 
and worse instruments of disciplin are applied are: 

Roosevelt is practicing the system employed by 
Anderson's enemy. He is shielding himself behind 
the Sunday law and blazing away right and left. 
If the law, which citizens hav confused with those 
statutes found to be their friends, were not between 
them and Roosevelt, he and his band, like other 
breakers and enterers, inflicters of battery, oppres
sion, and duress, would hav to preserve the peace 
or get what t.hey deserve. 

Talking while at work; omitting the word "sir" 
when addressing a superior creature; expostulating 
against being called the son of a female dog; cut
ting down a shipmate triced up and in agony; 
accidentally dropping dirt in a boat alongsiae ; 
growling about the food; mistakes in reeving, and 
so forth. Probably there are two sides to the ques
tion, for sailors are a rough-and-ready class of men 
and hard to curry; but what other class would take 
their job with the knowledge that if they make any 
of the breaks above enumerated they are liable to 
the penalties deacribed! There are, however, mas
ters of ships who hav no difficulty with their men; 
they do not underman their vessels, nor overwork 
and underfeed the crew-circumstances which lie 
very close to the seat of trouble, and are possibly 
induced by those tariff laws which prevent vessels 
from profitably loading both ways. As a landsman 
I can only offer my sympathy to all concerned, and 
express the hope that the " Red Record" may lead 
to an amelioration of the hardships of seafaring 
men; at the same time congratulating them that 
they hav in the nation's Congress so able a cham
pion as the Hon. James G. Maguire. Mr. Maguire 
is opposed to clubs, whether applied to citizens who 
neglect to attend church, or to sailors who do not 
rush aft any faster than circumstances will permit. 

Certain members of the London school board 
want to introduce flogging into the industrial 
schools for the reformation of girls. The members 
who favor this benevolent scheme are the same in
dividuals who a short time ago were considering 
the advisability of turning out teachers who did not 
agree with their theories about religious instruc
tion. Religion, Rawhides, and Reform, substituted 
for the conventional three r's, ought to convince 
the wayward maidens of London that, as Mr. John 
Peck has remarked, Jesus Christ was not crucified 
for fun. 

Attendants on recent meetings of the Manhattan 
Liberal Club bav listened without profit to divers 
querulous speakers who complain about the charac
ter of the literature and meeting-places of Free
thinkers. Of course the complaints are groundless. 
Freethought publications compare favorably in 
outward style, and more than favorably in intrinsic 
worth, with any other; while the meeting-place of 
the club is in the most staid and respectable, if not 
the most fashionable, quarter of the city. Of a 
truth, and to be sure, there is an orthodox church 
next door, and a Quaker meeting-house across the 
street ; also Dr. Rainsford's church within range of 
a boy's sling, and a half-dozen other similar temples 
near at hand; but the neighborhood is good enough 
for Hamilton Fish's people, for Senator William 
M. Evarts, for the Stuyvesants, and for other old 
families ; and the German Masonic Temple is a 
handsome building exteriorly and snug and cheer 
ful inside. A thing to be noted in connection with 
the contemners of the cheaper Freethought litera
ture is that they are not known as purchasers of 
works issued in the highest style of the printer's 

Ingersoll spoke the true word in regard to this 
when he said that bad laws should not be enforced 
but repealed, and that if they could not be repealed 
they should be ignored. We are under no obliga
tion to take every mean advantage of our fellows 
that invidious legislation permits. 

The Baptist church (colored) at Lakewood, N.J., 
on a recent Sunday wore a placard bearing this 
inscription: "There will be no service in our 
church to-day, as our moet beloved pastor has been 
suddenly called away." Pastor White had, indeed 
been called thence, and it was the voice of the con
stable which he heard. The fact is, the Rev. Mr. 
White stole coal from a neighboring yard to warm 
his church. When arraigned in court he pleaded 
that it was no sin to take the coal, as it was going 
to a place where good was to be done. The coal 
dealer said he would let him go if he would promis 
to steal no more, and Parson White not only 
promised this, but in addition volunteered to solicit 
orders for coal. 

It is worth something to know that the Chris
tian Advocate has the moral stamina to condemn 
the ·course of Brother White, as it does in these 
words: " He was a poor, ignorant African, but his 
conscience seems to be in the state of that of many 
peraons who can neither plead ignorance nor any
thing else as an excuse. The damnation of them 
who say, 'Let us do evil, that good may come,' is 
just, and affirms the word of God, which this man 
professed to expound." But there is a parallel, 
which the editor of the Advocate has failed to draw, 
between the act of the ignorant African who appro
priated coal for the warming of his church and the 
course of the better educated Christians who 
appropriate money not theirs-that is, public 
money-to the support of the churches in general. 
These latter know that their act is evil, and justify 
it exactly as Dominie White justified his-" it is 
going to a place where good is to be done." And 
further, exactly as he did, they offer to become the 
agents of the parties robbed, though unlike him 
they hav not yet promised to steal no more. If his 
damnation is just, so is theirs. To tell the truth, 
taxpayers whose rates are increased by the exemp
tion of churches and parsonages hav often damned 
them in my presence and with my approval. 

I am forced to oppose Mr. John P. Guild in his 
advocacy of independent secular schools to take the 
place of public educational institutions. The Secu
larists of this country are now paying their share 
of the salaries of approximately 37 5,000 school 
teachers, and for the construction and maintenance 
of the buildings in which these are employed. In 
the Constitution of the nation and. of a majority of 
the states, Freethinkers hav their warrant for 
insisting that public schools shall be wholly secu
lar. With one quarter of a million schools anq te~ 
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thousand colleges and universities, which are just 
cramming our youth with information, and which 
we must pay for whether we want to or not, our 
obligation to provide more of them does not appear 
to be binding. The persistence of Freethinkers 
within my recollection has led to the secularizing 
of many schools, and secularizing an established 
school is as good as establishing a secular one at 
the same date. 

Rector Ahlwardt, the Jew-baiter who has come · 
from Germany to agitate for radical legislation 
against Hebrew citizens, is superfluous in this 
country. We are a religioua nation, and don't 
need him. Under the bondage of their own super
stition the compatriots of Christ hav to loaf on the 
seventh day of the week, and under the pressure of 
Christian bigGtry they are obliged also to keep the 
first day. They thus obey, according to two ·differ
ent interpretations, the Precept of Idleness which 
the Fourth Commandment contains, and now we 
are asked to so outlaw and boycott them that they 
shall not be able to obey the precept of industry 
which enjoins them to work the rest of t.be week. 
Weg da, Herr Ahlwesrdt I Go to Armenia. Go 
to Germany-to the devil-go anywhere. Get out. 
As you are a baiter, abate youJ:'self. 

GEo. E. MACDONALD. 
----------~--------

The National Reform Convention. 
FIRST DA~'s PBOOEEDINGS. 

It was somewhat incongruous that in the Im
manuel Baptist church-the inheritor of the glory 
of Roger Williams-should be held a convention, 
the entire purpose of which is the establishment of 
a religious tyranny. Generally, up to date, the 
Baptist church has been in favor of religious free
dom, but it is turning back on its excellent tradi
tions and uniting with the "Scarlet Woman," whom 
once it so bitterly opposed. 

It was in this church that the National Reform 
Convention opened its session this morning, De
cember 12th. It was opened with prayer, of course, 
which prayer offered a great deal of advice to a pa
tient deity. He was informed of his duty in regard 
to national reform. The meeting began with just 
twenty-nine persons present, and this included my
self, the janitor, and the reporter. So it seems that 
this extreme wing of the Christian church cannot 
summon so many as our Freethought conventions. 
About twenty more drifted in before the close of 
the session. In the afternoon about sixty were 
present; and in the evening there were less than 
one hundred, although the mayor of Baltimore was 
on hand to welcome the members of the associa
tion. 

How it is that so small a body can exercise so 
tremendous an influence is somewhat of a puzzler. 
I can only lay it to the ignorance and cowardice of 
the politicians. If it were not that the ordinary 
politician is a fool, the God-in the-Constitution 
party would hav no force at alL 

The first paper read was entitled, " Loyalty to 
Christ the Saving Principle of. All Social and Civil 
Obligation." It simply reiterated the statement 
that Christ must be king of the nation. The next 
on the program was an address by E. K. Hart, edi
tor of the Philadelphia Evening 7 1legraph. Sub
ject, "Public Enterprises and the Sabbath." I can 
hardly understand why an editor, who is supposed 
to be a man of the world, could be quite so narrow 
in his views as Mr. Hart. He may be under the 
tuition of John Wanamaker. He was opposed to 
everything on the Sabbath, except going to church. 
No public enterprise of any kind on that day. He 
wanted a grand revival of Puritanism. The Sab
bath was the keystone of American liberty, etc. 

After this came a furious onslaught on the Sun
day newspaper by Rev. Dr. J. Addison Smith, of 
Baltimore, who declared that the Sunday news
paper debauched the intellect, the heart, the con
science, the creativ imagination It was bad from 
beginning to end. It was opposed to relig~on and 
morality. It was a hotch-potch of all mfer~al 
things. Out of four hundred columns of readmg 
matter in the New York Sunday papers only three 
and a half columns were given to religion. It was 
a crime to publish a Sunday paper. It should be 
prohibited by law. It ought to be wiped out, de
molished by a cyclone. The reverend gentleman 
then went on to denounce Sunday mails and Sun
day railroad trains. He said that in one state in 
the Union there was more traffic on Sunday than on 
any other day of the week This is good news in
deed. Another thing was awful to contemplate, 
said the speaker. The are seven hundred daily 
newspapers in the land and not one of them is a 
Christian journal. This also made me happy. The 
gentleman's facts were much better than his argu
ments. He was followed by one or two others in 
t'H~ ~~me strain, and theu Re-v. Wilb\lr F. Oraftlil 
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took the platform. His theme was "The Sabbath 
and _Constitu~ional Law." He proved conclusivly, 
to h1e own mmd, that the Constitution was a Chris
tian instrument because it contained the two words 
" Sunday excepted." He rolled these two words 
like a sweet morsel under his tongue. They seemed 
to giv him great satisfaction, although later on he 
said that he used the word Sunday always in a bad 
sense-the continental sense, while the good word 
was "Sabbath." He did not explain why the bad 
word Sunday was used in the Constitution, instead 
of the good word, Sabbath. Now, Mr. Crafts knows 
that Sunday is not a Christian word, but a pagan 
word, and if the use of that word commits the Con
stitution to any religion, it commits it to the pagan 
r~>ligion of Rome, with which the word Sunday is 
connected. Mr. Crafts admits that Sunday in the 
Constitution means only a "day of rest," and not 
"a day of worship." How, then, is it possible to 
make a Sabbath law out of it? It enjoins nothing. 
It does not tell the president what to do. It only 
givs him a chance to go fishing if he wants to. 
There is no obligation about it. 

Out of this root, " Sundays excepted," hav come 
two Supreme Court decisions affirming this to be a 
Christian nation; five executiv acts of the presi
dents in Thanksgiving and Fast day proclamations 
by Washington, Jackson, Lincoln, Harrison, and 
Cleveland, and orders issued by the two latter for 
Sabbath observance in the army. Besides these 
acts of the presidents, are legislativ acte-one for
bidding the manufacture of whisky on Sunday-a 
beautiful recognition of Christianity indeed; an
other act that forbids the shooting of birds on 
Sunday; the World's Fair closing act, etc. Mr. 
Crafts indeed demonstrated the usurping tendency 
of the Christian church, in that it will take the two 
innocent and Secular words " Sunday excepted " to 
enforce upon this people a union of church and 
state. A resolution of censure of General Miles was 
passed for allowing the great bicycle race to open 
on Sunday. Think of these twenty-six white-neck
tied reformers undertaking to run the army of the 
United States, the president, the general, and 
horse, foot, and artillery. . 

In the afternoon, with an audience, as I before 
remarked, of about sixty, the marriage question was 
discussed. Here is another opportunity for church 
despotism. These reformers want an amendment 
to the Constitution by which they can control the 
marriage institution. They purpose to make it a 
sacrament instead of a civil contract. The church 
must hav a hand in it always. If the church can 
control birth, marriage, death, and the Sund 'Y• it 
has indeed a tremendous lever for the subjugation 
of humanity. So there is not only to be a theo
logical amendment to the Constitution, but aleo a 
divorce amendment by which there shall be divorce 
for one reason only, and that is adultery. A 
more cruel, inhuman, immoral, and detestable law 
cannot be imagined, and yet that is what these re
formers are after. They must make laws of divorce 
according to the scripture, and according to scrip· 
ture there is only one cause for divorce, and only 
the man can avail himself of that cause. The woman 
cannot. A man may be a drunkard, a criminal ; 
he may beat his wife, desert her, refuse to support 
her, and yet according to these Christian reformers 
she cannot be free. " What God has joined to
gether let not man put asunder," is the cry of these 
pious politicians. It is all of a piece, theological 
tyranny and marriage tyranny. Put God in the 
Constitution and there is no more liberty. The 
living must be tied to the dead whatever may 
happen. It does not stop with "God in the Con
stitution." It means that the whole of human life, 
birth, love, marriage, business, home, and burial, 
and the grave itself, must all be under the supreme 
control of the church. The tremendous far-reaching 
and disastrous nature of this " national reform" is 
thus understood. 

The Christian Amendment came next in order of 
discussion. The Rev. J, M. Foster, of Boston, took 
the bull by the horns, and there was trouble. He 
declared that the Constitution was not a Christian 
Constitution. It was anti-Christian-it was dis
loyal to the king of kings-it dishonored the son 
-and therefore the true Christian could hav noth
ing to do with it. He must not exercise his polit
ical privileges. He must withdraw. He was a 
traitor to Christ if he voted under the Constitution. 
It was a league with the devil and a covenant with 
hell. I mul!lt confess I liked the bold logic of Rev
erend Foster. He was really right according to the 
old Scotch Covenanters. The prospect of these 
pugnacious Christians withdrawing from political 
action was indef d delightful. The Christian re
formers hav advised Infidels to go to " some wild, 
desolate land and build a government of their own," 
and now they propose to do the same thing them
~elv~ voluut!lrily. What ~ happy !i!OlutiQJ:). ot tbe 
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question! But, alas ! there was a kick at once. It 
was not unanimous. One man said if the Consti
tution of the United States was a wild horse, don't 
let it run away, but catch it, bridle it, and make it 
run on the Christian track. The Rev. Mr. Fulton 
said, "I hav been appointed chairman for this even
ing, but I can't preside if these are the sentiments 
of the convention." There was an instant denial of 
this; it was an individual opinion, it ought not to 
hav been dragged in, etc., and so the matter was 
smoothed over. 'But this small squad of half a 
hundred reformers are not united among themselvs. 
There is a radical difference of method, a rift in the 
lute, and sometime there will be a discordant sound. 
The old Scotch Covenanters will :tling their bugle
cry, "Withdraw from the unholy alliance." I am 
glad of it. The more they quarrel among them
selva the better for liberty. It will giv us a chance 
to knock them both out and preserve the Constitu
tion. 

In the evening less than one hundred were pres
ent. The mayor of Baltimore gave an address of 
welcome. He is a "Reform" mayor, I understand, 
and is popular and welcomes all parties. He was 
careful not to commit himself to "National Re
form." He merely pointed out the beauties of the 
city, and invited the delegates to it11 hospitality. 
He said he would as readily welcome other organi
zations whose objoots might even be opposed to the 
principles of this association. The "National Re
former " didn't really like the mayor's speech. It 
was too broad and Liberal. I don't know whether 
the mayor would welcome a Freethought conven
tion. According to his own confession, he ought to 
do so. At any rate he was scolded by the chairman 
for giving a greeting to some organization that was 
at odds with the "God-party." On the whole, the 
mayor did his part well. 

Over the platform swung the motto, " God's 
sovereignty is over all, the nation, the church, the 
family, the individual." This formed the keynote 
of the evening meeting. It was enlivened by the 
return of Rev. Mr. George from Washington. 
where he had gone to push the "God-Amendment." 
This was ready and would be introduced on Mon
day in the House by Representativ Morse and in 
the Senate by Senator Frye. So the fight is on, 
and we must prepare to do our level best. If we 
don't, the " Reformers" will get the better of Free
thought and the American republic. We hav a foe 
whose zeal in simply intolerant, and will never sur
render. Let Freethinkers be on the lookout for 
this amendment. Write to your Congressman about 
it. We must be on the move. We must not let 
these Christians win through our indifference. 
They are raising money for the fight. They repre
sent the logic of eighteen centuries of church rule. 
It won't do to say they cannot succeed because 
they are a mere handful in convention. If it were 
a matter of art, of literature, of science, of univer
sal society, we might afford to laugh at the insig
nificance of our foe ; but we are dealing with poli
tics, and because these "reformers " do represent 
the faith, the prejudice, the ignorance of the past, 
therefore must we the more fear them, for poli
ticians are of the same sort. We must educate our 
politicians and enlighten them. We must contest 
this thing in the halls of Congress. 'l'he Christians 
are jubilant over their anticipations of victory. 
They are going to work. These men mean what 
they say and are in dead earnest. 

The resolutions of this convention must be care
fully read ; they will reveal a widespread plan for a. 
revolution in this Republic. 

I was pleased to meet with Mr. Moon, who repre
sents the Seventh Day Adventists. He is on hand, 
like myself. As I left the church I found our ever
watchful allies distributing tracts. I had a good 
notion to place some TBUTH SEEKEBB in the pews of 
the church. Our friends, however, tried it with the 
American Sentinel, but every copy was picked up 
immediately and destroyed. Hence it would be a 
waste of labor to distribute THE TBUTH SEEKER. 

The labor problem was also discussed, but no 
solution was given, except faith in Christ and the 
Lord's prayer. I don't think this will satisfy the 
level-headed working man. 

I hav thus given a glimpse of the first day's pro
ceedings of the "National Reform Party." I shall 
hav some interesting matter, no doubt, for next 
week. I came here to study the situation, and I 
hav learned something. They wanted my name, 
not knowing me, on the roll of delegates, but I said 
no. They want all the names they can get. Of 
course, in the eyes of the world, this will be a big 
convention. But as a matter of fact it is a jesuitical 
skeleton, playing upon the fears and superstitions 
of the people. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Baltimore, .Dec. 13, 1895 
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Our Missionary Work. . 
Several of our good friends hav written uti .that 

in their opinion the work, "8elf-Oontradictions of 
the Bible," should go along with Paine's '"'Age 
of Reason" as a missionary pamphlet. Mr. ;J. R 
Perry puts it thus: "As a missionary document 
the 144 Self-Contradictions will go hand in ,hand 
with the 'Age of Reason.' I think any person get
ting the one will get the other. It is the grubbing 
process, clearing out the roots and stones, nece~sary 
to preparing the soil for good seeds of common 
sense." And as it is our delight to furnish the 
implements for this sort of agricultural opera\ions, 
we are willing to do our part and will send the 
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible " to those. who 
will distribute it among their Christian fri~nds, 
FOR A DOLLAR A DOZEN. Or we will send 
twelve copies to as many different ad
dresses for one dollar. 

Now let the friends of Freethought turn to and 
circulate "Self-Contradictions" as well as the '!'Age 
of Reason." Send both books out by the thousand 
and watch the result. Flood the country with 
them, and let the Christians know what their: holy 
paper fetich, the Bible, is like and why it is wortb;-
less as a guide to any good. · 

THE TRUTH SEEKER's offer to send eight copies of 
Paine's "Age of Reason" to eight different ad
dresses for $1, to be used for missionary pur
poses, is still open. The best results are reported 
from this method of reaching intelligent believers 
and giving a new direction to their thought<!. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
J. E. REMSBURG has been lecturing in the Dakotas and 

Manitoba. He starts east this month. ' 
THE Newark, N.J., Liberal Lea~ue meets every 13m

day afternoon at 3 o'clock at 177 H~lsey st., corner of 
Market., 

THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford , 
secretary, meets at 7:30, every Sunday avenin~ in .War
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia. 

THE Freethinkers' Association of Dalla,, Tax~s. m~ebs 
every Sunday at 8 P lll. in Liberty Hall, 228 South Ervay 
street. Dr. G. S. Lincoln, pres.; 0. Paget, sec. All are 
welcome. '. · 

THE Omaha (Neb.) Philosophical S'loiety meets every 
Sunday at 2.30 P.M., in Washington H'lll, 18th and Har
ney streets. Questions pertaining to theology, Free
thought; and science freely disonssed. All are welcome. 

THE First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets at 
7:45 every Sunday evening in L'lbor Couucil Hall; J. E. 
Hosmer, lecturer. Su'ld~y-school at 11 A.M. Wo~en't! 
Auxiliary meets Wednesday afternoons at 2.30 in tl:le 
same hall. Olara Bailey, secretary First Secular Clmroh. 

THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets 
Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the Sket"rett Build
in~r. northeast corner Ridge ave. and Green st; Miss M. 
P. McLeod, secretary, 218 So. Eighth st. Admission free, 
and all are invited. R~dioal Library open from 7:30A.M. 
to 10 P.M.; dues, 15 cents per month. 

DB. W. A. CRoFFUT, recently exeoutiv offi3er of the 
United States Geographical Survey, and a well-known 
journalist and Freethinker of Wa~hington, is organizing 
an excursion party to leave for Europe on the Oity of 
Rome on July 4th. He accompanied a similat' partv last 
summer, numbering 325. of whom he took 130 to R1me, 
and had an interview with the Pope. He hopes to hav 
even more Agnostics this year than last. 

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagement&: 
Dec. 21st ....... Linwood, 0 Dec. 29th, Farmdale and 
Dec. 22d ...... Cinoinnati, o· vicinity. 

· · Jan. 5th ......... Chioago, Ill. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even
ing in German Masonic Hall, i20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December: 
Dec. 2·Jth-" Woman's Rights and Wrongs." L. G. Raea. 
Dec. 27th-" Stirpioulture anli Prenatal Culture. •; M. 

L. Holbrook, M.D. 
.~-

TUB Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets 9very 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long IslaRd Business 
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs 
avenues. Program for December : 
Dec. 22d-" The Savio-rs of the World." Henrv R>wlav. 
Dec. 29th-" Natural R3ligion." Frederick W. T~vlor. 

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening 
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program 
for December: ·~ 
Dec. 22d-" Americanism and Catholioism." Samuel P. 

Putnam. · 
Dec. 29th-" The New Woman." Mrs. Louise Mann

hei,mer. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Appointments •. 
Dec. 22-Brooklyn, E D. (Williamsburg), N.Y ..... Bible 
Dec. 29-Jersey City, N. J ............................. The Bible 
Jan. 5-Detroit, Mioh ....................................... Linc<?ln 
Jan. 12-Toledo, Ohio ........... The Foundations of Futh 

Mr. Heston, THE TBUTH SEBKEB artist, is illus
t.rator of " Coin's" Silver 7. rumpet, a weekly publi
cat.ion, and a Western friend of THE TBtl"TB SEEKEB 
informs us that his excellent work as a caricaturist 
is, lauded to the ekies by every free silver man. 

Hav you ordered your holiday books T If not, 
aee the list offered on page 813. 
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Here Tht>y Come! 
PEISBAOOLA, FLA., Deo. 3, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which 
plE>aEe send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year 
and the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

Gxo. WooD MERIWETBEli. 

SANDWICH, MAss., Deo. 5, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, subscrip

tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year 
a~ d the "Pictorial Text-Book." 

M. F. DELANO, M.D. 

DETROIT, MICH., Nov. 27, 1895; 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10-$3 of 

this snm is to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one year for Chas. Schmied. Send 
"Four Hundred Years of Free thought" 
to me, and giv me credit for the balance 
on my subscription to the paper. Yon 
may send "Pictorial Text-Book" to me or 
Mr. Schmied. ANDREW BRANDAU. 

DENVER, CoL., Nov. 30, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Please send THE TRUTH 

SEEKER and" Pictorial Text-Book" to ad
dress on the inclosed card, and for the bal
ance of money inclosed send me the books 
on the list I send yon herewith. I was 
very glad to enroll Mr. Siebold on your 
list of subscribers, for he will leave the 
papers on the tables of the Turn Hall, and 
they will be read by the members of the 
Turn Verein. Mr. Siebold. is a stanch 
Freethinker, and so are many more of the 
members of the Turner's Society. Geo. 
Macdonald's remarks on the late wedding 
of title and wealth were well. pnt. "'Tis 
true, 'tis pity; pity 'tis 'tis true." 

Yours fraternally, I .. N. SHOBE. 

·WINoNA, MINN., Deo. 2, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: I noticed your "ad" in the 

Freethought Magazine and sent to yon 
for a few sample copies of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. The samples came and I found 
your paper to be just what a Freethinker 
desires. 

I am very mnoh opposed to the theoc
racy which would deprive citizens of their 
liberty, and gladly help to support a paper 
so fearless as yours. 

I inclose herewith $3 for one year's sub
scription and a copy of the "Pictorial 
Text-Book." 

The· Freethinkers of to-day owe to pos
terity every effort in their power to pre~ 
serve the Constitution and liberty for 
which Jefferson, Madison, Washington, 
and Paine so · earnestly and assiduously 
fought. Year after year religions laws are 
enacted, and year after year priestoraft is 
gaining control of onr country. 

"Eternal vigilance is the price of lib
erty." 

European ohnroh hiRtory seems to be re
peating itself in the United States, and it 
behooves the people of this country to be 
on their guard or liberty will be only a 
name. I. wish your paper every snooess 
and that through its influence Free thought 
will spread throughout onr country, per
pet!!.ating liberty for man, woman, and 
child, WALDEMAR PUTSCH. 

He Has Received Some. Good nooks. 
TELLURIDE, CoL., Nov. 26, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, for 
which please send me for one year your 
valuable paper. For the balance, $7, you 
oan send me recent Free thought literature, 
including Mr. Ingersoll's late lectures. 

J. E. McCoy, 

To Turn ChriRtians to the Light. 
NAUGATUOK, CoNN., Deo. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2, 
for which send me "Prose-Poems and Se
lections," by Robert G. Ingersoll, in the 
$1.50 edition, and also a cabinet photo
graph of Colonel Ingersoll. 
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scription. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER 
since the year 1882. I hav never got tired 
of it as yet, and I think it is doing more 
~ood for the masses of the people than any 
other paper in this country; but, Friend 
Macdonald, I hav been so badly pressed 
financially the last t.hree years-being 
now on the eve of losing my home at the 
age of sixty-two, after twenty years of in
cessant labor upon it, by foreclosure of 
mortgage-that I should hav stopped my 
TRUTH SEEKER two years since, bnt it 
seemed as though I oonld not part with 
it ; it bas become second nature to me 
to look for it every week, and then I love 
the society it keeps; but I despise to be in 
arrears with my subscription, and I feel 
~hat I will be obliged to stop it at least for 
the present. I hav tried very hard to get 
the whole I owe yon to send with this. 

I wish the grand old TRUTH SEEKER and 
Heston every snooess. H. S. BRooKS. 

Thinks Flatteringly of Jesns. 
NEw YoRK, Deo. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I had no idea that I owed 
:ron $4. 75. !send yon $5-twenty five cents 
for interest on the back aooonnt. I do not 
agree with yon in your estimate of the 
character of Jeans Christ. I think it is 
the corruptions of his professing advocates 
and especially those who follow the advice 
of St. Paul the apostle to the Rnmans, 
wherein he is quoted as saying, "Yea, let 
God be true, but every man a liar, as it is 
written, that thou may est be justified in thy 
sayings and mightest overcome when thou 
art judged. For if the truth of God hath 
more abounded through my lie unto his 
glory, why yet am I also judged as a 
sinner?" Bnt if St. Paul had known mere 
of the effect of his dootrin on the Cor
inthian ohnroh, he would not hav been 
the J esnit or Calvinist he was, for he 
allows that they were guilty of crimes 
not so mnoh as named amongst the 
Gentiles, and at last, as we read in the 
Revelations, all liars were condemned 
to hell with the cowards, for cowards are 
always liars. And according to the para· 
ble of the garden of Eden, it was not the 
stealing of the fruit of the tree of knowl
edge by Eve, bnt the lies of Satan that 
induced her to steal; and yet St. Paul 
taught some of the greatest truths ever 
promulgated. Bnt as to some men 

So mnoh they scorn the throng 
That if the mob by ohanoe go right, 
They purposely go wrong. · 

I hav something more to say, bnt hav 
not time to spare at present. 

Respeotinlly, CLINTON RoosEVELT. 

Conversion of "Bob Ingersoll." 
SoLDmRs' HoME, NoRoToN, CoNN·•} 

Deo. 5, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: Your paper is just to my 

liking, especially the editorials and Obser
vations. I hav wondered for a long time 
why Christians did not try to suppress 
it. I suppose it is because yon were a 
law· abiding citizen, and so they oonld not 
get yon by the hair as they wished without 
special legislation, which would hav to be 
very tyrannical before yon would break 
the law. 

my silence, and I because of his frothy 
vaporings. G:eo. F. ELLIOTT. 

Thanksgiving. 
LEXINGTON, KY., Nov. 16, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: What is the glory of the 
nineteenth century. the grand culmination 
of nature's forces, the highest point, also, 
of man's achievement? What is the ont· 
come of evolutionary power, in the prog
ress or upward tendency of events ? A 
Thanksgiving proclamation I Think of 
Jnlins Cresar, Socrates, or Bonaparte, 
composing anything so childish, so ab
surd, so fatal to the dignity of the nation! 
Bonaparte was, at least, religions; he was 
sincere. Bnt a man, high in office, kneel
ing to a fancied creator, in so servile a way 
in the presl)noe of the people, is a sight 
di~gnsting in the extreme. 

A gentle reminder would hav been suf
ficient, and not hav alienated so many 
free, high-toned hearts and reasonable 
minds. "Lay aside your business and 
prostrate yourself before a trio of heathen
ish gods, whose E'Xistenoe is doubtful, and 
whose sots hav reflected no credit on them
selva or their worshipers." 

How many great men hav wished to see 
this day dawn full of realized prom is. But 
behold the result of the deep investigations 
of many ages, the scientific toil of giant 
minds, which one wonld think were able to 
influence the general mind d the peoplt>. 
Instead of trained thinkers, we hav artful 
money lovers. Instead of a heroic spirit, 
eager to obtain jewels of thought, the ideas 
of the nation are attenuated, dissipated, 
the silly sot of devotion being the most 
absorbing occupation, the surest way of 
obtaining all that is prized or sought. 

Onr president has stooped too low to se
cure to a frivolous nation a day when the 
sanctified recital of gloomy prayers wil! 
usher in a feast of tnr keys and other things 
obtained by the unthinking crowd from 
every quarter of the known world. 

Respectfully, ALIIAZA.. 

Talks with Voice and Money. 
0MEMEE, N.D., Deo. 2, 1895. 

and an ima~inary heaven to go to when 
they die. They must also hav the degrad
ing story of a hell, a bottomless pit. 
(P1haw I don't they know that the bottom is 
out?) I fancy the man whose mind from 
childhood is polluted with snoh idle tales 
is a slave to himself, and dills in fear of 
being condemned for some little mistake 
he o~mmitted in life's beautiful days. 

Yon will find $5 inclosed herein. 
w ABNER W:eLIN. 

Wants Flain Language. 
CuRAOoA, DUTOH W. I., Oot. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: I received "No. Begin
ning" and the tracts yon mailed with 
the parcel. Inclosed yon will find one 
dollar greenback. It is not very easy to 
find a greenback or banknote here. Please 
send me "Myth and Miracle" and 
"Which Way," by Ingersoll, and I will 
look for another dollar greenback. Ex
cuse my penuriousness; I am not a man of 
money. Being a Freethinker, I sympa
thize with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I ad
mire your constancy in editing a paper 
whose income, as I believe, oan 't afford 
yon more than a moderate livelihood. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER is ahead of its time, 
but never mind; yon work for the future 
generations. I am also a victim of the 
obnroh power; but nevertheless I still try 
to show her np through the press here. 
The power of the Christian ohnroh consists 
in the stupidity of the people. Popular
ize the sciences, and yon thereby destroy 
the ignorance of the ohnroh. Christianity 
is a great lie which has taken root in the 
mind. It was a form of progress, and had 
its time of onltnre; bnt it is now demoral
izing m11nkind. Try to ridicule in a cor
ner of THE TRUTH SEEKER every week the 
faith, the dogmas, and every article of 
this stupid creed. Ingersoll has done 
vastly more harm to Christianity than 
Voltaire, because of his plainness of lan
guage, his simple and clear arguments. 
Most men do not write plainly, therefore 
are not convincing. Ingersoll has sur
passed Voltaire. Voltaire was sarcastic 
and powerful in his reasoning, but he was 
somewhat of a believer. Ingersoll is 
truthful, an unbeliever, mild, and, what 
is more desirable, is plain in all his sayings. 
The ridiculousness of Christianity must be 
exposed; that is the way to meet it, to van
quish it. We do not care so mnoh for 
philosophy, because !>hilosophy helps 
theoloe-y and brings confusion. Biioh
ner, Vogt, Spencer, Huxley, Haeokel, 
are onr men, not Kant, Hegel, et al. I 
try now and then to write plain language 
(Dntoh) for the people about soul, im
mortality, eto. 

I hope that THE TRUTH SEEKER will 
make its way, and my best wishes are for 
your snooess. J. N. MoLE. 

Mn. EDITOR: At last I am able to renew 
my subscription. I cannot express my 
gratitude to yon for patience, for defense 
of equal rights, for the maintaining of lib
erty, for watchfulness and the ·unveiling 
of the moves of the narrow·minded, for 
cautioning and inst:rnoting those on whose 
shoulders rests onr liberty, for defending 
those who are slandered, for driving away 
the shadows <>f superstition, and last, but 
not least, for keeping before the people 
an instrnotiv editorial department from 
which shines forth a humanitarian light, 
a brotherly love, a feeling for social union 
between· man and man, between country 
and country, natiqn and nation. I like to 
be with yon, love to read your thoughts, 
indorse your actions, and would, if able, Texas Free~hougllt Fragments. 
stand with yon to push the shadows away. DALLAS, TEX., Deo. 3, 1895. 
Our George is the right man in the right MR. EDITOR: The Dallas Association of 
place, and I don't see how we oonld get Freethinkers stilllivs and is still skimming 
along without the Observations. Putnam over the surface of thought, stopping once 
is onr enlightener. Then we hav a in a while to drop a large boulder of truth 
Sbeiner. Kate Kehm Smith is gone, but into the "orthodox " quagmire. Since 
we hav a Susan H. Wixon. Otto Wettstein onr celebrated prayer-test with Mrs. 
is on hand now and then, and John Peck Sweeney we hav not had mnoh of a sensa
never lets the sound die. Bnt "them tiona! character except one instance, as 
pictures!" Can Watson Heston think to follows: Rev. W. A. Jarrel came into my 
pass off such an old thing for Jeans Christ, office one day, and said he wished to so
dressing him np in nineteenth century oept onr challenge to debate, but snbse
olothes, to make him presentable, to oo- qnent events showed that he wanted to 
onpy a plaoa with Uncle Sam? That Cana- make a counter challenge requiring ns to 
dian authorities did not like to see him produce "a representativ man outside of 
thus civilized is no wonder. Bat I Texas" to debate with him. He utterly 
guess Heston is right; if he had not made refused to debate with a woman, saying 
a snit of clothes for him, he would never that a. woman naturally had the sympa
hav had any. thies of an audience. I had him put his 

I receive THE TRUTH SEEKER every 
week. It is a great paper. I wish it had. 
the oironlation of the New York World. I 
read it entirely through, and then hand it 
to some Christian friend, hoping it may be 
the means of turning him from his sinful 
ways and that he may see the light. 

So the goody-goody Christian Endeav
orers and Chnroh Leaguers hav been call
ing on their Big Joss to convert Colonel 
Ingersoll to Christianity! Well, that is 
better than an appeal to the city to arrest 
him for blasphemy. I guess that the 
colonel is willing that they should waste 
their breath in prayer for him. It was 
only the week before last that I fell in with 
another cripple, who told me that "Bob 
In~ersoll" had renounced his unbelief in 
the Christian religion, and said that he had 
always believed in it. I tried to make a 
reply and bring proof that he, the cripple, 
was mistaken if he thought so. Bnt it was 
ofnonse; he wonldnothear a word in reply 
and used all of the time making affirms. 
tiona, with no proof, and I could not get in 
a word edgewise. 

He seemed to think that affirmation was 
proof and denial was refutation when 
made by himself; and so, because I did not 
reply to him, that was proof that he was 
right. I knew "conceit was as good as 
consumption if one died of the effects;" 

Those who think that liberty is in no proposals in writing and duly presented 
danger oan not be in connection with them to the society, which instructed me 
their Christian neighbors. I hav heard a to inform Rev. Mr. Jarrel that we had 
number of preachers, and all say that re- talent in Texas fully able to meet him or 
ligion that can't go into politics is no relig- any other Christian. He came out in an 
ion. They advise political action for the article in the paper in which he showed his 
enforcing of Sunday laws, for the building modesty by speaking of himself as "being 
np of the Christian religion, for Christian internationally known as a voluminous 
schools and the training of the young for book an thor," and as "the most noted de
Christian rights, and I cannot think of all bater in the South among the Baptists." 
else. They point out with pride that this The same day I received a postal card ad
is a Christian nation, and praise the Puri- dressed to "Dr. Lincoln, M.D." This, of 
tans for establishing the same. Their pa- oonrse, showed his scholarly. ability. We 
tienoe is gone; they cannot bear to be offered to produce a man to debate with 
spoken against, They must hav a god and him, but we refused to send elsewhere 
a day to tell the people all about him. for one. 

With best wishes, CLARENOE CuRRIER. 

A Hard Struggle for Life. 
LAKE SnoRE, UTAH, Nov. 20, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: After so very long I inclose 
tbe Bm~ll ap~.O'I\Pt of $2 t9 11pply t9 :IllY sub-

and I thought if ignorance were bliss, how 
foolish it would be for me to enlighten him, 
if snoh a thing were possible? So I gave 
np the attempt, and each of ns was more 
ooAtl.rml,ld in our opi11io~:~~-he1 bem~use of 

They cannot liv without the illusion Let me giv other societies a word of ad
gf a tirflt OI!J'Qiile, the Pt'<l!I!Ql\ing ot tb~ llAme, . vioe, Dg POt try tQ :r~i!!fl rn<JJ:ley t<! :[e_e.f? ~. 
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lecturer .. on hand, because half the money 
inl'ested in Freethought pamphlets will do 
more eft'ectiv work, and because any lect
urer becomes monotonous, and the audi
ence loses interest. We hav found that 
home talent, free discussion, and an occa
Rionallecture by some Freeth ought pilgrim 
is the best way to promote our cause. I 
am all the time nr~ing our members to 
read THE TRUTH BEEKER and other Lib
eral papers. No man can keep up with 
the times unless he does. Our cause is 

· growing here and we hav manv friends.· 
Our firm opposition to the American Pro
tectiv Association and the way that we 
ventilated their methods and principles 
gained us many friends. 

With best wishes for the old TRUTH 
BEEKER, which shows its good work by the 
enemies it makes, such as Caron and other 
bigots, and crusaders' papers, I remain, 
most sincerely, your friend, 

G. s. LINCOLN. 

Logic. 
TYNGSBORo, MASs., Nov. 11, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I think that Mr. S. P. 
Putnam's address on "Rome or Reason" 
before the Secular Convention is the most 
logical of all his logical efforts, and the 
clearest concise exposition of the situation 
that has been made. "The Roman Cath
olic church," illogically so-called, has in
deed, as he says, fostered logic, but after 
its own fashion and for its own benefit, so 
no thanks are due it for that, but rather 
blame, for it first condemned Aristotle and 
all his works, but when it found that, ow
ing to the Saracens a.nd the Jews, he was 
as lively as Banquo's ghost for all the 
damning, it made a sort of scientific god 
of him, sanctified both his paganism and 
his blunders, not only stealing his wisdom, 
but damning all those who presumed to 
know or dared to guess anything which he 
had not written. 

But all high learning in Catholic schools 
has been for the priesthood for the sake of 
the "machine "-all for p:>wer to rule in
stead of to educ'lote the people for self
government. But this, like all false 
schemes, is working out its own undoing, 
as some of its wise-men acknowledged. 
The Western Watchman (Catholic), in 
comparing the Christian Endeavor con
vention with that of the young Catholics, 
says that the latter snffars by the contrast, 
for, whereas most of the Endeavor leaders 
and many of their followers are gradn!ites 
of colleges and universities, and tnus well 
qualified for an offdnsiv and defensiv in
tellectual warfare, the young Catholic 
League is almost wholly destitute of such 
equipments, and though in advance of the 
priests in ideas, yet they hav to depend 
upon the clergy in carrying out their pro
jects. 

THE TRUTH SEEKE:ft. 

and exponent of the untrammeled and un · 
trammeling mind of man. A school fit to 
train soldiers of the secular army, to save 
men from ignorance arid superstition-· 
from immorality now, not from it_a punish
ment hereafter. But, first of all, let us 
hav logic, the chain of truth, and there
fore the science of sciences and the art of 
arts; a science unknown in the public 
schools, an art not practiced by the com
mon people, a word often named· by those 
who cannot giv it even a definiti~n, and 
are unaware that there are books on the 
subject. A science which our most popu
lar spokesman says "cannot be taught" 
because it is "the child of a clear brain 
and pure heart." As well might he say 
that arithmetic, grammar, music, law, etc., 
cannot be taught for the same reasons. 
These are the reasons, and the sole rea
sons, why any good things ean be taught, 
because they are reasonable and · pure, 
and the only reason why anything should 
be taught. Hence those who rail and jeer 
at logic moat the most need to learn its 
principles. 

The part I hav taken, both privately and 
publicly, by tongue and pen, by conversa
tion and correspondence, by sermon, lect
ure, and debate, long ago convinced m~, 
by the responses received, that most of the 
eff Jrt was labor lost on those ad:lressed. I 
fon11d that only those who had studied 
logic as a science could follow me unless I 
turned my discourse into story, and those 
who were acquainted with that science 
sometimes volunteered the compliment 
that my discourse was all logic, and not 
infrequently did me the greater honor of 
accepting and avowing my conclnbi ms, 
though contrary to their previous opinions. 

Pursuant to all this I hav labored hard 
for tile past two years, in addition to what 
I had previously studied and taught, to 
understand the principles and methods .of 
logic and prepare a small text-book on the 
subject, which I hav named "How to 
Think," for use in gramm1u and high 
schools, and for the benefit of those whc 
care to think well but who hav passed their 
school time. The plan of my book ex
cludes metaphysical wrangling and theo
logical dogmatism; it translates the turgid 
technicalities, which hav encumbered the 
science, into common English, and, whilst 
retaining all that is essential of "dialectic 
forms" in common use, excludes the mass 
of rebus-like "modes and figures, "which 
rather weary than instruct the student. 
Thus the work has been brought within 
two -hundred pages, but yet awaits the 
means of publication. I hope those who 
know something of my ideas and style 
will giv me some practical encouragement. 
Meantime, I seek to giv lectures and es
tablish classes where I can, for the dispens
ing of the knowledge of this science, be
lieving that the result will prove that 
where logic abounds common sense will 
much more abound. JOHN P. GuiLD. 

A. Christian Well A.nswered. 
JuNCTION CITY, KAN., Nov. 20, 1895. 

Dear 8ir: I hav just returned home ·and 
find your favor of the S~h in waiting. The 
article you·refer to is correct down to Mr. 
.Paget's stipulation; that iR a mistake that I 
corrected in the next day's paper. After 
an experience of fortv-six years I coulil 
not hav made such a contract, and the faPt 
that prayer wag not effioacious in beha1f 
of those two men when. not onlv I, but 
thousands of Christians all over the coun
try, were praying for them, only proved to 
me that it is possible for tue holy spirit (as 
t.lle Bible teaches) to take its everlasting 
flight from the hearts of men who TUake a 
mockery of God and his power. You say 
you·are an Infidel, bnt a con~cientious one, 
and in sea~ch of light on this subject. Oh, 
my brother, if you seek knowledge in the 
right way your d"ubts will soon be 
things of the p<tst. But vrm say, "I do not 
believe in the Bible, f!.nd I hav no evidenc" 
that there is a God." Then there is onlv 
one way by which your mind can be at rest 
on this question. If you are honest, go 
into your room (sav nothing to any onA) 
and, for once, kneel by your bedqide each 
day with the Bible that you don't helieve 
in unopened befol'e you, and BllY, "0 God, · 
if thou art an all-wise being- and can see 
down into my heart; then thou knowest 
that I doubt thv ex'stence, but being an 
honest. seeker after light am willing, and 
do now bring my hea~t to thee with all·its 
rl.oubts, unbeli<~fl', and sin, and ask thee to 
lead me out of this da.~kness into pe~fect 
light;'' tbrm open the book and l'6ad one 
chapte~. But you say. "I don't believe that 
book." I am not asking you to believe. T 
am aPking you to be honest with yourself, 
and, God's word fo~ it, ere long you will 
realize the wonderful blesgin<J: that will 
come to your heart and life. That is what 
we all want, happiness; you never heard 
of anyone reg-retting at death that they 
bad lived a Christian. So if I am mis
taken it will not harm me at that dav. fo~ 
it e-ivs the greatest hapoiness here; but if 
Infid.elitv is a mi~<take, then there is no re
pentance beyond the grllve. I close by 
asking you one question. Di<l vour mother 
teach yon this doctrin? I hav nothing 
but the kindest feelings for honest men 
seeking after the troth.· and hav ever been 
treated ·very kind!v by your society, and 
bav a pt.anding invitation from their presi
dent, Dr. Lincoln, to address them at any 
time, but I so dislike the publicity it givq, 
so hav thus fa~ declined. The Freethink· 
era say that the God of the Bible is a 
cruel, revengeful God. -Well, suppose he 
is, will unbelif'lving in him make him lea!! 
so? Yes. the Bible does teach that God, 
out of Christ. is a consuming fire, brit i11 
and through Christ heisa pardoning God, 
and Christ is a loving, sympathizing sa
vior, one who saves us from our sins and 
brings such a joy and peace into our 
hearts that we would not exchange it for 
the wealth of the world. 

May the God whom I love to honor 
brim~ you unto himself, is the prayer of 
vonr unknown corresoondent. Let me 
hear from you a~ain, if yo11. Hlte. 

S. J. SwEENEY, W.C.T.U. Evangelist. 

REPLY. 
JUNCTION CITY, KA.N., Nov. 25, 1895. 

Mos. S. J. SwEENEY, W. C. T. U. Evan
gelist, Dallas, Tex., Respected Madam: 

811 

orayed three months t\lat he make himself 
known to them? Why did be not· answer 
those prayers and convert two men when 
it was so easy for him to do so, and such a 
~ood opportunity to prove his existence to 
the thousands who were watching the case? 
There is not the least particle of an excu.se 
for his not answerin!!' those prayers. 

You say that the Bible teaches that the 
"holy spirit" will take its everlasting 
flight from the hearts of men who make a 
mockery of God and his powers. The 
Bible also teaches, '' Ask and ye shall re-
ceive." Please tell me something it does 
not teach, and also tell me anything that 
it does teach, and I will show you some
thing from the same book contra·licting 
tha.t teaching. The idea of a God to whom 
you can turn in time of trouble for assist
ance, is a very beautiful idea, but the 
question is, is this God ·a faet-iloea he 
hea~ prayer and anRwer it? R:lason and 
experience answer No. Then why not ac
cept the inevitable, and get up from our 
knees, stand erect, and depend upon our-
B(>lva and humanity only in our struggle 
for existence? If there were a personal 
God, innocence should be a perfect shield, 
and justice would always prevail,. but such 
is not the case. Mrs. Sweeney, I will 
agree that, for every fact you wi~l cite to 
me going to show that there is a personal 
God, I will call your attention to two facts 
in nature showing that there is none. 

I was bron~ht up ·to believe in a God, 
and also to believe that a rainbow was a 
sign that the world would not again be 
drowned. The phenomenon of .the rain
bow is now easily explained by school chil
dren; and consequently it is quite generally 
accepted that the writer of that myth in 
the Bible was mistaken about the cause of 
the rainbow, and I think now that those 
who taught me .that there is a God who 
hears and answers prayers, and who is dis
pleased if I work or play on Sunday, or 
do not believe theBible to be his work, or 
that the world was made out of nothing 
(or his omnipotence, as Talm~Age explains 
it) in six d~ys, were just. mistaken; they 
were honest about it, may be, but were 
certainly mistaken. Yon ask me if "my 
mother taught me my present beliefs." 
No, she did not; she died when I was nine 
years of age, and my uncle was appointed 
my gu'l.rdian, and was very strict· with me 
in religious matters always. I hav been 
through all the experiences common to 
Christians, and I thought th~At I. was in 
the straight and narrow (how very narrow) 
p~th, and had only to go along believing 
and studying the Bible and sa:Png my 
prayers, and I would be sure to ·get to 
heaven, The m~in thing I was taught was 
the necessity of belief. I finally began to 
doubt, then to read the other side, which 
had always been carefully kept from me, 
and, in fact, I didn't suppose there was any 
"other side" until I commenced to inves
tigate for myself, and now I find that it is 
possible for one to be happy and enjoy life, 
and be just as honest, and a great deal 
more considerate of the rights and happi
ness of others, without fearing any God, 
or devil, or hell. 

It strikes me as though too many of 
those who boast of being " Freethinkers" 
are in a like boat, and much, if not all, 
their cogitation is but the rattle of the 
"wheels in their head "-reasoning in cir
cles-and repetition of other men's say
ings without sense of the premises or trace 
of the chain of argument. It is notori
ously true that a large part of what is said 
against.religious dogmas consists of sneers 
and ridicule, and though much of this is 
warranted by the ridiculosity of the sub
ject, much of it also is misplaced, unde
fended or. indefensible, owing to the bad 
logic and worse information of the assail
ant. Indeed, the last resort of the church 
advocates, both Catholic and Protestant, is 
"if it were not for the churches, where 
would be the colleges?"-and they listen 
for the echo to answer-" Where?" Bnt 
echo always has the last word and says-
" Colleges." Yes, there would be colleges, 
and better ones, without than with the 
churches, without than with the fictions of 
religion and the authority of priesthood, 
because all that is best in the colleges, 
science and philosophy, such as they hav, 
first suffered persecution by these same 
churches and priests, and then got in be
cause they could not be kept out. Thus 
verily, "the kingdom of heaven suffereth 
violence and the violent take it by force." 

MB. EDITOR: A contract was made at 
Dallas, .Texas, J nne 4th, between Mrs. 
Sweeney, Evangelist of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union at that place, 
and John R. Charlesworth and Mr. Paget, 
that the lady was to pray three months 
to convince them that there was a God, 
and in case of failure of the lady's prayers 
she was to admit that God did not exist 
and that there was no efficacy in )3rayer. 
I cut the press dispatch out of the Kansas 
City Star and ktilpt ii until the time was 
up, and then attached the clipping to a 
letter to Mrs. Sweeney, which I wrote 
September 8th, inquiring the result of the 
test, and adding that if she could giv me 
any evidence of there being a personal 
God, I would be pleased to hav her do so, 
as I was a conscientious Infidel and doubted 
the existence of a God, and was honestly 
in search of light on the subject. I also 
asked Mrs. Sweeney for her permiesion to 
published our correspondence upon the 
subject, in answer to which she says in 
her reply attached hereto, dated October 
2d, that I can " use it as I see fit." 

Yours of October 2d received and contents 
carefully noted, and as you hav given 
your permission that I may use your letter 
as I see fit, I take the liberty to reply 
through Tm: TRUTH BEEKmB, and will mail 
you a copy, which you will kindly consider 
the same as my having written direct to 
you, and I would be pleased to hear from 
you at any time. 

I am bound to accept your statement 
that the stipulation referred to in the 
newspaper article I sent you-that you 
were, in case of failure to hav your prav
ers answered, to publicly admit that " God 
does not exist and that there is no effi ~acy 
in prayer "-was a mistake on the part of 
the reporter. Yon say tliat, after an ex
perience of forty six years, you could not 
hav made such a contract. Indeed, I 
should think that length of time sufficient 
to test any theory. It did not take me 
nearly so long to arrive at the conclusion 
that prayer a were not answered, and since 
arriving at that conclusion I hav never 
learned of an instance of their being an
swered. 

If there is a just God, he cannot deal 
harshly with a man who tries to do as near 
right as possible; earnl! an honest living 
for himself and those dependent upon him; 
pays his daMs, and does not interfere with 
others having the same rights he claims 
for himself. "One world at a time;" is a 
good motto. We find ourselvs here; we 
may not be able to satisfactorily explain 
how we cams here, but it don't matter. It 
is of far more impo~tance that we each try 
to make this life as pleasant as possible, 
than it is to speculate about some other life 
of which we know nothing. 

If immortality is a fact, then the~e is not 
the least doubt that we will find onrselvs 
adapted to its conditions. 

But in this day and land of boasted in· 
dependence, with a secular government, a 
secular society, and a Freethonght federa
tion (the last two 'fused together), there 
ought to be an independent secular school, 
or some sort of institution standing upon 
iM 9WR 1D4il!'!~~ ~!I ~1!- e~pou!:!d.4ilr CJf ~&tl.U'Q 

I send the lady's letter for you to pub
lish, and I will make reply to her through 
the columns of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER and 
mail her a copy of the paper. 
OFFIOI!l EVANGELISTIC SUPEBINTENDENT,} 

DALLAS, TEX • Oct. a, 1895. 
1\IB. J, ~AlUfflR, Jq~g~!Q!?. Qity, K~~~"~' 

It is absurd to pray to an unchangeable 
God and ask him to change something, 
Yon represent him as being unchangeable, 
do you not? Yon represent him as infinit 
in knowledge, do you not? Then why be 
continually asking him to change this or 
that to please you? Why tell him what he 
should do, if he has infiriit knowledge? 
Why pray to him to make himself known 
to Mr. Charlesworth and Mr. Paget? Did 
not he know that they were Infidels and 
doubted his existence, just as well before 
;v"QU ~ad. tsQ t~!H!~!n~ds you spt~"'ls of l!6d 

Now, Mrs. Sweeney, I hav not followed 
your instructions in the matter of daily 
prayer, as given in your letter, just be
cause I know it would fail. I know it 
from experience-the best of teachers. 
Jlowever, I sincerely thank you for the 
advice, which I think came from a desire 
on your part to help me. 

How can a believer claim with consist
ency that she "knows God," when the 
Bible says that he is incomprehensible and 
past finding out (Job n:xvii, 23; Rum. xi, 
33)? You:r~J ;rgflpectfully, 

J, J, l3ABNES1 
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Ed1ted by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, .Fall 
t.'·i; er, Mass., to whom all Communica
tion.~ tor this Corner should be sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a llanse in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

A. Laugh in Church. 
She sat on the sliding cushion, 

The dear, wee woman of four; 
Her feet, in their shinY slippers, 

Hnng dangling over the floor, 
She meant to be good; she had promised; 

And so, with her big, brown eyes, 
She stared at the meeting-house windows, 

And conn ted the crawling flies. 

She looked far np at the preacher, 
Bnt she thought of the honey bees 

Droning away in the blossoms 
That whitened the cheery trees. 

She tlwuqht of a broken basket, 
Where, cnrled in a dnsky heap, 

Three steele, rouna pupptes, with frtnov ears, 
Lay snuggled and fast asleep. 

Snob soft, warm bodies to onddle, 
Snch queer little hearts to beat, 

Snch swift, ronnd tongues to kiss, 
Snch sprawling, cnshiony feet. 

She conld feel in her clasping fingers 
The tonch of the satiny skin, 

Ana a cold, wet nose explortno 
The aimples unaer her chin. 

Then a sndden ripple of laughter 
Ran over the parted lips 

So qnick that she conld not catch it 
With her rosy finger tips. 

The people whispered, "Bless the child," 
As each one waked from a nap, 

Bnt the dear, wee woman hid her face 
For shame in her mother's lap. 

-Landen Amusing Journal. 

On Snakes. 
EDIToR oF THE CHILDREN's CoBNlllR: In 

he case of the prairie-dogs, owls, e.nd 
snakes which yonr correspondents are dis
cussing, the most testimony seems to be in 
favor of the side taken by "H. G." Mr!!. 
Jones, of Wyoming, yon notice, says' that 
the snakes and owls prey on the puppies 
of the prairie-dog, which wonld aooonnt 
for their entering the dog-holes. We al
ways find animals looking for their cus
tomary food in the places where they are 
most likely to find it. Then Mrs. Wiley, 
who livs in Texas, tellsns that rattlesnakes 
swallow rats, as yon wonld think they 
onght to from their name; and if rats, 
why not yonng prairie-dogs? Owls a'ppear 
to bav abont as good an appetite as the os
trich; they will swallow other birds whole, 
and in a little while spit ont the feathers 
rolled np in a globular wad; EO it is se.id. 

The question why the rattlesnake rattles 
before biting, has been Mked. Religions 
people say that it is a providential warning 
to prevent injnry to innooent animals and 
man; bnt a providence kind enough to 
make such an arrangement as that, would 
not hav made poisonous snakes in the first 
place. Probably the rattlesnake shakes 
his tail for the same reason that other ani· 
mals do when distnrbed; and perhaps it is 
for the same reason thata man gesticulates 
violently when excited. Snob motions 
help to work off a snrplns of nervous en
ergy that has no other means of escape. 
It is now denied that (as I was taught 

when a boy) yon can tell a rattler's age by 
the number of rings on his rattle-one for 
each year. Old and large snakes are fonnd 
with only one ring, and on others new 
rings grow in the oonrse of three c-r fonr 
months. 

Abont the "charming " power of snakes 
ihere ought not to be mnoh debate. Since 
careful stndy has been made of the sub
ject, natnraUsts no longer believe that 
makes charm their prey. Dr. Leonard 
Stejneger, who has charge of the depart
ment of Reptiles and Batraohians (frogs 
and animals like them being batrachians) 
of the United States National Museum at 
Washington, D. C., says that reliable ob
servation shows belief in it to be a deln
H"n. Of course it has a basis of fact, bnt, 
like other things not fnlly understood, 
much that is said and written abont the 
matter is the reenlt of imagination or of 
guessing. Snakes do not try to ''charm" 
mice or birds pnt in their cages for food. 
They jnst "corner " them as any other 
animal designing to eat them wonld do. 

The basis of fact spoken of is not the 
power of ohar:Qling i~ *be sn~ke, but tbat 
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faonlty in the victim which the men of 
science call "Attention." It is easy to be
lieve that a bird may hav its attention fixed 
on the snake, which either frightens it so 
it dotls not fly at once, or arouses its curi
osity, when it stops to take a second look 
and gets strnok. The bird flying into the 
snake's month makes an interesting addi
tion to the story, bnt that part is probably 
thought ont by the witness afterwards. 
Stories of remarkable happenings always 
grow by accretion-that is, by being added 
to- and people generally prefer a marvel
ous explanation to any other. 

So, too, we often hear of animals and 
persons "paralyzed by fear." In the 
woods I hav come npon rabbits suddenly, 
and though they are the timidest of ani
mals, they let me approach to within a few 
feet, when, recovering the power of loco
motion, they skipped; and they always ran 
from me-never towards me. As soon as 
there was motion tlle spell broke. I once 
saw a girl so frightened when a cow looked 
at her that she cm:.ldn't move-though the 
cow had quite a pleasant countenance
and her month dropped open. Sometimes 
a oat will get her attention fixed on a rat
hole and yon may make considerable dis
turbance without distracting it. Again, 
when yon are interested in what a sreaker 
is saying yon sit still, and may not know 
it if yon are lightly tonohed (by a pick
pocket maybe). Yon say the speaker 
"charms" yon, bnt, if yon were to move, 
his inflne:;:;.oe wonld be temporarily lost. 
To be jostled or spoken to at snoh a mo
ment is almost as unpleasant as being 
called to get np in the morning right in the 
interesting part of a dream. This is At
tention, and yon are not "mt>smerized." 

I think that if onr Editor of the Corner 
wonld write to Dr. Stejneger hewonld send 
her his work on snakes. As she is also a 
school teacher, a school director, and a 
commissioner besides, he onght to be glad 
to pnt his work in her hands where it wonld 
do so mnoh good. She oonld then giv os 
the latest word on this interesting topic, 
e.nd Comrades Gohram and Berry oonld 
make a note of it. READER. 

New York. 

EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER: The con
tribution of Mrs. Jones to the discussion 
on snakes, prairie dogs, e.nd owls was 
timely and valuable so far as it goes. My 
thirty-eight years' familiarity with the 
prairie dogs, owls, and rattlesnakes con
firms everything the lady avers, and this 
mnoh more: Poisonous snakes never strike 
their prey with their pGison fangs. So 
far as the rattlers are concerned, they 
never strike or nse their fangs except in 
self-defense or when they are very angry. 
The nse of the deadly fangs is either very 
painful or dange!ons to the snake itself. 
He catches his prey and swallows it whole, 
jnst as non-poisonous snakes do. The 
rattlesnake sometimes will swallow small 
animals that he finds dead. I hav several 
times fonnd the serpent dead with pois
oned picketpins in his stomach. When
ever strychnine is extensivly nsed to 
exterminate prairie dogs, Eq nirrels, mice, 
etc., rattlesnakes soon disappear. There 
is absolutely no trnth in the notion that 
snakes charm their prey, nnl.::ss the para
lyzing fffeots of fear is "charming." 
That bald-headed apocrypha has been 
dead fifty years or more, so far as intelli
gent observers are concerned. 

Teach children verified trnth as far as 
possible, and don't cram their minds with 
stuff to unlearn, T. R. STEVENSON. 

Glens Ferry, Idaho. 
NoTE.-A Pioketpin is an animal that 

livs in the mountain regions of Idaho, re
sembling the prairie dog, bnt smaller. He 
gets his name from his habit of standing 
on his hind legs looking for his enemies. 
When in snch position, he looks like a 
stake driven into the ground to tie a horse 
or other animal to. 

Adam's Nurse. 
A Snnday-sohool superintendent at the 

close of an address on the creation, which 
he was snre he had kept within the com
prehension of the least intelligent of the 
pupils, smilingly invited questions. 

A tiny boy, with a white, eager face and 
large brow, at once held up his hand. 

"Please, sir, why was Adam never a 
baby?" 

The euperintendeut ooughed in flame 

donbt as to what answer to giv, but a mmmmmmemmmmmmemmmmmm•mmm•;;l 
little girl of nine, the oldest of seven RIGHT LIvING ~.· 
brothers and sisters, promptly oa ~ e to his ~ 
aid. 

" Please, sir," ehe said smartly, "there 
was nobody to nnss him," 

A Popular Game. 
The game proceeds after this fashion: 

A map is held by the jndge, usually a 
grown person, or an older child; then, two 
children are chosen, and placed in sep
arate corners. 

Says the jndge: "Now, Carrie, yon 
represent New York in that corner, and 
Richard, yon are in Moscow, imprisoned; 
yon want to get away and reooh home by 
Thanksgiving Day. Yon hav got from 
behind the walls-bnt what is yonr direct
est ronte home?" 

Then Richard has to tell each sea, conn
try, and ocean he crosses to get home for 
the turkey and cranberry BRnoe. If he 
can't do it snocessfnlly he mnst remain 
right on the spot on the floor where he 
stopped nntil he thinks ont his esoape. 

Other members of the game are placed 
in prison at various parts of the conn try. 
The favorit jails are now located in China 
and Japan on aooonnt of the interest in the 
war. A leading question is, "If yon 
were pnt in a Yokohama prison, how wonld 
yon get back to Pekin?" 

Soon the room becomes filled with pris
oners, all trying to get home ; half of 
them Rre "stalled" in the center trying 
to think of the boundary line which brings 
freedom, others e.re jnst leaving the prison 
walls. 

When the game has been played fre
quently, those who join in it get very fa
miliar with the junction of countries, e.nd 
learn many straight lines and clever jnmps 
that had not appeared feasible before. 
For those who are not quite conversant 
with geography, easy tasks are given; for 
instance, to be placed in a Paris priAon and 
find their .way home to Boston. 

Correspondence. 
NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, 0.,} 

Nov. 16, 1895. 
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav just been 

reading the correspondence in the Corner. 
What nice, sensible letters are \hose of 
Miss Estelle Boyd and Nellie J. Held. 
Evidently they hav had the right kind of 
training, and good parents to teach them 
the trnth and what was right from the 
beginning. Then they hav had a kind 
Miss Wixon to write them nice books and 
teach them how to liv and be ladies. We 
hope to hear more from them, and only 
wish there was enough of the same kind to 
fill the Coraer every week. I had no 
snoh kind teaching as that when I was 
yonng. My parents tan~rht me, of oonrse, 
what they thought was right. and what to 
believ~; bnt as s_oon as I came to years of 
maturity I had It all to learn over again. 
I fonnd that they had not, in many re
spects, taught me correctly, We had no 
TRUTH SEEKERS or MiBB Wixons then to 
teach ns the right way. We had to take it 
as it came, let it be trne or false and in 
case any objection was raised on dnr part 
it only made it the worse for us. I wa~ 
taught to believe in and love Jeans and 
pnt all my trnst in him. I hav just read 
in the morning paper where a man by the 
name of Aaron Thomas, at Chagrin Falls, 
0., a worthy and most respected citizen 
and "prominently connected with ohnroh 
and Snnday-sohool work," has confaBBed 
to breaking into the post-office and store 
at that . place and oommiting a great rob
bery. What did he do with his love for 
Jeans and Snnday-sohool work while he 
was committing that great crime? The 
paper says that it has created a great !len
sation a~ong the people of the place. 
They don t know what to think. For our 
part, we see nothing strange abont it. It 
is only _on~ of the results of false teaching 
!'nd behevmg. _He has allowed his relig
Ion and hypoonsy to rnn away with his 
reason and morality. The foundations of 
his faith, like all the rest, had nothing to 
rest on. So when it came to the test they 
had to giv away and let all fall in the ditch 
together. JoEL M. BERRY. 

CAREER OF BELI&IOUS IDEAS. 
Their Ultimate: The Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. 
. Th!s book is a ~tndy infue evolution of relig
lOI).B 1deas1 ton<)hmg all forms of religions wor
shtp, an.d ~r!!atmg at length.on the anthentioi1;y 
!Lnd rehabtlity of the Chrtstian religion. It 
1sa I2mo book of 146 Pa~IBB and the price is now 
re dnced from 50 .cents m PaPer and 75 cents in 
cloth to~~ oents·m QI!J>er:,.~O cents in cloth 

Mdresa 'l'H~ 'f.nU'rH SEEKER CO, 

Ethics as Understood by 
Student of Science. 

By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chapters 

a 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities th&.t make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO, 

SUSAN H. WIXON'S WORKS. 
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by 

a Student of Soienoe Cloth, $1, 
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. 

By Snsan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance 

12mo, 800 pp., $1. 
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for: 

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1 25. 
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting BookhWithont Supersti
tion for Children and Yout . The On!~ Free
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tY]le, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
tr'lted covers; 4to, 2g1_J)_p., boards~,..$1. 

Address. THE TRUTH SEEAEB 00 

TWO I..lt't'I..t ~tD 1)1t't'£HS 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. 

A short story that will interest children and 
parents. 

By JENNIE BUTLER BROWN. 
Price, Five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 

Works of W. H. Burr 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144 

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without 
oo=ent. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents. 

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days .Alike 
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev. 
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price; 2ilo 

Bacon and Shaks1,1ere. Proof that Shak 
pare conld not wnte, eto. Price, 2il cents, 

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius! Second 
editien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas 
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's 
objections to the tdenttftcation of Paine a.s 
Juniu a.nd Casoa. Price. 5 cents. 

~ res• 1'HE 1'RU1'H SEEKER 

JUST OUT. ANOTHER NEW BOOK! 

PatrioticAddresses 
BY 

COL. R. G. INGEH.SOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, ILL, SEPT. 5, 1895, 

-and-

Decoration-Day Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 301 18&2, 

His Address delivered at Elmwood, lll., Sep 
tember 5th, 1895, at the reunion of his old regi 
ment, the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry-ala' his 
famons Oration delivered on Decoration Day 
1882, before the Grand Army of the Repnblio, a£ 
the Academy of Music, New York. ~l'hese two 
classics are published in book form for the first 
time from revised mann•oript, and arA the only 
authorized and oorreot reprints. It also contain A 
a handsome half-tone portrait of the Uolonel 
and his litLle grandson, Robert G. Ingersoll 
Browp.. ~rinted on good paper, large type, wide 
margms, m one volnme. 

Price, cloth, 50 ots; pRper, 25 ots. Sent 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

BOOKS BY 
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD 
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution 

to the RelijliOn of the Fntnre. Cloth, $1. 
The Secre~ ~f the. ~ast; or, The Origin 

of the Chr1st1an Rehgwn and the Signifioanoe 
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, ll1, 

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws 
of Natnre. Cloth, $1. 

Household Remedies for the Prevalent 
Disorders of the Hnman Orgamsm. Cloth, $1 

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to 
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus 
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~,$2. 

4ddress THE TrlUTH SEEKER, 
2/l LJ!.fJ!oYette ~lace. New Yor~1 
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Health and Happiness. 
VII.-ORADLING, 

When an infant ories in its oradle, it is 
better .not to take it up at every ory, and 
oarry 1t about in order to quiet it, and thus 
uselea9ly fatigue its mother. Take oare, 
however, to ascertain whether the baby is 
wet, or disturbed with some other discom
fort ; if everything is not found all right, 
it mast be made so. If deemed advisable 
oommnnioate a few gentle movements t~ 
the oradle, whioh ordinarily is sufficient to 
lull the babe to sleep. These movements 
hav in themselvs no inoonvenienoe, bat 
violent tnotion, snob as is sometimes im
parted by means of a oord, should be 
avoided. Daring sleep the babe has need 
of pare air ; never, therefore, plaoe the 
oradle in some hidden reoess or oorner, 

Diet 0'1' Regimen in Nursing.-The 
mother, having reposed from three to six 
hours after confinement, should then nurse 
the little one every two and a half or three 
hours. At night, nurse it about 11 o'olook ; 
in the morning, about five. The remainder 
of the night the little one ought to sleep. 
The regulation of an infant's feeding time 
is important. Let the babe get its meals 
at oertain hours, and at fixed intervals. 
This is as necessary to the health of the 
infant as to that of the mother. An infant 
that snokles oontinnonsly has no time to 
digest that whioh it takes into the stomaoh. 
Furthermore, in order that the milk may 
be in a condition to nourish the babe, it 
requires a oertain length of time to gather 
and undergo necessary ohanges in the ma
ternal fount. 

Nothing is more important than that the 
mother's milk should be in quantity and 
quality suoh as is most likely to oondnoe 
to the health of the ohild as well as her 
own. In the oase of a parfeotly healthy 
mother !)at little attention to regimen is 
required, nothing farther being necessary 
than that she should avoid any imprudence 
in diet, while in other respeots she should 
make no ohange in ordinary habits. The 
pregnant state, however, and the subse
quent exhaustion whioh attends parturi
tion, very generally leaves her in a condi
tion manifestly requiring generous treat
ment, in order that the health may be re
established, while provision is made for the 
speoial drain on the system whioh the fano
tion of lactation imposes. Among the 
wealthier olasses, where lnxarions habits 
tend to the diminution of oonstitntional 
vigor, and among the inhabitants of towns, 
the necessity for treatment is mnoh more 
argent than in oonntry districts, where a 
life of physioal exertion, spent, to a great 
extent, in the open air, implies hygienio 
conditions whioh are the very opposit of 
those whioh obtain in the other oase. 
Ordinarily, however, the necessity for a 
liberal dietary is so universally recognized 
that there is danger of falling into a routine 
praotioe in this respeot, the result of whioh 
will undoubtedly, in some oases, be the 
reverse of beneficial. 

As the result of ttome experience and 
close observation, we are oonvinoed that 
indiscriminate overfeeding and stimulating 
of nursing women is a more frequent 
oanse of the disorders of early infanoy 
than is usually supposed. Nurses and 
mothers oan readily understand how a thin 
and watery milk should fail to nourish the 
ohild, bat it is by no means so easy to oon
vinoe them that a speoimen rioh in nu
tritions elements may possiby be, from its 
very riohness, the oanse why an: infant does 
not thrive. We hav again and again seen 
obstinate oases of diarrhan, with or with
oat vomiting, and other symptoms of gas
tro-intestinal derangements, whioh oonld 
be attributed only to this oanse. Drags are 
of no avail. The appearance ofthe mother 
may be snob as to prevent even a snspioion 
of any fault on her side, and yet striot in
quiry as to what she eats and drinks often 
points olearly to the simple and proper 
treatment. It is to the use of stimulants 
that the attention should in these oases be 
more particularly direoted; for we often 
find that women are encouraged, without 
any reference whatever to their general 
health, or the state of the milk, to take 
considerable quantities of beer, ale, stoat, 
gin or whisky, or of the st·ronger wines, 
laboring under the impression, as many do, 
that alooholio beverages in general are a 
very serviceable element in the production 

... of good milk, This is a grave error, for 
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Liberals shonld remember that good books make 
lasting impressions, and please as well every day 
in the year. A LioeraJ book in the right 
hands often changes the vie'R's of sev• 
eral persons. 
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TH£ :: f{OLIDA 1$. 
We have <mite a number of books approPriately 

bound for Holiday purchasers, and we ·will pack 
them carefully so they can go any distance in the 
mail, or by prepaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : 

~·~-;:_:_\-

Four Hundred Years of Freethought. From 
Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel P· 
Putnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
traits of the most eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living and dead, of the 
past four hundred years. Large octavo 
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled 
edges. Price, $5. 

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth- _ 
ics as Understood by a Student of Science. 
"Right Living " is well bound in cloth 
and printed on good paper. Price, $1. 

An Unofficial Patriot. A Hiatorioal Story 
of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener. 
Cloth, $1.25; PaPer, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in 
cloth, with gold letterin_g and side stamp, 
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2. -

0 d Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient arid Modern 
Times. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for 
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

Jngerso/1' s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sa.yings. Silk 
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9. Oheaper cloth 
edition from same plates, $1.50. 

Jngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some llfistu.kes of Moses ·b Interviews on 
Talmage; What Must We o to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5. 

Lif'l. A Prose Poem. With Piotnres of 
Colonel Ing_ersoll and Grandchild. By R 
G. Ingersoll. In color, on boards, beveled• 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy Plate paper, 50 cents 

A raham Lincoln: Was He ·A Ohriatian? 
By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1. 

The Creation of God By Dr. J. Hart-
mann. Red cloth, $1. 

pleasure an I Progress. By A.M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Cloth, $1. 

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Oloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man, By Winwood Reade' 
Cloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell. 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Oabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll. 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp. $1.25. 

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire's Romances, Profru~ely Illustrated, 
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After Darwin. By George J, 
Roma!les. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting book1 Without Su
perstition, for Children ana Youth. The 
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book 
ever issued. 66 full-page illustra.tions and 
25 sm:ill.er; large type, heavy, toned paper, 
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some volumes. The best a.nd only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in 
cloth, $5. 

parton' s Life of Voltaire, Of whioh the 
same can be said as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman,· Church, and State. By Matilda 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth, gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the "Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ladwig 
:Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3 ; vellum 
cloth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Lif~ and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Cloth, $!.75. 

f:osmian Hymn Book. With mnsio to al 
the son~;s. Edited by L. K. W1111hburn. 
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

_.. For Other Books See the Ad'l)ertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue .... 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~8 Lafayette Place, Ne-w York. 

I 
the oontrary is the faot. Diminishing 
the quantity of these stinmlants, and in 
some oases absolutely forbidding their use, 
will certainly be followed by a marked and 
immediate amelioration in the symptoms. 
Bnl even when stimulants are not ad
mitted into the dietary, the oanse may 
still be discovered in the habitual use of 
food whioh is too stinmlating in its oharao
ter, or whioh is taken in too great quantity. 

An interesting series of observations hav 
been made directly bearing on this snb
jeot, with a view of ascertaining the nn
tritiv value of the laoteal secretion at 
various periods. From analysis it would 
appear that the longer the milk remains in 
the breast, the thinner and more aqueous 
it beoomes. It has been olearly estab
lished, ,farther, that the milk whiuh first 
fiows-~his being the portion soonest sa
orated-is oomparativly watery, and that 
the quality of the milk beoomes rioher as 
the gland is progressivly emptied. Henoe 
a very .obvious indication of treatment. 
When, for example, the ohild seems to be 
suffering from too rioh milk, and there is 
reason to suppose that it is fed too frequent
ly, and before the gland has time to fill, it 
may snffioe to extend the .period between 
meals, _whioh, by giving the gland time to 
fill, also insures that the ohild -w-ill obtain 
milk less rioh, and more suited to its di
gestiv capabilities. And we believe that 
the same faots may possibly be turned to 
aooonnt in the treatment of the opposit 
olass of oases, where the secretion is too 
watery, and yet abundant, by partially 
emptylng the breast before the ohild is 
pat to it, so that, the more watery portion 
of the ;milk being removed, the ohild ob
tains the more nutritions residue. 

~ J. HARTMANN, M. D. 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 

Church. "The Thirty-nine Artioles of 
the Christi&n church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. . 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, 
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a 
OrJ¥!&de of one against the OoloraJio beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Religous Problems. Prioe, 10 oents. 
Was Jesus Insane I Prioe, 10 oents. 
What Is Christianity~ Aa Inquiry into 

the Nature of Christianity. Price,JOcents. 

The Followers of Jesus. An Interesting 
dress, showinlj' that professine: Christians of 
to-day are not lU reality the ·• followers of Je
sus._" Price. 10 cents. 

Add reB! THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
and its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE '!RUTH SEEKER, 

THmTY YEAliB IN THE BuSINESS. 

ESTABLISHED 1865. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 
Commission Merchants. 

Fruits (:.Vegetables 
Apples, 

Cranberries, 
Potatoes, 

Butter, 

Eggs, 
Cheese. 

Dried 
Fruits, etc 

Promptness our main object. Correspondenc 
solicited. Car lots a specialty, 

' We fill Orders for All Kinds of Produce. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago 
45 

A NEW EDITION 
OJ!' 

I 

THE DIEGESIS 
BEING 

A Discovery ol the Orf81n, Evtdenee• 
and Early History ol ChrU.llanUy. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fnlly a.nd Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

By REY. ROBERT TAYLOR, D.D. 
PBIOE, $2. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
l!l!La!avette Plaoe, New York. • 

For the Holidays! 

The ~~otto Wettstein" WatGh. 
The best watch in the world for the money: In 

silverine case~ $19; 4 ounce coin silver, $25. Best 
14kt fiiled gola open faoe-\- $28; hunting, $80 to $85. 
Solid gold, $40 to $150. Ladies' same quality, in 
best 14kt filled gold oases, $28. Solid gold, $85, 
$40, $50, $75 to $150. 
Regular Grades Best AIDerican Watche• 
In silverine oas~s. 7 jeweled, $4.75; 15 jeweled 
$7.25; do. adjusted, $8.75: do. 17 Jewelled, $10.7'5-
For 4oz silver case add $6; for best open face 
filled gold add $9; for hunting, $10 to $15; for 
solid gold 14kt, 1180 to 1150 more. Larlies' 1n best 
14kt. filled cases 7 jAwelei' 811.50; 15 jeweled, $:5; 
141l:t solid gold, $8 50 to$i· more. With diamondS 
up to $159. 

DiaiD&nds nd Opals, 
Pins, rings, and studs, 6, $8. $10, $111, $25, $50, 
$100 U'{l· Opals do. $8, . $7, $10, $20, $85 to $50. 
Also lU <:ombination with rubies, emeralds, 
pearls, etc. Plain and chased rings, emblemPJ 
chains, eta. You will save 20 per cent to order or 
me. 

Sundrie• 
All the Gorham CompanY's finest sterling silver 
spoons and novelties; 1847 Rodgers' Bros., best 
plated w~re; the Ingersoll Souvenir spoon is 
now only $2. Freethought- Badge-Pins, $2, $8, .,, 
with di&mond, $6 to $14; charms. $8, $4, $5, $6, $8, 
$14, $ ·o to $80,and everything else pertaining to 
a first-class jewelrv store. 

All goods sent prepaid and cash refunded if 
not satisfactory. · 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
ROCHELLE, ILL 
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-Jfot for '[)arsons. 
CLERGYMAN : " Some · people think I 

preach long sermons. Do yon think so?" 
She: "Oh, no! They only seem long."-
Puck. . 

TEACHER : ''What was a Pharisee ?'' 
Forest of hands and a voliey of answers. 
"Right. Now tell me what a Scribe was?" 
Dismay of class. "Ah, yon, Tommy?" 
Tommy: '' Please, sir, a-a typewriter." 

A WORTHY clergyman having been pre
sented· to an important living, preached his 
first sermon from the words: "All that ever 
c!lme before me are thieves· and robbers." 
He was surprised and distressed when the 
churchwardens afterwards hinted to him 
that, though such words might be very 
charitable when used by a divine tongue, 
his predecessors in the incumbency would 
think his use of them rather unjustifiable. 

AN English paper recently Paid: "If the 
reader will peruse the advertising colnm ns 
of the daily payers to·morrow he will find 
that iii. his desire to worship God he can 
take his choice of sermons with the follow· 
ing titles : 'Are there Rats in Heaven ?' 
'The·Cancerons Clutch of the Courtesan's 
Claw;' 'Should Women Over Eighty 
Years of Age Wear Bloomers?' 'The 
Boot-leg of Beer and the Disciple's Down
fall ;' ' Beelzebub's Vision of the Fearful 
Flames of Futurity ;' 'The Milk and 
Hone_y_ of Paradise, with Cream, Curds, 
and Whey, and other Lacteals on the 
Side.' The clergy can always depend on 
having a litle free advertising in these 
columns during hard times." 

THANKSGIVING IN THE ROOKIES. 

In a camp among th' "Rockies," in th' fall 
nv '68, 

Which wnz all composed nv fallers seE kin' 
fortune's shiftin' fate, 

We decided on Thanksgivin' day t' hev a 
kind nv feast, 

Ez 'nd bring us recollections nv the days 
we spent "Down East." 

'N d upon th' day arrivin' thar wnz gathered 
at th' inn 

Uv our enterprisin' caterer, by name nv 
'' Texa@ Sin " 

Ev'ry miner i-d th' camp thet hed the' 
" rocks " t' pay his way 

For th' proper celebratin' nv a grand 
Thanksgivin' day. 

Thar wnz turkeys; quail, 'nd prairie chick
ens, venison 'na b'ar, 

With accompanyin' fixins; sich a sight, I 
must declar', 

Ez hed never blurred th' t~ptics nv th' pa
trons nv that feast, 

Since they spent their last Thanksgivin' 
with their fam'lies in th' East. 

'Nd when ev'ry one wnz seated 'round that 
most invitin' spread, 

Our IIIOst genial host he entered 'nd he 
doffed his hat 'nd said: 

"It may strike yon, friends, ez ludicrous, 
er kinder out nv place, 

But I motion that we draw th' lots fer some 
one t' say ' grace.' " 

Wa-al, a s'priseder lot nv miners never 
gathered in th' place, 

'Nd yon onghter seen th' ·agonizing looks 
on ev'ry face; 

Fer, tb,ongh handy with some Bible words, 
th' boys, I must confess, 

Wnzn't up on prayers or preachin', 'nd 
a-sayin' "grace" much less. 

But they wouldn't spoil th' program, so 
we all agreed t' draw-

Each a-shakin' in his boots fer fear he'd git 
. th' shortest straw. 

'Nd the feller we elected for the nninvitin' 
job . 

Wnz the t9nghest critter in th' camp, 'nd 
known ez "Fightin' Bob." . 

But the feller he wnz game 'way through; 
'nd barin' nv his head, 

'N arisin' side ih' table, then he shet his 
. eyes an' said: 
"Good Lord, with most sincerest thanks 

we'll polish off our share 
Uv the viands that's included in this gor

geous bill of fare. 
'Nd ez 'tisn't customary fer t' thank 'nd 

pay fer too 
Any article in this here camp, we're more 
_ obliged t' yon. 

'Nd assnmin~ you're responsible fer all 
these blessin's lent, 

Then the host on this occasion ain't entitled 
to a cent." 

'Nd th' enterprisin' landlord that proposed 
a- fa yin' "grace," 

Is his turn nowhed an agonizin' look upon 
his face. 

But he riz aside th' table an' with ill
affected glee 

Said: " My friends an' feller-citizens, this 
· feed'll be on me." 

'N d "-Fighting Bob" wnz toasted ez he;d 
never been that day, 

'Nd th' landlord wouldn't 'low a single 
feller thar t' pay; 

But on followin' occasions when we feasted 
in the place, 

Thar wnz never no more drawin' fer a 
feller t' say "grace," -Truth, 

Tl-!E TRUTH SEEKEJ:t. 

Some Good Pam~hlels allow Prices. 
READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 

PERSON A.L EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 
IMPROBABLE. L. R. Smith. 

PROCEEDING'! OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 
MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALL, 
W ASIIINGTON. Being the Spe11ches 
of HoN, FREDERIOK DouGLASS an<l CoL. RoB-

Mailed singly ror 10 cents eaeh; twelve of any EBT G. INGERSOLL on the Decision of the 
one. or an assortment of twelve, for $1. United8ta1es Court that the Oivil Rights Act 

is UnconstitutiEmal. Fift-y-three large octavo 
AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED. Reply to a pa;res, of which uolonel InA"ersoll's speech 

Christian who had· attackAd Freethinkers, occupies 38 pages. 
andEx_l:>o•ingtheinconsistencyofChristians PULPIT PEW, AND CRADLE. So long 
generally H C Lnse. as the Pulpit speaks to believing Pews .com-

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. Rhowing that posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle will be 
Liquor Drinking is Commended, Defended, rooked by ghosts and the race will remain on 
and Enjoined by the Bible. Edwin C Walker. its knees to a devil of its own creation and to 

CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRIME a God who is powerle•s against him. One of 
Hel~n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

Authenticated by the Bible. 0 B Whit- THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· 
DI~r~::ttFALL 7 IstheGardenof Eden TERTHAN ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

M . .Babcock. 
a Fact? Israel 7Y Groh. RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 

EPIDEMIC DELUSIONS. A Lecture by Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 
Frederic R. Marvin, M.D. Givin_g reasonabfe hie. very good. 
reasons for Religions and other Delusions. SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-

FALSE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH. fiict Between Reason and Superstition. T C 
John E. Remsburg's most noted work, and Widd•combe. 
one of thA most effective ever written by any ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
Freethinker. . Presenting the eviclence or the forgery of his 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE alleged gosnel. H J Se•gnenret. 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. SISTER LUCY AND HER AWFUL DIS· 
Written while journeying in andne.r the land CLOSUR.ES REGARDING NEW HALL 
of Yahweh. Oontaining the best moral in- CONVEN'.f. Showing that Convents 
strnctions of the world from the great teacn- are inimical to chastity, virtne.:..and freedom. 
ers of the former ages. D M Bennett. SPIRITUALISM FROM A 111ATERIAL· 

THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
' before the Freetbonght International Con- wood. Wntten before Mr. Underwood joined 

grass at Chicago. One of Otto Wettste.n's the Pdrchic Researchers. 
fraternal attacks on Spiritna!i•m. THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 

HOW CAN WE BE SAVED 7 Was Jesus Implements Employed in the 15th and 16th 
Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise centuries for the_ promulgation of Christian-

. from the Dead? Israel W Groh. ity. B~ing tne Nnrembnrg Collection, w1th 
INGERSOLL AND JESUS. Showing how specimtns from the Holy Inquisition. 28 pic-

the two agree. A poem by Samuel P Putnam. tures. The descriptions and reflections by 
THE LIMITATIO~S OF 'l'OLER lTlON. George E. Mardona!d. 

Adiscnssion betweenCol.RobertG. Ingersoll, VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
Hon. Frederic R. Condert.Ex-Gov. Stewart L. TAIRE, delivered on the one hun-
Woodford, bclfore the Nmeteenth Century dredth's anniversary of Voltaire's death. 
Club of New York. •· Each man has the same Translated by James Parton, author of the 
right to express to the whole world his ideas L1f, of Voltaire. To which are added the 
that the rest of the world have to express thr t f G th G "'!' t 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll anJt~~S:fell~~~ 0 06 

'• eorge ""'IO · 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED 1 Austin 
dert is a Roman Catholic. Mr. Woodford a Protestant. · Bierbower. A lsw:ser's comideration of the 

M.A.TERIALISM: Its HiRtory, and Its In· evidence of that alleged event. 
finance U..J>on Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. WAS JESUS INSANE 1 A consideration 

MIRACLE~ AND .MIRACLE WORKERS. of Ohrist'• alleged act"' whi·•h v onld lea.d one 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles to that conclusion. L K Wash • urn. 
ofthe New Testament One of John Peck's WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND 1 And 
best books. other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pu ·nom. 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT, or The Tne title poem i• perhaps the most. popnlar 
Forgery of the Old '.restament. Dedicated to of· Mr. Putnam's many poems, and a great 
the Clergy. H. J. Seio;nenret, M.D. many editions of it ha.v• been called for. The 

THE NEW GOD. "It lB an open secret other poems are: 'J'he Golden Age, The Idea' 
th t h al h. d T and the Real. Not Dead, but Living, Frni-

~ Jllan as ways Jllade Ii 9o s. !J.ey tion, Hope, Thoma• Paine, Nature's Gospel, 
~xiSt m and through h!m, as the Image e::nsts Address to Deity,anil tuo short. poem so often 
Ill and through the mrrror .. Take aw~y man recited with great effect by CharlAs Watts 
ang yon take awafi:God-tll\limagev)tmBh~s." Give Us Light. ~.,..,._ ~ ' 
~f1~h~lf'IJ.~~J·o~ ~r~~~e·~~: ~~~~~e~~~:.. WILL-THE-COMING MAN WORSHIP 
Samuel P. Putnam. I GOD 1 B F Underwood· written be-

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel! fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Robert G. Ingersoll. and one of that great \ searchers. 
man's best .. ';L'he sn~iects consiqe~ed are: Or- WOMAN· FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
thodox ReligiOn Dyrn~ Out, Rehgwns Deaths I RESS• · and Birth• rhe Religwl!- of Reciprocity, Mo- ~ A lecture. delivered at the 
hammed, The Destrnctwn of Art, The Dis- Freethmkers' InternatiOnal Congr'PB at Chi-
covery of Am~nca., Copernicus .anrl Kepler, cago. Uo.nside·ing: The Cause of Woman's 
Charles Darwm, ~pemal ProVIdence, The ', SubJugatiOn, The Canon Law sLd Its Effects 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love I Upon H ·r, Theology Never Helpfnl to Woman, 
of God, 'l'he Fall of Man. The Atonement,,. Invention Woman's Friend. Freethonght the 
The Second Birth, Ins.,iration, Tne Reign of . Benefactor of Woman. ~us:tu H. Wi-ron 
Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought_, The· WOMAN: HER PAST AND PRESENT, 
Resurrection The Jnd_gment-Day, .t'ious I HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS A I t Evasions, "No Bible, No Chilization;" Mira- . • • eo -cles of the New Testament ·.rhe Ascension ure,de).i.vered before tne Woman Suffrage As-
Casting out· Devils, Necessity of Belief, liter~ socia·wn of Denver.Qo!:.,_Ey B F (!nde~od. 
nal Punishment Some Who Are Damned 1\.ny one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
What I Believe. J.mmortality. This lecture is for a dollar. 
on the famous text, "'.rhe Clergy know that I Address THF. 'l'RTl'l'H R"F.RKF."R. CO., 
know that they do not know." 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

He held 
His fist to the nose of St, Patrick, 

and yelled 
"Let go of. that tail and that horn

I tnsistl" 

""Will ye moind yer own business ?' 
said Patrick. ~·he fist 

Drew back and returned with the 
sickening crash 

Of a battering ram on the jaw of 
the rash 

And unhappy St. Patrick, who. 
dropping the horn 

Aiid the tail, by the tlrrible 

impulse was borne 
Full forty feet off, where, 

unconscious, he lay 
Along with three others 

who stood in the way, 
-Extract ana llH,strattonJrom "A Tale 

of a Halo." 

/Pond's Extract 
CURES COLDS, CATARRH, .SORE THROAT. 
INFLAMMATIONS AND ALL PAIN. 

BEY. CHA.S. H. PARKHURST, the great reformer of New Yorlo.-"Havu 
useit Pond's Extract long and constantly.'' 

REV. C. S. ROBINSON, the well known editor of "Songs for the 
Sanctuary," &:c.-" Pond's Eztract fulfills every prom·lse it makes." 

2,000 ORDERS FROM PHYSICIANS WITHIN ONE MONTH. 

SUBSTITUTES DO NOT CURE. 

(fiEOE:MBEB 21, 1898 

In the nature ofthings, 
SAYb 

~BERT G. INGERSOq. 

''In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a large and hand· 
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co .• New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

"Reading this lecture," remarked a 
friend the other day, " will make men 
better ; for if a man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is· 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a frontispiece a fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva in her high 
chair. It is a pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents • 

VOLTAIRE 
"Voltaire was the greatest man of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSOLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Oentu'"!/• 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose waves 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSOLL's Famous Letter& 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" an<l 
Schopenhauer's Essay. ~5 centa. 
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Goms of ~houg'h.t. f?r his intellect, but degraded and ostra
mzed even fo• the efforts of his thought.
.Arthur Lynch, in the Free Review. 

"KNow THYSELF" was written over the 
portal of the antique world. Over the I False Economy 
portal of the new world "Be thyself" Is Practiced. by peoPle who buy inferior articles 
shall be written,-.Anon. ' nf.fo~d. The Gail Borden Eagle Bran i Condensed 

Milk Is the best infant food. Infant Health is the 
AFTER maturity is reached benefit must title of a valuable pa.mphlet for mothers. Sent 

vary directly as worth-worth being meas- free by New York Condensed Milk Co .. New York. 
ured by fitness to the conditions of exist-
ence. The ill-fitted must suffer the evils NE"W EDITION. 

of ~nfitness, and the well-fitted profit by PROSE POEMS ABD SELECTIOBS their fitness.-Herbert Spencer. • . 
I 

I BlliLIEvm that the man [killed by light
ning] and the gnat [killed by a swallow] 
are in the same predicament. If the death 
of neither man nor gnat is desig-ned, I see 
no good reason to believe that their first 
birth or production should be necessarily 
designed. -Darwin. 

OHUROHES set forth the love of God to 
parishes in which the passports of life are 
in the currency of spoliation. The fre
quenters of churches are the owners of 
tenements, the monopolizers of land, the 
accumulators of unearned increments.
Horace L. Traubel. 

WHAT is man born for but to be are
former-a remaker of what man has made, 
a renouncer of falsehood, a restorer of 
truth and good; imitating the great nature 
which embosoms us all, and which sleeps 
no moment on an old past, but every hour 
repairs herself, yielding us every morning 
a new day, and with every pulsation a new 
life.-Emerson. 

MosT church attendantt~ now are women. 
They go to see and be seen, to get out once 
a week, and to keep up with the latest 
styles of dress-fitting. The married men 
go occasionally to please their wives, and 
the young man to see the girls; while pos
sibly a few old fogies go because they thiak · 
that God will damn them if they don't.-· 
Independent Pulpit. 

WHAT humanity needs is not people who 
lead unsocial and wicked lives, and are 
very sorry when about to die; when, by 
the nature of the case, they can do no 
more harm nor good; but people who, at 
an early period, begin to render valuable 
service to the good cause, and continue 
rendering more valuable services as they 
advance in years.-J. Ootter Morison. 

THE teachers, it would seem, hav need 
to be taught, the custodians of moral prin
ciple to be supervised. Many of their lap
ses, it may be, are to be set down as con
cessions to the weak. But while concession 
to the weak is always a better thing than 
concession to Philistinism and wealth, it is 
none the less dangerous. We hear much 
of the harm of specially helping the weak 
to survive; but there is much more need 
to guard against the evil of letting their 
opinions rule. We want a new intellectual 
ethic at least as much as a new social ethic. 
-John M. Robertson, in Free Review. 

INDEED it is unsafe to judge of mankind 
and its relation to actual and possible pro
gress when the whole world is considered 
only as it exists during the lifetime of the 
individual. Decades are dots of time to 
him who sees man through the ever widen
ing and ever lengthening corridors of the 
past. Centuries, marshaled with their 
bursting epochs, may be used with care in 
constructing a basis or a pedestal from 
which the operation of great principles 
may be viewed. I·ess than these may per
mit a man to be· entertaining, even power· 
ful for a period, but the grasp of eternal 
prinoiples he does not possessJ and to that 
extent is unreliable if not aangerous.
Progressiv Age. 

HE [Voltaire] was an abolitionist-the 
enemy of slavery in all its forms. He did 
not think that the color of one man gave 
him the right to steal from another man 
on account of that man's color. He was 
the friend of serf and peasant, and did 
what he could to protect animals, wives, 
and children from the fury of those who 
loved their neighbors as themselvs. It 
was Voltaire who sowed the seeds of lib
erty in the heart and b>rain of Franklin, of 
Jefferson, and of Thomas Paine. Putten
dorf had taken the ground that slavery 
was, in part, founded on contract. Vol
•taire said: ''Show me .the contract, and if 
jt is signed by the party to be the slave, I 
may believe you."-Ingersoll. 

IN England • • • the great thinkers 
hav all been rebels-Locke, Hume, Mill, 
·Darwin-and now Bain and Spencer. They 
are the enemies of society. It is true that 
. the makers of civilization may become 
honored after their death, and that by dint 
• of. the irresistible logic of facts society is 
gradually forced to conform to their di
ll'ections; but to each during his lifetime it 
has been his lot to find his work assailed 
with furious abuse and envenomed bitter
ness, none the less dangerous and obstruc
\iv because arising from ignorance and 
prejudice and enforced by the IJ!.Ost piti
able arguments. The philos'opher finds 
himself in the eyes of society not honored 

By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
Revised and greatly Enlarged. A Hand

some Quarto, containing over 
400 pages. 

The bqo_k is d~signed £-;;;:and will be accepted 
!ry', admumg fnends as a rare personal souvenir. 
To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, 
with autograph fa.c.simile, has been Prepared 
espe<)ial!f ~or It .. In the m?re elegant styles of 
bmdmg It Is emmently smted for presentation 
purposes, for any sea.son or occasion. 

CONTENTS: 
Oration delivered on The Christian Night, 

Decoration Day, 1882, MY Choice, 
before the G. A. R. Why? 
at the Academy of Imagil•ation, 
Mnsi•,N. Y. Science. 

A TrJbnte to Ebon C. If Death Ends All, 
loger•oll, Here and There, 

A Vision of War, );ow Long? 
At a Ohild'a Grave, Liberty, 
Benefits for Injuries, Jehovah and Brahma, 
We Build, '.rhe Free Soul, 
A Tribute to the Rev. r~ife, 

Alexander Olark, Tribute to Henry Ward 
The Grant Ba.nqnet, Beecher, 
Apostrophe to Libert:IA Tribute to Conrtlandt 
A Tribute to John u. Palmer, 

Mills. The Brain, . 
The Warp and Woof, ~'he Sacred Leaves. 
The Oemetery, Origin and Destiny, 
Origina.lity., What is Poetry? 
'rhen and l.'low, Jloly PosiGion, 
Voltaire, GoodandBad, · 
La.za.rns '!'he Mtracnlons Book, 
Wh.t is \v orship? Orthodox Dotage, 
Humboldt, ''he Abolitionists 
God Silent, Providence, ' 
Alcohcl, The Man Chdst, 
Anguote Comte, The Divine Salutation, 
The Infidel, At the Grave of Bania-: 
Napoleon min W. Parke'!', 
The Republic. Fashien and Beauty, 
Dawn of the New Day, ~ •stro.l!.he to Science, 
Reformers, Elizur Wright, 
The Garden of Eden, The Imagmation, 
Thomas Paine, No Respecter of Persons 
The Age llf Faith, Abraham Lincoln, 
Origin of Religion, The Meaning of Law, 
The Unpardonable Bin, What is Bl&sphemy? 
The Olive Branch, Some Reasons, 
ll'ree Will, Belecdons, 
The King of Death, Love 
The Wise Man, The Birthvlace of Burns 
Bruno, Mrs. Ida Whiting 
The Rea.l Bible, Knowles, 
Bonedict Soinoza., Art and Moralitv, 
'l'he First Doubt, '£ribnte to Roscoe Conk-
The Infinite Horror, ling, 
Nature, Trib11te to Richard H. 
Night a n Morning, Whiting,· 
'l'he Conflict, Mn. Mary H. Fiske, 
Death of the Al!ed, Horace Seaver 
The Charity of Extrava- The Music of Wagner, 

gance, Leaves of Grass, 
Wom•n, Vivisection, 
The Sacred Myths, The Republic of Medioo-
Inspiration, rity, 
Religious Liberty of the A Tribute to Walt Whit-

Bible, man. 
The L\ugh of a Child, 

In cloth. beveled boards, gilt edge•, $2.50; half 
moroccol~ilt edges, $5; half ciilf. mottled 

edges, Ibrary style, $4.50; full Turkey 
Morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, 

$7.50; full tree-calf, highest 
possible finish, $9. 

Bent to any address, by expre~s. prepaid, or mail 
post free, on receipt of price. 

A. Cheaper Edition from same 
plates, good paper, wide 

margins, cloth, $l.o0. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

28 Lafayette PL. New York. 

Versus Religion, 
OB, THE 

Conflict Between Reason and Superstition. 
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Price, LO Cents. For sale at this Oftl.'l'l. 

DESIGN fALLACIES. 
A Re:fu-ta"tion o:f -the .Argu.

:~n.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Ex
hibi-ts Marks o:f Having 
Been Designed by an In
telligen-t Being. 

SYNOPSIS I 
I. The DedignArgnmeBtVitiates Itself By Neces

sitating a.n Infinite Series of Design~rs. 
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be 

Beneficent. 
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for 

His Processes Are Egre.ajonsly Slow, 
They Are Egregiously Wasteful, 
They Often Serve No Use, 
They Have Prodnoed Faulty Mechanisms. 

IV. What Is Called Design Is Only: Subserviency; 
and the Watoh Argument Is Illegitimate . 

V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design. 
VI- Astronomv and Design . 
VII. The Argument of a First Cause. 
Embracing a Snooinot Exposition of Evolution 

and a Sketch of Astronomy. 

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Address 

Price, 15 cents. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 
28 Lr.fr.yette Place, N.Y 

-'i'DJ!I-

FRffTHINKERS1 PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOKr 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUf. 
NEBS OF THE OHUROH'B OLA.Ill[ 

TO BE A DIVINE .AND BENEFI• 
CENT INBT1TUTION0 AND BE

WALING THE ABUSES 
01' A UNION Olr 

CBUBOH AN:D 
STATB. 

JZ';;tt-Page 
IUustratioflS. 

WITH COPIOUS C/7AT/ON8 t& 

FACTS, 
HISTORY, 

87 A TIS TICS, 
AND 

OPINIONS OF SCHOL 
ARS 

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Ill
THE ARTIST. 

DESIGN-S BY WATS?N HESTON. 
WITH PuhTRAIT OF 

THE DESIGNER, 

The IDustratio:Ds are clusifted as follows: 
16 repr~sent Uncle Bam a.nd the Priests. 
2 · " The Church Robbing the People; 
3 " Thanksgiving. 
6 Sabbath Laws. 
14 Children an<il the Church. 
10 Woman and the Church. 
6 The Church and Thomas Paine. 
4 Studies in Natural History; 
8 The Bible and Scienc.::. 
15 " The O!ergy and Their Flocks~ 
1 Piety in Our Penitentiaries; 
4 The Atonement Scheme. 
4 The Lord and His Works. 
2 Prayer. 
10 The Creeds. 
1 Christians and Mohammedans. 

t re~t Bamvles· ol Christianity's Work. 
II " MissiOnaries. 
1_ • The Lord's Instruments. 
ll& " Bible Doctrines and Their ResultS, 
.1 • lhe Church and Slavery. 
I '" riests and Politics. . 
6 .. eland and the Ohtirch:. · 
8 • Church's ldea of Oivilization. 
1 • The Uses of the Cross. 
6 '" UnkindJ:tefiections on the Church. 
t • Persecutions ofthe'Church. 
Ul .. Some·Allegories. 
I : Heaven. 
8 .. . Hell.:,~.:.. . 
7 MiscWUWLeOilll. 

A most exiraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha;. ever be
f_ore appP.ared in tp.is conntryhand it is very doubtful if·~nother o~e liJ<e it will !JVEll' agli.in be pub. 
hshed. We must give the Trnt Seeker Company the credit of pnttmg the book m the.reaoh of alL 
At twice the price It woPld have been a cheap book. Arhat Heston as a portrait painter and de
signer is a wonderful Bttccess. and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearly ever-y Liberal in 
America will desire a copv of this most wonderful volnme--[Freethlnkers' Magazine, . 

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has d~dicated his genius to 
Free thought, and has done falt.hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict
ures do not make up the whole of 1 his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading 
matter th .. t Rerve first as explanations of the illnst):'~ttions1 and secondlY. as texts to P.rove the. utter 
falsity of the church's professions and the h~ocnsy of tnose who nphold.them. Altogether the 
book is one of tne best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been· prit · n the · 
band!! of Freethinkers.-I:Boston Investiga.tor. 

:Prie•9 bcarc:I ecvers, $2-; oi=il\:9 $2.50-

41-tiJh..,... ~:0:~ TJJ.I'l"J':U: ~J!'!Ji!~Mr 

NO H BEGINNING;" I POPIS AHD Tl{tlll DOIHGS 
I ACCOUNT 01!' 

.The Fundamental Fallacy.

1 

Vicars or Christ ana Vtceaerents Qf (}oa.. 
Oloth, 75 cents. 

A common-sense exposure of the error in the 
reasoning upon which is based the belief in a 
" Oreation" or "First Cause" of things. 

By WILLIA.M H. MAPLE. 
"This volume discusses the question of a ore-· 

ator with such plainness of wording th•t even 
the unlearned can nndersta.ud, and approaches 
it from so many different directions that it is 
one o! the most comprehensive and conclusive 
work~ on the sn!llect we remember seeing."-TRE 
TRUTH BEEKE~, July 22, 1898. 

Nearly 200pages, with eighteen chapters and a 
preface, bound neatly and strongly in cloth. 

PBIOE, $1; I'OSTPAID. 
A.d<lreu THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. 
A COLLECTION OF 

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS 
l!'OB 

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School!! 
and the Home. 

-With Music Written to All the Bong!.-

CoMPTLED BY L. K. W ASl'l'BURN. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at This Offioe. 

Hard Knocks 
at Christianity. 

By R. WHEELER. 
This book IS Just what i~s title implies-thump

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the 
effect of Christianity on the world, showing 
~hat Ch\'Istians have do!".e to advance their relig· 
IOn and Impede the progress of. man. It shows 
that J esns was a false prophAt. that the gospels 
are not authentic, and that vu.:.;~ianit;~C is a ):>or
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not 
in accord with Science, that the ·r.tonement 
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is 
not a. rea.l benefit to man. 

Price. 20 cents. six for IU. 
Addre•s THE 'l'RU'l'H I!IEEKER 

DR. R. P. 
!llr_Wb81V ~ ia'!_~ad-----' 11JJIHI1iuall. 

,,.OW llEAD THIS f 
Dr. l!'ellows is a str.nch LIBERA.L and a ve.v 

successful physician. He nas treated DIBRAa:ES 
OF MEN for twenty yea.rs, r.nd his remediss are 
an outgrowth of this long_P.raotioe, whioh Rhoulo 
a:ive ooilll.denoe to tlaose &Pliotol\. 
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MUST PEOPLE J3E CHILDISH IN ORDER TO GET TO HEAVEN? 

And Jems called a little child unto him, and set him in the midst of them, And said, Verily I say unto you, Except 
ye be converted and become as little children, ye shall not enter the kingdom of beaven.-Mat. xviii, 1, 2. 

THE National Republican Convention 
will beheld in St. Louis on June 16th. 

GIGANTIC dEmoutratione hav lately taken 
plac~ in Madrid againet mnnicipal abuses. 

A:JRmN LACBENAL, vice-president for 
1895, b£s been elected president d Switz
nlaild for 1896, 

EDWARD P. RIPLEY bas b€en elected 
president of the Santa Fe Railway f.ystem 
und~r the reorganization. 

IT is said that the powers hav addreesed 
a peremptory note to Japan regarding the 
evacuation of Corea by that nation. 

THE superintendent of the New York 
police orders his men to still more rigor
ously enforce the Sunday and Snnday ex
cise ·Jawfl. 

HEINR1CH DowE, the inventor of a bul
let-proof cloth, which could be pierced 
only at long rang<>, died in WiEsbaden on 
Dec. 9th, 

ON Dec. 12th the Chinese under Gen
eral Sum resnmed possession of Port Ar
thur, the ~tronghold taken from them 
during the war by the Japanese. 

On Dec. lOth CbaLcelkr Hohenlohe de
clared in the Reichstag that the German 
government did not intend to introduce 
special anti-Socialist legislation at this 
sess\on, 

THE presidents of the anthracite coal
carrying companies hav agreed to in~truct 
the eales- agents of their companies to en
force a restriction of production to 50 per 
cent of the present output. 

Miss H:RLEN CuLVER, of Chicago, has 
givfn to Chicago University West Side 
reeJ estate to the value of $1,000,000, thns 
making available for the University an· 
other million from John D. Rockefel!er. 

TBE shipbuilding strike on the Clyde 
has been won by the l!trikers, the com
panies advancing wages one shilling per 
W€tk now and another shilling in Febru
ary. This is a restoration of the wages 
pa~d before the reduction. 

SAMUEL GoMPERS was elected president 
of 'the Federation of Labor at its annual 
meeting last week. Wueupon the Social
ir.ts in the Cential Labor Federation pay 
him left-handed compliments and also de
nounce "Sovereign and his rascally crew," 

THE war between the two Christian na
tion!", Italy and Abyssinia, is assuming 
large proportions. On Dec. 8th King 
Menelik's men surrounded a body of Italian 
troops and after a desperate battle the in
vaders were defeated, losing 900 men. 
The Abyssinians hav 70,000 soldiers in the 
field, it is l'aid. The Italians axe sending 
reinforcements. 

RRv. J OBEPH PuLLMAN, of Bridgeport, 
Conn., was arrested in a slander suit in
stituted by the managers of Mlle. Jane 
May. a Parisian pantomimist whom Dr. 
Pulhi:J,an bad denounced savagely from 
his pulpit. The clerical gentleman, now 
under $25,000 bonds, is an all-round force 
''reformer," having tried to re11:u:Iate about 
everything and everybody in Bridgeport. 

TH~RE was nearly a riot in Topeka over 
the robbing of ~raves by the students or 
faculty of the Kansas Medical College. 
The state troops were ordered to bold 
tht mselvs in readiness to quell any out
break directed agaiRst the college. The 
dean and some members of the faculty hav 

fled from the city. In one cemetery, of 
thirty graves examined, twenty-one were 
found empty. 

AT the municipal elections in Massachu
setts on Dec. lOth the Democrats elected 
Josiah Quincy mayor of Boston over 
Edwin U. Curtis, Rep., renominated, by 
4,376 plurality. The Democrats also 
elected mayors in Lowell and W or caster. 
In other cities the Republicans or inde
pendent tickets won. License carried in 
Boston, Lowell, and Worcester; no license 
in Cambridge, Medford, Lynn, and Salem. 

ALLEN G. THURMAN, of Ohio, the" Old 
Roman," as he was called, died at Colum
bus on Dec. 12th. He was a representativ 
in the House, United States Senator, and 
chief-justice of Ohio. In 1888 be was the 
Democratic candidate for vice-president. 
Allen Granberry Thurman was born in 
Lynchburg, Va., Nov.13, 1813. Although 
his father was a preacher and his mother a 
very religious woman, Senator Thurman 
"never paid much attention to religious 
matters." He was not a church member. 

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman 

and Man Will Want lt. 

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE. 
By Matilda Joslyn Cage .. 

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE bool: to show how 
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior po.sition. A 
glance at its contents will show this: 

The firRt chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great 
freedom~ put that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this 
chapter Jlll's. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule--the world is indebted for its 
first conceptim. of inherent rights. 

Chapter li deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the 
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria!le was looked upon as vile· wives were sold 
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church wM unfavorabie to virtue. The 
celibacy of the clergy produced degrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes. 

Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by making the 
legitimacv of marriage depend upon it3 own control of the ceremony. Ancient civilization gave 
place to Christian barbarism, the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy 
caste. Learning w.s prohi·bited to wom6o, husbands prohibited f10m leaving them more than one
third of their property; daughter:> con:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected 
no cha.nge. 

Chapter IV-Marqnette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lordR 
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti•m ofnnde women in the early Christian 
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries, 
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc. 

Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religions insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the 
possession of eve'l a little learning was sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep 
a pet was dangerons1 so rabid were the clergy not to suffer'~ witch t1liv. This persecutiOn for 
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining nn,versal dominion over mankind. 
Women ph:vsicians of the l\Iiddle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in 
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were 
stripiJed and whippe<t for not agreeing with the cler~y. 

The chapter on "W1ves" shows howthedisrnpt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the 
personahmd _proprietltry rights of woman-tbat the sale of daughters was practiced in England 
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying w1ves was regulated by 
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnesses-

! th t . - 1 F d t• f L b that civil marria@ 1s OpiJosed by the church. 
N e La 10nzu e era !On 0 a or In Cllapter vii is Phown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first 

Convention there were three factions, So- synod of the lief ormation convened to sanction this institntio~ that Luther and the other ·• prin
cialist, Collectivist (the two closely re- -::1pal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Jroreign Missions. The Mormon the-
) d) d I d . 'd ) · t Th ocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects. 
ate • an n lVl ua IS • e convention In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration 

denounced the latest industrial social de- of woman's sufferings as interferenc0 with her •· curse,'' of woman's degradation by the church to 
velopment, the carrying of mails by street labors nn~it .fm; slaves~ of womap.'s "ip.~erioqty," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little 
cal')l value Chnst1an1ty has oeen and 1s to 01vilizatwn. 

: ' . . The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by 
'l:BE l~al~an Chamber ?f Def;utus h~s, i the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No 

1" y ~ msJ .n•y vote, acqmtte_d ex- Pcem1er 
1 

woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution 
G1oJitti of the charge or bav!Dg stolen the . which has crushed her individuality, her mentality and degraded her person. To the 
doQ:uments ihat were abstracted from the woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason, It ought to be widely read for the good if: 
Banca Romana and taken to the Ministry will do 
of ·the lnterior while Giolitti was at the · 
llead of that department. In cloth, 81i; in na7J-leather binding,_$8. Addrei!S THE TRUTH SEEF"""'-
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Scientific Books Cheap. 
Out of various importations and pur

chases of scientific works, ·at different 
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each 
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good 
deal for their money: . 
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universitie 

with a snrvll}T of Medimval Education. B 
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents. 

English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents. 

Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S. 
Lai ug. 75 cents, 

Forina~ion of Vegetable Mould through the ac
tion of Worms, with observations on their 
habits. B_y Charles Darwin. 75 cents. 

Science and Orime...!tnd Science and Poetry .... with 
other essays. .ny Andrew Wilson, F . .n.S.E. 
Two books in one volume. 75 cents. 

The Land Question: Containing the History of 
Land Holding in England by Jose11h Fisher, 
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis
tribution of Land in England, by William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents. 

Current Discussion in Science~ and ScientUlc As
I!ilCt of some Familiar Tnings. By W. M 
'll'illiams, F.O.S. Two books m one volume 
75 cents. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

"HEAVEN AND HELL." 
By EMANUEL SWEDENBORG, 

(Servant of the Lora Jesus Ohrtst.) 
Paper, 416 pages, 15 cents. 

Cloth, (octavo), 375 pages1 special to readers of 
this jon mal, onlr 25 cents oy ma.il, prepaid. 

Send for tl.escr1ptiv cataiogue of Sweden borg's 
works. 

American Swendenborg Printing_~nd Publish
ing Society. 20 Cooper Union, New York. 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL 
FOR 

i896. 
Edited by CHARLES A. W~TTI?. 

CoNTENTS: Ba.lfnur's "Foundations of Belief:' 
An Agnostic Rejoinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
and •ts Equivalents, Amos Waters; The Man, 
Jesus Ohrist: The Germ of the Christian Myth, 
J. AllansonPicton; Psyche: A Poem, W. Stewart 
Ross (&ladin)• Mmd as Controled by Matter, 
Constance E. Plum]l_tre: The Faiths of Our .For.,. 
fathers, Oharles Watt•; An Agnostic View of 
Theism ana Monism .R. Bithell, B. So., Ph.D.; 
The Old Testament Library. J. J. Gonld; Im
mortality, W. A. Leonard; The l'hy•iological 
Bias of Religions Leaders, Furneaux Jordan, F. 
RO.S. 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Travels in Fait!1. 
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. AJ>All{8, 

Beinll" the story of his mental journe r fr\IJI' 
orthocloxy to Ration&lism. 

P?te•. nanf'r. 2~ nf:'nt,fll: '...dnih. 76 tt&noi 

Researches in Oriental History, 
EMBRACING THE 

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· 
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the 

Derivation of Christiallity; 
to which is added, 

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS f 
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D, 

Fourth Eamon. 
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap 

ters. 
Part ll.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen 

chapters. 
Part III.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty 

chapters. 
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chap. 

ters. 
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:)0. 

Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKE 
COMPANY. 2R L&f&vette Pl&ee. New York Citv I{ 

WANTED 
Situation in a respectable family, by an experi
enced housekeePer. speakin~ German, French, 
and English. References giVen and required. 
Address Box 1,555, Iowa City, Ia. 2150 

W"ANTED. 
A good woman wanted, 25 to 49 Y£ars of Ml'~, a 

widow without childrPn, not designing mar
liage, and of Liberal idea•. This is a giJt.etlged 
chance for one of good disposition and good 
health to take charge of housework in family of 
six grown persons. Wages fair and certain; ana 
if her tervices merit it, after a term of years, a 
generous set.tlement in addition to wages agreea 
upon may be expected. Address 

4151 Box f4! Warren Pa. 

J!.".~'~,"-D~te~·~~ft!f.'or!~.!~~r.~- On~f<iCelptolf' ii~.~ 1~~-yw0e11 Will mon tf~: 

l Dept. 

o. 110.ndsomo chain uml cho.rm 
1000 novelties. Addros11 

H. INCERSOLL & BRO. 
66 COitTLANDT STREET, N. Y~ CITYo 

file:///ice-president
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Special NEW SUBSCRIBER Offer. 
We wish, for two good and valid reasons, to 

.greatly.extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
:·First, we want its influence for good and its efforts 
lfor greater liberty of thought to be more widely 
distributed, . and consequently more e:ffectiv. Sec
ond, we want more subscribers to help pay its 
expenses and enable us to do more work. And we 
wish to emphasize both of these reasons. Our 
present subscribers can do a great deal for us if 
they will, and to get them to aid us we are willing 
to l'eward them ; we therefore make this SPECIAL 
NEW SUBSCRIBER OFFER: 

~ o any subscriber now on our list who will get 
a new name for the list for one year, sending us 
three dollars for the same, we will send free a copy 
of the FREETHINKER's PICTORIAL TExT-BooK, in board 
COVers (price TWO DOLLARS). 

And to anyone whose name is not now on our 
list we make this offer : Send us three dollars for 
the paper one year, and we will send you free the 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

The pictures in the FREETHINKER's PIOTORIAL 
TEXT-BooK were made and the text written to show 
the absurdity and untruthfulness of the Church's 
·claim to being a divine and beneficent institution, 
.and to reveal the abuses of a union of church and 
:state. It has I 85 Full-pae:e Illustrations 
with copious citations of .Facts, History, Statistics: 
.. ud Opinio~~ of Scholars to maintai~ the argument 

Th,e 
oyou.s 

Feslii~ral 
of the 
na/;are
lovln_g
pa.J[anS, 
wlw cel
ebrat-ed 

2 j-?J:; 

o.l )Jec. 

~~~~~~Wll~uw~~~~asthe 
turn oF ·sun, 1-zewyear, 

A CHRISTMAS SERMON. 

as.I.Jeen stolen, perverted and pros/;//;u
-/;ed to the u.se of" a ho$1; ollffnoranbmgth~ 

worshl)fters, as tke ,.,a/;al d ag of: one whose 
.rel!ffion has turned m/1/lonsof acres·of' 
.f'ert//e land,s tid-a ~desert, retarde.d learml:o, 
Of'j?osed sctence, tn?prt'soned p!ulosophers, 
del.Jaud e d women, t-ortured the he/;:Jless, 

"'r.'"'""'/'Ttlte ti·moce;d;a.ttd dPenched tAe 
/th lz uman lJiood and lodag the 

11 wol"ld sl-ands wl/;h n-rurderous wea,P~ 
read_g6o cu.teacl!otl1er's throats-' __ 

Read what the papers and people hav said of the 
book and see if it is not worth while to make a 
strong e:ffort to obtain it. The book has had a 
large run ; five thousand copies hav been sold, omd 
everyone who paid two dollars for it says it is Wurth 
a good deal more. Now we are giving it away, and 
you can get a copy if you will. Do not delay, but 
get it now. 

of the Artist. The :Cesigns are by WATSON HESTON 
and include a portrait of thE' designer. The pict
ures are cl~ssified as follows : Of those representintg 
Uncle Sam and the Priests there are 16; represen -
ing The Church Robbing the People, 2 ; ThankS
giving, 3 ; Sabbath Laws, 6 ; Children and the 
Ohurch, 11; Woman and the Church, 10; The 
Church and T homRos Paine, 6; Studies in Natural 
History, 4; The Bible and Science, 2 ; The Clergy 
and Their Flocks, 15 ; Piety in Our Penitentiaries, SPECIMEN PRESS NOTICES. 
1; The Atonement Scheme, 4; The Lord and His A most extraordinary publication. We venture the &a· 
Works, 4; Prayer 2; The Creeds, 10; Christians sertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in 
and Mohammedans, 1 ; Samples of Christianity's this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it 
Work, 2; Missionaries, 5; The Lord's Instruments, will ever again be published. We mUBt giv the Truth Seeker Oompany the o reciit of putting the book in the 
1; Bible D.Jctrines and Their Results, 25; Church reach of all. A.t twice the price it would hav been a 
and Slavery, 1; Priests and Politics, 2; Ireland cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and ~e
and the Church, 4; Church Ideas of Civilization, 2; signer is a wonderful successt and we judge fromour own 
Uses of the Cross, ; Unkind Reflections on the feelings that nearly every Lioeral in America will desire 
Church, 4 ·, Persecutions by the Church, 9 ·, Some a copy of this most wonderful volume.-.lireethinkerB' Magazine. 
Allegories, 12; Heaven, 3; Hell, 6; Miscellaneous, 7 Mr. Heston deserves to be ca.lled the artist-hero of Lib-

This ofter cannot apply to renewals. Premi- eralism. He has dedicated his genim~ to Freethought.. 
and has done faithful and noble work for the cause ol 

ums for them can be found on the second page of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the 
this issue. We are giving five dollars' worth for whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred 
three in this offer, and there is no profit in it except pages ()f reading matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter 
that we shall get many renewals of these subscrip- falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of 
tiona; the subscribers will also, probabh, buy a those who uphold them. Altogethel' the book is one of 

J the best weapons against ChriStianity and the church 
few books from time to time, and the small margin -that has ever been put in the hands of Freethinkers.
on them may make us whole. Irwluce your neigh- BoBton Investigator. 

bor to subscribe, and so get the book for yourself. ' Send us a new subscriber and get the book free 
Or, it you are not nOtD a subscriber, send us three of all expense to you. Or, if you are not now a 
dollars and get both paper and book-:rxvB DOL- subscriber, send us $3 anil gat. the book and tb9 
LABS' WOBTB JI'OR TBBBB ')0~LABS. · J>a~er for one ,e,~, . 
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LIST 
OF PREMIUMS WITH 

Tl{t TRUTH SEEKER 
When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers. 

For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKiilB one year ($3) and S. P. 
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever 
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries. 

The object of this work is to present the Oourse of ll'reethought throughout 
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus IUld Bruno to the time of Inger· 
soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human 
race. It reveals Freethought as IUl intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial, 
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are 
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR 
HUNDRJID YEARS OF 1i'REE'l'HOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of hum!Ul 
history, adorned with the bri~htest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry, 
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's 
mo11t shining adv!Ulce. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the 
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights IUld 
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great
est thoughts IUld the greatest deeds of the greatetlt men in one harmonious and 
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added 
glory of wom!Ul's em!Ulcipa.tion from the chains IUld slaver:v of a barbaric church. 

HOW 
TO GET 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE! 
Send us FOUR' NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates 

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB 
•• FOUR HUNDRED YE.&.RS OF FREETHOlJGHT" 
FREE OF CHARGES. 

AN.D F U.R7.HE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves, 
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post 
free, a copy in boards of 

Till GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED. 
Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated By WATsoN 

HESTON, 
Or, if preferred, a. copy cloth-bound of 

BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGH~ 

crVTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS. 

<' :With Reference~ to the mqst 2lain and Striking .Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired 
P.rJptures. Includmg Qnestwns Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the 

Bible. Also, Other Bible References of Importance. 

"t Fonrth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.--Price, 25 Cents. 
TH"E 'J'TtU'l'H SEEKER. 28 J.o,fayette Place, New York CitY .. 

FOR ANY OF 
Ingersoll's 

Works 
Address THIS OFFICE 

A SECUIJR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL 
AND 

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. 
By A. R. AYRES. 

. "A good book written with a. purpose.' 

Prio 25 oenta. 

For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's 
great Works Complete"($3). This edition of Paine's W?rks ~ontains a 
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected m Chtcago, and 
of his monument in New Rochelle. 

For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The World's 
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. 

For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B. 
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one 
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four 
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it 
can help but be well-informed in all scienMfic matters. 

For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The 
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50). 

For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and" The Free· 
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2). 

For $4jwe will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of " Old 
Testament .. Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50). 

For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Tes
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1). 

. The Freethinker's Badge-pin 
AND 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 
ONE YEAR, 

FREETHOUGHT vs. 'SUPERSTITION. 
Will be sent for $4.50. 'rhe 

$2.75 Pin &nd 'rHE TBUTH 
BEEKEB one year for $5. 

The TRUTH 
SEEKER and The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon 

Will be sent for $4 75. 8ng&r Spoons and 'l'BUTB SEEKEB, •5. Either kind ('rea. or Sugar) Spocn 
e:ilt bowl. 50c. more, Addre"• THE TRUTH 8EEKER 

PIANOS, PIANOS! 
$225; $250; $275. 

After years of earnest study and experiments, Mr. Adam Schaaf, of Chi
cago, one of the oldest end most experienced piano manufacturers of this 
country, has produced what is believed to be the most perfect Upright 
Piano ever constructed. The instrument is thus described: 

"The volume of tone is fully equal to any of the best Square Grand 
Pianos, while the quality is of the most exquisite musical character-pure, 
sympathetic, and in the highest degree pliable. It~ durability and its capac
ity for standing in tune, is unparalleled in the history of piano-making. In a 
word, this piano is made to stand, not merely as an ornamental piece of fur
niture (it is finished in the most artistic and handsome style), but as a mu
sical instrument-not for a day, but for a lifetime." 

These pianos received the highest honors at the World's Fair ; MR. 
GEOBGE STECK, Judge of Awards, the best living authority on pianos, report
ing as follows : 

"This exhibit deserves an award for excellent tone quality, sustaining 
power, well planned scale, and excellent action, with easy, prompt touch. 

·Material and workmanship are superior." 
The distinguished Pianist and Composer, SIGNOR FABIANI, of the Paris 

Conservatory, says: 
"I have used the Adam Schaaf Pianos, and have critically studied their 

merits, compared them with those of the best American and European 
makers, and I find them unsurpased for quality and variety of tone, respon
siveness of touch, elegance of appearance, and reliability in every way." 

Having made specia! arrangements with the manufacturer, who is ou 
personal friend. to introduce these superb pianos, we are prepared to o:ffe 
them to TRUTH SEEKER readers at the above marvelously low prices-from 
$50 to $150 less than dealers ask for inferior instruments. Every piano is 
warranted for five years, and the purchaser is not required to pay for it until 
delivered. We will pay the freight to any station within 1,000 miles of Chi
cago. Full description of instruments sent on application. 

If you or any of your friends contemplate u yir.~ B piano it will be to 
your interest to correspond with us. 

J. E. REMSB DRG & SON., Atchison, Kan. 

Slwula. It Be Exempt from 
Taxation~ 

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NO'I.'. 

By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the 
work is published specially for distribution by 
<hose who fa Tor justice in taxation the following 
reductions are made: 

ren copies. 
Fifty copies, 
Jne hundred copies -
La.rger qu&ntities a.t special rates. 

1111.00 
uo 
8.00 

Address 'l:HE TRU'l:H SEEKER, New York. 

IEDEOLOGY 
By SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D. 

A Treatise on the Generative System, 
In three parts, inciuding 

Pre·" a tal lufhtenc•·, (Influence which af
fects an unborn child ) 

Lintiratiot\ or Offsyring and 
Ilygicnc of the (;..cncrativc System, 

Containing 
Plain Facts on Prtvate Subteots for all Aaults. 

This book deals in an open, 
frank, but delicate way, with all points of in

terest on the generative system. 
It treats of 

Personal ana Sootal Phvstolouv ana Hvotene. 
WHAT THE MAnnr.n Ouunr To KNow 

In order to live healthy lives and produce healthy 
offspring. 

It is free from medical technicalitiePhwritten 
on the highest moral I>lane and in sue a way 
that ev!JrYone may read and understand it. It is 
most highlY commended by the press, eminent 
physicians, and prominent people of all callings. 
It is printed from large, new, clear-faced type 

on good paper, in one volume, well bound. ' 
Price, cloth, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEP 
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A Fight for Justice. 
The movement to bring about the taxation of 

church property in the state of Missouri is reported 
to be assuming commanding proportions. It seems 
that, so far as the city of St. Louis is concerned, 
the matter is in charge of a clergyman, the Rev. 
W. W. Hopkins, described as secretary of the Agi
tation Committee. Mr. Hopkins says that "church 
property in St. Louis, with a market valuation ()f 
over $48,000,000, is now untaxed. Fully half of this 
property is not directly used for church purposes, 
and a large part of it is held for speculation. In 
some instances secular occupation of church lands 
and buildings yields a revenue in rental to churches, 
but no tax is assessed. It is our purpose to secure 
an amendment to the constitution of the state tax
ing all property.'' 

An exchange suggests that the activity of the 
Protestant clergy in this movement is inspired by 
the fact that a large preponderance of the untaxed 
property is he1d by the Catholic church, but the 
odium theologicum does not appear in their argu
ment, which is unanswerably sound. "We are 
making this fight" they say, "for the sake of right 
and justice, and the correction of a palpable wrong 
-a wrong that has forced itself upon the attention 
of taxpayers by the fact that the constitutional ex
emptions acquiesced in by a tolerant, benevolent, 
and magnanimous public sentiment are in numer
ous instances grosEly abused. A vast amount of 
valuable property now untaxed is held for specula
tion and profit, and not for the purpose contem
plated by the constitution of the state. By many 
it is urged that the churches are moral forces in a 
community, and for this rea!!On their property 
should not be taxed. Every honest man and vir
tuous woman is a moral force, and on the same 
theory it should only be necessary for them to 
prove their purity in order to escape taxation. 
This movement is only started, and a!! yet we hav 
no activ aggressiv organization. But if our initial 
efforts betoken ultimate success, an organization 
with an irresistible public sentiment behind it will 
be formed in the near future." 

St. L:>nis Secularists should see to it that copies 
'Jt the pamphlet "Church Property" (advertised 
on opposit page) are placed in the hands of the 
Agitation Committee, with the article, "An Opinion 

on Tax Exemption," in this issue of THE TBUTH 
SEEKER. So fortified, if they are in earnest, the peo
ple of Missouri may carry the contest to a successful 
issue. 

Cross Against Cresent. 
When both sides of the story about the Arme

nian atrocities are told, the Mohammedan partici
pators appear less black than they are painted by 
the Christian missionaries. There is a paper pub
lished in Ulster Park, N. Y., by Mohammed Alex
ander Russell Webb, which devotes much of its 
space to a defense of the present sultan of Turkey 
and to a vindication of his course toward the "re
bellious, anarchistic Armenians." 

Old Cetewayo, the Zulu chief, put the African 
situation in few words. Said he: "First you 
send the missionary with the Bible; next you send 
the trader with the rum bottle ; next you send the 
consul with the dag ; then you send the soldier 
with the gun." Mohammed A .. R. Webb uses more 
words, but they mean about the same thing. 
Christian governments hav sent to Turkey their 
missionaries, their traders, their ambassadors, and 
their guns and warships. The presence of the 
missionaries and Armenian followers of Christ in 
the Sultan's domain is used as a warrant for foreign 
interference with the affairs of the Moslem govern
ment, and M.A. R. Webb avers that the sultan has 
granted concessions such as no Christian power 
would hav made under the cil'cumstances. He has 
accorded the Armenians. more liberty than they 
know how to enjoy, and they hav used it at the ex
pense of the property and lives of his other sub
jects. "They hav been bold in doing this," says 
Mr. Webb, "feeling assured that they would be 
supported and encouraged by the church Christian 
missionary element in all parts of the world. Nor 
hav they been mistaken; this support and en
couragement hav been freely and enthusiastically 
given to them, notwithstanding the convincing evi
dence that gross injustice was being done to the 
Turkish government." Great trouble has arisen, 
we are told, through lust for political power, terri
tory, and commercial supremac;,- on the part of 
England and Russia, but these questions could be 
settled diplomatically and without rupture of peace
ful relations were it not for "the far greater dis
turbing influence of Christian intolerance and fa
naticism." 

If we may credit the word of the editor of the 
Moslem World, " in no country on earth is the re
ligious liberty of all classes more firmly guaranteed 
and protected than in the Turkish dominions." 
None are are so tolerant of other religions as the 
followers of Mohammed (on whom be peace). His 
Imperial Majesty, Abdul Hamid II., sultan of 
Turkey and caliph of Islam, has not only given Chris
tian missionaries every liberty, but special privi
leges as well. In England less than two years ago 
the Mussulmans of Liverpool, while engaged in 
prayer, were stoned by a Christian mob and several 
so seriously injured that they were sent to a hospi
tal. Even Mr. Webb himself has been persecuted 
and robbed in America in a manner that would 
call down the wrath of the sultan if Webb had been 
a Christian missionary in Turkey. Briefly, the 
Christian missionaries, by working upon religious 
prejudices, hav stirred up the Armenians to revolt, 
and the greedy Christian powers are taking advan
tage of the disturbance to agitate for the dismem
berment of the Ottoman empire. 

Added to the intolerance inherent in the Chris
tian religion, the missionaries are actuated by the 
malignancy of the beaten. They hav failed to con
vert one "honest, intelligent Mussulman." In all 

oriental countries missions are a failure, and no-· 
where more completely so than in Turkey. 

Such is the Mohammedan version of the Arme
nian trouble. We do not hav to ac(lept it all as liter
ally veracious, for when one religionist discusses 
the character and acts of another b9longing to an 
opposing cult, pruden(le dictates that his state
ments should be weighed in the scale of probability. 
But one thing is certain-at the root of the diffi
culty is diversity of belief. Christian missionary 
zeal has brought the followers of Cb.rist inbo con
diet with the followers of M')hamme:l, and fanati
cism has been safely trusted to do the rest. 

.l!'alsifying the Issn.e. 
The Sabbath enforcers hav held their mass meet

ing to protest against submitting the question of 
Sunday liberty to the voters of New York city. 
They held it in this town on the evening of Dacem
ber 16th, and there were present as speakers Bishop 
H. C. Potter, who presided; the Rev. A. P. D.)yle, 
a Catholic priest; Warner Miller, a politician; the 
Rev. J. M. Buckley, an editor; Bishop Doane, of 
Albany, and Frederic R. Coudert, .a lawyer. All of 
these sounded the same note, and it was a false 
one. In their call for the meeting they set forth: 

"That there is nothing in the trade of a saloon keeper 
which should make it an exception to th13 long-settled 
policy of the state, which protec~s the right of rest sud 
quiet worship on Sunday by forbidding ordinary traffic 
on that day." 

That is all the call contains which touches the 
Sunday question proper, the remainder of the do.c
ument being devoted to the· evils of intemperance, 
which is another matter. Even the paragraph here 
quoted is a misrepresentation. Discussion of the 
Sunday issue has been most voluminous. Out of 
the mass of fallacious argument put forward, the 
Sabbatarians hav extracted the kernel of sophistry, 
and that kernel is embodied in the lines quoted. 
It is intended to delude. We are to believe that 
the anti.Sunday law fight is solely in the interest 
of the saloon;'!, which on its merits it is not. The 
saloon keepers are of course contending for what 
they conceive to be their rights in the matter, but 
the persecution of the venders of matches, ice, neck
ties, and collar-buttons, and the closing of grocery 
stores where only provisions are sold, does not touch 
the liquor interests. Not the slightest evidence is 
adduced that the liquor dealers desire, like the par
sons, to close all doors that do not open in the 
direction of their places of business. They ask for 
a repeal of the law forbidding them to do business 
on Sunday, which is perfectly natural, but it is not 
true that they desire to be an exception in that 
respect to other merchants. This is not said in 
defense of the publicans except as citizens, but to 
demonstrate that the Sa.bbatarians are conducting 
a campaign on false issues. All the diwussion of 
liquor selling and the consequences of intemper
ance is introduced to cast odium upon the cause of 
a free Sunday, and for no other purpose. Admi~

ting it to be a great pity that men will sell rum, the 
fact that they do sell it, as they are licensed to do 
by the government, givs no suggestion of a reason
able excuse for enforcing puritanical Sunday laws 
on men engaged in other branches of business. 

Deliver us from those hypocrite who aver in the 
call for this mass meeting that the state "protects 
the right of rest and quiet worship on Sunday by 
forbidding ordinary traffic on that day." To say 
nothing about the noisiest kind of traffic, the run
ning of railroad trains, which is not forbidden in 
civilized communities, the truth must suggest itself 
to the dullest mind that the state will be powerless 
to protect the quiet of any day when church bells 
are rung from morning till night. 
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Such an occasion as this meeting could not be 
expected to pass with no allusion to the iniquity of 
"submitting a law of God to the local option of 
corrupt cities." Bishop Doane saw to it that the 
omiseion was not made. Having illustrated his 
contention by saying that the state might as well 
submit adultery as Sabbath observance to local op
tion, he quoted the law of God in such case made 
and provided, to wit, "Six days shall work be done, 
but on the seventh day there shall be to you an 
holy day, a Sabbath of rest to the Lord." Beyond 
doubt, he knew that this law had reference to some 
other day than Sunday, but, like Senator Quay, of 
Pennsylvania, he appeared willing to "strike out 
the word ' seventh ' before the word • day ' and in
sert the word 'first."' Besides, he garbled the law. 
A material part of every law is the penalty, and 
when we demand the enforcement of the statute 
itself we must do so knowing that its penalty will 
be inflicted on the offender; otherwise it is void. If 
:Bishop Doane, therefore, accepts the legislation as 
just, he has to take all its provisions; and the pro
vision of this act regarding the Sabbath is that 
"whosoever doeth work therein shall be put to 
death." Were we not witnesses to the fact, human 
testimony could scarcely convince us that a law so 
barbarous as the so-called Mosaic command about 
the seventh day, originating in an age of darkness 
and savagery, could be thought worthy the serious 
attention of intelligent people in this century. 

Bishop Doane's remarks so well express the tone 
of the gathering that no others need be quoted. 
Every speaker placed himself on record as totally 
unmindful of the existence of such a principle as 
that of religious liberty, and called upon the police 
to turn the city into a desert on one day in seven in 
the interest of "quiet worship" which has never 
been disturbed or denied. And not one person in 
twenty in New York goes to church or worships 
elsewhere. 

Catholic Mendacity. 
The Oatholic News of November 20th has a quite 

diverting editorial concerning a scene in a French 
court of justice. It says that this scene "must be 
regarded as a strong argument for the careful re
ligious as well as secular training of youth." Emi
li us Gaudot, a boy of eighteen, had murdered a girl 
in order to rob her of about forty cents. The judge 
said to the prisoner that probably he would not 
hav killed the girl if he had known how little 
money she had. This dialog ensued : 

"Gaudot: 'And why not? What does it matter to me 
to hav an old carcass more or less in this world? I work 
for any wages I can procure.' 

"Judge: 'Your cynicism would disgust the very can
nibals themselvs. You are only eighteen, and you are 
Qharged with a capital crime. Who has taught you so 
.amch iniquity?' 

"Gaudot: 'How do I know?' 
"Judge: 'Do you confess to all the charges brought 

against you?' 
"Gaudot: 'I confess aU. These things are play for 

me.'" 

The counsel for the murderer saw that he must 
play to the galleries if he was to hope for a mild 
sentence for his client. So he proceeded to arraign 
the whole governmental machinery of France for 
its failure to keep the crucifix in the schools. Here 
is a sample of his buncombe : 

"I see before me and I salute the Image of the Cruci
fied One. This Image is here in the very court where 
you condemn the guilty, But tell me why is it not in 
your schools to which you invite the little child in order 
to instruct him? Why do you punish men under the eye 
of God? Why is the God of Calvary presented .for the 
first time to Gaudot here when he sees himself struck 
down by the law? If the Crucifix had been presented to 
Gaudot when he sat at his desk in school, Gaudot would 
not now sit on this bench of infany." 

But there is nothing in the account as given by 
the News that goes to show that Gaudot had not 
received religious instruction. So far as we know, 
he may hav been brought up very piously. Noth
ing in his acts indicates to the contrary, for not 
even his lawyer would pretend in private conversa
tion that no crimes are committed by those who 
hav been educated religiously. There hav been 
multitudes of Catholic criminals, of all stations in 
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life, from a Borgia on the papal throne to the 
humblest sneak thief or garroter. There are to
day thousands of inmates of our jails and peniten
tiaries who hav seen the crucifix from their infancy 
through youth to manhood and womanhood. The 
assertion of the lawyer that "if the crucifix had 
been presented to Gaudot when he sat at his desk 
in school, Gaudot would not now sit on this bench 
of infamy," is paralleled by the equally mendacious 
assertion of the editor of the Oatholic News here 
in New York that" no honest man can doubt that 
religious instruction would hav prevented this 
young man from committing the terrible crime that 
now sends him to his death." If this claim holds 
good in the case of all Catholic·educated persons, 
we shall be greatly indebted to the editor of the 
Oatholic News if he will explain the presence in 
Sing Sing and Auburn of the hundreds of Catholic 
guests who are forcibly detained in the state penal 
institutions in those places. 

Announcement. 
We hav been the recipient within the past two 

weeks of from one to forty dozen clippings of 
clerical attacks upon Colonel R. G. Ingersoll. His 
recent lecture tour, as his tours always do, has 
stirred the followers of the meek and lowly one 
to renewed effort'! at slander and persoDal vitupera
tion, has given their imaginations new wings, and 
their inventiv powers new incentive. There is 
nothing, appMently, like the Christian religion to 
make men mean; and a man who loves God a great 
deal usually hates one who doesn't in proportion. 

Let our friends hav patience. We are preparing 
for the THE TBUTH SEKEEB, and ehall also put it in 
pamphlet form, a full consideration of these misera
ble lies, showing them to be such, and thus enable 
all Freethinkers to squelch the dir~y litUe preachers 
who vend and revend the libelous slanders of a 
nameless scoundrel, as well as infamous inventions 
of their own. 

We do not expect to be able to chase every lie to 
its grave, but we shall kill the stock ones, and the 
suckers which spring up around their roots can be 
mowed oft by anyone. They all hav a common 
parent tree. We shall begin to print it in the . 
paper early in January. 

In Plymouth church, Brooklyn, December 12th, 
was held a prize spelling match. Two deacons of 
the church, not being spelled down, agreed to toss 
a coin to decide which should take the prize of $5, 
and it was done. There ca:t be no question that 
they gambled in the sight of the congregation, and 
broke the law as effectually as if they had bet on a 
horserace or a throw of dice. If gambling is a 
crime, they were criminals. It is unnecessary to 
add that neither of the two deacons was arrested, 
but it may be appropriate to note occasionally that 
pious opposition to games of chance and other 
iniquities is prompted principally by a lust for 
notoriety and conducted on a basis of canting 
hypocrisy. 

Christ-up-to-date Schlatter, the ex-shoemaker, ex
perpetual motion crank, and ex-bedlamite, has 
already attracted the attention of a greater number 
of people than ever heard of the Galilean in his 
day, and the amount of testimony published about 
him is much more voluminous than the gospels. 
Still, the world waits to hear of one verifiable cure 
that he has effected. His case is valuable as exhib
iting phenomena similar to those said to hav at
tended the career of his predecessor nearly two 
thousand years ago, and as affording us a chance 
to judge how much truth there is likely to be in the 
older accounts. Taking advantage of the oppor
tunity for comparison, we find that messiahs are 
very common clay, and that the problem which they 
raise is not whether they are inspired or uninspired, 
but whether they are lunatics or impostors. 

Minds not clarified by the presence of the "holy 
spirit" will be somewhat bewildered to learn 
that while as vicar of Christ Pope Leo XIII. is in
fallible, as a cardinal and author he fell into such 
grievous error of doctrin that one of his books is 
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in the Index Ex purgatorius and no faithful son or 
daughter of the church may read it. When he was 
Cardinal Joachim Pecci, and before heaven had be
stowed upon him the portfolio of God's vicegerent 
on earth, he wrote a work on the " Sacred Blood of 
Mary," in which he argued that the susceptibility 
of the Virgin to lunar influences should be made 
the subject of pious hilarity and celebrated period
ically by a feast. It is recorded that "the author, 
in a praiseworthy manner, made submission and 
disapproved of his own work." 

We are in receipt of a copy of the Westminster 
Endeavorer, published at Indianapolis, Ind., con
taining a marked paragraph vaunting the fact that 
the above-mentioned religious paper is printed upon 
the press formerly belonging to the plant of the 
iconoclastic Ironclad Age, now suspended. We are 
not disturbed. The readers of the Ag6 do not go 
with the machinery which produced it; and since 
that machinery can no longer be put to its original 
use, its fate is doubtless a matter of as much indif· 
ference to them as to ourselvs. Nevertheless, if 
some Freethinker, once a reader of Dr. Monroe's 
paper, should chance to revisit the glimpses of the 
"Den " and observe the old press working off En· 
deavorers, he might muse, with Hamlet, "To what 
base uses we may return, Horatio!" And it might 
take no great effort of the imagination for him to 
conceive of the noble dust of Alexander stopping a 
bunghole. 

A remarkable religious revival is reported lo be 
in progress among the inmates of the Indiana 
state prison at Indianapolis, more than one hun
dred of the most hardened convicts having pro
fessed conversion, while a Christian Endeavor 
society with two hundred members has been organ
ized wHhin the prison walls. According to the 
constitution and by-laws of the Endeavorers, every 
local society is entitled to send delegates to the 
national convention, and the members of the In
dianapolis branch are wondering if the rule will be 
permitted to work in their case. If so, there will 
be lively competition for choice of delegates ; but 
though the privilege of meeting with the cen
tral body may be denied these new converts, they 
may be cheered by the pretty sure prospect that 
the organization they hav joined will, from time 
to time, send delegates to wnrship with them 
where they are. 

"The recent papal letter condemning religious con
gresses was somewhat of a surprise, because confessedly 
the Catholics made the best showing at the Chicago Par
liament of Religions. Withoat going to the length of 
anathematizing such assemblies, the Pope has placed an 
interdiction upon them. In this respect his views coin· 
cide with those of certain Episcopalian divines who are 
also disturbed by congresses that tend to merge sects 
and creeds. Bat neither pope nor divine can check the 
impulse toward brotherhood."-N. Y. Jewish Messenger. 

The real objection to parliaments of religion is 
that they are virtual recognitions of the scientific 
conception of religion, that it is a development in
stead of a revelation. This is why Leo, the Ad
ventists, the Reformed Presbyterians, and other 
ultra orthodox Christians discourage such assem
blages. They see, as we see, that these gatherings 
place Christianity on the same plane with the 
"heathen" and "pagan" religions. The compara
tiv study of theology is a deadly stab in the vitals 
of special revelation. Parliaments of religion are 
for the comparativ study of theology. Therefore 
all far-seeing and consistent defenders of the dogma 
of exclusiv salvation must oppose such parliaments .. 
Regarding the assertion contained in the closing; 
l!lentence of the Messenger's paragraph, it is not 
entirely "the impulse toward brotherhood" that is: 
drawing the sects together. Many religionists·, 
Christians in particular, realize that it may be bet
ter to relinquish some of their absurd pretensions 
concerning the origin of their dogmas for the sub
stantial benefits of a union that will giv them, 
through legislation, a closer grip on the consciences 
and liberties of their neighbors. They reason tha& 
it will not matter so much about the orthodoxy of 
a person's belief so long as good stiff Christian laws 
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compel him to keep his mouth shut and at least not 
openly defy the social eonventions based on the a . 
snmption of the divine sanction of its anti-natur:l 
creed: The desire to secure political supremacy 
explams a great deal of the prevailing agitation in 
favor of church union. 

"A dispatch from New Rochelle, N. Y., speaks of an 
old homestead on the road to White Plains which s 
b t h

. , wa 
nrn , as !'vmg been 'frequently visited by the Atheist 

Thomas Patne.' Thomas Paine in the 'Age of Reason • 
explicitly denied being an Atheist, and affirmed that he 
believed in one God. If he ever avowed himself an 
Atheist, or hesitated to declare that he believed in one 
God, we should like to hav I!IOme reader who is in posses
sion of the proof communicate with ns."-Ohristian Ad
vooate, Nov. 28, 1895. 

Your mail will not be burdened with such com
munications, doctor, though if every parson who has 
made the statement that Paine was an Ath~>ist, 
without having the proof in his possession, should 
communicate with you, you would need another 
hand to open your letters. Paine's argument for the 
existence of God, made in his address before the 
Theophilanthropists of Paris, is the only safe refuge 
of present-day Theists. 

The Rev. Dr. Rainsford, of St. George's church, 
New York, at a banquet of the Methodist Sooial 
Union a week ago, made the statement that the 
church was growing more unpopular every day. 
Murmurs arose among his auditors, but he went on: 

"Say what yon will, the church is not holding its own. 
Fewer people, in proportion to the total population, at
tend church in New York city to-day than did ten years 
ago. · · · Olose all the saloons, and yon won't benefit 
the poor man a bit. I am against closing the saloon till 
yon giv the poor man something better in its place. Pnt 
the best and handsomest churches in the elnms, giv 
them the best music, and pnt the strongest man to reform 
the worst scoundrel." 

The truth of Dr. Rainsford's statement is not at 
all doubtful. Churches that are engaged in a war 
upon the community must expect to lose ground. 
It is enough that they ask intelligent persons to 
believe their impossible stories and to accept their 
ridiculous creeds, without putting themselvs in the 
attitude of combatants toward the very people for 
whose salvation they profess to be laboring. When 
a church measures its success, not by the numbbr 
of converts it has made, nor by the amount of good 
it.has done, but by the number of police arrests it 
has caused, it ought to grow unpopular, and we are 
glad to hear from so reliable a statistician as Dr. 
Rainsford that it is doing so. 

The closing of New York's saloons on Sunday is 
reported to hav reduced the visible amount of 

•drunkenness, but it has had another effect not so 
salutary. Crimes of violence are on the increase, 
and there are more of them on Sunday than on 
other days for the reason that the police are so in
tent on preventing citizens from getting their cus
tom!\ry beer that they bav less time to devote to 
protecting them. One of our judges, in charging 
the grand jury recently, remarking that the num
ber of assaults and robberies was unprecedented in 
the history of the city, said that a condition of 
affairs existed involving dangers to life and prop
erty such as should be found in no civilized com
munity. This is without doubt directly traceable 
to the religious and "moral '' crusade inaugurated 
by the police commissioners. If a police officer can 
make an arrest unattended with danger or even 
effort, like that of a street pedlar, a bartender, or a 
woman suspected of accosting men on the street, 
it assures him relief from the monotony of patrol
ing, and givs him a half day off to attend court the 
next morning. In the ten weeks ending December 
16th there were 143 crimes against life and prop· 
arty in New York city. These included nineteen 
murders, thirty-nine felonious assaults, nine incen
diary fires, thirteen highway robberies, and sixty
two burglaries. Few of the criminals were appre
hended, but the police managed to make about :five 
~qndred arrests for violation of the Sunday law. 

A new Comstock law has been introdqced in the 
Senate of the United States by Vilq,s, ot Wisooll.sin. 
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passed by the " drunken Congress " of 1873, and is 
designed to establish a surveillance by the Vice so
ciety over matter consigned to express companies 
and other common carriers. Besides prohibiting 
the transmission of certain books, prints, and pict
ures, it provide!!! a penalty of $5,000 fine and five 
years' imprisonment for sending letters the lit
erary taste of which is not approved by the promot
ers of ignorance. By this bill it is alsa made 
unlawful to directly or indirectly giv any information, 
in a written or printed communication as to how or 
by what means an undesired increase of the popu
lation may be averted. As advice against marriage, 
as well as the advocacy of chastity, would come 
under that head, it is evident that the framers of 
the bill regard the Malthusian question as settled, 
and the married are condemned to suffer the most 
serious consequences of acts in which they may be 
willing or unwilling participants. It is abominable. 
There is no warrant under the Constitution nor 
under the heavens for such interference with pri
vate correspondence and business transactions. It 
should be condemned and resented by every person 
with sufficient self-reliance to mail a letter without 
first submitting it to his grandmother for approval. 
The bill is numbered "Senate 556," against which 
protests should be directed to members of the 
Senate. 

It is an old saying that if certain persons are ac
corded a sufficient length of rope they will hang 
themselvs. So it is with some abuses. Given time, 
they eventually lead to their own abolition. The 
nuisance arising from the appointment of chaplains 
in legislativ assemblies seems to be approaching the 
point where abatement may come as a natural result. 
The Evening Post says: 

" The widespread disgust over the opening prayer of 
the new chaplain of the Honse onght not to pass without 
leaving some impression. This performance of the Rev. 
Mr. Oonden is only the worst of a long series of o:ff,mses 
a~ainst decency perpetrated by clergymen who hav 
o:ffdred prayer before legislativ bodies and party conven
tions of late years. ·rhe political prayer has become a 
public scandal, which onght to be suppressed. The only 
e:ffactiv way of accomplishing this seems to be to abolish 
the system of prayers on snch occasions. It is a practice 
which, while appropriate enough in a day and in a state 
when only church members were allowed to vote, and 
when the clergy exercised power over the government, 
has now become an anachronism, and, by consequence, a 
worse than empty form. It belongs in the same category 
as the 'election sermon,' which nsed to be preached be
fore each new legislature in Massachusetts until the law
makers refused to hear it, and the Fast day, which 
nobody wonld keep; and the chaplaincy 'mnst go,' as 
each of these other similar institutions has already gone." 

We do not know how Chaplain Couden has 
offended the Post. Probably he prayed as he 
thought those who elected him would like to hav 
him pray, and without regard for the feelings of 
party opponents. The political sympathies of the 
chaplain's God are supposed to be with the faction 
having control of the House and its patronage. 
But no matter what Mr. Couden said; it was not 
the prayer, but the uttering it in a legislativ body 
as the agent between that body and some supposed 
deity, and taking pay for it out of the public treas
ury, which constituted the offense. It may hav 
been prejudicial to decency, or even scandalous ; it 
certainly violated common sense. OffiQial prayers 
at public expense are a sort of pious robbery, and 
when a chaplain prays in the House or Senate and 
then draws his salary for doing so, the morality of 
the act is not much above that of a pilferer who 
first crosses himself and then appropriates a valise 
that does not belong to him. 

A. Controversy to be Peacefnlly Settled. 
Probably all Freethinkers believe in peaceful 

methods of settling international disputes. War 
and religion, as Winwood Reade pointed out, hav 
played parts of about equal importance in the 
martyrdom of man. Prof. Goldwin Smith, a resi
dent of Toronto and a friend of THE TBUTH SEEKER 
in its contention for the right of carriage in the 
Canadian mails, was recently asked for a statement 
of his views upon President Cleveland's message 
upon the Venezuela boundary question, and his 
opinion as to the probable termination of the dis
pute. He said : 

"No one, 1 think, who has been much among 
Americans and conversed with men of different 
parties and classes among them, will be much sur
prised at Mr. Cleveland's mes.sage. I am firmly 
convinced that since the abolition of slavery there 
prevails among them no desire for territorial ag
grandizement. The absence of such a desire was 
shown when they refused to annex San Domingo, 
and has appeared on other occasions. I hav never 
in all my intercourse with them heard the slightest 
expression of a desire to infringe upon the inde
pendence of Canada. I hav no doubt that as an 
independent country we might rest in perfect secu
rity at their side, but to the Monroe doctrin I hav 
always believed them to be strongly attached, and 
I doubt not that President Cleveland in asserting 
it on this occasion will hav their general sympathy 
and support. 

"They regard it not as a manifesto of Ameri,~an 
aggrandizement, but as a charter of independence 
for this continent and a declaration that the New 
World shall be allowed to work out its own desti
nies, free from any interference on the part of the 
powers of the Old World. 

"They were resolved to apply the principle in the 
case of Mexico, and they did insist with success on 
the withdrawal of the French emperor and the ex
tinction of the Latin empire which he founded. In 
telling the powers of the Holy Alliance that an 
interference on their part with the political inde
pendence of South American republics would be 
regarded as an act unfriendly to the United States, 
PreFtident Monroe clearly implied that the United 
States occupied the position of a tutelary power. 
It is singular that this should not hitherto hav 
been generally noticed, but it is certainly a fact. 

"I think it doubtful whether any European 
power would be permitted, if the United States 
could help it, to make this continent the scene, 
basis, or highway of its wars. I rather think that 
the United States would be inclined to exercise 
that tutelary authority in guarding the peace of this 
continent. Our two railways are almost as much 
American as Canadian. They are practically in no 
small measure under American control. I doubt 
whether they would be allowed to be freely used 
for the transmission of troops and munitions of 
war to be employed in war against any power with 
which the United States were at peace. In case of 
war I suspect that Great Britain's only safe route 
to India would be around the Cape of Good Hope. 
I hav been speaking as to the Monroe doctrin gen
erally and the attachment of Americans to it, which 
prepared me for the attitude assumed by Mr. 
Oleveland. 

"On the merits of the Venezuelan question in 
particular I would not presume to judge between 
the opinions of the great diplomatists arrayed on 
the two sides. It appears to be simply a boundary 
question, and all boundary questions, I should say, 
are cases for arbitration. I can, indeed, conceive 
of no class of cases to which arbitration is more 
plainly applicable than these. I do not doubt that 
the controversy will be brought to a peaceful 
termination.'' 

Lectures and Meetings. 
'rHE Freethinkers' Association of Dallas, Texas, meets 

every Sunday at 8 P.M. in Liberty Hall, 228 Sonth Erva:r 
street. Dr. G. S. Lincoln, pres. ; 0. Paget, sec. All are 
welcome. 

1 

Something for Colonel Ingersoll's Friends. 
We hav made a lot of glass paper weights with 

the photograph of Colonel Ingersoll in them which 
we can furnish for 50 cents each. ThA picture 
is a very good one, the weight is heavy, and every 
Freethinking business man ought to hav two or three 
on his desk to hold his papers down. The ladies will 
of course be pleased with so handsome an orna
ment for center-table or mantel. In the library, 
too, and wherever there are papers to hold down, 
it wlll coxqe handy, as well as beiug a solJvenir of 
the greatest heretic in the ~~~~g. I!:!~Dt J?y ffia.il or 
e~~~~!!5 vre~~d. for 0.0 caD~~~ · 

HENBY RowLEY, !'resident of the Brooklyn Philosoph
ical Association, will address the Friendship Liberal 
Leagneof Philadelphia the last Snndayin January. when 
special exercises will be had in commemoration of Paine's 
birthday. At 2:30 P.M. his subject will be "What the 
World Owes to Thomas Paine." The subject of the 
evening lecture is "Jesne, Mill, and Spencer." 

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements: 
Dec. 2~t~,. Farmdale and \ Jan, 5th ......... Ohica_go, ~ 

VlClDlty. 

THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even· 
ing in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New 
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December: .. 
Dec. 27th-"Stirpicnltnre and Prenatal Onltnre." 114· 

L. :Etolbrook, M.D. 
-------------------

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture AppointJI!.e~ts. 
Dec. 29-Jersey Oity, N. J ............................. The.Bibl~ 
Jan. 5-Detroit, Mich ....................................... Lmcoln 
;tan. l~-~oleqo1 (>hio .... ~ .... ·!'~he :foll~d~tio~s of fcij~ 
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An Opinion on Tax Exemption. It is so manifestly just that all property shall The International Freethou.ght Congress. 
The following is a synopsis of a decision by the 

Supreme Court of the state of Oregon at its October 
term, 1895, in the case of The Portland Hibernian 
Benevolent Society, respondent, vs. Penumbra 
Kelley, appellant (opinion by Bean, C. J.), which 
will interest Secularists: 

bear its due proportion of the expenses of gov- Translatea.trom Fm·eton Journals by Gu3tav Nelson, M.]). 
ernment that laws granting exemption from taxa- The International Freethought Congress, which 
tion are always strictly construed, and before such was held at Brussels, Belgium, Sept. 22d to 25th, 
exemption can be admitted the intent of the legis- · this year, was a decided success. 
lature to confer it must be clear beyond a reasonable Delegates from nearly all countries except the 
doubt. Thus it is held that laws exempting from United States and Canada were present. France was 
taxation "houses of religious worship," or "build- represented by twenty· five delegates and Belgium 
ings erected and used for religious worship," or by forty-four. Spain, Holland, Germany, Austria, 
"property used for religious purposes," etc., do not Italy, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Australia, Eng
exempt a parsonage erected by a religious society land, Mexico, and various republics of South 
for the use of its minister, although occupied by America had delegates present. The French as well 
him free of rent and built on ground which would as the Belgian secular press sent reporters, who 
otherwise be exempt."' gave a faithful account of the proceedings of the 

The society is incorporated under the laws of 
Oregon, to dispense charity to its members and 
their families. It owns a lot in Portland, on which 
is a three-story brick building, all rented for stores, 
offices, and a public hall, except one room, which is 
occupied by the society ; the revenues being ex
clusivly devoted to the objects and purposes of the 
society. The suit was brought by the society to 
restrain the sheriff from enforcing the collection of 
taxes levied upon the property for state and county 
purposes for the year 1892, on the ground that the 
property is exempt from taxation under the consti
tution and laws of the state. The constitution says: 
" The legislativ assembly shall provide by law for 
uniform and equal rate of assessment and taxation ; 
and shall prescribe such regulations as shall secure 
a just valuation for taxation of all property, both 
real and personal, excepting such only for munici
pal, educ~tional, literary, scientific, religious, or 
charitable purposes as may be specially exempted bv 
law." The law says: "The personal property of all 
literary, benevolent, charitable, and scientific insti
tutions, incorporated within this state, and such 
real estate belonging to such institutions as shall· 
be actually occupied for the purposes for which they 
were incorporated, shall be exempt from taxation." 

The sheriff contended (1) that the society "is 
not a charitable institution, within the meaning 
of the law, because its benefits are confined to its 
own members and their families." (2) "That the 
property assessed is not actually occupied for the 
purpoEes for which it was incorporated." The first 
point, the court decided against the sherifi. The 
second, it decided in his favor. The opinion on the 
second point is as follows: 

We are clear that the property in question is 
not exempt from taxation because it is not actually 
occupied for charitable purposes. 

Subdvision 3 of Sec. 2, 732 (Hill's Ann. Laws of 
Oregon) under which the exemption is claimed, 
exempts only such real property belonging to in
corporated charitable institutions as shall be actu
ally occupied for the purposes for which they were 
incorporated. It does not exempt from taxation 
the enumerated institutions as such or real estate 
simply because it belongs to such institutions or 
even because it is used for charitable purposes, 
but it expressly confines the right of exemption to 
such real estate only belonging to them as shall be 
actually occupied in a particular manner and for a 
specified purpose, and this right therefore clearly 
cannot be extended to property occupied and used 
for other and different purposes, although the 
revenue derived from its use is devoted exclusivly 
to the objects for which the institution was estab
lished. It is the actual occupancy of the property 
which determins its right to exemption and not the 
use made of its proceeds. The plain and obvious 
meaning of the statute is that only the real estate 
actually occupied and in use by these different in
stitutions for the purposes for which they were 
organized, shall be exempt from taxation. While 
so occupied and used it does not come in competi. 
tion with the property of other owners and t.he 
purposes for which it is used were supposed by the 
legislature to be a sufficient benefit to the public to 
justify its exemption from the burdens of taxation 
imposed upon other property. But when such 
property is used for the purpose of accumulating 
money the law imposes upon it the same burden of 
taxation as it imposes upon other property similarly 
situated. The statute does not undertake to 
discriminate between the uses which different so
cieties or individuals will make of the proceeds of 
their business and determin for that reason that 
one shall be taxed and the other not. It deals 
with the property as it finds it, and not with 
what may done with its proceeds in the future. 
Upon this question the authorities are practically 
unanimous under similar statutory provisions.* 

And a building belonging to the Young Men's congress. 
Christian Association which contains above the Among the delegates especially mentioned by the 
basement-in which are the gymnasium, bowling Brussels papers were Paul Robin, founder and for 
alley, and bathroom-twenty-two rooms, only one many years director of the orphan asylum at Cam
of which is devoted to public worship, was held not puis ; Paul Bernard, Schacre, Mr. and Mrs. Pas
exempt under a law exempting " every building quier Bousseret, Marie V eronne, aU from France; 
used exclusivly for public worship " (Y. M. C. A. of Odon de Buen and Adolfo Moglin, Spain; Dr. Ful
N. Y. vs. Mayor, etc., of N.Y., 113 N. Y 187). The pius, Switzerhnd; Nellie van Kol, Holland; Mrs. 
constitution of this state requires an equal and Hedwig Wilhelmi, Germany and Austria; Jordan 
uniform rate of assessment and taxation of all prop- Wheeler, Wald, England; Goudstekker and Barbesa: 
arty excepting "such only for municipal, educa- Italy; Deluc, Des Essarts, Furnemont, Vandewelde, 
tional, literary, scientific, religious, or charitable Cavrat and Hektor DeBis, Belgium. 
purposes as may be specially exempted by law." 'fhe Brussels Freemason lodge," Les amis Phi
Taxation is, therefore, the rule, exemption the ex- lantropes," tendered free of charge their beautiful 
caption; and nothing can be held to be exempt by lodge building. Sunday morning, President Fume
implication. It is only such property, used for the mont opened the proceedings and introduced Prof. 
purposes specified in the constitution, as the legis- Hektor Denis, who spoke on the subject of evolution 
lature may speeia.lly EXempt which can escape taxa- and coming victory of the spirit of humanif.y. The 
tion. Exemption is not a matter of right, but a next speaker was the deposed Spanish university 
pure matter of grace, and every person or corpora- professor, Odon de Buen, who in his speech da
tion claiming that his or its property or any part clared that the present congress was but the con
th_ere~f is exempt _mus~ be ab~e. to show clear con- tinuati~n of the one held three years ago in Madrid, 
stitutwnal or legislativ proVISIOn to that effect. and whiCh was prohibited by the government. He 
The legislature in its wi~dom h~s provided that, of stat~d further that t~is unlawful and tyrannical pro
the ~eal property belongmg to hterary, benevolent, ceediBg of the Spanish authorities ha.:l given Free
c~ar~table~ or scientific institutions incorporated thought an additional growth in Spain Barcelona 
Withi~ this state, such only shall ~e exempt from has to-day a Freethought society numbering over 
taxatwn as shall be actually occupied for the pur- two thousand members, with a rationalistic kinder
poses for which they were incorporated, and under garten attached. The Congress, upon the motion 
all the rules for the construction of exemption laws of delegate Lenormand, formulated an address of 
~his can~ot be held to include real property which sympathy with the striking workmen of Charmeaux. 
IB occupie_d for other purposes, although the rave- T~e afternoon session, presided over by Paul 
nues received therefr_om may be used for the pur- Robm, was a. stormy one. The first question to be 
p_oses of the corporatwn. Some of the authorities debated was a. resolution in favor of the abolition 
c~ted go to the extent of holding that when a por- of war, on which all agreed, until the Parisian dele
tw~ on~y of a. b~ilding belonging to such an insti- ~ate, Scha.cre, demanded that an exception be made 
tutw_n IS occupied for the purpo6es for which it ill the case of France and Germany, inasmuch as 
was illcorporate~ and the remainder is occupied no peace was pos!lible so long as Alsace-Loraine 
by tenants pa.yillg rent, the entire building is remained German. His amendment was voted 
liable to taxation ; but the general tenor of the down. 
authorities, and no doub~ the ~ett~r rule, is that in Mrs. Wilhel~i protested against the recent 
such case the assessm.· In estimatmg the value of Sedan celebratwns in Germany, as being an out
the pro~erty should m?k~ a proper_ allowance for rag? not alone against the French people, but 
t~e portwn of the buildillg occupied by the so- agamst the whole world. She said that resolutions 
mety, so that the tax levied will be laid only upon against war were futil · people enjoy hearing them 
the value of that which is not exempt, though the but the governments iaugh at them. A Miss Bar~ 
prope~t~ m~y be assessed as. a yvhole. barousse (France) proposed to stop war by refusing 

It IB msisted by the plamti:ff that the state is to serve. The proposition was received with ac
estopped from ~evy~ng the tax in question for the cla~~tions, not so much on account of its practi
reason t~at while It has owned the property as- cabihty as because of its brevity. Although the 
~esse~· since 1877 no attempt was made to assess general sentiment of the Congress was against war 
It un~il the year 1_890, and that relying upon that it was deemed better to carry the further discussio~ • 
fact It borrowe_d ill that year $~3,~00 on a mort- over to the next congress. 
gage _to enable It to erect the bmldmg now on the The second question was regarding the "rela
premises, and stipulated and agreed to pay the tiona of church and state." The various resolu
tax~s . on such mortgage. But the neglect or ti?ns pertaining to this subject were agreed upon 
Omisswn of the proper officers to assess the prop- without trouble, but when it came to the discussion 
ert~ cannot control the duty imposed by law upon of the resolutions denying the right of church or
their successors, or a~ect _the legal c_onstruction of ganizations to hold property, to receive endowments, 
t~e s~atute_ under ~h1Ch Its exemptwn from taxa- and to engage in mercantile pursuits, trouble arose 
twn ~s claimed (Vuburg S. R. P. R. R. Co. vs. at o~ce. :rhe French delegates and several of the 
Dennis, 116 U. S., 665). ~e~gian-m fa_ct, the Socialistic delegates-spoke 

I am indebted to the Hon. T. W. Davenport, 
Sta~e. Land Agent, of Salem, for a transcript of the 
demswn, from which to make the foregoing extract 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I send the authorities cited 
thinking they may be useful to others. ' 

D. w. SMITH. 

VR. Lowell, 1 Mete. 538; Wyman VB, St. Louis, 7 Mo. 
336; State vB. Ross, 24 N. J. L. 498; Massenburg vs. 
Grand Lodge, 81 Ga. 212; Ft. Des Moines Lodge vB. 
County of Polk, 56 Ia. 34. See also notes to Petersburg 
vB. Beneyolent Mechanics' Association, 3 Am. and Eng. 
Corporation Cases, 488, and Book Agents vB. Hinton, 19 
L. R. A. 289. 

* State vB. Axtel, 41 N.J. L. 117; Co, of Hennepin VB 
Grace, 27 Minn. 503; Co. of Ramsay VB, Church of th~ 
Go~d Shepherd,. 45 Minn. 229; Third Congregational 
SoCiety VB. Sprmgfield, 147 Mass. 396; Wardens vB. 
Mayor, 78 Ga. 541; Gerke vB. Purcell, 25 0. St. 229; 
Trustees of M. E. Church VB. Ellis, 38 Ind. 3· Vail vB. 
Beach, 10 Kan. 214, ' 

~n Its fav?r, while others, especially Mr. Vandewelde, 
~n a passwnate and eloquent speech, fought against 
It. He warned the Freethinkers against intoler
ance. Nobody possesses the whole truth. Even in 
the church all is not bad. Let us separate church 
and state, divest the former of its freedom from 
taxes, and of its financial support from the state · 
tear the children from the grasp of the church and 
let the state educate them. Let us make the clergy 
and laity equal before the law, but remember to do 
not to others what you would not should be done 
to you. 

Mrs. Wilhelmi pointed out that this was a Free
thought congress. We had nothing to do for or 
against Socialism; religion, the church no matter 
what kind, is our enemy. ' 

* City of Indianapolis VB. Grand Master, 25 Ind. 518· 
Theological Seminary VB, The People, 101, Ill. 578 ; 
Washburn College vB. Com'rs Shawnee Co., 8 Kau. 344· 
Detroit Young Men's Society vB. Mayor of Detr~it 3 
M_ich. 172; Cincinnati College VB. The State, 19 0. 1i0; 
Library Associat_ion VB. P~lton, 360. State, 253; First M. 
E. Church vB City of Cmcago, 26 Ill. 482; City of New 
Orleans vB. St. Patrick's Hl\ll Association, 28 La. Ann. 
512; Same vs. St. Ann's Asylum, 31 La. Ann. 293· Mayor 
of Baltimore vs. Grand Lodge, 60 Md. 280· Co.' Com'rs 
of Frederick Oo. vB. Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph, 48 
Md. 34; also 50 Md. 429 and 449; Salem Lyceum vB. City 
of Salem, 154 Mass. 15; Chapel of the Good Shepherd 
vB. Boston, 120 Mass. 212; Mulroy VB, Churchman, 52 Ia. 
238· Orr vB. Ba~er, 4 Ind. 86; Academy vB. Exeter, 58 
N, h. 306; Morris vo, Masons, 68 Tex. 698; Proprietors 

Sam~el D. Moore, of Suttons, Lenawee county, Mich., 
has a hbrary of Freethought books which he will dispose 
of at half price. Mr. Moore has been gathering these 
volumes f~r years, and his library contains many import· 
ant works m good condition. Address him as above. 

Speaker followed speaker, words grew warmer 
and warmer, and when finally the original resolution 
was accepted by a vote of 24 against 13, Mr. Van
dewelde arose and stated that he could not indorse 
by his presence a resolution smacking of intolerance, 
a~d he was therefore compelled, although agreeing 
with _the Congress on every other point, to leave the 
meetiDg. And he and his friends withdrew. 

The next point in the order of the day was " The 
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Equality of Man and ~oman." The following de
mands w_ere adopted without a dissenting vote: 1. 
AbrogatiOn of all laws tending to protect man at 
the expense of woman. 2. The same wages for 
work done by man or woman. 3. Regulation of la
bor-conditions byinternationallaw. 

Does the Average Christian Read the Bible~ 
If anyone will take the tl'ouble to investigate this 

question he will be surprised at the ignorance of 
the great mass of Christians of the book called the 
Holy Bible. He will :find that they glibly quote 
whatever favors their creed, and when that is done, 
all is done. They know no more of the Bible in 
general than they know of the Zendavesta or Ko
ran; that is to say, nothing at all. Once I quoted 
a pa~t of the fourth chapter of Ezekiel, which givs 
a rempe for a very unsavory cake, to a lawyer of emi
nence and a very pious Christian. You may imagin 
my surprise when my statement was fl11tly contra
dicted, and I was roughly handled for blaspheming 
the holy word of God. When he became a little 
cooler, I asked him if he had a Bible. He produced 
one, and he was soon reading the passage in ques
tion. His utter amazement clearly showed he had 
never read the disgusting passage before. When 
he had :finished it, he closed the book, arose. and 
walked away, forgetting to apologize for his Chris
tian courtesy toward me. My son, ·Dr. G. M. 
Davidson, of Polk's Station, Tenn., was once 
warmly exhorted by the Rev. Mr. S. to lay down 
his Infidelity, and become a follower of the meek 
and lowlv Jesus. My son told him he could not 
believe cerhin doctrine tau~ht by Jesus, and quoted 
as a specimen the twenty-sixth verse of the four
teenth chapter of Luke : " If any man come to me, 
and hate not his father and mother, and wife and 
children, and brethren and sisters, yea, and his 
own life also, he cannot be my disciple." The 
reverend gentleman with much warmth and indigna
tion affirmed that no such language could be found 
in the Bible. The passage was at once produced. 
He read it, but, like a sheep being led to the 
slaughter, "he opened not his mouth." I hav often 
said, and I see no cause to change my mind, that 
if every honest, sensible man and woman in every 
Christian community should calmly sit down and 
read the Bible carefully through, not because they 
believe it, but with a view of learning exactly 
what it teaches, there would not be one honest, 
sensible man or woman left in the church in a 
dozen years. Where is there a human being with 
a decent heart in him that can hate his father and 
mother, brother and sister, wife and children? It 
would disgrace a brute to accuse him of such 

States an authority over religious exercises which 
the Constitution has directly precluded them from. 

. Delegate ~eu~ice. offered .an amendment provid
mg f?r the mst1tut10n of a privileged "society for 
the r~ghts of mothers" (una societe matricale) but 
it was disposed of by another amendment aeW:and
ing absolute social, political, and economic equality 
for the sexes. 

The congress recommended that in order to coun
teract the excessiv development of the emotional 
nature of woman, which remains the chief obstacle 
to her embracing Freethought, provision should be 
made for celebrating the birthdays of prominent 
women as well as men, for instructiv lectures fer 
~he benefit of ~omen, for _th~ use of mu_sic and song 
m all our meetmga and w1thm the family circle and 
for the discussion of scientific and literary subjects 
among women. 

"The Protection and Education of the Child," 
and " The Founding of Rationalistic Schools " were 
the next subjects brought under discuasi~n, and 
they caused a stormy debate. The following reso
lutions were presented: L The foremost duty of 
the Freethinker is to insure his children from very 
infancy instruction in the principles of natural mo
rality founded upon Freethought. 2. To further 
this object, there ought, in every place where a suf
:ficent number of Freethinkers liv, to be started ra
tionalistic schools independent of the state, where 
boys and girls from 6 to 15 years of age, in common, 
can receive a modern scientific education. 

One of the delegates said that it was the duty of 
Freethinkers holding important offiJes or sitting in 
legislativ bodies to pay special attention to educa
tional matters. The next speaker gave an account 
of the rationalistic orphan school at Brussels, which 
was opened last October. Paul Robin, the late 
principal of the Cempuis orphan asylum, pointed 
out the mischievous social influences on education. 
These influences, he said, hinder all attempts to be
stow a good education, for society at large as it now 
is destroys whatever good is accomplished individ
ually. In its educational efforts society entirely 
loses sight of the fa.ct that the development of each 
individual has, or should hav, for its ultimate object 
the realization of the greatest amount of happiness. 
The time to begin a child's education is not when it 
is young, but before it is born. A good education 
necessitates a good birth; one cannot exist without 
the other. We must supplant in a sensible manner 
the present careless way of bringing children into 
the world. We must instruct the grown-up people 
how they can prevent, without harm to thamselvs, 
the giving birth to too many children and to mental 
or physical wrecks. 

A perfect hurricane of objections assailed the re
marks of the last speaker, and it is worth recording, 
to the shame of the male sex, that, with a few hon
orable exceptions, the speaker was sustained in his 
views by the women delegates only. Also Henrich 
Wilhelmi made an excellent speech in which she 
supported Paul Robin. Mrs. Nellie van Kol, a 
delegate from Holland, likewise supported the 
speaker. As the congress could not come to any 
agreement on the resolutions offered, it was decided 
to refer the further discussion of them to the local 
societies. An effort was made at a later sitting to 
bring these resolutions to a vote, but the opposition, 
led by Paul Robin and the women, came out vic
torious. 

The Swiss delegate, Dr. Fulpius, proposed that the 
congress appoint a day every year which Freethink
ers of all countries should celebrate. President 
Furnemont pointed out that we had such a day in 
the 1st of May, the universal labor day. Marie 
V eronne, French delegate, deplored the lack of par
liamentary etiquet as evidenced in the proceedings 
of the congress, and on behalf of the French dele
gates offered a series of rules to be used in the fut
ure. The debate on these regulations was put off 
to a future congress, but the present one recom
mended their acceptance. 

A proposal to restriot the number of mandates 
and votes of each delegate met with opposition 
from the French delegates, who represented 250 
societies in the present congress. After a long de
bate it was resolved that a delegate could be en
trusted with any number of mandates, but that he 
should be allowed no more than three votes. 

Rome, with Milan as second choice, was selected 
as the seat of the next congress. The business de
partment of the International Freethought Federa
tion was transferred from Brussels to Paris. When 
the congress adjourned, the delegates parted to 
meet again in the evening at a sumptuous banquet 
given by the Brussels Freethinkers to the foreign 
delegates. 

"It must be mlilant, too, that this recommenda. 
tion is to carry some authority, and to be sanctioned 
by some penalty on those who disr~gard it; not, 
indeed, of :fine and imprisonment, but of some de
gree of proscription, perhaps in public opinion. 
And does the change in the nature of the penalty 
make the recommendation less a law of conduct for 
those to whom it is directed! 

"I do not believe it is for the interest of religion 
to invite the civil magistrate to direct its exercises,· 
its disciplin, or its doctrine; nor of the religious 
societies, that the g<>neral government should be 
invested with the power of effecting any uniformity 
of time or matter among them. 

"Fasting and prayer are raligioug exercises; the 
enjoining them, an act of disciplin. Every religious 
society has a right to determin for itself the times 
for these exercises, and the objects proper for them, 
according to their own particular tenets ; and this 
right can never be safer than in their own hands, 
where the Constitution has deposited it." 

heartlessness. H. C. DAVIDSON. 
Hendrickson, Mo. 

RePgions Vandalism. 
Says the New Jersey Forester: "The growing of 

Christmas trees for market would be if properly 
conducted a legitimate and, no doubt, profitable 
business. Although the custom is time-honored 
and givs pleasure to children for a few days, it 
seems a shame to sacrifice thousands of beautiful 
young trees for such useless purposes. There is 
hardly an old :field in Southern New Jersey which 
does not show the work of Christmas thieves. They 
cut down the thriftiest cedars as soon as of a mark
etable size, an.d cut the tops out of full-grown trees. 
All this is to celebrate a custom the meaning of 
which nobody exactly knows. The city of Paris 
uses 40.000 Christmas trees each year." 

The timely suggestion of the .New Jersey Forester 
is what the writer of this bas along advocated, espe
cially in his last report. By "saints and sinners" 
our talk was considered sacrilegious. But we know 
we are right. Millions upon millions of young and 
most beautiful spruces and balsam :firs are annually 
cut and shipped in carloads over the Northwest, sup
plying even Chicago. This destruction of our most 
promising trees passes for a proper celebration of 
a religious anniversary. Let us not discount its 
beautiful significance, but if we must use trees then 
raise them for the purpose and stop churchal van
dalism upon what is absolutely needed to preserve 
our evergreen forests -Progressive Age. 

Sound Doctrin. 
Neither the civil nor the religious rights of the 

people can be safe when the state in any way con
cerns itself with the enforcement of any of the doc
trine or observances of the church. Thomas J after
son, when president., made this very clear in his 
answer to the New England clergymen who wished 
him to appoint a day of fasting and prayer. Unfor
tunately neither Benjamin Harrison nor Grover 
Cleveland proved himself to be another Thomas 
Jefferson. In the works of Jefferson, vol. v, pages 
236 and 237, we :find this unanswerable argument: 

"I consider the government of the United States as 
interdicted by the Constitution from intermeddling 
with religious institutions, their doctrine, disciplin, 
or exercises. 

"But it is only proposed that I should recommend, 
not prescribe, a day of fasting and prayer. That 
is, that I should indirectly assume to the United 

:Mistaken Women. 
We would like to make a statement to the women 

suffragists of this country. It is this : When you 
ad vocate the return of the Bible to the public schools 
you dishearten many of the men who are among 
your strongest and most persistent advocates. 
They are typical Americans under the Constitution 
and believe that you should vote, but when they 
see you seeking to violate the spirit and letter of 
the Constitution, and so easily led into the intoler
ant use of your influence, they are driven to reflect 
if it would not be dangerous to giv you the ballot. 
It may not be considered chivalric to speak this 
truth, but, whether you believe it or not, many thou
sands are influenced to vote against the emancipation 
of women for the above reasons. We regret the 
action, for intance, of the Woman's Educational 
Society of Chicago. It is one of the most unfor
tunate incidents, looked at from women suffragists' 
point of view, which could happen to the cause in 
ibis country.-Progressive Age. 

The Canadian Censorship. 
From the Book ana News-Dealer. 

The post-office authorities of Canada hav decreed 
that no more copies of The Truth Seeker shall be 
imported into that country, singly or in quantities. 
The claim is that the paper is sacrilegious and scur
rilous. If The Truth Seeker is clever it can at 
home, by a judicious setting forth of the exclusion 
act, increase its circulation far beyond what it may 
hav lost in Kanuckia .. They are not ready for Free
thought and speech over there yet-that is to say 
if the postmaster-general is any criterion. He is a 
Roman Catholic, by the way. 

From Rodhugaeren, Fergus Falls. Mtnn. 
The New York Freethought journal, The Truth 

Seeker, is prohibited in the Canadian mails. The 
postmaster-general of Canada is a poor, narrow
minded, ignorant Catholic, and he could not even 
point out the special articles in The Truth Seeker 
which he resented. With the exception perhaps of 
its pictures, The Truth Seeker has always been very 
moderate, and is edited with both ~act and ability. 
It throws the searchlight on the many crooked 
ways of the church, and in stirring up this humbug 
it has the advantage of having no special love for 
any church party; but up there in Canada they 
cannot bear that anyone should touch supt~rstition's 
thick layer of corruption, and hence they prohibit 
The Truth Seeker. 

[The foregoingappears also in Nya Normanden, 
of Minneapolis, Minn.-ED. T. S.] 

The Sunday laws !lre a statutory embodiment of 
the dogma of the Brownist sect of the Puritan sect 
of the Protestant dissenters to the effect thf!ot peo
ple ought to be idle on Sunday. They force an 
external deference to this dogma on people who are 
not Brownists. This is the)r only meaning, this is 
their only value to their Brownist advocates. These 
fanatics recognize in them rightly a union of their 
church with the state. When the people at large 
get to understand the matter in the same true light, 
will they not arise in their wrath and repudiate 
this inheritance from those pestilent fellows whom 
the healthy intellectual stomachs of England and 
Holland spewed out, and whom to our everlasting 
misfortune a mysterious providence allowed to land 
on Plymouth Rock instead of commanding Ply
mouth Rock to land :firmly and comprehensivly on 
them !-J. 7.. Ringgold, in the New York World. 

Hav you ordered your holiday books T If not, 
see the list offered on page 829. 
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Observations. 
I contemplate with ghoulish glee a printed pro

test addressed to newspaper editors by th~ ~ev. Dr. 
I. K. Funk, publisher of the Standard D10bonary. 
The case is this, that in arranging the vocabulary 
of English words, Dr. Funk's hired men found it 
necessary to reproduce and define cert~in so-ca~led 
coarse and indelicate terms ; and a lexiCographiCal 
competitor, taking advantage of the doctor's . di
lemma, has collated some of these blush-compelling 
words and put them in a circular, which he is dis-

. tributing among teachers and parents to prove. that 
the Rev. Mr. Funk's lexicon should not be admitted 
to the school or family. The meanness of such 
warfare is of course simply inexpressible, but the 
victim is estopped from claiming any redress. ~e 
thinks the press ought to be under the censorship 
of Comstock or some other moral idiot. He 
conducts his paper, the Voice, on the principl~ t?at 
arousing the prejudice is as legitimate as enhst1n~ 
the reason against an opponent. He would muti
late a violator of his rule of ethics as cheerfully as 
he would deprive a burglar of his tools ; and he 
would not accord to any person liberty in what he 
shall drink, read, or admire in painting, or in choos
ing when he shall rest or work. Ordinarily,_if a 
publisher is attacked as he now is by a competitor, 
the indignation of a fair-minded public is excited ; 
but in this instance those who know the Rev. Dr. 
Funk will not let their blood boil. They will see 
that the guns now turned upon him were by ~im
self loaded with mud, and that when he receives 
their contents in the neck he is getting only what 
he meant for others. It is a case of righteous ret 
ribution, poetic justice, hoist with his own petard, 
and everything else which indicates that the shearer's 
own wool is in danger ; for the complainant has 
helped to corrupt the public mind so as to make his 
competitor's appeal to it effectiv. Let him ase~ual
ize his dictionary and resolve to lead a better life. 

"To my comrade," is the inscription I discover 
written over my name in a neat volume of poems 
entitled "'Wind Harp Songs," by J. William Lloyd, 
which the author has sent me. I accept the word 
comrade. It is preferable to "brother," as it con
tains no suggestion of church-membership and has 
no cant about it. For allied reasons, songs stand 
higher in my estimation than hymns. While I hav 
to admire some of the poems in this volume with
out being clear as to their purpose or the signifi
cance of their form, those which I am equal to 
grasping are so excellent that I hav no doubt the 
fault is my own that the others are not read under
standingly. Mr. Lloyd is not a poet of thought, 
but of impression and fancy. I should say that he 
has more sensibility than perceptivity. Phenomena 
are more felt than seen. Their light and shadow 
fall upon him, and he makes random notes. In the 
same manner I quote: 

Banks, 
Bees, 
Bird music, 
Olouds, 
Distance. . . 

Sleep. 
You see, the theme is not worked out. Now, 

Banks are low, or they are high-Grassy or bare, 
and the bees hum by. Music of birds is sad or 
gay, Or low and sweet; clouds drift away. While 
distance ends in widest blue, Sleep draws her cur
tain o'er the view. And so on; but Mr. Lloyd omits 
these collateral facts. He givs the outline and lets 
you fill in the colors. If the picture isn't satisfac
tory, that is· the fault of your imagination qr your 
execution, and you can't blame him. His list of 
substantivs is above criticism. 

Passing by these eccentricities, no one can deny 
to Mr. Lloyd the qualities of a true poet. He has 
great sympathy, great sensitivness, and a wonderful 
delicacy of touch. Those who hav been, as he has, 
" on the plains, in the forest, in the wake of the 
plow," will in these poems hear again the music 
that haunts the silence of those places, and which 
they may hav forgotten or thought upon as a lost 
chord. 

Owing to the superiority of its methods, the Oath
olio church will probably be financially prosperous 
when other bodies organized for predatory pur
poses are defunct. A speaker at the late Free
thought Congress informed his hearers that the 
Sisters of Charity infest the government offices at 
Washington on pay day, soliciting gifts of money from 
the clerks as they emerge, and woe to the man who 
does not come down with the cash. The same thing 
is permitted here in New York. The untouched sit 
by the paymaster's window with open satchels, and 
the employee who neglects to "hit the center" 
WQe~ 4e q~~WI! ~!~ !!"l~rr lll~l':! btlt ~ f~!}Dlfl ~f!~U&'fl! 
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1 k subsoriber to THE TRUTH SEEKEB employed As to the establishment of foreign supremacy on 
in ~~= ~f the city departments. He is an Infidel t~is c?ntinent, w?at hav we to lose T Are not _our 
from the days of D. M . .Bennett, but he contributes hberhes already m the custody of the ConnectiCut 
to the fund of the Catholic church like the rest. Yankee Comstock, the degenerate Dutchman Roose· 
When he first entered upon the duties of his present I velt, and the Johnny _Orepaud J?~stmaster-general 
position, and before he had learned the rules of the of ~anada T • The subJEcts of Br1t1sh tyranny com
office, he of course did not know what percentage of plam of nothmg wors? than these. 

· · · h' b l' f o ld b ex GEo. E. MACDONALD. earn1ngs a man eDJOywg 1s e 1e w u e -
pected to coYer into the papal treasury. On a pay The National 
day to which he now recurs with sadness, he was 
passing out of the office, when the satc?el ~f 
the church mendicant was presented to receive his 
offering. In order that a basis for subsequent do
nations might be established, he drew a dollar ~r 
two in loose change from his pocket and pushed It 
toward the sister in his open palm, suggesting that 
she should select therefrom a piece of money of 
the denomination representing the dues of one 
who regarded her church as a humbug. He sup
posed that a subsidiary coin would be taken, but he 
is wiser now. The sister devoutly crossed herself, 
and then, with the most cheerful alacrity, took it 
all. It is no use for common hold-ups to compete 
with that system. 

Reform Association and its 
Convention. 

I suppose that few of the people of Kansas know 
how much they are indebted to the Boston Arena 
for its successful agitation in favor of raising the 
age of protection for girls in that state. The fol
lowing anecdote bearing on the matter is told in 
Washington city by Representativ Mercer, of Ne
braska: An old Kansas couple who had a son living 
in California wrote to him requesting that he 
should return and take up his abode with them 
during the remainder of their declining years. The 
son was dutiful, but he preferred California for 
ranching, and so, according to Representativ 
Mercer, he replied : " I am surprised at your ask
ing me to return. I own a ranch here and am 
happy. If anything is lacking it is you. I would 
dearly love to be with you again, but, as I said be· 
fore, I am surprised that you should ask me to 
raturn to a state where they raised nothing at all 
last year except the age of consent." It will be 
gratifying to Mrs. Gardener and Mr. Flower to 
learn that they hav saved the Sun1lower state 
from the reproach of total infertility. 

It is foreshadowed that, at the present rate of 
growth, the churches of the U nit.ed States will in 
the year 1900 hav a seating capacity of fifty mill
ions; and an aggreBi!liv religious editor, who thinks 
that all the seats will be occupied, desires to know 
what Infidelity will be able to show to offset these 
figures. The question s~passes my ability as a 
mathematician. I do not exactly see how any com
parison can be instituted on such a basis. In fact, 
I am almost ready to deny that the breadth of 
thought in 1900 can be ascertained by applying the 
calipers to the part of the person from which the 
religious editor's measurements are apparently 
taken. 

The Rev. Joseph Parker, of London, has assured 
his congregation that there will be no war between 
England and America. "The Christians of both 
countries," he said, "will keep the peace." That 
appears to settle the matter ; for if the Christians 
will keep the peace the Infidels will not go beyond 
inviting Lord Salisbury and President Cleveland to 
debate the question at issue before the Manhattan 
Liberal Club, with opportunity for members to 
participate, in speeches of ten minutes each. 

Regarding war talk, the fact to be kept felici
tously in the public mind is that it is all talk and no 
war, and the second concern is to see that the sit. 
uation remains unchanged in that respect. Re
marks by English journals are annoying to patriots, 
but they should be read in the light of the circum
stance that they are uttered three thousand miles 
away. Canadian journals, to be sure, are nearer, 
and they are the more obstreperous because they 
hav more at stake. In the event of a war with 
England, the United States would at once invest 
Canada, and then what could stop Heston's pictures 
from going over the border with a rush T Nothing 
in the world. So the trouble means a good deal to 
Canada. The springing of this issue on Ama~ica 
by llngland before the Lord Dunraven matter is 
settled looks like precipitancy. English p,ride 
should forbid Lord Salisbury to send any of his 
ships hither until they are assured a track free from 
excul'sion steamers and rowboats. To do otherwi~~ 
might be construed as a rdlection on the course 
pursued by the noble Du:p.ra~en. On our part, w~ 
should refuse to engage lfr. Salisbury's castiron. 
yachts without some guaran~e~ t~~t be will flO over 
the c?u~se the. pre•cribeq JlUmbef gt ttml!~ O.J!d 
~alse ~~ ISt'~~~t1ng for tb.(l Bf~9~!'t?f~: · 

You would think that the National Reform Asso
ciation which professes to represent over forty mill
ions of Christians, would hav a large and rousing 
national convention. My surprise was great to find 
only a small number presl:lnt. It was rather a 
curious phenomenon to me-considering the hulla
baloo this "Reform" is making over the country, 
for this association is certainly the head and front 
of the reactionary movement in favor of ecclesias
tical politics. Before these few fanatics the poli
ticians bow down in absolute terror. On the clos
ing day, Friday, Dec. 13bh, at the opening of the 
morning session, only 29 were present; in the 
afternoon 21, and in the evening 75, although the 
great " Sunrise " Morse was advertised to speak. 
I certainly e:tpected a crowded house. What is 
the reason of this "beggarly account of empty 
boxes?" 

In numbers, ininte1'est, in power our Freethought 
national conventions are far superior to these 
annual gatherings of the enemy. At no session 
did we hav so small a number as the "Reformers," 
and our closing session was nearly ten times as 
great in attendance. We represent the new, they 
represent the vanishing past. We are sometimes 
discouraged at the slimness of our audiences. Let 
us no lonaer be discomforted. Our pioneer ranks 
beat the Ohnstian outposts ten to one. It is vitality 
upon our side and hypocrisy upon theirs. 

It is evident that there is no living interest 
atllong the millions of Christian people in this 
"national reform," for if there were such an inter• 
est thousands upon thousands would throng these 
meetings. I do not think there is one Christian in 
a hundred who actually desires God in the Con· 
stibution-that is, counting the nominal Chris· 
tians, who amount to about twenty-one millions. 
We must remember, however, that this meager 
"reform" convention represents the logic-the 
theology o£ the Christian churches. The strength 
of the " reform " movement is not in its numbers, 
but in the vast mass of superstition that lies behind 
it, ready at any moment to be brought into play. 
If we merely considered the numbers personally 
interested in this " God party " it would only be a 
laughing matter; but it is more than it appears. 
It is a jutting rock1 based on immense strata of 
past belie£, now lost amidst the brilliance of the 
nineteenth century, but liable at.any moment to be 
flung to the surface with wreck and disaster. The 
meager attendance of this convention betokens the 
terrific hypocrisy that pervades the age, and which 
is more cruel and destructiv than fanaticism itself. 
These few fanatics do compel three-fourths of Con
gress to bow the knee to its demands, simply be· 
cause hypocrits are the greatest of cowards. The tri
umph of the" National Reform" party is not the tri
umph of the honest desire, even of Christians them
selva; but it is the triumph of hypocrisy, of coward· 
ice, of sycophancy, of fools and knaves and cring-· 
ing politicians. I would much rather haT back of 
tbis "reform" movement the honest desire of a 
sincere Christian people than that which is now its 
support-a mass of shallow, office-seeking, false· 
hearted charlatanry. I do not say that the mem
bers of this convention, mostly clergymen, are not 
really honest men ; but if these men hav a particle 
of insight they must know that the only possible 
way they can succeed is not by the support of 
honest Christians or of honest politicians, but only 
by the cowardly adherence of the worst elements of 
our political parties. Thus if this "reform" party 
does win, it will win through the rottenness of the 
republic, and not through that which is best and 
noblest even in the churches themselvs. 

These few fanatics hav already introduced the 
"God-amendment" into both houses of Congress. 
They may bulldoze Congress into offering this 
amendme:JJ.t to the people of this country. What 
then ? The greatest religious conflict will arise, 
Those Christians who to-day do not really want the 
amendment will be forced to support it as a matter 
of conscience, and the church of Rome, which will 
d~rive such an immense advantage from the amend, 
~ent, will vote for it almost to a ma;n. The "lean, 
kina" of the " Reform " party, appareptly con~ 
temptll::!le in numbers, may be able by the Jogio of 
gii-c~~~~a:p.ces to swallow up the prosperity of the 
ll"nd~ · 
~e~ ~bief 11pirit ~~ ~he ":RQfofm " fart1 it Us . . 
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field sec~etary,_ Rev. Dr. H. H. George. . He under
~t~nds h1s busmess and makes a business of it. He 
lB m good fighting trim; is over six feet high, with 
broad shoulders, plenty_ of muscular force, and a 
go-a._head look. There 1s nothing uncertain in his 
tactics. He marches straight for his goal. He is 
much clearer headed than Wilbur Crafts and hi> 
school. Crafts says that the Constitution is im
plicitly Christian and the state also by supreme 
court decisions, etc. George says that the Consti
tution is not Christian, that the state is not Chris
tian, that Supreme Court decisions do not make it 
Christian, and that the only way to make it Chris
tian is by an amendment to the fundamental law of 
the land. ~ecretary George is clearly right from 
our standpomt.. We are not a Christian state and 
nothing can make us a Christian state except an 
amendment to the Constitution ; and there is just 
where the fight is on. 'l'he Christians hav not 
won any permanent victory until they hav amended 
the Constitution. Th6n they are in the saddle and 
we cannot unseat them. A Supreme Court deci
sio~ or legislativ act is only a temporary victory, 
wh1ch can be swept away at any time by new deci
sions and new acts; but a constitutional amend
ment is permanent, and it actually can make this a 
Christian state. It is the impression of some that 
a Supreme Court decision or an act of Congrese, or 
of the President, can make this a Christian state. 
But this is impossible. Nothing can make this a 
Christian state except the. Constitution. Ten tho]l
sand decisions of the Supreme Court, or ten tho.u
l!land acts of Congress or President, can't make this 
a Christian state. They can cause laws to be made 
and administered as i;f this were a Christian state/ 
but they cannot change a matter of fact. The 
Supreme Court, or Congress, or President, may 
decide that an innocent person is guilty; but that 
does not make him guilty. The Constitution is a 
secular constitution; and nothing can make it a 
Christian constitution save the Constitution itself. 
God himself can't get into the Constitution except 
tho American people put him there by constitu
tional amendment. The Constitution, as Mr. 
George says, is the battle-ground, and we accept 
the issue. Keep God out of the Constitution, make 
it secular, and some day supreme courts and con
gresses and presidents will conform to its require 
menta; while they cannot make it ohher than it is; 
but put God into the Constitution, and the repuh
lic is absolutely destroyed. The heart is taken out 
of it. It is dead. What folly for one moment to 
allow this "reform" party any advantage. It is a 
life-and-death struggle for the liberty of the huma~ 
race. 

Along with the theological bearing of this " re
form" movement, we must look at its political 
significance. Its purpose is not only to put God 
into the Con,titution, but to centralize political 
power at Washington, and thus eventually to over
throw the sovereignty of the st<J.tes, so that we not 
only cease to be a secular government, but we become 
an enormous centralized government, with no home 
or local rule. The church theocracy is opposed to 
state rights. It purposes to exercise its authority 
through one great central government, until finally 
there will be no political power outside of Wash
ington. The direct tendency of this " reform " 
party is not only to church monopoly, but to po
litical monopoly of all kinds, so that the state 
legislatures and courts will be practically abolished. 
Not only do these "reformers" desire a "God
amendm~nt," but also a marriage and divorce 
amendment, so that all marriage and divorce laws 
will be enacted by Congress; and also a prohibition 
amendment, so that the liqu.or traffic shall be abso
lutely under control of Congress. Thus gradually 
the states will be stripped of all law-making power 
whatsoever. This party is also in favor of strict 
immigration laws ; and, so far as I can judge, is in 
favor of admitting only rich Christians. However, 
the immigration resolution was dropped, for they 
could not exactly agree as to its wording ; and 
some were in favor of admitting the poor man, pro
vided he could pass muster on the "moral test." 
Rev. Mr. George wanted particularly to keep out 
the "vicious scum." By this he meant the Anarch
ist, Socialist, etc. 

Another important resolution before the conven
tion was concerning secret societies. The convention 
was hardly brave enough to meet the question 
openly and above board. Some wanted to know 
what the resolution really meant. lt W3S so worded 
that only those who were of the inn~r circle knew 
its drift. I wish I could get ho~q of the resolution 
and publish it-but I guess ~~ is hidden away, for 
it did not pass. One memqer sQ.id the resolution 
was an "insinuation,'' and lJ.e qidn't want any 
''insinuations" but a frank sta~ement. Another 
member declared that the wisest policy was not to 
m~ke m~pligi~ st~teme~ts, "Qqt implj(#~ ~t~t~nl}eP..t~; 
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that is, don't say exactly what you mean-play the 
fox. 

Of course 1 knew at once what the resolution 
meant. It was a covert attack upon the Masons, 
Odd Fellows, and all secret societies. The " Re
form" party takes the position of the church of 
Rome, that secret societies are anti-Christian. Of 
course if this becomes a Christian government then 
all these secret societies will be abolished. They 
will be unconstitutional, or made so. I hope the 
Masons and Odd Fellows will take note of this
that if the Christian amendment is passed they will 
be outlawed. In this same resolution w~~os also a 
protest against all acts of worship in which the 
name of Christ was not supremely honored. This 
would exclude all Jewish and Mohammedan worship, 
and all pagan worship ; and also the religious cere
monies of the Masons and Odd Fellows, which are 
not Christian, but Theistic, and mainly based upon 
the Old Testament. One member suggested " all 
public worship;" but the original resolution em
braced all acts of worship public and private. These 
must conform to the Christian religion Ol' be for
bidden. The resolution was finally passed by. The 
convention got into a muddle over it. It didn't 
know how much to say and how much not to say ; 
when to be explicit, and when to be implicit/ when 
to be the lion, and when to be the fox. I am afraid 
the Christian Statesman will not print this reso
lution or the discussion connected with it. I wish 
it was on record, however, for it shows that the 
"National Reform Association" would outlaw all 
secret societies, and forbid all acts of worship pub
lic and private that are not distinctivly Christian. 

It will be seen that the "God-amendment" is an 
opener to all sorts of tyranny. It is the basis by 
which all human society will be placed under the 
control of the church. Such an enormous despot
ism as is here contemplated was never yet estab
lished. I see the name of Anthony Comstock is 
attached to the call, so among other things the 
" God-amendment " carries Comstock. The force 
of political degeneration can no farther go. Little 
as this convention is, a congregation mainly of 
white neckties, it is still the focus by which the 
worst elements of the nation will endeavor to con
trol its government. No matter how honest these 
men may be, they must deal with fraud, corruption, 
hypocrisy, cowardice, dishonesty, stupidity, rascal
ity, and all sorts of meanness, in order to succeed. 
We must meet them and thoroughly expose their 
plans. It is a battle-field around the pillars of 
constitutional liberty. It is foolish to say that there 
is no danger. Superstition is still deep-seated and 
it is as cruel as ever. 

I hav attended this convention in order to find 
out and exhibit this skeleton just as it is-to show 
its weakness and its strength. It is a skeleton, but 
it can touch springs of human destiny and be ex
ceedingly dangerous. We must take care that this 
skeleton-this obtrusion of the dark ages-does 
not get its grip upon the Constitution. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Funds tor the Union and Federation. 
I hav received donations since last acknowledg

ment as follows; Herman Tiedjem, $1; C. E. 
West, M.D., $1 ; Peter Scorup, $1 ; B. B. Barnes, 
$1 ; A. W. Kisler, 50. E. C. REICHWALD, Sec. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago, Dec. 11, 1895. 

The Tyndall Prayer Test. 
When the subject of the efficacy of prayer is 

under discussion-as at present on account of the 
action of the Christian Endeavorers in praying for 
the conversion of Colonel Ingersoll-reference is 
at once made to the celebrated "prayer t.est" pro
posed by Professor John Tyndall to the Church of 
England and the dissenting sects. How many 
know the terms of that test T Probably very few, 
for we hav not seen it in the public prints during 
the past twenty years. Following is Professor 
Tyndall's introductory letter to the Contemporary 
.Review, and also portions of the letter (said to hav 
been written by Sir Henry Thompson) proposing a 
method for putting prayer to the test : 

The following suggestiv letter has been placed 
in my hands, with a view to publication. It is 
sure, I think, to interest the thoughtful readers of 
the Oontemporary .Revie'll. It deals, indeed, with 
a subject which interests everybody, and regarding 
which all manner of men, from the Prime Minister 
downward, hav given the public the benefit of their 
views. 

If such be attai:q~ble, it is surely desirable to hav 
clearer notions tha~ we now poasesll of the action 
of '' PtovidE~nce " in physical affairR, Two opposing 
partiea heJ,'a confront e3Ch other-the one affirming 
the habitual intrusion . of superuo.tural power, in 
anqw(!r te t}le p~~~~i.C?B@- Q~ men 1 t~~ 9~h~r 4}q~8~ 
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~ioning, if not denying, any such intrusion. The 
writer of the letter wishes to bring these opposing 
affirmations to an experimental test. He consider~ 
the subject to be accessible to experiment, and 
makes a proposal which, if faithfully carried out. 
would, he thinks, displace assertion by demon
stration as regards the momentous point in ques
tion. 

His proposal is so fair, and his mode of stating 
it so able and conciliatory, that I could not, whe11. 
asked to do so, refuse to giv it the support implied 
by these few lines of introduction. 

June, 1872. JoHN TYNDALL. · 

DEAR PnoFEBBOB TYNDALL: Since our conversation 
the other night, when you were good enough to 
listen to a suggestion I made relativ to a means off 
determining the value of prayer to the Deity, it 
occurred to me to put the idea into writing, and to• 
ask you to do me the further kindness of looking at; 
it in this shape. 

It seems to me impossible at the present day to• 
find ourselvs in contact with a source of power· 
available for hu.man ends, or affirmed to be so on. 
high authority, without recognizing a necessity-or 
even that it is a duty-to estimate its valu.e. And 
especially, if the power be one which is effectiv for 
the production of physical results, is it desirable to 
examin its nature, and to measure its extent, and 
the condition under which it works. 

The value of prayer to the Deity has been recog
nized in all· ages and by all nations, not merely by 
the ignorant and superstitious, but by the more cul
tivated portions of the human race. And I think 
it may be said that. among the great body of re
ligious people of all denominations in this county, a. 
belief in its efficacy is almost universally pro.
fessed. 

After much thought and examination of the 
various questions and objections which may possi
bly be urged, I do not hesitate to propose an investi
gation pursued on a system somewhat analogous 
to that which is pursued by the Faculty when a 
question arises as to the value of any particular mod& 
of treating disease, in order to estimate and rightly 
appreciate the influence of special prayer to check 
disease or to avert death. 

I do not propose to ask that one single child of 
man should be deprived of his participation in all 
that belongs to him of the influence of ''general 
prayer" by tile whole Christian church for " all 
men." But I ask that one single wal'd or hospital, 
under the care of first-rate physicians and surgeons, 
containing certain numbers of patients afil.icted 
with those diseases which hav been best studied, 
and of which the mortality rates are best known, 
whether the diseases are those which are treated 
by medical or by surgical remedies, should be dur
ing a period of not less, say, than three or five 
years, made the object of special prayer by the 
whole body of the faithful, and that at the end of 
that time, the mortality rates should be compared 
with the past rates, and also with that of other 
leading hospitals, similarly well managed, during 
the same period. Granting that time is given, and 
numbers are sufficiently large, so as to insure a 
minimum of error from accidental disturbing 
causes, the experiment will be exhaustiv and com
plete. 

I might hav proposed to treat two sides of the 
same hospital, managed by the same men; one side 
to be the object of special prayer, the other to be 
exempted from all prayer. It would hav been the 
most rigidly logical and philosophical method. 
But I shrink from depriving any of-I had almost 
said-his natural inheritance in the prayers of 
Christendom. Practically, too, it would hav been 
impossible; the unprayed-for ward would hav at
tracted the prayers of believers as surely as the 
lofty tower attracts electric fluid. The experiment 
would be frustrated. But the opposit character of 
my proposal will commend it to those who are 
naturalJy the most interested in its suceess ; those, 
namely, who conscientiously and devoutly believe 
in the efficiency against disease and death of speci!'l 
Prayer. I open a field for the exercise of their de
votion. I offer an occasion of demonstrating to 
the faithless an imperishable record of th6 real 
power of prayer. 

It is on record that the foregoing test was not 
accepted by the church. Instead, Professor Tyn
dall was made the subject of general attack, the 
temper of which may be inferred from his remarks 
closing the debate. He said : " I ask no space to 
reply to those railers who make such free use of 
the ten:ns 'insolence,' 'outrage,' 'profanity,' and 
• blasphemy. 1 They obviously lack the sobriety of 
minq pegessary to giv accuracy to their statements 
or to reuqe;r t!.l~jf (lh~J'of.lB wortbr Qf ee:r~q~~~ fefU, 
tfttio~r'' · 
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and one dozen "Bible Contradictions;" 
the balance will change the countenance of 
the tab on my paper. 

Tbe Paper and the Premium. God's mouthpieces in this part of the 
ERm, ILL., Dec. 9, 1895 I country hav quit preaching ".red-hot" 

MR. EDITOR: lnolo!led please find $6, hell-fire sermons, and are preaobmg mor~l 
for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER, sense, or Freethought, rather. They leo.
and "Pictorial Text-Book," and two ure on anatomy, astronomy, and the won-
copies of " Old Testament Stories " derful works of nature. Of course they 

JAMES M. PRATT. say t_hat the~r God did it all, but giv us no 
tangible evidence to prove this a fact. 
A.nd then they preach kindneBB and mercy, 
peace and harmony, love and unity, and 
that it is an injustice to persecute each 
other for a difference of opinion; that 
every person is honest in his convictions, 
and has a right to his opinion. Now, if 
this is not Freethougbt, then I do not 
know what Freethought is. 

ZEARING, IowA, Dec. 9, 1895. 
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I band you $3, 

for which kindly send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
to Ira L. Bowman one year, with the 
"Pictorial Text-Book." 

Very truly, J. H. JoHNSoN. 

NoBLESviLLE, IND., Dec. 9, E.M., 295. 
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3, for 

which please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year, and the "Pictorial Text-Book." 
You hav a book I want badly, but it ap
pears I can never hav enough money to 
spare at one time to get it-" The History 
of the Inquisition." I hope to see the day 
when it will be in my possession. 

Yours truly, JAMES 0LD.ACRE. 

The Pictures Sui< Him. 
BLUE EARTH CITY, MINN., Nov. 30, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: About December 25th I 
will be in Ossa county amongst the wicked 
ones, as my neighbors are mostly Free 
thinkers; so you see, Mr. Editor, I will ba 
at home. 

Mr. Heston's cartoon, "God Bless Onr 
Home," is a good one. It did good mis
sionary work. I wish him a long, happy 
life. The pictures alone are worth the 
price of THE TRUTH SEEKER. So I say we 
are getting our money's worth. 

Yours for liberty, E. S. GLICK. 

The Boys Amu~e Themselvs. 
MESA GRANDE, OAL., Nov. 29, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed :find $3, for which 
please continue my subscription. 

There are besides myself abont a half 
dozen Freethinkers in this neighborhood, 
and inclosed yon will :find a list of their 
names. There are no churches here, bnt 
there is a Snnday-school which I attend 
occasionally to listen to what is tanght the 
little ones. Once in awhile two or three 
of ns meet and hav arguments with the 
good Christians, and we generally get 
away with them, being better informed as 
to the difference between Bible nonsense 
and common sense. P. L. GED:!'<""EY. 

For a Holiday Gift. 
LoUISVILLE, KY., Dec. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : I inclose $3, for the "In
gersoll-Field Debate" and "Prose Poems," 
to be sent to inclosed address. Franklin 
Steiner lectured here on the 25th and 26th 
of November. When he left he said he 
had been well received, well paid, and well 
pleased, and expressed a wish to be called 
again. A.nd we shall call him, for he talks 
well, draws well, and takes well. He is 
one of the brainiest men in our ranks. 
The people are generally glad to get THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, especially when I furnish 
it free of cost to them. They ask for it, 
and send to my home for it. 

Truly, WILLIAM T. 0.ARTER, M.D. 

Learning from the Pictures. 
CHATTANooGA, TENN., Dec. 3, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, to be ap
plied on my subscription to the dear old 
TRUTH SEEKER. I must say I think it the 
grandest paper published on the face of 
the earth. I wish yon could hear my little 
seven-year-old girl question me in regard 
to the pictures as they appear weekly. 
They are too deep for her to comprehend 
at this time, but I trust if she is spared for 
me to raise her to womanhood, she will 
be able to understand them and teach the 
truths to others. She takes a great inter
est in them, and is very careful that none 
of them gets torn. I hav some three or 
four hundred of them, and yon ought to 
see her get them on the floor and look 
at them, and hear the many remarks she 
makes about them. In a nutshell I will 
say, I don't believe she will believe that 
Jonah was swallowed by a whale. 

P. 0. 0R.AMER. 

But Will They Grant Liberty~ 
BoiSTFORT, WAsH., Dec. 4, 1895. 

MB. EDITOR: Inclosed ple~~ose find $5. 
Se;g,d me by mllil '' Foundlltions of Flrith," 

The country is getting alive with Ep
worth Leagues and A.. P. A.'s., and I am 
going to distribute all the telling Free
thought literature that I possibly can. 

Yours for liberty, G. A.. BoYD. 

A Good Example. 
WILKENSBURG, PA .. DEc. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find $5 
to renew my subscription. I hav endeav· 
ored to get yon a new subscriber, but fail· 
ing, I try to make up the deficiency by 
renewing for two years. I venture to hope 
that all whose subscription has expired 
will do likewise, as by so doing they 
would put you in a better position to fight 
the theocrats. Money is the life-blood of 
bnsineBB. I am certain that all who are in 
your debt can square themselvs bef0re the 
first of the year if they will. I am certain 
that none who are getting THE TRUTH 
SEEKER hav reason to complain, for they 
are getting their money's worth and more, 
and I hope that all will tumble to that fact. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER is just right for me. 
I admire your courage and your self-con· 
trol in answering the theocrats. Yon do 
it so easily and so forcibly that you are 
bound to win the sympathy of the people. 

G. E. GAUDELO. 

Backed Down After Challenging. 
PETERSBURG, IND., Dec. 9, 1895. 

Mn. EDITOR : Truly the Freethinkers 
should organiz9. The machinery for sys
tematic work is effeetivly established, and 
all we hav to do is to work it. 

The Rev. Gould, evangelist, of the 0. P. 
church here, agreed in his pulpit talk to 
" pay half the hall rent and meet the best 
ln:fidel that could be trotted out," one 
night or one week. I accepted in the name 
of Franklin Steiner by letter. The 
preacher, on learning who Steiner was, 
backed down and did not mail his recog
nition of the notice. I published an ac
count of the event in a local paper. 

I grind rye and corn meal, and own feed
grinding and planing-mill machinery. So 
Mr. Gould retaliates by saying: "Infidels 
are dyspeptics; they eat rye. I .got a ohal
longe from one the other day." I respond 
by letter, which is a waste of time and 
paper, that poor Jesus ate his rye raw and 
stole it into the bargain. A.nd this Gould 
pretends to eat this Jesus to this day. Mr. 
Gould will disgust as many of his member
ship as he brings new sheep into the fold. 

F. s. W:mAVER, 

Objections to the Pictorial Method. 
WAsmNGToN, D. 0., Dec. 6, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: I feel like shaking hands 
with D.r. 0. 0. Van Waters and saying 
"Them's my sentiments tew." I hav long 
wished to express myself similarly to Dr. 
Van Waters, but felt that perhaps the edi· 
tor of THE TRUTH SEEKER knew a little 
more about conducting a paper than I did, 
but now that some one has ''spoken out in 
meetin'" I shall follow snit. I believe, 
with the doctor, that these cartoons are 
doing more harm than good. To the Lib
eral, of course, they may be received with 
more or less approbation, but I never feel 
like presenting your otherwise most ex
cellent paper to any of my Christian 
friends for fear of shocking and repelling 
them. We all hav friends who hav not yet 
''escaped the narrow cells of a creed," but 
who are nevertheless good neighbors, whose 
good will and friendship we care to re
tain, and whom therefore we do not wish 
to offend. Moreover, for my part, I should 
so often like to show them a copy of Tu:m 
TRUTH SEEKER containing in every issue 
such excellent articles, but am always de
terred in doing so on aocouut of those 

cartoons, particularly those on the last 
page. I can see nothing "funny," and 
certainly nothing elevating in them, and I 
am sure that they would giv snob offense 
to my Christian friends as would probably 
forever after prevent their reading any 
Freethonght literature. For this reason I 
hav never in the two years I bav been a 
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER banded 
it to any of my Christian acquaintances. 
On the other hand, whenever I meet with 
a Liberal article in any of our current 
magazines I invariably do some missionary 
work with it. 

I should be glad to work for a larger 
circulation for THE TRUTH SEEKER, not for 
pecuniary gain, but for the best means of 
disseminating Freethonght literature, 
were it not for these objectionable car
toons. I cannot do without THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I therefore inolos3 oheok for 
four dollars for anothE:'r year's subscrip-
tion and boooks. J. J. SmRLEY, M.D. 

[Subscribers desiring to use THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for missionary purposes, and ap
prehensiv of the eff~ot of the cartoons on 
the unconverted, will find that, owing to 
the way the paper is folded, the outer 
leaves containing the pictures may bo 
readily removed, and the publication thus 
rendered innocuous. Many readers, after 
questioning the utility of Mr. Heston's 
work, hav on a subsequent occasion been 
so pleased by some particularly apt illus
tration that their objection has been with
drawn, and they hav become enthusiastic 
partisans of O'"~r artist.-ED. T. S.] 

Thoughts on Several Subjects. 
WELLAND, Dec. 9, 1895. 

MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2 to 
assist yon a little in propagating the relig
ion of humanity. I hav been almost a help
less invalid for many years; hsv been a 
a reader of your psper, I think, fifteen 
years. It comes to my brother's address. 
We hav always lived together since he was 
born, which was 44 years ago. I am 53. 
He has seen you at Freethonght conven
tions and at your office. There is very 
little enterprise in ths direction of Free
thought in this vicinity. There are sev
eral about here who talk favorably of Free
thought. One of them told me a few years 
ago that there was no use talking, " we 
hav got to be popular," and yon know 
what effect that class of people hav toward 
reforming the world. It is our duty to 
vindicate those who hav been a great help 
to the cause. 

John Ray died at Weiland nearly two 
years ago. He was an activ worker in the 
cause. I believe he did more than all the 
rest around here put together. He was 
very much like D. M. Bennett; he was s 
very deep reasoner on any subject; did all 
that he could for our cause while he was 
able and seemed to hav full possession of 
his mental faculties to the last. He died 
of old age, at 88 years. My brother saw 
him about two weeks before his death and 
talked for hours with him; he visited him 
again about two days before his death and 
found him as rational as ever, but scarcely 
able to speak. Through all his declining 
years he understood his condition thor
oughly; he often spoke of his end being 
near, and planned for his funeral, at which 
no sermon was to be preached. His wishes 
were carried out. He died peacefully, not 
the slightest fears of the future. 

One thing I must not forget to mention; 
that never were more truthful words spo
ken than those Elmina uttered about that 
unfortunate Negro who was tortured to 
death. I hav often thought and reasoned 
on that snbj eot-How to treat criminals 
and insane people. We should recognize 
that they all do just what nature forced 
them to do. Nature is very cruel; it 
forces upon us a great many inoon· 
venienoes. J nst look for one moment at 
the sufferings that man and beast hav to 
endure; look at the expense we are under 
to protect onrselvs from crime, and yet we 
are always in danger, and are not protected. 
We poor mortals hav very little power to 
make things any ,different. The Lord is 
said to be all-powerful and hence he could 
make a world without sin and pain, but 
he did not do it. There are many of us 
who if we had the power would hav made 
the world without sin or pain. 

A.s time never began and never will 
cease ita onward march-or, in other 
words, it will never end-does that place 
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us exactly in the center of time? Will 
there be as much time in the future as 
there has been in the past? If we divide 
time at the first of January, 1896, will 
there be as much time after this date as 
b~fore it? Those who answer this, if any 
do answer it, must giv reasons fully for 
sn~h answers. I wi\1 propose another 
q11estion: A.s spao8 is endless in every di
rection, does that make us exBotly in the 
center of space, or is there any center to 
space? I would like to see some replies to 
these propositions. 

JULIUS A., 0HANTLER, 

Front "'unny L!lnd. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.., Dec. 7, 1895. 

MR. EorToR: This is a land of warmth 
and sunshine, green trees and flowers at a 
time when the North' is enveloped in sheets 
of snow. When the swallow homeward 
flies, then the tourist hither hies. J aok
sonville is Florida's chief center of popu
lation, and has many attractions in the 
way of outdoor sports, hunting and fishing, 
river and rail excursions, etc. 

The house of the late General Spinner
he of inimitable signature note, ''the old 
watchdog of the Treascrry "-stands on the 
bank of the broad St. John's river, one 
hundred yards below my hotel. His fancy 
boat-house also stands over the the water 
some thirty feet from the shor'.:l. A.n old 
negro blacksmith, who has worked many 
years in a shop near, told me some amus
ing anedotes of the bluff old general ; said 
that he entertained many of his friends 
from the North and elsewhere; that he 
paid the negroes liberally for work he 
often hired them to do, and made the air 
blue with oaths if anyone interfered with 
his plans. The bare flag pole on the boat
house suggests that perhaps the flag 
was laid away with the remains of him 
who had lived so long nuder it. His son
in-law and grandson now occupy the 
house. 

Jacksonville has just four dozen churches 
where the Christian plan of salvation 
is preached to oreJ.ulons hearers by 
men who know as little of the future as 
their dupes. J nst now some men, instigated 
by the churches, are prosecuting some 
others for selling liqnors on Sunday. It 
is encouraging to hear some good Free
thought utterances by the able attorney 
for the defense, Oolonel Pope. In his 
speech, yesterday, he stylod the crusade 
against Sunday liquor selling "a craze of 
the ministers" ; that it is a retrogl'ade 
movement and will throw Jaaksonville 
backward "just as P!lrkhnrst's aotions 
hav thrown New York backward"; that 
"the prosecution seeks to inject public 
sentiment into the law, and this should 
not be allowed"; that "the idea of bring
ing the sanctity of the Sunday into the 
judiciary under the pretense that it is 
holier than any other day is abhorrent" ; 
that "just to the extent that the religious 
craze goes, just so far will these gentle
men go to perpetuate this absurdity.' 
The attorney for the prosecution made his 
·closing speech to-day, and the judge took 
the case into consideration, to render a 
decision next Thursday. May Liberty 
pervade his thoughts and prompt him to 
utter her principles, 

Again, last Sunday I walked into a 
Trinity Methodist Episcopal ohnroh by 
accident, and had a bitter dose of a ser
mon to swallow. In addition to the usual 
slush and gush the minister, Rev. L. S. 
Rader, made a fling at the Freethinkers. 
He said that he saw down town a black, 
stuffed monkey that appeared to be turn
ing a peanut paroher, but when he looked 
closer he saw that the paroher was turning 
the mon}tey. He said that the Freethinker 
was like the monkey ; that he claimed to 
be moving the world onward whilst his 
only motion was the result of catching on 
to Christianity's advancement. Don't yon 
know that it made my blood boil ? I could 
not reply, but wanted to tell him that the 
stuffed monkey reminded me of Chris
tianity's devil ; that for centuries Chris
tians thought the devil was alive and 
working a trap to oatoh them, and they 
were in constant hubbub and conflict try
ing to avoid him, but that of late years 
Freethinkers had proved that the devil 
was only a myth, or no more than the 
stuffed monkey that acted merely through 
the violence of their movements ; that 
many of the preachers now look o:u. tba 
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devil as ''nothing more than a huge joke," 
as the notorious Dr. Holland said, but 
they continue to use him to frighten their 
flocks into dropping the shekels. 

If yon will send me two copies of THE 
Tl\UTH SEEKER containing this I will send 
one to :Brother R"der as a specimen copy 
and ask him to subEcribe. 

Yours truly, S. S. BRYAN. 

How to Canvass. 

WASHINGToN, D. C., Dec. 12, 1895. 
MR. EDITOR: A gennin live Freethinker 

is one who does something to promote 
Freethought. For he thinks to very little 
purpose who never acts in accordance 
therewith. Only by helping to enlighten 
others can we pay the debt we owe the 
cause for our own fortunate enlightenment. 
And those unable to either deliver lectures, 
edit journals, write books, magazine or 
newspaper articles, or contribute money, 
can, nevertheless, greatly o.id the cause by 
getting subscribers for Freethonght pub
lications, thus snRtaining and increasing 
their circulation and their power to do 
good. 

The approaching season of inclement 
weather, suspending outdoor work and 
giving all more leisure for reading, fur
nishes a favorable opportunity for getting 
subscribers to TnE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Your three months' trial subscription for 
fifty cents makes it much easier than for
merly to get subscribers. 

To those working Freethinkers who feel 
like doing their share for the grand cause 
by soliciting subscribers, let ns say: Yon 
need not feel backward about approaching 
either stranger or friend to ask for his 
subscription, for remember yon are not 
asking him for a favor, but are really ask
ing him to let yon do him a favor-espe
cially if yon propose (as I almost invariably 
do) yourself to bear the trouble and ex
pense of safely remitting his money to the 
publisher. 

Reform club rooms, or other meeting 
places, where many progressiv thinkers 
congregate, often afford an opportunity to 
accomplish most with the least effort. It 
is often essential, however, that yon get 
each prospectiv customer aside and speak 
to him privately, or, at least, only in the 
presence of other Freethinkers, as many 
will subscribe privately who would not 
~nblicly. 

First, present to him those points of the 
paper likely to favorably impress him, be
ing particularly careful not to arouse his 
antagonism and thus provoke an endless 
debate. Leave to the paper the duty of 
fully converting him, and aim only to get 
him to subscribe for it. 
If he is in any measure a reformer, tell 

him that THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates a 
fundamental reform without which all 
other reforms are barren and cannot long 
endure. For "there can be but little lib
erty on earth while men worship a tyrant 
in heaven." Implore him not to exhibit 
toward Freethonght that same indiffer
ence or prejudice which he condemns 
others for showiag toward his favorit re
form. 
If he says he gets " too many papers al

ready," tell him it is not how much, but 
what we read, that enlightens-that yon 
can vouch for the superior quality of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER-that mental, like physical, 
health depends respectivly upon variety of 
food, and until he givs THE TRUTH SEEKER 
a fair trial he doubtless supplants it by in
ferior papers, and is blissfully ignorant of 
the grand treat he thereby misses. 

First urge him to subscribe for a whole 
year, so that, failing in this, yon may in
duce him to compromise on a three months' 
trial subscription. After getting it three 
months, he will probably become a perma
nent subscriber eventually. 

But if he won't take the paper, by all 
means induce him to get Paine's "Age of 
Reason," which, by getting the eight for 
a dollar, yon can furnish him at fifteen 
cents per copy. If he will neither invest 
$3 nor fifty cents, he can't well refuse to 
invest fifteen cents, and reading it will 
eventually make him desire THE TRUTH 
SEEKER any way, so your effort will thus 
not be entirely fruitless. 

"Actions speak louder than words." 
Youra for action as well as talk, 

D. WEBSTiiiR GLlOH, 
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An Infidel in the Congregation. 
PLEASANT VIEW, KY., Nov. 25, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR : In this part of the sunny 
So nth there are not many Freethonght men. 
Occasionally yon find one in your travels, 
but he is generally afraid of his convic
tions, and will not say anything unless he 
is sure where he is at. 

I suppose I am the first political candi
date that ever ran in the state and wore a 
Freetho~ght badge atJhe same time (the 
Otto Wettstein badge). In the recent 
election I was a candidate for the legislature 
on the People's party ticket. I was nom
inated by a petition of about four hundred 
citizens. But, of course, I was defeated 
in advance, because this is strictly a repub
lican district. The opposition did not say 
much about my Freethonght principles, 
though I expected them to do so in circa
lar form. I suppose they would if they 
had been much afraid of my election. 

Recently I hav been attending some re
ligions revival meetings more for curiosity 
and pastime than for anything else. When 
I go into the ehnrch everybody looks at 
me as though I was a visitor from an un
known world. One night recently one of 
the ministers noticed me in the congrega· 
tion and when he was called upon to pray 
he remembered me as the man who assailed 
God's holy word, and wanted Him to cause 
my tongue to cleave to the roof of my 
month when I did so. He did not speak 
my name, but everybody knew whom he 
meant. A church member said to me after
ward that he did not believe in such per
sonal prayers, but I told him I did not 
care how much they prayed for me; they 
could neither hurt me nor do me any good. 
A few days ago I met a bevy of young lady 
converts and they wanted to know why I 
was not a Christiim. I told them it was 
because Christianity was contrary to my 
reason. Of course they undertook to ar
gue the case. I asked them if they be
lieved in prayer and the answer of prayer. 
OI course they did. "Then," said I, ''I 
will make this agreement with yon: Yon 
pray to your God that he may send his 
spirit of prayer into my heart, and if he 
does it I'll pray." They did not want to 
do that nnleE.s I would agree to pray first, 
to which I would not consent. The minis
ter came in and my proposition was stated 
to him. He said it was a fair one, and 
that they ought to pray for me. So I at
tended church a little more than I other. 
wise would to hear how my case was going. 
One night I went to the Methodist prayer 
meeting. where it is the custom to ask 
members to giv their experience before 
kneeling in prayer. Many of the members 
did this and the meeting grew very en
thusiastic. J nst before it was dismissed 
the class leader said, "Will Mr. Herron 
say something?" Of course I was not look
ing for such a question, and it rather called 
me down, but I gathered my wits in a mo· 
ment and rose to my feet, because I thought 
the opportunity too good to lose. I can 
not recollect everything I said, but this is 
about the substance of it: "My Chris
tian Friends: Yon hav asked me if I would 
like to say something. I hav often thought 
I would like to speak to yon, but of course 
I feel a little timid about doing so for fear 
of offending some one. Recently I was 
asked to become a Christian, I will tell 
yon that I cannot because I cannot believe 
the Bible as a book of God. I cannot be
lieve Jesus Christ was the Son ef God. 
Now, I know yon pity me for my unbelief, 
but I cannot help it. I can do just as yon 
do; believe just as much as my reason 
compels me. Your reason, yon think, 
compels you to believe the Bible, while 
mine compels me to disbelieve it. My 
reason may be in error, but I think not; 
if it is, I am sorry for it, and as soon as I 
find that it is I will make my humble con
fession, but I cannot now. Yon aFked me 
to pray. I cannot do that because yon 
tell me your God is good and wise. Is he 
not? [Here one old brother nodded as
sent.] Weil, if that is true, will he not do 
what he knows to be right without asking? 
[Here the same brother shook his head for 
No.] If he will not, why not? [There 
was no explanation.] I am aware that it 
is a bad thing to be in error concerning 
any serious matter, and if anyone of yon 
will show me where I am in error, I will 
humbly confess it, or if any minister will 
do so, I will acknowledge my error," 

Then the class leader started a song, after 
which he asked the members to kneel in 
prayer for Brother Herron. Well, yon 
ought to hav heard the multitude praying 
for the heretic. I intend to make it a little 
more interesting if they ever call on me 
again, although I shall try not to offend 
them. 

I think Freethinkers might do some 
good by attending churches in certain 
places and reasoning with the Christians. 

Respectfully, S; P. HEBRON. 

Final Remarks. 
Los ANGELES, CAL., Dec. 5, 1895. 

MR. EDITOR: As long as mortal man ap
pears and disappears on this ball of dirt 
and water, he will continue to discuss the 
question of immortality,. whether discus-. 
sion settles it or not. But not 'Wishing to 
overdo the thing, I will now conclude my 
remarks on the subject, and return thanb 
for the space given to express them in 
your columns. 

It has been correctly stated that science 
knows nothing of life save through its 
manifestations, and the manifestations 
seen under the name of Spiritualism are 
most surely all there is to giv evidence of 
a life not dependent on a physical body. I 
hold that these manifestations are not suf
ficient to do it, and ,hav stated that some 
of them which were once attributed to 
spirits are now explained and accounted 
for without. Telepathy, or thought trans
ference, was long claimed by Spiritualism 
as indisputable evidence of the existence 
of spirits, but if Mr. Swan will turn to 
page 889 of "The Dynamic Theory" (for 
sale by the Truth Seeker Company, if he 
has no copy), he will find the scientific ex
planation of it, and the sixth sense which 
he believes in will be partially explained. 
If he will read the history and develop
ment of hypnotism by Bjornstrom, he will 
learn more about that ''sixth sense " in 
connection with clairvoyance, and will see 
how easy it is for a hypnotist to make his 
subject see spooks or mental images. If he 
will read the statement of a noted seer 
which is here inserted, he will see what pro
portion of visions he saw were real: "My 
experience as a seer givs me authority to 
say that only about ten per cent of the spirits 
and scenes claimed to be seen by media and 
seers are real; and that ninety per cent are 
pure phasmas,or images projected upon the 
mental retinas of the sensitive." Had he 
said one hundred per cent it would hav 
been nearer right. He further said: "The 
thoughts hav shape; the objects seen are 
phantoms. Thus an animal, dog, or bird, 
is loved by man or woman; still they die; 
but when dead the ideas of them still exist 
in their respectiv owners' minds. Now 
with those images in your mind, yon ask 
a seer, 'Do yon see my pet in heaven?' 
The answer is 'Yes,' and no wonder, for 
yon hav just that moment sent the image 
there." People go to sensitive and get 
names of the dead and descriptions, which 
can be accounted for by thought transfer
ence and the somnambulistic condition of 
the sensitiv's mind; drop their two dollars 
and come away thinking they hav been in 
the presence of spirits. And now, Mr. 
Swan, I will tell yon why none of them 
got onto that eighty-foot tapeworm four
teen years old. The man thus favored by 
God was not aware of its presence, so 
could not and did not send forth its men
tal image. See? The method of comnni
cating with spirits, as outlined above, is 
going on all over the world and part of 
Canada, and people who want another life, 
and want it bad, go to a seance, get the 
name of some dead friend, with or without 
a description, and credulity does the rest. 
They hav become Spiritualists, and know 
that we shall liv forever and a while after
wards. If they get to doubting, another 
seance braces them np and they "know " 
it again. 

When you hav passed through as much 
Spiritualistic experience as I hav, Mr. 
Swan, and dropped as many good dollars 
in pursuit of ghosts, yqn may, as I did, 
without'' reading books edited by others," 
find yourself anchored to solid Material-
ism. 

Speaking about physical manifestations, 
let me introduce the testimony of a very 
prominent man who advocated Spiritual
ism while living and died in the faith. 

so-called physical manifestation in fifty is 
to be relied on for what it purports to be." 
Are yon sure yon hav always been fortu
nate enough to avoid the forty-and-nine? 

Now let ns take a retrospectiv view of 
Spiritualism. What is known as the mod
ern article has been before the world for 
nearly fifty years. Tell ns, if yon can, 
what it has done except to destroy old 
creeds and stimulate the hope of immor
tality. It has revealed nothing that adds 
to the stock of human knowledge, and the 
good it might hav done, if true, is noticeable 
by its absence. Spirits might hav explained 
the disappe~rance of Charlie Ross, and 
saved his parents years of mental agony; 
but they didn't. Spirits might hav pre
vented a second murder, had they revealed 
a murderer's name in Vermont, when a 
noted medium visited the scene for that 
purpose ; but they didn't; and the man 
who did the crime repeated it a few months 
later and was then caught without spirit 
aid. No end of crime and murders might 
be prevented by spirits if there are any, 
but such things a-re too trivial to notice; 
and so with the awful fate of many who 
hav been, and still are, buried alive while 
in a state of suspended animation. "Spir
its" never come back to tell of such things 
or to issue a warning; and nothing was 
ever known of such awful events not dis
covered by mortals. According to Spirit
:aalism, the room at the time of a funeral 
is always full of spirits, and yet they never 
in any known case made an effort to pre
vent a premature burial, which would be 
an easy matter, with no end of mediums to 
use for that purpose in all parts of the 
country. 

But this one fact stands out with marked 
prominence: Never did any medium un
der so-called spirit-cqntrol reveal any fact 
not know at some time by somebody in the 
mortal form. Spirits with all their sup
posed oppportnnities hav no knowledge 
that we do not possess; and if science de
desires any knowledge regarding the inte
rior of Africa or the North Pole, it never 
did, and never will, attain such without 
sending a living human being after it. 
Spirits hav impaded the valuable informs· 
tion that Theodore Parker's spirit-home is 
sixty-five billions of miles away; that end
less progression awaits ns, whatever that 
is; that the planet Mars is inhabited, etc.; 
but they could never discover the source 
of the Nile or tell ns anything abont the 
interior of the Chinese empire when it was 
walled up to the outside world. They 
know nothing about the globe on which 
we liv that mortal man has not learned by 
search and discovery, and, though behind 
the scenes, hav no more knowledge re
garding the origin of h nman life and the 
unwritten history of the human race than 
we hav. We get nothing from spirits that 
rises above the fountain head of knowledge 
right here on terra firma, never did and 
never will, and all they tell ns of and 
about another life is aB indefinit, nnsatis 
factory and worthless as the Book of Rev
elation. Twaddle and expressions of un
dying love for. those who fought like cats 
and dogs when on earth, are the essence of 
spirit communications, and the average 
seance is sufficient to disgust anyone not 
stupefied by grief and sorrow. But space 
is limited, so I will close by asking Mr. 
Swan if evolution is not taught by science, 
where it is taught; in the S!lbbath schools? 
I wish also to know what he means by 
"dead matter which produces nothing." 
Has he discovered a new kind, and some 
form of force not inseparably connected 
with matter? If eo, he should reveal hiS 
discoveries in the interest of science. 
Such talk shows what a thorough student 
of Materialism he must hav been, !'nd 
how badly he needs for general informa
tion to read the "Dynamic Theory." 

As a last word I invite reflection on this 
indisputable fact: "No human being is 
bo,-n into this world with any sign or evi
dence of a mind or memory. All are born 
with a brain fitted to a nervous system for 
receiving impressions ; and the impres
sions received by the brain are all that 
makes that wonderful intellect which is 
expected to liv forever under the name of 
soul. "A man," said Francis Bacon, " is 
what he has experienced;" and the sum 
total of individual experience is regulated 
by environments and decided by the 
power and capacity of the brain to re
ceive and assimilate. The mind depends 
on the brain for its origin, and is never 
superior to its material source, and the 

Said he: "Jngglery has been so systems- destruction of the one is probably the end 
tized these day a that not more than one 1 of the other. • C. SEvEBANOE, 



(S'AiZdren' a ~ornor. 

Edited by Mrss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall 
fli>•er, Mlf,SB., to whom all Communica
~ion~ for thiB Corner Bhould be Bent. 

"&tween the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupations 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 

Which One Was Kept. 
There were two little kittens, a black and a gray' 

And grandma. said with a. frown: 
"It ne'fer will do to keep them both, 

The black one we'd better drown, 

''Don't cry," my dear, to tiny Bess, 
" One kitten's enough to keeP, 

:Now run for nn••e, for 'tis growing late 
And time you were fast asleep." 

l'he morrow dawned, and rosy and sweet 
Came little Bess from her nap. 

'Xhe nurse said, "Go into mamma's room 
And look in grandma's lap." 

"Come here," said grandmamma with a smile 
From the rockir:g chair where she sat; 

~God ha.q sent you two little sisters; 
Now what do Yon think of that?" 

:Bass looked at the babies a moment, 
With their wee heads, yellow and brown, 

And then to grandma soberly said, 
"Which one are :ron going to drown?" 

-Exchange. 

Santa Claus. 
At this gift-season of the year millions 

of artless, confiding little children will be 
imposed upon by s most stupendous false
hood. They will be informed that Santa 
Olans, a being in the form of a big, bmly 
man with mow· white hair and beard long, 
and flowing around a very red face, will 
come dreBBed in furry coat and top-boots, 
and laden with packs of tin trumpets and 
guns, cart!, horses, dolls, tiny sets of 
di6h~:s, and all things to please the little 
folks-that he will force his way noise
lessly down the chimney and proceed to 
fill the stockings of children who hav been 
good all the year (an impossible thing, by 
the way), and who hav followed faithfully 
jnstructions of wise or over-wise elders, 
and who hav placed the inoff,msiv stocking 
in a conspicuous part of the chimney cor
ner. This downri~ht lie will be forced 
npon the little ones by parents and grand
parents, brothers and sisters, uncles, aunts, 
and cousins. 

But, by and by, and very soon, in this 
precocious oge, these same little ones will 
come to learn that mamma and papa, and 
the rest of the folks, in this matter didn't 
tell the truth, and may be, in after years, 
will tell that their fi:st lesson in deception 
was learned at their mother's knee. "Oh, 
but it is a harmless tale, and too pretty a 
myth to let go," said a good mother, the 
other day. Pretty enough, but it is not 
harmless. False teaching never is. And 
-why express falsely, when the plain, un
varnished truth is so much better? Let 
the gifts come in the stocking, or shoe, if 
it so please you, but let the child know 
how they got there, and whose deu hands 
they really came from. Will they not ap
preciate mamma's and papa's love, care, 
and thoughtfulness, much more than they 
can the coming of a mysterious Santa 
Olaus who can hav n J reason for taking 
such interest in them? 

Let us be honest with the children. Let 
us not deceive them, nor warp their tender 
minds in any way, or by any means what
ever. Let us teach them the truth. 

S.H.W. 

A. French Philosopher. 
Perhaps no contributor to the school of 

philosophy has been so generally misnu.
derstood as Pierre J. Proudhon. 

His was not a character that seemed 
adapted to Paris and its people. Stern, 
cold, and proud, he repelled rather than 
attracted public attention. A critic has 
spoken of him as one "whose pen seemed 
dipped in vitriol rather than ink." "He 
had more capacity," said another, "for 
receiving blows than most men of original 
and eccentric genius, and he had a marvel
ous faculty for giving them." Strongly 
egoistic; he repudiated all authority that 
did not emanate from one's highest self. 

Proudhon was born in Fanbonrg de la 
Mouillere at Besancon, in January, 1809. 
He was the child of poverty, and bred in 
f?J'!~9~~itr, 4fter • !JO~ewllat {J~Ilqltq;ry 
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education received chiefly at public libra
ries, Proudhon, as a yonng boy, began 
life a printer. Rere his individuality as
serted itself. He had published a little 
work of his own oll general grammar, 
dedicated to the Academy at 13esancon, 
and the society, reoogni~ing the scientific 
merit of the essay, accepted it. This was 
a proud event for the rising young author. 
During this period a little incident oc
curred worth recording to illnqtrate the 
broad mind of the humanitarian. 

A young man came to Besancon eeeking 
employment, and hoping for an immediate 
engagement, as he was absolutely at the 
end of his resources. There was no work 
to be had. While the unfortunate appli
cant, forty-eight hours without food, is 
contemplating suicide, Proudhon meets 
him. Learning his distress, he takes him 
to his own room, give him food, clothing, 
and lodging for two months, and finally is 
enabled to procure employment for him, 
This during a time when Proudhon re
ceived scanty remuneration himself, barely 
suffi(ling to provide the comforts of life. 
"Yon ask me if I know Proudhon," said 
this young workman, some time after
wards; "I owe him life; lit was whom he 
preserved from a leap into the river." 

Perhaps thi! little illustration, brought 
so forcibly to Proudhon's attention, played 
no small part in his impression of labor's 
crushed and helpless oondition. At any 
rate, he now developed into a typical re
former. Arriving at Paris in 1832, he set 
himself at once about perfecting his life 
work. "Say that which thou knoweBt," 
was his motto, and faithfully did he labor 
under it. This strong and implicit confi
dence in his own logic was the shield by 
which he defied all opposers. A noted 
biographer has said of him: "The scream 
of the volatil and the enthusiast without 
backbone only produced a sense of weari
ness in him.'' And the philosopher's de
scription of the literary Frenchman give 
evidence of great discernment. "'.rhe 
Frenchman does not really want to be free. 
Some one has said that we are not ripe for 
liberty; it is inexact, We shall never be 
ripe; this liberty is useless to us. Pro
vided he has the wherewithal to liv, per
mission to play or jest; provided he may 
comment upon the government while obey
ing it, the Frenchman is content." This 
is lamentably true of other nations as well 
as of France. 

Many epithets and comparisons hav been 
hurled at Proudhon from the pens of his 
various reviewers. Some of these are 
amusing. "Byron turned economist and 
publicist; doubt and despair raised into 
doctrin." "A Samson, who, failing to 
pull down the Philistine temple, shook the 
pillars, frightening a number of foolish 
people, greatly hissed at by others, and 
died." But it is absurd to aver, as a biog
rapher has done, that "in nothing is 
Proudhon a Frenc'1man." He was essen
tially French, and belonged to France. 
Because intellect and logic set him above 
his class it does not follow that his char
acter was not that of a Parisian, Anyone 
conversant with his works will realize this. 

Proudhon possessed a powerful fr~me 
and an energetic mien, with a voice clear 
and vibrant as a bell. Everything he did 
was done with passion. This trait of char
acter is purely French. And perhaps it 
was an unfortunate heritage, "He died 
at fifty-six, worn out," says a biographer. 
His death occurred in January, 1865. 

Of course, Prondhon had his share of 
the persecution that so inevitably overtakes 
the unpopular reformer. He was in prison 
several times, and was, in fact, married 
from there. He was, also, several years 
in exile. His family number four, includ
ing Catherine Proudhon, who, perhaps 
inheriting some of her father's ability, has 
published a certain amount of correspon
dence which will undoubtedly prove of 
great value to the world when the writings 
and character of Proudhon are better un-
derstood. IDA BALLou. 

What the Little Folks Are Saying. 
It has remained for a little girl in 

Brooklyn to nearly if not quite equal the 
famous witticism of Leigh Hunt. Of 
course she spoke in childish innocence, 
where the English essayist and wit used 
his ripened intellect. 

Hunt, iu describing an exceedingly 
w~~~rm 4ar, i$ 'Vill \le re~.:u:g.b.ered1 spok@ 

of it 1\s one which tempted him ''to ~trip 
off his flesh and sit in his bones." 

This dear little Brooklyn miss had been 
romping and running all day. Toward 
nightfall her father met her. " Are you 
not very tired, little one?" he asked. 

" Oh, not so very tired; papa," she re
plied. Then in a burst of confidence she 
whi!!pllred, "bnly I do feel as though I'd 
like to take my legs off and carry them 
awhile." 

AN EARLY INTlliiATioN.- "Johnny," 
said the boy's father, "I suppose that you 
are going to hang up your stocking next 
Christmas." ''No, I'm not," was the 
reply after some thought. " Why not.?" 
"Because," he answered, looking his 
father straight in the eye, "you couldn't 
put a bicycle in my stocking." 

Correspondence. 
NEWTON, IA., Dec. 16, 1895 

In yonr iPsne of December 14th, Sarah E. 
Wiley, of Galveston, Tex .• asks how snakes 
catch their game. Replving .I will say 
tbat the snabs catch rats, mice, Eqnirrels, 
weasels, and other small animals by coil
ing themselvs around their holes and pa
tiently waiting till they come out. when 
they tighten the coils suddenly and crush 
them. I hav witnessed the operation. 

ALBERT LUFKEN. 

FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Dec. 6, 1895. 
DEAR Mrss Wrx:oN: As I hav not written 

to you for a long time I will see if I can 
not write a few lines. Christmas is com
ing fast, bnt I do not expect any presents. 
I am going to school. I like to go to 
FChool very much. We bav had some 
bright weather. I will close, so gnod· bye, 

ETHEL GRANT. 
[Next time write about the town you liv 

in, how large a place it is, how long it has 
been settled, and all you can think of or 
learn concerning it.-ED. C. C.] 

"""""""""• mmmmmm• mmmmmm • mmm•: 
RIGHT LIVING I 
Ethics as Understood by a 

Student of Science. 
By SUSAN H. WIXON. 

Sixty Chavters 

Considering from a rational view point those 

fair humanities that make life worthy to be 

lived. It will help everybody. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO, 

JUST OUT! 

AGNOSTIC ANN.UAL 
FOR 

i896. 
Edited by CHARLES A. W ~TTS. 

OoNTEn~: Ba;lf_0ur's "Foundations of Belief:' 
An Agnostic ;ReJOinder. S. Laing; Agnosticism 
anc!l •ts E_qmvalentR, Amos Waters; The Man, 
.Jesus~brlot:. The Germ of the Chr1stian Mvth, 
.J. All~llson ~Icton; Psyche: A Poem, W. Stewart 
H.osR {&ladin)• !Umd as Oontroled bv Matter 
<,Jonstance,E. Plunu>J;re; The Faiths of Oar Ford: 
fath_ers, Uharles .Watt•; An Agnostic View of 
:z'heusm an<l !Uomsm .R. Bithell, B Sc., t'h.D. • 
The Old Testament Liorary. J. J. Gould; Im: 
:;ma}>rt.al.Ity, .W.· A. Leonard: The PhyRiological 
f~fitf.f Rehgwus Leaders, Furneaux Jordan, F. 

Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Fee(i Theni Pt'operly 
and carefully; redttce the painfully hl.rgA per~ 
centage of infant mort.ality. Take nd cha.noes 
aiid make no exoerinJent in this ven>: irlipoi'HI.ut 
ma~ter. '!'he (hi! Dorden Eall"le Brand Oon_ 
dens~d Milk has saved thousands of little lives. 

Corrci"'pouden-t.s Wan-ted. 
Bachelar, 82, Radical. in good posi1ion in 

Western citY, de> ire• corre,pnndence with Lib-
erallaJles of &nitab!e age. Adi'rfss H. 0., 

Truth Seeker Offi<•e. 

WANTED. 
A good woman wanted, 25 to 40 vfarA of age, a 

widow without childr•n. not designing mar
Iiage, and of Liberal idea•. This is a giJt.edged 
~hance for one of gootl disposition and good 
h~alth to take charge of housework in family of 
•h grown persons. WageA fair and certain; anlt 
if her •ervices merit it, after a term of years, a. 
generous settlement in addition to wages agreed 
upon may be expected. Adciress 

4151 Box N! Warren P&. 

Ingersoll Paper Weights. 
GLASS WEIGHT, 2x4 INCHFB, 

containing a 

Photo~ra~h of [olonel In~ersoll. 

The picture is a verv good one, the weight is 
heavy, and every Freethinking bnAiness ma.n 
ought to have tw .> or three on his desk to hold 
his papel"' down . 

. , he ladie' wU of course be plea~fd with so 
handsome an ornament for center-table or man
tel. 

In th~ lib•ary. too. and wherever there are pa
pers to hold down it will come handy, as well a.s 
being a souvenir of thd gre~test heretic in the 
world. 

Sent by m'Jil or express prfpaid for 50 cents, 

Address "HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York, 

PUBLICATION~. 

II Intercourse Between the Soul and Body. 
By Emanuel Sweden borg. Price, 5 cents. 

Interesting book• by same author: 
"Four Leading Doctrmes," 247 pp.,...... .75 
:: D!'ine Love. and IV,~sdom," 248 pp.,..... .75 

Divme Providence, 308 pp., ..... 00 ... 00. .75 
:: Conju'\"al.Lqv•," 47~ J?p ... ,.,. ......... 00 00.$1.00 

True Uhnsl!an ReligiOn. 982 pp ......... 1.50 
"Apocalypse Explained," Vols.l, 2, 3, 4 each, $1 
Send for Descriptive Catalogue to the American 

Swedenborg . Printi<'g and Publishing Society, 
20 Cooper Union, New York. 

JUST OUT. ANOTHER NEW BOOK! 

Pa trioticA ddresses 
BY 

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Reunion Address 
AT ELMWOOD, ILL.. SEPT. 5, 1895. 

-and-

Decoration-Day Oration, 
IN NEW YORK, MAY 30, 188.£, 

His Address delivered at Elmwood, Ill., Sep
tember 5th, 189;, at the reunion of his old regi
ment, the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry-ala" his 
famous Oration delivered on Decoration Day, 
l88t, before the Grand Army of the :tlepublic, a.t 
the Academy of Music, New York. 'l'hese two 
classics are Published in book form for the first 
time from revised manuscript, and arA the only 
authorized and conect reprints. It also containA 
a hand;ome half-tone portrait of the Oolonel 
and his litcle grandson, Robert G. Ingersoll
Browp. .J:'riuted on good paper, large type, wid4.1 
margms, m one volume. 

Price, cloth, 50 eta; paper, 25 cts. Sen~ 
post-paid on receipt of price by 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

.H. · • · He held 
ll fist to 1 he nose of St. Patrick and yelled 

;: L~t go of. that tail and that horn-I tnststl" 
WI.l ye momd yer own business?" said Patrick. 'l'he fist 

Drew back ~nd returned with the sickening crash 
Of a battering ram OI\ the jaw of the rash 
And unhappy 8&. Patrick, who, dropping the horn 
An~ ~.he tall, by t.he terrible imon!se was borne 
Fu.J ro·~y feet off, where, unoon•cious, he lay 
Alo,n?' With three others who stood in the wa v. 
-Ex,ract ana lllustrattonJrom ".A Taze of a HalO." 
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Health and Happiness. 
VIII,-DIET OR REGIMEN IN NURSING-CON· 

TINUED, 

During the first three months, and above 
a~l the first week or two, the mother should 
g1v to the infant only her own milk. I 
pray yon to take no heed of the advice 
very fre_qnently tendered, that the milk 
lacks_ t~1s or the other ingredient; is not 
nonrts~tng ; that the infant has need of 
s~methmg s~rengenthing or refreshing. All 
kmds of miXtures will be recommended 
teas of various kinds, eto.'-many of which 
are the very means to induce ailments, as 
thrush and the like. The milk of the 
mother o~ a ~ewly-born infant is always 
watery wtth httle white flakes in it (colos
trum). But it is precisely therein that the 
merit lies, and just for that reason it is 
suitable for the babe. Therefore durin"' 
the first few days of the nursling's exist~ 
anoe giv it nothing but the mother's milk, 
It is not until towards the third or fourth 
month that she may introdnoe the bottle 
to the infant. Fresh cow's milk, one-third 
pure water, sweetened with milk sugar and 
slightly warmed, agrees with some chil
dren. Afterwards pure milk may some
times be ~:ivan. During the first five 
months, however, mothers will do well to 
giv infants no other food but milk. A 
child of that age is not capable of digesting 
anything else. While it is not always easy 
to obtain pure milk, especially in large 
cities, yet I believe it is to be had by the 
careful selection of some honest milkman 
or farmer who will supply the gennin arti
cle. Goat's milk may be made to answer 
very well when cow's milk is not to be had. 
If, however, neither one or the other is 
obtainable, a good brand of condensed 
milk can be resorted to, diluted with wa
ter, and sweetened if necessary. Besides, 
that milk preserves well, and is especially 
convenient to those who are traveling with 
young children. Young mothers using the 
natural wocld do well to provide themselvs 
with a can or a box of the condensed 
article ready for use, as during the night, 
perhaps, under the influence of heat, or a 
storm, eto., the milk destined for the child 
may become sour. 

Many substances recommended as substi
tutes for mother's milk do not even merit 
the name. Yon may rest assured that 
many of the manufactured articles lack 
most of the elements of true milk. Nothi'Qg 
so nearly replaces mother's mil)t as that 
of the cow or goat, when properly pre
pared. 

Supposing the child has safely reached 
the age of eight months, and has been fed 
altogether by the mother, two meals a day 
of cow's milk should now be introduced ; 
say a teacupful at each meal. In case any 
discomfort arises, add one-third or one
fourth of lb a-water. At the age of nine 
months, further variation may be intro
duced. An occasional cup of beef tea, 
mutton, chicken or veal broth, or the yolk 
of an egg. It must be remembtlred, how
ever, that all these are merely accessories 
to the main diet, milk, of which a healthy 
child should consume a pint and a half to 
two pints a day. At this time of life it 
should hav five meals a day, at 8 A M. a tea
cupful of warm milk thickened with grated 
zwieback (dried bread); at 11 A.M. a onpfnl 
of warm milk or a teacupful of beef-tea, 
etc. If the child sleeps through the night 
do not disturb it ; should it awake hungry, 
there is no objection to a onp of milk, 

I 
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;In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends, 
Lib!lral~ shonld.remember that good books make 
!astmg ImpressiOn~~ and please as well every day 
m the year. A LIBeral book in tbe right 
bands often changes tbe views of seV• 
eral persons •. 

TH~ :: lfOLIDA 1S. 
We have q]!ite a. nnmber of books appropriately 

bonnd for Holiday purchasers, aud we will pack 
thep1 carefully so.they can go any distance in the 
mall, or by prepaid express. The following are 
all good books for the purpose : 

Four Hundrea Years of Freethought. From 
Colnmbns to Ingersoll. By Samuel P 
Pntnam. 143 full-page half-tone por
traits of the m~st eminent Freethinkers 
and philosophers. living and dead, of the 
past fonr hundred years. Large octavo 
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled 
edges. Price, $5, 

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth
i,c~ as Understood by a Student of Science. 
'Right Living " is well bonnd in cloth 

and printed on l(ood paper. Price, $1. 
An Unofficial Patriot. A Historical Story 

of the Civil War. By Hel~n H. Gardener. 
Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in 
cloth, with gold letterin~ and side stamp 
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2. ' 

Od Testament Stories Comically Illustrated 
in cloth, with gold lettering and side 
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1. 

The Go~s and Religions of Ancient an1 Modern 
Times. Two volumes. Written in 
prison. In cloth, $?per volnme, or $-5 for 
the two. volumes; m leather, $7; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

fngersoll' s Prose Poems and Selections. 
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk 
cl~th, $2.50; tree calf, $9. Uheaper cloth 
·editton from same plates, $1.50. 

fngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other 
Lectures_; Ghosts and Other Lectures; 
Some M1s~kes of Moses: Interviews on 
Talmage; Wnat Mnst We Do to Be Saved? 
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals. 
1,141 pages. In one volnme, half calf, $5. 

Lif"', A Prose Poem. With Pictures of 
Colonel Ingersoll and Grandchild. By R 
0:· lnl(ersol!. In color, on boards, beveled• 
gilt edges, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28. 
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents 

A raham Lincoln: Was He A Christian? 
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1. 

The Creation of God. By Dr. J. Hart
mann. Red cloth, $1. 

pteasure ant Progress. By A.M. Lorentz, 
LL.B. Cloth, $~. 

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform
ers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Martyrdom of Man. By Winwood Reade· 
Cloth, $1. 

Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. Bell, 
Cloth, $1. 

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll· 
50 cents. 

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon 
Gilt stamp, $1.25. 

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1. 

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated, 
Half calf, $4; vellnm cloth, $1.50. 

oarwin and After Darwin. By George J. 
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2. 

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting book, Without Su
perstition for Children and Yonth. The 
Only Freethinkero' Children's Story-book 
ever issned. 66 fnll-page illnstra.tions and 
25 sm:tller; larga typd, heavy, toned paper, 
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 
pp., boards, $1. 

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand
some .volumes. The best and only com
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in 
cloth, $5. 

parton' s Life of Voltaire, Of which the 
same can be said as of Conway's Life of 
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. 

woman, Church, and State. By Ma~ilda 
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top, 
$2. 

History of Christianity, Comprising all that 
relates to Christianity in the "Deeline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half 
calf, $4; vellnm cloth, $2. 

Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellnm 
cl-oth, $1.50. 

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James 
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75. 

t;osmian Hymn Book. With music to al 
the son~;s. Edited by L. K. Washburn. 
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50. 

IEiir For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue. -R!!Jf 
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Nursing.-Free b!'eathing is essential to 
nursing. The child must breath freely in 
order to nurse well. The breathing may 
be impeded either by the child's nose lying 
to close to the breast, or by being stopped 
np, Care, therefore, should be taken, in 
case the babe does not nurse freely, to see 
whether the breathing is not thus hindered. 
In the former case a slight pressure of the 
finger on the place with which the nose 
comes in contact will remove the impedi
ment. If, however, it should be noticed 
that the child draws and swallows un
steadily ·and lets go every few minutes, 
the cause is no doubt a temporary closing 
of the nose with hardened muons. To 
relieve this introduce with a feather or 
camel's hair brush a little pure fat or oil 
into the· nostrils. If that is ineft'eotiv, 
syringe the nol!e with a little warm salt 
water. The organ being cleansed, the 
child will again breathe freely through 
the nose. If yon wish to discover 
whether or not the child's nostrils are 
stopped np, place a very narrow strip of 
thin paper about two inches long before the 
openings of the nose. If the nostrils are 
free yon will see the paper move with 
every expiration; if the nose is stopped 
np the paper will not move. When chil
dren breathe through the month it is very 
frequently an indication that the nose is 
filled with dried muons, in which case 
respiration through its normal channel is 

L. K. Washburn's Works 
The False Teaching of the Christian 
Churc~ •. "The Thirty-nine Articles of 
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor 
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents. 

THE DIEGESIS 

hindered. J. HARTMANN, M.D. 

The .F~oli,shness of Prayer. "Think 
a num~ter s P.ra.ying God to kill gra.sshoppers, 
or trYlng to mduoe the Deity to nnderta.ke a 
c~a.de of one against the Oolorado beetle I" 
Price, 10 cents. 

Relfgons Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesns InsaneW Price, 10 cents. 
What Is Christianity1 An Inquiry into 

theN ature of Christianity. Price, 1 o cents. 

The Follow~rs cf Jesus. An Interesting 
dress, shoWin!f that professing Christians of 
to-d,~y ar!l not m real1t.11 the "followers of Je
ans. Pnoe. 10 cents. 

Addre•• THlll TRUTH REEKF.R 

ESSAY ON MONEY 
a.nd its 

Relations to the Fiscal Policy of Nations. 
By A. B. BROWN 

Price, 5 cents. THE ~tRUTH SEEKER, 

TBIBTY YEAliS IN THill BUsiNESS. 

ESTABLISHED 18~. 

E. C. Reichwald & Bro., 
Commission Merchants. 

Fruits !~~vegetables 
Apples, · . Eggs, 

Cran barnes, Cheese. 
Potatoes, Dried 

Bntter, Frnits, etc 

BEING 

A Discovery of tbe Origin, Evideneea 
and Early Hi11tory of CbriiOLianlty. 

Never Before or Elsewhere so Fully &nd Faith 
fully Set Forth. 

By REV, ROBERT TAYLOR, o:o. 
PRIOE, $~ 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafavette pla.oe, New York. 

For the Holidays! 

The H Otto Wettstein" Watch. 
The be3t watch in the world for the money· In 

silveline case\ $19; 4 onnce coin silver, $25. Best 
14k~ fhled gola open fa.oe-t-$28; hunting, $80 to $35. 
Solid gold. $40 to $150. .Ladies' same quality in 
best 14kt filled gold oases, $28. Solid gold $as 
$40, $50, $75 to $150. ' ' 
Regu •ar Grades Best AIDerlca.n Watchea 
In silverine oas~s. 7 jeweled, $4.75; 15 jeweled 
$7.25; do. adjusted, $8.75; do. 17 jeweled $l0 75 
For 4oz silver case a.dd $6; for best open fami 
fill!ld gold add $9; for hunting, $10 to $15; for 
solid gold 14kt, @30 to @50 more. Laclies' 1n best 
l4kt. fil\ed cases 7 j.•welet' $11.50; 15 jeweled, $:r;; 
141tt solid gold, $8 50 to$i' more. With diamonas 
np to $150. 

DialDonds nd Opals. 
Pins, rings, and stnds . 6, $8. $10, $15, $25, $50, 
$100 n:{>. Opals. do .. $8, ···, $7, $10, ~20, $35 to $50. 
Also lll ~ombmatwn wtth rabies, emeralds 
pea~ls, etc Plain .and chased rings, emblem~: 
~:.1ns, etc. Yon Will save 20 per cent to order of 

Sundrieao 

When a year old, the breakfast may con
sist of a onp of milk and a slice of bread 
and butter and the yolk of an egg lightly 
boiled; and again at 11, 2, and 6 o'clock of 
beef-tea, milk, etc. 'l'he meals may be 
varied by substituting oatmeal and milk, 
bread and milk, etc. Occasionally the 
child may hav boiled mashed potatoes, 
perhaps cauliflower with gravy, at dinner. 
The general practice of very young chil
dren sitting at the same table with their 
parents, and partaking of the same food 
and drink, is anything but commendable. 
The child's stomach is not yet prepared to 
digest the same kind of food and drink as 
is the adult's. Besides, children acquire 
bad tastes and habits, which in many in
stances prove harmful and lead to gastric 
trouble. The custom of giving to children RELIGION NOT HISTORY Promptness. o.nr main object. Correspondeno 

solicited. Car lots a specialty, 

All the Gorham C~mpa.ny's finest sterling silver 
spoons and novelties; 1847 Rodgers' Bros., best 
plated w~re; the Ingersoll Souvenir spoon is 
n9w o~y $2. F.reethonght Badge-Pins, $2, $8, $4, 
with duLmond, $6 to $14; cl!a.rms. $8, $4, $5, ~6, $8, 
$14, $ '0 to $~0, and everything else pertaining to 
a first-class Jewelry store. beer or other alcoholic stimulants at meals, 

or at any time, is very pernicious, and 
should under no circumstances be allowed. 

Im;pediments and Hindrances to 

Examination of the Mor&la od HistorY 
of the·New Testament. 

B.vl'aor. 'B w. N•wJU.II. l'rioe 1!5 oentl> 
Addre.t• 'rUB ~Bl1'l'H Sl!lltlltillf 

We fill Orders for All Kinds 'of Produce. 

141 So. Water St., Chicago 
45 

All g9ods sent prepaid and cash refunded if 
not satisfactory. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
RUCHEl.LE, ILL. 



"Now I lay me down to sleep, 
I pray the Lord my soul to keep; 
If this were not a folding-bed, 
I'd take all risks myself," she said. 

MBS. H. (returning from church): "You 
seemed to agree with all the Parson said 
this morning." Mr. H.: "What makes 
you think so? I heard very little of it?" 
Mrs. H.: "Well, you nodded at nearly 
every sentence." . 

HAS it occurred to Mr. Roosevelt to cal· 
culate the exact reduction in Jesse James 
brigandage which might be effclcted if the 
Blue laws were so enforced as t0 prevent 
masked brigands from working on Sun
day?-New York World. 

THE Christian Endeavor Society prayed 
on Thanksgiving day for the conversion 
of Bob Ingersoll. Thie is time wasted. 
Better Pray for snow for Christmas eve, so 
Santa Claus can get around easily.-Oan
ton (Ohio) News·Dem<Jcrat. 

DEACJN PASSER (to boys whom he ha~ 
found playing in the meeting-house): 
"What do yon mean by making all this 
noise in the house of the Lord?" '!'hat 
Bad Towser Boy: "I reckon this is Uncle 
Tommie Anderson's house. My dad allows 
he's got a mortgage on it for more 'n it's 
wuth. "-Boston 'lranscript. 

THE minister had been in the little Ken
tucky town but a short time, and when he 
was called to preach a funeral sermon he 
thought it best to pick up a few facts about 
the deceased. "I trust our brother gone 
before was a truly religious man?" he said 
to the surviving brother. "You bet he 
was," was the earnest answer. "Why, 
brother, he never tnk out his gun to lay 
fer one of the Simmonses without fnst 
prayin' three hours."- Cincinnati En
quirer. 

HE DIDN'T Go TIIEBE.-Fond Mother: 
"Dear me, what's the matter now?'' Mar
ried Daughter: "Boo-hoo-my husband 
has deceived me." Fond Mother: "The 
brute! How do yon kuow?" Married 
Daughter: "He-boo-hoo-he said he was 
-was going to the church fair last night, 
and-and he didn't. He went somewhere 
else." Mother: "Who told you he went 
somewhere else?" Daughter: "No one. 
This morning I found some-some money 
in his pockets-boo-hoo-hoo!"-NewYork 
Weekly. 

IN Westminster Abbey, says an English 
paper, there ia a large marble tablet in 
memory of a famous bishop. It is a bas
relief, representing the bishop-a portrait 
-in the agony of death, sinking into the 
arms of an allegorical female figure, pre
sumably intended for the angel of death. 
It is said that an ag.ed couple from the 
country were being shown around the ab
bey, and pausing long before the tablet 
the old lady remarked to her husband: 
"That's a good likeness of the bishop, 
but," regarding the angelic personage at
tentivly, "it's a very poor one of Mrs.--. 
I knew her very well, and she didn't look 

·like thnt."-New York Tribune. 

HERE is a story about that eccentric 
character, the late Lord Ailesbury. It has 
the two-fold merit of being true and of 
never having previously appeared in print. 
Lord Ailesbnry was standing bareheaded 
in a well-known hatter's shop in Piccadilly 
while his hat was being ironed. A bishop 
-who, being still alive, has not yet reached 
his turn for posthumous anecdotes, and 
must consequently be nameless-entered 
the shop in full attire, and seeing Lord 
Ailesbnry bareheaded, mistook him for a 
shopman. Taking off his own head-cover
ing, the bishop said, "I want to know if 
yon hav a hat like this?" Lord Ailesbnry 
surveyed the hat and its owner, and turned 
on his heel with the curt remark, "No, I 
havn't; and if I had, I'm d--d if I'd 
wear it."-London Realm. 

MR. GoULTER WooD writes as follows of 
an incident which occurred at Bradford
on-Avon, near Bath, in 1805, The bishop 
visited the town, and at the morning ser
vice the parish clerk said: "Let ns zing 
to the praaze and glswry o' God dree vns· 
sea o' the hundred an' vourteenth Z am, a 
varsion zbooially 'dapted to the 'casion by 
myself-

"Why hop ye zo, ye little, little hills? 
An' what var do 'e skip? 

Is it a 'cos yn'm proud to zee 
His Grace the Lard Biship 'I 

"Why skip ye zo, ye little, little hills? 
An' what var do e' hop? 

Is it a 'cos to preach to we 
Is com'd the Lard Bishop 1 

"Yese; he is com'd to preach to we; 
Then let nlil all· strike up, 

An' zing a glawrious zong o' praaze, 
An' bless the Lard Bishup." 

-Freethinker. 

TII"f;j 'rRtJTH REEKER. 

Some Goo~ Pam~hlets at Low Prices. 
PERSON !L EXISTENCE AFTER DEATH 

IMPROBABLE,. L. R. Smith. 

READ AND GIVE TO YOUR FRIENDS. 
PROCEEDING~ OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS 

MASS MEETING AT LINCOLN HALIJ, 
W .A.SHINGTON. Being the Speeches 
of HoN FnEnERIOK DoUGL~Ss and CoL. Ron-

Mailed singly ror 10 cents each: twelve of any ERT G 'INGERSOLL on the Decisiun of the 
one, or an assortment of twelve, for $1. United States Court that the Civil Rights Act 

AN ANTIDOTE ANALYZED Reply to a is Uriconstitu~ianal . .l!'ifty-three lnr1/l'e octavho . .. • . I pages, of whwh Colonel Ingersol s speec 
Christian .who had att~cked Fr!Jethi_n~ers, occupies 88 pages. 
and ExPo•m_g the Inconsistency of Chnstians W AND CR 'DLE S 1 
generally. H C Luse. I PULPITt.. PE , 1• • 0 ong 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE Showinao that as the .PuJpit speaks to believing Pews .c11omb-
. . . • '7 I posed chiefly of mothers, the cradle Wi e 

Liquor. :qrmkmg iS C_ommende~. Defended, rocked by ghosts and the race will remain on 
and EnJomed by the Bible. Edwm C Walker, its knees to a devil of its own creat10n and to 

CHRISTIANITY A. REW .A.RD FOR CRIME a God who is powerl~•s against him. One of 
· · 0 R Wh ·t Hel•n Gardener's brightest efforts. 

Authent1eated by the B1ble. i - THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY BET· ford, M.D. 
DID MAN FALL~ Is the Garden of Eden TERTH.A.N ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 

a Fact? Israel --n Groh. RE~i~i~cU~· PROBLEMS. One of L. K. 
EPIDEM.IC DELVSIONS. A Lectnre by Washburn's best lectures, and it is, like all of 

Fredenc R. Ma!v~n, M.D. Givmg rea~onable his, very good. 
reasons for Rehg10us and other Delus10ns. SCIENCE vs. RELIGION, or The Con-

FALSE CLUMS OF THE CHURCH. fliot Between Reason and Superstition. T c 
John E. Remsburg's most not@d work, and WiddiCombe. 
one of .th~ most effective ever wntten by any ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE COURT. 
Freethmker. Presenting the evi<ienoe or the forgery of his 

FIRST EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE alleged gospel. HJ Se1gneuret. 
APOSTLE TO THE TRUTH SEEKERS. SISTER LUCY AND HER A. WFUL DIS· 
Written whileionrneyinginandne.rthe land CLOSURES REGARDING NEW HALL 
of YaP,weh. Containing the best moral in- CONVENT Showing that Convents 
struct10ns of the world from the great teach- . . . • . . 
ers of the former a.ges. D M Bennett. are mimical to chastity. Vlrtue, and freedom. 

THE GIA.NT DELUSION. A paper read SPIRITUALISM FROM A. M.A.TERIA.L· 
before tlie Freethought International Con- ISTIC STANDPOINT. B F Under-
grass at Chicago. One of Otto Wettste.n's wood. Wt:itten before Mr. Underwood joined 

. fraternal attacks on Spirituali•m. the PdychlC Researchers. 
HOW CAN WE BE SA. VED ~ Was Jeans THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture 

Supernaturally Conceived, and did he Rise Imple~en~s Employed in tl].e 15th au!l !6th 
from the Dead? Israel W Groh. !Jenturi~s for theJ:romulgat10n of C)lnstu~n-

INGERSOLL .A.'"TD JESUS Showi"ng how 1ty. B~mg t'le uremlmrg qo)l~ct10n, Wi.th 
~ ~, • specimens from the Holy Inqms1t10n. 28 pic-

the two agree. A poem by Samuel P Putnam. tures. The descri11tions and reflections by 
THE LIMITATIONS OF TOLERiTION. George E. Macdonald. · 

Adiscussion.betweenCol.Robert G. Ingersoll, VICTOR HUGO'S ORATION ON VOL· 
Hon. ~redenc R. Coudert .. Ex-Gov. Stewart L. T.A.IRE delivered on the one hun-
Woodford, b~fore the Nmeteenth Century , ' . . • d th Club of New York. "Each man has the same dredth s aumversary of Voltaue s ea . 
right to express to the whole world his ideas Translated bY: James Par~on, author of the 
that the rest of the world have to express L·fd of Voltaue. To WhlCh are added ~he 
their thoughts to him." Colonel Ingersoll three great Poems of Goeth ~. George Eliot, 
maintains this, the others deny it. Mr. Con- and L'lngfellow. 
dert is a Roman cathOlic, Mr. Woodford a WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED ~ Austin 
Protestant. Bierbower. A l&W'I"et'd comideration of the 

MATERIALISM : Its History, and Its In- evidence of that alleged event. 
fluence Upon Society. Dr. Louis Buchner. WAS JESUS INSANE~ A consideration 

MIRACLES AND MIRACLE WORKERS. of fJhrist'a allefi!ed acts whioh would lead one 
A Consideration of the Marvels and Miracles to that conclus10n. L K Wash burn. 
ofthe New Testament One of John Peck's WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND T And 
best books. other Agnostic Poems. Samuel P. Pu 'nsm. 

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT or The The title poem is perhaps the most. popular 
Forgery of the Old Testament. Deilicated to of Mr. ~~tnam's. many poems, and a great 
the Clergy. H. J. Seignenret M.D. many ed1t10ns of 1t hav• bee'l called for. The 

" . ' other poems are: The Golden Age, '!'he Ideal 
THE NEW GOD. It lB au open secret alJd the Real. Not Dead, but Living Frui-

that man has always made his Gods. They tion, HoPe Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel, 
exist in and through him, as the image exists Address to beity, ani! ttJ.P short poem so often 
in and through the mirror. Take away man recited with great effect by Charles Watts, 
and you take away God-the image vanishes." Give Us Light. 
This pampl}l,t, therefore, is a consideration WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP 
of what kmd of a God man should make. GOD o B F U d d "tt b Samuel P. Putnam. • n erwoo ; wr1 en e-

ORTHODOXY. A lecture by Colonel fore Mr. Underwood joined the Psychic Be-
Robert G. Ingersoll, and one of that great' searchers. 
man's best. The subjects considered are: Or-l WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF PROG· 
thodo)( Relil'"fon Dy\n!l" Out. Reli_giou~ Deaths I RESS. A lecture delivered at the 
and Birth'!J, lhe ReliglOI). of Remprocity, M.o- Freethinkers' International Congr'~s at Chi-
hammed, The Destructwn 9f Art, The D1s- cago. Conside·ing: '.rhe Cause of Woman's 
coverY of AmEJrlca, Copermcus .ann Kepler, Subjugation, The Canon Law aLd Its Effects 
Charles Darwm, Spe01al ProVIdence, The • Upon H'r, Theology Never Helpful to Woman, 
Latest Creed, God as a Governor. The Love Invention Woman's Friend. Freethought the 
of God, The :fall of M;an •. The Atone.ment, Benefactor of Woman. l:!us:~.n H. Wi'xon, 
The Second B1rth, Ins nrat10u, Toe Rergn of WOMAN· HER PAST 'ND PRESENT Truth and Love. The Wars It Brought The £ • "' • 
Resurrection The Judgment-Day, Pious HER RIGHTS AND WRONGS. A lect-
Evasionsh"No Behle. No Ci'lilization;" Jll;ira- nre delivered before tne Woman Suffrage As-
cles _of t e New. Testamel).t, The A~cen$!On, sociation of Denver. Ool. by B F Underwood. 
Castmg out DeVlls, Necess1ty of Belief, F.ter- ' 
nal Punishment. Some Who A.re Damned 1\ny one of the above for ten cents, and twelve 
What I Believe, Immortality. This lecture is for a dollar. 
on the famous text, "The Clergy know that I A1drees THE TRU'l'R RF.EKF.R. CO., 
know that they do not know." 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED. 

It wHI 

Make You 

laugh. 

By "WATSON HESTON. 
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts 

Given Concerning the Or1gin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture. 

CONTENTS. 

400 Pages. 200 

··It will 

Corner 

the 

Parson. 

Full-Page 
Pictures. 

Sustaining a Theory, Bloodv Joshua, 
Some Giants, The Campaign of Deborah and Barak 
The Adventures and Work of Noah, Against Jabin and Sisera, 
A Hunting Anecdote, General Gideon 
Abraham:F Christ's Great Ancestor, J ephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
tBS.~e:~d :li~i\rBister,' ~~lf~~~~h~~~~~ng, 
One of Twins, Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel, 
Jacob and Esau, · David God's Favorite 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, Some Stories from the 'Book of Kings,'] 
Holy Moses b. . Adventures of the Pro11hets, 
Balaam the lVlner, Jonah the Truthful Sailor. 
Sent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side 

stamp, $1.60; Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 
&.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Pl., .l!.ew York city. 
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In the nature of things, 
SAY!> 

ftWBERT 0. INOERSOTJ..c 

" In the nature of things there can be 
no evidence to establish the claim OJ 
inspiration." Such is the text of the 
Colonel's new lecture entitled 

All About the 
Holy Bible 

Just published in a. large and hand
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Ad
dress The Truth Seeker Co., New York. 

The Great Inger-
soll Controversy 

Containing the famous Christmas 
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the pro
tests thereby evoked from the minis
ters who think they own this country 
and all therein, and Colonel Ingersoll's 
replies to the same. A finely gotten 
up pamphlet. Price, 25 cents. 

Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child 

" Reading this lecture," remarked a. 
friend the other day, "will make men 
better; for if a. man reads it one night 
on his way home, the next night he 
will take along some oranges or some
thing to his family." This lecture is 
gotten up in the handsome style of 
"Voltaire" and "Lincoln," and has as 
a. frontispiece a. fine photo-engraving of 
the Colonel and both his grandchil
dren, Eva. and Robert, the little fellow 
upon his knee, and Eva. in her high 
chair. It is a. pretty picture, and the 
Colonel's millions of friends will take 
pleasure in it. In this pamphlet is 
also the Colonel's Tribute to His 
Brother, which so many have de
sired to have in convenient form. 
Price, 25 cents. 

VOLTAIRE 
"V olta.ire was the greatest man. of 

his century, and did more to free the 
human race than any other of the 
sons of men." A lecture by INGERSoLL, 
with portrait of Voltaire. A hand
some pamphlet. Every Freethinker 
will surely want it. Price, 25 cents. 

LINCOLN 
This is Colonel INGERSOLL's great 

lecture, printed in a. handsome pam
phlet, and containing the Century's 
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to 
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents. 

SHAKSPERE 
"An intellectual ocean, whose wa.vee 

touched all the shores of thought." 
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness 
of Sha.kspere from the Kesselsta.dt 
death mask. Price, 25 cents. 

IS SUICIDE A SIN? 
Colonel INGERSoLL's Famous Letters 

and Replies from Eminent men. With 
" Great Suicides of History" and 
Schopenhauer's Essay. 25 cents. 
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Gems of ~:!ought. 
VoLTAIRE was not a saint. He was edn· 

oated by the Jesnits.-Ingersoll. 
WRoNGS intrenched in bad legislation 

oau never be converted into vested rights. 
-Investigato1·. 

IF Ohrist had the power to defend him· 
self from the Jews and refused to use it, he 
was guilty of suicide.-Diderot. 

Pow.mR is· a brutal thing, and will always 
in the end go to those who hav least knowl· 
edge and insight.-Auberon Herbert. 

HuMAN wisdom is the aggregate of all 
human experience, constantly accumulat
ing, selecting, and reorganizing its own 
materials. -Story. 

HE that will freely speak and write must 
be forever no slave, under no prince or 
law, but lay out the matter truly as it is, 
not oaring what anyone will like or dis· 
like. -Lucian. 

THE Oatholio would pray as a Oatholio. 
The Unitarian and the Trinitarian would 
pray in a like manner. We are opposed 
to any and all who wish to go into our 
schools with even select quotations from 
the Bible, or with "non·seotarian" pray
ers.-Progressiv Age. 

Do but gain a boy's trust; convince him 
by your behavior that you hav his happi· 
ness at heart; let him discover that you are 
the wiser of the two; let him experience 
the benefits of following your advice and 
the evils that arise from disregarding it; 
and fear not yon will readily enough guide 
him.-Herbm·t Spencer. · 

ALL religion is paradoxical to reason, 
God hates sin, yet sin exists. He is om
nipotent, yet evil is not overcome. The 
will of man is free, or there can be no 
guilt, yet the action of the will, so far as 
experience can throw light on its operation, 
is as much determined by antecedent 
causes as every other rational force. 
Prayer is addressed to a being assumed to 
be omniscient, who knows better what is 
good for us than we can know, who sees 
our thoughts without requiring to hear 
them in words; whose will is fixed and 
cannot be changed. Prayer, therefore, in 
the eye of reason, is an impertinenoe.
Froude. 

CoNSIDER • • the work of Herbert 
Spencer in relation to the era in which it 
has arisen. Without aristocratic birth, 
without means sufficient even to secure 
leisure, without authority save in his pow
ers of reason, it has been his fate to pursue 
his career in a country where the talis
manic words are title, wealth, position. 
Distinguished as a philosopher alone, he 
has striven to make his influence felt 
in a nation where the respect for pure in
tellectuality, and where the general diffu
sion of culture, are far below that of the 
other two great nations foremost in oivili· 
zation-Franoe and Germany. Attempt
ing to establish philosophy upon a new ba· 
sis, he has run counter to the prodigious 
prestige of the Universities with their 
stereotyped teaching still looked in the ab
surdities of medieval metaphysios.-Ar· 
thur Lynch, in Free Review. 

IF the average man, the one unaddioted 
to the habit of analysis, is told that he is 
virtuous only because '' happiness is the 
end and aim of morality," he is wont to 
express doubt, or to exhibit indignation 
with a thesis which is foreign· to the smug 
and comforting philosophy in which he 
has been reared. He will tell you, and 
probably with perfect sincerity, that he 
does not always do the right because the 
right will bring him happiness, but because 
he wishes to be upright and moral, and to 
act in the right for right's sake. But by 
whatever label we describe worthy con
duct, the fact remains that the desire for 
pleasure is the radix which develops into 
the lovely efil.oresoenoe of the grandest 
deeds of altruism. The pleasure may be 
immediately secured by the " moral glow" 
or satisfaction, or it may follow upon 
transient pain.- Walter M. Gallichan, in 
Free Review. 

I AM sorry to know that honest men who 
are quite intelligent on ajl other questions, 
and who quite naturally yield to doubt in 
all other things, are positivly thrown into 
a panic when a doubt respecting any relig
ions matter presents itself to their oon
soionsneSB. So absolutely hav the creeds 
enslaved men that they feel afraid to use 
their reason, and dread the possible conse
quences of the use of their own senses! 
Oan any degradation be deeper than that? 
Ordinary tyrants can intimidate men as far 
as actions are concerned; but it requires 
the wicked priest to intimidate them as to 
thought and belief. And how utterly 
'Wicked must that tyranny be which treats 
the natural, honest workings of the mind 
as sin I Yet men permit the mongers of 
that holy sham to prate of morality, while 
their system is the most immoral thin~ to 
be anywhere found. It is horrible! Let 
us do our uttermost to destroy priestly tyr
anny.-Joseph Symes. 
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ANoTHER clothing strike is on in New 
York; a. renewal of the sweat-shops fight. 

TWENTY-SIX men and boys perished in a 
mine explosion near Dayton, Tenn., Dec. 
20th. 

IN the newest annexed district of New 
York seven letter-carriers are to be put on 
bicycles. 

NEw YoRK Socialists hav organized a 
bicycle club for the better distribution of 
their literature. 

SECRETARY OF W AB OLNEY demands in
demnity of Turkey for loss of American 
property in recent disorders. 

Cor.. ABomE FisK, of Colorado, has 
come East to agitate for bimetallism. He 
has headquarters in New York, 

THE personal effects of the late Samuel 
J. Tilden were sold at auction in this city 
last week. They brought about $10,000 

THE great rains in Illinois and Missouri 
caused disastrous floods in those states. 
Chicago was flooded over half its surface. 

THE young men whom the Catholic mil
itant societies hav been training to arms 
indorse Cleveland's message and call for 
war. 

JunGE THOMAS L. NuGENT, the Populist 
leader in Texas and twice the candidate of 
that party for governor, died in Fort 
Worth on Dec. 14th. 

THEBE was a sharp fight at Minas be
tween the insurgents and the Spani&h sol
diers. The Cuban's lost heavily and the 
Spanish column was wiped out. 

Two men from San Francisco, W. J. 
Sheridan and Dr. James Underwood, hav 
been arrested in Honolulu charged with 
conspiracy to overthrow the government 
of Hawaii, 

AN elder of the Lebanon Shakers re
cently eloped to New York with a sister. 
It is thought by the society that the·wo
man hypnotized him. He has $3,000 of 
Shaker funds. 

AN alleged dispatch from Constantinople 
to a German paper says that the sultan of 
Turkey has ordered 10,000 troops to attack 
Zeitoun, an Armenian city, and to maesa
cre the 12,000 inhabitants. 

IT is reported that General Campo&, 
commander of the Spanish forces in Cuba, 
has been informed from Madrid that he 
must strike a decisiv blow or money cannot 
be raised to maintain the army. 

TBE state of Georgia proposes to test 
the constitutionality of the law taxing 
state bank notes out of existence in favor 
of irredeemable national issue. It pur· 
poses to issue and defend state bank notes, 

NEw YoRK city has rejected the offer of 
a statue of Heine, the German poet and 
radical, to be plac1:d in Central Park. The 
Geiman citizens who made the offer think 
that it was declined because Heine was un
orthordox, 
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SOME MORE FOOLISH DOCTRIN. 

T:a:E Rev. Minot J. Savage, Unitarian, 
of Boston, has been called to the Church 
of the Messiah, New York, as associate 
pastor of the Rev. Robert Collyer. He 
will be asked to subsist on a salary of 
$8,000 per annum. 

ERASTUS WIMAN, the capitalist and Staten 
Island promoter, who was tried for forgery 
and s:entenced to five years' imprisonment 
in Sing Sing, has had the judgment re
versed by the Supreme Court and the 
Court of Appeals, and is free. 

ON Dec. 17th President Cleveland sent 
to the United States Senate a message in 
which he recommended the application of 
the Monroe doctrin to the boundary dis
pute b.3tween England and Venezuela and 
called for a commission to ascertain the 
line between Venezuela and British Gui
ana, over which the dispute had arisen. 
In his message he uttered the following 
war note: "While it is a grievous thing to 
contemplate the two great English-speak
ing peoples of the world as being otherwise 
than friendly competitors in the onward 
march of civilization and strenuous and 
worthy rivals in all the arts of peace, there 
is no calamity which a great nation can in
vite which £quais that which follows a su
pine submission to wrong and injustice, 

and the cons£ qnent loss of national self· 
resprct and honor beneath which is sbielil
ed and defended a people's Fafl'tv and 
greatness." This means that the Unittd 
:::ltates will e-o to war with England 1f the 
boundsrv dispute is not settled with fair
ness to I he South AmHican republic. In 
England it is said that Lord Salisbury, 
prime minister, will pay no attention to 
the message on the ground, first, that the 
Monroe doctrin does not apply, and, StlC
onrl, that the United States baa no right 
to interfere in thf:l matter. The Senate and 
House bav passed a bi11 giving the presi· 
dent authority to appoint t-he commission 
he recommends, which will probably con
sume about three months in its investiga
tions, and then rPport. The cost of the 
committee is placed at one hundred thou
sand dollars. There is considerable war
like talk on both sides of the Atlantic, and 
some preparation. London speculators, 
actuated more by pique than by fear of 
loss, are said to be unloading their Ameri
can securities, and Wall street is in dismay. 
The president has supplemented his war 
message with one urging immediate finan
cial legislation; to which the House will 
respond with a tariff-revising measure, 
probably with an attachment providing 
for the issue of a popular loan to maintain 
the gold reserve. 
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